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Attendance At Meeting. 

Present - Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyie, Jackson, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, 
Cochran, Brookins, Mufioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, 
Reilly, Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone. 

Absent - Alderman Laurino. 

Call To Order. 

On Wednesday, October 8, 2008 at 10:00 A.M., President Pro Tempore Solis called the City 
Council to order. The Honorable Miguel del Valle, City Clerk, called the roll of members and 
it was found that there were present at that time: Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Jackson, 
Harris, Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Lane, Rugai, 
Brookins, Mufioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Banks, Mitts, Doherty, Reilly, Daley, Tunney, Shiller, 
Schulter, M. Smith, Stone - 39. 

Quorum present. 

Pledge Of Allegiance. 

Alderman Suarez led the City Council and assembled guests in the Pledge of Allegiance to 
the Flag of the United States of America. 

Invocation. 

Father Paul Sims, President and Principal of Gordon Tech High School, opened the meeting 
with prayer. 
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REPORTS AND COMMUNICATIONS 
FROM CITY OFFICERS. 

Rules Suspended-TR\B\JTE TO LATE ALDERMAN ANNA LANGFORD. 

The Honorable Richard M. Daley, Mayor, presented the following communication: 

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

October 8, 2008. 

7o the Honorable, The City CounciT of the City of Chicago: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN - Together with Alderman Thomas, I transmit herewith a 
resolution honoring the life and memory of former Alderman Anna Langford. 

Your favorable consideration of this resolution will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RICHARD M. DALEY, 
Mayor 

Alderman Burke moved to Suspend the Rules Temporarily to permit immediate 
consideration of and action upon the said proposed resolution. The motion Prevailed. 

The following is said proposed resolution: 

WHEREAS, The members of this chamber were deeply saddened to learn of the death on 
September 17, 2008 at age ninety, of the Honorable Anna Langford, the first African-
American woman to serve on the Chicago City Council; and 

WHEREAS, Born on October 27, 1917, in Springfield, Ohio, Ms. Langord suffered at an 
early age the loss of both of her parents. Ms. Langford's father, Arthur J. Riggs, died when 
Ms. Langford was only nine months old. At age eight, Ms. Langford lost her beloved mother, 
Alice to an act of racism when the staff at Ohio hospital, seeing that Alice's children were 
biracial, ordered that Alice, who was suffering from appendicitis, be transferred to a hospital 
serving African-Americans. En route, Alice Riggs' appendix burst and she died; and 
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WHEREAS, Following her mother's tragic death, Ms. Langford was raised by her 
grandmother. In 1933, Ms. Langford moved to Chicago to live with her aunt and uncle. She 
graduated from Hyde Park High School in 1935 and enrolled in a trade school to learn office 
skills. From 1938 to 1956, Ms. Langford worked as a typist for the Social Security 
Administration and the Board of Election Commissioners and as site adminstaror for the 
Illinois Office of the Secretary of State. While working full-time, Ms. Langford attended and 
graduated with honors from Roosevelt University. In 1947, she married her husband Larry 
and, with his help raised a son, Larry, Jr., born in 1952; and 

WHEREAS, In 1956, Ms. Langford received her law degree from John Marshall Law School 
and began practicing criminal and civil rights law throughout Illinois, where she became a 
foot solider in the civil rights movement ~ organizing voter drives in the South and providing 
pro bono legal assistance to civil rights workers in Mississippi and elsewhere. Deeply 
committed to civil liberties and progressive social change, Ms. Langford allowed the Reverend 
Martin Luther King, Jr. to use her home to plan for a march on Cicero to promote integration 
and, in the 1960s marched in Chicago alongside Dr. King; and 

WHEREAS, In 1971, Ms. Langford paved the way for greater racial and gender equality on 
the Chicago City Council when she became Chicago's first African-American alderman and 
one of the first two women ever to serve in that capacity; and 

WHEREAS, A community organizer par excellence, Ms. Langford served with distinction 
on the Chicago City Council from 1971 to 1975 and again from 1983 until her retirement in 
1991, where she represented the 16'̂  Ward's Englewood community. During her tenure on 
the City Council, Ms. Langford served as chairman of the Committee on Committees, Rules 
and Municipal Code Revision and Ethics. She acquired a reputation as a peacemaker 
capable of bringing people form separate worlds together to confront the biases and 
prejudices that otherwise may have kept them apart; and 

WHEREAS, A generous woman, who was always accessible to young people, Ms. 
Langford used her own money to help sponsor youth leadership forums across the State; and 

WHEREAS, A bold early supporter of the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender 
community and legend in the Black empowerment movement, Ms. Langford donated the first 
$1,000 needed to acquire the landmark building that now houses the Rainbow/PUSH 
Coalition; and 

WHEREAS, The recipient of many accolades and awards, Ms. Langford was named in 2003 
as one of the Dusable Museum's African-American History Makers; was inducted into the 
Book of Legends by the Black Women Lawyers Association and on the happy occasion of 
her ninetieth birthday, was honored by the Chicago City Council in a resolution 
commemorating Ms. Langford's lifetime of achievement; and 

WHEREAS, Vivacious, outspoken and feisty throughout her life, Ms. Langford was "a 
believer in being able to smell the roses while I am alive". Determined to live life to the fullest, 
Ms. Langford continued to have an active lifestyle to drive her car, to enjoy shopping and an 
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occasional trip to the casinos right up until the time she was diagnosed with lung cancer four 
months before she died; and 

WHEREAS, A magnificent woman, Anna Langford will always be remembered as a 
trailblazer in the civil rights movement and as a truly remarkable human being; and 

WHEREAS, Anna Langford is survived by her son, Larry, Jr.; three grandchildren, Michael, 
Leslie and Kristopher; a great-grandchild, Christopher; and countless friends; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, assembled this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby honor the life and memory 
of Anna Langford, and extend our heartfelt condolences to her family; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of Anna Langford as a sign of our sympathy and good wishes. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, seconded by Aldermen Fioretti, Jackson, Thompson, Thomas 
Rugai, E. Smith, Mell, Austin, Mitts, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith and Stone the foregoing 
proposed resolution was Adopted by a rising vote. 

At this point in the proceedings. Alderman Solis, President Pro Tempore, rose to offer the 
prayers of his own family and the condolences of the Mayor and members of the City Council 
to the family of the late Alderman Anna Langford. Reflecting upon the life and legacy of 
Alderman Langford, President Pro Tempore Solis spoke of his pride as a college student upon 
hearing of her election to the Chicago City Council and her pioneering achievement as the first, 
African-American and first woman to hold such position. Alderman Langford symbolized the 
progressive changes taking place in Chicago politics. President Pro Tempore Solis observed, 
and she became a role model not only for his own children, but an inspiration to countless 
others. President Pro Tempore Solis then left the Mayor's rostrum and strode to the 
commissioners' gallery where he presented a parchment copy of the memorial resolution to the 
family of Alderman Anna Langford. 

Rules Suspended-CHICAGO POLICE OFFICER GIOVANNI A. ROLDAN 
HONORED FOR HEROIC ACTIONS ON APPREHENSION 

OF VIOLENT OFFENDER. 

The Honorable Richard M. Daley, Mayor, presented the following communication: 
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OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

October 8, 2008. 

To the Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN - I transmit herewith a congratulatory resolution concerning 
Police Officer Giovanni A. Roldan of the Chicago Police Department and his exemplary 
conduct during the events of September 10, 2008. 

Your favorable consideration of this resolution will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RICHARD M. DALEY, 
Mayor 

Alderman Burke moved to Suspend the Rules Temporarily to permit immediate 
consideration of and action upon the said proposed resolution. The motion Prevailed. 

The following is said proposed resolution: 

WHEREAS, On the morning of September 10, 2008, employees at the National City Bank 
on North Rush Street were going about their daily business when a man entered the bank 
and approached a teller; and 

WHEREAS, The man asked if the bank had Money Grams, and when the teller replied that 
they did, the man gave the teller a note demanding money in small bills and with no dye pack, 
and implied that he had a gun in an envelope under his arm; and 

WHEREAS, The startled teller complied, turning over about Two Thousand Dollars in small 
bills, and the robber fled the bank. The teller hit the alarm, but the robber made good his 
escape; and 

WHEREAS, Just a half-hour later on the City's Near North Side, at yet another National City 
Bank, workers there were going about their daily business, when the offender entered the 
building; and 

WHEREAS, Once again, the offender approached a teller with a note demanding money 
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and implying he would use a weapon if the teller didn't comply. The teller hesitated, however, 
and did not move; and 

WHEREAS, In the back of the bank, 19'̂  District Chicago Police Officer Giovanni A. Roldan 
(Star Number 12457) was off-duty working security when he saw the man come in wearing 
a cap and dark sunglasses. As Officer Roldan walked up toward the teller window to get a 
closer look, he saw the fear in the eyes of the teller, then saw the man look in his direction 
and flee through the front door; and 

WHEREAS, Without a moment's hesitation, and not knowing if the offender was armed. 
Officer Roldan gave chase to the man who ran down the street and turned up an alley, 
discarding his sunglasses, hat and jacket as he fled; and 

WHEREAS, Sprinting with grim determination, but without a radio or cell phone to call for 
backup, Officer Roldan gained on the offender, announced his office, and without a shot 
being fired, was able to apprehend the robber a block and a half away and took him into 
custody, still in possession of proceeds from the earlier robbery; and 

WHEREAS, Officer Roldan then walked the offender back to the bank, where he was met 
by 18'̂  District personnel; and 

WHEREAS, Officer Roldan is to be commended for his bravery, quick thinking and initiative 
in taking a bank robber off the streets of Chicago; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, assembled this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby congratulate Police Officer 
Giovanni A. Roldan of the Chicago Police Department on his courageous and effective police 
work; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to Officer 
Roldan, and placed on permanent record in his personnel file, as a token of our esteem. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, seconded by Aldermen Carothers, Suarez, Reilly and Daley 
the foregoing proposed resolution was Adopted by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, LyIe, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Mufioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 
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Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

At this point in the proceedings. Alderman Solis, President Pro Tempore, rose and on behalf 
of the Mayor and members of the City Council, expressed gratitude to Police Officer Giovanni 
A. Roldan for his heroic actions in apprehending a violent bank robber. Recognizing the 
discipline and courage necessary for such effective police work, President Pro Tempore Solis 
declared Officer Roldan representative of "Chicago's finest" and an outstanding public servant 
whose selfless actions and service on behalf of others is a source of pride to his family, his 
fellow officers and the people of Chicago. After calling the City Council's attention to the 
presence in the visitors' gallery of the family, friends, colleagues and supporters of Police 
Officer Giovanni A. Roldan, President Pro Tempore Solis invited Police Officer Roldan to the 
Mayor's rostrum where he conveyed his personal thanks and presented him with a parchment 
copy of the congratulatory resolution. 

Rules Suspended-FIREFIGHTER/PARAMEDICS MARTIN P. QUINN 
AND STEVEN J. BEAUREGARD OF CHICAGO FIRE 

DEPARTMENT HONORED FOR HEROIC 
LIFE-SAVING RESCUE. 

The Honorable Richard M. Daley, Mayor, presented the following communication: 

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

October 8, 2008. 

To the Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN - I transmit herewith a congratulatory resolution concerning 
Firefighter/Paramedics Martin P. Quinn and Steven J. Beauregard of the Chicago Fire 
Department and their exemplary conduct during the events of July 5, 2008. 
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Your favorable consideration of this resolution will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RICHARD M. DALEY, 
Mayor. 

Alderman Burke moved to Suspend the Rules Temporarily to permit immediate 
consideration of and action upon the said proposed resolution. The motion Prevailed. 

The following is said proposed resolution: 

WHEREAS, As noon approached on Saturday, July 5,2008, Ambulance 55 and Advanced 
Life Support Engine 47 of the Chicago Fire Department received a report of a child hit by a 
car at 6606 South Marquette Avenue; and 

WHEREAS, The child had been struck just around the corner from the quarters of 
Engine 47, and as the crew hustled to their vehicle to respond, a group of neighbors and 
bystanders suddenly appeared at the door to the firehouse carrying the severely injured 
three year old; and 

WHEREAS, Engine 47's Firefighter/Paramedic Martin P. Quinn and Firefighter/Paramedic 
Steven J. Beauregard immediately assessed the boy's condition. What they saw told a grim 
tale, for the boy was hardly breathing, managing in his seriously injured condition to draw 
only two shallow breaths a minute; and 

WHEREAS, Faced with the small, limp figure, turning blue before them from lack of oxygen, 
the two men sprang into action. They placed the child on a backboard, then began to 
carefully render cardiopulmonary resuscitation to the small body, thus preventing respiratory 
arrest and certain death; and 

WHEREAS, As they urgently administered treatment, the two firefighters were under added 
pressure from the twenty screaming,, hysterical family members, neighbors and bystanders 
clustered around them, adding chaos and distraction to the scene; and 

WHEREAS, Continuing to work with calm, focused intensity, the two men introduced an 
intravenous drip and performed additional measures to stabilize and immobilize the toddler's 
cervical spine, for all signs pointed to the possibility of head or brain injury and trauma; and 

WHEREAS, By the time Ambulance 55 arrived, the boy's condition had been stabilized and 
he was ready for transport to Comers Children's Hospital emergency room; and 

WHEREAS, When the boy was first carried into the firehouse and placed into the hands of 
Firefighter/Paramedics Quinn and Beauregard, his condition was very critical and rapidly 
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deteriorating and he needed immediate professional medical intervention if he were to 
survive; and 

WHEREAS, Thanks to the heroic and highly skilled efforts of these men, the boy's slide 
towards death was halted, and he was placed on the path to recovery; and 

WHEREAS, The child survived this ordeal only because of the quick reactions and 
impeccable care that these members of the Fire Department provided; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, assembled this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby honor Firefighter/Paramedic 
Martin P. Quinn and Firefighter/Paramedic Steven J. Beauregard for performing their duties 
in the highest tradition of the Chicago Fire Department; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That suitable copies of this resolution be presented to 
Firefighter/Paramedic Martin P. Quinn and Firefighter/Paramedic Steven J. Beauregard, and 
placed on permanent record in their personnel files, as a token of our honor and esteem. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, seconded by Aldermen Rugai and Carothers, the foregoing 
proposed resolution was Adopted by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowelj, Preckwinkle, Hairston, LyIe, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays — None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

At this point in the proceedings. Alderman Solis, President Pro Tempore, rose and on behalf 
of the Mayor and members of the City Council, expressed appreciation to Firefighter/Paramedic 
Martin P. Quinn and Firefighter/ Paramedic Steven J. Beauregard for their quick and decisive 
response to assist a severely-injured child. Lauding the skillful actions of Firefighters Quinn and 
Beauregard, President Pro Tempore Solis stated that there is no greater service and honor 
than saving another individual's life - especially that of a child. President Pro Tempore Solis, 
again expressed gratitude on behalf of the people of Chicago and declared a debt of gratitude 
owed to the men and women of our uniformed services who have dedicated themselves to the 
service and protection of others. After calling the City Council's attention to the presence in the 
commissioners' gallery of the families of the honorees. President Pro Tempore Solis invited 
Firefighter/Paramedic Martin P. Quinn and Firefighter/ Paramedic Steven J. Beauregard to the 
Mayor's rostrum where he conveyed his personal thanks and presented each with a parchment 
copy of the congratulatory resolution. 
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Rules Suspended - CALL FOR MORATORIUM ON IMMIGRATION RAIDS, 
DEPORTATIONS AND SEPARATION OF FAMILIES UNTIL 

ENACTMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE 
IMMIGRATION REFORM. 

Alderman Ocasio moved to Suspend the Rules Temporarily for the purpose of going out 
of the regular order of business for immediate consideration of and action upon a proposed 
resolution presented by Aldermen Ocasio, Solis, Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, 
Cardenas, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Lane, Munoz, Dixon, Burnett, E. Smith, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Mitts, Shiller, M. Smith, Moore and Stone. The motion Prevailed. 

The following is said proposed resolution: 

WHEREAS, On May 26, 2006, this august body resolved to support a moratorium on raids, 
deportations and separation of families; and 

WHEREAS, The enactment of just, reasonable and comprehensive immigration reform that 
is clearly favored by the majority of people of this nation has been hampered by divisive 
partisan election-year politics. The current administration has dramatically escalated 
enforcement of the current unfair and unworkable law that violates the constitutional and 
human rights of undocumented workers, families and children. The increase in budget and 
staffing already dedicated to its enforcement will lead to an even greater escalation for some 
time to come; and 

WHEREAS, These anti-immigrant actions have created a climate of division and a 
destruction of communities as well as a proliferation of the perpetration of hate crimes and 
the continuation of racial profiling. The continuation of such a policy while the Congress and 
the President seek to find a compromise formula is an intolerable burden on our families and 
our communities; and 

WHEREAS, Promises by candidates to support some form of comprehensive immigration 
reform without a commitment to support a moratorium is unacceptable and does not clearly 
articulate a proactive stance concerning this most important issue to constituents of the City 
of Chicago, Cook County and the State of Illinois; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City of Chicago City Council, 
assembled here this eighth day of October, 2008 A.D., do hereby renew our call for an 
immediate cessation of all wholesale raids, deportations and separation of the families of 
undocumented immigrants and urge all candidates for the United States Congress and 
United States Senate as well as all candidates for President of the United States to commit 
themselves publicly to a moratorium on all raids, deportations and separation of families until 
comprehensive immigration reform is passed and, furthermore, commit themselves publicly 
to pressing for the enactment of comprehensive immigration reform in the first one hundred 
days of the next Congress; and 
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Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and mailed 
to every candidate for Congress or the Senate from the State of Illinois and to every 
candidate for President of the United States in this next election prior to October 14'^ 

On motion of Alderman Ocasio, seconded by Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Preckwinkle, Balcer, 
Cardenas, Burke, E. Smith, Reboyras, Suarez, Mell, M. Smith and Stone, the foregoing 
proposed resolution was Adopted by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, LyIe, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays — None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

REGULAR ORDER OF BUSINESS RESUMED. 

Referred-APPOINTMENT OF MR. SALVADOR CICERO AS 
MEMBER OF COMMISSION ON HUMAN RELATIONS 

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON IMMIGRANT 
AND REFUGEE AFFAIRS. 

The Honorable Richard M. Daley, Mayor, submitted the following communication which was, 
at the request of two aldermen present (under the provisions of Council Rule 43), Referred to 
the Committee on Human Relations: 

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

October 8, 2008. 

To the Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 
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LADIES AND GENTLEMEN - I have appointed Salvador A. Cicero as a member of the 
Commission on Human Relations Advisory Council on Immigrant and Refugee Affairs, to a 
term effective immediately and expiring July 1,2011, to succeed Alma Begicevic, whose term 
has expired. 

Your favorable consideration of this appointment will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RICHARD M. DALEY, 
Mayor. 

Referred-APPOINTMENT OF MR. RODOLFO D. ESPINOZA 
AS MEMBER OF COMMISSION ON HUMAN RELATIONS 

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON LATINO AFFAIRS. 

The Honorable Richard M. Daley, Mayor, submitted the following communication which was, 
at the request of two aldermen present (under the provisions of Council Rule 43), Referred to 
the Committee on Human Relations: 

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

October 8, 2008. 

To the Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN - I have appointed Rodolfo D. Espinoza as a member of the 
Commission on Human Relations Advisory Council on Latino Affairs, to a term effective 
immediately and expiring July 1, 2011, to succeed Leroy R. Allala, whose term has expired. 

Your favorable consideration of this appointment will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RICHARD M. DALEY, 
Mayor 
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Referred-AMENDMENT OF TITLE 2, CHAPTER 32, SECTION 085 OF 
MUNICIPAL CODE OF CHICAGO CONCERNING VOLUNTARY 

CHARITABLE PAYROLL DEDUCTIONS. 

The Honorable Richard M. Daley, Mayor, submitted the following communication which was, 
together with the proposed ordinance transmitted therewith. Referred to the Committee on 
Finance: 

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

October 8, 2008. 

To the Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN - At the request of the City Comptroller, I transmit herewith 
an ordinance amending Section 2-32-085 of the Municipal Code regarding voluntary 
charitable payroll deductions. 

Your favorable consideration of this ordinance will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RICHARD M. DALEY, 
Mayor 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF TITLE 9 OF MUNICIPAL CODE 
OF CHICAGO BY CLARIFICATION OF EQUIPMENT 
VIOLATIONS WHILE OPERATING MOTOR VEHICLES. 

The Honorable Richard M. Daley, Mayor, submitted the following communication which was, 
together with the proposed ordinance transmitted therewith, Referred to the Committee on 
Police and Fire: 
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OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

October 8, 2008. 

To the Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN-At the request of the Superintendent of Police, I transmit 
herewith an ordinance amending Title 9 of the Municipal Code regarding equipment 
violations. 

Your favorable consideration of this ordinance will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RICHARD M. DALEY, 
Mayor 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF TITLE 17 OF MUNICIPAL CODE 
OF CHICAGO (CHICAGO ZONING ORDINANCE) 

BY MODIFICATION OF PROVISIONS WHICH 
ESTABLISHED WESTERN/OGDEN 

PLANNED MANUFACTURING 
DISTRICT NUMBER 7. 

The Honorable Richard M. Daley, Mayor, submitted the following communication which was, 
together with the proposed ordinance transmitted therewith. Referred to the Committee on 
Zoning: 

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

October 8, 2008. 

To the Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 
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LADIES AND GENTLEMEN - At the request of the Commissioner of Planning and 
Development, I transmit herewith an ordinance amending Municipal Code provisions 
governing Planned Manufacturing District Number 7. 

Your favorable consideration of this ordinance will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RICHARD M. DALEY, 
Mayor. 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF TITLE 18, CHAPTER 13 OF MUNICIPAL 
CODE OF CHICAGO CONCERNING ENERGY CONSERVATION. 

The Honorable Richard M. Daley, Mayor, submitted the following communication which was, 
together with the proposed ordinance transmitted therewith. Referred to a Joint Committee 
comprised of the members of the Committee on Buildings and the members of the 
Committee on Energy, Environmental Protection and Public Utilities: 

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

October 8, 2008. 

To the Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN-At the request of the Commissioner of Buildings, I transmit 
herewith an ordinance adding a new Chapter 18-13 to the Municipal Code regarding energy 
conservation. 

Your favorable consideration of this ordinance will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RICHARD M. DALEY, 
Mayor 
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Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF CITY OF CHICAGO 
GENERAL OBLIGATION PROJECT AND REFUNDING BONDS. 

The Honorable Richard M. Daley, Mayor, submitted the following communication which was, 
together with the proposed ordinance transmitted therewith. Referred to the Committee on 
Finance: 

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

October 8, 2008. 

7o the Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN - At the request of the Chief Financial Officer, I transmit 
herewith an ordinance authorizing the issuance of General Obligation Project and Refunding 
Bonds. 

Your favorable consideration of this ordinance will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RICHARD M. DALEY, 
Mayor 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION OF TAX LEVIES, ANNUAL BUDGETS 
AND SERVICE PROVIDER AGREEMENTS FOR VARIOUS 

SPECIAL SERVICE AREAS AND AMENDMENT OF 
ESTABLISHMENT ORDINANCE FOR 

SPECIAL SERVICE AREA 
NUMBER 7. 

The Honorable Richard M. Daley, Mayor, submitted the following communication which was, 
together with the proposed ordinances transmitted therewith. Referred to the Committee on 
Finance: 
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OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

October 8, 2008. 

7o the Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN - At the request of the Commissioner of Planning and 
Development, I transmit herewith ordinances authorizing a scope of services, budget and 
management agreements for various special service areas. 

Your favorable consideration of these ordinances will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RICHARD M. DALEY, 
Mayor 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ABATEMENT OF 2008 PROPERTY 
TAX LEVIES FOR PAYMENT OF PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST 

ON VARIOUS MUNICIPAL BONDS. 

The Honorable Richard M. Daley, Mayor, submitted the following communication which was, 
togetherwith the proposed ordinances transmitted therewith. Referred to the Committee on 
Finance: 

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

October 8, 2008. 

To the Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN - At the request of the City Comptroller, I transmit herewith 
ordinances authorizing an abatement of 2008 property tax levies. 
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Your favorable consideration of these ordinances will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RICHARD M. DALEY, 
Mayor. 

Referred - APPROVAL OF REDEVELOPMENT PLAN, DESIGNATION OF 
REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT AREA AND ADOPTION OF TAX 

INCREMENT FINANCING FOR KOSTNER AVENUE TAX 
INCREMENT FINANCING REDEVELOPMENT 

PROJECT AREA. 

The Honorable Richard M. Daley, Mayor, submitted the following communication which was, 
togetherwith the proposed ordinances transmitted therewith. Referred to the Committee on 
Finance: 

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

October 8, 2008. 

To the Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN - At the request of the Commissioner of Planning and 
Development, I transmit herewith ordinances establishing the Kostner Avenue T.I.F. District. 

Your favorable consideration of these ordinances will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RICHARD M. DALEY, 
Mayor. 
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Referred - DESIGNATION OF GENDELL PARTNERS-MOUNT 
GREENWOOD L.L.C. AS PROJECT DEVELOPER 

AND AUTHORIZATION FOR EXECUTION 
, OF REDEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT FOR 

CONSTRUCTION OF RETAIL CENTER 
AT 3200 WEST 111^" STREET. 

The Honorable Richard M. Daley, Mayor, submitted the following communication which was, 
together with the proposed ordinance transmitted therewith. Referred to the Committee on 
Finance: 

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

October 8, 2008. 

To the Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN - At the request of the Commissioner of Planning and 
Development, I transmit herewith an ordinance authorizing the execution of a redevelopment 
agreement with Gendell Partners-Mount Greenwood L.L.C. 

Your favorable consideration of this ordinance will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RICHARD M. DALEY, 
Mayor 

Referred-APPROVAL OF AMENDMENT NUMBER 2 TO LAKE 
CALUMET AREA INDUSTRIAL TAX INCREMENT FINANCING 

REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT AND PLAN. 

The Honorable Richard M. Daley, Mayor, submitted the following communication which was, 
togetherwith the proposed ordinance transmitted therewith, Referred to the Committee on 
Finance: 
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OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

October 8, 2008. 

To the Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN - At the request of the Commissioner of Planning and 
Development, I transmit herewith an ordinance amending the Lake Calumet Tax Increment 
Financing Plan. 

Your favorable consideration of this ordinance will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RICHARD M. DALEY, 
Mayor. 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR LOAN RESTRUCTURING AND 
SUBORDINATION AGREEMENT WITH TWG WOODLAKE 
L.L.C. FOR CONSTRUCTION OF AFFORDABLE HOUSING 

ON PORTION OF EAST 46^" STREET. 

The Honorable Richard M. Daley, Mayor, submitted the following communication which was, 
togetherwith the proposed ordinance transmitted therewith. Referred to ^^e Committee on 
Finance: 

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

October 8, 2008. 

To the Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN - At the request of the Commissioner of Housing, I transmit 
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herewith an ordinance authorizing the execution of a loan restructuring and subordination 
agreement for Woodlake Townhomes. 

Your favorable consideration of this ordinance will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RICHARD M. DALEY, 
Mayor. 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR EXECUTION OF THIRD AMENDMENT 
TO CITY MORTGAGE WITH PALMET VENTURE, L.L.C. AND 

OTHER ENTITIES CONCERNING PROPERTY AT 
134 NORTH LA SALLE STREET. 

The Honorable Richard M. Daley, Mayor, submitted the following communication which was, 
togetherwith the proposed ordinance transmitted therewith. Referred to the Committee on 
Finance: 

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

October 8, 2008. 

To the Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN - At the request of the Commissioner of Planning and 
Development, I transmit herewith an ordinance amending a previously executed 
redevelopment agreement with PalMet Ventures L.L.C. 

Your favorable consideration of this ordinance will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RICHARD M. DALEY, 
Mayor. 
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Referred-AMENDMENT OF PRIOR INTERGOVERNMENTAL 
AGREEMENT WITH CHICAGO PARK DISTRICT 

TO PROVIDE ADDITIONAL FUNDING FOR 
EXPANSION OF PRITZKER PARK. 

The Honorable Richard M. Daley, Mayor, submitted the following communication which was, 
togetherwith the proposed ordinance transmitted therewith. Referred to the Committee on 
Finance: 

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

October 8, 2008. 

To f^e Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN - At the request of the Commissioner of Planning and 
Development, I transmit herewith an ordinance amending a previously executed 
intergovernmental agreement with the Chicago Park District concerning Pritzker Park. 

Your favorable consideration of this ordinance will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RICHARD M. DALEY, 
Mayor 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF YEAR 2008 ANNUAL APPROPRIATION 
ORDINANCE WITHIN FUND 925 TO REFLECT INCREASE IN 

GRANT AWARDS FROM FEDERAL AGENCIES. 

The Honorable Richard M. Daley, Mayor, submitted the following communication which was, 
togetherwith the proposed ordinance transmitted therewith. Referred to the Committee on 
the Budget and Government Operations: 
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OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

October 8,'2008. 

To the Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN - At the request of the Budget Director, I transmit herewith 
a Fund 925 amendment. 

Your favorable consideration of this ordinance will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RICHARD M. DALEY, 
Mayor. 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR SALE AND REDEVELOPMENT 
OF CITY-OWNED PROPERTIES AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS. 

The Honorable Richard M. Daley, Mayor, submitted the following communication which was, 
together with the proposed ordinances transmitted therewith. Referred to the Committee on 
Housing and Real Estate: 

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

October 8, 2008. 

To the Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN - At the request of the Commissioner of Planning and 
Development, I transmit herewith ordinances authorizing the sale of city-owned property. 
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Your favorable consideration of these ordinances will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RICHARD M. DALEY, 
Mayor. 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR SALE OF CITY-OWNED PROPERTY 
AT 8725 SOUTH MARSHFIELD AVENUE TO AND EXECUTION OF 

REDEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT WITH ACORN HOUSING 
CORPORATION FOR REHABILITATION OF AFFORDABLE 

HOUSING UNDER PRESERVING COMMUNITIES 
TOGETHER PROGRAM. 

The Honorable Richard M. Daley, Mayor, submitted the following communication which was, 
togetherwith the proposed ordinance transmitted therewith, Referred to the Committee on 
Housing and Real Estate: 

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

October 8, 2008. 

To the Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN - At the request of the Commissioner of Housing, I transmit 
herewith an ordinance authorizing a land sale pursuant to the Preserving Communities 
Together program to ACORN Housing Corp. 

Your favorable consideration of this ordinance will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RICHARD M. DALEY, 
Mayor 
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Referred-AMENDMENT OF PRIOR REDEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT 
WITH COMMUNITY MALE EMPOWERMENT PROJECT 
CORPORATION FOR CONSTRUCTION OF AFFORDABLE 

HOUSING WITHIN EAST GARFIELD PARK 
COMMUNITY AREA UNDER CITY LOTS 

FOR CITY LIVING PROGRAM. 

The Honorable Richard M. Daley, Mayor, submitted the following communication which was, 
together with the proposed ordinance transmitted therewith. Referred to the Committee on 
Housing and Real Estate: 

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

October 8, 2008. 

To the Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN-At the request of the Commissioner of Housing, I transmit 
herewith an ordinance amending a previously passed land sale ordinance for the Community 
Male Empowerment Project. 

Your favorable consideration of this ordinance will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RICHARD M. DALEY, 
Mayor 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR RELEASE OF CERTAIN EASEMENT 
PROVISIONS ENTERED WITH SHELDON HEIGHTS 

CHURCH OF CHRIST. 

The Honorable Richard M. Daley, Mayor, submitted the following communication which was. 
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togetherwith the proposed ordinance transmitted therewith. Referred to the Committee on 
Housing and Real Estate: 

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

October 8, 2008. 

To the Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN - At the request of the Commissioner of Water Management, 
I transmit herewith an ordinance amending a previously passed vacation ordinance to release 
certain easement provisions. 

Your favorable consideration of this ordinance will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RICHARD M. DALEY, 
Mayor 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ACQUISITION OF PROPERTY WITHIN 
AND FOR BENEFIT OF 47^"/KING DRIVE TAX INCREMENT 

FINANCING REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT AREA. 

The Honorable Richard M. Daley, Mayor, submitted the following communication which was, 
together with the proposed ordinance transmitted therewith. Referred to the Committee on 
Housing and Real Estate: 

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

October 8, 2008. 

To the Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 
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LADIES AND GENTLEMEN - At the request of the Commissioner of Planning and 
Development, I transmit herewith an ordinance authorizing the acquisition of property. 

Your favorable consideration of this ordinance will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RICHARD M. DALEY, 
Mayor 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR RENEWAL OF LEASE AGREEMENT 
AT 4770 SOUTH KEDZIE AVENUE FOR DEPARTMENT OF 

BUILDINGS AND DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE. 

The Honorable Richard M. Daley, Mayor, submitted the following communication which was, 
together with the proposed ordinance transmitted therewith. Referred to the Committee on 
Housing and Real Estate: 

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

October 8, 2008. 

To the Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN - At the request of the Commissioner of General Services, 
I transmit herewith an ordinance authorizing the execution of a lease renewal agreement for 
property located at 477,0 South Kedzie Avenue. 

Your favorable consideration of this ordinance will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RICHARD M. DALEY, 
Mayor 
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Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR EXPENDITURE OF OPEN SPACE 
IMPACT FEE FUNDS FOR CONSTRUCTION OF PUBLIC OPEN 

SPACES WITHIN VARIOUS COMMUNITY AREAS. 

The Honorable Richard M. Daley, Mayor, submitted the following communication which was, 
together with the proposed ordinances transmitted therewith. Referred to the Committee on 
Parks and Recreation: 

OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

October 8, 2008. 

To the Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN - At the request of the Commissioner of Planning and 
Development, I transmit herewith ordinances authorizing the expenditure of open space 
impact fee funds. 

Your favorable consideration of these ordinances will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RICHARD M. DALEY, 
Mayor. 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR EXECUTION OF INTERGOVERNMENTAL 
AGREEMENT WITH CHICAGO HOUSING AUTHORITY FOR 

PROVISION OF SUPPLEMENTAL POLICE SERVICES. 

The Honorable Richard M. Daley, Mayor, submitted the following communication which was, 
togetherwith the proposed ordinance transmitted therewith. Referred to the Committee on 
Police and Fire: 
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OFFICE OF THE MAYOR 
CITY OF CHICAGO 

October 8, 2008. 

To the Honorable, The City Council of the City of Chicago: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN - At the request of the Superintendent of Police, I transmit 
herewith an ordinance authorizing the execution of an intergovernmental agreement with the 
Chicago Housing Authority for police services. 

Your favorable consideration of this ordinance will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 

(Signed) RICHARD M. DALEY, 
Mayor. 

City Council Informed As To Miscellaneous 
Documents Filed In City Clerk's Office. 

The Honorable Miguel del Valle, City Clerk, informed the City Council that documents have 
been filed in his office relating to the respective subjects designated as follows: 

Placed On File - MAYORAL PROCLAMATION OF DISASTER AND 
ACTIVATION OF EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLAN. 

A communication from Ms. Karen Seimetz, First Assistant Corporation Counsel, under the 
date of September 15, 2008, transmitting a Proclamation of Disaster executed by the 
Honorable Richard M. Daley, Mayor, pursuant to Section 11 of the Illinois Emergency 
Management Agency Act (201LCS 3305/11) and activation of the City of Chicago's emergency 
operation plan in response to widespread property damage, sustained flooding and mandatory 
evacuations in the Albany Park neighborhood area incurred as a result of severe storms 
on September 13 and 14, 2008, with such proclamation to be effective September 15, 2008 and 
continue for a period not to exceed seven days, unless extended by the City Council of the City 
of Chicago, which was Placed on File. 
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Placed On File - MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENTS WITH DEPARTMENT 
OF TRANSPORTATION FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION FOR 

PLAN TO RELOCATE DOPPLER VERY HIGH FREQUENCY 
OMNI-DIRECTIONAL RANGE AND INSTALLATION OF 

NAVIDS TO SUPPORT TEMPORARY THRESHOLD 
RELOCATION FOR RUNWAY 28 IN CONNECTION 

WITH O'HARE MODERNIZATION PROGRAM. 

A communication from Mr. Michael Boland, First Deputy Director, under the date of 
September 10, 2008, transmitting Memorandum of Agreements with the Department of 
Transportation Federal Aviation Administration for plan to relocate the Doppler Very High 
Frequency Omni-Directional Range (D.V.O.R.) and install navids to support temporary 
threshold relocation for Runway 28 in connection with O'Hare Modernization Program, which 
was Placed on File. 

Placed On F//e-AMENDMENT NUMBER 1 TO REDEVELOPMENT PLAN 
AND PROJECT FOR ARCHER/WESTERN TAX INCREMENT 

FINANCING REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT AREA. 

A communication from Mr. Charles E. Rodgers, Jr., Assistant Corporation Counsel, under the 
date of October 3, 2008, transmitting proposed Amendment Number 1 to the Archer/Western 
Tax Increment Financing Redevelopment Plan and Project, which was Placed on File. 

City Counci l Informed As To Certain Act ions Taken. 

PUBLICATION OF JOURNAL. 

The City Clerk informed the City Council that all those ordinances, et cetera, which were 
passed by the City Council on September 10, 2008, and which were required by statute to be 
published in book or pamphlet form or in one or more newspapers, were published in pamphlet 
form on October 7, 2008 by being printed in full text in printed pamphlet copies of the Journal 
of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago of the regular meeting held 
on September 10, 2008 published by authority of the City Council, in accordance with the 
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provisions of Title 2, Chapter 12, Section 050 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, as passed on 
June 27, 1990. 

Miscellaneous Communicat ions, Reports, Et Cetera, 
Requiring Counci l Act ion (Transmitted To 

City Counci l By City Clerk). 

The City Clerk transmitted communications, reports, et cetera, relating to the respective 
subjects listed below, which were acted upon by the City Council in each case in the manner 
noted, as follows: 

Referred-ZONING RECLASSIFICATIONS 
OF PARTICULAR AREAS. 

Applications (in duplicate) togetherwith the proposed ordinances for amendment of Title 17 
of the Municipal Code of Chicago (the Chicago Zoning Ordinance), as amended, for the 
purpose of reclassifying particular areas, which were Referred to the Committee on Zoning, 
as follows: 

Abbey Pub, Inc. - to classify as a B3-5 Community Shopping District instead of a B3-1 
Community Shopping District and an RS3 Residential Single-Unit (Detached House) District 
the area shown on Map Number 9-J bounded by: 

a line approximately 72.30 feet north of and parallel to the West Grace Street 
right-of-way; the North Bernard Street right-of-way; the West Grace Street right-of-way; 
the north/south alley next east of North Bernard Street (common address: 3420 West 
Grace Street). 

Mr. Daniel Aucunas - to classify as an RS3 Residential Single-Unit (Detached House) 
District instead of an RSI Residential Single-Unit (Detached House) District the area shown 
on Map Number 12-D bounded by: . 

East 50'̂  Street; a line 515 feet east of and parallel to South Woodlawn Avenue; the alley 
next south of and parallel to East 50'̂  Street; and a line 465 feet east of and parallel to 
South Woodlawn Avenue (common address: 1301 East 50'" Street). 
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Mr. John M. Balogh - to classify as an RT4 Residential Two-Flat, Townhouse and 
Multi-Unit District instead of an RS3 Residential Single-Unit (Detached House) District the 
area shown on Map Number 1-H bounded by: 

West Superior Street; a line 24 feet east of and parallel to North Paulina Avenue; a line 
68.5 feet south of and parallel to West Superior Street; and North Paulina Avenue 
(common address: 1659 West Superior Street). 

B-M Ogden, L.L.C. (on behalf of the Chicago Housing Authority) - to classify as a 
Residential Planned Development instead of a RT4 (Residential Two-Flat, Townhouse and 
Multi-Unit District) the area shown on Map Number 4-1 bounded by: 

West 12"̂  Place on the north; South Washtenaw Avenue on the west; South Talman 
Avenue on the east; and a line approximately 200.39 feet south of West 12"" Place 
(common address: 2635 - 2657 West 12"" Place, 1231 - 1249 South Washtenaw 
Avenue and 1230 ~ 1248 South Talman Avenue). 

Brinshore Development, L.L.C. ~ to classify as a B3-5 Community Shopping District 
instead of a B1-3 Neighborhood Shopping District the area shown on Map Number 7-J 
bounded by; 

a line 156.20 feet west of the intersection of West Diversey Avenue and North Milwaukee 
Avenue (as measured from North Diversey Avenue) and perpendicular to West Diversey 
Avenue; a line 155.53 feet northwest of the intersection of West Diversey Avenue and 
North Milwaukee Avenue (as measured from the west line of North Milwaukee Avenue) 
and perpendicular to North Milwaukee Avenue;-North Milwaukee Avenue; a line 130.53 
feet west of the intersection of West Diversey Avenue and North Milwaukee Avenue (as 
measured from the west line of North Milwaukee Avenue) and perpendicular to North 
Milwaukee Avenue; a line 131.20 feet west of the intersection of West Diversey Avenue 
and North Milwaukee Avenue (as measured from the north line of West Diversey Avenue) 
and perpendicular to West Diversey Avenue; and West Diversey Avenue; 

also, to classify as a B3-5 Community Shopping District instead of a B3-1 Community 
Shopping District the area shown on Map Number 7-J bounded by: 

a line 131.20 feet west of the intersection of West Diversey Avenue and North Milwaukee 
Avenue (as measured from the north line of West Diversey Avenue) and perpendicular 
to West Diversey Avenue; a line 130.53 feet northwest of the intersection of West 
Diversey Avenue and North Milwaukee Avenue (as measured from the west line of North 
Milwaukee Avenue); and perpendicular to North Milwaukee Avenue; and West Diversey 
Avenue (common address: 2800 - 2812 North Milwaukee Avenue and 3402 - 3416 
West Diversey Avenue). 
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Buckingham/Wabash, L.L.C. - to classify as a Residential-Institutional Planned 
Development instead of a DX-16 Downtown Mixed-Use District the area shown on Map 
Number 2-E bounded by: 

East Van Buren Street; the alley next east of and parallel to South Wabash Avenue; a line 
140.97 feet south of and parallel to East Van Buren Street, and South Wabash Avenue 
(common address: 51 - 67 East Van Buren Street and 401 - 419 South Wabash 
Avenue). 

Church of Scientology of Illinois ~ to classify as a DR-10 Downtown Residential District 
instead of a DX-12 Downtown Mixed-Use District the area shown on Map Number 2-F 
bounded by: 

an east/west line 334.5 feet south of and parallel to West Harrison Street; South Clark 
Street; an east/west line approximately 397 feet south of and parallel to West Harrison 
Street; and the north/south alley west of and parallel to South Clark Street (common 
address: 650 South Clark Street). 

GMB Partners L.L.C, doing business as Half Acre Beer Company - to classify as a C1-1 
Neighborhood Commercial District instead of a B1 -2 Neighborhood Shopping District the area 
shown on Map Number 11-H bounded by: 

West Cullom Avenue; the public alley next northeast of and parallel to North Lincoln 
Avenue; a perpendicular line to North Lincoln Avenue 65.10 feet southeast of and almost 
parallel to West Cullom Avenue (as measured along the southwest boundary line of the 
public alley next northeast of and parallel to North Lincoln Avenue); North Lincoln Avenue; 
and a perpendicular line to North Lincoln Avenue 52.60 feet southeast of and almost 
parallel to West Cullom Avenue (as measured along the northeast boundary line of North 
Lincoln Avenue) (common address: 4253 - 4257 North Lincoln Avenue). 

Mr. Patrick A. Hulne - to classify as a C2-1 Motor Vehicle-Related Commercial District 
instead of an RT4 Residential Two-Flat, Townhouse and Multi-Unit District the area shown 
on Map Number 15-H bounded by: 

the east/west public alley next north of and almost parallel to North Ridge Avenue; a 
138.21 foot long line running northeasterly of and perpendicular to North Ridge Avenue 
starting at a point 54.85 feet southeast of the east boundary line of North Ravenswood 
Avenue (as measured along the northeast boundary line of North Ridge Avenue) and 
ending at a point 122.05 feet east of the east boundary line of North Ravenswood Avenue 
(as measured along the south boundary line of the east/west public alley next north of 
and almost parallel to North Ridge Avenue); North Ridge Avenue; and North Ravenswood 
Avenue (common address: 6107 North Ravenswood Avenue). 
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Mr. Paul Impallaria — to classify as a C2-3 Motor Vehicle-Related Commercial District 
instead of an M2-3 Light Manufacturing District the area shown on Map Number 6-G bounded 
by: 

a line 48.34 feet northwest of and parallel to the northwest boundary line of South Archer 
Avenue; a line 198 feet northeast of and parallel to the northeast boundary line of South 
Corbett Street (Salt Street) (as measured along the northwest boundary line of South 
Archer Avenue); South Archer Avenue; and South Corbett Street (Salt Street) (common 
address: 2556 South Archer Avenue). 

Mr. Bronislaw Lanowski —to classify as a CI-3 Neighborhood Commercial District instead 
of a B3-2 Community Shopping District and an RT4 Residential Two-Flat, Townhouse and 
Multi-Unit District the area shown on Map Number 1-L bounded by: 

the public alley next north of and parallel to West Lake Street; the public alley next west 
of and parallel to North Pine Street; West Lake Street; a line 224.90 feet west of and 
parallel to North Pine Street (common address: 5514 - 5520 West Lake Street). 

Lush Wine & Spirits, L.L.C. - to classify as a C I - 2 Neighborhood Commercial District 
instead of a B1-2 Neighborhood Shopping District the area shown on Map Number 3-G 
bounded by: . 

the alley next north of West Chicago Avenue; a line 93 feet west of North Noble Street; 
West Chicago Avenue; and a line 157 feet west of North Noble Street (common address: 
1412 West Chicago Avenue). 

Metropolis 39'" & State, L.L.C, in care of Capri Capital Partners, L.L.C. - to classify as a 
B3-2 Neighborhood Mixed-Use District instead of an Ml-3 Heavy Industry District, a B3-2 
Neighborhood Mixed-Use District and an RT4 Two-Flat, Townhouse and Multi-Unit District 
and further, to classify as a Business Residential Planned Development Number instead 
of a B3-2 Neighborhood Mixed-Use District the area shown on Map Number 10-F bounded 
by: 

West Pershing Road; South State Street; West 40'" Street; and the railroad right-of-way 
(known as the Chicago Rock Island and Pacific Railroad right-of-way) but excluding 
therefrom the following property: 

commencing at the northwest corner of said Lot 1; thence running east on the north line 
of said Lot 1, 4 feet, 10 inches to the west line of the building thereon situated; thence 
running south 3214 feet to a point, 4 feet, IOV2 inches east of the west line of Lot 2; 
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thence south to a point on the south line of Lot 2, 5 feet east of the southwest corner 
of said lot; thence west to the southwest corner of said lot; thence north to the place of 
beginning; the west 5 feet, VA inches of Lot 3 measured on the north line by 5 feet, 7 
inches measured on the south line; that part of Lot 4, if any, taken or used for railroad 
purposes; the west 5.61 feet of Lot 5 measured on the north line by 5.51 feet measured 
on the south line; the west 5 feet, 10 inches of Lot 6; the west 5.45 feet of Lot 7 
measured on the north line by 5.42 feet measured on the south line; the west 5.42 feet 
of Lot 8 measured on the north line by 5.35 feet measured on the south line; all of 
Block 3 of Rawson and Ackerly's Subdivision of the north 74 rods of the northeast 
quarter of Section 4, Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal 
Meridian, lying east of the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railroad, in Cook County, 
Illinois; 

And 

Lot 12 (except the east 100.0 feet thereof) and Lots 13 to 24 (except that part 
of Lots 13 to 20, bounded by a line described as beginning at a point of intersection of 
the north line of Lot 13 and the west line of Federal Street; thence southerly along the 
last mentioned line to a point 20 feet south of the north line of Lot 20; thence in a 
northwesterly direction along a curve line, convex to the southwest having a radius of 
373.5 feet, to a point 0.75 feet north of the south line of said Lot 18 and being 37.5 feet 
west of the west line of Federal Street; thence in the same general northwesterly 
direction along a curved line convex to the southwest, having a radius of 240.5 feet to 
a point 10 feet south of the north line of Lot 13 and 81.5 feet west of the west line of 
Federal Street; thence in a northerly direction to a point on the north line of Lot 13, 
82 feet west of the west line of Federal Street; thence easterly along the north line of 
Lot 13, a distance of 82 feet to the point of beginning) together with that part of 40'" 
Street lying between the easterly line of the railroad right-of-way, the westerly line of 
Federal Street, lying southerly of and adjoining Lot 24 in Block 3, and lying northerly of 
and adjoining Lot 1 in Block 4 (except the south 10.00 feet of said 40'" Street), all in 
Rawson and Ackerly's Subdivision of the north 74 rods, east of the railroad in the 
northeast quarter of Section 4, Township 38 North, Range 14 East of the Third Principal 
Meridian, located in Chicago, Cook County, Illinois; 

And 

the south 66.00 feet of the north 693.00 feet of the northeast quarter of Section 4, 
Township 38 North, Range 14 East of the Third Principal Meridian, excepting therefrom 
the south 10.00 feet of the east 725.44; also excepting so much of the north 12.00 feet 
thereof as lies easterly of the following described line: beginning at a point in the south 
line of said north 12.00 feet, 76.00 feet westerly from the west line of the 66.00 foot 
street, known as Dearborn Street; thence northwesterly on a straight line to a point in 
the north line of said north 12.00 feet, which is 105.7 feet westerly of said west line of 
Dearborn Street. The parcel of land herein conveyed contains 3.8 acres, more or less, 
(commonly known as 40'" Street line Stewart to State Street), 
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Also; 

all those parts of Lots 24, 25, 26 and 27 of Block 2 of Rawson and Akerly's 
Subdivision of the north 74.0 rods of the northeast quarter of Section 4, Township 38 
North, Range 14 East of the Third Principal Meridian, east of the right-of-way of the 
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway as located on May 19, 1922 and of the alley 
running north and south through said block and of the alley running east and west along 
and immediately south of the south line of said Lot 24 lying south and west of the 
following described line: beginning at the southeast corner of said Lot 24; thence 
northwesterly on a straight line to a point on the west line of said Lot 24, 5.00 feet north 
of the southwest corner thereof; thence northwesterly on a straight line to a point on the 
east line of said Lot 25, 9.00 feet north of the southeast corner thereof; thence north on 
the east line of said Lot 25.00 to a point 7.6 feet south of the northeast corner thereof; 
thence northwesterly to a point in the west line of said Lot 27, 15.1 feet south of the 
northwest corner thereof (common address: 39*" Street and South State Street). 

New Community Covenant Church - to classify as a CI-5 Neighborhood Commercial 
District instead of a CI -1 Neighborhood Commercial District the area shown on Map Number 
5-J bounded by: 

the alley next north of and parallel to West Armitage Avenue; a line 200 feet east of and 
parallel to North Lawndale Avenue; West Armitage Avenue; a line 25 feet east of and 
parallel to North Lawndale Avenue; a line 75 feet north of and parallel to West Armitage 
Avenue; and North Lawndale Avenue (common address 3640 - 3656 West Armitage 
Avenue and 2007 - 2011 North Lawndale Avenue). 

Devendra R. Patel, in care of Law Offices of Samuel V.P. Banks- to classify as 
aB1-1 Neighborhood Shopping District insteadof an M1-1 Limited Manufacturing-Business 
Park District the area shown on Map Number 8-G bounded by: 

. the alley next north of and parallel to West Belmont Avenue; a line 195.36 feet west of 
and parallel to North Karlov Avenue; West Belmont Avenue; and a line 270.36 feet west 
of and parallel to North Karlov Avenue (common address: 4120 West Belmont Avenue). 

Solstice Group, L.L.C, in care of Law Offices of Samuel V.P. Banks - to classify as a 
B3-3 Community Shopping District instead of a B3-1 Community Shopping District the area 
shown on Map Number 1-G bounded by: 

West Chicago Avenue; a line 77 feet west of and parallel to North Armour Street; the alley 
next south of and parallel to West Chicago Avenue; and a line 102 feet west of and 
parallel to North Armour Street (common address: 1531 West Chicago Avenue). 
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UA Group Development, L.L.C - t o classify as a CI-5 Neighborhood Commercial District 
instead of a C1-2 Neighborhood Commercial District the area shown on Map Number 1-H 
bounded by: 

West Chicago Avenue; North Leavitt Street; the public alley next south of and parallel to 
West Chicago Avenue; and a line 119.55 feet west of and parallel to North Leavitt Street 
(common address: 2201 - 2209 West Chicago Avenue). 

Ultimate Gas & Mini Mart, Inc. - to classify as a B3-1 Community Shopping District instead 
of an RS3 Residential Single-Unit (Detached House) District the area shown on Map Number 
10-F bounded by: 

a line 225 feet north of and parallel to West 43''' Street; the public alley next east of and 
parallel to South Wells Street; the public alley next north of and parallel to West 43'" 
Street; and South Wells Street (common address: 4237 - 4247 South Wells Street). 

Vernon A. Umphrey Trust 5544 - to classify as an RS3 Residential Single-Unit (Detached 
House) District instead of an RS2 Residential Single-Unit (Detached House) District the area 
shown on Map Number 14-M bounded by: 

a line 191.46 feet north of and parallel to West 56'" Street; South Mulligan Avenue; a line 
131.46 feet north of and parallel to West 56'" Street; and the public alley next west of and 
parallel to South Mulligan Avenue (common address: 5544 - 5546 South Mulligan 
Avenue). 

34 Developments L.L.C, in care of Ms. Sylvia C Michas - to classify as an 
RM4.5 Residential Multi-Unit District instead of an RT4 Residential Two-Flat, Townhouse and 
Multi-Unit District the area shown on Map Number 5-H bounded by: 

the alley next north of and parallel to West Armitage Avenue; North Wolcott Avenue; 
West Armitage Avenue; and a line 24.15 feet west of and parallel to North Wolcott 
Avenue (common address: 1900 West Armitage Avenue). 

1525 HP, L.L.C. - to classify as a Residential-Business Planned Development Number 
instead of a B3-5 Community Shopping District the area shown on Map Number 12-C 
bounded by: 

East Hyde Park Boulevard (East 51" Street); South Lake Park Avenue; a line 289.24 feet 
south of and parallel to East Hyde Park Boulevard (East 51^' Street); and South Harper 
Avenue (common address: 5101 -5127 South Harper Avenue, 1501 - 1528 East Hyde 
Park Boulevard (East 51^' Street) and 5100 - 5142 South Lake Park Avenue). 
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1658 North Leavitt L.L.C. - to classify as an RT4 Residential Two-Flat, Townhouse and 
Multi-Unit District instead of an RS3 Residential Single-Unit District the area shown on Map 
Number 5-H bounded by: 

an east/west line 156 feet south of and parallel to West Wabansia Avenue; North Leavitt 
Street; an east/west line 193.5 feet south of and parallel to West Wabansia Avenue; and 
the north/south alley west of and parallel to North Leavitt Street (common address: 1658 
North Leavitt Street). 

4554 North Broadway L.L.C/Mr. Vincenzo D'Agostino, managing member-to classify as 
a B3-3 Community Shopping District instead of a B1-5 Neighborhood Shopping District the 
area shown on Map Number 11-G bounded by: 

beginning at the intersection of the west line of Broadway with the south line of Wilson 
Avenue, and going southeast along the west line of Broadway 465 feet; and then 
southwest on a line perpendicular to the west line of Broadway, 85 feet; and then 
northwest on a line parallel with and 85 feet southwest of measured at right angles to, the 
west line of Broadway, 96 feet; and then west 36.24 feet to a line parallel to north 
Broadway; and then north 233.29 feet to a line perpendicular to Broadway; and then east 
15.87 feet to a line parallel to Broadway; and then north 175.42 feet to a point in the south 
line of Wilson Avenue 39.72 feet west of place of beginning; and then east on the south 
line of Wilson Avenue 39.72 feet to the place of beginning (common address: 4520 -
4572 North Broadway). 

Referred - CLAIMS AGAINST CITY OF CHICAGO. 

Claims against the City of Chicago, which were Referred to the Committee on Finance, 
filed by the following: 

Adigopula Sasikanth, Ake Brandy S., Ansfield Richard M., Armour Barbara J., Asmus 
Margaret C; 

Ball David J., Benham Cafaris, Bernstein James V., Sr., Boyd Angela R., Bryant J. T., 
Buissereth Nicole; 

Camarena Jose M., Carter Robert K., Centeno Alan, Chaidez Maria T., Chico 
Antoinette M., Choudhry Neeharika, Christmon Marvin A., Colyer Lee E., Concepcion 
William; 
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D'Angelo Edward P., Dean Jennifer L., Diviacchi Vincent P.; 

Echols Patricia J., Ento Vanessa C. (2); 

Feffer Sandra, Filipovic Miladinka, First Chicago Insurance and Errol Redwell, Fockler 
Jennifer L., Frankel Jay B.; 

Gabriel Ronald E., Garrity Kent, Gavin Keri M., Gilyard Carlos F.; Glenn-Bates Denise M., 
Goldhaber Richard P., Gordon Kimberlyn, Grant Austin, Graziano James F.; 

Hampton Shirley M., Hanley Harold J., Hawkins Jakesha A., Hernandez David J., 
Hildebrand Mark, Holman Tamika, Hoover Stephanie J.; 

Ignowski Jeffrey S., In Chuck; 

Jackson Marcia, Jadam Fattore, Johnson Melissa M.; 

Kapros Maria V., Katris Stephanie Kelley Michael H., Kochikaran Mary, Kountnik 
Frank J., Kozminski Karen, Krkolev Karl, Krzyszczak Monika E.; 

Lesniewski Nancy L., Lewis Daniel S., Lewis 111 Amerson, Liberty Mutual Insurance and 
Gordon Davidson, Lind Joanna P., Lynch Antonio A.; 

Mabry Arman E., Macias Maria, Mancera Chris, Marczak Liana T., Masson Jaclyn M., 
Massuda Fortunee, Mikhail Andy M., Mineo Joanne M., Missionary Sisters of Sacred 
Heart/Sister Eduigt Sommariva, MSC; 

Nicholas Royal; 

Offenbach Amy R., Oh David, Onyeokoro Ugochi A., Overstreet-U-Deen Phyllis D.; 

Palmer Corey C, Parra Claudine A., Poole Marvin D., Price Jennifer Rachel-Marie, Prieto 
Tara E., Progressive Insurance and Sepideh Fard; 

Raadsen Jamin J., Randall Victoria N., Robinson Rhea M., Rosario Judy, Rowley 
Therese; 

Salkas Kristen M., Schaaf Michael W., Schoenle Thorpe J., Schwab Jennifer L., Scott 
Frank, Scullion Kevin P., Shableau Ramona, Shaw Jack C, Siciu Adrian, Smith Eric E., 
Smock John S., Sostre Irma C, State Farm Insurance and Kenneth Trice; 

Taylor Virgie, Tomkinson Jeannie M., Toussaint David G., Travelers Insurance and 
Angela Kita, Treadway Marvin; 
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United States Drug Enforcement Administrator, U.S.A.A. Insurance and Bruce Tyler; 

Valdez Jose D., Valle Maria E., Van Werden, Bill Washington Condominium Association; 

Whiters Jonathan, Williams Walter L.; 

YeZi. 

Referred - CORRECTIONS OF JOURNAL OF THE PROCEEDINGS 
OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF CHICAGO. 

Communications from the Honorable Miguel del Valle, City Clerk, transmitting two proposed 
corrections to the Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago 
of September 10, 2008, which were Referred to the Committee on Committees, Rules and 
Ethics. 

Referred - AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMIT TO INSTALL 
SIGN/SIGNBOARD AT 2501 NORTH DAMEN AVENUE. 

A communication from Ms. Missy Mouritsen, Van Wagner Communications, L.L.C, 
transmitting a proposed order which would authorize the issuance of a permit for the installation 
of a sign/signtjoard at 2501 North Damen Avenue, which was Referred to the Committee on 
Buildings. 

Referred-PETITIONS REQUESTING COMMITTEE ON 
TRANSPORTATION AND PUBLIC WAY TO 

HOLD PUBLIC HEARING ON REVISION 
OF TAXICAB RATES OF FARE. 

A communication from the United Taxidrivers Community Council, under the date of 
October 1, 2008, transmitting signed petitions pursuant to Title 9, Chapter 112, Section 510(c) 
of the Municipal Code of Chicago requesting the City Council Committee on Transportation and 
Public Way to hold hearings to determine the necessity for a revision of taxicab rates of fare, 
which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way. 
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REPORTS OF COMMITTEES. 

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE. 

REAPPOINTMENT OF MS. LILLIAN GOMEZ AND MR. WILLIAM J. 
SAVARINO AS MEMBERS OF COMMERCIAL AVENUE 

COMMISSION (SPECIAL SERVICE AREA NUMBER 5). 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration a communication 
recommending the reappointments of Lillian Gomez and William J. Savarino as members of 
the Commercial Avenue Commission (Special Service Area Number 5), having had the same 
under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Approve 
the proposed reappointments transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the committee's recommendation was Concurred In and the 
said proposed reappointments of Ms. Lillian Gomez and Mr. William J. Savarino as members 
of the Commercial Avenue Commission (Special Service Area Number 5) were Approved by 
yeas and nays as follows: 
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Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, LyIe, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

REAPPOINTMENT OF MS. DOROTHY HUDSON AND MR. JOSEPH M. 
VIDALES AS MEMBERS OF COMMERCIAL AVENUE COMMISSION 

(SPECIAL SERVICE AREA NUMBER 5). 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration a communication 
recommending the reappointments of Dorothy Hudson and Joseph M. Vidales as members 
of the Commercial Avenue Commission (Special Service Area Number 5), having had the 
same under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body 
Approve the proposed reappointments transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the committee's recommendation was Concurred In and the 
said proposed reappointments of Ms. Dorothy Hudson and Mr. Joseph M. Vidales as members 
of the Commercial Avenue Commission (Special Service Area Number 5) were Approved by 
yeas and nays as follows: 
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Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, LyIe, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

APPOINTMENT OF MR. THEODORE J. MITSAKOPOULOS 
AS MEMBER OF COMMERCIAL AVENUE COMMISSION 

(SPECIAL SERVICE AREA NUMBER 5). 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration a communication 
recommending the appointment of Theodore J. Mitsakopoulos as a member of the 
Commercial Avenue Commission (Special Service Area Number 5), having had the same 
under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Approve 
the proposed appointment transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the committee's recommendation was Concurred In and the 
said proposed appointment of Theodore J. Mitsakopoulos as a member of the Commercial 
Avenue Commission (Special Service Area Number 5) was Approved by yeas and nays as 
follows: 
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Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, LyIe, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

APPOINTMENT OF MS. KELLY A. WILSON AS MEMBER 
OF COMMERCIAL AVENUE COMMISSION 

(SPECIAL SERVICE AREA NUMBER 5). 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under a consideration a communication 
recommending the appointment of Kelly A. Wilson as a member of the Commercial Avenue 
Commission (Special Service Area Number 5), having had the same under advisement, begs 
leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Approve the proposed 
appointment transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the committee's recommendation was Concurred In and the 
said proposed appointment of Ms. Kelly A. Wilson as a member of the Commercial Avenue 
Commission (Special Service Area Number 5) was Approved by yeas and nays as follows: 
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Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, LyIe, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Muiioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays — None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

REAPPOINTMENT OF MRS. ERNESTINE P. ALFONSETTI, MR. ROBERT B. 
SMITH AND MR. DAN WOLF AS MEMBERS OF LAKE VIEW 

EAST COMMISSION (SPECIAL SERVICE AREA NUMBER 8). 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration a communication 
recommending the reappointments of Ernestine P. Alfonsetti, Robert B. Smith and Dan Wolf 
as members of the Lake View East Commission (Special Service Area Number 8), having 
had the same under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable 
Body Approve the proposed reappointments transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the committee's recommendation was Concurred In and the 
said proposed reappointments of Ms. Ernestine P. Alfonsetti, Mr. Robert B. Smith and Mr. Dan 
Wolf as members of the Lake View East Commission (Special Service Area Number 8) were 
Approved by yeas and nays as follows: 
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Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, LyIe, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays — None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

REAPPOINTMENT OF MR. PAUL F. LOAIZA AS MEMBER OF LAKE VIEW 
EAST COMMISSION (SPECIAL SERVICE AREA NUMBER 8). 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration a communication 
recommending the reappointment of Paul F. Loaiza as a member of the Lake View East 
Commission (Special Service Area Number 8), having had the same under advisement, begs 
leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Approve the proposed 
reappointment transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the committee's recommendation was Concurred In and the 
said proposed reappointment of Mr, Paul F. Loaiza as a member of the Lake View East 
Commission (Special Service Area Number 8) was Approved by yeas and nays as follows: 
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Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, LyIe, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays — None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

APPOINTMENT OF MS. DIANE C. TANIOS AS MEMBER 
OF LAKE VIEW EAST COMMISSION (SPECIAL 

SERVICE AREA NUMBER 8). 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

7o the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration a communication 
recommending the proposed appointment of Diane C Tanios as a member of the Lake View 
East Commission (Special Service Area Number 8), having had the same under advisement, 
begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Approve the proposed 
appointment transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the committee's recommendation was Concurred In and the 
said proposed appointment of Diane C Tanios as a member of the Lake View East 
Commission (Special Service Area Number 8) was Approved by yeas and nays as follows: 
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Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, LyIe, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

REAPPOINTMENT OF MR. NICKOLAS J. COCALIS, MR. DAVID L. 
GASSMAN, MR. MARSHALL A. HORNICK AND MR. MICHAEL 

MITSOGLOU AS MEMBERS OF NORTH HALSTED 
COMMISSION (SPECIAL SERVICE 

AREA NUMBER 18). 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

7o the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration a communication 
recommending the reappointments of Nickolas J. Cocalis , David L. Gassman, Marshall A. 
Hornick and Michael Mitsoglou as members of the North Halsted Commission (Special 
Service Area Number 18), having had the same under advisement, begs leave to report and 
recommend that Your Honorable Body Approve the proposed reappointments transmitted 
herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 
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On motion of Alderman Burke, the committee's recommendation was Concurred In 
and the said proposed reappointments of Mr. Nickolas J. Cocalis, Mr. David L. Gassman, 
Mr. Marshall A. Hornick and Mr. Michael Mitsoglou as members of the North Halsted 
Commission (Special Service Area Number 18) were Approved by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas—Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, LyIe, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

REAPPOINTMENT OF MR. TIMOTHY S. KLUMP, MR. RONALD S. KOZIEL, 
MR. JAMES M. LUDWIG AND MS. SUSAN E. TESSLER 

AS MEMBERS OF NORTH HALSTED COMMISSION 
(SPECIAL SERVICE AREA NUMBER 18). 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration a communication 
recommending the reappointments of Timothy S. Klump, Ronald S. Koziel, James M. Ludwig 
and Susan E. Tessler as members of the North Halsted Commission (Special Service Area 
Number 18), having had the same under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend 
that Your Honorable Body Approve the proposed reappointments transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 
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On motion of Alderman Burke, the committee's recommendation was Concurred In and the 
said proposed reappointments of Mr. Timothy S. Klump, Mr. Ronald S. Koziel, Mr. James M. 
Ludwig and Ms. Susan E. Tessler as members of the North Halsted Commission (Special 
Service Area Number 18) were Approved by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas—Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, LyIe, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 4 9 . 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

APPOINTMENT OF MR. TOMAS F. MARCINIAK AS MEMBER 
OF NORTH HALSTED COMMISSION (SPECIAL 

SERVICE AREA NUMBER 18). 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

7o the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration a communication 
recommending the appointment of Tomas F. Marciniak as a member of the North Halsted 
Commission (Special Service Area Number 18), having had the same under advisement, 
begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Approve the proposed 
appointment transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 
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On motion of Alderman Burke, the committee's recommendation was Concurred In and the 
said proposed appointment of Mr. Tomas F. Marciniak as a member of the North Halsted 
Commission (Special Service Area Number 18) was Approved by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, LyIe, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

APPOINTMENT OF MS. MARGARET A. O'CONNELL 
AS MEMBER OF SOUTH WESTERN COMMISSION 

(SPECIAL SERVICE AREA NUMBER 20). 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration a communication 
recommending the appointment of Margaret A. O'Connell as a member of the South 
Western Commission (Special Service Area Number 20), having had the same under 
advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Approve the 
proposed appointment transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 
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On motion of Alderman Burke, the committee's recommendation was Concurred In and the 
said proposed appointment of Ms. Margaret A. O'Connell as a member of the South Western 
Commission (Special Service Area Number 20) was Approved by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, LyIe, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

REAPPOINTMENT OF MS. BARBARA J. BOBA, MS. HARRIET PRICE 
AND MS. TRINA L. SHERIDAN AS MEMBERS OF ANDERSONVILLE 

COMMISSION (SPECIAL SERVICE AREA NUMBER 22). 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration a communication 
recommending the reappointments of Barbara J. Boba, Harriet Price and Trina L. Sheridan 
as members of the Andersonville Commission (Special Service Area Number 22), having had 
the same under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body 
Approve the proposed reappointments transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 
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On motion of Alderman Burke, the committee's recommendation was Concurred In and the 
said proposed reappointments of Ms. Barbara J. Boba, Ms. Harriet Price and Ms. Trina L. 
Sheridan as members of the Andersonville Commission (Special Service Area Number 22) 
were Approved by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, LyIe, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone — 49. 

Nays — None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

REAPPOINTMENT OF MR. CURTIS D. DAY, MR. ROLANDO ESPARZA, 
MR. TADASHI TANAKA, MR. JAMES D. THYBONY AND 

MR. INGVAR E. WIKSTROM AS MEMBERS OF 
ANDERSONVILLE COMMISSION (SPECIAL 

SERVICE AREA NUMBER 22). 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration a communication 
recommending the reappointments of Curtis D. Day, Rolando Esparza, Tadashi Tanaka, 
James D. Thybony and Ingvar E. Wikstrom as members of the Andersonville Commission 
(Special Service Area Number 22), having had the same under advisement, begs leave to 
report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Approve the proposed reappointments 
transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 
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On motion of Alderman Burke, the committee's recommendation was Concurred In and the 
said proposed reappointments of Mr. Curtis D. Day, Mr. Rolando Esparza, Mr. Tadashi Tanaka, 
Mr. James D. Thybony and Mr. Ingvar E. Wikstrom as members of the Andersonville 
Commission (Special Service Area Number 22) were Approved by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, LyIe, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays — None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

APPOINTMENT OF MR. BOHDAN W. WATRAL 
AS MEMBER OF WEST TOWN COMMISSION 

(SPECIAL SERVICE AREA NUMBER 29). 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration a substitute communication 
recommending the appointment of Bohdan W. Watral as a member of the West Town 
Commission (Special Service Area Number 29), having had the same under advisement, 
begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Approve the proposed 
appointment transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 
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On motion of Alderman Burke, the committee's recommendation was Concurred In and the 
said proposed appointment of Mr. Bohdan W. Watral as a member of the West Town 
Commission (Special Service Area Number 29) was Approved by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flpres, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, LyIe, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Mufioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

APPOINTMENT OF MR. DAVID J. GINOPLE AS MEMBER OF 
WICKER PARK AND BUCKTOWN COMMISSION 

(SPECIAL SERVICE AREA NUMBER 33). 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration a communication 
recommending the appointment of David J. Ginople as a member of the Wicker Park and 
Bucktown Commission (Special Service Area Number 33), having had the same under 
advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Approve the 
proposed appointment transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 
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On motion of Alderman Burke, the committee's recommendation was Concurred In and the 
said proposed appointment of Mr. David J. Ginople as a member of the Wicker Park and 
Bucktown Commission (Special Service Area Number 33) was Approved by yeas and nays as 
follows: 

Yeas—Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, LyIe, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

APPOINTMENT OF MR. LAWRENCE M. GRIFFIN AS MEMBER 
OF WICKER PARK AND BUCKTOWN COMMISSION 

(SPECIAL SERVICE AREA NUMBER 33). 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration a communication 
recommending the appointment of Lawrence M. Griffin as a member of the Wicker Park and 
Bucktown Commission (Special Service Area Number 33), having had the same under 
advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Approve the 
proposed appointment transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 
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On motion of Alderman Burke, the committee's recommendation was Concurred In and the 
said proposed appointment of Mr. Lawrence M. Griffin as a member of the Wicker Park and 
Bucktown Commission (Special Service Area Number 33) was Approved by yeas and nays as 
follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, LyIe, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo; Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Mufioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays — None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

APPOINTMENT OF MS. SHEILA C. KAILUS AS MEMBER 
OF WICKER PARK AND BUCKTOWN COMMISSION 

(SPECIAL SERVICE AREA NUMBER 33). 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration a communication 
recommending the appointment of Sheila C: Kailus as a member of the Wicker Park and 
Bucktown Commission (Special Service Area Number 33), having had the same under 
advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Approve the 
proposed appointment transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 
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On motion of Alderman Burke, the committee's recommendation was Concurred In and the 
said proposed appointment of Ms. Sheila C Kailus as a member of the Wicker Park and 
Bucktown Commission (Special Service Area Number 33) was Approved by yeas and nays as 
follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, LyIe, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Mufioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays — None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

APPOINTMENT OF MR. CHARLES LAWRENCE AS MEMBER 
OF UPTOWN COMMISSION (SPECIAL 

SERVICE AREA NUMBER 34). 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration a communication 
recommending the appointment of Charles Lawrence as a member of the Uptown 
Commission (Special Service Area Number 34), having had the same under advisement, 
begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Approve the proposed 
appointment transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 
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On motion of Alderman Burke, the committee's recommendation was Concurred In and the 
said proposed appointment of Mr. Charles Lawrence as a member of the Uptown Commission 
(Special Service Area Number 34) was Approved by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas—Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, LyIe, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays — None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

APPOINTMENT OF MR. MICHAEL C. W. SCHNEIDER AS MEMBER 
OF UPTOWN COMMISSION (SPECIAL SERVICE 

AREA NUMBER 34). 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration a communication 
recommending the appointment of Michael C W. Schneider as a member of the Uptown 
Commission (Special Service Area Number 34), having had the same under advisement, 
begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Approve the proposed 
appointment transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 
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On motion of Alderman Burke, the committee's recommendation was Concurred In and the 
said proposed appointment of Mr. Michael C W. Schneider as a member of the Uptown 
Commission (Special Service Area Number 34) was Approved by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, LyIe, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Mufioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays — None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

REAPPOINTMENT OF MR. GERALD T. CUZELIS, MR. TODD A. FAGEN, 
MS. STACEY R. SILVER AND MS. DIANE M. WALCH AS 

MEMBERS OF RAVENSWOOD INDUSTRIAL 
COMMISSION (SPECIAL SERVICE 

AREA NUMBER 37). 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration a communication 
recommending the reappointments of Gerald T. Cuzelis, Todd A. Fagen, Stacey R. Silver and 
Diane M. Walch as members of the Ravenswood Industrial Commission (Special Service 
Area Number 37), having had the same under advisement, begs leave to report and 
recommend that Your Honorable Body Approve the proposed reappointments transmitted 
herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 
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On motion of Alderman Burke, the committee's recommendation was Concurred In and the 
said proposed reappointments of Mr. Gerald T. Cuzelis, Mr. Todd A. Fagen, Ms. Stacey R. 
Silver and Ms. Diane M. Walch as members of the Ravenswood Industrial Commission (Special 
Service Area Number 37) were Approved by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, LyIe, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Mufioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49.. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

AUTHORIZATION FOR WAIVER OF CITY FEES ASSOCIATED 
WITH AFFORDABLE HOUSING PROJECT FOR OAKWOOD 

SHORES PHASE 2B(0NE) ASSOCIATES 
LIMITED PARTNERSHIP. 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration an ordinance authorizing the 
waiving of certain fees for the Oakwood Shores Phase 2B(0ne) Associates Limited 
Partnership, having had the same under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend 
that Your Honorable Body Pass the proposed ordinance transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 
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On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, LyIe, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Mufioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays — None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

WHEREAS, The City of Chicago (the "City"), a home rule unit of government under 
Section 6(a), Article VII of the 1970 Constitution of the State of Illinois, has heretofore found 
and does hereby find that there exists within the City a serious shortage of decent, safe and 
sanitary rental housing available to persons of low- and moderate-income; and 

WHEREAS, The City has determined that the continuance of a shortage of affordable rental 
housing is harmful to the health, prosperity, economic stability and general welfare of the City; 
and 

WHEREAS, D.O.H. has preliminarily reviewed and approved the allocation of certain low-
income housing tax credits pursuant to Section 42 of the Internal Revenue Code with respect 
to the new construction of approximately eighty-three (83) unit residential rental housing 
project in approximately seven (7) buildings (the "Project") to be undertaken by Oakwood 
Shores Phase 2B(One) Associates Limited Partnership an Illinois limited partnership of which 
Oakwood Shores Phase 2B(0ne) GP L.L.C. an Illinois limited liability company, is the 
managing member, on certain real property in the area generally bounded by East 39'" Street, 
South Rhodes Avenue, East 37'" Place and South Vincennes Avenue, in Chicago, Illinois and 
part of Planned Development Number 1072 (the "Property"); and 

WHEREAS, Approximately sixty-three (63) of the units shall be rent-restricted and occupied 
by individuals having incomes not in excess of sixty percent (60%) of area median income, 
as determined by the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development 
(including approximately thirty-seven (37) units that shall be made available as public housing 
through Chicago Housing Authority) and approximately twenty (20) units shall be market-rate 
units; and 

WHEREAS, The City desires to waive certain fees with respect to the Project; now, 
therefore. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The above recitals are expressly incorporated in and made a part of this 
ordinance as though fully set forth herein.. 
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SECTION 2. In connection with the Project, the City shall waive those certain fees, if 
applicable, imposed by the City with respect to the Project and more fully described 
in Exhibit A attached hereto and made a part hereof. The approximately sixty-three (63) 
rent-restricted, income-restricted units in the Project shall be deemed to qualify as "Affordable 
Housing" for purposes of Chapter 16-18 of the Municipal Code of Chicago (the "Municipal 
Code"). Given the applicable restrictions with respect to maximum rent and maximum income 
for the residents of the Property which are imposed by the sources of financing for the 
Project, Section 2-44-090 of the Municipal Code shall not apply to the Project or the Property. 

SECTION 3. To the extent that any ordinance, resolution, rule, order or provision of the 
Municipal Code, or part thereof, is in conflict with the provisions of this ordinance, the 
provisions of this ordinance shall control. If any section, paragraph, clause or provision of this 
ordinance shall be held invalid, the invalidity of such section, paragraph, clause or provision 
shall not affect any of the other provisions of this ordinance. 

SECTION 4. This ordinance shall be effective as of the date of its passage and approval. 

Exhibit "A" referred to in this ordinance reads as follows: 

Exhibit A. 

Fee Waivers. 

Department Of Buildings. 

Waiver of Plan Review, Permit and Inspection Fees: 

A. Building Permit: 

Zoning. 

Construction/Architectural/Structural. 

Internal Plumbing. 

H.V.A.C 
Water for Construction. 

Smoke Abatement. 

B. Electrical Permit: 

Service and Wiring. 
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C Elevator Permit (if applicable). 

D. Wrecking Permit (if applicable). 

E. Fencing Permit (if applicable). 

F. Fees for the review of building plans for compliance with accessibility codes by the 
Mayor's Office for People with Disabilities imposed by Section 13-32-310(2) of the 
Municipal Code of Chicago. 

Department Of Water Management. 

Tap Fees. 

Cut and Seal Fees. 

(Fees to purchase B-boxes and remote read-outs are not waived.) 

Permit (connection) and Inspection Fees. 

Sealing Permit Fees. 

Department Of Transportation. 

Street Opening Fees. 

Driveway Permit Fees. 

Use of Public Way Fees. 

AUTHORIZATION FOR WAIVER OF PUBLIC WAY USE 
FEES IN CONJUNCTION WITH CONSTRUCTION OF 

NEW ELEMENTARY SCHOOL AND PLAYGROUND 
AT 2 0 0 - 2 5 8 WEST 103^^° PLACE. 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

7o the President and Members of the City Council: 
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Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration an ordinance authorizing the 
waiving of certain fees for the Chicago Board of Education and the Public Building 
Commission of Chicago for the Langston Hughes/Davis Development Academy, having had 
the same under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body 
Pass the proposed ordinance transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, LyIe, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Mufioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

WHEREAS, The Chicago Board of Education and the Public Building Commission of 
Chicago are constructing a new elementary school called Langston Hughes/Davis 
Developmental Academy and playground at 200 - 258 West 103''' Place; and 

WHEREAS, These are public facilities that will be available to all children, including those 
children that reside in the neighborhood surrounding the new school; and 

WHEREAS, The Public Building Commission of Chicago and the Board of Education of the 
City of Chicago are required to obtain certain public privileges to install playground 
equipment, landscaping and other related facilities at 200 - 258 West 103''' Place; and 

WHEREAS, The City imposes fees for privileges to use the public right-of-way; and 

WHEREAS, The privilege fees would come from public funds that would be otherwise used 
for the maintenance and operation of the school and the playground facilities on West 103'" 
Place; now, therefore, 
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Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The fees for the public way privileges fees for the use of 200 - 258 West 
103 "̂ Place are hereby waived and shall be issued without charge to the Board of Education 
of the City of Chicago and the Public Building Commission of the City of Chicago. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage and 
approval. 

AUTHORIZATION FOR CORPORATION COUNSEL TO ENTER INTO 
AND EXECUTE SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT REGARDING 

CASE OF BELINDA JACKSON, INDEPENDENT 
ADMINISTRATOR OF THE ESTATE OF 

CARRIE BOSTON, DECEASED V. 
CITY OF CHICAGO AND 
FIRE FIGHTER JAMES 

CONSIDINE. 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

7o the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration, an order authorizing the 
Corporation Counsel to enter into and execute a settlement order for the following case: 
Belinda Jackson, Independent Administratorof the Estateof Carrie Boston, Deceased v. City 
of Chicago and Fire Fighter James Considine, cited as 06 L 11126, in the amount of 
$750,000, having had the same under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that 
Your Honorable Body Pass the proposed order transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 
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On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed order transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, LyIe, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Mufioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said order as passed: 

Ordered, That the Corporation Counsel is hereby authorized and directed to enter into and 
execute a settlement agreement in the following matter: Belinda Jackson, Independent 
Administrator of the Estate of Carrie Boston, Deceased v. City of Chicago and Fire Fighter 
James Considine, cited as 06 L 11126, in the amount of $750,000. 

AUTHORIZATION FOR CORPORATION COUNSEL TO ENTER INTO AND 
EXECUTE SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT REGARDING CASE OF 

LILIA ARIAS AND MALGORZATA SOROKOSZ V. CHICAGO 
POLICE OFFICER MICHAEL ALLEGRETTI AND 

THE CITY OF CHICAGO. 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

7o the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration an order authorizing the 
Corporation Counsel to enter into and execute a settlement order for the following case: Lilia 
Arias and Malgorzata Sorokosz v. Chicago Police Officer Michael Allegretti and the City of 
Chicago, cited as 05 C 5940, in the amount of $300,000, having had the same under 
advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the 
proposed order transmitted herewith. 
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This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed order transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, LyIe, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Mufioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays — None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said order as passed: 

Ordered, That the Corporation Counsel is hereby authorized and directed to enter into and 
execute a settlement agreement in the following matter: Lilia Arias and Malgorzata Sorokosz 
V. Chicago Police Officer Michael Allegretti and the City of Chicago, cited as 05 C 5940, in 
the amount of $300,000. 

AUTHORIZATION TO ENTER INTO TAX INCREMENT FINANCING 
NEIGHBORHOOD IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM AGREEMENT 

WITH NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSING SERVICES OF 
CHICAGO, INC. FOR PERSHING/KING 

SINGLE-FAMILY PROGRAM. 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

7o the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration an ordinance authorizing 
entering into an agreement with Neighborhood Housing Services of Chicago, Inc. (hereinafter 
referred to as N.H.S.) for the Pershing/King Single-Family Program, having had the same 
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under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the 
proposed ordinance transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, LyIe, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Mufioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to an ordinance adopted by the City Council ("City Council") of the 
City of Chicago (the "City") on September 5, 2007, a certain redevelopment plan and project 
(the "Pershing/King Plan") for the Pershing/King Redevelopment Project Area (the 
"Pershing/King Area") was approved pursuant to the Illinois Tax Increment Allocation 
Redevelopment Act, as amended (65 ILCS 5/11-74.4-1, et seq.) (the "Act"); and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to an ordinance adopted by the City Council on September 5, 2007, 
the Pershing/King Area was designated as a redevelopment project area pursuant to the Act; 
and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to an ordinance adopted by the City Council on September 5, 2007, 
tax increment allocation financing was adopted pursuant to the Act as a means of financing 
certain Pershing/King Area redevelopment project costs (as defined in the Act) incurred 
pursuant to the Pershing/King Plan; and 

WHEREAS, The City, through its Department of Housing ("D.O.H."), proposes to establish 
a T.l.F. Neighborhood Improvement program in an amount not to exceed Five Hundred 
Thousand Dollars ($500,000) to fund improvements to single-family residential properties in 
the Pershing/King Area (the "Pershing/King Single-Family Program"); and 

WHEREAS, D.O.H. desires to enter into a T.l.F. Neighborhood Improvement Program 
Agreement (the "Pershing/King N.H.S. Agreement") with Neighborhood Housing Services of 
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Chicago, Inc., an Illinois not-for-profit corporation ("N.H.S."), which Pershing/King N.H.S. 
Agreement is set forth in more detail on Exhibit A, attached hereto and incorporated herein, 
pursuant to which N.H.S. will perform certain administrative services for the City and will 
make grants to eligible owners of residential buildings in the Pershing/King Area to provide 
financing assistance for the improvement and rehabilitation of residential properties in the 
Pershing/King Area, pursuant to the City's T.l.F. Neighborhood Improvement Program (the 
"N.I.P. Program"); and 

WHEREAS, The costs incurred orto be incurred by D.O.H. in connection with implementing 
the N.I.P. Program and the Pershing/King N.H.S. Agreement in the Pershing/King Area are 
proper Redevelopment Project Costs of the Pershing/King Area; and 

WHEREAS, The City's obligation to provide funds under the Pershing/King N.H.S. 
Agreement will be met through (i) incremental taxes deposited in the Special Tax Allocation 
Fund of the Pershing/King Area, or (ii) any other funds legally available to the City for this 
purpose; now, therefore. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The above recitals are incorporated herein and made a part hereof. 

SECTION 2. The Pershing/King Single-Family Program is hereby created, which program 
shall, among other things, fund the improvement and rehabilitation of residential properties 
in the Pershing/King Area in accordance with the Pershing/King N.H.S. Agreement. An 
amount not to exceed Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000) is hereby appropriated 
from the Special Tax Allocation Fund of the Pershing/King Area to fund the Pershing/King 
Single-Family Program. 

SECTION 3. N.H.S. is hereby designated to administer the Pershing/King Single-Family 
Program, subject to the supervision of D.O.H.. 

SECTION 4. The Commissioner of D.O.H. or a designee of the Commissioner are each 
hereby authorized, with the approval of the City's Corporation Counsel as to form and legality, 
to negotiate, execute and deliver the Pershing/King N.H.S. Agreement with N.H.S. to 
administer the Pershing/King Single-Family Program substantially in the form attached hereto 
as Exhibit A and made a part hereof, and such other supporting documents as may be 
necessary to carry out and comply with the provisions thereof, with such changes, deletions 
and insertions as shall be approved by the persons executing the agreement. 

SECTION 5. If any provision of this ordinance shall be held to be invalid or unenforceable 
for any reason, the invalidity or unenforceability of such provision shall not affect any of the 
other provisions of this ordinance. 

SECTION 6. To the extent that any ordinance, resolution, rule, order or provision of the 
Municipal Code of Chicago, or part thereof, is in conflict with the provisions of this ordinance, 
the provisions of this ordinance shall control. If any section, paragraph, clause or provision 
of this ordinance shall be held invalid, the invalidity of such section, paragraph, clause or 
provision shall not affect any of the other provisions of this ordinance. 

SECTION 7. This ordinance shall be effective as of the date of its passage. 

Exhibit "A" referred to in this ordinance reads follows: 
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Exhibit "A". 
(To Ordinance) 

Form Of Agreement 
With 

Neighborhood Housing Services Of Chicago, Inc. 
To Administer The 

Pershing/King Single-Family Program. 

This TIF Neighborhood Improvement Program Agreement (the "Agreement") is made on 
_, 2008 by and between the City of Chicago, a municipal corporation and home rule 

unit of local government existing under the 1970 Constitution of the State of Illinois (the "City"), 
acting through its Department of Housing ("DOH"), and Neighborhood Housing Services of Chicago, 
Inc., an Illinois not-for-profit corporation ("NHS"). 

WHEREAS, the City is authorized under the provisions of the Tax Increment Allocation 
Redevelopment Act. 65 ILCS 5/11-74.4-1 et seq.. as amended from time to time (the "Act"), to 
finance projects that eradicate blighted conditions and conservation area factors through the use of 
tax increment allocation financing for redevelopment projects; and 

WHEREAS, to induce redevelopment pursuant to the Act, the City Council of the City (the 
"City Council") adopted the following ordinances on September 5, 2007: (1) "An Ordinance of the 
City of Chicago, Illinois Approving a Redevelopment Plan for the Pershing/King Redevelopment 
Project Area"; (2) "An Ordinance of the City of Chicago, Illinois Designating the Pershing/King 
Redevelopment Project Area as a Redevelopment Project Area Pursuant to the Tax Increment 
Allocation Redevelopment Act"; and (3) "An Ordinance of the City of Chicago. Illinois Adopting Tax 
Increment Allocation Financing for the Pershing/King Redevelopment Project Area" (the 
"Pershing/King Financing Ordinance"). The redevelopment project area referred to above is 
referred to herein as the "Pershing/King TIF Area" and the Redevelopment Plan referred to above is 
referred to herein as the "Pershing/King Plan"; and 

WHEREAS, by an ordinance adopted by the City Council of the City on , 2008, the 
City has approved the execution and delivery of this Agreement to implement a portion of the 
program known as the TIF Neighborhood Improvement Program (the "Program"); and 

WHEREAS, DOH desires to implement a portion of the Program by using the services of 
NHS, and NHS desires to administers portion of the Program in accordance with the provisions of 
this Agreement; 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises and covenants set forth below, 
the parties hereto agree as follows: < > 

ARTICLE I - Incorporation and Recitals 

The recitals set forth above are incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein. 

ARTICLE II - Definitions 

"Application" means an application from a potential Eligible Homeowner for a Grant 
hereunder, in a fomri prepared by NHS and approved by DOH. 

"Corporation Counsel" means the Corporation Counsel of the City. 
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"Eligible Costs" means the following rehabilitation costs which are incun-ed by eligible 
Homeowners pursuant to the Grant Documents and funded with Grant funds: exterior 
improvements including but not limited to roofs, windows, entryways, porches and masonry; 
up to 30% of the total Grant amount may be used for interior life/safety improvements, but 
only to the extent that such improvements are designed to address a current (rather than 
potential) health and safety risk; and related architect's fees. 

"Eligible Homeowner" means, collectively, all the persons who occupy a housing unit used as 
their primary residence, which may be a single family, one person living alone, two or more families 
living together, or any other group of related or unrelated persons who share living arrangements, 
qualifying as a Qualified Family at the time the Eligible Homeowner submits an application to NHS, 
but shall not include any individual who is an employee of the City, or any individual who is an 
employee, agent, consultant, officer, elected official, or appointed official, of NHS (or any person 
who was an employee, agent, consultant, officer or elected or appointed official within one year prior 
to the date any Grant is made) if, in either case, the individual exercises or has exercised any 
functions or responsibilities with respect to activities assisted with Program Funds or who is or was 
in a position to participate in a decision-making process or gain inside information with regard to 
such activities, or has or will have any interest in any contract, subcontiract or agreement with 
respect to the housing unit, either for himself or for those with whom he has family or business ties. 

"Event of Default" means any event of default as set forth in Section 5.1 hereof. 

"Grant" means any grant of funds made by NHS to an Eligible Homeowner from Program 
Funds. 

"Grant Documents" means the agreements entered into between NHS and an Eligible 
Homeowner in connection with a Grant, which documents shall be in substantially the form 
approved by Corporation Counsel. 

"HUD" means the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development. 

"Lottery" shall have the meaning set forth in Section 4.3(b) hereof. 

"Maximum Program Assistance" means (a) for a Qualified Housing Unit comprised of a 
single family home, $12,500, (b) for a Qualified Housing Unit comprised of two living units, $17,500, 
(c) for a Qualified Housing Unit comprised of three living units, $20,000, and (d) for a Qualified 
Housing Unit comprised of four living units, $22,500. 

"Median Income" means the median income of the Chicago area, adjusted for family size, as 
determined by HUD from time to time. 

"NHS" means Neighborhood Housing Services of Chicago, Inc., an Illinois not-for-profit 
corporation, and its successors and assigns. 

"Program Funds" means those funds which will be used by the City to implement the 
Program in accordance with this Agreement. 

"Qualified Family" means a family whose annual household income does not exceed 120 
percent of the Median Income. 

"Qualified Housing Unit" means a one- to four-unit residence located within the 
Pershing/King TIF Area which shall be used for residential purposes. In the case of a two- to four-
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unit residence, one unit shall be occupied by the Eligible Homeowner at the time the Application is 

made and the Grant Documents are executed. 

"State" means the State of Illinois. 

ARTICLE III - REPRESENTATIONS. WARRANTIES AND COVENANTS 

3.1 Representations and Warranties. In connection with the executions and delivery of this 
Agreement, NHS represents and wan^ants to the City that: 

(a) NHS is incorporated in the State as a not-for-profit corporation; and is in good standing 
in the State; 

(b) NHS is financially solvent and able to pay its debts as they mature; 

(c) NHS. its employees, agents and officials are competent and qualified to perform the 
services required under this Agreement; 

(d) NHS has the right, power and authority to execute, deliver and perform, or cause to be 
performed, this Agreement under the terms and conditions stated herein; NHS has obtained and 
received all necessary approvals from its Board of Directors and any other required approvals which 
are necessary for NHS to execute and deliver this Agreement and to perform its duties hereunder; 

(e) no member of the governing body of the City and no other elected official, appointed 
official, officer, agent, consultant or employee of the City is employed by NHS or has a financial or 
economic interest directly in this Agreement or the compensafion to be paid hereunder except as 
may be permitted by the Board of Ethics established pursuant to the Municipal Code of Chicago; 

(f) NHS is not in default on any contract or loan awarded to NHS by the City at the time of 
the execution of this Agreement, and NHS has not been, within five years preceding the date hereof, 
in default on any contract or loan awarded to NHS by the City; 

(g) NHS has carefully examined and analyzed the provisions and requirements of this 
Agreement and, from this analysis, NHS has satisfied itself as to the nature of all things needed for 
the performance of this Agreement; and the fime available to NHS for such examination, analysis, 
inspection and investigation has been adequate; 

(h) this Agreement is feasible of performance by NHS as appropriate, in accordance with all 
of its provisions and requirements; 

(i) except only for those representations, statements or promises expressly contained in this 
Agreement and any exhibits attached hereto and incorporated by reference herein, no 
representation, statement or promise, oral or in writing, or of any kind whatsoever, by the City, its 
officials, agents or employees, has induced NHS to enter into this Agreement or has been relied 
upon by NHS including any with reference to: (A) the meaning, correctness, suitability or 
completeness of any provisions or requirements of this Agreement; (B) the general conditions which 
may in any way affect this Agreement or its perforrhance; (C) the compensafion provisions of this 
Agreement; or (D) any other matters, whether similar to or different from those referred to in (A) 
through (C) immediately above, affecfing or having any connecfion with this Agreement, the 
negotiafion hereof, any discussions hereof, the performance hereof or those employed herein or 
connected or concerned herewith; 
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(j) NHS was given ample opportunity and time and was requested by the City to review 
thoroughly this Agreement prior to execufion of this Agreement in order that NHS might request 
inclusion in this Agreement of any statement, representation, promise or provision which is desired 
or on which NHS wished to place reliance, that it did so review said documents, and either every 
such statement, representafion, promise or provision has been included in this Agreement or else, if 
omitted, NHS expressly hereby relinquishes the benefit of any such omitted statement, 
representation, promise or provision and NHS is willing to perform this Agreement in its enfirely 
without claiming reliance thereon or making any other claim on account of such omission; 

(k) there are no actions or proceedings by or before any court or governmental commission, 
board, bureau or other administrative agency pending or, to the knowledge of NHS, threatened, 
against or affecfing NHS which if adversely determined could materially and adversely affect the 
ability of NHS to perform hereunder or which might result in any material, adverse change to the 
financial condition of NHS or may materially affect the property or assets of NHS; and 

(I) this Agreement has been executed and delivered by authorized officers of NHS and 
constitutes a legal, valid and binding obligation of NHS, enforceable in accordance with its tennns. 

3.2 Covenants. In connection with the execution and delivery of this Agreement, NHS 
covenants to the City that: 

(a) except for its own employees, NHS will not use any individual, organization, partnership 
or corporation to carry out any of the dufies or obligafions of NHS hereunder, unless (1) NHS first 
obtains a certificafion of such individual, organizafion, partnership or corporafion substanfially the 
same as the representafions, warranfies and covenants contained in this Article III and in Article IV 
hereof, (2) such certifications shall be addressed and delivered to the City and (3) the City approves, 
in wrifing, the use of such individual, organization, partnership or corporation; 

(b) all warranfies and representafions of NHS contained in this Agreement will be true, 
accurate and complete at the fime of each draht made pursuant to this Agreement, and shall 
survive the execufion, delivery and acceptance hereof by the parties hereto for the length of this 
Agreement; 

(c) NHS shall be subject to, obey and adhere to any and all federal. State and local laws, 
statutes, ordinances, rules, regulafions and execufive orders as are now or may be in effect during 
the term of this Agreement which may be applicable to NHS; 

(d) NHS shall remain solvent and able to pay its debts as they mature; 

(e) no member of the governing body of the City and no other elected official, appointed 
official, officer, agent, consultant or employee of the City shall have any personal interest, direct or 
indirect, in the business of NHS or shall participate in any decision relafing to the business of NHS 
which affects his/her personal interests or the interests of any corporafion, partnership or association 
in which he/she is direcfiy interested; 

(f) no former member of the governing body of the City and no former other elected official, 
appointed official, officer, agent, consultant or employee of the City shall, for a period of one year 
after the terminafion of such person's term of office or employment, assist or represent NHS in any 
business transacfion involving the City or any of its agencies, if the person participated personally 
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and substanfially in the subject matter of the transacfion during his/her term of office or employment, 
provided that if the person exercised contract management authority with respect to this Agreement 
(including any Grant), this prohibifion shall be permanent as to this Agreement; 

(g) NHS shall immediately notify the City of any and all events or actions which may 
materially adversely affect the ability of NHS to carry on its operafions or perform any or all of its 
obligafions under this Agreement at any fime while this Agreement is in effect; 

(h) NHS shall not enter into any other agreement or transaction which would conflict with the 
performance of the duties of NHS hereunder or under any of the Grant Documents; 

(i) during the term of this Agreement, NHS shall continue as an Illinois not-for-profit 
corporation in good standing under the laws of the State; and 

0) NHS shall enforce all provisions of the Grant Documents in accordance with the terms 
thereof and shall provide to the City all notices; required hereunder or thereunder. 

ARTICLE IV - Duties and Obligafions 

4.1 NHS shall execute and deliver to DOH such documents as may be required by the 
Corporation Counsel to evidence NHS's participation in the Program, including, but not limited to, 
the City's current form of Economic Disclosure Statement and an opinion of counsel in substantially 
the form of Exhibit A attached hereto and incorporated herein. 

4.2 (a) NHS agrees that the total amount of funds available for the Program hereunder shall 
be up to $500,000 and that there have been no representations, assurances or agreements that any 
other assistance shall be forthcoming from the City. NHS shall provide written nofice to the City 
when the aggregate amount of Program Funds committed or paid hereunder, including Grants and 
administrative costs paid to or for the account of NHS pursuant to Secfion 6.5, equals $400,000 and 
thereafter when the amount of Program Funds committed or paid hereunder, including Grants and 
administrative costs paid to or for the account of NHS pursuant to Secfion 6.5, reaches $500,000. 
Program Funds are deemed committed for purposes of this Secfion when NHS has determined the 
amount of Program Funds to be the subject of a Grant and sent nofice of final approval of an 
Application pursuant to Secfion 4.3(e) to an Eligible Homeowner. No Grants shall be made or 
committed to be made by NHS hereunder when such commitment would result in the aggregate 
amount of Grants, togetherwith all administrative costs related to such Grants paid to NHS pursuant 
to Secfion 6.5, exceeding $500,000 (or such other amount as the City may detenmine from fime to 
time). No Grants shall be made or committed to be made by NHS hereunder when such 
commitment occurs after the date of receipt of the notice from the City described in Section 6.2 
hereof regarding the tenminafion of this Agreement. 

(b) As of the date of this Agreement, the total amount of funds available hereunder for use in 
the Pershing/King TIF Area is $500,000. This amount may be changed from fime to fime upon 
written notice by DOH to NHS, provided that the aggregate amount shall not exceed $500,000 (or 
such other amount as the City may determine from time to time). 

4.3 (a) NHS shall accept and process Applications in the following manner (or as othenwise 
agreed to by DOH and NHS): 
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(i) NHS shall make Application fomis available for a period of four to six weeks; 

(ii) NHS shall make applications available at certain locations within the Pershing/King TIF 
Area such as community centers or libraries (as agreed to by DOH); 

(iii) Applications shall also be available by calling NHS; 

(iv) The Applicafion will be approximately three (3) pages in length, from which NHS will be 
able to determine eligibility hereunder. NHS will require homeowners to provide more information if 
they are selected for a matching loan hereunder; 

(v) All Applicafions shall be returned directly to NHS; the City will not accept Applications; 
and 

(vi) All Applications must be received by a defined deadline of two weeks after the expiration 
of the period in (i) above. 

(b) NHS shall review all Applicafions for eligibility, completeness and compliance with the 
Agreement. NHS shall verify the initial eligibility of each applicant within five days after its receipt in 
the manner described in subsecfion (c) below. Only those Applicafions which meet such criteria will 
be part of the Lottery. Applications so approved are to be numbered as they are received until the 
expiration of the period in (a)(vi) above. All such applicants shall be notified of the Lottery date and 
locafion by mail at least one week prior to holding the Lottery. The Lottery shall be conducted in a 
public place. At the lottery meefing, random numbers will be generated by computer (or such other 
method as determined by DOH and NHS) and the numbers will detemiine which Applicafions will be 
selected ("Selected Applicants") for further processing. The process by which the Selected 
Applicants are idenfified is referred to herein as the "Lottery." The amount of each Grant request 
from each Selected Applicant, including the applicable fee to be paid to NHS hereunder, will be 
deemed to be for the Maximum Program Assistance. When the aggregate amount entered in the 
log reaches $500,000, or such other amount as DOH shall in wrifing specify to NHS, then NHS shall 
stop selecfing Applicafions. 

To accommodate the possibility that addifional Selected Applicants will need to be chosen 
from eligible Applications because some eariier Applicafions are not in compliance with this 
Agreement, or because Program Funds are sfill available to make Grants, NHS may establish a 
waiting list of up to 25 applicants, to be chosen by the same lottery process described above. If 
additional Applicafions are needed thereafter, then NHS will designate a fime and place as set forth 
above to receive addifional Applications. 

(c) Prior to the date of the Lottery, for each potential Eligible Homeowner, NHS shall obtain 
income and title information regarding the Eligible Homeowner and the Qualified Housing Unit, 
respectively, and shall verify infonnation presented in the Application. NHS shall assure that an 
Eligible Homeowner qualifies as a Qualified Family at the time an Application is received by NHS. In 
determining whether a Eligible Homeowner qualiffes as a Qualified Family, NHS calculate income in 
a manner determined by NHS and approved by DOH. 

(d) NHS shall fonvard the name, address and Social Security number of every Selected 
Applicant to the City's Department of Revenue for a scofflaw check. NHS shall perform an initial site 
visit to verify that the property will qualify. NHS shall approve a scope of work. No building will 
qualify as a Qualified Housing Unit hereunder if the combinafion of the Grant funds, funds from the 
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Eligible Homeowner and matching loan funds described in Secfion 4.4(b) hereof do not cover the 
cost of con-ecfing the health and safety issues which have been identified by NHS inspectors. For 
any Qualified Housing Unit, no more than 30% of the Eligible Costs paid for from Program Funds 
can relate to interior life/safety improvements. 

(e) For applicants who do not meet the requirements of this Agreement, as determined by 
NHS after its initial review described in subsection (c) above, NHS shall provide notice to such 
applicants that their Application has been rejected vyithin two weeks after the expiration of the period 
described in subsecfion (a)(vi) above. For all applicants whose Application is in compliance with the 
requirements of this Agreement (based on NHS's inifial review described in subsection (c) above), 
NHS will notify each such applicant, within two weeks of the date of the Lottery, as follows: those 
who are not Selected Applicants will be nofified that their name has been placed on a waifing list; 
and Selected Applicants will be asked for further information to process their Application. The nofice 
to Selected Applicants will also inform the applicant that, if requested materials are not supplied 
within 45 days in a form safisfactory to NHS, the applicants will forfeit their status as a Selected 
Applicant and will be placed at the bottom of the waifing list. If the scofflaw check described in 
subsection (d) above reveals that any amounts are owed to the City, then ttie materials requested by 
NHS shall include evidence that all such amounts have been paid or that the applicant has entered 
into a payment plan with the City. Thereafter, NHS shall, within 90 days of the date of the Lottery, 
complete its review of all information required hereunder and notify each such Selected Applicant 
whether they are eligible for a Grant, the amount of the Grant, and whether other funds need to be 
obtained by the Applicant pursuant to Secfion 4.4(b). No Selected Applicant shall be eligible for a 
Grant hereunder until NHS has received the results of the scofflaw check described in (d) above and 
has received evidence either that all amounts owed to the City have been paid, or that the applicant 
has entered into a payment plan with the City. NHS shall provide the City with a copy of each such 
notice described above. Ail notices of rejection shall include the reasons for such rejection. 

4.4 NHS shall provide the following services: 

(a) Technical/Rehabilitation Services.; For all Selected Applicants, NHS shall make an initial 
site visit to the Qualified Housing Unit, and assist the Selected Applicant in the preparafion of 
detailed plans and speciflcafions for the renovafion work. NHS shall monitor the process by which 
the Selected Applicant selects a contractor (or contractors) to do the renovation work to ensure that 
any contractor has been selected through a compefitive bid process. NHS must appl-ove the 
contractor selected, which must be licensed and properly insured; in its approval, NHS shall 
consider the financial strength of the contractor. NHS shall review the contract(s) between the 
Selected Applicant and the contractor(s) for the renovation work. NHS shall make available to each 
Selected Applicant (i) a cunrent list of contractors and subcontractors which are certified by the City 
as Minority Business Enterprises or Women Business Enterprises, and (ii) a current list of 
contractors and subcontractors which have current insurance certificates and proof of City home 
repair and/or business licenses on file with NHS. While the requirements of Section 2-92-330 of the 
Municipal Code of the City of Chicago (City Resident Employment Requirement) will not apply to the 
renovation work done pursuant to the Program, NHS shall use its best efforts to recruit and 
encourage the use of qualified contractors based in Chicago (particularly in the Pershing/King TIF 
Area) for the renovafion work being funded pursuant to this Agreement. 

(b) Requirements for Grants for Qualified Housing Units. After approving an Applicafion, 
NHS shall promptly prepare and execute Grant Documents for each Grant. NHS shall assure that 
each Grant satisfies all applicable requirements of federal. State and local law, and that: 
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(i) Program Funds finance only Eligible Costs; 

(ii) for an Eligible Homeownerwho has household income between 100% and 120% 
of Median Income, the Grant Funds shall not be provided unless an equal amount of 
loan proceeds or other funds from the Eligible Homeowner (which loans may, but 
shall not be required to, be made by Neighborhood Lending Services, Inc. ("NLS"), 
an affiliate of NHS) are available for repairs to the Qualified Housing Unit; provided, 
that repairs paid for (or reimbursed) from funds other than Program Funds hereunder 
are not required to be Eligible Costs; 

(iii) if the Eligible Homeowner has household income (calculated as described 
above) below 100% of the Median Income, no matching funds are required pursuant 
to this subsection, but other provisipns of this Agreement may require an Eligible 
Homeowner to obtain a matching loan for the Qualified Housing Unit; and 

(iv) one or more units of the Qualified Housing Unit shall be occupied by the Eligible 
Homeowner. 

(c) Closing. NHS shall prompfiy close each Grant. Prior to disbursement of any Program 
Funds by NHS, NHS shall require each Eligible Homeowner to enter into the Grant Documents. 
NHS shall assure that the renovation of the Qualified Housing Unit commences within six months of 
the date on which a Grant closes. NHS shall provide in all Grant Documents that the City is a third-
party beneficiary of the Grant Documents. NHS shall not provide Program Funds to any Eligible 
Homeowner in an amount in excess of the applicable Maximum Program Assistance; provided, that 
the maximum amount so provided may be adjusted by mutual agreement of DOH and NHS based 
on the availability of Program Funds and the projected need of a particular community. 

(d) Disbursement of Proceeds. The City will from time to time place all or a portion of the 
Program Funds, in an amount determined by DOH but not exceeding $500,000 in the aggregate, 
into an interest-bearing segregated or escrow account established by NHS for this purpose. Any 
income eamed on amounts held in the account shall be used at the sole discretion of the City: (i) to 
make Grants hereunder, or (ii) in such other manner as the City determines. NHS shall disburse 
funds from this account to the City at the written request of the City if income is eamed on amounts 
held in the account. NHS shall make any such disbursement within 30 days of its receipt of the 
City's request. NHS agrees that any disbursements from this account which are later determined to 
have been made in violafion of this Agreement Will be repaid to this account by NHS. Prior to 
disbursing any proceeds of a Grant, NHS shall detennine the aggregate amount of Program Funds 
which have been provided or approved for a Qualified Housing Unit and shall not disburse any 
funds exceeding the Maximum Program Assistance. NHS shall also assure that no Program Funds 
shall be paid until such funds are needed to reimburse the Eligible Homeowner for the prior payment 
of Eligible Costs, and that the proceeds of a Grant do not exceed available Maximum Program 
Assistance with respect to the Qualified Housing Unit. No payment from Program Funds shall be 
made to the Eligible Homeowner until NHS receives evidence of prior payment to the contractor for 
the rehabilitation wori^ (consisting of a copy of the check issued to the contractor, which is not 
required to be a cancelled check, and/or a copy of the swom statement). There shall be no 
commingling of funds among Grants by NHS and each Grant shall be accounted for separately in 
the records maintained by NHS. 

(e) Servicing: Monitoring. 

(1) NHS shall specify an employee directly responsible for the working on each Grant. NHS 
shall provide DOH with notice of the person(s) responsible for these duties and the respective 
Grants. 
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(2) If an Eligible Homeowner breaches any covenant or agreement under the applicable 
Grant Documents, NHS shall mail nofice of such breach to the Eligible Homeowner as provided in 
the Grant Documents (with a copy to DOH) and shall take such further action consistent with the 
terms of this Agreement. 

(3) NHS shall monitor the progress of the renovation work to confirm compliance with this 
Agreement and the Grant Documents. The Grant Documents shall provide that the Eligible 
Homeowner must approve of payment of funds from NHS to a contractor for the rehabilitafionwori^. 
NHS shall inspect the renovation work prior to providing payment. NHS shall make a final 
inspection of the renovafion work at its completion to confirm compliance with this Agreement and 
the Grant Documents. 

(f) Reporting. On the seventh day of each month of each year during the tenm hereof, NHS 
shall submit to the City a monthly report in a form approved by DOH and containing the following 
infonnation for each Grant closed during the previous month, and for each Eligible Homeowner 
whose Application has been approved: (i) the address and census tract of the Qualified Housing 
Unit; (ii) the name, address, income and race (if known) of each Eligible Homeowner for such 
Qualified Housing Unit; (iii) the amount of the applicable Grant and the date of the Grant; (iv) the 
amount of Program Funds, if any, provided to such pligible Homeowner by the end of the preceding 
month, and the use of such funds; (v) the status of the renovation work on such Qualified Housing 
Unit; and (vi) the names of any Eligible Homeowners who have defaulted on any matching loan 
provided through NLS pursuant to Secfion 4.4(b) hereof. In addifion, NHS shall also include the 
following in such report regarding the Program as of the end of the preceding month: (i) informafion 
about each matching loan made to an Eligible Homeowner, or matching funds provided by the 
Eligible Homeowner, including the amount of the loan or other funds, the address of the subject 
property and evidence that matching funds were provided; (ii) number of renovations in process; (iii) 
number of renovations completed; (iv) total number of applicants; (v) total number of Applications 
reviewed; (vi) total number of Applications approved and (vii) total amount of Grant funds disbursed 
hereunder. 

(g) Marketing. NHS shall make information about the Program, including Applications, 
readily available to persons applying to become Eligible Homeowners. In connection therewith, 
NHS shall prepare and distribute brochures and other written materials describing the Program. 
NHS shall also make appropriate personnel available to speak at seminars to promote and explain 
the Program and shall conduct other affirmative outreach efforts (including organizing or 
participating in seminars, conferences and public meetings) to disseminate information about the 
Program to the public. NHS shall cooperate (and shall bind its contractors to cooperate) with DOH 
in any program which DOH may undertake to promote and explain the Program. NHS shall 
dedicate sufficient employee time and resources to respond prompfiy to inquiries from potential 
applicants. 

4.5 Prior to each disbursement of proceeds in connection with a Qualified Housing Unit 
(pursuant to Section 4.4 (d) hereof), NHS shall assure that the rehabilitation work perfonned by the 
contractor on that Qualified Housing Unit complies with the building codes of the City. 

4.6 NHS shall be responsible for all actions of any agents, employees, officers of NHS 
pertorming any dufies or obligations of NHS hereunder. 
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4.7 The City authorizes NHS to act, subject to the limitafions contained herein: (i) to 
manage and service the Grants; (ii) to enforce or to refrain from enforcing the Grant Documents for 
each Grant; (iii) to give consents or approvals in connection with the Grant Documents for each 
Grant; (iv) to take or refrain from taking any action, and make any determination provided for herein 
or in the Grant Documents; and (v) to exercise all such powers as are incidental thereto. 

4.8 In its marketing efforts regarding the Program, the City shall nofify potential Program 
applicants that, for households earning more 100% of the Median Income, there will be a matching 
loan requirement (as set forth in Secfion 4.4(b) hereof). 

4.9 Insurance. 

(a) NHS shall procure and maintain at all fimes, at its own expense, except as may be 
othen/i/ise provided herein, during the term of this Agreement, the types of insurance specified 
below, with insurance companieis authorized to do such business in the State and reasonably 
acceptable to the City covering all services hereunder. 

The kinds and amounts of insurance required are as follows: 

1. Worker's Compensation and Occupafional Disease Insurance 
Wori^er's Compensafion and Occupafional Disease Insurance, in statutory amounts, 
covering all of NHS. Employer's liability coverage shall be included and shall have 
limits of not less than $100,000 per each accident or illness. 

2. Commercial Liability Insurance (Primary and Umbrella) 

Commercial Liability Insurance or equivalent with limits of not less than $1,000,000 
per occurrence, combined single limit, for bodily injury, personal injury and property 
damage liability. Products/complieted operation, independent contractors and 
contractual liability coverages are to be included. The City is to be named as an 
additional insured. 

3. Automobile Liability Insurance 

When any motor vehicles are used in connection with the work to be performed 
under this Agreement, NHS shall maintain Automobile Liability Insurance with limits 
of not less than $500,000 per occurrence, combined single limit, for bodily injury and 
property damage. The City is to be named as an additional insured. 

4. En-ors & Omissions/Professional Liability 

With respect to all services performed by NHS hereunder, enrors and omissions 
coverage shall be maintained in the amount of $250,000 naming the City as an 
additional insured. 

5. Blanket Crime Insurance 

NHS shall obtain and maintain a blanket crime insurance policy, naming the City as a 
loss payee, as its interest may appear, covering all persons handling funds received 
or disbursed under this Agreement, and against loss by reason of theft, robbery. 
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dishonesty, destruction, disappearance or other crimes. The blanket crime 
insurance policy must be written to cover losses in an amount of not less than 25 
percent of the maximum funds on hand at any given time or in an amount of 
$250,000, whichever amount is greater. 

(b) NHS shall furnish the City, Department of Finance, Risk Management Office, 333 South 
State Street, Room 400, Chicago, Illinois 60604, original certificates of insurance evidencing the 
required coverages to be in force and effect on the date hereof, and renewal certificates of 
insurance, or such similar evidence, if the coverages have an expiration or renewal date occurring 
during the term of this Agreement. The City shall not allow NHS to commence any services under 
this Agreement unfil all insurance is purchased and evidence of it is received and approved by the 
City, but the failure of the City to obtain such ievidence from NHS before pemnitting NHS to 
commence such services shall not be deemed to be a waiver by the City, and NHS shall remain 
under a continuing obligafion to maintain the coverage and to supply the certificates. 

The insurance specified hereinabove shall be carried unfil all services required to be 
performed under the terms of this Agreement are safisfactorily completed. Failure to carry or keep 
such insurance in force shall constitute an Event of Default hereunder within the meaning of Section 
5.1 hereof, and the City maintains the right to suspend the provisions hereof unfil proper evidence of 
insurance is provided. NHS shall require all subcontractors to carry the insurance required herein, 
or NHS may, at its opfion, provide the coverage for any or all subcontractors, and, if so, supply to the 
City evidence satisfactory to the City of such coverage. 

The City maintains the right to modify, delete, alter or change these requirements. 

The insurance policies shall provide for 60 days' prior written notice to be given to the City in 
the event coverage is substantially changed, canceled or non-renewed. 

NHS expressly understands and agrees that any insurance coverages and limits furnished 
by NHS hereunder shall in no way limit its responsibilities and abilities specified herein or by law. 

ARTICLE V - Events of Default: Remedies 

5.1 Events of Default Defined. The following, subject to the notice and cure provisions of 
Section 5.2 hereof, shall each constitute an Event of Default hereunder: 

(a) any misrepresentation, whether negligent or willful and whether in the inducement or in 
the performance of this Agreement, made by NHS to the City; 

(b) failure by NHS to perform any of its duties or obligations under this Agreement; 

(c) any change in ownership or control of NHS without the prior written approval of the City; 

(d) the dissolution of NHS or the entry of a decree or order for relief by a court having 
jurisdiction with respect to NHS in an involuntary case under the federal bankruptcy laws, as now or 
hereafter constituted, or any other applicable federal or state bankruptcy, insolvency or other similar 
law, or appointing a receiver, liquidator, assignee, custodian, trustee or sequestrator (or other similar 
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official) of NHS or for any substanfial part of the property thereof or ordering the winding-up or 
liquidation of the affairs of NHS and the continuance of any such decree or order unstayed and in 
effect for a period of 30 consecutive days; 

(e), the commencement by NHS of a voluntary case under the federal bankruptcy laws, as 
now or hereafter constituted, or any other applicable federal or state banknjptcy, insolvency or other 
similar law, or the consent by NHS to the appointment of or taking possession by a receiver, 
liquidator, assignee, trustee, custodian or sequestrator (or other similar official) of NHS or of any 
substanfial part of the property of NHS or of any royalties, revenues, rents, issues or profits 
therefrom, or the making by NHS of any assignment for the benefit of creditors or the failure of NHS 
generally to pay its respective debts as such debts become due or the taking of action by NHS in 
furtherance of any of the foregoing; 

(f) a final judgment for the payment of money in excess of $100,000 shall be rendered by a 
court of competent jurisdiction against NHS, and NHS shall not discharge the same or provide for its 
discharge in accordance with its terms, or procure a stay of execution thereof, within 60 days from 
the date of entry thereof, or such longer period during which execution of such judgment shall have 
been stayed; 

(g) default by NHS under any other agreement which NHS may currently have or may enter 
into with the City during the term of this Agreement; or 

. (h) a failure by NHS to fulfill its obligafions under any Grant Documents. 

5.2 Remedies. If any event referred to in Secfion 5.1 hereof cannot reasonably be cured 
within 30 days after receipt of notice given in accordance with the ternis of this Agreement, or if NHS 
has failed, in the sole opinion of the City, to commence and continue diligent efforts to cure such 
event, the City may, at its sole option, declare an Event of Default hereunder. Whether to declare 
an Event of Default hereunder is within the sole discretion of the City and neither that decision nor 
the factual basis for it is subject to review or challenge under this Agreement. Written notification of, 
or that results in, an Event of Default, and any intenfion of the City to terminate this Agreement, shall 
be provided to NHS and such decision shall be final and effecfive upon receipt of such nofice 
pursuant to Section 6.14 hereof and failure to cure within the stated applicable cure period. Upon 
the giving of such nofice, the City may invoke any or all of the following remedies: 

(a) the right to tenminate this Agreement as to any or all of the sen/ices yet to be 
performed effective at a fime specified by the City; 

(b) the right of specific performance, an injunction or any other appropriate 
equitable remedy; 

(c) the right to money damages; 

(d) the right to withhold all or any part of the compensation of NHS hereunder; 
and 

(e) the right to deem NHS non-responsible in future contracts to be awarded by 
the City. 

If the City considers it to be in its best interests, it may elect not to declare an Event of 
Default hereunder or to terminate this Agreement. The parties acknowledge that this provision is 
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solely for the benefit of the City and that if the City permits NHS to continue to provide the services 
despite one or more Events of Default, NHS shall in no way be relieved of any of its responsibilities, 
dufies or obligafions under this Agreement nor shall the City waive or relinquish any of its rights 
thereby. 

The remedies under the tenns of this Agreement are not intended to be exclusive of any 
other remedies provided, but each and every such remedy shall be cumulative and shall be in 
addition to any other remedies, existing now or hereafter, at law, in equity or by statute. No delay or 
failure to exercise any right or power accruing upon any Event of Default shall impair any such right 
or power nor shall it be construed as a waiver of any Event of Default or acquiescence therein, and 
every such right and power may be exercised from time to time and as often as may be deemed 
expedient. 

ARTICLE VI - General Provisions 

6.1 Duration of the Agreement. This Agreement shall commence on the date of execution 
and delivery hereof and, unless eariier terminated pursuant to this Agreement, shall terminate when 
the last Grant payment is made by NHS hereunder. 

6.2 Termination. The City may terminate this Agreement for convenience upon thirty (30) 
days written notice from the City. In such event, all rights and obligations running to and from each 
party shall be terminated and of no further force and effect; provided that NHS shall be obligated to 
maintain all records and monitoring obligations with respect to any Grant made in accordance with 
the terms of this Agreement for a period of five years after the date of the Grant. 

6.3 Indemnification. NHS shall pay, indemnify and save the City and the City's officers, 
employees and agents harmless of, from and against, any and all losses incurred by any such party 
under this Agreement and any claim brought by reason of any such loss. In the event that any claim 
is brought against the City or any of the City's officers, employees or agents, by reason of any such 
loss, NHS, upon nofice from the City, covenants to resist and defend such claim on behalf of the 
City and the City's officers, employees and agents. The City shall have the right to employ separate 
counsel in any such claim and to participate in the defense thereof and the fees and expenses of 
such counsel incun^ed shall be at the expense of NHS, without regard to any authorizafion of such 
employment by NHS. 

6.4 Non-Liability of Public Officials. No official, employee or agent of the City shall be 
charged personally by NHS or by any assignee or subcontractor of NHS with any liability or 
expenses of defense or shall be held personally liable to NHS, or any assignee or subcontractor of 
NHS under any terms or provisions of this Agreement because of the City's execution or attempted 
execution hereof or because of any breach hereof 

6.5 Compensation. NHS shall not charge any Eligible Homeowner any fees or charges for a 
Grant hereunder. The only compensafion received by NHS for performance under this Agreement 
shall be in accordance with this Secfion. NHS shall be enfitied to compensafion hereunder in an 
amount equal to 15 percent (15%) of the aggregate Program Funds paid by the City for Eligible 
Costs hereunder each month; such amount shall be payable upon submissionof a Voucher by NHS 
to DOH, which Voucher shall contain a line item for NHS compensafion hereof The City shall not 
be responsible for the payment of any fees other than as set forth in this Secfion, 
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6.6 Documentation of Costs and Income: Records and Availability. All Eligible Costs paid 
from the proceeds of a Grant shall be supported by properly executed invoices, contracts or 
vouchers, or other official documentafion evidencing in proper detail the nature and propriety of the 
Eligible Costs. All checks, invoices, contracts, vouchers, orders or other accounting documents 
pertaining in whole or in part to this Agreement shall be maintained by NHS and shall be cleariy 
identified and readily accessible to the City upon written request. 

NHS shall maintain records evidencing compliance with the all requirements of the Program 
for each Qualified Housing Unit which is the subject of a Grant, including the provisions of Secfion 
4.5. Such records shall be maintained for a period of five years after the date of the Grant. All 
Grant Documents shall be held by NHS for the benefit of the City during the term of this Agreement 
and for five years thereafter. Upon the written request of the City. NHS shall provide the City with 
access to and copies of such records. 

At any time during normal business hours and as often as the City may deem necessary, 
NHS shall make available to the City (i) all of its records with respect to matters covered by this 
A'greement and (ii) access to its employees who have knowledge about the matters covered by this 
Agreement. NHS shall permit the City to audit, examine and make excerpts or transcripts from such 
records, and to make copies of records relafing to personnel, condifions of employment and other 
data covered by this Agreement. 

At any time during normal business hours and as often as the City may deem necessary, 
each Eligible Homeowner shall make available to Hie City the Qualified Housing Unit and records 
relafing to tenants of the unit, if any, in order for the City to verify compliance with this Agreement, 
including Section 4.5. NHS shall include this requirement in the Grant Documents. 

6.7 Non-discrimination. NHS agrees it shall be an unlawful employment practice for NHS 
(1) to fail or refuse to hire or to discharge any individual, or otherwise to discriminate against any 
individual with respect to h|s compensation, or the terms, conditions, or privileges of his 
employment, because of such individual's race, color, religion, sex, age, handicap or national origin; 
or (2) to limit, segregate, or classify its employees or applicants for employment in any way which 
would deprive or tend to deprive any individualih any way of employnient opportunities orothenwise 
adversely affect his status as an employee, because of such individual's race, color religion, sex, 
age, handicap or national origin. 

NHS shall comply with the Illinois Human Rights Act, 775 ILCS 5/1-101 etseg. and any rules 
and regulafions promulgated in accordance therewith, including, but not limited to the Equal 
Employment Opportunity clause, 56 III. Admin. Code 2520 Appendix G. Furthermore, NHS shall 
comply with and shall cause any contractor utilized under this Agreement to comply with the 
Discrimination in Public Contracts Act, 775 ILCS 10/0.01. etseg. 

6.8 City Requirements. NHS shall comply with the Chicago Human Rights Ordinance, ch. 
2.160, Section 2-160-010 et seg. of the Chicago Municipal Code (1990); and the Chicago Fair 
Housing Regulations ch. 5-8, Section 5-8-010 etseg. of the Chicago Municipal Code (1990): 

NHS agrees to furnish and to cause each of its subcontractor(s) to furnish such reports and 
informafion as requested by the Chicago Commission on Human Relations. 

NHS agrees that all of the aforemenfioned provisions will be incorporated in all agreements 
entered into with any suppliers of materials, fumisher of services, subcontractors of any fier, and 
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labor organizafions which furnish skilled, unskilled and craft union skilled labor, or which may 
provide any such materials, labor of services in connection with this Agreement. 

6.9 Assignment. NHS may not assign, sell, transfer or delegate any of its duties or 
obligations under this Agreement without the prior written consent of the City. The City may assign, 
sell, transfer or othenwise dispose of any of its rights hereunder, in whole or in part, without the 
permission of NHS. 

6.10 Savings Clause. In case any provision of this Agreement is held to be invalid, illegal or 
unenforceable, the validity, legality and enforceability of the remaining provisions shall not be 
affected. 

6.11 Entire Agreement. This Agreement and the incorporated Exhibits consfitute the enfire 
Agreement and may not be modified, altered or amended unless agreed to by both parties in writing. 
Any waiver or any provision of this Agreement must be executed in writing by the party granting the 

waiver and such waiver shall not affect any other rights of the party granting the waiver or act to 
affect any other duty or obligafion of the party receiving the waiver. 

6.12 Counterparts. This Agreement is composed of several idenfical counterparts, each to 
be fully executed by the parties and each to be deemed an original having identical legal effect. 

6.13 Headings. The headings and titles of this Agreement are for convenience only and 
shall not influence the construcfion or interpretafion of this Agreement. 

6.14 Nofices. Unless otheoA/ise specified, any nofice, demand or request hereunder shall 
be given in wrifing at the addresses set forth below, by any of the following means: (a) personal 
service; (b) electronic communicafions, whether by telex, telegram or telecopy; (c) ovemight courier; 
or (d) registered or certified mail, return receipt requested. 

IF TO CITY: Department of Housing 
City of Chicago 
33 North LaSalle Street, 2"'' Floor 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
Attenfion: Commissioner 

WITH COPIES TO: Office of the Corporafion Counsel 
City of Chicago 
City Hall,'Room 600 
121 North LaSalle Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
Attention: Finance & Economic Development Division 

and 

Department of Finance 
City of Chicago 
33 North LaSalle Street, Room 600 
Chicago. Illinois 60602 
Attention: Comptroller 
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IF TO NHS: Neighborhood Housing Sen/ices of Chicago, Inc. 
1279 N. Milwaukee Ave. - 5'̂  Floor 
Chicago, Illinois 60622 
Attention: Executive Director 

Such addresses may be changed by nofice to the other parties given in the same manner 
provided above. Any nofice, demand or request sent pursuant to either clause (a) or (b) above shall 
be deemed received upon such personal service or upon dispatch by electronic means. Any notice, 
demand or request sent pursuant to clause (c) above shall be deemed received on the business day 
immediately following deposit with the ovemight courier and any notice, deemed or request sent 
pursuant to clause (d) above shall be deemed received two business days following deposit in the 
mail. 

6.15 Governing Law. This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance 
with the internal laws of the State without regard to its conflict of laws principles. 

6.16 Approval. Wherever in this Agreement provision is made for the approval or consent of 
the City, or any matter is to be to the City's satisfaction, or the like, unless specifically stated to the 
contrary, such approval, consent, satisfaction or the like shall be made, given or determined by the 
City in its sole discretion, subject to the review by the Corporation Counsel. Any such approval, 
consent or other determination shall be made by the Commissioner of the Department of Housing, 
or any designee thereof in his or her role as administering this Agreement for the City. 

6.17 Standard of Performance. NHS shall at all tirries act in the best interest of the City, 
consistent with the professional obligations assumed by it in entering into this Agreement. NHS 
shall perform, or cause to be performed, all services hereunder in accordance with the terms and 
conditions of this Agreement and to the reasonable satisfaction of the City. Any review, approval, 
acceptance or payment for any and all of the services by the City shall not relieve NHS of Its 
responsibility for the professional accuracy and due diligence of its services. This provision in no 
way limits the City's rights against NHS either under this Agreement or othenvise, at law or in equity. 

6.18 References to Statutes, etc. All references herein to statutes, regulations, rules, 
executive orders, ordinances, resolutions or notices or circulars issued by any governmental body 
shall be deemed to include any and all amendments, supplements and restatements from time to 
time to or of such statutes, regulations, rules, executive orders, ordinances, resolutions, notices and 
circulars. 

6.19 No Contractor Inducements. NHS shall comply with Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal 
Code of Chicago, "Governmental Ethics", including but not limited to Section 2-156-120 of such 
Chapter, pursuant to which no payment, gratuity or offer of employment shall be made in connection 
with any City contract, by or on behalf of a subcontractor to the prime contractor or higher tier 
subcontractor or any person associated therewith, as an inducement for the award of a subcontract 
or order. Any contract negotiated, entered into, or performed in violation of any of the provisions of 
such Chapter 2-156 shall be voidable as to the City. 
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6.20 No Business Relationship with City Elected Officials. Pursuant to Section 2-156-
030(b) of the Municipal Code of Chicago, it is illegal for any elected official of the City, or any 
person acting at the direction of such official, to contact, either orally or in writing, any other City 
official or employee with respect to any matter involving any person with whom the elected 
official has a "Business Relationship" (as defined in Section 2-156-080 of the Municipal Code of 
Chicago), or to participate in any discussion of any City Council committee hearing or in any City 
Council meefing or to vote on any matter involving the person with whom an elected official has 
a Business Relationship. Violation of Section 2-156-030(b) by any elected official, or any person 
acting at the direction of such official, with respect to this Agreement, or in connection with the 
transactions contemplated hereby, shall be grounds for termination of this Agreement and the 
transactions contemplated hereby. NHS hereby represents and warrants that, to the best of its 
knowledge after due inquiry, no violation of Section 2-156-030(b) has occurred with respect to 
this Agreement or the transactions contemplated hereby. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the City and NHS have executed this Agreement as of the 
date first set forth above. 

CITY OF CHICAGO 

By: 
Commissioner of Housing 

NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSING SERVICES OF 
CHICAGO, INC. 

By:_ 

Its: 

(Sub)Exhibit "A" referred to in this T.l.F. Neighborhood Improvement Program Agreement with 
Neighborhood Housing Services of Chicago, Inc. reads as follows: 
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(Sub)Exhibit "A". 
(To T.l.F. Neighborhood Improvement Program Agreement 

With Neighborhood Housing Services Of Chicago, Inc.) 

Form Of Counsel's Opinion. 

[To Be Placed On Attorney's Letterhead] 

Office of the Corporation Counsel 
City of Chicago 
City Hall, Room 600 
121 North LaSalle Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
Attention: Finance And Economic Development Division 

RE: T.l.F. Neighborhood Improvement Program Agreement (the "Agreement") 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

I have acted as counsel for Neighborhood Housing Services of Chicago, Inc., an Illinois not-
for-profit corporation ("N.H.S."), in connection with the execution and delivery of the 
Agreement by and among N.H.S. and the City of Chicago, acting by and through its 
Department of Housing (the "City"). N.H.S. has requested that this opinion be furnished to 
the City. 

In so acting as counsel for N.H.S. 1 have examined: 

(i) an executed original of the Agreement; 

(ii) the Articles of Incorporation, including all amendments thereto, of N.H.S. as furnished 
and certified by the Secretary of State of the State of Illinois; 

(iii) the Bylaws of N.H.S., as certified by the Secretary of N.H.S. as of the date hereof 
and 

(iv) the Certificate of Good Standing dated , issued by the Office of the 
Secretary of State of the State of Illinois, as to the good standing of N.H.S. 

In my capacity as counsel, I have also examined such other documents or instruments as 
I have deemed relevant for the purposes of rendering the opinions hereinafter set forth. 
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I have also assumed, but have no reason to question, the legal capacity, authority and the 
genuineness of the signatures of and due and proper execufion and delivery by the 
respective parties other than N.H.S. which has made, executed or delivered or will make, 
execute and deliver the agreements and documents examined by me. 

I express no opinion as to (i) the laws of any state or jurisdiction other than the State of 
Illinois (and any political subdivisions thereof) and the United States of America; and (ii) any 
matters pertaining or relating to the securities laws of the United States of America, the State 
of Illinois or any other state. 

Based upon and subject to the assumptions and qualifications herein stated, it is my opinion 
that: 

1. N.H.S. is a not-for-profit corporafion, duly organized and validly exisfing under the 
laws of the State of Illinois, N.H.S. has made all filings required by the laws of the State of 
Illinois in respect of its formation and continuing existence, and has all requisite authority 
to carry on its business and to execute and deliver, and to consummate the transactions 
contemplated by, the Agreement. 

2. The Agreement has been duly executed and delivered on behalf of N.H.S., and 
constitutes a legal, valid and binding obligation of N.H.S., enforceable against N.H.S. in 
accordance with its terms, except to the extent that enforcement of any such terms may be 
limited by: (a) applicable bankruptcy, reorganization, debt arrangement, insolvency or other 
similar laws generally affecting creditors' rights; or (b) judicial and public policy limitations 
upon the enforcement of certain remedies including those which a court of equity may in 
its discretion decline to enforce. 

3. There is no action, suit or proceeding at law or in equity pending, nor to my 
knowledge threatened, against or affecting N.H.S., before any court or before any 
governmental or administrative agency, which if adversely determined could materially and 
adversely affect the ability of either N.H.S. or N.H.S., to perform under the Agreement or 
any of its business or properties or financial or other conditions. 

4. The transactions contemplated by the Agreement are governed by the laws of the 
State of Illinois. 

5. The execution and delivery of the Agreement and the consummation of the 
transactions contemplated thereby will not constitute: 

A. a violation or breach of (i) the Articles of Incorporation of N.H.S., (ii) the Bylaws of 
N.H.S., (iii) any provision of any contract or other instrument to which N.H.S. is bound, or 
(iv) any order, writ, injunction, decree, statute, rule or regulation binding on N.H.S.,or 

B. a breach of any of the provisions of, or constitute a default under, or result in the 
creation or imposition of any lien or encumbrance upon any of the property of either 
N.H.S. pursuant to, any agreement or other instrument to which N.H.S. is a party or by 
which N.H.S. is bound. 
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6. No action of, or filing with, any governmental or public body is required to authorize, 
or is othenwise required for the validity of the execution, delivery and performance of any 
of the Agreement. 

This opinion is furnished for your benefit and may be relied upon by you and any such other 
party in connection with the Agreement, but may not be delivered to or relied upon by any 
other person or entity without written consent from the undersigned. 

Very truly yours. 

AUTHORIZATION FOR FIRST AMENDMENT TO TAX INCREMENT 
FINANCING NEIGHBORHOOD IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM 

AGREEMENT WITH NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSING 
SERVICES OF CHICAGO, INC. TO EXPAND 

SCOPE OF ENGLEWOOD 
NEIGHBORHOOD 

PROGRAM. 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration an ordinance authorizing the 
amending of a T.l.F./N.I.P. agreement regarding the Englewood Neighborhood Program, 
having had the same under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your 
Honorable Body Pass the proposed ordinance transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 
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On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, LyIe, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Soils, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to an ordinance adopted by the City Council ("City Council") of the 
City of Chicago (the "City") on June 27, 2001, a certain redevelopment plan and project (the 
"Englewood Neighborhood Plan") for the Englewood Neighborhood Redevelopment Project 
Area (the "Englewood Neighborhood Area") was approved pursuant to the Illinois Tax 
Increment Allocation Redevelopment Act, as amended (65 ILCS 5/11-74.4-1, et seq.) (the 
"Act"); and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to an ordinance adopted by the City Council on June 27, 2001, the 
Englewood Neighborhood Area was designated as a redevelopment project area pursuant 
to the Act; and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to an ordinance adopted by the City Council on June 27, 2001, tax 
increment allocation financing was adopted pursuant to the Act as a means of financing 
certain Englewood Neighborhood Area redevelopment project costs (as defined in the Act) 
incurred pursuant to the Englewood Neighborhood Plan; and 

WHEREAS, The City, through its Department of Housing ("D.O.H."), established a T.l.F. 
Neighborhood Improvement program to fund improvements to single-family residential 
properties in the Englewood Neighborhood Area (the "Englewood Neighborhood Program") 
and had entered into an agreement on , 200_ (the "N.H.S. Agreement") with 
Neighborhood Housing Services of Chicago, Inc., an Illinois not-for-profit corporation 
("N.H.S."), which N.H.S. Agreement continues in full force and effect, pursuant to which 
N.H.S. is performing certain administrative services for the Englewood Neighborhood 
Program; and 

WHEREAS, D.O.H. desires to expand the scope of the Englewood Neighborhood Program 
to i) increase its funding generally by an amount not to exceed One Million Five Hundred 
Thousand Dollars ($1,500,000) (along with prior funding resulting in an aggregate amount 
not to exceed Three Million Dollars ($3,000,000)), and ii) enter into an amendment to the 
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N.H.S.. Agreement to enable N.H.S. to perform certain administrative services for the 
expanded Englewood Neighborhood Program (such amendment, the "First Amendment to 
N.H.S. Agreement"); and 

WHEREAS, The City's obligation to provide funds under the First Amendment to N.H.S. 
Agreement will be met through (i) incremental taxes deposited in the Special Tax Allocation 
Fund of the Englewood Neighborhood Area, or (ii) any other funds legally available to the City 
for this purpose; now, therefore. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The above recitals are incorporated herein and made a part hereof 

SECTION 2. The Englewood Neighborhood Program is hereby expanded to increase its 
funding generally by an amount not to exceed One Million Five Hundred Thousand 
Dollars ($1,500,000). An amount not to exceed One Million Five Hundred Thousand 
Dollars ($1,500,000) is hereby appropriated from the Special Tax Allocation Fund of the 
Englewood Neighborhood Area to fund the expanded Englewood Neighborhood Program. 

SECTION 3. N.H.S. is hereby designated to continue to administer the expanded 
Englewood Neighborhood Program, subject to the supervision of D.O.H. 

SECTION 4. The Commissioner of D.O.H. (the "Commissioner") or a designee of the 
Commissioner are each hereby authorized, with the approval of the City's Corporation 
Counsel as to form and legality, to negotiate, execute and deliver a First Amendment to 
N.H.S. Agreement substantially in the form attached hereto as Exhibit A and made a part 
hereof and such other supporting documents as may be necessary to carry out and comply 
with the provisions thereof with such changes, deletions and insertions as shall be approved 
by the persons executing the amendment. 

SECTION 5. If any provision of this ordinance shall be held to be invalid or unenforceable 
for any reason, the invalidity or unenforceability of such provision shall not affect any of the 
other provisions of this ordinance. 

SECTION 6. To the extent that any ordinance, resolution, rule, order or provision of the 
Municipal Code of Chicago, or part thereof, is in conflict with the provisions of this ordinance, 
the provisions of this ordinance shall control. If any section, paragraph, clause or provision 
of this ordinance shall be held invalid, the invalidity of such section, paragraph, clause or 
provision shall not affect any of the other provisions of this ordinance. 

SECTION 7. This ordinance shall be effective as of the date of its passage. 

Exhibit "A" referred to in this ordinance reads as follows: 
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Exhibit "A". 
(To Ordinance) 

Form Of First Amendment 

To 

N.H.S. Agreement 

With 

Neighborhood Housing Services Of Chicago, Inc. 

This First Amendment to the T.l.F. Neighborhood Improvement Program Agreement (the 
"Agreement") is made as of this day of , 2008 by and between the City of 
Chicago, a municipal corporation and home rule unit of local government existing under the 
1970 Constitution of the State of Illinois (the "City"), acting through its Department of Housing 
("D.O.H."), and Neighborhood Housing Services of Chicago, Inc., an Illinois not-for-profit 
corporation ("N.H.S."). 

Whereas, The City is authorized under the provisions of the Tax Increment Allocation 
Redevelopment Act, 65 ILCS 5/11-74.4-1 et seq., as amended from time to time (the "Act"), 
to finance projects that eradicate blighted conditions and conservation area factors through 
the use of tax increment allocation financing for redevelopment projects; and 

Whereas, To induce redevelopment pursuant to the Act, the City Council of the City (the 
"City Council") adopted the following ordinances on June 27, 2001: (1) "An Ordinance of the 
City of Chicago, Illinois Approving a Redevelopment Plan for the Englewood Neighborhood 
Redevelopment Project Area"; (2) "An Ordinance of the City of Chicago, Illinois Designafing 
the Englewood Neighborhood Redevelopment Project Area as a Redevelopment Project Area 
Pursuant to the Tax Increment Allocation Redevelopment Act"; and (3) "An Ordinance of the 
City of Chicago, Illinois Adopting Tax Increment Allocation Financing for the Englewood 
Neighborhood Redevelopment Project Area" (the "Englewood Neighborhood Financing 
Ordinance"). The redevelopment project area referred to above is referred to herein as the 
"Englewood Neighborhood T.l.F. Area" and the Redevelopment Plan referred to above is 
referred to herein as the "Englewood Neighborhood Plan"; and 

Whereas, The City, through D.O.H., established a T.l.F. Neighborhood Improvement 
program to fund improvements to single-family residential properties in the Englewood 
Neighborhood T. I.F. Area (the "Englewood Program") and had entered into an agreement on 

, 200_ with N.H.S. ("Agreement") pursuant to which N.H.S. performed certain 
administrative services for the Englewood Program; and 
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Whereas, In the Agreement, D.O.H. made available the proceeds of a loan to the City from 
Local Initiafives Support Corporation ("L.I.S.C"), dated December 10, 2004 and with an 
original principal amount of up to One Million Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($1,500,000) 
(the "Loan") for the Englewood Program; and 

Whereas, The City now desires to expand the scope of the Englewood Program by 
providing for up to One Million Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($1,500,000) in additional 
funds to continue to fund improvements for single-family residential properties within the 
Englewood Neighborhood T.l.F. Area ("New Funds"); and 

Whereas, The City now desires to amend the Agreement with N.H.S. pursuant to which 
N.H.S. will continue to provide administrative services under the newly expanded Englewood 
Program; and 

Whereas, The City's obligation to provide the New Funds under the Agreement will be met 
through (i) incremental taxes deposited in the Special Tax Allocation Fund of the Englewood 
Neighborhood T.l.F. Area, or (ii) any other funds legally available to the City for this purpose; 
and 

Whereas, By an ordinance adopted by the City Council of the City on , 2008, the City 
has approved the execution and delivery of this First Amendment to the Agreement; and 

Now, Therefore, In consideration of the mutual promises and covenants set forth below, the 
parties hereto agree as follows: 

Article I. 

Incorporation And Recitals. 

The recitals set forth above are incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein. 

Article II. 

Reaffirmation Of Representations Warranties And Covenants. 

N.H.S. reaffirms each and every representation, warranty and covenant made in Article 111 
of the Agreement. N.H.S. reaffirms that it has insurance in force that conforms to the 
requirements of Section 4.9 of the Agreement. 
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Article III. 

Amendments To Agreement. 

The Agreement is amended as follows: 

(a) Substitute the following text for the current text in Article IV, Section 4.2(a): 

(a) The total amount of Program Funds shall be up to an aggregate of Three Million 
Dollars ($3,000,000), including the proceeds of the Loan and the New Funds in an 
amount not to exceed One Million Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($1,500,000) from the 
Special Tax Allocation Fund of the Englewood Neighborhood T.l.F. Area, or any other 
funds legally available to the City for this purpose. N.H.S. shall provide written notice to 
the City when the aggregate amount of Program Funds committed or paid hereunder, 
including Grants and administrative costs paid to or for the account of N.H.S. pursuant 
to Section 6.5, equals Two Million Seven Hundred Fifty Dollars ($2,750,000). Program 
Funds are deemed committed for purposes of this section when N.H.S. has determined 
the amount of Program Funds to be the subject of a Grant and sent notice of final 
approval of an Application pursuant to Section 4.3(e) to an Eligible Homeowner. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, N.H.S. understands and agrees that the City's obligation 
to provide Program Funds under this Agreement is expressly conditioned upon the 
availability of unencumbered incremental taxes in the Special Tax Allocation Fund for the 
Englewood Neighborhood T.l.F. Area. No Grants shall be made or committed to be made 
by N.H.S. hereunder when such commitment would result in the aggregate amount of 
Grants, together with all administrative costs related.to such Grants paid to N.H.S. 
pursuant to Section 6.5, exceeding the available Program Funds in such amount as the 
City may determine from time to time. No Grants shall be made or committed to be made 
by N.H.S. hereunder after the date of receipt of the notice from the City described in 
Section 6.2 hereof regarding the termination of this Agreement. 

(b) Substitute the following text for the current text in Article IV, Section 4.2(b): 

(b) As of the date of this Agreement, the total amount of funds available hereunder for 
use in the Englewood Neighborhood T.l.F. Area is Three Million Dollars ($3,000,000). 
This amount may be changed from time to time upon written notice by D.O.H. to N.H.S., 
provided that the aggregate amount shall not exceed Three Million Dollars ($3,000,000) 
(or such other amount as the City may determine from time to time). 

(c) Substitute the following text for the current text in Article IV, Section 4.2(c): 

(c) The City will from time to time place all or a portion of the New Funds, in an amount 
determined by D.O.H. but not exceeding One Million Five Hundred Thousand Dollars 
($1,500,000) in the aggregate, into an interest-bearing segregated or escrow account 
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established by N.H.S. for this purpose. Any income earned on amounts held in the 
account shall be used at the sole discretion of the City: (i) to make Grants hereunder, or 
(ii) in such other manner as the City determines. N.H.S. shall disburse funds from this 
account to the City at the written request of the City if income is earned on amounts held 
in the account. N.H.S. shall make any such disbursement within thirity (30) days of its 
receipt of the City's request. N.H.S. agrees that any disbursements from this account 
which are later determined to have been made in violation of this Agreement will be 
repaid to this account by N.H.S. 

(d) Substitute Three Million Dollars ("$3,000,000") for any other occurrences of One 
Million Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ("$1,500,000") in the Agreement, except as it 
pertains to the amount of the Loan. 

(e) Delete the current text in Sections 4.3(a)(i) and 4.3(a)(vi). 

(f) In Section 4.3(b), substitute the following text for "within two (2) - three (3) days after 
its receipt": 

"within five (5) business days after the close of the application period". 

(g) Substitute the following text for all of the current text of Section 4.4(f): 

(f) Reporting. On the seventh (7"̂ ) day of each month of each year during the term 
hereof N.H.S. shall submit to the City a monthly report in a form approved by D.O.H. and 
containing the following information for each Grant closed during the previous month, and 
for each Eligible Homeowner whose Application has been approved: (i) the address and 
census tract of the Qualified Housing Unit; (ii) the name, address, income and race (if 
known) of each Eligible Homeowner for such Qualified Housing Unit; (iii) the amount of 
the applicable Grant and the date of the Grant; (iv) the amount of Program Funds, if any, 
provided to such Eligible Homeowner by the end of the preceding month, and the use of 
such funds; (v) the status of the renovation work on such Qualified Housing Unit; and (vi) 
the names of any Eligible Homeowners who have defaulted on any matching loan 
provided through N.L.S. pursuant to Section 4.4(b) hereof In addition, twice each 
calendar quarter during the term hereof, N.H.S. shall submit to the City a report in a form 
approved by D.O.H. and containing tlie following information: i) total applications that 
have been sent for scofflaw review; ii) total number of Eligible Homeowners assigned to 
construction specialists; iii) total number of signed Grant Documents; and iv) total number 
of projects for which payment vouchers have been sent to D.O.H. 

(h) Substitute the following definition of "Eligible Costs" in Article 11: 

"Eligible Costs" means the following rehabilitation costs which are incurred by eligible 
Homeowners pursuant to the Grant Documents and funded with Grant funds: exterior 
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improvements including but not limited to roofs, windows, entryways, porches and 
masonry; up to thirty percent (30%) of the total Grant amount may be used for interior 
life/safety improvements, but only to the extent that such improvements are designed 
to address a current (rather than potential) health and safety risk; and related 
architect's fees. 

(i) Substitute the following definition of "Maximum Program Assistance" in Article II: 

"Maximum Program Assistance" means (a) for a Qualified Housing Unit comprised 
of a single-family home. Twelve Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($12,500), (b) for a 
Qualified Housing Unit comprised of two (2) living units. Seventeen Thousand Five 
Hundred Dollars ($17,500), (c) for a Qualified Housing Unit comprised of three (3) 
living units. Twenty Thousand Dollars ($20,000), and (d) for a Qualified Housing Unit 
comprised of four (4) living units. Twenty-two Thousand Five Hundred Dollars 
($22,500). 

(j) Add the following definition of "New Funds" in Article 11: 

"New Funds" means an amount not exceed One Million Five Hundred Thousand 
Dollars ($1,500,000) for the Englewood Program from either (i) incremental taxes 
deposited in the Special Tax Allocation Fund of the Englewood Neighborhood T.l.F. 
Area, or (ii) any other funds legally available to the City for this purpose. 

Except as set forth herein, the Agreement is not amended. 

Article IV. 

Obligation To Provide Documents. 

N.H.S. shall execute and deliver to D.O.H. such documents as may be required by the 
Corporation Counsel of the City, including, but not limited to, the City's current form of 
Economic Disclosure Statement. 

In Witness Whereof The City and N.H.S. have executed thisAgreement as of the date first 
set forth above. 
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City of Chicago 

B y : _ 
Commissioner, 

Department of Housing 

Neighborhood Housing Services of Chicago, 
Inc., an Illinois not-for-profit corporation 

By: 

Its: 

AUTHORIZATION FOR THIRD AMENDMENT TO TAX INCREMENT 
FINANCING NEIGHBORHOOD INVESTMENT PROGRAM 

AGREEMENT WITH ALBANY PARK COMMUNITY 
CENTER, INC. FOR LAWRENCE/KEDZIE 

SINGLE-FAMILY AND MULTI-FAMILY 
PROGRAMS. 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration an ordinance authorizing the 
amending of a T.I.F./N.l.P. agreement regarding the Lawrence/Kedzie Program, having had 
the same under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body 
Pass the proposed ordinance transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 
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On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, LyIe, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Mufioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to an ordinance adopted by the City Council ("City Council") of the 
City of Chicago (the "City") on February 16, 2000 and published at pages 24803 - 24898 of 
the Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago (the 
"Journal') of such date, a certain redevelopment plan and project (the "Lawrence/Kedzie 
Plan") for the Lawrence/Kedzie Redevelopment Project Area (the "Lawrence/Kedzie Area") 
was approved pursuant to the Illinois Tax Increment Allocation Redevelopment Act, as 
amended (65 ILCS 5/11-74.4-1, et seq.) (the "Act"); and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to an ordinance adopted by the City Council on February 16, 2000 
and published at pages 24900 - 24908 of the Journal of such date, the Lawrence/Kedzie 
Area was designated as a redevelopment project area pursuant to the Act; and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to an ordinance (the "Lawrence/Kedzie T.l.F. Ordinance") adopted 
by the City Council on February 16, 2000 and published at pages 24909 - 24917 of the 
Journal of such date, tax increment allocation financing was adopted pursuant to the Act as 
a means of financing certain Lawrence/Kedzie Area redevelopment project costs (as defined 
in the Act) incurred pursuant to the Lawrence/Kedzie Plan; and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to an ordinance adopted by the City Council on July 19, 2000 and 
published at pages 37758 - 37788 of the Journal of such date, the City, through its 
Department of Housing ("D.O.H."), established a T.l.F. Neighborhood Investment Program 
(the "Lawrence/Kedzie Program") to fund improvements to single-family residential properties 
in the Lawrence/Kedzie Area, and had entered into an agreement on September 20, 2000 
with Albany Park Community Center, Inc., an Illinois not-for-profit corporation ("A.P.C.C."), 
pursuant to which A.P.C.C. agreed to perform certain administrative services for the 
Lawrence/Kedzie Program; and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to an ordinance adopted by the City Council on January 16, 2002, 
and published at pages 76847 - 76903 of the Journal of such date, D.O.H. provided 
additional funding to extend the Lawrence/Kedzie Program, and had entered into, with 
A.P.C.C, a new T.l.F. Neighborhood Investment Program Agreement for single-family 
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housing ("Single-Family N.l.P. Agreement") and a new T.l.F. Neighborhood Investment 
Program Agreement for multi-family housing ("Multi-Family N.l.P. Agreement"), both dated 
March 6, 2002 (collectively, the "Agreements"), pursuant to both of which A.P.C.C. agreed 
to perform certain administrative services for the extended Lawrence/Kedzie Program; and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to an ordinance adopted by the City Council on July 9, 2003, and 
published at pages 3393 - 3404 of the Journal of such date, D.O.H. provided additional 
funding to extend the Lawrence/Kedzie Program again, and had entered into, with A.P.C.C, 
a First Amendment to the Single-Family N.l.P. Agreement and a First Amendment to the 
Multi-Family N.l.P. Agreement, both dated September 24, 2003, pursuant to both of which 
A.P.C.C. agreed to perform certain administrative services for the extended Lawrence/Kedzie 
Program; and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to an ordinance adopted by the City Council on June 23, 2004, and 
published at pages 26360 - 26371 of the Journal of such date ("Fourth Round Ordinance"), 
D.O.H. extended the Lawrence/Kedzie Program yet again by providing up to Seven Hundred 
Thousand Dollars ($700,000) in additional funding for the single-family program and Three 
Hundred Thousand Dollars ($300,000) for the multi-family program, for a total of One Million 
Dollars ($1,000,000), and by entering into second amendments to the Agreements with 
A.P.C.C; and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to an ordinance adopted by the City Council on May 9, 2007, and 
published at pages 104075 - 104078 of the Journal o1 such date, D.O.H. modified the effect 
of the Fourth Round Ordinance by re-appropriating Five Hundred Thousand 
Dollars ($500,000) of the original Seven Hundred Thousand Dollars ($700,000) allocated to 
the single-family program over to the multi-family program, thereby resulting in an allocation 
of Two Hundred Thousand Dollars ($200,000) for single-family housing rehabilitation grants 
and Eight Hundred Thousand Dollars ($800,000) for multi-family housing rehabilitation grants; 
and 

WHEREAS, D.O.H. now desires to extend the Lawrence/Kedzie Program yet again by 
providing up to One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) in additional funding for it and by entering 
into third amendments to the Agreements with A.P.C.C; and 

WHEREAS, The City's obligation to provide funds for the extended Lawrence/Kedzie 
Program under the Agreements, as amended, will be met through (i) incremental taxes 
deposited in the Special Tax Allocation Fund of the Lawrence/Kedzie Area, or (ii) any other 
funds legally available to the City for this purpose; now, therefore. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The above recitals are incorporated herein and made a part hereof. 

SECTION 2. A.P.C.C. is hereby designated to continue to administer the Lawrence/ 
Kedzie Program, as such program has been extended hereby, subject to the supervision of 
D.O.H. 
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SECTION 3. The Commissioner of D.O.H. (the "Commissioner") or a designee of the 
Commissioner are each hereby authorized, with the approval of the City's Corporation 
Counsel as to form and legality, to negotiate, execute and deliver third amendments to the 
Agreements between the City and A.P.C.C. substantially in the forms attached hereto as 
Exhibits A and B and made a part hereof and such other supporting documents as may be 
necessary to carry out and comply with the provisions of the Agreements, with such changes, 
deletions and insertions as shall be approved by the persons executing the Agreements. 

SECTION 4. If any provisions of this ordinance shall be held to be invalid or 
unenforceable for any reason, the invalidity or unenforceability of such provision shall not 
affect any of the other provisions of this ordinance. 

SECTION 5. To the extent that any ordinance, resolution, rule, order or provisions of the 
Municipal Code of Chicago, or part thereof is in conflict with the provisions of this ordinance, 
the provisions of this ordinance shall control. If any section, paragraph, clause or provision 
of this ordinance shall be held invalid, the invalidity of such section, paragraph, clause or 
provision shall not affect any of the other provisions of this ordinance. 

SECTION 6. This ordinance shall be effective as of the date of its passage. 

Exhibits "A" and "B" referred to in this ordinance read as follows: 

Exhibit 'A". 

Form Of Third Amendment 

To 

T.l.F. Neighborhood Investment Program Agreement 
For Single-Family Housing. 

This Third Amendment to the Neighborhood Investment Program Agreement for Single-
Family Housing ("Third Amendment") is made as of this day of , 2008 by 
and between the City of Chicago, a municipal corporation and home rule unit of local 
government existing under the 1970 Constitution of the State of Illinois (the "City"), acting 
through its Department of Housing ("D.O.H."), and Albany Park Community Center, Inc., an 
Illinois not-for-profit corporation ("A.P.C.C"). 

Whereas, The City is authorized under the "provisions of the Tax Increment Allocation 
Redevelopment Act, 65 ILCS 5/11-74.4-1, etseq., as amended from time to time (the "Act"), 
to finance projects that eradicate blighted conditions and conservation area factors through 
the use of tax increment allocation financing for redevelopment projects; and 
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Whereas, To induce redevelopment pursuant to the Act, the City Council of the City (the 
"City Council") adopted the following ordinances on February 16, 2000: (1) "An Ordinance 
of the City of Chicago, Illinois Approving a Redevelopment Plan for the Lawrence/Kedzie 
Redevelopment Project Area"; (2) "An Ordinance of the City of Chicago, Illinois Designating 
the Lawrence/Kedzie Redevelopment Project Area as a Redevelopment Project Area 
Pursuant to the Tax Increment Allocation Redevelopment Act"; and (3) "An Ordinance of the 
City of Chicago, Illinois Adopting Tax Increment Allocation Financing forthe Lawrence/Kedzie 
Redevelopment Project Area" (the "Lawrence/Kedzie Financing Ordinance"). The 
Redevelopment Project Area referred to above is referred to herein as the "L/K T.l.F. Area" 
and the Redevelopment Plan referred to above is referred to herein as the "L/K Plan"; and 

Whereas, The City, through its Department of Housing ("D.O.H."), established a T.l.F. 
Neighborhood Investment Program to fund improvements to single-family residential 
properties in the Lawrence/Kedzie Area (the "Lawrence/Kedzie Program") and entered into 
an agreement on September 20, 2000 with A.P.C.C. ("Prior Agreement") pursuant to which 
A.P.C.C. performed certain administrative services forthe Lawrence/Kedzie Program; and 

Whereas, The City found that the Lawrence/Kedzie Program was successful and expanded 
the scope of the Lawrence/Kedzie Program by continuing to fund improvements for 
single-family residential properties pursuant to a Neighborhood Investment Program 
Agreement for Single-Family Housing (the "Agreement") dated March 6, 2002 between the 
City and A.P.C.C. pursuant to which A.P.C.C. agreed to perform and continues to perform 
certain administrative services forthe expanded Lawrence/Kedzie Program; and 

Whereas, The City found that the Lawrence/Kedzie Program continued to be successful 
and further expanded the scope of the Lawrence/Kedzie Program by continuing to fund 
improvements for single-family residential properties.pursuant to a First Amendment to the 
Neighborhood Investment Program Agreement for Single-Family Housing (the "First 
Amendment") dated September 24, 2003 between the City and A.P.C.C. pursuant to which 
A.P.C.C. agreed to perform and continues to perform certain administrative services for the 
expanded Lawrence/Kedzie Program; and 

Whereas, The City again expanded the scope of the Lawrence/Kedzie Program by 
continuing to fund improvements for single-family residential properties pursuant to a Second 
Amendment to the Neighborhood Investment Program Agreement for Single-Family Housing 
(the "Second Amendment") dated July 28, 2006 (and subsequently modified to reallocate 
funds to the multi-family program) between the City and A.P.C.C. pursuant to which A.P.C.C. 
agreed to perform and continues to perform certain administrative services for the expanded 
Lawrence/Kedzie Program; and 

Whereas, The City and A.P.C.C. now desire to amend the Agreement, as amended by the 
First Amendment and Second Amendment, to provide the additional funding and to provide 
that A.P.C.C. will continue to provide administrative services under the further expanded 
Lawrence/Kedzie Program; and 

Whereas, The City's obligation to provide funds under the Agreement, as amended, will be 
met through (i) incremental taxes deposited in the Special Tax Allocation Fund of the L/K 
T.l.F. Area, or (ii) any other funds legally available to the City for this purpose; and 
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Whereas, By an ordinance adopted by the City Council of the City on , 2008 
the City has approved the execution and delivery of this Third Amendment; 

Now, Therefore, In consideration of the mutual promises and covenants set forth below, the 
parties hereto agree as follows: 

Article I. 

Incorporation And Recitals. 

The recitals set forth above are incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein. 

Article II. 

Reaffirmation Of Representations 
Warranties And Covenants. 

A.P.C.C. reaffirms each and every representation, warranty and covenant made in 
Article Ml of the Agreement, as amended by the First Amendment and Second Amendment. 
A.P.C.C. reaffirms that it has insurance in force that conforms to the requirements 
of Secfion 4.9 of the Agreement. 

Article III. 

Amendments To Agreement. 

The Agreement, as amended by the First Amendment and Second Amendment, is further 
amended as follows: 

(a) Substitute the following for the existing text of Section 4.2(a): 

The total amount of Program Funds shall be up to One Million Nine Hundred Thousand 
Dollars ($1,900,000). A.P.C.C. shall provide written notice to the City when the 
aggregate amount of Program Funds committed or paid hereunder, including Grants 
and administrative costs paid to or for the account of A.P.C.C. pursuant to Section 6.5, 
equals One Million Eight Hundred Thousand Dollars ($1,800,000). Program Funds are 
deemed committed for purposes of this Section when A.P.C.C. has determined the 
amount of Program Funds to be the subject of a Grant and sent notice of final approval 
of an Application pursuant to Section 4.3(e) hereof to an Eligible Homeowner. 
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Notwithstanding the foregoing, A.P.C.C. understands and agrees that incremental taxes 
deposited in the Special Tax Allocation Fund for the L/K T.l.F. Area established 
pursuant to the Lawrence/Kedzie Financing Ordinance are pledged to pay the Loan, 
and, therefore, the availability of Program Funds under this Agreement, and the City's 
obligation to provide Program Funds under this Agreement, is expressly conditioned 
upon the availability of unencumbered incremental taxes in the Special Tax Allocation 
Fund for the L/K T.l.F. Area. No Grants shall be made or committed to be made by 
A.P.C.C. hereunder when such commitment would result in the aggregate amount of 
Grants, together with all administrative costs related to such Grants paid to A.P.C.C. 
pursuant to Section 6.5 hereof exceeding the available Program Funds in such amount 
as the City may determine from time to time. No Grants shall be made or committed to 
be made by A.P.C.C. hereunder after the date of receipt of the notice from the City 
described in Section 6.2 hereof regarding the termination of this Agreement. 

(b) Insert the following new Section 4.4(e)(4): 

(4) A.P.C.C. is authorized to subcontract with the DSR Group to perform the 
Technical/Rehabilitation Services required in Section 4.4(a) and Section 4.4(e)(3) and 
to generally serve as the construction manager on behalf of A.P.C.C. in overseeing the 
renovation work being performed by Eligible Homeowners. 

(c) Substitute the following for the existing first sentence of Section 6.1: 

Duration of the Agreement. This Agreement shall commence on the date of execution 
and delivery hereof and shall terminate two (2) years from the date of execution of this 
Third Amendment. 

(d) Substitute the following definition of "Eligible Costs" in Article II: 

"Eligible Costs" means the following rehabilitation costs which are incurred by eligible 
Homeowners pursuant to the Grant Documents and funded with Grant funds: exterior 
improvements including but not limited to roofs, windows, entryways, porches and 
masonry; up to thirty percent (30%) of the total Grant amount may be used for interior 
life/safety improvements, but only to the extent that such improvements are designed 
to address a current (rather than potential) health and safety risk; and related architect's 
fees. 

(e) Substitute the following definition of "Maximum Program Assistance" in Article 11: 

"Maximum Program Assistance" means (a) for a Qualified Housing Unit comprised of 
a single-family home. Twelve Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($12,500), (b) for a 
Qualified Housing Unit comprised of two (2) living units, Seventeen Thousand Five 
Hundred Dollars ($17,500), (c) for a Qualified Housing Unit comprised of three (3) 
living units. Twenty Thousand Dollars ($20,000), and (d) for a Qualified Housing 
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Unit comprised of four (4) living units. Twenty-two Thousand Five Hundred 
Dollars ($22,500). 

(f) Substitute the following definition of "Qualified Housing Unit" in Article II: 

"Qualified Housing Unit" means a one- to four-unit residence located within the L/K 
T.l.F. Area which shall be occupied by the Eligible Homeowner and may include a 
detached garage for such residence. In the case of a two- to four-unit residence, one 
unit shall be occupied by the Eligible Homeowner at the time the Application is made 
and the Grant Documents are executed. Condominium units also constitute a 
"Qualified Housing Unit". 

Article IV. 

No Other Amendments To Agreement. 

Except as set forth herein, and except as amended by the First Amendment and Second 
Amendment, the Agreement is not amended. 

Article V. 

Obligation To Provide Documents. 

A.P.C.C. shall execute and deliver to D.O.H. such documents as may be required by the 
Corporation Counsel of the City, including, but not limited to, the City's current form of 
Economic Disclosure Statement. 

In Witness Whereof The City and A.P.C.C. have executed this Third Amendment as of the 
date first set forth above. 

City of Chicago 

By: 
Commissioner, 

Department of Housing 
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Albany Park Community Center, Inc. 

By:. 

Its: 

Exhibit "B". 

Form Of Third Amendment 

To 

T.l.F. Neighborhood Investment Program 
Agreement For Multi-Family Housing. 

This Third Amendment ("Third Amendment") to the Neighborhood Investment Program 
Agreement for Multi-Family Housing is made as of this day of , 2008 by and 
between the City of Chicago, a municipal corporation and home rule unit of local government 
existing under the 1970 Constitution of the State of Illinois (the "City"), acting through its 
Department of Housing ("D.O.H."), and Albany Park Community Center, Inc., an Illinois 
not-for-profit corporation ("A.P.C.C"). 

Whereas, The City is authorized under the provisions of the Tax Increment Allocation 
Redevelopment Act, 65 ILCS 5/11-74.4-1, etseq., as amended from time to time (the "Act"), 
to finance projects that eradicate blighted conditions and conservation area factors through 
the use of tax increment allocation financing for redevelopment projects; and 

Whereas, To induce redevelopment pursuant to the Act, the City Council of the City (the 
"City Council") adopted the following ordinances on February 16, 2000: (1) "An Ordinance 
of the City of Chicago, Illinois Approving a Redevelopment Plan for the Lawrence/Kedzie 
Redevelopment Project Area"; (2) "An Ordinance of the City of Chicago, Illinois Designating 
the Lawrence/Kedzie Redevelopment Project Area as a Redevelopment Project Area 
Pursuant to the Tax Increment Allocation Redevelopment Act"; and (3) "An Ordinance of the 
City of Chicago, lllinoisAdopting Tax IncrementAllocation Financing forthe Lawrence/Kedzie 
Redevelopment Project Area" (the "Lawrence/Kedzie Financing Ordinance"). The 
Redevelopment Project Area referred to above is referred to herein as the "L/K T.l.F. Area" 
and the Redevelopment Plan referred to above is referred to herein as the "L/K Plan"; and 

Whereas, The City, through its Department of Housing ("D.O.H."), established a T.l.F. 
Neighborhood Investment Program to fund improvements to single-family residential 
properties in the Lawrence/Kedzie Area (the "Lawrence/Kedzie Program") and entered into 
an agreement on September 20, 2000 with A.P.C.C. ("Prior Single-Family Agreement") 
pursuant to which A.P.C.C. performed certain administrative services for the 
Lawrence/Kedzie Program; and 
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Whereas, The City found that the Lawrence/Kedzie Program was successful and expanded 
the scope of the Lawrence/Kedzie Program by continuing to fund improvements for 
single-family residential properties pursuant to a subsequent single-family agreement with 
A.P.C.C, and also by funding multi-family residential properties pursuant to a Neighborhood 
Investment Program Agreement for Multi-Family Housing (the "Agreement") dated March 6, 
2002 between the City and A.P.C.C. pursuant to which A.P.C.C. agreed to perform and 
continues to perform certain administrative services for the expanded Lawrence/Kedzie 
Program; and 

Whereas, The City found that the Lawrence/Kedzie Program continued to be successful 
and further expanded the scope of the Lawrence/Kedzie Program by continuing to fund 
improvements for multi-family residential properties pursuant to a First Amendment to the 
Neighborhood Investment Program Agreement for Multi-Family Housing (the "First 
Amendment") dated September 24, 2003 between the City and A.P.C.C. pursuant to which 
A.P.C.C. agreed to perform and continues to perform certain administrative services for the 
expanded Lawrence/Kedzie Program; and 

Whereas, The City again expanded the scope of the Lawrence/Kedzie Program by 
continuing to fund improvements for multi-family residential properties pursuant to a Second 
Amendment to the Neighborhood Investment Program Agreement for Multi-Family Housing 
(the "Second Amendment") dated July 28, 2006 (and subsequently modified to reallocate 
furids from the single-family program) between the City and A.P.C.C. pursuant to which 
A.P.C.C. agreed to perform and continues to perform certain administrative services forthe 
expanded Lawrence/Kedzie Program; and 

Whereas, The City now desires to further expand the scope of the Lawrence/Kedzie 
Program by extending the duration of the Agreement and by providing up to Eight Hundred 
Thousand Dollars ($800,000) of additional funding to fund improvements for multi-family 
residential properties; and 

Whereas, The City and A.P.C.C. now desire to amend the Agreement, as amended by the 
First Amendment and Second Amendment, to provide the additional funding and to provide 
that A.P.C.C. will continue to provide administrative services under the further expanded 
Lawrence/Kedzie Program; and 

Whereas, The City's obligation to provide funds under the Agreement, as amended, will be 
met through (i) incremental taxes deposited in the Special Tax Allocation Fund of the L/K 
T.l.F. Area, or (ii) any other funds legally available to the City for this purpose; and 

Whereas, By an ordinance adopted by the City Council of the City on , 2008 
the City has approved the execution and delivery of this Second Amendment; 

Now, Therefore, In consideration of the mutual promises and covenants set forth below, the 
parties hereto agree as follows: 
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Article I. 

Incorporation And Recitals. 

The recitals set forth above are incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein. 

Article II. 

Reaffirmation Of Representations, 
Warranties And Covenants. 

A.P.C.C. reaffirms each and every representation, warranty and covenant made in 
Article III of the Agreement, as amended by the First Amendment and Second Amendment. 
A.P.C.C. reaffirms that it has insurance in force that conforms to the requirements 
of Section 4.11 of the Agreement. 

Article III. 

Amendments To Agreement. 

The Agreement, as amended by the First Amendment and Second Amendment, is further 
amended as follows: 

(a) Substitute the following for the existing text of Section 4.2(a): 

The total amount of Program Funds shall be up to Two Million One Hundred Thousand 
Dollars ($2,100,000). A.P.C.C. shall provide written notice to the City when the 
aggregate amount of Program Funds committed or paid hereunder, including Grants 
and administrafive costs paid to or for the account of A.P.C.C pursuant to Section 6.5, 
equals One Million Nine Hundred Thousand Dollars ($1,900,000). Program FUnds are 
deemed committed for purposes of this section when A.P.C.C. has determined the 
amount of Program Funds to be the subject of a Grant and sent notice of final approval 
of an Application pursuant to Section 4.3(d) hereof to an Eligible Owner. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, A.P.C.C. understands and agrees that the City's 
obligation to provide Program Funds under this Agreement, is expressly conditioned 
upon the availability of unencumbered incremental taxes in the Special Tax Allocation 
Fund for the L/K T.l.F. Area. Accordingly, no Grants shall be made or committed to be 
made by A.P.C.C. hereunder when such commitment would result in the aggregate 
amount of Grants, together with all administrative costs related to such Grants paid to 
A.P.C.C. pursuant to Section 6.5 hereof, exceeding the available Program Funds in 
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such amount as the City may determine from time to time. No Grants shall be made 
or committed to be made by A.P.C.C. hereunder when such commitment occurs after 
the date of receipt of the notice from the City described in Section 6.2 hereof regarding 
the termination of this Agreement. 

(b) Insert the following new Section 4.4(e)(4): 

(4) A.P.C.C. is authorized to subcontract with the DSR Group to perform the 
Technical/Rehabilitation Services and Monitoring required in Sections 4.4(a) and 
4.4(e)(3), respectively, and to generally serve as the construction manager on behalf 
of A.P.C.C. in overseeing the renovation work being performed by Eligible 
Homeowners. 

(c) Substitute the following definition of "Eligible Costs" in Article II: 

"Eligible Costs" means the following rehabilitation costs which are incurred by eligible 
Homeowners pursuant to the Grant Documents and funded with Grant funds: exterior 
improvements including but not limited to roofs, windows, entryways, porches and 
masonry; up to thirty percent (30%) of the total Grant amount may be used for interior 
life/safety improvements, but only to the extent that such improvements are designed 
to address a current (rather than potential) health and safety risk; and related architect's 
fees. 

(d) Substitute the following definition of "Maximum Program Assistance" in Article II: 

"Maximum Program Assistance" means, for a Qualified Housing Unit, One Hundred 
Thousand Dollars ($100,000), with a per-unit maximum of Five Thousand 
Dollars ($5,000): 

(e) Substitute the following definition of "Qualified Housing Unit" in Article 11: 

"Qualified Housing Unit" means a five (5) or more unit building located within the L/K 
T.l.F. Area which is or shall be used as rental housing for residential purposes. 

Article IV. 

No Other Amendments To Agreement. 

Except as set forth herein, and except as modified by the First Amendment, the Agreement 
is not amended. 
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Article V. 

Obligation To Provide Documents. 

A.P.C.C. shall execute and deliver to D.O.H. such documents as may be required by the 
Corporation Counsel of the City, including, but not limited to, the City's current form of 
Economic Disclosure Statement and an opinion of counsel in substantially the form set forth 
in the Agreement. 

In Witness Whereof The City and A.P.C.C. have executed this Second Amendment as of 
the date first set forth above. 

City of Chicago 

By: 
Commissioner, 

Department of Housing 

Albany Park Community Center, Inc. 

By: 

Its: . _ ^ _ 

AUTHORIZATION OF CLASS L TAX STATUS FOR 
MANDEL BROTHERS DEPARTMENT STORE 

BUILDING AT 1 NORTH STATE STREET. 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 
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Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration an ordinance authorizing the 
approval of a Class L Tax Incenfive Classification for the Mandel Brothers Department Store 
Building, having had the same under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that 
Your Honorable Body Pass the proposed ordinance transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Alderman Edward M. Burke abstained from voting pursuant to Rule 14 of the City Council's 
Rules of Order and Procedure. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas —Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, Brookins, 
Mufioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, Suarez, 
Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, Daley, 
Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 4 8 . 

Nays — None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

Alderman Burke invoked Rule 14 of the City Council's Rules of Order and Procedure, 
disclosing that he had represented parties to this ordinance in previous and unrelated matters. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

WHEREAS, The City of Chicago (the "City") is a home rule unit of government under 
Section 6(a), Article VII of the 1970 Constitution of the State of Illinois authorized to exercise 
any power and perform any function pertaining to its government and affairs; and 

WHEREAS, The Cook County Board of Commissioners has enacted the Real Property 
Assessment Classification Ordinance, as amended (the "Classification Ordinance"), which 
establishes the Class L property tax classification to encourage the preservation and 
rehabilitation of certain historically and architecturally significant buildings, which will enhance 
the general character of real estate in the county and contribute to the economic well-being 
of the county by increasing the level of economic activity, increasing employment 
opportunities and contributing to the long-term growth of the real property tax base; and 
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WHEREAS, Stonewater One North State Funding L.L.C, a Delaware limited liability 
company (the "Owner"), is the owner of floors 3 - 16 of the historic building known as Mandel 
Brothers Department Store Building (the "Building") located at 1 North State Street in 
Chicago, Illinois, as more precisely described in Exhibit 1 attached hereto and hereby made 
a part hereof (the land and improvements thereon being herein referred to as the "Project 
Real Estate"); and 

WHEREAS, The Building is located within the Jewelers Row Chicago Landmark District, 
designated by the City Council of the City (the "City Council") on July 9, 2003, pursuant to the 
criteria established in Section 2-120-580 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, and is considered 
a contributing building to that district; such designation meets the definition of a "contribufing" 
building within a landmark district pursuant to Section 1 of the Classificafion Ordinance; and 

WHEREAS, The Owner proposes to rehabilitate the Building thereby preserving the historic 
building, increasing employment opportunities in the area and contributing to the long- term 
growth of the real property tax base (the "Project"); and 

WHEREAS, The Owner anticipates using the Building for commercial purposes after the 
Project is completed; and 

WHEREAS, The Owner has applied to the Office of the Assessor of Cook County, Illinois 
(the "Assessor"), for designation of the Project Real Estate as a Class L classification eligible 
for certain real estate tax incentives pursuant to the Classification Ordinance; and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to the Classification Ordinance, the Class L classification is available 
to real estate which is to be used for commercial or industrial purposes and which (1) is a 
Landmark (as defined in Section 1 of the Classification Ordinance); and (2) has undergone 
Substantial Rehabilitation (as defined in Section 1 of the Classification Ordinance), which 
constitutes an investment by the owner of at least fifty percent (50%) of the building's full 
market value as determined by the Assessor in the assessment year prior to the 
commencement of the Substantial Rehabilitation; and the Class L incentive shall apply to the 
building only, except that if the entire building has been vacant and unused for at least 
twenty-four (24) continuous months prior to the filing of the eligibility application with the 
Assessor, the land upon which the building is situated shall be eligible for the incentive; and 

WHEREAS, Section 2 of the Classification Ordinance requires that, in connection with the 
filing of a Class L eligibility application with the Assessor, an applicant must obtain from the 
unit of local government in which the real estate is located, an ordinance or resolution which 
expressly states that the local government: 1) has determined that the incentive provided by 
Class L is necessary for the Substantial Rehabilitation of the property; 2) supports and 
consents to the granting of the incentive; and 3) has reviewed and accepted its Preservation 
Commission's (as defined in Section 1 of the Classification Ordinance) written 
recommendation of the project for the Class L incentive, specifying the project budget and 
proposed scope of the work, which meets or exceeds the Standards of the United States 
Department of the Interior for Rehabilitation, Preservation, Restoration and Reconstruction 
of historic properties; and 

WHEREAS, The City is a Certified Local Government as defined in Section 1 of the 
Classification Ordinance and has established the City of Chicago Commission on Chicago 
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Landmarks (the "Landmarks Commission"), and such Landmarks Commission is a 
Preservation Commission (as defined in Section 1 of the Classificafion Ordinance); and 

WHEREAS, On July 10, 2008 the Landmarks Commission issued a written 
recommendation of the Project to the City Council; conditioned upon a final determination by 
the City Council to designate the building as a Chicago landmark, recommending that the 
Project be approved by the Assessor for the Class L incentive, a copy of which is attached 
hereto as Exhibit 2 and hereby made a part hereof; and 

WHEREAS, The Project Real Estate shall have been occupied and used for the twenty-
four (24) month period prior to the filing of the Class L eligibility application with the Assessor, 
making the Class L incentive applicable to the Building only; and 

WHEREAS, The Department of Planning and Development of the City ("D.P.D.") has 
reviewed the proposed Project, has determined that it meets the necessary eligibility 
requirements for Class L designation, and hereby recommends to City Council that the City 
expressly determine by ordinance that: 1) the incentive provided by Class L is necessary for 
the Substantial Rehabilitation of the Project Real Estate; 2) the City supports and consents 
to the granting of the incentive; and 3) the City has reviewed and accepted the Landmarks 
Commission's written recommendation of the Project for the Class L incentive, specifying the 
Project budget and proposed scope of the work, and specifying that the Project meets or 
exceeds the Standards of the United States Department of the Interior for Rehabilitation, 
Preservation, Restoration, and Reconstruction of historic properties; now, therefore. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The above recitals are hereby expressly incorporated as if fully set forth 
herein. 

SECTION 2. The City hereby determines that the incentive provided by Class L is 
necessary for the Substantial Rehabilitation of the Project Real Estate. 

SECTION 3. The City hereby expressly supports and consents to the granting of 
the Class L incentive. 

SECTION 4. The City has reviewed and hereby accepts the Landmarks Commission's 
written recommendation of the Project for the Class L incentive, which specifies the Project 
budget and proposed scope of the work, and which specifies that the Project meets or 
exceeds the Standards of the United States Department of the Interior for Rehabilitation, 
Preservation, Restoration, and Reconstruction of historic properties, a copy of which is 
attached hereto as Exhibit 2 and made a part hereof 

SECTION 5. The Commissioner of D.P.D. (the "Commissioner"), or a designee of the 
Commissioner (together with the Commissioner, an "Authorized Officer"), is hereby 
authorized to deliver a certified copy of this ordinance to the Assessor and to furnish such 
additional information as may be required in connection with the filing of the applicafion by 
the Owner with the Assessor for Class L designation of the Project Real Estate. 
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SECTION 6. The Authorized Officer is hereby authorized to enter into and execute such 
instruments and agreements, and perform any and all acts as shall be necessary or advisable 
in connection with the Project which reflect the terms described in Exhibit 2 hereto, or such 
other terms and conditions as may be imposed or approved in connection with the Project by 
the Authorized Officer. 

SECTION 7. No permit fee waiver(s) from the City related to the Project Real Estate shall 
be granted to the Owner or any successor in interest or tenants on floors 3 - 16 with respect 
to the Project Real Estate during the rehabilitation of the Project and prior to the expiration 
of the Class L incentive related to the Project Real Estate. 

SECTION 8. To the extent that any ordinance, resolution, order or provision of the 
Municipal Code of Chicago, or part thereof is in conflict with the provisions of this ordinance, 
the provisions of this ordinance shall be controlling. If any section, paragraph, clause or 
provision shall be held invalid, the invalidity of such section, paragraph, clause or provision 
shall not affect any of the other provisions of this ordinance. 

SECTION 9 . This ordinance shall be effective from and after its passage and approval. 

Exhibits 1 and 2 referred to in this ordinance read as follows: 

Exhibit 1. 
(To Ordinance) 

1 North State Street Legal Description. 

(Subject To Final Title And Survey) 

Parcel 1. 

Lots 1, r , 1A, 1A*, 1B*, 1C*, 1D, 1E, 1E*, 1F, 1G, 1H, 1J, 1K, 1N, 1P*, 1Q*, 1R, 1R*, 1S, 
IT, 1U, IV, 1W, 1W*, IX, IX*, 1Y, 1Y*, 1Z, 1Z*, 1AA, 1AA*, IBB, 1BB*, 1CC and ICC*, 
in One North State Street Subdivision, being a subdivision of part of the southwest 
fractional quarter of Section 10, Township 39 North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal 
Meridian, according to the plat thereof recorded December 22, 2003 as Document 
0335619078, in Cook County, Illinois. 

Note: Lots labeled thus "*" define either subterranean or air rights lots that are not bounded on all sides by 
physical structures and their respective boundaries are defined horizontally by the courses and 
distances shown therein and vertically by the posted elevation limits as shown on the above 
referenced plat of subdivision. 
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Parcel 2. 

Right to construct, maintain and use subsurface space (vaults) under State Street, Wabash 
Avenue, Madison Street and Holden Court pursuant to an ordinance enacted by the City 
Council of the City of Chicago on October 2, 2002, and by virtue of Permit 
Number 1020555, and of any subsequent ordinance passed or permit issued relative 
thereto, if any. 

Parcel 3. 

Right to use subsurface subway connection to Washington, Madison and State Streets 
Subway Station pursuant to an ordinance enacted by the City Council of the City of Chicago 
on October 2, 2002, and by virtue of Permit Number 1020555, and of any subsequent 
ordinance passed or permit issued relative thereto, if any. 

Parcel 4. 

Right to maintain and use loading dock located on Holden Court pursuant to an ordinance 
enacted by the City Council of the City of Chicago on October 2, 2002, and by virtue of 
Permit Number 1020555, and of any subsequent ordinance passed or permit issued relative 
thereto, if any. 

Parcel 5. 

Right to maintain and operate canopy(ies) over the sidewalk adjoining the premises located 
at 5 - 9 North State Street, 8 -10 East Madison Street pursuant to permit issued by the 
City of Chicago as Permit Number 1009687, and of any subsequent ordinance enacted or 
permit issued relative thereto, if any. 

Parcel 6. (Does Not Affect Lot 1A) 

Easement for the benefit of Parcel 1, as created by the declaration of covenants, 
conditions, and restrictions and easements dated December 22, 2003 and recorded on 
March 26, 2004 as Document 0408644156, amended by amendment to declaration of 
covenants, conditions, and restrictions and easements recorded , 2007 as 
Document Number , and reserved in deed recorded as Document 0408644157 
made by W9/ONS Real Estate Limited Partnership, into, under, over, upon and through 
portions of the retail portion as described and defined in said declaration as follows: 

(A) A non-exclusive easement for ingress and egress only for persons, material and 
equipment in, over, on, across and through the retail parcel as are reasonably necessary 
for ingress and egress to Parcel 1 and to permit the use and operation or the maintenance 
(but only if and when such maintenance is required or permitted under said declaration) of 
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(1) Parcel 1; 

(2) Any facilities located in the retail portion, which provide or are necessary to provide 
Parcel 1 with any utilities or other services necessary to the operation of Parcel 1; and 

(3) Any other areas in the retail portion as to which an easement for use or 
maintenance has been granted to the office owner, or the obligation to perform a service 
has been imposed by Section 5.1 of said declaration, including without limitation, areas 
specifically described in said declaration. 

(B) A non-exclusive easement in all structural supports located in or constituting a part 
of the retail portion for the support of 

(1) Parcel 1; 

(2) Any facilities or areas located in the retail portion with respect to which office owner 
is granted an easement; and 

(3) Office owned facilities. 

(C) A non-exclusive easement: 

(1) For the intended use of all facilities (other than office easement facilities for which 
an easement for use is granted in (D) below), which are: 

(i) located in the retail portion, including office owned facilities; 

(ii) and connected to facilities located in Parcel 1, which provide or are necessary to 
provide Parcel 1 with any utilities or other services necessary to the operation of 
Parcel 1; and 

(2) Permitting the exercise of the rights of self-help granted to the office owner 
pursuant to Section 5.6 of said declaration. 

(D) A non-exclusive easement for maintenance and use of office easement facilities; 

(E) Non-exclusive easement for support, enclosure, use and maintenance with respect 
to common walls, floors and ceilings existing or constructed in and along the common 
boundaries of the retail parcel and Parcel 1, which also serve as common walls, floors and 
ceilings for Parcel 1. 

(F) To the office owner (and if requested by the applicable utility company, to such utility 
company) non-exclusive easements for utility purposes required by Parcel 1, in those areas 
of the retail portion where such utilities are currently located, and an easement permitting 
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the existence, attachment, and maintenance of office owned facilities in the retail portion 
and an exclusive easement for maintenance and use of the office easement facilities. 

(G) A non-exclusive easement for use and maintenance of any existing or future 
generator, mechanical, machine, electrical, stair, switchgear, panel meter, equipment or 
pump rooms, which are now located in the retail portion and serve Parcel 1 or as may 
hereafter be located in the retail portion in accordance with the provisions of said 
declarafion or other agreement of the owners to include but not be limited to any fire. Life 
safety panel and equipment. 

(H) A non-exclusive easement permitting the existence of encroachments if such 
encroachments exist as of the effective date of said declaration or are replaced in the same 
location or result from the construction of any retail improvements or any renovation of the 
retail portion or if by reason of settiement or shifting of the building any part of Parcel 1 or 
office owned facilities not currently located within the retail parcel encroaches or shall 
hereafter encroach upon any part of the retail parcel. 

(I) Non-exclusive easement permitting the existence, attachment, use and maintenance 
of office owned facilities or future facilities in the B2, B1, ground, second (2"") and 
third (3'") floor level of the retail portion, in locations existing as of the effective date of said 
declaration or in other locations resulting from the construction of any new improvements 
or other locafions in the retail portion mutually acceptable to the retail owner and the office 
owner. 

(J) Non-exclusive easements as shown on the easement exhibit attached to said 
declaration, including east exit service corridor. 

Permanent Index Numbers - 1 North State Street. 

17-10-311-015 17-10-311-034 

17-10-311-016 17-10-311-035 

17-10-311-017 17-10-311-036 

17-10-311-018 17-10-311-037 

17-10-311-019 17-10-311-038 

17-10-311-020 17-10-311-039 

17-10-311-021 17-10-311-040 

17-10-311-022 17-10-311-041 

17-10-311-023 17-10-311-042 

17-10-311-024 17-10-311-043 

17-10-311-025 17-10-311-044 
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17-10-311-026 17-10-311-045 

17-10-311-027 17-10-311-046 

17-10-311-028 17-10-311-047 

17-10-311-029 17-10-311-048 

17-10-311-030 17-10-311-049 

17-10-311-031 17-10-311-050 

17-10-311-032 17-10-311-059 

17-10-311-033 

Exhibit 2. 
(To Ordinance) 

City Of Chicago 
Commission On Chicago Landmarks 

July 10, 2008 

Recommendation To The City Council That 
A Class L Real Estate Tax Reduction Be Approved For 

Mandel Brothers Department Store Building 

1 North State Street 

Jewelers Row District. 

To the Mayor and Members of the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Whereas, The Commission on Chicago Landmark.(the "Commission") has reviewed an 
application for the proposed rehabilitation of fioors 3 - 16 of the office iDuilding at 1 North 
State Street, proposed for continued office use, (the "Building", and its rehabilitation, the 
"Project"), pursuant to the Cook County Real Property Assessment Classification Ordinance, 
as amended (the "County Ordinance"), and its requirements govell ling the Class L real estate 
tax incentive (the "Class L"); and 

Whereas, The Jewelers Row District was designated as a Chicago Landmark District by 
the City of Chicago (the "City Council") on July 9, 2003, and includes the building; now, 
therefore, 
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The Commission On Chicago Landmarks Hereby: 

1. Finds, based on the Project's budget and proposed scope of work, incorporated herein 
and attached as (Sub)Exhibits A and B, respectively, that the Project meets or exceeds 
theSecretary of the Interior's Standards for the Rehabilitation of Historic Buildings; 
and 

2. Finds that the Project meets the eligibility criteria for the Class L incentive specified in 
the County Ordinance; and 

3. Finds that 1 North State Street is a contributing building to the historic character of the 
Jewelers Row District; and 

4. Recommends that the Project be approved for the Class L incentive. 

The above recommendation was passed 5 — 0 (unanimously) 

For: (Signature Illegible) 
David Mosena, 

Chairman 

Dated: July 10. 2008 

(Sub)Exhibits "A" and "B" referred to in this Commission on Chicago Landmarks 
Recommendation read as follows: 

(Sub)Exhibit "A" 
(To Commission On Chicago Landmarks Recommendation) 

Stonewater One North State Funding, L.L.C. 

Project Budget. 

Total Cost 
Class L 

Eligible Cost 

Hard Costs 

East Building Facade Rehabilitation: $1,655,409.00 $1,655,409.00 
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Total Cost 
Class L 

Eligible Cost 

West Building Facade Rehabilitation: 

Window Replacement: 

Roofing: 

Code Compliance: 

2"" Building Entrance: 

Wall Lighfing: 

Interior Tenant Suite Improvements:* 

Equipment Replacement: 

Contingency: 

Total: 

$ 4,232,112.50 

4,218,274.00 

1,798,053.85 

590,000.01 

495,656.00 

36,000.00 

14,986,343.99 

863,000.00 

130.847.25 

$29,005,696.60 

$ 4,232,112.50 

4,218,274.00 

1,798,053.85 

590,000.01 

495,656.00 

36,000.00 

0.00 

863,000.00 

130.847.25 

$14,019,352.61 

Soft Costs 

A & E Fees: 

Marketing: 

Leasing Commissions:** 

Developer Asset Management Fees: 

Total: 

TOTAL PROJECT COSTS: 

$ 341,100.00 

359,090.00 

5,567,732.25 

358.832.00 

$ 6,626,754.25 

$35,632,450.85 

$ 

$ 

341 

341 

,100.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

,100.00 

Note: Leasing Commissions and Tenant Improvements vary depending on market terms and the 
stabilized occupancy level of the building. The final expenditures for these line items could be 
significantly above or below what is projected based on the rate of lease-up of vacant space and 
fluctuations in the CBO Chicago leasing market for comparable space. The calculations presented 
are based on the actual expected cost of the proposed lease with the Noble school and an assumed 
cost of Fifty-five Dollars ($55)/square feet for tenant Improvements and Eighteen and 50/100 
Dollars ($18.50)/square feet for leasing commissions. 
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(Sub)Exhibit "B". 
(To Commission On Chicago Landmarks Recommendation) 

Scope Of The Work. 

General. All work affecting the significant historical and architectural features shall he 
done in accordance with the following: 

The City of Chicago's building permit review procedures and the Landmarks 
Ordinance, 2-120-580, et seq. of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The review and approval of the Commission. 

The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for the Rehabilitation of Historic Buildings 
(the "Standards") and the Guidelines for Alterations to Historic Buildings and New 
Construction, adopted by the Commission on March 7,1992. 

Historic photographs, architectural drawings, and any other available archival 
documentation of the building, to be investigated and assembled by the property 
owner. 

Required Approvals. All work must be submitted to the Commission staff for prior review 
and approval. The Commission staff may require as part of its review, as appropriate, 
material samples, paint colors and finishes, shop drawings, specifications, mock-ups, test 
patches, and control samples. 

Required Work. 

To include: 

Exterior: 

Work shall include masonry repair and tuckpointing as required on floors 3 - 16. 
All masonry will be replaced in-kind. Work includes replacing miscellaneous 
failed stones, window lintels and sills and rebuilding much of the 13'^ 14'̂  and 
15'" floor colonnade. 

- Add architectural up-lighting to the 13'" floor. 

Window repair on floors 3 — 16. Repair of the existing wood-frame Chicago-style 
windows and the installation of new glazing with an aluminum mullion in the large 
center pane of those windows. However, the third-floor windows of the State 
Street elevation will be repaired with no other changes or glazing division. 
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New roof, including a thirteen thousand one hundred twenty-seven (13,127) 
square feet green roof. 

Interior. 

Floors 3 - 1 6 will remain office/school space. Work shall include: 

The mechanical system will be upgraded and a new chiller and cooling tower 
is included as part of this work. 

Tenant improvements, interior stair modifications and restroom upgrades. 

Freight elevator upgrade. 

New second entrance for office/school floors located at the lobby. 

Work shall occur in accordance with permit drawings for the Project, to be reviewed and 
approved by the staff of the Commission on Chicago Landmarks. 

AUTHORIZATION FOR EXECUTION OF FIRST AMENDMENT TO 
REDEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT WITH METRA MARKET OF 

CHICAGO, L.L.C. FOR REHABILITATION OF PROPERTY 
WITHIN RIVER WEST TAX INCREMENT ALLOCATION 

REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT AREA. 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration an ordinance authorizing the 
amending of a redevelopment agreement with MetraMarket of Chicago, L.L.C, having had 
the same under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body 
Pass the proposed ordinance transmitted herewith. 
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This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Alderman Edward M. Burke abstained from vofing pursuant to Rule 14 ofthe City Council's 
Rules of Order and Procedure. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

/eas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, Brookins, 
Mufioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, Suarez, 
Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, Daley, 
Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 48. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

Alderman Burke invoked Rule 14 of the City Council's Rules of Order and Procedure, 
disclosing that he had represented parties to this ordinance in previous and unrelated matters. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to an ordinance adopted by the City Council (the "City Council") of 
the City of Chicago (the "City") on January 10, 2001 and published at pages 49902 - 49982 
of the Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago (the 
"Journal') of such date, a certain redevelopment plan and project (the "Plan") for the River 
West Tax Increment Redevelopment Project Area (the "Area") was approved pursuant to the 
Illinois Tax IncrementAllocation Redevelopment Act, as amended (65 ILCS 5/11-74.4-1, et 
seq.) (the "Act"); and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to an ordinance adopted by the City Council on January 10, 2001, 
and published at pages 49984 - 49990 of the Journal of such date, the Area was designated 
as a redevelopment project area pursuant to the Act; and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to an ordinance adopted by the City Council on January 10, 2001, 
and published at pages 49992 - 49997 of the Journal of such date, tax increment allocation 
financing was adopted pursuant to the Act as a means of financing certain redevelopment 
project costs (as defined in the Act) incurred pursuant to the Plan; and 
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WHEREAS, Pursuant to an ordinance adopted by the City Council on September 13,2006, 
and published at pages 83253 - 83355 of the Journal of such date, the City entered into that 
certain MetraMarket of Chicago, L.L.C. Redevelopment Agreement ("R.D.A.") dated as of 
August 27, 2008 and recorded on August 27, 2008 as Document Number 0824040218 in the 
Office of the Cook County Recorder of Deeds by the City, MetraMarket of Chicago, L.L.C. 
("MetraMarket") and Ogilvie Transit Center Investor, Inc. ("O.T.C.I."; jointly and severally with 
MetraMarket, individually and collectively, the "Developer"); and 

WHEREAS, The parties desire to amend the R.D.A. to, among other things, extend the 
completion deadline with respect to Phase 1 (as defined in the R.D.A.), extend the 
commencement and completion deadlines with respect to Phase 2 (as defined in the R.D.A.), 
change the conditions to the issuance of a Substantial Completion Certificate (as defined in 
the R.D.A.) and make several other changes relating to Phase 2; now, therefore, in 
considerafion ofthe mutual covenants and agreements contained herein, and for other good 
and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, 
the parties hereto agree as follows: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The above recitals are incorporated herein and made a part hereof 

SECTION 2. The Commissioner (the "Commissioner") of the City's Department of 
Planning and Development ("D.P.D.") or a designee of the Commissioner are each hereby 
authorized, with the approval of the City's Corporation Counsel as to form and legality, to 
negotiate, execute and deliver a First Amendment to the R.D.A. by the City, MetraMarket of 
Chicago, L.L.C. and Ogilvie Transit Center Investor, Inc. in substantially the form attached 
hereto as Exhibit A and made a part hereof (the "First Amendment"), and such other 
supporting documents as may be necessary to carry out and comply with the provisions of 
the First Amendment, with such changes, deletions and insertions as shall be approved by 
the persons executing the First Amendment. The Commissioner or a designee of the 
Commissioner is each hereby authorized to give such approvals and consents on behalf of 
the City as are expressly provided for in the First Amendment. 

SECTION 3. If any provision of this ordinance shall be held to be invalid or unenforceable 
for any reason, the invalidity or unenforceability of such provision shall not affect any ofthe 
other provisions of this ordinance. 

SECTION 4. All ordinances, resolutions, motions or orders in conflict with this ordinance 
are hereby repealed to the extent of such conflict. 

SECTION 5. The City Clerk shall provide to the Corporation Counsel, without charge, 
certified copies of this ordinance in such amount as shall be requested by the Corporation 
Counsel. 

SECTION 6. This ordinance shall be in full force and effect immediately upon its passage 
and approval. 

Exhibit "A" referred to in this ordinance reads as follows: 
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Exhibit "A". 
(To Ordinance) 

First Amendment To Redevelopment Agreement. 

This First Amendment to Redevelopment Agreement ("Amendment") is dated as of 
by and among the City of Chicago, an Illinois municipal corporation (the 

"City"), through its Department of Planning and Development ("D.P.D."), MetraMarket of 
Chicago, L.L.C, an Illinois limited liability company ("MetraMarket"), Ogilvie Transit Center 
Investor, Inc., an Illinois corporation ("O.T.C.I."; jointiy and severally with MetraMarket, 
individually and collectively, the "Developer"). 

Recitals. 

A. Developer and the City have entered into a MetraMarket of Chicago, L.L.C. 
Redevelopment Agreement dated as of August 27, 2008 (the "R.D.A."), which was recorded 
with the Recorder of Deeds of Cook County on August 27, 2008 as Document 
Number 0824040218 pursuant to which the City provided additional financing to assist 
Developer in completing the Project (as defined in the R.D.A.), which is located on the 
property described in (Sub)Exhibit A attached hereto (the "Property"). Capitalized terms not 
otherwise defined in this Amendment shall have the meanings given them in the R.D.A. 

B. The parties desire to amend the R.D.A. to, among other things, extend the completion 
deadline with respect to Phase 1, extend the commencement and completion deadlines with 
respect to Phase 2, change the conditions to the issuance of a Substantial Completion 
Certificate and make several other changes relating to Phase 2. 

Now, Therefore, In consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements contained 
herein, and for other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which 
are hereby acknowledged, the parties hereto agree as follows: 

Agreements. 

1. Recitals. 

The recitals stated above are incorporated as a part of this Amendment. 

2. Closing Conditions. 

The effectiveness of this Amendment is subject to the covenants and agreements 
contained herein, and the satisfaction of the following conditions: 
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(a) Amendment. The execution of this Amendment by all parties and the recording of 
this Amendment; 

(b) Title. The Developer has furnished the City with a copy of the Title Policy for the 
Property, certified by the Title Company, dated within ten (10) days of the date this 
Amendment is signed, showing the Developer as the named insured, satisfying the 
requirements described in Section 5.05 of the R.D.A. and noting the recording of this 
Amendment as an encumbrance against the Property; 

(c) Evidence Of Clean Title. The Developer, at its own expense, has provided the City 
with searches, updated within ten (10) days of the date this Amendment is signed, as 
described under Section 5.06 ofthe R.D.A., showing no liens against the Developer, the 
Property or any fixtures now or hereafter affixed thereto, except for the Permitted Liens; 

(d) Opinion Of The Developer's Counsel. The Developer has furnished the City with 
an opinion of counsel, substantially in the form attached as (Sub)Exhibit J to the R.D.A., 
with such changes as required by or acceptable to Corporation Counsel; provided, that 
if the Developer has engaged special counsel in connection with the Project, and such 
special counsel is unwilling or unable to give some of the opinions set forth in 
(Sub)Exhibit J hereto, such opinions were obtained by the Developer from its general 
corporate counsel; and 

(e) Corporate Documents; Economic Disclosure Statement. The Developer has 
delivered to the City the following documents accompanied by a certificate of the 
secretary or authorized officer of each entity certifying them as true, correct and complete 
copies that have not been amended or modified: (i) Articles of Organization or Articles 
of Incorporation, as applicable, (ii) good standing certificate, (iii) written consent or 
resolutions authorizing the execution of this Amendment, (iv) evidence of incumbency, 
and (v) operating agreement or bylaws, as applicable. The Developer has delivered 
Economic Disclosure Statement(s), in the City's then current form, dated the date hereof 

3. Amendment To R.D.A. 

The R.D.A. is amended as follows: 

Section Deletion And/Or Addition 

Table of Contents After Section 5.15 Litigation add the following: 

"Section 5A. Conditions Precedent To Each Component 
Commencement Letter [add page number] 
5A.01 Developer Obligations [add page number] 
5A.02 City Actions [add page number]". 
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Section 

List of Exhibits 

Deletion And/Or Addition 

After (Sub)Exhibit O *Pre-Approved Tenants and Uses add the 
following: 

"(Sub)Exhibit P * Form of Component Commencement Letter." 

Section 2. 
Definitions 

After the definition of "Commitment Letter" add the following: 

"'Component(s)' shall mean, depending on the context, either 
one or both of Phase 1 and/or Phase 2. 

'Component Commencement Letter' shall mean that letterfrom 
D.P.D. to the Developer indicating that the Developer has fully 
complied with all of the conditions of Section 5A.01 herein that 
apply to Phase 2." 

Section 2. 
Definitions 

Delete the definition of "Final Completion Certificate" and replace 
with the following: 

"'Final Completion Certificate' shall mean (a) the certificate of 
completion that the City may issue with respect to the final 
completion of the Project pursuant to Section 7.01 hereof and 
(b) for purposes of Sections 8.01 (]), 8.01 (k), 8.06,15.01 (k) and 
15.04 only, and only if either of the conditions described in 
Section 7.01(d) has occurred, the Substantial Completion 
Certificate." 

Section 2. 
Definitions 

Delete definition of "Project Budget" and replace with the 
following: 

"'Project Budget' shall mean the budget attached hereto as 
(Sub)Exhibit H, showing the total cost of the Project by 
Component and by line item, furnished by the Developer to 
D.P.D., in accordance with Section 3.03 hereof" 

Section 3.01. 
The Project 

Delete Section 3.01 and replace with the following: 

"3.01 The Project. With respect to Phase 1, the Developer 
shall, pursuant to the Plans and Specifications and subject to 
the provisions of Section 18.17 hereof 

(i) commence construction of Phase 1 no later than 
February 28, 2007; and 

(ii) complete construction of Phase 1 no later than March 31, 
2010. 
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Section Deletion And/Or Addition 

With respect to Phase 2, if the Developer elects to redevelop 
Phase 2, as evidenced by the Developer's written request that 
the City issue a Component Commencement Letter, then after 
having obtained a Component Commencement Letter, the 
Developer shall, pursuant to the Plans and Specifications and 
subject to the provisions of Section 18.17 hereof 

(i) commence construction of Phase 2 no later than November 
30, 2010; and 

(ii) complete construction of Phase 2 no later than March 31, 
2012. 

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this 
Agreement, the Developer shall have no affirmative obligation to 
redevelop Phase 2; provided, however, that if the Developer 
elects to redevelop Phase 2, as evidenced by the Developer's 
written request that the City issue a Component Commencement 
Letter, then the Developer shall complete such redevelopment 
of Phase 2 in accordance with this Agreement." 

Section 3.04. 
Change Orders 

Delete the sentence that reads "As used in the preceding 
sentence, a 'material change to the Project' means.... by more 
than ten percent (10%)." and replace with the following: 

"As used in the preceding sentence, a 'material change to the 
Project' means (a) an increase in the gross or net square 
footage of the Facility or any Component by more than ten 
percent (10%), individually or cumulatively; (b) a reduction in 
the net square footage of the Facility or any Component by 
more than five percent (5%), individually or cumulatively; (c) a 
change to the Minimum Configuration; (d) a change in the use 
of the Property or any Component to a use other than as 
described in Recital D to this Agreement; (e) a delay in the 
completion of Phase 1 or Phase 2 ofthe Project by more than 
one hundred eighty (180) days; or (f) Change Orders that, in 
the aggregate, increase or decrease the Project Budget 
(whether the total Project Budget or the Project Budget for 
Phase 1 or Phase 2) by more than ten percent (10%)." 

Secfion 3.07. 
Progress Reports 
Survey Updates 

Delete the phrase "(with any change in completion date being 
considered a Change Order, requiring D.P.D.'s written approval 
pursuant to Section 3.04)." and replace with the following: 
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Section Deletion And/Or Addition 

"(with any change in completion date of Phase 1 or Phase 2 of 
the Project by more than one hundred eighty (180) days being 
considered a Change Order, requiring D.P.D.'s written 
approval pursuant to Section 3.04)." 

Section 4.05(c). 
Allocation Among 
Line Items 

Delete the phrase "from one line item to another, shall be 
permitted without the prior written consent of D.P.D., provided, 
that all such transferred and/or reallocated line items qualify as 
Redevelopment Project Costs" and replace with the following: 

"from one line item to another within each Component, shall be 
permitted without the prior written consent of D.P.D., provided, 
that all such transferred and/or reallocated line items within 
such Component qualify as Redevelopment Project Costs." 

Section 5.04. 
Financing 

In both places where it appears in Section 5.04, delete the 
phrase "to complete the Project" and replace with the following: 

"to complete Phase 1 of the Project" 

Section 5. 
Conditions 
Precedent 

After Section 5, add a new Section 5A. Conditions Precedent 
to the component commencement letter in the form attached 
hereto as (Sub)Exhibit B 

Section 6.01. 
Bid Requirement For 
General Contractor 
And Subcontractors 

Replace the phrase "construction ofthe Project" with the phrase 
"construction of any Component" 

Replace the phrase "complete the Project" with the phrase 
"complete such Component" 

Replace the phrase "begin work on the Project" with the phrase 
"begin work on Phase 1 of the Project" 

Section 6.02. 
Construction 
Contract 

Replace the phrase "selected to handle the Project" with the 
phrase "select to handle the applicable Component" 

Section 7.01. 
Certificate Of 
Completion Of 
Construction 

In both places where it appears in Section 7.01 replace the 
phrase "applicable component of the Project" with the 
phrase applicable Component of the Project" 
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Section Deletion And/Or Addition 

Replace the phrase "construction of each phase of the Project" 
with the phrase "construction of such Component" 

Delete subsection 7.01(a)(iii) and replace with the following: 

"The Developer has substantially completed construction ofthe 
associated improvements that the Developer is required to 
construct in accordance with the requirements, including timing 
requirements, of the executed tenants' leases that satisfy the 
requirements of Section 7.01(a)(ii) above;" 

Delete "and" from the end of subsecfion 7.01(a)(vi) 

Delete subsection 7.01(a)(vii) and replace with the following: 

"(vii) Developer has incurred costs for T.l.F.-Funded 
Improvements for Phase 1 in an amount equal to or higher 
than Eight Million Dollars ($8,000,000); and 

(viii) The City's Monitoring and Compliance Unit has verified 
that the Developer is in full compliance with City requirements 
set forth in Section 10 and Section 8.09 (M./W.B.E., City 
Residency and Prevailing Wage) with respect to construction 
of Phase 1, and that one hundred percent (100%) of the 
Developer's M.B.E./W.B.E. Commitment in Section 10.03 has 
been fulfilled with respect to Phase 1." 

Section 7.01. 
Certificate Of 
Completion Of 
Construction 

Add the following new subsection 7.01(d): 

"(d) notwithstanding any other provisiori of this Agreement to 
the contrary, for purposes of Sections 8.01 (j), 8.01 (k), 8.06, 
15.01 (k) and 15.04 only, the Substantial Completion Certificate 
shall be deemed to be the Final Completion Certificate if either 
of the following conditions has occurred: 

(i) the Developer has not obtained a Component 
Commencement Letter and commenced construction of 
Phase 2 by November 30, .2010 (subject to a single 
extension of up to ninety (90) days at the City's sole 
discretion pursuant to Section 18.01); or 

(ii) the Developer has obtained a Component 
Commencement Letter and commenced construction of 
Phase 2 no later than November 30, 2010 (subject to a 
single extension of up to ninety (90) days at the City's 
sole discretion pursuant to Section 18.01) but has failed 
to complete construction of Phase 2 by the later of: 
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Section Deletion And/Or Addition 

(A) March 31, 2012, 

(B) September 27, 2012, if the Developer has elected to delay 
completion of Phase 2 by up to one hundred eighty (180) days 
pursuant to Section 3.04, or 

(C) December 26, 2012, if the Developer has elected to delay 
complefion of Phase 2 by up to one hundred eighty (180) days 
pursuant to Section 3.04 and in addition the City, in its sole 
discretion pursuant to Section 18.01, has extended this time by 
a further ninety (90) days." 

Section 7.02. 
Effect of Issuance 
of Certificate; 
Continuing 
Obligations 

Delete Section 7.02 and replace with the following: 

"7.02 Effect Of Issuance Of Certificate; Continuing 
Obligations. The Certificate relates only to the construction of 
the applicable Component of the Project, and upon its 
issuance, the City will certify that the terms of the Agreement 
specifically related to the Developer's obligation to complete 
such activities with respect to such Component have been 
satisfied. After the issuance of a Certificate, however, all 
executory terms and conditions of this Agreement and all 
representations and covenants contained herein will continue 
to remain in full force and effect throughout the Term of the 
Agreement as to the parties described in the following 
paragraph, and the issuance of the Certificate shall not be 
construed as a waiver by the City of any of its rights and 
remedies pursuant to such executory terms. 

Those covenants specifically described at Sections 8.02, 8.06 
and 8.19 as covenants that run with the land are the only 
covenants in this Agreement intended to be binding upon any 
transferee ofthe Property (including an assignee as described 
in the following sentence) throughout the Term of the 
Agreement notwithstanding the issuance of a Certificate; 
provided, that upon the issuance of a Substantial Completion 
Certificate, the covenants set forth in Section 8.02 shall be 
deemed to have been fulfilled with respect to Phase 1; and 
provided, further, that upon the issuance of a Final Complefion 
Certificate, the covenants set forth in Section 8.02 shall be 
deemed to have been fulfilled with respect to Phase 2. The 
other executory terms of this Agreement that remain after the 
issuance of a Final Completion Certificate shall be binding only 
upon the Developer or a permitted assignee of the Developer 
who, pursuant to Section 18.15 of this Agreement^ has 
contracted to take an assignment of the Developer's rights 
under this Agreement and assume the Developer's liabilities 
hereunder. 
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Section Deletion And/Or Addition 

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this 
Agreement, the Developer shall have no affirmative obligation 
to redevelop Phase 2; provided, however, that if the Developer 
elects to redevelop Phase 2, as evidenced by the Developer's 
written request that the City issue a Component 
Commencement Letter, then the Developer shall complete 
such redevelopment of Phase 2 in accordance with this 
Agreement". 

Section 8.02. 
Covenant to 
Redevelop 

Delete the last sentence and replace with the following: 

"The covenants set forth in this Section 8.02 shall run with the 
leasehold estate and be binding upon any transferee, 
provided, that upon the issuance of a Substantial Completion 
Certificate, the covenants set forth in this Section 8.02 shall be 
deemed to have been fulfilled with respect to Phase 1; and 
provided, further, that upon the issuance of a Final Completion 
Certificate, the covenants set forth in Section 8.02 shall be 
deemed to have been fulfilled with respect to Phase 2. 

Secfion 18.01. 
Amendment 

Delete the phrase "it is acknowledged that if the Developer or its 
designee wishes to avail itself of the full extension time without 
City Council approval September 27, 2011." and replace 
with the following: 

"it is acknowledged that if the Developer or its designee wishes 
to avail itself of the full extension time without City Council 
approval, (a) the maximum extension time for completion of 
Phase 1 ofthe Project is two hundred seventy (270) days, and 
will expire no later than December 26, 2010, and (b) the 
maximum extension time for completion of Phase 2 of the 
Project is two hundred seventy (270) days, and will expire no 
later than December 26, 2012". 

(Sub)Exhibit H-2. 
M.B.E./W.B.E. Budget 

Delete and replace with (Sub)Exhibit H-2 M.B.E./W.B.E. Budget 
in the form attached hereto as (Sub)Exhibit C 

(Sub)Exhibit P. 
Form of Component 
Commencement 
Letter 

At the end of the R.D.A., add a new (Sub)Exhibit P Form of 
Component Commencement Letter in the form attached hereto 
as (Sub)Exhibit D. 
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4. Covenants, Representations And Warranties Of Developer. 

Developer covenants, represents and warranties that: 

(a) such party has the right, power and authority to enter into, execute, deliver and 
perform this Amendment. The execution, delivery and performance by such party of this 
Amendment has been duly authorized by all necessary action, and does not and will not 
violate its Articles of Organization, Articles of Incorporation, Operating Agreement or 
Bylaws, as applicable, any applicable provision of law, or constitute a breach of default 
under or require the consent under any agreement, instrument or document to which 
such party is now a party or by which such party is now or may become bound; and 

(b) such party is not in default with respect to any provision of the R.D.A., the 
MetraMarket Lease, the agreements evidencing the Lender Financing or any related 
agreements. 

5. Limitation Of Liability. 

No member, official or employee ofthe City shall be personally liable to any party to this 
Amendment or any successor in interest in the event of any default or breach by the City 
or any successor in interest or for any amount which may become due to any party to this 
Amendment from the City or any successor in interest or on any obligation under the terms 
of this Amendment or the R.D.A. 

6. No Effect On Recording Priority Of R.D.A. Or Subordination Agreement. 

The parties agree that entering into this Amendment shall have no effect on the recording 
priority of the R.D.A. (or any outstanding subordination agreement that might relate thereto) 
and that this Amendment shall relate back to the dates that each of the R.D.A. (or any 
outstanding subordination agreement that might relate thereto) were originally recorded in 
the land title records of Cook County, Illinois. 

7. No Change In Defined Terms: 

All capitalized terms not otherwise defined herein, shall have the same meanings as set 
forth in the R.D.A. 

8. Other Terms In The R.D.A. Remain; Confiict. 

(a) Except as explicitly provided in this Amendment, all other provisions and terms ofthe 
R.D.A. shall remain unchanged. 
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(b) In the event of a confiict between any provisions of this Amendment and the 
provisions of the R.D.A., the provisions of this Amendment shall control. Other than as 
specifically modified hereby, the terms and conditions of the R.D.A. shall remain in effect 
with respect to the parties thereto. 

9. Representations And Warranties Of Developer. 

Developer acknowledges and agrees that, notwithstanding any other terms or provisions 
of this Amendment to the contrary. Developer shall remain liable for all of its obligafions and 
liabilities under the R.D.A. 

10. Form Of Documents. 

All documents required by this Amendment to be submitted, delivered or furnished to the 
City shall be in form and content satisfactory to the City. 

11. Recording And Filing. 

Developer shall cause this Amendment to be recorded and filed on the date hereof 
against the Property legally described in (Sub)Exhibit A hereto in the conveyance and real 
property records ofthe county in which the Property is located. Developer shall pay all fees 
and charges incurred in connection with any such recording. Upon recording. Developer 
shall immediately transmit to the City an executed original of this Amendment showing the 
date and recording number of record. 

12. Headings. 

The paragraph and section headings contained herein are for convenience only and are 
not intended to limit, vary, define or expand the content thereof 

13. Counterparts. 

This Amendment may be executed in several counterparts, each of which shall be 
deemed an original and all of which shall constitute one and the same agreement. 

14. Governing Law. 

This Amendment shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the internal laws 
of the State of Illinois, without regard to its conflicts of law principles. 
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15. Binding Effect. 

This Amendment shall be binding upon Developer and the City and their respective 
successors and permitted assigns (as provided herein) and shall inure to the benefit of 
Developer and the City and their respective successors and permitted assigns (as provided 
herein). 

16. No Business Relafionship With City Elected Officials. 

Pursuant to Section 2-156-030(b) of the Municipal Code of Chicago, it is illegal for any 
elected official ofthe City, or any person acting at the direction of such official, to contact, 
either orally or in writing, any other City official or employee with respect to any matter 
involving any person with whom the elected official has a "Business Relationship" (as 
defined in Section 2-156-080 of the Municipal Code of Chicago), or to participate in any 
discussion of any City Council committee hearing or in any City Council meeting or to vote 
on any matter involving the person with whom an elected official has a Business 
Relationship. Violation of Section 2-156-030(b) by any elected official, or any person acting 
at the direction of such official, with respect to the R.D.A. or this Amendment or in 
connection with the transactions contemplated hereby and thereby, shall be grounds for 
termination of the R.D.A.orthisAmendmentand the transactions contemplated hereby and 
thereby. Developer hereby represents and warrants that, to the best of its knowledge after 
due inquiry, no violation of Section 2-156-030(b) has occurred with respect to this 
Amendment or the transactions contemplated thereby. 

In Witness Whereof The parties hereto have caused this Amendment to be executed on 
or as of the day and year first above written. 

MetraMarket of Chicago, L.L.C. 

By: U.S. Equities, Inc., its Manager 

By: 
Robert A. Wislow, 

President 

Ogilvie Transit Center Investor, Inc. 

By: 

Name: Robert A. Wislow 

Title: President 
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City of Chicago 

By: \ 
Arnold L. Randall, 

Commissioner, Department of 
Planning and Development 

State of Illinois ) 
)SS. 

County of Cook ) 

I, , a notary public in and for the said County, in the State 
aforesaid, do hereby certify that Robert A. Wislow, personally known to me to be the 
President of U.S. Equities, Inc., the Manager of MetraMarket of Chicago, L.L.C, an Illinois 
limited liability company, ("MetraMarket"), and personally known to me to be the same person 
whose name is subscribed to the foregoing instrument, appeared before me this day in 
person and acknowledged that he signed, sealed, and delivered said instrument, pursuant 
to the authority given to him by MetraMarket, as his free and voluntary act and as the free 
and voluntary act of MetraMarket, for the uses and purposes therein set forth. 

Given under my hand and official seal this day of , . 

Notary Public 

My commission expires: 

[Seal] 

State of Illinois ) 
)SS. 

County of Cook ) 

I, , a notary public in and for the said County, in the State 
aforesaid, do hereby certify that Robert A. Wislow, personally known to me to be the 
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President of Ogilvie Transit Center Investor, Inc., an Illinois corporafion ("O.T.C.I."), and 
personally known to me to be the same person whose name is subscribed to the foregoing 
instrument, appeared before me this day in person and acknowledged that he signed, sealed, 
and delivered said instrument, pursuant to the authority given to him by O.T.C.I., as his free 
and voluntary act and as the free and voluntary act of O.T.C.I., for the uses and purposes 
therein set forth. 

Given under my hand and official seal this day of , . 

Notary Public 

My commission expires: 

[Seal] 

State of Illinois ) 
)SS. 

County of Cook ) 

1, , a notary public in and for the said County, in the State 
aforesaid, do hereby certify that Arnold L. Randall, personally known to me to be the 
Commissioner of the Department of Planning and Development of the City of Chicago (the 
"City"), and personally known to me to be the same person whose name is subscribed to the 
foregoing instrument, appeared before me this day in person and acknowledged that he/she 
signed, sealed, and delivered said instrument pursuant to the authority given to him/her by 
the City, as his/her free and voluntary act and as the free and voluntary act of the City, for the 
uses and purposes therein set forth. 

Given under my hand and official seal this day of , . 

Notary Public 

My commission expires: 
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[(Sub)Exhibits "H", "H-2", "J", "O" and "P" referred to in 
this First Amendment to Redevelopment Agreement 

with MetraMarket of Chicago, L.L.C. 
unavailable at fime of printing.] 

(Sub)Exhibits "A", "B", "C", and "D" referred to in this First Amendment to Redevelopment 
Agreement with MetraMarket of Chicago, L.L.C. read as follows: 

(Sub)Exhibit "A". 
(To First Amendment To Redevelopment Agreement 

With MetraMarket Of Chicago, L.L.C.) 

Property. 

All that part of Block 28, and vacated alley within said Block 28, lying below an inclined 
plane whose southern limit is the south line of said Block 28 at an elevation of +33.50 feet 
and whose northern limit is the north line of said Block 28 at an elevation of +28.40 feet and 
lying above a horizontal plane having an elevation of +13.00 feet in relation to the City of 
Chicago Datum; also 

All that part of Block 45, and the vacated alleys in said Block 45, lying northeriy of the north 
line ofthe southeriy 20.00 feet thereof lying below a horizontal plane having an elevation of 
+34.00 feet and lying above a horizontal plane having an elevation of +13.00 feet in relation 
to the City of Chicago Datum; 

Both in the Original Town of Chicago, being a subdivision in the south part of Section 9, 
Township 39 North, Range 14, East ofthe Third Principal Meridian, 

Excepting from the above described property the trestlework, foundations, columns, 
supports and appurtenances thereto supporting the railroad terminal located above the 
described horizontal and inclined planes, and also excepting therefrom the Track Level 
Platform, the Suburban Concourse, the Excepted Areas and the Parking Area (said Parking 
Area being located solely within Block 28 aforesaid), each as further defined and described 
in the Lease, in Cook County, Illinois. 

Permanent Index Numbers: 

17-09-324-005-0000; 

17-09-324-007-0000; 
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17-09-333-007-0000; 

17-09-333-008-0000; 

17-09-333-009-0000; 

17-09-333-010-8001; and 

17-09-333-010-8002. 

(Sub)Exhibit "B". 
(To First Amendment To Redevelopment Agreement 

With MetraMarket Of Chicago, L.L.C.) 

Section 5A. Conditions Precedent To The 
Component Commencement Letter. 

5A.01 Developer Obligations. 

The Developer covenants not to commence construction of Phase 2 (referred to as the 
"Component" in this Section 5A) until the Developer has requested in writing, and the City has 
issued and delivered to the Developer, a Component Commencement Letter for that 
Component pursuant to this Section 5A. The Developer's delivery of such request for a 
Component Commencement Letter shall constitute a certification to the City, as of the date 
of such request, that no Event of Default or condition or event which with the giving of notice 
or passage of time or both would constitute an Event of Default, exists under this Agreement 
or any related agreement, and the representations and warranties contained in this 
Agreement and any related agreement are true and correct. The following conditions shall 
have been complied with to the City's satisfaction on or prior to the issuance of the 
Component Commencement Letter: 

(a) Project Budget. The Developer has submitted to D.P.D., and D.P.D. has approved, 
a Project Budget for the Component in accordance with the provisions of Section 3.03 
hereof; 

(b) Scope Drawings And Plans And Specifications. The Developer has submitted to 
D.P.D., and D.P.D. has approved, the Scope Drawings and Plans and Specifications forthe 
Component in accordance with the provisions of Section 3.02 hereof 

(c) Other Governmental Approvals. The Developer has secured all other necessary 
approvals and permits required by any state, federal, or local statute, ordinance or 
regulation for the Component and has submitted evidence thereof to D.P.D.; 
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(d) Financing. The Developer has furnished proof satisfactory to the City that the 
Developer has Equity, Construction Allowance and/or Lender Financing in the amounts set 
forth in Section 4.01 hereof to complete the Component and satisfy its obligations under 
this Agreement; 

(e) Title. The Developer has furnished the City with a copy of the Title Policy for the 
Property, certified by the Titie Company, dated within ten (10) days of the date the 
Developer submits the request for a Component Commencement Letter, showing the 
Developer as the named insured and satisfying the requirements described in Section 5.05; 

(f) Evidence Of Clean Title. The Developer, at its own expense, has provided the City 
with searches, updated within ten (10) days of the date the Developer submits the request 
for a Component Commencement Letter, as described under Section 5:06, showing no 
liens against the Developer, the Property or any fixtures now or hereafter affixed thereto, 
except for the Permitted Liens; 

(g) Surveys. The Developer has furnished the City with three (3) copies of the Survey, 
dated within ten (10) days ofthe date the Developer submits the request for a Component 
Commencement Letter; 

(h) Insurance. The Developer, at its own expense, has insured the Property in 
accordance with Section 12 hereof and has delivered certificates required pursuant to 
Section 12 hereof evidencing the required coverages to D.P.D.; 

(i) Opinion Of The Developer's Counsel. On the date the Developer submits the 
request for a Component Commencement Letter, the Developer has furnished the City with 
an opinion of counsel, substantially in the form attached hereto as (Sub)Exhibit J, with such 
changes as required by or acceptable to Corporafion Counsel; provided, that if the 
Developer has engaged special counsel in connection with the Project, and such special 
counsel is unwilling or unable to give some ofthe opinions set forth in (Sub)Exhibit J hereto, 
such opinions were obtained by the Developer from its general corporate counsel; 

(j) Evidence Of Prior Expenditures. The Developer has provided evidence satisfactory 
to D.P.D. of the Prior Expenditures in accordance with the provisions of Section 4.05(a) 
hereof; 

(k) Documentation. The Developer has provided documentation satisfactory to D.P.D. 
with respect to current employment matters on Phase 1 and Phase 2 of the Project, the 
M.B.E./W.B.E. utilization plan for Phase 2 ofthe Project, and a progress report containing 
all current information, if any, requested under Section 8.07 herein; 

(I) Environmental. The Developer has provided D.P.D. with copies of any updated or new 
phase 1 environmental audit or phase II environmental audit with respect to the Property, 
other than those previously delivered to the City under Section 5.12, together with a letter 
from the environmental engineer(s) who completed such audit(s), authorizing the City to 
rely on such audits; 
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(m) Corporate Documents; Economic Disclosure Statement. The Developer has 
provided a copy of its Articles of Organization or Articles of Incorporation, as applicable, 
containing the original certification of the Secretary of State of its state of organization; 
certificates of good standing from the Secretary of State of its state of organization and all 
other states in which the Developer is qualified to do business; a secretary's certificate or 
similar instrunrient in such form and substance as the Corporation Counsel may require; 
operating agreement ofthe entity; and such other organizational documentation as the City 
has requested; and an Economic Disclosure Statement, in the City's then current form, 
dated the date the Developer submits the request for a Component Commencement Letter; 

(n) Litigation. The Developer has provided to the Corporation Counsel and D.P.D. a 
description of all pending or threatened litigation or administrative proceedings involving the 
Developer that will or may affect the ability of the Developer to complete the pending 
Component ofthe Project in accordance with this Agreement, specifying, in each case, the 
amount of each claim, an estimate of probable liability, the amount of any reserves taken 
in connection therewith and whether (and to what extent) such potential liability is covered 
by insurance; 

(o) Leases. Except as already provided to the City in connection with a prior Component, 
the Developer has provided to the City copies of all executed operating leases, purchase 
or sale agreements and letters of intent relating to Phase 2, if any, a copy of the form 
lease(s), and aisummary aggregating total tenant occupancy figures and base rent-
payments in a manner satisfactory to the City; 

(p) Construction Contract. The Developer has submitted a copy of the Construction 
Contract for the pending Component of the Project pursuant to the requirements of Section 
6.01 herein; and 

(q) Non-Commencement Of Construction. Construction on the Component has not yet 
commenced. 

5A.02 City Actions. 

Upon the City's satisfaction with the Developer's documents as set forth in Section 5A.01 
above for each pending Component of the Project, City will issue a Component 
Commencement Letter to Developer in the form set forth in (Sub)Exhibit P hereto. 

[(Sub)Exhibits "J" and "P" referred to in this Section 5A. 
Conditions Precedent to the Component Commencement 

Letter unavailable at time of printing.] 
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(Sub) Exhibit "C". 
(To First Amendment To Redevelopment Agreement 

With MetraMarket Of Chicago, L.L.C.) 

Exhibit H-2 - M.B.E.A/\/.B.E. Budget. 

Phase 1 Total Phase 2 Total Project Total 

Hard Costs 

Phase 1 $11,940,480 $ 0 $11,940,480 

Phase 2 0 3,500,000 3,500,000 

Plus: Landscaping and Sidewalks 50,000 0 50,000 

Plus: Waterproofing 1,750,000 0 1,750,000 

Subtotal: $13,740,480 $3,500,000 $17,240,480 

Soft Costs 

Consultants 

Professional Fees 

Marketing 

Subtotal: 

$ 86,850 

1,539,409 

148,000 

$ 1,774,259 

$ 86,850 

1,152,203 

148,000 

$1,387,053 

$ 173,700 

2,691,612 

296,000 

$ 3,161,312 

Subtotal Hard and Soft Costs: 

Minority-Owned Business 24% 
Enterprises (minimum) 

Women-Owned Business 4% 
Enterprises (minimum) 

$15,514,739 

$ 3,723,537 

$4,887,053 

$1,172,893 

$ 620,590 $ 195,482 

$20,401,792 

$ 4,896,430 

$ 816,072 
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(Sub)Exhibit "D". 
(To First Amendment To Redevelopment Agreement 

With MetraMarket Of Chicago, L.L.C.) 

Form Of Component Commencement Letter 

[Prepare On D.P.D. Letterhead] 

[Date] 

MetraMarket of Chicago, L.L.C. 
Ogilvie Transit Center Investor, Inc. 
In care of U.S. Equities Realty 
20 North Michigan Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 

Re: Approval to Commence Construction of Phase 2 at ground floor of Metra's Ogilvie 
Transportation Center property bounded by Washington Street on the south. Canal 
Street on the east, Clinton Street on the west, and Lake Street to the north, under the 
terms and conditions of the Redevelopment Agreement between the City of Chicago, 
MetraMarket of Chicago, L.L.C. and Ogilvie Transit Center Investor, Inc. 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

Pursuant to that certain Redevelopment Agreement ("Agreement") dated by and 
between the City of Chicago ("City"), MetraMarket of Chicago, L.L.C. ("MetraMarket") and 
Ogilvie Transit Center Investor, Inc. ("O.T.CI."; jointly and severally with MetraMarket, 
individually and collectively, the "Developer"), Developer has requested that the City approve 
Developer's commencement of Phase 2 of the Project (as defined in the Agreement). For 
purposes of this letter. Phase 2 is referred to as the "Component". In support thereof, 
Developer has submitted a number of documents to the Department of Planning and 
Development ("D.P.D."). 

D.P.D. has reviewed the following documents and information supplied to it by Developer 
(all section references and capitalized terms below are set forth in or defined in the 
Agreement): 

(a) a Project Budget forthe Component in accordance with the provisions of Section 3.03; 
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(b) the Scope Drawings and Plans and Specificafions for the Component in accordance 
with the provisions of Section 3.02; 

(c) evidence ofthe existence of all other necessary approvals and permits required by any 
state, federal or local statute, ordinance or regulation for the Component; 

(d) evidence that the Developer has Equity, Construction Allowance and/or Lender 
Financing in the amounts set forth in Section 4.01 sufficient to complete the Component 
and satisfy its obligations under the Agreement; 

(e) a copy of the Title Policy for the Property satisfying the requirements described in 
Section 5.05; 

(f) searches as described under Section 5.06, showing no liens against the Developer, 
the Property or any fixtures now or hereafter affixed thereto, except for the Permitted Liens; 

(g) the Survey of the Property; 

(h) certificates of insurance evidencing that the Developer, at its own expense, has 
insured the Property in accordance with Section 12; 

: (i) an opinion of Developer's counsel, substantially in the form attached as 
(Sub)Exhibit J to the Agreement; 

(j) evidence of Prior Expenditures, if any, pertaining to the Component in accordance with 
the provisions of Section 4.05(a); 

(k) documentation with respect to current employment matters on Phase 1 and Phase 2 
ofthe Project, the M.B.E./W.B.E. utilization planter Phase 2 of the Project, and a progress 
report containing all current information, if any, requested under Section 8.07; 

(I) copies of any updated or new phase 1 environmental audit or phase II environmental 
audit with respect to the Property, together with a letter from the environmental engineer(s) 
who completed such audit(s), authorizing the City to rely on such audits; 

(m) copies of the Developer's Articles of Organization or Articles of Incorporation, as 
applicable, containing the original certification of the Secretary of State of its state of 
organization; certificates of good standing from the Secretary of State of its state of 
organization and all other states in which the Developer is qualified to do business; a 
secretary's certificate or similar instrument in such form and substance as the Corporation 
Counsel may require; operating agreement of the entity; and such other organizational 
documentation as the City has requested; and an Economic Disclosure Statement, in the 
City's then current form; 

(n) a description of all pending or threatened litigation or administrative proceedings 
involving the Developer that will or may affect the ability of the Developer to complete the 
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pending Component ofthe Project in accordance with the Agreement, specifying, in each 
case, the amount of each claim, an estimate of probable liability, the amount of any 
reserves taken in connection therewith and whether (and to what extent) such potential 
liability is covered by insurance; 

(o) except as already provided to the City in connection with Phase 1, copies of all 
executed operating leases, purchase or sale agreements and letters of intent relating to the 
Project, if any, a copy of the form lease(s), and a summary aggregating total tenant 
occupancy figures and base rent payments; 

(p) a copy of the Construction Contract for Phase 2 of the Project pursuant to the 
requirements of Section 6.01; and 

(q) evidence that construction on the pending Component has not yet commenced. 

Having reviewed all of the above documents and information and found them 
sufficient, I declare that the City is satisfied that the Developer may proceed with the 
commencement of construction on Phase 2 of the Project. 

City of Chicago 

Commissioner, 
Department of Planning and 

Development 

AUTHORIZATION FOR PROVISION OF ADDITIONAL FUNDING OF 
SMALL BUSINESS IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM IN FULLERTON/ 

MILWAUKEE TAX INCREMENT FINANCING DISTRICT. 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 
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Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration an ordinance authorizing 
addifional funding ofthe Small Business Improvement Fund Program, having had the same 
under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the 
proposed ordinance transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Veas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Mufioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

WHEREAS, The City of Chicago ("City"), a home rule unit of government under 
Section 6(a), Article VII ofthe 1970 Constitution ofthe State of Illinois, is authorized under 
the provisions of the Tax Increment Allocation Redevelopment Act, 65 ILCS 5/11-74.4-1, 
et seq., as amended from time to time (the "Act"), to finance projects that eradicate blighted 
conditions and conservation area factors through the use of tax increment allocation financing 
for redevelopment projects; and 

WHEREAS, By an ordinance adopted by the City Council of the City ("City Council") on 
July 21, 1999, and published in the Journa/ of the Proceedings of the City Council of the 
City of Chicago for said date at pages 8307 to 8344, inclusive (the "Program Ordinance"), 
the City implemented a redevelopment program known as the Small Business Improvement 
Fund program (the "Program") to provide financing assistance pursuant to the Act for the 
improvement of commercial and industrial facilities of small businesses in certain 
redevelopment project areas of the City; and 
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WHEREAS, By ordinances adopted by the City Council, the first on November 8,2000, and 
published in the Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago 
for said date at pages 43877 to 43930, inclusive (the "First Amending Ordinance") and the 
most recent which was introduced to the City Council on July 30, 2008 (the "Thirteenth 
Amending Ordinance", collecfively with the Program Ordinance, the First Amending 
Ordinance and the other amending ordinances, referred to herein as the "S.B.I.F. 
Ordinance"), the City has restated and refined the Program and extended its reach to 
additional redevelopment project areas of the City; and 

WHEREAS, The City Council, under the S.B.I.F. Ordinance, authorized D.P.D. to enter into 
an agreement with SomerCor 504, Inc., an Illinois not-for-profit corporafion ("SomerCor"), and 
D.P.D. entered into such agreement on March 12, 2001, which agreement continues in full 
force and effect, as amended from time to time, pursuant to which SomerCor performs 
certain administrative services for the Program ("Administrative Services Agreement"); and 

WHEREAS, By an ordinance adopted by the City Council of the City on September 14, 
2005 and published in the Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City 
of Chicago for said date at pages 54724 to 54740, inclusive ("Seventh Amending 
Ordinance"), D.P.D. increased the amount of grant funds available in the Fullerton/Milwaukee 
redevelopment project area ("Fullerton/Milwaukee Area") to an amount not to exceed One 
Million Seven Hundred Thousand Dollars ($1,700,000); and 

= '.1 

WHEREAS, D.P.D. now desires to again increase the amount of funding allocated to the 
Program in the Fullerton/Milwaukee Area (the "T.l.F./S.B.I.F. Area") to an amount not to 
exceed Two Million Dollars ($2,000,000) and to re-fund the Program in the T.l.F./S.B.l.F. 
Area in an amount not to exceed Two Million Dollars ($2,000,000), because the original 
funding forthe T.l.F./S.B.l.F. Area pursuant to the S.B.I.F. Ordinance has been substantially 
disbursed; and 

WHEREAS, The City's obligation to provide funding for the Program may be met through 
(I) incremental taxes from the T.l.F./S.B.l.F. Area; (ii) certain proceeds ofthe City's issuance 
of tax increment allocation revenue notes to be secured by incremental taxes deposited in 
the Special Tax Allocation Funds of the T.l.F./S.B.l.F. Area pursuant to the Act, or (iii) any 
other funds legally available to the City for this purpose; now, therefore. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The above recitals are expressly incorporated in and made a part of this 
ordinance as though fully set forth herein. 

SECTION 2. The Commissioner of D.P.D. (the "Commissioner") and a designee of the 
Commissioner are each hereby authorized to fund the Program in the T.l.F./S.B.l.F. Area in 
an amount not to exceed Two Million Dollars ($2,000,000) and, with the approval of the 
Corporation Counsel, to execute any amendment to the Administrative Services Agreement 
with SomerCor, or any other documents necessary, to effectuate the increased funding ofthe 
Program in the T.l.F./S.B.l.F. Area. 
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SECTION 3. The proceeds of the tax increment allocation revenue notes issued by the 
City to fund the Program in the T.l.F./S.B.l.F. Area, and secured by incremental taxes 
deposited in the Special Tax Allocation Fund of the T.l.F./S.B.l.F. Area pursuant to the Act, 
if any, are hereby appropriated for the purposes set forth herein. 

SECTION 4. To the extent that any ordinance, resolution, rule, order or provision ofthe 
Municipal Code of Chicago, or part thereof is in conflict with the provisions of this ordinance, 
the provisions of this ordinance shall control. All sections ofthe S.B.I.F. Ordinance in conflict 
with this ordinance are hereby repealed to the extent of such conflict. If any section, 
paragraph, clause or provision of this ordinance shall be held invalid, the invalidity of such 
section, paragraph, clause or provision shall not affect any of the other provisions of this 
ordinance. 

SECTION 5. This ordinance shall be effective as of the date of its passage. 

AUTHORIZATION FOR EXECUTION OF INTERGOVERNMENTAL 
AGREEMENT WITH CHICAGO TRANSIT AUTHORITY FOR 

VARIOUS INFRASTRUCTURE REPAIRS. 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration an ordinance authorizing 
entering into and executing an intergovernmental agreement with the Chicago Transit 
Authority for infrastructure repairs, having had the same under advisement, begs leave to 
report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the proposed ordinance transmitted 
herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 
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On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Mufioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays — None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

WHEREAS, The City of Chicago (the "City") is a home rule municipality as described in 
Section 6(a), Article Vll of the 1970 Constitution of the State of Illinois; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago Transit Authority (the "C.T.A.") is a municipal corporation ofthe 
State of Illinois; and 

WHEREAS, The City is authorized, under the provisions of the Tax Increment Allocation 
Redevelopment Act, 65 ILCS 5/11-74.4-1, et seq., as amended (the "Act"), toflnance projects 
that eradicate blight conditions and conservation factors that could lead to blight through the 
use of tax increment allocation financing for redevelopment projects; and 

WHEREAS, In accordance with the provisions ofthe Act, and pursuant to three ordinances 
adopted on February 7, 1997 and published at pages 38260 - 38425 ofthe Journal of the 
Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago (the "Journal') of such date, the 
City Council ofthe City: (i) approved a certain redevelopment plan and project (the "Central 
Loop Plan") for the Expanded North Loop Redevelopment Project Area (the "Central Loop 
Redevelopment Area") within the City; (ii) designated the Central Loop Redevelopment Area 
as a redevelopment project area; and (iii) adopted tax increment allocation financing (the 
"Central Loop T.l.F. Adoption Ordinance") for the Central Loop Redevelopment Area; and 

WHEREAS, In accordance with the provisions of the Act, and pursuant to three (3) 
ordinances adopted on October 14, 1988 and published at pages 18196 - 18231 of the 
Journal of such date, the City Council of the City: (i) approved a certain redevelopment plan 
and project (the "Howard-Paulina Plan") forthe Howard-Paulina Redevelopment Project Area 
(the "Howard-Paulina Redevelopment Area") within the City; (ii) designated the 
Howard-Paulina Redevelopment Area as a redevelopment project area; and (iii) adopted tax 
increment allocation financing (the "Howard-Paulina T.l.F. Adoption Ordinance") for the 
Howard-Paulina Redevelopment Area; and 
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WHEREAS, Under the Act and the Central Loop T.l.F. Adoption Ordinance, certain ad 
valorem taxes are allocated and, when collected, are paid to the Treasurer of the City for 
deposit by the Treasurer into the Central Loop T.l.F. Fund established to pay redevelopment 
project costs incurred in the Central Loop Redevelopment Area, which taxes may be used to 
pay all or a portion of the costs of construction of public improvements within the Central Loop 
Redevelopment Area that are incurred or that are to be incurred in furtherance of the 
objectives of the Central Loop Plan, to the extent the municipality by written agreement 
accepts and approves such costs; and 

WHEREAS, Under the Act and the Howard-Paulina T.l.F. Adoption Ordinance, certain ad 
valorem taxes are allocated and, when collected, are paid to the Treasurer of the City for 
deposit by the Treasurer into the Howard-Paulina T.l.F. Fund established to pay 
redevelopment project costs incurred in the Howard-Paulina Redevelopment Area, which 
taxes may be used to pay all or a portion of the costs of construction of public improvements 
within the Howard- Paulina Redevelopment Area that are incurred or that are to be incurred 
in furtherance ofthe objectives ofthe Howard-Paulina Plan, to the extent the municipality by 
written agreement accepts and approves such costs; and 

WHEREAS, The C.T.A. proposes to undertake public improvement projects consisting of 
(i) the rehabilitation of its Howard Street rapid transit station, which project is located 
within the Howard-Paulina Redevelopment Area, (ii) the replacement of approximately 
nine thousand five hundred (9,500) lineal feet of existing track and wooden rail ties with new 
composite ties, tie plates and running rail, all on the elevated rail system along Lake and 
Wabash Streets, which project is located within the Central Loop Redevelopment Area, and 
(iii) the replacement of several escalators, escalator-related platforms and the creation of a 
new escalator service shop, all on or near the subway system underneath State Street, which 
project is located within the Central Loop Redevelopment Area (collectively, the "Projects"); 
and 

WHEREAS, The C.T.A. has requested tax increment allocation financing funds assistance 
("City Contributions") from the City's Department of Planning and Development ("D.P.D.") to 
support portions of the costs of the Projects, and the City desires to provide such assistance; 
and 

WHEREAS, The parties propose to enter into an intergovernmental agreement 
("Agreement") authorizing and setting conditions on providing the City Contributions for the 
Projects; and 

WHEREAS, The parties propose to enter into the Agreement under the provisions of the 
Illinois Intergovernmental Cooperation Act, 5 ILCS 220/1, et seq.; and 

WHEREAS, On June 11, 2008, the Chicago Transit Board enacted an ordinance 
authorizing the C.T.A. to enter into the Agreement; now, therefore. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The above recitals are incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein. 
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SECTION 2. Subject to the approval of the Corporation Counsel as to form and legality, 
the Commissioner of D.P.D. ("Commissioner") or his or her delegate is hereby authorized to 
execute and deliver the Agreement with the C.T.A. in substantially the form attached hereto 
as Exhibit A, with such changes therein as the Commissioner may approve, provided that 
such changes do not amend any essential terms of the Agreement (execufion of the 
Agreement by the Commissioner or his or her delegate constituting conclusive evidence of 
such approval), and to enter into and execute all such other agreements and instruments and 
to perform any and all acts as shall be necessary or advisable in connection with the 
implementation of the Agreement. 

SECTION 3. To the extent that any current ordinance, resolution, rule, order or provision 
of the Municipal Code of Chicago, or part thereof, is in conflict with the provisions of this 
ordinance, the provisions of this ordinance shall control. If any section, paragraph, clause or 
provision of this ordinance shall be held invalid, the invalidity of such section, paragraph, 
clause or provision shall not affect any of the other provisions of this ordinance. 

SECTION 4. This ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after the date of its 
passage and approval. 

Exhibit "A" referred to in this ordinance reads as follows: 

Exhibit "A". 
(To Ordinance) 

Intergovernmental Agreement 

Between 

The City Of Chicago 

And 

The Chicago Transit Authority. 

This intergovernmental agreement (the "Agreement") is entered into as of 
2008 (the "Closing Date") by and between the City of Chicago, a 

municipal corporation (the "City"), acting through its Department of Planning and 
Development ("D.P.D."), and the Chicago Transit Authority ("C.T.A."), an Illinois municipal 
corporation duly organized and existing under the laws of the State of Illinois. 

Whereas, The City is a home rule unit of government under Article Vll, Section 6(a) of the 
1970 Constitution ofthe State of Illinois and, as such, may exercise any power and perform 
any function pertaining to its government and affairs; and 
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Whereas, The City is authorized, under the provisions of the Tax Increment Allocation 
Redevelopment Act, 65 ILCS 5/11-74.4-1, etseq., as amended (the "Act"), toflnance projects 
that eradicate blight conditions and conservation factors that could lead to blight through the 
use of tax increment allocation financing for redevelopment projects; and 

Whereas, In accordance with the provisions of the Act, and pursuant to three (3) ordinances 
adopted on February 7, 1997 and published at pages 38260 - 38425 of the Journal of the 
Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago (the "Journaf) oi such date, the 
City Council of the City: (i) approved a certain redevelopment plan and project (the "Central 
Loop Plan") for the Expanded North Loop Redevelopment Project Area (the "Central Loop 
Redevelopment Area") within the City; (ii) designated the Central Loop Redevelopment Area 
as a redevelopment project area; and (iii) adopted tax increment allocafion financing (the 
"Central Loop T.l.F. Adoption Ordinance") for the Central Loop Redevelopment Area; and 

Whereas, In accordance with the provisions ofthe Act, and pursuant to three (3) ordinances 
adopted on October 14,1988 and published at pages 18196 - 18231 of the Journal of such 
date, the City Council of the City: (i) approved a certain redevelopment plan and 
project (the "Howard-Paulina Plan") for the Howard-Paulina Redevelopment Project Area 
(the "Howard-Paulina Redevelopment Area") within the City; (ii) designated the 
Howard-Paulina Redevelopment Area as a redevelopment project area; and (iii) adopted tax 
increment allocation financing (the "Howard-Paulina T.l.F. Adoption Ordinance") for the 
Howard-Paulina Redevelopment Area; and 

Whereas, The Central Loop Plan and the Howard-Paulina Plan may collectively be referred 
to herein as the "Plans", the Central Loop Redevelopment Area and the Howard-Paulina 
Redevelopment Area may collectively be referred to herein as the "Redevelopment Areas", 
and the Central Loop T.l.F. Adoption Ordinance and the Howard-Paulina T.l.F. Adoption 
Ordinance may collectively be referred to herein as the "T.l.F. Adoption Ordinances"; and 

Whereas, Under the Act and the Central Loop T.l.F. Adoption Ordinance, certain ad 
valorem taxes are allocated and, when collected, are paid to the Treasurer of the City for 
deposit by the Treasurer into the Central Loop T.l.F. Fund established to pay redevelopment 
project costs incurred in the Central Loop Redevelopment Area, which taxes may be used to 
pay all or a portion of the costs of construction of public improvements within the Centra] Loop 
Redevelopment Area that are incurred or that are to be incurred in furtherance of the 
objectives of the Central Loop Plan, to the extent the municipality by written agreement 
accepts and approves such costs; and 

Whereas, Under the Act and the Howard-Paulina T.l.F. Adoption Ordinance, certain ad 
valorem taxes are allocated and, when collected, are paid to the Treasurer of the City for 
deposit by the Treasurer into the Howard-Paulina T.l.F. Fund established to pay 
redevelopment project costs incurred in the Howard-Paulina Redevelopment Area, which 
taxes may be used to pay all or a portion of the costs of construction of public improvements 
within the Howard-Paulina Redevelopment Area that are incurred or that are to be incurred 
in furtherance of the objectives of the Howard-Paulina Plan, to the extent the municipality by 
written agreement accepts and approves such costs; and 
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Whereas, Pursuant to the Plans, many T.I.F.-funded City programs and redevelopment 
agreements have been established by the City Council of the City as of the Closing Date, 
which programs and agreements pledge portions of the Central Loop and Howard-Paulina 
T.l.F. Funds (collectively, the "Prior Obligations"); and 

Whereas, The C.T.A. proposes to undertake the rehabilitation of its Howard Street 
rapid transit station (the "Howard Station Project"), which project is located within the 
Howard-Paulina Redevelopment Area, and which is described in more detail in 
(Sub)Exhibit A incorporated and attached hereto; and 

Whereas, The C.T.A. proposes to undertake (i) the replacement of approximately nine 
thousand five hundred (9,500) lineal feet of existing track and wooden rail ties with new 
composite ties, tie plates and running rail, all on the elevated rail system along Lake and 
Wabash Streets (the "Track Sub-Project"), and (ii) the replacement of several escalators, 
escalator-related platforms and the creation of a new escalator service shop, all on or near 
the subway system underneath State Street (the "Escalator Sub-Project"), which projects are 
located within the Central Loop Redevelopment Area, and which are described in more detail 
in (Sub)Exhibits B1 and B2 incorporated and attached hereto; and 

Whereas, The Track Sub-Project and the Escalator Sub-Project shall collectively be 
referred to herein as the "Central Loop Project", and the Howard Station Project and the 
Central.Loop Project, together, may be referred to herein as the "Projects"; and ir. 

Whereas, The City and the C.T.A. have agreed that the City will pay not more 
than Four Million Four Hundred Thousand Dollars ($4,400,000) toward the CT.A.'s costs of 
the Howard Station Project (the "Howard-Paulina Contribution") from Howard-Paulina 
Available Incremental Taxes (as defined below) or from any other source of funds available 
to and selected by the City; and 

Whereas, The City and the C.T.A. have agreed that the City will pay not more 
than Twenty-two Millions Two Hundred Thousand Dollars ($22,200,000) toward the CT.A.'s 
costs of the Central Loop Project (the "Central Loop Contribution") (the Howard-Paulina 
Contribution and the Central Loop Contribution, together, may be referred to herein as the 
"City Contributions") from Central Loop Available Incremental Taxes (as defined below) or 
from any other source of funds available to and selected by the City; and 

Whereas, The Projects are the types of public improvement that are contemplated by the 
Plans, and therefore the costs of the Projects qualify as redevelopment project costs under 
the Plans; and 

Whereas, The City and the C.T.A. wish to enter into this Agreement; and 

Whereas, The City and the C.T.A. have authority to enter into this Agreement pursuant to 
the Intergovernmental Cooperation Act, 5 ILCS 220/1, et seq.; and 
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Whereas, On [ , 200_,] the City Council adopted an ordinance (the 
"Authorizing Ordinance") authorizing the execution of this Agreement; and 

Whereas, On June 11, 2008, the Chicago Transit Board passed an ordinance (the "C.T.A. 
Ordinance") authorizing the execution of this Agreement; 

Now, Therefore, In consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements contained 
herein, and other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are 
hereby acknowledged, the Parties agree as follows: 

Section 1. 

Recitals. 

The foregoing recitals are hereby incorporated into this Agreement by reference. 

Section 2. 

[Intentionally Omitted] 

Section 3. 

The Projects. 

(a) The Howard Station Project shall be completed not later than June 30, 2009, and the 
Central Loop Project shall be completed not later than November 30, 2008. 

(b) The C.T.A. shall provide the City any plans and specifications pertaining to the Projects 
that the City may reasonably request from time to time during the Term of this Agreement, 
and shall notify D.P.D. of any significant changes to said plans. 

(c) The C.T.A. hereby certifies that the Projects shall comply with all applicable federal, 
state and local laws, statutes, ordinances, rules, regulations, codes and executive orders as 
may be in effect at the time of each Project's completion. 

(d) The C.T.A. hereby certifies to the City that the City Contributions, together with available 
C.T.A. funds, if any, shall be sufficient to complete the Projects. In recognition of the fact that 
the City will pay the City Contributions as reimbursement payments after the Projects' costs 
are first incurred and paid for by the C.T.A., the C.T.A. hereby certifies to the City that it has 
funds in amounts sufficient to pay for both Projects' costs. 
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Section 4. 

Financing. 

(a) C.T.A. funds shall be used to pay both Projects' costs. 

(b) City Funds (as defined below) shall be used only to reimburse the C.T.A. for its costs 
of T.l.F.-Eligible Improvements that constitute Redevelopment Project Costs, contingent upon 
receipt by the City of documentation satisfactory in form and substance to D.P.D. evidencing 
such costs. "T.I.F.-Eligible Improvements" means those improvements ofthe Projects which 
(i) qualify as Redevelopment Project Costs, (ii) are eligible costs under the respective Plan, 
and (iii) the City has agreed to pay for out of the City Funds, subject to the terms of this 
Agreement. "Redevelopment Project Costs" means redevelopment project costs as defined 
in Section 5/11 - 74.4-3(q) of the Act that are included in the budgets set forth in the Plans or 
otherwise referenced in the Plans. The City agrees that (Sub)Exhibits A, B1 and B2 hereof 
represent certain T.l.F.-Eligible Improvements for the Projects and sets forth, by approximate 
line item amounts, the minimum amount of T.I.F.-Eligible Improvements the C.T.A. plans to 
expend for the Projects. The C.T.A. may implement changes to the Projects that cause 
variafions in the line item amounts shown on (Sub)Exhibits A, B1 and B2, provided that all the 
changes qualify as T.I.F.-Eligible Improvements. 

(c) Subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, the City shall pay to the C.T.A. 
an amount not to exceed Four Million Four Hundred Thousand Dollars ($4,400,000) in City 
funds from Howard-Paulina Available Incremental Taxes ("Howard-Paulina City Funds") to 
pay all or any portion of the Howard-Paulina Contribution. If the actual costs of the Howard 
Station Project total less than Four Million Four Hundred Thousand Dollars ($4,400,000), then 
the maximum the City shall be liable for under this Agreement is one hundred percent (100%) 
of those Howard Station Project costs that constitute T.I.F.-Eligible Improvements. If the 
actual costs of the Howard Station Project exceed Four Million Four Hundred Thousand 
Dollars ($4,400,000), then the C.T.A. shall be solely responsible for such excess costs. 

(d) Subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, the City shall pay to the C.T.A. 
an amount not to exceed Twenty-two Million Two Hundred Thousand Dollars ($22,200,000) 
in City funds from Central Loop Available Incremental Taxes ("Central Loop City Funds") to 
pay all or any portion of the Central Loop Contribution. If the actual costs ofthe Central Loop 
Project total less than Twenty-two Million Two Hundred Thousand Dollars ($22,200,000), then 
the maximum the City shall be liable for under this Agreement is one hundred percent (100%) 
of those Central Loop Project costs that constitute T.I.F.-Eligible Improvements. If the actual 
costs of the Central Loop Project exceed Twenty-two Million Two Hundred Thousand 
Dollars ($22,200,000), then the C.T.A. shall be solely responsible for such excess costs. 

(e) "Available Incremental Taxes" means such ad valorem taxes which, pursuant to the 
T.l.F. Adoption Ordinances and Section 5/11-74.4-8(b) of the Act, are allocated to and when 
collected are paid to the Treasurer of the City of Chicago for deposit by the Treasurer into the 
Howard-Paulina T.l.F. Fund or the Central Loop T.l.F. Fund established to pay 
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Redevelopment Project Costs and obligations incurred in the payment thereof, and which are 
not encumbered or pledged for the payment of Prior Obligations. 

(f) The City warrants that it has available and has segregated on the books of the City such 
amounts of City Funds sufficient to make both of the respective City Contributions, and 
covenants that the respective City Funds will not be used for any purpose other than the 
respective City Contributions during the Term of this Agreement. 

(g) The City Funds being provided hereunder are being granted on a conditional basis, 
subject to the CT.A.'s compliance with the provisions of this Agreement. 

(h) Only those expenditures made by C.T.A. with respect to the Projects prior to the Closing 
Date hereof, evidenced by documentation satisfactory to D.P.D. and approved by D.P.D. as 
satisfying costs covered in the budgets for the Projects, shall be considered as previously 
coritributed C.T.A. funds ("Prior Expenditures"). (Sul3)Exhibit D hereto sets forth the prior 
expenditures approved by D.P.D. as ofthe date hereof as Prior Expenditures. 

Section 5. 

Payments. 

(a) The City agrees to pay the City Funds to the C.T.A. in one payment of Howard-Paulina 
City Funds and one payment of Central Loop City Funds. The C.T.A. shall request the 
payment of the respective City Funds on properiy completed Requisition Forms (one for 
each) in the form of (Sub)Exhibit C hereto ("Reimbursement Request"), which the C.T.A. may 
file with the City at any time following the completion of the respective Project. Prior to or 
simultaneous with the delivery of each Reimbursement Request to the City, the C.T.A. shall 
submit documentation substantiating its applicable expenditures (including T.I.F.-Eligible 
Improvements) to D.P.D. 

(b) Delivery by the C.T.A. to D.P.D. of the Reimbursement Request hereunder shall, in 
addition to the items expressly set forth therein, constitute a certification to the City, as of the 
date of each Reimbursement Request, that: 

(i) the total amount of the Reimbursement Request represents the actual amount already 
expended by the C.T.A. for its own work or paid by the C.T.A. to the general contractor(s), 
subcontractors or other parties who have performed work on or otherwise provided goods 
or services in connection with the respective Project; 

(ii) the C.T.A. has approved all work and materials for the Reimbursement Request; and 

(iii) the work that is the subject of the Reimbursement Request was performed in 
accordance with all applicable federal, state and local laws, statutes, ordinances, rules, 
regulations, codes and executive orders at the time of its completion. 
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(c) Upon presentation of each Reimbursement Request from the C.T.A., the City shall 
review it and its supplemental documentation for, among other things, evidence that the 
C.T.A. incurred and paid T. I.F.-Eligible Expenditures in an amount that equals or exceeds the 
respective amount of City Funds agreed to herein, and shall inform the C.T.A. of any 
quesfions or comments about same as soon as practicable. 

(d) Once each Reimbursement Request is approved by the City, the City, by check or wire 
transfer, shall pay the entire City Funds amount, or portion thereof as stated at that 
time by the City, within the eariier to occur of (i) sixty (60) days follovving receipt 
thereof or (ii) for Central Loop City Funds, December 31, 2008, and for Howard-Paulina City 
Funds, July 31, 2009. 

Section 6. 

Term. 

The term of this Agreement ("Term") shall commence on the Closing Date and shall expire 
on the date the Howard-Paulina Redevelopment Area is no longer in effect, or on the date 
of termination of this Agreement according to its terms, whichever occurs first. 

Section 7. 

Environmental Matters; Safety; Inspection. 

(a) The City makes no covenant, representafion or warranty as to the environmental 
condition of the Projects or the suitability of the Projects for any public rapid transit use 
whatsoever. 

(b) The C.T.A. shall be solely responsible for the safety and protection of the public in 
connection with the Projects. 

(c) The City reserves the right to inspect the Projects from time to time as they are being 
undertaken or after their completion. 

Section 8. 

Insurance. 

(a) The C.T.A. is self-insured. During the term of this Agreement, the C.T.A. shall provide 
and maintain, at the CT.A.'s own expense, or cause to be provided, insurance or 
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self-insurance equivalent to the coverages and requirements specified below concerning all 
operations related to this Agreement. 

(b) Workers' Compensation And Employer's Liability. Workers' Compensafion as 
prescribed by applicable law covering all employees who are to provide a service under this 
Agreement and Employer's Liability coverage with limits of not less than One Hundred 
Thousand Dollars ($100,000) each accident or illness. 

(c) Commercial General Liability (Primary And Umbrella). Commercial General Liability 
Insurance or equivalent self-insurance with limits of not less than One Million 
Dollars ($1,000,000) per occurrence for bodily injury personal injury, and property damage 
liability. Coverages shall include the following: all premises and operations, 
products/completed operations, explosion, collapse, underground, separation of insureds, 
defense and contractual liability. The City of Chicago will be considered an additional insured 
on a primary, noncontributory basis for any liability arising directiy from the work. For those 
contracts already let or for work already performed prior to the Closing Date, the C.T.A. shall 
recognize the City of Chicago as an additional insured on a primary, noncontributory basis 
for any liability arising directly from such work. 

(d) Automobile Liability (Primary And Umbrella). When any motor vehicles (owned, 
non-owned and hired) are used in connection with work to be performed, the C.T.A. shall 
provide self-insured Automobile Liability coverage with limits of not less than One Million 
Dollars ($1,000,000) per occurrence for bodily injury and property damage. 

(e) Professional Liability. When any architects, engineers or professional consultants 
engaged by the C.T.A. perform work in connection with this Agreement, the C.T.A. shall 
provide self-insured Professional Liability covering acts, errors or omissions with limits of not 
less than One Million Dollars ($1,000,000). 

(f) The C.T.A. will furnish the City a letter of self-insurance evidencing the required 
coverage to be in force on the Closing Date, and similar evidence if the coverages change 
from self-insurance to insurance during the term of this Agreement and prior to the 
completion of the Projects. The C.T.A. shall submit evidence of self-insurance prior to the 
Closing Date. The receipt of any self-insurance does not constitute agreement by the City 
that the insurance requirements in this Agreement have been fully met or that the 
self-insurance is in compliance with all Agreement requirements. The failure of the City to 
obtain self-insurance evidence shall not be deemed to be a waiver by the City. 

(g) Nonconforming self-insurance shall not relieve the C.T.A. of the obligation to provide 
or cause to be provided insurance as specified herein. Nonfulfillment of the insurance 
conditions may constitute a violation of this Agreement, and the City retains the right to stop 
work until proper evidence of insurance is provided, or this Agreement may be terminated. 

(h) The required general liability self-insurance shall provide for sixty (60) days prior written 
notice to be given to the City or the C.T.A. in the event coverage is substantially changed, 
canceled, or non-renewed. The C.T.A. shall promptly notify the City in the event the C.T.A. 
receives any such notice. 
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(i) Any and all self-insured retentions on referenced insurance coverages shall be borne by 
the C.T.A. and its contractors. 

(j) The C.T.A. shall waive its rights of subrogation against the City, its employees, elected 
officials, agents, or representatives. 

(k) The C.T.A. expressly understands and agrees that any coverage and limits furnished 
by the C.T.A. shall in no way limit the CT.A.'s liabilities and responsibilities specified by this 
Agreement or by law. 

(I) The C.T.A. expressly understands and agrees that any insurance or self-insurance 
programs maintained by the City shall not contribute with insurance provided by the C.T.A. 
under this Agreement. 

(m) The required self-insurance shall not be limited by any limitations expressed in the 
indemnification language herein or any limitation placed on the indemnity therein given as a 
matter of law. 

(n) The C.T.A. shall require all contractors for the Projects to provide the insurance required 
herein or the C.T.A. may provide the coverages for contractors. All contractors shall be 
subject to the same insurance requirements as is the C.T.A. unless otherwise specified 
herein. In all contracts relating to the Projects that are let after the Closing Date, the C.T.A. 
agrees to require the contractor to name the City as an additional insured on insurance 
coverages as provided above and to require the contractor to indemnify the City from all 
claims, damages, demands, losses, suits, actions, judgments and expenses including but not 
limited to attorney's fees arising out of or resulting from work on the Projects by the contractor 
or contractor's suppliers, employees, or agents. 

Section 9. 

Employment Obligations. 

9.01 Employment Opportunity. 

C.T.A., on behalf of itself and its successors and assigns, hereby agrees, and shall 
contractually obligate its general contractors, subcontractors or any Affiliate of the C.T.A. 
operating in connection with the Projects (collectively, with C.T.A., the "Employers" and 
individually an "Employer") to agree, that for the Term of this Agreement with respect to 
C.T.A. and during the period of any other party's provision of services to C.T.A. in connection 
with the construction ofthe Projects, to the extent not in conflict with CT.A.'s procurement 
requirements or applicable federal and state law: 

(a) No Employer shall discriminate against any employee or applicant for employment 
based upon race, religion, color, sex, national origin or ancestry, age, handicap or 
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disability, sexual orientation, military discharge status, marital status, parental status 
or source of income as defined in the City of Chicago Human Rights Ordinance, 
Chapter 2-160, Section 2-160-010, et seq.. Municipal Code, except as othenwise provided 
by said ordinance and as amended from time to time ("Human Rights Ordinance"). Each 
Employer shall take affirmative action to ensure that applicants are hired and employed 
without discrimination based upon race, religion, color, sex, national origin or ancestry, age, 
handicap or disability, sexual orientation, military discharge status, marital status, parental 
status or source of income and are treated in a nondiscriminatory manner with regard to all 
job-related matters, including without limitation: employment, upgrading, demotion or 
transfer; recruitment or recruitment advertising; layoff or termination; rates of pay or other 
forms of compensation; and selection for training, including apprenticeship. Each 
Employer agrees to post in conspicuous places, available to employees and applicants for 
employment, notices to be provided by the City setting forth the provisions of this 
nondiscrimination clause. In addition, the Employers, in all solicitations or advertisements 
for employees, shall state that all qualified applicants shall receive consideration for 
employment without discrimination based upon race, religion, color, sex, national origin or 
ancestry, age, handicap or disability, sexual orientation, military discharge status, marital 
status, parental status or source of income. 

(b) As required by 49 U.S.C 5332 (which prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, 
color, creed, national origin, sex, or age, and prohibits discrimination in employment or 
business opportunity), by Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 
2000d, and by U.S. D.O.T. regulations, "Nondiscrimination in Federally-Assisted Programs 
of the Department of Transportation - Effectuation of Title VI of the Civil Rights 
Act", 49 C.F.R. part 21 at 21.7, the Employer ensures that it will comply with all 
requirements imposed by or issued pursuant to 49 U.S.C. 5332, 42 U.S.C. 2000d, and 49 
C.F.R. part 21, so that no person in the United States, on the basis of race, color, national 
origin, creed, sex, or age will be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, 
or otherwise be subjected to discrimination in any program or activity (particulariy in the 
level and quality of transportation services and transportation-related benefits) for which the 
Employer receives Federal assistance awarded by the U.S. D.O.T. or F.T.A. 

(c) Each Employer shall comply with all federal, state and local equal employment and 
affirmative action statutes, rules and regulations, including but not limited to the City's 
Human Rights Ordinance and the Illinois Human Rights Act, 775 ILCS 5/1 -101, et seq., and 
any subsequent amendments and regulations promulgated thereto. 

(d) Each Employer, in order to demonstrate compliance with the terms of this section, 
shall cooperate with and promptly and accurately respond to inquiries by the City, which has 
the responsibility to observe and report compliance with equal employment opportunity 
regulations of federal, state and municipal agencies. 

(e) Each Employer shall include the foregoing provisions of subparagraphs (a) through 
(d) in every contract entered into in connection with the Projects, and shall require inclusion 
of these provisions in every subcontract entered into by any subcontractors, and every 
agreement with any Affiliate undertaking any portion of the Projects, so that each such 
provision shall be binding upon each contractor, subcontractor or Affiliate, as the case may 
be. 
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9.02 Construction Worker Hours. 

Because the Projects are to be federally assisted, C.T.A. has affirmative action 
requirements or goals for the Projects that impose construction worker hours participation by 
utilization of minorities and women, respectively. The C.T.A. shall comply, and shall cause 
its general contractors to comply, therewith. 

9.03 

[Intentionally Omitted] 

9.04 CT.A.'s D.B.E. Commitment. 

C.T.A. agrees for itself and its successors and assigns, that because the 
construction of the Projects involves use of federal funds as part of CT.A.'s contribution, 
C.T.A. will meet and satisfy its thirty percent (30%) D.B.E. contract goals. Attached hereto 
as (Sub)Exhibit E is a description of C.T.A. contract participation requirements for D.B.E.s 
predicated on such federal requirements applicable to the Project as well as a listing of the 
D.B.E. commitment for each Project. C.T.A. shall provide evidence to the City, in conjunction 
with its other reporting to the City with respect to compliance matters, that it is complying with 
federal requirements relating to the hiring of D.B.E.s during the construction ofthe Projects. 

For purposes of this Section 9.04, "D.B.E.(s)" shall mean disadvantaged business 
enterprises certified as such by the Illinois Universal Certification Program, of which C.T.A. 
is a member, pursuant to the United States Department of Transportation regulations 
set forth at 49 C.F.R. Part 26. 

Section 10. 

Indemnification. 

Except forthe City's own negligence or wrongful acts, the C.T.A. shall release, indemnify 
and hold harmless, to the maximum extent permitted by law, the City and its officials, 
employees and agents (the "City Indemnitees") from and against any and all claims, suits, 
liabilities, losses and damages, including court costs and attorneys' fees and expenses 
incidental thereto, of whatever nature, arising out of or in connection with the C.T.A.'s 
construction of the Projects, and any failure of performance or negligent or wrongful 
performance by the C.T.A., or any contractor or subcontractor for the C.T.A., and their 
respective officers, agents or employees, in connection with the Projects, including, but not 
limited to, claims for damage to property, and/or injury to or death of any person or persons. 
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Section 11. 

Notices. 

(a) All notices and demands by the C.T.A. to the City shall be in writing and shall be 
delivered personally or sent by United States mail or reputable overnight or same day courier 
service, postage prepaid, addressed to the City as specified below, orto such other address 
as the City may from time to time designate by notice to C.T.A. hereunder: 

To The City: City of Chicago 
Department of Planning and Development 
Attenfion: Commissioner 
City Hall, Room 1000 
121 North LaSalle Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
Telephone: (Omitted for printing purposes) 
Fax: (Omitted for printing purposes) 

with copies to: 

City of Chicago 
Department of Law 
Attention: Finance and Economic 

Development Division 
City Hall, Room 600 
121 North LaSalle Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
Telephone: (Omitted for printing purposes) 
Fax: (Omitted for printing purposes) 

(b) All notices and demands by the City to the C.T.A. shall be in writing and shall be 
delivered personally or sent by United States mail or reputable overnight or same day courier 
service, postage prepaid, addressed to C.T.A. as specified below, orto such other address 
as the C.T.A. may from time to time designate by notice to the City hereunder: 

To The C.T.A.: President 
Chicago Transit Authority 
567 West Lake Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60661 
Telephone: (Omitted for printing purposes) 
Fax: (Omitted for printing purposes) 
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with copies to: 

General Counsel 
Chicago Transit Authority 
567 West Lake Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60661 
Telephone: (Omitted for printing purposes) 
Fax: (Omitted for printing purposes) 

Section 12. 

General Provisions. 

(a) This Agreement constitutes the entire understanding of the parties with respect to the 
Projects and the payment of City Funds, and no representations or promises have been 
made that are not fully set forth herein. The parties understand and agree that no 
modification of this Agreement shall be binding unless duly accepted and executed by both 
parties in writing. 

(b) This Agreement will be governed in all respects in accordance with the laws of the State 
of Illinois. A court located in Chicago, Illinois, will hear any disputes which arise hereunder. 

(c) Any headings of this Agreement are for convenience of reference only and do not define 
or limit the provisions of this Agreement. Words of any gender will be deemed and construed 
to include correlative words of the other genders. Words importing the singular number shall 
include the plural number and vice versa, unless the context shall otherwise indicate. All 
references to any exhibit or document will be deemed to include all supplements and/or 
amendments to any such exhibits or documents entered into in accordance with the terms 
hereof and thereof. All references to any person or entity will be deemed to include any 
person or entity succeeding to the rights, duties, and obligations of such person or entity in 
accordance with the terms of this Agreement. 

(d) The invalidity of anyone or more phrases, sentences, clauses, or sections contained in 
this Agreement shall not affect the remaining portions of this Agreement or any part hereof 

(e) This Agreement may be executed in one or more counterparts, and all such 
counterparts will constitute one and the same Agreement. 

In Witness Whereof The parties hereto have executed this Agreement, through duly 
authorized representatives, as of the date set forth at the beginning of this Agreement. 
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City of Chicago, a municipal corporation, 
through its Department of Planning and 
Development 

Arnold L. Randall, 
Commissioner 

Chicago Transit Authority, a municipal 
corporation 

Carole L. Brown, 
Chairman 

[(Sub)Exhibit "D" referred to in this Intergovernmental Agreement 
with Chicago Transit Authority unavailable at time of printing.] 

(Sub)Exhibits "A", "B-1", "B-2", "C" and "E" referred to in this Intergovernmental Agreement 
with Chicago Transit Authority read as follows: 

(Sub)Exhibit 'A". 
(To Intergovernmental Agreement 

With Chicago Transit Authority) 

Howard Station Project Description And Budget. 

Comments/Description 

Replacement of approximately 
eighteen thousand (18,000) square 
feet of retaining wall at Howard Station 
which will ensure structural integrity to 
stationhouse and tracks. Includes 
rehabilitation of three thousand three 
hundred (3,300) square feet retaining 
wall foundations and viaduct piers over 
Howard Street. 

Scope 

Concrete Repairs: Retaining 
Walls/Viaduct Piers/Foundation 
Walls 

Cost 

$2,406,370.00 
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Comments/Description 

Provide enclosures around all six (6) 
platform entrances from Howard Street 
entrance. This will protect equipment 
and customers from weather elements 
entering from Howard Station 
Entrance. The enclosures will be 
constructed of galvanized steel and 
glass and will be a height equal to the 
canopy to ensure weather tightness. 

Extension of high canopy to further 
protect station equipment and 
customers from weather elements. 
Canopy will be brought down 
approximately fifteen (15) feet the 
entire length ofthe high canopy, which 
is approximately ninety (90) feet in 
length. 

Scope 

Stair Enclosures - Platform 
Level 

High Canopy extension 

TOTAL ADDITIONAL COSTS 
- HOWARD STATION: 

Cost 

$1,500,000.00 

$ 560,000.00 

$4,466,370.00 

(Sub) Exhibit "B-1". 
(To Intergovernmental Agreement 

With Chicago Transit Authority) 

Track Sub-Project Description And Budget 
(Part Of The Central Loop Project). 

Loop Signal And Track Replacement Project. 

Comments/Description 

Replace Loop track and third rail 
infrastructure along the Lake and 
Wabash legs of the elevated rail 
structure from Lake and LaSalle to 
Wabash and Jackson. Existing 
components were installed in 1981 are 
at the end of their service life. 

Scope 

Demolish nine thousand five 
hundred (9,500) lineal feet 
existing track, ties and 
associated fasteners on the 
Loop elevated track. Replace 
over the same area with new 
composite ties, pandrol SRS 
tie plates and Number 115 
running rail. 

TOTAL COST: 

Cost 

$18,184,062.00 

$18,184,062.00 
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(Sub)Exhibit "B-2". 
(To Intergovernmental Agreement 
With Chicago Transit Authority) 

Escalator Sub-Project Description And Budget 
(Part Of The Central Loop Project). 

Subway Escalator Replacement Project. 

Comments/Description 

Construct new escalator shop at south 
end of Red line continuous platform, 
between Jackson Van Buren and 
Congress mezzanines 

Replace platform to mezzanine 
escalator at Monroe Adams Red line 
mezzanine and widen concrete exit 
stair from platform to mezzanine 

Replace street to mezzanine escalator 
at Adams Jackson Red line mezzanine 

Replace street to mezzanine escalator 
at Jackson Van Buren Red line 
mezzanine 

Scope 

Masonry walls. Electrical, 
Hollow Metal Doors and 
Frames 

Concrete, Escalator 

Escalator, Plumbing, Street 
Kiosk Glazing 

Escalator, Plumbing, Street 
Kiosk Glazing 

TOTAL COST: 

Cost 

$ 705,200.00 

$1,594,925.00 

$1,380,342.00 

$1,282,342.00 

$4,962,809.00 

(Sub)Exhibit "C". 
(To Intergovernmental Agreement 

With Chicago Transit Authority) 

Requisition Form. 

State of Illinois ) 

County of Cook ) 
)SS. 

The Chicago Transit Authority (the "C.T.A"), hereby certifies that with respect to that-
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certain Intergovernmental Agreement between the C.T.A. and the City of Chicago dated 
(the "Agreement"): 

A. Expenditures (final cost) for the [Howard Station] [Central Loop] Project have been 
made in the total amount of 

$ 

B. This paragraph B sets forth and is a true and complete statement of all costs of 
T.I.F.-Eligible Improvements forthe [Howard Stafion] [Central Loop] Project expended by 
the C.T.A. and reimbursed by the City to date: 

$ r$o.ooi 

C The C.T.A. requests reimbursement for the following costs of T.I.F.-Eligible 
Improvements: 

$ _ 

D. None ofthe costs referenced in paragraph C above has previously been reimbursed 
by the City. 

E. The C.T.A. hereby certifies to the City that, as of the date hereof: 

(i) the total amount ofthe reimbursement request herein represents the actual amount 
already expended by the C.T.A. for its own work or paid by the C.T.A. to the general 
contractor(s), subcontractors or other parties who have performed work on orothenwise 
provided goods or services in connection with the [Howard Station] [Central Loop] 
Project; 

(ii) the C.T.A. has approved all work and materials for the reimbursement request; 

(iii) the work that is the subject ofthe reimbursement request herein was performed in 
accordance with all applicable federal, state and local laws, statutes, ordinances, rules, 
regulations, codes and executive orders at the time of its completion; and 

(iv) the representations and warranfies contained in the Agreement are true and correct 
and the C.T.A. is in compliance with all applicable covenants contained therein. 

All capitalized terms which are not defined herein have the meanings given such terms in 
the Agreement. 
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Chicago Transit Authority, an Illinois 
municipal corporafion 

By: 
Name 

Title: 

Subscribed and sworn before me this 
day of 

My commission expires: 

Agreed and Accepted: 

City of Chicago 
Department of Planning and Development 

Name: 

Title: _ 

Date: 

(Sub)Exhibit "E". 
(To Intergovernmental Agreement 

With Chicago Transit Authority) 

CT.A.'s D.B.E. Special Conditions Of Contract 
And D.B.E. Commitment For Each Project. 

[a subset ofthe budgets set fourth in (Sub)Exhibits "A", "B1" and "B2"] 

Special Conditions 

Disadvantaged Business Enterprise Commitment 

Invitation For Bid. 
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/. 

Policy And Terms. 

A. The policy of the Chicago Transit Authority is to create a level playing field on which 
Disadvantaged Business Enterprises (D.B.E.) as defined in United States Department of 
Transportation (U.S.D.O.T.) Regulafion 49 C.F.R. Part 26 can complete fairiy for 
contracts financed in whole or in part with federal funds. 

B. The Authority has established the following D.B.E. participafion goal for this project: 

Disadvantaged Business Enterprise Goal: % 

C The D.B.E. participation goal shall be expressed as a percentage of the total contract 
price. The bidder may also meet the goal by showing good faith efforts to meet the goal 
as described in 49 C.F.R. Part 26 and as set forth in Section V below. Any evidence of 
good faith efforts must be submitted with the sealed bid or the bid will be rejected in its 
entirety. 

D. The D.B.E. participation goal shall apply to the total dollar value of this contract, inclusive 
of all amendments, modifications, options and change orders. The bidder agrees to 
make its best effort to include D.B.E. participation in any contract modification work. 

E. The goal may be met, as further explained in Section IV hereof by the bidder's status as 
a D.B.E., by a joint venture with one or more D.B.E.s, by subcontracting a portion of the 
work to one or more D. B. E.s, by the purchase of materials used in the performance of the 
contract from one or more D.B.E.s or by any combination of the above or through a 
showing of good faith efforts as defined in Section V hereof. 

F. A bidder who fails to meet the D.B.E. goal and fails to demonstrate sufficient and 
reasonable good faith efforts shall not be eligible to be awarded the contract. All 
documentation of good faith efforts by a bidder must be included in the envelope or 
package containing the bid. 

G. The Authority prohibits agreements between a bidder and a D.B.E. in which the D.B.E. 
promises not to provide subcontracting quotations to other bidders. 

//. 

Definitions. 

"Area of Specialty" means the description of the D.B.E.'s business, which has been 
determined by the General Manager, D.B.E. Program, to be most reflective of the 
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D.B.E.'s claimed specialty or expertise. Credit toward the D. B. E. participation goal for this 
contract shall be limited to the participation of firms performing within their Area of 
Specialty. The Authority reserves the right to investigate and determine active D.B.E. 
participation and applicable D.B.E. credit specifically identified for this contract prior to 
award. 

Notice: The Authority does not make any representations concerning the ability of any 
D.B.E. to perform work within its Area of Specialty. It is the responsibility of the 
bidder to determine the capability and capacity ofthe D.B.E. firms to safisfactorily 
perform the work proposed. 

B. "Bid" includes the following Authority purchasing requests: Invitation for Bids (I.F.B.). 

C "Bidder" includes bidders and contractors. The terms "Bidder" and "Contractor" may be 
used interchangeably in these Special Conditions. 

D. "Disadvantaged Business Enterprise" or "D.B.E." means a small business certified by the 
Illinois Universal Certification Program (IL U.C.P.) as a business owned and controlled 
by socially and economically disadvantaged individuals in accordance with U.S.D.O.T. 
Regulation 49 C.F.R., Part 26. 

E. "Directory" means the Directory of Certified Disadvantaged Business Enterprises 
maintained and published by IL U.C.P. and entitled the "IL U.C.P. D.B.E. Directory". The 
directory will be available on the Authority's web site. Bidders are responsible for 
verifying the current certification status of all proposed D.B.E.s. 

F. "Good Faith Efforts" means efforts to achieve a D.B.E. contract goal as specified in 
49 C.F.R., Part 26 and Section V hereof. 

G. "IL U.C.P." means the Illinois Unified Certification Program. 

H. "Joint Venture" means an association of two (2) or more businesses to carry out a single 
business enterprise for profit, and for which purpose they combine their expertise, 
property, capital, efforts, skill and knowledge. Bidders may develop joint venture 
agreements as an instrument to provide participation by D.B.E.s in contract work. A joint 
venture seeking to be credited for D.B.E. participation may be formed among D.B.E. firms 
or between a D.B.E. firm and a non-D.B.E. firm. 

In order to qualify for credit as a D.B.E., the D.B.E. must be responsible for a distinct, 
cleariy defined portion of the work and the D.B.E. must share in the capital contribufion, 
control, management, risks and profits of the joint venture commensurate with its 
ownership interest. 

I. "Purchasing Agent" means the Authority employee who holds the position of General 
Manager, Purchasing, or the successor position. 
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J. "Small Business Concern" means a small business as defined pursuant to Section 3 of 
the Small Business Act and relevant regulations promulgated pursuant thereto except that 
a small business concern shall not include any concern or groups of concerns controlled 
by the same socially and economically disadvantaged individual or individuals which has 
annual average gross receipts in excess of $19,570 Million, or as revised from fime to 
time, over the three (3) previous fiscal years. 

K. "Socially and Economically Disadvantaged Individuals" means any individual who is a 
citizen ofthe United States (or lawfully admitted permanent residents) and who is in the 
following groups, the members of which are rebuttably presumed to be socially and 
economically disadvantaged: 

1. "Black Americans", which includes persons having origins in any ofthe Black racial 
groups of Africa; 

2. "Hispanic Americans", which includes persons of Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban, 
Dominican, Central or South American, or other Spanish or Portuguese culture or 
origin, regardless of race; 

3. "Native Americans", which includes persons who are American Indians, Eskimos, 
Aleuts, or Native Hawaiians; 

4. "Asian-Pacific Americans", which includes persons whose origins are from Japan, 
China, Taiwan, Korea, Burma (Myanmar), Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia, Vietnam, 
Laos, Cambodia (Kampuchea), the Philippines, Brunei, Samoa, Guam, the United 
States Trust Territories ofthe Pacific (Republic of Palau), and the Commonwealth 
of the Northern Marianas Islands, Macao, Fiji, Tonga, Kirbati, Jauvlu, Nauru, 
Federated States of Micronesia or Hong Kong; and 

5. "Subcontinent Asian Americans", which includes persons whose origins are from 
India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, the Maldives Islands, Nepal or Sri Lanka. 

6. Women. 

7. Any additional groups whose members are designated as socially and 
economically disadvantaged by the SBA, at such time as the SBA designation 
becomes effective. 

The General Manager, D.B.E. Program, may determine on a case-by-case basis that 
individuals who are not members of one of the above-listed groups are socially and 
economically disadvantaged. 

L. "U.S.D.O.T." or "D.O.T." refers to the United States Department of Transportation. 
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Joint Ventures. 

TheGeneralManager, D.B.E. Program, will evaluate the joint venture agreement submitted 
on behalf of the proposed joint venture and all related documents to determine whether these 
D.B.E. requirements have been satisfied. In addifion, the General Manager, D.B.E. Program, 
will consider the record of the joint venturers as joint venturers on other Authority contracts, 
if any. 

Note: D.B.E./ndn-D.B.E. joint ventures are creditable at any tier. Whenever a joint 
venture is proposed as the prime Contractor, Authority requires that each joint 
venturer sign the bid submitted to the Authority. 

IV. 

Counting D.B.E. Participation Toward The Contract Goal. 

The inclusion of any D.B.E. by the bidder in its bid documents shall not conclusively 
establish the bidder's eligibility for full D.B.E. credit for the firm's participafion in the contract. 
The amount of D.B.E. participation credit shall be based upon an analysis by the General 
Manager, D.B.E. Program, ofthe specific duties which will be performed by the D.B.E. 

The bidder may count toward its D.B.E. goal only expenditures to firms which are currently 
certified by the IL U.C.P. and which perform a commercially useful function. A firm is 
considered to perform a commercially useful function when it is responsible for the 
performance of a distinct element of the work and carries out its responsibilities by actually 
performing, managing and supervising the work involved. 

To determine whether a firm is performing a commercially useful funcfion, the General 
Manager, D.B.E. Program, will evaluate the amount of work subcontracted, industry practices 
and other relevant factors. TheGeneralManager, D.B.E. Program, reserves the right to deny 
or limit D.B.E. credit to the bidder where any D.B.E. is found to be engaged in substantial 
pass-through, activities with others. 

D.B.E. participation shall be counted toward the D.B.E. goal in the contract as follows: 

A. Once a D.B.E. is determined to be eligible in accordance with these rules, the total 
dollar value of the contract awarded to the D.B.E. may be counted toward the D.B.E. 
goal except as indicated below. 

B. A bidder may count toward its D.B.E. goal that portion of the total dollar value of a 
contract with an eligible joint venture equal to the distinct, cleariy defined portion of 
the work of the contract that the D.B.E. performs with its own forces. 
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C Consistent with normal industry pracfices, a D.B.E. may enter into subcontracts. If 
a D.B.E. subcontracts more than thirty percent (30%) or a significantly greater 
portion of the work of the contract than would be expected on the basis of normal 
industry practices, the D.B.E. shall be presumed not to be performing a commercially 
useful function. Evidence may be presented by the bidder involved to rebut this 
presumption. 

D: When a D.B.E. subcontracts a part of the work under the contract to another firm, 
the value of the subcontracted work may only be counted towards the D.B.E. goal 
if the D.B.E.'s subcontractor is itself a D.B.E.. Work that a D.B.E. subcontracts to 
a non-D.B.E. firm does not count towards the D.B.E. goal. 

E. The bidder may count one hundred percent (100%) of its expenditures for materials 
and supplies required under the contract and which are obtained from a D.B.E. 
manufacturer towards the D.B.E. goal. The bidder may count sixty percent (60%) 
of its expenditures for material and supplies under the contract obtained from a 
D.B.E. regulardealertowards its D.B.E. goal. The terms "manufacturer" and "regular 
dealer" are defined in 49 C.F.R. Part 26.55(e)(1)(ii) and (2)(ii). 

F. The bidder may count towards its D.B.E. goal expenditures to D.B.E.s which are not 
manufacturers or regular dealers, such as fees or commissions charged for services 
and assistance in the procurement of essenfial personnel, facilifies, equipment, 
materials or supplies and transportation charges as set forth in 49 C.F.R. Part 26. 
However, the General Manager, D.B.E. Program, must determine the fee or charge 
to be reasonable and not excessive as compared with fees or charges customarily 
allowed for similar services. 

G. The bidder must use good business judgment when negofiafing with subcontractors 
and take a D.B.E.'s price and capabilities into consideration. The fact that there may 
be some additional costs involved in finding and using D.B.E. firms is not sufficient 
reason to fail to meet the D.B.E. goal set forth in the contract, as long as such costs 
are reasonable. 

V. 

Good Faith Efforts. 

In order to be responsive, a bidder must make good faith efforts to meet the D.B.E. 
participation goal set forth in the contract. The bidder must document the good faith efforts 
it made in that regard. Thus, the Bid submitted to the Authority must be accompanied by 
written documentation prepared by'the bidder evidencing all of its sufficient and reasonable 
good faith efforts toward fulfilling the goal. These efforts must be active steps, and ones, 
which could reasonably be expected to lead to sufficient D.B.E. participation to meet the 
contract D.B.E. participation goal. Mere pro forma efforts are not acceptable and will be 
rejected by the General Manager, D.B.E. Program. 
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Good Faith Efforts require that the bidder consider all qualified D.B.E.s, who express an 
interest in performing work under the contract. This means that the bidder cannot reject a 
D.B.E. as unqualified unless the bidder has sound reasons based on a thorough invesfigation 
ofthe D.B.E.'s capabilities. Further, the D.B.E.s standing within its industry, membership in 
specific groups, organizations or associations and political or social affiliation (for example, 
union vs. non-union employee status) are not legitimate causes for the rejection or 
non-solicitation of bids in the Contractor's efforts to meet the contract D.B.E. participation 
goal. 

The following list, which is not exclusive or exhaustive, sets forth the types of actions, which 
indicate good faith efforts on the part of a bidder to meet the D.B.E. goal. The extent and 
type of actions required will vary depending on such things as industry practice; the time 
available for submitting a bid and the type of contract involved. 

A. Attendance at a pre-bid meeting, if any, scheduled by the Authority to inform 
D.B.E.s of subcontracting opportunities under a given solicitation. 

B. Advertisement in general circulation media, trade association publications, and 
minority-focus media for at least twenty (20) days before bids are due. If twenty 
(20) days are not available, publication for a shorter reasonable time is acceptable. 

C Written notification to capable D.B.E.s that their interest in the contract is solicited. 

D. Documentation of efforts to negotiate with D.B.E.s for specific sub-contracts 
including at a minimum: 

1. The names, addresses and telephone numbers of D.B.E.s that were 
contacted and the date(s) of contact. 

2. A description of the information provided to D.B.E.s regarding the plans and 
specifications for portions of the work to be performed. 

3. A statement explaining why additional agreements with D.B.E.s were not 
reached. 

E. For each D.B.E. the bidder contacted but rejected as unqualified, the reason for the 
bidder's conclusion. 

F. Documentation of efforts made to assist the D.B.E.s contacted that needed 
assistance in obtaining bonding or insurance required by the bidder or the Authority. 

G. Documentation of efforts to utilize the services of small business organizations, 
community and contractor groups to locate qualified D.B.E.s. 

H. Documentation that the bidder has broken out contract work items into economically 
feasible units in fields where there are available D.B.E. firms to perform the work. 
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Evidence that adequate information was provided to interested D.B.E.s about the 
plans, specifications and requirements ofthe contract, and that such information was 
communicated in a timely manner. 

Documentafion of any charts made to assist interested D.B.E.s in obtaining 
necessary equipment, supplies, materials or related assistance or services. 

VI. 

Good Faith Efforts Reconsideration. 

If it is determined that the apparent successful low bidders have failed to meet the 
requirements of the contract goal/good faith efforts, the Authority will provide them with 
one (1) opportunity for administrative reconsideration, before the Authority awards the 
contract. This reconsideration will include the following: 

2. Further, the proposed joint venture agreement shall include specific details related to: 
1) contributions of capital and equipment; 2) work items to be performed by the 
D.B.E.'s own forces; 3) work items to be performed under the supervision of the 
D.B.E.; 4) the D.B.E. management, supervisory and operating personnel to be 
dedicated to the performance of the project; and 5) the authority of each joint venturer 
to contractually obligate the joint venture and to expend funds. Failure to submit a 
copy of the joint venture agreement will cause the firm to be considered by the 
Authority to be non-responsible. 

VIII. 

Reporting Requirements During The Term Of The Contract. 

A. The bidder shall, within seven (7) calendar days of contract award, or prior to any work 
being performed by the D.B.E. subcontractor, execute written subcontracts or purchase 
orders with the D.B.E. subcontractors included in the bid. In the event the bidder cannot 
complete the agreement with one or more D.B.E. subcontractors within this seven (7) day 
period, the bidder must provide a written explanation for the delay and an estimated date 
by which the written agreement will be completed to the General Manager, D.B.E. 
Program. These written agreements shall be made available to the General Manager, 
D.B.E. Program, upon request. All contracts between the bidder and its subcontractors 
must contain a prompt payment clause as set forth in Section IX herein. 
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B. During the term of annual contracts, the bidder shall submit regular "Status Reports of 
D.B.E. Subcontract Payments" in a form acceptable to the Authority. The frequency with 
which these reports are to be submitted will be determined by the General Manager, 
D.B.E. Program, but in no event will reports be required less frequentiy than quarteriy. 
In the absence of written notice from the General Manager, D.B.E. Program, the bidder's 
first "Status Report of D.B.E. Subcontract Payments" will be due ninety (90) days after 
the date of contract award, with additional reports due quarteriy thereafter. 

C In the case of a one-time procurement with either a single or multiple deliveries, a "Status 
Report of D.B.E. Subcontract Payments", in a form acceptable to the Authority, indicating 
final D.B.E. payments shall be submitted directly to the General Manager, D.B.E. 
Program. The information must be submitted prior to or at the same time as the bidder's 
final invoice to the Authority user department identified in the solicitation. (Notice: The 
original invoices must be submitted directly to the Authority's department identified in the 
contract documents and the Status Report of D.B.E. Subcontract Payments must be 
submitted directiy to the General Manager, D.B.E. Program.) Failure to follow these 
directions may delay final payment. 

D. The address for the General Manager, D.B.E. Program, is: C.T.A. General Manager, 
Diversity and Small Business Compliance Programs Department, 567 West Lake Street, 
P.O. Box 7562, Chicago, Illinois 60680-7562. 

IX. 

Prompt Payment To Subcontractors. 

A. The Contractor is required to pay all Subcontractors for all work that the Subcontractor 
has satisfactorily completed, no later than five (5) calendar days after the Contractor has 
received payment from the Authority. All of the Contractor's contracts with its 
Subcontractors must state that the Subcontractor will receive payment within five (5) days 
of the date that the Contractor has received payment from the Authority. 

B. In addition, all Retainage amounts must be paid by the Contractor to the Subcontractor 
no later than fourteen (14) calendar days after the Subcontractor has, in the opinion of 
the VP Construction, satisfactorily completed its portion of the Work. All of the 
Contractor's contracts with its Subcontractors must state that the Subcontractor will 
receive payment of Retainage within fourteen (14) calendar days of the date that the 
Subcontractor has, in the opinion of the VP Construction, satisfactorily completed its 
portion of the Work. 

C A delay in or postponement of payment to the Subcontractor requires good cause and 
prior written approval ofthe General Manager, Purchasing. 
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D. The Contractor is required to include, in each subcontract, a clause requiring the use of 
appropriate arbitration mechanisms to resolve all payment disputes. 

E. The Authority will not pay the Contractor for work performed unless and unfil the 
Contractor ensures that the Subcontractors have been promptly paid for the work they 
have performed under all previous payment requests, as evidenced by the filing with the 
Authority of lien waivers, canceled checks (if requested), invoices and the Contractor's 
sworn statement that it has complied with the prompt payment requirements. Prime 
Contractors must submit a prompt payment affidavit (form to be provided by the Authority) 
which identifies each subcontractor (both D.B.E. and non-D.B.E.) and the date and 
amount ofthe last payment to such subcontractor, with every payment request filed with 
the Authority, except for the first payment request, on every contract with the Authority. 

F. Failure to comply with these prompt payment requirements is a breach of the Contract 
which may lead to any remedies permitted under law, including, but not limited to. 
Contractor debarment. In addifion. Contractor's failure to prompfiy pay its Subcontractors 
is subject to the provisions of 50 ILCS 505/9. 

X. 

D.B.E. Substitutions. 

A. Arbitrary changes by the bidder of the commitments previously indicated in Schedule D 
are prohibited. No changes may be made by the bidder to the D.B.E. firms listed on 
Schedule D after the opening of bids but prior to contract award. However, in the event 
the Purchasing Agent, after consulting with the D.B.E. Department, determines that a 
critical D.B.E. subcontractor is non-responsible, the Authority may require that bidder 
replace the non-responsible D.B.E. subcontractor prior to contract award. In that event, 
bidder must replace the non-responsible D.B.E. subcontractor with a responsible, certified 
D.B.E. subcontractor or show adequate good faith efforts as set forth in Section 
V hereof, must submit all information required in subsection C.5 hereof, and must receive 
the prior written approval ofthe General Manager, D.B.E. Program for such substitution. 

B. Further, after entering into each approved D.B.E. subcontract, the Contractor shall neither 
terminate the subcontract for convenience, nor reduce the scope of the work to be 
performed by the D.B.E., nor decrease the price to the D.B.E., without receiving prior 
written approval of the General Manager, D.B.E. Program. Such approval is required 
even if the D.B.E. agrees with the change to the D.B.E.'s contract desired by the 
Contractor. 

C It may become necessary, at times, to substitute a new subcontractor in order to 
. complete the contract work. The substitution procedure to be followed is: 
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1. The Contractor must immediately notify the General Manager, D.B.E. Program, in 
writing, of the proposed substitution of subcontractor. The Contractor's notification 
must include the specific reasons it intends to reduce the scope of or terminate a 
D.B.E. subcontract; adequate documentation to support the Contractor's proposed 
action; and a proposed substitute firm to complete the D.B.E.'s portion of work. 

2. The following is a non-exclusive list of the types of reasons, which justify substitution: 
the D.B.E. was found not to be able to perform, or not to be able to perform on time; 
the D.B.E.'s work product was not acceptable; the D.B.E. demands an unreasonable 
escalation of its price. 

3. The following is a non-exclusive list of the types of reasons which do not justify 
substitution: a replacement firm has been recruited by the Contractor to perform the 
same work under more advantageous terms; performance issues by the D.B.E. were 
disputed and every reasonable effort to have the dispute resolved or mediated has 
not been taken; the D.B.E. has requested a reasonable price escalation which may 
be justified due to unforeseen circumstances (e.g., a change in scope of D.B.E.'s 
work). 

4. If the subcontractor to be subsfituted for the D.B.E. is not a D.B.E., the Contractor 
must show adequate good faith efforts as set forth in Section V hereof 

5. The Contractor's request for approval of a substitution must include the name, 
address, and principal official of the proposed substitute subcontractor and the dollar 
value and scope of work of the proposed subcontract. If the new subcontractor is a 
D.B.E., all D.B.E. affidavits and documents required by Schedule C shall be attached. 

6. The Authority will evaluate the submitted documentation and respond within fifteen 
(15) calendar days to the request for approval of a substitution. The Authority's 
response may approve the request, seek more information, request an interview to 
clarify the problem or reject the proposed D.B.E. substitution, with the reasons for the 
rejection stated in the Authority's response. In the case of an expressed emergency 
need to receive the necessary decision for the sake of job progress, the Authority will 
respond as,soon as practicable. 

7. Actual substitution by the Contractor may not be made prior to the Authority's 
approval. Once notified of the Authority's approval, the substitute subcontract must 
be executed within five (5) calendar days, and a copy submitted to the General 
Manager, D.B.E. Program. 

The Authority will not approve extra payment for escalated costs incurred by the 
Contractor when a substitution of subcontractors becomes necessary in order to comply 
with the D.B.E. requirements ofthe contract. 
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XI. 

Noncompliance. 

A. Failure to comply with the D.B.E. requirements of the contract or failure to use D.B.E.s 
as stated in the bid constitutes a material breach of contract. The General Manager, 
D.B.E. Program, shall have the discretion to recommend to the Authority's Purchasing 
Agent that the Purchasing Agent apply suitable sanctions to the Contractor if the 
Contractor is found to be in noncompliance with the D.B.E. requirements. Such sanctions 
include, but are not limited to, withholding payment to the Contractor until corrective 
action is taken; suspension and/or termination of the contract, in whole or in part; and 
debarring or suspending the Contractor from entering into future contracts with the 
Authority. 

B. The failure by the Contractor to use a D.B.E. subcontractor to the extent the Contractor 
committed to use said D.B.E., gives the underutilized D.B.E. specific contract remedies, 
including the right to damages, the right to resolve the dispute by binding arbitration 
before an independent arbitrator and the right to recover its reasonable expenses, 
including attorneys' fees, if the D.B.E. is the prevailing party, as follows: 

1. Damages. In the event the Contractor has not complied with the contractual D.B.E. 
percentage and the change to the contractual D.B.E. usage has not been approved 
by the Authority, an affected D.B.E. may recover from the Contractor damages 
suffered by said D.B.E. as a result of being underutilized. This provision is intended 
forthe benefit of any D.B.E. affected by underutilization and grants such entity third 
party beneficiary rights. Any rights conferred by this provision are non-waivable and 
take precedence over any conflicting provisions in the agreement between the 
Contractor and the D.B.E. 

2. Arbitration Procedures. If requested by the D.B.E., the D.B.E. shall have the right 
to initiate binding arbitration of any dispute concerning damages suffered as a result 
of being underutilized. A D.B.E. desiring to arbitrate must notify the Contractor in 
writing to initiate the arbitration process. Unless the affected parties agree to a 
different schedule in writing, within ten (10) days of receipt by the Contractor of the 
intent to arbitrate from the D.B.E., the above-described disputes must be arbitrated 
in accordance with the Commercial Arbitration Rules of the American Arbitration 
Association ("A.A.A."), a not-for-profit agency, with an office at 225 North Michigan 
Avenue, Suite 2527, Chicago, Illinois 60601-7601. All such arbitrations must be 
initiated by the D.B.E. filing a demand for arbitration with the A.A.A.; must be 
conducted by the A.A.A.; and must be held in Chicago, Illinois. 

3. Fees. All fees of the arbitrator are the initial responsibility of the D.B.E.; provided, 
however, that the arbitrator is authorized to award reasonable expenses, including 
attorneys' and arbitrator fees, as damages to a prevailing D.B.E. 
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4. Entry Of Judgment. Judgment upon the award rendered by the arbitrator may be 
entered in any court of competent jurisdiction. 

C In addition, federal and state laws apply to false representations, deception and fraud.: 

1. Illinois Law. Under Illinois law, it is a Class 2 felony to make certain false 
representations as to the status of a person or entity in obtaining a governmental 
contract. In addition, any person convicted of this felony offense must pay to the 
governmental unit that issued the contract a penalty equal to one and a half times 
the amount of the contract (720 ILCS 5/17-29). 

2. Federal Law. False, fraudulent or deceitful statements made in connection with 
D.B.E. participation in federal Department of Transportation assisted programs 
could also result in liability under 49 C:F.R. Part 31, Program Fraud and Civil 
Remedies and possible prosecution under 18 U.S.C. 1001. 

D. If the Contractor does not pay any subcontractor listed on a pay request or return a 
subcontractor's retainage within the time limits required under the prompt payment 
provision set forth in Section VIM hereof the Contractor must pay the subcontractor an 
additional amount for interest at the lower of one percent (1%) per month or the highest 
lawful rate on the outstanding balance, for each month, prorated per diem for any partial 
month, that the Contractor fails or refuses to pay the subcontractor. All agreements 
between the Contractor and its subcontractors must provide for interest as set forth 
herein. 

E. The Contractor, subrecipient or subcontractor shall not discriminate on the basis of race, 
color, national origin, or sex in the performance of this contract. The Contractor shall 
carry out applicable requirements of 49 C.F.R. Part 26 in the award and administration 
of DOT-assisted contracts. Failure by the Contractor to carry out these requirements is 
a material breach of this contract, which may result in the termination of this contract or 
such other remedy as the Authority deems appropriate. 

The Contractor agrees to include this assurance in all subcontracts. 

XII. 

Record Keeping. 

The Contractor shall maintain records of all relevant data with respect to the utilization of 
D.B.E.s and shall retain these records for a period of at least three (3) years after final 
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acceptance of the work. Full access to said records shall be granted to the Authority and its 
Inspector General, its Federal and/or State funding agencies, the United States Department 
of Justice, the U.S.D.O.T. and any duly authorized representatives thereof In addition, the 
Contractor shall, at all times, cooperate with the Authority's Inspector General. 

The bidder must also create a bidders list, consisting of information about all subcontractors 
that submitted a bid or quote. The bidders list will include the name, address, 
D.B.E./non-D.B.E. status, age of firm and the appropriate range of annual gross receipts. 
Failure to submit this informafion will result in the firm being deemed non-responsible for the 
contract. 

XIII. 

Minority Financial Institutions. 

The bidder is encouraged to utilize financial institutions owned and controlled by socially 
and economically disadvantaged individuals. Use of such institutions may be considered by 
the Authority as evidence of bidder's willingness to do business with D.B.E.s. Information 
about such institutions is available in the Authority's D.B.E. Program Directory, which is 
available on-line at wvwv.transitchicai.com and a hard copy is available at the Authority's Diversity 
and Small Business Compliance Programs Department Office, 567 West Lake Street, 4"' 
Floor, Chicago, Illinois 60661-1498. 

Technical Assistance Agencies. 

The Following Agencies Are Available To 
The Prospective Bidders For Assistance. 

Asian American Alliance 
222 West Cermak Road, Number 303 
Chicago, Illinois 60616 
Phone: (omitted for printing purposes) 
Website: asianamericanalliance.com 

Black Contractors United (B.C.U.)* 
400 West 76'' Street, Suite 200 
Chicago, Illinois 60620 
Phone: (omitted for printing purposes) 
E-mail: bcunewera@ameritech.net 

Cosmopolitan Chamber of Commerce* 
1455 South Michigan Avenue, Suite 240 
Chicago, Illinois 60604 
Phone: (omitted for printing purposes) 
E-mail: cchamber@ameritech.net 

Federation of Women Contractors* 
330 South Wells Street, Suite 1110 
Chicago, Illinois 60606 
Phone: (omitted for printing purposes) 
E-mail: fwcchicago@aol.com 

http://wvwv.transitchicai.com
http://asianamericanalliance.com
mailto:bcunewera@ameritech.net
mailto:cchamber@ameritech.net
mailto:fwcchicago@aol.com
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Bond Guarantee Program 
Surety Bond 
In care of Carol Harris 
500 West Madison Street, Suite 1250 
Chicago, Illinois 60661 
Phone: (omitted for printing purposes only) 
Fax: (omitted for printing purposes only) 
E-mail: carol.harris@sba.gov 

Chicago Minority Business Development 
11 South LaSalle Street, Suite 850 
Chicago, Illinois 60603 
Phone: (omitted for printing purposes) 
Fax: (omitted for printing purposes) 
Website: cmbdc.org 

Hispanic-American Construction 
Industry* (H.A.CI.A.) 

901 West Jackson Boulevard, Suite 205 
Chicago, Illinois 60607 
Phone: (omitted for printing purposes) 
Website: www.hacia.org 

Latin American Chamber of Commerce of 
Illinois* 

3512 West Fullerton Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60647 
Phone: (omitted for printing purposes) 
Website: www.lacc1.com 

Chicago Urban League* 
1818 South Paulina Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60653 
Phone (omitted for printing purposes) 
Website: cul-chicago.org 

Mexican-American Chamber of 
Commerce 

122 South Michigan Avenue, Suite 1705 
Chicago, Illinois 60603 
Phone: (omitted for printing purposes) 
Website: maccbusiness.com 

Chicagoland Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry 

330 North Wabash Avenue, Suite 2800 
Chicago, Illinois 60611 
Phone: (omitted for printing purposes) 
Website: chicagolandchamber.org 

NAWBO NET 
330 South Wells Street, Suite 1110 
Chicago, Illinois 60606 
Phone: (omitted for printing purposes) 
Website: nawbochicago.org 

Rainbow/PUSH Coalition 
930 East 50'̂  Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60615 
Website: www.rainbowpush.org 

Women's Business Development Center 
In care of Hedy M. Ratner 
8 South Michigan Avenue, Suite 400 
Chicago, Illinois 60603 
Phone: (omitted for printing purposes) 
Fax: (omitted for printing purposes) 
Website: www.wbdc.org 

Entity has informational materials available. 

Project Information/D.B.E. Directory of Certified local and Out-of-State Construction and 
Design D.B.E.s. 

mailto:carol.harris@sba.gov
http://cmbdc.org
http://www.hacia.org
http://www.lacc1.com
http://cul-chicago.org
http://maccbusiness.com
http://chicagolandchamber.org
http://nawbochicago.org
http://www.rainbowpush.org
http://www.wbdc.org
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Chicago Transit Authority 
Project Information 
In care of Reginald B. Lovelace 
Purchasing Department 
567 West Lake Street 
P.O. Box 7554 
Chicago, Illinois 60680-7560 
Phone: (omitted for prinfing purpose) 
Fax: (omitted for printing purposes) 
E-mail: riovelace@transitchicago.com 

Chicago Transit Authority 
D.B.E. Informafion 
In care of Pamela Beavers 
Diversity and Small Business Compliance 

Programs Department 
567 West Lake Street 
P.O. Box 7562 
Chicago, Illinois 60680-7562 
Phone: (omitted for purposes) 
Fax: (omitted for purposes) 
E-mail: pbeavers@transitchicago.com 

Diversity And Small Business Compliance Programs 
Department D.B.E. Utilization Report. 

Contract Number: 
Contract For: 

C06FR100368117 
Loop Replace/Upgrade Signals 

D.B.E. GOAL: 
Procurement Administrator: 

30% 

Divane 
. Bros. 

Electric Co. Total Bid Amount 
D.B.E. 

Participant 
Ethnic 
Group 

^G 
e 
n 
d 
e 
r 

D.B.E. 
Participant's 

Good(s) 
And/Or 
Services 

Original Proposed 
Participation 

D.B.E.% 
Part Toward 

Goal 

Original 
Contract 

$48,272,000.00 Bonaparte 
Corporation 

Pinto 
Construction 
Group, Inc. 

Quantum 
Crossings, 

L.L.C. 

B 

H 

H 

M 

iVI 

M 

Electrical 
Construction 

General 
Construction 

Electrical 
Construction 

Total D.B.E. Participation 

$6,000,000.00 

1,000,000.00 

8.000,000.00 

$15,000,000.00 

12.43% 

2.07% 

16.57% 

31.07% 

mailto:riovelace@transitchicago.com
mailto:pbeavers@transitchicago.com
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Diversity And Small Business Compliance Programs 
Department D.B.E. Utilization Report. 

Contract Number: 
Contract For: 

D.B.E. GOAL: 
Procurement Administrator: 

C07FR100353719 
Escalator Replacement Project 

15% 

F.H. 
Paschen, 

S.N. 
Nielsen & 
Assoc, 
L.L.C. Total Bid Amount D.B.E. Participant 

Ethnic 
Group 

G 
e 
n 
d 
e 
r 

D.B.E. 
Participant's 

Good(s) 
And/Or 
Services 

Original 
Proposed 

Participation 

D.B.E:% 
Part 

Toward 
Goal 

Original 
Contract 

$16,581,000.00 MJC Dennolition, 
Inc. 

Garth Construction 
Services Corp. 

Glass Management 
Services, Inc. d/b/a 
U.S. Architectural 

Glass & Metal 

Cable 
Communications, 

Inc. 

B 

B 

B 

c 

M 

M 

M 

F 

Demolition 

Masonry and 
Concrete 

Misc. Metal 

Elect. 

Total D.B.E. Participation 

$ 75,225.00 

468,000.00 

1,375,000.00 

569,000.00 

$2,487,225.00 

0.46% 

2.82% 

8.29% 

3.43% 

15.00% 

Diversity And Small Business Compliance Programs 
Department D.B.E. Utilization Report. 

Contract, Number: 
Contract For: 

D.B.E. GOAL: 
Procurement Administrator: 

C05FR100178574 
Reconstruct Rail Station, Howard Red 
Line 

30% 

James 
McHugh 

Construction 
Company 

Total Bid 
Amount D.B.E. Participant 

Ethnic 
Group 

G 
e 
n 
d 
e 
r 

D.B.E. 
Participant's 

Good(s) And/Or 
Services 

Original 
Proposed 

Participation 

D.B.E.% 
Part 

Toward 
Goal 

Original 
Contract 

$56,750,000^00 Perdel Contracting 
Corporation 

c F General 
Contracting 

$9,550,000.00 16.83% 
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James 
McHugh 

Construction 
Company 

Total Bid 
Amount D.B.E. Participant 

Ethnic 
Group 

G 
e 
n 
d 
e 
r 

D.B.E. 
Participant's 

Good(s) And/Or 
Services 

Original 
Proposed 

Participation 

D.B.E.% 
Part 

Toward 
Goal 

Accurate Steel 
Installers, Inc. 
(Sub to Perdel) 

Bonaparte 
Corporation 

Quantum 
Crossings, L.L.C. 

C 

B 

H 

F 

M 

M 

Frn/Erect Steel 

Frn/lnst. Lighting 
and Distribution 

Sys. 

Frn/lnst. 
Communication 

Sys. 

Total D.B.E. Participation 

$4,050,000.00 

2,000,000.00 

1,500,000.00 

$17,100,000.00 

7.14% 

3.52% 

2.64% 

30.13% 

[Schedules "C" and "D" referred to in this Special Conditions 
Disadvantaged Business Enterprise Commitment Invitation 

For Bid unavailable at time of printing.] 

AUTHORIZATION FOR CONDUCT OF PUBLIC HEARING 
ON REESTABLISHMENT OF SPECIAL SERVICE 

AREA NUMBER 25. 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration an ordinance concerning the 
authority to terminate the current authorization of a levy of a Services Tax, to approve the 
reestablishment of Special Service Area Number 25 with reconstituted boundaries and to 
approve a Services Tax Levy,'having had the same under advisement, begs leave to report 
and recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the proposed ordinance transmitted 
herewith. 
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This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays — None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

WHEREAS, Special service areas may be established pursuant to Article Vll, Sections 6(1) 
and 7(6) of the Constitution of the State of Illinois, and pursuant to the provisions of the 
Special Service Area Tax Law, 35 ILCS 200/27-5, et seq., as amended from time to time, and 
pursuant to the Property Tax Code, 35 ILCS 200/1-1, etseq., as amended from time to time 
(the "Property Tax Code"); and 

WHEREAS, On December 17, 2003, the City Council of the City of Chicago (the "City 
Council") enacted.an ordinance which established an area known and designated as City of 
Chicago Special Service Area Number 25 (the "Original Area") and authorized the levy of an 
annual tax, for the period beginning in tax year 2003 through and including tax year 2012 (the 
"Original Services Tax"), in an amount not to exceed an annual rate of forty-five hundredths 
of one percent (0.45%) of the equalized assessed value of the taxable property therein to 
provide certain special services in and for the Original Area in addition to the services 
provided by and to the City of Chicago generally; and 

WHEREAS, The City desires to reconstitute the boundaries of the Original Area; and 

WHEREAS, The City Council finds (a) that it is in the public interest that consideration be 
given to (i) terminating the authorization of the levy of the Original Services Tax for the 
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Original Area, (ii) the reestablishment of an area to be known and designated as City of 
Chicago Special Service Area Number 25 (the "Area") with reconstituted boundaries, and (iii) 
the authorization of a special annual services tax (the "Services Tax") for a period of (10) ten 
years within the Area for the provision of certain special services as set forth herein; (b) that 
the Area is contiguous; and (c) that the proposed special services are in addition to municipal 
services provided by and to the City of Chicago generally, and it is, therefore, in the best 
interests of the City of Chicago that the creafion of the Area and the levy of the Services Tax 
within the Area for the proposed special services to be provided be considered; now, 
therefore. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The preambles of this ordinance are hereby incorporated into this text as if 
set out herein in full. 

SECTION 2. A public hearing shall be held by the Committee on Finance of the City 
Council of the City of Chicago at the City Council Chambers, City Hall, Chicago, Illinois (the 
"Hearing") to consider the termination of the authorization of the levy of the Original Services 
Tax for the Original Area, the creation of the Area and the authorization of the levy of the 
Services Tax. At the Hearing there will be considered the levy of the Services Tax upon the 
taxable property within the Area sufficient to produce revenues required to provide special 
services in the Area. The Services Tax shall not exceed the annual sum of forty-five 
hundredths of one percent (0.45%) ofthe equalized assessed value ofthe taxable property 
within the Area. The Services Tax shall be authorized to be levied in tax years 2008 through 
and including 2017. The Services Tax shall be in addition to all other taxes provided by law 
and shall be levied pursuant to the provisions of the Property Tax Code, as amended from 
time to time. The special services to be considered include, but are not limited to, 
maintenance and beautification, new construction, coordinated marketing and promotional 
activities, parking and transit programs, area strategic planning, business retention.and 
recruitment, building facade improvements, security services and other technical assistance 
activities to promote community and economic development (collectively, the "Special 
Services"). The Special Services shall be in addition to services provided to and by the City 
of Chicago generally. The Area shall consist of territory described on Exhibit 1 hereto and 
hereby incorporated herein. The approximate street location of said territory consists of West 
26'" Street, from South California Avenue to South Kenton Avenue; South Kedzie Avenue, 
from West 31='Street to West 24"^Street; South Pulaski Road, from West 31"' Street to West 
Ogden Avenue; and West 25"" Street, from South Lawndale Avenue to South Troy Street. 

SECTION 3. Notice of the Hearing shall be published by the City of Chicago at least once, 
not less than fifteen (15) days prior to the Hearing, in a newspaper of general circulation 
within the City of Chicago. In addition, notice by mail shall be given by depositing said notice 
in the United States mail addressed to the person or persons in whose name the general 
taxes for the last preceding year were paid on each property lying within the Area. The notice 
shall be mailed not less than ten (10) days prior to the fime set for the Hearing. In the event 
taxes for the last preceding year were not paid, the notice shall be sent to the person last 
listed on the tax rolls prior to that year as the owner of the property. 

SECTION 4. Notice of the Hearing shall be substantially in the following form: 
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Notice Of Public Hearing 

City Of Chicago Special Service Area Number 25. 

Notice is hereby given that at o'clock .M., on the day of 
20 at the City Council Chambers, City Hall, 121 North 

LaSalle Street, Chicago, Illinois, a public hearing will be held by the 
Committee on Finance of the City Council of the City of Chicago to consider 
the termination of the current authorization of the levy of a special annual 
services tax for a certain area and the reestablishment of such area with 
reconstituted boundaries within the City of Chicago to be known and 
designated as Special Service Area Number 25 (the "Area") and the 
authorization ofthe levy of a special annual services tax (the "Services Tax") 
within the Area. The Services Tax under consideration shall be authorized to 
be levied in tax years 2008 through and including 2017. The purpose of 
creating the Area shall be to provide special services within the Area, which 
may include maintenance and beautification, new construction, coordinated 
marketing and promotional activities, parking and transit programs, area 
strategic planning, business retenfion and recruitment, building facade 
improvements, security services and other technical assistance activities to 
promote community and economic development (collectively, the "Special 
Services"). 

At the hearing there will be considered a Services Tax to be levied against 
the taxable property included within the Area for the provision of the Special 
Services not to exceed the annual sum of forty-five hundredths of one 
percent (0.45%) ofthe equalized assessed value of taxable property within the 
Area. The Services Tax shall be in addition to all other taxes provided by law 
and shall be levied pursuant to the provisions of the Property Tax Code, 35 
ILCS 200/1-1, et seq., as amended from time to time. 

The Area shall consist of the territory described herein and incorporated 
hereto as Exhibit 1. The approximate street location of said territory consists 
of West 26"' Street, from South California Avenue to South Kenton Avenue; 
South Kedzie Avenue, from West 31 " Street to West 24'" Street; South 
Pulaski Road, from West 31='Street to West Ogden Avenue; and West 25'" 
Street, from South Lawndale Avenue to South Troy Street. 

At the public hearing any interested person, including all persons owning 
taxable real property located within the proposed Area, affected by the 
creation of the Area and the levy of the Services Tax may file with the City 
Clerk of the City of Chicago written objections to and may be heard orally with 
respect to any issues embodied in this notice. The Committee on Finance of 
the City Council of the City of Chicago shall hear and determine all protests 
and objections at said hearing, and said hearing may be adjourned to another 
date without further notice other than a motion to be entered upon the minutes 
fixing the time and place it will reconvene. 
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If a petition signed by at least fifty-one percent (51 %) of the electors residing 
within the boundaries of the proposed Area and by at least fifty-one 
percent (51%) of the landowners included within the boundaries of the 
proposed Area objecting to the creation of the Area and the levy of the 
Services Tax therein is filed with the City Clerk of the City of Chicago within 
sixty (60) days following the final adjournment ofthe public hearing, the Area 
shall not be created and the Services Tax shall not be levied. 

By order of the City Council of the City of Chicago, Cook County, Illinois. 

Dated this day of , 20 . 

City of Chicago, 
Cook County, Illinois 

SECTION 5. The City Clerk shall provide to the Corporation Counsel, without charge, 
certified copies of this ordinance in such amount as shall be requested by the Corporation 
Counsel. 

SECTION 6. This ordinance shall become effective from its passage and approval. 

Exhibit 1 referred to in this ordinance reads as follows: 

Exhibit 1. 

Little Village Special Service Area Number 25 - Legal Description. 

All of those parts of the east half of the northwest quarter of Section 25 and those parts of 
Sections 26 and 27 together with those parts of the northeast quarter of Section 34 and those 
parts of the northwest quarter of Section 35, all in Township 39 North, Range 13 East of the 
Third Principal Meridian, bounded and described as follows: 

beginning at the point of intersection of the south line of West 25'" Place with the west line 
of South California Avenue; thence west along said south line of West 25'" Place to the 
northeast corner of Lot 48 in Block 6 of Cass' Subdivision of the east, 30 acres of the 
south 64 acres of the northwest quarter of Section 25, Township 39 North, Range 14 
East; thence south along the east line of said Lot 48 in said Cass' Subdivision, said east 
line being also the west line of an alley west of South California Avenue, to the southeast 
corner of said Lot 48; thence west along the north line of an alley north of West 26'" 
Street and its westeriy extension, said north line also being the south line of Lots 48 
through 30 of said Block 6 of Cass' Subdivision, to the west lineof South Albany Avenue; 
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thence south along the west line of South Albany Avenue to the northeast corner of 
Lot 7 in the Buriington Third Subdivision of the west half of the northwest quarter of 
Section 25, Township 39 North, Range 13 East of the Third Principal Meridian; thence 
west along the north line of said Lot 7 and its easteriy extension to the west line of an 
alley west of South Albany Avenue; thence south along said west line of the alley west 
of South Albany Avenue to the northeast corner of the south 12.5 feet of Lot 6 in said 
Buriington Third Subdivision; thence west along the north line of said south 12.5 feet of 
Lot 6 in the Buriington Third Subdivision and the westeriy extension thereof to the west 
line of South Troy Street; thence north to the northeast corner of Lot 3 of said Buriington 
Third Subdivision; thence west along the north line of said Lot 3 and its westeriy extension 
to the centeriine of the first alley east of South Kedzie Avenue; thence north along said 
centeriine to the westeriy extension of the south line of Lot 3 in Block 2 in Robert R. 
Rasmussen's Subdivision of the west 10 acres of the south 64 acres of the northwest 
quarter of Section 25, Township 39, Range 13 (except the south 83 feet and the 
east 50 feet thereof); thence easteriy along said line and its extension to the centeriine 
of South Troy Street; thence north along said centeriine to the centeriine of 25'" Street; 
thence west along said centeriine to the centeriine of South Kedzie Avenue; thence north 
along said centeriine to the centeriine of West 24'" Street; thence west along said 
centeriine to the centeriine of the first alley west of said South Kedzie Avenue; thence 
south along said centeriine to the easteriy extension of the north line of Lot 13 
in Block 1 in Kedzie Avenue Land Association Subdivision in the northeast quarter of 
Secfion 26-39-13; thence westeriy along the north lines and their respective extensions 
of Lot 13, in Block 1, Lots 12 and 13 in Block 2, Lots 12 and 13 in Block 2 Lots 12 and 13 
in Block 3, and Lot 12 in Block 4, all in said Kedzie Avenue Land Association Subdivision 
to the centeriine of the alley in said Block 4; thence north along said centeriine to the 
easteriy extension ofthe north line of Lot 14 in said Block 4; thence westeriy along said 
line to the centeriine of South Homan Avenue; thence southeriy along said centeriine to 
the easterly extension of the north line of Lot 4 in William Hearson's Subdivision 
of Lot 57 in Joy & Frisbee's Subdivision; thence westeriy along the north lines and their 
respective extensions of Lots 4 and 5 in said subdivision to the centeriine of South 
Trumbull Avenue; thence north along said centeriine to the easteriy extension ofthe north' 
line of Lot 4 in Kirchman's Subdivision of Lot 58 in Joy & Frisbee's Subdivision; thence 
westeriy along said line to the centeriine of the alley first west of South Trumbull Avenue; 
thence north along said centeriine to the easteriy extension of the north line of Lot 5 of 
said subdivision; thence westeriy along said line to the centeriine of St. Louis Avenue; 
thence south along said centeriine to the easteriy extension of the north line of Lot 2 in 
Block 8 of King, Scott & Wilson's Addition to Chicago, a resubdivision of Lots 1 to 40, 
both inclusive, of Chas. C. Mowry's Subdivision of the east half of the northwest quarter 
and of the west half of the quarter of Section 26-39-13; thence westeriy along the north 
lines and their respective extensions of Lots 2 and 1 in said subdivision to the centeriine 
of South Clifton Park Avenue; thence north along said centeriine to the easterly extension 
of a line 2 feet north of the north line of Lot 2 in Block 7 of said subdivision; thence 
westeriy along said line and its extensions to the centeriine of the alley in said Block 7; 
thence north along said centeriine to the easteriy extension of the north line of Lot 3 in 
said Block 7; thence westeriy along said north line to the east line of South Central Park 
Avenue; thence south along said east line to a line 33.8 feet south of the north 
line of Lot 45 in Block 10 of King, Scott & Wilson's Addition; thence easteriy along said 
line to the centeriine ofthe alley in said Block 10; thence north along said centeriine to 
the westeriy extension of a line 34.72 feet south of the north line of Lot 46 in Block 10 of 
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King, Scott & Wilson's Addition; thence easteriy along said line to the centeriine of South 
Clifton Park Avenue; thence north along said centeriine to the westeriy extension of a line 
30 feet south of the north line of Lot 45 in Block 9 of King, Scott & Wilson's Addition; 
thence easteriy along said line to the centeriine of the alley in said Block 9; thence south 
along said centeriine to the westerly extension of a line 20 feet south of the north line of 
Lot 44 in Block 9 of King, Scott & Wilson's Addition; thence easteriy along said line to the 
centeriine of South St. Louis Avenue; thence north along said centeriine to the westerly 
extension of a line 6 feet south ofthe south lines of Lot 49 and Lot 1 and their respective 
extensions in Henry Curtis' Subdivision; thence easterly along said line to the centeriine 
of South Trumbull Avenue; thence north along said centeriine to the westeriy extension 
of the south line of Lot 1 in Converse & Fitch's Subdivision; thence easteriy along the 
south line of Lot 1 and Lot 16 and their extensions to the centeriine of South Homan 
Avenue; thence continuing easteriy along the south lines of Lot 44 and Lot 1 in Block 5 
in South Kedzie Avenue Land Association Subdivision and their extensions to the 
centeriine of South Christiana Avenue; thence south along said centeriine to the westerly 
extension of a line 15 feet south of the south line of Lot 44 in Block 6 in Kedzie Avenue 
Land Association Subdivision; thence easteriy along said line to the centeriine of the alley 
in said Block 6; thence north to the westerly extension of the south line of Lot 1 in said 
block; thence easteriy along said line and it's extension to the centeriine of South 
Spaulding Avenue; thence easterly along the south line of Lot 44 and its extension in 
Block 7 in said subdivision to the centeriine of the alley in said Block 7; thence south 
along said centeriine to the westeriy extension of the south line of Lot 2 in said Block 7; 
thence easteriy along said line and its extension to the centeriine of South Sawyer 
Avenue; thence north along said centeriine to the westerly extension of the south line of 
Lot 44 in Block 8 of said subdivision; thence east along said line to the centeriine of the 
alley in said Block 8; thence south along said centeriine to the westeriy extension of the 
north line of Lot 21 in said Block 8; thence west along said westeriy extension 
of said Lot 21 to the west line of an alley west of South Kedzie Avenue; thence south 
along said west line of the alley west of the alley west of South Kedzie Avenue to the 
southeast corner of Lot 23 in Block 8 of said Kedzie Avenue Land Association 
Subdivision; thence west along the south line of said Kedzie Avenue Land Association 
Subdivision and its westeriy extension to the west side of South Homan Avenue; thence 
north along the west side of South Homan Avenue to the northeast corner of Lot 38 in the 
Converse & Fitch Subdivision of Lots 64, 65, 72, 73, and 80 in Joy & Frisbee's 
Subdivision; thence west along the north line of said Lot 38 in the Converse & Fitch 
Subdivision and its westeriy extension to the east line of South Trumbull Avenue; thence 
north along the east line of South Trumbull Avenue to the easteriy extension of the south 
line of Lot 19 in Henry Curtis' Subdivision of Lots 63, 66, 71, 74, and 79 in Joy and 
Frisbee's Subdivision of the east half of the west half of the northeast quarter of 
Section 26, Township 39 North, Range 13 East ofthe Third Principal Meridian; thence 
west along said easteriy extension and said south line of Lots 19 and Lot 31 to the west 
line of South St. Louis Avenue; thence south along the west side of South St. Louis 
Avenue to the southeast corner of Lot 8 in Block 9 of King, Scott & Wilson's Addition to 
Chicago, a resubdivision of Lots 1 to 40, both inclusive, of Chas. C. Mowry's Subdivision 
of the east half of the northwest quarter and of the west half of the northeast quarter of 
Section 26, Township 39 North, Range 13 East of the Third Principal Meridian; thence 
west along the south line of said Lot 8 in Block 9 of King Scott, and Wilson's Addition to 
Chicago to the east line of an alley west of South St. Louis Avenue; thence north 
along said east line of the alley west of South St. Louis Avenue to the easteriy 
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extension of the north line of the south 3.00 feet of Lot 9 on Block 9 of, said 
King, Scott & Wilson's Addition to Chicago; thence west along said easterly 
extension and the north line of the south 3.00 feet of Lot 9 and the westeriy thereof 
to the west side of South Clifton Park Avenue; thence south along the west side of South 
Clifton Park Avenue to the southeast corner of Lot 8 in Block 10 of said King, Scott & 
Wilson's Addition to Chicago; thence west along the south line of said Lot 8 in Block 10 
of said King, Scott & Wilson's Addition to Chicago to the west line of an alley west of 
South Clifton Park Avenue; thence south along the west line of said alley west of South 
Clifton Park Avenue to the southeast corner of Lot 5 in Block 10 of said King, Scott & 
Wilson's Addition to Chicago; thence west along the south line of said Lot 5 in Block 10 
of said King, Scott & Wilson's Addition to Chicago and its westeriy extension to the west 
side of South Central Park Avenue; thence north along the west side of South Central 
Park Avenue to a line 18 feet north of the north line of Lot 47 in Block 4 in Millard and 
Decker's Subdivision; thence westerly along said north line and its respective extension 
to the centeriine of the alley in said Block 4; thence south along said centeriine to the 
easterly extension of a line 8 feet north of the north line of Lot 2 in said Block 4; thence 
westeriy along said north line and its respective extension to the centeriine of South 
Millard Avenue; thence south along said centeriine to the easteriy extension of a line 9 
feet north of the north lines of Lot 48 and Lot 1 in Block 3 and their respective extensions 
in said subdivision; thence westeriy along said lines and their respective extensions to the 
centeriine of South Lawndale Avenue; thence south along said centeriine to the westeriy 
extension of a line 8.2 feet south of the south line of Lot 24 in Block 2 of Millard and 
Decker's Subdivision ofthe east half ofthe northwest quarter of Section 26-39-13; thence 
east along said line to the centeriine of the alley in said Block 2; thence north along said 
centeriine to the westeriy extension of a line 5 feet south ofthe south line of Lot 25 in said 
Block 2; thence easteriy along said line and it's extensions to the centeriine of South 
Millard Avenue; thence north along said centeriine to the westeriy extension ofthe south 
line of Lot 24 in Block 1 in Millard and Decker's Subdivision; thence easterly along said 
line to the centeriine of the alley in said Block 1; thence south along said centeriine to the 
westeriy extension of the north line of the south 10 feet of Lot 44 in Block 1 of Millard & 
Decker's Subdivision of the east half of the east half of the northwest quarter of 
Secfion 26, Township 39 North, Range 13 East ofthe Third Principal Meridian; thence 
west along said westeriy extension of the north line of the south 10 feet of Lot 44 in 
Block 1 of Millard & Decker's Subdivision and along a line 10 feet south ofthe north line 
of Lot 5 in said Block 1 to the west line of South Millard Avenue; thence south along the 
west line of South Millard Avenue to the southeast corner or Lot 44 in Block 2 of said 
Millard & Decker's Subdivision; thence west along the south line of said Lot 44 in Block 
2 of said Millard & Decker's Subdivision to the southeast corner of Lot 5 in said Block 2; 
thence west along the south line of said Lot 5 and its westeriy extension to the west side 
of South Lawndale Avenue; thence south along said west line to the north line of F. E. 
Hodek's Subdivision of Lots 23 and 24 of Block 1 of John Kebler's Subdivision; thence 
west along said north line of F. E. Hodek's Subdivision of Lots 23 and 24 of Block 1 of 
John Kebler's Subdivision to the east line of an alley west of South Lawndale Avenue; 
thence north along the east side of the alley west of South Lawndale Avenue to the 
easteriy extension of the south line of Lot 29 of Block 1 of John Kebler's Subdivision of 
Lots 14 and 15 of said Chas. C. Mowry's Subdivision; thence west along said easteriy 
extension and the south line of Lot 29 of Block 1 of John Kebler's Subdivision of Lots 14 
and 15 of said Chas. C. Mowry's Subdivision and its westeriy extension to the west side 
of South Ridgeway Avenue; thence north along the west side of South Ridgeway Avenue 
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to the southeast corner of Lot 19 in Block 2 of said John Kebler's Subdivision of Lots 14 
and 15 of said Chas. C. Mowry's Subdivision; thence west along the south line of said 
Lot 19 in Block 2 of said John Kebler's Subdivision of Lots 14 and 15 of said Chas. C. 
Mowry's Subdivision and its westeriy extension to the west side of an alley west of South 
Ridgeway Avenue; thence south along the west side of the alley west of South Ridgeway 
Avenue to the southeast corner of Lot 27 in Block 2 of said John Kebler's Subdivision of 
Lots 14 and 15 of said Chas. C. Mowry's Subdivision and its westerly extension to the 
west side of an alley west of South Ridgeway Avenue; thence west along the south line 
of said Lot 27 in Block 2 of said John Keblar's Subdivision and its westeriy extension to 
the west line of South Hamlin Avenue; thence south along the west line of South Hamlin 
Avenue to the southeast corner of Lot 17 in Block 9 ofthe subdivision of Blocks 8 and 9 
of S. J. Glover's Addition to Chicago, being all that part lying south ofthe south line ofthe 
right-of-way of the C. B. and Q. Railroad of the west half of the northwest quarter of 
Section 26, Township 39 North, Range 13 East ofthe Third Principal Meridian; thence 
west along the south line of said Lot 17 in Block 9 of the subdivision of Blocks 8 and 9 of 
S. J. Glover's Addition to Chicago to the centeriine of an alley west of South Hamlin 
Avenue; thence north along the centeriine of the alley west of South Hamlin Avenue to 
the centeriine of the first alley north of West 26'" Street, said alley now vacated; thence 
west along said centeriine to the east side of South Harding Avenue; thence north along 
the east side of South Harding Avenue to the easteriy extension of the south line of 
Lot 14 in the subdivision of Block 12 of S.J. Glover's Addition to Chicago; thence west 
along said easteriy extension and the south line of Lot 14 in said subdivision of Block 12 
to the centeriine of the alley first east of South Pulaski Road; thence north along said 
centeriine to the centeriine of West 24'" Street; thence easterly along the centeriine of 
said West 24'" Street to the centeriine of South Harding Avenue; thence north along the 
centeriine of South Harding Avenue to a point on a line parallel with the south line of the 
C.B. & Q Railroad, said line being 125 feet south of (as measured parallel with the 
centeriine of said South Harding Avenue); thence westeriy along said line parallel with 
said railroad to the east right-of-way line of South Pulaski Road; thence north along said 
right-of-way line to the south line of said C.B. & Q. Railroad; thence east along said south 
line to the centeriine of South Central Park Avenue; thence north along said centeriine 
to the north line of said railroad; thence west along said north line to the west line of 
South Springfield Avenue; thence north along said west line to a point on a line, said line 
being 40 feet north of the north line of said railroad (as measured along the west line of 
said South Springfield Avenue); thence westeriy along said line to the southwest corner 
of a parcel of land being identified as Permanent Index Number 16-26-101-013; 
thence northeasteriy along a curving line being the west line of said parcel to its northwest 
corner; thence easteriy along the north line of said parcel to a point 299 feet east of, as 
measured perpendicular to, the east line of South Pulaski Road; thence north along a line 
parallel with and 299 east of said east line to the centeriine of West Cermak Avenue; 
thence west along said centeriine to the northeriy extension ofthe first alley, running north 
and south, on the west side of South Pulaski Road; thence southeriy along said centeriine 
to an angle point in said alley; thence southeasterly along the centeriine to the centeriine 
of West Ogden Avenue; thence northeasteriy along said centeriine to the intersection of 
the northeriy extension of the east line of Lot 1, in S. A. Houldsworth's Subdivision; thence 
southeriy along said line to the centeriine ofthe alley lying southeriy of said subdivision; 
thence southwesterly along said centeriine to the west line of the subdivision of that part 
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of the east two-third of the east half of the northeast quarter of Section 27, Township 39 
North, Range 13 East of the Third Principal Meridian, lying north of the C.B. & Q. 
Railroad; thence southerly along said line and its southeriy extension to the north line of 
said railroad; thence southwesteriy along said north line to the west line of the east half 
ofthe northwest quarter of Section 27, Township 39 North, Range 13 East ofthe Third 
Principal Meridian; thence south along said west line to the south line of said railroad; 
thence east along said south line to the east line ofthe Belt Railroad; thence south along 
the east line ofthe Belt Railroad to the northwest corner of S. C. Storer's Subdivision of 
the south 7 acres of the northeast quarter of the southwest quarter of Section 27, 
Township 39 North, Range 13 East ofthe Third Principal Meridian; thence east along the 
north line of said S. C. Storer's Subdivision and its easteriy extension to the east line of 
South Kostner Avenue; thence north along the east line of South Kostner Avenue to the 
northwest corner of Lot 11 in W. L. Dewolf's Subdivision of the west half (except the east 
33 feet thereof) of Block 2 of Reid's Subdivision of the west half of the southeast corridor 
of Section 27, Township 39 North, Range 13 East ofthe Third Principal Meridian; thence 
east along the north line of said Lot 11 in W. L. Dewolf's Subdivision, said north line of 
Lot 11 being also the south line of an alley south of West 26'" Street, to the northeast 
corner of Lot 42 in W. L. DeWolf's Subdivision of the east half and east 33 feet of 
the west half of Block 2 of Reid's Subdivision; thence south along the east line of said Lot 
42 to the westerly extension of the north line of Lot 83 in Hubbard's Subdivision of 
Block 1 of Reid's Subdivision; thence east along said westeriy extension and the north 
line of Lot 83 in Hubbard's Subdivision, said north line being also the south line of the 
alley south of West 26'" Street, to the centeriine of the alley first west of South Pulaski 
Road; thence south along said centeriine to the centeriine of the alley first north 
of West 31 " Street; thence east along said centeriine to the northeriy extension 
of the west line of Lot 20 in Block 16 in McMillan & Wetmore's Fourth Addition to 
Chicago in the southeast quarter of said Section 27; thence southeriy along said line to 
the centeriine of West 31 " Street; thence west along said centeriine to the centeriine of 
South Kariov Avenue; thence south along said centeriine to the centeriine of the alley first 
south of West 31 " Street; thence east along said centeriine to the centeriine of South 
Pulaski Road; thence south along said centeriine to the westeriy extension of the 
south line of Lot 8 in South Crawford Avenue Subdivision; thence east along said line to 
the centeriine of the alley first east of South Pulaski Road; thence north to the centeriine 
of the alley first south of West 31 " Street; thence east along said centeriine to the 
centeriine of South Harding Avenue; thence south along said centeriine to the centeriine 
of the alley first south of West 31 " Street between South Harding Avenue and South 
Springfield Avenue; thence east along said centeriine to the southeriy extension of the 
east line of Lot 2 in Edwin R. Fay's 31 " Street Resubdivision; thence north along said 
centeriine to the centeriine of West 31 " Street; thence east along said centeriine to the 
southeriy extension of the centeriine of the alley between South Harding Avenue and 
South Springfield Avenue; thence north along said centeriine to the easteriy extension of 
the north line of Lot 5 in the resubdivision of Lots 21 to 30, inclusive, in Block 14 in Calvin 
P. Taylor's Subdivision of Blocks 11, 12, 14, and 15; thence westeriy along said line to 
the centeriine of South Harding Avenue; thence north along said centeriine to the easteriy 
extension of the north line of Lot 24 in Orville M. Phillip's Subdivision of Block 13 of 
Goodwin, Balestier & Phillip's Subdivision; thence west along said line to the centeriine 
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of the alley first east of South Pulaski Road; thence north along said centeriine to the 
westeriy extension of the north line of Lot 6 of the subdivision of Block 4 of Goodwin, 
Balestier & Phillip's Subdivision; thence east along the north line of Lot 6 of said 
subdivision of Block 4 of Goodwin, Balestier & Phillip's Subdivision and its easterly 
extension to the east line of South Harding Avenue; thence north along the east line of 
South Harding Avenue to the south line of the subdivision of Lots 44 to 48, inclusive, 
in S. J. Glover's Subdivision of Block 3 in Goodwin, Balestier & Phillip's Subdivision; 
thence east along said south line of said subdivision and along the south line of Zeman's 
Resubdivision of Lots 1 - 4 and 8 foot private alley in Zeman's Resubdivision of Lots 
1 - 4 of S. J. Glover of Block S, also Lot 5 in S. J. Glover's Subdivision in Block3to 
the east line of South Springfield Avenue; thence north along said east line of South 
Springfield Avenue to the northwest corner of Lot 45 in said Annie Phillip's Subdivision 
of Block 2 in Goodwin, Balestier & Phillip's Subdivision; thence east along the north line 
of said Lot 45, said north line being also the south line of an alley south of West 26'" 
Street to the east side of South Hamlin Avenue; thence north along the east side of South 
Hamlin Avenue to the northwest corner of Lot 46 in Block 2 of the subdivision of Block 6 
in Steele and Others' subdivision of the southeast quarter and the east half of the 
southwest quarter of Section 26, Township 39 North, Range 13 East ofthe Third Principal 
Meridian; thence east along the north line of said Lot 46 in Block 2 of the subdivision of 
Block 6 in Steele and Others' Subdivision to the east line of the alley first east of South 
Hamlin Avenue; thence south along said east line to the north line of Lot 5 in Block 2 of 
said subdivision of Block 6 in Steele and Others' Subdivision; thence east along said 
north line and the easteriy extension thereof to the east line of South Ridgeway Avenue; 
thence north along said east line to the northwest corner of Lot 48 in Block 1 of said 
subdivision of Block 6 in Steele and Others' Subdivision; thence east along the north line 
of said Lot 48 and its easteriy extension to the east line of an alley east of South 
Ridgeway Avenue; thence south along the east line of the alley east of South Ridgeway 
Avenue to the north line of Lot 4 in Block 1 of said subdivision of Block 6 in Steele and 
Others' Subdivision; thence east along said north line of Lot 4 and its easterly extension 
to the east line of South Lawndale Avenue; thence south along the east line of South 
Lawndale Avenue to the southwest corner of Lot 47 in Bonney & Noonan's Subdivision 
of the west half of Block 5 of Steele and Others' Subdivision; thence east along the south 
line of said Lot 47 and its easteriy extension to the east line of the alley west of South 
Millard Avenue; thence north along the east line of the alley west of South Millard Avenue 
to the southwest corner of Lot 3 in said Bonney & Noonan's Subdivision; thence east 
along the south line of said Lot 3 and its easterly extension to the east line of South 
Millard Avenue; thence south along the east line of South Millard Avenue to the south line 
of the resubdivision of Lots 47 - 50 in the subdivision of the east half of Block 5 of the 
subdivision of the southeast quarter and the east half of the southwest quarter of 
Section 26, Township 39 North, Range 13 East of the Third Principal Meridian; thence 
east along said south line of the resubdivision of Lots 47 - 50 in the subdivision of 
the east half of Block 5 and along the south line of McDonald's Resubdivision of 
Lots 1,2,3 and 4 in the subdivision of the east half of Block 5 in said Steele and Others' 
Subdivision to the east line of South Central Park Avenue; thence south along the east 
line of South Central Park Avenue to the south line of an alley south of West 26'" Street, 
said south line being also the north line of Lot 21 in E.A. Cummings and Co's 
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Resubdivision of Lots 1 - 100 and vacated alleys and the subdivision of Block 4 in Steele 
Subdivision of the southeast quarter and the east half of the southwest quarter of 
Section 26, Township 39 North, Range 13 East of the Third Principal Meridian; thence 
east along said south line ofthe alley south of West 26'" Street and its easteriy extension 
to the east line of South St. Louis Avenue; thence north along the east line of South St. 
Louis Avenue to the northwest corner of Lot 47 in Block 2 of Steele and Others' 
Subdivision of Block 3 in said Steele Subdivision; thence east along the north line of 
said Lot 47 and its easterly extension to the east line of an alley east of South St. 
Louis Avenue; thence north along the east line ofthe alley east of South St. Louis Avenue 
to the northwest corner of Lot 3 in Block 2 of said Steele and Others' Subdivision of 
Block3; thence east along the north line of said Lot 3 and its easterly extension to the east 
line of South Trumbull Avenue; thence south along the east line of South Trumbull 
Avenue to the northwest corner of Lot 45 in Block 1 of said Steele and Others' 
Subdivision of Block 3; thence east along the north line of said Lot 45 and its easteriy 
extension to the east line of an alley east of South Trumbull Avenue; thence north along 
the east line of the alley east of South Trumbull Avenue to the northwest corner of Lot 5 
in Block 1 of said Steele and Others' Subdivision of Block3; thence east along the north 
line of said Lot 5 and its easteriy extension to the east line of South Homan Avenue; 
thence south along the east line of South Homan Avenue to the northwest corner of Lot 
12 in Block 2 of Feinberg's 26'" Street Subdivision in the southeast quarter of Section 6, 
Township 39 North, Range 13 East ofthe Third Principal Meridian; thence east along the 
north line of said Lot 12, said north line being also the south line of an alley south of West 
26'" Street to the east line of South Sawyer Avenue; thence north along the east line of 
South Sawyer Avenue to the northwest corner of Lot 6 in Pinkert & Wittke's 
Resubdivision of Lots 24 - 46, both inclusive, of Waugh's Subdivision of the east half of 
Block 1 in Steele and Others' Subdivision of the southeast quarter and the east half of the 
southeast quarter of Section 26, Township 39 North, Range 13 East of the Third Principal 
Meridian; thence east along the north line of Lot 6 and its easteriy extension to the 
centeriine of the alley first west of South Kedzie Avenue; thence south along said 
centeriine to the easteriy extension of the north line of Lot 28 in Gedde's Subdivision of 
Lots 4 to 50 of Block 1 and Lots 1 to 50 of Block 2 in subdivision of Block 12 in Steele and 
Others' Subdivision; thence west along said line to the centeriine of Sawyer Avenue; 
thence south along said centeriine to the centeriine of West 28'" Street; thence east along 
said centeriine to the centeriine of the alley first west of South Kedzie Avenue; thence 
south along said centeriine to the easteriy extension of a line half foot north of the north 
line of Lot 29 in Block 1 in Marjory W. Wilkins' Subdivision of Block 13 of Steele and 
Others' Subdivision; thence west along said line to the centeriine of South Sawyer 
Avenue; thence south along said centeriine to the centeriine of West 30'" Street; thence 
east along said centeriine to the north line of the A.T. & S.F. Railroad right-of-way; thence 
southwesterly along the curvilinear right-of-way line of said railroad to the centeriine of 
West 31 " Street; thence east along said centeriine to the south line of said Railroad; 
thence northeasteriy along said south line to the east line of Lot 3 of Charies L. Hull's 
Subdivision of that part of Block 24 of Steele and Others' Subdivision of the southeast 
quarter and the east half of the southwest quarter of Section 26-39-13 lying south of the 
right-of-way of the Atchinson, Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad; thence south along said 
east line to the centeriine of West 31" Street; thence east along said centeriine 
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to the centeriine of the alley first east of South Kedzie Avenue; thence north along said 
centeriine to the south right of way line of the I.N. Railway; thence northeasteriy along 
said south line ofthe I.N. Railway to the centeriine of South Sacramento Avenue; thence 
north along said centeriine to the south line of West 26'" Street; thence east along 
the south line of West 26'" Street to the west line of South California Avenue; thence 
north along the west side of South California Avenue to the point of beginning, all in the 
City of Chicago, Cook County, excepting therefrom that part thereof described as follows: 
beginning at the south line of C.B.& Q. Railroad and the centeriine of South Keeler 
Avenue in the northeast quarter of Section 27 aforesaid; thence east along said south line 
of said railroad to the centeriine of the alley first west of South Pulaski Road; thence south 
along said alley to the centeriine of West 25'" Place; thence west along said centeriine to 
the northeriy extension of the west line of the previous alley first west of South Pulaski 
Road; thence southerly along said west line to the north line ofthe alley first north of West 
26'" Street; thence west along said north line ofthe alley north of West 26'" Street to the 
east line of South Kostner Avenue; thence north along the east line of South Kostner 
Avenue to the southwest line of the C.B. & Q. Railroad; thence easteriy along said south 
line to the point of beginning, also excepting therefrom that part thereof beginning 
at a point at the centeriine of an alley, since vacated, first east of South Kedzie 
Avenue and the north line of the l.N. Railway in the southwest quarter; of Section 25 
aforesaid; thence north along said centeriine to the north line of West 28'" Street; thence 
east along said north line to the west line of South Troy Street; thence north along said 
west line to the south line of the alley first north of West 28'" Street; thence west long said 
south line of said alley to the centeriine of the alley first east of South Kedzie Avenue; 
thence north along said centeriine to the extension of the north line of Lot 47 in Block 7 
in Joseph Matteson's Subdivision of Block 7 of Superior Court Commissioner's Partition; 
thence east along said extension, said Lot 47 of Joseph Matteson's Subdivision of 
Block 7 and its easteriy extension to the east line of an alley east of South Kedzie 
Avenue; thence north along the east line of the alley east of South Kedzie Avenue to the 
northwest corner of Lot 3 in Block 7 of said Joseph Matteson's Subdivision; thence east 
along the north line of said Lot 3 and its easterly extension to the east line of South Troy 
Street; thence south along the east line of South Troy Street to the south line of an alley 
south of West 26'" Street, said south line being also the north line of Lot 6 in A.J. Tullock's 
Second Subdivision of the west 174.55 feet of Block 6 in said Superior Court 
Commissioner's Partition; thence east along the north line of said Lot 6 and its easteriy 
extension to the west line of said Superior Court Commissioner's Partition, said west line 
being also the east line of an alley east of South Troy Street; thence south along said 
west line to the centeriine of West 27'" Street; thence east along said centeriine of West 
27'" Street to the northwest line of the l.N. Railway; thence southwesterly along said 
northwest line to the point of beginning. 

[List of Permanent Index Numbers for Proposed Special Service 
Area Number 25 (Littie Village) printed on pages 38164 

through 38166 of this Journal] 
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16-25-121-001-0000 
16-25-121-002-0000 
16-25-121-003-0000 
16-25-121-004-0000 
16-25-121-005^)000 
16-25-121-006-0000 
16-25-121-007-0000 
16-25-121-008-0000 
16-25-121-009-0000 
16-25-121-010-0000 
16-25-121-011^)000 
16-25-121-012-0000 
16-25-121-013-0000 
16-25-121-014-0000 
16-25-121-015-0000 
16-25-121-016-0000 
16-25-121-017-0000 
16-25-121-01W)000 
16-25-121-019-0000 
16-25-121-020-0000 
16-25-121-021-0000 
16-25-121-022-0000 
16-25-121-049-0000 
16-25-121-050-0000 
16-25-121-051-0000 
16-25-122-027-0000 
16-25-122-028-0000 
16-25-122-045-0000 
16-25-122-046-0000 
16-25-123-037-0000 
16-25-123^)38-0000 
16-25-123-039-0000 
16-25-123-040-0000 
16-25-123-041-0000 
16-25-123-042-0000 
16-25-123-0430000 
16-25-123-044-0000 
16-25-123-045-0000 
16-25-124-037-0000 
16-25-124-038-0000 
16-25-124-039-0000 
16-25-124-040-0000 
16-25-124-041-0000 
16-25-124-042-0000 
16-25-124-043-0000 
16-25-127-025-0000 
16-25-127-026-0000 
16-25-127-028-0000 
16-25-127-029-0000 
16-25-127-030-0000 
16-25-127-031-0000 
16-25-127-032-0000 
16-25-127-0330000 
16-25-127-0340000 
16-25-128-020-0000 
16-25-128-021-0000 
16-25-128^)22-0000 
16-25-128-023-0000 
16-25-128-024-0000 
16-25-128-025-0000 
16-25-128-026-0000 
16-25-128-027-0000 
16-25-128-028-0000 
16-25-128-029W00 
16-25-128-030-0000 
16-25-128-031-0000 
16-25-128-032-0000 
16-25-128-033-0000 
16-25-128-034-0000 

16-25-128-035-0000 

16-25-128-036-0000 

16-25-128-038-0000 
16-25-128-039-0000 

16-25-128-040-0000 
16-25-300001-0000 

16-25-300-002-0000 
16-25-300-003-0000 

16-25-300-007-0000 

16-25-300-008-0000 

16-25-300-009-0000 

16-25-300-010-0000 

16-25-300-011-0000 
16-25-300-012-0000 

16-25-300-013-0000 

16-25-300-014-0000 

16-25-300-015-0000 
16-25-300-016-0000 

16-25-300-017-0000 

16-25-300-0180000 
16-25-300-019-0000 
16-25-300-020-0000 
16-25-300-044-0000 

16-25-301-001-0000 

16-25-301-002-0000 
16-25-301-032-0000 

16-25-301-033-0000 

16-25-301-034-0000 
16-25-301-035-0000 
16-25-301-0360000 

16-25-301-037-0000 
16-25-301-038-0000 
16-25-302-0030000 

16-25-302-028-0000 

16-25-302-029-0000 
16-25-302-030-0000 
16-25-302-031-0000 
16-25-302-032-0000 

16-25-302-033-0000 
16-25-303-001-0000 
16-25-303-002-0000 

16-25-303-003-0000 

16-25-303-004-0000 
16-25-303-005-0000 

16-25-303-006-0000 
16-25-303-007-0000 

16-25-303-008-0000 

16-25-303-009-0000 

16-25-303-010-0000 

16-25-303011-0000 

16-25-303-012-0000 

16-25-303-013-0000 

16-25-303-014-0000 
16-25-303-015-0000 

16-25-303-016-0000 
16-25-303-039-0000 

16-25-307-002-0000 

16-25-307-003-0000 

16-25-307-004-0000 
16-25-307-005-0000 

16-25-307-006-0000 
16-25-307-007-0000 

16-25-307-021-0000 

16-25-307-022-0000 

16-25-310-001-0000 
16-25-310-002-0000 

16-25-310-003-0000 

16-25-310-004-0000 

16-25-310-005-0000 

16-25-310-006-0000 
16-25-310007-0000 
16-25-310-008-0000 
16-25-310-009-0000 
16-25-310-010-0000 
16-25-310-011-0000 
16-25-310-012-0000 

•16-25-310-013-0000 
16-25-310-014-0000 
16-25-310-015-0000 
18-25-310-016-0000 
16-25-310-017-0000 
16-25-310-018-0000 
16-25-310019-0000 
16-25-310-020-0000 
16-25-310-021-0000 
16-25-310-022-0000 
16-25-310-023-0000 
16-25-310-024-0000 
16-25-500001-0000 
16-26-100001-0000 
16-26-101-001-0000 
16-26-101-002-0000 
16-26-101-005-0000 
16-26-101-006-0000 
16-26-101-009-0000 
16-26-101-011-0000 
16-26-101-035-0000 
16-26-101-036-0000 
16-26-101-041-0000 
16-26-110-003-0000 
16-26-110-004-0000 
16-26-110-005^000 
16-26-110-006-0000 
16-26-110-007-0000 
16-26-110-008-0000 
16-26-110-009-0000 
16-26-110-010-0000 
16-26-110-011-0000 
16-26-110-012-0000 
16-26-110-013-0000 
16-26-110-014-0000 
16-26-110-015-0000 
16-26-110-016-0000 
16-26-110-017-0000 
16-26-110-038-0000 
16-26-110-039-0000 
16-26-116-017-0000 
16-26-116-032-0000 
16-26-117-014-0000 
16-26-117-035-0000 
16-26-118-001-0000 
16-26-118-002-0000 
16-26-118-003^000 
16-26-118-004-0000 
16-26-118-009-0000 
16-26-118-0100000 
16-26-118-011-0000 
16-26-118-012-0000 
16-26-118-027-0000 
16-26-118-029-0000 
16-26-1iaO30-0000 
16-26-118-031-0000 
16-26-118-032-0000 
16-26-118-033-0000 
16-26-118-034-0000 
16-26-119-0330000 
16-26-119-034-0000 
16-26-119-035-0000 

16-26-119-0360000 

16-26-119-037-0000 

16-26-119-038-0000 

16-26-119-039-0000 

16-26-120-030-0000 
16-26-120-031-0000 
16-26-120032-0000 

16-26-120-033-0000 

16-26-120^)34-0000 
16-26-120-035-0000 

16-26-120-037-0000 

16-26-120-038-0000 

16-26-121-016-0000 
16-26-121-017-0000 

16-26-121-018-0000 
16-25-121-03&O000 

16-26-122-041-0000 

16-26-122-042-0000 

16-26-122-043-0000 
16-26-122-044-0000 

16-26-123^19-0000 
16-26-1234)37^)000 
16-26-124-017-0000 

16-26-124-018-0000 

16-26-124-034-0000 
16-26-124-035-0000 

16-26-125-001-0000 

16-26-125-017-0000 
16-26-125-018-0000 

16-26-125-019-0000 
16-26-125020-0000 
16-26-125^21-0000 

16-26-125-022-0000 

16-26-125^23-0000 
16-26-216-021-0000 
16-26-216-043-0000 
16-26-217-020-0000 

16-26-217-040-0000 

16-26-218-022-0000 
16-26-218-039-0000 
16-26-219-023-0000 
16-26-219-046-0000 

16-26-220023-0000 

16-26-220-047-0000 

16-26-221-023-0000 

16-26-221-045-0000 

16-26-222-022-0000 
16-26-222-0454)000 

16-26-223-023-0000 

16-26-223-024-0000 

16-26-2234)25-0000 

16-26-2234)27-0000 

l&-25-223O284)000 

16-26-2230294)000 

16-26-2234)304)000 
16-26-2234)314)000 

16-26-2234)324)000 

16-26-2234)334)000 

16-26-2230364)000 
16-26-2234)374)000 

16-26-2234)384)000 
16-26-2234)394)000 

16-26-22304043000 

16-26-2234)414)000 

16-26-2230424)000 

16-26-2234)434)000 
16-26-2234)444)000 

16-26-2244)014)000 

16-26-2244)194)000 
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16-26-2244)384)000 
16-26-2244)414)000 
16-26-2244)424K)00 
16-26-2244)434)000 
16-26-2254)014)000 
16-26-2254)174)000 
16-26-2254)184)000 
16-26-2254)194)000 
16-26-2254)354)000 
16-26-2254)364)000 
16-26-2254)374)000 
16-26-2264)014)000 
16-26-2264)024)000 
16-26-2264)174)000 
16-26-2264)324)000 
16-26-2264)334)000 
16-26-2264)344)000 
16-26-2264)354)000 
16-26-2264)364)000 
16-26-2264)374)000 
16-26-2264)384)000 
16-26-226-0394)000 
16-26-2274)014)000 
16-26-2274)234)000 
16-26-2274)244)000 
16-26-2274)424)000 
16-26-2284)014)000 
16-26-2284)234)000 
16-26-2284)434)000 
16-26-2284)464)000 
16-26-2284)474X)00 
16-26-2294)0141000 
16-26-2294)214)000 
16-26-2294)224)000 
16-26-2294)464)000 
16-26-2294)484)000 
16-26-2304)014)000 
16-26-2304)224)000 
16-26-2304)234)000 
16-26-2304)444)000 
16-26-2314)014)000 
16-26-2314)224)000 
16-26-2314)234)000 
16-26-2314)244)000 
16-26-2314)254)000 
16-26-2314)264)000 
16-26-2314)274)000 
16-26-2314)284X)00 
16-26-231-0294)000 
16-26-2314)304)000 
16-26-2314)314)000 
16-26-2314)324)000 
16-26-2314)334)000 
16-26-23141344)000 
16-26-231-0354)000 
16-26-2314)364)000 
16-26-2314)374)000 
16-26-2314)384)000 
16-26-2314)394)000 
16-26-2314)404)000 
16-26-3004)014)000 
16-26-3004)024)000 
16-26-3004)034)000 
16-26-3004)044)000 
16-26-3004)054)000 
16-26-3004)224)000 
16-26-3004)234)000 
16-26-3004)244)000 
16-26-3004)254)000 

16-26-3004)454)000 
16-26-3014)014)000 
16-26-3014)024)000 
16-25-3014)034)000 
16-26-3014)044)000 
16-26-3014)234)000 
16-26-3014)244)000 
16-26-3014)464)000 
16-26-3014)474)000 
16-26-3024)014)000 
16-26-3024)024)000 
16-26-3024)034)000 
16-26-3024)044)000 
16-26-3024)054)000 
16-26-3024)224)000 
16-26-3024)234)000 
16-26-3024)244)000 
16-26-3024)250000 
16-26-3034)014)000 
16-26-3034)024X)00 
16-26-3034)034)000 
16-28-3034)044)000 
16-26-3034)054)000 
16-26-3034)064)000 
16-26-3034X)74)000 
16-26-3034X184)000 
16-26-3034)094)000 
16-26-304-0194)000 
16-26-3044)204)000 
16-26-3044)214)000 
16-26-3044)224)000 
16-26-3044)414)000 
16-26-3044)424)000 
16-26-3054)224)000 
16-26-3054)234)000 
16-26-3054)244)000 
16-26-3054)474)000 
16-26-3054)484)000 
16-26-3064)184)000 
16-2^3064)344)000 
16-26-3064)354)000 
16-26-3074)014)000 
16-26-3074)024)000 
16-26-3074)034)000 
16-26-3074)244)000 
16-26-3074)254)000 
16-26-3074)264)000 
16-26-3074)274)000 
16-26-3074)284)000 
16-26-3084)014)000 
16-26-3084)024)000 
16-26-3084)030000 
16-26-3084)044)000 
16-26-3084)054)000 
16-2M084)06O000 
16-26-3084)074)000 
16-26-3084)084)000 
16-26-3084)094)000 
16-26-3084)104)000 
16-26-3084)114)000 
16-26-3084)124)000 
16-26-3084)134)000 
16-26-3084)144)000 
16-26-3084)154)000 
16-26-3084)164)000 
16-26-3084)174)000 
16-26-3084)184)000 
16-26-3084)214)000 
16-26-3084)224)000 

16-26-3084)454)000 
16-26-3164)014)000 
16-26-3164)024)000 
16-26-3164)030000 
16-26-3164)044)000 
16-26^164)054)000 
16-26-3164)064)000 
16-26-31641074)000 
16-26-3164)084)000 
16-26-31641094)000 
16-26-3164)134)000 
16-26-3164)144)000 
16-26-3164)154)000 
16-26-3164)164)000 
16-26-3164)174)000 
16-26-3164)184)000 
16-26-3164)194)000 
16-26-3164)204)000 
16-26-3164)464)000 
16-26-3164)474)000 
16-26-3244)014)000 
16-26-3244)024)000 
16-26-3244)034)000 
16-26-3244)044)000 
16-26-3244)054)000 
16-26-3244)064)000 
16-26-3244)074)000 
16-26-3244)084)000 
16-26-3244X194)000 
16-26-3244)104)000 
16-26-3244)114)000 
16-26-3244)124)000 
16-26-3240130000 
16-26-3244)144)000 
16-2&O244)154K)00 
16-26-3244)164)000 
16-26-3244)174)000 
16-26-3244)184)000 
16-26-3244)194)000 
16-26-324O204I000 
16-26-3244)214)000 
16-26-3244)224)000 
16-26-3244)434)000 
16-26-3254)234)000 
16-26^004)014)000 
16-26-4004)024)000 
16-264004X)3O000 
16-26-4004)044)000 
16-264004)050000 
16-2&4004)064)000 
16-26-4014X)14)000 
16-26-4014X)24)000 
16-264014X)34X)00 
16-26-4014)044)000 
16-264014)050000 
16-26-4014)064)000 
16-26-4014107,4)000 
16-26-4014X)8O000 
16-26-4014)094)000 
16-26-4024)014)000 
16-264024)214)000 
16-264034X114)000 
16-264034)204)000 
16-264044)014)000 
16-26404-0024)000 
16-264044X)34)000 
16-264044)044)000 
16-264044)050000 
16-264044X164)000 

16-264044)074)000 
16-264054)694)000 
16-264054)704)000 
16-264064X)14)000 
16-264064)024)000 
16-264064)034)000 
16-264064)044)000 
16-264064)054)000 
16-264064X)64)000 
16-264064X)74)000 
16-264064)084)000 
16-264064X)94)000 
16-264064)104)000 
16-2&4064)114XK)0 
16-264074X)14KX)0 
16-264074X)24)000 
16-264074X)3O000 
16-264074X)44)000 
16-264074)304)000 
16-264074)314)000 
16-264074)324)000 
16-264074)334)000 
16-264074)344)000 
16-264074)354)000 
16-264074)364)000 
16-264074)374)000 
16-264074)384)000 
16-264074)394)000 
16-264074)404)000 
16-264074)414)000 
16-264074)424)000 
16-264074)434)000 
16-264074)444)000 
16-264074)454)000 
16-264074)464)000 
16-264154)484)000 
16-264154)514)000 
16-264154)524)000 
16-264234)234)000 
16-264234)244)000 
16-26423-0324)000 
16-26423-0334)000 
16-264234)344)000 
16-264234)414)000 
16-264234)434)000 
16-2642341504)000 
16-264234)514)000 
16-264304)104)000 
16-264304)124)000 
16-26-4304)134)000 
16-26-5004)014KKX) 
16-26-5014K)14)000 
16-27-1044X)64)000 
16-27-1044)114)000 
16-27-1040124)000 
16-27-1044)134)000 
16-27-1044)144)000 
16-27-1044)164)000 
16-27-1044)174H)00 
16-27-2054)524)000 
16-27-2054)564)000 
16-27-2114X)84)000 
16-27-2114X)94)000 
16-27-2114)104)000 
16-27-2114)114)000 
16-27-2114)124)000 
16-27-2124X)5O000 
16-27-2134X)94)000 
16-27-2134)164)000 
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16-27-2134)174)000 
16-27-2184)174)000 
16-27-2184)214)0(X) 
16-27-2184)224)000 
16-27-2244)184)000 
16-27-2244)194)000 
16-27-22441200000 
16-27-2244)214)000 
16-27-2244)224)000 
16-27-2244)234)000 
16-27-2244)244X)00 
16-27-2244)254)000 
16-27-2244)260000 
16-27-2244)274X)00 
16-27-2304)194X)00 
16-27-2304)204)000 
16-27-2304)214)000 
16-27-2304)224)000 
16-27-2304)234X)00 
16-27-23OO244X)00 
16-27-2314)144X)00 
16-27-2314)154)000 
16-27-2314)164)000 
16-27-2314)174)000 
16-27-2314)184X)00 
16-27-2314)194)000 
16-27-2314)204XK)0 
16-27-2314)214)000 
16-27-2314)224)000 
16-27-2314)234)000 
16-27-2314)244)000 
16-27-2314)254)000 
16-27-2314)264)000 
16-27-2324)124)000 
16-27-2324)134)000 
16-27-2324)144)000 
16-27-2324)154X)00 
16-27-2324)164)000 
16-27-2324)174)000 
16-27-2324)184)000 
16-27-2324)194)000 
16-27-2324)200000 
16-27-2324)214)000 
16-27-2334)104)000 
16-27-2334)110000 
16-27-2330124)000 
16-27-2334)134)000 
16-27-233O144X)00 
16-27-2334)154)000 
16-27-2334)164)000 
16-27-2330174)000 
16-27-2334)184)000 
16-27-2330194)000 
16-27-2334)204)000 
16-27-2334)214)000 
16-27-2334)224)000 
16-27-2344)134)000 
16-27-2344)144)000 
16-27-2344)1541000 
16-27-2344)160000 
16-27-2344)174X)00 
16-27-2344)1M000 
16-27-2344)194)000 
16-27-2344)204)000 
16-27-2344)214)000 
16-27-2344)2241000 
16-27-2354)140000 
16-27-2354)1541000 
16-27-2354)164)000 

16-27-2350174)000 
16-27-2354)180000 
16-27-2354)194)000 
16-27-2354)2041000 
16-27-23541214XXX) 
l6-27-2354)224X)00 
16-27-23541230000 
16-27-2364)100000 
16-27-2364)114)000 
16-27-2364)124)000 
16-27-2364)134X)0O 
16-27-23641144)000 
16-27-2364)154)000 
16-27-2364)160000 
l6-27-2364)174X)00 
16-27-2364)184)000 
16-27-23641194)000 
16-27-2364)204)000 
16-27-2364)214)000 
16-27-3014)024)000 
16-27-3014)254X)00 
16-27-30141274)000 
16-27-3014)284)000 
16-27-3014)294)000 
1.6-27-3014)304)000 
16-27-3014)314)000 
16-27-3014)334)000 
16-27-3014)344)000 
16-274004)014)000 
16-274004)024)000 
16-274004)034)000 
16-274004)044)000 
16-274004)054)000 
16-274004X)60000 
16-274004)074)000 
16-274004)084X)00 
16-274004)094)000 
16-274014)014)000 
16-274014)024X)00 
16-274014)034)000 
16-274014)044X)00 
16-274014)054)000 
16-274014)064)000 
16-274014X)74K)00 
16-274014)0841000 
16-274024)014)000 
16-274024)024)000 
16-274024X)34)000 
16-274024)044)000 
16-274024X)54XX)0 
16-274024)064XXX) 
16-274024)0741000 
16-274034)014X)00 
16-274034)024)000 
16-274034)030000 
16-274034)044X)00 
16-274034)054)000 
16-274034X)64)000 
16-274034X)74)000 
16-274034)084)000 
16-274044)014)000 
16-2740443024X)00 
16-274044)034)000 
15-274040044)000 
16-274044)054X)00 
16-274044)064)000 
16-274044X)74)000 
16-274044K)84XX)0 
16-274044X)94)000 

16-274054)014)000 
16-274050024)000 
16-274054X134)000 
16-274054X)44HX)0 
16-274050054XXX) 
16-274050060000 
16-2740541074K)00 
16-274054)084)000 
16-274054X)94X)00 
16-274064)014XX)0 
16-274064)024XK10 
16-274064)030000 
16-27406O044XX)0 
16-274064X)54)000 
16-274064X)&O000 
16-274064X)74)000 
16-274064X184)000 
16-2740641094X100 
I6-274074X)14)000 
I6-274074X)24XX)0 
I6-274074X)34)000 
16-274074X144)000 
16-274074)404)000 
16-274154)254X100 
16-274150264)000 
:6-274154)274K)00 
16-274154)284X100 
I6-274154)294XXX) 
I6-274154)304X)00 
I6-274154)314XX)0 
16-274154)324)000 
I6-274154)334KX)0 
16-274154)344)000 
16-274154)354)000 
16-274154)360000 
16-274150374XXX) 
16-274154)3841000 
16-274154)3941000 
16-274154)404X)00 
16-274154)414X)00 
16-274154)4241000 
16-274150430000 
16-274154)444HX)0 
16-274154)450000 
16-274154)464)000 
16-274234X)64XXX) 
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16-34-2034X)44X)00 
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16-34-203O454K)00 
16-34-20343460000 
16-34-2044X)14)000 
1634-2044X)24X100 
1634-2044X)341000 
16-34-2044X)44KXX) 
16-34-2044I054KXX) 
16-34-2040064)000 
16-34-2044X)74XXX) 
16-34-2044X)84XX)0 
16-34-20*4)094XX10 
16-35-1004X)14XXX) 
16-35-1004X124)000 
16J5-1004K)34XXX) 
1635-1000044X100 
16-35-1004)200000 
1635-1004)210000 
15-35-10002241000 
16-35-1004)384X100 
16-35-10l4X)14X)00 
16-35-l014X)24XXX) 
16-27-23641224KXX) 
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AUTHORIZATION FOR CONDUCT OF PUBLIC HEARING 
ON REESTABLISHMENT OF SPECIAL SERVICE 

AREA NUMBER 31. 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration an ordinance concerning the 
authority to terminate the current authorization of a levy of a Services Tax, to approve the 
reestablishment of Special Service Area Number 31 with reconstituted boundaries and to 
approve a Services Tax Levy, having had the same under advisement, begs leave to report 
and recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the proposed ordinance transmitted 
herewith. 

This recommendafion was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Mufioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 
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WHEREAS, Special service areas may be established pursuant to Article Vll, Sections 6(1) 
and 7(6) of the Constitution of the State of Illinois, and pursuant to the provisions of the 
Special Service Area Tax law, 35 ILCS 200/27-5, et seq., as amended from time to time, and 
pursuant to the Property Tax Code, 35 ILCS 200/1-1, et seq., as amended from time to time 
(the "Property Tax Code"); and 

WHEREAS, On December .8, 2004, the City Council of the City of Chicago (the "City 
Council") enacted an ordinance which established an area known and designated as City of 
Chicago Special Service Area Number 31 (the "Original Area") and authorized the levy of an 
annual tax for the period beginning in tax year 2004 through and including tax year 2013 (the 
"Original Services Tax"), not to exceed an annual rate of thirty-five hundredths of one percent 
(0.35%) of the equalized assessed value of the taxable property therein to provide certain 
special services in and for the Original Area in addition to the services provided by and to the 
City of Chicago generally; and 

WHEREAS, The City desires to reconstitute the boundaries of the Original Area; and 

WHEREAS, The City Council finds (a) that it is in the public interest that considerafion be 
given to (i) terminating the authorization of the levy of the Original Services Tax for the 
Original Area, (ii) the reestablishment of an area to be known and designated as City of 
Chicago Special Service Area Number 31 (the "Area") with reconstituted boundaries, and (iii) 
the authorization of a special annual services tax (the "Services Tax") for a period of-ten (10) 
years within the Area for the provision of certain special services as set forth herein; (b) that 
the Area is contiguous; and (c) that the proposed special services are in addition to municipal 
services provided by and to the City of Chicago generally, and it is, therefore, in the best 
interests of the City of Chicago that the creation of the Area and the levy of the Services Tax 
within the Area for the proposed special services to be provided be considered; now, 
therefore. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The preambles of this ordinance are hereby incorporated into this text as if 
set out herein in full. 

SECTION 2. A public hearing shall be held by the Committee on Finance of the City 
Council of the City oif Chicago at the City Council Chambers, City Hall, Chicago, Illinois (the 
"Hearing") to consider the creation of the Area and the authorization of the levy of the 
Services Tax. At the Hearing there will be considered the levy of the Services Tax upon the 
taxable property within the Area sufficient to produce revenues required to provide special 
services in the Area. The Services Tax shall not exceed the annual sum of thirty-two 
hundredths of one percent (0.32%) ofthe equalized assessed value ofthe taxable property 
within the Area. The Services Tax shall be authorized to be levied in tax years 2008 through 
and including 2017. The Services Tax shall be in addition to all other taxes provided by law 
and shall be levied pursuant to the provisions of the Property Tax Code, as amended from 
time to time. The special services to be considered include maintenance and beautification 
activities including, but not limited to, sidewalk cleaning, snow plowing, and landscaping; 
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security programs; recruitment and promotion of new businesses to the Area and retention 
and promotion of existing businesses within the Area; coordinated marketing and promotional 
activities; strategic planning for the general development ofthe Area; financing of storefront 
facade improvements; parking and transit programs; and other technical assistance acfivifies 
to promote commercial and economic development (collectively, the "Special Services"). The 
Special Services shall be in addition to services provided to and by the City of Chicago 
generally. The Area shall consist of territory described on Exhibit 1 hereto and hereby 
incorporated herein. The approximate street location of said territory consists of West 
Lawrence Avenue, from North Leavitt Street to North Clark Street; North Clark Street, from 
West Ainslie Street to West Montrose Avenue; West Montrose Avenue, from North Clark 
Street to North Seeley Avenue; North Ravenswood Avenue from West Lawrence Avenue to 
West Addison Street; West Irving Park Road, from North Ravenswood Avenue to North 
Ashland Avenue; North Damen Avenue, from West Wilson Avenue to West Argyle Street; 
and the Ravenswood Hospital site including West Wilson Avenue to North Hermitage 
Avenue. 

SECTION 3. Notice of the Hearing shall be published by the City of Chicago at least once, 
not less than fifteen (15) days prior to the Hearing, in a newspaper of general circulafion 
within the City of Chicago. In addition, notice by mail shall be given by depositing said notice 
in the United States mail addressed to the person or persons in whose name the general 
taxes forthe last preceding year were paid on each property lying within the Area. The notice 

. shall be mailed not less than ten (10) days prior to the time set for the Hearing. In the event 
taxes for the last preceding year were not paid, the notice shall be sent to the person last 
listed on the tax rolls prior to that year as the owner of the property. 

SECTION 4. Notice of the Hearing shall be substantially in the following form: 

Notice Of Public Hearing 

City Of Chicago Special Service Area Number 31. 

Notice is hereby given that at o'clock .M., on the day of 
20 at the City Council Chambers, City Hall, 121 North 

LaSalle Street, Chicago, Illinois, a public hearing will be held by the 
Committee on Finance of the City Council of the City of Chicago to consider 
the termination of the current authorization of the levy of a special annual 
services tax for a certain area and the reestablishment of such area with 
reconstituted boundaries within the City of Chicago to be known and 
designated as Special Service Area Number 31 (the "Area") and the 
authorizafion of the levy of a special annual services tax (the "Services Tax") 
within the Area. The Services Tax under consideration shall be authorized to 
be levied in tax years 2008 through and including 2017. The purpose of 
creating the Area shall be to provide special services within the Area, which 
may include maintenance and beautification activities including, but not limited 
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to, sidewalk cleaning, snow plowing, and landscaping; security programs; 
recruitment and promotion of new businesses to the Area and retention and 
promotion of existing businesses within the Area; coordinated marketing and 
promotional activities; strategic planning for the general development of the 
Area; financing of storefront facade improvements; parking and transit 
programs; and other technical assistance activifies to promote commercial 
and economic development (collectively, the "Special Services"). 

At the hearing there will be considered a Services Tax to be levied against 
the taxable property included within the Area for the provision of the Special 
Services not to exceed the annual sum of thirty-two hundredths of one percent 
(0.32%) of the equalized assessed value of taxable property within the Area. 
The Services Tax shall be in addifion to all other taxes provided by law and 
shall be levied pursuant to the provisions of the Property Tax Code, 35 ILCS 
200/1-1, et seq., as amended from time to time. 

The Area shall consist of the territory described herein and incorporated 
hereto as Exhibit 1. The approximate street location of said territory consists 
of West Lawrence Avenue, from North Leavitt Street to North Clark Street; 
North Clark Street, from West Ainslie Street to West Montrose Avenue; West 
Montrose Avenue, from North Clark Street to North Seeley Avenue; North 
Ravenswood Avenue, from West Lawrence Avenue to West Addison Street; 
West Irving Park Road, from North Ravenswood Avenue to North Ashland 
Avenue; North Damen Avenue, from West Wilson Avenue to West Argyle 
Street; and the Ravenswood Hospital site including West Wilson Avenue to 
North Hermitage Avenue. 

At the public hearing any interested person, including all persons owning 
taxable real property located within the proposed Area, affected by the 
creation of the Area and the levy of the Services Tax may file with the City 
Clerk of the City of Chicago written objections to and may be heard orally with 
respect to any issues embodied in this notice. The Committee on Finance of 
the City Council of the City of Chicago shall hear and determine all protests 
and objections at said hearing, and said hearing may be adjourned to another 
date without further notice other than a motion to be entered upon the minutes 
fixing the time and place it will reconvene. 

If a petition signed by at least fifty-one percent (51 %) ofthe electors residing 
within the boundaries of the proposed Area and by at least fifty-one percent 
(51 %) of the landowners included within the boundaries of the proposed Area 
objecting to the creation of the Area and the levy of the Services Tax therein 
is filed with the City Clerk of the City of Chicago within sixty (60) days following 
the final adjournment of the public hearing, the Area shall not be created and 
the Services Tax shall not be levied. 
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By order of the City Council of the City of Chicago, Cook County, Illinois. 

Dated this day of , 20 . 

City of Chicago, 
Cook County, Illinois 

SECTION 5. The City Clerk shall provide to the Corporation Counsel, without charge, 
certified copies of this ordinance in such amount as shall be requested by the Corporation 
Counsel. 

SECTION 6. This ordinance shall become effective from its passage and approval. 

Exhibit 1 referred to in this ordinance reads as follows: 

Exhibit 1. 

Greater Ravenswood Special Service Area 
Number 31 — Legal Description. 

That part of the northeast quarter, the east of the southwest quarter, and the southeast 
quarter of Section 7, that part of the west half of the southwest quarter of Section 8, that part 
of the west half of the northwest quarter and west half of the southwest quarter of Section 17, 
that part of the east half of the northwest quarter, the northeast quarter, the east half of the 
southwest quarter and the southeast quarter of Section 18 and that part of the northeast 
quarter and southeast quarter of Section 19 all in Township 40 North, Range 14 East of the 
Third Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois, bounded and described as follows: 

beginning at the intersection of the centeriine of North Leavitt Street, being also the west 
line of the east half of the northwest quarter of said Section 18, with the centeriine of 
West Lawrence Avenue, being also the north line of the northwest quarter of said Section 
18; thence north along the centeriine of North Leavitt Street to the westeriy extension of 
the north line of a 16 foot east/west alley lying north of and contiguous to Lots 90 through 
99 and Lots 1 through 5 in Road's Subdivision, according to the plat thereof, recorded 
June 5,1899 as Document 2829259; thence east along said westeriy extension ofthe 
north line of a 16 foot east/west alley, the north line thereof and the easterly extension 
thereof, to the west line of Lot 2 in Marbach and Others' Subdivision, according to the plat 
thereof, recorded October 15,1873 as Document 130875; thence south along the west 
line of the aforesaid Lot 2 to the, north line of the south 133 feet of said Lot 2; thence east 
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along the north line of the south 133 feet of said Lot 2 to the west line of Lot 1 in Marbach 
and Others Subdivision; thence south along the west line of said Lot 1 to the north line 
of the south 125 feet of said Lot 1; thence east along the aforesaid north line of the south 
125 feet of Lot 1, and easterly extension, to the east line of North Hoyne Avenue; thence 
south along the east line of North Hoyne Avenue to the northwest corner of Lot 24 in 
Block 3 of Culver Park, according to the plat thereof, recorded September 4,1884 as 
Document 571795; thence east along the north line of Said Lot 24 and lot 23 in Block 3 
of Culver Park to the west line of North Seeley Avenue; thence north along the west line 
of North Seeley Avenue to the westeriy extension of the north line of Lot 25 in Block 2 of 
Culver Park; thence east along the aforesaid westerly extension and the north line of 
Lot 25 in Block 2 of Culver Park to the west line of the 16 foot north/south alley lying west 
of and contiguous to Lots 1 through 23 in said Block 2 of Culver Park; thence north along 
the west line ofthe aforesaid 16 foot north/south alley and the northerly extension thereof, 
to the centeriine of West Ainslie Street; thence east along the centeriine of West Ainslie 
Street to the centeriine line of North Damen Avenue, being also the east line ofthe east 
line of the southwest quarter of said Section 7; thence north along said centeriine of North 
Damen Avenue to the easteriy extension of the south line of Lot 2 in Block 1 of 
Culver Park; thence west along said easteriy extension of the south line of said Lot 2 in 
Block 1 of Culver Park and the south line thereof, to the east line of the 16 foot 
north/south alley lying west of and contiguous to Lots 1 through 23 in said Block 1 of 
Culver Park; thence north along the east line of the aforesaid 16 foot north/south alley to 
the centeriine of West Argyle Street; thence east along the centeriine of West Argyle 
Street across North Damen Avenue to the northeriy extension of the east line of the 20 
foot north/south alley lying east of and contiguous to Lots 19 through 36 in Block 3 of 
North Ravenswood Avenue according to the plat thereof, recorded September 10, 1906 
as Document 3921635; thence south along said northerly extension ofthe east line ofthe 
20 foot north/south alley, the east line thereof and the southeriy extension thereof and 
along the east line of the 20 foot north/south alley lying east of and contiguous to 
Lots 21 through 34 in Block 4 of North Ravenswood Avenue to the north line of a 16 
foot east/west alley lying south of Lot 14 in said Block 4 of North Ravenswood Avenue; 
thence east along the aforesaid north line of a 16 foot east/west alley to the west line of 
North Winchester Avenue; thence east across North Winchester Avenue to the southwest 
corner of Lot 21 in Block 5 of North Ravenswood Avenue; thence east along the south 
line of said Lot 21 to the west line of the 20 foot north/south alley lying east of and 
contiguous to Lots 21 through 34 in said Block 5 of North Ravenswood Avenue; thence 
north along said west line of the 20 foot north/south alley to the south line of West Ainslie 
Street; thence east along said south line of West Ainslie Street to the east line of the 
aforesaid 20 foot north/south alley lying east of and contiguous to Lots 21 through 34 in 
said Block 5 of North Ravenswood Avenue; thence south along the east line of said 20 
foot north/south alley to a point 15 feet north of the southwest corner of Lot 14 in Block 
5 of North Ravenswood Avenue; thence southeasteriy to a point on the south line of said 
Lot 14 in Block 5 of North Ravenswood Avenue, 10 feet east of the southwest corner 
thereof; thence east along the south line of said Lot 14 to the west line of North Wolcott 
Avenue; thence south along the west line of North Wolcott Avenue to the westeriy 
extension of the north line of Lot 6 in Plotke and Crosby's Subdivision, according to the 
plat thereof, recorded June 3, 1925 as Document 8933193; thence east along the 
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aforesaid westeriy extension and the north line of Lot 6 in Plotke and Crosby's 
Subdivision to the northeast corner of said Lot 6; thence north along the east line 
of Lots 1 through 5, and its northerly extension, to the south line of Lot 6 in Emil G. 
Skoglunds Lincoln Argyle Subdivision, according to the plat thereof, recorded October 17, 
1928 as Document 10178358; thence east along the south line of Lot 6, and said south 
line extended to the east line ofthe 16 foot north/south alley lying west of and contiguous 
to Lot 7 in said Emil G. Skoglunds Lincoln Argyle Subdivision; thence north along the east 
line of said 16 foot alley to the south line of West Argyle Street; thence east along said 
south line of West Argyle Street to the west line of the Chicago and North Western 
Railway right-of-way, said right-of-way designated as Permanent Index Number 
14-07-500-004; thence north along the aforesaid west line of the Chicago and North 
Western Railway right-of-way to the north line of right-of-way designated as Permanent 
Index Number 14-07-500-004, said north line being at West Bryn Mawr Avenue; thence 
east along the north line of right-of-way designated as Permanent Index Number 
14-07-500-004 to the east line of the aforesaid Chicago and North Western Railway 
right-of-way; thence south along the east line ofthe Chicago and North Western Railway 
right-of-way to the westerly extension of the north line of Lot 20 in Block 4 of Keeney's 
Addition to Ravenswood (ante-fire); thence east along the aforesaid westeriy extension 
and the north line of Lot 20, and its easteriy extension, to the east line of a 20 
foot north/south alley lying west of and contiguous to Lots 1 through 11 in Block 4 of 
Keeney's Addition to Ravenswood; thence south along the aforesaid east line of a 20 foot 
north/south alley to the northwest cornerî of Lot 11 in Block 4 of Keeney's Addition to 
Ravenswood; thence east along the north line of said Lot 11 in Block 4, and its easteriy 
extension, and along the north line of Lot 12 in Block 3 of Keeney's Addition to 
Ravenswood to the northeast corner of said Lot 12; thence north along the east line of 
Lot 13 in Block 3 of Keeney's Addition to Ravenswood to the westeriy extension of the 
north line of Lot 10 in said Block 3; thence east along the aforesaid westeriy extension 
and the north line of Lot 10, and its easteriy extension, to the east line of North Paulina 
Street; thence south along the east line of North Paulina Street to the southwest corner 
of Lot 12 in W. H. Whitehead's Subdivision, according to the plat thereof, recorded 
February 21, 1902 as Document 3209251; thence east along the south line of 
said Lot 12 to the southeast corner of said Lot 12; thence north along the east line of 
Lots 12 through 14 in said W. H. Whitehead's Subdivision to the south line of Lot 15 in 
Block 2 of Keeney's Addition to Ravenswood; thence east along the aforesaid south line 
of Lot 15, and its easteriy extension, to the east line of a 20 foot north/south alley lying 
west of and contiguous to Lot 8 in Block 2 of Keeney's Addition to Ravenswood; thence 
south along the aforesaid east line of a 20 foot north/south alley to the centeriine of a 
vacated 12 foot east/west alley lying south of and configuous to Lot 8 in Block 2 of 
Keeney's Addition to Ravenswood, said alley vacated by ordinance recorded May 28, 
1969 as Document 20854912; thence east along the aforesaid centeriine of a vacated 12 
foot east/west alley to the east line of a vacated 10 foot north/south alley lying west of and 
contiguous to Lots 1 through 5 in W. H. Whitehead's Subdivision; thence north along the 
aforesaid east line of a vacated 10 foot north/south alley to the south line of Lot 8 in Block 
2 of Keeney's Addition to Ravenswood; thence east along the south line ofthe aforesaid 
Lot 8, and its easteriy extension, to the east line of North Ashland Avenue, as widened; 
thence south along the east line of North Ashland Avenue to the southwest corner of 
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Lot 11 in Block 1 of Keeney's Addition to Ravenswood; thence east along the south line 
of the aforesaid Lot 11 to the southeast corner of said Lot 11; thence north along the east 
line of Lots 11 through 20 in said Block 1 of Keeney's Addition to Ravenswood to the 
southeast corner of Lot 11 in Block 1 of Ingledew's Addition to Ravenswood, according 
to the plat thereof, recorded September 12, 1874 as Document 190307; thence 
north along the east line of Lots 11 through 20 in said Block 1 of Ingledew's 
Addition and the northeriy extension thereof to the centeriine of West Ainslie Street; 
thence east along said centeriine of West Ainslie Street to the centeriine of North Clark 
Street; thence south along said centeriine of North Clark Street to the westeriy extension 
of the south line of the 20 foot east/west alley, dedicated per Document 20259447, 
recorded September 13, 1967, said alley being located in Collet's Argyle Subdivision, 
according to the plat thereof, recorded March 29, 1888 as Document 937480; 
thence east along the westeriy extension of the south line of said 20 foot alley 
east/west to the east line of North Clark Street; thence south along the east line of North 
Clark Street to the north line of West Lawrence Avenue; thence east along the north line 
of West Lawrence Avenue to the northwesterly extension of the easterly line of a 16 foot 
alley lying east of and contiguous to Lots 331 through 354 in Sheridan Drive Subdivision, 
according to the plat thereof, recorded April 17,1891 as Document 1451851; thence 
southeast along the aforesaid northwesteriy extension and the easterly line of a 16 foot 
alley to the north line of West Wilson Avenue; thence continuing southeast along the 
northwesterly extension of the easterly line of a 16 foot alley lying east of and contiguous 
to Lots 328 through 330 in said Sheridan Drive Subdivision, Lots 1 through 16 in the 
subdivision of Lots 321 through 327 of Sheridan Drive Subdivision, according to the 
plat thereof, recorded January 25, 1910 as Document 4500704, to the north line of 
Lot 4 in Paulus Addition to Sheridan Drive Subdivision, according to the plat thereof, 
recorded August 15, 1891 as Document 1520642; thence west along said north line of 
Lot 4 to the easteriy line ofthe 14 foot alley opened by ordinance passed November 22, 
1915, order of possession January 28,1927; thence southeast along the east line of said 
14 foot alley to the easteriy extension of the south line of Lot 6 in Paulus Addition; thence 
west along said easteriy extension of the south line of Lot 6, the south line thereof and 
the westeriy extension thereof to the centeriine of North Clark Street; thence south along 
said centeriine of North Clark Street to the centeriine of West Sunnyside Avenue; thence 
east along said centeriine of West Sunnyside Avenue to the northeriy extension of the 
west line of Lot 2 in Mrs. Helen Pickles's Subdivision, according to the plat thereof, 
recorded August 25,1908 as Document 4250399 and correction filed August 28,1908 as 
Document 4251655; thence south along the aforesaid northeriy extension and the west 
line of Lot 2 to the southwest corner of said Lot 2; thence northeast along the south 
line of Lots 2 through 4, and its easteriy extension, to the west line of Lot 46 in 
Sunnyside Addition to Sheridan Park, according to the plat thereof, recorded April 9,1903 
as Document 3373799; thence southeast along the west line of Lots 40 through 46 in 
Sunnyside Addition to Sheridan Park, Lots 8 through 10 in A. J. Pruitt's Resubdivision, 
according to the plat thereof, recorded March 13, 1905 as Document 3664425, Lots. 30 
through 35 in Sunnyside Addition to Sheridan Park, and Lots 1 through 4 in the 
resubdivision of Lots 25 through 29 in Sunnyside Addition to Sheridan Park, according 
to the plat thereof, recorded August 30, 1904 as Document 3585613 and said lines 
extended to the centeriine of West Montrose Avenue; thence west along said centeriine 
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of West Montrose Avenue to the centeriine of North Clark Street; thence southeasteriy 
along said centeriine of North Clark Street to the easterly extension ofthe north line ofthe 
east/west 16 foot alley lying south of and contiguous to Lots 1 through 11 in Block 1 of 
Sulzer's Addition to Ravenswood according to the plat thereof, recorded July 18,1889 as 
Document 1130564 and corrected per Document 1144216 recorded August 19, 1889; 
thence west along the easterly extension of said north line of the east/west 16 foot alley 
lying south of and contiguous to Lots 1 through 11 in said Block 1 of Sulzer's Addition to 
Ravenswood and the westeriy extension thereof, to the west line of the north/south 
16 foot alley lying west of and contiguous to said Lot 11; thence north along the west line 
of said 16 foot alley to the southeast corner of Lot 12 in said Block 1 of Sulzer's Addition 
to Ravenswood; thence west along the south line of said Lot 12 to the east line of North 
Greenview Avenue; thence westeriy across North Greenview Avenue to the southeast 
corner of the property having a Permanent Index Number of 14-17-300-048, being a point 
on the east line of Lot 2 in Block 3 of Sulzer's Addition to Ravenswood; thence west along 
the south line of said property having a Permanent Index Number of 14-17-300-048 and 
along the south line ofthe property having a Permanent Index Number of 14-17-300-049 
(being part of Lot 1 in the resubdivision of the west 110 feet of Lots 1, 2, 3 and 4 in 
Block 4 in Sulzer's Addition); thence south along said to the north line of Lot 
5 in Block 3 of Sulzer's Addition to Ravenswood; thence west along the north line of said 
Lot 5 and the westeriy extension thereof and along the north line of Lot 42 in said Block 
3 of Sulzer's Addition to Ravenswood and the westeriy extension thereof, to the centeriine 
of North Ashland Avenue .being also the west line of the southwest quarter of said 
Section 17; thence north along said centeriine of Ashland Avenue to the easteriy 
extension of the south line of Lot 1 in Block 26 of Ravenswood, being a subdivision of 
part ofthe northeast quarter and the northeast quarter of the southeast quarter of Section 
18 and part of Section 17, Township 40 North, Range 14 East of the Third Principal 
Meridian (ante fire); thence west along said easteriy extension of south line of said Lot 1, 
the south line thereof and the westeriy extension thereof and along the south line of Lot 
24 in said Block 26 of Ravenswood and the westeriy extension thereof, to the centeriine 
of North Paulina Street; thence south along said centeriine of North Paulina Street to the 
centeriine of West Cullom Avenue; thence west along the centeriine of West Cullom 
Avenue to the southeriy extension of the west line of the 20 foot north/south alley lying 
east of Lots 13 through 24 in Block 25 of Ravenswood; thence north along the southeriy 
extension of the west line of said 20 foot north/south alley and the west line thereof, 
to the south line of the north 32.13 feet of the south 46.13 feet of Lot 23 in Block 25 of 
Ravenswood; thence west along said south line of the north 32.13 feet of the south 
46.13 feet of Lot 23 to the west line of the east 53 feet of said Lot 23; thence north 
along said west lineof the east 53 feet of Lot 23 to the north line of the south 46.13 feet 
of said Lot 23; thence west along said north line ofthe south 46.13 feet of Lot 23 to the 
east line of North Hermitage Avenue; thence westerly across North Hermitage Avenue 
to a point on the west line of North Hermitage Avenue being VA feet south of the north 
line of Lot 2 in Block 24 of Ravenswood; thence west along the south line ofthe north VA 
feet of said Lot 2 and the westerly extension thereof, to the west line of the 20 foot 
north/south alley lying east of North Ravenswood Avenue; thence south along said west 
line of the 20 foot wide alley east of Ravenswood Avenue to the south line of Lot 15 in 
Block 24 in Ravenswood; thence west along said south line of said Lot 15 to the east line 
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of Lot 3 in Engel's Resubdivision of Lots 13 and 14 in Block 24 in Ravenswood according 
to plat thereof, recorded June 20, 1949 as Document 14575138; thence south along the 
east line of said Lot 3 to the north line of West Cullom Avenue; thence west along the 
north line of said West Cullom Avenue to the east line of North Ravenswood Avenue; 
thence south along the southerly extension of North Ravenswood Avenue to the south 
line of West Cullom Avenue; thence east along the south line of West Cullom Avenue to 
the east line of Lot 6 in the subdivision of Lots 23 and 24 in Block 29 of Ravenswood; 
thence south along the east line of said Lot 6 to the north line of Lot 22 in Block 29 of 
Ravenswood; thence east along the north line of said Lot 22 to the west line ofthe 20 foot 
north/south alley lying east of North Ravenswood Avenue; thence south along said west 
line of the 20 foot wide alley east of Ravenswood Avenue and the southeriy extension 
thereof, to the south line of Berteau Avenue; thence south along said west line 
ofthe 20 foot wide alley east of Ravenswood Avenue and the southeriy extension thereof, 
to the south line of Belle Plaine Avenue; thence south along said west line ofthe 20 foot 
wide alley east of Ravenswood Avenue to the north line extended west of Lot 5 
in W. H. Mcintosh's Subdivision according to plat thereof, recorded July 11, 1904 as 
Document 3564024; thence east along the north line of Lots 4 and 5 in W. H. Mcintosh's 
Subdivision to the east line of said Lot 4; thence south along the east line of said Lot 4 
to the north line of Lot 3 in W. H. Mcintosh's Subdivision; thence east along the north line 
of said Lot 3 and the easteriy extension thereof to the centeriine of North Hermitage 
Avenue; thence north along said centeriine of North Hermitage Avenue to the westeriy 
extension of the north line of the south 33 feet of Lot 25 in the subdivision of all of Lot 9 
and Lot 10 (except the north 169.25 feet thereof) in Belle Plaine according to plat thereof, 
recorded December 29, 1883 as Document 516760; thence east along said westeriy 
extension of the north line of said south line of Lot 25 to the north line thereof and the 
easteriy extension thereof, to the east line of the 19.5 foot north/south alley lying west of 
North Paulina Street; thence north along the east line of said 19.5 foot alley, being also 
the west line of Lots 20 through 27 in the subdivision of Lots 11 and 12 in Belle Plaine 
according to plat thereof, recorded November 10,1883 as Document 507114, to the north 
line of said Lot 27; thence east along the north line of said Lot 27 and the easterly 
extension thereof, to the centeriine of North Paulina Street; thence south along said 
centeriine of North Paulina Street to the westeriy extension of the north line of Lot 11 in 
the subdivision of Lots 11 and 12 in Belle Plaine; thence east along said westeriy 
extension of the north line of said Lot 11 and the north line thereof, to the west line of the 
19.5 foot north/south alley lying west of North Ashland Avenue; thence south along the 
west line of said 19.5 foot north/south alley to the westeriy extension of the south line of 
the north 39.9 feet of Lot 10 in subdivision of Lots 11 and 12 in Belle Plaine; thence east 
along said westeriy extension ofthe south line ofthe north 39.9 feet of Lot 10, said south 
line and the easteriy extension thereof to the centeriine of North Ashland Avenue, being 
also the east line of the southeast quarter of said Section 18; thence south along said 
centeriine of North Ashland Avenue to the centeriine of West Irving Park Road, being also 
the south line of the southeast quarter of said Section 18; thence west along said 
centeriine of West Irving Park Road to the northeriy extension of the east line of North 
Ravenswood Avenue from the south; thence south along said east line of North 
Ravenswood Avenue to the centeriine of Grace Street; thence east along said centeriine 
of West Grace Street to the northeriy extension of the west line of the 16 foot north/south 
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alley east of North Ravenswood Avenue; thence south along said northerly extension 
west line of the 16 foot north/south alley east of Ravenswood Avenue, the west line 
thereof, and the southerly extension thereof, to the centeriine of West Waveland Avenue; 
thence west along said centeriine of West Waveland Avenue to the east line of North 
Ravenswood Avenue; thence south along the east line of North Ravenswood Avenue to 
the south line of the 16 foot east/west alley north of West Addison Street; thence east 
along the south line of said 16 foot east/west alley, being also the north line of Lots 19 
through 28 in Block 2 in the subdivision of Block 25 in Buechner's Subdivision according 
to plat thereof, recorded July 10, 1891 as Document 1502138, to the east line of Lot 25 
in said Block 2; thence south along the east line of said Lot 25 and the southeriy 
extension thereof, to the centeriine of West Addison Street, being also the south line of 
the northeast quarter of said Section 19; thence west along said centeriine of Addison 
Street to the easteriy line of the C. & N.W.R.Y. right-of-way; thence south along the 
easteriy line ofthe C. & N.W.R.Y. right-of-way to the centeriine of West Belmont Avenue; 
thence west along said centeriine of West Belmont Avenue to the westeriy line of said 
C. & N.W.R.Y. right-of-vyay; thence north along said westeriy line ofthe C. & N.W.R.Y. 
right-of-way to the centeriine of North Lincoln Avenue; thence northwesteriy along said 
centeriine of North Lincoln Avenue to the southeriy extension ofthe east line ofthe C.T.A. 
right-of-way east of North Wolcott Avenue; thence north along said southeriy extension 
of the east line of the C.T.A. right-of-way to the northeriy line of North Lincoln Avenue; 
thence northwesterly along said northeriy line of North Lincoln Avenue to the west line of 
the C.T.A. right-of-way lying east of North Wolcott Avenue; thence south along the-i 
southeriy extension of said west line of the C.T.A. right-of-way to the centeriine of North 
Lincoln Avenue; thence northwest along said centeriine of North Lincoln Avenue to the 
westeriy extension of the north line of the parcel of land bearing Permanent Index 
Number 14-19-220-008; thence east along said north line ofthe parcel of land bearing 
Permanent Index Number 14-19-220-008 and the westeriy extension thereof, to the west 
line of the parcel of land bearing Permanent Index Number 14-19-220-010; thence 
north along said west line of the parcel of land bearing Permanent Index 
Number 14-19-220-010 to the north line ofthe parcel of land bearing Permanent Index 
Number 14-19-220-010; thence east along said north line ofthe parcel of land bearing 
Permanent Index Number 14-19-220-010 to the west line of the C.T.A. right-of-way; 
thence north along said west line of the C.T.A. right-of-way to the south line of West 
Grace Street (33 feet south of the north line of said Grace Street); thence east along said 
south line of West Grace Street being to the east line of the C.T.A. right-of-way; thence 
north along said east line of the C.T.A. right-of-way extended north, to the north line of 
West Grace Street; thence west along said north line of West Grace Street to the west 
line of Lot 38 in Block 16 of Charies J. Ford's Subdivision according to plat thereof, 
recorded August 12,1891 as Document 1519261; thehce north along the west line of said 
Lot 38 to the south line of the 16 foot east/west alley lying north of West Grace Street; 
thence east along the south line of said 16 foot east/west alley to the west line of that 
portion ofthe parcel of land bearing Permanent Index Number 14-19-212-041 lying east 
ofthe C.T.A. right-of-way, said west line extending south to north through Lot 7 in Block 
16 of Charies J. Ford's Subdivision; thence north along said west line ofthe parcel of land 
bearing Permanent Index Number 14-19-212-041 to the south line of West Berenice 
Avenue; thence east along the south line of West Berenice Avenue to the southeriy 
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extension of the east line of the west half of Lot 57 in Block 15 of Charies Ford's 
Subdivision; thence north along the southeriy extension of the east line of the west half 
of said Lot 57 and said east line to the south line of the 16 foot east-west alley lying north 
of West Berenice Avenue; thence west along the south line of said 16 foot east/west alley 
to the southeriy extension of the west line of the east 6% feet of Lot 7 in Block 15 of 
Charies J. Ford's Subdivision; thence north along the southerly extension of the 
west line of the east 6V4 feet of said Lot 7, said west line and the northeriy extension 
thereof to the north line of West Byron Street; thence east along the north line of West 
Byron Street to the west line of Lot 79 in Block 3 of Charies J. Ford's Subdivision; thence 
north along said west line of Lot 79 and the northeriy extension thereof to the north line 
of the 16 foot east/west alley lying north of West Byron Street; thence west along the 
north line of said 16 foot east/west alley to the east line of Lot 52 in Block 3 of Charies J. 
Ford's Subdivision; thence north along said east line of Lot 52 in Block 3 of Charies J. 
Ford's Subdivision to the south line of West Larchmont Avenue; thence east along the 
south line of West Larchmont Avenue to the east line ofthe C.T.A. right-of-way; thence 
north along said east line of the C.T.A. right-of-way extended north, to the north line of 
West Larchmont Avenue; thence west along said north line of West Larchmont Avenue 
to the west line of the east half of Lot 36 in Block 3 of Charies J. Ford's Subdivision; 
thence north along said west line of the east half of Lot 36 to the south line of the 16 foot 
east/west alley lying north of West Larchmont Avenue; thence northeriy to a point on the 
north line of said 16 foot east/west alley lying 14.1 feet east of the west line of Lot 7 in 
Block 3 of Charies J. Ford's Subdivision across the 16 foot east/west alley lying northvof 
West Larchmont Avenue; thence north along the east line of the west 14.1 feet of said 
Lot 7 to a point on the south line of the north 70 feet thereof; thence east along said south 
line of the north 70 feet of Lot 7 to a point on the east line of the west 21.1 feet of said 
Lot 7; thence north along said east line of the west 21.1 feet of Lot 7 and the northeriy 
extension thereof, to the north line of West Irving Park Road; thence west along the north 
line of West Irving Park Road to the west line of the parcel of land bearing Permanent 
Index Number 14-18-424-032, said west line extending south to north through a portion 
of Lot 35 in Block 4 in Cuyler's Addition to Ravenswood according to plat thereof, 
recorded December 9,1890 as Document Number 1385712; thence north along the west 
line of said parcel of land bearing Permanent Index Number 14-18-424-032 and along the 
west line of the parcel of land bearing Permanent Index Number 14-18-424-033, said 
west line extending south to north through a portion of Lot 35 in Block 4 in Cuyler's 
Addition to Ravenswood, to the south line of the 16 foot east/west alley lying north of 
West Irving Park Road; thence east along the south line of the 16 foot east/west alley 
lying north of West Irving Park Road to the west line of the east IV7. feet of Lot 1, 
extended south, in Block 4 in Cuyler's Addition to Ravenswood as dedicated for public 
street by Document Number 3033379, recorded November 16,1900; thence north along 
the southerly extension of said west line of the east 7 Vz feet of Lot 1, the west line of the 
east IVi feet of Lot 1 and the northeriy extension thereof to the north line of Cuyler 
Avenue; thence west along said north line of Cuyler Avenue to the west line of Lot 36 in 
Block 3 in Cuyler's Addition to Ravenswood; thence north along said west line of Lot 36 
in Block 3 in said Cuyler's Addition to Ravenswood and the northeriy extension thereof 
and along the west line of Lot 7 in Block 3 in said Cuyler's Addition to Ravenswood and 
the northeriy extension thereof across West Belle Plaine Avenue to the southwest 
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corner of Lot 36 in Block 2 of said Cuyler's Addition to Ravenswood; thence north along 
said west line of Lot 36 in Block 2 in said Cuyler's Addition to Ravenswood and the 
northeriy extension thereof and along the west,line of Lot 7 in Block 2 in said Cuyler's 
Addition to Ravenswood to the south line of West Warner Avenue; thence east along said 
south line of West Warner Avenue to the southerly extension of the west line of Lot 42 
in Block 1 in said Cuyler's Addition to Ravenswood; thence north along the southeriy 
extension of the west line of Lot 42 in Block 1 in said Cuyler's Addition to Ravenswood, 
the west line of said Lot 42 and the northeriy extension thereof, to the north line of the 16 
foot east/west alley north of West Warner Avenue; thence west along said north line of 
the16 foot east/west alley north of West Warner Avenue to the west line of Lot 10 in 
Block 1 in said Cuyler's Addition to Ravenswood; thence north along said west 
line of Lot 10 in Block 1 in said Cuyler's Addition to Ravenswood to the south line of West 
Berteau Avenue; thence east along said south line of West Berteau Avenue to the 
southeriy extension of the west line of North Honore Street; thence north along said 
southeriy extension of the west line of North Honore Street and along the west line of 
North Honore Street, to the south line of Lot 1 in the resubdivision of Lots 1 to 6, both 
inclusive, in Block 1 in Foster Montrose Boulevard Subdivision according to plat thereof. 
Recorded September 8,1915 as Document Number 5706727; thence west along said 
south line of Lot 1 in the resubdivision of Lots 1 to 6, both inclusive, in Block 1 in Foster 
Montrose Boulevard Subdivision to the west line of said Lot 1; thence north along the 
west line of said Lot 1 in the resubdivision of Lots 1 to 6, both inclusive, in Block 1 in 
Foster Montrose Boulevard Subdivision to the north line of Lot 2 in the resubdivision of 
Lots 1 to 6, both inclusive, in Block 1 in Foster Montrose Boulevard Subdivision; thence 
west along said north line of Lot 2 in the resubdivision of Lots 1 to 6, both 
inclusive, in Block 1 in Foster Montrose Boulevard Subdivision and the westeriy extension 
thereof to the west line of North Wolcott Avenue; thence south along said west 
line of North Wolcott Avenue to the south line of Lot 3 in Block 2 in Foster Montrose 
Boulevard Subdivision according to plat thereof, recorded May 9, 1905 as 
Document Number 3692294; thence west along said south line of Lot 3 in block 2 in 
Foster Montrose Boulevard Subdivision and said south line extended west and along 
the south line of Lot 36 in Block 2 in Foster Montrose Boulevard Subdivision and 
the westeriy extension thereof, to the west line of North Winchester Avenue; thence south 
along said west line of North Winchester Avenue to the south line of Lot 4 in Block 3 in 
Foster Montrose Boulevard Subdivision; thence west along said south line of Lot 4 in 
Block 3 in Foster Montrose Boulevard Subdivision to the east line of the 20 foot 
north-south alley lying west of North Winchester Avenue; thence north along said east 
line ofthe 20 foot north/south alley lying west of North Winchester Avenue to the easteriy 
extension of the south line of the north 3V2 feet of the south 14 feet of Lot 37 in Block 3 
in Foster Montrose Boulevard Subdivision; thence west along said easteriy extension of 
the south line of the north 3V2 feet of the south 14 feet of Lot 37, said south line and the 
westeriy extension thereof, to the centeriine of North Damen Avenue, being also the 
west line of the southeast quarter of said Section 18; thence south along said centeriine 
of North Damen Avenue to the easteriy extension of the south line of Lot 2 in Elizabeth 
Naslund's Addition to Chicago according to plat thereof, recorded January 19, 1910 as 
Document Number 4497960; thence west along said easteriy extension of the south line 
of Lot 2 in Elizabeth Naslund's Addition to Chicago, the south line thereof and the 
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westeriy extension thereof, to the west line ofthe 16 foot north-south alley lying west of 
North Damen Avenue; thence south along said west line ofthe 16 foot north/south alley 
lying west of North Damen Avenue to the north line of the 16 foot east/west alley 
lying south of West Montrose Avenue; thence west along said north line of the 16 foot 
east/west alley lying south of West Montrose Avenue to the west line of Lot 15 in said 
Elizabeth Naslund's Addition to Chicago; thence north along said west line of Lot 15 in 
Elizabeth Naslund's Addition to Chicago to the centeriine of West Montrose Avenue, 
being also the north line of the southwest quarter of said Section 18; thence west along 
said centeriine of West Montrose Avenue to the southeriy extension of the centeriine of 
North Seeley Avenue; thence north along said southerly extension of the centeriine of 
North Seeley Avenue and the centeriine thereof, to the westeriy extension of the north line 
of Lot 14 in Block 12 ofthe subdivision of Blocks 6, 7 and 12 in County Clerk's Division 
of the east half of the northwest quarter of said Section 18 according to plat 
thereof, recorded December 14,1877 as Document Number 162223; thence east along 
said westeriy extension ofthe north line of Lot 14 in Block 12 ofthe subdivision of Blocks 
6, 7 and 12 in County Clerk's Division, along the north line thereof, along the westerly 
extension of the north line of Lot 11 in Block 12 of the subdivision of Blocks 6, 
7 and 12 in County Clerk's Division and along the north line thereof, to the west line of 
North Damen Avenue; thence south along said west line of North Damen Avenue to the 
westeriy extension of the south line of the north 25 feet of Lot 14 in Block 16 in 
Ravenswood; thence east along said westeriy extension of the south line of the north 25 
feet of Lot 14, along said south line and the easteriy extension thereof, to the east line of 
the 20 foot north/south alley lying east of North Damen Avenue; thence north along the 
east line of said 20 foot north/south alley lying east of North Damen Avenue to the 
north line of the south 10 feet of Lot 9 in Block 16 in Ravenswood; thence east along 
said north line of the south 10 feet of Lot 9 to the west line of North Winchester Avenue; 
thence south along said west line of North Winchester Avenue to the westerly extension 
of the north line of Lot 14 in Block 17 of Ravenswood; thence east along said westeriy 
extension of the north line of Lot 14 in Block 17 of Ravenswood, the north line thereof and 
the easteriy extension thereof, to the east line of the 20 foot north/south alley lying east 
of North Winchester Avenue; thence north along said east line of the 20 foot north/south 
alley lying east of North Winchester Avenue to the north line of Lot 1 in Daniel W. 
Fishell's Resubdivision of Lots 11 and 12 and the south 8 feet 1% inches of Lot 10 in 
Block 17 of Ravenswood according to plat thereof, recorded May 25,1914 as Document 
5424707; thence east along said north line of Lot 1 in Daniel W. Fishell's Resubdivision 
and the easteriy extension thereof, to the west line of North Wolcott Avenue; thence south 
along said west line of North Wolcott Avenue to the westeriy extension of the north line 
of Lot 14 in Block 18 of Ravenswood; thence east along said westeriy extension of the 
north line of Lot 14 in Block 18 of Ravenswood, the north line thereof and the easteriy 
extension thereof, to the west line of Lot 10 in Block 18 of Ravenswood; thence north 
along the west line of said Lot 10 and the west line of Lot 9 in Block 18 of Ravenswood 
to the north line of said Lot 9; thence east along said north line of Lot 9 in Block 18 of 
Ravenswood to the east line of the parcel of land bearing Permanent Index Number 
14-18-220-022, said east line extending south to north across Lots 1 through 8 in 
Block 18 in Ravenswood; thence north along said east line of the parcel of land bearing 
Permanent Index Number 14-18-220-022 and the northeriy extension thereof across 
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West Sunnyside Avenue to the north line of the parcel of land bearing Permanent Index 
Number 14-18-214-023 said north line being the north line of Lot 11 in Block 13 in 
Ravenswood; thence east along the north line of Lot 11 in Block 13 in Ravenswood to the 
west line of the parcel of land bearing Permanent Index Number 14-18-214-025; 
thence north along the west line of said parcel of land bearing Permanent Index 
Number 14-18-214-025 and the northerly extension thereof, said west line and the 
northeriy extension thereof extending south to north across Lots 6 through 10 in Block 13 
in Ravenswood, to the south line of the parcel of land bearing Permanent Index 
Number 14-18-500-034, said south line being the north line of Lot 6 in Block 13 in 
Ravenswood; thence west along said north line of Lot 6 to the northwest corner thereof; 
thence north along the west lines of Lots 2 through 5 in said Block 13 in Ravenswood to 
the easteriy extension ofthe north line of Lot 23 in Block 13 in Ravenswood; thence west 
along said easteriy extension ofthe north line of Lot 23 in Block 13 in Ravenswood, the 
north line thereof and the westeriy extension thereof, to the west line of North Wolcott 
Avenue; thence south along said west line of North Wolcott Avenue to the south line of 
Lot 2 in Block 14 in Ravenswood; thence west along said south line of Lot 2 in Block 14 
in Ravenswood and the westeriy extension thereof, to the west line of the 20 foot 
north/south alley lying west of North Wolcott Avenue; thence south along said west line 
of the 20 foot north/south alley lying west of North Wolcott Avenue and the southeriy 
extension thereof, to the centeriine of West Sunnyside Avenue; thence west along said 
centeriine of West Sunnyside Avenue to the centeriine of North Damen Avenue; thence 
north along said centeriine of North Damen Avenue to the centeriine of West Wilson 
Avenue; thence east along said centeriine of West Wilson Avenue to the centeriine of 
North Wolcott Avenue; thence north along said centeriine of North Wolcott Avenue to the 
westeriy extension of the north line of Lot 14 in Block 6 of Ravenswood; thence east 
along said westeriy extension of the north line of Lot 14 in Block 6 of Ravenswood and 
the north line thereof, to the east line of the 20 foot north/south alley lying east of North 
Wolcott Avenue; thence north along said east line of the 20 foot north/south alley lying 
east of North Wolcott Avenue and the northerly extension thereof across West Leland 
Avenue to the most northeriy south line of the parcel of land bearing Permanent Index 
Number 14-18-202-026; thence west along the said most northeriy south line ofthe parcel 
of land bearing Permanent Index Number 14-18-202-026 and the westeriy extension 
thereof, to the west line of the 20 foot north/south alley lying east of North Wolcott 
Avenue; thence south along said west line of the 20 foot north/south alley lying east of 
North Wolcott Avenue to the south line of the north 33y3 feet of Lot 18 in Block 1 in 
Ravenswood; thence west along said south line of the north 33V3 feet of Lot 18 to the east 
line of North Wolcott Avenue; thence south along said east line of North Wolcott Avenue 
to the easteriy extension of the north line of the south 25 feet of Lot 8 in Block 2 in 
Ravenswood; thence west along said easteriy extension of the north line of the 
south 25 feet of Lot 8 and the east line ofthe 20 foot north/south alley lying west of North 
Wolcott Avenue; thence north along said east line of the 20 foot north/south alley lying 
west of North Wolcott Avenue to the north line of Lot 22 in Block 2 of Ravenswood; 
thence west along said north line of Lot 22 in Block 2 of Ravenswood and the westeriy 
extension thereof across North Winchester Avenue and along the north line of Lot 3 in 
Block 3 of Ravenswood and the westeriy extension thereof, to the west line of the 20 foot 
north/south alley lying west of North Winchester Avenue; thence south along said west 
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line of the 20 foot north/south alley lying west of North Winchester Avenue to the north 
line of West Leland Avenue; thence west along said north line of West Leland Avenue 
to the northerly extension of the east line of Lot 2 in F. R. Kirkham's Subdivision 
of Lots 22, 23 and 24 in Block 4 of Ravenswood according to plat thereof, recorded 
October 5,1897 as Document Number 2597334; thence south along said northeriy 
extension of the east line of Lot 2 in F. R. Kirkham's Subdivision of Lots 22, 23 and 24 
in Block 4 of Ravenswood and the east line thereof, to the north line of Lot 1 in F. R. 
Kirkham's Subdivision; thence east along said north line of Lot 1 in F. .R. Kirkham's 
Subdivision of Lots 22,23 and 24 in Block 4 of Ravenswood to the west line ofthe 20 foot 
north/south alley lying west of North Winchester Avenue; thence south along said 
west line of the 20 foot north/south alley lying west of North Winchester Avenue 
to the south line of Lot 1 in F. R. Kirkham's Subdivision of Lots 13, 14 and 15 
in Block 4 of Ravenswood according to plat thereof, recorded November 7,1896 as 
Document 2461234; thence west along said south line of Lot 1 in F. R. Kirkham's 
Subdivision of Lots 13, 14 and 15 in Block 4 of Ravenswood to the centeriine of North 
Damen Avenue being also the west line of the northeast quarter of said Section 18; 
thence north along said centeriine of North Damen Avenue to the centeriine of West 
Eastwood Avenue; thence west along said centeriine of West Eastwood Avenue to the 
southeriy extension of the east line of the west 39 feet of Lots 25 and 26 in Block 6 of 
Thomas Lyman's Subdivision according to plat thereof, recorded April 16,1888 as 
Document 944050; thence north along said southeriy extension of the east line of the 
west 39 feet of Lots 25 and 26 and said east line thereof, to the north line of said Lot 26 
in Block 6; thence west along said north line of Lot 26 in Block 6 of Thomas Lyman's 
Subdivision to the east line of the 16 foot north/south alley lying west of North Damen 
Avenue; thence north along said east line of the 16 foot north/south alley lying west of 
North Damen Avenue to the south line of Lot 28 in Block 6 of Thomas Lyman's 
Subdivision; thence east along said south line of Lot 28 in Block 6 of Thomas Lyman's 
Subdivision and the easteriy extension thereof, to the centeriine of North Damen Avenue, 
being also the east line of the northwest quarter of said Section 18; thence north along 
said centeriine of North Damen Avenue to the easterly extension of the north line of the 
east/west 16 foot alley lying south of West Lawrence Avenue; thence west along said 
north line of the east/west 16 foot alley lying south of West Lawrence Avenue and the 
westeriy extensions thereof across North Seeley Avenue, and North Hamilton Avenue to 
the centeriine of North Leavitt Street, being also the west line of the east half of the 
northwest quarter of said Section 18; thence north along said centeriine of North Leavitt 
Street to the point of beginning; excepting therefrom that part of the west half of the 
northwest quarter of said section 17 and that part of the east half of the northeast quarter 
of said Section 18 bounded and described as follows: 

beginning at the intersection of the south line of West Lawrence Avenue and the west 
line of the west half of North Ashland Avenue as widened to 50 feet; thence east along 
said south line of West Lawrence Avenue to the east line of Lot 1 in the subdivision of 
Lots 9 to 12 in Block 2 of Bald's Subdivision, according to the plat thereof, recorded 
May 29,1903 as Document 3397784, being also the original west line of the west half 
of North Ashland Avenue (40 feet wide); thence south along said original west line of 
the west half of North Ashland Avenue, (40 feet wide) to the westeriy extension of the 
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north line of Lot 14 in Simon's Addition to Ravenswood, according to the plat thereof, 
recorded May 26,1893 as Document 1876330; thence east along said westerly 
extension of the north line of Lot 14 in Simon's Addition and the north line thereof, to 
the northeast corner of said Lot 14; thence south along the east line of Lot 14 and the 
east line of Lots 15 and 16 in said Simon's Addition to the southeast corner of said Lot 
16; thence east to the southwest corner of Lot 17 in said Simon's Addition; thence south 
along the southerly extension of the west line of said Lot 17 in Simon's Addition to 
the southeast corner of the parcel of land bearing Permanent Index 
Number 14-17-100-002; thence west along the south line of said parcel of land bearing 
Permanent Index Number 14-17-100-002 to the east line of North Ashland Avenue as 
widened to 50 feet; thence south along said east line of North Ashland Avenue as 
widened to 50 feet to the northwest corner of the parcel of land bearing Permanent 
Index Number 14-17-100-012; thence east along the north line of said parcel of land 
bearing Permanent Index Number 14-17-100-012 to the east line of said Lot 6 in Block 
1 of J! L. Stark's Addition to Ravenswood according to the plat thereof, recorded 
September 28,1872 as Document 58969; thence south along the east line of said Lot 
6 in Block 1 of J. L. Stark's Addition to Ravenswood to the southeast corner of said Lot 
6; thence west along the south line of the said Lot 6, Lots 7 through 9 and Lot 14 in said 
Block 1 of J. L. Stark's Addition to Ravenswood, to the east line of North Ashland 
Avenue as widened; thence south along the east line of North Ashland Avenue, as 
widened, 14 feet to the north line of West Leland Avenue; thence east along the north 
line of West Leland Avenue to the northerly extension of the west line of North 
Greenview Avenue; thence south along the west line of North Greenview Avenue to the 
north line of Lot 1 in Simon's Subdivision, according to the plat thereof, recorded June 
1, 1896 as Document 2397242; thence east along the north line of said Lot 1 to the 
northeast corner thereof; thence south along the east line of Lots 1, 2 and 3 in the said 
Simon's Subdivision to the southeast corner of said Lot 3; thence west along the south 
line of said Lot 3 in Simon's Subdivision to the northwest corner of the parcel of land 
bearing Permanent Index Number 14-17-106-025; thence south along the west 
line of said parcel of land bearing Permanent Index Number 14-17-106-025 to the 
north line of West Wilson Avenue; thence east along said north line of West 
Wilson Avenue to the southeast corner of said parcel of land bearing Permanent 
Index Number 14-17-106-025; thence south along the southeriy extension of said 
parcel of land bearing Permanent Index Number 14-17-106-025 to the south line of 
West Wilson Avenue; thence east along said south line of West Wilson Avenue to the 
west line of a 20 foot north/south alley lying west of and contiguous to Lots 1 through 
12 in Block 30 of Touhy and Rodgers Addition to Ravenswood, according to the plat 
thereof, recorded December 7,1869 (ante-fire) and contiguous to Lots 1 through 10 in 
Block 23 of Ravenswood Subdivision; thence south along said west line of a 20 foot 
north/south alley to the south line of the north 35 feet of Lot 14 in Block 23 in 
Ravenswood; thence west along said south line of the north 35 feet of Lot 14 and the 
westeriy extension thereof, to the west line of North Greenview Avenue; thence 
south along said west line of North Greenview Avenue to the north line of Lot 3 in the 
resubdivision of Lots 11 and 12 in Block 22 of Ravenswood according to the plat 
thereof, recorded September 26,1906 as Document 3929581; thence west along said 
north line of Lot 3 in the resubdivision of Lots 11 and 12 in Block 22 of Ravenswood to 
the east line of Lot 4 in said resubdivision of Lots 11 and 12 in Block 22 of Ravenswood; 
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thence north along said east line of Lot 4 in said resubdivision of Lots 11 and 12 in 
Block 22 of Ravenswood to the south line of Lot 10 in Block 22 of Ravenswood; thence 
west along said south line of Lot 10 in Block 22 of Ravenswood to the east line of the 
20 foot north/south alley lying west of and contiguous to Lots 13 through 24 in said 
Block 22 of Ravenswood; thence south along said east line of the 20 foot north/south 
alley to the easteriy extension of the north line of Lot 13 in said Block 22 of 
Ravenswood; thence west along said easteriy extension of the north line of Lot 13 in 
said Block 22 of Ravenswood, the north line thereof and the westeriy extension thereof, 
to the centeriine of North Ashland Avenue; hence north along said centeriine of North 
Ashland Avenue to the easteriy extension of the south line of the 12 foot east/west alley 
lying south and contiguous to the south lines of Lot 9 and 16 in Block 21 of 
Ravenswood; thence west along said easteriy extension ofthe south line ofthe 12 foot 
east/west alley, the south line thereof and the westeriy extension thereof, to the 
centeriine of North Paulina Street; thence south along said centeriine of North Paulina 
Street to the easterly extension of the north line of Lot 11 in Block 20 of Ravenswood; 
thence west along said easteriy extension of the north line of Lot 11 in Block 20 of 
Ravenswood, the north line thereof and the westerly extension thereof and along the 
north line of Lot 14 in said Block 20 of Ravenswood and the westeriy extension thereof, 
to the centeriine of North Hermitage Avenue; thence south along said centeriine of 
North Hermitage Avenue to the easteriy extension of the parcel of land bearing 
Permanent Index Number 14-18-221-042; thence west along said easteriy extension 
of the parcel of land bearing Permanent Index Number 14-18-221-042 and the north 
line thereof, to the east line of the parcel of land bearing Permanent Index 
Number 14-18-221-026; thence north along the east line of said parcel of land 
bearing Permanent Index Number 14-18-221-026 to the north line of said parcel of 
land bearing Permanent Index Number 14-18-221-026; thence west along said north 
line of said parcel of land bearing Permanent Index Number 14-18-221-026 and the 
westeriy extension thereof, to the west line of the 20 foot north/south alley east of 
Ravenswood avenue; thence north along said west line of the 20 foot wide alley east 
of Ravenswood Avenue to the south line of Lot 24 in Block 19 in Ravenswood; thence 
west along said south line of Lot 24 in Block 19 in said Ravenswood Subdivision to the 
west line of the easteriy 72.13 feet thereof; thence north along said west line of the 
easteriy 72.13 feet of Lot 24 in Block 19 in said Ravenswood Subdivision and the 
northerly extension thereof, to the north line of Sunnyside Avenue; thence east along 
said north line of Sunnyside Avenue to the west line of the 20 foot wide alley east of 
Ravenswood Avenue; thence north along said west line of the 20 foot wide alley east 
of Ravenswood Avenue to the westeriy extension ofthe south line of Lot 2 in Block 12 
of Ravenswood; thence east along said westeriy extension ofthe south line of Lot 2 in 
Block 12 of Ravenswood, the south line thereof and the easterly extension thereof, to 
the centeriine of North Hermitage Avenue; thence north along said centeriine of North 
Hermitage Avenue to the easteriy extension of the north line of Lot 12 in Block 7 
of Ravenswood; thence west along said easteriy extension of the north line of Lot 12 
in Block 7 of Ravenswood, the north line thereof and the westeriy extension thereof, to 
the west line of the 20 foot wide alley east of Ravenswood Avenue; thence north along 
said west line of the 20 foot wide alley east of Ravenswood Avenue across West Leland 
Avenue and continuing along said west line of the 20 foot wide alley east of 
Ravenswood Avenue to the north line of Lot 3, the Snyder's Resubdivision of Lots 17, 
18, 19, 20 and 21 in Kedzie's Addition to Ravenswood, according to the plat thereof. 
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recorded November 26,1886 as Document 776156; thence east along the easterly 
extension of said north line of Lot 3, the Snyder's Resubdivision of Lots17, 18, 19, 
20and 21 in Block 2 of Kedzie's Addition to Ravenswood to the east line of the 
20 foot wide alley east of Ravenswood Avenue; thence north along said east line ofthe 
20 foot wide alley east of Ravenswood Avenue to the north line of Lot 3 in Snyder's 
Resubdivision of Lots 1, 2, 3 and 4 in Block 2 of Kedzie's Addition to Ravenswood, 
according to the plat thereof, recorded June 5,1885 as Document 630353; thence east 
along said north line of Lot 3 in Snyder's Resubdivision and the easteriy extension 
thereof, to the east line of North Hermitage Avenue; thence north along said east line 
of North Hermitage Avenue to the south line of Lot 1 in Kedzie's Addition to 
Ravenswood, according to the plat thereof, recorded November 22,1869 (Ante-Fire); 
thence east along said south line of said Lot 1 in Kedzie's Addition to Ravenswood and 
the easteriy extension thereof, to the west line of Lot 1 in Block 1 of Bald's Subdivision, 
according to the plat thereof, recorded March 31,1904 as Document 3517142; thence 
south along said west line of Lot 1 in Block 1 of Bald's Subdivision to the north line of 
the south 5 feet of Lot 1 in Block 1 of Bald's Subdivision; thence east along said north 
line ofthe south 5 feet of Lot 1 in Block 1 of Bald's Subdivision, the easteriy extension 
thereof across North Paulina Street and along the north line of the south 5 feet 
of Lot 1 in the resubdivision of Lots 1 and 2 in Block 2 of Bald's Subdivision, according 
to the plat thereof, recorded March 31, 1904 as Document 3517142 to the west line of 
the 10 foot north/south alley lying east of and contiguous to Lots 1 and 2 in said 
resubdivision; thence south along the west line of the 10 foot north/south alley lying east 
of and contiguous to said Lots 1 and 2 to the north line of Lot 3 in Block 2 of Bald's 
Subdivision; thence east along said northeriy line of Lot 3 in Block 2 of Bald's 
Subdivision and the easteriy extension thereof, to the east line of the 20 foot north/south 
alley lying west of and contiguous Lots 1 through 7 in the subdivision of Lots 9 to 12 in 
Block 2 of Bald's Subdivision; thence north along the east line of said 20 foot 
north/south alley to the south line of Lot 1 in the subdivision of Lots 9 to 12 in Block 2 
of Bald's Subdivision; thence east along said south line of Lot 1 in the subdivision of 
Lots 9 to 12 in Block 2 of Bald's Subdivision to the west line of the west half of North 
Ashland Avenue as widened to 50 feet; thence north along said west line of the west 
half of North Ashland Avenue as widened to 50 feet to the point of beginning of said 
exception, all in the City of Chicago, Cook County, Illinois. 

Legal descriptions for the Ravenswood corridor Special Service Area Number 37 and the 
Clark/Lawrence Special Service Area Number 31 were combined, modified and expanded 
areas were added to form the above legal description for the Greater Ravenswood Special 
Service Area Number 31 on August 19, 2008 by Nakawatase Wyns & Associates, Inc. 

[List of Permanent Index Numbers for Proposed Special 
Service Area Number 31 (Greater Ravenswood) 

printed on pages 38186 through 
38189 of this Joi/ma/l 
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Service Area Number 31 (Greater Ravenswood) 
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144)7-317-021-0000 
144)7-3220304)000 
144)7-3224)314)000 
1407-322-0320000 
144)7-322-0330000 
1407-322-0340000 
1407-322-0354)000 
144)7-322-0364)000 
1407-3234)154)000 
1407-3234)160000 
144)7-3234)174)000 
144)7-323-018-0000 
144)7-323-0280000 
1407-3234)310000 ' 
1407-3240200000 
1407-3244)420000 
144)7-3250234)000 
1407-3254)244)000 
1407-325-02541000 
1407-325-0260000 
144)7-3254)280000 
1407-3250290000 
1407-325-0300000 
144)7-3250310000 
1407-325-0320000 
144)7-3254)330000 
1407-325-0354)000 
1407-325-0414)000 
1407-3254)424)000 
1407-3254)45-1001 
1407-3254)45-1002 
1407-325-045-1003 
14417-3254)46-1001 
144)7-325046-1002 
144)7-325-046-1003 
144)7-325-046-1004 
144)7-3254)47-1001 
1407-325-047-1002 
1407-3254)48-1001 
1407-3254)48-1002 
1407-325-048-1003 
1407-325-048.1004 
14O7-325O4B-1005 
144)7-325-048-1006 
1407-325-048-1007 
1407-3254)48-1008 
144)7-325-048-1009 
1407-3254)48-1010 
1407-325048-1011 
1407-325-048-1012 
144)7-325048-1013 
1407-325048-1014 
144)7-3254)48-1015 
1407-3254)48-1015 
1407-325048-1017 
1407-325-048-1018 
1407-3254)48-1019 
1407-3254)48-1020 
1407-3254)48-1021 
1407-3254)48-1022 
144)7-3254)48-1023 
1407-325048-1024 
1407-3254)48-1025 
1407-325-048-1026 
14O7-325048-1027 
144)7-325048-1028 
1407-325-048-1029 
1407-3254)48-1030 
1407-325-048-1031 
1407-325048-1032 
1407-325-048-1033 
144)7-325-048-1034 
144)7-325-048-1035 

144)7-325-048-1036 
144)7-325-048-1037 
1407-325-048-1038 
144)7-325-048-1039 
1407-325-048-1040 
1407-3254)48-1041 
1407-325-048-1042 
1407-3254)48-1043 
144)7-3254)48-1044 
144)7-3254)48-1045 
144)7-3254)48-1046 
144)7-325-048-1047 
144)7-325048-1048 
1407-3254)48-1049 
144)7-3254)48-1050 
1407-325-048-1051 
144)7-3254)48-1052 
144)7-325048-1053 
144)7-325048-1054 
1407-325048-1055 
1407-325-048-1056 
1407-3254)48-1057 
144)7-325048-1058 
14417-325-048-1059 
144)7-3254148-1060 
144)7-3254)48-1061 
1407-325048-1062 
1407-325-048-1063 
144)7-325048-1064 
1407-325-048-1065 
144)7-325048-1066 
144)7-3254)48-1067 
14417-3254)48-1068 
1407-3254)48-1069 
1407-325048-1070 
144)7-3254)48-1071 
1407-3254148-1072 
1407-325048-1073 
144)7-325048-1074 
144)7-3254)48-1075 
14-07-3254)48-1076 
1407-325-048-1077 
14-07-325-048-1078 
1407-325048-1079 
144)7-325-048-1080 
1407-3254)48-1081 
144)7-3254)48-1082 
144)7-3254)48-1083 
1407-325048-1084 
1407-325-048-1085 
144)7-3254148-1086 
1407-325048-1087 
1407-3254)48-1088 
144)7-3254)48-1089 
144)7-3254)48-1090 
1407-325048-1091 
1407-325048-1092 
144)7-3254)48-1093 . 
1407-3254)48-1094 
1407-325048-1095 
1407-3254)48-1096 
1407-325048-1097 
1407-325^48-1098 
144)7-3254)48-1099 
1407-325048-1100 
1407-325048-1101 
1407-325048-1102 
1407-325048-1103 
144)7-325048-1104 
1407-325048-1105 
144)7-325-048-1106 
1407-325-048-1107 
14-07-325-048-1108 

1407-325-048-1109 
1407-3254)48-1110 
144)7-3254)48-1135 
1407-3254)48-1136 
1407-325-048-1137 
1407-3254)48-1138 
1407-3254)48-1139 
1407-325048-1140 
1407-3254148-1141 
144)7-325-048-1142 
1407-3254)48-1143 
144)7-325-048-1144 
1407-325-048-1145 
1407-3254)48-1146 
1407-325048-1147 
1407-3254148-1148 
1407-3254)48-1149 
1407-3254)48-1150 
1407-3254)48-1151 
1407-325-048-1152 
1407-325-048-1153 
1407-3254X9-1001 
1407-3254)49-1002 • 
1407-325-049-1003 
14074164)010000 
1407416-0020000 
14074164)030000 
14074164)040000 
144)74164)050000 
144)74164)070000 
14074164)080000 
14074160090000 
144)74164)100000 
144)7-4160110000 
144)74164)120000 
1407416-035-1001 
144)74164)35-1002 
1407416-035-1003 
1407416035-1004 
1407416035-1005 
14074164)35-1006 
1407416-035-1007 
1407416-035-1008 
14074164)35-1009 
14074164)35-1010 
14074164)35-1011 
14074164)35-1012 
1407416035-1013 
1407416035-1014 
14074164)35-1015 
14074184)020000 
14074160080000 
144)74184)130000 
14074190010000 
144)74190020000 
14074190030000 
14074190044)000 
144)74194X)5OQ00 
14074194)060000 
14074190080000 
144)74194)090000 
14074190240000 
14074190250000 
14074194)280000 
14074190290000 
14074190310000 
144)74194)32-1001 
14074194)32-1002 
1407419032-1003 
1407419032-1004 
14074194)32-1005 
1407419-032-1006 
144)7419-032-1007 

144)74194)32-1008 
144)7419032-1009 
1407419-032-1010 
1407419-033-1001 
14074194)33-1002 
1407419033-1003 
14074194)33-1004 
14074200300000 
14074214)150000 
14074210350000 
14074220244)000 
144)74220454)000 
144)7423-0254)000 
144)7423-0264)000 
14074234)560000 
1407-5004X1441000 
144)8-315-0260000 
1408-3154)274)000 
144)8-3150284)000 
144)8-315-0290000 
1408-3154)304)000 
14418-3154)310000 
1408-315-0320000 
144)8-315-0330000 
1408-3154)364X100 
144)8-3154)370000 
1408-3150380000 
144)8-315-0390000 
1408-315-0400000 
1408-315-0410000 
1408-3154)424)000 
1408-3154)430000 
1408-3154)444)000 
1408-3154)454)000 
1408-3154)464)000 
14-17-100-0010000 
14-17-1004)0341000 
14-17-1000044)000 
14-17-1000054)000 
14-17-1004)060000 
14-17-1000070000 
14-17-1000130000 
14-17-1000144)000 
14-17-1004)154)000 
14-17-1004)164)000 
14-17-1014)014)000 
14-17-1014)020000 
14-17-1014X)8O000 
14-17-1014131-1001 
14-17-1014131-1002 
14-17-1014)31-1003 
14-17-101031-1004 
14-17-101031-1005 
14-17-1014)31-1006 
14-17-101031-1007 
14-17-1014)31-1008 
14-17-1014)320000 
14-17-101-0330000 
14-17-10141340000 
14-17-1014)3541000 
14-17-1014)3641000 
14-17-1014)370000 
14-17-10141380000 
14-17-101-039-1001 
14-17-1014)39-1002 
14-17-1014)39-1003 
14-17-1014)39-1004 
14-17-1014)39-1005 
14-17-1014)39-1006 
14-17-101-039-1007 
14-17-1014)39-1008 
14-17-101039-1009 
14-17-1014139-1010 

1'4-17-1014)39-1011 
14-17-101-039-1012 
14-17-101-039-1013 
14-17-101-040-1001 
14-17-101040-1002 
14-17-101-040-1003 
14-17-101-040-1004 
14-17-1014)40-1005 
14-17-1014140-1006 
14-17-101040-1007 
14-17-101-040-1008 
14-17-1014)40-1009 
14-17-1014)40-1010 
14-17-1014)40-1011 
14-17-1014)40-1012 
14-17-1014)40-1013 
14-17-1064)100000 
14-17-1064)114)000 
14-17-1060120000 
14-17-1064)250000 
14-17-106-0260000 
14-17-106-0274)000 
14-17-1064)380000 
14-17-1064)404)000 
14-17-107-0010000 
14-17-107-0020000 
14-17-1070030000 
14-17-1074)04-0000 
14-17-1070054)000 
14-17-1074)060000 
14-17-1074X)7O000 
14-17-1074)080000 
14-17-10700941000 
14-17-1074)104)000 
14-17-1074)114)000 
14-17-107-0124)000 
14-17-1070134)000 
14-17-107-0140000 
14-17-1074)150000 
14-17-1074)160000 
14-17-1074)174)000 
14-17-107-0180000 
14-17-107019-0000 
14-17-1074)374)000 
14-17-113-0190000 
14-17-1134)214)000 
14-17-1134)220000 
14-17-113-0250000 
14-17-1130260000 
14-17-113-0270000 
14-17-114-0010000 
14-17-11441020000 
14-17-114-0050000 
14-17-1144)060000 
14-17-1144)070000 
14-17-1144X)8O000 
14-17-114-0100000 
14-17-114-011O0Q0 
14-17-1144)120000 
14-17-1144)130000 
14-17-1144)140000 
14-17-11441330000 
14-17-1140340000 
14-17-114-0350000 
14-17-1144)360000 
14-17-1144)370000 
14-17-119-0130000 
14-17-119-0270000-
14-17-1190280000 
14-17-119-0310000 
14-17-120-0174)000 
14-17-120-0184)000 • 
14-17-1204)194)000 

14-17-120-0200000 
14-17-1200230000 
14-17-1204)244)000 
14-17-1200250000 
14-17-1200280000 
14-17-1204)300000 
14-17-1200310000 
14-17-120-0320000 
14-17-1200364)000 
14-17-120037-1001 
14-17-120037-1002 
14-17-1204)37-1003 
14-17-120037-1004 
14-17-120-038-1001 
14-17-1204)38-1002 
14-17-1204)38-1003 
14-17-1204)38-1004 
14-17-1204)390000 
14-17-1204)40-1001 
14-17-1204)40-1002 
14-17-1204)40-1003 
14-17-1204)40-1004 
14-17-1204)40-1005 
14-17-1204140-1006 
14-17-1204)40-1007 
14-17-1204)40-1008 
14-17-1204)40-1009 
14-17-120-040-1010 
14-17-120-040-1011 
14-17-1204)40-1012 
14-17-1204)40-1013 
14-17-1204)40-1014 
14-17-1204)40-1015 
14-17-120-040-1016 
14-17-1204)40-1017 
14-17-1204)40-1018 
14-17-1204)40-1019 
14-17-1204)40-1020 
14-17-1204)40-1021 
14-17-120-040-1022 
14-17-1204)40-1023 
14-17-120-040-1024 
14-17-1204)40-1025 
14-17-1204)40-1026 
14-17-1204)40-1027 
14-17-1204)40-1028 
14-17-120-040-1029 
14-17-1204)40-1030 
14-17-1204)40-1031 
14-17-1204)40-1032 
14-17-120-040-1033 
14-17-120040-1034 
14-17-1204)40-1035 
14-17-1204)40-1036 
14-17-120040-1037 
14-17-1204)40-1038 
14-17-1204)40-1039 
14-17-1204)40-1040 
14-17-1204)40-1041 
14-17-1204)40-1042 
14-17-1204)40-1043 
14-17-1204)40-1044 
14-17-1204)40-1045 
14-17-120-040-1046 
14-17-120-040-1047 
14-17-120-040-1048 
14-17-1204)40-1049 
14-17-120040-1050 
14-17-120040-1051 
14-17-120040-1052 
14-17-1204)40-1053 
14-17-120-040-1054 
14-17-1204)40-1055 
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14-17-1204)40-1056 
14-17-120-040-1057 
14-17-1204)40-1058 
14-17-1204)40-1059 
14-17-120-040-1060 
14-17-120-040-1061 
14-17-1204)40-1062 
14-17-120-040-1063 . 
14-17-120-040-1064 
14-17-1204)40-1065 
14-17-1204)40-1066 
14-17-120-040-1067 
14-17-1204)40-1068 
14-17-1204)40-1069 
14-17-1204)40-1070 
14-17-1204)40-1071 
14-17-1214)014)000 
14-17-121-0050000 
14-17-1214)100000 
14-17-121-0110000 
14-17-1214)124)000 
14-17-1214)130000 
14-17-121-0144)000 
14-17-1214)154)000 
14-17-121-0320000 
14-17-300-0010000 
14-17-3004)214)000 
14-17-300046-1001 
14-17-3004)46-1002 
14-17-3004)46-1003 
14-17-300-046-1004 
14-17-3004)46-1005 
14-17-3004)46-1006 
14-17-300-046-1007 
14-17-3004)46-1008 
14-17-3004)46-1009 
14-17-300-046-1010 
14-17-3004)46-1011 
14-17-3004)46-1012 
14-17-300-0484)000 
14-17-300-0494)000 
14-17-301-0010000 
14-17-301-0104)000 
14-17-301-0264)000 
14-18-1034)014)000 
14-18-1034)090000 
14-18-103-0220000 
14-18-1044)014)000 
14-18-1044)020000 
14-18-1044)030000 
14-18-1040040000 
14-18-1044)054)000 
14-18-1044X)64X)00 
14-18-104-0074)000 
14-18-1040080000 
14-18-1044)094)000 
14-18-1044)104)000 
14-18-1050010000 
14-18-1054)100000 
14-18-1050234)000 
14-18-1144)224)000 
14-18-1144)234)000 
14-18-1344)140000 
14-18-1344)270000 
14-18-2000010000 
14-18-2004)070000 
14-18-2004X184)000 
14-18-2000090000 
14-18-200-0100000 
14-18-200-0114)000 
14-18-2004)134)000 
14-18-2000140000 
14-18-200-0154)000 

14-18-2004)340000 
14-18-2004135-1001 
14-18-2004)35-1002 
14-18-200-035-1003 
14-18-200-035-1004 
14-18-2004)35-1005 
14-18-2004)35-1006 
14-18-2004)360000 
14-18-201-0010000 
14-18-201-0080000 
14-18-202-0054)000 
14-18-202-0064)000 
14-18-2024)070000 
14-18-2024)080000 
14-18-2024)094)000 
14-18-2024)1041000 
14-18-202-0114)000 
14-18-202-0120000 
14-18-202-0134)000 
14-18-2024)144)000 
14-18-202-0150000 
14-18-2024)244)000 
14-18-202-0254)000 
14-18-2024)260000 
14-18-2024)270000 
14-18-20241284)000 
14-18-2024)290000 
14-18-2034)124)000 
14-18-203-0284)000 
14-18-2034)294)000 
14-18-2034)314)000 
14-18-203-032-1001 
14-18-2034)32-1002 
14-18-203-032-1003 
14-18-203-032-1004 
14-18-2034)32-1005 
14-18-2034)32-1006 
14-18-2034)32-1007 
14-18-2034)32-1008 
14-18-203-032-1009 
14-18-2034)32-1010 
14-18-203-032-1011 
14-18-2034132-1012 
14-18-203032-1013 
14-18-203-032-1014 
14-18-203-032-1015 
14-18-203-032-1016 
14-18-2034132-1017 
14-18-2034)32-1018 
14-18-203-032-1019 
14-18-2034)32-1020 
14-18-2034)32-1021 
14-18-2034)32-1022 
14-18-203-032-1023 
14-18-2034)32-1024 
14-18-203032-1025 
14-18-203-032-1026 
14-18-203-032-1027 
14-18-2034)32-1028 
14-18-2034)32-1029 
14-18-2034)32-1030 
14-18-2034)32-1032 
14-18-2034)32-1034 
14-18-203032-1035 
14-18-2034)32-1036 
14-18-2034)32-1037 
14-18-2034)32-1038 
14-18-203-032-1039 
14-18-2034)32-1040 
14-18-2034)32-1041 
14-18-203-032-1042 
14-18-203-032-1043 
14-18-2034)32-1044 

14-18-2034)32-1083 
14-18-203-032-1084 
14-18-2034)32-1085 
14-18-2034)32-1086 
14-18-2034)32-1087 
14-18-203032-1088 
14-18-203-032-1089 
14-18-2034)32-1090 
14-18-2034)32-1091 
14-18-2034)32-1092 
14-18-203-032-1093 
14-18-2034)32-1094 
14-18-2034)32-1095 
14-18-2034)32-1096 
14-18-2034)32-1097 
14-18-2034132-1098 
14-18-203032-1099 
14-18-2034)32-1100 
14-18-2034)32-1101 
14-18-203032-1102 
14-18-203-032-1103 
14-18-203-032-1104 
14-18-2034)32-1105 
14-18-2034)32-1106 
14-18-2034)32-1107 
14-18-2034)32-1108 
14-18-2034)32-1109 
14-18-2034)32-1110 
14-18-2034)32-1111 
14-18-2034)32-1112 
14-18-2034)32-1113 
14-18-2034)32-1114 
14-18-203032-1115 
14-18-203-032-1116 
14-18-2034)32-1117 
14-18-2034132-1118 
14-18-2034)32-1119 
14-18-203-032-1120 
14-18-203-032-1121 
14-18-2044)170000 
14-18-204-040-1001 
14-18-204-040-1002 
14-18-2044)40-1003 
14-18-2044)40-1004 
14-18-2044)40-1005 
14-18-204-040-1006 
14-18-2044)40-1007 
14-18-2044)40-1008 
14-18-2044)40-1009 
14-18-2044)40-1010 
14-18-2044)40-1011 
14-18-2044)40-1012 
14-18-2044)40-1013 
14-18-2044)40-1014 
14-18-2044)40-1015 
14-18-2054)030000 
14-18-2054)314)000 
14-18-2054)430000 
14-18-2054)440000 
14-18-2054)47-1001 
14-18-2054)47-1002 
14-18-2054)47-1003 
14-18-2054)47-1004 
14-18-2054147-1005 
14-18-2054)47-1006 
14-18-2054)47-1007 
14-18-2054)47-1008 
14-18-205-047-1009 
14-18-205-047-1010 
14-18-2054)47-1011 
14-18-2054)47-1012 
14-18-205-047-1013 
14-18-2054)47-1014 

14-18-2054)47-1015 
14-18-205-047-1016 
14-18-205-047-1017 
14-18-2054)47-1018 
14-18-205-047-1019 
14-18-2064)014)000 
14-18-2064)024)000 
14-18-206-0094)000 
14-18-206-0114)000 
14-18-206-0124)000 
14-18-206-026-6001 
14-18-2064)26-8002 
14-18-2064)294)000 
14-18-206-0304)000 
14-18-208-0074)000 
14-18-2080084)000 
14-18-2084X)94)000 
14-18-2084)104)000 
14-18-2084)114)000 
14-18-208-0120000 
14-18-208-0134)000 
14-18-2084)144)000 
14-18-208-0154)000 
14-18-208-0160000 
14-18-2080170000 
14-18-209-0010000 
14-18-209-0020000 
14-18-209-0034)000 
14-18-2094)044)000 
14-18-209-0054)000 
14-18-2094)064)000 
14-18-2094)204)000 
14-18-212-0294)000 
14-18-212-03041000 
14-18-212-0314)000 
14-18-212-0324)000 
14-18-212033-1001 
14-18-2124133-1002 
14-18-2124133-1003 
14-18-2124)33-1004 
14-18-212-033-1005 
14-18-212-033-1006 
14-18-212-033-1007 ' 
14-18-2124)33-1008 
14-18-2124)33-1009 
14-18-212-033-1010 
14-18-212-033-1011 
14-18-212033-1012 
14-18-2124)33-1013 
14-18-2124)33-1014 
14-18-2124)33-1015 
14-18-212033-1016 
14-18-2124)33-1017 
14-18-2124)33-1018 
14-18-2124)33-1019 
14-18-212-033-1020 
14-18-212-033-1021 
14-18-212-033-1022 
14-18-2124133-1023 
14-18-212033-1024 
14-18-2124)33-1025 
14-18-212033-1026 
14-18-2124)33-1027 
14-18-2124)33-1028 
14-18-2124)33-1029 
14-18-212-033-1030 
14-18-212-033-1031 
14-18-212-033-1032 
14-18-212-033-1033 
14-18-2124)33-1034 
14-18-2124)33-1035 
14-18-212-033-1036 
14-18-2124)33-1037 

14-18-212-033-1038 
14-18-212-033-1039 
14-18-212-033-1040 
14-18-2124)33-1041 
14-18-212-033-1042 
14-18-212-033-1043 
14-18-2124)33-1044 
14-18-212-033-1045 
14-18-2124)33-1046 
14-18-2124)33-1047 
14-18-2124)33-1018 
14-18-212-033-1049 
14-18-2124)33-1050 
14-18-2124)33-1051 
14-18-2124)33-1052 
14-18-2124)33-1053 
14-18-212-033-1054 
14-18-2124)33-1055 
14-18-212-033-1056 
14-18-212-033-1057 
14-18-212-033-1058 
14-18-2124)33-1059 
14-18-2124)33-1060 
14-18-212-033-1061 
14-18-2124)33-1062 
14-18-2124)33-1063 
14-18-2124)33-1064 
14-18-212-033-1065 
14-18-212-033-1066 
14-18-212-033-1067 
14-18-2124)33-1068 
14-18-212-033-1069 
14-18-212-033-1070 
14-18-212-033-1071 
14-18-212-033-1072 
14-18-2124)33-1073 
14-18-2124)33-1074 
14-18-2124)33-1075 
14-18-2124)33-1076 
14-18-2124)33-1077 
14-18-212-033-1078 
14-18-212-033-1079 
14-18-212-033-1080 
14-18-2124)33-1081 
14-18-212-033-1082 
14-18-2124)33-1083 
14-18-2124)33-1084 
14-18-212-033-1085 
14-18-2124)33-1086 
14-18-2124)33-1087 
14-18-212033-1088 
14-18-2124)33-1089 
14-18-2124)33-1090 
14-18-212033-1091 
14-18-2124)33-1092 
14-18-212033-1093 
14-18-2124)33-1094 
14-18-212033-1095 
14-18-2124)33-1096 
14-18-2124)33-1097 
14-18-2124)33-1098 
14-18-2124)33-1099 
14-18-2124)33-1100 
14-18-212-033-1101 
14-18-2124)33-1102 
14-18-2124)33-1103 
14-18-212-033-1104 
14-18-212-033-1105 
14-18-2124)33-1106 
14-18-212-033-1107 
14-18-212-033-1108 
14-18-2124133-1109 
14-18-212-033-1110 

14-18-212-033-1111 
14-18-2124)33-1112 
14-18-2124)33-1113 
14-18-2124133-1114 
14-18-212033-1115 
14-18-212033-1116 
14-18-212033-1117 
14-18-2124)33-1118 
14-18-2124)33-1119 
14-18-2124)33-1120 
14-18-212033-1121 
14-18-2124133-1122 
14-18-212-033-1123 
14-18-212033-1124 
14-18-212033-1125 
14-18-2124)33-1126 
14-18-212033-1127 
14-18-2124)33-1128 
14-18-2124133-1129 
14-18-212-033-1130 
14-18-2124)33-1131 
14-18-212033-1132 
14-18-2124)33-1133 
14-18-212-033-1134 
14-18-212033-1135 
14-18-2124)33-1136 
14-18-212-033-1137 
14-18-2124)33-1138 
14-18-2124)33-1139 
14-18-2124)33-1140 
14-18-212-033-1141 
14-18-2124)33-1142 
14-18-212033-1143 
14-18-2124)33-1144 
14-18-212-033-1145 
14-18-2124)33-1146 
14-18-2124)33-1147 
14-18-2124)33-1148 
14-18-2124)33-1149 
14-18-212-033-1150 
14-18-2124)33-1151 
14-18-2124)33-1152 
14-18-2124)33-1153 
14-18-212-033-1154 
14-18-212-033-1155 
14-18-212-033-1156 
14-18-2124)33-1157 
14-18-2124)33-1158 
14-18-2124)33-1159 
14-18-2124)33-1160 
14-18-212033-1161 
14-18-2124)33-1162 
14-18-2124)33-1163 
14-18-2124)33-1154 
14-18-2124)33-1165 
14-18-212-033-1166 
14-18-2124)33-1167 
14-18-2124)33-1168 
14-18-212033-1169 
14-18-212-033-1170 
14-18-212033-1171 
14-18-212-033-1172 
14-18-2124)33-1173 
14-18-2124)33-1174 
14-18-212-033-1175 
14-18-212-033-1176 
14-18-212-033-1177 
14-18-212-033-1178 
14-18-212-033-1179 
14-18-2124)33-1180 
14-18-212-033-1181 
14-18-212033-1182 
14-18-212-033-1183 
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14-18-212-033-1184 
14-18-2124)33-1185 
14-18-2124)33-1186 
14-18-2124)33-1187 
14-18-212-033-1188 
14-18-212-033-1189 
14-18-212-033-1190 
14-18-212033-1191 
14-18-212033-1192 
14-18-212033-1193 
14-18-212033-1194 
14-18-2124133-1195 
14-18-212033-1196 
14-18-212033-1197 
14-18-2124)33-1198 
14-18-2124)33-1199 
14-18-2124133-1200 
14-18-212033-1201 
14-18-2124)33-1202 
14-18-2124133-1203 
14-18-2124)33-1204 
14-18-2124)33-1205 
14-18-212-033-1206 
14-18-212033-1207 
14-18-2124)33-1208 
14-18-2124)33-1209 
14-18-2124)33-1210 
14-18-212033-1211 
14-18-212-033-1212 
14-18-2124)33-1213 
14-18-2124133-1214 
14-18-212-033-1215 
14-18-2124)33-1216 
14-18-212033-1217 
14-18-2124)33-1218 
14-18-2124)33-1219 
14-18-2124)33-1220 
14-18-2124)33-1221 
14-18-2124)33-1222 
14-18-2124)33-1223 
14-18-212-033-1224 
14-18-2124)33-1225 
14-18-2124)33-1226 
14-18-2124)33-1227 
14-18-2124)33-1228 
14-18-212-033-1229 
14-18-2124)33-1230 
14-18-2124)33-1231 
14-18-2124)33-1232 
14-18-212-033-1233 
14-18-2124)33-1234 
14-18-212-033-1235 
14-18-2124)33-1236 
14-18-212033-1237 
14-18-2124)33-1238 
14-18-2124)33-1239 
14-18-2124)33-1240 
14-18-2124)33-1241 
14-18-2124)33-1242 
14-18-2124)33-1243 
14-18-212-033-1244 
14-18-2124)33-1245 
14-18-2124)33-1246 
14-18-2124)33-1247 
14-18-2124)33-1248 
14-18-2124)33-1249 
14-18-212033-1250 
14-18-2124)33-1251 
14-18-212033-1252 
14-18-2124)33-1253 
14-18-2124)33-1254 
14-18-2124)33-1255 
14-18-2124)33-1256 

14-18-212033-1257 
14-18-212-033-1258 
14-18-2124)33-1259 
14-18-212-033-1260 
14-18-212-033-1251 
14-18-2124)33-1262 
14-18-2124)33-1263 
14-18-212-033-1264 
14-18-2124)33-1265 
14-18-2124)33-1266 
14-18-2124)33-1267 
14-18-2124)33-1268 
14-18-212033-1269 
14-18-2124)33-1270 
14-18-212033-1271 
14-18-212033-1272 
14-18-212033-1273 
14-18-2124)33-1274 
14-18-2124)33-1275 
14-18-212033-1276 
14-18-212-033-1277 
14-18-2124)33-1278 
14-18-212033-1279 
14-18-2124133-1280 
14-18-2124)33-1281 
14-18-212-033-1282 
14-18-212-033-1283 
14-18-2124)33-1284 
14-18-2124133-1285 
14-18-212-033-1286 
14-18-212033-1287 
14-18-2124)33-1288 
14-18-2124)33-1289 
14-18-212-033-1290 
14-18-212033-1291 
14-18-212-033-1292 
14-18-2124)33-1293 
14-18-212-033-1294 
14-18-2124)33-1295 
14-18-2124)33-1296 
14-18-212033-1297 
14-18-212-033-1298 
14-18-212033-1299 
14-18-212033-1300 
14-18-2124)33-1301 
14-18-212-033-1302 
14-18-212033-1303 
14-18-212-033-1304 
14-18-212033-1305 
14-18-212-033-1306 
14-18-2124133-1307 
14-18-2124133-1308 
14-18-212033-1309 
14-18-212033-1310 
14-18-2124133-1311 
14-18-2124)33-1312 
14-18-212033-1313 
14-18-212033-1314 
14-18-2124133-1315 
14-18-2124133-1316 
14-18-2124)33-1317 
14-18-212033-1318 
14-18-212033-1319 
14-18-212033-1320 
14-18-2124)33-1321 
14-18-2124)33-1322 
14-18-212-033-1323 
14-18-212033-1324 
14-18-212033-1325 
14-18-212-033-1326 
14-18-212033-1327 
14-18-212-033-1328 
14-18-212-033-1329 

14-18-212033-1330 
14-18-212-033-1331 
14-18-212-033-1332 
14-18-2124)33-1333 
14-18-212-033-1334 
14-18-212-033-1335 
14-18-212-033-1336 
14-18-212-033-1337 
14-18-212-033-1338 
14-18-2124)33-1339 
14-18-2124)33-1340 
14-18-2124)33-1341 
14-18-212033-1342 
14-18-212033-1343 
14-18-212033-1344 
14-18-212-033-1345 
14-18-212-033-1346 
14-18-212-033-1347 
14-18-212-033-1348 
14-18-212-033-1349 
14-18-2124)33-1350 
14-18-2124)33-1351 
14-18-212-033-1352 
14-18-212-033-1353 
14-18-212033-1354 
14-18-2124)33-1355 
14-18-212033-1356 
14-18-212033-1357 
14-18-2124)33-1358 
14-18-212-033-1359 
14-18-2124)33-1360 
14-18-212-033-1361 
14-18-2124)33-1362 
14-18-212-033-1363 
14-18-212033-1364 
14-18-212033-1365 
14-18-212-033-1366 
14-18-212-033-1367 
14-18-2124133-1368 
14-18-212-033-1369 
14-18-212033-1370 
14-18-212-033-1371 

.14-18-212-033-1372 
14-18-212-033-1373 
14-18-2124)33-1374 
14-18-212-033-1375 
14-18-212-033-1376 
14-18-212-033-1377 
14-18-212033-1378 
14-18-2124)33-1379 
14-18-212O33-13B0 
14-18-2124)33-1381 
14-18-2124)33-1382 
14-18-212-033-1383 
14-18-212033-1384 
14-18-212033-1385 
14-18-2124)33-1386 
14-18-212-033-1387 
14-18-2124)33-1388 
14-18-2124)33-1389 
14-18-2124)33-1390 
14-18-2124)33-1391 
14-18-212033-1392 
14-18-212033-1393 
14-18-212033-1394 
14-18-2124)33-1395 
14-18-212-033-1396 
14-18-212-033-1397 
14-18-2124)33-1398 
14-18-212033-1399 
14-18-212-033-1400 
14-18-212-033-1401 
14-18-212-033-1402 

14-18-2124)33-1403 
14-18-212-033-1404 
14-18-2124)33-1405 
14-18-212-033-1406 
14-18-212-033-1407 
14-18-212-033-1408 
14-18-2124)33-1409 
14-18-212-033-1410 
14-18-2124)33-1411 
14-18-212-033-1412 
14-18-2134)080000 
14-18-2134)214)000 
14-18-2134)220000 
14-18-2130230000 
14-18-213-0240000 
14-18-2130250000 
14-18-213-0260000 
14-18-214-0010000 
14-18-2144)150000 
14-18^214-0160000 
14-18-2144)170000 
14-18-214-0180000 
14-18-214-0190000 
14-18-214-0200000 
14-18-2144)230000 
14-18-214-0240000 
14-18-214-0250000 
14-18-215-0010000 
14-18-215-0020000 
14-18-2l54X)3O000 
14-18-2154)044)000 
14-18-2154)050000 
14-18-215-0060000 
14-18-2154)070000 
14-18-215-0080000 
14-18-2154)090000 
14-18-2154)120000 
14-18-2150250000 
14-18-2154)260000 
14-18-218-0110000 
14-18-2184)200000 
14-18-2194)150000 
14-18-2194)260000 
14-18-219-0270000 
14-18-2204)094)000 
14-18-2204)120000 
14-18-2204)130000 
14-18-2204)140000 
14-18-2204)150000 
14-18-2204)164)000 
14-18-2204)170000 
14-18-2204)180000 
14-18-2204)190000 
14-18-2204)204)000 
14-18-2204)210000 
14-18-2204)234)000 
14-18-2214)010000 
14-18-2214)030000 
14-18-2214)040000 
14-18-2214)050000 
14-18-2214)060000 
14-18-2214)070000 
14-18-2214X)8O000 
14-18-2214)090000 
14-18-221-0264)000 
14-18-2214)284)000 
14-18-2214)290000 
14-18-2214142-1001 
14-18-2214)42-1002 
14-18-221-042-1003 
14-18-221-042-1004 
14-18-221-042-1005 
14-18-221-042-1006 

14-18-221-042-1007 
14-18-222011-0000 
14-18-2224143-1001 
14-18-222-043-1002 
14-18-222-043-1003 
14-18-222-043-1004 
14-18-222-043-1005 
14-18-222043-1006 
14-18-222-043-1007 
14-18-222-043-1008 
14-18-222-043-1009 
14-18-222-043-1010 
14-18-222-043-1011 
14-18-222-043-1012 
14-18-2224)43-1013 
14-18-222-043-1014 
14-18-222-043-1015 
14-18-222-043-1016 
14-18-222-043-1017 
14-18-222-043-1018 
14-18-222-043-1019 
14-18-222-043-1020 
14-18-2234)180000 
14-18-223-0204)000 
14-18-2234)36-1001 
14-18-223-036-1002 
14-18-223-036-1003 
14-18-223036-1004 
14-18-2234)36-1005 
14-18-2234136-1006 
14-18-2234)36-1007 
14-18-2234)36-1008 
14-18-2234)36-1009 
14-18-2234)36-1010 
14-18-223-036-1011 
14-18-2234)36-1012 
14-18-2234)36-1013 
14-18-2234)36-1014 
14-18-2234)36-1015 
14-18-223-036-1016 
14-18-223-036-1017 
14-18-223-036-1018 
14-18-223-036-1019 
14-18-2234)36-1020 
14-18-223-036-1021 
14-18-2234)36-1022 
14-18-223-036-1023 
14-18-223-036-1024 
14-18-2234136-1025 
14-18-2234)36-1026 
14-18-223-036-1027 
14-18-2234)36-1028 
14-18-2234)36-1029 
14-18-2234)36-1030 
14-18-2234)36-1031 
14-18-2234)36-1032 
14-18-2234)36-1033 
14-18-223036-1034 
14-18-223-036-1035 
14-18-223-036-1036 
14-18-223036-1037 
14-18-2234)36-1038 
14-18-2234)36-1039 
14-18-223-036-1040 
14-18-2234)36-1041 
14-18-2234)36-1042 
14-18-223-036-1043 
14-18-2234)35-1044 
14-18-2234)36-1045 
14-18-223-036-1046 
14-18-2234)36-1047 
14-18-223-036-1048 
14-18-2234)35-1049 

14-18-223036-1050 
14-18-223-036-1051 
14-18-223-036-1052 
14-18-223-036-1053 
14-18-223-036-1054 
14-18-223-036-1055 
14-18-2234)36-1056 
14-18-223-036-1057 
14-18-223036-1058 
14-18-2234)37-1001 
14-18-223-037-1002 
14-18-223037-1003 
14-18-223-037-1004 
14-18-223037-1005 
14-18-3064)110000 
14-18-3060120000 
14-18-306-0130000 
14-18-3060144)000 
14-18-306-0230000 
14-184000010000 
14-18400-0170000 
14-184000184)000 
14-18400-0310000 
14-18401-0010000 
14-18401-0020000 
14-184014)030000 
14-18401-035-1001 
14-18401-035-1002 
14-18401-035-1003 
14-18401035-1004 
14-184014)35-1005 
14-18401035-1006 
14-18401-035-1007 
14-184014)35-1008 
14-18401035-1009 
14-18401-035-1010 
14-184014)35-1011 
14-18401-035-1012 
14-184014)35-1013 
14-184014)35-1014 
14-18401-035-1015 
14-18401-035-1016 
14-18401035-1017 
14-184014)35-1018 
14-18401-035-1019 
14-18401-035-1020 
14-184014)35-1021 
14-18401035-1022 
14-184014)35-1023 
14-18401-035-1024 
14-18401035-1025 
14-184014)35-1026 
14-18401-0354027 
14-184014)35-1028 
14-18402-0414)000 
14-18402-0430000 
14-184024)440000 
14-18402-0490000 
14-184024)504)000 
14-184024)510000 

, 14-184020520000 
' 14-184024)530000 

14-184024)544)000 
14-184024)550000 
14-184024)564)000 
14-18402-0570000 
14-184024)580000 
14-18402-0590000 
14-184034)014)000 
14-18403-0020000 
14-184030030000 
14-1840341040000 
14-184034)054)000 
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14-184034)184)000 
14-184034)210000 
14-184044)140000 
14-18404-0154)000 
14-18404021-1001 
14-184044)21-1002 
14-18404-021-1003 
14-184044)21-1004 
14-18405-0010000 
14-184054)150000 
14-184080010000 
14-184080130000 
14-184084)144)000 
14-184080150000 
14-184080160000 
14-184080334)000 
14-184124)110000 
14-184124)330000 
14-184124)344)000 
14-184124)350000 
14-184130014)000 
14-184130024)000 
14-184134X)3O000 
14-184134)044)000 
14-184130054)000 
14-18413-0060000 
14-184134)340000 
14-18413-0354)000 
14-184174)170000 
14-18417-0280000 
14-18417412941000 
14-184174)300000 
14-184174)3141000 
14-184174)324)000 
14-184170334)000 
14-184190114)000 
14-184194)124)000 
14-18419-0130000 
14-184194)140000 
14-184190154)000 
14-184194)160000 
14-184190300000 
14-184190314)000 
14-184194)324)000 
14-18419-0330000 
14-184200140000 
14-184204)154)000 
14-18420-0184XX)0 
14-184200310000 
14-184200400000 
14-184204)410000 
14-184210140000 
14-184210324)000 
14-184224)120000 
14-184224)294)000 
14-184224)304)000 
14-184224)314)000 
14-18422413241000 
14-184244)264)000 
14-1842441274X)00 
14-184244)320000 
14-184240330000 
14-18-5000174)000 
14-18-5004)184)000 
14-18-5004)310000 
14-18-500-0320000 
14-18-5000334)000 
14-18-5004)340000 
14-18-5014)010000 
14-19-501-0010000 
14-19-2010284)000 
14-19-2010350000 
14-19-201-036-1001 

14-19-201-036-1002 
14-19-201-0364003 
14-19-201-036-1004 
14-19-201-036-1005 
14-19-201-036-1006 
14-19-2014)36-1007 
14-19-2014)36-1008 
14-19-201-036-1009 
14-19-2014)36-1010 
14-19-201-0364011 
14-19-2014136-1012 
14-19-2014)364013 
14-19-201-036-1014 
14-19-2014)36-1015 
14-19-2014)36-1016 
14-19-2014)36-1017 
14-19-201-036-1018 
1449-2014)364019 
14-19-2014)36-1020 
14-19-201-036-1021 
14-19-2014)36-1022 
14-19-2014)36-1023 
14-19-2014)36-1024 
14-19-201-036-1025 
14-19-2014)36-1026 
14-19-2014)364027 
14-19-2014)36-1028 
14-19-201-036-1029 
14-19-2014)36-1030 
14-19-201-036-1031 
14-19-2014)36-1032 
14-19-2014)36-1033 
14-19-201-036-1034 
14-19-2014)36-1035 
14-19-2014)36-1036 
14-19-2014)36-1037 
14-19-201036-1038 
14-19-2014)36-1039 
1449-2014)364040 
14-19-201-036-1041 
14-19-2014)364042 
14-19-2014)36-1043 
14-19-201-036-1044 
14-19-201036-1045 
14-19-201036-1045 
14-19-2014)36-1047 
14-19-2014)36-1048 
14-19-2014)36-1049 
14-19-201-036-1050 
14-19-2014)36-1051 
1449-2010364052 
14-19-2014)36-1053 
14-19-2014)36-1054 
14-19-2014)36-1055 
14-19-2014136-1056 
14-19-20141364057 
14-19-201-036-1058 
14-19-2014)36-1059 
14-19-201036-1060 
14-19-2014)36-1051 
14-19-2014)36-1062 
14-19-2010364063 
14-19-20141364064 
14-19-2014)36-1065 
14-19-201036-1066 
14-19-2014)364067 
1449-2014136-1068 
14-19-2014136-1069 
14-19-201-036-1070 
14-19-201-036-1071 
1449-2010364072 
14-19-2014)36-1073 
14-19-201-036-1074 

14-19-201-036-1075 
14-19-201-036-1076 
14-19-2014)36-1077 
14-19-2014)36-1078 
14-19-201036-1079 
14-19-201-036-1080 
14-19-201036-1081 
14-19-201036-1082 
14-19-201036-1083 
14-19-2014)36-1084 
14-19-201036-1085 
14-19-2014)364086 
14-19-2014)36-1087 
14-19-2014)36-1088 
14-19-2014)36-1089 
14-19-2010364090 
14-19-2014)36-1091 
14-19-201036-1092 
1449-201036-1093 
14-19-2014)36-1094 
14-19-2014)36-1095 
14-19-201036-1096 
1449-2014)364097 
14-19-2014)36-1098 
14-19-201-036-1099 
14-19-2014)364100 
1449-20141364101 
14-19-2014)364102 
14-19-2044)30-1001 
14-19-204-030-1002 
14-19-2044130-1003 
14-19-204-030-1004 
14-19-204-030-1005 
14-19-2044)30-1006 
14-19-2044)30-1007 
14-19-2044)30-1008 
14-19-2044)30-1009 
14-19-204-030-1010 
1449-2044)304011 
1449-204-030-1012 
14-19-2044130-1013 
14-19-204-030-1014 
14-19-2044)30-1015 
14-19-204-030-1016 
14-19-2044)304017 
14-19-2040304018 
14-19-2044)304019 
14-19-204-030-1020 
14-19-2044)30-1021 
14-19-2044)30-1022 
14-19-2044)30-1023 
14-19-2044)30-1024 
14-19-2044)30-1025 
14-19-2044)30-1026 
14-19-2044130-1027 
14-19-2044)30-1028 
14-19-2044)30-1029 
14-19-2044)30-1030 
14-19-2044)30-1031 
14-19-2044130-1032 
14-19-2044)30-1033 
14-19-2044)30-1034 
14-19-2044)30-1035 
14-19-2044)30-1036 
14-19-2044)30-1037 
14-19-20441304038 
14-19-2044130-1039 
14-19-2044130-1040 
14-19-2044)30-1041 
14-19-204-030-1042 
14-19-2044)30-1043 
14-19-2044)30-1044 
14-19-2044)30-1045 

14-19-204030-1046 
14-19-204030-1047 
14-19-2044)30-1048 
14-19-2044)30-1049 
14-19-204030-1050 
14-19-2044)30-1051 
14-19-2044130-1052 
14-19-2044)30-1053 
14-19-204-030-1054 
14-19-2044)30-1055 
14-19-2044)30-1056 
14-19-2044)30-1057 
14-19-2044)30-1058 
14-19-2044)30-1059 
1449-204030-1060 
14-19-2044)30-1061 
14-19-2044)30-1062 
14-19-2044130-1063 
14-19-2044130-1064 
14-19-204030-1065 
14-19-2044)30-1066 
14-19-2044)30-1067 
14-19-2044)30-1068 
14-19-2044)30-1069 
14-19-2044)30-1070 
14-19-2044)30-1071 
14-19-2044)30-1072 
14-19-204030-1073 
14-19-204-030-1074 
14-19-2044)30-1075 
14-19-204030-1076 
14-19-2044)30-1077 
14-19-2044)30-1078 
14-19-2044)30-1079 
14-19-2044130-1080 
14-19-2044)30-1081 
14-19-2044)30-1082 
14-19-2044130-1083 
14-19-2044)30-1084 
14-19-2044)30-1085 
14-19-2044)30-1086 
14-19-2044)30-1087 
14-19-2044)30-1088 
14-19-2044)30-1089 
1449-2044)30-1090 
14-19-2044)30-1091 
14-19-204-030-1092 
14-19-2044)30-1093 
14-19-204-030-1094 
14-19-2044130-1095 
14-19-204-030-1096 
14-19-2044130-1097 
14-19-2044)30-1098 
14-19-204030-1099 
14-19-2044)30-1100 
14-19-2044)30-1101 
14-19-2044)30-1102 
1449-204030-1103 
14-19-2044)30-1104 
14-19-2044)30-1105 
14-19-2044)30-1106 
14-19-204030-1107 
1449-204030-1108 
14-19-2044)30-1109 
14-19-2044)30-1110 
14-19-2044)30-1111 
14-19-204030-1112 
14-19-2044)30-1113 
14-19-2044)30-1114 
14-19-204030-1115 
14-19-2044)310000 
14-19-2040320000 
14-19-2044)330000 

14-19-204-0340000 
14-19-204-0350000 
14-19-210-0200000 
14-19-2104)214)000 
14-19-2104)220000 
14-19-2104)350000 
14-19-21041360000 
14-19-21041370000 
14-19-210413841000 
1449-2124)410000 
14-19-2200040000 
14-19-220-0054)000 
14-19-220-0064)000 
14-19-2204)080000 
14-19-2204)100000 
1449-2204)110000 
14-19-2214)010000 
14-19-2294)430000 
14-19-2294)440000 
14-19-500-0050000 
14-19-5004)110000 
14-19-5004)130000 
14-19-5004)470000 
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DESIGNATION OF CAREERBUILDER, L.L.C. AS PROJECT 
DEVELOPER AND AUTHORIZATION FOR EXECUTION 

OF REDEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT FOR 
REHABILITATION OF PROPERTY AT 

200 NORTH LASALLE STREET. 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration an ordinance authorizing 
entering into and executing a redevelopment agreement with CareerBuilder, L.L.C, having 
had the same under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable 
Body Pass the proposed ordinance transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas—Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays — None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 
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The following is said ordinance as passed: 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to an ordinance adopted by the City Council ("City Council") of the 
City of Chicago (the "City") on February 7, 1997 and published at pages 38260 - 38399 of 
the Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago (the 
"Journal') of such date, a certain redevelopment plan and project for the Central Loop 
Redevelopment Project Area (the "Area") was approved pursuant to the Illinois Tax Increment 
Allocation Redevelopment Act, as amended (65 ILCS 5/11-74.4-1, et seq.) (the "Act"), and 
amended pursuant to an ordinance adopted on May 17, 2000 and published at pages 32259 
~ 32262 of the Journal of such date (such amended plan and project are referred to herein 
as the "Plan"); and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to an ordinance adopted by the City Council on February 7,1997 and 
published at pages 38400 ~ 38412 of the Journal of such date, the Area was designated as 
a redevelopment project area pursuant to the Act; and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to an ordinance (the "T.l.F. Ordinance").adopted by the City Council 
on February 7, 1997 and published at pages 38412 — 38425 ofthe Joivrna/of such date, tax 
increment allocation financing was adopted pursuant to the Act as a means of financing 
certain Area redevelopment project costs (as defined in the Act) incurred pursuant to the 
Plan; and 

WHEREAS, CareerBuilder, L.L.C, a Delaware limited liability company ("CareerBuilder" or 
"Developer"), pursuant to a written lease (the "Lease") by and between Developer and YPl 
200 North LaSalle, L.L.C, a Delaware limited liability company (the "Building Owner") dated 
December 21, 2007 and amended as of February 29, 2008 has the right to possess, occupy 
and use (said right being referred to as the "Leasehold" or "Leasehold Estate") approximately 
One Hundred Forty-eight Thousand (148,000) square feet of space (the "Premises") in that 
certain building located on real property located within the Redevelopment Area and 
commonly known as 200 North LaSalle Street and legally described on (Sub)Exhibit B of the 
attached Redevelopment Agreement (as defined herein) and will complete rehabilitation of 
the Premises which is to be occupied by Developer and certain of its affiliates and 
subsidiaries and function as the primary base of operation (the "Headquarters") for 
Developer's international on-line recruitment and placement services business; 

WHEREAS, The aforementioned rehabilitation will occur in order to allow the Premises to 
accommodate approximately eight hundred (800) employees of Developer and its 
subsidiaries and affiliates who will be employed at the Headquarters. In completing the 
rehabilitation. Developer shall make, among other improvements, the following modifications 
to the Premises: (i) raising fioors, installation of modular wall systems (ii) providing 
architectural and engineering services (including the installation of data cabling); and (iii) 
reconfiguration of certain interior, finishes and furnishings throughout niuch ofthe Premises 
(e.g., additional individual offices and other work spaces). As used herein, the term "Project" 
shall mean, collectively, the following: (i), (ii) and (iii) above; and 
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WHEREAS, The Developer (i) shall undertake the rehabilitation of the Premises and (ii) 
shall itself (and, where applicable, cause its subsidiaries and affiliates) to undertake certain 
other covenants associated with the Project, all in accordance with the Plan and pursuant to 
the terms and conditions of a proposed redevelopment agreement to be executed by the 
Developer and the City; and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to Resolufion 08-CDC-21 adopted by the Community Development 
Commission of the City of Chicago (the "Commission") on February 19, 2008, the 
Commission authorized the City's Department of Planning and Development ("D.P.D.") to 
negotiate, execute and deliver on behalf of the City a redevelopment agreement with the 
Developer for the Project; now, therefore, 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The above recitals are incorporated herein and made a part hereof. 

SECTION 2. The Developer is hereby designated as the developer for the Project 
pursuant to Section 5/11-74.4-4 of the Act. 

SECTION 3. The Commissioner of D.P.D. (the "Commissioner") or a designee of the 
Commissioner are each hereby authorized, with the approval of the City's Corporation 
Counsel as to form and legality, to negotiate, execute and deliver a redevelopment 
agreement among the Developer and the City in substantially the form attached hereto as 
Exhibit A and made a part hereof (the "Redevelopment Agreement"), and such other 
supporting documents as may be necessary to carry out and comply with the provisions of 
the Redevelopment Agreement, with such changes, deletions and insertions as shall be 
approved by the persons executing the Redevelopment Agreement. All capitalized terms, 
unless defined herein, shall have the same meanings as are set forth in the Redevelopment 
Agreement. 

SECTION 4. If any provision of this ordinance shall be held to be invalid or unenforceable 
for any reason, the invalidity or unenforceability of such provision shall not affect any of the 
other provisions of this ordinance. 

SECTION 5. All ordinances, resolutions, motions or orders in conflict with this ordinance 
are hereby repealed to the extent of such confiict. 

SECTION 6. This ordinance shall be in full force and effect immediately upon its passage. 

Exhibit "A" referred to in this ordinance reads as follows: 
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Exhibit "A". 
(To Ordinance) 

CareerBuilder Redevelopment Agreement 

By And Between 

The City Of Chicago 

And 

CareerBuilder, L.L.C. 

This CareerBuilder Redevelopment Agreement (this "Agreement") is made as of this 
day of 2008, by and between the City of Chicago, an Illinois municipal corporation 

(the "City"), through its Department of Planning and Development ("DPD"), and CareerBuilder, 
LLC , a Delaware limited liability company (the "Developer"). 

RECITALS 

A. Constitutional Authority: As a home rule unit of government under Section 
6(a), Article VII ofthe 1970 Constittition ofthe State of Illinois (the "State"), the City has the 
power to regulate for the protection of the public health, siafety, morals and welfare of its 
inhabitants, and pursuant thereto, has the power to encourage private development in order to 
enhance the local tax base, create employment opportunities and to enter into contractual 
agreements with private parties in order to achieve these goals. 

B. Statutory Authority: The City is authorized under the provisions of the Tax 
Increment Allocation Redevelopment Act. 65 ILCS 5/11-74.4-1 et seg,, as amended from time 
to time (the DAct"), to finance projects that eradicate blighted conditions and conservation area 
factors through the use of tax increment allocation financing for redeivelopment projects. 
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C. City Council Authority: To induce redevelopment pursuant to the Act, the 
City Council of the City (the *'City Council") adopted the following ordinances on June 20, 
1984: "An Ordinance of the City of Chicago, Illinois Approving a Tax Increment 
Redevelopment Plan for the North Loop Redevelopment Project Area;" (2) "An Ordinance of 
the City of Chicago, Illinois Designating the North Loop Redevelopment Project Area as a Tax 
Increment Financing District;" and (3) "An Ordinance of the City of Chicago, Illinois Adopting 
Tax Increment Allocation Financing for the North Loop Redevelopment Project Area;" (the 
"North Loop TIF Adoption Ordinance"); and to induce redevelopment of areas located 
adjacent to the North Loop Redevelopment Project Area, the City Council adopted the following 
ordinances on February 7, 1997: (1) "An Ordinance ofthe City of Chicago, Illinois expanding 
the boundaries of the North Loop Redevelopment Project Area and designating the additional 
areas described in Section 2 of such ordinance (the "Added Project Area") as a redevelopnient 
project area under the Act, thereby creating an expanded redevelopment project area designated 
the "Central Loop Redevelopment Project Area;" (2) "An Ordinance of the City of Chicago, 
Illinois Designating the Central Loop Redevelopment Project Area as a Tax Increment Financing 
District;" and (3) "An Ordinance of the City of Chicago, Illinois adopting tax increment 
allocation financing for the Central Loop Redevelopment Project Area" (the "Central Loop TIF 
Adoption Ordinance," which, together with the "North Loop TIF Adoption Ordinance," is 
referred to herein as the "TIF Adoption Ordinance") (collectively referred to herein as the 
*'TIF Ordinances"). The Central Loop Redevelopment Project Area (the "Redevelopment 
Area") is legally described in Exhibit A hereto. 

D. The Project: The Developer has entered into a written agreement (the "Lease") 
to lease approximately one hundred forty eight thousand five hundred (148,500) square feet of 
rentable office space (the "Premises") which Lease is dated as of December 21, 2007 and 
entered into with YPI 200 N. LaSalle LLC (the "Buildmg Owner") of an office building (the 
"^Building") located on certain property located within the Redevelopment Area at 200 N. 
LaSalle Street, Chicago, Illinois 60602 and legally described on title commitment number 
[ ] issued by [name title company] on [_ ,) 2008 (the "Property") 
and further described on Exhibit B in order to relocate, consolidate, and expand its national 
corporate headquarters. Pursuant to the Lease, Developer has acquired (the "Acquisition") the 
sole right to occupy and use the Premises as general office space and related uses (said right to 
occupy the Premises being referred to as the "Leasehold" or "Leasehold Estate"). Within the 
time frames set forth in Section 3,01 hereof, Developer shall conunence and complete 
rehabilitation and reconstruction ofthe Premises (pursuant to the Leasehold) to be used as its 
national headquarters (the "Facility") located on the Property. The Facility and related 
improvements (including but not limited to those TIF-Funded Improvements as defined below 
and set forth on Exhibit C) are collectively referred to herein as flie "Rehabilitation Project." 
The completion of the Rehabilitation Project would not reasonably be anticipated without the 
financing contemplated in this Agreement. In addition to the Rehabilitation Project, Developer 
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shall undertake other tasks and public benefits including, without limitation, the retention of 
existing jobs and the creation and retention of new jobs all as set forth in this Agreement 
including, without limitation, Section 8.06 hereof. The Rehabilitation Project and all such other 
tasks and public benefits shall be known as the "Project". 

E. Redevelopment Plan: The Project will be carried out in accordance with this 
Agreement and the City of Chicago Central Loop Redevelopment Project Area Tax Increment 
Financing Program Redevelopment Plan (the "Redevelopment Plan") attached hereto as 
Exhibit P. 

F. Prior TIF Bond Financing: In 1997, the City issued Tax Increment Allocation 
Bonds (Central Loop Redevelopment Project), Taxable Series 1997B (the "Series 1997B 
Bonds"), of which $58,600,000 in principal, and interest that becomes due and payable thereon 
until maturity, remained outstanding as of July 1, 2000. On November 8, 2000, the City issued 
its: (1) Tax Increment Allocation Bonds (Central Loop Redevelopment Project), Series 2000A 
(Capital Appreciation Bonds) (the "Series 2000A Bonds") in the aggregate principal amount of 
$79,996,614; (2) Tax Increment Allocation Bonds (Central Loop Redevelopment Project), 
Taxable Series 2000B (Current Interest Bonds) (the "Series 2000B Bonds") in the aggregate 
principal amount of $62,350,000 (collectively, the Series 2000A Bonds and the Series 2000B 
Bonds are referred to as the "Series 2000 Senior Lien Bonds," and together with the Series 
1997B Bonds, the "Senior Lien Bonds"); and (3) Subordinate Tax Increment Allocation Bonds 
(Central Loop Redevelopment Project), Series 2000A in the aggregate principal amount of 
$98,900,000 (the "Subordinate Lien Series 2000A Bonds"). On September 11, 2003, the City 
issued its General Obligation Bonds (Central Loop Redevelopment Project), Series 2003 A in the 
aggregate principal amount of $74,772,557.65 and Series 2003B (Taxable) in the aggregate 
principal amount of $62,228,998.65 (the "G.O. Bonds"). 

The Senior Lien Bonds and any additional bonds hereafter issued on a parity basis 
with the Senior Lien Bonds are secured by a pledge of Incremental Taxes (as defined herein) 
from the Redevelopment Area and all of the moneys on deposit in certain accounts within the 
TIF Fund (as defined herein) (the "Pledged Revenues"). The Subordinate Lien Series 2000A 
Bonds and any additional bonds issued pursuant to the trust indenture for the Subordinate Lien 
Series 2000A Bonds (collecfively, the "Junior Lien Bonds") are secured by a junior lien pledge 
of Pledged Revenues. The G.O. Bonds are secured by a pledge ofthe fiill faith and credit ofthe 
City and also by incremental taxes transferred from the General Account established under the 
trust indenture for the Senior Lien Bonds after the payment of debt service for the Senior Lien 
Bonds and the Junior Lien Bonds. 

G. City Financing: The City agrees to use, in the amounts set forth in Section 
4.02 hereof, (i) Incremental Taxes (as defined below), to pay for or reimburse for the costs of 
TIF-Funded Improvements Developer incurs pursuant to the terms and conditions of this 
Agreement, or (ii) a portion ofthe proceeds ofthe Series 2000B Bonds ("TIF Bond Proceeds") 
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to pay or reimburse Developer for Project costs constituting TIF-Funded Improvements 
Developer incurs, all pursuant to the terms and conditions of this Agreement. 

Now, therefore, in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements contained 
herein, and for other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are 
hereby acknowledged, the parties hereto agree as follows: 

SECTION 1. RECITALS 

The foregoing recitals are hereby incorporated into this agreement by reference. 

SECTION 2. DEFINITIONS 

For purposes of this Agreement, in addition to the terms defined in the foregoing recitals, 
the following terms shall have the meanings set forth below: 

"Act" shall have the meaning set forth in the Recitals hereof 

"Actual residents of the City" shall mean persons domiciled within the City. 

"Acquisition" shall have the meaning set forth in the Recitals hereof. 

"Affiliate" shall mean any person or entity directly or indirectly controlling, controlled 
by or under common control with the Developer. 

"Bonds" shall mean the Senior Lien Bonds, the Junior Lien Bonds and the G.O. Bonds. 

"Building" shall have the meaning set forth in the Recitals hereof. 

"Building Owner" shall mean YPI 200 N. LaSalle LLC. 

"Central Loop Special Tax Allocation Fund " shall mean the special tax allocation 
fiind created by the City in connection with the Redevelopment Area into which the Incremental 
Taxes will be deposited.. 

"Certificate" shall mean the Certificate of Completion of Rehabilitation (including any 
construction that is part thereof) described in Section 7.01 hereof 
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"Change Order" shall mean any amendment or modification to the Scope Drawings, 
Plans and Specifications or the Project Budget as described in Section 3.03. Section 3.04 and 
Section 3.05. respectively. 

"City Council" shall have the meaning set forth in the Recitals hereof 

"City Funds" shall mean the funds described in Section 4.03(b) hereof 

"Closing Date" shall mean the date of execution and delivery of this Agreement by all 
parties hereto, which shall be deemed to be the date appearing in the first paragraph of this 
Agreement. 

"Construction Contract" shall mean [that or those] certain lcontract(s)l, substantially in 
the form attached hereto as Exhibit E. to be or previously entered into between the Developer 
and the General Contractor(s) as of [ ^ [ ], 200[ ] providing for construction 

of the Rehabilitation Project. 

"Corporation Counsel" shall mean the City's Office of Corporation Counsel. 

"Employerfs)" shall have the meaning set forth in Section 10 hereof 

"Employment Covenants" shall have the meaning set forth in Section 8.06(a). 
"Environmental Laws" shall mean any and all federal, state or local statutes, laws, 

regulations, ordinances, codes, rules, orders, licenses, judgments, decrees or requirements 
relating to public health and safety and the envirorunent now or hereafter in force, as amended 
and hereafter amended, including but not limited to (i) the Comprehensive Environmental 
Response, Compensafion and Liability Act (42 U.S.C. Section 9601 et seq.); (ii) any so-called 
"Superfund" or "Superlien" law; (iii) the Hazardous Materials Transportafion Act (49 U.S.C. 
Secfion 1802 et seg.); (iv) the Resource Conservafion and Recovery Act (42 U.S.C. Section 6902 
et seq.); (v) the Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C. Secfion 7401 et seq.); (vi) the Clean Water Act (33 
U.S.C. Section 1251 et seq.); (vii) the Toxic Substances Control Act (15 U.S.C. Section 2601 et 
seq.); (viii) the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (7 U.S.C. Section 136 et 
seq.); (ix) the Illinois Environmental Protection Act (415 ILCS 5/1 et seq.); and (x) the 
Municipal Code of Chicago. 

"Equity" shall mean funds of the Developer (other than fiinds derived from Lender 
Financing) irrevocably available, or previously used, for the Rehabilitation Project, in the 
amount set forth in Section 4.01 hereof, which amount may be increased pursuant to Section 
4.06 (Cost Overruns) or fSection 4.03(b).] 

"Escrow" shall mean a construction escrow, if any, established pursuant to the Escrow 
Agreement. 
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"Escrow Agreement" shall mean an escrow agreement, if any, establishing a 
construction escrow, to be entered into as ofthe date hereof by [the City,] the Titie Company (or 
an affiliate of the Title Company), the Developer and the Developer's lender(s), substantially in 
the form of Exhibit F, if any, attached hereto. 

"Event of Default" shall have the meaning set forth in Section 15 hereof 

"Facility" shall have the meaning set forth in the Recitals hereof 

"Financial Statements" shall mean complete audited financial statements of the 
Developer prepared by a certified public accountant in accordance with generally accepted 
accounting principles and practices consistently applied throughout the appropriate periods. 

"General Contractor" shall mean the general contractor(s) hired by the Developer 
pursuant to Section 6.01. 

"Hazardous Materials" shall mean any toxic substance, hazardous substance, hazardous 
material, hazardous chemical or hazardous, toxic or dangerous waste defined or qualifying as 
such in (or for the purposes of) any Environmental Law, or any pollutant or contaminant, and 
shall include, but not be limited to, petroleum (including crude oil), any radioactive material or 
by-product material, polychlorinated biphenyls and asbestos in any form or condition. 

"Headquarters Covenant" shall have the meaning set forth in Section 8.06fa). 

"Headquarters Job Covenant" shall have the meaning set forth in Section 8.06(a). 

"Incremental Taxes" shall mean such ad valoirem taxes which, pursuant to the TIF 
Adoption Ordinance and Section 5/ll-74.4-8(b) ofthe Act, are allocated to and when collected 
are paid to the Treasurer of the City of Chicago for deposit by the Treasurer into the Central 
Loop Special Tax Allocation Fund established to pay Redevelopment Project Costs and 
obligations incurred in the payment thereof. 

"Indemnitees" shall have the meaning set forth in Section 13.01 hereof 

"Job Creation Covenant" shall have the meaning set forth in Section 8.06(a). 

"Job Retention Covenant" shall have the meaning set forth in Section 8.06(a). 

"Lease" shall have the meaning set forth in the Recitals hereto. 
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"LEED Certification" shall mean a basic certification of the Rehabilitation Project 
under the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Green Building Rating 
System maintained by the U.S. Green Building Council and applicable to commercial interiors. 

"Lender Financing" shall mean funds, if any, borrowed by the Developer from lenders 
and irrevocably available to pay for Costs ofthe Rehabilitation Project, in the amount set forth in 
Section 4.01 hereof. 

"MBE(s)" shall mean a business identified in the Directory of Certified Minority 
Business Enterprises published by the City's Department of Procurement Services, or otherwise 
certified by the City's Department of Procurement Services as a minority-owned business 
enterprise, related to the Procurement Program or the Construction Program, as applicable. 

"MBE/WBE Budget" shall mean the budget attached hereto as Exhibit H-2. as 
described in Section 10.03. 

"MBE/WBE Program" shall have the meaning set forth in Section 10.03(a) 

"Municipal Code" shall mean the Municipal Code ofthe City of Chicago. 

"New Job Creation Date" shall have the meaning set forth in Section 8.06(a). 

"New Job Retention Period" shall have the meaning set forth in Section 8.06(a). 

"Non-Governmental Charges" shall have the meaning set forth in Section 8.15. 

"Permitted Liens" shall mean those liens and encumbrances against the Property and/or 
the Project set forth on Exhibit G hereto. 

"Plans and Specifications" shall mean [final] [initial] construction documents 
containing a site plan and working drawings and specifications for the Rehabilitation Project, as 
submitted to [and previously approved] by the City as the basis for obtaining building permits 
for the Project. 

"Prior Expenditure(s)" shall have the meaning set forth in Section 4.05(a) hereof 

"Project" shall have the meaning set forth in the Recitals hereof 

"Project Budget" shall mean the budget attached hereto as Exhibit H. showing the total 
cost ofthe Rehabilitation Project by line item, ftimished by the Developer to DPD, in accordance 
with Section 3.03 hereof. 
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"Property" shall have the meaning set forth in the Recitals hereof 

"Redevelopment Area" shall have the meaning set forth in the Recitals hereof. 

"Redevelopment Plan" shall have the meaning set forth in the Recitals hereof 

"Redevelopment Project Costs" shall mean redevelopment project costs as defined in 
Section 5/1 l-74.4-3(q) ofthe Act that are included in the budget set forth in the Redevelopment 
Plan or otherwise referenced in the Redevelopment Plan. 

"Rehabilitation Project" shall have the meaning set forth in the Recitals hereof 

"Requisition Form" shall mean the document, in the form attached hereto as Exhibit L. 
to be [or previously] delivered by the Developer to DPD pursuant to Section 4.04 of this 
Agreement. 

"Scope Drawings" shall mean preliminary construction documents containing a site plan 
and preliminary drawings and specifications for the Rehabilitation Project. 

"Subsidiaries" shall mean any person or entity directly or indirectly controlled by 
Developer. 

"Survey" [INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK—NOT APPLICABLE UNLESS 
REQUIRED BY TITLE COMPANY TO ISSUE TITLE INSURANCE; DEVELOPER HOLDS 
POSSESSION PURSUANT TO THE LEASE] 

"Term of the Agreement" shall mean the period of time commencing on the Closing 
Date and ending on the later of: (a) Ten (10) years after the issuance of the Certificate which 
date shall be extended by up to three (3) years if Developer exercises its Lease Termination 
Rights set forth in Section 8.06(d) hereof or (b) the date on which the Redevelopment Area is no 
longer in effect (through and including December 31, 2008). 

"TIF Adoption Ordinance" shall have the meaning set forth in the Recitals hereof. 

"TIF Bonds" shall have the meaning set forth in the Recitals hereof. 

"TIF Bond Ordinance" shall have the meaning set forth in the Recitals hereof. 

"TIF-Funded Improvements" shall mean those improvements of the Project which (i) 
qualify as Redevelopment Project Costs, (ii) are eligible costs under the Redevelopment Plan 
and (iii) the City has agreed to pay for out of the City Funds, subject to the terms of this 
Agreement. Exhibit C lists the TIF-Funded Improvements for the Project. 
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"TIF Ordinances" shall have the meaning set forth in the Recitals hereof. 

"Title Company" shall mean ( ]. 

"Title Policy" shall mean (i) a commitment to issue a titie insurance policy in the most 
recently revised ALTA or equivalent form, showing the Building Owner as the insured, and 
revealing no encumbrances reasonably believed to be an imminent threat to title to the Property 
being held by the Building Owner and (ii) a commitment to issue a leasehold title insurance 
policy in the most recentiy revised ALTA or equivalent form, showing the Developer as the 
insured.. 

"WARN Act" shall mean the Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification Act (29 
U.S.C. Section 2101 et seq^). 

"WBE(s)" shall mean a business identified in the Directory of Certified Women Business 
Enterprises published by the City's Department of Procurement Services, or otherwise certified 
by the City's Department of Procurement Services as a women-owned business enterprise, 
related to the Procurement Program or the Construction Program, as applicable. 

SECTION 3. THE PROJECT 

3.01 The Project. With respect to the Rehabilitation Project, the Developer shall, 
pursuant to the Scope Drawings, and Plans and Specifications, and subject to the provisions of 
Section 3.04 and Section 18.17 hereof: (i) commence construction ofthe Rehabilitation Project 
no later than the earlier of sixty (60) days after execution ofthe Lease (or a right of entry/license 
agreement that gives authority for pre-Lease construction); and (ii) substantially complete the 
Rehabilitation Project and begin to conduct business operations in the Facility no later than 
October 31,2008. 

3.02 Scope Drawings and Plans and Specifications. The Developer has delivered the 
Scope Drawings and Plans and Specifications to DPD and DPD has approved same. After such 
initial approval, subsequent proposed changes to the Scope Drawings or Plans and Specifications 
shall be submitted to DPD as a Change Order pursuant to Section 3.04 hereof The Scope 
Drawings and Plans and Specifications shall at all times conform to the Redevelopment Plan and 
all applicable federal, state and local laws, ordinances and regulations. The Developer has 
submitted or shall submit all necessary documents to the City's Building Department, 
Department of Transportation and such other City departments or goverrunental authorities as 
may be necessary to acquire building permits and other required approvals for the Project. 

3.03 Project Budget. The Developer has furnished to DPD, and DPD has approved, a 
Project Budget showing total costs for the Rehabilitation Project in an amount not less than 
Eleven Million Six Hundred Fifty Six Thousand One Hundred Fourteen and 38/100 Dollars 
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($11,656,114.38). The Developer hereby certifies to the City that (a) the City Funds, together 
with Lender Financing and Equity described in Section 4.02 hereof, shall be sufficient to 
complete the Rehabilitation Project. The Developer hereby certifies to the City that (a) it has 
Lender Financing and/or Equity in an amount sufficient to pay for all [Rehabilitation] Project 
costs; and (b) the Project Budget is true, correct and complete in all material respects. The 
Developer shall promptly deliver to DPD certified copies of any Change Orders with respect to 
the Project Budget for approval pursuant to Section 3.04 hereof 

3.04 Change Orders. Except as provided below, all Change Orders (and documentation 
substantiating the need and identifying the source of funding therefor) relating to material 
changes to the Project must be submitted by the Developer to DPD concurrently with the 
progress reports described in Section 3.07 hereof; provided, that any Change Order relating to 
any of the following must be submitted by the Developer to DPD for DPD's prior written 
approval, such approval not to be unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed: (a) a reduction 
in the square footage of the Facility by ten percent (10%) or more; (b) a change in the principal 
use of the Facility to a use other than general office space for Developer or its (Affiliates or 
Subsidiaries-?!; (c) a delay in the completion ofthe Rehabilitation Project by more than ninety 
(90) days (through and including December 31, 2008); (d) Change Orders costing more than 
Twenty-Five Thousand and No/100 [$25,000] each, to an aggregate amount of One Hundred 
Thousand and No/100 [$100,000]; and/or (e) a change which increases the Project Budget by 
ten percent (10%) or more. The Developer shall not authorize or permit the performance of any 
work relating to any Change Order or the furnishing of materials in connection therewith prior to . 
the receipt by the Developer of DPD's written approval (to the extent required in this section). 
The Construction Contract(s), and each contract between the General Contractor and any 
subcontractor, shall contain a provision to this effect. An approved Change Order shall not be 
deemed to imply any obligation on the part of the City to increase the amount of City Funds 
which the City has pledged pursuant to this Agreement or provide any other additional assistance 
to the Developer. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Section 3.04. other than as 
set forth above. Change Orders do not require DPD's prior written approval as set forth in this 
Section 3.04. but DPD shall be notified in writing of all such Change Orders and the Developer, 
in connection with such notice, shall identify to DPD the source of funding therefor. 

3.05 DPD Approval. Any approval granted by DPD of the Scope Drawings, Plans and 
Specifications and the Change Orders is for the purposes of this Agreement only and does not 
affect or constitute any approval required by any other City department or pursuant to any City 
ordinance, code, regulation or any other governmental approval, nor does any approval by DPD 
pursuant to this Agreement constitute approval of the quality, structural soundness or safety of 
the Property, the Facility or the Project. 

3.06 Other Approvals. Any DPD approval under this Agreement shall have no effect 
upon, nor shall it operate as a waiver of, the Developer's obligations to comply with the 
provisions of Section 5.03 (Other Goyenmiental Approvals) hereof. The Developer shall not 
commence construction of the Rehabilitation Project until the Developer has obtained all 
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necessary permits and approvals (iricluding but not limited to DPD's approval of the Scope 
Drawings and Plans and Specifications which approval has been granted by DPD and proof of 
the General Contractor's and each subcontractor's bonding as required hereunder. 

3.07 Progress Reports and Plans and Specifications Updates. The Developer shall 
provide DPD with written quarterly progress reports detailing the status of the construction of 
the Rehabilitation Project, including a revised completion date, if necessary (with any change in 
completion date greater than ninety (90) days or past December 31, 2008 being considered a 
Change Order, requiring DPD's written approval pursuant to Section 3.04). and reports on 
Developer's compliance with its obligations pursuant to Sections 8.09. 10.02 and 10.03. The 
Developer shall also provide three (3) copies of an updated space plan or Plans and 
Specifications to DPD upon the request of DPD or any lender providing Lender Financing, 
refiecting improvements made to the Facility. 

3.08 Inspecting Agent or Architect. If requested by DPD in writing, an independent 
agent or architect (other than the Developer's architect) approved by DPD shall be selected to act 
as the inspecting agent or architect, at the Developer's expense, for the Rehabilitation Project. 
The inspecting agent or architect shall perform periodic inspections with respect to the 
Rehabilitation Project, providing certifications with respect thereto to DPD, prior to requests for 
disbursement for costs related to the Rehabilitation Project [hereunder] [pursuant to the Escrow 
Agreement, if any.] [Subject to approval by DPD, the inspecting agent or architect may also be 
employed by a Lender.] 

3.09 Barricades. Prior to commencing any construction requiring barricades, the 
Developer shall install a construction barricade of a type eind appearance satisfactory to the City 
and constructed in compliance with all applicable federal, state or City laws, ordinances and 
regulations. DPD retains the right to approve the maintenance, appearance, color scheme, 
painting, nature, type, content and design of all barricades. 

3.10 Signs and Public Relations. [If requested by DPD and consented to by the 
Building Owner, the] Developer shall erect a sign of size and style approved by the City in a 
conspicuous location on the Property during the Rehabilitation Project, indicating that financing 
has been provided by the City. [Subject to the Building Owner's consent, the] City reserves the 
right to include the name, photograph, artistic rendering of the Project and other pertinent 
information regarding the Developer, the Property and the Project in the City's promotional 
literature and communications. 

3.11 Utility Connections. The Developer may connect all on-site water, sanitary, storm 
and sewer lines constructed on the Property to City utility lines existing on or near the perimeter 
of the Property, provided the Developer first complies with all City requirements governing such 
connections, including the payment of customary fees and costs related thereto. 
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3.12 Permit Fees. In connection with the Project, the Developer shall be obligated to 
pay only those building, permit, engineering, tap on and inspection fees that are assessed on a 
uniform basis throughout the City of Chicago and are of general applicability to other property 
within the City of Chicago. 

SECTION 4. FINANCING 

4.01 Total Project Cost and Sources of Funds. The cost of the Rehabilitation Project 
is estimated to be $11,656,114.38, to be applied in the manner set forth in the Project Budget. 
Such costs shall be fimded from the following sources: 

Equity (subject to Sections t4.03(b)l and 4.06) $6,204,864 
Lender Financing (Tenant Improvement Allowance pursuant to 
Lease from Building Owner (Landlord) $5,451,250 
Estimated City Funds (subject to Section 4.03) [$2,900,000] * 

* to be reimbursed by the City after Certificate (see Sec. 7) is issued 

ESTIMATED TOTAL $11,656,114 

4.02 Developer Funds. Equity and/or Lender Financing shall be used to pay any 
Rehabilitation Project cost, including but not limited to Redevelopment Project Costs and costs 
of TIF-Funded Improvements. 

4.03 City Funds. 

(a) Uses of City Funds. City Funds may only be used to [pay directly or] reimburse the 
Developer for costs of TIF-Funded Improvements that constitute Redevelopment Project Costs. 
Exhibit C sets forth, by line item, the TIF-Funded Improvements for the Rehabilitation Project, 
and the maximum amount of costs that may be paid by or reimbursed from City Funds [for each 
line item therein] (subject to Sections 4.03(b) and 4.05(d)). contingent upon receipt by the City 
of documentation satisfactory in form and substance to DPD evidencing such cost and its 
eligibility as a Redevelopment Project Cost. City Funds shall not be paid to the Developer 
hereunder prior to the issuance of a Certificate. 

(b) Sources of City Funds. Subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, 
including but not limited to this Section 4.03 and Section 5 hereof, the City hereby agrees to 
provide City funds from the sources and in the amounts described directiy below (the "City 
Funds") to [pay for or] reimburse the Developer for the costs ofthe TIF-Funded Improvements: 

Source of City Funds Maximum Amount 

Bond Proceeds and/or hicremental Taxes $2,900,000 
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provided, however, that the total amount of City Funds expended for TIF-Funded 
Improvements shall be an amount not to exceed the lesser of Two Million Nine Hundred 
Thousand and no/100_Dollars ($2,900,000) or twenty four and 88/100 percent (24.88%) of the 
actual total Project costs; and provided further, that the $2,900,000 to be derived from 
Incremental Taxes and/or TIF Bond proceeds, if any shall be available to pay costs related to 
TIF-Funded Improvements and allocated by the City for that purpose only so long as: 

(i) The amount ofthe Incremental Taxes deposited into the Central Loop Special 
Tax Allocation Fund shall be sufficient to pay for such costs; and 

(ii) [INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK-No disbursements prior to execution of 
Agreement.] 

The Developer acknowledges and agrees that the City's obligation to pay for TIF-Funded 
Improvements up to a maximum of $2,900,000 is contingent upon the fulfillment of the 
condition set forth in part (i) above. In the event that such condition is not fulfilled, the amount 
of Equity to be contributed by the Developer pursuant to Section 4.01 hereof shall increase 
proportionately. Developer also acknowledges and agrees that City Funds may not be paid on 
the Closing Date but subject to Developers satisfaction of all conditions and requirements in this 
Agreement, shall be paid no later than December 31, 2008. 

4.04 Construction Escrow; Requisition Form, (a) If the Developer receives 
disbursements of Project funds (or disburses Project funds to pay contractors) through the 
funding of draw requests from a constioiction escrow (the "Construction Escrow") with respect 
thereto pursuant to the Escrow Agreement, then the City shall also be a party to the Escrow 
Agreement for the purpose of receiving information from the Escrow Trustee, including copies 
of any and all afore-mentioned draw requests. [In case of any conflict between the terms of this 
Agreement and the Escrow Agreement, the terms of this Agreement shall control.] The City 
must receive copies of any draw requests and related documents submitted to the Title Company 
for disbursements under the Escrow Agreement. 

(b) Subject to all applicable conditions hereunder, within forty-five (45) days following 
the City's issuance of a Certificate pursuant to Section 7 hereunder, and Developer's submission 
of a Requisition Form and customary supporting documentation acceptable to DPD, acting in its 
sole discretion, the City shall pay the lesser of $2,900,000 or twenty-four and 88/100 per cent 
(24.88%) ofthe Project Costs in the form of a lump sum cash payment to Developer on or before 
December 31,2008. 

4.05 Treatment of Prior Expenditures and Subsequent Disbursements. 

(a) Prior Expenditures. Only those expenditures made by the Developer with respect to 
the Rehabilitation Project prior to the Closing Date, evidenced by documentation satisfactory to 
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DPD and approved by DPD as satisfying costs covered in the Project Budget, shall be considered 
previously contributed Equity or Lender Financing hereunder (the "Prior Expenditures"). DPD 
shall have the right, in its sole discretion, to disallow any such expenditure as a Prior 
Expenditure. Exhibit I hereto sets forth the prior expenditures approved by DPD [as of the date 
hereof] as Prior Expenditures. Prior Expenditures made for items other than TIF-Funded 
Improvements shall not be reimbursed to the Developer, but shall reduce the amount of Equity 
and/or Lender Financing required to be contributed by the Developer pursuant to Section 4.01 
hereof 

(b) Purchase of Property. [INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK] 

(c) City Fee. [INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK] 

(d) Allocation Among Line Items. Disbursements for expenditures related to TIF-
Funded Improvements may be reallocated among the different line items without further 
approval so long as the reallocation does not (i) increase the Project Budget by ten percent (10%) 
or more or (ii) reduce the amoimt of TIF-Fimded Improvements below the maximum amount of 
City Funds to be provided set forth in Section 4.03(b) hereof. 

4.06 Cost Overruns. If the aggregate cost of the TIF-Funded Improvements exceeds 
City Funds available pursuant to Section 4.03 hereof, or if the cost of completing the 
Rehabilitation Project exceeds the Project Budget, the Developer shall be solely responsible for 
such excess cost, and shall hold the City harmless from jmy and all costs and expenses of 
completing the TIF-Funded Improvements in excess of City Funds and of completing the 
Rehabilitation Project. 

4.07 Preconditions of Disbursement. Prior to the disbursement of City Funds 
hereunder, the Developer shall submit documentation regarding the applicable expenditures to 
DPD, which shall be satisfactory to DPD in its sole discretion. Delivery by the Developer to 
DPD of any request for disbursement of City Funds hereunder shall, in addition to the items 
therein expressly set forth, constitute a certification to the City, as ofthe date of such request for 
disbursement, that: 

(a) the total amount of the disbursement request represents the actual amount paid to the 
General Confractor and/or subcontractors who have performed work on the Rehabilitation 
Project, and/or their payees; 

(b) all amounts shown as previous payments on the current disbursement request have 
been paid to the parties entitled to such payment; 
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(c) the Developer has approved all work and materials for the current disbursement 
request, and such work and materials conform to the Plans and Specifications as determined by 
the inspecting architect, if any; 

(d) the representations and warranties contained in this Redevelopment Agreement are 
true and correct in all material respects and the Developer is in compliance with all covenants 
contained herein; 

(e) the Developer has received no notice and has no knowledge of any liens or claim of 
lien either filed or threatened against the Developer (as relates to the Project), the Facility, the 
Developer's Leasehold except for the Permitted Liens; 

(f) no Event of Default or condition or event which, with the giving of notice or passage 
of time or both, would constitute an Event of Default exists or has occurred; and 

(g) the Rehabilitation Project is In Balance. The Rehabilitation Project shall be deemed 
to be in balance ("In Balance") only if the total ofthe available Project funds equals or exceeds 
the aggregate of the amount necessary to pay all unpaid costs of the Rehabilitation Project 
incurred or to be incurred in the completion of the Project. "Available Project Funds" as used 
herein shall mean: (i) the undisbursed City Funds; (ii) the undisbursed Lender Financing, if any; 
(iii) the undisbursed Equity and (iv) any other amounts [deposited] or [immediately available (as 
determined by D P D ) to be used] by the Developer pursuant to this Agreement. The Developer 
hereby agrees that, if the Rehabilitation Project is not In Balance, the Developer shall, within 10 
days after a written request by the City, deposit with the escrow agent or will make available (in 
a maimer acceptable to the City), cash in an amoimt that will place the Rehabilitation Project In 
Balance, which deposit shall first be exhausted before any further disbursement of the City 
Funds shall be made. 

The City shall have the right, in its discretion, to require the Developer to submit further 
documentation as the City may require in order to verify that the matters certified to above are 
true and correct in all material aspects, and any disbursement by the City shall be subject to the 
City's review and approval of such documentation and its satisfaction that such certifications are 
true and correct; provided, however, that nothing in this sentence shall be deemed to prevent the 
City from relyiiig on such certifications by the Developer. In addition, the Developer shall have 
satisfied all other preconditions of disbursement of City Funds for each disbursement, including 
but not limited to requirements set forth in the Bond Ordinance, if any, TIF Bond Ordinance, if 
any, the Bonds, if any, the TIF Bonds, if any, the TIF Ordinances, this Agreement and/or [the 
Escrow Agreement, if any). 

(h) Delivery of the Letter of Credit. Concurrently with its receipt of City Funds as set 
forth in this Section 4, Developer will furnish the City with a letter of credit (the "LOC" or 
"Letter of Credit") in an amount equal to the City Funds paid to Developer. The LOC shall be 
in favor ofthe City and secure those Developer obligations set forth in Section 15.02. 
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(I) Environmental. [INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK] 

4.08 Conditional Grant; Reduction in City Funds; Reduction in Letter of Credit. 
The City Funds being provided hereunder are being granted on a conditional basis, subject to the 
Developer's compliance with the provisions of this Agreement. If upon issuance of the 
Certificate, the actual cost ofthe Rehabilitation Project (exclusive of Developer fees) is less than 
the costs of the Rehabilitation Project set forth in Section 4.01 above, then the amount of City 
TIF funds shall be reduced by fifty cents ($.50) for every one dollar ($1,00) that the actual cost 
of the Rehabilitation Project is less than the cost of the Rehabilitation Project set forth in the 
Project Budget. The City Funds are also subject to being reimbursed by the City drawing down 
on the Letter of Credit for an uncured default hereunder by Developer as set forth in Section 15. 
The only right the City shall have to recapture of City Funds disbursed shall be by drawing down 
on the retained value of the Letter of Credit. The Letter of Credit shall secure those other 
obligations set forth in Section 15.02, including the Headquarters Covenant and the Employment 
Covenant. The Letter of Credit shall retain value for each year the Headquarters Covenants and 
the Employment Covenants are satisfied pursuant to the following chart: 

Year 

1-5.. 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10+ 

Headquarters Covenant 

100% 
100% 
100% 
70% 
35% 
15% 

Other Defaults Per Section 
1 5 . 0 2 / E m p l o y m e n t 
Covenants 

100% 
70% 
55% 
40% 
25% 
10% 

In no event shall the Letter of Credit extend beyond the Term of the Agreement. Further, the 
City acknowledges and agrees that the LOC may contain an "evergreen" or "auto-renewal" 
paragraph so that the term of the LOC may meet the requirements of this Agreement. The 
Headquarter Covenant percentages listed above relate only to an uncured Headquarter Covenant 
default. The Other Defaults Per Section 15.02/Employment Covenants percentages apply only 
to uncured defaults other than Headquarter Covenant defaults secured by the LOC as set forth in 
Section 15.02. 

SECTION 5. CONDITIONS PRECEDENT 

The following conditions have been complied with to the City's satisfaction on or prior to 
the Closing Date: 
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5.01 Project Budget. The Developer has submitted to DPD, and DPD has approved, a 
Project Budget in accordance with the provisions of Section 3.03 hereof 

5.02 Scope Drawings and Plans and Specifications. The Developer has submitted to 
DPD, and DPD has approved, the Scope Drawings and Plans and Specifications accordance with 
the provisions of Section 3.02 hereof 

5.03 Other Governmental Approvals. The Developer has secured all other necessary 
approvals and permits required by any state, federal, or local statute, ordinance or regulation and 
has submitted evidence thereof to DPD. 

5.04 Financing. The Developer has furnished proof reasonably acceptable to the City 
that the Developer has Equity and Lender Financing, as applicable, in the amounts set forth in 
Section 4.01 hereof to complete the Rehabilitation Project and satisfy its obligations under this 
Agreement. If a portion of such funds consists of Lender Financing, the Developer has furnished 
proof as ofthe Closing Date that the proceeds thereof are available to be drawn upon by the 
Developer as needed and are sufficient (along with the Equity and other sources set forth in 
Section 4.01) to complete the Rehabilitation Project. The Developer has delivered a form ofthe 
Letter of Credit, which form shall be reasonably acceptable to the City. [Any liens against the 
Facility and the Developer created by Developer and in existence at the Closing Date have been 
subordinated to certain encumbrances ofthe City set forth herein pursuant to a Subordination 
Agreement, in a form acceptable to the City, executed on or prior to the Closing Date.]. 

5.05 Acquisition and Title. On the Closing Date, the Developer has furnished the City 
with a copy of the Title Policy, showing the Developer and the Building Owner, as applicable, as 
the named insured. The Title Policy is dated as of the Closing Date and contains only those title 
exceptions listed as Permitted Liens on Exhibit G hereto. The Developer has provided to DPD, 
on or prior to the Closing Date, (i) documentation related to the acquisition of the Leasehold 
(including a certified copy of the Lease) and (ii) certified copies of all easements zmd 
encumbrances of record with respect to the Property as requested by the Corporation Counsel. 

5.06 Evidence of Clean Title. The Developer, at its own expense, has provided the City 
with searches under the Developer's name (and the following frade names of the Developer: 
[check with Developer for other trade names]) as follows: 

Secretary of State UCC search 
Secretary of State Federal tax search 
Cook County Recorder UCC search 
Cook Coimty Recorder Fixtures search 
Cook County Recorder Federal tax search 
Cook County Recorder State tax search 
Cook County Recorder Memoranda of judgments search 
U.S. District Court(N.D., IL) Pending suits and judgments 
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Clerk of Circuit Court, Pending suits and judgments 
Cook County 

showing no liens against the Developer, the Developer's rights under the Lease or any fixtures 
now or hereafter affixed to the Facility, except for the Permitted Liens. 

5.07 Lease; Space Plan. The Developer has furnished the City with three (3) certified 
copies ofthe Lease along with a floor site-plan that shows the Facility. 

5.08 Insurance. The Developer, at its own expense, has insured the Facility or has 
caused others to insure the Facility in accordance with Section 12 hereof, as applicable, and has 
delivered certificates required pursuant to Section 12 hereof evidencing the required coverages 
to DPD. 

5.09 Opinion of the Developer's Counsel. On the Closing Date, the Developer has 
furnished the City with an opinion of counsel, substantially in the form attached hereto as 
Exhibit J, with such changes as required by or acceptable to Corporation Counsel. If the 
Developer has engaged special counsel in connection with the Project, and such special counsel 
is unwilling or unable to give some ofthe opinions set forth in Exhibit J hereto, some or all of 
such opinions were obtained by the Developer from its general corporate counsel. 

5.10 Evidence of Prior Expenditures. The Developer has provided evidence 
satisfactory to DPD in its sole discretion of the Prior Expenditures in accordance with the 
provisions of Section 4.05(a) hereof 

5.11 Financial Statements. The Developer has provided Financial Statements to DPD 
for its three (3) most recent fiscal years, and audited or unaudited interim financial statements. 
The City agrees to use its reasonable best efforts to keep all Financial Statement information 
confidential. 

5.12 Documentation; Lease. The Developer has provided documentation to DPD, 
satisfactory in form and substance to DPD with respect to current employment matters. 

5.13 Environmental. [INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK] 

5.14 Corporate Documents; Economic Disclosure Statement. The Developer has 
provided a copy of its Certificate of Formation containing the original certification of the 
Secretary of State of Delaware; certificate of good standing from the Secretary of State of 
Delaware; a secretaiys certificate in such form and substance as the Corporation Counsel may 
require; its limited liability company agreement; and such other corporate documentation as the 
City has requested. The Developer has provided to the City an Economic Disclosure Statement, 
in the City's then current form, dated as ofthe Closing Date 
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5.15 Litigation. The Developer has provided to Corporation Counsel, and DPD, a 
description of all pending or threatened litigation or administrative proceedings involving the 
Developer of which the Developer has knowledge and as shown by the searches provided 
pursuant to Section 5.06, specifying, in each case, the amount of each claim, an estimate of 
probable liability, the amount of any reserves taken in connection therewith and whether (and to 
what extent) such potential liability is covered by insurance. 

5.16 Environmental Certification. The Developer shall provide the City with 
evidence, which evidence is reasonably satisfactory to DPD, that Developer is seeking basic 
LEED certification. Developer shall provide evidence that it has received basic LEED 
certification for the Facility within two (2) years of the date of the Certificate of Completion is 
issued; if the evidence of basic LEED certification is not provided within said time period the 
City, after providing Notice (Section 17) of said default and at the end of the applicable cure 
period as set forth in Section 15.03 following Developer's receipt of said Notice, shall have a 
right to exercise any and all remedies allowed hereunder including, without limitation, to seek 
reimbursement of twenty percent (20%) of the City Funds paid to Developer by drawing down 
on the Letter of Credit. DPD may, in its sole discretion, grant an extension to the LEED 
certification date. 

SECTION 6. AGREEMENTS WITH CONTRACTORS 

6.01 Bid Requirement for General Contractor and Subcontractors. Except as set 
forth in Section 6.01(b) below, prior to entering into an agreement with a General Contractor or 
any subcontractor for construction ofthe Rehabilitation Project, the Developer shall take steps to 
ensure that the General Contractor makes reasonable good faith efforts to select the lowest cost 
responsible subcontractors that can complete the Rehabilitation Project in a timely maimer. 
However, there shall be no requirement to solicit bids. The Developer shall submit copies ofthe 
Construction Contract to DPD in accordance with Section 6.02 below. Upon request by the City, 
photocopies of all subcontracts entered or to be entered into in cormection with the TIF-Funded 
Improvements shall be provided to DPD for review within five (5) business days of the 
aforementioned request from by DPD. The Developer shall ensure that the General Contractor 
shall not (and shall cause the General Contractor to ensure that the subcontractors shall not) 
begin work on the Rehabilitation Project until the Plans and Specifications have been approved 
by DPD and all requisite permits have been obtained. DPD shall deem the Plans and 
Specifications as approved upon issuance of any and all requisite permits for construction ofthe 
Rehabilitation Project. 

(b) The City hereby approves Bear Construction Company ("Bear") and MZI Building 
Services, Inc. ("MZI"; collectively Bear and MZI shall be referred to as the "General 
Confractor") as the General Contractor for the Rehabilitation Project; however, the Construction 
Contract(s) with the General Contractor must be approved pursuant to Section 6.02 below. 
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6.02 Construction Contract(s). Prior to the execution of this Agreement, the 
Developer shall deliver to DPD a copy ofthe Constiiiction Confract with the General Confractor 
selected to handle the Rehabilitation Project in accordance with Section 6.01 above, for DPD's 
written approval, which shall be granted or denied within ten (10) business days after delivery 
thereof [Within ten (10) business days] after execution of such contract by the Developer, the 
General Contractor and any other parties thereto, the Developer shall deliver to DPD and 
Corporation Counsel a copy of such contract together with any modifications, amendments or 
supplements thereto which shall be certified by the Developer and the General Contractor as true 
and correct copies ofthe original Construction Contract(s). 

6.03 Performance and Payment Bonds. INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK 

6.04 Employment Opportunity. The Developer shall contractually obligate and cause 
the General. Confractor and each subconfractor to agree to the provisions of Section 10 hereof; 
provided however, that the contracting, hiring and testing of requirements for the MBE/WBE 
and City Residency obligations in Section 10 shall be applied on cm aggregate basis and the 
failure ofthe General Contractor to require each subcontractor to satisfy, or the failure of any 
one of the subcontractors to satisfy, such obligations shall not result in a default under or 
termination of the Agreement or require the payment of the City resident hiring shortfall amount 
so long as such Section 10 obligations are satisfied on an aggregate basis. 

6.05 Other Provisions. In addition to the requirements of this Section 6, the 
Constioiction Conduct and each confract with any subconfractor shall contain provisions required 
pursuant to Section 3.04 (Change Orders), Section 8.09 (Prevailing Wage), Section 10.01(e) 
(Employment Opportunity), Section 10.02 (City Resident Employment Requirement), Section 
10.03 (MBE/WBE Requirements, as applicable). Section 12 (Insurance) and Section 14.01 
(Books and Records) hereof. If requested by DPD, photocopies of all contacts or subcontiacts 
entered or to be entered into in connection with the TIF-Funded Improvements shall be provided 
to DPD within five (5) business days of the request by DPD. 

SECTION 7. COMPLETION OF CONSTRUCTION OR REEIABILITATION 

7.01 Certificate of Completion of Construction or Rehabilitation. The City shall 
issue to the Developer a Certificate in recordable form certifying that the Developer has fulfilled 
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its obligation to complete the Rehabilitation Project in accordance with the terms of this 
Agreement upon receiving Developer's written request and satisfaction of the following 
conditions: (i) substantial completion ofthe Rehabilitation Project (excluding any and all minor 
punch list items) in accordance with the terms of this Agreement, (ii) execution of the Lease by 
Developer and landlord/Building Owner, (iii) issuance of the Certificate of Occupancy for the 
Facility or other evidence of substantial completion of the Rehabilitation Project reasonably 
satisfactory to DPD, (iv) Commencement of business operations by Developer at the Facility, (v) 
Developer proves compliance with the obligations under Sections 8.09. 8.22. 8.23. 10.02 and 
10.03. (vi) Developer's submission of one or more Requisition Form(s), along with supporting 
documentis (e.g. cancelled checks, lien waivers, contractors' swom statements and invoices) 
which DPD, acting in its sole discretion, finds as evidence of expenditures for TIF-Eligible 
Improvements, (vii) Developer provides documentation which DPD, acting in its sole [and 
reasonable] discretion, believes is evidence that Developer has satisfied the Job Retention 
Requirement as of the Jobs Retention Date, (viii) Developer provides documentation which 
DPD, acting in its reasonable discretion, believes is evidence that Developer is in the process of 
promptly pursuing approval for, basic LEED certification for corporate interiors, and (ix) final 
disbursement from the Escrow (if any). DPD shall make reasonable efforts to respond to the 
Developer's written request for a Certificate within thirty (30 days and, in any event, shall 
respond to Developer's written request within forty-five (45) days; in either event by issuing 
either a Certificate or a written statement detailing the ways in which the Rehabilitation Project 
does not conform to this Agreement or has not been satisfactorily completed, and the measures 
which must be taken by the Developer in order to obtain the Certificate. The Developer may 
resubmit a written request for a Certificate upon completion of such measures. 

7.02 Effect of Issuance of Certificate; Continuing Obligations. The Certificate relates 
only to the Rehabilitation Project, and upon its issuance, the City will certify that the terms ofthe 
Agreement specifically related to the Developer's obligation to complete such activities have 
been satisfied. After the issuance of a Certificate, however, all executory terms and conditions 
of this Agreement and all representations and covenants contained herein will continue to remain 
in fiill force and effect throughout the Term ofthe Agreement as to the parties described in the 
following paragraph, and the issuance ofthe Certificate shall not be construed as a waiver by the 
City of any of its rights and remedies pursuant to such executory terms. 

Those covenants specifically described at Sections 8.02. 8.06. and 8.19 are the 
only covenants in this Agreement intended to be binding upon any transferee of the Facility 
(including an assignee as described in the following sentence) throughout the Term of the 
Agreement notwithstanding the issuance of a Certificate; provided, that upon the issuance of a 
Certificate, the covenants set forth in Section 8.02 shall be deemed to have been fulfilled. The 
other executory terms of this Agreemrait that remain after the issuance of a Certificate shall be 
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binding only upon the Developer or a permitted assignee of the Developer who, pursuant to 
[Section 18.15] of this Agreement, has contracted to take an assignment ofthe Developer's rights 
under this Agreement and assume the Developer's liabilities hereunder. 

7.03 Failure to Complete. If the Developer fails to complete the Rehabilitation Project 
in accordance with the terms of this Agreement, then the City has, but shall not be limited to, any 
ofthe following rights and remedies: 

(a) the right to terminate this Agreement and cease all disbursement of City Funds not yet 
disbursed pursuant hereto; 

(b) [INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK] 

(c) [INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK] 

7.04 Notice of Expiration of Term of Agreement. Upon the expiration of the Term of 
the Agreement, DPD shall provide the Developer, at the Developer's written request, with a 
written notice in recordable form stating that the Term ofthe Agreement has expired. 

SECTION 8. COVENANTS/REPRESENTATIONS/WARRANTIES OF THE 
DEVELOPER. 

8.01 General. The Developer represents, warrants and covenants, as of the date of this 
Agreement and as ofthe date of each disbursement of City Funds hereunder, that: 

(a) the Developer is a Delaware limited liability company duly organized, validly 
existing, qualified to do business in its state of incorporation/organization and in Illinois, and 
licensed to do business in any other state where, due to the nature of its activities or properties, 
such qualification or license is required; 

(b) the Developer has the right, power and authority to enter into, execute, deliver and 
perform this Agreement; 

(c) the execution, delivery and performance by the Developer of this Agreement has been 
duly authorized by all necessary [corporate] action, and does not and will not violate its [Articles 
of Organization] or [operating] limited liability company agreement as amended and 
supplemented, any applicable provision of law, or constitute a breach of, default under or require 
any consent under any agreement, instrument or document to which the Developer is now a party 
or by which the Developer is now or may becoipe bound; 

(d) unless otherwise permitted or not prohibited pursuant to or under the terms of this 
Agreement, the Developer shall acquire and shall maintain good, indefeasible and merchantable 
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titie to the Leasehold Estate (and all improvements thereon which are solely owned by 
Developer) free and clear of all liens (except for the Permitted Liens, the Leasehold Termination, 
Building Owner's/landlord's rights under the Lease, Lender Financing as disclosed in the Project 
Budget and non-governmental charges that the Developer is contesting in good faith pursuant to 
Section 8.15 hereof); Developer acknowledges and agrees that notwithstanding anything herein 
to the contrary (including, without limitation as set forth in Section 8.01(j) below, in no instance 
shall Developer fail to maintain title to the Leasehold Estate except as allowed pursuant to the 
Leasehold Termination or as set forth in Section 18.15; 

(e) the Developer is now and for the Term of the Agreement shall remain solvent and 
able to pay its debts as they mature; 

(f) there are no actions or proceedings by or before any court, governmental commission, 
board, bureau or any other administrative agency pending, threatened or affecting the.Developer 
which would impair its ability to perform vmder this Agreement; 

(g) the Developer. has and shall maintain all government permits, certificates and 
consents (including, without limitation, appropriate environmental approvals, as applicable) 
necessary to conduct its business and to construct, complete and operate the Project; 

(h) the Developer is not in default with respect to any indenture, loan agreement, 
mortgage, deed, note or any other agreement or instrument related to the borrowing of money to 
which the Developer is a party or by which the Developer is bound; 

(i) the Financial Statements (as ofthe date completed) are, and when hereafter required to 
be submitted will be, complete, correct in all material respects and accurately present the assets, 
liabilities, results of operations and financial condition of the Developer, and there has been no 
material adverse change in the assets, liabilities, results of operations or financial condition of 
the Developer since the date of the Developer's most recent Financial Statements; 

(j) prior to the issuance of a Certificate, the Developer shall not do any of the following 
without the prior written consent of DPD, which consent shall not be unreasonably conditioned, 
withheld or delayed: (1) be a party to any merger, liquidation or consolidation; (2) sell, fransfer, 
convey, lease or otherwise dispose of all or substantially all of its assets or any portion of the 
Facility (including but not limited to any fixtures or equipment now or hereafter attached thereto 
and solely owned by Developer) except in the ordinary course of business; (3) enter into any 
transaction outside the ordinary course of the Developer's business that would materially 
adversely affect the ability of the Developer to complete the Rehabilitation Project; (4) assume, 
guarantee, endorse, or otherwise become liable in cormection with the obligations of any other 
person or entity that would materially adversely affect the ability of Developer to complete the 
Rehabilitation Project; or (5) enter into any transaction that would cause a material and 
detrimental change to the Developer's financial condition; 
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(k) the Developer has not incurred, and, prior to the issuance of a Certificate, shall not, 
without the prior written consent of the Commissioner of DPD, allow the existence of any liens 
against the Leasehold Estate (or Developer's solely owned improvements thereon) other than the 
Permitted Liens; or incur any indebtedness, secured or to be secured by the Facility or the 
Leasehold Estate (or improvements thereon solely owned by Developer) or any fixtures now or 
hereafter attached thereto which are solely owned by Developer, except Lender Financing 
disclosed in the Project Budget and to the extent that Developer may have such liens or 
attachments insured oyer (with title insurance) and thereafter. Developer promptly seeks to have 
same removed; 

(1) the Developer has not made or caused to be made, directly or indirectly, any payment, 
gratuity or offer of employment in cormection with the Agreement or any contract paid from the 
City treasury or pursuant to City ordinance, for services to any City agency (DCity Contract") 
as an inducement for the City to enter into the Agreement or any City Contract with the 
Developer in violation of Chapter 2-156-120 ofthe Municipal Code ofthe City; and 

(m) neither the Developer nor any Affiliate (solely as defined below in this Section 
8.0Km)) of the Developer is listed on any of the following lists maintained by the Office of 
Foreign Assets Control of the U.S. Department of the Treasury, the Bureau of Industry and 
Security ofthe U.S. Department of Commerce or their successors, or on any other list of persons 
or entities with which the City may not do business under any applicable law, rule, regulation, 
order or judgment: the Specially Designated Nationals List, the Denied Persons List, the 
Unverified List, the Entity List and the Debarred List. For purposes of this subparagraph (m) 
only, the term "Affiliate,"when used to indicate a relationship with a specified person or entity, 
means a person or entity that, directly or indirectly, through one or more intermediaries, confrols, 
is controlled by or is under common control with such specified person or entity, and a person or 
entity shall be deemed to be confrolled by another person or entity, if controlled in any manner 
whatsoever that results in control in fact by that other person or entity (or that other person or 
entity and any persons or entities with whom that other person or entity is acting jointly or in 
concert), whether directly or indirectly and whether through share ownership, a trust, a contract 
or otherwise. 

8.02 Covenant to Redevelop. Upon DPD's approval of the Project Budget, the Scope 
Drawings and Plans and Specifications as provided in Sections 3.02 and 3.03 hereof, and the 
Developer's receipt of all required building permits and governmental approvals, the Developer 
shall redevelop the Facility in accordance with this Agreement and all Exhibits attached hereto, 
the TIF Ordinances, [the Bond Ordinance, the TIF Bond Ordinance], the Scope Drawings, Plans 
and Specifications, Project Budget and all amendments thereto, and all federal, state and local 
laws, ordinances, rules, regulations, executive orders and codes applicable to the Rehabilitation 
Project, the Property and/or the Developer. The covenants set forth in this Section shall be 
binding upon any transferee, but shall be deemed satisfied upon issuance by the City of a 
Certificate with respect thereto. 
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8.03 Redevelopment Plan. The Developer represents that the 
Project is and shall be in compliance with all ofthe terms ofthe Redevelopment Plan. 

8.04 Use of City Funds. City Funds disbursed to the Developer shall be used by the 
Developer solely to pay for (or to reimburse the Developer for its payment for) the TIF-Funded 
Improvements as provided in this Agreement. 

8.05 Other Bonds. The Developer shall, at the request of the City, agree to any 
reasonable amendments to this Agreement that are necessary or desirable in order for the City to 
issue (in its sole discretion) any [additional] bonds in cormection with the Redevelopment Area, 
the proceeds of which may be used to reimburse the City for expenditures made in connection 
with, or provide a source of funds for the payment for, the TIF-Funded Improvements [(the 
"Other Bonds"]; provided, however, that any such amendments shall not have a material adverse 
effect on the Developer or the Project. The Developer shall, at the Developer's expense, 
cooperate and provide reasonable assistance in connection with the marketing of any such 
[Other] Bonds, including but not limited to providing written descriptions of the Project, making 
representations, providing information regarding its financial condition and assisting the City in 
preparing an offering statement with respect thereto. The Developer shall not have any liability 
with respect to any disclosures made in connection with any such issuance that are actionable 
under applicable securities and related laws unless and to the extent that such disclosures are 
based on factual information provided by the Developer that is determined to be false and 
misleading. 

8.06 Job Creation/Retiention; Covenant to Remain in City; Headquarters Covenant 

(a) Job Creation and Retention Covenants. No later than upon execution of this 
Agreement, the Developer (which for the purpose of this Section 8.06 shall include Subsidiaries) 
shall retain or relocate a number of positions that will ensure that eight hundred (800) ftill-time 
employee equivalent permanent jobs (including jobs of Subsidiaries) are located at the Facility; 
and upon every aimiversary thereafter, the annual monthly average number of full-time 
employee equivalent permanent jobs (including jobs of Subsidiaries) located at the Facility shall 
remain at eight hundred (800). An annual average of not less than one thousand four hundred 
fifteen (1,415) full-time employee equivalent, permanent jobs shall be retained by the Developer 
(which for the purpose of this Section 8.06 shall include its subsidiaries) in the City of Chicago 
from the date the parties execute this Agreement (the "Jobs Retention Date") and continuing 
thereafter until the earlier of (i) the second anniversary of the date Developer receives the 
Certificate and (ii) the initial date by which Developer shall have created one hundred eighty five 
(185) additional FTE jobs in the City of Chicago (the earlier of (i) and (ii) shall be the "New Job 
Creation Date") for a total of one thousand six hundred (1,600) FTE jobs (including jobs of 
Developer's Subsidiaries). During a period (the "New Job Retention Period") starting with (i) 
the New Job Creation Date and continuing until (ii) the tenth (10*) aimiversary ofthe issuance of 
the Certificate [which date may be extended by up to three (3) years if the Lease is terminated 
pursuant to the lease termination provisions ("Lease Termination") set forth below in this 
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Section 8.06], the Developer (and its Subsidiaries) shall retain an aimual average of at least 
ninety percent (90%) of the 1600 FTE jobs. The requirement to retain 1,415 jobs as of the Jobs 
Retention Date and 90% of the armual average of 1600 FTE jobs (including jobs of its 
Subsidiaries) as aforesaid shall hereinafter be referred to as the "Job Retention Covenant"; the 
requirement to create 185 FTE jobs as aforesaid shall be referred to as the "Job Creation 
Covenant"; and the requirement to have an annual monthly average of 800 FTE jobs at the 
Facility as aforesaid shall be referred to as the "Headquarters Job Covenant". The Job 
Retention Covenant, Job Creation Covenant and Headquarters Job Covenant shall collectively be 
referred to as the "Employment Covenants". If Developer is in default of an Employment 
Covenant (taking into consideration the information gathering, reporting and compliance 
allowances of Section 8.06(e)), after receiving Notice (as set forth in Section 17) of said default 
and at the end of applicable cure periods (as set forth in Section 15.03) following Developer's 
receipt of said Notice, the City shall have a right to exercise any and all remedies allowed 
hereunder including, without limitation, the right to draw down on the remaining value of the 
Letter of Credit as set forth in Section 4.08. Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, if 
the Developer exceeds the number of FTE jobs required to satisfy the Job Retention Covenant 
(up to a total of one-hundred (100) excess jobs) then the number of jobs required for to satisfy 
the Headquarters Job Covenant may be reduced by a corresponding amount. 

(b) Full Time Employees. Full-Time Equivalent Employee ("FTE") shall mean one 
permanent full-time employee based in a Chicago office of Developer (including employees and 
offices of its Subsidiaries) employed to work a total of at least 35 hours per week. FTE shall not 
include persons employed as independent confractors, third party service providers, consultants 
or persons employed by Developer, its Subsidiaries or third parties in positions involving 
functions that on a full-time basis are ancillary to Developers operations as an international 
recruitment and placement services firm at any location in the City, including, without 
limitation, food service workers, security guards, cleaning personnel, or similar positions. In 
order to further clarify, by way of examples, persons employed by Developer (and its 
Subsidiaries) in positions involving technical support, facilities management, administrative and 
human services fijnctions would not be considered ancillary to Developer's primary operations. 

(c) Location of FTE jobs. For purposes of Developer's (and its Subsidiaries) FTE 
Chicago job requirements and the FTE jobs located at the Facility, it is acknowledged and agreed 
that: 

1. Developer's (including its Subsidiaries) 1,415 FTE jobs are collectively located, 
as of the date of closing, within the Building and the following buildings, all 
located within the City of Chicago (collectively, the "Additional Buildings"), as 
follows: (A) 180 N. USalle Sfreet; (B) 111 N. Canal Sti-eet and (C) 8420 W. 
Bryn Mawr Avenue 

2. Developer's employment obligations under this Section 8.06 may be satisfied by 
locating any ofthe relevant jobs in (A) the Facility, (B) the Additional Buildings 
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and/or (C) any other building located in the City so long as: (I) the Job Retention 
Requirement and the Job Creation Requirement are met; and (II) at no time prior 
to the expiration ofthe New Jobs Retention Period (other than in the event of a 
permitted Lease Termination and relocation as set forth and permitted in Section 
8.06 (d) below) shall fewer than 800 FTE jobs (including jobs of subsidiaries) be 
located at the Facility. Developer may at any time relocate FTE Chicago jobs 
among the Additional Buildings, any other building in the City and the Building 
without further City approval or consent provided that the minimum total number 
of jobs required as aforesaid is maintained. 

(d) Effect of Lease Termination on Location of FTE jobs. Developer shall have the right 
to exercise the Lease Termination and relocate FTE jobs located in the Facility from the 
Building to a new facility or facilities ("Alternate Space") without penalty (including, without 
limitation, having the City draw down on the Letter of Credit), so long as: 

I. Developer is terminating the Lease due to a need to accommodate its growth, as 
more particularly set forth in this sub-section below, which shall reasonably be 
determined by the Commissioner of DPD which determination shall not be 
unreasonably withheld, delayed or conditioned. "Company Growth" shall include, 
but not be limited to: (A) increase in the number of employees due to internal 
operations growth, acquisitions of other companies or other related growth; (B) 
facility related growth requirements including, but not limited to, the need for 
additional training centers, conference centers, data centers and employee 
amenity related centers (e.g., cafeteria, fitness center and the like); and (C) 
growth requirements needed to accommodate changes in technology that may not 
be cost-effectively or otherwise implemented by Developer in the Facility. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing. Developer may also terminate the Lease without 
penalty (including, without limitation, allowing the City to draw down on the 
Letter of Credit) at anytime if such termination is due to Landlord default, 
casualty, eminent domain, services interruption or for any of other reason beyond 
Developer's reasonable control that impairs Developer's ability to continue its 
operations at the Leasehold Estate; 

II. Developer relocates and maintains its headquarters within downtown Chicago 
within the area bounded by: Kinzie on the North; Congress on the South; Lake 
Shore Drive on the east; and Canal on the West; and 

III. The FTE jobs currentiy located in and fransferted to the Facility and any new FTE 
jobs added to the Facility during the New Jobs Creation Period and maintained at 
the Facility immediately prior to the Lease Termination shall be relocated to a 
facility or facilities within the area described in II above. 
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If the Lease Termination provision set forth herein is exercised, then the end ofthe New 
Jobs Retention Period shall be extended from the tenth (lO"") anniversary ofthe issuance 
ofthe Certificate for a period equal to the lesser of (i) three (3) additional years or (ii) the 
number of years remaining in the New Jobs Retention Period at the time ofthe Lease 
Termination. 

(e) Monitoring of Employment Covenants. Developer shall file a Jobs Report with DPD 
aimually within 30 days of each anniversary date ofthe Certificate of Completion 
certifying to its compliance with each ofthe Employment Covenants for the prior 12 
month period for each year ofthe compliance period. However; Developer shall collect 
data required to ascertain compliance with the Employment Covenants every month. For 
reporting and compliance purposes, if the average FTE Chicago jobs for a given year is 
below 90%, but the number ofthe FTE Chicago jobs at the time of compliance reporting 
is at or above 90% for December ofthe same compliance period and Developer can 
demonstrate that the annual average percentage of 90% can be reached for the upcoming 
year, then Developer will be deemed in compliance. 

(f) Headquarters Covenant. Except as permitted in the event of Developer's right to 
exercise Lease Termination as set forth above in this Section 8.06, Developer shall 
maintain its corporate headquarters in, and continuously occupy and operate at the 
Facility for a minimum often (10) years from the date of issuance for the Certificate of 
Completion. Developer's promise to occupy the Facility as its corporate headquarters as 
set forth above, shall hereinafter be referred to as the "Headquarters Covenant". If 
Developer is in default ofthe Headquarters Covenant, after receiving Notice (as set forth 
in Section 17) of said default and at the end of a thirty (30) day cure period following 
Developer's receipt said Notice, the City shall have a right to exercise any and all 
remedies allowed hereunder including, without limitation, the right to draw down the 
remaining value ofthe Letter of Credit as set forth in Section 4.08. 

The Facility / Leasehold must be occupied by the Developer or one of its subsidiaries and 
used as general office space and related uses. Any other principal use is prohibited 
without the prior written consent of DPD. The covenants set forth in this Section shall (i) 
run with the Leasehold Estate and be binding upon any transferee ofthe Leasehold to the 
extent said requirement does not result in any default under the Lease (it being 
understood by the parties hereto that any approval ofthe fransfer ofthe Leasehold Estate 
by the Landlord shall operate as a waiver of any conflict of this requirement with the 
Lease) and (ii) be binding on any successor, assignee or transferee of Developer. 

8.07 Employment Opportunity!; Progress Reports]. The Developer covenants 
and agrees to abide by, and contractually obligate and use reasonable efforts to cause the 
General Confractor and each subconfractor to abide by the terms set forth in Section 10 
hereof. [Until issuance ofthe Certificate,] the Developer shall deliver to the City written 
progress reports detailing compliance with the requirements of Sections 8.09, 10.02 and 
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10.03 of this Agreement. Such reports shall be delivered to the City when the Project is 
25%, 50%, 70% and 100% completed (based on the amount of expenditures incurred in 
relation to the Project Budget). If any such reports indicate ashortfall in compliance, the 
Developer shall also deliver a plan to DPD and the City's monitoring staff which shall 
outline, to the satisfaction of DPD and the City's monitoring staff, the manner in which 
the Developer shall correct any shortfall. Notwithstanding the forgoing, if the 
Rehabilitation Project has commenced before Closing occurs, then at Closing, Developer 
shall deliver to the City a written progress report detailing compliance with the 
requirements of Sections 8.09.10.02 and 10.03 of this Agreement based on the portion 
ofthe Rehabilitation Project completed prior to Closing. If any such reports indicate a 
shortfall in compliance, then the Developer shall also deliver a plan to DPD which shall 
outline the manner in which the Developer shall correct any shortfall. 

8.08 Employment Profile. The Developer shall submit, and contractually 
obligate and cause the General Contractor or any subcontractor to submit, to DPD, from 
time to time, statements of its employment profile upon DPD's request. 

8.09 Prevailing Wage. The Developer covenants and agrees to pay, and to 
contractually obligate and cause the General Contractor and each subcontractor to pay, 
the prevailing wage rate as ascertained by the Illinois Department of Labor (the 
"Department"), to all Rehabilitation Project employees. All such contracts shall list the 
specified rates to be paid to all laborers, workers and mechanics for each craft or type of 
worker or mechanic employed pursuant to such contract. If the Department revises such 
prevailing wage rates, the revised rates shall apply to all such contracts. Upon the City's 
request, the Developer shall provide the City with copies of all such contracts entered 
into by the Developer or the General Contractor to evidence compliance with this Section 
8.09. 

8.10 Arms-Length Transactions. Unless DPD has given its prior written 
consent with respect thereto, no Affiliate of the Developer may receive any portion of 
City Funds, directly or indirectly, in payment for work done, services provided or 
materials supplied in connection with any TIF-Funded Improvement. The Developer 
shall provide iilformation with respect to any entity to receive City Funds directly or 
indirectly (whether through payment to the Affiliate by the Developer and reimbursement 
to the Developer for such costs using City Funds, or otherwise), upon DPD's request, 
prior to any such disbursement. 

8.11 Conflict of Interest. Pursuant to Section 5/11-74.4-4(n) of tiie Act, tiie 
Developer represents, warrants and covenants that, to the best of its knowledge, no 
member, official, or employee ofthe City, or of any commission or committee exercising 
authority over the Project, the Redevelopment Area or the Redevelopment Plan, or any 
consultant hired by the City or the Developer with respect thereto, owns or confrols, has 
owned or controlled or will own or control any interest, and no such person shall 
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represent any person, as agent or otherwise, who owns or controls, has owned or 
controlled, or will own or control any interest, direct or indirect, in the Developer's 
business, the Property or any other property in the Redevelopment Area. 

8.12 Disclosure of Interest. The Developer's counsel has no direct or indirect 
financial ownership interest in the Developer, the Property or any other aspect ofthe 
Project. 

8.13 Financial Statements. The Developer shall obtain and provide to DPD 
Financial Statements for the Developer's fiscal year ended 
and each • thereafter for the Term of the Agreement. In addition, the 
Developer shall submit unaudited financial statements as soon as reasonably practical 
following the close of each fiscal year and for such other periods as DPD may request. 
[Will consider returning the original and emy copies of financial statements after 
review-checking with DPD and MSL] 

8.14 Insurance. The Developer, at its own expense, shall comply with all 
provisions of Section 12 hereof 

8.15 Non-Governmental Charges. 

(a) Payment of Non-Governmental Charges. Except for the Permitted Liens, 
the Developer agrees to pay or cause to be paid when due any Non-Oovenmiental Charge 
which is (i) assessed or imposed upon the Project, the Leasehold or any fixtures that are 
or may become attached thereto, which creates, may create, or appears to create a lien 
upon all or any portion ofthe Leasehold or Project or (ii) assessed or imposed upon the 
Project, the Leasehold or the Developer and which creates, may create, or appears to 
create a lien upon all or any portion ofthe Property; provided however, that if such 
Non-Governmental Charge may be paid in installments, the Developer may pay the same 
together with any accrued interest thereon in installments as they become due and before 
any fine, penalty, interest, or cost may be added thereto for nonpayment. The Developer 
shall furnish to DPD, within thirty (30) days of DPD's request, official receipts from the 
appropriate entity, or other proof satisfactory to DPD, evidencing payment ofthe Non-
Govemmental Charge in question. 

(b) Right to Contest. The Developer has the right, before any delinquency 
occurs: 

(i) to contest or object in good faith to the amount or validity of any Non-
Govemmental Charge by appropriate legal proceedings properly and diligently instituted 
and prosecuted, in such maimer as shall stay the collection ofthe contested Non-
Govemmental Charge, prevent the imposition of a lien or remove such lien, or prevent 
the sale or forfeiture ofthe Leasehold (so long as no such contest or objection shall be 
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deemed or construed to relieve, modify or extend the Developer's covenants to pay any 
such Non-Governmental Charge at the time and in the manner provided in this Section 
8.15); or 

(ii) at DPD's sole option, to fiimish a good and sufficient bond or other security 
satisfactory to DPD in such form and amounts as DPD shall require, or a good and 
sufficient undertaking as may be required or permitted by law to accomplish a stay of any 
such sale or forfeiture ofthe Leasehold or any portion thereof or any fixtures that are or 
may be attached thereto, during the pendency of such contest, adequate to pay fully any 
such contested Non-Governmental Charge and all interest and penalties upon the adverse 
determination of such contest. 

8.16 Developer's Liabilities. The Developer shall not enter into any transaction that 
would materially and adversely affect its ability to perform its obligations hereunder or to repay 
£my material liabilities or perform any material obligations of the Developer to any other person 
or entity. The Developer shall immediately notify DPD of any and all events or actions which 
may materially affect the Developer's ability to carry on its business operations or perform its 
obligations under this Agreement or any other documents and agreements. 

8.17 Compliance with Laws. To the best ofthe Developer's knowledge, after diligent 
inquity, the Facility and the Project are and shall be in compliance with all applicable federal, 
state and local laws, statutes, ordinances, rules, regulations, executive orders and codes 
pertaining to or affecting the Project and the Facility. Upon the Citys request, the Developer 
shall provide evidence satisfactory to the City of such compliance. 

8.18 Recording and Filing. The Developer hereby acknowledges that while this 
Agreement shall not be recorded, in the event the Developer exercises Lease Termination rights 
as set forth in Section 8.06, then a memorandum of any subsequent lease may be recorded. 

8.19 Real Estate Provisions.—[Search this for Property and remove-Developer 
Does Not Own]. 

(a) Governmental Charges. 

(i) Payment of Governmental Charges. The Developer agrees to pay or cause to 
be paid when due all Governmental Charges (as defined below) which are assessed or 
imposed upon the Developer, the Property (solely as Developer is required to pay 
pursuant to the Lease), the Leasehold or the Project, or become due and payable, and 
which create, may create, or appear to create a lien upon the Developer or all or any 
portion ofthe Leasehold or the Project. "Governmental Charge" shall mean all federal. 
State, county, the City, or other governmental (or any instrumentality, division, agency, 
body, or department thereof) taxes, levies, assessments, charges, liens, claims or 
encxmibrances (except for those assessed by foreign nations, states other than the State of 
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Illinois, counties ofthe State other than Cook County, and municipalities other than the 
City for matters that do not involve the Project) relating to the Developer, the Leasehold / 
Facility, the Property (solely as Developer is required to pay pursuant to the Lease) or the 
Project including but not limited to real estate taxes. 

(ii) Right to Contest. The Developer and/or the Building Owner or any agent of 
either has the right before any delinquency occurs to contest or object in good faith to the 
amount or validity of any Goverrunental Charge by appropriate legal proceedings 
properly and diligently instituted and prosecuted in such maimer as shall stay the 
collection ofthe contested Governmental Charge and prevent the imposition of a lien or 
the sale or forfeiture ofthe Developer's Business or Leasehold Estate. The Developer's 
right to challenge taxes (including any real estate taxes) applicable to the Facility / 
Leasehold is limited as provided for in Section 8.19(c) below; provided, that such taxes 
must be paid in fiall [as required by the Lease] when due and may be disputed only after 
such payment is made. No such contest or objection shall be deemed or construed in any 
way as relieving, modifying or extending the Developer's covenants to pay any such 
Governmental Charge at the time and in the manner provided in this Agreement unless 
the Developer has given prior written notice to DPD ofthe Developer's intent to contest 
or object to a Governmental Charge and, unless, at DPD's sole option: 

(I) the Developer shall demonstrate to DPD's satisfaction that legal proceedings 
instituted by the Developer contesting or objecting to a Governmental Charge shall 
conclusively operate to prevent or remove a lien against, or the sale or forfeiture of, all or 
any part ofthe Developer's Business or Leasehold Estate to satisfy such Governmental 
Charge prior to final determination of such proceedings; and/or 

(II) the Developer shall furnish a good and sufficient bond or other security 
satisfactory to DPD in such form and amounts as DPD shall require, or a good and 
sufficient undertaking as may be required or permitted by law to accomplish a stay of any 
such sale or forfeiture of the Developer's Business or Developer's interest in the 
Leasehold Estate during the pendency of such contest, adequate to pay fully any such 
contested Governmental Charge and all interest and penalties upon the adverse 
determination of such contest. 

(b) Developer's Failure To Pay Or Discharge Lien. IftheDeveloper fails to pay any 
Governmental Charge or to obtain discharge ofthe same, the Developer shall advise DPD 
thereof in writing, at which time DPD may, but shall not be obligated to, and without waiving or 
releasing any obligation or liability ofthe Developer under this Agreement, in DPD's sole 
discretion, make such payment, or any part thereof, or obtain such discharge and take any other 
action with respect thereto which DPD deems advisable. All sums so paid by DPD, if any, and 
any expenses, if any, including reasonable attorneys' fees, court costs, expenses and other 
charges relating thereto, shall be promptiy disbursed to DPD by the Developer. Notwithstanding 
anything contained herein to the confrary, this paragraph shall not be construed to obligate the 
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City to pay any such Governmental Charge. Additionally, if the Developer fails to pay any 
Governmental Charge, the City, in its sole discretion, may require the Developer to submit to the 
City audited Financial Statements at the Developer's own expense. 

(c) Real Estate Taxes. [INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK] 

(i) Acknowledgment of Real Estate Taxes. [INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK]. 

(ii) Real Estate Tax Exemption. [INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK] 

(iii) No Reduction in Applicable Real Estate Taxes. [INTENTIONALLY 
LEFTBLANK] 

(iv) No Objections. [INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK] 

(v) Covenants Running with the Leasehold. [INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK]. 

8.20 Affordable Housing Covenant. [INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK] 

8.21 Participation in Citv Beautification Efforts. [INTENTIONALLY LEFT 
BLANK]. 

8.22 Public Benefits Program. The Developer shall undertake a public benefits 
program as described on Exhibit N. 

8.23 Job Readiness Program. The Developer shall undertake a job readiness program 
by working with the City througji the Mayor's Office of Workforce Development ("MOWD"), 
to participate in job training programs to provide job applicants for certain jobs created and 
retained by the Project and the operation ofthe Developer's business within the Facility, at 
Additional Buildings or on other space, as applicable,if the Lease Termination provision is 
exercised. 

8.24 Survival of Covenants. All warranties, representations, covenants and agreements 
ofthe Developer contained in this Section 8 and elsewhere in this Agreement shall be true, 
accurate and complete at the time ofthe Developer's execution of this Agreement, and shall 
survive the execution, delivery and acceptance hereof by the parties hereto and (except as 
provided in Section 7 hereof upon the issuance of a Certificate) shall be in effect throughout the 
Term ofthe Agreement. 
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SECTION 9. COVENANTS/REPRESENTATIONS/WARRANTIES OF CITY 

9.01 General Covenants. The City represents that it has the authority as a home rule 
unit of local government to execute and deliver this Agreement and to perform its obligations 
hereunder. 

9.02 Survival of Covenants. All warranties, representations, and covenants ofthe City 
contained in this Section 9 or elsewhere in this Agreement shall be true, accurate, and complete 
at the time ofthe City's execution of this Agreement, and shall survive the execution, delivery 
and acceptance hereof by the parties hereto and be in effect throughout the Term ofthe 
Agreement. 

SECTION 10. DEVELOPER'S EMPLOYMENT OBLIGATIONS 

10.01 Employment Opportunity. The Developer, on behalf of itself and its successors 
and assigns, hereby agrees, and shall contractually obligate its or their various contractors, 
subcontractors or any Affiliate ofthe Developer operating on the Facility (collectively, with the 
Developer, the "Employers" and individually an "Employer") to agree, that for the Term of this 
Agreement with respect to Developer and during the period of any other party's provision of 
services in connection with the construction ofthe Rehabilitation Project or occupation ofthe 
Facility: 

(a) No Employer shall discriminate against any employee or applicant for employment 
based upon race, religion, color, sex, national origin or ancestry, age, handicap or disability, 
sexual orientation, military discharge status, marital status, parental status or source of income as 
defined in the City of Chicago Human Rights Ordinance, Chapter 2-160, Section 2-160-010 et 
seq., Municipal Code, except as otherwise provided by said ordinance and as amended from time 
to time (the "Human Rights Ordinance"). Each Employer shall take affirmative action to ensure 
that applicants are hired and employed without discrimination based upon race, religion, color, 
sex, national origin or ancestry, age, handicap or disability, sexual orientation, military discharge 
status, marital status, parental status or source of income and are treated in a non-discriminatory 
manner with regard to all job-related matters, including without limitation: employment, 
upgrading, demotion or fransfer; recruitment or recruitment advertising; layoff or termination; 
rates of pay or other forms of compensation; and selection for fraining, including apprenticeship. 
Each Employer agrees to post in conspicuous places, available to employees and applicants for 
employment, notices to be provided by the City setting forth the provisions of this 
nondiscrimination clause. In addition, the Employers, in all solicitations or advertisements for 
employees, shall state that all qualified applicants shall receive consideration for employment 
without discrimination based upon race, religion, color, sex, national origin or ancestry, age, 
handicap or disability, sexual orientation, military discharge status, marital status, parental status 
or source of income. 
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(b) To the greatest extent feasible, each Employer is required to present opportunities for 
training and employment of low- and moderate-income residents ofthe City and preferably of 
the Redevelopment Area; and to provide that contracts for work in connection with the 
construction ofthe Rehabilitation Project be awarded to business concerns that are located in, or 
owned in substantial part by persons residing in, the City and preferably in the Redevelopment 
Area. 

(c) Each Employer shall comply with all federal, state and local equal employment and 
affirmative action statutes, rules and regulations, including but not limited to the City's Human 
Rights Ordinance and the filinois Human Rights Act, 775 ILCS 5/1-101 et seq. (1993), and any 
subsequent amendments and regulations promulgated thereto. 

(d) Each Employer, in order to demonstrate compliance with the terms of this Section, 
shall cooperate with and promptly and accurately respond to inquiries by the City, which has the 
responsibility to observe and report compliance with equal employment opportunity regulations 
of federal, state and municipal agencies. 

(e) Each Employer shall include the foregoing provisions Of subparagraphs (a) through 
(d) in every contract entered into in connection with the Rehabilitation Project, and shall require 
inclusion of these provisions in every subcontract entered into by any subcontractors, and evcty 
agreement with any Affiliate operating at the Facility, so that each such provision shall be 
binding upon each contractor, subcontractor or Affiliate, as the case may be. 

(f) Failure to comply with the employment obligations described in this Section 10.01 
shall be a basis for the City to pursue remedies under the provisions of Section 15.02 hereof 

10.02 City Resident Construction Worker Employment Requirement. The 
Developer agrees for itself and its successors and assigns, and shall contractually obligate its 
General Contractor and shall cause the General Contractor to confractually obligate its 
subcontractors, as applicable, to agree, that during the construction ofthe Rehabilitation Project 
they shall comply with the minimum percentage of total worker hours performed by actual 
residents ofthe City as specified in Section 2-92-330 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago (at least 
50 percent ofthe total worker hours worked by persons on the site ofthe Rehabilitation Project 
shall be performed by actual residents ofthe City); provided, however, that in addition to 
complying with this percentage, the Developer, its General Confractor and each subcontractor 
shall be required to make good faith efforts to utilize qualified residents ofthe City in both 
unskilled and skilled labor positions. 

The Developer may request a reduction or waiver of this minimimi percentage level of 
Chicagoans as provided for in Section 2-92-330 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago in accordance 
with standards and procedures developed by the Chief Procurement Officer ofthe City. 
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"Actual residents ofthe City" shall mean persons domiciled within the City. The 
domicile is an individual's one and only true, fixed and permanent home and principal 
establishment. 

The Developer, the General Contractor and each subcontractor shall provide for the 
maintenance of adequate employee residency records to show that actual Chicago residents are 
employed on the Rehabilitation Project. Each Employer shall maintain copies of personal 
documents supportive of every Chicago employee's actual record of residence. 

Upon execution of this Agreement, weekly certified payroll reports (U.S. Department of 
Labor Form WH-347 or equivalent) shall be submitted to the Commissioner of DPD in triplicate, 
which shall identify clearly the actual residence of every employee on each submitted certified 
payroll. The first time that an employee's name appears on a payroll, the date that the Employer 
hired the employee should be written in after the employee's name. 

The Developer, the General Contractor and each subcontractor shall provide full access 
to their employment records to the Chief Procurement Officer, the Commissioner of DPD, the 
Superintendent ofthe Chicago Police Department, the Inspector General or any duly authorized 
representative of any of them. The Developer, the General Contractor and each subcontractor 
shall maintain all relevant personnel data and records for a period of at least three (3) years after 
final acceptance ofthe work constituting the Rehabilitation Project. 

At the direction of DPD, affidavits and other supporting documentation will be required 
ofthe Developer, the General Contractor and each subcontractor to verify or clarify an 
employee's actual address when doubt or lack of clarity has arisen. 

Good faith efforts on the part ofthe Developer, the General Contractor and each 
subcontractor to provide utilization of actual Chicago residents (but not sufficient for the 
granting of a waiver request as provided for in the standards and procedures developed by the 
Chief Procurement Officer) shall not suffice to replace the actual, verified achievement ofthe 
requirements of this Section concerning the worker hours performed by actual Chicago residents. 

When work at the Rehabilitation Project is completed, in the event that the City has 
determined that the Developer has failed to ensure the fulfillment ofthe requirement of this 
Section concerning the worker hours performed by actual Chicago residents or failed to report in 
the manner as indicated above, the City will thereby be damaged in the failure to provide this 
benefit of demonsfrable employment to Chicagoans to the degree stipulated in this Section. 
Therefore, in such a case of non-compliance, it is agreed that 1/20 of 1 percent (0.0005) ofthe 
aggregate hard construction costs set forth in the Project budget (the product of .0005 x such 
aggregate hard construction costs) (as the same shall be evidenced by approved contract value 
for the actual confracts) shall be suitendered by the Developer to the City in payment for each 
percentage of shortfall toward the stipulated residency requirement. If not cured within the 
applicable cure periods stated herein, failure to report the residency of employees entirely and 
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correctiy shall result in the surrender ofthe entire liquidated damages as if no Chicago residents 
were employed in either ofthe categories. The willful falsification of statements and the 
certification of payroll data may subject the Developer, the General Contractor and/or the 
subcontractors to prosecution. Any retainage to cover contract performance that may become 
due to the Developer pursuant to Section 2-92-250 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago may be 
withheld by the City pending the Chief Procurement Officer's determination as to whether the 
Developer must surrender damages as provided in this paragraph. 

Nothing herein provided shall be construed to be a limitation upon the "Notice of 
Requirements for Affirmative Action to Ensure Equal Employment Opportunity, Executive 
Order 11246 " and "Standard Federal Equal Employment Opportunity, Executive Order 11246," 
or other affirmative action required for equal opportunity under the provisions of this Agreement 
or related documents. 

The Developer shall cause or require the provisions of this Section 10.02 to be included 
in all construction contracts and subcontracts related to the Rehabilitation Project. 

10.03. MBE/WBE Commitment. The Developer agrees for itself and its successors 
and assigns and, if necessary to meet the requirements set forth herein, shall contiactually 
obligate the General Contractor to agree that during the Rehabilitation Project: 

(a) Consistent with the findings which support, as applicable, (i) the Minority-Owned 
and Women-Owned Business Enterprise Procurement Program, Section 2-92-420 et seq.. 
Municipal Code of Chicago (the "Procurement Program"), and (ii) the Minority- and Women-
Owned Business Enterprise Construction Program, Section 2-92-650 et seq.. Municipal Code of 
Chicago (the "Construction Program," and collectively with the Procurement Program, the 
"MBE/WBE Program"), and in reliance upon the provisions ofthe MBE/WBE Program to the 
extent contained in, and as qualified by, the provisions of this Section 10.03, during the course of 
the Rehabilitation Project, at least the following percentages ofthe MBE/WBE Budget (as set 
forth in Exhibit H-2 hereto) shall be expended for contract participation by MBEs and by WBEs: 

(1) At least 24 percent by MBEs. 

(2) At least four percent by WBEs. 

(b) For purposes of this Section 10.03 only, the Developer (and any party to whom a 
contract is let by the Developer in connection with the Rehabilitation Project) shall be deemed a 
"contractor" and this Agreement (and any contract let by the Developer in connection with the 
Rehabilitation Project) shall be deemed a "contract" or a "construction contract" as such terms 
are defined in Sections 2-92-420 and 2-92-670, Municipal Code of Chicago, as applicable. 

(c) Consistent with Sections 2-92-440 and 2-92-720, Municipal Code of Chicago, tiie 
Developer's MBE/WBE commitment may be achieved in part by the Developer's status as an 
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MBE or WBE (but only to the extent of any actual work performed on the Project by the 
Developer) or by a joint venture with one or more MBEs or WBEs (but only to the extent ofthe 
lesser of (i) the MBE or WBE participation in such joint venture or (ii) the amount of any actual 
work performed on the Project by the MBE or WBE), by the Developer utilizing a MBE or a 
WBE as the General Contractor (but only to the extent of any actual work performed on the 
Project by the General Contractor), by subcontracting or causing the General Contractor to 
subcontract a portion of the Rehabilitation Project to one or more MBEs or WBEs, or by the 
purchase of materials or services used in the Rehabilitation Project from one or more MBEs or 
WBEs, or by any combination ofthe foregoing. Those entities which constitute both a MBE and 
a WBE shall not be credited more than once with regard to the Developer's MBE/WBE 
commitment as described in this Section 10.03. In accordance with Section 2-92-730, Municipal 
Code of Chicago, the Developer shall not substitute any MBE or WBE General Contractor or 
subcontractor without the prior written approval of DPD. 

(d) The Developer shall deliver quarterly reports to the City's monitoring staff during 
the Rehabilitation Project describing its efforts to achieve compliance with this MBE/WBE 
commitment. Such reports shall include, inter alia, the name and business address of each MBE 
and WBE solicited by the Developer or the General Contractor to work on the Rehabilitation 
Project, and the responses received from such solicitation, the name and business address of each 
MBE or WBE actually involved in the Rehabilitation Project, a description of the work 
performed or products or services supplied, the date and amount of such work, product or 
service, and such other information as may assist the City's monitoring staff in determining the 
Developer's compliance with this MBE/WBE commitment. The Developer shall maintain 
records of all relevant data with respect to the utilization of MBEs and WBEs in connection with 
the Rehabilitation Project for at least five years after completion ofthe Rehabilitation Project, 
and the City's monitoring staff shall have access to all such records maintained by the 
Developer, on five Business Days' notice, to allow the City to review the Developer's 
compliance with its commitment to MBE/WBE participation and the status of any MBE or WBE 
performing any portion ofthe Rehabilitation Project. 

(e) Upon the disqualification of any MBE or WBE General Contractor or subcontractor, 
if such status was misrepresented by the disqualified party, the Developer shall be obligated to 
discharge or cause to be discharged the disqualified General Contractor or subcontractor, and, if 
possible, identify and engage a qualified MBE or WBE as a replacement. For purposes of this 
subsection (e), the disqualification procedures are further described in Sections 2-92-540 and 2-
92-730, Municipal Code of Chicago, as applicable. 

(f) Any reduction or waiver ofthe Developer's MBE/WBE commitment as described in 
this Section 10.03 shall be undertaken in accordance with Sections 2-92-450 and 2-92-730, 
Municipal Code of Chicago, as applicable. Notwithstanding anything herein to the confrary, (1) 
if the Developer seeks to exclude the cost of any applicable Rehabilitation Project activities from 
the MBE/WBE Budget (as set forth on Exhibit H-2), the Developer must provide DPD with a list 
of said activities (and the estimated cost of each activity) Developer wishes to exclude. DPD, 
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acting in its sole discretion, shall then determine if these items may be excluded from the 
MBE/WBE Budget and (2) After the [earlier of construction commences on the Rehabilitation 
Project or] execution of this Agreement, DPD shall not honor any request by Developer to 
exclude any activity and its associated cost from the MBE/WBE Budget. 

(g) Prior to the commencement ofthe Rehabilitation Project, the Developer shall be 
required to meet with the City's monitoring staff with regard to the Developer's compliance with 
its obligations under this Section 10.03. The General Contractor shall be required to attend this 
pre-coristruction meeting. During said meeting, the Developer shall demonstrate to the City's 
monitoring staff its plan to achieve its obligations under this Section 10.03. the sufficiency of 
which shall be approved by the City's monitoring staff During the Rehabilitation Project, the 
Developer shall submit the documentation required by this Section 10.03 to the City's 
monitoring staff, including the following: (i) subcontractor's activity report; (ii) contractor's 
certification concerning labor standards and prevailing wage requirements; (iii) contractor letter 
of understanding; (iv) quarterly utilization report; (v) authorization for payroll agent; (vi) 
certified payroll; (vii) evidence that MBE/WBE contractor associations have been informed of 
the Rehabilitation Project via written notice or meetings; and (viii) evidence of compliance with 
job creation/job retention requirements. Failure to submit such documentation on a timely basis, 
or a determination by the City's monitoring staff, upon analysis ofthe documentation, that the 
Developer is not complying with its obligations under this Section 10.03. shall, upOn the delivery 
of written notice to the Developer, be deemed an Event of Default. Upon the occurrence of any 
such Event of Default, in addition to any other remedies provided in this Agreement, the City 
may: (1) issue a written demand to the Developer to halt the Rehabilitation Project, (2) withhold 
any further payment of any City Funds to the Developer or the General Contractor, or (3) seek 
any other remedies against the Developer available at law or in equity. 

(h) Prior to Execution of this Agreement, Developer must submit evidence acceptable to 
DPD that either the Developer or the General Confractor has corresponded at least once with, 
and provided bid documents to, applicable MBE/WBE contractor associations If Developer 
does not meet its obligations under this Section 10.03, then the City will not release payment of 
the City Funds. 

SECTION 11. ENVIRONMENTAL MATTERS 

The Developer and DPD hereby agree that the Developer has not conducted any 
environmental studies of the Facility or the Building and Developer will not be required to 
conduct any such environmental studies. Developer represents and warrants that it has no 
knowledge that would indicate the Rehabilitation Project may not be constructed, completed and 
operated in accordance with all Environmental Laws and this Agreement and all Exhibits 
attached hereto, the Scope Drawings, Plans and Specifications and all amendments thereto, [the 
Bond Ordinance] and the Redevelopment Plan. 
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Without limiting any other provisions hereof, the Developer agrees to indemnify, defend 
and hold the City harmless from and against any and all losses, liabilities, damages, injuries, 
costs, expenses or claims of any kind whatsoever including, without limitation, any losses, 
liabilities, damages, injuries, costs, expenses or claims asserted or arising under any 
Environmental Laws incurred, suffered by or asserted against the City as a direct or indirect 
result of £my ofthe following, reg2U"dless of whether or not caused by, or within the control ofthe 
Developer: (i) the presence of any Hazardous Material on or under, or the escape, seepage, 
leakage, spillage, emission, discharge or release of any Hazardous Material from (A) all or any 
portion of the Facility/Leasehold Estate or (B) any otiier real property in Chicago currently 
owned by the Developer which the Developer, or any person directly or indirectly controlled by 
the Developer, conducts the business of Developer and holds any estate or interest whatsoever 
(including, without limitation, any property owned by a land trust in which the beneficial interest 
is owned, in whole or in part, by the Developer), or (ii) any liens against the FacilityEstate 
permitted or imposed by any Environmental Laws, or any actual or asserted liability or 
obligation ofthe City or the Developer or any of its Affiliates under any Environmental Laws 
relating to the Facility/ Leasehold, [check changes with MSLJ 

SECTION 12. INSURANCE 

The Developer must provide and maintain, at Developer's own expense, or cause to be provided 
and maintained during the term of this Agreement, the insurance coverage and requirements 
specified below, insuring all operations related to the Agreement. 

(a) Prior to execution and delivery of this Agreement. 

(i) Workers Compensation and Employers Liability 

Workers Compensation Insurance, as prescribed by applicable law covering all 
employees who are to provide work under this Agreement and Employers Liability 
coverage with limits of not less than $100,000 each accident, illness or disease. 

(ii) Commercial General Liability (Primary and Umbrella) 

Commercial General Liability Insurance or equivalent with limits of not less than 
$1,000,000 per occurrence for bodily injury, personal injury, and property damage 
liability in and to the Facility. Coverages must include the following: All premises and 
operations, products/completed operations independent confractors, separation of 
insureds, defense, and contractual liability (with no limitation endorsement). The City of 
Chicago is to be named as an additional insured on a primary, non-contributory basis for 
any liability arising directiy or indirectly from the work on the Rehabilitation Project. 

(iii) All Risk Property 

All Risk Property Insurance at replacement value ofthe property to protect against loss 
of, damage to, or destinction ofthe building/facility. The City is to be named as an 
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additional insured and loss payee/mortgagee if applicable. [Similar insurance maintained 
by the Building Owner on the Property shall be taken by the City as satisfaction, whether 
or not such insurance names the City as an additional insured.] 

(b) Construction. Prior to the execution of this Agreement, Developer will cause its 
architects, contractors, subconti-actors, project managers and other parties constructing the 
Rehabilitation Project to procure and maintain the following kinds and amounts of insurance: 

(i) Workers Compensation and Employers Liability 

Workers Compensation Insurance, as prescribed by applicable law covering all 
employees who are to provide work under this Agreement and Employers Liability 
coverage with limits of not less than $ 500,000 each accident, illness or disease. 

(ii) Commercial General Liability (Primary and Umbrella) 

Commercial General Liability Insurance or equivalent with limits of not less than 
$2,000,000 per occurrence for bodily injury, personal injury, and property damage 
liability. Coverages must include the following: All premises and operations, 
products/completed operations (for a minimum of two (2) years following project 
completion), explosion, collapse, underground, separation of insureds, defense, and 
contractual liability (with no limitation endorsement). The City of Chicago is to be 
named as an additional insured on a primary, non-contributory basis for any liability 
arising directiy or indirectly from the work. 

(iii) Automobile Liability (Primary and Umbrella) 

When any motor vehicles (owned, non-owned and hired) are used in connection with 
work to be perfonned, the Automobile Liability Insurance with limits of not less than 
$2,000,000 per occurrence for bodily injury and property damage. The City of Chicago 
is to be named as an additional insured on a primary, non-contributory basis. 

(iv) Railroad Protective Liability 

When any work is to be done adjacent to or on railroad or fransit property, Developer 
must provide cause to be provided with respect to the operations that Confractors 
perform, Railroad Protective Liability Insurance in the name of railroad or fransit entity. 
The policy must have limits of not less than $2,000,000 per occurrence and $6,000,000 in 
the aggregate for losses arising out of injuries to or death of all persons, and for damage 
to or destruction of property, including the loss of use thereof 
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(v) All Risk /Builders Risk 

When Developer undertakes any construction, including improvements, betterments, 
and/or repairs, the Developer must provide or cause to be provided All Risk Builders 
Risk Insurance at replacement cost for materials, supplies, equipment, machinery and 
fixtures that are or will be part ofthe project. The City of Chicago is to be named as an 
additional insured and loss payee/mortgagee if applicable. 

(vi) Professional Liability 

When any architects, engineers, construction managers or other professional consultants 
perform work in connection with this Agreement, Professional Liability Insurance 
covering acts, errors, or omissions must be maintained with limits of not less than $ 
1,000,000. Coverage must include contractual liability. When policies are renewed or 
replaced, the policy retroactive date must coincide with, or precede, start of work on the 
Contract. A claims-made policy which is not renewed or replaced must have an extended 
reporting period of two (2) years. 

(vii) Valuable Papers 
When any plans, designs, drawings, specifications and documents are produced or used 
under this Agreement, Valuable Papers Insurance must be maintained in an amount to 
insure against any loss whatsoever, and must have limits sufficient to pay for the re
creation and reconstruction of such records. 

(viii) Contractors Pollution Liability 

When any remediation work is performed which may cause a pollution exposure, the 
Developer must cause remediation contractor to provide Contractor Pollution Liability 
covering bodily injury, property damage and other losses caused by pollution conditions 
that arise from the contract scope of work with limits of not less than $1,000,000 per 
occurrence. Coverage must include completed operations, confractual liability, defense, 
excavation, environmental cleanup, remediation and disposal. When policies are 
renewed or replaced, the policy refroactive date must coincide with or precede, start of 
work on the Agreement. A claims-made policy which is not renewed or replaced must 
have an extended reporting period of two (2) years. The City of Chicago is to be named 
as an additional insured. 

(c) Post Construction: 

(i) All Risk Property Insurance at replacement value of the property to 
protect against loss of, damage to, or destruction ofthe Facility. The City is to be named 
as an additional insured and loss payee/mortgagee if applicable. 
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(d) Other Requirements: 

The Developer must furnish the City of Chicago, Department of Planning Services, City 
Hall, Room 1000, 121 North LaSalle Street 60602, original Certificates of Insurance, or 
such similar evidence, to be in force on the date of this Agreement, and Renewal 
Certificates of Insureince, or such similar evidence, if the coverages have an expiration or 
renewal date occurring during the term of this Agreement. The Developer must submit 
evidence of insurance on the City of Chicago Insurance Certificate Form (copy attached) 
or equivalent prior to closing. The receipt of any certificate does not constitute 
agreement by the City that the insurance requirements in the Agreement have been fully 
met or that the insurance policies indicated on the certificate are' in compliance with all 
Agreement requirements. The failure ofthe City to obtain certificates or other insurance 
evidence from Developer is not a waiver by the City of any requirements for the 
Developer to obtain and maintain the specified coverages. The Developer shall advise all 
insurers of the Agreement provisions regarding insurance. Non-conforming insurance 
does not relieve Developer of the obligation to provide insurance as specified herein. 
Nonfialfillment of the insurance conditions may constitute a violation of the Agreement, 
and the City retains the right to stop work and/or terminate agreement until proper 
evidence of insurance is provided. 
The insurance must provide for 60 days prior written notice to be given to the City in the 
event coverage is substantially changed, canceled, or non-renewed. 

Any deductibles or self insured retentions on referenced insurance coverages must be 
borne by Developer and Confractors. 

The Developer hereby waives and agrees to require their insurers to waive their rights of 
subrogation against the City of Chicago, its employees, elected officials, agents, or 
representatives. 

The coverages and limits furnished by Developer in no way limit the Developer's 
liabilities and responsibilities specified within the Agreement or by law. 

Any insurance or self insurance programs maintained by the City of Chicago do not 
contribute with insurance provided by the Developer under the Agreement. 

The required insurance to be carried is not limited by any limitations expressed in the 
indemnification language in this Agreement or any limitation placed on the indemnity in 
this Agreement given as a matter of law. 

If Developer is a joint venture or limited liability company, the insurance policies must 
name the joint venture or limited liability company as a named insured. 
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The Developer must require Contractor and subcontractors to provide the insurance 
required herein, or Developer may provide the coverages for Contractor and 
subcontractors. All Contractors and subcontractors are subject to the same insurance 
requirements of Developer unless otherwise specified in this Agreement. 

If Developer, any Contractor or subcontractor desires additional coverages, the party 
desiring the additional coverages is responsible for the acquisition and cost. 
The City of Chicago Risk Management Department maintains the right to modify, delete, 
alter or change these requirements. 

SECTION 13. INDEMNIFICATION 

13.01 General Indemnity. Developer agrees to indemnify, pay, defend and hold the 
City, and its elected and appointed officials, employees, agents and affiliates (individually an 
"Indemnitee," and collectively the "Indemnitees") harmless from and against, any and all 
liabilities, obligations, losses, damages, penalties, actions, judgments, suits, claims, costs, 
expenses and disbursements of any kind or nature whatsoever (and including without limitation, 
the reasonable fees and disbursements of counsel for such Indemnitees in connection with any 
investigative, administrative or judicial proceeding conunenced or threatened, whether or not 
such Indemnities shall be designated a party thereto), that may be imposed on, suffered, incurred 
by or asserted against the Indemnitees in any manner relating or arising out of: 

(i) the Developer's failure to comply with any ofthe terms, covenants and 
conditions contained within this Agreement; or 

(ii) the Developer's or any contractor's failure to pay General Contractors, 
subcontractors or materialmen in connection with the TIF-Funded Improvements or any 
other Rehabilitation Project improvement; or 

(iii) the existence of any material misrepresentation or omission in this 
Agreement, any offering memorandum or information statement or the Redevelopment 
Plan or any other document related to this Agreement that is the result of information 
supplied or omitted by the Developer or any Affiliate of Developer or any agents, 
employees, contractors or persons acting under the control or at the request ofthe 
Developer or any Affiliate of Developer; or 

(iv) the Developer's failure to cure any misrepresentation in this Agreement or 
any other agreement relating hereto; 

provided, however, that Developer shall have no obligation to an Indemnitee arising from the 
wanton or willful misconduct or gross negligence of that Indemnitee. To the extent that the 
preceding sentence may be unenforceable because it is violative of any law or public policy, 
Developer shall contribute the maximum portion that it is permitted to pay and satisfy under the 
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applicable law, to the payment and satisfaction of all indemnified liabilities incurred by the 
Indemnitees or any of them. The provisions ofthe undertakings and indemnification set out in 
this Section 13.01 shall survive the termination of this Agreement. 

SECTION 14. MAINTAINING RECORDS/RIGHT TO INSPECT 

14.01 Books and Records. The Developer shall keep and maintain separate, complete, 
accurate and detailed books and records necessary to reflect and fully disclose the total actual 
cost ofthe Rehabilitation Project and the disposition of all funds from whatever source allocated 
thereto, and to monitor the Project. All such books, records and other documents, including but 
not limited to the Developer's loan statements, if any, General Contractors' and contractors' 
swom statements, general contracts, subcontracts, purchase orders, waivers of lien, paid receipts 
and invoices, shall be available at the Developer's offices for inspection, copying, audit and 
examination by an authorized representative of the City, at the Developer's expense. The 
Developer shall incorporate this right to inspect, copy, audit and examine all books and records 
into all contracts entered into by the Developer with respect to the Project. 

14.02 Inspection Rights. Upon three (3) business days' notice, and subject to Building 
Owner's rights under the Lease, any authorized representative ofthe City shall have access to all 
portions ofthe Project, the Facility, the Leasehold and the related portions ofthe Property during 
normal business hours for the Term ofthe Agreement. 

SECTION 15. DEFAULT AND REMEDIES 

15.01 Events of Default. Theoccurrenceofanyoneor more ofthe following events, 
subject to the provisions of Section 15.03, shall constitute an "Event of Default" by the 
Developer hereunder: 

(a) the failure ofthe Developer to perform, keep or observe any ofthe covenants, 
conditions, promises, agreements or obligations ofthe Developer under this Agreement or any 
related agreement; 

(b) the failure ofthe Developer to perform, keep or observe any ofthe covenants, 
conditions, promises, agreements or obligations ofthe Developer under any other agreement 
with any person or entity if such failure may have a material adverse effect on the Developer's 
business, property, assets, operations or condition, fineincial or otherwise or the Project; 

(c) the making or furnishing by the Developer to the City of any representation, 
warranty, certificate, schedule, report or other communication within or in connection with this 
Agreement or any related agreement which is untrue or misleading in any material respect; 

(d) except as otherwise permitted hereimder, the creation (whether voluntary or 
involuntary) of, or any attempt to create, any lien or other encumbrance upon the Developer's 
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Facility / Leasehold interest in the Property, including any fixtures now or hereafter attached 
thereto, other than the Permitted Liens, or the making or any attempt to make any levy, seizure 
or attachment thereof; provided, however, that if such (i) creation or attempt to create a lien or 
other encumbrance or (ii) making or attempt to make any levy, seizure or attachment shall not 
constitute an Event of Default unless such proceedings are not conclusively dismissed or 
otherwise finally resolved within sixty (60) days after said creation (or attempt to create) or said 
making (or attempt to make) any said lien, encumbrance, levy, seizure or attachment; however, 
if dismissal or similar final resolution can not reasonably be effectuated within the sixty (60) day 
period. Developer shall not be deemed to have committed an Event of Default if it has 
commenced reasonable action within the sixty (60) day period and thereafter diligentiy and 
continuously prosecutes to resolve such matter which shall, in any event, be resolved within one-
hundred twenty (120) days; 

(e) the commencement of any proceedings in bankruptcy by or against the Developer or 
for the liquidation or reorganization ofthe Developer, or alleging that the Developer is insolvent 
or unable to pay its debts as they mature, or for the readjustment or arrangement ofthe 
Developer's debts, whether under the United States Bankruptcy Code or under any other state or 
federal law, now or hereafter existing for the relief of debtors, or the commencement of any 
analogous statutory or non-statutory proceedings involving the Developer; provided, however, 
that if such commencement of proceedings is involuntary, such action shall not constitute an 
Event of Default unless such proceedings are not dismissed within sixty (60) days after the 
commencement of such proceedings; however, if dismissal can not reasonably be effectuated 
within the sixty (60) day period, Developer shall not be deemed to have committed an Event of 
Default if it has commenced reasonable action within the sixty (60) day period and thereafter 
diligently and continuously prosecutes to resolve such matter which shall, in any event, be 
resolved within one-hundred twenty (120) days; 

(f) the appointment of a receiver or trustee for the Developer, for any substantial part of 
the Developer's assets or the institution of any proceedings for the dissolution, or the full or 
partial liquidation, or the merger or consolidation, ofthe Developer; provided, however, that if 
such appointment or commencement of proceedings is involuntary, such action shall not 
constitute an Event of Default unless such appointment is not revoked or such proceedings are 
not dismissed within sixty (60) days after the commencement thereof; however, if dismissal can 
not reasonably be effectuated within the sixty (60) day period. Developer shall not be deemed to 
have committed an Event of Default if it has commenced reasonable action within the sixty (60) 
day period and thereafter diligently and continuously prosecutes to resolve such matter which 
shall, in any event, be resolved witiiin one-hundred twenty (120) days; 

(g) the entry of any judgment or order against the Developer which remains unsatisfied 
or undischarged and in effect for sixty (60) days after such entry without a stay of enforcement . 
or execution; however, if dismissal can not reasonably be effectuated within the sixty (60) day 
period. Developer shall not be deemed to have committed an Event of Default if it has 
commenced reasonable action within the sixty (60) day period and thereafter diligentiy and 
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continuously prosecutes to resolve such matter which shall, in any event, be resolved within one-
hundred twenty (120) days; 

(h) the occurrence of an event of default under the Lender Financing, which default is not 
cured within any applicable cure period; 

(i) the dissolution of the Developer; 

(j) the institution in any court of a criminal proceeding (other than a misdemeanor) 
against the Developer or any natural person who owns a material interest in the Developer, 
which is not dismissed within thirty (30) days, or the indictment ofthe Developer or any natural 
person who owns a material interest in the Developer, for any crime (other than a misdemeanor); 

(k) prior to the expiration ofthe Job Retention/Creation Period, the sale or transfer of 
[all; a majority; or some other percentage] of the ownership interests ofthe Developer without 
the prior written consent ofthe City; provided however that the following sales or transfers shall 
not require City approval: (i) any sale or transfer to an entity which currently has an ownership 
interest of seven and one-half percent (7.5%) or more in Developer shall not require City 
approval; (ii) any sale or transfer to a national or regional entity that engages in a similar 
business as Developer and adheres to the same requirements Developer satisfied in entering into 
this Agreement; and (iii) any public offering or sale of equity interests in Developer transferred 
pursuant to United States security statutes and fransferred through a nationally recognized stock 
exchange reported in major national periodicals and acting pursuant to federal Securities and 
Exchange Commission rules, statutes and regulations so long as Developer informs the City of 
any new entities or persons that acquire seven and one-half percent (7.5%) or more ofthe new 
outstanding stock in Developer and such new entities adhere to the same requirements Developer 
satisfied in entering into this Agreement; or 

(1) material disregard of established City policy as expressed in this Agreement (e.g. a 
pattem of colorable employment discrimination claims against Developer would be disregard of 
City policy set forth in the MBE/WBE Program. 

For purposes of Sections 15.01 (i) and 15.01 (j) hereof, a person with a material 
interest in the Developer shall be one owning in excess of [ten (10%)] ofthe Developer's [issued 
and outstanding shares of stock][membership interests][partnership interests]. 

15.02 Remedies. 

Upon the occurrence of an Event of Default, the City may terminate this Agreement and 
all related agreements, and may suspend disbursement of City Funds and recapture City funds 
solely by drawing down on the retained value ofthe Letter of Credit as allowed in this Section 
15.02 below. The City may, in any court of competent jurisdiction by any action or proceeding 
at law or in equity, pursue and secure any available remedy, including but not limited to 
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injunctive relief or the specific performance ofthe agreements contained herein. 
Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, Events of Default which allow the City to draw 
down on the retained value (as set forth in Section 4.08) ofthe Letter of Credit shall include the 
following: (A) the violation of any and all covenants, representations, warranties and obligations 
which, in the reasonable opinion of DPD, materially affect the Developer's ability to perform 
under this Agreement; and (B) any violation of any ofthe Employment Covenants. 

15.03 Curative Period. 

In the event the Developer shall fail to perform a monetary covenant which the 
Developer is required to perform under this Agreement, notwithstanding any other provision of 
this Agreement to the contrary, an Event of Default shall not be deemed to have occurred unless 
the Developer has failed to perform such monetary covenant within ten (10) days of its receipt of 
a written notice from the City specifying that it has failed to perform such monetary covenant. In 
the event the Developer shall fail to perform a non-monetary covenant which the Developer is 
required to perform under this Agreement, notwithstanding any other provision of this 
Agreement to the contrary, an Event of Default shall not be deemed to have occurred unless the 
Developer has failed to cure such default within thirty (30) days of its receipt of a written notice 
from the City specifying the nature ofthe default; provided, however, with respect to those non
monetary defaults which (i) involve Employment Obligations and are not capable of being cured 
within such thirty (30) day period, the Developer shall not be deemed to have committed an 
Event of Default under this Agreement if it has commenced to cure the alleged default within 
such thirty (30) day period and thereafter diligently and continuously prosecutes the cure of such 
default until the same has been cured which cure, in any event, shall be completed within ninety 
(90) days; (ii) involve other non-monetary defaults and are not capable of being cured within 
such thirty (30) day period, the Developer shall not be deemed to have committed an Event of 
Default under this Agreement if it has commenced to cure the alleged default within such thirty 
(30) day period and thereafter diligentiy and continuously prosecutes the cure of such default 
until the same has been cured which cure, in any event, shall be completed within one-hundred 
twenty (120) days. 

SECTION 16. MORTGAGING OF THE PROJECT 

All mortgages or deeds of trust in place as of the date hereof with respect to the Facility 
[or the Leasehold Estate] or any portion thereof are listed on Exhibit G hereto (including but not 
limited to mortgages made prior to or on the date hereof in connection with Lender Financing) 
and are referred to herein as the "Existing Mortgages." Any mortgage or deed of trust that the 
Developer may hereafter elect to execute and record or permit to be recorded against the Facility 
[or the Leasehold Estate] or any portion thereof is referred to herein as a "New Mortgage." Any 
New Mortgage that the Developer may hereafter elect to execute and record or permit to be 
recorded against the Facility [or the Leasehold Estate] or any portion thereof with the prior 
written consent ofthe City is referted to herein as a "Permitted Mortgage." It is hereby agreed 
by and between the City and the Developer as follows: 
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(a) In the event that a mortgagee or any other party shall succeed to the Developer's 
interest in the Facility [or the Leasehold Estate] or any portion thereof pursuant to the exercise 
of remedies under a New Mortgage (other tiian a Permitted Mortgage), whetiier by foreclosure or 
deed in lieu of foreclosure, and in conjunction therewith accepts an assignment ofthe 
Developer's interest hereunder in accordance with Section 18.15 hereof, the City may, but shall 
not be obligated to, attorn to and recognize such party as the successor in interest to the 
Developer for all purposes under this Agreement and, unless so recognized by the City as the 
successor in interest, such party shall be entitled to no rights or benefits under this Agreement; 
however but such party shall be bound by those provisions of this Agreement that are covenants 
expressly running with the Leasehold Estate to tiie extent said requirement does not result in any 
default under the Lease (it being understood by tiie parties hereto that any approval ofthe 
transfer ofthe Leasehold Estate by the Landlord shall operate as a waiver of any conflict of this 
requirement with the Lease). 

(b) In the event that any mortgagee shall succeed to the Developer's interest in the 
Facility [or the Leasehold Estate] or any portion thereof pursuant to the exercise of remedies 
under an Existing Mortgage or a Permitted Mortgage, whether by foreclosure or deed in lieu of 
foreclosure, and in conjunction therewith accepts an assignment ofthe Developer's interest 
hereunder in accordance with Section 18.15 hereof, the City hereby agrees to attorn to and 
recognize such party as the successor in interest to the Developer for all purposes under this 
Agreement so long as such party accepts all of the obligations and liabilities of "the Developer" 
hereunder; provided, however, that, notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement to 
the contrary, it is understood and agreed that if such party accepts an assignment ofthe 
Developer's interest under this Agreement, such party has no liability under this Agreement for 
any Event of Default ofthe Developer which accrued prior to the time such party succeeded to 
the interest ofthe Developer under this Agreement, in which case the Developer shall be solely 
responsible. However, if such mortgagee under a Permitted Mortgage or an Existing Mortgage 
does not expressly accept an assignment ofthe Developer's interest hereunder, such party shall 
be entitied to no rights and benefits under this Agreement; and such party shall be bound only by 
those provisions of this Agreement, if any, which are covenants expressly running with the 
Leasehold Estate to the extent said requirement does not result in any default under the Lease (it 
being understood by the parties hereto that any approval ofthe transfer ofthe Leasehold Estate 
by the Landlord shall operate as a waiver of any conflict of this requirement with the Lease).. 

(c) Prior to the issuance by the City to the Developer of a Certificate pursuant to 
Section 7 hereof, no New Mortgage shall be executed with respect to the Facility [or the 
Leasehold Estate] or any portion thereof without the prior written consent ofthe Commissioner 
of DPD. 
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SECTION 17. NOTICE 

Unless otherwise specified, any notice, demand or request required hereunder shall be 
given in writing at the addresses set forth below, by any ofthe following means: (a) personal 
service; (b) telecopy or facsimile; (c) ovemight courier, or (d) registered or certified mail, return 
receipt requested. 

Ifto tiie City: City of Chicago 
Department of Planning and Development 
121 North LaSalle Street, Room 1000 
Chicago, IL 60602 
Attention: Commissioner 

With Copies To: 

Ifto the Developer: 

With Copies To: 

City of Chicago 
Depeirtment of Law 
Finance and Economic Development Division 
121 North LaSalle Sti-eet, Room 600 
Chicago, IL 60602 

CareerBuilder, LLC 
Attn: Mr. Kevin Knapp 
Chief Financial Officer 
200 North LaSalle Sfreet, 11* Floor 
Chicago, Illinois 60601 

Freeborn & Peters, LLP 
311 South Wacker Drive, Suite 3000 
Chicago, niinois 60606 
Attn: Mitchell A. Carrel 
E-mail: mcarrel@freebompeters.com 

Such addresses may be changed by notice to the other parties given in the same manner 
provided above. Any notice, demand, or request sent pursuant to either clause (a) or (b) hereof 
shall be deemed received upon such personal service or upon dispatch. Any notice, demand or 
request sent pursuant to clause (c) shall be deemed received on the day immediately following 
deposit with the ovemight courier and any notices, demands or requests sent pursuant to 
subsection (d) shall be deemed received two (2) business days following deposit in the mail. 

mailto:mcarrel@freebompeters.com
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SECTION 18. MISCELLANEOUS 

18.01 Amendment. This Agreement and the Exhibits attached hereto may not be 
amended or modified without the prior written consent ofthe parties hereto; provided, however, 
that the City, in its sole discretion, may amend, modify or supplement Exhibit D hereto without 
the consent of any party hereto. It is agreed that no material amendment or change to this 
Agreement shall be made or be effective unless ratified or authorized by an ordinance duly 
adopted by the City Council. The term "material" for the purpose of this Section 18.01 shall be 
defined as any deviation from the terms ofthe Agreement which operates to cancel or otherwise 
reduce any developmental, construction or job-creating obligations of Developer (including 
those set forth in Sections 10.02 and 10.03 hereof) by more than five percent (5%) or materially 
changes the Project site or character ofthe Project or any activities undertaken by Developer 
affecting the Project site, the Project, or both, or increases any time agreed for performance by 
the Developer by more than [ninety (90)] days. 

18.02 Entire Agreement. This Agreement (including each Exhibit attached hereto, 
which is hereby incorporated herein by reference) constitutes the entire Agreement between the 
parties hereto and it supersedes all prior agreements, negotiations and discussions between the 
parties relative to the subject matter hereof 

18.03 Limitation of Liability. No member, official or employee of the City shall be 
personally liable to the Developer or any successor in interest in the event of any default or 
breach by the City or for any amount which may become due to the Developer from the City or 
any successor in interest or on any obligation under the terms of this Agreement. 

18.04 Further Assurances. The Developer agrees to take such actions, including the 
execution and delivery of such documents, instruments, petitions and certifications as may 
become necessary or appropriate to carry out the terms, provisions and intent of this Agreement. 

18.05 Waiver. Waiver by the City or the Developer with respect to any breach of this 
Agreement shall not be considered or treated as a waiver ofthe rights ofthe respective party 
with respect to any other default or with respect to any particular default, except to the extent 
specifically waived by the City or the Developer in writing. No delay or omission on the part of 
a party in exercising any right shall operate as a waiver of such right or any other right unless 
pursuant to the specific terms hereof A waiver by a party of a provision of this Agreement shall 
not prejudice or constitute a waiver of such party's right otherwise to demand strict compliance 
with that provision or any other provision of this Agreement. No prior waiver by a party, nor 
any course of dealing between the parties hereto, shall constitute a waiver of any such parties' 
rights or of any obligations of any other party hereto as to any future fransactions. 

18.06 Remedies Cumulative. The remedies of a party hereunder are cumulative and the 
exercise of any one or more ofthe remedies provided for herein shall not be construed as a 
waiver of any other remedies of such party unless specifically so provided herein. 
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18.07 Disclaimer. Nothing contained in this Agreement nor any act ofthe City shall be 
deemed or construed by any of the parties, or by any third person, to create or imply any 
relationship of third-party beneficiary, principal or agent, limited or general partnership or joint 
venture, or to create or imply any association or relationship involving the City. 

18.08 Headings. The paragraph and section headings contained herein are for 
convenience only and are not intended to limit, vary, define or expand the content thereof 

18.09 Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in several counterparts, each of 
which shall be deemed an original and all of which shall constitute one and the same agreement. 

18.10 Severability. If any provision in this Agreement, or any paragraph, sentence, 
clause, phrase, word or the application thereof, in any circumstance, is held invalid, this 
Agreement shall be construed as if such invalid part were never included herein and the 
remainder of this Agreement shall be and remain valid and enforceable to the fullest extent 
permitted by law. 

18.11 Conflict. In the event of a conflict between any provisions of this Agreement and 
the provisions ofthe TIF Ordinances and/or the [the Bond Ordinance, if any,] such ordinance(s) 
shall prevail and control. 

18.12 Governing Law. This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in 
accordance with the internal laws ofthe State of Illinois, without regard to its conflicts of law 
principles. 

18.13 Form of Documents. All documents required by this Agreement to be submitted, 
delivered or furnished to the City shall be in form and content satisfactory to the City. 

18.14 Approval. Wherever this Agreement provides for the approval or consent ofthe 
City, DPD or the Commissioner, or any matter is to be to the Citys, DPD's or the 
Commissioner's satisfaction, unless specifically stated to the contrary, such approval, consent or 
satisfaction shall be made, given or determined by the City, DPD or the Commissioner in writing 
and in the reasonable discretion thereof The Commissioner or other person designated by the 
Mayor ofthe City shall act for the City or DPD in making all approvals, consents and 
determinations of satisfaction, granting the Certificate or otherwise administering this 
Agreement for the City. 

18.15 Assignment. Except as allowed in Section 15.01(k) hereof, the Developer may 
not sell, assign or otherwise tiansfer its interest in this Agreement in whole or in part without the 
written consent ofthe City. Any successor in interest to the Developer under this Agreement 
shall certify in vmting to the City its agreement to abide by all remaining executory terms of this 
Agreement, including but not limited to [Sections 8.19 [Real Estate Provisions] and 8.24] 
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(Survival of Covenants) hereof, for the Term ofthe Agreement. The Developer consents to the 
City's sale, transfer, assignment or other disposal of this Agreement at any time in whole or in 
part. 

18.16 Binding Effect. This Agreement shall be binding upon the Developer, the City 
and their respective successors and permitted assigns (as provided herein) and shall inure to the 
benefit ofthe Developer, the City and their respective successors and permitted assigns (as 
provided herein). Except as otherwise provided herein, this Agreement shall not run to the 
benefit of, or be enforceable by, any person or entity other than a party to this Agreement and its 
successors and permitted assigns. This Agreement should not be deemed to confer upon third 
parties any remedy, claim, right of reimbursement or other rights 

18.17 Force Majeure. Neither the City nor the Developer nor any successor in interest 
to either of them shall be considered in breach of or in default of its obligations under this 
Agreement in the event of any delay caused by damage or destruction by fire or other casualty, 
strike, shortage of material, unusually adverse weather conditions such as, by way of illustration 
and not limitation, severe rain storms or below freezing temperatures of abnormal degree or for 
an abnormal duration, tornadoes or cyclones, and other events or conditions beyond the 
reasonable control ofthe party affected which in fact interferes with the ability of such party to 
discharge its obligations hereunder. The individual or entity relying on this section with respect 
to any such delay shall, upon the occurrence ofthe event causing such delay, immediately give 
written notice to the other parties to this Agreement. The individual or entity relying on this 
section with respect to any such delay may rely on this section only to the extent of the actual 
number of days of delay effected by any such events described above. 

18.18 Exhibits. All of the exhibits attached hereto are incorporated herein by reference. 

18.19 Business Economic Support Act. Pursuant to the Business Economic Support 
Act (30 ILCS 760/1 et seq.), if the Developer is required to provide notice under the WARN Act, 
the Developer shall, in addition to the notice required under the WARN Act, provide at the same 
time a copy ofthe WARN Act notice to the Governor ofthe State, the Speaker and Minority 
Leader ofthe House of Representatives ofthe State, the President and minority Leader ofthe 
Senate of State, and the Mayor of each municipality where the Developer has locations in the 
State. Failure by the Developer to provide such notice as described above may result in the 
termination of all or a part of the payment or reimbursement obligations of the City set forth 
herein. 

18.20 Venue and Consent to Jurisdiction. If there is a lawsuit under this Agreement, 
each party may hereto agrees to submit to the jurisdiction ofthe courts of Cook County, the State 
of niinois and the United States District Court for the Northern District of filinois. 

18.21 Costs and Expenses. In addition to and not in limitation of the other provisions 
of this A^eement.[andprovided that the City is the prevailing party]. Developer agrees to pay 
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upon demand the City's reasonable out-of-pocket expenses, including reasonable attorney's fees, 
incurred in connection with the enforcement ofthe provisions of this Agreement. This includes, 
subject to any limits under applicable law, reasonable attorney's fees and legal expenses, 
whether or not there is a lawsuit, including reasonable attomey's fees for bankruptcy 
proceedings (including efforts to modify or vacate any automatic stay or injunction), appeals and 
any anticipated post-judgement collection services. Developer also will pay any court costs, in 
addition to all other sums provided by law. 

18.22 Business Relationships. The Developer acknowledges (A) receipt of a copy of 
Section 2-156-030 (b) ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago, (B) that Developer has read such 
provision and understands that pursuant to such Section 2-156-030 (b), it is illegal for any 
elected official ofthe City, or any person acting at the direction of such official, to contact, either 
orally or in writing, any other City official or employee with respect to any matter involving any 
person with whom the elected City official or employee has a "Business Relationship" (as 
defined in Section 2-156-080 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago), or to participate in any 
discussion in any City Council committee hearing or in any City Council meeting or to vote on 
any matter involving any person with whom the elected City official or employee has a 
"Business Relationship" (as defined in Section 2-156-080 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago), or 
to participate in any discussion in any City Council committee hearing or in any City Council 
meeting or to vote on any matter involving the person with whom an elected official has a 
Business Relationship, and (C) that a violation of Section 2-156-030 (b) by an elected official, or 
any person acting at the direction of such official, with respect to any tiansaction contemplated 
by this Agreement shall be grounds for termination of this Agreement and the transactions 
contemplated hereby. The Developer hereby represents and warrants that, to the best of its 
knowledge after due inquiry, no violation of Section 2-156-030 (b) has occurred with respect to 
this Agreement or the transactions contemplated hereby. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the pairties hereto have caused this Redevelopment 
Agreement to be executed on or as of the day and year first above written. 

[DEVELOPER] CITY OF CHICAGO 

By; 
By: 

Commissioner, Department 
^^ ' of Planning and Development 

STATE OF ILLINOIS ) 
)SS 

COUNTY OF COOK ) 

I» , a notary public in and forthe said County, in the State 
aforesaid, DO HEREBY CERTIFY that ^ _ , personaUy known 
to me to be the ' of , an Illinois 
[corporation] (the "Developer"), and personally known to me to be the same person whose 
name is subscribed to the foregomg instrument, appeared before me this day m person and 
acknowledged that he/she signed, sealed, and delivered said mstrument, pursuant to the 
authority given to him/her by the [Board of Directors] ofthe Developer, as his/her free and 
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voluntary act and as the free and voluntary act ofthe Developer, for the uses and purposes 
therein set forth. 

GIVEN under my hand and official seal this day of 

Notary Public 

My Conunission Expires_ 

(SEAL) 

STATE OF ILLINOIS ) 
)SS 

COUNTY OF COOK ) 

I, , a notary public in and for the said County, in the 
State aforesaid, DO HEREBY CERTIFY that , 
personaUy known to me to be the ' Commissioner of the Department of 
Planning and Development of the City of Chicago (the "City"), and personally known to me 
to be the same person whose name is subscribed to the foregoing instrument, appeared 
before me this day in person and acknowledged that he/she signed, sealed, and delivered 
said instrument pursuant to the authority given to him/her by the City, as his/her free and 
voluntary act and as the free and voluntary act of the City, for the uses and purposes 
therein set forth. 

GIVEN under my hand and official seal this th day of , 

Notary Public 

My Commission Expires_ 

[(Sub)Exhibits "A", "D", "E", " I " and "L" referred to in this CareerBuilder 
Redevelopment Agreement unavailable at time of printing.] 

[(Sub)Exhibits "B", "F", "K" and "M" not referenced in this CareerBuilder 
Redevelopment Agreement.] 

[(Sub)Exhibit "O" attached to this CareerBuilder Redevelopment Agreement 
printed on pages 38256 through 

38261 of this Journal.] 

(Sub)Exhibits "C", "F", "G", "H-1" "H-2", "J" and "N" attached to this CareerBuilder 
Redevelopment Agreement read as follows: 
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(Sub)Exhibit "C". 
(To CareerBuilder Redevelopment Agreement) 

T.l.F.-Funded Improvements. 

T.I.F-eligible costs include any necessary demolition, rehabilitation, construction, repair and 
remodeling of the Facility including, without limitation, all rehabilitation, improvements and 
related tenant build-out; furniture, fixtures and equipment, construction period interest, and 
other eligible Rehabilitation Project related costs allowable under the T.l.F. Act. T.l.F. -eligible 
costs for the Rehabilitation Project shall be listed specifically in the R.D.A. 

Line Item Cost 

Demolition $ 332,500 

Rehabilitation/Leasehold Improvements $7,393,364.38 

TOTAL: $7,725,864.38 

Note: Notwithstanding the total of T.l.F.-Funded Improvements set forth above, the total 
amount of assistance to be provided by the City of T.l.F.-Funded Improvements shall 
be an amount not to exceed the leaser of Two Million Nine Hundred Thousand and 
no/100 Dollars ($2,900,000) or twenty-four and eighty-eight hundredths percent 
(24.88%) of the actual total Project costs as set forth in Section 4.03(b). 

(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To CareerBuilder Redevelopment Agreement) 

Requisition Form. 

State of Illinois ) 
)SS 

County of Cook ) 

The affiant, , of 
a (the "Developer"), hereby certifies that with respect to that certain 
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Redevelopment Agreement between the Developer and the City of Chicago 
dated , (the "Agreement"): 

A. Expenditures for the Project, in the total amount of $ , have 
been made: 

B. This paragraph B sets forth and is a true and complete statement of all costs of 
T.l.F.-Funded Improvements for the Project reimbursed by the City to date: 

$ 

C. The Developer requests reimbursement for the following cost of T.l.F.-Funded 
Improvements: 

$ 

D. None ofthe costs referenced in paragraph C above have been previously reimbursed 
by the City. 

E. The Developer hereby certifies to the City that, as of the date hereof: 

1. Except as described in the attached certificate, the ["epresentations and warranties 
contained in the Redevelopment Agreement are true and correct and the Developer is in 
compliance with all applicable covenants contained herein. 

2. No event of Default or condition or event which, with the giving of notice or passage 
of time or both, would constitute an Event of Default, exists or has occurred. 

All capitalized terms which are not defined herein has the meanings given such terms in the 
Agreement. 

[Developer] 

By: 

Name: 

Title: 

Subscribed and sworn before me this 
day of . 

My commission expires: 
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Agreed and accepted: 

Name 

Title: 

City of Chicago 
Department of Planning and Development 

(Sub)Exhibit "G". 
(To CareerBuilder Redevelopment Agreement) 

Permitted Liens. 

1. Liens or encumbrances against the Property: 

Those matters set forth as Schedule B title exceptions in the owner's commitment for 
title insurance policy issued by the Title Company as of the date hereof. 

2. Liens or encumbrances against the Developer or the Project, other than liens against the 
Property, if any: 

[To Be completed by Developer's Counsel, subject to City approval.] 

(Sub)Exhibit "H-1". 
(To CareerBuilder Redevelopment Agreement) 

Project Budget. 

Demolition $332,500.00 

Soft Cost 

Project Management 283,597.65 

Architect Engineer 533,786.25 
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Building Permit $ 44,000.00 

Other (Professional Fees) . 543,750.00 

Subtotal Soft Costs $ 1,405,133.90 

Soft Cost Contingency 339,498.48 

Total Soft Costs: $ 1,744,632.38 

Hard Construction Costs $ 5,190,505.00 

Hard Cost Contingency 458,227.00 

Total Hard Construction Costs $ 5,648,732.00 

Furniture, Fixtures and Equipment (F.F.& E.) 3,930,250.00 

Total Rehabilitation Project Costs: $11,656,114.38 

Note that Developer may reallocate costs among the above-described different 
Rehabilitation Project Budget categories without further approval by the Department of 
Planning and Development so long as the amount of T.l.F. eligible expenses supports the 
maximum amount of City assistance to be provided. 

(Sub)Exhibit "H-2". 
(To CareerBuilder Redevelopment Agreement) 

M.B.E./W.B.E. Budget. 

Demolition $ 332,500.00 

Soft Cost 

Architect Engineer 533,786.25 
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Subtotal Soft Costs $ 533,786.25 

Soft Cost Contingency $ 103,872.67 

Total Soft Costs $ 637,658.92 

Hard Construction Costs $ 5,190,505.00 

Total Hard Construction Costs $ 5,190,505.00 

Furniture, Fixtures and Equipment (F.F.& E.) $ 3,930,250.00 

Total M.B.E./W.B.E. Rehabilitation Project $ 9,758,413.92 
Costs: 

Note that Developer may not exclude the cost of an item on the above-described 
M.B.E./W.B.E. Rehabilitation Project Budget without further approval by the Department of 
Planning and Development, acting in its sole discretion. 

(Sub)Exhibit "J". 
(To CareerBuilder Redevelopment Agreement) 

Opinion Of Developer's Counsel. 

[To Be Negotiated And Retyped On The 
Developer's Counsel's Letterhead] 

City of Chicago 
121 North LaSalle Street . 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 

Attention: Corporation Counsel 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

We have acted as counsel to , an [Illinois] (the "Developer"), 
in connection with the purchase of certain land and the construction of certain facilities 
thereon located in the Redevelopment Project Area (the "Project"). 
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In that capacity, we have examined, among other things, the following agreements, 
instruments and documents of even date herewith, hereinafter referred to as the 
"Documents": 

(a) Redevelopment Agreement (the "Agreement") of even date 
herewith, executed by the Developer and the City of Chicago (the "City"); 

[(b) the Escrow Agreement of even date herewith executed by the Developer and the 
City;] 

(c) [insert other documents including but not limited to documents related to purchase and 
financing of the Property and all lender financing related to the Project]; and 

(d) all other agreements, instruments and docunients executed in connection with the 
foregoing. 

In addition to the foregoing, we have examined: 

(a) the original or certified, conformed or photostatic copies ofthe Developer's (i) Articles 
of Incorporation, as amended to date, (ii) qualifications to do business and certificates of 
good standing in all states in which the Developer is qualified to do business, (iii) Bylaws, 
as amended to date, and (iv) records of all corporate proceedings relating to the Project 
[revise if the Developer is not a corporation]; and 

(b) such other documents, records and legal matters as we have deemed necessary or 
relevant for purposes of issuing the opinions hereinafter expressed. 

In all such examinations, we have assumed the genuineness of all signatures (other than 
those of the Developer), the authenticity of documents submitted to us as originals and 
conformity to the originals of all documents submitted to us as certified, conformed or 
photostatic copies. 

Based on the foregoing, it is our opinion that: 

1. The Developer is a corporation duly organized, validly existing and in good standing 
under the laws of its state of [incorporation] [organization], has full power and authority to 
own and lease its properties and to carry on its business as presently conducted, and is in 
good standing and duly qualified to do business as a foreign [corporation] [entity] under the 
laws of every state in which the conduct of its affairs or the ownership of its assets requires 
such qualification, except for those states in which its failure to qualify to do business would 
not have a material adverse effect on it or its business. 
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2. The Developer has full right, power and authority to execute and deliver the 
Documents to which it is a party and to perform its obligations thereunder. Such execution, 
delivery and performance will not conflict with, or result in a breach of, the Developer's 
[Articles of Incorporation or Bylaws] [describe any formation documents if the Developer is 
not a corporation] or result in a breach or other violation of any of the terms, conditions or 
provisions of any law or regulation, order, writ, injunction or decree of any court, 
government or regulatory authority, or, to the best of our knowledge after diligent inquiry, 
any of the terms, conditions or provisions of any agreement, instrument or document to 
which the Developer is a party or by which the Developer or its properties is bound. To the 
best of our knowledge after diligent inquiry, such execution, delivery and performance will 
not constitute grounds for acceleration of the maturity of any agreement, indenture, 
undertaking or other instrument to which the Developer is a party or by which it or any of 
its property may be bound, or result in the creation or imposition of (or the obligation to 
create or impose) any lien, charge or encumbrance on, or security interest in, any of its 
property pursuant to the provisions of any of the foregoing, other than liens or security 
interests in favor of the lender providing Lender Financing (as defined in the Agreement). 

3. The execution and delivery of each Document and the performance ofthe transactions 
contemplated thereby have been duly authorized and approved by all requisite action on 
the part of the Developer. 

4. Each of the Documents to which the Developer is a party has been duly executed and 
delivered by a duly authorized officer of the Developer, and each such Document 
constitutes the legal, valid and binding obligation of the Developer, enforceable in 
accordance with its terms, except as limited by applicable bankruptcy, reorganization, 
insolvency or similar laws affecting the enforcement of creditors' hghts generally. 

5. (Sub)Exhibit A attached hereto (a) identifies each class of capital stock of the 
Developer, (b) sets forth the number of issued and authorized shares of each such class, 
and (c) identifies the record owners of shares of each class of capital stock of the 
Developer and the number of shares held of record by each such holder. To the best of 
our knowledge after diligent inquiry, except as set forth on (Sub)Exhibit A, there are no 
warrants, options, rights or commitments of purchase, conversion, call or exchange or other 
rights or restrictions with respect to any of the capital stock of the Developer. Each 
outstanding share ofthe capital stock ofthe Developer is duly authorized, validly issued, 
fully paid and nonassessable. 

6. To the best of our knowledge after diligent inquiry, no judgments are outstanding 
against the Developer, nor is there now pending or threatened, any litigation, contested 
claim or governmental proceeding by or against the Developer or affecting the Developer 
or its property, or seeking to restrain or enjoin the performance by the Developer of the 
Agreement or the transactions contemplated by the Agreement, or contesting the validity 
thereof. To the best of our knowledge after diligent inquiry, the Developer is not in default 
with respect to any order, writ, injunction or decree of any court, government or regulatory 
authority or in default in any respect under any law, order, regulation or demand of any 
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governmental agency or instrumentality, a default under which would have a material 
adverse effect on the Developer or its business. 

7. To the best of our knowledge after diligent inquiry, there is no default by the Developer 
or any other party under any material contract, lease, agreement, instrument or 
commitment to which the Developer is a party or by which the company or its properties is 
bound. 

8. To the best of our knowledge after diligent inquiry, all of the assets of the Developer 
are free and clear of mortgages, liens, pledges, security interests and encumbrances 
except for those specifically set forth in the Documents. 

9. The execution, delivery and performance of the Documents by the Developer have not 
and will not require the consent of any person or the giving of notice to, any exemption by, 
any registration, declaration or filing with or any taking of any other actions in respect of, 
any person, including without limitation any court, government or regulatory authority. 

10. To the best of our knowledge after diligent inquiry, the Developer owns or possesses 
or is licensed or otherwise has the right to use all licenses, permits and other governmental 
approvals and authorizations, operating authorities, certificates of public convenience, 
goods carriers permits, authorizations and other rights that are necessary for the operation 
of its business. 

11. A federal or state court sitting in the State of Illinois and applying the choice of law 
provisions of the State of Illinois would enforce the choice of law contained in the 
Documents and apply the law of the State of Illinois to the transactions evidenced thereby. 

We are attorneys admitted to practice in the State of Illinois and we express no opinion as 
to any laws other than federal laws ofthe United States of America and the laws ofthe State 
of Illinois. [Note: include a reference to the laws of the state of incorporation/organization of 
the Developer, if other than Illinois.] 

This opinion is issued at the Developer's request for the benefit ofthe City and its counsel, 
and may not be disclosed to or relied upon by any other person. 

Very truly yours, 

By: 

Name: 

[(Sub)Exhibit "A" referred to in this Opinion of Developer's 
Counsel unavailable at time of printing.] 
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(Sub)Exhibit "N". 
(To CareerBuilder Redevelopment Agreement) 

Public Benefits Program. 

Developer, shall contribute Sixty-five Thousand Dollars ($65,000) to an organization 
satisfactory to the Alderman of the Ward in which the Rehabilitation Project is located; the 
organization shall also be approved by D.P.D. in writing. Developer shall deliver the 
contribution to the City in the form of a check made payable to the organization upon 
execution of this Agreement. 

(Sub)Exhibit "O". 
(To CareerBuilder Redevelopment Agreement) 

Form Of Subordination Agreement. 

[This Subordination Agreement may be deleted following Council 
pending review of Title Policy and other title matters.] 

This subordination agreement ("Agreement") is made and entered into as ofthe day 
of , between the City of Chicago by and through its Department of 
Planning and Development (the "City"), and [Name Lender], a [national banking association] 
(the "Lender"). 

Witnesseth. 

Whereas, [Describe Project -- use language from Recitals of Redevelopment Agreement 
— see example] The , an Illinois limited liability company (the "Developer"), has 
purchased certain property located within the Central Loop Redevelopment Project Area at 
134 North LaSalle Street and 171 West Randolph Street, Chicago, Illinois 60602 and legally 
described on (Sub)Exhibit A hereto (the "Property"), in order to redevelop the building (the 
"Building") located on the Property through the following activities: (i) the renovation of the 
Bismarck Hotel; (ii) the renovation of the Palace Theater, including the renovation of the 
auditorium and related public spaces; (iii) the renovation of the Metropolitan Office Building 
to meet the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act and to refinish certain 
common areas; (iv) the upgrade of the centralized mechanical, electrical and plumbing 
("M.E.P.") systems of the Building, including life safety and fire protection as well as M.E.P. 
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improvements to specific Building use components; and (v) sidewalk vault and Building 
facade improvements (the "Public Improvements") (the redevelopment ofthe Building and 
the Property as described above and the related Public Improvenients are collectively 
referred to herein as the "Project"); and 

Whereas, [Describe financing and security documents - leave blanks as necessary if you 
do not have financing documents - see example] As part of obtaining financing for the 
Project, the Developer and American National Bank and Trust Company of Chicago, as 
trustee under Trust Agreement dated November 19, 1996 and known as Trust 
Number 122332-01 (the "Land Trustee") (the Developer and the Land Trustee collectively 
referred to herein as the "Borrower"), have entered into a certain Construction Loan 
Agreement dated as of December 29,1997 with the Lender pursuant to which the Lender has 
agreed to make a loan to the Borrower in an amount not to exceed Forty-four Million 
Dollars ($44,000,000) (the "Loan"), which Loan is evidenced by a Mortgage Note and 
executed by the Borrower in favor ofthe Lender (the "Note"), and the repayment ofthe Loan 
is secured by, among other things, certain liens and encumbrances on the Property and other 
property of the Borrower pursuant to the following: (i) Mortgage dated December 29, 1997 
and recorded January 2,1998 as Document Number 98001840 made by the Borrower to the 
Lender; and (ii) Assignment of Leases and Rents recorded January 2, 1998 as Document 
Number 98001841 made by the Borrower to the Lender (all such agreements referred to 
above and otherwise relating to the Loan referred to herein collectively as the "Loan 
Documents"); and 

Whereas, The Developer desires to enter into a certain Redevelopment Agreement dated 
the date hereof with the City in order to obtain additional financing for the Project (the 
"Redevelopment Agreement", referred to herein along with various other agreements and 
documents related thereto as the "City Agreements"); and 

Whereas, Pursuant to the Redevelopment Agreement, the Developer will agree to be bound 
by certain covenants expressly running with the Property, as set forth in Sections [8.02, 8.06 
and 8.19] [Note: Refer to Section 7.02 of the Agreement to confirm which covenants to list] 
ofthe Redevelopment Agreement (the "City Encumbrances"); and 

Whereas, The City has agreed to enter into the Redevelopment Agreement with the 
Developer as of the date hereof, subject, among other things, to (a) the execution by the 
Developer of the Redevelopment Agreement and the recording thereof as an encumbrance 
against the Property; and (b) the agreement by the Lender to subordinate their respective 
liens under the Loan Documents to the City Encumbrances; 

Now, Therefore, For good and valuable consideration, the receipt, adequacy and sufficiency 
of which are hereby acknowledged, the Lender and the City agree as hereinafter set forth: 

1. Subordination. 

All rights, interests and claims of the Lender in the Property pursuant to the Loan 
Documents are and shall be subject and subordinate to the City Encumbrances. In all 
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other respects, the Redevelopment Agreement shall be subject and subordinate to the 
Loan Documents. Nothing herein, however, shall be deemed to limit the Lender's right 
to receive, and the Developer's ability to make, payments and prepayments of principal 
and interest on the Note, or to exercise its rights pursuant to the Loan Documents except 
as provided herein. 

2. Notice Of Default. 

The Lender shall use reasonable efforts to give to the City, and the City shall use 
reasonable efforts to give to the Lender, (a) copies of any notices of default which it may 
give to the Developer with respect to the Project pursuant to the Loan Documents or the 
City Agreements, respectively, and (b) copies of waivers, if any, ofthe Developer's default 
in connection therewith. Under no circumstances shall the Developer or any third party 
be entitled to rely upon the agreement provided for herein. 

3. Waivers. 

No waiver shall be deemed to be made by the City or the Lender of any of their 
respective rights hereunder, unless the same shall be in writing, and each waiver, if any, 
shall be a waiver only with respect to the specific instance involved and shall in no way 
impair the rights of the City or the Lender in any other respect at any other time. 

4. Governing Law; Binding Effect. 

ThisAgreement shall be interpreted, and the rights and liabilities ofthe parties hereto 
determined, in accordance with the internal laws and decisions of the State of Illinois, 
without regard to its conflict of laws principles, and shall be binding upon and inure to the 
benefit of the respective successors and assigns of the City and the Lender. 

5. Section Titles; Plurals. 

The section titles contained in this Agreement are and shall be without substantive 
meaning or content of any kind whatsoever and are not a part of the Agreement between 
the parties hereto. The singular form of any word used in this Agreement shall include the 
plural form. 

6. Notices. 

Any notice required hereunder shall be in writing and addressed to the party to be 
notified as follows: 
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If To The City: City of Chicago 
Department of Planning 

and Development 
121 North LaSalle Street, Room 1000 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
Attention: Commissioner 

with a copy to: 

City of Chicago 
Department of Law 
121 North LaSalle Street, Room 600 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
Attention: Finance and Economic 

Development Division 

If To The Lender: 

Attention: 

with a copy to: 

Attention: 

or to such other address as either party may designate for itself by notice. Notice shall 
be deemed to have been duly given (i) if delivered personally or otherwise actually 
received, (ii) if sent by overnight delivery service, (iii) if mailed by first class United States 
mail, postage prepaid, registered or certified, with return receipt requested, or (iv) if sent 
by facsimile with facsimile confirmation of receipt (with duplicate notice sent by United 
States mail as provided above). Notice mailed as provided in clause (iii) above shall be 
effective upon the expiration of three (3) business days after its deposit in the United 
States mail. Notice given in any other manner described in this paragraph shall be 
effective upon receipt by the addressee thereof; provided, however, that if any notice is 
tendered to an addressee and delivery thereof is refused by such addressee, such notice 
shall be effective upon such tender. 
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7. Counterparts. 

This Agreement may be executed in two or more counterparts, each of which shall 
constitute an original and all of which, when taken together, shall constitute one (1) 
instrument. 

In Witness Whereof, This Subordination Agreement has been signed as of the date first 
written above. 

[Lender], [a national banking association] 

By: 

Its: 

City of Chicago 

By: 

Its: .Commissioner, 
Department of Planning and 

Development 

Acknowledge and Agreed to this 
day of 

[Developer], a 

By: 

Its: 

State of Illinois ) 
)SS. 

County of Cook ) 

I, the undersigned, a notary public in and for the County and State aforesaid, do hereby 
certify that . \ , personally known to me to be the 
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Commissioner ofthe Department of Planning and Development ofthe City of Chicago, Illinois 
(the "City") and personally known to me to be the same person whose name is subscribed 
to the foregoing instrument, appeared before me this day in person and acknowledged that 
as such Commissioner, (s)he signed and delivered the said 
instrument pursuant to authority, as his/her free and voluntary act, and as the free and 
voluntary act and deed of said City, for the uses and purposes therein set forth. 

Given under my hand and notarial seal this day of , . 

Notary Public 

[Seal] 

State of Illinois ) 
)SS. 

County of Cook ) 

I, the undersigned, a notary public in and for the County and State aforesaid, do hereby 
certify that ; , personally known to me to be the of 
[Lender], a , and personally known to me to be the same person 
whose name is subscribed to the foregoing instrument, appeared before me this day in 
person and acknowledged that he/she signed, sealed and delivered said instrument, pursuant 
to the authority given to him/her by Lender, as his/her free and voluntary act and as the free 
and voluntary act of the lender, for the uses and purposes therein set forth. 

Given under my hand and notarial seal this day of , . 

Notary Public 

My commission expires: 

[Seal] 

[(Sub)Exhibit "A" referred to in this Subordination Agreement 
unavailable at time of printing.] 
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AUTHORIZATION FOR IMPOSITION OF TAX LEVY, APPROVAL 
OF 2009 BUDGET AND EXECUTION OF SERVICE 

PROVIDER AGREEMENT FOR SPECIAL 
SERVICE AREA NUMBER 3. 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration an ordinance authorizing the 
imposition of a tax levy, the approval of the 2009 budget and the approval of the service 
provider agreement for Special Service Area Number 3, amount to be levied: $538,698, 
having had the same under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your 
Honorable Body Pass the proposed ordinance transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Alderman Edward M. Burke abstained from voting pursuant to Rule 14 of the City Council's 
Rules of Order and Procedures. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Veas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Mulioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 48. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

Alderman Burke invoked Rule 14 of the City Council's Rules of Order and Procedure, 
disclosing that he had represented parties to this ordinance in previous and unrelated matters. 
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The following is said ordinance as passed: 

WHEREAS, Special service areas may be established pursuant to Article Vll, Sections 6(1) 
and 7(6) of the Constitution of the State of Illinois, and pursuant to the provisions of the 
Special Service Area Tax Law, 35 ILCS 200/27-5, et seq. (the "Special Service Area Act") 
and pursuant to the Property Tax Code, 35 ILCS 200/1-1, et seq., as amended from time to 
time; and 

WHEREAS, On October 31, 1983, the City Council of the City of Chicago (the "City 
Council") enacted an ordinance, as amended by an ordinance enacted by the City Council 
on May 30, 1984, as further amended by an ordinance enacted by the City Council on 
July 13,1988 (collectively, the "Establishment Ordinance") which established an area known 
and designated as City of Chicago Special Service Area Number 3 (the "Area") and 
authorized the levy of an annual tax not to exceed an annual rate of one and twenty-five 
hundredths of one percent (1.25%) of the equalized assessed value of the taxable property 
therein (the "Services Tax") to provide certain special services in and for the Area in addition 
to the services provided by and to the City of Chicago generally (the "Special Services"); and 

WHEREAS, The Establishment Ordinance established the Area as that territory 
approximately bounded by the area fronting in whole or in part on West 63''' Street, from 
South Bell Avenue to South Central Park Avenue; on South Kedzie Avenue, from West 62"" 
Street to West 64'̂  Street; and on South Western Avenue, from West 61=' to West 64''' 
Streets; and 

WHEREAS, The Special Services authorized in the Establishment Ordinance included 
recruitment of new businesses to the Area, loan packaging services, rehabilitation activities, 
coordinated promotional and advertising activities forthe Area, and othertechnical assistance 
activities to promote commercial and economic development; and 

WHEREAS, On December 2,1998, the City Council enacted an ordinance acknowledging 
that within the scope of "rehabilitation activities" (as such term is used in the Establishment 
Ordinance) are included certain activities relating to the identification and assessment of 
properties for redevelopment in the Area, and payment or advancement of funds for, and 
performance of certain predevelopment activities relating to such suitable properties, 
including the advancing of S.S.A. funds as earnest money or option costs incurred in 
furtherance of the possible acquisition for redevelopment of such properties; and 

WHEREAS, The Establishment Ordinance provided for the appointment of the Chicago 
Southwest Business Grov^^h Area Commission (the "Commission") for the purpose of 
recommending to the Mayor and to the City Council a yearly budget based upon the cost of 
providing the Special Services and further to advise the Mayor and the City Council regarding 
the amount of the Services Tax to be levied; and 

WHEREAS, It is the responsibility of the Commission to recommend to the Department of 
Planning and Development, the Mayor and the City Council an entity to serve as a service 
provider (the "Service Provider"), the form of an agreement between the City and the Service 
Provider for the provision of Special Services to the Area, and a line item budget to be 
included in the agreement between the City and the Service Provider; and 
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WHEREAS, The Commission has been duly appointed and qualified and has heretofore 
prepared and transmitted to the Commissioner of the Department of Planning and 
Development (the "Commissioner") and to the City Council its recommendations for a budget 
to provide the Special Services in the Area for the fiscal year commencing January 1, 2009, 
and has advised the Mayor and the City Council concerning the Services Tax for the tax year 
2008 forthe purpose of providing funds necessary to provide the Special Services, and has 
recommended to the Department of Planning and Development, the Mayor and the City 
Council an agreement with the Service Provider, with a one (1) year term, the terms and 
conditions of which provide for the expenditure of the Services Tax for the provision of the 
Special Services for the fiscal year commencing January 1, 2009, in substantially the form 
attached hereto as Exhibit A; and 

WHEREAS, Certain members ofthe Commission may serve from time to time on the Board 
of Directors of the Service Provider, or serve the Service Provider in some other voluntary 
capacity, which such service shall provide no financial compensation in any manner to such 
Commission member; now ,therefore. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Incorporation Of Preambles. The preambles of this ordinance are hereby 
incorporated into this text as if set out herein in full. 

SECTION 2. Appropriations. There is hereby appropriated the following sums in the 
amounts and for the purposes necessary to provide the Special Services in and for the Area, 
the estimated amounts of miscellaneous income and the amounts required to be raised by 
the levy of the Services Tax indicated as follows: 

Chicago Southwest Business Growth Area Commission. 

Special Service Area Budget. 

For the fiscal year beginning January 1, 2009 and ending December 31, 2009: 

Expenditures 

Service Provider Agreement for 
the provision of Special Services $656,698 

TOTAL BUDGET REQUEST: $656,698 

Source Of Funding 

Tax levy at an annual rate not to exceed 
one and twenty-five hundredths of one 

. percent (1.25%) of the equalized assessed 
value of taxable property within 
Special Service Area Number 3 $538,698 

Carryover funds from previous 
tax years $118,000 
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SECTION 3. Levy Of Taxes. There is hereby levied pursuant to the provisions of 
Article Vll, Sections 6(a) and 6(1 )(2) ofthe Constitution ofthe State of Illinois and pursuant 
to the provisions of the Special Service Area Act and pursuant to the provisions of the 
Establishment Ordinance, the sum of Five Hundred Thirty-eighty Thousand Six Hundred 
Ninety-eighty Dollars ($538,698) as the amount of the Services Tax for the tax year 2008. 

SECTION 4. Filing. The City Clerk is hereby ordered and directed to file in the Office of 
the County Clerk of Cook County, Illinois a certified copy of this ordinance on or prior to 
December 30, 2008, and the County Clerk shall thereafter extend for collection togetherwith 
all other taxes to be levied by the City of Chicago, the Services Tax herein provided for, said 
Services Tax to be extended for collection by the County Clerk for the tax year 2008 against 
all the taxable property within the Area, the amount of the Services Tax herein levied to be 
in addition to and in excess of all other taxes to be levied and extended against all taxable 
property within the Area. 

SECTION 5. Service Provider Agreement. The Commissioner, or a designee ofthe 
Commissioner, are each hereby authorized, subject to approval by the Corporation Counsel 
as to form and legality, to enter into, execute and deliver an agreement with Greater 
Southwest Development Corporation, an Illinois not-for-profit corporation, in substantially the 
form attached hereto as Exhibit A and hereby made a part hereof (the "Service Provider 
Agreement"), and such other supporting documents, if any, as may be necessary to carry out 
and comply with the provisions of the Service Provider Agreement, with such changes, 
deletions and insertions as shall be approved by the persons executing the Service Provider 
Agreement. 

SECTION 6. Exemption. The Service Provider Agreement is hereby declared exempt 
from Section 2-156-020 of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago. 

SECTION 7. Enforceability. If any section, paragraph or provision of this ordinance shall 
be held to be invalid or unenforceable for any reason, the invalidity or unenforceability of such 
section, paragraph or provision shall not affect any of the remaining provisions of this 
ordinance. 

SECTION 8. Conflict. This ordinance shall control over any provision of any other 
ordinance, resolution, motion or order in conflict with this ordinance, to the extent of such 
conflict. 

SECTION 9. Publication. This ordinance shall be published by the City Clerk, in special 
pamphlet form, by preparing at least one hundred (100) copies thereof, which copies are to 
be made available in his office for public inspection and distribution to members of the public 
who may wish to avail themselves of a copy of this ordinance. 

SECTION 10. Certified Copies. TheCity Clerk shall provide to the Corporation Counsel, 
without charge, certified copies of this ordinance in such amount as shall be requested by the 
Corporation Counsel. 

SECTION 11. Effective Date. This ordinance shall take effect ten (10) days after its 
passage and publication. 

Exhibit "A" referred to in this ordinance reads as follows: 
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Exhibit "A". 
(To Ordinance) 

Agreement For Special Service Area Number 3 
Between 

The City Of Chicago 
(Represented By The Special Service Area Commission) 

And 
Greater Southwest Development Corporation 

Effective January 1, 2009 Through December 31, 2009. 

This Agreement for the management of Special Service Area Number 3 is entered into 
)n , 2009 by and between Greater Southwest Development Corporation, an Illinois 
lot-for-profit corporation ("Contractor"), and the City of Chicago ("City"), a municipal corporation 
ind home rule unit of local government existing under the Constitution ofthe State of Illinois, acting 
hrough the Special Service Area Commission at Chicago, Illinois. 

RECITALS 

WHEREAS, special service areas may be established pursuant to Article VII, §§ 6(1) and 
(6) ofthe Constitution ofthe State of Illinois, and pursuant to the provisions ofthe Special Service 
vrea Tax Law, 35 ILCS 200/27-5 etseq.; and 

WHEREAS, the City Council ofthe City of Chicago ("City Council") has established a 
pecial service area known and designated as "Special Service Area Number 3" ("Area"), to provide 
pecial services in addition to those services provided generally by the City ("Special Services"). The 
'ity Council has ftirther authorized the levy of an annual ad valorem real property tax in the Area 
ufficient to produce revenues required to provide those Special Services but not to exceed 1.25% 
f the equalized assessed value of all property within the Area ("Service Tax"), all as provided in the 
istablishment Ordinance (hereinafter defined); and 

WHEREAS, the City Council, on , 2008, authorized the levy ofthe Service 
ax and appropriation ofthe funds therefrom for the Area for fiscal year 2009 for the provision of 
le Special Services in the Area, and the City wishes to provide that the Contractor, beginning on 
muary 1, 2009, and continuing until December 31, 2009, may use those funds to provide the 
ervices, subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and 

WHEREAS, the Contractor and the City desire to enter into this Agreement to provide such 
pecial Services in the Area and the Contractor is ready, willing and able to enter into this 
greement to provide the Special Services to the full satisfaction ofthe City; 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration ofthe mutual promises contained in this Agreement, 
e City and the Contractor agree as follows: 
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ARTICLE 1 INCORPORATION OF RECITALS 

The recitals set forth above are incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein. 

ARTICLE 2 DEFINITIONS 

The following words and phrases shall have the following meanings for purposes of this 
Agreement: 

"Agreement" means this Special Service Area Agreement, including all exhibits attached 
to it and incorporated in it by reference, and all amendments, modifications or revisions made in 
accordance with its terms. 

"Commissioner" means the Commissioner ofthe Department of Planning and Development 
or a duly authorized representative of the Commissioner of the Department of Planning and 
Development. 

"Construction" means that work of a nature constimting "public works" as defined in 820 
ILCS 130/2, such as landscaping and building activities, including but not limited to, physical 
building improvements, installations, and other fixed works, but does not include pre-development 
work (design and preparation of specifications). 

"Days" means business days in accordance with the City of Chicago business calendar. 

"Department" means the City of Chicago Department of Planning and Development. 

"Establishment Ordinance" means, the ordinance enacted by City Council on October 
31,1983, as amended on May 30, 1984, July 13, 1988 and any subsequent amendments thereto 
authorizing imposition ofthe Service Tax and setting forth the Special Services to be provided in 
the Area. 

"Risk Management Division" means the Risk Management Division ofthe Department of 
Finance which is under the direction ofthe Comptroller ofthe City and is charged with reviewing 
and analyzing insurance and related liability matters for the City. 

"Security Firm" means a business entity certified by the State of Illinois pursuant to the 
Private Detective, Private Alarm and Private Security Act of 1993, 225 ILCS 446/1 et seq., and 
whose employees are licensed by the State of Illinois. 

"Services" means, collectively, the services, duties and responsibilities described in Article 
3 and Exhibit 1 (Scope of Services) of this Agreement and any revisions thereof and any and all 
work necessary to complete them or carry them out fully and to the standard of performance required 
in this Agreement. 
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"Service Tax Funds" means the amount actually collected pursuant to the Service Tax. 

"Special Service Area Commission ('SSAC')" means the body established pursuant to the 
Establishment Ordinance to prepare the Budget, identify a Contractor and supervise the provision 
ofthe Special Services in the Area. 

"Subcontractor" means any person or entity with whom Contractor contracts to provide any 
part ofthe Services, including subcontractors of any tier, subconsultants of any tier, suppliers and 
materialmen, whether or not in privity with the Contractor. 

"Surplus Funds" , also referred to as "Carry-Over Funds", means those Service Tax Funds 
already collected and disbursed to the Contractor in prior years for the provision of Special Services 
in the Area which remain unspent, including any interest eamed thereon. 

ARTICLE 3 DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF CONTRACTOR 

3.01 Scope of Services 

The Services which the Contractor shall provide during the first year of this Agreement 
include, but are not limited to, those described in this Article 3 and in Exhibit 1 which is attached 
hereto and incorporated by reference as if fully set forth here. The SSAC reserves the right to require 
the Contractor to perfonn revised services that are within the general scope of services of this 
Agreement and ofthe Special Services identified in the Establishment Ordinance subject to the same 
terms and conditions herein. Revised services are limited to changes or revisions to the line items 
in the Budget, do not affect the maximum compensation, and require the prior written approval of 
the SSAC. The SSAC may by written notice to the Department and the Contractor delete or amend 
the figures contained and described in the Budget attached hereto as Exhibit 2 and incorporated by 
reference as if fiilly set forth herein. The Contractor shall provide the Services in accordance with 
the standards of performance set forth in Section 3.02. 

For each subsequent year during the term of this Agreement, if any, a Scope of Services for 
that year, comprised of services authorized in the Establishment Ordinance, shall be prepared by the 
SSAC in consultation with the Contractor subject to the approval of the Commissioner, and 
incorporated into this Agreement by written amendment pursuant to Section 8.03 hereof, together 
with a Budget for that year and any revised insurance requirements which are recommended by the 
Risk Management Division pursuant to its review ofthe Scope of Services for that year. 

3.02 Standard of Performance 

The Contractor shall perform all Services required of it with that degree of skill, care and 
diligence normally shown by a contractor performing services of a scope, purpose and magnitude 
comparable with the nature ofthe Services to be provided hereunder. The Contractor shall at all 
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times use every reasonable effort on behalf of the City to assure timely and satisfactory rendering 
and completion of its Services. 

The Contractor shall at all times act in the best interests ofthe City consistent with the 
professional obligations assumed by it in entering into this Agreement. The Contractor shall perform 
all Services in accordance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement and to the full 
satisfaction ofthe SSAC. The Contractor shall furnish efficient business administration and 
supervision to render and complete the Services at reasonable cost. 

The Contractor shall assure that all Services that require the exercise of professional skills 
or judgment are accomplished by professionals qualified and competent in the applicable discipline 
and appropriately licensed, if required by law. The Contractor remains responsible for the 
professional and technical accuracy of all Services provided, whether by the Contractor or its 
Subcontractors or others on its behalf 

If the SSAC determines that the Contractor has failed to comply with the foregoing standards, 
the Contractor shall perform again, at its own expense, all Services required to be reperformed as 
a direct or indirect result of such failure. Any review, approval, acceptance or payment for any or 
all ofthe Services by the City does not relieve the Contractor of its responsibility for the professional 
and technical accuracy of its Services. This provision in no way limits the City's rights against 
Contractor, either under this Agreement, at law or in equity. 

3.03 Personnel 

A. Key Personnel 

The Contractor shall, immediately upon receiving a fully executed copy of this Agreement, 
assign and maintain during the term of this Agreement and any extension thereof an adequate staff 
of competent personnel, who are fiilly equipped, licensed as appropriate, available as needed, 
qualified and assigned to perform the Services. Contractor shall pay the salaries and wages due all 
its employees performing Services under this Agreement unconditionally and at least once a month 
without deduction or rebate on any account, except only for such payroll deductions as are 
mandatory by law or are permitted under applicable law and regulations. 

B. Prevailing Wages 

If the Contractor engages in Construction, it shall comply, and shall cause all of its 
Subcontractors to comply by inserting appropriate provisions in their contracts, with 820 ILCS 
130/0.01 et seq. regarding the payment ofthe general prevailing rate of hourly wage for all laborers, 
workers, and mechanics employed by or on behalf of the Contractor and all Subcontractors in 
connection with any and all Construction work. The prevailing rates of wages applicable at the time 
of execution of this Agreement are included in Exhibit 6 to this Agreement, which is incorporated 
by reference as though fully set forth herein. 
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C. Illinois Workers, Veterans' Preference and Steel Products 

If the Contractor engages in Construction, it shall comply, and shall cause all of its 
Subcontractors to comply by inserting appropriate provisions in their contracts, with the Employment 
of Illinois Workers on Public Works Act, 30 ILCS 570/0.01 et seq.. the Veterans Preference Act, 330 
ILCS 55/0.01 et seq.. and the Steel Products Procurement Act, 35 ILCS 30/565/1 et seq. 

3.04 Nondiscrimination 

(a) Contractor 

(i) Federal Requirements 

Contractor must not engage in unlawftil employment practices, such as (1) failing or 
refusing to hire or discharging any individual, or otherwise discriminating against any 
individual with respect to compensation or the terms, conditions, or privileges of the 
individual's employment, because of the individual's race, color, religion, sex, age, 
handicap/disability or national origin; or (2) limiting, segregating or classifying Contractor's 
employees or applicants for employment in any way that would deprive or tend to deprive 
any individual of employment opportunities or otherwise adversely affect the individual's 
status as an employee, because of the individual's race, color, religion, sex, age, 
handicap/disability or national origin. 

Contractor must comply with, and the procedures Contractor utilizes and the Services 
Contractor provides under this Agreement must comply with, the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 
42 U.S.C. sec. 2000e et seq. (1981), as amended and the Civil Rights Act of 1991, P.L. 102-
166. Attention is called to: Exec. Order No. 11246, 30 Fed. Reg. 12,319 (1965), reprinted 
in 42 U.S.C. 2000e note, as amended by Exec. Order No. 11375, 32 Fed. Reg. 14,303 (1967) 
and by Exec. Order No. 12086, 43 Fed. Reg. 46,501 (1978); Age Discrimination Act, 42 
U.S.C. §§6101-6106 (1981); Age Discrimination in Employment Act, 29 U.S.C. §§621-34; 
Rehabilitation Act of 1973,29 U.S.C. §§ 793-794 (1981); Americans with Disabilifies Act, 
42 U.S.C. §12101 etseq.;A\ C.F.R. Part 60 e/^egr. (1990); and all other applicable federal 
statutes, regulations and other laws. 

(ii) State Requirements 

Contractor must comply with, and the procedures Contractor utilizes and the Services 
Contractorprovides under this Agreement must comply with, the Illinois Human Rights Act, 
775 ILCS 5/1-101 et seq.{\990), as amended and any rules and regulafions promulgated in 
accordance with it, including the Equal Employment Opportunity Clause, 44 111. Admin. 
Code §750 Appendix A. Furthermore, Contractor must comply with the Public Works 
Employment Discrimination Act, 775 ILCS 10/0.01 etseq.( 1990), as amended, and all other 
applicable state statues, regulations and other laws. 
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(iii) City Requirements 

Contractor must comply with, and the procedures Contractor utilizes and the Services 
Contractor provides under this Agreement must comply with, the Chicago Human Rights 
Ordinance, ch. 2-160, Secfion 2-]60-0]0 etseq. of the Municipal Codeof Chicago (1990), 
as amended, and all other applicable City ordinances and rules. 

(b) Subcontractors 

Contractor must incorporate all of this Section 3.04 by reference in all agreements entered 
into with any suppliers of materials, fumisher of services. Subcontractors of any tier, and labor 
organizafions that furnish skilled, unskilled and craft union skilled labor, or that may provide any 
such materials, labor or services in connection with this Agreement. Further, Contractor must 
fiimish and must cause each of its Subcontractor(s) to fiimish such reports and information as 
requested by the federal, state, and local agencies charged with enforcing such laws and regulations, 
including the Chicago Commission on Human Relafions. 

3.05 Insurance 

The Contractor shall comply with the insurance provisions attached hereto as Exhibit 4 and 
incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein, or such other insurance provisions as may be 
required in the reasonable judgment ofthe Risk Management Division. If the Contractor enters into 
a subcontract with a Security Firm such Security Firm shall comply with the insurance provisions 
attached hereto as Exhibit 5 and incorporated by reference as if fiilly set forth herein, or such other 
insurance provisions as may be required in the reasonable judgment of the Risk Management 
Division. If the Contractor subcontracts with a Subcontractor other than a Security Firm, such 
Subcontractor shall comply with the Contractor insurance provisions attached hereto as Exhibit 4. 

The Risk Management Division may waive or reduce any ofthe insurance requirements set 
forth herein. In addition, the Risk Management Division will review each new Scope of Services 
which the SSAC, in consultation with the Contractor, prepares annually during the term of this 
Agreement pursuant to Section 3.01 and may, if it wishes, revise the insurance required herein. 

3.06 Indemnification 

A. On written notice from the City of Losses the City believes are Losses Arising under 
this Agreement as defined in this Section 3.06, the Contractor shall defend, indemnify, and hold 
completely harmless the City Indemnitees from and against such Losses, regardless of whether 
Contractor challenges theCity'sbelief. The defense, indemnificafion and hold harmless obligations 
ofthe Contractor toward City Indemnitees remain an affirmative obligation of Contractor following 
the City's notice of Losses the City believes are Losses Arising under this Agreement, unless and 
until a court of competent jurisdicfion finally determines otherwise and all opportunities for appeal 
have been exhausted or have lapsed. 
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B. For purposes of this Secfion 3.06, 

"City Indemnitees" means, individually and collectively, the City of Chicago, its officials, 
agents, employees and SSAC members. 

"Losses" means, individually and collectively, all kinds of liabilities, losses, suits, claims, 
damages, judgments, fines, and demands, including all reasonable costs for investigation, reasonable 
attorneys' fees, court costs, and experts' fees, arising by reason of injury or death of any person, 
damage to property, patent or copyright infringement. 

"Arising under this Agreement" means (i) arising out of awarding this Agreement, (ii) 
arising out ofthe enforcement of this Agreement, including the enforcement of this indemnification 
provision; (iii) arising out of or in connection with Contractor's performance or non-performance 
of this Agreement (including the acts or omission of Contractor, its officers, agents, employees, 
consultants, subcontractors, licensees, or invitees), any breach by any of them of any warranty made 
under this Agreement, or any failure by any of them to meet any applicable standard of performance 
under this Agreement; or (iv) any combination of any ofthe foregoing. 

C. To the extent permissible by law. Contractor waives any limits on Contractor's 
liability that it would otherwise have by virtue of the Worker's Compensation Act or any other 
related law or judicial decision (such as Kotecki v. Cyclops Welding Corporation, 146 111. 2d 155 
(1991)). The City, however, does not waive any limitafions it may have on its liability under the 
Worker's Compensation Act or under the Illinois Pension Code. 

D. The City has the right, at its opfion and at its own expense, to participate in the 
defense of any suit without relieving Contractor of any of its obligations under this indemnity 
provision. The requirements set forth in this indemnity provision are separate from and not limited 
by the amount of insurance Contractor is required to obtain under this Agreement or by its bonds 
pursuant to other provisions in this Agreement. Further, the indemnitees contained in this provision 
survive the expiration or termination of this Agreement. 

3.07 Records and Audits 

The Contractor shall deliver or cause to be delivered all documents, data, studies, reports, 
findings or information to the SSAC prompfiy in accordance with the fime limits prescribed herein 
and if" no time limit is specified, then upon reasonable demand therefore, or upon termination or 
completion of the Services hereunder. 

The Contractor agrees to adopt at its own expense such financial controls, including, without 
limitation, the employment of a fiscal agent approved by the Commissioner, as determined by the 
Commissioner in his sole discretion and communicated in writing to the Contractor after the date 
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of execution of this Agreement, to ensure that the Contractor is fulfilling the terms of this 
Agreement. 

The Contractor and any Subcontractors shall furnish the SSAC with semi-annual reports or 
provide such information as may be requested relative to the performance and cost ofthe Services. 
The Contractor shall maintain records showing actual fime devoted and costs incurred. The 
Contractor shall keep books, documents, paper, records and accounts in connection with the Services 
open to inspection, copying, abstracting, transcription, and an independent audit by City employees 
or agents or third parties, and shall make these records available to the City and any other interested 
governmental agency at reasonable times during the performance of its Services. In addition. 
Contractor shall retain them in a safe place and make them available for an independent audit, 
inspection, copying arid abstracting for at least five years after the final payment made in connection 
with this Agreement. 

THE CONTRACTOR SHALL NOT COMMINGLE SERVICE TAX FUNDS WITH 
FUNDS FROM OTHER SOURCES, and to the extent that the Contractor conducts any business 
operations separate and apart from the Services hereunder using, for example, personnel, equipment, 
supplies or facilifies also used in connection with this Agreement, then the Contractor shall maintain 
and make similarly available to the City detailed records supporting the Contractor's allocafion to 
this Agreement ofthe costs and expenses attributable to any such shared usages. 

The Contractor shall provide an annual audited financial statement (a "Third Party Audit") 
to the Department and the SSAC within 120 calendar days after the end ofthe calendar year, and the 
system of accounting shall be in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles and 
practices, consistently applied throughout. Contractor must comply with the requirements in Exhibit 
9 with respect to any Third Party Audit. If any Third Party Audit shows that Contractor or any of 
its Subcontractors has overcharged the City in any period, the City will notify Contractor, and 
Contractor must then promptly reimburse the City for any amounts the City has paid Contractor due 
to the overcharges. Any failure to comply with the audit requirements set forth in Exhibit 9 of the 
Agreement shall constitute an event of default under the Agreement. If such event of default is not 
corrected to the City's satisfaction within the.^cure period identified by the City, the City may incur 
costs to conduct any supplementary audit it deems necessary, and Contractor must then promptly 
reimburse the City for any such costs. No provision in this Agreement granting the City a right of 
access to records and documents is intended to impair, limit or affect any right of access to such 
records and documents that the City would have had in the absence of such provisions. 

The City may in its sole discretion audit the records of Contractor or its Subcontractors, or 
both, at any time during the term of this Agreement or within five years after the Agreement ends, 
in connection with the goods, work, or services provided under this Agreement. Each calendar year 
or partial calendar year is considered an "audited period." If, as a result of such an audit, it is 
determined that Contractor or any of its Subcontractors has overcharged the City in the audited 
period, the City will notify Contractor. Contractor must then promptly reimburse the City for any 
amounts the City has paid Contractor due to the overcharges and also some or all ofthe cost ofthe 
audit, as follows: 
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A. If the audit has revealed overcharges to the City representing less than 5% ofthe total 
value, based on the Agreement prices, ofthe goods, work, or services provided in the audited period, 
then the Contractor must reimburse the City for 50% ofthe cost ofthe audit and 50% ofthe cost of 
each subsequent audit that the City conducts; 

B. If, however, the audit has revealed overcharges to the City representing 5% or more 
ofthe total value, based on the Agreement prices, ofthe goods, work, or services provided in the 
audited period, then Contractor must reimburse the City for the. full cost ofthe audit and of each 
subsequent audit. 

If the City is unable to make a determination regarding overcharges to City as a result of 
Contractor's not having maintained records as required under this Agreement, Contractor must 
promptly reimburse the City for some or all of the cost of the audit, as determined in the sole 
discretion ofthe City. Failure of Contractor to promptly reimburse the City in accordance with this 
Section 3.07 is an event of default under Section 7.01 of this Agreement, and Contractor will be 
liable for all of the City's costs of collection, including any court costs and attorneys' fees. 

3.08 Subcontracts and Assignments 

The Contractor shall not assign, delegate, subcontract or otherwise transfer all or any part of 
its rights: or obligations under this Agreement or any part hereof, unless otherwise provided for 
herein or without the express written consent ofthe SSAC. The absence of such provision or written 
consent shall void the attempted assignment, delegation or transfer and shall be of no effect as to the 
Services or this Agreement. 

All subcontracts, all approvals of Subcontractors and any assignment to which the SSAC 
consents are, regardless of their form, deemed conditioned upon performance by the Subcontractor 
or assignee in accordance with the terms and condifions of this Agreement. 

If the Contractor subcontracts for security services, the Subcontractor shall be a Security Firm 
certified by the State of Illinois and the Security Firm's employees shall be licensed by the State of 
Illinois. The Contractor, upon entering into any subcontract with a Security Firm, shall furnish the 
SSAC and the Department with a copy ofthe subcontract for their approval. The City expressly 
reserves the right to approve all Security Firm subcontracts. 

3.09 License, Permits and Safety Considerations 

A. Licenses and Permits 

If the Contractor engages in Construction, it is responsible for and, in a timely manner 
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consistent with its obligations hereunder, shall secure and maintain at its expense such permits, 
licenses, authorizations and approvals as are necessary for it to engage Construction under this 
Agreement. 

B. Safety Considerations 

If the Contractor engages in Construction, it shall at all times exercise reasonable care, shall 
comply with all applicable provisions of federal, state and local laws to prevent accidents or injuries, 
and shall take all appropriate precautions to avoid damage to and loss of City property and the 
property of third parties in connection with the Construction. The Contractor shall erect and properly 
maintain at all fimes all necessary safeguards, barriers, flags and lights for the protection of its and 
its Subcontractors' employees. City employees, and the public. 

If the Contractor engages in Construction, it shall report to the Department any damage on, 
about, under or adjacent to City property or the property of third persons resulfing from its 
performance under this Agreement. The Contractor is responsible for any damage to City property 
and the property of third parties due, in whole or in part, to the Contractor's Construction acfivities 
under this Agreement, and the Contractor shall repair such damage to a reasonably acceptable 
standard. 

3.10 Performance Bond 

If the Contractor engages in Construcfion work where expenditures exceed $ 100,0OO, it shall, 
not later than the date the Contractor begins such work or executes a subcontract for suSh work, 
provide or cause to be provided to the Department a performance and payment bond in the amount 
allocated for the Construction work (but not including the amount allocated for design and 
preparation of specifications), by a surety or sureties acceptable to the City. The performance bond 
shall be in the form and to the effect of Exhibit 7 hereto, which is incorporated by reference as if 
fiilly set forth here. 

If any of the sureties on such bond at any firii^- fail financially, or are deemed to be 
insufficient security for the penalty ofthe bond, then the City may, on giving 10 days notice thereof 
in writing, require the Contractor to furnish a new and additional bond with sureties satisfactory to 
the City, and, if so required. Contractor must promptly provide such bond. 

ARTICLE 4 TERM OF SERVICES 

This Agreement shall take effect as of January 1,2009 ("Effective Date") and shall confinue 
through December 31, 2009, or unfil the Agreement is terminated earlier in accordance with its 
terms. 
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ARTICLES COMPENSATION 

5.01 Basis of Payment 

The maximum compensation that the Contractor may be paid under this Agreement between 
January 1, 2009 and December 31, 2009 is the sum of (a) $538,698 or the total amount of Service 
Tax Funds actually collected for tax year 2008, whichever is less; and (b) the total amount of Surplus 
Funds in the amount of $118,000 which are being carried over from previous program years and 
which Contractor hereby acknowledges are in its possession; the maximum compensation that the 
Contractor may be paid under this Agreement between January 1, 2009 and December 31, 2009, 
therefore, shall not exceed $656,698. 

For each subsequent year of this Agreement, if any, the maximum compensation that the 
Contractor may be paid under this Agreement is the amount set forth in the Budget for that year, 
pursuant to Section 5.02 and 8.03, w the amount of Service Tax Funds actually collected for the 
preceding tax year, whichever is less; provided that the maximum amount of compensation for such 
year of this Agreement may also include the amount of Service Tax Funds collected for prior tax 
years which remain previously unspent. 

5.02 Budget for Services 

The Contractor in conjunction with the SSAC has prepared a Budget through December 31, 
2009, attached hereto as Exhibit 2 and incoiporated by reference as if fiilly set forth here, covering, 
all services described in the Scope of Services. Subject to the restriction that the maximum amount 
that may be spent in calendar year 2009 may not exceed $656,698, the SSAC reserves the right to 
transfer fiinds between line items or make Budget revisions that do not affect the maximum 
compensation set forth in Secfion 5.01. TTie SSAC shall revise the Budget if any part ofthe 
Contractor's Services is terminated. 

For each subsequent year of this Agreement, if any, and sybject to the provisions of Section 
3.01, a Budget for that year shall be incorporated into this Agreement by written amendment 
pursuant to Secfion 8.03. 

5.03 Method of Payment 

Pursuant to a schedule to be determined by the Commissioner, after the performance of 
Services pursuant to the terms of this Agreement, Contractor may submit invoices to the City to 
request reimbursement for such expenses. The Contractor must provide, along with the invoices, 
such additional documentafion as the Commissioner requests to substantiate the Services. Upon the 
Commissioner's determinafion that the invoices are accurate, the City will process payment ofthe 
invoices. 
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The Contractor shall establish a separate checking account ("Account") in a bank authorized 
to do business in the State of Illinois that is insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. 
All Service Tax Funds that the Comptroller transfers to the Contractor shall be deposited in the 
Account and disbursements from the Account shall be pursuant to this Agreement. THE 
CONTRACTOR SHALL NOT COMMINGLE SERVICE TAX FUNDS WITH FUNDS FROM 
OTHER SOURCES. The Contractor shall provide to the SSAC the signature card and sample check 
from the bank which shows the signature(s) ofthe Contractor's authorized representative(s). The 
SSAC reserves the right to audit the account amd require the Contractor to refund any funds that were 
not spent pursuant to the Budget or that were not approved by the SSAC. The name and address of 
the bank is and the wire transfer and the Account numbers are 

All funds remaining in the Account at the expiration or early teimination of this Agreement, 
including any interest eamed, belong to the City for the benefit ofthe Area and shall be returned to 
the City to be used only for Special Services. 

5.04 Criteria for Payment 

The SSAC shall determine the reasonableness, allocability and allowability of any rates, 
costs and expenses charged or incurred by the Contractor. 

5.05 Funding 

Payments under this Agreement shall be made from Service Tax Funds in fund number 
and are subject to the availability of funds therein. 

5.06 Non-Appropriation 

In the event that no funds or insufficient fiinds are appropriated and budgeted in any City 
fiscal period for payments to be made under this Agreement, then the City will notify the Contractor 
pf such occurrence and this Agreement shall terminate on the earUer ofthe last day ofthe fiscal 
period for which sufficient appropriation was made or whenever the funds appropriated for payment 
under this Agreement are exhausted. No payments shall be made or due to the Contractor under this 
Agreement beyond those amounts appropriated and budgeted by the City to fijnd payments 
hereunder. 

ARTICLE 6 SPECIAL CONDITIONS 

6.01 Warranties and Representations 

In connection with the execufion of this Agreement, the Contractor warrants and represents: 

A. That it is financially solvent; that it and each of its employees, agents, and 
Subcontractors are competent to perform the Services required; that it is legally authorized to execute 
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and perform or cause to be performed this Agreement under the tenns and conditions stated herein; 
and 

B. That it shall not knowingly use the sei-vices of any ineligible Subcontractor for any 
purpose in the performance ofthe Services; and 

C. That it and its Subcontractors .are not in default at the time ofthe execution of this 
Agreement, or deemed by the Department to have, within five years immediately preceding the date 
of this Agreement, been found to be in default on any contract awarded by the City; and 

D. That it and, to the best of its knowledge, its Subcontractors are not in violation ofthe 
provisions of §2-92-320 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago, 720 ILCS 5/33E-1 et seq. ofthe 
Criminal Code of 1961, and 65 ILCS 5/11-42.1-1 ofthe Illinois Municipail Code; and 

E. That it, all Subcontractors and their respective officers, directors, agents, partners, and 
employees shall cooperate with the Inspector General in any invesfigation or hearing undertaken 
pursuant to Chapter 2-56 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago; that it understands and will abide by 
all provisions of Chapter 2-56 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago and all subcontracts shall inform 
Subcontractors of such provision and require understanding and compliance therewith; and 

F. That, except only for those representations, statements, or promises expressly 
contained in this Agreement and any exhibits attached hereto, no representation, statement or 
promise, oral or written, or of any kind whatsoever, by the City, its officials, agents, or employees, 
has induced the Contractor to enter into this Agreement; and 

G. That the Contractor understands and agrees that any certification, affidavit or 
acknowledgment made under oath in connection with this Agreement is made under penalty of 
perjury and, if false, is also cause for termination for default. 

H. That neither Contractor nor an Affiliate of Contractor (as defined below) appears on 
the Specially Designated Nationals List, the Denied Persons List, the unverified List, the Entity List, 
or the Debarred List as maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets Control ofthe U.S. Department 
ofthe Treasury or by the Bureau of Industry and Security ofthe U.S. Department of Commerce (or 
their successors), or on any other list of persons or entities with which the City may not do business 
under any applicable law, rule, regulation, order or judgment. "Affiliate of Contractor"means a 
person or entity that directly (or indirectly through oncor more intermediaries) controls, is controlled 
by or is under common control with Contractor. A person or entity will be deemed to be controlled 
by another person or enfity if it is controlled in any manner whatsoever that results in control in fact 
by that other person or entity (either acting individually or acfing jointly or in concert with others) 
whether directly or indirectly and whether through share ownership, a trust, a contract or otherwise. 

1. Contractor understands and will abide by all provisions of Chapter 2-26 ofthe 
Municipal Code ofthe City of Chicago. 
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6.02 Economic Disclosure Statement and Affidavit 

The Contractor has provided the City with an Economic Disclosure Statement (EDS), which 
is attached hereto as Exhibit 3 and incorporated by reference as if fiilly set forth herein. Contractor 
shall apprise the Department promptly of any changes in the information provided in the EDS by 
completing and submitting a revised EDS. 

In addition, the Contractor shall provide the City with copies of its latest articles of 
incorporation, by-laws and resolutions, or partnership or joint venture agreement, as applicable, and 
evidence of its authority to do business in the State of Illinois, including without limitation, 
registrations of assumed names or limited partnerships and certifications of good standing with the 
Office ofthe Secretary of State of Illinois. 

6.03 Conflict of Interest 

Pursuant to Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Codeof Chicago, and 65 ILCS 5/3.1-55-10, no 
member ofthe governing body ofthe City or other unit of government, no other officer, employee, 
SSAC member, or agent ofthe City or other unit of government who exercises any funcfions or 
responsibilities in connection with the Services to which this Agreement or any related subcontract 
pertain, and no relative ofany SSAC member shall have any personal economic or financial interest, 
directly or indirectly, in this Agreement or any such subcontract except to the extent that such 
benefits are provided equally to all residents and/or business owners in the Area. Furthermore, no 
SSAC member, relative of any SSAC member. City official, agent or employee shall be a 
Subcontractor, employee or shareholder of the Contractor or receive anything of value from the 
Contractor. 

No member of or delegate to the Congress of the United States or the Illinois General 
Assembly and no alderman ofthe City or City employee shall be admitted to any share or part of this 
Agreement or to any financial benefit to arise from it. The Contractor acknowledges that any 
agreement entered into, negotiated or performed in violation ofany of the provisions of Chapter 
2-156 shall be voidable by the City. 

The Contractor covenants that it, its officers, directors and employees, and the officers, 
directors and employees of each of its members if a joint venture, and Subcontractors presenfiy have 
no financial interest and shall acquire no interest, direct or indirect, in the Services undertaken by 
the Contractor pursuant to the Agreement that would conflict in zmy manner or degree with the 
performance of the Services. The Contractor fiirther covenants that in the performance of this 
Agreement no person having any such interest shall be employed. The Contractor agrees that if the 
Commissioner in his reasonable judgment determines that any ofthe Contractor's services for others 
conflict with the Services the Contractor is to provide for the City under this Agreement, the 
Contractor shall terminate such other services immediately upon request ofthe City. 
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6.04 Non-liability of Public Officials 

No official, employee or agent ofthe City shall be charged personally by the Contractor, or 
by any assignee or Subcontractor of the Contractor, with any liability or expenses of defense or be 
held personally liable to them under any term or provision hereof, because ofthe City's execution 
or attempted execution hereof, or because ofany breach hereof 

6.05 Independent Contractor 

The Contractor shall perform under this Agreement as an independent contractor to the City 
and not as a representative, employee, agent, or partner ofthe City. 

6.06 Business Relationships with Elected Officials 

Pursuant to Section 2-156-030(b) of the Municipal CodeoftheCity of Chicago, it is illegal 
for any elected official ofthe City, or any person acting at the direction of such official, to contact, 
either orally or in writing, any other City official or employee with respect to any matter involving 
any person with whom the elected official has a business relationship, or to participate in any 
discussion in any City Council committee hearing or in any City Council meeting or to vote on any 
matter involving the person with whom an elected official has a business relafionship. Violation 
of Section 2-156-030(b) by any elected official with respect to this Agreement is grounds for 
termination of this Agreement. The term business relationship is defined as set forth in Section 
2-156-080 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

Section 2-156-080 defines a "business relationship" as any contractual or other private 
business dealing of an official, or his or her spouse, or ofany entity in which an official or his or her 
spouse has a financial interest, with a person or entity which entitles an official to compensation or 
payment in the amount of $2,500 or more in a calendar year; provided, however, a financial interest 
shall not include: (i) any ownership through purchase at fair market value or inheritance of less than 
one percent ofthe share of a corporation, or any corporate subsidiary, parent or affiliate thereof, 
regardless ofthe value of or dividends on such shares, if such shares are registered on a securifies 
exchange pursuant to the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended; (ii) the authorized 
compensation paid to an official or employee for his office or employment; (iii) any economic 
benefit provided equally to all residents ofthe City; (iv) a time or demand deposit in a financial 
institution; or (v) an endowment or insurance policy or annuity contract purchased from ian insurance 
company. A "contractual or other private business dealing" shall not include any employment 
relationship of an official's spouse with an entity when such spouse has no discretion concerning or 
input relating to the relafionship between that enfity and the City. 

6.07 Chicago "Living Wage" Ordinance 

(a) Section 2-92-610 of the Municipal Code of Chicago provides for a living 
wage for certain categories of workers employed in the performance of City contracts, specifically 
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non-City employed security guards, parking attendants, day laborers, home and health care workers, 
cashiers, elevator operators, custodial workers and clerical workers ("Covered Employees"). 
Accordingly, pursuant to Section 2-92-610 and regulations promulgated under it: 

(i) If Contractor has 25 or more flill-fime employees, and 

(ii) If at any time during the performance of this Agreement, Contractor and/or 
any Subcontractor or any other entity that provides any portion of the Services 
(collectively "Performing Parties") uses 25 or more full-time security guards, or any 
number of other full-time Covered Employees, then 

(iii) Contract or must pay its Covered Employees, and must assure that all 
other Performing Parties pay their Covered Employees, not less than the minimum 
hourly rate as determined in accordance with this provision (the "Base Wage") for 
all Services perfonned under this Agreement. 

(b) Contractor's obligation to pay, and to assure payment of, the Base Wage will 
begin at any time during the term of this Agreement when the conditions set forth in (a)(i) and 
(a)(ii) above are met, and will confinue until the end ofthe term of this Agreement. 

(c) As of July 1, 2008, the Base Wage is $10.60, and each July 1 thereafter, the Base 
Wage will be adjusted, using the most recent federal poverty guidelines for a family of four as 
published annually by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, to consfitute the 
following: the poverty guidelines for a family of four divided by 2000 hours or the current base 
wage, whichever is higher. At all times during the term of this Agreement, Contractor and all other 
Performing Parties must pay the Base Wage (as adjusted in accordance with the above). If the 
payment of prevailing wages is required for Services done under this Agreement, and the prevailing 
wages for Covered Employees are higher than the Base Wage, then Contractor and all other 
Performing Parties must pay the prevailing wage rates. 

(d) Contractor must include provisions in all subcontracts requiring its 
Subcontractors to pay the Base Wage to Covered Employees. Contractor agrees to provide the 
City with documentafion acceptable to the Chief Procurement Officer demonstrating that all 
Covered Employees, whether employed by Contractor or by a Subcontractor, have been paid the 
Base Wage, upon the City's request for such documentation. The City may independently audit 
Contractor and/or Subcontractors to verify compliance with this section. Failure to comply with 
the requirements of this section will be an event of default under this Agreement, and fiirther, 
failure to comply may result in ineligibility for any award of a City contract or subcontract for up 
to 3 years. 
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(e) Not-for-Profit Corporations: If Contractor is a corporation having federal 
tax-exempt status under Section 501(c)(3) ofthe Internal Revenue Code and is recognized under 
Illinois not-for-profit law, then the provisions of Sections (a) through (d) above do not apply. 

6.08 Deemed Inclusion 

Provisions required by law, ordinances, rules, regulations, or executive orders to be inserted 
in this Agreement are deemed inserted in this Agreement whether or not they appear in this 
Agreement or, upon application by either party, this Agreement will be amended to make the 
insertion; however, in no event will the failure to insert the provisions before or after this Agreement 
is signed prevent its enforcement. 

6.09 Environmental Warrant ies and Representations 

In accordance with Section 11-4-1600(e) o f the Municipal Code of Chicago, Contractor 
warrants and represents that it, and to the best of its knowledge, its subcontractors have not violated 
and are not in violation ofthe following sections ofthe Code (collectively, the Waste Sections): 

7-28-390 Dumping on public way; 
7-28-440 Dumping on real estate without permit; 
11-4-1410 Disposal in waters prohibited; 
11-4-1420 Ballast tank, bilge tank or other discharge; 
11-4-1450 Gas manufacturing residue; 
11-4-1500 Treatment and disposal of solid or liquid waste; 
11-4-1530 Compliance with rules and regulations required; 
11-4-1550 Operational requirements; and 
11-4-1560 Screening requirements. 

During the period while this Agreement is executory. Contractor's or any subcontractor's 
violation of the Waste Sections, whether or not relating to the performance of this Agreement, 
constitutes a breach of and an event of default under this Agreement, for which the opportunity to 
cure, if curable, will be granted only at the sole designation ofthe Commissioner. Such breach and 
default entitles the City to all remedies under the Agreement, at law or in equity. 

This section does not limit Contractor's and its subcontractors' duty to comply with all 
applicable federal, state, county and municipal laws, statutes, ordinances and executive orders, in 
effect now or later, and whether or not they appear in this Agreement. 

Non-compliance with these terms and conditions may be used by the City as grounds for the 
termination of this Agreement, and may further affect Contractor's eligibility for fiiture contract 
awards. 
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6.10 EDS / Certification Regarding Suspension and Debarment 

Contractor certifies, as fiirther evidenced in the EDS attached as Exhibit 3, by its acceptance 
of this Agreement that neither it nor its principals is presently debarred, suspended, proposed for 
debarment, declared ineligible or voluntarily excluded from participation in this transaction by any 
federal department or agency. Contractor further agrees by executing this Agreement that it will 
include this clause without modification in all lower tier transactions, solicitations, proposals, 
contracts and subcontracts. If Contractor or any lower tier participant is unable to certify to this 
statement, it must attach an explanation to the Agreement. 

6.11 Ethics 

(a) In addition to other warranties and representations. Contractor warrants that no 
payment, gratuity or offer of employment will be made in connection with this Agreement by or on 
behalf of any Subcontractors to Contractor or higher tier subcontractors or anyone associated with 
them, as an inducement for the award of a subcontract or order. 

(b) Contractor fiirther acknowledges that any Agreement entered into, negotiated or 
performed in violation of any of the provisions of Chapter 2-156 is voidable as to the City. 

6.12 MacBride Ordinance 

The City of Chicago through the passage ofthe MacBride Principles Ordinance seeks to 
promote fair and equal employment opportunities and labor practices for religious minorities in 
Northern Ireland and provide a better working environment for all citizens in Northern Ireland. 

In accordance with Section 2-92-580 of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago, if 
Contractor conducts any business operations in Northern Ireland, the Confi-actor must make all 
reasonable and good faith efforts to conduct any business operations in Northern Ireland in 
accordance with the MacBride Principles for Northern Ireland as defined in Illinois Public Act 85-
1390 (1988 III. Laws 3220). 

The provisions of this Section 6.12 do not apply to contracts for which the City receives 
funds administered by the United States Department of Transportation, except to the extent Congress 
has directed that the Department of Transportation not withhold funds from states and localities that 
choose to implement selective purchasing policies based on agreement to comply with the MacBride 
Principles for Northern Ireland, or to the extent that such funds are not otherwise withheld by the 
Department of Transportation. 
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ARTICLE 7 EVENTS OF DEFAULT, REMEDIES, TERMINATION, RIGHT 
TO OFFSET, SUSPENSION 

7.01 Events of Default Defined 

The following constitute events of default: 

A. Any material misrepresentation, whether negligent or willful and whether in the 
inducement or in the performance, made by Contractor to the City. 

B. Contractor's material failure to perform any of its obligations under the Agreement 
including, but not limited to, the following: 

(1) failure to commence or ensure timely completion ofthe Services due to a reason 
or circumstance within Contractor's reasonable control; 

(2) failure to perform the Services in a manner satisfactory to the City; 

(3) failure to promptly re-perform within a reasonable time Services that were 
rejected as erroneous or unsatisfactory; 

(4) discontinuance of the Services for reasons within the Contractor's reasonable 
control; 

(5) failure to comply with a material term of this Agreement, including but not 
limited to the provisions concerning insurance and nondiscrimination; and 

(6) any other acts specifically and expressly stated in this Agreement as constituting 
an event of default. 

C. The Contractor's default under any other agreement it may presently have or may 
enter into with the City during the life of this Agreement. The Contractor acknowledges and agrees 
that in the event of a default under this Agreement the City may also declare a default under any such 
other agreements. 

7.02 Remedies 

The occurrence ofany event of default which the Contractor fails to cure within 14 calendar 
days after receipt of notice specifying such default or which, if such event of default cannot 
reasonably be cured within 14 calendar days after notice, the Contractor fails, in the sole opinion of 
the Commissioner, to commence and continue diligent efforts to cure, permits the City to declare the 
Contractor in default. Whether to declare the Contractor in default is within the sole discretion of 
the Commissioner. Written notification ofthe default, and any intention ofthe City to terminate the 
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Agreement, shall be provided to Contractor and such decision is final and effective upon Contractor's 
receipt of such notice. Upon receipt of such notice, the Contractor must discontinue any services, 
unless otherwise directed in the notice, and deliver all materials accumulated in the performance of 
this Agreement, whether completed or in the process of completion, to the City. At such time the 
City may invoke any legal or equitable remedy available to it including, but not limited to, the 
following: 

A. The right to take over and complete the Services or any part thereof as agent for and 
at the cost ofthe Contractor, either directly or through others. The Contractor shall have, in such 
event, the right to offset from such cost the amount it would have cost the City under the terms and 
conditions herein had the Contractor completed the Services. 

B. The right to terminate this Agreement as to any or all of the Services yet to be 
performed, effective at a time specified by the City. 

C. The right of specific performance, an injunction or any other appropriate equitable 
remedy. 

D. The right to money damages. 

E. The right to withhold all or any part of Contractor's compensation hereunder. 

F. The right to deem Contractor non-responsible in fiiture contracts to be awarded by the City. 

If the City considers it to be in its best interest, it may elect not to declare default or to 
terminate this Agreement. The parties acknowledge that this provision is solely for the benefit ofthe 
City and that if the City pennits the Contractor to continue to provide the Services despite one or 
more events of default, the Contractor is in no way relieved ofany of its responsibilities, duties or 
obligations under this Agreement nor does the City waive or relinquish any of its rights. No delay 
or omission to exercise any right accruing upon any event of default impairs any such right nor shall 
it be construed as a waiver ofany event of default or acquiescence therein, and every such right may 
be exercised from time to time and as often as may be deemed expedient. 

7.03 Right to Offset 

The City reserves its rights under §2-92-380 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and the 
Commissioner shall consult with the SSAC before exercising such rights. 

7.04 Suspension 

The City may at any time request that the Contractor suspend its Services, or any part thereof, 
by giving 15 days prior written notice to the Contractor or upon no notice in the event of emergency. 
No costs incurred after the effective date of such suspension shall be allowed. The Contractor shall 
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promptly resume its performance upon written notice by the Department. The Budget may be 
revised pursuant to Section 5.02 to account for any additional costs or expenses actually incurred by 
the Contractor as a result of recommencing the Services. 

7.05 No Damages for Delay 

The Contractor agrees that it, its members, if a partnership or joint venture and its 
Subcontractors shall make no claims against the City for damages, charges, additional costs or hourly 
fees for costs incurred by reason of delays or hindrances by the City in the performance of its 
obligations under this Agreement. 

7.06 Early Termination 

In addition to termination for default, the City may, at any time, elect to terminate this 
Agreement or any portion of the Services to be performed under it at the sole discretion of the 
Commissioner by a written notice to the Contractor. If the City elects to terminate the Agreement 
in full, all Services shall cease and all materials accumulated in performing this Agreement, whether 
completed or in the process of completion, shall be delivered to the Department within 10 days after 
receipt ofthe notice or by the date stated in the nofice. 

During,the final ten days or other time period stated in the notice, the Contractor shall restrict 
its activities, and those of its Subcontractors, to winding down any reports, analyses, or other 
activities previously begun. No costs incurred after the effective date ofthe termination are allowed. 
Payment for any Services actually and satisfactorily performed before the effective date ofthe 
termination shall be on the same basis as set forth in Article 5 hereof, but if any compensation is 
described or provided for on the basis of a period longer than ten days, then the compensation shall 
be prorated accordingly. 

If a court of competent jurisdiction determines that the City's election to terminate this 
Agreement for default has been wrongfiil, then such termination shall be deemed to be an early 
termination. 

ARTICLE 8 GENERAL CONDITIONS 

8.01 Entire Agreement 

This Agreement, and the exhibits attached hereto and incorporated hereby, shall constitute 
the entire agreement between the pzuties and no other warranties, inducements, considerations, 
promises, or interpretations shall be implied or impressed upon this Agreement that are not expressly 
addressed herein. 
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8.02 Counterparts 

This Agreement is comprised of several identical counterparts, each to be fiilly executed by 
the parties and each to be deemed an original having identical legal effect. 

8.03 Amendments 

No changes, amendments, modifications, or discharge of this Agreement, or any part thereof, 
shall be valid unless in writing and signed by the authorized agent of the Contractor and the 
Commissioner, or their successors and assigns. The City shall incur no liability for revised services 
without a written amendment to this Agreement pursuant to this Section. 

8.04 Compliance with All Laws 

The Contractor shall at all times observe and comply with all applicable laws, ordinances, 
rules, regulations and executive orders ofthe federal, state and local government, now existing or 
hereinafter in effect, which may in any manner affect the performance of this Agreement. 

8.05 Compliance with ADA and Other Accessibility Laws 

If this Agreement involves services to the public, the Contractor warrants that all Services 
provided hereunder shall comply with all accessibility standards for persons with disabilities or 
environmentally limited persons including, but not limited to the following: Americans with 
Disabilities Act of 1990, 42 U.S.C. § 12101 et seq. and the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. 29 U.S.C. 
§§ 793-94. In the event that the above cited standards are inconsistent, the Contractor shall comply 
with the standard providing greater accessibility. 

If this Agreement involves design for construction and/or Construction, the Contractor 
warrants that all design documents produced and/or used under this Agreement shall comply with 
all federal, state and local laws and regulations regarding accessibility standards for persons with 

'disabilities or environmentally limited persons including, but not limited to, the following: 
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, 42 U.S.C. § 12101 et seq. and the Americans with 
Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities; the Architectural Barriers Act, 
P.L. 90-480 and the Uniform Federal Accessibility Standards; and the Environmental Barriers Act, 
410 ILCS 25/1 et seq.. and the regulations promulgated thereto at 111. Admin. Code tit. 71, ch. 1, § 
400.110. In the event that the above cited standards are inconsistent, the Contractor shall comply 
with the standard providing greater accessibility. If the Contractor fails to comply with the foregoing 
standards, it shall perform again at no expense all services required to be reperformed as a direct or 
indirect result of such failure. 

8.06 Assigns 
All ofthe terms and conditions of this Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of 
the parties hereto and their respective legal representatives, successors, transferees and assigns. 
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8.07 Cooperation 

The Contractor agrees at all times to cooperate ftilly with the City and to act in the City's best 
interests. Upon the termination or expiration of this Agreement, the Contractor shall make every 
effort to assure an orderly transition to another provider of the Services, if any, orderly 
demobilization of its operations in connection with the Services, uninterrupted provision of Services 
during any transition period and shall otherwise comply with reasonable requests ofthe Department 
in connection with this Agreement's termination or expiration. 

8.08 Severability 

If any provision of this Agreement is held or deemed to be or shall in fact be inoperative or 
unenforceable as applied in any particular case in any jurisdiction or in all cases because it conflicts 
with any other provision hereof or ofany constitution, statute, ordinance, rule of law or public policy, 
or for any other reason, such circumstances shall not have the effect of rendering such provision 
inoperative or unenforceable in any other case or circumstances, or of rendering any other provision 
herein invalid, inoperative, or unenforceable to any extent. The invalidity of any one or more 
phrases, sentences, clauses or sections herein shall not effect the remaining portions of this 
Agreement or any part thereof 

8.09 Interpretation 

All headings in this Agreement are for convenience of reference only and do not define or 
limit the provisions thereof Words of gender are deemed to include correlative words ofthe other 
gender. Words importing the singular number include the plural number and vice versa, unless the 
context otherwise indicates. All references to exhibits or documents are deemed to include all 
supplements and/or amendments to such exhibits or documents if entered into in accordance with 
the terms and conditions hereof and thereof. All references to persons or entities are deemed to 
include any persons or entities succeeding to the rights, duties, and obligations of such persons or 
entities in accordance with the terms and conditions herein. 

8.10 Miscellaneous Provisions 

Whenever under this Agreement the City by a proper authority waives the Contractor's 
performance in any respect or waives a requirement or condition to the Contractor's performance, 
the waiver, whether express or implied, applies only to that particular instance and is not a waiver 
forever or for subsequent instances ofthe performance, requirement or condition. No waiver shall 
be construed as a modification ofthe Agreement regardless ofthe number of times the City may 
have waived the performance, requirement or condition. 
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8.11 Disputes 

Exceptasotherwiseprovidedinthis Agreement, Contractor must and the City may bring any 
dispute arising under this Agreement which is not resolved by the parties to the Chief Procurement 
Officer for decision based upon the written submissions ofthe parties. (A copy ofthe "Regulations 
ofthe Department of Procurement Services for Resolution of Disputes between Contractors and the 
City of Chicago" is available in City Hall, 121 N. LaSalle Street, Room 301, Bid and Bond Room, 
Chicago, Illinois 60602.) The Chief Procurement will issue a written decision and send it to the 
Contractor and the SSAC by mail. The decision ofthe Chief Procurement Officer is final and 
binding. The sole and exclusive remedy to challenge the decision ofthe Chief Procurement Officer 
is judicial review by means of a common law writ of certiorari. 

8.12 Contractor Affidavit 

The Cpntractor must provide to the City, no later than thirty days after the end of each year, 
a fully executed and notarized Affidavit certifying the expenditures and Services provided for the 
prior year. The form of this affidavit is attached as Exhibit 8 and incorporated by reference. 

8.13 Prohibition on Certain Contributions 

Contractor agrees that Contractor, any person or entity who directly or indirectly has an 
ownership or beneficial interest in Contractor of more than 7.5 percent ("Owners"), spouses and 
domestic partners of such Owners, Contractor's subcontractors, any person or entity who directly 
or indirectly has an ownership or beneficial interest in any subcontractor of more than 7.5 percent 
("Sub-owners") and spouses and domestic partners of such Sub-owners (Contractor and all the other 
preceding classes of persons and entities are together, the ("Identified Parties"), shall not make a 
contribution of any amount to the Mayor of the City of Chicago ("Mayor") or to his political 
fiindraising committee (i) after execution of this Agreement by Contractor, (ii) while this Agreement 
or any Other Contract is executory, (iii) during the term of this Agreement or any Other Contract 
between Contractor and the City, or (iv) during any period while an extension of this Agreement or 
any Other Contract is being sought or negotiated. 

Contractor represents and warrants that since the date of public advertisement ofthe 
specification, request for qualifications, request for proposals or request for information (or any 
combination of those requests) or, if not competitively procured, from the date the City approached 
Contractor or the date Contractor approached the City, as applicable, regarding the formulation of 
this Agreement, no Identified Parties have made a contribution ofany amount to the Mayor or to his 
political fundraising committee. 

Contractor agrees that it shall not: (a) coerce, compel or intimidate its employees to 
make a contribufion ofany amount to the Mayor or to the Mayor's political fundraising committee; 
(b) reimburse its employees for a contribution ofany amount made to the Mayor or to the Mayor's 
political fiindraising committee; or (c) bundle or solicit others to bundle contributions to the Mayor 
or to his political fundraising committee. 
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Contractor agrees that the Identified Parties must not engage in any conduct whatsoever 
designed to intenfionally violate this provision or Mayoral Executive Order No. 05-1 or to entice, 
direct or solicit others to intentionally violate this provision or Mayoral Executive Order No. 05-1. 

Contractor agrees that a violation of, non-compliance with, misrepresentation with respect 
to, or breach ofany covenant or warranty under this provision or violation of Mayoral Executive 
Order No. 05-1 constitutes a breach and default under this Agreement, and under jmy Other Contract 
for which no opportunity to cure will be granted. Such breach and default entitles the City to all 
remedies (including without limitation termination for default) under this Agreement, under Other 
Contract, at law and in equity. This provision amends any Other Contract and supersedes any 
inconsistent provision contained therein. 

.̂If Contractor violates this provision or Mayoral Executive Order No. 05-1 prior to award of 
the Agi-eement resulting fi-om this specification, the Commissioner may reject Contractor's bid. 

For purposes of this provision: 

"Bundle" means to collect contributions from more than one source which are then delivered 
by one person to the Mayor or to his political fiindraising committee. 

"Other Contract" means any other agreement with the City of Chicago to which Contractor 
is a party that is (i) formed under the authority of chapter 2-92 ofthe Municipal Code of 
Chicago; (ii) entered into for the purchase or lease of real or personal property; or (iii) for 
materials, supplies, equipment or services which are approved or authorized by the city 
council. 

"Contribution" means a "political contribution" as defined in Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal 
Codeof Chicago, as amended. /-̂  

Individuals are "Domestic Partners" if they satisfy the following criteria: 

(A) they are each other's sole domestic partner, responsible for each other's 
common welfare; and 

(B) neither party is married; and 
(C) the partners are not related by blood closer than would bar marriage in the 

State of Illinois; and 
(D) each parmer is at least 18 years of age, and the partners are the same sex, and 

the partners reside at the same residence; and 
(E) two ofthe following four conditions exist for the partners: 

1. The partners have been residing together for at least 12 months. 
2. The partners have common or joint ownership of a residence. 
3. The partners have at least two ofthe following arrangements: 

a. joint ownership of a motor vehicle; 
b. a joint credit account; 
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c. a joint checking account; 
d. a lease for a residence identifying both domesfic partners as 

tenants. 
4. Each partner idenfifies the other partner as a primary beneficiary in a 

will. 

"Political fiindraising committee" means a "political fiindraising committee" as defined in 
Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal code of Chicago, as amended." 

8.14 Firms Owned or Operated by Individuals with Disabilities 

The City encourages Contractors to use Subcontractors that are firms owned or operated by 
-ihdividuals with disabilities, as defined by Section 2-92-586 ofthe Municipal Code ofthe City of 
Chicago, where not otherwise prohibited by federal or state law. 

8.15 Governing Law and Jurisdiction 

This Agreement is governed as to performance and interpretation in accordance with the 
laws ofthe State of Illinois. 

ARTICLE 9 NOTICES 

Notices provided for herein shall be in writing and may be delivered personally or by 
United States mail, first class, certified, return receipt requested, with postage prepaid and 
addressed as follows: 

Ifto the City: Special Service Area #3 Commission 
2601 West 63"* Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60629 

Department of Planning and Development 
City Hall, Room 501 
121 North LaSalle Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
Attention: Commissioner 

With Copies to: Department of Law 
Room 600, City Hall 
121 North LaSalle Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
Attention: Corporation Counsel 

Ifto Contractor: Greater Southwest Development Corporation 
2601 West 63"* Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60629 
Attention: Jim Capraro 
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Changes in the above-referenced addresses must be in writing and delivered in 
accordance with the provisions of this Section. Notices delivered by mail shall be deemed 
received 3 days after mailing in accordance with this Section. Notices delivered personally shall 
be deemed effective upon receipt. 

ARTICLE 10 CITY ACTION 

In the event that there is no duly constituted SSAC during the term of this 
Agreement, the City will retain all ofthe rights and obligations afforded to the SSAC hereunder. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the City and the Contractor have executed this 
Agreement on the date first set forth above, at Chicago, Illinois. 

Recommended by: CONTRACTOR 

SSAC Chairperson 

CITY OF CHICAGO 

By: 
Commissioner, Department of 
Planning and Development 

By:_ 

Its: 

Attested By: 

Its: 

State of 

County of. 

This instrument was acknowledged before me on (date) by 
_(name/s of person/s) as (type of authority, e.g., officer, trustee, etc.) of. 

(name of party on behalf of whom instrument was 
executed). 

(Signature of Notary Public) 

(Sub)Exhibits 1,2,3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 referred to in this Service Provider Agreement for 
Special Service Area Number 3 read as follows: 
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(Sub)Exhibit 1. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 3) 

SpeciaT Service Area Number 3. 

63'" Street. 

2009 Scope Of Services. 

Promoting the commercial area. 

Aesthetically pleasing environment. 

Distinctive identity. 

Real estate development. 

Safety. 

(Sub)Exhibit 2. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 3) 

Schedule C: 2009 Special Service Area Budget Summary. 

Department Of Planning And Development. 

Special Service Area Number and Name: 

Special Service Area Chairperson: 

Service Provider: 

Special Service Area Program Manager: 

Budget Period: 

Special Service Area Number 3 - 63'" 
Street Growth Commission 

Sheldon Rice 

Greater Southwest Development 
Corporation 

Nick Kollias 

January 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009 

Service 

Advertising and Promotion 

Public Way Maintenance 

Public Way Aesthetics 

2008 Levy 

$123,593 

39,086 

. 80,373 

+ Carryover 

$29,000 

30,000 

19,000 

= 2009 Budget 

$152,593 

69,086 

99,373 
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Service 

Tenant Retention/Attraction 

Facade Improvements 

Parking/Transit/Accessibility 

Safety Programs 

District Planning 

Total Services 

Administration 

Loss Collection 10.1% 

GRAND TOTAL 

Administration/Total Budget 
Ratio 

2008 Levy 

$ 31,244 

23,121 

-

8,122 

72,755 

$378,294 

$103,516 

$ 56,888 

$538,698 

+ 

+ 

Carryover 

$ 20,000 

20,000 

-

-

-

$118,000 

-

-

$118,000 

= 

= 

2009 Budget 

$ 51,244 

43,121 

-

8,122 

72,755 

$496,294 

$103,516 

$ 56,888 

$656,698 

15.8% 

D.P.D. Use Only 

Estimated 2007 E.A.V. 

Authorized Tax Rate Cap 

Estimated Tax Rate for 2008 Levy 

Estimated 2008 Levy 

$64,703,064 . 

1.250% 

0.833% 

$ 538,698 

Special Service Area Number and Name: Special Service Area Number 3 - 63'" 
Street 

Budget Period: January 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009 

The attached budget is recommended and approved by the Special Service Area 
Commission. 

(Signed) Sheldon Rice 
S.S./^ 

S.S.A. 

I. Chairperson Signature 

Sheldon Rice 
Chairperson Printed Name 

Aoril 1,2008 
Date 
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(Sub)Exhibit 3. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 3) 

SECTION I - GENERAL INFORMATION 

A. Legal name of Disclosing Party submitting this EDS. Include d/b/a/ if applicable: 

Check ONE of the following three boxes: 

Indicate whether Disclosing Party submitting this EDS is: 
1. f)̂  the Applicant 

OR 
2. [ ] a legal entity holding a direct or indirect interest in the Applicant. State the legal name of the 

Applicant in which Disclosing Party holds an interest: 
OR 

3. [ ] a specified legal entity with a right of control (see Section II.B.l .b.) State the legal name of 
the entity in which Disclosing Party holds a right of control: 

B. Business address of Disclosing Party: '36o\ (O a^\ C 3 c \ S\c<r*\ 

C Telephone:(Omitted forprinting purposes) Fax:(Omittedforprinting purposes) E m a i l : (Omitted for printing purposes) 
• ' 1 - ^ 

D. Name of contact person: I^ \ .A>\ C J C ^ C Q-X Q 

E. Federal Employer Identification No. (if you have one): (Omitted for printing purposes) 

F. Brief description of contract, transaction or other undertaking (referred to below as the "Matter") to 
which this EDS pertains. (Include project number and location of property, if applicable): 

"•••̂ A S«Ji-v\«-e4. C - « ^ \ c •oi.'t-V <».t^\V>.» < " . \ T . C S i e r v i t e <<.^<<-C*«>.C.»^V \?e.V<-J<.«j^ C A y a-v t̂A OtcA-A-ct C« .u iVUoo t \ t 

G. Which City agency or department is requesting this EDS? y) V Q 

If the Matter is a contract being handled by the City's Department of Procurement Services, please 
complete the following: 

Specification # and Contract # 
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SECTION II - DISCLOSURE OF OWNERSHIP INTERESTS 

A. NATURE OF DISCLOSING PARTY 

1. Indicate the nature ofthe Disclosing Party: 

[ ] Person 
[ ] Publicly registered business corporation 
[ ] Privately held business corporation 
[ ] Sole proprietorship 
[ ] General partnership* 
[ ] Limited partnership* 
[ ] Trust 

* Note B.l.b below. 

[ ] Limited liability company* 
[ ] Limited liability partnership* 
[ ] Joint venture* 
0(| Not-for-profit corporation 
(Is the not-for-profit corporation also a 501(c)(3))? 

D^Yes { ] N o 
[ ] Other (please specify) 

2. For legal entities, the state (or foreign country) ofincorporation or organization, if applicable: 

\ \ \ V v\ o \ -s 

3. For legal entities not organized in the State of Illinois: Has the organization registered to do 
business in the State of Illinois as a foreign entity? 

[ ] Yes [ ] No IX! N/A 

B. IF THE DISCLOSING PARTY IS A LEGAL ENTITY: 

l a . List below the full names and titles of all executive officers and all directors ofthe entity. 
For not-for-profit corporations, also list below all members, if any, which are legal entities. If there are 
no such members, write "no members." For trusts, estates or other similar entities, list below the legal 
titlcholder(s). 

Name 

Jim Capravo 

1. Gintaras Cepenas 
2. Jeff Bartow 
3. Mark DiValerio 
4. Thomas Bamford 
5. Dennis Ryan 
6. George Cvack 
7. Jim Capraro 

l b . 

Title 

GSDC Board Of Directors. 
Updated: April 2008. 

Executive Director 

President 
Vice President 
Vice President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Member 
Member 

If you checked "General partnership," "Limited partnership," "Limited liability 
company," "Limited liability partnership" or "Joint venture" in response to Item A.l. above (Nature of 
Disclosing Party), list below the name and title of each general partner, managing member, manager or 
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any other person or entity that controls the day-to-day management ofthe Disclosing Party. NOTE: 
Each legal entity listed below must submit an EDS on its own behalf. 

Name Tide 

1 ^ ' ' -h. 

2. Please provide the following information concerning each person or entity having a direct or 
indirect beneficial interest (including ownership) in excess of 7.5% ofthe Disclosing Party. Examples 
of such an interest include shares in a corporation, partnership interest in a partnership or joint venture, 
interest of a member or manager in a limited liability company, or interest of a beneficiary of a trust, 
estate or other similar entity. If none, state "None." NOTE: Pursuant to Section 2-154-030 ofthe 
Municipal Code of Chicago ("Municipal Code"), the City may require any such additional information 
from any applicant which is reasonably intended to achieve full disclosure. 

Name Business Address Percentage Interest in the 
Disclosing Party 

SECTION III - BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS WITH CITY ELECTED OFFICIALS 

Has the Disclosing Party had a "business relationship," as defined in Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal 
Code, with any City elected official in the 12 months before the date this EDS is signed? 

[ ] Y e s MNo 

If yes, please identify below the name(s) of such City elected official(s) and describe such 
relationship(s): 

JOJt . 

SECTION IV - DISCLOSURE OF SUBCONTRACTORS AND OTHER RETAINED PARTIES 

The Disclosing Party must disclose the name and business address of each subcontractor, attorney, 
lobbyist, accountant, consultant and any other person or entity whom the Disclosing Party has retained 
or expects to retain in connection with the Matter, as well as the nature ofthe relationship, and the total 
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amoant of the fees paid or estimated to be paid. The Disclosing Purcy is not required to disclose 
employees who are paid solely through the Discloiing Parry's regular payroll 

"Lobbyist" means any person or entity w.fio undertakes to influence any legislative or administrative 
action on behalf of any person or entity other than: (1) a not-for-profit entity, on an unpaid basis, or (2) 
himself. "Lobbyist" a'so means any person or entity any pan of whose duties as an employee of 
another includes undertaking to influence any legislative or administrative action. 

If the Disclosing Party is uncertain whether a disclosure is required under this Section, the 
Disclosing Party must either ask the City whether disclosure is re'quired or make the disclosure. 

Kame Business Relationship to Disclosing Party Fees 
(indicate whether Address (subcontractor, atcorney, (indicate whether 
rslaiaed or anticipated lobbyist, etc.) paid or estimated) 
to be retained) 

(Add sheets if necessary) 
/* 

[ ] Check here if the Disclosing party has not retained, nor expects to retain, any sucb persons or 
entities. 

SECTION V - CERTIFICATIOiNS 

A. COURT-ORDERED CHILD SUPPORT COMPLIANCE 

Under Municipal Code Section 2-92-4 15, substaatial owners of business entities that contract with 
the City must remain in compliance with their chi.Ld support obligations throughout the term of the 
contract. 

Has any person who directly or indirectly owns 10% or more of the Disclosing Party been declared in 
arrearage on any child support obligations by any Illinois court of competent jurisdiction? 

[ ] Yes [ ) No ^ No person owns 10% or more of the Disclosing Party. 

If "Yes," has the person entered into a court-approved agreement for payment of all support owed and 
is the person in compliance vvith that agreement? 

[ ]Yes [JN'o 
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B. FURTHER CERTIFICATIONS 

1. The Disclosing Party and, if the Disclosing Party is a legal entity, all of those persons or entities 
identified in Section II.B.I. of this EDS: 

a. are not presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible or voluntarily 
excluded from any transactions by any federal, state or local unit of government; 

b. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date of this EDS, been convicted of a criminal 
offense, adjudged guilty, or had a civil judgment rendered against them in connection with: 
obtaining, attempting to obtain, or performing a public (federal, state or local) transaction or 
contract under a public transaction; a violation of federal or state antitrust statutes; fraud; 
embezzlement; theft; forgery; bribery; falsification or destruction of records; making false 
statements; or receiving stolen property; 

c. are not presently indicted for or otherwise criminally or civilly charged by a governmental entity 
(federal, state or local) with commission ofany ofthe offenses enumerated in clause B.l .b. of 
this Section V; 

d. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date of this EDS, had one or more public 
transactions (federal, state or local) terminated for cause or default; and 

e. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date of this EDS, been convicted, adjudged 
guilty, or found liable in a civil proceeding, or in any criminal or civil action, including actions 
concerning environmental violations, instituted by the City or by the federal government, any 
state, or any other unit of local government. 

2. The certifications in subparts 2, 3 and 4 concern: 

• the Disclosing Party; 
• any "Applicable Party" (meaning any party participating in the performance ofthe Matter, 

including but not limited to any persons or legal entities disclosed under Section IV, "Disclosure of 
Subcontractors and Other Retained Parties"); 
• any "Affiliated Entity" (meaning a person or entity that, directly or indirectly: controls the 

Disclosing Party, is controlled by the Disclosing Party, or is, with the Disclosing Party, under 
common control of another person or enfity. Indicia of control include, without limitation: 
interlocking management or ownership; identity of interests among family members, shared facilities 
and equipment; common use of employees; or organization of a business entity following the 
ineligibility of a business entity to do business with federal or state or local government, including 
the City, using substantially the same management, ownership, or principals as the ineligible entity); 
with respect to Applicable Parties, the term Affiliated Entity means a person or enfity that directly or 
indirectly controls the Applicable Party, is controlled by it, or, with the Applicable Party, is under 
common control of another person or entity; 
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• any responsible official ofthe Disclosing Party, any Applicable Party or any Affiliated Entity or 
any other official, agent or employee of the Disclosing Party, any Applicable Party or any Affiliated 
Entity, acting pursuant to the direction or authorization of a responsible official ofthe Disclosing 
Party, any Applicable Party or any Affiliated Entity (collectively "Agents"). 

Neither the Disclosing Party, nor any Applicable Party, nor any Affiliated Entity of either the 
Disclosing Party or any Applicable Party nor any Agents have, during the five years before the date this 
EDS is signed, or, with respect to an Applicable Party, an Affiliated Entity, or an Affiliated Entity of an 
Applicable Party during the five years before the date of such Applicable Party's or Affiliated Entity's 
contract or engagement in connection with the Matter: 

a. bribed or attempted to bribe, or been convicted or adjudged guilty of bribery or attempting to 
bribe, a public officer or employee of the City, the State of Illinois, or any agency of the federal 
government or ofany state or local government in the United States of America, in that officer's 
or employee's official capacity; 

b. agreed or colluded with other bidders or prospective bidders, or been a party to any such 
agreement, or been convicted or adjudged guilty of agreement or collusion among bidders or 
prospective bidders, in restraint of freedom of competition by agreement to bid a fixed price or 
otherwise; or 

c. made an admission of such conduct described in a. or b. above that is a matter of record, but 
have not been prosecuted for such conduct; or 

d. violated the provisions of Municipal Code Section 2-92-610 (Living Wage Ordinance). 

3. Neither the Disclosing Party, Affiliated Entity or Applicable Party, or any of their employees, 
officials, agents or partners, is barred from contracting with any unit of state or local government as a 
result of engaging in or being convicted of (1) bid-rigging in violation of 720 ILCS 5/33E-3; (2) 
bid-rotating in violation of 720 ILCS 5/33E-4; or (3) any similar offense ofany state or ofthe United 
States of America that contains the same elements as the offense of bid-rigging or bid-rotating. 

4. Neither the Disclosing Party nor any Affiliated Entity is listed on any ofthe following lists 
maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets Control ofthe U.S. Department ofthe Treasury or the 
Bureau of Industry and Security ofthe U.S. Department of Commerce or their successors: the Specially 
Designated Nationals List, the Denied Persons List, the Unverified List, the Entity List and the 
Debarred List. 

5. The Disclosing Party understands and shall comply with (1) the applicable requirements ofthe 
Governmental Ethics Ordinance ofthe City, Title 2, Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal Code; and (2) all 
the applicable provisions of Chapter 2-56 ofthe Municipal Code (Office ofthe Inspector General). 
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6. If the Disclosing Party is unable to certify to any ofthe above statements in this Part B (Further 
Certifications), the Disclosing Party must explain below: 

Uis : . 

If the letters "NA," the word "None," or no response appears on the lines above, it will be conclusively 
presumed that the Disclosing Party certified to the above statements. 

C. CERTIFICATION OF STATUS AS FINANCIAL INSTITUTION 

For purposes of this Part C, under Municipal Code Section 2-32-455(b), the term "financial institution" 
means a bank, savings and loan association, thrift, credit union, mortgage banker, mortgage broker, 
trust company, savings bank, investment bank, securities broker, municipal securities broker, securities 
dealer, municipal securities dealer, securities underwriter, municipal securities underwriter, investment 
trust, venture capital company, bank holding company, financial services holding company, or any 
licensee under the Consumer Installment Loan Act, the Sales Finance Agency Act, or the Residential 
Mortgage Licensing Act. However, "financial institution" specifically shall not include any entity 
whose predominant business is the providing of tax deferred, defined contribution, pension plans to 
public employees in accordance with Sections 403(b) and 457 ofthe Internal Revenue Code. 
(Additional definitions may be found in Municipal Code Section 2-32-455(b).) 

1. CERTIFICATION 

The Disclosing Party certifies that the Disclosing Party (check one) 

[ ] is M is not 

a "financial institution" as defined in Section 2-32-455(b) ofthe Municipal Code. 

2. If the Disclosing Party IS a financial institution, then the Disclosing Party pledges: 

"We are not and will not become a predatory lender as defined in Chapter 2-32 of the Municipal 
Code. We further pledge that none of our affiliates is, and none of them will become, a predatory 
lender as defined in Chapter 2-32 ofthe Municipal Code. We understand that becoming a predatory 
lender or becoming an affiliate of a predatory lender may result in the loss of the privilege of doing 
business with the City." 

If the Disclosing Party is unable to make this pledge because it or any of its affiliates (as defined in 
Section 2-32-455(b) ofthe Municipal Code) is a predatory lender within the meaning of Chapter 
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2-32 ofthe Municipal Code, explain here (attach additional pages if necessary): 

jojt. 

If the letters "NA," the word "None," or no response appears on the lines above, it will be 
conclusively presumed that the Disclosing Party certified to the above statements. 

D. CERTIFICATION REGARDING INTEREST IN CITY BUSINESS 

Any words or terms that are defined in Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal Code have the same 
meanings when used in this Part D. 

I. In accordance with Section 2-156-1 10 of the Municipal Code: Does any official or employee 
of the City have a financial interest in his or her own name or in the name ofany other person or 
entity in the Matter? 

[ ] Y e s MNo 

NOTE: If you checked "Yes" to Item D.I., proceed to Items D.2. and D.3. If you checked "No" to 
Item D.I., proceed to Part E. 

2. Unless sold pursuant to a process of competitive bidding, or otherwise permitted, no City 
elected official or employee shall have a financial interest in bis or her own name or in the name of 
any other person or entity in the purchase of any property that (i) belongs to the Gity, or (ii) is sold 
for taxes or assessments, or (iii) is sold by virtue of legal process at the suit of the City (collectively, 
"City Property Sale"): Compensation for property taken pursuant to the City's eminent domain power 
does not constitute a financial interest within the meaning of this Part D. 

Does the Matter involve a City Property Sale? 

[ ]Yes [ ] N o 

3. If you checked "Yes" to Item D.I., provide the names and business addresses of the City 
officials or employees having such interest and identify the nature of such interest: 

Name Business Address Nature of Interest 

4. The Disclosing Party further certifies that no prohibited financial interest in the Matter will 
be acquired by any City official or employee. 
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E. CERTIFICATION REGARDING SLAVERY ERA BUSINESS 

The Disclosing Party has searched any and all records.of the Disclosing Party and any and all 
predecessor entities for records of investments or profits from slavery, the slave industry, or 
slaveholder insurance policies from the slavery era (including insurance policies issued to 
slaveholders that provided coverage for damage to or injury or death of their slaves) and has 
disclosed in this EDS any and all such records to the City. In addition, the Disclosing Party must 
disclose the names ofany and all slaves or slaveholders described in those records. Failure to 
comply with these disclosure requirements may make the Matter to which this EDS pertains voidable 
by the City. 

Please check either 1. or 2. below. If the Disclosing Party checks 2., the Disclosing Party must 
disclose below or in an attachment to this EDS all requisite information as set forth in that paragraph 2. 

X I- The Disclosing Party verifies that (a) the Disclosing Party has searched any and all records of 
the Disclosing Party and any and all predecessor entities for records of investments or profits from 
slavery, the slave industry, or slaveholder insurance policies, and (b) the Disclosing Party has found 
no records of investments or profits from slavery, the slave industry, or slaveholder insurance 
policies and no records of names ofany slaves or slaveholders. 

2. The Disclosing Party verifies that, as a result of conducting the search in step 1(a) above, the 
Disclosing Party has found records relating to investments or profits from slavery, the slave industry, 
or slaveholder insurance policies and/or the names of any slaves or slaveholders. The Disclosing 
Party verifies that the following constitutes full disclosure of all such records: 

SECTION VI - CERTIFICATIONS FOR FEDERALLY-FUNDED MATTERS 

NOTE: If the Matter is federally funded, complete this Section VI. If the Matter is not federally 
funded, proceed to Section VII. 

A. CERTIFICATION REGARDING LOBBYING 

I. List below the names of all persons or entities registered under the federal Lobbying 
Disclosure Act of 1995 who have made lobbying contacts on behalf of the Disclosing Party with 
respect to the Matter: (Begin list here, add sheets as necessary): 
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(If no explanation appears or begins on the lines above, or if the letters "NA" or if the word "None" 
appear, it will be conclusively presumed that the Disclosing Party means that NO persons or entities' 
registered under the Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 have made lobbying contacts on behalf of the 
Disclosing Party with respect to the Matter.) 

2. The Disclosing Party has not spent and will not expend any federally appropriated funds to 
pay any person or entity listed in Paragraph A . l . above for his or her lobbying activities or to pay any 
person or entity to influence or attempt to influence an officer or employee ofany agency, as defined 
by applicable federal law, a member of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or an 
employee of a member of Congress, in connection with the award ofany federally funded contract, 
making any federally funded grant or loan, entering into any cooperative agreement, or to extend, 
continue, renew, amend, or modify any federally funded contract, grant, loan, or cooperative 
agreement. 

3. The Disclosing Party will submit an updated certification at the end of each calendar quarter 
in which there occurs any event that materially affects the accuracy ofthe statements and information 
set forth in paragraphs A. l . and A.2. above. 

If the Matter is federally funded and any funds other than federally appropriated funds have been or 
will be paid to any person or entity for influencing or attempting to influence an officer or employee 
ofany agency (as defined by applicable federal law), a member of Congress, an officer or employee 
of Congress, or an employee of a member of Congress in connection with the Matter, the Disclosing 
Party must complete and submit Standard Form-LLL, "Disclosure Form to Report Lobbying," in 
accordance with its instructions. The form may beobtained online from the federal Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) web site at http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/sflllin.pdf, 
linked on the page http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/grants_forms.html. 

4. The Disclosing Party certifies that either: (i) it is not an organization described in section 
501(c)(4) ofthe Internal Revenue Code of 1986; or (ii) it is an organization described in section 
501(c)(4) ofthe Internal Revenue Code of 1986 but has not engaged and will not engage in_ 
"Lobbying Activities". 

5. If the Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party must obtain certifications equal 
in form and substance to paragraphs A. I . through A.4. above from all subcontractors before it 
awards any subcontract and the Disclosing Party must maintain all such subcontractors' certifications 
for the duration of the Matter and must make such certifications promptly available to the City upon 
request. 

B. CERTIFICATION REGARDING EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 

If the Matter is federally funded, federal regulations require the Applicant and all proposed 
subcontractors to submit the following information with their bids or in writing at the outset of 
negotiations. 

http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/sflllin.pdf
http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/grants_forms.html
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Is the Disclosing Party the Applicant? 

[ ] Yes [ ] No 

If "Yes," answer the three questions below: 

1. Have you developed and do you have on file affirmative action programs pursuant to 
applicable federal regulations? (See 41 CFR Part 60-2.) 

[ ] Yes [ ] No 

2. Have you filed with the Joint Reporting Committee, the Director ofthe Office of Federal 
Contract Compliance Programs, or the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission all reports due 
under the applicable filing requirements? 

[ ] Yes [ ] No 

3,r-Have you participated in any previous contracts or subcontracts subjetst to the 
equal opportunity clause? 

[ ] Yes [ ] No 

If you checked "No" to question 1. or 2. above, please provide an explanation: 

SECTION VII - ACKNOWLEDGMENTS, CONTRACT INCORPORATION, 
COMPLIANCE, PENALTIES, DISCLOSURE 

The Disclosing Party understands and agrees that: 

A. By completing and filing this EDS, the Disclosing Party acknowledges and agrees, on behalf of 
itself and the persons or entities named in this EDS, that the City may investigate the 
creditworthiness of some or all ofthe persons or entities named in this EDS. 

B. The certifications, disclosures, and acknowledgments contained in this EDS will become part of 
any contract or other agreement between the Applicant and the City in connection with the Matter, 
whether procurement. City assistance, or other City action, and are material inducements to the City's 
execution ofany contract or taking other action with respect to the Matter. The Disclosing Party 
understands that it must comply with all statutes, ordinances, and regulations on which this EDS is 
based. 

C. The City's Governmental Ethics and Campaign Financing Ordinances, Chapters 2-156 and 2-164 
ofthe Municipal Code, impose certain duties and obligations on persons or entities seeking City 
contracts, work, business, or transactions. The full text of these ordinances and a training program is 
available on line at ^ww.citvofchicago.org/Ethics, and may also be obtained from the City's Board 
of Ethics, 740 N. Sedgwick St., Suite 500, Chicago, IL 60610,(OmittedfofprintinBpuiposes) yjie Disclosing Party 
must comply fully with the applicable ordinances. 

http://citvofchicago.org/Ethics
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D. If the City determines that any information provided in this EDS is false, incomplete or 
inaccurate, any contract or other agreement in connection with which it is submitted may be 
rescinded or be void or voidable, and the City may pursue any remedies under the contract or 
agreement (if not rescinded, void or voidable), at law, or in equity, including terminating the 
Disclosing Party's participation in the Matter and/or declining to allow the Disclosing Party to 
participate in other transactions with the City. Remedies at law for a false statement of material fact 
may include incarceration and an award to the City of treble damages. 

E. It is the City's policy to make this document available to the public on its Internet site and/or upon 
request. Some or all ofthe information provided on this EDS and any attachments to this EDS may 
be made available to the public on the Internet, in response to a Freedom of Information Act request, 
or otherwise. By completing and signing this EDS, the Disclosing Party waives and releases any 
possible rights or claims which it may have against the City in connection with the public release of 
information contained in this EDS and also authorizes the City to verify the accuracy ofany 
information submitted in this EDS. 

F. The information provided in this EDS must be kept current. In the event of changes, the 
Disclosing Party must supplement this EDS up to the time the City takes action on the Matter. If the 
Matter is a contract being handled by the City's Department of Procurement Services, the Disclosing 
Party must update this EDS as the contract requires. 

The Disclosing Party represents and warrants that: 

G. The Disclosing Party has not withheld or reserved any disclosures as to economic interests in the 
Disclosing Party, or as to the Matter, or any information, data or plan as to the intended use or 
purpose for which the Applicant seeks City Council or other City agency action. 

For purposes ofthe certifications in H.l. and H.2. below, the term "affiliate" means any person or 
entity that, directly or indirectly: controls the Disclosing Party, is controlled by the Disclosing Party, 
or is, with the Disclosing Party, under common control of another person or entity. Indicia of control 
include, without limitation: interlocking management or ownership; identity of interests among 
family members; shared facilities and equipment; common use of employees; or organization of a 
business entity following the ineligibility of a business entity to do business with the federal 
government or a state or local government, including the City, using substantially the same 
management, ownership, or principals as the ineligible entity. 

H.l . The Disclosing Party is not delinquent in the payment ofany tax administered by the Illinois 
Department of Revenue, nor are the Disclosing Party or its affiliates delinquent in paying any fine, 
fee, tax or other charge owed to the City. This includes, but is not limited to, all water charges, 
sewer charges, license fees, parking tickets, property taxes or sales taxes. 

H.2 If the Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party and its affiliates will not use, nor 
permit their subcontractors to use, any facility on the U.S. EPA's List of Violating Facilities in 
connection with the Matter for the duration of time that such facility remains on the list. 
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H.3 If the Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party will obtain from any 

contractors, subcontractors hired or to bo hired in connection with the Matter certifications equal in 

form and substance to those in H . l . and H.2. above and will not, without the prior written consent of 

the City, use any such contractor/subcontractor that does not provide such certifications or that the 

Disclosing Party has reason to believe has not provided or cannot provide truthful certifications. 

NOTE; If the Disclosing Party cannot certify as to any of the items in H I . , H.2. or H.3. above, an 

explanatory statement must be attached to this EDS. 

C E R T I F I C A T I O N 

Under penalty of perjury, the person signing below; (1) warrants that he/she is authorized to e.xecute 
this EDS on behalf of the Disclosing Party, and (2) warrants that all certifications and statements 
contained in this EDS are true, accurate and complete as of the date furnished to the City. 

G r e a t e r Southwesc Development: C o r p o r a t i o n 
(Print or type name of Disclosing Party) 

^ . - ^ ' ^ • ' ^ 

Date; August 6th 2008 

• Tampt; E r a p r a r n 
(Print or type name of person signing) 

E x e c u t i v e D i r e c t o r 

(Print or type title of person signing) 

(date) Ai/j(j.^-f L Z c ^ . by ^ { ( n j S F O d p - U y d 
L. (state). 

t i - < - f ^ ' l / ( ^ x ' ^ - ^ ^ ^ Notary Put 

Signed and swom to before me on 

at Lcolc^ County, / L. 

Commission e.xpires: S/3o// . 

otary Public. 
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(Sub)Exhibit 4. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 3) 

Contractor Insurance Provisions. 

Special Service Area Number 3. 

Greater Southwest Development Corporation. 

Contractor must provide and maintain at Contractor's own expense, during the term ofthe 
Agreement and time period following expiration if Contractor Is required to return and perform 
any ofthe Services or Additional Services under this Agreement, the insurance coverage and 
requirements specified below, insuring all operations related to the Agreement. 

A. Insurance To Be Provided: 

1) Workers'Compensation And Employer's Liability. 

Workers' Compensation Insurance, as prescribed by applicable law, covering all 
employees who are to provide a service under this Agreement and Employer's 
Liability coverage with limits of not less than One Hundred Thousand 
Dollars ($100,000) each accident, illness or disease. 

2) Commercial General Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

Commercial General Liability Insurance or equivalent with limits of not less than 
. One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per occurrence for bodily injury, personal injury and 
property damage liability. Coverages must include the following: all premises and 
operations, products/completed operations, separation of insureds, defense and 
contractual liability (with no limitation endorsement). The City of Chicago is to be 
named as an additional insured on a primary, noncontributory basis for any liability 
arising directly or indirectly from the Services. 

3) Automobile Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

When any motor vehicles (owned, non-owned and hired) are used in connection 
with Services to be performed, Contractor must provide Automobile Liability 
Insurance with limits of not less than Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000) 
per occurrence for bodily injury and property damage. The City of Chicago is to be 
named as an additional insured on a primary, noncontributory basis for any liability 
arising directly or indirectly from the Services. 

4) Professional Liability. 

When any professional consultants (e.g., C.P.A.s, attorneys, architects, engineers, 
construction managers) perform Services in connection with this Agreement, 
Professional Liability Insurance covering acts, errors or omissions must be 
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maintained with limits of not less than Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000). 
Coverage must include contractual liability. When policies are renewed or replaced, 
the policy retroactive date must coincide with, or precede, start of Services on the 
Agreement. A claims-made policy which is not renewed or replaced must have an 
extended reporting period of two (2) years. 

5) Crime. 

Contractor must be responsible for all persons handling funds under this 
Agreement, against loss by dishonesty, robbery, burglary, theft, destruction, or 
disappearance, computer fraud, credit card forgery and other related crime risks. 

B. Security Firms. 

If the Contractor enters into a subcontract with a Security Firm, such Security Firm must be 
certified by State of Illinois, and the Security Firm's employees must be registered and 
certified by the State. Contractor must ensure and require any Security Firm subcontractor 
to comply with the Risk Management Division approved Security Firm Insurance Provisions 
set forth in (Sub)Exhibit 5 of this Agreement, attached hereto and incorporated by references 
as though fully set forth herein. 

C. Additional Requirements. 

Contractor must furnish the City of Chicago, Department of Planning and Development, 
Attention: Development Support Services, Room 1003, 121 North LaSalle Street, Chicago, 
Illinois 60602, original Certificates of Insurance, or such similar evidence, to be in force on 
the date of this Agreement, and Renewal Certificates of Insurance, or such similar evidence, 
if the coverages have an expiration or renewal date occurring during the term of this 
Agreement. Contractor must submit evidence of insurance on the City of Chicago Insurance 
Certificate Form (copy attached as (Sub)Exhibit ) or equivalent prior to award of this 
Agreement. The receipt of any certificate does not constitute agreement by the City that the 
insurance requirements in the Agreement have been fully met or that the insurance policies 
indicated on the certificate are in compliance with all Agreement requirements. The failure 
of the City to obtain certificates or other insurance evidence from Contractor is not a waiver 
by the City of any requirements for the Contractor to obtain and maintain the specified 
coverages. Contractor must advise all insurers of the Agreement provisions regarding 
insurance. Nonconforming insurance does not relieve Contractor of the obligation to provide 
insurance as specified in this Agreement. Nonfulfillment of the insurance conditions may 
constitute a violation of the Agreement, and the City retains the right to stop work and 
suspend this Agreement until proper evidence of insurance is provided, or the Agreement 
may be terminated. 

The insurance must provide for sixty (60) days prior written notice to be given to the City 
in the event coverage is substantially changed, canceled or non-renewed. 

Any deductibles or self-insured retentions on referenced insurance coverages must be 
borne by Contractor. 
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Contractor hereby waives and agrees to require their insurers to waive their rights of 
subrogation against the City of Chicago, its employees, elected officials, agents or 
representatives. 

The coverages and limits furnished by Contractor in no way limit the Contractor's liabilities 
and responsibilities specified within the Agreement or by law. 

Any insurance or self-insurance programs maintained by the City of Chicago do not 
contribute with insurance provided by Contractor under this Agreement. 

The required insurance to be carried is not limited by any limitations expressed in the 
indemnification language in this Agreement or any limitation placed on the indemnity in this 
Agreement given as a matter of law. 

If Contractor is a joint venture or limited liability company, the insurance policies must name 
the joint venture or limited liability company as a named insured. 

Contractor must require all Subcontractors to provide the insurance required in this 
Agreement, or Contractor may provide the coverages for Subcontractors. All Subcontractors 
are subject to the same insurance requirements of Contractor unless otherwise specified in 
this Agreement. 

If Contractor or Subcontractor desire additional coverages, the party desiring the additional 
coverages is responsible for the acquisition and cost. 

The City of Chicago Risk Management Department maintains the right to modify, delete, 
alter or change these requirements. 

[City of Chicago Certificate of Insurance Form referred to 
in these Contractor Insurance Provisions 

unavailable at time of printing.] 

(Sub)Exhibit 5 referred to in these Contractor Insurance Provisions constitutes 
(Sub)Exhibit 5 to the Service Provider Agreement and reads as follows: 

(Sub)Exhibit 5. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 3) 

Security Firm Insurance Provisions. 

Special Service Area Number 3. 

Greater Southwest Development Corporation. 

The Security Firm must provide and maintain at Security Firm's own expense, until Contract 
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completion and during the time period following expiration if Security Firm is required to 
return and perform any additional work, the insurance coverages and requirements specified 
below, insuring all operations related to the Contract. 

A. Insurance to Be Provided. 

1) Workers' Compensation And Employer's Liability. 

Workers' Compensation Insurance, as prescribed by applicable law, covering all 
employees who are to provide work under this Contract and Employer's Liability 
coverage with limits of not less than Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000) 
each accident, illness or disease. 

2) Commercial General Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

Commercial General Liability Insurance or equivalent with limits of not less than 
One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per occurrence for bodily injury, personal injury and 
property damage liability. Coverages must include the following: all premises and 
operations, products/completed operations, separation of insureds, defense and 
contractual liability (with no limitation endorsement). The S.S.A.C, the City of 
Chicago and the Contractor are to be named as additional insureds on a primary, 
noncontributory basis for any liability arising directly or indirectly from the work. 

3) Automobile Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

When any motor vehicles (owned, non-owned and hired) are used in connection 
with work to be performed, the Security Firm must provide Automobile Liability 
Insurance with limits of not less than One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per 
occurrence for bodily injury and property damage. The S.S.A.C, the City of 
Chicago and the Contractor are to be named as additional insureds on a primary, 
noncontributory basis for any liability arising directly or indirectly from the work. 

4) Professional Liability. 

Professional Liability Insurance covering acts, errors or omissions must be 
maintained by the Security Firm with limits of not less than One Million 
Dollars ($1,000,000). Coverage must include contractual liability. When policies 
are renewed or replaced, the policy retroactive date must coincide with, or precede, 
start of work on the Contract. A claims-made policy which is not renewed or 
replaced must have an extended reporting period of two (2) years. 

B. Additional Requirements. 

The Security Firm must furnish the Contractor original Certificates of Insurance, or such 
similar evidence, to be in force on the date of this Contract, and Renewal Certificates of 
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Insurance, or such similar evidence, if the coverages have an expiration or renewal date 
occurring during the term of this Contract. The Security Firm must submit evidence of 
insurance prior to Contract award. The receipt of any certificate does not constitute 
agreement by the Contractor that the insurance requirements in the Contract have been fully 
met or that the insurance policies indicated on the certificate are in compliance with all 
Contract requirements. The failure of the Contractor to obtain certificates or other insurance 
evidence from Security Firm is not a waiver by the Contractor of any requirements for the 
Security Firm to obtain and maintain the specified coverages. The Security Firm must advise 
all insurers ofthe Contract provisions regarding insurance. Nonconforming insurance does 
not relieve Security Firm of the obligation to provide insurance as specified herein. 
Nonfulfillment ofthe insurance conditions may constitute a violation ofthe Contract, and the 
Contractor retains the right to stop work until proper evidence of insurance is provided, or the 
Contract may be terminated. 

The insurance must provide for sixty (60) days prior written notice to be given to the 
Contractor in the event coverage is substantially changed, canceled or non-renewed. 

Any deductibles or self-insured retentions on referenced insurance coverages must be 
borne by Security Firm. 

Security Firm hereby waives and agrees to require their insurers to waive their rights of 
subrogation against the Contractor and the City of Chicago, its employees, elected officials, 
agents or representatives. 

The coverages and limits furnished by Security Firm in no way limit the Security Firm's 
liabilities and responsibilities specified within the Contract or by law. 

Any insurance or self-insurance programs maintained by the Contractor do not contribute 
with insurance provided by the Security Firm under the Contract. 

The required insurance to be carried is not limited by any limitations expressed in the 
indemnification language in this Contract or any limitation placed on the indemnity in this 
Contract given as a matter of law. 

If Security Firm is a joint venture or a limited liability company the insurance policies must 
name the joint venture or limited liability company as a named insured. 

The Security Firm must require all subcontractors to provide the insurance required herein, 
or Security Firm may provide the coverages for subcontractors. All subcontractors are 
subject to the same insurance requirements of Security Firm unless otherwise specified in 
this Contract. 

If Security Firm or subcontractors desires additional coverages, the party desiring the 
additional coverages is responsible for the acquisition and cost. 

The City of Chicago Risk Management Department maintains the right to modify, delete, 
alter or change these requirements. 
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(Sub)Exhibit 6. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 3) 

Prevailing Wages. 
(Page 1 of 9) 

Cook County Prevailing Wage For September, 2008. 

Trade Name 
========= 
ASBESTOS 
ASBESTOS 

============ 
ABT-GEN 
ABT-MEC 

BOILERMAKER 
BRICK MASON 
CARPENTER 
CEMENT MASON 
CERAMIC TILE FNSHER 
COÎ IM. ELECT. 
ELECTRIC 
ELECTRIC 
ELECTRIC 

PWR EQMT OP 
PWR GRNDMAN 
PWR LINEMAN 

ELECTRICIAN 
ELEVATOR CONSTRUCTOR 
FENCE ERECTOR 
GLAZIER 
HT/FROST INSULATOR 
IRON WORKER 
LABORER 
LATHER 
MACHINIST 
MARBLE FINISHERS 
MARBLE MASON 
MATERIAL ' 
MATERIALS 

TESTER I 
TESTER II 

MILLWRIGHT 
OPERATING 
OPERATING 
OPERATING 
OPERATING 
OPERATING 
OPERATING 
OPERATING 
OPERATING 
OPERATING 
OPERATING 
OPERATING 
OPERATING 
OPERATING 

ENGINEER 
ENGINEER 
ENGINEER 
ENGINEER 
ENGINEER 
ENGINEER 
ENGINEER 
ENGINEER 
ENGINEER 
ENGINEER 
ENGINEER 
ENGINEER 
ENGINEER 

RG TYP I 
== === : 

ALL 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
ALL 
ALL 
BLD 
BLD 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
BLD 
ALL 
BLD 
BLD 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
BLD 
ALL 
BLD 
AT.T. 
ALL 
ALL 
BLD 1 
BLD 2 
BLD 3 
BLD 4 
FLT 1 
FLT 2 
FLT 3 
FLT 4 
HWY 1 
HWY 2 
HWY 3 
HWY 4 
HWY 5 

C Base FRMAN *M-F>8 OSA OSH H/W Pensn Vac Trng 

8 . 8 3 0 

9 . 1 7 0 

6 . 7 2 0 

. 0 

. 0 

. 0 

. 0 

. 0 

. 0 

. 0 

. 0 

. 0 

. 0 

. 0 

. 0 

8 5 0 
1 5 0 
4 0 0 
1 1 0 
1 2 0 
1 1 0 

1 0 . 8 3 
8 . 7 7 5 
7 . 7 5 0 
7 . 3 4 0 
9 . 1 7 0 
9 . 9 5 0 

0 8 . 8 3 0 
0 9 . 4 6 0 

3 4 . 7 5 0 3 5 . 2 5 0 1 . 5 1 . 5 2 . 0 

2 9 . 9 3 0 0 . 0 0 0 1 . 5 1 . 5 2 . 0 
3 9 . 4 5 0 4 3 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 2 . 0 2 . 0 

3 8 . 0 3 0 4 1 . 8 3 0 1 . 5 1 . 5 2 . 0 8 . 0 0 0 

3 9 . 7 7 0 4 1 . 7 7 0 1 . 5 1 . 5 2 . 0 9 . 4 6 0 
4 1 . 8 5 0 4 3 . 8 5 0 2 . 0 1 . 5 2 
3 2 . 1 5 0 0 . 0 0 0 2 . 0 1 . 5 2 

3 5 . 4 4 0 3 7 . 9 4 0 1 . 5 1 . 5 2 

3 8 . 6 0 0 4 4 . 9 7 0 1 . 5 1 . 5 2 
3 0 . 1 1 0 4 4 . 9 7 0 1 . 5 1 . 5 2 
3 8 . 6 0 0 4 4 . 9 7 0 1 . 5 1 . 5 2 

3 9 . 4 0 0 4 2 . 0 0 0 1 . 5 1 . 5 2 

4 3 . 9 2 5 4 9 . 4 2 0 2 . 0 2 . 0 2 
2 8 . 6 4 0 3 0 . 1 4 0 1 . 5 1 . 5 ,2 
3 7 . 0 0 0 3 8 . 5 0 0 1 . 5 1 . 5 2 

3 9 . 9 0 0 4 2 . 4 0 0 1 . 5 1 . 5 2 
4 0 . 2 5 0 4 2 . 2 5 0 2 . 0 2 . 0 2 
3 4 . 7 5 0 3 5 . 5 0 0 1 . 5 1 . 5 2 

3 9 . 7 7 0 4 1 . 7 7 0 1 . 5 1 . 5 2 

4 0 . 5 3 0 4 2 . 5 3 0 1 . 5 1 . 5 2 . 0 

2 8 . 6 5 0 0 . 0 0 0 1 . 5 1 . 5 2 . 0 
3 8 . 0 3 0 4 1 . 8 3 0 1 . 5 1 . 5 2 . 0 
2 4 . 7 5 0 0 . 0 0 0 1 . 5 1 . 5 2 . 0 

2 9 ^ . 7 5 0 0 . 0 0 0 1 . 5 " 1 . 5 2 . 0 ^ 8 . 8 3 0 

3 9 . 7 7 0 4 1 . 7 7 0 1 . 5 1 . 5 2 . 0 9 . 4 6 0 
4 3 . 8 0 0 4 7 . 8 0 0 2 . 0 2 ; 0 2 . 0 
4 2 . 5 0 0 4 7 . 8 0 0 2 . 0 2 . 0 2 . 0 
3 9 . 9 5 0 4 7 . 8 0 0 2 . 0 2 . 0 2 . 0 

3 8 . 2 0 0 4 7 . 8 0 0 2 . 0 2 . 0 2 . 0 
4 7 . 2 5 0 4 7 . 2 5 0 1 . 5 1 . 5 2 . 0 

4 5 . 7 5 0 4 7 . 2 5 0 1 . 5 1 - 5 2 . 0 

4 0 . 7 0 0 4 7 . 2 5 0 1 . 5 1 . 5 2 . 0 

3 3 . 8 5 0 4 7 . 2 5 0 1 . 5 1 . 5 2 . 0 

4 2 . 0 0 0 4 6 . 0 0 0 1 . 5 1 . 5 2 . 0 

4 1 . 4 5 0 4 6 . 0 0 0 1 . 5 1 . 5 2 . 0 

3 9 . 4 0 0 4 6 . 0 0 0 1 . 5 1 . 5 2 . 0 

3 8 . 0 0 0 4 6 . 0 0 0 1 . 5 1 . 5 2 . 0 

3 6 . 8 0 0 4 6 . 0 0 0 1 . 5 1 . 5 2 . 0 

6 . 1 7 0 

9 . 2 6 0 

8 . 4 9 0 

9 . 9 7 0 

7 . 7 9 0 

7 . 4 1 0 0 . 

7 . 3 7 0 0 

7 . 6 6 0 0 
1 1 . 3 4 0 
8 . 8 5 0 0 
1 1 . 3 4 0 
8 . 7 4 0 0 
6 . 9 6 0 2 
5 . 9 7 0 0 
1 2 . 0 5 0 

1 0 . 4 6 0 
1 4 . 7 4 
6 . 1 7 0 

7 . 7 9 0 0 

7 . 0 0 0 
7 . 9 2 0 
8 . 0 0 0 
8 . 8 3 0 

600 
600 
600 
600 
850 

6.850 
6.850 

850 
600 
600 
600 
600 
600 

7 . 6 7 0 

9 . 9 7 0 

9 . 9 7 0 

170 
170 
790 0 
550 1 
550 

6.550 
6.550 

600 
600 
600 
600 
550 
550 
550 
550 1. 
550 1. 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 
000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.640 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.650 
.000 
.000 
,000 
.000 
,000 
900 
900 
900 
900. 
900 
900 
900 
900 
900 
900 
900 
900 
900 

0 . 2 7 0 

0 . 3 2 0 

0 . 3 0 0 

0 . 5 5 0 

0 . 4 9 0 

0 . 1 7 0 

0 . 3 8 0 

0 . 7 0 0 

0 . 2 9 0 

0 . 2 3 0 

0 . 2 9 0 

0 . 7 5 0 

0 . 0 0 0 

0 . 3 5 0 

0 . 6 9 0 

0 . 3 2 0 

0 . 3 0 0 

0 . 2 7 0 

0 . 4 9 0 

0 . 0 0 0 

0 . 5 5 0 

0 . 5 5 0 

0 . 2 7 0 

0 . 2 7 0 

0 . 4 9 0 

1 . 0 0 0 

1 . 0 0 0 

1 . 0 0 0 

1 . 0 0 0 

0 . 0 0 0 

0 . 0 0 0 

0 . 0 0 0 

0 . 0 0 0 

1 . 0 0 0 

1 . 0 0 0 

1 . 0 0 0 

1 . 0 0 0 

1 . 0 0 0 
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(Sub)Exhibit 6. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 3) 

Prevailing Wages. 
(Page 2 of 9) 

Cook County Prevailing Wage For September, 2008. 

Trade Name 

ORNAMNTL IRON WORKER 
PAINTER 
PAINTER SIGNS 
PILEDRIVER 
PIPEFITTER 
PLASTERER 
PLin^ER 
ROOFER 
SHEETMETAL WORKER 
SIGN HANGER 
SPRINKLER FITTER 
STEEL ERECTOR 
STONE MASON 
TERRAZZO FINISHER 
TERRAZZO MASON 
TILE MASON 
TRAFFIC SAFETY WRKR 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRPCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TUCKPOINTER 

RG TYP C Base 

— • 

E 
E 
E 
E 
W 
W 
W 
W 

ALL 
ALL 
BLD 
ALL 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
AT.T, 

BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
HWY 
ALL 1 
ALL 2 
ALL 3 
ALL 4 
ALL 1 
ALL 2 
ALL 3 
ALL 4 
BLD 

39.050 
36.900 
29.920 
39.770 
42.050 
38.100 
41.000 
35.000 
33.400 
26.510 
40.500 
40.250 
38.030 
33.810 
37.390 
38.630 
24.300 
30.700 
30.950 
31.150 
31.350 
32.550 
32.700 
32.900 
33.100 
38.200 

FRMAN 

41.300 
41.510 
33.590 
41.770 
45.050 
40.390 
43.000 
38.000 
36.070 
27.360 
42.500 
42.250 
41.830 
0.000 

40.390 
42.630 
25.900 
31.350 
31.350 
31.350 
31.350 
33.100 
33.100 
33.100 
33.100 
39.200 

*M-F> 

2ro~ 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
2.0 
1. 5 
1.5 
1.5 
2.0 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 

8 OSA OSH 

= = = = S= = = 

2.0 2.0 
1.5 1.5 
1.5 1.5 
1.5 2.0 
1.5 2.0 
1.5 2.0 
1.5 2.0 
1.5 2.0 
1.5 2.0 
1.5 2.0 
1.5 2.0 
2.0 2.0 
1.5 2.0 
1.5 2.0 
1.5 2.0 
1.5 2.0 
1.5 2.0 
1.5 2.0 
1.5 2.0 
1.5 2.0 
1.5 2.0 
1.5 2.0 
1.5 2.0 
1.5 2.0^ 
1.5 2.0 
1.5 2.0 

H/W Pensn 

7 7950 13 ."19 
7.350 8.400 
2.600 2.390 
9.460 7.790 
7.660 8.550 
7.500 8:440 
8.840 5.560 
6.800 3.870 
6.460 7.850 
4.200 2.280 
8.500 6.850 
9.950 14.74 
8.000 9.970 
6.150 9.850 
6.150 11.11 
6.150 9.010 
3.780 VL̂ J«75 
6.750 5.4 50 
6.750 5.450 
6.750 5.450 
6.750 5.450 
6.500 4.350 
6.500 4.350 
6.500 4.350 
6.500 4.350 
6.580 9.550 

Vac 

0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

Trng 

0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 

.500 

.420 

.000 

.490 

.370 

.400 

.980 

.330 

.590 

.000 

.500 

.300 

.550 

.310 

.350 

.500 

.000 

.150 
150 
150 
,150 
000 
000 
000 
000 
280 

Legend: 

' l l l t ^ J ° ' ' ^ ^ ' ' ^ T " "•l̂ i'̂ ed for any hour greater than 8 worked 
each day, Monday through Friday. 

ocH 1°"^"^"^ " required for every hour worked on Saturday) 

H/H H^^th"! i^^'^^"'' ^ ° ' ' ̂ "^^ """"̂  ^ ° ^ ^ ^ ' ^ °" Sunday Ind Holidays) H/H (Health & Welfare Insurance) 
Pensn (Pension) 
Vac (Vaca t ion) 
Trng ( T r a i n i n g ) 
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(Sub)Exhibit 6. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 3) 

Prevailing Wages. 
(Page 3 of 9) 

Explanations. 

COOK COUNTY 

TRUCK DRIVERS (WEST) - That: part of the county West of Harrington 
Road. 

The following list is considered as those days for which holiday rates 
of wages for work performed apply: New Years Day, Memorial/Decoration 
Day, Fourth of July, Labor Day, Veterans Day, Thanksgiving Day, 
Christmas Day. Generally, any of these holidays which fall on a Sunday 
is celebrated on the following Monday. This then makes work 
performed on that Monday payable at the appropriate overtime rate for 
holiday pay. Common practice in a given local may alter certain days 
of celebration such as the day after Thanksgiving for Veterans Day. 
If in doubt, please check with IDOL. 

EXPLANATION OF CLASSES 

ASBESTOS - GENERAL - removal of asbestos material/mold and hazardous 
materials from any place in a building, including mechanical systems 
where those mechanical systems are to be removed. This includes the 
removal of asbestos materials/mold and hazardous materials from 
ductwork or pipes in a building when the building is to be demolished 
at the time or at some close future date. 
ASBESTOS - MECHANICAL - removal of asbestos material from mechanical 
systems, such as pipes, ducts, and boilers, where the mechanical 
systems are to remain. 

CERAMIC TILE FINISHER 

The grouting, cleaning, and polishing of all classes of tile, whether 
for interior or exterior purposes, all burned, glazed or unglazed 
products; all composition materials, granite tiles, warning detectable 
tiles, cement tiles, epoxy composite materials, pavers, glass, 
mosaics, fiberglass, and all substitute materials, for tile made in 
tile-like units; all mixtures in tile like form of cement, metals, and 
other materials that are for and intended for use as a finished floor 
surface, stair treads, promenade roofs, walks, walls, ceilings, 
swimming pools, and all other places where tile is to form a finished 
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(Sub)Exhibit 6. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 3) 

Prevailing Wages. 
(Page 4 of 9) 

Explanations. 

interior or exterior. The mixing of all setting mortars including but 
;not limited to thin-set mortars, epoxies, wall mud, and any other 
sand and cement mixtures or adhesives when used in the preparation, 
installation, repair, or maintenance of tile and/or similar materials. 
The handling and unloading of all sand, cement, lime, tile, 
fixtures, equipment, adhesives, or any other materials to be used in 
the preparation, installation, repair, or maintenance of tile and/or 
similar materials. Ceramic Tile Finishers shall fill all joints and 
voids regardless of method on all tile work, particularly and 
especially after installation of said tile work. Application of any 
and all protective coverings to all types of tile installations 
including, but not be limited to, all soap compounds, paper products, 
tapes, and all polyethylene coverings, plywood, masonite, cardboard, 
and any new type of products that may be used to protect tile 
installations, Blastrac equipment, and all floor scarifying ecfuipment 
used in preparing floors to receive tile. The clean up and removal of 
all waste and materials. All demolition of existing tile floors and 
walls to be re-tiled. 

COMMUNICATIONS ELECTRICIAN - Installation, operation, inspection, 
maintenance, repair and service of radio, television, recording, voice 
sound vision production and reproduction, telephone and telephone 
interconnect, facsimile, data apparatus, coaxial, fibre optic and 
wireless equipment, appliances and systems used for the transmission 
and reception of signals of any nature, business, domestic, 
commercial, education, entertainment, and residential purposes, 
including but not limited to, communication and telephone, electronic 
and sound equipment, fibre optic and data communication systems, and 
the performance of any task directly related to such installation or 
service whether at new or existing sites, such tasks to include the 
placing of wire and cable and electrical power conduit or other 
raceway work within the equipment room and pulling wire and/or cable 
through conduit and the installation of any incidental conduit, such 
that the employees covered hereby can complete any job in full. 

MARBLE FINISHER 

Loading and unloading trucks, distribution of all materials (all 
stone, sand, etc.), stocking of floors with material, performing all 
rigging for heavy work, the handling of all mateiral that may be 
needed for the installation of such materials, building of 
scaffolding, polishing if needed, patching, waxing of material if 
damaged, pointing up, caulking, grouting and cleaning of marble. 
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holding water on diamond or Carborundum blade or saw for setters 
cutting, use of tub saw or any other saw needed for preparation of 
material, drilling of holes for wires that anchor material set by 
setters, mixing up of molding plaster for installation of material, 
mixing up thin set for the installation of material, mixing up of sand 
to cement for the installatin of material and such other work as may 
be reqpaired in helping a Marble Setter in the handling of all material 
in the erection or installation of interior marble, slate, 
travertine, art marble, serpentine, alberene stone, blue stone, 
granite and other stones (meaning as to stone any foreign or domestic 
materials as are specified and used -in building interiors and 
experiors and customarily known as stone in the trade) , carrara, 
sanionyx, vitrolite and similar opaque glass and the laying of all 
marble tile, terrazzo tile, slate tile and precast tile, steps, risers 
treads,- base, or any other materials that may be used-as suoscicuces 
for any of the aforementioned materials and which are used on interior 
and experior which sare installed in a similar manner. 

MATERIAL TESTER I: Hand coring and drilling for testing of materials; 
field inspection of uncured concrete and asphalt. 

MATERIAL TESTER II: Field inspection of welds, structural steel, 
fireproofing, masoniry, soil, facade, reinforcing steel, formwork, 
cured concrete, and concrete and asphalt batch plants; adjusting 
proportions of bituminous mixtures. 

TERRAZZO FINISHER 

The handling of sand, cement, marble chips, and all other materials 
that may be used by the Mosaic Terrazzo Mechanic, and the mixing, 
grinding, grouting, cleaning and sealing of all Marble, Mosaic, and 
Terrazzo work, floors, base, stairs, and wainscoting by hand or 
machine, and in addition, assisting and aiding Marble, Masonic, and 
Terrazzo Mechanics. 

OPERATING ENGINEERS - BUILDING 

Class 1. Mechanic; Asphalt Plant; Asphalt Spreader; Autograde; 
Backhoes with Caisson attachment; Batch Plant; Benoto; Boiler and 
Throttle Valve; Caisson Rigs; Central Redi-Mix Plant; Combination Back 
Hoe Front End-loader Machine; Compressor and Throttle Valve; 
Concrete Breaker (Truck Mounted); Concrete Conveyor; Concrete Paver; 
Concrete Placet; Concrete Placing Boom; Concrete Pump (Truck Mounted); 
Concrete Tower; Cranes. All; Cranes, Hammerhead; Cranes, (GCI and -
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similar Type); Creter Crane; Crusher, Stone, etc.; Derricks, All; 
Derricks, Traveling; Formless Curb and Gutter Machine; Grader, 
Elevating; Grouting Machines; Highlift Shovels or Front Endloader 
2-1/4 yd. and over; Hoists, Elevators, outside type rack and pinion 
and similar machines; Hoists, one, two and three Drum; Hoists, Two 
Tugger One Floor; Hydraulic Backhoes; Hydraulic Boom Trucks; Hydro 
Vac (and similar equipment); Locomotives, All; Motor Patrol; Pile 
Drivers and Skid Rig; Post Hole Digger; Pre-Stress Machine; Pump 
Cretes Dual Ram; Pump Cretes; Squeeze Cretes-screw Type Pumps; Raised 
and Blind Hole Drill; Roto Mill Grinder; Scoops - Tractor Drawn; 
Slip-form Paver; Straddle Buggies; Tournapull; Tractor with Boom and 
Side Boom; Trenching Machines. 

Class 2. Boilers; Broom, All Power Propelled; Bulldozers; Concrete 
Mixer (Two Bag and Over); Conveyor, Portable; Forklift Trucks; Greaser 
Engineer; Highlift Shovels or Front Endloaders under 2-1/4 yd.; 
Hoists, Automatic; Hoists, inside Freight Elevators; Hoists, Sewer 
Dragging Machine; Hoists, Tugger Single Drum; Laser Screed; Rock Drill 
self-propelled); Rock Drill (truck mounted); Rollers, All; Steam 
Generators; Tractors, All; Tractor Drawn Vibratory Roller; Winch 
Trucks with "A" Frame. 

Class 3. Air Compressor; Combination - Small Equipment Operator; 
Generators; Heaters, Mechanical; Hoists, Inside Elevators - (Rheostat 
Manual Controlled) ; Hydraulic Power Units (Pile Driving, Extracting, 
and Drilling) ; Pumps, over 3" (1 to 3 not to exceed a total of 300 
ft.); Pumps, Well Points; Welding Machines (2 through 5); Winches, 4 
small Electric Drill Winches; Bobcat (up to and including 3/4 cu. 
yd.). 

Class 4. Bobcats and/or other Skid Steer Loaders; Oilers; and Brick 
Forklift. 

OPERATING ENGINEERS - FLOATING 

Class 1. Craft foreman (Master Mechanic), diver/wet tender, engineer 
(hydraulic dredge). 

Class 2. Crane/backhoe operator, mechanic/welder, assistant engineer 
(hydraulic dredge), leverman (hydraulic dredge), and diver tender. 

Class 3. Deck equipment operator (machineryman), maintenance of crane 
(over 50 ton capacity) or baclchoe (96,000 pounds or more), 
tug/launch operator, loader, dozer and like ecjuipment on barge, 
breakwater wall, 
slip/dock or scow, deck machinery, etc. • :' 
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Class. 4 . Deck equipment operator machineryman/fireman) , (4 equipment 
units or more) and crane maintenance 50 ton capacity and under or 
backhoe weighing 96,000 pounds, or less; assistant tug operator. 

OPERATING ENGINEERS - HEAVY AND HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION 
Class 1. Craft Foreman; Asphalt Plant; Asphalt Heater and Planer 
Combination; Asphalt Heater Scarfire; Asphalt Spreader; 
Autograder/GOMACO or other similar type machines; AJBG Paver; Backhoes 
with Caisson attachment; Ballast Regulator; Belt Loader; Caisson 
Rigs; Car Dumper; Central Redi-Mix Plant; Combination Backhoe Frorit-' 
Endloader Machine, (1 cu. yd. Backhoe Bucket or over or with 
attachments) ; Concrete Breaker (Truck Mounted) : Concrete Conveyor; 
Concrete Paver over 27E cu. ft.; Concrete Placer; Concrete Tube 
Float; Cranes, all attachments; Cranes, Hammerhead, Linden, Peco & 
Machines of a like nature; Crete Crane; Crusher, Stone, etc.; 
Derricks, All; Derrick Boats; Derricks, Traveling; Dowell machine with 
Air Compressor; Dredges; Field Mechanic-Welder; Formless Curb and 
Gutter Machine; Gradall and Machines of a like nature; Grader, 
Elevating; Grader, Motor Grader, Motor Patrol, Auto Patrol, Form 
Grader, Pull Grader, Subgrader; Guard Rail PostvDriver Mounted; 
Hoists, One, Two and Three Drum; Hydraulic Backhoes; Backhoes with 
shear attachments; Mucking Machine; Pile Drivers and Skid Rig; 
Pre-Stress Machine; Pump Cretes Dual Ram; Rock Drill - Crawler or Skid 
Rig; Rock Drill - Truck Mounted; Roto Mill Grinder; Slip-Form Paver; 
Soil Test Drill Rig (Truck Mounted); Straddle Buggies; Hydraulic 
Telescoping Form (Tunnel) ; Tractor Drawn Belt Loader (with attached 
pusher - two engineers); Tractor with Boom; Tractaire with 
Attachments; Trenching Machine; Truck Mounted Concrete Pump with Boom; 
Raised or Blind Hole; Drills (Tunnel Shaft); Underground Boring 
and/or Mining Machines; Wheel Excavator; Widener (APSCO). 

Class 2. Batch Plant; Bituminous Mixer; Boiler and Throttle Valve; 
Bulldozers; Car Loader Trailing Conveyors; Combination Backhoe Front 
Endloader Machine (less than 1 cu. yd. Backhoe Bucket or over or with 
attachments); Compressor and Throttle Valve; Compressor, Common 
Receiver (3); Concrete Breaker or Hydro Hammer; Concrete Grinding 
Machine; Concrete Mixer or Paver 7S Series to and including 27 cu. 
ft.; Concrete Spreader; Concrete Curing Machine, Burlap Machine, 
Belting Machine and Sealing Machine; Concrete Wheel Saw; Conveyor 
Muck Cars (Haglund or Similar Type); Drills, All; Finishing Machine -
Concrete; Greaser Engineer; Highlift Shovels or Front Endloader; Hoist 
- Sewer Dragging Machine; Hydraulic Boom Trucks (All Attachments); 
Hydro-Blaster; All Locomotives, Dinky; Pump Cretes; Squeeze 
Cretes-Screw Type Pumps, Gypsum Bulker and Pump; Roller, Asphalt; 
Rotory Snow Plows; Rototiller, Seaman, etc., self-propelled; Scoops -
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Tractor Drawn; Self-Propelled Compactor; Spreader - Chip - Stone, 
etc.; Scraper; Scraper - Prime Mover in Tandem (Regardless of Size); 
Tank Car Heater; Tractors, Push, Pulling Sheeps Foot, Disc, 
Compactor, etc.; Tug Boats. 

Class 3. Boilers; Brooms, All Power Propelled; Cement Supply Tender; 
Compiressor, Common Receiver (2); Concrete Mixer (Two Bag and Over); 
Conveyor, Portable; Farm-Type Tractors Used for Mowing, Seeding, 
etc.; Fireman on Boilers; Forklift Trucks; Grouting Machine; Hoists, 
Automatic; Hoists, All Elevators; Hoists, Tugger Single Drum; Jeep 
Diggers; Pipe Jacking Machines; Post-Hole Digger; Power Saw, 
Concrete Power Driven; Pug Mills; Rollers, other than asphalt; Seed 
and Straw Blower; Steam Generators; Stump Machine; Winch Trucks with 
"A" Frame; Work Boats; Tamper - Form-Motor Driven. 

Class 4. Air Compressor; Combination - Small Equipment Operator; 
Directional Boring Machine; Generators; Heaters, Mechanical; 
Hydraulic Power Unit (Pile Driving, Extracting, or Drilling); Hydro-
Blaster; Light Plants, All (1 through 5); Pumps, over 3" (1 to 3 not 
to exceed a total of 300 ft.); Pumps, Well Points; Tractaire; 
Welding Machines"(2 through 5); Winches, 4 Small Electric Drill 
Winches. 

Cla-ss 5. Bobcats (all); Brick Forklifts, Oilers. 

TRAFFIC SAFETY 

Work associated with barricades, horses and drums used to reduce lane 
usage oh highway work, the installation and removal of temporary lane 
markings, and the installation and removal of temporary road signs. 

TRUCK DRIVER - BUILDING, HEAVY AND HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION - EAST & WEST 

Class i. Two or three Axle Trucks. A-frame Truck when used for 
transportation purposes; Air Compressors and Welding Machines, 
including those pulled by cars, pick-up trucks and tractors; 
Ambulances; Batch Gate Lockers; Batch Hoppermah; Car and Truck 
Hashers; Carry-alls; Fork Lifts and Bolsters; Helpers; Mechanics 
Helpers and Greasers; Oil Distributors 2-man operation; Pavement 
Breakers; Pole Trailer, up to 40 feet; Power Mower Tractors; 
Self-propelled Chip Spreader; Skipman; Slurry Trucks, 2-man operation; 
Slurry Truck Conveyor Operation, 2 or 3 man; TEamsters Unskilled 
dumpman; and Truck Drivers hauling warning lights, barricades, and 
portable toilets on the job site. 
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class 2. Four axle trucks; Dump Crets and Adgetors under 7 yards; 
Dumpsters, Track Trucks, Euclids, Hug Bottom Dump Turnapulls or 
Turnatrailers when pulling other than self-loading equipment or 
similar equipment under 16 cubic yards; Mixer Trucks under 7 yards; 
Ready-mix Plant Hopper Operator, and Winch Trucks, 2 Axles. 

Class 3. Five axle trucks; Dump Crets-and Adgetors 7 yards and over; 
Dumpsters, Track Trucks, Euclids, Hug Bottom Dump Turnatrailers or 

turnapulls when pulling other than'!-s^lf-loading equipment or similar 
equipment over 16 cubic yards; Explosives and/or Fission Material 
Trucks; Mixer Trucks 7 yards or over; Mobile Cranes while in transit; 
Oil Distributors, 1-man operation; Pole Trailer, over 40 feet; Pole 
and Expandable Trailers hauling material over 50 feet long; Slurry 
trucks, 1-man operation; Winch trucks, 3 axles or more; 
Mechanic--Truck Welder and Truck Painter. 

Class 4. Six axle trucks; Dual-purpose vehicles, such as mounted 
crane trucks with hoist and accessories; Foreman; Master Mechanic; 
Self-loading equipment like P.B. and trucks with scoops on the front. 

Other Classifications of Work: 

For definitions of classifications not otherwise set out, the 
Department generally has on file such definitions which are 
available. If a task to be performed is not subject to one of the 
classifications of pay set out, the Department will upon being 
contacted state which neighboring county has such a classification and 
provide such rate, such rate being deemed to exist by reference in 
this document. If no neighboring county rate applies to the task, 
the Department shall undertake a special determination, such special 
determination being then deemed to have existed under this 
determination. If a project requires these, or any classification not 
listed, please contact IDOL at 618/993-7271 for wage rates or 
clarifications. 

LANDSCAPING 

Landscaping work falls under the existing classifications for laborer, 
operating engineer and truck driver. The work performed by 
landscape plantsman and landscape laborer is covered by the existing 
classification of laborer. The work performed by landscape operators 
(regardl.ess of equipment used or its size) is covered by the 
classifications of operating engineer. The work performed by 
landscape truck drivers (regardless of size of truck driven) is 
covered by the classifications of truck driver. 
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(Sub)Exhibit 8. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 3) 

Contractor's Affidavit. 

Contractor Name: 

Special Service Area Number: 

Agreement ("Agreement"): 

Agreement between the City of Chicago and , dated , relating 
to the provision of special services. 

Affidavit. 

The undersigned, , as , and on behalf of 
_, having been duly sworn under oath, certifies that in the year_ 

it performed all ofthe Services described in (Sub)Exhibit 1 of the Agreement in accordance 
with the terms of the Agreement and that it spent all funds obtained from the City in 
connection with that Agreement on the Services described in (Sub)Exhibit 1. 

Nothing in this Affidavit may be construed as limiting Contractor's obligations under the 
Agreement. All terms not defined in this Affidavit will be as defined in the Agreement. 

Under penalty of perjury, I certify that I am authorized to execute this Affidavit on behalf of 
the Contractor, that I have personal knowledge of the certifications made in this Affidavit, and 
that they are true and correct. 

Name of Contractor: 

Signature of Authorized Officer 

Name of Authorized Officer 
(Print or Type) 
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State of 

County of. 

Sworn to and acknowledged before me by 
[name of signatory] as [title] of 
[name of contracting party] this day of , 20_ 

Signature of Notary 

(Sub)Exhibit 9. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 3) 

Special Service Area - Additional Audit Requirements. 

Accounting System. 

The Department requires that the Contractor maintain its accounting system in a manner 
which allows the Contractor's expenditures to be categorized in its statement of activities 
according to the categories listed in the budget approved by the City for each Area. 

Guidance For The Contractor's Selection Of A C.P.A. Firm (Independent Auditor). 

The Contractor must use the following guidelines for engaging a qualified C.P.A. Firm: 

. 1 . Issue a Request for Proposal ("R.F.P.") that sets forth all of the terms and 
conditions of the engagement, evaluation criteria and scope of the work required. 

2. - Distribute and publicize the R.F.P. sufficiently to ensure full and open competition. 

3. Request in the R.F.P. that bidders provide detail on: 

a. How the C.P.A. Firm will conduct the audit in the first and subsequent years. 

b. Qualifications of the C.P.A. Firm, management, and staff, including 
experience in auditing like entities. 
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c. Policies on notification of changes in key personnel. 

d. Whether the proposed staff has received continuing professional education 
during the previous two (2) years. 

e. Whether the C.P.A. Firm has received a positive peer review within the last 
three (3) years. 

f. Whether the C.P.A. Firm is independent, as defined by applicable auditing 
standards. 

g. Whether the C.P.A. Firm has been the object of any disciplinary action 
during the past three (3) years. 

h. Whether the C.P.A. Firm maintains an active license in the State of Illinois. 

i. The audit fee. 

4. Evaluate the proposals based on: 

a. The C.P.A. Firm's understanding ofthe audit requirements, including the 
needs of the Area and the final products to be delivered. 

b. Soundness of technical approach to the audit, including the meeting of the 
Contractor's specific deadlines and other requirements. 

c. Qualifications of the C.P.A. Firm. 

d. Qualifications of the audit team. 

e. The information provided by respondents in response to the R.F.P. including 
cost and independence. 

5. Rate the proposals as follows: 

a. Proposals should be evaluated as submitted. 

b. Make a list of strengths and weaknesses for each to support its technical 
rating. 
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c. Review the proposed fees offered by the bidders after completion of the 
technical evaluation. 

d. Ask questions of the bidders to eliminate any ambiguities. 

e. Select a proposal that is most advantageous to the Area based on the 
evaluation criteria set forth in the R.F.P. 

6. Once a C.P.A. Firm is chosen based upon the foregoing criteria, require a written 
engagement letter to avoid misunderstandings that specifies: 

a. Audit scope, objectives and purposes. 

b. Deadlines for the work to be performed. 

c. Audit fees. 

d. Report format, including providing a digital version of the final audit. 

e. Type and timing of support to be provided to the C.P.A. Firm by the S.S.A.C. 

f. Professional auditing standards to be followed in performing the audit. 

g. Independence of the C.P.A. Firm to the S.S.A.C. 

h. Terms of making changes to the scope of the Agreement. 

i. C.P.A. Firm's ownership of the work papers, retention period and 
requirement for availability to the City upon request. 

Summary Schedule Of Findings. 

In order to properly conduct the certified audit ofthe books and records ofthe Contractor, 
it is necessary forthe C.P.A. Firm to read and understand the requirements contained in the 
Agreement. Particular attention should be given to Sections 3 and 5 of the Agreement. 

The C.P.A. Firm must test the Contractor's compliance with the requirements contained in 
the Agreement. Should the C. P.A. Firm find exception to the requirements ofthe Agreement, 
it must disclose all exceptions in a separate schedule, which shall be entitled "Summary 
Schedule of Findings". Each finding shall be listed separately. The schedule shall be 
incorporated with the other required financial statements. 
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If the C.P.A. Firm finds no exceptions to the Agreement requirements, it shall still include 
a "Summary Schedule of Findings". On that schedule the C.P.A. Firm shall make an 
affirmative statement indicating it has read the Agreement and, after conducting the audit, 
has determined that no exceptions were noted. 

Subsections to note in Section 5 include: 

a. Section 5.01, Basis of Payment, describes "carry over" as the amount of Service 
Tax Funds collected for prior tax years which remain previously unspent. 

b. Section 5.02, Budget for Services, restricts the maximum amount that may be spent 
in a calendar year to the amount stated in the Agreement. 

c. Section 5.03, Method of Payment, states that the Contractor shall establish a 
separate checking account and that Area funds shall not be commingled with other 
sources. 

Audit Of Financial Statements. 

As discussed in Section 3.07, "Records and Audits", the Contractor shall provide an annual 
audited financial statement to the Department and S.S.A.C. within one hundred twenty (120) 
calendar days after the end of the calendar year and the system of accounting shall be in 
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles and practices, consistently applied 
throughout. 

Audit Documents. 

The City requires an audit conducted in accordance with generally accepted accounting 
principles to include the following documents: 

1. Statement of Financial Position. 

2. Statement of Activities: Budget and Actual (period being audited compared to the 
previous year, e.g., columns should be 2004 Budget, 2004 Actual, Variance, 2003 
Budget, 2003 Actual, Variance). 

3. Statement of Cash Flows. 

4. Notes to the Financial Statements. 

5. Summary Schedule of Findings. 

Expense descriptions included in the Statement of Activities must correspond to the 
expense descriptions in the budget submitted to the City. 
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AUTHORIZATION FOR IMPOSITION OF TAX LEVY, APPROVAL 
OF 2009 BUDGET AND EXECUTION OF SERVICE 

PROVIDER AGREEMENT FOR SPECIAL 
SERVICE AREA NUMBER 4. 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration an ordinance authorizing the 
imposition of a tax levy, the approval of the 2009 budget and the approval of the service 
provider agreement for Special Service Area Number 4, amount to be levied: Eighty-five 
Thousand Eight Hundred Dollars ($85,800), having had the same under advisement, begs 
leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the proposed ordinance 
transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Veas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane,. Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Mulioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Casio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carters, Remoras, Suarez, 
Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, Daley, 
Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed; 
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WHEREAS, Special service areas may be established pursuant to Article Vll, Sections 6(1) 
and 7(6) of the Constitution of the State of Illinois, and pursuant to the provisions of the 
Special Service Area Tax Law, 35 ILCS 200/27-5, et seq. (the "Special Service Area Act") 
and pursuant to the Property Tax Code, 35 ILCS 200/1-1, etseq., as amended from time to 
time; and 

WHEREAS, On October 31, 1983, the City Council of the City of Chicago (the "City 
Council") enacted an ordinance, as amended by an ordinance enacted by the City Council 
on May 30, 1984, as further amended by an ordinance enacted by the City Council 
on July 27, 1988, and as further amended by an ordinance enacted by the City Council on 
November 15,1995 (collectively, the "Establishment Ordinance") which established an area 
known and designated as City of Chicago Special Service Area Number 4 (the "Area") and 
authorized the levy of an annual tax not to exceed an annual rate of two percent (2%) of the 
equalized assessed value of the taxable property therein (the "Services Tax") to provide 
certain special services in and for the Area in addition to the services provided by and to the 
City of Chicago generally (the "Special Services"); and 

WHEREAS, The Establishment Ordinance established the Area as that territory 
approximately bounded by the area fronting in whole or in part on West 95* Street between 
South Ashland Avenue on the east and South Western Avenue on the west; and 

WHEREAS, The Special Services authorized in the Establishment Ordinance included 
recruitment of new businesses to the Area, rehabilitation activities, maintenance, private 
security services, coordinated promotional and advertising activities for the Area, and other 
technical assistance activities to promote economic development; and 

WHEREAS, The Establishment Ordinance provided forthe appointment ofthe 95*̂  Street 
Special Service Area Commission (the "Commission") for the purpose of recommending to 
the Mayor and to the City Council a yearly budget based upon the cost of providing the 
Special Services and further to advise the Mayor and the City Council regarding the amount 
of the Services Tax to be levied; and 

WHEREAS, It is the responsibility of the Commission to recommend to the Department of 
Planning and Development, the Mayor and the City Council an entity to serve as a service 
provider (the "Service Provider"), the form of an agreement between the City and the Service 
Provider for the provision of Special Services to the Area, and a line item budget to be 
included in the agreement between the City and the Service Provider; and 

WHEREAS, The Commission has been duly appointed and qualified and has heretofore 
prepared and transmitted to the Commissioner of the Department of Planning and 
Development (the "Commissioner") and to the City Council its recommendations for a budget 
to provide the Special Services in the Area for the fiscal year commencing January 1, 2009, 
and has advised the Mayor and the City Council concerning the Services Tax for the tax year 
2008 for the purpose of providing funds necessary to provide the Special Services, and has 
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recommended to the Department of Planning and Development, the Mayor and the City 
Council an agreement with the Service Provider, with a one (1) year term, the terms and 
conditions of which provide for the expenditure of the Services Tax for the provision of the 
Special Services forthe fiscal year commencing January 1, 2009, in substantially the form 
attached hereto as Exhibit A; and 

WHEREAS, Certain members ofthe Commission may serve from time to time on the Board 
of Directors ofthe Service Provider, or serve the Service Provider in some other voluntary 
capacity, which such service shall provide no financial compensation in any manner to such 
Commission member; now, therefore, 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Incorporation Of Preambles. The preambles of this ordinance are hereby 
incorporated into this text as if set out herein in full. 

SECTION 2. Appropriations. There is hereby appropriated the following sums in the 
amounts and for the purposes necessary to provide the Special Services in and for the Area, 
the estimated amounts of miscellaneous income and the amounts required to be raised by 
the levy of the Services Tax indicated as follows: 

95'" Street Special Service Area Commission. 

Special Service Area Budget. 

For the fiscal year beginning January 1, 2009 and ending December 31, 2009: 

Expenditures 

Service Provider Agreement for 
the provision of Special Services $85,800 

TOTAL BUDGET REQUEST: $85,800 

Source Of Funding 

Tax levy at an annual rate 
not to exceed two percent (2%) 
of the equalized assessed value 
of taxable property within 
Special Service Area Number 4 $85,800 

SECTION 3. Levy Of Taxes. There is hereby levied pursuant to the provisions of 
Article Vll, Sections 6(a) and 6(1 )(2) of the Constitution of the State of Illinois and pursuant 
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to the provisions of the Special Service Area Act and pursuant to the provisions of the 
Establishment Ordinance, the sum of Eighty-five Thousand Eight Hundred Dollars ($85,800) 
as the amount of the Services Tax for the tax year 2008. 

SECTION 4. Filing. The City Clerk is hereby ordered and directed to file in the Office of 
the County Clerk of Cook County, Illinois a certified copy of this ordinance on or prior to 
December 30, 2008, and the County Clerk shall thereafter extend for collection together with 
all other taxes to be levied by the City of Chicago, the Services Tax herein provided for, said 
Sen/ices Tax to be extended for collection by the County Clerk for the tax year 2008 against 
all the taxable property within the Area, the amount of the Services Tax herein levied to be 
in addition to and in excess of all other taxes to be levied and extended against all taxable 
property within the Area. 

SECTION 5. Service Provider Agreement. The Commissioner, or a designee of the 
Commissioner, are each hereby authorized, subject to approval by the Corporation Counsel 
as to form and legality, to enter into, execute and deliver an agreement with 95"" Street 
Beverly Hills Business Association, an Illinois not-for-profit corporation, in substantially the 
form attached hereto as Exhibit A and hereby made a part hereof (the "Service Provider 
Agreement"), and such other supporting documents, if any, as may be necessary to carry out 
and comply with the provisions of the Service Provider Agreement, with, such changes, 
deletions and insertions as shall be approved by the persons executing the Service Provider 
Agreement. 

SECTION 6. Exemption. The Service Provider Agreement is hereby declared exempt 
from Section 2-156-020 of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago. 

SECTION 7. Enforceability. If any section, paragraph or provision of this ordinance shall 
be held to be invalid or unenforceable for any reason, the invalidity or unenforceability of such 
section, paragraph or provision shall not affect any of the remaining provisions of this 
ordinance. 

SECTION 8. Conflict. This ordinance shall control over any provision of any other 
ordinance, resolution, motion or order in conflict with this ordinance, to the extent of such 
conflict. 

SECTION 9. Publication. This ordinance shall be published by the City Clerk, in special 
pamphlet form, by preparing at least one hundred (100) copies thereof, which copies are to 
be made available in his office for public inspection and distribution to members ofthe public 
who may wish to avail themselves of a copy of this ordinance. 

SECTION 10. Certified Copies. The City Clerk shall provide to the Corporation Counsel, 
without charge, certified copies of this ordinance in such amount as shall be requested by the 
Corporation Counsel. 

SECTION 11. Effective Date. This ordinance shall take effect ten (10) days after its 
passage and publication. 

Exhibit "A" referred to in this ordinance reads as follows: 
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Exhibit "A". 
(To Ordinance) 

Agreement For Special Service Area Number 4 
Between 

The City Of Chicago 
(Represented By The Special Service Area Commission) 

And 
9&^ Street Beverly Hills Business Association 

Effective January 1, 2009 Through December 31, 2009. 

This Agreement for the management of Special Service Area Number 4 is entered into 
on , 2009 by and between 95™ Street Beverly Hills Business Association, an 
Illinois not-for-profit corporation ("Contractor"), and the City of Chicago ("City"), a municipal 
corporation and home rule unit of local government existing under the Constitution ofthe State of 
Illinois, acting through the Special Service Area Commission at Chicago, Illinois. 

RECITALS 

WHEREAS, special service areas may be established, pursuant to Article VII, §§ 6(1) and 
7(6) ofthe Constitution ofthe State of Illinois, and pursuant to the provisions of the Special Service 
Area Tax Law, 35 ILCS 200/27-5 et seq.: and 

WHEREAS, the City Council ofthe City of Chicago ("City Council") has established a 
special service area known and designated as "Special Service Area Number 4" ("Area"), to provide 
special services in addition to those services provided generally by the City ("Special Services"). The 
City Council has further authorized the levy of an annual ad valorem real property tax in the Area 
sufficient to produce revenues required to provide those Special Services but not to exceed 2.00% 
ofthe equalized assessed value of all property within the Area ("Service Tax"), all as provided in the 
Establishment Ordinance (hereinafter defined); and 

WHEREAS, the City Council, on , 2008, authorized the levy of the Service 
Tax and appropriation ofthe funds therefrom for the Area for fiscal year 2009 for the provision of 
the Special Services in the Area, and the City wishes to provide that the Contractor, beginning on 
January 1, 2009, and continuing until December 31, 2009, may use those funds to provide the 
Services, subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and 

WHEREAS, the Contractor and the City desire to enter into this Agreement to provide such 
Special Services in the Area and the Contractor is ready, willing and able to enter into this 
Agreement to provide the Special Services to the full satisfaction ofthe City; 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration ofthe mutual promises contained in this Agreement, 
""ity and the Contractor agree as follows: 
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ARTICLE 1 INCORPORATION OF RECITALS 

The recitals set forth above are incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein. 

ARTICLE 2 DEFINITIONS 

The following words and phrases shall have the following meanings for purposes of this 
Agreement: 

"Agreement" means this Special Service Area Agreement, including all exhibits attached 
to it and incorporated in it by reference, and all amendments, modifications or revisions made in 
accordance with its terms. 

"Commissioner" means the Commissioner of the Department of Planning and Development 
or a duly authorized representative of the Commissioner of the Department of Planning ancF-
Development. 

"Construction" means that work of a nature constituting "public works" as defined in 820 
ILCS 130/2, such as landscaping and building activities, including but not limited to, physical 
building improvements, installations, and other fixed works, but does not include pre-development 
work (design and preparation of specifications). 

"Days" means business days in accordance with the City of Chicago business calendar. 

"Department" means the City of Chicago Department of Planning and Development. 

"Establishment Ordinance" means, the ordinance enacted by City Council on May 30,1984, 
as amended on July 27, 1988, November 15, 1995 and any subsequent amendments thereto 
authorizing imposition ofthe Service Tax and setting forth the Special Services to be provided in 
the Area. 

"Risk Management Division" means the Risk Management Division ofthe Department of 
Finance which is under the direction ofthe Comptroller ofthe City and is charged with reviewing 
and analyzing insurance and related liability matters for the City. 

"Security Firm" means a business entity certified by the State of Illinois pursuant to the 
Private Detective, Private Alarm and Private Security Act of 1993, 225 ILCS 446/1 et seq., and 
whose employees are licensed by the State of Illinois. 

"Services" means, collectively, the services, duties and responsibilities described in Article 
3 and Exhibit 1 (Scope of Services) of this Agreement and any revisions thereof and any and all 
work necessary to complete them or carry them out fully and to the standard of performance required 
in this Agreement. 
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"Service Tax Funds" means the amount actually collected pursuant to the Service Tax. 

"Special Service Area Commission ('SSAC')" means the body established pursuant to the 
Establishment Ordinance to prepare the Budget, identity a Contractor and supervise the provision 
ofthe Special Services in the Area. 

"Subcontractor" means any person or entity with whom Contractor contracts to provide any 
part ofthe Services, including subcontractors ofany tier, subconsultants ofany tier, suppliers and 
materialmen, whether or not in privity with the Contractor. 

"Surplus Funds", also referred to as "Carry-Over Funds", means those Service Tax Funds 
already collected and disbursed to the Contractor in prior years for the provision of Special Services 
in the Area which remain unspent, including any interest eamed thereon. 

ARTICiLE 3 DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF CONTRACTOR 

3.01 Scope of Services 

The Services which the Contractor shall provide during the first year of this Agreement 
include, but are not limited to, those described in this Article 3 and in Exhibit 1 which is attached 
hereto and incorporated by reference as if fully set forth here. The SSAC reserves the right to require 
the Contractor to perform revised services that are within the general scope of services of this 
Agreement and ofthe Special Services identified in the Establishment Ordinance subject to the same 
terms and conditions herein. Revised services are limited to changes or revisions to the line items 
in the Budget, do not affect the maximum compensation, and require the prior written approval of 
the SSAC. The SSAC may by written notice to the Department and the Contractor delete or amend 
the figures contained and described in the Budget attached hereto as Exhibit 2 and incorporated by 
reference as if fully set forth herein. The Contractor shall provide the Services in accordance with 
the standards of performance set forth in Section 3.02. 

For each subsequent year during the term of this Agreement, if any, a Scope of Services for 
that year, comprised of services authorized in the Establishment Ordinance, shall be prepared by the 
SSAC in consultation with the Contractor subject to the approval of the Commissioner, and 
incorporated into this Agreement by written amendment pursuant to Section 8.03 hereof, together 
with a Budget for that year and any revised insurance requirements which are recommended by the 
Risk Management Division pursuant to its review ofthe Scope of Services for that year. 

3.02 Standard of Performance 

The Contractor shall perform all Services required of it with that degree of skill, care and 
diligence normally shown by a contractor performing services of a scope, purpose and magnitude 
comparable with the nature ofthe Services to be provided hereunder. The Contractor shall at all 
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times use every reasonable effort on behalf of the City to assure timely and satisfactory rendering 
and completion of its Services. 

The Contractor shall at all times act in the best interests of the City consistent with the 
professional obligations assumed by it in entering into this Agreement. The Contractor shall perform 
all Services in accordance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement and to the full 
satisfaction of the SSAC. The Contractor shall fiimish efficient business administration and 
supervision to render and complete the Services at reasonable cost. 

The Contractor shall assure that all Services that require the exercise of professional skills 
or judgment are accomplished by professionals qualified and competent in the applicable discipline 
and appropriately licensed, if required by law. The Contractor remains responsible for the 
professional and technical accuracy of all Services provided, whether by the Contractor or its 
Subcontractors or others on its behalf. 

If the SSAC determines that the Contractor has failed to comply with the foregoing standards, 
the Contractor shall perform again, at its own expense, all Services required to be reperformed as 
a direct or indirect result of such failure. Any review, approval, acceptance or payment for any or 
all ofthe Services by the Gity does not relieve the Contractor of its responsibility for the professional 
and technical accuracy of its Services. This provision in no way limits the City's rights against 
Contractor, either under this Agreement, at law or in equity. 

3.03 Personnel 

A. Key Personnel 

The Contractor shall, immediately upon receiving a fiilly executed copy of this Agreement, 
assign and maintain during the term of this Agreement and any extension thereof an adequate staff 
of competent personnel, who are fully equipped, licensed as appropriate, available as needed, 
qualified and assigned to perform the Services. Contractor shall pay the salaries and wages due all 
its employees performing Services under this Agreement unconditionally and at least once a month 
without deduction or rebate on any account, except only for such payroll deductions as are 
mandatory by law or are permitted under applicable law and regulations. 

B. Prevailing Wages 

If the Contractor engages in Construction, it shall comply, and shall cause all of its 
Subcontractors to comply by inserting appropriate provisions in their contracts, with 820 ILCS 
130/0.01 et seq. regarding the payment ofthe general prevailing rate of hourly wage for all laborers, 
workers, and mechanics employed by or on behalf of the Contractor and all Subcontractors in 
connection with any and all Construcfion work. The prevailing rates of wages applicable at the time 
of execufion of this Agreement are included in Exhibit 6 to this Agreement, which is incorporated 
by reference as though fiilly set forth herein. 
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C. Illinois Workers, Veterans' Preference and Steel Products 

If the Contractor engages in Construction, it shall comply, and shall cause all of its 
Subcontractors to comply by inserting appropriate provisionsin their contracts, with the Employment 
oflllinois Workers on Public Works Act, 30 ILCS 570/0.01 etseq.. the Veterans Preference Act, 330 
ILCS 55/0.01 et seq.. and the Steel Products Procurement Act, 35 ILCS 30/565/1 et seq. 

3.04 Nondiscrimination 

(a) Contractor 

(i) Federal Requirements 

Contractor must not engage in unlawful employment practices, such as (1) failing or 
refiising to hire or discharging any individual, or otherwise discriminating against any 
individual with respect to compensation or the terms, conditions, or privileges of the 
individual's employment, because of the individual's race, color, religion, sex, age, 
handicap/disability or national origin; or (2) limiting, segregating or classifying Contractor's 
employees or applicants for employment in any way that would deprive or tend to deprive 
any individual of employment opportunities or otherwise adversely affect the individual's 
status as an employee, because of the individual's race, color, religion, sex, age, 
handicap/disability or national origin. 

Contractormust comply with, and the procedures Contractor utilizes and the Services 
Contractor provides under this Agreement must comply with, the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 
42 U.S.C. sec. 2000e et seq. (1981), as amended and the Civil Rights Act of 1991, P.L. 102-
166. Attention is called to: Exec. Order No. 11246, 30 Fed. Reg. 12,319 (1965), reprinted 
in 42 U.S.C. 2000e note, as amended by Exec. Order No. 11375,32 Fed. Reg. 14,303 (1967) 
and by Exec. Order No. 12086, 43 Fed. Reg. 46,501 (1978); Age Discriminafion Act, 42 
U.S.C. §§6101-6106(1981); Age Discrimination in Employment Act, 29 U.S.C. §§621-34; 
Rehabilitation Act of 1973,29 U.S.C. §§ 793-794 (1981); Americans with Disabilifies Act, 
42 U.S.C. §12101 etseq.; 41 C.F.R. Part 60 etseq. (1990); and all other applicable federal 
statutes, regulations and other laws. 

(ii) State Requirements 

Contractor must comply with, and the procedures Contractor utilizes and the Services 
Contractorprovides under this Agreement must comply with, the Illinois Human Rights Act, 
775 ILCS 5/1-101 etseq.(\990), as amended and any rules and regulafions promulgated in 
accordance with it, including the Equal Employment Opportunity Clause, 44 111. Admin. 
Code §750 Appendix A. Furthermore, Contractor must comply with the Public Works 
Employment Discriminafion Act, 775 ILCS 10/0.01 etseq.{\990), as amended, and all other 
applicable state statues, regulafions and other laws. 
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C. Illinois Workers, Veterans' Preference and Steel Products 

If the Contractor engages in Construction, it shall comply, and shall cause all of its 
Subcontractors to comply by inserting appropriate provisions in their contracts, with the Employment 
oflllinois Workers on Public Works Act, 30 ILCS 570/0.01 etseq.. the Veterans Preference Act, 330 
ILCS 55/0.01 et seq.. and the Steel Products Procurement Act, 35 ILCS 30/565/1 et seq. 

3.04 Nondiscrimination 

(a) Contractor 

(i) Federal Requirements 

Contractor must not engage in unlawful employment practices, such as (1) failing or 
refusing to hire or discharging any individual, or otherwise discriminating against any 
individual with respect to compensation or the terms, conditions, or privileges of the 
individual's employment, because of the individual's race, color, religion, sex, age, 
handicap/disability or national origin; or (2) limiting, segregating or classifying Contractor's 
employees or applicants for employment in any way that would deprive or tend to deprive 
any individual of employment opportunities or otherwise adversely affect the individual's 
status as an employee, because of the individual's race, color, religion, sex, age, 
handicap/disability or national origin. 

Contractormust comply with, and the procedures Contractor utilizes and the Services 
Contractor provides under this Agreement must comply with, the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 
42 U.S.C. sec. 2000e et seq. (1981), as amended and the Civil Rights Act of 1991, P.L. 102-
166. Attention is called to: Exec. Order No. 11246, 30 Fed. Reg. 12,319 (1965), reprinted 
in 42 U.S.C. 2000e note, as amended by Exec. Order No. 11375, 32 Fed. Reg. 14,303 (1967) 
and by Exec. Order No. 12086, 43 Fed. Reg. 46,501 (1978); Age Discriminafion Act, 42 
U.S.C. §§6101-6106 (1981); Age Discriminafion in Employment Act, 29 U.S.C. §§621-34; 
Rehabilitafion Act of 1973,29 U.S.C. §§ 793-794 (1981); Americans with Disabilifies Act, 
42 U.S.C. §12101 er seq.; 41 C.F.R. Part 60 el seq. (1990); and all other applicable federal 
statutes, regulations and other laws. 

(ii) State Requirements 

Contractor must comply with, and the procedures Contractor ufilizes and the Services 
Contractorprovides under this Agreement must comply with, the Illinois Human Rights Act, 
775 ILCS 5/1-101 etseq.{\99Qi), as amended and any rules and regulations promulgated in 
accordance with it, including the Equal Employment Opportunity Clause, 44 111. Admin. 
Code §750 Appendix A. Furthermore, Contractor must comply with the Public Works 
Employment Discrimination Act, 775 ILCS 10/0.01 etseq.{\990), as amended, and all other 
applicable state statues, regulafions and other laws. 
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B. For purposes of this Section 3.06, 

"City Indemnitees" means, individually and collectively, the City of Chicago, its officials, 
agents, employees and SSAC members. 

"Losses" means, individually and collecfively, all kinds of liabilities, losses, suits, claims, 
damages, judgments, fines, and demands, including all reasonable costs for investigation, reasonable 
attorneys' fees, court costs, and experts' fees, arising by reason of injury or death ofany person, 
damage to property, patent or copyright infringement. 

"Arising under this Agreement" means (i) arising out of awarding this Agreement, (ii) 
arising out ofthe enforcement of this Agreement, including the enforcement of this indemnification 
provision; (iii) arising out of or in connecfion with Contractor's performance or non-performance 
of this Agreement (including the acts or omission of Contractor, its officers, agents, employees, 
consultants, subcontractors, licensees, or invitees), any breach by any of them ofany warranty made 
under this Agreement, or any failure by any of them to meet any applicable standard of performance 
under this Agreement; or (iv) any combination ofany ofthe foregoing. 

C. To the extent permissible by law. Contractor waives any limits on Contractor's 
liability that it would otherwise have by virtue of the Worker's Compensation Act or any other 
related law or judicial decision (such as Kotecki v. Cyclops Welding Corporation, 146 111. 2d 155 
(1991)). The City, however, does not waive any limitations it may have on its liability under the 
Worker's Compensation Act or under the Illinois Pension Code. 

D. The City has the right, at its option and at its own expense, to participate in the 
defense of any suit without relieving Contractor of any of its obligations under this indemnity 
provision. The requirements set forth in this indemnity provision are separate from and not limited 
by the amount of insurance Contractor is required to obtain under this Agreement or by its bonds 
pursuant to other provisions in this Agreement. Further, the indemnitees contained in this provision 
survive the expiration or termination of this Agreement. 

3.07 Records and Audits 

The Contractor shall deliver or cause to be delivered all documents, data, studies, reports, 
findings or information to the SSAC promptly in accordance with the time limits prescribed herein 
and if no time limit is specified, then upon reasonable demand therefore, or upon termination or 
completion ofthe Services hereunder. 

The Contractor agrees to adopt at its own expense such financial controls, including, without 
limitation, the employment of a fiscal agent approved by the Commissioner, as determined by the 
Commissioner in his sole discretion and communicated in writing to the Contractor after the date 
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of execution of this Agreement, to ensure that the Contractor is fulfilling the terms of this 
Agreement. 

The Contractor and any Subcontractors shall furnish the SSAC with semi-armual reports or 
provide such information as may be requested relative to the performance and cost ofthe Services, 
The Contractor shall maintain records showing acmal fime devoted and costs incurred. The 
Contractor shall keep books, documents, paper, records and accounts in connection with the Services 
open to inspection, copying, abstracting, transcription, and an independent audit by City employees 
or agents or third parties, and shall make these records available to the City and any other interested 
governmental agency at reasonable times during the performance of its Services. In addition, 
Contractor shall retain them in a safe place and make them available for an independent audit, 
inspection, copying and abstracting for at least five years after the final payment made in connection 
with this Agreement. 

THE CONTRACTOR SHALL NOT COMsMINGLE SERVICE TAX FUNDS WITH 
FUNDS FROM OTHER SOURCES, and to the extent that the Contractor conducts any business 
operations separate and apart from the Services hereunder using, for example, personnel, equipment, 
supplies or facilities also used in connection with this Agreement, then the Contractor shall maintain 
and make similarly available to the City detailed records supporting the Contractor's allocation to 
this Agreement ofthe costs and expenses attributable to any such shared usages. 

The Contractor shall provide an armual audited financial statement (a "Third Party Audit") 
to the Department and the SSAC within 120 calendar days after the end ofthe calendar year, and the 
system of accounting shall be in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles and 
practices, consistently applied throughout. Contractor must comply with the requirements in Exhibit 
9 with respect to any Third Party Audit. If any Third Party Audit shows that Contractor or any of 
its Subcontractors has overcharged the City in any period, the City will notify Contractor, and 
Contractor must then promptly reimburse the City for any amounts the City has paid Contractor due 
to the overcharges. Any failure to comply with the audit requirements set forth in Exhibit 9 of the 
Agreement shall constitute an event of default under the Agreement. If such event of default is not 
corrected to the City's satisfaction within the cure period idenfified by the City, the City may incur 
costs to conduct any supplementary audit it deems necessary, and Contractor must then promptly 
reimburse the City for any such costs. No provision in this Agreement granfing the City a right of 
access to records and documents is intended to impair, limit or affect any right of access to such 
records and documents that the City would have had in the absence of such provisions. 

The City may in its sole discretion audit the records of Contractor or its Subcontractors, or 
both, at any time during the term of this Agreement or within five years after the Agreement ends, 
in connection with the goods, work, or services provided under this Agreement. Each calendar year 
or partial calendar year is considered an "audited period." If, as a result of such an audit, it is 
determined that Contractor or any of its Subcontractors has overcharged the City in the audited 
period, the City will notify Contractor. Contractor must then promptly reimburse the City for any 
amounts the City has paid Contractor due to the overcharges and also some or all ofthe cost ofthe 
audit, as follows: 
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A. If the audit has revealed overcharges to the City representing less than 5% ofthe total 
value, based on the Agreement prices, ofthe goods, work, or services provided in the audited period, 
then the Contractor must reimburse the City for 50% ofthe cost ofthe audit and 50% ofthe cost of 
each subsequent audit that the City conducts; 

B. If, however, the audit has revealed overcharges to the City representing 5% or more 
ofthe total value, based on the Agreement prices, ofthe goods, work, or services provided in the 
audited period, then Contractor must reimburse the City for the fiiU cost ofthe audit and of each 
subsequent audit. 

If the City is unable to make a determination regarding overcharges to City as a result of 
Contractor's not having maintained records ^STequired under this Agreement, Contractor must 
promptly reimburse the City for some or all of the cost of the audit, as determined in the sole 
discretion ofthe City. Failure of Contractor to promptly reimburse the City in accordance with this 
Section 3.07 is an event of default under Section 7.01 of this Agreement, and Contractor will be 
liable for all of the City's costs of collection, including any court costs and attorneys' fees. 

3.08 Subcontracts and Assignments 

The Contractor shall not assign, delegate, subcontract or otherwise transfer all or any part of 
its rights or obligafions under this Agreement or any part hereof, unless otherwise provided for 
herein or without the express written consent ofthe SSAC. The absence of such provision or written 
consent shall void the attempted assignment, delegation or transfer and shall be of no effect as to the 
Services or this Agreement. 

All subcontracts, all approvals of Subcontractors and any assignment to which the SSAC 
consents Eire, regardless of their form, deenied conditioned upon performance by the Subcontractor 
or assignee in accordance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement. 

If the Contractor subcontracts for security services, the Subcontractor shall be a Security Firm 
certified by the State oflllinois and the Security Firm's employees shall be licensed by the State of 
Illinois. The Contractor, upon entering into any subcontract with a Security Firm, shall fiimish the 
SSAC and the Department with a copy ofthe subcontract for their approval. The City expressly 
reserves the right to approve all Security Firm subcontracts. 

3.09 License, Permits and Safety Considerations 

A. Licenses and Permits 

If the Contractor engages in Construction, it is responsible for and, in a timely manner 
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consistent vvith its obligations hereunder, shall secure and maintain at its expense such permits, 
licenses, authorizations and approvals as are necessary for it to engage Construction under this 
Agreement. 

B. Safety Considerations 

If the Contractor engages in Construction, it shall at all times exercise reasonable care, shall 
comply with all applicable provisions of federal, state and local laws to prevent accidents or injuries, 
and shall take all appropriate precautions to avoid damage to and loss of City property and the 
property of third parties in connecfion with the Construction. The Contractor shall erect and properly 
maintain at all times all necessary safeguards, barriers, flags and lights for the protecfion of its and 
its Subcontractors' employees. City employees, and the public. 

If the Contractor engages in Construction, it shall report to the Department any damage on, 
about, under or adjacent to City property or the property of third persons resulfing from its 
performance under this Agreement. The Contractor is responsible for any damage to City property 
and the property of third parties due, in whole or in part, to the Contractor's Construction activities 
under this Agreement, and the Contractor shall repair such damage to a reasonably acceptable 
standard. 

3.10 Performance Bond 

If the Contractor engages in Construcfion work where expenditures exceed $100,000, it shall, 
not later than the date the Contractor begins such work or executes a subcontract for such work, 
provide or cause to be provided to the Department a performance and payment bond in the amount 
allocated for the Construction work (but not including the amount allocated for design and 
preparafion of specifications), by a surety or sureties acceptable to the City. The performance bond 
shall be in the fonn and to the effect of Exhibit 7 hereto, which is incorporated by reference as if 
fiilly set forth here. 

If any of the sureties on such bond at any time fail financially, or are deemed to be 
insufficient security for the penalty ofthe bond, then the City may, on giving 10 days notice thereof 
in writing, require the Contractor to fiimish a new and additional bond with sureties satisfactory to 
the City, and, if so required, Contractor must promptly provide such bond. 

ARTICLE 4 TERM OF SERVICES 

This Agreement shall take effect as of January 1,2009 ("Effecfive Date") and shall continue 
through December 31, 2009, or until the Agreement is terminated earlier in accordance with its 
terms. 
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ARTICLES COMPENSATION 

5.01 Basis of Payment 

The maximum compensation that the Contractor may be paid under this Agreement between 
January 1, 2009 and December 31, 2009 is $85,800 or the total amount of Service Tax Funds 
actually collected for tax year 2008, whichever is less; the maximum compensation that the 
Contractor may be paid under this Agreement between January 1, 2009 and December 31, 2009, 
therefore, shall not exceed $85,800. 

For each subsequent year of this Agreement, if any, the maximum compensation that the 
Contractor may be paid under this Agreement is the amount set forth in the Budget for that year, 
pursuant to Section 5.02 and 8.03, or the amount of Service Tax Funds actually collected for the 
preceding tax year, whichever is less; provided that the maximum amount of compensafion for such 
year of this Agreement may alsp^nclude the amount of Service Tax Funds collected for prior tax 
years which remain previously unspent. 

5.02 Budget for Services 

The Contractor in conjunction with the SSAC has prepared a Budget through December 31, 
2009, attached hereto as Exhibit 2 and incorporated by reference as if fully set forth here, covering 
all services described in the Scope of Services. Subject to the restriction that the maximum amount 
that may be spent in calendar year 2009 may not exceed $85,800, the SSAC reserves the right to 
transfer funds between line items or make Budget revisions that do not affect the maximum 
compensation set forth in Secfion 5.01. The SSAC shall revise the Budget if any part ofthe 
Contractor's Services is terminated. 

For each subsequent year of this Agreement, if any, and subject to the provisions of Section 
3.01, a Budget for that year shall be incorporated into this Agreement by written amendment 
pursuant to Section 8.03. 

5.03 Method of Payment 

Pursuant to a schedule to be determined by the Commissioner, after the performance of 
Services pursuant to the terms of this Agreement, Contractor may submit invoices to the City to 
request reimbursement for such expenses. The Contractor must provide, along with the invoices, 
such additional documentation as the Commissioner requests to substantiate the Services. Upon the 
Commissioner's determination that the invoices are accurate, the City will process payment ofthe 
invoices. 

The Contractor shall establish a separate checking account ("Account") in a bank authorized 
to do business in the State oflllinois that is insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. 
All Service Tax Funds that the Comptroller transfers to the Contractor shall be deposited in the 
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Account and disbursements from the Account shall be pursuant to this Agreement. THE 
CONTRACTOR SHALL NOT COMMINGLE SERVICE TAX FUNDS WITH FUNDS FROM 
OTHER SOURCES. The Contractor shall provide to the SSAC the signature card and sample check 
from the bank which shows the signature(s) ofthe Contractor's authorized representative(s). The 
SSAC reserves the right to audit the account and require the Contractor to refund any fiinds that were 
not spent pursuant to the Budget or that were not approved by the SSAC. The name and address of 
the bank is and the wire transfer and the Account numbers are 

All fiinds remaining in the Account at the expiration or early termination of this Agreement, 
including any interest eamed, belong to the City for the benefit ofthe Area and shall be returned to 
the City to be used only for Special Services. 

5.04 Criteria for Payment 

The SSAC shall determine the reasonableness, allocability and allowability ofany rates, 
costs and expenses charged or incurred by the Contractor. 

5.05 Funding 

Payments under this Agreement shall be made from Service Tax Funds in fiind number 
- and are subject to the availability of fiinds therein. 

5.06 Non-Appropriation 

In the event that no fiinds or insufficient funds are appropriated and budgeted in any City 
fiscal period for payments to be made under this Agreement, then the City will notify the Contractor 
of such occurrence and this Agreement shall terminate on the earlier of the last day ofthe fiscal 
period for which sufficient appropriation was made or whenever the funds appropriated for payment 
under this Agreement are exhausted. No payments shall be made or due to the Contractor under this 
Agreement beyond those amounts appropriated and budgeted by the City to fund payments 
hereunder, 

ARTICLE 6 SPECIAL CONDITIONS 

6.01 Warranties and Representations 

In connecfion with the execufion of this Agreement, the Contractor warrants and represents: 

A. That it is financially solvent; that it and each of its employees, agents, and 
Subcontractors are competent to perform the Services required; that it is legally authorized to execute 
and perform or cause to be performed this Agreement under the terms and conditions stated herein; 
and 
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B. That it shall not knowingly use the services ofany ineligible Subcontractor for any 
purpose in the performance ofthe Services; and 

C. That it and its Subcontractors are not in default at the time ofthe execution of this 
Agreement, or deemed by the Department to have, within five years immediately preceding the date 
of this Agreement, been found to be in default on any contract awarded by the City; and 

D. That it and, to the best of its knowledge, its Subcontractors are not in violation ofthe 
provisions of §2-92-320 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, 720 ILCS 5/33E-1 et seq. of the 
Criminal Codeof 1961, and 65 ILCS 5/11-42.1-1 ofthe Illinois Municipal Code; and 

E. That it, all Subcontractors and their respecfive officers, directors, agents, partners, and 
employees shall cooperate with the Inspector General in any investigation or hearing undertaken 
pursuant to Chapter 2-56 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago; that it understands and will abide by 
all provisions of Chapter 2-56 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago and all subcontracts shall inform 
Subcontractors of such provision and require understanding and compliance therewith; and 

F. That, except only for those representations, statements, or promises expressly 
contained in this Agreement and any exhibits attached hereto, no representation, statement or 
promise, oral or written, or ofany kind whatsoever, by the City, its officials, agents, or employees, 
has induced the Contractor to enter into this Agreement; and 

G. That the Contractor understands and agrees that any certification, affidavit or 
acknowledgment made under oath in connection with this Agreement is made under penalty of 
perjury and, if false, is also cause for termination for default. 

H. That neither Contractor nor an Affiliate of Contractor (as defined below) appears on 
the Specially Designated Nationals List, the Denied Persons List, the unverified List, the Enfity List, 
or the Debarred List as maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets Control of the U.S. Department 
ofthe Treasury or by the Bureau of Industry and Security ofthe U.S. Department of Commerce (or 
their successors), or on any other list of persons or entities with which the City may not do business 
under any applicable law, rule, regulafion, order or judgment. "Affiliate of Contractor"means a 
person or entity that directly (or indirectly through one or more intermediaries) controls, is controlled 
by or is under common control with Contractor. A person or entity will be deemed to be controlled 
by another person or enfity if it is controlled in any manner whatsoever that results in control in fact 
by that other person or entity (either acfing individually or acting jointly or in concert with others) 
whether directly or indirectly and whether through share ownership, a trust, a contract or otherwise. 

I. Contractor understands and will abide by all provisions of Chapter 2-26 ofthe 
Municipal Code ofthe City of Chicago. 
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6.02 Economic Disclosure Statement and Affidavit 
The Contractor has provided the City with an Economic Disclosure Statement (EDS), which 

is attached hereto as Exhibit 3 and incorporated by reference as if ftilly set forth herein. Contractor 
shall apprise the Department promptly ofany changes in the information provided in the EDS by 
completing and submitting a revised EDS. 

In addition, the Contractor shall provide the City with copies of its latest articles of 
incorporafion, by-laws and resolutions, or partnership or joint venture agreement, as applicable, and 
evidence of its authority to do business in the State of Illinois, including without limitafion, 
registrations of assumed names or limited partnerships and certifications of good standing with the 
Office ofthe Secretary of State oflllinois. 

6.03 Conflict of Interest 

Pursuant to Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Codeof Chicago, and 65 ILCS 5/3.1-55-10, no 
member pf the governing body ofthe City or other unit of government, no other offiiĵ er, employee, 
SSAC member, or agent ofthe City or other unit of government who exercises any functions or 
responsibilities in connection with the Services to which this Agreement or any related subcontract 
pertain, and no relative ofany SSAC member shall have any personal economic or financial interest, 
directly or indirectly, in this Agreement or any such subcontract except to the extent that such 
benefits are provided equally to all residents and/or business owners in the Area. Furthermore, no 
SSAC member, relative of any SSAC member. City official, agent or employee shall be a 
Subcontractor, employee or shareholder ofthe Contractor or receive anything of value from the 
Contractor. 

No member of or delegate to the Congress of the United States or the Illinois General 
Assembly and no aldemian ofthe City or City employee shall be admitted to any share or part of this 
Agreement or to any financial benefit to arise from it. The Contractor acknowledges that any 
agreement entered into, negofiated or performed in violafion ofany ofthe provisions of Chapter 
2-156 shall be voidable by the City. 

The Contractor covenants that it, its officers, directors and employees, and the officers, 
directors and employees of each of its members if a joint venture, and Subcontractors presently have 
no financial interest and shall acquire no interest, direct or indirect, in the Services undertaken by 
the Contractor pursuant to the Agreement that would conflict in any manner or degree with the 
performance of the Services. The Contractor fiirther covenants that in the performance of this 
Agreement no person having any such interest shall be employed. The Contractor agrees that if the 
Commissioner in his reasonable judgment determines that any ofthe Contractor's services for others 
conflict with the Services the Contractor is to provide for the City under this Agreement, the 
Contractor shall terminate such other services immediately upon request ofthe City. 

6.04 Non-liability of Public Officials 

No official, employee or agent ofthe City shall be charged personally by the Contractor, or 
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by any assignee or Subcontractor ofthe Contractor, with any liability or expenses of defense or be 
held personally liable to them under any term or provision hereof, because ofthe City's execution 
or attempted execution hereof, or because ofany breach hereof 

6.05 Independent Contractor 

The Contractor shall perform under this Agreement as an independent contractor to the City 
and not as a representative, employee, agent, or partner ofthe City. 

6.06 Business Relationships with Elected Officials 

Pursuant to Section 2-156-030(b) ofthe Municipal Code ofthe City of Chicago, it is illegal 
for any elected official ofthe City, or any person acting at the direction of such official, to contact, 
either orally or in writing, any other City official or employee with respect to any matter involving 
aay-person with whom the elected official has a business relationship, or JO participate in any 
discussion in any City Council committee hearing or in any City Council meeting or to vote on any 
matter involving the person with whom an elected official has a business relationship. Violation 
of Section 2-156-030(b) by any elected official with respect to this Agreement is grounds for 
termination of this Agreement. The term business relationship is defined as set forth in Section 
2-156-080 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

Section 2-156-080 defines a "business relationship" as any contractual or other private 
business dealing of an official, or his or her spouse, or ofany entity in which an official or his or her 
spouse has a financial interest, with a person or entity which entifies an official to compensation or 
payment in the amount of $2,500 or more in a calendar year; provided, however, a financial interest 
shall not include: (i) any ownership through purchase at fair market value or inheritance of less than 
one percent ofthe share of a corporation, or any corporate subsidiary, parent or affiliate thereof, 
regardless ofthe value of or dividends on such shares, if such shares are registered on a securities 
exchange pursuant to the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended; (ii) the authorized 
compensation paid to an official or employee for his office or employment; (iii) any economic 
benefit provided equally to all residents ofthe City; (iv) a time or demand deposit in a financial 
institufion; or(v)an endowment or insurance policy or aimuity contract purchased from an insurance 
company. A "contractual or other private business dealing" shall not include any employment 
relationship of an official's spouse with an entity when such spouse has no discretion concerning or 
input relating to the relationship between that entity and the City. 

6.07 Chicago "Living Wage" Ordinance 

(a) Section 2-92-610 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago provides for a living 
wage for certain categories of workers employed in the performance of City contracts, specifically 
non-City employed security guards, parking attendants, day laborers, home and health care workers, 
cashiers, elevator operators, custodial workers and clerical workers ("Covered Employees"). 
Accordingly, pursuant to Section 2-92-610 and regulations promulgated under it: 
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(i) If Contractor has 25 or more full-time employees, and 

(ii) If at any time during the performance of this Agreement, Contractor and/or 
any Subcontractor or any other entity that provides any portion of the Services 
(collectively "Performing Parties") uses 25 or more full-time security guards, or any 
number of other fiill-time Covered Employees, then 

(iii) Contractor must pay its Covered Employees, and must assure that all 
other Performing Parties pay their Covered Employees, not less than the minimum 
hourly rate as determined in accordance with this provision (the "Base Wage") for 
all Services performed under this Agreement. 

(b) Contractor's obligation to pay, and to assure payment of, the Base Wage will 
begin at any time during the term of this Agreement when the conditions set forth in (a)(i) and 
(a)(ii) above are met, and will continue until the end ofthe term of this Agreement. 

(c) As of July 1, 2008, the Base Wage is $10.60, and each July 1 thereafter, the Base 
Wage will be adjusted, using the most recent federal poverty guidelines for a family of four as 
published annually by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, to consfitute the 
following: the poverty guidelines for a family of four divided by 2000 hours or the current base 
wage, whichever is higher. At all times during the term of this Agreement, Contractor and all other 
Performing Parties must pay the Base Wage (as adjusted in accordance with the above). If the 
payment of prevailing wages is required for Services done under this Agreement, and the prevailing 
wages for Covered Employees are higher than the Base Wage, then Contractor and all other 
Performing Parties must pay the prevailing wage rates. 

(d) Contractor must include provisions in all subcontracts requiring its 
Subcontractors to pay the Base Wage to Covered Employees. Contractor agrees to provide the 
City with documentation acceptable to the Chief Procurement Officer demonstrating that all 
Covered Employees, whether employed by Contractor or by a Subcontractor, have been paid the 
Base Wage, upon the City's request for such documentation. The City may independently audit 
Contractor and/or Subcontractors to verify compliance with this section. Failure to comply with 
the requirements of this secfion will be an event of default under this Agreement, and fiirther, 
failure to comply may result in ineligibility for any award of a City contract or subcontract for up 
to 3 years. 

(e) Not-for-Profit Corporations: If Contractor is a corporation having federal 
tax-exempt status under Secfion 501(c)(3) ofthe Internal Revenue Code and is recognized under 
Illinois not-for-profit law, then the provisions of Sections (a) through (d) above do not apply. 

6.08 Deemed Inclusion 

Provisions required by law, ordinances, rules, regulations, or executive orders to be inserted 
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in this Agreement are deemed inserted in this Agreement whether or not they appear in this 
Agreement or, upon application by either party, this Agreement will be amended to make the 
insertion; however, in no event will the failure to insert theprovisionsbeforeor after this Agreement 
is signed prevent its enforcement. 

6.09 . Environmental Warranties and Representations 

In accordance with Section 11-4-1600(e) of the Municipal Code of Chicago, Contractor 
warrants and represents that it, and to the best of its knowledge, its subcontractors have not violated 
and are not in violation ofthe following sections ofthe Code (collectively, the Waste Secfions): 

7-28-390 Dumping on public way; 
7-28-440 Dumping on real estate without permit; 
11-4-1410 Disposal in waters prohibited; 
11-4-1420 Ballast tank, bilge tank or other discharge; 
11-4-1450 Gas manufacturing residue; 
11-4-1500 Treatment and disposal of solid or liquid waste; 
11-4-1530 Compliance with rules and regulations required; 
11-4-1550 Operational requirements; and 
11-4-1560 Screening requirements. 

During the period while this Agreement is executory. Contractor's or any subcontractor's 
violation of the Waste Sections, whether or not relating to the performance of this Agreement, 
constitutes a breach of and an event of default under this Agreement, for which the opportunity to 
cure, if curable, will be granted only at the sole designation ofthe Commissioner. Such breach and 
default entitles the City to all remedies under the Agreement, at law or in equity. 

This section does not limit Contractor's and its subcontractors' duty to comply with all 
applicable federal, state, county and municipal laws, statutes, ordinances and executive orders, in 
effect now or later, and whether or not they appear in this Agreement. 

Non-compliance with these terms and conditions may be used by the City as grounds for the 
termination of this Agreement, and may further affect Contractor's eligibility for future contract 
awards. 

6.10 EDS / Certification Regarding Suspension and Debarment 

Contractor certifies, as further evidenced in the EDS attached as Exhibit 3, by its acceptance 
of this Agreement that neither it nor its principals is presently debarred, suspended, proposed for 
debarment, declared ineligible or voluntarily excluded from participation in this transacfion by any 
federal department or agency. Contractor fiirther agrees by execufing this Agreement that it will 
include this clause without modification in all lower tier transactions, solicitations, proposals, 
contracts and subcontracts. If Contractor or any lower tier participant is unable to certify to this 
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statement, it must attach an explanation to the Agreement. 

6.11 Ethics 

(a) In addifion to other warranties and representations. Contractor warrants that no 
payment, gratuity or offer of employment will be made in connection with this Agreement by or on 
behalf of any Subcontractors to Contractor or higher tier subcontractors or anyone associated with 
them, as an inducement for the award of a subcontract or order. 

(b) Contractor fiirther acknowledges that any Agreement entered into, negotiated or 
performed in violafion ofany ofthe provisions of Chapter 2-156 is voidable as to the City. 

6.12 MacBride Ordinance 

The City of Chicago through the passage of thfe MacBride Principles Ordinance seeks to 
promote fair and equal employment opportunities and labor practices for religious minorities in 
Northern Ireland and provide a better working environment for all citizens in Northern Ireland. 

In accordance with Section 2-92-580 of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago, if 
Contractor conducts any business operations in Northern Ireland, the Contractor must make all 
reasonable and good faith efforts to conduct any business operations in Northern Ireland in 
accordance with the MacBride Principles for Northern Ireland as defined in Illinois Public Act 85--
1390(1988 111. Laws 3220). 

The provisions of this Section 6.12 do not apply to contracts for which the City receives 
fiinds administered by the United States Department of Transportation, except to the extent Congress 
has directed that the Department of Transportation not withhold fiinds from states and localities that 
choose to implement selective purchasing policies based on agreement to comply with the MacBride 
Principles for Northern Ireland, or to the extent that such funds are not otherwise withheld by the 
Department of Transportation. 

ARTICLE 7 EVENTS OF DEFAULT, REMEDIES, TERMINATION, RIGHT 
TO OFFSET, SUSPENSION 

7.01 Events of Default Defined 

The following consfitute events of default: 

A. Any material misrepresentation, whether negligent or willful and whether in the 
inducement or in the performance, made by Contractor to the City. 

B. Contractor's material failure to perform any of its obligations under the Agreement 
including, but not limited to, the following: 
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(1) failure to commence or ensure timely completion of the Services due to a reason 
or circumstance within Contractor's reasonable control; 

(2) failure to perform the Services in a manner satisfactory to the City; 

(3) failure to promptly re-perform within a reasonable time Services that were 
rejected as erroneous or unsatisfactory; 

(4) discontinuance of the Services for reasons within the Contractor's reasonable 
control; 

(5) failure to comply with a material term of this Agreement, including but not 
limited to the provisions concemine insurance and nondiscrimination; and 

(6) any other acts specifically and expressly stated in this Agreement as constituting 
an event of default. 

C. The Contractor's default under any other agreement it may presently have or may 
enter into with the City during the life of this Agreement. The Contractor acknowledges and agrees 
that in the event of a default under this Agreement the City may also declare a default under any such 
other agreements. 

7.02 Remedies 

The occurrence ofany event of default which the Contractor fails to cure within 14 calendar 
days after receipt of notice specifying such default or which, if such event of default cannot 
reasonably be cured within 14 calendar days after notice, the Contractor fails, in the sole opinion of 
the Commissioner, to commence and confinue diligent efforts to cure, permits the City to declare the 
Contractor in default. Whether to declare the Contractor in default is within the sole discretion of 
the Commissioner. Written notification ofthe default, and any intention ofthe City to terininate the 
Agreement, shall be provided to Contractor and such decision is final and effective upon Contractor's 
receipt of such notice. Upon receipt of such notice, the Contractor must discontinue any services, 
unless otherwise directed in the notice, and deliver all materials accumulated in the performance of 
this Agreement, whether completed or in the process of completion, to the City. At such time the 
City may invoke any legal or equitable remedy available to it including, but not limited to, the 
following: 

A. The right to take over and complete the Services or any part thereof as agent for and 
at the cost ofthe Contractor, either directly or through others. The Contractor shall have, in such 
event, the right to offset from such cost the amount it would have cost the City under the terms and 
conditions herein had the Contractor completed the Services. 
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B. The right to terminate this Agreement as to any or all of the Services yet to be 
performed, effective at a time specified by the City. 

C. The right of specific performance, an injunction or any other appropriate equitable 
remedy. 

D. The right to money damages. 

E. The right to withhold all or any part of Contractor's compensation hereunder. 

F. The right to deem Contractor non-responsible in future contracts to be awarded by the City. 

If the City considers it to be in its best interest, it may elect not to declare default or to 
terminate this Agreement. The parties acknowledge that this provision is solely for the benefit ofthe 
City and that if the City permits the Contractor to continue to provide the Services despite one or 
more events of default, the Contractor is in no way relieved ofany of its responsibilities, dufies or 
obligations under this Agreement nor does the City waive or relinquish any of its rights. No delay 
or omission to exercise any right accruing upon any event of default impairs any such right nor shall 
it be construed as a waiver ofany event of default or acquiescence therein, and every such right may 
be exercised from time to time and as often as may be deemed expedient. 

7i03 Right to Offset 

The City reserves its rights under §2-92-380 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago and the 
Commissioner shall consult with the SSAC before exercising such rights. 

7.04 Suspension 

The City may at any fime request that the Contractor suspend its Services, or any part thereof, 
by giving 15 days prior written notice to the Contractor or upon no notice in the event of emergency. 
No costs incurred after the effecfive date of such suspension shall be allowed. The Contractor shall 
prompfiy resume its performance upon written notice by the Department. The Budget may be 
revised pursuant to Section 5.02 to account for any additional costs or expenses actually incurred by 
the Contractor as a result of recommencing the Services. 

7.05 No Damages for Delay 

The Contractor agrees that it, its members, if a partnership or joint venture and its 
Subcontractors shall make no claims against the City for damages, charges, addifional costs or hourly 
fees for costs incurred by reason of delays or hindrances by the City in the performance of its 
obligafions under this Agreement. 
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7.06 Early Termination 

In addifion to termination for default, the City may, at any time, elect to terminate this 
Agreement or any portion of the Services to be performed under it at the sole discretion of the 
Commissioner by a written notice to the Contractor. If the City elects to terminate the Agreement 
in full, all Services shall cease and all materials accumulated in performing this Agreement, whether 
completed or in the process of completion, shall be delivered to the Department within 10 days after 
receipt ofthe notice or by the date stated in the nofice. 

During the final ten days or other time period stated in the notice, the Contractor shall restrict 
its activifies, and those of its Subcontractors, to winding down any reports, analyses, or other 
activities previously begun. No costs incurred after the effecfive date ofthe termination are allowed. 
Payment for any Services actually and satisfactorily performed before the effective date of the 
termination shall be on the same basis as set forth in Article 5 hereof, but if any compensafion is 
described or provided for on the b«tsis of a period longer than ten days, then the compensation shall 
be prorated accordingly. 

If a court of competent jurisdiction determines that the City's election to terminate this 
Agreement for default has been wrongfiil, then such termination shall be deemed to be an early 
termination. 

ARTICLE 8 GENERAL CONDITIONS 

8.01 Entire Agreement: 

This Agreement, and the exhibits attached hereto and incorporated hereby, shall consfitute 
the entire agreement between the parties and no other warranties, inducements, considerafions, 
promises, or interpretations shall be implied or impressed upon this Agreement that are not expressly 
addressed herein. 

8.02 Counterparts 

This Agreement is comprised of several identical counterparts, each to be fully executed by 
the parties and each to be deemed an original having identical legal effect. 
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8.03 Amendments 

No changes, amendments, modifications, or discharge of this Agreement, or anypart thereof, 
shall be valid unless in writing and signed by the authorized agent of the Confractor and the 
Commissioner, or their successors and assigns. The City shall incur no liability for revised services 
without a written amendment to this Agreement pursuant to this Section. 

8.04 Compliance with All Laws 

The Contractor shaiil-at all times observe and comply with all applicable laws, ordinances, 
mles, regulations and executive orders ofthe federal, state and local government, now existing or 
hereinafter in effect, which may in any manner affect the performance of this Agreement. 

8.05 Compliance with ADA and Other Accessibility Laws 

If this Agreement involves services to the public, the Contractor warrants that all Services 
provided hereunder shall comply with all accessibility standards for persons with disabilities or 
environmentally limited persons including, but not limited to the following: Americans with 
DisabilitiesActof 1990, 42 U.S.C. § 12101 et seq. and the Rehabilitafion Act of 1973. 29 U.S.C. 
§§ 793-94. In the event that the above cited standards are inconsistent, the Contractor shall comply 
with the standard providing greater accessibility. 

If this Agreement involves design for constraction and/or Construction, the Contractor 
warrants that all design documents produced and/or used under this Agreement shall comply with 
all federal, state and local laws and regulations regarding accessibility standards for persons with 
disabilifies or environmentally limited persons including, but not limited to, the following: 
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, 42 U.S.C. § 12101 et seq. and the Americans with 
Disabilifies Act Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities; the Architectural Barriers Act, 
P.L. 90-480 and the Uniform Federal Accessibility Standards; and the Enviromnental Barriers Act, 
410 ILCS 25/1 et seq.. and the regulations promulgated thereto at 111. Admin. Code fit. 71, ch. 1, § 
400.110. In the event that the above cited standards are inconsistent, the Contractor shall comply 
with the standard providing greater accessibility. If the Confractor fails to comply with the foregoing 
standards, it shall perform again at no expense all services required to be reperformed as a direct or 
indirect result of such failure. 

8.06 Assigns 
All ofthe terms and conditions of this Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of 
the parties hereto and their respective legal representatives, successors, transferees and assigns. 
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8.07 Cooperation 

The Contractor agrees at all times to cooperate fully with the City and to act in the City's best 
interests. Upon the termination or expiration of this Agreement, the Contractor shall make every 
effort to assure an orderly transition to another provider of the Services, if any, orderly 
demobilization of its operations in connection with the Services, uninterrupted provision of Services 
during any transition period and shall otherwise comply with reasonable requests ofthe Department 
in connection with this Agreement's termination or expiration. 

8.08 Severability 

If any provision of this Agreement is held or deemed to be or shall in fact be inoperative or 
unenforceable as applied in any particular case in any jurisdiction or in all cases because it conflicts 
with any other provision hereof or of any constitution, statute, ordinance, rule of law or public policy, 
or for any other reason, such circumstances shall not have the effect of rendering such provision 
inoperative or unenforceable in any other case or circumstances, or of rendering any other provision 
herein invalid, inoperative, or unenforceable to any extent. The invalidity of any one or more 
phrases, sentences, clauses or sections herein shall not effect the remaining portions of this 
Agreement or any part thereof 

8.09 Interpretation 

All headings in this Agreement are for convenience of reference only and do not define or 
limit the provisions thereof Words of gender are deemed to include correlative words ofthe other 
gender. Words importing the singular number include the plural number and vice versa, unless the 
context otherwise indicates. All references to exhibits or documents are deemed to include all 
supplements and/or amendments to such exhibits or documents if entered into in accordance with 
the terms and conditions hereof and thereof All references to persons or entities are deemed to 
include any persons or entities succeeding to the rights, duties, and obligations of such persons or 
entities in accordance with the terms and conditions herein. 

8.10 Miscellaneous Provisions 

Whenever under this Agreement the City by a proper authority waives the Contractor's 
performance in any respect or waives a requirement or condition to the Contractor's performance, 
the waiver, whether express or implied, applies only to that particular instance and is not a waiver 
forever or for subsequent instances ofthe performance, requirement or condition. No waiver shall 
be construed as a modification ofthe Agreement regardless ofthe number of fimes the City may 
have waived the performance, requirement or condition. 
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8.11 Disputes 

Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, Contractormust and the City may bring any 
dispute arising under this Agreement which is not resolved by the parties to the Chief Procurement 
Officer for decision based upon the written submissions ofthe parties. (A copy ofthe "Regulations 
ofthe Department of Procurement Services for Resolution of Disputes between Contractors and the 
City of Chicago" is available in City Hall, 121 N. LaSalle Street, Room 301, Bid and Bond Room, 
Chicago, Illinois 60602.) The Chief Procurement will issue a written decision and send it to the 
Contractor and the SSAC by mail. The decision of the Chief Procurement Officer is final and 
binding. The sole and exclusive remedy to challenge the decision ofthe Chief Procurement Officer 
is judicial review by means of a common law writ of certiorari. 

8.12 Contractor Affidavit 

The f;.0ntractor must provide to the City, no later than thirty days after the end oiFe^ch year, 
a fiilly executed and notarized Affidavit certifying the expenditures and Services provided for the 
prior year. The form of this affidavit is attached as Exhibit 8 and incorporated by reference. 

8.13 Prohibition on Certain Contributions 

Contractor agrees that Contractor, any person or entity who directly or indirectly has an 
ownership or beneficial interest in Contractor of more than 7.5 percent ("Owners"), spouses and 
domestic partners of such Owners, Contractor's subcontractors, any person or entity who directly 
or indirectly has an ownership or beneficial interest in any subcontractor of more than 7.5 percent 
("Sub-owners") and spouses and domestic partners of such Sub-owners (Contractor and all the other 
preceding classes of persons and entities are together, the ("Identified Parties"), shall not make a 
contribufion ofany amount to the Mayor ofthe City of Chicago ("Mayor") or to his political 
fiindraising committee (i) after execution of this Agreement by Contractor, (ii) while this Agreement 
or any Other Contract is executory, (iii) during the term of this Agreement or any Other Contract 
between Contractor and the City, or (iv) during any period while an extension of this Agreement or 
any Other Contract is being sought or negofiated. 

Contractor represents and warrants that since the date of public advertisement of the 
specificafion, request for qualifications, request for proposals or request for informafion (or any 
combination of those requests) or, if not competifively procured, from the date the City approached 
Contractor or the date Contractor approached the City,.as applicable, regarding the formulation of 
this Agreement, no Identified Parties have made a contribution ofany amount to the Mayor or to his 
political fundraising committee. 

Confractor agrees that it shall not: (a) coerce, compel or intimidate its employees to 
make a contribution ofany amount to the Mayor or to the Mayor's political fiindraising committee; 
(b) reimburse its employees for a contribution ofany amount made to the Mayor or to the Mayor's 
political fiindraising committee; or (c) bundle oi" solicit others to bundle contributions to the Mayor 
orto his political fundraising committee. 
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Contractor agrees that the Identified Parties must not engage in any conduct whatsoever 
designed to intentionally violate this provision or Mayoral Executive Order No. 05-1 or to entice, 
direct or solicit others to intenfionally violate this provision or Mayoral Execufive Order No. 05-1. 

Contractor agrees that a violation of, non-compliance with, misrepresentation with respect 
to, or breach ofany covenant or warranty under this provision or violation of Mayoral Executive 
Order No. 05-1 constitutes a breach and default under this Agreement, and under any Other Contract 
for which no opportunity to cure will be granted. Such breach and default entitles the City to all 
remedies (including without limitation termination for default) under this Agreement, under Other 
Contract, at law and in equity. This provision amends any Other Contract and supersedes any 
inconsistent provision contained therein. 

If Contractor violates this provision or Mayoral Executive Order No. 05-1 prior to award of 
the Agreement resulting from this specification, the Commissioner may reject Contractor's bid. 

For purposes of this provision: 

"Bundle" means to collect contributions from more than one source which are then delivered 
by one person to the Mayor or to his political fundraising committee. 

"Other Contract" means any other agreement with the City of Chicago to which Contractor 
is a party that is (i) formed under the authority of chapter 2-92 of the Municipal Code of 
Chicago; (ii) entered into for the purchase or lease of real or personal property; or (iii) for 
materials, supplies, equipment or services which are approved or authorized by the city 
council. 

"Contribution" means a "political contribufion" as defined in Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal 
Code of Chicago, as amended. 

Individuals are "Domestic Partners" if they safisfy the following criteria: 

(A) they are each other's sole domestic partner, responsible for each other's 
common welfare; and 

(B) neither party is married; and 
(C) the partners are not related by blood closer than would bar marriage in the 

State of Illinois; and 
(D) each partner is at least 18 years of age, and the partners are the same sex, and 

the partners reside at the same residence; and 
(E) two of the following four conditions exist for the partners: 

1. The partners have been residing together for at least 12 months. 
2. The partners have common or joint ownership of a residence. 
3. The partners have at least two ofthe following arrangements: 

a. joint ownership of a motor vehicle; 
b. a joint credit account; 
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c. a joint checking account; 
d. a lease for a residence identifying both domestic partners as 

tenants. 
4. Each partner identifies the other partner as a primary beneficiary in a 

will. 

"Polifical fundraising committee" means a "political fundraising committee" as defined in 
Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal code of Chicago, as amended." 

8il4 Firms Owned or Operated by Individuals with Disabilities 

The City encourages Contractors to use Subcontractors that are firms owned or operated by 
individuals with disabilifies, as defined by Secfion 2-92-586 ofthe Municipal Code ofthe City of 
Chicago, where not otherwise prohibited by federal or state law. 

8.15 Governing Law and Jurisdiction 

TTiis Agreement is governed as to performance and interpretafion in accordance with the 
laws of the State of Illinois. 

ARTICLE 9 NOTICES 

Notices provided for herein shall be in writing and may be delivered personally or by 
United States mail, first class, certified, return receipt requested, with postage prepaid and 
addressed as follows: 

Ifto the City: Special Service Area #4 Commission 
2100 West 95"'Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60643 

Department of Plarming and Development 
City Hall, Room 1000 
121 North LaSalle Street 

' • Chicago, Illinois 60602 
Attention: Commissioner 

With Copies to: Department of Law 
Room 600, City Hall 
121 North LaSalle Sfreet 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
Attention: Corporation Counsel 

Ifto Contractor: 95™ Street Beverly Hills Business Associafion 
2100 West 95"'Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60643 
Attention: Lois D. Weber 
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Changes in the above-referenced addresses must be in writing and delivered in 
accordance with the provisions of this Section. Notices delivered by mail shall be deemed 
received 3 days after mailing in accordance with this Section. Notices delivered personally shall 
be deemed effective upon receipt. 

ARTICLE 10 CITV ACTION 

In the event that there is no duly constituted SSAC during the term of this 
Agreement, the City will retain all ofthe rights and obligations afforded to the SSAC hereunder. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the City and the Contractor have executed this 
Agreement on the date first set forth above, at Chicago, Illinois. 

Recommended by: CONTRACTOR 

SSAC Chairperson 

CITY OF CHICAGO 

By: 
Commissioner, Department of 
Planning and Development 

By: 

Its: 

Attested By; 

Its: 

State of 

County of. 

This instrument was acknowledged before me on (date) by 
_(name/s of person/s) as (type of authority, e.g., officer, trustee, etc.) of. 

__(name of party on behalf of whom instrument was 
executed). 

(Signature of Notjuy Public) 

(Sub)Exhibits 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 referred to in this Service Provider Agreement for 
Special Service Area Number 4 read as follows: 
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(Sub)Exhibit 1. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 4) 

Special Service Area Number 4. 

95'̂  Street. 

2009 Scope Of Services. 

Public way maintenance. 

Public way aesthetics. 

Advertising and promotion. 

Tenant retention/attraction. 

Business district planning. 

(Sub)Exhibit 2: 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 4) 

Schedule C: 2009 Special Service Area Budget Summary. 

Department Of Planning And Development. 

Special Service Area Number and Name: 

Special Service Area Chairperson: 

Service Provider: 

Special Service Area Program Manager: 

Budget Period: 

Special Service Area Number 4 - 95"' Street 

Dennis Heywood 

95'" Street Beverly Hills Business Association 

Lois D. Weber 

January 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009 

Service 

Advertising and Promotion 

Public Way Maintenance 

Public Way Aesthetics 

2008 Levy 

$ 6,150 

38,585 

26,700 

+ Carryover 

$ 

-

-

= 2009 Budget 

$ 6,150 

38,585 

26,700 
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Service 

Tenant Retention/Attraction 

Facade Improvements 

Parking/Transit/Accessibility 

Safety Programs 

District Planning 

Total Services 

Administration 

Loss Collection 4.7% 

GRAND TOTAL 

Administration/Total Budget 
Ratio 

2008 Levy 

$ 1,850 

-

-

-

1,240 

$74,525 

$ 7,275 

$ 4,000 

$85,800 

+ 

+ 

Carryover 

-

-

-

-

-

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

= 

= 

2009 Budget 

$ 1,850 

-

-

-

1,240 

$74,525 

$ 7,275 

$ 4,000 

$85,800 

8.5% 

D.P.D. Use Only 

Estimated 2007 E.A.V. 

Authorized Tax Rate Cap 

Estimated Tax Rate for 2008 Levy 

Estimated 2008 Levy 

$10,585,674 

2.000% 

0.811% 

$ 85,800 

Special Service Area Number and Name: 

Budget Period: 

Special Service Area Number 4 - 95'" Street 

January 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009 

The attached budget is recommended and approved by the Special Service Area 
Commission. 

(Signed) Dennis Heywood 
S.S.A. Chairperson Signature 

Dennis Heywood 
S.S.A. Chairperson Printed Name 

June 24, 2008 
Date 
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(Sub)Exhibit 3. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 4) 

City Of Chicago 

Economic Disclosure Statement And Affidavit. 

S E C T I O N I - G E N E R A L I N F O R M A T I O N 

A. Legal name of Disclosing Party submitting this EDS. Include d/b/a/if applicable: 

95St ree t Beverly Hills Business Association 

C h e c k ONE of the following three boxes: 

Indicate whether Disclosing Party submitting this EDS is; 
1. M the A.pplicant 

OR 
2 . [ ] a legal entity holding a direct or indirect interest in the Applicant. State the legal name of the 

Applicant in which Disclosing Party holds an interest; • 
OR 

3 . [ ] a specified legal entity with a right of control (see Section 11.B. I b.) State tbe legal name of 
the entity in which Disclosing Party holds a right of control; 

B. Business address of Disclosing Party; 2100 West 95th Street 

Chicago, IL 60643 

C TeIephone:(^'"'**®*''°'^P""''"9P"n50ses)pax^- (Omitted for printing purposes) Email; (Omitted for printing purposes) 

D. Name of contact person: L o i S D . W e b e f 

E. Federal Employer Identification No. (if you have one); (Omitted for printing purposes) 

F. Brief description of contract, transaction or other undertaking (referred to below as the "Matter") to 
which this EDS pertains. (Include project number and location of property, if applicable): ~ 

Council approval of annual SSA #4 property tax levy and budget to fund SSA progranis. 

0 . Which City agency or department is requesting this EDS? O^P^ Q^ Planning a n d Development 

If the Matter is a contract being handled by the Ci ty ' s Department of Procurement Services, please 

complete the following; 

Specification # and Contract # 
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"No Members" 

SECTION II - DISCLOSURE OF O W N E R S H I P INTERESTS 

A. NATURL OF DISCLOSING PARTY 

i . Indicate the nature ofthe Disclosing Party: 
[ ] Person 
[ ] Publicly registered business corporation 
[ ] Privately held business corporation 
[ ] Sole proprietorship 
( ] General partnership* 
[ ] Limited partnership* 
( ] Trust 

* Note B.l.b below. 

[ ] Limited liability company* 
[ ] Limited liability partnership* 
( ] Joint venture* 
M Not-for-profit corporation 
(Is the not-for-profit corporation also a 501(c)(3))? 

[ ] Yes M No 
( 1 Other (please specify) 

501 (C) (6 ) 

2 . For legal entities, the state (or foreign country) of incorporation or organization, if applicable: 

IHinois t 

3 . For legal entities not organized in the State of Illiaois: Has the organization registered to do 
business in tbe State oflllinois as a foreign entity? 

{ ] Yes [ ] No M N/A 

B. IF THE DISCLOSING PARTY IS A LEGAL ENTITY: 

I .a. List below the full names and titles of all executive officers and all directors ofthe entity. 
For not-for-profit corporations, also list below all members, if any, which are legal entities. If there are 
no such members, write "no members." For trusts, estates or other similar entities, list below the legal 
titleholder(s). 

"no members" 
N a m e Ti t l e 

95" Street Beverly Hills Business Association 

President 
Vice President 
Vice President 
Treasurer 
Secretary 

Board Of Directors 
Officers 

Emil Mahler 
Peter Coccaro 
Oliver Banks 
Dennis Heywood 
Gail Page 

Directors 
Elaine Cotton 
Unda Ellis 
Mike Geary 
Eleanor Hollander 
Otto Kaiserauer 
Marsha Mallette 
Victoria Nolan 
Jules Packnelt 
Vince Sheridan 
Marcia Walsb 

I -b. If you checked "General partnership," "Limited partnership," "Limited liability 
company," "Limited liability partnership" or "Joint venture" in response to Hem A. I. above (Nature of 
Disclosing Parly), list below the name and title of each general panner. manaping member, manacer or 
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any other person or entity that controls (he day-to-day management of the Disclosing Party. NOTE: 
Each legal entity listed below must submit an EDS on its own behalf. 

Name Title 
N/A 

2 . Please provide the following information concerning each person or entity having a direct or 
indirect beneficial interest (including ownership) in excess of 7.5% of the Disclosing Party. Examples 
of such an interest include shares in a corporation, partnership interest in a partnership or joint venture, 
interest of a member or manager in a limited liability company, or interest of a beneficiary of a trust, 
estate or other similar entity. If none, state "None." NOTE: Pursuant to Section 2-154-030 of the 
Municipal Code of Chicago ("Municipal Code"), the City may require any such additional information 
froni any applicant which is reasonably intended to achieve full disclosure. 

Name Business AdSlrcss Percentage Interest in the 
Disclosing Party 

N/A 

SECTION lU - BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS WITH CITY E L E C T E D OFFICIALS 

Has (he Disclosing Party had a "business relationship," as defijied in Chapter 2-1 56 of the Municipal 
Code, with any City elected official ia the 12 months before the date this EDS is signed? 

[ 1 Yes M No 

If yes, please identify below the name(s) of such City elected official(s) and describe such 
relationsbip(s): 

SECTION IV - DISCLOSURE OF SUBCONTRACTORS AND O T H E R RETAINED PARTIES 

The Disclosing Party must disclose the name and business address of each subcontractor, attorney, 
lobbyist, accountant, consultant and any other person or cnlily whom (he Disclosing Party has re(ained 
or expects (o re(ain in connection with (he Ma((cr, as well as the na(ure of the rcladonship, and (he total 
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amount of (he fees paid or estimated (o be paid. The Disclosing Party is not required lo disclose 
employees who are paid solely (hrough the Disclosing Party's regular payroll. 

"Lobbyist" means any person or entity who undertakes lo influence any legislative or administrative 
action on behalf of any person or entity other than; ( I) a not-for-profit entity, on an unpaid basis, or (2) 
himself. "Lobbyist" also means any person or entity any part of whose duties as an employee of 
artother includes undertaking to influence any legislative or administrative action. 

If the Disclosing Party is uncertain whether a disclosure is required under this Section, (he 
Disclosing Party must either ask the City whether disclosure is required or make the disclosure. 

Name Business Relationship to Disclosing Party Fees 
(indicate whether Address (subcontractor, attorney, (indicate whether 
retained or anticipated lobbyist, etc.) paid or estimated) 
to be retained) 

r^g?f A T T T ^ ^ / ^ ^ ^ 

(Add sheets if necessary) 

[ ] Check here if the Disclosing party has not retained, nor expects (o re(ain, any such persons or 
entities. 

SECTION V - C E R T I F I C A T I O N S 

A. COURT-ORDERED CHILD SUPPORT COMPLIANCE 

Under Municipal Code Section 2-92-415, substantial owners of business entities that contract with 
the City must remain in compliance with their child support obligations throughout the term of the 
contract. 

Has any person who directly or indirectly owns I 0% or more of the Disclosing Party been declared in 
arrearage on any child support obligations by any Illinois court of competent jurisdiction? 

( ] Yes M No ( ] No person owns I 0% or more of the Disclosing Party. 

If "Yes," has the person entered into a court-approved agreement for payment of all support owed and 
is the person in compliance with that agreeinent? 

[ ] Y c s [ ) N o 
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NAME 

ro Landscape 
ined 

it Ideas 
ined 

< Sen/ices 
ined 

lefville USA 
ined 

IF lag 
ined 

im White 
ned 

BUSINESS ADDRESS 

10057 South Western Ave. 
Chicago. IL 60643 

540 B Illinois Highway 
New Lenox. IL 60451 

9431 South Hoyne Avenue 
Chicago, IL 60620 

1428Hillgrove 
Western Springs, IL 60568 

7984 South Chicago Ave. 
Chicago. IL 60617 

283 Noble Circle 
Vernon Hills, IL 60061 

RELTAIONSHIP TO 
DISCLOSING PARTY 

Subcontractor 
Maintenance 

Subcontractor 
Holiday lighting 

Subcontractor 
Snowplowing 

Subcontractor 
Banner installation & 
removal 

Subcontractor 
Flag installation & removal 

Accountant 

FEES 

$25,000. (est) 

$6,000. (est.) 

$2,500. (est.) 

$2,500. (esL) 

$2,500. (esL) 

$625. (est.) 
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B. FURTHER CERTIFICATIONS 

I - The Disclosing Party and, if the Disclosing Party is a legal entity, all of those persons or entities 
identified in Section II.B.l. of this EDS: 

a. are not presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible or voluntarily 
excluded from any transactions by any federal, state or local unit of government; 

b. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date of this EDS, been convicted of a criminal 
offense, adjudged guilty, or had a civil judgment rendered against them in connection with: 
obtaining, attempting to obtain, or performing a public (federal, state or local) transaction or 
contract under a public transaction; a violation of federal or state antitrust statutes; fraud; 
embezzlement; theft; forgery; bribery; falsification or destruction of records; making false 
statements; or receiving stolen property; 

c. are not presently indicted for or otherwise criminally or civilly charged by a governmental entity 
(federal, state or local) with commission ofany ofthe offenses enumerated in clause B. I.b. of 
this Section V; 

d. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date of (hî s EDS, had one or more public 
transactions (federal, state or local) terminated for cause or default; and 

e. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date of this EDS, been convicted, adjudged 
guilty, or found liable in a civil proceeding, or in any criminal or civil action, including actions 
concerning environmental violations, instituted by the City or by the federal government, any 
state, or any other unit of local government. 

2. The certifications in subparts 2, 3 and 4 concern: 

• the Disclosing Party; 
- any "Applicable Party" (meaning any party participating in the performance ofthe Matter, 

including but not limited to any persons or legal entities disclosed under Section IV, "Disclosure of 
Subcontractors and Other Retained Parties"); 
• any "Affiliated Entity" (meaning a person or entity that, directly or indirectly: controls the 

Disclosing Party, is controlled by the Disclosing Party, or is, with the Disclosing Party, under 
common control of another person or entity. Indicia of control include, without limitation.' 
interlocking management or ownership; identity of interests among family members, shared facilities 
and equipment; common use of employees; or organization of a business entity following the 
ineligibility of a business entity to do business with federal or stale or local government, including 
the City, using substantially the same management, ownership, or principals as the ineligible entity); 
with respect to Applicable Parties, the term Affiliated Entity means a person or entity that directly or 
indirectly controls the Applicable Party, is controlled by it, or, with the Applicable Party, is under 
common control of another person or entity; 
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• any responsible official of the Disclosing Party, any Applicable Parly or any Affiliated Entity or. 
any other official, agent or employee of the Disclosing Party, any Applicable Party or any Affiliated 
Entity, acting pursuant to the direction or authorization of a responsible official ofthe Disclosing 
Party, any Applicable Party or any Affiliated Entity (collectively "Agents"). 

Neither the Disclosing Party, nor any Applicable Party, nor any Affiliated Entity of either the 
Disclosing Party or any Applicable Party nor any Agents have, during the five years before the date this 
EDS is signed, or, with respect to an Applicable Party, an Affiliated Entity, or an Affiliated Entity of an 
Applicable Party during the five years before the date of such Applicable Party's or Affiliated Entity's 
contract or eDgagement in connection with the Matter: 

a. bribed or attempted to bribe, or been convicted or adjudged guilty of bribery or attempting to 
bribe, a public officer or employee of the City, the State of Illinois, or any agency of the federal 
government or of any state or local government in the United States of America, in that officer's 
or employee's official capacity; 

b. agreed or colluded with other bidders or prospective bidders, or been a party to any such 
agreement, or been convicted or adjudged guilty of agreement or collusion among bidders or 
prospective bidders, in restraint of freedom of competition by agrecitient (o bid a fixed price or 
otherwise; or 

c. made an admission of such conduct described in a. or b. above that is a matter of record, but 
have not been prosecuted for such conduct; or 

d. violated the provisions of Municipal Code Section 2-92-610 (Living Wage Ordinance). 

3. Neither the Disclosing Party, Affiliated Entity or Applicable Party, or any of their employees, 
officials, agents or partners, is barred from contracting with any unit of state or local government as a 
result of engaging in or being convicted of (I) bid-rigging in violation of 720 ILCS 5/33 E-3; (2) 
bid-rotating in violation of 720 ILCS 5/33 E-4; or (3) any similar offense ofany state or of the United 
States of America that contains the same elertierits as the offense of bid-rigging or bid-rotating. 

4. Neither the Disclosing Party nor any Affiliated Entity is listed on any of the following lists 
maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets Control ofthe U.S. Department of the Treasury or the 
Bureau of Industry and Security ofthe U.S. Department of Commerce or their successors: the Specially 
Designated Nationals List, the Denied Persons List, the Unverified List, the Entity. List and the 
Debarred List. 

5. The Disclosing Party understands and shall comply with ( I ) the applicable, requirements ofthe 
Governmental Ethics Ordinance ofthe City, Title 2, Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal Code; and (2) all 
the applicable provisions of Chapter 2-56 of the Municipal Code (Office of the Inspector General). 
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6 . If the Disclosing Party is unable to certify to any of the above statements in this Part B (Further 
Certifications), the Disclosing Party must explain below; 

N/A 

If the letters "NA," the word "None," or no response appears on the lines above, it will be conclusively 
presumed that the Disclosing Party certified to the above statements. 

C. CERTIFICATION OF STATUS AS FINANCIAL INSTITUTION 

For purposes of this Part C, under Municipal Code Section 2-32-455(b), the term "financial institution" 
means a bank, savings and loan association, thrift, credit union, mortgage banker, mortgage broker, 
trust company, savings bank, investment bank, securities broker, municipal securities broker, securities 
dealer, municipal securities dealer, securities underwriter, municipal securities underwriter, investment 
trust, venture capital company, bank holding company, financial services holding company, or any 
licensee under the Consumer Installment Loan Act, the Sales Finance Agency Act, or the Residential 
Mortgage Licensing Act. However, "financial institution" specifically shall not include any entity 
whose predominant business is the providing of tax deferred, defined contribution, pension plans to 
public eniployees in accordance with Sections 403(b) and 457 ofthe Internal Revenue Code. 
(Additional defmitions may be found in Municipal Code Section 2-32-455(b).) 

I. CERTIFICATION 

The Disclosing Party certifies that the Disclosing Party (check one) 

[ ] is M is not 

a "financial institution" as defined in Section 2-32-455(b) ofthe Municipal Code. 

2. If the Disclosing Party IS a financial institution, then the Disclosing Party pledges: 

"We are not and will not become a predatory lender as defined in Chapter 2-32 of the Municipal 
Code. We further pledge that none of our affiliates is, and none of them will become, a predatory 
lender as defined in Chapter 2-32 ofthe Municipal Code. We understand that becoming a predatory 
lender or becoming an affiliate of a predatory lender may result in the loss ofthe privilege of doing 
business with the City." 

If the Disclosing Party is unable to make this pledge because it or any of its affiliates (as defined in 
Section 2-32'45-')(b) ofthe Municipal Code) is a predatory lender within the meaning of Chapter 
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2-32 ofthe Municipal Code, explain here (aliach additional pages if necessary): 

N/A 

If the letters "N A," the word "None," or no response appears on the lines above, it will be 
conclusively presumed that the Disclosing Party certified to the above statements. 

D. CERTIFICATION REGARDING INTEREST IN CITY BUSINESS 

Any words or terms that are defined in Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal Code have the same 
meanings when used in this Part D. 

1. In accordance with Section 2-1 56-1 10 ofthe Municipal Code: Does any official or employee 
of the City have a financial interest in his or her own name or in the name of any other person or 
entity in the Matter? '" ' 

[ ] Yes M No 

NOTE: If you checked "Yes" to Item D.I., proceed to Items D.2. and D.3. If you checked "No" to 
Item D. I., proceed to Part E. 

2. Unless sold pursuant to a process of competitive bidding, or otherwise permitted, no City 
elected official or employee shall have a financial interest in bis or her own name or in the name of 
any other person or entity in the purchase ofany property that (i) belongs to the City, or (ii) is sold 
for taxes or assessments, or (iii) is sold by virtue of legal process at the suit ofthe City (collectively, 
"City Property Sale"). Compensation for property taken pursuant to the City's eminent domain power 
does not constitute a financial interest within the meaning of this Part D. 

Does the Matter involve a City Property Sale? 

n Yes [ ] N o 

3. If you checked "Yes" to Item D.I., provide the names and business addresses of the City 
officials or employees having such interest and identify the nature of such interest: 

Name Business Address Nature of Interest 

4. The Disclosing Party further certifies that no prohibited financial interest in the Matter will 
oc acquired by any City official or employee. 
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E. CERTIFICATION REGARDING SLAVERY ERA BUSINESS 

The Disclosing Party has searched any and all records of the Disclosing Party and any and all 
predecessor entities for records of investments or profits from slavery, the slave industry, or 
slaveholder insurance policies from the slavery era (including insurance policies issued to 
slaveholders that provided coverage for damage to or injury or death of their slaves) and has 
disclosed in this EDS any and all such records to the City. In addition, the Disclosing Party must 
disclose the names ofany and all slaves or slaveholders described in those records. Failure to 
comply with these disclosure requirements may make the Matter to which this EDS pertains voidable 
by the City. 

Please check either I. or 2. below. If the Disclosing Party checks 2., the Disclosing Party must 
disclose below or in an attachment to this EDS all requisite information as set forth in that paragraph 2. 

X I. The Disclosing Party verifies that (a) (he Disclosing Party has searched any and all records of 
the Disclosing Party and any and all predecessor entities for records of investments or profits from 
slavery, the slave industry, or slaveholder insurance policies, and (b) the Disclosiiig Party has found 
no records of investments or profits from slavery, the slave industry, or slaveholder insurance 
policies and no records of names ofany slaves or slaveholders. 

2. The Disclosing Party verifies that, as a result of conducting the search in step 1 (a) above, the 
Disclosing Party has found records relating to investments or profits from slavery, the slave industry, 
or slaveholder insurance policies and/or the names of any slaves or slaveholders. The Disclosing 
Party verifies that the following constitutes full disclosure of all such records: 

SECTION VI - CERTIFICATIONS FOR FEDERALLY-FUNDED MATTERS 

NOTE: If the Matter is federally funded, complete this Section VI. If the Matter is not federally 
funded, proceed to Section VII. 

A. CERTIFICATION REGARDING LOBBYING 

1. List below the names of all persons or entities registered under the federal Lobbying 
Disclosure Act of 1995 who have made lobbying contacts on behalf of the Disclosing Party with 
respect to the Matter: (Begin list here, add sheets as necessary): 

N/A 
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(If no explanation appears or begins on the lines above, or if the letters "NA" or if the word "None" 
appear, it will be conclusively presumed that the Disclosing Party means that NO persons Or entities 
registered under the Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 have made lobbying contacts on behalf of the 
Disclosing Party with respect to the Matter.) 

2. The Disclosing Party has not spent and will not expend any federally appropriated funds to 
pay any person or entity listed in Paragraph A. I. above for his or her lobbying activities or to pay any 
person or entity to influence or attempt to influence an officer or employee ofany agency, as defined 
by applicable federal law, a member of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or an 
employee of a member of Congress, in connection with the award ofany federally funded contract, 
making any federally funded grant or loan, entering into any cooperative agreement, or to extend, 
continue, renew, amend, or modify any federally funded contract, grant, loan, or cooperative 
agreement. 

3. The Disclosing Party will submit an updated certification at the end of each calendar quarter 
in which there occurs any event that materially affects the accuracy of the statements and information 
set'forth in paragraphs A. 1. and A.2. above. 

If the Matter is federally funded and any funds other than federally appropriated funds have been or 
will be paid to any person or entity for influencing or attempting to infiuence an officer or employee 
o fany agency (as defined by applicable federal law), a member of Congress, an officer or employee 
of Congress, or an employee of a member of Congress in connection with the Matter, the Disclosing 
Party must complete and submit Standard Form-LLL, "Disclosure Form to Report Lobbying," in 
accordance with its instructions. The form may be obtained online from the federal Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) web site at http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/snilin.pdf, 
linked on the page http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/grants_forms.html. 

4. The Disclosing Party certifies that either: (i) it is not an organization described in section 
501(c)(4) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986; or (ii) it is an organization described in section 
501(c)(4) ofthe Internal Revenue Code of 1986 but has not engaged and will not engage in 
"Lobbying Activities". 

5. If the Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party must obtain certifications equal 
in form and substance to paragraphs A. l . through A.4. above from all subcontractors before it 
awards any subcontract and the Disclosing Party must maintain all such subcontractors' certifications 
for the duration of the Matter and must make such certifications promptly available to the City upon 
request. 

B . CERTIFICATION REGARDING EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 

If the Matter is federally funded, federal regulations require the Applicant and all proposed 
subcontractors to submit the following information with their bids or in writing at the outset of 
negotiations. 

http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/snilin.pdf
http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/grants_forms.html
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Is the DisGl,osing Party the Applicant? 

( ] Yes ( ] No 

If "Yes," answer the three questions below: 

1. Have you developed and do you have on file affirmative action programs pursuant to 
applicable federal regulations? (See 4 I CFR Part 60-2.) 

[ ] Yes [ ] No 

2. Have you filed with the Joint Reporting Committee, the Director of the Office of Federal 
Contract Compliance Programs, or the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission all reports due 
under the applicable filing requirements? 

[ ] Yes ( ] No 

3 . Have you participated in any previous contracts or subcontracts subject (o the 
equalopportunityclau.se? 

[ ] Yes [ ] No 

If you checked "No" to question I. or 2. above, please provide an explanation: 

SECTION VII - A C K N O W L E D G M E N T S , C O N T R A C T INCORPORATION, 
C O M P L I A N C E , PENALTIES, DISCLOSURE 

The Disclosing Party understands and agrees that: 

A. By completing and filing (his EDS, (he Disclosing Party acknowledges and agrees, on behalf of 
itself and the persons or entities named in this EDS, that the City may investigate the 
creditworthiness of some or all of the persons or entities named in this EDS. 

B. The certifications, disclosures, and acknowledgments contained in this EDS will become part of 
any contract or other agreement between the Applicant and the City in connection with the Matter, 
whether procurement. City assistance, or other City action, and are material inducements to the City's 
execution of any contract or taking other action with respect to the Matter. The Disclosing Party 
understands that it must comply with all statutes, ordinances, and regulations on which this EOS is 
based. 

C. The City's Governmental Ethics and Campaign Financing Ordinances, Chapters 2-156 and 2-164 
o f the Municipal Code, impose certain duties and obligations on persons or entities seeking City 
contracts, work, business, or transactions. The full text of these ordinances and a training program is 
available on line at www.cityofchicago.org/Ethics, and may also be oblained from the City's Board 
of Ethics, 740 N. Sedgwick S(., Suite 500, Chicago, IL 60610, <oni«">«forprintinBpuT»s«, The Disclosing Party 
must comply fully with (he applicable ordinances. 

http://equalopportunityclau.se
http://www.cityofchicago.org/Ethics
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D. If the City determines that any information provided in this EDS is false, incomplete or 
inaccurate, any contract or other agreement in connection with which it is submitted may be 
rescinded or be void or voidable, and the City may pursue any remedies under (he contract or 
agreement (if not rescinded, void or voidable), at law, or in equity, including tenninating the 
Disclosing Party's participation in the Matter and/or declining to allow the Disclosing Party to 
participate in other transactions with the City. Remedies at law for a false statetxient of material fact 
may include incarceration and an award to the City of treble damages. 

E. It is the City's policy to make this document available to the public on its Internet site and/or iipon 
request. Some or all ofthe infonnation provided on this EDS and any attachments to this EDS may 
be made available to the public on the Internet, in response to a Freedom of Information Act request. 
or otherwise. By completing and signing this EDS, the Disclosing Party waives and releases any 
possible rights or claims which it may have against the City in connection with the public release of 
information contained in this EDS and also authorizes the City to verify the accuracy ofany 
information submitted in this EDS. 

F. The information provided in this EDS must be kept current. In (he event of changes, the 
Disclosing Party must supplement this EDS up to the time the City takes action on the Matter. If the 
Matter is a contract being handled by the City's Department of Procurement Services, the Disclosing 
Party must update this EDS as the contract requires. 

The Disclosing Party represents and warrants that: 

G. The Disclosing Party has not withheld or reserved any disclosures as to economic interests in the 
Disclosing Party, or as to the Matter, or any information, data or plan as to the intended use or 
purpose for which the Applicant seeks City Council or other City agency action. 

For purposes of the certifications in H.l. and H.2. below, the term "affiliate" means any person or 
entity tha(, directly or indirectly: controls the Disclosing Party, is controlled by the Disclosing Party, 
o r is, with the Disclosing Party, under common control of another person or entity. Indicia of control 
include, without limitation: interlocking management or ownership; identity of interests among 
family members; shared facilities and equipment; common use of employees; or organization of a 
business entity following the ineligibility of a business entity to do business with the federal 
gpvernmeot or a state or local government, including the City, using substantially the same 
management, ownership, or principals as the ineligible entity. 

H . l . The Disclosing Party is not delinquent in the payment ofany (ax administered by the Illinois 
Department of Revenue, nor are the Disclosing Party or its affiliates delinquent in paying any fine, 
fee, tax or other charge owed to the City. This includes, but is not limited to, all water charges, 
s e w e r charges, license fees, parking tickets, property taxes or sales taxes. 

H . 2 If the Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party and its affiliates will not use, nor 
permit their subcontractors (o use, any facili(y on the U.S. EPA's List of Violating Facilities in 
cronnection with the Mat(er for the duration of time (ha( such facility remains on the list. 
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H.3 If the Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party will obtain from any 
contractors/subcontractors hired or to be hired in connection with the Matter certifications equal in 
form and substance to those in H.I. and H.2. above and will not, without the prior written consent of 
the City, use any such contractor/subcontractor that does not provide such certifications or that the 
Disclosing Party has reason to believe has not provided or cannot provide truthful certifications. 

N O T E : If the Disclosing Party cannot certify as to any ofthe items in H.l . , H.2. or H.3. above, an 
explanatory statement must be attached to this EDS. 

CERTIFICATION 

Under penalty of perjury, the person signing below: (I) warrants that he/she is authorized to execute 
this EDS on behalf of the Disclosing.Party, and (2) warrants that all certifications and statements 
contained in this EDS are true, accurate and complete as of the date furnished to the City. 

95th Street Beveriy Hills Business Association oate: June 24, 2008 
(Print or type name of Disclosing Party) 

B y : / -

imiLj 'LLL 
(sign here) 

Emil C. Mahler 
(Print or type name of person signing) 

President 
(Print or type title of person signing) 

Signed and sworn to before me on (da(e) Q G ^ Y cJOOS^ , by B A\ . 1 C A \ / ^ / \ l-es^ 
at d o O ^ l County, X " ^ (state). 

- ^ 

Commission expires: ' ' / / ' • ^ ^ f ' ( 

Notary Public. 

OFFICIAL SEAL 
MARY E WALLER 

NOTARY P I ; B L I C . STATE Of lUINOlS 
MY COMMtSSlON EXPIRES;) I/25/11 
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(Sub)Exhibit 4. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 4) 

Contractor Insurance Provisions. 

Special Service Area Number 4. 

95'̂  Street Beverly Hills Business Association. 

Contractor must provide and maintain at Contractor's own expense, during the term of the 
Agreement and time period following expiration if Contractor is required to return and perform 
any ofthe Services or Additional Services under this Agreement, the insurance coverage and 
requirements specified below, insuring all operations related to the Agreement. 

A. Insurance To Be Provided. 

1) Workers'Compensation And Employer's Liability. 

Workers' Compensation Insurance, as prescribed by applicable law, covering all 
employees who are to provide a service under this Agreement and Employer's 
Liability coverage with limits of not less than One Hundred Thousand 
Dollars ($100,000) each accident, illness or disease. 

2) Commercial General Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

Commercial General Liability Insurance or equivalent with limits of not less than 
One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per occurrence for bodily injury, personal injury and 
property damage liability. Coverages must include the following: all premises and 
operations, products/completed operations, separation of insureds, defense and 
contractual liability (with no limitation endorsement). The City of Chicago is to be 
named as an additional insured on a primary, noncontributory basis for any liability 
arising directly or indirectly from the Services. 

3) Automobile Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

When any motor vehicles (owned, non-owned and hired) are used in connection 
with Services to be performed, Contractor must provide Automobile Liability 
Insurance with limits of not less than Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000) 
per occurrence for bodily injury and property damage. The City of Chicago is to be 
named as an additional insured on a primary, noncontributory basis for any liability 
arising directly or indirectly from the Services. 

4) Professional Liability. 

When any professional consultants (e.g., C.P.A.s, attorneys, architects, engineers, 
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construction managers) perform Services in connection with this Agreement, 
Professional Liability Insurance covering acts, errors or omissions must be 
maintained with limits of not less than Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000). 
Coverage must include contractual liability. When policies are renewed or replaced, 
the policy retroactive date must coincide with, or precede, start of Services on the 
Agreement. A claims-made policy which is not renewed or replaced must have an 
extended reporting period of two (2) years. 

5) Crime. 

Contractor must be responsible for all persons handling funds under this 
Agreement, against loss by dishonesty, robbery, burglary, theft, destruction, or 
disappearance, computer fraud, credit card forgery and other related crime risks. 

B. Security Firms. 

If the Contractor enters into a subcontract with a Security Firm, such Security Firm must be 
certified by State of Illinois, and the Security Firm's employees must be registered and 
certified by the State. Contractor must ensure and require any Security Firm subcontractor 
to comply with the Risk Management Division approved Security Firm Insurance Provisions 
set forth in (Sub)Exhibit 5 of this Agreement, attached hereto and incorporated by references 
as though fully set forth herein. 

C. Additional Requirements. 

Contractor must furnish the City of Chicago, Department of Planning and Development, 
Attention: Development Support Services, Room 1003, 121 North LaSalle Street, Chicago, 
Illinois 60602, original Certificates of Insurance, or such similar evidence, to be in force on 
the date of this Agreement, and Renewal Certificates of Insurance, or such similar evidence, 
if the coverages have an expiration or renewal date occurring during the term of this 
Agreement. Contractor must submit evidence of insurance on the City of Chicago Insurance 
Certificate Form (copy attached as (Sub)Exhibit ) or equivalent prior to award of this 
Agreement. The receipt of any certificate does not constitute agreement by the City that the 
insurance requirements in the Agreement have been fully met or that the insurance policies 
indicated on the certificate are in compliance with all Agreement requirements. The failure 
of the City to obtain certificates or other insurance evidence from Contractor is not a waiver 
by the City of any requirements for the Contractor to obtain and maintain the specified 
coverages. Contractor must advise all insurers of the Agreement provisions regarding 
insurance. Nonconforming insurance does not relieve Contractor of the obligation to provide 
insurance as specified in this Agreement. Nonfulfillment of the insurance conditions may 
constitute a violation of the Agreement, and the City retains the right to stop work and 
suspend this Agreement until proper evidence of insurance is provided, or the Agreement 
may be terminated. 

The insurance must provide for sixty (60) days prior written notice to be given to the City 
in the event coverage is substantially changed, canceled or non-renewed. 

Any deductibles or self-insured retentions on referenced insurance coverages must be 
borne by Contractor. 
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Contractor hereby waives and agrees to require their insurers to waive their rights of 
subrogation against the City of Chicago, its employees, elected officials, agents or 
representatives. 

The coverages and limits furnished by Contractor in no way limit the Contractor's liabilities 
and responsibilities specified within the Agreement or by law. 

Any insurance or self-insurance programs maintained by the City of Chicago do not 
contribute with insurance provided by Contractor under this Agreement. 

The required insurance to be carried is not limited by any limitations expressed in the 
indemnification language in this Agreement or any limitation placed on the indemnity in this 
Agreement given as a matter of law. 

If Contractor is a joint venture or limited liability company, the insurance policies must name 
the joint venture or limited liability company as a named insured. 

Contractor must require all Subcontractors to provide the insurance required in this 
Agreement, or Contractor may provide the coverages for Subcontractors. All Subcontractors 
are subject to the same insurance requirements of Contractor unless otherwise specified in 
this Agreement. 

If Contractor or Subcontractor desire additional coverages, the party desiring the additional 
coverages is responsible for the acquisition and cost. 

The City of Chicago Risk Management Department maintains the right to modify, delete, 
alter or change these requirements. 

[City of Chicago Certificate of Insurance Form referred to 
in these Contractor Insurance Provisions 

unavailable at time of printing.] 

(Sub)Exhibit 5 referred to in these Contractor Insurance Provisions constitutes 
(Sub)Exhibit 5 to the Service Provider Agreement and reads as follows: 

(Sub)Exhibit 5. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 4) 

Security Firm Insurance Provisions. 

Special Service Area Number 4. 

95'̂  Street Beverly Hills Business Association. 

The Security Firm must provide and maintain at Secuhty Firm's own expense, until Contract 
completion and during the time period following expiration if Security Firm is required to 
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return and perform any additional work, the insurance coverages and requirements specified 
below, insuring all operations related to the Contract. 

A. Insurance to Be Provided. 

1) Workers' Compensation And Employer's Liability. 

Workers' Compensation Insurance, as prescribed by applicable law, covering all 
employees who are to provide work under this Contract and Employer's Liability 
coverage with limits of not less than Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000) 
each accident, illness or disease. 

2) Commercial General Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

Commercial General Liability Insurance or equivalent with limits of not less than 
One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per occurrence for bodily injury, personal injury and 
property damage liability. Coverages must include the following: all premises and 
operations, products/completed operations, separation of insureds, defense and 
contractual liability (with no limitation endorsement). The S.S.A.C, the City of 
Chicago and the Contractor are to be named as additional insureds on a primary, 
noncontributory basis for any liability arising directly or indirectly from the work. 

3) Automobile Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

When any motor vehicles (owned, non-owned and hired) are used in connection 
with work to be performed, the Security Firm must provide Automobile Liability 
Insurance with limits of not less than One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per 
occurrence for bodily injury and property damage. The S.S.A.C, the City of 
Chicago and the Contractor are to be named as additional insureds on a primary, 
noncontributory basis for any liability arising directly or indirectly from the work. 

4) Professional Liability. 

Professional Liability Insurance covering acts, errors, or omissions must be 
maintained by the Security Firm with limits of not less than One Million 
Dollars ($1,000,000). Coverage must include contractual liability. When policies 
are renewed or replaced, the policy retroactive date must coincide with, or precede, 
start of work on the Contract. A claims-made policy which is not renewed or 
replaced must have an extended reporting period of two (2) years. 

B. Additional Requirements. 

The Security Firm must furnish the Contractor original Certificates of Insurance, or such 
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similar evidence, to be in force on the date of this Contract, and Renewal Certificates of 
Insurance, or such similar evidence, if the coverages have an expiration or renewal date 
occurring during the term of this Contract. The Security Firm must submit evidence of 
insurance prior to Contract award. The receipt of any certificate does not constitute 
agreement by the Contractor that the insurance requirements in the Contract have been fully 
met or that the insurance policies indicated on the certificate are in compliance with all 
Contract requirements. The failure of the Contractor to obtain certificates or other insurance 
evidence from Security Firm is not a waiver by the Contractor of any requirements for the 
Security Firm to obtain and maintain the specified coverages. The Security Firm must advise 
all insurers of the Contract provisions regarding insurance. Nonconforming insurance does 
not relieve Security Firm of the obligation to provide insurance as specified herein. 
Nonfulfillment ofthe insurance conditions may constitute a violation of the Contract, and the 
Contractor retains the right to stop work until proper evidence of insurance is provided, or the 
Contract may be terminated. 

The insurance must provide for sixty (60) days prior written notice to be given to the 
Contractor in the event coverage is substantially changed, canceled or non-renewed. 

Any deductibles or self-insured retentions on referenced insurance coverages must be 
borne by Security Firm. 

Security Firm hereby waives and agrees to require their insurers, to waive their rights of 
subrogation against the Contractor and the City of Chicago, its employees, elected officials, 
agents or representatives. 

The coverages and limits furnished by Security Firm in no way limit the Security Firm's 
liabilities and responsibilities specified within the Contract or by law. 

Any insurance or self-insurance programs maintained by the Contractor do not contribute 
with insurance provided by the Security Firm under the Contract. 

The required insurance to be carried is not limited by any limitations expressed in the 
indemnification language in this Contract or any limitation placed on the indemnity in this 
Contract given as a matter of law. 

If Security Firm is a joint venture or a limited liability company the insurance policies must 
name the joint venture or limited liability company.as a named insured. 

The Security Firm must require all subcontractors to provide the insurance required herein, 
or Security Firm may provide the coverages for subcontractors. All subcontractors are 
subject to the same insurance requirements of Security Firm unless otherwise specified in 
this Contract. 

If Security Firm or subcontractors desires additional coverages, the party desiring the 
additional coverages is responsible for the acquisition and cost. 

The City of Chicago Risk Management Department maintains the right to modify, delete, 
alter or change these requirements. 
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(Sub)Exhibit 6. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 4) 

Prevailing Wages. 
(Page 1 of 9) 

Cook County Prevailing Wage For September, 2008. 
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Special Service Area Number 4) 
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Cook County Prevailing Wage For September, 2008. 
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Explanations. 

COOK COUNTY 

TRUCK DRIVERS (WEST) - That part of the county West of Harrington 
Road. 

The following list is considered as those days for which holiday rates 
of wages for work performed apply: New Years Day, Memorial/Decoration 
Day, Fourth of July, Labor Day, Veterans Day, Thanksgiving Day, 
Christmas Day. Generally, any of these holidays which fall on a Sunday 
is celebrated on the following Monday. This then makes work 
performed on that Monday payable at the appropriate overtime rate for 
holiday pay. Common practice in a given local may alter certain days 
of celebration such as the day after • Thanksgiving for Veterans Day. 
If in doubt, please check with IDOL. 

EXPLANATION OF CLASSES 

ASBESTOS - GENERAL - removal of asbestos material/mold and hazardous 
materials from any place in a building, including mechanical systems 
where those mechanical systems are to be removed. This includes the 
removal of asbestos materials/mold and hazardous materials from 
ductwork or pipes in a building when the building is to be demolished 
at the time or at some close future date. 
ASBESTOS - MECHANICAL - removal of asbestos material from mechanical 
systems, such as pipes, ducts, and boilers, where the mechanical 
systems are to remain. 

CERAMIC TILE FINISHER 

The grouting, cleaning, and polishing of all classes of tile, whether 
for interior or exterior purposes, all burned, glazed or unglazed 
products; all composition materials, granite tiles, warning detectable 
tiles, cement tiles, epoxy composite materials, pavers, glass, 
mosaics, fiberglass, and all substitute materials, for tile made in 
tile-like units; all mixtures in tile like form of cement, metals, and 
other materials that are for and intended for use as a finished floor 
surface, stair treads, promenade roofs, walks, wjfUs, ceilings, 
swimming pools, and all other places where tile is to form a finished 
interior or exterior. The mixing of all setting mortars including but 
not limited to thin-set mortars, epoxies, wall mud, and any other 
sand and cement mixtures or adhesives when used in the preparation, 
installation, repair, or maintenance of tile and/or similar materials. 
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Explanations. 

The handling and unloading of all sand, cement, lime, tile, 
fixtures, equipment, adhesives, or any other materials to be used in 
the preparation, installation, repair, or maintenance of tile and/or 
similar materials. Ceramic Tile Finishers shall fill all joints and 
voids regardless of method on all tile work, particularly and 
especially after installation of said tile work. Application of any 
and all protective coverings to all types of tile installations 
including, but not be limited to, all soap compounds, paper products, 
tapes, and all polyethylene coverings, plywood, masonite, cardboard, 
and any new type of products that may be used to protect tile 
installations, Blastrac etjuipment, and all floor scarifying equipment 
used in preparing floors to receive tile. The clean up and removal of 
all waste and materials. All demolition of existing tile floors and 
walls to be re-tiled. 

COMMUNICATIONS ELECTRICIAN - Installation, operation, inspection, 
maintenance, repair and service of radio, television, recording, voice 
sound vision production and reproduction, telephone and telephone 
interconnect, facsimile, data apparatus, coaxial, fibre optic and 
wireless equipment, appliances and systems used for the transmission 
and reception of signals of any nature, business, domestic, 
commercial, education, entertainment, and residential purposes, 
including but not limited to, communication and telephone, electronic 
and sound equipment, fibre optic and data communication systems, and 
the performance of any task directly related to such installation or 
service whether at new or existing sites, such tasks to include the 
placing of wire and cable and electrical power conduit or other 
raceway work within the equipment room and pulling wire and/or cable 
through conduit and the installation of any incidental conduit, such 
that the employees covered hereby can complete any job in full. 

MARBLE FINISHER 

Loading and unloading trucks, distribution of all materials (all 
stone, sand, etc.), stocking of floors with material, performing all 
rigging for heavy work, the handling of all mateiral that may be 
needed for the installation of such materials, building of 
scaffolding, polishing if needed, patching, waxing of material if 
damaged, pointing up, caulking, grouting and cleaning of marble, 
holding water on diamond or Carborundum blade or saw for setters 
cutting, use of tub saw or any other saw needed for preparation of 
material, drilling of holes for wires,:that anchor material set by 
setters, mixing up of molding plaster for installation of material, 
mixing up thin set for the installation of material, mixing up of sand 
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to cement for the installatin of material and such other work as may 
be required in helping a Marble Setter in the handling of all material 
in the erection or installation of interior marble, slate, 
itravertine, art marble, serpentine, alberene stone, blue stone, 
;granite and other stones (meaning as to stone any foreign or domestic 
materials as are specified and used in building interiors and 
:experiors and customarily known as stone in the trade) , carrara, 
sanionyx, vitrolite and similar opaque glass and the laying of all 
marble tile, terrazzo tile, slate tile and precast tile, steps, risers 
treads, base, or any other materials that 'W^ be used as siibstitutes 
j for any of the aforementioned materials and which are used on interior 
and experior which sare installed in a similar manner. 

MATERIAL TESTER I: Hand coring and drilling for testing of materials; 
field inspection of uncured concrete and asphalt. 

MATERIAL TESTER II: Field inspection of welds, structural steel, 
fireproofing, masonry, soil, facade, reinforcing steel, formwork, 
cured concrete, and concrete and asphalt batch plants; adjusting 
proportions of bituminous mixtures. 

TERRAZZO FINISHER 

The handling of sand, cement, marble chips, and all other materials 
that may be used by the Mosaic Terrazzo Mechanic, and the mixing, 
grinding, grouting, cleaning and sealing of all Marble, Mosaic, and 
Terrazzo work, floors, base, stairs, and wainscoting by hand or 
machine, and in addition, assisting and aiding Marble, Masonic, and 
Terrazzo Mechanics. •: 

OPERATING ENGINEERS - BUILDING 

Class 1. Mechanic; Asphalt Plant; Asphalt Spreader; Autograde; 
Bac)choes with Caisson attachment; Batch Plant; Benoto; Boiler and 
Throttle Valve; Caisson Rigs; Central Redi-Mix Plant; Combination Back 
Hoe Front End-loader Machine; Compressor and Throttle Valve; 
Concrete Breaker (Truck Mounted); Concrete Conveyor; Concrete Paver; 
Concrete Placer; Concrete Placing Boom; Concrete Pump (Truck Mounted); 
Concrete Tower; Cranes, All; Cranes, Hammerhead; Cranes, (GCI and 
similar Type); Creter Crane; Crusher, Stone, etc.; Derricks, All; 
Derricks, Traveling; Formless Curb and Gutter Machine; Grader, 
Elevating; Grouting Machines; Highlift Shovels or Front Endloader 
2-1/4 yd. and over; Hoists, Elevators, outside type rack and pinion 
and similar machines; Hoists, one, two and three Drum; Hoists, Two 
Tugger One Floor; Hydraulic Backhoes; Hydraulic Boom Trucks; Hydro 
Vac (and similar equipment); Locomotives, All; Motor Patrol; Pile 
Drivers and Skid Rig; Post Hole Digger; Pre-Stress Machine; Pump 
Cretes Dual Ram; Pump Cretes; Squeeze Cretes-screw Type Pumps; Raised 
and Blind Hole Drill; Roto Mill Grinder; Scoops •- Tractor Drawn; 
Slip-form Paver; Straddle Buggies; Tournapull; Tractor with Boom and 
Side Boom; Trenching Machines. 
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Class 2. Boilers; Broom, All Power Propelled; Bulldozers; Concrete 
Mixer (Two Bag and Over); Conveyor, Portable; Forklift Trucks; Greaser 
Engineer; Highlift Shovels or Front Endloaders under 2-1/4 yd.; 
Hoists, Automatic; Hoists, inside Freight Elevators; Hoists, Sewer 
Dragging Machine; Hoists, Tugger Single Drum; Laser Screed; Rock Drill 
self-propelled); Rock Drill (truck mounted); Rollers, All; Steam 
Generators; Tractor^, All; Tractor Drawn Vibratory Roller; Winch 
Trucks with "A" Frame. 

Class 3. Air Compressor; Combination - Small Equipment Operator; 
Generators; Heaters, Mechanical; Hoists, Inside Elevators - (Rheostat 
Manual Controlled); Hydraulic Power Units (Pile Driving, Extracting, 
and Drilling); Pumps, over 3" (1 to 3 not to exceed a total of 300 
ft.); Pumps, Well Points; Welding Machines (2 through 5); Winches, 4 
small Electric Drill Winches; Bobcat (up to and including 3/4 cu. 

Class 4. Bobcats and/or other Skid Steer Loaders; Oilers; and Brick 
Forklift. 

OPERATING ENGINEERS - FLOATING 

Class 1. Craft foreman (Master Mechanic), diver/wet tender, engineer 
(hydraulic dredge). 

Class 2. Crane/backhoe operator, mechanic/welder, assistant engineer 
(hydraulic dredge) , leverman (hydraulic dredge), and diver tender. 

Class 3. Deck equipment operator (machineryman) , maintenance of crane 
(over 50 ton capacity) or backhoe (96,000 pounds or more), 
tug/launch operator, loader, dozer and like equipment on barge, 
breakwater wall, 
slip/dock or scow, deck machinery, etc. 

Class 4. Deck equipment operator machineryman/f ireman), (4 eq[uipment 
Units or more) and crane: maintenance 50 ton capacity and under or 
baclthoe weighing 96,000 pounds or less, assistant tug operator. 

OPERATING ENGINEERS - HEAVY AND HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION 
Class 1. Craft Foreman; Asphalt Plant; Asphalt Heater and Planer 
Combination; Asphalt Heater Scarfire; Asphalt Spreader; 
Autograder/GOMACO or other similar type machines; ABG Paver; Backhoes 
with Caisson attachment; Ballast Regulator; Belt Loader; Caisson 
Rigs; Car Dumper; Central Redi-Mix Plant; Combination Backhoe Front 
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Endloader Machine, (1 cu. yd. Baclchoe Bucket or over or with 
attachments); Concrete Breaker (Truck Mounted): Concrete Conveyor; 
Concrete Paver over 27E cu. ft.; Concrete Placer; Concrete Tube 
Float; Cranes, all attachments; Cranes, Hammerhead, Linden, Peco & 
Machines of a like nature; Crete Crane; Crusher, Stone, etc.; 
Derricks, All; Derrick Boats; Derricks, Traveling; Dowell machine with 
Air Compressor; Dredges; Field Mechanic-Welder; Formless Curb and 
Gutter Machine; Gradall and Machines of a like nature; Grader, 
Elevating; Grader, Motor Grader, Motor Patrol, Auto Patrol, Form 
Grader, Pull Grader, Subgrader; Guard Rail Post Driver Mounted; 
Hoists, One, Two and Three Drum; Hydraulic Backhoes; Backhoes with 
shear attachments; Mucking Machine; Pile Drivers and Skid'Rig; 
Pre-Stress Machine; Pump Cretes Dual Ram; Rock Drill - Crawler or Skid 
Rig; Rock Drill - Truck Mounted; Roto Mill Grinder; Slip-Form Paver; 
Soil Test Drill Rig (Truck Mounted); Straddle Buggies; Hydraulic 
Telescoping Form (Tunnel); Tractor Drawn Belt Loader (with attached 
pusher - two engineers); Tractor with Boom; Tractaire with 
Attachments; Trenching Machine; Truck Mounted Concrete Pump with Boom; 
Raised or Blind Hole; Drills (Tunnel Shaft); Underground Boring 
and/or Mining Machines; Wheel Excavator; Widener (APSCO). 

class 2. Batch Plant; Bituminous Mixer; Boiler and Throttle Valve; 
Bulldozers; Car Loader Trailing Conveyors; Combination Backhoe Front v 
Endloader Machine (less than 1 cu. yd. Backhoe Bucket or over or with 
attachments); Compressor and Throttle Valve; Compressor, Common 
Receiver (3); Concrete Breaker or Hydro Hammer; Concrete Grinding 
Machine; Concrete Mixer or Paver 7S Series to and including 27 cu. 
ft.; Concrete Spreader; Concrete Curing Machine, Burlap Machine, 
Belting Machine and Sealing Machine; Concrete Wheel Saw; Conveyor 
Muck Cars (Haglund or Similar Type); Drills, All; Finishing Machine -
Concrete; Greaser Engineer; Highlift Shovels or Front Endloader; Hoist 
- Sewer Dragging Machine; Hydraulic Boom Trucks (All Attachments); 
Hydro-Blaster; All Locomotives, Dinky; Pump Cretes; Squeeze 
Cretes-Screw Type Pumps, Gypsum Bulker and Pump; Roller, Asphalt; 
Rotory Snow Plows; Rototiller, Seaman, etc;, self-propelled; Scoops -
Tractor Drawn; Self-Propelled Compactor; Spreader - Chip - Stone, 
etc.; Scraper; Scraper - Prime Mover in Tandem (Regardless of Size); 
Tank Car Heater; Tractors, Push, Pulling Sheeps Foot, Disc, 
Compactor, etc.; Tug Boats. 

Class 3. Boilers; Brooms, All Power Propelled; Cement Supply Tender; 
Compressor, Common Receiver (2); Concrete Mixer (Two Bag and Over); 
Conveyor, Porteible; Farm-Type Tractors Used for Mowing, Seeding, 
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etc.; Fireman on Boilers; Forklift Trucks; Grouting Machine; MOISLS. 

Automatic; Hoists, All Elevators; Hoists, Tugger Single Drum; Jeep 
Diggers; Pipe Jacking Machines; Post-Hole Digger; Power Saw, 
Concrete Power Driven; Pug Mills; Rollers, other than asphalt; Seed 
and Straw Blower; Steam Generators; Stump Machine; Winch Trucks with 
"A" Frame; Work Boats; Tamper - Form-Motor Driven. 

Class 4. Air Compressor; Combination - Small Equipment Operator; 
Directional Boring Machine; Generators; Heaters, Mechanical; 
Hydraulic Power Unit (Pile Driving, Extracting, or Drilling); Hydro-
Blaster; Light Plants, All (1 through 5); Pumps, over 3" (1 to 3 not 
to exceed a total of 300 ft.); Pumps, Well Points; Tractaire; 
Welding Machines (2 through 5); Winches, 4 Small Electric Drill 
Winches. 

Class 5. Bobcats (all); Brick Forklifts, Oilers. 

TRAFFIC SAFETY 

Work associated with barricades, horses and drums used to reduce lane 
usage on highway work, the installation and removal of temporary lane 
markings, and the installation and removal of temporary road signs. 

TRUCK DRIVER - BUILDING, HEAVY AND HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION - EAST & WEST 

Class 1. Two or three Axle Trucks. A-frame Truck when used for 
transportation purposes; Air Compressors and Welding Machines, 
including those pulled by cars, pick-up trucks and tractors; 
Ambulances; Batch Gate Lockers; Batch Hopperman; Car and Truck 
Washers; Carry-alls; Fork Lifts and Hoisters; Helpers; Mechanics 
Helpers and Greasers; Oil Distributors 2-man operation; Pavement 
Breakers; Pole Trailer, up to 40 feet; Power Mower Tractors; 
Self-propelled Chip Spreader; Skipman; Slurry Trucks, 2-man operation; 
Slurry Truck Conveyor Operation, 2 or 3 man; TEamsters Unskilled 
dumpmem; and Truck Drivers hauling warning lights, barricades, and 
portable toilets on the job site. 

Class 2. Four axle trucks; Dump Crets and Adgetors under 7 yards; 
Dumpsters, Track Trucks, Euclids, Hug Bottom Dump Turnapulls or 
Turnatrailers when pulling other than self-loading equipment or 
similar equipment under 16 cubic yards; Mixer Trucks under 7 yards; 
Ready-mix Plant Hopper Operator, and Winch Trucks, 2 Axles. 

Class 3. Five axle trucks; Dump Crets and Adgetors 7 yards and over; 
^Shimpsters, Track Trucks, Euclids, Hug Bottom Dump Turnatrailers or 
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turnapulls when pulling crtfher than self-loading equipment or similar 
equipment over 16 cubic yards; Explosives and/or Fission Material 
Trucks; Mixer Trucks 7 yards or over; Mobile Cranes while in transit; 
Oil Distributors, 1-man operation; Pole Trailer, over 40 feet; Pole 
and Expandable Trailers hauling material over 50 feet long; Slurry 
trucks, 1-man operation; Winch trucks, 3 axles or more; 
Mechanic--Truck Welder and Truck Painter. 

Class 4. Six axle trucks; Dual-purpose vehicles, such as mounted 
crane trucks with hoist and accessories; Foreman; Master Mechanic; 
Self-loading equipment like P.B. and trucks with scoops on the front. 

Other Classifications of Work: 

For definitions of classifications not otherwise set out, the 
Department generally has on file such definitions which are 
available. If a task to be performed is not subject to one of the 
classifications of pay set out, the Department will upon being 
contacted state which neighboring county has such a classification and 
provide such rate, such rate being deemed to exist by reference in 
this document. If no neighboring county rate applies to the task, 
the Department shall undertake a special determination, such special 
determination being then deemed to have existed under this 
determination. If a project requires these, or any classification not 
listed, please contact IDOL at 618/993-7271 for wage rates or 
clarifications. 

LANDSCAPING 

Landscaping work falls under the existing classifications for laborer, 
operating engineer and truck driver. The work performed by 
landscape plantsman and landscape laborer is covered by the existing 
classification of laborer. The work performed by landscape operators 
(regardless of equipment used or its size) is covered by the 
classifications of operating engineer. The work performed by 
landscape truck drivers (regardless of size of truck driven) is 
covered by the classifications of truck driver. 
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f SIAIEOFILUNOIS,! 
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1̂ 
' & 

. a Notaiy M ^ m a d for die County aad Stale 

afoesddb DO HEREBY GERriFYdMC 
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before means day SB penon and aanuwledBBddiat____ he signed, sealed and ddiveted die 

saidiasmmentofwdihigas fine and vdon la^ act, lor ihe asm and paipMeaiheieia set focfli. 

GIVEN onderny hand and Nota idSedtfds dayof -20 

' Notary Pabfic 

Gne-««ozt««-i 
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Contractor Name: 

Special Service Area Numbei": 

Agreement ("Agreement"): 

Agreement between the City of Chicago and , dated , relating 
to the provision of special services. 

Affidavit. 

The undersigned, , as , and on behalf of 
, having been duly sworn under oath, certifies that in the year , 

it performed all of the Services described in (Sub)Exhibit 1 ofthe Agreement in accordance 
with the terms of the Agreement and that it spent all funds obtained from the City in 
connection with that Agreement on the Services described in (Sub)Exhibit 1. 

Nothing in this Affidavit may be construed as limiting Contractor's obligations under the 
Agreement. All terms not defined in this Affidavit will be as defined in the Agreement. 

Under penalty of perjury, I certify that I am authorized to execute this Affidavit on behalf of 
the Contractor, that I have personal knowledge ofthe certifications made in this Affidavit, and 
that they are true and correct. 

Name of Contractor: 

Signature of Authorized Officer 

Name of Authorized Officer 
(Print or Type) 
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State of 

County of 

Sworn to and acknowledged before me by ̂  
[name of signatory] as [title] of 
[name of contracting party] this day of , 20_ 

Signature of Notary 

(Sub)Exhibit 9. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 4) 

Special Service Area - Additional Audit Requirements. 

Accounting System. 

The Department requires that the Contractor maintain its accounting system in a manner 
which allows the Contractor's expenditures to be categorized in its statement of activities 
according to the categories listed in the budget approved by the City for each Area. 

Guidance For The Contractor's Selection Of A C.P.A. Firm (Independent Auditor). 

The Contractor must use the following guidelines for engaging a qualified C.P.A. Firm: 

1. Issue a Request for Proposal ("R.F.P.") that sets forth all of the terms and 
conditions of the engagement, evaluation criteria and scope of the work required. 

2. Distribute and publicize the R.F.P. sufficiently to ensure full and open competition. 

3. Request in the R.F.P. that bidders provide detail on: 

a. How the C.P.A. Firm will conduct the audit in the first and subsequent years. 

b. Qualifications of the C.P.A. Firm, management, and staff, including 
experience in auditing like entities. 
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c. Policies on notification of changes in key personnel. 

d. Whether the proposed staff has received continuing professional education 
during the previous two (2) years. 

e. Whether the C.P.A. Firm has received a positive peer review within the last 
three (3) years. 

f. Whether the C.P.A. Firm is independent, as defined by applicable auditing 
standards. 

g. Whether the C.P.A. Firm has been the object of any disciplinary action 
during the past three (3) years. 

h. Whether the C.P.A. Firm maintains an active license in the State of Illinois. 

i. The audit fee. 

Evaluate the proposals based on: 

a. The C.P.A. Firm's understanding of the audit requirements, including the 
needs of the Area and the final products to be delivered. 

b. Soundness of technical approach to the audit, including the meeting of the 
Contractor's specific deadlines and other requirements. 

c. Qualifications of the C.P.A. Firm. 

d. Qualifications of the audit team. 

e. The information provided by respondents in response to the R.F.P. including 
cost and independence. 

5. Rate the proposals as follows: 

a. Proposals should be evaluated as submitted. 

b. Make a list of strengths and weaknesses for each to support its technical 
rating. 
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c. Review the proposed fees offered by the bidders after completion of the 
technical evaluation. 

d. Ask questions of the bidders to eliminate any ambiguities. 

e. Select a proposal that is most advantageous to the Area based on the 
evaluation criteria set forth in the R.F.P. 

6. Once a C.P.A. Firm is chosen based upon the foregoing criteria, require a written 
engagement letter to avoid misunderstandings that specifies: 

a. Audit scope, objectives and purposes. 

b. Deadlines for the work to be performed. 

c. Audit fees. 

d. Report format, including providing a digital version of the final audit. 

e. Type and timing of support to be provided to the C.P.A. Firm by the S.S.A.C. 

f. Professional auditing standards to be followed in performing the audit. 

g. Independence of the C.P.A. Firm to the S.S.A.C. 

h. Terms of making changes to the scope of the agreement. 

i. C.P.A. Firm's ownership of the work papers, retention period and 
requirement for availability to the City upon request. 

Summary Schedule Of Findings. 

In order to properly conduct the certified audit of the books and records of the Contractor, 
it is necessary forthe C.P.A. Firm to read and understand the requirements contained in the 
Agreement. Particular attention should be given to Sections 3 and 5 of the Agreement. 

The C.P.A. Firm must test the Contractor's compliance with the requirements contained in 
the Agreement. Should the C. P.A. Firm find exception to the requirements ofthe Agreement, 
it must disclose all exceptions in a separate schedule, which shall be entitled "Summary 
Schedule of Findings". Each finding shall be listed separately. The schedule shall be 
incorporated with the other required financial statements. 
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If the C.P.A. Firm finds no exceptions to the Agreement requirements, it shall still include 
a "Summary Schedule of Findings". On that schedule the C.P.A. Firm shall make an 
affirmative statement indicating it has read the Agreement and, after conducting the audit, 
has determined that no exceptions were noted. 

Subsections to note in Section 5 include: 

a. Section 5.01, Basis of Payment, describes "carry over" as the amount of Service 
Tax Funds collected for prior tax years which remain previously unspent. 

b. Section 5.02, Budget for Services, restricts the maximum amount that may be spent 
in a calendar year to the amount stated in the Agreement. 

c. Section 5.03, Method of Payment, states that the Contractor shall establish a 
separate checking account and that Area funds shall not be commingled with other 
sources. 

Audit Of Financial Statements. 

As discussed in Section 3.07, "Records and Audits", the Contractor shall provide an annual 
audited financial statement to the Department and S.S.A.C. within one hundred twenty (120) 
calendar days after the end of the calendar year and the system of accounting shall be in 
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles and practices, consistently applied 
throughout. 

Audit Documents. 

The City requires an audit conducted in accordance with generally accepted accounting 
principles to include the following documents: 

1. Statement of Financial Position. 

2. Statement of Activities: Budget and Actual (period being audited compared to the 
previous year, e.g., columns should be 2004 Budget, 2004 Actual, Variance, 2003 
Budget, 2003 Actual, Variance). 

3. Statement of Cash Flows. 

4. Notes to the Financial Statements. 

5. Summary Schedule of Findings. 

Expense descriptions included in the Statement of Activities must correspond to the 
expense descriptions in the budget submitted to the City. 
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AUTHORIZATION FOR IMPOSITION OF TAX LEVY, APPROVAL 
OF 2009 BUDGET AND EXECUTION OF SERVICE 

PROVIDER AGREEMENT FOR SPECIAL 
SERVICE AREA NUMBER 8. 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration an ordinance authorizing the 
imposition of a tax levy, the approval of the 2009 budget and the approval of the service 
provider agreement for Special Service Area Number 8, amount to be levied: $661,650, 
having had the same under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your 
Honorable Body Pass the proposed ordinance transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays — None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 
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WHEREAS, Special service areas may be established pursuantto Article Vll, Sections 6(1) 
and 7(6) of the Constitution of the State of Illinois, and pursuant to the provisions of the 
Special Service Area Tax Law, 35 ILCS 200/27-5, et seq. (the "Special Service Area Act") 
and pursuant to the Property Tax Code, 35 ILCS 200/1-1, etseq., as amended from time to 
time; and 

WHEREAS, On September 14, 1988, the City Council of the City of Chicago (the "City 
Council") enacted an ordinance which established an area known and designated as City of 
Chicago Special Service Area Number 8 and authorized the levy of an annual tax not to 
exceed an annual rate of forty-one hundredths of one percent (.41%) of the equalized 
assessed value of the taxable property therein to provide certain special services in and for 
the Area for a period of five (5) years (the "Initial Levy Period") in addition to the services 
provided by and to the City of Chicago (the "City") generally; and 

WHEREAS, The Initial Levy Period expired; and 

WHEREAS, On November 17, 1993, the City Council enacted an ordinance which again 
established a special service area known and designated as City of Chicago Special Service 
Area Number 8 to provide special governmental services in the area in addition to services 
provided generally by the City and authorizing a levy of an annual tax not to exceed forty-one 
hundredths of one percent (.41%) ofthe equalized assessed value of all property within the 
area to provide such services for an additional period of ten (10) years (the "Second Levy 
Period"); and 

WHEREAS, The Second Levy Period has expired; and 

WHEREAS, On December 17, 2003, the City Council enacted an ordinance (the 
"Establishment Ordinance") which again established a special service area known and 
designated as City of Chicago Special Service Area Number 8 (the "Area") to provide special 
governmental services in the area in addition to services provided generally by the City (the 
"Special Services") and authorizing a levy of an annual tax not to exceed the sum of forty-one 
hundredths of one percent (.41%) of the equalized assessed value of the taxable property 
within the area to provide such services for an additional period of ten (10) years (the 
"Services Tax"); and 

WHEREAS, The Establishment Ordinance established the Area as that territory 
approximately consisting of North Broadway from West Diversey Parkway to West Grace 
Street; on North Clark Street, from West Diversey Parkway to West Fletcher Street on the 
west side and West Belmont Avenue on the east side; on North Halsted Street, from West 
Diversey Parkway to West Belmont Avenue; on West Belmont Avenue, from North Halsted 
Street to North Broadway; on West Diversey Parkway, from North Halsted Street to North 
Sheridan Road; and 
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WHEREAS, The Special Services authorized in the Establishment Ordinance included 
maintenance and beautification activities; the recruitment and promotion of new businesses 
to the Area and retention and promotion of existing business within the Area; coordinated 
marketing and promotional activities; strategic planning for the general development of the 
Area; financing of storefront facade improvements; security programs, including, but not 
limited to, the development of cooperative crime prevention programs; and other technical 
assistance activities to promote commercial and economic development, including, but not 
limited to, streetscape improvements, strategic transit/parking improvements including 
parking management studies, and enhanced local land-use oversight and control initiatives 
such as monitoring zoning and building code compliance; and 

WHEREAS, The Establishment Ordinance provided for the appointment of the Lake View 
East Special Service Area Commission (the "Commission") for the purpose of recommending 
to the Mayor and to the City Council a yearly budget based upon the cost of providing the 
Special Services and further to advise the Mayor and the City Council regarding the amount 
of the Services Tax to be levied; and 

WHEREAS, It is the responsibility of the Commission to recommend to the Department of 
Planning and Development, the Mayor and the City Council an entity to serve as a service 
provider (the "Service Provider"), the form of an agreement between the City and the Service 
Provider for the provision of Special Services to the Area, and a line item budget to be 
included in the agreement between the City and the Service Provider; and 

WHEREAS, The Commission has been duly appointed and qualified and has heretofore 
prepared and transmitted to the Commissioner of the Department of Planning and 
Development (the "Commissioner") and to the City Council its recommendations for a budget 
to provide the Special Services in the Area for the fiscal year commencing January 1, 2009, 
and has advised the Mayor and the City Council concerning the Services Tax for the tax year 
2008 for the purpose of providing funds necessary to provide the Special Services, and has 
recommended to the Department of Planning and Development, the Mayor and the City 
Council an agreement with the Service Provider, with a one (1) year term, the terms and 
conditions of which provide for the expenditure of the Services Tax for the provision of the 
Special Services for the fiscal year commencing January 1, 2009, in substantially the form 
attached hereto as Exhibit A; and 

WHEREAS, Certain members ofthe Commission may serve from time to time on the Board 
of Directors of the Service Provider, or serve the Service Provider in some other voluntary 
capacity, which such service shall provide no financial compensation in any manner to such 
Commission member; now, therefore. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Incorporation Of Preambles. The preambles of this ordinance are hereby 
incorporated into this text as if set out herein in.full. 
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SECTION 2. Appropriations: There is hereby appropriated the following sums in the 
amounts and for the purposes necessary to provide the Special Services in and for the Area, 
the estimated amounts of miscellaneous income and the amounts required to be raised by 
the levy of the Services Tax indicated as follows: 

Lake View East Special Service Area Commission. 

Special Service Area Budget. 

For the fiscal year beginning January 1, 2009 and ending December 31, 2009: 

Expenditures 

Service Provider Agreement 
for the provision of Special 
Services $676,650 

TOTAL BUDGET REQUEST: $676,650 

Source Of Funding 

Tax levy at an annual rate not to 
exceed forty-one hundredths of 
one percent (0.41%) of the equalized 
assessed value of taxable property 
within Special Service Area Number 8 $661,650 

Carryover funds from previous 
tax years $ 15,000 

SECTION 3. Levy Of Taxes. There is hereby levied pursuant to the provisions of 
Article Vll, Sections 6(a) and 6(1 )(2) of the Constitution of the State of Illinois and pursuant 
to the provisions of the Special Service Area Act and pursuant to the provisions of the 
Establishment Ordinance, the sum of Six Hundred Sixty-one Thousand Six Hundred Fifty 
Dollars ($661,650) as the amount of the Services Tax for the tax year 2008. 

SECTION 4. Filing. The City Clerk is hereby ordered and directed to file in the Office of 
the County Clerk of Cook County, Illinois a certified copy of this ordinance on or prior to 
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December 30, 2008, and the County Clerk shall thereafter extend for collection togetherwith 
all other taxes to be levied by the City of Chicago, the Services Tax herein provided for, said 
Services Tax to be extended for collection by the County Clerk for the tax year 2008 against 
all the taxable property within the Area, the amount of the Services Tax herein levied to be 
in addition to and in excess of all other taxes to be levied and extended against all taxable 
property within the Area. 

SECTION 5. Service Provider Agreement. The Commissioner, or a designee of the 
Commissioner, are each hereby authorized, subject to approval by the Corporation Counsel 
as to form and legality, to enter into, execute and deliver an agreement with Lake View East 
Chamber of Commerce, an Illinois not-for-profit corporation, in substantially the form attached 
hereto as Exhibit A and hereby made a part hereof (the "Service Provider Agreement"), and 
such other supporting documents, if any, as may be necessary to carry out and comply with 
the provisions of the Service Provider Agreement, with such changes, deletions and 
insertions as shall be approved by the persons executing the Service Provider Agreement. 

SECTION 6. Exemption. The Service Provider Agreement is hereby declared exempt 
from Section 2-156-020 of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago. 

SECTION 7. Enforceability. If any section, paragraph or provision of this ordinance shall 
be held to be invalid or unenforceable for any reason, the invalidity or unenforceability of such 
section, paragraph or provision shall not affect any of the remaining provisions of this 
ordinance. 

SECTION 8. Conflict. This ordinance shall control over any provision of any other 
ordinance, resolution, motion or order in conflict with this ordinance, to the extent of such 
conflict. 

SECTION 9. Publication. This ordinance shall be published by the City Clerk, in special 
pamphlet form, by preparing at least one hundred (100) copies thereof, which copies are to 
be made available in his office for public inspection and distribution to members of the public 
who may wish to avail themselves of a copy of this ordinance. 

SECTION 10. Certified Copies. The City Clerk shall provide to the Corporation Counsel, 
without charge, certified copies of this ordinance in such amount as shall be requested by the 
Corporation Counsel. 

SECTION 11. Effective Date. This ordinance shall take effect ten (10) days after its 
passage and publication. 

Exhibit "A" referred to in this ordinance reads as follows: 
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Exhibit "A". 
(To Ordinance) 

Agreement For Special Service Area Number 8 
Between 

The City Of Chicago 
(Represented By The Special Service Area Commission) 

And 
Lake View East Chamber Of Commerce 

Effective January 1, 2009 Through December 31, 2009. 

This Agreement for the management of Special Service Area "Number 8 is entered into 
on , 2009 by and between Lake View East Chamber of Commerce, an Illinois not-
for-profit corporation ("Contractor"), and the City of Chicago ("City"), a municipal corporation and 
home rule unit of local government existing under the Constitution ofthe State oflllinois, acting 
through the Special Service Area Commission at Chicago, Illinois. 

RECITALS 

WHEREAS, special service areas may be established pursuant to Article VII, §§ 6(1) and 
7(6) ofthe Constitution ofthe State oflllinois, and pursuant to the provisions ofthe Special Service 
Area Tax Law, 35 ILCS 200/27-5 et seq.; and 

WHEREAS, the City Council ofthe City of Chicago ("City Council") has established a 
special service area known and designated as "Special Service Area Number 8" ("Area"), to provide 
special services in addition to those services provided generally by the City ("Special Services"). The 
City Council has further authorized the levy of an annual ad valorem real property tax in the Area 
sufficient to produce revenues required to provide those Special Services but not to exceed .41% 
ofthe equalized assessed value of all property within the Area ("Service Tax"), all as provided in the 
Establishment Ordinance (hereinafter defined); and 

WHEREAS, the City Council, on .__, 2008, authorized the levy ofthe Service 
Tax and appropriation ofthe fijnds therefrom for the Area for fiscal year 2009 for the provision of 
the Special Services in the Area, and the City wishes to provide that the Contractor, beginning on 
January 1, 2009, and continuing until December 31, 2009, may use those funds to provide the 
Services, subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and 

WHEREAS, the Contractor and the City desire to enter into this Agreement to provide such 
Special Services in the Area and the Contractor is ready, willing and able to enter into this 
Agreement to provide the Special Services to the full satisfaction ofthe City; 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration ofthe mutual promises contained in this Agreement, 
the City and the Contractor agree as follows: 
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ARTICLE 1 INCORPORATION OF RECITALS 

The recitals set forth above are incorporated by reference as if fiilly set forth herein. 

ARTICLE 2 DEFINITIONS 

The following words and phrases shall have the following meanings for purposes of this 
Agreement: 

"Agreement" means this Special Service Area Agreement, including all exhibits attached 
to it and incorporated in it by reference, and all amendments, modifications or revisions made in 
accordance with its terms. 

"Commissioner" means the Commissioner ofthe Department of Planning and Development 
or a duly authorized representative of the Commissioner of the Department of Planning and 
Development. 

"Construction" means that work of a nature constituting "public works" as defined in 820 
ILCS 130/2, such as landscaping and building activities, including but not limited to, physical 
building improvements, installations, and other fixed works, but does not include pre-development 
work (design and preparation of specifications). 

"Days" means business days in accordance with the City of Chicago business calendar. 

"Department" means the City of Chicago Department of Planning and Development. 

"Establishment Ordinance" means, the ordinance enacted by City Council on December 
17, 2003, and any subsequent amendments thereto authorizing imposition ofthe Service Tax and 
setting forth the Special Services to be provided in the Area. 

"Risk Management Division" means the Risk Management Division ofthe Department of 
Finance which is under the direction ofthe Comptroller of the City and is charged with reviewing 
and analyzing insurance and related liability matters for the City. 

"Security Firm" means a business entity certified by the State oflllinois pursuant to the 
Private Detective, Private Alarm and Private Security Act of 1993, 225 ILCS 446/1 et seq.. and 
whose employees are licensed by the State oflllinois. 

"Services" means, collectively, the services, duties and responsibilifies described in Article 
3 and Exhibit 1 (Scope of Services) of this Agreement and any revisions thereof and any and all 
work necessary to complete them or carry them out fully and to the standard of performance required 
in this Agreement. 
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"Service Tax Funds" means the amount actually collected pursuant to the Service Tax. 

"Special Service Area Commission ('SSAC')" means the body established pursuant to the 
Establishment Ordinance to prepare the Budget, identify a Contractor and supervise the provision 
ofthe Special Services in the Area. 

"Subcontractor" means any person or enfity with whom Contractor contracts to provide any 
part ofthe Services, including subcontractors ofany tier, subconsultants ofany tier, suppliers and 
materialmen, whether or not in privity with the Contractor. 

"Surplus Funds", also referred to as "Carry-Over Funds", means those Service Tax Funds 
already collected and disbursed to the Contractor in prior years for the provision of Special Services 
in the Area which remain unspent, including any interest eamed thereon. 

ARTICLE 3 DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF CONTRACTOR 

3.01 Scope of Services 

The Services which the Contractor shall provide during the first year of this Agreement 
include, but are not limited to, those described in this Article 3 and in Exhibit 1 which is attached 
hereto and incorporated by reference as if fully set forth here. The SSAC reserves the right to require 
the Contractor to perform revised services that are within the general scope of services of this 
Agreement and ofthe Special Services identified in the Establishment Ordinance subject to the same 
terms and conditions herein. Revised services are limited to changes or revisions to the line items 
in the Budget, do not affect the maximum compensation, and require the prior written approval of 
the SSAC. The SSAC may by written notice to the Department and the Contractor delete or amend 
the figures contained and described in the Budget attached hereto as Exhibit 2 and incorporated by 
reference as if fiilly set forth herein. The Contractor shall provide the Services in accordance with 
the standards of performance set forth in Section 3.02. 

For each subsequent year during the term of this Agreement, if any, a Scope of Services for 
that year, comprised of services authorized in the Establishment Ordinance, shall be prepared by the 
SSAC in consultation with the Contractor subject to the approval of the Commissioner, and 
incorporated into this Agreement by written amendment pursuant to Section 8.03 hereof, together 
with a Budget for that year and any revised insurance requirements which are recommended by the 
Risk Management Division pursuant to its review ofthe Scope of Services for that year. 

3.02 Standard of Performance 

The Contractor shall perform all Services required of it with that degree of skill, care and 
diligence normally shown by a contractor performing services of a scope, purpose and magnitude 
comparable with the nature ofthe Services to be provided hereunder. The Contractor shall at all 
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times use every reasonable effort on behalf of the City to assure timely and safisfactory rendering 
and completion of its Services. 

The Contractor shall at all times act in the best interests ofthe City consistent with the 
professional obligations assumed by it in entering into this Agreement. The Contractor shall perfonn 
all Services in accordance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement and to the full 
satisfaction of the SSAC. The Contractor shall furnish efficient business administration and 
supervision to render and complete the Services at reasonable cost. 

The Contractor shall assure that all Services that require the exercise of professional skills 
or judgment are accomplished by professionals qualified and competent in the applicable discipline 
and appropriately licensed, if required by law. The Contractor remains responsible for the 
professional and technical accuracy of all Services provided, whether by the Contractor or its 
Subcontractors or others on its behalf. 

If the SSAC determines that the Contractor has failed to comply with the foregoing standards, 
the Contractor shall perform again, at its own expense, all Services required to be reperformed as 
a direct or indirect result of such failure. Any review, approval, acceptance or payment for any or 
all ofthe Services by the City does not relieve the Contractor of its responsibility for the professional 
and technical accuracy of its Services. This provision in no way limits the City's rights against 
Contractor, either under this Agreement, at law or in equity. 

3.03 Personnel 

A. Key Personnel 

The Contractor shall, immediately upon receiving a fiilly executed copy of this Agreement, 
assign and maintain during the term of this Agreement and any extension thereof an adequate staff 
of competent personnel, who are fiilly equipped, licensed as appropriate, available as needed, 
qualified and assigned to perform the Services. Contractor shall pay the salaries and wages due all 
its employees performing Services under this Agreement unconditionally and at least once a month 
without deduction or rebate on any account, except only for such payroll deductions as are 
mandatory by law or are permitted under applicable law and regulations. 

B. Prevailing Wages 

If the Contractor engages in Construction, it shall comply, and shall cause all of its 
Subcontractors to comply by inserting appropriate provisions in their contracts, with 820 ILCS 
130/0.01 et seq. regarding the payment of the general prevailing rate of hourly wage for all laborers, 
workers, and mechanics employed by or on behalf of the Contractor and all Subcontractors in 
connecfion with any and all Construction work. The prevailing rates of wages applicable at the time 
of execution of this Agreement are included in Exhibit 6 to this Agreement, which is incorporated 
by reference as though fully set forth herein. 
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C. Illinois Workers, Veterans' Preference and Steel Products 

If the Contractor engages in Construction, it shall comply, and shall cause all of its 
Subcontractors to comply by inserting appropriate provisions in their contracts, with the Employment 
oflllinois Workers on Public Works Act, 30 ILCS 570/0.01 et seq.. the Veterans Preference Act, 330 
ILCS 55/0-01 et seq.. and the Steel Products Procurement Act, 35 ILCS 30/565/1 et seq. 

3.04 Nondiscrimination 

(a) Contractor 

(i) Federal Requirements 

Contractormust not engage in unlawful employment practices, such as (1) failing or 
refusing to hire or discharging any individual, or otherwise discriminating against any 
individual with respect to compensation or the terms, conditions, or privileges of the 
individual's employment, because of the individual's race, color, religion, sex, age, 
handicap/disability or nafional origin; or (2) limifing, segregating or classifying Contractor's 
employees or applicants for employment in any way that would deprive or tend to deprive 
any individual of employment opportunifies or otherwise adversely affect the individual's 
status as an employee, because of the individual's race, color, religion, sex, age, 
handicap/disability or national origin. 

Contractormust comply with, and the procedures Contractor utilizes and the Services 
Contractor provides under this Agreement must comply with, the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 
42 U.S.C. sec. 2000e etseq. (1981), as amended and the Civil Rights Act of 1991, P.L. 102-
166. Attention is called to: Exec. Order No. 11246, 30 Fed. Reg. 12,319 (1965), reprinted 
in 42 U.S.C. 2000e note, as amended by Exec. Order No. 11375, 32 Fed. Reg. 14,303 (1967) 
and by Exec. Order No. 12086, 43 Fed. Reg. 46,501 (1978); Age Discriminafion Act, 42 
U.S.C..§§ 6101-6106 (1981); Age Discrimination in Employment Act, 29 U.S.C. §§621-34; 
Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 29 U.S.C. §§ 793-794 (1981); Americans with Disabilifies Act, 
42 U.S.C. §12101 etseq.; 41 C.F.R. Part 60 etseq. (1990); and all other applicable federal 
statutes, regulations and other laws. 

(ii) State Requirements 

Contractor must comply with, and the procedures Contractor utilizes and the Services 
Contractorprovides under this Agreement must comply with, the Illinois Human Rights Act, 
775 ILCS 5/1-101 et 5'e^.(1990), as amended and any mles and regulations promulgated in 
accordance with it, including the Equal Employment Opportunity Clause, 44 111. Admin. 
Code §750 Appendix A. Furthermore, Contractor must cornply with the Public Works 
Employment Discriminafion Act, 775 ILCS 10/0.01 etseq.(1990), as amended, and all other 
applicable state statues, regulations and other laws. 
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(iii) City Requirements 

Contractor must comply with, and the procedures Contractor utilizes and the Services 
Contractor provides under this Agreement must comply with, the Chicago Human Rights 
Ordinance, ch. 2-160, Section 2-160-010 er^e^. ofthe Municipal Codeof Chicago (1990), 
as amended, and all other applicable City ordinances and rules. 

(b) Subcontractors 

Contractor must incorporate all of this Section 3.04 by reference in all agreements entered 
into with any suppliers of materials, fiimisher of services. Subcontractors ofany tier, and labor 
organizations that furnish skilled, unskilled and craft union skilled labor, or that may provide any 
such materials, labor or services in connection with this Agreement. Further, Contractor must 
fiimish and must cause each of its Subcontractor(s) to furnish such reports and information as 
requested by the federal, state, and local agencies charged with enforcing such laws and regulations, 
including the Chicago Commission on Human Relations. 

3.05 Insurance 

The Contractor shall comply with the insurance provisions attached hereto as Exhibit 4 and 
incorporated by reference as if fiilly set forth herein, or such other insurance provisions as may be 
required in the reasonable judgment ofthe Risk Management Division. If the Contractor enters into 
a subcontract with a Security Firm such Security Firm shall comply with the insurance provisions 
attached hereto as Exhibit 5 and incorporated by reference as if fiilly set forth herein, or such other 
insurance provisions as may be required in the reasonable judgment of the Risk Management 
Division. If the Contractor subcontracts with a Subcontractor other than a Security Firm, such 
Subcontractor shall comply with the Contractor insurance provisions attached hereto as Exhibit 4. 

The Risk Managernent Division may waive or reduce any of the insurance requirements set 
forth herein. In addition, the Risk Management Division will review each new Scope of Services 
which the SSAC, in consultation with the Contractor, prepares annually during the term of this 
Agreement pursuant to Section 3.01 and may, if it wishes, revise the insurance required herein. 

3.06 Indemnification 

A. On written notice from the City of Losses the City believes are Losses Arising under 
this Agreement as defined in this Section 3.06, the Contractor shall defend, indemnify, and hold 
completely harmless the City Indemnitees from and against such Losses, regardless of whether 
Contractor challenges the City's belief. The defense, indemnificafion and hold harmless obligations 
ofthe Contractor toward City Indemnitees remain an affirmative obligation of Contractor following 
the City's notice of Losses the City believes are Losses Arising under this Agreement, unless and 
until a court of competent jurisdiction finally determines otherwise and all opportunifies for appeal 
have been exhausted or have lapsed. 
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B. For purposes of this Secfion 3.06, 

"City IndemJiitees" means, individually and collectively, the City of Chicago, its officials, 
agents, employees and SSAC members. 

"Losses" means, individually and collectively, all kinds of liabilities, losses, suits, claims, 
damages, judgments, fines, and demands, including all reasonable costs for investigation, reasonable 
attorneys' fees, court costs, and experts' fees, arising by reason of injury or death ofany person, 
daniage to property, patent or copyright infringement. 

"Arising under this Agreement" means (i) arising out of awarding this Agreement, (ii) 
arising out ofthe enforcement of this Agreement, including the enforcement of this indemnification 
provision; (iii) arising out of or in connection with Contractor's performance or non-performance 
of this Agreement (including the acts or omission of Contractor, its officers, agents, employees, 
consultants, subcontractors, licensees, or invitees), any breach by any of them ofany warranty made 
under this Agreement, or any failure by any of them to meet any applicable standard of performance 
under this Agreement; or (iv) any combination ofany ofthe foregoing. 

C. To the extent permissible by law. Contractor waives any limits on Contractor's 
liability that it would otherwise have by virtue of the Worker's Compensation Act or any other 
related law or judicial decision (such as Kotecki v. Cyclops Welding Corporation, 146 111. 2d 155 
(1991)). The City, however, does not waive any limitafions it may have on its liability under the 
Worker's Compensation Act or under the Illinois Pension Code. 

D. The City has the right, at its opfion and at its own expense, to participate in the 
defense ofany suit without relieving Contractor ofany of its obligafions under this indemnity 
provision. The requirements set forth in this indemnity provision are separate from and not limited 
by the amount of insurance Contractor is required to obtain under this Agreement or by its bonds 
pursuant to other provisions in this Agreement. Further, the indemnitees contained in this provision 
survive the expiration or termination of this Agreement. 

3.07 Records and Audits 

The Contractor shall deliver or cause to be delivered all documents, data, studies, reports, 
findings or infonnation to the SSAC promptly in accordance with the time limits prescribed herein 
and if no fime limit is specified, then upon reasonable demand therefore, or upon terminafion or 
completion ofthe Services hereunder. 

The Contractor agrees to adopt at its own expense such financial controls, including, without 
limitafion, the employment of a fiscal agent approved by the Commissioner, as determined by the 
Commissioner in his sole discretion and communicated in writing to the Contractor after the date 
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of execution of this Agreement, to ensure that the Contractor is fiilfilling the tenns of this 
Agreement. 

The Contractor and any Subcontractors shall furnish the SSAC with semi-annual reports or 
provide such information as may be requested relative to the performance and cost ofthe Services. 
The Contractor shall maintain records showing actual time devoted and costs incurred. The 
Contractor shall keep books, documents, paper, records and accounts in connecfion with the Services 
open to inspection, copying, abstracting, transcription, and an independent audit by City employees 
or agents or third parties, and shall make these records available to the City and any other interested 
governmental agency at reasonable times during the performzuice of its Services. In addition, 
Contractor shall retain them in a safe place and make them available for an independent audit, 
inspection, copying and abstracting for at least five years after the final payment made in connection 
with this Agreement. 

THE CONTRACTOR SHALL NOT COMMINGLE SERVICE TAX FUNDS WITH 
FUNDS FROM OTHER SOURCES, and to the extent that the Contractor conducts any business 
operations separate and apart from the Services hereunder using, for example, personnel, equipment, 
supplies or facilifies also used in connection with this Agreement, then the Contractor shall maintain 
and make similarly available to the City detailed records supporting the Contractor's allocation to 
this Agreement ofthe costs and expenses attributable to any such shared usages. 

The Contractor shall provide an annual audited financial statement (a "Third Party Audit") 
to the Department and the SSAC within 120 calendar days after the end ofthe calendar year, and the 
system of accounting shall be in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles and 
practices, consistently applied throughout. Contractor must comply with the requirements i n Exhibit 
9 with respect to any Third Party Audit. If any Third Party Audit shows that Contractor or any of 
its Subcontractors has overcharged the City in any period, the City will notify Contractor, and 
Contractor must then promptly reimburse the City for any amounts the City has paid Contractor due 
to the overcharges. Any failure to comply with the audit requirements set forth in Exhibit 9 of the 
Agreement shall constitute an event of default under the Agreement. If such event of default is not 
conected to the City's satisfaction withift the cure period identified by the City, the City may incur 
costs to conduct any supplementary audit it deems necessary, and Contractor must then promptly 
reimburse the City for any such costs. No provision in this Agreement granting the City a right of 
access to records and documents is intended to impair, limit or affect any right of access to such 
records and documents that the City would have had in the absence of such provisions. 

The City may in its sole discretion audit the records of Contractor or its Subcontractors, or 
both, at any time during the term of this Agreement or within five years after the Agreement ends, 
in connection with the goods, work, or services provided under this Agreement. Each calendar year 
or partial calendar year is considered an "audited period." If, as a result of such an audit, it is 
determined that Contractor or any of its Subcontractors has overcharged the City in the audited 
period, the City will notify Contractor. Contractor must then promptly reimburse the City for any 
amounts the City has paid Contractor due to the overcharges and also some or all of the cost ofthe 
audit, as follows: 
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A. If the audit has revealed overcharges to the City representing less than 5% ofthe total 
value, based on the Agreement prices, ofthe goods, work, or services provided in the audited period, 
then the Contractor must reimburse the City for 50% ofthe cost ofthe audit and 50% ofthe cost of 
each subsequent audit that the City conducts; 

B. If, however, the audit has revealed overcharges to the City representing 5% or more 
ofthe total value, based on the Agreement prices, ofthe goods, work, or services provided in the 
audited period, then Contractor must reimburse the City for the fiill cost ofthe audit and of each 
subsequent audit. 

If the City is unable to make a determination regarding overcharges to City as a result of 
Contractor's not having maintained records as required under this Agreement, Contractor must 
promptly reimburse the City for some or all of the cost of the audit, as determined in the sole 
discretion ofthe City. Failure of Contractor to promptly reimburse the City in accordance with this 
Section 3.07 is an event of default under Section 7.01 of this Agreement, and Contractor will be 
liable for all of the City's costs of collection, including any court costs and attorneys' fees. 

3.08 Subcontracts and Assignments 

The Contractor shall not assign, delegate, subcontract or otherwise transfer all or any part of 
its rights or obligations under this Agreement or any part hereof, unless otherwise provided for 
herein or without the express written consent ofthe SSAC. The absence of such provision or written 
consent shall void the attempted assignment, delegation or transfer and shall be of no effect as to the 
Services or this Agreement. 

All subcontracts, all approvals of Subcontractors and any assignment to which the SSAC 
consents are, regardless of their form, deemed conditioned upon performance by the Subcontractor 
or assignee in accordance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement. 

If the Contractor subcontracts for security services, the Subcontractor shall be a Security Firm 
certified by the State oflllinois and the Security Firm's employees shall be licensed by the State of 
Illinois. The Contractor, upon entering into any subcontract with a Security Firm, shall furnish the 
SSAC and the Department with a copy ofthe subcontract for their approval. The City expressly 
reserves the right to approve all Security Firm subcontracts. 

3.09 License, Permits and Safety Considerations 

A. Licenses and Permits 

If the Contractor engages in Constmction, it is responsible for and, in a timely manner 
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consistent with its obligations hereunder, shall secure and maintain at its expense such permits, 
licenses, authorizations and approvals as are necessary for it to engage Constmction under this 
Agreement. 

B. Safety Considerafions 

If the Contractor engages in Construcfion, it shall at all times exercise reasonable care, shall 
comply with all applicable provisions of federal, state and local laws to prevent accidents or injuries, 
and shall take all appropriate precautions to avoid damage to and loss of City property and the 
property of third parties in connection with the Construction. The Contractor shall erect and properly 
maintain at all times all necessary safeguards, barriers, flags and lights for the protecfion of its and 
its Subcontractors' employees. City employees, and the public. 

If the Contractor engages in Construction, it shall report to the Department any damage on, 
about, under or adjacent to City property or the property of third persons resulting from its 
performance under this Agreement. The Contractor is responsible for any damage to City property 
and the property of third parties due, in whole or in part, to the Contractor's Constmction activifies 
under this Agreement, and the Contractor shall repair such damage to a reasonably acceptable 
standard. 

3.10 Performance Bond 

If the Contractor engages in Construction work where expenditures exceed $ 100,000, it shall, 
not later than the date the Contractor begins such work or executes a subcontract for such work, 
provide or cause to be provided to the Department a performance and payment bond in the amount 
allocated for the Construction work (but not including the amount allocated for design and 
preparation of specifications), by a surety or sureties acceptable to the City. The performance bond 
shall be in the form and to the effect of Exhibit 7 hereto, which is incorporated by reference as if 
fiilly set forth here. 

If any of the sureties on such bond at any time fail financially, or are deemed to be 
insufficient security for the penalty ofthe bond, then the City may, on giving 10 days notice thereof 
in writing, require the Contractor to furnish a new and additional bond with sureties satisfactory to 
the City, and, if so required, Contractor must promptly provide such bond. 

ARTICLE 4 TERM OF SERVICES 

This Agreement shall take effect as of January 1,2009 ("Effective Date") and shall confinue 
through December 31, 2009, or until the Agreement is terminated earlier in accordance with its 
terms. 
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ARTICLES COMPENSATION 

5.01 Basis of Payment 

The maximum compensation that the Contractor may be paid under this Agreement between 
January 1, 2009 and December 31, 2009 is the sum of (a) $661,650 or the total amount of Service 
Tax Funds actually collected for tax year 2008, whichever is less; and (b) the total amount of Surplus 
Funds in the amount of $15,000 which are being carried over from previous program years and 
which Contractor hereby acknowledges are in its possession; the maximum compensafion that the 
Contractor may be paid under this Agreement between January 1, 2009 and December 31, 2009, 
therefore, shall not exceed $676,650. 

For each subsequent year of this Agreement, if any, the maximum compensafion that the 
Contractor may be paid under this Agreement is the amount set forth in the Budget for that year, 
pursuant to Section 5.02 and 8.03, or the amount of Service Tax Funds actually collected for the 
preceding tax year, whichever is less; provided that the maximum amount of compensation for such 
year of this Agreement may also include the amount of Service Tax Funds collected for prior tax 
years which remain previously unspent. 

5.02 Budget for Services 

The Contractor in conjunction with the SSAC has prepared a Budget through December 31, 
2009, attached hereto as Exhibit 2 and incorporated by reference as if fiilly set forth here, covering 
all services described in the Scope of Services. Subject to the restriction that the maximum amount 
that may be spent in calendar year 2009 may not exceed $676,650, the SSAC reserves the right to 
transfer funds between line items or make Budget revisions that do not affect the maximum 
compensation set forth in Section 5.01. The SSAC shall revise the Budget if any part ofthe 
Contractor's Services is tenninated. 

For each subsequent year of this Agreement, if any, and subject to the provisions of Section 
3.01, a Budget for that year shall be incorporated into this Agreement by written amendment 
pursuant to Section 8.03. 

5.03 Method of Payment 

Pursuant to a schedule to be determined by the Commissioner, after the performance of 
Services pursuant to the terms of this Agreement, Contractor may submit invoices to the City to 
request reimbursement for such expenses. The Contractor must provide, along with the invoices, 
such additional documentation as the Commissioner requests to substantiate the Services. Upon the 
Commissioner's determinafion that the invoices are accurate, the City will process payment ofthe 
invoices. 

The Contractor shall establish a separate checking account ("Account") in a bank authorized 
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to do business in the Stale oflllinois that is insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. 
All Service Tax Funds that the Comptroller transfers to the Contractor shall be deposited in the 
Account and disbursements from the Account shall be pursuant to this Agreement. THE 
CONTRACTOR SHALL NOT COMMINGLE SERVICE TAX FUNDS WITH FUNDS FROM 
OTHER SOURCES. The Contractor shall provide to the SSAC the signature card and sample check 
from the bank which shows the signature(s) of the Contractor's authorized representative(s). The 
SSAC reserves the right to audit the account and require the Contractor to refund any funds that were 
not spent pursuant to the Budget or that were not approved by the SSAC. The name and address of 
the bank is and the wire transfer and the Account numbers are 

All funds remaining in the Account at the expiration or early termination of this Agreement, 
iricluding any interest eamed, belong to the City for the benefit ofthe Area and shall be returned to 
the City to be used only for Special Services. 

5.04 Criteria for Payment 

The SSAC shall determine the reasonableness, allocability and allowability ofany rates, 
costs and expenses charged or incurred by the Contractor. 

5.05 Funding 

Payments under this Agreement shall be made from Service Tax Funds in fund number 
and are subject to the availability of fiinds therein. 

5.06 Non-Appropriation 

In the event that no funds or insufficient funds are appropriated and budgeted in any City 
fiscal period for payments to be made under this Agreement, then the City will notify the Contractor 
of such occurrence and this Agreement shall terminate on the earlier of the last day ofthe fiscal 
period for which sufficient appropriation was made or whenever the fiihds appropriated for payment 
under this Agreement are exhausted. No payments shall be made or due to the Contractor under this 
Agreement beyond those amounts appropriated and budgeted by the City to fund payments 
hereunder. 

ARTICLE 6 SPECIAL CONDITIONS 

6.01 Warranties and Representations 

In connection with the execufion of this Agreement, the Contractor warrants and represents: 

A. That it is financially solvent; that it and each of its employees, agents, and 
Subcontractors are competent to perform the Services required; that it is legally authorized to execute 
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and perform or cause to be performed this Agreement under the terms and conditions stated herein; 
and 

B. That it shall not knowingly use the services ofany ineligible Subcontractor for any 
purpose in the performance ofthe Services; and 

C. That it and its Subcontractors are not in default at the time ofthe execution of this 
Agreement, or deemed by the Department to have, within five years immediately preceding the date 
of this Agreement, been found to be in default on any contract awarded by the City; and 

D. That it and, to the best of its knowledge, its Subcontractors are not in violation ofthe 
provisions of §2-92-320 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago, 720 ILCS 5/33E-1 et seq. ofthe 
Criminal Codeof 1961, and 65 ILCS 5/11-42.1-1 ofthe Illinois Municipal Code; and 

E. That it, all Subcontractors and their respective officers, directors, agents, partners, and 
employees shall cooperate with the Inspector General in any investigation or hearing undertaken 
pursuant to Chapter 2-56 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago; that it understands and will abide by 
all provisions of Chapter 2-56 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago and all subcontracts shall inform 
Subcontractors of such provision and require understanding and compliance therewith; and 

F. That, except only for those representations, statements, or promises expressly 
contained in this Agreement and any exhibits attached hereto, no representation, statement or 
promise, oral or written, or ofany kind whatsoever, by the City, its officials, agents, or employees, 
has induced the Contractor to enter into this Agreement; and 

G. That the Contractor understands and agrees that any certification, affidavit or 
acknowledgment made under oath in connection with this Agieement is made under penalty of 
perjury and, if false, is also cause for termination for default. 

H. That neither Contractor nor an Affiliate of Contractor (as defined below) appears on 
the Specially Designated Nationals List, the Denied Persons List, the unverified List, the Enfity List, 
or the Debarred List as maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets Control ofthe U.S. Department 
ofthe Treasury or by the Bureau of Industry and Security ofthe U.S. Department of Commerce (or 
their successors), or on any other list of persons or entifies with which the City may not do business 
under any applicable law, rule, regulafion, order or judgment. "Affiliate of Contractor"means a 
person or entity that directly (or indirecUy through one or more intermediaries) controls, is controlled 
by or is under common control with Contractor. A person or entity will be deemed to be controlled 
by another person or entity if it is controlled in any manner whatsoever that results in control in fact 
by that other person or enfity (either acting individually or acting jointly or in concert with others) 
whether directly or indirectly and whether through share ownership, a trust, a contract or otherwise. 

1. Confi-actor understands and will abide by all provisions of Chapter 2-26 ofthe 
Municipal Code of the City of Chicago. 
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6.02 Economic Disclosure Statement and Affidavit 

The Contractor has provided the City with an Economic Disclosure Statement (EDS), which 
is attached hereto as Exhibit 3 and incorporated by reference as if fiilly set forth herein. Contractor 
shall apprise the Department promptly ofany changes in the information provided in the EDS by 
completing and submitting a revised EDS. 

In addition, the Contractor shall provide the City with copies of its latest articles of 
incorporafion, by-laws and resolutions, or partnership or joint venture agreement, as applicable, and 
evidence of its authority to do business in the State of Illinois, including without limitation, 
registrations of assumed names or limited pzutnerships and certifications of good standing with the 
Office of the Secretary of State of Illinois. 

6.03 Conflict of Interest 

Pursuant to Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago, and 65 ILCS 5/3.1 -55-10, no 
member ofthe governing body ofthe City or other unit of government, no other officer, employee, 
SSAC member, or agent of the City or other unit of government who exercises any functions or 
responsibilities in connection with the Services to which this Agreement or any related subcontract 
pertain, and no relative ofany SSAC member shall have any personal economic or financial interest, 
directly or indirectly, in this Agreement or any such subcontract except to the extent that suth 
benefits are provided equally to all residents and/or business owners in the Area. Furthermore, no 
SSAC member, relafive of any SSAC member, City official, agent or employee shall be a 
Subcontractor, employee or shareholder of the Contractor or receive anything of value from the 
Contractor. 

No member of or delegate to the Congress of the United States or the Illinois General 
Assembly and no alderman ofthe City or City employee shall be admitted to any share or part of this 
Agreement or to any financial benefit to arise from it. The Contractor acknowledges that any 
agreement- entered into, negotiated or performed in violation of any of the provisions of Chapter 
2-156 shall be voidable by the City. 

The Contractor covenants that it, its officers, directors and employees, and the officers, 
directors and employees of each of its members if a joint venture, and Subcontractors presently have 
no financial interest and shall acquire no interest, direct or indirect, in the Services undertaken by 
the Contractor pursuant to the Agreement that would conflict in any manner or degree with the 
performance of the Services. The Contractor further covenants that in the performance of this 
Agreement no person having any such interest shall be employed- The Contractor agrees that if the 
Commissioner in his reasonable judgment determines that any ofthe Contractor's services for others 
conflict with the Services the Contractor is to provide for the City under this Agreement, the 
Contractor shall terminate such other services immediately upon request ofthe City. 
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6.04 Non-Iiabilit>' of Public Officials 

No official, employee or agent ofthe City shall be charged personally by the Contractor, or 
by any assignee or Subcontractor ofthe Contractor, with any liability or expenses of defense or be 
held personally liable to them under any term or provision hereof, because ofthe City's execution 
or attempted execution hereof, or because ofany breach hereof 

6.05 Independent Contractor 

The Contractor shall perform under this Agreement as an independent contractor to the City 
and not as a representative, employee, agent, or partner ofthe City. 

6.06 Business Relationships with Elected Officials 

Pursuant to Section 2-156-030(b) ofthe Municipal Code ofthe City of Chicago, it is illegal 
for any elected official ofthe City, or any person acting at the direcfion of such official, to contact, 
either orally or in wrifing, any other City official or employee with respect to any matter involving 
any person with whom the elected official has a business relafionship, or to participate in any 
discussion in any City Council committee hearing or in any City Council meeting or to vote on any 
matter involving the person with whom an elected official has a business relafionship. Violation 
of Section 2-156-030(b) by any elected official with respect to this Agreement is grounds for 
termination of this Agreement. The term business relationship is defined as set forth in Section 
2-156-080 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

Section 2-156-080 defines a "business relationship" as any contractual or other private 
business dealing of an official, or his or her spouse, or ofany entity in which an official or his or her 
spouse has a financial interest, with a person or entity which entitles an official to compensation or 
payment in the amount of $2,500 or more in a calendar year; provided, however, a financial interest 
shall not include: (i) any ownership through purchase at fair market value or inheritance of less than 
one percent ofthe share of a corporation, or any corporate subsidiary, parent or affiliate thereof, 
regardless of the Value of or dividends on such shares, if such shares are registered on a secteties 
exchange pursuant to the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended; (ii) the authorized 
compensation paid to an official or employee for his office or employment; (iii) any economic 
benefit provided equally to all residents ofthe City; (iv) a fime or demand deposit in a financial 
institufion; or (v) an endowment orinsurancepolicyor annuity contract purchased from an insurance 
company. A "contractual or other private business dealing" shall not include any employment 
relationship of an official's spouse with an entity when such spouse has no discretion concerning or 
input relafing to the relationship between that entity and the Gity. 
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6.07 Chicago "Living Wage" Ordinance 

(a) Section 2-92-610 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago provides for a living 
wage for certain categories of workers employed in the performance of City contracts, specifically 
non-City employed security guards, parking attendants, day laborers, home and health care workers, 
cashiers, el^ator operators, custodial workers and clerical workers ("Covered Employees"). 
Accordingly, pursuant to Section 2-92-610 and regulations promulgated under it: 

(i) If Contractor has 25 or more full-time employees, and 

(ii) If at any time during the performance of this Agreement, Contractor and/or 
any Subcontractor or any other entity that provides any portion of the Services 
(collectively "Performing Parties") uses 25 or more full-time security guards, or emy 
number of other full-time Covered Employees, then 

(iii) Contractor must pay its Covered Employees, and must assure that all 
other Performing Parties pay their Covered Employees, not less than the minimum 
hourly rate as determined in accordance with this provision (the "Base Wage") for 
all Services performed under this Agreement. 

(b) Contractor's obligation to pay, and to assure payment of, the Base Wage will 
begin at any time during the term of this Agreement when the conditions set forth in (a)(i) and 
(a)(ii) above are met, and will continue unfil the end ofthe term of this Agreement. 

(c) As of July I, 2008, the Base Wage is $10.60, and each July 1 thereafter, the Base 
Wage will be adjusted, using the most recent federal poverty guidelines for a family of four as 
published annually by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, to constitute the 
following: the poverty guidelines for a family of four divided by 2000 hours or the cunent base 
wage, whichever is higher. At all times during the term of this Agreement, Contractor and all other 
Performing Parties musfpay the Base Wage (as adjusted in accordance with the above). If the 
payment of prevailing wages is required for Services done under this Agreement, and the prevailing 
wages for Covered Employees are higher than the Base Wage, then Contractor and all other 
Performing Parties must pay the prevailing wage rates. 

(d) Contractor must include provisions in all subcontracts requiring its 
Subcontractors to pay the Base Wage to Covered Employees. Contractor agrees to provide the 
City with documentation acceptable to the Chief Procurement Officer demonstrating that all 
Covered Employees, whether, employed by Contractor or by a Subcontractor, have been paid the 
Base Wage, upon the City's request for such documentation. The City may independently audit 
Contractor and/or Subcontractors to verify compliance with this section. Failure to comply with 
the requirements of this section will be an event of default under this Agreement, and fiirther, 
failure to comply may result in ineligibility for any award of a City contract or subcontract for up 
to 3 years. 
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(e) Not-for-Profit Corporations: If Contractor is a corporation having federal 
tax-exempt status under Secfion 501(c)(3) ofthe Internal Revenue Code and is recognized under 
Illinois not-for-profit law, then the provisions of Sections (a) through (d) above do not apply. 

6.08 Deemed Inclusion 

Provisions required by law, ordinances, rules, regulations, or executive orders to be inserted 
in this Agreement are deemed inserted in this Agreement whether or not they appear in this 
Agreement or, upon application by either party, this Agreement will be amended to make the 
insertion; however, in no event will the failure to insert the provisions before or after this Agreement 
is signed prevent its enforcement. 

6.09 Environmental Warranties and Representations 

In accordance with Section 11-4-1600(e) ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago, Contractor 
warrants and represents that it, and to the best of its knowledge, its subcontractors have not violated 
and are not in violation ofthe following secfions ofthe Code (collecfively, the Waste Secfions): 

7-28-390 Dumping on public way; 
7-28-440 Dumping on real estate without permit; 
I 1-4-1410 Disposal in waters prohibited; 
II -4-1420 Ballast tank, bilge tank or other discharge; 
11-4-1450 Gas manufacturing residue; 
11-4-1500 Treatment and disposal of solid or liquid waste; 
11 -4-1530 Compliance with rules and regulafions required; 
11-4-1550 Operafional requirements; and 
11-4-1560 Screening requirements. 

During the period while this Agreement is executory. Contractor's or any subcontractor's 
violation of the Waste Sections, whether or not relating to the performance of this Agreement, 
constitutes a breach of and an event of default under this Agreement, for which the opportunity to 
cure, if curable, will be granted only at the sole designation ofthe Commissioner. Such breach and 
default entitles the City to all remedies under the Agreement, at law or in equity. 

This section does not limit Contractor's and its subcontractors' duty to comply with all 
applicable federal, state, county and municipal laws, statutes, ordinances and executive orders, in 
effect now or later, and whether or not they appear in this Agreement. 

Non-compliance with these terms and conditions may be used by the City as groimds for the 
termination of this Agreement, and may fiirther affect Contractor's eligibility for fiiture contract 
awards. 
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6.10 EDS / Certification Regarding Suspension and Debarment 

Contractor certifies, as further evidenced in the EDS attached as Exhibit 3, by its acceptance 
of this Agreement that neither it nor its principals is presently debarred, suspended, proposed for 
debarment, declared ineligible or voluntarily excluded from participation in this transaction by any 
federal department or agency. Contractor further agrees by executing this Agreement that it will 
include this clause without modification in all lower tier transactions, solicitations, proposals, 
contracts and subcontracts. If Contractor or any lower tier participant is unable to certify to this 
statement, it must attach an explanation to the Agreement. 

6.11 Ethics 

(a) In addition to other wananties and representations. Contractor warrants that no 
payment, gratuity or offer of employment will be made in connection with this Agreement by or on 
behalf of any Subcontractors to Contractor or higher tier subcontractors or anyone associated with 
them, as an inducement for the award of a subcontract or order. 

(b) Contractor further acknowledges that any Agreement entered into, negofiated or 
performed in violafion ofany ofthe provisions of Chapter 2-156 is voidable as to the City. 

6.12 MacBride Ordinance 

The City of Chicago through the passage ofthe MacBride Principles Ordinance seeks to 
promote fair and equal employment opportunities and labor practices for religious minorities in 
Northern Ireland and provide a better working environment for all citizens in Northern Ireland. 

In accordance with Section 2-92-580 ofthe Municipal Code ofthe City of Chicago, if 
Contractor conducts any business operations in Northern Ireland, the Contractor must make all 
reasonable and good faith efforts to conduct any business operations in Northern Ireland in 
accordance with the MacBride Principles for Northern Ireland as defined in Illinois Public Act 85-
1390(1988 111. Laws 3220). 

The provisions of this Section 6.12 do not apply to contracts for which the City receives 
fiinds administered by the United States Department of Transportation, except to the extent Congress 
has directed that the Department of Transportafion not withhold funds from states and localities that 
choose to implement selective purchasing policies based on agreement to comply with the MacBride 
Principles for Northern Ireland, or to the extent that such fiinds are not otherwise withheld by the 
Department of Transportation. 
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ARTICLE 7 EVENTS OF DEFAULT, REMEDIES, TERMINATION, RIGHT 
TO OFFSET, SUSPENSION 

7.01 Events of Default Defined 

The following constitute events of default: 

A. Any material misrepresentation, whether negligent or willfiil and whether in the 
inducement or in the performance, made by Contractor to the City. 

B. Contractor's material failure to perform any of its obligations under the Agreement 
including, but not limited to, the following: 

(1) failure to commence or ensure timely completion ofthe Services due to a reason 
or circumstance within Contractor's reasonable control; 

(2) failure to perform the Services in a manner satisfactory lo the City; 

(3) failure to promptly re-perform within a reasonable time Services that were 
rejected as erroneous or unsatisfactory; 

(4) discontinuance of the Services for reasons within the Contractor's reasonable 
control; 

(5) failure to comply with a material term of this Agreement, including but not 
limited to the provisions concerning insurance and nondiscriminafion; and 

(6) any other acts specifically and expressly stated in this Agreement as constituting 
an event of default. 

C. The Contractor's default under any other agreement it may presently have or may 
enter into with the City during the life of this Agreement. The Contractor acknowledges and agrees 
that in the event of a default under this Agreement the City may also declare a default under any such 
other agreements. 

7.02 Remedies 

The occunence ofany event of default which the Contractor fails to cure within 14 calendar 
days after receipt of notice specifying such default or which, if such event of default cannot 
reasonably be cured within 14 calendar daysafter notice, the Contractor fails, in the sole opinion of 
the Commissioner, to commence and continue diligent efforts to cure, permits the City to declare the 
Contractor in default. Whether to declare the Contractor in default is within the sole discrefion of 
the Commissioner. Written nofification ofthe default, and any intention ofthe City to terminate the 
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Agreement, shall be provided to Contractor and such decision is final and effective upon Contractor's 
receipt of such notice. Upon receipt of such notice, the Contractor must discontinue any services, 
unless otherwise directed in the notice, and deliver all materials accumulated in the performance of 
this Agreement, whether completed or in the process of completion, to the City. At such time the 
City may invoke any legal or equitable remedy available to it including, but not limited to, the 
following: 

A. The right to take over and complete the Services or any part thereof as agent for and 
at the cost ofthe Contractor, either directly or through others. The Contractor shall have, in such 
event, the right to offset from such cost the amount it would have cost the City under the terms and 
conditions herein had the Contractor completed the Services. 

B. The right to terminate this Agreement as to any or all of the Services yet to be 
performed, effective at a time specified by the City. 

C. The right of specific performance, an injunction or any other appropriate equitable 
remedy. 

D. The right to money damages. 

E. The right to withhold all or any part of Contractor's compensation hereunder. 

F. The right to deem Contractor non-responsible in future contracts to be awarded by the City. 

If the City considers it to be in its best interest, it may elect not to declare default or to 
terminate this Agreement. The parties acknowledge that this provision is solely for the benefit ofthe 
City and that if the City permits the Contractor to continue to provide the Services despite one or 
more events of default, the Contractor is in no way relieved ofany of its responsibilities, duties or 
obligations under this Agreement nor does the City waive or relinquish any of its rights. No delay 
or omission to exercise any right accraing upon any event of default impairs any such right nor shall 
it be constmed as a waiver ofany event of default or acquiescence therein, and every such right may 
be exercised from time to time and as often as may be deemed expedient. 

7.03 Right to Offset 

The City reserves its rights under §2-92-380 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and the 
Commissioner shall consult with the SSAC before exercising such rights. 

7.04 Suspension 

The City may at any time request that the Contractor suspend its Services, or any part thereof, 
by giving 15 days prior written nofice to the Contractor or upon no notice in the event of emergency. 
No costs incuned after the effecfive date of such suspension shall be allowed. The Contractor shall 
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promptly resume its performance upon written notice by the Department. The Budget may be 
revised pursuant to Section 5.02 to account for any additional costs or expenses actually incuned by 
the Contractor as a result of recommencing the Services. 

7.05 No Damages for Delay 

The Contractor agrees that it, its members, if a partnership or joint venture and its 
Subcontractors shall make no claims against the City for damages, charges, additional costs or hourly 
fees for costs incuned by reason of delays or hindrances by the City in the performance of its 
obligations under this Agreement. 

7.06 Early Termination 

In addition to termination for default, the City may, at any time, elect to terminate this 
Agreement or any portion of the Services to be performed under it at the sole discrefion of the 
Commissioner by a written notice to the Contractor. If the City elects to terminate the Agreement 
in fiill, all Services shall cease and all materials accumulated in performing this Agreement, whether 
completed or in the process of completion, shall be delivered to the Department within 10 days after 
receipt ofthe notice or by the date stated in the notice. 

During the final ten days or other time period stated in the notice, the Contractor shall restrict 
its activities, and those of its Subcontractors, to winding down any reports, analyses, or other 
acfivifies previously begun. No costs incuned after the effective date ofthe termination are allowed. 
Payment for any Services actually and satisfactorily performed before the effective date of the 
termination shall be on the same basis as set forth in Article 5 hereof, but if any compensation is 
described or provided for on the basis of a period longer than ten days, then the compensation shall 
be prorated accordingly. 

If a court of competent jurisdiction determines that the City's election to terminate this 
Agreement for default has been wrongful, then such termination shall be deemed to be an early 
terminafion. 

ARTICLE 8 GENERAL CONDITIONS 

8,01 Entire Agreement 

This Agreement, and the exhibits attached hereto and incorporated hereby, shall constitute 
the entire agreement between the parties and no other wananties, inducements, considerations, 
promises, or interpretations shall be implied or impressed upon this Agreement that are not expressly 
addressed herein. 
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8.02 Counterparts 

This Agreement is comprised of several identical counterparts, each to be fully executed by 
the parties and each to be deemed an original having identical legal effect. 

8.03 Amendments 

No changes, amendments, modifications, or discharge of this Agreement, or any part thereof, 
shall be valid unless in writing and signed by the authorized agent of the Contractor and the 
Commissioner, or their successors and assigns. The City shall incur no liability for revised services 
without a written amendment to this Agreement pursuant to this Section. 

8.04 Compliance with All Laws 

The Contractor shall at all times observe and comply with all applicable laws, ordinances, 
rules, regulations and executive orders ofthe federal, state and local government, now existing or 
hereinafter in effect, which may in any manner affect the performance of this Agreement. 

8.05 Compliance with ADA and Other Accessibility Laws 

If this Agreement involves services to the public, the Contractor warrants that all Services 
provided hereunder shall comply with all accessibility standards for persons with disabilities or 
environmentally limited persons including, but not limited to the following: Americans with 
Disabilifies Act of 1990, 42 U.S.C. § 12101 et seq. and the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 29 U.S.C. 
§§ 793-94. In the event that the above cited standards are inconsistent, the Contractor shall comply 
with the standard providing greater accessibility. 

If this Agreement involves design for construction and/or Construction, the Contractor 
wanants that all design documents produced and/or used under this Agreement shall comply with 
all federal, state and local laws and regulations regarding accessibility standards for persons with 
disabilities or environmentally limited persons including, but not limited to, the following: 
Americans with Disabilifies Act of 1990, 42 U.S.C. § 12101 et seq. and the Americans with 
Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities; the Architectural Barriers Act, 
P.L. 90-480 and the Uniform Federal Accessibility Standards; and the Environmental Baniers Act, 
410 ILCS 25/1 et seq., and the regulafions promulgated thereto at 111. Admin. Code tit. 71, ch. 1, § 
400.110. In the event that the above cited standards are inconsistent, the Contractor shall comply 
with the standard providing greater accessibility. If the Contractor fails to comply with the foregoing 
standards, it shall perform again at no expense all services required to be reperformed as a direct or 
indirect result of such failure. 

8.06 Assigns 
All ofthe terms and conditions of this Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of 
the parties hereto and their respective legal representafives, successors, transferees and assigns. 
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8.07 Cooperation 

The Contractor agrees at all times to cooperate fully with the City and to act in the City's best 
interests. Upon the termination or expiration of this Agreement, the Contractor shall make every 
effort to assure an orderly transition to another provider of the Services, if any, orderly 
demobilization of its operations in cormection with the Services, uninterrupted provision of Services 
during any transition period and shall otherwise comply with reasonable requests ofthe Department 
in connection with this Agreement's termination or expiration. 

8.08 Severability 

If any provision of this Agreement is held or deemed to be or shall in fact be inoperative or 
unenforceable as applied in any particular case in any jurisdiction or in all cases because it conflicts 
withanyotherprovisionhereoforofanyconstitution, statute, ordinance, rule of law or publicpolicy, 
or for any other reason, such circumstances shall not have the effect of rendering such provision 
inoperative or unenforceable in any other case or circumstances, or of rendering any other provision 
herein invalid, inoperative, or unenforceable to any extent. The invalidity of any one or more 
phrases, sentences, clauses or sections herein shall not effect the remaining portions of this 
Agreement or any part thereof. 

8.09 Interpretation 

All headings in this Agreement are for convenience of reference only and do not define or 
limit the provisions thereof. Words of gender are deemed to include correlative words ofthe other 
gender. Words importing the singular number include the plural number and vice versa, unless the 
context otherwise indicates. All references to exhibits or documents are deemed to include all 
supplements and/or amendments to such exhibits or documents if entered into in accordance with 
the terms and conditions hereof and thereof. All references to persons or entities are deemed to 
include any persons or entities succeeding to the rights, duties, and obligations of such persons or 
entities in accordance with the terms and conditions herein. 

8.10 Miscellaneous Provisions 

Whenever under this Agreement the City by a proper authority waives the Contractor's 
performance in any respect or waives a requirement or condition to the Contractor's performance, 
the waiver, whether express or implied, applies only to that particuleir instance and is not a waiver 
forever or for subsequent instances ofthe performance, requirement or condition. No waiver shall 
be construed as a modification ofthe Agreement regardless ofthe number of fimes the City may 
have waived the performance, requirement or condifion. 
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8.11 Disputes 

Except as otherwise provided in this Agreeinent, Contractormust and the City may bring any 
dispute arising under this Agreement which is not resolved by the parties to the Chief Procurement 
Officer for decision based upon the written submissions ofthe parties. (A copy ofthe "Regulafions 
ofthe Department of Procurement Services for Resolution of Disputes between Contractors and the 
City of Chicago" is available in City Hall, 121 N. LaSalle Street, Room 301, Bid and Bond Room, 
Chicago, Illinois 60602.) The Chief Procurement will issue a written decision and send it to the 
Contractor and the SSAC by mail. The decision of the Chief Procurement Officer is final and 
binding. The sole and exclusive remedy to challenge the decision ofthe Chief Procurement Officer 
is judicial review by means of a common law writ of certiorari. 

8.12 Contractor Affidavit 

The Contractor must provide to the City, no later than thirty days after the end of eiach year, 
a fiilly executed and notarized Affidavit certifying the expenditures and Services provided for the 
prior year. The form of this affidavit is attached as Exhibit 8 and incorporated by reference. 

8.13 Prohibition on Certain Contributions 

Contractor agrees that Contractor, any person or entity who directly or indirectly has an 
ownership or beneficial interest in Contractor of more than 7.5 percent ("Owners"), spouses and 
domestic partners of such Owners, Contractor's subcontractors, any person or entity who directly 
or indirectly has an ownership or beneficial interest in any subcontractor of more than 7.5 percent 
("Sub-owners") and spouses and domestic partners of such Sub-owners (Contractor and all the other 
preceding classes of persons and entities are together, the ("Identified Parties"), shall not make a 
contribufion of any amount to the Mayor of the City of Chicago ("Mayor") or to his political 
fundraising committee (i) after execution of this Agreement by Contractor, (ii) while this Agreement 
or any Other Contract is executory, (iii) during the. term of this Agreement or any Other Contract 
between Contractor and the City, or (iv) during any period while an extension of this Agreement or 
any Other Contract is being sought or negotiated. 

Contractor represents and wanants that since the date of public advertisement ofthe 
specification, request for qualifications, request for proposals or request for information (or any 
cornbination of those requests) or, if not competitively procured, from the date the City approached 
Contractor or the date Contractor approached the City, as applicable, regarding the formulation of 
this Agreement, no Idenfified Parties have made a contribufion ofany amount to the Mayor or to his 
political fiindraising committee. 

Contractor agrees that it shall not: (a) coerce, compel or intimidate its employees to 
make a contribution ofany amount to the Mayor or to the Mayor's political fiindraising committee; 
(b) reimburse its employees for a contribution ofany amount made to the Mayor or to the Mayor's 
political fiindraising committee; or (c) bundle or solicit others to bundle contributions to the Mayor 
or to his political fundraising committee 
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Contractor agrees that the Identified Parties must not engage in any conduct whatsoever 
designed to intentionally violate this provision or Mayoral Executive Order No. 05-1 or to enfice, 
direct or solicit others to intenfionally violate this provision or Mayoral Executive Order No. 05-1. 

Contractor agrees that a violation of, non-compliance with, misrepresentation with respect 
to, or breach ofany covenant or warranty under this provision or violation of Mayoral Execufive 
Order No. 05-1 constitutes a breach and default under this Agreement, and under any Other Contract 
for which no opportunity to cure will be granted. Such breach and default entitles the City to all 
remedies (including without limitation termination for default) under this Agreement, under Other 
Contract, at law and in equity. This provision amends any Other Contract and supersedes any 
inconsistent provision contained therein. 

If Contractor violates this provision or Mayoral Executive Order No. 05-1 prior to award of 
the Agreement resulting from this specification^ the Commissioner may reject Contractor's bid. 

For purposes of this provision: 

"Bundle" means to collect contributions from more than one source which are then delivered 
by one person to the Mayor or to his political fundraising committee. 

"Other Contract" means any other agreement with the City of Chicago to which Contractor 
is a party that is (i) formed under the authority of chapter 2-92 ofthe Municipal Code of 
Chicago; (ii) entered into for the purchase or lease of real or personal property; or (iii) for 
materials, supplies, equipment or services which are approved or authorized by the city 
council. 

"Contribution" means a "polifical contribution" as defined in Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal 
Code of Chicago, as amended. 

Individuals are "Domestic Partners" if they satisfy the following criteria: 

(A) they are each other's sole domestic partner, responsible for each other's 
common welfare; and 

(B) neither party is married; and 
(C) the partners are not related by blood closer than would bar marriage in the 

State oflllinois; and 
(D) each partner is at least 18 years of age, and the partners are the same sex, and 

the partners reside at the same residence; and 
(E) two ofthe following four conditions exist for the partners: 

1. The partners have been residing together for at least 12 months. 
2. The partners have common or joint ownership of a residence. 
3. The partners have at least two ofthe following arrangements: 

a. joint ownership of a motor vehicle; 
b. a joint credit account; 
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c. a joint checking account; 
d. a lease for a residence identifying both domestic partners as 

tenants. 

4. Each partner identifies the other partner as a primary beneficiary in a 
will. 

"Polifical fundraising committee" means a "political fundraising committee" as defined in 
Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal code of Chicago, as amended." 

8.14 Firms Owned or Operated by Individuals with Disabilities 

The City encourages Contractors to use Subconfractors that are firms owned or operated by 
individuals with disabilifies, as defined by Secfion 2-92-586 ofthe Municipal Code ofthe City of 
Chicago, where not otherwise prohibited by federal or state law. 

8.15 Governing Law and Jurisdiction 

This Agreement is governed as to performance 2md interpretation in accordance with the 
laws of the State of Illinois. 

ARTICLE 9 NOTICES 

Nofices provided for herein shall be in writing and may be delivered personally or by 
United States mail, first class, certified, return receipt requested, with postage prepaid and 
addressed as follows: 

Ifto the City: Special Service Area #8 Commission 
3138 N.Broadway 
Chicago, Illinois 60657 

Department of Planning and Development 
City Hall, Room 1000 
121 North LaSalle Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
Attention: Commissioner 

With Copies to: Department of Law 
Room 600, City Hall 
121 North LaSalle Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
Attention: Corporation Counsel 

Ifto Contractor Lake View East Chamber of Commerce 
3138 N.Broadway 
Chicago, Illinois 60657 
Attention: Maureen Martino 
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Changes in the above-referenced addresses must be in writing and delivered in 
accordance with the provisions of this Section. Notices delivered by mail shall be deemed 
received 3 days after mailing in accordance with this Section. Notices delivered personally shall 
be deemed effective upon receipt. 

ARTICLE 10 CITY ACTION 

In the event that there is no duly constituted SSAC during the term of this 
Agreement, the City will retain all ofthe rights and obligations afforded to the SSAC hereunder. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the City and the Contractor have executed this 
Agreement on the date first set forth above, at Chicago, Illinois. 

Recommended by: CONTRACTOR 

SSAC Chairperson 

CITY OF CHICAGO 

By: 
Commissioner, Department of 
Planning and Development 

By: 

Its: 

Attested By: 

Its: 

State of 

County of. 

This instrument was acknowledged before me on (date) by 
_(name/s of person/s) as :_ (type of authority, e.g., officer, trustee, etc.) of. 

(name of party on behalf of whom instrument weis 
executed). 

(Signature of Notary Public) 

(Sub)Exhibits 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 referred to in this Service Provider Agreement for 
Special Service Area Number 8 read as follows: 
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(Sub)Exhibit 1. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 8) 

Special Sen/ice Area Number 8. 

Lakeview East. 

2009 Scope Of Services. 

Image development/beautification. 

Business development. 

Safety. 

Distinctive identity. 

(Sub)Exhibit 2. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 8) 

Schedule C: 2009 Special Service Area Budget Summary 

Department Of Planning And Development 

Special Service Area Number and Name: Special Service Area Number 8 - Lakeview 

East 

Special Service Area Chairperson: Dan Wolf 

Service Provider: Lakeview East Chamber of Commerce 

Special Service Area Program Manager: Maureen T. Martino 

Budget Period: January 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009 
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Service 

Advertising and Promotion 

Public Way Maintenance 

Public Way Aesthetics 

Tenant Retention/Attraction 

Facade Improvements 

Parking/Transits/Accessibility 

Safety Programs 

District Planning 

Other Technical Assistance 

Total Services 

Administration 

Loss Collection 5.0% 

GRAND TOTAL 

Administration/Total Budget 
Ratio 

2008 Levy 

$133,600 

170,900 

133,750 

15,500 

52,500 

2,000 

4,000 

20,000 

-

$532,250 

$ 96,400 

$ 33,000 

$661,650 

+ 

+ 

Carryover 

$ 3,000 

-

5,000 

2,000 

5,000 

-

-

-

$15,000 

$ 

$ 

$15,000 

= 

= 

2009 Budget 

$ 136,600 

170,900 

138,750 

17,500 

57,500 

2,000 

4,000 

20,000 

-

$ 547,250 

$ 96,400 

$ 33,000 

$ 676,650 

14.2% 

D.P.D. Use Only 

Estimated 2007 E.A.V. 

Authorized Tax Rate Cap 

Estimated Tax Rate for 2008 Levy 

Estimated 2008 Levy 

$253,221,376 

0.410% 

0.261% 

$ 661,650 
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(Sub)Exhibit 3. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 8) 

City Of Chicago 

Economic Disclosure Statement And Affidavit. 

SECTION I - GENERAL INFORMATION 

A. Legal name of Disclosing Party submitting this EDS. Include d/b/a/ if applicable: 

L < X ^ e O \ ^ ( j J ^.f^-<r Ur)f<yV\\o£4 try CorYXYVKoACf̂  

Check ONE ofthe following three boxes: 

Indicate vvjjether Disclosing Party submitting this EDS is: 
1. (LJ^e Applicant 

OR 
2. [ ] a legal entity holding a direct or indirect interest in the Applicant. State the legal name of the 

Applicant in which Disclosing Party holds an interest: 
OR 

3. [ ] a specified legal entity with a right of control (see Section II.B.l.b.) State the legal name of 
the entity in which Disclosing Party holds a right of control; 

B. Business address of Disclosing Party: 3 \ 3 > 0 t \ > gyAQ Q r j ( / I O L L / 

C . TelephoDc:^°'"'*^°'^ ^°^ printing purposes) p^^. (Omitted for printing purposes) E m a i l : (Omitted for printing purposes) 

D. Name of contact person: ^VN^.U.'TPP^rN V ^ V V ^ H r t n n 

E. Federal Employer Identificafion No. (if you have one): (Omitted for printirfg purposes) . 

F..Brief description of contract, transaction or other undertaking (referred to below as the "Matter") to 
which this EDS pertains. (Include project number and location of property, if applicable): 

G. Which City agency or department is requesting this EDS? ^QSi^V; ^ ^ PY^y^^yyp <4-4^jC^" 

If the Matter is a contract being handled by the City's Department of Procurement Services, please 
complete the following: 

Specification # kj j rV and Contract # 
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S E C T I O N II - D I S C L O S U R E OF O W N E R S H I P INTERESTS 

A . NATURE OF DISCLOSING PARTY 

1. Indicate the nature of the Disclosing Party: 
Person [ ] Limited liability company* 
Publicly registered business corporation [ J Limited liability partnership* 
Privately held business corporation [ ] Joint venture* 
Sole proprietorship ^ jH^ot - for -prof i t corporation 
General partnership* (Is the not-for-profit corporation also a 501(c)(3))? 
Limited partnership* [ ] Yes J ^ ^ o 
Trust [ ] Other (please specify) 

* Note B.l.b below. 

2. For legal entities, the state (or foreign country) of incorporation or organization, if applicable: 

3. For legal entities not organized in the State oflllinois: Has the organization registered to do 
business in the State of Illinois as a foreign entity? 

[ ] Yes [ ] No ^ : ^ ^ / A 

B. IF THE DISCLOSING PARTY IS A LEGAL ENTITY: 

l.a. List below the full names and titles of all executive officers and all directors ofthe entity. 
For not-for-profit corporations, also list below all members, if any, v^^hich are legal entities. If there are 
no such members, write "no members." For trusts, estates or other similar entities, list below the legal 
titleholder(s). 

Name <- . . Title 

1 .b. If you checked "General partnership," "Limited partnership," "Limited liability 
company," "Limited liability partnership" or "Joint venture" in response to Item A.l . above (Nature of 
Disclosing Party), list below the name and title of each general partner, managing member, manager or 
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2008 LVECC Board Member Directory 

Name 
BOARD MEMBERS 
Audain-Reed, Pilar 
Chan, York 
Coumane, Martin 
Hagan, Susan 
Hampton, Stephen 
Hill. Stephen 

O'Neill, Greg 
Rodriguez. Maria 
Wilcoxon, Jeff 

EXECUTIVE BOARD 

PRESIDENT 
Ritter, Jessica 
VICE PRESIDENT 
TREASURER 
Winner, David 
SECRETARY 
Mack, Todd 

LIAISON 
Alfonsetti, Ernestine 

Executive Director 
Maureen T. Martino 

Business 

Kreative Soul 
Advociate Illinois Masonic 
Wilde Bar & Restaurant 
Coldwell Banker 
Best Western Hotel 
Brendan's Pub 

Pastoral Artisan Cheese, Bread & Wine 
El Nuevo Mexicano 
Bobtail Ice Cream 

Lakeshore Theater 
VACANT POSITION 

DLW Business Consultants 

FOURSIDED/TWOSIDED 

American Family Ins. 

Lakeview East Chamber of Commerce 
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any other person or entity that controls the day-to-day management ofthe Disclosing Party. NOTE: 
Each legal entity listed below must submit an EDS on its own behalf 

Name Title 

±:K 
2. Please provide the following information concerning each person or entity having a direct or 

indirect beneficial interest (including ownership) in excess of 7.5% ofthe Disclosing Party. Examples 
of such an interest include shares in a corporation, partnership interest in a partnership or joint venture, 
interest of a member or manager in a limited liability company, or interest of a beneficiary of a trust, 
estate or other similar entity. If none, state "None." NOTE: Pursuant to Section 2-154-030 ofthe 
Municipal Code of Chicago ("Municipal Code"), the City may require any such additional information 
from any applicant which is reasonably intended to achieve full disclosure. 

Name Business Address Percentage Interest in the 
Disclosing Party 

SECTION III - BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS WITH CITY ELECTED OFFICIALS 

Has the Disclosing Party had a "business relationship," as defined in Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal 
Code, with any City elected official in the 12 months before the date this EDS is signed? 

[ ]Yes y^o 
If yes, please identify below the name(s) of such City elected official(s) and describe such 
relationship(s): 

SECTION IV - DISCLOSURE OF SUBCONTRACTORS AND OTHER RETAINED PARTIES 

The Disclosing Party must disclose the name and business address of each subcontractor, attorney, 
lobbyist, accountant, consultant and any other person or entity whom the Disclosing Party has retained 
or expects to retain in connection with the Matter, as well as the nature ofthe relationship, and the total 
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amount ofthe fees paid or estimated to be paid. The Disclosing Party is not required to disclose 
employees who are paid solely through the Disclosing Party's regular payroll. 

"Lobbyist" means any person or entity who undertakes to influence any legislative or administrative 
action on behalf ofany person or entity other than: (1) a not-for-profit entity, on an unpaid basis, or (2) 
himself "Lobbyist" also means any person or entity any part of whose duties as an employee of 
another includes undertaking to influence any legislative or administrative action. 

If the Disclosing Party is uncertain whether a disclosure is required under this Section, the 
Disclosing Party must either ask the City whether disclosure is required or make the disclosure. 

Name 
(indicate whether 
retained or anticipated 
to be retained) 

Business 
Address 

Relationship to Disclosing Party 
(subcontractor, attorney, 
lobbyist, etc.) 

Fees 
(indicate whether 
paid or estimated) 

RETAINED PARTIES S 3 A M 

NAME 
Matt Cotton & Assoc 
George Jon & Assoc 
Ravenswood Special Events 
EM Events 
Christy Weber Landscapes 
Beriln Epstein, Coleman 
Pressure Washing Systems 

ADDRESS 
920 N Humphrey Ave, Oak Park, 
213 N. Morgan, Chicago 
1 too W. Cermak Rd, Chicago 
P.O. Box 4332 
230 N. Western 
SIS N. State, Chicago 
1615 S. 55th Avenue, Chicago 

PHONE 
ll.(Omitted for 

(Omitted for 
(Omitted for 
(Omitted for 
(Omitted for 
(Omitted for 
(Omitted for 

WEB CATEGORY EST. 
printing purposes](Omitted for printing putposes)Technology/Websit Mgml 
printing puiposesXQmitted for printing purposes) Technogymaidware/Server 
printing purposes)(Omltted for printing purposes)Event Production 
printing purposes)(Omltted for printing purposes) Artist Reoviltment 
printing pufpose3)(Omitted for printing purposes) Landscaper/Floral 
printing puiposes)(Omitted for printing purposes) Auditors 
prinUng purposes)(Omitted tor printing purposes) Maintenance 

6B 

R/A 
$8,000 retained 
$4,000 retained 

$15,000 anticipated 
$12,000 anddpsled 
$50,000 anUdpated 

$2,000 aniidpated 
$35,000 aniidpated 

(Add sheets if necessary) 

[ ] Check here if the Disclosing party has not retained, nor expects to retain, any such persons or 
entities. 

SECTION V -- CERTIFICATIONS 

A. COURT-ORDERED CHILD SUPPORT COMPLIANCE 

Under Municipal Code Section 2-92-415, substantial owners of business entities that contract with 
the City must remain in compliance with their child support obligations throughout the term ofthe 
contract. 

Has any person who directly or indirectly owns 10% or more of the Disclosing Party been declared in 
arrearage on any child support obligations by any Illinois court of competent jurisdiction? 

[ ] Y e s [ ] N o K' No person owns 10% or more ofthe Disclosing Party. 

If "Yes," has the person entered into a court-approved agreement for payment of all support owed and 
is the person in compliance with that agreement? 

f ] Y e s [ ] N o 
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B . FURTHER CERTIFICATIONS 

1. The Disclosing Party and, if the Disclosing Party is a legal entity, all of those persons or entities 
identified in Section II .B.l . of this EDS: 

a. are 
exc 

not presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible or voluntarily 
luded from any transactions by any federal, state or local unit of government; 

b. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date of this EDS, been convicted of a criminal 
offense, adjudged guilty, or had a civil judgment rendered against them in connection with: 
obtaining, attempting to obtain, or performing a public (federal, state or local) transaction or 
contract under a public transaction; a violation of federal or state antitrust statutes; fraud; 
embezzlement; theft; forgery; bribery; falsification or destruction of records; making false 
statements; or receiving stolen property; 

c. are not presently indicted for or otherwise criminally or civilly charged by a governmental entity 
(federal, state or local) with commission of any of the offenses enumerated in clause B.l.b. of 
this Section V; 

d. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date of this EDS, had one or more public 
transactions (federal, state or local) terminated for cause or default; and 

e. have not,, within a five-year period preceding the date of this EDS, been convicted, adjudged 
guilty, or found liable in a civil proceeding, or in any criminal or civil action, including actions 
concerning environmental violations, instituted by the City or by the federal government, any 
state, or any other unit of local government. 

2. The certifications in subparts 2, 3 and 4 concern: 

• the Disclosing Party; 
• any "Applicable Party" (meaning any party participating in the performance ofthe Matter, 

including but not limited to any persons or legal entities disclosed under Section IV, "Disclosure of 
Subcontractors and Other Retained Parties"); 
• any "Affiliated Entity" (meaning a person or entity that, directly or indirectly: controls the 

Disclosing Party, is controlled by the Disclosing Party, or is, with the Disclosing Party, under 
common control of another person or entity. Indicia of control include, without limitation: 
interlocking management or ownership; identity of interests among family members, shared facilities 
and equipment; common use of employees; or organization of a business entity following the 
ineligibility of a business entity to do business with federal or state or local government, including , 
the City, using substantially the same management, ownership, or principals as the ineligible entity); 
with respect to Applicable Parties, the term Affiliated Entity means a person or entity that directly or 
indirectly controls the Applicable Party, is controlled by it, or, with the Applicable Party, is under 
common control of another person or entity; 
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• any responsible official ofthe Disclosing Party, any Applicable Party or any Affiliated Entity or 
any other official, agent or employee ofthe Disclosing Party, any Applicable Party or any Affiliated 
Entity, acting pursuant to the direction or authorization of a responsible official ofthe Disclosing 
Party, any Applicable Party or any Affiliated Entity (collectively "Agents"). 

Neither the Disclosing Party, nor any Applicable Party, nor any Affiliated Entity of either the 
Disclosing Party or any Applicable Party nor any Agents have, during the five years before the date this 
EDS is signed, or, with respect to an Applicable Party, an Affiliated Entity, or an Affiliated Entity of an 
Applicable Party during the five years before the date of such Applicable Party's or Affiliated Entity's 
contract or engagement in connection with the Matter: 

a. bribed or attempted to bribe, or been convicted or adjudged guilty of bribery or attempting to 
bribe, a public officer or employee ofthe City, the State oflllinois, or any agency of the federal 
government or ofany state or local government in the United States of America, in that officer's 
or employee's official capacity; 

b. agreed or colluded with other bidders or prospective bidders, or been a party to any such 
agreement, or been convicted or adjudged guilty of agreement or collusion among bidders or 
prospective bidders, in restraint of freedom of competition by agreement to bid a fixed price or 
otherwise; or 

c. made an admission of such conduct described in.a. or b. above that is a matter of record, but 
have not been prosecuted for such conduct; or 

d. violated the provisions of Municipal Code Section 2-92-610 (Living Wage Ordinance). 

3 . Neither the Disclosing Party, Affiliated Entity or Applicable Party, or any of their employees, 
officials, agents or partners, is barred from contracting with any unit of state or local government as a 
result of engaging in or being convicted of (1) bid-rigging in violation of 720 ILCS 5/33E-3; (2) 
bid-rotating in violation of 720 ILCS 5/33E-4; or (3) any similar offense ofany state or ofthe United 
States of America that contains the same elements as the offense of bid-rigging or bid-rotating. 

4. Neither the Disclosing Party nor any Affiliated Entity is listed on any ofthe following lists 
maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets Control ofthe U.S. Department ofthe Treasury or the 
Bureau of Industry and Security ofthe U.S. Department of Commerce or their successors: the Specially 
Designated Nationals List, the Denied Persons List, the Unverified List, the Entity List and the 
Debarted List. 

5. The Disclosing Party understands and shall comply with (1) the applicable requirements ofthe 
Governmental Ethics Ordinance ofthe City, Title 2, Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal Code; and (2) all 
the applicable provisions of Chapter 2-56 ofthe Municipal Code (Office ofthe Inspector General). 
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6. If the Disclosing Party is unable to certify to any of the above statements in this Part B (Further 
Certifications), the Disclosing Party must explain below: 

p ^ 
If the letters "NA," the word "None," or no response appears on the lines above, it will be conclusively 
presumed that the Disclosing Party certified to the above statements. 

C . CERTIFICATION OF STATUS AS FINANCIAL INSTITUTION 

For purposes of this Part C, under Municipal Code Section 2-32-455(b), the term "financial institution" 
means a bank, savings and loan association, thrift, credit union, mortgage banker, mortgage broker, 
trust company, savings bank, investment bank, securities broker, municipal securities broker, securities 
dealer, municipal securities dealer, securities underwriter, municipal securities underwriter, investment 
trust, venture capital company, bank holding company, financial services holding company, or any 
licensee under the Consumer Installment Loan Act, the Sales Finance Agency Act, or the Residential 
Mortgage Licensing Act. However, "financial institution" specifically shall not include any entity 
whose predominant business is the providing of tax deferred, defined contribution, pension plans to 
public employees in accordance with Sections 403(b) and 457 ofthe Internal Revenue Code. 
(Additional definitions may be found in Municipal Code Section 2-32-455(b).) 

1. CERTIFICATION 

The Disclosing Party certifies that the Disclosing Party (check one) 

[ ] is [/\is not 

a "financial institution" as defined in Section 2-32-455(b) ofthe Municipal Code. 

2. If the Disclosing Party IS a financial institution, then the Disclosing Party pledges: 

"We are not and will not become a predatory lender as defined in Chapter 2-32 of the Municipal 
Code. We further pledge that none of our affiliates is, and none of them will become, a predatory 
lender as defined in Chapter 2-32 ofthe Municipal Code. We understand that becoming a predatory 
lender or becoming an affiliate of a predatory lender may result in the loss ofthe privilege of doing 
business with the City." 

If the Disclosing Party is unable to make this pledge because it or any of its affiliates (as defined in 
Section 2-32-455(b) ofthe Municipal Code) is a predatory lender within the meaning of Chapter 
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2-32 of the Municipal Code, explain here (attach additional pages if necessary): 

ite 
If the letters "NA," the word "None," or no response appears on the lines above, it will be 
conclusively presumed that the Disclosing Party certified to the above statements. 

D . CERTIFICATION REGARDING INTEREST IN CITY BUSINESS 

Any words or terms that are defined in Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal Code have the same 
meanings when used in this Part D. 

1. In accordance with Section 2-156-110 of the Municipal Code: Does any official or employee 
of the City have a financial interest in his or her own name or in the name ofany other person or 
entity in the Matter? y / 

[ ]Yes > ^ N o 

NOTE: If you checked "Yes" to Item D.I., proceed to Items D.2. and D.3. If you checked "No" to 
Item D.I., proceed to Part E. 

2. Unless sold pursuant to a process of competitive bidding, or otherwise permitted, no City 
elected official or employee shall have a financial interest in his or her own name or in the name of 
any other person or entity in the purchase ofany property that (i) belongs to the City, or (ii) is sold 
for taxes or assessments, or (iii) is sold by virtue of legal process at the suit ofthe City (collectively, 
"City Property Sale"). Compensation for property taken pursuant to the City's eminent domain power 
does not constitute a financial interest within the meaning of this Part D. 

Does the Matter involve a City Property Sale? 

[ ] Yes [ ] No 

3. If you checked "Yes" to Item D.l . , provide the names and business addresses of the City 
officials or employees having such interest and identify the nature of such interest: 

Name Business Address Nature of Interest , 

4. The Disclosing Party further certifies that no prohibited financial interest in the Matter will 
be acquired by any City official or employee. 
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E. CERTIFICATION REGARDING SLAVERY ERA BUSINESS 

The Disclosing Party has searched any and all records of the Disclosing Party and any and all 
predecessor entities for records of investments or profits from slavery, the slave industry, or 
slaveholder insurance policies from the slavery era (including insurance policies issued to 
slaveholders that provided coverage for damage to or injury or death of their slaves) and has 
disclosed in this EDS any and all such records to the City. In addition, the Disclosing Party must 
disclose the names ofany and all slaves or slaveholders described in those records. Failure to 
comply with these disclosure requirements may make the Matter to which this EDS pertains voidable 
by the City. 

Please check either 1. or 2. below. If the Disclosing Party checks 2., the Disclosing Party must 
disclose below or in an attachment to this EDS all requisite information as set forth in that paragraph 2. 

1. The Disclosing Party verifies that (a) the Disclosing Party has searched any and all records of 
the Disclosing Party and any and all predecessor entities for records of investments or profits from 
slavery, the slave industry, or slaveholder insurance policies, and (b) the Disclosing Party has found 
no records of investments or profits from slavery, the slave industry, or slaveholder insurance 
policies and no records of names ofany slaves or slaveholders. 

2. The Disclosing Party verifies that, as a result of conducting the search in step 1(a) above, the 
Disclosing Party has found records relating to investments or profits from slavery, the slave industry, 
or slaveholder insurance policies and/or the names ofany slaves or slaveholders. The Disclosing 
Party verifies that the following constitutes (ijll disclosure of all such records: 

SECTION VI - CERTIFICATIONS FOR FEDERALLY-FUNDED MATTERS 

NOTE: If the Matter is federally funded, complete this Section VI. If the Matter is not federally 
funded, proceed to Section VII. 

A. CERTIFICATION REGARDING LOBBYING 

1. List below the names of all persons or entities registered under the federal Lobbying 
Disclosure Act of 1995 who have made lobbying contacts on behalf of the Disclosing Party with 
respect to the Matter: (Begin list here, add sheets as necessary): 
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( I f no explanation appears or begins on the lines above, or if the letters "NA" or if the word "None" 
appear, it will be conclusively presumed that the Disclosing Party means that NO persons or entities 
registered under the Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 have made lobbying contacts on behalf of the 
Disclosing Party with respect to the Matter.) 

2. The Disclosing Party has not spent and will not expend any federally appropriated funds to 
pay any person or entity listed in Paragraph A. l . above for his or her lobbying activities or to pay any 
person or entity to influence or attempt to influence an officer or employee ofany agency, as defined 
by applicable federal law, a member of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or an 
employee of a member of Congress, in connection with the award ofany federally funded contract, 
making any federally funded grant or loan, entering into any cooperative agreement, or to extend, 
continue, renew, amend, or modify any federally funded contract, grant, loan, or cooperative 
agreement. 

3 . The Disclosing Party will submit an updated certification at the end of each calendar quarter 
in which there occurs any event that materially affects the accuracy ofthe statements and information 
set forth in paragraphs A.I . and A.2. above. 

If the Matter is federally funded and any funds other than federally appropriated funds have been or 
will be paid to any person or entity for influencing or attempting to influence an officer or employee 
o fany agency (as defined by applicable federal law), a member of Congress, an officer or employee 
of Congress, or an employee of a member of Congress in connection with the Matter, the Disclosing 
Party must complete and submit Standard Form-LLL, "Disclosure Form to Report Lobbying," in 
accordance with its instructions. The form may be^obtained online from the federal Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) web site at http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/sflllin.pdf, 
linked on the page http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/grants_forms.html. 

4. The Disclosing Party certifies that either: (i) it is not an organization described in section 
501(c)(4) ofthe Internal Revenue Code of 1986; or (ii) it is an organization described in section 
501(c)(4) ofthe Internal Revenue Code of 1986 but has not engaged and will not engage in 
"Lobbying Activities". 

5. If the Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party must obtain certifications equal 
in form and substance to paragraphs A. l . through A.4. above from all subcontractors before it 
awards any subcontract and the Disclosing Party must maintain all such subcontractors' certifications 
for the duration ofthe Matter and must make such certifications promptly available to the City upon 
request. 

B. CERTIFICATION REGARDING EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 

If the Matter is federally funded, federal regulations require the Applicant and all proposed 
subcontractors to submit the following information with their bids or in writing at the outset of 
negotiations. 

http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/sflllin.pdf
http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/grants_forms.html
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Is the Disclosing Party the Applicant? 

[ ]Yes [ ] N o . 

If "Yes," answer the three questions below: 

1. Have you developed and do you have on file affirmative action programs pursuant to 
applicable federal regulations? (See 41 CFR Part 60-2.) 

[ ]Yes [ ] N o 

2. Have you filed with the Joint Reporting Committee, the Director ofthe Office of Federal 
Contract Compliance Programs, or the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission all reports due 
under the applicable filing requirements? 

[ ] Yes [ ] No 

3. Have you participated in any previous contracts or subcontracts subject to the 
equal opportunity clause? 

[ ] Y e s [ ] N o 

If you checked "No" to question 1. or 2. above, please provide an explanation: 

SECTION VII ~ ACKNOWLEDGMENTS, CONTRACT INCORPORATION, 
COMPLIANCE, PENALTIES, DISCLOSURE 

The Disclosing Party understands and agrees that: 

A. By completing and fiUng this EDS, the Disclosing Party acknowledges and agrees, on behalf of 
itself and the persons or entities named in this EDS, that the City may investigate the 
creditworthiness of some or all ofthe persons or entities named in this EDS. 

B. The certifications, disclosures, and acknowledgments contained in this EDS will become part of 
any contract or other agreement between the Applicant and the City in connection with the Matter, 
whether procurement. City assistance, or other City action, and are material inducements to the City's 
execution ofany contract or taking other action with respect to the Matter. The Disclosing Party 
understands that it must comply with all statutes, ordinances, and regulations on which this EDS is 
based. 

C. The City's Governmental Ethics and Campaign Financing Ordinances, Chapters 2-156 and 2-164 
ofthe Municipal Code, impose certain duties and obligations on persons or entities seeking City 
contracts, work, business, or transactions. The full text of these ordinances and a training program is 
available on line at www.citYofchicago.org/Ethics. and may also be obtained from the City's Board 
of Ethics, 740 N. Sedgwick St., Suite 500, Chicago, IL 60610, <°"*«""°'f̂ '*"9P"'P°«'" The Disclosing Party 
must comply fully with the applicable ordinances. 

http://www.citYofchicago.org/Ethics
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D . If the City determines that any information provided in this EDS is false, incomplete or 
inaccurate, any contract or other agreement in connection with which it is submitted may be 
rescinded or be void or voidable, and the City may pursue any remedies under the contract or 
agreement (if not rescinded, void or voidable), at law, or in equity, including terminating the 
Disclosing Party's participation in the Matter and/or declining to allow the Disclosing Party to 
participate in other transactions with the City. Remedies at law for a false statement of material fact 
may include incarceration and an award to the City of treble damages. 

E. It is the City's policy to make this document available to the public on its Internet site and/or upon 
request. Some or all ofthe information provided on this EDS and any attachments to this EDS may 
be made available to the public on the Internet, in response to a Freedom of Information Act request, 
or otherwise. By completing and signing this EDS, the Disclosing Party waives and releases any 
possible rights or claims which it may have against the City in connection with the public release of 
information contained in this EDS and also authorizes the City to verify the accuracy ofany 
information submitted in this EDS. 

F. The information provided in this EDS must be kept current. In the event of changes, the 
Disclosing Party must supplement this EDS up to the time the City takes action on the Matter. If the 
Matter is a contract being handled by the City's Department of Procurement Services, the Disclosing 
Party must update this EDS as the contract requires. 

The Disclosing Party represents and warrants that: 

G. The Disclosing Party has not withheld or reserved any disclosures as to economic interests in the 
Disclosing Party, or as to the Matter, or any information, data or plan as to the intended use or 
purpose for which the Applicant seeks City Council or other City agency action. 

For purposes ofthe certifications in H.I. and H.2. below, the term "affiliate" means any person or 
entity that, directly or indirectly: controls the Disclosing Party, is controlled by the Disclosing Party, 
or is, with the Disclosing Party, under common control of another person or entity. Indicia of control 
include, without limitation: interlocking management or ownership; identity of interests among 
family members; shared facilities and equipment; common use of employees; or organization of a 
business entity following the ineligibility of a business entity to do business with the federal 
government or a state or local government, including the City, using substantially the same 
management, ownership, or principals as the ineligible entity. 

H. 1. The Disclosing Party is not delinquent in the payment of any tax administered by the Illinois 
Department of Revenue, nor are the Disclosing Party or its affiliates delinquent in paying any fine, 
fee, tax or other charge owed to the City. This includes, but is not limited to, all water charges, 
sewer charges, license fees, parking tickets, property taxes or sales taxes. 

H.2 If the Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party and its affiliates will not use, nor 
permit their subcontractors to use, any facility on the U.S. EPA's List of Violating Facilities in 
connection with the Matter for the duration of time that such facility remains on the list. 
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H.3 If the Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party will obtain from any 
contractors/subcontractors hired or to be hired in connection with the Matter certifications equal in 
form and substance to those in H.l. and H.2. above and will not, without the prior written consent of 
the City, use any such contractor/subcontractor that does not provide such certifications or that the 
Disclosing Party has reason to believe has not provided or cannot provide truthful certifications. 

NOTE: If the Disclosing Party cannot certify as to any ofthe items in H.l., H.2. or H.3. above, an 
explanatory statement must be attached to this EDS. 

CERTIFICATION 

Under penalty of perjury, the person signing below: (I) warrants that he/she is authorized to execute 
this EDS on behalf of the Disclosing Party, and (2) warrants that all certifications and statements 
contained in this EDS are true, accurate and complete as ofthe date furnished to the City. 

(Print or type name of Disclosing Party) U 
<3<i> 

sing Party) 

By: 

(sign here) 
! ^ . 

(Print or type name of person signing) 

(Print or type title of person signing) 

Signed and sworn to before me on (date) y j ^ \ n ^ tXXi'f̂  
at Ct^K- County, T l - (state). 

Notary Public. 

.. by M^^t^d /^ .>^A/i^^^^3^ 

Commission expires: {zlt^l\\ 
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(Sub)Exhibit 4. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 8) 

Contractor Insurance Provisions. 

Special Service Area Number 8. 

Lake View East Chamber Of Commerce. 

Contractor must provide and maintain at Contractor's own expense, during the term of the 
Agreement and time period following expiration if Contractor is required to return and perform 
any ofthe Services or Additional Services under this Agreement, the insurance coverage and 
requirements specified below, insuring all operations related to the Agreement. 

A. Insurance To Be Provided. 

1) Workers' Compensation And Employer's Liability. 

Workers' Compensation Insurance, as prescribed by applicable law, covering all 
employees who are to provide a service under this Agreement and Employer's 
Liability coverage with limits of not less than One Hundred Thousand 
Dollars ($100,000) each accident, illness or disease. 

2) Commercial General Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

Commercial General Liability Insurance or equivalent with limits of not less than 
One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per occurrence for bodily injury, personal injury and 
property damage liability. Coverages must include the following: all premises and 
operations, products/completed operations, separation of insureds, defense and 
contractual liability (with no limitation endorsement). The City of Chicago is to be 
named as an additional insured on a primary, noncontributory basis for any liability 
arising directly or indirectly from the Services. 

3) Automobile Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

When any motor vehicles (owned, non-owned and hired) are used in connection 
with Services to be performed. Contractor must provide Automobile Liability 
Insurance with limits of not less than Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000) 
per occurrence for bodily injury and property damage. The City of Chicago is to be 
named as an additional insured on a primary, noncontributory basis for any liability 
arising directly or indirectly from the Services. 

4) Professional Liability. 

When any professional consultants (e.g., C.P.A.'s, attorneys, architects, engineers. 
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construction managers) perform Services in connection with this Agreement, 
Professional Liability Insurance covering acts, errors or omissions must be 
maintained with limits of not less than Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000). 
Coverage must include contractual liability. When policies are renewed or replaced, 
the policy retroactive date must coincide with, or precede, start of Services on the 
Agreement. A claims-made policy which is not renewed or replaced must have an 
extended reporting period of two (2) years. 

5) Crime. 

Contractor must be responsible for all persons handling funds under this 
Agreement, against loss by dishonesty, robbery, burglary, theft, destruction, or 
disappearance, computer fraud, credit card forgery and other related crime risks. 

B. Security Firms. 

If the Contractor enters into a subcontract with a Security Firm, such Security Firm must be 
certified by State of Illinois, and the Security Firm's employees must be registered and 
certified by the State. Contractor must ensure and require any Security Firm subcontractor 
to comply with the Risk Management Division approved Security Firm Insurance Provisions 
set forth in (Sub)Exhibit 5 of this Agreement, attached hereto and incorporated by references 
as though fully set forth herein. 

C. Additional Requirements. 

Contractor must furnish the City of Chicago, Department of Planning and Development, 
Attention: Development Support Services, Room 1003, 121 North LaSalle Street, Chicago, 
Illinois 60602, original Certificates of Insurance, or such similar evidence, to be in force on 
the date of this Agreement, and Renewal Certificates of Insurance, or such similar evidence, 
if the coverages have an expiration or renewal date occurring during the term of this 
Agreement. Contractor must submit evidence of insurance on the City of Chicago Insurance 
Certificate Form (copy attached as (Sub)Exhibit ) or equivalent prior to award of this 
Agreement. The receipt of any certificate does not constitute agreement by the City that the 
insurance requirements in the Agreement have been fully met or that the insurance policies 
indicated on the certificate are in compliance with all Agreement requirements. The failure 
of the City to obtain certificates or other insurance evidence from Contractor is not a waiver 
by the City of any requirements for the Contractor to obtain and maintain the specified 
coverages. Contractor must advise all insurers of the Agreement provisions regarding 
insurance. Nonconforming insurance does not relieve Contractor of the obligation to provide 
insurance as specified in this Agreement. Nonfulfillment of the insurance conditions may 
constitute a violation of the Agreement, and the City retains the right to stop work arid 
suspend this Agreement until proper evidence of insurance is provided, or the Agreement 
may be terminated. 

The insurance must provide for sixty (60) days prior written notice to be given to the City 
in the event coverage is substantially changed, canceled or non-renewed. 

Any deductibles or self-insured retentions on referenced insurance coverages must be 
borne by Contractor. 
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Contractor hereby waives and agrees to require their insurers to waive their rights of 
subrogation against the City of Chicago, its employees, elected officials, agents or 
representatives. 

The coverages and limits furnished by Contractor in no way limit the Contractor's liabilities 
and responsibilities specified within the Agreement or by law. 

Any insurance or self-insurance programs maintained by the City of Chicago do not 
contribute with insurance provided by Contractor under this Agreement. 

The required insurance to be carried is not limited by any limitations expressed in the 
indemnification language in this Agreement or any limitation placed on the indemnity in this 
Agreement given as a matter of law. 

If Contractor is a joint venture or limited liability company, the insurance policies must name 
the joint venture or limited liability company as a named insured. 

Contractor must require all Subcontractors to provide the insurance required in this 
Agreement, or Contractor may provide the coverages for Subcontractors. All Subcontractors 
are subject to the same insurance requirements of Contractor unless othenA/ise specified in 
this Agreement. 

If Contractor or Subcontractor desire additional coverages, the party desiring the additional 
coverages is responsible for the acquisition and cost. 

The City of Chicago Risk Management Department maintains the right to modify, delete, 
alter or change these requirements. 

[City of Chicago Certificate of Insurance Form referred to 
in these Contractor Insurance Provisions 

unavailable at time of printing.] 

(Sub)Exhibit 5 referred to in these Contractor Insurance Provisions constitutes 
(Sub)Exhibit 5 to the Service Provider Agreement and reads as follows: 

(Sub)Exhibit 5. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number .8) 

Security Firm Insurance Provisions. 

Special Service Area Number 8. 

Lake View East Chamber Of Commerce. 

The Security Firm must provide and maintain at Security Firm's own expense, until Contract 
completion and during the time period following expiration if Security Firm is required to 
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return and perform any additional work, the insurance coverages and requirements specified 
below, insuring all operations related to the Contract. 

A. Insurance to Be Provided. 

1) Workers' Compensation And Employer's Liability. 

Workers' Compensation Insurance, as prescribed by applicable law, covering all 
employees who are to provide work under this Contract and Employer's Liability 
coverage with limits of not less than Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000) 
each accident, illness or disease. 

2) Commercial General Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

Commercial General Liability Insurance or equivalent with limits of not less than 
One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per occurrence for bodily injury, personal injury and 
property damage liability. Coverages must include the following: all premises and 
operations, products/completed operations, separation of insureds, defense and 
contractual liability (with no limitation endorsement). The S.S.A.C, the City of 
Chicago and the Contractor are to be named as additional insureds on a primary, 
noncontributory basis for any liability arising directly or indirectly from the work. 

3) Automobile Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

When any motor vehicles (owned, non-owned and hired) are used in connection 
with work to be performed, the Security Firm must provide Automobile Liability 
Insurance with limits of not less than One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per 
occurrence for bodily injury and property damage. The S.S.A.C, the City of 
Chicago and the Contractor are to be named as additional insureds on a primary, 
noncontributory basis for any liability arising directly or indirectly from the work. 

4) Professional Liability. 

Professional Liability Insurance covering acts, errors, or omissions must be 
maintained by the Security Firm with limits of not less than One Million 
Dollars ($1,000,000). Coverage must include contractual liability. When policies 
are renewed or replaced, the policy retroactive date must coincide with, or precede, 
start of work on the Contract. A claims-made policy which is not renewed or 
replaced must have an extended reporting period of two (2) years. 

B. Additional Requirements. 

The Security Firm must furnish the Contractor original Certificates of Insurance, or such 
similar evidence, to be in force on the date of this Contract, and Renewal Certificates of 
Insurance, or such similar evidence, if the coverages have an expiration or renewal date 
occurring during the term of this Contract. The Security Firm must submit evidence of 
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insurance prior to Contract award. The receipt of any certificate does not constitute 
agreement by the Contractor that the insurance requirements in the Contract have been fully 
met or that the insurance policies indicated on the certificate are in compliance with all 
Contract requirements. The failure of the Contractor to obtain certificates or other insurance 
evidence from Security Firm is not a waiver by the Contractor of any requirements for the 
Security Firm to obtain and maintain the specified coverages. The Security Firm must advise 
all insurers ofthe Contract provisions regarding insurance. Nonconforming insurance does 
not relieve Security Firm of the obligation to provide insurance as specified herein. 
Nonfulfillment ofthe insurance conditions may constitute a violation ofthe Contract, and the 
Contractor retains the right to stop work until proper evidence of insurance is provided, or the 
Contract may be terminated. 

The insurance must provide for sixty (60) days prior written notice to be given to the 
Contractor in the event coverage is substantially changed, canceled, or non-renewed. 

Any deductibles or self-insured retentions on referenced insurance coverages must be 
borne by Security Firni. 

Security Firm hereby waives and agrees to require their insurers to waive their rights of 
subrogation against the Contractor and the City of Chicago, its employees, elected officials, 
agents, or representatives. 

The coverages and limits furnished by Security Firm in no way limit the Security Firm's 
liabilities and responsibilities specified within the Contract or by law. 

Any insurance or self-insurance programs maintained by the Contractor do not contribute 
with insurance provided by the Security Firm under the Contract. 

The required insurance to be carried is not limited by any limitations expressed in the 
indemnification language in this Contract or any limitation placed on the indemnity in this 
Contract given as a matter of law. 

If Security Firm is a joint venture or a limited liability company the insurance policies must 
name the joint venture or limited liability company as a named insured. 

The Security Firm must require all subcontractors to provide the insurance required herein, 
or Security Firm may provide the coverages for subcontractors. All subcontractors are 
subject to the same insurance requirements of Security Firm unless otherwise specified in 
this Contract. 

If Security Firm' or subcontractors desire additional coverages, the party desiring the 
additional coverages is responsible for the acquisition and cost. 

The City of Chicago Risk Management Department maintains the right to modify, delete, 
alter or change these requirements. 
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(Sub)Exhibit 6. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 8) 

Prevailing Wages. 
(Page 1 of 9) 

Cook County Prevailing Wage For September, 2008. 

Trade Name RG TYP C Base FRMAN *M-F>8 OSA OSH H/W Pensn Vac Trng 

ASBESTOS ABT-GEN ALL 
ASBESTOS ABT-MEC BLD 
BOILERMAKER BLD 
BRICK MASON BLD 
CARPENTER ALL 
CEMENT MASON ALL 
CERAMIC TILE FNSHER BLD 
COMM. ELECT. BLD 
ELECTRIC PWR EQMT OP ALL 
ELECTRIC PWR GRNDMAN ALL 
ELECTRIC PWR LINEMAN ALL 
ELECTRICIAN ALL 
ELEVATOR CONSTRUCTOR BLD 
FENCE ERECTOR ALL 
GLAZIER BLD 
HT/FROST INSULATOR BLD 
IRON WORKER ALL 
LABORER ALL 
LATHER ALL 
MACHINIST BLD 
MARBLE FINISHERS ALL 
MARBLE MASON BLD 
MATERIAL TESTER I ALL 
MATERIALS TESTER II ALL 
MILLWRIGHT ALL 
OPERATING ENGINEER BLD 
OPERATING ENGINEER BLD 
OPERATING ENGINEER BLD 
OPERATING ENGINEER BLD 
OPERATING ENGINEER FLT 
OPERATING ENGINEER FLT 
OPERATING ENGINEER FLT 
OPERATING ENGINEER FLT 
OPERATING ENGINEER HWY 
OPERATING ENGINEER HWY 
OPERATING ENGINEER HWY 
OPERATING ENGINEER HWY 
OPERATING ENGINEER HWY 

34.750 35 
29.930 0 
39.450 43 
38.030 41 
39.770 41 
41.850 43 
32.150 0 
35.440 37 
38.600 44 
30.110 44 
38.600 44 
39.400 42 
43.925 49 
28.640 30 
37.000 38 
39.900 42 
40.250 42 
34.750 35 
39.770 41 
40.530 42 
28.650 0. 
38.030 41. 
24.750 0. 
29.750 0. 
39.770 41. 
43.800 47. 
42.500 47. 
39.950 47. 
38.200 47. 
47.250 47. 
45.750 47. 
40.700 47. 
33.850 47. 
.42.000 46. 
41.450 46. 
39.400 46. 
38.000 46. 
36.800 46. 

.250 

.000 

.000 

.830 

.770 

.850 

.000 

.940 

.970 

.970 

.970 

.000 

.420 

.140 

.500 

.400 

.250 

.500 

.770 

.530 

.000 

.830 

.000 

.000 

.770 

.800 

.800 

.800 

.800 

.250 

.250 

.250 

.250 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 

1 .5 
1 .5 
2 . 0 
1 .5 
1 . 5 
2 . 0 
2 . 0 
1 .5 
1 .5 
1 . 5 
1 .5 
1 .5 

1 . 5 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 

1 . 5 
1 . 5 

1 . 5 
1 . 5 
2 . 0 
1 .5 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 
1 .5 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 

2 . 0 
2 . 0 
2 . 0 

8 . 8 3 0 
9 . 1 7 0 
6 . 7 2 0 

1. 
1 
2. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
2. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1.5 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 

850 
150 

2.0 8.000 
2.0 9.460 

7 
6 

2 . 0 7 . 4 0 0 
2 . 0 9 . 1 1 0 

7 . 1 2 0 
9 . 1 1 0 

2 . 0 1 0 . 8 3 
2 . 0 8 . 7 7 5 

7 . 7 5 0 
7 . 3 4 0 
9 . 1 7 0 
9 . 

2 . 0 
2 . 0 

2 . 0 
2 . 0 

2 . 0 
2 . 0 
2 . 0 
2 . 0 

2 
2 
2 
2 

2 
2 
2 
2.. 0 
2 . 0 
2 . 0 
2 . 0 
2 . 0 
2 . 0 
2 . 0 
2 . 0 

9 5 0 
8 . 8 3 0 
9 . 4 6 0 
7 . 0 0 0 
7 . 9 2 0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 8 . 0 0 0 
0 ' 8 . 8 3 0 
0 8 . 8 3 0 

9 . 4 6 0 
9 . 6 0 0 
9 . 6 0 0 
9 . 6 0 0 
9 . 6 0 0 

850 
850 
850 
850 
600 
600 
600 

9.600 
9.600 

6.170 
9.260 
8.490 
9.970 

790 
410 
370 
660 

11.34 
8.850 
11.34 
8.740 
6.960 
5.970 
12.0i5 
10.46 
14.74 
6.170 
7.790 
7.670 
9.970 
9.970 
6.170 
6.170 
7.790 
6.550 

550 
550 
550 
600 
600 
600 
600 
550 
550 
550 

6.550 
6.550 

0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
2.640 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.650 

000 
000 
000 
000 
000 
900 
900 
900 
900 
900 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 . 9 0 0 
1 
i : 
1 . 
1 
1 
1 . 
1 . 

0 . 2 7 0 
0 . 3 2 0 
0 . 3 0 0 
0 . 5 5 0 
0 . 4 9 0 
0 . 1 7 0 
0 . 3 8 0 
0 . 7 0 0 
0 . 2 9 0 
0 . 2 3 0 
0 . 2 9 0 
0 . 7 5 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 3 5 0 
0 . 6 9 0 
0 . 3 2 0 
0 . 3 0 0 
0 . 2 7 0 
0 . 4 9 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 5 5 0 
0 . 5 5 0 
0 . 2 7 0 
0 . 2 7 0 
0 . 4 9 0 
1 . 0 0 0 
1 . 0 0 0 

900 
900 
900 
900 
900 
900 
900 

000 
000 
000 
000 

0.000 
0.000 

000 
000 
000 
000 
000 
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(Sub)Exhibit 6. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 8) 

Prevailing Wages. 
(Page 2 of 9) 

Cook County Prevailing Wage For September, 2008. 

Trade Name RG TYP C Base FRMAN *M-F>8 OSA OSH H/W Pensn Vac Trng 

ORNAMNTL IRON WORKER 
PAINTER 
PAINTER SIGNS 
PILEDRIVER 
PIPEFITTER 
PLASTERER 
PLtJMBER 
ROOFER 
SHEETMETAL WORKER 
SIGN HANGER 
SPRINKLER FITTER 
STEEL ERECTOR 
STONE MASON 
TERRAZZO FINISHER 
TERRAZZO MASON: «. 
TILE MASON 
TRAFFIC SAFETY WRKR 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TUCKPOINTER 

ALL 
ALL 
BLD 
ALL 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
ALL 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
HWY 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
BLD 

39.050 
36.900 
29.920 
39.770 
42.050 
38.100 
41.000 
35.000 
33.400 
26.510 
40.500 
40.250 
38.030 
33.810 
37.390 
38.630 
24.300 
30.700 
30.950 
31.150 
31.350 
32.550 
32.700 
32.900 
33.100 
38.200 

41.300 
41.510 
33.590 
41.770 
45.050 
40.390 
43.000 
38.000 
36.070 
27.360 
42.500 
42.250 
41.830 
0.000 

40.390 
42.630 
25.900 
31.350 
31.350 
31.350 
31.350 
33.100 
33.100 
33.100 
33.100 
39.200 

2.0 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 

1.5 
1.5 

2. 
1. 
1. 
1, 
1, 
1. 

.0 

.5 

.5 

.5 

.5 

.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
2.0 
1.5 2. 
1.5 2. 
1.5 2. 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 

2 
1 
1 
2 
,2 
2 
2 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 

2. 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

950 
350 
600 
460 
660 
500 
840 
800 
460 
200 
500 
950 
000 
150 
150 
150 
780 
750 
750 
750 
750 
500 
500 
500 
500 
580 

13.19 
8.400 
2.390 
7.790 
8.550 
8.440 

560 
870 
850 
280 
850 

14.74 
9.970 
9.850 
11.11 
9.010 
1.875 
5.450 
5.450 
5.450 
5.450 
4.350 

350 
350 
350 
550 

0.000 0 
0.000 0. 
0.000 0 
0.000 0. 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 . 0 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 0 . 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

000 
000 
000 
000 
000 

0.000 
0.000 

.500 

.420 

.000 

.490 

.370 

.400 

.980 

.330 
590 
,000 
500 
300 
550 
310 
350 
500 
.000 
.150 
.150 
.150 
.150 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.280 

Legend: 
M-F>8 (OverCioie i s r e q u i r e d f o r any hour g r e a t e r t h a n 8 worked 
each day , Monday t h r o u g h F r i d a y . 
OSA (Overt ime i s r e q u i r e d f o r e v e r y hour worked on S a t u r d a y ) 
OSH (Overt ime i s r e q u i r e d f o r e v e r y hour worked on Sunday and Ho l idays ) 
H/H (Hea l th & Welfare I n s u r a n c e ) 
Pensn (Pens ion) 
Vac (Vacation) 
Trng (Training) 
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(Sub)Exhibit 6. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 8) 

Prevailing Wages. 
(Page 3 of 9) 

Explanations. 

COOK COUNTY 

TRUCK DRIVERS (WEST) - That part of the county West of Barrington 
Road. 

The following list is considered as those days for which holiday rates 
of. wages for work performed apply: New Years Day, Memorial/Decoration 
Day, Fourth of July, Labor Day, Veterans Day, Thanksgiving Day, 
Christmas Day. Generally, any of these holidays which fall on a Sunday 
is celebrated on the following Monday. This then makes work 
performed on that Monday payable at the appropriate overtime rate for 
holiday pay. Common practice in a given local may alter certain days 
of celebration such as the day after Thanksgiving for Veterans Day. 
If in doubt, please check with IDOL. 

EXPLANATION OF CLASSES 

ASBESTOS - GENERAL - removal of asbestos material/mold and hazardous 
materials from any place in a building, including mechanical systems 
where those mechanical systems are to be removed. This includes the 
removal of asbestos materials/mold and hazardous materials from 
ductwork or pipes in a building when the building is to be demolished 
at the time or at some close future date. 
ASBESTOS - MECHANICAL - removal of asbestos material from mechanical 
systems, such as pipes, ducts, and boilers, where the mechanical 
systems are to remain. 

CERAMIC TILE FINISHER 

The grouting, cleaning, and polishing of all classes of tile, whether 
for interior or exterior purposes, all burned, glazed or unglazed 
products; all composition materials, granite tiles, warning detectc±)le 
tiles, cement tiles, epoxy composite materials, pavers, glass, 
mosaics, fiberglass, and all sxibstitute materials, for tile made in 
tile-like units; all mixtures in tile like form of cement, metals, and 
other materials that aire for and intended for use as a finished floor 
surface, stair treads, promenade roofs, walks, walls, ceilings, 
swimming pools, and all other places where tile is to form a finished 
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(Sub)Exhibit 6. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 8) 

Prevailing Wages. 
(Page 4 of 9) 

Explanations. 

interior or exterior. The mixing of all setting mortars including but 
not limited to thin-set mortars, epoxies, wall mud, and any other 
sand and cement mixtures or adhesives when used in the preparation, 
installation, repair, or maintenance of tile and/or similar materials. 
The handling and unloading of all sand, cement, lime, tile, 
fixtures, equipment, adhesives, or any other materials to be used in 
the preparation, installation, repair, or maintenance of tile and/or 
similar materials. Ceramic Tile Finishers shall fill all joints and 
voids regardless of method on all tile work, particularly and 
especially after installation of said tile work. Application of any 
and all protective coverings to all types of tile installations 
including, but not be limited to, all soap compounds, paper products, 
tapes, and all polyethylene coverings, plywood, masonite, cardboard, 
and any new type of products that may be used to protect tile 
installations, Blastrac equipment, and all floor scarifying equipment 
used in preparing floors to receive tile. The clean up and removal of 
all waste and materials. All demolition of existing tile floors and 
walls to be re-tiled. 

COMMUNICATIONS ELECTRICIAN - Installation, operation, inspection, 
maintenance, repair and service of radio, television, recording, voice 
sound vision production and reproduction, telephone and telephone 
interconnect, facsimile, data apparatus, coaxial, fibre optic and 
wireless equipment, appliances and systems used for the transmission 
and reception of signals of any nature, business, domestic, 
commercial, education, entertainment, and residential purposes, 
including but not limited to, communication and telephone, electronic 
and sound equipment, fibre optic and data communication systems, and 
the performance of any task directly related to such installation or 
service whether at new or existing sites, such tasks to include the 
placing of wire and cable and electrical power conduit or other 
raceway work within the equipment room and pulling wire and/or cable 
through conduit and the installation of any incidental conduit, such 
that the employees covered hereby can complete any job in full. 

MARBLE FINISHER 

Loading and unloading trucks, distribution of all materials (all 
stone, sand, etc.), stocking of floors with material, performing all 
rigging for heavy work, the handling of all mateiral that may be 
needed for the installation of such materials, building of 
scaffolding, polishing if needed^.;patching, waxing of material if 
damaged, pointing up, caulking, grouting and cleaning of marble, '̂' 
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(Sub)Exhibit 6. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 8) 

Prevailing Wages. 
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Explanations. 

holding water on diamond or Carborundum blade or saw for setters 
cutting, use of tub saw or any other saw needed for preparation of 
material, drilling of holes for wires that anchor material set by 
setters, mixing up of molding plaster for installation of material, 
mixing up thin set for the installation of material, mixing up of sand 
to cement for the installatin of material and such other work as may 
be required in helping a Marble Setter in the handling of all material 
in the erection or installation of interior marble, slate, 
travertine, art marble, serpentine, alberene stone, blue stone, 
granite and other stones (meaning as to stone any foreign or domestic 
materials as are specified and used in building interiors and 
experiors and customarily known as stone in the trade), carrara, 
sanionyx, vitrolite and similar opaque glass and the laying of all 
marble tile, terrazzo tile, slate tile and precast tile, steps, risers 
treads, base, or any other materials that may be used as substitutes 
for any of the aforementioned materials and which are used on interior 
and experior which sare installed in a similar manner. 

MATERIAL TESTER I: Hand coring and drilling for testing of materials; 
field inspection of uncured concrete and asphalt. 

MATERIAL TESTER II: Field inspection of welds, structural steel, 
fireproofing, masonry, soil, facade, reinforcing steel, formwork, 
cured concrete, and concrete and asphalt batch plants; adjusting 
proportions of bituminous mixtures. 

TERRAZZO FINISHER 

The handling of sand, cement, marble chips, and all other materials 
that may be used by the Mosaic Terrazzo Mechanic, and tbe mixing, 
grinding, grouting, cleaning and sealing of all Marble, Mosaic, and 
Terrazzo work, floors, base, stairs, and wainscoting by hand or 
machine, and in addition, assisting and aiding Marble, Masonic, and 
Terrazzo Mechanics. 

OPERATING ENGINEERS - BUILDING 

Class 1. Mechanic; Asphalt Plant; Asphalt Spreader; Autograde; 
Backhoes with Caisson attachment; Batch Plant; Benoto; Boiler and 
Throttle Valve; Caisson Rigs; Central Redi-Mix Plant; Combination Back 
Hoe Front End-loader Machine; Compressor and Throttle Valve; 
Concrete'Breaker (Truck Mounted) ; Corxc:rete Conveyor; Concrete Paver^^ 
Concrete Placer; Concrete Placing Boom; Concrete Pump (Truck Mounted); 
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Concrete Towaa=; Cranes, All; Cranes, Hammerhead; Cranes, (GCI and 
similar Type); Creter Crane; Crusher, Stone, etc.; Derricks, All; 
Derricks, Traveling; Formless Curb and Gutter Machine; Grader, 
Elevating; Grouting Machines; Highlift Shovels or Front Endloader 
2-1/4 yd. and over; Hoists, Elevators, outside type rack and pinion 
and similar machines; Hoists, one, two and three Drum; Hoists, Two 
Tugger One Floor; Hydraulic Backhoes; Hydraulic Boom Trucks; Hydro 
Vac (and similar equipment); Locomotives, All; Motor Patrol; Pile 
Drivers and Skid Rig; Post Hole Digger; Pre-Stress Machine; Pump 
Cretes Dual Ram; Pump Cretes; Squeeze Cretes-screw Type Pumps; Raised 
and Blind Hole Drill; Roto Mill Grinder; Scoops - Tractor Drawn; 
Slip-form Paver; Straddle Buggies; Tournapull; Tractor with Boom and 
side Boom; Trenching Machines. 

Class 2. Boilers; Broom, All Power Propelled; Bulldozers; Concrete 
Mixer (Two Bag and Over); Conveyor, Portable; Forklift Trucks; Greaser 
Engineer; Highlift Shovels or Front Endloaders under 2-1/4 yd.; 
Hoists, Automatic; Hoists, inside Freight Elevators; Hoists, Sewer 
Dragging Machine; Hoists, Tugger Single Drum; Laser Screed; Rock Drill 
self-propelled); Rock Drill (truck mounted); Rollers, All; Steam 
Generators; Tractors, All; Tractor Drawn Vibratory Roller; Winch 
Trucks with "A" Frame. 

Class 3. Air Compressor; Combination - Small Equipment Operator; 
Generators; Heaters, Mechanical; Hoists, Inside Elevators - (Rheostat 
Manual Controlled); Hydraulic Power Units (Pile Driving, Extracting, 
and Drilling); Pumps, over 3" (1 to 3 not to exceed a total of 300 
ft.); Pumps, Well Points; Welding Machines (2 through 5); Winches, 4 
small Electric Drill Winches; Bobcsit (up to and including 3/4 cu. 
yd.). 

Class 4. Bobcats and/or other Skid Steer Loaders; Oilers; and Brick 
Forklift. 

OPERATING ENGINEERS - FLOATING 

Class 1. Craft foreman (Master Mechanic), diver/wet tender, engineer 

(hydraulic dredge). 

Class 2. Crane/backhoe operaLtor, mechanic/weU-der, assistant engineer 
(hydraulic dredge), leverman (hydraulic dire%e), and diver tender. 
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Class 3. Deck ec[uipment operator (machineryman) , maintenance of crane 
(over 50 ton capacity) or backhoe (96,000 pounds or more), 
tug/launch operator, loader, dozer and like equipment on barge, 
breakwater wall, 
slip/dock or scow, deck machinery, etc. 

Class 4. Deck equipment operator machine'ryman/f ireman) , (4 equipment 
units or more) and crane maintenance 50 ton capacity and under or 
backhoe weighing 96,000 pounds or less, assistant tug operator. 

OPERATING ENGINEERS - HEAVY AND HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION 
Class 1. Craft Foreman; Asphalt Plant; Asphalt Heater and Planer 
Combination; Asphalt Heater Scarfire; Asphalt Spreader; 
Autograder/GOMACO or other similar type machines; ABG Paver; Backhoes 
with Caisson attachment; Ballast Regulator; Belt Loader; Caisson 
Rigs; Car Dumper; Central Redi-Mix Plant; Combination Backhoe Front 
Endloader Machine, .-(l cu. yd. Backhoe Bucket or over or with 
attachments); Concrete Breaker (Truck Mounted): Concrete Conveyor; 
Concrete Paver over 27E cu. ft.; Concrete Placer; Concrete Tube 
Float; Cranes, all attachments; Cranes, Hammerhead, Linden, .Peco & 
Machines of a like nature; Crete Crane; Crusher, Stone, etc.; 
Derricks, All; Derrick Boats; Derricks, Traveling; Dowell machine with 
Air Compressor; Dredges; Field Mechanic-Welder; Formless Curb and 
Gutter Machine; Gradall and Machines of a like nature; Grader, 
Elevating; Grader, Motor Grader, Motor Patrol, Auto Patrol, Form 
Grader, Pull Grader, Subgrader; Guard Rail Post Driver Mounted; 
Hoists, One, Two and Three Drum; Hydraulic Backhoes; Backhoes with 
shear attachments; Mucking Machine; Pile Drivers and Skid Rig; 
Pre-Stress Machine; Pump Cretes Dual Ram; Rock Drill - Crawler or Skid 
Rig; Rock Drill - Truck Mounted; Roto Mill Grinder; Slip-Form Paver; 
Soil Test Drill Rig (Truck Mounted); Straddle Buggies; Hydraulic 
Telescoping Form (Tunnel) ; Tractor Drawn Belt Loader (with attached 
pusher - two engineers); Tractor with Boom; Tractaire with 
Attachments; Trenching Machine; Truck Mounted Concrete Pump with Boom; 
Raised or Blind Hole; Drills (Tunnel Shaft) ; Underground Boring 
and/or Mining Machines; Wheel Excavator; Widener (APSCO). 

Class 2. Batch Plant; Bituminous Mixer; Boiler and Throttle Valve; 
Bulldozers; Car Loader Trailing Conveyors; Combination Backhoe Front 
Endloader Machine (less than 1 cu. yd. Backhoe Bucket or over or with 
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(Sub)Exhibit 6. 
((To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 8) 

Prevailing Wages. 
(Page 8 of 9) 

Explanations. 

attachments); Compressor and Throttle Valve; Compressor, Common 
Receiver (3); Concrete Breaker or Hydro Hammer; Concrete Grinding 
Machine; Concrete Mixer or Paver IS Series to and including 27 cu. 
ft.; Concrete Spreader; Concrete Curing Machine, Burlap Machine, 
Belting Machine and Sealing Machine; ^Coacrete Wheel Saw; Conveyor 
Muck Cars (Haglund or Similar Type); Drills, All; Finishing Machine -
Concrete; Greaser Engineer; Highlift Shovels or Front Endloader; Hoist 
- Sewer Dragging Machine; Hydraulic Boom Trucks (All Attachments); 
Hydro-Blaster; All Locomotives, Dinky; Pump Cretes; Squeeze 
Cretes-Screw Type Pumps, Gypsum Bulker and Pump; Roller, Asphalt; 
Rotory Snow Plows; Rototiller, Seaman, etc., self-propelled; Scoops -
Tractor Drawn; Self-Propelled Compactor; Spreader - Chip - Stone, 
etc. ; Scraper; Scraper - Prime Mover in Tandem (Regardless of Size); 
Tanlc Car Heater; Tractors, Push, Pulling Sheeps Foot, Disc, 
Compactor, etc.; Tug Boats. 

Class 3. Boilers; Brooms, All Power Propelled; Cement Supply Tender; 
Compressor, Common Receiver (2); Concrete Mixer (Two Bag and Over); 
Conveyor, Portable; Farm-Type Tractors Used for Mowing, Seeding, 
etc.; Fireman on Boilers; Forklift Trucks; Grouting Machine; Hoists, 
Automatic; Hoists, All Elevators; Hoists, Tugger Single Drum; Jeep 
Diggers; Pipe Jacking Machines; Post-Hole Digger; Power Saw, 
Concrete Power Driven; Pug Mills; Rollers, other than asphalt; Seed 
and Straw Blower; Steam Generators; Stump Machine; Winch Trucks with 
"A" Frame; Work Boats; Tamper - Form-Motor Driven. 

Class 4. Air Compressor; Combination - Small Equipment Operator; 
Directional Boring Machine; Generators; Heaters, Mechanical; 
Hydraulic Power Unit (Pile Driving, Extracting, or Drilling); Hydro-
Blaster; Light Plants, All (1 through 5); Pumps, over 3" (1 to 3 not 
to exceed a total of 300 ft.); Pumps, Well Points; Tractaire; 
Melding Machines (2 through 5); Winches, 4 Small Electric Drill 
Winches. 

Class 5. Bobcats (all); Brick Forklifts, Oilers. 

TRAFFIC SAFETY 

Work associated with barricades, horses and drums used to reduce lane 
usage on highway work, the installation and removal of temporary lane 
markings, and the installation and removal of temporary road signs. 

TRUCK DRIVER - BUILDING, HEAVY AND HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION - EAST & WEST 

Class 1. Two or three Axle Trucks. A-frame Truck when used for 
..transportation purposes; Air Compressors and Welding Machines, 
i= including those pulled by cars, pick-up trucks and tractors; 
Ambulances; Batch Gate Lockers; Batch Hopperman; Car and Truck 
Washers; Carry-alls; Fork Lifts and Hoisters; Helpers; Mechanics 
Helpers and Greasers; Oil Distributors 2-man operation; Pavement 
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(Sub)Exhibit 6. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 8) 

Prevailing Wages. 
(Page 9 of 9) 

Explanations. 

Breakers; Pole Trailer, up to 40 feet; Power Mower Tractors; 
Self-propelled Chip Spreader; Skipman; Slurry Trucks, 2-man operation; 
Slurry Truck Conveyor Operation, 2 or 3 man; TEamsters Unskilled 
dumpman; and Truck Drivers hauling warning lights, barricades, and 
portable toilets on the job site. 

Class 2. Four axle trucks; Dump Crets and Adgetors under 7 yards; 
Dumpsters, Track Trucks, Euclids, Hug Bottom Dump Turnapulls or 
Turnatrailers when pulling other than self-loading equipment or 
similar equipment under 16 cubic yards; Mixer Trucks under 7 yards; 
Ready-mix Plant Hopper Operator, and Winch Trucks, 2 Axles. 

Class 3. Five axle trucks; Dump Crets and sagetors 7 yards and over; 
Dumpsters, Track Trucks, Euclids, Hug Bottom TDump Turnatrailers 'or 
turnapulls when pulling other than self-loading equipment or similar 
.equipment over 16 cubic yards; Explosives and/or Fission Material 
Trucks; Mixer Trucks 7 yards or over,- Mobile Cranes while in transit; 
Oil Distributors, 1-man operation; Pole Trailer, over 40 feet; Pole 
and Expandable Trailers hauling material over 50 feet long; Slurry 
trucks, 1-man operation; Winch trucks, 3 axles or more; 
Mechanic--Truck Welder and Truck Painter. 

Class 4. six axle trucks; Dual-purpose vehicles, such as mounted 
crane trucks with hoist and accessories; Foreman; Master Mechanic; 
Self-loading equipment like P.B. and trucks with scoops on the front. 

Other Classifications of Work: 

For definitions of classifications not otherwise set out, the 
Department generally has on file such definitions which are 
available. If a task to be performed is not subject to one of the 
classifications of pay set out, the Department will upon being 
contacted state which neighboring county has such a classification and 
provide such rate, such rate being deemed to exist by reference in 
this document. If no neighboring county rate applies to the task, 
the Department shall undertake a special determination, such special 
determination being then deemed to have existed under this 
determination. If a project requires these, or any classification not 
listed, please contact IDOL at 618/993-7271 for wage rates or 
clarifications. 

LANDSCAPING 

Landscaping work falls under the existing classifications for laborer, 
operating engineer and truck driver. The work performed by 
landscape plantsman and Icuidscape laborer is covered by the existing 
cla,s,3-ification of laborer. The work fierformed by landscape operators 
(regardless of equipment used or its size) is covered by the 
classifications of operating engineer. The work performed by 
landscape truck drivers (regardless of size of truck driven) is 
:overed by the classifications of truck driver. 
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(Sub)Exhibit 7. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 8) 

Contractor's Performance And Payment Bond. 

PqiKJpaii bcranafCcF refesM to as Omiractoc; a i ^ 
.Surety-

<rf1lKCoantr.of Cook aad State of lOiiKMs, are bdd aod fiiinly. bound onto tbeCnYOPCHk^AGb iiiilbe peital sombC 

lawfU nMoqrof tbe UnitelStalBS, ftr ttepajnoMot <tf wincli sum of inaa^^ 

cacecntDts, otiiiiiiiMijrfnra. sooocssois and assigns. jai«ljr and severally, fimdy bjr.lfacsc.iKescnts. 

^ e o l e h widi'aarseals and dated dns Osyaf AD.. 20 

t CaniHit0u »f ilft ^ o i f t 01i%aiian !» swr^, 

T in t vhereas tbe above bobadea Contractor bas entered into a iccitaia.coatnct wkhlhe.CaTY.'OF t^HtCAGO.beariijig 

GonmctMa : ^aid Specification N a _ . all in eonfamiitv widi said contract foe 

•Tbelddco^lC^K<fa^»AXpoc^^ed^K^eiBhywfe^eaoei^it5endwy.^nclndiagwiti^^ 

Hiyi^ if the said CoMUacm riwa iaail icsppcti wcO-and tpJy iaecp and paftnn the said oonttact on its pat. in aoconfancie widi 

.fiallKrdttDl<*t;indeHnB^aadl»q»iiamilcwlhB.Ci^yofCMcagoagafatriil^ 
cqieaKf irinch iBir in anpriw aocne apimt said O ^ of ancaeoii a o o o ^ ^ 
anywise itsaittfwte&iinB, or wincfcaajfi«wUfiMmstrirtB«Miy.o^ 
peoon, or dBMisc to anjr leal arpeaanal i i apa^ , admg Arecily or indbecdf fctw or i^ 

mpea frfartemii; or iriiick B V Ksalt on aoooMt of v y fafdageoieM 
ifppaaiBS nsed ia tbe fMi^iiaMm of s M coonact; and jaomrva; AaD pqr to sddtSt^ 
tacbaside Ageo^ aadte (7 « coort of oojq^elcat^idsdictian. to be doe said C ^ l y icssn of ^ 
«f aonftBrancais of said oootoK^ wbeicftre (be aaid F t n l n a ^ Ageia tfnH b a » e ^ ^ 
ril 1 1 1 ^ —^ Ammiifa • Im.u iL i j , « l a t * nwy anrm^ m «:»* m i l PWIJT m ^ r l J i i t — « ^ «rf»YiBfif«nr,aadlneaA and a K r j peaaa 

îfata d d be onpkqred I9 4>e ital OMtiBtor or t ; te asaeaea and sdbooalraoto^ 
viib w^es pad at prtvvSqg «age nics i f somiidied by'sad oooiiaG^ anddidi Bsare ̂ ^ 
IN^ sOdaoB lad deanaids feoaafBBsadaB«lBcbnay aocHK to«acb n d evoy ponon vb9shd'becB^^ 
^boat dK pedbraoaoe of said ooatact. or vdadi sbd jocrae to tfK benefidarics or dcpeadeats of .an^ 
or ibe Wafa»\OMVeasa6aa Act, Sn nXS aOSw ai anaeaded. aad da: W g ^ ^ 
1(|iaciiiiflgicfaredtoas'V\ctO*«gdfcob6ga^ 
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And it is beceby expressly undcKtood and.agited, and i&aOe a oowfidoo hneid. ttnt.any jadgeoieat rendeted aganst jaM GQia 
iny soit based upon aiqr loss, daanges. cUms. KabOities. jodgenKots. costs or espeases wiA^ 
as'» ooiisr>{iifnryi of the erandng (rf said contract, or wfaicfi may in anywise icsolt tbae&om. or wfaidi may in anywise icsolt bom any 
injenes to. or dealb <rf. aiqr person, or danage to any real or persond pfopeigr. adsiog < f i ^ ^ 
wodcpcifaaned, or lo be pafomtedander said oonttact lysaidQwliartgr or its agents, c a ^ ^ 
ton, or anyone else and dboagydecaion of the bJnytrialCoaiHnssignrfdie State of n f a w 
siaa,ar>ideemeat tttfreob, readered against said City of CUcago ia aay soil or daim addie u ^ ^ 
of te peadeoi^ oracbilnaion proceedmgs or snk dnn baw been girdi said Caattactat sbaO be coadns^^ 
todis oUiplion. as to amomit. fidafity and an oAcr diings pertaining dKRto. 

Evbiy peoon fiandiing noieml or peifonaflg Uwr in dK peifeinianoe of stdd ooniia^ 
or odiermse, staail bavc d» rigM to sw 00 das bond in die name of te CS^ of Oacagb | v 
as (riaaid^ sbaD f% a copy of das bond. oeftidedV the pany orputies in ^ ^ ^ 
fexeanidndwoof be doMedanderoaflii prima fade evidence of the eiiecution and d^wsy of dw 
bdodooabined s lu l bcodaea to nake.die Gty ofChicagoHdj^to.wqrsabuuuUautu^jHHftgiBhnaB. taboicr.m-.to a(iy odier peraoa to any 
jjreiter cgceent dun it \raeM bavc been E«bie poor .to die'enacinitet of tfie.lNddic CSonstnictian Bond Act, 30TIJGS SSft'asatecbdAt^ 
ptotidedftrtlKiitoanypeMOMbwBBgadaimibrMioranJaiacedabfuiBiaiwJi^ 
action odcssbesfaan.bvrefifedavedM.nalioeofsacbciaipiwididieaedcoftbeCi^ora^^ 
-kstlteaii of «adc or die ftnddm« of die last item of nwkdds. and doll have l i m ^ ^ 
«iafa ibdaysof dieCEngof dwnotioeirididKCS^orClncagDuSadiddm'dHdlbevedfiedcid'didcn^^ 
die dainnai; diB badness addiess of dk ctainant ivitUn die SMe of SfiDois. if any. or if Ifae cMnn^ 
place of badness widi.tbe Stato.diepnacipai p i m of bosiness of said ooqKndoa. and in ^ ones of pa r t ^^ 
of each of die paitiiea. die name of die oontiactor ibir die City of Cfaioigdk'dK tt^ 
dabtfut was cavioyed dr'to whom socb <^Binant faraisbed' nntedals; die amoont'of diecfadm and « bdef de^cqptioa'of lbe"f)abDc 
infaowsMat fior die cnasbnction or ittstal^iifo of «dnck d e ooooact is to be pedbqnc^ 
baehiprowdwfferifa^depdve die cMnani of his liglarfacdoB under the te^ 
4 f a r dat soch defect has lai^ndioed die rigbis of aa'interestod pany assering da; same: provided, fiadiec; that no acdon dali be 
I m t ^ aaia die capicaiaD of .one lamdRd twcn^ (120) dqrs afier da dale of ( k 
Baferiai,'e]ooqErt in cases wfaepe Ibe fiat senfcinent between the CSty of <3aca^'and tbe Contradv b̂xU haVc been made poor to die' 

-expitation of d a 120 day periodin wfaicb case action may be t a i n invMiaEe^r fiiO^^ 
- aoaotiMcf any laid sfaafl be browght later thai six (Q mondis after d a auxptauce by da Q t y ^ 
Aiy sok iipan dns bond sfaaJl be faraoe^ only in a cnant court of da Suae <d lIBncis in Ibeja^ 
beca'pciftuued. 

the sad Sieieiy, for vdoeTeoeived. hereby stqalales and agrees dat no change; aacnsMooTliiiie, aIten>li«i.orad(fition to the leans 
\S.Btrf ofthe Owltact DommmK ooovridng said coattact. or M da wotk to be peifimad daicuudei. dadl in anywise affect die 
'oUigatians on this bond, anditdoeshaeby waive notioe of any sucfadaogc, extension <tftina.alteniioo or aifitioa to da lams of said 
Gaotract Documents or to da worio 

(ISeai) 

Ajipraved ; ; .20; 
©eaD 

«SeaI). 

(Seal) 

AppmvedatofonnandleEdity: ^ g ^ 

: : : CSeal) 
AssiXaaCoivafatiM 

file:///raeM
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StATE OF nXINOISil „ 
COUNTY OF CXKJK, J 

,-a Notary Public ia and for. the Gouotv.and Stale 

aforesaijl.DO HeREBVCEKnFV lh< . ; flesideat and 

, Secaiaty of tbe , • -

win aiie oetsodallv known a me to be da same ycmaa vAose aanas.aie subscribed in Che foreginag lustiiuueBf *s 

such' . • _ • Prestdeat and -- •. Secjetay.-appewco-
belbie me dns.day in peison aid adaowledged da tday signed, sealed aid df^Breni Ha said instraaaatof wridag a 

llicir&l3eaMvoanirar]raci.iiiMt-as-thefipeea«lvOluii>aiy actoftbe sad_ 
forthe uses and pMposw tfaereiB setftadi.and caased fla coiporatc »c<Kof sad.CJonipaBytb bediereto aUaAed.-

nrVBNnadernnrhaalandNotaaalSeddns :__Jlayor 20_ 

Notary Public 

^ SIATBOFnUNOIS^t _ 
cx)ONnr6FCodK. J 

I 
o 

_. aJNqcafy Î pttGoitt aad.for.da'Gauiity aod Snce 

afiKesaid. DOBEREBY CXRXtFT.lliac 

. of die . . who . peraottdly.iaiiiin 

to be <tie mnepenoQ . . -wfioae imiie . . . sirfisorilMd in (lie.fafegaiiig instroment as-sucbi. 

. • appctml lafoie mc diis day in persoo ana adaaowtedged diat_: :_ 

agned, sealed and.defivoed IfMtsaid instnonent of writing as free aod .vgluMary acx, and as Ac fice 

' aad Tcduaaiy-act of tia saiiL. 
fiy da uses and paiposesBiereio set fortti. and caused die cotpoiatesesl of said C>ioip»ny to be Itierctotatacfaed, 

GIVEN ondcr my hand aad Notarial Seal dns day of 20 

NolaryPMic 

4 

ss. 
STAIE OF ILUNOIS,! 
GOONIYOFCJOOB; I 

I, • .aNotaiyFldiliciaaadfarttaCoanlyaadStaie 

^ DO HEREBY CERnFrdac ., 

who penonally known a me to be d a sana posons whose nana jtobioriiiod ia the foî gaing 

htttaia'at.aBpeswdbefareine<BsaayinpenoaandadL«owlcdgeddiat„_la signed, sealed and ddivered da 

siidiaslranKatofwiidBgas fioe and voluataiy act, for da nsei and putpoies therein set fottli. 

CHVENoadernqr hand and NotaridSed dns dayof , .̂ 20 

Notary Public 

Gnc.N«i«-»i 
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(Sub)Exhibit 8. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 8) 

Contractor's Affidavit. 

Contractor Name: 

Special Service Area Number: 

Agreement ("Agreement"): 

Agreement between the City of Chicago and , dated . relating 
to the provision of special services. 

Affidavit. 

The undersigned, , as , and on behalf of 
, having been duly sworn under oath, certifies that in the year , 

it performed all ofthe Services described in (Sub)Exhibit 1 ofthe Agreement in accordance 
with the terms of the Agreement and that it spent all funds obtained from the City in 
connection with that Agreement on the Services described in (Sub)Exhibit 1. 

Nothing in this Affidavit may be construed as limiting Contractor's obligations under the 
Agreement. All terms not defined in this Affidavit will be as defined in the Agreement. 

Under penalty of perjury, I certify that I am authorized to execute this Affidavit on behalf of 
the Contractor, that I have personal knowledge of the certifications made in this Affidavit, and 
that they are true and correct. 

Name of Contractor: 

Signature of Authorized Officer 

Name of Authorized Officer 
(Print or Type) 
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State of 

County of 

Sworn to and acknowledged before me by 
[name of signatory] as [title] of 
[name of contracting party] this day of . , 20_ 

Signature of Notary 

(Sub)Exhibit 9. 
(To Sen/ice Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 8) 

Special Service Area - Additional Audit Requirements. 

Accounting System. 

The Department requires that the Contractor maintain its accounting system in a manner 
which allows the Contractor's expenditures to be categorized in its statement of activities 
according to the categories listed in the budget approved by the City for each Area. 

Guidance For The Contractor's Selection Of A C.P.A. Firm (Independent Auditor). 

The Contractor must use the following guidelines for engaging a qualified C.P.A. Firm: 

1. Issue a Request for Proposal ("R.F.P.") that sets forth all of the terms and 
conditions of the engagement, evaluation criteria and scope of the work required. 

2. Distribute and publicize the R.F.P. sufficiently to ensure full and open competition. 

3. Request in the R.F.P. that bidders provide detail on: 

a. How the C. P.A. Firm will conduct the audit in the first and subsequent years. 

b. Qualifications of the C.P.A. Firm, management, and staff, including 
experience in auditing like entities. 
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c. Policies on notification of changes in key personnel. 

d. Whether the proposed staff has received continuing professional education 
during the previous two (2) years. 

e. Whether the C.P.A. Firm has received a positive peer review within the last 
three (3) years. 

f. Whether the C.P.A. Firm is independent, as defined by applicable auditing 
standards. 

g. Whether the C.P.A. Firm has been the object of any disciplinary action 
during the past three (3) years. 

h. Whether the C.P.A. Firm maintains an active license in the State of Illinois. 

i. The audit fee. 

Evaluate the proposals based on: 

a. The C.P.A. Firm's understanding of the audit requirements, including the 
needs of the Area and the final products to be delivered. 

b. Soundness of technical approach to the audit, including the meeting of the 
Contractor's specific deadlines and other requirements. 

c. Qualifications of the C.P.A. Firm. 

d. Qualifications of the audit team. 

e. The information provided by respondents in response to the R.F.P. including 
cost and independence. 

5. Rate the proposals as follows: 

a. Proposals should be evaluated as submitted. 

b. Make a list of strengths and weaknesses for each to support its technical 
rating. 
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c. Review the proposed fees offered by the bidders after completion of the 
technical evaluation. 

d. Ask questions of the bidders to eliminate any ambiguities. 

e. Select a proposal that is most advantageous to the Area based on the 
evaluation criteria set forth in the R.F.P. 

6. Once a C.P.A. Firm is chosen based upon the foregoing criteria, require a written 
engagement letter to avoid misunderstandings that specifies: 

a. Audit scope, objectives and purposes. 

b. Deadlines for the work to be performed. 

c. Audit fees. 

d. Report format, including providing a digital version of the final audit. 

e. Type and timing of support to be provided to the C.P.A. Firm by the S.S.A.C. 

f. Professional auditing standards to be followed in performing the audit. 

g. Independence of the C.P.A. Firm to the S.S.A.C. 

h. Terms of making changes to the scope of the Agreement. 

i. C.P.A. Firm's, ownership of the work papers, retention period and 
requirement for availability to the City upon request. 

Summary Schedule Of Findings. 

In order to properly conduct the certified audit of the books and records of the Contractor, 
it is necessary for the C.P.A. Firm to read and understand the requirements contained in the 
Agreement. Particular attention should be given to Sections 3 and 5 of the Agreement. 

The C.P.A. Firm must test the Contractor's compliance with the requirements contained in 
the Agreement. Should the C. P.A. Firm find exception to the requirements of the Agreement, 
it must disclose all exceptions in a separate schedule, which shall be entitled "Summary 
Schedule.of Findings". Each finding shall be listed separately. The schedule shall be 
incorporated with the other required financial statements. 
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If the C.P.A. Firm finds no exceptions to the Agreement requirements, it shall still include 
a "Summary Schedule of Findings". On that schedule the C.P.A. Firm shall make an 
affirmative statement indicating it has read the Agreement and, after conducting the audit, 
has determined that no exceptions were noted. 

Subsections to note in Section 5 include: 

a. Section 5.01, Basis of Payment, describes "carry over" as the amount of Service 
Tax Funds collected for prior tax years which remain previously unspent. 

b. Section 5.02, Budget for Services, restricts the maximum amount that may be spent 
in a calendar year to the amount stated in the Agreement. 

c. Section 5.03, Method of Payment, states that the Contractor shall establish a 
separate checking account and that Area funds shall not be commingled with other 
sources. 

Audit Of Financial Statements. 

As discussed in Section 3.07, "Records and Audits", the Contractor shall provide an annual 
audited financial statement to the Department and S.S.A.C. within one hundred twenty (120): 
calendar days after the end of the calendar year and the system of accounting shall be in 
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles and practices, consistently applied 
throughout. 

Audit Documents. 

The City requires an audit conducted in accordance with generally accepted accounting 
principles to include the following documents: 

1. Statement of Financial Position. 

2. Statement of Activities: Budget and Actual (period being audited compared to the 
previous year, e.g., columns should be 2004 Budget, 2004 Actual, Variance, 2003 
Budget, 2003 Actual, Variance). 

3. Statement of Cash Flows. 

4. Notes to the Financial Statements. 

5. Summary Schedule of Findings. 

Expense descriptions included in the Statement of Activities must correspond to the 
expense descriptions in the budget submitted to the City. 
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AUTHORIZATION FOR IMPOSITION OF TAX LEVY, APPROVAL 
OF 2009 BUDGET AND EXECUTION OF SERVICE 

PROVIDER AGREEMENT FOR SPECIAL 
SERVICE AREA NUMBER 16. 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration an ordinance authorizing the 
imposition of a tax levy, the approval of the service provider agreement and the approval of 
the 2009 budget for Special Service Area Number 16, amount to be levied: $119,029, having 
had the same under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable 
Body Pass the proposed ordinance transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Veas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Muiioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays — None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 
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WHEREAS, Special service areas may be established pursuant to Article Vll, Sections 6(1) 
and 7(6) of the Constitution of the State of Illinois, and pursuant to the provisions of the 
Special Service Area Tax Law, 35 ILCS 200/27-5, et seq. (the "Special Service Area Act") 
and pursuant to the Property Tax Code, 35 ILCS 200/1-1, et seq., as amended from time to 
time; and 

WHEREAS, On July 31, 1996, the City Council of the City of Chicago (the "City Council") 
enacted an ordinance, as further amended by an ordinance by the City Council on 
November 20,1996 (collectively the "Establishment Ordinance") which established an area 
known and designated as City of Chicago Special Service Area Number 16 (the "Area") and 
authorized the levy of an annual tax, for the period beginning in tax year 1996 through and 
including tax year 2016, not to exceed an annual rate of one percent (1%) of the equalized 
assessed value of the taxable property therein (the "Services Tax") to provide certain special 
services in and for the Area in addition to the services provided by and to the City of Chicago 
generally (the "Special Services"); and 

WHEREAS, The Establishment Ordinance established the Area as that territory 
approximately bounded by West Madison Street on the north, the John Fitzgerald Kennedy 
Expressway on the east. West Congress Parkway on the south and South Green Street on 
the west; and 

WHEREAS, The Special Services authorized in the Establishment Ordinance included 
recruitment of new businesses to the Area, rehabilitation activities, loan packaging services, 
landscaping, security, maintenance and beautification activities including, but not limited to, 
the maintenance and lighting of certain public improvements in the form of pillars and 
pavilions to be erected in the Area, coordinated promotional and advertising activities for the 
Area, and other technical assistance activities to promote commercial and economic 
development; and 

WHEREAS, The Establishment Ordinance provided for the appointment of the 
Greektown/Halsted Street Special Service Area Commission (the "Commission") for the 
purpose of recommending to the Mayor and to the City Council a yearty budget based upon 
the cost of providing the Special Services and further to advise the Mayor and the City 
Council regarding the amount of the Services Tax to be levied; and 

WHEREAS, It is the responsibility ofthe Commission to recommend to the Department of 
planning and Development, the Mayor and the City Council an entity to serve as a service 
provider (the "Service Provider"), the form of an agreement between the City and the Service 
Provider for the provision of Special Services to the Area, and a line item budget to be 
included in the agreement between the City and the Service Provider; and 

WHEREAS, The Commission has been duly appointed and qualified and has heretofore 
prepared and transmitted to the Commissioner of the Department of Planning and 
Development (the "Commissioner") and to the City Council its recommendations for a budget 
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to provide the Special Services in the Area for the fiscal year commencing January 1, 2009, 
and has advised the Mayor and the City Council concerning the Services Tax for the tax year 
2008 forthe purpose of providing funds necessary to provide the Special Services, and has 
recommended to the Department of Planning and Development, the Mayor and the City 
Council an agreement with the Service Provider, with a one (1) year term, the terms and 
conditions of which provide for the expenditure of the Services Tax for the provision of the 
Special Services for the fiscal year commencing January 1, 2009, in substantially the form 
attached hereto as Exhibit A; and 

WHEREAS, Certain members ofthe Commission may serve from time to time on the Board 
of Directors of the Service Provider, or serve the Service Provider in some other voluntary 
capacity, which such service shall provide no financial compensation in any manner to such 
Commission member; now, therefore. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Incorporation Of Preambles. The preambles of this ordinance are hereby 
incorporated into this text as if set out herein in full. 

SECTION 2. Appropriations. There is hereby appropriated the following sums in the 
amounts and for the purposes necessary to provide the Special Services in and for the Area, 
the estimated amounts of miscellaneous income' and the amounts required to be raised by 
the levy of the Services Tax indicated as follows: 

Greektown/Halsted Street Special Service Area Commission. 

Special Service Area Budget. 

For the fiscal year commencing January 1, 2009 and ending December 31, 2009: 

Expenditures 

Service Provider Agreement 
for the provision of Special 
Services $119,029 

TOTAL BUDGET REQUEST: $119,029 

Source Of Funding 

Tax levy at an annual rate not to 
exceed one percent (1%) of 
the equalized assessed value 
of taxable property within 
Special Sen/ice Area Number 16 $119,029 
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SECTION 3. Levy Of Taxes. There is hereby levied pursuant to the provisions of 
Article Vll, Sections 6(a) and 6(1 )(2) ofthe Constitution ofthe State oflllinois and pursuant 
to the provisions of the Special Service Area Act and pursuant to the provisions of the 
Establishment Ordinance, the sum of One Hundred Nineteen Thousand Twenty-nine 
Dollars ($119,029) as the amount of the Sen/ices Tax for the tax year 2008. 

SECTION 4. Filing. The City Clerk is hereby ordered and directed to file in the Office of 
the County Clerk of Cook County, Illinois a certified copy of this ordinance on or prior to 
December 30,2008, and the County Clerk shall thereafter extend for collection together with 
all other taxes to be levied by the City of Chicago, the Services Tax herein provided for, said 
Services Tax to be extended for collection by the County Clerk for the tax year 2008 against 
all the taxable property within the Area, the amount of the Services Tax herein levied to be 
in addition to and in excess of all other taxes to be levied and extended against all taxable 
property within the Area. 

SECTION 5. Service Provider Agreement. The Commissioner, or a designee of the 
Commissioner, are each hereby authorized, subject to approval by the Corporation Counsel 
as to form and legality, to enter into, execute and deliver an agreement with United Hellenic 
American Congress, an Illinois not-for-profit corporation, in substantially the form attached 
hereto as Exhibit A and hereby made a part hereof (the "Service Provider Agreement"), and 
such other supporting documents, if any, as may be necessary to carry out and comply with 
the provisions of the Service Provider Agreement, with such changes, deletions and 
insertions as shall be approved by the persons executing the Service Provider Agreement. 

SECTION 6. Exemption. The Service Provider Agreement is hereby declared exempt 
from Section 2-156-020 of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago. 

SECTION 7. Enforceability. If any section, paragraph or provision of this ordinance shall 
be held to be invalid or unenforceable for any reason, the invalidity or unenforceability of such 
section, paragraph or provision shall not affect any of the remaining provisions of this 
ordinance. 

SECTION 8. Conflict. This ordinance shall control over any provision of any other 
ordinance, resolution, motion or order in conflict with this ordinance, to the extent of such 
conflict. 

SECTION 9. Publication. This ordinance shall be published by the City Clerk, in special 
pamphlet form, by preparing at least one hundred (100) copies thereof, which copies are to 
be made available in his office for public inspection and distribution to members ofthe public 
who may wish to avail themselves of a copy of this ordinance. 

SECTION 10. Certified Copies. TheCity Clerk shall provide to the Corporation Counsel, 
without charge, certified copies of this ordinance in such amount as shall be requested by the 
Corporation Counsel. 

SECTION 11. Effective Date. This ordinance shall take effect ten (10) days after its 
passage and publication. 

Exhibit "A" referred to in this ordinance reads as follows: 
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Exhibit "A". 
(To Ordinance) 

Agreement For Special Service Area Number 16 
Between 

The City Of Chicago 
(Represented By The Special Service Area Commission) 

And 
United Hellenic American Congress 

Effective January 1, 2009 Through December 31, 2009. 

This Agreement for the management of Special Service Area Number 16 is entered into 
on , 2009 by and between United Hellenic American Congress, an Illinois not-for-
profit corporation ("Contractor"), and the City of Chicago ("City"), a municipal corporation and 
home rule unit of local govenunent existing under the Constitution of the State oflllinois, acting 
through the Special Service Area Commission at Chicago, Illinois. 

RECITALS 

WHEREAS, special service areas may be established pursuant to Article VII, §§ 6(1) and 
7(6) ofthe Constitution ofthe State oflllinois, and pursuant to the provisions ofthe Special Service 
Area Tax Law, 35 ILCS 200/27-5 et seq.: and 

WHEREAS, the City Council ofthe City of Chicago ("City Council") has established a 
special service area known and designated as "Special Service Area Number 16" ("Area"), to provide 
special services in addition to those services provided generally by the City ("Special Services"). The 
City Council has further authorized the levy of an annual ad valorem real property tax in the Area 
sufficient to produce revenues required to provide those Special Services but not to exceed 1.00% 
ofthe equalized assessed value of all property within the Area ("Service Tax"), all as provided in the 
Establishment Ordinance (hereinafter defined); and 

WHEREAS, the City Council, on __, 2008, authorized the levy ofthe Service 
Tax and appropriation ofthe funds thCTefrom for the Area for fiscal year 2009 for the provision of 
the Special Services in the Area, and the City wishes to provide that the Contractor, beginning on 
January 1, 2009, and continuing until December 31, 2009, may use those funds to provide the 
Services, subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and 

WHEREAS, the Contractor and the City desire to enter into this Agreement to provide such 
Special Services in the Area and the Contractor is ready, willing and able to enter into this 
Agreonent to provide the Special Services to the full satisfaction ofthe City; 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises contained in this Agreement, 
the City and the Contractor agree as follows: 
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ARTICLE 1 INCORPORATION OF RECITALS 

The recitals set forth above are incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein. 

ARTICLE 2 DEFINITIONS 

The following words and phrases shall have the following meanings for purposes of this 
Agreement: 

"Agreement" means this Special Service Area Agreement, including all exhibits attached 
to it and incorporated in it by reference, and all amendments, modifications or revisions made in 
accordzince with its terms. 

"Commissioner" means the Commissioner ofthe Department of Planning and Development 
or a duly authorized representative of the Commissioner of the Department of Plarming and 
Development. 

"Construction" means that work of a nature constituting "public works" as defined in 820 
ILCS 130/2, such as landscaping and building activities, including but not limited to, physical 
building improvements, installations, and other fixed works, but does not include pre-development 
work (design and preparation of specifications). 

"Days" means business days in accordance with the City of Chicago business calendar. 

"Department" means the City of Chicago Department of Planning and Development. 

"Establishment Ordinance" means, the ordinance enacted by City Council on July 31,1996, 
as amended on November 20,1996 and any subsequent amendments thereto authorizing imposition 
ofthe Service Tax and setting forth the Special Services to be provided in the Area. 

"Risk Management Division" means the Risk Management Division ofthe Department of 
Finance which is under the direction ofthe Comptroller ofthe City and is charged with reviewing 
and analyzing insurance and related liability matters for the City. 

"Security Firm" means a business entity certified by the State oflllinois pursuant to the 
Private Detective, Private Alarm and Private Security Act of 1993, 225 ILCS 446/1 et seq.. and 
whose employees are licensed by the State oflllinois. 

"Services" means, collectively, the services, duties and responsibilities described in Article 
3 and Exhibit 1 (Scope of Services) of this Agreement and any revisions thereof and any and all 
work necessary to complete them or cany th«n out fiilly and to the standard of performance required 
in this Agreement. 
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"Service Tax Funds" means the amount actually collected pursuant to the Service Tax. 

"Special Service Area Commission ('SSAC')" means the body established pursuant to the 
Establishment Ordinance to prepare the Budget, identify a Contractor and supervise the provision 
of the Special Services in the Area. 

"S ubcontractor" means any person or entity with whom Contractor contracts to provide any 
part ofthe Services, including subcontractors ofany tier, subconsultants ofany tier, suppliers and 
materialmen, whether or not in privity with the Contractor. 

"Surplus Funds", also referred to as "Carry-Over Funds", means those Service Tax Funds 
already collected and disbursed to the Contractor in prior years for the provision of Special Services 
in the Area which remain unspent, including any interest eamed thereon. 

ARTICLE 3 DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF CONTRACTOR 

3.01 Scope of Services 

The Services which the Contractor shall provide during the first year of this Agreement 
include, but are not limited to, those described in this Article 3 and in Exhibit 1 which is attached 
hereto and incorporated by reference as if fiilly set forth here. The SSAC reserves the right to require 
the Contractor to perform revised services that are within the general scope of services of this 
Agreement and ofthe Special Services identified in the Establishment Ordinance subject to the same 
terms and conditions herein. Revised services at-e limited to changes or revisions to the line items 
in the Budget, do not affect the maximum compensation, and require the prior written approval of 
the SSAC. The SSAC may by written notice to the Department and the Contractor delete or amend 
the figures contained and described in the Budget attached hereto as Exhibit 2 and incorporated by 
reference as if fully set forth herein. The Contractor shall provide the Services in accordance with 
the standards of performance set forth in Section 3.02. 

For eaclrfeubsequent year during the term of this Agreement, if any, a Scope of Se rves for 
that year, comprised of services authorized in the Establishment Ordinance, shall be prepared by the 
SSAC in consultation with the Contractor subject to the approval of the Conmiissioner, and 
incorporated into this Agreement by written amendment pursuant to Section 8.03 hereof, together 
with a Budget for that year and any revised insurance requirements which are recommended by the 
Risk Management Division pursuant to its review ofthe Scope of Services for that year. 

3.02 Standard of Performance 

The Contractor shall perform all Services required of it with that degree of skill, care and 
diligence normally shown by a contractor performing services of a scope, purpose and magnitude 
comparable with the nature ofthe Services to be provided hereunder. The Contractor shall at all 
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times use every reasonable effort on behalf of the City to assure timely and satisfactory rendering 
and completion of its Services. 

The Contractor shall at all times act in the best interests of the City consistent with the 
professional obligations assumed by it in entering into this Agreement. The Contractor shall perform 
all Services in accordance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement and to the fiill 
satisfaction of the SSAC. The Contractor shall furnish efficient business administration and 
supervision to render and complete the Services at reasonable cost. 

The Contractor shall assure that all Services that require the exercise of professional skills 
or judgment are accomplished by professionals qualified and competent in the applicable discipline 
and appropriately licensed, if required by law. The Contractor remains responsible for the 
professional and technical accuracy of all Services provided, whether by the Contractor or its 
Subcontractors or others on its behalf 

If the SSAC determines that the Contractor has failed to comply with the foregoing standards, 
the Contractor shall perform again, at its own expense, all Services required to be reperformed as 
a direct or indirect result of such failure. Any review, approval, acceptance or payment for any or 
all ofthe Services by the City does not relieve the Contractor of its responsibility for the professional 
and technical accuracy of its Services. This provision in no way limits the City's rights against 
Contractor, either under this Agreement, at law or in equity. 

3.03 Personnel 

A. Key Personnel 

The Contractor shall, immediately upon receiving a fiilly executed copy of this Agreement, 
assign and maintain during the term of this Agreement and any extension thereof an adequate staff 
of competent personnel, who are fiilly equipped, licensed as appropriate, available as needed, 
qualified and assigned to perform the Services. Contractor shall pay the salaries and wages due all 
its employees performiag Services imder this Agreement unconditionally and at least once a montfrtt* 
without deduction or rebate on any accoimt, except only for such payroll deductions as are 
mandatory by law or are permitted under applicable law and regulations. 

B. Prevailing Wages 

If the Contractor engages in Construction, it shall comply, and shall cause all of its 
Subcontractors to comply by inserting appropriate provisions in their contracts, with 820 ILCS 
130/0.01 etseq. regarding the payment ofthe general prevailing rate of hourly wage for all laborers, 
workers, and mechanics employed by or on behalf of the Contractor and all Subcontractors in 
connection with any and all Construction work. The prevailing rates of wages applicable at the time 
of execution of this Agreement are included in Exhibit 6 to this Agreement, which is incorporated 
by reference as though fully set forth herein. 
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C. Illinois Workers, Veterans' Preference and Steel Products 

If the Contractor engages in Construction, it shall comply, and shall cause all of its 
Subcontiactors to comply by inserting appropriate provisions in their contracts, with the Employment 
oflllinois Workers on Public Works Act, 30 ILCS 570/0.01 etseq.. the Veterans Preference Act, 330 
ILCS 55/0.01 et seq.. and the Steel Products Procurement Act, 35 ILCS 30/565/1 et seq. 

3.04 Nondiscrimination 

(a) Contractor 

(i) Federal Requirements 

Contractor must not engage in unlawful employment practices, such as (1) failing or 
refusing to hire or discharging any individual, or otherwise discriminating against any 
individual with respect to compensation or the terms, conditions, or privileges of the 
individual's employment, because of the individual's race, color, religion, sex, age, 
handicap/disability or national origin; or (2) limiting, segregating or classifying Contractor's 
employees or applicants for employment in any way that would deprive or tend to deprive 
any individual of employment opportunities or otherwise adversely affect the individual's 
status as an employee, because of the individual's race, color, religion, sex, age, 
handicap/disability or national origin. 

Contractor must comply with, Eind the procedures Contractor utilizes and the Services 
Contractor provides under this Agreement must comply with, the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 
42 U.S.C. sec. 2000e et seq. (1981), as amended and the Civil Rights Act of 1991, P.L. 102-
166. Attention is called to: Exec. Order No. 11246, 30 Fed. Reg. 12,319 (1965), reprinted 
in 42 U.S.C. 2000e note, as amended by Exec. Order No. 11375,32 Fed. Reg. 14,303(1967) 
and by Exec. Order No. 12086, 43 Fed. Reg. 46,501 (1978); Age Discrimination Act, 42 
U.S.C. §§6101-6106 (1981); Age Discrimination inEmployment Act, 29 U.S.C. §§621-34; 
Rehabilitation Act of4P73,29 U.S.C. §§ 793-794 (1981); Americans with Disabilities Act, 
42 U.S.C. §12101 etseq.;A\ C.F.R. Part 60 ef^eg. (1990); and all other applicable federal 
statutes, regulations and other laws. 

(ii) State Requirements 

Contractor must comply with, and the procedures Contractor utilizes and the Services 
Contractor provides under this Agreement must comply with, the Illinois Human Rights Act, 
775 ILCS 5/1 -101 c/ seq. (1990), as amended and any rules and regulations promulgated in 
accordance with it, including the Equal Employment Opportunity Clause, 44 111. Admin. 
Code §750 Appendix A. Furthermore, Contractor must comply with the Public Works 
Employment Discrimination Act, 775 ILCS 10/0.01 etseq.{\990), as amended, and all other 
applicable state statues, regulations and other laws. 
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(iii) Citv Requirements 

Contractor must comply with, and the procedures Contractor utilizes and the Services 
Contractor provides under this Agreement must comply with, the Chicago Human Rights 
Ordinance, ch. 2-160, Section 2-160-010 etseq. ofthe Municipal Codeof Chicago (1990), 
as amended, and all other applicable City ordinances and rules. 

(b) Subcontractors 

Contractor must incorporate all of this Section 3.04 by reference in all agreements entered 
into with any suppliers of materials, fiimisher of services, Subcontractors of any tier, and labor 
organizations that fiimish skilled, unskilled and craft union skilled labor, or that may provide any 
such materials, labor or services in connection with this Agreement. Further, Contractor must 
fiimish and must cause each of its Subcontractor(s) to fiimish such reports and information as 
requested by the federal, state, and local agencies charged with enforcing such laws and regulations, 
including the Chicago Commission on Humem Relations. 

3.05 Insurance 

The Contractor shall comply with the insurance provisions attached hereto as Exhibit 4 and 
incorporated by reference as if fiilly set forth herein, or such other insurance provisions as may be 
required in the reasonable judgment ofthe Risk Management Division. If the Contractor enters into 
a subcontract with a Security Firm such Security Firm shall comply with the insurance provisions 
attached hereto as Exhibit 5 and incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein, or such other 
insurance provisions as may be required in the reasonable judgment of the Risk Management 
Division. If the Contractor subcontracts with a Subcontractor other than a Security Firm, such 
Subcontractor shall comply with the Contractor insurance provisions attached hereto as Exhibit 4. 

The Risk Management Division may waive or reduce any ofthe insurance requirements set 
forth herein. In addition, the Risk Mla^agement Division will review each new Scope of Services 
which the SSAC, in consultation with the Contractor, prepares annually during the term of this 
Agreement pursuant to Section 3.01 and may, if it wishes, revise the insurance required herein. 

3.06 Indemnification 

A. On written notice fix)m the City of Losses the City believes are Losses Arising under 
this Agreement as defined in this Section 3.06, the Contractor shall defend, indemnify, and hold 
completely harmless the City Indemnitees fix)m and against such Losses, regardless of whether 
Contractor challenges the City's belief. The defense, indemnification and hold harmless obligations 
ofthe C^ntt^ctor toward City Indemnitees ronain an affirmative obligation of Contractor following 
the City's notice of Losses the City believes are Losses Arising under this Agreemoit, unless and 
until a court of competent jurisdiction finally determines otherwise and all opportunities for appeal 
have been exhausted or have lapsed. 
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B. For purposes of this Section 3.06, 

"City Indemnitees" means, individually and collectively, the City of Chicago, its officials, 
agents, employees and SSAC members. 

"Losses" means, individually and collectively, all kinds of liabilities, losses, suits, claims, 
damages, judgments, fines, and demands, including all reasonable costs for investigation, reasonable 
attorneys' fees, court costs, and experts' fees, arising by reason of injury or death of any person, 
damage to property, patent or copyright infringement. 

"Arising under this Agreement" means (i) arising out of awarding this Agreement, (ii) 
arising out ofthe enforcement of this Agreement, including the enforcement of this indemnification 
provision; (iii) arising out of or in cormection with Contractor's performsmce or non-performance 
of this Agreement (including the acts or omission of Contractor, its officers, agents, employees, 
consultants, subcontractors, licensees, or invitees), any breach by any of them ofany warranty made 
under this Agreement, or any failure by any of them to meet any applicable standard of performance 
under this Agreement; or (iv) any combination of any of the foregoing. 

C. To the extent permissible by law. Contractor waives any limits on Contractor's 
liability that it would otherwise have by virtue of the Worker's Compensation Act or any other 
related law or judicial decision (such as Kotecki v. Cyclops Welding Corporation, 146 111. 2d 155 
(1991)). The City, however, does not waive any limitations it may have onHts liability under the 
Worker's Compensation Act or under the Illinois Pension Code. 

D. The City has the right, at its option and at its own expense, to participate in the 
defense of any suit without relieving Contractor of any of its obligations under this indemnity 
provision. The requirements set forth in this indemnity provision Jire separate from and not limited 
by the amount of insurance Contractor is required to obtain under this Agreement or by its bonds 
pursuant to other provisions in this Agreemesfflt. Further, the indemnitees contained in this provision 
survive the expiration or termination of this Agreement. 

3.07 Records and Audits 

The Contractor shall deliver or cause to be delivered all documents, data, studies, reports, 
findings or information to the SSAC promptiy in accordance with the time limits prescribed herein 
and if no time limit is specified, then upon reasonable demand therefore, or upon termination or 
completion ofthe Services hereunder. 

The Contractor agrees to adopt at its own expense such financial controls, including, without 
limitation, the employment of a fiscal agent approved by the Commissioner, as determined by the 
Commissioner in his sole discretion and communicated in writing to the Contractor after the date 
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of execution of this Agreement, to ensure that the Contractor is fulfilling the terms of this 
Agreement. 

The Contractor and any Subcontractors shall furnish the SSAC with semi-annual reports or 
provide such information as may be requested relative to the performance and cost ofthe Services. 
The Contractor shall maintain records showing actual time devoted and costs incurred. The 
Contractor shall keep books, documents, paper, records and accounts in cormection with the Services 
open to inspection, copying, abstracting, transcription, and an independent audit by City employees 
or agents or third parties, and shall make these records available to the City and any other interested 
governmental agency at reasonable times during the performance of its Services. In addition, 
Contractor shall retain them in a safe place and make them available for an independent audit, 
inspection, copying and abstracting for at least five years after the final payment made in connection 
with this Agreement. 

THE CONTRACTOR SHALL NOT COMMINGLE SERVICE TAX FUNDS WITH 
FUNDS FROM OTHER SOURCES, and to the extent tiiat the Confractor conducts any business 
operations separate and apart from the Services hereunder using, for example, persormel, equipment, 
supplies or facilities also used in connection with this Agreement, then the Contractor shall maintain 
and make similarly available to the City detailed records supporting the Contractor's allocation to 
this Agreement ofthe costs and expenses attributable to any such shared usages. 

The Contractor shall provide an annual audited financial statement (a "Third Party Audit") 
to the Department and the SSAC within 120 calendar days after the end ofthe calendar year, and the 
system of"accounting shall be in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles and 
practices, consistently applied throughout. Confractor must comply with the requirements in Exhibit 
2 with respect to any Third Party Audit. If any Third Party Audit shows that Contractor or any of 
its Subcontractors has overcharged the City in any period, the City will notify Contractor, and 
Confractor must then promptiy reimburse the City for any amounts the City has paid Confractor due 
to the overcharges. Any failure to comply with the audit requirements set forth in Exhibit 9 ofthe 
Agreement shall constitute an event of default under the Agreement. If such event of default is not 
corrected to the City's satisfaction within flie cure pedod identified by the City, the City may incur 
costs to conduct any supplementary audit it deems necessary, and Confractor must then promptly 
reimburse the City for any such costs. No provision in this Agre^nent granting the City a right of 
access to records and documents is intended to impair, limit or affect any right of access to such 
records and documents that the City would have had in the absence of such provisions. 

The City may in its sole discretion audit the records of Contractor or its Subcontractors, or 
both, at any time during the term of this Agreonent or within five years after the Agreement ends, 
in connection Avith the goods, work, or services provided under fliis Agreement. Each calendar year 
or partial calendar year is considered an "audited period." If, as a result of such an audit, it is 
determined that Contractor or any of its Subcontractors has overcharged the City in the audited 
pedod, the City will notify (Contractor. Contractor must then promptiy reimburse the City for any 
amounts the City has paid Contractor due to the overcharges and also some or all ofthe cost ofthe 
audit, as follows: 
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A. If the audit has revealed overcharges to the City representing less than 5% ofthe total 
value, based on the Agreement prices, ofthe goods, work, or services provided in the audited period, 
then the Contractor must reimburse the City for 50% ofthe cost ofthe audit and 50% ofthe cost of 
each subsequent audit that the City conducts; 

B. If, however, the audit has revealed overcharges to the City representing 5% or more 
ofthe total value, based on the Agreement prices, ofthe goods, work, or services provided in the 
audited period, then Contractor must reimburse the City for the full cost ofthe audit and of each 
subsequent audit. 

If the City is unable to make a determination regarding overcharges to City as a result of 
Contractor's not having maintained records as required under this Agreement, Contractor must 
promptly reimburse the City for some or all of the cost of the audit, as determined in the sole 
discretion ofthe City. Failure of Confractor to promptly reimburse the City in accordance with this 
Section 3.07 is an event of default under Section 7.01 of this Agreement, and Contractor will be 
liable for all of the City's costs of collection, including any court costs and attorneys' fees. 

3.08 Subcontracts and Assignments 

The Contractor shall not assign, delegate, subcontract or otherwise transfer all or any part of 
its rights or obligations under this Agreement or any part hereof, unless otherwise provided for 
herein or without the express written consent ofthe SSAC. The absence of such provision or written 
consent shall void the attempted assignment, delegation or transfer and shall be of no effect as to the 
Services or this Agreement. 

All subcontracts, all approvals of Subconfractors and any assignment to which the SSAC 
consents are, regardless of their form, deemed conditioned upon performance by the Subcontractor 
or assignee in accordance with the terms and conditions ofithis Agreement. 

If the Contractor subconfracts for security services, the Subcontractor shall be a Security Firm 
certified by the State oflllinois and the Security Finn's employees shall be licensed by the State of 
Illinois. The Contractor, upon entering into any subcontract with a Security Firm, shall furnish the 
SSAC and the Department with a copy ofthe subcontract for their approval. The City expressly 
reserves the right to approve all Security Firm subcontracts. 

3.09 License, Permits and Safety Considerations 

A. Licenses and Permits 

If the Contractor engages in Construction, it is responsible for and, in a timely manner 
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consistent with its obligations hereunder, shall secure and maintain at its expense such permits, 
licenses, authorizations and approvals as are necessary for it to engage Construction under this 
Agreement. 

B. Safety Considerations 

If the Confractor engages in Construction, it shall at all times exercise reasonable care, shall 
comply with all applicable provisions of federal, state and local laws to prevent accidents or injuries, 
and shall take all appropriate precautions to avoid damage to and loss of City property and the 
property of third parties in cormection with the Construction. The Confractor shall erect and properly 
maintain at all times all necessaty safeguards, barriers, flags and lights for the protection of its and 
its Subconfractors' employees. City employees, and the public. 

If the Confractor engages in Construction, it shall report to the Department any damage on, 
about, under or adjacent to City property or the property of third persons resulting from its 
performance under this Agreement. The Confractor is responsible for any damage to City property 
and the property of third parties due, in whole or in part, to the Contractor's Construction activities 
under this Agreement, and the Contractor shall repair such damage to a reasonably acceptable 
standard. 

3.10 Performance Bond 

If the Confractor engages in Constmction work where expenditures exceed $ 100,000, it shall, 
not later than the date the Contractor begins such work or executes a subcontract for such work, ^ 
provide or cause to be provided to the Department a performance and payment bond in the amount 
allocated for the Construction work (but not including the amount allocated for design and 
preparation of specifications), by a surety or sureties acceptable to the City. The performance bond 
shall be in the form and to the effect of Exhibit 7 hereto, which is incorporated by reference as if 
fully set forth here. 

If any of the sureties on such bond at any time fail fin^cially, or are deemed to be 
insufficient security for the penalty ofthe bond, then the City may, on giving 10 days notice thereof 
in writing, require the Contractor to furnish a new and additional bond with sureties satisfactory to 
the City, and, if so required. Contractor must promptly provide such bond. 

ARTICLE 4 TERM OF SERVICES 

This Agreement shall take effect as of January 1,2009 ("Efifective Date") and shall continue 
through December 31, 2009, or until the Agreement is temiinated earlier in accordance with its 
terms. 
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ARTICLES COMPENSATION 

5.01 Basis of Payment 

The maximum compensation that the Contractor may be paid under this Agreement between 
January 1, 2009 and December 31, 2009 is $119,029 or the total amount of Service Tax Funds 
actually collected for tax year 2008, whichever is less; the maximum compensation that the 
Contractor may be paid under this Agreement between January 1, 2009 and December 31, 2009, 
therefore, shall not exceed $ 119,029. 

For each subsequent year of this Agreement, if any, the maximum compensation that the 
Contractor may be paid under this Agreement is the amount set forth in the Budget for that year, 
pursuant to Section 5.02 and 8.03, or the Jimount of Service Tax Funds actually collected for the 
preceding tax year, whichever is less; provided that the maximum amount of compensation for such 
year of this Agreement may also include the amount of Service Tax Funds collected for prior tax 
years which remain previously unspent. 

5.02 Budget for Services 

The Contractor in conjunction with the SSAC has prepared a Budget through December 31, 
2009, attached hereto as Exhibit 2 and incorporated by reference as if fully set forth here, covering 
all services described in the Scope of Services. Subject to the restriction that the maximum amount 
that may be spent in calendar year 2009 may not exceed $ 119,029, the SSAC reserves the right to 
transfer funds between line items or make Budget revisions that do not affect the maximum 
compensation set forth in Section 5.01. The SSAC shall revise the Budget if any part of the 
Contractor's Services is terminated. 

For each subsequent year of this Agreement, if any, and subject to the provisions of Section 
3.01, a Budget for that year shall be incorporated into this Agreement by written amendment 
pursuant to Section 8.03. 

5.03 Method of Payment 

Pursuant to a schedule to be determined by the Commissioner, after the performance of 
Services pvumiant to the terms of this Agreement, Contractor may submit invoices to the City to 
request reimbursement for such expenses. The Contractor must provide, along with the invoices, 
such additional documentation as the Commissioner requests to substantiate the Services. Upon the 
Commissioner's determination that the invoices are accurate, the City will process payment ofthe 
invoices. 

The Contractor shall establish a separate checking account ("Account") in a bank authorized 
to do business in the State oflllinois that is insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. 
All Service Tax Funds that the CompfroUer transfers to the Contractor shall be deposited in the 
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Account and disbursements from the Account shall be pursuant to this Agreement. THE 
CONTRACTOR SHALL NOT COMMINGLE SERVICE TAX FUNDS WITH FUNDS FROM 
OTHER SOURCES. The Contractor shall provide to the SSAC the signature card and sample check 
from the bank which shows the signature(s) of the Contractor's authorized representative(s). The 
SSAC reserves the right to audit the account and require the Contractor to refund any fiinds that were 
not spent pursuant to the Budget or that were not approved by the SSAC. The name and address of 
the bank is and the wire transfer and the Account numbers are 

All funds remaining in the Account at the expiration or early termination of this Agreement, 
including any interest eamed, belong to the City for the benefit ofthe Area and shall be retumed to 
the City to be used only for Special Services. 

5.04 Criteria for Payment 

The SSAC shall determine the reasonableness, allocability and allowability ofany rates, 
costs and expenses charged or incurred by the Contractor. 

5.05 Funding 

Payments under this Agreement shall be made from Service Tax Funds in fund number 
and are subject to the availability of funds therein. 

5.06 Non-Appropriation 

In the event that no fiinds or insufficient funds are appropriated and budgeted in any City 
fiscal period for payments to be made under this Agreement, then the City will notify the Contractor 
of such occurrence and this Agreement shall terminate on the earlier of the last day of the fiscal 
period for which sufficient appropriation was made or whenever the fiinds appropriated for payment 
under this Agreement are exhausted. No payments shall be made or due to the Contractor under this 
Agreement beyond those amounts appropriated and budgeted by the City to; fimd payments 
hereunder. 

ARTICLE 6 SPECLU. CONDITIONS 

6.01 Warranties and Representations 

In connection with the execution of this Agreement, the Confractor warrants and represents: 

A. That it is financially solvent; that it and each of its employees, agents, and 
Subcontractors are competent to perform the Services required; that it is legally authorized to execute 
and perfonn or cause to be performed this Agreement imder the terms and conditions stated herein; 
and 
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B. That it shall not knowingly use the services ofany ineligible Subconfractor for any 
purpose in the performance ofthe Services; and 

C. That it and its Subcontractors are not in default at the time ofthe execution of this 
Agreement, or deemed by the Department to have, within five years immediately preceding the date 
of this Agreement, been found to be in default on any contract awarded by the City; and 

D. That it and, to the best of its knowledge, its Subconfractors are not in violation ofthe 
provisions of §2-92-320 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, 720 ILCS 5/33E-1 et seq. of the 
Criminal Code of 1961, and 65 ILCS 5/11-42.1-1 of die Illinois Municipal Code; and 

E. That it, all Subconfractors and their respective officers, directors, agents, partners, and 
employees shall cooperate with the Inspector General in any investigation or hearing undertaken 
pursuant to Chapter 2-56 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago; that it understands and will abide by 
all provisions of Chapter 2-56 ofthe Mimicipal Code of Chicago and all subcontracts shall inform 
Subcontractors of such provision and require understanding and compliance therewith; and 

F. That, except only for those representations, statements, or promises expressly 
contained in this Agreement and any exhibits attached hereto, no representation, statement or 
promise, oral or written, or ofany kind whatsoever; by the City, its officials, agents, or employees, 
has induced the Contractor to enter into this Agreement; and 

G. That the Confractor understands and agrees that any certification, affidavit or 
acknowledgment made under oath in connection with this Agreement is made und^r penalty of 
perjuty and," if false, is also cause for termination for default. 

H. That neither Contractor nor an Affiliate of Confractor (as defined below) appears on 
the Specially Designated Nationals List, the Denied Persons List, the imverified List, the Entity List, 
or the Debarred List as maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets Confrol ofthe U.S. Department 
ofthe Treasury or by the Bureau of Industry and Security ofthe U.S. Department of Commerce (or 
their successors), or on any other list of persons or entities with which the City may not d^business 
imder any applicable law, rule, regulation, order or judgment. "Affiliate of Contractor"means a 
person or entity that directly (or indirectiy through one or more intermediaries) confrols, is confrolled 
by or is under common control with Confractor. A person or entity will be deemed to be controlled 
by another person or entity if it is controlled in any maimer whatsoever that results in control in fact 
by that other person or entity (eitho- acting individually or acting jointiy or in concert with others) 
whether directiy or indirectiy and whether through share ownership, a trust, a contract or othCTwise. 

I. Contractor imderstands and will abide by all provisions of Chi^ter 2-26 ofthe 
Municipal Code ofthe City of Chicago. 
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6.02 Economic Disclosure Statement and Affidavit 

The Contractor has provided the City with an Economic Disclosure Statement (EDS), which 
is attached hereto as Exhibit 3 and incorporated by reference as if fiilly set forth herein. Contractor 
shall apprise the Department promptly ofany changes in the information provided in the EDS by 
completing and submitting a revised EDS. 

In addition, the Contractor shall provide the City with copies of its latest articles of 
incorporation, by-laws and resolutions, or partnership or joint venture agreement, as applicable, and 
evidence of its authority to do business in the State of Illinois, including without limitation, 
registrations of assumed names or limited partnerships and certifications of good standing with the 
Office of the Secretary of State of Illinois. 

6.03 Conflict of Interest 

Pursuant to Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago, and 65 ILCS 5/3.1 -55-10, no 
member ofthe governing body ofthe City or other unit of goverrunent, no other officer, employee, 
SSAC member, or agent ofthe City or other unit of government who exercises any fimctions or 
responsibilities in cormection with the Services to which this Agreement or Jiny related subcontract 
pertain, and no relative ofany SSAC member shall have any personal economic or financial interest, 
directly or indirectly, in this Agreement or any such subcontract except to the extent that such 
benefits are provided equally to all residents and/or business owners in the Area. Furthermore, no 
SSAC member, relative of any SSAC member. City official, agent or employee shall be a 
Subcontractor, employee or shareholder of the Contractor or receive anything of value from the 
Confractor. 

No member of or delegate to the Congress of the United States or the Illinois General 
Assembly and no alderman ofthe City or City employee shall be admitted to any share or part of this 
Agreement or to any financial benefit to arise from it. The Confractor acknowledges that any 
agreement entered into, negotiated or performed in violation of any of the provisions of Chapter 
2-156 shall be voidable by the City. 

The ContrsK^r covenants that it, its officers, dfrectors and employees, and the offiegis, 
directors and employees of eadi of its members if a joint venture, and Subcontractors presently have 
no financial interest and shall acquire no interest, direct or indirect, in the S«vices undertaken by 
the Contractor pursuant to the Agreement that would confiict in any maimer or d^ree with the 
perfonnance of the Services. The Contractor frirtho' covenants that in the performance of this 
Agreement no person having any such interest shall be employed. The Contractor agrees that if the 
Commissioner in his reasonable judgment determines that any ofthe Contractor's services for others 
conflict with the Swvices the Contractor is to provide for the City und«r this Agreement, the 
Contractor shall terminate such odier services immediately upon request ofthe City. 

6.04 Non-Uability of Public Officials 

No official, employee or agoit of die City shall be charged personally by the Contractor, or 
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by any assignee or Subcontractor ofthe Contractor, with any liability or expenses of defense or be 
held personally liable to them under any term or provision hereof, because ofthe City's execution 
or attempted execution hereof, or because of any breach hereof. 

6.05 Independent Contractor 

The Contractor shall perform under this Agreement as an independent contractor to the City 
and not as a representative, employee, agent, or partner ofthe City. 

6.06 Business Relationships with Elected Officials 

Pursuant to Section 2-156-030(b) ofthe Municipal Code ofthe City of Chicago, it is illegal 
for any elected official ofthe City, or emy person acting at the direction of such official, to contact, 
either orally or in Avriting, any other City official or employee with respect to any matter involving 
any person with whom the elected official has a business relationship, or to participate in any 
discussion in any City Coimcil committee hearing or in any City Council meeting or to vote on any 
matter involving the person with whom an elected official has a business relationship. Violation 
of Section 2-156-030(b) by any elected official with respect to this Agreement is grounds for 
termination of this Agreement. The term business relationship is defined as set forth in Section 
2-156-080 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

Section 2-156-080 defines a "business relationship" as any contractual or other private 
business dealing of an official, or his or her spouse, or ofany entity in which an official or his or her 
spouse has a financial interest, with a person or entity which-'entitles an official to compensation or 
payment in the amount of $2,500 or more in a calendar year; provided, however, a financial interest 
shall not include: (i) any ownership through purchase at fair market value or inheritance of less than 
one percent of the share of a corporation, or any corporate subsidiary, parent or affiliate thereof, 
regardless ofthe value of or dividends on such shares, if such shares are registered on a securities 
exchange pursuant to the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended; (ii) the authorized 
compensation paid to an official or employee for his office or employment; (iii) any economic 
benefit provided equally tSiall residents of the City; (iv) a time or demand deposit in a financial 
institution; or (v) an endowment or insurance policy or annuity confract purchased from an insurance 
company. A "confractual or other private business dealing" shall not include any employment 
relationship of an official's spouse with an entity when such spouse has no discretion concerning or 
input relating to the relationship between that entity and the City. 

6.07 Chicago "Living Wage" Ordinance 

(a) Section 2-92-610 of the Municipal Code of Chicago provides for a living 
wage for certain categories of workers employed in the performance of City confracts, specifically 
non-City employed security guards, parking attendants, day laborers, home and health care workers, 
cashiers, elevator operators, custodial workers and clerical workers ("Covered Employees"). 
Accordingly, pursuant to Section 2-92-610 and regulations promulgated under it: 
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(i) If Contractor has 25 or more fiiU-time employees, and 

(ii) If at any time during the performance of this Agreement, Confractor and/or 
any Subcontractor or any other entity that provides any portion of the Services 
(collectively "Performing Parties") uses 25 or more full-time security guards, or any 
number of other full-time Covered Employees, then 

(iii) Contractor must pay its Covered Employees, and must assure that all 
other Performing Parties pay their Covered Employees, not less than the minimum 
hourly rate as determined in accordance with this provision (the "Base Wage") for 
all Services performed under this Agreement. 

(b) Contractor's obligation to pay, and to assure payment of, the Base Wage will 
begin at any time during the term of this Agreement when the conditions set forth in (a)(i) and 
(a)(ii) above are met, and will continue until the end ofthe term of this Agreement. 

(c) As of July 1, 2008, the Base Wage is $10.60, and each July 1 thereafter, the Base 
Wage will be adjusted, using the most recent federal poverty guidelines for a family of four as 
published armually by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, to constitute the 
following: the poverty guidelines for a family of four divided by 2000 hours or the current base 
wage, whichever is higher. At all times during the term of this Agreement, Confractor and all other 
Performing Parties must pay the Base Wage (as adjusted in accordance with the above). If the 
payment of prevailing wages is required for Services done under this Agreement, and the prevailing 
wages for Covered Employees are higher than the Base Wage, then Contractor and all other 
Performing Peulies must pay the prevailing wage rates. 

(d) Contractor must include provisions in all subcontracts requiring its 
Subconfractors to pay the Base Wage to Covered Employees. Contractor agrees to provide the 
City wdth documentation acceptable to the Chief Procurement Officer demonsfrating that all 
Covered Employees, whether employed by Confractor or by a Subconfractor, have been paid the 
Base Wage, upon the City's requesfefor such documentation. The City may independently audit 
Contractor and/or Subconfractors to verify compliance with this section. Failure to comply with 
the requirements of this section will be an event of default under this Agreement, and further, 
failure to comply may result in ineligibility for any award of a City confract or subcontract for up 
to 3 years. 

(e) Not-for-Profit Corporations: If Contractor is a corporation having federal 
tax-exempt status under Section 501(c)(3) ofthe Internal Revenue Code and is recognized under 
Illinois not-for-profit law, then the provisions of Sections (a) through (d) above do not apply. 

6.08 Deemed Inclusion 

Provisions requfred by law, ordinances, rules, regulations, or executive orders to be inserted 
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in this Agreement are deemed inserted in this Agreement whether or not they appear in this 
Agreement or, upon application by either party, this Agreement will be amended to make the 
insertion; however, in no event will the failure to insert the provisions before or after this Agreement 
is signed prevent its enforcement. 

6.09 Environmental Warranties and Representations 

In accordance with Section 11-4-1600(e) ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago, Contractor 
wartants and represents that it, and to the best of its knowledge, its subcontractors have not violated 
and are not in violation ofthe following sections ofthe Code (collectively, the Waste Sections): 

7-28-390 Dumping on public waj^ 
7-28-440 Dumping on real estate without permit; 
11-4-1410 Disposal in waters prohibited; 
11-4-1420 Ballast tank, bilge tJuik or other discharge; 
11-4-1450 Gas manufacturing residue; 
11-4-1500 Treatment and disposal of solid or liquid waste; 
11-4-1530 Compliance with rules and regulations required; 
11-4-1550 Operational requirements; and 
11-4-1560 Screening requirements. 

During the period while this Agreement is executory. Contractor's or any subcontractor's 
violation of the Waste Sections, whether or not relating to the performance of this Agreement, 

-constitutes a breach of and an event of default under this Agreement, for v̂ -hich the opportunity to 
cure, if curable, will be granted only at the sole designation of the Commissioner. Such breach and 
default entities the City to all remedies under the Agreement, at law or in equity. 

This section does not limit Contractor's and its subconfractors' duty to comply with all 
applicable federal, state, covmty and municipal laws, stamtes, ordinances and executive orders, in 
effect now or later, and whether or not they appear in this Agreement. 

Non-compliance with these terms and conditions may be used by the City as grounds for the 
termination of this Agreement, and may further affect Contractor's eligibility for future contract 
awards. 

6.10 EDS / Certification Regarding Suspension and Debarment 

Contractor certifies, as further evidenced in the EDS attached as Exhibit 3, by its acceptance 
of this Agreemoit that neither it nor its principals is presoitiy debaired, suspended, proposed for 
ddiarment, declared ineligible or voluntarily excluded from participation in this transaction by any 
federal department or agency. Contractor fuitiier agrees by executing this Agreement that it will 
include this clause without modification in all lower tier transactions, solicitations, proposals, 
contracts and subcontracts. If Contractor or any lower tier participant is unable to certify to this 
statement, it must attach an explanation to the Agreement. 
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6.11 Ethics 

(a) In addition to other warranties and representations. Contractor warrants that no 
payment, gratuity or offer of employment will be made in cormection with this Agreement by or on 
behalf of any Subcontractors to Confractor or higher tier subconfractors or anyone associated with 
them, as an inducement for the award of a subconfract or order. 

(b) Contractor fiirther acknowledges that any Agreement entered into, negotiated or 
performed in violation ofany ofthe provisions of Chapter 2-156 is voidable as to the City. 

6.12 MacBride Ordinance 

The City of Chicago through the passage of the MacBride Principles Ordinance seeks to 
promote fair and equal employment opportunities and labor practices for religious minorities in 
Northern freland and provide a better working envirorjnent for all citizens in Northern Ireland. 

In accordance with Section 2-92-580 of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago, if 
Contractor conducts any business operations in Northern Ireland, the Contractor must make all 
reasonable and good faith efforts to conduct any business operations in Northem freland in 
accordance with the MacBride Principles for Northern Ireland as defined in Illinois Public Act 85-
1390(1988111 Laws 3220). 

The provisions of this Section 6.12 do not apply to confracts for which the City receives 
fiinds administered by the United States Department of Tramsportation, except to the extent Congress 
has directed that the Department of Transportation not withhold funds from states and localities that 
choose to implement selective purchasing policies based on agreement to comply with the MacBride 
Principles for Northem freland, or to the extent that such fiinds are not otherwise withheld by the 
Department of Transportation. 

ARTICLE 7 EVENTS OF DEFAULT, REMEDIES, TERMINATION, RIGHT 
TO OFFSET, SUSPENSION 

7.01 Events of Default Defined 

The following constitute events of default: 

A. Any material misrepresentation, whether negligent or willful and whether in the 
inducement or in the performance, made by Contractor to the City. 

B. Confractor's material failvire to perform any of its obligations imder the Agreement 
including, but not limited to, the following: 
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(1) failure to commence or ensure timely completion ofthe Services due to a reason 
or circumstance within Contractor's reasonable confrol; 

(2) failure to perform the Services in a maimer satisfactory to the City; 

(3) failure to promptly re-perform within a reasonable time Services that were 
rejected as erroneous or unsatisfactory; 

(4) discontinuance of the Services for reasons within the Contractor's reasonable 
control; 

(5) failure to comply with a material term of this Agreement, including but not 
limited to the provisions concerning insurance and nondiscrimination; and 

(6) any other acts specifically and expressly stated in this Agreement as constituting 
an event of default. 

C. The Contractor's default under any other agreement it may presently have or may 
enter into with the City during the life of this Agreement. The Contractor acknowledges and agrees 
that in the event of a default under this Agreement the City may also declare a default under any such 
other agreements. 

7.02 Remedies 

The occurrence ofany event of default which the Contractor fails to cure within 14 calendar 
days after receipt of notice specifying such default or which, if such event of default cannot 
rezisonably be cured within 14 calendar days after notice, the Confractor fails, in the sole opinion of 
the Commissioner, to commence and continue diligent efforts to cure, permits the City to declare the 
Confractor in default. Whether to declare the Confractor in default is within the sole discretion of 
the Commissioner. Written notification ofthe default, and any intention ofthe City to terminate the 
Agreement, shall be provided to Contractor and such decision is final and effective upon Contractor's 
receipt of such notice. Upon receipt of such notice, the Contractor must discontinue any services, 
vinless otherwise directed in the notice, and deliver all materials accumulated in the performance of 
this Agreement, whether completed or in the process of completion, to the City. At such time the 
City may invoke any legal or equitable remedy available to it including, but not limited to, the 
following: 

A. The ri^t to take over and complete the Services or any part thereof as agent for and 
at the cost ofthe Confractor, either directly or through others. The Contractor shall have, in such 
event, the right to offset from such cost the amoimt it would have cost the City under the terms and 
conditions herein had the Contractor completed the Services. 
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B. The right to terminate this Agreement as to any or all of the Services yet to be 
performed, effective at a time specified by the City. 

C. The right of specific performance, an injunction or any other appropriate equitable 
remedy. 

D. The right to money damages. 

E. The right to withhold all or any part of Contractor's compensation hereunder. 

F. The right to deem Contractor non-responsible in future contracts to be awarded by the City. 

If the City considers it to be in its best interest, it may elect not to declare default or to 
terminate this Agreement. The parties acknowledge that this provision is solely for the benefit ofthe 
City and that if the City permits the Contractor to continue to provide the Services despite one or 
more events of default, the Contractor is in no way relieved ofany of its responsibilities, duties or 
obligations under this Agreement nor does the City waive or relinquish any of its rights. No delay 
or omission to exercise any right accruing upon any event of default impairs any such right nor shall 
it be construed as a waiver ofany event of default or acquiescence therein, and every such right may 
be exercised from time to time and as often as may be deemed expedient. 

7.03 Right to Offset 

The City reseisves its rights under §2-92-380 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and the 
Commissioner shall consult with the SSAC before exercising such rights. 

7.04 Suspension 

The City may at any time request that the Contractor suspend its Services, or any part thereof, 
by giving 15 days prior vmtten notice to the Confractor or upon no notice in the event of emergency. 
No costs incurred after the effective date of such suspension shali^be allowed. The Contractor shall 
promptiy resume its performance upon written notice by the Department. The Budget may be 
revised pursuant to Section 5.02 to account for any additional costs or expenses actually incurred by 
the Contractor as a result of recommencing the Services. 

7.05 No Damages for Delay 

The Contractor agrees that it, its members, if a partnership or joint venture and its 
Subcontractors shall make no claims against the City for damages, charges, additional costs or hourly 
fees for costs incurred by reason of delays or hindrances by the City in the performance of its 
obligations under this Agreement. 
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7.06 Early Termination 

In addition to termination for default, the City may, at any time, elect to terminate this 
Agreement or any portion of the Services to be performed under it at the sole discretion of the 
Commissioner by a vmtten notice to die Confractor. If the City elects to terminate the Agreement 
in full, all Services shall cease emd all materials accumulated in performing this Agreement, whether 
completed or in the process of completion, shall be delivered to the Department within 10 days after 
receipt ofthe notice or by the date stated in the notice. 

During the final ten days or other time period stated in the notice, the Contractor shall restrict 
its activities, and those of its Subcontractors, to winding down any reports, analyses, or other 
activities previously begun. No costs incurred after the effective date ofthe termination are allowed. 
Payment for any Services actually and satisfactorily performed before the effective date of the 
termination shall be on the same basis as set forth in Article 5 hereof, but if any compensation is 
described or provided for on the basis of a period longer than ten days, then the compensation shall 
be prorated accordingly. 

If a pourt of competent jurisdiction determines that the City's election to terminate this 
Agreement for default has been wrongful, then such termination shall be deemed to be an early 
termination. 

ARTICLE 8 GENERAL CONDITIONS 

8.01 Entire Agreement 

This Agreement, and the exhibits attached hereto and incorporated hereby, shall constitute 
die entire agreement between the parties and no otiier warranties, inducements, considerations, 
promises, or interpretations shall be implied or impressed upon tiiis Agreement tiiat are not expressly 
addressed herein. 

8.02 Counterparts 

This Agreement is comprised of several idoitical counterparts, each to be fully executed by 
the parties and each to be deemed an original having identical legal effect 
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8.03 Amendments 

No changes, amendments, modifications, or discharge of this Agreement, or any part thereof, 
shall be valid unless in writing and signed by the authorized agent of the Confractor and the 
Commissioner, or their successors and assigns. The City shall incur no liability for revised services 
without a written amendment to this Agreement pursuant to this Section. 

8.04 Compliance with All Laws 

The Contractor shall at all times observe jmd comply with all applicable laws, ordinances, 
mles, regulations and executive orders ofthe federal, state and local government, now existmg or 
hereinafter in effect, which may in any maimer affect the performance of this Agreement. 

8.05 Compliance with ADA and Other Accessibility Laws 

If this Agreement involves services to the public, the Contractor Wcurants that all Services 
provided hereunder shall comply with all accessibility standards for persons with disabilities or 
environmentally limited persons including, but not limited to the following: Americans with 
Disabilities Act of 1990,42 U.S.C. t*i2101 etseq. and the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 29 U.S.C. 
§§ 793-94. In the event that the above cited standards are inconsistent, the Contractor shall comply 
with the standard providing greater accessibility. 

If this Agreement involves design for construction and/or Construction, the Contractor 
warrants that all design documents produced and/or used under this Agreement shall comply with 
all-federal, state and local laws and regulations regarding accessibility standards for persons with 
di^atiilities or environmentally limited persons including, but not limitedio, the following: 
Americans with DisabiUties Act of 1990, 42 U.S.C. § 12101 et seq. and the Americans with 
Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities; the Architectural Barriers Act, 
P.L. 90-480 and the Uniform Federal Accessibility Standards; and the Environmental Barriers Act, 
410 ILCS 25/1 et seq.. and the regulations promulgated thereto at HI. Admin. Code tit. 71, ch. 1, § 
400.110. In the event that the above cited standards are inconsistait, the Contractor shall comply 
with the standard providing greater accessibility. If the Contractor fails to comply with the foregoing 
standards, it shall perfonn again at no expense all services required to be reperformed as a direct or 
indfrect result of such failure. 

8.06 Assigns 
All ofthe terms and conditions of this Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of 
the parties hereto and tiieir respective legal representatives, successors, transferees and assigns. 
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8.07 Cooperation 

The Contractor agrees at all times to cooperate fiilly with the City and to act in the City's best 
interests. Upon the termination or expiration of this Agreement, the Contractor shall make every 
effort to assure an orderly fransition to another provider of the Services, if any, orderly 
demobilization of its operations in cormection with the Services, uninterrupted provision of Services 
during any fransition period and shall otherwise comply with reasonable requests ofthe Department 
in connection with this Agreement's termination or expiration. 

8.08 Severability 

If any provision of this Agreement is held or deemed to be or shall in fact be inoperative or 
unenforceable as applied in any particular case in any jurisdiction or in all cases because it conflicts 
with any other provision hereof or of any constitution, statute, ordinance, rule of law or public policy, 
or for any other reason, such circumstances shall not have the effect of rendering such provision 
inoperative or unenforceable in any other case or circumstances, or of rendering any other provision 
herein invalid, inoperative, or unenforceable to any extent. The invalidity of any one or more 
phrases, sentences, clauses or sections herein shall not effect the remaining portions of this 
Agreement or any part thereof 

8.09 Interpretation 

All headings in this Agreement are for convenience of reference only and do not defiiie or 
limit the provisions thereof. Words of gendeT are deemed to include correlative words ofthe other 
gender. Words importing the singular number include the plural number and vice versa, unless the 
context otherwise indicates. All references to exhibits or documents are deemed to include all 
supplements and/or amendments to such exhibits or documents if entered into in accordance with 
the terms and conditions hereof and thereof. All references to persons or entities are deemed to 
include any persons or entities succeeding to the rights, duties, and obligations of such persons or 
entities in accordance with the terms and conditions herein. 

8.10 Miscellaneous Provisions 

Whenever under this Agreement the City by a proper authority waives the Contractor's 
performance in any respect or waives a requirement or condition to the Contractor's performance, 
the waiver, whether express or implied, applies only to that particular instance and is not a waiver 
forever or for subsequent instances ofthe performance, requfrement or condition. No waiver shall 
be construed as a modification ofthe Agreement regardless ofthe number of times tiie City may 
have waived the performance, requirement or condition. 
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8.11 Disputes 

Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, Contractormust and the City may bring any 
dispute arising under this Agreement which is not resolved by the parties to the Chief Procurement 
Officer for decision based upon the written submissions ofthe parties. (A copy ofthe "Regulations 
ofthe Department of Procurement Services for Resolution of Disputes between Contractors and the 
City of Chicago" is available in City Hall, 121 N. LaSalle Street, Room 301, Bid and Bond Room, 
Chicago, Illinois 60602.) The Chief Procurement will issue a written decision and send it to the 
Contractor and the SSAC by mail. The decision of the Chief Procurement Officer is final and 
binding. The sole and exclusive remedy to challenge the decision ofthe Chief Procurement Officer 
is judicial review by means of a common law writ of certiorari. 

8.12 Contractor Affidavit 

The Contractor must provide to the City, no later than thirty days after the end of each year, 
a fully executed and notarized Affidavit certifying the expenditures and Services provided for the 
prior year. The form of this affidavit is attached as Exhibit 8 and incorporated by reference. 

8.13 Prohibition on Certain Contributions 

Contractor agrees that Contractor, any person or entity who directly or indirectly has an 
ownership or beneficial interest in Contractor of more than 7.5 percent ("Owners"), spouses and 
domestic partners of such Owners, Contractor's subcontractors, any person or entity who directly 
or indirectly has an ownership or beneficial interesfrin any subcontractor of more than 7.5 percent 
("Sub-owners") and spouses and domestic partners of such Sub-owners (Contractor and all the other 
preceding classes of persons eind entities are together, the ("Identified Parties"), shall not make a 
contribution ofany amount to the Mayor ofthe City of Chicago ("Mayor") or to his political 
fundraising committee (i) after execution o f this Agreement by Confractor, (ii) while this Agreement 
or any Other Contract is executory, (iii) during the term of this Agreement or any Other Contract 
between Confractor and the City, or (iv) during any period while an extension of this Agreement or 
any Other Contractus being sought or negotiated. 

Contractor represents and warrants that since the date of public advertisement ofthe 
specification, request for qualifications, request for proposals or request for information (or any 
combination of those requests) or, if not competitively procured, from the date the City approached 
(infractor or the date Contractor approached the City, as applicable, regarding the formulation of 
this Agreement, no Identified Parties have made a contribution ofany amount to the Mayor or to his 
political fundraising committee. 

Contractor agrees that it shall not: (a) coerce, compel or intimidate its employees to 
make a contribution ofany amount to the Mayor or to the Mayor's political fundraising committee; 
(b) reimburse its anployees for a contribution ofany amount made to the Mayor or to the Mayor's 
political fundraising committee; or (c) bundle or solicit others to bundle contributions to the Mayor 
or to his political fundraising committee. 
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Contractor agrees that the Identified Parties must not engage in any conduct whatsoever 
designed to intentionally violate this provision or Mayoral Executive Order No. 05-1 or to entice, 
direct or solicit others to intentionally violate this provision or Mayoral Executive Order No. 05-1. 

Contractor agrees that a violation of, non-compliance with, misrepresentation with respect 
to, or breach ofany covenant or warranty under this provision or violation of Mayoral Executive 
Order No. 05-1 constitutes a breach and default under this Agreement, and under any Other Contract 
for which no opportunity to cure will be granted. Such breach and default entitles the City to all 
remedies (including without limitation termination for default) under this Agreement, under Other 
Contract, at law and in equity. This provision amends any Other Contract and supersedes any 
inconsistent provision contained therein. 

If Contractor violates this provision or Mayoral Executive Order No. 05-1 prior to award of 
the Agreement resulting from this specification, the Commissioner may reject Contractor's bid. 

For purposes of this provision: 

"Bundle" means to collect contributions from more than one source which are then delivered 
by one person to the Mayor or to his political fundraising committee. 

"Other Contract" means any other agreement with the City of Chicago to which Contractor 
is a party that is (i) formed under the authority of chapter 2-92 of the Municipal Code of 
Chicago; (ii) entered into for the purchase or lease of real or personal property; or (iii) for 
materials, supplies, equipment or services which are approved or authorized by the city 
council. 

"Contribution" means a "political contribution" as defined in Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal 
Code of Chicago, as amended. 

Individuals are "Domestic Partaers" if they satisfy the following criteria: 

(A) they are each other's sole domestic partaer, responsible for each other's 
common welfare; and 

(B) neither party is married; and 
(C) the partaers are not related by blood closer than would bar marriage in the 

State oflllinois; and 
(D) each partaer is at least 18 years of age, and the partners are the same sex, and 

the partaers reside at the same residence; and 
(E) two ofthe following four conditions exist for the partners: 

1. The partaers have been residing together for at least 12 months. 
2. The partaers have common orjoint ownership of a residence. 
3. The partaers have at least two ofthe following arrangements: 

a. joint ownership of a motor vehicle; 
b. a joint credit account; 
c. a joint checking account; 
d. a lease for a residence identifying both domestic partners as 

tenants. 
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4. Eachpartner identifies the other partner as a primary beneficiary in a 
will. 

"Political fiindraising committee" means a "political fiindraising committee" as defined in 
Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal code of Chicago, as amended." 

8.14 Firms Owned or Operated by Individuals with Disabilities 

The City encourages Contractors to use Subcontractors that are firms owned or operated by 
individuals with disabilities, as defined by Section 2-92-586 ofthe Municipal Code ofthe City of 
Chicago, where not otherwise prohibited by federal or state law. 

8.15 Governing Law and Jurisdiction 

This Agreement is governed as to perfonnance and interpretation in accordance with the 
laws of the State of Illinois. 

ARTICLE 9 NOTICES 

Notices provided for herein shall be in writing and may be delivered personally or by 
United States mail, first class, certified, return receipt requested, with postage prepaid and 
addressed as follows: 

Ifto the City: Special Service Area #16 Commission 
980 N. Michigan Ave. 
Suite 1210 
Chicago, Illinois 60611 

Department of Planning and Development 
City Hall, Room 1000 
121 North LaSalle Sfreet 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
Attention: Commissioner 

With Copies to: Department of Law 
Room 600, City Hall 
121 North LaSalle Sfreet 
Chicago, niinois 60602 
Attention: Corporation Counsel 

United Hellenic American Congress 
980 N. Michigan Ave. 
Suite 1210 
Chicago, Illinois 60611 
Attention: Diamond Mendonides 
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Changes in the above-referenced addresses must be in writing and delivered in 
accordance with the provisions of this Section. Notices delivered by mail shall be deemed 
received 3 days after mailing in accordance with this Section. Notices delivered personally shall 
be deemed effective upon receipt. 

ARTICLE 10 CITY ACTION 

In the event that there is no duly constituted SSAC during the term of this 
Agreement, the City will retain all ofthe rights and obligations afforded to the SSAC hereunder. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the City and the Contractor have executed this 
Agreement on the date first set forth above, at Chicago, Illinois. 

Recommended by; CONTRACTOR 

SSAC Chairperson 

CITY OF CHICAGO 

By: 
Commissioner, Department of 
Planning and Development 

By:_ 

Us: 

Attested By: 

Its: 

State of 

County of. 

This instrument was acknowledged before me on (date) by 
_(name/s of person/s) as (type of authority, e.g., officer, trustee, etc.) of. 

(name of party on behalf of whom instrument was 
executed). 

(Signature of Notary Public) 

(Sub)Exhibits 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 referred to in this Service Provider Agreement for 
Special Service Area Number 16 read as follows: 
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(Sub)Exhibit 1. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 16) 

Special Service Area Number 16. 

Greektown. 

2009 Scope Of Services. 

Advertising/promotions. 

Aesthetically pleasing environment and public maintenance. 

(Sub)Exhibit 2. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 16) 

Schedule C: 2009 Special Service Agreement Budget Summary. 

Department Of Planning And Development. 

Special Service Area Number and Name: 

Special Service Area Chairperson: 

Service Provider: 

Special Service Area Program Manager: 

Budget Period: 

Special Service Area Number 16 — 
Greektown 

Frank Caputo 

UHAC 

Diamond Mendonides 

January 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009 

Service 

Advertising and Promotion 

Public Way Maintenance 

Public Way Aesthetics 

Tenant Retention/Attraction 

Facade Improvements 

Parking/Transits/Accessibility 

2008 Levy 

$51,548 

20,589 

20,881 

-

-

-

+ Carryover 

-

-

-

-

— 

-

= 2009 Budget 

$51,548 

20,589 

20,881 

-

-

-
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Service 

Safety Programs 

District Planning 

Other Technical Assistance 

Total Services 

Administration 

Loss Collection 1.9% 

GRAND TOTAL 

Administration/Total Budget 
Ratio 

2008 Levy 

— 

— 

— 

$ 93,018 

$ 23,760 

$ 2,251 

$119,029 

+ 

+ 

Carryover 

— 

— 

— 

— 

— 

-

= 

= 

2009 Budget 

-

-

-

$ 93,018 

$ 23,760 

$ 2,251 

$119,029 

20.0% 

D.P.D. Use Only 

Estimated 2007 E.A.V. 

Authorized Tax Rate Cap 

Estimated Tax Rate for 2008 Levy 

Estimated 2008 Levy 

(text illegible) 

(text illegible) 

Special Service Area Number and Name: 

Budget Period: 

Special Service Area Number 16 -
, Greektown 

January 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009. 

The attached budget is recommended and approved by the Special Service Area 
Commission. 

(Signed) Frank Caputo 
S.S.A. Chairperson Signature 

S.S.A. 
Frank Caputo 

Chairperson Printed Name 

June 30, 2008 
Date 
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(Sub)Exhibit 3. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 16) 

City Of Chicago 

Economic Disclosure Statement And Affidavit. 

SECTION 1 - GENERAL INFORMATION 

A. Legal name of Disclosing Party submitting this EDS. Include d/b/a/ if applicable: 

Check ONE ofthe following three boxes: 

Indicate whether Disclosing Party submitting this EDS is: 
1. f / J ^e Applicant 

OR 
2. [ ] a legal entity holding a direct or indirect interest in the Applicant. State the legal name ofthe 

Applicant in which Disclosing Party holds an interest: 
OR 

3. [ ] a specified legal entity with a right of control (see Section ILB.l.b.) State the legal name of 
the entity in which Disclosing Party holds a right of control: 

B. Business address of Disclosing Party: *f ^ g /<^. / ^ f C . /^ f f/j-y*^ / ? t ^ 6 r . 

C. Telephone^*^'"'!^^ ̂ " Printing pufposes)Fax:<Q"'"'**^ ^^ printing purposes) Email: (Omitted for printing punp^es) 

D. Name of contact person: O / f j ^ O A ^ ^ A t ^ ^ 4ff> J^t^> € ' J 

E. Federal Employer Identification No. (if you have one): (Omitted for printing purposes) 

F. Brief description of contract, transaction or other undertaking (referred to below as the "Matter") to 
which this EDS pertains. (Include project number and location of property, if applicable): 

G. Which City agency or department is requesting this EDS? 4 ? 6 ^ ^ T . ^ r ^ /^^ ' i t /*^AJJ j^> C""̂  

If the Matter is a contract being handled by the City's Department of Procurement Services, please 
complete the following: 

Specification U . and Contract # 
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SECTION II - DISCLOSURE OF OWNERSHIP INTERESTS 

A. NATURE OF DISCLOSING PARTY 

1. Indicate the nature ofthe Disclosing Party: 
] Person [ ] Limited liability company* 
] Publicly registered business corporation [ ] Limited liability partnership* 
] Privately held business corporation [ ] S^int venture* 
] Sole proprietorship [-3 Not-for-profit corporation 
] General partnership* (Is the not-for-profit corporation also a 501(c)(3))? 
] Limited partnership* [i^-Yes [ ] No 
] Trust [ ] Other (please specify) 

* Note B.l.b below. 

2. For legal entities, the state (or foreign country) of incorporation or organization, if applicable: 

f L.I- / ^ o / : ^ 

3. For legal entities not organized in the State oflllinois: Has the organization registered to do 
business in the State oflllinois as a foreign entity? 

[ ]Yes [ ] N o (41<f/A 

B. IF THE DISCLOSING PARTY IS A LEGAL ENTITY: 

l.a. List below the full names and titles of all executive officers and all directors ofthe entity. 
For not-for-profit corporations, also list below all members, if any, which are legal entities. If there are 
no such members, write "no members." For trusts, estates or other similar entities, list below the legal 
titleholder(s). 

Name Title 

e^/t/^ s, A/^/-»/> 

— S6^C: / f-T^/^^^^<^ 

T^ '̂A^oy t̂f'̂  

i ^ / ^ T / ^ A /:>&y^yKJi> 

<C/V' 

y ^ r e ' / y / j j d ^ ^ 

- A^^ A 7 e ^ / 3 ^ ^ : ^ 

l.b. If you checked "General partnership," "Limited partnership," "Limited liability 
company," "Limited liability partnership" or "Joint venture" in response to Item A.l . above (Nature of 
Disclosing Party), list below the name and title of each general partner, managing member, manager or 
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U H A C Board of Directors 

Andrew A. Athens, 980 N. Michigan Ave., Suite 1210, Chicago, IL 60611 

A. Frederick Chapekis, 980 N. Michigan Ave., Suite 1210, Oiicago, IL 60611 

George M. Dovellos, 980 N. Michigan Ave., Suite 1210, Chicago, IL 60611 

Frank S. Kamberos, 980 N. Michigan Ave., Suite 1210, Chicago, IL 60611 

Charles Kanakis, Jr., M.D., 980 N. Michigan Ave., Suite 1210, Chicago. IL 60611 

M. Frank Manta, 980 N. Midiigan Ave, Suite 1210. Chicago, EL 60611 

John L. Marks, 980 N. Michigan Ave., Suite 1210, Chicago, IL 60611 

Nicholas J. Melas (The Honorable), 980 N. Michigan Ave, Suite 1210, Chicago. EL 60611 

Diamond Mendonides, 9S0 N. Michigan Ave., Suite 1210, Chicago, IL 60611 

Board of Directors 

Andrew A. Athens, Chair 

A Fredrick Chapekis 

George M. Dovellos 

Frank S. Kamberos 

Oiarles Kanakis, Jr., M.D. 

M. Frank Manta 

John L. Marks 

Nicholas J. Melas (The Honorable) 

Diamond Mendonides 
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any other person or entity that controls the day-to-day management of the Disclosing Party. NOTE: 
Each legal entity listed below must submit an EDS on its own behalf. 

Name Title 

/^//f 

2. Please provide the following information concerning each person or entity having a direct or 
indirect beneficial interest (including ownership) in excess of 7.5% ofthe Disclosing Party. Examples 
of such an interest include shares in a corporation, partnership interest in a partnership orjoint venture, 
interest of a member or manager in a limited liability company, or interest of a beneficiary of a trust, 
estate or other similar entity. If none, state "None." NOTE: Pursuant to Section 2-154-030 ofthe 
Municipal Code of Chicago ("Municipal Code"), the City may require any such additional information 
from any applicant which is reasonably intended to achieve full disclosure. 

Name Business Address Percentage Interest in the 
Disclosing Party 

/ ^ / ^ 

SECTION III - BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS WITH CITY ELECTED OFFICIALS 

Has the Disclosing Party had a "business relationship," as defined in Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal 
Code, with any City elected official in the 12 months before the date this EDS is signed? 

[ ]Yes [ i - f ^ 

If yes, please identify below the name(s) of such City elected official(s) and describe such 
relationship(s): 

SECTION IV - DISCLOSURE OF SUBCONTRACTORS AND OTHER RETAINED PARTIES 

The Disclosing Party must disclose the name and business address of each subcontractor, attorney, 
lobbyist, accountant, consultant and any other person or entity whom the Disclosing Party has retained 
or expects to retain in connection with the Matter, as well as the nature ofthe relationship, and the total 
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amount ofthe fees paid or estimated to be paid. The Disclosing Party is not required to disclose 
employees who are paid solely through the Disclosing Party's regular payroll. 

"Lobbyist" means any person or entity who undertakes to influence any legislative or administrative 
action on behalf ofany person or entity other than: (1) a not-for-profit entity, on an unpaid basis, or (2) 
himself. "Lobbyist" also means any person or entity any part of whose duties as an employee of 
another includes undertaking to influence any legislative or administrative action. 

If the Disclosing Party is Uncertain whether a disclosure is required under this Section, the 
Disclosing Party must either ask the City whether disclosure is required or make the disclosure. 

Name Business Relationship to Disclosing Party Fees 
(indicate whether Address (subcontractor, attorney, (indicate whether 
retained or anticipated lobbyist, etc.) paid or estimated) 
to be retained) 

j s =̂̂  A-r-^^^/^^^ 

(Add sheets if necessary) 

[ ] Check here if the Disclosing party has not retained, nor expects to retain, any such persons or 
entities. 

SECTION V - CERTIFICATIONS 

A : COURT-ORDERED CHILD SUPPORT COMPLIANCE 

Under Municipal Code Section 2-92-415, substantial owners of business entities'that contract with 
the City must remain in compliance with their child support obligations throughout the term ofthe 
contract. 

Has any person who directly or indirectly owns 10% or more ofthe Disclosing Party been declared in 
arrearage on any child support obligations by any Illinois court of competent jurisdiction? 

[ ] Yes [ ] No f'fNo person owns 10% or more of the Disclosing Party. 

If "Yes," has the person entered into a court-approved agreement for payment of all support owed and 
is the person in compliance with that agreement? 

[ ]Yes [ ] N o 
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Special Service Area Number 16. 

IV. Retained Parties 
Attachment 

Name 

Advertisine/Promotions 

Poulopoulos & Assoc. 

WON Flag Company 

Front Desk Magazine 
Modem Luxury Magazine 

Virtus Creative Group 

Business Address 

2140 White Oak Circle 
Northbrook, BL 

7984 South Chicago Ave. 
Chicago, DL 

200 W. Hubbard St 
Chicago. IL 

Northbrook, II 

General Maintenance of Area — includes cleanine. insurance 

Rummell & Assoc. 

National Waste 

Pressure Washing 

180 R La Salle St. 
Chicago, IL 

2608 S. Damen Ave. 
Chicago, IL 

1615 55* 
Cicero, EL 

Relationship 

Promotions 

Banners/Flags 

Ads 

Website 

and maintenance 

Insurance 

Litter Removal 

Power Washing 

Admimstrative Fees for Manapinp^ SSA Propram, Office Rent and Tn.<mrance 

Anthony Kutsulas 

George Bagley 

Kakis & company,. PC 

3068. Halsted SL 
Chicago, IL 

SISW.ZZ'^'SL 
Chicago, IL 

2268 S.Rhrer Road 
DesP(aines,IL 

Rent/Utilities 

Auditor 

Accountant 

Fees 

15,000 

7,400 

20.000 

2,000 

17,000 

2,000 est 

3,500 

1 

14,400 

4,500 est 

2,000 est. 

Maragos & Maragos, Ltd. 1 S. La Salle St, Ste 2200 Admin. Assistant 13,200 
Chicago, IL 

United Hellenic 
American Congress 

980 N. Michigan Ave., Ste. 1200 Sole Service 4,500 
Chicago, BL Provider 
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B. FURTHER CERTIFICATIONS 

1. The Disclosing Party and, if the Disclosing Party is a legal entity, all of those persons or entities 
identified in Section ILB.I. of this EDS: 

a. are not presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible or voluntarily 
excluded from any transactions by any federal, state or local unit of government; 

b. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date of this EDS, been convicted of a criminal 
offense, adjudged guilty, or had a civil judgment rendered against them in connection with: 
obtaining, attempting to obtain, or performing a public (federal, state or local) transaction or 
contract under a public transaction; a violation of federal or sttate antitrust statutes; fraud; 
embezzlement; theft; forgery; bribery; falsification or destruction of records; making false 
statements; or receiving stolen property; 

c. are not presently indicted for or otherwise criminally or civilly charged by a governmental entity 
(federal, state or local) with commission ofany ofthe offenses enumerated in clause B.l.b. of 
this Section V; 

d. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date of this EDS, had one or more public 
transactions (federal, state or local) terminated for cause or default; and 

e. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date of this EDS, been convicted, adjudged 
guilty, or found liable in a civil proceeding, or in any criminal or civil action, including actions 
concerning environmental violations, instituted by the City or by the federal government, any 
state, or any other unit of local government. 

2. The certifications in subparts 2, 3 and 4 concern: 

• the Disclosing Party; 
• any "Applicable Party" (meaning any party participating in the performance ofthe Matter, 

including but not limited to any persons or legal entities disclosed under Section IV, "Disclosure of 
Subcontractors and Other Retained Parties"); 
• any "Affiliated Entity" (meaning a person or entity that, directly or indirectly: controls the 

Disclosing Party, is controlled by the Disclosing Party, or is, with the Disclosing Party, under 
common control of another person or entity. Indicia of control include, without limitation: 
interlocking management or ownership; identity of interests among family members, shared facilities 
and equipment; common use of employees; or organization of a business entity following the 
ineligibility of a business entity to do business with federal or state or local government, including 
the City, using substantially the same management, ownership, or principals as the ineligible entity); 
with respect to Applicable Parties, the term Affiliated Entity means a person or entity that directly or 
indirectly controls the Applicable Party, is controlled by it, or, with the Applicable Party, is under 
common control of another person or entity; 
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• any responsible official of the Disclosing Party, any Applicable Party or any Affiliated Entity or 
any other official, agent or employee ofthe Disclosing Party, any Applicable Party or any Affihated 
Entity, acting pursuant to the direction or authorization of a responsible official ofthe Disclosing 
Party, any Applicable Party or any Affiliated Entity (collectively "Agents"). 

Neither the Disclosing Party, nor any Applicable Party, nor any Affiliated Entity of either the 
Disclosing Party or any Applicable Party nor any Agents have, during the five years before the date this 
EDS is signed, or, with respect to an Applicable Party, an Affiliated Entity, or an Affiliated Entity of an 
Applicable Party during the five years before the date of such Applicable Party's or Affiliated Entity's 
contract or engagement in connection with the Matter: 

a. bribed or attempted to bribe, or been convicted or adjudged guilty of bribery or attempting to 
bribe, a public officer or employee ofthe City, the State oflllinois, or any agency ofthe federal 
government or ofany state or local government in the United States of America, in that officer's 
or employee's official capacity; 

b. agreed or colluded with other bidders or prospective bidders, or been a party to any such 
agreement, or been convicted or adjudged guilty of agreement or collusion among bidders or 
prospective bidders, in restraint of freedom of competition by agreement to bid a fixed price or 
otherwise; or 

c. made an admission of such conduct described in a. or b. above that is a matter of record, but 
have not been prosecuted for such conduct; or 

d. violated the provisions of Municipal Code Section 2-92-610 (Living Wage Ordinance). 

3. Neither the Disclosing Party, Affiliated Entity or Applicable Party, or any of their employees, 
officials, agents or partners, is barred from contracting with any unit of state or local government as a 
result of engaging in or being convicted of (1) bid-rigging in violation of 720 ILCS 5/33E-3; (2) 
bid-rotating in violjftion of 720 ILCS 5/33E-4; or (3) any similar offense ofany state or ofthe LJjiited 
States of America that contains the same elements as the offense of bid-rigging or bid-rotating. 

4. Neither the Disclosing Party nor any Affiliated Entity is listed on any of tbe following lists 
maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets Control ofthe U.S. Department ofthe Treasury or the 
Bureau of Industry and Security ofthe U.S. Department of Commerce or their successors: the Specially 
Designated Nationals List, the Denied Persons List, the Unverified List, the Entity List and the 
Debarred List. 

5. The Disclosing Party understands and shall comply with (1) the applicable requirements ofthe 
Governmental Ethics Ordinance ofthe City, Title 2, Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municigial Code; and (2) all 
the applicable provisions of Chapter 2-56 ofthe Municipal Code (Office ofthe Inspector General). 
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6. If the Disclosing Party is unable to certify to any ofthe above statements in this Part B (Further 
Certifications), the Disclosing Party must explain below: 

If the letters "NA," the word "None," or no response appears on the lines above, it will be conclusively 
presumed that the Disclosing Party certified to the above statements. 

C. CERTIFICATION OF STATUS AS FINANCIAL INSTITUTION 

For purposes of this Part C, under Municipal Code Section 2-32-455(b), the term "financial institution" 
means a bank, savings and loan association, thrift, credit union, mortgage banker, mortgage broker, 
trust company, savings bank, investment bank, securities broker, municipal securities broker, securities 
dealer, municipal securities dealer, securities underwriter, municipal securities underwriter, investment 
trust, venture capital company, bank holding company, financial services holding company, or any 
licensee under the Consumer Installment Loan Act, the Sales Finance Agency Act, or the Residential 
Mortgage Licensing Act. However, "financial institution" specifically shall not include any entity 
whose predominant business is the providing of tax deferred, defined contribution, pension plans to 
public employees in accordance with Sections 403(b) and 457 ofthe Internal Revenue Code. 
(Additional definitions may be found in Municipal Code Section 2-32-455(b).) 

1. CERTIFICATION 

The Disclosing Party certifies that the Disclosing Party (check one) 

[ ] i s HisApt 

a "financial institution" as defined in Section 2-32-455(b) ofthe Municipal Code. 

2. If the Disclosing Party IS a financial institution, then the Disclosing Party pledges: 

"We are not and will not become a predatory lender as defined in Chapter 2-32 of the Municipal 
Code. We fiirther pledge that none of our affiliates is, and none of them will become, a predatory 
lender as defined in Chapter 2-32 of the Municipal Code. We understand that becoming a predatory 
lender or becoming an affiliate of a predatory lender may result in the loss ofthe privilege of doing 
business with the City." 

If the Disclosing Party is unable to make this pledge because it or any of its affiliates (as defined in 
Section 2-32-455(b) ofthe Municipal Code) is a predatory lender within the meaning of Chapter 
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2-32 ofthe Municipal Code, explain here (attach additional pages if necessary): 

^ / M 

If the letters "NA," the word "None," or no response appears on the lines above, it will be 
conclusively presumed that the Disclosing Party certified to the above statements, 

D. CERTIFICATION REGARDING INTEREST IN CITY BUSINESS 

Any words or terms that are defined in Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal Code have the same 
meanings when used in this Part D. 

1. In accordance with Section 2-156-110 ofthe Municipal Code: Does any official or employee 
ofthe City have a financial interest in his or her own name or in the name ofany other person or 

: ^ 
entity in the Matter? 

( ]Yes [. 

NOTE: If you checked "Yes" to Item D.l., proceed to Items D.2. and D.3. If you checked "No" to 
Item D.l., proceed to Part E. 

2. Unless sold pursuant to a process of competitive bidding, or otherwise permitted, no City 
elected official or employee shall have a financial interest in his or her own name or in the name of 
any other person or entity in the purchase ofany property that (i) belongs to the City, or (ii) is sold 
for taxes or assessments, or (iii) is sold by virtue of legal process at the suit of the City (collectively, 
"City Property Sale"). Compensation for property taken pursuant to the City's eminent domain power 
does not constitute a financial interest within the meaning of this Part D. 

Does the Matter involve a City Property Sale? 

[ ] Yes [ ] No 

3. If you checked "Yes" to Item D.l., provide the names and business addresses of the City 
officials or employees having such interest and identify the nature of such interest: 

Name Business Address Nature of Interest 

4. The Disclosing Party further certifies that no prohibited financial interest in the Matter will 
Jbe^acquired byany^City official or employee. 
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E. CERTIFICATION REGARDING SLAVERY ERA BUSINESS 

The Disclosing Party has searched any and all records ofthe Disclosing Party and any and all 
predecessor entities for records of investments or profits from slavery, the slave industry, or 
slaveholder insurance policies from the slavery era (including insurance policies issued to 
slaveholders that provided coverage for damage to or injury or death of their slaves) and has 
disclosed in this EDS any and all such records to the City. In addition, the Disclosing Party must 
disclose the names ofany and all slaves or slaveholders described in those records. Failure to 
comply with these disclosure requirements may make the Matter to which this EDS pertains voidable 
by the City. 

Please check either 1. or 2. below. If the Disclosing Party checks 2,, the Disclosing Party must 
disclose below or in an attachment to this EDS all requisite information as set forth in that paragraph 2. 

{ / 1. The Disclosing Party verifies that (a) the Disclosing Party has searched any and all records of 
the Disclosing Party and any and all predecessor entities for records of investments or profits from 
slavery, the slave industry, or slaveholder insurance policies, and (b) the Disclosing Party has found 
no records of investments or profits from slavery, the slave industry, or slaveholder insurance 
policies and no records of names of any slaves or slaveholders. 

_^ 2. The Disclosing Party verifies that, as a result of conducting the search in step 1(a) above, the 
Disclosing Party has found records relating to investments or profits from slavery, the slave industry, 
or slaveholder insurance policies and/or the names ofany slaves or slaveholders. The Disclosing 
Party verifies that the following constitutes full disclosure of all such records: 

SECTION VI - CERTIFICATIONS FOR FEDERALLY-FUNDED MATTERS 

NOTE: If the Matter is federally fimded, complete this Section VI- If the Matter is not federally 
funded, proceed to Section VII. 

A. CERTIFICATION REGARDING LOBBYING 

I. List below the naines of all persons or entities registered under the federal Lobbying 
Disclosure Act of 1995 who have made lobbying contacts on behalf of the Disclosing Party with 
respect to the Matter: (Begin list here, add sheets as necessaty): 
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(If no explanation appears or begins on the lines above, or if the letters "NA" or if the word "None" 
appear, it will be conclusively presumed that the Disclosing Party means that NO persons or entities 
registered under the Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 have made lobbying contacts on behalf of the 
Disclosing Party with respect to the Matter.) 

2. The Disclosing Party has not spent and will not expend any federally appropriated funds to 
pay any person or entity listed in Paragraph A. l . above for his or her lobbying activities or to pay any 
person or entity to influence or attempt to influence an officer or employee ofany agency, as defined 
by applicable federal law, a member of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or an 
employee of a member of Congress, in connection with the award ofany federally funded contract, 
making any federally funded grant or loan, entering into any cooperative agreement, or to extend, 
continue, renew, amend, or modify any federally funded contract, grant, loan, or cooperative 
agreement. 

3. The Disclosing Party will submit an updated certification at the end of each calendar quarter 
in which there occurs any event that materially affects the accuracy of the statements and information 
set forth in paragraphs A.l. and A.2. above. 

If the Matter is federally funded and any funds other than federally appropriated funds have been or 
will be paid to any person or entity for influencing or attempting to influence an officer or employee 
ofany agency (as defined by applicable federal law), a member of Congress, an officer or employee 
of Congress, or an employee of a member of Congress in connection with the Matter, the Disclosing 
Party must complete and submit Standard Form-LLL, "Disclosure Form to Report Lobbying," in 
accoTilance with its instructions. The form may be obtained online from the federal Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) web site at http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/sflllin.pdf, 
linked on the page http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/grants_forms.html. 

4. The Disclosing Party certifies that either: (i) it is not an organization described in section 
501(c)(4) ofthe Internal Revenue Code of 1986; or (ii) it is an organization described in section 
501(c)(4) ofthe Internal Revenue Code of 1986 but has not engaged and will not engage in 
"Lobbying Activities". 

5. If the Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party must obtain certifications equal 
in form and substance to paragraphs A. l . through A.4. above from all subcontractors before it 
awards any subcontract and the Disclosing Party must maintain all such subcontractors' certifications 
for the duration ofthe Matter and must make such certifications promptly available to the City upon 
request. 

B. CERTIFICATION REGARDING EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 

. If the Matter is federally funded, federal regulations require the Applicant and all proposed 
subcontractors to submit the following infonnation with their bids or in writing at the outset of 
negotiations. 

http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/sflllin.pdf
http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/grants_forms.html
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Is the Disclosing Party the Applicant? 

[ ] Yes [ ] No 

If "Yes," answer the three questions below: 

1. Have you developed and do you have on file affirmative action programs pursuant to 
applicable federal regulations? (See 41 CFR Part 60-2.) 

[ ] Yes [ ] No 

2. Have you filed with the Joint Reporting Committee, the Director ofthe Office of Federal 
Contract Compliance Programs, or the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission all reports due 
under the applicable filing requirements? 

[ ] Yes [ ] No 

3. Have you participated in any previous contracts or subcontracts subject to the 
equal opportunity clause? 

(] Yes [ ] No 

If you checked "No" to question 1. or 2. above, please provide an explanation: 

SECTION V I I - ACKNOWLEDGMENTS, CONTRACT INCORPORATION, 
COMPLIANCE, PENALTIES, DISCLOSURE 

The Disclosing Party understands and agrees that: 

A. By completing and filing this EDS, the Disclosing Party acknowledges and agrees, on behalf of 
itself and the persons or entities named in this EDS, that the City may investigate the 
creditworthiness of some or all ofthe persons or entities named in this EDS. 

B. The certifications, disclosures, and acknowledgments contained in this EDS will become part of 
any contract or other agreement between the Applicant and the City in connection with the Matter, 
whether procurement. City assistance, or other City action, and are material inducements to the City's 
execution ofany contract or taking other action with respect to the Matter. The Disclosing Party 
understands that it must comply with all statutes, ordinances, and regulations on which this EDS is 
based. 

C. The City's Governmental Ethics and Campaign Financing Ordinances, Chapters 2-156 and 2-164 
ofthe Municipal Code, impose certain duties and obligations on persons or entities seeking City 
contracts, work, business, or transactions. The full text of these ordinances and a training program is 
available on line at www.cityofchicago.org/Ethics. and may also be obtained from the City's Board 
of Ethics, 740 N. Sedgwick St., Suite 500, Chicago, IL 606I0,<O''«^*»P'*'* î"np«»»)jrhe Disclosing Party 
must comply fuUy-wHth-the-applicable-ordinances 

http://www.cityofchicago.org/Ethics
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D. If the City determines that any information provided in this EDS is false, incomplete or 
inaccurate, any contract or other agreement in connection with which it is submitted may be 
rescinded or be void or voidable, and the City may pursue any remedies under the contract or 
agreement (if not rescinded, void or voidable), at law, or in equity, including terminating the 
Disclosing Party's participation in the Matter and/or declining to allow the Disclosing Party to 
participate in other transactions with the City. Remedies at law for a false statement of material fact 
may include incarceration and an award to the City of treble damages. 

E. It is the City's policy to make this document available to the public on its Internet site and/or upon 
request. Some or all of the information provided on this EDS and any attachments to this EDS may 
be made available to the public on the Internet, in response to a Freedom of Information Act request, 
or otherwise. By completing and signing this EDS, the Disclosing Party waives and releases any 
possible rights or claims which it may have against the City in connection with the public release of 
information contained in this EDS and also authorizes the City to verify the accuracy ofany 
information submitted in this EDS. 

F. The information provided in this EDS must be kept current. In the event of changes, the 
Disclosing Party must supplement this EDS up to the time the City takes action on the Matter. If the 
Matter is a contract being handled by the City's Department of Procurement Services, the Disclosing 
Party must update this EDS as the contract requires. 

The Disclosing Party represents and warrants that: 

G. The Disclosing Party has not withheld or reserved any disclosures as to economic interests in the 
Disclosing Party, or as to the Matter, or any information, data or plan as to the intended use or 
purpose for which the Applicant seeks City Council or other City agency action. 

For purposes ofthe certifications in H.l. and H.2. below, the term "affiliate" means any person or 
entity that, directly or indirectly: controls the Disclosing Party, is controlled by the Disclosing Party, 
oir'is, with the Disclosing Party, under common control of another person or entity. Indicia of control 
include, without limitation: interlocking management or ownership; identity of interests among 
family members; shared facilities and equipment; common use of employees; or organization of a 
business entity following the ineligibility of a business entity to do business with the federal 
government or a state or local government, including the City, using substantially the same 
management, ownership, or principals as the ineligible entity. 

H.l. The Disclosing Party is not delinquent in the payment ofany tax administered by the Illinois 
Department of Revenue, nor are the Disclosing Party or its affiliates delinquent in paying any fine, 
fee, tax or other charge owed to the City. This includes, but is not limited to, all water charges, 
sewer charges, license fees, parking tickets, property taxes or sales taxes. 

H.2 If the Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party and its affiliates will not use, nor 
permit thieir subcontractors to use, any facility on the U.S. EPA's List of Violating Facilities in 

"connection with the Matter for the duration of time that such facility remains on the list. 
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H.3 If the Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party will obtain from any 
contractors/subcontractors hired or to be hired in connection with the Matter cctrtifications equal in 
form and substance to those in H. 1. and H.2. above and will not, without the praor written consent of 
the City, use any such contractor/subcontractor that does not provide such certifications or that the 
Disclosing Party has reason to believe has not provided,or cannot provide truth-fill certifications. 

NOTE: If the Disclosing Party cannot certify as to any ofthe items in H.l., H.2_ or H.3. above, an 
explanatory statement must be attached to this EDS. 

CERTIFICATION 

Under penalty of perjury, the person signing below: (1) warrants that he/she is authorized to execute 
this EDS on behalf of the Disclosing Party, and (2) warrants that all certificatioms and statements 
contained in this EDS are true, accurate and complete as ofthe date furnished to the City. 

A^t^^/ ^ ^ ^ C^O^^^Ktr̂ J Date: ^/l-'^/c'^ 
(Print or type name of Disclosing Party) 

By: 

WtF 
(sign here) 

(Print or type name of person signing) 

(Print or type title of person signing) 

Signed and swom to before me on (date) JK/yv^ f̂/̂  ^ Q Q ^ , bvAtPt^tfrui A . ^ff)f iO^ . 
at QjQOfO County, /ijJf^Of^ (state). 

yiiJV(jf^JLH . Q . y ^ ^ t b t U ^ Notary Public. 

Commission expires: i j i / ^ f / -

" O F F I C I A L S E A L " 
CYNTHIA A. YANNJAS 

NOTARY frnHC, STATE Of ilUNOIS 
MY COMMISSION EXRRES 9/4/2011 
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(Sub)Exhibit 4. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 16) 

Contractor Insurance Provisions. 

Special Service Area Number 16. 

United Hellenic American Congress. 

Contractor must provide and maintain at Contractor's own expense, during the term of the 
Agreement and time period following expiration if Contractor is required to return and perform 
any of the Services or Additional Services under this Agreement, the insurance coverage and 
requirements specified below, insuring all operations related to the Agreement. 

A. Insurance To Be Provided. 

1) Workers'Compensation And Employer's Liability. 

Workers' Compensation Insurance, as prescribed by applicable law, covering all 
employees who are to provide a service under this Agreement and Employer's 
Liability coverage with limits of not less than One Hundred Thousand 
Dollars ($100,000) each accident, illness or disease. 

2) Commercial General Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

Commercial General Liability Insurance or equivalent with limits of not less than 
One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per occurrence for bodily injury, personal injury and 
property damage liability. Coverages must include the following: all premises and 
operations, products/completed operations, separation of insureds, defense and 
contractual liability (with no limitation endorsement). The City of Chicago is to be 
named as an additional insured on a primary, noncontributory basis for any liability 
arising directly or indirectly from the Services. 

3) Automobile Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

When any motor vehicles (owned, non-owned and hired) are used in connection 
with Services to be performed, Contractor must provide Automobile Liability 
Insurance with limits of not less than Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000) 
per occurrence for bodily injury and property damage. The City of Chicago is to be 
named as an additional insured on a primary, noncontributory basis for any liability 
arising directly or indirectly from the Services. 

4) Professional Liability. 

When any professional consultants (e.g., C.P.A.s, attorneys, architects, engineers, 
construction managers) perform Services in connection with this Agreement, 
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Professional Liability Insurance covering acts, errors or omissions must be 
maintained with limits of not less than Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000). 
Coverage must include contractual liability. When policies are renewed or replaced, 
the policy retroactive date must coincide with, or precede, start of Services on the 
Agreement. A claims-made policy which is not renewed or replaced must have an 
extended reporting period of two (2) years. 

5) Crime. 

Contractor must be responsible for all persons handling funds under this 
Agreement, against loss by dishonesty, robbery, burglary, theft, destruction, or 
disappearance, computer fraud, credit card forgery and other related crime risks. 

B. Security Firms. 

If the Contractor enters into a subcontract with a Security Firm, such Security Firm must be 
certified by State of Illinois, and the Security Firm's employees must be,registered and 
certified by the State. Contractor must ensure and require any Security Firm subcontractor 
to comply with the Risk Management Division approved Security Firm Insurance Provisions 
set forth in (Sub)Exhibit 5 of this Agreement, attached hereto and incorporated by references 
as though fully set forth herein. 

C. Additional Requirements. 

Contractor must furnish the City of Chicago, Department of Planning and Development, 
Attention: Development Support Services, Room 1003, 121 North LaSalle Street, Chicago, 
Illinois 60602, original Certificates of Insurance, or such similar evidence, to be in force on 
the date of this Agreement, and Renewal Certificates of Insurance, or such similar evidence, 
if the coverages have an expiration or renewal date occurring during the term of this 
Agreement. Contractor must submit evidence of insurance on the City of Chicago Insurance 
Certificate Form (copy attached as (Sub)Exhibit ) or equivalent prior to award of this 
Agreement. The receipt of any certificate does not constitute agreement by the City that the 
insurance requirements in the Agreement have been fully met or that the insurance policies 
indicated on the certificate are in compliance with all Agreement requirements. The failure 
of the City to obtain certificates or other insurance evidence from Contractor is not a waiver 
by the City of any requirements for the Contractor to obtain and maintain the specified 
coverages. Contractor must advise all insurers of the Agreement provisions regarding 
insurance. Nonconforming insurance does not relieve Contractor ofthe obligation to provide 
insurance as specified in this Agreement. Nonfulfillment of the insurance conditions may 
constitute a violation of the Agreement, and the City retains the right to stop work and 
suspend this Agreement until proper evidence of insurance is provided, or the Agreement 
may be terminated. 

The insurance must provide for sixty (60) days prior written notice to be given to the City 
in the event coverage is substantially changed, canceled or non-renewed. 

Any deductibles or self-insured retentions on referenced insurance coverages must be 
borne by Contractor. 
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Contractor hereby waives and agrees to require their insurers to waive their rights of 
subrogation against the City of Chicago, its employees, elected officials, agents or 
representatives. 

The coverages and limits furnished by Contractor in no way limit the Contractor's liabilities 
and responsibilities specified within the Agreement or by law. 

Any insurance or self-insurance programs maintained by the City of Chicago do not 
contribute with insurance provided by Contractor under this Agreement. 

The required insurance to be carried is not limited by any limitations expressed in the 
indemnification language in this Agreement or any limitation placed on the indemnity in this 
Agreement given as a matter of law. 

If Contractor is a joint venture or limited liability company, the insurance policies must name 
the joint venture or limited liability company as a named insured. 

Contractor must require all Subcontractors to provide the insurance required in this 
Agreement, or Contractor may provide the coverages for Subcontractors. All Subcontractors 
are subject to the same insurance requirements of Contractor unless otherwise specified in 
this Agreement. 

If Contractor or Subcontractor desire additional coverages, the party desiring the additional 
coverages is responsible for the acquisition and cost. 

The City of Chicago Risk Management Department maintains the right to modify, delete, 
alter or change these requirements: 

[City of Chicago Certificate of Insurance Form referred to 
in these Contractor Insurance Provisions 

unavailable at time of printing.] 

(Sub)Exhibit 5 referred to in these Contractor Insurance Provisions constitutes 
(Sub)Exhibit 5 to the Service Provider Agreement and reads as follows: 

(Sub)Exhibit 5. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 16) 

Security Firm Insurance Provisions. 

Special Service Area Number 16. 

United Hellenic American Congress. 

The Security Firm must provide and maintain at Security Firm's own expense, until Contract 
completion and during the time period following expiration if Security Firm is required to 
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return and perform any additional work, the insurance coverages and requirements specified 
below, insuring all operations related to the Contract. 

A. Insurance to Be Provided. 

1) Workers' Compensation And Employer's Liability. 

Workers' Compensation Insurance, as prescribed by applicable law, covering all 
employees who are to provide work under this Contract and Employer's Liability 
coverage with limits of not less than Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000) 
each accident, illness or disease. 

2) Commercial General Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

Commercial General Liability Insurance or equivalent with limits of not less than 
One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per occurrence for bodily injury, personal injury and 
property damage liability. Coverages must include the following: all premises and 
operations, products/completed operations, separation of insureds, defense and 
contractual liability (with no limitation endorsement). The S.S.A.C, the City of 
Chicago and the Contractor are to be named as additional insureds on a primary, 
noncontributory basis for any liability arising directly or indirectly from the work. 

3) Automobile Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

When any motor vehicles (owned, non-owned and hired) are used in connection 
with work to be performed, the Security Firm must provide Automobile Liability 
Insurance with limits of not less than One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per 
occurrence for bodily injury and property damage. The S.S.A.C, the City of 
Chicago and the Contractor are to be named as additional insureds on a primary, 
noncontributory basis for any liability arising directly or indirectly from the work. 

4) Professional Liability. 

Professional Liability Insurance covering acts, errors or omissions must be 
maintained by the Security Firm with limits of not less than One Million 
Dollars ($1,000,000). Coverage must include contractual liability. When policies 
are renewed or replaced, the policy retroactive date must coincide with, or precede, 
start of work on the Contract. A claims-made policy which is not renewed or 
replaced must have an extended reporting period of two (2) years. 

B. Additional Requirements. 

The Security Firm must furnish the Contractor original Certificates of Insurance, or such 
similar evidence, to be in force on the date of this Contract, and Renewal Certificates of 
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Insurance, or such similar evidence, if the coverages have an expiration or renewal date 
occurring during the term of this Contract. The Security Firm must submit evidence of 
insurance prior to Contract award. The receipt of any certificate does not constitute 
agreement by the Contractor that the insurance requirements in the Contract have been fully 
met or that the insurance policies indicated on the certificate are in compliance with all 
Contract requirements. The failure of the Contractor to obtain certificates or other insurance 
evidence from Security Firm is not a waiver by the Contractor of any requirements for the 
Security Firm to obtain and maintain the specified coverages. The Security Firm must advise 
all insurers ofthe Contract provisions regarding insurance. Nonconforming insurance does 
not relieve Security Firm of the obligation to provide insurance as specified herein. 
Nonfulfillment ofthe insurance conditions may constitute a violation ofthe Contract, and the 
Contractor retains the right to stop work until proper evidence of insurance is provided, or the 
Contract may be terminated. 

The insurance must provide for sixty (60) days prior written notice to be given to the 
Contractor in the event coverage is substantially changed, canceled or non-renewed. 

Any deductibles or self-insured retentions on referenced insurance coverages must be 
borne by Security Firm. 

Security Firm hereby waives and agrees to require their insurers to waive their rights of 
subrogation against the Contractor and the City of Chicago, its employees, elected officials, 
agents or representatives. 

The coverages and limits furnished by Security Firm in no way limit the Security Firm's 
liabilities and responsibilities specified within the Contract or by law. 

Any insurance or self-insurance programs maintained by the Contractor do not contribute 
with insurance provided by the Security Firm under the Contract. 

The required insurance to be carried is not limited by any limitations expressed in the 
indemnification language in this Contract or any limitation placed on the indemnity in this 
Contract given as a matter of law. 

If Security Firm is a joint venture or a limited liability company the insurance policies must 
name the joint venture or limited liability company as a named insured. 

The Security Firm must require all subcontractors to provide the insurance required herein, 
or Security Firm may provide the coverages for subcontractors. All subcontractors are 
subject to the same insurance requirements of Security Firm unless otherwise specified in 
this Contract. 

If Security Firm or subcontractors desires additional coverages, the party desiring the 
additional coverages is responsible for the acquisition and cost. 

The City of Chicago Risk Management Department maintains the right to modify, delete, 
alter or change these requirements. 
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(Sub)Exhibit 6. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 16) 

Prevailing Wages. 
(Page 1 of 9) 

Cook County Prevailing Wage For September, 2008. 

Trade Name RG TYP C Base FRMAN *M-F>8 OSA OSH H/W Pensn Vac Trng 

ASBESTOS ABT-GEN ALL 
ASBESTOS ABT-MEC BLD 
BOILERMAKER BLD 
BRICK MASON BLD 
CARPENTER ALL 
CEMENT M7VSON ALL 
CERAMIC TILE FNSHER BLD 
COMM. ELECT. BLD 
ELECTRIC PWR EQMT OP ALL 
ELECTRIC PWR GRNDMAN ALL 
ELECTRIC PWR LINEMAN ALL 
ELECTRICIAN 7VLL 
ELEVATOR CONSTRUCTOR BLD 
FENCE ERECTOR ALL 
GLAZIER BLD 
HT/FROST INSULATOR BLD 
IRON WORKER ALL 
LABORER ALL 
LATHER ALL 
MACHINIST BLD 
MARBLE FINISHERS ALL 
MARBLE MASON BLD 
MATERIAL TESTER I ALL 
MATERXALS TESTER II ALL 
MILLWRIGHT ALL 
OPERATING ENGINEER BLD 
OPERATING ENGINEER BLD 
OPERATING ENGINEER BLD 
OPERATING ENGII4EER BLD 
OPERATING ENGINEER FLT 
OPERATING ENGINEER FLT 
OPERATING ENGINEER FLT 
OPERATING ENGINEER FLT 
OPERATING ENGINEER HWY 
OPERATING ENGINEER HWY 
OPERATING EtHGltf^Ep. , HWY 
OPERATING ENGINEER HWY 
OPERATING ENGINEER HWY 

34.750 35.250 1.5 1.5 
29.930 O.OOO 1.5 1.5 
39.450 43.000 2.0 2.0 
38.030 41.830 1.5 1.5 
39.770 41.770 1.5 1.5 
41.850 43.850 2.0 1.5 
32.150 0.000 2.0 1.5 
35.440 37.940 1.5 1.5 
38.600 44.970 1.5 1.5 
30.110 44.970 l.S 1.5 
38.600 44.970 1.5 1.5 
39.400 42-000 1.5 1.5 
43.925 49.420 2.0 2.0 
28.640 30.140 1.5 1.5 
37.000 38.500 1.5 
39.900 42.400 i:S 
40.250 42.250 2.0 
34.750 35.500 1.5 
39.770 41.770 1.5 
40.530 42^530 1.5 
28.650 0.000 1.5 
38.030 41.830 1.5 

0.000 1.5 
0.000 1.5 

1.5 
2.0 

42.500 47.800 2.0 
39.950 47.800 2.0 
38.200 47.800 2.0 
47.Z50 47.250 1.5 
45.750 47.250 1.5 
40.700 47.250 1.5 
33.850 47.250 1.5 
42.000 46.000 1.5 
41,450 46.000 1.5 ' 
39.400 46.000 1.5 
38.000 46.000 1.5 l.S 
36.800 46.000 1.5 1.5 

24.750 
29.750 
39.770 41.770 
43.800 47.800 

6 . 1 7 0 
9 . 2 6 0 

0 , 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 

. 4 6 0 7 . 7 9 0 0 . 0 0 0 
7 . 4 1 0 

6 . 1 5 0 7 , 3 7 0 

8 .830 
9 . 1 7 0 
6 . 7 2 0 8 , 4 9 0 
8 , 0 0 0 9 . 9 7 0 
9 
7 , 8 5 0 

0 .000 0,270 
0 .000 0,320 

7 , 4 0 0 7 . 6 6 0 
9 . 1 1 0 1 1 . 3 4 
7 . 1 2 0 8 . 8 5 0 
9 . 1 1 0 1 1 . 3 4 
1 0 . 8 3 8 . 7 4 0 
8 . 7 7 5 6 . 9 6 0 

000 
000 
000 

1 . 
1 . 
2 . 
1 . 
1 . 
1 . 
1 . 

2 . 0 
2 . 0 

1 . 5 

0. 
o: 
0 . 
0 . 
0 . 
0 . 
0 . 
2 . 

7 . 7 5 0 5 . 9 7 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 3 5 0 
7 . 3 4 0 1 2 . 0 5 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 6 9 0 
9 . 1 7 0 1 0 . 4 6 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 3 2 0 
9 . 9 5 0 1 4 . 7 4 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 3 0 0 
8 . 8 3 0 6 . 1 7 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 2 7 0 

7 9 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 4 9 0 

0 . 3 0 0 
0 . 5 5 0 
0 . 4 9 0 

0 0 0 0 . 1 7 0 
0.380 
0,700 
0 , 2 9 0 

0 0 0 0 , 2 3 0 
0 0 0 0 , 2 9 0 
000 0.7S0 

0.000 . 6 4 0 

9 . 4 6 0 
7 . 0 0 0 
7 . 9 2 0 
8 . 0 0 0 

1.5 2.0 8.830 
1.5 2.0 8.830 

670 0,650 0.000 
970 0.000 0.550 

0.000 970 
170 
170 

1.5 2.0 9.460 7.790 
2:0 2.0 9.600 6.550 
2 . 0 2 . 0 9 . 6 0 0 6 . 5 5 0 1 . 9 0 0 
2 . 0 2 . 0 9 . 6 0 0 6 . 5 5 0 1 . 9 0 0 
2 , 0 2 . 0 9 , 6 0 0 6 . 5 5 0 1 . 9 0 0 
l . S 2 , 0 6 . 8 S 0 S . 6 0 0 1 . 9 0 0 
1 , 5 2 . 0 6 . 8 5 0 5 . 6 0 0 1 . 9 0 0 

850 S.600 
850 
600 

0.550 
aOO ,0.270 
000 0,270 
000 0,490 
900 1.000 

000 
000 
000 
000 
000 

5.600 
6,550 

600 6.550 
600 6.550 
600 6.550 
600 6.550 1.900 

900 0.000 
900 0.000 
900 1.000 
900 1.000 
900 1.000 

1.000 
1.000 

900 
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Trade Name 
==================== 

RG TYP C Base 
= SI 

ORNAMNTL IRON WORKER 
PAINTER 
PAINTER SIGNS 
PILEDRIVKK 
PIPEFITTER 
PLASTERER 
PLUMBER 
ROOFER 
SHEETMETAL WORKER 
SIGN HANGER 
SPRINKLER FITTER 
STEiBL ERECTOR . 
STONE MASON 
TERRAZZO FINISHER 
TERRAZZO MASON 
TILE MASON 
TRAFFIC SAFETY WRKR 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK; DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TUCKPOINTER 

B 
E 
B 
E 
W 
W 
W 
W 

= = = = = 
ATiT. 
ALL 
BLD 
AT.T, 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
ALL 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
HWY 
ALL 1 
AT.T. 2 
ALL 3 
ALL 4 
ALL 1 
ALL 2 
ALL 3 
ALL 4 
BLD 

= ====== 
39.050 
36.900 
29.920 
.39.770 
42.050 
38.100 
41.000 
35.000 
33.400 
26.510 
40.500 
40.250 
38.030 
33.810 
37,390 
38i630 
24.300 
30.700 
30.950 
31.150 
31.350 
32.550 
32.700 
32.900 
33.100 
38.200 

FRMAN 

====== 
41,300 
41,510 
33,590 
41,770 
45,050 
40,390 
43,000 
38,000 
36.070 
27.360 
42.500 
42.250 
41.830 
0.000 

40.390 
42.630 
25.900 
31.350 
31.350 
31.350 
31.350 
33.100 
33.100 
33.100 
33,100 
39.200 

*M-F>8 

2.0 
1.5 
l.S 
1.5 
1.5 
l.S 
1.5 
l.S 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
2.0 
1.5 
l.S 
1.5 
2.0 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 

1 OSA 

= === 
2.0 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
l.S 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
2.0 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 

. OSH 

=== 
2.0 
1.5 
1.5 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2,0 
2,0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 

H/W 
^S5 = = 5= 

7.950 
7.350 
2.600 
9.460 
7.660 
7.500 
8.840 
6.800 
6.460 
4.200 
8.500 
9.950 
8.000 
6.150 
6.150 
6,150 
3,780 
6,750 
6,750 
6.750 
6.750 
6.500 
6.500 
6.S00 
6.500 
6.580 

Pensn 
===== 
13.19 
8.400 
2.390 
7.790 
8.550 
8.440 
S.560 
3.870 
7.850 
2.280 
6.850 
14.74 
9.970 
9.850 
11.11 
9.010 
1.875 
5.450 
5.450 
5.450 
5.450 
4.350 
4.350 
4.350 
4.350 
9.550 

Vac 

= = = =: = 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

o.ooo 
o.ooo 
0.000 

o.ooo 
0.000-
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

Trng 

===== 
0.500 
0.420 
0.000 
0.490 
1.370 
0.400 
0.980 
0.330 
0.590 
0.000 
0.5OO 
0.3 00 
0.550 

a.~31ff 
0.350 
0.500 
0.000 
0.150 
0.150 
0.150 
0.150 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.280 

Legend: 
M-F>8 (Over t ine i s r e q u i r e d f o r a n y hour g r e a t e r t h a n 8 worked 
each day. Monday t h r o u g h F r i d a y . 
OSA (Overtime i s r e q u i r e d f o r e v e r y hour worked on S a t u r d a y ) 
OSH (Over t ine i s r e q u i r e d f o r e v e r y hour worked on Sunday a n d Hol idays) 
H/W (Health & Welfare I n s u r a n c e ) 
Pensn (Pension) 
Vac (Vacat-l^n) 
Trng (Tra in ing) 
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COOK (TOmJTY 

TRUCK DRIVERS (WEST) - That part of the county West of Barrington 
Road. 

The following list is considered as those days for which holiday rates 
of wages for work performed apply: New Years Day. Memorial/Decoration 
Day, Fourth of July7 Labor Day, Veterans Day, Thanksgiving Day, 
Christmas Day. (generally, any of these holidays which fall on a Sunday 
is celebrated on the following Monday. This then makes work 
performed on that Monday payable at the appropriate overtime rate for 
holiday pay. Coiwnon practice in a given local may alter certain days 
of celebration such as the day after Thanksgiving for Veterans Day. 
If in doubt, please check with IDOL. 

EXPLANATION OF CLASSES 

ASBESTOS - GENERAL - removal of asbestos material/mold and hazardous 
materials from any place in a building, including mechanical systems 
where those mechcinlcal systems are to be removed. This includes the 
removal of asbestos materials/mold cu;d hazardous materials from 
ductwork or pipes in a building when the building is to be demolished 
at the time or at some close future date. 
ASBESTOS - MECHANICAL - removal of asbestos material from mechanical 
systems, such as pipes, ducts, and boilers, where the meGhanical 
systems are to remain. 

CERAMIC TILE FINISHER 

The grouting, cleaning, and polishing of all classes of tile, whether 
for interior or exterior purposes, all burned, glazed or unglazed 
products; all composition materials, grsualte tiles, warning detectable 
tilea, cement tiles, epoxy composite materials, pavers, glass, 
mosaics, fiberglass, aind all substlt:ute materials, 'For tile made in 
tile-like units; all mixtures in tile like form of cement, metals, and 
other materials that are for and Intenid^ for use as a finished floor 
surface, stair treads, promenade roofs, walks, walls, ceilings, 
swimming pools, and all other places where tile is to form a finished 
interior or exterior. The mixing of all setting mortars including but 
not limited to thin-set^ mortars, epoxies, wall mud, and any other 
sand and cement mixtureis or adhesives when used in the preparation. 
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installation, repair, or maintenance of tile and/or similar materials. 
The handling and unloading of all sand, cement, lime, tile, 
fixtures, equipment, adhesives, or any other materials to be used in 
the preparation, installation, repair, or maintenance of tile and/or 
similar materials. Ceramic Tile Finishers shall fill all joints cuid 
voids regardless of method on all tile work, particularly and 
especially after installation of said tile work. Application of any 
and all protective coverings to all types of tile installations 
including, but not be limited to, all soap compounds, paper products, 
tapes, and all polyethylene coverings, plywood, masonite, cardboard, 
and any new type of products that may be used to protect tile 
installations, Blastrac equipment, and all floor scarifying equipment 
used in preparing floors to receive tile. The clean up and removal of 
all waste and materials. All demolition of existing tile floors and 
walls to be re-tiled. 

COMMDNICATIONS ELECTRICIAN - Installation, operation, inspection, 
maintenance, repair and service of radio, television, recording, voice 
sound vision production and reproduction, telephone and telephone 
interconnect, facsimile, data apparatus, coaxial, fibre optic and 
wireless equipment, appliances and systems used for the transmission 
and reception of signals of any nature, business, domestic, 
commercial, education, entertainment,, and residential purposes, 
including but not limited to, communication and telephone, electronic 
cuid sound equipment, fibre optic and data communication systems, and 
the performance of any task directly related to. such installation or 
service whether at new or existing sites, such tasks to include the 
placing of wire and cable and electrical power conduit or other 
raceway work within the equipment room and'^ulling wire cUid/or cable 
through conduit and the installation of any incidental conduit, such 
that the employees covered hereby can complete any job in full. 

MARBLE FINISHER 

'Loading and unloading trucks, distribution of all materials' (all 
stone, sand, etc.), stocking of floors with material, performing all 
rigging for heavy work, the handling of all mateiral that may be 
needed for the installation of such materials, building of 
scaffolding, polishing if needed, patching, waxing of material if 
damaged, pointing up, caulking, grouting cind cleaning o£ marble, 
holding water on diamond or Carborundvim blade or saw for setters 
cutting, use of tub saw or any other saw needed for preparation of 
material, drilling of holes for wires that euichor material set by 
setters, mixing up of molding plaster for installation of material, 
mixing up thin set for the installation of material, mixing up of sand 
to cement for the installatin of material euid such other work as may 
be required in helping a Marble Setter in the handling of all material 
in tbe erection or installa&xon of interior marble, slate, 
travertine, art marble, serpentine, alberene stone, blue stone, 
granite and other stones (meaning as to stone any foreign or domestic 
materials as are specified and used in building interiors and 
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experiors and customarily known~as stone in the trade), carrara, 
samionyx, vitrolite and similar opaque glass and the laying of all 

; marble tile, terrazzo tile, slate tile and pracast tile, steps, risers 
treads, base, or any other materials that may be used as siobstitutes 
for any of the aforementioned materials and which are used on interior 
and experior which sare installed in a similar manner. 

MATERIAL TESTER I: Hand coring and drilling for testing of materials,-
field inspection of uncured concrete and asphalt. 

MATERIAL TESTER II: Field inspection of welds, structural steel, 
fireproofing, masonry, soil, facade, reinforcing steel, formwork, -
cured concrete, and concrete and asphalt batch plants; adjusting 
proportions of bituminous mixtures. 

TERRAZZO FINISHER 

The handling of sand, cement, marble chips, and all other materials 
that may be used by the Mosaic Terrazzo Mechanic, euid the mixing, 
grinding, grouting, cleajiing cind sealing of all Marble, Mosaic, and 
Terrazzo work, floors, base, stairs, and wainscoting by hcind or 
machine, and in addition, assisting and aiding MarBle, Masonic, and 
Terrazzo Mechanics. 

OPERATING ENGINEERS - BUILDING 

Class 1. Mechanic; Asphalt Plant; Asphalt Spreader; Autograde; 
Backhoes with Caisson attachment; Batch Plant; Benoto; Boiler and 
Throttle Valve; Caisson Rigs; Central Redi-Mix Plant; Combination Back 
Hoe Front End-loader Machine; Compressor suid Throttle Valve; 
Concrete Breaker (Truck Moiinted); Concrete Conveyor; Concrete Paver; 
Concrete Placer; Concrete Placing Boom; Concrete Pump (Truck Mounted); 
Concrete Tower; Cranes, All; Cranes, Hammerhead; Creines, (GCI and 
similar Type); Creter Crane; Crusher, Stone, etc.; Derricks, All; 
Derricks, Traveling; Formless Curb cuid Gutter Machine; Grader, 
Elevating; Grouting Machines; Highlift Shovels or Front Endloader 
2-1/4 yd. and over; Hoists, Elevators, outside type rack auid pinion 
and similar machines; Hoists, one, two and three Drum; Hoists, Two 
Tugger One Floor; Hydraulic Backhoes; Hydraulic Boom Trucks; Hydro 
Vac (and similar equipment) ; Locomotives, All; Motor Patrol; Pile 
Drivers and Skid Rig; Post Hole Dlgŝ fegj Pre-Stress Machine; Pump 
Cretes Dual Ram; Pump Cretes; Squeeze Cretes-screw Type Pumps; Raised 
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and Blind Hole Drill; Roto Mill Grinder; Scoops - Tractor Drawnr' 
Slip-form Paver; Straddle Buggies; Tournapull; Tractor with Boom and 
Side Boom; Trenching Machines. 

Class 2. Boilers; Broom, All Power Propelled; Bulldozers; Concrete 
Mixer (Two Bag and Over); Conveyor, Portable; Forklift Trucks; Greaser 
Engineer; Highlift Shovels or Front Endloaders under 2-1/4 yd.; 
Hoists, Automatic; Hoists, inside Freight Elevators; Hoists, Sewer 
Dragging Machine; Hoists, Tugger Single Drum; Laser Screed; Rock Drill 
self-propelled); Rock Drill (truck mounted); Rollers; All; Steam 
Generators; Tractors, All; Tractor Drawn Vibratory Roller; Winch 
Trucks with "A" Frame. 

Class 3. Air Compressor; Combination - Small Equipment Operator; 
Generators; Heaters, Mechanical; Hoists, Inside Elevators - (Rheostat 
Manual Controlled); Hydraulic Power Units (Pile Driving, Extracting, 
and Drilling); Pumps, over 3" (1 to 3 not to exceed a total of 300 
ft.); Pumps, WeXri'dlnts; Welding MaChi)ies (2 through 5) r'Wxnches, 4 
small Electric Drill Winches; Bobcat (up to and incjjiiding 3/4 cu. 
yd.). 
Class 4. Bobcats and/or other Skid Steer Loaders; Oilers; and Brick 
Forklift. '̂ ' 

OPERATING ENGINEERS - FLOATING 

Class 1. Craft foreman (Master Mechanic), diver/wet tender, engineer 
(hydraulic dredge). 

Class 2. Crane/backhoe operator, mechanic/welder, assistant engineer 
(hydraulic dredge), levermaui (hydraulic dredge), and diver tender. 

Class 3. Deck equipment operator (machineryman), maintenouice of crane 
(over SO ton capacity) or backhoe (96,000 pounds or more)., 
tug/launch operator, loader, dozer cuid like equipment on barge, 
breakwater wall, 
slip/dock or scow, deck machinery, etc. 

Class 4. Deck equipment operator machlneryraan/f Ireman) , (4 equipment 
units or more) cUid crane maintencuice 50 ton capacity and under or 
bacldioe weighing 96,000 potmds or less, assistant tug operator. i 
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OPERATING ENGINEERS - HEAVY AND HIGHWAY CXDNSTRUCTION 
Class 1. Craft Foreman; Asphalt Plant; Asphalt Heater and Planer 

' Combination; Asphalt Heater Scarfire; Asphalt Spreader; 
Autograder/GOMACO or other similar type machines; ABG Paver; Backhoes 
-with Caisson attachment; Ballast Regulator; Belt Loader; Caisson 
Rigs; Car Dumper; Central Redi-Mix Plant; Combination Backhoe Front 
Endloader Machine, (1 cu. yd. Backhoe Bucket or over or with 
attachments); Concrete Breaker (TruSk" Mounted) : Concrete Conveyor; 
Concrete Paver over 27E cu. ft.; Concrete Placer; Concrete Tube 
Float; Cranes, all attachments; Crsines, Hammerhead, Linden, Peco & 
Machines of a like nature; Crete Crane; Crusher, Stone, etc.; 
Derricks, All; Derrick Boats; Derricks, Traveling; Dowell machine with 
Air Compressor; Dredges; Field Mechanic-Welder; Formless Curb and 
Gutter Machine; Gradall and Machines of a like nature; Grader, 
Elevating; Grader, Motor Grader, Motor Patrol, Auto Patrol, Form 
Grader, Puli Grader, Subgrader; Guard Rail Post Driver Mounted; 
Hoists, One,' Two cUid Three Drum; Hydraulic Backhoes; Backhoes with 
shear attachments; Mucking Machine; Pile Drivers and Skid Rig; 
Pre-Stress Machine; Pump Cretes Dual Ram; Rock Drill - Crawler or Skid 
Rig; Rock Drill - Truck Mounted; Roto Mill Grinder; Slip-Form Paver; 
Soil Test Drill Rig (Truck Mounted); straddle Buggies; Hydraulic 
Telescoping Form (Tunnel); Tractor Drawn Belt Loader (with attached 
pusher - two engineers); Tractor with Boom; Tractaire with 
Attachments; Trenching Machine; Truck Moiuited Concrete Pump with Boom; 
Raised or Blind Hole; Drills (Tunnel Shaft); Underground Boring 
and/or Mining Machines; wheel Excavator; Widener (APSCXJ). 

Class 2. Batch Plant; Bituminous Mixer; Boiler ouid Throttle Valve; 
Bulldozers; Car Loader Trailing Conveyors; Combination Backhoe Front 
Endloader Machine (less than 1 cu. yd. Backhoe Bucket or over or with 
attachments); Compressor and Throttle Valve; Compressor, Common 
Receiver (3); Concrete Breedcer or Hydro Hammer; Concrete Grinding 
Machine; Concrete Mixer or Paver 7S Series to cuid including 27 cu. 
ft.; Concrete Spreader; Concrete Curing "Machine, Burlap Machine, 
Belting Machine and Sealing Machine; Concrete Wheel Saw; Conveyor 
Muck Cars (Haglund or Similar Type); Drills, All; Flnlshî lif Machine -
Concrete; Greaser Engineer; Highlift Shovels or Front Endloader; Hoist 
- Sewer Dragging Machine; Hydraulic Boom Trucks (All Attachments); 
Hydro-Blaster; All Locomotives, Dinky; Pump Cretes; Squeeze 
Cretes-Screw Type Pumps, (gypsum Bulker and Pump; Roller, Asphalt; 
Rotory Snow Plows; Rototiller, Seameui, etc., self-propelled; Scoops -
Tractor Drawn; Self-Propelled Compactor; Spreader - Chip - Stone, 
etc.; Scraper; Scraper - Prime Mover in Tcuidem (^^rdless of Size); 
Tank Car Heater; Tractors, Push, Pulling Sheeps Foot, Disc, 
Compactor, etc.; Tug Boats. 
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iclass 3. Boilers; Brooms, All Power Propelled; Cement Supply Tender; 
Compressor, Common Receiver (2); Concrete Mixer (Two Bag and Over); 
Conveyor, Portable; Farm-Type Tractors Used for Mowing, Seeding, 
etc.; Fireman on Boilers; Forklift Trucks; Grouting Machine; Hoists, 
Automatic; Hoists, All Elevators; Hoists, Tugger Single Drum; Jeep 
Diggers; Pipe Jacking Machines; Post-Hole Digger; Power Saw, 
Concrete Power Driven; Pug Mills; Rollers, other than asphalt; Seed 
ouid Straw Blower; Steam Generators; Stump Machine; Winch Trucks with 
"A" Frame; Work Boats; Tamper - Form-Motor Driven. 

Class 4. Air Compressor; Combination - Small Equipment Operator; 
Directional Boring Machine; Generators; Heaters, Mechanical; 
Hydraulic Power Unit (Pile Driving, Extracting, or Drilling); Hydro-
Blaster; Light Plants, All (1 through 5); Pumps, over 3" (1 to 3 not 
to exceed a total of 300 ft.); Pumps, Well Points; Tractaire; 
Welding Machines (2 through 5); Winches, 4 Small Electric Drill 
Winches. 

Class 5, Bobcats (all); Brick Forklifts, Oilers. 

TRAFFIC SAFETY 

Work associated with barricades, horses and drums used to reduce lane 
usage on=^ highway work, the installation cuid removal of temporary lane 
markings, and the installation and removal of temporary road signs. 

TRUCK DRIVER - BUILDING, HEAVY AND HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION - EAST & WEST 

Class 1. Two or three.Axle Trucks. A-frame Truck when used for 
trcuisportation purposes; Air Compressors eUid Welding Machines, 
Including those pulled by cars, pick-up trucks cUid tractors; 
Ambuleuices; Batch Gate Lockers; Batch Hopperman; Car and Truck 
Hashers; Carry-alls; Fork Lifts and Hoisters; Helpers; Mechouilcs 
Helpers suid Greasers; Oil Distributors 2-man operation; Pavement 
Breakers; Pole Trailer, up to 40 feet; Power Mower Tractors; 
Self-propelled Chip Spreader; Skipman; Slurry Trucks, 2-man operation; 
Slurry Truck Conveyor Operation, 2 or 3 man; TEamsters UnsJcllled 
dumpman; euid Truck Drivers hauling warning lights, barricades, and 
porteible toilets on the job site. 

Class 2. Four eixle trucks; Dump Crets auid Adgetors under 7 yards; 
Dumpsters, Track Trucks, Euclids, Hug Bottom Dump Turnapulls or 
Turnatrailers when pulling other than self-loading egi(3Ê Emient or 
similar equipment under 16 cubic yards; Mixer Trucks under 7 yards; 
Ready-mix Plcuit Hopper Operator, and Winch Trucks, 2 Axles. 
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(Sub)Exhibit 6. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 
Special Service Area Number 16) 

Prevailing Wages. 
(Page 9 of 9) 

Explanations. 

class 3. Five axle trucks; Dump Crets and Adgetors 7 yards andL over; 
Dumpsters, Track Trucks, Euclids, Hug Bottom Dump Tumatrailets.or 
turnapulls when pulling other than self-loading equipment or similar 
equipment over 16 cubic yards; Explosives and/or Fission Material 
Trucks; Mixer Trucks 7 yards or over; Mobile Cranes while in transit; 
Oil Distributors, 1-man operation; Pole Trailer, over 40 feet; Pole 
and Expandable Trailers hauling material over 50 feet long; Slurry 
trucks, l-meui operation; Winch trucks, 3 axles or more; 
Mechanic--Truck Welder and Truck Painter. 

Class 4. Six axle trucks; Dual-purpose vehicles, such as mounted 
crane trucks with hoist and accessories; Foreman; Master Mechanic; 
Self-loading equipment like P.B. and trucks with scoops on the front. 

Other Classifications of Work: 

For definitions of classifications not otherwise set out, the 
Department generally has on file such definitions which are 
available. If a task to be performed is not subject to one of the 
classifications of pay set out, the Department will upon being 
contacted state which neighboring county has such a classification and 
provide such rate, such rate being deemed to exist by reference in 
this document. If no neighboring cotmty rate applies to the task, 
the Department shall undertake a special determination, such special 
determination being then deemed to have existed wider this 
determination. If a project requires these, or cuiy classification not 
listed, please contact IDOL at 618/993-7271 for wage rates or 
clarifications. 

LANDSCAPING 

Landscaping work falls under the existing classifications for Isiborer, 
operating engineer and truck driver. The work performed by 
leUidscape plantsman and leuidscape laborer Is covered by the existing 
classification of laborer. The work performed by landscape operators 
(regardless of equipment used or its size) is covered by the 
classifications of operating engineer. The work performed by 
Isuidscape truck drivers (regardless of size of truck driven) is 
covered by the classifications of truck driver. 
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(Sub)Exhibit 7. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 16) 

Contractor's Performance And Payment Bond. 
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(Sub)Exhibit 8. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 16) 

Contractor's Affidavit. 

Contractor Name: 

Special Service Area Number: 

Agreement ("Agreement"): 

Agreement between the City of Chicago and , dated ' relating 
to the provision of special services. 

Affidavit. 

The undersigned, , as , and on behalf of 
, having been duly sw/orn under oath, certifies that in the year , 

it performed all of the Services described in (Sub)Exhibit 1 of the Agreement in accordance 
with the terms of the Agreement and that it spent all funds obtained from the City in 
connection with that Agreement on the Services described in (Sub)Exhibit 1. 

Nothing in this Affidavit may be construed as limiting Contractor's obligations under the 
Agreement. All terms not defined in this Affidavit will be as defined in the Agreement. 

Under penalty of perjury, I certify that I am authorized to execute this Affidavit on behalf of 
the Contractor, that I have personal knowledge ofthe certifications made in this Affidavit, and 
that they are true and correct. 

Name of Contractor: 

Signature of Authorized Officer 

Name of Authorized Officer 
(Print or Type) 
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State of 

County of. 

Sworn to and acknowledged before me by ' 
[name of signatory] as [title] of 
[name of contracting party] this day of . 20_ 

Signature of Notary 

(Sub)Exhibit 9. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 16) 

Special Service Area - Additional Audit Requirements. 

Accounting System. 

The Department requires that the Contractor maintain its accounting system in a manner 
which allows the Contractor's expenditures to be categorized in its statement of activities 
according to the categories listed in the budget approved by the City for each Area. 

Guidance For The Contractor's Selection Of A C.P.A. Firm (Independent Auditor). 

The Contractor must use the following guidelines for engaging a qualified C.P.A. Firm: 

1. Issue a Request for Proposal ("R.F.P.") that sets forth all of the terms and. 
conditions of the engagement, evaluation criteria and scope of the work required. 

2. Distribute and publicize the R.F.P. sufficiently to ensure full and open competition. 

3. Request in the R.F.P. that bidders provide detail on: 

a. How the C.P.A. Firm will conduct the audit in the first and subsequent years. 

b. Qualifications of the C.P.A. Firm, management, and staff, including 
experience in auditing like entities. 
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c. Policies on notification of changes in key personnel. 

d. Whether the proposed staff has received continuing professional education 
during the previous two (2) years. 

e. Whether the C.P.A. Firm has received a positive peer review within the last 
three (3) years. 

f. Whether the C.P.A. Firm is independent, as defined by applicable auditing 
standards. 

g. Whether the C.P.A. Firm has been the object of any disciplinary action 
during the past three (3) years. 

h. Whether the C.P.A. Firm maintains an active license in the State of Illinois. 

i. The audit fee. 

4. Evaluate the proposals based on: 

a. The C.P.A. Firm's understanding ofthe audit requirements, including the 
needs of the Area and the final products to be delivered. 

b. Soundness of technical approach to the audit, including the meeting of the 
Contractor's specific deadlines and other requirements. 

c. Qualifications of the C.P.A. Firm. 

d. Qualifications of the audit team. 

e. The information provided by respondents in response to the R.F.P. including 
cost and independence. 

5. Rate the proposals as follows: 

a. Proposals should be evaluated as submitted. 

b. Make a list of strengths and weaknesses for each to support its technical 
rating. 
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c. Review the proposed fees offered by the bidders after completion of the 
technical evaluation. 

d. Ask questions of the bidders to eliminate any ambiguities. 

e. Select a proposal that is most advantageous to the Area based on the 
evaluation criteria set forth in the R.F.P. 

6. Once a C.P.A. Firm is chosen based upon the foregoing criteria, require a written 
engagement letter to avoid misunderstandings that specifies: 

a. Audit scope, objectives and purposes. 

b. Deadlines for the work to be performed. 

c. Audit fees. 

d. Report format, including providing a digital version of the final audit. 

e. Type and timing of support to be provided to the C.P.A. Firm by the S.S.A.C. 

f. Professional auditing standards to be followed in performing the audit. 

g. Independence of the C.P.A. Firm to the S.S.A.C. 

h. Terms of making changes to the scope of the agreement. 

i. C.P.A. Firm's ownership of the work papers, retention period and 
requirement for availability to the City upon request. 

Summary Schedule Of Findings. 

In order to properly conduct the certified audit of the books and records of the Contractor, 
it is necessary for the C.P.A. Firm to read and understand the requirements contained in the 
Agreement. Particular attention should be given to Sections 3 and 5 of the Agreement. 

The C.P.A. Firm must test the Contractor's compliance with the requirements contained in 
the Agreement. Should the C.P.A. Firm find exception to the requirements ofthe Agreement, 
it must disclose all exceptions in a separate schedule, which shall be entitled "Summary 
Schedule of Findings". Each finding shall be listed separately. The schedule shall be 
incorporated with the other required financial statements. 
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If the C.P.A. Firm finds no exceptions to the Agreement requirements, it shall still include 
a "Summary Schedule of Findings". On that schedule the C.P.A. Firm shall make an 
affirmative statement indicating it has read the Agreement and, after conducting the audit, 
has determined that no exceptions were noted. 

Subsections to note in Section 5 include: 

a. Section 5.01, Basis of Payment, describes "carry over" as the amount of Service 
Tax Funds collected for prior tax years which remain previously unspent. 

b. Section 5.02, Budget for Services, restricts the maximum amount that may be spent 
in a calendar year to the amount stated in the Agreement. 

c. Section 5.03, Method of Payment, states that the Contractor shall establish a 
separate checking account and that Area funds shall not be commingled with other 
sources. 

Audit Of Financial Statements. 

As discussed in Section 3.07, "Records and Audits", the Contractor shall provide an annual 
audited financial statement to the Department and S.S.A.C. within one hundred twenty (120) 
calendar days after the end of the calendar year and the system of accounting shall be in 
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles and practices, consistently applied 
throughout. 

Audit Documents. 

The City requires an audit conducted in accordance with generally accepted accounting 
principles to include the following documents: 

1. Statement of Financial Position. 

2. Statement of Activities: Budget and Actual (period being audited compared to the 
previous year, e.g., columns should be 2004 Budget, 2004 Actual, Variance, 2003 
Budget, 2003 Actual, Variance). 

3. Statement of Cash Flows. 

4. Notes to the Financial Statements. 

5. Summary Schedule of Findings. 

Expense descriptions included in the Statement of Activities must correspond to the 
expense descriptions in the budget submitted to the City. 
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AUTHORIZATION FOR IMPOSITION OF T/\X LEVY, APPROVAL 
OF 2009 BUDGET AND EXECUTION OF SERVICE 

PROVIDER AGREEMENT FOR SPECIAL 
SERVICE AREA NUMBER 18. 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration an ordinance authorizing the 
imposition of a tax levy, the approval of the 2009 budget and the approval of the service 
provider agreement for Special Service Area Number 18, amount to be levied: $330,680, 
having had the same under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your 
Honorable Body Pass the proposed ordinance transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 
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WHEREAS, Special service areas may be established pursuant to Article Vll, Sections 6(1) 
and 7(6) of the Constitution of the State of Illinois, and pursuant to the provisions of the 
Special Service Area Tax Law, 35 ILCS 200/27-5, et seq. as amended from time to time (the 
"Act") and pursuant to the Property Tax Code, 35 ILCS 200/1-1, et seq., as amended from 
time to time (the "Code"); and 

WHEREAS, On October 28, 1997, the City Council of the City of Chicago (the "City 
Council") enacted an ordinance which established an area known and designated as City of 
Chicago Special Service Area Number 18 (the "Initial Area") and authorized the levy of an 
annual tax, for the period beginning in tax year 1997 through and including tax year 2003 (the 
"Initial Levy Period"), not to exceed an annual rate of four-tenths of one percent (0.4%) of the 
equalized assessed value of the taxable property therein to provide certain special services 
in and for the Initial Area in addition to the services provided by and to the City of Chicago 
generally; and 

WHEREAS, The Initial Levy Period has expired; and 

WHEREAS, On November 3, 2004, the City Council enacted an ordinance (the 
"Establishment Ordinance") which again established a special service area known and 
designated as City of Chicago Special Service Area Number 18 (the "Area") to provide 
special governmental services in the area in addition to services provided generally by the 
City (the "Special Services") and authorizing a levy of an annual tax, for the period beginning 
in 2004 through and including 2013, not to exceed an annual rate of forty-two hundredths of 
one percent (.42%) of the equalized assessed value of all property within the area to provide 
such services for an additional period of ten (10) years (the "Services Tax"); and 

WHEREAS, The Establishment Ordinance established the Area bounded by the area on 
North Halsted Street from the north side of West Belmont Avenue to the south side of West 
Grace Street and on North Broadway, from the north side of West Grace Street to the south 
side of West Irving Park Road, the north side of West Belmont Avenue and both sides of 
West Melrose Street, West Aldine Avenue, West Buckingham Place, West Roscoe Street, 
West Newport Avenue, West Cornelia Avenue, West Brompton Avenue, West Addison 
Street, West Waveland Avenue, West Bradley Place and the south side of West Grace Street 
to the alley on either side of North Halsted Street and the north side of West Grace Street 
and both sides of Sheridan Road, West Dakin Street and the south side of West Irving Park 
Road to the alley on either side of North Broadway; and 

WHEREAS, The Special Services authorized in the Establishment Ordinance include 
maintenance and beautification activities; the recruitment and promotion of new businesses 
to the Area and retention and promotion of existing business within the Area; coordinated 
marketing and promotional activities; strategic planning for the general development of the 
Area; financing of storefrontfacade and signage improvements; security programs; and other 
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technical assistance activities to promote commercial and economic development, including, 
but not limited to, streetscape improvements, strategic transit/parking improvements, 
including parking management studies; and enhanced local land-use oversight and control 
initiatives, such as monitoring zoning and building code compliance; and 

WHEREAS, The Establishment Ordinance provided for the appointment of the North 
Halsted Special Service Area Commission (the "Commission") for the purpose of 
recommending to the Mayor and to the City Council a yearly budget based upon the cost of 
providing the Special Services and further to advise the Mayor and the City Council regarding 
the amount of the Services Tax to be levied; and 

WHEREAS, It is the responsibility ofthe Commission to recommend to the Department of 
Planning and Development, the Mayor and the City Council an entity to serve as a service 
provider (the "Service Provider"), the form of an agreement between the City and the Service 
Provider for the provision of Special Services to the Area, and a line item budget to be 
included in the agreement between the City and the Service Provider; and 

WHEREAS, The Commission has been duly appointed and qualified and has heretofore 
prepared and transmitted to the Commissioner of the Department of Planning and 
Development (the "Commissioner") and to the City Council its recommendations for a budget 
to provide the Special Services in the Area for the fiscal year commencing January 1, 2009, 
and has advised the Mayor and the City Council concerning the Services Tax for the tax year 
2008 for the purpose of providing funds necessary to provide the Special Services, and has 
recommended to the Department of Planning and Development, the Mayor and the City 
Council an agreement with the Service Provider, with a one (1) year term, the terms and 
conditions of which provide for the expenditure of the Services Tax for the provision of the 
Special Services for the fiscal year commencing January 1, 2009, in substantially the form 
attached hereto as Exhibit A; and 

WHEREAS, Certain members ofthe Commission may serve from time to time on the Board 
of Directors of the Service Provider, or serve the Service Provider in some other voluntary 
capacity, which such service shall provide no financial compensation in any manner to such 
Commission member; now, therefore. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Incorporation Of Preambles. The preambles of this ordinance are hereby 
incorporated into this text as if set out herein in full. 

SECTION 2. Appropriations. There is hereby appropriated the following sums in the 
amounts and for the purposes necessary to provide the Special Services in and for the Area, 
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the estimated amounts of miscellaneous income and the amounts required to be raised by 
the levy of the Services Tax indicated as follows: 

North Halsted Special Service Area Commission. 

Special Service Area Budget. 

For the fiscal year commencing January 1, 2009 and ending December 31, 2009: 

Expenditures 

Service Provider Agreement 
for the provision of Special 
Services $355,680 

TOTAL BUDGET REQUEST: $355,680 

Source Of Funding 

Tax levy at an annual rate not to exceed 
forty-two hundredths of one 
percent (.42%) of the equalized assessed 
value of the taxable property within 
Special Service Area Number 18 $330,680 

Carryover funds from previous 
tax years $ 25,000 

SECTION 3. Levy Of Taxes. There is hereby levied pursuant to the provisions of 
Article Vll, Sections 6(a) and 6(1)(2) of the Constitution of the State of Illinois and pursuant 
to the provisions of the Act and pursuant to the provisions of the Establishment Ordinance, 
the sum of Three Hundred Thirty Thousand Six Hundred Eighty Dollars ($330,680) as the 
amount of the Services Tax for the tax year 2008. 

SECTION 4. Filing. The City Clerk is hereby ordered and directed to file in the Office of 
the County Clerk of Cook County, Illinois a certified copy of this ordinance on or prior to 
December 30, 2008, and the County Clerk shall thereafter extend for collection together with 
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all other taxes to be levied by the City, the Sen/ices Tax herein provided for, said Services 
Tax to be extended for collection by the County Clerk for the tax year 2008 against all the 
taxable property within the Area, the amount of the Services Tax herein levied to be in 
addition to and in excess of all other taxes to be levied and extended against all taxable 
property within the Area. 

SECTION 5. Service Provider Agreement. The Commissioner, or a designee of the 
Commissioner, are each hereby authorized, subject to approval by the Corporation Counsel 
as to form and legality, to enter into, execute and deliver an agreement with Northalsted Area 
Merchants Association, an Illinois not-for-profit corporation, in substantially the form attached 
hereto as Exhibit A and hereby made a part hereof (the "Service Provider Agreement"), and 
such other supporting documents, if any, as may be necessary to carry out and comply with 
the provisions of the Service Provider Agreement, with such changes, deletions and 
insertions as shall be approved by the persons executing the Service Provider Agreement. 

SECTION 6. Exemption. The Service Provider Agreement is hereby declared exempt 
from Section 2-156-020 ofthe Municipal Code ofthe City of Chicago. 

SECTION 7. Enforceability. If any section, paragraph or provision of this ordinance shall 
be held to be invalid or unenforceable for any reason, the invalidity or unenforceability of such 
section, paragraph or provision shall not affect any of the remaining provisions of this 
ordinance. 

SECTION 8. Conflict. This ordinance shall control over any provision of any other 
ordinance, resolution, motion or order in conflict with this ordinance, to the extent of such 
conflict. 

SECTION 9. Publication. This ordinance shall be published by the City Clerk, in special 
pamphlet form, by preparing at least one hundred (100) copies thereof, which copies are to 
be made available in his office for public inspection and distribution to members ofthe public 
who may wish to avail themselves of a copy of this ordinance. 

SECTION 10. Certified Copies. The City Clerk shall provide to the Corporation Counsel, 
without charge, certified copies of this ordinance in such amount as shall be requested by the 
Corporation Counsel. 

SECTION 11. Effective Date. This ordinance shall take effect ten (10) days after its 
passage and publication. 

Exhibit "A" referred to in this ordinance reads as follows: 
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Exhibit "A". 
(To Ordinance) 

Agreement For Special Service Area Number 18 
Between 

The City Of Chicago 
(Represented By The Special Service Area Commission) 

And 
Northalsted Area Merchants Association 

Effective January 1, 2009 Through December 31, 2009. 

This Agreement for the management of Special Service Area Number 18 is entered into 
on , 2009 by and between Northalsted Area Merchants Association, an Illinois not-
for-profit corporation ("Contractor"), and the City of Chicago ("City"), a municipal corporation and 
home mle unit of local government existing under the Constitution ofthe State oflllinois, acting 
through the Special Service Area Conunission at Chicago, Illinois. 

RECITALS 

WHEREAS, special service areas may be established pursuant to Article Vn, §§ 6(1) and 
7(6) ofthe Constitution ofthe State oflllinois, and pursuant to the provisions ofthe Specied Service 
Area Tax Law, 35 ILCS 200/27-5 et seq.: and 

WHEREAS, the City Council of the City of Chicago ("City Council") has established a 
special service area known and designated as "Special Service Area Number 18" ("Area"), to provide 
special services in addition to those services provided generally by the City ("Special Services"). The 
City Council has further authorized the levy of an annual ad valorem real property tax in the Area 
sufficient to produce revenues required to provide those Special Services but not to exceed .42% 
ofthe equalized assessed value of all property within the Area ("Service Tax"), all as provided in the 
Establishment Ordinance (hereinafter defined)*^ and 

WHEREAS, the City Council, on , 2008, authorized the levy ofthe Service 
Tax and appropriation ofthe funds therefi-om for the Area for fiscal year 2009 for the provision of 
the Special Services in the Area, and the City wishes to provide that flie Contractor, beginning on 
January 1, 2009, and continuing until December 31, 2009, may use those funds to provide the 
Services, subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and 

WHEREAS, the Contractor and the City desire to «iter into this Agreement to provide such 
Special Services in the Area and the Contractor is ready, willing and able to enter into this 
Agreement to provide the Special Services to the full satisfiiction ofthe City, 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration ofthe mutual promises contained in this Agreement, 
the City and the Contractor agree as follows: 
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ARTICLE! INCORPORATION OF RECITALS 

The recitals set forth above are incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein. 

ARTICLE 2 DEFINITIONS 

The following words and phrases shall have the following meanings for purposes of this 
Agreement: 

"Agreement" means this Special Service Area Agreement, including all exhibits attached 
to it and incorporated in it by reference, and all amendments, modifications or revisions made in 
accordance with its terms. 

"Commissioner" means the Commissioner of the Department of Planning and Development 
or a duly authorized representative of the Commissioner of the Department of Plarming and 
Development. 

"Construction" means that work of a nature constituting "public works" as defined in 820 
ILCS 130/2, such as landscaping and building activifies, including but not limited to, physical 
building improvements, installadons, and other fixed works, but does not include pre-development 
work (design and preparation of specifications). 

"Days" means business days in accordance with the City of Chicago business calendar. 

"Department" means the City of Chicago Department of Planning and Development. 

"Establishment Ordinance" means, the ordinance enacted by City Council on November 
3, 2004, and any subsequent amendments thereto authorizing imposition ofthe Service Tax and 
setting forth the Special Services to be provided in the Area. 

"Risk Management Division" means the Risk Management Division ofthe Department of 
Finance which is under the direction ofthe Comptroller ofthe City and is charged with reviewing 
and analyzing insurance and related liability matters for the City. 

"Security Firm" means a business entity certified by the State of Illinois pursuant to the 
Private Detective, Private Alarm and Private Security Act of 1993, 225 ELCS 446/1 et seq.. and 
whose employees are licensed by the State oflllinois. 

"Services" means, collectively, the services, duties and responsibilities described in Article 
3 and Exhibit 1 (Scope of Services) of this Agreement and any revisions thereof and any and all 
work necessary to complete them or cany them out fully and to the standard of performance required 
in this Agreement. 
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"Service Tax Funds" means the amount actually collected pursuant to the Service Tax. 

"Special Service Area Commission ('SSAC')" means the body established pursuant to the 
Establishment Ordinance to prepare the Budget, identify a Contractor and supervise the provision 
ofthe Special Services in the Area. 

"Subcontractor" mejins any person or entity with whom Contractor contracts to provide any 
part ofthe Services, including subcontractors ofany tier, subconsultants ofany tier, suppliers and 
materialmen, whether or not in privity with the Contractor. 

"Surplus Funds", also referred to as "Carry-Over Funds", means those Service Tax Funds 
already collected and disbursed to the Contractor in prior years for the provision of Special Services 
in the Area which remain unspent, including any interest eamed thereon. 

ARTICLE 3 DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF CONTRACTOR 

3.01 Scope of Services 

The Services which the Contractor shall provide during the first year of this Agreement 
include, but are not limited to, those described in this Article 3 and in Exhibit 1 which is attached 
hereto and incorporated by reference as if fully set forth here. The SSAC reserves the right to require 
the Contractor to perform revised services that are within the general scope of services of this 
Agreement and ofthe Special Services identified in the Establishment Ordinance subject to the same 
terms and conditions herein. Revised services are limited to changes or revisions to the line items 
in the Budget, do not affect the maximum compensation, and require the prior written approval of 
the SSAC. The SSAC may by written notice to the Department and the Contractor delete or amend 
the figures contained and described in the Budget attached hereto as Exhibit 2 and incorporated by 
reference as if fully set forth herein. The Contractor shall provide the Services in accordance with 
the standards of performance set forth in Section 3.02. 

For each subsequent year during the term of this Agreement, if any, a Scope of Services for 
tiiat year, comprised of services authorized in the Establishment Ordinance, shall be prepared by the 
SSAC in consultation with the Contractor subject to the approval of the Commissioner, and 
incorporated into this Agreement by written amendment pursuant to Section 8.03 hereof, together 
wifli a Budget for that year and any revised insurance requirements which are recommended by the 
Risk Management Division pursuant to its review ofthe Scope of Services for that year. 

3.02 Standard of Performance 

The Contractor shall perform all Services required of it with that degree of skill, care and 
diligence normally shown by a contractor performing services of a scope, purpose and magnitude 
comparable with the nature ofthe Services to be provided hereunder. The Contractor shall at all 
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times use every reasonable effort on behalf of the City to assure timely and satisfactory rendering 
and completion of its Services. 

The Contractor shall at all times act in the best interests of the City consistent with the 
professional obligations assumed by it in entering into this Agreement. The Contractor shall perform 
all Services in accordance with the terms emd conditions of this Agreement and to the full 
satisfaction of the SSAC. The Contractor shall furnish efficient business administration and 
supervision to render and complete the Services at reasonable cost. 

The Contractor shall assure that all Services that require the exercise of professional skills 
or judgment are accomplished by professionals qualified and competent in the applicable discipline 
and appropriately licensed, if required by law. The Contractor remains responsible for the 
professional and technical accuracy of all Services provided, whether by the Contractor or its 
Subcontractors or others on its behalf 

If the SSAC determines that the Contractor has failed to comply with the foregoing standards, 
the Contractor shall perform again, at its own expense, all Services required to be reperformed as 
a direct or indirect result of such failure. Any review, approval, acceptance or payment for any or 
all ofthe Services by the City does not relieve the Contractor of its responsibility for the professional 
and technical accuracy of its Services. This provision in no way limits the City's rights against 
Contractor, either under this Agreement, at law or in equity. 

3.03 Personnel 

A. Key Personnel 

The Contractor shall, immediately upon receiving a fully executed copy of this Agreement, 
assign and maintain during the term of this Agreement and any extension thereof an adequate staff 
of competent persormel, who are fully equipped, licensed as appropriate, available as needed, 
qualified and assigned to perform the Services. Contractor shall pay the salaries zmd wages due all 
its employees performing Services under this Agreement unconditionally and at least once a month 
without deduction or rebate on any accoimt, except only for such payroll deductions as are 
mandatory by law or are permitted under applicable law and regulations. 

B. Prevailing Wages 

If the Contractor engages in Construction, it shall comply, and shall cause all of its 
Subcontractors to comply by inserting appropriate provisions in their contracts, with 820 ILCS 
13 0/0.01 etseq. regarding the payment ofthe general prevailing rate of hourly wage for all laborers, 
workers, and mechanics employed by or on behalf of the Contractor and all Subcontractors in 
connection with any and all Construction woric The prevailing rates of wages applicable at the time 
of execution of this Agreement are included in Exhibit 6 to this Agreement, which is incorporated 
by reference as though fully set forth herein. 
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C. Illinois Workers, Veterans' Preference and Steel Products 

If the Contractor engages in Construction, it shall comply, and shall cause all of its 
Subcontractors to comply by inserting appropriate provisions in their contracts, with the Employment 
oflllinois Workers on Public Works Act, 30 ILCS 570/0.01 etseq.. the Veterans Preference Act, 330 
ILCS 55/0.01 et seq.. and the Steel Products Procurement Act, 35 ILCS 30/565/1 et seq. 

3.04 Nondiscrimination 

(a) Contractor 

(i) Federal Requirements 

Contractor must not engage in unlawful employment practices, such as (1) failing or 
refiising to hire or discharging any individual, or otherwise discriminating against any 
individual with respect to compensation or the terms, conditions, or privileges of the 
individual's employment, because of the individual's race, color, religion, sex, age, 
handicap/disability or national origin; or (2) limiting, segregating or classifying Contractor's 
employees or applicants for employment in any way that would deprive or tend to deprive 
any individual of employment opportunities or otherwise adversely affect the individual's 
status as an employee, because of the individual's race, color, religion, sex, age, 
handicap/disability or national origin. 

Contractor must comply with, and the procedures Contractor utilizes and the Services 
Contractor provides under this Agreement must comply with, the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 
42 U.S.C. sec. 2000e etseq. (1981), as amended and the Civil Rights Act of 1991, P.L. 102-
166. Attention is called to: Exec. Order No. 11246, 30 Fed. Reg. 12,319 (1965), reprinted 
in 42 U.S.C. 2000e note, as amended by Exec. Order No. 11375,32 Fed. Reg. 14,303 (1967) 
and by Exec. Order No. 12086, 43 Fed. Reg. 46,501 (1978); Age Discrimination Act, 42 
U.S.C. §§ 6101-6106 (1981); Age Discrimination in Employment Act, 29 U.S.C. §§621-34; 
Rehabilitation Act of 1973,29 U.SrM. §§ 793-794 (1981); Americans witii Disabilities Act, 
42 U.S.C. §12101 etseq.\A\ C.F.R. Part 60 e/je^. (1990); and all otiier applicable federal 
statutes, regulations and other laws. 

(ii) State Requirements 

Contractor must comply with, and the procedures Contractor utilizes and the Services 
Conh-actor provides under this Agreement must comply with, the Illinois Human Rights Act, 
775 ILCS 5/1-101 et seq.{\990), as amended and any rules and regulations promulgated in 
accordance with it, including the Equal Employment Opportunity Clause, 44 111. Admin. 
Code §750 Appendix A. Furthermore, Contractor must comply with the Public Works 
Employment Discrimination Act, 775 DLCS lO/O.Ol etseq.{\99Q), as amended, and all other 
applicable state statues, regulations and other laws. 
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(iii) Citv Requirements 

Contractor must comply with, and the procedures Contractor utilizes and the Services 
Contractor provides under this Agreement must comply with, the Chicago Human Rights 
Ordinance, ch. 2-160, Section 2-160-010 etseq. of tiie Municipal Code of Chicago (1990), 
as amended, and all other applicable City ordinances and rules. 

(b) Subcontractors 

Contractor must incorporate all of this Section 3.04 by reference in all agreements entered 
into with any suppliers of materials, fumisher of services. Subcontractors of any tier, and labor 
organizations that furnish skilled, unskilled and craft union skilled labor, or that may provide any 
such materials, labor or services in cormection with this Agreement. Further, Contractor must 
furnish and must cause each of its Subcontractor(s) to fumish such reports and information as 
requested by the federal, state, and local agencies charged with enforcing such laws and regulations, 
including the Chicago Commission on Human Relations. 

3.05 Insurance 

The Contractor shall comply with the insurjince provisions attached hereto as Exhibit 4 and 
incorporated by reference as if fiilly set forth herein, or such other insurance provisions as may be 
required in the reasonable judgment ofthe Risk Management Division. If the Contractor enters into 
a subcontract with a Security Firm such Security Firm shall comply with the insurance provisions 
attached hereto as Exhibit 5 and incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein, or such other 
insurance provisions as may be required in the reasonable judgment of the Risk Management 
Division. If the Contractor subcontracts vidth a Subcontractor other than a Security Firm, such 
Subconfractor shall comply with the Contractor insurance provisions attached hereto as Exhibit 4. 

The Risk Management Division may waive or reduce any ofthe insurance requirements set 
forth herein. In addition, the Risk Management Division will review each new Scope of Services 
which the SSAC, in consultation with the Contractor, prepares annually during the term of this 
Agreement pursuant to Section 3.01 and may, if it wishes, revise the insurance required herein. 

3.06 Indemnification 

A. On written notice firom the City of Losses the City believes are Losses Arising under 
this Agreement as defined in this Section 3.06, the Contractor shall defend, indemnify, and hold 
completely harmless the City Indemnitees fixim and against sudi Losses, regardless of whether 
Contractor challenges the City's belief. The defense, indonnification and hold harmless obligations 
ofthe Contractor toward City Indemnitees remain an afiOnnative obligation of Contractor following 
flie Cify's notice of Losses the City believes are Losses Arising under this.Agreemoit, unless and 
until a court of competent jurisdiction finally determines otherwise and all opportunities for appeal 
have be«i exhausted or have lapsed. 
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B. For purposes of this Section 3.06, 

"City Indemnitees" means, individually and collectively, the City of Chicago, its officials, 
agents, employees and SSAC members. 

"Losses" means, individually and collectively, all kinds of liabilities, losses, suits, claims, 
damages, judgments, fines, and demands, including all reasonable costs for investigation, reasonable 
attorneys' fees, court costs, and experts' fees, arising by reason of injury or death ofany person, 
damage to property, patent or copyright infringement. 

"Arising under this Agreement" means (i) arising out of awarding this Agreement, (ii) 
arising out ofthe enforcement of this Agreement, including the enforcement of this indenmification 
provision; (iii) arising out of or in cormection with Contractor's performance or non-performance 
of this Agreement (including the acts or omission of Contractor, its officers, agents, employees, 
consultants, subcontractors, licensees, or invitees), anybreachby any of them of any warranty made 
under this Agreement, or any failure by any of them to meet any applicable standard of performance 
under this Agreement; or (iv) any combination ofany ofthe foregoing. 

C. To the extent permissible by law. Contractor waives any limits on Contractor's 
liability that it would otherwise have by virtue of the Worker's Compensation Act or any other 
related law or judicial decision (such as Kotecki v. Cyclops Welding Corporation, 146 111. 2d 155 
(1991)). The eity, however, does not waive any limitations it may have on its liability under the 
Worker's Compensation Act or under the Illinois Pension Code. 

D. The City has the right, at its option and at its own expense, to participate in the 
defense of any suit without relieving Contractor of any of its obligations under this indemnity 
provision. The requirements set forth in this indemnity provision are separate from and not limited 
by the amount of insurance Contractor is required to obtain under this Agreement or by its bonds 
pursuant to other provisions in this Agreement. Further, theiindemnitees contained in this provision 
survive the expiration or termination of this Agreement. 

3.07 Records and Audits 

The Contractor shall deliver or cause to be delivered all documents, data, studies, reports, 
findings or infonnation to the SSAC promptiy in accordance with the time limits prescribed herein 
and if no time limit is specified, then upon reasonable demand therefore, or upon termination or 
completion ofthe Services hereunder. 

The Contractor agrees to adopt at its own expense such financial controls, including, without 
limitation, the employment of a fiscal agent approved by the Commissioner, as determined by the 
Commissioner in his sole discretion and commimicated in writing to the Contractor after the date 
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of execution of this Agreement, to ensure that the Contractor is fulfilling the terms of this 
Agreement. 

The Contractor and any Subcontractors shall fumish the SSAC with semi-armual reports or 
provide such information as may be requested relative to the performance and cost ofthe Services. 
The Contractor shall maintain records showing actual time devoted and costs incurred. The 
Contractor shall keep books, documents, paper, records and accounts in cormection with the Services 
open to inspection, copying, abstracting, transcription, and an independent audit by City employees 
or agents or third parties, and shall make these records available to the City and any other interested 
governmental agency at reasonable times during the performance of its Services. In addition. 
Contractor shall retain them in a safe place and make them available for an independent audit, 
inspection, copying and abstracting for at least five years after the final payment made in connection 
with this Agreement. 

THE CONTRACTOR SHALL NOT COMMINGLE SERVICE TAX FUNDS WITH 
FUNDS FROM OTHER SOURCES, and to the extent tiiat the Conbactor conducts any business 
operations separate and apart from the Services hereunder using, for example, persormel, equipment, 
supplies or facilities also used in cormection with this Agreement, then the Contractor shall maintain 
and make similarly available to the City detailed records supporting the Contractor's allocation to 
this Agreement ofthe costs and expenses attributable to any such shared usages. 

The Contractor shall provide an armual audited financial statement (a "Third Party Audit") 
to the Department and the SSAC within 120 calendeir days after the end ofthe calendar year, and the 
system of accounting*«hall be in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles and^ 
practices, consistently applied throughout. Contractor must comply with the requirements in Exhibit 
9 with respect to any Third Party Audit. If any Third Party Audit shows that Contractor or any of 
its Subcontractors has overcharged the City in any period, the City will notify Contractor, and 
Contractor must then promptly reimburse the City for any amounts the City has paid Confractor due 
to the overcharges. Any failure to comply with the audit requirements set forth in Exhibit 9 ofthe 
Agreement shall constitute an event of default under the Agreement. If such event of default is not 
corrected to the City's satisfaction within the cure period identified by the City, the City may incur 
costs to conduct any supplementary audit it deems necessary, and Confractor must then promptiy 
reimburse the City for any such costs. No provision in this Agreement granting the City a right of 
access to records and documents is intended to impair, limit or affect any right of access to such 
records and documents that the City would have had in the absence of such provisions. 

The City may in its sole discretion audit the records of Contractor or its Subcontractors, or 
both, at any time during the term of this Agreement or within five years afto* the Agreemoit ends, 
in connection with the goods, work, or services provided under this Agreement Each calendar year 
or partial calendar year is considered an "audited period." If, as a result of such an audit, it is 
detennined that Contractor or any of its Subcontractors has overcharged the City in the audited 
period, the City will notify Contractor. Contractor must ttien promptiy reimburse the City for any 
amounts the City has paid Contractor due to the overcharges and also some or all ofthe cost ofthe 
audit, as follows: 
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A. If the audit has revealed overcharges to the City representing less than 5% ofthe total 
value, based on the Agreement prices, of the goods, work, or services provided in the audited period, 
then the Confractor must reimburse the City for 50% ofthe cost ofthe audit and 50% ofthe cost of 
each subsequent audit that the City conducts; 

B. If, however, the audit has revealed overcharges to the City representing 5% or more 
ofthe total value, based on the Agreement prices, ofthe goods, work, or services provided in the 
audited period, then Contractor must reimburse the City for the full cost of the audit and of each 
subsequent audit. 

If the City is unable to make a determination regarding overcharges to City as a result of 
Confractor's not having maintained records as required under this Agreement, Contractor must 
promptly reimburse the City for some or all of the cost of the audit, as detennined in the sole 
discretion ofthe City. Failure of Contractor to promptly reimburse the City in accordance with this 
Section 3.07 is an event of default under Section 7.01 of this Agreement, and Contractor will be 
liable for all of the City's costs of collection, including any court costs and attorneys' fees. 

3.08 Subcontracts and Assignments 

The Contractor shall not assign, delegate, subcontract or otherwise transfer all or any part of 
its rights or obligations under this Agreement or any part hereof, unless otherwise provided for 
herein or without the express written consent ofthe SSAC. The absence of such provision or written 
consent shall void the attempted aissignment, delegation or fransfer and shall be of no effect as to the 
Services or this Agreement. 

All subcontracts, all approvals of Subconfractors and any assignment to which the SSAC 
consents are, regardless of their form, deemed conditioned upon performance by the Subconfractor 
or Jissignee in accordance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement. 

If the Confractor subconfracts for security services, the Subconfractor shall be a Security Firm 
certified by the State oflllinois and the Security Firm's employees shall be licensed by the State of 
Illinois. The Confractor, upon entering into any subcontract with a Security Firm, shall fiimish the 
SSAC and the Department with a copy ofthe subcontract for their approval. The City expressly 
reserves the right to approve all Security Firm subcontracts. 

3.09 License, Permits and Safety Considerations 

A. Licenses and Pennits 

If the Contractor engages in Construction, it is responsible for and, in a timely manner 
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consistent with its obligations hereunder, shall secure and maintain at its expense such permits, 
licenses, authorizations and approvals as are necessary for it to engage Construction under this 
Agreement. 

B. Safety Considerations 

If the Confractor engages in Construction, it shall at all times exercise reasonable care, shall 
comply with all applicable provisions of federal, state and local laws to prevent accidents or injuries, 
and shall take all appropriate precautions to avoid damage to and loss of City property and the 
property of third parties in connection with the Constmction. The Contractor shall erect and properly 
maintain at all times all necessary safeguards, barriers, flags and lights for the protection of its and 
its Subconfractors' employees. City employees, and the public. 

If the Confractor engages in Construction, it shall report to the Department any damage on, 
about, under or adjacent to City property or the property of third persons resulting from its 
perfonnance under this Agreement. The Contractor is responsible for any damage to City property 
and the property of third parties due, in whole or in part, to the Contractor's Constmction activities 
under this Agreement, and the Contractor shall repair such damage to a reasonably acceptable 
standard. 

3.10 Performance Bond 

If the Confractor engages in Construction work where expenditures exceed $ 100,000, it shall, 
not later than the date the Confractofbegins such work or executes a subconfract for such work, 
provide or cause to be provided to the Department a performance and payment bond in the amount 
allocated for the Construction work (but not including the amount allocated for design and 
preparation of specifications), by a surety or sureties acceptable to the City. The performance bond 
shall be in the form and to the effect of Exhibit 7 hereto, which is incoiporated by reference as if 
fully set forth here. 

If any of the sureties on sudi bond at any time fail financially, of '^e deemed to be 
insufficioit security for the penalty ofthe bond, then the City may, on giving 10 days notice thereof 
in writing, require the Contractor to fiimish a new and additional bond with sureties satisfactory to 
flie City, and, if so required, Confractor must promptiy provide such bond. 

ARTICLE 4 TERM OF SERVICES 

This Agreement shall take effect as of January 1,2009 ("Effective Date") and shall continue 
flirou^ December 31, 2009, or until tiie Agreement is tenninated earlier in accordance witti its 
terms. 
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ARTICLES COMPENSATION 

5.01 Basis of Payment 

The maximum compensation that the Contractor may be paid under this Agreement between 
January 1, 2009 and December 31, 2009 is the sum of (a) $330,680 or the total amount of Service 
Tax Funds actually collected for tax year 2008, whichever is less; and (b) the total amount of Surplus 
Funds in the amount of $25,000 which are being carried over from previous program years and 
which Confractor hereby acknowledges are in its possession; the maximum compensation that the 
Confractor may be paid under this Agreement between January 1, 2009 and December 31, 2009, 
therefore, shall not exceed $355,680. 

For each subsequent year of this Agreement, if any, the maximum compensation that the 
Contractor may be paid under this Agreement is the amount set forth in the Budget for that year, 
pursuant to Section 5.02 and 8.03, or the amount of Service Tax Funds actually collected for the 
preceding tax year, whichever is less; provided that the maximum amount of compensation for such 
year of this Agreement may also include the amount of Service Tax Funds collected for prior tax 
years which remain previously unspent. 

5.02 Budget for Services 

The Confractor in conjunction with the SSAC has prepared a Budget through December 31, 
2009, attached hereto as Exhibit 2 and incorporated by reference as if fiilly set forth here, covering 
all services described in the Scope of Services. Subject to the restriction that the maximum amount 
that may be spent in calendar year 2009 may not exceed $355,680, the SSAC reserves the right to 
transfer funds between line items or make Budget revisions that do not affect the maximum 
compensation set forth in Section 5.01. The SSAC shall revise the Budget if any part ofthe 
Contractor's Services is tenninated. 

For each subsequent year of this Agreement, if any, and subject to the provisions of Section 
3.01, a Budget for that year shall be incorporated into this Agreement by written amendment 
pursuant to Section 8.03. 

5.03 Method of Payment 

Pursuant to a sdiedule to be detennined by the Commissioner, after the performance of 
Services pursuant to the terms of this Agreement, Contractor may submit invoices to the City to 
request reimbursement for such expenses. The Contractor must provide, along with the invoices, 
such additional documentation as the Commissioner requests to substantiate the Services. Upon the 
Commissioner's determination that the invoices are accurate, the City will process payment ofthe 
invoices. 

The Confractor shall establish a separate checking account ("Account") in a bank authorized 
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to do business in the State oflllinois that is insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. 
All Service Tax Funds that the Comptroller transfers to the Contractor shall be deposited in the 
Account and disbursements from the Account shall be pursuant to this Agreement. THE 
CONTRACTOR SHALL NOT COMMINGLE SERVICE TAX FUNDS WITH FUNDS FROM 
OTHER SOURCES. The Confractor shall provide to the SSAC the signature card and sample check 
from the bank which shows the signature(s) ofthe Confractor's authorized representative(s). The 
SSAC reserves the right to audit the account and require the Contractor to refund any funds that were 
not spent pursuant to the Budget or that were not approved by the SSAC. The name and address of 
the bank is and the wire fransfer and the Account numbers are 

All funds remaining in the Account at the expiration or early termination of this Agreement, 
including any interest eamed, belong to the City for the benefit ofthe Area and shall be retumed to 
the City to be used only for Special Services. 

5.04 Criteria for Payment 

The SSAC shall determine the reasonableness, allocability and allowability of emy rates, 
costs and expenses charged or incurred by the Confractor. 

5.05 Funding 

Payments under this Agreement shall be made from Service Tax Funds in fund number 
and are subject to the availability of funds therein. 

5.06 Non-Appropriation 

In the event that no fimds or insufficient funds are appropriated and budgeted in any City 
fiscal period for payments to be made under this Agreement, then the City will notify the Confractor 
of such occurrence and this Agreement shall terminate on the earlier of the last day of the fiscal 
period for which sufficient appropriation was made or whenever the funds appropriated for paynaent 
under this Agreement are exhausted. No payments shall be made or due to the Confractor under this 
Agreement beyond those amounts appropriated and budgeted by the City to fund payments 
hereunder. 

ARTICLE 6 SPECIAL CONDITIONS 

6.01 Warranties and Representations 

In connection with the execution of this Agreement, the Confractor warrants and rqiresents: 

A. That it is financially solvent; that it and each of its employees, agents, and 
Subcontractors are competent to perfonn the Services required; that it is legally authorized to execute 
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and perform or cause to be performed this Agreement under the terms and conditions stated herein; 
and 

B. That it shall not knowingly use the services ofany ineligible Subcontractor for any 
purpose in the performance ofthe Services; juid 

C. That it and its Subcontractors are not in default at the time ofthe execution of this 
Agreement, or deemed by the Department to have, within five years immediately preceding the date 
of this Agreement, been found to be in default on any contract awarded by the City; and 

D. That it and, to the best of its knowledge, its Subconfractors are not in violation ofthe 
provisions of §2-92-320 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago, 720 ILCS 5/33E-1 et seq. of tiie 
Criminal Code of 1961, and 65 ILCS 5/11-42.1-1 ofthe Illinois Municipal Code; and 

E. That it, all Subconfractors and their respective officers, directors, agents, partners, and 
employees shall cooperate with the Inspector General in any investigation or hearing undertaken 
pursuant to Chapter 2-56 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago; that it understands and will abide by 
all provisions of Chapter 2-56 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago and all subcontracts shall inform 
Subcontractors of such provision and require understanding and compliance therewith; and 

F. That, except only for those representations, statements, or promises expressly 
contained in this Agreement and any exhibits attached hereto, no representation, statement or 

-promise, oral or written, or ofany kind whatsoever, by the City, its officials, agents, or employees, 
has induced the Contractor to enter into this Agreement; and 

G. That the Contractor understands and agrees that any certification, affidavit or 
acknowledgment made under oath in connection with this Agreement is made under penalty of 
perjury and, if false, is also cause for termination for default. 

H. That neither Confractor nor an Affiliate of Confractor (as defined below) appears on 
the Specially Designated Nirtionals List, the Denied Persons List, the unverified List, the Entity List, 
or the Debarred List as maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets Confrol ofthe U.S. Department 
ofthe Treasury or by the Bureau of Industry and Security ofthe U.S. Department of Commerce (or 
their successors), or on any other list of persons or entities with which the City may not do business 
under any applicable law, rale, regulation, order or judgment. "Affiliate of Confractor"means a 
person or entity that directiy (or indirectiy through one or more intermediaries) confrols, is confrolled 
by or is under common confrol with Contractor. A person or entity will be deemed to be confrolled 
by another person or entity if it is controlled in any manner whatsoever that results in confrol in fact 
by that other person or entity (either acting individually or acting jointly or in concert with others) 
whether directiy or indirectiy and whether through share ownership, a trust, a contract or othenvise. 

I. Contractor understands and will abide by all provisions of Chapter 2-26 ofthe 
Municipal Code of the City of Chicago. 
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6.02 Economic Disclosure Statement and Affidavit 

The Contractor has provided the City with an Economic Disclosure Statement (EDS), which 
is attached hereto as Exhibit 3 and incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein. Contractor 
shall apprise the Department promptly ofany changes in the information provided in the EDS by 
completing and submitting a revised EDS. 

In addition, the Contractor shall provide the City with copies of its latest articles of 
incorporation, by-laws and resolutions, or partnership orjoint venture agreement, as applicable, and 
evidence of its authority to do business in the State of Illinois, including without limitation, 
regisfrations of assumed names or limited partnerships and certifications of good standing with the 
Office ofthe Secretary of State oflllinois. 

6.03 Conflict of Interest 

Pursuant to Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago, and 65 ILCS 5/3.1-55-10, no 
member ofthe governing body ofthe City or other unit of government, no other officer, employee, 
SSAC member, or agent ofthe City or other unit of government who exercises any functions or 
responsibilities in connection with the Services to which this Agreement or any related subcontract 
pertain, and no relative ofany SSAC member shall have any personal economic or financial interest, 
directly or indirectly, in this Agreement or any such subconfract except to the extent that such 
benefits are provided equally to all residents and/or business owners in the Area. Furthermore, no 
SSAC member, relative of any SSAC member. City official, "agent or employee shall be a 
Subcontractor, employee or shareholder of the Confractor or receive anything of value from the 
Contractor. 

No member of or delegate to the Congress of the United States or the Illinois General 
Assembly and no alderman ofthe City or City employee shall be admitted to any share or part of this 
Agreement or to any financial benefit to arise from it. The Confractor acknowledges that any 
agreement entered into, negotiated; or perfonned in violation ofany ofthe provisions of Chapter 
2-156 shall be voidable by tiie City. 

The Contractor covenants that it, its officers, directors and employees, and the officers, 
directors and employees of each of its members if a joint venture, and Subcontractors presentiy have 
no financial interest and shall acquire no interest, direct or indirect, in the Services undertaken by 
the Contractor pursuant to the Agreement that would conflict in any manner or degree with the 
performance of the Services. The Contractor fiirther covenants that in the performance of this 
Agreement no person having any such interest shall be employed. The Contractor agrees that if the 
Commissioner in his reasonable judgment determines that any ofthe Contractor's services for others 
conflict with the Services the Contractor is to provide for the City under this Agreement, the 
Contractor shall terminate such other services immediately upon request ofthe City. 
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6.04 Non-liability of Public Officials 

No official, employee or agent ofthe City shall be charged personally by the Confractor, or 
by any assignee or Subconfractor of the Contractor, witii any liability or expenses of defense or be 
held personally liable to them under any term or provision hereof, because of tiie City's execution 
or attempted execution hereof, or because ofany breach hereof 

6.05 Independent Contractor 

The Confractor shall perform under this Agreement as an independent confractor to the City 
and not as a representative, employee, agent, or partner ofthe City. 

6.06 Business Relationships with Elected Officials 

Pursuant to Section 2-156-030(b) ofthe Municipal Code ofthe City of Chicago, it is illegal 
for any elected official ofthe City, or any person acting at the direction of such official, to contact, 
either orally or in writing, any other City official or employee with respect to any matter involving 
any person with whom the elected official has a business relationship, or to participate in any 
discussion in any City Council committee hearing or in any City Council meeting or to vote on any 
matter involving the person with whom an elected official has a business relationship. Violation 
of Section 2-156-030(b) by any elected official with respect to this Agreement is grounds for 
termination of this Agreement. The term business relationship is defined as set forth in Section 
2-156-080 of die Municipal Code of Chicago. 

Section 2-156-080 defines a "business relationship" as any contractual or other private 
business dealing of an official, or his or her spouse, or ofany entity in which an official or his or her 
spouse has a financial interest, with a person or entity which entities an official to compensation or 
payment in the amount of $2,500 or more in a calendar year; provided, however, a financial interest 
shall not include: (i) any ownership througjh purchase at fair market value or inheritance of leiss than 
one percent ofthe share of a corporation, or any corporate subsidiary, parent or affiliate thereof, 
r^ardless ofthe value of or dividends oniiuch shares, if such shares are r^stered on a securities 
exchange pursuant to the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended; (ii) the authorized 
compensation paid to an official or employee for his office or employment; (iii) any economic 
benefit provided equally to all residents ofthe City; (iv) a time or demand deposit in a financial 
institution; or (v) an endowment or insurance policy or annuity contract purchased fiom an insurance 
company. A "contractual or other private business dealing" shall not include any employment 
relationship of an official's spouse with an entity when such spouse has no discretion concerning or 
input relating to the relationship between that entity and the City. 
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6.07 Chicago "Living Wage" Ordinance 

(a) Section 2-92-610 of the Municipal Code of Chicago provides for a living 
wage for certain categories pf workers employed in the performance of City confracts, specifically 
non-City employed security guards, parking attendants, day laborers, home and health care workers, 
cashiers, elevator operators, custodial workers and clerical workers ("Covered Employees"). 
Accordingly, pursuant to Section 2-92-610 and regulations promulgated under it: 

(i) If Contractor has 25 or more full-time employees, and 

(ii) If at any time during the performance of this Agreement, Contractor and/or 
any Subconfractor or any other entity that provides any portion of the Services 
(collectively "Performing Parties") uses 25 or more full-time security guards, or any 
number of other full-time Covered Employees, then 

(iii) Confractor must pay its Covered Employees, and must assure that all 
other Performing Parties pay their Covered Employees, not less than the minimum 
hourly rate as determined in accordance with this provision (the "Base Wage") for 
all Services performed under this Agreement. 

(b) Contractor's obligation to pay, and to assure payment of, the Base Wage will 
begin at any time during the term of this Agreement when the conditions set forth in (a)(i) and •-
(a)(ii)^bove are met, and will continue until the end ofthe term of this Agreement; 

(c) As of July 1, 2008, the Base Wage is $ 10.60, and each July 1 thereafter, the Base 
Wage will be adjusted, using the most recent federal poverty guidelines for a family of four as 
published annually by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, to constitute the 
foUovring: the poverty guidelines for a family of four divided by 2000 hours or the current base 
wage, whichever is higher. At all times during the term of this Agreement, Confractor and all other 
Performing Parties must pay the Base Wage (^cssadjusted in accordance with the above). If the 
payment of prevailing wages is required for Services done under this Agreement, and the prevailing 
wages for Covered Employees are higher than the Base Wage, then Confractor and all other 
Performing Parties must pay the prevailing wage rates. 

(d) Contractor must include provisions in all subcontracts requiring its 
Subcontractors to pay the Base Wage to Covered Employees. Contractor agrees to provide the 
City with documentation acceptable to the Chief Procurement Officer demonstrating that all 
Covered Employees, whether employed by Contractor or by a Subcontractor, have been paid the 
Base Wage, upon the City's request for such documentation. The City may independentiy audit 
Contractor and/or Subcontractors to verify compliance with this section. Failure to comply with 
the requirranents of this section will be an event of default vmder this Agreement, and fiirtho-, 
failure to comply may result in ineligibility for any award of a City contract or subcontract for up 
to 3 years. 
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(e) Not-for-Profit Corporations: If Contractor is a corporation having federal 
tax-exempt status under Section 501(c)(3) ofthe Intemal Revenue Code and is recognized under 
Illinois not-for-profit law, then the provisions of Sections (a) through (d) above do not apply. 

6.08 Deemed Inclusion 

Provisions required by law, ordinances, rules, regulations, or executive orders to be inserted 
in this Agreement are deemed inserted in this Agreement whether or not they appear in this 
Agreement or, upon application by either party, this Agreement will be amended to make the 
insertion; however, in no event will the failure to insert the provisions before or after this Agreement 
is signed prevent its enforcement. 

6.09 Environmental Warranties and Representations 

In accordance with Section 11-4-1600(e) ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago, Contractor 
warrants and represents that it, and to the best of its knowledge, its subconfractors have not violated 
and are not in violation ofthe following sections ofthe Code (collectively, the Waste Sections): 

7-28-390 Dumping on public way; 
7-28-440 Dumping on real estate without permit; 
11-4-1410 Disposal in waters prohibited; 
11-4-1420 Ballast tank, bilge tank or other discharge; 
11-4-1450 Gas manufacturing residue; 
11-4-1500 Treatment and disposal of solid or liquid waste; 
11-4-1530 Compliance with mles and regulations required; 
11-4-1550 Operational requirements; and 
11-4-1560 Screening requirements. 

During the period while this Agreement is executory. Contractor's or any subconfractor's 
violation of the Waste Sections, whether or not relating to the performance of this Agreement, 
constitutes a breach of and an event of default under this Agreement, for which the opportunity to 
cure, if curable, will be granted only at the sole designation ofthe Commissioner. Such breach and 
default entities the City to all remedies under the Agreement, at law or in equity. 

This section does not limit Contractor's and its subcontractors' duty to comply with all 
applicable federal, state, county and municipal laws, statutes, ordinances and executive orders, in 
effect now or later, and whether or not they appear in this Agreement 

Non-compliance with these terms and conditions may be used by the City as groimds for the 
termination of this Agreement, and may further affect Confractor's eligibility for future contract 
awards. 
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6.10 EDS / Certification Regarding Suspension and Debarment 

Contractor certifies, as further evidenced in the EDS attached as Exhibit 3, by its acceptance 
of this Agreement that neither it nor its principals is presently debarred, suspended, proposed for 
debarment, declared ineligible or voluntarily excluded from participation in this tiansaction by any 
federal department or agency. Confractor fiirther agrees by executing tiiis Agreement that it will 
include this clause without modification in all lower tier transactions, solicitations, proposals, 
confracts and subconfracts. If Contractor or any lower tier participant is unable to certify to this 
statement, it must attach an explanation to the Agreement. 

6.11 Ethics 

(a) In addition to other wananties and representations. Contractor warrants that no 
payment, gratuity or offer of employment will be made in connection with this Agreement by or on 
behalf of any Subconfractors to Confractor or higher tier subconfractors or anyone associated with 
them, as an inducement for the award of a subcontract or order. 

(b) Confractor further acknowledges that any Agreement entered into, negotiated or 
performed in violation ofany ofthe provisions of Chapter 2-156 is voidable as to the City. 

6.12 MacBride Ordinance 

The City of Chicago through the passage ofthe MacBride Principles Ordinance seeks to 
promote fair and equal employment opportunities and labor practices for religious minorities in 
Northem Ireland and provide a better woricing environment for all citizens in Northem Ireland. 

In accordance witii Section 2-92-580 of the Municipal Code of tiie City of Chicago, if 
Contractor conducts any business operations in Northem freland, the Contractor must make all 
reasonable and good faith efforts to conduct any business operations in Northem Ireland in 
accordance with the MacBride Principles for Northern freland as defined in Illinois Public Act 85-
1390 (1988 m. Laws 3220). 

The provisions of this Section 6.12 do not apply to contracts for which the City receives 
fvinds administered by the United States Dqiaitment ofTransportation, except to the extent Congress 
has directed tiiat the Department ofTransportation not withhold fimds fi:om states and localities that 

; choose to implonent selective purchasing policies based on agreement to comply with the MacBride 
' Principles for Northern freland, or to the extent that such funds are not otherwise withheld by the 
Department ofTransportation. 
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ARTICLE 7 EVENTS OF DEFAULT, REMEDIES, TERMINATION, RIGHT 
TO OFFSET, SUSPENSION 

7.01 Events of Default Defined 

The following constitute events of default: 

A. Any material misrepresentation, whether negligent or willful and whether in the 
inducement or in the performance, made by Contractor to the City. 

B. Contractor's material failure to perform any of its obligations under the Agreement 
including, but not limited to, the following: 

(1) failure to commence or ensure timely completion ofthe Services due to a reason 
or circumstance within Confractor's reasonable control; 

(2) failure to perform the Services in a maimer satisfactory to the City; 

(3) failure to promptly re-perform within a reasonable time Services that were 
rejected as erroneous or unsatisfactory; 

(4) discontinuance of the Services for reasons within the Contractor's reasonable 
control; 

(5) failure to comply with a material term of this Agreement, including but not 
limited to the provisions concerning insurance and nondiscrimination; and 

(6) any other acts specifically and expressly stated in this Agreement as constituting 
an event of default. 

C. The Contractor's default liiider any other agreement it may presently have or may 
enter into with the City during the life of this Agreement. The Confractor acknowledges and agrees 
that in the event of a default under this Agreement the City may also declare a default under any such 
other agreements. 

7.02 Remedies 

The occurrence ofany event of default which the Confractor fails to cure within 14 calendar 
days after receipt of notice specifying such default or which, if such event of default cannot 
reasonably be cured within 14 calendar days after notice, the Contractor fails, in the sole opinion of 
the Commissioner, to commence and continue diligent efforts to cure, permits the City to declare the 
Contractor in default. Whether to declare the Contractor in default is within the sole discretion of 
the Commissioner. Written notification ofthe default, and any intention ofthe City to terminate the 
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Agreement, shall be provided to Contractor and such decision is final and effective upon Contractor's 
receipt of such notice. Upon receipt of such notice, the Contractor must discontinue any services, 
unless otherwise directed in the notice, and deliver all materials accumulated in the performance of 
this Agreement, whether completed or in the process of completion, to the City. At such time the 
City may invoke any legal or equitable remedy available to it including, but not limited to, the 
following: 

A. The right to take over and complete the Services or any part thereof as agent for and 
at the cost ofthe Contractor, either directly or through others. The Contractor shall have, in such 
event, the right to offset from such cost the amount it would have cost the City under the terms and 
conditions herein had the Contractor completed the Services. 

B. The right to terminate this Agreement as to any or all of the Services yet to be 
performed, effective at a time specified by the City. 

C. The right of specific performance, an injunction or Jiny other appropriate equitable 
remedy. 

D. The right to money damages. 

E. The right to withhold all or any part of Contractor's compensation hereunder. 

F. The right to deem Contractor non-responsible in future confracts to be awarded by the City. 

If the City considers it to be in its best interest, it may elect not to declare default or to 
terminate this Agreement. The parties acknowledge that this provision is solely for the benefit ofthe 
City and that if the City permits the Contractor to continue to provide the Services despite one or 
more events of default, the Contractor is in no way relieved ofany of its responsibilities, duties or 
obligations under this Agreement nor does the City waive or relinquish any of its rights. No delay 
or omission to exercise any right accming upon any event of default impairs any such right nor shall 
if be constmed as a waiver ofany event of default or acquiescence therein, and every such right may 
be exercised from time to time and as often as may be deemed expedient. 

7.03 Right to Offset 

The City reserves its rights under §2-92-380 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago and the 
Commissioner shall consult with the SSAC before exercising such rights. 

7.04 Suspension 

The City may at any time request that the Contractor suspend its Services, or any part thereof, 
by giving 15 days prior written notice to the Contractor or upon no notice in the event of emergency. 
No costs incurred after the effective date of such suspension shall be allowed. The Contractor shall 
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promptly resume its performance upon written notice by the Department. The Budget may be 
revised pursuant to Section 5.02 to account for any additional costs or expenses actually incuned by 
the Contractor as a result of recommencing the Services. 

7.05 No Damageis for Delay 

The Confractor agrees that it, its members, if a partoership or joint venture and its 
Subcontractors shall make no claims against the City for damages, charges, additional costs or hourly 
fees for costs incurred by reason of delays or hindrances by the City in the perform<mce of its 
obligations under this Agreement. 

7.06 Early Termination 

In addition to termination for default, the City may, at any time, elect to terminate this 
Agreement or any portion of the Services to be performed under it at the sole discretion of the 
Commissioner by a written notice to the Confractor. If the City elects to terminate the Agreement 
in full, all Services shall cease and all materials accumulated in performing this Agreement, whether 
completed or in the process of completion, shall be delivered to the Department within 10 days after 
receipt ofthe notice or by the date stated in the notice. 

During the final ten days or other time period stated in the notice, the Confractor shall restrict 
its activities, and those of its Subcontractors, to winding down euiy reports, analyses, or other 
activities previously begun. No costs incurred after the effective date ofthe termination are allowed. 
Payment for any Services actually and satisfactorily performed before the effective date of the 
termination shall be on the same basis as set forth in Article 5 hereof, but if any compensation is 
described or provided for on the basis of a period longer than ten days, then the compensation shall 
be prorated accordingly. 

If a court of competent jurisdiction determines that the Citys election to terminate this 
Agreement for default has been wrongful, then such termination shall be deemed to be an early 
termination. 

ARTICLE 8 GENERAL CONDITIONS 

8.01 Entire Agreement 

This Agreement, and the exhibits attadied hereto and incorporated hereby, shall constitute 
the entire agreement between the parties and no other warranties, inducements, considerations, 
promises, or interpretations shall be implied or impressed upon this Agreement that are not expressly 
addressed herein. 
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8.02 Counterparts 

This Agreement is comprised of several identical counterparts, each to be fully executed by 
the parties and each to be deemed an original having identical legal effect. 

8.03 Amendments 

No changes, amendments, modifications, or discharge of this Agreement, or any part thereof, 
shall be valid unless in writing and signed by the authorized agent of the Contractor and the 
Commissioner, or their successors and assigns. The City shall incur no liability for revised services 
without a written amendment to this Agreement pursuant to this Section. 

8.04 Compliance with AH Laws 

The Confractor shall at all times observe and comply with all applicable laws, ordinances, 
mles, regulations and executive orders of the federal, state and local government, now existing or 
hereinafter in effect, which may in any manner affect the perfonnance of this Agreement. 

8.05 Compliance with ADA and Other Accessibility Laws 

If this Agreement involves services to the public, the Confractor warrants that all Services 
provided hereunder shall comply with all accessibility standards for persons with disabilities or 
environmentally limited persons including, but not limited to the following: Americans with 
Disabilities Act of 1990, 42 U.S.C. § 12101 et seq. and the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 29 U.S.C. 
§§ 793-94. In the event that the above cited standards are inconsistent, the Contractor shall comply 
with the standard providing greater accessibility. 

If this Agreement involves design for construction and/or Constmction, the Confractor 
warrants that all design documents produced and/or used under this Agreement shall comply with 
all federal, state and local laws and regulations regarding accessibility standards for persons with 
disabilities or ieaivironmentally limited persons including, but not limited to, the foUoaKring: 
Americans with DisabiHties Act of 1990, 42 U.S.C. § 12101 et seq. and the Americans with 
Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities; the Architectural Barriers Act, 
P.L. 90-480 and the Uniform Federal Accessibility Standards; and the Environmental Barriers Act, 
410 ILCS 25/1 et seq.. and the regulations promulgated thereto at 111. Admin. Code tit. 71, ch. 1, § 
400.110. In the event that the above cited standards are inconsistent, the Contractor shall comply 
with the standard providing greater accessibility. If the Contractor fails to comply with the foregoing 
standards, it shall perform again at no expense all services required to be reperformed as a direct or 
indirect result of such failure. 

8.06 Assigns 
All ofthe terms and conditions of this Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of 
the parties hereto and their respective legal representatives, successors, transferees and assigns. 
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8.07 Cooperation 

The Contractor agrees at all times to cooperate fiilly with the City and to act in the City's best 
interests. Upon the termination or expiration of this Agreement, the Confractor shall make every 
effort to assure an orderly transition to another provider of the Services, if any, orderly 
demobilization of its operations in connection with the Services, unintenrupted provision of Services 
during any transition period and shall otherwise comply with reasonable requests ofthe Department 
in connection with this Agreement's termination or expiration. 

8.08 Severability 

If any provision of this Agreement is held or deemed to be or shall in fact be inoperative or 
unenforceable as applied in any particular case in any jurisdiction or in all cases because it conflicts 
with any other provision hereof or ofany constitution, statute, ordinance, rule of law or public policy, 
or for any other reason, such circumstances shall not have the effect of rendering such provision 
inoperative or unenforceable in any other case or circumstances, or of rendering any other provision 
herein invalid, inoperative, or unenforceable to any extent. The invalidity of any one or more 
phrases, sentences, clauses or sections herein shall not effect the remaining portions of this 
Agreement or any part thereof. 

8.09 Interpretation 

All headings in this Agreement are for convenience of reference only and do not define or 
limit the provisions thereof. Words of gender are deemed-to include correlative words ofthe other 
gender. Words importing the singular number include the plural number and vice versa, unless the 
context otherwise indicates. All references to exhibits or documents are deemed to include all 
supplements and/or amendments to such exhibits or documents if entered into in accordance with 
the terms and conditions hereof and thereof All references to persons or entities are deemed to 
include any persons or entities succeeding to the rights, duties, and obligations of such persons or 
entities in accordance with the terms and conditions herein. 

8.10 Miscellaneous Provisions 

Whenever under this Agreement the City by a proper authority waives the Contractor's 
performance in any respect or waives a requirement or condition to the Contractor's performance, 
the waiver, whether express or implied, applies only to that particular instance and is not a waiver 
forever or for subsequent instances ofthe perfonnance, requfrement or condition. No waiver shall 
be constmed as a modification ofthe Agreement regardless ofthe number of times the City may 
have waived the performance, requirement or condition. 
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8.11 Disputes 

Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, Contractor must and the City may bring any 
dispute arising under this Agreement which is not resolved by the parties to the Chief Procurement 
Officer for decision based upon the written submissions ofthe parties. (A copy ofthe "Regulations 
ofthe Department of Procurement Services for Resolution of Disputes between Contractors and the 
City of Chicago" is available in City Hall, 121 N. LaSalle Sfreet, Room 301, Bid and Bond Room, 
Chicago, Illinois 60602.) The Chief Procurement will issue a written decision and send it to the 
Contractor and the SSAC by mail. The decision of the Chief Procurement Officer is final and 
binding. The sole and exclusive remedy to challenge the decision ofthe Chief Procurement Officer 
is judicial review by means of a common law writ of certiorari. 

8.12 Contractor Affidavit 

The Confractor must provide to the City, no later than thirty days after the end of each year, 
a fiilly executed £ind notarized Affidavit certifying the expenditures emd Services provided for the 
prior year. The form of this affidavit is attached as Exhibit 8 and incorporated by reference. 

8.13 Prohibition on Certain Contributions 

Confractor agrees that Confractor, any person or entity who directly or indirectly has an 
ownership or beneficial interest in Contractor of more than 7.5 percent ("Owners"), spouses and 
domestic partners of such Owners, Confractor's subconfractors, any person or entity who directly 
or indirectly has an ownership or beneficial interest in any subcontractor of more than 7.5 percent 
("Sub-owners") and spouses and domestic partners of such Sub-owners (Contractor and all the other 
preceding classes of persons and entities are together, the ("Identified Parties"), shall not make a 
contribution of any amount to the Mayor of the City of Chicago ("Mayor") or to his political 
fimdraising committee (i) after execution of this Agreement by Confractor, (ii) while this Agreement 
or any Other Confract is executory, (iii) during the term of this Agreement or any Other Contract 
between Contractor and the City, or (iv) during any period while an extension of this Agreement or 
any Other Confract is being sought or negotiated. 

Contractor represents and warrants that since the date of public advertisement ofthe 
specification, request for qualifications, request for proposals or request for information (or any 
combination of those requests) or, if not competitively procured, from the date the City approached 
Contractor or the date Contractor approached the City, as applicable, regarding the formulation of 
this Agreement, no Identified Parties have made a contribution ofany amount to the Mayor or to his 
political fimdraising committee. 

Contractor agrees that it shall not: (a) coerce, compel or intimidate its employees to 
make a contribution ofany amount to the Mayor or to the Mayor's political fimdraising committee; 
(b) reimburse its employees for a contribution ofany amoimt made to the Mayor or to the Mayor's 
political fimdraising committee; or (c) bundle or solicit others to bimdle contributions to the Mayor 
or to his political fiindraising committee. 
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Contractor agrees that the Identified Parties must not engage in any conduct whatsoever 
designed to intentionally violate this provision or Mayorjd Executive Order No. 05-1 or to entice, 
dfrect or solicit others to intentionally violate this provision or Mayoral Executive Order No. 05-1. 

Contractor agrees that a violation of, non-compliance with, misrepresentation with respect 
to, or breach of any covenant or warranty under this provision or violation of Mayoral Executive 
Order No. 05-1 constitutes a breach and default under this Agreement, and under any Other Contract 
for which no opportunity to cure will be granted. Such breach and default entitles the City to all 
remedies (including without limitation termination for default) under this Agreement, under Other 
Contract, at law and in equity. This provision amends any Other Contract and supersedes any 
inconsistent provision contained therein. 

If Confractor violates this provision or Mayoral Executive Order No. 05-1 prior to award of 
the Agreement resulting from this specification, the Commissioner may reject Confractor's bid. 

For purposes of this provision: 

"Bundle" means to collect contributions from more thein one source which are then delivered 
by one person to the Mayor or to his political fimdraising committee. 

"Other Confract" means any other agreement with the City of Chicago to iJirhich Contractor 
is a party that is (i) formed under the authority of chapter 2-92 ofthe Municipal Code of 
Chicago; (ii) entered into for the purchase or lease of real or personal property; or (iii) for 
materials, supplies, equipment or services which are approved or authorized by the city 
council. 

"Contribution" means a "political contribution" as defined in Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal 
Code of Chicago, as amended. 

Individuals are "Domestic Partners" if they satisfy the following criteria: 

(A) they are each other's sole domestic partner, responsible for each other's 
common wel&re; and 

(B) neither party is married; and 
(C) the partners are not related by blood closer than would bar marriage in the 

State of Illinois; and 
(D) each partner is at least 18 years of age, and the partners are the same sex, and 

the partners reside at the same residence; and 
(E) two ofthe following four conditions exist for the partners: 

1. The partners have beoi residing togetho* for at least 12 months. 
2. The partners have common orjoint ownership of a residence. 
3. The partners have at least two ofthe follov^dng arrangements: 

a. joint ownership of a motor vehicle; 
b. ajoint credit account; 
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c. a joint checking account; 
d. a lease for a residence identifying both domestic partners as 

tenjmts. 
4. Eadi partner identifies the other partner as a primary beneficiaty in a 

will. 

"Political fiindraising committee" means a "political fimdraising committee" as defined in 
Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal code of Chicago, as amended." 

8.14 Firms Owned or Operated by Individuals with Disabilities 

The City encourages Confractors to use Subconfractors that are firms owned or operated by 
individuals witii disabilities, as defined by Section 2-92-586 ofthe Municipal Code ofthe City of 
Chicago, where not otherwise prohibited by federal or state law. 

8.15 Governing Law and Jurisdiction 

This Agreement is governed as to performance and interpretation in accordance with the 
laws of the State of Illinois. 

ARTICLE 9 NOTICES 

Notices provided for herein shall be in writing and may be delivered personally or by 
United States mail, first class, certified, return receipt requested, with postage prepaid and 
addressed as follows: 

Ifto the City: Special Service Area #18 Commission 
3739 N.Halsted 
Chicago, Illinois 60613 

Department of Planning and Development 
CityHall, Room 1000 
121 Nortii LaSalle Sfreet 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
Attention: Commissioner 

With Copies to: DqjartmentofLaw 
Room 600, City Hall 
121 Nortfi LaSalle Sfreet 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
Attention: Corporation Counsel 

If to Contractor. Northalsted Area Merchants Association 
3739 N. Halsted 
Chicago, Illinois 60613 
Attention: Jay Lyon 
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Changes in the above-referenced addresses must be in writing and delivered in 
accordance with the provisions of this Section. Notices delivered by mail shall be deemed 
received 3 days after mailing in accordance with this Section. Notices delivered personally shall 
be deemed effective upon receipt. 

ARTICLE 10 CITY ACTION 

In the event that there is no duly constituted SSAC during the term of this 
Agreement, the City will retain all ofthe rights and obligations afforded to the SSAC hereunder. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the City and the Contractor have executed this 
Agreement on the date first set forth above, at Chicago, Illinois. 

Recommended by: CONTRACTOR 

SSAC Chairperson 

CITY OF CHICAGO 

By: 
Commissioner, Department of 
Planning and Development 

By: 

Its: 

Attested By: 

Its: 

State of 

County of _ 

This instmment was acknowledged before me on (date) by 
_(name/s of person/s) as (type of authority, e.g., officer, trustee, etc.) of. 

; (name of party on behalf of whom instmment was 
executed). 

(Signature of Notary Public) 

(Sub)Exhibits 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 referred to in this Service Provider Agreement for 
Special Service Area Number 18 read as follows: 
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(Sub)Exhibit 1. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 18) 

Special Service Area Number 18. 

Northalsted. 

2009 Scope Of Services. 

Advertising/promotions. 

Public way maintenance. 

Public way aesthetics. 

Facade improvements. 

Safety. 

District planning. 

Aesthetically pleasing environment. 

(Sub)Exhibit 2. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 18) 

Schedule C: 2009 Special Service Area Budget Summary. 

Department Of Planning. And Development. 

Special Service Area Number and Name: 

Special Service Area Chairperson: 

Service Provider: 

Special Service Area Program Manager: 

Budget Period: 

Special Service Area Number 18 -
Northalsted 

James M. Ludwig 

Northalsted Area Merchants Association 

Jay Lyon 

January 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009 

Service 

Advertising and Promotion 

Public Way Maintenance 

Public Way Aesthetics 

2008 Levy 

$ 51,000 

65,195 

103,226 

+ Carryover 

-

-

$25,000 

= 2009 Budget 

$ 51,000 

65,195 

128,226 
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Service 

Tenant Retention/Attraction 

Facade Improvements 

Parking/Transits/Accessibility 

Safety Programs 

District Planning 

Other Technical Assistance 

Total Services 

Administration 

Loss Collection 1.8% 

GRAND TOTAL 

Administration/Total Budget 
Ratio 

2008 Levy 

-

$ 13,700 

— 

48,900 

17,400 

— 

$299,421 

$ 25,259 

$ 6,000 

$330,680 

+ 

+ 

Carryover 

— 

-

-

-

— 

-

$25,000 

-

-

$25,000 

= 2009 Budget 

— 

$ 13,700 

— • 

48,900 

17,400 

— 

$324,421 

$ 25,259 

$ 6,000 

$355,680 

7.1% 

D.P.D. Use Only 

Estimated 2007 E.A.V. 

Authorized Tax Rate Cap 

Estimated Tax Rate for 2008 Levy 

Estimated 2008 Levy 

$78,786,429 

0.420% 

0.420% 

$ 330,680 

Special Service Area Number and Name: Special Service Area Number 18 -
Northalsted 

Budget Period: January 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009 

The attached budget is recommended and approved by the Special Service Area 
Commission. 

(Signed) James M. Ludwig 
S.S.A. Chairperson Signature 

James M. Ludwig 
S.S.A. Chairperson Printed Name 

June 11, 2008 
Date 
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(Sub)Exhibit 3. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 18) 

City Of Chicago 

Economic Disclosure Statement And Affidavit. 

SECTION I - GENERAL INFORMATION 

A. Legal name of Disclosing Party submitting this EDS. Include d/b/a/ if applicable: 

Northalsted Area Merchants /Vssociab'on 

Check ONE of the following three boxes: 

Indicate whether Disclosing Party submitting this EDS is: 
1. pd the Applicant 

OR 
2. [ ] a legal entity holding a direct or indirect interest in the Applicant. State the legal name of the 

Applicant in which Disclosing Party holds an interest: 
OR 

3. [ ] a specified legal entity with a right of control (see Section II.B.l .b.) State the legal name of 
the entity in which Disclosing Party holds a right of control: 

B. Business address of Disclosing Party: 3739 N. Halsted St. 

Chicago. IL 60613 

C. TelephoneCQ'"'**^ for printing putposes)Fax: (Omitted for printing purposes) Email: (0'"'Mg<i fof printing purposes) 

D. Name of contact person: J 3 y LyOfl 

E. Federal Employer Identification No. (if you have one): (Omitted for printing purposes) 

F. Brief description of contract, transaction or other undertaking (referred to below as the "Matter") to 
which this EDS pertains. (Include project number and location of property, if applicable): 

Councii approvai of 2009 SSA #18 levy, budget and services. 

G. Which City agency or department is requesting this EDS? Pepaffment of Planning and Development 

• ". Matter is a contract being handled by the City's Department of Procurement Services, please 
- the following: 

jn# ' and Contract # 
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SECTION II - DISCLOSURE OF OWNERSHIP INTERESTS 

A. NATURJE OF DISCLOSING PARTY 

1. Indicate the nature of the Disclosing Party: 
[ ] Person 
[ ] Publicly registered business corporation 
[ ] Privately held business corporation 
[ ] Sole proprietorship 
[ ] General partnership* 
[ ] Limited partnership* 
[ ] Trust 

•Note B.l.b below. 

[ ] Limited liability company* 
[ ] Limited liability partnership* 
[ ] Joint venture* 
M Not-for-profit corporation 
(Is the not-for-profit corporation also a 501(c)(3))? 

[ ] Yes M No 
[ ] Other (please specify) 

2, For legal entities, the state (or foreign country) ofincorporation or organization, if applicable: 

Illinois 

3. For legal entities not organized in the State oflllinois: Has the organization registered to do 
business in the State oflllinois as a foreign entity? 

[ ] Yes [ ] No [ ] N/A 

B. IF THE DISCLOSING PARTY IS A LEGAL ENTITY: 

1 .a. List below the full names and titles of all executive officers and all directors of the entity. 
For not-for-profit corporations, also list below all members, if any, which are legal entities. If there are 
no such members, write "no members." For trusts, estates or other similar entities, list below the legal 
titIehoIder(s). 

Name 

Anthony Almaguer 
Jim Bissonette 
Jeff Durbin 
DrewKnecfit 
Sheldon Harrison 
Mickey Hornick 
Patrick Harms 
Yoshi Katsumura 
Mark Uberson 
Jimlj jdwig 
Stuart Zirin 

Title 

Northalsted {Merchants Area Assodation 
2008 Board Of Directors (Redacted) 

Treasurer 

Vice Presklent 
Presktent 

Secretary 

'No Menit>ers' 

„ «, '^^^".' ' 't^^.^^ "°^°^-"^ partnership," "Limited partnership," "Limited liability 
company, Limited habihty partnership" or "Joint venture" in response to Item A.l . above Mature of 
Disclosing Party). Ust below the name and title of each general partner, managing member, m a n a T r o r 
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any other person or entity that controls the day-to-day management ofthe Disclosing Party. NOTE: 
Each legal entity listed below must submit an EDS on its own behalf 

Name 
N/A 

Title 

2. Please provide the following information concerning each person or entity having a direct or 
indirect beneficial interest (including ownership) in excess of 7.5% ofthe Disclosing Party. Examples 
of such an interest include shares in a corporation, partnership interest in a partnership orjoint venture, 
interest of a member or manager in a limited liability company, or interest of a beneficiary of a trust, 
estate or other similar entity. If none, state "None." NOTE: Pursuantto Section 2-154-030 ofthe 
Municipal Code of Chicago ("Municipal Code"), the City may require any such additional infonnation 
from any applicant which is reasonably intended to achieve full disclosure. 

Name Business Address Percentage Interest in the 
Disclosing Party 

N/A 

SECTION III - BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS WITH CITY ELECTED OFFICIALS 

Has the Disclosing Party had a "business relationship," as defined in Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal 
Code, with any City elected official in the 12 months before the date this EDS is signed? 

( ] Yes M No 

If yes, please identify below the name(s) of such City elected official(s) and describe such 
relationship(s): 

SECTION IV - DISCLOSURE OF SUBCONTRACTORS AND OTHER RETAINED PARTIES 

The Disclosing Party must disclose the name and business address of each subcontractor, attorney, 
lobbjrist, accountant, consultant and any other person or entity whom the Disclosing Party has retained 

-or-expects to retain in connection with the Matter, as welLas thcnature of the relationship, and the total 
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amount ofthe fees paid or estimated to be paid. The Disclosing Party is not required to disclose 
employees who are paid solely through the Disclosing Party's regular payroll. 

"Lobbyist" means any person or entity who undertakes to influence any legislative or administrative 
action on behalf of any person or entity other than: (1) a not-for-profit entity, on an unpaid basis, or (2) 
himself. "Lobbyist" also means any person or entity any part of whose duties as an employee of 
another includes undertaking to influence any legislative or administrative action. 

If the Disclosing Party is uncertain whether a disclosure is required under this Section, the 
Disclosing Party must either ask the City whether disclosure is required or make the disclosure. 

Name 
(indicate whether 
retained or anticipated 
to be retained) 

Business 
Address 

Relationship to Disclosing Party 
(subcontractor, attorney. 
lobbyist, etc.) 

Fees 
(indicate whether 
paid or estimated) 

><g s e e A^mkcteet̂  

(Add sheets if necessary) 

[ ] Check here if the Disclosing party has not retained, nor expects to retain, any such persons or 
entities. 

SECTION V - CERTIFICATIONS 

A. COURT-ORDERED CHILD SUPPORT COMPLL\NCE 

Under Municipal.Code Section 2-92-415, substantial owners of business entities that contract with 
the City must remain in compliance with their child support obligations throughout the term ofthe 
contract. 

Has any person who directly or indirectly owns 10% or more ofthe Disclosing Party been declared in 
arrearage on any child support obligations by any Illinois court of competent jurisdiction? 

[ ] Yes [ ] No M No person owns 10% or more of the Disclosing Party. 

If "Yes," has the person entered into a court-approved agreement for pajmient of all support owed and 
is the person in compliance with that agreement? 

[ ] Y e s M N o 
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Subcontractors and Other Retained Parties 

Cleanstreet, Inc. EProcess Solutions LLC 
3501 W. Filmore Ave. 2944 N. Broadway Suite 100 
Chicago, EL 60624 Chicago, IL 60657 
Subcontractor Subcontractor 
$41,200 (Estimated) $6,500 (Estimated) 

BannervHIe, USA H. Gregory Mermel 
8168 S. Madison 2835 N. Sheffield Ave. 
Burr Ridge, IL 60527 Chicago, IL 60657 
Subcontractor CPA 
$20,000 (Estimated) $2,600 (Estimated) 

Pressure Washing Systems 
Environmental, Inc. 
1615 8.55*^ Ave. 
Cicero, EL 60804 
Subcontractor 
$21,650 (Estimated) 

Clarence Davids & Co. 
22901 S. Ridgeland Ave. 
Matteson, BL 60443 
Landscaper 
$55,101 OEstimated) 

Acorn Electric Co. 
2839 W.Diversey Ave. 
Chicago, IL 60647 
Subcontractor 
$12,000 (Estimated) 

K.AJVf. Security Services 
35 E. Wacker Dr. 
Chicago, IL 60601 
Subcontractor 
$25,000 OEstimated) 

EPro Integration Ltd. 
2944 N. Broadway Suite 102 
Chicago, IL 60657 
Subcontractor 
$15,000 OEstimated) 
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B. FURTHER CERTIFICATIONS 

I. The Disclosing Party and, if the Disclosing Party is a legal entity, all of those persons or entities 
identified in Section II.B.l. of this EDS: 

a. are not presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible or voluntarily 
excluded from any transactions by any federal, state or local unit of government; 

b. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date of this EDS, been convicted of a criminal 
offense, adjudged guilty, or had a civil judgment rendered against them in connection with: 
obtaining, attempting to obtain, or performing a pubUc (federal, state or local) transaction or 
contract under a public transaction; a violation of federal or state antitrust statutes; fraud; 
embezzlement; theft; forgery; bribery; falsification or destruction of records; making false 
statements; or receiving stolen property; 

c. are not presently indicted for or otherwise criminally or civilly charged by a governmental entity 
(federal, state or local) with commission of any ofthe offenses enumerated in clause B.l.b. of 
this Section V; 

d. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date of this EDS, had one or more public 
transactions (federal, state or local) terminated for cause or default; and 

e. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date of this EDS, been convicted, adjudged 
guilty, or found liable in a civil proceeding, or in any criminal or civil action, including actions 
concerning environmental violations, instituted by the City or by the federal government, any 
state, or any other unit of local government. 

2. The certifications in subparts 2, 3 and 4 concern: 

• the Disclosing Party; 
• any "Applicable Party" (meaning any party participating in the performance of the Matter, 

including but not limited to any persons or legal entities disclosed imder Section IV, "Disclosure of 
Subcontractors and Other Retained Parties"); 
• any "Affihated Entity" (meaning a person or entity that, directly or indirectly: controls the 

Disclosing Party, is controlled by the Disclosing Party, or is, with the Disclosing Party, under 
common control of another person or entity. Indicia of control include, without limitation: 
interlocking management or ownership; identity of interests among family members, shared facilities 
and equipment; common use of employees; or organization of a business entity following the 
ineligibility of a business entity to do business with federal or state or local government, including 
tbe City, using substantially the same management, ownership, or principals as the ineligible entity); 
with respect to Applicable Parties, the term Affiliated Entity means a person or entity that directly or 
indirectly controls the Applicable Party, is controlled by it, or, with the Applicable Party, is under 
common control of another person or entity; 
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• any responsible official of the Disclosing Party, any Applicable Party or any Affiliated Entity or 
any other official, agent or employee ofthe Disclosing Party, any Applicable Party or any Affiliated 
Entity, acting pursuant to the direction or authorization of a responsible official ofthe Disclosing 
Party, any Applicable Party or any Affiliated Entity (collectively "Agents"). 

Neither the Disclosing Party, nor any Applicable Party, nor any Affiliated Entity of either the 
Disclosing Party or any Applicable Party nor any Agents have, during the five years before the date this 
EDS is signed, or, with respect to an Applicable Party, an Affiliated Entity, or an Affiliated Entity of an 
Applicable Party during the five years before the date of such Applicable Party's or Affiliated Entity's 
contract or engagement in connection with the Matter: 

a. bribed or attempted to bribe, or been convicted or adjudged guilty of bribery or attempting to 
bribe, a public officer or employee of the City, the State of Illinois, or any agency of the federal 
government or ofany state or local government in the United States of America, in that officer's 
or employee's official capacity; 

b. agreed or colluded with other bidders or prospective bidders, or been a party to any such 
agreement, or been convicted or adjudged guilty of agreement or collusion among bidders or 
prospective bidders, in restraint of freedom of competition by agreement to bid a fixed price or 
otherwise; or 

c. made an admission of such conduct described in a. or b. above that is a matter of record, but 
have not been prosecuted for such conduct; or.. 

d. violated the provisions of Municipal Code Section 2-92-610 (Living Wage Ordinance). 

3. Neither the Disclosing Party, Affiliated Entity or AppUcable Party, or any of their employees, 
officials, agents or partners, is barred from contracting with any unit of state or local government as a 
result of engaging in or being convicted of (1) bid-rigging in violation of 720 ILCS 5/33E-3; (2) 
bid-rotating in violation of 720 ILCS 5/33E-4; or (3) any similar offense of any state or of the United 
States of America that contains the same elements as the offense of bid-rigging or bid-rotating. 

4. Neither the Disclosing Party nor any Affiliated Entity is listed on any ofthe following lists 
maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets Control ofthe U.S. Department ofthe Treasury or the 
Bureau of Industry and Security ofthe U.S. Department of Commerce or their successors: the Specially 
Designated Nationals List, the Denied Persons List, the Unverified List, the Entity List and the 
Debarred List. 

5. The Disclosing Party understands and shall comply with ( I ) the applicable requirements ofthe 
Governmental Ethics Ordinance ofthe City, Title 2, Chapter 2-156 ofthe Mimicipal Code; and (2) all 
the applicable provisions of Chapter 2-56 ofthe Municipal Code (Office ofthe Inspector General). 
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6. If the Disclosing Party is unable to certify to any of the above statements in this Part B (Further 
Certifications), the Disclosing Party must explain below: 

NA 

If the letters "NA," the word "None," or no response appears on the lines above, it will be conclusively 
presumed that the Disclosing Party certified to the above statements. 

C. CERTIFICATION OF STATUS AS FINANCIAL INSTITUTION 

For purposes of this Part C, under Municipal Code Section 2-32-455(b), the term "financial institution" 
means a bank, savings and loan association, thrift, credit union, mortgage banker, mortgage broker, 
trust company, savings bank, investment bank, securities broker, municipal securities broker, securities 
dealer, municipal securities dealer, securities underwriter, municipal securities underwriter, investment 
trust, venture capital company, bank holding company, financial services holding company, or any 
licensee under the Consumer Installment Loan Act, the Sales Finance Agency Act, or the Residential 
Mortgage Licensing Act. However, "financial institution" specifically shall not include any entity 
whose predominant business is the providing of tax deferred, defined contribution, pension plans to 
public employees in accordance with Sections 403(b) and 457 ofthe Intemal Revenue Code. 
(Additional definitions may be found in Municipal Code Section 2-32-455(b).) 

1. CERTIFICATION 

The Disclosing Party certifies that the Disclosing Party (check one) 

[ ] is M is not 

a "financial institution" as defined in Section 2-32-455(b) of the Municipal Code. 

2. If the Disclosing Party IS a financial institution, then the Disclosing Party pledges: 

"We are not and will not become a predatory lender as defined in Chapter 2-32 ofthe Municipal 
Code. We further pledge that none of our affiliates is, and none of them will become, a predatory 
lender as defined in Chapter 2-32 ofthe Municipal Code. We understand that becoming a predatory 
lender or becoming an affiliate of a predatory lender may result in the loss ofthe privilege of doing 
business with the City." 

If the Disclosing Party is unable to make this pledge because it or any of its affiliates (as defined in 
Section 2-32-455(b) ofthe Municipal Code) is a predatory lender within the meaning of Chapter 
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2-32 ofthe Municipal Code, explain here (attach additional pages if necessary): 

NA 

If the letters "NA," the word "None," or no response appears on the lines above, it will be 
conclusively presumed that the Disclosing Party certified to the above statements. 

D. CERTIFICATION REGARDING INTEREST IN CITY BUSINESS 

Any words or terms that are defined in Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal Code have the same 
meanings when used in this Part D. 

1. In accordance with Section 2-156-110 of the Municipal Code: Does any official or employee 
ofthe City have a financial interest in his or her own name or in the name ofany other person or 
entity in the Matter? 

[ ] Yes M No 

NOTE: If you checked "Yes" to Item D.l., proceed to Items D.2. and D.3. If you checked "No" to 
Item D.l., proceed to Part E. 

2. Unless sold pursuant to a process of competitive bidding, or otherwise permitted, no City 
elected official or employee shall have a financial interest in his or her own name or in the name of 
any other person or entity in the purchase ofany property that (i) belongs to the City, or (ii) is sold 
for taxes or assessments, or (iii) is sold by virtue of legal process at the suit of the City (collectively, 
"City Property Sale"). Compensation for property taken pursuant to the City's eminent domain power 
does not constitute a financial interest within the meaning of this Part D. 

Does the Matter involve a City Property Sale? 

[ ] Y e s M N o 

3. If you checked "Yes" to Item D.I., provide the names and business addresses of the City 
officials or employees having such interest and identify the nature of such interest: 

Name Business Address Nature of Interest 

NA 

4. The Disclosing Party further certifies that no prohibited financial interest in the Matter will 
be acquired by any City official or employee. 
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E. CERTIFICATION REGARDING SLAVERY ERA BUSINESS 

The Disclosing Party has searched any and all records of the Disclosing Party and any and all 
predecessor entities for records of investments or profits from slavery, the slave industry, or 
slaveholder insurance policies from the slavery era (including insurance policies issued to 
slaveholders that provided coverage for damage to or injury or death of their slaves) and has 
disclosed in this EDS any and all such records to the City. In addition, the Disclosing Party must 
disclose the names ofany and all slaves or slaveholders described in those records. Failure to 
comply with these disclosure requirements may make the Matter to which this EDS pertains voidable 
by the City. 

Please check either 1. or 2. below. If the Disclosing Party checks 2., the Disclosing Party must 
disclose below or in an attachment to this EDS all requisite information as set forth in that paragraph 2 

*» 1. The Disclosing Party verifies that (a) the Disclosing Party has searched any and all records of 
the Disclosing Party and any and all predecessor entities for records of investments or profits firom 
slavery, the slave industry, or slaveholder insurance policies, and (b) the Disclosing Party has found 
no records of investments or profits from slavery, the slave industry, or slaveholder insurance 
policies and no records of names ofany slaves or slaveholders. 

2. The Disclosing Party verifies that, as a result of conducting the search in step 1(a) above, the 
Disclosing Party has found records relating to investments or profits from slavery, the slave industry, 
or slaveholder insurance policies and/or the names ofany slaves or slaveholders. The Disclosing 

!?Party verifies that the following constitutes full disclosure of all such records: 

SECTION VI - CERTIFICATIONS FOR FEDERALLY-FUNDED MATTERS 

NCTE: If the Matter is federally funded, complete this Section VI. If the Matter is not federally 
funded, proceed to Section VII. 

A. CERTIFICATION REGARDING LOBBYING 

I. List below the names of all persons or entities registered under the federal Lobbying 
Disclosure Act of 1995 who have made lobbying contacts on behalf of the Disclosing Party with 
respect to the Matter (Begin list here, add sheets as necessary): 

NA 
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(If no explanation appears or begins on the Unes above, or if the letters "NA" or if the word "None" 
appear, it will be conclusively presumed that the Disclosing Party means that NO persons or entities 
registered under the Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 have made lobbying contacts on behalf ofthe 
Disclosing Party with respect to the Matter.) 

2. The Disclosing Party has not spent and will not expend any federally appropriated funds to 
pay any person or entity listed in Paragraph A.I. above for his or her lobbying activities or to pay any 
person or entity to influence or attempt to influence an officer or employee ofany agency, as defined 
by applicable federal law, a member of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or an 
employee of a member of Congress, in connection with the award ofany federally funded contract, 
making any federally funded grant or loan, entering into any cooperative agreement, or to extend, 
continue, renew, amend, or modify any federally funded contract, grant, loan, or cooperative 
agreement. 

3. The Disclosing Party will submit an updated certification at the end of each calendar quarter 
in which there occurs any event that materially affects the accuracy ofthe statements and information 
set forth in paragraphs A.l . and A.2. above. 

If the Matter is federally funded and any funds other than federally appropriated funds have been or 
will be paid to any person or entity for influencing or attempting to influence an officer or employee 
ofany agency (as defined by applicable federal law), a member of Congress, an officer or employee 
of Congress, or an employee of a member of Congress in connection with the Matter, the Disclosing 
Party must complete and submit Standard Form-LLL, "Disclosure Form to Report Lobbying," in 
accordance with its instructions. The form may be obtained online from the federal.Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) web site at http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/sflllin.pdf, 
linked on the page http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/grants_forms.html. 

4. The Disclosing Party certifies that either: (i) it is not an organization described in section 
501(c)(4) ofthe Intemal Revenue Code of 1986; or (ii) it is an organization described in section 
501(c)(4) ofthe Internal Revenue Code of 1986 but has not engaged and will not engage in 
"Lobbying Activities". 

5. If the Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party must obtain certifications equal 
in form and substance to paragraphs A.I. through A.4. above from all subcontractors before it 
awards any subcontract and the Disclosing Party must maintain all such subcontractors' certifications 
for the duration ofthe Matter and must make such certifications promptly available to the City upon 
request. 

B. CERTIFICATION REGARDING EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 

If the Matter is federally funded, federal regulations require the Applicant and all proposed 
subcontractors to submit the following information with their bids or in writing at the outset of 
negotiations. 

http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/sflllin.pdf
http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/grants_forms.html
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Is the Disclosing Party the Applicant? 

[ ] Yes [ ] No 

If "Yes," answer the three questions below: 

1. Have you developed and do you have on file affirmative action programs pursuant to 
applicable federal regulations? (See 41 CFR Part 60-2.) 

[ ]Yes [ ] N o 

2. Have you filed with the Joint Reporting Committee, the Director ofthe Office of Federal 
Contract Compliance Programs, or the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission all reports due 
under the applicable filing requirements? 

[ ]Yes [ ] N o 

3. Have you participated in any previous contracts or subcontracts subject to the 
equal opportunity clause? 

[ ]Yes [ ] N o 

If you checked "No" to question 1. or 2. above, please provide an explanation: 

SECTION VII - ACKNOWLEDGMENTS, CONTRACT INCORPORATION, 
COMPLIANCE, PENALTIES, DISCLOSURE 

The Disclosing Party understands and agrees that: 

A. By completing and filing this EDS, the Disclosing Party acknowledges and agrees, on behalf of 
itself and the persons or entities named in this EDS, that the City may investigate the 
creditworthiness of some or all ofthe persons or entities named in this EDS. 

B. The certifications, disclosures, and acknowledgments contained in this EDS will become part of 
any contract or other agreement between the Applicant and the City in connection with the Matter, 
whether procurement. City assistance, or other City action, and are material inducements to the City's 
execution ofany contract or taking other action with respect to the Matter. The Disclosing Party 
understands that it must comply with all statutes, ordinances, and regulations on which this EDS is 
based. 

C. The City's Governmental Ethics and Campaign Financing Ordinances, Chapters 2-156 and 2-164 
of the Municipal Code, impose certain duties and obligations on persons or entities seeking City 
contracts, work, business, or transactions. The full text of these ordinances and a training program is 
available on line at www.cityofchicago.org/Ethics, and may also be obtained firom the City's Board 

_gf Ethics, 740 N. Sedgwick St., Suite 500, Chicago, EL 60610,(o™««'.tori»«^r»'P«»»)The Disclosing Party 
must comply fully with the applicable ordinances. 

http://www.cityofchicago.org/Ethics
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D. If the City determines that any information provided in this EDS is false, incomplete or 
inaccurate, any contract or other agreement in connection with which it is submitted may be 
rescinded or be void or voidable, and the City may pursue any remedies under the contract or 
agreement (if not rescinded, void or voidable), at law, or in equity, including terminating the 
Disclosing Party's participation in the Matter and/or declining to allow the Disclosing Party to 
participate in other transactions with the City. Remedies at law for a false statement of material fact 
may include incarceration and an award to the City of treble damages. 

E. It is the City's policy to make this document available to the public on its Intemet site and/or upon 
request. Some or all ofthe information provided on this EDS and any attachments to this EDS may 
be made available to the public on the Intemet, in response to a Freedom of Information Act request, 
or otherwise. By completing and signing this EDS, the Disclosing Party waives and releases any 
possible rights or claims which it may have against the City in connection with the public release of 
information contained in this EDS and also authorizes the City to verify the accuracy of any 
information submitted in this EDS. 

F. The information provided in this EDS must be kept current. In the event of changes, the 
Disclosing Party must supplement this EDS up to the time the City takes action on the Matter. If the 
Matter is a contract being handled by the City's Department of Procurement Services, the Disclosing 
Party must update this EDS as the contract requires. 

The Disclosing Party represents and warrants that: 

G. The Disclosing Party has not withheld or reserved any disclosures as to economic interests in the 
Disclosing Party, or as to the Matter, or any information, data or plan as to the intended use or 
purpose for which the Applicant seeks City Council or other City agency action. 

For purposes ofthe certifications in H.l . and H.2. below, the term "affiliate" means any person or 
entity that, directly or indirectly: controls the Disclosing Party, is controlled by the Disclosing Party, 
or is, with the Disclosing Party, under common control of anotherperson or entity. Indicia of control 
include, without limitation: interlocking ihanagement or ownership; identity of interests among 
family members; shared facilities and equipment; common use of employees; or organization of a 
business entity following the ineligibility of a business entity to do business with the federal 
government or a state or local government, including the City, using substantially the same 
management, ownership, or principals as the ineligible entity. 

H.I. The Disclosing Party is not delinquent in the payment ofany tax administered by the Illinois 
Department of Revenue, nor are the Disclosing Party or its affiliates delinquent in paying any fine, 
fee, tax or other charge owed to the City. This includes, but is not limited to, all water charges, 
sewer charges, license fees, parking tickets, property taxes or sales taxes. 

H.2 If the Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party and its affiliates will not use. nor 
permit their subcontractors to use, any facility on the U.S. EPA's List of Violating Facilities in 

-connection withihe-Matter for the duration of time that such facility remains on the list. 
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H.3 If the Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party will obtain from any 
contractors/subcontractors hired or to be hired in connection with the Matter certifications equal in 
form and substance to those in H. 1. and H.2. above and will not, without the prior written consent of 
the City, use any such contractor/subcontiactor that does not provide such certifications or that the 
Disclosing Party has reason to believe has not provided or caimot provide truthful certifications. 

NOTE: If the Disclosing Party cannot certify as to any ofthe items in H.l . , H.2. or H.3. above, an 
explanatory statement must be attached to this EDS. 

CERTIFICATION 

Under penalty of perjury, the person signing below: (1) warrants thathe/sbe is authorized to execute 
this EDS on behalf of the Disclosing Party, and (2) warrants that all certifications and statements 
contained in this EDS are true, accurate and complete as ofthe date fiimished to the City. 

(Print or type name of Disclosing Party) 
Date: !fek 

A^pf^tO T K^ftauif 
(Print or type name of person signing) 

FkesitsetST 
(Print or type'title of person signing) 

Signed and sworn to before me on (date) K M u n 13^ 2 ^ 0 % . by ^»<Cg<W T / ^ f e t f T 
at C o a C County, "pjUtJCKS (state). 

^^&^tt^/H* ^As4f^ Notary Public. 

Commission expires: / ) / » ^ J Z O i f Official seal 
Sheila M KooGng 

Notary PutiOc State of nmola 
My Commission ExplfM 1 l/ISOOl 1 
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(Sub)Exhibii 4. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 18) 

Contractor Insurance Provisions. 

Special Service Area Number 18. 

Northalsted Area Merchants Association. 

Contractor must provide and maintain at Contractor's own expense, during the term of the 
Agreement and time period following expiration if Contractor is required to return and perform 
any ofthe Services or Additional Services under this Agreement, the insurance coverage and 
requirements specified below, insuring all operations related to the Agreement. 

A. Insurance To Be Provided. 

1) Workers' Compensation And Employer's Liability. 

Workers' Compensation Insurance, as prescribed by applicable law, covering all 
employees who are to provide a service under this Agreement and Employer's 
Liability coverage with limits of not less than One Hundred Thousand 
Dollars ($100,000) each accident, illness or disease. 

2) Commercial General Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

Commercial General Liability Insurance or equivalent with limits of not less than 
One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per occurrence for bodily injury, personal injury and 
property damage liability. Coverages must include the following: all premises and 
operations, products/completed operations, separation of insureds, defense and 
contractual liability (with no limitation endorsement). The City of Chicago is to be 
named as an additional insured on a primary, noncontributory basis for any liability 
arising directly or indirectly from the Services. 

3) Automobile Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

When any motor vehicles (owned, non-owned and hired) are used in connection 
with Services to be performed. Contractor must provide Automobile Liability 
Insurance with limits of not less than Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000) 
per occurrence for bodily injury and property damage. The City of Chicago is to be 
named as an additional insured on a primary, noncontributory basis for any liability 
arising directly or indirectly from the Services. 

4) Professional Liability. 

When any professional consultants (e.g., C.P.A.s, attorneys, architects, engineers, 
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construction managers) perform Services in connection with this Agreement, 
Professional Liability Insurance covering acts, errors or omissions must be 
maintained with limits of not less than Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000). 
Coverage must include contractual liability. When policies are renewed or replaced, 
the policy retroactive date must coincide with, or precede, start of Services on the 
Agreement. A claims-made policy which is not renewed or replaced must have an 
extended reporting period of two (2) years. 

5) Crime. 

Contractor must be responsible for all persons handling funds under this 
Agreement, against loss by dishonesty, robbery, burglary, theft, destruction, or 
disappearance, computer fraud, credit card forgery and other related crime risks. 

B. Security Firms. 

If the Contractor enters into a subcontract with a Security Firm, such Security Firm must be 
certified by State of Illinois, and the Security Firm's employees must be registered and 
certified by the State. Contractor must ensure and require any Security Firm subcontractor 
to comply with the Risk Management Division approved Security Firm Insurance Provisions 
set forth in (Sub)Exhibit 5 of this Agreement, attached hereto and incorporated by references 
as though fully set forth herein. 

C. Additional Requirements. 

Contractor must furnish the City of Chicago, Department of Planning and Development, 
Attention: Development Support Services, Room 1003, 121 North LaSalle Street, Chicago, 
Illinois 60602, original Certificates of Insurance, or such similar evidence, to be in force on 
the date of this Agreement, and Renewal Certificates of Insurance, or such similar evidence, 
if the coverages have an expiration or renewal date occurring during the term of this 
Agreement. Contractor must submit evidence of insurance on the'City of Chicago Insurance 
Certificate Form (copy attached as (Sub)Exhibit ) or equivalent prior to award of this 
Agreement. The receipt of any certificate does not constitute agreement by the City that the 
insurance requirements in the Agreement have been fully met or that the insurance policies 
indicated on the certificate are in compliance with all Agreement requirements. The failure 
of the City to obtain certificates or other insurance evidence from Contractor is not a waiver 
by the City of any requirements for the Contractor to obtain and maintain the specified 
coverages. Contractor must advise all insurers of the Agreement provisions regarding 
insurance. Nonconforming insurance does not relieve Contractor of the obligation to provide 
insurance as specified in this Agreement. Nonfulfillment of the insurance conditions may 
constitute a violation of the Agreement, and the City retains the right to stop work and 
suspend this Agreement until proper evidence of insurance is provided, or the Agreement 
may be terminated. 

The insurance must provide for sixty (60) days prior written notice to be given to the City 
in the event coverage is substantially changed, canceled or non-renewed. 

Any deductibles or self-insured retentions on referenced insurance coverages must be 
borne by Contractor. 
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Contractor hereby waives and agrees to require their insurers to waive their rights of 
subrogation against the City of Chicago, its employees, elected officials, agents or 
representatives. 

The coverages and limits furnished by Contractor in no way limit the Contractor's liabilities 
and responsibilities specified within the Agreement or by law. 

Any insurance or self-insurance programs maintained by the City of Chicago do not 
contribute with insurance provided by Contractor under this Agreement. 

The required insurance to be carried is not limited by any limitations expressed in the 
indemnification language in this Agreement or any limitation placed on the indemnity in this 
Agreement given as a matter of law. 

If Contractor is a joint venture or limited liability company, the insurance policies must name 
the joint venture or limited liability company as a named insured. 

Contractor must require all Subcontractors to provide the insurance required in this 
Agreement, or Contractor may provide the coverages for Subcontractors. All Subcontractors 
are subject to the same insurance requirements of Contractor unless otherwise specified in 
this Agreement. 

If Contractor or Subcontractor desire additional coverages, the party desiring the additional 
coverages is responsible for the acquisition and cost. 

The City of Chicago Risk Management Department maintains the right to modify, delete, 
alter or change these requirements. 

[City of Chicago Certificate of Insurance Form referred to 
in these Contractor Insurance Provisions 

unavailable at time of printing.] 

(Sub)Exhibit 5 referred to in these Contractor Insurance Provisions constitutes 
(Sub)Exhibit 5 to the Service Provider Agreement and reads as follows: 

(Sub) Exhibit 5. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 18) 

Security Firm Insurance Provisions. 

Special Service Area Number 18. 

Northalsted Area Merchants Association. 

The Security Firm must provide and maintain at Security Firm's own expense, until Contract 
completion and during the time period following expiration if Security Firm is required to 
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return and perform any additional work, the insurance coverages and requirements specified 
below, insuring all operations related to the Contract. 

A. Insurance To Be Provided. 

1) Workers' Compensation And Employer's Liability. 

Workers' Compensation Insurance, as prescribed by applicable law, covering all 
employees who are to provide work under this Contract and Employer's Liability 
coverage with limits of not less than Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000) 
each accident, illness or disease. 

2) Commercial General Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

Commercial General Liability Insurance or equivalent with limits of not less than 
One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per occurrence for bodily injury, personal injury and 
property damage liability. Coverages must include the following: all premises and 
operations, products/completed operations, separation of insureds, defense and 
contractual liability (with no limitation endorsement). The S.S.A.C., the City of 
Chicago and the Contractor are to be named as additional insureds on a primary, 
noncontributory basis for any liability arising directly or indirectly from the work. 

3) Automobile Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

When any motor vehicles (owned, non-owned and hired) are used in connection 
with work to be performed, the Security Firm must provide Automobile Liability 
Insurance with limits of not less than One.Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per 
occurrence for bodily injury and property damage. The S.S.A.C, the City of 
Chicago and the Contractor are to be named as additional insureds on a primary, 
noncontributory basis for any liability arising directly or indirectly from the work. 

4) Professional Liability. 

Professional Liability Insurance covehng acts, errors or omissions must be 
maintained by the Security Firm with limits of not less than One Million 
Dollars ($1,000,000). Coverage must include contractual liability. When policies 
are renewed or replaced, the policy retroactive date must coincide with, or precede, 
start of work on the Contract. A claims-made policy which is not renewed or 
replaced must have an extended reporting period of two (2) years. 

B. Additional Requirements. 

The Security Firm must furnish the Contractor original Certificates of Insurance, or such 
similar evidence, to be in force on the date of this Contract, and Renewal Certificates of 
Insurance, or such similar evidence, if the coverages have an expiration or renewal date 
occurring during the term of this Contract. The Security Firm must submit evidence of 
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insurance prior to Contract award. The receipt of any certificate does not constitute 
agreement by the Contractor that the insurance requirements in the Contract have been fully 
met or that the insurance policies indicated on the certificate are in compliance with all 
Contract requirements. The failure of the Contractor to obtain certificates or other insurance 
evidence from Security Firm is not a waiver by the Contractor of any requirements for the 
Security Firm to obtain and maintain the specified coverages. The Security Firm must advise 
all insurers ofthe Contract provisions regarding insurance. Nonconforming insurance does 
not relieve Security Firm of the obligation to provide insurance as specified herein. 
Nonfulfillment ofthe insurance conditions may constitute a violation ofthe Contract, and the 
Contractor retains the right to stop work until proper evidence of insurance is provided, or the 
Contract may be terminated. 

The insurance must provide for sixty (60) days prior written notice to be given to the 
Contractor in the event coverage is substantially changed, canceled or non-renewed. 

Any deductibles or self-insured retentions on referenced insurance coverages must be 
borne by Security Firm. 

Security Firm hereby waives and agrees to require their insurers to waive their rights of 
subrogation against the Contractor and the City of Chicago, its employees, elected officials, 
agents or representatives. 

The coverages and limits furnished by Security Firm in no way limit the Security Firm's 
liabilities and responsibilities specified within the Contract or by law. 

Any insurance or self-insurance programs maintained by the Contractor do not contribute 
with insurance provided by the Security Firm under the Contract. 

The required insurance to be carried is not limited by any limitations expressed in the 
indemnification language in this Contract or any limitation placed on the indemnity in this 
Contract given as a matter of law. 

If Security Firm is a joint venture or a limited liability company the insurance policies must 
name the joint venture or limited liability company as a named insured. 

The Security Firm must require all subcontractors to provide the insurance required herein, 
or Security Firm may provide the coverages for subcontractors. All subcontractors are 
subject to the same insurance requirements of Security Firm unless othenA/ise specified in 
this Contract. 

If Security Firm or subcontractors desires additional coverages, the party desiring the 
additional coverages is responsible for the acquisition and cost. 

The City of Chicago Risk Management Department maintains the hght to modify, delete, 
alter or change these requirements. 
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(Sub)Exhibit 6. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 18) 

Prevailing Wages. 
(Page 1 of 9) 

Cook County Prevailing Wage For September, 2008. 

Trade Name RG TYP C Base FRMAN *M-F>8 OSA OSH H/W Pensn Vac Trng 

ASBESTOS 
ASBESTOS 

ABT-GEN 
ABT-MEC 

BOILERMAKER 
BRICK MASON 
CARPENTER 
CEMENT MASON 
CERAMIC TILE FNSHER 
COMM. ELECT. 
ELECTRIC 
ELECTRIC 
ELECTRIC 

PWR EQMT OP 
PWR GRNDMAN 
PWR LINEMAN 

ELECTOICIAN 
ELEVATOR ' CONSTRUCTOR 
FENCE ERECTOR 
GLAZIER 
HT/FROST INSULATOR 
IRON WORKER 
LABORER 
LATHER 
MACHINIST 
MARBLE FINISHERS 
MARBLE MASON 
MATERIAL ' 
MATERIALS 

FESTER I 
TESTER II 

MILLWRIGHT 
OPERATING 
OPERATING 
OPERATING 
OPERATING 
OPERATING 
OPERATING 
OPERATING 
OPERATING 
.OPERATING 
OPERATING 
OPERATING 
OPERATING 
OPERATING 

ENGINEER 
ENGINEER 
ENGINEER 
ENGINEER 
ENGINEER 
ENGINEER 
ENGINEER 
ENGINEER 
ENGINEER 
ENGINEER 
ENGINEER 
ENGINEER 
ENGINEER 

ALL 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
ALL 
ALL 
BLD 
BLD 
ALL 
ALL 
AT.T. 

AT.T. 

BLD 
ALL 
BLD 
BLD 
ALL 
AT.T. 

ALL 
BLD 
AT.T. 

BLD 
ALL 
AT.Tr 

AT.T. 

BLD 1 
BLD 2 
BLD 3 
BLD 4 
FLT 1 
FLT 2 
FLT 3 
FLT 4 
HWY 1 
HWY 2 
HWY 3 
HWY 4 
HWY 5 

34.750 
29.930 
39.450 
38.030 
39.770 
41.850 
32.150 
35.440 
38.600 
30.110 
38.600 
39.400 
43.925 
28.640 
37.000 
39.900 
40.250 
34.750 
39.770 
40.530 
28.650 
38.030 
24.750 
29.750 
39.770 
43.800 
42.500 
39.950 
38.200 
47.250 
45.750 
40.700 
33.850 

42.000 
41.450 
39.400 
38.000 
36.800 

35.250 
0.000 

43.000 
41.830 
41.770 
43.850 
0.000 

37.940 
44.970 
44.970 
44.970 
42.000 
49.420 
30.140 
38.500 
42.400 
42.250 
35.500 
41.770 
42.530 
0.000 

41.830 
0.000 
0.000 

41.770 
47.800 
47.800 
47.800 
47.800 
47.250 
47.250 
47.250 
47.250 
46.000 
46.000 

46.000 
46.000 

46.000 

1.5 
1.5 
2.0 
1.5 
1.5 
2.0 
2.0 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
2.0 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
2.0 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
l.S 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 

1.5 
l.S 
2.0 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
2.0 
1.5 
1.5 
l.S 
2.0 
1.5 
1.5 
l.S 
1.5 
l.S 
l.S 

" l.S 
1.5 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 

2. 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 
,0 
,0 
,0 
,0 
,0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 

8.830 
9.170 
6.720 
8.000 
9.460 
7.850 
6.150 
7.400 
9.110 
7.120 
9.110 
10.83 
8.775 
7.750 
7.340 
9.170 
9.950 
8.830 
9.460 
7.000 
7.920 
8.000 
8.830 
8.830 
9.460 
9.600 
9.600 
9.600 
9.600 
6.850 
6.850 
6.850 
6.850 
9,600 
9.=i600 
9.600 
9.600 
9.600 

6.170 
9.260 
8.490 
9.970 
7.790 
7.410 
7.370 
7.660 
11.34 
8.850 
11.34 
8.740 
6.960 
5.970 
12.05 
10.46 
14.74 
6.170 
7.790 
7.670 
9.970 
9.970 
6.170 
6.170 
7.790 
6.550 
6.550 
6.550 
6.550 
5.600 
5.600 
5.600 
5.600 
6.550 
6.550 
6.550 
6.550 
6.550 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0. 
0. 
0 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 

1. 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.640 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.650 

.000 
,000 
,000 
.000 
,000 
,900 
,900 
,900 
,900 
,900 
,900 
.900 
.900 
900 
900 
900 
900 

900 

0.270 
0.320 
0.300 
0.550 
0.490 
0.170 
0.38O 
0.700 
0.290 
0.230 
0.290 
0.750 
0.000 
0.350 
0.690 
0.320 
0.300 
0.270 
0.490 
0.000 
0.550 
0.550 
0.270 
0.270 
0.490 
1.000 
1.000 
11000 
1.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 

1.000 
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Cook County Prevailing Wage For September, 2008. 

Trade Name RG TYP C B a s e FRMAN *M-F>8 OSA OSH H/W Pensn Vac Trng 

ORNAMNTL IRON WORKER 
PAINTER 
PAINTER SIGNS 
PILEDRIVER 
P I P E F i r t ' E R 
PLASTERER 
PLUMBER 
ROOFER 
SHEETMETAL WORKER 
SIGN HANGER 
SPRINKT.RR FITTER 
STETTT. ERECTOR 
STONE MASON 
! ITERRAZZO FINISHER 
TERRAZZO MASON 
TIT.R MASON 
TRAFFIC SAFETY WRKR 
TRUCK DRIVER, 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK; DRIVER 

TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TUCKPOINTER 

E 
E 
E 
E 
W 
W 
W 
W 

ALL 
ALL 
BLD 
ALL 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
BUD 
ALL 
BLD 

BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
HWY 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
AT.Ti 
ALL 
ALT, 
ALL 
AT.T, 
BLD 

1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 

3 9 . 0 5 0 
3 6 . 9 0 0 
2 9 . 9 2 0 
3 9 . 7 7 0 
4 2 . 0 5 0 
3 8 . 1 0 0 
4 1 . 0 0 0 
3 5 . 0 0 0 
3 3 . 4 0 0 
2 6 . 5 1 0 
4 0 . 5 0 0 
4 0 . 2 5 0 
3 8 . 0 3 0 

- M - . ^ I O 
3 7 . 3 9 0 
3 8 . 6 3 0 
2 4 . 3 0 0 
3 0 . 7 0 0 
3 0 . 9 5 0 
3 1 . 1 5 0 
3 1 . 3 5 0 
3 2 . 5 5 0 
3 2 . 7 0 0 
3 2 . 9 0 0 
3 3 . 1 0 0 
3 8 , 2 0 0 

4 1 
4 1 
33 
4 1 
45 
40 
43 
38 
3 6 
2 7 . 
4 2 . 
4 2 . 
4 1 . 

0 . 
4 0 . 
4 2 . 
2 5 . 
3 1 . 
3 1 . 
3 1 . 
3 1 . 
3 3 . 
3 3 . 
3 3 . 
3 3 . 
3 9 . 

. 3 0 0 

. 5 1 0 

. 5 9 0 

. 7 7 0 

. 0 5 0 

. 3 9 0 

. 0 0 0 

. 0 0 0 

. 0 7 0 

. 3 6 0 

. 5 0 0 
, 2 5 0 
. 8 3 0 

, 0 0 0 
, 3 9 0 
6 3 0 

. 9 0 0 
, 3 5 0 
, 3 5 0 
. 3 5 0 
, 3 5 0 
, 1 0 0 
, 1 0 0 
1 0 0 
1 0 0 
2 0 0 

2 . 0 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 
2 . 0 
1 . 5 

1 . 5 
1 . 5 
2 . 0 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 
l . S 
1 . 5 
l . S 
1 . 5 
l . S 

2 . 0 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 
2 . 0 
1 . 5 

1 . 5 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 
l . S 
1 . 5 
l . S 

2 . 0 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 
2 , 0 
2 . 0 
2 . 0 
2 , 0 
2 . 0 
2 . 0 
2 . 0 
2 . 0 
2 . 0 
2 . 0 

2 , 0 
2 , 0 
2 , 0 
2 , 0 
2 , 0 
2 . 0 
2 . 0 
2 . 0 
2 . 0 
2 . 0 
2 . 0 
2 , 0 
2 . 0 

7 . 9 5 0 
7 . 3 5 0 
2 . 6 0 0 
9 . 4 6 0 
7 . 6 6 0 
7 . 5 0 0 
8 . 8 4 0 
6 . 8 0 0 
6 . 4 6 0 
4 . 2 0 0 
8 . 5 0 0 
9 . 9 5 0 
8 . 0 0 0 

6 . 1 5 0 
6 . 1 5 0 
6 . 1 5 0 
3 . 7 8 0 
6 . 7 5 0 
6 . 7 5 0 
6 . 7 5 0 
6 , 7 5 0 
6 . 5 0 0 
6 . 5 0 0 
6 . 5 0 0 
6 . 5 0 0 
6 . 5 8 0 

1 3 . 1 9 
8 . 4 0 0 
2 . 3 9 0 
7 . 7 9 0 
8 . 5 5 0 
8 . 4 4 0 
5 , 5 6 0 
3 , 8 7 0 
7 , 8 5 0 
2 , 2 8 0 
6 , 8 5 0 
1 4 . 7 4 
9 . 9 7 0 

9 . 8 5 0 
1 1 . 1 1 
9 . 0 1 0 
1 . 8 7 5 
5 . 4 5 0 
5 . 4 5 0 
5 . 4 5 0 
5 . 4 5 0 
4 . 3 5 0 
4 . 3 5 0 
4 . 3 5 0 
4 . 3 5 0 
9 . 5 5 0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 . 
0 . 
0 . 
0 . 

0 . 
0 . 
0 . 
0 . 

, 0 0 0 
. 0 0 0 
. 0 0 0 
. 0 0 0 
. 0 0 0 
. 0 0 0 
. 0 0 0 
. 0 0 0 
. 0 0 0 
, 0 0 0 
. 0 0 0 
, 0 0 0 
, 0 0 0 

. 0 0 0 
, 0 0 0 
, 0 0 0 
. 0 0 0 

04^^000 
0 . 
0 . 
0 . 
0 . 
0 . 
0 . 
0 . 
0 . 

, 0 0 0 
. 0 0 0 
, 0 0 0 
, 0 0 0 
, 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 

0 . 5 0 0 
0 . 4 2 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 4 9 0 
1 , 3 7 0 
0 . 4 0 0 
0 . 9 8 0 
0 . 3 3 0 
0 . 5 9 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 5 0 0 
0 . 3 0 0 
0 . 5 5 0 

0 . 3 1 0 
0 . 3 5 0 
0 . 5 0 0 
O.OOOl 
0 .1501 
0 .1501 
0 . 1 5 0 1 
0 .1501 
O.OOO' 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 

o.ooo 
0 . 2 8 0 

Legend: 
M-P>e (Overtime i s required for any hour g r e a t e r than 8 worked 
each day, Monday Uurough Friday. 
OSA (Overtime i s required for every hour %«orked on Saturday) 
OSH (Overtime i s required for every hour worked on Sunday and Holidays) 
H/H (Health £ Welfare insurance) 
Pensn (Pension) 
Vac (Vacation) 
Trng (Training) 
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COOK COUNTY 

TRUCK DRIVERS (WEST) - That part of the county West of Barrington 
Road. 

The following list is considered as those days for which holiday rates 
of wages for work performed apply: New Years Day, Memorial/Decoration 
Day, Fourth of July, Leibor Day,: Veterans Day, Thanksgiving Day, 
Christmas Day. Generally, any of these holidays which fall on a Sunday 
is celebrated on the following Monday., This then makes work 
performed on that Monday payable at the appropriate overtime rate for 
holiday pay. Common practice in a given local may alter certain days 
of celebration such as the day after Thanksgiving for Veterans Day. 
If in doubt, please check with IDOL. 

EXPLANATION OF CLASSES 

ASBESTOS - GENERAL - removal of asbestos material/mold and hazardous 
materials from any place in a building, including mechanical systems 
where those mecheuiical systems are to be removed. This includes the 
removal of asbestos materials/mold and hazardous materials from 
ductwork or pipes in a building when the building is to be demolished 
at the time or at some close future date. 
ASBESTOS - MECHANICAL - removal of asbestos material from mecheuiical 
systems, such as pipes, ducts, and boilers, where the mechanical 
systems are to remain. 

CERAMIC TILE FINISHER 

The grouting, cleaning, and polishing of all classes of tile, whether 
for interior or exterior purposes, all burned, glazed or unglazed 
products; all composition materials, greuiite tiles, wsuming detectable 
tiles, cement tiles, epoxy composite materials, pavers, glass, 
"niosalrcs, fiberglass, and all substitute materials, for tile made in 
tile-like units; all mixtures in tile like form of cement, metals, and 
other materials that are for and intended for use a$oa finished floor 
surface, stair treads, promenade roofs, walks, walls, ceilings, 
swimming pools, and all other places where tile is to form a finished 
interior or exterior. The mixing of all setting mortars including but 
not limited to thin-set mortars, epoxies, wall mud, and any other 
sand and cement mixtures or adhesives when used in the preparation. 
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installation, repair, or maintenance of tile and/or similar materials. 
The handling and unloading of all sand, cement, lime, tile, 
fixtures, equipment, adhesives, or any other materials to be used in 
the preparation, installation, repair, or maintenance of tile and/or 
similar materials. Ceramic Tile Finishers shall fill all joints and 
voids regardless of method on all tile work, particularly and 
especially after installation of said tile work. Application of any 
and all protective coverings to all types of tile installations 
including, but not be limited to, all soap compounds, paper products, 
tapes, and all polyethylene coverings, plywood, masonite, cardboard, 
eUid any new type of products that may be used to protect tile 
installations, Blastrac equipment, and all floor scarifying equipment 
used in preparing floors to receive tile. The clean up and removal of 
all waste and materials. All demolition of existing tile floors and 
walls to be re-tiled. 

COMMUNICATIONS ELECTRICIAN - Installation, operation, inspection, 
maintenance, repair and service of radio, television, recording, voice 
sound vision production and reproduction, telephone and telephone 
interconnect, facsimile, data apparatus, coaxial, fibre optic and 
wireless equipment, appliances and systems used for the transmission 
and reception of signals of ciny nature, business, domestic, 
commercial, education, entertainment, and residential purposes, 
including but not limited to, communication and telephone, electronic 
and sound equipment, fibre optic and data commionication systems, and 
the performance of amy task directly related to such installation or 
service whether at new or existing sites, such tasks to include the 
placing of wire euid cable and electrical power conduit or other 
raceway work within the equipment room and pulling wire and/or cable 
through conduit and the installation of any incidental conduit, such 
that the employees covered hereby cam complete any job in full. 

MARBLE FINISHER 

Loading and unloading trucks, distribution of all materials (all 
stone, sauid, etc.), stocking of floors with material, performing all 
rigging for heavy work, the hamdling of all mateiral that may be 
needed for the installation of such materials, building of 
scaffolding, polishing if needed, patching, waucing of material if 
damaged, pointing up, caulking, grouting amd cleaming of marble, 
holding %/ater on diamond or Carborundum blade or saw for setters 
cutting, use of tub saw or amy other saw needed for preparation of 
ma'tefial, drilling of holes for wires that anchor material set by 
setters, mixing up of molding plaster for installation of material. 
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mixing up thin set for the installation of material, mixing up of sauid 
to cement for the installatin of material and such other work as may 
be required in helping a Marble Setter in the handling of all material 
in the erection or installation of interior marble, slate, 
travertine, art marble, serpentine, alberene stone, blue stone, 
granite and other stones (meaning as to stone auiy foreign or domestic 
materials as are specified and used in building interiors and 
ejqjeriors ana~cUstomarily known as stone in the—trade) , carrara, 
sanionyx, vitrolite amd similar opaque glass and the laying of all 
^rble tile, terrazzo tile, slate tile and precast tile, sCeps, risers 
treads, base, or any other materials that may be used as substitutes 
for euiy of the aforementioned materials and which are used on interior 
and experior which sare installed in a similar manner. 

MATERIAL TESTER I: Hand coring and drilling for testing of materials; 
field inspection of uncured concrete and asphalt. 

MATERIAL TESTER II: Field inspection of welds, stiructural steel, . 
fireproofing, masonry, soil, facade, reinforcing steel, formwork, 
cured concrete, and concrete and asphalt batch plants; adjusting 
proportions of bituminous mixtures. 

TERRAZZO FINISHER 

The handling of sand, cement, marble chips, and all other materials 
that may be used by the Mosaic Terrazzo Mechamic, and the mixing, 
grinding, grouting, cleaming and sealing of all Marble, Mosaic, and 
Terrazzo work, floors, base, stairs, and wainscoting by hand or 
machine, and in addition, assisting and aiding Marble, Masonic, and 
Terrazzo Mechamics. 

OPERATING ENGINEERS - BUILDING 

Class 1. Mechamic; Asphalt Plamt; Asphalt Spreader; Autograde; 
Backhoes with Caisson attachment; Batch Plamt; Benoto; Boiler amd 
Throttle Valve; Caisson Rigs; Central Redi-Mix Plant; Combination Back 
Hoe Front End-loader Machine; Compressor amd Throttle Valve; 
Concrete Breaker (Truck Mounted); Concrete Conveyor; Concrete Paver; 
Concrete Placer; Concrete Placing Boom; Concrete Pump (Truck Motmted); 
Concrete Tower; Crames, All; Crames, Hammerhead; Crames, ((jCI and 
similar Type); Creter Crane; Crusher, Stoned<etc.; Derricks, All; 
Derricks, Traveling; Formless CMrb and Gutter Machine; Grader, 
Elevating;_, ̂ Grouting Machines; Highlift Shovels or Front Endloader 
2-1/4 yd. and over; Hoists, Elevators, outside type rack and pinion 
and similar machines; Hoists, one, two and three Drum; Hoists, Two 
Tugger One Floor; Hydraulic Backhoes; Hydraulic Boom Trucks; Hydro 
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Vac (and similar equipment); Locomotives, All; Motor Patrol; Pile 
Drivers amd Skid Rig; Post Hole Digger; Pre-Stress Machine; Pump 
Cretes Dual Ram; Pump Cretes; Squeeze Cretes-screw Type Pumps; Raised 
and Blind Hole Drill; Roto Mill Grinder; Scoops - Tractor Drawn; 
Slip-form Paver; Straddle Buggies; Tournapull; Tractor with Boom and 
Side Boom; Trenching Machines. 

Class 2, Boilers; Broom, All Power Propelled; Bulldozers; Concrete 
Mixer (Two Bag and Over); Conveyor, Portaible; Forklift Trucks; Greaser 
Engineer; Highlift Shovels or Front Endloaders imder 2-1/4 yd.; 
Hoists, Automatic; Hoists, inside Freight Elevators; Hoists, Sewer 
Dragging Machine; Hoists, Tugger Single Drum; Laser Screed; Rock Drill 
self-propelled); Rock Drill (truck motmted); Rollers, All; Steam 
Generators; Tractors, All; Tractor Drawn Vibratory Roller; Winch 
Trucks with "A" Frame. ' 

Class 3. Air Compressor; Combination - Small Equipment Operator; 
Generators; Heaters, Mechamical; Hoists, Inside Elevators - (Rheostat 
Mamual Controlled); Hydraulic Power Units (Pile Driving, Extracting, 
amd Drilling); Pumps, over 3" (1 to 3 not to exceed a total of 300 
-ft. )"r Pumps, Well—Points; Welding Machines (2 through.-5); Winches, 4 
small Electric Drill Winches; Bobcat (up to and including 3/4 cu. 
yd,)::rjr 

Class 4. Bobcats and/or other Skid Steer Loaders; Oilers; and Brick 
Forklift. 

OPERATING ENGINEERS - FLOATING 

Class 1. Craft foreman (Master Mechanic), diver/wet tender, engineer 
(hydraulic dredge) . 

Class 2. Crane/backhoe operator, mechanic/welder, assistant engineer 
(hydraulic dredge), leverman (hydraulic dredge), and diver tender. 

Class 3. Deck equipment operator (machineryman), maintenance of crane 
(over 50 ton capacity) or backhoe (96,000 povmds or more), 
tug/launch operator, loader, dozer and like equipment on barge, 
breaikwater wall, 
slip/dock or scow, deck machinery, etc. 

Class 4. Deck equipment operator machineryraan/f ireman), (4 equipment 
units or more) and crane maintenamce 50 ton capacity and under or 
backhoe weighing. 96,000 pounds or less, assistant tug operator. 
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OPERATING ENGINEERS - HEAVY AND HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION 
Class 1. Craft Foreman; Asphalt Plant; Asphalt Heater and Planer 
Combination; Asphalt Heater Scarfire; Asphalt Spreader; 
Autograder/GOMACO or other similar type machines; ABG Paver; Backhoes 
with Caisson attachment; Ballast Regulator; Belt Loader; Caisson 
Rigs; Car Dumper; Central Redi-Mix Plant; Combination Backhoe Front 
Endloader Machine, (1 cu. yd. Backhoe Bucket or over or with 
attachments); Concrete Breaker (Truck Mounted): Concrete Conveyor; 
Concrete Paver over 27E cu. ft.; Concrete Placer; Concrete Tube 
Float; Cranes, all attachments; Crames, Hammerhead, Linden, Peco & 
Machines of a like nature; Crete Crane; Crusher, Stone, etc.; 
Derricks, All; Derrick Boats; Derricks, Traveling; Dowell machine with 
Air Compressor; Dredges; Field Mechanic-Welder; Formless Curb and 
Gutter Machine; Gradall and Machines of a like nature; Grader, 
Elevating; Grader, Motor Grader, Motor Patrol, Auto Patrol, Fprm 
Grader, Pull Grader, Subgrader; Guard Rail Post Driver Mounted; 
Hoists, One, Two amd Thr^e Drum; Hydraulic Backhoes; Backhoes with 
shear attachments; Mucking Machine; Pile Drivers and Skid Rig; 
Pre-.Stress Machine; Pump Cretes Dual Ram; Rock Drill - Crawler or Skid 
Rig; Rock Drill - Truck Mounted; Roto Mill Grinder; Slip-Form Paver; 
Soil Test Drill Rig (Truck Mounted); Straddle Buggies; Hydraulic 
Telescoping Form (Tunnel); Tractor Drawn Belt Loader (with attached 
pusher - two engineers); Tractor with Boom; Tractaire with 
Attachments; Trenching Machine; Truck Mounted Concrete Pump with Boom; 
Raised or Blind Hole; Drills (Tunnel Shaft); Underground Boring 
and/or Mining Machines; Wheel Excavator; Widener (APSCO). 

Class 2. Batch Plamt; Bitiiminous Mixer; Boiler and Throttle Valve; 
Bulldozers; Car Loader Trailing Conveyors; Combination Backhoe Front 
Endloader Machine (less thain 1 cu. yd. Backhoe Bucket or over or with 
attachments); Compressor amd Throttle Valve; Compressor, Common 
Receiver (3); (Concrete Breaiker or Hydro Hammer; Concrete Grinding 
Machine; Concrete Mixer or Paver 7S Series to amd including 27 cu. 
Tt.r~Concrete Spreader; Concrete (Turing Machine, Burlap Machine, 
Belting Machine amd Sealing Machine; (Joncrete Wheel Saw; Conveyor 
Muck Cars" (Haglund or Similar Type); Drills, All; Finishing Machine +r. 
Concrete; Greaser Engineer; Highlift Shovels or Front Endloader; Hoist 
- Sewer Dragging Machine; Hydraulic Boom Trucks (All Attachments); 
Hydro-Blaster; All Locomotives, Dinky; Pump Cretes; Squeeze 
Cretes-Screw Type Pumps, Gypsum Bulker and Pump; Roller, Asphalt; 
Rotory Snow Plows; Rototiller, Seamam, etc., self-propelled; Scoops -
Tractor Drawn; Self-Propelled Compactor; Spreader - Chip - Stone, 
etc.; Scraper; Scraper - Prime Mover in Tandem (Regardless of Size); 
Tank Car Heater; Tracfeors, Push, Pulling Sheeps Foot, Disc, 
Compactor, etc.; Tug Boats. 
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Class 3. Boilers; Brooms, All Power Propelled; Cement Supply Tender; 
Compressor, Common Receiver (2) ; Concrete Mixer (Two Bag and Over) ; 
Conveyor, Porta±)le; Farm-Type Tractors Used for Mowing, Seeding, 
etc.; Fireman on Boilers; Forklift Trucks; Grouting Machine; Hoists, 
Automatic; Hoists, All Elevators; Hoists, Tugger Single Drum; Jeep 
Diggers; Pipe Jacking Machines; Post-Hole Digger; Power Saw, 
Concrete Power Driven; Pug Mills; Rollers, other than asphalt; Seed 
and Straw Blower; Steam Generators; Stump Machine; Winch Trucks with 
"A" Frame; Work Boats; Tamper - Form-Motor Driven. 

class 4. Air Compressor; Combination - Small Equipment Operator; 
Directional Boring Machine; Generators; Heaters, Mechanical; 
Hydraulic Power Unit (Pile Driving, Extracting, or Drilling) ; Hydro-
Blaster; Light Plants, All (1 through 5); Pumps, over 3" (1 to 3 not 
to exceed a total of 300 ft.); Pumps, Well Points; Tractaire; 
Welding Machines (2 through 5); Winches, 4 Small Electric Drill 
Winches. 

Class 5. Bobcats (all); Brick Forklifts, Oilers. 

TRAFFIC SAFETY 

Work associated with barricades, horses an^ drums used to reduce lane 
usage on highway work, the installation amd removal of temporary lane 
markings, auid the installation and removal of temporary road signs. 

TRUCK DRIVER - BUILDING, HEAVY AND HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION - EAST & WEST 

Class 1. Two or three Axle Trucks. A-frame Truck when used for 
tramsportation piurposes; Air Compressors amd Welding Machines, 
including those pulled by cars, pick-up trucks and tractors; 
Ambulances; Batch Gate Lockers; Batch Hopperman; Car and Truck 
Washers; Carry-alls; Fork Lifts amd Hoisters; Helpers; Mecliamics 
Helpers and Greasers; Oil Distributors 2-man operation; Pavement 
Breakers; Pole Trailer, up to 40 feet; Power Mower Tractors; 
Self-propelled Chip Spreader; Skipmam; Slurry Trucks, 2-mam operation; 
Slurry Truck Conveyor Operation, 2 or 3 man; TEamsters Unskilled 
dumpmam; amd Truck Drivers hauling warning lights, barricades, and 
portaible toilets on the job site. 

Class 2. Four aixle trucks; Dump Crets and Adgetors under 7 yards; 
Dumpsters, Track Trucks, Ey^ltids, Hug Bottom Dump Turnapulls or 
Turnatrailers when pulling other than self-loading equipment or 
similar equipment under 16 cubic yards; Mixer Trucks under 7 yards; 
Ready-mix Plant Hopper (Operator, and Winch Trucks, 2 Axles. 
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(Sub)Exhibit 6. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 18) 

Prevailing Wages. 
(Page 9 of 9) 

Explanations. 

Class 3. Five aixle trucks; Dump Crets and Adgetors 7 yards and over; 
Dumpsters, Traek,;3?rucks, Euclids, Hug Bottom Dump Turnatrailers or 

turnapulls when pulling other than self-loading equipment or similar 
equipment over 16 cubic yards; Explosives and/or Fission Material 
Trucks; Mixer Trucks 7 yards or over; Mobile Cranes while in transit; 
Oil Distributors, 1-man operation; Pole Trailer, over 40 feet; Pole 
and Expandable Trailers hauling material over 50 feet long; Slurry 
trucks, 1-man operation; Winch trucks, 3 axles or more; 
Mechanic--Truck Welder and Truck Painter. 

Class 4. Six axle trucks; Dual-purpose vehicles, such as mounted 
crane trucks with hoist and accessories; Foreman; Master Mechanic; 
Self-loading equipment .like P.B. amd trucks with scoops on the front. 

Other Classifications of Work: 

For definitions of classifications not otherwise set out, the 
Department generally has on file such definitions which are 
available. If a task to be performed is not subject to one of the 
classifications of pay set out, the Department will upon being 
contacted state which neighboring county has such a classification and 
provide such rate, such rate being deemed to exist by reference in 
this document. If no neighboring county rate apgdies to the task, 
the Department shall undertake a special determination, such special 
determination being then deemed to have existed under this 
determination. If a project requires these, or amy classification not 
listed, please contact IDOL at 618/993-7271 for wage rates or 
clarifications. 

LANDSCAPING 

Lamdscaping work falls under the existing classifications for laiborer, 
operating engineer and truck driver. The work performed by '--• 
lamdscape plantsmam amd landscape laborer is covered by the existing 
classification of laborer. The work performed by landscape operators 
(regardless of equipment used or its size) is covered by the 
classifications of operating engineer. The work performed by 
louidscape truck drivers (regardless of size of truck driven) is 
covered by the classifications of truck driver. 
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(Sub)Exhibit 7. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 18) 

Contractor's Performance And Payment Bond 
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Notary rubHc 

Gnc-ftonMs-i 
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(Sub)Exhibit 8. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 18) 

Contractor's Affidavit. 

Contractor Name: 

Special Service Area Number: 

Agreement ("Agreement"): 

Agreement between the City of Chicago and • dated , relating 
to the provision of special services. 

Affidavit. 

The undersigned, , as , and on behalf of 
, having been duly sworn under oath, certifies that in the year , 

it performed all ofthe Services described in (Sub)Exhibit 1 of the Agreement in accordance 
with the terms of the Agreement and that it spent all funds obtained from the City in 
connection with that Agreement on the Services described in (Sub)Exhibit 1. 

Nothing in this Affidavit may be construed as limiting Contractor's obligations under the 
Agreement. All terms not defined in this Affidavit will be as defined in the Agreement. 

Under penalty of perjury, I certify that I am authorized to execute this Affidavit on behalf of 
the Contractor, that I have personal knowledge ofthe certifications made in this Affidavit, and 
that they are true and correct. 

Name of Contractor: 

Signature of Authorized Officer 

Name of Authorized Officer 
(Print or Type) 
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State of 

County of. 

Sworn to and acknowledged before me by ' 
[name of signatory] as [title] of 
[name of contracting party] this day of , 20_ 

Signature of Notary 

(Sub)Exhibit 9. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 18) 

Special Service Area — Additional Audit Requirements. 

Accounting System. 

The Department requires that the Contractor maintain its accounting system in a manner 
which allows the Contractor's expenditures to be categorized in its statement of activities 
according to the categories listed in the budget approved by the City for each Area. 

Guidance For The Contractor's Selection Of A C.P.A. Firm (Independent Auditor). 

The Contractor must use the following guidelines for engaging a qualified C.P.A. Firm: 

1. Issue a Request for Proposal ("R.F.P.") that sets forth all of the terms and 
conditions ofthe engagement, evaluation criteria and scope ofthe work required. 

2. Distribute and publicize the R.F.P. sufficiently to ensure full and open competition. 

3. Request in the R.F.P. that bidders provide detail on: 

a. How the C.P.A. Firm will conduct the audit in the first and subsequent years. 

b. Qualifications of the C.P.A. Firm, management, and staff, including 
experience in auditing like entities. 
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c. Policies on notification of changes in key personnel. 

d. Whether the proposed staff has received continuing professional education 
during the previous two (2) years. 

e. Whether the C.P.A. Firm has received a positive peer review within the last 
three (3) years. 

f. Whether the C.P.A. Firm is independent, as defined by applicable auditing 
standards. 

g. Whether the C.P.A. Firm has been the object of any disciplinary action 
during the past three (3) years. 

h. Whether the C.P.A. Firm maintains an active license in the State of Illinois. 

i. The audit fee. 

Evaluate the proposals based on: 

a. The C.P.A. Firm's understanding of the audit requirements, including the 
needs of the Area and the final products to be delivered. 

b. Soundness of technical approach to the audit, including the meeting of the 
Contractor's specific deadlines and other requirements. 

c. Qualifications of the C.P.A. Firm. 

d. Qualifications of the audit team. 

e. The information provided by respondents in response to the R.F.P. including 
cost and independence. 

5. Rate the proposals as follows: 

a. Proposals should be evaluated as submitted. 

b. Make a list of strengths and weaknesses for each to support its technical 
rating. 
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c. Review the proposed fees offered by the bidders after completion of the 
technical evaluation. 

d. Ask questions of the bidders to eliminate any ambiguities. 

e. Select a proposal that is most advantageous to the Area based on the 
evaluation criteria set forth in the R.F.P. 

6. Once a C.P.A. Firm is chosen based upon the foregoing criteria, require a written 
engagement letter to avoid misunderstandings that specifies: 

a. Audit scope, objectives and purposes. 

b. Deadlines for the work to be performed. 

c. Audit fees. 

d. Report format, including providing a digital version of the final audit. 

e. Type and timing of support to be provided to the C.P.A. Firm by the S.S.A.C. 

f. Professional auditing standards to be followed in performing the audit. 

g. Independence of the C.P.A. Firm to the S.S.A.C. 

h. Terms of making changes to the scope of the agreement. 

i. C.P.A. Firm's ownership of the work papers, retention period and 
requirement for availability to the City upon request. 

Summary Schedule Of Findings. 

In order to properly conduct the certified audit of the books and records of the Contractor, 
it is necessary for the C.P.A. Firm to read and understand the requirements contained in the 
Agreement. Particular attention should be given to Sections 3 and 5 of the Agreement. 

The C.P.A. Firm must test the Contractor's compliance with the requirements contained in 
the Agreement. Should the C.P.A. Firm find exception to the requirements ofthe Agreement, 
it must disclose all exceptions in a separate schedule, which shall be entitled "Summary 
Schedule of Findings". Each finding shall be listed separately. The schedule shall be 
incorporated with the other required financial statements. 
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If the C.P.A. Firm finds no exceptions to the Agreement requirements, it shall still include 
a "Summary Schedule of Findings". On that schedule the C.P.A. Firm shall make an 
affirmative statement indicating it has read the Agreement and, after conducting the audit, 
has determined that no exceptions were noted. 

Subsections to note in Section 5 include: 

a. Section 5.01, Basis of Payment, describes "carry over" as the amount pf Service 
Tax Funds collected for prior tax years which remain previously unspent. 

b. Section 5.02, Budget for Services, restricts the maximum amount that may be spent 
in a calendar year to the amount stated in the Agreement. 

c. Section 5.03, Method of Payment, states that the Contractor shall establish a 
separate checking account and that Area funds shall not be commingled with other 
sources. 

Audit Of Financial Statements. 

As discussed in Section 3.07, "Records and Audits", the Contractor shall provide an annual 
audited financial statement to the Department and S.S.A.C. within one hundred twenty (120) 
calendar days after the end of the calendar year and the system of accounting shall be in 
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles and practices, consistently applied 
throughout. 

Audit Documents. 

. The City requires an audit conducted in accordance with generally accepted accounting 
principles to include the following documents: 

1. Statement of Financial Position. 

2. Statement of Activities: Budget and Actual (period being audited compared to the 
previous year, e.g., columns should be 2004 Budget, 2004 Actual, Variance, 2003 
Budget, 2003 Actual, Variance). 

3. Statement of Cash Flows. 

4. Notes to the Financial Statements. 

5. Summary Schedule of Findings. 

Expense descriptions included in the Statement of Activities must correspond to the 
expense descriptions in the budget submitted to the City. 
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AUTHORIZATION FOR IMPOSITION OF TAX LEVY, APPROVAL 
OF 2009 BUDGET AND EXECUTION OF SERVICE 

PROVIDER AGREEMENT FOR SPECIAL 
SERVICE AREA NUMBER 20. 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration an ordinance authorizing the 
imposition of a tax levy, the approval of the 2009 budget and the approval of the service 
provider agreement for Special Service Area Number 20, amount to be levied: $165,150, 
having had the same under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your 
Honorable Body Pass the proposed ordinance transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 
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WHEREAS, Special service areas may be established pursuant to Article Vll, Sections 6(1) 
and 7(6) of the Constitution of the State of Illinois, and pursuant to the provisions of the 
Special Service Area Tax Law, 35 ILCS 200/27-5, et seq., as amended from time to time (the 
"Act") and pursuant to the Property Tax Code, 35 ILCS 200/1-1, et seq., as amended from 
time to time; and 

WHEREAS, On October 28, 1997, the City Council of the City of Chicago (the "City 
Council") enacted an ordinance, as amended by an ordinance by the City Council on 
November 15, 2000, which established an area known and designated as City of Chicago 
Special Service Area Number 20 (the "Initial Area") and authorized the levy of an annual tax, 
forthe period beginning in 1997 through and including 2003 (the "Initial Levy Period"), not to 
exceed an annual rate of one and zero-hundredths percent (1.00%) of the equalized 
assessed value ofthe taxable property in the Initial Area to provide certain special services 
in and for the Initial Area in addition to the services provided by and to the City of Chicago 
(the "City") generally; and 

WHEREAS, The Initial Levy Period expired; and 

WHEREAS, On December 8, 2004, the City Council enacted an ordinance (the 
"Establishment Ordinance") which again established a special service area known, and 
designated as City of Chicago Special Service Area Number 20 (the "Area") to provide certain 
special services in and for the Area in addition to services provided generally by the City 
generally (the "Special Services") and authorizing a levy of an annual tax, for the period 
beginning in 2004 through and including 2013, not to exceed an annual rate of one and zero-
hundredths percent (1.00%) of the equalized assessed value of all property within the area 
(the "Services Tax") to provide such services for an additional period of ten (10) years; and 

WHEREAS, The Establishment Ordinance established the Area as that territory on the east 
side of South Western Avenue, from West 99'" Street to West 111"" Place and the west side 
of South Western Avenue, from West 99"" Street to West 119"" Street; and 

WHEREAS, The Special Services authorized in the Establishment Ordinance include 
maintenance and beautification activities, security services, coordinated marketing and 
promotional activities, and other technical assistance activities to promote commercial and 
economic development; and 

WHEREAS, The Establishment Ordinance provided for the appointment of the South 
Western Special Service Area Commission (the "Commission") for the purpose of 
recommending to the Mayor and to the City Council a yearly budget based upon the cost of 
providing the Special Services and further to advise the Mayor and the City Council regarding 
the amount of the Services Tax to be levied; and 

WHEREAS, It is the responsibility of the Commission to recommend to the Department of 
Planning and Development, the Mayor and the City Council an entity to serve as a service 
provider (the "Service Provider"), the form of an agreement between the City and the Service 
Provider for the provision of Special Services to the Area, and a line item budget to be 
included in the agreement between the City and the Service Provider; and 
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WHEREAS, The Commission has been duly appointed and qualified and has heretofore 
prepared and transmitted to the Commissioner of the Department of Planning and 
Development (the "Commissioner") and to the City Council its recommendations for a budget 
to provide the Special Services in the Area for the fiscal year commencing January 1, 2009, 
and has advised the Mayor and the City Council concerning the Services Tax for the tax year 
2008 for the purpose of providing funds necessary to provide the Special Services, and has 
recommended to the Department of Planning and Development, the Mayor and the City 
Council an agreement with the Service Provider, with a one (1) year term, the terms and 
conditions of which provide for the expenditure of the Services Tax for the provision of the 
Special Services for the fiscal year commencing January 1, 2009, in substantially the form 
attached hereto as Exhibit A; and 

WHEREAS, Certain members ofthe Commission may serve from time to time on the Board 
of Directors of the Service Provider, or serve the Service Provider in some other voluntary 
capacity, which such service shall provide no financial compensation in any manner to such 
Commission member; now, therefore, 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Incorporation Of Preambles. The preambles of this ordinance are hereby 
incorporated into this text as if set out herein in full. 

SECTION 2. Appropriations. There is hereby appropriated the following sums in the 
amounts and for the purposes necessary to provide the Special Services in and for the Area, 
the estimated amounts of miscellaneous income and the amounts required to be raised by 
the levy of the Services Tax indicated as follows: 

South Western Special Service Area Commission. 

Special Service Area Budget. 

Forthe fiscal year commencing January 1, 2009 and ending December 31, 2009: 

Expenditures 

Service Provider Agreement 
for the provision of Special 
Services $165,150 

TOTAL BUDGET REQUEST: $165,150 

Source Of Funding 

Tax levy at an annual rate not to 
exceed one and zero-hundredths 
percent (1.00%) ofthe equalized 
assessed value, of the 
taxable property within 
Special Service Area Number 20 $165,150 
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SECTION 3. Levy Of Taxes. There is hereby levied pursuant to the provisions of 
Article Vll, Sections 6(a) and 6(1 )(2) ofthe Constitution ofthe State of Illinois and pursuant 
to the provisions of the Act and pursuant to the provisions ofthe Establishment Ordinance, 
the sum of One Hundred Sixty-five Thousand One Hundred Fifty Dollars ($165,150) as the 
amount of the Services Tax for the tax year 2008. 

SECTION 4. Filing. The City Clerk is hereby ordered and directed to file in the Office of 
the County Clerk of Cook County, Illinois a certified copy of this ordinance on or prior to 
December 30, 2008, and the County Clerk shall thereafter extend for collection together with 
all other taxes to be levied by the City, the Services Tax herein provided for, said Services 
Tax to be extended for collection by the County Clerk for the tax year 2008 against all the 
taxable property within the Area, the amount of the Services Tax herein levied to be in 
addition to and in excess of all other taxes to be levied and extended against all taxable 
property within the Area. 

SECTION 5. Service Provider Agreement. The Commissioner, or a designee of the 
Commissioner, are each hereby authorized, subject to approval by the Corporation Counsel 
as to form and legality, to enter into, execute and deliver an agreement with the Morgan 
Park-Beverly Hills Business Association, an Illinois not-for-profit corporation, in substantially 
the form attached hereto as Exhibit A and hereby made a part hereof (the "Service Provider 
Agreement"), and such other supporting documents, if any, as may be necessary to carry out 
and comply with the provisions of the Service Provider Agreement, with such changes, 
deletions and insertions as shall be approved by the persons executing the Service Provider 
Agreement. 

SECTION 6. Exemption. The Service Provider Agreement is hereby declared exempt 
from Section 2-156-020 of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago. 

SECTION 7. Enforceability. If any section, paragraph or provision of this ordinance shall 
be held to be invalid or unenforceable for any reason, the invalidity or unenforceability of such 
section, paragraph or provision shall not affect any of the remaining provisions of this 
ordinance. 

SECTION 8. Conflict. This ordinance shall control over any provision of any other 
ordinance, resolution, motion or order in conflict with this ordinance, to the extent of such 
conflict. 

SECTION 9. Publication. This ordinance shall be published by the City Clerk, in special 
pamphlet form, by preparing at least one hundred (100) copies thereof, which copies are to 
be made available in his office for public inspection and distribution to members of the public 
who may wish to avail themselves of a copy of this ordinance. 

SECTION 10. Certified Copies. TheCity Clerk shall provide to the Corporation Counsel, 
without charge, certified copies of this ordinance in such amount as shall be requested by the 
Corporation Counsel. 

SECTION 11. Effective Date. This ordinance shall take effect ten (10) days after its 
passage and publication. 

Exhibit "A" referred to in this ordinance reads as follows: 
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Exhibit "A". 
(To Ordinance) 

Agreement For Special Service Area Number 20 
Between 

The City Of Chicago 
(Represented By The Special Service Area Commission) 

And 
Morgan Park-Beverly Hills Business Association 

Effective January 1, 2009 Through December 31, 2009. 

This Agreement for the management of Special Service Area Number 20 is entered into 
on , 2009 by and between Morgan Park-Beverly Hills Business Association, an 
Illinois not-for-profit corporation ("Contractor"), and the City of Chicago ("City"), a municipal 
corporation and home rule unit of local government existing under the Constitution ofthe State of 
Illinois, acting through the Special Service Area Commission at Chicago, Illinois. 

RECITALS 

WHEREAS, special service areas may be established pursuant to Article VII, §§ 6(1) and 
7(6) ofthe Constitution ofthe State oflllinois, and pursuant to the provisions ofthe Special Service 
Area Tax Law. 35 ILCS 200/27-5 et seq.: and 

WHEREAS, the City Council of the City of Chicago ("City Council") has established a 
special service area known and designated as "Special Service Area Number 20" ("Area"), to provide 
special services in addition to those services provided generally by the City ("Special Services"). The 
City Council has further authorized the levy of an armual ad valorem real property tax in the Area 
sufHcient to produce revenues required to provide those Special Services but not to exceed 1.00% 
ofthe equalized assessed value of all property within the Area ("Service Tax"), all as provided in the 
Establishment Ordinance (hereinafter defined); and 

WHEREAS, the City Council, on , 2008, authorized the levy ofthe Service 
Tax and appropriation ofthe fimds therefi-om for the Area for fiscal year 2009 for the provision of 
the Special Services in the Area, and the City wishes to provide that the Contractor, beginning on 
January 1, 2009, and continuing until December 31, 2009, may use those fimds to provide the 
Services, subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and 

WHEREAS, the Contractor and the City desire to enter into this Agreement to provide such 
Special Services in the Area and the Contractor is ready, willing and able to enter into this 
Agreement to provide the Special Services to the fiill satisfaction ofthe City; 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration ofthe mutual promises contained in this Agreement, 
the City and the Contractor agree as follows: 
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ARTICLE 1 INCORPORATION OF RECITALS 

The recitals set forth above are incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein. 

ARTICLE 2 DEFINITIONS 

The following words and phrases shall have the following meanings for purposes of this 
Agreement: 

"Agreement" means this Special Service Area Agreement, including all exhibits attached 
to it and incorporated in it by reference, and all amendments, modifications or revisions made in 
accordance with its terms. 

"Comnussioner" means the Commissioner of the Department of Planning and Development 
or a duly authorized representative of the Commissioner of the Department of Planning and 
Development. 

"Construction" means that work of a nature constituting "public works" as defined in 820 
ILCS 130/2, such as landscaping and building activities, including but not limited to, physical 
building improvements, installations, and other fixed works, but does not include pre-development 
work (design and preparation of specifications). 

"Days" means business days in accordance with the City of Chicago business calendar. 

"Department" means the City of Chicago Department of Planning and Development. 

"Establishment Ordinance" means, the ordinance enacted by City Council on May 30,1984, 
as amended on July 27, 1988, November 15, 1995 and any subsequent amendments thereto 
authorizing imposition ofthe Service Tax and setting forth the Special Services to be provided in 
the Area. 

"Risk Management Division" means the Risk Management Division ofthe Department of 
Finance which is under the direction ofthe Comptroller ofthe City and is charged with reviewing 
and analyzing insurance and related liability matters for the City. 

"Security Firm" means a business entity certified by the State of Illinois pursuant to the 
Private Detective, Private Alarm and Private Security Act of 1993, 225 ILCS 446/1 et seq.. and 
whose employees are licensed by the State of Illinois. 

"Services" means, collectively, the services, duties and responsibilities described in Article 
3 and Exhibit 1 (Scope of Services) of this Agreement and any revisions thereof and any and all 
work necessary to complete them or carry them out fiilly find to the standard of performance required 
in this Agreement. 
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"Service Tax Funds" means the amount actually collected pursuant to the Service Tax. 

"Special Service Area Commission ('SSAC')" means the body established pursuant to the 
Establishment Ordinance to prepare the Budget, identify a Contractor and supervise the provision 
ofthe Special Services in the Area. 

"Subcontractor" means any person or entity with whom Contractor contracts to provide any 
part ofthe Services, including subcontractors ofany tier, subconsultants ofany tier, suppliers and 
materialmen, whether or not in privity with the Contractor. 

"Surplus Funds", also referred to as "Carry-Over Funds", means those Service Tax Funds 
already collected and disbursed to the Contractor in prior years for the provision of Special Services 
in the Area which remain unspent, including any interest eamed thereon. 

ARTICLE 3 DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF CONTRACTOR 

3.01 Scope of Services 

The Services which the Contractor shall provide during the first year of this Agreement 
include, but are not limited to, those described in this Article 3 and in Exhibit 1 which is attached 
hereto and incorporated by reference as if fully set forth here. The SSAC reserves the right to require 
the Contractor to perform revised services that are within the general scope of services of this 
Agreement and ofthe Special Services identified in the Establishment Ordinance subject to the same 
terms and conditions herein. Revised services are limited to changes or revisions to the line items 
in the Budget, do not affect the maximum compensation, and require the prior written approval of 
the SSAC. The SSAC may by written notice to the Department and the Contractor delete or amend 
the figures contained and described in the Budget attached hereto as Exhibit 2 and incorporated by 
reference as if fully set forth herein. The Contractor shall provide the Services in accordance with 
the standards of performance set forth in Section 3.02. 

For each subsequent year during the term of this Agreement, if any, a Scope of Services for 
that year, comprised of services authorized in the Establishment Ordinance, shall be prepared by the 
SSAC in consultation with the Contractor subject to the approval of the Commissioner, and 
incorporated into this Agreement by written amendment pursuant to Section 8.03 hereof, together, 
with a Budget for that year and any revised insurance requirements which are reconmiended by the 
Risk Management Division pursuant to its review of the Scope of Services for that year. 

3.02 Standard of Performance 

The Contractor shall perform all Services required of it with that degree of skill, care and 
diligence normally shown by a contractor performing services of a scope, purpose and magnitude 
comparable with the nature ofthe Services to be provided hereunder. The Contractor shall at all 
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times use every reasonable effort on behalf of the City to assure timely and satisfactory rendering 
and completion of its Services. 

The Contractor shall at all times act in the best interests of the City consistent with the 
professional obligations assumed by it in entering into this Agreement. The Contractor shall perfonn 
all Services in accordance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement and to the fiill 
satisfaction of the SSAC. The Contractor shall fiimish efficient business administration and 
supervision to render and complete the Services at reasonable cost. 

The Contractor shall assure that all Services that require the exercise of professional skills 
or judgment are accomplished by professionals qualified and competent in the applicable discipline 
and appropriately licensed, if required by law. The Contractor remains responsible for the 
professional and technical accuracy of all Services provided, whether by the Contractor or its 
Subcontractors or others on its behalf 

If the SSAC determines that the Contractor has failed to comply with the foregoing standards, 
the Contractor shall perform again, at its own expense, all Services required to be reperformed as 
a direct or indirect result of such failure. Any review, approval, acceptance or payment for any or 
all ofthe Services by the City does not relieve the Contractor of its responsibility for the professional 
and technical accuracy of its Services. This provision in no way limits the City's rights against 
Contractor, either under this Agreement, at law or in equity. 

3.03 Personnel 

A. Key Persormel 

The Contractor shall, immediately upon receiving a fiilly executed copy of this Agreement, 
assign and maintain during the term of this Agreement and any extension thereof an adequate staff 
of competent personnel, who Jire fully equipped, licensed as appropriate, available as needed, 
qualified and assigned to perform the Services. Contractor shall pay the salaries and wages due all 
its employees performing Services imder this Agreement unconditionally and at least once a month 
without deduction or rebate on any account, except only for such payroll deductions as are 
mandatory hy law or are permitted imder applicable law and regulations. 

B. Prevailing Wages 

If the Contractor engages in Construction, it shall comply, and shall cause all of its 
Subcontractors to comply by inserting appropriate provisions in their contracts, with 820 ILCS 
130/0.01 etseq. regarding the payment ofthe general prevailing rate of hourly wage for all laborers, 
workers, and mechanics employed by or on behalf of the Contractor and all Subcontractors in 
cormection with any and all Constraction work. The prevailing rates of wages applicable at the time 
of execution of this Agreement are included in Exhibit 6 to this Agreement, which is incorporated 
by reference as though fully set forth herein. 
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C. Illinois Workers, Veterans' Preference and Steel Products 

If the Contractor engages in Constmction, it shall comply, and shall cause all of its 
Subcontractors to comply by inserting appropriate provisions in their contracts, with the Employment 
oflllinois Workers on Public Works Act, 30 ILCS 570/0.01 etseq.. the Veterans Preference Act, 330 
ILCS 55/0-01 et seq.. and the Steel Products Procurement Act, 35 ILCS 30/565/1 et seq. 

3.04 Nondiscrimination 

(a) Contractor 

(i) Federal Requirements 

Contractor must not engage in unlawful employment practices, such as (1) failing or 
refusing to hire or discharging any individual, or otherwise discriminating against any 
individual with respect to compensation or the t^rms, conditions, or privileges of the 
individual's employment, because of the individual's race, color, religion, sex, age, 
handicap/disability or national origin; or(2) limiting, segregating or classifying Contractor's 
employees or applicants for employment in any way that would deprive or tend to deprive 
any individual of employment opportunities or otherwise adversely affect the individual's 
status as an employee, because of the individual's race, color, religion, sex, age, 
handicap/disability or national origin. 

Contractormust comply with, and the procedures Contractor utilizes and the Services 
Contractor provides under this Agreement must comply with, the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 
42 U.S.C. sec. 2Q00e etseq. (1981), as amended and the Civil Rights Act of 1991, P.L. 102-
166. Attention is called to: Exec. Order No. 11246, 30 Fed. Reg. 12,319 (1965), reprinted 
in 42 U.S.C. 2000e note, as amended by Exec. Order No. 11375, 32 Fed. Reg. 14,303 (1967) 
and by Exec. Order No. 12086, 43 Fed: Reg. 46,501 (1978); Age Discrimination Act, 42 
U.S.C. §§ 6101-6106 (1981); Age Discrimination in Employment Act, 29 U.S.C. §§621-34; 
RehabiUtation Actof 1973,29 U.S.C. §§ 793-794 (1981); Americans with Disabilities Act, 
42 U.S.C. §12101 etseq.; 41 C.F.R. Part 60 etseq. (1990); and all other applicable federal 
statutes, regulations and other laws. 

(ii) State Requirements 

Contractor must comply with, and the procedures Contractor utilizes and the Services 
Contractor provides under this Agreement must comply with, the II linpis Human Rights Act, 
775 ILCS 5/1-101 et seq.(l990), as amended and any rules and regulations promulgated in 
accordance with it, including the Equal Employment Opportunity Clause, 44 III. Admin. 
Code §750 Appendix A. Furthermore, Contractor must comply with the Public Works 
Employment Discrimination Act, 775 ILCS 10/0.01 etseq.{l990), as amended, and all other 
applicable state statues, regulations and other laws. 
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(iii) City Requirements 

Contractor must comply with, and the procedures Contractor utilizes and the Services 
Contractor provides under this Agreement must comply with, the Chicago Human Rights 
Ordinance, ch. 2-160, Section 2-160-010 etseq. ofthe Municipal Codeof Chicago (1990), 
as amended, and all other applicable City ordinances and mles. 

(b) Subcontractors 

Contractor must incorporate all of this Section 3.04 by reference in all agreements entered 
into with any suppliers of materials, fumisher of services. Subcontractors ofany tier, and labor 
organizations that fiimish skilled, unskilled and craft union skilled labor, or that may provide any 
such materials, labor or services in cormection with this Agreement. Further, Contractor must 
fumish and must cause each of its Subcontractor(s).,to fumish such reports and information as 
requested by the federal, state, and local agencies charged with enforcing such laws and regulations, 
including the Chicago Commission on Human Relations. 

3-05 Insurance 

The Contractor shall comply with the insurance provisions attached hereto as Exhibit 4 and 
incorporated by reference as if fiilly set forth herein, or such other insurance provisions as may be 
required in the reasonable judgment ofthe Risk Management Division. If the Contractor enters into 
a subcontract with a Security Firm such Security Firm shall comply with the insurance provisions 
attached hereto as Exhibit 5 and incorporated by reference as if fiilly set forth herein, or such other 
insurance provisions as may be required in the reasonable judgment of the Risk Management 
Division. If the Contractor subcontracts with a Subcontractor other than a Security Firm, siich 
Subcontractor shall comply with the Contractor insurance provisions attached hereto as Exhibit 4. 

The Risk Management Division may waive or reduce any ofthe insurance requirements set 
forth herein. In addition, the Risk Management Division will review each new Scope of Services 
which the SSAC, in consultation with the Contractor, prepares aimually during the term of this 
Agreement pursuant to Section 3.01 and may, if it wishes, revise the insurance required hereiiL 

3.06 Indenmification 

A. On written notice firom the City of Losses the City believes are Losses Arising under 
this Agreement as defined in this Section 3.06, the Contractor shall defend, indetnnify, and hold 
completely harmless the City Indemnitees from and {gainst such Losses, regardless of whether 
Contractor challenges the City^s belief The defiaise, indemnification and hold harmless obligations 
ofthe Contractor toward City Indemnitees remain an affinnative obligation of Contractor following 
the City's notice of Losses the City believes are Losses Arising under this Agreement, unless and 
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until a court of competent junsdiction finally determines otherwise and all opportunities for appeal 
have been exhausted or have lapsed. 

B. For purposes of this Section 3.06, 

"City Indemnitees" means, individually and collectively, the City of Chicago, its officials, 
agents, employees and SSAC members. 

"Losses" means, individually and collectively, all kinds of liabilities, losses, suits, claims, 
damages, judgments, fines, and demands, including all reasonable costs for investigation, reasonable 
attomeys' fees, court costs, and experts' fees, arising by reason of injury or death ofany person, 
damage to property, patent or copyright infringement. 

"Arising under this Agreement" means (i) arising out of awarding this Agreement, (ii) 
arising out ofthe enforcement of this Agreement, including the enforcement of this indemnification 
provision; (iii) arising out of or in connectioHr;with Contractor's performance or non-performance 
of this Agreement (including the acts or omission of Contractor, its officers, agents, employees, 
consultants, subcontractors, licensees, or invitees), any breach by any of them ofany warranty made 
under this Agreement, or any failure by any of them to meet any applicable standard of performance 
under this Agreement; or (iv) any combination ofany ofthe foregoing. 

C. To the extent permissible by law. Contractor waives any limits on Contractor's 
liability that it would otherwise have by virtue of the Worker's Compensation Act or .any other 
related law or judicial decision (such as Kotecki v. Cyclops Welding Corporation, 146 111. 2d 155 
(1991)). The City, however, does not waive any limitations it may have on its liability under the 
Worker's Compensation Act or under the Illinois Pension Code. 

D. The City has the right, at its option and at its own expense, to participate in the 
defense of any suit without relieving Contractor of any of its obligations under this indemnity 
provision. The requirements set forth in this indemnity provision are separate from and not limited 
by the amount of insurance Contractor is required to obtain under this Agreement or by its bonds 
pursuant to other provisions in this Agreement. Further, the indemnitees contained in this provision 
survive the expiration or termination of this Agreement. 

3.07 Records and Audits 

The Contractor shall deliver or cause to be delivered all documents, data, studies, reports, 
findings or information to the SSAC promptly in accordance with the time limits prescribed herein 
and if no time limit is specified, then upon reasonable donand therefore, or upon termination or 
completion of the Services hereunder. 

The Contractor agrees to adopt at its own expense such financial controls, including, without 
limitation, the employment of a fiscal agent approved by the Commissioner, as determined by the 
Commissioner in his sole discretion and communicated in writing to the Contractor after the date 
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of execution of this Agreement, to ensure that the Contractor is fulfilling the terms of this 
Agreement. 

The Contractor and any Subcontractors shall fiimish the SSAC with semi-annual reports or 
provide such information as may be requested relative to the performance and cost ofthe Services. 
The Contractor shall maintain records showing actual time devoted and costs incurred. The 
Contractor shall keep books, documents, paper, records and accounts in connection with the Services 
open to inspection, copying, abstracting, transcription, and an independent audit by City employees 
or agents or third parties, and shall make these records available to the City and any other interested 
governmental agency at reasonable times during the performance of its Services. In addition, 
Contractor shall retain them in a safe place and make them available for an independent audit, 
inspection, copying and abstracting for at least five years after the final payment made in connection 
with this Agreement. 

THE CONTRACTOR SHALL NOT COMMINGLE SERVICE TAX FUNDS WFFH 
FUNDS FROM OTHER SOURCES, and to the extent that the Contractor conducts any business 
Operations separate and apart from the Services hereunder using, for example, persormel, equipment, 
supplies or facilities also used in connection with this Agreement, then the Contractor shall maintain 
and make similarly available to the City detailed records supporting the Contractor's allocation to 
this Agreement ofthe costs and expenses attributable to any such shared usages. 

The Contractor shall provide an annual audited financial statement (a "Third Party Audit") 
to the Department and the SSAC within 120 calendar days after the end ofthe calendar year, and the 
system of accounting shall be in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles and 
practices, consistently applied throughout. Contractor must comply with the requirements in Exhibit 
9 with respect to any Third Party Audit. If any Third Party Audit shows that Contractor or any of 
its Subcontractors has overcharged the City in any period, the City will notify Contractor, and 
Contractor must then promptly reimburse the City for any amounts the City has paid Contractor due 
to the overcharges. Any failure to comply with the audit requirements set forth in Exhibit 9 of the 
Agreement shall constitute an event of default under the Agreement, If such event of default is not 
corrected to the City's satisfaction within the cure period identified by the City, the City may incur 
costs to conduct any supplementary audit it deems necessary, and Contractor must then promptly 
reimburse the City for any such costs. No provision in this Agreement granting the City a right of 
access to records and documents is intended to impair, limit or affect any right of access to such 
records and documents that the City would have had in the absence of such provisions. 

The City may in its sole discretion audit the records of Contractor or its Subcontractors, or 
both, at any time during the term of this Agreement or within five years after the Agreement ends, 
in connection with the goods, work, or services provided imder this Agreement. Each calendar year 
or partial calendar year is considered an "audited period." If, as a result of such an audit, it is 
determined that Contractor or any of its Subcontractors has overcharged the City in the audited 
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period, the City will notify Contractor. Contractor must then promptly reimburse the City for any 
amounts the City has paid Contractor due to the overcharges and also some or all ofthe cost ofthe 
audit, as follows: 

A. If the audit has revealed overcharges to the City representing less than 5% ofthe total 
value, based on the A.greement prices, ofthe goods, work, or services provided in the audited period, 
then the Contractor must reimburse the City for 50% ofthe cost ofthe audit and 50% ofthe cost of 
each subsequent audit that the City conducts; 

B. If, however, the audit has revealed overcharges to the City representing 5% or more 
ofthe total value, based on the Agreement prices, ofthe goods, work, or services provided in the 
audited period, then Contractor must reimburse the City for the full cost of the audit and of eadi 
subsequent audit. 

If the City is unable to make a determination regarding overcharges to City as a result of . 
Contractor's not having maintgiined records as required under this Agreement, Contractor must 
promptly reimburse the City for some or all of the cost of the audit, as detennined in the sole 
discretion ofthe City. Failure of Contractor to promptly reimburse the City in accordance with this 
Section 3.07 is an event of default under Section 7.01 of this Agreement, and Contractor will be 
liable for all ofthe City's costs of collection, including any court costs and attorneys' fees. 

3.08 Subcontracts and Assignments 

The Contractor shall not assign, delegate, subcontract or otherwise transfer all or any part of 
-its rights or obligations under this Agreement or any part hereof, unless otherwise provided for 
herein or without the express written consent ofthe SSAC. The absence of such provision or vmtten 
consent shall void the attempted assignment, delegation or transfer and shall be of no effect as to the 
Services or this Agreement. 

All subcontractSj all approvals of Subcontractors and any assigrunent to which the SSAC 
consents are, regardless of their form, deemed conditioned upon performance by the Subcontractor 
.or assignee in accordance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement 

If the Contractor subcontracts for security services, the Subcontractor shall be a Security Firm 
certified by the State oflllinois and the Security Firm's employees shall be licensed by the State of 
Illinois. The Contractor, upon entering into any subcontract with a Security Firm, shall fumish the 
SSAC and the Department with a copy ofthe subcontract for their approval. The City expressly 
reserves the right to approve all Security Firm subcontracts. 

3.09 License, Permits and Safety Considerations 

A. Licenses and Permits 

If the Contractor engages in Construction, it is responsible for and, in a timely manner 
consistent with its obligations hereunder, shall secure and maintain at its expense such permits, 
licenses, authorizations and approvals as are necessary for it to engage Constmction under this 
Agreement 
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B. Safety Considerations 

If the Contractor engages in Constmction, it shall at all times exercise reasonable care, shall 
comply v/itii all applicable provisions of federal, state and local laws to prevent accidents or injuries, 
and shall take all appropriate precautions to avoid damage to and loss of City property and the 
property of third parties in connection with the Constmction. The Conh^actor shall erect and properly 
maintain at all times all necessary safeguards, barriers, flags and lights for the protection of its and 
its Subcontractors' employees. City employees, and the public. 

If the Contractor engages in Construction, it shall report to the Department any damage on, 
about, under or adjacent to City property or the property of third persons resulting from itŝ  
performance under this Agreement. The Contractor is responsible for any damage to City property 
and the property of third parties due, in whole or in part, to the Contractor's Constmction activities 
under this Agreement, eind the Contractor shall repair such damage to a reasonably acceptable 
standard. 

3.10 Performance Bond 

If the Contractor engages in Construction work where expenditures exceed $ 100,000, it shall, 
not later than.die date the Contractor begins such work or executes a subcontract for such work, 
provide or cause to be provided to the Department a performance and payment bond in the amount 
allocated for the Constmction work (but not including the amount allocated for design and 
preparation of specifications), by a surety or sureties acceptable to the City. The performzmce bond 
shall be in the form and to the effect of Exhibit 7 hereto, which is incorporated by reference as if 
fiilly set forth here. 

If any of the sureties on such bond at any time fail financially, or are deemed to be 
insufficient security for the penalty ofthe bond, then the City may, on giving 10 days notice thereof 
in writing, require the Contractor to fumish a new and additional bond with sureties satisfactory to 
the City, and, if so required. Contractor must promptly provide such bond. 

ARTICLE 4 TERM OF SERVICES 

This Agreeinent shall take effect as of January 1,2009 ("Effective Date") and shall continue 
throu^ December 31, 2009, or until the Agreement is temiinated earlier in accordance with its 
terms. 
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ARTICLES COMPENSATION 

5.01 Basis of Payment 

The maximum compensation that the Contractor may be paid under this Agreement between 
January 1, 2009 and December 31, 2009 is $165,150 or the total amount of Service Tax Funds 
actually collected for tax year 2008, whichever is less; the maximum compensation that the 
Contractor may be paid under this Agreement between January 1, 2009 and December 31, 2009, 
therefore, shall not exceed $165,150. 

For each subsequent year of this Agreement, if any, the maximum compensation that the 
Contractor may be paid under this Agreement is the amount set forth in the Budget for that year, 
pursuant to Section 5.02 and 8.03, or the amount of Service Tax Funds actually collected for the 
preceding tax year, whichever is less; provided that the maximum amount of compensation for such 
year of this Agreement may also include the amount of Service Tax Funds collected for prior tax 
years which remain previously unspent. 

5.02 Budget for Services 

The Contractor in conjunction with the SSAC has prepared a Budget through December 31, 
2009, attached hereto as Exhibit 2 and incorporated by reference as if fiilly set forth here, covering 
all services described in the Scope of Services. Subject to the restriction that the maximum amount 
that may be spent in calendar year 2009 may not exceed $165,150, the SSAC reserves the right to 
transfer funds between line items or make Budget revisions that do not affect the maximum 
compensation set forth in Section 5.01. The SSAC shall revise the Budget if any part ofthe 
Contractor's Services is terminated. 

For each subsequent year of this Agreement, if any, and subject to the provisions of Section 
3.01, a Budget for that year shall be incorporated into this Agreement by written amendment 
pursuant to Section 8.03. 

5.03 Method of Payment 

Pursuant to a schedule to be determined by the Commissioner, after the performance of 
Services pursuant to the terms of this Agreement, Contractor may submit invoices to the City to 
request reimbursement for such expenses. The Contractor must provide, along with the invoices, 
such additional documentation as the Commissioner requests to substantiate the Services. Upon the 
Commissioner's determination that the invoices are accurate, the City will process payment ofthe 
invoices. 

The Contractor shall establish a separate checking account ("Accoimt") in a bank authorized 
to do business in the State oflllinois that is insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. 
All Service Tax Funds that the Comptroller transfers to the Contractor shall be deposited in the 
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Account and. disbursements from the Account shall be pursuant to this Agreement. THE 
CONTRACTOR SHALL NOT COMMINGLE SERVICE TAX FUNDS WITH FUNDS FROM 
OTHER SOURCES. The Contractor shall provide to the SSAC the signature card and sample check 
from the bank which shows die signature(s) ofthe Contractor's authorized representative(s). The 
SSAC reserves the right to audit the account and require; the Contractor to refund any fiinds that were 
not spent pursuant to the Budget or that were not approved by the SSAC. The name and address of 
the bank is and the wire transfer and the Account numbers are 

All funds remaining in the Account at the expiration or early termination of this Agreement, 
including any interest eamed, belong to the City for the benefit ofthe Area and shall be retumed to 
the City to be used only for Special Services. 

5.04 Criteria for Payment 

The SSAC shall detennine the reasonableness, allocability and allowability of any rates, 
costs and expenses charged or incurred by the Contractor. 

5.05 Funding 

Payments under this Agreement shall be made from Service Tax Funds in fiind number 
and are subject to the availability of fiinds therein. 

5.06 Non-Appropriation 

In the event that no fimds or insufficient funds are appropriated and budgeted in any City 
fiscal period for payments to be made under this Agreement, then the City will notify the Contractor 
of such occurrence and this Agreement shall terminate on the earlier ofthe last day of the fiscal 
period for which sufficient appropriation was made or whenever the fiinds appropriated for payment 
under this Agreement are exhausted. No payments shall be made or due to the Contractor under this 
Agreement beyond those amounts appropriated and budgeted by the City to fund payments 
hereunder. 

ARTICLE 6 SPECIAL CONDITIONS 

6.01 Warranties and Representations 

In connection with the execution of this Agreement, the Contractor warrants and represents: 

A. That it is financially solvent; that it and each of its employees, agents, and 
Subcontractors are competent to perform the Services required; that it is legally authorized to execute 
and perform or cause to be performed this Agreement under the terms and conditions stated herein; 
and 
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B. That it shall not knowingly use the services ofany ineligible Subcontractor for any 
purpose in the performance of the Services; and 

C. That it and its Subconfractors are not in default at the time ofthe execution of this 
Agreement, or deemed by the Department to have, within five years immediately preceding the date 
of this Agreement, been found to be in default on any contract awarded by the City; and 

D. That it and, to the best of its knowledge, its Subcontractors are not in violation ofthe 
provisions of §2-92-320 of tiie Municipal Code of Chicago, 720 ILCS 5/33E-1 et seq. of the 
Criminal Code of 1961, and 65 ILCS 5/11-42.1-1 ofthe Illinois Municipal Code; and 

E. That it, all Subcontractors and their respective officers, directors, agents, partners, and 
employees shall cooperate with the Inspector General in any investigation or hearing undertaken 
pursuant to Chapter 2-56 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago; that it understands aad will abide by 
all provisions of Chapter 2-56 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago and all subcontracts shall inform 
Subcontractors of such provision and require understanding and compliance therewith; and 

F. That, except only for those representations, statements, or promises expressly 
contained in this Agreement and any exhibits attached hereto, no representation, statement or 
promise, oral or written, or of any kind whatsoever, by the City, its officials, agents, or employees, 
has induced the Contractor to enter into this Agreement; and 

G. That the Contractor understands and agrees that any certification, affidavit or 
acknowledgment made under oath in cormection with this Agreement is made under penalty of 
perjury and, if false, is also cause for termination for default 

H. That neither Contractor nor an Affiliate of Contractor (as defined below) appears on 
the Specially Designated Nationals List, the Denied Persons List, the unverified List, the Entity List, 
or the Debarred List as maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets Confrol ofthe U.S. Department 
of the Treasury or by the Bureau of Industry and Security ofthe U.S. Department of Commerce (or 
their successors), or on any other list of persons or entities with which the City may not do business 
undo: any applicable law, mle, regulation, order or judgment. "Affiliate of Coiitractor"means a 
person or entity that directly (or indirectly through one or more intermediaries) controls, is controlled 
by or is under common confrol with Contractor. A person or entity will be deemed to be controlled 
by another person or entity if it is confrolled in any maimer whatsoever that results in control in. fact 
by that other person or entity (either acting individually or acting jointly or in concert with othas) 
whether directiy or indirectly and whether through share ownership, a trust, a contract or otherwise. 

I. Contractor understands and will abide by all provisions of Chapter 2-26 ofthe 
Municipal Code ofthe City of Chicago. 

6.02 Economic Disclosure Statement and Affidavit 

The Contractor has provided die City witii an Economic Disclosure Statement (EDS) which 
IS attached hereto as Exhibits and incorporated by reference as if fiilly set forth herein. Contractor 
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shall apprise the Department promptly ofany changes in the information provided in the EDS by 
completing and submitting a revised EDS. 

In addition, the Contractor shall provide the City with copies of its latest articles of 
incorporation, by-laws and resolutions, or partnership orjoint venture agreement, as applicable, euid 
evidence of its authority to do business in the State of Illinois, including without limitation, 
registrations of assumed names or limited partnerships and certifications of good standing with the 
Office of the Secretary of State of Illinois. 

6.03 Conflict of Interest 

Pursuant to Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago, and 65 ILCS 5/3.1 -55-10, no 
member ofthe goveming body ofthe City or other unit of govemmen.t, no other officer, employee, 
SSAC member, or agent ofthe City or other unit of government who exercises any fiinctions or 
responsibilities in connection with the Services to which this Agreement or any related subcontract 
pertain, and no relative ofany SSAC member shall have any personal economic or financial interest, 
directly or indirectly, in this Agreement or any such subcontract except to the extent that such 
benefits are provided equally to all residents and/or business owners in the Area. Furthermore, no 
SSAC member, relative of any SSAC member. City official, agent or employee shall be a 
Subcontractor, employee or shareholder ofthe Contractor or receive anything of value from the 
Contractor. 

No member of or delegate to the Congress of the United States or the Illinois General 
Assembly and no alderman ofthe City or City employee shall be admitted to any shaire or part of this 
Agreement or to any financial benefit to arise from it. The Contractor acknowledges that any 
agreement entered into, negotiated or performed in violation ofany ofthe provisions of Chapter 
2-156 shall be voidable by the City. 

The Contractor covenants that it, its officers, directors and employees, and the officers, 
directors and employees of each of its members if a joint venture, and Subconfractors presently have 
no financial interest and shall acquire no interest, direct or indirect, in the Services undertaken by 
the Contractor pursuant to the Agreement that would conflict in any maimer or degree with the 
performance of the Services. The Contractor further covenants that in the perfonnance of this 
Agreement no person having any such into'est shall be employed. The Contractor agrees that if the 
Commissioner in his reasonable judgment determines that any ofthe Contractor's services for others 
conflict with the Services the Contractor is to provide for the City under this Agreement, the 
Contractor shall terminate such other services immediately upon request ofthe City. 

6.04 Non-liabUity of Public Officials 

No official, employee or agent ofthe City shall be charged personally by the Contractor, or 
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by any assignee or Subcontractor ofthe Contractor, with any liability or expenses of defense or be 
held personally liable to them under any term or provision hereof, because ofthe City's execution 
or attempted execution hereof, or because of any breach hereof 

6.05 Independent Contractor 

The Contractor shall perform under this Agreement as an independent contractor to the City 
and not as a representative, employee, agent, or partner ofthe City. 

6.06 Business Relationships with Elected Officials 

Pursuant to Section 2-156-030(b) ofthe Municipal Codeof the City of Chicago, it is illegal 
for any elected official ofthe City, or any person acting at the direction of such official, to contact, 
either orally or in writing, any other City official or employee with respect to any matter involving 
any person with whom the elected official has a business felationship, or to participate in any 
discussion in any City Council committee hearing or in any City Council meeting or to vote on any 
matter involving the person with whom an elected official has a business relationship. Violation 
of Section 2-156-030(b) by any elected official with respect to this Agreement is grounds for 
termination of this Agreement. The term business relationship is defined as set forth in Section 
2-156-080 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

Section 2-156-080 defines a "business relationship" as any contractual or other private 
business dealing of an official, or his or her spouse, or ofany entity in which an official or his or her 
spouse has a financial interest, with a person or entity which entitles an official to compensation or 
payment in the amount of $2,500 or more in a calendar year; provided, however, a financial interest 
shall not include: (i) any ownership through purchase at fair market value or inheritance of less than 
one percent ofthe share of a corporation, or any corporate subsidiary, parent or affiliate thereof, 
regardless ofthe value of or dividends on such shares, if such shares £U"e registered on a securities 
exchange pursuant to the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended; (ii) the authorized 
compensation paid to an official or employee for his office or employment; (iii) any economic 
benefit provided equally to all residents of the City; (iv) a time or demand deposit in a financial 
institution; or (v) an endowonent or insurance policy or annuity contract purchased from an insurance 
company. A "confractual or other private business dealing" shall not include any employment 
relationship of an official's spouse with an entity when such spouse has no discretion concerning or 
input relating to the relationship between that entity and the City. 

6.07 Chicago "Living Wage** Ordinance 

(a) Section 2-92-610 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago provides for a living 
wage for certain categories of workers employed in the performance of City contracts, specifically 
non-City employed security guards, paricing attendants, day laborers, home and health care workers, 
cashiers, elevator operators, custodial workers and clerical woricers ("Covered Employees"). 
Accordingly, pursuant to Section 2-92-610 and regulations promulgated under it: 
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(i) If Contractor has 25 or more fiill-time employees, and 

(ii) If at any time during the performance of this Agreement, Contractor and/or 
any Subcontractor or any other entity that provides any portion of the Services 
(collectively "Performing Parties") uses 25 or more full-time security guards, or any 
number of other fiill-time Covered Employees, then 

(iii) Contractor must pay its Covered Employees, and must assure that all 
other Performing Parties pay their Covered Employees, not less than the minimum 
hourly rate as determined in accordance with this provision (the "Base Wage") for 
all Services performed under this Agreement. 

(b) Contractor's obligation to pay, and to assure payment of, the Base Wage will 
begin at any time during the term of this Agreement when the conditions set forth in (a)(i) and 
(a)(ii) above are met, and will continue until the end ofthe term of this Agreement. 

(c) As of July 1, 2008, the Base Wage is $10.60, and each July 1 thereafter, the Base 
Wage will be adjusted, using the most recent federal poverty guidelines for a family of four as 
published armually by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, to constitute the 
following: the poverty guidelines for a family of four divided by 2000 hours or the current base 
wage, whichever is higher. At all times during the term of this Agreement, Contractor and all other 

, Performing Parties must pay the Base Wage (as adjusted in accordance with the above). If the 
payment of prevailing wages is required for Services done under this Agreement, and the prevailing 
wages for Covered Employees are higher than the Base Wage, then Contractor and all other 
Performing Parties must pay the prevailing wage rates. 

(d) Contractor must include provisions in all subcontracts requiring its 
Subcontractors to pay the Base Wage to Covered Employees. Contractor agrees to provide the 
City with documentation acceptable to the Chief Procurement Officer demonstrating that all 
Covered Employees, whether employed by Contractor or by a Subconfractor, have been paid the 
Base Wage, upon the City's request for such documentation. The City may independently audit. 
Contractor and/or Subconfractors to verify compliance with this section. Failure to comply with 
the requirements of this section will be an event of default under this Agreement, and fiirther, 
failure to comply may result in ineligibility for any award of a City contract or subcontract for up 
to 3 years. 

(e) Not-for-Profit Corporations: If Contractor is a corporation having federal 
tax-exempt status under Section 501(c)(3) ofthe Intemal Revenue Code emd is recognized under 
Illinois not-for-profit law, then the provisions of Sections (a) through (d) above do not apply. 

6.08 Deemed Inclusion 

Provisions required by law, ordinances, mles, regulations, or executive orders to be inserted 
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in this Agreement are deemed inserted in this Agreement whether or not they appear in this 
Agreement or, upon application by either party, this Agreement will be amended to make the 
insertion; however, in no event will the failure to insert the provisions before or after this Agreement 
is signed prevent its enforcement. 

6.09 Environmental Warranties and Representations 

In accordance with Section ll-4-1600(e) ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago, Contractor 
warrants and represents that it, and to the best of its knowledge, its subcontractors have not violated 
and are not in violation ofthe following sections ofthe Code (collectively, the Waste Sections): 

7-28-390 Dumping on public way; 
7-28-440 Dumping on real estate without permit; 
11-4-1410 Disposal in waters prohibited; 
11-4-1420 Ballast tank^ibilge tank or other discharge; 
11 -4-1450 Gas manufacturing residue; 
11 -4-1500 Treatment and disposal of solid or liquid waste; 
11-4-1530 Compliance with mles and regulations required; 
11-4-1550 Operational requirements; and 
11-4-1560 Screening requirements. 

Duringythe period while this Agreement is executory. Contractor's or any subcontractor's 
violation of the Waste Sections, whether or not relating to the performance of this Agreement, 
constitutes a breach of and an event of default under this Agreement, for which the opportunity to 
cure, if curable, will be granted only at the sole designation ofthe Commissioner. Such breach and 
default entitles the City to all remedies under the Agreement, at law or in equity. 

This section does not limit Contractor's and its subcontractors' duty to comply with all 
applicable federal, state, county and municipal laws, statutes, ordinances and executive orders, in 
effect now or later, and whether or not they appear in this Agreement. 

Non-compliance with these terms and conditions may be used by the City as grounds for the 
termination of this Agreement, and may fiirther affect Confractor's eligibility for future contract 
awards. 

6.10 EDS / Certification Regarding Suspension and Debarment 

Contractor certifies, as fiirther evidenced in the EDS afrached as Exhibit 3, by its acceptance 
of this Agreement that neither it nor its principals is presently debarred, suspended, proposed for 
debarment, declared ineligible or voluntarily excluded from participation in this transaction by any 
federal department or agaicy. Contractor fiirther agrees by executing this Agreement that it vvdll 
include this clause without modification in all lower tier fransactions, solicitations, proposals^ 
contracts and subcontracts. If Contractor or any lower tier participant is unable to certify to this 
statement, it must attach an explanation to the Agreement. 
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6.11 Ethics 

(a) In addition to other warranties and representations. Contractor warrants that no 
payment, gratuity or offer of employment will be made in connection with this Agreement by or on 
behalf of any Subcontractors to Contractor or higher tier subcontractors or anyone associated with 
them, as an inducement for the award of a subcontract or order. 

(b) Contractor fiirther acknowledges that any Agreement entered into, negotiated or 
performed in violation ofany ofthe provisions of Chapter 2-156 is voidable as to the City. 

6.12 MacBride Ordinance 

The City of Chicago through tije-passage ofthe MacBride Principles Ordinance seeks to 
promote fair and equal employment opportunities and labor practices for religious minorities in 
Northem Ireland and provide a better working environment for all citizens in Northem Ireland. 

In accordance with Section 2-92-580 of the Municipial Code of the City of Chicago, if 
Contractor conducts any business operations in Northem Ireland, the Contractor must make all 
reasonable and good faith efforts to conduct any business operations in Northem Ireland in 
accordance with the MacBride Principles for Northem Ireland as defined in Illinois,Public Act 85-
1390 (1988 Ul. Laws 3220). 

The provisions of this Section 6.12 do not apply to contracts for which the City receives 
funds administered by the United States Department ofTransportation, except to the extent Congress 
has directed that the Department ofTransportation not withhold fiinds from states and localities that 
choose to implement selective purchasing policies based on agreement to comply with the MacBride 
Principles for Northem freland, or to the extent that such fiinds are not otherwise withheld by the 
Department ofTransportation. 

ARTICLE 7 EVENTS OF DEFAULT, REMEDIES, TERMINATION, RIGHT 
TO OFFSET, SUSPENSION 

7.01 Events of Default Defined 

The following constitute events of default: 

A. Any material misrepresentation, whether negligent or willful and whether in the 
inducement or in the performance, made by Contractor to the City. 

B. Confractor's material failure to perform any of its obligations under the Agreement 
including, but not limited to, the following: 
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(1) failure to commence or ensure timely completion ofthe Services due to a reason 
or circumstance within Contractor's reasonable control; 

(2) failure to perform the Services in a maimer satisfactory to the City; 

(3) failure to promptly re-perform within a reasonable time Services that were 
rejected as erroneous or unsatisfactory; 

(4) discontinuance of the Services for reasons within the Contractor's reasonable 
control; 

(5) failure to comply with a material term of this Agreement, including but not 
limited to the provisions conceming insurance and nondiscrimination; and 

(6) any other acts specifically and expressly stated in this Agreement as constituting 
an event of default. 

C. The Contractor's default under any other agreement it may presently have or may 
enter into with the City during the life of this Agreement. The Contractor acknowledges and agrees 
that in the event of a default under this Agreement the City may also declare a default under any such 
jQther agreements. 

7.02 Remedies 

The occurrence of any event of default which the Contractor fails to cure within 14 calendar 
days after receipt of notice specifying such default or which, if such event of default carmot 
reasonably be cured within 14 calendar days after notice, the Contractor fails, in the sole opinion of 
the Commissioner, to commence and continue diligent efforts to cure, permits the City to declare the 
Contractor in default. Whether to declare the Contractor in default is within the sole discretion of 
the Commissioner. Written notification ofthe default, and any intention ofthe City to terminate the 
Agreement, shall be provided to Contractor and such decision is final and effective upon Contractor's 
receipt of such notice. Upon receipt of such notice, the Confractor must discontinue any services, 
unless otherwise directed in the notice, and deliver all materials accumulated in the performance of 
this Agreement, whether completed or in the process of completion, to the City. At such time the 
City may invoke any legal or equitable remedy available to it including, but not limited to, the 
following: 

A. The right to take over and complete the Services or any part thereof as agent for and 
at the cost ofthe Conti:actor, either directly or through others. The Confractor shall have, in such 
event, the right to offset fixjm such cost the amount it would have cost the City under the terms and 
conditions herein had the Confractor completed the Services. 
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B. The right to terminate this Agreement as to any or all of the Services yet to be 
performed, effective at a time specified by the City. 

C. The right of specific performance, an injunction or any other appropriate equitable 
remedy. 

D. The right to money damages. 

E. The right to withhold all or any part of Contractor's compensation hereunder. 

F. The right to deem Contractor non-responsible in fiiture contracts to be awarded by the City. 

If the City considers it to be in its best interest, it may elect not to declare default or to 
terminate this Agreement. The parties acknowledge that this provision is solely for the benefit of the 
City and that if the City permits the Contractor to continue to provide the Services despite one or 
more events of default, the Contractor is in no way relieved of any of its responsibilities, duties or 
obligations under this Agreement nor does the City waive or relinquish any of its rights. No delay 
or omission to exercise any right accming upon any event of default impairs any such right nor shall 
it be constmed as a waiver ofany event of default or acquiescence therein, and every such right may 
be exercised from time to time and as often as may be deemed expedient. 

7.03 Right to Offset 

The City reserves its rights under §2-92-380 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago and the 
Commissioner shall consult with the SSAC before exercising such rights. 

7.04 Suspension 

The City may at any time request that the Contractor suspend its Services, or any part thereof, 
by giving 15 days prior written notice to the Contractor or upon no notice in the event of emergency. 
No costs incurred after the effective date of such suspension shall be allowed. The Contractor shall 
promptiy resume its performance upon written notice by the Department. The Budget may be 
revised pursuant to Section 5.02 to account for any additional costs or expenses actually incurred by 
the Contractor as a result of recommencing the Services. 

7.05 No Damages for Delay 

The Confractor agrees that it, its members, if a partnership or joint venture and its 
Subcontractors shall make no claims against the City for damages, charges, additional costs or hourly 
fees for costs incurred by reason of delays or hindrances by the City in the performance of its 
obligations under this Agreeinent. 
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7.06 Early Termination 

In addition to termination for default, the City may, at any time, elect to terminate this 
Agreement or any portion of the Services to be performed under it at the sole discretion of the 
Commissioner by a written notice to the Contractor. If the City elects to terminate the Agreement 
in fiill, all Services shall cease and all materials accumulated in performing this Agreement, whether 
completed or in the process of completion, shall be delivered to the Department within 10 days after 
receipt of the notice or by the date stated in the notice. 

During the final ten days or other time period stated in the notice, the Contractor shall restrict 
its activities, and those of its Subcontractors, to winding down any reports, analyses, or other 
activities previously begun. No costs incurred after the effective date ofthe termination are allowed. 
Payment for any Services actually and satisfactorily performed before the effective date of the 
termination shall be on the same basis as set forth in Article 5 hereof, but if any compensation is 
described or provided for on the basis of a period longer than ten days, then the compensation shall 
be prorated accordingly. 

If a court of competent jurisdiction determines that the City's election to terminate this 
Agreement for default has been wrongful, then such termination shall be deemed to be an early 
termination. 

ARTICLE 8 GENERAL CONDITIONS 

8.01 Entire Agreement 

This Agreement, and the exhibits attached hereto and incorporated hereby, shall constitute 
the entire agreement between the parties and no other warranties, inducements, considerations, 
promises, or interpretations shall be implied or impressed upon this Agreement that are not expressly 
addressed herein. 

8.02 Counterparts 

This Agreement is comprised of several identical counterparts, each to be fiilly executed by 
the parties and each to be deemed an original having identical legal effect. 

8.03 Amendments 

No changes, amendments, modifications, or discharge of this Agreement, or any part thereof, 
shall be valid unless in writing and signed by the authorized agent of the Contractor and the 
Commissioner, or their successors and assigns. The City shall incur no liability for revised services 
without a written amendment to this Agreement pursuant to this Section. 
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8.04 Compliance vvith All Laws 

The Contractor shall at all times observe and comply with all applicable laws, ordinances, 
mles, regulations and executive orders ofthe federal, state and local government, now existing or . 
hereinafter in effect, which may in any manner affect the performance of this Agreement. 

8.05 Compliance with ADA and Other Accessibility Laws 

If this Agreement involves services to the public, the Contractor warrants that all Services 
provided hereunder shall comply with all accessibility standards for persons with disabilities or 
environmentally limited persons including, but not limited to the following: Americans with 
Disabilities Act of 1990, 42 U.S.C. § 12101 et seq. and the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 29 U.S.C. 
§§ 793-94. In the event that the above cited standards are inconsistent, the Contractor shall comply 
with the standard providing greater accessibility. 

If this Agreement involves design for constmction and/or Constmction, the Contractor 
warrants that all design documents produced and/or used under this Agreement shall comply with 
all federal, state and local laws and regulations regarding accessibility standards for persons with 
disabilities or environmentally limited persons including, but not limited to, the following: 
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, 42 U.S.C. § 12101 et seq. and the Americans with 
Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities; the Architectural Barriers Act, 
P.L. 90-480 and the Uniform Federal Accessibility Standards; and the Environmental Barriers Act, 
410 ILCS 25/1 et seq.. and the regulations promulgated thereto at 111. Admin. Code tit. 71, ch. 1, § 
400.110. In the event that the above cited standards are inconsistent, the Contractor shall comply 
with the standard providing greater accessibility. If the Contractor fails to comply with the foregoing 
standards, it shall perform again at no expense all services required to be reperformed as a direct or 
indirect result of such failure. 

8.06 Assigns 
All ofthe terms and conditions of this Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of 
the parties hereto and their respective legal representatives, successors, transferees and assigns. 

8.07 Cooperation 

The Confractor agrees at all times to cooperate fully with the City and to act in the City's best 
interests. Upon the termination or expiration of this Agreement, the Contractor shall make every 
effort to assure an orderly transition to another provider of the Services, if any, orderiy 

• demobilization of its operations in cormection with the Services, unintermpted provision of Services 
during any fransition period and shall otherwise comply with reasonable requests ofthe Department 
in connection with this Agreement's termination or expiration. 
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8.08 Severability 

If any provision of this Agreement is held or deemed to be or shall in fact be inoperative or 
unenforceable as applied in any particular case in any jurisdiction or in all cases because it conflicts 
with any other provision hereof or of any constitution, statute, ordinance, mle of law or public policy, 
or for any other rezison, such circumstances shall not have the effect of rendering such provision 
inoperative or unenforceable in any other case or circumstances, or of rendering any other provision 
herein invalid, inoperative, or unenforceable to any extent. The invalidity of any one or more 
phrases, sentences, clauses or sections herein shall not effect the remaining portions of this 
Agreement or any part thereof 

8.09 Interpretation 

All headings in this Agreement are for convenience of reference only and do not define or 
limit the provisions thereof Words of gender are deemed to include correlative words ofthe other 
gender. Words importing the singular number include the plural number and vice versa, unless the 
context otherwise indicates. All references to exhibits or documents are deemed to include all 
supplements and/or amendments to such exhibits or documents if entered into in accordance with 
the terms and conditions hereof and thereof. All references to persons or entities are deemed to 
include any persons or entities succeeding to the rights, duties, and obligations of such persons or 
entities in accordance with the terms and conditions herein. 

8.10 Miscellaneous Provisions 

Whenever under this Agreement the City by a proper authority waives the Contractor's 
performance in any respect or waives a requirement or condition to the Contractor's performance, 
the waiver, whether express or implied, applies only to that particular instance and is not a waiver 
forever or for subsequent instances ofthe performance, requirement or condition. No waiver shall 
be constmed as a modification ofthe Agreement regardless ofthe number of times the City may 
have waived the performance, requirement or condition. 

8.11 Disputes 

Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, Confractor must and the City may bring any 
dispute arising under this Agreement which is not resolved by the parties to the Chief Procurement 
Officer for decision based upon the written submissions ofthe parties. (A copy ofthe "Regulations 
ofthe Department of Procurement Services for Resolution of Disputes between Confractors and the 
City of Chicago" is available in City Hall, 121 N. LaSalle Sfreet, Room 301, Bid and Bond Room, 
Chicago, Illinois 60602.) The Chief Procurement will issue a written decision and send it to die 
Contractor and the SSAC by mail. The decision ofthe Chief Procurement Officer is final and 
binding. The sole and exclusive remedy to challenge the decision ofthe Chief Procurement Officer 
is judicial review by means of a common law vmt of certiorari. 
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8.12 Contractor Affidavit 

The Contractor must provide to the City, no later than thirty days after the end of each year, 
a fiilly executed and notarized Affidavit certifying the expenditures and Services provided for the 
prior year. The form of this affidavit is attached as Exhibit 8 and incorporated by reference. 

8.13 Prohibition on Certain Contributions 

Contractor agrees that Contractor, any person or entity who directly or indirectly has an 
ownership or beneficial interest in Contractor of more than 7.5 percent ("Owners"), spouses and 
domestic partners of such Owners, Contractor's subcontractors, any person or entity who directly 
or indirectly has an ownership or beneficial interest in any subcontractor of more than 7.5 percent 
("Sub-owners") and spouses and domestic partners of such Sub-owners (Contractor and all the other 
preceding classes of persons and entities are together, the ("Identified Parties"), shall not make a 
contribution of any amount to the Mayor of the City of Chicago ("Mayor") or to his political 
fimdraising committee (i) after execution of this Agreement by Contractor, (ii) while this Agreement 
or any Other Contract is executory, (iii) during the term of this Agreement or any Other Contract 
between Contractor and the City, or (iv) during any period while an extension of this Agreement or 
any Other Contract is being sought or negotiated. 

Contractor represents and warrants that since the date of public advertisement ofthe 
specification, request for qualifications, request for proposals or request for information (or any 
combination of those requests) or, if not competitively procured, from the date the City approached 
Contractor or the date Contractor approached the City, as applicable, regarding the formulation of 
this Agreement, no Identified Parties have made a contribution ofany amount to the Mayor or to his 
political fundraising committee. 

Contractor agrees that it shall not: (a) coerce, compel or intimidate its employees to 
make a contribution ofany amount to the Mayor or to the Mayor's political fimdraising committee; 
(b).reimburse its employees for a contribution ofany amount made to the Mayor or to the Mayor's 
political fiindraising committee; or (c) bundle or solicit others to bundle contributions to the Mayor 
or to his poHtical fundraising committee. 

Contractor agrees that the Identified Parties must not engage in any conduct whatsoever 
designed to intentionally violate this provision or Mayoral Executive Order No. 05-1 or to entice, 
direct or solicit others to intentionally violate this provision or Mayoral Executive Order No. 05-1. 

Contractor agrees that a violation o t non-compliance with, misrepresentation with respect 
to, or breach ofany covenant or warranty under this provision or violation of Mayoral Executive 
Order No. 05-1 constitutes a breadi and default under this Agreemoit, and under any Other Contract 
for which no opportunity to cure will be granted. Such breach and de&ult entities the City to all 
remedies (including without limitation termination for default) under this Agreement, under Other 
Contract, at law and in equity. This provision amends any Other Confract and supersedes any 
inconsistent provision contained therein. 
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If Contractor violates this provision or Mayoral Executive Order No. 05-1 prior to award of 
the Agreement resulting from this specification, the Commissioner may reject Contractor's bid. 

For purposes of this provision; 

"Bundle" means to collect contributions from more than one source which are then delivered 
by one person to the Mayor or to his political fundraising committee. 

"Other Contract" means any other agreement with the City of Chicago to which Contractor 
is a party that is (i) formed under the authority of chapter 2-92 ofthe Municipal Code of 
Chicago; (ii) entered into for the purchase or lease of real or personal property; or (iii) for 
materials, supplies, equipment or services which are approved or authorized by the city 
council, 

"Contribution" means a "political contribution" as defined in Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal 
Code of Chicago, as amended. 

Individuals are "Domestic Partners" if they satisfy the following criteria: 

(A) they are each other's sole domestic partner, responsible for each other's 
common welfare; and 

(B) neither party is married; and 
(C) the partners are not related by blood closer than would bar marriage in the 

State of Illinois; and 
(D) each partner is at least 18 years of age, jmd the partners are the same sex, and 

the partners reside at the same residence; and 
(E) twoof the following four conditions exist for the partners: 

1. The partners have been residing together for at least 12 months. 
2. The partners have common or joint ownership of a residence. 
3. The partners have at least two of the following arrangements: 

a. joint ownership of a motor vehicle; 
b. ajoint credit account; 
c. a joint checking account; 
d. a lease for a residence identifying both domestic partners as 

tenants. 
4. Each partner identifies the other partner as a primary beneficiary in a 

will. 

"Political fundraising committee" means a "political fimdraising committee" as defined in 
Chapter 2-156 ofthe Mimicipal code of Chicago, as amended." 
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8.14 Firms Owned or Operated by Individuals with Disabilities 

The City encourages Contractors to use Subcontractors that are firms owned or operated by 
individuals with disabilities, as defined by Section 2-92-586 ofthe Municipal Code ofthe City of 
Chicago, where not otherwise prohibited by federal or state law. 

8.15 Governing Law and Jurisdiction 

This Agreement is governed as to performance and interpretation in accordance with the 
laws of the State of Illinois. 

ARTICLE 9 NOTICES 

Notices provided for herein shall be in writing and may be delivered personally or by 
United States mail, first class, certified, retum receipt requested, with postage prepaid and 
addressed as follows: 

Ifto the City: Special Service Area #20 Commission 
10827 S. Western Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60643 

Department of Planning and Development 
CityHall, Room 1000 
121 North LaSalle Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
Attention: Commissioner 

With Copies to: 

Ifto Contractor 

Department of Law 
Room 600, City Hall 
121 North LaSalle Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
Attention: Corporation Counsel 

Morgan Park-Beverly Hills Business Association 
10827 S. Western Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60643 
Attention: Donna Redmond 

Changes in the above-referenced addresses must be in writing and delivered in 
accordance with tiie provisions of this Section. Notices delivered by mail shall be deemed 
received 3 days after mailing in accordance with this Section. Notices delivered personally shall 
be deemed effective upon receipt. 
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ARTICLE 10 CITY ACTION 

In the event that there is no duly constituted SSAC during the term of this 
Agreement, the City will retain all ofthe rights and obligations afforded to the SSAC hereunder. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the City and the Contractor have executed this 
Agreement on the date first set forth above, at Chicago, Illinois. 

Recommended by: CONTRACTOR 

SSAC Chairperson 

CITY OF CHICAGO 

By: ^ 
Commissioner, Department of 
Planning and Development 

By: 

Its: 

Attested By. 

Its: 

State of. 

County of _ 

This instmment was acknowledged before me on (date) by 
_(name/s of person/s) as - (type of authority, e.g., officer, tmstee, etc.) of. 

(name of party on behalf of whom instmment was 
executed). 

(Signature of Notary Public) 

(Sub)Exhibits 1,2,3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 referred to in this Service Provider Agreement for 
Special Service Area Number 20 read as follows: 
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(Sub) Exhibit 1. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 20) 

Special Service Area Number 20. 

Western Avenue. 

2009 Scope Of Services. 

Advertising and promotion. 

Public way maintenance. 

Public way aesthetics. 

District planning. 

(Sub)Exhibit 2. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 20) 

Schedule C: 2009 Special Service Area Budget Summary. 

Department Of Planning And Development. 

Special Service Area Number and Name: 

Special Service Area Chairperson: 

Service Provider: 

Special Service Area Program Manager: 

Budget Period: 

Special Service Area Number 20 -
Western Avenue 

Sam Toia 

Morgan Park/Beverly Hills Business 
Association 

Donna Redmond 

January 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009 

Service 

Advertising and Promotion 

Public Way Maintenance 

Public Way Aesthetics 

Tenant Retention/Attraction 

Facade Improvements 

2008 Levy 

$ 5,900 

58,600 

68,500 

-

-' 

+ Carryover 

$ 

-

-

-

• -

= 2009 Budget 

$ 5,900 

58,600 

68,500 

-

-
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Service 

Parking/Transits/Accessibility 

Safety Programs 

District Planning 

Other Technical Assistance 

Total Services 

Administration 

Loss Collection 4.8% 

GRAND TOTAL 

Administration/Total Budget 
Ratio 

2008 Levy 

-

-

$ 10,900 

-

$143,900 

$ 13,250 

$ 8,000 

$165,150 

• + 

+ 

Carryover 

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

= 

= 

2009 Budget 

-

-

$ 10,900 

-

$143,900 

$ 13,250 

$ , 8,000 

$165,150 

8.0% 

D.P.D. Use Only 

Estimated 2007 E.A.V. 

Authorized Tax Rate Cap 

Estimated Tax Rate for 2008 Levy 

Estimated 2008 Levy 

$56,429,028 

1.000% 

0.293% , 

$ 165,150 

Special Service Area Name and Number: Special Service Area Number 20 - Western 
Avenue 

Budget Period: January 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009 

The attached budget is recommended and approved by the Special Service Area 
Commission. 

(Signed) Sam Toia 
S.S.A. Chairperson Signature 

S.S.A. 
Sam Toia 

Chairperson Printed Name 

June 24, 2008 
Date 
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(Sub)Exhibit 3. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For Special 

Service Area Number 20) 

City Of Chicago. 

Economic Disclosure Statement And Affidavit. 

SECTION I - GENERAL INFORMATION 

A. L«£al name of Disclosing Party suboiittcag this £DS. Includsd/b/s/if spplicable: 

Moigan Paric/Beveriy HBis Business Assoctation 

Check ONE of the foOowtae three boxes: 

Indicate whether Disclosing Party sulniiitting this EDS is: 
1. §^ tfaeAm>licant 

OR 
2. [ ] a legal euttiy holding a direct or indirect interest in the Applicant. State the legal name ofthe 

Applicant in vriiich Disclosing Party holds aa interest: 
OR 

3. [ ] a specified legal entit/with a light ofcootrol (see Section GLB.IJ).) State the legal name of 
the entity in which Disckisiog Party holds a right of control: 

B. Business address of Disclosing Party: 10827 S. Westem Avenue 

CNcago.iffifMMS 60643 

C T e l e s h o n e * (Omitted for printing purposes) p a x : 'O'"'"*! for printing puiposes) E m a i t (O'"''**''*'''P"''''"9 (""P"*') 

D. Name of contact pcnon: Ponna Redmond 

E. Federal Employer Weotificatioa No. (if you have one): (0""««'<»p̂ "Bt>«P°s«) 

F. Brief desciqitioa of contract, tiansactioa or other uadertakiiig (refcncd to below as the "Matter^ to 
wfaidi this EDS polains. (laclude project onraber and locatioa of property, if ai^Ucable): 

•*almmmi*m^mmmn»mmait l l l n i ^ M l iHli»lll> \t*tltrmmlm0mamm 

G. Wliicb City agency <w department is reqtMsting this EDS7 DepafttnantofPlanrinBandDevelopwart 

If the Matter is a oonttact bcfng handled by the City's Dqwrtmcntof Ptocaremeot Services, please 
complete die following: 

Specificatioa # ^ andCoolract* 
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SECTION U -> DISCLOSURE OF OWNERSHIP INTERESTS 

A- NATURE OF DISCLOSING PARTY 

1. Indicate the nature of the Disclosing Party: 
[ ] Petsoa ( ] Limited liability company* 
[ ] Pnbficty registered business corporation [ ] Lhnited liability partnership*^ 
( J Privately held business corporation [ ] Joint veature* 
[ ] Sole pcoprietorship | ^ Not-for-proA cotporadon 
[ ] General partoosh^* (Is the not-for-profit corporation also a 501(cX3))? 
[ ] Limitedpartaenhip* ( ] Y e s i ^No 
[ ] Ttust [ I Other (please specify) 

501 c6 
* Note B.I.b below. 

2. For l e ^ entities, the state (or foreign country) of iaootporatioa or organization, if applicable: 

illinois 

3. For legal entities not organized in the State of Dlirrais: Has the organization tegistefcd to do 
business in the State of Ulinois as a foreign &x6ty? 

[ ]Yes [ ] N o i^H/A 

B. IP THE DISCLOSING PARTY IS A LEGAL ENTITY: 

I .a. List below the fiiU names and titles of all executive officers and all directors of die oitity. 
For not-for-profit ooipoiataons, also list below all membexs, if any, whidi are l^gal entities. If diere arc 
no such members, wxile "no members." For tnuts, estates or other similar entittes, list below the kgsl 
titleholder(8). 

Name Tide 
No Members See Attached 

1 .h. If yoa dbecked ''Goieral partnetship,** Timited partnecship,** "Limited liaUlity 
company," "Limited Itability partacrshqi'* or "lomt venture" in rehouse to Item A.1. above (Nature of 
Disdosiiig Party), list below the name and title of each general partaer, managing member, manager or 
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MORGAN PARK-BEVERLY BILLS BUSINESS ASSOCL^TION 
10827 SOUTH WESTERN AVENUE. CHICAGO. ILLINOIS 60655 

PHONE: (Omitted for printing purposes) FAX: (Omitted for printing purposes) 

MORGAN PARIWBEVERLY HILLS BUSINESS ASSOCIATION 
Executive Board 2008 

Ma± Boyle Ptesideflt 
Laum sanllow Vice Piresideoi 
Dr. Nfarda Blake Seaetoy/Trcasuer 
PeggyRoudoe PastFkesideitf 
Donna Redmmd Executive IKvector 

Law Offices of Kfaik S. Boyle 
5/3"Bank ^ 
Marcia Blake OD 
TheWodoMit 
Mofsaa Paik/Bevetly Hilts 
ftistoess Associtfioa 

Board of IXrectDTs 

JudyStankus 
HerbeitBatker 
Nfatda Walsh 
Bmhan Lindsay 
BemadettcMoIIoy 
TomCHblwas 
GeoiBelfcQsog 

Fox's Beverty Pub 
Batker'sMortiBBy 
BAPA 
LefsGetPoppin 
MoOay aiMl Associalies 
Townliqoor 
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any other person or entity that controls the day-to-<iay management ofthe Disclosing Party. NOTE: 
Each legal entity listed below must submit an EDS on its own behalf. 

Name Title 

2. Please provide the following uiformatioa conceming each person or entity having a direct or 
indirect beneficial interest (including ownership) in excess of 7.5% of the Disclosing Party. Examples 
of such ao interest include shares in a corporation, partnership interest in a partnership orjoint venture, 
interest of a member or manager in a limited liability company, or interest of a beneficiary of a trust, 
estate or odier similar entity. If none, state '^None." NOTE: Pursuant to Section 2-154-030 ofthe 
Municipal Code of Chicago ^Municipal Code**), the City may require any such additional informatioa 
from any applicant which is reasonably intended to achieve full disclosure. 

Name Business Address Percentage Interest in the 
Disclosing Party 

iM. 

SECTION i n - BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS WITH CITY ELECTED OFFICIALS 

Has the Disclosing Party had a "business relationship," as defined in Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal 
Code, vrith any City elected official in the 12 months before the date this EDS is signed? 

[]Yes ]>J:NO 

If yes, please idoitify below the name(s) of such City elected ofiSciaKs) and describe such 
Telationshq)(s): 

SECTION IV - DISCLOSURE OF SUBCONTRACTORS AND OTHER RETAINED PARTIES 

The Disclosing Party must disclose the name and business addxess of each subcontractor, attorney, 
lobbyist, accountant, consultant and any other person or entity whom the Disclosing Party has retained 
or ejqiectsto retain in comiecdon with the Matter, as well as the natmx of the relationship, and the total 
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amount ofthe fees paid or estimated to be paid. The Disclosing Party is not required to disclose 
employees who are paid solely through the Disclosing Patty's regular payroll. 

''Lobbyist" means any person or entity who undertakes to influence any legislative or administcative 
action on behalf of any person or entity other than: (I) a not-for-profit entity, on an unpaid basis, or (2) 
himself. *'Lobbyisf* also means any person or entity any part of whose duties as an employee of 
another includes undertaking to influence any legislative or administrative action. 

If the Disclosing Party is uncertain whether a disclosure is required under this Section, the 
Disclosing Party must either ask the City whether disclosure is required or make the disclosure. 

Name Busmess Relationship to Disclosing Party Fees 
(indicate whether Address (subcontractor, attorney, (indicate whether 
retained or anticipated lobbyist, etc.) paid or estimated) 
to be retained) List of Retained Parties 

KiuntoLaodsc^>e,NfikeMumo I0Q57S Western.Oucago Mainteoanoe LBV$53,000 

Munro Landscape, Mike MUTBO îOQ57 S Western, Chicago SnowploMong LBV included 

MumoLandscq^MikeMunro 10057 S Western. Chicago Floweis I£V $16,000 

KfomoLandscape,Mike Monro 10057 S Western.Chicago Decorations LBVS45,000 
Donkavy and Wal^Micfaollc Walsh 1310$ S Western. Blue Island CPA. Accounting $1500 

(Add she^s if necessary) 

[ ] Check here if the Disclosing party has not retained, nor expects to retain, any socb pezsoiu <.; 
entities. 

SECTION V - CERTIFICATIONS 

A. COURT-ORDERED CHILD SUPPORT COMPLIANCE 

Under Municipal Code Section 2-92-415, substantial owners of business entities that contract widi 
the City must remain in compliance with their child support obUgations throughout the term ofthe 
contract 

Has any person who duectiy or indirectiy owns 10% or more ofthe Disclosing Party been declared ui 
aireazage on any child siqiport obligations by aniy Illinois cooit of competent jurisdiction? 

( ] Ves p^No [ ] No person owns 10% ormore ofthe Discloaing Party. 

If Tea,** bas the person entered into a court-apptOTed agreement for payment of all support owed and 
is the person in compliance with that agreement? 

(J Yes tJNo 
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B. FURTHER CERTIFICATIONS 

1. The Disclosing Party and, if the Disclosing Party is a legal entity, all of those persons or entities 
identified in Section H.B.L of this EDS: 

a. are not presentty debarred, subtended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible or vohuitarity 
excluded frum any transactioas by any federal, stete or local anit of government; 

b. have not, within a five-year period preceding die date of this EDS, been convicted of a criminal 
offense, adjudged guilty, or had a civil judgment cendeced against them in connection with: 
obtaining, attempting to obtain, or petformmg a public (federal, state or local) transaction or 
cootcact mder a public transaction; a viotatioa of federal or state antitrust statutes; fiaod; 
embezzlement; theft; forgery; briberj^ fabi&ation or destruction of records; making false 
statements; or receiving stolen property; 

c. are sot presentty indicted-for or otherwise criflunally or civiUy charged by a governmental entity 
(federal, state or local) with cooimisstoa of any of the offenses emunerated in clause B. I .b. of 
diis Sectkm V; 

d. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date of this EDS, had one or more public 
transactions (federal, state or local) tenoinatod for cause or default; and 

e. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date of this EDS, been convicted, adjudged 
guilty, or foimd liable in a civil proceeding, or in any criminal or civil action, including actions 
eonceming environmental violatioiis, institttted by the City or by the federal government, any 
state, or any other unit of local government 

2. The cetfifications in sut^Muts 2 ,3 and 4 concern: 

• the DisckMing Party; 
• any "AppUcable Party" (meaning any party participating in the perfonnance of the Matter, 

inciodmg but not limited to any persons or legal entities disclosed under Section IV, '^Disclosure of 
SnbconUacton and Other Retained Parties"); 
• any "Affiliated Entity* (meaning a person or entity that, directty <M: ibdiiectly: contiob the 

Diadosiog Party, is controlled by the DiscfcMing Party, or is, with the Disclosing Party, tmder 
common oontiol of another person or entity. Indicia of cooliol include, without limitation: 
intniocldng maaagemeator ownership; Heathy of inloesls among family members, shared fiualities 
and eqinipinen^ common use of eaqiloyees; or organization of a business entity foUowing the 
iseiigSMlity of a busmess entity to do business wftfa federal or state ex local goveounent, including 
die City, using siibstuitialty the same niaiiageaient, ownership, or prinopals as the Ineligible entity); 
with respect to Applicable Parties, the term Affiliated Entity means a person or entity that direcdy or 
indirecdty controls the Applicable Party, is controlled by it, or, with the Applicable Patty, is under 
common control of another person or entity; 
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• any responsible ofificiai of the Dtscbsii^ Party, any Applicable Party or any AffiUated Entity or 
any other official, agent or employee of the Disclosing Party, aay A^ilicable Party or any Affiliated 
Entity, acting pursuant to die direction or audiarization of a re^ionsible official ofthe Disckising 
Party, any AppUcable Party or any AfiSliated Entity (collectively "Agents"). 

Neither the Disclosing Party, nor any Applicable Party, nor any Affiliated Entity of either the 
Disclosing Party or any Aiq>licable Party nor any Agoits have, (fairing the five jrears before the date (his 
EDS is signed, or, with r e j e c t to an Applicable Party, an Affiliated Entity, or an Affiliated Entity of aa 
Applicable Patty dming the five years before the date of such Aiq>licable Party's or Affiliated Entity's 
contourt or engagement m connection with the Matter 

a. bribed or attempted to bribe, or beoi convicted or adjudged guilty of bribery or attemptitig to 
bribe, a pubfic officer or employee of die City, the State of Illinois, or any agency of the iedecal 
government or ofany state or h>cal government in the United States of America, in that officer's 
(n employee^ official capacity; 

b. agreed or coUnded with other bidden or prospective bidden, or been a party to any such 
agreement, or been convicted or adjudged guilty of agreement or collusion among bidders or 
prospective biddeta, in restraint of fieedom of competition by agreement to bid a fixed price or 
otherwise; or 

c. made an admission of such conduct described in a. or b. above that is a maOa of record, but 
have not been ptoseciited for such conduct; or 

d. violated the provisions of Munic^al Code Sectioa 2-92-610 (Living Wage Ordinance). 

3. Neititer the Disclosing Party, Affiliated Entity or AppUcable Party, or any of their employees, 
officials, agents or partners, is baned fiom contracting with any unit of state or local government as a 
resultofcagagtng in or being convicted of (1) bid-rigging in violation of 720 ILCS 5/33E-3;(2) 
bid-rotating in vJolati<m of 720 CLCS' 5/33E-4; or (3) aay similar offeiise ofany state or ofthe United 
States of America that contains the same eloneats as the offnise of btd-dgging or bMl<otating. 

4. Neither the Disclosing Party nor any Affiliated Entity is listed oa any of the foUowing lists 
in«tn«»««»*Mi by the Office of Foreign Assets Control of die U.S. Dqpartm«nt of die Treasury or the 
Bureau of Indnstiy and Security of tiie U.S. D^artment of Cominecoe or their successors: the Specialty 
Desigoated Natitmals List, the Denied Persmis List, tiie Unverified List, tile Entity List and die 
Debanedlist 

5. The Disclosing Party understands and du l l comply with (1) the afqiUcable requirements ofthe 
Govanmeotd Etiucs Ordinance of the City, Tllle 2, Oiapter 2-156 of die Mumcqial Code; and (2) all 
the an>Ucal>le j^vistoas of Chapter 2-56 ofthe Muoicipal Code (Office of the Inspcfitor Geonal). 
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6. IftheDiscloangPartyisunabletocertifytoanyof the above statements in this Part B(Fart]ier 
Cotifications), die Disclosing Party must explain bdow: 
n/a 

If the letters "NA," the word "None." or no re^ionse appears on the lines above, it wiU be conclusively 
presumed that the Disclosing Party certified to the above statemenu. 

C. CERTIFICATION OF STATUS AS FINANCIAL INSTITUTION 

For purposes of this Part C, u a d a Mimicipal Code Section 2-32.455(bX the term "financial institutiaa* 
means a baok, savings and loan association, thrift, credit union, mortage banker, moi^;age brô ĈT. 
trust COTOpany,̂  savings bank, investment bank, securities broker, municipal securities broker, sbcuritiet 
dealer, munk^al securities dealer, securities underwriter, municq^i securities underwriter, investment 
trust, ventore capital company, bank holdiiig c<m9any, financial services holding company, or any 
licensee under the Consumer Installment Loan Act, the Sales Finance Agency Act or the Residential 
Mortgage Licensing Act However, "financial institution" specificalty shall not include any entity 
whose predominant business is the providing of tax defenvd, defined contribution, pension plans to 
public eoiployces in accordance with S<M:tions 403(b) and 457 ofthe Inlenial Revenue Code. 
(Additional definitions may be found in Mimicipal Code Section 2-32-455(b).) 

1. CERTIFICATION 

The Discloaing Party certifies that the Disclosing Party (check one) 

( ] i s H i s not 

a "financial instilutioa" as defined in Section 2-32-455(b) of die Municipal Code. 

2. If the Disclosittg Party IS a financial institution, then the Disclosing Party pledges: 

"We are not and wiU not beoofne a predatory lender aa defined in Cluster 2-32 ofthe Municipal 
Code. We fnitfaer p l e ( ^ that none of our affiliates is, and none of them will become, a predatory 
lender as defined in Chapter 2-32 of the Munic^al Code. We understand that becoming a predatory 
tender or becoming sn affiliate of a predatory lender may result in die losi o t the privilege of doing 
baaiaess widi ifae City." 

If die Disclosing Party Is unable to make this pledge because it orany of its affiliates (as defined In 
Section 2-32-455(b) of die M n n i c ^ Code) is a predatory lender within the meaning of Chapter 
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2*32 of tbe Municipal Code, explain here (attach additional pages if necessary): 
N/A 

If die letters "NA," die word "nNone." or no response appears on die Unes above, it will be 
coachisively presumed that die Disclosiag Party certified to the above statements. 

D. CERTIFICATION REGARDING INTEREST IN CTFY BUSINESS 

Any words or terms diat are defined in Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code have the same 
meanings when used in this Part D. 

1. In accordance with Sectioa 2-156-110 of die Municqial Code: Docs any official or employee 
ofthe City have a financial interest in his or her own name or in die name ofany other person or 
entity in die Matter? 

[ J Y ^ MNo 

NOTE: If you checked "Yes" to Item D.l ..proceed to Items DJE. and D.3. If you checked "No" to 
Item D.l., proceed to Part E. 

2. Uidess sold pursuant to a process of competitive bidding, or otherwise permitted, no City 
elected official or employee shall have a financial interest in his or her own name or ia the aame of 
any other person or entity in the putxdiase of any propeity that (i) bel<Higs to the City, or (ii) is sold 
for taxes or assessments, or (iii) is sold by vntoe of legal process at the suit of the City (coUoctively, 
"City Property Sale"). Compensation for property taken pursuant to the City's eminent domain power 
does not constitute a financial interest widiin the memiing of this Part D. 

Does the Matter inv<rive a City Property Sale? 

[ J Yes MNo 

3. If you checked "Yes* to Item D.L. provide the names aod busincsa addresses of the City 
officials or employees having such interest and identify the natine of such interest 

Utaac Business Address Nsture of Interest 
N/A 

4. The Disclosing Party fiutiier certifies that no prohibited financial interest in the Matter will 
be acquired by any City official or employee. 
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E. CERTIFICATION REGARDING SLAVERY ERA BUSINESS 

The Disclosing Party has searched aay and all records of tiie Disclosing Party and any and all 
pccdeccssOT entities for records of mvestments or profits fiom slavery, the slave industry, or 
slaveholder msurance policies from die slavay era Oucloding insurance policies issued to 
slavefaolden diat provided coverage for daniage to or injury oc death of their slaves) and has 
disckised in ttiis EDS any aad alt such records to die City. In addition, the Dtsclosmg Party most 
disclose die names ofany and all slaves or slaveholders described in daose records. Faihue to 
comply widi diese disclosure requirements may make tiie Matter to which ttiis EDS pertains voidable 
bytfieCity. 

Please dieck eidier 1. or 2. below. If the Disclosing Party checks 2., die Disclosing Party must 
disclose below or in an attachment to this EDS aU requisite infonnation as set forth in that paragraph 2. 

^ 1. The Disctosing Party verifies that (a) the Disclosing Party has searched any and aU lecoids of 
die Disclosing Party and any and aU predecessor entities for records of investments or profits fiom 
slavery, die slave industry, or slaVefaoUer insurance policies, and (b) the Disclosing Party has foimd 

>'n6 records of investments or profits fiom sfaiveiy, die slave industry, or slaveholder insorance 
policies and no recmds of names ofany slaves or slaveholders. 

_2. The Disclosing Party verifies that «s a result of conducting the search in step 1(a) above, the 
Disclosing Party has found records relating to investments or proOta fiom slavery, the slave indnstiy, 
or slaveholder insurance policies and/or the names of any slaves or slaveholders. The Disclosing 
Party verifies that the IbUowiog constitutes fidl disclosure of aU such records: 

SECTION VI-CERTIFICATIONS FOB FEDERALLY-FUNDED MATTERS 

NOTE: If the Matter is federally fimded, complete dus Section VL If die Matter is not federaUy 
fimded. proceed to Section VIL 

A. CERTinCATION REGARDING LOBBYING 

1. List below the names ofaUpersoiis or entities registered imder Oe federal Lobbying 
Disclosure Act of 1995 who have made loUiying contacts on behalf of the Disclosing Party with 
re ject to the Matter (B^in list here, add sheets as necessary): m\ 
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(If no explanation tppcus ot begins on die Unes above, or if die letters "NA" or if the word "None" 
appcu, it will be coaclnsivety presumed that the Disclosing Party means that NO persons or entities 
registered under the Lxibbying Discbsnre Actof 1995 have made loU>ying contacts on behalf of die 
Disclosing Party with respect to the Matter.) 

2. The Disclosing Patty has not spcoi and will not expend any federally appropriated funds to 
pay any person or entity listed in Paragraph A. 1. above for bis or her lobbying activities or to pay any 
person or entity to Influence or attenqit lo inflnence an officer or employee of any agency, ss defined 
by applicable federal law. a member of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or an 
employee of a member of Congress, in conaecti<m with the swod ofany fedoally fimded contract 
makmg any federaOy fimded grant or loan, entering into any cooperative agreement or to extend, 
continue, renew, amoid, or modify any federaUy fimded contract grant loan, or cooperative 
agreement 

3. The Disclosing Party will submit an qpdaledcertificalion at the end ofeach calendar quarter 
in wfaidi there occurs aay event that materially afiEbcts the accuracy of the statements aad infonnation 
set forth in paragraphs A. 1. and A JZ. above. 

If the Matter is federally fimded atid any fimds other than federally appropriated funds have been or 
will be paid to any person or entity for influencing or attempting to influence an officer or employee 
ofany agency (as defined by appUcable federal lawX a member of Congress, an officer or employee 
of Congress, or an employee of a member of Congress in connection with tiie Matter, the Disclosing 
Party must complete and submit Standard Focm-LLL, "Disclosure Form to Report Lobbjnng," in 
accordance with its instructions. The form may be obtained online finm the federal Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) web site at http://www.wliitBliouse.gov/omh/grants/sfliIin.pdf, 
linked on the page http://www.whitebouse.gov/omh/grants/grants_foniisJitml. 

4. The Disclosing Party certifies that eidier: (i) it is not an organization described in section 
50i(cX4) ofthe Intemal Revenue Code of 1986; or (ii) it is an organizatioa described in section 
301(cX4) ofthe Internal Revenue Code of 1986 but has not engaged and will not engage in 
"Lobbying Activities". 

5. If the Disclosing Party is the Applicant the Disclosing Party must obtam ceaHfications equal 
in fiirm and sobstaiu:e to paragraphs A.l. throu^ A-4. above fiom all subcontractors before it 
awards any sidioontract and die Disclosing Party' mtist nmifffcim all such subcontractors' certifications 
for tbe duration of the Matter aiul must make such ceitificatioos promptiy available to the City upon 
request 

B. CERTIFICATION REGARDING EQUAL EBdPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 

If the Matter is fedeially fimded, federal regulations require die Applicant aind all pn^iosed 
suboonfinctois to submit the foUowing infoinution widi their bids or in writing at the outset of 
aegotiatioos. 

http://www.wliitBliouse.gov/omh/grants/sfliIin.pdf
http://www.whitebouse.gov/omh/grants/grants_foniisJitml
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' l£tiie Disclosing Patty the Applicant? 

tlYes [JNo 

If "Yes," answer the three questions below: 

1. Have you developed and do you have on file affirmative action programs pursuant to 
applicable federal regulations? (See 41 CFR Part 60-2.) 

[JYcs [ JNo 

2. Have you filed with the Joint Reporting Committee, the Director of the Office of Federal 
Contract Compliance Programs, or the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission all r^rarts due 
under the appUcable filing requirements? 

[ lYes [JNo 

3. Have you participated in any previous contracts or subcontracts subject to the 
equal opportunity clause? 

[]Yes [ ]No 

If you checked 'Vo" to question 1. or 2. above, please provide an explanation: 

SECTION VU - ACKNOWLEDGMENTS, CONTRACT INCORPORATION^ 
COMPLIANCE, PENALTIES, DISCLOSURE 

The Disclosing Party understands and agrees diat: 

A. By completiag and filing this EDS, the Disclosing Party acknowledges and agrees, on behalf of 
itself and the persons or entities named in this EDS, that the City may investigate the 
creditworthiness of someor all ofthe persons or entities named in this EDS. 

B. The certifications, disclosures, and acknowledgments contained in this EDS will become part of 
any contract or other agreement between the Applicant and the City in connection with the Matter, 
whether procurement City assistance,, or other City action, and are material inducements to the Citys 
execution ofany contract or taking other acti<m with respect to the Matter. The Disclosing Patty 
understands that it must comply with all stamtes. ordinances, and regulations on which this EDS is 
based. 

C. The Citys Governmental Ethics and Campaign Financing Ordinaiices, Chapters 2-156 aad 2-164 
of the Munid|>ai Code, impose certain duties aad obligatimis on persons or entities seeking City 
contracts, work, business, or transactions. The fiill text of diese ordinances and a training program is 
available on line at www.citYofchicago.org/Etfaics. and may also be obtained from the City's Board 
of Ethics, 740 N. Sedgwick S t , Suite SCO, Chicago, IL 60610, (oin«i»i*>rirttiinopunw«). xhe Disclosing Party 
must comply fiilly with the applicable ordinances. 

http://www.citYofchicago.org/Etfaics
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D. If the City determines that any information provided in tiiis EDS is false, incomplete or 
rnaccurale. aay contract oc other agreement b connection with which it is sidnnitted may be 
rescinded or be void or voidable, and the City may pursue any remedies under the contract or 
agreement Qf not rescmded, void or voidable), at law, or in equity, including teimmating die 
Disdoring Party's participation in the Matter aad/or declining to alkiw the Disclosing Party to 
pattic^ate m other transactions witit die Chy. Remedies at h w for a fake statement of material fact 
may include Incarceration and an award to tbe City of treble damages. 

E. It is the Citys policy to make this document available to die public on its Internet site and/or upon 
request Some or all of the information provided on this EOS and any attachments to this EDS may 
be made available to die public on the Internet ui response to a Freedom of Information Act request 
or odieswisc. By completing and signing this EDS, the Disclosing Party waives and releases any 
possible rights or daims which it may have against the City in connectioa with the public release of 
infonnation contained ra this EOS and also autiiorizes the City to verify the accuracy of any 
information submitted in this EDS. 

F. The infomiation provided in tiiis EDS most be kept current In the event of changes, die 
Disclosiag Party must st^pplement this EDS up to the tune the City takes action on die Matter. If the 
Matter is a contract being handled by tbe City's Department of Procuiement Services, the Disclosing 
Party must update this EDS as die contract requires. 

The Disclosing Party represents and warrants that 

G. The Disclosh^ Party has not withheld or reserved any disclosures as to et^nomic intBiests in the 
Di8clo8ingParty,oras to the Matter, or any information, data or plan as to the intended use or 
purpose f<Mr which the Applicaot seeks City Council or otho- City agency action. 

For purposes ofthe cettifications In H. I. and H.2. below, the term "affiliate" means any person or 
entity that dkectty or indirectiy: contnds the Disclosing Party, is controlled by the Disclosing Party, 
or is, with the DLsdosmg Party, under common control of another person or entity. Indicia of control 
include, without limitatioa: interlocking management or ownoshlp; identity of interests among 
fiututynietidiecs: shared ftcilities and etpu^nent; MHamoia use of employees; or organization of a 
busineas entity foUowing the iaetigibilityof a business entity to do business with the federal 
gDvemmeat e r a state or local govonment indnding (fae City, using substantiaUy the same 
management ownershqi, or prindiMls as the ine l l ^ l e entity. 

H.1. The Dutclosing Pattyis JiotdcJinqBent in tiie payment of aiiy tax administered by the Illinois 
DqiaitDMUt of Revenue, nor are the Disclosing Party or its affiliates delinqvent ia paying aay fine, 
fee, tax or other charge owed to the City. TliisiiicIades,butisnotlimlifedto, all water ^«rges, 
sewer chsges, ficease fees, packing tickets, propcity taxes or sales taxes. 

H.2 If die Dtsckising Patty is tiie Ajniticant die Disclosing Party and its affiliates will not use, nor 
permit their subcontndon to use. aay fiicility on the U.S. EPA's List of Vkilating Facilities in 
connectioa v iA the Matter for the duration Of time that such fadlity remains oo tbe Ust 
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H.3 If the Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party will obtain firom any 
contractors/subcontractors hired or to be hired in connection with the Matter certifications equal in 
form and substance to those in H. I. and H.2. above and will not, without the prior written consent of 
the City, use any such contractor/subcontiactor that does not provide such certifications or that the 
Disclosing Party has reason to believe has not provided or caimot provide truthfiti certifications. 

NOTE: If the Disclosing Patty cannot certify as to any of the items m H. I., H.2. or H.3. above, an 
explanatory statement must be attached to this EDS. 

CERTIFICATION 

Under penalty of perjury, the person signing below: (I) warrants that he/she is authorized to execute 
this EDS on behalf of the Disclosiag Party, and (2) warrants that all certifications and statements 
contained in this EDS are true, accurate and complete as of the date funiished to the City. 

(Print or type name of Disclosing Party) ^^^-'̂  
_ Date: 
A^ajcH-w--

9/^ /O ^ 

By: 

(sign here) 

(Print or type name of person signing) 

(Print or type titie of person signing) 

Signe^ and nvom to before me o; 
^xLodL Coi 

I) ^ ^ A^./{)y.bv/V^<-/^c/A/r>^ 

y^b^h 
Commission expires: 
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(Sub)Exhibit 4. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 20) 

Contractor Insurance Provisions. 

Special Service Area Number 20. 

Morgan Park-Beverly Hills Business Association. 

Contractor must provide and maintain at Contractor's own expense, during the term of the 
Agreement and time period following expiration if Contractor is required to return and perform 
any of the Services or Additional Services under this Agreement, the insurance coverage and 
requirements specified below, insuring all operations related to the Agreement. 

A. Insurance To Be Provided. 

1) Workers'Compensation And Employer's Liability. 

Workers' Compensation Insurance, as prescnbed by applicable law, covering all 
employees who are to provide a service under this Agreement and Employer's 
Liability coverage with limits of not less than One Hundred Thousand 
Dollars ($100,000) each accident, illness or disease. 

2) Commercial General Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

Commercial General Liability Insurance or equivalent with limits of not less than 
One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per occurrence for bodily injury, personal injury and 
property damage liability. Coverages must include the following: all premises and 
operations, products/completed operations, separation of insureds, defense and 
contractual liability (with no limitation endorsement). The City of Chicago is to be 
named as an additional insured on a primary, noncontributory basis for any liability 
ahsing directly or indirectly from the Services. 

3) Automobile Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

When any motor vehicles (owned, non-owned and hired) are used in connection 
with Services to be performed. Contractor must provide Automobile Liability 
Insurance with limits of not less than Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000) 
per occurrence for bodily injury and property damage. The City of Chicago is to be 
named as an additional insured on a primary, noncontributory basis for any liability 
arising directly or indirectly from the Services. 

4) Professional Liability. 

When any professional consultants (e.g., C.P.A.s, attorneys, architects, engineers, 
construction managers) perform Services in connection with this Agreement, 
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Professional Liability Insurance covering acts, errors or omissions must be 
maintained with limits of not less than Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000). 
Coverage must include contractual liability. When policies are renewed or replaced, 
the policy retroactive date must coincide with, or precede, start of Services on the 
Agreement. A claims-made policy which is not renewed or replaced must have an 
extended reporting period of two (2) years. 

5) Crime. 

Contractor must be responsible for all persons handling funds under this 
Agreement, against loss by dishonesty, robbery, burglary, theft, destruction, or 
disappearance, computer fraud, credit card forgery and other related crime risks. 

B. Security Firms. 

If the Contractor enters into a subcontract with a Security Firm, such Security Firm must be 
certified by State of Illinois, and the Security Firm's employees must be registered and 
certified by the State. Contractor must ensure and require any Security Firm subcontractor 
to comply with the Risk Management Division approved Security Firm Insurance Provisions 
set forth in (Sub)Exhibit 5 of this Agreement, attached hereto and incorporated by references 
as though fully set forth herein. 

C. Additional Requirements. 

Contractor must furnish the City of Chicago, Department of Planning and Development, 
Attention: Development Support Services, Room 1003, 121 North LaSalle Street, Chicago, 
Illinois 60602, original Certificates of Insurance, or such similar evidence, to be in force on 
the date of this Agreement, and Renewal Certificates of Insurance, or such similar evidence, 
if the coverages have an expiration or renewal date occurring during the term of this 
Agreement. Contractor must submit evidence of insurance on the City of Chicago Insurance 
Certificate Form (copy attached as (Sub)Exhibit ) or equivalent prior to award of this 
Agreement. The receipt of any certificate does not constitute agreement by.the City that the 
insurance requirements in the Agreement have been fully met or that the insurance policies 
indicated on the certificate are in compliance with all Agreement requirements. The failure 
of the City to obtain certificates or other insurance evidence from Contractor is not a waiver 
by the City of any requirements for the Contractor to obtain and maintain the specified 
coverages. Contractor must advise all insurers of the Agreement provisions regarding 
insurance. Nonconforming insurance does not relieve Contractor of the obligation to provide 
insurance as specified in this Agreement. Nonfulfillment of the insurance conditions may 
constitute a violation of the Agreement, and the City retains the right to stop work and 
suspend this Agreement until proper evidence of insurance is provided, or the Agreement 
may be terminated. 

The insurance must provide for sixty (60) days prior written notice to be given to the City 
in the event coverage is substantially changed, canceled or non-renewed. 

Any deductibles or self-insured retentions on referenced insurance coverages must be 
borne by Contractor. 
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Contractor hereby waives and agrees to require their insurers to waive their rights of 
subrogation against the City of Chicago, its employees, elected officials, agents or 
representatives. 

The coverages and limits furnished by Contractor in no way limit the Contractor's liabilities 
and responsibilities specified within the Agreement or by law. 

Any insurance or self-insurance programs maintained by the City of Chicago do not 
contribute with insurance provided by Contractor under this Agreement. 

The required insurance to be carried is not limited by any limitations expressed in the 
indemnification language in this Agreement or any limitation placed on the indemnity in this 
Agreement given as a matter of law. 

If Contractor is a joint venture or limited liability company, the insurance policies must name 
the joint venture or limited liability company as a named insured. 

Contractor must require all Subcontractors to provide the insurance required in this 
Agreement, or Contractor may provide the coverages for Subcontractors. All Subcontractors 
are subject to the same insurance requirements of Contractor unless otherwise specified in 
this Agreement. 

If Contractor or Subcontractor desire additional coverages, the party desiring the additional 
coverages is responsible for the acquisition and cost. 

The City of Chicago Risk Management Department maintains the right to modify, delete, 
alter or change these requirements. 

[City of Chicago Certificate of Insurance Form referred 
to in these Contractor Insurance Provisions 

unavailable at time of printing.] 

(Sub)Exhibit 5 referred to in these Contractor Insurance Provisions constitutes 
(Sub)Exhibit 5 to the Service Provider Agreement and reads as follows: 

(Sub)Exhibit 5. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 20) 

Security Firm Insurance Provisions. 

Special Service Area Number 20. 

Morgan Park-Beverly Hills Business Association. 

The Security Firm must provide and maintain at Security Firm's own expense, until Contract 
completion and during the time period following expiration if Security Firm is required to 
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return and perform any additional work, the insurance coverages and requirements specified 
below, insuring all operations related to the Contract. 

A. Insurance to Be Provided. 

1) Workers' Compensation And Employer's Liability. 

Workers' Compensation Insurance, as prescribed by applicable law, covering all 
employees who are to provide work under this Contract and Employer's Liability 
coverage with limits of not less than Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000) 
each accident, illness or disease. 

2) Commercial General Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

Commercial General Liability Insurance or equivalent with limits of not less than 
One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per occurrence for bodily injury, personal injury and 
property damage liability. Coverages must include the following: all premises and 
operations, products/completed operations, separation of insureds, defense and 
contractual liability (with no limitation endorsement). The S.S.A.C, the City of 
Chicago and the Contractor are to be named as additional insureds on a primary, 
noncontributory basis for any liability arising directly or indirectly from the work. 

3) Automobile Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

When any motor vehicles (owned, non-owned and hired) are used in connection 
with work to be performed, the Security Firm must provide Automobile Liability 
Insurance with limits of not less than One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per 
occurrence for bodily injury and property damage. The S.S.A.C, the City of 
Chicago and the Contractor are to be named as additional insureds on a primary, 
noncontributory basis for any liability arising directly or indirectly from the work. 

4) Professional Liability. 

Professional Liability Insurance covering acts, errors or omissions must be 
maintained by the Security Firm with limits of not less than One Million 
Dollars ($1,000,000). Coverage must include contractual liability. When policies 
are renewed or replaced, the policy retroactive date must coincide with, or precede, 
start of work on the Contract. A claims-made policy which is not renewed or 
replaced must have an extended reporting period of two (2) years. 

B. Additional Requirements. 

The Security Firm must furnish the Contractor original Certificates of Insurance, or such 
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similar evidence, to be in force on the date of this Contract, and Renewal Certificates of 
Insurance, or such similar evidence, if the coverages have an expiration or renewal date 
occurring during the term of this Contract. The Security Firm must submit evidence of 
insurance prior to Contract award. The receipt of any certificate does not constitute 
agreement by the Contractor that the insurance requirements in the Contract have been fully 
met or that the insurance policies indicated on the certificate are in compliance with all 
Contract requirements. The failure of the Contractor to obtain certificates or other insurance 
evidence from Security Firm is not a waiver by the Contractor of any requirements for the 
Security Firm to obtain and maintain the specified coverages. The Security Firm must advise 
all insurers of the Contract provisions regarding insurance. Nonconforming insurance does 
not relieve Security Firm of the obligation to provide insurance as specified herein. 
Nonfulfillment ofthe insurance conditions may constitute a violation ofthe Contract, and the 
Contractor retains the right to stop work until proper evidence of insurance is provided, or the 
Contract may be terminated. 

The insurance must provide for sixty (60) days prior written notice to be given to the 
Contractor in the event coverage is substantially changed, canceled or non-renewed. 

Any deductibles or self-insured retentions on referenced insurance coverages must be 
borne by Security Firm. 

Security Firm hereby waives and agrees to require their insurers to waive their rights of 
subrogation against the Contractor and the City of Chicago, its employees, elected officials, 
agentspor representatives. 

The coverages and limits furnished by Security Firm in no way limit the Security Firm's 
liabilities and responsibilities specified within the Contract or by law. 

Any insurance or self-insurance programs maintained by the Contractor do not contribute 
with insurance provided by the Security Firm under the Contract. 

The required insurance to be carried is not limited by any limitations expressed in the 
indemnification language in this Contract or any limitation placed on the indemnity in this 
Contract given as a matter of law. 

If Security Firm is a joint venture or a limited liability company the insurance policies must 
name the joint venture or limited liability company as a named insured. 

The Security Firm must require all subcontractors to provide the insurance required herein, 
or Security Firm may provide the coverages for subcontractors. All subcontractors are 
subject to the same insurance requirements of Security Firm unless othenwise specified in 
this Contract. 

If Security Firm or subcontractors desires additional coverages, the party desiring the 
additional coverages is responsible for the acquisition and cost. 

The City of Chicago Risk Management Department maintains the right to modify, delete, 
alter or change these requirements. 
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(Sub)Exhibit 6. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 20) 

Prevailing Wages. 
(Page 1 of 9) 

Cook County Prevailing Wage For September, 2008. 

Trade Name RG TYP C Base FRMAN *M-F>8 OSA. OSH H/W Pensn Vac Trng 

ASBESTOS ABT-GEN ALL 
ASBESTOS ABT-MEC BLD 
BOILERMAKER BLD 
BRICK MASON BLD 
CARPENTER ALL 
CEMENT MASON ALL 
CERAMIC TILE FNSHER BLD 
COMM. ELECT. BLD 
ELECTRIC PWR EQ^IT OP ALL 
ELECTRIC PWR GRNDMAN. ALL 
ELECTRIC PWR LINEMAN ALL 
ELECTRICIAN ALL 
ELEVATOR CONSTRUCTOR BLD 
FENCE ERECTOR ALL 
GLAZIER BLD 
HT/FROST INSULATOR BLD 
IRON WORKER ALL 
LABORER ALL 
LATHER ALL 
MACHINIST BLD 
MARBLE FINISHERS ALL 
MARBLE MASON BLD 
MATERIAL TESTER I ALL 
MATERIALS TESTER II,.: ALL 
MILLWRIGHT ALL 
OPERATING. ENGINEER BLD 1 
OPERATING ENGINEER BLD 2 
OPERATING ENGINEER BLD 3 
OPERATING ENGINEER BLD 4 
OPERATING ENGINEER FLT 1 
OPERATING ENGINEER FLT 2 
OPERATING ENGINEER FLT 3 
OPTERATTSG ENGINEER FLT 4 
OPERATING ENGINEER HWY 1 
OPERATING ENGINEER HWY 2 
OPERATING ENGINEER HWY 3 
OPERATING ENGINEER HWY 4 
OPERATING ENGINEER HWY 5 

34.750 35 
29.930 0 
39.450 43 
38.030 41 
39.770 41 
41.850 43 
32.150 0 
35.440 37 
38.600 44 
30.110 44 
38.600 44 
39.400 42 
43.925 49 
28.640 30 
37.000 38 
39.900 42 
40.250 42 
34.750 35. 
39.770 41. 
40.530 42. 
28.650 0. 

38.030 41. 
24.750 0. 
29.750 0. 
39.770 41. 
43.800 47. 
42.500 47. 
39.950 47. 
38.200 47. 
47.250 47. 
45.750 47. 
40.700 47. 
33.850 47, 
42.000 46. 
41.450 46. 
39.400 46. 

38.000 46 
36.800 46 

.250 

.000 

.000 

.830 

.770 

.850 

.000 

.940 

.970 

.970 

.970 

.000 

.4 20 

.140 

.500 

.400 

.250 

.500 

.770 

.530 

.000 

.830 

.000 

.000 

.770 

.800 

.800 

.800 

.800 
250 
250 
250 
250 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 

1.5 
1.5 
2.0 
1.5 
l.S 
2.0 
2.0 

2.0 
1.5 

l.S 
l.S 
1.5 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
l.S 

l.S 
1.5 
2.0 
1.5 
l.S 
1.5 

1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
2. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
2.0 
1.5 

1.5 
1.5 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
l.S 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
l.S 
1.5 
l.S 

2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 

2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 

2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 

8.830 
9.170 
6.720 
8.000 
9.460 
7.850 
6.150 
7.400 
9.110 
7.120 
9.110 
10.83 
8.775 
7.750 
7.340 
9.170 
9.950 
8.830 
9.460 
7.000 
7. 920 
8.000 
8.830 
8.830 
9.460 
9.600 
9-600 
9.600 
9.600 
6.850 
6.850 
6.850 
6.850 
9.600 

9 . 6 0 0 
9.600 
9.600 
9.600 

6.170 0 
9.260 0 
8.490 0 
9.970 0 
7.790 
7.410 
7.370 
7.660 
11.34 
8.850 
11.34 0 
8.740 0 
6.960 
5.970 
12.05 
10.46 
14.74 
6.170 

790 
670 
970 
970 

6.. 170 
6.170 

790 
550 
SSO 
550 
550 
600 
600 
600 

5.600 
6.550 
6.550 
6.SSO 
6. SSO 
6.550 

2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000^ 0 

.000 0 

.000 

.640 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.650 

.000 

.000 
,0.00 
,000 
,000 
,900 
,900 
,900 
900 
900 
900 
900 
900 
900 
900 
900 1. 
900 1. 
900 1. 

.270 

.320 

.300 

.550 

.490, 

.170 

.380 

.700 

.290 

.230 

.290 

.750 

.000 

.350 

.690 

.320 

.300 

.270 

.490 

.000 

.550 
-550 
.270 
.270 
.490 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
000 
000 
000 
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Cook County Prevailing Wage For September, 2008. 

Trade Name RG TYP C Base FRMAN *M-F>8 OSA OSH H/W Pensn Vac Trng 

ORNAMNTL IRON WORKER ALL 
PAINTER ALL 
PAINTER SIGNS BLD 
PILEDRIVER ALL 
PIPEFITTER BLD 
PLASTERER BLD 
PLUMBER BLD 
ROOFER BLD 
SHEETMETAL WORKER BLD 
SIGN HANGER BLD 
SPRINKLER FITTER BLD 
STEEL ERECTOR ALL 
STONE MASON BLD 
TERRAZZO FINISHER BLD 
TERRAZZO MASON BLD 
TILE MASON BLD 

TRAFFIC SAFETY WRKR HWY 
TRUCK DRIVER E ALL 
TRUCK DRIVER E ALL 
TRUCK DRIVER E ALL 
TRUCK DRIVER E ALL 
TROCIQ DRIVER W ALL 
TRUCK DRIVER W ALL 
TRUCK DRIVER W ALL 
TRUCK DRIVER W ALL 
TUCKPOINTER BLD 

39.050 
36.900 
29.920 
39.770 
42.050 
38.100 
41.000 
35.000 
33.400 
26.510 
40.500 
40.250 
38.030 
33.810 
37.390 
38.630 

24.300 
30.700 
30.950 
31.150 
31.350 
32.550 
32.700 
32.900 
33.100 
38.200 

41.300 
41.510 
33.590 
4i.770 
45.050 
40.390 
43.000 
38.000 
36.070 
27.360 
42.500 
42.250 
41.830 
0.000 

40.390 
42.630 

25.900 
31.350 
31.350 
31.350 
31.350 
33-100 
33.100 
33.100 
33.100 
39.200 

2.0 
1.5 

1.5 
2.0 
1.5 
1.5 
.5 
0 

,5 
,5 

1.5 
1.5 
l.S 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
l.S 
l.S 

2 
1. 
1. 
1 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1.5 
l.S 
1.5 
2.0 
l.S 
1.5 
1. 
1. 

1. 
1. 
1. 
1, 
1. 

1.5 
1.5 
1.5 

2 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 

•2f: 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 

1,5 2. 
1,5 2. 

.950 

.350 

.600 

.460 
,660 
,500 
.840 
,800 
460 
200 
500 
950 
000 
150 
150 
ISO 

780 
750 
750 
750 
750 
500 
500 
50.0 
500 
580 

13.19 
8.400 
2.390 
7.790 
8.550 
8.440 
S.560 
3.870 
7.850 
2.280 
6.850 
14.74 
9.970 
9.850 
11.11 
9.010 

1.875 
5.450 
5.450 
5.450 
5.450 
4.350 
4.350 
4.350 
4.350 
9.550 

O.OOO 
0.000 

000 
000 
000 
000 
OOO 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 

0.000 
0.000 

0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

000 
000 
OOO 
000 
000 

0.000 
0.000 

0.500 
0.420 
0.000 
0.490 
1.370 
.400 
980 
330 
590 
,000 
500 
300 
SSO 
310 
350 
500 
000 
ISO 

0.150 
0.150 
0.150 
O.OOO 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.280 

Legend: 
M-F>8 (Overt ime i s r e q u i r e d f o r any h o u r g r e a t e r thaji 8 irarlced 
each day . Monday th rough F r i d a y . 
OSA (Overt ime i s r e q u i r e d f o r e v e r y h o u r worked on S a t u r d a y ) 
OSH (Overt ime i s r e q u i r e d f o r e v e r y h o u r worked on Sunday and Hol idays ) 
H/H (Hea l th & Welfare I n s u r a n c e ) 
Pensn (Pension) 
Vac (Vacat ion) 
Trng (Tra in ing ) 
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COOK COUNTY 

TRUCK DRIVERS (WEST) - That part of the county West of Barrington 
Road. 

The following list is considered as those days for which holiday rates 
of wages for work performed apply: New Years Day, Memorial/Decoration 
Day, Fourth of July, Labor Day, Veterans Day, Thanksgiving Day, 
Christmas Day. Generally, any of these holidays which fall on a Sunday 
is celebrated on the following Monday. This then makes work 
performed on that Monday payable at the appropriate overtime rate for 
holiday pay. Common practice in a given local may alter certain days 
of celebration such as the day after Thanksgiving for Veterans Day. 
If in doubt, please check with IDOL. 

EXPLANATION OF CLASSES 

ASBESTOS - GENERAL - removal of asbestos material/mold and hazardous 
materials from any place in a building, including mecheuiical systems 
where those mechanical systems are to be removed. This includes the 
removal of asbestos materials/mold axid hazardous materials from 
ductwork or pipes in a building when the building is to be demolished 
at the time or at some close future date. 
ASBESTOS - ME(niANICAL - removal of asbestos material from mechcinical 
systems, such as pipes, ducts, and boilers, where the mechanical 
systems are to remain. 

CERAMIC TILE FINISHER 

The grouting, cleaning, and polishing of all classes of tile, whether 
for interior or exterior purposes, all burned, glazed or unglazed 
products; all composition materials, granite tiles, warning detectable 
tiles, cement tiles, epoxy composite materials, pavers, glass, 
mosaics, fiberglass, and all substitute materials, for tile made in 
tile-like units; all mixtures in tile like form of cement, metals, and 
other materials that are for euid intended for use as a finished floor 
surface, stair treads, promenade roofs, walks,^w^ls, ceilings, 
swimming pools, and all other places where tile is to form a finished 
interior or exterior. The mixing of all setting mortars including but 
not limited to thin-set mortars, epoxies, wall mud, and any other 
sand and cement mixtures or adhesives when used in the preparation. 
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installation, repair, or maintenance of tile and/or similar materials. 
The handling and unloading of all sand, cement, lime, tile, 
fixtures, equipment, adhesives, or any other materials to be used in 
the preparation, installation, repair, or maintenance of tile and/or 
similar materials. Ceramic Tile Finishers shall fill all joints and 
voids regardless of method on all tile work, particularly and 
especially after installation of said tile work. Application of any 
and all protective coverings to all types of tile installations 
including, but not be limited to, all soap compounds, paper products, 
tapes, and all polyethylene coverings, plywood, masonite, cardboard, 
and any new type of products that may be used to protect tile 
installations, Blastrac equipment, and all floor scarifying equipment 
used in preparing floors to receive tile. The clean up and removal of 
all waste and materials. All demolition of existing tile floors and 
walls to be re-tiled. 

COMMUNICATIONS ELECTRICIAN - Installation, operation, inspection, 
maintenance, repair and service of radio, television, recording, voice 
sound vision production and reproduction, telephone and telephone 
interconnect, facsimile, data apparatus, coaxial, fibre optic and 
wireless equipment, appliances and systems used for the transmission 
and reception of signals of any nature, business, domestic, 
commercial, education, entertainment,, and residential purposes, 
including but not limited to, communication and telephone, electrohi-ic 
and sound equipment, fibre optic and data communication systems, and 
the performance of any task directly related to. such installation or 
service whether at new or existing sites, such tasks to include the 
placing of wire and cable and electrical power conduit or other 
raceway work within the equipment room and pulling wire and/or cable 
through conduit and the installation of any incidental conduit, such 
that the employees covered hereby can complete any job in full. 

MARBLE FINISHER 

Loading and linloading trucks, distribution of all materials (all 
stone, sand, etc.), stocking of floors with material, performing all 
rigging for heavy work, the handling of all mateiral that may be 
needed for the installation of such materials, building of 
scaffolding, polishing if needed, patching, waxing of material if 
damaged,—pointing lip,—caulking,—grouting and cleaning of marble, 
holding water on diamond or Carboirundum blade or saw for setters 
cutting, use of tub saw or any other saw needed for preparation of 
material, drilling of holes for wires that anchor material set by 
setters, mixing up of molding plaster for installation of material. 
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mixing up thin set for the installation of material, mixing up of sand 
to cement for the installatin of material and such other work as may 
be required in helping a Marble Setter in the handling o£ all material 
in the erection or installation of interior marble, slate, 
travertine, art marble, serpentine, alberene stone, blue stone, 
granite and other stones (meaning as to stone any foreign or domestic 
materials as are specified and used in building interiors and 
.experiors and customarily known as stone in the trade), carrara, 
sanionyx, vitrolite and similar opaque glass and the laying of all 
marble tile, terrazzo tile, slate tile and precast tile, steps, risers 
treads, base, or any other materials that''fifey be used as substitutes 
for any of the aforementioned materials and which are used on interior 
and experior which sare installed in a similar manner. 

MATERIAL TESTER I: Hand coring and drilling for testing of materials; 
field inspection of uncured concrete and asphalt. 

MATERIAL TESTER II: Field inspection of welds, structural steel, 
fireproofing, masonry, soil, facade, reinforcing steel, formwork, 
cured concrete, and concrete and asphalt batch plants; adjusting 
proportions of bituminous mixtures. 

TERRAZZO FINISHER 

The handling' of sand, cement, marble chips, and all other materials 
that may be used by the Mosaic Terrazzo Mechanic, and the mixing, 
grinding, grouting, cleaning and sealing of all Marble, Mosaic, and 
Terrazzo work, floors, base, stairs, and wainscoting by hand or 
machine, and in addition, assisting and aiding Marble, Masonic, and 
Terrazzo Mechauiics. 

OPERATING ENGINEERS - BDILDING 

Class 1. Mechamic; Asphalt Plant; Asphalt Spreader; Autograde; 
Backhoes with Claisson attachment; Batch Plant; Benoto; Boiler and 
Throttle Valve; Caisson Rigs; Central Redi-Mix Plauit; Combination Back 
Hoe Front End-loader Machine; Compressor and Throttle Valve; 
Concrete Breaker (Truck Mounted); Concrete Conveyor; Concrete Paver; 
Coticrete Placer; Concrete Placing Boom; Concrete Pump (Ttruck'Mounted) ; 
Concrete Tower; Cranes, All; Cranes, Hammerhead; Cranes, (GCI auid 
similar Type); Creter Crane; Crusher, Stone, etc.; Derricks, All; 
Derricks, Traveling; Formless Curb and Gutter Machine; Grader, 
Elevating; Grouting Machines; Highlift Shovels or Front Endloader 
2-1/4 yd. and over; Hoists, Elevators, outside type rackj^and pinion 
and similar machines; Hoists, one, two and three Drum; Hoists, Two 
Tugger One Floor; Hydraulic Backhoes; Hydraulic Boom Trucks; Hydro 
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vac (and s i m i l a r equipment); Locomotives, A l l ; Motor Pa t ro l - P i l e 
Dr ive r s and Skid Rig; Post Hole Digger- P r e - S t r e s s M L H ? ^ ! ; 

C lass 2 ^ B o i l e r s ; Broom, Al l Power P r o p e l l e d ; Bu l ldoze r s - Concrete 

E;:rLir\i:?iift r^ ' ; °̂"̂ "̂ °̂ ' °̂̂ ^̂ ^̂ '̂- ^ r̂klift SucSrSreLer E n g i n e e r H i g h l i f t S h o v e l s o r F r o n t E n d l o a d e r s u n d e r 2 - 1 / 4 yd -
H o i s t s , A u t o m a t i c ; H o i s t s , i n s i d e F r e i g h t E l e v a t o r s ; H o i s t s Sewer 
D r a g g i n g Machine ; H o i s t s , T u g g e r S i n g l e Drum; L a s e r S c r e e d ; ' R O S D r i l l 
s e l f - p r o p e l l e d ) ; Rock D r i l l ( t r u c k m o u n t e d ) ; R o l l e r s A l l - s J e a m 
G e n e r a t o r s ; T r a c t o r s , A l l ; T r a c t o r Drawn V i b r a t o r y R o i l J r w i n c h 
T r u c k s w i t h "A" Frame. ".^j-j-ei, w incn 

S ^ r J ; . ""^l c o m p r e s s o r ; C o m b i n a t i o n - S m a l l Equ ipmen t O p e r a t o r ; 
G e n e r a t o r s ; H e a t e r s , M e c h a n i c a l ; H o i s t s , I n s i d e E l e v a t o r s - ( S ; o s t a t 
Manual C o n t r o l l e d ) ; H y d r a u l i c Power U n i t s ( P i l e D r i v i n a E x t r a ^ T n ^ 
and D r i l l i n g ) ; Pumps, o v e r 3 - ( i t o 3 n o t t o e ^ e J d ^ ? ; t f l S r 3 0 o ' 
f t . - Pumps, w e l l P o i n t s ; Weld ing Mach ines (2 t h r o u g h 5) Winches 4 
s m a l l E l e c t r i c D r i l l w i n c h e s ; Bobca t (up t o a n d i n c l u d i n g 3/4 c u ' 

C l a s s 4 . B o b c a t s a n d / o r o t h e r S k i d S t e e r L o a d e r s ; O i l e r s ; a n d B r i c k 
F o r k l i f t . 

OPERATING ENGINEERS - FLOATING 

C l a s s 1. C r a f t foreman ( M a s t e r M e c h a n i c ) , d i v e r / w e t t e n d e r , e n g i n e e r 
( h y d r a u l i c d r e d g e ) . 

C l a s s 2 . C r a n e / b a c k h o e o p e r a t o r , m e c h a n i c / w e l d e r , a s s i s t a n t e n g i n e e r 
( h y d r a u l i c d r e d g e ) , levermsui ( h y d r a u l i c d r e d g e ) , a n d d i v e r t e n d e r . 

C l a s s 3 . Deck e q u i p m e n t o p e r a t o r (mach ine ryman) , m a i n t e n a n c e o f c r a n e 
( o v e r 50 t o n c a p a c i t y ) o r b a c k h o e ( 9 6 , 0 0 0 p o u n d s o r more) , 
t u g / l a u n c h o p e r a t o r , l o a d e r , d o z e r axid l i k e e q u i p m e n t on b a r g e , 
b r e a k w a t e r w a l l , 
s l i p / d o c k o r scow, d e c k m a c h i n e r y , e t c . 

C l a s s 4 . Deck e q u i p m e n t o p e r a t o r m a c h i n e r y m a n / f i r e m a n ) , (4 ec[uipment 
u n i t s o r more) and c r a n e m a i n t e n a n c e SO t o n c a p a c i t y and u n d e r o r 
backhoe w e i g h i n g 9 6 , 0 0 0 p o u n d s o r l e s s , a s s i s t a n t t u g o p e r a t o r . 
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OPERATING ENGINEERS - HEAVY AND HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION 
Class 1. Craft Foreman; Asphalt Plant; Asphalt Heater and Planer 
Combination; Asphalt Heater Scarfire; Asphalt Spreader; 
Autograder/GOMACO or other similar type machines; ABG Paver; Backhoes 
-with Caisson attachment; Ballast Regulator; Belt Loader; Caisson 
Rigs; Car Dumper; Central Redi-Mix Plant; Combination BacJchoe Front 
Endloader Machine, (1 cu. yd. Baclchoe Bucket or over or with 
attachments); Concrete Breaker (Truck Mounted): Concrete Conveyor; 
Concrete Paver over 27E cu. ft.; Concrete Placer; Concrete Tube 
Float; Cranes, all attachments; Cranes, Hammerhead, Linden, Peco & 
Machines of a like nature; Crete Crane; Crusher, Stone, etc. ; 
Derricks, All; Derrick Boats; Derricks, Traveling; Dowell machine with 
Air Compressor; Dredges; Field Mechanic-Welder; Formless Curb and 
Gutter Machine; Gradall and Machines of a like nature; Grader, 
Elevating; Grader, Motor Grader, Motor Patrol, Auto Patrol, Form 
Grader, Pull Grader, Subgrader; Guard Rail Post Driver Mounted; 
Hoists, One, Two and Three Drum; Hydraulic Backhoes; Backhoes with 
shear attachments; Mucking Machine; Pile Drivers and Skid Rig; 
Pre-Stress Machine; Pump Cretes Dual Ram; Rock Drill - Crawler or Skid 
Rig; Rock Drill - Truck Mounted; Roto Mill Grinder; Slip-Form Paver; 
Soil Test Drill Rig (Truck Mounted); Straddle Buggies; Hydraulic 
Telescoping Form (Tunnel); Tractor Drawn Belt Loader (with attached 
pusher - two engineers) ; Tractor with Boom; Tractaire with 
Attachments; Trenching Machine; Truck Mounted Concrete Pump with Boom; 
Raised or Blind Hole; Drills (Tunnel Shaft]; Underground Boring i 
and/or Mining Machines; Wheel Excavator; Widener (APSCO). 

Class 2. Batch Plant; Bituminous Mixer; Boiler and Throttle Valve; 
Bulldozers; Car Loader Trailing Conveyors; Combination Baclchoe Front 
Endloader Machine (less than 1 cu. yd. Backhoe Bucket or over or with 
attachments); Compressor and Throttle Valve; Compressor, Common 
Receiver (3); Concrete Breaker or Hydro Hammer; Concrete Grinding 
Machine; Concriete Mixer or Paver I S Series to and including 27 cu. 
ft.; Concrete Spreader; Concrete Curing Machine, Burlap Machine, 
Belting Machine and Sealing Machine; Concrete Wheel Saw; Conveyor 
Muck Cars (Haglund or Similar Type); Drills, All; Finishing Machine -. 
Concrete; Greaser Engineer; Ififlfhlift Shovels or Front Endloader; Hoist 
- Sewer Dragging Machine; Hydraulic Boom Trucks (All Attachments); 
Hydro-Blaster; All Locomotives, Dinky; Pump Cretes; Squeeze 
Cretes-Screw Type Pumps, Gypsum Bulker and Pump; Roller, Asphalt; 
Rotory Snow Plows; Rototiller, Seaman, etc., self-propelled; Scoops -
Tractor Drawn; Self-Propelled Compactor; Spreader - Chip - Stone, 
etc.; Scraper; Scraper - Prime Mover in Tandem (Regardless of Size); 
Tank Car Heater; Tractors, Push, Pulling Sheeps Foot, Disc, 
Compactor, etc.; Tug Boats. 
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Class 3. Boilers; Brooms, All Power Propelled; Cement Supply Tender; 
Compressor, Common Receiver (2); Concrete Mixer (Two Bag and Over); 
Conveyor, Portable; Farm-Type Tractors Used for Mowing, Seeding, 
etc.; Fireman on Boilers; Forklift Trucks; Grouting Machine; Hoists, 
Automatic; Hoists, All Elevators; Hoists, Tugger Single Drum; Jeep 
Diggers; Pipe Jacking Machines; Post-Hole Digger; Power Saw, 
Concrete Power Driven; Pug Mills; Rollers, other than asphalt; Seed 
and Straw Blower; Steam Generators; Stump Machine; Winch Trucks with 
"A" Frame; Work Boats; Tamper - Form-Motor Driven. 

Class 4. Air Compressor; Combination - Small Equipment Operator; 
Directional Boring Machine; Generators; Heaters, Mechanical; 
Hydraulic Power Unit (Pile Driving, Extracting, or Drilling) ; Hydro-
Blaster; Light Plants, All (1 through 5); Pumps, over 3" (1 to 3 not 
to exceed a total of 300 ft.); E»umps, Well Points; Tractaire; 
Welding Machines (2 through 5); Winches, 4 Small Electric Drill 
Winches. ' . 

Class 5. Bobcats (all); Brick Forklifts, Oilers. -̂  

TRAFFIC SAFETY 

Work associated with barricades, horses and drxims used to reduce lane 
usage on highway work, the installation and removal of temporary lane 
markings, and the installation and removal of temporary road signs. 

TRUCK DRIVER - BDILDING, HEAVY AND HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION - EAST & WEST 

Class 1. Two or three Axle Trucks. A-frame Truck when used for 
transportation purposes; Air Compressors auid Welding Machines, 
including those pulled by cars, pick-up trucks and tractors; 
Ambulances; Batch Gate Lockers; Batch Hopperman; Car and Truck 
Washers; Carry-alls; Fork Lifts auid Hoisters; Helpers; Mechcuiics 
Helpers and Greasers; Oil Distributors 2-man operation; Pavement 
Breakers; Pole Trailer, up to 40 feet;.Power Mower Tractors; 
Self-propelled Chip Spreader; Skipman; Slurry Trucks, 2-man operation; 
Slurry Truck Conveyor Operation, 2 or 3 man; TEamsters Unskilled 
dumpman; auid Truck Drivers hauling warning lights, barricades, and 
portable toilets on the job site. 

Class 2. Four axle trucks; Dump Crets auid Adgetors under 7 yards; 
Dumpsters, Track Trucks, Euclids, Hug Bottom Dump Turnapulls or 
Turnatrailers when pulling other than self-loading equipment or 
similar equipment under 16 cubic yards; Mixer Trucks under 7 yards; 
Ready-mix Plant Hopper Operator, and Winch Trucks, 2 Axles. 
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(Sub)Exhibit 6. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 20) 

Prevailing Wages. 
(Page 9 of 9) 

Explanations. 

Class 3. Five axle trucks; Dump Crets and Adgetors 7 yards and over; 
Dumpsters, Track Trucks, Euclids, Hug Bottom Dump Turnatrailers or 
turnapulls when pullincpijajlher than self-loading equipment or similar 
equipment over 16 cubic yards; Explosives and/or Fission Material 
Trucks; Mixer Trucks 7 yards or over; Mobile Cranes while in transit; 
Oil Distributors, 1-man operation; Pole Trailer, over 40 feet; Pole 
and Expandable Trailers hauling material over 50 feet long; Slurry 
trucks, 1-man operation; Winch trucks, 3 axles or more; 
Mechanic--Truck Welder and Truck Painter. 

Class 4. Six axle trucks; Dual-purpose vehicles, such as mounted 
crane trucks with hoist and accessories; Foreman; Master Mechanic; 
Self-loading equipment like P.B. and trucks with scoops on the front. 

Other Classifications of Work: 

For definitions of classifications not otherwise set out, the 
Department generally has on file such definitions which are 
availaible. If a task to be performed is not subject to one of the 
classifications of pay set out, the Department will upon being 
.contacted state which neighboring covuity has such a classification and 
provide such rate, such rate being deemed to exist by reference in 
this document. If no neighboring county rate applies to the task, 
the Department shall undertake a special determination, such special 
determination being then deemed to have existed under this 
determination. If a project requires these, or amy classification not 
listed, please contact IDOL at 618/993-7271 for wage rates or 
clarifications. 

LANDSCAPING 

Louidscaping work falls under the existing classifications for ladxirer, 
operating^ engineer and truck driver. The work performed by 
lamdscape plantsman and landscape laborer is covered by the existing 
classification of laborer. The work performed by landscape operators 
(regardless of equipment used or its size) is covered by the 
classifications of operating engineer. The work performed by-
landscape truck drivers (regardless of size of truck driven) is 
covered by the classifications of truck driver. 
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(Sub)Exhibit 7. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 20) 

Contractor's Performance And Payment Bond. 

Pa/iip^bfeBiasi&etKC'emdtoasOMaxtac.vtd 

of fbeCoaotf-of Cook and Stale of HUncas, are bdd and finntx-boand'oota Ibe-Omr OP CHtCAGO iii (tie pedtasofflbC 
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And i( is betdtiy exprcssty aodastood and agreed, and nnde a oowfidoo hereof, (faac.any jodgemeat rendered agsonst tiakl City io 
any snit based iqion any loss; damages, ciaiins. iiabiGties, jodgcnKacs, costs or ciqieases v^ 
as'aoonseqocnoe of (he granting (rf said contract, or wiiicfi inay in anywise result ifiefcfimn. or wfai<i may in anywise resnit fiom any 
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STATE OF DLUNOESil „ 
COUNTY OF COOK, / 

^ B 

tu i 

.6" 

aforesaULDO HEitEBYGBRnFir tfuL 

, a Notaiy PuMic ia aod for ihe Countv. and State 
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O 

El 
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GIVEN onderny hand and Notarial Seal dns dayof 20 

NotaryPiOGc 

4 

OMJNITOFOOOS, • • 

_ a Notaiy MiGe at and for die Cooacy and State 

afaesaittBOnBRBBYCBRnnrdtaL. 

E9 

..petsonaqy IcBowB to n e to be the saaK posons whose name . jadiiuilipd ia the furegoiog 

hHmBiieal.iH»ea»dbtfctBMe(B»<fayhipeooaaadatiiualL<lt;ildMiL. . lipirtl, sealed and JcCimedthe 

fiae i J i w l ^ i t a y T f , ftirihe •«•« i d pntpmr^ ihgarfn get fiiilli. 

<aVENanderagrfa«Ml and Notarial Seal dris d^yof ^iJXL 

I MMorrAMic 

GMT-MOMMS't 
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(Sub)Exhibit 8. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 20) 

Contractor's Affidavit. 

Contractor Name: 

Special Service Area Number: 

Agreement ("Agreement"): 

Agreement between the City of Chicago and , dated , relating 
to the provision of special services. 

Affidavit. 

The undersigned, , as \ , and on behalf of 
, having been duly sworn under oath, certifies that in the year , 

it performed all ofthe Services described in (Sub)Exhibit 1 ofthe Agreement in accordance 
with the terms of the Agreement and that it spent all funds obtained from the City in 
connection with that Agreement on the Services described in (Sub)Exhibit 1. 

Nothing in this Affidavit may be construed as limiting Contractor's obligations under the 
Agreement. All terms not defined in this Affidavit will be as defined in the Agreement. 

Under penalty of perjury, I certify that I am authorized to execute this Affidavit on behalf of 
the Contractor, that I have personal knowledge of the certifications made in this Affidavit, and 
that they are true and correct. 

Name of Contractor: 

Signature of Authorized Officer 

Name of Authorized Officer 
(Print or Type) 
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State of 

County of 

Sworn to and acknowledged before me by 
[name of signatory] as [title] of 
[name of contracting party] this day of ^ , 20_ 

Signature of Notary 

(Sub)Exhibit 9. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 20) 

Special Sen/ice Area — Additional Audit Requirements. 

Accounting System. 

The Department requires that the Contractor maintain its accounting system in a manner 
which allows the Contractor's expenditures to be categorized in its statement of activities 
according to the categories listed in the budget approved by the City for each Area. 

Guidance For The Contractor's Selection Of A C.P.A. Firm (Independent Auditor). 

The Contractor must use the following guidelines for engaging a qualified C.P.A. Firm: 

1. Issue a Request for Proposal ("R.F.P.") that sets forth all of the terms and 
conditions ofthe engagement, evaluation criteria and scope ofthe work required. 

2. Distribute and publicize the R.F.P. sufficiently to ensure full and open competition. 

3. Request in the R.F.P. that bidders provide detail on: 

a. How the C.P.A. Firm will conduct the audit in the first and subsequent years. 

b. Qualifications of the C.P.A. Firm, management, and staff, including 
experience in auditing like entities. 
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c. Policies on notification of changes in key personnel. 

d. Whether the proposed staff has received continuing professional education 
during the previous two (2) years. 

e. Whether the C.P.A. Firm has received a positive peer review within the last 
three (3) years. 

f. Whether the C.P.A. Firm is independent, as defined by applicable auditing 
standards. 

g. Whether the C.P.A. Firm has been the object of any disciplinary action 
during the past three (3) years. 

h. Whether the C.P.A. Firm maintains an active license in the State of Illinois. 

i. The audit fee. 

4. Evaluate the proposals based on: 

a. The C.P.A. Firm's understanding of the audit requirements, including the 
needs of the Area and the final products to be delivered. 

b. Soundness of technical approach to the audit, including the meeting of the 
Contractor's specific deadlines and other requirements. 

c. Qualifications of the C.P.A. Firm. 

d. Qualifications of the audit team. 

e. The information provided by respondents in response to the R. F.P. including 
cost and independence. 

5. Rate the proposals as follows: 

a. Proposals should be evaluated as submitted. 

b. Make a list of strengths and weaknesses for each to support its technical 
rating. 
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c. Review the proposed fees offered by the bidders after completion of the 
technical evaluation. 

d. Ask questions of the bidders to eliminate any ambiguities. 

e. Select a proposal that is most advantageous to the Area based on the 
evaluation criteria set forth in the R.F.P. 

6; Once a C.P.A. Firm is chosen based upon the foregoing criteria, require a written 
engagement letter to avoid misunderstandings that specifies: 

a. Audit scope, objectives and purposes. 

b. Deadlines for the work to be performed. 

c. Audit fees. 

d. Report format, including providing a digital version of the final audit. 

e. Type and timing of support to be provided to the C.P.A. Firm by the S.S.A.C. 

. f. Professional auditing standards to be followed in performing the audit. 

g. Independence of the C.P.A. Firm to the S.S.A.C. 

h. Terms of making changes to the scope of the agreement. 

i. C.P.A. Firm's ownership of the work papers, retention period and 
requirement for availability to the City upon request. 

Summary Schedule Of Findings. 

In order to properly conduct the certified audit of the books and records of the Contractor, 
it is necessary for the C.P.A. Firm to read and understand the requirements contained in the 
Agreement. Particular attention should be given to Sections 3 and 5 of the Agreement. 

The C.P.A. Firm must test the Contractor's compliance with the requirements contained in 
the Agreement. Should the C.P.A. Firm find exception to the requirements of the Agreement, 
it must disclose all exceptions in a separate schedule, which shall be entitled "Summary 
Schedule of Findings". Each finding shall be listed separately. The schedule shall be 
incorporated with the other required financial statements. 
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If the C.P.A. Firm finds no exceptions to the Agreement requirements, it shall still include 
a "Summary Schedule of Findings". On that schedule the C.P.A. Firm shall make an 
affirmative statement indicating it has read the Agreement and, after conducting the audit, 
has determined that no exceptions were noted. 

Subsections to note in Section 5 include: 

a. Section 5.01, Basis of Payment, describes "carry over" as the amount of Service 
Tax Funds collected for prior tax years which remain previously unspent. 

b. Section 5.02, Budget for Services, restricts the maximum amount that may be spent 
in a calendar year to the amount stated in the Agreement. 

c. Section 5.03, Method of Payment, states that the Contractor shall establish a 
separate checking account and that Area funds shall not be commingled with other 
sources. 

Audit Of Financial Statements. 

As discussed in Section 3.07, "Records and Audits", the Contractor shall provide an annual 
audited financial statement to the Department and S.S.A.C. within one hundred twenty (120) 
calendar days after the end of the calendar year and the system of accounting shall be in 
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles and practices; consistently applied 
throughout. 

Audit Documents. 

The City requires an audit conducted in accordance with generally accepted accounting 
principles to include the following documents: 

1. Statement of Financial Position. 

2. Statement of Activities: Budget and Actual (period being audited compared to the 
previous year, e.g., columns should be 2004 Budget, 2004 Actual, Variance, 2003 
Budget, 2003 Actual, Variance). 

3. Statement of Cash Flows. 

4. Notes to the Financial Statements. 

5. Summary Schedule of Findings. 

Expense descriptions included in the Statement of Activities must correspond to the 
expense descriptions in the budget submitted to the City. 
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AUTHORIZATION FOR IMPOSITION OF TAX LENA', APPROVAL 
OF 2009 BUDGET AND EXECUTION OF SERVICE 

PROVIDER AGREEMENT FOR SPECIAL 
SERVICE AREA NUMBER 21. 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration an ordinance authorizing the 
imposition of a tax levy, the approval of a service provider agreement and the approval ofthe 
2009 budget for Special Service Area Number 21, amount to be levied: $143,200, having 
had the same under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable 
Body Pass the proposed ordinance transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Veas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays — None. 
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Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

WHEREAS, Special service areas may be established pursuant to Article Vll, Sections 6(1) 
and 7(6) of the Constitution of the State of Illinois, and pursuant to the provisions of the 
Special Service Area Tax Law, 35 ILCS 200/27-5, et seq., as amended from time to time (the 
"Act") and pursuant to the Property Tax Code, 35 ILCS 200/1-1, et seq., as amended from 
time to time; and 

WHEREAS, On November 15, 2000, the City Council of the City of Chicago (the "City 
Council") enacted an ordinance which established an area known and designated as City of 
Chicago Special Service Area Number 21 (the "Initial Area") and authorized the levy of an 
annual tax for the period beginning in tax year 2000 through and including 2009 (the "Initial 
Services Tax"), in an amount not to exceed an annual rate of one quarter of one percent 
(0.25%) of the equalized assessed value of the taxable property therein to provide certain 
special services in and for the Initial Area in addition to the services provided by and to the 
City of Chicago generally; and 

WHEREAS, On November 8, 2006 the City Council enacted an ordinance (the 
"Establishment Ordinance") which reestablished a special service area known and designated 
as City of Chicago Special Service Area Number 21 (the "Area") with reconsituted 
boundaries, terminated the authorization to levy the Initial Services Tax, and authorized the 
levy of an annual tax, for the period beginning in tax year 2006 through and including tax year 
2015, not to exceed an annual rate of one quarter of one percent (0.25%) of the equalized 
assessed value of the taxable property therein (the "Services Tax") to provide certain special 
services in and for the Area in addition to services provided by and the City of Chicago 
generally (the "Special Services"); and 

WHEREAS, The Establishment Ordinance established the Area fronting or in part long 
North Lincoln Avenue from Western Montrose Avenue to West Winnemac Avenue; North 
Western Avenue from West Ainslie Street to West Montrose Avenue; and West Lawrence 
Avenue from North Virginia Avenue to North Leavitt Street; and 

WHEREAS, The Special Services authorized in the Establishment Ordinance include but 
are not limited to maintenance and beautification activities; new construction; coordinated 
marketing and promotional activities; parking and transit programs; area strategic planning; 
the recruitment and promotion of new businesses to the Area and retention and promotion 
to existing business within the Area; financing of storefront facade improvements; security 
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programs; and other technical assistance activities to promote community and economic 
development; and 

WHEREAS, The Establishment Ordinance provided for the appointment of the Lincoln 
Square Special Service Area Commission (the "Commission") for the purposes of 
recommending to the Mayor and to the City Council a yearly budget based upon the cost of 
providing the Special Service and further to advise the Mayor and the City Council regarding 
the amount of the Services Tax to be levied; and 

WHEREAS, It is the responsibility ofthe Commission to recommend to the Department of 
Planning and Development, the Mayor and the City Council an entity to serve as a service 
provider (the "Service Provider"), the form of an agreement between the City and the Service 
Provider for the provision of Special Services to the Area, and a line item budget to be 
included in the agreement between the City and the Service Provider; and 

WHEREAS, The Commission has been duly appointed and qualified and has heretofore 
prepared and transmitted to the Commissioner of the Department of Planning and 
Development (the "Commissioner") and to the City Council its recommendations for a budget 
to provide the Special Services in the Area for the fiscal year commencing January 1, 2009, 
and has advised the Mayor and the City Council concerning the Services Tax for the tax year 
2008 for the purpose of providing funds necessary to provide the Special Services and has 
recommended to the Department of Planning and Development, the Mayor and the City 
Council an agreement with the Service Provider, with a one (1) year term, the terms and 
conditions of which provide for the expenditure of the Services Tax for the provision of the 
Special Services for the fiscal year commencing January 1, 2009, in substantially the form 
attached hereto as Exhibit A; and 

WHEREAS, Certain members ofthe Commission may serve from time to time on the Board 
of Directors of the Service Provider, or serve the Service Provider in some other voluntary 
capacity, which such service shall provide no financial compensation in any manner to such 
Commission member; now, therefore. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Incorporation Of Preambles. The preambles of this ordinance are hereby 
incorporated into this text as if set out herein in full. 

SECTION 2. Appropriations. There is hereby appropriated the following sums in the 
amounts and for the purposes necessary to provide the Special Services in and for the Area, 
the estimated amounts of miscellaneous income and the amounts required to be raised by 
the levy of the Services Tax indicated as follows: 
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Lincoln Square Special Service Area Commission. 

Special Service Area Budget. 

For the fiscal year commencing January 1, 2009 and ending December 31, 2009: 

Expenditures 

Service Provider Agreement 
for the provision of Special 
Services $151,900 

TOTAL BUDGET REQUEST: $151,900 

Source Of Funding 

Tax levy at an annual rate not 
to exceed one quarter of one 
percent (0.25%) of the equalized 
assessed value of the taxable 
property within Special Service 
Area Number 21 $143,200 

Carryover funds from previous 
tax years $ 8,700 

SECTION 3. Levy Of Taxes. There is hereby levied pursuant to the provisions of 
Article Vll, Sections 6(a) and 6(1 )(2) of the Constitution of the State of Illinois and pursuant 
to the provisions of the Act and pursuant to the provisions of the Establishment Ordinance, 
the sum of One Hundred Forty-three Thousand Two Hundred Dollars ($143,200) as the 
amount of the Services Tax for the tax year 2008. 

SECTION 4. Filing. The City Clerk is hereby ordered and directed to file in the Office of 
the County Clerk of Cook County, Illinois a certified copy of this ordinance on or prior to 
December 30, 2008, and the County Clerk shall thereafter extend for collection togetherwith 
all other taxes to be levied by the City, the Services Tax herein provided for, said Services 
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Tax to be extended for collection by the County Clerk for the tax year 2008 against all the 
taxable property within the Area, the amount of the Services Tax herein levied to be in 
addition to and in excess of all other taxes to be levied and extended against all taxable 
property within the Area. 

SECTION 5. Service Provider Agreement. The Commissioner, or a designee of the 
Commissioner, are each hereby authorized, subject to approval by the Corporation Counsel 
as to form and legality, to enter into, execute and deliver an agreement with the Lincoln 
Square Chamber of Commerce, an Illinois not-for-profit corporation, in substantially the form 
attached hereto as Exhibit A and hereby made a part hereof (the "Service Provider 
Agreement"), and such other supporting documents, if any, as may be necessary to carry out 
and comply with the provisions of the Service Provider Agreement, with such changes, 
deletions and insertions as shall be approved by the persons executing the Service Provider 
Agreement. 

SECTION 6. Exemption. The Service Provider Agreement is hereby declared exempt 
from Section 2-156-020 of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago. 

SECTION 7. Enforceability. If any section, paragraph or provision of this ordinance shall 
be held to be invalid or unenforceable for any reason, the invalidity or unenforceability of such 
section, paragraph or provision shall not affect any of the remaining provisions of this 
ordinance. 

SECTION 8. Conflict. This ordinance shall control over any provision of any other 
ordinance, resolution, motion or order in conflict with this ordinance, to the extent of such 
conflict. 

SECTION 9. Publication. This ordinance shall be published by the City Clerk, in special 
pamphlet form, by preparing at least one hundred (100) copies thereof, which copies are to 
be made available in his office for public inspection and distribution to members ofthe public 
who may wish to avail themselves of a copy of this ordinance. 

SECTION 10. Certified Copies. TheCity Clerk shall provide to the Corporation Counsel, 
without charge, certified copies of this ordinance in such amount as shall be requested by the 
Corporation Counsel. 

SECTION 11. Effective Date. This ordinance shall take effect ten (10) days after its 
passage and publication. 

Exhibit "A" referred to in this ordinance reads as follows: 
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Exhibit "A". 
(To Ordinance) 

Agreement For Special Service Area Number 21 
Between 

The City Of Chicago 
(Represented By The Special Service Area Commission) 

And 
Lincoln Square Chamber Of Commerce 

Effective January 1, 2009 Through December 31, 2009. 

This Agreement for the management of Special Service Area Number 21 is entered into 
on , 2009 by and between Lincoln Square Chamber of Commerce, an Illinois not-
for-profit corporation ("Contractor"), and the City of Chicago ("City"), a municipal corporation and 
home rule unit of local government existing under the Constitution ofthe State of Illinois, acting 
through the Special Service Area Commission at Chicago, Illinois. 

RECITALS 

WHEREAS, special service areas may be established pursuant to Article VII, §§ 6(1) and 
7(6) ofthe Constitution ofthe State oflllinois, and pursuant to the provisions ofthe Special Service 
Area Tax Law, 35 ILCS 200/27-5 et seq.: and 

WHEREAS, the City Council ofthe City of Chicago ("City Council") has established a 
special service area known and designated as "Special Service Area Number 21" ("Area"), to provide 
special services in addition to those services provided generally by the City ("Special Services"). The 
City Council has further authorized the levy of an annual ad valorem real property tax in the Area 
sufficient to produce revenues required to provide those Special Services but not to exceed .25% 
ofthe equalized assessed value of all property within the Area ("Service Tax"), all as provided in the 
Establishment Ordinance (hereinafter defined); and 

WHEREAS, the City Council, on , 2008, authorized the levy ofthe Service 
Tax and appropriation ofthe funds therefrom for the Area for fiscal year 2009 for the provision of 
the Special Services in the Area, and the City wishes to provide that the Contractor, beginning on 
January 1, 2009, and continuing until December 31, 2009, may use those funds lo provide the 
Services, subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and 

WHEREAS, the Contractor and the City desire to enter into this Agreement to provide such 
Special Services in the Area and the Contractor is ready, willing and able to enter into this 
Agreement to provide the Special Services to the full satisfaction ofthe City; 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration ofthe mutual promises contained in this Agreement, 
the City and the Contractor agree as follows: 
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ARTICLE 1 INCORPORATION OF RECITALS 

The recitals set forth above are incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein. 

ARTICLE 2 DEFINITIONS 

The following words and phrases shall have the following meanings for purposes of this 
Agreeinent: 

"Agreement" means this Special Service Area Agreement, including all exhibits attached 
to it and incorporated in it by reference, and all amendments, modifications or revisions made in 
accordance with its terms. 

"Commissioner" means the Commissioner ofthe Department of Planning and Development 
or a duly authorized representative of the Commissioner of the Department of Planning and 
Development. 

"Construction" means that work of a nature constituting "public works" as defined in 820 
ILCS 130/2, such as landscaping and building activities, including but not limited to, physical 
building improvements, installations, and other fixed works, but does not include pre-development 
work (design and preparation of specifications). 

"Days" means business days in accordance with the City of Chicago business calendar. 

"Department" means the City of Chicago Department of Plarming and Development. 

"Establishment Ordinance" means, the ordinance enacted by City Council on November 
8, 2006, and any subsequent amendments thereto authorizing imposition of the Service Tax and 
setting forth the Special Services to be provided in the Area. 

"Risk Management Division" means the Risk Management Division ofthe Department of 
Finance which is under the direction ofthe Comptroller ofthe City and is charged with reviewing 
and analyzing insurance and related liability matters for the City. 

"Security Firm" means a business entity certified by the State oflllinois pursuant to the 
Private Detective, Private Alarm and Private Security Act of 1993, 225 ILCS 446/1 et seq., and 
whose employees are licensed by the State of Illinois. 

"Services" means, collectively, the services, duties and responsibilities described in Article 
3 and Exhibit 1 (Scope of Services) of this Agreement and any revisions thereof and any and all 
work necessary to complete them or carry them out ftil ly and to the standard of performance required 
in this Agreement. 
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"Service Tax Funds" means the amount actually collected pursuant to the Service Tax. 

"Special Service Area Commission ('SSAC')" means the body established pursuant to the 
Establishment Ordinance to prepare the Budget, identify a Contractor and supervise the provision 
ofthe Special Services in the Area. 

"Subcontractor" means any person or entity with whom Contractor contracts to provide any 
part ofthe Services, including subcontractors ofany tier, subconsultants ofany tier, suppliers and 
materialmen, whether or not in privity with the Contractor. 

"Surplus Funds", also referred to as "Carry-Over Funds", means those Service Tax Funds 
already collected and disbursed to the Contractor in prior years for the provision of Special Services 
in the Area which rerriain unspent, including any interest eamed thereon. 

ARTICLE 3 DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF CONTRACTOR 

3.01 Scope of Services 

The Services which the Contractor shall provide during the first year of this Agreement 
include, but are not limited to, those described in this Article 3 and in Exhibit 1 which is attached 
hereto and incorporated by reference as if ftilly set forth here. The SSAC reserves the right to require 
the Contractor to perform revised services that are within the general scope of services of this 
Agreeinent and ofthe Special Services identified in the Establishment Ordinance subject to the same 
terms and conditions herein. Revised services are limited to changes or revisions to the line items 
in the Budget, do not affect the maximum compensation, and require the prior written approval of 
the SSAC. The SSAC may by written notice to the Department and the Contractor delete or amend 
the figures contained and described in the Budget attached hereto as Exhibit 2 and incorporated by 
reference as if fully set forth herein. The Contractor shall provide the Services in accordance with 
the standards of performance set forth in Section 3.02. 

For each subsequent year during the term of this Agreement, if any, a Scope of Services for 
that year, comprised of services authorized in the Establishment Ordinance, shall be prepared by the 
SSAC in consultation with the Contractor subject to the approval of the Commissioner, and 
incorporated into this Agreement by written amendment pursuant to Section 8.03 hereof, together 
with a Budget for that year and any revised insurance requirements which are recommended by the 
Risk Management Division pursuant to its review ofthe Scope of Services for that year. 

3.02 Standard of Performance 

The Contractor shall perform all Services required of it with that degree of skill, care and 
diligence normally shown by a contractor performing services of a scope, purpose and magnitude 
comparable with the nature ofthe Services to be provided hereunder. The Contractor shall at all 
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times use every reasonable effort on behalf of the City to assure timely and satisfactory rendering 
and completion of its Services. 

The Contractor shall at all times act in the best interests of the City consistent with the 
professional obligations assumed by it in entering into this Agreement. The Contractor shall perfonn 
all Services in accordance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement and to the full 
satisfaction of the SSAC. The Contractor shall fumish efficient business administration and 
supervision to render and complete the Services at reasonable cost. 

The Contractor shall assure that all Services that require the exercise of professional skills 
or judgment are accomplished by professionals qualifiied and competent in the applicable discipline 
and appropriately licensed, if required by law. Tlie Contractor remains responsible for the 
professional and technical accuracy of all Services provided, whether by the Contractor or its 
Subcontractors or others on its behalf. 

If the SSAC determines that the Contractor has failed to comply with the foregoing standards, 
the Contractor shall perform again, at its own expense, all Services required to be reperformed as 
a direct or indirect result of such failure. Any review, approval, acceptance or payment for any or 
all ofthe Services by the City does not relieve the Contractor of its responsibility for the professional 
and technical accuracy of its Services. This provision in no way limits the City's rights against 
Contractor, either under this Agreement, at law or in equity. 

3.03 Personnel 

A. Key Personnel 

The Contractor shall, immediately upon receiving a fully executed copy of this Agreement, 
assign and maintain during the term of this Agreement and any extension thereof an adequate staff 
of competent personnel, who are fiilly equipped, licensed as appropriate, available as needed, 
qualified and assigned to perform the Services. Contractor shall pay the salaries and wages due all 
its employees performing Services under this Agreement unconditionally and at least once a month 
without deduction or rebate on any account, except only for such payroll deductions as are 
mandatory by law or are permitted under applicable law and regulations. 

B. Prevailing Wages 

If the Contractor engages in Construction, it shall comply, and shall cause all of its 
Subcontractors to comply by inserting appropriate provisions in their contracts, with 820 ILCS 
130/0.01 etseq. regarding the payment ofthe general prevailing rate of hourly wage for all laborers, 
workers, and mechanics employed by or on behalf of the Contractor and all Subcontractors in 
connection with any and all Construction work. The prevailing rates of wages applicable at the time 
of execution of this Agreement are included in Exhibit 6 to this Agreement, which is incorporated 
by reference as though fully set forth herein. 
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C. Illinois Workers, Veterans' Preference and Steel Products 

If the Contractor engages in Construction, it shall comply, and shall cause all of its 
Subcontractors to comply by inserting appropriate provisions in their contracts, with the Employment 
oflllinois Workers on Public Works Act, 30 ILCS 570/0.01 etseq.. the Veterans Preference Act, 330 
ILCS 55/0.01 etseq.. and the Steel Products Procurement Act, 35 ILCS 30/565/1 et seq. 

3.04 Nondiscrimination 

(a) Cont rac tor 

(i) Federal Requirements 

Contractor must not engage in unlawful employment practices, such as (1) failing or 
refusing to hire or discharging any individual, or otherwise discriminating against any 
individual with respect to compensation or the terms, conditions, or privileges ofthe 
individual's employment, because of the individual's race, color, religion, sex, age, 
handicap/disability or national origin; or(2) limiting, segregating or classifying Contractors 
employees or applicants for employment in any way that would deprive or tend to deprive 
any individual of employment opportunities or otherwise adversely affect the individual's 
status as an employee, because of the individual's race, color, religion, sex, age, 
handicap/disability or national origin. 

Contractor must comply with, and the procedures Contractor utilizes and the Services 
Contractor provides under this Agreement must comply with, the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 
42 U.S.C. sec. lOOOeetseq. (1981), as amended and the Civil Rights Act of 1991, P.L. 102-
166. Attention is called to: Exec. Order No. 11246, 30 Fed. Reg. 12,319 (1965), reprinted 
in 42 U.S.C. 2000e note, as amended by Exec. Order No. 11375, 32 Fed. Reg. 14,303 (1967) 
and by Exec. Order No. 12086, 43 Fed. Reg. 46,501 (1978); Age Discrimination Act, 42 
U.S.Q§§ 6101-6106 (1981); Age Discrimination in Employment Act, 29 U.S.C. §§621-34; 
Rehabilitation Act of 1973,29 U.S.C. §§ 793-794 (1981); Americans with Disabilities Act, 
42 U.S.C. §12101 etseq.;Al C.F.R. Part 60 etseq. (1990); and all other applicable federal 
statutes, regulations and other laws. 

(ii) State Requirements 

Contractor must comply with, and the procedures Contractor utilizes and the Services 
Contractorprovides under this Agreement must comply with, the Illinois Human Rights Act, 
775 ILCS 5/1-101 et seq.(l990), as amended and any rules and regulations promulgated in 
accordance with it, including the Equal Employment Opportunity Clause, 44 111. Admin. 
Code §750 Appendix A. Furthermore, Contractor must comply with the Public Works 
Employment Discrimination Act, 775 ILCS 10/0.01 etseq.(1990), as amended, and all other 
applicable state statues, regulations and other laws. 
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(iii) City Requirements 

Contractor must comply with, and the procedures Contractor utilizes and the Services 
Contractor provides under this Agreement must comply with, the Chicago Human Rights 
Ordinance, ch. 2-160, Section 2-160-010 etseq. ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago (1990), 
as amended, and all other applicable City ordinances and rules. 

(b) Subcontractors 

Contractor must incorporate all of this Section 3.04 by reference in all agreements entered 
into with any suppliers of materials, fiimisher of services. Subcontractors of any tier, and labor 
organizations that fumish skilled, unskilled and craft union skilled labor, or that may provide any 
such materials, labor or services in connection with this Agreement. Further, Contractor must 
fiimish and must cause each of its Subcontractor(s) to fumish such reports and information as 
requested by the federal, state, and local agencies charged with enforcing such laws and regulations, 
including the Chicago Commission on Human Relations. 

3.05 Insurance 

The Contractor shall comply with the insurance provisions attached hereto as Exhibit 4 and 
incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein, or such other insurance provisions as may be 
required in the reasonable judgment ofthe Risk Management Division. If the Contractor enters into 
a subcontract with a Security Firm such Security Firm shall comply with the insurance provisions 
attached hereto as Exhibit 5 and incorporated by reference as if fiilly set forth herein, or such other 
insurance provisions as may be required in the reasonable judgment of the Risk Management 
Division. If the Contractor subcontracts with a Subcontractor other than a Security Firm, such 
Subcontractor shall comply with the Contractor insurance provisions attached hereto as Exhibit 4. 

ri The Risk M.anagenient Division may waive or reduce any ofthe insurance requirementsfset 
forth herein. In addition, the Risk Management Division will review each new Scope of Services 
which the SSAC, in consultation with the Contractor, prepares annually during the term of this 
Agreement pursuant to Section 3.01 and may, if it wishes, revise the insurance required herein. 

3.06 Indemnification 

A. On written notice from the City of Losses the City believes are Losses Arising under 
this Agreement as defined in this Section 3.06, the Contractor shall defend, indemnify, and hold 
completely harmless the City Indemnitees from and against such Losses, regardless of whether 
Contractor challenges the City's belief. The defense, indemnification and hold harmless obligations 
ofthe Contractor toward City Indemnitees remain an affirmative obligation of Contractor following 
the City's notice of Losses the City believes are Losses Arising under this Agreement, unless and 
until a court of competent jurisdiction finally determines otherwise and all opportunities for appeal 
have been exhausted or have lapsed. 
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B. For purposes of this Section 3.06, 

"City Indemnitees" means, individually and collectively, the City of Chicago, its officials, 
agents, employees and SSAC members. 

"Losses" means, individually and collectively, all kinds of liabilities, losses, suits, claims, 
damages, judgments, fines, and demands, including all reasonable costs for investigation, reasonable 
attorneys' fees, court costs, and experts' fees, arising by reason of injury or death ofany person, 
damage to property, patent or copyright infringement. 

"Arising under this Agreement" means (i) arising out of awarding this Agreement, (ii) 
arising out ofthe enforcement of this Agreement, including the enforcement of this indemnification 
provision; (iii) arising out of or in connection with Contractor's perfonnance or non-performance 
of this Agreement (including the acts or omission of Contractor, its officers, agents, employees, 
consultants, subcontractors, licensees, or invitees), any breach by any of them ofany warranty made 
under this Agreement, or any failure by any of them to meet any applicable standard of performance 
under this Agreement; or (iv) any combination ofany ofthe foregoing. 

C. To the extent permissible by law. Contractor waives any limits on Contractor's 
liability that it would otherwise have by virtue ofthe Worker's Compensation Act or any other 
related law or judicial decision (such as Kotecki v. Cyclops Welding Corporation, 146 III. 2d 155 
(1991)). The City, however, does not waive any limitations it may have on its liability under the 
Worker's Compensation Act or under the Illinois Pension Code. 

D. The City has the right, at its option and at its own expense, to participate in the 
defense of any suit without relieving Contractor of any of its obligations under this indemnity 
provision. The requirements set forth in this indemnity provision are separate from and not limited 
by the amount of insurance Contractor is required to obtain under this Agreement or by its bonds 
pursuant to other provisions in this Agreement. Further, the indemnitees contained in this provision 
survive the expiration or termination of this Agreement. , 

3.07 Records and Audits 

Tlie Contractor shall deliver or cause to be delivered all documents, data, studies, reports, 
findings or information to the SSAC promptly in accordance with the time limits prescribed herein 
and if no time limit is specified, then upon reasonable demand therefore, or upon termination or 
completion of the Services hereunder. 

The Contractor agrees to adopt at its own expense such financial controls, including, without 
limitation, the employment of a fiscal agent approved by the Commissioner, as detemiined by the 
Commissioner in his sole discretion and communicated in writing to the Contractor after the date 
of execution of this Agreement, to ensure that the Contractor is fiilfilling the terms of this 
Agreement. 
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The Contractor and any Subcontractors shall fiimish the SSAC with semi-annual reports or 
provide such information as may be requested relative to the performance and cost ofthe Services. 
The Contractor shall maintain records showing actual time devoted and costs incurred. The 
Contractor shall keep books, documents, paper, records and accounts in connection with the Services 
open to inspection, copying, abstracting, transcription, and an independent audit by City employees 
or agents or third parties, and shall make these records available to the City and any other interested 
governmental agency at reasonable times during the performance of its Services. In addition, 
Contractor shall retain them in a safe place and make them available for an independent audit, 
inspection, copying and abstracting for at least five years after the final payment made in connection 
with this Agreement. 

THE CONTRACTOR SHALL NOT COMMINGLE SERVICE TAX FUNDS WITH 
FUNDS FROM OTHER SOURCES, and to the extent that the Contractor conducts any business 
operations separate and apart from the Services hereunder using, for example, personnel, equipment, 
supplies or facilities also used in connection with this Agreement, then the Contractor shall maintain 
and make similarly available to the City detailed records supporting the Contractor's allocation to 
this Agreement ofthe costs and expenses attributable to any such shared usages. 

The Contractor shall provide an annual audited financial statement (a "Third Party Audit") 
to the Department and the SSAC within 120 calendar days after the end ofthe calendar year, and the 
system of accounting shall be in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles and 
practices, consistently applied throughout. Contractormust comply with the requirements in Exhibit 
9 with respect to any Third Party Audit. If any Third Party Audit shows that Contractor or any of 
its Subcontractors has overcharged the City in any period, the City will notify Contractor, and 
Contractormust then promptly reimburse the City for any amounts the City has paid Contractor due 
to the overcharges. Any failure to comply with the audit requirements set forth in Exhibit 9 ofthe 
Agreement shall constitute an event of default under the Agreement. If such event of default is not 
corrected to the City's satisfaction within the cure period identified by the City, the City may incur 
costs to conduct any supplementary audit it deems necessary, and Contractor must then promptly 
reimburse the City for any such costs. No provision in this Agreement granting the City a right of 
access to records and documents is intended to impair, limit or affect any right of access to such 
records and documents that the City would have had in the absence of such provisions. 

The City may in its sole discretion audit the records of Contractor or its Subcontractors, or 
botli, at any time during the term of this Agreement or within five years after the Agreement ends, 
in connection with the goods, work, or services provided under this Agreement. Each calendar year 
or partial calendar year is considered an "audited period." If, as a result of such an audit, it is 
determined that Contractor or any of its Subcontractors has overcharged the City in the audited 
period, the City will notify Contractor. Contractor must then promptly reimburse the City for any 
amounts the City has paid Contractor due to the overcharges and also some or all ofthe cost ofthe 
audit, as follows: 
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A. If the audit has revealed overcharges to the City representing less than 5% ofthe total 
value, based on the Agreement prices, of the goods, work, or services provided in the audited period, 
then the Contractor must reimburse the City for 50% ofthe cost ofthe audit and 50% ofthe cost of 
each subsequent audit that the City conducts; 

B. If, however, the audit has revealed overcharges to the City representing 5% or more 
ofthe total value, based on the Agreement prices, ofthe goods, work, or services provided in the 
audited period, then Contractor must reimburse the City for the full cost ofthe audit and of each 
subsequent audit. 

If the City is unable to make a determination regarding overcharges to City as a result of 
Contractor's not having maintained records as required under this Agreement, Contractor must 
promptly reimburse the City for some or all of the cost ofthe audit, as detennined in the sole 
discretion ofthe City. Failure of Contractor to promptly reimburse the City in accordance with this 
Section 3.07 is an event of default under Section 7.01 of this Agreement, and Contractor will be 
liable for all of the City's costs o f collection, including any court costs and attomeys' fees. 

3.08 Subcontracts and Assignments 

TTie Contractor shall not assign, delegate, subcontract or otherwise transfer all or any part of 
its rights or obligations under this Agreement or any part hereof, unless otherwise provided for 
herein or without the express written consent ofthe SSAC. The absence of such provision or written 
consent shall void the attempted assignment, delegation or transfer and shall be of no effect as to the 
Services or this Agreement. 

All subcontracts, all approvals of Subcontractors and any assignment to which the SSAC 
consents are, regardless of their fonn, deemed conditioned upon performance by the Subcontractor 
or assignee in accordancerwith the terms and conditions of this Agreement. • 

If the Contractor subcontracts for security services, the Subcontractor shal 1 be a Security Firm 
certified by the State oflllinois and the Security Firm's employees shall be licensed by the State of 
Illinois. The Contractor, upon entering into any subcontract with a Security Firm, shall fumish the 
SSAC and the Department with a copy of the subcontract for their approval. The City expressly 
reserves the right to approve all Security Firm subcontracts. 

3.09 License, Permits and Safety Considerations 

A. Licenses and Permits 

If the Contractor engages in Constmction, it is responsible for and, in a timely manner 
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consistent with its obligations hereunder, shall secure and maintain at its expense such permits, 
licenses, authorizations and approvals as are necessary for it to engage Construction under this 
Agreement. 

B. Safety Considerations 

If the Contractor engages in Constmction, it shall at all times exercise reasonable care, shall 
comply with all applicable provisions of federal, state and local laws to prevent accidents or injuries, 
and shall take all appropriate precautions to avoid damage to and loss of City property and the 
property of third parties in cormection with the Construction. The Contractor shall erect and properly 
maintain at all times all necessary safeguards, barriers, flags and lights for the protection of its and 
its Subcontractors' employees. City employees, and the public. 

If the Contractor engages in Constmction, it shall report to the Department any damage on, 
about, under or adjacent to City property or the property of third persons resulting from its 
performance under this Agreement. The Contractor is responsible for any damage to City property 
and the property of third parties due, in whole or in part, to the Contractor's Constmction activities 
under this Agreement, and the Contractor shall repair such damage to a reasonably acceptable 
standard. 

3.10 Performance Bond 

Jf the Contractor engages in Constmction work where expenditures exceed $400,000, it shall, 
not later than the date the Contractor begins such work or executes a subcontract for such work, 
provide or cause to be provided to the Department a performance and payment bond in the amount 
allocated for the Constmction work (but not including the amount allocated for design and 
preparation of specifications), by a surety or sureties acceptable to the City. The performance bond 
shall be in the form and to the effect of Exhibit 7 hereto, which is incorporated by reference as if 
fiilly set forth here. 

If any of the sureties on such bond at any time fail financially, or are deemed to be 
insufficient security for the penalty ofthe bond, then the City may, on giving 10 days notice thereof 
in writing, require the Contractor to fiimish a new and additional bond with sureties satisfactory to 
the City, and, if so required. Contractor must promptly provide such bond. 

ARTICLE 4 TERJVI OF SERVICES 

This Agreement shall take effect as of January 1,2009 ("Effective Date") and shall continue 
through December 31, 2009, or until the Agreement is terminated earlier in accordance with its 
terms. 
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ARTICLE 5 COMPENSATION 

, 5.01 Basis of Payment 

The maximum compensation that the Contractor may be paid under this Agreement between 
January 1, 2009 and December 31, 2009 is the sum of (a) $143,200 or the total amount of Service 
Tax Funds actually collected for tax year 2008, whichever is less; and (b) the total amount of Surplus 
Funds in the amount of $8,700 which are being carried over from previous program years and which 
Contractor hereby acknowledges are in its possession; the maximum compensation that the 
Contractor may be paid under this Agreement between January 1, 2009 and December 31, 2009, 
therefore, shall not exceed $ 151,900. 

For each subsequent year of this Agreement, if any, the maximum compensation that the 
Contractor may be paid under this Agreement is the amount set forth in the Budget for that year, 
pursuant to Section 5.02 and 8.03, or the amount of Service Tax Funds actually collected for the 
preceding tax year, whichever is less; provided that the maximum amount of compensation for such 
year of this Agreement may also include the amount of Service Tax Funds collected for prior tax 
years which remain previously unspent. 

5.02 Budget for Services 

The Contractor in conjunction with the SSAC has prepared a Budget through December 31, 
2009, attached hereto as Exhibit 2 and incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herej^covering 
all services described in the Scope of Services. Subject to the restriction that the maximum amount 
that may be spent in calendar year 2009 may not exceed $151,900, the SSAC reserves the right to 
transfer fiinds between line items or make Budget revisions that do not affect the maximum 
compensation set forth in Section 5.01. The SSAC shall revise the Budget if any part of the 
Contractor's Services is terminated. 

For each subsequent year of this Agreement, if any, and subject to the provisions of Section 
3.01, a Budget for that year shall be incorporated into this Agreement by written amendment 
pursuant to Section 8.03. 

5.03 Method of Payment 

Pursuant to a schedule to be determined by the Commissioner, after the performance of 
Services pursuant to the terms of this Agreement, Contractor may submit invoices to the City to 
request reimbursement for such expenses. The Contractor must provide, along with the invoices, 
such additional documentation as the Commissioner requests to substantiate the Services. Upon the 
Commissioner's determination that the invoices are accurate, the City will process payment ofthe 
invoices. 

The Contractor shall establish a separate checking account ("Account") in a bank authorized 
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to do business in the State of Illinois that is insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. 
All Service Tax Funds that the Comptroller transfers to the Contractor shall be deposited in the 
Account and disbursements from the Account shall be pursuant to this Agreement. THE 
CONTRACTOR SHALL NOT COMMINGLE SERVICE TAX FUNDS WITH FUNDS FROM 
OTHER SOURCES. The Contractor shall provide to the SSAC the signature card and sample checV 
from the bank which shows the signature(s) of the Contractor's authorized representative(s). The 
SSAC reserves the right to audit the account and require the Contractor to refund any funds that were 
not spent pursuant to the Budget or that were not approved by the SSAC. The name and address of 
the bank is and the wire transfer and the Account numbers are 

All fiinds remaining in the Account at the expiration or early termination of this Agreement, 
including any interest eamed, belong to the City for the benefit ofthe Area and shall be retumed to 
the City to be used only for Special Services. 

5.04 Criteria for Payment 

The SSAC shall detennine the reasonableness, allocability and allowability ofany rates, 
costs and expenses charged or incuned by the Contractor. 

5.05 Funding 

Payments under this Agreement shall be made from Service Tax Funds in fiind number 
and are subject to the availability of funds therein. 

5.06 Non-Appropriation 

In the event that no funds or insufficient funds are appropriated and budgeted in any City 
fiscal period for payments to be made under this Agreement, then the City will notify the Contractor 
of such occunence and this Agreement shall terminate on the e£u-lier«\of the last day ofthe fiscal 
period for which sufficient appropriation was made or whenever the fiinds appropriated for payment 
linder this Agreement are exhausted. No payments shall be made or due to the Contractor under this 
Agreement beyond those amounts appropriated and budgeted by the City to fund payments 
hereunder. 

ARTICLE 6 SPECIAL CONDITIONS 

6.01 Warranties and Representations 

In connection with the execution of this Agreement, the Contractor warrants and represents: 

A. That it is financially solvent; that it and each of its employees, agents, and 
Subcontractors are competent to perform the Services required; that it is legally authorized to execute 
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and perform or cause to be perfonned this Agreement under the terms and conditions stated herein; 
and 

B. That it shall not knowingly use the services ofany ineligible Subcontractor for any 
purpose in the performance ofthe Services; and 

C. That it and its Subcontractors are not in default at the time ofthe execution of this 
Agreement, or deemed by the Department to have, within five years immediately preceding the date 
of this Agreement, been found to be in default on any contract awarded by the City; and 

D. That it and, to the best of its knowledge, its Subcontractors are not in violation ofthe 
provisions of §2-92-320 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago, 720 ILCS 5/33E-1 et seq. ofthe 
Criminal Codeof 1961, and 65 ILCS 5/11-42.1-1 of the Illinois Municipal Code; and 

E. That it, all Subcontractors and their respective officers, directors, agents, partners, and 
employees shall cooperate with the Inspector General in any investigation or hearing undertaken 
pursuant to Chapter 2-56 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago; that it understands and will abide by 
all provisions of Chapter 2-56 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago and all subcontracts shall inform 
Subcontractors of such provision and require understanding and compliance therewith; and 

F. That, except only for those representations, statements, or promises expressly 
contained in this Agreement and any exhibits attached hereto, no representation, statement or 
promise, oral or written, or of any kind whatsoever, by the City, its officials, agents, or employees, 
has induced the Contractor to enter into this Agreement; and 

G. That the Contractor understands and agrees that any certification, affidavit or 
acknowledgment made under oath in connection with this Agreement is made under penalty of 
perjury and, if false, is also cause for tennination for default. 

H. That neither Contractor nor an Affiliate of Contractor (as defined below) appears on 
the Specially Designated Nationals List, the Denied Persons List, the unverified List, the Entity List, 
or the Debaned List as maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets Control ofthe U.S. Department 
ofthe Treasury or by the Bureau of Industry and Security of the U.S. Department of Commerce (or 
their successors), or on any other list of persons or entities with which the City may not do business 
under any applicable law, mle, regulation, order or judgment. "Affiliate of Contractor"means a 
person or entity that directly (or indirectly through one or more intermediaries) controls, is controlled 
by or is under common control with Contractor. A person or entity will be deemed to be controlled 
by another person or entity if it is controlled in any manner whatsoever that results in control in fact 
by that other person or entity (either acting individually or acting jointly or in concert with others) 
whether directly or indirectly and whether through share ownership, a tmst, a contract or otherwise. 

I. Contractor understands and will abide by all provisions of Chapter 2-26 ofthe 
Municipal Code of the City of Chicago. 
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6.02 Economic Disclosure Statement and Affidavit 

The Contractor has provided the City with an Economic Disclosure Statement (EDS), which 
is attached hereto as Exhibit 3 and incorporated by reference as if fiilly set forth herein. Contractor 
shall apprise the Department promptly ofany changes in the information provided in the EDS by 
completing and submitting a revised EDS. 

In addition, the Contractor shall provide the City with copies of its latest articles of 
incorporation, by-laws and resolutions, or partnership orjoint venture agreement, as applicable, and 
evidence of its authority to do business in the State of Illinois, including without limitation, 
registrations of assumed names or limited partnerships and certifications of good standing with the 
Office ofthe Secretary of State oflllinois. 

6.03 Conflict of Interest 

Pursuant to Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal Codeof Chicago, and 65 ILCS 5/3.1-55-10, no 
member ofthe goveming body ofthe City or other unit of govemment, no other officer, employee, 
SSAC member, or agent ofthe City or other unit of government who exercises any fiinctions or 
responsibilities in connection with the Services to which this Agreement or any related subcontract 
pertain, and no relative ofany SSAC member shall have any personal economic or financial interest, 
directly or indirectly, in this Agreement or any such subcontract except to the extent that such 
benefits are provided equally to all residents and/or business owners in the Area. Furthermore, no 
SSAC member, relative of any SSAC member. City official, agent or employee shall be a 
Subcontractor, employee or shareholder of the Contractor or receive anything of value from the 
Contractor. 

No member of or delegate to the Congress of the United States or the Illinois General 
Assembly and no alderman ofthe City or City employee shall be admitted to any share or part of this 
Agreement onto any financial benefit to arise from it. The Contractor acknowledges that any 
agreenient entered into, negotiated or performed in violation of any of the provisions of Chapter 
2-156 shall be voidable by the City. 

The Contractor covenants that it, its officers, directors and employees, and the officers, 
directors and employees of each of its members if a joint venture, and Subcontractors presently have 
no financial interest and shall acquire no interest, direct or indirect, in the Services undertaken by 
the Contractor pursuant to the Agreement that would conflict in any manner or degree with the 
performance of the Services. The Contractor fiirther covenants that in the performance of this 
Agreement no person having any such interest shall be employed. The Contractor agrees that if the 
Commissioner in his reasonable judgment determines that any ofthe Contractor's services for others 
conflict with the Services the Contractor is to provide for the City under this Agreement, the 
Contractor shall terminate such other services immediately upon request ofthe City. 
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6.04 Non-Iiabilit>'of Public Officials 

No official, employee or agent ofthe City shall be charged personally by the Contractor, or 
by any assignee or Subcontractor ofthe Contractor, with any liability or expenses of defense or be 
held personally liable to them under any term or provision hereof, because ofthe City's execution 
or attempted execution hereof, or because ofany breach hereof 

6.05 Independent Contractor 

The Contractor shall perfonn under this Agreement as an independent contractor to the City 
and not as a representative, employee, agent, or partner ofthe City. 

6.06 Business Relationships with Elected Officials 

Pursuant to Section 2-156-O30(b) ofthe Municipal Codeof the City of Chicago, it is illegal 
for any elected official ofthe City, or any person acting at the direction of such official, to contact, 
either orally or in writing, any other City official or employee with respect to any matter involving 
any person with whom the elected official has a business relationship, or to participate in any 
discussion in any City Council committee hearing or in any City Council meeting or to vote on any 
matter involving the person with whom an elected official has a business relationship. Violation 
of Section 2-156-030(b) by any elected official with respect to this Agreement is grounds for 
termination of this Agreement. The term business relationship is defined as set forth in Section 
2-156-080 of the Municipal Codeof Chicago. 

Section 2-156-080 defines a "business relat ionship" as any contractual or other private 
business dealing of an official, or his or her spouse, or ofany entity in which an official or his or her 
spouse has a financial interest, with a person or entity which entitles an official to compensation or 
payment in the amount of $2,500 or more in a calendar year; provided, however, a financial interest 
shall not include: (i) any ownership through purchase at fair market value or inheritance of less than 
one percent ofthe share of a corporation, or any corporate subsidiary, parent or affiliate thereof, 
regardless ofthe value of or dividends on such shares, if such shares are registered on a securities 
exchange pursuant to the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended; (ii) the authorized 
compensation paid to an official or employee for his office or employment; (iii) any economic 
benefit provided equally to all residents ofthe City; (iv) a time or demand deposit in a financial 
institution; or (v) an endowment or insurance policy or annuity contract purchased fi-om an insurance 
company. A "contractual or other private business dealing" shall not include any employment 
relationship of an official's spouse with an entity when such spouse has no discretion conceming or 
input relating to the relationship between that entity and the City. 

6.07 Chicago "Living Wage" Ordinance 

(a) Section 2-92-610 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago provides for a living 
wage for certain categories of workers employed in the performance of City contracts, specifically 
non-City employed security guards, parking attendants, day laborers, home and health care workers, 
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cashiers, elevator operators, custodial workers and clerical workers ("Covered Employees"). 
Accordingly, pursuant to Section 2-92-610 and regulations promulgated under it: 

(i) If Contractor has 25 or more fiill-time employees, and 

(ii) If at any time during the performance of this Agreement, Contractor and/or 
any Subcontractor or any other entity that provides any portion of the Services 
(collectively "Performing Parties") uses 25 or more fiill-time security guards, or any 
number of other fiill-time Covered Employees, then 

(iii) Contractor must pay its Covered Employees, and must assure that all 
other Performing Parties pay their Covered Employees, not less than the minimum 
hourly rate as determined in accordance with this provision (the "Base Wage") for 
all Services performed under this Agreement. 

(b) Contractor's obligation to pay, amd to assure payment of, the Base Wage will 
begin at any time during the tenn of this Agreement when the conditions set forth in (a)(i) and 
(a)(ii) above are met, and will continue until the end ofthe term of this Agreement. 

(c) As of July 1, 2008, the Base Wage is $10.60, and each July 1 thereafter, the Base 
Wage will be adjusted, using the most recent federal poverty guidelines for a family of four as 
published annually by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, to constitute the 
following: the poverty guidelines for a family of four divided by 2000 hours or the cunent base 
wage, whichever is higher. At all times during the term of this Agreement, Contractor and all other 
Performing Parties miist pay the Base Wage (as adjusted in accordance with the above). If the 
payment of prevailing wages is required for Services done under this Agreement, and the prevailing 
wages for Covered Employees are higher than the Base Wage, then Contractor and all other 
Performing Parties must pay the prevailing wage rates. 

' ' (d) Contractor must include provisions in all subcontracts requiring its 
Subcontractors to pay the Base Wage to Covered Employees. Contractor agrees to provide the 
City with documentation acceptable to the Chief Procurement Officer demonstrating that all 
Covered Employees, whether employed by Contractor or by a Subcontractor, have been paid the 
Base Wage, upon the City's request for such documentation. The City may independently audit 
Contractor and/or Subcontractors to verify compliance with this section. Failure to comply with 
the requirements of this section will be an event of default under this Agreement, and fiirther, 
failure to comply may result in ineligibility for any award of a City contract or subcontract for up 
to 3 years. 

(e) Not-for-Profit Corporations: If Contractor is a corporation having federal 
tax-exempt status under Section 501(c)(3) ofthe Intemal Revenue Code and is recognized under 
Illinois not-for-profit law, then the provisions of Sections (a) through (d) above do not apply. 
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6.08 Deemed Inclusion 

Provisions required by law, ordinances, mles, regulations, or executive orders to be inserted 
in this Agreement are deemed inserted in this Agreement v^'hether or not they appear in this 
Agreement or, upon application by either party, this Agreement will be amended to make the 
insertion; however, in no event will the failure to insert the provisions before or after this Agreement 
is signed prevent its enforcement. 

6.09 Environmental Warrant ies and Representations 

In accordance with Section 11^4-1600(e) of the Municipal Code of Chicago, Contractor 
wanants and represents that it, and to the best of its knowledge, its subcontractors have not violated 
and are not in violation ofthe following sections ofthe Code (collectively, the Waste Sections): 

7-28-390 Dumping on public way; 
7-28-440 Dumping on real estate without permit; 
11-4-1410 Disposal in waters prohibited; 
11-4-1420 Ballast tank, bilge tank or other discharge; 
11 -4-1450 Gas manufacturing residue; 
11-4-1500 Treatment and disposal of solid or liquid waste; 
11-4-1530 Compliance with rules and regulations required; 
11-4-1550 Operational requirements; and 
11-4-1560 Screening requirements. 

During the period while this Agreement is executory. Contractors or any subcontractor's 
violation of the Waste Sections, whether or not relating to the performance of this Agreement, 
constitutes a breach of and an event of default under this Agreement, for which the opportunity to 
cure, if curable, will be granted only at the sole designation ofthe Commissioner. Such breach and 
default entitles the City to all remedies under the Agreement, at law or in equity. 

This section does not limit Contractor's and its subcontractors' duty to comply with all 
applicable federal, state, county and municipal laws, statutes, ordinances and executive orders, in 
effect now or later, and whether or not they appear in this Agreement. 

Non-compliance with these terms and conditions may be used by the City as grounds for the 
tennination of this Agreement, and may further affect Contractor's eligibility for future contract 
awards. 

6.10 EDS / Certification Regarding Suspension and Debarment 

Contractor certifies, as further evidenced in the EDS attached as Exhibit 3, by its acceptance 
of this Agreement that neither it nor its principals is presently debarred, suspended, proposed for 
debarment, declared ineligible or voluntarily excluded from participation in this transaction by any 
federal department or agency. Contractor further agrees by executing this Agreement that it will 
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include this clause without modification in all lower tier transactions, solicitations, proposals, 
contracts and subcontracts. If Contractor or any lower tier participant is unable to certify to this 
statement, it must attach an explanation to the Agreement. 

6.11 Ethics 

(a) In addition to other wananties and representations. Contractor wanants that no 
payment, gratuity or offer of employment will be made in connection with this Agreement by or on 
behalf of any Subcontractors to Contractor or higher tier subcontractors or anyone associated with 
them, as an inducement for the award of a subcontract or order. 

(b) Contractor further acknowledges that any Agreement entered into, negotiated or 
performed in violation ofany ofthe provisions of Chapter 2-156 is voidable as to the City. 

6.12 MacBride Ordinance 

The City of Chicago through the passage ofthe MacBride Principles Ordinance seeks to 
promote fair and equal employment opportunities and labor practices for religious minorities in 
Northem Ireland and provide a better working environment for all citizens in Northem Ireland. 

In accordance with Section 2-92-580 of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago, if 
Contractor conducts any business operations in Northem Ireland, the Contractor must make all 
reasonable and good faith efforts to conduct any business operations in Northem Ireland in 
accordance with the MacBride Principles for Northem Ireland as defined in Illinois Public Act 85-
1390(1988 111. Laws 3220). 

The provisions of this Section 6.12 do not apply to contracts for which the City receives 
fiinds administered by the United States Department ofTransportation, except to the extent Congress 
has directed that the Department ofTransportation not withhold fiinds from states and localities that 
choose to implerifent selective purchasing policies based on agreement to comply with the MacBride 
Principles for Northem Ireland, or to the extent that such fiinds are not otherwise withheld by the 
Department ofTransportation. 

ARTICLE 7 EVENTS O F DEFAULT, REMEDIES, TERMINATION, RIGHT 
TO OFFSET, SUSPENSION 

7.01 Events of Default Defined 

The following constitute events of default: 

A. Any material misrepresentation, whether negligent or willfiil and whether in the 
inducement or in the performance, made by Contractor to the City. 

B. Contractor's material failure to perform any of its obligations under the Agreement 
including, but not limited to, the following: 
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(1) failure to commence or ensure timely completion ofthe Services due to a reason 
or circumstance within Contractor's reasonable control; 

(2) failure to perform the Services in a manner satisfactory to the City; 

(3) failure to promptly re-perfonn within a reasonable time Services that were 
rejected as enoneous or unsatisfactory; 

(4) discontinuance of the Services for reasons within the Contractor's reasonable 
control; 

(5) failure to comply with a material term of this Agreement, including but not 
limited to the provisions conceming insurance and nondiscrimination; and 

(6) any other acts specifically and expressly stated in this Agreement as constituting 
an event of default. 

C. The Contractor's default under any other agreement it may presently have or may 
enter into with the City during the life of this Agreement. The Contractor acknowledges and agrees 
that in theevenf of a default under this Agreement the City may also declare a default under any such 
other agreements. 

7.02 Remedies 

The occunence ofany event of default which the Contractor fails to cure within 14 calendar 
days after receipt of notice specifying such default or which, if such event of default cannot 

. reasonably be cured within 14 calendar days after notice, the Contractor fails, in the sole opinion of 
the Commissioner, to commence and continue diligent efforts to cure, pennits the City to declare the 
Contractor in default. Whether to declare the Contractor in default is within the sole discretion of 
the Commissioner. Written notification ofthe default, and any intention ofthe City to terminate the 
Agreement, shall be provided to Contractor and such decision is final and effective upon Contractor's 
receipt of such notice. Upon receipt of such notice, the Contractor must discontinue any services, 
unless otherwise directed in the notice, and deliver all materials accumulated in the performance of 
this Agreement, whether completed or in the process of completion, to the City. At such time the 
City may invoke any legal or equitable remedy available to it including, but not limited to, the 
following: 

A. TTie right to take over and complete the Services or any part thereof as agent for and 
at the cost ofthe Contractor, either directly or through others. The Contractor shall have, in such 
event, the right to offset from such cost the amount it would have cost the City under the terms and 
conditions herein had the Contractor completed the Services. 

B. The right to terminate this Agreement as to any or all of the Services yet to be 
performed, effective at a time specified by the City. 
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C. The right of specific performance, an injunction or any other appropriate equitable 
remedy. 

D. The right to money damages. 

E. The right to withhold all or any part of Contractor's compensation hereunder. 

F. The right to deem Contractor non-responsible in future contracts to be awarded by the City. 

If the City considers it to be in its best interest, it may elect not to declare default or to 
terminate this Agreement. The parties acknowledge that this provision is solely for the benefit ofthe 
City and that if the City permits the Contractor to continue to provide the Services despite one or 
more events of default, the Contractor is in no way relieved ofany of its responsibilities, duties or 
obligations under this Agreement nor does the City waive or relinquish any of its rights. No delay 
or omission to exercise any right accming upon any event of default impairs any such right nor shall 
it be constmed as a waiver ofany event of default or acquiescence therein, and every such right may 
be exercised from time to time and as often as may be deemed expedient. 

7.03 Right to Offset 

The City reserves its rights under §2-92-380 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago and the 
Commissioner shall consult with the SSAC before exercising such rights. 

7.04 Suspension 

The City may at any time request that the Contractor suspend its Services, or any part thereof, 
by giving 15 days prior written notice to the Contractor or upon no notice in the event of emergency. 
No costs incuned after the effective date of such suspension shall be allowed. The Contractor shall 
promptly resume its performance upon written notice by the Department. The Budget may be 
revised pursuant to Section 5.02 to account for any additional costs or expenses actually incuned by 
the Contractor as a result of recommencing the Services. 

7.05 No Damages for Delay 

The Contractor agrees that it, its members, if a partnership or joint venture and its 
Subcontractors shall make no claims against the City for damages, charges, additional costs or hourly 
fees for costs incuned by reason of delays or hindrances by the City in the performance of its 
obligations under this Agreement. 

7.06 Early Termination 

In addition to termination for default, the City may, at any time, elect to terminate this 
Agreement or any portion of the Services to be performed under it at the sole discretion of the 
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Commissioner by a written notice to the Contractor. If the City elects to terminate the Agreement 
in full, all Services shall cease and all materials accumulated in performing this Agreement, whether 
completed or in the process of completion, shall be delivered to the Department within 10 days after 
receipt of the notice or by the date stated in the notice. 

During the final ten days or other time period stated in the notice, the Contractor shall restrict 
its activities, and those of its Subcontractors, to winding down any reports, analyses, or other 
activities previously begun. No costs incuned after the effective date ofthe termination are allowed. 
Payment for any Services actually and satisfactorily performed before the effective date of the 
tennination shall be on the same basis as set forth in Article 5 hereof, but if any compensation is 
described or provided for on the basis of a period longer than ten days, then the compensation shall 
be prorated accordingly. 

If a court of competent jurisdiction determines that the City's election to terminate this 
Agreement for default has been wrongfiil, then such termination shall be deemed to be an early 
termination. 

ARTICLE 8 GENERAL CONDITIONS 

8.01 Entire Agreement 

This Agreement, and the exhibits attached hereto and incorporated hereby, shall constitute 
the entire agreement between the parties and no other wananties, inducements, considerations, 
promises, or interpretations shall be implied or impressed upon this Agreement that are not expressly 
addressed herein. 

8.02 Counterparts 

This Agreement is comprised of several identical counterparts, each to be fully executed by 
the parties and each to be deemed an original having identical legal effect. 

8.03 Amendments 

No changes, amendments, modifications, or discharge of this Agreement, or anypart thereof, 
shall be valid unless in writing and signed by the authorized agent of the Contractor and the 
Commissioner, or their successors and assigns. The City shall incur no liability for revised services 
without a written amendment to this Agreement pursuant to this Section. 

8.04 Compliance with All Laws 

The Contractor shall at all times observe and comply with all applicable laws, ordinances, 
rules, regulations and executive orders ofthe federal, state and local govemment, now existing or 
hereinafter in effect, which may in any manner affect the performance of this Agreement. 
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8.05 Compliance with ADA and Other Accessibility Laws 

If this Agreement involves services to the public, the Contractor wanants that all Services 
provided hereunder shall comply with all accessibility standards for persons with disabilities or 
environmentally limited persons including, but not limited to the following: Americans with 
Disabilities Ac to f 1990, 42 U.S.C. § 12101 et seq. and the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. 29 U.S.C. 
§§ 793-94. In the event that the above cited standards are inconsistent, the Contractor shall comply 
with the standard providing greater accessibility. 

If this Agreement involves design for constmction and/or Construction, the Contractor 
wanants that all design documents produced and/or used under this Agreement shall comply with 
all federal, state and local laws and regulations regarding accessibi'lity standards for persons with 
disabilities or environmentally limited persons including, but not limited to, the following; 
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, 42 U.S.C. § 12101 et seq. and the Americans with 
Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities; the Architectural Barriers Act, 
P.L. 90-480 and the Uniform Federal Accessibility Standards; and the Environmental Barriers Act, 
410 ILCS 25/1 et seq.. and the regulafions promulgated thereto at III. Admin. Code tit. 71, ch. 1, § 
400.110. In the event that the above cited standards are inconsistent, the Contractor shall comply 
with the standard providing greater accessibility. If the Contractor fails to comply with the foregoing 
standards, it shall perform again at no expense all services required to be reperformed as a direct or 
indirect result of such failure. 

8.06 Assigns 
All ofthe terms and conditions of this Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of 
the parties hereto and their respective legal representatives, successors, transferees and assigns. 

8.07 Cooperation 

The Contractor agrees at all times to cooperate fully with the City and to act in the City's best 
interests. Upon the termination or expiration of this Agreement, the Contractor shall make every 
effort to assure an orderly transition to another provider of the Services, if any, orderly 
demobilization ofits operations in connection with the Services, unintermpted provision of Services 
during any transition period and shall otherwise comply with reasonable requests ofthe Department 
in connection with this Agreement's termination of expiration. 

8.08 Severabilit>' 

If any provision of this Agreement is held or deemed to be or shall in fact be inoperative or 
unenforceable as applied in any particular case in any jurisdiction or in all cases because it conflicts 
with any other provision hereofor ofany constitution, statute, ordinance, mleof laworpublicpolicy, 
or for any other reason, such circumstances shall not have the effect of rendering such provision 
inoperative or unenforceable in any other case or circumstances, or of rendering any other provision 
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herein invalid, inoperative, or unenforceable to any extent. The invalidity ofany one or more 
phrases, sentences, clauses or sections herein shall not effect the remaining portions of this 
Agreement or any part thereof 

8.09 Interpretation 

All headings in this Agreement are for convenience of reference only and do not define or 
limit the provisions thereof Words of gender are deemed to include conelative words ofthe other 
gender. Words importing the singular number include the plural number and vice versa, unless the 
context otherwise indicates. All references to exhibits or documents are deemed to include all 
supplements and/or amendments to such exhibits or documents if entered into in accordance with 
the terms and conditions hereof and thereof All references to persons or entities are deemed to 
include any persons or entities succeeding to the rights, duties, and obligations of such persons or 

.entities in accordance with the terms and conditions herein. 

8.10 Miscellaneous Provisions 

Whenever under this Agreement the City by a proper authority waives the Contractor's 
performance in any respect or waives a requirement or condition to the Contractor's performance, 
the waiver, whether express or implied, applies only to that particular instance and is not a waiver 
forever or for subsequent instances ofthe performance, requirement or condition. No waiver shall 
be constmed as a modification ofthe Agreement regardless ofthe number of times the City may 
have waived the performance, requirement or condition. 

8.11 Disputes 

Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, Contractor must and the City may bring any 
dispute arising under this Agreement which is not resolved by the parties to the Chief Procurement 
Officer for decision based upon the written submissions ofthe parties. (A copy ofthe "Regulations 
ofthe Department of Procurement Services for Resolution of Disputes between Contractors and the 
City of Chicago" is available in City Hall, 121 N. LaSalle Street, Room 301, Bid and Bond Room, 
Chicago, Illinois 60602.) The Chief Procurement will issue a written decision and send it to the 
Contractor and the SSAC by mail. The decision of the Chief Procurement Officer is final and 
binding. The sole and exclusive remedy to challenge the decision ofthe Chief Procurement Officer 
is judicial review by means of a common law writ of certiorari. 

8.12 Contractor Affidavit 

The Contractor must provide to the City, no later than thirty days after the end of each year, 
a fully executed and notarized Affidavit certifying the expenditures and Services provided for the 
prior year. The form of this affidavit is attached as Exhibit 8 and incorporated by reference. 
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8.13 Prohibition on Certain Contributions 

Contractor agrees that Contractor, any person or entity who directly or indirectly has an 
ownership or beneficial interest in Contractor of more than 7.5 percent ("Owners"), spouses and 
domestic partners of such Owners, Contractor's subcontractors, any person or entity who directly 
or indirectly has an ownership or beneficial interest in any subcontractor of more than 7.5 percent 
("Su b-owners") and spouses and domestic partners ofsuch Sub-owners (Contractor and all the other 
preceding classes of persons and entities are together, the ("Identified Parties"), shall not make a 
contribution ofany amount to the Mayor of the City of Chicago ("Mayor") or to his political 
fundraising committee (i) after execution of this Agreement by Contractor, (ii) while this Agreement 
or any Other Contract is executory, (iii) during the term of this Agreement or any Other Contract 
between Contractor and the City, or (iv) during any period while an extension of this Agreement or 
any Other Contract is being sought or negotiated. 

Contractor represents and wanants that since the date of public advertisement ofthe 
specification, request for qualifications, request for proposals or request for information (or any 
combination of those requests) or, if not competitively procured, from the date the City approached 
Contractor or the date Contractor approached the City, as applicable, regarding the formulation of 
this Agreement, no Identified Parties have made a contribution ofany amount to the Mayor or to his 
political fiindraising committee. 

Contractor agrees that it shall not: (a) coerce, compel or intimidate its employees to 
make a contribution ofany amount to the Mayor or to the Mayor's political fundraising committee; 
(b) reimburse its employees for a contribution ofany amount made to the Mayor or to the Mayor's 
political fundraising committee; or (c) bundle or solicit others to bundle contributions to the Mayor 
or to his political fiindraising committee. 

Contractor agrees that the Identified Parties must not engage in any conduct whatsoever 
designed to intentionally violate this provision or Mayoral Executive Order No. 05-1 or to enfice, 
direct or solicit others to intentionally violate this provision or Mayoral Executive Order No. 05-1. 

Contractor agrees that a violation of, non-compliance with, misrepresentation with respect 
to, or breach ofany covenant or warranty under this provision or violation of Mayoral Executive 
OrderNo. 05-1 constitutes abroach and default under this Agreement, and underany Other Contract 
for which no opportunity to cure will be granted. Such breach iand default entitles the City to all 
remedies (including without limitation termination for default) under this Agreement, under Other 
Contract, at law and in equity. This provision amends any Other Contract and supersedes any 
inconsistent provision contained therein. 

If Contractor violates this provision or Mayoral Executive OrderNo. 05-1 prior to award of 
the Agreement resulting from this specification, the Commissioner may reject Contractor's bid. 
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For purposes of this provision: 

"Bundle" means to collect contributions from more than one source which are then delivered 
by one person to the Mayor or to his political fiindraising committee. 

"Other Contract" means any other agreement with the City of Chicago to which Contractor 
is a party that is (i) formed under the authority of chapter 2-92 ofthe Municipal Code of 
Chicago; (ii) entered into for the purchase or lease of real or personal property; or (iii) for 
materials, supplies, equipment or services which are approved or authorized by the city 
council. 

"Contribution" means a "political contribution" as defined in Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal 
Code o^Chicago, as amended. 

Individuals are "Domestic Partners" if they satisfy the following criteria: 

(A) they are each other's sole domesfic partner, responsible for each other's 
common welfare; and 

(B) neither party is manied; and 
(C) the partners are not related by blood closer than would bar marriage in the 

Stateof Illinois; and 
(D) each partner is at least 18 years of age, and the partners are the same sex, and 

the partners reside at the same residence; and 
(E) two ofthe following four conditions exist for the partners: 

1. The partners have been residing together for at least 12 months. 
2. The partners have common orjoint ownership of a residence. 
3. The partners have at least two of the following anangements: 

a. joint ownership of a motor vehicle; 
b. a joint credit account; 
c. a joint checking account; 
d. a lease for a residence identifying both domestic partners as 

tenants. 
4. Each partner identifies the other partner as a primary beneficiary in a 

will. 

"Political fundraising committee" means a "political fiindraising committee" as defined in 
Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal code of Chicago, as amended." 

8.14 Firms Owned or Operated by Individuals with Disabilities 

The City encourages Contractors to use Subcontractors that are firms owned or operated by 
individuals with disabilities, as defined by Secfion 2-92-586 ofthe Municipal Code ofthe City of 
Chicago, where not otherwise prohibited by federal or state law. 
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8.15 Governing Law and Jurisdiction 

This Agreement is govemed as to perfonnance and interpretation in accordance with the 
laws of the State of Illinois. 

ARTICLE 9 NOTICES 

Nofices provided for herein shall be in writing and may be delivered personally or by 
United States mail, first class, certified, retum receipt requested, with postage prepaid and 
addressed as follows: 

Ifto the City: 

With Copies to: 

Ifto Contractor: 

Special Service Area #21 Commission 
4732 N. Lincoln Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60625 

Department of Planning and Development 
CityHall, Room 501 
121 North LaSalle Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
Attention: Commissioner 

Department of Law 
Room 600, City Hall 
121 North LaSalle Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
Attention: Corporation Counsel 

Lincoln Square Chamber of Commerce 
4732 N. Lincoln Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60625 
Attention: 

Changes in the above-referenced addresses must be in writing and delivered in 
accordance with the provisions of this Section. Notices delivered by mail shall be deemed 
received 3 days after mailing in accordance with this Section. Notices delivered personally shall 
be deemed effective upon receipt. 

ARTICLE 10 CITY ACTION 

In the event that there is no duly constituted SSAC during the tenu of this 
Agreement, the City will retain all ofthe rights and obligations afforded to the SSAC hereunder. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the City and the Contractor have executed this 
Agreement on the date first set forth above, at Chicago, Illinois. 

. Recommended by: 

SSAC Chairperson 

CITY OF CHICAGO 

By: 
Commissioner, Department of 
Planning and Development 

CONTRACTOR 

By: 

Its: 

Attested By: 

Its: 

State of 

County of _ 

This instrument was acknowledged before me on (date) by 
_(name/s of person/s) as (type of authority, e.g., officer, trustee, etc.) of _ 

(name of party on behalf of whom instmment was 
executed). 

(Signature of Notary Public) 

(Sub)Exhibits 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,,6, 7, 8 and 9 referred to in this Service Provider Agreement for 
Special Service Area Number 21 read as follows: 
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(Sub)Exhibit 1. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 21) 

Special Service Area Number 21. 

Lincoln Square. 

2009 Scope Of Services. 

Maintenance and beautification. 

Advertising and promotions. 

District planning. 

(Sub)Exhibit 2. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 21) 

Schedule C: 2009 Special Service Area Budget Summary. 

Department Of Planning And Development. 

Special Service Area Number and Name: Special Service Area Number 21 -

Lincoln Square 

Special Service Area Chairperson: Karl Riehn 

Service Provider: Lincoln Square Chamber of 

Commerce 

Special Service Area Program Manager: Melissa Flynn 

Budget Period: January 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009 
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Service 

Advertising and Promotion 

Public Way Maintenance 

Public Way Aesthetics 

Tenant Retention/Attraction 

Facade Improvements 

Parking/Transits/Accessibility 

Safety Programs 

District Planning 

Other Technical Assistance 

Total Services 

Administration 

Loss Collection 5.9% 

GRAND TOTAL 

Administration/Total Budget 
Ratio 

2008 Levy 

$ 1,700 

84,180 

25,100 

-

-

-

-

8,800 

-

$119,780 

$ 14,920 

$ 8,500 

$143,200 

+ 

+ 

Carryover 

-

$8,700 

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

$8,700 

-

-,-

$8,700 

= 

= 

2009 Budget 

$ 1,700 

92,880 

25,100 

-

-

-

-

8,800 

-

$128,480 

$ 14,920 

$ 8,500 . 

$151,900 

9.8% 

D.P.D, Use Only 

Estimated 2007 E.A.V. 

Authorized Tax Rate Cap 

Estimated Tax Rate for 2008 Levy 

Estimated 2008 Levy 

$57,280,000 

0.250% 

0.250% 

$ 143,200 
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(Sub)Exhibit 3. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 21) 

City Of Chicago 

Economic Disclosure Statement And Affidavit. 

SECTION I - GENERAL INFORMATION 

A. Legal name of Disclosing Party submitting this EDS. Include d/b/a/ if applicable: 

l—\tf\/-<s\.n, -S>>î <:xre (rUAivi.Ugr <2>\ (^Qx^irK-^./'^e 

Check ONE of the following three boxes: 

Indicate whether Disclosing Party submitting this EDS is: 
1. J ^ t h e Applicant 

OR 
2. [ ] a legal entity holding a direct or indirect interest in the Applicant. State the legal name of the 

Applicant in which Disclosing Party holds an interest; 
OR 

3. [ ] a specified legal entity with a right of control (see Section II.B.l.b.) State the legal name of 
the entity in which Disclosing Party holds a right of control: 

B. Business address of Disclosing Party: '47.3c? X/- Li'^/'o/tn A,iyey1u<f 

T 
C . Telephone:(Om'tted for printing purposes) p ^ ^ . (pn^mg ĵ ^^ pnntjng purposes) E m a i l : (Omitted for printing purposes) 

D. Name of contact person: R.-g. lu-Sa ^ 1 / / ^ ^ 

E. Federal Employer Identification No. (if you have one): (Omitted for printing purposes) 

F. Brief description of contract, transaction or other undertaking (referred to below as the "Matter") to 
which this EDS pertains. (Include project number and location of property, if applicable): 

G. Which City agency or department is requesting this E D S ? l \ ^ ^ f n f ^\^^^'^^<u-\\ffje.ff>f '^ 'T+ 

If the Matter is a contract being handled by the City's Department of Procurement Services, please 
complete the following: 

Specification # __̂  and Contract ft 
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SECTION 11 - DISCLOSURE OF OWNERSHIP INTERESTS 

A. NATURE OF DISCLOSING PARTY 

1- Indicate the nature of the Disclosing Party: 

] Person [ ] Limited liability company* 
] Publicly registered business corporation [ ] Limited liability partnership* 
] Privately held business corporation [ ] Joint venture* 
] Sole proprietorship ^ Not-for-profit corporation 
] General partnership* (Is the not-for-profit corporation also a 501(c)(3))? 
] Limited partnership* [ ] Y e s , MT^o 
] Trust [ ] Other (please specify) 

* Note B.l.b below. 

2. For legal entities, the state (or foreign country) of incorporation or organization, if applicable: 

3. For legal entities not organized in the State oflllinois: Has the organization registered to do 
business in the State of Illinois as a foreign entity? 

[ ] Yes [ ] N o P^/A 

B. IF THE DISCLOSING PARTY IS A LEGAL ENTITY: 

l.a. List below the full names and titles of all executive officers and all directors ofthe entity. 
For not-for-profit corporations, also list below all members, if any, which are legal entities. If there are 
no such members, write "no members."~ For trusts, estates or other similar entities, list below the legal 
titleholder(s). 

Name Title 

l.b. If you checked "General partnership," "Limited partnership," "Limited liability 
company," "Limited liability partnership" or "Joint venture" in response to Item A.l . above (Nature of 
Disclosing Party), list below the name and title of each general partner, managing member, manager or 
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LINCOLN SQUARE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 

Lincoln Square Chamber of Commerce 
2008 Board of Directors and Officers 

Shelley Young 
Monique Sandberg 
Chris Dwyer 
Tim Joyce 

Angela Auffeger 
Dan DeMichele 

Cynthia Ellis 
Carol Hiiiiinel 
Karrie Kimble 
Kerry Maiorca 
Susan Tackas 
Rebecca Woods 

President 
Vice President 
Treasurer / Secretary 
Membership 
Services Chair 
Director 
Director 

Director 
Director 
Director 
Director 
Director 
Director 
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any other person or entity that controls the day-to-day management of the Disclosing Party. NOTE: 
Each legal entity listed below must submit an EDS on its own behalf 

Name / Title 

2. Please provide the following information conceming each person or entity having a direct or 
indirect beneficial interest (including ownership) in excess of 7.5% ofthe Disclosing Party. Exampleis 
ofsuch an interest include shares in a corporation, partnership interest in a partnership orjoint venture, 
interest of a member or manager in a limited liability company, or interest of a beneficiary of a trust, 
estate or other similar entity. If none, state "None." NOTE: Pursuant to Section 2-154-030 ofthe 
Municipal Code of Chicago ("Municipal Code"), the City may require any such additional information 
from any applicant which is reasonably intended to achieve full disclosure. 

Name Business Address Percentage Interest in the 
Disclosing Party 

NU 

SECTION n i - BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS WITH CITY ELECTED OFFICIALS 

Has the Disclosing Party had a "business relationship," as defined in Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal 
Code, with any City elected official in the 12 months before the date this EDS is signed? 

[ ] Y e s t ^ o 

If yes, please identify below the name(s) ofsuch City elected official(s) and describe such 
relationship(s): 

SECTION IV - DISCLOSURE OF SUBCONTRACTORS AND OTHER RETAINED PARTIES 

The Disclosing Party must disclose the name and business address of each subcontractor, attorney, 
lobbyist, accountant, consultant and any other person or entity whom the Disclosing Party has retained 
or expects to retain in connection with the Matter, as well as the nature ofthe relationship, and the total 
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amount ofthe fees paid or estimated to be paid. The Disclosing Party is not required to disclose 
employees who are paid solely through the Disclosing Party's regular payroll. 

"Lobbyist" means any person or entity who undertakes to influence any legislative or administrative 
action on behalf of any person or entity other than; ( I ) a not-for-profit entity, on an unpaid basis, or (2) 
himself. "Lobbyist" also means any person or entity any part of whose duties as an employee of 
another includes undertaking to influence any legislative or administrative action. 

If the Disclosing Party is uncertain whether a disclosure is required under this Section, the 
Disclosing Party must either ask the City whether disclosure is required or make the disclosure. 

Name 
(indicate whether 
retained or-anticipated 
to be retained) 

Business Relationship to Disclosing Party 
Address (subcontractor, attorney, 

lobbyist, etc.) 

Fees 
(indicate whether 
paid or estimated) 

(Add sheets if necessary) 

[ ] Check here if the Disclosing party has not retained, nor expects to retain, any such persons or 
entities. 

SECTION V - CERTIFICATIONS 

A. COURT-ORDERED CHILD SUPPORT COMPLIANCE 

Under Municipal Code Section 2-92-415, substantial owners of business entities that contract with 
the City must remain in compliance with their child support obligations throughout the term ofthe 
contract. 

Has any person who directly or indirectly owns 10% or more ofthe Disclosing Party been declared in 
arrearage on any child support obligations by any Illinois court of competent jurisdiction? 

I ] Yes [ ] No . jW^o person owns 10% or more of the Disclosing Party. 

If "Yes," has the person entered into a court-approved agreement for payment of all support owed and 
is the person in compliance with that agreement? 

[ ] Y e s [ ] N o 
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Section IV of the Economic Disclosure Statement for ttie 2009 SSA Budget 
Application the following organizations have been or are anticipated to be retained 
by SSA #21: 

1. Annette Held Landscape Design with Advance Landscaping, 3731 N. Monticello, 
Chicago IL, 60618, «""«'«""'»'"«"<""''««>, Est. $15,000 for landscaping, design and 
planting 

2. Search Developmental Center, 1925 N. Clyboum Avenue, Suite 200, Chicago IL, 
60614,<°̂ «""•«'"""«'~''»«", Est. $43,000 Sidewalk Sweeping & Trash Removal 

3. Tim's Snow Plowing, 2161 W. Warner, Chicago IL, 60618, (0"'i««<'orprtniinBP.i.po«s)̂  £st. 
$32,700 for Snow Removal 

4. Pressure Washing Systems Environmental, Inc. 1615 S. 55"^ Avenue, Cicero, IL 
60804, <°̂ '««""i»'"*«p"'po«»), Est. $8,000 sidewalk power washing 

Additional Organizations to be retained may include: 

5. De Raimo Hillger & Ripp, 655 La Grange Road Suite 102, Frankfort IL, 60423, 
Est. $1,500 for Financial Audit 

Y 

6. Frank O. Carlson & Co., Inc., 3622 S. Morgan Street, Chicago IL, 60609, 
(omwMforprirtinBpupo*̂, Est. $2,000 for banncf maintenance 
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B . FURTHER CERTIFICATIONS 

1. The Disclosing Party and, if the Disclosing Party is a legal entity, all of those persons or entities 
identified in Section II.B.l. of this EDS: 

a. are not presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible or voluntarily 
excluded from any transactions by any federal, state or local unit of govemment; 

b. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date of this EDS, been convicted of a criminal 
offense, adjudged guilty, or had a civil judgment rendered against them in connection with: 
obtaining, attempting to obtain, or performing a public (federal, state or local) transaction or 
contract under a public transaction; a violation of federal or state antitrust stamtes; fraud; 
embezzlement; theft; forgery; bribery; falsification or destruction of records; making false 
statements; or receiving stolen property; 

c. are not presently indicted for or otherwise criminally or civilly charged by a governmental entity 
(federal, state or local) with commission ofany ofthe offenses enumerated in clause B.l.b. of 
this Section V; 

d. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date of this EDS, had one or more public 
transactions (federal, state or local) terminated for cause or default; and 

e. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date of this EDS, been convicted, adjudged 
guilty, or found liable in a civil proceeding, or in any criminal or civil action, including actions 
conceming environmental violations, instituted by the City or by the federal government, any 
state, or any other unit of local government. 

2. The certifications in subparts 2, 3 and 4 concern: 

• the Disclosing Party; 
• any "Applicable Party" (meaning any party participating in the performance ofthe Matter, 

including but not limited to any persons or legal entities disclosed under Section IV, "Disclosure of 
Subcontractors and Other Retained Parties"); 
• any "Affiliated Entity" (meaning a person or entity that, directly or indirectly: controls the 

Disclosing Party, is controlled by the Disclosing Party, or is, with the Disclosing Party, under 
coriimon control of another person or entity. Indicia of control include, without limitation: 
interlocking management or ownership; identity of interests among family members, shared facilities 
and equipment; common use of employees; or organization of a business entity following the 
ineligibility of a business entity to do business with federal or state or local govemment, including 
the City, using substantially the same management, ownership, or principals as the ineligible entity); 
with respect to Applicable Parties, the term Affiliated Entity means a person or entity that directly or 
indirectly controls the Applicable Party, is controlled by it, or, with the Applicable Party, is under 
common control of another person or entity; 
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* any responsible official ofthe Disclosing Party, any Applicable Party or any Affiliated Entity or 
any other official, agent or employee ofthe Disclosing Party, any Applicable Party or any Affiliated 
Entity, acting pursuant to the direction or authorization of a responsible official of the Disclosing 
Party, any Applicable Party or any Affiliated Entity (collectively "Agents"). 

Neither the Disclosing Party, nor any Applicable Party, nor any Affiliated Entity of either the 
Disclosing Party or any Applicable Party nor any Agents have, during the five years before the date this 
EDS is signed, or, with respect to an Applicable Party, an Affiliated Entity, or an Affiliated Entity of an 
Applicable Party during the five years before the date ofsuch Applicable Party's or Affiliated Entity's 
contract or engagement in connection with the Matter: 

a. bribed or attempted to bribe, or been convicted or adjudged guilty of bribery or attempting to 
bribe, a public officer or employee of the City, the State of Illinois, or any agency of the federal 
government or ofany state or local government in the United States of America, in that officer's 
or employee's official capacity; 

b. agreed or colluded with other bidders or prospective bidders, or been a party to any such 
agreement, or been convicted or adjudged guilty of agreement or collusion among bidders or 
prospective bidders, in restraint of freedom of competition by agreement to bid a fixed price or 
otherwise; or 

c. made an admission ofsuch conduct described in a. or b. above that is a matter of record, but 
have not been prosecuted for such conduct; or 

d. violated the provisions of Municipal Code Section 2-92-610 (Living Wage Ordinance). 

3. Neither the Disclosing Party, Affiliated Entity or Applicable Party, or any of their employees, 
officials, agents or partners, is barred from contracting with any unit of state or local government as a 
result of engaging in or being convicted of (I) bid-rigging in violation of 720 ILCS 5/33E-3; (2) 
bid-rotating in violation of 720 ILCS 5/33E-4; or (3) any similar offense ofany state or ofthe United 
States of America that contains the same elements as the offense of bid-rigging or bid-rotating. 

4. Neither the Disclosing Party nor any Affiliated Entity is listed on any ofthe following lists 
maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets Control ofthe U.S. Department ofthe Treasury or the 
Bureau of Industry and Security of the U.S. Department of Commerce or their successors: the Specially 
Designated Nationals List, the Denied Persons List, the Unverified List, the Entity List and the 
Debarred List. 

5. The Disclosing Party understands and shall comply with (1) the applicable requirements ofthe 
Governmental Ethics Ordinance ofthe City, Title 2, Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal Code; and (2) all 
the applicable provisions of Chapter 2-56 ofthe Municipal Code (Office ofthe Inspector General). 
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6. If the Disclosing Party is unable to certify to any of the above statements in this Part B (Further 
Certifications), the Disclosing Party must explain below: 

/yjA 

If the letters "NA," the word "None," or no response appears on the lines above, it will be conclusively 
presumed that the Disclosing Party certified to the above statements. 

C . CERTIFICATION OF STATUS AS FINANCIAL INSTITUTION 

For purposes of this Part C, under Municipal Code Section 2-32-455(b), the term "financial institution" 
means a bank, savings and loan association, thrift, credit union, mortgage banker, mortgage broker, 
trust company, savings bank, investment bank, securities broker, municipal securities broker, securities 
dealer, mimicipal securities dealer, securities underwriter, municipal securities underwriter, investment 
trust, venture capital company, bank holding company, financial services holding company, or any 
licensee under the Consumer Installment Loan Act, the Sales Finance Agency Act, or the Residential 
Mortgage Licensing Act. However, "financial institution" specifically shall not include any entity 
whose predominant business is the providing of tax deferred, defined contribution, pension plans to 
public employees in accordance with Sections 403(b) and 457 ofthe Intemal Revenue Code. 
(Additional definitions may be found in Municipal Code Section 2-32-455(b).) 

1. CERTIFICATION 

The Disclosing Party certifies that the Disclosing Party (check one) 

[ ] is JKfis not 

a "financial institution" as defined in Section 2-32-455(b) ofthe Municipal Code. 

2. If the Disclosing Party IS a financial institution, then the Disclosing Party pledges: 

"We are not and will not become a predatory lender as defined in Chapter 2-32 ofthe Municipal 
Code. We further pledge that none of our affiliates is, and none of them will become, a predatory 
lender as defined in Chapter 2-32 ofthe Municipal Code. We understand that becoming a predatory 
lender or becoming an affiliate of a predatory lender may result in the loss ofthe privilege of doing 
business with the City." 

If the Disclosing Party is unable to make this pledge because it or any ofits affiliates (as defined in 
Section 2-32-455(b) ofthe Municipal Code) is a predatory lender within the meaning of Chapter 
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2-32 ofthe Municipal Code, explain here (attach additional pages if necessary): 

hljA ^ 

If the letters "NA," the word "None," or no response appears on the lines above, it will be 
conclusively presumed that the Disclosing Party certified to the above statements. 

D . CERTIFICATION REGARDING INTEREST IN CITY BUSINESS 

Any words or terms that are defined in Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal Code have the same 
meanings when used in this Part D. 

1. In accordance with Section 2-156-110 ofthe Municipal Code: Does any official or employee 
o f the City have a financial interest in his or her own name or in the name of any other person or 
entity in the Matter? 

[ ] Yes ^^ fNo 

NOTE: If you checked "Yes" to Item D.l. , proceed to Items D.2. and D.3. If you checked "No" to 
Item D.I., proceed to PairtE. 

2. Unless sold pursuant to a process of competitive bidding, or otherwise permitted, no City 
elected official or employee shall have a financial interest in his or her own name or in the name of 
any other person or entity in the purchase ofany property that (i) belongs to the City, or (ii) is sold 
for taxes or assessments, or (iii) is sold by virtue of legal process at the suit of the City (collectively, 
"City Property Sale"). Compensation for property taken pursuant to the City's eminent domain power 
does not constitute a financial interest within the meaning of this Part D. 

Does the Matter involve a City Property Sale? 

[JYes ^ ^^^o 

3. If you checked "Yes" to Item D.L, provide the names and business addresses of the City 
officials or employees having such interest and identify the nature ofsuch interest: 

Name . Business Address Nature of Interest 

M | ^ : 

4. The Disclosing Party further certifies that no prohibited financial interest in the Matter will 
be acquired by any City official or employee. 
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E. CERTIFICATION REGARDING SLAVERY ERA BUSINESS 

The Disclosing Party has searched any and all records ofthe Disclosing Party and any and all 
predecessor entities for records of investments or profits from slavery, the slave industry, or 
slaveholder insurance policies from the slavery era (including insurance policies issued to 
slaveholders that provided coverage for damage to or injury or death of their slaves) and has 
disclosed in this EDS any and all such records to the City. In addition, the Disclosing Party must 
disclose the names ofany and all slaves or slaveholders described in those records. Failure to 
comply with these disclosure requirements may make the Matter to which this EDS pertains voidable 
b y the City. 

Please check either I. or 2. below. If the Disclosing Party checks 2., the Disclosing Party must 
disclose below or in an attachment to this EDS all requisite information as set forth in that paragraph 'J. 

,^N I • The Disclosing Party verifies that (a) the Disclosing Party has searched any and all records of 
the Disclosing Party and any and all predecessor entities for records of investments or profits from 
slavery, the slave industry, or slaveholder insurance policies, and (b) the Disclosing Party has found 
no records of investments or profits from slavery, the slave industry, or slaveholder insurance 
policies and no records of names ofany slaves or slaveholders. 

2. The Disclosing Party verifies that, as a result of conducting the search in step 1(a) above, the 
Disclosing Party has found records relating to investments or profits from slavery, the slave industry, 
or slaveholder insurance policies and/or the names of any slaves or slaveholders. The Disclosing 
Party verifies that the following constitutes full disclosure of all such records: 

JU/ j^ 

SECTION VI - C E R T I F I C A T I O N S FOR FEDERALLY-FUNDED MATTERS 

NOTE: If the Matter is federally funded, complete this Section VI. If the Matter is not federally 
funded, proceed to Section VII. 

A. CERTIFICATION REGARDING LOBBYING 

1. List below the names of all persons or entities registered under the federal Lobbying 
Disclosure Act of 1995 who have made lobbying contacts on behalf of the Disclosing Party with 
respect to the Matter: (Begin list here, add sheets as necessary): 

UjA ^ 
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(If no explanation appears or begins on the lines above, or if the letters "NA" or if the word "None" 
appear, it will be conclusively presumed that the Disclosing Party means that NO persons or entities 
registered under the Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 have made lobbying contacts on behalf of the 
Disclosing Party with respect to the Matter.) 

2. The Disclosing Party has not spent and will not expend any federally appropriated funds to 
pay any person or entity listed in Paragraph A. l . above for his or her lobbying activities or to pay any 
person or entity to influence or attempt to influence an officer or employee ofany agency, as defined 
by applicable federal law, a member of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or an 
employee of a member of Congress, in connection with the award ofany federally funded contract, 
making any federally funded grant or loan, entering into any cooperative agreement, or to extend, 
continue, renew, amend, or modify any federally funded contract, grant, loan, or cooperative 
agreement. 

3. The Disclosing Party will submit an updated certification at the end of each calendar quarter 
in which there occurs any event that materially affects the accuracy ofthe statements and information 
set forth in paragraphs A.l . and A.2. above. 

If the Matter is federally funded and any funds other than federally appropriated funds have been or 
will be paid to any person or entity for influencing or attempting to influence an officer or employee 
ofany agency (as defined by applicable federal law), a member of Congress, an officer or employee 
of Congress, or an employee of a member of Congress in connection with the Matter, the Disclosing 
Party must complete and submit Standard Form-LLL, "Disclosure Form to Report Lobbying," in 
accordance with its instructions. The form may be obtained online from the federal Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) web site at http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/sfillin.pdf, 
linked on the page http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/grants_forms.htmI. 

4. The Disclosing Party certifies that either: (i) it is not an organization described in section 
501(c)(4) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986; or (ii) it is an organization described in section 
501(c)(4) ofthe Internal Revenue Code of 1986 but has not engaged and will not engage in 
"Lobbying Activities". 

5. If the Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party must obtain certifications equal 
in form and substance to paragraphs A. l . through A.4. above from all subcontractors before it 
awards any subcontract and the Disclosing Party must maintain all such subcontractors' certifications 
for the duration ofthe Matter and must make such certifications promptly available to the City upon 
request. 

B. CERTIFICATION REGARDING EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 

If the Matter is federally funded, federal regulations require the Applicant and all proposed 
subcontractors to submit the following information with their bids or in writing at the outset of 
negotiations. 

http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/sfillin.pdf
http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/grants_forms.htmI
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Is the Disclosing Party the Applicant? 

[]Yes []No / U / A 

If "Yes," answer the three questions below: 

1. Have you developed and do you have on file affirmative action programs pursuant to 
applicable federal regulations? (See 41 CFR Part 60-2.) 

[ ] Y e s [ ] N o 

2. Have you filed with the Joint Reporting Committee, the Director of the Office of Federal 
Contract Compliance Programs, or the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission all reports due 
under the applicable filing requirements? 

[ ] Yes [ ] No 

3. Have you participated in any previous contracts or subcontracts subject to the 
equal opportunity clause? 

( ] Yes [ ] No 

If you checked "No" to question I. or 2. above, please provide an explanation: 

SECTION VII - ACKNOWLEDGMENTS, CONTRACT INCORPORATION, 
COMPLIANCE, PENALTIES, DISCLOSURE 

The Disclosing Party understands and agrees that: 

A. By completing and filing this EDS, the Disclosing Party acknowledges and agrees, on behalf of 
itself and the persons or entities named in this EDS, that the City may investigate the 
creditworthiness of some or all ofthe persons or entities named in this EDS. 

B. The certifications, disclosures, and acknowledgments contained in this EDS will become part of 
any contract or other agreement between the Applicant and the City in connection with the Matter, 
whether procurement. City assistance, or other City action, and are material inducements to the City's 
execution ofany contract or taking other action with respect to the Matter. The Disclosing Party 
understands that it must comply with all statutes, ordinances, and regulations on which this EDS is 
based. 

C. The City's Governmental Ethics and Campaign Financing Ordinances, Chapters 2-156 and 2-164 
ofthe Municipal Code, impose certain duties and obligations on persons or entities seeking City 
contracts, work, business, or transactions. The full text of these ordinances and a training program is 
available on line at www.cityofchicago.orR/Ethics, and may also be obtained from the City's Board 
of Ethics, 740 N. Sedgwick St., Suite 500, Chicago, IL 60610,«^'««'^pri"«^p«p««) The Disclosing Party 
must comply fully with the applicable ordinances. 

http://www.cityofchicago.orR/Ethics
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D. If the City determines that any information provided in this EDS is false, incomplete or 
inaccurate, any contract or other agreement in connection with which it is submitted may be 
rescinded or be void or voidable, and the City may pursue any remedies under the contract or 
agreement (if not rescinded, void or voidable), at law, or in equity, including terminating the 
Disclosing Party's participation in the Matter and/or declinirig to allow the Disclosing Party to 
participate in other transactions with the City. Remedies at law for a false statement of material fact 
may include incarceration and an award to the City of treble damages. 

E . It is the City's policy to make this document available to the public on its Intemet site and/or upon 
request. Some or all ofthe information provided on this EDS and any attachments to this EDS may 
be made available to the public on the Internet, in response to a Freedom of Information Act request, 
or otherwise. By completing and signing this EDS, the Disclosing Party waives and releases any 
possible rights or claims which it may have against the City in connection with the public release of 
information contained in this EDS and also authorizes the City to verify the accuracy ofany 
information submitted in this EDS. 

F. The information provided in this EDS must be ke:pt current. In the event of changes, the 
Disclosing Party must supplement this EDS up to the time the City takes action on the Matter. If the 
Matter is a contract being handled by the City's Department of Procurement Services, the Disclosing 
Party must update this EDS as the contract requires. 

The Disclosing Party represents and warrants that: 

G. The Disclosing Party has not withheld or reserved any disclosures as to economic interests in the 
Disclosing Party, or as to the Matter, or any information, data or plan as to the intended use or 
purpose for which the Applicant seeks City Council or other City agency action. 

For purposes ofthe certifications in H. l . and H.2. below, the term "affiliate" means any person or 
entity that, directly or indirectly: controls the Disclosing Party, is controlled by the Disclosing Party, 
or is, with the Disclosing Party, under common control of another person or entity. Indicia of control 
include, without limitation: interlocking management or ownership; identity of interests among 
family members; shared facilities and equipment; common use of employees; or organization of a 
business entity following the ineligibility of a business entity to do business with the federal 
govemment or a state or local government, including the City, using substantially the same 
management, ownership, or principals as the ineligible entity. 

H.l . The Disclosing Party is not delinquent in the payment ofany tax administered by the Illinois 
Department of Revenue, nor are the Disclosing Party or its affiliates delinquent in paying any fine, 
fee, tax or other charge owed to the City. This includes, but is not limited to, all water charges, 
sewer charges, license fees, parking tickets, property taxes or sales taxes. 

H,2 If the Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party and its affiliates will not use, nor 
permit their subcontractors to use, any facility on the U.S. EPA's List of Violating Facilities in 
connection with the Matter for the duration of time that such facility remains on the list. 
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H.3 If the Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party will obtain from any 
contractors/subcontractors hired or to be hired in connection with the Matter certifications equal in 
form and substance to those in H.l. and H.2. above and will not, without the prior written consent of 
the City, use any such contractor/subcontractor that does not provide such certifications or that the 
Disclosing Party has reason to believe has not provided or cannot provide truthful certifications. 

NOTE: If the Disclosing Party cannot certify as to any of the items in H.l. , H.2. or H.3. above, an 
explanatory statement must be attached to this EDS. 

CERTIFICATION 

Under penalty of perjury, the person signing below: (1) warrants that he/she is authorized to execute 
this EDS on behalf of the Disclosing Party, and (2) warrants that all certifications and statements 
contained in this EDS are true, accurate and complete as ofthe date furnished to the City. 

(—1 t ^ c c I tA Scc<ja./^ € ^ ^ '•yL-t'^O f(o^'^^'-^'Oi? Date: Co / ' S / o ' ^ 
(Print or type name of Disclosing Party) 

By: 

(Print or type name oi person signing) 

{Print or type title of person signing) ^ 

Signed and sworn to before me on (date) Q L U U L S ^ r ^ O C ^ , by i ) ^ £ L / S S - 4 f L V A / j J , 
at doGf^ County, I C ^ (state). 

^ ' V L A J J A J U U ^ ^ 0 ^ . M M 4 L ^ Notary Public. 

Commission expires: l ^ / i l l o ^ • 

Othdal'SMi 
Maureen A Groh 

m s n Pubfe State ot « f i n < * . 
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(Sub)Exhibit 4. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 21) 

Contractor Insurance Provisions. 

Special Service Area Number 21. 

Lincoln Square Chamber Of Commerce. 

Contractor must provide and maintain at Contractor's own expense, during the term ofthe 
Agreement and time period following expiration if Contractor is required to return and perform 
any ofthe Services or Additional Services underthis Agreement, the insurance coverage and 
requirements specified below, insuring all operations related to the Agreement. 

A. Insurance To Be Provided. 

1) Workers'Compensation And Employer's Liability. 

Workers' Compensation Insurance, as prescribed by applicable law, covering all 
employees who are to provide a service under this Agreement and Employer's 
Liability coverage with limits of not less than One Hundred Thousand 
Dollars ($100,000) each accident, illness or disease. 

2) Commercial General Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

Commercial General Liability Insurance or equivalent with limits of not less than 
One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per occurrence for bodily injury, personal injury and 
property damage liability. Coverages must include the following: all premises and 
operations, products/completed operations, separation of insureds, defense and 
contractual liability (with no limitation endorsement). The City of Chicago is to be 
named as an additional insured on a primary, noncontributory basis for any liability 
arising directly or indirectly from the Services. 

3) Automobile Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

When any motor vehicles (owned, non-owned and hired) are used in connection 
with Services to be performed. Contractor must provide Automobile Liability 
Insurance with limits of not less than Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000) 
per occurrence for bodily injury and property damage. The City of Chicago is to be 
named as an additional insured on a primary, noncontributory basis for any liability 
arising directly or indirectly from the Services. 

4) Professional Liability. 

When any professional consultants (e.g., C.P.A.s, attorneys, architects, engineers, 
construction managers) perform Services in connection with this Agreement, 
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Professional Liability Insurance covering acts, errors or omissions must be 
maintained with limits of not less than Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000). 
Coverage must include contractual liability. When policies are renewed or replaced, 
the policy retroactive date must coincide with, or precede, start of Services on the 
Agreement. A claims-made policy which is not renewed or replaced must have an 
extended reporting period of two (2) years. 

5) Crime. 

Contractor must be responsible for all persons handling funds under this 
Agreement, against loss by dishonesty, robbery, burglary, theft, destruction, or 
disappearance, computer fraud, credit card forgery and other related crime risks. 

B: Security Firms. 

If the Contractor enters into a subcontract with a Security Firm, such Security Firm must be 
certified by State of Illinois, and the Security Firm's employees must be registered and 
certified by the State. Contractor must ensure and require any Security Firm subcontractor 
to comply with the Risk Management Division approved Security Firm Insurance Provisions 
set forth in (Sub)Exhibit 5 of this Agreement, attached hereto and incorporated by references 
as though fully set forth herein. 

C. Additional Requirements. 

Contractor must furnish the City of Chicago, Department of Planning and Development, 
Attention: Development Support Services, Room 1003, 121 North LaSalle Street, Chicago, 
Illinois 60602, original Certificates of Insurance, or such similar evidence, to be in force on 
the date of this Agreement, and Renewal Certificates of Insurance, or such similar evidence, 
if the coverages have an expiration or renewal date occurring during the term of this 
Agreement. Contractor must submit evidence of insurance on the City of Chicago Insurance 
Certificate Form (copy attached as (Sub) Exhibit ) or equivalent prior to award of this 
Agreement. The receipt of any certificate does not constitute agreement by the City that the 
insurance requirements in the Agreement have.been fully met or that the insurance policies 
indicated on the certificate are in compliance with all Agreement requirements. The failure 
of the City to obtain certificates or other insurance evidence from Contractor is not a waiver 
by the City of any requirements for the Contractor to obtain and maintain the specified 
coverages. Contractor must advise all insurers of the Agreement provisions regarding 
insurance. Nonconforming insurance does not relieve Contractor of the obligation to provide 
insurance as specified in this Agreement. Nonfulfillment of the insurance conditions may 
constitute a violation of the Agreement, and the City retains the right to stop work and 
suspend this Agreement until proper evidence of insurance is provided, or the Agreement 
may be terminated. 

The insurance must provide for sixty (60) days prior written notice to be given to the City 
in the event coverage is substantially changed, canceled or non-renewed. 

Any deductibles or self-insured retentions on referenced insurance coverages must be 
borne by Contractor. 
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Contractor hereby waives and agrees to require their insurers to waive their rights of 
subrogation against the City of Chicago, its employees, elected officials, agents or 
representatives. 

The coverages and limits furnished by Contractor in no way limit the Contractor's liabilities 
and responsibilities specified within the Agreement or by law. 

Any insurance or self-insurance programs maintained by the City of Chicago do not 
contribute with insurance provided by Contractor under this Agreement. 

The required insurance to be carried is not limited by any limitations expressed in the 
indemnification language in this Agreement or any limitation placed on the indemnity in this 
Agreement given as a matter of law. 

If Contractor is a joint venture or limited liability company, the insurance policies must name 
the joint venture or limited liability company as a named insured. 

Contractor must require all Subcontractors to provide the insurance required in this 
Agreement, or Contractor may provide the coverages for Subcontractors. All Subcontractors 
are subject to the same insurance requirements of Contractor unless otherwise specified in 
this Agreement. 

If Contractor or Subcontractor desire additional coverages, the party desiring the additional 
coverages is responsible for the acquisition and cost. 

The City of Chicago Risk Management Department maintains the right to modify, delete, 
alter or change these requirements. 

[City of Chicago Certificate of Insurance Form referred to 
in these Contractor Insurance Provisions 

unavailable at time of printing.] 

(Sub)Exhibit 5 referred to in these Contractor Insurance Provisions constitutes. 
(Sub)Exhibit 5 to the Service Provider Agreement and reads as follows: 

(Sub)Exhibit 5. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 21) 

Security Firm Insurance Provisions. 

Special Sen/ice Area Number 21. 

Lincoln Square Chamber Of Commerce. 

The Security Firm must provide and maintain at Security Firm's own expense, until Contract 
completion and during the time period following expiration if Security Firm is required to 
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return and perform any additional work, the insurance coverages and requirements specified 
below, insuring all operations related to the Contract. 

A. Insurance to Be Provided. 

1) Workers' Compensation And Employer's Liability. 

Workers' Compensation Insurance, as prescribed by applicable law, covering all 
employees who are to provide work under this Contract and Employer's Liability 
coverage with limits of not less than Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000) 
each accident, illness or disease. 

2) Commercial General Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

Commercial General Liability Insurance or equivalent with limits of not less than 
One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per occurrence for bodily injury, personal injury, 
and property damage liability. Coverages must include the following: all premises 
and operations, products/completed operations, separation of insureds, defense, 
and contractual liability (with no limitation endorsement). The S.S.A.C, the City of 
Chicago and the Contractor are to be named as additional insureds on a primary, 
noncontributory basis for any liability arising directly or indirectly from the work. 

3) Automobile Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

When any motor vehicles (owned, non-owned and hired) are used in connection 
with work to be performed, the Security Firm must provide Automobile Liability 
Insurance with limits of not less than One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per 
occurrence for bodily injury and property damage. The S.S.A.C, the City of 
Chicago and the Contractor are to be named as additional insureds on a primary, 
noncontributory basis for any liability arising directly or indirectly from the work. 

4) Professional Liability. 

Professional Liability Insurance covering acts, errors, or omissions must be 
maintained by the Security Firm with limits of not less than One Million 
Dollars ($1,000,000). Coverage must include contractual liability. When policies 
are renewed or replaced, the policy retroactive date must coincide with, or precede, 
start of work on the Contract. A claims-made policy which is not renewed or 
replaced must have an extended reporting period of two (2) years. 

B. Additional Requirements. 

The Security Firm must furnish the Contractor original Certificates of Insurance, or such 
similar evidence, to be in force on the date of this Contract, and Renewal Certificates of 
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Insurance, or such similar evidence, if the coverages have an expiration or renewal date 
occurring during the term of this Contract. The Security Firm must submit evidence of 
insurance prior to Contract award. The receipt of any certificate does not constitute 
agreement by the Contractor that the insurance requirements in the Contract have been fully 
met or that the insurance policies indicated on the certificate are in compliance with all 
Contract requirements. The failure of the Contractor to obtain certificates or other insurance 
evidence from Security Firm is not a waiver by the Contractor of any requirements for the 
Security Firm to obtain and maintain the specified coverages. The Security Firm must advise 
all insurers of the Contract provisions regarding insurance. Nonconforming insurance does 
not relieve Security Firm of the obligation to provide insurance as specified herein. 
Nonfulfillment ofthe insurance conditions may constitute a violation ofthe Contract, and the 
Contractor retains the right to stop work until proper evidence of insurance is provided, or the 
Contract may be terminated. 

The insurance must provide for sixty (60) days prior written notice to be given to the 
Contractor in the event coverage is substantially changed, canceled, or non-renewed. 

Any deductibles or self-insured retentions on referenced insurance coverages must be 
borne by Security Firm. 

Security Firm hereby waives and agrees to require their insurers to waive their rights of 
subrogation against the Contractor and the City of Chicago, its employees, elected officials, 
agents, or representatives. 

The coverages and limits furnished by Security Firm in no way limit the Security Firm's 
liabilities and responsibilities specified within the Contract or by law. 

Any insurance or self-insurance programs maintained by the Contractor do not contribute 
with insurance provided by the Security Firm under the Contract. 

The required insurance to be carried is not limited by any limitations expressed in the 
indemnification language in this Contract or any limitation placed on the indemnity in this 
Contract given as a matter of law. 

If Security Firm is ajoint venture or a limited liability company the insurance policies must 
name the joint venture or limited liability company as a named insured. 

The Security Firm must require all subcontractors to provide the insurance required herein, 
or Security Firm may provide the coverages for subcontractors. All subcontractors are 
subject to the same insurance requirements of Security Firm unless otherwise specified in 
this Contract. 

If Security Firm or subcontractors desires additional coverages, the party desiring the 
additional coverages is responsible for the acquisition and cost. 

The City of Chicago Risk Management Department maintains the hght to modify, delete, 
alter or change these requirements. 
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(Sub)Exhibit 6. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 21) 

Prevailing Wages. 
(Page 1 of 9) 

Cook County Prevailing Wage For September, 2008. 

Trade Name 

ASBESTOS ABT-GEN 
ASBESTOS ABT-MEC 
BOILERMAKER 
BRICK MASON 
CARPENTER 
CEMENT MASON 
CERAMIC T I L E FNSHER 
COMM. ELECT. 
ELECTRIC PWR EQMT OP 
ELECTRIC PWR GRNDMAN 
ELECTRIC PWR LINEMAN 
ELECTRICIAN 
ELEVATOR CONSTRUCTOR 
FENCE ERECTOR 
GLAZIER 
HT/FROST INSULATOR 
IRON WORKER 
LABORER 
LATHER 
MACHINIST 
MARBLE FINISHERS 
MARBLE MASON 
MATERIAL TESTER I 
MATERIALS TESTER II 
MILLWRIGHT 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 

RG TYP C Base FRMAN *M-F>8 OSA OSH H/W Pensn Vac Trng 

ALL 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
ALL 
ALL 
BLD 
BLD 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
BLD 
ALL 
BLD 
BLD 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
BLD 
ALL 
BLD 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
FLT 
FLT 
FLT 
FLT 
HWY 
HWY 
HWY 
HWY 
HWY 

34.750 35.250 1.5 
29.930 0.000 1.5 
39.450 43.000 2.0 
38.030 41.830 1.5 
39.770 41.770 1.5 
41.850 43.850 2.0 
32.150 0.000 2.0 
35.440 37.940 1.5 
38.600 44.970 1.5 
30.110 44.970 1.5 
38.600 44.970 1.5 

1 . 5 
l . S 

2 . 0 
2 . 0 

000 
,420 

3 9 . 4 0 0 4 2 
4 3 . 9 2 5 4 9 
2 8 . 6 4 0 3 0 . 1 4 0 
3 7 . 0 0 0 3 8 . 5 0 0 

1 . 5 
2 . 0 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 

3 9 . 9 0 0 4 2 . 4 0 0 1 . 5 
4 0 . 2 5 0 4 2 . 2 5 0 2 - 0 
3 4 . 7 5 0 3 5 . 5 0 0 1 . 5 
3 9 . 7 7 0 4 1 . 7 7 0 1 . 5 
4 0 . 5 3 0 4 2 . 5 3 0 

0 . 0 0 0 2 8 . 6 5 0 
3 8 . 0 3 0 4 1 . 8 3 0 
2 4 . 7 5 0 0 . 0 0 0 
2 9 . 7 5 0 0 . 0 0 0 
3 9 . 7 7 0 4 1 . 7 7 0 
4 3 . 8 0 0 4 7 . 8 0 0 
4 2 . 5 0 0 4 7 . 8 0 0 
3 9 . 9 5 0 4 7 . 8 0 0 
3 8 . 2 0 0 4 7 . 8 0 0 2 . 0 
4 7 . 2 5 0 4 7 . 2 5 0 1 . 5 
4 5 . 7 5 0 4 7 . 2 5 0 1 . 5 
4 0 . 7 0 0 4 7 . 2 5 0 l . S 
3 3 . 8 5 0 4 7 . 2 5 0 1 . 5 
4 2 . 0 0 0 4 6 . 0 0 0 1 . 5 
4 1 . 4 5 0 4 6 . 0 0 0 1 . 5 
3 9 . 4 0 0 4 6 . 0 0 0 1 . 5 
3 8 . 0 0 0 4 6 . 0 0 0 1 . 5 
3 6 . 8 0 0 4 6 . 0 0 0 1 . 5 

2.0 2.0 
1.5 2.0 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
2.0 
l.S 
1.5 
1 
2 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 

5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

2.0 
2.0 

2 
2 
1 
1 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

5 2.0 
0 2.0 

2.0 
2 . 0 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2. 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 
0 
0 
d 
0 

l.S 2.0 

8.830 
9.170 
6.720 
8.000 
9.460 
7.850 
6.150 
7.400 
9.110 
7.120 
9.110 
10.83 
8.775 

750 
340 
170 
950 

8.830 
9.460 
7.000 
7.920 
8.000 
8.830 
8.830 

460 
600 
600 
600 

9.600 
6.850 
6.850 
6. 850 

850 
600 
600 
600 
600 
600 

6.170 
9.260 
8.490 
9.970 
7.790 
7.410 
7.370 
7.660 
11.34 
8.850 
11.34 
8.740 
6.960 
5.970 
12.05 
10.46 
14.74 
6.170 
7.790 
7.670 
9.970 
9.970 
6.170 
6.170 
7.790 
6.550 
6.550 
6.550 
6.550 
5.600 

600 
600 
600 
SSO 
550 
550 
550 
550 

0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
2 . 6 4 0 
O.OOO 
o.ooo 
O.OOO 
0. 000 
0.000 
0.000 

650 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 
900 
900 
900 

1.900 
1.900 
1.900 

900 
90O 
90O 
90O 
900 
900 
900 

0.270 
0.320 
0.300 
0.550 
0.490 
0.170 
0.380 
0.700 
0.290 
0.230 
0.290 
0.750 
0.000 
0.350 
0.690 
0.320 
0-300 
0.270 
0.490 
0.000 
0.550 
0.550 
0.270 
0.270 
0.490 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
l.OOO 
1.000 
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(Sub)Exhibit 6. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 21) 

Prevailing Wages. 
(Page 2 of 9) 

Cook County Prevailing Wage For September, 2008. 

Trade Name 
============== 

ORNAMNTL I R O N 
P A I N T E R 

P A I N T E R S I G N S 
P I L E D R I V E R 

P I P E F I T T E R 

P L A S T E R E R 

PLUMBER 
ROOFER 

: = = = = = 
RG T Y P C B a s e 

= = 
WORKER 

SHEETMETAL WORKER 
S I G N HANGER 
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CCXJK COUNTY 

TRUCK DRIVERS (WEST) - That part of the county West of Barrington 
Road. 

The following list is considered as those days for which holiday rates 
of wages for work performed apply: New Years Day, Memorial/Decoration 
Day, Fourth of July, Labor Day, Veterans Day, Thanksgiving Day, 
Christmas Day. Generally, any of these holidays which fall on a Sunday 
is celebrated on the following Monday. This then makes work 
performed on that Monday payable at the appropriate overtime rate for 
holiday pay. Common practice in a given local may alter certain days 
of celebration such as the day after Thanksgiving for Veterans Day. 
If in doubt, please check with IDOL. 

EXPLANATION OF CLASSES 

ASBESTOS - GENERAL - removal of asbestos material/mold and hazardous 
materials from any place in a building, including mechanical systems 
where those mechanical systems are to be removed. This includes the 
removal of asbestos materials/mold and hazardous materials from 
ductwork or pipes in a building when the building is to be demolished 
at the time or at some close future date. 
ASBESTOS - MECHANICAL - removal of asbestos material from mechanical 
systems, such as pipes, ducts, and boilers, where the mechanical 
systems are to remain. 

CERAMIC TILE FINISHER 

The grouting, cleaning, and polishing of all classes of tile, whether 
for interior or exterior purposes, all burned, glazed or unglazed 
products; all composition materials, granite tiles, warning detectable 
tiles, cement tiles, epoxy composite materials, pavers, glass, 
mosaics, fiberglass, and all substitute materials, for tile made in 
tile-like units.; all mixtures in tile like form of cement, metals, and 
other materials that are for and intended for use as a finished floor 
surface, stair treads, promenade roofs, walks, walls, ceilings, 
swimming pools, and all other places where tile is to form a finished 
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interior or exterior. The mixing of all setting mortars including but 
not limited to thin-set mortars, epoxies, wall mud, and any other 
sand and cement mixtures or adhesives when used in the preparation, 
installation, repair, or maintenance of tile and/or similar materials. 
The handling and unloading of all sand, cement, lime, tile, 
fixtures, equipment, adhesives, or any other materials to be used in 
the preparation, installation, repair, or maintenance of tile and/or 
similar materials. Ceramic Tile Finishers shall fill all joints and 
voids regardless of method on all tile work, particularly and 
especially after installation of said tile work. Application of any 
and all protective coverings to all types of tile installations 
including, but not be limited to, all soap compounds, paper products, 
tapes, and all polyethylene coverings, plywood, masonite, cardboard, 
and any new type of products that may be used to protect tile 
installations, Blastrac equipment, and all floor scarifying equipment 
used in preparing floors to receive tile. The clean up and removal of 
all waste and materials. All demolition of existing tile floors and 
walls to be re-tiled. 

C0MMUNIC:ATI0NS ELECTRICIAN - Installation, operation, inspection, 
maintenance, repair and service of radio, television, recording, voice 
sound vision production and reproduction, telephone and telephone 
interconnect, facsimile, data apparatus,. co5Lxial, fibre optic and 
wireless ec[uipraent, appliances and systems used for the transmission 
and reception of signals of any nature, business, domestic, 
commercial, education, entertainment,, and residential purposes, 
including but not limited to, communication and telephone, electronic 
^nd sound equipment, fibre optic and data communication sysGems, and 
the performance of any task directly related to. such installation or 
service whether at new or existing sites, such tasks to include the 
placing of wire and cable and electrical power conduit or other 
raceway work within the equipment room and pulling wire and/or cable 
through conduit and the installation of any incidental conduit, such 
that the employees covered hereby can complete any job in full. 

MARBLE FINISHER 

Loading and unloading trucks, distribution of all materials (all 
stone, sand, etc.), stocking of floors with material, performing all 
rigging for heavy work, the handling of all mateiral that may be 
needed for the installation of such materials, building of 
scaffolding, polishing if needed, patching, waxing of material if 
damaged, pointing up, caulking, grouting and cleaning of marble. 
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holding water on diamond or Carborundum blade or saw for setters 
cutting, use of tub saw or any other saw needed for preparation of 
material, drilling of holes for wires that anchor material set by 
setters, mixing up of molding plaster for installation of material, 
mixing up thin set for the installation of material, mixing up of sand 
to cement for the installatin of material and such other work as may 
be required in helping a Marble Setter in the handling of all material 
in the erection or installation of interior marble, slate, 
travertine, art marble, serpentine, alberene stone, blue stone, 
granite and other stones (meaning as to stone any foreign or domestic 
materials as are specified and used in building interiors and 
experiors and customarily known as stone in the trade), carrara, 
sanionyx, vitrolite and similar opaque glass and the laying of all 
marble tile, terrazzo tile, slate tile and precast tile, steps, risers 
treads, base, or any other materials that may be used as substitutes 
for any of the aforementioned materials and which are used on interior 
and experior which sare installed in a similar manner. 

MATERIAL TESTER I: Hand coring and drilling for testing of materials; 
field inspection of uncured concrete and asphalt. 

MATERIAL TESTER II: Field inspection of welds, structural steel, 
fireproofing, masonry, soil, facade, reinforcing steel, formwork, 
cured concrete, and concrete and asphalt batch plants; adjusting 
proportions of bituminous mixtures. 

TERRAZZO FINISHER 

The handling of sand, cement, marble chips, and all other materials 
that may be used by the Mosaic Terrazzo Mechanic, and the mixing, 
grinding, grouting, cleaning and sealing of all Marble, Mosaic, and 
Terrazzo work, floors, base, stairs, and wainscoting by hsuid or 
machine, and in addition, assisting and aiding Marble, Masonic, and 
Terrazzo Mechanics. 

OPERATING ENGINEERS - BUILDING 

Class 1. Mechanic; Asphalt Plant; Asphalt Spreader; Autograde; 
Backhoes with Caisson attachment; Batch Plant; Benoto; Boiler and 
Throttle Valve; Caisson Rigs; Central Redi-Mix Plant; Combination Back 
Hoe Front End-loader Machine; Compressor and Throttle Valve; 
Concrete Breaker (Truck Mounted); Concrete Conveyor; Concrete Paver; 
Concrete Placer; Concrete Placing Boom; Concrete Pump (Truck Mounted);, 
Concrete Tower; Cranes, All; Cranes, Hammerhead; Cranes, (GCI and-"̂  
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similar Type); Creter Crane; Crusher, Stone, etc.; Derricks, All; 
Derricks, Traveling; Formless Curb and Gutter Machine; Grader, 
Elevating; Grouting Machines; Highlift Shovels or Front Endloader 
2-1/4 yd. and over; Hoists, Elevators, outside type rack and pinion 
and similar machines; Hoists, one, two and three Drum; Hoists, Two 
Tugger One Floor; Hydraulic Backhoes; Hydraulic Boom Trucks; Hydro 
Vac (and similar equipment); Locomotives, All; Motor Patrol; Pile 
Drivers and Skid Rig; Post Hole Digger; Pre-Stress Machine; Pump 
Cretes Dual Ram; Pump Cretes; Squeeze Cretes-screw Type Pumps; Raised 
and Blind Hole Drill; Roto Mill Grinder; Scoops - Tractor Drawn; 
Slip-form Paver; Straddle Buggies; Tournapull; Tractor with Boom and 
Side Boom; Trenching Machines. 

Class 2. Boilers; Broom, All Power Propelled; Bulldozers; Concrete 
Mixer (Two Bag and Over); Conveyor, Portable; Forklift Trucks; Greaser 
Engineer; Highlift Shovels or Front Endloaders under 2-1/4 yd.; 
Hoists, Automatic; Hoists, inside Freight Elevators; Hoists, Sewer 
Dragging Machine; Hoists, Tugger Single Drum; Laser Screed; Rock Drill 
self-propelled); Rock Drill (truck mounted); Rollers, All; Steam 
Generators; Tractors, All; Tractor Drawn Vibratory Roller; Winch 
Trucks with "A" Frame. 

Class 3. Air Compressor; Combination - Small Equipment Operator; 
Generators; Heaters, Mechanical; Hoists, Inside Elevators - (Rheostat 
Manual Controlled); Hydraulic Power Units (Pile Driving, Extracting, 
and Drilling); Pumps, over 3" (1 to 3 not to excee.d;a total of 300 
ft.); Pumps, Well Points; Welding Machines (2 through 5); Winches, 4 
small Electric Drill Winches^; Bobcat (up to and including 3/4 cu. 
yd.). 

Class 4. Bobcats and/or other Skid Steer Loaders; Oilers; and Brick 
Forklift. 

OPERATING ENGINEERS - FL/DATING 

Class 1. Craft foreman (Master Mechanic), diver/wet tender, engineer 
(hydraulic dredge). 

Class 2. Crane/backhoe operator, mechanic/welder, assistant engineer 
(hydraulic dredge), leverman (hydraulic dredge), and diver tender. 

Class 3. Deck equipment operator (machineryman) , maintenance of crane 
(over 50 ton capacity) or backhoe (96,000 pounds or more), 
tug/launch operator, loader, dozer and like equipment on barge, 
breakwater wall, 
-slip/dock or scow, deck machinery, etcP-
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class 4. Deck equipment operator machineryman/fireman), (4 equipment 
units or more) and crane maintenance 50 ton capacity and under or 
backhoe weighing 96,000 pounds or less, assistant tug operator. 

OPERATING ENGINEERS - HEAVY AND HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION 
Class 1. Craft Foreman; Asphalt Plant; Asphalt Heater and Planer 
Combination; Asphalt Heater Scarfire; Asphalt Spreader; 
Autograder/GOMACO or other similar type machines; ABG Paver; Backhoes 
with Caisson attachment; Ballast Regulator; Belt Loader; Caisson 
Rigs; Car Dumper; Central Redi-Mix Plant; Combination Backhoe Front 
Endloader Machine, (1 cu. yd. Backhoe Bucket or over or with 
attachments); Concrete Breaker (Truck Mounted): Concrete Conveyor; 
Concrete Paver over 27E cu. ft.; Concrete Placer; Concrete Tube 
Float; Cranes, all attacliments; Cranes, Hammierhead, Linden, Peco & 
Machines of a like nature; Crete Crane; Crusher, Stone, etc.; 
Derricks, All; Derrick Boats; Derricks, Traveling; Dowell machine with 
Air Compressor; Dredges; Field Mechanic-Welder; Formless Curb and 
Gutter Machine; Gradall and Machines of a like nature; Grader, 
Elevating; Grader, Motor Grader, Motor Patrol, Auto Patrol, Form 
Grader, Pull Grader, Subgrader; Guard Rail Post Driver Mounted; 
Hoists, One, Two and Three Drum; Hydraulic Backhoes; Backhoes with 
shear attachments; Mucking Machine; Pile Drivers and Skid Rig; 
Pre-Stress Machine; Pump Cretes Dual T?am; Rock Drill - Cifawler or Skid 
Rig; Rock Drill - Truck Moiinted; Roto Mill Grinder; Slip-Form Paver; 
Soil Test Drill Rig (Truck Mounted); Straddle Buggies; Hydraulic 
Telescoping Form (Tunnel); Tractor Drawn Belt Loader (with attached 
pusher - two engineers); Tractor with Boom; Tractaire with 
Attachments; Trenching Machine; Truck Mounted Concrete Pump with Boom; 
Raised or Blind Hole; Drills (Tunnel Shaft); Underground Boring 
and/or Mining Machines; wheel Excavator; Widener (APSCO). 

Class 2. Batch Plant; Bituminous Mixer; Boiler and Throttle Valve; 
Bulldozers; Car Loader Trailing Conveyors; Combination Backhoe Front 
Endloader Machine (less than 1 cu. yd. Backhoe Bucket or over or with 
attachments); Compressor and Throttle Valve; Compressor, Common 
Receiver (3); Concrete Breaker or Hydro Hammer; Concrete Grinding 
Machine; Concrete Mixer or Paver 7S Series to and including 27 cu. 
ft.; Concrete Spreader; Concrete Curing Machine, Burlap Machine, 
Belting Machine and Sealing Machine; Concrete Wheel Saw; Conveyor 
Muck Cars (Haglund or Similar Type); Drills, All; Finishing Machine -
Concrete; Greaser Engineer.; Highlift Shovels, pr Front Endloader; iHoist 
- Sewer Dragging Machine; Hydraulic Boom Trucks (All Attachments); 
Hydro-Blaster; All Locomotives, Dinky; Pump Cretes; Squeeze 
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Cretes-Screw Type Pumps, Gypsum Bulker and Pump; Roller, Asphalt; 
Rotory Snow Plows; Rototiller, Seaman, etc., self-propelled; Scoops -
Tractor Drawn; Self-Propelled Compactor; Spreader - Chip - Stone, 
etc.; Scraper; Scraper - Prime Mover in Tandem (Regardless of Size); 
Tank Car Heater; Tractors, Push, Pulling Sheeps Foot, Disc, 
Compactor, etc.; Tug Boats. 

Class 3. Boilers; Brooms, Ail Power Propelled; Cement Supply Tender; 
Compressor, Common Receiver (2); Concrete Mixer (Two Bag and Over); 
Conveyor, Portable; Farm-Type Tractors Used for Mowing, Seeding, 
etc.; Fireman on Boilers; Forklift Trucks; Grouting Machine; Hoists, 
Automatic; Hoists, All Elevators; Hoists, Tugger Single Drum; Jeep 
Diggers; Pipe Jacking Machines; Post-Hole Digger; Power Saw, 
Concrete Power Driven; Pug Mills; Rollers, other than asphalt; Seed 
and Straw Blower; Steam Generators; Stump Machine; Winch Trucks with 
"A" Frame; Work Boats; Tamper - Form-Motor Driven. 

Class 4. Air Compressor; Combination - Small Equipment Operator; 
Directional Boring Machine; Generators; Heaters,_Mechanical; 
Hydraulic Power Unit (Pile Driving, Extracting, or Drilling); Hydro-
Blaster; Light Plants, All (1 through 5); Pumps, over 3" (r to 3 not 
to exceed a total of 300 ft.); Pumps, Well Points; Tractaire; 
Welding Machines (2 through 5); Winches, 4 Small Electric Drill 
Winches. ' 

Class 5- Bobcats (all); Brick Forklifts, Oilers. 

TRAFFIC SAFETY 

Work associated with barricades, horses and drums used to reduce lane 
usage on highway work, the installation and removal of temporary lane 
markings, and the installation and removal of temporary road signs. 

TRUCK DRIVER - BUILDING, HEAVY AND HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION - EAST t WEST 

Class 1. Two or three Axle Trucks. A-frame Truck when used for 
transportation purposes; Air Compressors and Welding Machines, 
including those pulled by cars, pick-up trucks and tractors; 
Ambulances; Batch Gate Lockers; Batch Hopperman; Car and Truck 
Washers; Carry-alls; Fork Lifts and Hoisters; Helpers; Mechanics 
Helpers and Greasers; Oil Distributors 2-man operation; Pavement 
Breakers; Pole Trailer, up to 4 0 feet; Power Mower Tractors; 
Self-propelled Chip Spreader; Skipman; Slurry Trucks, 2-man operation; 
Slurry Truck Conveyor Operation, 2 or 3 man; TEamsters Unskilled 
dumpnan; and Truck Drivers hauling warning lights, barricades, and 
portable tdilets on the job site. 
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class 2. Four axle trucks; Dump Crets and Adgetors vmder 7 yards; 
Dumpsters, Track Trucks, Euclids, Hug Bottom Dump Turnapulls or 
Turnatrailers when pulling other than self-loading equipment or 
similar equipment under 16 cubic yards; Mixer Trucks under 7 yards; 
Ready-mix Plant Hopper Operator, and Winch Trucks, 2 Axles. 

Class 3. Five axle trucks; Dump CretS; sand Adgetors 7 yards and over; 
Dumpsters, Track Trucks, Euclids, Hug Bottom Dump Turnatrailers or 
turnapulls when pulling other than self-loading equipment or similar 
equipment over 16 cubic yards; Explosives and/or Fission Material 
Trucks; Mixer Trucks 7 yards or over; Mobile Cranes while in transit; 
Oil Distributors, 1-man operation; Pole Trailer, over 40 feet; Pole 
and Expandable Trailers hauling material over 50 feet long; Slurry 
trucks, 1-man operation; Winch trucks, 3 axles or more; 
Mechanic--Truck Welder and Truck Painter. 

Class 4. Six axle .trucks; Dual-purpose vehicles, such as. mounted 
crane trucks with hoist and accessories; Foreman; Master Mechanic; 
Self-loading ecfuipment like P.B. and trucks with scoops on the front. 

Other Classifications of Work: 

iFor definitions of classifications not otherwise set out, the 
Department generally has on file such definitions which are 
available. If a task to be performed is not subject to one of the 
classifications of pay set out, the Department will - upon being 
contacted state which neighboring county has such a classification and 
provide such rate, such rate being deemed to exist by reference in 
this document. If no neighboring county rate applies to the task, 
the Department shall undertake a special determination, such special 
determination being then deemed to have existed under this 
determination. If a project requires these, or any classification not 
listed, please contact IDOL at 618/993-7271 for wage rates or 
clarifications. 

LANDSCAPING 

Ijcindscaping work falls under the existing classifications for laborer, 
operating engineer and truck driver. The work performed by 
landscape plantsman and landscape laborer is covered by the existing 
classification of laborer. The work performed by landscape operators 
(regardless of equipment used or its size) is covered by the 
classifications of operating engineer. The work performed by 
landscape truck drivers (regardless of size of truck driven) is 
..covered by the classifications of truck .driver. 
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« * • • " ' * * - I , T . . i i i i i . . i * - - ' • • * • ^ • ^ - - - ^ . ^ M • • • ^ ^ • • • . • , 7 n ^ ' _ J • dBi l -Ul f j _ I II , i J i * i f * 

qpcMcai i i icaiay wiByinacaocwoilgWMiaaiiioy <«claca6i^M ijwue^yiKt otihegMMiiBgw «aMooiiBrau,cr waiCBaayai 
<Mj wbc icwK lliwHiwiit o wMch niaj lewK fiwu miot BriBB^ or frfach Bwy ia am> wite iwJ t ftOBi aajr ia|uiiei to, nt deidi o^ aay 
j f r f f ^ ^ A a a a g K t n a a j i a i i r f t t m m M ^ ^ a i f e i t y ^ arfnap «&ag<ly «r laJImLqy l i w or ia m n a w A i i ^»iA^ »n»iC|ieiBaillwrlnrlalie 
perfoBBd wler^sdd ooobact l7.tiid Gpatncloi; ils AfeaiSi B a f f q i ^ 
TC^pect iibaMci; or wfaidi a^r ic>"K OB aoooaac dfagr fiidU«geaie« tfa^^ 
q^ '» l^ f »'«"'^^'^'^'''^"'P^"'—" of ̂ M maiwir*, apdBMPBiwci; A d i p y >>«M'Otyjpy taatoTgaaiof MOogTilfti'iiiitiMlliydie 
P»aiiiiaei>geBt,«d[farbyacgartqfawyeteBt^Bfaac$OB,lolie<^ 

whbAJ^lca^| l luawa^y^c«l i^CbBl l lc loror^y i^ iar i i^^^ i^ ld«<wu^^l^^ 
vidi frage) ) i M at fitwaiEng w f c M n ifso nqfoind liy crid €onhao^ aaditafl iasiR itt B4flQf lo pqr Ac c^^ 
pilX a l d o n Ind deannds I v oooiicBntiaa i i t t * anjr aocfw ivcacfa aad e«a7 p 
Aooi dK perfonBawe of sdd coaUKt <r triadi d d . « o a w to de beacfidacfcs or dqpcadealt ̂ ^ 
oCdKl<fariaBrt'OiwiycatalioaAc^OOIIXS3(lSLai«Meaded.»wl*e¥fa^^ 
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And 'Kb berdby expressly uodastood and.agieed, and made a cowfitioa hereof, that, any jodgeiDeat rendered aganst jakl G Q in 
any soit based opofl any loss. daaiages,daiiiis^Gabfl(ties,jodgancacs, costs or expenses wfatcfaatayiaanymseac^^ 
asaooosoqaeooc of die gaming of said contract, or wfaicfi ntsy in anywise result dicrefioai. or whidi nuyia anywise result faooi any 
iojodes to. ordeathof, aqrpenoa,ordaiiiage{oaayrealorpci9bii3l{Mope(qr. nisiQg<fiicctfywiiidiRxXiy &om.QriDCoa^ 
wod; peifeuued, or to be peobmed ander said ooobact by'said Oootradtgr or its agents, caiftofecs or wodonea. assignees, subooobac-
lOD. or viyooe else and also aigr dodsian of the faidn$tAd Coonasaaa of die SiBfc of nGnoi^ 
ii<n.orjodgeaiciitdiereptt,readered against sad Q y of Cbicaeoia aay «A or cUimaria^Biider the afw 
of (he pcodemy ofatbiaalioa ptywriKiies orfint sinll have beca girea said CoBtoctsc daH be ooudnsive' against each aiid aU padics 
(a das obGpdoa. as to amaont. EabiSty and dl other dnogs pertaimiig thereto. 

Brfcry pecsoa bnnitfaiiig matfriiil or pafonnag falMr ia (be pafotinnoe 'of said oonttact. other as an imfiiidaai, as a stAooqaactor. 
or odiermse, tliatf have Ibe rielto lo sae oa das bond ia die nane of tbeCSty of Cfait^^ 
as ftaind^ dian f3e a copy of das boad, cettidoTlqr die pany or parties ia wbne chafge'dK 
«jwuiliundCTBuf bcdeaJBd ondcr oaifa. pdrea facie e*idemx! of the euxaitiou and diJiMjiy of Ibe odgiaai; prarided, that nuthiug in li&s 
faoadoaataiaed a b d betafcea to toalcibc GlQr of Chicago BaWg to aiy aiboiaaiactoi; matyahnan. UKXcr-ar.co aa;y odKt peraoa to any 
Stealer odeat than it woeM have been Bibie ptaor'to ihe'caaoQndtf of ihe.Milic GwsttMClion Boial Act, MlJdcS'SSQ.'as ^aio^ii; 
litrrided IwWifj', Ifaat aiijr pcisoa bavng a da in for fabtv and aianiiaii fbnaShod'ia die p< ifiaiaaaoe of das ojuliai't Aaff-hjVQ no PSfat Qf 
adioB iailessbBshaabaYefiMa«BdfiediialioeofsBcfacfaiipii<MdieCkifcafteC^ 
'usf i tcn of wodc or the fwiuitliiagof dielastilemaf mateiiiis^and tfaaO have famished aot^pyof siKh venfied aoiioe ta'tfaocwliactor 
«iAhi 10 «lqrs of die fifing of die notice wMi die Gqr<)fCfaic8eaL Soch <Uai ShaB 

•tfaeclaluiaM, die btniaess addiieu of (be daumaat widan die Slate of Hfiaoiî  if any, or If die cUiuant be a Caraga tonwiafioo hawng no 
pboeofbadaesswith.tfaeStBte.the|aiac^pal|<aoeflfbusiiiessof8aidoiaporalioa.aiidin^caBeaofpaiili^^ 
tifcacfaof theparlneis. tfaeaanitfofdiecomacioi Ibr the Cjty of CUo>ed^ die aanie of the penoa. fiim or coipwation by whotn die 
rithfnt ^ns cofdoyed <B' fe) whom soch < ijiiiimn fiiinisbed mateaiah, die atadont of die daini aoaf a biief descdptiaii'of dte-piMic 
iiHauwjUBBt far the uwmiuUioB oriiwtallatigoof wfaidi the oooaact is to be petfoqnBd.' Ihovided, findiet; datiiodeliKt in Ibe notice 
beiqnprorided"ibr«faai<fapdre die claiuiautofliisiiglarfaclte wader ite 
appear that siidi defect has "pt^adioed ifae rights of aa-'intBcested party asvalii^; the same: provided, fiiithec (hat no action diall be 
Taoogbt waffl Ihe oxpawtionof.ooehuadiBdtwway (120) days after the date of ttwhst item of wo^ 
luaaerial, enoept in cases wbeiielbe&nl wtnlfmrw bcXwum the Gty of Qacago'and (be Ontiactor diaO bare boennale poor to (be' 

-expinitiaaoflfae 120 day peooti in wMcfa case acfion any be taheai Inaacttiateiy faBowiag aacfa final crWinmrar, and provided, fantiei;diat 
- ao actioa of any kjnd sfaall be broogbc later Ihaa six (6) mooihs after Ac aooqpcaooc by die O ^ of Chicago <^ the oompktioa of wcwtc. 
'>tiy soil upon (his bood shall be brooght only in a ciicint court of die State of Iffinw in (he Jod^ 
boon (w'j fin ined. 

The sad'Sviiefy, fin" valoe'reoeivied, hereby stqiolates and agrees that no.cfaaiige;ext!?xgoa.<aftin^ aheiatioa or additioa to (he teams 
ofany of (he Oonttact Pocmnents cnnitarang said cootcact, or M (be wod: to be |Kafmiied (bereDndet; stiaD in anywise aSect die 

"obligations on (Ms bond, andftdoesheidiy waive notioe of any such ciiange,cxteaaon of tioK, alteration or ad(Giioa(o the tenns of said 
Gaotiact Docinneols or to the worio 

CSeal) 

Aj|UOiMil - 2 0 ' 

(Seal) 

(SeaO 

. ©ad) 

Approved as lofiina and iegrfiiy: ( S M D 

: ; : (SeaD 
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STATE OFEULINOISil „ 
COUNTY OF COOK, J 

i 
afiMcsakl. DO HEREBY CEiaiFYlhat_ 

_.a Nolaiy PuUic in aad for <fie Countv. and Stale 

, ^ v__iVcside«ttand 

. Secretaqr of lhe_ 

who are oecsoaallvIcaown ts ine to be the same peotms whose names.aie sObsciibod in the {otcQcnng josbumentas 

.President and -• •. Secretuy.-appeapod 
befiMc me Ms day in pecson and adorawledged Aat ihiey signed, scaled and deUrered the s»d iastnoiieat of writiog aa 

(heir &teaaava«n»aiy an , iiiid-a»diefiee aad voluntaiy act ofthe said. 
te (be o s a and {Nripo» tbereia siet-farti, and <aased Oe coqiotato «eal^sBd.<}bnipany: to lie thereto oltadb^ 

orVHNmidernnrhaaa and Nobual Seal (faia ^—dayoT 20-

Notary PuNic 

{ STiVreOFlULINOISir _ 
OOONTTdFCOOK. % 

I 
o 

_, aJtJtaai7 Pab&oin and. for.ibe'Cauiify aod Siau 

aforesaid. DOHBREBY CEKnFY.«h3(_ 

.of(bc_ who . penoaal.ly.loKnifi 

to be (be mnepenon . . -wttose fiame.^ . subscritMd in (bc.facc^oiiig iasdiimeat as.suciL. 

_. a|4icaiul before mc (fab day in posoa ana adogowledeed ifut_ 

signed, scakd and .dcGvcRd (hs: said insttument of writing «s_ .free aod .vqimitaiy act, and as tiw free 

and vofamlaqr-act of Ibe said_ 
(qr (he oses and poposes tfaereia set focth. and caused (be ooqiotate seal of said Ompany to be tbcicto aoadiod. 

(HVENuidcr my hand and Ndtaoal Seal dns dayof 20_ 

I NolaryPMic 

4 

SCAISOFOXINOIS,! „ 
0 0 € N T Y 0 F 0 0 O K , • • 

_ a ^fll(aIy KbGc ni and far die Goonty a d Stale 

ESI 

afaresai^ DO HEREBY CERTIFY dnc 

who ^.paMBdiyfcnoiraconietobeihenaKpasomwfaMenanie. jHiUiaibpd ia (he fufcgoiiig 

[ 

tactnaaeat appeared befatcnefti idqr in petaoa and adoamledgeddiaL——be si^eil.«ededaMldefi«ereddie 

aatdfasttameatofantBigas fieeandirataataryaci.fordKaseiaadpoipoieilheRiasetfoidi. 

CHVENaaderaiy band aad Notaiial Seal da« dayof .20 

Notary PtJbSc 

• -__ Gnc.««oei«4(-i 
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(Sub)Exhibit 8. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 21) 

Contractor's Affidavit. 

Contractor Name: 

Special Service Area Number: 

Agreement ("Agreement"): 

Agreement between the City of Chicago and , dated , relating 
to the provision of special services. 

Affidavit. 

The undersigned, , as , and on behalf of 
, having been duly sworn underoath, certifies that in the year , 

it performed ail ofthe Services described in (Sub)Exhibit 1 ofthe Agreement in accordance 
with the terms of the Agreement and that it spent all funds obtained from the City in 
connection with that Agreement on the Services described in (Sub)Exhibit 1. 

Nothing in this Affidavit may be construed as limiting Contractor's obligations under the 
Agreement. All terms not defined in this Affidavit will be as defined in the Agreement. 

Under penalty of perjury, I certify that I am authorized to execute this Affidavit on behalf of 
the Contractor, that I have personal knowledge of the certifications made in this Affidavit, and 
that they are true and correct. 

Name Of Contractor-

Signature of Authorized Officer 

Name of Authorized Officer 
(Print or Type) 
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State of 

County of 

Sworn to and acknowledged before me by 
[name of signatory] as [title] of 
[name of contracting party] this day of , 20_ 

Signature of Notary 

(Sub)Exhibit 9. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 21) 

Special Service Area - Additional Audit Requirements. 

Accounting System. 

The Department requires that the Contractor maintain its accounting system in a manner 
which allows the Contractor's expenditures to be categorized in its statement of activities 
according to the categories listed in the budget approved by the City for each Area. 

Guidance For The Contractor's Selection Of A C.P.A. Firm (Independent Auditor). 

The Contractor must use the following guidelines for engaging a qualified C.P.A. Firm: 

1. Issue a Request for Proposal ("R.F.P.") that sets forth all of the terms and 
conditions of the engagement, evaluation criteria and scope of the work required. 

2. Distribute and publicize the R.F.P. sufficiently to ensure full and open competition. 

3. Request in the R.F.P. that bidders provide detail on: 

a. How the C. P.A. Firm will conduct the audit in the first and subsequent years. 
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b. Qualifications of the C.P.A. Firm, management, and staff, including 
experience in auditing like entities. 

c. Policies on notification of changes in key personnel. 

d. Whether the proposed staff has received continuing professional education 
during the previous two (2) years. 

e. Whether the C.P.A. Firm has received a positive peer review within the last 
three (3) years. 

f. Whether the C.P.A. Firm is independent, as defined by applicable auditing 
standards. 

g. Whether the C.P.A. Firm has been the object of any disciplinary action 
during the past three (3) years. 

h. Whether the C.P.A. Firm maintains an active license in the State of Illinois. 

I. The audit fee. 

Evaluate the proposals based on: 

a. The C.P.A. Firm's understanding of the audit requirements, including the 
needs of the Area and the final products to be delivered. 

b. Soundness of technical approach to the audit, including the meeting of the 
Contractor's specific deadlines and other requirements. 

c. Qualifications of the C.P.A. Firm. 

d. Qualifications of the audit team. 

e. The information provided by respondents in response to the R.F.P. including 
cost and independence. 

5. Rate the proposals as follows: 

a: Proposals should be evaluated as submitted. 
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b. Make a list of strengths and weaknesses for each to support its technical 
rating. 

c. Review the proposed fees offered by the bidders after completion of the 
technical evaluation. 

d. Ask questions of the bidders to eliminate any ambiguities. 

e. Select a proposal that is most advantageous to the Area based on the 
evaluation criteria set forth in the R.F.P. 

6. Once a C.P.A. Firm is chosen based upon the foregoing criteria, require a written 
engagement letter to avoid misunderstandings that specifies: 

a. Audit scope, objectives and purposes. 

b. Deadlines for the work to be performed. 

c. Audit fees. 

d. Report format, including providing a digital version of the final audit. 

e. Type and timing of support to be provided to the C.P.A. Firm by the S.S.A.C. 

f. Professional auditing standards to be followed in performing the audit. 

g. Independence of the C.P.A. Firm to the S.S.A.C. 

h. Terms of making changes to the scope of the Agreement. 

I. C.P.A. Firm's ownership of the work papers, retention period and 
requirement for availability to the City upon request. 

Summary Schedule Of Findings. 

In order to properly conduct the certified audit ofthe books and records ofthe Contractor, 
it is necessary for the C.P.A. Firm to read and understand the requirements contained in the 
Agreement. Particular attention should be given to Sections 3 and 5 of the Agreement. 

The C.P.A. Firm must test the Contractor's compliance with the requirements contained in 
the Agreement. Should the C.P.A. Firm find exception to the requirements ofthe Agreement, 
it must disclose all exceptions in a separate schedule, which shall be entitled "Summary 
Schedule of Findings". Each finding shall be listed separately. The schedule shall be 
incorporated with the other required financial statements. 
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If the C.P.A. Firm finds no exceptions to the Agreement requirements, it shall still include 
a "Summary Schedule of Findings". On that schedule the C.P.A. Firm shall make an 
affirmative statement indicating it has read the Agreement and, after conducting the audit, 
has determined that no exceptions were noted. 

Subsections to note in Section 5 include: 

a. Section 5.01, Basis of Payment, describes "carry over" as the amount of Service 
Tax Funds collected for prior tax years which remain previously unspent. 

b. Section 5.02, Budget for Services, restricts the maximum amount that may be spent 
in a calendar year to the amount stated in the Agreement. 

c. Section 5.03, Method of Payment, states that the Contractor shall establish a 
separate checking account and that Area funds shall not be commingled with other 
sources. 

Audit Of Financial Statements. 

As discussed in Section 3.07, "Records and Audits", the Contractor shall provide an annual 
audited financial statement to the Department and S.S.A.C. within one hundred twenty (120) 
calendar days after the end of the calendar year and the system of accounting shall be in 
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles and practices, consistently applied 
throughout. 

Audit Documents. 

The City requires an audit conducted in accordance with generally accepted accounting 
principles to include the following documents: 

1. Statement of Financial Position. 

2. Statement of Activities: Budget and Actual (period being audited compared to the 
previous year, e.g., columns should be 2004 Budget, 2004 Actual, Variance, 2003 
Budget, 2003 Actual, Variance). 

3. Statement of Cash Flows. 

4. Notes to the Financial Statements. 

5. Summary Schedule of Findings. 

Expense descriptions included in the Statement of Activities must correspond to the 
expense descriptions in.the budget submitted to the City. 
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AUTHORIZATION FOR IMPOSITION OF TAX LEVY, APPROVAL 
OF 2009 BUDGET AND EXECUTION OF SERVICE 

PROVIDER AGREEMENT FOR SPECIAL 
SERVICE AREA NUMBER 28. 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration an ordinance authorizing the 
imposition of a tax levy, the approval of a service provider agreement and the approval of the 
2009 budget for Special Service Area Number 28, amount to be levied: $218,576, having 
had the same under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable 
Body Pass the proposed ordinance transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 
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WHEREAS, Special service areas may be established pursuant to Article Vll, Sections 6(1) 
and 7(6) of the Constitution of the State of Illinois, and pursuant to the provisions of the 
Special Service Area Tax Law, 35 ILCS 200/27-5, et seq., as amended from time to time (the 
"Act") and pursuant to the Property Tax Code, 35 ILCS 200/1-1, et seq., as amended from 
time to time; and 

WHEREAS, On December 1, 2004, the City Council of the City of Chicago (the "City 
Council") enacted an ordinance (the "Establishment Ordinance") which established an area 
known and designated as City of Chicago Special Service Area Number 28 (the "Area") and 
authorized the levy of an annual tax, for the period beginning in tax year 2004 through and 
including tax year 2013, not to exceed an annual rate of fifty-one hundredths of one 
percent (0.50%) of the equalized assessed value of the taxable property therein (the 
"Services Tax") to provide certain special services in and for the Area in addition to the 
services provided by and to the City of Chicago generally (the "Special Services"); and 

WHEREAS, The Establishment Ordinance established the Area consisting of North 
Milwaukee and North Cicero Avenues from the south side of West Byron Street to the north 
side of West Warner Avenue; West Irving Park Road from the west side of North Lavergne 
Avenue to the west side of the railroad tracks; and 

WHEREAS, The Special Services authorized in the Establishment Ordinance include but 
are not limited to maintenance and beautification activities; security programs; recruitment 
and promotion of new businesses to the Area and retention and promotion of existing 
businesses within the Area; coordinated marketing and promotional activities; strategic 
planning for the general development of the Area; financing of storefront facade 
improvements; and othertechnical assistance activities to promote commercial and economic 
development, including, but not limited to, streetscape improvements, strategic transit/parking 
improvements including parking management studies, and enhanced local land use oversight 
and control initiatives such as monitoring zoning and building code compliance; and 

WHEREAS, The Establishment Ordinance provided for the appointment ofthe Six Corners 
Special Service Area Commission (the "Commission") for the purpose of recommending to 
the Mayor and to the City Council a yearly budget based upon the cost of providing the 
Special Services and further to advise the Mayor and the City Council regarding the amount 
of the Services Tax to be levied; and 

WHEREAS, It is the responsibility ofthe Commission to recommend to the Department of 
Planning and Development, the Mayor and the City Council an entity to serve as a service 
provider (the "Service Provider"), the form of an agreement between the City and the Service 
Provider for the provision of Special Services to the Area, and a line item budget to be 
included in the agreement between the City and the Service Provider; and 

WHEREAS, The Commission has been duly appointed and qualified and has heretofore 
prepared and transmitted to the Commissioner of the Department of Planning and 
Development (the "Commissioner") and to the City Council its recommendations for a budget 
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to provide the Special Services in the Area for the fiscal year commencing January 1, 2009, 
and has advised the Mayor and the City Council concerning the Services Tax for the tax year 
2008 for the purpose of providing funds necessary to provide the Special Services, and has 
recommended to the Department of Planning and Development, the Mayor and the City 
Council an agreement with the Service Provider, with a one-year term, the terms and 
conditions of which provide for the expenditure of the Services Tax for the provision of the 
Special Services forthe fiscal year commencing January 1, 2009, in substantially the form 
attached hereto as Exhibit A; and 

WHEREAS, Certain members of the Commission may serve from time to time on the Board 
of Directors of the Service Provider, or serve the Service Provider in some other voluntary 
capacity, which such service shall provide no financial compensation in any manner to such 
Commission member; now, therefore. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Incorporation Of Preambles. The preambles of this ordinance are hereby 
incorporated into this text as if set out herein in full. 

SECTION 2. Appropriations. There is hereby appropriated the following sums in the 
amounts and for the purposes necessary to provide the Special Services in and for the Area, 
the estimated amounts of miscellaneous income and the amounts required to be raised by 
the levy of the Services Tax indicated as follows: 

Six Corners Special Service Area Commission. 

Special Service Area Budget. 

For the fiscal year commencing January 1, 2009 and ending December 31, 2009: 

Expenditures 

Service Provider Agreement 
for the provision of Special 
Services $313,576 

TOTAL BUDGET REQUEST: $313,576 

Source Of Funding 

Tax levy at an annual rate not 
to exceed fifty-one hundredths of 
one percent (0.50%) of the 
equalized assessed value of 
the taxable property within 
Special Service Area Number 28 $218,576 

Carryover funds from previous 
tax years $ 95,000 
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SECTION 3. Levy Of Taxes. There is hereby levied pursuant to the provisions of 
Article Vll, Sections 6(a) and 6(1 )(2) ofthe Constitution ofthe State of Illinois and pursuant 
to the provisions of the Act and pursuant to the provisions of the Establishment Ordinance, 
the sum of Two Hundred Eighteen Thousand Five Hundred Seventy-six Dollars ($218,576) 
as the amount of the Services Tax for the tax year 2008. 

SECTION 4. Filing. The City Clerk is hereby ordered and directed to file in the Office of 
the County Clerk of Cook County, Illinois a certified copy of this ordinance on or prior to 
December 30, 2008, and the County Clerk shall thereafter extend for collection together with 
all other taxes to be levied by the City, the Sen/ices Tax herein provided for, said Services 
Tax to be extended for collection by the County Clerk for the tax year 2008 against all the 
taxable property within the Area, the amount of the Services Tax herein levied to be in 
addition to and in excess of all other taxes to be levied and extended against all taxable 
property within the Area. 

SECTION 5. Service Provider Agreement. The Commissioner, or a designee of the 
Commissioner, are each hereby authorized, subject to approval by the Corporation Counsel 
as to form and legality, to enter into, execute and deliver an agreement with Six Corners 
Association, an Illinois not-for-profit corporation, in substantially the form attached hereto as 
Exhibit A and hereby made a part hereof (the "Service Provider Agreement"), and such other 
supporting documents, if any, as may be necessary to carry out and comply with the 
provisions of the Service Provider Agreement, with such changes, deletions and insertions 
as shall be approved by the persons executing the Service Provider Agreement. 

SECTION 6. Exemption. The Service Provider Agreement is hereby declared exempt 
from Section 2-156-020 of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago. 

SECTION 7. Enforceability. If any section, paragraph or provision of this ordinance shall 
be held to be invalid or unenforceable for any reason, the invalidity or unenforceability of such 
section, paragraph or provision shall not affect any of the remaining provisions of this 
ordinance. 

SECTION 8. Conflict. This ordinance shall control over any provision of any other 
ordinance, resolution, motion or order in conflict with this ordinance, to the extent of such 
conflict. 

SECTION 9. Publication. This ordinance shall be published by the City Clerk, in special 
pamphlet form, by preparing at least one hundred (100) copies thereof, which copies are to 
be made available in his office for public inspection and distribution to members ofthe public 
who may wish to avail themselves of a copy of this ordinance. 

SECTION 10. Certified Copies. TheCity Clerk shall provide to the Corporation Counsel, 
without charge, certified copies of this ordinance in such amount as shall be requested by the 
Corporation Counsel. 

SECTION 11. Effective Date. This ordinance shall take effect ten (10) days after its 
passage and publication. 

Exhibit "A" referred to in this ordinance reads as follows: 
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Exhibit "A". 
(To Ordinance) 

Agreement For Special Service Area Number 28 
Between 

The City Of Chicago 
(Represented By The Special Service Area Commission) 

And 
Six Corners Association 

Effective January 1, 2009 Through December 31, 2009. 

This Agreement for the management of Special Service Area Number 28 is entered into 
on , 2009 by and between Six Corners Association, an Illinois not-for-profit 
corporation ("Contractor"), and the City of Chicago ("City"), a municipal corporation and home rule 
unit of local government existing under the Constitution of the State of Illinois, acting through the 
Special Service Area Commission at Chicago, Illinois. 

RECtTALS 

WHEREAS, special service areas may be established pursuant to Article Vll, §§ 6(1) and 
7(6) of the Constitution of the State of Illinois, and pursuant to the provisions of the Special Service 
Area Tax Law. 35 ILCS 200/27-5 et seq.; and 

WHEREAS, the City Council of the City of Chicago ("City Council") has established a 
special service area known and designated as "Special Service Area Number 28" ("Area"), to 
provide special services in addition to those services provided generally by the City ("Special 
Services"). The City Council has further authorized the levy of an annual ad valorem real property 
tax in the Area sufficient to produce revenues required to provide those Special Services but not 
to exceed .50% of the equalized assessed value of all property within the Area ("Service Tax"), 
all as provided in the Establishment Ordinance (hereinafter defined); and 

WHEREAS, the City Council, on . 2008, authorized the levy of the Sendee 
Tax and appropriation of the funds therefrom for the Area for fiscal year 2009 for the provision of 
the Special Services in the Area, and the City wishes to provide that the Contractor, beginning on 
January 1, 2009. and continuing until December 31, 2009, may use those funds to provide the 
Services, subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and * 

WHEREAS, the Contractor and the City desire to enter into this Agreement to provide such. 
Special Services in the Area and the Contractor is ready, willing and able to enter into this 
Agreement to provide the Special Services to the full satisfaction of the City; 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises contained in this Agreement, 
the City and the Contractor agree as follows: 

ARTICLE 1 INCORPORATION OF RECITALS 

The recitals set forth above are inoorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein. 

ARTICLE 2 DEFINITIONS 

The following words and phrases shall have the following meanings for purposes of this 
Agreement; 
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"Agreement" means this Special Service Area Agreement, including all exhibits attached 
to it and incorporated in it by reference, and all amendments, modifications or revisions made in 
accordance with its terms. 

"Commissioner" means the Commissioner of the Department of Planning and 
Development or a duly authorized representative of the Commissioner of the Department of 
Planning and Development. 

"Construction" means that work of a nature constituting "public works" as defined in 820 
ILCS 130/2, such as landscaping and building activities, including but not limited to, physical 
building improvements, installations, and other fixed works, but does not include pre-development 
work (design and preparation of specifications). 

"Days" means business days in accordance with the City of Chicago business calendar. 

"Department" means the City of Chicago Department of Planning and Development. 

"Establishment Ordinance" means, the ordinance enacted by City Council on December 
1, 2004, and any subsequent amendments thereto authorizing imposition of the Service Tax and 
setting forth the Special Services to be provided in the Area. 

"Risk Management Division" means the Risk Management Division of the Department of 
Finance which is under the direction of the Comptroller of the City and is charged with reviewing 
and analyzing insurance and related liability matters for the City. 

"Security Firm" means a business entity certified by the State of Illinois pursuant to the 
Private Detective, Private Alarm and Private Security Act of 1993. 225 ILCS 446/1 et seq.. and 
whose employees are licensed by the State of Illinois. 

"Services" means, collectively, the services, duties and responsibilities described in Article 
3 and Exhibit 1 (Scope of Services) of this Agreement and any revisions thereof and any and all 
work necessary to complete them or carry them out fully and to the standard of performance 
required in this Agreement. 

"Service Tax Funds" means the amount,actually collected pursuant to the Service Tax. 

"Special Service Area Commission ('SSAC')" means the body established pursuant to 
the Establishment Ordinance to prepare the Budget, identify a Contractor and supervise the 
provision of the Special Services in the Area. 

"Subcontractor" means any person or entity with whom Contractor cxjntracts to provide any 
part of the Services, including subcontractors ofany tier, subconsultants ofany tier, suppliers and 
materialmen, whether or not in privity with the Contractor. 

"Surplus Funds", also referred to as "Carry-Over Funds", means those Service Tax Funds 
already collected and disbursed to the Contractor in prior years for the provision of Special Seryiqes 
In the Area which remain unspent, including any interest earned thereon. 
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ARTICLES DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF CONTRACTOR 

3.01 Scope of Services 

The Services which the Contractor shall provide during the first year of this Agreement 
include, but are not limited to, those described in this Article 3 and in Exhibit 1 which is attached 
hereto and incorporated by reference as if fully set forth here. The SSAC reserves the right to 
require the Contractor to perform revised services that are within the general scope of services of 
this Agreement and of the Special Services identified in the Establishment Ordinance subject to 
the same terms and conditions herein. Revised services are limited to changes or revisions to the 
line items in the Budget, do not affect the maximum compensation, and require the prior written 
approval of the SSAC. The SSAC may by written notice to the Department and the Contractor 
delete or amend the figures contained and described in the Budget attached hereto as Exhibit 2 
and incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein. The Contractor shall provide the Services 
in accordance with the standards of performance set forth in Section 3.02. 

For each subsequent year during the term of this Agreement, if any, a Scope of Services 
for that year, comprised of services authorized in the Establishment Ordinance, shall be prepared 
by the SSAC in consultation with Ihe Contractor subject to the approval of the Commissioner, and 
incorporated into this Agreement by written amendment pursuant to Section 8.03 hereof, together 
with a Budget for that year and any revised insurance requirements which are recommended by 
the Risk Management Division pursuant to its review of the Scope of Services for that year. 

3.02 Standard of Performance 

The Contractor shall perform all Services required of it witti. that degree of skill, care and 
diligence normally shown by a contractor performing services of a scope, purpose and magnitude 
comparable with the nature of the Services to be provided hereunder. The Contractor shall at all 
times use every reasonable effort on behalf of the City to assure timely and satisfactory rendering 
and completion of its Services. 

The Contractor shall at all times act in the best interests of the City consistent with the 
professional obligations assumed by it in entering into this Agreement. The Contractor shall 
perform all Services in accordance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement and to the full 
satisfaction of the SSAC. The Contractor shall furnish efficient business administration and 
supervision to render and complete the Services at reasonable cost. 

The Contractor shall assure that all Services that require the exercise of professional skills 
orjudgment are accomplished by professionals qualified and competent in the applicable discipline 
and appropriately licensed, if required by law. The Contractor remains responsible for the 
professional and technical accuracy of all Services provided, whether by the Contractor or its 
Subcontractors or others on its behalf. 

If the SSAC determines that the Contractor has failed to comply with the foregoing 
standards, the Contractor shall perform again, at its own expense, all Services required to be 
reperformed as a direct or indirect result of such failure. Any review, approval, acceptance or 
payment for any or all of the Services by the City does not relieve the Contractor of its responsibility 
for the professional and technical accuracy of its Services. This provision in no way limits the City's 
rights against Contractor, either under this Agreement, at law or in equity. 
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3.03 Personnel 

A. Key Personnel 

The Contractor shall, immediately upon receiving a fully executed copy of this Agreement, 
assign and maintain during the term of this Agreement and any extension thereof an adequate staff 
of competent personnel, who are fully equipped, licensed as appropriate, available as needed, 
qualified and assigned to perform the Services. Contractor shall pay the salaries and wages due 
all its employees performing Services under this Agreement unconditionally and at least once a 
month without deduction or rebate on any account, except only for such payroll deductions as are 
mandatory by law or are permitted under applicable law and regulations. 

B. Prevailing Wages 

If the Contractor engages in Construction, it shall comply, and shall cause all of its 
Subcontractors to comply by inserting appropriate provisions in their contracts, with 820 ILCS 
130/0.01 et seq. regarding the payment of the general prevailing rate of hourly wage for all 
laborers, workers, and mechanics employed by or on behalf of the Contractor and all 
Subcontractors in connection with any and all Construction work. The prevailing rates of wages 
applicable at the time of execution of this Agreement are included in Exhibit 6 to this Agreement, 
which is incorporated by reference as though fully set forth herein. 

C. Illinois Workers, Veterans' Preference and Steel Products 

If the Contractor engages in Construction, it shall comply, and shall cause all of its 
Subcontractors to comply by inserting appropriate provisions in their contracts, with the 
Employment of Illinois Workers on Public Works Act. 30 ILCS 570/0.01 et seq.. the Veterans 
Preference Act, 330 ILCS 55/0:01 et seq.. and the Steel Products Procurement Act. 35 ILCS 
30/565/1 et seq. 

3.04 Nondiscrimination 

(a) Contractor 

(i) Federal Requirements 

Contractor must not engage in unlawful employment practices, such as (1) failing 
or refusing to hire or discharging any individual, or otherwise discriminating against any 
individual with respect to compensation or the terms, conditions, or privileges of the 
individual's employment, because of the individual's race, color, religion, sex, age, 
handicap/disability ornational origin; or (2) limiting, segregating or classifying Contractor's 
employees or applicants for employment in any way that would deprive or tend to deprive 
any individual of employment opportunities or otherwise adversely affect the individual's 
status as an employee, because of the Individual's race, color, religion, sex, age, 
handicap/disability or national origin. 

Contractor must comply with, arid, the procedures Contractor utilizes and the 
Services Contractor provides under this Agreement must comply with, the Civil Rights Act 
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of 1964, 42 U.S.C. sec. 2000e etseq. (1981). as amended and the Civil Rights Act of 1991. 
P.L. 102-166. Attention is called to: Exec. Order No. 11246. 30 Fed. Reg. 12,319 (1965). 
reprinted in 42 U.S.C. 2000e note, as amended by Exec. OrderNo. 11375. 32 Fed. Reg. 
14.303 (1967) and by Exec. Order No. 12086. 43 Fed. Reg. 46.501 (1978); Age 
DiscriminationAct.42U.S.C. §§6101-6106(1981); Age Discrimination in Employment Act, 
29 U.S.C. §§621-34; Rehabilitation Act of 1973. 29 U.S.C. §§ 793-794 (1981); Americans 
with Disabilities Act. 42 U.S.C. §12101 et seq.. 41 C.F.R. Part 60 et seq. (1990); and all 
other applicable federal statutes, regulations and other laws. 

(ii) . State Requirements 

Contractor must comply with, and the procedures Contractor utilizes and the Services 
Contractor provides under this Agreement must comply with, the Illinois Human Rights Act. 
775 ILCS 5/1-101 e^ sec/.(1990). as amended and any rules and regulations promulgated 
in accordance with it, including the Equal Employment Opportunity Clause, 44 III. Admin. 
Code §750 Appendix A. Furthermore. Contractor must comply with the Public Works 
Enp\ployment Discrimination Act, 775 ILCS 10/0.01 et seq.{^9Q0), as amertded, and all 
other applicable state statues, regulations and other laws. 

(iii) Citv Requirements 

Contractor must comply with, and the procedures Contractor utilizes and the Services 
Contractor provides under this Agreement must comply with, the Chicago Human Rights 
Ordinance, ch. 2-160, Section 2-160-010 etseq. o f the Municipal Code of Chicago (1990), 
as amended, and all other applicable City ordinances and rules. 

(b) Subcontractors 

Contractor must incorporate all of this Section 3.04 by reference in all agreements entered 
into with any suppliers of materials, furnisher of services. Subcontractors of any tier, and labor 
organizations that furnish skilled, unskilled and craft union skilled labor, or that may provide any 
such materials, labor or services in connection with this Agreement. Further. Contractor must 
furnish and must cause each of its Subcontraictdr(s) to furnish such reports and information as 
requested by the federal, state, and local agencies charged with enforcing such laws and 
regulations, including the Chicago Commission on Human Relations. 

3.05 Insurance 

The Contractor shall comply with the insurance provisions attached hereto as Exhibit 4 and 
incorporated by reference as if fully set forth hereiri, or such other insurance provisions as may be 
required in the reasonable Judgment of the Risk Management Division. If the Contractor enters into 
a subcontract with a Security Firm such Security Firm shall comply with the insurance provisions 
attached hereto as Exhibit 5 and incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein, or such other 
insurance provisions as may be required in the reasonable judgment of the Risk Management 
Division. If the Contractor subcontracts With a Subcontractor other than a Security Firm, such 
Subcontractor shall comply vvith the Contractor insurance provisions attached hereto as Exhibit 4. 

The Risk Management Division may waive or reduce any of the insurance requirements set 
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forth herein. In addition, the Risk Management Division will review each new Scope of Services 
which the SSAC. in consultation with the Contractor, prepares annually during the term of this 
Agreement pursuant to Section 3.01 and may. if it wishes, revise the insurance required herein. 

3.06 Indemnification 

A. On written notice from the City of Losses the City believes are Losses Arising under 
this Agreement as defined in this Section 3.06. the Contractor shall defend, indemnify, and hold 
completely harmless the City Indemnitees from and against such Losses, regardless of whether 
Contractor challenges the City's belief. The defense, indemnification and hold harmless 
obligations ofthe Contractor toward City Indemnitees remain an affirmative obligation of Contractor 
following the City's notice of Losses the City believes are Losses Arising under this Agreement, 
unless and until a court of competent jurisdiction finally determines otherwise and all opportunities 
for appeal have been exhausted or have lapsed. 

B. For purposes of this Section 3.06. 

"City Indemnitees" means, individually and collectively, the City of Chicago, its officials, 
agents, employees and SSAC members. 

"Losses" means, individually and collectively, all kinds of liabilities, losseis. suits, claims, 
damages, judgments, fines, and demands, including all reasonable costs for investigation, 
reasonable attorneys' fees, court costs, and experts' fees, arising by reason of injury or death of 
any person, damage to property, patent or copyright infringement. 

"Arising under this Agreement" means (i) arising out of awarding this Agreement, (ii) 
arising out of the enforcement of this Agreement, including the enforcement of this indemnification 
provision; (iii) arising out of or in connection with Contractor's performance or non-performance of 
this Agreement (including the acts or omission of Contractor, its officers, agents, employees, 
consultants, subcontractors, licensees, or invitees), any breach by any of them of any warranty 
made under this Agreement, or any failure by any of them to meet any applicable standard of 
performance under this Agreement; or (iv) any combination of any of the foregoing. 

C. To the extent permissible by law. Contractor waives any limits on Contractor's 
liability that it would otherwise have by virtue of the Worker's Compensation Act or any other 
related law or judicial decision (such as Kotecki v. Cyclops Welding Corporation, 146 111. 2d 155 
(1991)). The City, however, does not waive any limitations it may have on its liability under the 
Worker's Compensation Act or under the Illinois Pension Code. 

D. The City has the right, at its option and at Its own expense, to participate in the 
defense of any suit without relieving Contractor of any of Its obligations under this indemnity 
provision. The requirements set forth in this indemnity provision are separate from and not limited 
by the amount of insurance Contractor is required to obtain under this Agreement or by its bonds 
pursuant to other provisions in this Agreement. Further, the indemnitees contained in this provision 
survive the expiration or termination of this Agreement. 

3.07 Records and Audits 

The Contractor shall deliver or cause to be delivered all documents, data, studies, reports, 
findings or information to the SSAC promptly in accordance with the time limits prescribed herein 
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and if no time limit is specified, then upon reasonable demand therefore, or upon termination or 
completion of the Services hereunder. 

The Contractor agrees to adopt at its own expense such financial controls, including, 
without limitation, the employment of a fiscal agent approved by the Commissioner, as determined 
by the Commissioner in his sole discretion and communicated in writing to the Contractor after the 
date of execution of this Agreement, to ensure that the Contractor is fulfilling the terms of this 
Agreement. 

The Contractor and any Subcontractors shall furnish the SSAC with semi-annual reports 
or provide such information as may be requested relative to the performance and cost of the 
Services. The Contractor shall maintain records showing actual time devoted and costs incurred. 
The Contractor shall keep books, documents, paper, records and accounts in connection with the 
Services open to inspection, copying, abstracting, transcription, and an independent audit by City 
employees or agents or third parties, and shall make these records available to the City and any 
other interested governmental agency at reasonable times during the performance of its Services. 
In addition. Contractor shall retain them in a safe place and make them available for an 
independent audit, inspection, copying and abstracting for at least five years after the final payment 
made in connection with this Agreement. 

THE CONTRACTOR SHALL NOT COMMINGLE SERVICE TAX FUNDS WITH FUNDS 
FROM OTHER SOURCES, and to the extent that the Contractor conducts any business operations 
separate and apart from the Services hereunder using, for example, personnel, equipment, 
supplies or facilities also used in connection with this Agreement, then the Contractor shall maintain 
and make similariy available to the City detailed records supporting the Contractor's allocation to 
this Agreement of the costs and expenses attributable to any such shared usages. 

The Contractor shall provide an annual audited financial statement (a "Third Party Audit") 
to the Department and the SSAC within 120 calendar days after the end of the calendar year, and 
the system of accounting shall be in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles and 
practices, consistently applied throughout. Contractor must comply with the requirements in Exhibit 
9 with respect to any Third Party Audit. If any Third Party Audit shows that Contractor or any of 
Its Subcontractors has overcharged the City in any period, the City will notify Contractor, and 
Contractor must then promptly reimburse the City for any amounts the City has paid Contractor due 
to the overcharges. Any failure to comply with the audit requirements set forth in Exhibit 9 of the 
Agreement shall constitute an event of default under the Agreement. If such event of default is not 
corrected to the City's safisfaction within the cure period identified by the City, the City may incur 
costs to conduct any supplementary audit it deems necessary, and Contractor must then promptly 
reimburse the City for any such costs. No provision In this Agreement granting the City a right of 
access to records and documentis is intended to Impair, limit or affect any right of access to such 
records and documents that the City would have had in the absence of such provisions. 

The City may in its sole discretion audit the records of Contractor or its Subcontractors, or 
both, at any time during the term of this Agreement or within five years after the Agreement ends, 
in connection with the goods, work, or services provided under this Agreement. Each calendar 
year or partial calendar year is considere.d an "audited period." If, as a result of such an audit, it is 
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determined that Contractor or any of its Subcontractors has overcharged the City in the audited 
period, the City will notify Contractor. Contractor must then promptly reimburse the City for any 
amounts the City has paid Contractor due to the overcharges and also some or all of the cost of 
the audit, as follows: 

A. If the audit has revealed overcharges to the City representing less than 5% of the 
total value, based on the Agreement prices, of the goods, work, or services provided in the audited 
period, then the Contractor must reimburse the City for 50% of the cost of the audit and 50% of the 
cost of each subsequent audit that the City conducts; 

B. If, however, the audit has revealed overcharges to the City representing 5% or more 
of the total value, based on the Agreement prices, of the goods, work, or services provided in the 
audited period, then Contractor must reimburse the City for the full cost of the audit and of each 
subsequent audit. 

If the City is unable to make a determination regarding overcharges to City as a result of 
Contractor's not having maintained records as required under this Agreement. Contractor must 
promptly reimburse the City for some or all of the cost of the audit, as determined in the sole 
discretion of the City. Failure of Contractor to promptly reimburse the City in accordance with this 
Section 3.07 is an event of default under Section 7.01 of this Agreement, and Contractor will be 
liable for all of the City's costs of collection, including any court costs and attorneys' fees. 

3.08 Subcontracts and Assignments 

The Contractor shall not assign, delegate, subcontract or otherwise transfer all or any part 
of its rights or obligations under this Agreement or any part hereof, unless otherwise provided for 
herein or without the express written consent of the SSAC. The absence of such provision or 
written consent shall void the attempted assignment, delegation or transfer and shall be of no effect 
as to the Services or this Agreement. 

All subcontracts, all approvals of Subcontractors and any assignment to which the SSAC 
consents are. regardless of their form, deemed conditioned upon performance by the 
Subcontractor or assignee in accordance with the terms and condifions of this Agreement 

If the Contractor subcontracts for security services, the Subcontractor shall be a Security 
Firm certified by the State of Illinois and the Security Firm's employees shall be licensed by the 
State of Illinois. The Contractor, upon entering into any subcontract with a Security Firm, shall 
furnish the SSAC and the Department with a copy of the subcontract for their approval. The City 
expressly reserves the right to approve all Security Firm subcontracts. 

3.09 License, Permits and Safety Considerat ions 

A. Licenses and Permits 

If the Contractor engages in Construcfion, it is responsible for and, in a fimely manner 
consistent with its obligafions hereunder, shall secure and maintain at its expense such permits, 
licenses, authorizations and approvals as are necessary for it to engage Construction under this 
Agreement. 
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B. Safety Considerations 

If the Contractor engages in Construction, it shall at all fimes exercise reasonable care, shall 
comply with all applicable provisions of federal, state and local laws to prevent accidents or injuries, 
and shall take all appropriate precautions to avoid damage to and loss of City property and the 
property of third parties in connection with the Construction. The Contractor shall erect and 
properly maintain at all times all necessary safeguards, barriers, flags and lights for the protection 
of its and its Subcontractors' employees. City employees, and the public. 

If the Contractor engages in Construction, it shall report to the Department any damage on. 
about, under or adjacent to City property or the property of third persons resulfing from its 
performance under this Agreement. The Contractor is responsible for any damage to City property 
and the property of third parties due. in whole or in part, to the Contractor's Construction activities 
under this Agreement, and the Contractor shall repair such damage to a reasonably acceptable 
standard. 

3.10 Performance Bond 

If the Contractor engages in Construction work where expenditures exceed $100,000. it 
shall, not later than the date the Contractor begins such work or executes a subcontract for such 
work, provide or cause to be provided to the Department a performance and payment bond in the 
amount 
allocated for the Construction work (but not including the amount allocated for design and 
preparation of specifications), by a surety or sureties acceptable to the City. The performance 
bond shall be in the form and to the effect of Exhibit 7 hereto, which is incorporated by reference 
as if fully set forth here. 

If any of the sureties on such bond at any time fail financially, or are deemed to be 
insufficient security for the penalty of the bond.then the City may. on giving 10 days nofice thereof 
in writing, require the Contractor to furnish a new and additional bond with sureties satisfactory to 
the City. and. if so required. Contractor must promptly provide such bond. 

ARTICLE 4 TERM OF SERVICES 

This Agreement shall take effect as of January 1,2009 ("Effecfive Date") and shall confinue 
through December 31 , 2009, or until the Agreement is terminated eariier in accordance with its 
terms. 

ARTICLES COMPENSATION 

5.01 Basis o f Payment 

The maximum compensation that the Contractor may be paid under this Agreement 
between January 1. 2009 and December 31 , 2009 is the sum of (a) $218,576 or the total amount 
of Service Tax Funds actually collected for tax year 2008, whichever is less; and (b) the total 
amount of Surplus Funds in the amount of $95,000 which are being carried over from previous 
program years and which Contractor hereby acknowledges are in its possession; the maximum 
compensation that the Contractor may be paid under this Agreement between January 1,2009 and 
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December 31. 2009. therefore, shall not exceed $313.576. 

For each subsequent year of this Agreement, if any. the maximum compensation that the 
Contractor may be paid under this Agreement is the amount set forth in the Budget for that year, 
pursuant to Secfion 5.02 and 8.03. or the amount of Service Tax Funds actually collected for the 
preceding tax year, whichever is less; provided that the maximum amount of compensation for such 
year of this Agreement may also include the amount of Service Tax Funds collected for prior tax 
years which remain previously unspent. 

5.02 Budget for Services 

The Contractor in conjuncfion with the SSAC has prepared a Budget through December31, 
2009. attached hereto as Exhibit 2 and incorporated by reference as if fully set forth here, covering 
all services described in the Scope of Services. Subject to the restriction that the maximum 
amount that may be spent in calendar year 2009 may not exceed $313,576. the SSAC reserves 
the right to transfer funds between line items or make Budget revisions that do not affect the 
maximum compensation set forth in Section 5.01: The SSAC shall revise the Budget if any part 
of the Contractor's Services is terminated. 

For each subsequent year of this Agreement, if any. and subject to the provisions of 
Section 3.01. a Budget for that year shall be incorporated into this Agreement by written 
amendment pursuant to Section 8.03. 

5.03 Method of Payment 

Pursuant to a schedule to be determined by the Commissioner, after the performance of 
Services pursuant to the terms of this Agreement. Contractor may submit invoices to the City to 
request reimbursement for such expenses. The Contractor must provide, along with the invoices, 
such additional documentation as the Commissioner requests to substanfiate the Services. Upon 
the Commissioner's determination that the invoices are accurate, the City will process payment of 
the invoices. 

The Contractor shall establish a separate checking account ("Account") in a bank 
authorized to do business in the State of Illinois that is insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporafion. All Service Tax Funds that the Comptroller transfers to the Contractor shall be 
deposited in the Account and disbursements from the Account shall be pursuant to this Agreement 
THE CONTRACTOR SHALL NOT COMMINGLE SERVICE TAX FUNDS WITH FUNDS FROM 
OTHER SOURCES. The Contractor shall provide to the SSAC the signature card and sample 
check from the bank which shows the signature(s) of the Contractor's authorized representative(s). 
The SSAC reserves the right to audit the account and require the Contractor to refund any funds 
that were not spent pursuant to the Budget or that were not approved by the SSAC. The name and 
address of the bank is and the wire transfer and the Account numbers are 

All funds remaining in the Account at the expiration or eariy termination of this Agreement, 
including any interest earned, belong to the City for the benefit of the Area and shall be retumed 
to the City to be used only for Special Services. 
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5.04 Criteria for Payment 

The SSAC shall determine the reasonableness, allocability and allowability of any rates, 
costs and expenses charged or incurred by the Contractor. 

5.05 Funding 

Payments under this Agreement shall be made from Service Tax Funds in fund number 
and are subject to the availability of funds therein. 

5.06 Non-Appropriation 

In the event that no funds or insufficient funds are appropriated and budgeted in any Gity 
fiscal period for payments to be made under this Agreement, then the City will nofify the Contractor 
of such occurrence and this Agreement shall terminate on the eariier of the last day of the fiscal 
period for which sufficient appropriation was made or whenever the funds appropriated for payment 
under this Agreement are exhausted. No payments shall be made or due to the Contractor under 
this Agreement beyond those amounts appropriated and budgeted by the City to fund payments 
hereunder. 

ARTICLE 6 SPECIAL CONDITIONS 

6.01 Warranties and Representations 

In connection with the execution of this Agreement, the Contractor warrants and represents: 

A. That it is financially solvent; that it and each of its employees, agents, and 
Subcontractors are competent to perform the Services required; that it is legally authorized to 
execute and perform or cause to be performed this Agreement under the terms and conditions 
stated herein; and 

B. That it shall not knowingly use the services of any ineligible Subcontractor for any 
purpose in the performance of the Services; and 

C. That it and its Subcontractors are not in default at the fime of the execufion of this 
Agreement, or deemed by the Department to have, within five years immediately preceding the 
date of this Agreement, been found to be in default on any contract awarded by the City; and 

D. That it and, to the best of its knowledge, its Subcontractors are not in violafion ofthe 
provisions of §2-92-320 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago, 720 ILCS 5/33E-1 etseq. ofthe Criminal 
Code of 1961. and 65 ILCS 5/11-42.1-1 ofthe Illinois Municipal Code; and 

E. That it, all Subcontractors and their respecfive officers, directors, agents, partners, 
and employees shall cooperate with the Inspector General in any investigation or hearing 
undertaken pursuant to Chapter 2-56 of the Municipal Code of Chicago; that it understands and 
Vtfill abide by all provisions of Chapter 2-56 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and all subcontracts 
shall inform Subcontractors of such provision and require understanding and compliance therewith; 
and 
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F. That, except only for those representations, statements, or promises expressly 
contained in this Agreement and any exhibits attached hereto, no representation, statement or 
promise, oral or written, or of any kind whatsoever, by the City, its officials, agents, or employees, 
has induced the Contractor to enter into this Agreement; and 

G. That the Contractor understands and agrees that any certification, affidavit or 
acknowledgment made under oath in connecfion with this Agreement is made under penalty of 
perjury and, if false, is also cause for termination for default. 

H. That neither Contractor nor an Affiliate of Contractor (as defined below) appears on 
the Specially Designated Nafionals List, the Denied Persons List, the unverified List, the Entity List, 
or the Debarred List as maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets Control of the U.S. Department 
of the Treasury or by the Bureau of Industry and Security of the U.S. Department of Commerce (or 
their successors), or on any other list of persons or enfifies with which the City may not do business 

• under any applicable law. rule, regulafion. order or judgment. "Affiliate of Contractor"means a 
person or entity that directly (or indirectly through one or more intermediaries) controls, is controlled 
by or is under common control with Contractor. A person or entity will be deemed to be controlled 
by another person or entity if it is controlled in any manner whatsoever that results in control in fact 
by that other person or entity (either acfing individually or acfing jointly or in concert with others) 
whether direcfiy or indirectly and whether through share ownership, a trust, a contract or otherwise. 

I. Contractor understands and will abide by all provisions of Chapter 2-26 of the 
Municipal Code of the City of Chicago. 

6.02 Economic Disclosure Statement and Aff idavit 

The Contractor has provided the City with an Economic Disclosure Statement (EDS), which 
is attached hereto as Exhibit 3 and incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein. Contractor 
shall apprise the Department prompfiy of any changes in the information provided in the EDS by 
complefing and submitfing a revised EDS. 

In addition, the Contractor shall provide the City with copies of its latest articles of 
incorporation, by-laws and resolufions. or partnership or joint venture agreement, as applicable, 
and evidence of its authority to do business tn the State of Illinois, including without limitation, 
registrations of assumed names or limited partnerships and certifications of good standing with the 
Office of the Secretary of State of Illinois. 

6.03 Confl ict of Interest 

Pursuant to Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, and 65 ILCS 5/3.1 -55-10, no 
member of the governing body of the City or other unit of government, no other officer, employee, 
SSAC member, or agent of the City or other unit of government who exercises any functions or 
responsibilities in connecfion with the Services to which this Agreement orany related subcontract 
pertain, and no relative of any SSAC member shall have any personal economic or financial 
Interest, directly or indirectly, in this Agreement or any such subcontract except to the extent that 
such benefits are provided equally to all residents and/or business owners in the Area. 
Furthermore, no SSAC member, relafive of any SSAC member. City official, agent or employee 
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shall be a Subcontractor, employee or shareholder of the Contractor or receive anything of value 
from the Contractor. 

No member of or delegate to the Congress of the United States or the Illinois General 
Assembly and no alderman of the City or City employee shall be admitted to any share or part of 
this Agreement or to any financial benefit to arise from it. The Contractor acknowledges that any 
agreement entered into, negofiated or performed in violation of any of the provisions of Chapter 
2-156 shall be voidable by the City. 

The Contractor covenants that it, its officers, directors and employees, and the officers, 
directors and employees of each of its members if a joint venture, and Subcontractors presently 
have no financial interest and shall acquire no interest, direct or indirect, in the Services undertaken 
by the Contractor pursuant to the Agreement that would conflict in any manner or degree with the 
performance of the Services. The Contractor further covenants that in the performance of this 
Agreement no person having any such interest shall be employed. The Contractor agrees that if 
the Commissioner in his reasonable judgment determines that any of the Contractor's services for 
others conflict with the Services the Contractor is to provide for the City under this Agreement, the 
Contractor shall terminate such other services immediately upon request of the City. 

6.04 Non-l iabi l i ty of Publ ic Off icials 

No official, employee or agent of the City shall be charged personally by the Contractor, or 
by any assignee or Subcontractor of the Contractor, with any liability or expenses of defense or be 
held personally liable to them under any term or provision hereof, because of the City's execution 
or attempted execution hereof, or because of any breach hereof. 

6.05 Independent Contractor 

The Contractor shall perform under this Agreement as an independent contractor to the City 
and not as a representative, employee, agent, or partner of the City. 

6.06 Business Relationships w i t h Elected Officials 

Pursuant to Secfion 2-156-030(b) of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago, it is illegal 
for any elected official of the City, or any person acfing at the direction of such official, to contact, 
either orally or in wrifing, any other City official or employee with respect to any matter involving any 
person with whom the elected official has a business relationship, or to participate in any discussion 
in any City Council committee hearing or in any City Council meefing or to vote on any matter 
involving the person with whom an elected official has a business relafionship. Violation of 
Sect ion 2-156-030(b) by any elected of f ic ia l w i t h respect to th is Agreement is grounds for 
terminat ion o f th is Agreement. The term business relationship is defined as set forth in Section 
2-156-080 of the MunicipalCode of Chicago, 

Section 2-156-080 defines a "bus iness re la t ionsh ip" as any contractual or other private 
business dealing of an official, or his or her spouse, or of any entity in which an official or his or her 
spouse has a financial interest, with a person or enfity which enfitles an official to compensation 
or payment in the amount of $2,500 or more in a calendar year; provided, however, a financial 
interest shall not include: (i) any ownership through purchase at fair market value or inheritance 
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of less than one percent of the share of a corporafion, or any corporate subsidiary, parent or 
affiliate thereof, regardless of the value of or dividends on such shares, if such shares are 
registered on a securifies exchange pursuant to the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. as amended; 
(ii) the authorized compensation paid to an official or employee for his office or employment; (iii) 
any economic benefit provided equally to all residents of the City; (iv) a fime or demand deposit in 
a financial insfitution; or (v) an endowment or insurance policy or annuity contract purchased from 
an insurance company. A "contractual or other'private business dealing" shall not include any 
employment relafionship of an official's spouse with an enfity when such spouse has no discretion 
concerning or input relafing to the relafionship between that entity and the City. 

6.07 Chicago "L i v ing Wage" Ordinance 

(a) Section 2-92-610 of the Municipal Code of Chicago provides for a living 
wage for certain categories of workers employed in the performance of City contracts, specifically 
non-City employed security guards, parking attendants, day laborers, home and health care 
workers, cashiers, elevator operators, custodial workers and clerical workers ("Covered 
Employees"). Accordingly, pursuant to Section 2-92-610 and regulafions promulgated under it: 

(i) If Contractor has 25 or more fulMime employees, and 

(ii) If at any time during the performance of this Agreement, Contractor and/or 
any Subcontractor or any other enfity that provides any portion of the Services 
(collectively "Performing Parties") uses 25 or more full-time security guards, orany 
number of other full-time Covered Employees, then 

(iii) Contractor must pay its Covered Employees, and must assure that 
all other Performing Parties pay their Covered Employees, not less than the 
minimum hourly rate as determined in accordance with this provision (the "Base 
Wage") for all Services performed under this Agreement. 

(b) Contractor's obligafion to pay, and to assure payment of. the Base Wage will 
begin at any fime during the term of this Agreement when the conditions set forth in (a)(i) and 
(a)(ii) above are met. and will continue until the end of the term of this Agreement. 

(c) As of July 1, 2008, the Base Wage is $10.60, and each July 1 thereafter, the Base 
Wage will be adjusted, using the most recent federal poverty guidelines for a family of four as 
published annually by the U.S. Department of Health and Human ServiceSj to consfitute the 
following: the poverty guidelines for a family of four divided by 2000 hours or the current base 
wage, whichever is higher. At all times during the term of this Agreement, Contractor and all other 
Performing Parties must pay the Base Wage (as adjusted in accordance with the above). If the 
payment of prevailing wages is required for Services done under this Agreement, and the prevailing 
wages for Covered Employees are higher than the Base Wage, then Contractor and all other 
Performing Parties must pay the prevailing wage rates. 

(d) Contractor must include provisions in all subcontracts requiring its 
Subcontractors to pay the Base Wage to Covered Employees. Contractor agrees to provide the 
City with documentation acceptable to the Chief Procurement Officer demonstrafing that all 
Covered Employees, whether employed by Contractor or by a Subcontractor, have been paid the 
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Base Wage, upon the City's request for such documentation. The City may independently audit 

Contractor and/or Subcontractors to verify compliance with this secfion. Failure to comply with 
the requirements of this section will be an event of default under this Agreement, and further, 
failure to comply may result in ineligibility for any award of a City contract or subcontract for up 
to 3 years. 

(e) Not-for-Profit Corporafions: If Contractor is a corporafion having federal 
tax-exempt status under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code and is recognized under 
Illinois not-for-profit law, then the provisions of Sections (a) through (d) above do not apply. 

6.08 Deemed Inclusion 

Provisions required by law, ordinances, rules, regulations, or executive orders to be inserted 
in this Agreement are deemed inserted in this Agreement whether or not they appear in this 
Agreement or. upon application by either party, this Agreement will be amended to make the 
insertion;.taowever, in no event will the failure to insert the provisions before or after this Agreement 
is signed prevent its enforcement. 

6.09 Environmental Warranties and Representat ions 

In accordance with Section 11-4-1600(e) of the Municipal Code of Chicago, Contractor 
warrants and represents that it, and to the best of its knowledge, its subcontractors have not 
violated and are not in violation of the following sections of the Code (collectively, the Waste 
Sections): 

7-28-390 Dumping on public way; 
7-28-440 Dumping on real estate without permit; 
11-4-1410 Disposal in waters prohibited; 
11-4-1420 Ballast tank, bilge tank or other discharge; 
11-4-1450 Gas manufacturing residue; 
11 -4-1500 Treatment and disposal of solid or liquid waste; 
11 -4-1530 Compliance with rules and regulafions required; 
11-4-1550 Operational requirements; and 
11-4-1560 Screening requirements. 

During the period while this Agreement is executory. Contractor's or any subcontractor's 
violation of the Waste Secfions, whether or not relating to the performance of this Agreement, 
constitutes a breach of and an event of default under this Agreement, for which the opportunity to 
cure, if curable, will be granted only at the sole designafion of the Commissioner. Such breach and 
default enfitles the City to all remedies under the Agreement, at law or In equity. 

This secfion does not limit Contractor's and its subcontractors' duty to comply with all 
applicable federal, state, county and municipal laws, statutes, ordinances and execufive orders, in 
effect now or later, and whether or not they appear in this Agreement. 

Non-compliance with these terms and condifions may be used by the City as grounds for 
the terminafion of this Agreement, and may further affect Contractor's eligibility for future contract 
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awards. 

6.10 EDS / Certification Regarding Suspension and Debarment 

Contractor certifies, as further evidenced in the EDS attached as Exhibit 3. by its 
acceptance of this Agreement that neither it nor its principals is presently debarred, suspended, 
proposed for debarment, declared ineligible or voluntarily excluded from participafion in this 
transaction by any federal department or agency. Contractor further agrees by executing this 
Agreement that it will include this clause without modification in all lower tier transacfions. 
solicitations, proposals, contracts and subcontracts. If Contractor or any lower tier participant is 
unable to certify to this statement, it must attach an explanation to the Agreement. 

6.11 Ethics 

(a) In addition to other warranties and representafions. Contractor warrants that no 
payment, gratuity or offer of employment will be made in connecfion with this Agreement by or on 
behalf of any Subcontractors to Contractor or higher tier subcontractors or anyorie associated with 
them, as an inducement for the award of a subcontract or order. 

(b) Contractor further acknowledges that any Agreement entered into, negotiated or 
performed in violafion of any of the provisions of Chapter 2-156 is voidable as to the City. 

6.12 MacBride Ordinance 

The City of Chicago through the passage of the MacBride Principles Ordinance seeks to 
promote fair and equal employment opportunities and labor practices for religious minorities in 
Northern Ireland and provide a better working environment for all cifizens in Northern Ireland. 

In accordance with Section 2-92-580 of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago, if 
Contractor conducts any business operafions in Northern Ireland, the Contractor must make all 
reasonable and good faith efforts to conduct any business operafions in Northern Ireland in 
accordance with the MacBride Principles for Northern Ireland as defined in Illinois Public Act 85-
1390(1988 111. Laws 3220). 

The provisions of this Section 6.12 do not apply to contracts for which the City receives 
funds administered by the United States Department of Transportafion, except to the extent 
Congress has directed that the Department of Transportafion not withhold funds from states and. 
localities that choose to implement selecfive purchasing policies based on agreement to comply 
with the MacBride Principles for Northern Ireland, or to the extent that such funds are not otherwise 
withheld by the Department of Transportafion. 

ARTICLE 7 EVENTSOFDEFAULT.REMEDIES, TERMINATION, RIGHT 
TO OFFSET, SUSPENSION 

7.01 Events of Default Defined 

The following consfitute events of default: 
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A. Any material misrepresentation, whether negligent or willful and whether in the 
inducement or in the performance, made by Contractor to the City. 

B. Contractor's material failure to perform any of its obligafions under the Agreement 
including, but not limited to. the following: 

(1) failure to commence or ensure fimely completion of the Services due to a reason 
or circumstance within Contractor's reasonable control; 

(2) failure to perform the Services in a manner satisfactory to the City; 

(3) failure to promptly re-perform within a reasonable fime Services that were 
rejected as erroneous or unsatisfactory; 

(4) discontinuance of the Services for reasons within the Contractor's reasonable 
control; 

(5) failure to comply with a material term of this Agreement, including but not limited 
to the provisions concerning insurance and nondiscrimination; and 

(6) any other acts specifically and expressly stated in this Agreement as consfituting 
an event of default. 

C. The Contractor's default under any other agreement it may presently have or may 
enter into with the City during the life of.this Agreement The Contractor acknowledges and agrees 
that in the event of a default under this Agreement the City may also declare a default under any 
such other agreements. 

7.02 Remedies 

The occurrence of any event of default which the Contractor fails to cure within 14 calendar 
days after receipt of nofice specifying such default or which, if such event of default cannot 
reasonably be cured within 14 calendar days after notice, the Contractor fails, in the sole opinion 
ofthe Commissioner, to commence and continue diligent efforts to cure, permits the City to declare 
the Cdrttractor in default. Whether to declare the Contractor in default is within the sole discretion 
ofthe Commissioner. Written nofification of the default, and any intenfion of the City to terminate 
the Agreement, shall be provided to Contractor and such decision is final and effecfive upon 
Contractor's receipt of such nofice. Upon receipt of such notice, the Contractor must disconfinue 
any services, unless otherwise directed in the nofice, and deliver all materials accumulated in the 
performance of this Agreement, whether completed or in the process of complefion, to the City. 
At such fime the City may invoke any legal or equitable remedy available to it including, but not 
limited to, the following; 

A. The right to take over and complete the Services or any part thereof as agent for 
and at the cost of the Contractor, either direcfiy or through others. The Contractor shall have, in 
such event, the right to offset from such cost'ithe amount it would have cost the City under the 
terms and condifions herein had the Contractor completed the Services. 
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B. The right to terminate this Agreement as to any or all of the Services yet to be 
performed, effecfive at a fime specified by the City. 

C. The right of specific performance, an injunction or any other appropriate equitable 
remedy. 

D. The right to money damages. 

E. The right to withhold all or any part of Contractor's compensafion hereunder. 

F. The right to deem Contractor non-responsible in future contracts to be awarded by 
the City. 

If the City considers it to be in its best interest, it may elect not to declare default or to 
terminate this Agreement. The parties acknowledge that this provision is solely for the benefit of 
the City and that if the City permits the Contractor to confinue to provide the Services despite one 
or more events of default, the Contractor is in no way relieved ofany of its responsibilities, duties 
or obligations under this Agreement nor does the City waive or relinquish any of its rights. No delay 
or omission to exercise any right accruing upon any event of default impairs any such right nor shall 
it be construed as a waiver of any event of default or acquiescence therein, and every such right 
may be exercised from time to time and as often as may be deemed expedient. 

7.03 Right to Offset 

The City reserves its rights under §2-92-380 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and the 
Commissioner shall consult with the SSAC before exercising such rights. 

7.04 Suspension 

The City may at any time request that the Contractor suspend its Services, or any part 
thereof, by giving 15 days prior written nofice to the Contractor or upon no notice in the event of 
emergency. No costs incurred after the effective date of such suspension shall be allowed. The 
Contractor shall promptly resume its performance upon written notice by the Department. The 
Budget may be; revised pursuant to Secfion 5.02 to account for any addifional costs or expenses 
actually incurred by the Contractor as a result of recommencing the Services. 

7.05 No Damages for Delay 

The Contractor agrees that it, its members, if a partnership or joint venture and its 
Subcontractors shall make no claims against the City for damages, charges, additional costs or 
houriy fees for costs incurred by reason of delays or hindrances by the City in the performance of 
its obligations under this Agreement. . 

7.06 Early Termination 

In addition to termination for default, the City may, at any fime, elect to terminate this 
Agreement or any portion of the Services to be performed under it at the sole discrefion of the 
Commissioner by a written nofice to the Contractor. If the City elects to terminate the Agreement 
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in full, all Services shall cease and all matenals accumulated in performing this Agreement, whether 
completed or in the process of complefion, shall be delivered to the Department within 10 days after 
receipt of the nofice or by the date stated in the notice. 

During the final ten days or other time period stated in the nofice, the Contractor shall 
restrict its activities, and those of its Subcontractors, to winding down any reports, analyses, or 
other activities previously begun. No costs incurred after the effective date of the termination are 
allowed. Payment for any Services actually and safisfactorily performed before the effective date 
of the termination shall be on the same basis as set forth in Article 5 hereof, but if any 
compensation is described or provided for on the basis of a period longer than ten days, then the 
compensafion shall be prorated accordingly. 

If a court of competent jurisdicfion determines that the City's election to terminate this 
Agreement for default has been wrongful, then such termination shall be deemed to be an early 
termination. 

ARTICLE 8 GENERAL CONDITIONS 

8.01 Entire Agreement 

This Agreement, and the exhibits attached hereto and incorporated hereby, shall consfitute 
the enfire agreement between the parties and no other warranfies. inducements, considerations, 
promises, or interpretations shall be implied or impressed upon this Agreement that are not 
expressly addressed herein. 

8.02 Counterparts 

This Agreement is comprised of several identical counterparts, each to be fully executed 
by the parties and each to be deemed an original having idenfical legal effect. 

8.03 Amendments 

No changes, amendments, modifications, or discharge of this Agreement, or any part 
thereof, shall be valid-ynless in writing and signed by the authorized agent of the Contractor anc| 
the Commissioner, or their successors and assigns. The City shall incur no liability for revised 
services without a written amendment to this Agreement pursuant to this Section. 

8.04 Compliance w i th Al l Laws 

The Contractor shall at all fimes observe and comply with all applicable laws, ordinances, 
rules, regulations and executive orders of the federal, state and local government, now exisfing or 
hereinafter in effect, which may in any manner affect the performance of this Agreement 

8.05 Compliance w i t h ADA and Other Accessib i l i ty Laws 

If this Agreement involves services to the public, the Contractor warrants that all Services 
provided hereunder shall comply with all accessibility standards for persons with disabilifies or 
environmentally limited persons including, but not limited to the following: Americans with 
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Disabilities Act of 1990, 42 U.S.C. § 12101 et seq. and the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 29 U.S.C. 
§§ 793-94. In the event that the above cited standards are inconsistent, the Contractor shall 
comply with the standard providing greater accessibility. 

If this Agreement involves design for construction and/or Construcfion, the Contractor 
warrants that all design documents produced and/or used under this Agreement shall comply with 
all federal, state and local laws and regulations regarding accessibility standards for persons with 
disabilities or environmentally limited persons including, but not limited to. the following: Americans 
with Disabilities Act of 1990, 42 U.S.C. § 12101 et seq. and the Americans with Disabilities Act 
Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilifies; the Architectural Barriers Act. P.L. 90-480 and 
the Uniform Federal Accessibility Standards; and the Environmental Barriers Act, 410 ILCS 25/1 
etseq.. and the regulations promulgated thereto at HI. Admin. Code tit. 71 . ch. 1. §400.110. In the 
event that the above cited standards are inconsistent, the Contractor shall comply with the standard 
providing greater accessibility. If the Contractor fails to comply with the foregoing standards, it shall 
perform again at no expense all services required to be reperformed as a direct or indirect result 
of such failure. 

8.06 Assigns 
All ofthe terms and conditions of this Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of 
the parties hereto and their respective legal representatives, successors, transferees and assigns. 

8.07 Cooperat ion 

The Contractor agrees at all times to cooperate fully with the City and to act in the City's 
best interests. Upon the termination or expirafion of this Agreement, the Contractor shall make 
every effort to assure an orderiy transition to another provider of the Services, if any, orderiy 
demobilizafion ofits operafions in connecfion with the Services, uninterrupted provision of Services 
during any transition period and shall otherwise comply with reasonable requests ofthe Department 
in connection with this Agreement's termination or expiration. 

8.08 Severabil ity 

If any provision of this Agreement is held or deemed to be or shall in fact be inoperafive or 
unenforceable as applied in any particular case in any jurisdicfion or in all cases because it conflicts 
with any other provision hereof or of any consfitution, statute, ordinance, rule of law or public policy, 
or for any other reason, such circumstances shall not have the effect of rendering such provision 
inoperafive or unenforceable in any other case or circumstances, or of rendering any other 
provision herein invalid, inoperative, or unenforceable to any extent. The invalidity of any one or 
more phrases, sentences, clauses or sections herein shall not effect the remaining portions of this 
Agreement or any part thereof. 

8.09 Interpretation 

All headings in this Agreement are for convenience of reference only and do not define or 
limit the provisions thereof. Words of gender are deemed to include correlative words of the other 
gender. Words importing the singular number include the plural number and vice versa, unless the 
context othenwise indicates. All references to exhibits or documents are deemed to include all 
supplements and/or amendments to such exhibits or documents if entered into in accordance with 
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the terms and conditions hereof and thereot All references to persons or enfities are deemed to 
include any persons or enfifies succeeding to the rights, dufies, and obligafions of such persons 
or enfities in accordance with the terms and condifions herein. 

8.10 Miscel laneous Prov is ions 

Whenever under this Agreement the City by a proper authority waives the Contractor's 
performance in any respect or waives a requiremerit or condition to the Contractor's performance, 
the waiver, whether express or implied, applies only to that particular instance and is not a waiver 
forever or for subsequent instances of the performance, requirement or condifion. No waiver shall 
be construed as a modification of the Agreement regardless of the number of fimes the City may 
have waived the performance, requirement or condifion. 

8.11 Disputes 

Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, Contractor must and the City may bring 
any dispute arising under this Agreement which is not resolved by the parties to the Chief 
Procurement Officer for decision based upon the written submissions ofthe parties. (A copy of the 
"Regulations of the Department of Procurement Services for Resolution of Disputes between 
Contractors and the City of Chicago" is available in City Hall, 121 N. LaSalle Street, Room 301, Bid 
and Bond Room, Chicago. Illinois 60602.) The Chief Procurement will issue a written decision and 
send it to the Contractor and the SSAC by mail. The decision of the Chief Procurement Officer is 
final and binding. The sole and exclusive remedy to challenge the decision of the Chief 
Procurement Officer is judicial review by means of a common law writ of certiorari. 

8.12 Contractor Aff idavit 

The Contractor must provide to the City, no later than thirty days after the end of each year, 
a fully executed and notarized Affidavit certifying!the expenditures and Services provided for the 
prior year. The form of this affidavit is attached as Exhibit 8 and incorporated by reference. 

8.13 Prohibi t ion on Certain Contr ibut ions 

Contractor agrees that Contractor, any person or enfity who direcfiy or indirectly has an 
ownership or beneficial interest in Contractor of more than 7.5 percent ("Owners"), spouses and 
domesfic partners of such Owners, Contractor's subcontractors, any person or enfity who directly 
or indirectty has an ownership or beneficial interest in any subcontractor of more than 7.5 percent 
("Sub-owners") and spouses and domesfic partners of such Sub-owners (Contractor and all the 
other preceding classes of persons and enfifies are together, the ("Identified Parties"), shall not 
make a contribufion of any amount to the Mayor of the City of Chicago ("Mayor") or to his political 
fundraising committee (i) after execution of this Agreement by Contractor, (ii) while this Agreement 
or any Other Contract is executory, (iii) during the term of this Agreement or any Other Contract 
between Contractor and the City, or (iv) during any period while an extension of this Agreement or 
any Other Contract is being sought or negotiated. 

Contractor represents and warrants that since the date of public advertisement of the 
specification, request for qualifications, request for proposals or request for informafion (or any 
combinafion of those requests) or. if not competitively procured, from the date the City approached 
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Contractor or the date Contractor approached the City, as applicable, regarding the formulation of 
this Agreement, no Idenfified Parties have made a contribution ofany amount to the Mayor orto 
his polifical fundraising committee. 

Contractor agrees that it shall not (a) coerce, compel or intimidate its employees to 
make a contribution of any amount to the Mayor or to the Mayor's polifical fundraising committee; 
(b) reimburse its employees for a contribution of any amount made to the Mayor or to the Mayor's 
political fundraising committee; or (c) bundle or solicit others to bundle contributions to the Mayor 
or to his political fundraising committee. 

Contractor agrees that the Idenfified Parties must not engage in any conduct whatsoever 
designed to intentionally violate this provision or Mayoral Execufive Order No. 05-1 or to entice, 
direct or solicit others to intenfionally violate this provision or Mayoral Execufive Order No. 05-1. 

Contractor agrees that a violafion of. non-compliance with, misrepresentation with respect 
to, or breach of any covenant or warranty under this provision or violation of Mayoral Executive 
Order No. 05-1 consfitutes a breach and default under this Agreement, and under any Other 
Contract for which no opportunity to cure will be granted. Such breach and default enfifies the City 
to all remedies (including without limitation termination for default) under this Agreement, under 
Other Contract, at law and in equity. This provision amends any Other Contract and supersedes 
any inconsistent provision contained therein. 

If Contractor violates this provision or Mayoral Execufive Order No. 05-1 prior to award of 
the Agreement resulting from this specification, the Commissioner may reject Contractor's bid. 

For purposes of this provision: 

"Bundle" means to collect contributions from more than one source which are then delivered 
by one person to the Mayor or to his polifical fundraising committee. 

"Other Contract" means any other agreement with the City of Chicago to which Contractor 
is a party that is (i) formed under the authority of chapter 2-92 of the Municipal Code of 
Chicago; (ii) entered into for the purchase or lease of real or personal property; or (iii) for 
materials, supplies, equipment or services which are approved or authorized by the city 
council. 

"Contribution" means a "political contribufion" as defined in Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal 
Code of Chicago, as amended. 

Individuals are "Domestic Partners" if they safisfy the following criteria: 

(A) they are each other's sole domestic partner, responsible for each other's 
common welfare; and 

(B) neither party is married; and 
(C) the partners are not related by blood closer than would bar marriage in the 

State of Illinois; and 
(D) each partner is at least 18 years of age, and the partners are the same sex, 

and the partners reside at the same residence; and 
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(E) two of the following four condifions exist for the partners: 
1. The partners have been residing together for at least 12 months. 
2. The partners have common or joint ownership of a residence. 
3. The partners have at least two of the following arrangements: 

a. joint ownership of a motor vehicle; 
b. a joint credit account; 
c. a joint checking account; 
d. a lease for a residence idenfifying both domesfic partners as 

tenants. 
4. Each partner idenfifies the other partner as a primary beneficiary in 

a will. 

"Polifical fundraising committee" means a "political fundraising committee" as defined in 
Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal code of Chicago, as amended." 

8.14 Firms Owned or Operated by Indiv iduals w i th Disabil i t ies 

The City encourages Contractors to use Subcontractors that are firms owned or operated 
by individuals with disabilities, as defined by Section 2-92-586 of the Municipal Code of the City of 
Chicago, where not otherwise prohibited by federal or state law. 

8.15 Governing Law and Jur isd ic t ion 

This Agreement is governed as to performance and interpretafion in accordance with 
the laws of the State of Illinois. 

ARTICLE 9 NOTICES 

Notices provided for herein shall be in wrifing and may be delivered personally or by 
United States mail, first class, certified, return receipt requested, with postage prepaid and 
addressed as follows; 

If to the City; Special Service Area #28 Commission 
4006 N. Milwaukee, #205 
Chicago, Illinois 60641 

Department of Planning and Development 
City Hall, Room 1000 
121 North LaSalle Street 
Chicago. Illinois 60602 
Attention: Commissioner 

With Copies to: Department of Law 
Room 600, City Hall 
121 North LaSalle Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
Attention: Corporation Counsel 

If to Contractor: Six Corners Association 
4006 N. Milwaukee, #205 
Chicago. Illinois 60641 
Attention: 
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Changes in the above-referenced addresses must be in wrifing and delivered in 
accordance with the provisions of this Section. Notices delivered by mail shall be deemed 
received 3 days after mailing in accordance with this Secfion. Notices delivered personally shall 
be deemed effective upon receipt. 

ARTICLE 10 CITY ACTION 

In the event that there is no duly consfituted SSAC during the term of this 
Agreement, the City will retain all of the rights and obligafions afforded to the SSAC hereunder. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the City and the Contractor have executed this 
Agreement on the date first set forth above, at Chicago. Illinois. 

Recommended by: CONTFJACTOR 

SSAC Chairperson 
By:. 

CITY OF CHICAGO Its: 

By: '_ Attested By:. 
Commissioner. Department of 
Planning and Development its: 

State of 

County of. 

This instrument was acknowledged before me on (date) by 
_(name/s of person/s) as (type of authority, e.g., officer, trustee, etc.) 

of (name of party on behalf of whom 
instrument was executed). 

(Signature of Notary Public) 

(Sub)Exhibits 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 referred to in this Service Provider Agreement for 
Special Service Area Number 28 read as follows: 
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(Sub) Exhibit 1. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 28) 

Special Service Area Number 28. 

Six Corners. 

2009 Scope Of Sen/ices. 

Advertising and Promofion. 

Public Way Maintenance. 

Public Way Aesthetics. 

Tenant Retenfion/Attraction. 

Facade Improvements. 

Parking/Transit/Accessibility. 

Safety Programs. 

District Planning. 

(Sub)Exhibit 2. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 28) 

Schedule C: 2009 Special Service Area Budget Summary. 

Department Of Planning And Development. 

Special Service Area Number and Name: Special Service Area Number 28 — Six 
Corners Association 
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Special Service Area Chairperson: 

Service Provider: 

Special Service Area Program Manager: 

Budget Period: 

Joe Angelastri 

Six Corners Associafion 

Ed Bannon 

January 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009 

Service 

Advertising and Promofion 

Public Way Maintenance 

Public Way Aesthetics 

Tenant Retention/Attraction 

Facade Improvements 

Parking/Transits/Accessibility 

Safety Programs 

District Planning 

Other Technical Assistance 

Total Services 

Administration 

Loss Collection 5.0% 

GRAND TOTAL 

Administration/Total Budget 
Ratio 

2008 Levy 

$ 50,114 

65,553 

49,300 

5,091 

6,043 

4,871 

7,871 

948 

-

$189,791 

$ 17,785 

$ 11,000 

$218,576 

+ 

+ 

Carryover 

-

-

$95,000 

-

-

-

-

-

-

$95,000 

-

-

$95,000 

= 

= 

2009 Budget 

$ 50,114 

65,553 

144,300 

5,091 

6,043 

4,871 

7,871 

948 

-

$284,791 

$ 17,785 

$ 11,000 

$313,576 

5.7% 
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D.P.D. Use Only 

Esfimated 2007 E.A.V. 

Authorized Tax Rate Cap 

Estimated Tax Rate for 2008 Levy 

Estimated 2008 Levy 

$49,212,755 

0.500% 

0.444% 

$ 218,576 

Special Service Area Number and Name: Special Service Area Number 28 — Six 
Corners 

Budget Period: January 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009 

The attached budget is recommended and approved by the S.S.A. Commission. 

(Signed) Joe Angelastri 
S.S.A. Chairperson Signature 

Joe Angelastri 
S.S.A. Chairperson 

Printed Name 

July 11, 2008 
Date 
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(Sub)Exhibit 3 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 28) 

City Of Chicago 

Economic Disclosure Statement And Affidavit. 

SECTION I - GENERAL INFORMATION 

A. Legal name of Disclosing Party submitting this EDS. Include d/b/a/ if applicable: 

Check ONE ofthe following three boxes: 

Indicate whether Disclosing Party submitting this EDS is: 
1. [T ' h^ Applicant 

OR 
2. [ ] a legal entity holding a direct or indirect interest in the Applicant. State the legal name of the 

Applicant in which Disclosing Party holds an interest: ' 
OR 

3. [ ] a specified legal entity with a right of control (see Section ILB.l.b.) State the legal name of 
the entity in which Disclosing Party holds a right of control: 

B. Business address of Disclosing Party: ^ / t^^ ^ / ^ . /̂ ^̂ lC^4V l<rf n Z ^ ^ 

C. Telephone:(0"'ilted for printing purposes)Fax: (Q"'"*^'' for printing purposes) Ema i l : (Omitted for printing purposes) 

D. Name of contact person: / ^ ** fy^ t t ln ' ^ '* 

E. Federal Employer Identification No. (if you have one): (Omitted for printing purposes) 

F. Brief description of contract, transaction or other undertaking (referred to below as the "Matter") to 
which this EDS pertains. (Include project number and location of property, if applicable): 

• • - , f 

If the Matter is a contract being handled by tiie City's Department of Procurement Services, please 
complete the following; 

Specification # ^ ^ " " ' ' ^ and Contract # ' ^ 
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SECTION II - D I S C L O S U R E O F OW.NERSHIP INTERESTS 

A. NATURE OF DISCLOSING PARTY 

I. Indicate the nature ofthe Disclosing Party: 
[ ] Person [ ] Limited liability company* 
[ ] Publicly registered business corporation [ ] Limited liability partnership* 
[ ] Privately held business corporation [ ] Joint venture* 
[ ] Sole proprietorship h ^ Not-for-prollr corporation 
[ ] General partnership* (Is the not-for-profit corporation also a 501(c)(3))? 
[ ] Limited partnership* [ ] Ves J ^ N o 
[ ] Trust [ ) Other (please specify) 

Note B.l.b below. 

2. For legal entities, the state (or foreign country) ofincorporation or organization, if applicable: 

3. For legal entities not organized in the State of Illinois: Has the organization registered to do 
business in the State of Illinois as a foreign entity? 

[JYes []No X^"-^ 

B. IF THE DISCLOSING PARTY IS A LEGAL ENTITY: 

l.a. List below the full names and titles of all executive officers and all directors ofthe entity. 
For not-for-profit corporations, also list below all members, if any, which are legal entities. If there are 
no such members, write "no members." For trusts, estates or other similar entities, list below the legal 
titleholder(s). 

Name , • Title 

Six Comers Association 
Board Of Directors 

Vincent. Mastromauro, President Villa Roma Hair Design 
Joe Angelastri, Treasurer City Newsstand 
Glenn Nadig, Secretary Nadig Newspapers 
Ed Bannon Executive Director 

"No Members" 

l.b. . If you checked "General partnership." "Limited partnership." "Limited liability 
company," "Limited liability partnership" or "Joint venture" in response to Item A. I. above (Nature of 
Disclosing Party), list below the name and title of each general partner, managing member, manager or 
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any other person or entity that controls the day-to-day management of the Disclosing Party. NOTE: 
Each legal entity listed below must submit an EDS on its own behalf 

Name Title 

2. Please provide the following information concerning each person or entity having a direct or 
indirect beneficial interest (including ownersliip) in excess of 7.5% of the Disclosing Party. Examples 
ofsuch an interest include shares in a corporation, partnership interest in a partnership orjoint venture, 
interest of a member or manager in a limited liability company, or interest of a beneficiary of a trust, 
estate or other similar entity. If none, state "None." NOTE: Pursuantto Section 2-154-030 of the 
Municipal Codeof Chicago ("Municipal Code"), the City may require any such additionaf information 
from any applicant which is reasonably intended to achieve full disclosure. 

Name Business Address Percentage interest in the 
Disclosing Party 

.A/"^^ 

SECTION III - BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS WITH CITY ELECTED OFFICIALS 

Has the Disclosing Party had a "business relationship," as defined in Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal 
Code, with any City elected official in the 12 months before the date this EDS is signed? 

[ ] Yes p(Nt 

If yes, please identify below the name(s) ofsuch City elected official(s) and describe such 
relationship(s): 

SECTION IV ~ DISCLOSURE OF SUBCONTRACTORS AND OTHER RETAINED PARTIES 

The Disclosing Party must disclose the name and business address of each subcontractor, attorney, 
lobbyist, accountant, consultant and any other person or entity whom the Disclosing Party has retained 
or expects to retain in connection with the Matter, as well as the nature ofthe relationship, and the total 
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amount ofthe fees paid ot estimated to be paid. The Disclosing Party is not required to disclose 
employees who are paid solely through the Disclosing Party's regular payroll. 

'Lobbyist" means any person or entity who undertakes to influence any legislative or administrative 
action on behalf of any person or entity other than: (1) a not-for-profit entity, on an unpaid basis, or (2) 
himself "Lobbyist" also means any person or entity any part of whose duties as an employee of 
another includes undertaking to influence any legislative or administrative action. 

If the Disclosing Party is uncertain whether a disclosure is required under this Section, the 
Disclosing Party must either ask the City whether disclosure is required or make the disclosure. 

Name Business Relationship to Disclosing Party Fees 
(indicate whether Address (subcontractor, attorney, (indicate whether 
retained or anticipated lobbyist, etc.) paid or estimated) 
to be retained) 

5"<r<" ^if^c^lncj 

(Add sheets if necessary) 

[ ] Check here if the Disclosing party has not retained, nor expects to retain, any such persons or 
entities. 

SECTION V - CERTIFICATIONS 

A. COURT-ORDERED CHILD SUPPORT COMPLIANCE 

Under Municipal Code Section 2-92-415, substantial owners of business entities that contract with 
the City must remain in compliance with their child support obligations throughout the term ofthe 
contract. 

Has any person who directly or indirectly owns 10% or more ofthe Disclosing Party been declared in 
arrearage on any child support obligations by any Illinois court of competent jurisdiction? 

[ ] Yes M^No [ ] No person owns 10% or more of the Disclosing Party. 

If "Yes," has the person entered into a court-approved agreement for payment of all support owed and 
is the person in compliance with that agreement? 

[ ] Yes [ ] No 
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B. FURTHER CERTIFICATIONS 

1. The Disclosing Party and, if the Disclosing Party is a legal entity, all of those persons or entities 
identified in Section II.B.l. of this EDS: 

a. are not presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible or voluntarily 
excluded from any transactions by any federal, state or local unit of government; 

b. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date of this EDS, been convicted of a criminal 
offense, adjudged giiilty, or had a civil judgment rendered against them in connection with: 
obtaining, attempting to obtain, or performing a public (federal, state or local) transaction or 
contract under a public transaction; a violation of federal or state antitrust statutes; fraud; 
embezzlement; theft; forgery; bribery; falsification or destruction of records; making false 
statements; or receiving stolen property; 

c. are „.^ not presently indicted for or otherwise criminally or civilly charged by a governmental entity 
(federal, state or local) with commission ofany of the offenses enumerated in clause B.l.b. of 
this Section V; 

d. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date of this EDS, had one or more public 
transactions (federal, state orlocal) terminated for cause or default; and 

e. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date of this EDS, been convicted, adjudged 
guilty, or found liable in a civil proceeding, or in any criminal or civil action, including actions 
concerning environmental violations, instituted by the City or by the federal govemment, any 
state, or any other unit of local government. 

2. The certifications in subparts 2, 3 and 4 concern: 

• the Disclosing Party; 

• any "Applicable Party" (meaning any party participating in the performance of the Matter, 
including but not limited to any persons or legal entities disclosed under Section IV, "Disclosure of 
Subcontractors and Other Retained Parties"); 
• any "Affiliated Entity" (meaning a person or entity that, directly or indirectly: controls the 

Disclosing Party, is controlled by the Disclosing Party, or is, with the Disclosing Party, under 
common control of another person or entity. Indicia of control include, without limitation: 
interlocking management or ownership; identity of interests among family members, shared facilities 
and equipment; common use of employees; or organization of a business entity following the 
ineligibility of a business entity to do business with federal or state or local govemment, including 
the City, using substantially the same management, ownership, or principals as the ineligible entity); 
with respect to Applicable Parties, the term Affiliated Entity means a person or entity that directly or 
indirectly controls the Applicable Party, is controlled by it, or, with the Applicable Party, is under 
common control of another person or entity; 
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• any responsible official ofthe Disclosing Party, any Applicable Party or any Affiliated Entity or 
any other official, agent or employee of the Disclosing Party, any Applicable Party or any Affiliated 
Entity, acting pursuant to the direction or authorization of a responsible official of the Disclosing 
Party, any Applicable Party or any Affiliated Entity (collectively "Agents") 

Neither the Disclosing Party, nor any Applicable Party, nor any Affiliated Entity of either the 
Disclosing Party or any Applicable Party nor any Agents have, during the five years before the date this 
EDS is signed, or, with respect to an Applicable Party, an Affiliated Entity, or an Affiliated Entity of an 
Applicable Party during the five years before the date ofsuch Applicable Party's or Affiliated Entity's 
contract or engagement in connection with the Matter: 

a. bribed or attempted to bribe, or been convicted or adjudged guilty of bribery or attempting to 
bribe, a public officer or employee of the City, the State of Illinois, or any agency of the federal 
government or of any state or local government in the United States of America, in that officer's 
or employee's official capacity; 

b. agreed or colluded with other bidders or prospective bidders, or been a party to any such 
agreement, or been convicted or adjudged guilty of agreement or collusion among bidders or 
prospective bidders, in restraint of freedom of competition by agreement to bid a fixed price or 
otherwise; or 

c. made an admission ofsuch conduct described in a. or b. above that is a matter of record, but 
have not been prosecuted for such conduct; or 

d. violated the provisions of Municipal Code Section 2-92-610 (Living Wage Ordinance). 

3. Neither the Disclosing Party, Affiliated Entity or Applicable Party, or any of their employees, 
officials, agents or partners, is barred from contracting with any unit of state or local government as a 
result of engaging in or being convicted of (1) bid-rigging in violation of 720 ILCS 5/33E-3; (2) 
bid-rotating in violation of 720 ILCS 5/33E-4; or (3) any similar offense o fany state or of the United 
States of America that contains the same elements as the offense of bid-rigging or bid-rotating. 

4. Neither the Disclosing Party nor any Affiliated Entity is listed on any of the following lists 
maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets Control of the U.S. Department of the Treasury or the 
Bureau of Industry and Security o f the U.S. Department of Commerce or their successors: the Specially 
Designated Nationals List, the Denied Persons List, the Unverified List, the Entity List and the 
Debarred List. 

5. The Disclosing Party understands and shall comply with (1) the applicable requirements of the 
Govemraental Ethics Ordinance o f the City, Title 2, Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code; and (2) all 
the applicable provisions of Chapter 2-56 o f the Municipal Code (Office of the Inspector General). 
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6. If the Disclosing Party is unable to certify to any of the above statements in this Part B (Further 
Certifications), the Disclosing Party must explain below; 

If the letters "NA," the word "None," or no response appears on the lines above, it will be conclusively 
presumed that the Disclosing Party certified to the above statements. 

C. CERTIFICATION OF STATUS AS FINANCIAL INSTITUTION 

For purposes of this Part C, under Municipal Code Section 2-32-455(b), the term "financial institution" 
means a bank, savings and loan association, thrift, credit union, mortgage banker, mortgage broker, 
trust company, savings bank, investment bank, securities broker, municipal securities broker, securities 
dealer, municipal securities dealer, securities underwriter, municipal securities underwriter, investment 
trust, venture capital company, bank holding company, financial services holding company, or any 
licensee under the Consumer Installment Loan Act, the Sales Finance Agency Act, or the Residential 
Mortgage Licensing Act. However, "financial institution" specifically shall not include any entity 
whose predominant business is the providing of tax deferred, defined contribution, pension plans to 
public employees in accordance with Sections 403(b) and 457 ofthe Intemal Revenue Code. 
(Additional definitions may be found in Municipal Code Section 2-32-455(b).) 

1. CERTIFICATION 

The Disclosing Party certifies that the Disclosing Party (check one) 

[ ] is on is not 

a "financial institution" as defined in Section 2-32-455(b) ofthe Municipal Code. 

2. If the Disclosing Party IS a financial institution, then the Disclosing Party pledges: 

"We are not and will not become a predatory lender as defined in Chapter 2-32 ofthe Municipal 
Code. We further pledge that none of our affiliates is, and none of them will become, a predatory 
lender as defined in Chapter 2-32 ofthe Municipal Code. We understand that becoming a predatory 
lender or becoming an affiliate of a predatory lender may result in the loss ofthe privilege of doing 
business with the City." 

If the Disclosing Party is unable to make this pledge because it or any ofits affiliates (as defined in 
Section 2-32-455(b) ofthe Municipal Code) is a predatory lender within the meaning of Chapter 
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2-32 ofthe Municipal Code, explain hero (aunch addition;il pnges if necessary): 

If the letters "NA," the word ".None," or no response appears on the lines above, it will be 
cot\clusively presumed that die Disclosing Party certified to die above statements. 

D. CERTIFICATION REGARDING INTEREST IN CITY BUSINESS 

.A.ny words or terms that are defined u\ Chapter 2-156 ofthe -Vlunicipal Code have the same 
meanings when used in this Part D. 

1. In accordance with Section 2-156-1 10 ofthe .Municipal Code: Does any otTicial or employee 
ofthe City have a financial interest in his or her own name or in the name of any other person or 
entity in the Matter? / 

[]Yes MNo 

NOTE: If you checked "Yes" to Item D.L, proceed to Items D.2. and D.3. If you checked "No" to 
Item D.l., proceed to Part E. 

2. Unless sold pursuant to a process of competitive bidding, or otherwise permitted, no City 
elected official or employee shall have a Tmancial interest in his or her own name or in the name of 
any other person or entity in the purchase ofany property that (i) belongs to the City, or (ii) is sold 
for taxes or assessments, or (iii) is sold by virtue of legal process at the suit ofthe City (collectively, 
"City Property Sale"). Compensation for property taken pursuant to the City's etninent domain power 
does not constitute a financial interest within the meaning of this Part D. 

Does the Matter involve a City Property Sale? 

[ ] Y e s [ J N o 

3. If you checked "Yes" to Item D.l.. provide the names and business addresses of the City 
officials or employees having such interest and identify the nature ofsuch interest: 

Name Business Address Nature of Interest 

4. The Disclosing Party further certifies that no prohibited financial interest in the Matter will 
be acquired by any City official or employee. 
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E. CERTIFICATION REGARDING SLAVERY ERA BUSINESS 

The Disclosing Party has searched any and all records of the Disclosing Party and any and all 
predecessor entities for records of investments or profits from slavery, the slave industry, or 
slaveholder insurance policies from the slavery era (including insurance policies issued to 
slaveholders that provided coverage for damage to or injury or death of their slaves) and has 
disclosed in this EDS any and all such records to the City. In addition, the Disclosing Party must 
disclose the names o fany and all slaves or slaveholders described in those records. Failure to 
comply with these disclosure requirements may make the Matter to which this EDS pertains voidable 
by the City. 

Please check either 1. or 2. below. If the Disclosing Party checks 2., the Disclosing Party must 
disclose below or in an attachment to this EDS all requisite information as set forth in that paragraph 2 . 

I. The Disclosing Party verifies that (a) the Disclosing Party has searched any and all records of 
the Disclosing Party and any and all predecessor entities for records of investments or profits from 
slavery, the slave industry, or slaveholder insurance policies, and (b) the Disclosing Party has found 
no records of investments or profits from slavery, the slave industry, or slaveholder insurance 
policies and no records of names o fany slaves or slaveholders. 

2- The Disclosing Party verifies that, as a result of conducting the search in step 1(a) above, the 
Disclosing Party has found records relating to investments or profits from slavery, the slave industry, 
or slaveholder insurance policies and/or the names ofany slaves or slaveholders. The Disclosing 
Party verifies that the following constitutes full disclosure of all such records: 

SECTION VI - C E R T I F I C A T I O N S F O R F E D E R A L L Y - F U N D E D M A T T E R S 

NOTE: If the Matter is federally funded, complete this Section VI. If the Matter is not federally 
funded, proceed to Section VII. 

A. CERTIFICATION REGARDING LOBBYING 

1. List below the names of all persons or entities registered under the federal Lobbying 

Disclosure Act of 1995 who have made lobbying contacts on behalf of the Disclosing Paity with 

respect to the Matter: (Begin list here, add sheets as necessary): 
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(If no explanation appears or begins on the lines ^bove, or if the letters "NA" or if the word "None" 
appear, it will be conclusively presumed that the Disclosing Party means that NO persons or entities 
registered under the Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 have made lobbying contacts on behalf of the 
Disclosing Parly with respect to the Matter.) 

2. The Disclosing Party has not spent and will not expend any federally appropriated funds to 
pay any person or entity listed in Paragraph A. 1. above for his or her lobbying activities or to pay any 
person or entity to influence or attempt to influence an officer or employee o fany agency, as defined 
by applicable federal law, a member of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or an 
employee of a member of Congress, in connection with the award ofany federally funded contract, 
making any federally funded grant or loan, entering into any cooperative agreement, or to extend, 
continue, renew, amend, or modify any federally funded contract, grant, loan, or cooperative 
agreement. 

3. The Disclosing Party will submit an updated certification at the end of each calendar quarter 
in which there occurs any event that materially affects the accuracy of the statements and information 
set forth in paragraphs A. l . and A.2. above. 

If the Matter is federally funded and any funds other than federally appropriated funds have been or 
will be paid to any person or entity for influencing or attempting to influence an officer or employee 
of any agency (as defined by applicable federal law), a member of Congress, an officer or employee 
of Congress, or an employee of a member of Congress in connection with the Matter, the Disclosing 
Party must complete and submit Standard Form-LLL, "Disclosure Form to.Report Lobbying," in 
accordance with its instmctions. The form may be obtained online from the federal Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) web site at http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/sflllin.pdf, 
linked on the page http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/grants_forms.html. 

4. The Disclosing Party certifies that either: (i) it is not an organization described in section 
501(c)(4) of the Intemal Revenue Code of 1986; or (ii) it is an organization described in section 
501(c)(4) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 but has not engaged and will not engage in 
"Lobbying Activities". 

5. If the Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party must obtain certifications equal 
in form and substance to paragraphs A . l . through A.4. above from all subcontractors before it 
awards any subcontract and the Disclosing Party must maintain all such subcontractors' certifications 
for the duration of the Matter and must make such certifications promptly available to the City upon 
request. 

B. CERTIFICATION REGARDING EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 

If the Matter is federally funded, federal regulations require the Applicant and all proposed 

subcontractors to submit the following information with their bids or in writing at the outset of 

negotiations. 

http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/sflllin.pdf
http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/grants_forms.html
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Is the Disclosing Party the Applicant? 

[] Yes [ ] N o 

If "Yes," answer the three questions below: 

1. Have you developed and do you have on file affirmative action programs pursuant to 
applicable federal regulations? (See 41 CFR Part 60-2.) 

[ ] Yes [ ] No 

2. Have you filed with the Joint Reporting Committee, the Director of the Office of Federal 
Contract Compliance Programs, or the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission all reports due 
under the applicable filing requirements? 

[]Yes [ ] N o 

3. Have you participated in any previous contracts or subcontracts subject to the 
equal opportunity clause? 

[]Yes [ ] N o 

If you checked "No" to question I. or 2. above, please provide an explanation: 

SECTION V I I - ACKNOWLEDGMENTS, CONTRACT INCORPORATION, 
COMPLIANCE, PENALTIES, DISCLOSURE 

The Disclosing Party understands and agrees that: 

A. By completing and filing this EDS, the Disclosing Party acknowledges and agrees, on behalf of 
itself and the persons or entities named in this EDS, that the City may investigate the 
creditworthiness of some or all ofthe persons or entities named in this EDS. 

B. The certifications, disclosures, and acknowledgments contained in this EDS will become part of 
any contract or other agreement between the Applicant and the City in connection with the Matter, 
whether procurement. City assistance, or other City action, and are material inducements to the City's 
execution ofany contract or taking other action with respect to the Matter. The Disclosing Party 
understands that it must comply with all statutes, ordinances, and regulations on which this EDS is 
based. 

C. The City's Governmental Ethics and Campaign Financing Ordinances, Chapters 2-156 and 2-164 
ofthe Municipal Code, impose certain duties and obligations on persons or entities seeking City 
contracts, work, business, or transactions. The full text of these ordinances and a training program is 
available on line at www.cityofchicago.org/Ethics, and may also be obtained from the City's Board 
of Ethics, 740 N. Sedgwick St., Suite 500, Chicago, IL 60610,(O"'i««''*'P""""9f«nx)"'i The Disclosing Party 
must comply fully with the applicable ordinances. 

http://www.cityofchicago.org/Ethics
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D. If the City determines that any information provided in this EDS is false, incomplete or 
inaccurate, any contract or other agreement in connection with which it is submitted may be 
rescinded or be void or voidable, and the City may pursue any remedies under the contract or 
agreement (if not rescinded, void or voidable), at law, or in equity, including terminating the 
Disclosing Party's participation in the Matter and/or declining to allow the Disclosing Party to 
participate in other transactions with the City. Remedies at law for a false statement of material fact 
may include incarceration and an award to the City of treble damages. 

E. It is the City's policy to make this document available to the public on its Intemet site and/or upon 
request. Some or all of the information provided on this EDS and any attachments to this EDS may 
be made available to the public on the Internet, in response to a Freedom of Information Act request, 
or otherwise. By completing and signing this EDS, the Disclosing Party waives and releases any 
possible rights or claims which it may have against the City in connection with the public release of 
information contained in this EDS and also authorizes the City to verify the accuracy ofany 
information submitted in this EDS. 

F. The information provided in this EDS must be kept current. In the event of changes, the 
Disclosing Party ntust supplement this EDS up to the time the City takes action on the Matter. If the 
Matter is a contract being handled by the City's Department of Procurement Services, the Disclosing 
Party must update this EDS as the contract requires. 

The Disclosing Party represents and warrants that: 

G. The Disclosing Party has not withheld or reserved any disclosures as to economic interests in the 
Disclosing Party, or as to the Matter, or any information, data or plan as to the intended use or 
purpose for which the Applicant seeks City Council or other City agency action. 

For purposes of the certifications in H. I. and H.2. below, the term "affiliate" means any person or 
entity that, directly or indirectly: controls the Disclosing Party, is controlled by the Disclosing Party, 
or is, with the Disclosing Party, under common control of another person or entity. Indicia of control 
include, without limitation: interlocking management or ownership; identity of interests among 
family members; shared facilities and equipment; common use of employees; or organization of a 
business entity following the ineligibility of a business entity to do business with the federal 
government or a state or local govemment, including the City, using substantially the same 
management, ownership, or principals as the ineligible entity. 

H. l . The Disclosing Party is not delinquent in the payment o fany tax administered by the Illinois 

Department of Revenue, nor are the Disclosing Party or its affiliates delinquent in paying any fme, 

fee, tax or other charge owed to the City. This includes, but is not limited to, all water charges, 

sewer charges, license fees, parking tickets, property taxes or sales taxes. 

H.2 If the Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party and its affiliates will not use, nor 

permit their subcontractors to use, any facility on the U.S. EPA's List of Violating Facilities in 

connection with the Matter for the duration of time that such facility remains on the list. 
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H-3 If the Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party will obtain from any 
contractors/subcontractors hired or to be hired in connection with the Matter certifications equal in 
form and substance to those in H.l . and H.2. above and will not, without the prior written consent of 
the City, use any such contractor/subcontractor that does not provide such certifications or that the 
Disclosing Party has reason to believe has not provided or cannot provide truthful certifications. 

NOTE: If the Disclosing Party cannot certify as to any of the iteriis in H.l., H.2. or H.3. above, an 
explanatory statement must be attached to this EDS. 

CERTIFICATION 

Under penalty of perjury, the person signing below: (I) warrants that he/she is authorized to execute 
this EDS on behalf of the Disclosing Party, and (2) warrants that all certifications and statements 
contained in this EDS are true, accurate and complete as ofthe date furnished to the City. 

(Print or type name of Disclosing Party) 
Date: 9 ' ' j '^ '^lO (̂  "̂  

(sign here) 

/^dj^i & 'Uin/iQi^ 
(Print or type name of person signing) 

(Print or type title of person signing) 

Signed and swom to before me on(date]L o j ( S ' / 0 ^ 

O H ^ County, \ J L 6 f YstaVel 
, by /^PQJLUO^ a t->(Hv\rfoî  

at 

i^^uX^. 

Commission expires: f i ^^O / ^ ( H ? r 

Nptary Public. 

"OFFICIAL SEAL" 
ELIZABETH j^OWHOZEK 

NOTARY P U ^ f #ATE OF ILUNOIS 
C o m m i s ^ ^ i r e s 09/30/20Q8 

file:///JL6f
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(Sub)Exhibit 4. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area, Number 28) 

Contractor Insurance Provisions. 

Special Service Area Number 28. 

Six Corners Association. 

Contractor must provide and maintain at Contractor's own expense, during the term ofthe 
Agreement and time period following expiration if Contractor is required to return and perform 
any ofthe Services or Additional Services underthis Agreement, the insurance coverage and 
requirements specified below, insuring all operations related to the Agreement. 

A. Insurance To Be Provided. 

1) Workers'Compensation And Employer's Liability. 

Workers' Compensation Insurance, as prescribed by applicable law, covering all 
employees who are to provide a service under this Agreement and Employer's 
Liability coverage with limits of not less than One Hundred Thousand 
Dollars ($100,000) each accident, illness or disease. 

2) Commercial General Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

Commercial General Liability Insurance or equivalent with limits of not less than 
One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per occurrence for bodily injury, personal injury and 
property damage liability. Coverages must include the following: all premises and 
operations, products/completed operations, separation of insureds, defense and 
contractual liability (with no limitation endorsement). The City of Chicago is to be 
named as an additional insured on a primary, noncontributory basis for any liability 
arising directly or indirectly from the Services. 

3) Automobile Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

When any motor vehicles (owned, non-owned and hired) are used in connection 
with Services to be performed, Contractor must provide Automobile Liability 
Insurance with limits of not less than Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000) 
per occurrence for bodily injury and property damage. The City of Chicago is to be 
named as an additional insured on a primary, noncontributory basis for any liability 
arising directly or indirectly from the Services. 

4) Professional Liability. 

When any professional consultants (e.g., C.P.A.s, attorneys, architects, engineers, 
construction managers) perform Services in connection with this Agreement, 
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Professional Liability Insurance covering acts, errors or omissions must be 
maintained with limits of not less than Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000). 
Coverage must include contractual liability. When policies are renewed or replaced, 
the policy retroactive date must coincide with, or precede, start of Services on the 
Agreement. A claims-made policy which is not renewed or replaced must have an 
extended reporting period of two (2) years. 

5) Crime. 

Contractor must be responsible for all persons handling funds under this 
Agreement, against loss by dishonesty, robbery, burglary, theft, destruction, or 
disappearance, computer fraud, credit card forgery and other related crime risks. 

B. Security Firms. 

If the Contractor enters into a subcontract with a Security Firm, such Security Firm must be 
certified by State of Illinois, and the Security Firm's employees must be registered and 
certified by the State. Contractor must ensure and require any Security Firm subcontractor 
to comply with the Risk Management Division approved Security Firm Insurance Provisions 
set forth in (Sub)Exhibit 5 of this Agreement, attached hereto and incorporated by references 
as though fully set forth herein. 

C. Additional Requirements. 

Contractor must furnish the City of Chicago, Department of Planning and Development, 
Attention: Development Support Services, Room 1003, 121 North LaSalle Street, Chicago, 
Illinois 60602, original Certificates of Insurance, or such similar evidence, to be in force on 
the date of this Agreement, and Renewal Certificates of Insurance, or such similar evidence, 
if the coverages have an expiration or renewal date occurring during the term of this 
Agreement. Contractor must submit evidence of insurance on the City of Chicago Insurance 
Certificate Form (copy attached as (Sub)Exhibit ) or equivalent prior to award of this 
Agreement. The receipt of any certificate does not constitute agreement by the City that the 
insurance requirements in the Agreement have been fully met or that the insurance policies 
indicated on the certificate are in compliance with all Agreement requirements. The failure 
of the City to obtain certificates or other insurance evidence from Contractor is not a waiver 
by the City of any requirements for the Contractor to obtain and maintain the specified 
coverages. Contractor must advise ail insurers of the Agreement provisions regarding 
insurance. Nonconforming insurance does not relieve Contractor of the obligation to provide 
insurance as specified in this Agreement. Nonfulfillment of the insurance conditions may 
constitute a violation of the Agreement, and the City retains the right to stop work and 
suspend this Agreement until proper evidence of insurance is provided, or the Agreement 
may be terminated. 

The insurance must provide for sixty (60) days prior written notice to be given to the City 
in the event coverage is substantially changed, canceled or non-renewed. 

Any deductibles or self-insured retentions on referenced insurance coverages must be 
borne by Contractor. 
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Contractor hereby waives and agrees to require their insurers to waive their rights of 
subrogation against the City of Chicago, its employees, elected officials, agents or 
representatives. 

The coverages and limits furnished by Contractor in no way limit the Contractor's liabilities 
and responsibilities specified within the Agreement or by law. 

Any insurance or self-insurance programs maintained by the City of Chicago do not 
contribute with insurance provided by Contractor under this Agreement. 

The required insurance to be carried is not limited by any limitations expressed in the 
indemnification language in this Agreement or any limitation placed on the indemnity in this 
Agreement given as a matter of law. 

If Contractor is a joint venture or limited liability company, the insurance policies must name 
the joint venture or limited liability company as a named insured. 

Contractor must require all Subcontractors to provide the insurance required in this 
Agreement, or Contractor may provide the coverages for Subcontractors. All Subcontractors 
are subject to the same insurance requirements of Contractor unless otherwise specified in 
this Agreement. 

If Contractor or Subcontractor desire additional coverages, the party desiring the additional 
coverages is responsible for the acquisition and cost. 

The City of Chicago Risk Management Department maintains the right to modify, delete, 
alter or change these requirements. 

[City of Chicago Certificate of Insurance Form referred to 
in these Contractor Insurance Provisions 

unavailable at time of printing.] 

(Sub)Exhibit 5 referred to in these Contractor Insurance Provisions constitutes 
(Sub)Exhibit 5 to the Service Provider Agreement and reads as follows: 

(Sub)Exhibit 5. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 28) 

Security Firm Insurance Provisions. 

Special Service Area Number 28. 

Six Corners Association. 

The Security Firm must provide and maintain at Security Firm's own expense, until Contract 
completion and during the time period following expiration if Security Firm is required to 
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return and perform any additional work, the insurance coverages and requirements specified 
below, insuring all operations related to the Contract. 

A. Insurance To Be Provided. 

1) Workers' Compensation And Employer's Liability. 

Workers' Compensation Insurance, as prescribed by applicable law, covering all 
employees who are to provide work under this Contract and Employer's Liability 
coverage with limits of not less than Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000) 
each accident, illness or disease. 

2) Commercial General Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

Commercial General Liability Insurance or equivalent with limits of not [ess than 
One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per occurrence for bodily injury, personal injury, 
and property damage liability. Coverages must include the following: all premises 
and operations, products/completed operations, separation of insureds, defense, 
and contractual liability (with no limitation endorsement). The S.S.A.C, the City of 
Chicago and the Contractor are to be named as additional insureds on a primary, 
noncontributory basis for any liability arising directly or indirectly from the work. 

3) Automobile Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

When any motor vehicles (owned, non-owned and hired) are used in connection 
with work to be performed, the Security Firm must provide Automobile Liability 
Insurance with limits of not less than One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per 
occurrence for bodily injury and property damage. The S.S.A.C, the City of 
Chicago and the Contractor are to be named as additional insureds on a primary, 
noncontributory basis for any liability arising directly or indirectly from the work. 

4) Professional Liability. 

Professional Liability Insurance covering acts, errors, or omissions must be 
maintained by the Security Firm with limits of not less than One Million 
Dollars ($1,000,000). Coverage must include contractual liability. When policies 
are renewed or replaced, the policy retroactive date must coincide with, or precede, 
start of work on the Contract. A claims-made policy which is not renewed or 
replaced must have an extended reporting period of two (2) years. 

B. Additional Requirements. 

The Security Firm must furnish the Contractor original Certificates of Insurance, or such 
similar evidence, to be in force on the date of this Contract, and Renewal Certificates of 
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Insurance, or such similar evidence, if the coverages have an expiration or renewal date 
occurring during the term of this Contract. The Security Firm must submit evidence of 
insurance prior to Contract award. The receipt of any certificate does not constitute 
agreement by the Contractor that the insurance requirements in the Contract have been fully 
met or that the insurance policies indicated on the certificate are in compliance with all 
Contract requirements. The failure ofthe Contractor to obtain certificates or other insurance 
evidence from Security Firm is not a waiver by the Contractor of any requirements for the 
Security Firm to obtain and maintain the specified coverages. The Security Firm must advise 
all insurers ofthe Contract provisions regarding insurance. Nonconforming insurance does 
not relieve Security Firm of the obligation to provide insurance as specified herein. 
Nonfulfillment ofthe insurance conditions may constitute a violation ofthe Contract, and the 
Contractor retains the right to stop work until proper evidence of insurance is provided, or the 
Contract may be terminated. 

The insurance must provide for sixty (60) days prior written notice to be given to the 
Contractor in the event coverage is substantially changed, canceled or non-renewed. 

Any deductibles or self-insured retentions on referenced insurance coverages must be 
borne by Security Firm. 

Security Firm hereby waives and agrees to require their insurers to waive their rights of 
subrogation against the Contractor and the City of Chicago, its employees, elected officials, 
agents or representatives. 

The coverages and limits furnished by Security Firm in no way limit the Security Firm's 
liabilities and responsibilities specified within the Contract or by law. 

Any insurance or self-insurance programs maintained by the Contractor do not contribute 
with insurance provided by the Security Firm under the Contract. 

The required insurance to be carried is not limited by any limitations expressed in the 
indemnification language in this Contract or any limitation placed on the indemnity in this 
Contract given as a matter of law. 

If Security Firm is a joint venture or a limited liability company the insurance policies must 
name the joint venture or limited liability company as a named insured. 

The Security Firm must require all subcontractors to provide the insurance required herein, 
or Security Firm may provide the coverages for subcontractors. All subcontractors are 
subject to the same insurance requirements of Security Firm unless otherwise specified in 
this Contract. 

If Secuhty Firm or subcontractors desires additional coverages, the party desiring the 
additional coverages is responsible for the acquisition and cost. 

The City of Chicago Risk Management Department maintains the right to modify, delete, 
alter or change these requirements. 
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(Sub)Exhibit 6. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 28) 

Prevailing Wages. 
(Page 1 of 9) 

Cook County Prevailing Wage For September, 2008. 

T r a d e Name RG TYP C B a s e FRMAN * M - F > 8 OSA OSH H/W P e n s n V a c T r n g 

ASBESTOS ABT-GEN ALL 
ASBESTOS ABT-MEC BLD 
BOILERMAKER BLD 
BRICK MASON BLD 
CARPENTER ALL 
CEMENT MASON ALL 
CERAMIC T I L E FNSHER BLD 
COMM. ELECT. BLD 
ELECTRIC PWR EQMT OP ALL 
ELECTRIC PWR GRNDMAN ALL 
ELECTRIC PWR LINEMAN ALL 
ELECTRICIAN ALL 
ELEVATOR CONSTRUCTOR BLD 
FENCE ERECTOR ALL 
GLAZIER BLD 
HT/FROST INSULATOR BLD 

IRON WORKER ALL 

LABORER ALL 

LATHER ALL 

MACHINIST BLD 

MARBLE FINISHERS ALL 

MARBLE MASON BLD 

MATERIAL TESTER I ALL 

MATERIALS TESTER II ALL 

MILLWRIGHT ALL 

OPERATING ENGINEER BLD 

OPERATING ENGINEER BLD 

OPERATING ENGINEER BLD 

OPERATING ENGINEER BLD 

OPERATING ENGINEER FLT 

OPERATING ENGINEER FLT 

OPERATING ENGINEER FLT 

OPERATiNG ENGINEER FLT 

OPERATING ENGINEER HWY 

OPERATING ENGINEER HWY 

OPERATING ENGINEER HWY 

OPERATING ENGINEER HWY 

OPERATING ENGINEER HWY 

34.750 

29.930 
39.450 
38.030 

39.770 
41.850 

32.150 
35.440 

38.600 

30.110 
38.600 

39.400 
43.925 
28 .640 
37.000 

39.900 

40.250 
34.750 
39.770 

40.530 

28.650 
38.030 
24.750 

29.750 
39.770 

43.800 

42.500 

39.950 

38.200 

47.250 

45.750 

40.700 

33.850 

42.000 

41.450 

35.250 
0.000 

43.000 
41.830 
41.770 
43.850 
0.000 

37.940 
44.970 
44.970 
44.970 
.42.000 
49.420 
30.140 
38.500 
42.400 
42.250 
35.500 

770 
530 
000 
830 
000 
000 

1.5 
1.5 
2.0 

41 
42 
0 

41 

0 

0 

1.5 

1.5 

1.5 

2.0 

1.5 

l.S 

1.5 

1.5 

1.5 

1.5 

1.5 

41.770 1.5 

47.800 2.0 

47.800 2.0 

47.800 2.0 

47.800 2.0 

47.250 1.5 

47.250 1.5 

47.250 1.5 

47.250 1.5 

46.000 1.5 

46.000 1.5 

39.400 46.000 1.5 

38.000 46.000 1.5 

36.800 46.000 1.5 

1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
l.S 
2.0 

1 
1 
1. 
2 
1. 
1. 
1. 

1. 
1. 

1. 

1.5 

1.5 

2.0 

2.0 

8 .830 
9.170 

720 
000 
460 
850 
150 
400 

9.110 
7.120 
9.110 
10.83 
8 .775 
7.750 

340 
170 
950 
830 
460 
000 

7.920 
8.000 

2.0 8.830 
2.0 8.830 

9.460 
9.600 
9.600 
9.600 
9 
6 
6 
6 
6 

2 . 0 

2 . 0 

2 . 0 

2 . 0 

2 . 0 

2 . 0 

2 . 0 

2 . 0 

2 . 0 

2 . 0 

2 . 0 

2 . 0 

2 . 0 

2 . 0 

2 . 0 

2 . 0 

2 . 0 

2 . 0 

2 . 0 

2 . 0 

2 . 0 

2 . 0 

6 . 1 7 0 0 . 0 0 0 
9 . 2 6 0 0 . 0 0 0 
8 . 4 9 0 0 . 0 0 0 
9 . 9 7 0 0 . 0 0 0 
7 . 7 9 0 0 . 0 0 0 
7 . 4 1 0 0 . 0 0 0 

2 . 0 

2 . 0 

1 . 5 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 

6 0 0 
8 5 0 
8 5 0 
8 5 0 
8 5 0 

9 . 6 0 0 
9 . 6 0 0 
9 . 6 0 0 
9 . 6 0 0 
9 . 6 0 0 

7 . 3 7 0 
7 . 6 6 0 
1 1 . 3 4 
8 . 8 5 0 
1 1 . 3 4 
8 . 7 4 0 
6 . 9 6 0 
5 . 970 
1 2 . 0 5 
1 0 . 4 6 
14 . 7 4 
6 . 1 7 0 
7 . 7 9 0 
7 . 6 7 0 
9 . 9 7 0 

9 7 0 
1 7 0 
1 7 0 
7 9 0 
5 5 0 
5 5 0 
5 5 0 
5 5 0 
6 0 0 
6 0 0 
6 0 0 
6 0 0 
5 5 0 

6 . 5 5 0 
6 . 5 5 0 
6 . 5 5 0 
6 . 5 5 0 

0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
6 4 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 

0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 6 5 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 . 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
1 . 9 0 0 
1 . 9 0 0 
1 . 9 0 0 
1 . 9 0 0 
1 . 9 0 0 
1 . 9 0 0 
1 . 9 0 0 
1 . 9 0 0 
1 . 9 0 0 
1 . 9 0 0 
1 . 9 0 0 
1 . 9 0 0 
1 . 9 0 0 

0 . 2 7 0 
0 . 3 2 0 
O.300 
0 . 5 5 0 
0 . 4 9 0 
0 .170 
0 . 3 8 0 
0 .700 
0 . 2 9 0 
0 . 2 3 0 
O.290 
0 . 7 5 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 3 5 0 
0 . 6 9 0 
0 . 3 2 0 
0 . 3 0 0 
0 . 2 7 0 
0 . 4 90 
0 . 0 0 0 
O.SSO 

O . 5 5 0 
0 . 2 7 0 
0 . 2 7 0 

490 
000 
000 
000 
000 

0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
1 . 0 0 0 
1 . 0 0 0 
1 . 0 0 0 
1 . 0 0 0 
1 . 0 0 0 
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Cook County Prevailing Wage For September, 2008. 

T r a d e Name RG TYP C B a s e FRMAN *M-F>8 OSA OSH H/W Pensn Vac Trng 

ORNAMNTL IRON WORKER 

PAINTER 

PAINTER SIGNS 

PILEDRIVER 

PIPEFITTER 

PLASTERER 

PLUMBER 

ROOFER 
SHEETMETAL WORKER 

SIGN HANGER 

SPRINKLER FITTER 

STEEL ERECTOR 

STONE MASON 
TERRAZZO FINISHER 

TERRAZZO MASON 

TILE MASON 

TRAFFIC SAFETY WRKR 
TRUCK DRIVER 

TRUCK DRIVER 

TRUCK DRIVER 

TRUCK DRIVER 

TRUCK DRIVER 

TRUCK DRIVER 

TRUCK DRIVER 

TRUCK DRIVER 

TUCKPOINTER 

E 

E 
E 

E 
W 

W 

W 

W 

ALL 
ALL 

BLD 

ALL 

BLD 
BLD 

BLD 

BLD 

BLD 

BLD 

BLD 

ALL 

BLD 

BLD 

BLD 

BLD 

"HWY 

ALL 

ALL 

ALL 

ALL 
ALL 

ALL 

ALL 

ALL 

BLD 

1 
2 

3 

4 

1 

2 

3 

4 

39 
36 

29 

. 39 
42 

38 

41 

35 

33 

26 

40 

40 

38 

33 

37 

38. 

24. 
30. 

30. 

31. 

31. 
32. 

32. 

32. 

33. 

38. 

.050 

.900 

.920 

.770 

.050 

.100 

.000 

.000 

.400 

.510 

.500 

.250 

.030 

.810 

.390 

.630 

300 
700 

950 

150 

350 

550 

700 

900 

100 

200 

41 
41 

33 

41 

45 

40 

43 

38 

36 

27 

42 

42 

41 

0 

40 

42 

25. 

31. 

31. 

31. 

31. 

33. 

33. 

33. 

33. 

39. 

.300 

.510 

.590 

.770 

.0 50 

.390 

.000 

.000 

.070 

.360 

.500 

.250 

.830 

.000 

.390 

.630 

.900 
350 

350 

350 

350 

100 

100 

100 

100 

200 

2 

.1 

1 

1 

1 
1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
2 

1 

1 

1 

2 

1. 

1. 

1. 

1. 

1. 

1. 

1. 

1. 

1. 

1. 

.0 

.5 

.5 

.5 

.5 

.5 

.5 

.5 

.5 

.5 

.5 

.0 

.5 

.5 

.5 

.0 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 
1 

1 

1 
2 

1 

1 

1, 

1. 

1. 

1. 

1. 

1. 

1. 

1. 

1. 

1. 

1. 

1. 

.0 

.5 

.5 

.5 

.5 

.5 

.5 

-5 

.5 

.5 

.5 

.0 

. 5 

.5 

.5 

.5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

2 

1 

1 

2 

2 
2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2. 

2. 

2. 

2. 
2. 

2. 

2. 
2. 

2. 

2. 

2. 

2. 

.0 

.5 

.5 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

.0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

7 

7 

2 

9 

7 
7 

8 

6 

6 

4 

8 

9 
8 

6 

6 

6 

3 . 

6. 

6. 

6. 

6. 
6. 

6. 

6. 

6. 

6. 

.950 

.350 

.600 

.460 

.660 

.500 

.840 

.800 

.460 

.200 

.500 

.950 

.000 

.150 

.150 

.150 

780 

750 

750 
750 

750 

500 

500 

500 

500 

580 

13.19 
8.400 

2.390 

7.790 

8.550 
8.440 

5.560 

3.870 
7.850 

2.280 

6.850 

14 .74 

9.970 

9.850 

11.11 

9.010 

1.875 
5.450 

5.450 

5.450 

5.450 
4.350 

4.350 

4.350 

4.350 

9.550 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

0 
0. 

0 

0. 

0, 

0. 
0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0 

6, 
0. 

0. 
0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

000 

000 

000 

000 

0 
0 

0 

0 

1 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0, 

0. 

0. 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

.500 

.420 

.000 

.490 

.370 

.400 

.980 

.330 

.590 

.000 

.500 

.300 

.550 

.310 

,350 

.500 

.000 

.150 

.150 

.150 

.150 

.000 

.000 

.000 

000 

280 

Legend: 
M-F>8 (Overtime i s requi red fo r any hour g r e a t e r than 8 worked 
each day, Monday through Fr iday . 
OSA (Overtime i s requi red t o r every hour worked on Saturday) 
OSH (Overtime i s requi red fo r every hour worked on Sunday and Holidays) 
H/W (Health & Welfare Insurance) 
Pensn (Pension) 
Vac (Vacation) 
Trng (Training) 
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COOK COUNTY 

TRUCK DRIVERS (WEST) - That part of the county West of Barrington 
Road. 

The following list is considfered as those days for which holiday rates 
of wages for work performed apply: New Years Day, Memorial/Decoration 
Day, Fourth of July, Labor Day, Veterans Day, Thanksgiving Day, 
Christmas Day. Generally, any of these holidays which fall on a Sunday 
is celebrated on the following Monday. This then makes work 
performed on that Monday payable at the appropriate overtime rate for 
holiday pay. Common practice in a given local may alter certain days 
of celebration such as the day after Thanksgiving for Veterans Day. 
If in doubt, please check with IDOL. 

EXPLANATION OF CLASSES 

ASBESTOS - GENERAL - removal of asbestos material/mold and hazardous 
materials from any place in a building, including mechanical systems 
where those mechanical systems are to be removed. This includes the 
removal of asbestos materials/mold and hazardous materials from 
ductwork or pipes in a building v̂ hen the building is to be demolished 
at the time or at some close future date. 
ASBESTOS - MECHANICAL - removal of asbestos material from mechanical 
systems, such as pipes, ducts, and boilers, where the mechanical 
systems are to remain. 

CERAMIC TILE FINISHER 

The grouting, cleaning, and polishing of all classes of tile, whether 
for interior or exterior purposes, all burned, glazed or unglazed 
products; all composition materials, granite tiles, warning detectable 
tiles, cement tiles, epoxy composite materials, pavers, glass, 
mosaics, fiberglass, and all substitute materials, for tile made in 
tile-like units,- all mixtures in tile like form of cement, metals, and 
other materials that are for and intended for use as a finished floor 
surface, stair treads, promenade roofs, walks, walls, ceilings, 
swimming pools, and all other places where tile is to form a finished 
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interior or exterior. The mixing of all setting mortars including but 
not limited to thin-set mortars, epoxies, wall mud, and any other 
sand and cement mixtures or adhesives when used in the preparation, 
installation, repair, or maintenance of tile and/or similar materials. 
The handling and unloading of all sand, cement, lime, tile, 
fixtures, equipment, adhesives, or any other materials to be used in 
the preparation, installation, repair, or maintenance of tile and/or 
similar materials. Ceramic Tile Finishers shall fill all joints and 
voids regardless of method on all tile work, particularly and 
especially after installation of said tile work. Application of any 
and all protective coverings to all types of tile installations 
including, but not be limited to, all soap compounds, paper products, 
tapes, and all polyethylene coverings, plywood, masonite, cardboard, 
and any new type of products that may be used to protect tile 
installations, Blastrac equipment, and all floor scarifying equipment 
used in preparing floors to receive tile. The clean up and removal of 
all waste and materials. All demolition of existing tile floors and 
walls to be re-tiled. 

COMMUNICATIONS ELECTRICIAN - Installation, operation, inspection, 
maintenance, repair and service of radio, television, recording, voice 
sound vision production and reproduction, telephone and telephone 
interconnect, facsimile, data apparatus, coaxial, fibre optic and 
wireless ec[uipment, appliances and systems used for the transmission 
and reception of signals of any nature, business, domestic, 
commercial, education, entertainment,, and residential purposes, 
including but not limited to, communication and telephone, electronic 
and sound equipment, fibre optic and data communication systems, and 
the performance of any task directly related to such installation or 
service whether at new or existing sites, such tasks to include the 
placing of wire and cable and electrical power conduit or other 
raceway work within the equipment room and pulling wire and/or cable 
through conduit and the installation of any incidental conduit, such 
that the employees covered hereby can complete any job in full. 

MARBLE FINISHER 

Loading and unloading trucks, distribution of all materials {all 
stone, sand, etc.), stocking of floors with material, performing all 
rigging for heavy work, the handling of all mateiral that may be 
needed for the installation of such materials, building of 
scaffolding, polishing if needed, patching, waxing of material if 
damaged, pointing up, caulking, grouting and cleaning of marble. 
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holding water on diamond or Carborundum blade or saw for setters 
cutting, use of tub saw or any other saw needed for preparation of 
material, drilling of holes for wires that anchor material set by 
setters; mixing up of molding plaster for installation of material, 
mixing up thin set for the installation of material, mixing up of sand 
to cement for the installatin of material and such other work as may 
be required in helping a Marble Setter in the handling of all material 
in the erection or installation of interior marble, slate, 
travertine, art marble, serpentine, alberene stone, blue stone, 
granite and other stones (meaning as to stone any foreign or domestic 
materials as are specified and used in building interiors and 
experiors and customarily known as stone in the trade), carrara, 
sanionyx, vitrolite and similar opaque glass and the laying of all 
marble tile, terrazzo tile, slate tile and precast tile, steps, risers 
treads, base,- or any other materials that may be used as substitutes 
for any of the aforementioned materials and which are used on interior 
and experior which sare installed in a similar manner. 

MATERIAL TESTER I: Hand coring and drilling for testing of materials; 
field inspection of uncured concrete and asphalt. 

MATERIAL TESTER II: Field inspection of welds, structural steel, 
fireproofing, masonry, soil, facade, reinforcing steel, formwork, 
cured concrete, and concrete and asphalt batch plants; adjusting 
proportions of bituminous mixtures. 

TERRAZZO FINISHER . 

The handling of sand, cement, marble chips, and all other materials 
that may be used by the Mosaic Terrazzo Mechanic, and the mixing, 
grinding, grouting, cleaning and sealing of all Marble, Mosaic, and 
Terrazzo work, floors, base, stairs, and wainscoting by hand or 
machine, and in addition, assisting and aiding Marble, Masonic, and 
Terrazzo Mechanics. 

OPERATING ENGINEERS - BUILDING 

Class 1. Mechanic; Asphalt Plant; Asphalt Spreader; Autograde; 
Backhoes with Caisson attachment; Batch Plant; Benoto; Boiler and 
Throttle Valve; Caisson Rigs; Central Redi-Mix Plant; Combination Back 
Hoe Front End-loader Machine; Compressor and Throttle Valve; 
Concrete Breaker (Truck Mounted); Concrete Conveyor; Concrete Paver; 
Concrete Placer; Concrete Placing Boom; Concrete Pump (Truck Mounted); 
Concrete Tower; Cranes, All; Cranes, Hammerhead; Cranes, (GCI and 
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similar Type); Creter Crane; Crusher, Stone, etc.; Derricks, All; 
Derricks, Traveling; Formless Curb and Gutter Machine; Grader, 
Elevating; Grouting Machines; Highlift Shovels or Front Endloader 
2-1/4 yd. and over; Hoists, Elevators, outside type rack and pinion 
and similar machines; Hoists, one, two and three Drum; Hoists, Two 
Tugger One Floor; Hydraulic Backhoes; Hydraulic Boom Trucks; Hydro 
Vac (and similar equipment); Locomotives, All; Motor Patrol; Pile 
Drivers and Skid Rig; Post Hole Digger; Pre-Stress Machine; Pump 
Cretes Dual Ram; Pump Cretes; Squeeze Cretes-screw Type Pumps; Raised 
and Blind Hole Drill; Roto Mill Grinder; Scoops - Tractor Drawn; 
Slip-form Paver; Straddle Buggies; Tournapull; Tractor with Boom and 
Side Boom; Trenching Machines. 

Class 2. Boilers; Broom, All Power Propelled; Bulldozers; Concrete 
Mixer (Two Bag and Over); Conveyor, Portable; Forklift Trucks; Greaser 
Engineer; Highlift Shovels or Front Endloaders under 2-1/4 yd.; 
Hoists, Automatic; Hoists, inside Freight Elevators; Hoists, Sewer 
Dragging Machine; Hoists, Tugger Single Drum; Laser Screed; Rock Drill 
self-propelled); Rock Drill (truck mounted); Rollers, All; Steam 
Generators; Tractors, All; Tractor Drawn Vibratory Roller; Winch 
Trucks with "A" Frame. 

Class 3. Air Compressor; Combination - Small Equipment Operator; 
Generators; Heaters, Mechanical; Hoists, Inside Elevators - (Rheostat 
Manual Controlled); Hydraulic Power Units (Pile Driving; Extracting, 
and Drilling); Pumps, over 3" (1 to 3 not to exceed a total of 300 
ft.); Pumps, Well Points; Welding Machines (2 through 5); Winches, 4 
small Electric Drill Winches; Bobcat (up to and including 3/4 cu. 
yd.). 

Class 4. Bobcats and/or other Skid Steer Loaders; Oilers; and Brick 
Forklift. 

OPERATING ENGINEERS - FLOATING 

Class 1. Craft foreman (Master Mechanic), diver/wet tender, engineer 
(hydraulic dredge) . 

Class 2. Crane/backhoe operator, mechanic/welder, assistant engineer 
(hydraulic dredge), leverman (hydraulic dredge), and diver tender. 

Class 3. Deck equipment operator (machineryman), maintenance of crane 
(over 50 ton capacity) or backhoe (96,000 pounds or more), 
tug/launch operator,- loader, dozer and like equipment on barge, 
breakwater wall, 
slip/dock or scow, deck machinery, etc. 
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class 4. Deck equipment operator machineryman/fireman), (4 equipment 
units or more) and crane maintenance 50 ton capacity and under or 
backhoe weighing 96,000 pounds or less, assistant tug operator. 

OPERATING ENGINEERS - HEAVY AND HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION 
Class I. Craft Foreman; Asphalt Plant; Asphalt Heater and Planer 
Combination; Asphalt Heater Scarfire; Asphalt Spreader; 
Autograder/GOMACO or other similar type machines; ABG Paver; Backhoes 
-.with Caisson attachment; Ballast Regulator; Belt Loader; Caisson 
Rigs; Car Dumper; Central Redi-Mix Plant; Combination Backhoe Front 
Endloader Machine, (1 cu. yd. Backhoe Bucket or over or with 
attachments); Concrete Breaker (Truck Mounted): Concrete Conveyor; 
Concrete Paver over 27E cu. ft.; Concrete Placer; Concrete Tube 
Float; Cranes, all attachments; Cranes, Hammerhead, Linden, Peco & 
Machines of a like nature; Crete Crane; Crusher, Stone, etc.; 
Derricks, All; Derrick Boats; Derricks, Traveling; Dowell machine with 
Air Compressor; Dredges; Field Mechanic-Welder; Formless Curb and 
Gutter Machine; Gradall and Machines of a like nature; Grader, 
Elevating; Grader, Motor Grader, Motor Patrol, Auto Patrol, Form 
Grader, Pull Grader, Subgrader; Guard Rail Post Driver Mounted; 
Hoists, One, Two and Three Drum; Hydraulic Backhoes; Backhoes with 
shear attachments; Mucking Machine; Pile Drivers and Skid Rig; 
Pre-Stress Machine; Pump Cretes Dual Ram; Rock Drill - Crawler or Skid 
Rig; Rock Drill -Truck Mounted; Roto Mill Grinder; Slip-Form Paver; 
Soil Test Drill Rig (Truck Mounted); Straddle Buggies; Hydraulic 
Telescoping Form (Tunnel); Tractor Drawn Belt Loader (with attached 
pusher - two engineers); Tractor with Boom; Tractaire with 
Attachments; Trenching Machine; Truck Mounted Concrete Pump with Boom; 
Raised or Blind Hole; Drills (Tunnel Shaft); Underground Boring 
and/or Mining Machines; Wheel Excavator; Widener (APSCO). 

Class 2. Batch Plant; Bituminous Mixer; Boiler and Throttle Valve; 
Bulldozers; Car Loader Trailing Conveyors; Combination Backhoe Front 
Endloader Machine (less than 1 cu. yd. Backhoe Bucket or over or with 
attachments); Compressor and Throttle Valve; Compressor, Common 
Receiver (3); Concrete Breaker or Hydro Hammer; Concrete Grinding 
Machine; Concrete Mixer or Paver 7S Series to and including 27 cu. 
ft.; Concrete Spreader; Concrete Curing Machine, Burlap Machine, 
Belting Machine and Sealing Machine; Concrete Wheel Saw; Conveyor 
Muck Cars (Haglund or Similar Type); Drills, All; Finishing Machine -
concrete; Greaser Engineer; Highlift Shovels or Front Endloader; Hoist 
- Sewer Dragging Machine- .Hydraulic Boom Trucks (All Attachments); 
Hydro-Blaster; All Locomotives, Dinky; Pump Cretes; Squeeze 
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C r e t e s - S c r e w T y p e Pumps, Gypsum B u l k e r a n d Pump; R o l l e r , A s p h a l t ; 
R o t o r y Snow P l o w s ; R o t o t i l l e r , Seaman , e t c . , s e l f - p r o p e l l e d ; S c o o p s • 
T r a c t o r Drawn; S e l f - P r o p e l l e d C o m p a c t o r ; S p r e a d e r - C h i p - S t o n e , 
e t c . ; S c r a p e r ; S c r a p e r - P r i m e Mover i n Tandem ( R e g a r d l e s s o f S i z e ) . ; 
Tank Car H e a t e r ; T r a c t o r s , P u s h , P u l l i n g S h e e p s F o o t , D i s c , 
C o m p a c t o r , e t c . ; Tug B o a t s . 

C l a s s 3 . B o i l e r s ; B r o o m s , A l l Power P r o p e l l e d ; C e m e n t S u p p l y T e n d e r ; 
C o m p r e s s o r , Common R e c e i v e r ( 2 ) ; C o n c r e t e M i x e r (Two Bag a n d O v e r ) ; 
C o n v e y o r , P o r t a b l e ; F a r m - T y p e T r a c t o r s Used f o r Mowing , S e e d i n g , 
e t c . ; F i r e m a n on B o i l e r s ; F o r k l i f t T r u c k s ; G r o u t i n g M a c h i n e ; . H o i s t s , 
A u t o m a t i c ; H o i s t s , A l l E l e v a t o r s ; H o i s t s , T u g g e r S i n g l e Drum; J e e p 
D i g g e r s ; P i p e J a c k i n g M a c h i n e s ; P o s t - H o l e D i g g e r ; Power Saw, 
C o n c r e t e Power D r i v e n ; Pug M i l l s ; R o l l e r s , o t h e r t h a n a s p h a l t ; S e e d 
and S t r a w B l o w e r ; S t e a m G e n e r a t o r s ; S tump M a c h i n e ; Winch T r u c k s w i t h 
"A" F r a m e ; Work B o a t s ; Tamper - F o r m - M o t o r D r i v e n . 

C l a s s 4 . A i r C o m p r e s s o r ; C o m b i n a t i o n - S m a l l E q u i p m e n t O p e r a t o r ; 
D i r e c t i o n a l B o r i n g M a c h i n e ; G e n e r a t o r s ; H e a t e r s , M e c h a n i c a l ; 
H y d r a u l i c Power U n i t ( P i l e D r i v i n g , E x t r a c t i n g , o r D r i l l i n g ) ; H y d r o -
B l a s t e r ; L i g h t P l a n t s , A l l (1 t h r o u g h 5 ) ; Pumps, o v e r 3 " ( 1 t o 3 n o t 
t o e x c e e d a t o t a l o f 300 f t . ) ; Pumps, W e l l P o i n t s ; T r a c t a i r e ; 
W e l d i n g M a c h i n e s (2 t h r o u g h 5 ) ; W i n c h e s , 4 S m a l l E l e c t r i c D r i l l 
W i n c h e s . 

C l a s s 5 . B o b c a t s ( a l l ) ; B r i c k F o r k l i f t s , O i l e r s . 

TRAFFIC SAFETY 

Work a s s o c i a t e d w i t h b a r r i c a d e s , h o r s e s a n d d r u m s u s e d t o r e d u c e l a n e 
u s a g e on h i g h w a y work , t h e i n s t a l l a t i o n a n d r e m o v a l o f t e m p o r a r y l a n e 
m a r k i n g s , a n d t h e i n s t a l l a t i o n a n d r e m o v a l o f t e m p o r a r y r o a d s i g n s . 

TRUCK DRIVER - BUILDING, HEAVY AND HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION - EAST Sc WEST 

C l a s s 1 . Two o r t h r e e A x l e T r u c k s . A - f r a m e T r u c k when u s e d f o r 
t r a n s p o r t a t i o n p u r p o s e s ; A i r C o m p r e s s o r s a n d W e l d i n g M a c h i n e s , 
i n c l u d i n g t h o s e p u l l e d b y c a r s , p i c k - u p t r u c k s a n d t r a c t o r s ; 
A m b u l a n c e s ; B a t c h G a t e L o c k e r s ; B a t c h HoppermcUi; C a r a n d T r u c k 
W a s h e r s ; C a r r y - a l l s ; F o r k L i f t s a n d H o i s t e r s ; H e l p e r s ; M e c h a n i c s 
H e l p e r s a n d G r e a s e r s ; O i l D i s t r i b u t o r s 2 -man o p e r a t i o n ; P a v e m e n t 
B r e a k e r s ; P o l e T r a i l e r , u p t o 40 f e e t ; Power Mower T r a c t o r s ; 
S e l f - p r o p e l l e d C h i p S p r e a d e r ; S k i p m a n ; S l u r r y T r u c k s , 2-mari o p e r a t i o n ; 
S l u r r y T r u c k C o n v e y o r O p e r a t i o n , 2 o r 3 man; T E a m s t e r s U n s k i l l e d 
dumpman; a n d T r u c k D r i v e r s h a u l i n g w a r n i n g l i g h t s , b a r r i c a d e s , a n d 
p o r t a b l e t o i l e t s o n t h e j o b s i t e . 
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(Sub)Exhibit 6. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 28) 

Prevailing Wages. 
(Page 9 of 9) 

Explanations. 

class 2. Four axle trucks; Dump Crets and Adgetors under 7 yards; 
Dumpsters, Track Trucks, Euclids, Hug Bottom Dump Turnapulls or 
Turnatrailers when pulling other than self-loading equipment or 
similar equipment under 16 cubic yards; Mixer Trucks under 7 yards; 
Ready-mix Plant Hopper Operator, and Winch Trucks, 2 Axles. 

Class 3. Five axle trucks; Dump Crets and Adgetors 7 yards and over; 
Dumpsters, Track Trucks, Euclids, Hug Bottom Dump Turnatrailers or 
turnapulls when pulling other than self-loading equipment or similar 
equipment over 16 cubic yards; Explosives and/or Fission Material 
Trucks; Mixer Trucks 7 yards or over; Mobile Cranes while in transit; 
Oil Distributors, 1-man operation; Pole Trailer, over 40 feet; Pole 
and Expandable Trailers hauling material over .50 feet long; Slurry 
trucks, 1-man operation; Winch trucks, 3 axles or more; 
Mechanic--Truck Welder and Truck Painter. 

Class 4. Six axle trucks; Dual-purpose vehicles, such as mounted 
crane trucks with hoist and accessories; Foreman; Master Mechanic; 
Self-loading ec[uipment like P.B. and trucks with scoops on the front. 

Other classifications of Work: 

For definitions of classifications not otherwise set out, the 
Department generally has on file such definitions which are 
available. If a task to be performed is not subject to one of the 
classifications of pay set out, the Department will upon being 
contacted state which neighboring county has such a classification and 
provide such rate, such rate being deemed to exist by reference in 
this document. If no neighboring county rate applies to the task, 
the Department shall undertake a special determination, such special 
determination being then deemed to have existed under this 
determination. If a project requires these, or any classification not 
listed, please contact IDOL at 618/993-7271 for wage rates or 
clarifications. 

LANDSCAPING 

Landscaping work falls under the existing classifications for laborer, 
operating engineer and truck driver. The work performed by 
landscape plantsman and landscape laborer is covered by the existing 
classification of laborer. The work performed by landscape operators 
(regardl.ess of equipment used or its size) is covered by the 
classifications of operating engineer. The work performed by 
landscape truck drivers (regardless of size of truck driven) is 
covered by the classifications of tcuck driver. 
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(Sub)Exhibit 7. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 28) 

Contractor's Performance And Payment Bond. 

IMocipdi becanafia Kf«(nd to as Cootractor. and 
.SoltQT 

of tbe Comtf-ot Cook aod Stale of DDUHMS, are held aqd firinl/.boviKl oirto tfaeCrrY' OF CHtCAGO in Cbc peiial snm of 

lawfU niOaqrof the UoitedStates, for tkcpaymeot of wliicii sum of money, wdl and troF '̂to be made, welnnd oorsehres, obrtnis. 

exccntDcs,adoanistnrtnrs.sQooe$soc5 and assigns, jointty and sewerdly, fimdyby.lfaesc.pfescats. 

JrSfttdth with caracals and dated diis dayof AJ).. 20 

t Coniriitau of iif̂  ^ a i t t 0MTgaffan is snrff, 

Tbat'^rfaereu tbe above bobndea Coatrador bas entered into a bdtain.oantnict witb'tbc.CITV.'OF'CHlCAGO.'beafuig 

ConnadtWd.. ___; .aid Specificatioa No. .-aflinecMifbmritywitfasaidcnnirart, for, 

"TbttMcBKtneibwauKpenleibadabfKfeieaccaiitsctSax^ 

Now; iftbe cad Gooincior A d i a d leaiipcis weftaad inrif tocp and peifbaa Ibepid o a « ^ 
Ihe teBb and pivTitiuus of all af tte OutiaU pocwiMuti nnna Wag »aid <yiiittan; and fa Ao tunc and HUMKI JUMMI fwnaibed^ aht 
uHQicr SBiB dvcL inQcoflniiL and Bocp ottUlcss vBB.Ccty oc dncaso aftUBsC û loss* OBBMSQL duofl^ iiiiiiflnî n, jutwfnifirtBi ^̂ BV̂  aod 
'ofeoKs HIBCII iMy in t j i i i i t aecww BBIIBU S I U Q y <if CtkiBn fa cmaogticwooof Cte giuiinB <if itfi coanact, or oMch toy in 
v^ytilse icsdt tfacnfinia, or wUcii iHQr ic iA fitn atiict fiaUi^ OT iriBch inajr ia aqywiK RsA lin^ 
peoo^ or <linMigc to BBJT led arpcaoBd ixopei^, wiiiag dutnily or indbecd^ fitn OT ia comectioa wdC wik pafonioil OT 19 be 
peiftiBHd safa.<ritl ooBicM (^ (M QjBbscla^ i(s Agenli; En^pit̂ Bcs OT WWnc^ issigaeei^ arifc^ 
Ripccc whafctiij OTvfaclimif ICNNntsoomctiffwjrfafnagemeai otwuf pUcatlijrletson<f Ac•Mends^ inafWia'iitdnioeiOT 
iH'^^fff iMwi hi Ai< pa f̂im—«B rf^M fnttwt^ aod jwimnGiiddlpijf (osad'€St]fai>7 t ^ f *'!''* ffBOiit^tlf'BJiBil by ̂ liB 
VuiihtitcAgcxtt,tBikKt!ftt€OKttKtHWfMtiMj(iinm6oit,t9lK4KsiUCSiybyiets(nit 
of ftawyimiiBatKiftiMmwliic^ aJiucfciBtfie<ridftwiitBngAgeiitlliJlia»uilw>rftowi|iciidOT<>woelJi^t>tne^aadrti>Bpy' 
iB c u b s siatleiBMB mBCsocvn̂  vftacb tutf KX'WC lo Mch AM CVCQT nnicadknai S M a0bot)Bbartaiv'tHd*to'cad| tnd CVB/ pctiuti 
i>b& Adlbc<B%ih(yi)dli!ylte<MdO(wliiBiOTOTtjr teawigiKctOTwl w^xunbafiiaii, aiOTifcotflw|iciBii/iiii>e<]CwMMialim<Bd 
wife ««Ces pM at pie«KiciB tnee fMBifMieqiHiPBd b r ' s ^ oooftac^ «af 4 d 

aboat <K iwliawiu. of t H ooaftact. OT ̂ itadi riwH joaae to the bmrfiriMies OT 4lniea(fcti of.awy sacb penoB, wder ihe'pHfvfaiow 
of Ibe Wain 'OMve«atna Ac^ SaO ILCS 3(K, «1 aoMaded, and Ibe Wixins 'Ooc^^ 
l̂ tociaafiKr lefaial to as "ActO dM B Ais obQgalNa to be aoB aad Toid. odienrise «a m ^ 
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And it is hereby expressly understood and agreed, and made a comfiiioa haeo^ Ibat.any jodgooeat rendered against Said City io 
3njr stnt based vfion any loss, damages, claims, babifities. jodgoncnts. costs oc expenses wfaich may ia anywise aoaiie against saitf O t y 
as a ooQsoqocaoc o f llic giantinc a t said contract, or wfaicb may in anywise lesnlt tbcreEnom, or wbicfa may ia anywise [csolt bum any 
injndes to. ordeattaoCany petsoa,ordaniagctaany fcalorpecsooalpropeity, «isine<fiicctly w iBd i iecdybom.ar ino ( i i ^ 
wok pet f tnsed, or to be peifoimod ondcr said contract by said Oootractcr or its agents, coqiloyecs or wodonea. assignees, suboootrac-
(Qci. or anyone cbc and also aiqr dodiaaa of Ibe faidajtrial Cjonmnssiao of A c Stateof nEnois, Old an^ 
sioa, or jodgemeat ttiereoo. rendered against said CS^ o f (3 ikago ia any stA or claim a i i a i ^ 

o f (be pendency ofacbimiiaa proceedings or i nk sball bave been ^ve i i said Gaoliactat. d a H be coodosive' aeaiast eacb aiid aO parties 
tottcsobGgafioa. as toamoaat.iiiAiEty andanot&erdnogspeAaimgglbcRto. 

Every penoa finoiAiiig m s o i a l or pcffixnaag labor in Ibe peifwuauoe o f sad oontrad, ddicr as an infiTidad, as a snbcoatractor. 

orodiertrisc, tbaB baveibe Rgbt to sne on Ifab bond in theoaaie o f ibeGty o f CUcagb ^ t e 
as f iamtiff fiaiSl f3e a copy of dds bond, oertifioTby (he party or parties in y^base cbaige'lbis bond sbaB be.'«<Dcb dopy tfaall (ie^'ttnles!: 
c»egilidn thereof be denied aoder oalh. prima facie cvideooe tf the emcatioa and deSrety of the ofiginnh prorided, flat nothing in ibts 
bdadooobBoed t ta lbea fcea to nn fa . l bcO ly ofChfcaeo.liaMeto.«y.«fliconlraiair.miMiji)dmiM bborer.or.to a t f yoderpasn to any 
gmlter cMent than i t vRidd have been fiiUepdor'to t b e ' c n a c t n ^ o f tbe.INd£c Coostnictiin Bond Act, lOlUCS'SSOL'as a & i c ^ ^ 
f ra i ided finlbe^ Aat aiqr peraon barvaig a cUbn for b6or and BHCcdab fiaaid^ 
actiaa onieas be sfaaflbavcSed a^itdGed noticeofsocbdaba-wilh i b e C k i k o f t h e C ^ y o f C b t c a g o w ^ 
I j B t i t e p o f aKatOTtheftaaislBBgoflhehttt i ieB^of mairtiHs, a n d d a n b a v c f w n U h ^ 
«aUa idVlqfs i t fd ie f iEngof Ibe iNtioe widi tbe f3iy<rf'C3ncago. Socb da im (ban be v c d f i e d o i d i ^ 

• feidahwat, Ibe bosiness address o f die r ia jnwntiwlbai Ihe State o f BBnqh; i f a ^ ^ 

place o f basmess witb.lbe Sotclbe princ^al pfatoe o f IrasinesE o f said uaporatiuu. and in tU cages o f padoostDfi die aaaes and icsJdcadci 
tJTcacfaof tbe partiKn, I k aam^cf (be contractor foir Ibe CUy o f Odoigd^ the naoie o f tbe penoa, fina or cnparafiga by'ahom die 
riAi^ant y m cnylayed or'to wfaoni socb damant foinisbed mafrrials, the araooit o f dieciaim andabde f descqptiod'af dte-paUic 
iuy i i vmieot tor ifae omMiinlion orinstalladanofwfaicb tbecoonact is to be perfotiued.'Rowled, figfliei; ibat no defect in Ibe notice 
htfein iau»iJed"far«b?B dqaivc ibectatnwnr o f his right o f action under Ifae terms andptwisioat o f das bond mless it shall aflSnnativeiy 
appear diat soch defect bas'pn^a^oed (he lii^its o f on inteiestod p a ^ asv^lii ig (he snne; provided, bolbet; (hat no actioa tfaall be 
l a o n g ^ natil (he crpiotiaD of .one bandied tweoqr (12(9 d q « afiCT tbe dato 5 ^ ' d ^ 
BBtCfiai,' eocqi l i n cases where the Snal setrtrment between Ifae City o f CIncago 'and the Caatactai sbaB have bocnniade laior to die' 

-expiiatiQa o f die 120 (fay periodniwfaicb case action n n y be tafaenluauMliJt tJylMpwingsBcbSaalBrtt f r^^ 
- 'ao aoliaa o f any kind sfaaU be braogbt later dian six (ti) mondis after die i in»iKiairr by the (fsCjr o f Chicago of ifae compktioa of woik. 
' JU7 sai l iqioa ttns bond SIDI I be broogbt only in a cbont ooiBt o f die Stale o f Iffincis in Ibe'JDificial d i s ^ ^ 
beea'pc^fixmed. 

H i e stidSaiietK^^^alaereaeived, hereby stqralalesaiidaeiees that 110 change; C9ctai»aa o f ( u i ^ aberattonoraddidoa to Ifae leans 
oCany o f t h e Ooobact Pdnmnmis ooinwisiiig said comract. or to die wor i : to be pqfwiued (berenidei; sbaO io anywise affect ihe 

' oUigafioos on Ibis bond, and ft does bendby waive nolice <if any such cbange, cxtenaoa o f (ime, alteralian <^ 
Contract Donumrrts or to Ihe wo i t . 

CSealj 

Affmi tA . . a t 
CSeap 

<SeaD 

(Seal) 

AfjptowdastolbiBiaQdkciliQf: ( S M D 

• . : : : «SeaD 
AsMiMl CMp«ra6«a Cbaasel 
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/ 
STATE OF ILLINOIS,! 
COUNTY OF COOK, i 

afiaresaid..DO HEREBVCEKnFV lfaat_ 

.a Notary Public ia aod for <>><: Countv. and Stale 

: ._ .̂  ^^__fteadcat8nd 

. Secretaiy of lhc_ 

wbo ate oersoballv known u m e to be Ac same persons wfaose names. Aoe sidisciibed in the (otc^tang jnstiuuiert as 

. . ^ _ ^ Piresideor and . •- .. -. Secxela{y..appcaied-
before me dus day in person Mid actaoowledged that-(hqr signed, sealed aiid(Mi>%(ed (be said insana^etit of wridog 

lbeir&cpaaaTOfD«a(yaci,iind-as-tiieficeafld voluntaiy actoftbe said-
far the uses and plBpos« therem settbrdi, 'and caused Oic oorporate sc^tof saad^Oompanyrto bethereto atttiied.-

fHVENunder mvband and NoUEoal Seal Ibis : _ _ d a y o F 20_ 

I Notary Public 

( SlAIEtlFliaJNOISil: __ 
CX>IJNTF6FCOOK. J 

, ^Jjffsrj Public- in and for.lb6'Ci«ia9 aod State 

I 
O 

aforesaid. DO-HEREBY CERTIFY.duDL. 

.of die _wbp_ . personalty.loKiwn 

to be the saQi^pecton . .-whose nanKL. . subsoiflied in the.fiarc^wig instriimeat assucb^ 

. ajyeaicid bcf<nc mc this day in persoo ana adorowledeed (liat_: 

signed, sealed and .dcSveied thet said tastroment of writing as_ J i e e and .vqtaaitary act, aad as die bee 

- aaid vofamtay-act of the said_ 
fi)r Ibe OSes aad poiposes therein set forth, and caused Ihe corporate seal of s»d Craipany to be diercto attacbed.-

GIVEN ondcr liiy band and NOTacial Seal diis day erf 20_ 

\ NotaryPtAUc 

/ SXAIEOFDLUNOIS,l ^ 
G(H)NT]rorCXX>K. • • 

I _ _ 

A 
b 

, a Nolay M A c ra « d for Ibe CSoonty aad Siue 

afoiesddii DO HEREBYCERnFYlfaaL. 

.penoodly kaown to me to be the same paaoos wbbse n s n e . jrabsoiftpd ifllbe faregoing 

I 

JaaiiaueaLafpeMBd before w e Mat day M penoa and aekBoafedeed that be tS^ndiSededaaldeGvetedthe 

sudiBstnaneatofanrftiagaf fine and vohntaiy act; (or (be ases and poipoteslbeida set forth. 

GIVEN mrfcTBiy band and Kotarial Seal IIB^ tfagrof , --20 

• NotatyPubCc 

GnC-N«Z1MC-1 
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(Sub)Exhibit 8. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 28) 

Contractor's Affidavit. 

Contractor Name: 

Special Service Area Number: 

Agreement ("Agreement"): 

AgreementbetweentheCity of Chicago and , dated , relating 
to the provision of special services. 

Affidavit. 

The undersigned, . , as , and on behalf of 
, having been duly sworn under oath, certifies that in the year , 

it performed all ofthe Services described in (Sub)Exhibit 1 of the Agreement in accordance 
with the terms of the Agreement and that it spent all funds obtained from the City in 
connection with that Agreement on the Services described in (Sub)Exhibit 1. 

Nothing in this Affidavit may be construed as limiting Contractor's obligations under the 
Agreement. All terms not defined in this Affidavit will be as defined in the Agreement. 

Under penalty of perjury, I certify that I am authorized to execute this Affidavit on behalf of 
the Contractor, that I have personal knowledge of the certifications made in this Affidavit, and 
that they are true and correct. 

Name of Contractor: 

Signature of Authorized Officer 

Name of Authorized Officer 
(Print or Type) 
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State of 

County of 

Sworn to and acknowledged before me by 
[name of signatory] as [title] of 
[name of contracting party] this day of , 20_ 

Signature of Notary 

(Sub)Exhibit 9. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 28) 

Special Service Area — Additional Audit Requirements. 

Accounting System. 

The Department requires that the Contractor maintain its accounting system in a manner 
which allows the Contractor's expenditures to be categorized in its statement of activities 
according to the categories listed in the budget approved by the City for each Area. 

Guidance For The Contractor's Selection Of A C.P.A. Firm (Independent Auditor). 

The Contractor must use the following guidelines for engaging a qualified C.P.A. Firm: 

1. Issue a Request for Proposal ("R.F.P.") that sets forth all of the terms and 
conditions ofthe engagement, evaluation criteria and scope ofthe work required. 

2. Distribute and publicize the R.F.P. sufficiently to ensure full and open competition. 

3. Request in the R.F.P. that bidders provide detail on: 

a. How the C.P.A. Firm will conduct the audit in the first and subsequent years. 

b. Qualifications of the C.P.A. Firm, management, and staff, including 
experience in auditing like entities. 
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c. Policies on notification of changes in key personnel. 

d. Whether the proposed staff has received continuing professional education 
during the previous two (2) years. 

e. Whether the C.P.A. Firm has received a positive peer review within the last 
three (3) years. 

f. Whether the C.P.A. Firm is independent, as defined by applicable auditing 
standards. 

g. Whether the C.P.A. Firm has been the object of any disciplinary action 
during the past three (3) years. 

h. Whether the C.P.A. Firm maintains an active license in the State of Illinois. 

i. The audit fee. 

4. Evaluate the proposals based on: 

a. The C.P.A. Firm's understanding of the audit requirements, including the 
needs of the Area and the final products to be delivered. 

b. Soundness of technical approach to the audit, including the meeting of the 
Contractor's specific deadlines and other requirements. 

c. Qualifications of the C.P.A. Firm. 

d. Qualifications of the audit team. 

e. The information provided by respondents in response to the R. F. P. including 
cost and independence. 

Rate the proposals as follows: 

a. Proposals should be evaluated as submitted. 

b. Make a list of strengths and weaknesses for each to support its technical 
rating. 

c. Review the proposed fees offered by the bidders after completion of the 
technical evaluation. 
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d. Ask questions of the bidders to eliminate any ambiguities. 

e. Select a proposal that is most advantageous to the Area based on the 
evaluation criteria set forth in the R.F.P. 

6. Once a C.P.A. Firm is chosen based upon the foregoing criteria, require a written 
engagement letter to avoid misunderstandings that specifies: 

a. Audit scope, objectives and purposes. 

b. Deadlines for the work to be performed. 

c. Audit fees. 

d. Report format, including providing a digital version of the final audit. 

e. Type and timing of support to be provided to the C.P.A. Firm by the S.S.A.C. 

f. Professional auditing standards to be followed in performing the audit. 

g. Independence of the C.P.A. Firm to the S.S.A.C. 

h. Terms of making changes to the scope of the Agreement. 

i. C.P.A. Firm's ownership of the work papers, retention period and 
requirement for availability to the City upon request. 

Summary Schedule Of Findings. 

In order to properly conduct the certified audit of the books and records of the Contractor, 
it is necessary for the C.P.A. Firm to read and understand the requirements contained in the 
Agreement. Particular attention should be given to Sections 3 and 5 of the Agreement. 

The C.P.A. Firm must test the Contractor's compliance with the requirements contained in 
the Agreement. Should the C. P.A. Firm find exception to the requirements ofthe Agreement, 
it must disclose all exceptions in a separate schedule, which shall be entitled "Summary 
Schedule of Findings". Each finding shall be listed separately. The schedule shall be 
incorporated with the other required financial statements. 

If the C.P.A. Firm finds no exceptions to the Agreement requirements, it shall still include 
a "Summary Schedule of Findings". On that schedule the C.P.A. Firm shall make an 
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affirmative statement indicating it has read the Agreement and, after conducting the audit, 
has determined that no exceptions were noted. 

Subsections to note in Section 5 include: 

a. Section 5.01, Basis of Payment, describes "carry over" as the amount of Service 
Tax Funds collected for prior tax years which remain previously unspent. 

b. Section 5.02, Budget for Services, restricts the maximum amount that may be spent 
in a calendar year to the amount stated in the Agreement. 

c. Section 5.03, Method of Payment, states that the Contractor shall establish a 
separate checking account and that Area funds shall not be commingled with other 
sources. 

Audit Of Financial Statements. 

As discussed in Section 3.07, "Records and Audits", the Contractor shall provide an annual 
audited financial statement to the Department and S.S.A.C. within one hundred twenty (120) 
calendar days after the end of the calendar year and the system of accounting shall be in 
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles and practices, consistently applied 
throughout. 

Audit Documents, 

The City requires an audit conducted in accordance with generally accepted accounting 
principles to include the following documents: 

1. Statement of Financial Position. 

2. Statement of Activities: Budget and Actual (period being audited compared to the 
previous year, e.g., columns should be 2004 Budget, 2004 Actual, Variance, 2003 
Budget; 2003 Actual, Variance). 

3. Statement of Cash Flows. 

4. Notes to the Financial Statements. 

5. Summary Schedule of Findings. 

Expense descriptions included in the Statement of Activities must correspond to the 
expense descriptions in the budget submitted to the City. 
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AUTHORIZATION FOR IMPOSITION OF TAX LEVY, APPROVAL 
OF 2009 BUDGET AND EXECUTION OF SERVICE 

PROVIDER AGREEMENT FOR SPECIAL 
SERVICE AREA NUMBER 32. 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration an ordinance authorizing the 
imposition of a tax levy, the approval of the 2009 budget and the approval of a service 
provider agreement for Special Service Area Number 32, amount to be levied: $285,835, 
having had the same under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your 
Honorable Body Pass the proposed ordinance transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) , EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Veas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Muiioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 
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WHEREAS, Special service areas may be established pursuant to Article Vll, Sections 6(1) 
and 7(6) of the Constitution of the State of Illinois, and pursuant to the provisions of the 
Special Service Area Tax Law, 35 ILCS 200/27-5, et seq., as amended from time to time (the 
"Act") and pursuant to the Property Tax Code, 35 ILCS 200/1-1, et seq., as amended from 
time to time; and 

WHEREAS, On December 7. 2005, the City Council of the City of Chicago (the "City 
Council") enacted an ordinance (the "Establishment Ordinance") which established an area 
known and designated as City of Chicago Special Service Area Number 32 (the "Area") and 
authorized the levy of an annual tax, for the period beginning in tax year 2005 through and 
including tax year 2014, not to exceed an annual rate of two and zero-tenths percent (2.0%) 
of the equalized assessed value of the taxable property therein (the "Services Tax") to 
provide certain special services in and for the Area in addition to the services provided by and 
to the City of Chicago generally (the "Special Services"); and 

WHEREAS, The Establishment Ordinance established the Area consisting of West 79'̂  
Street from the Dan Ryan Expressway to South Marshfield Avenue; South Perry Avenue from 
West 79'̂  Street to West 77"̂  Street; South Wentworth Avenue from West 77* Street to West 
76"" Street; West 76'̂  Street from South Wentworth Avenue to South Vincennes Avenue; 
South Vincennes Avenue from West 76* Street to West 79* Street; South Emerald Avenue 
from West 79* Street to West 80* Street; South Halsted Street from West 78* Street to West 
80* Street; South Racine Avenue from West 79* Street to West 80* Street; and South 
Ashland Avenue from West 78* Street to West 80* Street; and 

WHEREAS, The Special Services authorized in the Establishment Ordinance include but 
are not limited to maintenance and beautification activities, coordinated marketing and 
promotional activities, parking and transit programs, area strategic planning, business 
retention/recruitment initiatives, building fagade improvements, security services and other 
technical assistance activities to promote community and economic development; and 

WHEREAS, The Establishment Ordinance provided for the appointment of the Auburn 
Gresham Special Service Area Commission (the "Commission") for the purpose of 
recommending to the Mayor and to the City Council a yearly budget based upon the cost of 
providing the Special Services and further to advise the Mayor and the City Council regarding 
the amount of the Services Tax to be levied; and 

WHEREAS, It is the responsibility of the Commission to recommend to the Department of 
Planning and Development, the Mayor and the City Council an entity to serve as a service 
provider (the "Service Provider"), the form of an agreement between the City and the Service 
Provider for the provision of Special Services to the Area, and a line item budget to be 
included in the agreement between the City and the Service Provider; and 

WHEREAS, The Commission has been duly appointed and qualified and has heretofore 
prepared and transmitted to the Commissioner of the Department of Planning and 
Development (the "Commissioner") and to the City Council its recommendations for a budget 
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to provide the Special Services in the Area for the fiscal year commencing January 1, 2009, 
and has advised the Mayor and the City Council concerning the Services Tax for the 
tax year 2008 for the purpose of providing funds necessary to provide the Special Services, 
and has recommended to the Department of Planning and Development, the Mayor and the 
City Council an agreement with the Service Provider, with a one (1) year term, the terms and 
conditions of which provide for the expenditure of the Services Tax for the provision of the 
Special Services for the fiscal year commencing January 1, 2009, in substantially the form 
attached hereto as Exhibit A; and 

WHEREAS, Certain members ofthe Commission may serve from time to time on the Board 
of Directors of the Service Provider, or serve the Service Provider in some other voluntary 
capacity, which such service shall provide no financial compensation in any manner to such 
Commission member; now, therefore. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Incorporation Of Preambles. The preambles of this ordinance are hereby 
incorporated into this text as if set out herein in full. 

SECTION 2. Appropriations. There is hereby appropriated the following sums in the 
amounts and for the purposes necessary to provide the Special Services in and for the Area, 
the estimated amounts of miscellaneous income and the amounts required to be raised by 
the levy of the Services Tax indicated as follows: 

Auburn Gresham Special Service Area Commission. 

Special Service Area Budget. 

For the fiscal year commencing January 1, 2009 and ending December 31, 2009: 

Expenditures 

Service Provider Agreement 
for the provision of Special 
Services $285,835 

TOTAL BUDGET REQUEST: $285,835' 

Source Of Funding 

Tax levy at an annual rate not to 
exceed two and zero-tenths 
percent (2.0%) ofthe equalized 
assessed value of the taxable property 
within Special Service Area Number 32 $285,835 
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SECTION 3. Levy Of Taxes. There is hereby levied pursuant to the provisions of 
Article Vll, Sections 6(a) and 6(1)(2) ofthe Constitution ofthe State of Illinois and pursuant 
to the provisions of the Act and pursuant to the provisions of the Establishment Ordinance, 
the sum of Two Hundred Eighty-five Thousand Eight Hundred Thirty-five Dollars ($285,835) 
as the amount of the Services Tax for the tax year 2008. 

SECTION 4. Filing. The City Clerk is hereby ordered and directed to file in the Office of 
the County Clerk of Cook County, Illinois a certified copy of this ordinance on or prior to 
December 30, 2008, and the County Clerk shall thereafter extend for collection togetherwith 
all other taxes to be levied by the City, the Services Tax herein provided for, said Services 
Tax to be extended for collection by the County Clerk for the tax year 2008 against all the 
taxable property within the Area, the amount of the Services Tax herein levied to be in 
addition to and in excess of all other taxes to be levied and extended against all taxable 
property within the Area. 

SECTION 5. Service Provider Agreement. The Commissioner, or a designee of the 
Commissioner, are each hereby authorized, subject to approval by the Corporation Counsel 
as to form and legality, to enter into, execute and deliver an agreement with Greater 
Auburn-Gresham Development Corporation • an Illinois not-for-profit corporation, in 
substantially the form attached hereto as Exhibit A and hereby made a part hereof (the 
"Service Provider Agreement"), and such other supporting documents, if any, as may be 
necessary to carry out and comply with the provisions of the Service Provider Agreement, 
with such changes, deletions and insertions as shall be approved by the persons executing 
the Service Provider Agreement. 

SECTION 6. Exemption. The Service Provider Agreement is hereby declared exempt 
from Section 2-156-020 ofthe Municipal Code ofthe City of Chicago. 

SECTION 7. Enforceability. If any section, paragraph or provision of this ordinance shall 
be held to be invalid or unenforceable for any reason, the invalidity or unenforceability of such 
section, paragraph or provision shall not affect any of the remaining provisions of this 
ordinance. 

SECTION 8. Conflict. This ordinance shall control over any provision of any other 
ordinance, resolution, motion or order in conflict with this ordinance, to the extent of such 
conflict. 

SECTION 9. Publication. This ordinance shall be published by the City Clerk, in special 
pamphlet form, by preparing at least one hundred (100) copies thereof, which copies are to 
be made available in his office for public inspection and distribution to members of the public 
who may wish to avail themselves of a copy of this ordinance. 

SECTION 10. Certified Copies. TheCity Clerk shall provide to the Corporation Counsel, 
without charge, certified copies of this ordinance in such amount as shall be requested by the 
Corporation Counsel. 

SECTION 11. Effective Date. This ordinance shall take effect ten (10) days after its 
passage and publication. 

Exhibit "A" referred to in this ordinance reads as follows: 
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Exhibit "A". 
(To Ordinance) 

Agreement For Special Service Area Number 32 
Between 

The City Of Chicago 
(Represented by the Special Service Area Commission) 

And 
Greater Auburn-Gresham Development Corporation 

Effective January 1, 2009 through December 31, 2009. 

This Agreement for the management of Special Service Area Number 32 is entered into 
on , 2009 by and between Greater Auburn-Gresham Development Corporation, 
an Illinois not-for-profit corporation ("Contractor"), and the City of Chicago ("City"), a municipal 
corporation and home rule unit of local govemment existing under the Constitution ofthe State of 
Illinois, acting through the Special Service Area Commission at Chicago, Illinois. 

RECITALS 

WHEREAS, special service areas may be established pursuant to Article VII, §§ 6(1) and 
7(6) ofthe Constitution ofthe State oflllinois, and pursuant to the provisions ofthe Special Service 
Area Tax Law, 35 ILCS 200/27-5 etseq.: and 

WHEREAS, the City Council of the City of Chicago ("City Council") has established a 
special service area known and designated as "Special Service Area Number 32" ("Area"), to provide 
special services in addition to those services provided generallyby the City ("Special Services"). The 
City Council has fiirther authorized the lê vy of an euinual ad valorem real property tax in the Area 

. efficient to produce revenues required to provide those Special Services but not to exceed 2.00% 
ofthe equalized assessed value of all property within the Area ("Service Tax"), all as provided in the 
Establishment Ordinance (hereinafter defined); and 

WHEREAS, the City Council, on , 2008, authorized the levy ofthe Service 
Tax and appropriation ofthe fiinds therefi-om for the Area for fiscal year 2009 for the provision of 
the Special Services in the Area, and the City wishes to provide that the Contractor, beginning on 
January 1, 2009, and continuing until December 31, 2009, may use those fiinds to provide the 
Services, subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and 

WHEREAS, the Contractor and the City desire to enter into this Agreement to provide such 
Special Services in the Area and the Contractor is ready, willing and able to enter into this 
Agreement to provide the Special Services to the fiill satisfaction ofthe City; 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration ofthe mutual promises contained in this Agreement, 
the City and the Contractor agree as follows: 
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ARTICLE 1 INCORPORATION OF RECITALS 

The recitals set forth above are incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein. 

ARTICLE 2 DEFINITIONS 

The following words and phrases shall have the following meanings for purposes of this 
Agreement: 

"Agreement" means this Special Service Area Agreement, including all exhibits attached 
to it and incorporated in it by reference, and all amendments, modifications or revisions made in 
accordance with its terms. 

"Commissioner" means the Commissioner ofthe Department ofPlanning and Development 
or a duly authorized representative of the Commissioner of the Department of Planning and 
Development. 

"Construction" means that work of a nature constituting "public works" as defined in 820 
ILCS 130/2, such as landscaping and building activities, including but not limited to, physical 
building improvements, installations, and other fixed works, but does not include pre-development 
work (design and preparation of specifications). 

"Days" means business days in accordance with the City of Chicago business calendar. 

"Department" means the City of Chicago Department ofPlanning and Development. 

"Establishment Ordinance" means, the ordinance enacted by City Council on December 
7, 2005 and any subsequent amendments thereto authorizing imposition of the Service Tax and 
setting forth the Special Services to be provided in the Area. 

"Risk Management Division" means the Risk Management Division ofthe Department of 
Finance which is under the direction ofthe Comptroller ofthe City and is charged with reviewing 
and analyzing insurance and related liability matters for the City. 

"Security Firm" means a business entity certified by the State of Illinois pursuant to the 
Private Detective, Private Alarm and Private Security Act of 1993, 225 ILCS 446/1 et seq.. and 
whose employees are licensed by the State oflllinois. 

"Services" means, collectively, the services, duties and responsibilities described in Article 
3 and Exhibit 1 (Scope of Services) of this Agreement and any revisions thereof and any and all 
work necessary to complete them or carry them out fiilly and to the standard of performance required 
in this Agreement. 
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"Service Tax Funds" means the amount actually collected pursuant to the Service Tax. 

"Special Service Area Commission ('SSAC')" means the body established pursuantto the 
Establishment Ordinance to prepare the Budget, identify a Contractor and supervise the provision 
of the Special Services in the Area. 

"Subcontractor" means any person or entity with whom Contractor contracts to provide any 
part ofthe Services, including subcontractors ofany tier, subconsultants ofany tier, suppliers and 
materialmen, whether or not in privity with the Contractor. 

"Surplus Funds", also referred to as "Carry-Over Funds", means those Service Tax Funds 
already collected and disbursed to the Contractor in prior years for the provision of Special Services 
in the Area which remain unspent, including any interest eamed thereon. 

ARTICLE 3 DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF CONTRACTOR 

3.01 Scope of Services 

The Services which the Contractor shall provide during the first year of this Agreement 
include, but are not limited to, those described in this Article 3 and in Exhibit 1 which is attached 
hereto and incorporated by reference as if fiilly set forth here. The SSAC reserves the right to require 
the Contractor to perform revised services that are within the general scope of services of this 
Agreement and ofthe Special Services identified in the Establishment Ordinance subject to the same 
terms and conditions herein. Revised services are limited to changes or revisions to the line items 
in the Budget, do not affect the maximum compensation, and require the prior written approval of 
the SSAC. The SSAC may by written notice to the Department and the Contractor delete or amend 
the figures contained and described in the Budget attached hereto as Exhibit 2 and incorporated by 
reference as if fully set forth herein. The Contractor shall provide the Services in accordance with 
the standards of performance set forth in Section 3.02. 

For each subsequent year during the term of this Agreement, if any, a Scope of Services for 
that year, comprised of services authorized in the Establishment Ordinance, shall be prepared by the 
SSAC in consultation with the Contractor subject to the approval of the Commissioner, and 
incorporated into this Agreement by written amendment pursuant to Section 8.03 hereof, together 
with a Budget for that year and any revised insurance requirements which are recommended by the 
Risk Management Division pursuant to its review ofthe Scope of Services for that year. 

3.02 Standard of Performance 

The Contractor shall perform all Services required of it with that degree of skill, care and 
diligence normally shown by a contractor performing services of a scope, purpose and magnitude 
comparable with the nature ofthe Services to be provided hereunder. The Contractor shall at all 
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times use every reasonable effort on behalf of the City to assure timely and satisfactory rendering 
and completion ofits Services. 

The Contractor shall at all times act in the best interests of the City consistent with the 
professional obligations assumed by it in entering into this Agreement. The Contractor shall perfonn 
all Services in accordance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement and to the full 
satisfaction of the SSAC. The Contractor shall fumish efficient business administration and 
supervision to render and complete the Services at reasonable cost. 

The Contractor shall assure that all Services that require the exercise of professional skills 
orjudgment are accomplished by professionals qualified and competent in the applicable discipline 
and appropriately licensed, if required by law. The Contractor remains responsible for the 
professional and technical accuracy of all Services provided, whether by the Contractor or its 
Subcontractors or others on its behalf 

If the SSAC determines that the Contractor has failed to comply with the foregoing standards, 
the Contractor shall perform again, at its own expense, all Services required to be reperformed as 
a direct or indirect result ofsuch failure. Any review, approval, acceptance or payment for any or 
all ofthe Services by the City does not relieve the Contractor ofits responsibility for the professional 
and technical accuracy of its Services. This provision in no way limits the City's rights against 
Contractor, either under this Agreement, at law or in equity. 

3.03 Personnel 

A. Key Personnel 

The Contractor shall, immediately upon receiving a fully executed copy of this Agreement, 
assign and maintain during the term of this Agreement and any extension thereof an adequate staff 
of competent personnel, who are fully equipped, licensed as appropriate, available as needed, 
qualified and assigned to perform the Services. Contractor shall pay the salzuies and wages due all 

•its employees perfoiming Services under this Agreement unconditionally aiid at least once a month 
without deduction or rebate on any account, except only for such payroll deductions as are 
mandatory by law or are permitted under applicable law and regulations. 

B. Prevailing Wages 

If the Contractor engages in Construction, it shall comply, and shall cause all of its 
Subcontractors to comply by inserting appropriate pro'visions in their contracts, with 820 ILCS 
13 0/0.01 etseq. regarding the payment ofthe general prevailing rate of hourly wage for all laborers, 
workers, and mechanics employed by or on behalf of the Contractor and all Subcontractors in 
connection with any and all Construction work. The prevailing rates of wages applicable at the time 
of execution of this Agreement are included in Exhibit 6 to this Agreement, which is incorporated 
by reference as though fully set forth herein. 
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C. Illinois Workers, Veterans' Preference and Steel Products 

If the Contractor engages in Construction, it shall comply, and shall cause all of its 
Subcontractors to comply by inserting appropriate provisions in their contracts, with the Employment 
oflllinois Workers on Public Works Act, 30 ILCS 570/0.01 et seq., the Veterans Preference Act, 330 
ILCS 55/0.01 et seq., and the Steel Products Procurement Act, 35 ILCS 30/565/1 et seq. 

3.04 Nondiscrimination 

(a) Contractor 

(i) Federal Requirements 

Contractor must not engage in unlawful employment practices, such as (1) failing or 
refiising to hire or discharging any individual, or otherwise discriminating against any 
individual with respect to compensation or the terms, conditions, or privileges of the 
individual's employment, because of the individual's race, color, religion, sex, age, 
handicap/disability or national origin; or (2) limiting, segregating or classifying Contractor's 
employees or applicants for employment in any way that would deprive or tend to deprive 
any individual of employment opportunities or otherwise adversely affect the individual's 
status as an employee, because of the individual's race, color, religion, sex, age, 
handicap/disability or national origin. 

Contractor must comply with, and the procedures Contractor utilizes and the Services 
Contractor provides under this Agreement must comply with, the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 
42 U.S.C. sec. 2000e etseq. (1981), as amended and the Civil Rights Act of 1991, P.L. 102-
166. Attention is called to: Exec. OrderNo. 11246, 30 Fed. Reg. 12,319 (1965), reprinted 
in 42 U.S.C. 2000enote, as amended by Exec. OrderNo. 11375, 32 Fed. Reg. 14,303 (1967) 
and by Exec. Order No. 12086, 43 Fed. Reg. 46,501 (1978); Age Discrimination Act, 42 
U.S.C. §§6101-6106(1981); Age Discrimination in Employment Act, 29 U.S.C. §§621-34; 
RehabiUtation Actof 1973,29U.S.C. §§ 793-794(1981); Americans with Disabilities Act, 
42 U.S.C. §12101 etseq:, 41 C.F.R. Part 60 etseq. (1990); and all other applicable federal 
statutes, regulations and other laws. 

(ii) State Requirements 

Contractor must comply with, and the procedures Contractor utilizes and the Services 
Contractor provides under this Agreement must comply with, the Illinois Human Rights Act, 
775 ILCS 5/1-101 et seq.{\990\ as amended and any rules and regulaitions promulgated in 
accordance v̂ dth it, including the Equal Employment Opportunity Clause, 44 111. Admin. 
Code §750 Appendix A. Furthermore, Contractor must comply with the Public Works 
Employment Discrimination Act, 775 BLCS 10/0.01 etseq.{\99Q), as amended, and all other 
applicable state statues, regulations and other laws. 
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(iii) Citv Requirements 

Contractor must comply with, and the procedures Contractor utilizes and the Services 
Contractor provides under this Agreement must comply with, the Chicago Human Rights 
Ordinance, ch. 2-160, Section 2-160-010 etseq. ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago (1990), 
as amended, and all other applicable City ordinances and rules. 

(b) Subcontractors 

Contractor must incorporate all of this Section 3.04 by reference in all agreements entered 
into with any suppliers of materials, fiimisher of services. Subcontractors of any tier, and labor 
organizations that fiimish skilled, unskilled and craft union skilled labor, or that may provide any 
such materials, labor or services in connection with this Agreement. Further, Contractor must 
furnish and must cause each of its Subcontractor(s) to fumish such reports and information as 
requested by the federal, state, and local agencies charged with enforcing such laws and regulations, 
including the Chicago Commission on Human Relations. 

3.05 Insurance 

The Contractor shall comply with the insurance provisions attached hereto as Exhibit 4 and 
incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein, or such other insurance provisions as may be 
required in the reasonable judgment ofthe Risk Management Division. If the Contractor enters into 
a subcontract with a Security Firm such Security Firm shall comply with the insurance provisions 
attached hereto as Exhibit 5 and incorporated by reference as if fiilly set forth herein, or such other 
insurance provisions as may be required in the reasonable judgment of the Risk Management 
Division. If the Contractor subcontracts with a Subcontractor other than a Security Firm, such 
Subcontractor shall comply with the Contractor insurance provisions attached hereto as Exhibit 4. 

The Risk Management Division may waive or reduce any ofthe insvumice requirements set 
forth herein, -in addition, the Risk Management Division will review each new Scope oJSServices 
which the SSAC, in consultation with the Contractor, prepares annually during the term of ttus 
Agreement pursuant to Section 3.01 and may, if it wishes, revise the insurance required herein. 

3.06 Indemnification 

A. On written notice fi-om the City of Losses the City believes are Losses Arising under 
this Agreement as defined in this Section 3.06, the Contractor shall defend, indemnify, and hold 
completely harmless the City Indemnitees firom and against such Losses, regardless of whether 
Contractor challenges the City's beliet The defense, indemnification and hold harmless obligations 
of flie Contractor toward City Indemnitees remain an affirmative obligation of Contractor following 
the City's notice of Losses the City believes are Losses Arising under this Agreement, unless and 
until a court of competent jurisdiction finally determines otherwise and all opportunities for appeal 
have been exhausted or have lapsed. 
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B. For purposes of this Section 3.06, 

"City Indemnitees" means, individually and collectively, the City of Chicago, its officials, 
agents, employees and SSAC members. 

"Losses" means, individually and collectively, all kinds of liabilities, losses, suits, claims, 
damages, judgments, fines, and demands, including all reasonable costs for investigation, reasonable 
attorneys' fees, court costs, and experts' fees, arising by reason of injury or death ofany person, 
damage to property, patent or copj^ght infringement. 

"Arising under this Agreement" means (i) arising out of awarding this Agreement, (ii) 
arising out ofthe enforcement of this Agreement, including the enforcement of this indemnification 
provision; (iii) arising out of or in connection with Contractor's performance or non-performance 
of this Agreement (including the acts or omission of Contractor, its officers, agents, employees, 
consultants, subcontractors, licensees, or invitees), any breach by any of them ofany warranty made 
under this Agreement, or any failure by any of them to meet any applicable standard of performance 
under this Agreement; or (iv) any combination ofany ofthe foregoing. 

C. To the extent permissible by law. Contractor waives any limits on Contractor's 
liability that it would otherwise have by virtue of the Worker's Compensation Act or any other 
related law or judicial decision (such as Kotecki v. Cyclops Welding Corporation, 146 III. 2d 155 
(1991)). The City, however, does not waive any lirnitations it may have on its liability under the 
Worker's Compensation Act or under the Illinois Pension Code. 

D. The City has the right, at its option and at its own expense, to participate in the 
defense of any suit without relieving Contractor of any of its obligations under this indemnity 
provision. The requirements set forth in this indemnity provision are separate from and not limited 
by the amount of insurance Contractor is required to obtain under this Agreement or by its bonds 
pursuant to other provisions in this Agreement. Further, the indemnitees contained in this provision 
survive the expiration or termination of this Agreement. 

3.07 Records and Audits 

The Contractor shall deliver or cause to be delivered all documents, data, studies, reports, 
findings or information to the SSAC promptly in accordance with the time limits prescribed herein 
and if no time limit is specified, then upon reasonable demand therefore, or upon termination or 
completion ofthe Services hereunder. 

The Contractor agrees to adopt at its own expense such financial controls, including, without 
limitation, the employment of a fiscal agent approved by the Commissioner, as determined by the 
Commissioner in his sole discretion and communicated in waiting to the Contractor after the date 
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of execution of this Agreement, to ensure that the Contractor is fulfilling the terms of this 
Agreement. 

The Contractor and any Subcontractors shall fumish the SSAC with semi-annual reports or 
provide such information as may be requested relative to the performance and cost ofthe Services. 
The Contractor shall maintain records showing actual time devoted and costs incurred. The 
Contractor shall keep books, documents, paper, records and accounts in connection with the Services 
open to inspection, copying, abstracting, transcription, and an independent audit by City employees 
or agents or third parties, and shall make these records available to the City emd any other interested 
governmental agency at reasonable times during the performance of its Services. In addition, 
Contractor shall retain them in a safe place and make them available for an independent audit, 
inspection, copying and abstracting for at least five years after the final payment made in connection 
with this Agreement. 

THE CONTRACTOR SHALL NOT COMMINGLE SERVICE TAX FUNDS WITH 
FUNDS FROM OTHER SOURCES, and to the extent that the Contractor conducts any business 
operations separate and apart from the Services hereunder using, for example, personnel, equipment, 
supplies or facilities also used in connection with this Agreement, then the Contractor shall maintain 
and make similarly available to the City detailed records supporting the Contractor's allocation to 
this Agreement ofthe costs and expenses attributable to any such shared usages. 

The Contractor shall provide an annual audited financial statement (a "Third Party Audit") 
to the Department emd the SSAC within 120 calendar days after the end ofthe calendar year, Jind the 
system of accounting shall be in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles and 
practices, consistently applied throughout. Contractor must comply with the requirements in Exhibit 
2 with respect to any Third Party Audit. If any Third Party Audit shows that Contractor or any of 
its Subconfractors has overcharged the City in any period, the City will notify Confractor, and 
Contractor must then promptly reimburse the City for any amounts the City has paid Confractor due 
to the overcharges. Any failure to comply with the audit requirements set forth in Exhibit 9 of the 
Agreement shall constitute an event of default under the Agreement. If such event of default is not 
corrected to the City^s satisfaction within,the cure period identified by the City, the City may incur 
costs to conduct any supplementary audit it deems necessary, and Contractor must then promptiy 
reimburse the City for any such costs. No provision in this Agreement granting the Cify a right of 
access to records and documents is intended to impair, limit or affect any right of access to such 
records and documents that the City would have had in the absence ofsuch provisions. 

The City may in its sole discretion audit the records of Contractor or its Subcontractors, or 
both, at any tirne during the term of this Agreement or within five years after the Agreement ends, 
in connection with the goods, woric, or services provided under this Agreement Each calendar year 
or partial calendar year is considered an "audited period." If, as a result of such an audit, it is 
detemiined that Contractor or any of its Subcontractors has overcharged the City in the audited 
period, the City will notify Contractor. Contractor must then promptly reimburse the City for any 
amounts the City has paid Contractor due to the overcharges and also some or all ofthe cost ofthe 
audit, as follows: 
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A. If the audit has revealed overcharges to the City representing less than 5% ofthe total 
value, based on the Agreement prices, ofthe goods, work, or services provided in the audited period, 
then the Contractor must reimburse the City for 50% ofthe cost ofthe audit and 50% ofthe cost of 
each subsequent audit that the City conducts; 

B. If, however, the audit has revealed overcharges to the City representing 5% or more 
ofthe total value, based on the Agreement prices, ofthe goods, work, or services provided in the 
audited period, then Contractor must reimburse the City for the full cost of the audit and of each 
subsequent audit. 

If the City is unable to make a determination regarding overcharges to City as a result of 
Contractor's not having maintained records as required under this Agreement, Contractor must 
promptly reimburse the City for some or all of the cost of the audit, as determined in the sole 
discretion ofthe City. Failure of Contractor to promptly reimburse the City in accordance with this 
Section 3.07 is an event of default under Section 7.01 of this Agreement, and Contractor will be 
liable for all of the City's costs of collection, including any court costs and attorneys' fees. 

3.08 Subcontracts and Assignments 

The Contractor shall not assign, delegate, subcontract or otherwise transfer all or anypart of 
its rights or obligations under this Agreement or any part hereof, unless otherwise provided for 
herein or without the express written consent ofthe SSAC. The absence ofsuch provision or written 
consent shall void the attempted assignment, delegation or transfer and shall be of no effect as to the 
Services or this Agreement. 

All subcontracts, all approvals of Subcontractors and any assignment to which the SSAC 
consents are, regardless of their form, deemed conditioned upon performance by the Subcontractor 
or assignee in accordance with the terms and con4itions of this Agreement. 

If the Confractor subconfracts for security services, the Subconfractor shall be a Security Firm 
certified by the State oflllinois and the Security Firm's employees shall be licensed by the State of 
Illinois. The Contractor, upon entering into any subconfract with a Security Firm, shall fiimish the 
SSAC and the Department with a copy ofthe subcontract for their approval. The City expressly 
reserves the right to approve all Security Firm subconfracts. 

3.09 License, Permits and Safety Considerations 

A. Licenses and Permits 

If the Contractor engages in Construction, it is responsible for and, in a timely manner 
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consistent with its obligations hereunder, shall secure and maintain at its expense such permits, 
licenses,^uthorizations and approvals as are necessary for itto engage Construction under this 
Agreement. 

B. Safety Considerations 

If the Contractor engages in Construction, it shall at all times exercise reasonable care, shall 
comply with all applicable provisions of federal, state and local laws to prevent accidents or injuries, 
and shall take all appropriate precautions to avoid damage to and loss of City property and the 
property of third parties in connection with the Construction. The Contractor shall erect and properly 
maintain at all times all necessary safeguards, barriers, flags and lights for the protection ofits and 
its Subcontractors' employees. City employees, and the public. 

If the Contractor engages in Construction, it shall report to the Department any damage on, 
about, under or adjacent to City property or the property of third persons resulting from its 
performance under this Agreement. The Contractor is responsible for any damage to City property 
and the property of third parties due, in whole or in part, to the Contractor's Constmction activities 
under this Agreement, and the Confractor shall repair such damage to a reasonably acceptable 
standard. 

3.10 Performance Bond 

If the Contractor engages in Construction work where expenditures exceed $ 100,000, it shall, 
ftot later than the date the Contractor begins such work or executes a subconfract for such work, 
provide or cause to be provided to the Department a performance juid payment bond in the amount 
allocated for the Construction work (but not including the amount allocated for design and 
preparation of specifications), by a surety or sureties acceptable to the City. The performance bond 
shall be in the form and to the effect of Exhibit 7 hCTCto;' which is incorporated by reference as if 
fully set forth here. 

If any of the sureties on such bond at any time fail financially, or are deemed to be 
insufficient security for the penalty ofthe bond, then the City may, on giving 10 days notice thereof 
in writing, require the Contractor to fumish a new and additional bond with sureties satisfactoty to 
the City, and, if so required. Contractor must promptly provide such bond. 

ARTICLE 4 TERM OF SERVICES 

This Agreement shall take effect as of January 1,2009 ("Effective Date") and shall continue 
through December 31, 2009, or until the Agreement is terminated earlier in accordance with its 
terms. 
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ARTICLES COMPENSATION 

5.01 Basis of Payment 

The maximum compensation that the Contractor may be paid under this Agreement between 
January 1, 2009 and December 31, 2009 is $285,835 or the total amount of Service Tax Funds 
actually collected for tax year 2008, whichever is less; the maximum compensation that the 
Confractor may be paid under this Agreement between January 1, 2009 and December 31, 2009, 
therefore, shall not exceed $285,835. 

For each subsequent year of this Agreement, if any, the maximum compensation that the 
Confractor may be paid under this Agreement is the amount set forth in the Budget for that year, 
pursuant to Section 5.02 and 8.03, or the amount of Service Tax Funds actually collected for the 
preceding tax year, whichever is less; provided that the maximum amount of compensation for such 
year of this Agreement may also include the cunount of Service Tax Funds collected for prior tax 
years which remain previously unspent. 

5.02 Budget for Services 

The Contractor in conjunction with the SSAC has prepared a Budget through December 31, 
2009, attached hereto as Exhibit 2 and incorporated by reference as if fully set forth here, covering 
all services described in the Scope of Services. Subject to the restriction that the maximum amount 
that may be spent in calendar year 2009 may not exceed $285,835, the SSAC reserves the right to 
fransfer funds between line items or make Budget revisions that do not affect the maximum 
compensation set forth in Section 5.01. The SSAC shall revise the Budget if amy part ofthe 
Confractor's Services is terminated. 

For each subsequent year of this Agreement, if any, and subject to the provisions of Section 
3.01, a Budget for that year shall be incorporated into this Agreement by written amendment 
pursuant to Section 8.03. 

5.03 Method of Payment 

Pursuant to a schedule to be determined by the Commissioner, after the perfonnance of 
Services pursuant to the terms of this Agreement, Contractor may submit invoices to the City to 
request reimbursement for such expenses. The Contractor must provide, along with the invoices, 
such additional documentation as the Commissioner requests to substantiate the Services. Upon the 
Commissioner's determination that the invoices are accurate, the City will process payment ofthe 
invoices. 

The Contractor shall establish a separate checking account ("Account") in a bank authorized 
to do business in the State oflllinois that is insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. 
All Service Tax Funds that the CompfroUer transfers to the Contractor shall be deposited in the 
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Account and disbursements from the Account shall be pursuant to this Agreement. THE 
CONTRACTOR SHALL NOT COMMfNGLE SERVICE TAX FUNDS WHTH FUNDS FROM 
OTHER SOURCES. The Contractor shall provide to the SSAC the signature card and sample check 
from the bank which shows the signature(s) ofthe Contractor's authorized representative(s). The 
SSAC reserves the right to audit the account and require the Confractor to refund einy funds that were 
not spent pursuant to the Budget or that were not approved by the SSAC. The name and address of 
the hank is and the wire transfer and the Account numbers are 

All fiinds remaining in the Account at the expiration or early termination of this Agreement, 
including any interest earned, belong to the City for the benefit ofthe Area and shall be retumed to 
the City to be used only for Special Services. 

5.04 Criteria for Payment 

The SSAC shall determine the reasonableness, allocabihty and allowability ofany rates, 
costs and expenses charged or incurred by the Contractor. 

5.05 Funding 

Payments under this Agreement shall be made from Service Tax Fimds in fund number 
and are subject to the availability of funds therein. 

5.06 Non-Appropriation 

In the event that no funds or insufficient fiinds are appropriated and budgeted in any City 
fiscal period for payments to be made under this Agreement, then the City will notify the Contractor 
of such occurrence and this Agreement shall terminate on the earlier of the last day of the fiscal 
period for which sufficient appropriation was made or whenever the fimds appropriated for payment 
under this Agreement are exhausted. No pajonents shall be made or due to the Contractor under this 
Agreement beyond those amounts appropriated and budgeted by the City to fund payments 
hereunder. 

ARTICLE 6 SPECIAL CONDITIONS 

6.01 Warranties and Representations 

In connection with the execution of this Agreement, the Confractor warrants and represents: 

A. That it is financially solvent; that it and each of its employees, agents, and 
Subcontractors are competent to perform the Services required; that it is legally authorized to execute 
and perform or cause to be performed this Agreement under the terms and conditions stated herein; 
and 
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B. That it shall not knowingly use the services ofany ineligible Subcontractor for any 
purpose in the performance ofthe Services; 3md 

C. That it and its Subcontractors are not in default at the time ofthe execution of this 
Agreement, or deemed by the Department to have, within five years immediately preceding the date 
of this Agreement, been found to be in default on any contract awarded by the City; and 

D. That it and, to the best ofits knowledge, its Subcontractors are not in violation ofthe 
provisions of §2-92-320 of tiie Municipal Code of Chicago, 720 ILCS 5/33E-1 et seq. ofthe 
Criminal Code of 1961, and 65 ILCS 5/11-42.1-1 ofthe Illinois Municipal Code; and 

E. That it, al I Subcontractors and their respective officers, directors, agents, partners, and 
employees shall cooperate with the Inspector General in any investigation or hearing undertaken 
pursuant to Chapter 2-56 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago; that it understands and will abide by 
all provisions of Chapter 2-56 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago and all subcontracts shall inform 
Subcontractors ofsuch provision and require understanding and compliance therewith; and 

F. That, except only for those representations, statements, or promises expressly 
contained in this Agreement and any exhibits attached hereto, no representation, statement or 
promise, oral or written, or ofany kind whatsoever, by the City- its officials, agents, or employees, 
has induced the Contractor to enter into this Agreement; and 

G. That the Contractor understands £ind agrees that any certification, affidavit or 
acknowledgment made under oath in connection with this Agreement is made under penalty of 
perjury amd, if false, is also cause for termination for default. 

H. That neither Contractor nor an Affiliate of Contractor (as defined below) appears on 
the Specially Designated Nationals List, the Denied Persons List, the unverified List, the Entity List, 
or the Debarred List as maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets Confrol ofthe U.S. Department 
ofthe Treasury or by the Bureau of Industry and Security ofthe U.S. Department of Commerce (or 
flieir successors), or on any other list of persons or entities with which the City may not do business 
undCT any applicable law, rule, regulation, order orjudgment. "Affiliate of Confractor"means a 
person or entity that directly (or indirectiy through one or more intermediaries) confrols, is controlled 
by or is under common confrol with Contractor. A person or entity will be deemed to be confrolled 
by another person or entity if it is controlled in any maimer whatsoever that results in confrol in fact 
by that other person or entity (either acting individually or acting jointly or in concert with others) 
whether directiy or indirectiy and whether through share ownership, a trust, a contract or otherwise. 

L Confractor understands and will abide by all provisions of Chapter 2-26 ofthe 
Municipal Code ofthe City of Chicago. 
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6.02 Economic Disclosure Statement and Affidavit 

The Contractor has provided the City with an Economic Disclosure Statement (EDS), which 
is attached hereto as Exhibit 3 and incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein. Contractor 
shall apprise the Department promptiy ofany changes in the information provided in the EDS by 
completing and submitting a revised EDS. 

In addition, the Contractor shall provide the City with copies of its latest articles of 
incorporation, by-laws and resolutions, or partnership orjoint venture agreement, as applicable, and 
evidence of its authority to do business in the State of Illinois, including without limitation, 
regisfrations of assumed names or limited partnerships and certifications of good standing with the 
Office ofthe Secretary of State oflllinois. 

6.03 Conflict of Interest 

Pursuant to Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago, and 65 ILCS 5/3.1-55-10, no 
member ofthe goveming body ofthe City or other unit of govemment, no other officer, employee, 
SSAC member, or agent of the City or other unit of govemment who exercises any functions or 
responsibilities in connection with the Services to which this Agreement or any related subcontract 
pertain, and no relative ofany SSAC member shall have any personal economic or financial interest, 
directly or indirectly, in this Agreement or any such subcontract except to the extent that such 
benefits are provided equally to all residents and/or business owners in the Area. Furthermore, no 
SSAC member, relative of any SSAC riiember. City official, agent or employee shall be a 
Subcontractor, employee or shjireholder of the Contractor or receive anything of value from the 
Contractor. 

No member of or delegate to the Congress of the United States or the Illinois General 
Assembly and no alderman ofthe City or City employee shall be admitted to any share or part of this 
Agreement or to any financial benefit to arise from it. The Confractor acknowledges that any 
agreement entered into, negotiated or performed in violation ofany ofthe provisions of Chapter 
2-156 shall be voidable by the City. 

The Contractor covenants that it, its officers, directors and employeiss, and the officers, 
directors and employees of each ofits members if a joint venture, and Subcontractors presentiy have 
no financial interest and shall acquire no interest, direct or indirect, in the Services undataken by 
the Contractor pursuant to the Agreement that would conflict in any manner or degree with the 
performance of the Services. The Confractor further covenants that in the performance of this 
Agreement no person having any such interest shall be employed. The Contractor agrees that if the 
Commissioner in his reasonable judgment determines that any of the Contractor's services for others 
conflict vntti the Services the Contractor is to provide for the City undCT this Agre«nent, the 
Contractor shall terminate such other services immediately upon request ofthe City. 

6.04 Non-Uability of PubUc Officials 

No official, employee or agent ofthe City shall be charged personally by the Confractor, or 
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by any assignee or Subcontractor ofthe Contractor, with any liability or expenses of defense or be 
held personally liable to them under any teim or provision hereof, because ofthe City's execution 
or attempted execution hereof, or because ofany breach hereof 

6.05 Independent Contractor 

The Contractor shall perform under this Agreement as an independent contractor to the City 
and not as a representative, employee, agent, or partner ofthe City. 

6.06 Business Relationships with Elected Officials 

Pursuant to Section 2-156-030(b) ofthe Municipal Code ofthe City of Chicago, it is illegal 
for any elected official ofthe City, or any person acting at the direction ofsuch official, to contact, 
either orally or in writing, any other City official or employee with respect to any matter involving 
any person with whom the elected official has a business relationship, or to participate in any 
discussion in any City Council committee hearing or in any City Council meeting or to vote on any 
matter involving the person with whom an elected official has a business relationship. Violation 
of Section 2-156-030(b) by any elected official with respect to this Agreement is grounds for 
termination of this Agreement. The term business relationship is defined as set forth in Section 
2-156-080 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

Section 2-156-080 defines a "business relationship" as any contractual or other private 
business dealing of an official, or his or her spouse, or ofany entity in which an official or his or her 
spouse has a financial interest, with a person or entity which entitles Jui official to compensation or 
payment in the amount of $2,500 or more in a calendar year; provided, however, a financial interest 
shall not include: (i) any ownership through purchase at fair market value or inheritance of less than 
one percent ofthe share of a corporation, or any corporate subsidisuy, parent or affiliate thereof, 
regardless ofthe value of or dividends on such shares, if such shares are registered on a securities 
exchange pursuant to the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended; (ii) the authorized 
compensation paid to an official or employee for his office or employment; (iii) any economic 
benefit pf6vided equally to all residents ofthe City, (iv) a time or demand deposit in a financial 
institution; or (v) an endowment or insurance policy or annuity confract purchased from an insurance 
company. A "confractual or other private business dealing" shall not include any employment 
relationship of an official's spouse with an entity when such spouse has no discretion conceming or 
input relating to the relationship between that entity and the City. 

6.07 Chicago "Living Wage" Ordinance 

(a) Section 2-92-610 of the Municipal Code of Chicago provides for a living 
wage for certain categories of workers employed in the performance of City contracts, specifically 
non-City employed security guards, parking attendants, day laborers, home and health care workers, 
cashiers, elevator operators, custodial workers and clerical workers ("Covered Employees"). 
Accordingly, pursuant to Section 2-92-610 and regulations promulgated under it: 
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(i) IfContractor has 25 or more fiill-time employees, and 

(ii) If at any time during the performance of this Agreement, Contractor and/or 
any Subcontractor or any other entity that provides any portion of the Services 
(collectively "Performing Parties") uses 25 or more fiill-time security guards, or any 
number of other fiill-time Covered Employees, then 

(iii) Contractor must pay its Covered Employees, and must assure that all 
other Performing Parties pay their Covered Employees, not less than the minimum 
hourly rate as determined in accordance with this provision (the "Base Wage") for 
all Services performed under this Agreement. 

(b) Confractor's obligation to pay, and to assure payment of, the Base Wage will 
begin at any time during the term of this Agreement when the conditions set forth in (a)(i) and 
(a)(ii) above are met, and will continue until the end ofthe term of this Agreement. 

(c) As of July 1, 2008, the Base Wage is $ 10.60, and each July 1 thereafter, the Base 
Wage will be adjusted, using the most recent federal poverty guidelines for a family of four as 
published annually by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, to constitute the 
following: the poverty guidelines for a family of four divided by 2000 hours or the current base 
wage, whichever is higher. At all times during the term of this Agreement, Contractor and all other 
Performing Parties must pay the Base Wage (as adjusted in accordance with the above). If the 
payment of prevailing wages is required for Services done vinder this Agreement, and the prevailing 
wages for Covered Employees are higher than the Base Wage, then Confractor and all other 
Performing Parties must pay the prevailing wage rates. 

(d) Contractor must include provisions in all subcontracts requiring its 
Subconfractors to pay the Base Wage to Covered Eniployees. Contractor agrees to provide the 
City with documentation acceptable to the Chief Procurement Officer demonsfrating that all 
Covered Employees, whether employed by Contractor or by a Subconfractor, have been paid the 
Base Wage, upori^e City's tequest for such documentation. The City may independently audit 
Contractor and/or Subconfractors to verify compliance with this section. Failure to comply with 
the requirements of this section will be an event of default imder this Agreement, and fiirther, 
failure to comply may result in ineligibility for any award of a City confract or subconfract for up 
to 3 years. 

(e) Not-for-Profit Corporations: IfContractor is a corporation having federal 
tax-exempt status under Section 501(c)(3) ofthe Intemal Revenue Code and is recognized under 
niinois not-for-profit law, then the provisions of Sections (a) through (d) above do not apply. 

6.08 Deemed Inclusion 

Provisions required by law, ordinances, rules, regulations, or executive orders to be inserted 
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in this Agreement are deemed inserted in this Agreement whether or not they appear in this 
Agreement or, upon application by either party, this Agreement will be amended to make the 
insertion; however, in no event will the failure to insert the provisions before or after this Agreement 
is signed prevent its enforcement. 

6.09 Environmental Warranties and Representations 

In accordance with Section 11-4-1600(e) ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago, Contractor 
warrants and represents that it, and to the best ofits knowledge, its subcontractors have not violated 
and are not in violation ofthe following sections ofthe Code (collectively, the Waste Sections): 

7-28-390 Dumping on public way; 
7-28-440 Dumping on real estate without permit; 
11-4-1410 Disposal in waters prohibited; 
11-4-1420 Ballast tank, bilge tank or other discharge; 
11 -4-1450 Gas manufacturing residue; 
11 -4-1500 Treatment and disposal of solid or liquid waste; 
11-4-1530 Compliance with rules and regulations required; 
11-4-1550 Operational requirements; and 
11-4-1560 Screening requirements. 

During the period while this Agreement is executory. Contractor's or any subcontractor's 
violation of the Waste Sections, whether or not relating to the perfomiance of this Agreement, 
constitutes a breach of and an event of default under this Agreeinent, for which the opportunity to 
cure, if curable, will be granted only at the sole designation ofthe Commissioner. Such breach and 
default entitles the City to all remedies under the Agreement, at law or in equity. 

This section does not limit Contractor's and its subcontractors' duty to comply with all 
applicable federal, state, county and municipal laws, statutes, ordinances and executive orders, in 
effect now or later, and whether or not they appeeu: in this Agreement. 

Non-compliance with these terms and conditions may be used by the City as grounds for tiie 
termination of this Agreement, and may further affect Confractor's eligibility for fiiture contract 
awards. 

6.10 EDS / Certification Regarding Suspension and Debarment 

Contractor certifies, as further evidenced in the EDS attached as Exhibit 3, by its acceptance 
of this Agreement that neither it nor its principals is presentiy debarred, suspended, proposed for 
debarment, declared ineli^ble or voluntarily excluded firom participation in tids transaction by any 
federal departmotit or agency. Contractor fiirther agrees by executing this Agreement that it will 
include this clause without modification in all lower tier transactions, solicitations, proposals, 
contracts and subcontracts. If Contractor or any lower tier participant is unable to certify to this 
statement, it must attach an explanation to the Agreement. 
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6.11 Ethics 

(a) In addition to other warranties and representations. Contractor warrants that no 
pajonent, gratuity or offer of employment will be made in connection with this Agreement by or on 
behalf of any Subcontractors to Contractor or higher tier subcontractors or anyone associated with 
them, as an inducement for the award of a subcontract or order. 

(b) Contractor further acknowledges that any Agreement entered into, negotiated or 
performed in violation ofany ofthe provisions of Chapter 2-156 is voidable as to the City. 

6.12 MacBride Ordinance 

The City of Chicago through the passage of the MacBride Principles Ordinance seeks to 
promote fair and equal employment opportunities and labor practices for religious minorities in 
Northem Ireland and provide a better working environment for all citizens in Northem Ireland. 

In accordance with Section 2-92-580 of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago, if 
Contractor conducts any business operations in Northem Ireland, the Contractor must make all 
reasonable and good faith efforts to conduct any business operations in Northern freland in 
accordance with the MacBride Principles for Northem freland as defined in Illinois Public Act 85-
1390 (1988 m. Laws 3220). 

The provisions of this Section 6.12 do not apply to contracts for which the City receives 
funds administered by the United States Department ofTransportation, except to the extent Congress 
has directed that the Department ofTransportation not withhold funds from states and localities that 
choose to implement selective purchasing policies based on agreement to comply with the MacBride 
Principles for Northem Ireland, or to the extent that such fiinds are not otherwise withheld by the 
Department of Tremsportation. 

ARTICLE 7 EVENTS OF DEFAULT, REMEDIES, TERMINATION, RIGHT 
TO OFFSET, SUSPENSION 

7.01 Events of Default Defined 

The following constitute events of default: 

A. Any material misrepresentation, whether negligent or willfiil and whether-in the 
inducement or in the performance, made by Contractor to the City. 

B. Contractor's material failure to perform any of its obligations under the Agreement 
including, but not limited to, the following: 
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(1) failure to commence or ensure timely completion ofthe Services due to a reason 
or circumstance within Contractor's reasonable control; 

(2) failure to perform the Services in a manner satisfactory to the City; 

(3) failure to promptly re-perform within a reasonable time Services that were 
rejected as erroneous or unsatisfactory; 

(4) discontinuance of the Services for reasons within the Contractor's reasonable 
control; 

(5) failure to comply with a material term of this Agreement, including but not 
limited to the provisions conceming insurance and nondiscrimination; and 

(6) any other acts specifically and expressly stated in this Agreement as constituting 
an event of default. 

C. The Contractor's default under any other agreement it may presently have or may 
enter into with the City during the life of this Agreement. The Contractor acknowledges and agrees 
that in the event of a default under this Agreement the City may also declare a default under any such 
other agreements. 

7.02 Remedies 

The occurrence ofany event of default which the Contractor fails to cure within 14 calendar 
days after receipt of notice specifying such default or which, if such event of default cannot 
reasonably be cured within 14 calendar days after notice, the Contractor fails, in the sole opinion of 
the Commissioner, to commence and continue diligent efforts to cure, permits the City to declare the 
Contractor in default. Whether to declare the Contractor in default is within the sole discretion of 
the Commissioner. Written notification ofthe default, and any intention ofthe City to terminate the 
Agreement, shall be provided to Contractor and such decision is final and effective upon Confractor's 
receipt ofsuch notice. Upon receipt ofsuch notice, the Contractor must discontinue any services, 
unless otherwise directed in the notice, and deliver all materials accumulated in the performance of 
this Agreement, whether completed or in the process of completion, to the City. At such time the 
City may invoke any legal or equitable remedy available to it including, but not limited to, the 
following: 

A. The right to take over and complete the Services or any part thereofas agent for and 
at the cost ofthe Confractor, either directly or through others. The Confractor shall have, in such 
event, the right to offset from such cost the amount it would have cost the City under the terms and 
conditions herein had the Contractor completed the Services. 
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B. The right to terminate this Agreement as to any or all of the Services yet to be 
performed, effective at a time specified by the City. 

C. The right of specific performance, an injunction or any other appropriate equitable 
remedy. 

D. The right to money damages. 

E. The right to withhold all or any part of Contractor's compensation hereunder. 

F. The right to deem Contractor non-responsible in future contracts to be awarded by the City. 

If the City considers it to be in its best interest, it may elect not to declare default or to 
terminate this Agreement. The parties acknowledge that this provision is solely for the benefit ofthe 
City and that if the City permits the Contractor to continue to provide the Services despite one or 
more events of default, the Contractor is in no way relieved ofany ofits responsibilities, duties or 
obligations under this Agreement nor does the City waive or relinquish einy ofits rights. No delay 
or omission to exercise any right accming upon any event of default impairs any such right nor shall 
it be construed as a waiver ofany event of default or acquiescence therein, and every such right may 
be exercised from time to time and as often as may be deemed expedient. 

7.03 Right to Offset 

The City reserves its rights under §2-92-380 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and the 
Commissioner shall consult with the SSAC before exercising such rights. 

7.04 Suspension 

The City may at any time request that the Contractor suspend its Services, or any part thereof, 
by giving 15 days prior written notice to the Contractor or upon no notice in the event of emergency. 
No costs incurred after the effective date ofsuch suspension shall be allowed. The Confractor shall 
promptly resume its performance upon written notice by the Department. The Budget may be 
revised pursuant to Section 5.02 to account for any additional costs or expenses actually incurred by 
the Contractor as a result of recommencing the Services. 

7.05 No Damages for Delay 

The Contractor agrees that it, its members, if a partnership or joint venture and its 
Subcontractors shall make no claims against the City for damages, charges, additional costs or hoiu:ly 
fees for costs incurred by reason of delays or hindrances by the City in the performance of its 
obligations under this Agreement. 
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7.06 Early Termination 

In addition to termination for default, the City may, at any time, elect to terminate this 
Agreement or any portion of the Services to be performed under it at the sole discretion of the 
Commissioner by a written notice to the Contractor. If the City elects to terminate the Agreement 
in full, all Services shall cease and all materials accumulated in performing this Agreement, whether 
completed or in the process of completion, shall be delivered to the Department within 10 days after 
receipt ofthe notice or by the date stated in the notice. 

During the final ten days or other time period stated in the notice, the Contractor shall restrict 
its activities, and those of its Subcontractors, to winding down any reports, analyses, or other 
activities previously begun. No costs incurred after the effective date ofthe termination are allowed. 
Payment for any Services actually and satisfactorily performed before the effective date of the 
termination shall be on the same basis as set forth in Article 5 hereof, but if any compensation is 
described or provided for on the basis of a period longer than ten days, then the compensation shall 
be prorated accordingly. 

If a court of competent jurisdiction determines that the Citys election to terminate this 
Agreement for default has been wrongfiil, then such termination shzdl be deemed to be an early 
termination. 

ARTICLE 8 GENERAL CONDITIONS 

8.01 Entire Agreement 

This Agreement, and the exhibits attached hereto and incorporated hereby, shall constitute 
the entire agreement between the parties and no other warranties, inducements, considerations, 
promises, or interpretations shall be implied or impressed upon this Agreement that are not expressly 
addressed herein. 

8.02 Counterparts 

This Agreement is comprised of several identical counterparts, each to be fully executed by 
the parties and each to be deemed an original having identical legal effect. 
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8.03 Amendments 

No changes, amendments, modifications, or discharge of this Agreement, or anypart thereof, 
shall be valid unless in writing and signed by the authorized agent of the Contractor and the 
Commissioner, or their successors and assigns. The City shall incur no liability for revised services 
without a written amendment to this Agreement pursuant to this Section. 

8.04 Compliance with All Laws 

The Contractor shall at all times observe and comply with all applicable laws, ordinances, 
mles, regulations and executive orders of the federal, state and local govemment, now existing or 
hereinafter in effect, which may in any rnzumer affect the performance of this Agreement. 

8.05 Compliance with ADA and Other Accessibility Laws 

If this Agreement involves services to the public, the Contractor warrants that all Services 
provided hereunder shall comply with all accessibility standards for persons with disabilities or 
environmentally limited persons including, but not limited to the following: Americans with 
Disabilities Act of 1990, 42 U.S.C. § 12101 etseq. and the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 29 U.S.C. 
§§ 793-94. In the event that the above cited standards are inconsistent, the Contractor shall comply 
with the standard providing greater accessibility. 

If this Agreement involves design for constmction and/or Construction, the Contractor 
warrants that all design documents produced and/or used under this Agreement shall comply with 

• all federal, state and local laws and regulations regarding accessibility standards for persons with 
disabilities or environmentally limited persons including, but not limited to, the following: 
Americans vnth Disabilities Act of 1990, 42 U.S.C. § 12101 et seq. and the Americans y/dth 
Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities; the Architectural Barriers Act, 
P.L. 90-480 and the Uniform Federal Accessibility Standards; and the Environmental Barriers Act, 
410 ILCS 25/1 et seq.. and the regulations promulgated thereto at III. Admin. Code tit. 71, ch. 1, § 
400.110. In the event that the above cited standards are inconsistent, the Contractor shall comply 
with the standard providing greater accessibility. If the Contractor fails to comply with the foregoing 
standards, it shall perform again at no expense all services required to be reperformed as a direct or 
indirect result ofsuch failure. 

8.06 Assigns 
All ofthe tenns and conditions of this Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of 
(he parties hereto and their respective legal representatives, successors, transferees and assigns. 
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8.07 Cooperation 

The Contractor agrees at all times to cooperate fully with the City and to act in the Citys best 
interests. Upon the termination or expiration of this Agreement, the Contractor shall make every 
effort to assure an orderly transition to another provider of the Services, if any, orderiy 
demobilization ofits operations in cormection with the Services, uninterrupted provision of Services 
during any transition period and shall otherwise comply with reasonable requests ofthe Department 
in connection with this Agreement's termination or expiration. 

8.08 Severability 

If any provision of this Agreement is held or deemed to be or shall in fact be inoperative or 
unenforceable as applied in any particular case in any jurisdiction or in all cases because it conflicts 
with any other provision hereofor ofany constitution, statute^ ordinance, rule oflaw or public policy, 
or for any other reason, such circumstances shall not have the effect of rendering such provision 
inoperative or unenforceable in any other case or circumstances, or of rendering any other provision 
herein invalid, inoperative, or unenforceable to any extent. The invalidity of any one or more 
phrases, sentences, clauses or sections herein shall not effect the remaining portions of this 
Agreement or any part thereof 

8.09 Interpretation 

All headings in this Agreement are for convenience of reference only and do not define or 
limit the provisions thereof. Words of gender are deemed to include correlative words ofthe other 
gender. Words importing the singular number include the plural number and vice versa, unless the 
context otherwise indicates. All references to exhibits or documents are deemed to include all 
supplements and/or amendments to such exhibits or documents if entered into in accordance with 
the terms and conditions hereof and thereof. All references to persons or entities are deemed to 
include any persons or entities succeeding to the rights, duties, and obligations ofsuch persons or 
entities in accordance with the terms and conditions herein. 

8.10 Miscellaneous Provisions 

Whenever under this Agreement the City by a proper authority waives the Contractor's 
performance in any respect or waives a requirement or condition to the Confractor's performance, 
the waiver, whether express or implied, applies only to that particular instance and is not a waiver 
forever or for subsequent instances ofthe performance, requirement or condition. No waiver shall 
be construed as a modification ofthe Agreement regardless ofthe number of times the City may 
have waived the performance, requirement or condition. 
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8.11 Disputes 

Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, Contractormust and the City may bring any 
dispute arising under this Agreement which is not resolved by the parties to the Chief Procurement 
Officer for decision based upon the written submissions ofthe parties. (A copy ofthe "Regulations 
ofthe Department of Procurement Services for Resolution of Disputes between Contractors and the 
City of Chicago" is available in City Hall, 121 N. LaSalle Sfreet, Room 301, Bid and Bond Room, 
Chicago, Illinois 60602.) The Chief Procurement will issue a written decision and send it to the 
Contractor and the SSAC by mail. The decision of the Chief Procurement Officer is final and 
binding. The sole and exclusive remedy to challenge the decision ofthe Chief Procurement Officer 
is judicial review by means of a common law writ of certiorari. 

8.12 Contractor Affidavit 

The Contractor must provide to the City, no later than thirty days after the end of each year, 
a fiilly executed and notarized Affidavit certifying the expendimres and Services provided for the 
prior year; The form of this affidavit is attached as Exhibit 8 and incorporated by reference. 

8.13 Prohibition on Certain Contributions 

Contractor agrees that Contractor, any person or entity who directly or indirectly has an 
ownership or beneficial interest in Confractor of more than 7.5 percent ("Owners"), spouses and 
domestic partners ofsuch Owners, Contractor's subcontractors, any person or entity who directly 
or indirectly has an ownership or beneficial interest in any subcontractor of more than 7.5 percent 
("Sub-owners") and spouses and domestic parmers ofsuch Sub-owners (Contractor and all the other 
preceding classes of persons and entities are together, the ("Identified Parties"), shall not make a 
contribution of any amount to the Mayor of the City of Chicago ("Mayor") or to his political 
fiindraising committee (i) after execution of this Agreement by Contractor, (ii) while this Agreement 
or any Other Contract is executory, (iii) during the term of this Agreement or any Other Contract 
between Contractor and the City, or (iv) during Juiy period while em extension of this Agreement or 
any Other Gonh:act is being sought or negotiated. 

Confractor represents and warrants that since the date of public advertisement of the 
specification, request for qualifications, request for proposals or request for infonnation (or any 
combination of those requests) or, if not competitively procured, fi-om the date the City approached 
Contractor or the date Contractor approached the City, as applicable, regarding the formulation of 
this Agreement, no Identified Parties have made a contribution ofany amount to the Mayor or to his 
political fiindraising committee. 

Contractor agrees that it shall not: (a) coerce, compel or intimidate its employees to 
make a contribution ofany amount to the Mayor or to the Mayor's political fimdraising committee; 
(b) reimburse its employees for a contribution ofany amoimt made to the Mayor or to the Mayor's 
political fundraising committee; or (c) bundle or solicit others to bundle contributions to the Mayor 
or to his political fiindraising committee. 
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Contractor agrees that the Identified Parties must not engage in any conduct whatsoever 
designed to intentionally violate this provision or Mayoral Executive Order No. 05-1 or to entice, 
director solicit others to intentionally violate this provision or Mayoral Executive OrderNo. 05-1. 

Contractor agrees that a violation of, non-compliance with, misrepresentation with respect 
to, or breach ofany covenant or warranty under this provision or violation of Mayoral Executive 
OrderNo. 05-1 constitutes a breach and default underthis Agreement, and under any Other Contract 
for which no opportunity to cure will be granted. Such breach and default entitles the City to all 
remedies (including without limitation termination for default) under this Agreement, under Other 
Contract, at law and in equity. This provision amends any Other Contract and supersedes any 
inconsistent provision contained therein. 

IfContractor violates this provision or Mayoral Executive Order No. 05-1 prior to award of 
the Agreement resulting from this specification, the Commissioner may reject Contractor's bid. 

For purposes of this provision: 

"Bundle" means to collect contributions from more than one source which are then delivered 
by one person to the Mayor or to his political fundraising committee. 

"Other Contract" means euiy other agreement with the City of Chicago to which Confractor 
is a party that is (i) formed under the authority of chapter 2-92 of the Municipal Code of 
Chicago; (ii) entered into for the purchase or lease of real or personal property; or (iii) for 
materials, supplies, equipment or services which are approved or authorized by the city 
council. 

"Contribution" means a "political contribution" as defined in Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal 
Codeof Chicago, as amended. -'--.• 

Individuals are "Domestic Partners" if they satisfy the following criteria: 

(A) they are each other's sole domestic partner, responsible for each other's 
common welfare; and 

(B) neither party is married; and 
(C) the partners are not related by blood closer than would bar marriage in the 

State oflllinois; and 
(D) each partner is at least 18 years of age, and the partners are the same sex, and 

the partnCTS reside at the same residence; and 
(E) two of the following four conditions exist for the partners: 

1. The partners have been residing together for at least 12 months. 
2. The partners have common orjoint ownership of a residence. 
3. The parmers have at least two of the following arrangements: 

a. joint ownership of a motor vehicle; 
b. a joint credit account; 
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c. a joint checking account; 
d. a lease for a residence identifying both domestic partners as 

tenants. 
4. Each partner identifies the other partner as a primary beneficiary in a 

will. 

"Political fundraising committee" means a "political fundraising committee" as defined in 
Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal code of Chicagb, as amended." 

8.14 Firms Owned or Operated by Individuals with Disabilities 

The City encourages Contractors to use Subcontractors that are firms owned or operated by 
individuals with disabilities, as defined by Section 2-92-586 of tiie Municipal Code ofthe City of 
Chicago, where not otherwise prohibited by federal or state law. 

8.15 Governing Law and Jurisdiction 

This Agreement is govemed as to performance and interpretation in accordance with the 
laws of the State of Illinois. 

ARTICLE 9 NOTICES 

Notices provided for herein shall be in writing and may be delivered personally or by 
United States mail, first class, certified, retum receipt requested, with postage prepaid and 
addressed as follows: 

Ifto the City: Special Service Area #32 Commission 
1159 W. 79"" Sfreet 
Chicago, Illinois 60620 

Department of Planning and Development 
CityHall, Room 1000 
121 North LaSalle Sfreet 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
Attention: Commissioner 

With Copies to: Department of Law 
Room 600, CityHall 
121 North LaSalle Sfreet 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
Attention: Corporation Counsel 

If to Contractor: Greater Auburn-Gresham Development Corporation 
1159 W. 79* Sfreet 
Chicago, Illinois 60620 
Attention: Carlos Nelson 
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Changes in the above-referenced addresses must be in writing and delivered in 
accordance with the provisions of this Section. Notices delivered by mail shall be deemed 
received 3 days after mailing in accordance with this Section. Notices delivered personally shall 
be deemed effective upon receipt. 

ARTICLE 10 CITY ACTION 

In the event that there is no duly constituted SSAC during the term of this 
Agreement, the City will retain all ofthe rights and obligations afforded to the SSAC hereunder. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the City and the Contractor have executed this 
Agreement on the date first set forth above, at Chicago, Illinois. 

Recommended by; CONTRACTOR 

: By: 
SSAC Chairperson 

CITY OF CHICAGO 

By: 

Its: 

Attested By: 

Commissioner, Department of Its: 
Planning and Development 

State of 

County of. 

This instrument was acknowledged before me on (date) by. 
_(name/s of person/s) as (type of authority, e.g., officer, trustee, etc.) of. 

: (name of party on behalf of whom instrument was 
executed). 

(Signature of Notary Public) 

(Sub)Exhibits 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 referred to in this Service Provider Agreement for 
Special Service Area Number 32 read as follows: 
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(Sub)Exhibit 1. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 32) 

Special Service. Area Number 32. 

Auburn-Gresham/79"' Street. 

2009 Scope Of Sen/ices. 

Advertising and promotion. 

Public way maintenance. 

Public way aesthetics. 

Tenant retention/attraction. 

Facade improvements. 

Safety programs. 

District planning. 

(Sub)Exhibit 2. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 32) 

Schedule C: 2009 Special Service Area Budget Summary. 

Department Of Planning And Development. 

Special Service Area Number and Name: Special Service Area Number 32 - Auburn-
Gresham/79" Street 
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Special Service Area Chairperson: Sally Wells 

Service Provider: Greater Auburn-Gresham Development 
Corporation 

Special Service Area Program Manager: Carlos Nelson 

Budget Period: January 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009 

Service 

Advertising and Promotion 

Public Way Maintenance 

Public Way Aesthetics 

Tenant Retention/Attraction 

Facade improvements 

Parking/Transit/Accessibility 

Safety Programs 

District Planning 

Total Services 

Administration 

Loss Collection 0.0% 

GRAND TOTAL 

Administration/Total Budget 
Ratio 

2008 Levy 

$ 56,500 

75,000 

32,000 

37,000 

14,000 

-

6,198 

10,000 

$230,698 

$ 55,137 

-

$285,835 

+ 

+ 

Carryover 

$ 

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

$ 

-

-

$ • 

= 

= 

2009 Budget 

$ 56,500 

75,000 

32,000 

37,000 

14,000 

-

6,198 

10,000 

$230,698 

$ 55,137 

-

$285,832 

19.3% 
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D.P.D. Use Only 

Estimated 2007 E.A.V. 

Authorized Tax Rate Cap 

Estimated Tax Rate for 2008 Levy 

Estimated 2008 Levy 

$28,171,343 

2.000% 

1.015% 

$ 285,835 

Special Service Area Number and Name: 

Budget Period: January 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009 

The attached budget is recommended and approved by the Special Service Area 
Commission. 

(Signed) Sally R. Wells 
S.S.A. Chairperson Signature 

Sally R. Wells 
S.S.A. Chairperson Printed Name 

June 11.2008 
Date 
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(Sub)Exhibit 3. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 32) 

City of Chicago 

Economic Disclosure Statement And Affidavit. 

S E C T I O N I - GENERAL INFORiVIATION 

A. Legal name of Disclosing Party submitting this EDS. Include d/b/a/ if applicable: 

Check ONE of the following three boxes: 

Indicate whether Disclosing Party submitting this EDS is: 
1. M the Applicant 

OR 
2. [ ] a legal entity holding a direct or indirect interest in the Applicant. State the legal name of the 

A-pplicant in which Disclosing Party holds an interest: 
OR 

3. [ ] a specified legal entity with a right of control (see Section ILB.l.b.) State the legal name of 
the entity in which Disclosing Party holds a right ofcontrol: 

B . Business address of Disclosing Party: / / ^ ^ 0 - 3 , ^ ^ ^ &f"; 

C . Te lephone : (0'"'tte'"°f printing purposes) FaX: (0'"'tte<' fof prinBng putposes) E m a i l : (On'Med for printing purposes) , 

D . Name of contact person:(^^^ /f^-^/oL5 ^ 4 - I n ^ c / . ^ S l y J 

E. Federal Employer Identification No. (if you have one); (Omitted for printing purposes) ^ ^^^ 

F . Brief description of contract, transaction or other undertaking (referred to below as the "Matter") to 
which this EDS pertains. (Include project number and location of property, if applicable): 

G. Which City agency or department is requesting this EDSl p ^ ^ , ^ ^ £ p P/i.'hu.rt/U'^ cL Q e . ^ - / . ^ ŷ.̂ ^̂ -,, 

If the Matter is a contract being handled by the City's Department of Procurement Services, please 

complete the following: 

Specification # and Contract # 
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SECTION II - DISCLOSURE OF OWNERSHIP INTERESTS 

A. NATURE OF DISCLOSING PARTY 

1. Indicate the nature of the Disclosing Party: 

Person [ ] Limited liability company* 
Publicly registered business corporation [ ] Limited liability partnership* 
Privately held business corporation [ ] Joint venture* 
Sole proprietorship ^ Not-for-profit corporation 
General partnership* (Is the not-for-profit corporation also a 501 (c)(3))? 
Limited partnership* M Yes [ ] No 
Trust [ ] Other (please specify) 

* Note B.l.b below. 

2. For legal entities, the state (or foreign country) of incorporation or organization, if applicable: 

' " ^ 11; ao ,: ̂  . 

3. For legal entities not organized in the State of Illinois: Has the organization registered to do 
business in the State of Illinois as a foreign entity? 

[ JYes [ ] N o X N / A 

B. IF THE DISCLOSING PARTY IS A LEGAL ENTITY: 

l.a. List below the full names and titles of all executive officers and all directors of the entity. 
For not-for-profit corporations, also list below all members, if any, which are legal entities. If there are 
no such nlembers, write "no members." For trusts, estates or other similar entities, list below the legal 
titleholder(s). 

Na 'n^^ GADCBoanl<,fDir«toniLis( • '^ '^ '^ 

'No Members" Coitez Carter, President 
James Miller, Vice President 
Amanda Norman, Treasure 
Deborah Moore, Secretary 
Byam Alexander, 
Alberta Brooks 
Kham Beard 

' Ron Martin 
Michael Pfleger 
Willard Pajton 
Betty Swanson 
Carlos A. Nelson (Executive Director) 
Chris Zorich (Advisor) 
Alderman Thomas (Advisor) 

l.b. If you checked "General partnership," "Limited partnership," "Limited liability 
company," "Limited liability partnership" or "Joint venture" in response to Item A.l. above (Nature of 
Disclosing Party), list below the narne and title of each general partner, managing member, manager or 
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any other person or entity that controls the day-to-day management of the Disclosing Party. NOTE: 
Each legal entity listed below must submit an EDS on its own behalf. 

Name Title 

_llL̂  

2. Please provide the following information concerning each person or entity having a direct or 
indirect beneficial interest (including ownership) in excess of 7.5% ofthe Disclosing Party. Examples 
ofsuch an interest include shares in a corporation, partnership interest in a partnership orjoint venture, 
interest of a member or manager in a limited liability company, or interest of a beneficiary of a trust, 
estate or other similar entity. If none, state "None." NOTE: Pursuant to Section 2-154-030 ofthe 
Municipal Code of Chicago ("Municipal Code"), the City may require any such additional information 
from any applicant which is reasonably intended to achieve full disclosure. 

Name Business Address Percentage Interest in the 
Disclosing Party 

i\I niAe, '. 

SECTION III - BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS WITH CITY ELECTED OFFICIALS 

Has the Disclosing Party had a "business relationship," as defined in Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal 
Code, with any City elected official in the 12 months before the date this EDS is signed? 

[ ] Yes p^ No 

If yes, please identify below the name(s) ofsuch City elected official(s) and describe such 
relationship(s): 

SECTION IV - DISCLOSURE OF SUBCONTRACTORS AND OTHER RETAINED PARTIES 

The Disclosing Party must disclose the name and business address of each subcontractor, attorney, 
lobbyist, accountant, consultant and any other person or entity whom the Disclosing Party has retained 
or expects to retain in connection with the Matter, as well as the nature ofthe relationship, and the total 
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amount ofthe fees paid or estimated to be paid. The Disclosing Party is not required to disclose 
employees who are paid solely through the Disclosing Party's regular payroll. 

"Lobbyist" means any person or entity who undertakes to influence any legislative or administrative 
action on behalf of any person or entity other than: (I) a not-for-profit entity, on an unpaid basis, or (2) 
himself. "Lobbyist" also means any person or entity any part of whose duties as an employee of 
another includes undertaking to influence any legislative or administrative action. 

If the Disclosing Party is uncertain whether a disclosure is required under this Section, the 
Disclosing Party must either ask the City whether disclosure is required or make the disclosure. 

Name 
(indicate whether 
retained or anticipated 
to be retained) 

Business 
Address 

. /I H .t 

Relationship to Disclosing Party 
(subcontractor, attorney, 
lobbyist, etc.) 

1 ~ . 

Fees 
(indicate whether 
paid or estimated) 

(Add sheets if necessary) 

[ ] Check here if the Disclosing party has not retained, nor expects to retain, any such persons or 
entities. 

SECTION V - CERTIFICATIONS 

A. COURT-ORDERED CHILD SUPPORT COMPLIANCE 

Under Municipal Code Section 2-92-415, substantial owners of business entities that contract with 
the City must remain in compliance with their child support obligations throughout the term ofthe 
contract. 

Has any person who directly or indirectly owns 10% or more of the Disclosing Party been declared in 
arrearage on any child support obligations by any Illinois court of competent jurisdiction? 

[ J Y e s jy j s^ [ ] No person owns 10% or more of the Disclosing Party. 

If "Yes," has the person entered into a court-approved agreement for payment of all support owed and 
is the person in compliance with that agreement? 

[ ] Yes [ ] No 
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List of SSA Retained Vendors: 

Cleanslate 
703 W. Monroe 
Chicago, Illinois 60661 
Contact Name: John Rush 
P h o n e : (OmiUed tor printing purposes) 

Amount; $90,000 
Contract Description: Sidewalk cleaning, litter free zone activities and landscaping 

P. D. Accounting Services 
933 W. Ainslie 
Chicago, Illinois 60624 
Contact Name: Pearl Davis 
P h o n e : (Omitted for printing purposes) 

Amount: $3,000 
Contract Description: SSA Accounting Services 

DLA Piper, Rudnick, Gray & Cary 
203 N. LaSalle 
Chicago, niinois 60602 
Contact Name: Mike Gershowitz 
P h o n e : (Omitted for printing purposes) 

Amount; Pro Bono 
Contract Description; Legal advisor 

Hill Taylor LLC 
116 South Michigan Avenue, 11* Floor 
Chicago IL 60603 
Contact Name: Antonio Davila 
Phone: (Oniitted for printing purposes) 

Amount: $5,000 (Estimated Amt) 
Contract Description: SSA Accounting and Auditing Services 
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B. FURTHER CERTIFICATIONS 

I. The Disclosing Party and, if the Disclosing Party is a legal entity, all of those persons or entities 
identified in Section II.B.l. of this EDS: 

a. are not presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible or voluntarily 
excluded from any transactions by any federal, state or local unit of government; 

b. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date of this EDS, been convicted of a criminal 
offense, adjudged guilty, or had a civil judgment rendered against them in connection with: 
obtaining, attempting to obtain, or performing a public (federal, state or local) transaction or 
contract under a public transaction; a violation of federal or state antitrust statutes; fraud; 
embezzlement; theft; forgery; bribery; falsification or destruction of records; making false 
statements; or receiving stolen property; 

c. are not presently indicted for or otherwise criminally or civilly charged by a governmental entity 
(federal, state or local) with commission ofany ofthe offenses enumerated in clause B.I b. of 
this Section V; 

d. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date of this EDS, had one or more public 
transactions (federal, state or local) terminated for cause or default; and 

e. have not; within a five-year period preceding the date of this EDS, been convicted, adjudged 
guilty, or found liable in a civil proceeding, or in any criminal or civil action, including actions 
concerning environmental violations, instituted by the City or by the federal government, any 
state, or any other unit of local government. 

2. The certifications in subparts 2, 3 and 4 concern: 

• the Disclosing Party; 
• any "Applicable Party" (meaning any party participating in the performance of the Matter, 

including but not limited to any persons or legal entities disclosed under Section IV, "Disclosure of 
Subcontractors and Other Retained Parties"); 
• any "Affiliated Entity" (meaning a person or entity that, directly or indirectly: controls the 

Disclosing Party, is controlled by the Disclosing Party, or is, with the Disclosing Party, under 
common control of another person or entity. Indicia ofcontrol include, without limitation; 
interlocking management or ownership; identity of interests among family members, shared facilities 
and equipment; common use of employees; or organization of a business entity following the 
ineligibility of a business entity to do business with federal or state or loca:! government, including 
the City, using substantially the same management, ownership, or principals as the ineligible entity); 
with respect to Applicable Parties, the term Affiliated Entity means a person or entity that directly or 
indirectly controls the Applicable Party, is controlled by it, or, with the Applicable Party, is under 
common control of another person or entity; 
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'••J 

• any responsible official of the Disclosing Party, any Applicable Party or any Affiliated Entity or 

any other official, agent or employee of the Disclosing Party, any Applicable Party or any Affiliated 

Entity, acting pursuant to the direction or authorization of a responsible official of the Disclosing 

Party, any Applicable Party or any Affiliated Entity (collectively "Agents"). 

Neither the Disclosing Party, nor any Applicable Party, nor any Affiliated Entity of either the 
Disclosing Party or any Applicable Party nor any Agents have, during the five years before the date this 
E D S is signed, or, with respect to an Applicable Party, an Affiliated Entity, or an Affiliated Entity of an 
Applicable Party during the five years before the date ofsuch Applicable Party's or Affiliated Entity's 
contract or engagement in connection with the Matter: 

a. bribed or attempted to bribe, or been convicted or adjudged guilty of bribery or attempting to 
bribe, a public officer or employee of the City, the State ofll l inois, or any agency ofthe federal 
government or of any state or local government in the United States of America, in that officer's 
or employee's official capacity; 

b. agreed or colluded with other bidders or prospective bidders, or been a party to any such 
agreement, or been convicted or adjudged guilty of agreement or collusion among bidders or 
prospective bidders, in restraint of freedom of competition by agreement to bid a fixed price or 
otherwise; or 

c. made an admission ofsuch conduct described in a. o r b . above that is a matter of record, but 
have not been prosecuted for such conduct; or 

d. violated the provisions of Municipal Code Section 2-92-610 (Living Wage Ordinance). 

3. Neither the Disclosing Party, Affiliated Entity or Applicable Party, or any of their employees, 
officials, agents or partners, is barred from contracting with any unit of state or local government as a 
result of engaging in or being convicted of (1) bid-rigging in violation of 720 ILCS 5/33E-3; (2) 
bid-rotating in violation of 720 ILCS 5/33E-4; or (3) any similar offense of any state or of the United 
States of America that contains the sarne elements as the offense of bid-rigging or bid-rotating.' 

4. Neither the Disclosing Party nor any Affiliated Entity is listed on any of the following lists 

maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets Control o f the U.S. Department of the Treasury or the 

Bureau of Industry and Security of the U.S. Department of Commerce or their successors; the Specially 

Designated Nationals List, the Denied Persons List, the Unverified List, the Entity List and the 

Debarred List. 

5. The Disclosing Party understands and shall comply with ( I ) the applicable requirements ofthe 

Governmental Ethics Ordinance of the City, Title 2, Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code; and (2) all 

the applicable provisions of Chapter 2-56 o f the Municipal Code (Office o f the Inspector General). 
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6. If the Disclosing Party is unable to certify to any of the above statements in this Part B (Further 
Certifications), the Disclosing Party must explain below; 

YSU ^ 

If the letters "NA," the word "None," or no response appears on the lines above, it will be conclusively 
presumed that the Disclosing Party certified to the above statements. 

C . CERTIFICATION OF STATUS AS FINANCIAL INSTITUTION 

For purposes of this Part C, under Municipal Code Section 2-32-455(b), the term "financial institution" 
means a bank, savings and loan association, thrift, credit union, mortgage banker, mortgage broker, 
trust company, savings bank, investment bank, securities broker, municipal securities broker, securities 
dealer, municipal securities dealer, securities underwriter, municipal securities underwriter, investment 
trust, venture capital company, bank holding company, financial services holding company, or any 
licensee under the Consumer Installment Loan Act, the Sales Finance Agency Act, or the Residential 
Mortgage Licensing Act. However, "financial institution" specifically shall not include any entity 
whose predominant business is the providing of tax deferred, defined contribution, pension plans to 
public employees in accordance with Sections 403(b) and 457 of the Internal Revenue Code. 
(Additional definitions may be found in Municipal Code Section 2-32-455(b).) 

1. CERTIFICATION 

The Disclosing Party certifies that the Disclosing Party (check one) 

[ ] i s ^ is not •;, 

a "financial institution" as defined in Section 2-32-455(b) of the Municipal Code. 

2. If the Disclosing Party IS a financial institution, then the Disclosing Party pledges: 

"We are not and will not become a predatory lender as defined in Chapter 2-32 of the Municipal 
Code. We further pledge that none of our affiliates is, and none of them will become, a predatory 
lender as defined in Chapter 2-32 ofthe Municipal Code. We understand that becoming a predatory 
lender or becoming an affiliate of a predatory lender may result in the loss ofthe privilege of doing 
business with the City." 

If the Disclosing Party is unable to make this pledge because it or any of its affiliates (as defined in 
Section 2-32-455(b) ofthe Municipal Code) is a predatory lender within the meaning of Chapter 
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2-32 of the Municipal Code, explain here (attach additional pages if necessary): 

J U A [ 

If the letters "NA," the word "None," or no response appears on the lines above, it will be 
conclusively presumed that the Disclosing Party certified to the above statements. 

D. CERTIFICATION REGARDING INTEREST IN CITY BUSINESS 

Any words or terms that are defined in Chapter 2-1 56 of the Municipal Code have the same 
meanings when used in this Part D. 

I. In accordance with Section 2-156-1 10 ofthe Municipal Code; Does any official or employee 
of the City have a financial interest in his or her own name or in the name of any other person or 
entity in the Matter? 

[ ]Yes pdNo 

NOTE: If you checked "Yes" to Item D.l., proceed to Items D.2. and D.3. If you checked "No" to 
Item D.I., proceed to Part E. 

2. Unless sold pursuant to a process of competitive bidding, or otherwise permitted, no City 
elected official or employee shall have a financial interest in his or her own name or in the name of 
any other person or entity in the purchase of any property that (i) belongs to the City, or (ii) is sold 
for taxes or assessments, or (iii) is sold by virtue of legal process at the suit of the City (collectively, 
"City Property Sale"). Compensation for property taken pursuant to the City's eminent domain power 
does not constitute a financial interest within the meaning of this Part D. 

Does the Matter involve a City Property Sale? 

[ ] Yes Cl̂  No 

3. If you checked "Yes" to Item D.l., provide the names and business addresses of the City 
officials or employees having such interest and identify the nature ofsuch interest; 

Name Business Address Nature of Interest 

4. The Disclosing Party further certifies that no prohibited financial interest in the Matter will 
be acquired by any City official or employee. 
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E. CERTIFICATION REGARDING SLAVERY ERA BUSINESS 

T h e Disclosing Party has searched any and all records of the Disclosing Party and any and all 
predecessor entities for records of investments or profits from slavery, the slave industry, or 
slaveholder insurance policies from the slavery era (including insurance policies issued to 
slaveholders that provided coverage for damage to or injury or death of their slaves) and has 
disclosed in this EDS any and all such records to the City. In addition, the Disclosing Party must 
disclose the names ofany and all slaves or slaveholders described in those records. Failure to 
comply with these disclosure requirements may make the Matter to which this EDS pertains voidable 
by the City. 

Please check either 1. or 2. below. If the Disclosing Parly checks 2., the Disclosing Party must 
disclose below or in an attachment to this EDS all requisite information as set forth in that paragraph 2. 

X I- The Disclosing Party verifies that (a) the Disclosing Party has searched any and all records of 
the Disclosing Party and any and all predecessor entities for records of investments or profits from 
slavery, the slave industry, or slaveholder insurance policies, and (b) the Disclosing Party has found 
no records of investments or profits from slavery, the slave industry, or slaveholder insurance 
policies and no records of names o f a n y slaves or slaveholders. 

2. The Disclosing Party verifies that, as a result of conducting the search in step 1(a) above, the 
Disclosing Party has found records relating to investments or profits from slavery, the slave industry, 
or slaveholder insurance policies and/or the names ofany slaves or slaveholders. The Disclosing 
Party verifies that the following constitutes full disclosure of all such records: 

S E C T I O N VI - C E R T I F I C A T I O N S F O R F E D E R A L L Y - F U N D E D M A T T E R S 

N O T E : If the Matter is federally funded, complete this Section VL If the Matter is not federally 
funded, proceed to Section VII. 

A. CERTIFICATION REGARDING LOBBYING 

I. List below the names of all persons or entities registered under the federal Lobbying 

Disclosure Act of 1995 who have made lobbying contacts on behalf of the Disclosing Party with 

respect to the Matter; (Begin hst here, add sheets as necessary); 
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(If no explanation appears or begins on the lines above, or if the letters "N A" or if the word "None" 
appear, it will be conclusively presumed that the Disclosing Party means that NO persons or entities 
registered under the Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 have made lobbying contacts on behalf of the 
Disclosing Party with respect to the Matter.) 

2. The Disclosing Party has not spent and will not expend any federally appropriated funds to 
pay any person or entity listed in Paragraph A. l . above for his or her lobbying activities or to pay any 
person or entity to influence or attempt to influence an officer or employee ofany agency, as defined 
by applicable federal law, a member of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or an 
employee of a member of Congress, in connection with the award ofany federally funded contract, 
making any federally funded grant or loan, entering into any cooperative agreement, or to extend, 
continue, renew, amend, or modify any federally funded contract, grant, loan, or cooperative 
agreement. 

3. The Disclosing Party will submit an updated certification at the end of each calendar quarter 
in which there occurs any event that materially affects the accuracy of the statements and information 
set forth in paragraphs A. l . and A.2. above. 

If the Matter is federally funded and any funds other than federally appropriated funds have been or 
will be paid to any person or entity for influencing or attempting to influence an officer or employee 
of any agency (as defined by applicable federal law), a member of Congress, an officer or employee 
of Congress, or an employee of a member of Congress in connection with the Matter, the Disclosing 
Party must complete and submit Standard Form-LLL, "Disclosure Form to Report Lobbying," in 
accordance with its instructions. The form may be'dbtained online from the federal Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) web site at http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/sflllin-pdf, 
linked on the page http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/grants_forms.htmI. 

4. The Disclosing Party certifies that either: (i) it is not an organization described in section 
501(c)(4) ofthe Internal Revenue Code of 1986; or (ii) it is an organization described in section 
501(c)(4) ofthe Internal Revenue Code of 1986 but has not engaged and will not engage in 
"Lobbying Activities". 

5. If the Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party must obtain certifications equal 
in form and substance to paragraphs A, I . through A.4. above from all subcontractors before it 
awards any subcontract and the Disclosing Party must maintain ajl such subcontractors' certifications 
for the duration of the Matter and must make such certifications promptly available to the City upon 
request. 

B. CERTIFICATION REGARDING EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 

If tlie Matter is federally funded, federal regulations require the Applicant and all proposed 

subcontractors to submit the following information with their bids or in writing at the outset of 

negotiations. 

http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/sflllin-pdf
http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/grants_forms.htmI
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Is the Disclosing Party the Applicant? 

[ ] Y e s [ ] N o 

If "Yes," answer the three questions below; 

1. Have you developed and do you have on file affirmative action programs pursuant to 
applicable federal regulations? (See 41 CFR Part 60-2.) 

[ ] Yes [ ] No 

2. Have you filed with the Joint Reporting Committee, the Director ofthe Office of Federal 
Contract Compliance Programs, or the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission all reports due 
under the applicable filing requirements? 

[ ] Yes [ ] No 

3. Have you participated in any previous contracts or subcontracts subject to the 
equal opportunity clause? 

[ ] Yes [ ] No 

If you checked "No" to question 1. or 2. above, please provide an explanation: 

SECTION V I I - ACKNOWLEDGMENTS, CONTRACT INCORPORATION, 
COMPLIANCE, PENALTIES, DISCLOSURE 

The Disclosing Party understands and agrees that: 

A. By completing and filing this EDS, the Disclosing Party acknowledges and agrees, on behalf of 
itself and the persons or entities named in this EDS, that the City may investigate the 
creditworthiness of some or all of the persons or entities named in this EDS. 

B. The certifications, disclosures, and acknowledgments contained in this EDS will become part of 
any contract or other agreement between the Applicant and the City in connection with the Matter, 
whether procurement. City assistance, or other City action, and are material inducements to the City's 
execution ofany contract or taking other action with respect to the Matter. The Disclosing Party 
understands that it must comply with all statutes, ordinances, and regulations on which this EDS is 
based. 

C. The City's Governmental Ethics and Campaign Financing Ordinances, Chapters 2-156 and 2-164 
ofthe Municipal Code, impose certain duties and obligations on persons or entities seeking City 
contracts, work, business, or transactions. The full text of these ordinances and a training program is 
available on line at www.cityofchicago.org/Ethics. and may also be obtained from the City's Board 
of Ethics, 740 N. Sedgwick St., Suite 500, Chicago, IL 60610,"^"«"*^'^'*"SP>"P««) The Disclosing Party 
must comply fully with the applicable ordinances. 

http://www.cityofchicago.org/Ethics
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D. If the City determines that any information provided in this EDS is false, incomplete or 

inaccurate, any contract or other agreement in connection with which it is submitted may be 

rescinded or be void or voidable, and the City may pursue any remedies under the contract or 

agreement (if not rescinded, void or voidable), at law, or in equity, including terminating the 

Disclosing Party's participation in the Matter and/or declining to allow the Disclosing Party to 

participate in other transactions with the City. Remedies at law for a false statement of material fact 

m a y include incarceration and an award to the City of treble damages. 

E. It is the City's policy to make this document available to the public on its Internet site and/or upon 
request. Some or all of the information provided on this EDS and any attachments to this EDS may 
be made available to the public on the Internet, in response to a Freedom of Information Act request, 
or otherwise. By completing and signing this EDS, the Disclosing Party waives and releases any 
possible rights or claims which it may have against the City in connection with the public release of 
information contained in this EDS and also authorizes the City to verify the accuracy ofany 
information submitted in this EDS. 

F. The information provided in this EDS must be kept current. In the event of changes, the 
Disclosing Party must supplement this EDS up to the time the City takes action on the Matter. If the 
Matter is a contract being handled by the City's Department of Procurement Services, the Disclosing 
Party must update this EDS as the contract requires. 

The Disclosing Party represents and warrants that: 

G. The Disclosing Party has not withheld or reserved any disclosures as to economic interests in the 
Disclosing Party, or as to the Matter, or any information, data or plan as to the intended use or 
purpose for which the Applicant seeks City Council or other City agency action. 

For purposes of the certifications in H. I . and H.2. below, the term "affiliate" means any person or 
entity that, directly or indirectly: controls the Disclosing Party, is controlled by the Disclosing Party, 
or is, with the Disclosing Party, under comnion control of another person or entity. Indicia ofcontrol 
include, without limitation; interlocking management or ownership; identity of interests among 
family members; shared facilities and equipment; common use of employees; or organization of a 
business entity following the ineligibility of a business entity to do business with the federal 
government or a state or local government, including the City, using substantially the same 
management, ownership, or principals as the ineligible entity. 

H . l . The Disclosing Party is not delinquent in the payment o f any tax administered by the Illinois 

Department of Revenue, nor are the Disclosing Party or its affiliates delinquent in paying any fine, 

fee, tax or other charge owed to the City. This includes, but is not limited to, all water charges, 

sewer charges, license fees, parking tickets, property taxes or sales taxes. 

H.2 If the Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party and its affiliates will not use, nor 

permit their subcontractors to use, any facility on the U.S. EPA's List of Violating Facilities in 

connection with the Matter for the duration of time that such facility remains on the lisL 
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H.3 If the Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party will obtain from any 
contractors/subcontractors hired or to be hired in connection with the Matter certifications equal in 
form and substance to those in H.l. and H.2. above and will not, without the prior written consent of 
the City, use any such contractor/subcontractor that does not provide such certifications or that the 
Disclosing Party has reason to believe has not provided or cannot provide truthful certifications. 

NOTE: If the Disclosing Party cannot certify as to any of the items in H.l., H.2. or H.3. above, an 
explanatory statement must be attached to this EDS. 

CERTIFICATION 

Under penalty of perjury, the person signing below: (1) warrants that he/she is authorized to execute 
this EDS on behalf of the Disclosing Party, and (2) warrants that all certifications and statements 
contained in this EDS are true, accurate and complete as ofthe date furnished to the City. 

( p r-Cajecl. \riui K;.ft/<--(r-.reg>k<A-tAA-j^^elo^i.^e^'^Date: 
(Print or type name of Disclosing Party) Ce:,-r.p^J"^-tc UJ. 

ign here) 

(Print or type name of person signing) 

(Print or type title of person signing) 

Signed and sworn to before me on (date) ^ ' ^ < ^ T^ , 2 0 0 b by ^ l O S A- ^<M4Ci>^ 
at C C ^ ^ bounty, CPL^ (state). 

Notary Public. 

Commission expires; CiZ-Zcz/T^j 0 
OFFICIAL SEAL 

BYAM ALEXANDER 
NOTARY PUBUC-81AreOF«JL^^^ 

file:///riui
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(Sub)Exhibit 4. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 32) 

Contractor Insurance Provisions. 

Special Service Area Number 32. 

Greater Auburn-Gresham Development Corporation. 

Contractor must provide and maintain at Contractor's own expense, during the term ofthe 
Agreement and time period following expiration if Contractor is required to return and perform 
any of the Services or Additional Services under this Agreement, the insurance coverage and 
requirements specified below, insuring all operations related to the Agreement. 

A. Insurance To Be Provided. 

1) Workers'Compensation And Employer's Liability. 

Workers' Compensation Insurance, as prescribed by applicable law, covering all 
employees who are to provide a service under this Agreement and Employer's 
Liability coverage with limits of not less than One Hundred Thousand 
Dollars ($100,000) each accident, illness or disease. 

2) Commercial General Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

Commercial General Liability Insurance or equivalent with limits of not less than 
One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per occurrence for bodily injury, personal injury and 
property damage liability. Coverages must include the following: all premises and 
operations, products/completed operations, separation of insureds, defense and 
contractual liability (with no limitation endorsement). The City of Chicago is to be 
named as an additional insured on a primary, noncontributory basis for any liability 
arising directly or indirectly from the Services. 

3) Automobile Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

When any motor vehicles (owned, non-owned and hired) are used in connection 
with Services to be performed, Contractor must provide Automobile Liability 
Insurance with limits of not less than Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000) 
per occurrence for bodily injury and property damage. The City of Chicago is to be 
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named as an additional insured on a primary, noncontributory basis for any liability 
arising directly or indirectly from the Services. 

4) Professional Liability. 

When any professional consultants (e.g., C.P.A.s, attorneys, architects, engineers, 
construction managers) perform Services in connection with this Agreement, 
Professional Liability Insurance covering acts, errors or omissions must be 
maintained with limits of not less than Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000). 
Coverage must include contractual liability. When policies are renewed or replaced, 
the policy retroactive date must coincide with, or precede, start of Services on the 
Agreement. A claims-made policy which is not renewed or replaced must have an 
extended reporting period of two (2) years. 

5) Crime. 

Contractor must be responsible for all persons handling funds under this 
Agreement, against loss by dishonesty, robbery, burglary, theft, destruction, or 
disappearance, computer fraud, credit card forgery and other related crime risks. 

B. Security Firms. 

. If the Contractor enters into a subcontract with a Security Firm, such Security Firm must be 
certified by State of Illinois, and the Security Firm's employees must be registered and 
certified by the State. Contractor must ensure and require any Security Firm subcontractor 
to comply with the Risk Management Division approved Security Firm Insurance Provisions 
set forth in (Sub)Exhibit 5 of this Agreement, attached hereto and incorporated by references 
as though fully set forth herein. 

C. Additional Requirements. 

Contractor must furnish the City of Chicago, Department of Planning and Development, 
Attention; Development Support Services, Room 1003, 121 North LaSalle Street, Chicago, 
Illinois 60602, original Certificates of Insurance, or such similar evidence, to be in force on 
the date of this Agreement, and Renewal Certificates of Insurance, or such similar evidence, 
if the coverages have an expiration or renewal date occurring during the term of this 
Agreement. Contractor must submit evidence of insurance on the City of Chicago Insurance 
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Certificate Form (copy attached as (Sub)Exhibit ) or equivalent prior to award of this 
Agreement. The receipt of any certificate does not constitute agreement by the City that the 
insurance requirements in the Agreement have been fully met or that the insurance policies 
indicated on the certificate are in compliance with all Agreement requirements. The failure 
of the City to obtain certificates or other insurance evidence from Contractor is not a waiver 
by the City of any requirements for the Contractor to obtain and maintain the specified 
coverages. Contractor must advise all insurers of the Agreement provisions regarding 
insurance. Nonconforming insurance does not relieve Contractor of the obligation to provide 
insurance as specified in this Agreement. Nonfulfillment of the insurance conditions may 
constitute a violation of the Agreement, and the City retains the nght to stop work and 
suspend this Agreement until proper evidence of insurance is provided, or the Agreement 
may be terminated. 

The insurance must provide for sixty (60) days prior written notice to be given to the City 
in the event coverage is substantially changed, canceled or non-renewed. 

Any deductibles or self-insured retentions on referenced insurance coverages must be 
borne by Contractor. 

Contractor hereby waives .and agrees to require their insurers to waive their rights of 
subrogation against the City of Chicago, its employees, elected officials, agents or 
representatives. 

The coverages and limits furnished by Contractor in no way limit the Contractor's liabilities 
and responsibilities specified within the Agreement or by law. 

Any insurance or self-insurance programs maintained by the City of Chicago do not 
contribute with insurance provided by Contractor under this Agreement. 

The required insurance to be carried is not limited by any limitations, expressed in the 
indemnification language in this Agreement or any limitation placed on the indemnity in this 
Agreement given as a matter of law. 

If Contractor is a joint venture or limited liability company, the insurance policies must name 
the joint venture or limited liability company as a named insured. 

Contractor must require all Subcontractors to provide the insurance required in this 
Agreement, or Contractor may provide the coverages for Subcontractors. All Subcontractors 
are subject to the same insurance requirements of Contractor unless otherwise specified in 
this Agreement. 
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If Contractor or Subcontractor desire additional coverages, the party desiring the additional 
coverages is responsible for the acquisition and cost. 

The City of Chicago Risk Management Department maintains the right to modify, delete, 
alter or change these requirements. 

[City of Chicago Certificate of Insurance Form referred to 
in these Contractor Insurance Provisions 

unavailable at time of printing.] 

(Sub)Exhibit 5 referred to in these Contractor Insurance Provisions constitutes 
(Sub)Exhibit 5 to the Service Provider Agreement and reads as follows: 

(Sub)Exhibit 5. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 32) 

Security Firm Insurance Provisions. 

Special Service Area Number 32. 

Greater Auburn-Gresham Development Corporation. 

The Security Firm must provide and maintain at Security Firm's own expense, until Contract 
completion and during the time period following expiration if Security.Firm is required to 
return and perform any additional work, the insurance coverages and requirements specified 
below, insuring all operations related to the Contract. 

A. Insurance to Be Provided. 

1) Workers' Compensation And Employer's Liability. 

Workers' Compensation Insurance, as prescribed by applicable law, covering all 
employees who are to provide work under this Contract and Employer's Liability 
coverage with limits of not less than Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000) 
each accident, illness or disease. 
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2) Commercial General Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

Commercial General Liability Insurance or equivalent with limits of not less than 
One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per occurrence for bodily injury, personal injury and 
property damage liability. Coverages must include the following: all premises and 
operations, products/completed operations, separation of insureds, defense and 
contractual liability (with no limitation endorsement). The S.S.A.C, the City of 
Chicago and the Contractor are to be named as additional insureds on a primary, 
noncontributory basis for any liability arising directly or indirectly from the work. 

3) Automobile Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

When any motor vehicles (owned, non-owned and hired) are used in connection 
with work to be performed, the Security Firm must provide Automobile Liability 
Insurance with limits of not less than One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per 
occurrence for bodily injury and property damage. The S.S.A.C, the City of 
Chicago and the Contractor are to be named as additional insureds on a primary, 
noncontributory basis for any liability arising directly or indirectly from the work. 

4) Professional Liability. 

Professional Liability Insurance covering acts, errors or omissions must be 
maintained by the Security Firm with limits of not less than One Million 
Dollars ($1,000,000). Coverage must include contractual liability. When policies 
are renewed or replaced, the policy retroactive date must coincide with, or precede, 
start of work on the Contract. A claims-made policy which is not renewed or 
replaced must have an extended reporting period of two (2) years. 

B. Additional Requirements. 

The Security Firm must furnish the Contractor original Certificates of Insurance, or such 
similar evidence, to.be in force on the date of this Contract, and Renewal Certificates of 
Insurance, or such similar evidence, if the coverages have an expiration or renewal date 
occurring during the term of this Contract. The Security Firm must submit evidence of 
insurance prior to Contract award. The receipt of any certificate does not constitute 
agreement by the Contractor that the insurance requirements in the Contract have been fully 
met or that the insurance policies indicated on the certificate are in compliance with all 
Contract requirements. The failure of the Contractor to obtain certificates or other insurance 
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evidence from Security Firm is not a waiver by the Contractor of any requirements for the 
Security Firm to obtain and maintain the specified coverages. The Security Firm must advise 
all insurers of the Contract provisions regarding insurance. Nonconforming insurance does 
not relieve Security Firm of the obligation to provide insurance as specified herein. 
Nonfulfillment of the insurance conditions may constitute a violation of the Contract, and the 
Contractor retains the right to stop work until proper evidence of insurance is provided, or the 
Contract may be terminated. 

The insurance must provide for sixty (60) days prior written notice to be given to the 
Contractor in the event coverage is substantially changed, canceled or non-renewed. 

Any deductibles or self-insured retentions on referenced insurance coverages must be 
borne by Security Firm. 

Security Firm hereby waives and agrees to require their insurers to waive their rights of 
subrogation against the Contractor and the City of Chicago, its employees, elected officials, 
agents or representatives. 

The coverages and limits furnished by Security Firm in no way limit the Security Firm's 
liabilities and responsibilities specified within the Contract or by law. 

Any insurance or self-insurance programs maintained by the Contractor do not contribute 
with insurance provided by the Security Firm under the Contract. 

The required insurance to be carried is not limited by any limitations expressed in the 
indemnification language in this Contract or any limitation placed on the indemnity in this 
Contract given as a matter of law. 

If Security Firm is a joint venture or a limited liability company the insurance policies must 
name the joint venture or limited liability company as a named insured. 

The Security Firm must require all subcontractors to provide the insurance required herein, 
or Security Firm may provide the coverages for subcontractors. All subcontractors are 
subject to the same insurance requirements of Security Firm unless otherwise specified in 
this Contract. 

If Security Firm or subcontractors desire additional coverages, the party desiring the 
additional coverages is responsible for the acquisition and cost. 

The City of Chicago Risk Management Department maintains the right to modify, delete, 
alter or change these requirements. 
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(Sub)Exhibit 6. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 32) 

Prevailing Wages. 
(Page 1 of 9) 

Cook County Prevailing Wage For September, 2008. 

Trade Name 

ASBESTOS ABT-GEN 
ASBESTOS ABT-MEC 
BOILERMAKER 
BRICK MASON 
CARPENTER 
CEMENT MASON 
CERAMIC TILE FNSHER 
COMM. ELECT. 
ELECTRIC PWR EQMT OP 
ELECTRIC PWR GRNDMAN 
ELECTRIC PWR LINEMAN 
ELECTRICIAN 
ELEVATOR CONSTRUCTOR 
FENCE ERECTOR 
GLAZIER 
HT/FROST INSULATOR 
IRON WORKER 
LABORER 
LATHER 
MACHINIST 
MARBLE FINISHERS 
MARBLE MASON 
MATERIAL TESTER I 
MATERIALS TESTER II 
MILLWRIGHT 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 

RG TYP C Base FRMAN *M-F>8 OSA OSH H/W Pensn Vac Trng 

ALL 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
ALL 
ALL 
BLD 
BLD 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
BLD 
ALL 
BLD 
BLD 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
BLD 
ALL 
BLD 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
BLD 1 
BLD 2 
BLD 3 
BLD 4 
FLT 1 
FLT 2 
FLT 3 
FLT 4 
HWY 1 
HWY 2 
HWY 3 
HWY 4 
HWY S 

34.750 35.250 1.5 1.5 2.0 
29.930 O.OPO 1.5 1.5 2 
39.450 43.000 2.0 2.0 2. 
38.030 41.830 1.5 1.5 2. 
39.770 41.770 1.5 1.5 2. 
41.850 43.850 2.0 1.5 2. 
32.150 0.000 2.0 1.5 2. 
35.440 37.940 1.5 1.5 2. 
38.600 44.970 1.5 1.5 2.0 
30.110 44.970 1.5 1.5 2.0 
38.600 44.970 1.5 1.5 2 
39.400 42.000 1.5 1.5 2 
43.925 49.420 2.0 2.0 2. 
28.640 30.140 1.5 1.5 2. 
37.000 38.500 1.5 1.5 2. 
39.900 42.400 1.5 1.5 2. 
40.250 42.250 2.0 2.0 2. 
34.750 35.500 1.5 1.5 2.0 
39-770 41.770 1.5 1. 5 2:; 0 
40.530 42.530 1.5 1.5 2.0 
28.650 O.OOd 1.5 l.S 2.0 
38.030 41.830 1.5 1.5 2.0 
24.750 0.000 l.S l.S 2.0 
29.750 0.000 1.5 1.5 2.0 
39.770 41.770 1.5 1.5 2.0 
43.800 47.800 2.0 
42.500 47.800 2.0 
39.950 47.800 2.0 
38.200 47.800 2.0 
47.250 47.250 1.5 
45.750 47.250 1.5 1.5 2.0 
40.700 47.250 1.5 1.5 2.0 
33.850 47.250 1.5 l.S 2.0 
42.000 46.000 1.5 1.5 2.0 
41.450 46.000 l.S 1.5 2.0 
39.400 46.000 1.5 l.S 2.0 
38.000 46.000 1.5 l.S 2.0 
36.800 46.iJ.Qfl,. 1.5 l.S 2.0 

2 . 0 2 . 0 
2 . 0 2 . 0 
2 . 0 2 . 0 
2 . 0 2 . 0 
1 . 5 2 . 0 

8 . 8 3 0 6 . 1 7 0 
9 . 1 7 0 9 . 2 6 0 
6 . 7 2 0 8 . 4 9 0 
8 . 0 0 0 9 . 9 7 0 
9 . 4 6 0 7 . 7 9 0 
7 . 8 5 0 7 . 4 1 0 
6 . 1 5 0 7 . 3 7 0 
7 . 4 0 0 7 . 6 6 0 
9 . 1 1 0 1 1 . 3 4 
7 ; i 2 0 8 . 8 5 0 
9 . 1 1 0 1 1 . 3 4 
1 0 . 8 3 8 . 7 4 0 
8 . 7 7 5 6 . 9 6 0 
7 . 7 5 0 5 . 9 7 0 
7 . 3 4 0 1 2 . 0 5 
9 . 1 7 0 1 0 . 4 6 
9 . 9 5 0 1 4 . 7 4 
8 . 8 3 0 6 . 1 7 0 
9 . 4 6 0 7 . 7 9 0 
7 . 0 0 0 7 . 6 7 0 
7 . 9 2 0 9 . 9 7 0 
8 . 0 0 0 9 . 9 7 0 
8 . 8 3 0 6.. 1 7 0 
8 . 8 3 0 6 . 1 7 0 
9 . 4 6 0 7 . 7 9 0 
9 . 6 0 0 6 . 5 5 0 
9 . 6 0 0 6 . 5 5 0 
9 . 6 0 0 6 . 5 5 0 
9 . 6 0 0 6 . 5 5 0 
6 . 8 5 0 5 . 6 0 0 
6 . 8 5 0 5 . 6 0 0 
6 . 8 5 0 5 . 6 0 0 
6 . 8 5 0 5 . 6 0 0 
9 . 6 0 0 6 . 5 5 0 
9 . 6 0 0 6 . 5 5 0 
9 . 6 0 0 6 . 5 5 0 
9 . 6 0 0 6 . 5 5 0 
9 . 6 0 0 6 . 5 5 0 

0 . 0 0 0 0 .270 
O.OOO 0 . 3 2 0 
O.OOO 0 . 3 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 0 . 5 5 0 
0 . 0 0 0 0 . 4 9 0 
0 . 0 0 0 0 . 1 7 0 
0 : 0 0 0 0 . 3 8 0 
0 . 0 0 0 0 . 7 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 0 . 2 9 0 
0 . 0 0 0 0 .230 . , 
0 . 0 0 0 0 . 2 9 0 
0 . 0 0 0 0 . 7 5 0 
2 . 6 4 0 0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 0 . 3 5 0 
O.OOO 0 . 6 9 0 
0 . 0 0 0 0 . 3 2 0 
0 . 0 0 0 0 . 3 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 0 . 2 7 0 
0 . 0 0 0 0 . 4 9 0 
0 . 6 5 0 0 . 0 0 0 
O.OOO 0 . 5 5 0 
0 . 0 0 0 0 . 5 5 0 
O.OOO .0 .270 
0 . 0 0 0 0 . 2 7 0 
0 . 0 0 0 0 . 4 9 0 

1 . 9 0 0 r . o o o 
1 . 9 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 
1 . 9 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 
1 . 9 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 
1 . 9 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 
1 . 9 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 
1 . 9 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 
1 . 9 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 
1 . 9 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 
1 . 9 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 
1 . 9 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 
1 . 9 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 
1 . 9 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 

http://46.iJ.Qfl
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Cook County Prevailing Wage For September, 2008. 

Trade Name 
============== 
ORNAMNTL IRON 
PAINTER 
PAINTER SIGNS 
PILEDRIVER 
PIPEFIITER 
PLASTERER 
PLUMBER 
ROOFER 

RG TYP C Base 

= =: 
WORKER 

SHEETMETAL WORKER 
SIGN HANGER 
SPRINKT.KR FITTER 
STEEL ERECTOR 
STONE MASON 
TERRAZZO FINISHER 
TERRAZZO MASON 
TILE M A S O N " 
TRAFFIC SAFETY 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TUCKPOINTER 

WRKR 
E 
E 
E 
E 
W 
W 
W 
W 

= = = = = 
ALL 
ALL 
BLD 
ALL 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD . 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
ALL 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
HWY 
ALL 1 
ALL 2 
ALL 3 
ALL 4 
AT.T, 1 
AT.T, 2 
AI,T. 3 
AT,T, 4 
BLD 

: ====== 
39.050 
36.900 
29.920 
39.770 
42.050 
38.100 
41.000 
35.000 
33.400 
26.510 
40.500 
40.250 
38.030 
33.810 
37.390 
38.630 
24.300 
30.700 
30.950 
31.150 
31.350 
32.550 
32.700 
32.900 
33-100 
38.200 

FRMAN *M-F3 
====== ==== 
41.300 2.0 
41.510 1.5 
33.590 l.S 
41.770 1.5 
45.050 1.5 
40.390 1.5 
43.000 l.S 
38.000 1.5 
36.070 1.5 
27.360 1.5 
42.500 1.5 
42.250 2.0 
41.830 1.5 
0.000 1.5 

40.390 1.5 
42.630- 2.0 
25.900 1.5 
31.350 1.5 
31.350 1.5 
31.350 1.5 
31.350 1.5 
33.iO0 1.5 
33.100 1.5 
33.100 1.5 
33.100 1.5 
39.200 1.5 

8 OSA 
:= = = = 

2.0 
l.S 
l.S 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
2.0 
l.S 
l.S 
1.5 
l.S 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 

OSH 
=== 
2.0 
1.5 
1.5 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 

H/W 

= = = ̂  = 
7.950 
7.350 
2.600 
9.460 
7.660 
7.500 
8.840 
6.800 
6.460 
4.200 
8.500 
9.950 
8.000 
6.150 
6.150 
6.150 
3.780 
6.750 
6.750 
6.750 
6.750 
6-500 
6.500 
6.500 
6.500 
6.580 

Pensn 
===== 
13.19 
8.400 
2.390 
7.790 
8.550 
8.440 
5.560 
3.870 
7.850 
2.280 
6.850 
14.74 
9.970 
9.850 
11.11 
9.010 
1.875 
5.450 
5.450 
5.450 
5.450 
4-350 
4.350 
4.350 
4.350 
9.550 

L 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 

Vac 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 

Trng 
==== = 
0.500 
0.420 
0.000 
0.490 
1.370 
0.400 
0.980 
0.330 
0.590 
0.000 
0.500 
0.300 
0.550 
0.310 
0.350 
0.500 
O.OOO 
0.150 
0.150 
0.150 
O.ISO 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0-000 
0.280 

Legend: 
M-F>8 (Overtime is required for any hour greater than 8 worked 
each day, Monday through Friday. 
OSA (Overtime is required for every hour worked on Saturday) 
OSH (Overtime is required for every hour worked on Sunday and Holidays) 
H/H (Health t Welfare Insurance) 
Pensn (Pension) 
Vac (Vacation) 
Trng (Training) 
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COOK COUNTY 

TRUCK DRIVERS (WEST) - That part of the county West of Barrington 
Road. 

The following list is considered as those days for which holiday rates 
of wages for work performed apply: New Years Day, Memorial/Decoration 
Day, Fourth of July, Labor Day, Veterans Day, Thanksgiving Day, 
Christmas Day. Generally, any of these holidays which fall on a Sunday 
is celebrated on the following Monday. This then makes work 
performed on that Monday payable at the appropriate overtime rate for 
holiday pay. Common practice in a given local may alter certain days 
of celebration such as the day after Thanksgiving for Veterans Day. 
If in doubt, please check with IDOL. 

EXPLANATION OF CLASSES 

ASBESTOS - GENERAL - removal of asbestos material/mold and hazardous 
materials from any place in a building, including mechanical systems 
where those mechanical systems are to be removed. This includes the 
removal of asbestos materials/mold cind hazardous materials from 
ductwork or pipes in a building when the building is to be demolished 
at the time or at some close future date. 

ASBESTOS - MECHANICAL - removal of asbestos material from mechanical 
systems, such as pipes, ducts, and boilers, where the mechanical 
systems are to remain. 

CERAMIC TILE FINISHER 

The grouting, cleeining, eUid polishing of all classes of tile, whether 
for interior or exterior purposes, all burned, glazed or unglazed 
products; all composition materials, granite tiles, warning detecta±»Ie 
tiles, cement tiles, epoxy composite materials, pavers, glass, 
mosaics, fiberglass, and all substitute materials, for tile made in 
tile-like units,- .aiji mixtures in tile like form of cement, metals, and 
other materials that are for and intended for use as a finished floor 
surface, stair treads, promenade roofs, walks, walls, ceilings, 
swimming pools, and all other places where tile is to form a finished 
interior or exterior. The mixing pf all setting mortars including but 
not limited to. thin-set mortars, epoxies, wall mud, and any other 
sand cuid cement mixtures or adhesives when used in the preparation. 
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i n s t a l l a t i o n , r e p a i r , o r m a i n t e n a n c e of t i l e a n d / o r s i m i l a r m a t e r i a l s . 
The h a n d l i n g and u n l o a d i n g of a l l s and , cement, l i m e , t i l e , 
f i x t u r e s , equipment , a d h e s i v e s , o r any o t h e r m a t e r i a l s t o be used in 
the p r e p a r a t i o n , i n s t a l l a t i o n , r e p a i r , o r main tenance of t i l e a n d / o r 
s i m i l a r m a t e r i a l s . Ceramic T i l e F i n i s h e r s s h a l l f i l l a l l j o i n t s and 
vo ids r e g a r d l e s s of method on a l l t i l e work, p a r t i c u l a r l y and 
e s p e c i a l l y a f t e r i n s t a l l a t i o n of s a i d t i l e work. A p p l i c a t i o n of any 
ajid a l l p r o t e c t i v e c o v e r i n g s t o a l l t y p e s of t i l e i n s t a l l a t i o n s 
i n c l u d i n g , b u t not be l i m i t e d t o , a l l soap compounds, paper p r o d u c t s , 
t a p e s , and a l l p o l y e t h y l e n e c o v e r i n g s , plywood, m a s o n i t e , c a r d b o a r d , 
and any new type of p r o d u c t s t h a t may be used t o p r o t e c t t i l e 
i n s t a l l a t i o n s , B l a s t r a c equ ipment , and a l l f l o o r s c a r i f y i n g equipment 
used in p r e p a r i n g f l o o r s t o r e c e i v e t i l e . The c l e a n up and removal of 
a l l waste and m a t e r i a l s . A l l d e m o l i t i o n of e x i s t i n g t i l e f l o o r s and 
w a l l s to be r e - t i l e d . 

COMMimiCATIONS ELECTRICIAN - I n s t a l l a t i o n , - o p e r a t i o n , i n s p e c t i o n , 
maintenance , r e p a i r and s e r v i c e of r a d i o , t e l e v i s i o n , r e c o r d i n g , v o i c e 
sound v i s i o n p r o d u c t i o n and r e p r o d u c t i o n , t e l e p h o n e and t e l e p h o n e 
i n t e r c o n n e c t , f a c s i m i l e , d a t a a p p a r a t u s , c o a x i a l , f i b r e o p t i c and 
w i r e l e s s equipment , a p p l i a n c e s and s y s t e m s used fo r t h e t r a n s m i s s i o n 
cuid r e c e p t i o n of s i g n a l s of a n y . n a t u r e , b u s i n e s s , d o m e s t i c , 
commercial , e d u c a t i o n , e n t e r t a i n m e n t , , and r e s i d e n t i a l p u r p o s e s , 
i n c l u d i n g b u t not l i m i t e d t o , comraixnication and t e l e p h o n e , e l e c t r o n i c 
and sound equipment , f i b r e o p t i c and d a t a communicat ion s y s t e m s , and 
the performance of any t a s k d i r e c t l y r e l a t e d to . such i n s t a l l a t i o n o r 
s e r v i c e whe ther a t new. o r e x i s t i n g s i t e s , such t a s k s t o i n c l u d e t h e 
p l a c i n g of w i r e and c a b l e and e l e c t r i c a l power c o n d u i t o r o t h e r 
raceway work w i t h i n t he equipment room and p u l l i n g w i r e a n d / o r c a b l e 
through c o n d u i t and t h e i n s t a l l a t i o n of any i n c i d e n t a l c o n d u i t , such 
t h a t t h e employees covered h e r e b y c a n comple t e any j o b i n f u l l . 

MARBLE FINISHER 

Loading and u n l o a d i n g t r u c k s , d i s t r i b u t i o n of a l l m a t e r i a l s ( a l l 
s t o n e , sand , e t c . ) . s t o c k i n g of f l o o r s w i t h m a t e r i a l , p e r f o r m i n g a l l 
r i g g i n g f o r heavy work, t h e h a n d l i n g of a l l m a t e i r a l t h a t may be 
needed f o r t h e i n s t a l l a t i o n of s u c h m a t e r i a l s , b u i l d i n g of 
s c a f f o l d i n g , p o l i s h i n g i f needed , p a t c h i n g , waxing of m a t e r i a l i f 
damaged, p o i n t i n g u p , c a u l k i n g , g r o u t i n g and c l e a n i n g of marb le , 
h o l d i n g w a t e r on diamond o r Carborundum b l a d e o r saw f o r s e t t e r s 
c u t t i n g , u s e of t u b saw o r any o t h e r saw. needed fo r p r e p a r a t i o n of 
m a t e r i a l , d r i l l i n g of ho l e s f o r w i r e s t h a t anchor m a t e r i a l s e t by 
s e t t e r s , mixing up of molding p l a s t e r f o r i n s t a l l a t i o n of m a t e r i a l . 
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mixing up thin set for the installation of material, mixing up of sand 
to cement for the installatin of material and such other work as may 
be required in helping a Marble Setter in the handling of all material 
in the erection or installation of interior marble, slate, 
travertine, art marble, serpentine, alberene stione, blue stone, 
granite and other stones (meaning as to stone any foreign or domestic 
materials as are specified and used in building interiors and 
experiors and customarily known as stone in the trade), carrara, 
sanionyx, vitrolite and-similar opaque glass and the laying of all 
marble tile, terrazzo tile, slate tile and precast tile, steps, risers 
treads, base, or any other materials that may be used as substitutes 
for any of the aforementioned materials and which are used on interior 
ana experior which sare installed in a similar manner. 

MATERIAL TESTER I: Hand coring and drilling for testing of materials; 
field inspection of uncured concrete and asphalt. 

MATERIAL TESTER II: Field inspection of welds, structural steel, 
fireproofing, masonry, soil, facade, reinforcing steel, formwork, 
cured concrete, and concrete and asphalt batch plants,- adjusting 
proportions of bituminous mixtures. 

TERRAZZO FINISHER 

The handling of sand, cement, marble chips, and all other materials. ,. 
that-may be used by the Mosaic Terrazzo Mechanic, and the mixing, 
grinding, grouting, cleaning and sealing of all Marble, Mosaic, and 
Terrazzo work, floors, base, stairs, eind wainscoting by hand or 
machine, and in addition, assisting and aiding Marble, Masonic, and 
Terrazzo Mechanics. 

OPERATING ENGINEERS - BaiLDING 

Class 1. .'Mechanic; Asphalt Plant; Asphalt Spreader; Autograde; 
Backhoes with Caisson attachment; Batch Plant; Benoto; Boiler and 
Throttle Valve; Caisson Rigs; Central Redi-Mix Plaint; Combination Back 
Hoe Front End-loader Machine; Compressor and Throttle Valve; 
Concrete Breaker (Truck Mounted); Concrete Conveyor; Concrete- Paver; 
Concrete Placer; Concrete Placing Boom; Concrete Pump (Truck Mounted); 
Concrete Tower; Cranes, All; Cranes, Hammerhead; Cranes, ((3CI and 
similar Type); Creter Crcine; Crusher, Stone, etc.; Derricks, All; 
Derricks, Traveling; Formless Curb and Gutter Machine; Grader, 
Elevating; Grouting Machines; Highlift Shovels or Front Endloader 
2-1/4 yd- and over; Hoists, :)Elevators, outside type rack and pinion 
and similar machines; Hoists, one, two and three Drum; Hoists, Two 
Tugger One Floor; Hydraulic Backhoes; Hydraulic Boom Trucks; Hydro 
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Vac (and similar equipment) ; Locomotives, All; Motor Patrol; Pile 
Drivers and Skid Rig; Post Hole Digger; Pre-Stress Machine; Pump 
Cretes Dual Ram; Pump Cretes; Squeeze Cretes-screw Type Pumps; Raised 
and Blind Hole Drill; Roto Mill Grinder; Scoops - Tractor Drawn; 
Slip-form Paver; Straddle Buggies; Tournapull; Tractor with Boom and 
Side Boom; Trenching Machines. 

Class 2. Boilers; Broom, All Power Propelled; Bulldozers; Concrete 
Mixer (Two Bag and Over); Conveyor, Portable; Forklift Trucks; Greaser 
Engineer; Highlift Shovels or Front Endloaders under 2-1/4 yd.; 
Hoists, Automatic; Hoists, inside Freight Elevators; Hoists, Sewer 
Dragging Machine; Hoists, Tugger Single Drum; Laser Screed; Rock Drill 
self-propelled); Rock Drill (truck mounted); Rollers, All; Steam 
Generators; Tractors, All; Tractor Drawn Vibratory Roller; Winch 
Trucks with "A" Frame. 

Class 3. Air Compressor; Combination - Small Equipment Operator; 
Generators; Heaters, Mechanical; Hoists, Inside Elevators - (Rheostat 
Manual Controlled); Hydraulic Power Units (Pile Driving, Extracting, 
and Drilling); Pumps, over 3" (1 to 3 not to exceed a total of 300 
ft.); Pumps, Well Points; Welding Machines (2 through 5); Winches, 4 
small Electric Drill Winches,-,, Qgbcat (up to and including 3/4 cu. 
yd.). 

class 4. Bobcats and/or other Skid Steer Loaders; Oilers; and Brick 
Forklift. " • 

OPERATING ENGINEERS - FLOATING 

Class 1. Craft foreman (Master Mechanic), diver/wet tender, engineer 
(hydraulic dredge). 

Class 2. Crane/backhoe operator, mechanic/welder, assistant engineer 
(hydraulic dredge), leverman (hydraulic dredge), and diver tender. 

Class 3. Deck equipment operator (machineryman) , maintenance of crane 
(over 50 ton capacity) or backhoe (96,000 pounds or more), 
tug/launch operator, loader, dozer and like equipment on barge, 
breakwater wall, 
slip/dock or scow, deck machinery, etc. 

Class 4. Deck equipment operator machineryraan/fireman), (4 equipment 
units or more) and crane maintenance 50 ton capacity and \ander or 
backhoe weighing 96,000 pounds or less, assistant tug operator.^ 

file:///ander
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OPERATING ENGINEERS - HEAVY AND HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION 
Class 1. Craft Foreman; Asphalt Plant; Asphalt Heater, and Planer 
Combination; Asphalt Heater Scarfire; Asphalt Spreader; 
Autograder/GOMACO or other similar type machines; ABG Paver; Backhoes 
with Caisson attachment; Ballast Regulator; Belt Loader; Caisson 
Rigs; Car Dumper; Central Redi-Mix Plant; Combination Backhoe Front 
Endloader Machine, (l.cu. yd. Backhoe Bucket or over or with 
attachments); Concrete Breaker (Truck Mounted): Concrete Conveyor; 
Concrete Paver over 27E cu. ft.; Concrete Placer; Concrete Tube 
Float; Cranes, all attachments; Cranes, Hammerhead, Linden, Peco & 
Machines of a like nature; Crete Crane; Crusher, Stone, etc.; 
Derricks, All; Derrick Boats; Derricks, Traveling; Dowell machine with 
Air Compressor; Dredges; Field Mechanic-Welder; Formless Curb and 
Gutter Machine; Gradall and Machines of a like nature; Grader, 
Elevating; Grader, Motor Grader, Motor Patrol, Auto Patrol, Form 
Grader, Pull Grader, Subgrader; Guard Rail Post Driver Mounted; 
Hoists, One, Two and Three Drum; Hydraulic Backhoes; Backhoes with 
shear attachments; Mucking Machine; Pile Drivers and Skid Rig; 
Pre-Stress Machine; Pump Cretes Dual Ram; Rock Drill - Crawler or Skid 
Rig; Rock Drill - Truck Mounted; Roto Mill Grinder; Slip-Form Paver; 
Soil Test Drill Rig (Truck Mounted); Straddle Buggies; Hydraulic 
Telescoping Form (Tunnel); Tractor Drawn Belt Loader (with attached 
pusher - two engineers) ; Tractor with Boom; Tractaire with 
Attachments; Trenching Machine; Truck Mounted Concrete Pump with Boom; 
Raised or Blind Hole; Drills (Tunnel Shaft); Undergroxind .Boring 
and/or Mining Machines; Wheel Excavator; Widener (APSCX)). 

Class 2- Batch Plant; Bituminous Mixer; Boiler and Throttle Valve; 
Bulldozers; Car Loader Trailing Conveyors; Combination Backhoe Front 
Endloader Machine (less thcin 1 cu. yd. Backhoe Bucket or over or with 
attachments); Compressor and Throttle Valve; Compressor, Common 
Receiver (3); Concrete Breaker or Hydro Hammer; Concrete Grinding 
Machine; Concrete Mixer or Paver 7S Series to and including 27 cu. 
ft.; Concrete Spreader; Concrete Curing Machine, Burlap Machine, 
Belting Machine and Sealing Machine,-^> concrete Wheel Saw; Conveyor 
Muck Cars (Haglund or Similar TyP^J : Drills, All; Finishing Machine -
Concrete; Greaser Engineer; Highlift Shovels or Front Endloader; Hoist 
- Sewer Dragging Machine; Hydraulic Boom Tirucks (All Attachments); 
Hydro-Blaster; All Locomotives, Dinky; Pump Cretes; Squeeze 
Cretes-Screw Type Pumps, Gypsum Bulker and Pump; Roller, Asphalt; 
Rotory Snow Plows; Rototiller, Seaman, etc., self-propelled; Scoops -
Tractor Drawn; Self-Propelled Compactor; Spreader - Chip - Stone, 
etc.; Scraper; Scraper - Prime Mover in Tandem (Regardless of Size); 
Tcink Car Heater; Tractors, Push, Pulling Sheeps Foot, Disc, 
Compactor, etc.; Tug Boats. 
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(Sub)Exhibit 6. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 32) 

Prevailing Wages. 
(Page 8 of 9) 

Explanations. 

class 3. Boilers; Brooms, All Power Propelled; Cement Supply Tender; 
Compressor, Common Receiver (2); Concrete Mixer (Two Bag and Over) ; 
Conveyor, Portable; Farm-Type Tractors Used for Mowing, Seeding, 
etc.; Fireman on Boilers; Forklift Trucks; Grouting Machine; Hoists, 
Automatic; Hoists, All Elevators; Hoists, Tugger Single Drum; Jeep 
Diggers; Pipe Jacking Machines; Post-Hole Digger; Power Saw, 
Concrete Power Driven; Pug Mills; Rollers, other than asphalt; Seed 
and Straw Blower; Steam Generators; Stump Machine; Winch Trucks with 
"A" Frame; Work Boats; Tamper - Form-Motor Driven. 

Class 4. Air Compressor; Combination - Small Equipment Operator; 
Directional Boring Machine; Generators; Heaters, Mechanical; 
Hydraulic Power Unit (Pile Driving, Extracting, or Drilling); Hydro-
Blaster; Light Plants, All (1 through 5); Pumps, over 3" (1 to 3 not 
to exceed a total of 300 ft.); Pumps, Well Points; Tractaire; 
Welding Machines (2 through 5); Winches, 4 Small Electric Drill 
Winches. 

Class 5. Bobcats (all); Brick Forklifts, Oilers. 

TRAFFIC SAFETY 

Work associated with barricades, horses and drums used to reduce lane 
usage on highway work, the irfstallation and removal of temporary lane 
markings, and the installation and removal of temporary road signs. 

TRUCK DRIVER - BUILDING, HEAVY AND HIGHWAY CXINSTRUCTION - EAST & WEST 

Class 1. Two or three Axle Trucks, A-frame Truck when used for 
transportation purposes; Air Compressors and Welding Machines, 
including those pulled by cars, pick-up trucks amd tractors; 
Ambulances; Batch Gate liOckers; Batch Hopperman; Car and Truck 
Washers; Carry-alls; Fork Lifts and Hoisters; Helpers; Mechanics 
Helpers and Greasers; Oil Distributors 2-raom operation; Pavement 
Breakers; Pole Trailer, up to 40 feet; Power Mower Tractors; 
Self-pr:opelled Chip Spreader; Skipman; Slurry Trucks, 2-man operation; 
Slurry Truck Conveyor Operation, 2 or 3 man; TEamsters Unskilled 
dumpman; and Truck Drivers hauling warning lights, barricades, and 
portable toilets on the job site. 

Class 2. Four eixle trucks; Dump Crets and Adgetors under 7 yards; 
Dtjunpsters, Tracj^,Trucks, Euclids, Hug Bottom Dunip Turnapulls or 
Turnatrailers when pulling other than self-loading equipment or 
similar equipment under 16 cubic yards; Mixer Trucks under 7 yards; 
Ready-mix Plant Hopper Operator, and Winch Trucks, 2 Axles. 
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(Sub)Exhibit 6. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 32) 

Prevailing Wages. 
(Page 9 of 9) 

Explanations. 

class 3. Five axle trucks; Dump Crets and Adgetors 7 yards and over; 
Dumpsters, Track Trucks, Euclids, Hug Bottom Dump Turnatrailers or 

turnapulls when pulling other than self-loading equipment or similar 
equipment over 16 cubic yards; Explosives and/or Fission Material 
Trucks; Mixer Trucks 7 yards or over; Mobile Cranes while in transit; 
Oil Distributors, 1-man operation; Pole Trailer, over 40 feet; Pole 
and Expandable Trailers hauling material over 50 feet long; Slurry 
trucks, 1-man operation; Winch trucks, 3 axles or more; 
Mechanic--Truck Welder and Truck Painter. 

Class 4. Six axle trucks; Dual-purpose vehicles, such as mounted 
crane trucks with hoist and accessories; Foreman; Master Mechanic; 
Self-loading equipment like P.B. and trucks with scoops on the front. 

, Other Classifications of Work: 

For definitions of classifications not otherwise set out, the 
Department generally has on file such definitions which are 
available. If a task to be performed is not subject to one of the 
classifications of pay set out, t t i b Department will upon being —-
contacted state which neighboring county has such a classification and 
provide such rate, such rate being deemed to exist by reference in 
this document. If no neighboring county rate applies to the task, 
the Department shall undertake a special determination, such special 
determination being then deemed to have existed luider this 
determination. If a project requires these, or any classification not 
listed, please contact IDOL at 618/993-7271 for wage rates or 
clarifications. 

LANDSCAPING 

Ijandscaping work falls iinder the existing classifications for laborer, 
operating engineer and truck driver. The work performed by 
landscape plantsman and landscape laborer is covered by the existing 
classification of laborer. The work performed by landscape operators 
(regardless of equipment used or its size) is covered by the 
classifications of operatingiengineer. The work performed by 
leuidscape truck drivers (regardless of size of truck driven) is 
covered by the classifications of truck driver. ' • 
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(Sub)Exhibit 7. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 32) 

Contractor's Performance And Payment Bond. 

^nofii ^ I ^ ^ t t Irg f̂ CBC P r e s e n t s . Tbatwe; 

Friocipali iMRiiiafto pefcoM t9 as Cootractor. and 

of tbe CoQBtf.0t Cook tad Slate oflDians, are held aod fiiiaty. boand wiiD Ifae-OTY OF CHtCAGO iii die pedal sum oC 

IAWM Dfoagr^ (lie Uintod-SCatos, to IbeptgriDeiM of wbicfa som of mooey. wcH a 

execatnni, wlmiimtntfwiaL soooessocs and awipit, joiady and geverally, finnly by .tbcsc.picacota. 

^ t t d t b widi oor^eals and dated diis dayot AX>.. 20 

e CanMittfu irf fife ^ o i i e 0lilfj^afian is anclf, 

^nnt f̂faereai Ibc above bobndea Coatractor bas eoiered iato a ccitaia.coatnict widi thc.dTY'.XIF CHtCAGO,'beariqig 

Ca^aAKa. : ôid Specificatioa Na __. all in coafonrntK widi said oon(nct,foi; 

"Ttit said cuuUaLl is inootpoiaicd bettia bj' Kfeteaoe o) its euliicty, indading witfidut liiiiiwioii; any and aB'indenii)Hli wilotf pniirijMos. 

Ninî  if die nid Gooinciartbdl i a d tespfOtx wc&aad tniy keep and pafoaa OK nid ooainct oa itspsii ia aoodntowo tiiib 
Ifc^lMirtr M i l | l l o» i l jmw «lf «l l rf^hgOMdimJ n n r i i i f t i i ••!•£• i t l ^ «aM tfrniMml aad fa Aw «Mig ami i i i M i f r J u j i l i i |»n BriiliMlj«rfil 

JSrticf liwll<t<c<iwleawi^>adfcBcpliiiiiil<iitdw.C8yflfCWc<BOiBiiait.idlloss,4wB>tw^*fa'H'VB'^^ 
*aipeQie> wttcb nygr • a i f msc aoorae iigMSl srid QQr ofCUaBa^ ia cwue^McaOB <if fto piutiag cf stfii couBau, w wlddi awy a> 
aaywiieiCBiitllittifiuin, orwMchaMyicwftfi<iBittictB8lflii|^qf wtichaiy jaaujfKitetetdtfiwM 
|ieH9^<if d to>y l<>aByicil<irpenoBd|>!opei^<cMa6^tPClly cf fawBioudj' fioi<irii«iiiiicn<ioa^tWii wodcpeifiiaiedarttbe 

wpBct iiUalMWiOf irfiwiiBBy WJJtoa>wiiBBCof ajy i i i l i laBuiKatdf w|jrp<g<lijrieMoa<CJtewM<edd>,iuw 
fH'"*"f *«*'* *" *^ |ii ̂ iiiiiTiF <if ̂ Mmi»r»^ and Morewq; Adl p ^ to t a d O t y y y t a n of wani of M M ^ di'ft'iiuiMBd ty fte 

<f ABtwHiiiHwnUgffgiMwiHtairC wlwinfiaBdic iiiJP>ai,ftHincAgeatllwB hate. cltciLd>nw|icaJofcaBocldiyf>nK». aid ilmHyijf-
d C M K aal dcnaaJt triHboefO^ iiUcft n q r soonK 10 each aad cwEty BHloddaMa Sid MbooBhaclaii'aail-i^^ 
vbb i b d teeovlajfod I 7 4 e s M Okttaccor o r l 7 te an ie i a« 
v i A ««8e) jpeM atprt«aiia«ti«eeialGsirsoieq|idredby'siid'oai«^ 
paqfdId<ng*addeBWHdtfcrcoHtiGBntinBiitKftaaiyaoenKla'eachaBde»eq[ia>wawto 
alwi<dK|icUui«MUU.ofsa«iB>acC«'irf^*JiJWCWKWilgheBefiiaariesordt|it«^ 

,.tf the YMoBi'Onqpcasata Act, 820IIXS 3(Kb al^ aaeadedi and fe W i d ^ 
AgiaciBr ikr ic fenol lo«s* i teOfc"fa*fa<*6p' ' 'W'*»** ' ' "*«»^^<^ 
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And it is lieteby expiessly undenitood and.agieed, snd losik a ooikBdoo hcxeoC, dni.any jadgeoieat naidered iganst Saiki OQ in 
mj ant based apan aay loss, daaiagcs. cUnns. tiabiBties, jodgeniciics. costs or expenses wbich may in anywise acouc against $ai<f Oty 

- ss'a ooasoqQEnoe of die granting of said oootract, or wliic(i may in anywise result tbee^niai. or wfaidi ouyio anywise icsoh font any 
injvdes to. ordeittfa of, any person, ordanage to any real or pasonal prcqioty, aising <fiiectiy or iadirecdy from, or in connectioa with. 
wad;pe(fa(ined,ortabepc(<<asiodiEKkrsaidcoa(iactby'saidOoati%tarorits agents, coqdoyees or wodanea, assignees, subcootrac-
laa, (IT Miyooe else aod also aiqr dcdsoa of the bdn^tnd ConiBHsaaa <)f die Stateof DBra 
aos, or jodgeinetft diereoii. (cadeted agaiiis said Q ^ of Chicago b aay n ^ or claim aiislig uodcr ibe ^ < ^ ^ 
of (be peodency oc'artKCiatMa jmioeodings or «ak stoU bare been ^ r a s a d CoBliac«3ii d i d be c o o ^ ^ 
lotfis obfigaiiou, as loaniouiit, liainEtT and aflot&cr dungs pettaiuing ifactcto. -

Eit iy pcnoa fonnsfaing matrriiit or perfonmng labor i s (he peifonuanoe of sod contract, ddicr as an indiTidaal, as a sobiwicrBctDr, 
or odiefwisE; diaS have Ibe ligb to soe oa Ibis bond io the name <rf (be Oty «tf Chicago 
as plaioti^ shall f3e a copy of das bood, ceriified't^ die paiqr or parties in wfame chaise'dBs bdod sbaB be,'windi odpy'dcin beiindes^ 
cucolida dKieof be dented laaier ««lh, piiiia f»je pndcnoc of the czecQtioo a i ^ 
bdirf ooabiaed d i d betaken to nodkctbe CSty of Chicago liable to .any stdxamiractoi; nat^nahniw, bboieror.to â iy o d n penoa la any 
gicater extBOt than it wooM have beed ^ U e p d o r . t o die'rnarwnr^ of ihe.PribKc Cooatncliou Bond Act, 30'IIJCS'5S0,'8S~a&ie»lid^ 
|TO>idedfartlK<toaiypeis(wlwviiigacMmferMxrandaaitrriahfiHi8d^ 
ftdkn iBilessbednllliavcfiledavedfioI.BatioeafsacfaciaaawiaidteCIedcordieCit^ 
^ ^ i t e A of ig«lc or tbe fiai^sUag of Ihe last ilcQ of aiMetiids; and daO lone ( m 
wiUi ibVlqFsaf Ihe CSng of Ibe ndtice widi die CSgr of Chicago. Soch claim ~dian be vcnSed Old sfaaflooa^ 

- tbe .claimaM. Ybe bosiness address of tfiB cUnant wiMn the Sbfbe of Dfiwiis, if any, 
plaoeofbiiMwe»widi.dieState.tliepriiK:s>aIplwflfbasines«oftaidcoqi<mtfioa,andm 
tjrcacfaof fhepaitiicn. Ifae oain^ of die oonnactar lor the City of d n a e e i die name of Ibe persoa. firm or oaqpocalioa by whom die 
rhmfmta was cogdoyed o r to whom socb cfinibaal toraisbed mafniah. die araoont of die daioi and a bdef descdptiaii'of lhe|Wblic 
iuyuvwueot far the consnucliua or jimtallafitw of wfaidi the ooanact is to be pe(fiatined.'nxrrided,Iaitfaei; that no defect in die notice 
faeiim provided'Cardsdl depdv« the cbnaaiM of Ids ngfac of actioa i i i »^ 
^fiear that soch defect bas p ^ a ^ o o d the ligbls of an-ioterested party asseiting tiic same: ptovided, fintbei; thtf no action diall be 
laoagbtaadl dKeapioriicio of .one bandied t««agr (12(0 days alter te 
maeriil. csocqpt io-casea wfaeie tbe final setrtrmcnt bUwtxji Ifae City of CSacago and the Goitfraclar sfaaO bavc boca^made poor to Ibe' 
-o^iatiooof Ae 120 day period ia which case actioa any be taloeBiuaiie<&atelyfbllowiHS»<'cfi&»al«rttii^^ 

- aoaolioaof any ldndsIodlbebroagbtUBrlhansix(ti)moadi$ afterdicauxptauuety i heC i^o f Oncagoof theciaqiJctioaof woirtc. 
' Any salt tqioD Ifab bood shaU be faran^ <Bdy in a cacu t court of Ifae SialB of Iffincis in Ibe j w ^ ^ 
bcca'pe^fiMmed. 

Ibe sad San^^^'vaIae-«Eoeived,hevBbystipaIartes and a^oes that iradiange,.e)Pk^ tatbeCeoDS 
oC aqy of the Goohact Ddcanieals oonvnang said cootraot. or to die worfc: to be pafuiiuej dKRondei; sbidl in anywise aSect die 

' oUigatioas oa this hood, and it does hereby waive nolioe of any such change, cxtcosion of liine, alferatkm or ad^ 
Ontiact Documents or to dK woflc. 

. _ (Serf) 

(Seal) 

(Seal) 

OSeal) 

/(pptavedaiiofcaBaadieEAjf: . (Sod) 

. : . : (SeaD 
AxiiitartOiniaiafiiafVniTrl 
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STATE OF ILLINOIS,! -j. 
COUNTY OF COOK, J 

aforesaid..DO HEREBY CSRTTFY diat_ 

_,-a Notary Public in and for the Countv. and State 

.. .̂  President and 

. Sectctaiy of the_ 

who are oetsodaDv-known tome to be Ac same pecsons wfaose names .are sobsciibod ia tbe CiHcĝ mng instramei' »s 

such'. . President aiid_ -. — Seoela^.-appeated-
befiNie me dms day in person and adcnowledgedthatd^ signed, sealed aod dcCreted (be sadinsttusiefil-of wiidogaa 

tbeir&iseasa voiantaiyac^tiiKtas^iiefieeand voluntaiyactof tbe said_ 

[ 

far Ifae ases and pteposa (faerein setfotdi.'and cansed flic ooqiorate ae<l-of said.Ooiiqiaiiy. to bethereto attadbed.-

nrVENondermr hand and NoUdal Seal tins ^_dayci r ] 20_ 

Notaiy Public 

/ sTA!r&oFiiajNoiSil: __ 
CODNTTOFCOOK. i ' 

O 

, aJCjkxafy FtibGc-in andforjiie'Coiuo^ and Siace 

aKxesud. DOUBREB Y CERI1FY.tfiat_ 

.oftfje_ _wbp_ . posooally. knowD 

to be die taqie person . .-whose naoKL. . subscribed in dic.feRgoiag iastttuBcot assticb^ 

si^Kd. scaled aod.ddvoed (he-said tastrunKst of writing as_ 

. atyencd before me Ibis day ia pensoa ana acknowledged lfaat_; 

_^ree and .vqtuntaiy act. and as die free 

' aad vduntaqract of (fae said_ 
for (he Dses and poiposes IbeFcin set forth, and caused (be oorpoctfe seal of said Company to be dicrcto attached.-

GIVEN onder my hand n d Notarial Seal this dayof ; 20_ 

\ HotaryPkbUc 

SCAIEOFIUJNOIS,!. 
GOONITOFOOOE; • 

4 
E9 

^biesait DO HEREBY CERIIFYflaC 

who penoaaPy kaown a me In he (fall aamnpmons whose name 

, a No(aqr Kblic n aad fcr die Cotn^ and State 

jHdiiciHipd ia die fcf^oiiig 

tatliiaia'it.appeaedbefiKBWtiiiayiBpenoairtailuwwiijJBUlltaL—-.-.fae vgoed. sealed aid dcSvcnd die 

SMdsBdrancatitfwxiiHigas fine and voteota^ act, lor tfae oses and poiposes dieveia set fodh. 

GIVEN ondcr nyliaMi and Notarial Seal (lB« d v o f , >20 

• Notary FiMic T 

Gn&iwzti-is-i 
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(Sub)Exhibit 8. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 32) 

Contractor's Affidavit. 

Contractor Name: 

Special Service Area Number: 

Agreement ("Agreement"): 

Agreement between the City of Chicago and \ , dated , relating 
to the provision of special services. 

Affidavit. 

The undersigned, , as , and on behalf of 
, having been duly sworn under oath, certifies that in the year , 

it performed all ofthe Services described in (Sub)Exhibit 1 ofthe Agreement in accordance 
with the terms of the Agreement and that it spent all funds obtained from the City in 
connection with that Agreement on the Services described in (Sub)Exhibit 1. 

Nothing in this Affidavit may be construed as limiting Contractor's obligations under the 
Agreement. All terms not defined in this Affidavit will be as defined in the Agreement. 

Under penalty of perjury, I certify that I am authorized to execute this Affidavit on behalf of 
the Contractor, that I have personal knowledge ofthe certifications made in this Affidavit, and 
that they are true and correct. 

Name of Contractor: 

Signature of Authorized Officer 

Name of Authorized Officer 
(Print or Type) 
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State of 

County of 

Sworn to and acknowledged before me by 
[name of signatory] as . [title] of 
[name of contracting party] this day of ' , 20_ 

Signature of Notary 

(Sub)Exhibit 9. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 32) 

Special Service Area - Additional Audit Requirements. 

Accounting System. 

The Department requires that the Contractor maintain its accounting system in a manner 
which allows the Contractor's expenditures to be categorized in its statement of activities 
according to the categories listed in the budget approved by the City for each Area. 

Guidance For The Contractor's Selection Of A C.P.A. Firm (Independent Auditor). 

The Contractor must use the following guidelines for engaging a qualified C.P.A. Firm: 

1. Issue a Request for Proposal ("R.F.P.") that sets forth all of the terms and 
conditions of the engagement, evaluation criteria and scope of the work required. 

2. Distribute and publicize the R.F.P. sufficiently to ensure full and open competition. 

3. Request in the R.F.P. that bidders provide detail on: 

a. How the C.P.A. Firm will conduct the audit in the first and subsequent years. 
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b. Qualifications of the C.P.A. Firm, management, and staff, including 
experience in auditing like entities. 

c. Policies on notification of changes in key personnel. 

d. Whether the proposed staff has received continuing professional education 
during the previous two (2) years. 

e. Whether the C.P.A. Firm has received a positive peer review within the last 
three (3) years. 

f. Whether the C.P.A. Firm is independent, as defined by applicable auditing 
standards. 

g. Whether the C.P.A. Firm has been the object of any disciplinary action 
during the past three (3) years. 

h. Whether the C.P.A. Firm maintains an active license in the State of Illinois. 

i. The audit fee. 

4. Evaluate the proposals based on: 

a. The C.P.A. Firm's understanding of the audit requirements, including the 
needs of the Area and the final products to be delivered. 

b. Soundness of technical approach to the audit, including the meeting of the 
Contractor's specific deadlines and other requirements. 

c. Qualifications of the C.P.A. Firm. 

d. Qualifications of the audit team. 

e. The information provided by respondents in response to the R.F.P. including 
cost and independence. 

5. Rate the proposals as follows: 

a. Proposals should be evaluated as submitted. 

b. Make a list of strengths and weaknesses for each to support its technical 
rating. 
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Review the proposed fees offered by the bidders after completion of the 
technical evaluation. 

Ask questions of the bidders to eliminate any ambiguities. 

Select a proposal that is most advantageous to the Area based on the 
evaluation criteria set forth in the R.F.P. 

6. Once a C.P.A. Firm is chosen based upon the foregoing criteria, require a written 
engagement letter to avoid misunderstandings that specifies: 

a. Audit scope, objectives and purposes. 

b. Deadlines for the work to be performed. 

c. Audit fees. 

d. Report format, including providing a digital version of the final audit. 

e. Type and timing of support to be provided to the C.P.A. Firm by the S.S.A.C. 

f. Professional auditing standards to be followed in performing the audit. 

g. Independence of the C.P.A. Firm to the S.S.A.C. 

h. Terms of making changes to the scope of the agreement. 

i. C.P.A. Firm's ownership of the work papers, retention period and 
requirement for availability to the City upon request. 

Summary Schedule Of Findings. 

In order to properly conduct the certified audit of the books and records of the Contractor, 
it is necessary for the C.P.A. Firm to read and understand the requirements contained in the 
Agreement. Particular attention should be given to Sections 3 and 5 of the Agreement. 

The C.P.A. Firm must test the Contractor's compliance with the requirements contained in 
the Agreement. Should the C.P.A. Firm find exception to the requirements of the Agreement, 
it must disclose all exceptions in a separate schedule, which shall be entitled "Summary 
Schedule of Findings". Each finding shall be listed separately. The schedule shall be 
incorporated with the other required financial statements. 

If the C.P.A. Firm finds no exceptions to the Agreement requirements, it shall still include 
a "Summary Schedule of Findings". On that schedule the C.P.A. Firm shall make an 
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affirmative statement indicating it has read the Agreement and, after conducting the audit, 
has determined that no exceptions were noted. 

Subsections to note in Section 5 include: 

a. Section 5.01, Basis of Payment, describes "carry over" as the amount of Service 
Tax Funds collected for prior tax years which remain previously unspent. 

b. Section 5.02, Budget for Services, restricts the maximum amount that may be spent 
in a calendar year to the amount stated in the Agreement. 

c. Section 5.03, Method of Payment, states that the Contractor shall establish a 
separate checking account and that Area funds shall not be commingled with other 
sources. 

Audit Of Financial Statements. 

As discussed in Section 3.07, "Records and Audits", the Contractor shall provide an annual 
audited financial statement to the Department and S.S.A.C. within one hundred twenty (120) 
calendar days after the end of the calendar year and the system of accounting shall be in 
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles and practices, consistently applied 
throughout. 

Audit Documents. 

The City requires an audit conducted in accordance with generally accepted accounting 
principles to include the following documents: 

1. Statement of Financial Position. 

2. Statement of Activities: Budget and Actual (period being audited compared to the 
previous year, e.g., columns should be 2004 Budget, 2004 Actual, Variance, 2003 
Budget, 2003 Actual, Variance). 

3. Statement of Cash Flows. 

4. Notes to the Financial Statements. 

5. Summary Schedule of Findings. 

Expense descriptions included in the Statement of Activities must correspond to the 
expense descriptions in the budget submitted to the City. 
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AUTHORIZATION FOR IMPOSITION OF TAX LEVY, APPROVAL 
OF 2009 BUDGET AND EXECUTION OF SERVICE 

PROVIDER AGREEMENT FOR SPECIAL 
SERVICE AREA NUMBER 34. 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration an ordinance authorizing the 
imposition of a tax levy, the approval of the 2009 budget and the approval of a service 
provider agreement for Special Service Area Number 34, amount to be levied: $525,210, 
having had the same under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your 
Honorable Body Pass the proposed ordinance transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Veas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Mufioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays — None. 
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Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

WHEREAS, Special service areas may be established pursuant to Article Vll, Sections 6(1) 
and 7(6) of the Constitution of the State of Illinois, and pursuant to the provisions of the 
Special Service Area Tax Law, 35 ILCS 200/27-5, et seq., as amended from time to time (the 
"Act") and pursuant to the Property Tax Code, 35 ILCS 200/1-1, et seq., as amended from 
time to time; and 

WHEREAS, On December 7, 2005, the City Council of the City of Chicago (the "City 
Council") enacted an ordinance (the "Establishment Ordinance") which established an area 
known and designated as City of Chicago Special Service Area Number 34 (the "Area") and 
authorized the levy of an annual tax, for the period beginning in tax year 2005 through and 
including tax year 2014, not to exceed an annual rate of twenty-five hundredths of one 
percent (0.250%) of the equalized assessed value of the taxable property therein (the 
"Services Tax") to provide certain special services in and for the Area in addition to the 
services provided by and to the City of Chicago generally (the "Special Services"); and 

WHEREAS, The Establishment Ordinance established the Area consisting generally of 
North Broadway from West Foster Avenue to West Irving Park Road; North Sheridan Road 
from West Foster Avenue to West Montrose Avenue; West Argyle Street from North Sheridan 
Road to North Broadway; West Lawrence Avenue from North Marine Drive to North 
Broadway; and West Wilson Avenue from North Marine Drive to North Dover Street; and 

WHEREAS, The Special Services authorized in the Establishment Ordinance include but 
are not limited to maintenance and beautification activities, coordinated marketing and 
promotional activities, parking and transit programs, area strategic planning, business 
retention/ recruitment initiatives, building facade improvements, security services and other 
technical assistance activities to promote community and economic development; and 

WHEREAS, The Establishment Ordinance provided for the appointment of the Uptown 
Special Service Area Commission (the "Commission") for the purpose of recommending to 
the Mayor and to the City Council a yearly budget based upon the cost of providing the 
Special Services and further to advise the Mayor and the City Council regarding the amount 
of the Services Tax to be levied; and 

WHEREAS, It is the responsibility of the Commission to recommend to the Department of 
Planning and Development, the Mayor and the City Council an entity to serve as a service 
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provider (the "Service Provider"), the form of an agreement between the City and the Service 
Provider for the provision of Special Services to the Area, and a line item budget to be 
included in the agreement between the City and the Service Provider; and 

WHEREAS, The Commission has been duly appointed and qualified and has heretofore 
prepared and transmitted to the Commissioner of the Department of Planning and 
Development (the "Commissioner") and to the City Council its recommendations for a budget 
to provide the Special Services in the Area for the fiscal year commencing January 1, 2009, 
and has advised the Mayor and the City Council concerning the Services Tax for the tax year 
2008 for the purpose of providing funds necessary to provide the Special Services and has 
recommended to the Department of Planning and Development, the Mayor and the City 
Council an agreement with the Service Provider, with a one (1) year term, the terms and 
conditions of which provide for the expenditure of the Services Tax for the provision of the 
Special Services for the fiscal year commencing January 1, 2009, in substantially the form 
attached hereto as Exhibit A; and 

WHEREAS, Certain members ofthe Commission may serve from time to time on the Board 
of Directors of the Service Provider, or serve the Service Provider in some other voluntary 
capacity, which such service shall provide no financial compensation in any manner to such 
Commission member; now, therefore, 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Incorporation Of Preambles. The preambles of this ordinance are hereby 
incorporated into this text as if set out herein in full. 

SECTION 2. Appropriations. There is hereby appropriated the following sums in the 
amounts and for the purposes necessary to provide the Special Services in and for the Area, 
the estimated amounts of miscellaneous income and the amounts required to be raised by 
the levy of the Services Tax indicated as follows: 

Uptown Special Service Area Commission. 

Special Service Area Budget. 

For the fiscal year commencing January 1, 2009 and ending December 31, 2009: 
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Expenditures 

Service Provider Agreement 
for the provision of Special 
Services $527,210 

TOTAL BUDGET REQUEST: $527,210 

Source Of Funding 

Tax levy at an annual rate not 
to exceed an annual rate of 
twenty-five hundredths of one 
percent (0.250%) of the equalized 
assessed value, of the taxable 
property within Special Service 
Area Number 34 $525,210 

Carryover funds from previous 
tax years $ 2,000 

SECTION 3. Levy Of Taxes. There is hereby levied pursuant to the provisions of 
Article Vll, Sections 6(a) and 6(1 )(2) of the Constitution of the State of Illinois and pursuant 
to the provisions ofthe Act and pursuant to the provisions ofthe Establishment Ordinance, 
the sum of Five Hundred Twenty-five Thousand Two Hundred Ten Dollars ($525,210) as the 
amount of the Services Tax for the tax year 2008. 

SECTION 4. Filing. The City Clerk is hereby ordered and directed to file in the Office of 
the County Clerk of Cook County, Illinois a certified copy of this ordinance on or prior to 
December 30, 2008, and the County Clerk shall thereafter extend for collection together with 
all other taxes to be levied by the City, the Services Tax herein provided for, said Services 
Tax to be extended for collection by the County Clerk for the tax year 2008 against all the 
taxable property within the Area, the amount of the Services Tax herein levied to be in 
addition to and in excess of all other taxes to be levied and extended against all taxable 
property within the Area. 
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SECTION 5. Service Provider Agreement. The Commissioner, or a designee of the 
Commissioner, are each hereby authorized, subject to approval by the Corporation Counsel 
as to form and legality, to enter into, execute and deliver an agreement with Uptown United, 
an Illinois not-for-profit corporation, in substantially the form attached hereto as Exhibit A and 
hereby made a part hereof (the "Service Provider Agreement"), and such other supporting 
documents, if any, as may be necessary to carry out and comply with the provisions of the 
Service Provider Agreement, with such changes, deletions and insertions as shall be 
approved by the persons executing the Service Provider Agreement. 

SECTION 6. Exemption. The Service Provider Agreement is hereby declared exempt 
from Section 2-156-020 of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago. 

SECTION 7. Enforceability. If any section, paragraph or provision of this ordinance shall 
be held to be invalid or unenforceable for any reason, the invalidity or unenforceability of such 
section, paragraph or provision shall not affect any of the remaining provisions of this 
ordinance. 

SECTION 8. Conflict. This ordinance shall control over any provision of any other 
ordinance, resolution, motion or order in conflict with this ordinance, to the extent of such 
conflict. 

SECTION 9. Publication. This ordinance shall be published by the City Clerk, in special 
pamphlet form, by preparing at least one hundred (100) copies thereof, which copies are to 
be made available in his office for public inspection and distribution to members ofthe public 
who may wish to avail themselves of a copy of this ordinance. 

SECTION 10. Certified Copies. The City Clerk shall provide to the Corporation Counsel, 
without charge, certified copies of this ordinance in such amount as shall be requested by the 
Corporation Counsel. 

SECTION 11. Effective Date.' This ordinance shall take effect ten (10) days after its 
passage and publication. 

Exhibit "A" referred to this ordinance reads as follows: 
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Exhibit -A". 
(To Ordinance) 

Agreement For Special Service Area Number 34 
Between 

The City Of Chicago 
(Represented By The Special Service Area Commission) 

And 
Uptown United 

Effective January 1, 2009 Through December 31, 2009. 

This Agreement for the management of Special Service Area Number 34 is entered into 
on , 2009 by and between Uptown United, an Illinois not-for-profit corporation 
("Contractor"), and the City of Chicago ("City"), a municipal corporation and home rule unit of local 
govemment existing under the Constitution ofthe Stateof Illinois, acting through the Special Service 
Area Commission at Chicago, Illinois. 

RECITALS 

WHEREAS, special service areas may be established pursuant to Article VII, §§6(1) and 
7(6) ofthe Constitution ofthe State oflllinois, and pursuant to the provisions ofthe Special Service 
Area Tax Law, 35 ILCS 200/27-5 et seq.: and 

WHEREAS, the City Council ofthe City of Chicago ("City Council") has established a 
special service area known and designated as "Special Service Area Number 34" ("Area"), to provide 
special services in addition to those services provided generally by the City ("Special Services"). The 
City Council has further authorized the levy of an annual ad valorem real property tax in the Area 
sufficient to produce revenues required to provide those Special Services but not to exceed .25% 
ofthe equalized assessed value of all property within the Area ("Service Tax"), all as provided in the 
Establishment Ordinance (hereinafter defined); and 

WHEREAS, the City Council, on , 2008, authorized the levy ofthe Service 
Tax and appropriation ofthe funds therefrom for the Area for fiscal year 2009 for the provision of 
the Special Services in the Area, and the City wishes to provide that the Contractor, beginning on 
January 1, 2009, and continuing until December 31, 2009, may use those funds to provide the 
Services, subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and 

WHEREAS, the Contractor and the City desire to enter into this Agreement to provide such 
Special Services in the Area and the Contractor is ready, willing and able to enter into this 
Agreement to provide the Special Services to the fiill satisfaction ofthe City; 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration ofthe mutual promises contained in this Agreement, 
the City and the Contractor agree as follows; 
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ARTICLE I INCORPORATION OF RECITALS 

The recitals set forth above are incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein. 

ARTICLE 2 DEFINITIONS 

The following words and phrases shall have the following meanings for purposes of this 
Agreement: 

"Agreement" means this Special Service Area Agreement, including all exhibits, attached 
to it and incorporated in it by reference, and all amendments, modifications or revisions made in 
accordance with its terms. 

"Commissioner" means the Commissioner ofthe Department ofPlanning and Development 
or a duly authorized representative of the Commissioner of the Department of Planning and 
Development. 

"Construction" means that work of a nature constituting "public works" as defined in 820 
ILCS 130/2, such as landscaping and building activities, including but not limited to, physical 
building improvements, installations, and other fixed works, but does not include pre-development 
work (design and preparation of specifications). 

"Days" means business days in accordance with the City of Chicago business calendar. 

"Department" means the City of Chicago Department ofPlanning and Development. 

"Establishment Ordinance" means, the ordinance enacted by City Council on December 
7, 2005, and any subsequent amendments thereto authorizing impositioii ofthe Service Tax and 
setting forth the Special Services to be provided in the Area. 

"Risk Management Division" means the Risk Management Division ofthe Department of 
Finance which is under the direction ofthe Comptroller ofthe City and is charged with reviewing 
and analyzing insurance and related liability matters for the City. 

"Security Firm" means a business entity certified by the State of Illinois pursuant to the 
Private Detective, Private Alarm and Private Security Act of 1993, 225 ILCS 446/1 et seq.. and 
whose employees are licensed by the State oflllinois. 

"Services" means, collectively, the services, duties and responsibilities described in Article 
3 and Exhibit 1 (Scope of Services) of this Agreement and any revisions thereof and any and all 
work necessary to complete them or carry them out fully and to the standard of performance required 
in this Agreement. 
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"Service Tax Funds" means the amount actually collected pursuant to the Service Tax. 

"Special Service Area Commission ('SSAC')" means the body established pursuant to the 
Establishment Ordinance to prepare the Budget, identify a Contractor and supervise the provision 
of the Special Services in the Area. 

"Subcontractor" means any person or entity with whom Contractor contracts to provide any 
part ofthe Services, including subcontractors ofany tier, subconsultants ofany tier, suppliers and 
materialmen, whether or not in privity with the Contractor. 

"Surplus Funds", also referred to as "Carry-Over Funds", means those Service Tax Funds 
already collected and disbursed to the Contractor in prior years for the provision of Special Services 
in the Area which remain unspent, including any interest eamed thereon. 

ARTICLE 3 DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF CONTRACTOR 

3.01 Scope of Services 

The Services which the Contractor shall provide during the first year of this Agreement 
include, but are not limited to, those described in this Article 3 and in Exhibit 1 which is attached 
hereto and incorporated by reference as if fijlly set forth here. The SSAC reserves the right to require 
the Contractor to perform revised services that are within the genera! scope of services of this 
Agreement and ofthe Special Services identified in the Establishment Ordinance subject to the same 
terms and conditions herein. Revised services are limited to changes or revisions to the line items 
in the Budget, do not affect the maximum compensation, and require the prior written approval of 
the SSAC. The SSAC may by vyritten notice to the Department and the Contractor delete or amend 
the figures contained and described in the Budget attached hereto as Exhibit 2 and incorporated by 
reference as if fully set forth herein. The Contractor shall provide the Services in accordance with 
the standards of performance set forth in Section 3.02. 

For each subsequent year during the term of this Agreement, if any, a Scope of Services for 
that year, comprised of services authorized in the Establishment Ordinance, shall be prepared by the 
SSAC in consultation with the Contractor subject to the approval of the Commissioner, and 
incorporated into this Agreement by written amendment pursuant to Section 8.03 hereof, together 
with a Budget for that year and any revised insurance requirements which are recommended by the 
Risk Management Division pursuant to its review ofthe Scope of Services for that year. 

3.02 Standard of Performance 

The Contractor shall perform all Services required of it with that degree of skill, care and 
diligence normally shown by a contractor performing services of a scope, purpose and magnitude 
comparable with the nature ofthe Services to be provided hereunder. The Contractor shall at all 
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times use every reasonable effort on behalf of the City to assure timely and satisfactory rendering 
and completion of its Services. 

The Contractor shall at all times act in the best interests of the City consistent with the 
professional obligations assumed by it in entering into this Agreement. The Contractor shall perform 
all Services in accordance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement and to the full 
satisfaction of the SSAC. The Contractor shall fumish efficient business administration and 
supervision to render and complete the Services at reasonable cost. 

The Contractor shall assure that all Services that require the exercise of professional skills 
orjudgment are accomplished by professionals qualified and competent in the applicable discipline 
and appropriately licensed, if required by law. The Contractor remains responsible for the 
professional and technical accuracy of all Services provided, whether by the Contractor or its 
Subcontractors or others on its behalf. 

If the SSAC determines that the Contractor has failed to comply with the foregoing standards, 
the Contractor shall perform again, at its own expense, all Services required to be reperformed as 
a direct or indirect result of such failure. Any review, approval, acceptance or payment for any or 
all ofthe Services by the City does not relieve the Contractor ofits responsibility forthe professional 
and technical accuracy ofits Services. This provision in no way limits the City's rights against 
Contractor, either under this Agreement, at law or in equity. 

3.03 Personnel 

A. Key Personnel 

The Contractor shall, immediately upon receiving a fully executed copy of this Agreement, 
assign and maintain during the term of this Agreement and any extension thereof an adequate staff 
of competent personnel, who are fiilly equipped, licensed as appropriate, available as needed, 
qualified and assigned to perform the Services. Contractor shall pay the salaries and wages due all 
its employees performing Services under this Agreement unconditionally and at least once a month 
without deduction or rebate on any account, except only for such payroll deductions as are 
mandatory by law or are permitted under applicable law and regulations. 

B. Prevailing Wages 

If the Contractor engages in Construction, it shall comply, and shall cause all of its 
Subcontractors to comply by inserting appropriate provisions in their contracts, with 820 ILCS 
130/0 01 et seq. regarding the payment ofthe general prevailing rate of hourly wage for all laborers, 
workers, and mechanics employed by or on behalf of the Contractor and all Subcontractors in 
connection with any and all Construcfion work. The prevailing rates of wages applicable at the time 
of execution of this Agreement are included in Exhibit 6 to this Agreement, which is incorporated 
by reference as though fully set forth herein. 
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C. Illinois Workers, Veterans' Preference and Steel Products 

If the Contractor engages in Construction, it shall comply, and shall cause all of its 
Subcontractors to comply by inserting appropriate provisions in their contracts, with the Employment 
oflllinois Workers on Public Works Act, 30 ILCS 570/0.01 etseq.. the Veterans Preference Act, 330 
ILCS 55/0.01 et seq.. and the Steel Products Procurement Act, 35 ILCS 30/565/1 et seq. 

3.04 Nondiscrimination 

(a) Contractor 

(i) Federal Requirements 

Contractormust not engage in unlawful employment practices, such as (1) failing or 
refusing to hire or discharging any individual, or otherwise discriminating against any 
individual with respect to compensation or the terms, conditions, or privileges ofthe 
individual's employment, because of the individual's race, color, religion, sex, age, 
handicap/disabilityor national origin; or (2) limiting, segregating or classifying Contractor's 
employees or applicants for employment in any way that would deprive or tend to deprive 
any individual of employment opportunities or otherwise adversely affect the individual's 
status as an employee, because of the individual's race, color, religion, sex, age, 
handicap/disability or national origin. 

Contractor must comply with, and the procedures Contractor utilizes and the Services 
Contractor provides under this Agreement must comply with, the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 
42 U.S.C. sec. 2000e etseq. (1981), as amended and the Civil Rights Act of 1991, P.L. 102-
166. Attention is called to: Exec. OrderNo; 11246, 30 Fed. Reg. 12,319 (1965), reprinted 
in 42 U.S.C. 2000e note, as amended by Exec. Order No. 11375, 32 Fed. Reg. 14,303 (1967) 
and by Exec. Order No. 12086, 43 Fed. Reg. 46,501 (1978); Age Discrimination Act, 42 
U.S.C. §§6101-6106(1981); Age Discriminafion in Employment Act, 29 U.S.C. §§621-34; 
Rehabilitafion Act of 1973,29 U.S.C. §§ 793-794 (1981); Americans with Disabilities Act, 
42 U.S.C. §12101 €tseq.;4\ C.F.R. Part 60 e/^eq-. (1990); and all other applicable federal 
statutes, regulations and other laws. 

(ii) State Requirements 

Contractor must compily with, and the procedures Contractor utilizes and the Services 
Contractorprovides under this Agreement must comply with, the Illinois Human Rights Act, 
775 ILCS 5/1-101 et seq.(1990), as amended and any rules and regulations promulgated in 
accordance with it, including the Equal Employment Opportunity Clause, 44 111. Admin. 
Code §750 Appendix A. Furthermore, Contractor must comply with the Public Works 
Employment Discriminafion Act, 775 ILCS 10/0.01 etseq.(l990), as amended, and all other 
applicable state statues, regulations and other laws. 
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(iii) Citv Requirements 

Contractor must comply with, and the procedures Contractor ufilizes and the Services 
Contractor provides under this Agreement must comply with, the Chicago Human Rights 
Ordinance, ch. 2-160, Section 2-\ 60-0)0 etseq. ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago (1990), 
as amended, and all other applicable City ordinances and rules. 

(b) Subcontractors 

Contractor must incorporate all of this Section 3.04 by reference in all agreements entered 
into with any suppliers of materials, fumisher of services. Subcontractors of any tier, and labor 
organizations that fijmish skilled, unskilled and craft union skilled labor, or that may provide any 
such materials, labor or services in connection with this Agreement. Further, Contractor must 
fumish and must cause each of its Subcontractor(s) to fumish such reports and information as 
requested by the federal, state, and local agencies charged with enforcing such laws and regulations, 
including the Chicago Commission on Human Relafions. 

3.05 Insurance 

The Contractor shall comply with the insurance provisions attached hereto as Exhibit 4 and 
incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein, or such other insurance provisions as may be 
required in thereasonablejudgmentof the Risk Management Division. Ifthe Contractor enters into 
a subcontract with a Security Firm such Security Firm shall comply with the insurance provisions 
attached hereto as Exhibit 5 and incorporated by reference as if fiilly set forth herein, or such other 
insurance provisions as may be required in the reasonable judgment of the Risk Management 
Division. Ifthe Contractor subcontracts with a Subcontractor other than a Security Firm, such 
Subcontractor shall comply with the Contractor insurance provisions attached hereto as Exhibit 4. 

The Risk Management Division may waive or reduce any ofthe insurance requirements set 
forth herein. In addifion, the Risk Management Division will review each new Scope of Services 
which the SSAC, in consultafion with the Contractor, prepares armually during the term of this 
Agreement pursuant to Section 3.01 and may, if it wishes, revise the insurance required herein. 

3.06 Indemnification 

A. On written notice fi'om the City of Losses the City believes are Losses Arising under 
this Agreement as defined in this Section 3.06, the Contractor shall defend, indemnify, and hold 
completely harmless the City Indemnitees from and against such Losses, regardless of whether 
Contractor challenges the City's belief Thedefense, indemnification and hold harmless obligafions 
ofthe Contractor toward City Indemnitees remain an affirmative obligafion of Contractor following 
the City's notice of Losses the City believes are Losses Arising under this Agreement, unless and 
until a court of competent jurisdiction finally determines otherwise and all opportunities for appeal 
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have been exhausted or have lapsed. 

B. For purposes of this Section 3.06, 

"City Indemnitees" means, individually and collectively, the City of Chicago, its officials, 
agents, employees and SSAC members. 

"Losses" means, individually and collectively, all kinds of liabilifies, losses, suits, claims, 
damages, judgments, fines, and demands, including all reasonable costs for investigation, reasoriable 
attorneys' fees, court costs, and experts' fees, arising by reason of injury or death ofany person, 
damage to property, patent or copyright infringement. 

"Arising under this Agreement" means (i) arising out of awarding this Agreement, (ii) 
arising out ofthe enforcement of this Agreement, including the enforcement of this indemnificafion 
provision; (iii) arising out of or in connection with Contractor's performance or non-performance 
of this Agreement (including the acts or omission of Contractor, its officers, agents, employees, 
consultants, subcontractors, licensees, or invitees), any breach by any of them ofany warranty made 
underthis Agreement, orany failure by any of them to meet any applicable standard of performance 
under this Agreement; or (iv) any combination ofany ofthe foregoing. 

C. To the extent permissible by law, Contractor waives any limits on Contractor's 
liability that it would otherwise have by virtue ofthe Worker's Compensation Act or any other 
related law or judicial decision (such as Kotecki v. Cyclops Welding Corporation, 146 111. 2d 155 
(1991)). The City, however, does not waive any limitafions it may have on its liability under the 
Worker's Compensation Act or under the Illinois Pension Code. 

D. The City has the right, at its option and at its own expense, to participate in the 
defense ofany suit without relieving Contractor ofany ofits obligafions under this indemnity 
provision. The requirements set forth in this indemnity provision are separate from and not limited 
by the amount of insurance Contractor is required to obtain under this Agreement or by its bonds 
pursuant to other provisions in this Agreement. Further, the indemnitees contained in this provision 
survive the expiration or termination of this Agreement. 

3.07 Records and Audits 

The Contractor shall deliver or cause to be delivered all documents, data, studies, reports, 
findings or information to the SSAC promptly in accordance with the time limits prescribed herein 
and if no fime limit is specified, then upon reasonable demand therefore, or upon termination or 
completion ofthe Services hereunder. 

The Contractor agrees to adopt at its own expense such financial controls, including, without 
limitafion, the employment of a fiscal agent approved by the Commissioner, as determined by the 
Commissioner in his sole discretion and communicated in wrifing to the Contractor after the date 
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of execution of this Agreement, to ensure that the Contractor is fulfilling the terms of this 
Agreement. 

The Contractor and any Subcontractors shall fumish the SSAC with semi-aruiual reports or 
provide such infonnation as may be requested relative to the perfomiance and cost ofthe Services. 
The Contractor shall maintain records showing actual time devoted and costs incurred. The 
Contractor shall keep books, documents, paper, records and accounts in connection with the Services 
open to inspection, copying, abstracting, transcription, and an independent audit by City employees 
or agents or third parties, and shall make these records available to the City and any other interested 
governmental agency at reasonable times during the performance of its Services. In addition. 
Contractor shall retain them in a safe place and make them available for an independent audit, 
inspection, copying and abstracting for at least five years after the final payment made in connection 
with this Agreement. 

THE CONTRACTOR SHALL NOT COMMINGLE SERVICE TAX FUNDS WITH 
FUNDS FROM OTHER SOURCES, and to the exteht that the Contractor conducts any business 
operafions separate and apart from the Services hereunder using, for example, personnel, equipment, 
supplies or facilities also used in connection with this Agreement, then the Contractor shall maintain 
and make similarly available to the City detailed records supporting the Contractor's allocation to 
this Agreement ofthe costs and expenses attributable to any such shared usages. 

The Contractor shall provide an annual audited financial statement (a "Third Party Audit") 
to the Department and the SSAC within 120 calendar days after the end ofthe calendar year, and the 
system of accounting shall be in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles and 
practices, consistently applied throughout. Contractor must comply with the requirements in Exhibit 
9 with respect to any Third Party Audit. If any Third Party Audit shows that Contractor or any of 
its Subcontractors has overcharged the City in any period, the City will notify Contractor, and 
Contractor must then promptly reimburse the City for any amounts the City has paid Contractor due 
to the overcharges. Any failure to comply with the audit requirements set forth in Exhibit 9 of the 
Agreement shall consfitute an event of default under the Agreement. If such event pfdefault is not 
corrected to the City's satisfaction within the cure pen'od identified by the City, the City may incur 
costs to conduct any supplementary audit it deems necessary, and Contractor must then promptly 
reimburse the City for any such costs. No provision in this Agreement granting the City a right of 
access to records and documents is intended to impair, limit or affect any right of access to such 
records and documents that the City would have had in the absence ofsuch provisions. 

The City may in its sole discretion audit the records of Contractor or its Subcontractors, or 
both, at any time during the term of this Agreement or within five years after the Agreement ends, 
in connection with the goods, work, or services provided under this Agreement. Each calendar year 
or partial calendar year is considered an "audited pen'od." If, as a result of such an audit, it is 
determined that Contractor or any ofits Subcontractors has overcharged the City in the audited 
period, the City will notify Contractor. Contractor must then promptly reimburse the City for any 
amounts the City has paid Contractor due to the overcharges and also some or all ofthe cost ofthe 
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audit, as follows: 

A. Ifthe audit has revealed overcharges to the City representing less than 5% ofthe total 
value, based on the Agreement prices, ofthe goods, work, or services provided in the audited period, 
then the Contractor must reimburse the City for 50% ofthe cost ofthe audit and 50% ofthe cost of 
each subsequent audit that the City conducts; 

B. If, however, the audit has revealed overcharges to the City representing 5% or more 
of the total value, based on the Agreement prices, of the goods, work, or services provided in the 
audited period, then Contractor must reimburse the City for the fiill cost ofthe audit and of each 
subsequent audit. 

Ifthe City is unable to make a determination regarding overcharges to City as a result of 
Contractor's not having maintained records as required under this Agreement, Contractor must 
promptly reimburse the City for some or all ofthe cost ofthe audit, as determined in the sole 
discrefion ofthe City. Failure of Contractor to promptly reimburse the City in accordance with this 
Secfion 3.07 is an event of default under Secfion 7.01 of this Agreement, and Contractor will be 
liable for all of the City's costs of collection, including any court costs and attorneys' fees. 

3.08 Subcontracts and Assignments 

TTie Contractor shall not assign, delegate, subcontract or otherwise transfer all or any part of 
its rights or obligations under this Agreement or any part hereof, unless otherwise provided for 
herein or without the express written consent ofthe SSAC. The absence ofsuch provision or written 
consent shall void the attempted assignment, delegation or transfer and shall be of no effect as to the 
Services or this Agreement. 

All subcontracts, all approvals of Subcontractors and any assignment to which the SSAC 
consents are, regardless of their form, deemed conditioned upon performance by the Subcontractor 
or assignee in accordance with the tenns and conditions of this Agreement. 

Ifthe Contractor subcontracts for security services, the Subcontractor shall be a Security Firm 
certified by the State oflllinois and the Security Firm's employees shall be licensed by the State of 
Illinois. The Contractor, upon entering into any subcontract with a Security Firm, shall fiimish the 
SSAC and the Department with a copy ofthe subcontract for their approval. The City expressly 
reserves the right to approve all Security Firm subcontracts. 

3.09 License, Permits and Safety Considerations 

A. Licenses and Permits 

If the Contractor engages in Constmction, it is responsible for and, in a timely manner 
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consistent with its obligations hereunder, shall secure and maintain at its expense such permits, 
licenses, authorizations and approvals as are necessary for it to engage Constmction under this 
Agreement. 

B. Safety Considerations 

Ifthe Contractor engages in Constmction, it shall at all times exercise reasonable care, shall 
comply with all applicable provisions of federal, state and local laws to prevent accidents or injuries, 
and shall take all appropriate precautions to avoid damage to and loss of City property and the 
property of third parties in connection with the Constmction. The Contractor shall erect and properly 
maintain at all times all necessary safeguards, barriers, flags and lights for the protection ofits and 
its Subcontractors' employees, City employees, and the public. 

Ifthe Contractor engages in Construction, it shall report to the Department any damage on, 
about, under or adjacent to City propiirty or the property of third persons resulting from its 
perfonnance under this Agreement. The Contractor is responsible for any damage to City property 
and the property of third parties due, in whole or in part, to the Contractor's Constmction activities 
under this Agreement, and the Contractor shall repair such damage to a reasonably acceptable 
standard. 

3.10 Performance Bond 

Ifthe Contractor engages in Constmction work where expenditures exceed $ 100,000, it shall, 
not later than the date the Contractor begins such work or executes a subcontract for such work, 
provide or cause to be provided to the Department a performance and payment bond in the amount 
allocated for the Constmction work (but not including the amount allocated for design emd 
preparafion of specifications), by a surety or sureties acceptable to the City. The performance bond 
shall be in the form and to the effect of Exhibit 7 hereto, which is incorporated by reference as if 
fiilly set forth here. 

If any of the sureties on such bond at any time fail financially, or are deemed to be 
insufficient security for the penalty ofthe bond, then the City may, on giving 10 days notice thereof 
in wrifing, require the Contractor to fumish a new and additional bond with sureties satisfactory to 
the City, and, if so required, Contractor must promptly provide such bond. 

ARTICLE 4 TERM OF SERVICES 

This Agreement shall take effect as of January 1,2009 ("Effective Date") and shall confinue 
through December 31, 2009, or until the Agreement is tenninated earlier in accordance with its 
terms. 
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ARTICLES COMPENSATION 

5.01 Basis of Payment 

The maximum compensation that the Contractor may be paid under this Agreement between 
January 1, 2009 and December 31, 2009 is the sum of (a) $525,210 or the total amount of Service 
Tax Funds actually collected for tax year 2008, whichever is less; and (b) the total amount of Surplus 
Funds in the amount of $2,000 which are being carried over from previous program years and which 
Contractor hereby acknowledges are in its possession; the maximum compensation that -the 
Contractor may be paid under this Agreement between January 1, 2009 and December 31, 2009, 
therefore, shall not exceed $527,210. 

For each subsequent year of this Agreement, if any, the maximum compensafion that the 
Contractor may be paid under this Agreement is the amount set forth in the Budget for that year, 
pursuant to Section 5.02 and 8.03, or the amount of Service Tax Funds actually collected for the 
preceding tax year, whichever is less; provided that the maximum amount of compensafion for such 
year of this Agreement may also include the amount of Service Tax Funds collected for prior tax 
years which remain previously unspent. 

5.02 Budget for Services 

The Contractor in conjuncfion with the SSAC has prepared a Budget through December 31, 
2009, attached hereto as Exhibit 2 and incorporated by reference as if fiilly set forth here, covering 
all services described in the Scope of Services. Subject to the restriction that the maximum amount 
that may be spent in calendar year 2009 may not exceed $527,210, the SSAC reserves the right to 
transfer funds between line items or make Budget revisions that do not affect the maximum 
compensafion set forth in Section 5.01. The SSAC shall revise the Budget if any part ofthe 
Contractor's Services is terminated. 

For each subsequent year of this Agreement, if any, and subject to the provisions of Section 
3.01, a Budget for that year shall be incorporated into this Agreement by written amendment 
pursuant to Secfion 8.03. 

5.03 Method of Payment 

Pursuant to a schedule to be determined by the Commissioner, after the performance of 
Services pursuant to the terms of this Agreement, Contractor may submit invoices to the City to 
request reimbursement for such expenses. The Contractor must provide, along with the invoices, 
such additional documentation as the Commissioner requests to substantiate the Services. Upon the 
Commissioner's determination that the invoices are accurate, the City will process payment ofthe 
invoices. 

The Contractor shall establish a separate checking account ("Account") in a bank authorized 
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to do business in the State oflllinois that is insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. 
All Service Tax Funds that the Comptroller transfers to the Contractor shall be deposited in the 
Account and disbursements from the Account shall be pursuant to this Agreement. THE 
CONTRACTOR SHALL NOT COMMINGLE SERVICE TAX FUNDS WITH FUNDS FROM 
OTHER SOURCES. The Contractor shall provide to the SSAC the signature card and sample check 
from the bank which shows the signature(s) ofthe Contractor's authorized representative(s). The 
SSAC reserves the right to audit the account and require the Contractor to refund any funds that were 
not spent pursuant to the Budget or that were not approved by the SSAC. The name and address of 
the bank is and the wire transfer and the Account numbers are 

All funds remaining in the Account at the expiration or early termination of this Agreement, 
including any interest eamed, belong to the City for the benefit ofthe Area and shall be retumed to 
the City to be used only for Special Services. 

5.04 Criteria for Payment 

The SSAC shall determine the reasonableness, allocability and allowability ofany rates, 
costs and expenses charged or incurred by the Contractor. 

5.05 Funding 

Payments under this Agreement shall be made from Service Tax Funds in fund number 
and are subject to the availability of funds therein. 

5.06 Non-Appropriation 

In the event that no funds or insufficient funds are appropriated and budgeted in any City 
fiscal period for payments to be made under this Agreement, then the City will notify the Contractor 
of such occurrence and this Agreement shall terminate on the earlier of the last day of the fiscal 
period for which sufficient appropriation was made or whenever the fiinds appropriated for payment 
under this Agreement are exhausted. No payments shall be made or due to the Contractor under this 
Agreement beyond those amounts appropriated and budgeted by the City to fiind payments 
hereunder. 

ARTICLE 6 SPECIAL CONDITIONS 

6.01 Warranties and Representations 

In connection with the execution of this Agreement, the Contractor wanants and represents: 

A. That it is financially solvent; that it and each of its employees, agents, and 
Subcontractors are competent to perform the Services required; that it is legally authorized to execute 
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and perfonn or cause to be performed this Agreement under the terms and conditions stated herein; 
and 

B. That it shall not knowingly use the services ofany ineligible Subcontractor for any 
purpose in the performance ofthe Services; and 

C. That it and its Subcontractors are not in default at the time ofthe execufion of this 
Agreement, or deemed by the Department to have, within five years immediately preceding the dale 
of this Agreement, been found to be in default on any contract awarded by the City; and 

D. That it and, to the best ofits knowledge, its Subcontractors are not in violation ofthe 
provisions of §2-92-320 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, 720 ILCS 5/33E-1 et seq. of the 
Criminal Codeof 1961. and 65 ILCS 5/1 1-42.1-1 of the Illinois Municipal Code; and 

E. That it, all Subcontractors and their respective officers, directors, agents, partnersyand 
employees shall cooperate with the Inspector General in any investigation or hearing undertaken 
pursuant to Chapter 2-56 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago; that it understands and will abide by 
all provisions of Chapter 2-56 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago and all subcontracts shall inform 
Subcontractors ofsuch provision and require understanding and compliance therewith; and 

F. That, except only for those representations, statements, or promises expressly 
contained in this Agreement and any exhibits attached hereto, no representation, statement or 
promise, oral or written, or ofany kind whatsoever, by the City, its officials, agents, or employees, 
has induced the Contractor to enter into this Agreement; and 

G. That the Contractor understands and agrees that any certification, affidavit or 
acknowledgment made under oath in connection with this Agreement is made under penalty of 
perjury and, if false, is also cause for terminafion for default. 

H. That neither Contractor nor an Affiliate of Contractor (as defined below) appears on 
the Specially Designated Nationals List, the Denied Persons List, the unverified List, the Entity List, 
or the Debarred List as maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets Control ofthe U.S. Department 
ofthe Treasury or by the Bureau of Industry and Security ofthe U.S. Department of Commerce (or 
their successors), or on any other list of persons or entities with which the City may not do business 
under any applicable law, mle, regulation, order orjudgment. "Affiliate of Contractor"means a 
person or entity that directly (or indirectly through one or more intermediaries) controls, is controlled 
by or is under common control with Contractor. A person or entity will be deemed to be controlled 
by another person or entity if it is controlled in any manner whatsoever that results in control in fact 
by that other person or enfity (either acting individually or acting jointly or in concert with others) 
whether directly or indirectly and whether through share ownership, a trust, a contract or otherwise. 

I. Contractor understands and will abide by all provisions of Chapter 2-26 ofthe 
Municipal Code of the City of Chicago. 
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6.02 Economic Disclosure Statement and Affidavit 

The Contractor has provided the City with an Economic Disclosure Statement (EDS), which 
is attached hereto as Exhibit 3 and incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein. Contractor 
shall apprise the Department promptly ofany changes in the infonnation provided in the EDS by 
completing and submitting a revised EDS. 

In addifion, the Contractor shall provide the City with copies of its latest articles of 
incorporation, by-laws and resolutions, or partnership orjoint venture agreement, as applicable, and 
evidence of its authority to do business in the State of Illinois, including without limitation, 
registrations of assumed names or limited partnerships and certifications of good standing with the 
Office ofthe Secretary of State oflllinois. 

6.03 Confiict of Interest 

Pursuantto Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal Codeof Chicago, and 65 ILCS 5/3.1-55-10, no 
member of the goveming body of the City or other unit of govemment, no other officer, employee, 
SSAC member, or agent of the City or other unit of govemment who exercises any fiinctions or 
responsibilities in connection with the Services to which this Agreement or any related subcontract 
pertain, and no relafive ofany SSAC member shall have any personal economic or financial interest, 
directly or indirectly, in this Agreement or any such subcontract except to the extent that such 
benefits are provided equally to all residents and/or business owners in the Area. Furthermore, no 
SSAC member, relative of any SSAC member. City official, agent or employee shall be a 
Subcontractor, employee or shareholder ofthe Contractor or receive anything of value from the 
Contractor. 

No member of or delegate to the Congress ofthe United States or the Illinois General 
Assembly and no alderman ofthe City or City employee shal 1 be admitted to any share or part of this 
Agreement or to any financial benefit to arise from it. The Contractor acknowledges that any 
agreement entered into, negotiated or performed in violation ofany ofthe provisions of Chapter 
2-156 shall be voidable by the City. 

The Cpntractor covenants that it, its officers, directors and employees, and the officers, 
directors and employees of each ofits members if a joint venture, and Subcontractors presently have 
no financial interest and shall acquire no interest, direct or indirect, in the Services undertaken by 
the Contractor pursuant to the Agreement that would conflict in any manner or degree with the 
performance of the Services. The Contractor further covenants that in the performance of this 
Agreement no person having any such interest shall be employed. The Contractor agrees that ifthe 
Commissioner in his reasonable judgment determines that any ofthe Contractor's services for others 
conflict with the Services the Contractor is to provide for the City under this Agreement, the 
Contractor shall tenninate such other services immediately upon request ofthe City. 
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6.04 Non-liability of Public Officials 

No official, employee or agent ofthe City shall be charged personally by the Contractor, or 
by any assignee or Subcontractor ofthe Contractor, with any liability or expenses of defense or be 
held personally liable to them under any term or provision hereof, because ofthe City's execufion 
or attempted execution hereof, or because ofany breach hereof 

6.05 Independent Contractor 

The Contractor shall perform under this Agreement as an independent contractor to the City 
and not as a representative, employee, agent, or partner ofthe City. 

6.06 Business Relationships with Elected Officials 

Pursuant to Section 2-156-030(b) ofthe Municipal Code ofthe City of Chicago, it is illegal 
for any elected official ofthe City, or any person acting at the direction ofsuch official, to contact, 
either orally or in writing, any other City official or employee with respect to any matter involving 
any person with whom the elected official has a business relationship, or to participate in any 
discussion in any City Council committee hearing or in any City Council meeting or to vote on any 
matter involving the person with whom an elected official has a business relationship. Violation 
of Section 2-156-030(b) by any elected official with respect to this Agreement is grounds for 
termination of this Agreement. The term business relationship is defined as set forth in Secfion 
2-156-080 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

Section 2-156-080 defines a "business relationship" as any contractual or other private 
business dealing of an official, or his or her spouse, or ofany entity in which an official or his or her 
spouse has a financial interest, with a person or entity which entitles an official to compensation or 
payment in the amount of$2,500 or more in a calendar year; provided, however, a financial interest 
shall not include; (i) any ownership through purchase at fair market valueor inheritance of less than 
one percent of the share of a corporation, or any corporate subsidiary, parent or affiliate thereof, 
regardless ofthe value of or dividends on such shares, if such shares are registered on a securities 
exchange pursuant to the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended; (ii) the authorized 
compensation paid to an official or employee for his office or employment; (iii) any economic 
benefit provided equally to all residents ofthe City; (iv) a fime or demand deposit in a financial 
institution; or (v) an endowment or insurance policy or annuity contract purchased from an insurance 
company. A "contractual or other private business dealing" shall not include any employment 
relationship of an official's spouse with an entity when such spouse has no discrefion conceming or 
input relating to the relationship between that entity and the City. 
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6.07 Chicago "Living Wage" Ordinance 

(a) Section 2-92-610 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago provides for a living 
wage for certain categories of workers employed in the performance of City contracts, specifically 
non-City employed security guards, parking attendants, day laborers, home and health care workers, 
cashiers, elevator operators, custodial workers and clerical workers ("Covered Employees"). 
Accordingly, pursuant to Section 2-92-610 and regulations promulgated under it; 

(i) IfContractor has 25 or more full-time employees, and 

(ii) If at any time during the perfonnance of this Agreement, Contractor and/or 
any Subcontractor or any other entity that provides any portion of the Services 
(collectively "Performing Parties") uses 25 or more fiill-time security guards, orany 
number of other full-fime Covered Employees, then 

(iii) Contractor must pay its Covered Employees, and must assure that all 
other Performing Parties pay their Covered Employees, not less than the minimum 
hourly rate as detennined in accordance with this provision (the "Base Wage") for 
all Services performed under this Agreement. 

(b) Contractor's obligation to pay, and to assure payment of, the Base Wage will 
begin at any fime during the term of this Agreement when the condifions set forth in (a)(i) and 
(a)(ii) above are met, and will continue unfil the end ofthe term of this Agreement. 

(c) As of July 1, 2008, the Base Wage is $10.60, and each July 1 thereafter, the Base 
Wage will be adjusted, using the most recent federal poverty guidelines for a family of four as 
published annually by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, to consfitute the 
following; the poverty guidelines for a family of four divided by 2000 hours or the cunent base 
wage, whichever is higher. At all times during the term of this Agreement, Contractor and all other 
Performing Parties must pay the Base Wage (as adjusted in accordance with the above). Ifthe 
payment of prevailing wages is required for Services done under this Agreement, and the prevailing 
wages for Covered Employees are higher than the Base Wage, then Contractor and all other 
Performing Parties must pay the prevailing wage rates. 

(d) Contractor must include provisions in all subcontracts requiring its 
Subcontractors to pay the Base Wage to Covered Employees. Contractor agrees to provide the 
City with documentation acceptable to the Chief Procurement Officer demonstrating that all 
Covered Employees, whether employed by Contractor or by a Subcontractor, have been paid the 
Base Wage, upon the City's request for such documentation. The City may independently audit 
Contractor and/or Subcontractors to verily compliance with this section. Failure to comply with 
the requirements of this section will be an event of default under this Agreement, and further, 
failure to comply may result in ineligibility for any award of a City contract or subcontract for up 
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to 3 years. 

(e) Not-for-Profit Corporations: IfContractor is a corporafion having federal 
tax-exempt status under Secfion 501 (c)(3) ofthe Intemal Revenue Code and is recognized under 
Illinois not-for-profit law, then the provisions of Sections (a) through (d) above do not apply. 

6.08 Deemed Inclusion 

Provisions required by law, ordinances, mles, regulations, or executive orders to be inserted 
in this Agreement are deemed inserted in this Agreement whether or not they appear in this 
Agreement or, upon application by either party, this Agreement will be amended to make the 
insertion; however, in no event will the failure to insert the provisions before or after this Agreement 
is signed prevent its enforcement. 

6.09 Environmental Warranties and Representations 

In accordance with Secfion 11-4-1600(e) ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago, Contractor 
wanants and represents that it, and to the best ofits knowledge, its subcontractors have not violated 
and are not in violation ofthe following secfions ofthe Code (collectively, the Waste Secfions); 

7-28-390 Dumping on public way; 
7-28-440 Dumping on real estate without permit; 
1 1-4-1410 Disposal in waters prohibited; 
11-4-1420 Ballast tank, bilge tank or other discharge; 
11-4-1450 Gas manufacturing residue; 
1 1-4-1500 Treatment and disposal of solid or liquid waste; 
11-4-1530 Compliance with mles and regulations required; 
11-4-1550 Operational requirements; and 
11-4-1560 Screening requirements. 

During the period while this Agreement is executory, Contractor's or any subcontractor's 
violation of the Waste Sections, whether or not relafing to the performance of this Agreement, 
constitutes a breach of and an event of default under this Agreement, for which the opportunity to 
cure, if curable, will be granted only at the sole designation ofthe Commissioner. Such breach and 
default enfitles the City to all remedies under the Agreement, at law or in equity. 

This section does not limit Contractor's and its subcontractors' duty to comply with all 
applicable federal, state, county and municipal laws, statutes, ordinances and executive orders, in 
effect now or later, and whether or not they appear in this Agreement. 

Non-compliance with these terms and conditions may be used by the City as grounds for the 
terminafion of this Agreement, and may fiirther affect Contractor's eligibility for fiiture contract 
awards. 
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6.10 EDS / Certification Regarding Suspension and Debarment 

Contractor certifies, as further evidenced in the EDS attached as Exhibit 3, by its acceptance 
of this Agreement that neither it nor its principals is presently debarred, suspended, proposed for 
debarment, declared ineligible or voluntarily excluded fi'om participation in this transaction by any 
federal department or agency. Contractor fiirther agrees by executing this Agreement that it will 
include this clause without modificafion in all lower fier transacfions, solicitafions, proposals, 
contracts and subcontracts. IfContractor or any lower tier participant is unable to certify to this 
statement, it must attach an explanafion to the Agreement. 

6.11 Ethics 

(a) in addition to other wananties and representafions. Contractor wanants that no 
payment, gratuity or offer of employment will be made in connecfion with this Agreement by or on 
behalf of any Subcontractors to Contractor or higher tier-subcontractors or anyone associated with 
them, as an inducement for the award of a subcontract or order. 

(b) Contractor fiirther acknowledges that any Agreement entered into, negotiated or 
performed in violation ofany ofthe provisions of Chapter 2-156 is voidable as to the City. 

6.12 MacBride Ordinance 

The City of Chicago through the passage ofthe MacBride Principles Ordinance seeks to 
promote fair and equal employment opportunities and labor practices for religious minorifies in 
Northem Ireland and provide a better working environment for all citizens in Northem Ireland. 

In accordance with Section 2-92-580 of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago, if 
Contractor conducts any business operations in Northem Ireland, the Contractor must make all 
reasonable and good faith efforts to conduct any business operations in Northem Ireland in 
accordance with the MacBride Principles for Northem Ireland as defined in Illinois Public Act 85-
1390(1988 111. Laws 3220). 

The provisions of this Section 6.12 do not apply to contracts for which the City receives 
fiinds administered by the United States Department of Transportafion, except to the extent Congress 
has directed that the Department ofTransportation not withhold fiinds from states and localities that 
choose to implement selective purchasing policies based on agreement to comply with the MacBride 
Principles for Northem Ireland, or to the extent that such funds are not otherwise withheld by the 
Department ofTransportation. 
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ARTICLE 7 EVENTS OF DEFAULT, REMEDIES, TERMINATION, RIGHT 
TO OFFSET, SUSPENSION 

7.01 Events of Default Defined 

The following constitute events of default: 

A. Any matenal misrepresentafion, whether negligent or willfiil and whether in the 
inducement or in the performance, made by Contractor to the City. 

B. Contractor's material failure to perform any ofits obligations under the Agreement 
including, but not limited to, the following; 

(1) failure to commence or ensure fimely completion ofthe Services due to a reason 
• or circumstance within Contractor's reasonable control; 

(2) failure to perfonn the Services in a manner satisfactory to the City; 

(3) failure to promptly re-perform within a reasonable time Services that were 
rejected as enoneous or unsatisfactory; 

(4) discontinuance of the Services for reasons within the Contractor's reasonable 
control; 

(5) failure to comply with a material term of this Agreement, including but not 
limited to the provisions conceming insurance and nondiscriminafion; and 

(6) any other acts specifically and expressly stated in this Agreement as constituting 
an event of default. 

C. The Contractor's default under any other agreement it may presently have or may 
enter into with the City during the life of this Agreement. The Contractor acknowledges and agrees 
that in the event of a default under this Agreement the City may also declare a default under any such 
other agreements. 

7.02 Remedies 

The occurrence ofany event of default which the Contractor fails to cure within 14 calendar 
days after receipt of notice specifying such default or which, if such event of default cannot 
reasonably be cured within 14 calendar days after nofice, the Contractor fails, in the sole opinion of 
the Commissioner, to commence and confinue diligent efforts to cure, permits the City to declare the 
Contractor in default. Whether to declare the Contractor in default is within the sole discretion of 
the Commissioner. Written notification ofthe default, and any intention ofthe City to terminate the 
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Agreement, shall be provided to Contractor and such decision is final and effective upon Contractor's 
receipt ofsuch notice. Upon receipt ofsuch notice, the Contractor must discontinue any services, 
unless otherwise directed in the nofice, and deliver all materials accumulated in the perfonnance of 
this Agreement, whether completed or in the process of completion, to the City. At such time the 
City may invoke any legal or equitable remedy available to it including, but not limited to, the 
following; 

A. The right to take over and complete the Services or any part thereofas agent for and 
at the cost ofthe Contractor, either directly or through others. The Contractor shall have, in such 
event, the right to offset from such cost the amount it would have cost the City under the terms and 
conditions herein had the Contractor completed the Services. 

B. The right to terminate this Agreement as to any or all of the Services yet to be 
performed, effecfive at a time specified by the City. 

C. The right of specific performance, an injunction or any other appropriate equitable 
remedy. 

D. The right to money damages. 

E. The right to withhold all or any part of Contractor's compensation hereunder. 

F. The right to deem Contractor non-responsible in future contracts to be awarded by the City. 

Ifthe City considers it to be in its best interest, it may elect not to declare default or to 
terminate this Agreement. The parties acknowledge that this provision is solely for the benefit ofthe 
City and that ifthe City permits the Contractor to continue to provide the Services despite one or 
more events of default, the Contractor is in no way relieved ofany ofits responsibilifies, dufies or 
obligations under this Agreement nor does the City waive or relinquish any ofits rights. No delay 
or omission to exercise any right accming upon any event of default impairs any such right nor shall 
it be constmed as a waiver ofany event of default or acquiescence therein, and every such right may 
be exercised from fime to time and as often as may be deemed expedient. 

7.03 Right to Offset 

The City reserves its rights under §2-92-380 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and the 
Commissioner shall consult with the SSAC before exercising such rights. 

7.04 Suspension 

The City may at any time request that the Contractor suspend its Services, or any part thereof, 
by giving 15 days prior written nofice to the Contractor or upon no notice in the event of emergency. 
No costs incuned after the effective date ofsuch suspension shall be allowed. The Contractor shall 
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promptly resume its performance upon written notice by the Department. The Budget may be 
revised pursuant to Section 5.02 to account for any additional costs or expenses actually incuned by 
the Contractor as a result of recommencing the Services. 

7.05 No Damages for Delay 

The Contractor agrees that it, its members, if a partnership or joint venture and its 
Subcontractors shall make no claims against the City for damages, charges, additional costs or hourly 
fees for costs incurred by reason of delays or hindrances by the City in the performance of its 
obligations under this Agreement. 

7.06 Early Termination 

In addition to termination for default, the City may, at any time, elect to terminate this 
Agreement or any portion of the,..Services to be performed under it at the sole discretion of the 
Commissioner by a written notice to the Contractor. Ifthe City elects to terminate the Agreement 
in full, all Services shall cease and all materials accumulated in performing this Agreement, whether 
completed or in the process of completion, shall be delivered to the Department within 10 days after 
receipt ofthe notice or by the date stated in the notice. 

During the final ten days or other time period stated in the notice, the Contractor shall restrict 
its activifies, and those of its Subcontractors, to winding down any reports, analyses, or other 
acfivities previously begun. No costs incuned after the effective date ofthe termination are allowed. 
Payment for any Services actually and safisfactorily performed before the effecfive date ofthe. 
termination shall be on the same basis as set forth in Article 5 hereof, but if any compensation is 
described or provided for on the basis of a period longer than ten days, then the compensation shall 
be prorated accordingly. 

If a court of competent jurisdiction determines that the City's election to terminate this 
Agreement for default has been wrongful, then such termination shall be deemed to be an early 
termination. 

ARTICLE 8 GENERAL CONDITIONS 

8.01 Entire Agreement 

This Agreement, and the exhibits attached hereto and incorporated hereby, shall constitute 
the entire agreement between the parties and no other warranties, inducements, considerations, 
promises, or interpretations shall be implied or impressed upon this Agreement that are not expressly 
addressed herein. 
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8.02 Counterparts 

This Agreement is comprised of several identical counterparts, each to be fully executed by 
the parties and each to be deemed an original having identical legal effect. 

8.03 Amendments 

Nochanges, amendments, modifications, or discharge ofthis Agreement, or any part thereof, 
shall be valid unless in writing and signed by the authorized agent ofthe Contractor and the 
Commissioner, or their successors and assigns. The City shall incur no liability for revised services 
without a written amendment to this Agreement pursuant to this Section. 

8.04 Compliance with All Laws 

The Contractor shall at all times observe and comply with all applicable laws, ordinances, 
mles, regulafions and execufive orders ofthe federal, state and local govemment, now exisfing or 
hereinafter in effect, which may in any manner affect the performance ofthis Agreement. 

8.05 Compliance with ADA and Other Accessibility Laws 

If this Agreement involves services to the public, the Contractor warrants that all Services 
provided hereunder shall comply with all accessibility standards for persons with disabilifies or 
environmentally limited persons including, but not limited to the following: Americans with 
Disabilifies Actof 1990, 42 U.S.C. § 12101 et seq. and the Rehabilitafion Act of 1973, 29 U.S.C. 
§§ 793-94. In the event that the above cited standards are inconsistent, the Contractor shall comply 
with the standard providing greater accessibility. 

If this Agreement involves design for constmction and/or Constmction, the Contractor 
warrants that all design documents produced and/or used under this Agreement shall comply with 
all federal, state and local laws and regulations regarding accessibility standards for persons with 
disabilities or environmentally limited persons including, but not limited to, the following; 
Americans with Disabilifies Act of 1990, 42 U.S.C. § 12101 et seq. and the Americans with 
Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities; the Architectural Barriers Act, 
P.L. 90-480 and the Uniform Federal Accessibility Standards; and the Environmental Barriers Act, 
410 ILCS 25/1 et seq.. and the regulations promulgated thereto at 111. Admin. Code fit. 71, ch. 1, § 
400.110. In the event that the above cited standards are inconsistent, the Contractor shall comply 
with the standard providing greater accessibility. Ifthe Contractor fails to comply with the foregoing 
standards, it shall perform again at no expense all services required to be reperformed as a direct or 
indirect result of such failure. 

8.06 Assigns 
All ofthe terms and condifions ofthis Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of 
the parties hereto and their respective legal representatives, successors, transferees and assigns. 
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8.07 Cooperation 

The Contractor agrees at all times to cooperate fiilly with the City and to act in the City's best 
interests. Upon the termination or expiration ofthis Agreement, the Contractor shall make every 
effort to assure an orderly transition to another provider of the Services, if any, orderly 
demobilization ofits operafions in connecfion with the Services, unintermpted provision of Services 
during any transition period and shall otherwise comply with reasonable requests ofthe Department 
in connection with this Agreement's termination or expirafion. 

8.08 Severability 

If any provision ofthis Agreement is held or deemed to be or shall in fact be inoperative or 
unenforceable as applied in any particular case in any jurisdiction or in all cases because it conflicts 
with any other provision hereofor ofany constitufion, statute, ordinance, mle oflaw or public policy, 
or for any other reason, such circumstances shall not have the effect of rendering such provision 
inoperative or unenforceable in any other case or circumstances, or of rendering any other provisTon 
herein invalid, inoperative, or unenforceable to any extent. The invalidity of any one or more 
phrases, sentences, clauses or sections herein shall not effect the remaining portions of this 
Agreement or any part thereof 

8.09 Interpretation 

All headings in this Agreement are for convenience of reference only and do not define or 
limit the provisions thereof Words of gender are deemed to include correlative words ofthe other 
gender. Words importing the singular number include the plural number and vice versa, unless the 
context otherwise indicates. All references to exhibits or documents are deemed to include all 
supplements and/or amendments to such exhibits or documents if entered into in accordance with 
the terms and conditions hereof and thereof All references to persons or entities are deemed to 
include any persons or entities succeeding to the rights, duties, and obligations ofsuch persons or 
entities in accordance with the terms and condition's herein. 

8.10 Miscellaneous Provisions 

Whenever under this Agreement the City by a proper authority waives the Contractor's 
performance in any respect or waives a requirement or condition to the Contractor's performance, 
the waiver, whether express or implied, applies only to that particular instance and is not a waiver 
forever or for subsequent instances ofthe performance, requirement or condition. No waiver shall 
be constmed as a modificafion ofthe Agreement regardless ofthe number of times the City may 
have waived the performance, requirement or condition. 
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8.11 Disputes 

Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, Contractormust and the City may bring any 
dispute arising under this Agreement which is not resolved by the parties to the Chief Procurement 
Officer for decision based upon the written submissions ofthe parties. (A copy ofthe "Regulations 
ofthe Department of Procurement Services for Resolution of Disputes between Contractors and the 
City of Chicago" is available in City Hall, 121 N. LaSalle Street, Room 301, Bid and Bond Room, 
Chicago, Illinois 60602.) The Chief Procurement will issue a written decision and send it to the 
Contractor and the SSAC by mail. The decision ofthe Chief Procurement Officer is final and 
binding. The sole and exclusive remedy to challenge the decision ofthe Chief Procurement Officer 
is judicial review by means of a common law writ of certiorari. 

8.12 Contractor Affidavit 

The,Contractor must provide to the City, no later than thirty days after the end of each year, 
a fiilly executed and notarized Affidavit certifying the expenditures and Services provided for the 
prior year. The form ofthis affidavit is attached as Exhibit 8 and incorporated by reference. 

8.13 Prohibition on Certain Contributions 

Contractor agrees that Contractor, any person or entity who directly or indirectly has an 
ownership or beneficial interest in Contractor of more than 7.5 percent ("Owners"), spouses and 
domestic partners ofsuch Owners, Contractor's subcontractors, any person or entity who directly 
or indirectly has an ownership or beneficial interest in any subcontractor of more than 7.5 percent 
("Sub-owners") and spouses and domestic partners ofsuch Sub-owners (Contractor and all the other 
preceding classes of persons and entities are together, the ("Identified Parties"), shall not make a 
contribufion ofany £unount to the Mayor ofthe City of Chicago ("Mayor") or to his polifical 
fundraising committee (i) after execution ofthis Agreement by Contractor, (ii) while this Agreement 
or any Other Contract is executory, (iii) during the term ofthis Agreement or any Other Contract 
between Contractor and the City, or (iv) during any period y/hile an extension ofthis Agreement or 
any Other Contract is being sought or negotiated. 

Contractor represents and warrants that since the date of public advertisement ofthe 
specificafion, request for qualifications, request for proposals or request for information (or any 
combinafion of those requests) or, if not competifively procured, from the date the City approached 
Contractor or the date Contractor approached the City, as applicable, regarding the formulation of 
this Agreement, no Identified Parties have made a contribution ofany amount to the Mayor or to his 
political fundraising committee. 

Contractor agrees that it shall not: (a) coerce, compel or infimidate its employees to 
make a contribution ofany amount to the Mayor or to the Mayor's polifical fiindraising committee; 
(b) reimburse its employees for a contribufion ofany amount made to the Mayor or to the Mayor's 
polifical fundraising committee; or (c) bundle or solicit others to bundle contributions to the Mayor 
or to his political fundraising committee. 
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Contractor agrees that the Identified Parties must not engage in any conduct whatsoever 
designed to intentionally violate this provision or Mayoral Executive Order No. 05-1 or to entice, 
direct or solicit others to intentionally violate this provision or Mayoral Executive OrderNo. 05-1. 

Contractor agrees that a violation of, non-compliance with, misrepresentation with respect 
to, or breach ofany covenant or warranty under this provision or violation of Mayoral Execufive 
Order No. 05-1 constitutes a breach and default under this Agreement, and under any Other Contract 
for which no opportunity to cure will be granted. Such breach and default entitles the City to all 
remedies (including without limitation termination for default) under this Agreement, under Other 
Contract, at law and in equity. This provision amends any Other Contract and supersedes any 
inconsistent provision contained therein. 

IfContractor violates this provision or Mayoral Executive OrderNo. 05rl prior to award of 
the Agreement resulfing from this specification, the Commissioner may reject Contractor's bid. 

For purposes of this provision: 

"Bundle" means to collect contributions from more than one source which are then delivered 
by one person to the Mayor or to his political fiindraising committee. 

"Other Contract" means any other agreement with the City of Chicago to which Contractor 
is a party that is (i) formed under the authority of chapter 2-92 ofthe Municipal Code of 
Chicago; (ii) entered into for the purchase or lease of real or personal property; or (iii) for 
materials, supplies, equipment or services which are approved or authorized by the city 
council. 

"Contribufion" means a "political contribution" as defined in Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal 
Code of Chicago, as amended. 

Individuals are "Domestic Partners" if they satisfy the following criteria: 

(A) they are each other's sole domestic partner, responsible for each other's 
common welfare; and > 

(B) neither party is married; and 
(C) the partners are not related by blood closer than would bar marriage in the 

Stateof Illinois; and 
(D) each partner is at least 18 years of age, and the partners are the same sex, and 

the partners reside at the same residence; and 
(E) two ofthe following four condifions exist for the partners; 

1. The partners have been residing together for at least 12 months. 
2. TTie partners have common orjoint ownership of a residence. 
3. The partners have at least two ofthe following arrangements: 

a. joint ownership of a motor vehicle; 
b. a joint credit account; 
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c- a joint checking account; 
d. a lease for a residence identifying both domestic partners as 

tenants. 
4. Each partner identifies the other partner as a primary beneficiary in a 

will. 

"Polifical fundraising committee" means a "political fundraising committee" as defined in 
Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal code of Chicago, as amended." 

8.14 Firms Owned or Operated by Individuals with Disabilities 

The City encourages Contractors to use Subcontractors that are firms owned or operated by 
individuals with disabilities, as defined by Section 2-92-586 ofthe Municipal Code ofthe City of 
Chicago, where not otherwise prohibited by federal or state law. 

8.15 Governing Law and Jurisdiction 

This Agreement is govemed as to performance and interpretation in accordance with the 
laws of the State of Illinois. 

ARTICLE 9 NOTICES 

Notices provided for herein shall be in writing and may be delivered personally or by 
United States mail, first class, certified, retum receipt requested, with postage prepaid and 
addressed as follows; 

Ifto the City; Special Service Area #34 Commission 
4753 North Broadway, Suite 822 
Chicago, Illinois 60640 

Department ofPlanning and Development 
CityHall, Room 1000 
121 North LaSalle Sfi-eet 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
Attention: Commissioner 

With Copies to: Depeulment of Law 
Room 600, City Hall 
121 North LaSalle Sh-eel 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
Attention: Corporation Counsel 

Ifto Contractor: Uptown United 
4753 North Broadway, Suite 822 
Chicago, Illinofe60640 
Attention: Walter Rozack 
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Changes in the above-referenced addresses must be in writing and delivered in 
accordance with the provisions ofthis Section. Notices delivered by mail shall be deemed 
received 3 days after mailing in accordance with this Section. Notices delivered personally shall 
be deemed effective upon receipt. 

ARTICLE 10 CITY ACTION 

In the event that there is no duly consfituted SSAC during the term ofthis 
Agreement, the City will retain all ofthe rights and obligations afforded to the SSAC hereunder. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the City and the Contractor have executed this 
Agreement on the date first set forth above, at Chicago, Illinois. 

Recommended by: 
CONTRACTOR 

By:_ 

SSAC Chairperson . 

CITY OF CHICAGO 

By: 
Commissioner, Department of 
Planning and Development 

State of 

Attested By: 

Its: 

County of. 

This instmment was acknowledged before me on (date) by 

executed). 

_(name/s of person/s) as (type of authority, e.g., officer, tmstee, etc.) of. 
(name of party on behalf of whom instmment was 

(Signature of Notary Public) 

(Sub)Exhibits 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 referred to in this Service Provider Agreement for 
Special Service Area Number 34 read as follows: 
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(Sub)Exhibit 1. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 34) 

Special Service Area Number 34. 

Uptown. 

2009 Scope Of Services. 

District promotion. 

Public way maintenance. 

Public way aesthetics. 

Safety programs. 

District planning. 

(Sub)Exhibit 2. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 34) 

Schedule C: 2009 Special Service Area Budget Summary. 

Department Of Planning And Development. 

Special Service Area Number and Name: 

Special Service Area Chairperson: 

Service Provider: 

Special Service Area Program Manager: 

Budget Period: 

Special Service Area Number 34 -
Uptown 

Terry Tuohy 

Uptown United 

Walter Rozak 

January 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009 

Service 

Advertising and Promotion 

Public Way Maintenance 

Public Way Aesthetics 

Tenant Retention/Attraction 

2008 Levy 

$ 25,000 

342,495 

84,000 

-

+ Carryover 

-

. -

$2,000 

-

= 2009 Budget 

$ 25,000 

342,495 

86,000 

-
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Service 

Facade Improvements 

Parking/Transits/Accessibility 

Safety Programs 

District Planning 

Other Technical Assistance 

Total Services 

Administration 

Loss Collection 4.8% 

GRAND TOTAL 

Administratiori/Total Budget 
Ratio 

2008 Levy 

-

-

$ 23,000 

7,245 

— 

$481,740 

$ 18,470 

$ 25,000 

$525,210 

+ 

+ 

Carryover 

— 

— 

— 

-

— 

$2,000 

"' 

$2,000 

= 

= 

<• 

2009 Budget 

— 

— 

$ 23,000 

7,245 

— 

$483,740 

$ 18,470 

$ 25,000 

' $527,210 

3.5% 

D.P.D. Use Only 

Estimated 2007 E.A.V. 

Authorized Tax Rate Cap 

Estimated Tax Rate for 2008 Levy 

Estimated 2008 Levy 

$215,781,365 

0.250% 

0.243% 

$ 525,120 

Special Service Area Number and Name: 

Budget Period: January 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009 

The attached budget is recommended and approved by the Special Service Area 
Commission. 

(Signed) 
S.S.A. 

S.S.A. 

Theresa N. Tuohv 
Chairperson Signature 

Theresa N 
Chairpersor 

Julv io! 

. Tuohv 
Printed Name 

2008 
Date 
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(Sub)Exhibit 3. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 34) 

City Of Chicago 

Economic Disclosure Statement And Affidavit. 

S E C T I O N I - G E N E R A L I N F O R M A T I O N 

A. Legal name of Disclosing Party submiiting this EDS. Include d/b/a/ if applicable: 

Uptown U n i t e d 

C h e c k ONE of the following t h r e e boxes. 

Indicate whether Disclosing Party submitting this EDS is; 
1. [^ the Applicant 

OR , 
2. { ] a legal entity holding a direct or indirect interest in the Applicant. State the legal name of the 

Applicant in which Disclosing Party holds an interest: 
OR 

3. f ] a specified legal entity with a right ofcontrol (see Section II .B.l .b.) State the legal name,of 
the entity in which Disclosing Party holds a right ofcontrol : 

B. Business address of Disclosing Party: ' 4753 North Broadway, S u i t e 822 

Ch icago , I L 6 0 6 A 0 

C. TelephorTe-:^9"?'"^^°''P""''"gP"'P°s^>Fax: <"'"'"«''for PrinUng purposes) Email: (Omitted for printing purposes) 

D. Name of contact person: .Tnyro nugan 

E. Federal Employer Identification No. (if you have one): (Omitted forprinting pwposes) 

F. Brief description of contract, transaction or other undertaking (referred to below as the "Matter") to 

which this EDS pertains. (Include projecl number and location of property, if applicable): 

S e r v i c e p r o v i d e r f o r S p e c i a l S e r v i c e Area 93^ 

G. Which City agency or department is requesting this EDS? Depar tment of P l ann ing & Development 

Ifthe Matter is a contract being handled by the City 's Department of Procurement Services, please 

complete the following: 

Specification ft and Contract # 
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SECTION II - DISCLOSURE OF OWNERSHIP INTERESTS 

A. NATURE OF DISCLOSING PARTY 

I- Indicate the nature of the Disclosing Party: 
] Person [ ] Limited liability company* 
] Publicly registered business corporation [ ] Limited liability partnership* 
] Privately held business corporation [ ] Joint venture* 
] Sole proprietorship [Ĵ  Not-for-profit corporation 
] General partnership* (Is the not-for-profit corporation also a 501(c)(3))? 
] Limited partnership* p(] Yes [ ] No 
] Trust [ ] Other (please specify) 

* Note B.l.b below. 

2. For legal entities, the state (or foreign country) of incorporation or organization, if applicable; 

I l l i n o i s 

3. For legal entities not organized in the State oflllinois: Has the organization registered to do 
business in the State of Illinois as a foreign entity? 

[ JYes [ J N o [ ] N / A 

B. IF THE DISCLOSING PARTY IS A LEGAL ENTITY; 

1 .a. List below the full names and titles of all executive officers and all directors of the entity. 
For not-for-profit corporations, also list below all members, if any, which are legal entities. If there are 
no such members, write "no members." For trusts, estates or other similar entities, list below the legal 
titleholder(s). .̂, 

Name Title 

SPP F x h i h i r aM:ar.hed 

l.b. If you checked "General partnership," "Limited partnership," "Limited liability 
company," "Limited liability partnership" or "Joint venture" in response lo Item A.l . above (Nature of 
Disclosing Party), list below the name and title of each general partner, managing member, manager or 
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UPTOWN UNITED 
Business - Development - Community 

Uptown United Board 

Suellen G. Lonq 
Paul Collurafici 
Elizabeth Holland, Esq. 
Dr. Anthony A. Kopera 

Jackie Zanders 
Cindi Anderson 

Rodrigo del Canto 
Bechara Choucair, M.D. 
Philip Greiner 
Mary Laura Jones 

Bradley Leibov 
Armando Lopez 
Tarn Van Nguyen 

Dr. Pervez Rahman 
Jamiko Rose 

Stewart Sheinfeld 
Sanford M. Stein, Esq. 

Patrick Thompson 

Teresa Tuohy 
Yman Vien 
Brian Wells 

Bridgeview Bank 
Tattoo Factory 
Abbell Credit 
Communi ty Counseling 
Centers of Chicago 
Action for Children 
Uptown Chicago 
Commission 
Macondo Corporation 
Heartland Alliance 
Harris Bank 
Internat ional Consultants 
& Assoc. 
Terra Firm a Co. 
Aragon Entertainment 
Chinese Mutual Aid 
Association 
Truman College 
Organization o f t h e North 
East 
Uptown Car Wash 
Drinker Biddle 8i Reath 
LLP 
Manske Dieckmann 
Thompson 
Weiss Memorial Hospital 
American Metro Bank 
Crew Bar -f- Grill 

Chair 
Vice Chair 
Vice Chair 
Vice Chair 

Secretary/Treasurer 

' 

Joyce Dugan Executive Director 
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any other person or entity that controls the day-to-day management of the Disclosing Party. NOTE: 
Each legal entity listed below must submit an EDS on its own behalf 

Name Title 
n/a 

2. Please provide the following infonnation concerning each person or entity having a director 
indirect beneficial interest (including ownership) in excess of 7.5% ofthe Disclosing Party. Examples 
ofsuch an interest include shares in a corporation, partnership interest in a partnership orjoint venture, 
interest of a member or manager in a limited liability company, or interest of a beneficiary of a trust, 
estate or other similar entity. If none, state "None." NQTE; Pursuant to Section 2-154-030 ofthe 
Municipal Code of Chicago ("Municipal Code"), the City may require any such additional information 
from any applicant which is reasonably intended to achieve full disclosure. 

Name Business Address Percentage Interest in the 
Disclosing Party 

n/a 

SECTION III -BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS WITH CITY ELECTED OFFICIALS 

Has the Disclosing Party had a "business relationship," as defined in Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal 
Code, with any City elected official in the 12 months before the date this EDS is signed? 

[JYes [ J N o 

If yes, please identify below the name(s) ofsuch City elected official(s) and describe such 
relationship(s); 

SECTION IV - DISCLOSURE OF SUBCONTRACTORS AND OTHER RETAINED PARTIES 

The Disclosing Party must disclose the name and business address of each subcontractor, attorney, 
lobbyist, accountant, consultant and any other person or entity whom the Disclosing Party has retained 
or expects to retain in connection with the Matter, as well as the nature ofthe relationship, and the total 
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amount of the fees paid or estimated to be paid. The Disclosing P.arty is not required to disclose 
employees who are paid solely through Ihe Disclosing Party's regular payroll. 

"Lobbyist" means any person or entity who undertakes to influence any legislative or administrative 
action on behalf of any person or entity other than; (1) a not-for-profit entity, on an unpaid basis, or (2) 
himself "Lobbyist" also means any person or entity any part of whose duties as an employee of 
another includes undertaking to influence any legislative or administrative action. 

Ifthe Disclosing Party is uncertain whether a disclosure is required under this Section, the 
Disclosing Party must either ask the City whether disclosure is required or make the disclosure. 

Name 
(indicate whether 
retained or anticipated 
to be retained) 

Business Relationship to Disclosing Party 
Address (subcontractor, attorney, 

lobbyist, etc.) 

Fees 
(indicate whether 
paid or estimated) 

Cleanslate (anticipated) 

Eilts & Associates, Inc. 
(anticipated) 
Folgers Flag 8( Decorating, 

i Inc. (anticipated) 

703 West Monroe 
Chicago, IL 60661 

3711 N. Ravenswood 
Chicago, IL 60613 
2748 York Street 
Blue Island, Illinois 60406 

Subcontractor for litter 
removal and snow 
removal 
Subcontractor, Accounting 
services 
Subcontractor, Holiday 
decorations 

$300,000 (Estimated) 

$3,000 (Estimated) 

$30,000 (Estimated) 

Anticipated 2009 Subcontractors 

M H UPTOWN UNITED 
H 9 n i Business - OevelopmenI - Cofnmunity 

(Add sheets if necessary) 

[ ] Check here ifthe Disclosing party has not retained, nor expects to retain, any such persons or 
entities. 

SECTION V - CERTIFICATIONS 

» 
A . COURT-ORDERED CHILD SUPPORT COMPLIANCE 

Under Municipal Code Section 2-92-415, substantial owners of business entities that contract with 
the City must remain in compliance with their child support obligations throughout the term ofthe 
contract. 

Has any person who directly or indirectly owns 10% or. more ofthe Disclosing Party been declared in 
arrearage on any child support obligations by any Illinois court of competent jurisdiction? 

[JYes [jJNo [ ] No person owns 10% or more ofthe Disclosing Party. 

If "Yes," has the person entered into a court-approved agreement for payment of all support owed and 
is the person in compliance with that agreement? 

[ ]Yes [ J N o 
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B. FURTHER CERTIFICATIONS 

1 The Disclosing Parly and, i f the Disclosing Party is a legal entity, all of those persons or entities 

identified in Section II.B.l. o f th i s EDS: 

a. are not presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible or voluntarily 

excluded from any transactions by any federal, state or local unit of govemment; 

b. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date of this EDS, been convicted of a criminal 
offense, adjudged guilty, or had a civil judgment rendered against them in connection with: 
obtaining, attempting to obtain, or performing a public (federal, state or local) transaction or 
contract under a public transaction; a violation of federal or state antitrust statutes; fraud; 
embezzlement; theft; forgery; bribery; falsification or destruction of records; making false 
statements; or receiving stolen property; 

c. are not presently indicted for or otherwise criminally or civilly charged by a governmental entity 
(federal, state or local) with commission ofany of the offenses enumerated in clause B.I.b.of 
this Section V; 

d. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date of this EDS, had one or more public 
transactions (federal, state or local) terminated for cause,or default; and 

e. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date of this EDS, been convicted, adjudged 
guilty, or found liable in a civil proceeding, or in any criminal or civil action, including actions 
conceming environmental violations, instituted by the City or by the federal govemment, any 
state, or any other unit of local govemment. 

2. The certifications in subparts 2, 3 and 4 concem; 

• the Disclosing Party; 
• any "Applicable Party" (meaning any party participating in the performance of the Matter, 

including but not limited to any persons or legal entities disclosed under Section IV, "Disclosure of 
Subcontractors and Other Retained Parties"); 

• any "Affiliated Entity" (meaning a person or entity that, directly or indirectly: controls the 
Disclosing Party, is controlled by the Disclosing Party, or is, with the Disclosing Party, under 
common control of another person or entity. Indicia ofcontrol include, without limitation; 
interlocking management or ownership; identity of interests among family members, shared facilities 
and equipment; common use of employees; or organization of a business entity following the 
ineligibility of a business entity to do business with federal or state or local government, including 
the City, using substantially the same management, ownership, or principals as the ineligible entity); 
with respect to Applicable Parties, the term Affiliated Entity means a person or entity that directly or 
indirectly controls the Applicable Party, is controlled by it, or, with the Applicable Party, is under 
common control of another person or entity; 
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• any responsible official of the Disclosing Party, any Applicable Party or any Affiliated Entity or 
any other official, agent or employee of the Disclosing Party, any Applicable Party or any Affiliated 
Entity, acting pursuant to the direction or authorization of a responsible official ofthe Disclosing 
Party, any Applicable Party or any Affiliated Entity (collectively "Agents"). 

Neither the Disclosing Parly, nor any Applicable Party, nor any Affiliated Entity of either the 
Disclosing Party or any Applicable Party nor any Agents have, during the five years before the date this 
EDS is signed, or, with respect to an Applicable Party, an Affiliated Entity, or an Affiliated Entity of an 
Applicable Party during the five years before the dale ofsuch Applicable Party's or Affiliated Entity's 
contract or engagement in connection with the Matter; 

a. bribed or attempted to bribe, or been convicted or adjudged guilty of bribery or attempting lo 
bribe, a public officer or employee ofthe City, the State of Illinois, or any agency of the federal 
govemment or of any state or local government in the United States of America, in that officer's 
or employee's official capacity; 

b. agreed or colluded with other bidders or prospective bidders, or been a party to any such 
agreement, or been convicted or adjudged guilty of agreement or collusion among bidders or 
prospective bidders, in restraint of freedom of competition by agreement to bid a fixed price or 
otherwise; or 

c. made an admission ofsuch conduct described in a. or b. above that is a matter of record, bul 
have not been prosecuted for such conduct; or 

d. violated the provisions of Municipal Code Section 2-92-610 (Living Wage Ordinance). 

3. Neither the Disclosing Party, Affiliated Entity or Applicable Party, or any of their employees, 
officials, agents or partners, is barred from contracting with any unit of state or local government as a 
result of engaging in or being convicted of (1) bid-rigging in violation of 720 ILCS 5/33E-3; (2) 
bid-rotating in violation of 720 ILCS 5/33E-4; or (3) any similar offense ofany state or of the United 
States of America that contains the same elements as the offense of bid-rigging or bid-rotating. 

4. Neither the Disclosing Party nor any Affiliated Entity is listed on any ofthe following lists 
maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets Control ofthe U.S. Department ofthe Treasury or the 
Bureau of Industry and Security ofthe U.S. Department of Commerce or their successors: the Specially 
Designated Nationals List, the Denied Persons List, the Unverified List, the Entity List and the 
Debarred List. 

5. The Disclosing Party understands and shall comply v/iih (1) the applicable requirements ofthe 
Governmental Ethics Ordinance ofthe City, Title 2, Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal Code; and (2) all 
the applicable provisions of Chapter 2-56 of the Municipal Code (Office ofthe Inspector General). 
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6. Ifthe Disclosing Party is unable to certify to any ofthe above statements in this Part B (Further 
Certifications), the Disclosing Party must explain below; 

If the letters "NA," the word "None," or no response appears on the lines above, il will be conclusively 
presumed that the Disclosing Party certified lo the above statements. 

C. CERTIFICATION OF STATUS AS FINANCIAL INSTITUTION 

For purposes ofthis Part C, under Municipal Code Section 2-32-455(b), the term "financial institution" 
means a bank, savings and loan association, thrift, credit union, mortgage banker, mortgage broker, 
trust company, savings bank, investment bank, securities broker, municipal securities broker, securities 
dealer, municipal securities dealer, securities underwriter, municipal securities underwriter, investment 
trust, venture capital company, bank holding company, financial services holding company, or any 
licensee under the Consumer Installment Loan Act, the Sales Finance Agency Act, or the Residential 
Mortgage Licensing Act. However, "financial institution" specifically shall not include any entity 
whose predominant business is the providing of tax deferred, defined contribution, pension plans to 
public employees in accordance with Sections 403(b) and 457 ofthe Intemal Revenue Code. 
(Additional definitions may be found in Municipal Code Section 2-32-455(b).) 

I. CERTIFICATION 

The Disclosing Party certifies that the Disclosing Party (check one) 

; [ ] is [^ is not 

a "financial institution" as defined in Section 2-32-455(b) ofthe Municipal Code. 

2. Ifthe Disclosing Party IS a financial institution, then the Disclosing Party pledges: 

"We are not and will not become a predatory lender as defined in Chapter 2-32 ofthe Municipal 
Code. We further pledge that none of our affiliates is, and none of them will become, a predatory 
lender as defined in Chapter 2-32 ofthe Municipal Code. We understand that becoming a predatory 
lender or becoming an affiliate of a predatory lender may result in the loss of the privilege of doing 
business with the City." 

Ifthe Disclosing Party is unable to make this pledge because it or any ofits affiliates (as defined in 
Section 2-32-455(b) ofthe Municipal Code) is a predatory lender within the meaning of Chapter 
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2-32 of the Municipal Code, explain here (attach additional pages if necessary): 

If the letters "N A," the word "None," or no response appears on the lines above, it will be 
conclusively presumed that the Disclosing Party certified to the above statements. 

D. CERTIFICATION REGARDING INTEREST IN CITY BUSINESS 

Any words or terms that are defined in Chapter 2-156-of the Municipal Code have the same 
meanings when used in this Part D. 

1. In accordance with Section 2-156-1 10 of the Municipal Code; Does any official or employee 
of the City have a financial interest in his or her own name or in the name of any other person or 
entity in the Matter? 

[]Yes [ J N o 

NOTE; If you checked "Yes" to Item D.l., proceed to Items D.2. and D.3. If you checked "No" to 
Item D.I., proceed to Part E. 

2. Unless sold pursuant to a process of competitive bidding, or otherwise permitted, no City 
elected official or employee shall have a financial interest in his or her own name or in the name of 
any other person or entity in the purchase ofany property that (i) belongs to the City, or (ii) is sold 
for taxes or assessments, or (iii) is sold by virtue of legal process at the suit of the City (collectively, 
"City Properly Sale"). Compensation for property taken pursuant to the City's eminent domain power 
does not constitute a financial interest within the meaning ofthis Part D. 

Does the Matter involve a City Property Sale? 

[JYes [ i N o 

3. If you checked "Yes" to Item D.L, provide the names and business addresses of the City 
officials or employees having such interest and identify tbe nature ofsuch interest: 

Name Business Address Nature of Interest 

4. The Disclosing Party further certifies that no pro.hibited financial interest in the Matter will 
be acquired by any City official or employee. 
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E. CERTIFICATION REGARDING SLAVERY ERA BUSINESS 

The Disclosing Parly has searched any and all records ofthe Disclosing Party and any and all 
predecessor entities for records of investments or profits from slavery, the slave industry, or 
slaveholder insurance policies from the slavery era (including insurance policies issued to 
slaveholders that provided coverage for damage to or injury or death of their slaves) and has 
disclosed in this EDS any and all such records to the City. In addition, the Disclosing Party must 
disclose the names of any and all slaves or slaveholders described in those records. Failure to 
comply with these disclosure requirements may make the Matter to which this EDS pertains voidable 
by the City. 

Please check either 1. or 2. below. Ifthe Disclosing Parly checks 2., the Disclosing Party must 
disclose below or in an attachment to this EDS all requisite information as set forth in that paragraph 2. 

X I. The Disclosing Party verifies that (a) the Disclosing Parly has searched any and all records of 
the Disclosing Party and any and all predecessor entities for records of investments or profits from 
slavery,'the slave industry, or slaveholder insurance policies, and (b) the Disclosing Party has found 
no records of investments or profits from slavery, the slave industry, or slaveholder insurance 
policies and no records of names ofany slaves or slaveholders. 

2. The Disclosing Party verifies that, as a result of conducting ihe search in step 1(a) above, the 
Disclosing Party has found records relating to investments or profits from slavery, the slave industry, 
or slaveholder insurance policies and/or the names ofany slaves or slaveholders. The Disclosing 
Party verifies that the following constitutes full disclosure of all such records: 

SECTION VI - CERTIFICATIONS FOR FEDERALLY-FUNDED MATTERS 

NOTE; If the Matter is federally funded, complete this Section VI. If the Matter is not federally 
funded, proceed to Section VII. 

A. CERTIFICATION REGARDING LOBBYING 

I. List below the names of all persons or entities registered under the federal Lobbying 
Disclosure Act of 1995 who have made lobbying contacts on behalf of the Disclosing Party with 
respect to the Matter: (Begin list here, add sheets as necessary); 
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(If no explanation appears or begins on the lines above, or if the letters "N A" or if the word "None" 
appear, il will be conclusively presumed that the Disclosing Party means that NO persons or entities 
registered under the Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 have made lobbying contacts on behalf of the 
Disclosing Party with respect to the Matter.) 

2. The Disclosing Party has not spent and will not expend any federally appropriated-funds lo 
pay any person or entity listed in Paragraph A.l . above for his or her lobbying activities or to pay any 
person or entity to infiuence or attempt to influence an officer or employee ofany agency, as defined 
by applicable federal law, a member of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or an 
employee of a member of Congress, in connection with the award ofany federally funded contract, 
making any federally funded grant or loan, entering into any cooperative agreement, or to extend, 
continue, renew, amend, or modify any federally funded contract, grant, loan, or cooperative 
agreement. 

3. The Disclosing Party will submit an updated certification at the end of each calendar quarter 
in which there occurs any event that materially affects the accuracy of the statements and infonnation 
set forth in paragraphs A.l. and A.2. above. 

If the Matter is federally funded and any funds other than federally appropriated funds have been or 
will be paid lo any person or entity for influencing or attempting lo infiuence an officer or employee 
of any agency (as defined by applicable federal law), a member of Congress, an officer or employee 
of Congress, or an employee of a member of Congress in connection with the Matter, the Disclosing 
Party must complete and submit Standard'Form-LLL, "Disclosure Form to Report Lobbying," in 
accordance with its instructions. The form may be obtained online from the federal Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) web site at http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/sflIlin.pdf, 
linked on the page http;//www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/grants_forms,html. 

4. The Disclosing Party certifies that either; (i) it is not an organization described in section 
501 (c)(4) ofthe Internal Revenue Code of 1986; or (ii) it is an organization described in section 
501(c)(4) ofthe Internal Revenue Code of 1986 but has not engaged and will not engage in 
"Lobbying Activities". 

5. If the Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party must obtain certifications equal 
in form and substance to paragraphs A.l. through A.4. above from all subcontractors before it 
awards any subcontract and the Disclosing Party must maintain all such subcontractors' certifications 
for the duration of the Matter and must make such certifications promptly available to the City upon 
request. 

B. CERTIFICATION REGARDING EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 

Ifthe Matter is federally funded, federal regulations require the Applicant and all proposed 
subcontractors to submit the following information with their bids or in writing at the outset of 
negotiations. 

http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/sflIlin.pdf
http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/grants_forms,html
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Is the Discjosing Party the Applicant' ' 

I ] Yes [ J N o 

If "Yes," answer the three questions below: 

1. Have you developed and do you have on file affirmative action programs pursuant to 
applicable federal regulations? (See 41 CFR Part 60-2.) 

[ ] Y e s ( ] No 

2. Have you filed with the Joint Reporting Committee, the Director of the Office of Federal 
Contract Compliance Programs, or the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission all reports due 
under the applicable filing requirements? 

( ] Yes . [ ] No 

3. Have you participated in any previous contracts or subcontracts subject to the 
equal opportiinity clause? 

[ ]Yes [ J N o 

If you checked "No" to question 1. or 2. above, please provide an explanation: 

SECTION Vll - A C K N O W L E D G M E N T S , C O N T R A C T I N C O R P O R A T I O N , 

C O M P L I A N C E , PENALTIES , DISCLOSURE 

The Disclosing Party understands and agrees that; 

A. By completing and filing this EDS, the Disclosing Party acknowledges and agrees, on behalf of 
itself and the persons or entities named in this EDS, that the City may investigate the 
creditworthiness of some or all ofthe persons or entities named in this EDS. 

B. The certifications, disclosures, and acknowledgments contained in this EDS will become part of 
any contract or other agreement between the Applicant and the City in connection with the Matter, 
whether procurement. City assistance, or other City action, and are material inducements to the City's 
execution ofany contract or taking other action with respect to the Matter. The Disclosing Party 
understands that it must comply with all statutes, ordinances, and regulations on which this EDS is 
based. 

C. The City's Governmental Ethics and Campaign Financing Ordinances, Chapters 2-156 and 2-164 
of the Municipal Code, impose certain duties and obligations on persons or entities seeking City 
contracts, work, business, or transactions. The full text of these ordinances and a training program is 
available on line at www.citvofchicago.org/Ethics, and may also be obtained from the City's Board 
of Ethics , 740 N. Sedgwick St., Sui te 500, Chicago , IL 60610.tomiHed for priming purposes) The Disclosing Party 

must comply fully with the applicable ordinances. 

http://www.citvofchicago.org/Ethics
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D. If the City determines thai any information provided in this EDS is false, incomplete or 
inaccurate, any contract or other agreement in connection with which it is submitted may be 
rescinded or be void or voidable, and the City may pursue any remedies under the contract or 
agreement (if not rescinded, void or voidable), at law, or in equity, including terminating the 
Disclosing Party's participation in the Matter and/or declining to allow the Disclosing Party to 
participate in other transactions with the City. Remedies at law for a false statement of material fact 
may include incarceration and an award to the City of treble damages. 

E. It is the City's policy to make this document available to the public on its Internet site and/or upon 
request. Some or all ofthe information provided on this EDS and any attachments to this EDS may 
be made available to the public on the Internet, in response to a Freedom of Information Act request, 
or otherwise. By completing and signing this EDS, the Disclosing Party waives and releases any 
possible rights or claims which it may have against the City in connection with the public release of 
information contained in this EDS and also authorizes the City to verify the accuracy ofany 
information submitted in this EDS. 

F. The information provided in this EDS must be kept current. In the event of changes, the 
Disclosing Party must supplement this EDS up to the time the City takes action on the Matter. Ifthe 
Matter is a contract being handled by the City's Department of Procurement Services, the Disclosing 
Party must update this EDS as the contract requires. 

The Disclosing Party represents and warrants that; 

G. The Disclosing Party has not withheld or reserved any disclosures as to economic interests in the 
Disclosing Party, or as to the Matter, or any information, data or plan as to the intended use or 
purpose for which the Applicant seeks City Council or other City agency action. 

For purposes ofthe certifications in H.l. and H.2. below, the term "affiliate" means any person or 
entity that, directly or indirectly; controls the Disclosing Party, is controlled by the Disclosing Party, 
or is, with the Disclosing Party, under common control of another person or entity. Indicia ofcontrol 
include, without limitation; interlocking management or ownership; identity of interests among 
family members; shared facilities and equipment; common use of employees; or organization of a 
business entity following the ineligibility of a business entity to do business with the federal 
government or a state or local government, including the City, using substantially the same 
management, ownership, or principals as the ineligible entity. 

H.l . The Disclosing Party is not delinquent in the payment ofany tax administered by the Illinois 
Department of Revenue, nor are the Disclosing Parly or its affiliates delinquent in paying any fine, 
fee, tax or other charge owed to the City. This includes, but is not limited to, all water charges, 
sewer charges, license fees, parking tickets, property taxes or sales taxes. 

H.2 Ifthe Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party and its affiliates will not use, nor 
permit their subcontractors lo use, any facility on the U.S. EPA's List of Violating Facilities in 
connection with the Mailer for the duration of time that such facility remains on the list. 
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H.-"! Ifthe Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party will obtain from any 
conlractors/subcontractors hired or to be hired in connection with the Matter certifications equal in 
form and substance to those in H.l. and H.2. above and will not, without the prior written consent of 
the City, use any such contractor/subcontractor that does not provide such certifications or that the 
Disclosing Party has reason lo believe has not provided or cannot provide truthful certifications. 

NOTE; ifthe Disclosing Party cannot certify as to any ofthe items in H.l., H.2. or H.3. above, an 
explanatory statement must be attached to this EDS. 

CERTIFICATION 

Under penally of perjury, the person signing below; (I) warrants that he/she is authorized to execute 
this EDS on behalf of the Disclosing Party, and (2) warrants that all certifications and statements 
contained in this EDS are true, accurate and complete as ofthe date furnished lo the City. 

Uptown Uni ted Date; 6/26/08 
(Print or type name of Disclosing Party) 

(Print or type name of person signing) 

Executive Director 

(Print or type title of person signing) 

Signed and swom to before me on (date) 
at ^°°^ County, I l l i n o i s (state) 

^ ( J u j o CLA^.Ji^ 

^ I * -^ I VQ ^ by Joyce Dugan 

Commission expires; ) tL> d-CJ/O 

Notary Public. 

OFFICIALSEAV' 
BARBARA THOMPSON , 

NOTARY PUBLIC STATE OF (LLINOIS 
MyCommission Expires 07/10/20103 
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(Sub)Exhibit 4. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 34) 

Contractor Insurance Provisions. 

Special Service Area Number 34. 

Uptown United. 

Contractor must provide and maintain at Contractor's own expense, during the term ofthe 
Agreement and time period following expiration if Contractor is required to return and perform 
any ofthe Services or Additional Services underthis Agreement, the insurance coverage and 
requirements specified below, insuring all operations related to the Agreement. 

A. Insurance To Be Provided. 

1) Workers'Compensation And Employer's Liability. 

Workers' Compensation Insurance, as prescribed by applicable law, covering al| 
employees who are to provide a service under this Agreement and Employers 
Liability coverage with limits of not less than One Hundred Thousand 
Dollars ($100,000) each accident, illness or disease. 

2) Commercial General Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

Commercial General Liability Insurance or equivalent with limits of not less than 
One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per occurrence for bodily injury, personal injury and 
property damage liability. Coverages must include the following: all premises and 
operations, products/completed operations, separation of insureds, defense and 
contractual liability (with no limitation endorsement). The City of Chicago is to be 
named as an additional insured on a primary, non-contributory basis for any liability 
arising directly or indirectly from the Services. 

3) Automobile Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

When any motor vehicles (owned, non-owned and hired) are used in connection 
with Services to be performed, Contractor must provide Automobile Liability 
Insurance with limits of not less than Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000) 
per occurrence for bodily injury and property damage. The City of Chicago is to be 
named as an additional insured on a primary, noncontributory basis for any liability 
arising directly or indirectly from the Services. 

4) Professional Liability. 

When any professional consultants (e.g., C.P.A.s, attorneys, architects, engineers, 
construction managers) perform Services in connection with this Agreement, 
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Professional Liability Insurance covering acts, errors or omissions must be 
maintained with limits of not less than Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000). 
Coverage must include contractual liability. When policies are renewed or replaced, 
the policy retroactive date must coincide with, or precede, start of Services on the 
Agreement. A claims-made policy which is not renewed or replaced must have an 
extended reporting period of two (2) years. 

5) Crime. 

Contractor must be responsible for all persons handling funds under this 
Agreement, against loss by dishonesty, robbery, burglary, theft, destruction, or 
disappearance, computer fraud, credit card forgery and other related crime risks. 

B. Security Firms. 

Ifthe Contractor enters into a subcontract with a Security Firm, such Security Firm must be 
certified by State of Illinois, and the Security Firm's employees must be registered and 
certified by the State. Contractor must ensure and require any Security Firm subcontractor 
to comply with the Risk Management Division approved Security Firm Insurance Provisions 
set forth in (Sub)Exhibit 5 ofthis Agreement, attached hereto and incorporated by references 
as though fully set forth herein. 

C. Additional Requirements. 

Contractor must furnish the City of Chicago, Department of Planning and Development, 
Attention: Development Support Services, Room 1003, 121 North LaSalle Street, Chicago, 
Illinois 60602, original Certificates of Insurance, or such similar evidence, to be in force on 
the date ofthis Agreement, and Renewal Certificates of Insurance, or such similar evidence, 
if the coverages have an expiration or renewal date occurring during the term of this 
Agreement. Contractor must submit evidence of insurance on the City of Chicago Insurance 
Certificate Form (copy attached as (Sub)Exhibit ) or equivalent prior to award of this 
Agreement. The receipt of any certificate does not constitute agreement by the City that the 
insurance requirements in the Agreement have been fully met or that the insurance policies 
indicated on the certificate are in compliance with all Agreement requirements. The failure 
of the City to obtain certificates or other insurance evidence from Contractor is not a waiver 
by the City of any requirements for the Contractor to obtain and maintain the specified 
coverages. Contractor must advise all insurers of the Agreement provisions regarding 
insurance. Nonconforming insurance does not relieve Contractor ofthe obligation to provide 
insurance as specified in this Agreement. Nonfulfillment of the insurance conditions may 
constitute a violation of the Agreement, and the City retains the right to stop work and 
suspend this Agreement until proper evidence of insurance is provided, or the Agreement 
may be terminated. 

The insurance must provide for sixty (60) days prior written notice to be given to the City 
in the event coverage is substantially changed, canceled or non-renewed. 

Any deductibles or self-insured retentions on referenced insurance coverages must be 
borne by Contractor. 
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Contractor hereby waives and agrees to require their insurers to waive their rights of 
subrogation against the City of Chicago, its employees, elected officials, agents or 
representatives. 

The coverages and limits furnished by Contractor in no way limit the Contractor's liabilities 
and responsibilities specified within the Agreement or by law. 

Any insurance or self-insurance programs maintained by the City of Chicago do not 
contribute with insurance provided by Contractor under this Agreement. 

The required insurance to be carried is not limited by any limitations expressed in the 
indemnification language in this Agreement or any limitation placed on the indemnity in this 
Agreement given as a matter of law. 

If Contractor is a joint venture or limited liability company, the insurance policies must name 
the joint venture or limited liability company as a named insured. 

Contractor must require all Subcontractors to provide the insurance required in this 
Agreement, or Contractor may provide the coverages for Subcontractors. All Subcontractors 
are subject to the same insurance requirements of Contractor unless othenwise specified in 
this Agreement. 

If Contractor or Subcontractor desire additional coverages, the party desiring the additional 
coverages is responsible for the acquisition and cost. 

The City of Chicago Risk Management Department maintains the right to modify, delete, 
alter or change these requirements. 

[City of Chicago Certificate of Insurance Form referred to 
in these Contractor Insurance Provisions 

unavailable at time of printing.] 

(Sub)Exhibit 5 referred to in these Contractor Insurance Provisions constitutes 
(Sub)Exhibit 5 to the Service Provider Agreement and reads as follows: 

(Sub)Exhibit 5. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 34) 

Security Firm Insurance Provisions. 

Special Service Area Number 34. 

Uptown United. 

The Security Firm must provide and maintain at Security Firm's own expense, until Contract 
completion and during the time period following expiration if Security Firm is required to 
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return and perform any additional work, the insurance coverages and requirements specified 
below, insuring all operations related to the Contract. 

A. Insurance To Be Provided. 

1) Workers' Compensation And Employer's Liability. 

Workers' Compensation Insurance, as prescribed by applicable law covering all 
employees who are to provide work under this Contract and Employers Liability 
coverage with limits of not less than Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000) 
each accident, illness or disease. 

,2) Commercial General Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

Commercial General Liability Insurance or equivalent with limits of not less than 
One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per occurrence for bodily injury, personal injury, 
and property damage liability. Coverages must include the following: all premises 
and operations, products/completed operations, separation of insureds, defense, 
and contractual.liability (with no limitation endorsement). The S.S.A.C, the City of 
Chicago and the Contractor are to be named as additional insureds on a primary, 
noncontributory basis for any liability arising directly or indirectly from the work. 

3) Automobile Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

When any motor vehicles (owned, non-owned and hired) are used in connection 
with work to be performed, the Security Firm must provide Automobile Liability 
Insurance with limits of not less than One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per 
occurrence for bodily injury and property damage. The S.S.A.C, the City of 
Chicago and the Contractor are to be named as additional insureds on a primary, 
noncontributory basis for any liability arising directly or indirectly from the work. 

4) Professional Liability. 

Professional Liability Insurance covering acts, errors, or omissions must be 
maintained by the Security Firm with limits of not less than One Million 
Dollars ($1,000,000). Coverage must include contractual liability. When policies 
are renewed or replaced, the policy retroactive date must coincide with, or precede, 
start of work on the Contract. A claims-made policy which is not renewed or 
replaced must have an extended reporting period of two (2) years. 

8. Additional Requirements. 

The Security Firm must furnish the Contractor original Certificates of Insurance, or such 
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similar evidence, to be in force on the date of this Contract, and Renewal Certificates of 
Insurance, or such similar evidence, if the coverages have an expiration or renewal date 
occurhng during the term of this Contract. The Security Firm must submit evidence of 
insurance prior to Contract award. The receipt of any certificate does not constitute 
agreement by the Contractor that the insurance requirements in the Contract have been fully 
met or that the insurance policies indicated on the certificate are in compliance with all 
Contract requirements. The failure of the Contractor to obtain certificates or other insurance 
evidence from Security Firm is not a waiver by the Contractor of any requirements for the 
Security Firm to obtain and maintain the specified coverages. The Security Firm must advise 
all insurers of the Contract provisions regarding insurance. Nonconforming insurance does 
not relieve Security Firm of the obligation to provide insurance as specified herein. 
Nonfulfillment ofthe insurance conditions may constitute a violation of the Contract, and the 
Contractor retains the hght to stop work until proper evidence of insurance is provided, or the 
Contract may be terminated. 

The insurance must provide for sixty (60) days prior written notice to be given to the 
Contractor in the event coverage is substantially changed, canceled or non-renewed. 

Any deductibles or self-insured retentions on referenced insurance coverages must be 
borne by Security Firm. 

Security Firm hereby waives and agrees to require their insurers to waive their rights of 
subrogation against the Contractor and the City of Chicago, its employees, elected officials, 
agents or representatives. 

The coverages and limits furnished by Security Firm in no way limit the Security Firm's 
liabilities and responsibilities specified within the Contract or by law. 

Any insurance or self-insurance programs maintained by the Contractor do not contribute 
with insurance provided by the Security Firm under the Contract. 

The required insurance to be carried is not limited by any limitations expressed in the 
indemnification language in this Contract or any limitation placed on the indemnity in this 
Contract given as a matter of law. 

If Security Firm is a joint venture or a limited liability company the insurance policies must 
name the joint venture or limited liability company as a named insured. 

The Security Firm must require all subcontractors to provide the insurance required herein, 
or Security Firm may provide the coverages for subcontractors. All subcontractors are 
subject to the same insurance requirements of Security Firm unless othenwise specified in 
this Contract. 

If Security Firm or subcontractors desires additional coverages, the party desiring the 
additional coverages is responsible for the acquisition and cost. 

The City of Chicago Risk Management Department maintains the right to modify, delete, 
alter or change these requirements. 
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Sub)Exhibit 6. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 34) 

Prevailing Wages. 
(Page 1 of 9) 

Cook County Prevailing Wage For September, 2008. 

Trade Name RG TYP C Base FRMAN *M-F>8 OSA OSH H/W Pensn Vac Trng 

ASBESTOS ABT-GEN 
ASBESTOS ABT-MEC 
BOILERMAKER 
BRICK MASON 
CARPENTER 
CEMENT MASON 
CERAMIC TILE FNSHER 
COMM. ELECT. 
ELECTRIC PWR EQMT OP 
ELECTRIC PWR GRNDMAN 
ELECTRIC PWR LINEMAN 
ELECTRICIAN 
ELEVATOR CONSTRUCTOR 
FENCE ERECTOR 
GLAZIER 
HT/FROST INSULATOR . 
IRON WORKER 
LABORER 
LATHER 
MACHINIST 
MARBLE FINISHERS 
MARBLE MASON 
MATERIAL TESTER I 
MATERIALS TESTER II 
MILLWRIGHT 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 

ALL 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
ALL 
ALL 
BLD 
BLD 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
BLD 
ALL. 
BLD 
BLD 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
BLD 
ALL 
BLD 
ALL 

"ALL 
ALL 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
FLT 
FLT 
FLT 

Fur 
HWY 
HWY 
HWY 
HWY 
HWY 

34.750 
29.930 0.000 
39.450 43.000 

35.250 1.5 
1.5 
2.0 
1.5 38.030 41.830 

39.770 41 . 770 1.5 
41.850 43 .850 2.0 
32.150 0.000 
35.440 37.940 
38.600 44.970 1.5 
30.110 44.970 1.5 
38.600 44.970 1.5 
39.400 42.000 1.5 
43.925 49.420 2.0 
28.640 30.140 l.S 
37.000 38.500 1.5 
39.900 42.400 1.5 
40.250 42.250 
34.750 35.500 
39.770 41.770 1.5 
40.530 42.530 1.5 

0.000 

2.0 
1.5 

2.0 
1.5 

28.650 1.5 
38.030 41.830 1.5 
24.750 
29.750 

000 
000 

1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
2.0 

39.770 41.770 
43.800 47.800 
42.500 47.800 2.0 
39.950 47.800 2.0 
38.200 47.800 2.0 
47.250 47.250 1.5 
45.750 47.250 1.5 
40.700 47.250 1.5 
33.850 47.250 1.5 
42.000 46.000 1.5 
41.450 46.000 1.5 
39.400 46.000 1.5 
38.000 46.000 1.5 
36.800 46.000 1.5 

1.5 2 . 0 
1 .5 2 . 0 
2 . 0 2 . 0 
1 .5 2 . 0 
1 .5 
1 . 5 
1 .5 
1 .5 

2 . 0 

1.5 
2 . 0 
1 .5 
1 .5 
1 .5 
1 .5 

2 . 0 
2 . 0 

1.5 2 . 0 
1 .5 2 . 0 
1 .5 
1 .5 
2 : 0 
2 . 0 
2 . 0 
2 . 0 

1.5 2 . 0 
1 .5 2 . 0 
1 .5 
1 .5 

2 . 0 
2 . 0 

1.5 2 . 0 
1 .5 2 . 0 
1.5 2 . 0 
1 .5 2 . 0 
1 .5 2 . 0 

8 . 8 3 0 
9 . 1 7 0 
6 . 7 2 0 
8 . 0 0 0 
9 . 4 6 0 

850 
150 
400 
110 
120 
110 

1 0 . 8 3 
8 . 7 7 5 
7 . 7 5 0 
7 . 3 4 0 
9 . 1 7 0 
9 . 9 5 0 
8 . 8 3 0 
9 . 4 6 0 
7 . 0 0 0 
7 . 9 2 0 
8 . 0 0 0 
8 . 8 3 0 
8 . 8 3 0 
9 . 4 6 0 

600 
600 
600 
600 
850 
850 

6 . 8 5 0 
6 . 8 5 0 
9 . 6 0 0 
9 . 6 0 0 
9 . 6 0 0 
9 . 6 0 0 
9 . 6 0 0 

6 . 1 7 0 
9 . 2 6 0 
8 . 4 9 0 
9 . 9 7 0 
7 . 7 9 0 
7 . 4 1 0 
7 . 3 7 0 
7 . 660 
1 1 . 34 
8 . 8 5 0 
1 1 . 3 4 
8 . 7 4 0 
6 . 960 
5 . 970 
1 2 . 0 5 
1 0 . 4 6 
14 .74 
6 . 1 7 0 

790 
670 
970 
970 

6 . 1 7 0 
6 . 1 7 0 
7 . 7 9 0 
6 . 5 5 0 
6 . 5 5 0 
6 . 5 5 0 
6 . 5 5 0 
5 . 6 0 0 
5 . 6 0 0 
5 . 6 0 0 
5 . 6 0 0 
6 . 5 5 0 
6 . 5 5 0 
6 . 5 5 0 
6 . 5 5 0 
6 . 5 5 0 

000 0.270 
000 O.320 
000 O.30O 
000 0.550 
000 0.490 
000 0.170 
000 0.380 
000 O.700 
000 0.290 
000 0.230 

O.290 
0.750 
0.000 

000 
000 
640 

0 . 0 0 0 O.350 
0 . 0 0 0 0.690 
0 . 0 0 0 0.320 
0 . 0 0 0 0.300 
0 . 0 0 0 O.270 
0 . 0 0 0 0.490 
0 . 6 5 0 0.000 
0 . 0 0 0 0.550 
0 . 0 0 0 0.550 
0 . 0 0 0 0.270 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 

900 
900 
900 
900 
900 

1 .900 
1 .900 
1 .900 
1 .900 

.270 
490 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 

1 .900 1.000 
1 .900 1.000 
1 .900 1.000 
1 .900 1.000 
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Cook County Prevailing Wage For September, 2008. 

Trade Name 

============== 
ORNAMNTL IRON 
PAINTER 

PAINTER SIGNS 
PILEDRIVER 

PIPEFITTER 

PLASTERER 

PLUMBER 

ROOFER 

RG TYP 

= = 
WORKER 

SHEETMETAL WORKER 

SIGN HANGER 
SPRINKLER FITTER 

STEEL ERECTOR 
STONE MASON 

TERRAZZO FINISHER 

TERRAZZO MASON 
TILE MASON 

TRAFFIC SAFETY 

TRUCK DRIVER 

TRUCK DRIVER 

TRUCK DRIVER 

TRUCK DRIVER 

TRUCK. DRIVER 

TRUCK DRIVER 

TRUCK DRIVER 

TRUCK DRIVER 

TUCKPOINTER 

WRKR 

E 

E 

E 

E 
W 

W 
W 

W 

= = = = = 
ALL 

ALL 

BLD 

ALL 

BLD 

BLD 

BLD 

BLD 
BLD 

BLD 

BLD 

ALL 

BLD 
BLD 

BLD 

BLD 

HWY 

ALL 1 

ALL 2 

ALL 3 

AT.I. 4 

ALT. 1 

ALL 2 
AT.T. 3 

ALL 4 

BLD 

C Base 

= ====== 
39.050 

36.900 
29.920 

39.770 

42.050 

38.100 

41.000 

35.000 

33.400 

26.510 
4 0.500 

40.250 
38.030 

33.810 

37.390 

38.630 

24.300 

30.700 

30.950 
31.150 

31.350 

32.550 

32.700 

32.900 

33.100 
38.200 

FRMAN *M-F5 

: ====== ==== 
41.300 2.0 

41.510 1.5 

33.590 1.5 
41.770 1.5 

45.050 1.5 

40.390 1.5 
43.000 1.5 

38.000 1.5 

36.070 1.5 
27.360 1.5 

42.500 1.5 

42.250 2.0 
41.830 1.5 

0.000 1.5 

40.390 1.5 
42.630 2.0 

25.900 1.5 

31.350 1.5 

31.350 1.5 

31.350 1.5 

31.350 1.5 

33.100 1.5 

33.100 1.5 

33.100 1.5 

33.100 1.5 

39.200 1.5 

8 OSA OSH 1 

;= = = = = = = = 
2.0 2.0 7 

1.5 1.5 7 

1.5 1.5 2 

1.5 2.0 9 

1.5 2.0 7 

1.5 2.0 7 

1.5 2.0 8 

1.5 2.0 6 
1.5 2.0 6 

1.5 2.0 4 

1.5 2.0 8 

2.0 2.0 9 

1.5 2.0 8 
1.5 2.0 6 
1.5 2.0 6, 

1.5 2.0 6 

1.5 2n^0 3. 

1.5 2.0 6. 

1.5 2.0 6. 

1.5 2.0 6. 

1.5 2.0 6. 

1.5 2.0 6. 

1.5 2.0 6. 

1.5 2.0 6. 

1.5 2.0 6. 

1.5 2.0 6. 

i / » 

.950 

.350 

.600 

.460 

.660 

.500 

.840 

.800 

.460 

.200 

.500 

.950 

.000 

.150 

.150 

.150 

780 

750 

750 

750 

750 

500 

500 

500 

500 

580 

Pensn 

= ===== 
13.19 

8.400 

2.390 

7.790 

8.550 
8.440 

5.560 

3.870 
7.850 

2.280 
6.850 

14 .74 

9.970 
9.850 

11.11 
9.010 

1.875 

5.4 SO 

5.450 
5.450 

5.450 

4.350 

4.350 

4.350 

4.350 

9.550 

0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

0. 

Vac 

===== 
.000 
.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

000 

000 

000 

000 

000 

000 

000 
000 

000 

000 

Trng 

= ===== 
0.500 
0.420 

0.000 
0.490 

1.370 

0.400 

0.980 

0.330 

0.590 

0.000 
0 .500 

0.300 

0.550 

0.310 

0.350 

0.500 
0.000 

0.150 

O.ISO 

0.150 

0.150 

0.000 

0.000 
0.000 

0.000 

0.280 

L e g e n d : 

M-F>8 (Overtime i s required f o r any hour g r e a t e r than 8 worked 
each day, Monday through Fr iday. 
OSA (overticne i s required for every hour worked on Saturday) 

H/W i Z t l l t , " ! ^ ^ ^ ' ^ ' ^ ' ' ^ ° ' ' ^ " ' " ^ """^ ""'^"^'^ ° " ^"" ' '^y ^"'^ Holidays) H/W (Health & Welfare Insurance) 
Pensn (Pension) 
Vac (Vacation) 
Trng (Training) 
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COOK COUNTY 

TRUCK DRIVERS (WEST) - That part of the county West of Barrington 
Road. 

The following list is considered as those days for which holiday rates 
of wages for work performed apply; New Years Day, Memorial/Decoration 
Day, Fourth of July, Labor Day, Veterans Day, Thanksgiving Day, 
Christmas Day. Generally, any of these holidays which fall on a Sunday 
is celebrated on the following Monday. This then makes work 
performed on that Monday payable at the appropriate overtime rate for 
holiday pay. Common practice in a given local may alter certain days 
of celebration such as the day after Thanksgiving for Veterans Day. 
If in doubt, please check with IDOL. 

EXPLANATION OF CLASSES 

ASBESTOS - GENERAL - removal of asbestos material/mold and hazardous 
materials from any place in a building, including mechanical systems 
where those mechanical systems are to be removed. This includes the 
removal of asbestos materials/mold and hazardous materials from 
ductwork or pipes in a building when the building is to be demolished 
at the time or at some close future date. 
ASBESTOS - MECHANICAL - removal of asbestos material from mechanical 
systems, such as pipes, ducts, and boilers, where the mechanical 
systems are to remain. 

CERAMIC TILE FINISHER 

The grouting, cleaning, and polishing of all classes of tile, whether 
for interior or exterior purposes, all burned, glazed or unglazed 
products," all composition materials, granite tiles, warning detectable 
tiles, cement tiles, epoxy composite materials, pavfeirs, glass, 
mosaics, fiberglass, and all substitute materials, for tile made in 
tile-like units; all mixtures in tile like form of cement, metals, and 
other materials that are for and intended for use as a finished floor 
surface, stair treads, promenade roofs, walks, wdJls, ceilings, 
swimming pools, and all other places where tile is to form a finished 
interior or exterior. The mixing of all setting mortars including but 
not limited to thin-set mortars, epoxies, wall mud, and any other 
sand and cement mixtures or adhesives when used in the preparation, 
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installation, repair, or maintenance of tile and/or similar materials. 
The handling and unloading of all sand, cement, lime, tile, 
fixtures, equipment, adhesives, or any other materials to be used in 
the preparation, installation, repair, or maintenance of tile and/or 
similar materials. Ceramic Tile Finishers shall fill all joints and 
voids regardless of method on all tile work, particularly and 
especially after installation of said tile work. Application of any 
and all protective coverings to all types of tile installations 
including, but not be limited to, all soap compounds, paper products, 
tapes, and all polyethylene coverings, plywood, masonite, cardboard, 
and any new type of products that may be used to protect tile 
installations, Blastrac equipment, and all floor scarifying equipment 
used in preparing floors to receive tile. The clean up and removal of 
all waste and materials. All demolition of existing tile floors and 
walls to be re-tiled. 

COMMUNICATIONS ELECTRICIAN - Installation, operation, inspection, 
maintenance, repair and service of radio, television, recording, voice 
sound vision production and reproduction, telephone and telephone 
interconnect, facsimile, data apparatus, coaxial, fibre optic and 
wireless equipment, appliances and systems used for the transmission 
and reception of signals of any nature, business, domestic, 
commercial, education, entertainment, and residential purposes, 
including but not limited to, communication and telephone, electronic 
and sound equipment, fibre optic and data communication systems, and 
the performance of any task directly related to. such installation or 
service whether at new or existing sites, such tasks to include the 
placing of wire and cable and electrical power conduit or other 
raceway work within the equipment room and pulling wire and/or cable 
through conduit and the installation of any incidental conduit, such 
that the employees covered hereby can complete any job in full. 

MARBLE FINISHER 

Loading and unloading trucks, distribution of all materials (all 
stone, sand, etc.), stocking of floors with material, performing all 
rigging for heavy work, the handling of all mateiral that may be 
needed for the installation of such materials, building of 
scaffolding, polishing if needed, patching, waxing of material if 
damaged, pointing up, caulking, grouting and cleaning of marble, 
holding water on diamond or Carborundum blade or saw for setters 
cutting, use of tub saw or any other saw needed for preparation of 
material, drilling of holes for wires that anchor material set by 
setters, mixing up of molding plaster for installation of material. 
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mixing up thin set for the installation of material, mixing up of sand 
to cement for the installatin of material and such other work as may 
be required in helping a Marble Setter in the handling of all material 
in the erection or installation of interior marble, slate, 
travertine, art marble, serpentine, alberene stone, blue stone, 
granite and other stones (meaning as to stone any foreign or domestic 
materials as are specified and used in building interiors and 
experiors and customarily known as stone in the trade), carrara, 
sanionyx, vitrolite and similar opaque glass and the laying of all 
marble tile, terrazzo tile, slate tile and precast tile, steps, risers 
treads, base, or any other materials that may.rbe used as substitutes 
for any of the aforementioned materials and which are used on interior 
and experior which sare installed in a similar manner. 

MATERIAL TESTER I: Hand coring and drilling for testing of materials,-
field inspection of uncured concrete and asphalt. 

MATERIAL TESTER II: Field inspection of welds, structural steel, 
fireproofing, masonry, soil, facade, reinforcing steel, formwork, 
cured concrete, and concrete and asphalt batch plants,- adjusting 
proportions of bituminous mixtures. 

TERRAZZO FINISHER 

The handling of sand, cement, marble chips, and all other materials 
that may be used by the Mosaic Terrazzo Mechanic, and the mixing, 
grinding, grouting, cleaning and sealing of all Marble, Mosaic, and 
Terrazzo work, floors, base, stairs, and wainscoting by hand or 
machine, and in addition, assisting and aiding Marble, Masonic, and 
Terrazzo Mechanics. 

OPERATING ENGINEERS - BUILDING 

Class 1. Mechanic; Asphalt Plant; Asphalt Spreader; Autograde; 
Backhoes with Caisson attachment; Batch Plant; Benoto; Boiler and 
Throttle Valve; Caisson Rigs; Central Redi-Mix Plant; Combination Back 
Hoe Front End-loader Machine; Compressor and Throttle Valve; 
Concrete Breaker (Truck Mounted); Concrete Conveyor; Concrete Paver; 
Concrete Placer; Concrete Placing Boom; Concrete Pump (Truck Mounted); 
Concrete Tower; Cranes, All; Cranes, Hammerhead; Cranes, (GCI and 
similar Type); Creter Crane; Crusher, Stone, etc.; Derricks, All; 
Derricks, Traveling; Formless Curb and Gutter Machine; Grader, 
Elevating; Grouting Machines; Highlift Shovels or Front Endloader 
2-1/4 yd. and over; Hoists, Elevators, outside type rack and pinion..;^-
and similar machines; Hoists, o n e , two and three Drum; Hoists, Two '..:;• 
Tugger One Floor; Hydraulic Backhoes; Hydraulic Boom Trucks; Hydro 
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Vac (and similar equipment); Locomotives, All; Motor Patrol; Pile 
Drivers and Skid Rig; Post Hole Digger; Pre-Stress Machine; Pump 
Cretes Dual Ram; Pump Cretes; Squeeze Cretes-screw Type Pumps; Raised 
and Blind Hole Drill; Roto Mill Grinder; Scoops - Tractor Drawn; 
Slip-form Paver; Straddle Buggies; Tournapull; Tractor with Boom and 
Side Boom; Trenching Machines. 

Class 2. Boilers; Broom, All Power Propelled; Bulldozers; Concrete 
Mixer (Two Bag and Over); Conveyor, Portable; Forklift Trucks; Greaser 
Engineer; Highlift Shovels or Front Endloaders under 2-1/4 yd.; 
Hoists. Automatic; Hoists, inside Freight Elevators; Hoists, Sewer 
Dragging Machine; Hoists, Tugger Single Drum; Laser Screed; Rock Drill 
selE-propelled); Rock Drill (truck mounted) ; Rollers, All; Steam 
Generators; Tractors, All; Tractor Drawn vibratory Roller; Winch 
Trucks with "A" Frame. 

Class 3. Air Compressor; Combination - Small Ecfuipment Operator; 
Generators; Heaters, Mechanical; Hoists, Inside Elevators - (Rheostat 
Manual Controlled); Hydraulic Power Units (Pile Driving, Extracting, 
and Drilling); Pumps, over 3" (1 to 3 not to exceed a total of 300 
ft.); Pumps, Well Points; Welding Machines (2 through 5); Winches, 4 
small Electric Drill Winches; Bobcat (up to and including 3/4 cu. 
yd.). 

Class 4. Bobcats and/or other Skid Steer Loaders; Oilers; and Brick 

Forklift. 

OPERATING ENGINEERS - FLOATING 

Class 1. craft foreman (Master Mechanic), diver/wet tender, engineer 

(hydraulic dredge). 

Class 2 crane/backhoe operator, mechanic/welder, assistant engineer 
(hydraulic dredge), leverman (hydraulic dredge), and diver tender. 

Class 3 Deck equipment operator (machineryman). maintenance of crane 
(over 50 ton capacity) or backhoe (96,000 pounds or more), 
tug/launch operator, loader, dozer and like equipment on barge, 
breakwater wall, 
slip/dock or scow, deck machinery, etc. 

Class 4 Deck equipment operator machineryman/fireman), (4 equipment 
units or more) and crane maintenance 50 ton capacity and under or 
backhoe weighing 96,000 pounds or less, assistant tug operator. 
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OPERATING ENGINEERS - HEAVY AND HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION 
class 1. Craft Foreman; Asphalt Plant; Asphalt Heater and Planer 
Combination; Asphalt Heater Scarfire; Asphalt Spreader; 
Autograder/GOMACO or other similar type machines; ABG Paver; Backhoes 
with Caisson attachment; Ballast Regulator; Belt Loader; Caisson 
Rigs; Car Dumper; Central Redi-Mix Plant; Combination Backhbe Front 
Endloader Machine, (1 cu. yd. Backhoe Bucket or over or with 
attachments) ; Concrete Breaker (Truck Mounted) ; Concrete Conveyor; 
Concrete Paver over 27E cu. ft.; Concrete Placer; Concrete Tube 
Float; Cranes, all attachments; Cranes, Hammerhead, Linden, Peco & 
Machines of a like nature; Crete Crane; Crusher, Stone, etc.; 
Derricks, All; Derrick Boats; Derricks, Traveling; Dowell machine with 
Air Compressor; Dredges; Field Mechanic-Welder; Formless Curb and 
Gutter Machine; Gradall and Machines of a like nature; Grader, 
Elevating; Grader, Motor Grader, Motor Patrol, Auto Patrol, Form 
Grader, Pull Grader, Subgrader; Guard Rail Post Driver Mounted; 
Hoists, One, Two and Three Drum; Hydraulic Backhoes; Backhoes with 
shear attachments; Mucking Machine; Pile Drivers and Skid Rig; 
Pre-Stress Machine; Pump Cretes Dual Ram; Rock Drill - Crawler or Skid 
Rig; Rock Drill - Truck Mounted; Roto Mill Grinder; Slip-Form Paver; 
Soil Test Drill Rig (Truck Mounted); Straddle Buggies; Hydraulic 
Telescoping Form (Tunnel); Tractor Drawn Belt Loader (with attached 
pusher - two engineers); Tractor with Boom; Tractaire with 
Attachments; Trenching Machine; Truck Mounted Concrete Pump with Boom; 
Raised or Blind Hole; Drills (Tunnel Shaft); Underground Boring 
and/or Mining Machines; Wheel Excavator; Widener (APSCO). 

Class 2. Batch Plant; Bituminous Mixer; Boiler and Throttle Valve; 
Bulldozers; Car Loader Trailing Conveyors; Combination Backhoe Front 
Endloader Machine (less than 1 cu. yd. Backhoe Bucket or over or with 
attachments); Compressor and Throttle Valve; Compressor, Common 
Receiver (3); Concrete Breaker or Hydro Hammer; Concrete Grinding 
Machine; Concrete Mixer or Paver 7S Series to and including 27 cu. 
ft.; Concrete Spreader; Concrete Curing Machine, Burlap Machine, 
Belting Machine and Sealing Machine; Concrete Wheel Saw; Conveyor 
Muck Cars (Haglund or Similar Type); Drills, All; Finishing Machine -
Concrete; Greaser Engineer; Highlift Shovels or Front Endloader; Hoist 
- Sewer Dragging Machine; Hydraulic Boom Trucks (All Attachments); 
Hydro-Blaster; All Locomotives, Dinky; Pump Cretes; Squeeze 
Cretes-Screw Type Pumps, Gypsum Bulker and Pump; Roller, Asphalt; 
Rotory Snow Plows; Rototiller, Seaman, etc., self-propelled; Scoops -
Tractor Drawn; Self-Propelled Compactor; Spreader - Chip - Stone, 
etc.; Scraper; Scraper -"Prime Mover in Tandem (Regardless of Size); 
Tank Car Heater; Tractors^ Push, Pulling Sheeps Foot, Disc, 
Compactor, etc.; Tug Boats. 
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Class 3. Boilers; Brooms, All Power Propelled; Cement Supply Tender; 
Compressor, Common Receiver (2); Concrete Mixer (Two Bag and Over); 
Conveyor, Portable; Farm-Type Tractors Used for Mowing, Seeding, 
etc.; Fireman on Boilers; Forklift Trucks; Grouting Machine; Hoists, 
Automatic; Hoists, All Elevators; Hoists, Tugger Single Drum; Jeep 
Diggers; Pipe Jacking Machines; Post-Hole Digger; Power Saw, 
Concrete Power Driven; Pug Mills; Rollers, other than asphalt; Seed 
and Straw Blower; Steam Generators; Stump Machine; Winch Trucks with 
"A" Frame; Work Boats; Tamper - Form-Motor Driven. 

Class 4. Air Compressor; Combination - Small Equipment Operator; 
Directional Boring Machine; Generators; Heaters, Mechanical; 
Hydraulic Power Unit (Pile Driving, Extracting, or Drilling); Hydro-
Blaster; Light Plants, All (1 through 5); Pumps, over 3" (1 to 3 not 
to exceed a total of 300 ft.); Pumps, Well Points; Tractaire; 
Welding Machines (2 through 5 ) ; Winches, 4 Small Electric Drill 
Winches. 

Class 5. Bobcats (all); Brick Forklifts, Oilers. 

TRAFFIC SAFETY 

Work associated with barricades, horses an<4 drums used to reduce lane 
usage on highway work, the installation ari<3 removal of temporary lane 
markings, and the installation and removal of temporary road signs. 

TRUCK DRIVER - BUILDING, HEAVY AND HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION - EAST & WEST 

Class 1. Two or three Axle Trucks. A-frame Truck when used for 
trcinsportation purposes; Air Compressors cuid Welding Machines, 
including those pulled by cars, pick-up trucks and tractors; 
Ambulances; Batch Gate Lockers; Batch Hopperman; Car and Truck 
Washers; Carry-alls; Fork Lifts and Hoisters; Helpers; Mechanics 
Helpers and Greasers; Oil Distributors 2-man operation; Pavement 
Breakers; Pole Trailer, up to 40 feet; Power Mower Tractors; 
Self-propelled Chip Spreader; Skipman; Slurry Trucks, 2-man operation; 
Slurry Truck Conveyor Operation, 2 or 3 man; TEamsters Unskilled 
dumpman; and Truck Drivers hauling warning lights, barricades, and 
portable toilets on the job site. 

Class 2. Four axle trucks; Dump Crets and Adgetors under 7 yards; 
Dumpsters, Track Trucks, Euclids, Hug Bottom Dump Turnapulls or 
Turnatrailers when pulling other than self-loading equipment or 
similar equipment under 16 cubic yards; Mixer Trucks under 7 yards; 
Ready-mix Plant Hopper Operator, and Winch Trucks, 2 Axles. 
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Class 3. Five axle trucks; Dump Crets and Adgetors 7 yards and over; 
Dumpsters, Track Trucks, Euclids, Hug Bottom Dump Turnatrailers or 

turnapulls when pulling otheir than self-loading ecfuipment or similar 
equipment over 16 cubic yards; Explosives and/or Fission Material 
Trucks; Mixer Trucks 7 yards or over; Mobile Cranes while in transit; 
Oil Distributors, 1-man operation; Pole Trailer, over 40 feet; Pole 
and Expandable Trailers hauling material over 50 feet long; Slurry 
trucks, 1-man operation; Winch trucks, 3 axles or more; 
Mechanic--Truck Welder and Truck Painter. 

Class 4. Six axle trucks; Dual-purpose vehicles, such as mounted 
crane trucks with hoist and accessories; Foreman; Master Mechanic; 
Self-loading equipment like P..B. and trucks with scoops on the front. 

Other Classifications of Work: 

For definitions of classifications not otherwise set out, the 
Department generally has on file such definitions which are 
available. If a task to be performed is not subject to one of the 
classifications of pay set out, the Department will upon being 
contacted state which neighboring county has such a classification and 
provide such rate, such rate being deemed to exist by reference in 
this document. If no neighboring county rate applies to the task, 
the Department shall undertake a special determination, such special 
determination being then deemed to have existed under this 
determination. If a project requires these, or any classification not 
listed, please contact IDOL at 618/993-7271 for wage rates or 
clarifications. 

LANDSCAPING 

Landscaping work falls under the existing classifications for laborer, 
operating engineer and truck driver. The work performed by 
landscape plantsman and landscape laborer is covered by the existing 
classification of laborer. The work performed by landscape operators 
(regardless of equipment used or its size) is covered by the 
classifications of operating engineer. The work performed by 
landscape truck drivers (regardless of size of truck driven) is 
covered by the classifications of truck driver. 
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(Sub)Exhibit 7. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 34) 

Contractor's Performance And Payment Bond. 

^nofa ^All ̂ e n by tljcsB ^ rcsE t t fa , That we, 

Principal, bereinafter referred to as Contractor, and . 
.Surety 

of the County of Cook arid State of Illinois, are held and firmly, bound unto the CITY OF CPDCAGO iii the penal sura of 

lawAil money of the United States, for the payment of which sum of money, weD and tniJy to be made, we bind ourselves, our heiis, 

executors, administrators, successors and assigns, jointly and severally, fiiraly by these, presents. 

^ t a l z h with burscals and dated this dayof A.D., 20 

..^IjE ConhUton a( fljc ^Abobe ©bltjjafion ta suclji, 

That whereas the above bounden Contractor has entered into a certain contract widi the CITY OF CHICAGO, bearing 

ContiadNo. . and Specification No. all in conformity with said cootract, for. 

.'The said coatiact is incorporated iiereia by reference in its entiicty. including without limitation; any and all indenuiificalion' provisions. 

Now, if the said Contractor shall in all respects well- aod truly keep and perfonn the said contract on its part, in accordance with 
the tenns and provisions of all of the Contract Documents comprising said coDlracl. and in ihe time and manner therein prescribed, add 
.iiinher shall save, indemnify, and keep harmless Ihe .City of CSiicago agairist.all loss, damages, claims,- Uabiliiies. judgements.'costs and 
expenses which inay in anywise accnie against said City of Chicago, in consequence of die granting ofs^d contract, or which may in 
anywise result therefrom, or which may result from strict liability, or which may in anywise result from any injuries to. or death of, any 
person, or damage to any real or peisooal property, arising directly (M* indiiccdy ftum or in connection widi, work performed or to be 
perfoimcd undcr.said contract by.said Cpntractor, its Agents, Employees or Wotkmen. assignees, subcontractors, or anyone else, in any 
respect whatever, or which may lesuh on account of any infiingement of any patent by icason of the materials, machinery, devices or 
apparatus used in the peifotmance of said contract, and moreover, shall pay to said CSty any sum or sums of money determined by the 
purchasing Agent, and/or by a court of competent jurisdiction, to be due said Gty by reason of any failure or neglect in the performance 
of Ibe tcquircmcnts of said connact, wherefore the said Purchasing Agent Shall bave elected to suspend or cancel the same, and shall pay 
all claims and demands whatsoever, which may accrue to each and every materialman and subcontractor, and to each and every (lenon 
who shall be employed by the said Contractor or by its assignees and subcontractors, in or about the perfomiance of said contract, and 
with wages paid at prevailing wage rates if so required by said contract, and shall insure its liability to pay tlie compensadoa,.and 'shall 
pay all daiois and demands for compensation which may accrue toeach and every person who shall be employed by them or any of them in or 
about Ihe performance of said contract, or which shall accrue to the beneficiaries or dependents of any such pexson, under the provisions 
of the Woriceis' Compensation A a 820 ILCS 305, as amended, and die Workers' Occupadonal Disease Act. 820 ILCS 310, as amended 
(heiciiiafter referred to as "Acts") then is this obligation lo be null and void, otherwise to remain in fiill fotcc and eflcct. 
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. And il is--ifaefeby expressly understood and agreed, and made a condition hereof, thai any judgement rendei^^against said City in 
any suit based upon any loss, damages, claims, liabilities, judgements, costs or expenses which may in anywise accrue against said City 
as a consequence of the granting of said contract, or which may in anywise result therefrom, or which may in anywise result Crotn any 
injuiies to, or death of, any person, or damage to any real or personal property, arising directly or indirectly from, or in connection with, 
woik perfomied. or to be performed under said contract by said Contractor or its agents, employees or woikmen, assignees, subcontiac
tors, or aoyooe else and also any decision of the Industrial Commission of the Stale of Illinois, and any order of coun based upon such dccir 

" sion, or judgement thereon, rendered against said City of Chicago in any suit or claim arising under tbe aforementioned Acts when nodce 
of the pendency or arbitration proceedings CH- suit shall bave been given said Contractor, shall be conclusive against each aiid all patties 
to this obUgation, as to amount. Ualnlity and all other things pertaining thereto. 

• • • ' . 

Eviciy person hiniishing material or perfonning labor in the perfomiance of said contract, either as an individual, as a subcontiactor, 
or otherwise, shall have the right to sue on this bond in the name of the City of Chicagb for bis use and benefit aod in such suit said person 
as plaintiff, shall file a cc^y of this bond, certified by the party or parties in whose charge this bond shall be. which copy shall be, uikss 
execution thereof be denied under oath, prima fade evidence of the execution and delivery of the original; provided, that nothing in this 
bond contained shall be taken to make.the City of Chicago liable to any subcontractor, matoialman. laborer or to any odier person to any 

'greater extent than il would have been liable prior to the enactment of the.Public Construction Bond Act, 30I1JGS 550, as amended; 
provided ftnther. that any person having a claim for labor and materials furnished in the perfonnance of this contract shall have no right of 

. action unless he sball have filed a verified lioticc of such claim with the Qerk of the City of Chicago within 180 days after the date of the 
' iiast item of work or the fiimishing of tbe last item of materials, and shall have fVmiished a copy of sucfa verified notice to the .contractor 
' within lb days of the filing of the notice with the City of Chicago. Such claim shall be verified and shall contain the name end address of 

the claimant, the business address of the claimant within the State of Illinois, if any, or if the claimant be a foreign corporation having no 
place of business with the State.the principal place of business of said corporation, and in all cases of partnership the natnes and residences 
of each of the partners, the name of ihc contractor for the City of Chicago, the nanic of Ihe person, firm or corporation by whom the 
claimant was employed or to whom such claimant furnished materials, the amount of the claim and a brief descriptioii of the public 
improvement for the construction or installatipn of which the contract is to be performed. Provided, fiirther, that no defect in the notice 
beinao provided for shall deprive the claimant of his right of action under the terms and provisions of this bond unless it shall affirmatively 
appear that such defect bas prejudiced the rights of an interested party asserting the same; provided, fiirther, that no action shall be 
brought until the expiration of one hundred twenty (120) days after tbe dale of the last item of work or of the fiimishing of the last item of 
material, except in cases where the final setdcmcnl between the Qty of Chicago and the Contractor shall have been made prior lo the 
expiration ofthe 120 day period in which case action may be taken immediately foUowing such final settlement, and provided, ftirther, that 
no action of any kind shall be brought later than six (6) months after the acceptance by the City of Chicago of the completion of work. 

' Any suit iipoo this bond shall be brought only in a circuit court of the Slate of Illinois in the judicial district in which the conttact shall have 
been perfonned. 

The said Surety, for value received, hereby stipulates and agrees that no change, extension of time, alteration or addition to the lemis 
of any of the Contract Documents comprising said contract, or to the work to be perfonned thereunder, shall io anywise affect the 

' obligations on ttiis bond, and it does hereby waive notice of any such change, extension of time, alteration or addition to the terms of said 
Contract Documenis or to the work. 

^ (Seal) 

Approved __• 20 : 
• ' ' •• • • • • ••• (Seal) 

^ _ _ _ ' " • ' • (Seal) 
Purcfaasing Agent 

- • •_ (Seal) 

Apptoved as to form and legality: (Seal) 

Assistant Corporation Couiuel 
(Seal) 
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i 
a o 

o 

STATE OF ILLINOIS,. « 
y ' ^ ss. COUNTY OF COOK, 

1, 

!•} 

aforesaid, DO HEREBY CERTIFY that_ 

_, a Notary Public in and for the County: and State 

' ._ ••• • . • President and 

, Secretary of lhc_ 

.who are personally known to me to be the same peisons whose names are subscribed in the foregoing iDstrument as 

such. . President and •_̂  Secretary, appewcd 

before me this day in person and acknowledged that they signed, scaled and delivered the said instrument of writing as 

their free and voluntary act. and as the free and voluntary act ofthe said . ' • .. ' - - .. •. 
for the uses and piiiposes therein set forth, aiid caused the corporate seal of said.Company, to be thereto attached. 

• • GIVEN under my hand and Notarial Seal this day of 20 

\ 
Notary Public 

I o 
o u 
& 

l » 

1̂  STATE OF TLLnsrOISilss 
COUNTY OF COOK, J ' 

I. ••' • ••;•• - , a Notary Public in and forthe County and Slate 

aforesaid, DO HEREBY CERTIFY lhat_ 

.ofthe who _ personally, known 

IO be the same peison. , whose hamc_ . subscribed in the foregoing instrument as such^ 

_, appeared before mc this day in persoo and acknowledged lha(_^ 

signed, sealed and delivered the said instrument of writing as_ _&ec aod voluntary act, and as ttie &cc 

and voluntary-act of Ihc said_ 
for the uses and putposes therein set forth.and caused the corporate seal of said Company to be thereto attached. 

GIVEN under ray hand and Notarial Seal this ; day of - 20 

\ Afofary FuNic 

/ 

&§ 
s i 
ft," 

Ea 

STATE OF ILLINOIS,! « 
COUNTY OF COOK, J 

L - _, a Notary Public in and for the County and State 

aforesaid; DO HEREBY CERTIFY tfiat . 

who personally known to me to be the same pcisons whose name. .subscribed in the foregoing 

instmment, appeared before me this day in person aiid acknowledged that he signed, sealed and delivered the 

said instrument ol writing as. free and voluntaiy act, for the uses and purposes therein set forth. 

GfVEN under my hand and Notarial Seal this ; day of 20 

Notary Public 
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(Sub)Exhibit 8. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 34) 

Contractor's Affidavit. 

Contractor Name: 

Special Service Area Number: 

Agreement ("Agreement"): 

Agreement between the City of Chicago and • dated , relating 
to the provision of special services. 

Affidavit. 

The undersigned, , as , and on behalf of 
• having been duly sworn under oath, certifies that in the year , 

it performed all of the Services described in (Sub)Exhibit 1 of the Agreement in accordance 
with the terms of the Agreement and that it spent all funds obtained from the City in 
connection with that Agreement on the Services described in (Sub)Exhibit 1. 

Nothing in this Affidavit may be construed as limiting Contractor's obligations under the 
Agreement. All terms not defined in this Affidavit will be as defined in the Agreement. 

Under penalty of perjury, I certify that I am authorized to execute this Affidavit on behalf of 
the Contractor, that I have personal knowledge of the certifications made in this Affidavit, and 
that they are true and correct. 

Name of Contractor: 

Signature of Authorized Officer 

Name of Authorized Officer 
(Print or Type) 
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State of 

County of 

Sworn to and acknowledged before me by 
[name of signatory] as [title] of 
[name of contracting party] this day of , 20_ 

Signature of Notary 

(Sub)Exhibit 9. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 34) 

Special Service Area - Additional Audit Requirements. 

Accounting System. 

The Department requires that the Contractor maintain its accounting system in a manner 
which allows the Contractor's expenditures to be categorized in its statement of activities 
according to the categories listed in the budget approved by the City for each Area. 

Guidance For The Contractor's Selection Of A C.P.A. Firm (Independent Auditor). 

The Contractor must use the following guidelines for engaging a qualified C.P.A. Firm: 

. 1. Issue a Request for Proposal ("R.F.P.") that sets forth all of the terms and 
conditions of the engagement, evaluation criteria and scope of the work required. 

2. Distribute and publicize the R.F.P. sufficiently to ensure full and open competition. 

3. Request in the R.F.P. that bidders provide detail on: 

a. How the C.P.A. Firm will conduct the audit in the first and subsequent years. 

b. Qualifications of the C.P.A. Firm, management, and staff, including 
experience in auditing like entities. 
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c. Policies on notification of changes in key personnel. 

d. Whether the proposed staff has received continuing professional education 
during the previous two (2) years. 

e. Whether the C.P.A. Firm has received a positive peer review within the last 
three (3) years. 

f. Whether the C.P.A. Firm is independent, as defined by applicable auditing 
standards. 

g. Whether the C.P.A. Firm has been the object of any disciplinary action 
during the past three (3) years. 

h. Whether the C.P.A. Firm maintains an active license in the State of Illinois. 

i. The audit fee. 

Evaluate the proposals based on: 

a. The C.P.A. Firm's understanding ofthe audit requirements, including the 
needs of the Area and the final products to be delivered. 

b. Soundness of technical approach to the audit, including the meeting of the 
Contractor's specific deadlines and other requirements. 

c. Qualifications of the C.P.A. Firm. 

d. Qualifications of the audit team. 

e. The information provided by respondents in response to the R.F.P. including 
cost and independence. 

5. Rate the proposals as follows: 

a. Proposals should be evaluated as submitted. 

b. Make a list of strengths and weaknesses for each to support its technical 
rating. 
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c. Review the proposed fees offered by the bidders after completion of the 
technical evaluation. 

d. Ask questions of the bidders to eliminate any ambiguities. 

e. Select a proposal that is most advantageous to the Area based on the 
evaluation criteria set forth in the R.F.P. 

6. Once a C.P.A. Firm is chosen based upon the foregoing criteria, require a written 
engagement letter to avoid misunderstandings that specifies: 

a. Audit scope, objectives and purposes. 

b. Deadlines for the work to be performed. 

c. Audit fees. 

d. Report format, including providing a digital version of the final audit. 

e. Type and timing of support to be provided to the C.P.A. Firm by the S.S.A.C. 

f. Professional auditing standards to be followed in performing the audit. 

g. Independence of the C.P.A. Firm to the S.S.A.C. 

h. Terms of making changes to the scope of the agreement. 

i. C.P.A. Firm's ownership of the work papers, retention period and 
requirement for availability to the City upon request. 

Summary Schedule Of Findings. 

In order to properly conduct the certified audit of the books and records of the Contractor, 
it is necessary for the C.P.A. Firm to read and understand the requirements contained in the 
Agreement. Particular attention should be given to Sections 3 and 5 of the Agreement. 

The C.P.A. Firm must test the Contractor's compliance with the requirements contained in 
the Agreement. Should the C.P.A. Firm find exception to the requirements ofthe Agreement, 
it must disclose all exceptions in a separate schedule, which shall be entitled "Summary 
Schedule of Findings". Each finding shall be listed separately. The schedule shall be 
incorporated with the. other required financial statements. 

Ifthe C.P.A. Firm finds no exceptions to the Agreement requirements, it shall still include 
a "Summary Schedule of Findings". On that schedule the C.P.A. Firm shall make an 
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affirmative statement indicating it has read the Agreement and, after conducting the audit, 
has determined that no exceptions were noted. 

Subsections to note in Section 5 include: 

a. Section 5.01, Basis of Payment, describes "carry over" as the amount of Service 
Tax Funds collected for prior tax years which remain previously unspent. 

b. Section 5.02, Budget for Services, restricts the maximum amount that may be spent 
in a calendar year to the amount stated in the Agreement. 

c. Section 5.03, Method of Payment, states that the Contractor shall establish a 
separate checking account and that Area funds shall not be commingled with other 
sources. 

Audit Of Financial Statements. 

As discussed in Section 3.07, "Records and Audits", the Contractor shall provide an annual 
audited financial statement to the Department and S.S.A.C. within one hundred twenty (120) 
calendar days after the end of the calendar year and the system of accounting shall be in 
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles and practices, consistently applied 
throughout. 

Audit Documents. 

The City requires an audit conducted in accordance with generally accepted accounting 
principles to include the following documents: 

1. Statement of Financial Position. 

2. Statement of Activities: Budget and Actual (period being audited compared to the 
previous year, e.g., columns should be 2004 Budget, 2004 Actual, Variance, 2003 
Budget, 2003 Actual, Variance). 

3. Statement of Cash Flows. 

4. Notes to the Financial Statements. 

5. Summary Schedule of Findings. 

Expense descriptions included in the Statement of Activities must correspond to the 
expense descriptions in the budget submitted to the City. 
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AUTHORIZATION FOR IMPOSITION OF TAX LEVY, APPROVAL 
OF 2009 BUDGET AND EXECUTION OF SERVICE 

PROVIDER AGREEMENT FOR SPECIAL 
SERVICE AREA NUMBER 38. 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration an ordinance authorizing the 
imposition of a tax levy, the approval of the 2009 budget and the approval of a service 
provider agreement for Special Service Area Number 38, amount to be levied: $172,262, 
having had the same under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your 
Honorable Body Pass the proposed ordinance transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members pf the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 
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WHEREAS, Special service areas may be established pursuant to Article Vll, Sections 6(1) 
and 7(6) of the Constitution of the State of Illinois, and pursuant to the provisions of the 
Special Service Area Tax Law, 35 ILCS 200/27-5, et seq., as amended from time to time (the 
"Act") and pursuant to the Property Tax Code, 35 ILCS 200/1-1, et seq., as amended from 
time to time; and 

WHEREAS, On December 7, 2005, the City Council of the City of Chicago (the "City 
Council") enacted an ordinance (the "Establishment Ordinance") which established an area 
known and designated as City of Chicago Special Service Area Number 38 (the "Area") and 
authorized the levy of an annual tax, for the period beginning in tax year 2005 
through and including tax year 2014, not to exceed an annual rate of one hundred sixty-four 
thousandths of one percent (0.164%) ofthe equalized assessed value of the taxable property 
therein (the "Services Tax") to provide certain special services in and for the Area in addition 
to the services provided by and to the City of Chicago generally (the "Special Services"); and 

WHEREAS, The Establishment Ordinance established the Area consisting generally of 
North Western Avenue, from West Montrose Avenue to West Belmont Avenue; North Lincoln 
Avenue, from West Addison Street to West Montrose Avenue; and West Irving Park Road, 
from North Ravenswood Avenue to North Campbell Avenue; and 

WHEREAS, The Special Services authorized in the Establishment Ordinance include but 
are not limited to maintenance and beautification activities, coordinated marketing and 
promotional activities, parking and transit programs, area strategic planning, business 
retention/recruitment initiatives, building facade improvements, security services and other 
technical assistance activities to promote community and economic development; and 

WHEREAS, The Establishment Ordinance provided for the appointment of the Uptown 
Special Service Area Commission (the "Commission") for the purpose of recommending to 
the Mayor and to the City Council a yearly budget based upon the cost of providing the 
Special Services and further to advise the Mayor and the City Council regarding the amount 
of the Services Tax to be levied; and 

WHEREAS, It is the responsibility of the Commission to recommend to the Department of 
Planning and Development, the Mayor and the City Council an entity to serve as a service 
provider (the "Service Provider"), the form of an agreement between the City and the Service 
Provider for the provision of Special Services to the Area, and a line item budget to be 
included in the agreement between the City and the Service Provider; and 

WHEREAS, The Commission has been duly appointed and qualified and has heretofore 
prepared and transmitted to the Commissioner of the Department of Planning and 
Development (the "Commissioner") and to the City Council its recommendations for a budget 
to provide the Special Services in the Area for the fiscal year commencing January 1, 2009, 
and has advised the Mayor and the City Council concerning the Services Tax for the tax year 
2008 for the purpose of providing funds necessary to provide the Special Services and has 
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recommended to the Department of Planning and Development, the Mayor and the City 
Council an agreement with the Service Provider, with a one (1) year term, the terms and 
conditions of which provide for the expenditure of the Services Tax for the provision of the 
Special Services for the fiscal year commencing January 1, 2009, in substantially the form 
attached hereto as Exhibit A; and 

WHEREAS, Certain members ofthe Commission may serve from time to time on the Board 
of Directors of the Service Provider, or serve the Service Provider in some other voluntary 
capacity, which such service shall provide no financial compensation in any manner to such 
Commission member; now, therefore, 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Incorporation Of Preambles. The preambles of this ordinance are hereby 
incorporated into this text as if set out herein in full. 

SECTION 2. Appropriations. There is hereby appropriated the following sums in the 
amounts and for the purposes necessary to provide the Special Services in and for the Area, 
the estimated amounts of miscellaneous income and the amounts required to be raised by 
the levy of the Services Tax indicated as follows: 

Northcenter Special Service Area Commission. 

Special Service Area Budget. 

For the fiscal year commencing January 1, 2009 and ending December 31, 2009: 

Expenditures 

Service Provider Agreement 
for the provision of Special 
Services $234,762 

TOTAL BUDGET REQUEST: $234,762 

Source Of Funding 

Tax levy at an annual rate not 
to exceed one hundred sixty-four 
thousandths of one percent (0.164%) 
of the equalized assessed value, 
of the taxable property within 
Special Service Area Number 38 $172,262 

Carryover funds from previous 
tax years $ 62,500 
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SECTION 3. Levy Of Taxes. There is hereby levied pursuant to the provisions of 
Article Vll, Sections 6(a) and 6(1)(2) ofthe Constitution ofthe State of Illinois and pursuant 
to the provisions ofthe Act and pursuant to the provisions of the Establishment Ordinance, 
the sum of One Hundred Seventy-two Thousand Two Hundred Sixty-two Dollars ($172,262) 
as the amount of the Services Tax for the tax year 2008. 

SECTION 4. Filing. The City Clerk is hereby ordered and directed to file in the Office of 
the County Clerk of Cook County, Illinois a certified copy of this ordinance on or prior 
to December 30, 2008, and the County Clerk shall thereafter extend for collection together 
with all other taxes to be levied by the City, the Services Tax herein provided for, said 
Services Tax to be extended for collection by the County Clerk for the tax year 2008 against 
all the taxable property within the Area, the amount of the Services Tax herein levied to be 
in addition to and in excess of all other taxes to be levied and extended against all taxable 
property within the Area. 

SECTION 5. Service Provider Agreement. The Commissioner, or a designee of the 
Commissioner, are each hereby authorized, subject to approval by the Corporation Counsel 
as to form and legality, to enter into, execute and deliver an agreement with Uptown United, 
an Illinois not-for-profit corporation, in substantially the form attached hereto as Exhibit A and 
hereby made a part hereof (the "Service Provider Agreement"), and such other supporting 
documents, if any, as may be necessary to carry out and comply with the provisions ofthe 
Service Provider Agreement, with such changes, deletions and insertions as shall be 
approved by the persons executing the Service Provider Agreement. 

SECTION 6. Exemption. The Service Provider Agreement is hereby declared exempt 
from Section 2-156-020 of the Municipal Code ofthe City of Chicago. 

SECTION 7. Enforceability. If any section, paragraph or provision of this ordinance shall 
be held to be invalid or unenforceable for any reason, the invalidity or unenforceability of such 
section, paragraph or provision shall not affect any of the remaining provisions of this 
ordinance. 

SECTION 8. Conflict. This ordinance shall control over any provision of any other 
ordinance, resolution, motion or order in conflict with this ordinance, to the extent of such 
conflict. 

SECTION 9. Publication. This ordinance shall be published by the City Clerk, in special 
pamphlet form, by preparing at least one hundred (100) copies thereof, which copies are to 
be made available in his office for public inspection and distribution to members of the public 
who may wish to avail themselves of a copy of this ordinance. 

SECTION 10. Certified Copies. The City Clerk shall provide to the Corporation Counsel, 
without charge, certified copies pf this ordinance in such amount as shall be requested by the 
Corporation Counsel. 

SECTION 11. Effective Date. This ordinance shall take effect ten (10) days after its 
passage and publication. 

Exhibit "A" referred to this ordinance reads as follows: 
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Exhibit "A". 
(To Ordinance) 

Agreement For Special Service Area Number 38 
Between 

The City Of Chicago 
(Represented By The Special Service Commission) 

And 
Northcenter Chamber Of Commerce 

Effective January 1, 2009 Through December 31, 2009. 

This Agreement for the management of Special Service Area Number 38 is entered into 
on , 2009 by and between Northcenter Chamber of Commerce, an Illinois not-for-
profit corporation ("Contractor"), and the City of Chicago ("City"), a municipal corporation and home 
rule unit of local government existing under the Constitution of the State of Illinois, acting through 
the Special Sen/ice Area Commission at Chicago, Illinois. 

RECITALS 

WHEREAS, special service areas may be established pursuant to Article Vll, §§ 6(1) and 
7(6) of the Constitution of the State of Illinois, and pursuant to the provisions of the Special Sen/ice 
Area Tax Law, 35 ILCS 200/27-5 et seq.: and 

WHEREAS, the City Council of the City of Chicago ("City Council") has established a 
special service area known and designated as "Special Service Area Number 38" ("Area"), to 
provide special services in addition to those services provided generally by the City ("Special 
Services"). The City Council has further authorized the levy of an annual ad valorem real property 
tax in the Area sufficient to produce revenues required to provide those Special Services but not 
to exceed .164% of the equalized assessed value of all property within the Area ("Service Tax"), 

. all as provided in the Establishment Ordinance (hereinafter defined); and 

WHEREAS, the City Council, on , 2008, authorized the levy of the Service 
Tax and appropriation of the funds therefrom for the Area for fiscal year 2009 for the provision of 
the Special Services in the Area, and the City wishes to provide that the Contractor, beginning on 
January 1, 2009, and continuing until December 31, 2009, may use those funds to provide the 
Services, subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and 

WHEREAS, the Contractor and the City desire to enter into this Agreement to provide such 
Special Services in the Area and the Contractor is ready, willing and able to enter into this 
Agreement to provide the Special Services to the full satisfaction of the City; 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration ofthe mutual promises contained in this Agreement, 
the City and the Contractor agree as follows: 

ARTICLE 1 INCORPORATION OF RECITALS 

The recitals set forth above are incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein. 
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ARTICLE 2 DEFINITIONS 

The following words and phrases shall have the following meanings for purposes of this 
Agreement: 

"Agreement" means this Special Service Area Agreement, including all exhibits attached 
to it and incorporated in it by reference, and all amendments, modifications or revisions made in 
accordance with its terms. 

"Commissioner" means the Commissioner of the Department of Planning and 
Development or a duly authorized representative of the Commissioner of the Department of 
Planning and Development. 

"Construction" means that work of a nature constituting "public works" as defined in 820 
ILCS 130/2, such as landscaping and building activities, including but not limited to, physical 
building improvements, installations, and other fixed works, but does not include pre-development 
work (design and preparation of specifications). 

"Days" means business days in accordance with the City of Chicago business calendar. 

"Department" means the City of Chicago Department of Planning and Development. 

"Establishment Ordinance" means, the ordinance enacted by City Council on December 
7, 2005, and any subsequent amendments thereto authorizing imposition of the Service Tax and 
setting forth the Special Services to be provided in the Area. 

"Risk Management Division" means the Risk Management Division ofthe Department of 
Finance Vv'hich is under the direction of the Comptroller of the City and is charged with reviewing 
and analyzing insurance and related liability matters for the City. 

"Security Firm" means a business entity certified by the State of Illinois pursuant to the 
Private Detective, Private Alarm and Private Security Act of 1993, 225 ILCS 446/1 et seq.. and 
whose employees are licensed by the State of Illinois. 

"Services" means, collectively, the services, duties and responsibilities described in Article 
3 and Exhibit 1 (Scope of Services) of this Agreement and any revisions thereof and any and all 
work necessary to complete them or carry them out fully and to the standard of performance 
required in this Agreement. 

"Service Tax Funds" means the amount actually collected pursuant to the Service Tax. 

"Special Service Area Commission ('SSAC')" means the body established pursuant to 
the Establishment Ordinance to prepare the Budget, identify a Contractor and supervise the 
provision of the Special Services in the Area. 

"Subcontractor" means any person or entity with whom Contractor contracts to provide any 
part of the Services, including subcontractors of any tier, subconsultants of any tier, suppliers and 
materialmen, whether or not in privity with the Contractor. 

"Surplus Funds", also referred to as "Carry-Over Funds", means those Service Tax Funds 
already collected and disbursed to the Contractor in prior years for the provision of Special Services 
in the Area which remain unspent, including any interest earned thereon. 
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ARTICLE 3 DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF CONTRACTOR 

3.01 Scope of Services 

The Services which the Contractor shall provide during the first year of this Agreement 
include, but are not limited to, those described in this Article 3 and in Exhibit 1 which is attached 
hereto and incorporated by reference as if fully set forth here. The SSAC reserves the right to 
require the Contractor to perform revised services that are within the general scope of services of 
this Agreement and of the Special Services identified in the Establishment Ordinance subject to 
the same terms and conditions herein. Revised services are limited to changes or revisions to the 
line items in the Budget, do not affect the maximum compensation, and require the prior written 
approval of the SSAC. The SSAC may by written notice to the Department and the Contractor 
delete or amend the figures contained and described in the Budget attached hereto as Exhibit 2 
and incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein. The Contractor shall provide the Services 
in accordance with the standards of performance set forth in Section 3.02. 

For each subsequent year during the term of this Agreement, if any, a Scope of Services 
for that year, comprised of services authorized in the Establishment Ordinance, shall be prepared 
by the SSAC in consultation with the Contractor subject to the approval of the Commissioner, and 
incorporated into this Agreement by written amendment pursuant to Section 8.03 hereof, together 
with a Budget for that year and any revised insurance requirements which are recommended by 
the Risk Management Division pursuant to Its review of the Scope of Services for that year. 

3.02 Standard of Performance 

The Contractor shall perform all Services required of it with that degree of skill, care and 
diligence normally shown by a contractor performing services of a scope, purpose and magnitude 
comparable with the nature of the Sen/ices to be provided hereunder. The Contractor shall at all 
times use every reasonable effort on behalf of the City to assure timely and satisfactory rendering 
and completion of its Services. 

The Contractor shall at all times act in the best interests of the City consistent with the 
professional obligations assumed by it in entering into this Agreement. The Contractor shall 
perform all Services in accordance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement and to the full 
satisfaction of the SSAC. The Contractor shall furnish efficient business administration and 
supervision to render and complete the Services at reasonable cost. 

The Contractor shall assure that all Services that require the exercise of professional skills 
orjudgment are accomplished by professionals qualified and competent in the applicable discipline 
and appropriately licensed, if required by law. The Contractor remains responsible for the 
professional and technical accuracy of all Services provided, whether by the Contractor or its 
Subcontractors or others on its behalf. 

If the SSAC determines that the Contractor has failed to comply with the foregoing 
standards, the Contractor shall perform again, at its own expense, all Services required to be 
reperformed as a direct or indirect result of such failure. Any review, approval, acceptance or 
payment for any or all of the Services by the City does not relieve the Contractor of its responsibility 
for the professional and technical accuracy of its Services. This provision in no way limits the City's 
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rights against Contractor, either under this Agreement, at law or in equity. 

3.03 Personnel 

A. Key Personnel 

The Contractor shall, immediately upon receiving a fully executed copy of this Agreement, 
assign and maintain during the term of this Agreement and any extension thereof an adequate staff 
of competent personnel, who are fully equipped, licensed as appropriate, available as needed, 
qualified and assigned to perform the Services. Contractor shall pay the salaries and wages due 
all its employees performing Services under this^ Agreement unconditionally and at least once a 
month without deduction or rebate on any account, except only for such payroll deductions as are 
mandatory by law or are permitted under applicable law and regulations. 

B. Prevailing Wages 

If the Contractor engages in Construction, it shall comply, and shall cause all of its 
Subcontractors to comply by inserting appropriate provisions in their contracts, with 820 ILCS 
130/0.01 et seq. regarding the payment of the general prevailing rate of houriy wage for all 
laborers, workers, and mechanics employed by or on behalf of the Contractor and all 
Subcontractors in connection with any and all Construction work. The prevailing rates of wages 
applicable at the time of execution of this Agreement are included in Exhibit 6 to this Agreement, 
which is incorporated by reference as though fully set forth herein. 

C. Illinois Workers, Veterans' Preference and Steel Products 

If the Contractor engages in Construction, it shall comply, and shall cause all of its 
Subcontractors to comply by inserting appropriate provisions in their contracts, with the 
Employment of Illinois Workers on Public Works Act, 30 ILCS 570/0.01 et seq., the Veterans 
Preference Act, 330 ILCS 55/0.01 et seq.. and the Steel Products Procurement Act, 35 ILCS 
30/565/1 et seq. 

3.04 Nondiscrimination 

(a) Contractor 

(i) Federal Requirements 

Contractor must not engage in unlavvful employment practices, such as (1) failing 
or refusing to hire or discharging any individual, or othePA îse discriminating against any 
individual with respect to compensation or the terms, conditions, or privileges of the 
individual's employment," because of the individual's race, color, religion, sex, age, 
handicap/disability or national origin; or (2) limiting, segregating or classifying Contractor's 
employees or applicants for employment in any way that would deprive or tend to deprive 
any individual of employment opportunities or otherwise adversely affect the individual's 
status as an employee, because of the individual's rac^, color, religion, sex, age, 
handicap/disability or national origin. 
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Contractor must comply with, and the procedures Contractor utilizes and the 
Services Contractor provides under this Agreement must comply with, the Civil Rights Act 
of 1964, 42 U.S.C. sec. 2000e et seq. (1981), as amended and the Civil Rights Act of 1991, 
P.L. 102-166. Attention is called to: Exec. OrderNo. 11246, 30 Fed. Reg. 12,319(1965), 
reprinted in 42 U.S.C. 2000e note, as amended by Exec. Order No. 11375, 32 Fed. Reg, 
14,303 (1967) and by Exec. Order No. 12086. 43 Fed. Reg. 46,501 (1978); Age 
Discrimination Act. 42 U.S.C. §§ 6101 -6106 (1981); Age Discrimination in Employment Act, 
29 U.S.C. §§621-34; Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 29 U.S.C. §§ 793-794 (1981); Americans 
with Disabilities Act, 42 U.S.C. §12101 etseq.; 41 C.F.R. Part 60 etseq. (1990); and all 
other applicable federal statutes, regulations and other laws. 

(ii) State Requirements 

Contractor must comply with, and the procedures Contractor utilizes and the Services 
Contractor provides under this Agreement must comply with, the Illinois Human Rights Act, 
775 ILCS 5/1-101 et seq.(1990). as amended and any rules and regulations promulgated 
in accordance with it, including the EqualEmployment Opportunity Clause, 44 III, Admin. 
Code §750 Appendix A. Furthermore, Contractor must comply with the Public Wor1<s 
Employment Discrimination Act, 775 ILCS 10/0.01 et 5et7.(1990), as amended, and all 
other applicable state statues, regulations and other laws. 

(iii) Citv Requirements 

Contractor must comply with, and the procedures Contractor utilizes and the Services 
Contractor provides under this Agreement must comply with, the Chicago Human Rights 
Ordinance, ch. 2-160, Section 2-160-010 ef seq. ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago (1990), 
as amended, and all other applicable City ordinances and rules. 

(b) Subcontractors 

Contractor must incorporate all of this Section 3.04 by reference in all agreements entered 
into with any suppliers of materials, furnisher of services. Subcontractors of any tier, and labor 
organizations that furnish skilled, unskilled and craft union skilled labor, or that may provide any 
such mateci;als, labor or services in connection with this Agreement. Further, Contractor must 
furnish and must cause each of its Subcontractor(s) to furnish such reports and information as 
requested by the federal, state, and local agencies charged with enforcing such laws and 
regulations, including the Chicago Commission.on Human Relations. 

3.05 Insurance 

The Contractor shall comply with the insurani:e provisions attached hereto as Exhibit 4 and 
incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein, or such other insurance provisions as may be 
required in the reasonable judgment ofthe Risk Management Division. Ifthe Contractor enters into 
a subcontract with a Security Rrm such Security Rrm shall comply with the insurance provisions 
attached hereto as Exhibit 5 and incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein, or such other 
insurBn<:e provisions as may be required in the reasonable judgment of the Risk Management 
Division. If the Contractor subcontracts with a Subcontractor other than a Security Finn, such 
Subcontractor shall comply with the Contractor insurance provisions attached hereto as Exhibit 4. 
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The Risk Management Division may waive or reduce any of the insurance requirements set 
forth herein. In addition, the Risk Management Division will review each new Scope of Services 
which the SSAC. in consultation with the Contractor, prepares annually during the term of this 
Agreement pursuant to Section 3.01 and may, if it wishes, revise the insurance required herein. 

3.06 Indemnification 

A. On written notice from the City of Losses the City believes are Losses Arising under 
thisAgreement as defined in this Section 3.06. the Contractor shall defend, indemnify, and hold 
completely harmless the City Indemnitees from and against such Losses, regardless of whether 
Contractor challenges the City's belief. Tfie defense, indemnification and hold harmless 
obligations ofthe Contractor toward City Indemnitees remain an affirmative obligation of Contractor 
following the City's notice of Losses the City believes are Losses Arising under this Agreement, 
unless and until a court of competent jurisdiction finally determines otherwise and all opportunities 
for appeal have been exhausted or have lapsed. 

B. For purposes of this Section 3.06, 

"City Indemnitees" means, individually and collectively, the City of Chicago, its officials, 
agents, employees and SSAC members. 

"Losses" means, individually and collectively, all kinds of liabilities, losses, suits, claims, 
damages, judgments, fines, and demands, including all reasonable costs for investigation, 
reasonable attorneys' fees, court costs, and experts' fees, arising by reason of injury or death of 
any person, damage to property, patent or copyright infringement. 

"Arising under this Agreement" means (i) arising out of awarding this Agreement, (ii) 
arising out of the enforcement of this Agreement, including the enforcement of this indemnification 
provision; (iii) arising out of or in connection with Contractor's performance or non-performance of 
this Agreement (including the acts or omission of Contractor, its officers, agents, employees, 
consultants, subcontractors, licensees, or invitees), any breach by any of them of any warranty 
made under this Agreement, or any failure by any of them to meet any applicable standard of 
performance under this Agreement; or (iv) any cx)mbination of any of the foregoing. 

C. To the extent permissible by law. Contractor waives any limits on Contractor's 
liability that it would otherwise have by virtue of the Worker's Compensation Act or any other 
related law or judicial decision (such as Kotecki v. Cyclops Welding Corporation, 146 111. 2d 155 
(1991)). The Gity. however, does not waive any limitations it may have on its liability under the 
Worker's Compensation Act or under the Illinois Pension Code. 

D. The City has the right, at its option and at its own.expense, to participate in the 
defense of any suit without relieving Contractor of any of its obligations under this Indemnity 
provision. The requirements set forth in this indemnity provision are separate from and not limited 
by the amount of insurance Contractor is required to obtain under this Agreement or by its bonds 
pursuant to other provisions in this Agreement. Fiirther, the indemnitees contained in this provision 
•survive the expiration or termination of this Agreiement. 

3.07 Records and Audits 

The Contractor shall deliver or cause to be delivered all documents, data, studies, reports, 
findings or information to the SSAC promptly in accordance with the time limits prescribed herein 
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and if no time limit is specified, then upon reasonable demand therefore, or upon termination or 
completion of the Services hereunder. 

The Contractor agrees to adopt at its own expense such financial controls, including, 
without limitation, the employment of a fiscal agent approved by the Commissioner, as determined 
by the Commissioner in his sole discretion and communicated in writing to the Contractor after the 
date of execution of this Agreement, to ensure that the Contractor is fulfilling the terms of this 
Agreement. 

The Contractor and any Subcontractors shall furnish the SSAC with semi-annual reports 
or provide such information as may be requested relative to the performance and cost of the 
Services. The Contractor shall maintain records showing actual time devoted and costs incurred. 
The Contractor shall keep books, documents, paper, records and accounts in connection with the 
Services open to inspection, copying, abstracting, transcription, and an independent audit by City 
employees or agents or third parties, and shall make these records available to the City and any 
other interested governmental agency at reasonable times during the performance ofits Services. 
In addition, Contractor shall retain them in a safe place and make them available for an 
independent audit, inspection, copying and abstracting for at least five years after the final payment 
made in connection with this Agreement. 

THE CONTRACTOR SHALL NOT COMMINGLE SERVICE TAX FUNDS WITH FUNDS 
FROM OTHER SOURCES, and to the extent that the Contractor conducts any business operations 
separate and apart from the Services hereunder using, for example, personnel, equipment, 
supplies or facilities also used in connection with this Agreement, then the Contractor shall maintain 
and make similariy available to the City detailed records supporting the Contractor's allocation to 
this Agreement of the costs and expenses attributable to any such shared usages. 

The Contractor shall provide an annual audited financial statement (a "Third Party Audit") 
to the Department and the SSAC within 120 calendar days after the end of the calendar year, and 
the system of accounting shall be in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles and 
practices, consistently applied throughout. Contractor must comply with the requirements in Exhibit 
9 with respect to any Third^Party Audit, If any Third Party Audit shows that Contractor or any of 
its Subcontractors has overcharged the City in any period, the City will notify Contractor, and 
Contractor must then promptly reimburse the City for any amounts the City has paid Contractor due 
to the overcharges. Any failure to comply with the audit requirements set forth in Exhibit 9 of the 
Agreement shall constitute an event of default under the Agreement. If such event of default is not 
corrected to the City's satisfaction within the cure period identified by the City, the City may incur 
costs to conduct any supplementary audit it deems necessary, and Contractor must then promptly 
reimburse the City for any such costs. No provision in this Agreement granting the City a right of 
access to records and documents is intended to impair, limit or affect any right of access to such 
records and documents that the City would have had in the absence of such provisions. 

The City may in its sole discretion audit the records of Contractor or its Subcontractors, or 
both, at any time during the term of this Agreement or within five years after the Agreement ends, 
in connection with the goods, work, or services provided under this Agreement, Each calendar 
year or partial calendar year is considered an "audited period," If. as a result of sucti an audit, it is 
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determined that Contractor or any of its Subcontractors has overcharged the City in the audited 
period, the City will notify Contractor. Contractor must then promptly reimburse the City for any 
amounts the City has paid Contractor due to the overcharges and also some or all of the cost of 
the audit, as follows: 

A. If the audit has revealed overcharges to the City representing less than 5% of the 
total value, based on the Agreement prices, of the goods, work, or services provided in the audited 
period, then the Contractor must reimburse the City for 50% of the cost of the audit and 50% ofthe 
cost of each subsequent audit that the City conducts; 

B. If, however, the audit has revealed overcharges to the City representing 5% or more 
of the total value, based on the Agreement prices, of the goods, work, or services provided in the 
audited period, then Contractor must reimburse the City for the full cost of the audit and of each 
subsequent audit. 

If the City is unable to make a determination regarding overcharges to City as a result of 
Contractor's not having maintained records as required under this Agreement, Contractor must 
promptly reimburse the City for some or all of the cost of the audit, as determined in the sole 
discretion of the City. Failure of Contractor to promptly reimburse the City in accordance with this 
Section 3.07 is an event of default under Section 7.01 of this Agreement, and Contractor will be 
liable for all of the City's costs of collection, including any court costs and attorneys' fees. 

3,08 Subcontracts and Assignments 

The Contractor shall not assign, delegate, subcontract or otherwise transfer all or any part 
of its rights or obligations under this Agreement or any part hereof, unless otherwise provided for 
herein or without the express written consent of tfie SSAC. The absence of such provision or 
written consent shall void the attempted assignment, delegation or transfer and shall be of no effect 
as to the Services or this Agreement. 

All subcontracts, all approvals of Subcontractors and any assignment to which the SSAC 
consents are, regardless of their form, deemed conditioned upon performance by the 
Subcontractor or assignee in accordance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement, 

If the Contractor subcontracts for security^^Services, the Subcontractor shall be a Security 
Firm certified by the State of Illinois and the Security Firm's employees shall be licensed by the 
State of Illinois. The Contractor, upon entering into any subcontract with a Security Firm, shall 
fumish the SSAC and the Department with a copy of the subcontract for their approval. The City 
expressly reserves the right to approve all Security Firm subcontracts, 

3.09 License, Permits and Safety Considerations 

A, Licenses and Permits 

If the Contractor engages in Construction, it Is responsible for and. in a timely manner 
consistent with its obligations hereunder, shall secure and maintain at its expense such permits, 
licenses, authorizations and approvals as are necessary for it to engage Construction under this 
Agreement. 
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B. Safety Considerations . 

Ifthe Contractor engages in Construction, itshall at all times exercise reasonable care, shall 
comply with all applicable provisions of federal, state and local laws to prevent accidents or injuries, 
and shall take all appropriate precautions to avoid damage to and loss of City property and the 
property of third parties in connection with the Construction. The Contractor shall erect and 
properiy maintain at all times all necessary safeguards, barriers, flags and lights for the protection 
of its and its Subcontractors' employees, City employees, and the public. 

If the Contractor engages in Construction, it shall report to the Department any damage on, 
about, under or.adjacent to City property or the property of third persons resulting from its 
performance under this Agreement. The Contractor is responsible for any damage to City property 
and the property of third parties due, in whole or in part, to the Contractor's Construction activities 
under this Agreement, and the Contractor shall repair such damage to a reasonably acceptable 
standard. 

3.10 Performance Bond 

If the Contractor engages in Construction work where expenditures exceed $100,000, it 
shall, not later than the date the Contractor begins-such work or executes a subcontract for such 
work, provide or cause to be provided to the Department a performance and payment bond in the 
amount 
allocated for the Construction work (but not including the amount allocated for design and 
preparation of specifications), by a surety or sureties acceptable to the Gity. The performance 
bond shall be in the form and to the effect of Exhibit 7 hereto, which is incorporated by reference 
as if fully set forth here. 

If any of the sureties on such bond at any time fail financially, or are deemed to be 
insufficient security for the penalty of the bond, then the Gity may, on giving 10 days notice thereof 
in writing, require the Contractor to furnish a new and additional bond with sureties satisfactory to 
the City, and, if so required, Contractor must promptly provide such bond. 

ARTICLE 4 TERM OF SERVICES 

This Agreement shall take effect as of January 1,2009 ("Effective Date") and shall continue 
through December 31, 2009, or until the Agreement is terminated eariier in accordance with its 
terms. 

ARTICLES COMPENSATION 

5.01 Basis of Payment 

The maximum compensation that the Contractor may be paid under this Agreement 
between January 1, 2009 and December 31, 2009 is the sum of (a) $172.262 or the total amount 
of Service Tax Funds actually collected for tax year 2008, whichever Is less; and (b) the total 
amount of Surplus Funds in the amount of $62,500 which are being carried over from previous 
program years and which Contractor hereby acknowledges are in its possession; the maximum 
compensation that the Contractor may be paid underthis Agreement between January 1,2009 and 
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December 31, 2009, therefore, shall not exceed $234,762. 

For each subsequent year of this Agreement, if any, the maximum compensation that the 
Contractor may be paid under this Agreement is the amount set forth in the Budget for that year, 
pursuant to Section 5.02 and 8.03, or the amount of Service Tax Funds actually collected for the 
preceding tax year, whichever is less; provided that the maximiim amount of compensation for such 
year of this Agreement may also include the amount of Service Tax Funds collected for prior tax 
years which remain previously unspent. 

5.02 Budget for Services 

The Contractor in conjunction with the SSAC has prepared a Budget through December 31, 
2009, attached hereto as Exhibit 2 and incorporated by reference as if fully set forth here, covering 
all services described in the Scope of Services, Subject to the restriction that the maximum 
amount that may be spent in calendar year 2009 may not exceed $234,762, the SSAC reserves 
the right to transfer funds between line items or make Budget revisions that do not affect the 
maximum compensation set forth in Section 5.01. The SSAC shall revise the Budget if any part 
of the Contractor's Services is terminated. 

For each subsequent year of this Agreement, if any, and subject to the provisions of 
Section 3.01, a Budget for that year shall be incorporated into this Agreement by written 
amendment pursuant to Section 8.03. 

5.03 Method of Payment 

Pursuant to a schedule to be determinedly the Commissioner, after the performance of 
Services pursuant to the terms of this Agreement. Contractor may submit invoices to the City to 
request reimbursement for such expenses. The Contractor must provide, along with the invoices, 
such additional documentation as the Commissioner requests to substantiate the Services. Upon 
the Commissioner's determination that the invoices are accurate, the City will process payment of 
the invoices. 

The Contractor shall establish a separate checking a.5count ("Account") in a bank 
authorized to do business in the State of Illinois that is insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation. All Service Tax Funds that the Comptroller transfers to the Contractor shall be 
deposited in the Account and disbursements from the Account shall be pursuant to this Agreement 
THE CONTRACTOR SHALL NOT COMMINGLE SERVICE T/\X FUNDS WITH FUNDS FROM 
OTHER SOURCES. The Contractor shall provide to the SSAC the signature card and sample 
check from the bank which shows the signature(s) ofthe Contractor's authorized representative(s). 
The SSAC reserves the right to audit the account and require the Contractor to refund any funds 
that were not spent pursuant to the Budget or that were not approved by the SSAC, The name and 
address of the bank is and the wire transfer and the Account numbers are 

All funds remaining in the Account at the expiration or early termination of this Agreement, 
including any interest earned, belong to the City for the benefit of the Area and shall be retumed 
to the City to be used only for Special Services. ' 

5.04 Criteria for Payment 

The SSAC shall determine the reasonableness, allocability and allowability of any rates, 
costs and expenses charged or incurred by the Contractor. 
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5,05 Funding 

Payments under this Agreement shall be made from Service Tax Funds in fund number 
and are subject to the availability of funds therein. 

5,06 Non-Appropriation 

In the event that no funds or insufficient funds are appropriated and budgeted in any City 
fiscal period for payments to be made under this Agreement, then the City will notify the Contractor 
of such occurrence and this Agreement shall terminate on the eariier of the last day of the fiscal 
period for which sufficient appropriation was made or whenever the funds appropriated for payment 
under this Agreement are exhausted. No payments shall be made or due to the Contractor under 
this Agreement beyond those amounts appropriated and budgeted by the City to fund payments 
hereunder. 

ARTICLES SPECIAL CONDITIONS 

6.01 Warranties and Representations 

In connection with the execution of this Agreement, the Contractor warrants and represents: 

A. That it is financially solvent; that it and each of its employees, agents, and 
Subcontractors are competent to perform the Services required; that it is legally authorized to 
execute and perform or cause to be performed this Agreement under the terms and conditions 
stated herein; and 

B. That it shall not knowingly use the services of any ineligible Subcontractor for any 
purpose in the performance of the Services; and 

C. That it and its Subcontractors are not in default at the time of the execution of this 
Agreement, or deemed by the Department to have, within five years immediately preceding the 
date of this Agreement, been found to be in default on any contract awarded by the City; and 

D. That it and, to the best of its knowledge, its Subcontractors are not in violation ofthe 
provisions of §2-92-320 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, 720 ILCS 5/33E-1 etseq. ofthe Criminal 
Code of 1961. and 65 ILCS 5/11-42.1-1 of the Illinois Municipal Code; and 

E. That it, all Subcontractors and their respective officers, directors, agents, partners* 
and employees shall cooperate with the Inspector General in any investigation or hearing 
undertaken pursuant to Chapter 2-56 of the Municipal Code of Chicago; that it understands and 
will abide by all provisions of Chapter 2-56 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and all subcontracts 
shall inform Subcxintractors ofsuch provision and require understanding and compliance therewith; 
and 

F. That, except only for those representations, statements, or promises expressly 
contained in this Agreement and any exhibits attached hereto, no representation, statement or 
promise, oral or written, or of any kind whatsoever, by the City, its officials, agents, or employees, 
has induced the Contractor to enter into this Agreement; and 
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G. That the Contractor understands and agrees that any certification, affidavit or 
acknowledgment made under oath in connection with this Agreement is. made under penalty of 
perjury and, if false, is also cause for termination for default. 

H. That neither Contractor nor an Affiliate of Contractor (as defined below) appears on 
the Specially Designated Nationals List, the Denied Persons List, the unverified List, the Entity List, 
or the Debarred List as maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets Control of the U.S. Department 
of the Treasury or by the Bureau of Industry and Security of the U.S. Department of Commerce (or 
their successors), or on any other list of persons or entities with which the City may not do business 
under any applicable law, rule, regulation, order or judgment. "Affiliate of Contractor"means a 
person or entity that directly (or indirectly through one or more intermediaries) controls, is controlled 
by or is under common control with Contractor. A person or entity will be deemed to be controlled 
by another person or enfity if it is controlled in any manner whatsoever that results in control in fact 
by that other person or entity (either acting individually or acting jointly or in concert with others) 
whether directly or indirectly and whether through share ownership, a trust, a contract or otherwise. 

I. Contractor understands and will abide by all provisions of Chapter 2-26 of the 
Municipal Code of the City of Chicago. 

6.02 Economic Disclosure Statement and Affidavit 

The Contractor has provided the City with an Economic Disclosure Statement (EDS), which 
is attached hereto as Exhibit 3 and incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein. Contractor 
shall apprise the Department promptly of any changes in the information provided in the EDS by 
completing and submitting a revised EDS. 

In addition, the Contractor shall provide the City with copies of its latest articles of 
incorporation, by-laws and resolutions, or partnership orjoint Venture agreement, as applicable, 
and evidence of its authority to do business in the State of Illinois, including without limitation, 
registrations of assumed names or limited partnerships and certifications of good standing with the 
Office of the Secretary of State of Illinois. 

6.03 Conflict of Interest 

Pursuant to Chapter 2-156 ofthe MunicipalCode of Chicago, and 65 ILCS 5/3.1-55-10, no 
member of the goveming body of the City or other unit of govemment, no other officer, employee. 
SSAC member, or agent of the City or other unit of government who exerdses any functions or 
responsibilities in connection with the Services to which this Agreement or any related subcontract 
pertain, and no relative of any SSAC member shall have any personal economic or financial 
interest, directly or indirectly, in this Agreement or any such subcontract except to the extent that 
such benefits are provided equally to all residents and/or. business owners in the Area, 
Furthermore, no SSAC member, relative of any SSAC member, City official, agent or employee 
shall be a Subcontractor, employee or shareholder of the Contractor or receive anything of value 
from the Contractor. 

No member of or delegate to the Congress of the United States or the Illinois General 
Assembly and no alderman of the City or City employee shall be admitted to any share or part of 
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this Agreement or to any financial benefit to arise from it. The Contractor acknowledges that any 
agreement entered into, negotiated or performed in violation of any of the provisions of Chapter 
2-156 shall be voidable by the City. 

The Contractor covenants that it, its officers, directors and employees, and the officers, 
directors and employees of each of its members if a joint venture, and Subcontractors presently 
have no financial interest and shall acquire no interest, direct or indirect, in the Services undertaken 
by the Contractor pursuant to the Agreement that would conflict in any manner or degree with the 
performance of the Services. The Contractor further covenants that in the performance of this 
Agreement no person having any such interest shall be employed. The Contractor agrees that if 
the Commissioner in his reasonable judgment determines that any of the Contractor's services for 
others conflict with the Services the Contractor is to provide for the City under this Agreement, the 
Contractor shall terminate such other services immediately upon request of the City. 

6.04 Non-liability of Public Officials 

No official, employee or agent of the City shall be charged personally by the Contractor, or 
by any assignee or Subcontractor of the Contractor, with any liability or expenses of defense or be 
held personally liable to them under any term or provision hereof, because of the City's execution 
or attempted execution hereof, or because of any breach hereof. 

6.05 Independent Contractor 

The Contractor shall perform under this Agreement as an independent contractor to the Gity 
and not as a representative, employee, agent, or partner of the Gity. 

6.06 Business Relationships wi th Elected Officials 

Pursuant to Section 2-156-030(b) of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago, it is illegal 
for any elected official of the City, or any peirsdn acting at the direction of such official, to contact, 
either orally or in writing, any other City official or employee with respect to any matter involving any 
person with whom the elected official has a business relationship, or to participate in any discussion 
in any City Council committee hearing or in any City Council meeting or to vote on any matter 
involving the person with whom an elected official has a business relationship. Violation of 
Section 2-156-030(b) by any elected official w i th respect to this Agreement is grounds for 
termination of th is Agreement. The term business relationship is defined as set forth in Section 
2-156-080 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

Section 2-156-080 defines a "business rfelationship" as any contractual or other private 
business dealing of an official, or his or her spouse, or of any entity in which an official or his or her 
spouse has a financial interest, with a person or entity which entitles an official to compensation 
or payment in the amount of $2,500 or more in a calendar year; provided, however, a financial 
interest shall not include: (i) any ownership through purchase at fair market value or inheritance 
of less than one percent of the share of a corporation, or any corporate subsidiary, parent or 
affiliate thereof, regardless of the value of or dividends on such shares, if such shares are 
registered on a securities exchange pursuant to the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. as amended; 
(ii) the authorized compensation paid to an official or employee for his office or employment; (iii) 
any economic benefit provided equally to all residents of the City; (iv) a time or demand deposit in 
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a financial institution; or (v) an endowment or insurance policy or annuity contract purchased from 
an insurance company. A "contractual or other private business dealing" shall not include any 
employment relationship of an official's spouse with an entity when such spouse has no discretion 
concerning or input relating to the relationship between that entity and the Gity. 

6,07 Chicago "Living Wage" Ordinance 

(a) Section 2-92-610 of the Municipal Code of Chicago provides for a living 
wage for certain categories of workers employed in the performance of City contracts, specifically 
non-City employed security guards, parking attendants, day laborers, home and health care 
workers, cashiers, elevator operators, custodial workers and clerical workers ("Covered 
Employees"). Accordingly, pursuant to Section 2-92-610 and regulations promulgated under it: 

(i) If Contractor has 25 or more full-time employees, and 

(ii) If at any time during the performance of this Agreement, Contractor and/or 
any Subcontractor or any other entity that provides any portion of the Services 
(collectively "Performing Parties") uses 25 or more full-time security guards, orany 
number of other full-time Covered Employees, then 

(iii) Contractor must pay its Covered Employees, and must assure that 
all other Performing Parties pay their Covered Employees, not less than the . 
minimum houriy rate as determined in accordance with this provision (the "Base 
Wage") for all Services performed under this Agreement. 

(b) Contractor's obligation to pay, and to assure payment of, the Base Wage will 
begin at any time during the terrVi of this Agreement v>/hen the conditions set forth in (a)(i) and 
(a)(ii) above are met, and will continue until the end of the term of this Agreement. 

(c) As of July 1, 2008, the Base Wage is $10.60, and each July 1 thereafter, the Base 
Wage will be adjusted, using the most recent federal poverty guidelines for a family of four as 
published annually by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, to constitute the 
following: the poverty guidelines for a family of four divided by 2000 hours or the current base 
wage, whichever is higher. At all times during the term of this Agreement, Contractor and all other 
Performing Parties must pay the Base Wage (as adjusted in accordance with the above). If the 
payment of prevailing wages is required for Servic;es done under this Agreement, and the prevailing 
wages for Covered Employees are higher than the Base Wage, then Contractor and all other 
Performing Parties must pay the prevailing wage rates. 

(d) Contractor must include provisions in all subcontracts requiring its 
Subcontractors to pay the Base Wage to Covered Employees. Contractor agrees to provide the 
City with documentation acceptable to the Chief Procurement Officer demonstrating that all 
Covered Employees, whether employed by Contractor or by a Subcontractor, have been paid the 
Base Wage, upon the City's request for such documentation. The City may independently audit 

Contractor and/or Subcontractors to verify compliance with this section. Failure to comply with 
the requirements of this section will be an event of default under this Agreement, and further, 
failure to comply may result in ineligibility for any award of a City contract or subcontract for up 
to 3 years. 
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(e) Not-for-Profit Corporations: If Contractor is a corporation having federal 
tax-exempt status under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code and is recognized under 
Illinois not-for-profit law, then the provisions of Sections (a) through (d) above do not apply. 

6.08 Deemed Inclusion 

Provisions required bylaw, ordinances, rules, regulations, or executive orders to be inserted 
in this Agreement are deemed inserted in this Agreement whether or not they appear in this 
Agreement or, upon application by either party, this Agreement will be amended to make the 
insertion; however, in no event will the failure to insert the provisions before or after this Agreement 
is signed prevent its enforcement. 

6.09 Environmental Warranties and Representations 

In accordance with Section 11-4-1600(e) of the Municipal Code of Chicago, Contractor 
warrants and represents that it, and to the best of its knowledge, its subcontractors have not 
violated and are not in violation of the following sections of the Code (collectively, the Waste 
Sections): 

7-28-390 Dumping on public way; 
7-28-440 Dumping on real estate without permit; 
11-4-1410 Disposal in waters prohibited; 
11-4-1420 Ballast tank, bilge tank or other discharge; 
11-4-1450 Gas manufacturing residue; 
11-4-1500 Treatment and disposal of solid or liquid waste; 
11-4-1530 Compliance with rules and regulations required; 
11-4-1550 Operational requirements; and 
11-4-1560 Screening requirements. 

During the period while this Agreement is executory. Contractor's or any subcontractor's 
violation of the Waste Sections, whether or not relating to the performance of this Agreement, 
constitutes a breach of and an event of default under this Agreement for which the opportunity to 
cure, if curable, will be granted only at the sole designation of the Commissioner. Sucfi breach and 
default entitles the City to all remedies under the Agreement, at law or in equity. 

This section does not limit Contractor's and its subcontractors' duty to comply with all 
applicable federal, state, county and municipal laws, statutes, ordinances and executive orders, in 
effect now or later, and whether or not they appear in this Agreement. 

Non-compliance with these terms and conditions may be used by the City as grounds for 
the tennination of this Agreement, and may furtheraffect Contractor's eligibility for future contract 
awards. 

6.10 EDS / Certification Regarding Suspension and Debarment 

Contractor certifies, as further evidenced in the EDS attached as Exhibit 3, by its 
acceptance of this Agreement that neither it nor its principals is presently debarred, suspended, 
proposed for debarment, declared ineligible or voluntarily excluded from participation in this 
transaction by any federal department or agency. Contractor further agrees by executing this 
Agreement that it will include this clause without modification in all lower tier transactions. 
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solicitations, proposals, contracts and subcontracts. If Contractor or any lower tier participant is 
unable to certify to this statement, it must attach an explanation to the Agreement. 

6.11 Ethics 

(a) In addition to other warranties and representations. Contractor warrants that no 
payment, gratuity or offer of employment will be made in connection with this Agreement by or on 
behalf of any Subcontractors to Contractor or higher tier subcontractors or anyone associated with 
them, as an inducement for the award of a subcontract or order. 

(b) Contractor further acknowledges that any Agreement entered into, negotiated or 
performed in violation of any of the provisions of Chapter 2-156 is voidable as to the Gity. 

6.12 MacBride Ordinance 

The Gity of Chicago through the passage of the MacBride Principles Ordinance seeks to 
promote fair and equal employment opportunities and labor practices for religious minorities in 
Northem Ireland and provide a better working environment for all citizens in Northern Ireland! 

In accordance with Section 2-92-580 of the Municipal Code of the Gity of Chicago, if 
Contractor conducts any business operations in Northern Ireland, the Contractor must make all 
reasonable and good faith efforts to conduct any business operations in Northern Ireland in 
accordance with the MacBride Principles for Northern Ireland as defined in Illinois Public Act 85-
1390 (1988 III. Laws 3220). 

The provisions of this Section 6.12 do not apply to contracts for which the City receives 
funds administered by the United States Department of Transportation, except to the extent 
Congress has directetj that the Department of Transportation not withhold funds from states and 
localities that choose to implement selective purchasing policies based on agreement to comply 
with the MacBride Principles for Northem Ireland, or to the extent that such funds are not otherwise 
withheld by the Department of Transportation. 

ARTICLE 7 EVENTS OF DEFAULT. REMEPtES, TERMINATION. RIGHT 
TO OFFSET, SUSPENSION 

7.01 Events of Default Defined 

The following constitute events of default: 

A. Any material misrepresentation, whether negligent or willful and whether in the 
inducement or in the performance, made by Contractor to the City, 

B, Contractor's material failure to perform any of its obligations under the Agreement 
including, but not limited to, the following: 

(1) failure to commence or ensure timely completion ofthe Services due to a reason 
or circumstance within Contractor's reasonable control; 
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(2) failure to perform the Services in a manner satisfactory to the City; 

(3) failure to promptly re-perform within a reasonable time Services that were 
rejected as erroneous or unsatisfactory; 

(4) discontinuance of the Services for reasons within the Contractor's reasonable 
control; 

(5) failure to comply with a material term of this Agreement, including but not limited 
to the provisions concerning insurance and nondiscrimination; and 

(6) any other acts specifically and expressly stated in this Agreement as constituting 
an event of default. 

G. The Contractor's default under any other agreement it may presently have or may 
enter into with the Gity during the life of this Agreement. The Contractor acknowledges and agrees 
that in the event of a default under this Agreement the City may also declare a default under any 
such other agreements. 

7.02 Remedies 

The occurrence of any event of default which the Contractor fails to cure within 14 calendar 
days after receipt of notice specifying such default or which, if such event of default cannot 
reasonably be cured within 14 calendar days after notice, the Contractor fails, in the sole opinion 
of the Commissioner, to commence and continue diligent efforts to cure, permits the City to declare 
the Contractor in default. Whether to declare the Contractor in default is within the sole discretion 
of the Commissioner. Written notification of the default, and any intention of the City to terminate 
the Agreement, shall be provided to Contractor and such decision is final and effective upon 
Contractor's receipt of such notice. Upon receipt of such notice, the Contractor must discontinue 
any services, unless otherwise directed in the notice, and deliver all materials accumulated in the 
performance of this Agreement, whether completed or in the process of completion, to the City. 
At such time the City may invoke any legal or equitable remedy available to it including, but not 
limited to, the following: 

A. The right to take over and complete the Services or any part thereof as agent for 
and at the cost of the Contractor, either directly or through others. The Contractor shall have, In 
such event, the right to offset from such cost the amount it would have cost the City under the 
terms and conditions herein had the Contractor, completed the Services, 

B. The right to terminate this Agreement as to any or all of the Services yet to be 
performed, effective at a time specified by the City. 

C. The right of specific performance, an injunction or any other appropriate equitable 
remedy. 

D. The right to money damages. 

E. The right to withhold all or any part of Contractor's compensation hereunder. 
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F. The right to deem Contractor non-responsible in future contracts to be awarded by 
the Gity, 

If the City considers it to be in its best interest, it may elect not to declare default or to 
terminate this Agreement. The parties acknowledge that this provision is solely for the benefit of 
the City and that if the Gity permits the Contractor to continue to provide the Services despite one 
or more events of default, the Contractor is in no way relieved of any of its responsibilities, duties 
or obligations under this Agreement nor does the Gity waive or relinquish any of its rights. No delay 
or omission to exercise any right accruing upon any event of default impairs any such rightnor shall 
it be construed as a waiver of any event of default or acquiescence therein, and every such right 
may be exercised from time to time and as often as may be deemed expedient. 

7.03 Right to Offset 

The Gity reserves its rights under §2-92-380 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and the 
Commissioner shall consult with the SSAG before exercising such rights. 

7.04 Suspension 

The Gity may at any time request that the Contractor suspend its Services, or any part 
thereof, by giving 15 days prior written notice to the Contractor or upon no notice in the event of 
emergency. No costs incurred after the effective date of such suspension shall be allowed. The 
Contractor shall promptly resume its performance upon written notice by the Department. The 
Budget may be revised pursuant to Section 5.02 to account for any additional costs or expenses 
actually incurred by the Contractor as a result of recommencing the Services. 

7.05 No Damages for Delay 

The Contractor agrees that it̂  its members, if a partnership or joint venture and its 
Subcontractors shall make no claims against the City for damages, charges, additional exists or 
houriy fees for costs incurred by reason of delays or hindrances by the City in the performance of 
its obligations under this Agreement. 

7.06 Eariy Termination 

In addition to termination for default, ;the City may, at any time, elect to terminate this 
Agreement or any portion of the Services to be performed under it at the sole discretion of the 
Commissioner by a written notice to the Contractor, If the City elects to terminate the Agreement 
in full, all Services shall cease and all materials accumulated in performing this Agreement, whether 
completed or in the process of completion, shall be delivered to the Department within 10 days after 
receipt of the notice or by the date stated in the notice. 

During the final ten days or other time period stated in the notice, the Contractor shall 
restrict its activities, and those of its Subcontractors, to winding down any reports, analyses, or 
other activities previously begun. No costs incurred after the effective date of the termination are 
allowed. Payment for any Services actually and satisfactorily performed before the effective date 
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of the termination shall be on the same basis as set forth in Article 5 hereof, but if any 
compensation is described or provided for on the basis of a period longer than ten days, then the 
compensation shall be prorated accordingly. 

If a court of competent jurisdiction determines that the City's election to terminate this 
Agreement for default has been wrongful, then such termination shall be deemed to be an eariy 
termination. 

ARTICLE 8 GENERAL CONDITIONS 

8.01 Entire Agreement 

This Agreement, and the exhibits attached hereto and incorporated hereby, shall constitute 
the entire agreement between the parties and no other warranties, inducements, considerations, 
promises, or interpretations shall be implied or impressed upon this Agreement that are not 
expressly addressed herein. 

8.02 Counterpar ts 

This Agreement is comprised of several identical counterparts, each to be fully executed 
by the parties and each to be deemed an original having identical legal effect. 

8.03 Amendments 

No changes, amendments, modifications, or discharge of this Agreement, or any part 
thereof, shall be valid unless in wr i t ingand signed by the authorized agent of the Contractor and 
the Commissioner, or their Successors and assigns. The City shall incur no liability for revised 
services without a written amendment to this Agreement pursuant to this Section. 

8.04 Compl iance w i t h A l l Laws 

The Contractor shall at all times observe and comply with all applicable laws, ordinances, 
rules, regulations and executive orders of the federal, state and local govemment, now existing or 
hereinafter in effect, which may in any manner affect the performance of this Agreement. 

8.05 Compl iance w i t h ADA and Other Access ib i l i t y Laws 

If this Agreement involves services to the public, the Contractor warrants that all Services 
provided hereunder shall comply with all accessibility standards for persons with disabilities or 
environmentally limited persons including, but not limited to the following: Americans with 
Disabilities Act of 1990. 42 U.S.C. § 12101 et seq. and the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 29 U.S.C, 
§§ 793-94. In the event that the above cited standards are inconsistent, the Contractor shall 
comply with the standard providing greater accessibility. 

If this Agreement involves design for construction and/or Construction, the Contractor 
warrants that all design documents produced and/or used under this Agreement shall comply with 
all federal, state and local laws and regulations regarding accessibility standards for persons with 
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disabilities or environmentally limited persons including, but not limited to, the following: Americans 
with Disabilities Act of 1990, 42 U.S.C. § 12101 et seq. and the Americans with Disabilities Act 
Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities; the Architectural Barriers Act, P.L. 90-480 and 
the Uniform Federal Accessibility Standards; and the Environmental Barriers Act, 410 ILCS 25/1 
etseq., and the regulations promulgated thereto at III. Admin. Code til. 71, ch. 1, § 400.110. in the 
event that the above cited standards are inconsistent, the Contractor shall comply vvith the standard 
providing greater accessibility. If the Contractor fails to comply with the foregoing standards, it shall 
perform again at no expense all services required to be reperformed as a direct or indirect result 
of such failure. 

8.06 Assigns 
All of the terms and conditions of this Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of 
the parties hereto and their respective legal representatives, successors, transferees and assigns. 

8.07 Cooperation 
.» t 

The Contractor agrees at all times to cooperate fully with the Gity and to act in the City's 
best interests. Upon the termination or expiration of this Agreement, the Contractor shall make 

. every effort to assure an orderiy transition to another provider of the Services, if any, orderly 
demobilization of its operations in connection with the Services, uninterrupted provision of Services 
during any transition period and shall otherwise comply with reasonable requests of the Department 
in connection with this Agreement's termination or expiration. 

8.08 Severability 

If any provision of this Agreement is held or deemed to be or shall in fact be inoperative or 
unenforceable as applied in any particular caserjn any jurisdiction or in all cases because it conflicts 
with any other provision hereof or of any constitution, statute, ordinance, rule of laworpublicpolicy, 
or for any other reason, such circumstances shall not have the effect of rendering such provision 
inoperative or unenforceable in any other case or circumstances, or of rendering any other 
provision herein invalid, inoperative, or unenforceable to any extent. The invalidity of any one or 
more phrases, sentences, clauses or sections herein shall not effect the remaining portions ofthis 
Agreement or any part thereof 

8.09 Interpretation 

All headings in this Agreement are for convenience of reference only and do not define or 
limit the provisions thereof. Words ofgender are deemed to include correlative words of the other 
gender. Words importing the singular number include the plural number and vice versa, unless the 
context otherwise indic:ates. All references to exhibits or documents are deemed to include all 
supplements and/or amendments to such exhibits or documents if entered into in accordance with 
the terms and conditions hereof and thereof All references to persons or entities are deemed to 
include any persons or entities succeeding to the rights, duties, and obligations of such persons 
or entities in accordance with the terms and conditions herein. 
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8.10 Miscellaneous Provisions 

Whenever under this Agreement the City by a proper authority waives the Contractor's 
performance in any respect or waives a requirement or condition to the Contractor's performance, 
the waiver, whether express or implied, applies only to that particular instance and is not a waiver 
forever or for subsequent instances of the performance, requirement or condition. No waiver shall 
be construed as a modification of the Agreement regardless of the number of times the City may 
have waived the performance, requirement or condition. 

8.11 Disputes 

Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, Contractor must and the City may bring 
any dispute arising under this Agreement which is not resolved by the parties to the Chief 
Procurement Officer for decision based upon the written submissions of the parties. (A copy of the 
"Regulations of the Department of Procurement Services for Resolution of Disputes between 
Contractors and the City of Chicago" is available in City Hall, 121 N. LaSalle Street, Room 301, Bid 
and Bond Room, Chicago, Illinois 60602.) The Chief Procurement will issue a written decision and 
send it to the Contractor and the SSAG by mail. The decision of the Chief Procurement Officer is 
final and binding. The sole and exclusive remedy to challenge the decision of the Chief 
Procurement Officer is judicial review by means of a common law writ of certiorari. 

8.12 Contractor Affidavit 

The Contractor must provide to the City, no later than thirty days after the end of each year, 
a fully executed and notarized Affidavit certifying .the expenditures and Services provided for the 
prior year. The form of this affidavit is attached as Exhibit 8 and incorporated by reference. 

8.13 Prohibition on Certain Contributions 

Contractor agrees that Contractor, any person or entity who directly or indirectly has an 
ownership or beneficial interest in Contractor of more than 7,5 percent ("Owners"), spouses and 
domestic partners of such Owners, Contractor's subcontractors, any person or entity who directly 
orindirectly has an ownership or beneficial interest in any subcontractor of more than 7,5 percent 
("Sub-owners") and spouses and domestic partners of such Stib-owners (Contractor and all the 
other preceding classes of persons and entities are together, the ("Identified Parties"), shall not 
make a contribution ofany amount to the Mayor of the City of Chicago ("Mayor") or to his political 
fundraising committee (i) after execution of this Agreement by Contractor, (ii) while this Agreement 
or any Other Contract is executory, (iii) during the term of this Agreement or any Other Contract 
between Contractor and the City, or (iv) during any period while an extension of this Agreement or 
any Other Contract is being-sought or negotiated. 

Contractor represents and warrants that since the date of public advertisement of the 
spedfication, request for qualifications, request for proposals or request for information (or any 
combination of those requests) or, if not competitively procured, from the date the City approached 
Contractor or the date Contractor approached the City, as applicable, regarding the formulation of 
this Agreement, no Identified Parties have made a contribution of any amount to the Mayor or to 
his political fundraising committee. 

Contractor agrees that it shall not: (a) coerce, compel or intimidate its employees to 
make a contribution of any amount to the Mayor or to the Mayor's political fundraising committee; 
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(b) reimburse its employees for a contribution of any amount made to the Mayor or to the Mayor's 
political fundraising committee; or (c) bundle or solicit others to bundle contributions to the Mayor 
or to his political fundraising committee. 

Contractor agrees that the Identified Parties must not engage in any conduct whatsoever 
designed to intentionally violate this provision or Mayoral Executive Order No. 05-1 or to entice, 
direct or solicit others to intentionally violate this provision or Mayoral Executive Order No. 05-1. 

Contractor agrees that a violation o f non-compliance with, misrepresentation with respect 
to, or breach of any covenant or warranty under this provision or violation of Mayoral Executive 
Order No. 05-1 constitutes a breach and default under this Agreement, and under any Other 
Contract for which no opportunity to cure will be granted. Such breach and default entitles the Gity 
to all remedies (including without limitation termination for default) under this Agreement, under 
Other Contract, at law and in equity. This provision amends any Other Contract and supersedes 
any inconsistent provision contained therein. 

If Contractor violates this provision or Mayoral Executive Order No. 05-1 prior to award of 
the Agreement resulting from this specification, the Commissioner may reject Contractor's bid. 

For purposes of this provision; 

"Bundle" means to collect contributions from more than one source which are then delivered 
by one person to the Mayor or to his political fundraising committee. 

"Other Contract" means any other agreement with the City of Chicago to which Contractor 
is a party that is (i) formed under the authority of chapter 2-92 of the Municipal Code of 
Chicago; (ii) entered into for the purchase or lease of real or personal property; or (iii) for 
materials, supplies, equipment or services which are approved or authorized by the city 
council. 

• 'i (. 
"Contribution" means a "political contribution" as defined in Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal 
Code of Chicago, as amended. , 

Individuals are "Domestic Partners" if they satisfy the following criteria: 

(A) they are each other's sole domestic partner, responsible for each other's 
common welfare; and 

(B) neither party is married; and 
(C) the partners are not related by blood closer than would bar marriage in the 

State of Illinois; and 
(D) each partner is at least 18 years of age, and the partners are the same sex. 

and the partners reside at the same residence; and 

(E) two of the following four conditions exist for the partners: 
1. The partners have been residing together for at least 12 months. 
2. The partners have common or joint ownership of a residence. 
3. The partners have at least two of the following arrangements; 

a. joint ownership of a motor vehicle; 
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b. a joint credit account; 
c. a joint checking account; 
d. a lease for a residence identifying both domestic partners as 

tenants, 
4. Each partner identifies the other partner as a primary beneficiary in 

a will. 

"Political fundraising committee" means a "political fundraising committee" as defined in 
Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal code of Chicago, as amended." 

8.14 Firms Owned or Operated by individuals with Disabilities 

The City encourages Contractors to use Subcontractors that are firms owned or operated 
. by individuals with disabilities, as defined by Section 2-92-586 of the Municipal Code of the Gity of 
Chicago, where not otherwise prohibited by federal or state law. 

8.15 Governing Law and Jurisdict ion 

This Agreement is governed as to performance and interpretation in accordance with 
the laws of the State of Illinois. 

ARTICLE 9 NOTICES 

Notices provided for herein shall be in writing and may be delivered personally or by 
United States mail, first class, certified, return receipt requested, with postage prepaid and 
addressed as follows: 

If to the City; Special Service Area #38 Commission 
2057 W. Irving Park Rd, 
Chicago, Illinois 60618 

Department of Planning and Development 
CityHall, Room 1000 
121 North LaSalle Street 
Chicago. Illinois 60602 
Attention: Commissioner 

With Copies to: Department of Law 
Room 600, City Hall 
121 North LaSalle Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
Attention: Corporation Counsel 

If to Contractor: Northcenter Chamber of Commerce 
2057 W, Irving Park Rd. 
Chicago, Illinois 60618 
Attention: 

Changes in the above-referenced addresses must be in writing and delivered in 
accordance with the provisions of this Section. Notices delivered by mail shall be deemed 
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received 3 days after mailing in accordance with this Section. Notices delivered personally shall 
be deemed effective upon receipt. 

ARTICLE 10 CITY ACTION 

In the event that there is no duly constituted SSAG during the term of this Agreement, 
the City will retain all of the rights and obligations afforded to the SSAC hereunder. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the City and the Contractor have executed this 
Agreement on the date first set forth above, at Chicago, Illinois. 

Recommended by; 
CONTRACTOR 

SSAC Chairperson 

CITY OF CHICAGO By;. 

Its: 

By: . 
Commissioner, Department of 
Planning and Development 

Attested By:. 

Its; 

State of 

County of. 

This instrument was acknowledged before me on (date) by . 
_(name/s of person/s) as (type of authority, e.g., officer, trustee, etc.) 

(name of party on behalf of whom of 
instrument was executed). 

(Signature of Notary Public) 

(Sub)Exhibits 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 referred to in this Service Provider Agreement for 
Special Service Area Number 38 read as follows: 
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(Sub)Exhibit 1. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 38) 

Special Service Area Number 38. 

Northcenter Chamber Of Commerce. 

2009 Scope Of Services. 

Public way maintenance. 

Public way aesthetics. 

Advertising and promotions. 

Tenant retention/attraction. 

District planning. 

(Sub)Exhibit 2. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 38) 

Schedule C: 2009 Special Service Area Budget Summary. 

Department Of Planning And Development. 

Special Service Area Number and Name: 

Special Service Area Chairperson: 

Service Provider: 

Special Service Area Program Manager: 

Budget Period: 

Special Service Area Number 38 - . 
Northcenter 

Warren Silver 

Northcenter Chamber of Commerce 

Garrett FitzGerald 

January 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009 

Service 

Advertising and Promotion 

Public Way Maintenance 

Public Way Aesthetics 

Tenant Retention/Attraction 

Facade Improvements 

2008 Levy 

$ 10,500 

84,750 

37,399 

-

-

-1- Carryover 

$ 1,500 

19,500 

29,500 

-

= 2009 Budget 

$ 12,000 

104,250 

66,899 

-

-
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Service 

Parking/Transit/Accessibility 

Safety Programs 

District Planning 

Other Technical Assistance 

Total Services 

Administration 

Loss Collection 18.1% 

GRAND TOTAL 

Administration/Total Budget 
Ratio 

2008 Levy 

-

-

$ 27,500 

-

$160,149 

$10,113 

$ 2,000 

$172,262 

+ 

+ 

Carryover 

-

-

-

-

$50,500 

-

$12,000 

$62,500 

= 

= 

2009 Budget 

-

• . -

$ 27,500 

-

$210,649 

$ 10,113 

$ 14,000 

$234,762 

4.3% 

D.P.D. Use Only 

Estimated 2007 E.A.V. 

Authorized Tax Rate Cap 

Estimated Tax Rate for 2008 Levy 

Estimated 2008 Levy 

$105,186,408 

0.164% 

0.164% 

$ 172,262 

Special Service Area Number and Name: Special Service Area Number 38 -
Northcenter 

Budget Period: January 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009 

The attached budget is recommended and approved by the Special Service Area 
Commission. 

(Signed) Warren Silver 
S.S.A. Chairperson Signature 

Warren Silver 
S.S.A. Chairperson Printed Name 

Date 
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(Sub)Exhibit 3. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 38) 

City Of Chicago 
Economic Disclosure Statement And Affidavit. 

SECTION I - GENERAL INFORIVIATION 

A. Legal name of Disclosing Party submitting ttiis EDS. Include d/b/a/ if applicable: 

Northcenter Chamber of Commerce 

Check ONE ofthe folloM'ing three boxes: 

Indicate wticther Disclosing Party submitting this EDS is: 
1. §^ tbe Applicant 

OR 
2. [ ] a legal entity holding a direct or indirect interest in the Applicant. State the legal name of the 

Applicant in which Disclosing Party holds an interest: 
OR 

3. [ ] a specified legal entity with a right of control (see Section ILB.I,b.) State the legal name of 
the entity in which Disclosing Party holds a right ofcontrol: 

B, Business address of Disclosing Party: 2057 W Irving Park Rd 

Chicago. IL 60618 

C T e l e n h o n e ^ (Oni'tte<"of printing purposes) p i j , - (Omitted for printing puiposes) F m a i L *°'"'''®'*'°''Prin^nfl PUHWses) 

D, Name of contact person: Garrett Fit^Geraid 

E. Federal Employer Identification No. (if you have one): (°'"'«ê fof printing purposes) 

F. Brief description of contract, transaction or other undertaking (refeirxed to below as the "Matter") to 
which this EDS pertains. (Include project number and location of property, if applicable): 

Nocthoenter Ctwifnt>er of Commerce is 9ppiyirig lo be ttie ZOOS sole setvlca provMer (or Speeiel Servke Area #38. 

G. Which City agency or department is requesting this EDS? Planning and Development 

Ifthe Matter is a contract being handled by the City's Department of Procurement Services, please 
complete the following: 

Specification # and Contract # 
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SECTION II - DISCLOSURE OF OWNERSHIP INTERESTS 

A. NATURE OF DISCLOSING PARTY 

1. Indicate the nature ofthe Disclosing Party: 
[ ] Person { ] Limited liability company* 
[ ] Publicly registered business corporation [ ] Limited liability partnership* 
[ ] Privately held business corporation [ ] Joint venture* 
[ ] Sole proprietorship ^ Not-for-profit corporation 
[ ] General partnership* (Is the not-for-profit corporation also a 501(c)(3))? 
[ ] Limited partnership* [ ] Yes ^ No 
[ ] Trust [ ] Other (please specify) 

* Note B.l.b below, 

2, For legal entities, the state (or foreign country) ofincorporation or organization, if applicable: 

Illinois 

3, For legal entittes not organized in the State oflllinois: Has the organization registered to do 
business in the State of Illinois as a foreign entity? 

[ ] Y e s [ ] N o M N / A 

B, IF THE DISCLOSING PARTY IS A LEGAL ENTITY: 

1 .a. List below the full names and titles of all executive officers and all directors ofthe entity. 
For not-for-profit corporations, also list below all members, if any, which are legal entities. If there are 
no such members, write "no members," For trusts, estates or other similar entities, list below the legal 
titleholdcr(s). 

Name Title > 
See attached 

''no mernhfrs" 

I b. If you checked "General partnership," "Limited partnership," "Limited liability 
company," "Limited liability partnership" or "Joint venture" in response to Item A, I, above (Nature of 
Disclosing Party), list below the name and title of each general partner, managing member, manager or 
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Northcenter 
C H A M B C P O P c o M M E n c e 

Schedule h 
Section I[ B 1 .a 

Names and Titles of Executive Directors and All Officers and Members 

Robert Engel 
Vincc Saverino 
Lee I Io?;ey 
Simon Stein 
Daniel Scott 
Donna Shultz 
Scott Schechtcr 
Mike Kane 
Mike Chapman 
Mark Dillon 
Scan Monalian 
Tony Athans 
Straa Kirgch 
Maribel Selva 
Garrett Fit^Oerald 

President 
l" Vice President 
, nd 

2"° Vice President 
Treasurer 
Secretary 

Executive Director 

NO MEMBERS 
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any other person or entity that controLs the day-to-day management ofthe Disclosing Party. NOTE: 
Each legal entity listed below must submit an EDS on its own behalf. 

Name Title 
N/A 

2. Please provide the following information concerning each person or entity having a direct or 
indirect heneficia! interest (including ownership) in excess of 7.5% ofthe Disclosing Party, Examples 
of,such an interest include shares in a corporation, partnership interest i.D a partnership orjoint venture, 
interest of a member or manager in a limited liability company, or interest of a beneficiary of a trust, 
estate or other similar entity. If none, state "None." NOTE: Pursuant to Section 2-154-030 ofthe 
Municipal Code of Chicago ("Municipal Code"), the City may require any such additional information 
from any applicant which is reasonably intended to achieve full disclosure. 

Name Business Address Percentage Interest in the 
Disclosing Party 

N/A 

SECTION III ~ BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS WITH CITY E L E C T E D OFFICIALS 

Has the Disclosing Party had a "business relationship," as defined in Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal 
Code, with aiiy City elected official in the 12 months before the date this EDS is signed? 

( 1 Ye.s M No 

If yes, please identify below the name(s) ofsuch City elected official(s) and describe such 
rclationsbip(s): 

SECTION IV - DISCLOSURE O F SUBCONTRACTORS AND O T H E R RETAINED PARTIES 

The Disclosing Party must disclose the name and business addres,? of eacb subcontractor, attorney, 
lobbyist, accountant, consultant and any other person or entity whom the Disc!o,sing Party has retained 
or expects to retain in connection with the Matter, as well as the nature of the relationship, and the total 
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amount ofthe fees paid or estimated to be paid. The Disclosing Part\' is not required to disclose 
employees who ate paid solely through the Disclosing Parly's regular payroll. 

"Lobbyist" rneans any person or entity who undertakes to influence any legislative or administrative 
action on behalf of any person or entity other than: (1) a not-for-profit entity, on an unpaid basis, or (2) 
himself. "Lobbyist" also means any person or entity any part of whose duties as an employee of 
another includes undertaking to influence any legislative or administrative action. 

Ifthe Disclosing Party is uncertain whether a disclosure is required underthis Section, the 
Disclosing Party must either ask the City whether disclosure is required or make the disclosure. 

Name Business Relationship to Disclosing Party Fees 
(indicate whether Address (subcoi^tractor, attorney, (indicate whether 
retained or anticipated lobbyist, e tc ) paid or estimated) 
to be retained) ^j , . , 

.5^^^ /f-i-h^^iU^ 

(Add sheets if necessary) 

[ ] Check here if the Disclosing party has not retained, nor expects to retain, any such persons or 
entities, 

SECTION V - CERTIFICATIONS 

A, COURT-ORDERED CHILD SUPPORT COMPLIANCE 

Under Municipal Code Section 2-92-415, substantial owners of business entities that contract with 
the City must remain in cotnpliance witli their child support obligations throughout the term ofthe 
contract. 

Has any person who directly or indirectly owns 10% or more ofthe Disclosing Party been declared in 
arrearage on any child support obligations by any Illinois court of competent jurisdiction? 

[ ] Yes [ j No M No person owns 10% or rnore ofthe Disclosing Party. 

If "Yes," has the person entered into a court-approved agreement for payment of all support owed and 
is the person in compliance with that agreement? 

[JYes [JNo 
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Northcenter 
C M A M 9 E P O F C O M M e R C e 

Schedule 2 
Disclosure of Retained Parlies 

Section IV 

Tim's Snowplowing 
2161 W Warner 
Chicago, IL 60618 
(Omitted (or printing purposes) 

Anticipate to be retained 
Subcontractor. Snowplowing 
Estimated Cost S43,500 

Annette Held Laod-scape Design 
3731 N Monticello 
Chicago, IL 60618 
(Ornitted for printing purposes) 

Anticipate to be retained 
Subcontrator, Landscaping for .fidewatk planters 
Estimated Cost $19,000 

Cleanstreet 
3501 WFihnore 
Chicago, IL 60624 
(Omttted for printing purposes) 

Anticipate to he retained 
Subcontractor, Sidewalk cleaning and maintenance 
Estimated Cost $27.000 

Wasau Tile 
PO Box 1520 
Wausau, WI54402 

(Omitted for priitUng puiposes) 

Anticipate to be retained 
Vendor, Sidewalk planters 
Estimated Cost $11,399 
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B. FURTHER CERTIFICATIONS 

I. The Disclosing Party and, ifthe Disclosing Party is a legal entity, all of those persons or entities 
identified in Secfion II .B.l . of this EDS: 

a. are not presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible or voluntarily 
excluded from any transactions by any federal, state or local unit of government; 

b. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date ofthis KDS^ been convicted of a criminal 
offense, adjudged guilty, or had a civil judgment rendered against them in connection with: 
obtaining, attempting to obtain, or performing a public (federal, state or local) transaction or 
contract under a public transaction; a violation of federal or state antitrust statutes; fraud; 
embezzlement; theft; forgery; bribery; falsification or destruction of records; making false 

- statements; or receiving stolen property; 

c. arc not presently indicted for or otherwise criminally or civilly charged by a governmental entity 
(federal, state or local) with commission of aiiy of the offenses enumerated in clause B,1.b. of 
this Section. V; 

d. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date of this EDS, bad one or more public 
transactions (federal, .state or local) terminated for cause or default; and 

e. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date ofthis EDS, been convicted, adjudged 
guilty, or found liable in a civil proceeding, or in any criminal or civil action, including actions 
concerning environmental violatiooSi instituted by the City or by the federal government, any 
state, or any other unit of local government. 

2, The certifications in subparts 2, 3 and 4 concern: 

• the Disclosi.ng Party; 
» any "Applicable Party" (meaning any party participatijng in the performance ofthe Matter, 

including but not limited to any persons or legal entities disclosed under Scctioti IV, "Disclosure of 
Subcontractors and Other Retained Parties"); 
• any "Affiliated Entity" (meaning a person or entity that, directly or indirectly: controls the 

Disclosing Party, is controlled by the Disclosing Party, or is, with the Disclosing Party, under 
common control of another person or entity. Indicia ofcontrol include, without limitation: 
interlocking management or ownership; identity of interests among family members, shared facilities 
and equipment; common use of employees; or organization of a business entity following the 
ineligibility of a business entity to do business with federal or state or local govemment, including 
the City, using substantially the same management, ownership, or principals as the ineligible entity); 
with respect to Applicable Parties, the term Affiliated Entity means a person or entity that directly or 
indirectly controls tbe Applicable Party, is controlled by it, or, with the Applicable Party, is under 
common control of another person or entity; 
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• any responsible official ofthe Disciosmg Party, any Applicable Parly or any Affiliated Entity or 
any other official, agent or employee of the Disclosing Party, any Applicable Party or any Affiliated 
Entity, acting pursuant to the direction or authorization of a responsible official ofthe Disclosing 
Party, any Applicable Party or any Affiliated Entity (collectively "Agents"). 

Neither tbe Disclosing Party, nor any .Applicable Party, nor any Affiliated Entity of either the 
Disclosing Party or any Applicable Part>' nor any Agents have, during the five years before the date this 
EDS is signed, or, with respect to an Applicable Party, an Affiliated Entity, or an Affiliated Entity of an 
Applicable Party during the five years before the date ofsuch Applicable Party's or Affiliated Entity's 
contract or engagem.ent in connection with the Metter: 

o 

a. bribed or attempted to bribe, or been convicted or adjudged guilty of briber}' or attempting to 
bribe, a public officer or employee ofthe Cit>', the State oflllinois, or any agency ofthe federal 
govenunent or of any state or local government in the United States of America, in that officer's 
or employee's official capacity; 

b. agreed or colluded with other bidder? or prospective bidders, or been a party to any such 
agreement, or been convicted or adjudged guilty of agreement or collu.sion among bidders or 
prospective bidders, in restraint of freedom of competition by agreement to bid a fixed price or 
othetwjse; or 

c. made an admission ofsuch conduct described in a. or b. above that is a matter of record, but 
have not been prosecuted for such conduct; or 

d. violated the provisions of Municipal Code Section 2-92-610 (Living Wage Ordinance). 

3. Neither the Disclosing Party, Affiliated Entity or Applicable Party, or any of their einployees, 
officials, agents or partners, is barred from contracting with any unit of state or local govemment as a 
result of engaging in or being convicted of (1) bid-rigging in violation of 720 ILCS 5/33E-3; (2) 
bid-rotating in violation of 720 ILCS 5/33E-4; or (3) any similar offense ofany state or ofthe United 
States of America that contains the same elements as the offense cif bid-rigging or bid-rotating. 

4. Neither the Di-sclosing Party nor any Affiliated Entity is listed oo any of the following lists 
maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets Control ofthe U,S, Department ofthe Treasury or tlie 
Bureau of Industry and Security ofthe U,S, Department of Commerce or their successors: the Specially 
Designated Nationals List, the Denied Persons List, the Unverified List, the Entity List and the 
Debarred List. 

5. The Disclosing Party understands and shall comply with (1) the applicable requirements ofthe 
Governmental Ethics Ordinance ofthe Citjf, Title 2, Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal Code; and (2) all 
the applicable provisions of Chapter 2-56 ofthe Municipal Code (Office ofthe Inspector General). 
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6, Ifthe Disclosing Party is unable to certify to any ofthe above statcnacnts in this Part B (Further 
Certifications), the Disclosing Party must explain below: 

If the letters "NA," the word "None," or no response appears on the lines above, it will be conclusively 
presumed that the Disclosing Party certified to the above statements 

C. CERTIFICATION OF STATUS AS FINANCIAL INSTITUTION 

For purposes ofthis Part C, under Municipal Code Section 2-32-455(b), the term "financial institution" 
means a bank, .savings and loan association, thrift, credit union, mortgage banker, mortgage broker, 
trust company, savings bank, investment bank, .securities broker, municipal securities broker, securities 
dealer, municipal securities dealer, securities underwriter, municipal securities underwriter, investment 
trust, venture capital company, bank .hoIdi.Tig company, financial services holding company, or any 
licensee under the Consumer Installment Loan Act, the Sales Finance Agency Act, or the Residential 
Mortgage Licensing Act, However, "financial institution" specifically shall not include any entity 
whose predominant business is the providing of tax deferred, defined contribution, pension plans to 
public employees in accordance with Sections 403(b) and 457 ofthe Internal Revenue Code. 
(Additional definitions may be found in Municipal Code Section 2-32-4.S5(b).) 

I. CERTIFICATION 

The Disclosing Party certifies that the Disclosing Party (check one) 

[ ] is M is not 

a "financial institution" as defined in Section 2-32-455(b) ofthe Municipal Code. 

2. Ifthe Disclosing Party IS a financial institution, then the Disclosing Party pledges: 

"We are not and will not become a predatory lender as defined in Chapter 2-32 ofthe Municipal 
Code, We further pledge that none of our affiliates is, and none of them will become, a predatory 
lender as defined in Chapter 2-32 of the Municipal Code. We understand that becoming a predatory 
lender or becoming an affiliate of a predatory lender may result in the loss ofthe privilege of doing 
business with the City." 

Ifthe Disclosing Party is unable to make this pledge because it or any ofits affiliates (as defined in 
Section 2-32-455(b) ofthe Municipal Code) is a predatory lender within the meaning of Chapter 
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2-32 ofthe Municipal Code, explain here (attach additional pages if neces.sary)' 

If the letters "NA," the word "None," or no response appears on the lines above, it will be 
conclu.sively presumed that the Disclosing Part}'certified to the above statements 

D. CERTIFICATION REGARDING INTEREST IN CITY BUSINESS 

Any words or terms that are defined in Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal Code have the same 
meanings when used in this Part D. 

1. In accordance with Section 2-156-110 of the Municipal Code: Does any official or employee 
of the City have a financial interest in his or her own name or in the name ofany other person or 
entity in the Matter? 

[ ] Yes M No 

NOTE: If you checked "Yes" to Item D.l. , proceed to Items D.2, and D.3. If you checked "No" to 
Item D. 1., proceed to Part E. 

2, Unless sold pursuant to a process of competitive bidding, or other-wise permitted, no City 
elected official or employee shall have a financial interest in his or her own name or in tbe:name of 
any other person or entity in tbe purchase ofany property that (i) belongs to the City, or (ii) is sold 
for taxes or assessments, or (iii) is sold by virtue of legal process at the suit of the City (collectively, 
"City Property' Sale"). Compensation for property' taken pursuant to the City's eminent domain power 
does not constitute a financial interest within the meaning ofthis Part D, 

Does the Matter involve a City Property Sale? 

[ ] Yes M No 

3. If you checked "Yes" to Item D.L, provide the names and business addresses of the City 
officials or employees having such interest and identify the nature of sucb interest: 

Name Business Address Nature of Interest 

4. Tbe Disclosing Party further certifies that no prohibited financial interest in the Matter will 
be acquired by any City official or employee. 
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E. CERTIFICATION REGARDING SLAVERY ERA BUSINESS 

The Disclosing Party has searched any and all records ofthe Disclosing Party and any and all 
predecessor entities for records of investments or profits from slavery, the slave industry, or 
slaveholder insurance policies from the slavery era (including insurance poUcies issued to 
slaveholders that provided coverage for damage to or injury or death of their slaves) and bas 
disclosed in this EDS any and all such records to the City. In addition, tbe Di.sclosing Party must 
disclose the names ofany and all slaves or slaveholders described in those records. Failure to 
comply with these disclosure requirements i.Tiay make the Matter to which this EDS pertains voidable 
by the City. 

Please check either 1, or 2. below. If the Disclosing Party checks 2., the Disclosing Party must 
disclose below or in an attachment to this EDS all requisite information as set forth in that paragraph 2. 

X I. The Disclosing Party verifies that (a) the Disclosing Party ba.s searched any and all records of 
the Disclosing Party and any and all predecessor entities for records of investments or profits from 
slavery, the slave industry, or slaveholder insurance policies, and (b) the Disclosing Party has found 
no records of investments or profits from slavery, the slave industry, or slaveholder insurance 
policies and no records of names ofany slaves or slaveholders. 

2. The Disclosing Party verifies that, as a result of conducting the search in step 1(a) above, the 
Disclosing Party ha.s found records relating to investments or profits from slavery, the slave industry, 
or slaveholder insurance policies and/or the names ofany slaves or slaveholders. The Disclosing 
Parry verifies that the following constitutes full disclosure of all such records: 

SECTION VI - CERTIFICATIONS FOR FEDERALLY-FUNDED MATTERS 

NOTE: Ifthe Matter is federally funded, complete this Section VI. Ifthe Matter is not federally 
funded, proceed to Section VII. 

A. CERTIFICATION REGARDING LOBBYING 

1. List below the names of all persons or entities registered under the federal Lobbying 
Disclosure Act of 1995 who bavc made lobbying contacts on behalf of the Disclosing Party with 
respect to the Matter: (Begin list here, add sheets as necessary); 
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(If no explanation appears or begins on the lines above, or ifthe letters "NA" or ifthe word "None" 
appear, it will be conclusively presumed that the Disclosing Party means that NO persons or entities 
registered under the Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 have made lobbying contacts on behalf of the 
Disclosing Party with respect to the Matter.) 

2. Tbe Disclosing Party has not spent and will not expend any federally appropriated funds to 
pay any person or entity listed in Paragraph A. l . above for his or her lobbying activities or to pay any 
person or entity to influence or attempt to influence an officer or employee of any agency, as defined 
by applicable federal law, a member of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or an 
employee of a member of Congress, in connection with the award ofany federally funded contract, 
making any federally funded grant or loan, entering into any cooperative agreement, or to extend, 
continue, renew, amend, or modify any federally funded contract, grant, loan, or cooperative 
agreement. 

3. Tbe Disclosing Party will submit an updated certification at the end of each calendar quarter 
in which there occurs any event that materially affects the accuracy ofthe statements aod information 
set forth in paragraphs A. 1. and A.2. above. 

Ifthe Matter is federally funded and any funds other than federally appropriated funds have been or 
will be paid to any person or entity for influencing or attempting to influence an officer or employee 
of any agency (as defined by applicable federal law), a member of Congress, an officer or employee 
of Congress, or an employee of a member of Congress in connection with the Matter, the Disclosing 
Party must complete and submit Standard Form-LLL, "Disclosure Form to Report Lobbying," in 
accordance with its instructions. The form may be obtained online from, the federal Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) web site at http.7/www.whitehouse.gov./omb/g.rants/5flllin.pdf. 
linked on the page http:/7v/ww.Vi/hitehousc.govVomb/grants/g.rants_fo.rms.html. 

4, The Disclosing Party certifies that either; (i) it is not an organization described in section 
501(c)(4) ofthe Intemal Revenue Code of 1986; or (ii) it is an organization described in section 
501(c)(4) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 but has not engaged and will not engage in 
"Lobbying Activities". 

5. If the Disclosing Party is the Apphcant, the Disclosing Party must obtain certifications equal 
in form and substance to paragraphs.A.I. through A.4. above from all subcontractors before it 
awards any subcontract and the Disclosing Party must maintain all such subcontractors' certifications 
for the duration of the Matter and must make such certifications promptly available to the City upon 
request. 

B. CERTIFICATION REGARDING EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 

If the Matter is federally funded, federal regulations require the Applicant and all proposed 
subcontractors to submit the following information with their bids or in writing at the outset of 
negotiations. 

http://http.7/www.whitehouse.gov./omb/g.rants/5flllin.pdf
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Is the Disclosing Party the Applicant? 

[ ] Yes [ ] No 

If "Yes," answer the three questions below: 

1. Have you developed and do you have on file affirmative action programs pursuant to 
applicable federal regulations? (Sec 41 CFR Part 60-2,) 

[ ] Yes [ ] No 

2. Have you filed with the Joint Reporting Committee, the Director ofthe Office of Federal 
Contract Compliance Programs, or the Equal Employment Oppprtuotty Commission all reports due 
under the applicable filing requirements? 

f ] Yes [ ] No 

3. Have you participated in an}' previous contracts or subcontracts subject to the 
equal opportunity clause? 

[ ] Yes [ ] No 

If you checked "No' ' to question 1. or 2. above, please provide an explanation: 

SECTION VII - A C K N O W L E D G M E N T S , CONTRACT INCORPORATION, 
C O M P L I A N C E , PENALTIES, DISCLOSURE 

The Disclosing Party understands and agrees that: 

A. By completing and filing this EDS, the Disclosing Parts' acknowledges and agrees, oo behalf of 
itself and the persons or entities named in this EDS, that the City may investigate the 
creditworthines.s of some or all ofthe persons or entities named in this EDS, 

B- The certifications, disclosures, and acknowledgments contained in this EDS will become part of 
any contract or other agreement between the Applicant and the City in connection with the Matter, 
whether procurement. City assistance, or other City action, and are material inducements to the City',s 
execution ofany contract or taking other action with respect to the Matter. The Disclosing Party 
understands that it mu.st comply with all statutes, ordinances, and regulations on which this EDS i.s 
based, 

C. The City's Governmental Ethics and Campaign Financing Ordinances, Chapters 2-156 and 2-164 
ofthe Municipal Code, impose certain duties and obligations on persons or entities seeking City 
contracts, work, business, or transactions. The full text of these ordinances and a training program is 
available on line at www,citYofchicago,org/Ethics, and may also be obtained from the City's Board 
of Ethics, 740 N, Sedgwick St., Suite 500, Chicago, IL 60610,(otnit»edfbrprintinBpurpose.) The Disclosing Party 
must comply fully with the applicable ordinances. 
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D. Ifthe City determines that any information provided in this EDS is false, incomplete or 
inaccurate, any contract or other agreement in connection with which it is submitted may be 
rescinded or be void or voidable, and the City may pursue any remedies under the contract or 
agreement (if not rescinded, void or voidable), at law, or in equity, including terminating tbe 
Disclosing Party's participation in the Matter and/or declining to allow the Disclosing Party to 
participate in other transactions with the City. Remedies at law for a false statemcntof material fact 
may include incarceration and an award to the City of treble damages. 

E, It is the City's policy to make this document available to the public on its Internet site and/or upon 
request. Some or all ofthe information provided on this EDS and any attachments to this EDS may 
be made available to the public on the Internet, in response to a Freedom of Information Act request, 
or otherwise. By completing and signing this EDS, the Disclosing Party waives and releases any 
possible rights or claims which it may have against the City in connection with the public release of 
information contained in this EDS and also authorizes the City to verify the accuracy ofany 
information submitted in this EDS, 

F. The information provided in this EDS must be kept current. ID the event of changes, the 
.Di,sclosing Party must supplement this EDS up to the time the City takes action on the Matter, If the 
Matter is a contract being handled by the City's Department of Procurement Services, the Disclosing 
Party must update this EDS as the contiact requires. 

The Disclosing Party represents and warrants that: 

G, The Disclosing Party has not withheld or reserved any disclosures as to economic interests in the 
Disclosing Party, or as to the Matter, or any information, data or plan as to the intended use or 
purpose for which the Applicant seeks City Council or other City agency action. 

For purposes ofthe certifications in H.I. and H.2. below, the term "affiliate" means any person or 
entity that, directly or indirectly: controls the Disclosing Party, is controlled by the Disclosing Party, 
or is, with the pisclosing Party, under common control of another person or entity. Indicia ofcontrol 
include, without limitation: interlocking management or ownership; identity of interests among 
family members; shared facilities and equipment; common use of employees; or organization of a 
business entity following the ineligibility of a business entity to do business with the federal 
govemment or a state or local government, including the City, using substantially the same 
managetncnt, ownership, or principals as the ineligible entity. 

H. I . The Disclosing Party is not delinquent in the payment ofany tax administered by the Illinois 
Department of Revenue, nor are the Disclosing Party or its affiliates delinquent in paying any fine, 
fee, tax or other charge owed to the City. This includes, but is not limited to, all water charges, 
sewer charges, license fees, parking tickets, property taxes or sales taxes, 

H.2 Ifthe Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party and its affiliates will rot use, nor 
permit their subcontractors to use, any facility on the U,S. EPA's List of Violating Facilities in 
connection with the Matter for the duration of time that such facility remains on the list. 
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H.3 Ifthe Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party will obtain from any 
contractors/subcontractors hired or to be hired in connection with the Matter certifications equal in 
form and substance to those in H I and H.2. above and will not, without the prior written consent of 
the City, use any such contractor/subcontractor that docs not provide such certifications or that the 
Disclosing Party has reason to believe has not provided or cannot provide truthful certifications. 

NOTE: Ifthe Disclosing Party cannot certify as to any ofthe items in H.I., H.2. or H.3. above, an 
explanatory statement must be attached to this EDS. 

C E R T I F I C A T I O N 

Under penalty of perjury, the person signing below: (1) warrants that be/she is authorized to execute 
thi.s EDS on behalf of the Di.sclosing Party, and (2) warrants that all certifications and statements 
contained in this EDS are true, accurate and complete as ofthe date furnished to the City 

Northcenter Chamber of Commerce 
(Print or type name of Disclosing Party) 

Date: 9/4/2008 

(sign here) 

Garrett FitzGerald 
(Print or type name of person signing) 

Executive Director 
(Prim or type title of person signing) 

Signed and swom to before me on (date) S-^PtH Z^x^S 
at / ^ O t l ^ County, T ' f i > ^ - ^ (state). 

C--S^^^^<z^— Notary Public, 

Cnmmission expires: f-'**'*-̂ :̂  ^ "p^i^lO O f f ICIAt SEAl 

OAMicmscon 
a. ̂ ^nc - Stow o' itHnotJ 
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(Sub)Exhibit 4. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 38) 

Contractor Insurance Provisions. 

Special Service Area Number 38. 

Northcenter Chamber Of Commerce. 

Contractor must provide and maintain at Contractor's own expense, during the term ofthe 
Agreement and time period following expiration if Contractor is required to return and perform 
any ofthe Services or Additional Services under this Agreement, the insurance coverage and 
requirements specified below, insuring all operations related to the Agreement. 

A. Insurance To Be Provided. 

1) Workers'Compensation And Employer's Liability. 

Workers' Compensation Insurance, as prescribed by applicable law, covering all 
employees who are to provide a service under this Agreement and Employer's 
Liability coverage with limits of not less than One Hundred Thousand 
Dollars ($100,000) each accident, illness or disease. 

2) Commercial General Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

Commercial General Liability Insurance or equivalent with limits of not less than 
One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per occurrence for bodily injury, personal injury and 
property damage liability. Coverages must include the following; all premises and 
operations, products/completed operations, separation of insureds, defense and 
contractual liability (with no limitation endorsement). The City of Chicago is to be 
named as an additional insured on a primary, noncontributory basis for any liability 
arising directly or indirectly from the Services. 

3) Automobile Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

When any motor vehicles (owned, non-owned and hired) are used in connection 
with Services to be performed, Contractor must provide Automobile Liability 
Insurance with limits of not less than Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000) 
per occurrence for bodily injury and property damage. The City of Chicago is to be 
named as an additional insured on a primary, noncontributory basis for any liability 
arising directly or indirectly from the Services. 

4) Professional Liability. 

When any professional consultants (e.g., C.P.A.s, attorneys, architects, engineers, 
construction managers) perform Services in connection with this Agreement, 
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Professional Liability Insurance .covering acts, errors or omissions must be 
maintained with limits of not less than Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000). 
Coverage must include contractual liability. When policies are renewed or replaced, 
the policy retroactive date must coincide with, or precede, start of Services on the 
Agreement. A claims-made policy which is not renewed or replaced must have an 
extended reporting period of two (2) years. 

5) Crime. 

Contractor must be responsible for all persons handling funds under this 
Agreement, against loss by dishonesty, robbery, burglary, theft, destruction, or 
disappearance, computer fraud, credit card forgery and other related crime risks. 

B. Security Firms. 

Ifthe Contractor enters into a subcontract with a Security Firm, such Security Firm must be 
certified by State of Illinois, and the Security Firm's employees must be registered and 
certified by the State. Contractor must ensure and require any Security Firm subcontractor 
to comply with the Risk Management Division approved Security Firm Insurance Provisions 
set forth in (Sub)Exhibit 5 of this Agreement, attached hereto and incorporated by references 
as though fully set forth herein. 

C. Additional Requirements. 

Contractor must furnish the City of Chicago, Department of Planning and Development, 
Attention: Development Support Services, Room 1003, 121 North LaSalle Street, Chicago, 
Illinois 60602, original Certificates of Insurance, or such similar evidence, to be in force on 
the date of this Agreement, and Renewal Certificates of Insurance, or such similar evidence, 
if the coverages have an expiration or renewal date occurring during the term of this 
Agreement. Contractor must submit evidence of insurance on the City of Chicago Insurance 
Certificate Form (copy attached as (Sub)Exhibit ) or equivalent prior to award of this 
Agreement. The receipt of any certificate does not constitute agreement by the City that the 
insurance requirements in the Agreement have been fully met or that the insurance policies 
indicated on the certificate are in compliance with all Agreement requirements. The failure 
of the City to obtain certificates or other insurance evidence from Contractor is not a waiver 
by the City of any requirements for the Contractor to obtain and maintain the specified 
coverages. Contractor must advise all insurers of the Agreement provisions regarding 
insurance. Nonconforming insurance does not relieve Contractor of the obligation to provide 
insurance as specified in this Agreement. Nonfulfillment of the insurance conditions may 
constitute a violation of the Agreement, and the City retains the right to stop work and 
suspend this Agreement until proper evidence of Insurance is provided, or the Agreement 
may be terminated. 

The insurance must provide for sixty (60) days prior written notice to be given to the City 
in the event coverage is substantially changed, canceled or non-renewed. 

Any deductibles or self-insured retentions on referenced insurance coverages must be 
borne by Contractor. 
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Contractor hereby waives and agrees to require their insurers to waive their rights of 
subrogation against the City of Chicago, its employees, elected officials, agents or 
representatives. 

The coverages and limits furnished by Contractor in no way limit the Contractor's liabilities 
and responsibilities specified within the Agreement or by law. 

Any insurance or self-insurance programs maintained by the City of Chicago do not 
contribute with insurance provided by Contractor under this Agreement. 

The required insurance to be carried is not limited by any limitations expressed in the 
indemnification language in this Agreement or any limitation placed on the indemnity in this 
Agreement given as a matter of law. 

IfContractor is ajoint venture or limited liability company, the insurance policies must name 
the joint venture or limited liability company as a named insured. 

Contractor must require all Subcontractors to provide the insurance required in this 
Agreement, or Contractor may provide the coverages for Subcontractors. All Subcontractors 
are subject to the same insurance requirements of Contractor unless otherwise specified in 
thisAgreement. 

If Contractor or Subcontractor desire additional coverages, the party desiring the additional 
coverages is responsible for the acquisition and cost. 

The City of Chicago Risk Management Department maintains the right to modify, delete, 
alter or change these requirements. 

[City of Chicago Certificate of Insurance Form referred to 
, in these Contractor Insurance Provisions 

unavailable at time of printing.] 

(Sub)Exhibit 5 referred to in these Contractor Insurance Provisions constitutes 
(Sub)Exhibit 5 to the Service Provider Agreement and reads as follows: 

(Sub)Exhibit 5. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 38) 

Security Firm Insurance Provisions. 

Special Service Area Number 38. 

Northcenter Chamber Of Commerce. 

The Security Firm must provide and maintain at Security Firm's own expense, until Contract 
completion and during the time period following expiration if Security Firm is required to 
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return and perform any additional work, the insurance coverages and requirements specified 
below, insuring all operations related to the Contract. 

A. Insurance To Be Provided. 

1) Workers' Compensation And Employer's Liability. 

Workers' Compensation Insurance, as prescribed by applicable law, covering all 
employees who are to provide work under this Contract and Employer's Liability 
coverage with limits of not less than Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000) 
each accident, illness or disease. 

2) Commercial General Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

Commercial General Liability Insurance or equivalent with limits of not less than 
One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per occurrence for bodily injury, personal injury, 
and property damage liability. Coverages must include the following: all premises 
and operations, products/completed operations, separation of insureds, defense, 
and contractual liability (with no limitation endorsement). The S.S.A.C, the City of 
Chicago and the Contractor are to be named as additional Insureds on a primary, 
noncontributory basis for any liability arising directly or indirectly from the work. 

3) Automobile Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

When any motor vehicles (owned, non-owned and hired) are used in connection 
with work to be performed, the Security Firm must provide Automobile Liability 
Insurance with limits of not less than One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per 
occurrence for bodily injury and property damage. The S.S.A.C, the City of 
Chicago and the Contractor are to be named as additional insureds on a primary, 
noncontributory basis for any liability arising directly or indirectly from the work. 

4) Professional Liability. 

Professional Liability Insurance covering acts, errors, or omissions must be 
maintained by the Security Firm with limits of not less than One Million 
Dollars ($1,000,000). Coverage must include contractual liability. When policies 
are renewed or replaced, the policy retroactive date must coincide with, or precede, 
start of work on the Contract. A claims-made policy which is not renewed or 
replaced must have an extended reporting period of two (2) years. 

B. Additional Requirements. 

The Security Firm must furnish the Contractor original Certificates of Insurance, or such 
similar evidence, to be in force on the date of this Contract, and Renewal Certificates of 
Insurance, or such similar evidence, if the coverages have an expiration or renewal date 
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occurring during the term of this Contract. The Security Firm must submit evidence of 
insurance prior to Contract award. The receipt of any certificate does not constitute 
agreement by the Contractor that the insurance requirements In the Contract have been fully 
met or that the insurance policies indicated on the certificate are in compliance with all 
Contract requirements. The failure of the Contractor to obtain certificates or other insurance 
evidence from Security Firm is not a waiver by the Contractor of any requirements for the 
Security Firm to obtain and maintain the specified coverages. The Security Firm must advise 
all insurers ofthe Contract provisions regarding insurance. Nonconforming insurance does 
not relieve Security Firm of the obligation to provide insurance as specified herein. 
Nonfulfillment ofthe insurance conditions may constitute a violation ofthe Contract, and the 
Contractor retains the right to stop work until proper evidence of insurance Is provided, or the 
Contract may be terminated. 

The insurance must provide for sixty (60) days prior written notice to be given to the 
Contractor in the event coverage is substantially changed, canceled or non-renewed. 

Any deductibles or self-insured retentions on referenced insurance coverages must be 
borne by Security Firm. 

Security Firm hereby waives and agrees to require their insurers to waive their rights of 
subrogation against the Contractor and the City of Chicago, its employees, elected officials, 
agents or representatives. 

The coverages and limits furnished by Security Firm in no way limit the Security Firm's 
liabilities and responsibilities specified within the Contract or by law. 

Any insurance or self-insurance programs maintained by the Contractor do not contribute 
with insurance provided by the Security Firm under the Contract. 

The required insurance to be carried is not limited by any limitations expressed in the 
indemnification language in this Contract or any limitation placed on the indemnity in this 
Contract given as a matter of law. 

If Security Firm is a joint venture or a limited liability company the insurance policies must 
name the joint venture or limited liability company as a named insured. 

The Security Firm must require all subcontractors to provide the insurance required herein, 
or Security Firm may provide the coverages for subcontractors. All subcontractors are 
subject to the same insurance requirements of Security Firm unless otherwise specified in 
this Contract. 

If Security Firm or subcontractors desires additional coverages, the party desiring the 
additional coverages is responsible for the acquisition and cost. 

The City of Chicago Risk Management Department maintains the right to modify, delete, 
alter or change these requirements. 
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(Sub)Exhibit 6. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 
Special Service Area Number 38) 

Prevailing Wages. 
(Page 1 of 9) 

Cook County Prevailing Wage For September, 2008. 

Trade Name RG TYP C Base FRMAN *1^-F>8 OSA OSH H/W Pensn Vac Trng 

ASBESTOS ABT-GEN ALL 
ASBESTOS ABT-MEC BLD 
BOILERMAKER BLD 
BRICK MASON BLD 
CARPENTER ALL 
dEMENT MASON ALL 
CERAMIC TILE FNSHER BLD 
COMM. ELECT. BLD 
ELECTRIC PWR EQMT OP ALL 
ELECTRIC PWR GRNDMAN ALL 
ELECTRIC PWR LINEMAN ALL 
ELECTRICIAN ALL 
ELEVATOR CONSTRUCTOR BLD 
PENCE ERECTOR ALL 
GLAZIER BLD 
HT/FROST INSULATOR BLD 
IRON WORKER ALL 
LABORER ALL 
LATHER ALL 
MACHINIST BLD 
MARBLE FINISHERS ALL 
MARBLE MASON BLD 
MATERIAL TESTER I ALL 
MATERIALS TESTER II ALL 
MILLWRIGHT ALL 
OPERATING ENGINEER BLD 1 
OPERATING ENGINEER BLD 2 
OPERATING ENGINEER BLD 3 
OPERATING ENGINEER BLD 4 
OPERATING ENGINEER FLT 1 
OPERATING ENGINEER FLT 2 
OPERATING ENGINEER FLT 3 
OPERATING ENGINEER FLT 4 
OPERATING ENGINEER HWY 1 
OPERATING ENGINEER HWY 2 
OPERATING ENGINEER HWY 3 
OPERATING ENGINEER HWY 4 
OPERATING ENGINEER HWY 5 

2.0 
,000 2,0 

34,750 35,250 1,5 
29.930 0.000 1.5 
39.450 43.000 2.0 
38.030 41,830 1,5 
39.770 41.770 1.5 
41.850 43.850 
32.150 0. 
35.440 37.940 1.5 
38.600 44.970 1.5 
30.110 44.970 1,5 
38.600 44.970 1,5 
39.4.00 42.000 1,5 
43.925 49.420 2.0 
28.640 30.140 1.5 
37.000 38,500 1,5 
39,900 42.400 1,5 
40.250 42,250 2,0 
34.750 35.500 
39.770 41.770 
40,530 42,530 
28.650 0,0(30 

38.030 41.830 

1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1, 
1. 
1. 

24.750 0.000 
29,750 0,000 
39.770 41.770 1.5 
43.800 47.800 2,0 
42.500 47.800 2,0 
39,950 47,800 2.0 
38.200 47.800 2,0 
47.250 47.250 1.5 
45.750 47.250 1.5 
40.700 47.250 1,5 
33.850 47.250 1.5 
42.000 46.000 1.5 
41,450 46,000 1.5 
39.400 46,000 1.5 
38.000 46,000 1,5 
36,800 46.000 1.5 

1 
1 
2 
1 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1.5 
1.5 
2.0 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
2 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
l.S 
1.5 
1 
1. 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2, 
1, 
1.5 
1,5 
1 
1. 
1. 
i. 
1. 
1.5 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2. 
2. 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2. 
2 
2. 

2 
2 
2 

.0 8.830 

.0 9.170 

.0 6.720 

.0 8.000 

.0 9.460 

.0 7.850 

.0 6.150 

.0 7.400 

.0 9.110 

.0 7.120 

.0 9.110 

.0 10.83 

.0 8.775 

.0 7.750 
7.340 
9.170 
9.950 
8.830 
9.460 
7.000 
7.920 
8.000 
8.830 
8.830 
9.460 
9.600 
9.600 
9.600 
9.600 
6.850 

850 
850 
850 
600 

9.600 
9.600 
9.600 

0 9.600 

6.170 
9.260 
8.490 
9.970 

790 
410 
370 
660 

11.34 
8,850 
11.34 
8,740 
6,960 
5,970 
12.05 
10.46 
14.74 
6.170 

790 
670 
970 
970 
170 
170 
790 
550 
550 
550 

6.550 
5,600 
5,600 
5.600 
5.600 
6.550 
6.550 
6.550 
6,550 
6,550 

0,000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

000 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 

2.640 
0.000 

000 
000 
000 
000 

0.000 
0.650 
0.000 
0,000 
0,0.00 
0.000 
0.000 
1.900 
1.900 
1.900 
1.900 
1.900 
1.900 
1.900 
1.900 
1.900 
1.900 
1.900 
1.900 
1.900 

270 
320 
300 
550 
490 
170 
380 
700 
290 
230 
290 
750 

0.000 
0.350 

690 
320 
300 
270 
490 

0.000 
0.550 
0.550 
0.270 
0.270 
0.490 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
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(Sub)Exhibit 6. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 38) 

Prevailing Wages. 
(Page 2 of 9) 

Cook County Prevailing Wage For September, 2008. 

Trade Name 

ORNAMNTL IRON WORKER 
PAINTER 
PAINTER SIGNS 
PILEDRIVER 
PIPEFITTER 
PLASTERER 
PLUMBER 
ROOFER 
SHEETMETAL WORKER 

SIGN HANGER 
SPRINKLER FITTER 
STEEL ERECTOR 
STONE MASON 
TERRAZZO FINISHER 
TERRAZZO MASON 
T I L E MASON 
TRAFFIC SAFETY WRKR 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRtJCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TUCKPOINTER 

RG TYP C Base FRMAN *M-F>8 OSA OSH H/W Pensn Vac Trng 

ALL 
ALL 
BLD 
ALL 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
ALL 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
HWY 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
BLD 

39.050 
36.900 
29.920 
3 9.770 
42.050 
38.100 
41.000 
35.000 
33.400 
26.510 
40.500 
40.250 
38.030 
33.810 
37.390 
38.630 

24.300 
30.700 
30.950 
31.150 
31.350 
32.550 
32.700 
32.900 
33.100 
38.200 

41.300 
41.510 
33.590 
41,770 
45.050 
40.390 
43.000 
38.000 
36.070 
27.360 
42.500 
42.250 
41.830 
0.000 

40.390 
42.630 
25.900 
31.350 
31.350 
31.350 
31.350 
33.100 
33.100 
33.100 
33.100 
39.200 

2 . 0 
1 .5 
1 , 5 
l . S 
1 ,5 
1,5 

2 , 0 
1 ,5 
1 , 5 
1 ,5 
2 , 0 
1 ,5 
1,5 
1 ,5 
1 .5 
l . S 
1 ,5 
1 .5 
1 .5 
l . S 
l . S 

2 . 0 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 
2 
1 . 
1 
1 
1 . 

1 . 5 
1 . 5 
1 . 
1 . 
1 . 
1 . 
1 . 
1 . 

2 , 0 
1 . 5 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 . 0 
2 , 0 
2 , 0 
2. 
2 . 
2 
2 

0 8 
0 6 

6 
4 
8 
9 
8 
6 
6 
6 

1 . 5 
1 . 5 

2 , 0 
2 . 0 
2 , 0 
2 , 0 
2 , 0 
2 , 0 
2 . 0 
2 . 0 
2 . 0 
2 , 0 

. 9 5 0 
, 3 5 0 
. 6 0 0 
. 4 6 0 
. 6 6 0 
. 5 0 0 
. 8 4 0 
. 8 0 0 
. 4 6 0 
. 2 0 0 
. 5 0 0 
, 9 5 0 
. 0 0 0 
. 1 5 0 
- 1 5 0 
. 1 5 0 

. 7 8 0 

. 7 5 0 

. 7 5 0 

. 7 5 0 

. 7 5 0 
5 0 0 
5 0 0 
5 0 0 
5 0 0 
5 8 0 

1 3 . 1 9 
8 . 4 0 0 
2 . 3 9 0 
7 . 7 9 0 
8 . 5 5 0 
8 . 4 4 0 

.560 

.870 

.850 

. 280 

.850 
1 4 . 7 4 
9 . 9 7 0 
9 . 8 5 0 
1 1 . 1 1 
9 , 0 1 0 

1 , 8 7 5 
5 , 4 5 0 
5 , 4 5 0 
5 , 4 5 0 
5 . 4 5 0 
4 . 3 5 0 
4 . 3 5 0 
4 . 3 5 0 
4 . 3 5 0 
9 . 5 5 0 

0.000 
0 .000 
0 .000 
0 .000 
0 .000 
0 .000 
0 .000 
0 .000 
0 ,000 
0 .000 
0 .000 
0 .000 
0 .000 
0 .000 
0 .000 
0 .000 

0 .000 
0 ,000 
0 .000 
0 .000 
0 .000 
0 .000 
0 .000-
0 .000 
0 ,000 
0 .000 

0 , 5 0 0 
0 , 4 2 0 
0 , 0 0 0 
0 , 4 9 0 
1 . 3 7 0 
0 , 4 0 0 
0 , 9 8 0 
0 . 3 3 0 
0 , 5 9 0 
0 , 0 0 0 
0 . 5 0 0 
0 . 3 0 0 
0 . 5 5 0 
0 . 3 1 0 
0 . 3 5 0 
0 . 5 0 0 

0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 1 5 0 
0 . 1 5 0 
0 . 1 5 0 
0 . 1 5 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 2 8 0 

Legend: 
M-F>8 (Overcime i s required for any hour g r e a t e r than 8 worked 
each day, ^^onday through Friday. 
OSA (Overtime i s required for every hour worked on Saturday) 
OSH (Overtime i s required for every hour worked on Sunday and Holidays) 
H/H (Health t Welfare Insureuice) 
Pensn (Pension) 
Vac (Vacation) 
Trng (Training) 
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COOK COUNTY 

TRUCK DRIVERS (WEST) - That part of tihe county West of Barrington 
Road. 

The following list is considered as those days for which holiday rates 
of wages for work performed apply: New Years Day, Memorial/Decoration 
Day, Fourth of July, Labor Day, Veterans Day, Thanksgiving Day, 
Christmas Day. Generally, any of these holidays which fall on a Sunday 
is celebrated on the following Monday. This then makes work 
performed on that Monday payable at the appropriate overtime rate for 
holiday pay- Common practice in a given local may alter certain days 
of celebration such as the day after Thanksgiving for Veterans Day. 
If in doubt, please check with IDOL. 

EXPLANATION OF GLASSES 

ASBESTOS - GENERAL - removal of asbestos material/mold and hazardous 
materials from any place in a building, including mechanical systems 
where those mechanical systems are to be removed. This includes the 
removal of asbestos materials/mold and hazardous materials from 

• ductwork or pipes in a building when the building is to be demolished 
at the time or at some close future date. 
ASBESTOS - MECHANIC:AL - removal of asbestos material from mechanical 
systems, such as pipes, ducts, and boilers, where the mechanical 
systems are to reniain. 

CERAMIC TILE FINISHER 

The grouting, cleaning, and polishing of all classes of tile, whether 
for interior or exterior purposes, all burned, glazed or unglazed 
products; all composition materials, granite tiles, warning detectable 
tiles, cement tiles, epoxy composite materials, pavers, glass, 
mosaics, fiberglass, and all substitute materials, for tile made in 
fedtie-like units; all mixtures in tile like form of cement, metals, and 
dth'er materials that are for and intended for use as a finished floor 
surface, stair treads, promenade roofs, walks, walls, ceilings, 
swimming pools, and all other places where tile is to form a finished 
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interior or exterior. The mixing of all setting mortars including but 
not limited to thin-set mortars, epoxies, wall mud, and any other 
sand and cement mixtures or adhesives when used in the preparation, 
installation, repair, or maintenance of tile and/or similar materials. 
The handling and unloading of all sand, cement, lime, tile, 
fixtures, equipment, adhesives, or any other materials to be used in 
the preparation, installation, repair, or maintenance of tile and/or 
similar materials. Ceramic Tile Finishers shall fill all joints and 
voids regardless of method on all tile work, particularly and 
especially after installation of said tile work. Application of any 
and all protective coverings to all types of tile installations 
including, but not be limited to, all soap compounds, paper products, 
tapes, and all polyethylene coverings, plywood, masonite, cardboard, 
and any new type of products that may be used to protect tile 
installations, Blastrac equipment, and all floor scarifying ec[uipment 
used in preparing floors to receive tile. The clean up and removal of 
all waste and materials. All demolition of existing tile floors and 
walls to be re-tiled. 

COMMUNICATIONS ELECTRICIAN - Installation, operation, inspection, 
maintenance, repair and service of radio, television, recording, voice 
sound vision production and reproduction, telephone and telephone 
interconnect, facsimile, data apparatus, coaxial, fibre optic and 
wireless equipment, appliances and systems used for the transmission 
and reception of signals of any nature, business, domestic, 
commercial, education, entertainment, and residential purposes, 
including but not limited to, communication and telephone, electronic 
and sound equipment, fibre optic and data communication systems, euid 
the performance of any task directly related to. such installation or 
service whether at new or existing sites, such tasks to include the 
placing of wire and cable and electrical power conduit or other 
raceway work within the ec[uipment room cuid pulling wire and/or cable 
through conduit and the installation of any incidental conduit, such 
that the employees covered hereby can complete any job in full. 

MARBLE FINISHER 

Loading emd unloading trucks, distribution of all materials (all 
stone, sand, etc.), stocking of floors with material, performing all 
rigging for heavy work, the handling of all mateiral that may be 
needed for the installation of such materials, building of 
scaffolding, polishing if needed, patching, waxing of material if 
damaged, pointing up, caulking, grouting and cleaning of marble. 
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Holding water on diamond or Carborundum blade or saw for setters 
cutting, use of tiab saw or any other saw needed for preparation of 
material, drilling of holes for wires that anchor material set by 
setters, mixing up of molding plaster for installation of material, 
mixing up thin set for the installation of material, mixing up of sand 
to cement for the installatin of material and such other work as may 
be required in helping a Marble Setter in the handling of all material 
in the erection or installation of interior marble, slate, 
travertine, art marble, serpentine, alberene stone, blue stone, 
granite and other stones (meaning as to stone any foreign or domestic 
materials as are specified and used in building interiors and 
experiors and customarily known as stone in the trade), carrara, 
sanionyx-iv. vitrolite and similar opaque glass and the laying of all«jiLs-= 
marble l̂ ile, terrazzo tile, slate tile and precast tile, steps, ris^ers 
treads, base, or any other materials that may be used as substitutes 
for any of the aforementioned materials and which are used on interior 
and experior which sare installed in a similar manner. 

MATERIAL TESTER I: Hand coring and drilling for testing of materials; 
field inspection of uncured concrete and asphalt. 

MATERIAL TESTER II: Field inspection of welds, structural steel, 
fireproofing, masonry, soil, facade, reinforcing steel, formwork, 
cured concrete, and concrete and asphalt batch plants; adjusting 
proportions of bituminous mixtures. 

TERRAZZO FINISHER 

The handling of sand, cement, marble chips, and all other materials 
that may be used by the Mosaic Terrazzo Mechcinic, and the mixing, 
grinding, grouting, cleaning and sealing of all Marble, Mosaic, and 
Terrazzo work, floors, base, stairs, and wainscoting by hand or 
machine, and in addition, assisting and aiding Marble, Masonic, and 
Terrazzo Mechanics. 

OPERATING ENGINEERS - BUILDING 

Class 1. Mechanic; Asphalt Plant; Asphalt Spreader; Autograde; 
Backhoes with Caisson attachment; Batch Plant; Benoto; Boiler and 
Throttle Valve; Caisson Rigs; Central Redi-Mix Plant; Combination Back 
Hoe Front End-loader Machine; Compressor and Throttle Valve; 
Concrete Breaker (Truck Mounted); Concrete Conveyor; Concrete Paver; 
Concrete Placer; Concrete Placing Boom; Concrete Pump (Truck Mounted); 
Concrete Tower; Cranes, All; Cranes, Hammerhead; Craries, (GCI and 
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similar Type); Creter Crane; Crusher, Stone, etc.; Derricks, All; 
Derricks, Traveling; Formless Curb and Gutter Machine; Grader, 
Elevating; Grouting Machines; Highlift Shovels or Front Endloader 
2-1/4 yd. and over; Hoists, Elevators, outside type rack and pinion 
and similar machines; Hoists, one, two and three Drum; Hoists, Two 
Tugger One Floor; Hydraulic Backhoes; Hydraulic Boom Trucks; Hydro 
Vac (and similar equipment) ; Locomotives, All; Motor Patrol; Pile 
Drivers and Skid Rig; Post Hole Digger; Pre-Stress Machine; Pump 
Cretes Dual Ram; Pump Cretes; Squeeze Cretes-screw Type Pumps; Raised 
and Blind Hole Drill; Roto Mill Grinder; Scoops - Tractor Drawn; 
Slip-form Paver; Straddle Buggies; Tournapull; Tractor with Boom and 
Side Boom; Trenching Machines. . 

Class 2. Boilers; Broom, All Power Propelled; Bulldozers; Concrete 
Mixer (Two Bag and Over); Conveyor, Portable; Forklift Trucks; Greaser 
Engineer; Highlift Shovels or Front Endloaders under 2-1/4 yd.; 
Hoists, Automatic; Hoists, inside Freight Elevators; Hoists, Sewer 
Dragging Machine; Hoists, Tugger Single Drum; Laser Screed; Rock Drill 
self-propelled); Rock Drill (truck mounted); Rollers; All; Steam 
Generators; Tractors, All; Tractor Drawn Vibratory Roller; Winch 
Trucks with "A" Frame. 

Class 3. Air Compressor; Combination - Small Equipment Operator; 
Generators; Heaters, Mechanical; Hoists, Inside Elevators - (Rheostat 
Manual Controlled); Hydraulic Power Units (Pile Driving, Extracting, 
and Drilling); Pumps, over 3" (1 to 3 ;not to exceed a total of 3 00 
ft.); Pumps, Well Points; Welding Machines (2 through 5); Winches, 4 
small Electric Drill Winches; Bobcat (up to and including 3/4 cu, 
yd,), -• 

Class 4, Bobcats and/or other Skid Steer Loaders; Oilers; and Brick 
Forklift. 

OPERATING ENGINEERS - FrX)ATING 

Class 1, Craft foreman (Master Mechanic), diver/wet tender, engineer 
(hydraulic dredge). 

Class 2, Crane/backhoe operator, mechanic/welder, assistant engineer 
(hydraulic dredge) , leverman (hydraulic dredge), and diver tender. 

Class 3. Deck equipment operator (machineryman) , maintenance of crane 
(over 50 ton capacity) or backhoe (96,000 pounds or more), 
tug/launch operator, loader, dozeir and like equipment on barge, 
breakwater wall, 
slip/dock or scow, deck machinery, etc. 
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Class 4. Deck equipment operator machineryman/f ireraeui) , (4 eqpiipment 
units or more) and crane maintenance 50 ton capacity and under or 
backhoe weighing 96,000 pounds or less, assistant tug operator. 

OPERATING ENGINEERS - HEAVY AND HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION 
Class 1. Craft Foreman; Asphalt Plant; Asphalt Heater and Planer 
Combination; Asphalt Heater Scarfire; Asphalt Spreader; 
Autograder/GOMACO or other similar type machines; ABG Paver; Backhoes 
-with Caisson attachment; Ballast Regulator; Belt Loader; Caisson 
Rigs; Car Dumper; Central Redi-Mix Plant; Combination Bacldioe Front 
Endloader Machine, (1 cu. yd. Baclchoe Bucket or over'or with 
attachments); Concrete Breaker (Truck Mounted): Concrete Conveyor; 
Concrete Paver over 27E cu. ft.; Concrete Placer; Concrete Tube 
Float; Cranes, all attachments; Cranes, Hammerhead, Linden, Peco & 
Machines of a like nature; Crete Crane; Crusher, Stone, etc.; 
Derricks, All; Derrick Boats; Derricks, Traveling; Dowell machine with 
Air Compressor; Dredges; Field Mechanic-Welder; Formless Curb and 
Gutter Machine; Gradall and Machines of a like nature; Grader, 
Elevating; Grader, Motor Grader, Motor Patrol, Auto Patrol, Form 
Grader, Pull Grader, Subgrader; jGua:rd Rail Post Driver Mounted; 
Hoists, One, Two and Three Drum; Hydraulic Backhoes; Backhoes with 
shear attachments; Mucking Machine; Pile Drivers cuid Skid Rig; 
Pre-Stress Machine; Pump Cretes Dual Ram; Rock Drill - Crawler or Skid 
Rig; Rock Drill - Truck Mounted; Roto Mill Grinder; Slip-Form Paver; 
Soil Test Drill Rig (Truck Mounted); Straddle Buggies; Hydraulic 
Telescoping Form (Tunnel); Tractor Drawn Belt Loader (with attached 
pusher - two engineers); Tractor with Boom; Tractaire with 
Attachments; Trenching Machine; Truck Mounted Concrete Pump with Boom; 
Raised or Blind Hole; Drills (Tunnel Shaft); Underground Boring 
and/or Mining Machines; Ifheel Excavator;• Widener (APSCO). 

Class 2. Batch Plant; Bituminous Mixer; Boiler and Throttle Valve; 
Bulldozers; Car Loader Trailing Conveyors; Combination Backhoe Front 
Endloader Machine (less than l cu. yd. Backhoe Bucket or over or with 
attachments); Compressor and Throttle Valve; Compressor, Common 
Receiver (3); Concrete Breaker or Hydro Hammer; Concrete Grinding 
Machine; Concrete Mixer or Paver 7S Series to axid including 27 cu. 
ft.; Concrete Spreader; Concrete Curing Machine, Burlap Machine, 
Belting Machine and-.pealing Machine; Concrete Wheel Saw; Conveyor 
Muck Cars (Haglund or Similar Type); Drills, All; Finishing Machine -
Concrete; Greaser Engineer; Highlift Shovels or Front Endloader; Hoist 
- Sewer Dragging Machine; Hydraulic Boom Trucks (All Attachments) ; 
Hydro-Blaster; All Locomotives, Dinky; PuniD Cretes; Squeeze 
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Cretes-Screw Type Pumps, (Sypsum Bulker and Pump; Roller, Asphalt; 
Rotory Snow Plows; Rototiller, Seaman, etc., self-propelled; Scoops -
Tractor Drawn; Self-Propelled Compactor; Spreader - Chip - Stone, 
etc.; Scraper; Scraper - Prime Mover in Tandem (Regardless of Size); 
Tank Car Heater; Tractors, Push, Pulling Sheeps Foot, Disc, 
Compactor, etc.; Tug Boats. 

Class 3. Boilers; Brooms, All Power Propelled; Cement Supply Tender; 
Compressor, Common Receiver (2); Concrete Mixer (Two Bag and Over); 
Conveyor, Portable; Farm-Type Tractors Used for Mowing, Seeding, 
etc.; Fireman on Boilers; Forklift Trucks; Grouting Machine; Hoists, 
Automatic; Hoists, All Elevators; Hoists, Tugger Single Drum; Jeep 
Diggers; Pipe Jacking Machines; Post-Hole Digger; Power Saw, 
Concrete Power Driven; Pug Mills; Rollers, other than asphalt; Seed 
and Straw Blower; Steam Generators; Stump Machine; Winch Trucks with 
"A" Frame; Work Boats; Tamper - Form-Motor Driven. 

Class 4. Air Compressor; Combination - Small Equipment Operator; 
Directional Boring Machine; Generators; Heaters, Mechanical; 
Hydraulic Power Unit (Pile Driving, Extracting, or Drilling); Hydro-
Blaster; Light Plants, All (1 through 5 ) ; Pumps, over 3" (1 to 3 not 
to exceed a total of 300 ft.); Pumps, Well Points; Tractaire; 
Welding Machines (2 through 5 ) ; Winches, 4 Small Electric Drill 
Winches, 

Class 5, Bobcats (all); Brick Forklifts, Oilers, 

TRAFFIC SAFETY 

Work associated with barricades, horses and drums used to reduce lane 
usage on highway work, the installation and removal of temporary lane 
markings, and the installation and removal of temporary road signs, 

TRUCK DRIVER - BUILDING, HEAVY AND HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION - EAST & WEST 

Class 1. Two or three Axle Trucks, A-frame Truck when used for 
transportation purposes; Air Compressors cuid Welding Machines, 
including those pulled by cars, pick-up trucks and tractors; 
Ambulances; Batch Gate Lockers; Batch Hopperman; Car and Truck 
Washers; Carry-alls; Fork Lifts and Hoisters; Helpers; Mechanics 
Helpers and Greasers; Oil Distributors 2-man operation; Pavement 
Breakers; Pole Trailer, up to 40 feet; Power Mower Tractors; 
Self-propelled Chip Spreader; Skipman; Slurry Trucks, 2-raoui operation; 
Slurry Truck Conveyor Operation, 2 or 3 man; TEamsters Unskilled 
dumpman; and Truck Drivers hauling warning lights, barricades, and 
portable toilets on the job site. 
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Class 2. Four eixle trucks; Dump Crets and Adgetors \inder 7 yards; 
Dumpsters, Track Trucks, Euclids, Hug Bottom Dump Turnapulls or 
Turnatrailers when pulling other than self-loading equipment or 
similar equipment under 16 cubic yards; Mixer Trucks under 7 yards; 
Ready-mix Plant Hopper Operator, and Winch Trucks, 2 Axles. 

Class 3. Five eixle trucks; Dump Crets and Adgetors 7 yards and over; 
Dumpsters, Track Trucks, Euclids, Hug Bottom thimp Turnatrailers or 
turnapulls when pulling other than self-loading equipment or similar 
equipment over 16 cubic yards; Explosives and/or Fission Material 
Trucks; Mixer Trucks 7 yards or over; Mobile Cranes while in transit; 
Oil Distributors, 1-man operaition; Pole Trailer, over 40 feet; Pole . 
and Expandable Trailers hauling material over SO feet long; Slurry 
trucks, 1-man operation; Winch trucks, 3 axles or more; 
Mechanic--Truck Welder and Truck Painter. 

Class 4. Six axle trucks; Dual-purpose vehicles, such as mounted 
crane trucks with hoist and accessories;' Foreman; Master Mechanic; 
Self-loading eq^iipment like P.B. and trucks with scoops on the front. 

Other Classifications of Work: 

For definitions of classifications not otherwise set out, the 
Department generally has on file such definitions which are 
available. If a task to be performed is not subject to one of the 
classifications of pay set out, the Department will upon being 
contacted state which neighboring county has such a classification and 
provide such rate, such rate being deemed to exist by teference in 
this document. If no neighboring county rate applies to the.task, 
the Department shall undertake a special determination, such special 
determination being then deemed to have existed under this 
determination. If a project requires these, or any classification not 
listed, please contact IDOL at 618/993-7271 for wage rates or 
clarifications. 

LANDSCAPING 

Landscaping work falls under the existing classifications for laborer, 
operating "engineer and truck driver. The work performed by 
landscape plantsman and landscape laborer is covered by the existing 
classification of laborer. The work performed by landscape operators 
(regardless of equipment used or its size) is covered by the 
classifications of operating engineer. The work performed by 
landscape truck drivers (regardless of size of truck driven) is 
covered by the classifications of truck driver. 

file:///inder
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Pqacipali txxdiiafia refctred to as GoBtractoi; aad 

o f tfaeCooacr-of Cookaad State of VSaais, are bdd and fiiiiity. boand'nolo tbe'CITY OF a iK :AGb m'ttie peiial sum <^ 

lamfid iikiiK7<tf ftie CĴ nited-Slates, fotbepafnoKof wlikJi samof inaiK^^ 

• r.nTK wftaii, admJniMi^oia- taooessots and wwigris. joiaily aod scmeaBy, finidy ty.dies&|»c»mtii, 

J ^ a x i s h widi'aar^eds anddaled dns dayof AJD.. 20 

Tfat-^ffaereat the above bobndea Coatractor bas catered inio a ocxtaia-oqatract wididw.CITY.iOF'CHiCAGG.'bcsrinig 

Oonttact Wd. •. .aid S^wdficadoa No. , <iHm eoafonintir widt saidoaq&act, foi; 

"TOe sridctHittac< is utuotgocited herein lywfetciioei^ lis cuthcy,iiictadfagi^^ 

NBNI i f Ibe said Goofaaoiar dnfl i i . d loppott nmO-aad tn4f kBQp nod peifoan * e a id o o M ^ 
Ihe lemb Md pMvidoas of afl of Ac Qnftact I>icvnKBls oonipddMB'*''<9<>>ftK<; tad in te <&^ 

.,fiKtfHrfhtfsM^,WeunBQbaadiB(lplHaalQnte.Ci^ofCUcago«6riBrt.aBJbss;dBBf|^^ 

I ainot SiliSiQ; ormlBcli angr in nnpSie leinfc fim aBQf buries kh or denfi oC anf 
pcooo, or dlBM^e to any led orpeaand pcqpei^ a d n g dincllf or iodBnc^ fin^ 

ieyettiilBaeigv*^HiMiaMiriwBitoa>ocoqBtof«yliifiingLiiii^ 
i||MUM»iModia<»pctfbiwaweoftwtco«iiaci;aBdMiaiwwt^Adliiyte«wa<3i^ 
l>wrtwiii^ilgeBt«Bdfacty«ainWofnwiyAnljyuiJic$OH,totiedBe«ridaylyie^ 

I to «B9ead or cMod «« s«PQ„arf ihdi nr= 
' • — • — * * " ^ - * « - * — - y — * - • • ' — - « - ^ — ' ' r m |«~ii<»>««*—<«*»r)'r*«» 

rorlyii i«dpyiMd«<wiU«tiiictBQ;hor*ait«tegerfaqnMceo£iddcaiih»c^airi 
^aaiwiy>|y*l)»prtw<Bagweeii fci i f»o«qfawd^y«aa'cont^ 
P9 a l d t i n i Ind demands for oi^peantiaB i i ls f t 0 7 «oa«e w^ach and e«ay penoa «te dr i f te 
atwac dK pedoniHioe of srid OMtont w iriocb did.aocne to te beaefidades or 4 c | ^ ^ 
tgtkt^Max^CmiifLnilSMAa,t30ttXSyii5,MfmaaMtoi, 

ricfinied to «s *Ac(n (bea is On oUigadaa to be a d aad loid. odnwise 10 lOB^ 
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And k is hereby expteoly undastood and agreed, and nude a ooikBtioa hcreot, tint any judgement rendeted gainst $aid Giy in 
my mit based upon any loss, damages, ciaiins, fiabOities, jodgemcats, ixxsts or oqienses wfaicb may in anywise a ^ ^ 
as'aoonseqpcoccof thcg(anling<rfsaidciaotract,or wbkfi nnty in anywise rcsolt tbcre&oni, or wiiicfa may'io anywise lesoh frooi any 
injades to, or death <rf, any penoa, ordanage to any real or peisbaal prapeity, msing directly or indirocdy from, orin comiectioa with, 
wot petfwincd, Of to be perfonned nnder said oonctact by saktOontraaor or its agents, c a ^ 
too. or anjfoae cbc and also aiqr dedsiao of the bidn;tnal ConinHsaan of die Stato of DEnoJŝ  
sioa, or jod^eraeat Oereoo, rendered against said City of Chicago ia any a A or daim a d s i ^ 
of fte punJcacy oracbitmian piotmiilhigii or snk dtsU hwrc beca p r o i said Cuounttat. sbdl be oondnave a^ajast each aiid all paitics 
totfis obGpdoB. as to anxmnt. Babifitr and aO otber things peitaiaing diereto. 

Etfcfy peraon finnitfaiiig mawf JJil or pcifenniag hbor in the perfannanoe "of said contract, eidier as an iatfiwdnd, as a sgbcogflactof. 
or odKTtrise, dad hzvie the right to sne oa this bond ia tbe naine of te G ^ of Chicago 
as fl«i«rfHf, shall f3e a copy cf tins bond, oeilifieili^ die paRy fr paitics in wbme diaige'tlns bbnd shaB bc,'«tnch ixtiy'AaO lie,>niless 
execoddn tbereof be denied ooder oalh. pdnn foac <:videnoc of tlK cxecotion and ddreqr of li^ 
bdbf ooataiaed s b d be tafcea to mahe.tbe Ogr of Chict^ liable to .anytnboonttactoi; nwt^iialnwn. bbaccr.w.ta atijr.adKrpenanlo any 
isftker extent dian it wodd have been Enfaie prior u the'enactni^ of ifae.PdUic Gonstoiction Bond Act, JOWiS'SSO.'as ^a^aOhi; 
]pwtided6»tfaeii<fat aay peBwhhwag a cMm for Mwr and aiatuiabfinMsi^ 
action odess IK dal l hare filed a vodlied notice ofsnchdatpnTindi die aedc of die G ^ of 
-"toiteniofwodcor<liefw>iiBhiBeofliieiastiien>ofniatodMs>and«irflh^ 
vtidin ib'dqrs of die fiBng of dwabtioe with die CiyrfClncaeo. Sach «3aiBi shafl be reaf iedwdahaBoM^ 

-^ I l i a in imiT . "** i - M w « «<Mnw» rflW>.^ J M I . I H •~Tl*m 1*^ f f f ^ " f l I F n f r . f*'*^. " - t f * ^ rTAnan* tw. » fan^g. . n f m S n n h««rqj IMI 

l4aw of bosiaess widi.ibBSiatB.tbepdacipai p i m of bosiness of said ootpinliao. and in aO c i s ^ 
«f each of tbe paitneo, tte aamtf of (be oontiacnr for the Cky of Oncaed^ the nanfe 
dan^ant was eaiplojfted dr'to wfaora soch cfinnant foinisbed nuCedail^ the anoont of the daint aad a bdef dedc^ption'of dtefhMic 
iuyuMoiient for the constraction or instaSaiiQn of which (be cannact is to be perfoqacd.- Rovided, findiet; that ao defect in (be notice 
lK^pro¥iiled"ibrrigBdepdretlBd«imiiw of his right rfactionnii^ 
^dcar thac sach defect has pajaiBdod the rigbs of an aMerested patty assetdng the sanic: pomded, fonbei; (hat ao acdoa. ifaall be 
Taboejhtwag theo^antiiMiof.ooebMdiedtwway ( L a y d a y s a t e ^ 
aBterial."cg^ in cases •^KPe the i inJ srwlnmm between the Qty of Oaago'aod (he Conmctar shafl hare becajmaile laiar to the' 

-eapimiunof die 120 dagrpeood'fawhicfa care action na^ be tateninaiaetfiaCdfyfiAawing soch final aetliemc^ 
- in lotion of Ja^Idndsfadl be bioogbtbcr thai six <<i)niondis afierdicauAjWMUcby i h e O ^ o f Oneagorftfaecompiqionof woHc. 
'iti7 snit iqioa this bood shafl be Ixooi^ oi4r to a ciroBt court of the Slate of ISo<» in the jaiBd^ 
boca'peifixnied. 

'*lfie t ad Sn ic^ TBar vahie'reoeivol. faewbystipgfatos-andae''°w that ao.cfaange;.CJM>gft̂  to the teons 
of aay of the Ooohact Pdoamencs con^wrsiag said ooataKt. or to the wori: to be pufomied thncuuda. shafl in anywise affixt the 
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(Sub)Exhibit 8. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 38) 

Contractor's Affidavit. 

Contractor Name: 

Special Service Area Number: 

Agreement ("Agreement"): 

Agreement between the City of Chicago and , dated , relating 
to the provision of special services. 

Affidavit. 

The undersigned, , as , and on behalf of 
_, having been duly sworn underoath, certifies that in the year_ 

it performed all of the Services described in (Sub)Exhibit 1 of the Agreement in accordance 
with the terms of the Agreement and that it spent all funds obtained from the City in 
connection with that Agreement on the Services described in (Sub)Exhibit 1. 

Nothing in this Affidavit may be construed as limiting Contractor's obligations under the 
Agreement. All terms not defined in this Affidavit will be as defined in the Agreement. 

Under penalty of perjury, I certify that I am authorized to execute this Affidavit on behalf of 
the Contractor, that I have personal knowledge ofthe certifications made in this Affidavit, and 
that they are true and correct. 

Name of Contractor: 

Signature of Authorized Officer 

Name of Authorized Officer 
(Print or Type) 
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State of 

County of. 

Sworn to and acknowledged before me by 
[name of signatory] as [title] of 
[name of contracting party] this day of , 20_ 

Signature of Notary 

(Sub)Exhibit 9. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 38) 

Additional Audit Requirements. 

Accounting System. 

The Department requires that the Contractor maintain its accounting system in a manner 
which allows the Contractor's expenditures to be categorized in its statement of activities 
according to the categories listed in the budget approved by the City for each Area. 

Guidance For The Contractor's Selection Of A C.P.A. Firm (Independent Auditor). 

The Contractor must use the following guidelines for engaging a qualified C.P.A. Firm: 

1. Issue a Request for Proposal ("R.F.P.") that sets forth all of the terms and condition 
of the engagement, evaluation criteria, and scope of the work required. 

2. Distribute and publicize the R.F.P. sufficiently to ensure full and open competition. 

3. Request in the R.F.P. that bidders provide detail on: 

a. How the C.P.A. Firm will conduct the audit in the first and subsequent years. 

b. Qualifications ofthe C.P.A. Firm, management, and staff, including experience 
in auditing like entities. 
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c. Policies on notifications of changes in key personnel. 

d; Whether the proposed staff has received continuing professional education 
during the previous two (2) years. 

e. Whether the C.P.A. Firm has received a positive peer review within the last 
three (3) years. 

f. Whether the C.P.A. Firm is independent, as defined by applicable auditing 
standards. 

g. Whether the C.P.A. Firm has been the object of any disciplinary action during 
the past three (3) years. 

h. Whether the C.P.A. Firm maintains an active licenses in the State of Illinois. 

i. The audit fee. 

4. Evaluate the proposals based on:' 

a. The C.P.A. Firm's understanding ofthe audit requirements, including the needs 
of the Area and the final products to be delivered. 

b. Soundness of technical approach to the audit, including the meeting of the 
Contractor's specific deadlines and other requirements. 

c. Qualifications of the C.P.A. Firm. 

d. Qualifications of the audit team. 

e. The information provided by respondents in response to the R.F.P., including 
cost and independence. 

5. Rate the proposals as follows: 

a. Proposals should be evaluated as submitted. 

b. Make a list of strengths and weaknesses for each to support its technical rating. 
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c. Review the proposed fees offered by the bidders after completion of technical 
evaluation. 

d. Ask questions of the bidders to eliminate any ambiguities. 

e. Select a proposal that is most advantageous to the Area based on the 
evaluation criteria set forth in the R.F.P. 

6. Once a C.P.A. Firm is chosen based upon the foregoing criteria, require a written 
engagement letter to avoid misunderstandings that specifies: 

a. Audit scope, objectives, and purposes. 

b. Deadlines for the work to be performed. 

c. Audit fees. 

d. Report format, including providing a digital version of the final audit. 

e. Type and timing of support to be provided to the C.P.A. Firm by the S.S.A.C. 

f. Professional auditing standards to be followed in performing the audit. 

g. Independence of the C.P.A. Firm to the S.S.A.C. 

h. Terms of making changes to the scope of the Agreement. 

i. C.P.A. Firm's ownership ofthe work papers, retention period, and requirement 
for availability to the City upon request. 

Summary Schedule of Findings. 

In order to properly conduct the certified audit of the books and records of the Contractor, 
it is necessary forthe C.P.A. Firm to read and understand te requirements contained in the 
Agreement. Particular attention should be given to Sections 3 and 5 of the Agreement. 

The C.P.A. Firm must test the contractor's compliance with the requirements contained in 
the Agreement. Should the C.P.A. Firm find exception tothe requirements of the Agreement, 
it must disclose all exceptions in a separate schedule, which shall be entitled "Summary 
Schedule of Findings." Each finding shall be listed separately. The schedule shall be 
incorporated with the other required financial statements. 
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Ifthe C.P.A. Firm finds no exceptions to the Agreement requirements, it shall still include 
a "Summary Schedule of Findings". On that schedule the C.P.A. Firm shall make an 
affirmative statement indicating it has read the Agreement and, after conducting the audit, 
has determined that no exceptions were noted. 

Subsections to note in Section 5 include: 

a. Section 5.01, Basis of Payment, describes "carry over" as the amount of Service 
Tax Funds collected for prior tax years which remain previously unspent. 

b. Section 5.02, Budget for Services, restricts the maximum amount that may be spent 
in a calendar year to the amount stated in the Agreement. 

c. Section 5.03, Method of Payment, states that the Contractor shall establish a 
separate checking account and that Area funds shall not be commingled with other 
sources. 

Audit Of Financial Statements. 

As discussed in Section 3.07, "Records and Audits", the Contractor shall provide an annual 
audited financial statement to the Department and S.S.A.C. with one hundred twenty (120) 
calendar days after the end of the calendar year and the system of accounting shall in 
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles and practices, consistently applied 
throughout. 

Audit Documents. 

The City requires an audit conducted in accordance with generally accepted accounting 
principles to include the following documents: 

1. Statement of Financial Position. 

2. Statement of Activities: Budget and Actual (period being audited compared to the 
previous year, e.g. column should be 2004 Actual, Variance, 2003 Budget, 2003 
Actual, Variance). 

3. Statement of Cash Flows. 

4. Notes to the Financial Statements. 

5. Summary Schedule of Findings. 

Expense descriptions included in the Statement of Activities must correspond to the 
expense descriptions in the budget submitted to the City. 
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AUTHORIZATION FOR IMPOSITION OF TAX LEVY, APPROVAL 
OF 2009 BUDGET AND EXECUTION OF SERVICE 

PROVIDER AGREEMENT FOR SPECIAL 
SERVICE AREA NUMBER 43. 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration an ordinance authorizing the 
imposition of a tax levy, the approval of 2009 budget and the approval of a service provider 
agreement for Special Service Area Number 43, amount to be levied: $179,000, having had 
the same under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body 
Pass the proposed ordinance transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 
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WHEREAS, Special service areas may be established pursuant to Article Vll, Sections 6(1) 
and 7(6) of the Constitution of the State of Illinois, and pursuant to the provisions of the 
Special Service Area Tax Law, 35 ILCS 200/27-5, et seq., as amended from time to time (the 
"Act") and pursuant to the Property Tax Code, 35 ILCS 200/1-1, et seq., as amended from 
time to time; and 

WHEREAS, On November 1, 2006, the City Council of the City of Chicago (the "City 
Council") enacted an ordinance (the "Establishment Ordinance") which established an area 
known and designated as City of Chicago Special Service Area Number 43 (the "Area") and 
authorized the levy of an annual tax, for the period beginning in tax year 2006 through and 
including tax year 2015, not to exceed an annual rate of zero and forty-hundredths percent 
(0.40%) of the equalized assessed value of the taxable property therein (the "Services Tax") 
to provide certain special services in and for the Area in addition to the services provided by 
and to the City of Chicago generally (the "Special Services"); and 

WHEREAS, The Establishment Ordinance established the Area on West Devon Avenue 
from North Kedzie Avenue to West Damen Avenue and North Western Avenue from West 
Arthur Avenue to West Granville Avenue; and 

WHEREAS, The Special Services authorized in the Establishment Ordinance include but 
are not limited to maintenance and beautification, new construction, coordinated marketing 
and promotional activities, parking and transit programs, area strategic planning, business 
retention and recruitment, building facade improvements, security services and other 
technical assistance activities to promote community and economic development; and 

WHEREAS, The Establishment Ordinance provided for the appointment of the Devon 
Avenue Special Service Area Commission (the "Commission") for the purpose of 
recommending to the Mayor and to the City Council a yearly budget based upon the cost of 
providing the Special Services and further to advise the Mayor and the City Council regarding 
the amount of the Services Tax to be levied; and 

WHEREAS, It is the responsibility of the Commission to recommend to the Department of 
Planning and Development, the Mayor and the City Council an entity to serve as a service 
provider (the "Service Provider"), the form of an agreement between the City and the Service 
Provider for the provision of Special Services to the Area, and a line item budget to be 
included in the agreement between the City and the Service Provider; and 

WHEREAS, The Commission has been duly appointed and qualified and has heretofore 
prepared and transmitted to the Commissioner of the Department of Planning and 
Development (the "Commissioner") and to the City Council its recommendations for a budget 
to provide the Special Services in the Area for the fiscal year commencing January 1, 2009, 
and has advised the Mayor and the City Council concerning the Services Tax for the tax year 
2008 for the purpose of providing funds necessary to provide the Special Services and has 
recommended to the Department of Planning and Development, the Mayor and the City 
Council an agreement with the Service Provider, with a one-year term, the terms and 
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conditions of which provide for the expenditure of the Services Tax for the provision of the 
Special Services for the fiscal year commencing January 1, 2009, in substantially the form 
attached hereto as Exhibit A; and 

WHEREAS, Certain members ofthe Commission may serve from time to time on the Board 
of Directors of the Service Provider, or serve the Service Provider in some other voluntary 
capacity, which such service shall provide no financial compensation in any manner to such 
Commission member; now, therefore. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Incorporation Of Preambles. The preambles of this ordinance are hereby 
incorporated into this text as if set out herein in full. 

SECTION 2. Appropriations. There is hereby appropriated the following sums in the 
amounts and forthe purposes necessary to provide the Special Services in and forthe Area, 
the estimated amounts of miscellaneous income and the amounts required to be raised by 
the levy of the Services Tax indicated as follows: 

Devon Avenue Special Service Area Commission. 

Special Service Area Budget. 

For the fiscal year commencing January 1, 2009 and ending December 31, 2009: 

Expenditures 

Service Provider Agreement 
for the provision of Special 
Services . $180,050 

TOTAL BUDGET REQUEST: $180,050 

Source Of Funding 

Tax levy at an annual rate not to 
exceed zero and forty-hundredths 
percent (0.40%) of the equalized 
assessed value of the taxable 
property within Special Service 
Area Number 43 $179,000 

Carryover funds from previous 
tax years $ 1,050 
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SECTION 3. Levy Of Taxes. There is hereby levied pursuant to the provisions of 
Article Vll, Sections 6(a) and 6(1 )(2) ofthe Constitution ofthe State of Illinois and pursuant 
to the provisions of the Act and pursuant to the provisions of the Establishment Ordinance, 
the sum of One Hundred Seventy-nine Thousand Dollars ($179,000) as the amount ofthe 
Services Tax for the tax year 2008. 

SECTION 4. Filing. The City Clerk is hereby ordered and directed to file in the Office of 
the County Clerk of Cook County, Illinois a certified copy of this ordinance on or prior to 
December 30, 2008, and the County Clerk shall thereafter extend for collection together with 
all other taxes to be levied by the City, the Services Tax herein provided for, said Services 
Tax to be extended for collection by the County Clerk for the tax year 2008 against all the 
taxable property within the Area, the amount of the Services Tax herein levied to be in 
addition to and in excess of all other taxes to be levied and extended against all taxable 
property within the Area. 

SECTION 5. Service Provider Agreement. The Commissioner, or a designee of the 
Commissioner, are each hereby authorized, subject to approval by the Corporation Counsel 
as to form and legality, to enter into, execute and deliver an agreement with Devon North 
Town Business & Professional Association doing business as West Ridge Chamber of 
Commerce, an Illinois not- for-profit corporation, in substantially the form attached hereto as 
Exhibit A and hereby made a part hereof (the "Service Provider Agreement"), and such other 
supporting documents, if any, as may be necessary to carry out and comply with the 
provisions of the Sen/ice Provider Agreement, with such changes, deletions and insertions 
as shall be approved by the persons executing the Service Provider Agreement. 

SECTION 6. Exemption. The Service Provider Agreement is hereby declared exempt 
from Section 2-156-020 of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago. 

SECTION 7. Enforceability. If any section, paragraph or provision ofthis ordinance shall 
be held to be invalid or unenforceable for any reason, the invalidity or unenforceability of such 
section, paragraph or provision shall not affect any of the remaining provisions of this 
ordinance. 

SECTION 8. Conflict. This ordinance shall control over any provision of any other 
ordinance, resolution, motion or order in conflict with this ordinance, to the extent of such 
conflict. 

SECTION 9. Publication. This ordinance shall be published by the City Clerk, in special 
pamphlet form, by preparing at least one hundred (100) copies thereof, which copies are to 
be made available in his office for public inspection and distribution to members ofthe public 
who may wish to avail themselves of a copy of this ordinance. 

SECTION 10. Certified Copies. The City Clerk shall provide to the Corporation Counsel, 
without charge, certified copies of this ordinance in such amount as shall be requested by the 
Corporation Counsel. 

SECTION 11. Effective Date. This ordinance shall take effect ten (10) days after its 
passage and publication. 

Exhibit "A" referred to in this ordinance reads as follows: 
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Exhibit "A". 
(To Ordinance) 

Agreement For Special Service Area Number 43 
Between 

The City Of Chicago 
(Represented By The Special Service Area Commission) 

And 
Devon North Town Business & Professional Association 

(Doing Business As West Ridge Chamber Of Commerce) 
Effective January 1, 2009 through December 31, 2009. 

This Agreement for the management of Special Service Area Number 43 is entered into 
on , 2009 by and between Devon North Town Business & Professional 
Association d/b/a West Ridge Chamber of Commerce, an Illinois not-for-profit corporation 
("Contractor"), and the City of Chicago ("City"), a municipal corporation and home rule unit of local 
govemment existing under the Constitution ofthe State of Illinois, acting through the Special Service 
Area Commission at Chicago, Illinois. 

RECITALS 

WHEREAS, special service areas may be established pursuant to Article VII, §§ 6(1) and 
7(6) ofthe Constitution ofthe State oflllinois, and pursuant to the provisions ofthe Special Service 
Area Tax Law, 35 ILCS 200/27-5 et seq.: and 

WHEREAS, the City Council ofthe City of Chicago ("City Council") has established a 
special service area known and designated as "Special Service Area Number 43" ("Area"), to provide 
special services in addition to those services provided generally by the City ("Special Services"). The 
City Council has further authorized the levy of an annual ad valorem real property tax in the Area 
sufficient to produce revenues required to provide those Special Services but not to exceed .40% 
ofthe equalized assessed value of all property within the Area ("Service Tax"), al! as provided in the 
Establi'shment Ordinance (hereinafter defined); and 

WHEREAS, the City Council, on , 2008, authorized the levy ofthe Service 
Tax and appropriation ofthe funds therefrom for the Area for fiscal year 2009 for the provision of 
the Special Services in the Area, and the City wishes to provide that the Contractor, beginning on 
January 1, 2009, and continuing until December 31, 2009, may use those funds to provide the 
Services, subject to the terms and conditions ofthis Agreement; and 

WHEREAS, the Contractor and the City desire to enter into this Agreement to provide such 
Special Services in the Area and the Contractor is ready, willing and able to enter into this 
Agreement to provide the Special Services to the full satisfaction ofthe City; 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration ofthe mutual promises contained in this Agreement, 
the City and the Contractor agree as follows: 
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ARTICLE 1 INCORPORATION OF RECITALS 

The recitals set forth above are incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein. 

ARTICLE 2 DEFINITIONS 

The following words and phrases shall have the follovving meanings for purposes ofthis 
Agreement: 

"Agreement" means this Special Service Area Agreement, including all exhibits attached 
to it and incorporated in it by reference, and all amendments, modifications or revisions made in 
accordance with its terms. 

"Commissioner" means the Commissioner ofthe Department ofPlanning and Development 
or a duly authorized representative of the Commissioner of the Department of Planning and 
Development. 

"Construction" means that work of a nature constituting "public works" as defined in 820 
ILCS 130/2, such as landscaping and building activities, including but not limited to, physical 
building improvements, installations, and other fixed works, but does not include pre-development 
work (design and preparation of specifications). 

"Days" means business days in accordance with the City of Chicago business calendar. 

"Department" means the City of Chicago Department ofPlanning and Development. 

"Establishment Ordinance" means, the ordinance enacted by City Council on November 
1, 2006, and any subsequent amendments thereto authorizing imposition of the Service Tax and 
setting forth the Special Services to be.provided in the Area. 

"Risk Management Division" means the Risk Management Division ofthe Department of 
Finance which is under the direction ofthe Comptroller ofthe City and is charged with reviewing 
and analyzing insurance and related liability matters for the City. 

"Security Firm" means a business entity certified by the State of Illinois pursuant to the 
Private Detective, Private Alarm and Private Security Act of 1993, 225 ILCS 446/1 et seq.. and 
whose employees are licensed by the State of Illinois. 

"Services" means, collectively, the services, duties and responsibilities described in Article 
3 and Exhibit 1 (Scope of Services) ofthis Agreement and any revisions thereof and any and all 
work necessary to complete them or carry them out fully and to the standard of performance required 
in this Agreement. 
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"Service Tax Funds" means the amount actually collected pursuant to the Service Tax. 

"Special Service Area Commission ('SSAC')" means the body established pursuant to the 
Establishment Ordinance to prepare the Budget, identify a Contractor and supervise the provision 
ofthe Special Services in the Area. 

"Subcontractor" means any person or entity with whom Contractor contracts to provide any 
part ofthe Services, including subcontractors ofany tier, subconsultants ofany tier, suppliers and 
materialmen, whether or not in privity with the Contractor. 

"Surplus Funds", also referred to as "Carry-Over Funds", means those Service Tax Funds 
already collected and disbursed to the Contractor in prior years for the provision of Special Services 
in the Area which remain unspent, including any interest eamed thereon. 

ARTICLE 3 DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF CONTRACTOR 

3.01 Scope of Services 

The Services which the Contractor shall provide during the first year ofthis Agreement 
include, but are not limited to, those described in this Article 3 and in Exhibit 1 which is attached 
hereto and incorporated by reference as if fully set forth here. The SSAC reserves the right to require 
the Contractor to perform revised services that are within the general scope of services ofthis 
Agreement and ofthe Special Services identified in the Establishment Ordinance subject to the same 
terms and conditions herein. Revised services are limited to changes or revisions to the line items 
in the Budget, do not affect the maximum compensation, and require the prior written approval of 
the SSAC. The SSAC may by written notice to the.Department and the Contractor delete or amend 
the figures contained and described in the Budget attached hereto as Exhibit 2 and incorporated by 
reference as if fiilly set forth herein. The Contractor shall provide the Services in accordance with 
the standards of perfonnance set forth in Section 3.02. 

For each subsequent year during the term of this Agreement, if any, a Scope of Services for 
that year, comprised of services authorized in the Establishment Ordinance, shall be prepared by the 
SSAC in consultation with the Contractor subject to the approval of the Commissioner, and 
incorporated into this Agreement by written amendment pursuant to Section 8.03 hereof, together 
with a Budget for that year and any revised insurance requirements which are recommended by the 
Risk Management Division pursuant to its review ofthe Scope of Services for that year. 

3.02 Standard of Performance 

The Contractor shall perfonn all Services required of it with that degree of skill, care and 
diligence normally shown by a contractor perfonning services of a scope, purpose and magnitude 
comparable with the nature ofthe Services to be provided hereunder. The Contractor shall at all 
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times use every reasonable effort on behalf of the City to assure timely and satisfactory rendering 
and completion ofits Services. 

The Contractor shall at all times act in the best interests of the City consistent with the 
professional obligations assumed by it in entering into this Agreement. The Contractor shall perfonn 
all Services in accordance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement and to the full 
satisfaction of the SSAC. The Contractor shall fiimish efficient business administration and 
supervision to render and complete the Services at reasonable cost. 

The Contractor shall assure that all Services that require the exercise of professional skills 
orjudgment are accomplished by professionals qualified and competent in the applicable discipline 
and appropriately licensed, if required by law. The Contractor remains responsible for the 
professional and technical accuracy of all Services provided, whether by the Contractor or its 
Subcontractors or others on its behalf 

Ifthe SSAC determines that the Contractor has failed to comply with the foregoing standards, 
the Contractor shall perfonn again, at its own expense, all Services required to be reperformed as 
a direct or indirect result ofsuch failure. Any review, approval, acceptance or payment for any or 
all ofthe Services by the City does not rel ieve the Contractor ofits responsibility for the professional 
and technical accuracy of its Services. This provision in no way limits the City's rights against 
Contractor, either under this Agreement, at law or in equity. 

3.03 Personnel 

A. Key Personnel 

The Contractor shall, immediately upon receiving a fiilly executed copy ofthis Agreement, 
assign and maintain during the term ofthis Agreement and any extension thereof an adequate staff 
of competent personnel, who are fiilly-equipped, licensed as appropriate, available as.needed, 
qualified and assigned to perform the Services. Contractor shall pay the salaries and wages due all 
its employees perfonning Services under this Agreement unconditionally and at least once a month 
without deduction or rebate on any account, except only for such payroll deductions as are 
mandatory by law or are permitted under applicable law and regulations. 

B. Prevailing Wages 

If the Contractor engages in Construction, it shall comply, and shall cause all of its 
Subcontractors to comply by inserting appropriate provisions in their contracts, with 820 ILCS 
130/0.01 et seq. regarding the payment ofthe general prevailing rate of hourly wage for all laborers, 
workers, and mechanics employed by or on behalf of the Contractor and all Subcontractors in 
connection with any and all Construction work. The prevailing rates of wages applicable at the time 
of execution ofthis Agreement are included in Exhibit 6 to this Agreement, which is incorporated 
by reference as though fiilly set forth herein. 
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C. Illinois Workers, Veterans' Preference and Steel Products 

If the Contractor engages in Construction, it shall comply, and shall cause all of its 
Subcontractors to comply by inserting appropnate provisions in their contracts, with the Employment 
oflllinois Workers on Public Works Act, 30 ILCS 570/0.01 etseq.. the Veterans Preference Act, 330 
ILCS 55/0.01 et seq.. and the Steel Products Procurement Act, 35 ILCS 30/565/1 et seq. 

3.04 Nondiscrimination 

(a) Contractor 

(i) Federal Requirements 

Contractor must not engage in unlawful employment practices, such as (1) failing or 
refiising to hire or discharging any individual, or otherwise discriminating against any 
individual with respect to compensation or the terms, conditions, or privileges of the 
individual's employment, because of the individual's race, color, religion, sex, age, 
handicap/disability or national origin; or (2) limiting, segregating or classifying Contractor's 
employees or applicants for employment in any way that would deprive or tend to deprive 
any individual of employment opportunities or otherwise adversely affect the individual's 
status as an employee, because of the individual's race, color, religion, sex, age, 
handicap/disability or national origin. 

Contractor must comply with, and the procedures Contractor utilizes and the Services 
Contractor provides under this Agreement must comply with, the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 
42 U.S.C. sec. 2000e el seq. (1981), as amended and the Civil Rights Act of 1991, P.L. 102-
166. Attention is called to: Exec. Order No. 11246, 30 Fed. Reg. 12,319 (1965), reprinted 
in 42 U.S.C. 2000e note, as amended by Exec. Order No. 11375,32 Fed. Reg. 14,303 (1967) 
and by Exec. Order No. 12086, 43 Fed. Reg. 46,501 (1978); Age Discrimination Act, 42 
U.S.C. §§6101-6106 (1981); Age Discrimination in Employment Act, 29 U.S.C. §§621-34; 
Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 29 U.S.C. §§ 793-794 (1981); Americans with Disabilities Act, 
42 U.S.C. §12101 e/ seq.\ 41 C.F.R. Part 60 et seq. (1990); and all other applicable federal 
statutes, regulations and other laws. 

(ii) State Requirements 

Contractor must comply with, and the procedures Contractor utilizes and the Services 
Contractor provides under this Agreement must comply with, the Illinois Human Rights Act, 
775 ILCS 5/1-101 et seq.(^\990)., as amended and any rules and regulations promulgated in 
accordance with it, including the Equal Employment Opportunity Clause, 44 111. Admin. 
Code §750 Appendix A. Furthermore, Contractor must comply with the Public Works 
Employment Discrimination Act, 775 ILCS 10/0.01 et seq.{\990), as amended, and all other 
applicable state statues, regulations and other laws. 
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(iii) City Requirements 

Contractor must comply with, and the procedures Contractor utilizes and the Services 
Contractor provides under this Agreement must comply with, the Chicago Human Rights 
Ordinance, ch. 2-160, Section 2-l60-0\0 et seq. ofthe Municipal Codeof Chicago (1990), 
as amended, and all other applicable City ordinances and rules. 

(b) Subcontractors 

Contractor must incorporate all ofthis Section 3.04 by reference in all agreements entered 
into with any suppliers of materials, fiimisher of services. Subcontractors ofany tier, and labor 
organizations that fumish skilled, unskilled and craft union skilled labor, or that may provide any 
such materials, labor or services in connection with this Agreement. Further, Contractor must 
fiimish and must cause each of its Subcontractor(s) to fumish such reports and information as 
requested by the federal, state, and local agencies charged with enforcing such laws and regulations, 
including the Chicago Commission on Human Relations. 

3.05 Insurance 

The Contractor shall comply with the insurance provisions attached hereto as Exhibit 4 and 
incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein, or such other insurance provisions as may be 
required in the reasonable judgment ofthe Risk Management Division. Ifthe Contractor enters into 
a subcontract with a Security Firm such Security Firm shall comply with the insurance provisions 
attached hereto as Exhibit 5 and incorporated by reference as if fiilly set forth herein, or such other 
insurance provisions as may be required in the reasonable judgment of the Risk Management 
Division. Ifthe Contractor subcontracts with a Subcontractor other than a Security Firm, such 
Subcontractor shall comply with the Contractor insurance provisions attached hereto as Exhibit 4. 

The Risk Management Division may waive or reduce any ofthe insurance requirements set 
forth herein. In addition, the Risk Managemfent Division will review each new Scope of Services 
which the SSAC, in consultation with the Contractor, prepares armually during the term of this 
Agreement pursuant to Section 3.01 arid may, if it wishes, revise the insurance required herein. 

3.06 Indemnification 

A. On written notice fi-om the City of Losses the City believes are Losses Arising under 
this Agreement as defined in this Section 3.06, the Contractor shall defend, indemnify, and hold 
completely harmless the City Indemnitees from and against such Losses, regardless of whether 
Contractor challenges the City's belief The defense, indemnification and hold harmless obligations 
ofthe Contractor toward City Indemnitees remain an affirmative obligation of Contractor following 
the City's notice of Losses the City believes are Losses Arising under this Agreement, unless and 
until a court of competent jurisdiction finally determines otherwise and all opportunities for appeal 
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have been exhausted or have lapsed. 

B. For purposes of this Section 3.06, 

"Cif}' Indemnitees" means, individually and collectively, the City of Chicago, its officials, 
agents, employees and SSAC members. 

"Losses" means, individually and collectively, all kinds of liabilities, losses, suits, claims, 
damages, judgments, fines, and demands, including all reasonable costs for investigation, reasonable 
attorneys' fees, court costs, and experts' fees, arising by reason of injury or death ofany person, 
damage to property, patent or copyright infringement. 

"Arising under this Agreement" means (i) arising out of awarding this Agreement, (ii) 
arising out ofthe enforcement ofthis Agreement, including the enforcement ofthis indemnification 
provision; (iii) arising out of or in connection with Contractor's performance or non-performance 
ofthis Agreement (including the acts or omission of Contractor, its officers, agents, employees, 
consultants, subcontractors, licensees, or invitees), any breach by any of them ofany warranty made 
under this Agreement, or any failure by any of them to meet any applicable standard of performance 
under this Agreement; or (iv) any combination ofany ofthe foregoing. 

C. To the extent permissible by law. Contractor waives any limits on Contractor's 
liability that it would otherwise have by virtue ofthe Worker's Compensation Act or any other 
related law or judicial decision (such as Kotecki v. Cyclops Welding Corporation, 146 111. 2d 155 
(1991)). The City, however, does not waive any limitations it may have on its liability under the 
Worker's Compensation Act or under the Illinois Pension Code. 

D. The City has the right, at its option and at its own expense, to participate in the 
defense of any suit without relieving Contractor of any of its obligations under this indemnity 
provision. The requirements set forth in this indemnity provision are separate Irom and not limited 
by the amount of insurance Contractor is required to obtain under this Agreement or by its bonds 
pursuant to other provisions in this Agreement. Further, the indemnitees contained in this provision 
survive the expiration or termination ofthis Agreement. 

3,07 Records and Audits 

The Contractor shall deliver or cause to be delivered all documents, data, studies, reports, 
findings or information to the SSAC promptly in accordance with the time limits prescribed herein 
and if no time limit is specified, then upon reasonable demand therefore, or upon tennination or 
completion ofthe Services hereunder. 

The Contractor agrees to adopt at its own expense such financial controls, including, without 
limitation, the employment of a fiscal agent approved by the Commissioner, as determined by the 
Commissioner in his sole discretion and communicated in writing to the Contractor after the date 
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of execution of this Agreement, to ensure that the Contractor is fulfilling the terms of this 
Agreement. 

The Contractor and any Subcontractors shall fumish the SSAC with semi-annual reports or 
provide such information as may be requested relative to the performance and cost ofthe Services. 
The Contractor shall maintain records showing actual time devoted and costs incurred. The 
Contractor shall keep books, documents, paper, records and accounts in connection with the Services 
open to inspection, copying, abstracting, transcription, and an independent audit by City employees 
or agents or third parties, and shall make these records available to the City and any other interested 
governmental agency at reasonable times during the performance of its Services. In addition. 
Contractor shall retain them in a safe place and make them available for an independent audit, 
inspection, copying and abstracting for at least five years after the final payment made in connection 
with this Agreement. 

THE CONTRACTOR SHALL NOT COMMINGLE SERVICE TAX FUNDS WITH 
FUNDS FROM OTHER SOURCES, and to the extent that the Contractor conducts any business 
operations separate and apart from the Services hereunder using, for example, personnel, equipment, 
supplies or facilities also used in connection with this Agreement, then the Contractor shall maintain 
and make similariy available to the City detailed records supporting the Contractor's allocation to 
this Agreement ofthe costs and expenses attributable to any such shared usages. 

The Contractor shall provide an annual audited financial statement (a "Third Party Audit") 
to the Department and the SSAC within 120 calendar days after the end ofthe calendar year, and the 
system of accounting shall be in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles and 
practices, consistently applied throughout. Contractor must comply with the requirements in Exhibit 
9 with respect to any Third Party Audit. If any Third Party Audit shows that Contractor or any of 
its Subcontractors has overcharged the City in any period, the City will notify Contractor, and 
Contractor must then promptly reimburse the City for any amounts the City has paid Contractor due 
to the overcharges. Any failure to comply with the audit requirements set forth in Exhibit 9 of the 
Agreement shall constitute an event of default under the Agreement. If such event of default is not 
corrected to the City's satisfaction within the cure period identified by the City, the City may incur 
costs to conduct any supplementary audit it deems necessary, and Contractor must then promptly 
reimburse the City for any such costs. No provision in this Agreement granting the City a right of 
access to records and documents is intended to impair, limit or affect any right of access to such 
records and documents that the City would have had in the absence ofsuch provisions. 

The City may in its sole discretion audit the records of Contractor or its Subcontractors, or 
both, at any time during the term ofthis Agreement or within five years after the Agreement ends, 
in connection with the goods, work, or services provided under this Agreement. Each calendar year 
or partial calendar year is considered an "audited period." If, as a result of such an audit, it is 
detennined that Contractor or any of its Subcontractors has overcharged the City in the audited 
period, the City will notify Contractor. Contractormust then promptly reimburse the City for any 
amounts the City has paid Contractor due to the overcharges and also some or all ofthe cost ofthe 
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audit, as follows: 

A. Ifthe audit has revealed overcharges to the City representing less than 5% ofthe total 
value, based on the Agreement prices, ofthe goods, work, or services provided in the audited period, 
then the Contractor must reimburse the City for 50% ofthe cost ofthe audit and 50% ofthe cost of 
each subsequent audit that the City conducts; 

B. If, however, the audit has revealed overcharges to the City representing 5% or more 
ofthe total value, based on the Agreement prices, ofthe goods, work, or services provided in the 
audited period, then Contractor must reimburse the City for the fijll cost ofthe audit and of each 
subsequent audit. 

Ifthe City is unable to make a determination regarding overcharges to City as a result of 
Contractor's not having maintained records as required under this Agreement, Contractor must 
promptly reimburse the City for some or all of the cost of the audit, as detennined in the sole 
discretion ofthe City. Failure of Contractor to promptly reimburse the City in accordance with this 
Section 3.07 is an event of default under Section 7.01 ofthis Agreement, and Contractor will be 
liable for all of the City's costs of collection, including any court costs and attorneys' fees. 

3.08 Subcontracts and Assignments 

The Contractor shall not assign, delegate, subcontract or otherwise transfer all or any part of 
its rights or obligations under this Agreement or any part hereof, unless otherwise provided for 
herein or without the express written consent ofthe SSAC. The absence ofsuch provision or written 
consent shall void the attempted assignment, delegation or transfer and shall be of no effect as to the 
Services or this Agreement. 

All subcontracts, all approvals of Subcontractors and any assignment to which the SSAC 
consents are, regardless of their form, deemed conditioned upon performance by the Subcontractor 
or assignee in accordance with the terms and conditions ofthis Agreement. 

1 f the Contractor subcontracts for security services, the Subcontractor shall be a Security Firm 
certified by the State oflllinois and the Security Finn's employees shall be licensed by the State of 
Illinois. The Contractor, upon entering into any subcontract with a Security Firm, shall fumish the 
SSAC and the Department with a copy ofthe subcontract for their approval. The City expressly 
reserves the right to approve all Security Firm subcontracts. 

3.09 License, Permits and Safety Considerations 

A. Licenses and Permits 

If the Contractor engages in Constmction, it is responsible for and, in a timely manner 
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consistent with its obligations hereunder, shall secure and rhaintain at its expense such pennits, 
licenses, authorizations and approvals as are necessary for it to engage Constmction under this 
Agreement. 

B. Safety Considerations 

Ifthe Contractor engages in Construction, it shall at all times exercise reasonable care, shall 
comply with all applicable provisions of federal, state and local laws to prevent accidents or injuries, 
and shall take all appropriate precautions to avoid damage to and loss of City property and the 
property of third parties in connection with the Constmction. The Contractor shall erect and properly 
maintain at all times all necessary safeguards, barriers, flags and lights for the protection ofits and 
its Subcontractors' employees. City employees, and the public. 

Ifthe Contractor engages in Constmction, it shall report to the Department any damage on, 
about, under or adjacent to City property or the property of third persons resulting from its 
performance under this Agreement. The Contractor is responsible for any damage to City property 
and the property of third parties due, in whole or in part, to the Contractor's Constmction activities 
under this Agreeinent, and the Contractor shall repair such damage to a reasonably acceptable 
standard. 

3.10 Performance Bond 

Ifthe Contractor engages in Constmction work where expenditures exceed $ 100,000, it shall, 
not later than the date the Contractor begins such work or executes a subcontract for such work, 
provide or cause to be provided to the Department a performance and payment bond in the amount 
allocated for the Constmction work (but not including the amount allocated for design and 
preparation of specifications), by a surety or sureties acceptable to the City. The performance bond 
shall be in the form and to the effect of Exhibit 7, hereto, which is incorporated by reference as if 
fiilly set forth here. 

If any of the sureties on such bond at any time fail financially, or are deemed to be 
insufficient security for the penalty ofthe bond, then the City may, on giving 10 days notice thereof 
in writing, require the Contractor to fumish a new and additional bond with sureties satisfactory to 
the City, and, if so required, Contractor must promptly provide such bond. 

ARTICLE 4 TERM OF SERVICES 

This Agreement shall take effect as of January 1,2009 ("Effective Date") and shall continue 
through December 31, 2009, or until the Agreement is terminated earlier in accordance with its 
terms. 
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ARTICLE 5 COMPENSATION 

5.01 Basis of Payment 

The maximum compensation that the Contractor may be paid under this Agreement between 
January 1, 2009 and December 31, 2009 is the sum of (a) $1 79,000 or the total amount of Service 
Tax Funds actually collected for tax year 2008, whichever is less; and (b) the total amount of Surplus 
Funds in the amount of $ 1,050 which are being carried over from previous program years and which 
Contractor hereby acknowledges are in its possession; the maximum compensation that the 
Contractor may be paid under this Agreement between January 1, 2009 and December 31, 2009, 
therefore, shall not exceed $180,050. 

For each subsequent year ofthis Agreement, if any, the maximum compensation that the 
Contractor may be paid under this Agreement is the amount set forth in the Budget for that year, 
pursuant to Section 5.02 and 8.03, or the amount of Service Tax Funds actually collected for the 
preceding tax year, whichever is less; provided that the maximum amount of compensation for such 
year ofthis Agreement may also include the amount of Service Tax Funds collected for prior tax 
years which remain previously unspent. 

5.02 Budget for Services 

The Contractor in conjunction with the SSAC has prepared a Budget through December 31, 
2009, attached hereto as Exhibit 2 and incorporated by reference as if fiilly set forth here, covering 
all services described in the Scope of Services. Subject to the restriction that the maximum amount 
that may be spent in calendar year 2009 may not exceed $180,050, the SSAC reserves the right to 
transfer funds between line items or make Budget revisions that do not affect the maximum 
compensation set forth in Section 5.01. The SSAC shall revise the Budget if any part of the 
Contractor's Services is terminated. 

For each subsequent year ofthis Agreement, if any, and subject to the provisions of Section 
3.01, a Budget for that year shall be incorporated into this Agreement by written amendment 
pursuant to Section 8.03. 

5.03 Method of Payment 

Pursuant to a schedule to be determined by the Commissioner, after the performance of 
Services pursuant to the terms ofthis Agreement, Contractor may submit invoices to the City to 
request reimbursement for such expenses. The Contractor must provide, along with the invoices, 
such additional documentation as the Commissioner requests to substantiate the Services. Upon the 
Commissioner's determination that the invoices are accurate, the City will process payment ofthe 
invoices. 
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The Contractor shall establish a separate checking account ("Account") in a bank authorized 
to do business in the State of Illinois that is insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. 
All Service Tax Funds that the Comptroller transfers to the Contractor shall be deposited in the 
Account and disbursements from the Account shall be pursuant to this Agreement. THE 
CONTRACTOR SHALL NOT COMMINGLE SERVICE TAX FUNDS WITH FUNDS FROM 
OTH ER SOURCES. The Contractor shall provide to the SSAC the signature card and sample check 
from the bank which shows the signature(s) ofthe Contractor's authorized representative(s). The 
SSAC reserves the right to audit the account and require the Contractor to refijnd any funds that were 
not spent pursuant to the Budget or that were not approved by the SSAC. The name and address of 
the bank is and the wire transfer and the Account numbers are 

All funds remaining in the Account at the expiration or early termination ofthis Agreement, 
including any interest eamed, belong to the City for the benefit ofthe Area and shall be retumed to 
the City to be used only for Special Services. 

5.04 Criteria for Payment 

The SSAC shall detennine the reasonableness, allocability and allowability ofany rates, 
costs and expenses charged or incurred by the Contractor. 

5.05 Funding 

Payments under this Agreement shall be made from Service Tax Funds in fijnd number 
and are subject to the availability of funds therein. 

5.06 Non-Appropriation 

In the event that no funds or insufficient fiinds are appropriated and budgeted in any City 
fiscal period for payments to be made under this Agreement, then the City will notify the Contractor 
ofsuch occurrence and this Agreement shall terminate on the earlier ofthe last day ofthe fiscal 
period for which sufficient appropriation was made or whenever the fiinds appropriated for payrhent 
under this Agreement are exhausted. No payments shall be made or due to the Contractor under this 
Agreement beyond those amounts appropriated and budgeted by the City to fimd payments 
hereunder. 

ARTICLE 6 SPECIAL CONDITIONS 

6.01 Warranties and Representations 

In cormection with the execution ofthis Agreement, the Contractor warrants and represents: 

A. That it is financially solvent; that it and each of its employees, agents, and 
Subcontractors are competent to perform the Services required; that it is legally authorized to execute 
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and perfonn or cause to be performed this Agreement under the terms and conditions stated herein; 
and 

B. That it shall not knowingly use the services ofany ineligible Subcontractor for any 
purpose in the perfonnance ofthe Services; and 

C. That it and its Subcontractors are not in default at the time ofthe execution ofthis 
Agreement, or deemed by the Department to have, within five years immediately preceding the date 
ofthis Agreement, been found to be in default on any contract awarded by the City; and 

D. That it and, to the best ofits knowledge, its Subcontractors are not in violation ofthe 
provisions of §2-92-320 of the Municipal Code, of Chicago, 720 ILCS 5/33E-1 et seq. ofthe 
Criminal Code of 1961, and 65 ILCS 5/11-42.1-1 ofthe Illinois Municipal Code; and 

; E. That it, all Subcontractors and their respective officers, directors, agents, partners, and 
employees shall cooperate with the Inspector General in any investigation or hearing undertaken 
pursuant to Chapter 2-56 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago; that it understands and will abide by 
all provisions of Chapter 2-56 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago and all subcontracts shall inform 
Subcontractors ofsuch provision and require understanding and compliance therewith; and 

F. That, except only for those representations, statements, or promises expressly 
contained in this Agreement and any exhibits attached hereto, no representation, statement or 
promise, oral or written, or ofany kind whatsoever, by the City, its officials, agents, or employees, 
has induced the Contractor to enter into this Agreement; and 

G. That the Contractor understands and agrees that any certification, affidavit or 
acknowledgment made under oath in connection with this Agreement is made under penalty of 
perjury and, if false, is also cause for termination for default. 

H. That neither Contractor nor an Affiliate of Contractor (as defined below) appears on 
the Specially Designated Nationals List, the Denied Persons List, the unverified List, the Enfity List, 
or the Debarred List as maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets Control ofthe U.S. Department 
ofthe Treasury or by the Bureau of Industry and Security ofthe U.S. Department of Commerce (or 
their successors), or on any other list of persons or entities with which the City may not do business 
under any applicable law, mle, regulation, order orjudgment. "Affiliate of Contractor"means a 
person or entity that directly (or indirectly through one or more intermediaries) controls, is controlled 
by or is under common control with Contractor. A person or entity will be deemed to be controlled 
by another person or entity if it is controlled in any manner whatsoever that results in control in fact 
by that other person or entity (either acting individually or acting jointly or in concert with others) 
whether directly or indirectly and whether through share ownership, a tmst, a contract or otherwise. 

I. Contractor understands and will abide by all provisions of Chapter 2-26 ofthe 
Municipal Code ofthe City of Chicago. 
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6.02 Economic Disclosure Statement and Affidavit 

The Contractor has provided the City with an Economic Disclosure Statement (EDS), which 
is attached hereto as Exhibit 3 and incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein. Contractor 
shall apprise the Department promptly ofany changes in the information provided in the EDS by 
completing and submitting a revised EDS. 

In addition, the Contractor shall provide the City with copies of its latest articles of 
incorporation, by-laws and resolutions, or partnership orjoint venture agreement, as applicable, and 
evidence of its authority to do business in the State of Illinois, including without limitation, 
registrations of assumed names or limited partnerships and certifications of good standing with the 
Office ofthe Secretary of State oflllinois. 

6.03 Conflict oflnterest 

Pursuant to Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal Codeof Chicago, and 65 ILCS 5/3.1-55-10, no 
member ofthe goveming body ofthe City or other unit of govemment, no other officer, employee, 
SSAC member, or agent of the City or other unit of govemment who exercises any functions or 
responsibilities in connection with the Services to which this Agreement orany related subcontract 
pertain, and no relative ofany SSAC member shall have any personal economic or financial interest, 
directly or indirectly, in this Agreement or any such subcontract except to the extent that such 
benefits are provided equally to all residents and/or business owners in the Area. Furthermore, no 
SSAC member, relative of any SSAC member. City official, agent or employee shall be a 
Subcontractor, employee or shareholder of the Contractor or receive anything of value from the 
Contractor. 

No member of or delegate to the Congress ofthe United States or the Illinois General 
Assembly and no alderman ofthe City or City employee shall be admitted to any share or part ofthis 
Agreement or to any financial benefit to arise from it. The Contractor acknowledges that any 
agreement entered into, negotiated or perfonned in violation of any of the provisions of Chapter 
2-156 shall be voidable by the City. 

The Contractor covenants that it, its officers, directors and employees, and the officers, 
directors and employees of each ofits members if a joint venture, and Subcontractors presently have 
no financial interest and shall acquire no interest, direct or indirect, in the Services undertaken by 
the Contractor pursuant to the Agreement that would conflict in any manner or degree with the 
perfonnance of the Services. The Contractor further covenants that in the performance of this 
Agreement no person having any such interest shall be employed. The Contractor agrees that ifthe 
Commissioner in his reasonable judgment determines that any ofthe Contractor's services for others 
confiict with the Services the Contractor is to provide for the City under this Agreement, the 
Contractor shall terminate such other services immediately upon request ofthe City. 
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6.04 Non-liability of Public Officials 

No official, employee or agent ofthe City shall be charged personally by the Contractor, or 
by any assignee or Subcontractor ofthe Contractor, with any liability or expenses of defense or he 
held personally liable to them under any term or provision hereof because ofthe City's execution 
or attempted execution hereof, or because ofany breach hereof 

6.05 Independent Contractor 

The Contractor shall perfonn under this Agreement as an independent contractor to the City 
and not as a representative, employee, agent, or partner ofthe City. 

6.06 Business Relationships with Elected Officials 

Pursuant to Section 2-I56-030(b) ofthe Municipal Code ofthe City of Chicago, it is illegal 
for any elected official ofthe City, or any person acting at the direction ofsuch official, to contact, 
either orally or in writing, any other City official or employee with respect to any matter involving 
any person with whom the elected official has a business relationship, or to participate in any 
discussion in any City Council committee hearing or in any City Council meeting or to vote on any 
matter involving the person with whom an elected official has a business relationship. Violation 
of Section 2-156-030(b) by any elected official with respect to this Agreement is grounds for 
termination of this Agreement. The term business relationship is defined as set forth in Section 
2-156-080 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

Section 2-156-080 defines a "business relationship" as any contractual or other private 
business dealing of an official, or his or her spouse, or ofany entity in which an official or his or her 
spouse has a finemcial interest, with a person or entity which entitles an official to compensation or 
payment in the amount of $2,500 or more in a calendar year; provided, however, a financial interest 
shall not include: (i) any ownership through purchase at fair market value or inheritance of less than 
one percent of the share of a corporation, or any corporate subsidiary, parent or affiliate thereof, 
regardless ofthe value of or dividends on such shares, if such shares are registered on a securities 
exchange pursuant to the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended; (ii) the authorized 
compensation paid to an official or employee for his office or employment; (iii) any economic 
benefit provided equally to all residents of the City; (iv) a time or demand deposit in a financial 
institution; or (v) an endowment or insurance policy or annuity contract purchased from an insurance 
company. A "contractual or other private business dealing" shall not include any employment 
relafionship of an official's spouse with an entity when such spouse has no discrefion conceming or 
input relating to the relationship between that entity and the City. 
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6.07 Chicago "Living Wage" Ordinance 

(a) Section 2-92-610 of the Municipal Code of Chicago provides for a living 
wage for certain categories of workers employed in the performance of City contracts, specifically 
non-City employed security guards, parking attendants, day laborers, home and health care workers, 
cashiers, elevator operators, custodial workers and clerical workers ("Covered Employees"). 
Accordingly, pursuant to Section 2-92-610 and regulations promulgated under it: 

(i) IfContractor has 25 or more ftill-time employees, and 

(ii) If at any time during the performance ofthis Agreement, Contractor and/or 
any Subcontractor or any other entity that provides any portion of the Services 
(collectively "Performing Parties") uses 25 or more full-fime security guards, orany 
number of other fiill-time Covered Employees, then 

(iii) Contractor must pay its Covered Employees, and must assure that all 
other Performing Parties pay their Covered Employees, not less than the minimum 
hourly rate as detennined in accordance with this provision (the "Base Wage") for 
all Services performed under this Agreement. 

(b) Contractor's obligation to pay, and to assure payment of, the Base Wage will 
begin at any time during the term ofthis Agreement when the condifions set forth in (a)(i) and 
(a)(ii) above are met, and will confinue unfil the end ofthe term ofthis Agreement. 

(c) As of July I, 2008, the Base Wage is $10.60, and each July I thereafter, the Base 
Wage will be adjusted, using the most recent federal poverty guidelines for a family of four as 
published annually by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, to constitute the 
following: the poverty guidelines for a family of four divided by 2000 hours or the current base 
wage, whichever is higher. At all times during the term ofthis Agreement, Contractor and all other 
Performing Parties must pay the Base Wage (aŝ  adjusted in accordance with the above). Ifthe 
payrrient of prevailing wages is required for Services done under this Agreement, and the prevailing. 
wages for Covered Employees are higher than the Base Wage, then Contractor and all other 
Performing Parties must pay the prevailing wage rates. 

(d) Contractor must include provisions in all subconfracts requiring its 
Subcontractors to pay the Base Wage to Covered Employees. Confractor agrees to provide the 
City with documentation acceptable to the Chief Procurement Officer demonsfrating that all 
Covered Employees, whether employed by Contractor or by a Subconfractor, have been paid the 
Base Wage, upon the City's request for such documentation. The City may independently audit 
Contractor and/or Subcontractors to verify compliance with this section. Failure to comply with 
the requirements ofthis secfion will be an event of default under this Agreement, and further, 
failure to comply may result in ineligibility for any award of a City confract or subconfract for up 
to 3 years. 
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(e) Not-for-Profit Corporations: IfContractor is a corporation having federal 
tax-exempt status under Section 501(c)(3) ofthe Intemal Revenue Code and is recognized under 
Illinois not-for-profit law, then the provisions of Sections (a) through (d) above do not apply. 

6.08 Deemed Inclusion 

Provisions required by law, ordinances, mles, regulations, or execufive orders to be inserted 
in this Agreement are deemed inserted in this Agreement whether or not they appear in this 
Agreement or, upon application by either party, this Agreement will be amended to make the 
insertion; however, in no event will the failure to insert the provisions before or after this Agreement 
is signed prevent its enforcement. 

6.09 Environmental Warranties and Representations 

In accordance with Section 11-4-1600(e) ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago, Contractor 
warrants and represents that it, and to the best ofits knowledge, its subcontractors have not violated 
and are not in violation ofthe following secfions ofthe Code (collectively, the Waste Sections): 

7-28-390 Dumping on public way; 
7-28-440 Dumping on real estate without permit; 
11-4-1410 Disposal in waters prohibited; 
11-4-1420 Ballast tank, bilge tank or other discharge; 
11-4-1450 Gas manufacturing residue; 
11-4-1500 Treatment and disposal of solid or liquid waste; 
11-4-1530 Compliance with mles and regulations required; 
11-4-1550 Operational requirements; and 
11 -4-1560 Screening requirements. 

During the period while this Agreement is executory, Contractor's or any subcontractor's 
violation of the Waste Sections, whether or not relating to the performance of this Agreement, 
constitutes a breach of and an event of default under this Agreement, for which the opportunity to 
cure, if curable, will be granted only at the sole designation ofthe Commissioner. Such breach and 
default entitles the City to all remedies under the Agreement, at law or in equity. 

This section does not limit Contractor's and its subcontractors' duty to comply with all 
applicable federal, state, county and municipal laws, statutes, ordinances and executive orders, in 
effect now or later, and whether or not they appear in this Agreement. 

Non-compliance with these terms and conditions may be used by the City as grounds for the 
termination of this Agreement, and may fiirther affect Contractor's eligibility for future contract 
awards. 
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6.10 EDS / Certification Regarding Suspension and Debarment 

Contractor certifies, as ftirther evidenced in the EDS attached as Exhibit 3, by its acceptance 
ofthis Agreement that neither it nor its principals is presently debarred, suspended, proposed for 
debarment, declared ineligible or voluntarily excluded from participation in this transaction by any 
federal department or agency. Contractor further agrees by executing this Agreement that it will 
include this clause without modification in all lower tier transactions, solicitations, proposals, 
contracts and subcontracts. IfContractor or any lower tier participant is unable to certify to this 
statement, it must attach an explanation to the Agreement. 

6.11 Ethics 

(a) In addition to other warranties and representations. Contractor warrants that no 
payment, gratuity or offer of employment will be made in connection with this Agreement by or on 
behalf of any Subcontractors to Contractor or higher tier subcontractors or anyone associated with 
them, as an inducement for the award of a subcontract or order. 

(b) Contractor further acknowledges that any Agreement entered into, negotiated or 
performed in violation ofany ofthe provisions of Chapter 2-156 is voidable as to the City. 

6.12 MacBride Ordinance 

The City of Chicago through the passage ofthe MacBride Principles Ordinance seeks to 
promote fair and equal employment opportunifies and labor practices for religious minorifies in 
Northem Ireland and provide a better working environment for all citizens in Northem Ireland. 

In accordance with Secfion 2-92-580 of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago, if 
Contractor conducts any business operations in Northem Ireland, the Contractor must make all 
reasonable and good faith efforts to conduct any business operations in Northem Ireland in 
accordance with the MacBride Principles for Northem Ireland as defined in Illinois Public Act 85-
1390 (1988 lU. Laws 3220). 

The provisions of this Section 6.12 do not apply to confracts for which the City receives 
funds administered by the United States Department of Transportafion, except to the extent Congress 
has directed that the Department ofTransportation not withhold fiands from states and localities that 
choose to implement selecfive purchasing policies based on agreement to comply with the MacBride 
Principles for Northem Ireland, or to the extent that such funds are not otherwise withheld by the 
Department ofTransportation. 
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ARTICLE 7 EVENTS OF DEFAULT, REMEDIES, TERMINATION, RIGHT 
TO OFFSET, SUSPENSION 

7.01 Eventsof Default Defined 

The following constitute events of default: 

A. Any material misrepresentation, whether negligent or willful and whether in the 
inducement or in the perfonnance, made by Contractor to the City. 

B. Contractor's material failure to perform any ofits obligations under the Agreement 
including, but not limited to, the following: 

(1) failure to commence or ensure timely completion ofthe Services due to a reason 
or circumstance within Contractor's reasonable control; 

(2) failure to perform the Services in a manner satisfactory to the City; 

(3) failure to promptly re-perform within a reasonable time Services that were 
rejected as erroneous or unsatisfactory; 

(4) disconfinuance ofthe Services for reasons within the Contractor's reasonable 
control; ' 

(5) failure to comply with a material term of this Agreement, including but not 
limited to the provisions conceming insurance and nondiscrimination; and 

(6) any other acts specifically and expressly stated in this Agreement as constituting 
an event of default. 

C. The Contractor's default under any other agreement it ififay presently have or may 
enter into with the City during the life ofthis Agreement. The Contractor acknowledges and agrees 
that in the event of a default under this Agreement the City may also declare a default under any such 
other agreements. 

7.02 Remedies 

The occurrence ofany event of default which the Contractor fails to cure within 14 calendar 
days after receipt of nofice specifying such default or which, if such event of default cannot 
reasonably be cured within 14 calendar days after nofice, the Confractor fails, in the sole opinion of 
the Commissioner, to commence and confinue diligent efforts to cure, permits the City to declare the 
Contractor in default. Whether to declare the Confractor in default is within the sole discretion of 
the Commissioner. Written nofificafion ofthe default, and any intention ofthe City to terminate the 
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Agreement, shall be provided to Contractor and such decision is final and effective upon Contractor's 
receipt ofsuch notice. Upon receipt ofsuch notice, the Contractor must discontinue any services, 
unless otherwise directed in the notice, and deliver all materials accumulated in the performance of 
this Agreement, whether completed or in the process of completion, to the City. At such time the 
City may invoke any legal or equitable rerhedy available to it including, but not limited to, the 
following: 

A. The right to take over and complete the Services or any part thereofas agent for and 
at the cost ofthe Contractor, either directly or through others. The Contractor shall have, in such 
event, the right to offset from such cost the amount it would have cost the City under the terms and 
conditions herein had the Contractor completed the Services. 

B. The right to terminate this Agreement as to any or all of the Services yet to be 
performed, effective at a time specified by the City. 

C. The right of specific perfonnance, an injunction or any other appropriate equitable 
remedy. 

D. The right to money damages. 

E. The right to withhold all or any part of Contractor's compensation hereunder. 

F. The right to deem Contractor non-responsible in future contracts to be awarded by the City. 

If the City considers it to be in its best interest, it may elect not to declare default or to 
terminate this Agreement. The parties acknowledge that this provision is solely forthe benefit ofthe 
City and that ifthe City permits the Contractor to continue to provide the Services despite one or 
more events of default, the Contractor is in no way relieved ofany ofits responsibilifies, dufies or 
obligations under this Agreement nor does the City waive or relinquish any ofits rights. No delay 
or omission to exercise any right accming upon any event of default impairs any such right nor shall 
it̂ be constmed as a waiver ofany event of default or acquiescence therein, and every such right may 
be exercised from time to time and as often as may be deemed expedient. 

7.03 Right to Offset 

The City reserves its rights under §2-92-380 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and the 
Commissioner shall consult with the SSAC before exercising such rights. 

7.04 Suspension 

The City may at any time request that the Contractor suspend its Services, or any part thereof, 
by giving 15 days prior written notice to the Contractor or upon no notice in the event of emergency. 
No costs incurred after the effective date ofsuch suspension shall be allowed. The Contractor shall 
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promptly resume its perfonnance upon written nofice by the Department. The Budget may be 
revised pursuant to Section 5.02 to account for any additional costs or expenses actually incurred by 
the Contractor as a result of recommencing the Services. 

7.05 No Damages for Delay 

The Contractor agrees that it, its members, if a partnership or joint venture and its 
Subcontractors shall make no claims against the City for damages, charges, additional costs or hourly 
fees for costs incuned by reason of delays or hindrances by the City in the perfonnance of its 
obligations under this Agreement. 

7.06 Early Termination 

In addition to termination for default, the City may, at any time, elect to terminate this 
Agreement or any portion of the Services to be performed under it at the sole discretion of the 
Commissioner by a written notice to the Contractor. Ifthe City elects to tenninate the Agreement 
in fiill, all Services shall cease and all materials accumulated in performing this Agreement, whether 
completed or in the process of completion, shall be delivered to the Department within 10 days after 
receipt of the notice or by the date stated in the nofice. 

During the final ten days or other time period stated in the notice, the Contractor shall restrict 
its activities, and those of its Subcontractors, to winding down any reports, analyses, or other 
activities previously begun: No costs incurred after the effective date ofthe termination are allowed. 
Payment for any Services actually and satisfactorily performed before the effecfive date of the 
tennination shall be on the same basis as set forth in Article 5 hereof, but if any compensation is 
described or provided for on the basis of a period longer than ten days, then the compensation shall 
be prorated accordingly. 

If a court of competent jurisdiction determines that the City's elecfion to terminate this 
Agreement for default has been wrongful, then such terminafion shall be deemed to be an early 
termination." 

ARTICLE 8 GENERAL CONDITIONS 

8.01 Entire Agreement 

This Agreement, and the exhibits attached hereto and incorporated hereby, shall constitute 
the entire agreement between the parties and no other warranties, inducements, considerations, 
promises, or interpretations shall be implied or impressed upon this Agreement that are not expressly 
addressed herein. 
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8.02 Counterparts 

This Agreement is comprised of several identical counterparts, each to be fully executed by 
the parties and each to be deemed an original having identical legal effect. 

8.03 Amendments 

Nochanges, amendments, modifications, or discharge ofthis Agreement, or any part thereof, 
shall be valid unless in writing and signed by the authorized agent of the Contractor and the 
Commissioner, or their successors and assigns. The City shall incur no liability for revised services 
without a written amendment to this Agreement pursuant to this Section. 

8.04 Compliance with All Laws 

The Contractor shall at all times observe and comply with all applicable laws, ordinances, 
rules, regulations and executive orders ofthe federal, state and local govemment, now existing or 
hereinafter in effect, which may in any manner affect the performance ofthis Agreement. 

8.05 Compliance with ADA and Other Accessibility Laws 

If this Agreement involves services to the public, the Contractor warrants that all Services 
provided hereunder shall comply with all accessibility standards for persons with disabilifies or 
environmentally limited persons including, but not limited to the following: Americans with 
Disabilifies Actof 1990, 42 U.S.C. § 12101 et seq. and the Rehabilitafion Act of 1973. 29 U.S.C. 
§§ 793-94. In the event that the above cited standards are inconsistent, the Contractor shall comply 
with the standard providing greater accessibility. 

If this Agreement involves design for constmction and/or Constmcfion, the Contractor 
warrants that all design documents produced and/or used under this Agreement shall comply with 
all federal, state and local laws and regulations regarding accessibility standards for persons with 
disabilities or environmentally limited persons including, but not limited to, the following: 
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, 42 U.S.C. § 12101 et seq. and the Americans with 
Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilifies; the Architectural Barriers Act, 
P.L. 90-480 and the Uniform Federal Accessibility Standards; and the Environmental Barriers Act, 
410 ILCS 25/1 et seq., and the regulations promulgated thereto at III. Admin. Code tit. 71, ch. I, § 
400.110. In the event that the above cited standards are inconsistent, the Contractor shall comply 
with the standard providing greater accessibility. Ifthe Contractor fails to comply with the foregoing 
standards, it shall perform again at no expense all services required to be reperformed as a direct or 
indirect result ofsuch failure. 

8.06 Assigns 
All ofthe tenns and conditions ofthis Agreement, shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of 
the parties hereto and their respective legal representatives, successors, transferees and assigns. 
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8.07 Cooperation 

The Contractor agrees at all times to cooperate fiilly with the City and to act in the City's best 
interests. Upon the termination or expiration ofthis Agreement, the Contractor shall make every 
effort to assure an orderly transition to another provider of the Services, if any, orderly 
demobilization ofits operations in connection with the Services, unintermpted provision of Services 
during any transition period and shall otherwise comply with reasonable requests ofthe Department 
in connection with this Agreement's termination or expiration. 

8.08 Severability 

If any provision ofthis Agreement is held or deemed to be or shall in fact be inoperative or 
unenforceable as applied in any particular case in any jurisdiction or in all cases because it conflicts 
with any other provision hereof or of any constitution, statute, ordinance, mle oflaw or public policy, 
or for any other reason, such circumstances shall not have the effect of rendenng such provision 
inoperative or unenforceable in any other case or circumstances, or of rendering any other provision 
herein invalid, inoperative, or unenforceable to any extent. The invalidity of any one or more 
phrases, sentences, clauses or sections herein shall not effect the remaining portions of this 
Agreement or any part thereof 

8.09 Interpretation 

All headings in this Agreement are for convenience of reference only and do not define or 
limit the provisions thereof Words ofgender are deemed to include correlative words ofthe other 
gender. Words importing the singular number include the plural number and vice versa, unless the 
context otherwise indicates. All references to exhibits or documents are deemed to include all 
supplements and/or amendments to such exhibits or documents if entered into in accordance with 
the terms and conditions hereof and thereof All references to persons or entities are deemed to 
include any persons or entities succeeding to the rights, dufies, and obligations ofsuch persons or 
entifies in accordance with the terms and conditions herein. 

8.10 Miscellaneous Provisions 

Whenever under this Agreement the City by a proper authority waives the Contractor's 
performance in any respect or waives a requirement or condition to the Contractor's performance, 
the waiver, whether express or implied, applies only to that particular instance and is not a waiver 
forever or for subsequent instances ofthe performance, requirement or condition. No waiver shall 
be constmed as a modification ofthe Agreement regardless ofthe number of times the City may 
have waived the performance, requirement or condition. 
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8.11 Disputes 

Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, Contractor must and the City may bring any 
dispute arising under this Agreement which is not resolved by the parties to the Chief Procurement 
Officer for decision based upon the written submissions ofthe parties. (A copy of the "Regulations 
ofthe Department of Procurement Services for Resolution of Disputes between Contractors and the 
City of Chicago" is available in City Hall, 121 N. LaSalle Street, Room 301, Bid and Bond Room, 
Chicago, Illinois 60602.) The Chief Procurement will issue a written decision and send it to the 
Contractor and the SSAC by mail. The decision of the Chief Procurement Officer is final and 
binding. The sole and exclusive remedy to challenge the decision ofthe Chief Procurement Officer 
is judicial review by means of a common law writ of certiorari. 

8.12 Contractor Affidavit 

The Contractor must provide to the City, no later than thirty days after the end of each year, 
a fully executed and notarized Affidavit certifying the expenditures and Services provided for the 
prior year. The form ofthis affidavit is attached as Exhibit 8 and incorporated by reference. 

8.13 Prohibition on Certain Contributions 

Contractor agrees that Contractor, any person or entity who directly or indirectly has an 
ownership or beneficial interest in Contractor of more than 7.5 percent ("Owners"), spouses and 
domestic partners ofsuch Owners, Contractor's subcontractors, any person or entity who directly 
or indirectly has an ownership or beneficial interest in any subcontractor of more than 7.5 percent 
("Sub-owners") and spouses and domestic partners ofsuch Sub-owners (Contractor and all the other 
preceding classes of persons and entifies are together, the ("Identified Parties"), shall not make a 
contribution of any amount to the Mayor of the City of Chicago ("Mayor") or to his political 
fimdraising committee (i) after execufion ofthis Agreement by C9ntractor, (ii) while this Agreement 
or any Other Contract is executory, (iii) during the term ofthis Agreement or any Other Contract 
between Contractor and the City, or (iv) during any period while an extension ofthis Agreement or 
any Other Contract is being sought or negofiated. 

Contractor represents and warrants that since the date of public advertisement ofthe 
specification, request for qualifications, request for proposals or request for information (or any 
combination of those requests) or, if not competitively procured, from the date the City approached 
Contractor or the date Contractor approached the City, as applicable, regarding the formulation of 
this Agreement, no Identified Parties have made a contribution ofany amount to the Mayor or to his 
political fundraising committee. 

Confractor agrees that it shall not: (a) coerce, compel or intimidate its employees to 
make a contribufion ofany amount to the Mayor or to the Mayor's political fimdraising committee; 
(b) reimburse its employees for a contribution ofany amount made to the Mayor or to the Mayor's 
political fundraising committee; or (c) bundle or solicit others to bundle contribufions to the Mayor 
or to his political fundraising committee. 
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Contractor agrees that the Identified Parties miist not engage in any conduct whatsoever 
designed to intentionally violate this provision or Mayoral Executive Order No. 05-1 or to entice, 
direct or solicit others to intentionally violate this provision or Mayoral Executive Order No. 05-1. 

Contractor agrees that a violation of, non-compliance with, misrepresentafion with respect 
to, or breach ofany covenant or warranty under this provision or violation of Mayoral Executive 
Order No. 05-1 constitutes a breach and default under this Agreement, and under any Other Contract 
for which no opportunity to cure will be granted. Such breach and default entitles the City to all 
remedies (including without limitation tennination for default) under this Agreement, under Other 
Contract, at law and in equity. This provision amends any Other Contract and supersedes any 
inconsistent provision contained therein. 

If Contractor violates this provision or Mayoral Executive Order No. 05-1 prior to award of 
the Agreement resulting from this specification, the Commissioner may reject Contractor's bid. 

For purposes of this provision: 

"Bundle" means to collect contributions from more than one source which are then delivered 
by one person to the Mayor or to his political fundraising committee. 

"Other Contract" means any other agreement with the City of Chicago to which Contractor 
is a party that is (i) formed under the authority of chapter 2-92 ofthe Municipal Code of 
Chicago; (ii) entered into for the purchase or lease of real or personal property; or (iii) for 
materials, supplies, equipment or services which are approved or authorized by the city 
council. 

"Contribution" means a "political contribution" as defined in Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal 
Code of Chicago, as amended. 

Individuals are "Domestic Partners" if they safisfy the following criteria: 

(A) they are each other's sole domestic partner, responsible for each other's 
common welfare; and 

(B) neither party is married; and 
(C) the partners are not related by blood closer than would bar marriage in the 

Stateof Illinois; and 
(D) each partner is at least 18 years of age, and the partners are the same sex, and 

the partners reside at the same residence; and 
(E) two ofthe following four condifions exist for the partners: 

1. The partners have been residing together for at least 12 months. 
2. The partners have common orjoint ownership of a residence. 
3. The partners have at least two ofthe following arrangements: 

a. joint ownership of a motor vehicle; 
b. a joint credit account; 
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c. a joint checking account; 
d. a lease for a residence identifying both domestic partners as 

tenants. 
4. Each partner identifies the other partner as a primary beneficiary in a 

will. 

"Political ftjndraising committee" means a "political fiindraising committee" as defined in 
Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal code of Chicago, as amended." 

8.14 Firms Owned or Operated by Individuals with Disabilities 

The City encourages Contractors to use Subcontractors that are firms owned or operated by 
individuals with disabilities, as defined by Section 2-92-586 ofthe Municipal Code ofthe City of 
Chicago, where not otherwise prohibited by federal or state law. 

8.15 Governing Law and Jurisdiction 

This Agreement is govemed as to perfonnance and inteipretation in accordance with the 
laws ofthe State oflllinois. 

ARTICLE 9 NOTICES 

Notices provided for herein shall be in wrifing and may be delivered personally or by 
United States mail, first class, certified, retum receipt requested, with postage prepaid and 
addressed as follows: 

Ifto the City; Special Service Area #43 Commission 
2720 W. Devon Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60659 

Department of Planning and Development 
CityHall, Room 1000 
121 North LaSalle Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
Attention: Commissioner 

With Copies to: Department of Law 
Room 600, City Hall 
121 North LaSalle Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
Attention: Corporation Counsel 

Ifto Contractor: West Ridge Chamber of Commerce 
2720 W. Devon Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60659 
Attention: Amie Zander 
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Changes in the above-referenced addresses must be in writing and delivered in 
accordance with the provisions ofthis Section. Notices delivered by mail shall be deemed 
received 3 days after mailing in accordance with this Section. Notices delivered personally shall 
be deemed effective upon receipt. 

ARTICLE 10 CITY ACTION 

In the event that there is no duly constituted SSAC during the term ofthis 
Agreement, the City will retain all ofthe rights and obligations afforded to the SSAC hereunder. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the City and the Contractor have executed this 
Agreement on the date first set forth above, at Chicago, Illinois. 

Recommended by: CONTRACTOR 

SSAC Chairperson 

CITY OF CHICAGO 

By: 
Commissioner, Department of 
Planning and Development 

By:. 

Its: 

Attested By:_ 

Its: 

State of 

County of. 

executed). 

This instmment was acknowledged before me on (date) by 
_(name/s of person/s) as (type of authority, e.g., officer, frustee, etc.) of. 

(name of party on behalf of whom instmment was 

(Signature of Notary Public) 

(Sub)Exhibits 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 referred to in this Service Provider Agreement for 
Special Service Area Number 43 read as follows: 
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(Sub)Exhibit 1. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 43) 

Special Service Area Number 43. 

Devon Avenue. 

2009 Scope Of Sen/ices. 

Maintenance and beautification. 

Parking/transit program. 

Advertising and promotions. 

Safety programs. 

(Sub)Exhibit 2. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 43) 

Schedule C: 2009 Special Service Area Budget Summary. 

Department Of Planning And Development. 

Special Service Area Number and Name: 

Special Service Area Chairperson: 

Service Provider: 

Special Service Area Program Manager: 

Budget Period: 

Special Service Area Number 43 - Devon 
Avenue 

Irv Loundy 

West Ridge Chamber of Commerce 

Amie Zander 

January 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009 

Service 

Advertising and Promotion 

Public Way Maintenance 

Public Way Aesthetics 

Tenant Retention/Attraction 

Facade Improvements 

2008 Levy 

$ 8,000 

91,750 

43,000 

-

-

+ Carryover 

$1,000 

• - . 

-

-

-

= 2009 Budget 

$ 9,000 

91,750 

43,000 

-

-
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Service 

Parking/Transits/Accessibility 

Safety Programs 

District Planning 

Other Technical Assistance 

Total Services 

Administration 

Loss Collection 2.8% 

GRAND TOTAL 

Administration/Total Budget 
Ratio 

2008 Levy 

$ 15,550 

3,600 

-

-

$161,900 

$ 12,100 

$ 5,000 

$179,000 

+ 

+ 

Carryover 

-

-

-. 

-

$1,000 

$ 50 

$ -

$1,050 

= 

' = 

2009 Budget 

$ 15,550 

3,600 

-

-

$162,900 

$ 12,150 

$ 5,000 

$180,050 

6.7% 

D.P.D. Use Only 

Estimated 2007 E.A.V. 

Authorized Tax Rate Cap 

Estimated Tax Rate for 2008 Levy 

Estimated 2008 Levy 

$67,513:741 

0.400% 

0.265% 

$ 179,000 

Special Service Area Number and Name: Special Service Area Number 43 - Devon 
Avenue 

Budget Period: January 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009 

The attached budget is recommended and approved by the Special Service Area 
Commission. 

(Signed) Irving Loundy 
S.S.A. Chairperson Signature 

Irving Loundy 
S.S.A. Chairperson Printed Name 

June 18. 2008 
Date 
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(Sub)Exhibit 3. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 43) 

City Of Chicago 

Economic Disclosure Statement And Affidavit. 

SECTION I - GENERAL INFORiVIATION 

A. Legal name of Disclosing Parly submitling this EDS. Include d/b/a/ if applicable: 

Devon North Town Business & Professional Association d/b/a West Ridge Chamber of Commerce 

Check ONE of the following three boxes: 

Indicate whether Disclosing Parly submiiting this EDS is: 
1. M ihe Applicant 

OR 
2. [ ] a legal entity holding a direct or indirect interest in the Applicant. State the legal name ofthe 

Applicant in which Disclosing Party holds an interest: 
OR 

3. [ ] a specified legal entity with a right ofcontrol (see Section II.B. I .b.) State the legal,name of 
the entity in which Disclosing Party holds a right ofcontrol: ._ 

B. Business address of Disclosing Party: 2720 W. Devon Avenue 

Ctiicago, IL 60659 

C Telephone ' ^'^'"''*^'°'^''""''''3''"'''°*®^' Fax' (Omitfed for printing puiposes) g^i 31]. (Omitted for printing purposes) 

D. Name of contact person: AfTlie Z a n d e r 

E. Federal Employer Identification No. (if you have one): (Omitted for printing purposes) 

F. Brief description of confract, transaction or other undertaking (referred to below as the "Matter") to 
which this EDS pertains. (Include project number and location of property, if applicable): 

Approval of (tie 200S SSA #43 budget and services along vvith approving ttie Wlesl Ridge Chamtwr of Commerce as Ihe Service Provdier lor SSA $43. 

G. Which City agency or department is requesting this EDS? Planning & Development 

If the Matter is a contract being handled by the City's Department of Procurement Services, please 
complete the following; 

Specification # and Contract # 
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SECTION II - DISCLOSURE OF OWNERSHIP INTERESTS 

A. NATURE OF DISCLOSING PARTY 

1. Indicate the nature of the Disclosing Party: 
[ ] Person [ ] Lim.itcd liability company* 
[ ] Publicly registered business corporation [ ] Limited liability partnership* 
[ ] Privately held business corporation [ ] Joint venture* 
[ ] Sole proprietorship M Not-for-profit corporation 
[ ] General partnership* (Is the not-for-profit corporation also a 501(c)(3))? 
[ ] Limited partnership* [ ] Yes M No 
[ ] Trust M Other (please specify) 

_501_(c)6_ 
* Note B.l.b below. 

2. For legal entities, the state (or foreign country) of incorporation or organization, if applicable: 

Illinois 

3. For legal entities not organized in the State oflllinois: Has the organization registered to do 
business in the State oflllinois as a foreign entity? 

[ ] Yes [ ] No M N/A 

B. IF THE DISCLOSING PARTY IS A LEGAL ENTITY: 

1 .a. List below the full names and titles of all executive officers and all directors of the entity, 
-or not-for-profit corporations, also list below all rtiembers, if any, which are legal entities. If there are 
lo such members, write "no members." For trusts, estates or other similar entities, list below the legal 
itleholder(s). 

l̂arne Title 

5 e e a t t a c h e d -NO Members" 

1 .b. If you checked "General partnership," "Limited partnership," "Limited liability 
)mpany," "Limited liability partnership" or "Joint venture" in response to Item A.l. above (Nature of 
isclosing Party), list below the name and title of each general partner, managing member, manager or 
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any other person or entity that controls the day-to-day management ofthe Disclosing Party. N O T E : 
Each legal entity listed below must submit an EDS on its own behalf 

Name Title 

N/A 

2. Please provide the following information concerning each person or entity having a direct or 
indirect beneficial interest (including ownership) in excess of 7.5% of the Disclosing Party. Examples 
ofsuch an interest include shares in a corporation, partnership interest in a partnership orjoint venture, 
interest of a member or manager in a limited liability company, or interest of a beneficiary of a trust, 
estate or other similar entity. If none, state "None." N O T E : Pursuant to Section 2-154-030 of the 
Municipal Code of Chicago ("Municipal Code"), the City may require any such additional information 
from any applicant which is reasonably intended to achieve full disclosure. 

Same Business Address Percentage Interest in the 
Disclosing Party 

vj/A 

E C T I O N III - BUSINESS R E L A T I O N S H I P S W I T H CITY E L E C T E D O F F I C I A L S 

Has the Disclosing Party had a "business relationship," as defined in Chapter 2-156 o f t h e Municipal 
ode, with any City elected official in the 12 months before the date this EDS is signed? 

M Yes [ ] No 

yes, please identify below the name(s) ofsuch City elected ofricial(s) and describe such 

ationship(s): 
th WardAlderman Bernard Stone is a dues paying member of the West Ridge Chamber of Commerce. 

pays an annual fee of $65 per year and is listed as a memtier on the Cfiamber website, l-lowever. lie is a non-voting member of^tfie organization. 

C T I O N IV - D I S C L O S U R E O F S U B C O N T R A C T O R S AND O T H E R R E T A I N E D P A R T I E S 

The Disclosing Party must disclose the name and business address of each subcontractor, attorney, 
3yisl, accountant, consultant and any other person or entity whom the Disclosing Party has retained 
xpdcts to retain in connection with the Matter, as well as the nature of the relationship, and the total 
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amount of the fees paid or estimated to be paid. The Disclosing Party is not required to disclose 
employees who are paid solely through the Disclosing Party's regular payroll. 

"Lobbyist" means any person or entity who undertakes lo influence any legislative or administrative 
action on behalf of any person or entity other than: (1) a not-for-profit entity, on an unpaid basis, or (2) 
himself. "Lobbyist" also means any person or entity any part of whose duties as an employee of 
another includes undertaking to influence any legislative or adininistrative action. 

If the Disclosing Party is uncertain whether a disclosure is required under this Section, the 
Disclosing Party must either ask the City whether disclosure is required or make the disclosure. 

Name Business Relationship to Disclosing Party Fees 
(indicate whether Address (subcontractor, attorney, (indicate whether 
retained or anticipated lobbyist, etc.) paid or estimated) 

See attached 

See attached 

See attached 

(Add sheets if necessary) 

[ ] Check here ifthe Disclosing party has not retained, nor expects to retain, any such persons or 
entities. 

SECTION V ~ CERTIFICATIONS 

\ . COURT-ORDERED CHILD SUPPORT COMPLIANCE 

Under Municipal Code Section 2-92-415, substantial owners of business entities that contract with 
he City must remain in compliance with their child support obligations throughout the term ofthe 
ontract. 

las any person who directly or indirectly owns 10% or more of the Disclosing Party been declared in 
rrearage on any child support obligations by any Illinois court of competent jurisdiction? 

[ ] Yes [ ] No M No person owns 10% or more ofthe Disclosing Party. 

"Yes," has the person entered into a court-approved agreement for payment of all support owed and 
the person in compliance with that agreement? 

[ J Y e s . [ ] N o . , i ; ; 
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B. FURTHER CERTIFICATIONS 

I. The Disclosing Party and, if the Disclosing Party is a legal entity, all of those persons or entities 
identified in Section II.B.l. of this EDS: 

a. are not presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarnnent, declared ineligible or voluntarily 
excluded from any transactions by any federal, state or local unit of government; 

b. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date ofthis EDS, been convicledof a criminal 
offense, adjudged guilty, or had a civil judgment rendered against them in connection with: 
obtaining, attempting to obtain, or performing a public (federal, state or local) transaction or 
contract under a public transaction; a violation of federal or state antitrust statutes; fraud; 
embezzlement; theft; forgery; bribery; falsification or destruction of records; making false 
statements; or receiving stolen property; 

c. are not presently indicted for or otherwise criminally or civilly charged by a governmental entity 
(federal, stale or local) with commission ofany ofthe offenses enumerated in clause B.l.b. of 
this Section V; 

d. have not, within a five-year period preceding the dale of this EDS, had one or more public 
transactions (federal, slate or local) terminated for cause or default; and 

e. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date ofthis EDS, been convicted, adjudged 
guilty, or found liable in a civil proceeding, or in any criminal or civil action, including actions 
concerning environmental violations, instituted by the City or by the federal government, any 
state, or any other unit of local government. 

2. The certifications in subparts 2, 3 and 4 concern: 

• the Disclosing Party; 
• any "Applicable Party" (meaning any party participating in the performance ofthe Matter, 

including but not limited to any persons or legal entities disclosed under Section IV, "Disclosure of 
Subcontractors and Other Retained Parties"); 
• any "Affiliated Entity" (meaning a person or entity that, directly or indirectly: controls the 

Disclosing Party, is controlled by the Disclosing Party, or is, with the Disclosing Party, under 
common control of another person or entity. Indicia ofcontrol include, without limitation: 
interlocking management or ownership; identity of interests among family members, shared facilities 
and equipment; common use of employees; or organization of a business entity following the 
ineligibility of a business entity to do business with federal or state or local government, including 
the City, using substantially the same management, ownership, or principals as the ineligible entity); 
with respect to Applicable Parties, the term Affiliated Entity means a person or entity that directly or 
indirectly controls the Applicable Party, is controlled by it, or, with the Applicable Party, is under 
common control of another person or entity; 
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• any responsible official of the Disclosing Party, any Applicable Party or any Affiliated Entity or 

any other official, agent or employee ofthe Disclosing Party, any Applicable Party or any Affiliated 

Entity, acting pursuant to the direction or authorization of a responsible official ofthe Disclosing 

Party, any Applicable Party or any .Affiliated Entity (collectively "Agents"). 

Neither the Disclosing Party, nor any Applicable Party, nor any Affiliated Entity of either the 

Disclosing Party or any Applicable Party nor any Agents have, during the five years before the date this 

EDS is signed, or, with respect to an Applicable Party, an Affiliated Entity, or an Affiliated Entity of an 

Applicable Party during the five years before the date ofsuch Applicable Party's or Affiliated Entity's 

contract or engagement in connection with the Matter: 

a. bribed or attempted to bribe, or been convicted or adjudged guilty of bribery or attempting to 
bribe, a public officer or employee of the City, the State of Illinois, or any agency of the federal 
government or of any state or local government in the United States of America, in that officer's 
or employee's official capacity; 

b. agreed or colluded with other bidders or prospective bidders, or been a party to any such 
agreement, or been convicted or adjudged guilty of agreement or collusion among bidders or 
prospective bidders, in restraint of freedom of competition by agreement to bid a fixed price or 
otherwise; or 

c. made an admission ofsuch conduct described in a. or b. above that is a matter of record, but 
have not been prosecuted for such conduct; or 

d. violated the provisions of Municipal Code Section 2-92-610 (Living Wage Ordinance). 

3. Neither the Disclosirtg Party, Affiliated Entity or Applicable Party, or any of their employees, 

fficials, agents or partners, is barred from contracting with any unit of state or local government as a 

;sult of engaging in or being convicted of (1) bid-rigging in violation of 720 ILCS 5/33E-3; (2) 

d-rotating in violation of 720 ILCS 5/33E-4; or (3) any similar offense o fany stale or of the United 

:ates of America that contains the same elements as the offense of bid-rigging or bid-rotating. 

4. Neither the Disclosing Party nor any Affiliated Entity is listed on any of the following lists 

aintained by the Office of Foreign Assets Control of the U.S. Department of the Treasury or the 

ireau of Industry and Security o f the U.S. Department of Commerce or their successors: the Specially 

^signaled Nationals List, the Denied Persons List, the Unverified List, the Entity List and the 

ibarred List. 

5. The Disclosing Party understands and shall comply with ( I ) the applicable requirements o f t h e 

vernmental Ethics Ordinance of the City, Title 2, Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code; and (2) all 

applicable provisions of Chapter 2-56 of the Municipal Code (Office of the Inspector General). 
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6. Ifthe Disclosing Party is unable to certify to any of the above statements in this Pairt B (Further 
Certifications), the Disclosing Party must explain below: 

Ifthe letters "NA," the word "None," or no response appears on the lines above, it will be conclusively 
presumed that the Disclosing Party certified to the above statements. 

C. CERTIFICATION OF STATUS AS FINANCIAL INSTITUTION 

For purposes ofthis Part C, under Municipal Code Section 2-32-455(b), the term "financial institution" 
means a bank, savings and loan association, thrift, credit union, mortgage banker, mortgage broker, 
trust company, savings bank, investment bank, securities broker, municipal securities broker, securities 
dealer, municipal securities dealer, securities underwriter, municipal securities underwriter, investment 
trust, venture capital company, bank holding company, financial services holding company, or any 
licensee under the Consumer Installment Loan Act, the Sales Finance Agency Act, or the Residential 
Mortgage Licensing Act. However, "financial institution" specifically shall not include any entity 
whose predominant business is the providing of tax deferred, defined contribution, pension plans to 
public employees in accordance with Sections 403(b) and 457 ofthe Internal Revenue Code. 
(Additional definitions may be found in Municipal Code Section 2-32-455(b).) 

1. CERTIFICATION 

The Disclosing Party certifies that the Disclosing Party (check one) 

[ ] is M is not 

I "financial institution" as defined in Section 2-32-455(b) ofthe Municipal Code. 

2. Ifthe Disclosing Party IS a financial institution, then the Disclosing Party pledges: 

We are not and will not become a predatory lender as defined in Chapter 2-32 ofthe Municipal 
!ode. We further pledge that none of our affiliates is, and none of them will become, a predatory 
mder as defined in Chapter 2-32 ofthe Municipal Code. We understand that becoming a predatory 
•nder or becoming an affiliate of a predatory lender may result in the loss of the privilege of doing 
jsiness with the City." 

the Disclosing Party is unable to make this pledge because it or any of its affiliates (as defined in 
;ction 2-32-455(b) ofthe Municipal Code) is a predatory lender within the meaning of Chapter 
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2-32 ofthe Municipal Code, explain herc.(attach additional pages if necessary): 

Ifthe letters "NA," the word "None," or no response appears on the lines above, it will be 
conclusively presumed that the Disclosing Party certified to the above statements. 

D. CERTIFICATION REGARDING INTEREST IN CITY BUSINESS 

Any words or terms that are defined in Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal Code have the same 
meanings when used in this Part D. 

I. In accordance with Section 2-1 56-1 10 of the Municipal Code: Does any official or employee 
of the City have a financial interest in his or her own name or in the name of any other person or 
entity in the Matter? 

[ ] Yes M No 

NOTE: If you checked "Yes" to Item D.L, proceed to Items D.2. and D.3. If you checked "No" to 
Item D.l. , proceed to Part E. 

2. Unless sold pursuant to a process of competitive bidding, or otherwise permitted, no City 
;lected official or employee shall have a financial interest in his or her own name or in the name of 
iny other person or entity in the purchase ofany property that (i) belongs to the City, or (ii) is sold 
"or taxes or assessments, or (iii) is sold by virtue of legal process at the suit of the City (collectively. 
City Property Sale"). Compensation for property taken pursuant to the City's eminent domain powe 
oes not constitute a financial interest within the meaning ofthis Part D. 

)oes the Matter involve a City Property Sale? 

[ ] Yes [ ] No 

3. If you checked "Yes" to Item D.l. , provide the names and business addresses of the City 
Ticials or employees having such interest and identify the nature ofsuch interest: 

ame Business Address Nature of Interest 

r 

4. The Disclosing Party further certifies that no prohibited financial interest in the Matter will 
acquired by any City official or employee. 
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E. CERTIFICATION REGARDING SLAVERY ERA BUSINESS 

The Disclosing Party has searched any and all records ofthe Disclosing Parly and any and all 
predecessor entities for records of investments or profits from slavery, the slave industry, or 
slaveholder insurance policies from the slavery era (including insurance policies issued to 
slaveholders that provided coverage for damage to or injury or death of their slaves) and has 
disclosed in this EDS any and all such records to the City, la additioa, the Disclosing Party must 
disclose the names ofany and all slaves or slaveholders described in those records. Failure to 
comply with these disclosure requirements may make the Matter to which this EDS pertains voidable 
by the City. 

Please check either 1. or 2. below. Ifthe Disclosing Party checks 2., the Disclosiag Party must 
disclose below or in an attachment to this EDS all requisite information as set forth in that paragraph 2. 

X 1. The Disclosing Party verifies that (a) the Disclosing Party has searched any and all records of 
the Disclosing Party and any and all predecessor entities for records of investments or profits from 
slavery, the slave industry, or slaveholder insurance policies, and (b) the Disclosing Party has found 
no records of investments or profits from slavery, the slave industry, or slaveholder insurance 
policies and no records of names of any slaves or slaveholders. 

2. The Disclosing Party verifies that, as a result of conducting the search in step 1(a) above, the 
Disclosing Party has found records relating to investments or profits from slavery, the slave industry, 
or slaveholder insurance policies and/or the names ofany slaves or slaveholders. The Disclosing 
Party verifies that the following constitutes full disclosure of all such records: 

ECTION VI - CERTIFICATIONS FOR FEDERALLY-FUNDED MATTERS 

OTE: Ifthe Matter is federally funded, complete this Section VI. Ifthe Matter is not federally 
inded, proceed to Section VII. 

. CERTIFICATION REGARDING LOBBYING 

1. List below the names of all persons or entities registered under the federal Lobbying 
sclosure Act of 1995 who have made lobbying contacts on behalf of the Disclosing Parly with 
;pect to the Matter: (Begin list here, add sheets as necessary): 

A 
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(If no explanation appears or begins on the lines above, or ifthe letters "NA" or if the word "None" 
appear, il will be conclusively presumed that the Disclosing Parly means that NO persons or entities 
registered under the Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 have made lobbying contacts on behalf of the 
Disclosing Parly with respect to the Matter.) 

2. The Disclosing Parly has not spent and will not expend any federally appropriated funds to 
pay any person or entity listed in Paragraph A.l . above for his or her lobbying activities or to pay any 
person or entity to influence or attempt to influence an officer or employee ofany agency, as defined 
by applicable federal law, a member of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or an 
employee of a member of Congress, in connection with the award ofany federally funded contract, 
making any federally funded grant or loan, entering into any cooperative agreement, or to extend, 
continue, renew, amend, or modify any federally funded contract, grant, loan, or cooperative 
agreement. 

3. The Disclosing Party will submit an updated certification at the end of each calendar quarter 
in which there occurs any event that materially affects the accuracy of the statements and information 
set forth in paragraphs A.I. and A.2. above. 

Ifthe Matter is federally funded and any funds other than federally appropriated funds have been or 
will be paid to any person or entity for influencing or attempting to influence an officer or employee 
of any agency (as defined by applicable federal law), a member of Congress, an officer or employee 
of Congress, or an employee of a member of Congress in connection with the Matter, the Disclosing 
Party musl complete and submit Standard Forrti-LLL, "Disclosure Form to Report Lobbying," in 
accordance with its instructions. The foi'm may be obtained online from the federal Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB) web site at htlp://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/snilin.pdf, 
linked on the page hllp://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/grants_forms.html. 

4. The Disclosing Party certifies that either: (i) it is not an organization described in section 
iO 1(c)(4) ofthe Internal Revenue Code of 1986; or (ii) it is an organization described in section 
i01(c)(4) ofthe Internal Revenue Code of 1986 but has not engaged and will not engage in 
Lobbying Activities". 

5. Ifthe Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party must obtain certifications equal 
1 form and substance to paragraphs A.L through A.4. above from all subcontractors before it 
ivards any subcontract and the Disclosing Party must maintain all such subcontractors' certifications 
)r the duration ofthe Matter and must make such certifications promptly available to the City upon 
quest. 

CERTIFICATION REGARDING EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 

the Matter is federally funded, federal regulations require the Applicant and all proposed 
bcontractors to submit the following information with their bids or in writing at the outsel of 
gotiations. 

http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/snilin.pdf
http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/grants_forms.html
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Is the Disclosing Parly the Applicant? 

[ ] Yes [ ] No 

If "Yes," answer the three questions below: 

1. Have you developed and do you have on file affirmative action programs pursuant lo 
applicable federal regulations? (See 41 CFR Part 60-2.) 

( ] Yes [ ] No 

2. Have you filed with the Joint Reporting Committee, the Director of the Office of Federal 
Contract Compliance Programs, or the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission all reports due 
under the applicable filing requirements? 

[ ] Yes [ ] No 

3. Have you participated in any previous contracts or subcontracts subject to the 
;qual opportunity clause? 

t ] Yes [ ] No 

f you checked " N o " to question L or 2. above, please provide an explanation: 

E C T I O N V l l - A C K N O W L E D G M E N T S , C O N T R A C T I N C O R P O R A T I O N , 
O M P L I A N C E , P E N A L T I E S , D I S C L O S U R E 

le Disclosing Parly understands and agrees that: 

By completing and filing this EDS, the Disclosing Party acknowledges and agrees, on behalf of 
elf and the persons or entities named in this EDS, that the City may investigate the 
;ditworthiness of some or all o f the persons or entities named in this EDS. 

The certifications, disclosures, and acknowledgments contained in this EDS will become part of 
i contract or other agreement between the Applicant and the City in connection with the Matter, 
ether procurement. City assistance, or other City action, and are material inducements to the City's 
;cution ofany contract or taking other action with respect to the Matter. The Disclosing Party 
lerstands that it must comply with all statutes, ordinances, and regulations on which this EDS is 
ed. 

The City's Governmental Ethics and Campaign Financing Ordinances, Chapters 2-156 and 2-164 
[le Municipal Code, impose certain duties and obligations on persons or entities seeking City 
tracts, work, business, or transactions. The full text of these ordinances and a training program is 
lable on line at www.citYofchicago.org/Ethics. and may also be obtained from the City's Board 
•fhics, 740 N. Sedgwick St., Suite 500, Chicago, IL 60610,(omittedforprintingpurpwesjyjĵ  Disclosing Party 
t comply fully with the applicable ordinances. 

http://www.citYofchicago.org/Ethics
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D. Ifthe City determines that any information provided in this EDS is false, incomplete or 
inaccurate, any contract or other agreement in connection vvith which it is submitted may be 
rescinded or be void or voidable, and the City may pursue any remedies under the contract or 
agreement (if not tescinded, void or voidable), at law, or in equity, including terminating the 
Disclosing Party's participation in the Matter and/or declining to allow the Disclosing Party to 
participate in other transactions with the City. Remedies al law for a false stateinent of material fact 
may include incarceration and an award to the City of treble damages. 

E. It is the City's policy to make this document available to the public on its Internet site and/or upon 
request. Some or all ofthe information provided on this EDS and any attachments to this EDS may 
be made available to the public on the Internet, in response to a Freedom of Information Act request, 
or otherwise. By completing and signing this EDS, the Disclosing Party waives and releases any 
possible rights or claims which it may have against the City in connection with the public release of 
information contained in this EDS and also authorizes the City to verify the accuracy ofany 
information submitted in this EDS. 

F. The information provided in this EDS must be kept current. In the event of changes, the 
Disclosing Party must supplement this EDS up to the time the City lakes action on the Matter. Ifthe 
Matter is a contract being handled by the City's Department of Procurement Services, the Disclosing 
Party must update this EDS as the contract requires. 

The Disclosing Party represents and warrants that: 

G. The Disclosing Party has not withheld or reserved any disclosures as to economic interests in the 
disclosing Party, or as to the Matter, or any information, data or plan as to the intended use or 
)urpose for which the Applicant seeks City Council or other City agency action. 

^or purposes ofthe certifications in H.L and H.2. below, the term "affiliate" means any petrson or 
ntity that, directly o r indirectly: controls the Disclosing Party, is controlled by the Disclosing Party, 
r is, with the Disclosing Party, under common control of another person or.entity. Indicia ofcontrol 
iclude, without limitation: interlocking management or ownership; identity of interests among 
imily members; shared facilities and equipment; common use of employees; or organization of a 
usincss entity following the ineligibility of a business entity to do business with the federal 
overnment or a state or local government, including the City, using substantially the same 
lanagement, ownership, or principals as the ineligible entity. 

.1 . The Disclosing Party is not delinquent in the payment ofany tax administered by the Illinois 
ejpartment of Revenue, nor are the Disclosing Party or its affiliates delinquent in paying any fine, 
e, tax or other charge owed to the City. This includes, but is not limited to, all water charges, 
wer charges, license fees, parking tickets, property taxes or sales taxes. 

2 Ifthe Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Parly and its affiliates will not use, nor 
rmit their subcontractors to use, any facility on the U.S. EPA's List of Viol^iUng Facilities in 
rtne6lT0rt with the Matter for the-duration of time that such facility remains on the list. 
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H.3 Ifthe Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party will obtain from any 
contractors/subcontractors hired or to be hired in connection vvith the Matter certifications equal in 
fonn and substance lo those in H I . and H.2. above and will not, without the prior written consent of 
the City, use any such contractor/subcontractor that does not provide such certifications or that the 
Disclosing Parly has reason to believe has not provided or cannot provide truthful certifications. 

NOTE: Ifthe Disclosing Party cannot certify as to any ofthe items in H.L, H.2. or H.3. above, an 

explanatory statement musl be attached to this EDS. 

CERTIFICATION 

Under penalty of perjury, the person signing below: (1) warrants that he/she is authorized to execute 
this EDS on behalf of the Disclosing Party, and (2) warrants that all certifications and statements 
contained in this EDS are true, accurate and complete as ofthe date furnished to the City. 

Devon Nortti Town Business and Pralessional Assodation drtj/a West fiidge Chambef o« Commeica r ) o f g - t j / l l / U O 

Print or type name of Disclosing Party) 

sigh here) 

\mie Zander 
' rint or type name of person signing) 

Executive Director 
•rint or type title of person signing) 

gned and sworn lo before me on (date) 
County, , £ c 

. - ^ 
Ŵ A 

'a^ 

LutI ll.'Zoo'i , by j M M ^ ^ t ^ ^ 

Notary Public. 

immissio n ^^^\r.s:_/_^_^J^^.. 

ERICJ.OTHELAN 
Notary Pubiic, Slate of Illinois 

M* CooaoMM Expire* Daxmlicr 10. MM 
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(Sub)Exhibit 4. 
(To Service Provitder Agreement For 

Special Sen/ice Area Number 43) 

Contractor Insurance Provisions. 

Special Service Area Number 43. 

West Ridge Chamber Of Commerce. 

Contractor must provide and maintain at Contractor's own expense, during the term ofthe 
Agreement and time period following expiration if Contractor is required to return and perform 
any ofthe Services or Additional Services underthis Agreement, the insurance coverage and 
requirements specified below, insuring all operations related to the Agreement. 

A. Insurance To Be Provided. 

1) Workers'Compensation And Employer's Liability. 

Workers' Compensation Insurance, as prescribed by applicable law, covering all 
employees who are to provide a service under this Agreement and Employer's 
Liability coverage with limits of not less than One Hundred Thousand 
Dollars ($100,000) each accident, illness or disease. 

2) Commercial General Liability (Primary And. Umbrella). 

Commercial General Liability Insurance or equivalent with limits of not less than 
One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per occurrence for bodily injury, personal injury and 
property damage liability. Coverages must include the following: all premises and 
operations, products/completed operations, separation of insureds, defense and 
contractual liability (with no limitation endorsement). The City of Chicago is to be 
named as an additional insured on a primary, noncontributory basis for any liability 
arising directly or indirectly from the Services. 

3) Automobile Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

When any motor vehicles (owned, non-owned and hired) are used in connection 
with Services to be performed, Contractor must provide Automobile Liability 
Insurance with limits of not less than Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000) 
per occurrence for bodily injury and property damage. The City of Chicago is to be 
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named as an additional insured on a primary, noncontributory basis for any liability 
arising directly or indirectly from the Services. 

4) Professional Liability. 

When any professional consultants (e.g., C.P.A.s, attorneys, architects, engineers, 
construction managers) perform Services in connection with this Agreement, 
Professional Liability Insurance covering acts, errors or omissions must be 
maintained with limits of not less than Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000). 
Coverage must include contractual liability. When policies are renewed or replaced, 
the policy retroactive date must coincide with, or precede, start of Services on the 
Agreement. A claims-made policy which is not renewed or replaced must have an 
extended reporting period of two (2) years. 

5) Crime. 

Contractor must be responsible for all persons handling funds under this 
Agreement, against loss by dishonesty, robbery, burglary, theft, destruction, or 
disappearance, computer fraud, credit card forgery and other related crime risks. 

B. Security Firms. 

Ifthe Contractor enters into a subcontract with a Security Firm, such Security Firm must be 
certified by State of Illinois, and the Security Firm's employees must be registered and 
certified by the State. Contractor must ensure and require any Security Firm subcontractor 
to comply with the Risk Management Division approved Security Firm Insurance Provisions 
set forth in (Sub)Exhibit 5 of this Agreement, attached hereto and incorporated by references 
as though fully set forth herein. 

C. Additional Requirements. 

Contractor must furnish the City of Chicago, Department of Planning and Development, 
Attention: Development Support Services, Room 1003, 121 North LaSalle Street, Chicago, 
Illinois 60602, original Certificates of Insurance, or such similar evidence, to be in force on 
the date ofthis Agreement, and Renewal Certificates of Insurance, or such similar evidence, 
if the coverages have an expiration or renewal date occurring during the term of this 
Agreement. Contractor must submit evidence of insurance on the City of Chicago Insurance 
Certificate Form (copy attached as (Sub)Exhibit ) or equivalent prior to award of this 
Agreement. The receipt of any certificate does not constitute agreement by the City that the 
insurance requirements in the Agreement have been fully met or that the insurance policies 
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indicated on the certificate are in compliance with all Agreement requirements. The failure 
of the City to obtain certificates or other insurance evidence from Contractor is not a waiver 
by the City of any requirements for the Contractor to obtain and maintain the specified 
coverages. Contractor must advise all insurers of the Agreement provisions regarding 
insurance. Nonconforming insurance does not relieve Contractor of the obligation to provide 
insurance as specified in this Agreement. Nonfulfillment of the insurance conditions may 
constitute a violation of the Agreement, and the City retains the right to stop work and 
suspend this Agreement until proper evidence of insurance is provided, or the Agreement 
may be terminated. 

The insurance must provide for sixty (60) days prior written notice to be given to the City 
in the event coverage is substantially changed, canceled or non-renewed. 

Any deductibles or self-insured retentions on referenced insurance coverages must be 
borne by Contractor. 

Contractor hereby waives and agrees to require their insurers to waive their rights of 
subrogation against the City of Chicago, its employees, elected officials, agents or 
representatives. 

The coverages and limits furnished by Contractor in no way limit the Contractor's liabilities 
and responsibilities specified within the Agreement or by law. 

Any insurance or self-insurance programs maintained by the City of Chicago do not 
contribute with insurance provided by Contractor under this Agreement. 

The required insurance to be carried is not limited by any limitations expressed in the 
indemnification language in this Agreement or any limitation placed on the indemnity in this 
Agreement given as a matter of law. 

If Contractor is a joint venture or limited liability company, the insurance policies must name 
the joint venture or limited liability company as a named insured. 

Contractor must require all Subcontractors to provide the insurance required in this 
Agreement, or Contractor may provide the coverages for Subcontractors. All Subcontractors 
are subject to the same insurance requirements of Contractor unless otherwise specified in 
this Agreement. 

If Contractor or Subcontractor desire additional coverages, the party desiring the additional 
coverages is responsible for the acquisition and cost. 
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The City of Chicago Risk Management Department maintains the right to modify, delete, 
alter or change these requirements. 

[City of Chicago Certificate of Insurance Form referred to 
in these Contractor Insurance Provisions 

unavailable at time of printing.] 

(Sub)Exhibit 5 referred to in these Contractor Insurance Provisions constitutes 
(Sub)Exhibit 5 to the Service Provider Agreement and reads as follows: 

(Sub)Exhibit 5. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 43) 

Security Firm Insurance Provisions. 

Special Service Area Number 43. 

West Ridge Chamber Of Commerce. 

The Security Firm must provide and maintain at Security Firm's own expense, untilContract 
completion and during the time period following expiration if Security Firm is required to 
return and perform any additional work, the insurance coverages and requirements specified 
below, insuring all operations related to the Contract. 

A. Insurance to Be Provided. 

1) Workers' Compensation And Employer's Liability. 

Workers' Compensation Insurance, as prescribed by applicable law covering all 
employees who are to provide work under this Contract and Employer's Liability 
coverage with limits of not less than Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000) 
each accident, illness or disease. 

2) Commercial General Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

Commercial General Liability Insurance or equivalent with limits of not less than 
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One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per occurrence for bodily injury, personal injury, 
and property damage liability. Coverages must include the following: all premises 
and operations, products/completed operations, separation of insureds, defense, 
and contractual liability (with no limitation endorsement). The S.S.A.C, the City of 
Chicago and the Contractor are to be named as additional insureds on a primary, 
noncontributory basis for any liability arising directly or indirectly from the work. 

3) Automobile Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

When any motor vehicles (owned, non-owned and hired) are used in connection 
with work to be performed, the Security Firm must provide Automobile Liability 
Insurance with limits of not less than One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per 
occurrence for bodily injury and property damage. The S.S.A.C, the City of 
Chicago and the Contractor are to be named as additional insureds on a primary, 
noncontributory basis for any liability arising directly or indirectly from the work. 

4) Professional Liability. 

Professional Liability Insurance covering acts, errors, or omissions must be 
maintained by the Security Firm with limits of not less than One Million 
Dollars ($1,000,000). Coverage must include contractual liability. When policies 
are renewed or replaced, the policy retroactive date must coincide with, or precede, 
start of work on the Contract. A claims-made policy which is not renewed or 
replaced must have an extended reporting period of two (2) years. 

B. Additional Requirements. 

The Security Firm must furnish the Contractor original Certificates of Insurance, or such 
similar evidence, to be in force on the date of this Contract, and Renewal Certificates of 
Insurance, or such similar evidence, if the coverages have an expiration or renewal date 
occurring during the term of this Contract. The Security Firm must submit evidence of 
insurance prior to Contract award. The receipt of any certificate does not constitute 
agreement by the Contractor that the insurance requirements in the Contract have been fully 
met or that the insurance policies indicated on the certificate are in compliance with all 
Contract requirements. The failure of the Contractor to obtain certificates or other insurance 
evidence from Security Firm is not a waiver by the Contractor of any requirements for the 
Security Firm to obtain and maintain the specified coverages. The Security Firm must advise 
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all insurers of the Contract provisions regarding insurance. Nonconforming insurance does 
not relieve Security Firm of the obligation to provide insurance as specified herein. 
Nonfulfillment of the insurance conditions may constitute a violation ofthe Contract, and the 
Contractor retains the right to stop work until proper evidence of insurance is provided, or the 
Contract may be terminated. 

The insurance must provide for sixty (60) days prior written notice to be given to the 
Contractor in the event coverage is substantially changed, canceled or non-renewed. 

Any deductibles or self-insured retentions on referenced insurance coverages must be 
borne by Security Firm. 

Security Firm hereby waives and agrees to require their insurers to waive their rights of 
subrogation against the Contractor and the City of Chicago, its employees, elected officials, 
agents or representatives. 

The coverages and limits furnished by Security Firm in no way limit the Security Firm's 
liabilities and responsibilities specified within the Contract or by law. 

Any insurance or self-insurance programs maintained by the Contractor do not contribute 
with insurance provided by the Security Firm under the Contract. 

The required insurance to be carried is not limited by any limitations expressed in the 
indemnification language in this Contract or any limitation placed on the indemnity in this 
Contract given as a matter of law. 

If Security Firm is a joint venture or a limited liability company the insurance policies must 
name the joint venture or limited liability company as a named insured. 

The Security Firm must require all subcontractors to provide the insurance required herein, 
or Security Firm may provide the coverages for subcontractors. All subcontractors are 
subject to the same insurance requirements of Security Firm unless otherwise specified in 
this Contract. 

If Security Firm or subcontractors desires additional coverages, the party desiring the 
additional coverages is responsible for the acquisition and cost. 

The City of Chicago Risk Management Department maintains the right to modify, delete, 
alter or change these requirements. 
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(Sub)Exhibit 6. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 43) 

Prevailing Wages. 
(Page 1 of 9) 

Cook County Prevailing Wage For September, 2008. 

Trade Name 

ASBESTOS ABT-GEN 
ASBESTOS ABT-MEC 
BOILERMAKER 
BRICK MASON 
CARPENTER 
CEMENT MASON 
CERAMIC TILE FNSHER 
COMM. ELECT. 
ELECTRIC PWR EQMT OP 
ELECTRIC PWR GRNDMAN 
ELECTRIC PWR LINEMAN 
ELECTRICIAN 
ELEVATOR CONSTRUCTOR 
FENCE ERECTOR 
GLAZIER 
HT/FROST INSULATOR 
IRON WORKER 
LABORER 
LATHER 
MACHINIST 
MARBLE FINISHERS 
MARBLE MASON 
MATERIAL TESTER I 
MATERIALS TESTER II 
MILLWRIGHT 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 
OPERATING ENGINEER 

RG TYP C Base FRMAN *M-F>8 OSA OSH H/W Pensn Vac Trng 

ALL 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
ALL 
ALL 
BLD 
BLD 
7VLL 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
BLD 
ALL 
BLD 
BLD 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
BLD 
ALL 
BLD 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
FLT 
FLT 
FLT 
FLT 
HWY 
HWY 
HWY 
HWY 
HWY 

34.750 
29.930 
39.450 
38.030 
39.770 
41.850 
32.150 
35.440 
38.600 
30.110 
38.600 
39.400 
43.925 
28.640 
37.000 
39.900 
40.250 
34.750 
39.770 
40.530 
28.650 
38.030 
24.750 
29.750 
39.770 
43.800 
42.500 
39.950 
38.200 
47.250 
45.750 
40.700 
3 3.850 
42.000 
41.450 
39.400 
38.000 
36.800 

35.250 
0.000 

43 .000 
41.830 
41.770 
43 .850 
0.000 

37.940 
44.970 
.44.970 
44.970 
42.000 
49.420 
30.140 
38.500 
42.400 
42.250 
35.500 
41.770 
42.530 
0.000 

41.830 
0.000 
0.000 

41.770 
47.800 
47.800 
47.800 
47.800 
47.250 
47.250 
47.250 
47.250 
46.000 
46.000 
46.000 
46.000 
46-000 

1.5 
2.0 

1.5 
1.5 

1. 
1. 
2. 
1. 
1. 
1. 

2.0 
2 .0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 

1.5 
1.5 

2.0 
2.0 

1.5 
1.5 
2.0 
1-5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
2.0 
2.0 

2.0 
2.0 

2. 
2. 
1. 
1. 
1. 

2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 

1.5 
1.5 
1.5 

1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 

8.830 
9.170 
6.720 
8.000 
9.460 
7.850 
6.150 
7.400 
9. 110 
7.120 
9.110 
10.83 
8.775 

750 
340 
170 
950 

8.830 
9.460 
7.000 
7.920 
8.000 
8.830 
8.830 

460 
600 
600 
600 
600 

6.850 
6.850 

850 
850 
600 
600 
600 
600 
600 

6.170 
9.260 
8.490 
9.970 
7.790 
7.410 
7.370 
7.660 
11.34 
8.850 
11.34 
8.740 
6. 960 
5.970 
12.05 
10.46 
14.74 
6.170 
7.790 
7.670 
9.970 
9.970 

170 
170 
790 
550 
550 
550 
550 
600 
600 
600 
600 
550 
550 
550 
550 
550 

0 . 0 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 0 0 
o.ooo 0 
0.000 0 
0.000 0 
0.000 0 
2 .640 0 
0 .000 0 
0.000 0 
0 .000 0 
0.000 0 
0.000 0 
0.000 0 
0.650 0 
0.000 0 

000 0 
000 0 
000 0 

.000 0 
.900 
.900 
.900 
.900 
.900 
.900 
.900 
.900 
.900 1. 

1.900 1. 
1.900 1. 
1.900 1. 
1.900 1. 

. 270 

.320 

.300 

.550 

.490 

. 170 

.380 

.700 

.290 

.230 

.290 

.750 

.000 

.350 

.690 

. 320 

.300 

.270 

.490 

.000 

.550 

.550 

.270 

.270 

.490 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 
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(Sub)Exhibit 6. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 43) 

Prevailing Wages. 
(Page 2 of 9) 

Cook County Prevailing Wage For September, 2008. 

Trade Name RG TYP C Base FRMAN *M-F>8 OSA OSH H/W Pensn Vac Trng 

ORNAMNTL IRON WORKER 
PAINTER 
PAINTER SIGNS 
PILEDRIVER 
PIPEFITTER 
PLASTERER 
PLUMBER 
ROOFER 
SHEETMETAL WORKER 
SIGN HANGER 
SPRINKLER FITTER 
STEEL ERECTOR 
STONE MASON 
TERRAZZO FINISHER 
TERRAZZO MASON 
TILE MASON 
TRAFFIC SAFETY WRKR 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TUCKPOINTER 

ALL 
ALL 
BLD 
ALL 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
ALL 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
HWY 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
BLD 

39.050 
36.900 
29.920 
39.770 
42.050 
38.100 
41 .000 
35.000 
33 .400 
26.510 
40.500 
40.250 
38 .030 
33.810 
37.390 
38.63 0 
24.300 
30.700 
30.950 
31.150 
31.350 
32.550 
32.700 
32.900 
33.100 
38.200 

41.300 
41.510 
33.590 
41.770 
45.050 
40.390 
43.000 
38.000 
36.070 
27.360 
42.500 
42 .250 
41,830 
0 .000 

40.390 
42 .630 
25.900 
31.350 
31.350 
31.350 
31.350 
33.100 
33.100 
33.100 
33.100 
39.200 

2.0 
1 . 5 
1.5 
1 . 5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 

1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 

2.0 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 

1.5 
2.0 

,5 
5 
.5 
,5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
5 
.5 
.5 

1.5 2. 
1.5 2. 
1.5 2. 

1 . 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 

.0 

.5 
5 
.0 9 
0 7 
.0 
0 
0 
.0 
.0 
.0 8 
. 0 9 

0 
0 
.0 
.0 6 
0 3 

.950 
,350 
,600 
,460 
660 
500 
840 
800 
460 
200 
500 
950 
000 
150 
150 
150 
780 
750 
750 
750 
750 
500 
500 
500 
500 
580 

13.19 
8.400 
2.390 
7.790 
8.550 
8 .440 

560 
870 
850 
280 
850 

14.74 
9.970 
9.850 
11.11 
9.010 
1.875 
5.450 
5.450 
5.450 
5.450 
4.350 
4.350 
4.350 
4.350 
9.550 

0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0 .000 
0.000 
0 .000 
0.000 
0.000 
0 .000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0 .000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0 . 000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 

0.500 
0.420 
0.000 
0.490 
1.370 
0.400 
0.980 
0.330 
0.590 
0.000 
0.500 
0.300 
0 .550 
0.310 
0.350 
0.500 
0.000 
0.150 
0.150 
0.150 
0.150 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.280 

Legend: 
M-F>8 (Overtime is required for any hour greater than 8 worked 
eacli day, Monday through Friday. 
OSA (Overtime is required for every hour worked on Saturday) 
OSH (Overtime is required for every hour worked on Sunday and Holidays) 
H/W (Health & Welfare Insurance) 
Pensn (Pension) 
Vac (Vacation) 
Trng (Training) 
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(Sub)Exhibit 6. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 43) 

Prevailing Wages. 
(Page 3 of 9) 

Explanations. 

COOK COUNTY 

TRUCK DRIVERS (WEST) - That part of the county West of Barrington 
Road. 

The following list is considered as those days for which holiday rates 
of wages for work performed apply: New Years Day, Memorial/Decoration 
Day, Fourth of July, Labor Day, Veterans Day, Thanksgiving Day, 
Christmas Day. Generally, any of these holidays which fall on a Sunday 
is celebrated on the following Monday. This then makes work 
performed on that Monday payable at the appropriate overtime rate for 
holiday pay. Common practice in a given local may alter certain days 
of celebration such as the day after Thanksgiving for Veterans Day. 
If in doubt, please check with IDOL. 

EXPUVNATION OF CLASSES 

ASBESTOS - GENERAL - removal of asbestos material/mold and hazardous 
materials from any place in a building, including mechanical systems 
where those mechanical systems are to be removed. This includes the 
removal of asbestos materials/mold and hazardous materials from 
ductwork or pipes in a building when the building is to be demolished 
at the time or at some close future date. 
ASBESTOS - MECHANICAL - removal of asbestos material from mechanical 
systems, such as pipes, ducts, and boilers, where the mechanical 
systems are to remain. 

CERAMIC TILE FINISHER 

The grouting, cleaning, and polishing of all classes of tile, whether 
for interior or exterior purposes, all burned, glazed or unglazed 
products; all composition materials, granite tiles, warning detectable 
tiles, cement tiles, epoxy composite materials, pavers, glass, 
mosaics, fiberglass, and all substitute materials, for tile made in 
tile-like units; all mixtures in tile like form of cement, metals, and 
other materials that are for and intended for use as a finished floor 
swimming pools, and all other places where tile is to form a finished 
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(Sub)Exhibit 6. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 
Special Service Area Number 43) 

Prevailing Wages. 
(Page 4 of 9) 

Explanations. 

interior or exterior. The mixing of all setting mortars including but 
not limited to thin-set mortars, epoxies, wall mud, and any other 
sand and cement mixtures or adhesives when used in the preparation, 
installation, repair, or maintenance of tile and/or similar materials. 
The handling and unloading of all sand, cement, lime, tile, 
fixtures, equipment, adhesives, or any other materials to be used in 
the preparation, installation, repair, or maintenance of tile and/or 
similar materials. Ceramic Tile Finishers shall fill all joints and 
voids regardless of method on all tile work, particularly and 
especially after installation of said tile work. Application of any 
and all protective coverings to all types of tile installations 
including, but not be limited to, all soap compounds, paper products, 
tapes, and all polyethylene coverings, plywood, masonite, cardboard, 
and any new type of products that may be used to protect tile 
installations, Blastrac eq[uipment, and all floor scarifying equipment 
used in preparing floors to receive tile. The clean up and removal of 
all waste and materials. All demolition of existing tile floors and 
walls to be re-tiled. 

COMMUNICATIONS ELECTRICIAN - Installation, operation, inspection, 
maintenance, repair and service of radio, television, recording, voice 
sound vision production and reproduction, telephone and telephone 
interconnect, facsimile, data apparatus, coaxial, fibre optic and 
wireless equipment, appliances and systems used for the transmission 
and reception of signals of any nature, business, domestic, 
commercial, education, entertainment, and residential purposes, 
including but not limited to, communication and telephone, electronic 
and sound equipment, fibre optic and data communication systems, and 
the performance of any task directly related to such installation or 
service whether at new or existing sites, such tasks to include the 
placing of wire and cable and electrical power conduit or other 
raceway work within the equipment room and pulling wire and/or cable 
through conduit and the installation of any incidental conduit, such 
that the employees covered hereby can complete any job in full. 

MARBLE FINISHER 

Loading and unloading trucks, distribution of all materials (all 
stone, sand, etc.), stocking of floors with material, performing all 
rigging for heavy work, the handling of all mateiral that may be 
needed for the installation of such materials, building of 
scaffolding, polishing if needed, patching, waxing of material if 
damaged, pointing up, caulking, grouting and cleaning of marble. 
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holding water on diamond or Carborundum blade or saw for setters 
cutting, use of tub saw or any other saw needed for preparation of 
material, drilling of holes for wires that anchor material set by 
setters, mixing up of molding plaster for installation of material, 
mixing up thin set for the installation of material, mixing up of sand 
to cement for the installatin of material and such other work as may 
be required in helping a Marble Setter in the handling of all material 
in the erection or installation of interior marble, slate, 
travertine, art marble, serpentine, alberene stone, blue stone, 
granite and other stones (meaning as to stone any foreign or domestic 
materials as are specified and used in building interiors and 
experiors and customarily known as stone in the trade), carrara, 
sanionyx, vitrolite and similar opaque glass and the laying of all 
marble tile, terrazzo tile, slate tile and precast tile, steps, risers 
treads, base, or any other materials that may be used as substitutes 
for any of the aforementioned materials and which are used on interior 
and experior which sare installed in a similar manner. 

MATERIAL TESTER I: Hand coring and drilling for testing of materials; 
field inspection of: uncured concrete and asphalt. 

MATERIAL TESTER II: Field inspection of welds, structural steel, 
fireproofing, masonry, soil, facade, reinforcing steel, formwork, 
cured concrete, and concrete and asphalt batch plants; adjusting 
proportions of bituminous mixtures. 

TERRAZZO FINISHER 

The handling of sand, cement, marble chips, and all other materials 
that may be used by the Mosaic Terrazzo Mechanic, and the mixing, 
grinding, grouting, cleaning and sealing of all Marble, Mosaic, and 
Terrazzo work, floors, base, stairs, and wainscoting by hand or 
machine, and in addition, assisting and aiding Marble, Masonic, and 
Terrazzo Mechanics. 

OPERATING ENGINEERS - BUILDING 

Class 1. Mechanic; Asphalt Plant; Asphalt Spreader; Autograde; 
Backhoes with Caisson attachment; Batch Plant; Benoto; Boiler and 
Throttle Valve; Caisson Rigs; Central Redi-Mix Plant; Combination Back 
Hoe Front End-loader Machine; Compressor and Throttle Valve; 
Concrete Breaker (Truck Mounted); Concrete Conveyor; Concrete Paver; 
Concrete Placer; Concrete Placing Boom; Concrete Pump (Truck Mounted) ; 
Concrete Tower; Cranes, Ail; Cranes, Hammerhead; Cranes, (GCI and 
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similar Type); Creter Crane; Crusher, Stone, etc.; Derricks, All; 
Derricks, Traveling; Formless Curb and Gutter Machine; Grader, 
Elevating; Grouting Machines; Highlift Shovels or Front Endloader 
2-1/4 yd. and over; Hoists, Elevators, outside type rack and pinion 
and similar machines; Hoists, one, two and three Drum; Hoists, Two 
Tugger One Floor; Hydraulic Backhoes; Hydraulic Boom Trucks; Hydro 
Vac (and similar equipment); Locomotives, All; Motor Patrol; Pile 
Drivers and Skid Rig; Post Hole Digger; Pre-Stress Machine; Pump 
Cretes Dual Ram; Pump Cretes; Squeeze Cretes-screw Type Pumps; Raised 
and Blind Hole Drill; Roto Mill Grinder; Scoops - Tractor Drawn; 
Slip-form Paver; Straddle Buggies; Tournapull; Tractor with Boom and 
Side Boom; Trenching Machines. 

Class 2. Boilers; Broom, All Power Propelled; Bulldozers; Concrete 
Mixer (Two Bag and Over); Conveyor, Portable; Forklift Trucks; Greaser 
Engineer; Highlift Shovels or Front Endloaders under 2-1/4 yd.; 
Hoists, Automatic; Hoists, inside Freight Elevators; Hoists, Sewer 
Dragging Machine; Hoists, Tugger Single Drum; Laser Screed; Rock Drill 
self-propelled); Rock Drill (truck mounted); Rollers, All; Steam 
Generators; Tractors, All; Tractor Drawn Vibratory Roller; Winch 
Trucks with "A" Frame. 

Class 3. Air Compressor; Combination - Small Equipment Operator; 
Generators; Heaters, Mechanical; Hoists, Inside Elevators - (Rheostat 
Manual Controlled); Hydraulic Power Units (Pile Driving, Extracting, 
and Drilling); Pumps, over 3" (1 to 3 not to exceed a total of 300 
ft.); Pumps, Well Points; Welding Machines (2 through 5); Winches, 4 
small Electric Drill Winches; Bobcat (up to and including 3/4 cu. 
yd.). 

Class 4. Bobcats and/or other Skid Steer Loaders; Oilers; and Brick 
Forklift. 

OPERATING ENGINEERS - FLOATING 

Class 1. Craft foreman (Master Mechanic), diver/wet tender, engineer 
(hydraulic dredge). 

Class 2. Crane/backhoe operator, mechanic/welder, assistant engineer 
(hydraulic dredge), leverman (hydraulic dredge), and diver tender. 

Class 3. Deck equipment operator (machineryman), maintenance of crane 
(over 50 ton capacity) or backhoe (96,000 pounds or more), 
tug/launch operator, loader, dozer and like equipment on barge, 
breakwater wall, 
slip/dock or scow, deck machinery, etc. 
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Class 4. Deck equipment operator machineryman/fireman), (4 equipment 
units or more) and crane maintenance 50 ton capacity and under or 
backhoe weighing 96,000 pounds or less, assistant tug operator. 

OPERATING ENGINEERS - HEAVY AND HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION 
Class 1. Craft Foreman; Asphalt Plant; Asphalt Heater and Planer 
Combination; Asphalt Heater Scarfire; Asphalt Spreader; 
Autograder/GOMACO or other similar type machines; ABG Paver; Backhoes 
with Caisson attachment; Ballast Regulator; Belt Loader; Caisson 
Rigs; Car Dumper; Central Redi-Mix Plant; Combination Backhoe Front 
Endloader Machine, (1 cu. yd. Backhoe Bucket or over or with 
attachments); Concrete Breaker (Truck Mounted): Concrete Conveyor; 
Concrete Paver over 27E cu. ft.; Concrete Placer; Concrete Tube 
Float; Cranes, all attachments; Cranes, Hammerhead, Linden, Peco & 
Machines of a like nature; Crete Crane; Crusher, Stone, etc.; 
Derricks, All; Derrick Boats; Derricks, Traveling; Dowell machine with 
Air Compressor; Dredges; Field Mechanic-Welder; Formless Curb and 
Gutter Machine; Gradall and Machines of a like nature; Grader, 
Elevating; Grader, Motor Grader, Motor Patrol, Auto Patrol, Form 
Grader, Pull Grader, Subgrader; Guard Rail Post Driver Mounted; 
Hoists, One, Two and Three Drum; Hydraulic Backhoes; Backhoes with 
shear attachments; Mucking Machine; Pile Drivers and Skid Rig; 
Pre-Stress Machine; Pump Cretes Dual Ram; Rock Drjill - Crawler or Skid 
Rig; Rock Drill - Truck Mounted; Roto Mill Grinder; Slip-Form Paver; 
Soil Test Drill Rig (Truck Mounted); Straddle Buggies; Hydraulic 
Telescoping Form (Tunnel); Tractor Drawn Belt Loader (with attached 
pusher - two engineers); Tractor with Boom; Tractaire with 
Attachments; Trenching Machine; Truck Mounted Concrete Pump with Boom; 
Raised or Blind Hole; Drills (Tunnel Shaft); Underground Boring 
and/or Mining Machines; Wheel Excavator; Widener (APSCO). 

Class 2. Batch Plant; Bituminous Mixer; Boiler and Throttle Valve; 
Bulldozers; Car Loader Trailing Conveyors; Combination Backhoe Front 
Endloader Machine (less than 1 cu. yd. Backhoe Bucket or over or with 
attachments); Compressor and Throttle Valve; Compressor, Common 
Receiver (3); Concrete Breaker or Hydro Hammer; Concrete Grinding 
Machine; Concrete Mixer or Paver 7S Series to and including 27 cu. 
ft.; Concrete Spreader; Concrete Curing Machine, Burlap Machine, 
Belting Machine and Sealing Machine; Concrete Wheel Saw; Conveyor 
Muck Cars (Haglund or Similar Type); Drills, All; Finishing Machine -
Concrete; Greaser Engineer; Highlift Shovels or Front Endloader; Hoist 
- Sewer Dragging Machine; Hydraulic Boom Trucks (All Attachments); 
Hydro-Blaster; All Locomotives, Dirijcy; Pump Cretes; Squeeze 
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Cretes-Screw Type Pumps, Gypsum Bulker and Pump; Roller, Asphalt; 
Rotory Snow Plows; Rototiller, Seaman, etc., self-propelled; Scoops -
Tractor Drawn; Self-Propelled Compactor; Spreader - Chip - Stone, 
etc.; Scraper; Scraper - Prime Mover in Tandem (Regardless of Size); 
Tank Car Heater; Tractors, Push, Pulling Sheeps Foot, Disc, 
Compactor, etc.; Tug Boats. 

Class 3. Boilers; Brooms, All Power, Propelled; Cement Supply Tender; 
Compressor, Common Receiver (2); Concrete Mixer (Two Bag and Over); 
Conveyor, Portable; Farm-Type Tractors Used for Mowing, Seeding, 
etc.; Fireman on Boilers; Forklift Trucks; Grouting Machine; Hoists, 
Automatic; Hoists, All Elevators; Hoists, Tugger Single Drum; Jeep 
Diggers; Pipe Jacking Machines; Post-Hole Digger; Power Saw, -
Concrete Power Driven; Pug Mills; Rollers, other than asphalt; Seed 
and Straw Blower; Steam Generators; Stump Machine; Winch Trucks with 
"A" Frame; Work Boats; Tamper - Form-Motor Driven. 

Class 4 . Air Compressor; Combination - Small Equipment Operator; 
Directional Boring Machine; Generators; Heaters, Mechanical; 
Hydraulic Power Unit (Pile Driving, Extracting, or Drilling); Hydro-
Blaster; Light Plants, All (1 through 5 ) ; Pumps, over 3" (1 to 3 not 
to exceed a total of 300 ft.); Pumps, Well Points; Tractaire; 
Welding Machines (2 through 5) ; Winches, 4 Small Electric Drill 
Winches. . 

Class 5. Bobcats (all); Brick Forklifts, Oilers. 

TRAFFIC SAFETY 

Work associated with barricades, horses and drums used to reduce lane 
usage on highway work, the installation and removal of temporary lane 
markings, and the installation and removal of temporary road signs. 

TRUCK DRIVER - BUILDING, HEAVY AND HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION - EAST & WEST 

Class 1. Two or three Axle Trucks. A-frame Truck when used for 
transportation purposes; Air Compressors and Welding Machines, 
including those pulled by cars, pick-up trucks and tractors; 
Ambulances; Batch Gate Lockers; Batch Hopperman'; Car and Truck 
Washers; Carry-alls; Fork Lifts and Hoisters; Helpers; . Mechanics 
Helpers and Greasers; Oil Distributors 2-man operation; Pavement 
Breakers; Pole Trailer, up to 40 feet; Power Mower Tractors; 
Self-propelled Chip Spreader; Skipman; Slurry Trucks, 2-man operation; 
Slurry Truck Conveyor Operation, 2 or 3 man; TEamsters Unskilled 
dumpman; and Truck Drivers hauling warning .lights, barricades, and 
portable toilets on the job site. "----ri 
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Class 2. Four axle trucks; Dump Crets and Adgetors under 7 yards; 
Dumpsters, Track Trucks, Euclids, Hug Bottom Dump Turnapulls or 
Turnatrailers when pulling other than self-loading equipment or 
similar equipment under 16 cubic yards; Mixer Trucks under 7 yards; 
Ready-mix Plant Hopper Operator, and Winch Trucks, 2 Axles. 

Class 3. Five axle trucks; Dump Crets and Adgetors 7 yards and over; 
Dumpsters, Track Trucks, Euclids, Hug Bottom Dump Turnatrailers or 

turnapulls when pulling other than self-loading equipment or similar 
equipment over 16 cubic yards; Explosives and/or Fission Material 
Trucks; Mixer Trucks 7 yards or over; Mobile Cranes while in transit; 
oil Distributors, 1-man operation; Pole Trailer, over 40 feet; Pole 
and Expandable Trailers hauling material over 50 feet long; Slurry 
trucks, 1-man operation; Winch trucks, 3 axles or more; 
Mechanic--Truck Welder and Truck Painter. 

Class 4. Six axle trucks; Dual-purpose vehicles, such as mounted 
crane trucks with hoist and accessories; Foreman; Master Mechanic; 
Self-loading equipment like P.B. and trucks with scoops on the front. 

other Classifications of Work: 

For definitions of classifications not otherwise set out, the 
Department generally has on file such definitions which are 
available. If a task to be performed is not subject to one of the 
classifications of pay set out, the Department will upon being 
contacted state which neighboring county has such a classification and 
provide such rate, such rate being deemed to exist by reference in 
this document. If no neighboring county rate applies to the task, 
the Department shall undertake a special determination, such special 
determination being then deemed to have existed under this 
determination. If a project requires these, or any classification not 
listed, please contact IDOL at 618/993-7271 for wage rates or 
clarifications. 

LANDSCAPING 

Landscaping work falls under the existing classifications for laborer, 
operating engineer and truck driver. The work performed by 
landscape plantsman and landscape laborer is covered by the existing 
classification of laborer. The work performed by landscape operators 
(regardless of equipment used or its size) is covered by the 
classifications of operating engineer. The work performed by 
landscape truck drivers (regardless of size of truck driven) is 
covered by the classifications of truck driver. 
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\ Notary PkbUc 
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\ 
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anJjBihBmMof wildnj^as fiee and mnlmaiiynrt-fee the n s ^ and punwiealhewiB set finlh. 

OVEN nader my hand and Notarial Seal this dayof , .>M 

• Notary PtdiHc 
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(Sub)Exhibit 8. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 43) 

Contractor Affidavit. 

Contractor Name: 

Special Service Area Number: 

Agreement ("Agreement"): 

Agreement between the City of Chicago and , dated , relating 
to the provision of special services. 

Affidavit. 

The undersigned, , as , and on behalf of 
, having been duly sworn under oath, certifies that in the year , 

it performed all ofthe Services described in (Sub)Exhibit 1 of the Agreement in accordance 
with the terms of the Agreement and that it spent all funds obtained from the City in 
connection with that Agreement on the Services described in (Sub)Exhibit 1. 

Nothing in this Affidavit may be construed as limiting Contractor's obligations under the 
Agreement. All terms not defined in this Affidavit will be as defined in the Agreement. 

Under penalty of perjury, I certify that I am authorized to execute this Affidavit on behalf of 
the Contractor, that I have personal knowledge of the certifications made in this Affidavit, and 
that they are true and correct. 

Name of Contractor: 

Signature of Authorized Officer 

Name of Authorized Officer 
(Print or Type) 
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State of 

County of. 

Sworn to and acknowledged before me by 
[name of signatory] as [title] of 
[name of contracting party] this day of , 20_ 

Signature of Notary 

(Sub)Exhibit 9. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 43) 

Special Service Area ~ Additional Audit Requirements. 

Accounting System. 

The Department requires that the Contractor maintain its accounting system in a manner 
which allows the Contractor's expenditures to be categorized in its statement of activities 
according to the categories listed in the budget approved by the City for each Area. 

Guidance For The Contractor's Selection Of A C.P.A. Firm (Independent Auditor). 

The Contractor must use the following guidelines for engaging a qualified C.P.A. Firm: 

1. Issue a Request for Proposal ("R.F.P.") that sets forth all of the terms and conditions 
of the engagement, evaluation criteria, and scope of the work required. 

-2. Distribute and publicize the R.F.P. sufficiently to ensure full and open competition. 

3. Request in the R.F.P. that bidders provide detail on: 

a. How the C.P.A. Firm will conduct the audit in the first and subsequent years. 

b. Qualifications ofthe C.P.A. Firm, management, and staff, including experience 
in auditing like entities. 
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c. Policies on notifications of changes in key personnel. 

d. Whether the proposed staff has received continuing professional education 
during the previous two (2) years. 

e. Whether the C.P.A. Firm has received a positive peer review within the last 
three (3) years. 

f. Whether the C.P.A. Firm is independent, as defined by applicable auditing 
standards. 

g. Whether the C.P.A. Firm has been the object of any disciplinary action during 
the past three (3) years. 

h. Whether the C.P.A. Firm maintains an active license in the State of Illinois. 

i. The audit fee. 

4. Evaluate the proposals based on: 

a. The C.P.A. Firm's understanding of the audit requirements, including the needs 
of the Area and the final products to be delivered. 

b. Soundness of technical approach to the audit, including the meeting of the 
Contractor's specific deadlines and other requirements. 

c. Qualifications of the C.P.A. Firm. 

d. Qualifications of the audit team. 

e. The information provided by respondents in response to the R.F.P., including 
cost and independence. 

5. Rate the proposals as follows: 

a. Proposals should be evaluated as submitted. 

b. Make a list of strengths and weaknesses for each to support its technical rating. 

c. Review the proposed fees offered by the bidders after completion of technical 
evaluation. 
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d. Ask questions ofthe bidders to eliminate any ambiguities. 

e. Select a proposal that is most advantageous to the Area based on the 
evaluation criteria set forth in the R.F.P. 

6. Once a C.P.A. Firm is chosen based upon the foregoing criteria, require a written 
engagement letter to avoid misunderstandings that specifies: 

a. Audit scope, objectives, and purposes. 

b. Deadlines for the work to be performed. 

c. Audit fees. 

d. Report format, including providing a digital version of the final audit. 

e. Type and timing of support to be provided to the C.P.A. Firm by the S.S.A.C. 

f. Professional auditing standards to be followed in performing the audit. 

g. Independence of the C.P.A. Firm to the S.S.A.C. 

h. Terms of making changes to the scope of the agreement. 

i. C.P.A. Firm's ownership of the work papers, retention period, and requirement 
for availability to the City upon request. 

Summary Schedule Of Findings. 

In order to properly conduct the certified audit of the books and records of the Contractor, 
it is necessary for the C.P.A. Firm to read and understand the requirements contained in the 
Agreement. Particular attention should be given to Sections 3 and 5 of the Agreement. 

The C.P.A. Firm must test the contractor's compliance with the requirements contained in 
the Agreement. Should the C.P.A. Firm find exception to the requirements of the Agreement, 
it must disclose all exceptions in a separate schedule, which shall be entitled "Summary 
Schedule of Findings". Each finding shall be listed separately. The schedule shall be 
incorporated with the other required financial statements. 

Ifthe C.P.A. Firm finds no exceptions to the Agreement requirements, it shall still include 
a "Summary Schedule of Findings". On that schedule the C.P.A. Firm shall make an 
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affirmative statement indicating it has read the Agreement and, after conducting the audit, 
has determined that no exceptions were noted. 

Subsections To Note In Section 5 Include: 

a. Section 5.01, Basis of Payment, describes "carry over" as the amount of Service Tax 
Funds collected for prior tax years which remain previously unspent. 

b. Section 5.02, Budget for Services, restricts the maximum amount that may be spent 
in a calendar year to the amount stated in the Agreement. 

c. Section 5.03, Method of Payment, states that the Contractor shall establish a 
separate checking account and that Area funds shall not be commingled with other 
sources. 

Audit Of Financial Statements. 

As discussed in Section 3.07, "Records and Audits", the Contractor shall provide an annual 
audited financial statement to the Department and S.S.A.C. with one hundred twenty (120) 
calendar days after the end of the calendar year and the system of accounting shall in 
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles and practices, consistently applied 
throughout. 

Audit Documents. 

The City requires an audit conducted in accordance with generally accepted accounting 
principles to include the following documents: 

1. Statement of Financial Position. 

2. Statement of Activities: Budget and Actual (period being audited compared to the 
pervious year, e.g. columns should be 2004 Budget, 2004 Actual, Variance, 2003 
Budget, 2003 Actual, Variance). 

3. Statement of Cash Flows. 

4. Notes to the Financial Statements. 

5. Summary Schedule of Findings. 

Expense descriptions included in the Statement of Activities must correspond to the 
expense descriptions in the budget submitted to the City. 
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AUTHORIZATION FOR IMPOSITION OF T/\X LEVY, APPROVAL 
OF 2009 BUDGET AND EXECUTION OF SERVICE 

PROVIDER AGREEMENT FOR SPECIAL 
SERVICE AREA NUMBER 44. 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration an ordinance authorizing the 
imposition of a tax levy, the approval of the 2009 budget and the execution of a service 
provider agreement for Special Service Area Number 44, amount to be levied: $13,925, 
having had the same under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your 
Honorable Body Pass the proposed ordinance transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays — None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 
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WHEREAS, Special service areas may be established pursuant to Article Vll, Sections 6(1) 
and 7(6) of the Constitution of the State of Illinois, and pursuant to the provisions of the 
Special Service Area Tax Law, 35 ILCS 200/27-5, et seq., as amended from time to time (the 
"Act") and pursuant to the Property Tax Code, 35 ILCS 200/1-1, et seq., as amended from 
time to time (the "Code"); and 

WHEREAS, On November 7, 2007, the City Council of the City of Chicago (the "City 
Council") enacted an ordinance, as amended on December 12, 2007 (collectively the 
"Establishment Ordinance") which established an area known and designated as City of 
Chicago Special Service Area Number 44 (the "Area") and authorized the levy of an annual 
tax, for the period beginning in 2007 through and including 2016, not to exceed an annual 
rate of two and a half percent (2.5%) of the equalized assessed value of the taxable property 
therein (the "Services Tax") to provide certain special services in and forthe Area in addition 
to the services provided by and to the City of Chicago generally (the "Special Services"); and 

WHEREAS, The Establishment Ordinance established the Area as that territory consisting 
approximately ofthe area on the north side of West 103"̂  Street, from South Longwood Drive 
on the west to the Metra tracks (South Hale Avenue) on the east, and the south side of West 
103'" Street, from West Longwood Drive on the west to South Wood Street on the east; and 

WHEREAS, The Special Services authorized in the Establishment Ordinance include but 
are not limited to, maintenance and beautification, new construction, coordinated marketing 
and promotional activities, parking and transit programs, area strategic planning, business 
retention and recruitment, building facade improvements, security services and other 
technical assistance activities to promote community and economic development; and 

WHEREAS, The Establishment Ordinance provided for the appointment of the 103''' Street 
Beverly Special Service Area Commission (the "Commission") for the purpose of 
recommending to the Mayor and to the City Council a yearly budget based upon the cost of 
providing the Special Services and further to advise the Mayor and the City Council regarding 
the amount of the Services Tax to be levied; and 

WHEREAS, It is the responsibility of the Commission to recommend to the Department of 
Planning and Development, the Mayor and the City Council an entity to serve as a service 
provider (the "Service Provider"), the form of an agreement between the City and the Service 
Provider for the provision of Special Services to the Area, and a line item budget to be 
included in the agreement between the City and the Service Provider; and 

WHEREAS, The Commission has been duly appointed and qualified and has heretofore 
prepared and transmitted to the Commissioner of the Department of Planning and 
Development (the "Commissioner") and to the City Council its recommendations for a budget 
to provide the Special Services in the Area for the fiscal year commencing January 1, 2009, 
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and has advised the Mayor and the City Council concerning the Services Tax for the tax year 
2008 for the purpose of providing funds necessary to provide the Special Services, and has 
recommended to the Department of Planning and Development, the Mayor and the City 
Council an agreement with the Service Provider, with a one-year term, the terms and 
conditions of which provide for the expenditure of the Services Tax for the provision of the 
Special Services for the fiscal year commencing January 1, 2009, in substantially the form 
attached hereto as Exhibit A; and 

WHEREAS, Certain members ofthe Commission may serve from time to time on the Board 
of Directors of the Service Provider, or serve the Service Provider in sortie other voluntary 
capacity, which such service shall provide no financial compensation in any manner to such 
Commission member; now, therefore. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION i . Incorporation Of Preambles. The preambles of this ordinance are hereby 
incorporated into this text as if set out herein in full. 

SECTION 2. Appropriations. There is hereby appropriated the following sums in the 
amounts and for the purposes necessary to provide the Special Services in and for the Area, 
the estimated amounts of miscellaneous income and the amounts required to be raised by 
the levy of the Services Tax indicated as follows: 

103"̂  Street Beverly Special Service Area Commission. 

Special Service Area Budget. 

For the fiscal year commencing January 1, 2009 and ending December 31, 2009: 

Expenditures 

Service Provider Agreement 
for the provision of Special 
Services $13,925 

TOTAL BUDGET REQUEST: $13,925 

Source Of Funding 

Tax levy at an annual rate not to 
exceed two and a half percent (2.5%) 
of the equalized assessed value of 
the taxable property within 
Special Service Area Number 44 , $13,925 
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SECTION 3. Levy Of Taxes. There is hereby levied pursuant to the provisions of 
Article Vll, Sections 6(a) and 6(1 )(2) of the Constitution of the State of Illinois and pursuant 
to the provisions of the Act and pursuant to the provisions of the Establishment Ordinance, 
the sum of Thirteen Thousand Nine Hundred Twenty-five Dollars ($13,925) as the amount 
of the Services Tax for the tax year 2008. 

SECTION 4. Filing. The City Clerk is hereby ordered and directed to file in the Office of 
the County Clerk of Cook County, Illinois a certified copy of this ordinance on or prior to 
December 30, 2008, and the County Clerk shall thereafter extend for collection together with 
all other taxes to be levied by the City of Chicago, the Services Tax herein provided for, said 
Services Tax to be extended for collection by the County Clerk for the tax year 2008 against 
all the taxable property within the Area, the amount of the Services Tax herein levied to be 
in addition to and in excess of all other taxes to be levied and extended against all taxable 
property within the Area. 

SECTION 5. Service Provider Agreement. The Commissioner, or a designee of the 
Commissioner, are each hereby authorized, subject to approval by the Corporation Counsel 
as to form and legality, to enter into, execute and deliver an agreement with Beverly Area 
Planning Association, an Illinois not-for-profit corporation, in substantially the form attached 
hereto as Exhibit A and hereby made a part hereof (the "Service Provider Agreement"), and 
such other supporting documents, if any, as may be necessary to carry out and comply with 
the provisions of the Service Provider Agreement, with such changes, deletions and 
insertions as shall be approved by the persons executing the Service Provider Agreement. 

SECTION 6. Exemption. The Service Provider Agreement is hereby declared exempt 
from Section 2-156-020 ofthe Municipal Code ofthe City of Chicago. 

SECTION 7. Enforceability. If any section, paragraph or provision of this ordinance shall 
be held to be invalid or unenforceable for any reason, the invalidity or unenforceability of such 
section, paragraph or provision shall not affect any of the remaining provisions of this 
ordinance. 

SECTION 8. Conflict. This ordinance shall control over any provision of any other 
ordinance, resolution, motion or order in conflict with this ordinance, to the extent of such 
conflict. 

SECTION 9. Publication. This ordinance shall be published by the City Clerk, in special 
pamphlet form, by preparing at least one hundred (100) copies thereof, which copies are to 
be made available in his office for public inspection and distribution to members of the public 
who may wish to avail themselves of a copy of this ordinance. 

SECTION 10. Certified Copies. The City Clerk shall provide to the Corporation Counsel, 
without charge, certified copies of this ordinance in such amount as shall be requested by the 
Corporation Counsel. 

SECTION 11. Effective Date. This ordinance shall take effect ten (10) days after its 
passage and publication. 

Exhibit "A" referred to in this ordinance reads as follows: 
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Exhibit "A". 
(To Ordinance) 

Agreement For Special Service Area Number 44 
Between 

The City Of Chicago 
(Represented By The Special Service Area Commission) 

And 
Beverly Area Planning Association 

Effective January 1, 2009 Through December 31, 2009. 

This Agreement for the management of Special Service Area Number 44 is entered into 
on , 2009 by and between Beverly Area Planning Association, an Illinois not-for-
profit corporation ("Contractor"), and the City of Chicago ("City"), a municipal corporation and 
home rule unit of local govemment existing under the Constitution of the State of Illinois, acting 
through the Special Service Area Commission at Chicago, Illinois. 

RECITALS 

WHEREAS, special service areas may be established pursuant to Article VII, §§ 6(1) and 
7(6) ofthe Constitution ofthe State oflllinois, and pursuant to the provisions ofthe Special Service 
Area Tax Law, 35 ILCS 200/27-5 et seq.: and 

WHEREAS, the City Council of the City of Chicago ("City Council") has established a 
special service area known and designated as "Special Service Area Number 44" ("Area"), to provide 
special services in addition to those services provided generallyby the City ("Special Services"). The 
City Council has further authorized the levy of an annual ad valorem real property tax in the Area 
sufficient to produce revenues required to provide those Specieil Services but not to exceed 2.50% 
ofthe equalized assessed value of all property within the Area ("Service Tax"), all as provided in the 
Establishment Ordinance (hereinafter defined); and 

WHEREAS, the City Council, on , 2008, authorized the levy ofthe Service 
Tax and appropriation ofthe fiinds therefrom for the Area for fiscal year 2009 for the provision of 
the Special Services in the Area, and the City wishes to provide that the Contractor, beginning on 
January 1, 2009, and continuing until December 31, 2009, may use those fluids to provide the 
Services, subject to the terms and conditions ofthis Agreement; and 

WHEREAS, the Contractor and the City desire to enter into this Agreement to provide such 
Special Services in the Area and the Contractor is ready, willing and able to enter into this 
Agreement to provide the Special Services to the full satisfaction ofthe City; 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration ofthe mutual promises contained in this Agreement, 
the City and the Contractor agree as follows: 
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ARTICLE 1 INCORPORATION OF RECITALS 

The recitals set forth above are incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein. 

ARTICLE 2 DEFINITIONS 

The following words and phrases shall have the following meanings for purposes ofthis 
Agreement: 

"Agreement" means this Special Service Area Agreement, including all exhibits attached 
to it and incorporated in it by reference, and all amendments, modifications or revisions made in 
accordance with its terms. 

"Commissioner" means the Commissioner ofthe Department ofPlanning and Development 
or a duly authorized representative of the Commissioner of the Department of Planning and 
Development. 

"Construction" means that work of a nature constituting "public works" as defined in 820 
ILCS 130/2, such as landscaping and building activifies, including but not limited to, physical 
building improvements, installations, and other fixed works, but does not include pre-development 
work (design and preparation of specifications). 

"Days" means business days in accordance with the City of Chicago business calendar. 

"Department" means the City of Chicago Department ofPlanning and Development. 

"Establishment Ordinance" means, the ordinance enacted by City Council on November 
7, 2007 and any subsequent amendments thereto authorizing imposition of the Service Tax and 
setting forth the Special Services to be provided in the Area. 

"Risk Management Division" means the Risk Management Division of the Department of 
Finance which is under the direction ofthe Comptroller ofthe City and is chai-ged with reviewing 
and analyzing insurance and related liability matters for the City. 

"Security Firm" means a business entity certified by the State of Illinois pursuant to the 
Private Detective, Private Alarm and Private Security Act of 1993, 225 ILCS 446/1 et seq., and 
whose employees are licensed by the State oflllinois. 

"Services" means, collectively, the services, duties and responsibilities described in Article 
3 and Exhibit 1 (Scope of Services) of this Agreement and any revisions thereof and any and all 
work necessary to complete them or carry them out fully and to the standard of perfonnance required 
in this Agreement. 
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"Service Tax Funds" means the amount actually collected pursuant to the Service Tax. 

"Special Service Area Commission ('SSAC')" means the body established pursuant to the 
Establishment Ordinance to prepare the Budget, identify a Contractor and supervise the provision 
ofthe Special Services in the Area. 

"Subcontractor" means any person or entity with whom Contractor contracts to provide any 
part ofthe Services, including subcontractors ofany tier, subconsultants ofany tier, suppliers and 
materialmen, whether or not in privity with the Contractor. 

"Surplus Funds", also referred to as "Carry-Over Funds", means those Service Tax Funds 
already collected and disbursed to the Contractor in prior years for the provision of Special Services 
in the Area which remain unspent, including any interest eamed thereon. 

ARTICLE 3 DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF CONTRACTOR 

3.01 Scope of Services 

The Services which the Contractor shall provide during the first year of this Agreement 
include, but are not limited to, those described in this Article 3 and in Exhibit 1 which is attached 
hereto and incorporated by reference as if fully set forth here. The SSAC reserves the right to require 
the Contractor to perform revised services that are within the general scope of services of this 
Agreement and ofthe Special Services identified in the Establishment Ordinance subject to the same 
terms and conditions herein. Revised services are limited to changes or revisions to the line items 
in the Budget, do not affect the maximum compensation, and require the prior written approval of 
the SSAC. The SSAC may by written notice to the Department and the Contractor delete or amend 
the figures contained and described in the Budget attached hereto as Exhibit 2 and incorporated by 
reference as if fully set forth herein. The Contractor shall provide the Services in accordance with 
the standards of perfonnance set forth in Section 3.02. 

For each subsequent year during the term ofthis Agreement, if any, a Scope of Services for 
that year, comprised of services authorized in the Establishment Ordinance, shall be prepared by the 
SSAC in consultation with the Contractor subject to the approval of the Commissioner, and 
incorporated into this Agreement by written amendment pursuant to Section 8.03 hereof, together 
with a Budget for that year and any revised insurance requirements which are recommended by the 
Risk Management Division pursuant to its review ofthe Scope of Services for that year. 

3.02 Standard of Performance 

The Contractor shall perform all Services required of it with that degree of skilL care and 
diligence normally shown by a contractor performing services of a scope, purpose and magnitude 
comparable with the nature ofthe Services to be provided hereunder. The Contractor shall at all 
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times use every reasonable effort on behalf of the City to assure timely and satisfactory rendering 
and completion ofits Services. 

The Contractor shall at all times act in the best interests ofthe City consistent with the 
professional obligations assumed by it in entering into this Agreement. The Contractor shall perform 
all Services in accordance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement and to the full 
satisfaction of the SSAC. The Contractor shall ftimish efficient business administration and 
supervision to render and complete the Services at reasonable cost. 

The Contractor shall assure that all Services that require the exercise of professional skills 
orjudgment are accomplished by professionals qualified and competent in the applicable discipline 
and appropriately licensed, if required by law. The Contractor remains responsible for the 
professional and technical accuracy of all Services provided, whether by the Contractor or its 
Subcontractors or others on its behalf. 

Ifthe SSAC determines that the Contractor has failed to comply with the foregoing standards, 
the Contractor shall perform again, at its own expense, all Services required to be reperformed as 
a direct or indirect result ofsuch failure. Any review, approval, acceptance or payment for any or 
all ofthe Services by the City does not relieve the Contractor ofits responsibility for the professional 
and technical accuracy of its Services. This provision in no way limits the City's rights against 
Contractor, either under this Agreement, at law or in equity. 

3.03 Personnel 

A. Key Personnel 

The Contractor shall, immediiately upon receiving a fully executed copy ofthis Agreement, 
assign and maintain during the term ofthis Agreement and any extension thereof an adequate staff 
of competent personnel, who are fully equipped, licensed as appropriate, available as needed, 
qualified emd assigned to perform the Services. Contractor shall pay the salaries and wages due all 
its employees performing Services under this Agreement unconditionally and at least once a month 
without deduction or rebate on any account, except only for such payroll deductions as are 
mandatory by law or are permitted under applicable law and regulations. 

B. Prevailing Wages 

If the Contractor engages in Construction, it shall comply, and shall cause all of its 
Subcontractors to comply by inserting appropriate provisions in their contracts, with 820 ILCS 
130/0.01 etseq. regarding the payment ofthe general prevailing rate of hourly wage for all laborers, 
workers, and mechanics employed by or on behalf of the Contractor and all Subcontractors in 
connection with any and all Construction work. The prevailing rates of wages applicable at the time 
of execution ofthis Agreement are included in Exhibit 6 to this Agreement, which is incorporated 
by reference as though fully set forth herein. 
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C. Illinois Workers, Veterans' Preference and Steel Products 

If the Contractor engages in Construction, it shall comply, and shall cause all of its 
Subcontractors to comply by inserting appropriate provisions in their contracts, with the Employment 
oflllinois Workers on Public Works Act, 30 ILCS 570/0.01 etseq.. the Veterans Preference Act, 330 
ILCS 55/0.01 etseq., and the Steel Products Procurement Act, 35 ILCS 30/565/1 et seq. 

3.04 Nondiscrimination 

(a) Contractor 

(i) Federal Requirements 

Contractor must not engage in unlawful employment practices, such as (1) failing or 
refiising to hire or discharging any individual, or otherwise discriminating against any 
individual with respect to compensation or the terms, conditions, or privileges of the 
individual's employment, because of the individual's race, color, religion, sex, age, 
handicap/disability or national origin; or (2) limiting, segregating or classifying Contractor's 
employees or applicants for employment in any way that would deprive or tend to deprive 
any individual of employment opportunities or otherwise adversely affect the individual's 
status as an employee, because of the individual's race, color, religion, sex, age, 
handicap/disability or national origin. 

Contractor must comply with, and the procedures Contractor utilizes and the Services 
Contractor provides under this Agreement must comply with, the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 
42 U.S.C. sec. lOOOe etseq. (1981), as amended and the Civil Rights Actof 1991, P.L. 102-
166. Attention is called to: Exec. Order No. 11246, 30 Fed. Reg. 12,319 (1965), reprinted 
in42 U.S.C. 2000enote, as amended by Exec. OrderNo. 11375, 32 Fed. Reg. 14,303 (1967) 
and by Exec. Order No. 12086, 43 Fed. Reg. 46,501 (1978); Age Discrimination Act, 42 
U.S.C. §§6101-6106 (1981); Age Discrimination in Employment Act, 29 U.S.C. §§621-34; 

-̂v̂  Rehabilitation Act of 1973,29 U.S.C. §§ 793-794 (1981); Americans with Disabilities Act, 
42 U.S.C. §12101 etseq.; 41 C.F.R. Part 60 etseq. (1990); and all other applicable federal 
statutes, regulations and other laws. 

(ii) State Requirements 

Contractor must comply with, and the procedures Contractor utilizes and the Services 
Contractor provides under this Agreement must comply with, the Illinois Human Rights Act, 
775 ILCS 5/1-101 et seq.(\990), as amended and any rules and regulations promulgated in 
accordance with it, including the Equal Employment Opportimity Clause, 44 111. Admin. 
Code §750 Appendix A. Furthermore, Contractor must comply with the Public Works 
Employment Discrimination Act, 775 ILCS 10/0.01 etseq.(\990), as amended, and all other 
applicable state statues, regulations and other laws. 
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(iii) Citv Requirements 

Contractor must comply with, and the procedures Contractor utilizes and the Services 
Contractor provides under this Agreement must comply with, the Chicago Human Rights 
Ordinance, ch. 2-160, Section 2-\60-0\0 etseq. ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago (1990), 
as amended, and all other applicable City ordinances and rules. 

(b) Subcontractors 

Contractor must incorporate all ofthis Section 3.04 by reference in all agreements entered 
into with any suppliers of materials, fiimisher of services. Subcontractors ofany tier, and labor 
organizations that fijmish skilled, unskilled and craft union skilled labor, or that may provide any 
such materials, labor or services in connection with this Agreement. Further, Contractor must 
fumish and must cause each of its Subcontractor(s) to fiimish such reports and information as 
requested by the federal, state, and local agencies charged with enforcing such laws and regulations, 
including the Chicago Commission on Human Relations. 

3.05 Insurance 

The Contractor shall comply with the insurance provisions attached hereto as Exhibit 4 and 
incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein, or such other insurance provisions as may be 
required in the reasonable judgment ofthe Risk Management Division. If the Contractor enters into 
a subcontract with a Security Firm such Security Firm shall comply with the insurance provisions 
attached hereto as Exhibit 5 and incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein, or such other 
insurance provisions as may be required in the reasonable judgment of the Risk Management 
Division. If the Contractor subcontracts with a Subcontractor other than a Security Firm, such 
Subcontractor shall comply with the Contractor insurance provisions attached hereto as Exhibit 4. 

The Risk Management Division may waive or reduce any ofthe insurance requirements set 
forth her^ip. In addition, the Risk Management Division will review each new Scope of Services 
which the SSAC, in consultation with the Contractor, prepares armually during the term of this 
Agreement pursuant to Section 3.01 and may, if it wishes, revise the insurance required herein. 

3.06 Indemnification 

A. On written notice fi"om the City of Losses the City believes are Losses Arising under 
this Agreement as defined in this Section 3.06, the Contractor shall defend, indemnify, and hold 
completely harmless the City Indemnitees from and against such Losses, regardless of whether 
Contractor challenges the City's belief The defense, indemnification and hold harmless obligations 
ofthe Contractor toward City Indemnitees remain an affirmative obligation of Contractor following 
the City's notice of Losses the City believes are Losses Arising under this Agreement, unless and 
until a court of competent jurisdiction finally determines otherwise and all opportunities for appeal 
, have been exhausted or have lapsed. 
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B. For purposes ofthis Section 3.06, 

"City Indemnitees" means, individually and collectively, the City of Chicago, its officials, 
agents, employees and SSAC members. 

"Losses" means, individually and collectively, all kinds of liabilities, losses, suits, claims, 
damages, judgments, fines, and demands, including all reasonable costs for investigation, reasonable 
attorneys' fees, court costs, and experts' fees, arising by reason of injury or death ofany person, 
damage to property, patent or copyright infringement. 

"Arising under this Agreement" means (i) arising out of awarding this Agreement, (ii) 
arising out ofthe enforcement ofthis Agreement, including the enforcement ofthis indemnification 
provision; (iii) arising out of or in connection with Contractor's performance or non-performance 
of this Agreement (including the acts or omission of Contractor, its officers, agents, employees, 
consultants, subcontractors, licensees, pr invitees), any breach by any of them ofany wananty made 
under this Agreement, or any failure by any of them to meet any applicable standard of performance 
under this Agreement; or (iv) any combination of any of the foregoing. 

C. To the extent permissible by law. Contractor waives any limits on Contractor's 
liability that it would otherwise have by virtue of the Worker's Compensation Act or any other 
related law or judicial decision (such as Kotecki v. Cyclops Welding Corporation, 146 111. 2d 155 
(1991)). The City, however, does not waive any limitations it may have on its liability under the 
Worker's Compensation Act or under the Illinois Pension Code. 

D. The City has the right, at its option and at its own expense, to participate in the 
defense of any ^ i t without relieving Contractor of any of its obligations under this indemnity 
provision. The requirements set forth in this indemnity provision are separate firom and not limited 
by the amount of insurance Contractor is required to obtain under this Agreement or by its bonds 
pursuant to other provisions in this Agreement. Further, the indemnitees contained in this provision 
survive the expiration or termination ofthis Agreement. 

3.07 Records and Audits 

The Contractor shall deliver or cause to be delivered all documents, data, studies, reports, 
findings or information to the SSAC promptly in accordance with the time limits prescribed herein 
and if no time limit is specified, then upon reasonable demand therefore, or upon termination or 
completion ofthe Services hereunder. 

The Contractor agrees to adopt at its ovra expense such financial controls, including, without 
limitation, the employment of a fiscal agent approved by the Commissioner, as determined by the 

.HGpmmissioner in his sole discretion eind communicated in writing to the Contractor after the date 
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of execution of this Agreement, to ensure that the Contractor is fulfilling the terms of this 
Agreement. 

The Contractor and any Subcontractors shall furnish the SSAC with semi-armual reports or 
provide such information as may be requested relative to the performance and cost ofthe Services. 
The Contractor shall maintain records showing actual time devoted and costs incuned. The 
Contractor shall keep books, documents, paper, records and accounts in connection with the Services 
open to inspection, copying, abstracting, transcription, and an independent audit by City employees 
or agents or third parties, and shall make these records available to the City and any other interested 
governmental agency at reasonable times during the performance of its Services. In addition, 
Contractor shall retain them in a safe place and make them available for an independent audit, 
inspection, copying and abstracting for at least five years after the final payment made in connection 
with this Agreement. 

THE CONTRACTOR SHALL NOT COMMINGLE SERVICE TAX FUNDS WITH 
FUNDS FROM OTHER SOURCES, and to the extent tiiat the Contractor conducts any business 
operations separate and apart from the Services hereunder using, for example, personnel, equipment, 
supplies or facilities also used in connection with this Agreement, then the Contractor shall maintain 
and make similarly available to the City detailed records supporting the Contractor's allocation to 
this Agreement ofthe costs and expenses attributable to any such shared usages. 

The Contractor shall provide an annual audited financial statement (a "Third Party Audit") 
to the Department and the SSAC within 120 calendar days after the end ofthe calendar year, and the 
system of accounting shall be in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles and 
practices, consistently applied throughout. Contractormust comply with the requirements in Exhibit 
9 with respect to any Third Party Audit. If any Third Party Audit shows that Contractor or any of 
its Subcontractors has overcharged the City in any period, the City will notify Contractor, and 
Contractor must then promptly reimburse the City for any amounts the City has paid Contractor due 
to the overcharges. Any failure to comply with the audit requirements set forth in Exhibit 9 of the 
Agreement shall constitute an event of default under the Agreement. If such event of default is not 
conected to the City's safisfaction within the cure period identified by the City, the City may incur 
costs to conduct any supplementary audit it deems necessary, and Contractor must then promptly 
reimburse the City for any such costs. No provision in this Agreement granting the City a right of 
access to records and documents is intended to impair, limit or affect any right of access to such 
records and documents that the City would have had in the absence ofsuch provisions. 

The City may in its sole discretion audit the records of Contractor or its Subcontractors, or 
both, at any time during the term ofthis Agreement or within five years after the Agreement ends, 
in connection with the goods, work, or services provided under this Agreement. Each calendar year 
or partial calendar year is considered an "audited period." If, as a result of such an audit, it is 
determined that Contractor or any of its Subcontractors has overcharged the City in the audited 
period, the City will notify Contractor. Contractor must then promptly reimburse the City for any 
amounts the City has paid Contractor due to the overcharges and also some or all ofthe cost ofthe 
audit, as follows: 
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A. Ifthe audit has revealed overcharges to the City representing less than 5% ofthe total 
value, based on the Agreement prices, ofthe goods, work, or services provided in the audited period, 
then the Contractor must reimburse the City for 50% ofthe cost ofthe audit and 50% ofthe cost of 
each subsequent audit that the City conducts; 

B. If, however, the audit has revealed overcharges to the City representing 5% or more 
ofthe total value, based on the Agreement prices, ofthe goods, work, or services provided in the 
audited period, then Contractor must reimburse the City for the full cost ofthe audit and of each 
subsequent audit. 

Ifthe City is unable to make a determination regarding overcharges to City as a result of 
Contractor's not having maintained records as required under this Agreement, Contractor must 
promptly reimburse the City for some or all ofthe cost of the audit, as determined in the sole 
discretion ofthe City. Failure of Contractor to promptly reimburse the City in accordance with this 
Section 3.07 is an event of default under Section 7.01 ofthis Agreement, and Contractor will be 
liable for all of the City's costs of collection, including any court costs and attorneys' fees. 

3.08 Subcontracts and Assignments 

The Contractor shall not assign, delegate, subcontract or otherwise transfer all or any part of 
its rights or obligations under this Agreement or any part hereof, unless otherwise provided for 
herein or without the express written consent ofthe SSAC. The absence ofsuch provision or written 
consent shall void the attempted assignment, delegation or transfer and shall be of no effect as to the 
Services or this Agreement. 

All subcontracts, all approvals of Subcontractors and any assignment to which the SSAC 
consents are, regardless of their fonn, deemed conditioned upon performance by the Subcontractor 
or assignee in accordance with the terms and conditions ofthis Agreement. 

Ifthe Contractor subcontracts for security services, the Subcontractor shall be a Security Firm 
certified by the State oflllinois and the Security Firm's employees shall be licensed by the State of 
Illinois. The Contractor, upon entering into any subcontract with a Security Firm, shall fumish the 
SSAC aind the Department with a copy ofthe subcontract for their approval. The City expressly 
reserves the right to approve all Security Firm subcontracts. 

3.09 License, Permits and Safety Considerations 

A. Licenses and Permits 

If the Contractor engages in Construction, it is responsible for emd, in a timely manner 
consistent with its obligations hereunder, shall secure and maintain at its expense such permits. 
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licenses, authorizations and approvals as are necessary for it to engage Construction under this 
Agreement. 

B. Safety Considerations 

Ifthe Contractor engages in Construction, it shall at all times exercise reasonable care, shall 
comply with all applicable provisions of federal, state and local laws to prevent accidents or injuries, 
and shall take all appropriate precautions to avoid damage to and loss of City property and the 
property of third parties in connection with the Constmction. The Contractor shall erect and properly 
maintain at all times all necessary safeguards, barriers, flags and lights for the protection ofits and 
its Subcontractors' employees. City employees, and the public. 

Ifthe Contractor engages in Constmction, it shall report to the Department any damage on, 
about, under or adjacent to City property or the property of third persons resulting from its 
performance under this Agreement. The Contractor is responsible for any damage to City property 
and the property of third parties due, in whole or in part, to the Contractor's Constmction activities 
under this Agreement, and the Contractor shall repair such damage to a reasonably acceptable 
standard. 

3.10 Performance Bond 

Ifthe Contractor engages in Constmction work where expenditures exceed $ 100,000, it shall, 
not later than the date the Contractor begins such work or executes a subcontract for such work, 
provide or cause to be provided to the Department a performance and payment bond in the amount 
allocated for the Constmction work (but not including the amount allocated for design and 
preparation of specifications), by a surety or sureties acceptable to the City. The performance bond 
shall be in the form and to the effect of Exhibit 7 hereto, which is incorporated by reference as if 
fully set forth here. 

If any of the sureties on such bond at any time fail financially, or are deemed to be 
insufficient security for the penalty ofthe bond, then the City may, on giving 10 days notice thereof 
in writing, require the Contractor to fumish a new and additional bond with sureties satisfactory to 
the City, and, if so required. Contractor must promptly provide such bond. 

ARTICLE 4 TERM OF SERVICES 

This Agreement shall take effect as of January 1,2009 ("Effective Date") and shall continue 
through December 31, 2009, or until the Agreement is tenninated earlier in accordance v̂ ath its 
terms. 
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ARTICLES COMPENSATION 

5.01 Basis of Payment 

The maximum compensation that the Contractor may be paid under this Agreement between 
January 1, 2009 and December 31, 2009 is $13,925 or the total amount of Service Tax Funds 
actually collected for tax year 2008, whichever is less; the maximum compensation that the 
Contractor may be paid under this Agreement between January 1, 2009 and December 31, 2009, 
therefore, shall not exceed $13,925. 

For each subsequent year ofthis Agreement, if any, the maximum compensation that the 
Contractor may be paid under this Agreement is the amount set forth in the Budget for that year, 
pursuant to Section 5.02 and 8.03, or the amount of Service Tax Funds actually collected for the 
preceding tax year, whichever is less; provided that the maximum amount of compensation for such 
year ofthis Agreement may also include the amount of Service Tax Funds collected for prior tax 
years which remain previously unspent. 

5.02 Budget for Services 

The Contractor in conjunction with the SSAC has prepared a Budget through December 31, 
2009, attached hereto as Exhibit 2 and incorporated by reference as if fially set forth here, covering 
all services described in the Scope of Services. Subject to the restriction that the maximum amount 
that may be spent in calendar year 2009 may not exceed $13,925, the SSAC reserves the right to 
transfer funds between line items or make Budget revisions that do not affect the maximum 
compensation set forth in Section 5.01. The SSAC shall revise the Budget if any part of the 
Contractor's Services is terminated. 

For each subsequent year ofthis Agreement, if any, and subject to the provisions of Section 
3.01, a Budget for that year shall be incorporated into this Agreement by written amendment 
pursuant to Section 8.03. 

5.03 Method of Payment 

Pursuant to a schedule to be determined by the Commissioner, after the performance of 
Services pursuant to the terms of this Agreement, Contractor may submit invoices to the City to 
request reimbursement for such expenses. The Contractor must provide, along with the invoices, 
such additional documentation as the Commissioner requests to substantiate the Services. Upon the 
Commissioner's determination that the invoices are accurate, the City will process payment ofthe 
invoices. 

The Contractor shall establish a separate checking account ("Account") in a bank authorized 
to do business in the State oflllinois that is insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. 
All Service Tax Funds that the Comptroller transfers to the Contractor shall be deposited in the 
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Account and disbursements from the Account shall be pursuant to this Agreement. THE 
CONTRACTOR SHALL NOT COMMINGLE SERVICE TAX FUNDS WITH FUNDS FROM 
OTHER SOURCES. The Contractor shall provide to the SSAC the signature card and sample check 
from the bank which shows the signature(s) ofthe Contractor's authorized representative(s). The 
SSAC reserves the right to audit the account and require the Contractor to refund any funds that were 
not spent pursuant to the Budget or that were not approved by the SSAC. The name and address of 
the bank is and the wire transfer and the Account numbers are 

All fiands remaining in the Account at the expiration or early termination ofthis Agreement, 
including any interest eamed, belong to the City for the benefit ofthe Area and shall be retumed to 
the City to be used only for Special Services. 

5.04 Criteria for Payment 

The SSAC shall determine the reasonableness, allocability and allowability of any rates, 
costs and expenses charged or incuned by the Contractor. 

5.05 Funding 

Payments under this Agreement shall be made from Service Tax Funds in fijnd number 
and are subject to the availability of funds therein. 

5.06 Non-Appropriation 

In the event that no fiinds or insufficient funds are appropriated and budgeted in any City 
fiscal period for payments to be made under this Agreement, then the City will notify the Contractor 
of such occunence and this Agreement shall terrhinate on the earlier of the last day of the fiscal 
period for which sufficient appropriation was made or whenever the funds appropriated for payment 
under this Agreement are exhausted. No payments shall be made or due to the Contractor under this 
Agreement beyond those amounts appropriated and budgeted by the City to ftind payments 
hereunder. 

ARTICLE 6 SPECIAL CONDITIONS 

6.01 Warranties and Representations 

In cormection with the execution ofthis Agreement, the Contractor wanants and represents: 

A. That it is financially solvent; that it and each of its employees, agents, and 
Subcontractors are competent to perform the Services required; that it is legally authorized to execute 
and perform or cause to be performed this Agreement under the terms and conditions stated herein; 
and 
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B. That it shall not knowingly use the services ofany ineligible Subcontractor for any 
purpose in the performance of the Services; and 

C. That it and its Subcontractors are not in default at the time ofthe execution ofthis 
Agreement, pr deemed by the Department to have, within five years immediately preceding the date 
ofthis Agreement, been found to be in default on any contract awarded by the City; and 

D. That it and, to the best ofits knowledge, its Subcontractors are not in violation ofthe 
provisions of §2-92-320 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, 720 ILCS 5/33E-1 et seq. of the 
Criminal Code of 1961, and 65 ILCS 5/11-42.1-1 ofthe Illinois Municipal Code; and 

E. That it, all Subcontractors and their respective officers, directors, agents, partners, and 
employees shall cooperate with the Inspector General in any investigation or hearing undertaken 
pursuant to Chapter 2-56 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago; that it understands and will abide by 
all provisions of Chapter 2-56 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago and all subcontracts shall inform 
Subcontractors ofsuch provision and require understanding and compliance therewith; and 

F. That, except only for those representations, statements, or promises expressly 
contained in this Agreement and any exhibits attached hereto, no representation, statement or 
promise, oral or written, or ofany kind whatsoever, by the City, its officials, agents, or employees, 
has induced the Contractor to enter into this Agreement; and 

G. That the Contractor understands and agrees that any certification, affidavit or 
acknowledgment made under oath in cormection with this Agreement is made under penalty of 
perjury and, if false, is also cause for tennination for default. 

H. That neither Contractor nor an Affiliate of Contractor (as defined below) appears on 
the Specially Designated Nationals List, the Denied Persons List, the unverified List, the Entity List, 
or the Debaned List as maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets Control ofthe U.S. Department 
ofthe Treasury or by the Bureau of Industry and Security ofthe U.S. Department of Commerce (or 
their successors), or on any other list of persons or entities with wfitch the City may not do business 
under any applicable law, mle, regulation, order or judgment. "Affiliate of Contractor"means a 
person or entity that directiy (or indirectly through one or more intermediaries) contirols, is controlled 
by or is under common control with Contractor! A person or entity will be deemed to be controlled 
by another person or entity if it is controlled in any manner whatsoever that results in control in fact 
by that other person or entity (either acting individually or acting jointiy or in concert with others) 
whether directiy or indirectly and whether through share ownership, a trust, a contract or otherwise. 

I. Contractor understands and will abide by all provisions of Chapter 2-26 ofthe 
Municipal Code ofthe City of Chicago. 

6.02 Economic Disclosure Statement and Affidavit 

The Conti-actor has provided the City wath an Economic Disclosure Statement (EDS), which 
is attached hereto as Exhibit 3 and incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein. Contractor 
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shall apprise the Department promptly ofany changes in the information provided in the EDS by 
completing and submitting a revised EDS. 

In addition, the Contractor shall provide the City with copies of its latest articles of 
incorporation, by-laws and resolutions, or partnership orjoint venture agreement, as applicable, and 
evidence of its authority to do business in the State of Illinois, including without limitation, 
registrations of assumed names or limited partnerships and certifications of good standing with the 
Office of the Secretary of State of Illinois. 

6.03 Conflict of Interest 

Pursuant to Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal Codeof Chicago, and 65 ILCS 5/3.1-55-10, no 
member ofthe goveming body ofthe City or other unit of govemment, no other officer, employee, 
SSAC member, or agent of the City or other unit of govemment who exercises any fiinctions or 
responsibilities in connection with the Services to which this Agreement or any related subcontract 
pertain, and no relative of any SSAC member shall have any personal economic or financial interest, 
directly or indirectly, in this Agreement or any such subcontract except to the extent that such 
benefits are provided equally to all residents and/or business owners in the Area. Furthermore, no 
SSAC member, relative of any SSAC member. City official, agent or employee shall be a 
Subcontractor, employee or shareholder of the Contractor or receive anything of value from the 
Contractor. 

No member of or delegate to the Congress of the United States or the Illinois General 
Assembly and no alderman ofthe City or City employee shall be admitted to any share or part ofthis 
Agreement or to any financial benefit to arise from it. The Contractor acknowledges that any 
agreement entered into, negotiated or performed in violation of any of the provisions of Chapter 
2-156 shall be voidable by the City. 

The Contractor covenants that it, its officers, directors and employees, and the officers, 
directors and employees of each ofits members if a joint venture, and Subcontractors presently have 
no financial interest and shall acquire no interest, direct or indirect, in the Services undertaken by 
the Contractor pursuant to the Agreement that would conflict in any manner or degree with the 
performance of the Services. The Contractor further covenants that in the performance of this 
Agreement no person having any such interest shall be employed. The Contractor agrees that ifthe 
Commissioner in his reasonable judgment determines that any ofthe Contractor's services for others 
conflict with the Services the Contractor is to provide for the City under this Agreement, the 
Contractor shall terminate such other services immediately upon request of the City. 

6.04 Non-UabiUty of PubUc Officials 

No official, employee or agent ofthe City shall be charged personally by the Contractor, or 
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by any assignee or Subcontractor ofthe Contractor, with any liability or expenses of defense or be 
held personally liable to them under any term or provision hereof, because ofthe City's execution 
or attempted execution hereof, or because of any breach hereof 

6.05 Independent Contractor 

The Contractor shall perform under this Agreement as an independent contractor to the City 
arid not as a representative, employee, agent, or partner ofthe City. 

6.06 Business Relationships with Elected Officials 

Pursuant to Section 2-156-030(b) ofthe Municipal Code ofthe City of Chicago, it is illegal 
for any elected official ofthe City, or any person acting at the direction ofsuch official, to contact, 
either orally or in writing, any other City official or employee with respect to any matter involving 
any person with whom the elected official has a business relationship, or to participate in any 
discussion in any City Council committee hearing or in any City Council meeting or to vote on any 
matter involving the person with whom an elected official has a business relationship. Violation 
of Section 2-156-030(b) by any elected official with respect to this Agreement is grounds for 
termination of this Agreement. The term business relationship is defined as set forth in Section 
2-156-080 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

Section 2-156-080 defines a "business relationship" as any contractual or other private 
business dealing of an official, or his or her spouse, or ofany entity in which an official or his or her 
spouse has a financial interest, with a person or entity which entitles an official to compensation or 
payment in the amount of $2,500 or more in a calendar year; provided, however, a financial interest 
shall not include: (i) any ownership through purchase at fair market value or inheritance of less than 
one percent of the share of a corporation, or any corporate subsidiary, parent or affiliate thereof, 
regardless ofthe value of or dividends on such shares, if such shares are registered on a securities 
exchange pursuant to the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended; (ii) the authorized 
compensation paid to an official or employee for his office or employment; (iii) any economic 
benefit provided equally to all residents ofthe City; (iv) a time or demand deposit in a financial 
institution; or (v) an endowment or insurance policy or annuity contract purchased from an insurance 
company. A "contractual or other private business dealing" shall not include any employment 
relationship of an official's spouse with an entity when such spouse has no discretion conceming or 
input relating to the relationship between that entity and the City. 

6.07 Chicago "Living Wage" Ordinance 

(a) Section 2-92-610 of the Municipal Code of Chicago provides for a living 
wage for certain categories of workers employed in the performance of City contracts, specifically 
non-City employed security guards, parking attendants, day laborers, home and health care workers, 
cashiers, elevator operators, custodial workers and clerical workers ("Covered Employees"). 
Accordingly, pursuant to Section 2-92-610 and regulations promulgated under it: 
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(i) IfContractor has 25 or more full-time employees, and 

(ii) If at any time during the performance ofthis Agreement, Contractor and/or 
any Subcontractor or any other entity that provides any portion of the Services 
(collectively "Performing Parties") uses 25 or more full-time security guards, or any 
number of other full-time Covered Employees, then 

(iii) Contractor must pay its Covered Employees, and must assure that all 
other Performing Parties pay their Covered Employees, not less than the minimum 
hourly rate as determined in accordance with this provision (the "Base Wage") for 
all Services performed under this Agreement. 

(b) Contractor's obligation to pay, and to assure payment of, the Base Wage will 
begin at any time during the term ofthis Agreement when the conditions set forth in (a)(i) and 
(a)(ii) above are met, and will continue until the end ofthe term ofthis Agreement. 

(c) As of July 1, 2008, the Base Wage is $ 10.60, and each July 1 thereafter, the Base 
Wage will be adjusted, using the most recent federal poverty guidelines for a family of four as 
published annually by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, to constitute the 
following: the poverty guidelines for a family of four divided by 2000 hours or the cunent base 
wage, whichever is higher. At all times during the term ofthis Agreement, Contractor and all other 
Performing Parties must pay the Base Wage (as adjusted in accordance with the above). Ifthe 
payment of prevailing wages is required for Services done under this Agreement, and the prevailing 
wages for Covered Employees are higher than the Base Wage, then Contractor and all other 
Performing Parties must pay the prevailing wage rates. 

(d) Contractor must include provisions in all subcontracts requiring its 
Subcontractors to pay the Base Wage to Covered Employees. Contractor agrees to provide the 
City with documentation acceptable to the Chief Procurement Officer demonstrating that all 
Covered Employees, whether employed by Contractor or by a Subcontractor, have been paid the 
Base Wage, ii^on the City's request for such documentation. The City may independently audit 
Contractor and/or Subcontractors to verify corripliance with this section. Failure to comply with 
the requirements ofthis section will be an event of default under this Agreement, and further, 
failure to comply may result in ineligibility for any award of a City contract or subcontract for up 
to 3 years. 

(e) Not-for-Profit Corporations: IfContractor is a corporation having federal 
tax-exempt status under Section 501(c)(3) ofthe Intemal Revenue Code and is recognized under 
Illinois not-for-profit law, then the provisions of Sections (a) through (d) above do not apply. 

6.08 Deemed Inclusion 

Provisions required by law, ordinances, mles, regulations, or executive orders to be inserted 
in this Agreement are deemed inserted in this Agreement whether or not they appear in this 
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Agreement or, upon application by either party, this Agreement will be amended to make the 
insertion; however, in no event will the failure to insert the provisions before or after this Agreement 
is signed prevent its enforcement. 

6.09 Environmental Warranties and Representations 

In accordance with Section 11-4-1600(e) of the Municipal Code of Chicago, Contractor 
wanants and represents that it, and to the best ofits knowledge, its subcontractors have not violated 
and are not in violation ofthe following sections ofthe Code (collectively, the Waste Sections): 

7-28-390 Dumping on public way; 
7-28-440 Dumping on real estate without permit; 
11-4-1410 Disposal in waters prohibited; 
11-4-1420 Ballast tank, bilge tank or other discharge; 
11-4-1450 Gas manufacturing residue; 
11-4-1500 Treatment and disposal of solid or liquid waste; 
11-4-1530 Compliance with mles and regulations required; 
11-4-1550 Operational requirements; and 
11-4-1560 Screening requirements. 

During the period while this Agreement is executory. Contractor's or any subcontractor's 
violation of the Waste Sections, whether or not relating to the performance of this Agreement, 
constitutes a breach of and an event of default under this Agreement, for which the opportunity to 
cure, if curable, will be granted only at the sole designation ofthe Commissioner. Such breach and 
default entitles the City to all remedies under the Agreement, at law or in equity. 

This section does not limit Contractor's and its subcontractors' duty to comply witii all 
applicable federal, state, county and municipal laws, statutes, ordinances and executive orders, in-
effect now or later, and whether or not they appear in this Agreement. 

Non-compliance with these terms and conditions may be used by the City as grounds for the 
termination of this Agreement, and may further affect Contractor's eligibility for future conti-act 
awards. 

6.10 EDS / Certification Regarding Suspension and Debarment 

Contractor certifies, as fiirther evidenced in the EDS attached as Exhibit 3, by its acceptance 
of this Agreement that neither it nor its principals is presently debarred, suspended, proposed for 
debarment, declared ineligible or voluntarily excluded from participation in this transaction by any 
federal department or agency. Contractor further agrees by executing this Agreement tiiat it will 
include this clause without modification in all lower tier transactions, solicitations, proposals, 
contracts and subcontracts. If Contractor or any lower tier participant is unable to certify to this 
statement, it must attach an explanation to the Agreement. 
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6.11 Ethics 

(a) In addition to other wananties and representations, Contractor wanants that no 
payment, gratuity or offer of employment will be made in connection with this Agreement by or on 
behalf of any Subcontractors to Contractor or higher tier subcontractors or anyone associated with 
them, as an inducement for the award of a subcontract or order. 

(b) Contractor further acknowledges that any Agreement entered into, negotiated or 
performed in violation ofany ofthe provisions of Chapter 2-156 is voidable as to the City. 

6.12 MacBride Ordinance 

The City of Chicago through the passage of the MacBride Principles Ordinance seeks to 
promote fair and equal employment opportunities and labor practices for religious minorities in 
Northem Ireland and provide a better working environment for all citizens in Northem Ireland. 

In accordance with Section 2-92-580 of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago, if 
Contractor conducts any business operations in Northem Ireland, the Contractor must make all 
reasonable and good faith efforts to conduct any business operations in Northem Ireland in 
accordance with the MacBride Principles for Northem Ireland as defined in Illinois Public Act 85-
1390 (1988 m. Laws 3220). 

The provisions of this Section 6.12 do' not apply to contracts for which the City receives 
funds administered by the United States Department ofTransportation, except to the extent Congress 
has directed that the Department ofTransportation not withhold funds from states and localities that 
choose to implement selective purchasing policies based on agreement to comply with the MacBride 
Principles for Northem Ireliand, or to the extent that such fiinds are not otherwise withheld by the 
Department ofTransportation. 

ARTICLE 7 EVENTS OF DEFAULT, REMEDIES, TERMINATION, RIGHT 
TO OFFSET, SUSPENSION 

7.01 Events of Default Defined 

The following constitute events of default: 

A. Any material misrepresentation, whether negligent or willful and whether in the 
inducement or in the performance, made by Contractor to the City. 

B. Contractor's material failure to perform any ofits obligations under the Agreement 
including, but not limited to, the following: 
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(1) failure to commence or ensure timely completion ofthe Services due to a reason 
or circumstance within Contractor's reasonable control; 

(2) failure to perform the Services in a manner satisfactory to the City; 

(3) failure to promptly re-perform within a reasonable time Services that were 
rejected as enoneous or unsatisfactory; 

(4) discontinuance of the Services for reasons within the Contractor's reasonable 
control; 

(5) failure to comply with a material term of this Agreement, including but not 
limited to the provisions conceming insurance and nondiscrimination; and 

(6) any other acts specifically and expressly stated in this Agreement as constituting 
an event of default. 

C. The Contractor's default under any other agreement it may presently have or may 
enter into with the City during the life ofthis Agreement. The Contractor acknowledges and agrees 
that in the event of a default under this Agreement the City may also declare a default under any such 
other agreements. 

7.02 Remedies 

The occunence ofany event of default which the Contractor fails to cure within 14 calendar 
days after receipt of notice specifying such default or which, if such event of default cannot 
reasonably be cured within 14 calendar days after notice, the Contractor fails, in the sole opinion of 
the Commissioner, to commence and continue diligent efforts to cure, permits the City to declare the 
Contractor in default. Whether to declare the Contractor in default is within the sole discretion of 
the Commissioner. Written notification ofthe default, and any intention ofthe City to terminate the 
Agreement, shall be provided to Contractor and such decision is final and effective upon Contractor's 
receipt ofsuch notice. Upon receipt ofsuch notice, the Contractor must discontinue any services, 
unless otherwise directed in the notice, and deliver all materials accumulated in the performance of 
this Agreement, whether completed or in the process of completion, to the City. At such time the 
City may invoke any legal or equitable remedy available to it including, but not limited to, the 
following: 

A. The right to take over and complete the Services or any part thereofas agent for and 
at the cost ofthe Contractor, either directly or through others. The Contractor shall have, in such 
event, the right to offset fi-om such cost the amount it would have cost the City under the terms and 
conditions herein had the Contractor completed the Services. 
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B. The right to terminate this Agreement as to any or all of the Services yet to be 
performed, effective at a time specified by the City. 

C. The right of specific performance, an injunction or any other appropriate equitable 
remedy. 

D. The right to money damages. 

E. The right to withhold all or any part of Contractor's compensation hereunder. 

F. The right to deem Contractor non-responsible in fiiture contracts to be awarded by the City. 

If the City considers it to be in its best interest, it may elect not to declare default or to 
terminate this Agreement. The parties acknowledge that this provision is solely for the benefit ofthe 
City and that ifthe City permits the Contractor to continue to provide the Services despite one or 
more events of default, the Contractor is in no way relieved ofany ofits responsibilities, duties or 
obligations under this Agreement nor does the City waive or relinquish any ofits rights. No delay 
or omission to exercise any right accming upon any event of default impairs any such right nor shall 
it be constmed as a waiver ofany event of default or acquiescence therein, and every such right may 
be exercised from time to time and as often as may be deemed expedient. 

7.03 Right to Offset 

The City reserves its rights under §2-92-380 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and the 
Commissioner shall consult with the SSAC before exercising such rights. 

7.04 Suspension 

The City may at any time request that the Contractor suspend its Services, or any part thereof, 
by giving 15 days prior written notice to the Contractor or upon no notice in the event of emergency. 
No costs incuned after the effective date of sueh suspension shall be allowed. The Contractor shall 
promptly resume its perfonnance upon written notice by the Department. The Budget may be 
revised pursuant to Section 5.02 to account for any additional costs or expenses actually incuned by 
the Contractor as a result of recommencing the Services. 

7.05 No Damages for Delay 

The Contractor agrees that it, its members, if a partnership or joint venture and its 
Subcontractors shall make no claims against the City for damages, charges, additional costs or hourly 
fees for costs incun-ed by reason of delays or hindrances by the City in the performance of its 
obligations under this Agreement. 
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7.06 Early Termination 

In addition to termination for default, the City may, at any time, elect to terminate this 
Agreement or any portion of the Services to be performed under it at the sole discretion of the 
Commissioner by a written notice to the Contractor. Ifthe City elects to terminate the Agreement 
in full, all Services shall cease and all materials accumulated in performing this Agreement, whether 
completed or in the process of completion, shall be delivered to the Department within 10 days after 
receipt ofthe notice or by the date stated in the notice. 

During the final ten days or other time period stated in the notice, the Contractor shall restrict 
its activities, and those of its Subcontractors, to winding down any reports, analyses, or other 
activities previously begun. No costs incuned after the effective date ofthe termination are allowed. 
Payment for any Services actually and satisfactorily performed before the effective date of the 
termination shall be on the same basis as set forth in Article 5 hereof, but if any compensation is 
described or provided for on the basis of a period longer than ten days, then the compensation shall 
be prorated accordingly. 

If a court of competent jurisdiction determines that the City's election to terminate this 
Agreement for default has been wrongful, then such tennination shall be deemed to be an early 
termination. 

ARTICLE 8 GENERAL CONDITIONS 

8.01 Entire Agreement 

This Agreement, and the exhibits attached hereto and incorporated hereby, shall constitute 
the entire agreement between the parties and no other warranties, inducements, considerations, 
promises, or interpretations shall be implied or impressed upon this Agreement that are not expressly 
addressed herein. 

8.02 Counterparts 

This Agreement is comprised of several identical counterparts, each to be fully executed by 
tiie parties and each to be deemed an original having identical legal effect. 
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8.03 Amendments 

No changes, amendments, modifications, or discharge of this Agreement, or anypart thereof, 
shall be valid unless in writing and signed by the authorized agent of the Contractor and the 
Commissioner, or their successors and assigns. The City shall incur no liability for revised services 
without a written amendment to this Agreement pursuant to this Section. 

8.04 Compliance with All Laws 

The Contractor shall at all times observe and comply with all applicable laws, ordinances, 
mles, regulations and executive orders ofthe federal, state and local govemment, now existing or 
hereinafter in effect, which may in any manner affect the performance ofthis Agreement. 

8.05 Compliance with ADA and Other Accessibility Laws 

If this Agreement involves services to the public, the Contractor wanants that all Services 
provided hereunder shall comply with all accessibility stemdards for persons with disabilities or 
environmentally limited persons including, but not limited to the following: Americans with 
Disabilities Act of 1990, 42 U.S.C. § 12101 et seq. and the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 29 U.S.C. 
§§ 793-94. In the event that the above cited standards are inconsistent, the Contractor shall comply 
with the standard providing greater accessibility. 

If this Agreement involves design for constmction and/or Constmction, the Contractor 
warrants that all design documents produced and/or used under this Agreement shall comply with 
all federal, state and local laws and regulations regJirding accessibility standards for persons with 
disabilities or environmentally limited persons including;; but not limited to, the following: 
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, 42 U.S.C. § 12101 et seq. and the Americans with 
Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities; the Architectural Barriers Act, 
P.L. 90-480 and the Uniform Federal Accessibility Standards; and the Environmental Barriers Act, 
410 ILCS 25/1 et seq.. and the regulations promulgated thereto at 111. Admin. Code tit. 71, ch. 1, § 
400.110. In the event that the above cited standards are inconsistent, the Contractor shall comply 
with the standard providing greater accessibility. Ifthe Contractor fails to comply with the foregoing 
standards, it shall perform again at no expense all services required to be reperformed as a direct or 
indirect result of such failure. 

8.06 Assigns 
All ofthe terms and conditions ofthis Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of 
the parties hereto and their respective legal representatives, successors, transferees and assigns. 
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8.07 Cooperation 

The Contractor agrees at all times to cooperate fiilly with the City and to act in the City's best 
interests. Upon the termination or expiration ofthis Agreement, the Contractor shall make every 
effort to assure an orderly transition to another provider of the Services, if any, orderly 
demobilization ofits operations in cormection with the Services, unintermpted provision of Services 
during any transition period and shall otherwise comply with reasonable requests ofthe Department 
in connection with this Agreement's termination or expiration. 

8.08 Severability 

If any provision ofthis Agreement is held or deemed to be or shall in fact be inoperative or 
unenforceable as applied in any particular case in any jurisdiction or in all cases because it conflicts 
with any other provision hereofor ofany constitution, statute, ordinance, mle oflaw or public policy, 
or for any other reason, such circumstances shall not have the effect of rendering such provision 
inoperative or unenforceable in any other case or circumstances, or of rendering any other provision 
herein invalid, inoperative, or unenforceable to any extent. The invalidity of any one or more 
phrases, sentences, clauses or sections herein shall not effect the remaining portions of this 
Agreement or any part thereof 

8.09 Interpretation 

All headings in this Agreement are for convenience of reference only and do not define or 
limit the provisions thereof Words ofgender are deemed to include conelative words ofthe other 
gender. Words importing the singular number include the plural number and vice versa, unless the 
context otherwise indicates. All references to exhibits or documents are deemed to include all 
supplements and/or amendments to such exhibits or documents if entered into in accordance with 
the terms and conditions hereof and thereof All references to persons or entities are deemed to 
include any persons or entities succeeding to the rights, duties, and obligations of such persons or 
entities in accordance with the terms and conditions herein. 

8.10 Miscellaneous Provisions 

Whenever under this Agreement the Gity by a proper authority waives the Contractor's 
performance in any respect or waives a requirement or condition to the Contractor's performance, 
the waiver, whether express or implied, applies only to that particular instance and is not a waiver 
forever or for subsequent instances ofthe performance, requirement or condition. No waiver shall 
be constmed as a modification ofthe Agreement regardless ofthe number of times the City may 
have waived the performance, requirement or condition. 
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8.11 Disputes 

Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, Contractor must and the City may bring any 
dispute arising under this Agreement which is not resolved by the parties to the Chief Procurement 
Officer for decision based upon the written submissions ofthe parties. (A copy ofthe "Regulations 
ofthe Department of Procurement Services for Resolution of Disputes between Contractors and the 
City of Chicago" is available in City Hall, 121 N. LaSalle Street, Room 301, Bid and Bond Room, 
Chicago, Illinois 60602.) The Chief Procurement will issue a written decision and send it to the 
Contractor and the SSAC by mail. The decision ofthe Chief Procurement Officer is final and 
binding. The sole and exclusive remedy to challenge the decision ofthe Chief Procurement Officer 
is judicial review by means of a common law writ of certiorari. 

8.12 Contractor Affidavit 

The Contractor must provide to the City, no later than thirty days after the end of each year, 
a fiilly executed and notarized Affidavit certifying the expenditures and Services provided for the 
prior year. The form ofthis affidavit is attached as Exhibit 8 and incorporated by reference. 

8.13 Prohibition on Certain Contributions 

Contractor agrees that Contractor, any person or entity who directly or indirectly has an 
ownership or beneficial interest in Contractor of rhore than 7.5 percent ("Owners"), spouses and 
domestic partners ofsuch Owners, Contractor's subcontractors, any person or entity who directiy 
or indirectly has an ownership or beneficial interest in any subcontractor of more than 7.5 percent 
("Sub-owners") and spouses and domestic partners ofsuch Sub-owners (Contractor and all the other 
preceding classes of persons and entities are together, the ("Identified Parties"), shall not make a 
contribution of any amount to the Mayor of the City of Chicago ("Mayor") or to his political 
fundraising committee (i) after execution ofthis Agreement by Contractor, (ii) while this Agreement 
or any Other Contract is executory, (iii) during the term ofthis Agreement or any Other Contract 
between Conti-actor and the City, or (iv) during any period while an extension ofthis Agreement or 
any Other Contract is being sought or negotiated. 

Contractor represents and warrants that since the date of public advertisement ofthe 
specification, request for qualifications, request for proposals or request for information (or any 
combination of those requests) or, if not competitively procured, fi-om the date the City approached 
Contractor or the date Conti-actor approached the City; as applicable, regarding the formulation of 
this Agreement, no Identified Parties have made a contribution ofany amount to the Mayor or to his 
political fiindraising committee. : ' ' 

Contractor agrees that it shall not: (a) coerce, compel or intimidate its employees to 
make a contribution ofany amount to the Mayor or to the Mayor's political fundraising committee; 
(b) reimburse its employees for a contribution ofany amoimt made to the Mayor or to the Mayor's 
political fundraising committee; or (c) bxmdle or solicit others to bundle contributions to the Mayor 
or to his political fiindraising committee. 
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Contractor agrees that the Identified Parties must not engage in any conduct whatsoever 
designed to intentionally violate this provision or Mayoral Executive Order No. 05-1 or to entice, 
direct or solicit others to intentionally violate this provision or Mayoral Executive Order No. 05rl. 

Contractor agrees that a violation of, non-compliance with, misrepresentation with respect 
to, or breach of any covenant or wananty under this provision or violation of Mayoral Executive 
Order No. 05-1 constitutes a breach and default under this Agreement, and under any Other Contract 
for which no opportunity to cure will be granted. Such breach and default entitles the City to all 
remedies (including without limitation termination for default) under this Agreement, under Other 
Contract, at law and in equity. This provision amends any Other Contract and supersedes Jiny 
inconsistent provision contained therein. 

IfContractor violates this provision or Mayoral Executive Order No. 05-1 prior to award of 
the Agreement resulting from this specification, the Commissioner may reject Contractor's bid. 

For purposes ofthis provision: 

"Bundle" means to collect contributions from more than one source which are then delivered 
by one person to the Mayor or to his political fundraising committee. 

"Other Contract" means any other agreement with the City of Chicago to which Contractor 
is a party that is (i) formed under the authority of chapter 2-92 of the Municipal Codie of 
Chicago; (ii) entered into for the purchase or lease of real or personal property; or (iii) for 
materials, supplies, equipment or services which are approved or authorized by the city 
council. 

"Contribution" means a "political contribution" as defined in Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal 
Code of Chicago, as amended. 

Individuals are "Domestic Partners" if they satisfy the following criteria: 

(A) they are each other's sole domestic partner, responsible for each other's 
common welfare; and 

(B) neither party is married; and 
(C) the partners are not related by blood closer than would bar marriage in the 

State of Illinois; and 
(D) each partner is at least 18 years of age, and the partners are the same sex, and 

the partners reside at the same residence; and 
(E) two ofthe following four conditions exist for the partners: 

1. The partners have been residing together for at least 12 months. 
2. The partners have common or joint ownership of a residence. 
3. The partners have at least two ofthe following arrangements: 

a. joint ownership of a motor vehicle; 
b. a joint credit account; 
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c. a joint checking account; 
d. a lease for a residence identifying both domestic partners as 

tenants. 
4. Eachpartner identifies the other partner as a primary beneficiary in a 

will. 

"Political fiindraising committee" means a "political fiindraising committee" as defined in 
Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal code of Chicago, as amended." 

8.14 Firms Owned or Operated by Individuals with Disabilities 

The City encourages Contractors to use Subcontractors that are firms owned or operated by 
individuals with disabilities, as defined by Section 2-92-586 ofthe Municipal Code ofthe City of 
Chicago, where not otherwise prohibited by federal or state law. 

8.15 Governing Law and Jurisdiction 

This Agreement is govemed as to performance and interpretation in accordance with the 
laws ofthe State oflllinois. 

ARTICLE 9 NOTICES 

Notices provided for herein shall be in writing and may be delivered personally or by 
United States mail, first class, certified, retum receipt requested, with postage prepaid and 
addressed as follows: 

Ifto the City: Special Service Area #44 Commission 
11107 S. Longwood Drive 
Chicago, Illinois 60643 

Department of Planning and Development 
CityHall, Room 1000 
121 North LaSalle Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
Attention: Commissioner 

With Copies to: Department of Law 
Room 600, City Hall 
121 North LaSalle Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
Attention: Corporation Counsel 

If to Contractor: Beveriy Area Planning Association 
11107 S. Longwood Drive 
Chicago, Illinois 60643 
Attention: Lois D. Weber 
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Changes in the above-referenced addresses must be in writing and delivered in 
accordance with the provisions ofthis Section. Notices delivered by mail shall be deemed 
received 3 days after mailing in accordance with this Section. Notices delivered personally shall 
be deemed effective upon receipt. 

ARTICLE 10 CITY ACTION 

In the event that there is no duly constituted SSAC during the term ofthis 
Agreement, the City will retain all ofthe rights and obligatipns afforded to the SSAC hereunder. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the City and the Contractor have executed tiiis 
Agreement on the date first set forth above, at Chicago, Illinois. 

Recommended by: CONTRACTOR 

By: 
SSAC Chairperson 

CITY OF CHICAGO 

By: 

Its: 

Attested By: 

Commissioner, Department of Its: 
Planning and Development 

State of 

County of. 

executed). 

This insttoiment was acknowledged before me on (date) by 
.(name/s of person/s) as. (type of autiiority, e.g., officer, tioistee, etc.) of. 

. (name of party on behalf of whom instmment was 

(Signature of Notary Public) 

(Sub)Exhibits 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 referred to in this Service Provider Agreement for 
Special Service Area Number 44 read as follows: 
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(Sub)Exhibit 1. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 44) 

Special Service Area Number 44. 

103"̂  Street Beverly. 

2009 Scope Of Services. 

Maintenance and beautification. 

Advertising and promotions. 

(Sub)Exhibit 2. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 44) 

Schedule C: 2009 Special Service Area Budget Summary. 

Department Of Planning And Development. 

Special Service Area Number and Name: 

Special Service Area Chairperson: 

Service Provider: 

Special Service Area Program Manager: 

Budget Period: 

Special Service Area Number 44 — 103'" 
Street Beverly 

Marcia Blake 

Beverly Area Planning Association 

Marcia Walsh 

January 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009 

Service 

Advertising and Promotion 

Public Way Maintenance 

Public Way Aesthetics 

Tenant Retention/Attraction 

Facade Improvements 

Parking/Transits/Accessibility 

2008 Levy 

$ 3,550 

5,150 

2,125 

-

-

-

+ Carryover 

-

-

-

= 2009 Budget 

$ 3,550 

5,150 

2,125 

-

-

-
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Service 

Safety Programs 

District Planning 

Other Technical Assistance 

Total Services 

Administration 

Loss Collection 5.0% 

GRAND TOTAL 

Administration/Total Budget 
Ratio 

2008 Levy 

' 

-

$10,825 

$ 2,400 

$ 700 

$13,925 

+ 

+ 

Carryover 

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

= 

= 

2009 Budget 

-

-

-

$10,825 

$ 2,400 

$ 700 

$13,925 

17.2% 

D.P.D. Use Only 

Estimated 2007 E.A.V. 

Authorized Tax Rate Cap 

Estimated Tax Rate for 2008 Levy 

Estimated 2008 Levy 

$2,501,619 

2.500% 

0.557% 

$ 13,925 

Special Service Area Number and Name: Special Service Area Number 44 - 103"* 
Street Beverly 

Budget Period: January 1, 2009 to December 31, 2009 

The attached budget is recommended and approved by the Special Service Area 
Commission. 

(Signed) Marcia E. Blake 
S.S.A. Chairperson Signature 

Marcia E. Blake 
S.S.A. Chairperson Printed Name 

June 27, 2008 
Date 
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(Sub)Exhibit 3. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 44) 

City Of Chicago 

Economic Disclosure Statement And Affidavit. 

SECTION I - GENERAL INFOR.MATION 

A. Legal name of Disclosing Party submitting this EDS. Include d/b/a/ if applicable: 

Beverly Area Planning Association 

Check ONE of the foUowing three boxes: 

Indicate whether Disclosing Party submitting this EDS is: 
1. M the Applicant 

OR 
2. [ ] a legal entity holding a direct or indirect interest in the Applicant. State the legal name of the 

Applicant in which Disclosing Party holds an interest: 
OR 

3. [ ] a specified legal entity with a right of control (see Section ILB.l.b.) State the legal name of 
the entity in which Disclosing Party holds a right ofcontrol: 

B. Business address of Disclosing Party: 11107 S. Longwood Drive 

Chicago, IL 60643 

C Telephone: (0''*«""P™''infl puiposes) Fax: Ôn̂ êdfor printing purposes) Email : ^^"''"^**P''"*'n9 purposes). 

D. Name of contact person: MarCJa W a l s h 

E. Federal Employer Identification No. (if you have one): (Omitted for printing purposes) ^ ^ 

F. Brief description of contract, transaction or other undertaking (referred to below as the "Matter") to 
which this EDS pertains. (Include project number and location of property, if applicable); 

SSA#44 103rd St. Beverly 

G. Which City agency or depaî tment is requesting this EDS? ChJCagO P e p t . Of P lanning 

Ifthe Matter is a contract being handled by the City's Department of Procurement Services, please 
complete the following: 

Specification # \ and Contract ft 
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SECTION II - DISCLOSURE OF O W N E R S H I P INTERESTS 

A. NATURE OF DISCLOSING PARTY 

1. Indicate the natui'e of the Disclosing Party: 

[ ] Person [ ] Limited liability company* 
[ ] Publicly registered busmess corporation [ ] Limited liability partnership* 
[ ] Privately held business corporation [ ] Joint venture* 
[ ] Sole proprietorship M Not-for-profit corporation 
[ ] General partnership* (Is the not-for-profit corporation also a 501(c)(3))? 
[ ] Limited partnership* M Yes [ ] No 
[ ] Trust [ ] Other (please specify) 

* Note B.l.b below. 

2. For legal entities, the state (or foreign country) ofincorporation or organization, if applicable: 

Illinois 

3. For legal entities not organized in the State oflllinois: Has the organization registered to do 
business in the State of Illinois as a foreign entity? 

. [ ] Yes [ ] No M N/A 

B. IF THE DISCLOSING PARTY IS A LEGAL ENTITY: 

1 .a. List below the full names and titles of all executive officers and all directors ofthe entity. 
For not-for-profit corporations, also Jist below all members, if any, which are legal entities. If there are 
no such members, write "no members." For trusts, estates or other similar entities, list below the legal 
titleholder(s). 

Name Title 
No members 
Kirk Jones President 
Andrea Moody 1 * Vice President 
IMilceSise 2"^ Vice President 
Mike Bausdielt Treasurer 
Tom Dobry Secretary 
Keivy Brown Executive Committee 
Russell Carlson Executive Committee 
Cecil Coleman Executive Committee 
John Dufly Executive Committee 
Quentin Green Executive Committee 
Abra Macellalo Executive Committee 
Michael Morrissey Executive Committee 
Janelle Richmond Executive Committee 
Joe Zwick Executive Committee 
Matthew Walsh Executive Committee 

I .b. If you checked "General partnership," "Limited partnership," "Limited liability 
company," "Limited liability partnership" or "Joint venture" in response to Item A. l . above (Nature of 
Disclosing Party), list below the name and title of each general partner, managing member, manager or 
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i\nY other person or entity that controls ihe day-to-day management of the Disclosing Party NOTE. 
Each legal entity listed below miist submit an F.DS.on its own behalf. 

Name '• Titie 

2. Please provide the following information concerning each person or entity having a direct or 
indirect beneficial interest (including ownership) in excess of 7.5% ofthe Disclosing Party. Examples 
ofsuch an interest include shares in a corporation, partnership interest in a partnership orjoint venture, 
interest of a member or manager in a limited liability company, or interest of a beneficiary of a trust, 
estate or other similar entity. If none, state "None." NOTE: Pursuant to Section 2-1 54-030 of the 
Municipal Code of Chicago ("Municipal Code"), the City may require any such additional information 
from any applicant which is reasonably intended to achieve full disclosure. 

Name Business Address Percentage Interest in the 
Disclosing Party 

S E C n O N III - BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS WITH CITY ELECTED OFFICIALS 

Has the Disclosing Party had a "business relationship," as defined in Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal 
Code, with any City elected official in the 12 months before the date this EDS is signed? 

[ ] Yes MNo 

If yes, please identify below the name(s) ofsuch City elected officiai(s) and describe such 
relationship(s): 

SECTION IV - DISCLOSURE OF SUBCONTRACTORS AND OTHER RETAINED PARTIES 

The Disclosing Party must disclose the name and business address of each subcontractor, attorney, 
lobbyist, accountant, consultant and any other person or entity whom the Disclosing Party has retained 
or expects to retain in connection with the Matter, as well as the nature ofthe relationship, and the total. 
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amuLini of the lees paid or estimated lo be paid. The Disclosing Party is not required lo disclose 

employees who are paid solely through the Disclosing Parry's regular payroll. 

"Lobbyist" means any person or entity who undertakes to influence any legislative or administrative 

action on behalf of any person or entity other than: (1) a not-for-profit entity, on an unpaid basis, or (2) 

himself "Lobbyist" also means any person or entity any part of whose duties as an employee of 

another includes undertaking to inOuence any legislative or administrative action. 

If the Disclosing Party is uncertain whether a disclosure is required under this Section, the 

Disclosing Party must either ask the City whether disclosure is required or make the disclosure. 

Isjame Business Relationship to Disclosing Party Fees 

(indicate whether Address (subcontractor, attorney, (indicate whether 

retained or anticipated lobbyist, etc.) paid or estimated) 

to be retained) . 
SSA S44 - 103"* Street Beverly 

List of Retained Parties 
Munro Landscape 
10057 S. Western Avenue 
Chicago, IL 60643 

(Omitted for printing purposes) 

Coniact: Mike Munro 

(See . proposals for sidewalk maintenance, weed eradication, snow removal and 
holiday decorations) 

(Add sheets if necessary) 

f ] Check here if the Disclosing party has not retained, nor expects to retain, any such persons or 
entities. 

S E C T I O N V - C E R T I F I C A T I O N S 

A. COURT-ORDERED CHILD SUPPORT COMPLIANCE 

Under Municipal Code Section 2-92-415, substantial owners of business entities that contract with 
the City must remain in compliance with theij* child support obligations throughout the term of the 
contract. 

Has any person who directly or indirectly owns 10% or more o f the Disclosing Party been declared in 

arrearage on any child support obligations by any Illinois court of competent jurisdiction? 

[ ] Yes [ ] No M No person owns 10% or more of the Disclosing Party. 

If "Yes," has the person entered into a court-approved agreement for payment of all support owed and 
is the person in compliance with that agreement? 

[ ] Y e s [ J N o 
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B. FURTHER CERTIFICATIONS 

1. The Disclosing Party and, ifthe Disclosing Party is a legal entity, all of those persons or entities 
identified in Section II.B. 1. ofthis EDS: 

a. are not presentiy debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible or voluntarily 
excluded from any transactions by any federal, state or local unit of government; 

b. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date of this EDS, been convicted of a criminal 
offense, adjudged guilty, or had a civil judgment rendered against them in connection with: 
obtaining, attempting to obtain, or performing a public (federal, slate or local) transaction or 
contract under a public transaction; a violation of federal or state antitrust statutes; fraud; 
ernbezzlement; theft; forgery; bribery; falsification or destruction of records; making false 
statements; or receiving stolen property; 

c. are not presently indicted for or otherwise criminally or civilly charged by a governmental entity 
(federal, state or local) with commission of any of the offenses enumerated in clause B. I b. of 
this Section V; 

d. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date ofthis EDS, had one or more public 
transactions (federal, state or local) terminated for cause or default; and 

e. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date ofthis EDS, been convicted, adjudged 
guilty, or found liable in a civil proceeding, or in any criminal or civil action, including actions 
concerning environmental violations, instituted by the City or by the federal government, any 
state, or any other unit of local government. 

2. The certifications in subparts 2, 3 and 4 concern; 

• the Disclosing Party; 
• any "Applicable Party" (meaning any party participating in the performance ofthe Matter, 

including but not limited to any persons or legal entities disclosed under Section IV, "Disclosure of 
Subcontractors and Other Retained Parties"); 
• any "Affiliated Entity" (meaning a person or entity that, directly or indirectly: controls the 

Disclosing Party, is controlled by the Disclosing Party, or is, with the Disclosing Party, under 
common control of another person or entity. Indicia ofcontrol include, without limitation: 
interlocking management or ownership; identity of interests among fainily members, shared facilities 
and equipment; common use of employees; or organization of a business entity following the 
ineligibility of a business entity to do business with federal or state or local government, including 
the City, using substantially the same management, ownership, or principals as the ineligible entity); 
with respect to Applicable Parties, the term Affiliated Entity means a person or entity that directly or 
indirectly controls the Applicable Party, is controlled by it, or, with the Applicable Party, is under 
common control of another person or entity; 
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• any responsible official of the Disclosing Party, any Applicable Party or any Affiliated Entity or 
any other official, agent or employee ofthe Disclosing Party, any Applicable Party or any Affiliated 
Entity, acting pursuant to the direction or authorization ofa responsible official of the Disclosing 
Party, any Applicable Party or any Affiliated Entity (collectively "Agents"). 

Neither the Disclosing Party, nor any Applicable Party, nor any Affiliated Entity of either the 
Disclosing Party or any Applicable Party nor any Agents have, during the five years before the date this 
EDS IS signed, or, with respect to an Applicable Party, an Affiliated Entity, or an Affiliated Entity of an 
Applicable Party during the five years before the date ofsuch Applicable Party's or Affiliated Entity's 
contract or engagement in connection with the Matter: 

a. bribed or attempted to bribe, or been convicted or adjudged guilty of bribery or attempting to 
bribe, a public officer or employee of the City, the State of Illinois, or any agency of the federal 
government or ofany state or local government in the United States of America, in that officer's 
or employee's official capacity; 

b. agreed or colluded with other bidders or prospective bidders, or been a party to any such 
agreement, or been convicted or adjudged guilty of agreement or collusion among bidders or 
prospective bidders, in restraint of freedom of competition by agreement to bid a fixed price or 
otherwise; or 

c. made an admission ofsuch conduct described in a. or b. above that is a matter of record, but 
have not been prosecuted for such conduct; or 

d. violated the provisions of Municipal Code Section 2-92-610 (Living Wage Ordinance). 

3. Neither the Disclosing Party, Affiliated Entity or Applicable Party, or any of their employees, 
officials, agents or partners, is barred from contracting with any unit of state or local government as a 
result of engaging in or being convicted of (1) bid-rigging in violation of 720 ILCS 5/33E-3; (2) 
bid-rotating in violation of 720 ILCS 5/33E-4; or (3) any similar offense of any state or of the United 
States of America that contains the same elements as the offense of bid-rigging or bid-rotating. 

4. Neither the Disclosing Party nor any Affiliated Entity is listed on any of the following lists 
maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets Control ofthe U.S. Department ofthe Treasury or the 
Bureau of Industry and Security of the U.S. Department of Commerce or their successors; the Specially 
Designated Nationals List, the Denied Persons List, the Unverified List, the Entity List and the 
Debarred List. 

5. The Disclosing Party understands and shall comply with (1) the applicable requirements ofthe 
Governmental Ethics Ordinance ofthe City, Title 2, Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal Code; and (2) all 
the applicable provisions of Chapter 2-56 ofthe Municipal Code (Office ofthe Inspector General). 
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6 If the Disclosing Party is unable to certify to any ofthe above statements in this Part B (Further 
Certifications), the Disclosing Party must explain below: 

None 

If the letters "N A," the word "None," or no response appears on the lines above, it will be conclusively 
presumed that the Disclosing Party certified to the above statements. 

i 

C. CERTIFICATION OF STATUS AS FINANCIAL INSTITUTION 

For purposes ofthis Part C, under Municipal Code Section 2-32-455(b), the term "financial institution" 
means a bank, savings and loan association, thrift, credit union, mortgage banker, mortgage broker, 
trust company, savings bank, investment bank, securities broker, municipal securities broker, securities 
dealer, municipal securities dealer, securities underwriter, municipal securities underwriter, investment 
taist, venture capital company, bank holding company, financial services holding company, or any 
licensee under the Consumer Installment Loan Act, the Sales Finance Agency Act, or the Residential 
Mortgage Licensing Act. However, "financial institution" specifically shall not include any entity 
whose predominant business is the providing of tax deferred, defined contribution, pension plans to 
public employees in accordance with Sections 403(b) and 457 ofthe Internal Revenue Code. 
(Additional definitions may be found in Municipal Code Section 2-32-455(b).) 

1. CERTIFICATION 

The Disclosing Party certifies that the Disclosing Party (check one) 

[ ] is M is not 

a "financial institution" as defined in Section 2-32-455(b) ofthe Municipal Code. 

2. Ifthe Disclosing Party IS a financial institution, then the Disclosing Party pledges: 

"We are not and will not become a predatory lender as defined in Chapter 2-32 of the Municipal 
Code. We further pledge that none of our affiliates is, and none of them will become, a predatory 
lender as defined in Chapter 2-32 ofthe Municipal Code. We understand that becoming a predatory 
lender or becoming an affiliate ofa predatory lender may result in the loss ofthe privilege of doing 
business with the City." 

Ifthe Disclosing Party is unable to make this pledge because it or any ofits affiliates (as defined in 
Section 2-32-455(b) ofthe Municipal Code) is a predatory lender within the meaning of Chapter 
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2-32 ofthe Municipal Code, explain here (attach additional pages if necessary): 

If the letters "NA," the word "None," or no response appears on the lines above, it will be 
conclusively presumed that the Disclosing Party certified to the above statements. 

D. CERTIFICATION REGARDING INTEREST IN CITY BUSINESS 

Any words or terms that are defined in Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal Code have the same 
meanings when used in this Part D. 

1. In accordance with Section 2-156-110 of the Municipal Code: Does any official or employee 
ofthe City have a financial interest in his or her own name or in the name ofany other person or 
entity in the Matter? 

[ j Yes M No 

NOTE: If you checked "Yes" to Item D.l., proceed to Items D.2. and D.3. If you checked "No" to 
Item D.l., proceed to Part E. 

2. Unless sold pursuant to a process of competitive bidding, or otherwise permitted, no City 
elected official or employee shall have a financial interest in his or her own name or in the name of 
any other person or entity in the purchase of any property that (i) belongs to the City, or (ii) is sold 
for.taxes or assessments, or (iii) is sold by virtue of legal process at the suit of the City (collectively, 
"City Property Sale"). Compensation for property taken pursuant to the City's eminent domain power 
does not constitute a financial interest within the meaning ofthis Part D. 

Does the Matter involve a City Property Sale? 

[ ]Yes M N o 

3. If you checked "Yes" to Item D.l., provide the names and business addresses of the City 
officials or employees having such interest and identify the nature ofsuch interest; 

Name Business Address Nature of Interest 

4. The Disclosing Party further certifies that no prohibited financial interest in the Matter will 
be acquired by any City official or employee. 
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E. CERTIFICATION REGARDING SLAVERY ERA BUSINESS 

The Disclosing Party has searched any and all records ofthe Disclosing Party and any and all 
predecessor entities for records of investments or profits from slavery, the slave industry, or 
slaveholder insurance policies from the slavery era (including insurance policies issued to 
slaveholders that provided coverage for damage to or injury or death of their slaves) and has 
disclosed in this EDS any and all such records to the City. In addition, the Disclosing Party must 
disclose the names ofany and all slaves or slaveholders described in those records. Failure to 
comply with these disclosure requirements may make the Matter to which this EDS pertains voidable 
by the City. 

Please check either 1. or 2. below. If the Disclosing Party checks 2., the Disclosing Party must 
disclose below or in an attachment to this EDS all requisite information as set forth in that paragraph I 

X 1. The Disclosing Party verifies that (a) the Disclosing Party has searched any and all records of 
the Disclosing Party and any and all predecessor entities for records of investments or profits from 
slavery, the slave industry, or slaveholder insurance policies, and (b) the Disclosing Party has found 
no records of investments or profits from slavery, the slave industry, or slaveholder insurance 
policies and no records of names of any slaves or slaveholders. 

2. The Disclosing Party verifies that, as a result of conducting the search in step 1(a) above, the 
Disclosing Party has found records relating to investments or profits from slavery, the slave industry, 
or slaveholder insurance policies and/or the names of any slaves or slaveholders. The Disclosing 
Party verifies that the following constitutes full disclosure of all such records; 

SECTION VI - CERTIFICATIONS FOR FEDERALLY-FUNDED MATTERS 

NOTE: Ifthe Matter is federally funded, complete this Section VI. Ifthe Matter is not federally 
funded, proceed to Section VII. 

A. CERTIFICATION REGARDING LOBBYING 

1. List below the names of all persons or entities registered under the federal Lobbying 
Disclosure Act of 1995 who have made lobbying contacts on behalf of the Disclosing Party with 
respect to the Matter: (Begin list here, add sheets as necessary); 
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(If no explanation appears or begins on the lines above, or if the letters "NA" or if the word "None" 
appear, it will be conclusively presumed that the Disclosing Party means that NO persons or entities 
registered under the Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 have made lobbying contacts on behalf of the 
Disclosing Party with respect to the Matter.) 

2. The Disclosing Party has not spent and will not expend any federally appropriated funds to 
pay any person or entity listed in Paragraph A. 1. above for his or her lobbying activities or to pay any 
person or entity to influence or attempt to influence an officer or employee of any agency, as defined 
by applicable federal law, a member of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or an 
employee ofa member of Congress, in connection with the award ofany federally funded contract, 
making any federally funded grant or loan, entering into any cooperative agreement, or to extend, 
continue, renew, amend, or modify any federally funded contract, grant, loan, or cooperative 
agreement. 

3. The Disclosing Party will submit an updated certification at the end of each calendar quarter 
in which there occurs any event that materially affects the accuracy ofthe statements and information 
set forth in paragraphs A. l . and A.2. above. 

Ifthe Matter is federally funded and any funds other than federally appropriated funds have been or 
will be paid to any person or entity for influencing or attempting to influence an officer or employee 
ofany agency (as defined by applicable federal law), a member of Congress, an officer or employee 
of Congress, or an employee of a member of Congress in connection with the Matter, the Disclosing 
Party must complete and submit Standard Form-LLL, "Disclosure Form to Report Lobbying," in 
accordance with its instructions. The form may be obtained online from the federal Office of 
Mariagement and Budget (OMB) web site at http;//www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/sflllin.pdf, 
linked on the page http;//www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/grants_forms.html. 

4. The Disclosing Party certifies that either: (i) it is not an organization described in section 
501(c)(4) ofthe Internal Revenue Code of 1986; or (ii) it is an organization described in section 
501(c)(4) ofthe Internal Revenue Code pf 1986 but has not engaged and will not engage in 
"Lobbying Activities". 

5. Ifthe Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party must obtain certifications equal 
in form and substance to paragraphs A.I. through A.4. above from all subcontractors before it 
awards any subcontract and the Disclosing Party must rnaintairi all such subcontractors' certifications 
for the duration ofthe Matter and must make such certifications promptly available to the City upon 
request. 

B. CERTIFICATION REGARDING EQUAL EMPLOYtyiENT OPPORTUNITY 

Ifthe Matter is federally funded, federal regulations require the Applicant and all proposed 
subcontractors to submit the following information with their bids or in writing at the outset of 
negotiations. 

http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/sflllin.pdf
http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/grants_forms.html
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Is the Disclosing Party the Applicant? 

[ 1 Yes [ ] No 

If "Yes," answer the three questions below: 

1. Have you developed and do you have on file affirmative action programs pursuant to 
applicable federal regulations'' (See 41 CFR Part 60-2.) 

[ ] Yes [ ] No 

2. Have you filed with the Joint Reporting Committee, the Director of the Office of Federal 
Contract Compliance Programs, or the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission all reports due 
under the applicable filing requirements? 

[ ]Yes [ ] N o 

3. Have you participated in any previous contracts or subcontracts subject to the 
equal opportunity clause? 

[JYes [ ] N o 

If you checked "No" to question I. or 2. above, please provide an explanation; 

SECTION V I I - ACKNOWLEDGMENTS, CONTRACT INCORPORATION, 
COMPLIANCE, PENALTIES, DISCLOSURE 

The Disclosing Party understands and agrees that; 

A. By completing and filing this EDS, the Disclosing Party acknowledges and agrees, on behalf of 
itself and the persons or entities named in this EDS, that the City may investigate the 
creditworthiness of some or all ofthe persons or entities named in this EDS. 

B. The certifications, disclosures, and acknowledgments contained in this EDS will become part of 
any contract or other agreement between the Applicant and the City in connection with the Matter, 
whether procurement. City assistance, or other City action, and are material inducements to the City's 
execution ofany contract or taking other action with respect to the Matter. The Disclosing Party 
understands that it must comply with all statutes, ordinances, and regulations on which this EDS is 
based. 

C. The City's Governmental Ethics and Campaign Financing Ordinances, Chapters 2-156 and 2-164 
of the Municipal Code, impose certain duties and obligations on persons or entities seeking City 
contracts, work, business, or transactions. The full text of these ordinances and a training program is 
available on line at www.cityofchicago.org/Ethics. and may also be obtained from the City's Board 
of Ethics, 740 N. Sedgwick St., Suite 500, Chicago, IL 60610,(O"'W«'^P""*«''"'P°^' The Disclosing Party 
must comply fully with the applicable ordinances. 

http://www.cityofchicago.org/Ethics
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D. If the City determines that any information provided in this EDS is false, incomplete or 
inaccurate, any contract or other agreement in connection with which it is submitted may be 
rescinded or be void or voidable, and the City may pursue any remedies under the contract or 
agreement (if not rescinded, void or voidable), at law, or in equity, including terminating the 
Disclosing Party's participation in the Matter and/or declining to allow the Disclosing Party to 
participate in other transactions with the City. Remedies at law for a false statement of material fact 
may include incarceration and an award to the City of treble damages. 

E. It is the City's policy to make this document available to the public on its Internet site and/or upon 
request. Some or all of the information provided on this EDS and any attachments to this EDS may 
be made available.to the public on the Internet, in response to a Freedom of Information Act request, 
or otherwise. By completing and signing this EDS, the Disclosing Party waives and releases any 
possible rights or claims which it may have against the City in connection with the public release of 
information contained in this EDS and also authorizes the City to verify the accuracy of any 
information submitted in this EDS. 

F. The information provided in this EDS must be kept current. In the event of changes, the 
Disclosing Party must supplement this EDS up to the time the City takes action on the Matter. Ifthe. 
Matter is a contract being handled by the City's Department of Procurement Services, the Disclosing 
Party must update this EDS as the contract requires. 

The Disclosing Party represents and warrants that; 

G. The Disclosing Party has not withheld or reserved any disclosures as to economic interests in the 
Disclosing Party, or as to the Matter, or any information, data or plan as to the intended use or 
purpose for which the Applicant seeks City Council or other City agency action. 

For purposes of the certifications in H.l . and H.2. below, the term "affiliate" means any person or 
entity that, directly or indirectly; controls the Disclosing Party, is controlled by the Disclosing Party, 
or is, with the Disclosing Party, under common control of another person or entity. Indicia ofcontrol 
include, without limitation; interlocking management or ownership; identity of interests among 
family members; shared facilities and equipment; common use of employees; or organization ofa 
business entity following the ineligibility o fa business entity to do business with the federal 
government or a state or local government, including the City, using substantially the same 
management, ownership, or principals as the ineligibleentity. 

H.l. The Disclosing Party is not delinquent in the payment ofany tax administered by the Illinois 
Department of Revenue, nor are the Disclosing Party or its affiliates delinquent in paying any fine, 
fee, tax or other charge owed to the City. This includes, but is not limited to, all water charges, 
sewer charges, license fees, parking tickets, property taxes or sales taxes. 

H.2 If the Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party and its affiliates will not use, nor 
permit their subcontractors to use, any facility on the U.S. EPA's List of Violating Facilities in 
connection with the Matter for the duration of time that such facility remains on the list. 
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H.3 If the Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party will obtain from any 
contractors/subcontractors hired or to be hired in connection with the Matter certifications equal in 
form and substance to those in H.l. and H.2. above and will not, without the prior written consent of 
the City, use any such contractor/subcontractor that does not provide such certifications or that the 
Disclosing Party has reason to believe has not provided or cannot provide truthful certifications. 

NOTE: If the Disclosing Party cannot certify as to any ofthe items in H.l., H.2. or H.3. above, an 
explanatory statement must be attached to this EDS. 

CERTIFICATION 

Under penalty of perjury, the person signing below: (1) warrants that he/she is authorized to execute 
this EDS on behalf of the Disclosing Party, and (2) warrants that all certifications and statements 
contained in this EDS are true, accurate and complete as ofthe date furnished to the City. 

Beverly Area Planning Association Date: 6" 76 -c?̂  

(Print or type name of Disclosing Party) 

By: 

(sign here) 

Matthew Walsh 
(Print or type name of person signing) 

Executive Director 
(Print or type title of person signing) 

Signed and sworn to before me on (date) Q C / ^ 6 ' O O O ^ , by / / ? / ? i j K t O J J L U A k ^ 
at COo K County, ' X U ^ (state). 

< I ^ ^(X^ C L J G S A } J ^ Notary Public. 

Commission expires: ( 7 ^ ( ^ C / ^ 0 Gp 

OFF/CMLSEAL 
MARY E WALLER 

NOTARY Pt«JC - STATE OF ILllNas 
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(Sub)Exhibit 4. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 44) 

Contractor Insurance Provisions. 

Special Service Area Number 44. 

Beverly Area Planning Association. 

Contractor must provide and maintain at Contractor's own expense, during the term ofthe 
Agreement and time period following expiration if Contractor is required to return and perform 
any ofthe Services or Additional Services underthis Agreement, the insurance coverage and 
requirements specified below, insuring all operations related to the Agreement. 

A. Insurance To Be Provided. 

1) Workers' Compensation And Employer's Liability. 

Workers' Compensation Insurance, as prescribed by applicable law, covering all 
employees who are to provide a service under this Agreement and Employer's 
Liability coverage with limits of not less than One Hundred Thousand 
Dollars ($100,000) each accident, illness or disease. 

2) Commercial General Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

Commercial General Liability Insurance or equivalent with limits of not less than 
One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per occurrence for bodily injury, personal injury and 
property damage liability. Coverages must include the following: all premises and 
operations, products/completed operations, separation of insureds, defense and 
contractual liability (with no limitation endorsement). The City of Chicago is to be 
named as an additional insured on a primary, noncontributory basis for any liability 
arising directly or indirectly from the Services. 

3) Automobile Liability (Primary And Umbrella)., 

When any motor vehicles (owned, non-owned and hired) are used in connection 
with Services to be performed. Contractor must provide Automobile Liability 
Insurance with limits of not less than Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000) 
per occurrence for bodily injury and property damage. The City of Chicago is to be 
named as an additional insured on a primary, noncontributory basis for any liability 
arising directly or indirectly from the Services. 

4) Professional Liability. 

When any professional consultants (e.g., C.P.A.s, attorneys, architects, engineers, 
construction managers) perform Services in connection with this Agreement, 
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Professional Liability Insurance covering acts, errors or omissions must be 
maintained with limits of not less than Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000). 
Coverage must include contractual liability. When policies are renewed or replaced, 
the policy retroactive date must coincide with, or precede, start of Services on the 
Agreement. A claims-made policy which is not renewed or replaced must have an 
extended reporting period of two (2) years. 

5) Crime. 

Contractor must be responsible for all persons handling funds under this 
Agreement, against loss by dishonesty, robbery, burglary, theft, destruction, or 
disappearance, computer fraud, credit card forgery and other related crime risks. 

B. Security Firms. 

If the Contractor enters into a subcontract with a Security Firm, such Security Firm must be 
certified by State of Illinois, and the Security Firm's employees must be registered and 
certified by the State. Contractor must ensure and require any Security Firm subcontractor 
to comply with the Risk Management Division approved Security Firm Insurance Provisions 
set forth in (Sub)Exhibit 5 of this Agreement, attached hereto and incorporated by references 
as though fully set forth herein. 

C. Additional Requirements. 

Contractor must furnish the City of Chicago, Department of Planning and Development, 
Attention: Development Support Services, Room 1003, 121 North LaSalle Street, Chicago, 
Illinois 60602, original Certificates of Insurance, or such similar evidence, to be in force on 
the date of this Agreement, and Renewal Certificates of Insurance, or such similar evidence, 
if the coverages have an expiration or renewal date occurring during the term of this 
Agreement. Contractor must submit evidence of insurance on the City of Chicago Insurance 
Certificate Form (copy attached as (Sub)Exhibit __) or equivalent prior to award of this 
Agreement. The receipt of any certificate does not constitute agreement by the City that the 
insurance requirements in the Agreement have been fully met or that the insurance policies 
indicated on the certificate are in compliance with all Agreement requirements. The failure 
of the City to obtain certificates or other insurance evidence from Contractor is not a waiver 
by the City of any requirements for the Contractor to obtain and maintain the specified 
coverages. Contractor must advise all insurers of the Agreement provisions regarding 
insurance. Nonconforming insurance does not relieve Contractor of the obligation to provide 
insurance as specified in this Agreement. Nonfulfillment of the insurance conditions may 
constitute a violation of the Agreement, and the City retains the right to stop work and 
suspend this Agreement until proper evidence of insurance is provided, or the Agreement 
may be terminated. 

The insurance must provide for sixty (60) days prior written notice to be given to the City 
in the event coverage is substantially changed, canceled or non-renewed. 

Any deductibles or self-insured retentions on referenced insurance coverages must be 
borne by Contractor. 
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Contractor hereby waives and agrees to require their insurers to waive their rights of 
subrogation against the City of Chicago, its employees, elected officials, agents or 
representatives. 

The coverages and limits furnished by Confractor in no way limit the Contractor's liabilities 
and responsibilities specified within the Agreement or by law. 

Any insurance or self-insurance programs maintained by the City of Chicago do not 
contribute with insurance provided by Contractor under this Agreement. 

The required insurance to be carried is not limited by any limitations expressed in the 
indemnification language in this Agreement or any limitation placed on the indemnity in this 
Agreement given as a matter of law. 

If Contractor is a joint venture or limited liability company, the insurance policies must name 
the joint venture or limited liability company as a named insured. 

Contractor must require all Subcontractors to provide the insurance required in this 
Agreement, or Contractor may provide the coverages for Subcontractors. All Subcontractors 
are subject to the same insurance requirerpents of Contractor unless otherwise specified in 
thisAgreement. 

If Contractor or Subcontractor desire additional coverages, the party desiring the additional 
coverages is responsible for the acquisition and cost. 

The City of Chicago Risk Management Department maintains the right to modify, delete, 
alter or change these requirements. 

[City of Chicago Certificate of Insurance Form referred to 
in these Contractor Insurance Provisions 

unavailable at time of printing.] 

(Sub)Exhibit 5 referred to in these Contractor Insurance Provisions constitutes 
(Sub)Exhibit 5 to the Service Provider Agreement and reads as follows: 

(Sub)Exhibit 5. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 44) 

Security Firm Insurance Provisions. 

Special Service Area Number 44. 

Beverly Area Planning Association. 

The Security Firm must provide and maintain at Security Firm's own expense, until Contract 
completion and during the time period following expiration if Security Firm is required to return 
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and perform any additional work, the insurance coverages and requirements specified below, 
insuring all operations related to the Contract. 

A. Insurance To Be Provided. 

1) Workers' Compensation And Employer's Liability. 

Workers' Compensation Insurance, as prescribed by applicable law, covering all 
employees who are to provide work under this Contract and Employer's Liability 
coverage with limits of not less than Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000) 
each accident, illness or disease. 

2) Commercial General Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

Commercial General Liability Insurance or equivalent with limits of not less than 
One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per occurrence for bodily injury, personal injury, 
and property damage liability. Coverages must include the following: all premises 
and operations, products/completed operations, separation of insureds, defense, 
and contractual liability (with no limitation endorsement). The S.S.A.C, the City of 
Chicago and the Contractor are to be named as additional insureds on a primary, 
noncontributory basis for any liability arising directly or indirectly from the work. 

3) Automobile Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

When any motor vehicles (owned, non-owned and hired) are used in connection 
with work to be performed, the Security Firm must provide Automobile Liability 
Insurance with limits of not less, than One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) per 
occurrence for bodily injury and property damage. The S.S.A.C, the City of 
Chicago and the Contractor are to be named as additional insureds on a primary, 
noncontributory basis for any liability arising directly or indirectly from the work. 

4) Professional Liability. 

Professional Liability Insurance covering acts, errors, or omissions must be 
maintained by the Security Firm with limits of not less than One Million 
Dollars ($1,000,000). Coverage must include contractual liability. When policies 
are renewed or replaced, the policy retroactive date must coincide with, or precede, 
start of work on the Contract. A claims-made policy which is not renewed or 
replaced must have an extended reporting period of two (2) years. 

B. Additional Requirements. 

The Security Firm must furnish the Contractor original Certificates of Insurance, or such 
similar evidence, to be in force on the date of this Contract, and Renewal Certificates of 
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Insurance, or such similar evidence, if the coverages have an expiration or renewal date 
occurring during the term of this Contract. The Security Firm must submit evidence of 
insurance prior to Contract award. The receipt of any certificate does not constitute 
agreement by the Contractor that the insurance requirements in the Contract have been fully 
met or that the insurance policies indicated on the certificate are in compliance with all 
Contract requirements. The failure of the Contractor to obtain certificates or other insurance 
evidence from Security Firm is not a waiver by the Contractor of any requirements for the 
Security Firm to obtain and maintain the specified coverages. The Security Firm must advise 
all insurers ofthe Contract provisions regarding insurance. Nonconforming insurance does 
not relieve Security Firm of the obligation to provide insurance as specified herein. 
Nonfulfillment ofthe insurance conditions may constitute a violation ofthe Contract, and the 
Contractor retains the right to stop work until proper evidence of insurance is provided, or the 
Contract may be terminated. 

The insurance must provide for sixty (60) days prior written notice to be given to the 
Contractor in the event coverage is substantially changed, canceled or non-renewed. 

Any deductibles or self-insured retentions on referenced insurance coverages must be 
borne by Security Firm. 

Security Firm hereby waives and agrees to require their insurers to waive their rights of 
subrogation against the Contractor and the City of Chicago, its employees, elected officials, 
agents or representatives. 

The coverages and limits furnished by Security Firm in no way limit the Security Firm's 
liabilities and responsibilities specified within the Contract or by law. 

Any insurance or self-insurance programs maintained by the Contractor do not contribute 
with insurance provided by the Security Firm under the Contract. 

The required insurance to be carried is not limited by any limitations expressed in the 
indemnification language in this Contract or any limitation placed on the indemnity in this 
Contract given as a matter of law. 

If Security Firm is a joint venture or a limited liability company the insurance policies must 
name the joint venture or limited liability company as a named insured. 

The Security Firm must require all subcontractors to provide the insurance required herein, 
or Security Firm may provide the coverages for subcontractors. All subcontractors are 
subject to the same insurance requirements of Security Firm unless otherwise specified in 
this Contract. 

If Security Firm or subcontractors desires additional coverages, the party desiring the 
additional coverages is responsible for the acquisition and cost. 

The City of Chicago Risk Management Department maintains the right to modify, delete, 
alter or change these requirements. 
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(Sub)Exhibit 6. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 44) 

Prevailing Wages. 
(Page 1 of 9) 

Cook County Prevailing Wage For September, 2008. 

Trade Name RG TYP C Base FRf4AN *M-F>8 OSA OSH H/W Pensn Vac Trng 

ASBESTOS ABT-GEN ALL 
ASBESTOS ABT-MEC BLD 
BOILERMAKER BLD 
BRICK MASON BLD 
CARPENTER ALL 
CEMENT MASON ALL 
CERAMIC TILE FNSHER BLD 
COMM. ELECT. BLD 
ELECTRIC PWR EQMT OP ALL 
ELECTRIC PWR GRNDMAN ALL 
ELECTRIC PWR LINEÎ IAN ALL 
ELECTRICIAN ALL 
ELEVATOR CONSTRUCTOR BLD 
FENCE ERECTOR ALL 
GLAZIER BLD 
HT/FROST INSULATOR BLD 
IRON WORKER ALL 
LABORER ALL 
LATHER ALL 
MACHINIST BLD 
MARBLE FINISHERS ALL 
MARBLE MASON BLD 
MATERIAL TESTER I ALL 
MATERIALS TESTER II ALL 
MILLWRIGHT ALL 
OPERATING ENGINEER BLD 
OPERATING ENGINEER BLD 
OPERATING ENGINEER BLD 
OPERATING ENGINEER BLD 
OPERATING ENGINEER FLT 
OPERATING ENGINEER FLT 
OPERATING ENGINEER FLT 
OPERATING ENGINEER FLT 
OPERATING ENGINEER HWY 
OPERATING ENGINEER HWY 
OPERATING ENGINEER HWY 
OPERATING ENGINEER HWY 
OPERATING ENGINEER HWY 

34.750 35 
29.930 0 
39.450 43 
38.030 41 
39.770 41 
41.850 43 
32.150 0 
35.440 37 
38.600 44 
30.110 44 
38.600 44 
39.400 42 
43.925 49 
28.640 30 
37.000 38 
39.900 42 
40.250 42 
34.750 35 
39.770 41 
40.530 42 
28.650 0 
38.030 41 

24.750 0, 
29.750 0. 
39.770 41. 
43.800 47. 
42.500 47. 
39.950 47. 
38.200 47. 
47.250 47. 

45.750 47. 
40.700 47. 
33.850 47. 
42,000 46. 
41.450 46. 
39.400 46. 
38.000 46. 
36.800 46. 

.250 

.000 

.000 

.830 

.770 

.850 

.000 

.940 

.970 

.970 

. 970 

.000 

.420 

. 140 

.500 

.400 

.250 

.500 

.770 

.530 

.000 

.830 

.000 

.000 

.770 
,800 
.800 
.800 
,800 
250 
250 
250 
250 
000 
000 
000 
000 
000 

1.5 
1.5 
2 .0 

2 .0 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
2.0 
1.5 
1.5 

1.5 

1.5 
1.5 

2.0 
2.0 
1 
1, 
1, 
1. 
1, 
1, 
1. 
1. 
1. 

2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2. 0 
2.0 

2.0 

2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 

8.830 
9.170 
6.720 
8.000 
9.460 
7.850 
6. 150 
7.400 
9. 110 
7.120 
9.110 
10.83 
8.775 
7.750 
7.340 
9.170 
9.950 
8.830 
9.460 
7.000 
7.920 
8.000 
iB.830 
8.830 
9.460 

600 
600 
600 
600 
850 
850 
850 
850 

9.600 
9.600 
9.600 
9.600 
9.600 

6.170 
9.260 
8 .490 
9.970 
7 .790 
7 .410 
7.370 
7.660 
11.34 
8.850 
11. 34 
8.740 
6. 960 
5.970 
12.05 
10.46 
14.74 
6.170 
7.790 
7.670 
9.970 
9.970 
6.170 
6.170 
7.790 

550 
550 
550 
550 
600 
600 
600 

5.600 
6.550 
6.550 
6.550 
6.550 
6.550 

0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
2.640 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.650 

000 
000 
000 
000 
000 
900 

1.900 
900 
900 
900 
900 
900 
900 
900 
900 
900 
900 
900 

0.270 
0.320 
0.300 
0.550 
0.490 
0.170 
0.380 
0.700 
0.290 
0.230 
0.290 
0.750 
0.000 
0.350 
0.690 
0.320 
0.300 
0.270 
0.490 
0.000 
0.550 

550 
270 
270 
490 
000 
000 
000 
000 

0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
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(Sub)Exhibit 6. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 44) 

Prevailing Wages. 
(Page 2 of 9) 

Cook County Prevailing Wage For September, 2008. 

Trade Name 

==================== 
ORNAMNTL IRON WORKER 
PAINTER 
PAINTER SIGNS 
PILEDRIVER 
PIPEFITTER 
PLASTERER 
PLUMBER 
ROOFER 
SHEETMETAL WORKER 
SIGN HANGER 
SPRINKLER FITTER 
STEEL ERECTOR 
STONE MASON 
TERRAZZO FINISHER 
TERRAZZO MASON 
TILE MASON 

TRAFFIC SAFETY WRKR 
TRUCK DRIVER 
•rRUCK DRIVER . 
TRUCK DRIVER • . 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TUCKPOINTER 

RG TYP C 

= =. 

E 
E 
E 
E 
W 
W 
W 
W 

= === = 
ALL 
ALL, 
BLD 
ALL 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
ALL 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 

HWY 
AT.T, 1 

At . i . 2 

ALL 3 
ALL 4 
ALL 1 
ALL 2 
ALL 3 
ATiTi 4 

BLD 

: Base 

== 
39 
36 
29 
.39 
42 
38 
41 
35 
33 
26 
40, 
40 
38 
33 
37, 
38, 

24. 
30. 
30. 
31. 
31. 
32. 
32. 
32. 
33. 
38. 

= = = = 
.050 
.900 
.920 
.770 
.050 
.100 
.000 
.000 
.400 
.510 
.500 
.250 
.030 
.810 
.390 
.630 

,300 
700 
, y50 
150 
350 
550 
700 
900 
100 
200 

FRMAN 

= = 
41 
41 
33 
41 
45 
40 
43 
38 
36 
27 
42, 
42 
41 
0 

40 
42, 

25, 
31. 
31. 
31. 
31. 
33. 
33. 
33. 
33. 
39. 

= = = = 
.300 
.510 
.590 
.770 
.050 
.390 
.000 
.000 
.070 
.360 
.500 
.250 
.830 
.000 
.390 
.630 

.900 
,350 
,350 
,350 
350 
,100 
,100 
100 
100 
200 

*N 

= 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1, 
1. 
1, 
2 
1 
1, 
1, 
2, 

1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 

[-F5 

== = 
.0 
. 5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.0 
.5 
.5 
.5 
,0 

,5 
,5 
b 
5 
5 
,5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

8 OSA OSH 

;= = 
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1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1, 
2 
1 
1 
1, 
1. 

1, 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 

; = = 
.0 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.0 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 

,5 
,5 
,5 
,5 
5 
,5 
,5 
5 
5 
5 

= 
2 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2. 
2. 
2 
2 
2 
2, 
2. 

2. 
2. 
2. 
2, 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 

; = = 
.0 
.5 
.5 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
,0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
,0 

,0 
,0 
,0 
,0 
0 
,0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

[ H 

= 
7 
7 
2 
9 
7 
7 
8 
6 
6 
4, 
8. 
9 
8 
6 
6. 
6, 

3. 
6. 
6. 
6. 
6. 
6. 

6. 
6. 
6. 
6. 

[/W 

== = = 
.950 
.350 
.600 
.460 
.660 
.500 
.840 
.800 
.460 
.200 
.500 
.950 
.000 
.150 
.150 
,150 

,780 
,750 
,750 
,750 
750 
,500 
500 
500 
500 
580 

Pensn 

===== 
13.19 
8.400 
2.390 
7.790 
8.550 
8.440 
5.560 
3.870 
7.850 
2.280 
6.850 
14.74 
9.970 
9.850 
11.11 
9.010 

1.875 
5.450 
5.450 
5.450 
5.450 
4.350 
4.350 
4.350 
4.350 
9.550 

= 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0, 
0. 
0. 
0, 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
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0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0, 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 

==== 
.500 
.420 
.000 
.490 
.370 
.400 
.980 
.330 
.590 
.000 
.500 
.300 
.550 
.310 
.350 
.500 

.000 
,150 
,150 
,150 
,150 
.000 
,000 
,000 
,000 
280 

Legend: 
M-F>8 (Overtime is required for any hour greater than 8 worked 
each day, Monday through Friday. 
OSA (Overtime is required for every hour worked on Saturday) 
OSH (Overtime is required for every hour worked on Sunday and Holidays) 
H/W (Health & Welfare Insurance) 
Pensn (Pension) 
Vac (Vacation) 
Trng (Training) 
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(Sub)Exhibit 6. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 44) 

Prevailing Wages. 
(Page 3 of 9) 

Explanations. 

COOK COUNTY 

TRUCK DRIVERS (WEST) - That part of the county West of Barrington 
Road. 

The following list is considered as those days for which holiday rates 
of wages for work performed apply: New Years Day, Memorial/Decoration 
Day, Fourth of July, Labor Day, Veterans Day, Thanksgiving Day, 
Christmas Day. Generally, any of these holidays which fall on a Sunday 
is celebrated on the following Monday. This then makes work 
performed on that Monday payable at the appropriate overtime rate for 
holiday pay. Common practice in a given local may alter certain days 
of celebration such as the day after Thanksgiving for Veterans Day. 
If in doubt, please check with IDOL. 

EXPLANATION OF CLASSES 

ASBESTOS - GENERAL - removal of asbestos material/mold and hazardous 
materials from anv place in a bni.l.ding. including mechanical systeiKS 
where those mechanical systems are to be removed. This includes the 
removal of asbestos materials/mold and hazardous materials from 
ductwork or pipes in a building when the building is to be demolished 
at the time or at some close future date. 
ASBESTOS - MECHANICAL - removal of asbestos material from mechanical 
systems, such as pipes, ducts, and boilers, where the mechanical 
systems are to remain. 

CERAMIC TILE FINISHER 

The grouting, cleaning, and polishing of all classes of tile, whether 
for interior or exterior purposes, all burned, glazed or unglazed 
products," all composition materials, granite tiles, warning detectable 
tiles, cement tiles, epoxy composite materials, pavers, glass, 
mosaics, fiberglass, and all substitute materials, for tile made in 
tile-like units,- all mixtures in tile like form of cement, metals, and 
other materials that are for and intended for use as a finished floor 

surface, stair treads, promenade roofs, walks, walls, ceilings, 
swimming pools, and all other places where tile is to form a finished 
interior or exterior. The mixing of all setting mortars including but 
not limited to thin-set mortars, epoxies, wall mud, and any other 
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(Sub)Exhibit 6. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 44) 

Prevailing Wages. 
(Page 4 of 9) 

Explanations. 

sand and cement mixtures or adhesives when used in the preparation, 
installation, repair, or maintenance of tile and/or similar materials. 
The handling and unloading of all sand, cement, lime, tile, 
fixtures, equipment, adhesives, or any other materials to be used in 
the preparation, installation, repair, or maintenance of tile and/or 
similar materials. Ceramic Tile Finishers shall fill all joints and 
voids regardless of method on all tile work, particularly and 
especially after installation of said tile work. Application of any 
and all protective coverings to all types of tile installations 
including, but not be limited to, all soap compounds, paper products, 
tapes, and all polyethylene coverings, plywood, masonite, cardboard, 
and any new type of products that may be used to protect tile 
installations, Blastrac equipment, and all floor scarifying equipment 
used in preparing floors to receive tile. The clean up and removal of 
all waste and materials. All demolition of existing tile floors and 
walls to be re-tiled. 

COMMUNICATIONS ELECTRICIAN - Installation, operation, inspection, 
maintenance, repair and service of radio, television, recording, voice 
sound vision production and reproduction, telephone and telephone 
interconnect, facsimile, data apparatus, coaxial, fibre optic and 
wireless equipment, appliances and systems used for the transmission 
and reception of signals of any nature, business, domestic, 
commercial, education, entertainment,, and residential purposes, 
including but not limited to, communication and telephone, electronic 
and sound equipment, fibre optic and data communication systems, and 
the performance of any task directly related to such installation or 
service whether at new or existing sites, such tasks to include the 
placing of wire and cable and electrical power conduit or other 
raceway work within the equipment room and pulling wire and/or cable 
through conduit and the installation of any incidental conduit, such 
that the employees covered hereby can complete any job in full. 

MARBLE FINISHER 

Loading and unloading trucks, distribution of all materials (all 
stone, sand, etc.), stocking of floors with material, performing all 
rigging for heavy work, the handling of all mateiral that may be 
needed for the installation of such materials, building of 
scaffolding, polishing if needed, patching, waxing of material if 
damaged, pointing up, caulking, grouting and cleaning of marble, 
holding water on diamond or Carborundum blade or saw for setters 
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(Sub)Exhibit 6. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 44) 

Prevailing Wages. 
(Page 5 of 9) 

Explanations. 

cutting, use of tub saw or any other saw needed for preparation of 
material, drilling of holes for wires that anchor material set by 
setters, mixing up of molding plaster for installation of material, 
mixing up thin set for the installation of material, mixing up of sand 
to cement for the installatin of material and such other work as may 
be required in helping a Marble Setter in the handling of all material 
in the erection or installation of interior marble, slate, 
travertine, art marble, serpentine, alberene stone, blue stone, 
granite and other stones (meaning as to stone any foreign or domestic 
materials as are specified and used in building interiors and 
experiors and customarily known as stone in the trade), carrara, 
sanionyx, vitrolite and similar opaque glass and the laying of all 
marble tile, terrazzo tile, slate tile and precast tile, steps, risers 
treads, base, or any other materials that may be used as substitutes 
for any of the aforementioned materials and which are used on interior 
and experior which sare installed in a similar manner. 

MATERIAL TESTER I: Hand coring and drilling for testing of materials; 
field inspection of uncured concrete and asphalt. 

MATERIAL TESTER II: Field inspection of welds, structural steel, 
fireproofing, masonry, soil, facade, reinforcing steel, formwork, 
cured concrete, and concrete and asphalt batch plants; adjusting 
proportions of bituminous mixtures. 

TERRAZZO FINISHER 

The handling of sand, cement, marble chips, and all other materials 
that may be used by the Mosaic Terrazzo Mechanic, and the mixing, 
grinding, grouting, cleaning and sealing of all Marble, Mosaic, and 
Terrazzo work, floors, base, stairs, and wainscoting by hand or 
machine, and in addition, assisting and aiding Marble, Masonic, and 
Terrazzo Mechanics. 

OPERATING ENGINEERS - BUILDING 

Class 1. Mechanic; Asphalt Plant; Asphalt Spreader; Autograde; 
Backhoes with Caisson attachment; Batch Plant; Benoto; Boiler and 
Throttle Valve; Caisson Rigs; Central Redi-Mix Plant; Combination Back 
Hoe Front End-loader Machine; Compressor and Throttle Valve; 
Concrete breaker (Truck Mounted); Concrete Conveyor; Concrete Paver; 
Concrete Placer; Concrete Placing Boom; Concrete Pump (Truck Mounted); 
Concrete Tower; Cranes, All; Cranes, Hammerhead; Cranes, (GCI and 
similar Type); Creter Crane; Crusher, Stone, etc.; Derricks, All; 
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Prevailing Wages. 
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Explanations. 

Derricks, Traveling; Formless Curb and Gutter Machine; Grader, 
Elevating; Grouting Machines; Highlift Shovels or Front Endloader 
2-1/4 yd, and over; Hoists, Elevators, outside type rack and pinion 
and similar machines; Hoists, one, two and three Drum; Hoists, Two 
Tugger One Floor; Hydraulic Backhoes; Hydraulic Boom Trucks; Hydro 
Vac (and similar equipment); Locomotives, All; Motor Patrol; Pile 
Drivers and Skid Rig; Post Hole Digger; Pre-Stress Machine; Pump 
Cretes Dual Ram; Pump Cretes; Squeeze Cretes-screw Type Pumps; Raised 
and Blind Hole Drill; Roto Mill Grinder; Scoops - Tractor Drawn; 
Slip-form Paver; Straddle Buggies; Tournapull; Tractor with Boom and 
Side Boom; Trenching Machines. 

Class 2. Boilers; Broom, All Power Propelled; Bulldozers; Concrete 
Mixer (Two Bag and Over); Conveyor, Portable; Forklift Trucks; Greaser 
Engineer; Highlift Shovels or Front Endloaders under 2-1/4 yd. ; 
Hoists, Automatic; Hoists, inside Freight Elevators; Hoists, Sewer 
Dragging Machine; Hoists, Tugger Single Drum; Laser Screed; Rock Drill 
self-propelled); Rock Drill (truck mounted); Rollers, All; Steam 
Generators; Tractors, All; Tractor Drawn Vibratory Roller; Winch 
Trucks with "A" Frame. 

Class 3. Air Compressor; Combination - Small Equipment Operator; 

Manual Controlled); Hydraulic Pdwer Units (Pile Driving, Extracting, 
and Drilling); Pumps, over 3" (1 to 3 not to exceed a total of 300 
ft.); Pumps, Well Points; Welding Machines (2 through 5); Winches, 4 
small Electric Drill Winches; Bobcat (up to and including 3/4 cu. 
yd.). 

Class 4. Bobcats and/or other Skid Steer Loaders; Oilers; and Brick 
Forklift. 

OPERATING ENGINEERS - FLOATING 

Class 1. Craft foreman (Master Mechanic), diver/wet tender, engineer 
(hydraulic dredge). 

Class 2. Crane/backhoe operator, mechanic/welder, assistant engineer 
(hydraulic dredge), leverman (hydraulic dredge) , and diver tender. 

Class 3. Deck equipment operator (machineryman) , maintenance of crane 
(over 50 ton capacity) or backhoe (96,000 pounds or more), 
tug/launch operator, loader, dozer and like equipment on barge, 
breakwater wall; 
slip/dock or scow, deck machinery, etc. 
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(Sub)Exhibit 6. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 44) 

Prevailing Wages. 
(Page 7 of 9) 

Exp/anaf/ons. 

class 4. Deck equipment operator machineryman/fireman) , (4 equipment 
units or more) and crane maintenance 50 ton capacity and under or 
backhoe weighing 96,000 pounds or less, assistant tug operator. 

OPERATING ENGINEERS - HEAVY AND HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION 
class 1. Craft Foreman; Asphalt Plant; Asphalt Heater and Planer 
Combination; Asphalt Heater Scarfire; Asphalt Spreader; 
Autograder/GOMACO or other similar type machines; ABG Paver; Backhoes 
with Caisson attachment; Ballast Regulator; Belt Loader; Caisson 
Rigs; Car Dumper; Central Redi-Mix Plant; Combination Backhoe Front 
Endloader Machine, (1 cu. yd. Backhoe Bucket or over or with 
attachments); Concrete Breaker (Truck Mounted): Concrete Conveyor; 
Concrete Paver over 27E cu. ft.; Concrete Placer; Concrete Tube 
Float; Cranes, all attachments; Cranes, Hammerhead, Linden, Peco & 
Machines of a like nature; Crete Crane; Crusher, Stone, etc. ; 
Derricks, All; Derrick Boats; Derricks, Traveling; Dowell machine with 
Air Compressor; Dredges; Field Mechanic-Welder; Formless Curb and 
Gutter Machine; Gradall and Machines of a like nature; Grader, 
Elevating; Grader, Motor Grader, Motor Patrol, Auto Patrol, Form 
Grader, Pull Grader, Subgrader; Guard Rail Post Driver Mounted; 
HoistG, One, Tv.'c and Three Drum; Hyd.rauli r̂  Backhoes: Backhoes with 
shear attachments; Mucking Machine:; Pile Drivers and Skid Rig; 
Pre-Stress Machine; Pump Cretes Dual Ram; Rock Drill - Crawler or Skid 
Rig; Rock Drill - Truck Mounted; Roto Mill Grinder; Slip-Form Paver; 
Soil Test Drill Rig (Truck Mounted); Straddle Buggies; Hydraulic 
Telescoping Form (Tunnel); Tractor Drawn Belt Loader (with attached 
pusher - two engineers); Tractor with Boom; Tractaire with 
Attachments; Trenching Machine; Truck Mounted Concrete Pump with Boom; 
Raised or Blind Hole; Drills (Tunnel Shaft); Underground Boring 
and/or Mining Machines; Wheel Excavator; Widener (APSCO). 

Class 2. Batch Plant; Bituminous Mixer; Boiler and Throttle Valve; 
Bulldozers; Car Loader Trailing Conveyors; Combination Backhoe Front 
Endloader Machine (less than 1 cu. yd. Backhoe Bucket or over or with 
attachments); Compressor and Throttle Valve; Compressor, Common 
Receiver (3); Concrete Breaker or Hydro Hammer; Concrete Grinding 
Machine; Concrete Mixer or Paver 7S Series to and including 27 cu. 
ft.; Concrete Spreader; Concrete Curing Machine, Burlap Machine, 
Belting Machine and Sealing Machine; Concrete Wheel Saw; Conveyor 
Muck Cars (Haglund or Similar Type); Drills, All; Finishing Machine -
Concrete; Greaser Engineer; Highlift Shovels or Front Endloader; Hoist 
- Sewer Dragging Machine; Hydraulic Boom Trucks (All Attachments); 
Hydro-Blaster; All Locomotives, Dinky; Pump Cretes; Squeeze 
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Prevailing Wages. 
(Page 8 of 9) 

Explanations. 

Cretes-Screw Type Pumps, Gypsum Bulker and Pump; Roller, Asphalt; 
Rotory Snow Plows; Rototiller, Seaman, etc., self-propelled; Scoops -
Tractor Drawn; Self-Propelled Compactor; Spreader - Chip - Stone, 
etc.; Scraper; Scraper - Prime Mover in Tandem (Regardless of Size); 
Tank Car Heater; Tractors, Push, Pulling Sheeps Foot, Disc, 
Compactor, etc.; Tug Boats. 

Class 3. Boilers; Brooms, All Power Propelled; Cement Supply Tender; 
Compressor, Common Receiver (2); Concrete Mixer (Two Bag and Over); 
Conveyor, Portable; Farm-Type Tractors Used for Mowing, Seeding, 
etc.; Fireman on Boilers; Forklift Trucks; Grouting Machine; Hoists, 
Automatic; Hoists, All Elevators; Hoists, Tugger Single Drum; Jeep 
Diggers; Pipe Jacking Machines; Post-Hole Digger; Power Saw, 
Concrete Power Driven; Pug Mills; Rollers, other than asphalt; Seed 
and Straw Blower; Steam Generators; Stump Machine; Winch Trucks with 
"A" Frame; Work Boats; Tamper - Form-Motor Driven. 

Class 4. Air Compressor; Combination - Small Equipment Operator; 
Directional Boring Machine; Generators; Heaters, Mechanical; 
Hydraulic Power Unit (Pile Driving, Extracting, or Drilling); Hydro-
Blaster; Light Plants, All (1 through 5); Pumps, over 3" (1 to 3 not 
to exceed a total of 300 ft.); Pumps, Well Points; Tractaire; 
Welding Machines (2 through 5); Winches, 4 Small Electric Drill 
Winches. ' -

Class 5. Bobcats (all); Brick Forklifts, Oilers. 

TRAFFIC SAFETY 

Work associated with barricades, horses and drums used to reduce lane 
usage on highway work, the installation and removal of temporary lane 
markings, and the installation and removal of temporary road signs. 

TRUCK DRIVER - BUILDING, HEAVY AND HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION - EAST & WEST 

Class 1. Two or three Axle Trucks. A-frame Truck when used for 
transportation purposes; Air Compressors and Welding Machines, 
including those pulled by cars, pick-up trucks and tractors; 
Ambulances; Batch Gate Lockers; Batch Hopperman; Car and Truck 
Washers; Carry-alls; Fork Lifts and Hoisters; Helpers; Mechanics 
Helpers and Greasers; Oil Distributors 2-man operation; Pavement 
Breakers; Pole Trailer, up to 40 feet; Power Mower Tractors; 
Self-propelled Chip Spreader;. Skipman; Slurry Trucks, 2-man operation; 
Slurry Truck Conveyor Operation, 2 or 3 man; TEamsters Unskilled 
dumpman; and Truck Drivers hauling warning lights, barricades, and 
portable toilets on the job site. 
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Prevailing Wages. 
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Explanations. 

class 2. Four axle trucks; Dump Crets and Adgetors under 7 yards; 
Dumpsters, Track Trucks, Euclids, Hug Bottom Dump Turnapulls or 
Turnatrailers when pulling other than self-loading equipment or 
similar equipment under 16 cubic yards; Mixer Trucks under 7 yards; 
Ready-mix Plant Hopper Operator, and Winch Trucks, 2 Axles. 

class 3. Five axle trucks; Dump Crets and Adgetors 7 yards and over; 
Dumpsters, Track Trucks, Euclids, Hug Bottom Dump Turnatrailers or 
turnapulls when pulling other than self-loading equipment or similar 
equipment over 16 cubic yards; Explosives and/or Fission Material 
Trucks; Mixer Trucks 7 yards or over; Mobile Cranes while in transit; 
oil Distributors, 1-man operation; Pole Trailer, over 40 feet; Pole 
and Expandable Trailers hauling material over 50 feet long; Slurry 
trucks, 1-man operation; Winch trucks, 3 axles or more; 
Mechanic--Truck Welder and Truck Painter. 

Class 4. Six axle trucks; Dual-purpose vehicles, such as mounted 
crane trucks with hoist and accessories; Foreman; Master Mechanic; 
Self-loading equipment like P.B. and trucks with scoops on the front. 

other Classifications of Work: 

For definitioub of classifications net ctherv.'ise set out, the 
Department generally has on file such definitions -which are 
available. If a task to be performed is not subject to one of the 
classifications of pay set out, the Department will upon being 
contacted state which neighboring county has such a classification and 
provide such rate, such rate being deemed to exist by reference in 
this document. If no neighboring county rate applies to the task, 
the Department shall undertake a special determination, such special 
determination being then deemed to have existed under this 
determination. If a project requires these, or any classification not 
listed, please contact IDOL at 618/993-7271 for wage rates or 
clarifications. 

LANDSCAPING 

Lsuidscaping work falls under the existing classifications for laborer, 
operating engineer and truck driver. The work performed by 
landscape plantsman and landscape laborer is covered by the existing 
classification of laborer. The work performed by landscape operators 
(regardless of equipment used or its size) is covered by the 
classifications of operating engineer"." The work performed by 
landscape truck drivers (regardless ' 6 T size of truck driven) is 
covered by the classifications of truck driver. 
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Contractor's Performance And Payment Bond. 
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(Sub)Exhibit 8. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 44) 

Contractor's Affidavit. 

Contractor Name: 

Special Service Area Number: 

Agreement ("Agreement"): 

Agreement between the City of Chicago and dated , relating 
to the provision of special services. 

Affidavit. 

The undersigned, , as , and on behalf of 
, having been duly sworn under oath, certifies that in the year 

it performed all ofthe Services described in (Sub)Exhibit 1 ofthe Agreement in accordance 
with the terms of the Agreement and that it spent all funds obtained from the City in 
connection with that Agreement on the Services described in (Sub)Exhibit 1. 

Nothing in this Affidavit may be construed as limiting Contractor's obligations under the 
Agreement. All terms not defined in this Affidavit will be as defined in the Agreement. 

Under penalty of perjury, I certify that I am authorized to execute this Affidavit on behalf of 
the Contractor, that I have personal knowledge ofthe certifications made in this Affidavit, and 
that they are true and correct. 

Name of Contractor: 

Signature of Authorized Officer 

Name of Authorized Officer 
(Print or Type) 
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State of 

County of_ 

Sworn to and acknowledged before me by 
[name of signatory] as [title] of 
[name of contracting party] this day of , 20_ 

Signature of Notary 

(Sub)Exhibit 9. 
(To Service Provider Agreement For 

Special Service Area Number 44) 

Special Service Area - Additional Audit Requirements. 

Accounting System. 

The Department requires that the Contractor maintain its accounting system in a manner 
which allows the Contractor's expenditures to be categorized in its statement of activities 
according to the categories listed in the budget approved by the City for each Area. 

Guidance For The Contractor's Selection Of A C.P.A. Firm (Independent Auditor). 

The Contractor must use the following guidelines for engaging a qualified C.P.A. Firm: 

1. Issue a Request for Proposal ("R.F.P.") that sets forth all of the terms and 
conditions ofthe engagement, evaluation criteria and scope ofthe work required. 

2. Distribute and publicize the R.F.P. sufficiently to ensure full and open competition. 

3. Request in the R.F.P. that bidders provide detail on: 

a. How the C.P.A. Firm will conduct the audit in the first and subsequent years. 
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b. ' Qualifications of the C.P.A. Firm, management, and staff, including 
experience in auditing like entities. 

c. Policies on notification of changes in key personnel. 

d. Whether the proposed staff has received continuing professional education 
during the previous two (2) years. 

e. Whether the C.P.A. Firm has received a positive peer review within the last 
three (3) years. 

f. Whether the C.P.A. Firm is independent, as defined by applicable auditing 
standards. 

g. Whether the C.P.A. Firm has been the object of any disciplinary action 
during the past three (3) years. 

h. Whether the C.P.A. Firm maintains an active license in the State of Illinois. 

i. The audit fee. 

4. Evaluate the proposals based on: 

a. The C.P.A. Firm's understanding of the audit requirements, including the 
needs of the Area and the final products to be delivered. 

b. Soundness of technical approach to the audit, including the meeting of the 
Contractor's specific deadlines and other requirements. 

c. Qualifications of the C.P.A. Firm. 

d. Qualifications of the audit team. 

e. The information provided by respondents in response to the R.F.P. including 
cost and independence. 

Rate the proposals as follows: 

a. Proposals should be evaluated as submitted. 

b. Make a list of strengths and weaknesses for each to support its technical 
rating. 
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c. Review the proposed fees offered by the bidders after completion of the 
technical evaluation. 

d. Ask questions of the bidders to eliminate any ambiguities. 

e. Select a proposal that is most advantageous to the Area based on the 
evaluation criteria set forth in the R.F.P. 

6. Once a C.P.A. Firm is chosen based upon the foregoing criteria, require a written 
engagement letter to avoid misunderstandings that specifies: 

a. Audit scope, objectives and purposes. 

b. Deadlines for the work to be performed. 

c. Audit fees. 

d. Report format, including providing a digital version of the final audit. 

e. Type and timing of support to be provided to the C.P.A. Firm by the S.S.A.C. 

f. Professional auditing standards to be followed in performing the audit. 

g. Independence of the C.P.A. Firm to the S.S.A.C. 

h. Terms of making changes to the scope of the agreement. 

i. C.P.A. Firm's ownership of the work papers, retention period and 
requirement for availability to the City upon request. 

Summary Schedule Of Findings. 

In order to properly conduct the certified audit of the books and records of the Contractor, 
it is necessary for the C.P.A. Firm to read and understand the requirements contained in the 
Agreement. Particular attention should be given to Sections 3 and 5 of the Agreement. 

The C.P.A. Firm must test the Contractor's compliance with the requirements contained in 
the Agreement. Should the C.P.A. Firm find exception to the requirements ofthe Agreement, 
it must disclose all exceptions in a separate schedule, vyhich shall be entitled "Summary 
Schedule of Findings". Each finding shall be listed separately. The schedule shall be 
incorporated with the other required financial statements. 
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Ifthe C.P.A. Firm finds no exceptions to the Agreement requirements, it shall still include 
a "Summary Schedule of Findings". On that schedule the C.P.A. Firm shall make an 
affirmative statement indicating it has read the Agreement and, after conducting the audit, 
has determined that no exceptions were noted. 

Subsections to note in Section 5 include: 

a. Section 5.01, Basis of Payment, describes "carry over" as the amount of Service 
Tax Funds collected for prior tax years which remain previously unspent. 

b. Section 5.02, Budget for Services, restricts the maximum amount that may be spent 
in a calendar year to the amount stated in the Agreement. 

c. Section 5.03, Method of Payment, states that the Contractor shall establish a 
separate checking account and that Area funds shall not be commingled with other 
sources. 

Audit Of Financial Statements. 

As discussed in Section 3.07, "Records and Audits", the Contractor shall provide an annual 
audited financial statement to the Department and S.S.A.C. within one hundred twenty (120) 
calendar days after the end of the calendar year and the system of accounting shall be in 
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles and practices, consistently applied 
throughout. 

Audit Documents. 

The City requires an audit conducted in accordance with generally accepted accounting 
principles to include the following documents: 

1. Statement of Financial Position. 

2. Statement of Activities: Budget and Actual (period being audited compared to the 
previous year, e.g., columns should be 2004 Budget, 2004 Actual, Variance, 2003 
Budget, 2003 Actual, Variance). 

3. Statement of Cash Flows. 

4. Notes to the Financial Statements. 

5. Summary Schedule of Findings. 

Expense descriptions included in the Statement of Activities must correspond to the 
expense descriptions in the budget submitted to the City. 
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AUTHORIZATION FOR EXECUTION OF THIRD AMENDMENT 
TO WILSON YARD REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT AREA 

REDEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT. 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration an ordinance authorizing 
amending a redevelopment agreement with Wilson Yard Development I, L.L.C, Wilson Yard 
Senior Housing L.P. and Wilson Yard Senior Development Corporation, having had the same 
under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the 
proposed ordinance transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Alderman Edward M. Burke abstained from voting pursuantto Rule 14 ofthe City Council's 
Rules of Order and Procedure. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, Brookins, 
Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, Suarez, 
Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, Daley, 
Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 48. 

Nays — None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

Alderman Burke invoked Rule 14 of the City Council's Rules of Order and Procedure, 
disclosing that he had represented parties to this ordinance in previous and unrelated matters. 
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The following is said ordinance as passed: 

WHEREAS, As a home rule unit of government under Section 6(a), Article Vll ofthe 1970 
Constitution ofthe State of Illinois, the City of Chicago (the "City") has the power to regulate 
for the protection of the public health, safety, morals and welfare of its inhabitants, and 
pursuant thereto, has the power to encourage private development in order to enhance the 
local tax base, create employment opportunities and to enter into contractual agreements with 
private parties in order to achieve these goals; and 

WHEREAS, The City is authorized under the provisions of the Tax Increment Allocation 
Redevelopment Act, 65 ILCS 5/11-74.4-1, et seq., as amended from time to time (the "Act"), 
to finance projects that eradicate blighted conditions through the use of tax increment 
allocation financing for redevelopment projects; and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to an ordinance adopted by the City Council (the "City Council") of 
the City on June 27, 2001, a certain redevelopment plan and project (the "Plan") for the 
Wilson Yard Redevelopment Project Area (the "Area") was approved pursuant to the Act; and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to an ordinance adopted by the City Council on June 27, 2001, the 
Area was designated as a redevelopment project area pursuant to the Act; and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to an ordinance adopted by the City Council on June 27, 2001, tax 
increment allocation financing was adopted pursuant to the Act as a means of financing 
certain Area redevelopment project costs (as defined in the Act) incurred pursuant to the 
Plan; and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to an ordinance adopted by the City Council on September 14, 2005 
and published at pages 54740 - 54918 of the Jouma/ of the Proceedings of the City 
Council of the City of Chicago (the "Journal'), the City entered into that certain Wilson 
Yard Redevelopment Project Area Redevelopment Agreement dated as of November 30, 
2005 and recorded on December 20, 2005 as Document Number 0535403030 in the Office 
of the Cook County Recorder of Deeds (as first amended by the First Amendment defined 
below, the "Agreement") with Wilson Yard Development I L.L.C, an Illinois limited liability 
company (the "Master Developer"), Wilson Yard Partners, L.P., an Illinois limited partnership 
(the "L.I.H.T.C Developer"), Wilson Yard Development Corporation, an Illinois corporation 
(the "L.I.H.T.C. General Partner"), Wilson Yard Senior Housing, L.P., an Illinois limited 
partnership (the "Senior Developer"), and Wilson Yard Senior Development Corporation, an 
Illinois corporation (the "Senior Developer General Partner" and together with the Master 
Developer, the L.I.H.T.C. Developer, the L.I.H.T.C. General Partner, the Senior Developer 
and the Senior Developer General Partner, the "Developers"); and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to an ordinance adopted by the City Council on May 23, 2007 and 
published at pages 566 - 630 of the Journal, the City entered into that First Amendment to 
the Wilson Yard Redevelopment Project Area Redevelopment Agreement dated as of 
June 1, 2007 (the "First Amendment") with the Developers; and 
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WHEREAS, Pursuant to an ordinance adopted by the City Council on April 9, 2008 and 
published at pages 24049 ~ 24108 ofthe Journal, the City was authorized to enter into that 
Second Amendment to the Wilson Yard Redevelopment Project Area Redevelopment 
Agreement (the "Second Amendment") with the Developers; and 

WHEREAS, Subsequent to the execution of the First Amendment and the authorization of 
the Second Amendment, Developers have encountered a number of additional challenges 
that have necessitated changes to the financial structuring of the Project, which changes 
include, without limitation, the removal of the City's remedy to stop payment on the City Notes 
(all undefined capitalized terms used herein have the meanings ascribed to them in the 
Agreement, as amended by the First Amendment and the Second Amendment, unless 
otherwise noted); and 

WHEREAS, Such aforementioned changes to the Project require amendments to certain 
provisions of the Agreement; now, therefore. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The above recitals are incorporated herein and made a part hereof. 

SECTION 2. The Commissioner (the "Commissioner") of the City's Department of 
Planning and Development ("D.P.D.") or a designee ofthe Commissioner are each hereby 
authorized, with the approval of the City's Corporation Counsel as to form and legality, to 
negotiate, execute and deliver a third amendment to the Agreement among the City, Wilson 
Yard Development I L.L.C, an Illinois limited liability company, Wilson Yard Partners, L.P., 
an Illinois limited partnership, Wilson Yard Development Corporation, an Illinois corporation, 
Wilson Yard Senior Housing, L.P., an Illinois limited partnership, and Wilson Yard Senior 
Development Corporation, an Illinois corporation, in substantially in the form attached hereto 
as Exhibit A and made a part hereof (the "Third Amendment"), and such other supporting 
documents as may be necessary to carry out and comply with the provisions of the Third 
Amendment, with such changes, deletions and insertions as shall be approved by the 
persons executing the Third Amendment, The Commissioner or a designee of the 
Commissioner is each hereby authorized to give such approvals and consents on behalf of 
the City as are expressly provided for in the Third Amendment. 

SECTION 3. If any provision of this ordinance shall be held to be invalid or unenforceable 
for any reason, the invalidity or unenforceability of such provision shall not affect any ofthe 
other provisions of this ordinance. 

SECTION 4. All ordinances, resolutions, motions or orders in conflict with this ordinance 
are hereby repealed to the extent of such conflict. 

SECTION 5. This ordinance shall be in full force and effect immediately upon its passage 
and approval. 

Exhibit "A" referred to in this ordinance reads as follows: 
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Exhibit "A". 
(To Ordinance) 

Third Amendment To The 
Wilson Yard Redevelopment Project Area 

Redevelopment Agreement. 

This Third Amendment to the Wilson Yard Redevelopment Project Area Redevelopment 
Agreement (the "Third Amendment") is made as of this day of __ , 2008, by and 
among the City of Chicago, an Illinois municipal corporation (the "City"), through its 
Department of Planning and Development ("D.P.D."), Wilson Yard Development I L.L.C, an 
Illinois limited liability company (the "Master Developer"), Wilson Yard Partners, L.P., an 
Illinois limited partnership (the "L.I.H.T.C. Developer"), Wilson Yard Development 
Corporation, an Illinois corporation (the "L.I.H.T.C. General Partner"), Wilson Yard Senior 
Housing, L.P., an Illinois limited partnership (the "Senior Developer"), and Wilson Yard Senior 
Development Corporation, an Illinois corporation (the "Senior Developer General Partner"). 

Recitals. 

A. As a home rule unit of government under Section 6(a), Article Vll of the 1970 
Constitution of the State of Illinois (the "State"), the City has the power to regulate for the 
protection of the public health, safety, morals and welfare of its inhabitants, and pursuant 
thereto, has the power to encourage private development in order to enhance the local tax 
base, create employment opportunities and to enter into contractual agreements with private 
parties in order to achieve these goals. 

B. The City is authorized under the provisions of the Tax Increment Allocation 
Redevelopment Act, 65 ILCS 5/11-74.4-1, et seq., as amended from time to time (the "Act"), 
to finance projects that eradicate blighted conditions and conservation area factors through 
the use of tax increment allocation financing for redevelopment projects. 

C To induce redevelopment pursuant to the Act, the City Council of the City (the "the 
City Council") adopted the following ordinances on June 27, 2001: (1) "Approval of Wilson 
Yard Redevelopment Project Area Tax Increment Finance Program Redevelopment Plan and 
Project"; (2) "Designation of Wilson Yard Redevelopment Project Area as a Redevelopment 
Project Area Pursuant to Tax Increment Allocation Redevelopment Act"; and (3) "Adoption 
of Tax Increment Allocation Financing for the Wilson Yard Redevelopment Project Area" (the 
"T.l.F. Adoption Ordinance") (collectively referred to herein as the "T.l.F. Ordinances"). The 
redevelopment project area (the "Redevelopment Area") is legally described on 
(Sub)Exhibit A to the Agreement. 

D. Pursuant to an ordinance adopted by the City Council on September 14, 2005, the City 
entered into that certain Wilson Yard Redevelopment Project Area Redevelopment 
Agreement dated as of November 30, 2005 and recorded on December 20, 2005 as 
Document Number 0535403030 in the Office of the Cook County Recorder of Deeds with 
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the Developers, as first amended by that certain First Amendment to the Wilson Yard 
Redevelopment Project Area Redevelopment Agreement on June 1, 2007 (the "First 
Amendment), which First Amendment was authorized pursuant to an ordinance adopted by 
the City Council on May 23, 2007, and as second amended by that certain Second 
Amendment to the Wilson Yard Redevelopment Project Redevelopment Agreement 
on , 2008 (the "Second Amendment"), which Second Amendment was 
authorized pursuant to an ordinance adopted by the City Council on April 9, 2008 (as 
amended by the First Amendment and the Second Amendment, the "Agreement"). 

E. Subsequent to the execution of the Agreement, Developers have encountered a 
number of additional challenges that have caused changes to the nature, budget and timing 
of the project. Developers and the City have agreed to enter into this Third Amendment to 
memorialize such changes, which include, without limitation, changing the City's remedies 
and the requirements for payments on the City Notes to eliminate the construction completion 
condition to payments. 

F. Such aforementioned changes to the City's remedies and the requirements for 
payments on the City Notes require amendments to certain provisions of the Agreement. 

Now, Therefore, In consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements contained 
herein, and for other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which 
are hereby acknowledged, the parties hereto agree as follows: 

Section One. 

Incorporation; Definitions. 

1.01 

The recitals set forth above and the exhibits attached hereto are incorporated herein by 
reference and made a part hereof. 

1.02 

Any capitalized term used but not otherwise defined herein shall have the same^rneaning 
as set forth in the Agreement. 

Section Two. 

Amended Definitions. 

2.01 City Note Number 1. 

Each reference in the following sections of the Agreement to Fourteen Million Eight 
Hundred Eighty-one Thousand Five Hundred Eight Dollars ($14,881,508) as the maximum 
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principal amount of City Note Number 1 is hereby adjusted to Fourteen Million Two Hundred 
Seventy-one Thousand Fifty-eight Dollars ($14,271,058): Sections 4.01, 5.17 and the 
definition of City Note Number 1 in Section 2. (Sub)Exhibit E-1 Second Revised to the 
Agreement is hereby amended to be the form attached to this Third Amendment as 
(Sub)Exhibit E-1 Third Revised. As of the date of this Third Amendment, City Note 
Number 1 will be deemed for all purposes to have a maximum principal amount of Fourteen 
Million Two Hundred Seventy-one Thousand Fifty-eight Dollars ($14,271,058) irrespective of 
the amount on the face of City Note Number 1. Upon Master Developer's return to 
the City of City Note Number 1, the City will reissue City Note Number 1 in the maximum 
principal amount of Fourteen Million Two Hundred Seventy-one Thousand Fifty-eight 
Dollars ($14,271,058). 

2.02 City Note Number 2. 

The reference in the Section 2 definition of City Note Number 2 to Thirteen Million Six 
Hundred Forty Thousand Four Hundred Sixty-six Dollars ($13,640,466) as the maximum 
principal amount of City Note Number 2 is hereby adjusted to Thirteen Million Six Hundred 
Fifty-three Thousand One Hundred Fifty-five Dollars ($13,653,155). (Sub)Exhibit E-2 
Second Revised to the Agreement is hereby amended to be the form attached to this Third 
Amendment as (Sub)Exhibit E-2 Third Revised. As of the date of this Third Amendment, 
City Note Number 2 will be deemed for all purposes to have a maximum principal amount 
of Thirteen Million Six Hundred Fifty-three Thousand One Hundred Fifty-five Dollars 
($13,653,155) irrespective ofthe amount on the face of City Note Number 2. Upon Master 
Developer's return to the City of City Note Number 2, the City will reissue City Note 
Number 2 in the maximum principal amount of Thirteen Million Six Hundred Fifty-three 
Thousand One Hundred Fifty-five Dollars ($13,653,155). 

2.03 City Note Number 4. 

The reference in the Section 2 definition of City Note Number 4 to Eleven Million Six 
Hundred Forty-nine Thousand Two Hundred Twenty-five Dollars ($11,649,225) as the 
maximum principal amount of City Note Number 4 is hereby adjusted to Twelve 
Million Two Hundred Forty-six Thousand Nine Hundred Eighty-six Dollars ($12,246,986). 
(Sub)Exhibit E-4 Second Revised to the Agreement is hereby amended to be the form 
attached to this Third Amendment as (Sub)Exhibit E-4 Third Revised. As of the date of this 
Third Amendment, City Note Number 4 will be deemed for all purposes to have a maximum 
principal amount of Twelve Million Two Hundred Forty-six Thousand Nine Hundred Eighty-six 
Dollars ($12,246,986) irrespective of the amount on the face of City Note Number 4. Upon 
Master Developer's return to the City of City Note Number 4, the City will reissue City Note 
Number 4 in the maximum principal amount of Twelve Million Two Hundred Forty-six 
Thousand Nine Hundred Eighty-six Dollars ($12,246,986). 

2.04 Maximum Interest Rate. 

The definition of Maximum Interest Rate in Section 2 of the Agreement is hereby amended 
as follows: 
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"Maximum Interest Rate" shall mean: (a) prior to the fifth (5"̂ ) anniversary of the closing 
ofthe Construction Loan (as defined in the Pledge Agreement), a rate per annum equal 
to the prime interest rate as reported in the Wall Street Journal on the date one (1) week 
prior to the date of execution of the Third Amendment plus three hundred two (302) basis 
points (the "Initial Interest Rate"); and (b) thereafter, the Initial Interest Rate plus three 
hundred (300) basis points. 

Section Three. 

City Funds. 

3.01 Sources Of City Funds. 

The second paragraph of Section 4.03(b) ofthe Agreement is hereby revised to delete the 
phrase "or (iii) as provided in Section 15.02". In addition, the second sentence of the third 
paragraph of Section 4.03(b) of the Agreement is hereby deleted and replaced with the 
following sentence: 

"The City acknowledges and agrees that, pursuant to the Pledge Agreement, a portion 
of the interest payable on each City Note prior to the fifth (5'") anniversary of the closing 
of the Construction Loan, as defined in the Pledge Agreement, shall be deposited in the 
Escrow Account established and maintained pursuant to the Pledge Agreement, and 
applied and disbursed as set forth therein." 

Section Four 

Conditions Precedent (Subsequent). 

4.01 Preconditions For City Notes. 

The first sentence ofthe second paragraph of Section 5.17(f) ofthe Agreement is hereby 
revised to delete the phrase "or make payments under any City Note". In addition, the first 
sentence of the third paragraph of Section 5.17(f) is hereby revised to delete the phrase ",or 
payment of principal or interest pursuant to,". In addition, the last sentence of the third 
paragraph of Section 5.17(f) of the Agreement is hereby deleted. 
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Section Five. 

Completion Of Construction. 

5.01 Failure To Complete. 

Section 7.03 of the Agreement is hereby deleted. 

Section Six. 

Covenants/RepresentationsA/Varranties Of The Developers. 

6.01 Use Of The Project. 

Section 8.06(d) of the Agreement is hereby revised to delete the phrase "suspend 
payments on the City Notes" and to replace the deleted phrase with the following: "declare 
an Event of Default". 

Section Seven. 

Default And Remedies. 

7.01 Remedies. 

The third sentence of Section 15.02 of the Agreement is hereby revised to read as follows: 
"Notwithstanding any conflicting provisions herein, in no event shall the City have the right to 
suspend or terminate payments under the City Note(s) issued with respect to the Project". 

Section Eight. 

Assignment. 

8.01 

The fourth sentence of Section 18.15 of the Agreement is hereby revised to delete the 
phrase, "for collateral purposes". 
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Section Nine. 

Miscellaneous. 

,9.01 

Except as amended hereby, the provisions ofthe Agreement remain in full force and effect 
in accordance with its terms. 

9.02 

In the event of any conflict between the provisions ofthe Agreement and the provisions of 
this Third Amendment, the provisions of this Third Amendment shall control. 

9.03 

All pnor agreements, whether written or oral, regarding the amendment of the Agreement 
are superseded by this Third Amendment. 

9.04 

This Third Amendment may be executed in counterparts, each of which shall be deemed 
an original. 

9.05 

The Developer shall cause one original counterpart of this Third Amendment, certain 
exhibits (as specified by Corporation Counsel), all amendments and supplements hereto to 
be recorded and filed on the date hereof in the conveyance and real property records of the 
county in which the Project is located. The Developer shall pay all fees and charges incurred 
in connection with any such recording. Upon recording, the Developer shall immediately 
transmit to the City an executed original of this Third Amendment showing the date and 
recording number of record. 

9.06 

The City acknowledges that the Pledge Agreement will be amended on terms satisfactory 
to the City, the Developers and the Construction Lender (as defined therein). 

9.07 

The City acknowledges that the balance of City Funds that has not been disbursed to 
Developer shall be disbursed upon execution of this Third Amendment. 
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9.08 

The City represents that the Redevelopment Area was validly formed and is validly existing 
pursuant to the Act. 

In Witness Whereof, The parties hereto have caused this Second Amendment to the 
Wilson Yard Development Project Area Redevelopment Agreement to be executed on or as 
of the day and year first above written. 

City: City of Chicago, acting by and through its 
Department of Planning and Development 

By: 
Arnold Randall, Commissioner 

Master Developer: Wilson Yard Development I, L.L.C, an Illinois 
limited liability company 

By: 
Peter Holsten, its managing member 

L.I.H.T.C. Developer: Wilson Yard Partners, L.P., an Illinois limited 
partnership 

By: Wilson Yard Development Corporation, 
an Illinois corporation and its sole 
general partner 

By: 
Peter Holsten, President 

L.I.H.T.C. General Partner: Wilson Yard Development Corporation, an 
Illinois corporation 

By: 
Peter Holsten, President 
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Senior Developer: Wilson Yard Senior Housing, L.P., an Illinois 
limited partnership 

By: Wilson Yard Senior Development 
Corporation, an Illinois corporation and 
its sole general partner 

By: 
Peter Holsten, President 

Senior Developer 
General Partner: Wilson Yard Senior Development 

Corporation, an Illinois corporation 

By: 
Peter Holsten, President 

State of Illinois ) 
)SS. 

County of Cook ) 

I, , a notary public in and for the said County, in the State 
aforesaid, do hereby certify that Peter Holsten, personally known to me to be the managing 
member of Wilson Yard Development I, L.L.C., an Illinois limited liability company (the 
"Master Developer"), and personally known to me to be the same person whose name is 
subscribed to the foregoing instrument, appeared before me this day in person and 
acknowledged that he signed, sealed and delivered said instrument, pursuant to the authority 
given to him by the members of the Master Developer, as his free and voluntary act and as 
the free and voluntary act of the Master Developer, for the uses and purposes therein set 
forth. 

Given under my hand and official seal this day of ^ , 2008. 

Notary Public 

My commission expires: 

[Seal] 
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State of Illinois ) 
)SS. 

County of Cook ) 

I, , a notary public in and for the said County, in the State 
aforesaid, do hereby certify that Peter Holsten, personally known to me to be the 

• of Wilson Yard Development Corp., an Illinois corporation (the "L.I.H.T.C. 
General Partner") and sole general partner of Wilson Yard Partners, L.P., an Illinois limited 
partnership (the "L.I.H.T.C. Developer"), and personally known to me to be the same person 
whose name is subscribed to the foregoing instrument, appeared before me this day in 
person and acknowledged that he signed sealed and delivered said instrument, pursuant to 
the authority given to him by the shareholders of the L.I.H.T.C. General Partner, and the 
partners of the L.I.H.T.C. Developer as his free and voluntary act and as the free and 
voluntary act ofthe L.I.H.T.C. General Partner and the L.I.H.T.C. Developer, forthe uses and 
purposes therein set forth. 

Given under my hand and official seal this day of • , 2008. 

Notary Public 

My commission expires: 

[Seal] 

State of Illinois ) 
)SS. 

County of Cook ) 

I, , a notary public in and for the said County, in the State 
aforesaid, do hereby certify that Peter Holsten, personally known to me to be the 

of Wilson Yard Senior Development Corporation, an Illinois corporation 
(the "Senior Developer General Partner") and sole general partner of Wilson Yard Senior 
Housing, L.P., an Illinois limited partnership (the "Senior Developer"), and personally known 
to me to be the same person whose name is subscribed to the foregoing instrument, 
appeared before me this day in person and acknowledged that he signed, sealed, and 
delivered said instrument, pursuant to the authority given to him by the shareholders of the 
Senior Developer General Partner, and the partners of the Senior Develojoer as his free and 
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voluntary act and as the free and voluntary act of the Senior Developer General Partner and 
the Senior Developer, for the uses and purposes therein set forth. 

Given under my hand and official seal this day of , 2008. 

Notary Public 

My commission expires: 

[Seal] 

State of Illinois ) 
)SS. 

County of Cook ) 

I, , a notary public in and for the said County, in the State 
aforesaid, do hereby certify that Arnold Randall, personally known to me to be the 
Commissioner of the Department of Planning and Development of the City of Chicago (the 
"City"), and personally known to me to be the same person whose name is subscribed to the 
foregoing instrument, appeared before me this day in person and acknowledged that he 
signed, sealed and delivered said instrument pursuant to the authority given to him by the 
City, as his free and voluntary act and as the free and voluntary act of the City, for the uses 
and purposes therein set forth. 

Given under my hand and official seal this day of , 2008. 

Notary Public 

My commission expires: 

[Seal] 
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[(Sub)Exhibits "A", "E-1" Second Revised, "E-2" Second Revised and 
"E-4" Second Revised referred to in this Third Amendment to 

Wilson Yard Redevelopment Project Area Redevelopment 
Agreement unavailable at time of printing.] 

(Sub)Exhibits "E-1" Third Revised, "E-2" Third Revised and "E-4" Third Revised referred to 
in this Third Amendment to Wilson Yard Redevelopment Project Area Redevelopment 
Agreement read as follows: 

(Sub)Exhibit "E-1" Third Revised 
(To Third Amendment To Wilson Yard Redevelopment 

Project Area Redevelopment Agreement) 

City Note Number 1. 

Registered 
Number R-1 

Maximum Amount 
$14,881,508 

United States Of America 

State Of Illinois 

County Of Cook 

City Of Chicago 

Tax Increment Allocation Revenue Note 
(Wilson Yard Redevelopment Project), 

Taxable Series A. 

Registered Owner: 

Interest Rate: 

Wilson Yard Development I, L.L.C, an Illinois limited liability 
company. 

A floating rate equal to the rate announced by Bridgeview 
Bank Group from time to time as its prime or base rate plus 
one-half of one percent (0.50%); then 
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% per annum upon the closing of construction financing 
secured by this Note ("Initial Interest Rate") [which shall not 
exceed the prime interest rate as reported in the Wall Street 
Journal on the date one week prior to such closing 
plus 302 basis points]; then 

The interest rate on this Note shall be reset as of the 
fifth (5'̂ ) anniversary ofthe Closing ofthe Construction Loan 
(as defined in the hereinafter defined Pledge Agreement), 
and every rate reset date thereafter to be that rate of interest 
per annum, which shall not exceed the Initial Interest Rate 
plus 300 basis points, necessary to pay interest on the 
Construction Loan (as defined in the hereinafter defined 
Pledge Agreement) assuming placement ofthe Construction 
Loan at the minimum interest rate necessary for placement 
at par for the longest term not to exceed five (5) years; the 
date which is the last day of such term shall be the next rate 
reset date. 

Maturity Date: June 30, 2025. 

Know All Persons By These Presents, That the City of Chicago, Cook County, Illinois (the 
"City"), hereby acknowledges itself to owe and for value received promises to pay to the 
Registered Owner identified above, or registered assigns as hereinafter provided, on or 
before the Maturity Date identified above, but solely from the sources hereinafter identified, 
the principal amount of this Note from time to time advanced by the Registered Owner to pay 
costs of the Project (as hereafter defined) in accordance with the ordinance hereinafter 
referred to up to the principal amount of Fourteen Million Eight Hundred Eighty-one Thousand 
Five Hundred Eight Dollars ($14,881,508) and to pay the Registered Owner interest on that 
amount at the Interest Rate per year specified above from the date of issuance: 

This Note is one of a series of notes issued or to be issued in accordance with that certain 
Redevelopment Agreement dated as of November 30, 2005, and first amended as 
of June 1, 2007, and second amended as of ,2008 between, inter alia, the City and the 
Registered Owner (the "Redevelopment Agreement"), and this Note shall be paid pari passu 
with the other City Notes (as defined in the Redevelopment Agreement). This Note is also 
the subject of a Pledge Agreement dated as of November 30, 2005 among, inter alia, the 
City, the Registered Owner and the Registered Owner's construction lender (as it may be 
amended from time to time, the "Pledge Agreement"). 

Interest shall be computed on the basis of a three hundred sixty (360) day year 
of twelve (12) thirty (30) day months. Interest is due May 1 of each year commencing 
in the first year following the issuance ofthe Phase I Certificate (but interest shall be paid 
on May 1 of each year prior to that time and used in accordance with the Pledge Agreement) 
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until the eariier of Maturity or until this note is paid in full. Accrued but unpaid interest on this 
Note shall also accrue at the interest rate per year until paid. 

Principal of this Note shall be payable until the eariier of Maturity or until this Note is paid 
in full in installments on May 1 of each year commencing May 1, 2013, in accordance with 
the schedule attached hereto, provided, however, that if the total amount of certified 
advances is less than the maximum authorized amount of this Note, a revised principal 
payment schedule shall be calculated and attached hereto in replacement of the initial 
schedule. Such revised schedule shall be calculated to amortize the Principal of this Note 
over the same period of time and assuming as neariy as practicable the annual escalation 
in debt service payments included in the initial schedule. Payments shall first be applied to 
interest. The principal of and interest on this Note are payable in lawful money ofthe United 
States of America, and shall be made to the Registered Owner hereof as shown on the 
registration books of the City maintained by the Comptroller of the City, as registrar and 
paying agent (the "Registrar"), at the close of business on the fifteenth (15"̂ ) day ofthe month 
immediately prior to the applicable payment, maturity pr redemption date, and shall be paid 
by check or draft ofthe Registrar, payable in lawful money ofthe United States of America, 
mailed to the address of such Registered Owner as it appears on such registration books or 
at such other address furnished in writing by such Registered Owner to the Registrar; 
provided, that the final installment of principal and accrued but unpaid interest will be payable 
solely upon presentation of this Note at the principal office of the Registrar in Chicago, Illinois 
or as otherwise directed by the City. The Registered Owner of this Note shall note on the 
Payment Record attached hereto the amount and the date of any payment of the principal 
of this Note promptly upon receipt of such payment. 

This Note is issued by the City in the principal amount of advances made from time to time 
by the Registered Owner up to Fourteen Million Eight Hundred Eighty-one Thousand Five 
Hundred Eight Dollars ($14,881,508) for the purpose of paying the costs of certain eligible 
redevelopment project costs incurred by Master Developer in connection with,the Phase I 
Improvements ofthe Project (as such terms are defined in the Redevelopment Agreement) 
located in the Wilson Yard Project Area (the "Project Area"), in the City, all in accordance with 
the Constitution and the laws of the State of Illinois, and particulariy the Tax Increment 
Allocation Redevelopment Act (65 ILCS 5/11-74.4-1, et seq.) (the "T.l.F. Act"), the Local 
Government Debt Reform Act (30 ILCS 350/1, et seq.) and an Ordinance adopted by the City 
Council of the City on June 27, 2001 (the "Ordinance"), in all respects as by law required. 

The City has assigned and pledged certain rights, title and interest of the City in and to 
certain incremental ad valorem tax revenues from the Project Area which the City is entitled 
to receive pursuant to the T.l.F. Act and the Ordinance, in order to pay the principal and 
interest of this Note. Reference is hereby made to the aforesaid .Ordinance and the 
Redevelopment Agreement for a description, among others, with respect to the 
determination, custody and application of said revenues, the nature and extent of such 
security with respect to this Note and the terms and conditions under which this Note is 
issued and secured. This Note Is A Special Limited Obligation Of The City, And Is Payable 
Solely From Available Incrennental Taxes, And Shall Be A Valid Claim Of The Registered 
Owner Hereof Only Against Said Sources. This Note Shall Not Be Deemed To Constitute 
An Indebtedness Or A Loan Against The General Taxing Powers Or Credit Of The City, 
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Within The Meaning Of Any Constitutional Or Statutory Provision. The Registered Owner Of 
This Note Shall Not Have The Right To Compel Any Exercise Of The Taxing Power Of The 
City, The State Of Illinois Or Any Political Subdivision Thereof To Pay The Principal Or 
Interest Of This Note. The principal of this Note is subject to redemption on any date 
on or after one thousand ninety (1,090) days following the date of closing of the 
Construction Loan (as defined in the Pledge Agreement), as a whole or in part, at a 
redemption price of one hundred percent (100%) of the principal amount thereof being 
redeemed. There shall be no prepayment penalty. Notice of any such redemption shall be 
sent by registered or certified mail not less than five (5) days nor more than sixty (60) days 
prior to the date fixed for redemption to the Registered Owner of this Note at the address 
shown on the registration books of the City maintained by the Registrar or at such other 
address as is furnished in writing by such Registered Owner to the Registrar. 

This Note is issued in fully registered form in the denomination of its outstanding principal 
iamount. This Note may not be exchanged for a like aggregate principal amount of notes of 
other denominations. 

This Note is transferable by the Registered Owner hereof in person or by its attorney duly 
authorized in writing at the principal office of the Registrar in Chicago, Illinois, but only in the 
manner and subject to the limitations provided in the Ordinance, and upon surrender and 
cancellation ofthis Note. Upon such transfer, a new Note of authorized denomination ofthe 
same maturity and forthe same aggregate principal amount will be issued to the transferee 
in exchange herefor. The Registrar shall not be required to transfer this Note during the 
period beginning at the close of business on the fifteenth (15**̂ ) day ofthe month immediately 
prior to the maturity date of this Note nor to transfer this Note after notice calling this Note or 
a portion hereof for redemption has been mailed, nor during a period of five (5) days next 
preceding mailing of a notice of redemption of this Note. Such transfer shall be in 
accordance with the form at the end of this Note. 

This Note hereby authorized shall be executed and delivered as the Ordinance and the 
Redevelopment Agreement provide. 

Pursuant to the Redevelopment Agreement, the Registered Owner has agreed to acquire 
and construct the Phase I Improvements and to advance funds for the construction of certain 
facilities related to the Project on behalf of the City. The cost of such acquisition and 
construction in an amount not to exceed Fourteen Million Eight Hundred Eighty-one 
Thousand Five Hundred Eight Dollars ($14,881,508) shall be deemed to be a disbursement 
of the proceeds of this Note. 

The City and the Registrar may deem and treat the Registered Owner hereof as the 
absolute owner hereof for the purpose of receiving payment of or on account of principal 
hereof and for all other purposes and neither the City nor the Registrar shall be affected by 
any notice to the contrary, unless transferred in accordance with the provisions hereof. 

It is hereby certified and recited that all conditions, acts and things required by law to exist, 
to happen, or to be done or performed precedent to and in the issuance of this Note did exist, 
have happened, have been done and have been performed in regular and due form and time 
as required by law; that the issuance of this Note, together with all other obligations of the 
City, does not exceed or violate any constitutional or statutory limitation applicable to the City. 
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This Note shall not be valid or become obligatory for any purpose until the certificate of 
authentication hereon shall have been signed by the Registrar. 

In Witness Whereof, The City of Chicago, Cook County, Illinois, by its City Council, has 
caused its official seal to be imprinted by facsimile hereon or hereunto affixed, and has 
caused this Note to be signed by the duly authorized signature of the Mayor and attested by 
the duly authorized signature ofthe City Clerk ofthe City, all as of , 2008. 

Mayor 

[Seal] 

Attest: 

City Clerk 

Registrar and Paying Agent: 

Certificate Comptroller of the 
Of City of Chicago, 

Authentication Cook County, Illinois 

This Note is described in the within 
mentioned Ordinance and is the Tax 
Increment Allocation Revenue Note 
(Wilson Yard Redevelopment Project), 
Taxable Series A, of the City of Chicago, 
Cook County, Illinois. 

Comptroller 

Date: 
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Principal Payment Record. 

Date Of Payment Principal Payment Principal Balance Due 

(Assignment) 

For Value Received, The undersigned sells, assigns and transfers unto the within Note and 
does hereby irrevocably constitute and appoint attorney to transfer the said Note on the 
books kept for registration thereof with full power of substitution in the premises. 

Dated: 
Registered Owner 

Notice: The signature to this assignment must correspond with the name of the Registered 
Owner as it appears upon the face of the Note in every particular, without alteration 
or enlargement or any change whatever. 

Signature Guaranteed: 

Notice: Signature(s) must be guaranteed by a member of the New York Stock Exchange 
or a commercial bank or trust company. 

Consented to by: 

City of Chicago, 
Department of Planning and Development 

By: 

Its: 
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Certification Of Expenditure. 

( 2 ) 

To: Registered Owner 

Re: City of Chicago, Cook County, Illinois (the "City") 
$ Tax Increment Allocation Revenue Note 
(Wilson Yard Redevelopment Project, Taxable Series A) 
(the "City Note Number 1") 

This Certification is submitted to you, Registered Owner of the City Note Number 1, 
pursuant to the ordinance of the City authorizing the execution of the City Note Number 1 
adopted by the City Council ofthe City on September 14, 2005 (the "Ordinance"). All terms 
used herein shall have the same meaning as when used in the Ordinance. 

The City hereby certifies that $ is advanced as principal under the City Note 
Number 1 as ofthe date hereof. Such amount has been properiy incurred, is a proper charge 
made or to be made in connection with the redevelopment project costs defined in the 
Ordinance and has not been the basis of any previous principal advance. As of the date 
hereof, the outstanding principal balance under the City Note Number 1 is $ , 
including the amount of this Certificate and less payment made on the City Note Number 1. 

In Witness Whereof, The City has caused this Certification to be signed on its behalf as of 
(Closing Date). 

City of Chicago 

By: 
Commissioner, 

Department of Planning 
and Development 

Authenticated By: 

Registrar 

[Schedule referred to in this City Note Number 1 
unavailable at time of printing.] 
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(Sub)Exhibit 'E-2" Third Revised 
(To Third Amendment To Wilson Yard Redevelopment 

Project Area Redevelopment Agreement) 

City Note Number 2. 

Registered 
Number R-2 

Maximum Amount 
$13,640,466 

United States Of America 

State Of Illinois 

County Of Cook 

City Of Chicago 

Tax Increment Allocation Revenue Note 
(Wilson Yard Redevelopment Project), 

Taxable Series A. 

Registered Owner: 

Interest Rate: 

Wilson Yard Development Corporation, an Illinois 
corporation. 

A floating rate equal to the rate announced by Bridgeview 
Bank Group from time to time as its prime or base rate plus 
one-half of one percent (0.50%); then 

% per annum upon the closing of construction financing 
secured by this Note ("Initial Interest Rate") [which shall not 
exceed the prime interest rate as reported in the Wall Street 
Journal on the date one week prior to such closing plus 345 
basis points]; then 

% per annum commencing on the date of issuance ofthe 
last to issue of the Phase I Certificate, the Phase II 
Certificate and the Phase III Certificate (as defined in the 
hereinafter defined Redevelopment Agreement) [the Initial 
Interest Rate less 43 basis points]; then 

The interest rate on this Note shall be reset as of the fifth 
(5'̂ ) anniversary ofthe Closing ofthe Construction Loan (as 
defined in the hereinafter defined Pledge Agreement), and 
every rate reset date thereafter to be that rate of 
interest per annum, which shall not exceed the Initial Interest 
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Rate plus 300 basis points, necessary to pay interest on the 
Construction Loan (as defined in the hereinafter defined 
PledgeAgreement) assuming placement ofthe Construction 
Loan at the minimum interest rate necessary for placement 
at par for the longest term not to exceed five (5) years; the 
date which is the last day of such term shall be the next rate 
reset date. 

Maturity Date: June 30, 2025. 

Know All Persons By These Presents, That the City of Chicago, Cook County, Illinois (the 
"City"), hereby acknowledges itself to owe and for value received promises to pay to the 
Registered Owner identified above, or registered assigns as hereinafter provided, on or 
before the Maturity Date identified above, but solely from the sources hereinafter identified, 
the principal amount of this Note from time to time advanced by the Registered Owner to pay 
costs of the Project (as hereafter defined) in accordance with the ordinance hereinafter 
referred to up to the principal amount of Thirteen Million Six Hundred Forty Thousand Four 
Hundred Sixty-six Dollars ($13,640,466) and to pay the Registered Owner interest on that 
amount at the Interest Rate per year specified above from the date of issuance. 

This Note is one of a series of notes issued or to be issued in accordance with that certain 
Redevelopment Agreement dated as of November 30, 2005 and first amended as of 
June 1, 2007, and second amended as of , 2008 between, inter alia, the City and 
the Registered Owner (the "Redevelopment Agreement"), and this Note shall be paid pari 
passu with the other City Notes (as defined in the Redevelopment Agreement). This Note 
is also the subject of a Pledge Agreement dated as of November 30, 2005 among, inter alia, 
the City, the Registered Owner and the Registered Owner's construction lender (as amended 
from time to time, the "Pledge Agreement"). 

Interest shall be computed on the basis of a three hundred sixty (360) day year 
of twelve (12) thirty (30) day months. Interest is due May 1 of each year 
commencing in the first year following the issuance of the Phase 1| Certificate (but interest 
shall be paid on May 1 of each year prior to that time and used in accordance with the 
Pledge Agreement) until the eariier of Maturity or until this note is paid in full. Accrued but 
unpaid interest on this Note shall also accrue at the interest rate per year until paid. 

Principal of this Note shall be payable until the eariier of Maturity or until this Note is paid 
in full in installments on May 1 of each year commencing May 1, 2013, in accordance with the 
schedule attached hereto, provided, however, that if the total amount of certified advances 
is less than the maximum authorized amount of this Note, a revised principal payment 
schedule shall be calculated and attached hereto in replacement ofthe initial schedule. Such 
revised schedule shall be calculated to amortize the Principal of this Note over the same 
period of time and assuming as neariy as practicable the annual escalation in debt service 
payments included in the initial schedule. Payments shall first be applied to interest. The 
principal of and interest on this Note are payable in lawful money of the United States of 
America, and shall be made to the Registered Owner hereof as shown on the registration 
books of the City maintained by the Comptroller of the City, as registrar and paying agent (the 
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"Registrar"), at the close of business on the fifteenth (15'") day of the month immediately prior 
to the applicable payment, maturity or redemption date, and shall be paid by check or draft 
of the Registrar, payable in lawful money of the United States of America, mailed to the 
address of such Registered Owner as it appears on such registration books or at such other 
address furnished in writing by such Registered Owner to the Registrar; provided, that the 
final installment of principal and accrued but unpaid interest will be payable solely upon 
presentation of this Note at the principal office of the Registrar in Chicago, Illinois or as 
othenwise directed by the City. The Registered Owner of this Note shall note on the Payment 
Record attached hereto the amount and the date of any payment of the principal of this Note 
promptly upon receipt of such payment. 

This Note is issued by the City in the principal amount of advances made from time to time 
by the Registered Owner up to Thirteen Million Six Hundred Forty Thousand Four Hundred 
Sixty-six Dollars ($13,640,466) for the purpose of paying the costs of certain eligible 
redevelopment project costs incurred by Registered Owner in connection with the Phase II 
Improvements ofthe Project (as such terms are defined in the Redevelopment Agreement) 
located in the Wilson Yard Project Area (the "Project Area") in the City, all in accordance with 
the Constitution and the laws of the State of Illinois, and particulariy the Tax Increment 
Allocation Redevelopment Act (65 ILCS 5/11-74.4-1, et seq.) (the "TJ.F. Act"), the Local 
Government Debt Reform Act (30 ILCS 350/1, et seq.) and an Ordinance adopted by the City 
Council of the City on June 27, 2001 (the "Ordinance"), in all respects as by law required. 

The City has assigned and pledged certain rights, title and interest of the City in and to 
certain incremental ad valorem tax revenues from the Project Area which the City is entitled 
to receive pursuant to the T.l.F. Act and the Ordinance, in order to pay the principal and 
interest of this Note. Reference is hereby made to the aforesaid Ordinance and the 
Redevelopment Agreement for a description, among others, with respect to the 
determination, custody and application of said revenues, the nature and extent of such 
security with respect to this Note and the terms and conditions under which this Note is 
issued and secured. This Note Is A Special Limited Obligation Of The City, And Is Payable 
Solely From Available Incremental Taxes, And Shall Be A Valid Claim Of The Registered 
Owner Hereof Only Against Said Sources. This Note Shall Not Be Deemed To Constitute An 
Indebtedness Or A Loan Against The General Taxing Powers Or Credit Of The City, Within 
The Meaning Of Any Constitutional Or Statutory Provision. The Registered Owner Of This 
Note Shall Not Have The Right To Compel Any Exercise Of The Taxing Power Of The City, 
The State Of Illinois Or Any Political Subdivision Thereof To Pay The Principal Or Interest Of 
This Note. The principal of this Note is subject to redemption on any date on or after one 
thousand ninety (1,090) days following the date of closing of the Construction Loan (as 
defined in the Pledge Agreement), as a whole or in part, at a redemption price of one hundred 
percent (100%) of the principal amount thereof being redeemed. There shall be no 
prepayment penalty. Notice of any such redemption shall be sent by registered or certified 
mail not less than five (5) days nor more than sixty (60) days prior to the date fixed for 
redemption to the Registered Owner of this Note at the address shown on the registration 
books of the City maintained by the Registrar or at such other address as is furnished in 
writing by such Registered Owner to the Registrar. 
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This Note is issued in fully registered form in the denomination of its outstanding principal 
amount. This Note may not be exchanged for a like aggregate principal amount of notes of 
other denominations. 

This Note is transferable by the Registered Owner hereof in person or by its attorney duly 
authorized in writing at the principal office of the Registrar in Chicago, Illinois, but only in the 
manner and subject to the limitations provided in the Ordinance, and upon surrender and 
cancellation of this Note. Upon such transfer, a new Note of authorized denomination of the 
same maturity and forthe same aggregate principal amount will be issued to the transferee 
in exchange herefor. The Registrar shall not be required to transfer this Note during the 
period beginning at the close of business on the fifteenth (15'*̂ ) day of the month immediately 
prior to the maturity date of this Note nor to transfer this Note after notice calling this Note or 
a portion hereof for redemption has been mailed, nor during a period of five (5) days next 
preceding mailing of a notice of redemption of this Note. Such transfer shall be in 
accordance with the form at the end of this Note. 

This Note hereby authorized shall be executed and delivered as the Ordinance and the 
Redevelopment Agreement provide. 

Pursuantto the Redevelopment Agreement, the Registered Owner has agreed to acquire 
and construct the Phase II Improvements and to advance funds for the construction of certain 
facilities related to the Project on behalf of the City. The cost of such acquisition and 
construction in an amount not to exceed Thirteen Million Six Hundred Forty Thousand Four 
Hundred Sixty-six Dollars ($13,640,466) shall be deemed to be a disbursement of the 
proceeds of this Note. 

Pursuant to Section 15.01 and Section 15.02 of the Redevelopment Agreement, the City 
has reserved the right to suspend and/or terminate payments of principal and of interest on 
this Note upon the occurrence of certain conditions. Such rights shall survive any transfer 
of this Note. The City and the Registrar may deem and treat the Registered Owner hereof 
as the absolute owner hereof for the purpose of receiving payment of or on account of 
principal hereof and for all other purposes and neither the City nor the Registrar shall be 
affected by any notice to the contrary, unless transferred in accordance with the provisions 
hereof. 

It is hereby certified and recited that all conditions, acts and things required by law to exist, 
to happen, or to be done or performed precedent to and in the issuance ofthis Note did exist, 
have happened, have been done and have been performed in regular and due form and time 
as required by law; that the issuance of this Note, together with all other obligations of the 
City, does not exceed or violate any constitutional or statutory limitation applicable to the City. 

This Note shall not be valid or become obligatory for any purpose until the certificate of 
authentication hereon shall have been signed by the Registrar. 
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In Witness Whereof, The City of Chicago, Cook County, Illinois, by its City Council, has 
caused its official seal to be imprinted by facsimile hereon or hereunto affixed, and has 
caused this Note to be signed by the duly authorized signature of the Mayor and attested by 
the duly authorized signature ofthe City Clerk ofthe City, all as of , 2008. 

Mayor 

[Seal] 

Attest: 

City Clerk 

Registrar and Paying Agent: 

Certificate Comptroller of the 
Of City of Chicago 

Authentication Cook County, Illinois 

This Note is described in the within 
mentioned Ordinance and is the Tax 
Increment Allocation Revenue Note 
(Wilson Yard Redevelopment Project), 
Taxable Series A, of the City of Chicago, 
Cook County, Illinois. 

Comptroller 

Date: 
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Principal Payment Record. 

Date Of Payment Principal Payment Principal Balance Due 

(Assignment) 

For Value Received, The undersigned sells, assigns and transfers unto the within Note and 
does hereby irrevocably constitute and appoint attorney to transfer the said Note on the 
books kept for registration thereof with full power of substitution in the premises. 

Dated: 
Registered Owner 

Notice: The signature to this assignment must correspond with the name of the Registered 
Owner as it appears upon the face of the Note in every particular, without alteration 
or enlargement or any change whatever. 

Signature Guaranteed: 

Notice: Signature(s) must be guaranteed by a member of the New York Stock Exchange 
or a commercial bank or trust company. 

Consented to by: 

City of Chicago, 
Department of Planning and Development 

By: 

Its: 
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Certification Of Expenditure. 

To: Registered Owner 

Re: City of Chicago, Cook County, Illinois (the "City") 
$ Tax IncrementAllocation Revenue Note 
(Wilson Yard Redevelopment Project, Taxable Series A) 
(the "City Note Number 2") 

This Certification is submitted to you. Registered Owner of the City Note Number 2, 
pursuant to the Ordinance of the City authorizing the execution of the City Note Number 2 
adopted by the City Council ofthe City on September 14, 2005 (the "Ordinance"). All terms 
used herein shall have the same meaning as when used in the Ordinance. 

The City hereby certifies that $ is advanced as principal under the City Note 
Number 2 as of the date hereof. Such amount has been properiy incurred, is a proper charge 
made or to be made in connection with the redevelopment project costs defined in the 
Ordinance and has not been the basis of any previous principal advance. As of the date 
hereof, the outstanding principal balance under the City Note Number 2 is $ , 
including the amount of this Certificate and less payment made on the City Note Number 2. 

In Witness Whereof, The City has caused this Certification to be signed on its behalf as of 
(closing date). 

City of Chicago 

By: 
Commissioner, 

Department of Planning 
and Development 

Authenticated By: 

Registrar 
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[Schedule referred to in this City Note Number 2 
unavailable at time of printing.] 

(Sub)Exhibit •E-4" Third Revised. 
(To Third Amendment To Wilson Yard Redevelopment 

Project Area Redevelopment Agreement) 

City Note Number 4. 

Registered Maximum Amount 
Number R-4 $11,649,225 

United States Of America 

State Of Illinois 

County Of Cook 

City Of Chicago 

Tax Increment Allocation Revenue Note 
(Wilson Yard Redevelopment Project), 

Taxable Series A. 

Registered Owner;. -Wilson Yard Senior Development Corporation, an Illinois 
corporation. 

Interest Rate: A floating rate equal to the rate announced by Bridgeview 
Bank Group from time to time as its prime or base rate plus 
one-half of one percent (0.50%); then 

; % per annum upon the closing of construction financing 
secured by this Note ("Initial Interest Rate") [which shall not 
exceed the prime interest rate as reported in the Wall Street 
Journal on the date one (1) week prior to such closing plus 
345 basis points]; then -

% per annum commencing on the date of issuance of the 
last to issue of the Phase 1 Certificate, the Phase 11 
Certificate and the Phase 111 Certificate (as defined in the 
hereinafter defined Redevelopment Agreement) [the Initial 
Interest Rate less 43 basis points]; then 
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The interest rate on this Note shall be reset as of the 
fifth (5'") anniversary of the Closing of the Construction Loan 
(as defined in the hereinafter defined Pledge Agreement), 
and every rate reset date thereafter to be that rate of interest 
per annum, which shall not exceed the Initial Interest Rate 
plus 300 basis points, necessary to pay interest on the 
Construction Loan (as defined in the hereinafter defined 
PledgeAgreement) assuming placement ofthe Construction 
Loan at the minimum interest rate necessary for placement 
at par for the longest term not to exceed five (5) years; the 
date which is the last day of such term shall be the next rate 
reset date. 

Maturity Date: June 30, 2025. 

Know All Persons By These Presents, That the City of Chicago, Cook County, Illinois (the 
"City"), hereby acknowledges itself to owe and for value received promises to pay to the 
Registered Owner identified above, or registered assigns as hereinafter provided, on or 
before the Maturity Date identified above, but solely from the sources hereinafter identified, 
the principal amount of this Note from time to time advanced by the Registered Owner to pay 
costs of the Project (as hereafter defined) in accordance with the ordinance hereinafter 
referred to up to the principal amount of Eleven Million Six Hundred Forty-nine Thousand Two 
Hundred Twenty-five Dollars ($11,649,225) and to pay the Registered Owner interest on that 
amount at the Interest Rate per year specified above from the date of issuance. 

This Note is one of a series of notes issued or to be issued in accordance with that certain 
Redevelopment Agreement dated as of November 30, 2005 and first amended as of 
June 1,2007, and second amended as of __, 2008 between, inter alia, the City and 
the Registered Owner (the "Redevelopment Agreement"), and this Note shall be paid pari 
passu with the other City Notes (as defined in the Redevelopment Agreement). This Note 
is also the subject of a Pledge Agreement dated as of November 30, 2005 among, inter alia, 
the City, the Registered Owner and the Registered Owner's construction lender (as amended 
from time to time, the "Pledge Agreement"). 

Interest shall be computed on the basis of a three hundred sixty (360) day year 
of twelve (12) thirty (30) day months. Interest is due May 1 of each year commencing in the 
first (1 '̂) year following the issuance ofthe Phase III Certificate (but interest shall be paid on 
May 1 of each year prior to that time and used in accordance with the Pledge Agreement) 
until the eariier of Maturity or until this note is paid in full. Accrued but unpaid interest on this 
Note shall also accrue at the interest rate per year until paid. 

Principal of this Note shall be payable until the eariier of Maturity or until this Note is paid 
in full in installments on May 1 of each year commencing May 1, 2013, in accordance with 
the schedule attached hereto, provided, however, that if the total amount of certified 
advances is less than the maximum authorized amount of this Note, a revised principal 
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payment schedule shall be calculated and attached hereto in replacement of the initial 
schedule. Such revised schedule shall be calculated to amortize the Principal of this Note 
over the same period of time and assuming as nearly as practicable the annual escalation 
in debt service payments included in the initial schedule. Payments shall first be applied to 
interest. The principal of and interest on this Note are payable in lawful money ofthe United 
States of America, and shall be made to the Registered Owner hereof as shown on the 
registration books of the City maintained by the Comptroller of the City, as registrar and 
paying agent (the "Registrar"), at the close of business on the fifteenth (15"̂ ) day ofthe month 
immediately prior to the applicable payment, maturity or redemption date, and shall be paid 
by check or draft of the Registrar, payable in lawful money of the United States of America, 
mailed to the address of such Registered Owner as it appears on such registration books or 
at such other address furnished in writing by such Registered Owner to the Registrar; 
provided, that the final installment of principal and accrued but unpaid interest will be payable 
solely upon presentation ofthis Note at the principal office ofthe Registrar in Chicago, Illinois 
or as otherwise directed by the City. The Registered Owner of this Note shall note on the 
Payment Record attached hereto the amount and the date of any payment of the principal 
of this Note promptly upon receipt of such payment. 

This Note is issued by the City in the principal amount of advances made from time to time 
by the Registered Owner up to Eleven Million Six Hundred Forty-nine Thousand Two Hundred 
Twenty-five Dollars ($11,649,225) for the purpose of paying the costs of certain eligible 
redevelopment project costs incurred by Registered Owner in connection with the Phase III 
Improvements ofthe Project (as such terms are defined in the Redevelopment Agreement) 
located in the Wilson Yard Project Area (the "Project Area") in the City, all in accordance with 
the Constitution and the laws of the State of Illinois, and particulariy the Tax Increment 
Allocation Redevelopment Act (65 ILCS 5/11-74.4-1, et seq.) (the "T.l.F. Act"), the Local 
Government Debt Reform Act (30 ILCS 350/1, et seq.) and an Ordinance adopted by the City 
Council of the City on June 27, 2001. (the "Ordinance"), in all respects as by law required. 

The City has assigned and pledged certain rights, title and interest of the City in and to 
certain incremental ad valorem tax revenues from the Project Area which the City is entitled 
to receive pursuant to the T.l.F. Act and the Ordinance, in order to pay the principal and 
interest of this Note. Reference is hereby made to the aforesaid Ordinance and the 
Redevelopment Agreement for a description, among others, with respect to the 
determination, custody and application of said revenues, the nature and extent of such 
security with respect to this Note and the terms and conditions under which this Note is 
issued and secured. This Note Is A Special Limited Obligation Of The City, And Is Payable 
Solely From Available Incremental Taxes, And Shall Be A Valid Claim Of The Registered 
Owner Hereof Only Against Said Sources. This Note Shall Not Be Deemed To Constitute An 
Indebtedness Or A Loan Against The General Taxing Powers Or Credit Of The City, Within 
The Meaning Of Any Constitutional Or Statutory Provision. The Registered Owner Of This 
Note Shall Not Have The Right To Compel Any Exercise Of The Taxing Power Of The City, 
The State Of Illinois Or Any Political Subdivision Thereof To Pay The Principal Or Interest Of 
This Note. The principal of this Note is subject to redemption on any date on or after one 
thousand ninety (1,090) days following the date of closing of the Construction Loan (as 
defined in the Pledge Agreement), as a whole or in part, at a redemption price of one hundred 
percent (100%) of the principal amount thereof being redeemed. There shall be no 
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prepayment penalty. Notice of any such redemption shall be sent by registered or certified 
mail not less than five (5) days nor more than sixty (60) days prior to the date fixed for 
redemption to the Registered Owner of this Note at the address shown on the registration 
books of the City maintained by the Registrar or at such other address as is furnished in 
writing by such Registered Owner to the Registrar. 

This Note is issued in fully registered form in the denomination of its outstanding principal 
amount. This Note may not be exchanged for a like aggregate principal amount of notes of 
other denominations. 

This Note is transferable by the Registered Owner hereof in person or by its attorney duly 
authorized in writing at the principal office ofthe Registrar in Chicago, Illinois, but only in the 
manner and subject to the limitations provided in the Ordinance, and upon surrender and 
cancellation ofthis Note. Upon such transfer, a new Note of authorized denomination ofthe 
same maturity and for the same aggregate principal amount will be issued to the transferee 
in exchange herefor. The Registrar shall not be required to transfer this Note during the 
period beginning at the close of business on the fifteenth (15'") day of the month immediately 
prior to the maturity date of this Note nor to transfer this Note after notice calling this Note or 
a portion hereof for redemption has been mailed, nor during a period of five (5) days next 
preceding mailing of a notice of redemption of this Note. Such transfer shall be in 
accordance with the form at the end of this Note. 

This Note hereby authorized shall be executed and delivered as the Ordinance and the 
Redevelopment Agreement provide. 

Pursuant to the Redevelopment Agreement, the Registered Owner has agreed to acquire 
and construct the Phase III Improvements and to advance funds for the construction of 
certain facilities related to the Project on behalf of the City. The cost of such acquisition and 
construction in an amount not to exceed Eleven Million Six Hundred Forty-nine Thousand 
Two Hundred Twenty-five Dollars ($11,649,225) shall be deemed to be a disbursement ofthe 
proceeds of this Note. 

Pursuant to Section 15.01 and Section 15.02 of the Redevelopment Agreement, the City 
has reserved the right to suspend and/or terminate payments of principal and of interest on 
this Note upon the occurrence of certain conditions. Such rights shall survive any transfer 
of this Note. The City and the Registrar may deem and treat the Registered Owner hereof 
as the absolute owner hereof for the purpose of receiving payment of or on account of 
principal hereof and for all other purposes and neither the City nor the Registrar shall be 
affected by any notice to the contrary, unless transferred in accordance with the provisions 
hereof. 

It is hereby certified and recited that all conditions, acts and things required by law to exist, 
to happen, or to be done or performed precedent to and in the issuance of this Note did exist, 
have happened, have been done and have been performed in regular and due form and time 
as required by law; that the issuance of this Note, together with all other obligations of the 
City, does not exceed or violate any constitutional or statutory limitation applicable to the City. 
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This Note shall not be valid or become obligatory for any purpose until the certificate of 
authentication hereon shall have been signed by the Registrar. 

In Witness Whereof, The City of Chicago, Cook County, Illinois, by its City Council, has 
caused its official seal to be imprinted by facsimile hereon or hereunto affixed, and has 
caused this Note to be signed by the duly authorized signature ofthe Mayor and attested by 
the duly authorized signature ofthe City Clerk ofthe City, all as of , 2008. 

Mayor 

[Seal] 

Attest: 

City Clerk 

Registrar and Paying Agent: 

Certificate Comptroller of the 
Of City of Chicago, 

Authentication Cook County, Illinois 

This Note is described in the within 
mentioned Ordinance and is the Tax 
Increment Allocation Revenue Note 
(Wilson Yard Redevelopment Project), 
Taxable Series A, of the City of Chicago, 
Cook County, Illinois. 

Comptroller 

Date: 
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Principal Payment Record. 

Date Of Payment Principal Payment Principal Balance Due 

(Assignment) 

For Value Received, The undersigned sells, assigns and transfers unto the within Note and 
does hereby irrevocably constitute and appoint attorney to transfer the said Note on the 
books kept for registration thereof with full power of substitution in the premises. 

Dated: 
Registered Owner 

Notice: The signature to this assignment must correspond with the name of the Registered 
Owner as it appears upon the face of the Note in every particular, without alteration 
or enlargement or any change whatever. 

Signature Guaranteed: 

Notice: Signature(s) must be guaranteed by a member of the New York Stock Exchange 
or a commercial bank or trust company. 

Consented to by: 

City of Chicago, 
Department of Planning and Development 

By: 

Its: 
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Certification Of Expenditure. 

.( 2 ) 

To: Registered Owner 

Re: City of Chicago, Cook County, Illinois (the "City") 
$_ Tax Increment Allocation Revenue Note 
(Wilson Yard Redevelopment Project, Taxable Series A) 
(the "City Note Number 4") 

This Certification is submitted to you. Registered Owner of the City Note Number 4, 
pursuant to the ordinance of the City authorizing the execution of the City Note Number 4 
adopted by the City Council ofthe City on September 14, 2005 (the "Ordinance"). All terms 
used herein shall have the same meaning as when used in the Ordinance. 

The City hereby certifies that $ is advanced as principal under the City Note 
Number 4 as of the date hereof. Such amount has been properiy incurred, is a proper charge 
made or to be made in connection with the redevelopment project costs defined in the 
Ordinance and has not been the basis of any previous principal advance. As of the date 
hereof, the outstanding principal balance under the City Note Number 4 is $_ , 
including the amount of this Certificate and less payment made on the City Note Number 4. 

In Witness Whereof, The City has caused this Certification to be signed on its behalf as of 
(Closing Date). 

City of Chicago 

By: : 
Commissioner, 

Department of Planning 
and Development 

Authenticated By: 

Registrar 

[Schedule referred to in this City Note Number 4 
unavailable at time of printing.] 
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AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF FREE PERMITS, CANCELLATION 
OF WATER/SEWER ASSESSMENTS AND REFUND OF FEES 

FOR CERTAIN CHARITABLE, EDUCATIONAL 
AND RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS. 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, to which had been referred May 14, July 9 and September 10, 
2008 sundry proposed ordinances and order transmitted therewith to authorize the issuance 
of free permits, cancellation of water/sewer assessments and refund of fees for certain 
charitable, educational and religious institutions, having had the same under advisement, 
begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the proposed 
ordinances and order transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed ordinances and order transmitted with the 
foregoing committee report were Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Veas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following are said ordinances and order as passed (the italic heading in each case not 
being a part of the ordinance or order): 
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FREE PERMITS. 

Ashanti Blanchard/Extended Home Living Services, Inc. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. That the Commissioner of Buildings, the Executive Director of Construction 
and Permits, the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing, the Commissioner of 
Transportation, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation, the Commissioner of 
Environment, the Commissioner of Fire, the Director of Revenue and the Commissioner of 
Water Management are hereby authorized and directed to issue all necessary permits, all on-
site water/sewer inspection fees, and all water/sewer plan review fees, free of charge, 
notwithstanding other ordinances of the City of Chicago to the contrary, to Ashanti 
Blanchard/Extended Home Living Services, Inc:, 9306 South May Street, for 
renovation/modification of existing dwelling by Extended Home Living Services, Inc. to 
accommodate handicap accessibility on the premises known as 9306 South May Street. 

Said building(s) and all appurtenances thereto shall be used exclusively to house disabled 
City of Chicago employee, Ashanit Blanchard who is a C4-Quadriplegic due to an injury he 
suffered in the scope of his City employment involving a multi-car accident, and said 
building{s) shall not be leased or othenwise used with a view to profit, and the worK thereon 
shall be done in accordance with plans submitted and all ofthe appropriate provisions ofthe 
Municipal Code ofthe City of Chicago and departmental requirements of various departments 
of the City of Chicago, and said building(s) and all appurtenances thereto shall be constructed 
and maintained so that they shall comply in all respects with the requirements of the 
appropriate provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago for the issuance of all 
necessary permits. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage. 

Bellevue Baptist Church. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. That the Commissioner of Buildings, the Commissioner of Transportation, 
the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation, the Commissioner of Fire, the Commissioner 
of Water Management and the Director of Revenue are hereby directed to issue all necessary 
permits, all on-site water/sewer inspection fees, all water/sewer plan review frees, free of 
charge, notwithstanding other ordinances of the City of Chicago to the contrary, to Bellevue 
Baptist Church, 10713 - 10715 South Halsted Street, and Staaalsen Construction, 4639 
West Armitage Avenue (Jordan Schulz) for new construction of two-story community center 
and office building, 10715 South Halsted Street. 
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Said buildings shall be used exclusively for not-for-profit and related purposes and shall not 
be leased or otherwise used with the view to profit, and the work thereon shall be done in 
accordance with plans submitted. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage. 

Breakthrough Urban Ministries - Joshua Center. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. That the Commissioner of Buildings, the Commissioner of Transportation, 
the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation, the Commissioner of Sewers, the Commissioner 
of Water and the Commissioner of Fire are hereby directed to issue all necessary permits, 
all on-site water/sewer inspection fees and all water/sewer plan review fee, free of charge, 
notwithstanding other ordinances of the City of Chicago to the contrary, to Breakthrough 
Urban Ministries - Joshua Center for renovating their facility on the premises known as 3330 
West Carroll Avenue. 

Said building(s) shall be used exclusively for not-for-profit and related purposes and shall 
not be leased or othenrt/ise used with a view to profit, and the work thereon shall be done in 
accordance with plans submitted. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage. 

Feliclan Sisters. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. That the Commissioner of Buildings, the Executive Director of Construction 
and Permits, the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing, the Commissioner of 
Transportation, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation, the Commissioner of 
Environment, the Commissioner of Fire, the Director of Revenue and the Commissioner of 
Water Management are hereby authorized and directed to issue all necessary permits, all on-
site water/sewer inspection fees and all water/sewer plan review fees, free of charge, 
notwithstanding other ordinances of the City of Chicago to the contrary, to Felician Sisters, 
3800 West Peterson Avenue, forthe renovation and new construction on the premises known 
as 3800 West Peterson Avenue. 
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Said building(s) and all appurtenances thereto shall be used exclusively for charitable 
purposes and shall not be leased or otherwise used with a view to profit, and the work 
thereon shall be done in accordance with plans submitted and all of the appropriate 
provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago and departmental requirements of 
various departments of the City of Chicago, and said building(s) and all appurtenances 
thereto shall be constructed and maintained so that they shall comply in all respects with the 
requirements of the appropriate provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago for 
the issuance of all permits and licenses. 

SECTION 2. The Felician Sisters shall be entitled to a refund of city fees which it has paid 
and from which it is exempt pursuant to Section 1 of this ordinance. 

SECTION 3. This ordinance shall be in force for the period of August 1, 2008 through 
December 31, 2008. 

CANCELLATION OF WATER/SEWER ASSESSMENTS. 

Congregation Ezras Israel. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Section 11-12-540 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the 
Commissioner of Water Management is hereby authorized and directed to cancel existing 
assessments, notwithstanding other ordinances of the City of Chicago to the contrary, 
assessed against Congregation Ezras Israel, 7001 North California Avenue, for premises 
located at 2746 West Lunt Avenue (Account Number 440799-440799) in the amount of 
$1,358.41 (current bill date: July 23, 2008; due July 23, 2008). 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage. 

Latin United Community Housing Association. 
(3337 West Division Street) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Section 11-25-540 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the 
Commissioner of Water Management is hereby authorized and directed to cancel 
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assessments, notwithstanding other ordinances of the City of Chicago to the contrary, in the 
amount of $3,284.27 assessed agajnst the Latin United Community Housing Association for 
their premises located at 3337 West Division Street. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage. 

Latin United Community Housing Association. 
(1456 North Rockwell Street) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Section 11-25-540 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the 
Commissioner of Water Management is hereby authorized and directed to cancel 
assessments, notwithstanding other ordinances ofthe City of Chicago to the contrary, in the 
amount of $820.93 against the Latin United Community Housing Association for their 
premises located at 1456 North Rockwell Street. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage. 

Latin United Community Housing Association. 
(1414-1418 North Washtenaw Avenue) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Section 11-25-540 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the 
Commissioner of Water Management is hereby authorized and directed to cancel 
assessments, notwithstanding other ordinances of the City of Chicago to the contrary, in the 
amount of $126.30 against Latin United Community Housing Association for their premises 
located at 1414 - 1418 North Washtenaw Avenue. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage. 
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Latin United Community Housing Association. 
(1451 North Washtenaw Avenue) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Section 11-25-540 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the 
Commissioner of Water Management is hereby authorized and directed to cancel 
assessments, notwithstanding other ordinances ofthe City of Chicago to the contrary, in the 
amount of $315.74 against the Latin United Community Housing Association for their 
premises located at 1451 North Washtenaw Avenue. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage. 

Tobacco Road. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Section 11-12-540 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the 
Cofnmissioner of Water Management is hereby authorized and directed to cancel existing 
assessments, notwithstanding other ordinances of the City of Chicago to the contrary, 
assessed against Tobacco Road, 4701 South Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Drive, in the amount 
of $63.15, (Account Number 700773-602017). 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage. 

REFUND OF FEE. 

Uptown Theater. 

Ordered, That the City Comptroller is hereby authorized and directed to refund amounts 
paid for permits for use ofthe public way for the erection and installation of canopies and 
barricades on the Uptown Theater, for the protection of the public, as follows: 
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Name And Address 
Permit Number, 

Dates And Locations Amount 

Chicago Scaffolding 
907 North 25* Street 
Melrose Park, Illinois 60160 

Permit Number 331165919 
November 7, 2003 through 
November 30, 2004 
4816 North Broadway 

$18,900.00 

EXEMPTION OF VARIOUS NOT-FOR-PROFIT ENTITIES 
FROM PAYMENT OF CITY PERMIT, LICENSE 

AND INSPECTION FEES. 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration proposed ordinances and 
substitute ordinance exempting various entities from payment of all city permit, license and 
inspection fees for the periods designated, having had the same under advisement, begs 
leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the proposed ordinances and 
substitute ordinance transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed ordinances and substitute ordinance 
transmitted with the foregoing committee report were Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 
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Veas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone-49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following are said ordinances as passed (the italic heading in each case not being a part 
ofthe ordinance): 

The Art Institute Of Chicago. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. That the Commissioner of Buildings, the Director of Construction and 
Permits, the Director of Department of Business Affairs and Licensing, the Commissioner of 
Transportation, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation, the Commissioner of Water 
Management, the Commissioner of Fire and the Director of Revenue are hereby directed to 
issue all necessary permits, all on-site water/sewer inspection fees and all water/sewer plan 
review fees, free of charge, notwithstanding other ordinances of the City of Chicago to the 
contrary, to The Art Institute of Chicago, a not-for-profit Illinois corporation, related to the 
erection and maintenance of building(s) and fuel storage facilities at 1919 West 43'" Street. 

Said building(s) and all appurtenances thereto shall be used exclusively for charitable 
purposes and shall not be leased or otherwise used with a view to profit, and the work 
thereon shall be done in accordance with plans submitted and all of the appropriate 
provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago and departmental requirements of 
various departments of the City of Chicago, and said building(s) and all appurtenances 
thereto shall be constructed and maintained so that they shall comply in all respects with the 
requirements of the appropriate provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago for 
the issuance of all permits and licenses. 

SECTION 2. The Art Institute of Chicago, a not-for-profit Illinois corporation located at 
1919 West 43"̂  Street, also doing business engaged in cultural, educational and related 
activities, shall be exempt from the payment of city license fees and shall be entitled to the 
cancellation of warrants for the collection of inspection fees. 
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SECTION 3. The Art Institute of Chicago shall be entitled to a refund of city fees which 
it has paid and from which it is exempt pursuant to Sections 1 and 2 of this ordinance. 

SECTION 4. This ordinance shall be in force for a period of one (1) year but in no event 
beyond February 6, 2009. 

The Chicago School Of Professional Psychology. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. That the Commissioner of Buildings, the Director of Department of Business 
Affairs and Licensing, the Commissioner of Transportation, the Commissioner of Streets and 
Sanitation, the Commissioner of Water Management, the Commissioner of Fire and the 
Director of Revenue are hereby directed to issue all necessary permits, all on-site 
water/sewer inspection fees and all water/sewer plan review fees, free of charge, 
notwithstanding other ordinances of the City of Chicago to the contrary, to The. Chicago 
School of Professional Psychology, a not-for-~-profit Illinois corporation, related to the erection 
and maintenance of building(s) and fuel storage facilities at 325 North Wells Street. 

Said building(s) and all appurtenances thereto shall be used exclusively for charitable 
purposes and shall not be leased or otherwise used with a view to profit, and the work 
thereon shall be done in accordance with plans submitted and all of the appropriate 
provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago and departmental requirements of 
various departments of the City of Chicago, and said building(s) and all appurtenances 
thereto shall be constructed and maintained so that they shall comply in all respects with the 
requirements of the appropriate provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago for 
the issuance of all permits and licenses. 

SECTION 2. The Chicago School of Professional Psychology, a not-for-profit Illinois 
corporation located at 325 North Wells Street, also doing business engaged in cultural, 
educational and related activities, shall be exempt from the payment of city license fees and 
shall be entitled to the cancellation of warrants for the collection of inspection fees. 

SECTION 3. The Chicago School of Professional Psychology shall be entitled to a refund 
of city fees which it has paid and from which it is exempt pursuant to Sections 1 and 2 of this 
ordinance. 

SECTION 4. This ordinance shall be in force for a period of two (2) years beginning 
January 1, 2008 and ending January 1, 2010. 
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Council For Jewish Elderly. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. That the Commissioner of Buildings, the Commissioner of Transportation, 
the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation, the Commissioner of Fire, the Commissioner 
of Water Management, the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing and the Director of 
Revenue are hereby directed to issue all necessary permits, all on-site water/sewer 
inspection fees and all water/sewer plan review fees, all business licenses, free of charge, 
notwithstanding other ordinances of the City of Chicago to the contrary, to Council for Jewish 
Elderly, a not-for-profit Illinois corporation, related to the erection and maintenance of 
buildings and fuel storage facilities at 1420 West Farwell Avenue, 1345 West Jarvis Avenue 
and 1221 West Sherwin Avenue. 

Said building(s) and all appurtenances thereto shall be used exclusively for charitable 
purposes and shall not be leased or otherwise used with a view to profit, and the work 
thereon shall be done in accordance with plans submitted and all of the appropriate 
provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago and departmental requirements of 
various departments of the City of Chicago, and said building(s) and all appurtenances 
thereto shall be constructed and maintained so that they shall comply in all respects with the 
requirements of the appropriate provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago for 
the issuance of all permits and licenses. 

SECTION 2. Council for Jewish Elderiy, a not-for-profit Illinois corporation located at the 
above captioned locations, engaged in medical, educational and related activities, shall be 
exempt from the payment of city license fees and shall be entitled to the cancellation of 
warrants for the collection of inspection fees. 

SECTION 3. Council for Jewish Elderly shall be entitled to a refund of city fees which it 
has paid and from which it is exempt pursuant to Sections 1 and 2 of this ordinance. 

SECTION 4. This ordinance shall be in force for a period of September 15, 2008 through 
September 15, 2010. 

Deborah's Place. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. That the Commissioner of Buildings, the Executive Director of Construction 
and Permits, the Commissioner of Transportation, the Commissioner of Streets and 
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Sanitation, the Commissioner of Environment, the Commissioner of Fire, the Director of 
Business Affairs and Licensing, the Director of Revenue and the Commissioner of Water 
Management are hereby authorized and directed to issue all necessary permits, all on-site 
water/sewer inspection fees and all water/sewer plan review fees, free of charge, 
notwithstanding other ordinances of the City of Chicago to the contrary, to Deborah's Place, 
a not-for-profit Illinois corporation, related to the erection and maintenance of building(s) and 
fuel storage facilities at 2222 West Chicago Avenue. 

Said building(s) and all appurtenances thereto shall be used exclusively for charitable 
purposes and shall not be leased or otherwise used with a view to profit, and the work 
thereon shall be done in accordance with plans submitted and all of the appropriate 
provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago and departmental requirements of 
various departments of the City of Chicago, and said building(s) and all appurtenances 
thereto shall be constructed and maintained so that they shall comply in all respects with the 
requirements of the appropriate provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago for 
the issuance of all necessary permits and licenses. 

SECTION 2. Deborah's Place, a not-for-profit Illinois corporation engaged in bettering the 
lives of displaced or homeless women, shall be exempt from the payment of city license fees 
and shall be entitled to the cancellation of warrants for the collection of inspection fees. 

SECTION 3. Deborah's Place shall be entitled to a refund of city fees which it has paid 
and from which it is exempt pursuant to Sections 1 and 2 of this ordinance. 

SECTION 4. This ordinance shall be in force for the period of November 16, 2008 through 
November 15, 2010. 

Holy Cross Hospital. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. That the Commissioner of Buildings, the Director of Department of Business 
Affairs and Licensing, the Commissioner of Transportation, the Commissioner of Streets and 
Sanitation, the Commissioner of Environment, the Commissioner of Water Management, the 
Commissioner of Fire and the Director of Revenue are hereby directed to issue all necessary 
permits, all on-site water/sewer inspection fees and all water/sewer plan review fees, free of 
charge, notwithstanding other ordinances ofthe City of Chicago to the contrary, to Holy Cross 
Hospital, a not-for-profit Illinois corporation, related to the erection and maintenance of 
building(s) and fuel storage facilities at 2701 West Q&̂  Street. 
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Said building(s) and all appurtenances thereto shall be used exclusively for charitable 
purposes and shall not be leased or otherwise used with a view to profit, and the work 
thereon shall be done in accordance with plans submitted and all of the appropriate 
provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago and departmental requirements of 
various departments of the City of Chicago, and said building(s) and all appurtenances 
thereto shall be constructed and maintained so that they shall comply in all respect with the 
requirements of the appropriate provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago for 
the issuance of all permits and licenses. 

SECTION 2. Holy Cross Hospital, a not-for-profit Illinois corporation engaged in medical, 
educational and related activities, shall be exempt from the payment of city license fees and 
shall be entitled to the cancellation of warrants for the collection of inspection fees. 

SECTION 3. Holy Cross Hospital shall be entitled to a refund of city fees which it has paid 
and from which it is exempt pursuant to Sections 1 and 2 of this ordinance. 

SECTION 4. This ordinance shall be in force for the period of October 16, 2008 through 
October 15, 2010. 

Kendall College. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. That the Commissioner of Buildings, the Executive Director of Construction 
and Permits, the Commissioner of Transportation, the Commissioner of Streets and 
Sanitation, the Commissioner of Environment, the Commissioner of Fire, the Director of 
Business Affairs and Licensing, the Director of Revenue and the Commissioner of Water 
Management are hereby authorized and directed to issue all necessary permits, all on-site 
water/sewer inspection fees and all water/sewer plan review fees, free of charge, 
notwithstanding other ordinances of the City of Chicago to the contrary, to Kendall College, 
a not-for-profit Illinois corporation, related to the erection and maintenance of building(s) and 
fuel storage facilities at 900 North North Branch Street. 

Said building(s) and all appurtenances thereto shall be used exclusively for charitable 
purposes and shall not be leased or otherwise used with a view to profit, and the work 
thereon shall be done in accordance with plans submitted and all of the appropriate 
provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago and departmental requirements of 
various departments of the City of Chicago, and said building(s) and all appurtenances 
thereto shall be constructed and maintained so that they shall comply in all respects with the 
requirements of the appropriate provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago for 
the issuance of all necessary permits and licenses. 
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SECTION 2. Kendall College, a not-for-profit Illinois corporation providing education and 
training in the culinary arts, shall be exempt from the payment of city license fees and shall 
be entitled to the cancellation of warrants for the collection of inspection fees. 

SECTION 3. Kendall College shall be entitled to a refund of city fees which it has paid and 
from which it is exempt pursuant to Sections 1 and 2 of this ordinance. 

SECTION 4. This ordinance shall be in force for the period of August 1, 2008 through 
August 1, 2010. 

Museum Of Broadcast Communications. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. That the Commissioner of Buildings, the Executive Director of Construction 
and Permits, the Commissioner of Transportation, the Commissioner of Streets and 
Sanitation, the Commissioner of Environment, the Commissioner of Fire, the Director of 
Department of Business Affairs and Licensing, the Director of Revenue and the 
Commissioner of Water Management are hereby directed to issue all necessary permits, ail 
on-site water/sewer inspection fees and all water/sewer plan review fees, free of charge, 
notwithstanding other ordinances of the City of Chicago to the contrary, to Museum of 
Broadcast Communications, a not-for-profit Illinois corporation, related to the erection, 
maintenance and renovation of building(s) at 400 North State Street. 

Said building(s) and all appurtenances thereto shall be used exclusively for charitable 
purposes and shall not be leased or otherwise used with a view to profit, and the work 
thereon shall be done in accordance with plans submitted and all of the appropriate 
provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago and departmental requirements of 
various departments of the City of Chicago, and said building(s) and all appurtenances 
thereto shall be constructed and maintained so that they shall comply in all respects with the 
requirements of the appropriate provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago for 
the issuance of all permits and licenses. 

SECTION 2. Museum of Broadcast Communications, a not-for-profit Illinois corporation, 
engaged in medical, educational and related activities, shall be exempt from the payment of 
city license fees and shall be entitled to the cancellation of warrants for the collection of 
inspection fees. 

SECTION 3. Museum of Broadcast Communications shall be entitled to a refund of city 
fees which it has paid and from which it is exempt pursuant to Sections 1 and 2 of this 
ordinance. 
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SECTION 4. This ordinance shall be in force for the period of August 1, 2008 through 
July 31, 2010. 

AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF SPECIAL EVENT 
LICENSES AND PERMITS, FREE OF CHARGE, 

FOR CONDUCT OF BACK OF THE YARDS 
CARNIVAL/BRIGHTON PARK FALL FEST. 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Conjmittee on Finance, having had under consideration an ordinance concerning the 
issuance of all necessary licenses and/or permits, free of charge, in conjunction with Back 
of the Yards Neighborhood Council/Brighton Park Fall Fest, having had the same under 
advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the 
proposed ordinance transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Veas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Mufioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 
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Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. That the Commissioner of Buildings, the Executive Director of Contracts and 
Permits, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation, the Commissioner of Transportation, 
the Commissioner of Water Management, the Commissioner of Fire, the Director of Business 
Affairs and Licensing, the City Comptroller and the Director of Revenue are hereby authorized 
and directed to issue all necessary special event permits and licenses, free of charge, 
notwithstanding other ordinances ofthe City of Chicago to the contrary, to Back ofthe Yards 
Neighborhood Council (all festival participants and applicants), 1751 West 47'" Street for 
Back of the Yards Carnival/Brighton Park Fall Fest to be held September 26, 2008 through 
October 6, 2008 on the premises known as West 44'" Street and South Troy Street. 

Said special event shall be held exclusively for not-for-profit and related purposes and shall 
not be otherwise used with a view to profit. 

SECTION 2. Back of the Yards Neighborhood Council shall be entitled to a refund of city 
fees which it has paid and from which it is exempt pursuant to Section 1 of'ihis ordinance. 

SECTION 3. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage. 

AUTHORIZATION FOR PAYMENT OF HOSPITAL, MEDICAL AND 
NURSING SERVICES RENDERED CERTAIN INJURED 

MEMBERS OF POLICE AND FIRE DEPARTMENTS. 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: . 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration an order authorizing the 
payment of hospital and medical expenses of police officers and firefighters injured in the line 
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of duty, having had the same under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that 
Your Honorable Body Pass the proposed order transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed order transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Veas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Mufioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen; O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Paley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said order as passed: 

Ordered, That the City Comptroller is authorized and directed to issue vouchers, in 
conformity with the schedule herein set forth, to physicians, hospitals, nurses or other 
individuals, in settlement for hospital, medical and nursing services rendered to the injured 
members ofthe Police Department and/or the Fire Department herein named. The payment 
of any of these bills shall not be construed as an approval of any previous claims pending or 
future claims for expenses or benefits on account of any alleged injury to the individuals 
named. The total amount of said claims is set opposite the names of the injured members 
ofthe Police Department and/or the Fire Department, and vouchers are to be drawn in favor 
of the proper claimants and charged to Account Number 100.9112.937: 

[Regular orders printed on pages 39213 
through 39219 of this Journal.] 
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; and 

Be It Further Ordered, That the City Comptroller is authorized and directed to issue 
warrants, in conformity with the schedule herein set forth, to physicians, hospitals, nurses or 
other individuals, in settlement for hospital, medical and nursing services rendered to the 
injured members of the Police Department and/or Fire Department herein named, provided 
such members of the Police Department and/or Fire Department shall enter into an 
agreement in writing with the City of Chicago to the effect that, should it appear that any of 
said members of the Police Department and/or Fire Department have received any sum of 
money from the party whose negligence caused such injury, or have instituted proceedings 
against such party for the recovery of damage on account of such injury or medical expenses, 
then in that event the City shall be reimbursed by such member pf the Police Department 
and/or Fire Department out Of any sum that such member of the Police Department and/or 
Fire Department has received or may hereafter receive from such third party on account of 
such injury or medical expenses, not to exceed the expense in accordance with Opinion 
Number 1422 ofthe Corporation Counsel of said City, dated March 19, 1926. The payment 
of any of these bills shall not be construed as approval of any previous claims pending or 
future claims for expenses or benefits on account of any alleged injury to the individuals 
named. The total amount of such claims, as allowed, is set opposite the names ofthe injured 
members ofthe Police Department and/or Fire Department and warrants are to be drawn in 
favor of the proper claimants and charged to Account Number 100.9112.937: 

[Third party orders printed on pages 39221 
and 39222 of this Journal.] 

AUTHORIZATION FOR PAYMENT OF MISCELLANEOUS 
REFUNDS, COMPENSATION FOR PROPERTY 

DAMAGE, ET CETERA. 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration an order authorizing the 
payment of various small claims against the City of Chicago, having had the same under 

(Continued on page 39223) . 
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(Continued from page 39220) 

advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the 
proposed order transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed order transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Veas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane,. Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. . 

Nays — None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said order as passed: 

Ordered, That the City Comptroller is authorized and directed to pay the following named 
claimants the respective amounts set opposite their names, said amount to be paid in full and 
final settlement on each claim on the date and location by type of claim, with said amount to 
be charged to the activity and account specified as follows: 

Damage To Property. 

Department Of Police: 
Account Number: 100-99-4415-0934-0934. 

Name And Address Date And Location Amount 

Alexin G. David 
6130 North Claremont Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60659 

9/23/07 
6130 North Claremont 

Avenue 

$535.90 
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Name And Address Date And Location Amount 

Theresa A. Ray 
2908 South Wells Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60616 

9/9/07 
2906 North Wells 

Street 

$1,025.00 

Damage To Vehicle. 

Department Of Police: 
Account Number: 100-99-4415-0934-0934. 

Name And Address Date And Location Amount 

Angela Estrada 
2527 Cuyler Avenue 
Benwyn, Illinois 60402 

10/21/07 
3358 North Halsted 

Street 

$350.64 

Damage To Vehicle. 

Department Of Sewers: 
Account Number: 314-99-4415-0934-0934. 

Name And Address Date And Location Amount 

City of Chicago Department of Revenue 
8136 South Elizabeth Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60620 

Reginald Luckett 
8136 South Elizabeth Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60620 

Diana M. Pieczonka 
4322 Hammersmith Lane 
Glenview, Illinois 60026 

1/8/07 
1500 West 95" 

Street 

1/8/07 
1500 West 95" 

Street 

12/19/07 
7233 West Touhy 
Avenue 

$202.49 

297.49 

359.94 
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Damage To Vehicle. 

Department Of Streets And Sanitation: 
Account Number: 300-99-4415-0934-0934. 

Name And Address Date And Location Amount 

Dawnne A. Allen 
7447 South Shore Drive 
Number 33H 
Chicago, Illinois 60649 

Peari Atkinson 
4920 West Polk Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60644 

Jennifer Banks 
2710 East 127" Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60633 

Richard Bruning 
2306 West Touhy Avenue 
Number 401 
Chicago, Illinois 60645 

Daniel Bryant 
10111 South Yates Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60617 

Joseph J. Camalick 
19149 Wentworth Avenue 
Lansing, Illinois 60438 

City of Chicago Department of Revenue 
6343 South Campbell Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60629 

City of Chicago Department of Revenue 
2410 South Sacramento Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60623 

3/26/08 
1651 East 95" 

Street 

1/14/08 
2935 North Western 

Avenue 

12/18/07 
13515 South Brainard 

Avenue 

2/7/08 
2400 North Lake Shore 

Drive 

1/1/08 
9100 South Stony Island 

Avenue 

2/20/08 
13621 South Brainard 

Avenue 

4/17/07 
6327 South Campbell 

Avenue (Alley) 

1/11/08 
3100 South Western 

Avenue 

$129.38 

469.35 

59.23 

230.52 

932.00 

527.66 

87.19 

73.21 
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Name And Address Date And Location Amount 

City of Chicago Department of Revenue 
3527 North Rutherford Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60634 

City of Chicago Department of Revenue 
3660 North Lake Shore Drive 
Number 913 
Chicago, Illinois 60613 

City of Chicago Department of Revenue 
3653 North Marshfield Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60613 

City of Chicago Department of Revenue 
2627 West Coyle Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60645 

2/3/08 
810 West Division 

Street 

1/18/08 
1600 North Lake Shore 

Drive 

1/10/08 
2800 North Lake Shore 

Drive 

12/3/07 
4400 West Montrose 

Avenue 

$ 60.00 

50.00 

50.00 

40.00 

Michelle Cobb 
1234 North Marion Court 
Chicago, Illinois 60622 

12/20/07 
365 West Evergreen 

Avenue 

397.80 

Kevin P. Cosgrove 
7355 North Sheridan Road 
Number 3-N 
Chicago, Illinois 60626 

1/9/08 
4800 North Lake Shore 

Drive 

316.53 

Natalie Cozzi 
11021 South Theresa Circle 
Number 3B 
Palos Hills, Illinois 60465 

1/12/08 
3900 South Ashland 

Avenue 

317.15 

Ronald Davis 
8343 South Colfax Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60617 

6/9/07 
13000 South Ellis 

Avenue 

110.00 

Elvira Dipierro 
2740 North 74" Avenue 
Elmwood Park, Illinois 60707 

1/17/08 
5601 North East River 

Road 

155.00 

Melody A. Eckert 
4250 North Marine Drive 
Number 2636 
Chicago, Illinois 60613 

2/10/08 
4400 West Lake Shore 

Drive 

456.00 
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Name And Address Date And Location Amount 

John P. Falk 
530 West Ariington Place 
Number 212 
Chicago, Illinois 60614 

Jonathan Feldman 
1 East Schiller Street 
Apartment 12D 
Chicago, Illinois 60610 

Cynthia Ferguson 
3107 West 83^'Place 
Chicago, Illinois 60652 

Jose J. Galindo 
3604 West Roscoe Street 
Apartment 2R 
Chicago, Illinois 60618 

Carolyn Gatson 
2645 West 96" Place 
Evergreen Park, Illinois 60805 

Briana D. Gonzalez 
4159 West Oakdale Avenue 
Apartment 2N 
Chicago, Illinois 60641 

Jennifer A. Goodman 
3 Rock Gate Lane 
Glencoe, Illinois 60022 

11/29/07 
2700 North Lake Shore 

Drive 

12/17/07 
900 West North 

Avenue 

2/3/08 
1239 East 55" 

Boulevard 

12/30/07 
2550 West 

Addison Street 

1/8/08 
3512 West es '̂' 

Street 

2/20/07 
1400 North Sacramento 

Boulevard 

1/16/08 
1006 West 18" Street 

$170.25 

358.31 

385.00 

63.95 

157.56 

53.64 

130.13 

Cherice A. Griffin 
2252 East 96" Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60617 

Stanley Hidalgo 
11637 Avenue H 
Chicago, Illinois 60617 

2/8/08 
9501 South Merrion 

Avenue 

1/10/08 
11900 South 

Avenue U 

750.00 

290.10 
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Name And Address Date And Location Amount 

Nikki Hill 
2717 201^'Place 
Crete, Illinois 60417 

Antoinette Jackson 
2134 East 95" Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60617 

Adrianna Kashuba 
3660 North Lake Shore Drive 
Number 913 
Chicago, Illinois 60613 

Kristin Kittoe 
5001 North Ashland Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60640 

Grace Ko 
3653 North Marshfield Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60613 

Mathew Kolawole 
1362 East 52""̂  Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60615 

Tanya L. Kopke 
830 West Lakeside Place 
Unit 2S 
Chicago, Illinois 60640 

Michael Kozy 
103 Monticello Circle 
Bolingbrook, Illinois 60440 

Jeanne Leyden 
6034 West Cornelia Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60634 

1/10/08 
9100 South Stony Island 

Avenue 

1/21/08 
115 West Congress 

Parkway 

1/18/08 
1600 North Lake Shore 

Drive 

12/28/07 
7200 West Touhy 

Avenue 

1/10/08 
2800 North Lake Shore 

Drive 

2/8/08 
1631 East 47" Street 

2/4/08 
3800 North Lake Shore 

Drive 

1/8/08 
3900 South Ashland 

Avenue 

1/8/08 
4820 West Addison 

Street 

$397.50 

136.05 

144.81 

288.25 

294.18 

47.62 

83.95 

599.35 

145.15 
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Name And Address Date And Location Amount 

Gregg Mallo 
15435 Badger Lane 
HomerGlen, Illinois 60491 

Jill S. McCormick 
1463 West Grand Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60622 

Heather Montana 
321 North Elmore 
Park Ridge, Illinois 60068 

Alexandra Nichols 
900 Mount Plesant Road 
Winnetka, Illinois 60093 

2/6/08 
3090 South California 

Avenue 

2/6/08 
4400 South Lake Shore 

Drive. 

$ 66.76 

104.62 

12/17/07 103.70 
7300 West Touchy Avenue 

11/29/07 293.50 
3900 North Lake Shore 

Drive 

Hector A. Nieves 
3736 West 78" Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60652 

Mary Jane Oliver 
1230 Monroe 
River Forest, Illinois 60305 

2/12/08 
3940 South Ashland 

Avenue 

9/16/07 
4045 North Sacramento 

Avenue 

194.92 

594.00 

Kathleen Dravillas Olivi 
10639 South Longwood 

Drive 
Chicago, Illinois 60643 

Ruben Ramirez 
3543 South Parnell Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60609 

Barbara L. Reminger 
5351 South Tripp Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60632 

Maurice Samuels 
6221 North Central Park Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60659 

2/6/08 320.50 
922 West 98" Place 

3/5/08 192.37 
403 West North Avenue 

2/7/08 59.93 
5195 South Cicero Avenue 

1/2/08 67.00 
6199 North Lincoln Avenue 
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Name And Address Date And Location Amount 

Kevin K. Shim 
380 Fallbrook Court 
Schaumburg, Illinois 60194 

Steven C. Solomon 
5036 West Pensacola Avenue 
Number 403 
Chicago, Illinois 60641 

Arthur H. Stanczyk 
3527 North Rutherford 

Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60634 

Barbara Taylor 
7337 South South Shore Drive 
Apartment 731 
Chicago, Illinois 60649 

Collette Terrell 
2102 15" Street 
Rock Island, Illinois 61201 

12/15/07 
West North Avenue and 

North Halsted Street 

2/12/08 
4100 West Irving Park 

Road 

2/3/08 
810 West Division 

Street 

1/29/08 
719 West 117" Place 

3/13/07 
5621 North Central Park 

Avenue 

$106.11 

43.40 

135.61 

257.50 

126.22 

Rhonda Trice 
6301 North Sheridan 

Road Number 8R 
Chicago, Illinois 60660 

Gwendolyn C. Weatherspoon 
1443 North Linder Avenue 
Chicago Illinois 60651 

Richard E. Wolod 
2627 West Coyle Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60645 

Christopher K. Zon 
10535 South Springfield 

Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60655 

4/13/07 
5750 North Sheridan Road 

10/19/07 
1443 North Linder Avenue 

(alley behind) 

12/3/07 
4400 North Montrose 

Avenue 

1/16/08 
9500 South Colfax Avenue 

56.25 

152.00 

241.69 

453.00 
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Damage To Vehicle. 

Department Of Fire: 
Account Number: 100-99-4415-0934-0934. 

Name And Address Date And Location Amount 

Michael J. Cioni 
14 Burtis Avenue 
Highwood, Illinois 60040 

2/2/08 $1,278.95 
150 North State Street 

Damage To Vehicle. 

Department Of Streets And Sanitation Bureau Of Electricity: 
Account Number: 100-99-4415-0934-0934. 

Name And Address Date And Location Amount 

Darieen Negrillo 
3333 North Ozark 

Avenue 

12/23/07 
3333 North Ozark 

Avenue 

$1,234.54 

Damage To Vehicle. 

Department Of Streets And Sanitation Bureau Of Equipment: 
Account Number: 100-99-4415-0934-0934. 

Name And Address Date And Location Amount 

Eric BartI 
7902 160" Street 
Tinley Park, Illinois 60477 

1/18/08 
During Towing 

$656.17 
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Damage To Vehicle. 

Department Of Streets And Sanitation Bureau Of Forestry: 
Account Number: 100-99-4415-0934-0934. 

Name And Address Date And Location Amount 

City of Chicago Department 
of Revenue 

9555 South Princeton 
Avenue 

Chicago, Illinois 60628 

James Gordon 
9555 South Princeton 

Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60628 

6/7/07 
9555 South Princeton 

Avenue 

6/7/07 
9555 South Princeton 

Avenue 

$100.00 

208.32 

Damage To Vehicle. 

Department Of Streets And Sanitation Bureau: 
Account Number: 100-99-4415-0934-0934. 

Name And Address Date And Location Amount 

City of Chicago Department 
of Revenue 

3942 West School Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60618 

Diana Johnson and 
GEICO Insurance 

1 Geico Center 
Macon, Georgia 31295 

1/26/08 . $ 50.00 
3304 North Harding Avenue 

1/21/07 
8438 South Yates 

Boulevard 

408.40 

Oralia Luis 
5401 South Narragansett 

Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60638 

1/22/08 
6401 West 54" Street 

466.36 
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Name And Address Date And Location Amount 

Cesar Segura 
1224 169" Street 
Hammond, Indiana 46324 

2/1/2008 $835.24 
1855 West Ogden Avenue 

Roger Vergara 
3942 West School Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60618 

1/26/08 961.94 
3304 North Harding Avenue 

AUTHORIZATION FOR PAYMENT OF SUNDRY CLAIMS 
FOR CONDOMINIUM REFUSE REBATES. 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration an order authorizing the 
payment of various condominium refuse rebate claims against the city, having had the same 
under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the 
proposed order transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed order transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 
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Veas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Mufioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 4 9 . 

Nays — None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said order as passed: 

Ordered, That the City Comptroller is authorized and directed to pay the following named 
claimants the respective amounts set opposite their names, said amounts to be paid in full 
as follows and charged to Account Number 100-99-4415-0939-0939: 

Number Of 
Eligible Units 

15 

47 

Type 

Annual - 2003 

Annual-2006 

Amount Of Rebate 

$1,125.00 

$3,048.00 

Sponsor (Ward) 

Toni Preckwinkle (4) 

Sandi Jackson (7) 

AUTHORIZATION FOR PAYMENT OF SENIOR 
CITIZEN SEWER REBATE CLAIMS. 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration an order authorizing the 
payment of senior citizen sewer rebate claims, having had the same under advisement, begs 
leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the proposed order 
transmitted herewith. 
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This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted. 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed order transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Veas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Mufioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said order as passed: 

Ordered, That the City Comptroller is authorized and directed to pay the following named 
claimants the respective amounts set opposite their names, said amounts to be paid in full 
as follows and charged to Account Number 314-99-4415-9148-0938: 

Name 

Dowd, Walter 

Dvore, Irene S. 

Elmes, James P. 

Kornelly, Elizabeth 

Kreinberg, Lewis 

Lewis, Dwight 

Malhutra, Surinder K. 

Permanent Index 
Number 

13-16-102-026-1008 

14-28-202-017-1071 

17-03-220-020-1394 

14-21-101-034-1345 

17-22-307-057-1052 

17-21-408-029-1015 

14-05-202-019-1032 

Alderman 
(Ward) 

Levar (45) 

Tunney (44) 

Reilly (42) 

Shiller (46) 

Fioretti (02) 

Dowell (03) 

Moore (49) 

Amount 

$ 50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 
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Name 
Permanent Index 

Number 
Alderman 
(Ward) Amount 

Schulz, Keith 17-04-208-029-1034 

Spinazze, Bonnie Susan 17-04-211-035-1155 

Young, Juanita M. 17-10-200-065-1129 

Reilly (42) 

Reilly (42) 

Reilly (42) 

*TOTAL AMOUNT 

50.00 

50.00 

50.00 

$500.00 

Do Not Pass - SUNDRY CLAIMS FOR VARIOUS REFUNDS. 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, Small Claims Division, to which was referred on 
November 15, 2006 and on subsequent dates, sundry claims as follows: 

Chamberiin, William 

Decantillon, Francis 

Faibvre, Lament 

Harris, Regina 

Huggins-Kornegay, Valarie J. 

Kopiec, Julie 

Marczewski, Donald C. 
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Marin, Felipe 

Marquez, Eduardo 

Martinez, Lorely 

Mason, Margaret A. 

Mazurek, Roseann M. 

McClendon, Gregory 

McClendon, Jacqueline 

Michalak, Mary 

Mihalka, Linda 

Moreno, Barry 

Mosco, John A. 

Mossuto, Peter B. 

Myers, Scott T. 

Narasimhan, Sridhar 

Nelson, Robert 

Palomino, Jamie 

Payne, Julie 

Razo, Mario 

Thodhori, Edlira 

Tomasevich, Milos 

Torres, Jose G. 
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Torres, Leon 

Toth, Timea 

Traill, Wayne 

Troche, Abdiel, Jr. 

Tsiglis, Gus 

Tsourdinis, Dina 

Urbanczyk, Andrzej 

Valentin, Loretta 

Vitacca, Barbara 

Ward, Melissa 

Weibel, Deborah 

Wilberg, Jerry 

Williams,Alice 

Williams, Tracy (2) 

Winczo, Alina 

Winston, Barbara 

Wunderiich, Meghan 

Zagorski, Russell 

having had the same under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your 
Honorable Body Do Not Pass said claims for payment. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 
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On motion of Alderman Burke, the committee's recommendation was Concurred In by yeas 
and nays as follows: 

Veas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Mufioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

Placed On File - REPORT OF SETTLEMENTS OF SUITS 
AGAINST CITY DURING MONTH OF AUGUST, 2008. 

The Committee on Finance submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Finance, having had under consideration a communication transmitting 
a list of cases in which judgments or settlements were entered into for the month 
of August, 2008, having had the same under advisement, begs leave to report and 
recommend that Your Honorable Body Place on File the list of cases transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the committee's recommendation was Concurred In and said 
list of cases and report were Placed on File. 
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COMMITTEE ON THE BUDGET AND GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS. 

AUTHORIZATION FOR SUPPLEMENTAL APPROPRIATION AND 
AMENDMENT OF YEAR 2008 ANNUAL APPROPRIATION 
ORDINANCE WITHIN FUND 925 TO REFLECT INCREASE 

IN AMOUNT OF FUNDS RECEIVED FROM FEDERAL, 
STATE, PUBLIC AND/OR PRIVATE AGENCIES. 

The Committee on the Budget and Government Operations submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on the Budget and Government Operations, having had under 
consideration an ordinance authorizing a supplemental appropriation and an amendment to 
the year 2008 Annual Appropriation Ordinance.necessary to reflect an increase in the amount 
of funds received from federal, state, public and /or private agencies, and having been 
presented with a proposed substitute ordinance by the Office of Budget and Management, 
having had the same under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your 
Honorable Body Pass the proposed substitute ordinance transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) CARRIE M. AUSTIN, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Austin, the said proposed substitute ordinance transmitted with the 
foregoing committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyie, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, 
Cochran, Brookins, Mufioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, 
Reilly, Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays — None. 
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Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

WHEREAS, The Annual Appropriation Ordinance for the year 2008 of the City of Chicago 
(the "City") contains estimates of revenues receivable as grants from agencies of the state 
and federal governments and public and private agencies; and 

WHEREAS, In accordance with Section 8 of the Annual Appropriation Ordinance, the heads 
of various departments and agencies of the City have applied to agencies of the state and 
federal governments and public and private agencies for grants to the City for various 
purposes; and 

WHEREAS, The City through its Department of Planning and Development has been 
awarded state grant funds in the amount of One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000) by 
the Illinois Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity which shall be used for the 
Addison Avenue Business Corridor project; and 

WHEREAS, The City through its Mayor's Office of Special Events has been awarded 
private grant funds in the amount of One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000) by 
The John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation, The Joyce Foundation, The Chicago 
Community Trust, and The Gaylord and Dorothy Donnelley Foundation which shall be used 
for the Chicago Jazz Partnership Sponsorship project; and 

WHEREAS, The City through its Department of Public Heath ("Health") has been awarded 
additional federal grant funds in the amount of One Hundred Two Thousand Dollars 
($102,000) by the United States Department of Health and Human Services ("U.S.D.H.H.S."), 
Health Resources and Services Administration ("H.R.S.A."), which shall be used for the 
Minority AIDS Initiative Programs for Part A Grantees; and 

WHEREAS, The City through Health has been awarded additional federal grant funds in 
the amount of Four Thousand Dollars ($4,000) by U.S.D.H.H.S., H.R.S.A., which shall be 
used for the Ryan White HIV Care Act: Title III HIV Early Intervention project; and 

WHEREAS, The City through Health has been awarded federal grant funds in the amount 
of One Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($150,000) by U.S.D.H.H.S., Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention, which shall be used for the STD Surveillance Network S.S.U.N, 
project; and 

WHEREAS, The City through its Mayor's Office for People with Disabilities has been 
awarded private funds in the amount of Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000) by the Chicago 
Community Trust which shall be used for the 2016 Olympic Fund for Chicago Neighborhoods 
project; and 

WHEREAS, The City through its Independent Police Review Authority has been awarded 
private grant funds in the amount of Twenty-five Thousand ($25,000) by the John D. and 
Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation which shall be used for the Independent Police Review 
Authority ("I.P.R.A.") Professional Training project; and 
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WHEREAS, The City through its Department of Streets and Sanitation has been awarded 
private grant funds in the amount of Twelve Thousand Dollars ($12,000) by the Park Hyatt 
Chicago which shall be used for the Park Hyatt Chicago hotel in connection with the Targeted 
Tree Planting Program; now, therefore. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The sum of Five Hundred Forty-three Thousand Dollars ($543,000), not 
previously appropriated, representing increased grant awards, has become available for 
appropriation for the year 2008. 

SECTION 2. The sum of Five Hundred Forty-three Thousand Dollars ($543,000), not 
previously appropriated, is hereby appropriated from Fund 925 - Grant Funds for the 
year 2008. The Annual Appropriation Ordinance is hereby amended by striking the words 
and figures and adding the words and figures indicated in the attached Exhibit A which is 
hereby made a part hereof. 

SECTION 3. To the extent that any ordinance, resolution, rule, order or provision of the 
Municipal Code of Chicago, or part thereof, is in conflict with the provisions of this ordinance, 
the provisions of this ordinance shall control. If any section, paragraph, clause or provision 
of this ordinance shall be held invalid, the invalidity of such section, paragraph, clause or 
provision shall not affect any of the other provisions of this ordinance. The City Clerk shall 
provide to the Corporation Counsel, without charge, certified copies of this ordinance in such 
amount as shall be requested by the Corporation Counsel. 

SECTION 
approval. 

4. This ordinance shall be in full force and effect upon its passage and 

Exhibit "A" referred to in this ordinance reads as follows: 

Exhibit "A". 

Amendment To The 2008 Appropriation Ordinance. 

Code Department And Item 
Strike 

Amount 
Add 

Amount 

Estimate Of Grant Revenue For 2008 

Awards from Agencies of the 
Federal Government $1,279,918,261 $1,280,174,261 
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Strike 
Amount 

$198,629,000 

$ 69,517,000 

Add 
Amount 

$198,729,000 

$ 69,704,000 

Code Department And Item 

Awards from Agencies of the 
State Government 

Award from Public/Private Agencies 

925 ~ Grant Funds 

8 Department Of Planning And Development: 

Addison Avenue Business Corridor $ 100,000 

24 Mayor's Office Of Special Events: 

Chicago Jazz Partnership Sponsorship 100,000 

41 Department Of Public Health: 

Minority AIDS Initiative Program for 
Part A Grantees 

Ryan White HIV Care Act: Title III HIV 
Early Intervention 

STD Surveillance Network SSUN 

48 Mayor's Office For People With Disabilities: 

2016 Olympic Fund for Chicago Neighborhoods . 50,000 

56 Independent Police Review Authority: 

I.P.R.A. Professional Training 25,000 

81 Department Of Streets And Sanitation: 

Park Hyatt Chicago 12,000 

$1,788,000 

515,000 

$ 1,890,000 

519,000 

150,000 
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AUTHORIZATION OF TRANSFER OF FUNDS FOR YEAR 2008 WITHIN 
CITY COUNCIL COMMITTEE ON HUMAN RELATIONS. 

The Committee on the Budget and Government Operations submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on the Budget and Government Operations, having had under 
consideration an ordinance authorizing a transfer of funds within the City Council Committee 
on Human Relations, and having had the same under advisement, begs leave to report and 
recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the proposed ordinance transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. . . 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) CARRIE M. AUSTIN, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Austin, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, LyIe, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

WHEREAS, The City of Chicago is a home rule unit of government as defined in Article VII, 
Section 6(a) of the Illinois Constitution and, as such, may exercise any power and perform 
any function pertaining to its government and affairs; and 

WHEREAS, The management of its finances is a matter pertaining to the government and 
affairs of the City of Chicago; now, therefore. 
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Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The City Comptroller and the City Treasurer are authorized and directed to 
make the following transfer of funds for the year 2008. This transfer will leave sufficient 
unencumbered appropriations to meet all liabilities that have been or may be incurred during 
the year 2007 payable from such appropriations: 

FROM: 

Purpose Fund 
Code 
Department Account Amount 

For Personal 
Services 100 15-2286 0000 $10,000 

TO: 

Purpose Fund 
Code 
Department Account Amount 

For Commodities 
and Materials 100 15-2286 0300 $10,000 

SECTION 2. The sole purpose of this transfer of funds is to provide funds to meet 
necessary obligations in the City Council Committee on Human Relations during the 
year 2008. 

SECTION 3. This ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage. 

AUTHORIZATION FOR EXECUTION OF INTERGOVERNMENTAL 
AGREEMENT WITH CHICAGO HOUSING AUTHORITY FOR 
PROVISION OF PROFESSIONAL SERVICES TO GOLDEN 

DINERS PROGRAM IN CHICAGO HOUSING 
AUTHORITY SENIOR BUILDINGS. 

The Committee on the Budget and Government Operations submitted the following report: 
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CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on the Budget and Government Operations,, having had under 
consideration an ordinance authorizing the execution of an intergovernmental agreement 
between the Department of Senior Services and the Chicago Housing Authority (C.H.A.) 
necessary for enhanced supervision of the Golden Diner Program in specified C.H.A. Senior 
Buildings and having had the same under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend 
that Your Honorable Body Pass the proposed ordinance transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) CARRIE M. AUSTIN, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Austin, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, LyIe, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays — None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

WHEREAS, The City of Chicago (the "City") is a home rule municipality as described in 
Section 6(a), Article VII of the 1970 Constitution of the State of Illinois; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago Housing Authority, a municipal corporation (the "C.H.A."), is 
engaged in the development and operation of safe, decent and sanitary housing throughout 
the City of Chicago for low-income families; and 
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WHEREAS, The City's Department of Senior Services (the "C.D.o.S.S.") provides and 
operates the Golden Diner program ("Program") for senior citizens living in, among other 
locations, the C.H.A.'s senior buildings; and 

WHEREAS, The C.H.A. desires to have C.D.o.S.S. provide certain staff nutrition 
supervisors ("Supervisors") to oversee the administration of the Program in certain 
C.H.A. senior buildings ("Buildings") and to oversee the daily on-site operations and 
administrative tasks performed for the Program by hospitality workers at the Buildings; and 

WHEREAS, C.D.o.S.S. states that it is ready, willing and able to provide Supervisors for 
the operation of the Program in the Buildings; and 

WHEREAS, The C.H.A. and the City have the authority to enter into an intergovernmental 
agreement pursuant to the Intergovernmental Cooperation Act, 5 ILCS 220/1, et seq.; and 

WHEREAS, The C.H.A. proposes an intergovernmental agreement ("Agreement"), 
pursuant to which the C.H.A. will engage the City to provide Supervisors for the operation of 
the Program in the Buildings and, on December 18, 2007, the Board of Commissioners of the 
C.H.A. authorized the C.H.A. to enter into the Agreement; now, therefore. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The above recitals are incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein. 

SECTION 2. Subject to the approval of the Corporation Counsel as to form and legality, 
the Commissioner of C.D.o.S.S. ("Commissioner") or his or her delegate is hereby authorized 
to execute and deliver the Agreement with C.H.A. in substantially the form attached hereto 
as Exhibit A, with such changes therein as the Commissioner may approve, provided that 
such changes do not amend any essential terms of the Agreement (execution of the 
Agreement by the Commissioner or his or her delegate constituting conclusive evidence of 
such approval), and to enter into and execute all such other agreements and instruments and 
to perform any and all acts as shall be necessary or advisable in connection with the 
implementation of the Agreement. 

SECTION 3. The Commissioner is hereby authorized to enter into and execute all such 
delegate agency agreements as shall be necessary or advisable in connection with the 
implementation of the Agreement 

SECTION 4. To the extent that any current ordinance, resolution, rule, order or provision 
of the Municipal Code of Chicago, or part thereof, is in conflict with the provisions of this 
ordinance, the provisions of this ordinance shall control. If any section, paragraph, clause or 
provision of this ordinance shall be held invalid, the invalidity of such section, paragraph, 
clause, or provision shall not affect any of the other provisions of this ordinance. 

SECTION 5. This ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after the date of its 
passage and approval. 

Exhibit "A" referred to in this ordinance reads as follows: 
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Exhibit "A". 
(To Ordinance) 

Intergovernmental Agreement 

For Professional Sen/ices 

Between 
The City Of Chicago Acting Through Its 

Department Of Senior Sen/ices 

And 

The Chicago Housing Authority 
(Senior Sen/ices). 

This Intergovernmental Agreement for Professional Services (the "Agreement") is made as 
of this first (1 '̂) day of January, 2008 (the "Effective Date") by and between the Chicago 
Housing Authority ("C.H.A."), a municipal corporation of the State of Illinois and the City of 
Chicago, a municipal corporation and home rule unit of the State of Illinois acting through its 
Department of Senior Services ("C.D.o.S.S."). 

Recitals. 

Whereas, The C.H.A. is engaged in the development and operation of safe, decent and 
sanitary housing throughout the City of Chicago for low-income families in accordance with 
the United States Housing Act of 1937, 42 USC §1437, et seq.; regulations promulgated by 
the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development ("H.U.D."), and the State 
Housing Authorities Act, 310 ILCS 10/1, et seq., as amended, and other applicable laws, 
regulations and ordinances; and 

Whereas, C.D.o.S.S. provides and operates the Golden Diner Program ("Program") for 
senior citizens living throughout the City of Chicago including a number of C.H.A.'s senior 
buildings, which Program is funded primarily under the authority of the federal Older 
Americans Act through a grant from the United States Department of Human Services to the 
Illinois Department on Aging ("I.D.O.A."), and a subgrant of said funds from I.D.O.A. to 
C.D.o.S.S.; and 

Whereas, The C.H.A. desires to have C.D.o.S.S. provide certain staff nutrition supervisors 
("Supervisors") to oversee the administration of the Program in certain C.H.A. senior buildings 
("Buildings") as set forth in (Sub)Exhibit A, which is attached hereto and incorporated by 
reference herein, and to oversee the daily on-site operations and administrative tasks 
performed for the Program by hospitality workers at the Buildings; and 
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Whereas, The C.D.o.S.S. is ready, willing and able to provide the Supervisors as more 
specifically provided herein; and 

Whereas, The C.H.A. and the C.D.o.S.S. have authority to enter into intergovernmental 
agreements such as this Agreement pursuant to the Intergovernmental Cooperation 
Act, 5 ILCS 220/1, et seq., and the Housing Cooperation Law, 310 ILCS 15/1, et seq.; and 

Whereas, The C.H.A. and the C.D.o.S.S. desire to enter into this Agreement to permit 
C.D.o.S.S. to provide Supervisors to oversee the administration of the Program and the daily 
operations and administrative tasks performed for the Program by hospitality workers at the 
Buildings; 

Now, Therefore, In consideration of the mutual promises and the terms and conditions set 
forth herein, the C.H.A. and the C.D.o.S.S. do hereby agree as follows: 

Article 1. 

Incorporation Of Recitals. 

The recitals set forth above are incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein. 

Article 2. 

C.D.o.S.S.' Duties And Responsibilities. 

Section 2.01 Services To Be Performed. 

A. Scope Of Services. 

The services which the C.D.o.S.S. shall provide under this Agreement are described in 
this Article 2 (collectively, the "Services"). The C.D.o.S.S. shall provide the Services in 
accordance with the standards of performance set forth in Section 2.02. Such Services 
include, but are not limited to, the following: 

1. Provide two (2) Supervisors, who will be scheduled to work from 8:30 A.M. 
to 4:30 P.M. daily, Monday through Friday. 

2. The activities of the Supervisors shall include, but not be limited to the following: 

a. The Supervisors shall report daily to C.D.o.S.S.' Regional, unless prior 
arrangements have been made and approved by the C.D.o.S.S.' Regional 
Director. 
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b. The Supervisors shall ensure that the hospitality workers and volunteers are 
following standard C.D.o.S.S. rules and procedures in the operation of the 
Program. 

c. Supervisors shall ensure that each Building is staffed with appropriate 
hospitality workers and volunteers to serve meals. If a hospitality worker is 
absent and there are no other hospitality workers assigned to that Building, 
the Supervisors shall assign another hospitality worker from another Building 
for that day, or the Supervisor shall staff that site himself/herself for that day 
whenever possible. 

d. The Supervisors shall be responsible for coordinating, monitoring and 
implementing the ongoing congregate dining nutrition program that C.D.o.S.S. 
operates at each of the Buildings. 

e. The Supervisors shall review and approve meal orders for each of their 
assigned Buildings to ensure that the appropriate meal order is placed in 
accordance with expected participation. 

f. The Supervisors shall ensure that one educational or recreational 
supplemental health screening program occurs per quarter per site. 

g. The Supervisors shall coordinate C.D.o.S.S. citywide and regional activities 
at the Buildings with host agency staff and volunteers. 

h. The Supervisors shall participate in C.D.o.S.S. community meetings, 
conferences, workshops and in-service training as needed. 

i. The Supervisors shall act as community liaison for each of the Buildings 
between the nutrition sites and senior citizen groups, clubs and agencies. 

3. Comply with the requirement that all information maintained on persons served under 
this Agreement remains confidential and shall be protected by C.D.o.S.S. from 
unauthorized disclosure, except to the extent that any such information is required 
to be reported to I.D.O.A. 

4. To train staff and oversee food preparation, food serving and cleaning activities to 
ensure proper food safety for the Program. 

B. Deliverables. 

The C.D.o.S.S. shall prepare certain deliverables for the C.H.A. as required by this 
Agreement, which consist of work product from performing the Services that include, but 
are not limited to, documents, data, studies, reports, findings or information in any form 
prepared or assembled either in hard copy or on diskette (collectively, "Deliverables"). In 
the discretion of the C.D.o.S.S., the Deliverables may also be provided to the LD.O.A.. If, 
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in the sole judgment of the C.H.A., any Deliverables do not meet the intended level of 
completion or standard of performance specified in this Agreement, the C.H.A. shall inform 
the C.D.o.S.S. of the problem and the parties will work cooperatively to resolve it. 

Section 2.02 Performance Standards. 

The C.D.o.S.S. shall perform all Services required of it under this Agreement with that 
degree of skill, care and diligence normally shown by an entity performing services of a 
scope, purpose and magnitude comparable with the nature of the Services to be provided 
under this Agreement. The C.D.o.S.S. shall at all times use its best efforts to assure quality, 
timeliness, efficiency and creativity in rendering and completing the Services. The C.D.o.S.S. 
agrees that performing the Services in a satisfactory manner includes quickly responding to 
C.H.A.'s needs when those needs are clearly conveyed to the C.D.o.S.S. 

The C.H.A. shall direct all questions regarding program operations to C.D.o.S.S.' 
Commissioner. Disputes over program operations that cannot be resolved shall be treated 
under Article 5 hereof. 

Section 2.03 Ownership Of Documents; Records And Reports. 

A. All Deliverables or information in any form prepared or assembled by, or provided to, 
the C.D.o.S.S. under this Agreement are the property of the C.H.A., but the C.H.A. 
hereby grants C.D.o.S.S. a royalty-free, non-exclusive and irrevocable license to 
reproduce, publish or otherwise use such reports or information/data prepared or 
assembled by C.D.o.S.S. under this Agreement for government purposes. In addition, 
the C.H.A. hereby grants the C.D.o.S.S. the right to provide a copy of the Deliverables 
to the I.D.O.A., if required under C.D.o.S.S.' subgrant agreement with I.D.O.A.. 
During the performance of its Services, the C.D.o.S.S. shall be responsible for any 
loss or damage to such Deliverables while in the C.D.o.S.S.' possession and shall 
restore any lost or damaged Deliverables and information at the C.D.o.S.S.' sole cost 
and expense. 

B. The C.D.o.S.S. shall maintain all books, records, documents, and adopt a system of 
accounting in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles and 
practices, to properly reflect all costs of whatever nature claimed to have been 
incurred or anticipated to be incurred or in connection with the C.D.o.S.S.' 
performance under this Agreement. In addition, the C.D.o.S.S. shall keep such books, 
records and documents in a safe place and make them available for audit, 
examination, excerpt, and transcription to be conducted by the C.H.A., H.U.D., the 
Comptroller General of the United States or their duly authorized representatives, and 
allow inspection, copying and abstracting for at least three (3) years after the final 
payment is made in connection with this Agreement and all other pending matters are 
closed or as otherwise may be required under applicable law. 
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Section 2.04 Audit Requirement. 

The C.H.A. retains an irrevocable right to independently or, through a third party, audit the 
C.D.o.S.S.' books and records pertaining to this Agreement and disallow any inappropriate 
billings upon written notice to the C.D.o.S.S. 

Section 2.05 Confidentiality. 

The C.D.o.S.S. agrees that all Deliverables, reports and documents prepared or assembled 
by the C.D.o.S.S. pursuant to this Agreement are to remain confidential, except for statistical 
compilations or other uses of the material by C.D.o.S.S. or the I.D.O.A. that do not violate 
federal privacy or confidentiality rules or laws. Further, the C.D.o.S.S. agrees that the reports 
and documents shall not be made available to any individual or organization, other than to 
courts of competent jurisdiction or administrative agencies pursuant to a subpoena, or to an 
agency of the Federal or State Government (including the I.D.O.A.), or as may be required 
in response to a request under the Freedom of Information Act ("F.O.I.A."), without the prior 
written approval of the C.H.A.. C.D.o.S.S. shall notify the C.H.A. of any such request or 
subpoena for information immediately, but in any event prior to the required disclosure date. 

Section 2.06 Subcontracts And Assignments. 

The C.D.o.S.S. shall not assign or subcontract this Agreement, or any portion thereof, 
without the express written approval of the C.H.A.. The absence of such express written 
approval shall void the attempted assignment, delegation or transfer and shall be of no effect 
as to the Services or this Agreement. 

The C.D.o.S.S. shall not transfer or assign any funds or claims due or which may become 
due under this Agreement without the prior written approval of the C.H.A.. The attempted 
transfer or assignment of any funds, either in whole or in part, or any interest therein, which 
shall be due or to become due to the C.D.o.S.S. without such prior written approval shall have 
no effect. The C.H.A. expressly reserves the right to assign or otherwise transfer all or any 
part of its rights or interests hereunder. 

Section 2.07 Patents And Copyrights. 

To the extent applicable, the C.H.A. reserves a nonexclusive, perpetual and irrevocable 
license to reproduce, publish or otherwise use, and to authorize others to use, for C.H.A. or 
H.U.D. purposes, including, but not limited to, commercial exploitation: (a) the copyright or 
patent in any work developed or discovered in the performance of the Services under this 
Agreement, and (b) any right of copyright or patent to which the C.D.o.S.S. purchases 
ownership with funds awarded pursuant to this Agreement for the purpose of meeting the 
objectives of this Agreement. However, C.D.o.S.S. is granted a royalty-free, non-exclusive 
and irrevocable license to reproduce, publish or othenwise use such copyright or patent in any 
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work developed or discovered in the performance of the Services under this Agreement for 
government purposes. 

Section 2.08 Force Majeure. 

In the event of war, flood, riot, epidemic, act of governmental authority in its sovereign 
capacity or act of God during the term of this Agreement, neither the C.H.A. nor the 
C.D.o.S.S. shall be liable to the other party for any nonperformance under this Agreement 
resulting from such event. 

Article 2A. 

C.H.A.'s Duties And Responsibilities. 

During the term of the Agreement, C.H.A. agrees to: 

1. Operate the Nutrition Site in accordance with policies and procedures of the 
Chicago Department of Senior Services as outlined in the "Congregate Site 
Guidelines" and agrees: 

A. To operate the Nutrition Site five (5) days per week. The sites must be 
closed on the following major holidays: New Year's Day, Labor Day, 
Memorial Day, Independence Day, Thanksgiving Day and Christmas Day. 
The sites may elect to be closed on the following other City designated 
holidays: Lincoln's Birthday, Washington's Birthday, Pulaski Day, Dr. Martin 
Luther King's Birthday, Columbus Day, Veteran's Day, or other days as long 
as arranged by prior agreement with the Chicago Department of Senior 
Services. 

B. To operate the nutrition sites in accordance with state and local codes and 
standards of fire, health, safety, sanitation and accessibility as prescribed 
under the laws or regulations. It is expressly understood that C.H.A.'s 
facilities are currently compliant with state and local codes, as applicable to 
the C.H.A. However, C.D.o.S.S. shall ensure that its staff does not make 
any alterations or changes to C.H.A.'s facilities that would make such 
facilities be out of compliance with state and local codes and standards. 

C. To provide adequate space and appropriate facilities during food prep and 
set up time and through the clean up time. C.H.A. must provide comfortable 
dining conditions and allow recreational activities for the participants at the 
nutrition sites and ensure that the Golden Diners participants are neither 
displaced nor confined to accommodate other agency activities in the space 
designated for the Golden Diners Program. 
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D. To maintain a minimum daily average attendance of at least thirty (30) 
participants at each nutrition site. If a site does not maintain this average, 
C.D.o.S.S. shall confer with the C.H.A. on possible solutions to this 
problem, but C.D.o.S.S. retains the right thereafter to close the site due to 
low participation. 

E. To provide outreach in C.H.A. buildings to the mobility limited, isolated, 
vulnerable, disadvantaged elderly to afford them the opportunity to 
participate in the Nutrition Program. 

F. To designate an agency partner who is an employee of the C.H.A. or its 
management company to attend training and workshop sessions necessary 
for the effective administration of the sites as required by C.D.o.S.S. 

G. C.H.A. will provide securable facilities for the safekeeping of the caterer's 
equipment left on the premises at each site. Such items may include steam 
tables, coffee making equipment, pans, covers, reusable containers and 
carriers left for use at the sites and paper supplies and plastic utensils. 

H. C.H.A. will provide securable facilities for the safekeeping of the caterer's 
equipment (if catered site) left on the premises at each site. Subject 
responsibility may include steam tables, coffee making equipment, pans, 
covers, reusable containers and carriers left for use at the sites and paper 
supplies and plastic utensils. 

1. C.H.A. will provide securable facilities for the safekeeping of the daily cash 
contributions as collected from the program participants. The Chicago 
Department of Senior Services will provide a locking cabinet within which the 
contributions will be stored. The co-sponsoring agency is responsible for 
the placement of the cabinet in a secure location near the dining area. 

J. To provide adequate maintenance to ensure that the facilities utilized by the 
Nutrition Program are clean, safe and in good repair. 

K. To provide a refrigerator (and stove where appropriate) for each site to be 
used for the Nutrition Program and to ensure the proper maintenance and 
repair of such equipment. Repair and maintenance of equipment owned by 
the co-sponsoring agency and used in the Nutrition Program is the 
responsibility of the co-sponsoring agency. 

L. To provide space for the Chicago Department of Senior Services on a 
bulletin board for posting the menu cycle, and other Chicago Department of 
Senior Services information and fact sheets, at each site. 

M. To correct any Chicago Board of Health violations as indicated through 
inspections. Co-sponsohng agency is responsible for attending 
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N. 

administrative hearings regarding violation(s) and payment of fines resulting 
from judgments. Repeated violations may be cause for removal of the 
Program from said facility. 

To comply with the requirement that all other information maintained on 
persons served underthis Agreement are confidential and shall be protected 
by the co-sponsoring agency from unauthorized disclosure. 

Article 3. 

Term Of Agreement. 

Section 3.01 Term. 

This Agreement shall commence on the effective date and continue through December 31, 
2008, or until the Agreement is terminated in accordance with its terms, whichever occurs 
first. 

Article 4. 

Compensation. 

Section 4.01 Amount Of Compensation. 

The C.H.A. shall pay to the C.D.o.S.S. for the performance of this Agreement, a sum not 
to exceed One Hundred Forty-four Thousand Seven Hundred Seventy-six and no/100 
Dollars ($144,776.00). When received, the C.D.o.S.S. hereby appropriates such funds to 
the following City funding strip: 08-076-47-2005-0005-EM70. 

The C.D.o.S.S. agrees not to perform, and waives any and all claims of payment for work 
which would result in billings beyond the Agreement price unless the parties have executed 
a written amendment to this Agreement authorizing said additional work and the payment 
therefor. The C.D.o.S.S. recognizes and acknowledges that it has an affirmative duty to 
monitor its performance and billings to insure that the scope of work is completed within this 
not-to-exceed amount. 

Section 4.02 Payment. 

C.D.o.S.S. shall submit sufficiently detailed invoices that support payroll costs in 
accordance with the Budget attached as (Sub)Exhibit B hereto and incorporated by reference 
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as if fully set forth herein and as required by this Agreement to the C.H.A. on a monthly basis. 
The C.H.A. will make its best efforts to make payment for services rendered under this 
contract within thirty (30) days upon submission of the invoices by the C.D.o.S.S.. The 
C.H.A. shall direct all payments and questions regarding billing to the Chicago Department 
of Senior Services, Finance and Administration Unit, 30 North LaSalle Street, Suite 2320. 
Disputes over billings that cannot be resolved shall be treated under Article 5 hereof. 

Section 4.03 Non-Appropriation. 

Funding for this Agreement is subject to 1)availability of Federal funds from H.U.D., 2) the 
approval of funding by C.H.A.'s Board of Commissioners. In the event that no funds or 
insufficient funds are appropriated and budgeted in any fiscal period of the C.H.A. for 
payments to be made under this Agreement, then the C.H.A. may notify the C.D.o.S.S. of 
such occurrence and this Agreement shall terminate on the earlier of the last day of the fiscal 
period for which sufficient appropriation was made or when the funds appropriated for 
payment under this Agreement are exhausted. No payments shall be made or due to 
C.D.o.S.S. underthis Agreement beyond those amounts appropriated and budgeted by the 
C.H.A. to fund payments hereunder. 

Article 5. 

Disputes. 

A dispute between the C.H.A. and the C.D.o.S.S. involving this Agreement that has not 
been resolved, shall be referred to the Commissionerof the C.D.o.S.S. ("Commissioner") and 
the C.H.A.'s Chief Executive Officer ("C.E.O."). Either party may give written notice of the 
dispute to both the Commissioner and the C.E.O., who shall meet within thirty (30) days of 
notification to resolve the dispute. In the event the Commissioner and the C.E.O. fail to 
resolve the dispute, each party may pursue its remedies at law, and shall endeavor to do so 
within one (1) year of the date notification of the dispute is given. 

Article 6. 

Risk Management. 

Section 6.01 Insurance To Be Provided By C.D.o.S.S. 

The C.D.o.S.S. shall procure, pay for and maintain at all times during the term of this 
Agreement the types of insurance specified below. 
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1. Workers' Compensation And Employer's Liability. 

Workers' Compensation and Occupational Disease Insurance in accordance with 
the laws of the State of Illinois covering all employees who are to provide a service 
under this Agreement and Employers Liability Coverage with limits of not less than 
One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000) for each accident or illness. 

2. Commercial General Liability (Primary And Umbrella). 

Commercial Liability Insurance or equivalent with limits of not less than Five 
Hundred Thousand Dollars ($500,000) per occurrence for bodily injury, personal 
injury and property damage liability. 

3. Automobile Liability. 

When any motor vehicles (owned, non-owned and hired) are used in connection 
with the Services to be performed, the C.D.o.S.S. shall provide Comprehensive 
Automobile Liability Insurance with limits of not less than Five Hundred Thousand 
Dollars ($500,000) per occurrence for bodily injury and property damage. 

Self-Insurance. The C.H.A. acknowledges that C.D.o.S.S. is self-insured for the insurance 
requirements required by the C.H.A. 

Article 7. 

Termination. 

Either party may terminate this Agreement, or any portion of the Services to be performed 
under it, at any time by giving sixty (60) days notice in writing to the other party. 

Article 8. 

Special Conditions. 

Section 8.01 Warranties And Representations. 

In connection with the execution of this Agreement, the C.D.o.S.S. warrants and represents: 
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A. That the C.D.o.S.S. and, to the best of its knowledge, its subcontractors, are not in 
violation of 18 U.S.C. §666(a)(1) and the Illinois Criminal Code, 720 ILCS 5/33E-1, 
et seq. (1989), as amended; the C.D.o.S.S. certifies that it has read the provisions 
of 18 U.S.C. §666(a)(2) and the Illinois Criminal Code, 720 ILCS 5/33E-1, et seq. 
and warrants that it and its officers and employees will comply with the provisions 
set forth therein. The C.D.o.S.S. further warrants that it has read the C.H.A.'s 
Ethics Policy adopted January 16, 2001, as amended and hereby agrees to comply 
with its provisions; and 

B. That the C.D.o.S.S. shall obtain prior written approval from C.H.A. to use the H.U.D. 
funds in any way other than as specified in this Agreement. 

Section 8.02 Conflict Of Interest. 

A. No member of the governing body of the C.H.A. or other units of government and no 
other officer, employee, or agent of the C.H.A. or other unit of government who 
exercises any functions or responsibilities in connection with the Services to which 
this Agreement pertains, shall have any personal interest, direct or indirect, in this 
Agreement. No member of or delegate to the Congress of the United States or the 
Illinois General Assembly and/or C.H.A. employee shall be entitled to any share or 
part of this Agreement or to any financial benefit arising from it. > 

The C.D.o.S.S. covenants that it and its employees, and its subcontractors presently 
have no interest and shall acquire no interest, direct or indirect, in this Agreement 
which would conflict in any manner or degree with the performance of the Services 
hereunder. The C.D.o.S.S. further covenants that in the performance of this 
Agreement no person having any such interest shall be employed. 

Additionally, pursuant to the conflict of interest requirements in OMS Circular A102 
and 24 CFR §85.36(b)(3), no person who is an employee, agent, consultant, officer, 
or appointed official of the C.H.A. and who exercises or has exercised any functions 
or responsibilities with respect to H.U.D. assisted activities, or who is in a position to 
participate in a decision making process or gain inside information with regard to such 
H.U.D. activities, may obtain a financial interest or benefit from the activity, or have 
an interest in any contract, subcontract, or agreement with respect thereto, or the 
proceeds thereunder, either for himself or herself or for those whom he or she has 
family or business ties, during his or her tenure or for one year thereafter. 

B. Furthermore, the C.D.o.S.S. represents that it is and will remain in compliance with 
federal restrictions on lobbying set forth in Section 319 of the Department of the 
Interior and Related Agencies Appropriations Act for Fiscal year 1990, 31 U.S.C. 
Subsection 1352, and related rules and regulations set forth at 54 Fed. 
Reg. 52,309 ff. (1989), as amended. 
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Section 8.03 Non-Liability Of Public Officials. 

No official, employee or agent of either party shall be charged personally by the other party, 
or by any assignee or subcontractor of either party, with any liability or expenses of defense 
or be held personally liable to either party under any term or provision of this Agreement, 
because of either party's execution or attempted execution, or because of any breach hereof. 

Section 8.04 Independent Contractor. 

C.D.o.S.S. shall perform underthis Agreement as an independent contractor to the C.H.A. 
and not as a representative, employee, agent, joint venturer or partner of the C.H.A. 

Section 8.05 Section 3, H.U.D. Act Of 1968. 

The work to be performed under this Agreement is on a project assisted under a program 
providing direct federal financial assistance from H.U.D. and is subject to the requirements 
of Section 3 of the H.U.D. Act of 1968, as amended, 12 U.S.C. 1701u. The C.D.o.S.S. 
agrees that it will comply with the provisions of Section 3 and the regulations issued pursuant 
thereto by the Secretary of H.U.D .set forth in 24 C.F.R. part 135, and all applicable rules and 
orders of H.U.D. issued thereunder. C.D.o.S.S. certifies and agrees that it is under no 
contractual or other disability, which'Would prevent it from complying with these requirements. 

Article 9. 

General Conditions. 

Section 9.01 Entire Agreement. 

This Agreement, comprised of this Agreement and the exhibits attached hereto and 
incorporated herein, shall constitute the entire agreement between the parties and no other 
warranties, inducements, considerations, promises, or interpretations shall be implied or 
impressed upon this Agreement that are not expressly addressed herein and therein. 

Section 9.02 Counterparts. 

This Agreement may be comprised of several identical counterparts, each to be fully 
executed by the parties and each to be deemed an original having identical legal effect. 

Section 9.03 Amendments. 

No changes, amendments, modification, or discharge of this Agreement, or any part 
thereof, shall be valid unless in writing and signed by the authorized agent of the C.D.o.S.S. 
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and by the Chief Executive Officer of the C.H.A. or his respective designees. The C.H.A. 
shall incur no liability for additional Services without a written amendment to this Agreement 
pursuant to this section. 

Section 9.04 Compliance With All Laws/Governmental Orders. 

A. The C.D:o.S.S. shall at all times observe and comply with all applicable laws, 
ordinances, rules, regulations and executive orders of the federal, state and local 
government, now existing or hereinafter in effect, which may in any manner affect the 
performance of this Agreement including, but not limited to, the Uniform 
Administrative Requirements contained in 24 C.F.R. Section 85.1, et seq., (1993), as 
amended; Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1967 (42 U.S.C. 2000d, et seq.); Fair 
Housing Act (42 U.S.C. 3601-20, et seq., Executive Order 11063, as amended by 
Executive Order 12259; Age Discrimination Act of 1975 (42 U.S.C. 6101, et seq.); 
Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (29 U.S.C. 794); Davis-Bacon Act, as amended (40 U.S.C. 
276a-276a-5); Contract Work Hours and Safety Standards Act (40 U.S.C. 327, et 
seq.); National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (24 C.F.R. Part 58); Clean Air Act 
(42 U.S.C. 7401, etseq.) Federal Water Pollution Control Act (33 U.S.C. 1251, 
et seq.), as amended; Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973 (42 U.S.C. 4106); 
Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Development Acquisition Policies 
Act of 1970 (42 U.S.C. 4601); Executive Order 11246, as amended by Executive 
Orders 12086 and 11375; Lead-Based Paint Poisoning Prevention Act (42 U.S.C. 
4831 (b)); Executive Order 12372; Copeland "Anti-Kickback" Act (18 U.S.C. §874 and 
40 U.S.C. §276); Byrd "Anti-Lobbying" Amendment (31 U.S.C. §1352); Drug Free 
Workplace Act of 1968 (41 U.S.C. 701, et seq.); and Debarment and Suspension 
(Executive Orders 12549 and 12689). Additionally, the C.D.o.S.S. shall comply with 
the applicable provisions of 0MB Circulars A-133, A-102, A-122, A-110 and A-87, as 
amended, succeeded or revised and the Mandatory Standards and Policies relating 
to energy efficiency which are contained in the State Energy Conservation Plan 
issued in compliance with Energy Policy and Conservation Act (Pub. L 94-163, 89 
Stat. 871). Provision(s) required by law, ordinances, rules, regulations, or executive 
orders to be inserted shall be deemed inserted whether or not they appear in this 
Agreement or, upon application by either party, this Agreement shall forthwith be 
amended to literally make such insertion. However, in no event shall the failure to 
insert such provisions prevent the enforcement of this Agreement. 

B. The C.D.o.S.S. shall take such actions as may be necessary to comply promptly with 
any and all governmental orders imposed by any duly constituted government 
authority whether imposed by federal, state, county or municipal authority. 

Section 9.05 Governing Law. 

This Agreement shall be governed as to performance and interpretation in accordance with 
the laws of the State of Illinois. Each party hereby irrevocably submits itself to the original 
jurisdiction of those courts located within the County of Cook, State of Illinois, with regard to 
any controversy arising out of, relating to, or in any way concerning the execution or 
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performance of this Agreement. Each party agrees that service of process on each party 
may be made, at the option of the other party, either by registered or certified mail addressed 
to the applicable office as provided for in this Agreement, by registered or certified mail 
addressed to the office actually maintained by each party. If any action is brought by either 
party concerning this Agreement, the action shall only be brought in those courts located 
within the County of Cook, State of Illinois. 

Section 9.06 Severability. 

If any provisions of this Agreement shall be held or deemed to be or shall in fact be 
inoperative or unenforceable as applied in any particular case in any jurisdiction or in all 
cases because it conflicts with any other provision or provisions hereof or of any constitution, 
statute, ordinance, rule of law or public policy, or for any other reason, such circumstances 
shall not have the effect of rendering the provision in question inoperative or unenforceable 
in any other case or circumstances, or of rendering any other provision or provisions herein 
contained invalid, inoperative or unenforceable to any extent whatever. The invalidity of any 
one or more phrases, sentences, clauses or sections contained in this Agreement shall not 
affect the remaining portions of this Agreement or any part thereof. 

Section 9.07 Interpretation. 

Any headings of this Agreement are for convenience of reference only and do not define 
or limit the provisions thereof. Words of any gender shall be deemed and construed to 
include correlative words of the other gender. Words importing the singular number shall 
include the plural number and vice versa, unless the context shall otherwise indicate. All 
references to any exhibit or document shall be deemed to include all supplements and/or 
amendments to any such exhibits or documents entered into in accordance with the terms 
and conditions hereof and thereof. All references to any person or entity shall be deemed 
to include any person or entity succeeding to the rights, duties and obligations of such 
persons or entities in accordance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement. 

Section 9.08 Assigns. 

All of the terms and conditions of this Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the 
benefit of the parties hereto and their respective legal representatives, successors, 
transferees and assigns. 

Section 9.09 Cooperation. 

The C.D.o.S.S. agrees at all times to cooperate fully with the C.H.A. and to act in the 
C.H.A.'s best interests. If this Agreement is terminated for any reason, or if it is to expire on 
its own terms, the C.D.o.S.S. shall make every effort to assure an orderly transition to another 
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contractor, if any, orderly demobilization of its own operations in connection with the Services, 
uninterrupted provision of Services during any transition period and shall otherwise comply 
with the reasonable requests and requirements of the C.H.A. in connection with the 
termination or expiration of this Agreement. 

Section 9.10 Waiver. 

Whenever under this Agreement the C.H.A. by a proper authority waives the C.D.o.S.S.'s 
performance in any respect or waives a requirement or condition to either the C.H.A.'s or the 
C.D.o.S.S.'s performance, the waiver so granted, whether express or implied, shall only apply 
to the particular instance and shall not be deemed a waiver forever or for subsequent 
instances of the performance, requirement or condition. No such waiver shall be construed 
as a modification of the Agreement regardless of the number of times the C.H.A. may have 
waived the performance, requirement or condition. 

Article 10. 

Communication And Notices. 

Section 10.01 Communication Between The Parties. 

All verbal and written communication including required reports and submissions between 
the C.D.o.S.S. and C.H.A. shall be through the C.H.A.'s Department of Resident Services. 
No verbal communication between the parties shall change any of the terms and conditions 
of this Agreement. Nothing stated herein shall be construed as a waiver or modification of 
the requirements for notice or service of process of litigation, as set forth in the Illinois Code 
of Civil Procedure, the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, the local rules of the Circuit Court 
of Cook County, and the local rules governing United States District Court for the Northern 
District of Illinois. 

Section 10.02 Notices. 

Any notices sent to the C.D.o.S.S. shall be mailed by ordinary mail, postage prepaid to: 

City of Chicago Department of Senior 
Services 

30 North LaSalle Street, Suite 2320 
Chicago, Illinois 60602-2586 
Attention: Commissioner 
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with a copy to: 

Finance and Economic Development Division 
Department of Law 
City of Chicago 
121 North LaSalle Street, Suite 600 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 ' 

Notices sent to the C.H.A. shall be mailed by certified mail, postage prepaid to: 

Chicago Housing Authority 
60 East Van Buren Street, 12"" Floor 
Chicago, Illinois 60655 
Attention: Chief Executive Officer 

with a copy to: 

Office of the General Counsel 
Chicago Housing Authority 
60 East Van Buren Street, 12'̂  Floor 
Chicago, Illinois 60605 
Attention: General Counsel 

Article 11. 

Authority. 

Section 11.01 C.H.A. Authority. 

Execution of this Agreement is authorized by resolution of the C.H.A.'s Board of 
Commissioners dated December 18, 2007 approving this Agreement and pursuant to the 
United States Housing Act of 1937, 42 U.S.C. § 1437, et seq.; regulations promulgated by 
H.U.D., and the State Housing Authorities Act, 310 ILCS 10/1, et seq., as amended, and 
other applicable laws, regulations and ordinances. 

Section 11.02 C.D.o.S.S.' Authority. 

Execution of this Agreement by the C.D.o.S.S. is authorized by an ordinance enacted by 
the City Council of the City of Chicago on . 
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In Witness Whereof, The C.H.A. and the C.D.o.S.S. have executed this Agreement as of 
the date first written above. 

Chicago Housing Authority 
City of Chicago, by and through its 

Department of Senior Services 

Nonyne Smith, Acting Director 
Procurement And Contracts Joyce Gallagher, Commissioner 

Approved as to Form and Legality 

Chicago Housing Authority 
Office of the General Counsel 

By: 
Scott W. Ammarell, 
General Counsel 

(Sub)Exhibits "A" and "B" referred to in this Intergovernmental Agreement with Chicago 
Housing Authority read as follows: 

(Sub)Exhibit A. 
(To Intergovernmental Agreement With 

Chicago Housing Authority). 

Senior Development. 

The Senior Building locations, serving days and time, and contact information are as 
follows: 

Site Address Zip Pfione 

Serving 

Days Time 

Vivian Carter 6401 South 60621 (Omitted for printing Monday--Friday 11:00 A.M. 
Apartments Yale Avenue purposes) 
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Site Address Zip Phone 

Serving 

Days Time 

91" and South 
Chicago Avenue 

Altgeld Gardens 

Armour Square 
Gardens 

Judge Green 
Apartments 

Kenneth Campbell 
Apartments 

Langley 
Apartments 

Lincoln Perry 
Apartments 

Minnie Ripperton 
Apartments 

Ada S. McKinley 
Apartments 

9177 South 
Chicago 
Avenue 

951 East 132"" 
Place 

3120 South 
Wentworth 
Avenue 

4030 South Lake 
Park Avenue 

6360 South 
Minerva 
Avenue 

4930 South 
Langley 
Avenue 

3245 South 
Prairie Avenue 

4250 South 
Princeton 
Avenue 

661 East 69"̂  
Street 

60617 (Omitted for printing Monday - Friday 11:30 A.M. 
purposes) 

60627 (Omitted for printing 
purposes) 

60616 (Omitted for printing 
purposes) 

60653 (Omitted for printing 
purposes) 

60637 (Omitted for printing 
purposes) 

60615 (Omitted for printing 
purposes) 

60616 (Omitted for printing 
purposes) 

60609 (Omitted for printing 
purposes) 

60637 (Omitted for printing 
purposes) 

Monday ~ Friday 11 ;30 A.M. 

Monday ~ Friday 11:00 A.M. 

Monday - Friday 11:00 A.M. 

Monday - Friday 11:30 A.M. 

Monday - Friday 11:00 A.M. 

Monday--Friday 11:30 A.M. 

Monday - Friday 11:00 A.M. 

Monday - Friday 11:00 A.M. 

Site 

Division/LaSalle 
Apartments 

Gaines Apartments 

Milliard Apartments 

Racine Apartments 

Sullivan 
Apartments 

Address 

116 West Elm 
Street 

3700 West 
Congress 
Parkway 

54 West Cermak 
Avenue 

1611 South 
Racine Avenue 

1633 West 
Madison Street 

Zip 

60610 

60624 

60616 

60608 

60612 

Phone 

(Omitted for printing 
purposes) 

(Omitted for printing 
purposes) 

(Omitted for printing 
purposes) 

(Omitted for printing 
purposes) 

(Omitted for printing 
purposes) 

Serving 

Days Time 

Monday - Friday 11:00 A.M. 

Monday - Friday 11:00 A.M. 

Monday - Friday 11:15A.M. 

Monday - Friday 11:00 A.M. 

Monday - Friday 11:00 A.M. 
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Site 

Clarkyirving 
Apartments 

Dickens/Burling 
Apartments 

Fischer 
Apartments 

Lincoln/Sheffield 
Apartments 

Schneider 
Apartments 

Shendan/Argyie 
Apartments 

Sheridan/Leland 
Apartments 

Devon/Sheridan 
Apartments 

Lathrop Senior 
Apartments 

Address 

3920 North Clark 
Street 

2111 North 
Halsted Street 

5821 North 
Broadway 

2640 North 
Sheffield 
Avenue 

1750 West 
Peterson 
Avenue 

4945 North 
Shendan Road 

4645 North 
Sheridan Road 

6400 North 
Sheridan Road 

2717 North 
Leavitt Street 

Zip 

60613 

60614 

60660 

60614 

60660 

60640 

60640 

60626 

60627 

Phone 

(Omitted for printing 
purposes) 

(Omitted for printing 
purposes) 

(Omitted for printing 
purposes) 

(Omitted for printing 
purposes) 

(Omitted for printing 
purposes) 

(Omitted for printing 
purposes) 

(Omitted for printing 
purposes) 

(Omitted for printing 
purposes) 

(Omitted for printing 
purposes) 

Serving 

Days 

Monday -

Monday -

Monday -

Monday -

Monday -

Monday-

Monday -

Monday -

Monday -

- Friday 

- Friday 

- Friday 

- Friday 

-Fnday 

Friday 

- Friday 

- Friday 

- Friday 

Time 

HOOA.M, 

11.00 A.M 

11:00A.M 

11:15A.M 

11:30 A.M 

11:00 A.M 

11:00 A.M 

11:15A.M 

11.00 A.M 

(Sub)Exhibit "B". 
(To Intergovernmental Agreement With 

Chicago Housing Authority). 

FY2008 Salaries 
And Fringe 

Budget. 

2008 Salary And Fringe Calculations 

Grant 

C.H.A. Nutrition 
Agreement 

C.H.A. Nutrition 
Agreement 

Title 

Asia 

Asia 

Staff 

RSC Marion 
Miller 

RSC Johnita 
Clark 

2008 
Salary 

$ 52,236.00 

$ 52,236.00 

$104,472.00 

$ Fringe 
2008 
Fringe 

$20,152.00 

$20,152.00 

$40,304.00 

Salary and Fringe 
2008 
Total 

$ 72,388.00 

$ 72,388.00 

$144,776.00 
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FY2008 C.H.A. Nutntion Budget 

Account 

0005 

0044 

TOTAL: 

Account Description 

Salaries 

Fringe Benefits 

Budget 

$104,472 

$ 40,304 

$144,776 

AUTHORIZATION FOR EXECUTION OF AGREEMENT WITH KENNY 
CONSTRUCTION COMPANY FOR CONSTRUCTION OF 

GLOBAL BUILDING MONITORING AND 
CONTROL SYSTEM. 

The Committee on the Budget and Government Operations submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on the Budget and Government Operations, having had under 
consideration an ordinance authorizing the execution of an agreement between the 
Department of General Services and Kenny Construction Company necessary to implement 
a Global Building Monitoring and Control System Project in the furtherance of cost control and 
energy efficiency for city facilities, having had the same under advisement, begs leave to 
report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the proposed substitute ordinance 
transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) CARRIE M. AUSTIN, 
Chairman. 
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On motion of Alderman Austin, the said proposed substitute ordinance transmitted with the 
foregoing committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, Brookins, 
Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, Suarez, 
Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, Daley, 
Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 48. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

Alderman Burke invoked Rule 14 of the City Council's Rules of Order and Procedure, 
disclosing that he had represented parties to this ordinance in previous and unrelated matters. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

WHEREAS, The City of Chicago (the "City") is a home rule unit of government as defined 
in Section 6(a), Article Vll of the 1970 Constitution of the State of Illinois and, as such, may 
exercise any power and perform any function pertaining to its government and affairs; and 

WHEREAS, The Department of Procurement Services ("D.P.S.") issued a Request for 
Proposals ("R.F.P.") to enter into an agreement with a general contractor to (i) design, 
furnish, deliver, install, maintain and operate a global, building-monitoring and control system, 
and to (ii) install energy conservation measures in City facilities, including improvement of 
building automation systems or installation of alternate technologies, (ill) implement secunty 
system improvements in City facilities in furtherance of the goals of cost and energy efficiency 
in the operation and management of City facilities; and 

WHEREAS, D.P.S. received six (6) responses to its R.F.P., and Kenny Construction 
Company was deemed to have provided the best response and to be the contractor most 
likely to meet City goals and budget; and 

WHEREAS, The Commissioner of the Department of General Services (".D.G.S.") wishes 
to enter into an agreement with a general contractor to (i) design, furnish, deliver, install, 
maintain and operate a global, building-monitoring and control system, and to (ii) install 
energy conservation measures in City facilities, including improvement of building automation 
systems or installation of alternate technologies, (iii) implement security system 
improvements in City facilities, in furtherance of the goals of cost and energy efficiency in the 
operation and management of City facilities and other City infrastructure; and 

WHEREAS, The process of implementing a global, building-monitoring and control system 
("G.B.M.S.") includes connection, within each facility, of existing or newly-installed electronic 
system devices to facility-level controllers and connection of each facility to a 
centralized-control location to provide the City with a cost and energy management system; 
and 
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WHEREAS, Components of the energy conservation measures, and security system and 
other energy improvements, including outdoor lighting metered at a facility ("Improvements") 
and G.B.M.S. to be provided under the Agreement may include hardware, such as computers 
and servers, software, electronic system devices, such as camera and access devices, 
building operating systems, mechanical and electrical systems such as H.V.A.C. and lighting, 
and design and construction services relating to the installation of G.B.M.S. and the 
Improvements, and ongoing maintenance and monitoring services; and 

WHEREAS, The Commissioner of D.G.S. wishes to implement the G.B.M.S. and the 
Improvements under the Agreement by means of discrete projects set forth in task orders 
("Task Order Work"), pursuant to which task orders the scope, terms and pricing of the Task 
Order Work are established; and 

WHEREAS, The Commissioner of D.G.S. has negotiated an agreement with Kenny 
Construction Company (the "Agreement"), and the Commissioner of D.G.S. wishes to 
execute such Agreement, the key terms of which are summarized and attached hereto as 
Exhibit A; now, therefore. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The above recitals are made a part of this ordinance as though fully set forth 
here. 

SECTION 2. Subjecttotheavailabilityoffunds, the Commissioner of D.G.S. is authorized 
to execute the Agreement with Kenny Construction Company substantially in the form 
attached hereto as Exhibit B, with such changes therein as shall be approved by the 
Commissioner of D.G.S., her execution thereof to constitute conclusive evidence of approval 
of any and all changes or revisions therein from the Agreement attached hereto. 

SECTION 3. The Commissioner of D.G.S. is authorized to sign task orders under the 
Agreement to implement all or portions of G.B. M.S. and the Improvements, provided that with 
respect to each task order, the Commissioner of D.G.S. identifies the applicable fund number 
in each task order, and both the Budget Director and Comptroller of the City verify that funds 
are available in such fund. Funds that may be used for this Agreement include municipal 
funds, loans, grant, federal and state funds and grants and loans, or in-kind contributions. 
D.G.S. may also take advantage of any federal and state tax advantages to the extent 
possible. The Commissioner of D.G.S. is authorized to enter into all necessary agreements 
needed to take advantage of these funds, provided both the Director of the Office of Budget 
and Management and the Comptroller of the City approve such agreements. 

SECTION 4. The Commissioner of D.G.S. is authorized to sign any documents ancillary 
to the Agreement, including licensing agreements and source code escrow agreements for 
software necessary or beneficial to the G.B.M.S. 

SECTION 5. The City Council agrees to make such appropriations as are necessary to 
comply with the obligations of the City as set forth in the Agreement or ancillary documents 
to the Agreement, including indemnification obligations therein. 
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SECTION 6. To the extent that any ordinance, resolution, rule, order or provision of the 
Municipal Code of Chicago, or part thereof, is in conflict with the provisions of this ordinance, 
the provisions of this ordinance shall control. If any section, paragraph, clause or provision 
of this ordinance shall be held invalid, the invalidity of such section, paragraph, clause or 
provision shall not affect any of the other provisions of this ordinance. 

SECTION 7. This ordinance takes effect immediately upon its passage and approval as 
provided by law. 

Exhibits "A" and "B" referred to in this ordinance read as follows: 

Exhibit "A". 
(To Ordinance) 

Executive Summary Of Key Terms. 

The following is a brief summary of key terms in the Agreement between Kenny 
Construction Company ("Kenny") and the City for a Global Building Monitoring System; this 
summary is subject to the actual terms in the Agreement (Exhibit B to ordinance). 

1. Term. 

Term: Ten (10) years, with the Commissioner of D.G.S.'s (the "Commissioner") option 
to extend for five (5) years. 

Early Termination: 

In addition to termination for default, the City may terminate the Agreement early, 
without penalty. 

2. Subject Matter. 

A. Implementation. 

The agreement covers design/implementation for three (3) types of work: Global 
Building Monitoring System, Energy Conservation Measures and Security System 
Improvements. 

i. Global Building Monitoring System. The Agreement covers the design and 
implementation of a Global Building Monitoring System, which includes the 
acquisition of equipment, hardware, software, and professional and work services. 
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The Global Building Monitoring System is a "single, real-time facility management 
system" that, in general, enables the control of building systems at City-owned 
buildings by a operating centralized center ("O.C.C"). The work will consist of the 
build-out, equipping and connection of the O.C.C. to provide such remote control, 
and the installation of controllers on, and connection of, existing devices in the 
buildings to facility-level controllers and to the O.C.C. for monitoring and control 
purposes. Building systems include H.V.A.C, lighting and fire and intrusion 
alarms. 

ii. Energy Conservation Measures (E.C.M.s). The agreement also covers the 
design and implementation of energy conservation measures to a) improve 
facility operations, to retrofit equipment, or to increase energy efficiency in a 
facility, and may include, without limitation, lighting, heating, air-conditioning, 
building envelopment, and other technologies, and b) the acquisition and 
installation of energy efficient street and traffic lights. 

iii. Security System Improvements. The agreement covers the design and 
implementation of security system improvements, including acquisition and 
installation of digital video recording cameras, door contacts, motion detectors 
and connection to the O.C.C. 

B. Support And Maintenance. 

The agreement covers the performance of "System Level Operations", including (1) the 
staffing of the O.C.C, doing O.C.C. day-to-day facility operations work, and maintenance 
of the functionality of the O.C.C, and (2) operations relating to the software and control 
functions of the Global Building Monitoring System. 

C. Software License. 

The agreement covers the licensing terms for the Niagra Framework software, which 
the City anticipates implementing as the control software for the Global Building 
Monitoring System, which will enable the connection between the facilities and the 
O.C.C. License terms include a one-time payment, to be negotiated, for an unlimited 
term. 

3. Method Of Implementation Of The Project; Negotiated Task Orders. 

The agreement provides that, in order to implement any segment of the project, including 
the design of the Global Building Monitoring System, project management services and 
acquisition of equipment and software and the implementation of the services in any facility, 
including the O.C.C., the Commissioner and Kenny will negotiate and enter into a task order 
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for that segment, which will include, among other things, the price to be paid by the City 
(see Section 4 below for more detail), the schedule on which the project is to be delivered, 
and other matters pertinent to the project segment. The City is not obligated to award any 
task orders to Kenny under the Agreement. 

4. Cost. 

A. Maximum Cost Of The Agreement. 

The agreement provides that the City's expenditures under the Agreement cannot 
exceed Thirty-four Million Dollars ($34,000,000). 

B. Pricing Structure. 

The cost shall be as negotiated on a project segment by project segment basis between 
the City and Kenny, and shall be embodied in a written task order to be signed by the 
Commissioner and Kenny. The parties may negotiate a lump-sum and/or time and 
materials based pricing structure under each task order, however, costs are subject to the 
following parameters (set forth in (Sub)Exhibit 15): 

i. Professional Service Work. For certain professional service work provided by 
Kenny and by identified subcontractors, the permitted hourly rates at which the 
City can be charged are as set forth in the Agreement (Sub)Exhibit 15. After the 
third anniversary of the effective date of the Agreement, the attached rates will be 
increased once a year by the greater of (i) four percent (4%), (ii) the percentage 
change in the CPl, or (iii) for work that under Union contracts, the percentage 
increase in wages and benefits in union contracts. The cost for other professional 
service work wjll be as negotiated. 

ii. Cost For Non-Professional Service Work. Rates for activities not included in 
Subsection 4.B.i above, such as construction work, will be as negotiated. 
However, if such work is subject to the Illinois Prevailing Wage Act or the Chicago 
Living Wage ordinance, and Kenny or its subcontractors are paying workers 
performing such work rates higher than required by law, Kenny and its 
subcontractors may pass through to the City the cost actually paid for such work, 
but not to exceed the legally-required rate by more than seven percent (7%), 
unless the City othen/vise consents in a task order. 

iii. Cost for materials and equipment rentals. Costs for materials and equipment 
rentals equal to such costs as paid by Kenny to a third party or subcontractor. 

iv. Mark-ups on labor, materials and equipment rentals are as set forth in 
(Sub)Exhibit 15 of the Agreement. 
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5. Warranties. 

The Agreement contains warranties covering a number of topics, including warranties for 
system uptime, response times, access, et cetera, as set forth in Article 8 of the 
Agreement. 

6. Indemnification. 

Kenny agrees to indemnify the City for Losses, defined as claims that arise or relate to 
Contractor's performance or negligence or otherwise wrongful acts or omissions, except 
to the extent (a) established by final judgment to be the result of the City's negligence, or 
(b) the City agrees in a written settlement agreement to be the result of the City's 
negligence. 

7. Waiver Of Consequential Damages. 

The City waives consequential, special and indirect damages for the City's purely 
economic losses, but the following are carved out of this waiver: third party claims covered 
by indemnification, whether for economic loss, property damage, personal injury or 
infringement; damage or destruction of City property; injury or death of a City employee; 
City remedies expressly set forth in the Agreement. 

8. M.B.E./W.B.E. 

M.B.E./W.B.E. goals are twenty-eight percent (28%) and six percent (6%), respectively, 
of the total contract price, applicable to the performance of the Agreement, taken as a 
whole. 

9. Insurance. 

Kenny agrees to provide insurance in the amounts set forth in.(Sub)Exhibit 18. 

10. Performance Bond. 

Kenny agrees to provide a performance bond in connection with any Construction 
Activities, which includes construction on public works. Kenny must provide a performance 
bond in an amount equal to an aggregate of costs for Construction Activities in task orders 
for which City has not issued a Facility Level Final Acceptance Notice and Facility 
Integration Final Acceptance Notice. 
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Exhibit "B". 
(To Ordinance) 

>Agreemen/ 

For Design/Build Services 
Between 

The City Of Chicago 
(Department Of General Services) 

And 
Kenny Construction Company 

Global Building Monitoring System. 

This Agreement ("Agreement") is entered into as of this day of _, 2008, 
("Effective Date") by and between KENNY CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, an niinois 
corporation ("Contractor"), and the CITY OF CHICAGO ("City"), a municipal corporation 
and home rule unit of local government existing under the Constitution of the State of Illinois, 
acting through its DEPARTMENT OF GENERAL SERVICES ("Department" or "DGS"), at 
Chicago, Illinois (Contractor and the City are collectively the "Parties" and individually each is 
a "Party"). 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

The City wishes to implement a City-wide Global Building Monitoring and Control 
System, including Devices, Firmware and Software as ftirther described in Articles, and 
including work and fimctionality for global building monitoring, energy monitoring and security 
systems and the implementation of ECMs (as defined in Article 2) (all of the foregoing are 
hereafter referred to, collectively, as the "GBMS"), and to engage a party to ftimish, deliver, 
install, maintain, upgrade, operate, repair and perform related Construction Activities for the 
GBMS and perform other activities, as described in this Agreement. The goal, in part, of the 
GBMS is to provide the City with a single real-time facility management system that is powerfiil, 
easy to use and cost effective to maintain throughout the life cycle of each included facility, and 
that makes all static and dynamic information about the operating systems of City facilities 
included in the GBMS accessible to those who manage such facilities. 

Contractor has agreed to perform the services necessary to implement and maintain the 
GBMS, and the City has engaged Contractor to do so, all on the terms and conditions set forth 
below. 

Now Therefore, the City and Contractor agree as follows: 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

ARTICLE 1 

INCORPORATION OF BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

The Background Information set forth above is incorporated by reference as if fiiUy set 
fottii here. 
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ARTICLE 2 

DEFINITIONS 

2.1 Defmitions 

In addition to those set forth in the text and those set forth below, certain defmitions, 
abbreviations and acronyms are set forth in Exhibit 1. The following words and phrases have the 
following meanings for purposes of this Agreement: 

"Acceptance" is defined in Section 6.3. 

"Acceptance Tests" is defined in Section 6.3. 

"Act" is defined in Section 5.4.3. 

"Additional Services" means equipment, software, work and services which are within 
the general scope of this Agreement, but beyond any Task Order executed pursuant to this 
Agreement. Any Additional Services requested by the Department require the approval of the 
DGS Cormnissioner in a written amendment to this Agreement in accordance with Section 19.4 
before Contractor is authorized to perform such Additional Services and before the City becomes 
obligated to pay for such Additional Services. If any such Additional Services are so approved, 
they will include all equipment, software, work and services reasonably necessary to complete 
the Additional Services to the Performance Standards required by this Agreement (as defined in 
Section 6.4.2). 

"Advice" is defined in Section 3.2.2.1. 

"Affected Party" is defined in Section 22.1. 

"Affiliate of Contractor" is defined in Section 8.5.7. 

"Agreement" means this Agreement, including all (i) Exhibits attached to it and/or 
incorporated in it by reference; (ii) Task Orders executed pursuant to it; and (iii) amendments, 
modifications or revisions to the foregoing made in accordance with the terms of this Agreement. 

"Ancillary Materials" is defined in Section 3.14.1. 

"Approved Subcontractors" is defined in Section 5.6.1. 

"Architect" means a person lawfiilly licensed in Illinois to practice architecture, or an 
entity lawfiilly practicing architecture in Illinois, identified as such in this Agreement and having 
a direct contract with Contractor to perform design services for the GBMS. The term 
"Architect" means the Architect or the Architect's authorized representative. 

"Ardmore" is defined in Section 5.2. 
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. "Audited Period" is defined in Section 17.11.2. 

"Base Wage" is defined in Section 16.6.1.3. 

"Bundle" is defined in Section 16.8. 

"Building System Warranty Period" is defined in Section 8.2. 

"Business Relationship" is defined in Section 16.5. 

"Change Order" is defined in Section 3.4.2. 

**Change In Law" means any change in Law (including any amendment to a Law that 
occurs between execution of a Task Order and the performance of the affected Work under such 
Task Order), or any change in official published policy regarding the interpretation or 
enforcement of any Law, affecting or related to the Work, including (without limitation) the 
imposition of any new or additional permit requirements, which change occurs after the date of 
the applicable Task Order. 

"Chief Procurement Officer" means the Chief Procurement Officer of the City of 
Chicago or any representative duly authorized in writing to act on her behalf 

"City Confidential Information" is defined in Section 12.1. 

"City Entities" is defined in Section 12.1. 

"City's Quality Assurance Agent" is defined in Section 3.6.2. 

"ComEd" is defined in Section 5.2. 

"Commissioning" means a quality control process for enhancing the delivery of Task 
Order results that focuses upon verifying and documenting that the facility and all of its systems 
and a.ssemblies, including the GBMS, are planned, designed, installed, tested, operated, and 
maintained to meet the Task Order requirements. 

"Construction Activities" means the addition of structure to or modification of real 
property as required for purposes of the GBMS, including (a) constructing, altering, repairing, 
moving, installing, replacing, converting, remodeling, rehabilitating, modemizing, improving or 
making additions to any building or part thereof or any appurtenance attached to real estate,, or 
(b) construction of new buildings, additions to buildings, substantial relocation of exterior walls 
and related excavation work, to house or accommodate elements of the GBMS, or other 
"construction" on public works as defined in 820 ILCS 130/2. 

"Consulting Parties" is defined in Section 17.6.2. 

"Contract Documents" means this Agreement, including all (i) Exhibits attached to it 
and/or incorporated in it by reference; (ii)Task Orders executed pursuant to it; and 
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(iii) amendments, modifications or revisions to the foregoing made in accordance with the terms 
of this Agreement. 

"Contract Impact Event" means, for each Task Order, any of the following events or 
conditions, to the extent that such event has a material adverse effect on the Work to be done by 
Contractor under such Task Order or on the ability of either Party to perform any of its 
obligations under this Agreement, or for delay in such Work or performance, in each case if such 
event or condition is beyond the reasonable control of the Party adversely affected by it. 

(a) a Force Majeure event; 

(b) a Change in Law; provided that a change in Law affecting taxes payable by 
Contractor based upon net income will not be a Contract Impact Event for the purposes of this 
Agreement; 

(c) the order or judgment of any federal, state or local court, administrative agency or 
governmental officer or body, if the event or condition that is the subject of the order or 
judgment is not the result of willful or negligent action or a lack of reasonable diligence of the 
party adversely affected by it; 

(d) the failure of the Contractor or any of its Subcontractors to have access to a 
facility as set forth in the applicable Task Order for any reason not caused by Contractor; 

(e) any modification of the Enterprise Network or the material monitoring and 
control systems of the GBMS after execution of the applicable Task Order by any Person other 
than Contractor; 

(f) the failure of the City to deliver to Contractor a Notice to Proceed within ninety 
(90) days after execution of a Task Order; or 

(g) damage caused by City employees or contractors (other than Contractor or any 
Subcontractor) to the equipment or materials of Contractor or any subcontractor. 

"Contract Price" means the amounts to be paid by the City to Contractor pursuant to 
Section 11.2 of this Agreement, as it may be amended firom time to time. 

"Contractor Certification" is defined in Section 6.3. 

"Contribution" is defined in Section 16.8. 

"Covered Employees" is defined in Section 16.6.1. 

"Cure Notice" is defined in Section 13.4.3. 

"Custom Software" means any Software that, pursuant to approval by the DGS 
Commissioner, is developed by or on behalf of Contractor for use in the GBMS. 
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"Debt" is defined in Section 13.8.3.1. 

"Default" is defined in Section 13.4.2. 

"Default Notice" is defined in Section 13.4.3. 

"Design and Connectivity Warranty Period" is defined in Section 8.1.5. 

"Devices" means the electronic system devices, hardware, computers, servers, 
workstations, printers, peripherals, HVAC and electrical controls, cameras, access devices of the 
GBMS, as well as all physical elements on which any work is done as part of Work, including 
lights (including strobe lights and traffic lights), public address systems, fire alarms and other life 
safety systems, windows, elevators, doors, locks, insulation, pipes and ducts. 

"Device Warranty Period" is defined in Section 8.3. 

"DGS Commissioner" means the Commissioner of the Department of General Services 
or any representative duly authorized in writing to act on his behalf 

"Documentation" means all information and instructions necessary or usefiil to the 
understanding, operation, maintenance, modification, expansion or enhancement of the GBMS, 
including: (i) as-built documentation for every aspect of the GBMS design and installation, 
including facility level and system level documentation and documentation of every aspect of the 
design and operation of the OCC; (ii) manufacturer or vendor documentation (including name 
•and contact information for such manufacturer or vendor) for all Deyices, Firmware and 
Software; (iii) operational instructions; (iv) training materials; (v) maintenance instructions; 
(vi) Source Code Documentation (as described in Section 3.4.2.3); arid (vii) all documentation 
called for in any Exhibit or Task Order. 

"Domestic Partners" is defined in Section 16.8. 

"ECM" means an energy conservation measure to improve facility operations, to retrofit 
equipment or to increase the energy efficiency of a facility, including improvements to: 
(i) lighting, heating, ventilation, air conditioning, controls, electrical or plumbing systems; 
(ii) building envelope; (iii) implementation of other items such as alternate technologies; or 
(iv) an improvement to operations and maintenance procedures and changes in monitoring or 
control of equipment. ECM shall also include installation of energy efficient street and traffic 
lights. 

"EDS" is defined in Section 16.1.1. 

"Emergency Response" is defined in Section 7.5. 

"Emergency Task Orders" means Task Orders for Emergency Response. 

"Energy Audit" is defined in Section 3.13. 
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"Enhancements" is defined in Section 7.5.1. 

"Events of Default" is defined in Section 13.3. 

"Enterprise Network" means the City's network infrastructure for data and/or voice 
communications as it currently exists and as it is updated or modified from time; to time. 

"Error Correction" means any fix, modification, patch or repair that is required for the 
GBMS to operate in conformance with the Performance Standards. 

"ESI" is defined in Section 5.2. 

"Facility Integration Final Acceptance Notice" is defined in Section 6.4.5. 

"Facility Integration Substantial Acceptance Notice" is defined in Section 6.4.4. 

"Facility-Level" means anything pertaining to the GBMS at an individual facility or 
facilities, including the OCC as a facility. 

"Facility-Level Operations" is defined in Section 7.1.1. 

"Facility-Level Final Acceptance Notice" is defined in Section 6.4.3. 

"Facility-Level Substantial Acceptance Notice" is defined in Section 6.4.2. 

"Firmware" means software or instructions embedded on a Device to allow 
communication with other hardware. 

"Force Majeure" means an event or condition described below, whether affecting the 
Work, any facility, the OCC, the GBMS, Contractor or the City, that has (i) a material adverse 
effect on the Work or on the ability of the Contractor or the City to perform any of their 
respective obligations imder this Agreement or (ii) that causes a delay in such perforinance or 
compliance, in each case if such event or condition is beyond the reasonable control of the Party 
adversely affected by it. Force Majeure events are limited to the following: 

(a) an act of God (but not including reasonably anticipated weather conditions for the 
geographic area of the facility), hurricane, flood, tornado, landslide, earthquake or similar 
occurrence, fire, explosion or other casualty, an act of the public enemy, terrorism, war, 
blockade, insurrection, riot, general arrest or restraint of government and people, civil 
disturbance or similar occurrence, or sabotage; 

(b) a strike or similar labor action that affects the progress of the Work; or 

(c) a partial or complete interruption or power surge or spike in any utilities serving a 
facility, the GBMS or the OCC. 
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"Goods" is defined in Section 19.5 

"Identified Parties" is defined in Section 16.8. 

"Infringement Finding" is defined in Section 10.3. 

"Key First-Tier Subcontractors" is denned in Section 5.2. 

"Law" means all federal, state and local constitutions, charters, acts, statutes, laws 
(including environmental laws), ordinances, codes, rules, regulations, orders, permits and 
approvals and any legislative or administrative actions of any agency, department, authority, 
political subdivision or other govemmervtal instrumentality and any final decrees, judgments or 
orders of any court, and the requirements set forth in applicable engineering and construction 
codes zind standards, in each case applicable to Contractor, the City or the Work and all 
amendments to any of the foregoing. 

"Licensed Professional Engineer" means an individual licensed to practice engineering 
pursuant to Section 4 of the Illinois Professional Engineering Act (225 ILCS 325/4). 

"Licensed Software" means all operating, utility, networking, communications and 
application Software used in servers, workstations and other elements of the GBMS; database 
and GIS Software provided by Contractor; all Software embedded in Devices; and all Software 
other than Custom Software needed to operate the GBMS or used in the operation of the GBMS. 

"Losses" means, individually and collectively, liabilities of every kind, including losses, 
damages and reasonable costs, payments and expenses (including court costs and reasonable 
attorneys' fees and disbursements), claims, demands, actions, suits, proceedings, judgments or 
settlements, which in any way arise out of or relate to Contractor's performance under this 
Agreement or to Contractor's negligent or otherwise wrongful acts or omissions or those of its 
officers, agents, employees, consultants. Subcontractors or licensees, except to the extent (a) 
established by final judgment to be the City's negligence or (b) the City agrees in a written 
settlement agreement that such Losses are attributable to the City's negligence. 

"Mayor" is defined in Section 16.8. 

"Non-Conformity" is defined in Section 6.4.2. 

"Notice To Proceed" means written authorization from the Commissioner for the 
Contractor to commence Work for a Task Order. The Notice to Proceed for each Task Order 
will be issued when Confractor has provided all information required before Work can 
commence and the City is prepared for Work to commence, normally within sixty (60) days after 
the execution date of a Task Order. 

"OCC" means the Operation Conti-ol Center of the GBMS. 

"Operations" means, collectively, Facility Level Operations and System-Level 
Operations. 
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"Other Contract" is defined in Section 16.8. 

"Outstanding Parking Violation Complaint" is defined in Section 13.8.3.1. 

"OVS" is defined in Section 3.1.3. 

"Owners" is defined in Section 16.8. 

"Performance Standards" is defined in Section 6.4.2. 

"Performing Parties" is defined in Section 16.6.1.2. 

"Political Fundraising Committee" is defined in Section 16.8. 

"Qualified Engineering Firm" means a Subcontractor identified by Contractor and 
agreed to by the City to perform Work that requires a licensed engineer, pursuant to Section 4 of 
the Illinois Professional Engineering Act (225 ILCS 325/4), as amended from time-to-time. 

"Response" means, collectively. Contractor's response to the RFP in a proposal dated 
September 30, 2003, supplemented by: (i) Contractor's Febmary 10, 2004 response to the City's 
January 22, 2004 GBMS clarification request letter, and (ii) Contractor's March 4, 2005 Proposal 
Clarifications and & Additional Information document. 

"Response to Task Order Solicitation" is defined in Section 3.2.1. 

"RFP" means the City's Request for Proposals for the GBMS, Specification No.: 704, 
with an initial response date of September 12, 2003, and Addendum Number 1 thereto dated 
August 9, 2003. 

"Sister Agencies" means those City-related agencies listed on Exhibit 2. as it may be 
amended from time to time by delivery of an updated Exhibit 2 by the City to Contractor which 
will, automatically upon such delivery, supersede the previous Exhibit 2. 

"Software" means the computer programs (including subroutines and utilities) together 
with related Documentation, which are implemented on any part of the GBMS, including 
(i) Software enibedded in Devices, (ii) programs licensed to the City by Contractor or any third 
party running on servers, workstations or other elements of the GBMS, and (iii) Custom 
Software; and all modifications, improvements and enhancements of any of the foregoing made 
by or on behalf of Contractor or its Subcontractors or suppliers, including error corrections and 
Upgrades. 

"Source Code" means the human-readable form of Software which, when compiled or 
interpreted, renders the executable version of such Software, including all related 
Documentation, in form and detail such that a reasonably skilled programmer could understand 
and use the Source Code to maintain, support, modify and otherwise use the Software. 
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"Subcontractor" means any person or entity with whom Contractor contracts to provide 
any part of the services related to the GBMS, including subcontractors of any tier, suppliers and 
materials providers, whether or not in privity with Contractor. Approved Subcontractors are 
listed in Exhibit 3. 

"Sub-owners" is defined in Section 16.8. 

"Support and Maintenance" is defined in Section 7.2.3.1. 

"System-Level" means anything pertaining to the OCC or the GBMS as a whole. 

"System-Level Operations" is defined in Section 7.1.2. 

"System Limitation" is defined in Section 8.10.1. 

"System Warranty Period" is defined in Section 8.1. 

"Task Order" means an order for specific Work to be undertaken by Contractor pursuant 
to this Agreement. Each Task Order will be in substantially the form set forth in Section 4 of 
Exhibit 4 and will be executed by the DGS Commissioner and an authorized representative of 
Confractor. 

"Task Order Acceptance Notice" is defined in Section 6.5.1. 

'Task Order Approval Request" is defined in Section 3.2.4. 

"Task Order Modification" is defined in Section 3.4.3. 

"Task Order SoUcitation" is defined in Section 3.2.1. 

"Term" means the term of this Agreement, as flirther described in Section 13.1.1. 

"Test Plan" is defined in Section 6.2. 

"U.C.C." is defined in Section 19,5 

"Upgrades" means new releases, modifications, improvements and/or enhancements to 
Firmware or Licensed Software, as such may become available from their vendors from time to 
time. 

"Warranty Period" means the System Warranty Period, Building System Warranty 
Period, Device Warranty Period, Design and Connectivity Warranty Period, and/or other 
waxranty periods as set forth in Section 8, as applicable. 

"Waste Sections" is defined in Section 16.7. 

"Work Product" is defined in Section 3.14.1. 
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"Work," when capitalized, means all activities taken hereunder, including the design, 
engineering, construction, equipping, installation, connection, implementation, testing, operation, 
and Support and Maintenance of the GBMS, including ECMs, and all tasks necessary to 
complete all items described in a Task Order. 

2.2 Interpretation 

2.2.1. "Including." The term "including" (in all its forms) means "include, without 
limitation" unless the context clearly states otherwise. 

2.2.2. "References. " All references in this Agreement to Articles, Sections or Exhibits, 
unless otherwise expressed or indicated, are to the Articles, Sections or Exhibits 
of this Agreement and, unless otherwise specified, include all Sections of a 
referenced Article, all subsections of a referenced Section, and all portions of a 
referenced Exhibit. 

2.2.3. "Persons." The term "persons" includes corporations, firms, associations, 
limited liability companies, partnerships, trusts, and other legal entities, including 
public bodies, as well as natural persons. 

2.2.4. "Headings." Any headings preceding the text of the Articles, Sections or 
subsections of this Agreement, and any table of contents or marginal notes 
appended to it are solely for convenience and do not constitute a part of this 
Agreement, and do not affect the meaning, construction or effect of this 
Agreement. Any Section references include all subsections under such Section. 

2.2.5. "Plurals: Gender." Words importing the singular include the plural and vice 
versa. Words of the masculine gender or the feminine gender include the 
cortelative words of the other and neuter genders. 

2.2.6. "Days." All references to a number of days mean calendar days, unless indicated 
otherwise. 

2.3 Incorporation of Exhibits 

The following Exhibits are attached to this Agreement and their contents are made a part 
of this Agreement: 

Exhibit 1 Definitions, Abbreviations and Acronyms 
Exhibit 2 Sister Agencies 
Exhibit 3 Approved Subcontractors and Key Personnel 
Exhibit 4 Form of Task Orders 
Exhibit 5 Features, Functions and Systems of GBMS 
Exhibit 6 Principles, Standards and Procedures of GBMS 

Work 
Exhibit? Development of Task Orders 
Exhibit 8 Commissioning and Quality Assurance 
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Exhibit 9 Training By Contractor 
Exhibit 10 Details of Documentation 
Exhibit 11 OCC and GBMS Operations & Maintenance 
Exhibit 12 Support Standards 
Exhibit 13 Licenses 
Exhibit 14 Softv/are 
Exhibit 15 Compensation 
Exhibit 16 MBE/WBE Special Conditions and Schedules 
Exhibit 17 Economic Disclosure Statement and Affidavit 
Exhibit 18 Insurance Requirements and Certificate of Insurance 
Exhibit 19 Additional Provisions Relating to Public Works and 

Constmction Projects 
Exhibit 20 Performance and Payment Bond Form 
Exhibit 21 Schedule of Prevailing Wage Rates 
Exhibit 22 Performance Standards 
Exhibit 23 Certain Remedies 
Exhibit 24 Security 
Exhibit 25 Emergency Response Services 
Exhibit 26 Software Deposit and License Agreement 
Exhibit 27 End User License Agreement 

2.4 Order of Precedence of Component Parts 

Unless otherwise provided in this Agreement, in the event of any conflict or 
inconsistency between the terms set forth in Article 1 through Article 22 of this Agreement (emd 
as they may be amended), and the terms set forth in any Exhibit or Task Order, the terms and 
provisions contained in Article 1 through Article 22 of this Agreement will take precedence over 
the terms and provisions contained in any of the other portions of the Agreement; and the terms 
and provisions of the Exhibits will take precedence over any Task Order. The sole exception to 
the foregoing is that, where a properly executed Task Order modifies an Exhibit, and such a 
modification was expressly contemplated by an Exhibit, then the modification set forth in the 
Task Order shall have precedence over the terms of the Exhibit so expressly modified. Further, 
the terms and provisions of any amendment to Article 1 through Article 22 will take precedence 
over the terms and provisions contained in Article 1 through Article 22; the provisions of any 
amendment to an Exhibit will take precedence over the terms contained in such Exhibit, and the 
provisions of any amendment to a Task Order will take precedence over the terms and provisions 
contained in such Task Order. 

ARTICLE 3 

THE GLOBAL BUILDING MONITORING AND CONTROL SYSTEM 

3.1 Overall Design and Approach 

3.1.1. Basic Description. The GBMS must provide the City with a single real-time 
facility management system that is powerful, easy to use and cost effective to 
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maintain throughout the life cycle of each included facility, and that makes all 
static and dynamic information about the operating and other systems of City 
facilities included in the GBMS accessible to those who manage such facilities. 
The GBMS must be designed to accommodate, and all work on the GBMS must 
facilitate full integration of, the entire GBMS, including all buildings owned by 
the City and Sister Agencies, the control systems software and the OCC, as 
described in Article 8 and Exhibit 5. The goals of the GBMS include: 
(i) implementing ECMs through the installation of energy efficient Devices and 
designs; (ii) the connection of existing equipment and devices and/or newly-
installed Devices to facility-level controllers and to the OCC for monitoring and 
control purposes; and (iii) implementing security system improvements. The 
GBMS must use open standards and protocols. Devices readily available 
commercially from a variety of vendors, and readily available commercial 
Software. Proprietary systems, gateways and Custom Software may be used only 
to the extent authorized in this Agreement or authorized in writing by the DGS 
Commissioner, which writing must state that the approved proprietary system(s), 
gateway(s) and/or Custom Software are exceptions to this principle. The design 
and principles adhered to in the implementation of the GBMS must accommodate, 
as economically and easily as reasonably feasible, new and/or updated features 
and functions, devices, firmware, control systems, and software, beyond those 
described in Exhibit 5. In designing and implementing the GBMS, Contractor 
must adhere to the principles, standards and procedures set forth in Exhibit 6. 
Contractor must bring to the attention of the DGS Commissioner all material 
judgments, choices and frade-offs between the principles described in this 
Section 3.1.1 (including Exhibits 5 and 6), and any budget, schedule or other 
constixiint relating to the GBMS or any Task Order. The DGS Commissioner will 
make all such judgments, choices and frade-offs (including written approval of a 
Task Order or amendment to this Agreement that articulates such judgment, 
choice or frade-off). 

3.1.2. Integration with Enterprise Network. Confractor understands that the Enterprise 
Network is more robust and has more available bandwidth in certain areas of the 
City than others, that the Enterprise Network is expected to be enhanced over 
time, and that cormectivity to and available bandwidth on the Enterprise Network 
are important to the proper functioning of the GBMS. Confractor must regularly 
communicate with the City to leam all available information about the Enterprise 
Network, including anticipated near-term enhancements. Confractor must design 
the phases of the GBMS and advise the City withrespect to selection of buildings 
and areas to be covered by particular Task Orders and the location of the OCC, in 
order to coordinate the build-out of the GBMS efficiently in light of available and 
anticipated bandwidth. If Confractor is issued a Task Order Solicitation or Task 
Order and Confractor learns that there is insufficient bandwidth available on the 
Enterprise Network to support the build-out anticipated under the Task Order 
Solicitation or Task Order, it must promptly so notify the City. If the City 
concludes that adding additional bandwidth or connectivity is not advisable, the 
City may revise or terminate the Task Order Solicitation or Task Order. 
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3.1.3. Integration with Operation Virtual Shield. Operation Virtiial Shield ("OVS") is 
the City's comprehensive plan to develop, implement and maintain an extensive 
City-wide fiber optic network and expandable video surveillance system, 
designed to provide a fiber optic backbone to create a "virtual shield" for security, 
public safety and fraffic management purposes in Chicago, and to facilitate the 
deployment of City services in response to emergency situations. Integration 
between the GBMS and OVS will provide benefits related to emergency/event 
response. If a Task Order calls for integration of Work with OVS, Confractor's 
design for all video surveillance-related portions of the Work must include the 
ability to integrate with OVS to provide a coordinated response to emergency 
situations. If the City requests integration with OVS in a Task Order Solicitation 
and in Contractor's opinion such integration is impossible, impractical or 
inadvisable, it will so inform the City in writing, including the reasons for such 
opinion. 

3.1.4. Work to Proceed Via Task Orders. As further described in Section 3.2, all Work 
will commence with a Task Order Solicitation and will proceed only pursuant to a 
Task Order for such Work executed by the DGS Commissioner and Contractor, 
and issuance of a Notice to Proceed. All Task Orders and all Work done under 
Task Orders shall be subject to the terms and conditions contained in this 
Agreement. The City may perform any aspect of Work, whether or not described 
in this Agreement, with its own personnel. Further, (i) the City may from time to 
time confract with third parties for the purchase, installation and integration of 
ECMs or other facility or security improvements, for the operation and/or support 
and maintenance of the OCC, and for the operation and/or support and 
maintenance of the GBMS, (ii) Confractor may be engaged, via Task Order, to 
oversee, inspect and approve work on the GBMS performed by third parties (e.g., 
in conjunction with the installation of Devices, Firmware and/or Software in a 
newly constructed building), and/or (iii) Confractor may be engaged, via a Task 
Order, to certify that facilities in which systems have previously been installed 
that the City wishes to integrate into the GBMS can be so integrated without 
adversely affecting the operation of the GBMS in accordance with the 
Performance Standards or in such facilities where the previous work was not 
performed by one of the Key First-Tier Subconfractors and Confractor cannot 
issue such a certification, to identify such work as would be required to allow 
Contractor to issue such a certification. All third-party work approved or certified 
by Contractor, as described in a Task Order, will, for the purposes of Confractor's 
warranties under this Agreement, be deemed to be Work. The City does not have 
an obligation to enter into any Task Orders. 

3.2 Development of Task Orders 

3.2.1. Task Order Solicitations. From time to time the DGS Commissioner may issue a 
written solicitation for Work, substantially in the form set forth in Exhibit 4. 
("Task Order Solicitation") Confractor must respond in writing to each Task 
Order Solicitation in a consistent format developed by Confractor and acceptable 
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to the City ("Response to Task Order Solicitation"). Each Response to Task 
Order Solicitation must, in addition to the detail set forth in Section 3.2.2, 
(i) clearly cover all items requested in the Task Order Solicitation, (ii) be on 
Confractor's letterhead, and (iii) be executed on behalf of Confractor. 

3.2.2. Detail of Responses to Task Order Solicitatioris. Each Response to a Task Order 
Solicitation must contain the following. 

3.2.2.1. All recommendations, caveats and alternatives known to Contractor 
("Advice") with respect to the work and services described in the Task 
Order Solicitation as may be useful to the City in determining the most 
efficient way and best timing to proceed to develop the GBMS, and any 
situation in which, in Contractor's opinion, any of the requirements in 
this Article 3 or a Task Order Solicitation is impossible, impractical or 
inadvisable, giving the reason for such opinion. Such Advice may 
cover, for example, bandwidth or access limitations with respect to the 
Enterprise Network, design and/or engineering choices, impact on the 
remainder of the GBMS of the work or services described in the 
Response to Task Order Solicitation (e.g., need for additional servers, 
memory, personnel), advisability of including energy audit work, 
energy curtailment capability, or security work, and any other 
information known to Contractor or recommendations of Contractor or 
the involved Qualified Engineering Firm relevant to the Work and 
services described in the Response to Task Order Solicitation in the 
context of the development of the entire GBMS and the state of the 
Enterprise Network and other City initiatives known to Confractor. 

3.2.2.2. Where the Task Order Solicitation calls for work in a number of 
facilities, the Response to Task Order Solicitation must break down the 
cost of such work on a facility-by-facility basis. 

3.2.2.3. The cost of all Devices, Firmware, Software, work and services 
covered by a Task Order Solicitation must be calculated at the prices 
listed in the pricing matrix set forth in Exhibit IS, subject to 
Section 19.2, and must be stated in conformance with the pricing 
matrix set forth in Exhibit 15. If prices for any Device, Equipment, 
Software or work and services is not covered by Exhibit 15. then 
Confractor must include a price proposal that will be negotiated by the 
parties, subject to Section 19.2. In the case of Custom Software, 
Confractor must develop pricing as described in Exhibit 7. Part II, 
Section B.2. 

3.2.2.4. The Response to a Task Order Solicitation may also include the cost of 
additional project-specific insurance that Confractor reasonably 
believes is necessary to cover risks that are inherent in the Work 
contemplated by the Task Order Solicitation, provided that Confractor 
identifies such additional insurance and the cost thereof in the 
Response to a Task Order Solicitation. 
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3.2.3. Negotiation of Responses to Task Order Solicitations. After delivery of a 
Response to Task Order Solicitation, the City may seek fiirther explanation or 
modifications, and Confractor will cooperate with the City in seeking to agree 
upon a revised Response to Task Order Solicitation. The City reserves the right 
to modify or withdraw a Task Order Solicitation prior to execution of the Task 
Order. Contractor reserves the right to modify or withdraw a Response to a Task 
Order Solicitation, prior to execution of the Task Order; provided that (i) in such 
case the City will not be obligated to pay Confractor for any work done by 
Confractor in connection with creating the Response to a Task Order Solicitation 
and (ii) if the City has already paid for the creation of a Response to Task Order 
Solicitation that is later withdrawn or materially modified by Confractor, such 
payment will, at the City's option, be returned or credited against other amounts 
payable by the City to Contractor. 

3.2.4. Task Orders. When the Response to Task Order Solicitation is accepted by the 
City, it will be attached to a form for approval by the City, substantially in the 
form set forth in Exhibit 4 ("Task Order Approval Request"). When the Task 
Order Approval Request has been duly executed as required by ordinance, it will 
become a Task Order under this Agreement. 

3.2.5. Payment for Development of Certain Responses to Task Order Solicitations. If 
Confractor determines that preparation of a Response to Task Order Solicitation 
will require Confractor to imdertake substantial professional design work or 
substantial development of specifications for Custom Software and Confractor 
believes it should be paid for the preparation of such Response to Task Order 
Solicitation, Confractor will so inform the City in writing prior to begirming the 
preparation of such Response to Task Order Solicitation. Such prior notice must 
be accompanied by a written description of, and estimate of the cost and schedule 
for, the necessary professional design and/or specification development work. If 
the City agrees to pay for the preparation of the Response to Task Order 
Solicitation and agrees to Contractor's estimate, the City will either develop a 
new Task Order Solicitation covering such preparation or, if a Task Order for 
project management and/or other general services is already in place, which Task 
Order would allow the preparation of the relevant Response to Task Order 
Solicitation to be paid for pursuant to such existing Task Order, the DGS 
Commissioner may agree in writing to pay for the preparation of the relevant 
Response, to Task Order Solicitation pursuant to such existing Task Order. The 
Parties anticipate that one of the initial Task Orders will include project 
management services, including authorized services in preparation of Responses 
to Task Order Solicitations. All such work in preparation of a Response to Task 
Order Solicitation for which the City authorizes payment will be calculated at the 
prices listed in the pricing matrix set forth in Exhibit 15. subject to Section 19.2. 
Confractor must not proceed with any work chargeable to the City without written 
authorization of the DGS Commissioner. Contractor must not request payment 
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for the development of a Response to Task Order Solicitation that does not 
require substantial professional design or specification development work to 
develop such response, but Confractor instead must prepare a response without 
charge to the City; provided that the City will pay for any project management 
time that is included in a Tzisk Order. All project management services that relate 
to the preparation of any one or more Responses to Task Order Solicitations will 
be clearly labeled as such, both in the Task Order authorizing them and in any 
invoices covering such Work. 

3.3 Implementation of Work Pursuant to Task Orders. 

3.3.1. Work. The parties will proceed as described in this Agreement, the Task Order 
and (i) Section E of Part I of Exhibit 7 or, (ii) in the case of Custom Software, as 
described in Section C of Part II of Exhibit 7. or (iii) in the case of Other Services 
and/or Special Projects, as described in Sections A. and D. of Part III of Exhibit 7. 
No work may proceed for which the City will be billed, including work by 
Contractor's Project Manager or others performing project management work, 
other than as authorized in the Task Order covering such Work. 

3.3.2. Materials. Contractor will provide and maintain, and will cause each 
Subcontractor to provide and maintain materials, supplies and equipment 
necessary to perform its obligations pursuant to this Agreement in a timely 
fashion. 

3.3.3. Meetings. From the start date of a Task Order until the later of the end of the 
applicable Wartanty Period or for so long as the City purchases Support and 
Maintenance under a Task Order, the City and Contractor will meet on at least a 
monthly basis to discuss project management and support issues. As a part of 
these meetings, Confractor must inform the City of new releases, support level 
changes, temporary problem resolutions and circumventions and other 
information with respect to the Firmware or Licensed Software. 

3.3.4. Daily Reports. At the City's request, Confractor and all Subconfractors must 
prepare and submit daily reports including the number of workers, names of 
workers, where the workers will be deployed, equipment used and any pertinent 
information regarding possible delays in the Work. 

3.3.5. Notice of Delay. Once Confractor is aware of a delay (or has reasonable basis to 
believe that a delay is imminent) in the schedule for Work set forth in a Task 
Order, Confractor shall promptly (but in no event more than five (5) business days 
after the delay begins) notify the City of the delay and include all available 
information regarding the delay. Whenever Confractor has knowledge that any 
actual or potential labor dispute is delaying or threatens to delay the timely 
performance of Work, Confractor must immediately (but in any event within one 
(I) business day of such knowledge) give notice to the DGS Commissioner in 
accordance with Article 20, and must include all available information with 
respect to the dispute. 
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3.4 Changes in the Work 

3.4.1. City's Right to Change Work. The DGS Commissioner reserves the right to 
order, in writing, changes in a Task Order without prior notice to Confractor's 
surety; provided that the DGS Commissioner will not shorten the time period for 
performance under Ta^k Order without Contractor's agreement. Confractor is 
obligated to perform in a timely manner the Work in the changed Task Order 
included in the written notice from the DGS Commissioner. These changes may 
consist of additions, deletions, or other revisions, at the discretion of the City. 

3.4.2. Contract Impact Event. If there is a Contract Impact Event that adversely affects 
a Party's performance under this Agreement, such Party may provide the other 
Party with a written request for a change in the Task Order to reflect the impact of 
the Contract Impact Event. A Party whose ability to perform was adversely 
affected by a Confract Impact Event that is a Force Majeure event (except a Force 
Majeure event that impacts the work site) may not make a request for additional 
fees, but may request a revised schedule. 

3.4.3. Contractor's Request. Either (a) within 14 days of receipt of the written notice 
from the DGS Commissioner under Section 3.4.1 or Section 3.4.2 or (b) if the 
Contractor is requesting the change in accordance with Section 3.4.2, then as part 
of the request for a change. Contractor must submit to the DGS Commissioner a 
written proposal for adjustment to the price approved under the Task Order (for 
Confract Impact Events other than a Force Majeure event) and/or the schedule or 
time for performance set forth in the Task Order, including where applicable, a 
decrease in the price or shortened schedule, for negotiation with the City, and 
when agreed upon, incorporation into the revised Task Order ("Change Order"). 
While the parties do not anticipate that a Force Majeure Event would result in 
additional fees, Confractor may request that the DGS Commissioner permit 
additional fees based on a Force Majeure event provided that Confractor can 
demonstrate an increase in Confractor's costs as a result of the Force Majeure. 
The final determination of fees would be at the sole option of the DGS 
Commissioner. 

3.4.4. Task Order Modification. The final provisions of the Change Order, including the 
adjustment in the Task Order price and/or the schedule or time for performance, if 
any, will be incorporated into a written document signed by the authorized 
representatives of each party. ("Task Order Modification"). 

3.4.5. Contractor's Release. All Task Order Modifications constitute a full release of 
the City from any liability for any additional compensation or extension of time 
arising or resulting from the Work performed pursuant to the Task Order 
Modification, but such release will not apply to Confract Impact Events occurring 
after the date of the Task Order Modification. By executing a Task Order 
Modification, Confractor accepts the compensation and/or time extension 
provided in it in full accord and satisfaction for that Task Order Modification, and 
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expressly waives, releases and relinquishes all additional claims and demands 
relating to or arising out of the matters covered by that Task Order Modification, 
including direct or indirect cost, profit, or damages related to disruptions. Such 
release will not apply to Contract Impact Events occurring after the date of the 
Task Order Modification. In the case of multiple Task Order Modifications 
relating to the same Task Order, the latest-dated Task Order Modification 
supersedes any previous Task Order Modifications, to the extent of any 
inconsistency. 

3.4.6. Performance of Changed Work. Contractor must promptly proceed with any 
changes in the Work or time for performance (consistent with Section 3.4.1) as 
directed by a written order of the DGS Commissioner, in accordance with Section 
3,4,1 with or without any Task Order Modification. Confractor's refiisal or 
failure to proceed promptiy with the changed Task Order as directed constitutes 
an event of default under Section 13.3. If such written order is issued without a 
corresponding Task Order Modification, upon Contractor's request, Confractor 
may submit a written proposal for adjustment as set forth in Section 3.4.3, and the 
parties will proceed pursuant to Sections 3.4.3 through 3.4.5 to enter into a Task 
Order Modification to reflect the change directed by such written order. No 
change to the Task Order by Contractor as directed by the DGS Commissioner 
will operate to invalidate the Agreement or release Contractor's surety. 

3.5 The Software and Firmware 

3.5.1. Licensed Software and Firmware. 

3.5.1.1. In each Task Order, Confractor must identify all Licensed Software and 
Firmware required for the completion of the Work and must specify all 
license fees for such Licensed Software and Firmware, all of which will 
be paid to the licensor by Contractor, on behalf of the City, and be 
included in the Task Order price, unless the Task Order specifies 
otherwise. The information provided by Confractor related to the 
Licensed Software and Firmware must include the following: (a) the 
name of the Licensed Software and Firmware; (b) the vendor of the 
Licensed Software and Firmware; (c) the scope of use of the Licensed 
Software and Firmware, (e.g., any limits on the number of servers, any 
limits on the number of total users or concurrent users, any limits on 
the number of copies, etc.); (d) a detailed description of the fiinction of 
the Licensed Software and Firmware; (e) where the Licensed Software 
and Firmware will be installed; (f) the number of copies that will be 
provided; whether the City will obtain a direct license from the vendor 
or whether the Licensed Software will be sublicensed by Confractor to 
the City. 

3.5.1.2. For any Licensed Software and Firmware that is embedded into a 
Device by the manufacturer or a distributor of such Device (other than 
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Contractor, a Subconfractor or Tridium, Inc.), Contractor will provide 
to the City the terms of all licenses for such embedded Licensed 
Software and Firmware prior to or on the date of installation of the 
Device in which the Licensed Software and Firmware is embedded. 
The amounts paid for such Devices under the applicable Task Order 
will include all license fees; the City shall have the right to use the 
Device and embedded Software and Firmware without further payment 
for the normal useful life of the Device. 

3.5.1.3. In the event the City will obtain a direct license from the vendor for 
Licensed Software or Firmware other than such as may be embedded 
into a Device by the manufacturer or distributor. Contractor will, upon 
the City's request, provide a copy of the applicable license prior to the 
date the DGS Commissioner signs the Task Order. Whether or not the 
City makes such a request, Confractor will deliver a copy of the license 
from the vendor of the Licensed Software and Firmware to the City, 
prior to or upon installation of the Licensed Software or Firmware. If 
the City decides that it wishes to negotiate such license terms with the 
vendor of the Licensed Software and Firmware, Contractor will provide 
cooperation to the City in facilitating contact between the City and the 
vendor of the Licensed Software and/or Firmware. 

3.5.1.4. The parties do not anticipate that Confractor will sublicense Licensed 
Softwiae and Firinware to the City. However, in the event the 
Confractor does offer such a sublicense, Confractor must indicate in the 
applicable Response to Task Order Solicitation and in the Task Order 
that Confractor will sublicense the Licensed Software and Firmware to 
the City. Along with the Response to Task Order Solicitation, 
Confractor must provide a copy of the terms of such subhcense. If the 
City objects to any terms of such sublicense, Confractor will work with 
the City and the vendor of the applicable Licensed Software and 
Firmware to negotiate mutually agreeable terms. Any such agreed 
upon terms will be included with the Task Order. If the City and 
Contractor caimot agree upon terms, then the City may decide that it 
will not sign the Task Order. 

3.5.1.5. All Licensed Software and Firmware, other than that embedded into a 
Device as described in Section 3,5.1.2, shall be provided pursuant to a 
paid-up, perpetual license for use by the City and Sister Agencies 
throughout the GBMS, unless the DGS Commissioner approves a 
different license pursuant to an amendment to this Agreement. For the 
purposes of this Section 3.5.1.5 only, the DGS Commissioner shall 
have the authority to amend this Agreement by execution of such an 
amendment, without flirther action by the City, 
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3.5.1.6. As further set forth in Section 8.4, Contractor is responsible for 
ensuring that the scope of the license for Licensed Software is 
consistent with the requirements for scope of use that the City has 
communicated to Contractor as specified in the Task Order, including 
without limitation providing for use by any applicable Sister Agencies. 

3.5.1.7. Contractor must use appropriate safety precautions when operating or 
maintaining the Licensed Software and Firmware and any equipment 
connected to it. Confractor will take appropriate precautions, establish 
appropriate procedures and post appropriate notices to ensure that 
persons and property are not harmed in the event of an error, 
malfiinction or unexpected operation of the Licensed Software or 
Firmware. 

3.5.1.8. Contractor and any Subconfractors that perform work related to 
Licensed Software or Firmware must comply with any restrictions 
imposed by third party vendors of Licensed Software and Firmware 
including, if applicable, a requirement that only authorized distributors 
or integrators work with Licensed Software or Firmware. 

3.5.1.9. All Licensed Software and Firmware must be off-the-shelf and readily 
available commercially. 

3.5.1.10. In the event Contractor installs Niagara Framework Software pursuant 
to any Task Order, the parties understand such Software will be 
provided pursuant to (i) the Software Deposit and License Agreement 
between the City, Tridium, Inc., and an escrow agent (the "Escrow 
Agreement") set forth as Exhibit 26 to this Agreement and (ii) the End 
User License Agreement set forth in Exhibit 27 to this Agreement. 

3.5.1.11. Where any Licensed Software is restricted by the license agreement or 
technical measures to operation on a single Device or a designated 
system, during the applicable Warranty Period and for so long as 
Contractor is providing Support and Maintenance services under a Task 
Order covering the Device or designated system, Confractor will assist 
the City in making the full intended use of the Software. If the City 
wishes to replace the Device or designated system, or to move the 
Licensed Software temporarily to a backup Device or system, 
Confractor will promptly, and without additional charge to the City, 
procure the necessary rights and capability to use the Licensed 
Software on the replacement or backup Device or system, including 
installing the Software on such Device or system, adjusting the 
replacement or backup Device or system appropriately and installing 
such new software "keys," and taking such other steps as are necessary 
for the City to use the Licensed Software on the replacement or backup 
Device or system as fully and with the same functionality as on the 
replaced Device or system. 
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3.5.2. Custom Software. The only Custom Software used in the GBMS will be that 
described in Exhibit 14 or approved in writing by the DGS Commissioner, as set 
forth in Section 3.5.2,2. All such Custom Software will be developed by 
(i) Contractor or (ii) an Approved Subconfractor, as set forth in Section 5.6, that 
Contractor has notified the DGS Commissioner in writing will develop such 
Software, and that the DGS Commissioner has approved in writing for such 
development. 

3.5.2.1. Custom Software projects anticipated as of the Effective Date are listed 
in Section C of Exhibit 14. In the event additional Custom Software is 
necessary or desirable because the use of commercially available 
software is not feasible for the particular task, either Contractor or the 
City may propose the development of such Custom Software. Written 
approval of the DGS Commissioner as set forth in Section 3,5.2.2 will 
constitute an amendment adding in such additional Custom Software to 
Exhibit 14. which Contractor must execute and which will then 
automatically supersede the previous Exhibit 14. 

3.5.2.2. No work will be done on any Custom Software until a Task Order 
describing such work is approved in writing by the DGS 
Commissioner. Upon such approval, the parties will proceed as 
described in the Task Order. At any time during such development 
process the DGS Commissioner may issue a suspension notice as set 
forth in Section 13,7 or an early termination notice as set forth in 
Section 13.6. 

3.5.2.3. The City will own all right, title and interest in and to the Custom 
Software and all Ancillary Materials, as set forth in Section 3.13.1, 
Confractor must deliver to the City: (i)all Custom Software and 
Ancillary Materials in both Source Code and executable code form; 
(ii) all requirements and design documents and all user, programmer 
and technical documentation relating to the Source Code form of all 
Custom Software and Ancillary Materials, as well as all modifications 
and enhancements of the foregoing; and (iii) fraining sufficient for the 
City to use, operate and administer the Custom Software and Ancillary 
Materials, which fraining must include fraining necessary for a group of 
individuals specified by the City to frain others in the use of the 
Custom Software and Ancillary Materials. 

3.6 Commissioning 

3.6.1. Purpose. The purpose of the Commissioning process is to provide the City with a 
high level of assurance that all aspects of the installation and implementation of a 
specific portion of the GBMS, including the ECMs and security systemsi have 
been installed in the prescribed manner, and operate within the Performance 
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Standards and other requirements of this Agreement and the applicable Task 
Orders, Commissioning is intended to enhance the quality of system start-up and 
aid in the orderly transfer of systems to beneficial use and maintenance by the 
City, 

3.6.2. City's Quality Assurance Agent. An independent quality assurance agent may be 
engaged by the City (the "City's Quality Assurance Agent") to provide the City 
with an unbiased, objective view of the installation, testing, operation and 
performance of the GBMS or any portion of it. 

3.6.3. Participation; Process. The Commissioning process, including Contractor's 
responsibilities related to the Commissioning process and testing, adjusting and 
balancing activities, will be as set forth in Exhibit 8. 

3.7 Training 

3.7.1. Description of Training. Contractor shall provide training services for the GBMS 
as set forth in a Task Order, including traditional classroom training, hard copy 
documentation, documentation embedded in the GBMS, and computer-based eind 
web-based training, as set forth in Exhibit 9. 

3.7.2. Task-Order Based. Contractor must provide training as set forth in Exhibit 9. to 
the extent authorized by the DGS Commissioner in a Task Order. 

3.7.3. Additional Training. In the event that the City wishes to purchase additional 
training for new personnel, such Training will be provided under a Task Order. 

3.8 Documentation 

3.8.1. As-built, Training and Vendor Documentation. As-built documentation, training 
materials, vendor or manufacturer documentation, operational instructions and 
maintenance instmctions must be delivered in hard copy by Contractor and must 
be made available by Contractor on-line, as described in Exhibit 10. 

3.8.2. Source Code Documentation. Source code documentation for Custom Software 
and Ancillary Materials must be provided by Contractor in hard copy, off-line in 
elecfronic format (PDF and HTML formats), and must be made available by 
Contractor via a hyperlink from the GBMS confrol software located in the OCC, 
for use by authorized users. 

3.8.3. Completeness: Updates. All Documentation must be complete, must be presented 
so as to facilitate its use by users who do not have expert knowledge of the 
GBMS, and must be sufficient in content and presentation to allow users to 
understand, operate, maintain, froubleshoot, modify, enhjince and/or expand the 
GBMS, All Documentation must be updated promptly upon any addition to or 
modification of the GBMS, including addition of facilities in the GBMS, addition 
of servers, installation of new Devices or later model Devices, and delivery of 
Upgrades of Firmware or Software. 
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3.8.4. Electronic Copies. Contractor must provide the City elecfronic versions of any 
hard-copy record documents that the Contractor is required to prepare pursuant to 
this Agreement or a Task Order. Such copies shall be in AutoCAD format unless 
otherwise stated in the applicable Task Order, and must be delivered as set forth 
in the applicable Task Order, Confractor must provide additional electronic 
copies of all such documents and records promptly upon request by the City 
within one (1) year after a Task Order Acceptance Notice for the applicable Task 
Order, as set forth in Section 6,5, Contractor may charge the City the cost of 
duplication of such additional records. 

3.9 Operations; Support and Maintenance 

Operations and Support and Maintenance are set forth in Article 7, 

3.10 Emergency Response 

Emergency Response is set forth in Article 7. 

3.11 The Devices 

Contractor must sell to the City the Devices described in a Task Order, or enhanced 
versions of such Devices or other Devices providing at least the level of performance of such 
Devices, consistent with Contractor's obligations under Section 3.11 and Exhibit 6. 

3.11.1. Title to Devices. Title and ownership of the Devices will remain vested in 
Confractor or its Subconfractors, as applicable, until delivery of the Devices to the 
City, delivery by the City of a Facility-Level Substantial Acceptance Notice and a 
Facility Integration Substantial Acceptance Notice for the facility in which the 
Devices are installed, as set forth in Sections 6.4.2 and 6.4.4, and payment by the 
City. Confractor warrants that the City will acquire good and clear title to the 
Devices being purchased under this Agreement, free and clear of all liens and 
encumbrances. After the facility-level acceptance notices, as described in the first 
sentence of this Section 3,11.1, and payment for particular Devices, Confractor 
must provide, upon request by the City, satisfactory evidence of good and clear 
titie to such Devices. 

3.11.2. New Devices. Contractor warrants that the Devices and all parts and components 
of it are and will be riew and unused at the time of installation. 

3.11.3. Non-Contractor Equipment. If the City wishes to cormect, to any portion of the 
GBMS, any equipment or Devices not provided by Confractor and not specified 
in a Task Order, tiie City will notify Contractor no later than sixty (60) days prior 
to the anticipated installation or connection date of such equipment or Devices, 
The City will be entitled to install such equipment or Devices, without affecting 
Contractor's representations and warranties under this Agreement as to the 
GBMS, unless, within thirty (30) days of notification by the City, Confractor 
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provides written notice to the City of any reason known to Confractor that such 
equipment or Devices could adversely affect Confractor's obligations or the 
performance of the GBMS, If, notwithstanding such notice from Contractor the 
City connects such equipment or Devices, Confractor will not be liable for 
warranty bbligations in connection with the GBMS to the extent they are caused 
by the City's connection of such equipment or Devices. 

3.12 Non-obsolescence 

3.\2.\. General. The City and Contractor recognize that in implementing a project with a 
term and an expected life as long as that of the GBMS, there is a risk of 
obsolescence with respect to the design, the Devices, the Firmware, the Software, 
the OCC or some combination of them. Contractor warrants that it will follow the 
principles, standards and procedures set forth in Exhibit 6. will stay reasonably 
abreast of (i) new developments, Devices, Firmware and Software of potential 
relevance to the GBMS and (ii) all Upgrades to Software and Firmware made 
available by the vendors thereof, and will inform the City of any such new 
developments. Devices, Firmware or Software, and all Upgrades, for the City's 
determination as to whether they should be incorporated into the GBMS. 

3.12.2. Error Corrections to Software and Firmware. During the applicable Warranty 
Period, jmd during any period for which Contractor is providing Support and 
Maintenance services pursuant to a Task Order, all error corrections for each 
piece of Firmware and Licensed Software installed by Contractor under this 
Agreement in the portion of the GBMS covered by the Warranty Period or the 
Support and Maintenance Task Order will be provided and installed by 
Confractor, without additional charge to the City, reasonably promptiy after they 
are made available by the applicable vendor and have been reviewed by 
Confractor and determined by Contractor to be safe for installatiori on the GBMS. 

3.13 Energy Audit 

Where required by a Task Order, Confractor must perform an energy audit ("Energy 
Audit") to establish baseline energy usage and cost data for specific ECMs, The Energy Audit 
must, at a minimum, provide the level of detail requested in the relevant Task Order. Confractor 
must generate an audit report at the conclusion of the Energy Audit, tiie contents of which must 
provide baseline data to be used to compare post-GBMS installation energy performance and to 
verify that the expected energy cost savings and resultant payback are realized. For any Task 
Order that requires an investment grade Energy Audit, Confractor will provide a guarantee of the 
expected energy cost savings set forth in the audit report (the "Energy Savings Guaranty"). If 
such savings are not achieved, the City will have the right to obtain the remedies identified in 
Exhibit 23, 

3.14 Ownership of Work Product 

3.14.1, Assignment. The parties acknowledge that all items of any kind or nature created 
or developed by Contractor and its Subcontractors in the course of preparing for 
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or in connection with a Task Order either prior to, on or after written approval of 
the Task Order (including Responses to Task Order Solicitations), that rise to the 
level of being protectable intellectual properties, including all Custom Software, 
all specifications, diagrams, flow charts and other materials ancillary to all 
Custom Software ("Ancillary Materials"), training materials, drawings, 
diagrams, flow charts, specifications, manuals and other documents or materials, 
including those in electronic form, and including any signed and/or sealed by a 
Licensed Professional Engineer or Architect (all of the foregoing, collectively, 
"Work Product"), will have been specially ordered or commissioned by the City 
and, accordingly, each will be a "work made for hire" (as that term is defined in 
the Copyright Act of 1976) for the City. The Work Product includes all materials 
created or developed by or on behalf of Contractor or any Subconfractor in the 
course of performing or prepauing to perform under a Task Order, Contractor 
hereby transfers and assigns to the City: (i) to the extent any copyrightable Work 
Product is not a work made for hire, all rights of Contractor and Subconfractors 
under copyright, which assignment and rights will be effective automatically, 
upon the fixation in any tangible medium of any portion of the Work Product, and 
no further action will be required to perfect such assignment; and (ii) all of 
Contractor's and Subcontractors' right, tide and interest in the Work Product, 
including all patent, trade secret and other proprietary rights therein. 

3.14.2. Further Assurances by Contractor. Contractor must execute and deliver such 
additional documents and take such additional reasonable actions as the City 
deems necessary or convenient to perfect or evidence the City's rights under this 
Agreement. If and to the extent any portion of the Work Product is developed by 
a Subconfractor, Confractor must: (i) procure from such Subconfractor all work 
for hire, assignment and other rights necessary or requested by the City to convey 
to the City the rights and materials described in Section 3.13,1; (ii) provide in its 
agreement with such Subconfractor that the City is a third-party beneficiary of 
such agreement, entitied to enforce it directly against such Subconfractor; and 
(iii) provide a copy of the agreement with the Subconfractor to the City prior to 
the Subconfractor's commencing any Work with respect to the Work Product. If, 
upon review of such agreemetit at any time, the City determines that the 
provisions described in clauses (i) and (ii) are not adequately included, Confractor 
must, upon the City's request, cause the agreement with such Subconfractor to be 
amended to include such provisions acceptable to the City. As set forth in 
Section 5.6, all Subcontractors who perform development work or create Work 
Product must be Approved Subconfractors. 

3.15 Risk of Loss 

Facility-level Work is under Confractor's charge and care until Facility-Level Substantial 
Acceptance, unless otherwise specified in the Task Order. However, in the case of Construction 
Activities, risk of loss may pass upon implementation of the Work to which the risk relates (prior 
to Facility-Level Substantial Acceptance); provided that the cost of builder's loss insurance is 
covered in the Task Order. Contractor assumes all responsibility for injury or damage to the 
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Work by action of the elements, fire or any other causes whatsoever, including injury or damage 
arising from the execution or non-execution of the Work, prior to passage of risk of loss. 
Confractor must rebuild, repair, restore and make good, at no additional cost to the City, all 
injuries or damages to any portion of the Work before risk of loss passes to the City, After risk 
of loss passes to the City, injuries or damage to the Work may be repaired in accordance with 
warranty provisions or Task Orders, if applicable, 

ARTICLE 4 

CITY RESPONSIBILITIES 

The City is responsible for supplying such space, lighting, utilities, air conditioning and 
other environmental requirements for the GBMS as Confractor may reasonably set forth in a 
Task Order, The City will provide, to the extent readily available: (i) existing building 
architectural, plumbing, electrical and mechanical system drawings; and (ii) utility consumption 
data including electrical, natural gas, steam, chilled water and any other fuel. The City will also 
provide access to all facilities in a timely matter and full participation in the development and 
implementation of Task Orders as set forth in Sections 3,2 and 3,3. Contractor understands that 
drawings and utility consumption data for some facilities may not be available, and that for other 
facilities such drawings and data may be available only in hard copy or scanned electronic 
format (non-modifiable). Contractor must promptly furnish such reasonable requirements for 
site preparation as are agreed to by the City and, upon advice from the City that such 
requirements have been fiilfilled. Contractor must inspect the installation and acknowledge that 
the site is suitable for effective installation and operation of the GBMS or advise the City in 
writing in what respect the installation does not comply with the stated requirements furnished 
by Contractor and agreed to by the City. 

ARTICLE 5 

CONTRACTOR; APPROVED SUBCONTRACTORS; PERSONNEL 

5.1 Contractor 

Confractor, which is Kenny Construction Company, is a Chicago-based general 
confractor with experience in various infrastructure projects from tunnels to fransmission and 
distribution projects, 

5.2 Key Subcontractors 

Confractor has assembled a team of key first-tier Subconfractors which, together with 
Contractor, possess the requisite expertise, qvialifications, relevant licenses, certifications, skills, 
experience and depth of persoimel to complete the GBMS, The key first-tier Subcontractors are 
Environmental Systems, Inc, ("ESF'); Commonwealth Edison Company ("ComEd"); and 
Ardmore Associates, LLC ("Ardmore") (collectively, the "Key First-Tier Subcontractors"), 
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5.2.1. ESI is a systems integrator with seventeen years of involvement in the design, 
engineering, installation and commissioning of building control and automation 
systems. 

5.2.2. ComEd provides energy consulting services, including commissioning-related 
services of HVAC, controls, electrical, and process systems. 

5.2.3. Ardmore is a professional design firm registered in Illinois that has ninety (90) 
years of collective experience in municipal and federal facility operations, 
management and development. 

Each of the Key First-Tier Subcontractors is committed to the GBMS project and has 
agreed to make available the resources and personnel required for it to fulfill its role with respect 
to the GBMS. 

5.3 Additional Subcontractors 

In addition to Contractor and the Key First-Tier Subcontractors, additional expertise and 
personnel will be needed for the GBMS project. Confractor has arranged for the entities listed in 
Section 3.c. of Exhibit 3 to assist with respect to certain elements of or services for the GBMS. 
Each of the Subconfractors listed in Section 3.c. of Exhibit 3 is committed to the GBMS project 
and has agreed to make available the resources and personnel required for it to fulfill its role with 
respect to the GBMS. 

5.4 Roles of Key Personnel and Qualified Engineering Firm 

5.4.1. Roles Generally. The services that will be performed by Contractor, the Key 
First-Tier Subcontractors and the additional Approved Subcontractors, and the 
key individuals to be assigned responsibility for specific types of services by each 
of the foregoing entities, are listed in Section 3 of Exhibit 3. 

5.4.2. Professional Engineering. When applicable law requires that services be 
performed by a Licensed Professional Engineer, Confractor must provide those 
services through the performance of qualified persons or entities duly licensed to 
practice their professions. All professional engineering work must be performed 
by a Qualified Engineering Firm, Confractor's agreement with the Qualified 
Engineering Firm under confract to Confractor as of the Effective Date, including 
services and financial arrangements with respect to the GBMS, has been disclosed 
to the City. Any amendments to such agreement and any agreements with any 
other Qualified Engineering Firm hired to perform engineering services with 
respect to the GBMS must be promptly and fully disclosed to the City. 

5.4.3. Role of Qualified Engineering Firm. The Qualified Engineering Firm under 
contract to Confractor as of the Effective Date is Ardmore, Confractor represents 
and warrants as follows: (i) this Qualified Engineering Firm is registered as a 
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professional design firm with the Illinois Department of Professional Regulation, 
pursuant to Section 4 of the Illinois Professional Engineering Act (the "Act"); 
(ii) as of the Effective Date, this Qualified Engineering Firm employs the 
professional engineers, licensed with the Illinois Department of Professional 
Regulation pursuant to Section 4 of the Act listed in Section 3,b. of Exhibit 3 
(copies of the registration of Ardmore and the listed individuals aie included in 
Exhibit 13): (iii) this Qualified Engineering Firm has agreed to maintain its 
Illinois regisfration as a professional design firm throughout its involvement in the 
Work; (iv) this Qualified Engineering Firm will, upon execution of this 
Agreement, contract independently with Contractor to provide professional 
engineering services under this Agreement; (v) this Qualified Engineering Firm 
will have direct supervision of the professional engineering work under this 
Agreement, has participated in the preparation of the Response, and will 
throughout the Term participate substantially in all material aspects of the 
offering and providing of services relating to any bid process (including preparing 
Responses to Task Order Solicitations), confract negotiation (including this 
Agreement and Responses to Task Order Solicitations), design, consultation, 
development, preparation and coordination of technical submissions, and 
verification of adherence to technical submissions and completion; and (vi) this 
Qualified Engineering Firm's services under this Agreement will not be 
terminated unless this Qualified Engineering Firm is immediately replaced by 
another professional engineer licensed in Illinois or Qualified Engineering Firm 
registered in Illinois that fulfills, and agrees to fulfill, the provisions of clauses (i) 
and (iii) and (a) agrees to provide, jmd provides, a copy of the regisfration of such 
Qualified Engineering Firm £md the names and copies of the licenses of the 
professional engineers, licensed under the Act, employed by such Qualified 
Engineering Firm who will participate in the Work, and (b) contracts 
independently with Contractor to provide professional engineering services and to 
have direct supervision of professional engineering work under this Agreement, 
and agrees to participate, and participates, substantially in all material aspects of 
the offering and providing of any services relating to any bid process (including 
preparing Responses to Task Order Solicitations), contract negotiations (including 
Responses to Task Order Solicitations), design, consultation, development, 
preparation and coordination of technical submissions, and verification of 
adherence to technical submissions and completion; provided, however, that if 
any Qualified Engineering Firm engaged by Contractor to perform engineering 
work under this Agreement fails to maintain its Illinois registration as a 
professional design firm, Confractor must immediately replace it with another 
Illinois-licensed professional engineer or Illinois-registered Qualified Engineering 
Firm, subject to written approval of the DGS Commissioner in a Task Order, as 
described in this Section 5,4,3, 

5,4.4, Architectural Services. When applicable law requires that services be performed 
by an Architect, Confractor must provide those services through the performance 
of qualified persons or entities duly licensed to practice their professions. All 
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architectural services must be performed by an Architect, subject to written 
approval of the City in a Task Order. Confractor's agreement with any such 
Architect, including services and financial arrangements with respect to the 
GBMS, and including any amendments to any such agreements, must be promptly 
and fiilly disclosed to the City, 

5.5 Assignment of Personnel 

Contractor will assign, and will cause each Subcontractor to assign, sufficient personnel 
at appropriate levels of experience and responsibility to perform such entity's obligations 
pursuant to this Agreement in a timely fashion. The City has the right to review the 
qualifications of all personnel assigned by Contractor and any Subcontractor to perform its 
obligations pursuant to this Agreement, 

5.6 Approved Subcontractors 

5.6.1. Subcontracting by Contractor. All subcontracted Work must be performed by 
Approved Subcontractors. The City has approved those Subconfractors set forth 
in Exhibit 3 ("Approved Subcontractors"). Contractor may substitute Approved 
Subconfractors (including the Key First-Tier Subconfractors set forth in Section 
5.2) only: (i) after the City has approved the proposed new Subcontractor in 
writing; and (ii) if both Contractor and the proposed Subcontractor meet the 
confidentiality requirements set forth in Article 12 and, if the new Subcontractor 
is a replacement for a Qualified Engineering Firm, such Subcontractor fiilfiUs the 
requirements of Section 5.4.2, All Subconfractors must meet the criteria set forth 
in Exhibit 3. 

5.6.2. Subcontracting by the City. The City will have the right to engage consultants or 
other third parties to assist the City with the exercise of its rights and the 
performance of its responsibilities under this Agreement. 

5.7 Continuity of Personnel 

Contractor and all Subcontractors must, for those personnel identified in Exhibit 3 or a 
Task Order, maintain continuity of such personnel during the Term, must maintain continuity in 
their respective personnel assigned to Work pursuant to a particular Task Order, and must not 
remove any such personnel except: (i) at the request of the City; (ii) upon the resignation, 
termination, death or incapacity of such personnel; or (iii) with the advance written approval of 
the City, which shall not be unreasonably withheld. The City has the right to object to the 
assignment by Confractor or any Subconfractor of persormel (including management) and to 
request replacement of any such personnel, Keimy will have an opportunity to discuss the issue 
with the City, No cost(s) or expense(s) of Confractor or a Subconfractor associated witii 
replacement of any persormel will be passed through to the City. 
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5.8 Continuity of Subcontractors 

For the purpose of providing continuity of its personnel, work and services under this 
Agreement, Confractor must comply with the following: 

5.8.1, Confractor will not eliminate any Approved Subconfractor from the GBMS 
project without prior written approval from the City, which shall not be 
unreasonably withheld. 

5.8.2. Each Key First-Tier Subcontractor must serve as an active participant in the Work 
{issociated with the implementation of the GBMS except as otherwise approved 
by the City, which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld. 

5.8.3. Contractor must review and approve any change that an Approved Subconfractor 
wishes to make to the personnel such Approved Subconfractor has assigned to the 
GBMS implementation, prior to submitting such change for the City's approval, 
which shall not be unreasonably withheld. 

5.8.4, The City has the right to reasonably object to the assignment by Contractor of any 
Subconfractor (including any Qualified Engineering Firm) and to request 
replacement of any such Subcontractor, provided that the City may not object to a 
Key First-Tier Subcontractor or Approved Subcontractor unless the basis for such 
objection is (i) a change of control of such Key First-Tier Subcontractor or 
Approved Subcontractor; (ii) gross incompetence or willful neglect by such Key 
First Tier Subcontractor or Approved Subcontractor as determined solely by the 
City; (iii) that the City is otherwise prohibited by law or policy from contracting 
with that entity; or (iv) breach by such Key First-Tier Subconfractor or Approved 
Subconfractor of its obligations under its subconfract with Confractor. Within fiye 
(5) business days of such an objection or request of the City, the parties will meet 
to resolve the issue. If, after such meeting, the City continues to object to the 
assignment or to request replacement. Contractor must not make the assignment 
or must replace the Subcontractor, as applicable, as promptiy as possible with the 
goal of doing so within five (5) business days. No cost(s) or expense(s) of 
Contractor associated with replacement of any Subconfractor will be passed 
through to the City. 

5,9 Designated Contacts 

Prior to approval of a Task Order, Contractor and the City will each designate a Project 
Manager in writing, to act until Acceptance (as defined in Section 6.3) of Work related to such 
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Task Order. Upon delivery of a Task Order Acceptance Notice for a Task Order (as described 
and defined in Section 6.5), Contractor and the City may each designate a different individual as 
its representative regarding the post-Acceptance performance of Confractor; absent such 
designation the Project Manager will continue to represent the entity that designated him or her. 

5.10 S tatus Reporting 

After issuance of a Task Order Solicitation and until Acceptance of Work related to a 
resulting Task Order, the Project Managers of Contractor and the City will, on a weekly basis, 
confer by conference call or, upon request by the City, in person. Such conferences must also 
include a responsible manager of any Approved Subcontractor with substantial responsibility for 
the Work to be performed under the Task Order SoUcitation, Response to Task Order 
Solicitation or Task Order. The scheduled call or meeting agenda must include, at a minimum, a 
report by Confractor and any affected Approved Subconfractor of the status of Work under all 
open Task Order Solicitations, Responses to Task Order Solicitations and Task Orders, including 
a list of completed and outstanding tasks, any existing or anticipated delays, the reason for them, 
the steps being taken to avoid or minimize the delay and the effect on the remainder of all open 
Task Order Solicitations, Responses to Task Order Solicitations or Task Orders; a critical issues 
management list; and an update of fees invoiced and expected to be invoiced by Contractor. A 
representative of Contractor will be responsible for taking minutes at each such scheduled call or 
meeting. Minutes for each scheduled call or meeting must be prepared by Contractor and 
circulated prior to the next scheduled call or meeting, and the first agenda item of each meeting 
will be the approval of the minutes from the previous scheduled call or meeting. At each such 
scheduled call or meeting, Contractor must provide the City with any information reasonably 
required by the City's Project Memager. 

5.11 Responsibility for Subcontractors 

Contractor warrants that contracts with all Subcontractors, of any tier, will contain terms 
and provisions consistent with those of this Agreement and sufficient to achieve the intent of this 
Agreement and that all Subcontractors are properly licensed to perform the Work eissigned to 
them. Contractor is responsible to the City for acts and omissions of, and selection of, 
Confractor's agents and employees, all Subcontractors, of any tier, and their agents and 
employees, and other persons or entities, including the Licensed Professional Engineer, Architect 
or other professionals, performing any portion of Confractor's obligations under this Agreement 
or any Task Order. Notwithstanding the City's approval of the use of Approved Subconfractors, 
Contractor must be and remain responsible for all aspects of Work. 

5.12 Services or Certification by Professionals 

When the Work requires professional architectural or engineering services or 
certifications related to systems, material or equipment, or when Contractor in its discretion 
provides such services or certifications through a Qualified Engineering Firm, an Architect or 
other Subcontractors, Contractor must cause such services or certifications to be provided by a 
properly Licensed Professional Engineer or by an Architect, as required under the circumstances, 
whose signature and seal must appear on all drawings, calculations, specifications, certifications, 
shop drawings, and other submittals prepared by such professional. Construction drawings, shop 
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drawings, specifications, calculations and other submittals related to a Task Order designed or 
certified by such professionals, if prepared by others, must bear such professionals' written 
approval. The City will be entitled to rely upon the adequacy, accuracy and completeness of the 
services, certifications or approvals performed by such professionals. 

5.13 Certifications 

In addition to the certifications required under Section 5.12, upon the City's request, 
Confractor must obtain from each of the professionals working on the GBMS, and fiimish to the 
City, certifications with respect to the documents and services provided by such professionals 
that: (i) to the best of their knowledge, information and belief, the documents or services to 
which such certifications relate (a) are consistent with the requirements of the relevant Task 
Order, except to the extent specifically identified in such certificate, (b) comply with applicable 
professional practice standards, and (c) comply with applicable laws, ordinances, codes, rules 
and regulations governing the design under the relevant Task Order; and (ii) the City and its 
consultants will be entitled to rely upon the accuracy of the representations and statements 
contained in such certifications. The City may request executed certificates other than those 
described above. 

ARTICLE 6 

TESTING AND ACCEPTANCE 

6.1 Overview 

During the Term and as the Work for each Task Order is completed. Contractor will 
verify that the design, installation and performance of the GBMS and each element of it complies 
with the requirements of this Agreement, including the applicable Task Order. 

6.1.1. Scope of Testing. The City has the right to perform tests to ensure that the GBMS 
and each element of it complies with the requirements of this Agreement, 
including the applicable Task Order and contemporaneous and previously 
completed Task Orders, Testing will be performed for Work done under each 
Task Order and for the GBMS as a whole, as flirther described below, at both the 
facility level and the GBMS system level. Until delivery of a Task Order 
Acceptance Notice, the City may waive or curtail any testing described below, 
relating to such Task Order, without prejudice to its right later to test the Work 
done under such Task Order and the affect of such Work on the GBMS, 

6.1.2. Default Time Periods. All time periods relating to testing set forth in this 
Article 6 will apply as default periods, to the extent such periods are not set forth 
in the applicable Task Order; to the extent different time periods relating to 
testing are set forth in a Task Order, those periods will, for the purposes of testing 
Work done under such Task Order, supersede the periods set forth in this 
Article 6. 

6.1.3. Delays Caused by the City. To the extent the City states in writing that it was 
responsible for delaying (i) work under a Task Order, or (ii) testing, as 
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contemplated by this Article 6, the time for performance under the Task Order or 
the time for successful completion of testing will be extended by the number of 
days of delay for which the City states it is responsible. 

6.1.4. Delays Caused by a Contract Impact Event. To the extent that (i) Work under a 
Task Order, or (ii) testing, as contemplated by this Article 6 is delayed by a 
Confract Impact Event, the time for performance under the Task Order or the time 
for successfial completion of testing will be extended by the number of days of 
delay as determined under Section 3.4.3. 

6.1.5. Excessive Testing. Each Task Order will set forth the number of attempts at each 
phase of testing that will constitute acceptable performance. If, to achieve 
acceptance at any level of testing, the City is required to test more than the 
acceptable number of times, the City will be entitied to the remedies set forth in 
Section II of Exhibit 23. If a Task Order does not set forth the acceptable number 
of testing attempts for any phase of testing, that number will be deemed to be two 
(2) attempts. 

6.1.6. Remedies. In addition to remedies specifically provided in this Article 6, in the 
event Contractor is deemed to be in material breach, under any of the provisions 
of this Article 6, of (i) one or more Task Orders, or (ii) this Agreement, the City 
will, among other remedies available to it, be entitled to the remedies set forth in-
(i) Exhibit 23 and (ii) in the case of Custom Software, set forth in Section D.3. of 
Part II of Exhibit 7 and, (iii) in the case of Supplementary Services and/or Special 
Projects, set forth in Sections D.3, and D.4. of Part III of Exhibit 7. 

6.2 Test Plans 

The City will develop or, if so provided in the applicable Task Order or if the City so 
elects, Confractor must develop, a test plan for each Task Order ("Test Plan"), The Test Plan 
will include at a minimum the items for test plans included in such Task Order or described in 
Exhibit 22, The final Test Plan for each Task Order must be approved by the DGS 
Commissioner, 

6.3 Testing 

The portion of the GBMS delivered under a Task Order will be deemed to have been 
accepted ("Acceptance") when, for facility-level Work (which, after the implementation of the 
OCC, will include integration with the OCC and related Construction Activities), all of the tests 
set forth in Sections 6,4 and 6,5 have been successfully completed and the DGS Commissioner 
has delivered a Task Order Acceptance Notice, as described in Section 6.5. For Custom 
Software and Supplementary Services and/or Special Projects, Acceptance will occur when tiie 
testing described in the Task Order has been successfully completed and tiie DGS Commissioner 
has delivered a Task Order Acceptance Notice. After delivery and upon completion of 
installation (where applicable). Contractor must certify to the City that the relevant portion of the 
GBMS (e.g., (i) installation at a particular facility, including implementation of the OCC, 
(ii) development of Custom Software, or (iii) completion of other services) under a Task Order 
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has been properly installed, developed or performed, tested by Contractor, and is ready for use 
(the "Confractor Certification"). Thereafter, the acceptance tests ("Acceptance Tests"): (i) for 
facility-level Work, set forth in Sections 6.4 and 6,5; and (ii) for Custom Software and 
Supplementary Services and/or Special Projects, Acceptance Tests called for in the Task Order 
or Test Plan and in Section 6,5, will, at the City's option, be performed by the City with 
assistance of the Contractor, or, if specified in a Task Order, performed by Confractor and 
observed by the City, If Contractor Certification is not issued within the time set forth in the 
relevant Task Order (or, if not so specified, thirty (30) days after the completion date 
contemplated by the Task Order), among other remedies that may be available to it, the City will 
have the right to obtain the remedies identified in Exhibit 23. 

6.4 Facility-Level Testing 

6.4.1. Generally. In addition to other testing described in this Article 6, the City may 
test the GBMS at the facility level in two (2) stages for each Task Order: 
(i) testing of installation of a portion of the GBMS at an individual facility; and 
(ii) testing of integration between the facility and the OCC (to the extent the OCC 
is operational). The Work done in any facility will not be considered.accepted 
until the DGS Commissioner has issued a Facility-Level Final Acceptance Notice 
and a Facility Integration Final Acceptance Notice, as set forth in Sections 6,4.3 
and 6.4.5. 

6.4.2. Facility-Level Testing. The City may test each facility separately (including to 
the extent applicable, the OCC) during the testing period specified in the relevant 
Task Order (or, if not so specified, a thirty (30) day testing period) after 
Contractor Certification for the facility. Testing will be: (i) for conformity of the 
portion of the GBMS installed at such facility and related Documentation to the 
tests described in the Test Plan and the Acceptance Criteria defined in Exhibit 22 
and/or the applicable Task Order; and (ii) to determine if the operating 
characteristics of each of the Devices, Firmware and Software components 
delivered does in fact match the operating characteristics given in the 
manufacturer's specifications ((i) and (ii), collectively, "Performance 
Standards"). If the City determines that the portion of the GBMS installed at the 
facility (including the OCC) or the related Documentation substantially fails to 
conform to the Performance Standards ("Non-Conformity"), the City will 
provide Contractor with a Non-Conformity Notice, Confractor must, within ten 
(10) business days after delivery of such Non-Conformity Notice, correct the non
conformity and notify the City that the portion of the GBMS in the facility and 
related Documentation is ready for testing, whereupon the City will re-perform 
the acceptance procedures described in this Section 6,4.2. Between the time 
Contractor is notified of a non-conformity and the time Contractor notifies the 
City that the non-conformity with the Performance Standards is repaired, the 
testing period will be suspended. The testing period will be extended as necessary 
to allow the City not less than the period specified in the relevant Task Order (or, 
if not so specified, thirty (30) days) to test the portion of the GBMS at the facility 
and related Documentation after a non-conformity is repaired. At the end of a 
testing period during which the City discovers no substantial non-confomiity, the 
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City will deliver a written notice of substantial acceptance to Confractor. In no 
event will the City be deemed to have substantially accepted the portion of the 
GBMS installed at the facility or related Documentation until the City has 
delivered such a substantial acceptance notice for the facility, signed by the DGS 
Commissioner ("Facility-Level Substantial Acceptance Notice"), If the City has 
both not reported a problem within the period for testing described above and has 
not provided a Facility-Level Substantial Acceptance Notice by the end of such 
testing period, Confractor may send the City a written request for the Facility-
Level Substantial Acceptance Notice, If the City does not provide either a Non-
Conformity Notice or a Facility-Level Substantial Acceptance Notice with in ten 
(10) business days after receipt of such request from Confractor, then the 
applicable portion of the GBMS shall be deemed accepted. If Facility-Level 
Substantial Acceptance has not been achieved within sixty (60) days of the 
commencement of the related testing. Contractor will be deemed to be in material 
breach of the Task Order; provided that, if the City delayed the delivery of the 
Facility-Level Substantial Acceptance Notice, the sixty (60)-day period shall be 
equitably extended by the length of such delay by the City. 

6.4.3. Punchlist Items; Final Facility-Level Acceptance. The City may deliver a 
Facility-Level Substantial Acceptance Notice notwithstanding that additional 
Work that does not materially affect the operation of the GBMS in the facility 
being tested, remains to be done. In such a case, the City will deliver to 
Contractor a punchlist of items to be completed to achieve final acceptance of the 
Work done at such facility, Confractor must complete the items on the punchlist 
and deliver them for inspection and, if appropriate, testing by the City within 
thirty (30) days after delivery of the punchlist to Contractor. After notification by 
Confractor that the punchlist items have been completed and delivered to the City 
for inspection and/or testing, the City may inspect and/or test, as appropriate, the 
punchlist items for a period of thirty (30) days to ensure that all Work called for 
by the Task Order has been properly completed and delivered to the City. If the 
City reasonably determines that the punchlist items have not been properly 
completed and delivered, the City will provide Confractor with a Non-Conformity 
Notice, Confractor must, within ten (10) business days after delivery of such 
Non-Conformity Notice, correct the non-conformity and notify the City that the 
punchlist items are ready for inspection and testing. Between the time Contactor 
is notified of a non-conformity in the punchlist items and the time Confractor 
notifies the City that the non-conformity has been corrected, the period for 
inspection and testing will.be suspended. Unless otherwise specified in the 
relevant Task Order, Uie period for inspection and testing will be extended as 
necessary to allow the City no less than thirty (30) days to inspect and test the 
punchlist items after a non-conformity is repaired. Upon satisfaction by the City 
that all Work at the facility level called for by the Task Order has been properly 
completed and delivered, the City will deliver a written notice of final facility-
level acceptance to Contractor. In no event will the City be deemed to have 
finally accepted the portion of the GBMS installed at the facility and related 
Documentation until the City has delivered such a final acceptance notice for the 
facility, signed by the DGS Commissioner ("Facility-Level Final Acceptance 
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Notice"). If the City has both not reported a problem within the period for testing 
described above and has not provided a Facility-Level Final Acceptance Notice 
by the end of such testing period, Contractor may send the City a written request 
for the Facility-Level Final Acceptance Notice. If the City does not provide either 
a Non-Conformity Notice or a Facility-Level Final Acceptance Notice with in ten 
(10) business days then the applicable portion of the GBMS shall be deemed 
accepted, if such final acceptance has not been achieved within sixty (60) days 
after the City's delivery of the punchlist to Contractor, Contractor will be deemed 
to be in material breach of the Task Order. If, upon testing as set forth in 
Section 6,4,2, the City finds that all Work to be done at the facility under the Task 
Order has been properly completed and delivered, and that no punchlist of further 
work is necessary, the City may issue a Facility-Level Final Acceptance Notice in 
lieu of a Facility-Level Substantial Acceptance Notice; provided that, if the City 
delayed the delivery of the Facility-Level Final Acceptance Notice, the sixty (60)-
day period shall be equitably extended by the length of such delay by the City, 

6.4.4. Facility Integration Testing. The City will conduct integration testing for each 
portion of the GBMS installed at a facility over the period specified in the 
relevant Task Order (or, if not so specified, a thirty (30) day period) after issuance 
of the Facility-Level Substantial Acceptance Notice. Integration testing will 
determine whether new features/fiinctions or elements of the GBMS, including 
additional zone servers or installations at additional facilities: (i) are properly 
integrated with the Enterprise Network and OCC functions, including the 
Niagara/GIS interface; and (ii) do not cause performance degradation of the OCC 
or GBMS as a whole; and (iii) if the OCC is not yet installed, integration of the 
control functions within the facility-level installation but not to the integration of 
the facility-level installation with the GBMS as a whole. If any portion(s) of the 
GBMS, or the GBMS as a whole, substantially fail to conform to the Performance 
Standards, the City will provide Contractor with a Non-Conformity Notice. 
Contractor must, within five (5) business days after delivery of such Non-
Conformity Notice, correct the non-conformity and notify the City that the 
relevant portion(s) of the GBMS (or the GBMS as a whole) is ready for 
acceptance testing, whereupon the City will re-perform the acceptance procedures 
described in this Section 6.4.4. Between the time Contractor is notified of a non
conformity and the time Contractor notifies the City that the failure is repaired, 
the testing period will be suspended. Unless otherwise specified in the relevant 
Task Order, the testing period will be extended as necessary to allow the City not 
less than the period specified in the relevant Task Order (or, if not so specified, 
tiiirty (30) days) to test the relevant portion(s) of tiie GBMS, or tiie GBMS as a 
whole, after a non-conformity is repaired. At the end of a testing period during 
which the City discovers no substantial non-conformity, the City will deliver a 
notice of substantial acceptance to Contractor. In no event will the City be 
deemed to have substantially accepted the integration of any portion of the GBMS 
until the City has delivered a substantial acceptance notice signed by the DGS 
Commissioner for such integration ("Facility Integration Substantial 
Acceptance Notice"). If the City has both not reported a problem within the 
period for testing described above and has not provided a Facility Integration 
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Substantial Acceptance Notice by the end of such testing period. Contractor may 
send the City a written request for the Facility Integration Substantial Acceptance 
Notice. If the City does not provide either a Non-Conformity Notice or a Facility 
Integration Substantial Acceptance Notice with in ten (10) business days then the 
applicable portion of the GBMS shall be deemed accepted. If Facility Integration 
Substantial Acceptance has not been achieved within sixty (60) days of the 
commencement of the related acceptance testing, Confractor will be deemed to be 
in material breach of the Task Order; provided that, if the City delayed the 
delivery of the Facility Integration Substantial Acceptance Notice, the sixty (60)-
day period shall be equitably extended by the length of such delay by the City. 

6.4.5. Final Facility Integration Acceptance. The City may deliver a Facility 
Integration Substantial Acceptance Notice notwithstanding that either (i) 
additional Work that does not materially affect the functioning of the OCC or the 
GBMS remains to be done or (ii) the OCC has not yet been installed. In the case 
of the events in Section 6.4.5(i), the City will deliver to Contractor a punchlist of 
items to be completed to achieve final acceptance of integration of the facility. 
The parties will thereafter proceed as described in Section 6.4.3; provided that 
when the City is satisfied that all work necessary for integration of the facility has 
been properly completed and delivered, the City will deliver a written notice of 
final facility integration acceptance to Confractor, In the case of the events in 
Section 6.4.5(ii), the City will perform the integration testing with the OCC as 
further described in Section 6.4.4 once the OCC is operational. In no event will 
the City be deemed to have finally accepted the integration of the facility into the 
GBMS until the City has delivered such a final acceptance notice, signed by the 
DGS Commissioner ("Facility Integration Final Acceptance Notice"), If the 
City has both not reported a problem within the period for testing described above 
and has not provided a Facility Integration Final Acceptance Notice by the end of 
such testing period. Contractor may send the City a written request for the Facility 
Integration Final Acceptance Notice. If the City does not provide either a Non-
Conformity Notice or a Facility Integration Final Substantial Acceptance Notice 
with in ten (10) business days then the applicable portion of the GBMS shall be 
deemed accepted. If, upon testing as set forth in Section 6.4.4, the City finds that 
all work for integration of the facility into the GBMS has been properly 
completed and delivered, and that no punchlist of further work is necessary, the 
City may issue a Facility Integration Fin^l Acceptance Notice in lieu of a Facility 
Integration Substantial Acceptance Notice. If Final Facility Integration 
Acceptance has not been achieved within sixty (60) days of the commencement of 
the related acceptance testing, Confractor will be deemed to be in material breach 
of the Task Order; provided that, if the City delayed the delivery of the Final 
Facility Integration Acceptance Notice, the sixty (60)-day period shall be 
equitably extended by the length of such delay by the City. 

6.5 Final Task Order Testing 

Final acceptance testing of all Work done under a Task Order will be conducted by the 
City over the period specified in the relevant task Order (or, if not so specified, a thirty (30) day 
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period) after (i) issuance of the Facility-Level Final Acceptance Notice and Facility Integration 
Final Acceptance Notice for all facilities and components of the GBMS in the Task Order or, 
(ii) for Task Orders not involving facility-level Work, after Confractor Certification. Such 
testing may be conducted on all facilities and components of the GBMS covered by the Task 
Order, on their integration into the GBMS as a whole, and on the performance of the GBMS 
including such components. Testing will be to determine whether the portion of the GBMS 
installed pursuant to, and all Work done under, the Task Order, as a whole, conform to the 
Performance Standards. 

6,5.1, Facility-Level Work. If the City determines tiiat such portions of the GBMS 
and/or Work fail to conform to the Performance Standards, the City will provide 
Contractor with a Non-Conformity Notice, Confractor must, within ten (10) 
business days after delivery of a Non-Conformity Notice, cortect the non
conformity and notify the City that the GBMS is ready for acceptance testing, 
whereupon the City will re-perform the acceptance procedures described in this 
Section 6.5, Between the time Confractor is notified of a non-conformity and the 
time Confractor notifies the City that the failure is repaired, the testing period will 
be suspended. The testing period will be extended as necessary to allow the City 
not less than the period specified in the relevant Task Order (or, if not so 
specified, thirty (30) days) to test the GBMS after a non-conformity with the 
Performance Standards is repaired. Upon the DGS Commissioner's sole 
determination that the Acceptance Tests have been successfully completed for all 
Work done under a Task Order, the DGS Commissioner will issue a written 
Acceptance notice for such Work to the Contractor ("Task Order Acceptance 
Notice"), In no event will Acceptance of any Task Order occur until the DGS 
Commissioner has issued a Task Order Acceptance Notice for the Work 
performed under such Task Order, If Task Order Acceptance has not been 
achieved within sixty (60) days of the related acceptance testing. Contractor will 
be deemed to be in material breach of the Task Order, 

6,5,2, Non-Facility-Level Work. Testing for Task Orders not involving facility-level 
Work shall be consistent with the applicable Task Order and Exhibit 7. Sections II 
or III, as applicable. 

6.6 Design and Connectivity Testing 

At any time during the Design and Connectivity Warranty Period, the City may test the 
GBMS for compliance with the Design and Connectivity Warranty set forth in Section 8.1,5, 
This testing may include integration testing and regression testing. For purposes of this Section 
6.6, "regression testing" means the selective retesting of one or more GBMS elements to 
determine whether Non-Conformities have been repaired, and to ensure that no other previously 
working functions of the GBMS have failed as a result of such reparations or any newly added 
features. This testing will be to determine, regardless of whether or not Facility-Level Final 
Acceptance Notices, Facility Integration Final Acceptance Notices and/or Task Order 
Acceptance Notices have previously been delivered, whether the GBMS as then installed, 
including each facility, the OCC, zone servers. Upgrades, and all communication and other 
features and fimctions already installed are functioning properly, are properiy integrated with 
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OCC fimctions, including the Niagara/GIS interface, and whether the OCC and GBMS, as a 
whole, conform to the Performance Standards. If the City determines that the GBMS or any 
portion(s) of it, or any Documentation, fails to conform to the Performance Standards, the City 
will provide Contractor with a Non-Conformity Notice. Contiactor must, promptly after delivery 
of a Non-Conformity Notice (but in no event later than five (5) business days thereafter) 
commence correcting the Non-Conformity and provide the correction and notify the City that the 
GBMS and related Documentation is ready for acceptance testing within thirty (30) days (or such 
longer period as may be mutually agreed upon by the parties) from the delivery of a Non
conformity Notice, whereupon the City will re-perform the acceptance procedures described in 
this Section 6.6. If Contractor informs the City in writing, within five (5) business days after 
delivery of a Non-Conformity Notice, that the correction of the Non-Conformities will require 
more than thirty (30) days, with an explanation of the work required to be done and an estimate 
of the length of time that will be required, the City will, if the City agrees that an extension is 
appropriate (such agreement not to be unreasonably withheld), agree to an appropriate extension 
of such thirty-day period, which extension shall be in effect only so long as Confractor works 
continuously to correct the Non-Conformities. Between the time Confractor is notified of a 
failure and the time Confractor notifies the City that the Non-Conformity with the Performance 
Standards is repaired, the testing period will be suspended. The testing period will be extended 
as necessary to allow the City not less than the period specified in the relevant Task Order (or, if 
not so specified, thirty (30) days) to test the GBMS and related Documentation after a failure is 
repafred. At the end of a testing period during which the City discovers no Non-Conformity, the 
City will deliver a system-level acceptance notice to Contractor, which will recognize that 
Contractor's obligations are complete at that time, but which will not preclude the City from 
performing additional system-level testing in the future, as new facilities, zone servers, features, 
functions or Upgrades are added to the GBMS. If system-level acceptance has not been achieved 
within thirty (30) days after the date the parties have agreed upon for correction of a Non-
Conformity Notice, Contractor will be deemed to be in material breach of (i) the Task Order or 
(ii) if the failure rises to the level described in the first sentence of Section 13,3,2, of this 
Agreement. 

6.7 Acceptance Failure 

If the operating performance of any portion of the GBMS, or of the GBMS as a whole, 
fails the testing described in Sections 6.1 through 6.6 above, or fails to meet the Performance 
Standards during the applicable Warranty Period and for so long as the City purchases Support 
and Maintenance, when the GBMS is in operation, the Acceptance Tests described above may, at 
the sole option of the City, be re-performed until such tests are passed, or, with the City's written 
consent, Confractor must, at no additional charge: (a) modify or adjust the GBMS to meet the 
Performance Standards; and/or (b) remove and replace or add such Devices, Firmware and/or 
Software components as may be necessary to make the GBMS meet the Performance Standards. 
If, when such tests are re-performed. Acceptance has not been achieved within sixty (60) days of 
the commencement of such additional testing, then at the City's option. Contractor will be 
deemed to be in material breach of (i) the Teisk Order or (ii) if the failure rises to the level 
described in the first sentence of Section 13.3.2, of this Agreement. 
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ARTICLE? 

OPERATIONS; SUPPORT AND MAINTENANCE; EMERGENCY SERVICE 

7,1 Operations 

7,1.1, Staffing and Procedures. "Facility-Level Operations" are general operating 
fimctions that will be performed at Facilities on a regular basis. Such operating 
functions include day-to-day facility operations work, taking calls from tenants, 
following up regarding alarms and other basic service issues at facilities other 
than the OCC. The City will perform Facility-Level Operations, As set forth in a 
Task Order, Confractor will provide some or all of the System-Level Operations 
(as defined in Section 7.1,2), The City may, through its own employees and/or 
through one or more third parties, perform some or all of the System-Level 
Operations, Exhibit 11 sets forth the staffing and procedures that will be followed 
by Confractor if a Task Order is issued to Contractor for System-Level 
Operations, and the type of staffing and procedures that Confractor recommends 
be used by the City or any third party performing System-Level Operations. 
Exhibit 11 may be amended from time to time by mutual agreement of the parties 
and written approval by the Commissioner, 

7.1.2, System-Level Operations. "System-Level Operations" consist of the following 
types of operations: 

7.1.2.1. Level One System-Level Operations are general operating fiinctions 
that will be performed at the OCC on a regular basis. Such operating 
fimctions include staffing the daily operations of the OCC, doing OCC 
day-to-day facility operations work, taking calls from users of the 
GBMS, following up regarding alarms, and other basic service issues, 

7.1.2.2, Level Two System-Level Operations are operations relating to the 
software and confrol functions of the GBMS, including analyzing the 
collected data, analyzing data points for interpretation of fault detection 
algorithms and other system analysis work, 

7.1.3, Maintenance of Functionality. Contractor warrants that, if and to the extent 
Contractor has been engaged pursuant to a Task Order to perform Level One 
System-Level Operations, Confractor will maintain the complete functionality of 
all critical equipment, systems, facilities and activities at the OCC and zone 
servers, without interruption 99.9% of the time in each one month period (unless a 
different standard is set forth in the applicable Task Order), except for 
intermptions for (i) agreed upon scheduled maintenance and repairs and (ii) Force 
Majeure events. 

7.1.4, Scheduled Downtime. Confractor warrants that, if and to the extent Confractor 
has been engaged to operate the OCC pursuant to a Task Order, scheduled 
downtime: (i) will not exceed sixteen (16) hours per year, and (ii) will be 
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performed at a time mutually determined by the parties. All scheduled downtime 
will be preceded by at least fourteen (14) days' prior written notice no single 
occurrence of scheduled downtime shall exceed eight (8) hours, and Confractor 
will cooperate with the City to minimize the disruption, inconvenience, cost and 
loss of G B M S availability resulting from scheduled downtime (including, where 
appropriate, by running the OCC on a redundant system so that the OCC may 
remain operational). 

7.2 Support and Maintenance 

7.2.1. Functionality and Support Standards. During the Warranty Period and for any 
time thereafter there is a Task Order for Contractor to perform Support and 
Maintenance services for the OCC or for the GBMS, Contractor must: (i) assure 
that the design of the GBMS (or the portion of it then installed) is compliant with 
the description of the features, functions and systems of the GBMS set forth in 
Exhibit 5 and all representations, warranties and covenants set forth in Article 8. 
and (ii) provide the services set forth in Article 7. 

7.2.2. Staffing and Procedures. As set forth in a Task Order, Contractor must provide 
some or all of the Support and Maintenance at the Facility-Level and/or System-
Level. The City may, through its own employees and/or through one or more 
third p2irties, perform some or all of the Support and Maintenance at the Facility-
Level and/or System-Level. Exhibit 12 sets forth the staffing and procedures that 
will be followed by Confractor if a Task Order is issued to Confractor for some or 
all of such Support and Maintenance, and the type of staffing and procedures that 
Contractor recommends be used by the City or any third party performing such 
work. 

7.2.3. Summary of Services. 

7.2.3.1, During the applicable Warranty Period and for any time thereafter there 
is a Task Order for Contractor to provide support and maintenzmce at 
the Facility-Level and/or System-Level, Contractor must perform the 
support and maintenance services ("Support and Maintenance") 
(i) during the Warranty Period, described in this Section 7.2 and 
Exhibit 12. as applicable to such Warranty Period, and (ii) for any time 
Support and Maintenance are being provided under a Task Order, as 
described in this Section 7.2 and Exhibit 12, unless a different standard 
is set forth in the applicable Task Order, Support and Maintenance 
includes the following, as applicable: 

7,2.3.1.1 System-Level Support and Maintenance includes: 
(i) phone support on a 24x7x365 basis for issues regarding 
tiie GBMS at the System-Level, OCC level or for the 
GBMS as a whole (including without limitation the OCC 
and zone servers); (ii) installation of Upgrades (as further 
described in Section 7.2.4) and Error Corrections of the 
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Software (including Software embedded in Devices) 
covered by the applicable Warranty Period or Task Order; 
and (iii) Device maintenance and repair not provided under 
System-Level Operations, however such maintenance does 
not include parts coverage artangements. If the software 
vendor charges an additional fee for Upgrades, then such 
fees will be reflected in the applicable Task Order. 

7.2.3.1.2 Facility-Level Support and Maintenance includes: (i) 
phone support on a 24x7x365 basis for issues regarding the 
GBMS at the Facility-Level; (ii) installation of Upgrades 
(as further described in Section 7.2.4) and Error 
Corrections of the Software located at a Facility (including 
Software embedded in Devices) covered by the applicable 
Warranty Period or Task Order; and (iii) Device 
maintenance and repair not included under Facility-Level 
Operations, however such maintenance Jind repair does not 
include parts coverage arrangements. If the software 
vendor chcirges an additional fee for Upgrades, then such 
fees will be reflected in the applicable Task Order. 

7.2.3.1.3 If the City requests Support and Maintenance beyond the 
applicable Warranty Period, then Confractor must complete 
a Task Order for Support and Maintenance, 

7.2.3.2. When Confractor is performing Support and Maintenance services and 
the City calls Confractor with a question or issue covered by. such 
services. Contractor will issue a work ticket that describes the issue 
("Work Ticket"). Contractor shall respond to any call from the City for 
Support and Maintenance within one (1) hour of receipt of the City's 
request for services. If on-site support is necessary, Contractor will be 
on-site within two (2) hours of receipt, during the City's normal 
business hours, of request for services. However, for requests for 
services received after the City's normal business hours, on weekends 
or City holidays, Confractor shall respond within two (2) hours of 
receipt of request for services and shall be on-site within four (4) hours 
if on-site support is necessary. Confractor shall then work diligentiy to 
address the issue and repair the problem set forth on the Work Ticket. 
Confractor will use the CMMS program (or a similar program selected 
by Confractor) to track Support and Maintenance issues. 

7.2.4. Firmware, Software and Documentation Upgrades. During the applicable 
Warranty Period and for any time thereafter there is a Task Order for Contractor 
to perform the following Support and Maintenance, Contractor must provide to 
tiie City: 
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7.2.4.1, Upgrades to Firmware. Contractor must provide, install and 
implement on all affected control elements and other Devices provided 
by Confractor, Upgrades to Firmware available from vendors and 
agreed to by the City, together with updated Documentation. 
Confractor must promptly (but in no event longer than three (3) months 
from the date the Upgrade is made available) test the Upgrade and 
make a recommendation to the City regarding whether the Upgrade 
should be implemented in the GBMS and, if so, the recommended 
timing of such implementation. If Contractor recommends such 
implementation and the City determines that the Upgrade should be 
implemented, then the parties will (within fifteen (15) days after the 
City notifies Confractor that the City wishes to implement the Upgrade) 
determine a schedule for the prompt implementation of the Upgrade, If 
the parties are unable to determine a schedule for the implementation of 
the Upgrade the parties may enter dispute resolution in accordance with 
the terms of Article 15, All control elements and other Devices 

• provided by Confractor, including embedded Firmware, must be 
LonMark certified (or certified under an equivalent certification 
standard, as approved by the City in writing) and must adhere to the 
current LonMark guidelines and LonMark certification standards for 
interoperability (or other equivalent guidelines and standards approved 
by the City in writing), as such guidelines and certification standards 
may be revised from time to time. To the extent requested to do so by 
the City, Contractor must enter into a Task Order to retrofit or adjust, or 
to maintain on an ongoing basis, confrol elements and other Devices 
that are legacy elements, or Devices or that were installed by the City 
or a third party, to the same standards as control elements or other 
Devices provided by Contractor, Any retrofitting or adjustment 
necessary to fiilfill the foregoing requirements must be done (i) within 
thirty (30) days of the implementation of the Upgrade or (ii) in the case 
of adoption of new LonMark guidelines or certification standards (or 
other equivalent guidelines and standards approved by the City in 
writing, within three (3) months of such adoption). 

7.2.4.2. Upgrades to Licensed Software. Confractor must provide, install and 
implement on all affected Devices provided by Confractor Upgrades to 
the Licensed Software available from vendors and agreed to by the 
City, together with updated Documentation, Contractor must promptly 
(but in no event longer than three (3) months from the date the Upgrade 
is made available) test the Upgrade and make a recommendation to the 
City regarding whether the Upgrade should be implemented in the 
GBMS and, if so, the recommended timing of such implementation. If 
Contractor recommends such implementation and the City determines 
that the Upgrade should be implemented, then the parties will (within 
fifteen (15) days after the City notifies Contractor that the City wishes 
to implement the Upgrade) determine a schedule for the prompt 
implementation of the Upgrade. If the parties are unable to determine a 
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schedule for the implementation of the Upgrade the parties may enter 
dispute resolution in accordance with the terms of Article 15. After the 
Upgrade has been installed the Devices and Licensed Software must be 
compatible with the GBMS, Confractor shall install a particular 
Licensed Software Upgrade for, or to maintain the currency of the 
Licensed Software on, Devices that are legacy Devices or that were 
installed by the City or a third party, to the same standards as Devices 
provided by Confractor, 

7.2.4.3. Third Party Costs. In the case of Upgrades for Firmware and Licensed 
Software for which the software vendor charges additional fees, the 
parties shall mutually agree upon a new Task Order or a Task Order 
Modification for pass-through fees for such Upgrade. In the event that 
the parties are unable to agree upon the pass-though fee or fees for 
implementation of the Upgrade, the City may determine that it does not 
wish to implement the Upgrade, 

7.2.4.4, Retrofitting. To the extent set forth in a Task Order, Confractor must 
rettofit all Devices and configure all Upgrades of Firmware and 
Licensed Software implemented in the GBMS required to ensure that 
the upgraded control elements. Devices or other services are 
compatible with and do not adversely affect the operation of the then-
existing GBMS and Enterprise Network. 

7.2.4.5, Compatibility Modifications to Custom Software. Confractor must 
provide all modifications to any Custom Software necessary to 
maintain the Custom Software current with all Upgrades of Firmware 
and Licensed Software implemented in the GBMS, and must provide 
£ill revisions and additions to the Source Code and Documentation for 
the Custom Software necessary to keep the Source Code and 
Documentation for the Custom Software current with all modifications 
to the Custom Software, In the case of Upgrades for which the 
software vendor charges additional fees, the parties will mutually agree 
upon a modification to the applicable Task Order for fees to make a 
compatibility modification to the Custom Software that is necessitated 
by such Upgrade. If the parties are unable to determine the fees for the 
compatibility modification to the Custom Software the parties may 
enter dispute resolution in accordance with the terms of Article 15, 

7.2.4.6. Error Corrections to Custom Software. Confractor must provide all 
Error Corrections to the Custom Software necessary to make it conform 
to the description of the features, functions and systems of the GBMS 
set forth in Exhibit 5. the Specifications for such Custom Software 
developed pursuant to Exhibit 7, and all representations and warranties 
set forth in Article 8. 
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7.2.5. Support and Maintenance 

7.2.5.1. Duration. During the applicable Warranty Period and thereafter 
pursuant to a Task Order issued pursuant to Section 7.2.5.2, Confractor 
shall maintain all Devices, Firmware and Software in the relevant 
facilities, including all confrol elements and functions, in compliance 
with the standards set forth in this Agreement, including the applicable 
Task Order, and as set forth in Exhibits 11 and 12. as applicable. 

7.2.5.2. Post-warranty Support and Maintenance. If the City issues a Task 
Order Solicitation for Support and Maintenance beyond the applicable 
Weuranty Period, Confractor must promptly respond with a Response to 
Task Order Solicitation for such Work, consistent with the processes 
set forth in Sections 3.2.2 through 3,2,4 and Section 3.13. Upon 
written approval by the DGS Commissioner of a Task Order for such 
services, Confractor must provide Support and Maintenance for the 
facilities and GBMS elements included in such Task Order as described 
in Section 7.2,3. 

7.2.5.3. Replacement. During the applicable Warranty Period and thereafter 
pursuant to a Task Order issued pursuant to Section 7.2,5.2, Confractor 
must remedy any defect in any Devices provided by Confractor or 
covered by such Task Order, including any defect in embedded 
Firmware or Software provided with the Device, and either repair or, at 
the City's reasonable discretion, replace any defective module or 
Firmware, or replace the entire defective Device. During the applicable 
Warranty Period and, if the City has elected a parts coverage 
arrangement under a Task Order, Contractor must supply, at no 
additional cost, all replacement parts necessary to ensure proper 
functioning of such Devices. Replacements must be new and must be 
comparable equipment of capacity and performance equal to or greater 
than the replaced module or unit. Replaced parts will become the 
property of Contractor. 

7.2.5.4. Telephone Support. During the applicable Warranty Period and any 
period during which Contractor provides Support and Maintenance 
pursuant to a Task Order, Confractor must provide telephone support 
regarding the use and operation of the GBMS (including confrol 
elements, other Devices, Firmware and Software) on a 24x7x365 basis, 
including all legal holidays, Confractor must ensure that at least one 
employee of Confractor with experience and expertise regarding 
GBMS is located within the Chicago mefropolitan area and capable of 
being on-site at the Department within (i) two (2) hours of notification 
by the City, when notified during the City's normal business hours, and 
(ii) four (4) hours of notification when notified after the City's normal 
business hours, on weekends and on City holidays, if telephone support 
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has proven, in the reasonable discretion of the City, ineffective at 
resolving issues with the GBMS. 

7.2.5,5. Support and Maintenance Fees. The compensation to be charged by 
Contractor for Support and Maintenance under a Task Order shall be 
set forth in the Task Order providing for such services. 

7.3 Enhancements to Custom Software 

7.3.1. Improvements and Enhancements to Custom Software. If the City desires to add 
additional applications, functionality or features, other than as set forth in 
Section 7,2 ("Enhancements") to the Chistom Software, the City will issue a Task 
Order Solicitation for the development of such Enhancements pursuant to 
Section 3,2, If a Task Order is executed for such Enhancements, they must be 
compatible with the then-existing GBMS and Enterprise Network. 

7.3.2. Format and Installation. All Enhancements to Custom Software must be 
provided in both Source Code and executable code form. All "Enhancements to 
Custom Software must function with the then-existing Enterprise Network and 
must be accompanied by Documentation sufficient such that the City will have 
the ability to install and implement such Custom Software without the assistance 
of Confractor, at the City's option. Contractor must, unless the City directs 
otherwise, install and implement all Enhancements to Custom Software, 

7.3.3. Remote Access. If Confractor is not performing Level One System-Level 
Operations at the OCC, the City will provide the capability for Contractor to 
perform its Support and Maintenance obligations through a remote 
communication medium acceptable to Confractor and the City. 

7.3.4. Failure of Support and Maintenance. If Contractor fails to perform Support and 
Maintenance services in accordance with Article 7, in addition to other remedies 
set forth in this Agreement, the City will be entitled to the remedies set forth in 
Exhibit 23, If the DGS Commissioner determines, in his sole reasonable 
judgment, that Contractor's breach of its Support and Maintenance obligations 
have been egregious or repeated, such that they substantially interfere with the 
City's use of the GBMS or substantially reduce the value of the GBMS to the 
City, the City may declare that such failure(s) constitute a material breach of this 
Agreement and may declare Confractor to be in default under Section 13,3 of this 
Agreement, 

7.3.5. Bulletins. Contractor shall provide the email address at which the City desires to 
receive published bulletins with respect to Firmware or Licensed Software to all 
Subconfractors providing Firmware or Licensed Software. 

7.4 Tools for Operations and Support and Maintenance. 

7.4.1. Toob. The software tools provided by Contractor with the GBMS must be 
sufficient to enable those responsible for Level One System-Level Operations 
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(whether that is Confractor, City employees or a third party) to provide twenty-
four (24) hour monitoring and maintenance of the GBMS confrol system seven 
(7) days per week, 365 days per year, covering all sites included in the GBMS, If 
Confractor is engaged under a Task Order to perform Level One System-Level 
Operations, Confractor must address all system alarms, monitor functions, track 
frends, and utilize a scheduled preventive maintenance plan, as set forth in 
Exhibit 12 or the applicable Task Order, and perform other tasks as set forth in the 
applicable Task Order, To the extent City employees or a third party's personnel 
perform Level One System-Level Operations, the software tools, fraining and 
Documentation provided by Confractor, whether provided initially or in 
accordance with a later Task Order, must be sufficient to allow such employees or 
personnel to perform all fimctions that would otherwise have been performed by 
Contractor. In addition to the reports generated by the report-generation software 
used by Confractor, if the City has installed such report generation software, those 
persons who perform Level One System-Level Operations must be able to 
generate reports relating to operating functions and those persons who perform 
Level Two System-Level Operations must be able to use the GBMS to track 
energy utilization and savings. 

7.4.2. Disaster Recovery Plan. Contractor must develop and/or implement a disaster 
recovery and operations continuity plan for the OCC, to the extent requested by 
the City to do so through the issuance of a Task Order for such work. 

7.5 Emergency Response 

7.5.1, Emergency Response. In the event of (i) an emergency event such as a flood, 
earthquake, building damage, weather damage that adversely affects or threatens 
to adversely affect the GBMS or any portion thereof (without regard to whether 
such event constituted a Force Majeure event affecting the Work), (ii) a material 
System-Level failure or threatened failure or (iii) an urgent issue that requires 
Support and Maintenance that is not covered under a Task Order, the City may 
require Work from Confractor ("Emergency Response"), on an expedited basis, 
as set forth below. Any such Emergency Response shall be provided under an 
Emergency Response Task Order. 

7.5.2, Emergency Response Task Order. The City may issue an Emergency Response 
Task Order which will contain: (a) a total limit on the amount of payment 
authorized under the Emergency Response Task Order; arid (b) the hourly rate for 
services performed under such Task Order. When Emergency Response is 
required by the City, the parties will follow the procedure set forth below. In tiie 
event the City believes Emergency Response is necessary, the DGS 
Commissioner, the First Deputy Commissioner of DGS, the City project director 
of the GBMS or the City project manager of the GBMS may issue an emergency 
request to Contractor, which will describe the type of Work to be done and which 
will normally be issued by phone. Promptiy following receipt of the request from 
the City, Contractor must send an e-mail confirmation to the City. Contractor 
must perform the emergency work requested by City. Within seventy-two (72) 
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hours of the e-mail confirmation sent by Contractor, Confractor shall deliver to 
the City an Emergency Response Task Order Release (the form of which is set 
forth in Exhibit 4) The Emergency Response Task Order Release will describe 
the type of work performed, the hours worked and the persormel who worked on 
the project. Once the Emergency Response Task Order Release is signed by the 
City, the total amount authorized under the Emergency Response Task Order-
Release shall be deducted from the total limit on the amoimt of payment 
authorized under the Emergency Response Task Order. 

7,5,3. Procedures. To the extent Confractor has been engaged, through an emergency 
request issued under an Emergency Response Task Order, to perform some or all 
of the Work, Contractor must proceed as directed by the City and consistent with 
Exhibit 25, To the extent City employees or third-party personnel will perform 
Emergency Response for the GBMS, Confractor recommends the procedures set 
forth in Exhibit 25. which Confractor reserves the right to supplement or amend 
by written notice to the City, However, Confractor will not be liable for the acts 
of City employees or the City's third-party confractors or consultants in following 
the Contractor's recommendations, 

7.6 Allocation of Work 

The Operations, Support and Maintenance and Emergency Response functions may be 
divided among City employees, one or more third parties and Confractor, For example, 
the City may confract with Contractor by issuance of a Task Order to support the 
Software (including operating systems, tools and applications) used in the GBMS, but the 
City may elect to perform other Support and Maintenance Emergency Response services 
itself or through a third party. 

7.7 Minimal Interruption. 

Confractor must perform services pursuant to this Article 7 in a maimer that mirumizes 
interruptions in the availability or fimctioning of the GBMS and other City functions. If 
such interruptions are required. Contractor must schedule such interruptions in advance 
with tiie City. 

ARTICLES 

REPRESENTATIONS. WARRANTIES; REMEDIES 

8,1 Guarantee of System Performance 

If the OCC is constructed pursuant to a Task Order, Confractor wartants, for die period 
beginning on the date of Contractor's final invoice for retainage amounts related to the design 
and constioiction of the OCC (as set forth in Exhibit 15, Section I) and ending on the last to occur 
of (i) twelve (12) months after the date of such invoice ("System Warranty Period") or (ii) the 
termination of the period during which, pursuant to a Task Order, Confractor provides System-
Level Support and Maintenance, that the GBMS, as then installed, will operate at least as set 
forth in this Section 8.1. For the avoidance of doubt, the warranty in this Section 8.1: (a) applies 
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to the functions of the GBMS related to the monitoring and confrol of Devices; the collection, 
collation and manipulation of data obtadned from such Devices; integration of such data and 
fiinctions with the monitoring and confrol functions of the OCC; and the real-time and historical 
reporting of performance of the Devices and the afore-listed functions; and (b) does not apply to 
the performance of individual Devices, but assumes the proper functioning of the applicable 
Devices. 

8.1.1. Uptime. Compliance with the following standards is determined by dividing the 
actual minutes that the relevant portion of the GBMS functions as warranted 
during a particular work period (e.g., days, weeks, months) by the total amount of 
minutes in such work period. 

8,1,1,1, The OCC confrol functions, all Custom Software and all zone servers 
must fiinction as warranted 99,9% of the time in each one-month period 
(imless a different standard is set forth in the applicable Task Order), 

.8.1.1,2. All scheduled downtime for maintenance of the systems described in 
Section 8,1.1.1 is excluded from the warrjmty in that Section and must 
be: (i) approved in advance by the DGS Commissioner; and 
(ii) scheduled so as to minimize disruption to the GBMS and other City 
functions. 

8.1.2. Response Times. The confrol functions at the OCC and at the building-level 
servers must respond so that, in the absence of irregular circumstsmces (for 
exeunple, when recovering from a power failure), when input/output points in the 
field change state, the users' screens (at the building level and in the OCC) will be 
updated on a real-time basis, 

8.1.3. Access. The GBMS will allow a variety of computers, PDAs and terminals to 
access, through the Enterprise Network, all of the features and functions of the 
GBMS, and the Software will perform in accordance with the Acceptance 
Criteria. 

8.1.4. Compatibility. The Software used in the GBMS is capable of co-existing with all 
software and systems identified in the applicable Task Order as being required to 
interface with die GBMS. During tiie preparation each Task Order, Confractor 
will perform investigation sufficient to identify all software and systems related to 
the Task Order that should be compatible with the GBMS and will bring such 
software and systems to the attention of DGS. 

8.1.5. Design and Connectivity. For twelve (12) months after final acceptance of a Task 
Order as set forth in Section 6,5 (the "Design and Connectivity Warranty 
Period"), there will be no defects in the design and connectivity of the GBMS tiiat 
would cause the GBMS to fail to operate in accordance with the standards set 
forth in Section 7.1,4 and the Performance Standards, 
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8,2 Building System Performance 

Confractor warrants, for the period beginning on Final Facility-Level Acceptance for 
each facility tiiat contains one or more building-level confrol systems (whether or not such 
system(s) are connected to zone servers or to the OCC) and ending on the later of (i) twelve (12) 
months after the date of such Final Facility-Level Acceptance and (ii) the termination of the 
period during which, pursuant to a Task Order, Confractor provides support services for the 
facility's building-level confrol system or provides or supervises the provision of maintenance 
and operations services for the facility's building-level confrol system(s) (the "Building System 
Warranty Period") that the facility's building-level confrol system(s) will operate at least as set 
forth in this Section 8.2. For the avoidance of doubt, the foregoing warranty in this Section 8.2: 
(a) applies to the fiinctions of the facility's building-level system(s) related to the monitoring and 
confrol of Devices within or associated with the faciUty; the collection, collation and 
manipulation of data obtained from such Devices; integration of such data and functions with the 
monitoring and confrol functions of the facility's system(s); and the real-time and historical 
reporting of performance of the Devices and the afore-listed functions; and (b) does not apply to 
the performance of individual Deyices, but assumes the proper functioning of the applicable 
Devices. 

8.2.1. Performance. All control elements of the facility's GBMS confrol system(s) will 
operate in compliance with the description of the features, functions and systems 
of tiie GBMS set fortii in this Article 8, Exhibit 5 and Exhibit 22. 

8.2.2. Access. The building confrol system(s) will allow a variety of computers, PDAs 
and terminals to access, through the Enterprise Network, all of the features and 
functions of the GBMS to be included in such building confrol system(s) pursuant 
to applicable Task Orders, and the Software will perform in accordance with the 
Acceptance Criteria. 

8.2.3. Compatibility. The Software used in the GBMS is capable of co-existing with all 
software and systems identified in the applicable Task Order as being required to 
interface with the GBMS. During the preparation each Task Order, Confractor 
will perform investigation sufficient to identify all software and systems related to 
the Task Order that should be compatible witii the GBMS and will bring such 
software and systems to the attention of DGS, 

8.3 Performance of Devices. 

For Work involving facility-level installation, Confractor wartants, for twelve (12) 
months after issuance of a Facility Level Substantial Acceptance Notice for the facility in which 
the Device and related Firmware and Software are installed ("Device Warranty Period"), that 
such Work (including the Devices and related Firmware and Software) will meet the 
requirements set forth in this Section 8.3 (provided that if a longer warranty period is'stated in a 
Task Order, such period will supersede the period described in this Section 8.3). 

8.3.1. Performance. All Devices, Firmware and Software delivered under the Task 
Order wi|l comply with the manufacturer's specifications and the specifications 
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set forth in this Agreement and be free from defects in material aiid workmanship 
and from failure of operation from ordinary use, 

8.3.2. Uptime. All Devices, Firmware and Software will operate in compliance with the 
description of the features, fimctions and systems of the GBMS set forth in this 
Article 8, Exhibit 5 and Exhibit 22 and the building-level Devices and Confrols 
will operate v/ith minimal description in the facilities in v/hich such Devices 
and/or confrols are installed, Confractor must provide a list of spare parts that 
should be stockpiled if the City wishes for at least 99.9% of the building-level 
Devices and confrols to function as warranted each twenty-four (24) hour period 
(12:01 a,m, to midnight), and if the City stockpiles Devices and confrols in 
accordance with the information provided by Confractor, such uptime standard 
shall be achieved, 

8.3.3. Quality. The Devices, when installed, must be new, must conform to the 
manufacturer's published specifications, must qualify for its manufacturer's 
standard maintenance, and must be in good working order. 

8.4 GBMS Warranties 

In addition to the representations and warranties set forth elsewhere in this Agreement 
(including the Exhibits), Contractor represents and warrants that, during the Term: 

8.4.1. Flexibility. The GBMS will: (i) be adaptable to a wide range of building sizes, 
types and fimctions; (ii) accommodate Devices, Firmware and Software from a 
variety of vendors, without dependency on any single vendor for design, 
application or fiinction; and (iii) accommodate the ability of such Devices, 
Firmware and Softweire to work seamlessly within the GBMS, such that no single 
vendor will have the best feature/performance to price ratio throughout the life of 
the GBMS. 

8.4.2. Modularity. The GBMS design will allow implementation of distinct portions of 
the GBMS without the need to implement other portions at the same time. GBMS 
components and sub-systems will be interchangeable among themselves, and with 
appropriate non-GBMS sub-systems, without affecting the overall scope and 
functionality of the GBMS. 

8.4.3. Expandability. The GBMS will allow for the addition of a variety of vendors' 
products and applications. 

8.4.4. Scalability. The GBMS will have ability to grow in size without affecting overall 
performance and to be unlimited in size (i.e., to accommodate an unlimited 
number of Devices, buildings and users). Design elements to achieve this end 
will include: (i) the use of distributed, multiple-server thin clients; (ii) the ability 
to add network controllers as necessary to accommodate additional Devices 
within a building; (iii) the ability to add network supervisors to the City's WAN 
to accommodate additional buildings and functions; (iv) the use of computers to 
run applications and databases (e.g., for alarm management, logging, maintenance 
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management, energy analysis and curtailment) that are designed to meet the needs 
or size of the GBMS as it grows and that have the ability to receive incrementally 
added computing power; and (v) the use of databases and applications for zone 
servers to accommodate certain buildings, which can then be combined into an 
overall view and interface of the application or database. 

8.4.5. Sustainability. The GBMS will be based on a framework or architecture that is 
built in Information Technology standards. No GBMS component or element will 
be dependent on technology not licensed to the City, The GBMS components 
will have the ability to be interchanged with devices from different manufacturers. 
Design elements to achieve this end will include the use of: (i) TCP/IP and HTTP 
networking protocols; (ii) HTML and XML information presentation and 
application data exchemge; (iii) JAVA-based applications to provide multi-
platform and multi-operating system support; emd (iv) databases that jure 
supported in a multi-platform, multi-operating system environment, 

8.4.6. Open System Architecture for City Facilities. The GBMS design will: (i) utilize 
the City's existing GIS as the primary operator interface portal for accessing 
building data and monitoring building alarms and events; (ii) utilize the City's 
existing communications infrastructure to provide real-time access to data in any 
building connected to the Enterprise Network; (iii) allow the integration of the 
City's existing legacy systems wherever possible; (iv) provide real-time energy 
metering and load curtailment functions, where elected by the City, using a 
proven technology designed specifically to work with the local utility; (v) provide 
fiilly-integrated, advanced facility management applications, including 
maintenance management, energy measurement and verification and building 
load profiling; and (vi) provide fiilly-integrated access, security and digital video 
to allow viewing of alarms and real-time video displays directiy from a web 
browser. 

8.4.7. Use of Proprietary Systems and Custom Software. The GBMS will not 
incorporate any proprietary systems, gateways or Custom Software unless such 
items are expressly authorized in this Agreement or authorized in writing 
(including in a Task Order) by the DGS Commissioner. 

8.4.8. LonMark Certification. All GBMS confrol elements. Devices and Firmware that 
are a part of the Work subject to such standards, will be LonMark certified (or 
certified under an equivalent certification standard, as approved by the City in 
writing) emd will adhere to the LonMark guidelines and LonMark certification 
standards for interoperability (or other equivalent guidelines and standards 
approved by the City in writing), as such guidelines and certification standards are 
in effect at the time of installation of such control elements, Devices and 
Firmware. 

8.4.9. City as Licensee. The City will be the designated licensee for all Licensed 
Software, and Contractor will make available to the City, upon the City's request. 
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and all license agreements under which Confractor procured or provided Licensed 
Software for the GBMS. 

8.4.10, Scope of License. Confractor shall ensure that the scope of the license for 
Licensed Software is consistent with the requirements for scope of use that the 
City has communicated to Confractor and is set forth in the applicable Task 
Order, including without limitation use by any applicable Sister Agencies, 

8.4.11, Support and Maintenance. For system design, integration and Custom Software, 
and other Work not requiring facility-level testing as set forth in Section 6,4, the 
warranties set forth in Sections 8,4,1 through 8,4,10 will be applicable for the 
Term and for any period thereafter during which Contractor is to provide support 
and maintenance services pursuant to an agreement with the City (including a 
Task Order). 

8.5 Professional Engineering Work 

The representations and warranties set forth in Sections 5.4.2, 5.4.3, 5,4.4 and 5,12 £ire 
reiterated as if set forth in this Section 8.5, In addition, with respect to professional engineering 
work to be performed by the Licensed Professional Engineer, Contractor represents and warrants 
as follows: 

8.5.1. Identity of Licensed Professional Engineer. At the time of offering any services 
involving professional engineering (e.g., in response to a Task Order Solicitation 
or in a Task Order), Confractor must provide the City with a written disclosure 
identifying the Licensed Professional Engineer who will be responsible for such 
professional engineering services. 

8.5.2. Supervision by Licensed Professional Engineer. Confractor must ensure: (i) that 
the Licensed Professional Engineer so designated by Contractor will have direct 
supervision of the professional engineering work and the engineering services for 
which he or she is engaged, and will not be terminated on the relevant Task Order 
without immediate replacement by another Licensed Professional Engineer 
mutually agreed to in writing by Contractor and the City; and (ii) that any such 
replacement will conform to the requirements of Section 1380,296 of the Illinois 
Administrative Code (68 III, Adm, Code 1380,296). 

8.5.3. Termination; Replacement. Confractor must ensure that no Qualified Engineering 
Firm approved by.the City to perform work under this Agreement will be 
terminated without immediate replacement by another Qualified Engineering 
Firm, and that any such replacement will conform to the requirements of 
Section 1380.296 of the Illinois Administrative Code and the provisions of this 
Agreement. 

8.6 Security 

8.6.1. GBMS Security. Exhibit 24 sets forth the security requirements for work 
performed in connection with the GBMS. Contractor must be responsible for 
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ensuring compliance with the terms of Exhibit 24 on the part of all individuals 
and entities involved in GBMS work, including Confractor's employees, all 
Qualified Engineering Firms and other Subcontractors, and their agents and 
employees, and other persons or entities performing any portion of Confractor's 
obligations under this Agreement or any Task Order. 

8.6,2, Security of City Systems. In performing pursuant to this Agreement, Contractor, 
its Subconfractors and their respective employees, agents and any other 
individuals or entities permitted by Confractor or a Subconfractor to access (i) any 
computer system, network, file, data or software owned by or licensed to the City 
or any information relating thereto, (ii) any plans, diagrams or other information 
relating to facilities owned or managed by the City or a Sister Agency or to the 
Enterprise Network, or (iii) any information, plan or procedure relating to City, 
state or federal emergency preparedness or prevention, must: (a) use and take all 
reasonable security measures necessary to protect the security of all such 
computer systems, networks, files, data, software, information, diagrams, plans 
and procedures; and (b) abide by all reasonable security requirements and 
guidelines of the City. 

8,7 Contractor Warranties 

Contractor represents and warrants as follows: 

8.7.1. Licenses. Confractor and all Subconfractors have all required licenses imder 
Illinois law and appropriate certifications to perform the services under this 
Agreement. Confractor may not perform, and may not allow any Subcontractor to 
perform, any work or services for which a professional license is required by law 
and for which Contractor or such Subconfractor is not appropriately licensed or 
certified. Confractor must provide copies of all such relevant licenses to the City. 

8.7.2. Authorization. Confractor and each of the Key First-Tier Subconfractors are 
financially solvent. In the event that a Key First-Tier Subconfractor becomes 
insolvent during the Term, Contractor must promptly propose a replacement, in 
accordance with the terms of Article 5, Contractor and each of its employees, 
agents, and Subconfractors of any tier are competent to perform under this 
Agreement. Confractor is legally authorized to execute and perform or cause to 
be performed all of its obligations pursuant to this Agreement under the terms and 
conditions stated in this Agreement, and to consummate the other transactions 
contemplateid by this Agreement, and such delivery, performance and fransactions 
will not violate any contractual or other legal obligation of Confractor or violate 
the rights of any third party, 

8.7.3. Eligible Subcontractors. Contractor will not knowingly use the services of any 
ineligible Subcontractor for any purpose in the performance of its work or 
services under this Agreement. 
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8.7.4. Not in Default. Contractor and its Subconfractors are not in default at the time 
this Agreement is signed and have not been deemed by the Chief Procurement 
Officer to have, within five (5) years immediately preceding the date of this 
Agreement, been in default on any confract awarded by the City of Chicago. 

8.7.5. Compliance. Confractor and, to the best of its knowledge, its Subconfractors, are 
not in violation of the provisions of Section 2-92-320 of uie Municipal Code, and 
in connection with it, and additionally in cormection with the Illinois Criminal 
Code, 720 ILCS 5/33E as amended, and the Illinois Municipal Code, 65 ILCS 
5/11-42.1-1, 

8.7.6, No Appearance on Certain Lists. Neither Confractor nor an Affiliate of 
Confractor (as defined below) appears on the Specially Designated Nationals List, 
the Denied Persons List, the Unverified List, the Entity List or the Debarred List 
as maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets Confrol of the U.S. Department of 
the Treasury or by the Bureau of Industry and Security of the U.S. Department of 
Commerce (or their successors), or on any other list of persons or entities with 
which the City may not do business under any applicable law, rule, regulation, 
order or judgment, "Affiliate of Contractor" means a person or entity that 
directly (or indirectly through one or more intermediaries) controls, is controlled 
by or is under common control with Contractor. A person or entity will be 
deemed to be controlled by another person or entity if it is confroUed in any 
maimer whatsoever that results in control in fact by that other person or entity 
(either acting individually or acting jointiy or in concert with others) whether 
directly or indirectly and whether through share ownership, a trust, a confract or 
otherwise. 

8.7.7, Standards. All Work performed by Contractor under this Agreement will adhere 
to the principles, standards and procedures of GBMS work set forth in Exhibit 6, 

8.8 Services 

Confractor represents and warrants that each of Contractor's employees, agents and 
representatives assigned to perform under tiiis Agreement and each of its Subcontractors and 
their employees, agents and representatives assigned to perform under this Agreement will have 
the proper skill, training and background so as to be able to perform in a competent and 
professional manner, and the work and services will be so performed and performed in a timely, 
competent and workmanlike manner and in a manner compatible with City business operations 
at its premises. 

8.9 Documentation 

Confractor represents and warrants that during the applicable Wartanty Period and for 
any period thereafter pursuant to any Task Order during which Contractor is to provide post-
Wairranty support and maintenance or extended support and maintenance pursuant to 
Sections 7.3.2 and/or 7.4, Contractor will.maintain the Documentation for all elements of the 
GBMS for which Contractor is providing support services such that it is: (i) complete and 
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describes the GBMS and all its components accurately so as to enable facility engineers with 
ordinary skills and experience to utilize the GBMS fully for all purposes for which it is being 
acquired and data processing professionals to utilize any Custom Software for all purposes for 
which it is being acquired; (ii) updated to reflect all Upgrades and other modifications to control 
elements or otiier Devices, Firmware, Software or GBMS architecture; (iii) at a minimum, of a 
quality equal to that described in the definition of "Documentation" and in Exhibit 10, and, for 
any Custom Software, equal in quality to the Documentation delivered to the City as of 
Acceptance of such Custom Software; and (iv) delivered to the City at the same time as the 
Upgrade or other modification to which the updated Documentation applies, 

8.10 Infringement 

Confractor represents and warrants that the design and operation of the GBMS, Custom 
Software and the Documentation will not violate or infiinge upon the frademark, frade secret, 
copyright, patent or other proprietary rights of any third party. There are no claims of 
infringement or misappropriation, pending or threatened, against the design of the GBMS, the 
Custom Software, Documentation or other element expected to be included in the GBMS, and 
there is no basis for such a claim, 

8.11 Title, Rights and Authority 

Contractor represents and warrants as follows: 

8.11.1. Title. Tide to the Custom Software and the Devices must be delivered to the City 
free and clear of all liens and encumbrances. 

8.11.2. License Rights. Confractor has the right to grant to the City the licenses granted 
in this Agreement to use the Licensed Software and Firmware. 

8.11.3. Liens and Encumbrances. No liens or encumbrances will attach to any part of the 
GBMS due to the performance of Contractor of this Agreement. 

8.11.4. Manufacturer Warranties. Confractor assigns and fransfers to the City all of the 
rights of Confractor under any wartanty or indemnification from manufacturers or 
vendors to Contractor covering all or any part of the Devices, Firmware or 
Licensed Software, together with any right or license of Contractor to use any 
Firmware or Licensed Software included as part of any Device. 

8.12 Computer Viruses 

Contractor represents and warrants as follows: 

8.12.1. /Vb System Limitation at Delivery. At the time of delivery and installation, the 
Software must not contain any virus, key lock, back door, frap door, timer, clock, 
counter or other limiting design, instruction or routine that would disrupt the use 
of the Software, the GBMS or any Device, or any software or systems to which 
the Software is interfaced or cormected; destroy or damage data or make data 

.inaccessible or delayed; or permit the personnel of Contractor or other individuals 
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access to any portion of the GBMS after having their usual access privileges 
revoked or suspended (a "System Limitation"). 

8.12.2. No System Limitation in New Release. Confractor must not include any System 
Limitation in any Upgrade or other modification to Software. 

%.\2.3. Avoidance of System Limitations. Confractor must use all reasonable practices 
and security procedures necessary to avoid insertion of System Limitations, 
whether prior to the installation of the Software or in the course of tiie 
performance by Contractor of support and maintenance services. 

8.12.4, Compatibility with Virus Protection Programs. The GBMS must work 
compatibly with major commercially available virus protection programs that the 
City may, in its sole discretion, use in connection with the GBMS; provided, 
however, that Confractor makes no representation or warranty concerning the 
adequacy or efficacy of such programs, 

5.12.5. System Limitation Triggers. There is no System Limitation that would be 
triggered by: (i) the Software being used or copied a certain number of times, or 
after the lapse of a certain period of time; (ii) the Software being installed on or 
moved to a central processing unit, server or system that has a serial number, 
model number or other identification different from the central processing unit, 
server or system on which the Software was originally installed; or (iii) the 
occurrence or lapse of any similar triggering factor or event. 

8.13 Legal Compliance 

Contractor represents and warrants that: (i) it has complied and will comply, and will 
cause its Subconfractors to comply, with all codes, regulations and laws in effect prior to the 
issuamce of a Facility-Level Substantial Acceptance Notice with respect to such Task Order that 
are applicable to its performance pursuant to this Agreement of work pursuant to such Task 
Order; (ii) has obtained and will obtain all necessary permits, licenses and other authorizations 
necessary for its performance pursuant to this Agreement; (iii) and will assure that all plans and 
specifications with respect to a Task Order, including those prepared by design professionals, 
comply with all zoning and building code requirements in effect prior to the issuance of a 
Facility-Level Substantial Acceptance Notice with respect to such Task Order, 

8.14 No Other Software 

Contractor represents and wartants that no software, other than the Software, the 
Enterprise Network and the City's GIS software, is required to operate the GBMS as described in 
this Agreement. 

8.15 Third-Party Confidential Information 

Contractor represents and warrants that Contractor will not, and will cause its 
Subcontractors not to, use, in the course of performance under this Agreement, and will not 
disclose to the City, any confidential information or intellectual property of any third party 
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(including competitors of Confractor or Subcontractors) unless Confractor or its Subconfractor is 
expressly authorized in writing by such third party to do so, 

8.16 Notification and Correction 

Confractor represents and warrants that, upon written notice from the City of 
noncompliance with a covenant, representation or warranty set forth in this Agreement, 
Confractor will, at its sole expense, promptiy take all steps necessary to cortect the non
conformity, including implementing all necessary changes to the GBMS and providing 
additional Devices, Firmware or Software, at no additional cost to the City. 

8.17 No Disruption of GBMS 

Confractor represents and warrants that under no circumstances will Confractor or any 
Subconfractor disrupt the fimctioning of, or prevent tiie City from gaining access to, tiie GBMS 
or any component of the GBMS. 

8.18 Perjury 

Contractor represents and warrants that Contractor acknowledges that any certification, 
affidavit or acknowledgment made under oatii in cormection with this Agreement is made under 
penalty of perjury and, if knowingly false when made, is also cause for termination under 
Article 13. 

8.19 Manufacturers' Warranties 

Contractor represents and warrants that Contractor will: (i) ensure that all required 
manufacturers' warranties, including all warremties of title and non-infiingement, pass through to 
the City, and (ii) submit all applicable manufacturers' warranties to the City and ensure that all 
warranty forms have been completed in the City's name and registered with the appropriate 
manufacturers. Whenever Confractor makes repairs or provides replacements under a Task 
Order, Contractor must provide a manufacturer's warranty for the repaired or replaced Work, if 
standard with the manufacturer, in addition to any other applicable warranties under this 
Agreement, 

8.20 Construction Activities 

5.20.1. Priority. Confractor represents and warrants that, unless expressly otherwise 
required or permitted by the relevant Task Order, all materials and equipment 
furnished in relation to Construction Activities will be new and will be the best of 
their respective kind with properties best suited to the Work. 

8.20.2. No Defects. Confractor represents and warrants, for a period of one (1) year after 
the issuance of the applicable Facility-Level Substantial Acceptance Notice, that: 
(a) materials and equipment flimished in relation to Construction Activities must 
be free from defects and of first-class quality; and (b) the Work related to 
Construction Activities will be free from defects and will conform with the 
requirements of the relevant Task Order. 
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8.20.3. Substitutions. Work not conforming to the requirements of Section 8.20.1 or 
8.20.2, including substitutions not properly approved and authorized, will be 
considered defective. 

8.20.4. Remedy. In addition to all other rights and remedies which the City may have 
pursuant to this Agreement or at law, for a period of the longer of (a) twelve (12) 
months from the date of a Facility-Level Substantial Acceptance Notice for a 
Task Order requiring Construction Activities, or (b) the length of time specified in 
an applicable Task Order, Confractor must promptly and completely repair any 
defects in material, equipment or workmanship which may appear during such 
period upon receipt of notice of such defects firom the City. If Confractor fails to 
correct any such defects, the City may cause such work to be done by others and 
recover the cost thereof from Confractor. Notwithstanding anything in this 
Agreement to the confrary, if any such materials, equipment or work are repaired 
or replaced during the original repair period described in this Section 8.20.4, a 
new repair period thereon of like duration for that period will then begin from the 
date that such corrective action is completed, but only for the item for which such 
corrective action was required. 

8.20.5. Cumulative Remedies. The warranties and remedy provided by Sections 8.20.1 
through 18.20.4 will be cumulative and neither will be a limitation upon the other; 
such warranties and remedy will be in addition to, and not in limitation of, any 
other warranty or remedy required or provided by this Agreement or at law or in 
equity. 

8.20.6. Corrections. Correction of defective or non-conforming v/ork related to 
Construction Activities must include, in addition to the cortective action 
described in this Section 8.20, repair of any damage to emy GBMS elements that 
may result from such corrective action, including any damage to the work of other 
contractors. 

8.21 Limitation on All of Contractors Representations, Warranties and Guarantees. 

Notwithstanding emything to the contrary in this Agreement, all of Contractor's 
representations, warramties and guaremtees do not extend or apply to damage, deterioration or 
failure resulting outside of the applicable Warranty Period from: (a) normal wear and tear, 
including, without limitation, length of use that exceeds the manufacturer's expected useful life 
of a Dievice; (b) normal erosion or corrosion. Further, Confractor's representations, wartahties 
and guarantees do not extend or apply to damage, deterioration or failure resulting from (i) 
failure of the City to store, operate and maintain the wjuranted item in accordance with operation 
and maintenance manuals provided by Confractor, except during any period in which Contractor 
provides or supervises Operations or Support and Maintenance services under a Task Order for 
such services (pursuant to Article 7 and Exhibit 11 or 12): (ii) modification made by or for the 
City by anyone other than Contractor, except where approval for such modification is included in 
a Task Order and such modification is performed consistent with such approval and the standards 
set forth in this Agreement; or (iii) City's misuse or lack of prescribed maintenance except 
during any period in which Contractor provides or supervises Operations or Support and 
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Maintenance services under a Teisk Order for such services (pursuant to Article 7 and Exhibit 11 
or 12). THE WARRANTIES STATED IN THIS AGREEMENT AND IN ANY TASK ORDER 
ARE EXCLUSIVE AND EXPRESSLY IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, 
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY WARRANTY WHETHER STATUTORY, 
ORAL OR WRITTEN, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. CONTRACTOR SPECIFICALLY 
DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT 
LIMITATION, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FFTNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE OR OTHERWISE. 

ARTICLE 9 

[INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANKl 

ARTICLE 10 

INDEMNIFICATION 

10.1 Indemnification 

Contractor must defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City, its officers, 
representatives, elected and appointed officials, consultants, agents and employees from and 
against any and all Losses, including those related to: 

10.1.1. injury, death or damage of or to any person or property; 

10.1.2. any alleged or actual infringement or violation of any property right (including 
any patent, trademark, trade secret or copyright) or privacy right, including any 
indemnification obligations applicable to the City as a result of the installation by 
Confractor or Subconfractor of any Software as a part of the GBMS (provided 
however, with respect to privacy rights, the foregoing applies only if Contractor is 
negligent or engages in willful misconduct in the performance of the Work); 

10.1.3. Confractor's breach of warranty or failure to perform or cause to be performed 
Confractor's warranties, representations, covenants and obligations as and when 
required under this Agreement, including Confractor's failure to perform its 
obligations to any Subconfractor; 

10.1.4. the City's exercise of its rights and remedies set forth in this Agreement, 
including under Articles 6, 7, 8, Section 10.3, Articles 12 and 13, and Exhibit 23: 
and 

10.1.5. injuries to or death of any employee of Contractor or any Subconfractor under any 
workers compensation statute. 

Such obligation of Contractor will not be construed to negate, abridge or reduce other 
obligations of indemnity that would otherwise exist of Contractor, any Qualified Engineering 
Firm or any other Subcontractor. 
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10.2 Defense 

At the City Corporatioii Counsel's option. Contractor must defend all suits brought upon 
all indemnified Losses and must pay all costs and expenses incidental to them, but the City has 
the right, at its option, to participate, at its oWn cost, in the defense of any suit, without relieving 
Confractor of any of its obligations under this Agreement, Any settlement must be made only 
v.'ith the prior written consent of the City Corporation Counsel, if the settlement requires any 
action on the part of the City or could adversely affect the City's rights. 

10.3 Infringement Remedy 

Confractor must, upon either the occurrence of an infiingement, or if the Confractor 
believes that there is a likelihood of a finding of infringement, of patent, frademark, frade secret, 
copyright or other intellectual property right ("Infringement Finding"), (unless and to the extent 
the Infringement Finding results from a copyright violation contained in design drawings 
prepared by the City): 

i. Procure for the City the right to continue using the affected Device, 
Firmware, Software or design; 

ii. Modify the infiinging Device, Firmweire, Software or design so it is no 
longer infringing without adversely affecting the GBMS's performance; or 

iii. Replace the infringing Device, Firmware, Software or design with other 
equivalent, non-infringing equipment. Firmware, software or design 
without adversely affecting the GBMS's performance. 

If Contractor is unable to accomplish either (i), (ii) or (iii) above within thirty (30) days 
of an Infiingement Finding or such other time approved in writing by the DGS Commissioner 
(which approval shall not unreasonably withheld), then at the City's sole option, Confractor must 
(a) remove the portion of the GBMS affected by such Infringement Finding or, (b) if the DGS 
Commissioner determines in his sole reasonable judgment that the Infiingement Finding 
substantially interferes with the City's use of the GBMS or substantially reduces the value of the 
GBMS to the City, remove the entire GBMS, and refund the City tiie entire amount paid under 
this Agreement for the portion removed. 

10.4 Royalties, Patents and Copyrights 

Contractor must pay all royalties and license fees required under the relevant Task Order. 
Confractor must perform its obligations under Section 10.1.2 unless a particular design, process 
or product of a particular manufactiirer(s) is required or the copyright violations are contained in 
drawings, specifications or other documents prepared by, or furnished to Contractor by the City. 
However, if Contractor has reason to believe that the required design, process or product is an 
infringement of a copyright or a patent, Confractor must be responsible for related Losses as set 
forth in Section 10.1.2 unless such information is promptiy furnished to the City. 
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10.5 Waiver 

To tiie extent permissible by law. Contractor waives aiiy limits to the amount of its 
obligations to indemnify, defend or contribute to any sums due under any Losses, including any 
claim by any employee of Confractor that may be subject to the Workers Compensation Act, 820 
ILCS 305/1 et seq. or any other related law or judicial decision (such as Kotecki v. Cyclops 
Welding Corporation, 146 111. 2d 155 (1991)). The City, however, does not waive any limitations 
it may have on its liability under the Illinois Workers Compensation Act, the Illinois Pension 
Code, any other statute or judicial decision. 

10.6 Survival 

The indenmities in this Article 10 survive expiration or termination of this Agreement for 
matters occurring or arising during the Term or beyond the Term, if the result of Confractor's 
work or services during the Term or during the Confractor's performance of work or services 
beyond the Term. Confractor acknowledges that the requirements set forth in this Article 10 to 
indemni^, hold harmless and defend the City are apart from and not limited by the Confractor's 
duties under this Agreetnerit, including the insurance requirements under Article 14. 

ARTICLE I I 

BASIS OF PAYMENT 

11.1 Funding 

The source of funds for payments under this Agreement is Fund Number , 
Payments under this Agreement must not exceed thirty-four million dollars ($34,000,000) 
without a written amendment in accordance with Section 19,4, Funding for this Agreement is 
subject to the availability of funds and their appropriation by the City Council of the City, 

11.2 Method of Payment 

Confractor must submit invoices (in triplicate) to the City for labor and other dfrect costs 
as billed, as outlined in Exhibit 15, The invoices must be in such detail as the City requests, and 
must be supported by detailed documentation, including descriptions of the services performed. 
The City will endeavor to process the invoices and make payment within forty five (45) days 
after receipt of invoices and all supporting documentation necessary for the City to verify the 
work and services provided under this Agreement, 

11.3 Out of Pocket Expenses 

Contractor may not invoice tiie City for any out of pocket expenses except as expressly 
permitted pursuant to this Agreement or any Task Order, The City shall be responsible for 
paying only those amounts set forth in an approved Task Order and properly invoiced as set forth 
in this Agreement. 
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10.5 Waiver 

To the extent permissible by law, Confractor waives any limits to the amount of its 
obligations to indemnify, defend or contribute to any sums due under any Losses, including any 
claim by any employee of Confractor that may be subject to the Workers Compensation Act, 820 
ILCS 305/1 et seq. or any other related law or judicial decision (such as Kotecki v, Cyclops 
Welding Corporation, 146 Dl, 2d 155 (1991)), The City, however, does not waive any limitations 
it may have on its liability under the Illinois Workers Compensation Act, the Illinois Pension 
Code, any other statute or judicial decision, 

10.6 Survival 

The indemnities in this Article 10 survive expiration or termination of this Agreement for 
matters occurring or arising during the Term or beyond the Term, if the result of Confractor's 
work or services during the Term or during the Confractor's performance of woric or services 
beyond the Term, Confractor acknowledges that the requirements set forth in this Article 10 to 
indemni^, hold harmless and defend the City are apeirt from and not limited by the Confractor's 
duties under this Agredtnerit, including the insurance requirements imder Article 14, 

ARTICLE 11 

BASIS OF PAYMENT 

11.1 Funding 

The source of funds for payments under this Agreement is Fund Number . 
Payments under this Agreement must not exceed thirty-four million dollars ($34,000,000) 
without a written amendment in accordance with Section 19.4. Funding for this Agreement is 
subject to the availability of funds and their appropriation by the City Council of the City, 

11.2 Method of Payment 

Confractor must submit invoices (in triplicate) to the City for labor and other dfrect costs 
as billed, as outlined in Exhibit 15, The invoices must be in such detail as the City requests, and 
must be supported by detailed documentation, including descriptions of the services performed. 
The City will endeavor to process the invoices and make payment within forty five (45) days 
after receipt of invoices and all supporting documentation necessary for the City to verify the 
work and services provided under this Agreement. 

11.3 Out of Pocket Expenses 

Contractor may not invoice tiie City for any out of pocket expenses except as expressly 
permitted pursuant to this Agreement or any Task Order, The City shall be responsible for 
paying only those amounts set forth in an approved Task Order and properly invoiced as set forth 
in tills Agreement. 
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Entities"). Any and all information regarding the affairs of the City or City Entities, including 
the systems; software; Enterprise Network; contingency or emergency plans; building layouts 
and plans; and financial information of the City or City Entities, in any form obtained by 
Contractor or any Subcontractor, or their respective employees, agents and representatives, in the 
performance of this Agreement or since the City issued the RFP (all such information and data 
being referred to collectively as the "City Confidential Information") will be considered to be 
confidential and proprietary information of the City, All Custom Software, including 
modifications and derivative works of the Custom Software and Documentation related to the 
Custom Software, and the design of the GBMS and all designs, layouts, reports, data, databases 
and other information and documents produced by or on behalf of the City relating to or 
produced by the Subcontractor relating to the GBMS are City Confidential Information and 
subject to this Article 12. Contractor and all Subcontractors must hold City Confidential 
Information in strict confidence and not disclose such information to third parties or use such 
information for any purposes whatsoever other than the provision of work or services to the City 
under this Agreement. Contractor must, and must require each Subcontractor to, advise its 
employees, agents and representatives of their obligations to keep such information confidential. 
Contractor and all Subconfractors may use City Confidential Information only in the course of 
performance pursuant to this Agreement, may disclose City Confidential Information within its 
organization only to those of its employees who need to know it to perform the obligations of 
Contractor or such Subcontractor, £md may disclose City Confidential Information only to those 
third parties assisting Contractor or such Subcontractor in the performance of its obligations 
pursuant to this Agreement (e.g,, the suppliers and Subcontractors of any tier of Contractor) for 
which the City gives its prior written approval and for which Contractor or such Subcontractor, 
prior to disclosing any of the City Confidential Information to such third party, provides to the 
City an executed confidentiality agreement containing obligations of confidentiality sufficient to 
allow Contractor or Subcontractor to meet its obligations under this Article 12, and, at the City's 
request, an executed agreement to observe the security requirements set forth in Section 8.4, 
Contractor or Subcontractor may disclose City Confidential Information only to the extent 
required for such third party to render such assistance to Contractor or Subcontractor. Promptly 
following the request of the City or upon termination of this Agreement, Contractor^ all of its 
Subconfractors and all third parties to whom City Confidential Information has been disclosed 
must return to the City all City Confidential Information delivered or disclosed to Contractor, 
such Subcontractor or such third party, together with all copies at any time made by Contractor, 
such Subcontractor or such third party, except such materials as Contractor, such Subconfractor 
or such third party must then Warrant to the City, in a writing signed by an officer of Contractor, 
such Subcontractor or such thud party, to have been destroyed. It is understood that in the event 
of a breach of tiiis provision, damages will not be an adequate remedy and the City is entitied to 
injunctive relief to resfrain any such breach, threatened or actual. 

12.2 Information Excluded 

The following information is not subject to the confidentiality obligations of this 
Article 12: (i) information that is in the public domain or enters the public domain through no 
fault of Contractor or a Subcontractor; (ii) information that was known by Contractor or the 
Subconfractor that possesses it prior to the earlier of (a) delivery of the RFP or 
(b) commencement of discussions regarding the subject matter of this Agreement; 
(iii) information that Contractor or a Subcontractor can demonstrate was independentiy 
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developed by Contractor or such Subcontractor without reference to City Confidential 
Information; and (iv) information rightfully disclosed to Contractor or a Subconfractor by a third 
party without continuing restrictions on its use or disclosure. 

12.3 Legal Process 

It will not be a violation of the obligations of Confractor or a Subconfractor pursuant to 
this Article 12 to disclose any information as required by law or legal process; provided, 
however, that if Confractor or a Subconfractor is presented with a request for documents by any 
adminisfrative agency or with a subpoena duces tecum regarding any records, data or documents 
which may be in Confractor's or such Subcontractor's possession by reason of this Agreement, 
Confractor or such Subconfractor must immediately give notice to the DGS Commissioner and 
the Corporation Counsel for the City with the imderstanding that the City will have the 
opportunity to contest such process by any meems available to it before the records, data or 
documents are submitted to a court or other third party. Contractor or such Subconfractor, 
however, is not obligated to withhold the delivery beyond the time ordered by the court or 
adminisfrative agency, unless the subpoena or request is quashed or the time to produce is 
otherwise extended. 

ARTICLE 13 

TERM AND TERMINATION 

13.1 Term; Timeliness of Performance 

13.1.1, This Agreement takes effect as of the Effective Date and continues for ten (10) 
years from the Effective Date, unless extended pursuant to Section 13,2 or 
terminated earlier in accordance with its terms (the "Term"). 

13.1.2. Contractor must provide all Work under each Task Order within the time limits 
set forth in such Task Order. Further, Confractor and the City acknowledge and 
agree tiiat TIME IS OF THE ESSENCE and tiiat ttie failure of Confractor to 
comply with the time limits described in any Task Order may result in economic 
or other losses to the City. 

13.2 Contract Extension Option 

The DGS Commissioner (i) may at any time before this Agreement expires elect to 
extend this Agreement for up to five (5) years, under the same terms and conditions as this 
original Agreement, except as provided otherwise in this Agreement, by notice in writing to 
Contractor, and (ii) will extend the term of this Agreement until completion of any Task Order 
open at the time this Agreement would otherwise have terminated pursuant to Section 13.1.1, as 
extended pursuant to Section 13.2(i). 
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13,3 Events of Default 

The following constitute Events of Default: 

13.3.1, Misrepresentation. Any material written misrepresentation, whether negligent or 
willful and whether in the inducement or in the performance, made by Confractor 

13.3.2. Material Failure or Breach. Confractor's material failure to perform any of its 
obligations under a Task Order or this Agreement or material breach of a Task 
Order or this Agreement including the following: 

13.3.2.1. Failure to perform any work or services pursuant to this Agreement 
with sufficient persoimel, equipment and materials, with personnel of 
sufficient skill and experience, or with sufficient material to ensure the 
adequate and timely performance of the work or services; 

13.3.2.2. Failure to perform the work or services in material compliance with this 
Agreement or a Task Order or inability to perform the work or services 
in material compliance with this Agreement or a Task Order as a result 
of insolvency, filing for bankruptcy or assignment for the benefit of 
creditors; 

13.3.2.3. Failure to promptly re-perform, as required, within the time period 
provided in this Agreement or a Task Order and at no cost to the City, 
any work or services that are not performed in material compliance 
with this Agreement or a Task Order; 

13.3.2.4. Discontinuance of the work or services requested by the City for 
reasons within Confractor's reasonable control; 

13.3.2.5. Occurtenceofa material breach under Article 6; 

13.3.2.6. Failure to comply with any other material term of this Agreement, 
including the provisions concerning insurance and nondiscrimination; 

13.3.2.7. Inability of the GBMS or any component of the GBMS to substantially 
meet the Performance Standards stated in this Agreement; 

13.3.2.8. Failure to have and maintain all professional Hcenses required by law to 
perform the work or services; 

13.3.2.9. Failure to timely perform the Work or services; 

13.3.2.10. Failure to promptiy update EDS(s) furnished in connection with this 
Agreement when the information or responses contained in it or them is 
no longer complete or accurate; or 
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13,3,2.11, Any other acts specifically stated in this Agreement as constituting an 
act of default, 

13.3.3. Cross-Default. Confractor's default under any other agreement it may presently 
have or may enter into with the City for the duration of this Agreement, 
Confractor acknowledges that in the event of a default imder this Agreement the 
City may also declare a default under any such other agreements, 

13.3.4. Change in Control. Any change in ownership or control of Confractor without 
the prior written approval of die DGS Commissioner, which approval the DGS 
Commissioner will not unreasonably withhold. A change in ownership or confrol 
to heirs in the Kenny family will not require approval of the DGS Commissioner 
unless the new owner is prohibited from confracting with the City based on law or 
policy, 

13.3.5. Legal Compliance. Failure to comply with Article 16 in the performance of this 
Agreement. 

13.3.6. Repeated Violations. Confractor's repeated or continued violations of City 
ordinances unrelated to performance under the Agreement that in the opinion of 
the DGS Commissioner indicate a willful or reckless disregard for City laws and 
regulations. 

13,4 Remedies 

13.4.1. Contractor Not Entitled to Damages for Delay. While Contractor may request a 
modification of a Task Order due to a Contract Impact Event, neither Contractor 
nor Contractor's agents, employees or Subconfractors are entitled to any damages 
from the City, nor is 2my party entitled to be reimbursed by the City, for damages, 
charges or other losses or expenses incurred by Confractor by reason of delays or 
in the performance of work or services under this Agreement, whether or not 
caused by the City, 

13.4.2. Declaration of Default. If an Event of Default occurs, then the Confractor must 
cure such default witiiin thirty (30) days after Confractor's receipt of written 
notice from the City, provided that if the parties mutually agree that such default 
is not reasonably capable of being cured within thirty (30) days, Confractor shall 
not be in default for a period of up to one hundred and twenty (120) days if it 
commences to cure such default witiiin the initial thirty (30) day period and 
continues such cure without interruption. The occurtence of any uncured Event of 
Default permits the City, at the City's sole option, to declareContractor in default 
("Default") under any Task Order to which the Event of Default relates or under 
this Agreement. The DGS Commissioner may in his sole discretion give 
Contractor a additional opportunity to cure the Default within a certain period of 
time, which period of time must not exceed thirty (30) days, unless extended by 
the DGS Commissioner. Whether to declare Contractor in Default following the 
occurrence of an uncured Event of Default is within the sole discretion of the 
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DGS Commissioner and neither that decision nor the factual basis for it is subject 
to review or challenge under Article 15 (the Disputes provision) of this 
Agreement. 

13.4.3. Cure; Termination Notice. The DGS Commissioner will give Contractor written 
notice of an Event of Default, in the form of a cure notice ("Cure Notice"), and if 
the Event of Default is not cured, a Default notice ("Default Notice"). If the 
DGS Commissioner gives a Default Notice, he will also indicate any present 
intent he may have to terminate this Agreement or any Task Order and the 
decision to terminate is final and effective upon giving the notice. If the DGS 
Commissioner decides not to terminate, this decision will not preclude him from 
later deciding to terminate this Agreement or the Task Order prior to the 
Confractor's cure of such Event of Default in a later notice, which will be final 
and effective upon the giving of the notice or on the date set forth in the notice, 
whichever is later. The DGS Commissioner may give a Default Notice if 
Contractor fails to effect a cure within the cure period set forth in this Agreement 
or given in a Cure Notice, When a Default Notice with intent to terminate this 
Agreement or a Task Order is given, as provided in this Section 13.4,3 and 
Article 20, Contractor must discontinue any work or services with respect to the 
Agreement or Task Order identified in the Default Notice with intent to terminate, 
unless otherwise directed in the Default Notice, and deliver all materials 
accumulated in the performance of this Agreement, whether completed or in the 
process, to the City, After giving a Default Notice, the City may invoke any or all 
of the following remedies, in addition to exercising any other remedies available 
at law or equity or provided under this Agreement, including Exhibit 7 and 
Exhibit 23: 

13.4.3.1. The right to take over and complete die work or services described 
under this Agreement or the terminated Task Order and store any 
materials required for such work or services, or any part of them, at 
Contractor's expense and as agent for Confractor, either directly or 
througji others, and bill Confractor for the cost of the work or services, 
and Confractor must pay the difference between the total amount of this 
bill and the amount the City would have paid Contractor under the 
terms and conditions of this Agreement for the work or services that 
were assumed by the City as agent for the Confractor under this 
Section 13,4.3; 

13.4.3.2, Subject to Section 13,4.3.8, the right to terminate this Agreement or the 
affected Task Order as to any or all of the work or services yet to be 
performed effective at a time specified by the City; 

13.4.3.3, The right to money damages; 

13.4.3.4. The right of specific performance, an injunction or any other 
appropriate equitable remedy; 
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13.4.3.5. The right to withhold all or any part of Contractor's compensation 
under this Agreement until completion of the work under the Task 
Order as provided in Section 13.4.3.1 to the extent funds allocated for 
the project have not already been depleted by the foregoing; 

13.4.3.6. The right to deem Confractor non-responsible in fiiture confracts to be 
awarded by the City~ and 

13.4.3.7. The right to deiclare default on any other confract or agreement 
Contractor may have with the City. 

13.4.3.8. In the event any Event of Default occurs but is limited to a single Task 
Order, the City shall have all of the remedies described in this Section 
13,4, except that the City's right to terminate based on that Event of 
Default shall be limited to the Task Order to which the Event of Default 
relates, unless the DGS Commissioner determines, in his sole 
reasonable judgment, that (i) the breach or failure was egregious or that 
it is one of a series of breaches and (ii) the breach or series of breaches 
materially and adversely affects Confractor's ability to, or demonsfrates 
that Confractor is unlikely to, perform its obligations under other Task 
Orders or this Agreement, If the DGS Commissioner makes the 
determination described in the preceding sentence, he may hold the 
failure or breach to constitute Event of Default under this Agreement 
(not just the affected Task Order). 

13.4.3.9. If any Task Order is terminated for a Default prior to delivery of a Task 
Order Acceptance Notice, the City may select one of the following 
options; (i) the City may elect to pay for all or a portion of completed 
or partially completed Work or-(ii) if the Task Order is terminated prior 
to delivery of a Facility-Level Substantial Acceptance Notice and the 
DGS Commissioner determines, in his sole reasonable judgment, that 
the Default substantially interferes witii the City's use of the GBMS or 
substantially reduces the value of the GBMS to the City the City may 
elect to return all delivered items and the Contractor must remove the 
items and refund to the City all payments made under such Task Order, 
If this Agreement is terminated after delivery of Task Order 
Acceptance Notices for all Task Orders issued under this Agreement, 
the parties will not be limited by this Article 13, 

13.5 Election Not to Declare Default 

If the DGS Commissioner deems it to be in the City's best interests, he may elect not to 
declare Default or to terminate this Agreement or a Task Order. The parties- acknowledge that 
Section 13.4 is solely for the benefit of the City and that if the City permits Contractor to 
continue to provide the work or services despite one or more events of default. Contractor is in 
no way relieved of any of its responsibilities, duties or obligations under this Agreement nor does 
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the City waive or relinquish any of its rights, including any remedies to which the City is entitled 
under Exhibit 23. 

13,6 Early Termination 

13.6.1. Right to Terminate. In addition to termination under Section 13,4.3 of this 
Agreement, the City may terminate this Agreement, all or any portion of the work 
or services to be performed under it, or any Task Order, at any time by a notice in 
writing from the City to Confractor, The City will give notice to Confractor in 
accordance with the provisions of Article 20, The effective date of termination 
will be the date the notice is received by Contractor or the date stated in the 
notice, whichever is later. If the City elects to terminate this Agreement or any 
Task Order in flill, all work or services to be provided under this Agreement or 
the terminated Task Order, as the case may be, must cease and all materials that 
may have been accumulated in performing this Agreement or the terminated Task 
Order, whether completed or in process, must be delivered to the City effective 
ten (10) days after the date the notice is deemed received as provided under 
Article 20 of this Agreement (if no date is given) or upon the effective date stated 
in the notice. 

13.6.2. Winding Up; Compensation. After the termination notice is received, Confractor 
must restrict its activities, and those of its Subconfractors, to winding down any 
reports, analyses, or other activities previously begun. No costs incurred after the 
effective date of the termination are allowed. Payment for any work or services 
actually and satisfactorily performed before the effective date of the termination is 
on the same basis as set forth in Article 11 and Exhibit 15. but if any 
compensation is described or provided for on the basis of a period longer them ten 
(10) days, then the compensation must be prorated accordingly. No amount of 
compensation, however, is permitted for anticipated profits on unperformed work 
or services. The City and Contractor must attempt to agree on the amount of 
compensation to be paid to Contractor, but if not agreed on, the dispute must be 
settled in accordance with Article 15 of this Agreement. The payment so made to 
Contractor is in full settlement for all work and services satisfactorily performed 
under this Agreement. 

13.6.3. Early Termination of Subcontractors. Confractor must include in its contracts 
with Subconfractors an early termination provision in form and substance 
equivalent to this early termination provision to prevent claims against the City 
arising from termination of subconfracts after the early termination. Confractor 
will not be entitled to make any early termination claims against the City resulting 
from any Subcontractor's claims against Contractor or the City, 

13.6.4. Deemed Early Termination. If the City's election to terminate this Agreement or 
any Task Order for default under Section 13.4.3 is determined in a court of 
competent jurisdiction to have been wrongful, then in that case the termination is 
to be deemed to be an early termination under this Section 13.6. 
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13.7 Suspension 

13.7,1, Suspension Process. The City may at any time request that Confractor suspend its 
work or services, work on any Task Order Solicitation, the development of any 
Response to Task Order Solicitation, or Task Order, or ariy part of the foregoing, 
by giving 15 days' prior written notice to Confractor or upon informal oral, or 
even no notice in the event of emergency. No costs incurred after the effective 
date of such suspension are allowed. Confractor must promptiy resume its 
performance of the work or services under the same terms and conditions as 
stated in this Agreement upon written notice by the DGS Commissioner and such 
equitable extension of time as may be mutually agreed upon by the DGS 
Commissioner and Confractor when necessary for continuation or completion of 
work or services. Any additional costs or expenses actually incurted by 
Contractor as a result of recommencing the work or services must be freated in 
accordance with the compensation provisions under Article 11 and Exhibit 15 of 
this Agreement. 

\3.1.1. Suspensions Limited. No suspension of this Agreement is permitted in the 
aggregate to exceed a period of forty-five (45) days within any one year of this 
Agreement. If the total number of days of suspension exceeds forty-five (45) 
days, Confractor by written notice to the City may treat the suspension as an early 
termination of this Agreement under Section 13.6. 

13.8 Right to Offset 

\ 3 . ^ . \ . Excess Costs. In connection with Contractor's performance under this 
Agreement, the City may offset any incremental costs and other damages 
(including liquidated damages) the City incurs or to which the City is entitled, in 
any or all of the following circumstances: 

13.8.1.1. if the City terminates this Agreement or any Teisk Order for default or 
any other reeison resulting from Contractor's performance or non
performance; 

13.8.1.2. if the City exercises any of its remedies under Section 13.4 or 
Exhibit 23 of this Agreement; or 

13.8.1.3. if the City has any credits due or has made any overpayments under this 
Agreement. 

13.8.2, Offset Process. The City may offset these incremental costs and other damages 
by use of any payment due for work or services completed before the City 
terminated this Agreement, Task Order Solicitation or Task Order, or before the 
City exercised any remedies. If the amount offset is insufficient to cover these 
incremental costs and other damages, Contractor is liable for and must promptly 
remit to the City the balance upon written demand for it. This right to offset is in 
addition to and not a limitation of any other remedies available to the City. 
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13.8.3. Parking Violations. In connection with Section 2-92-380 of the Municipal Code 
of Chicago: 

13.8.3.1. In accordance witii Section 2-92-380 of the Municipal Code of Chicago 
and in addition to any other rights and remedies (including any of set
off) available to the City under this Agreement or permitted at law or in 
equity, the City is entitied to set off a portion of the price or 
compensation due under this Agreement or any Task Order in an 
amount equal to the eunount of the fines and penalties for each 
outstanding parking violation complaint and/or the amount of any Debt 
owed by Confractor to the City. For purposes of this Section 13.8,3, 
"outstanding parking violation complaint" means a parking ticket, 
notice of parking violation or parking violation complaint on which no 
payment has been made or appearance filed in the Circuit Court of 
Cook County within the time specified on the complaint. "Debt" 
means a specified sum of money owed to the City for which the period 
granted for payment has expired. 

13.8.3.2. Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection 13.8.3.1 above, no such 
debt(s) or outstanding parking violation complaint(s) will be offset 
from the price or compensation due under this Agreement or any Task 
Order if one or more of the following conditions are met: 

(1) Confractor has entered into an agreement with the Department 
of Revenue, or other appropriate City department, for the 
payment of all Debt owed to the City and Contractor is in 
compliance with the Agreement; or 

(2) Contractor is contesting liability for or the amount of the Debt 
in a pending administrative or judicial proceeding; or 

(3) Contractor has filed a petition in bankruptcy and the Debt owed 
the City are dischargeable in bankruptcy. 

13.8,4, Claims Against Contractor. In connection with any liquidated or unliquidated 
claims against Contractor and without breaching this Agreement, the City may set 
off a portion of the price or compensation due under this Agreement or any Task 
Order, in an amount equal to the amount of any liquidated or unliquidated claims 
that the City has against Confractor unrelated to this Agreement. When the City's 
claims against Confractor are finally adjudicated in a court of competent 
jurisdiction or otherwise resolved, the City will reimburse Contractor to the extent 
of the amount the City has offset against this Agreement inconsistently with such 
determination or resolution. 

13,9 Non-Exclusivity of Remedies 

The remedies under the terms of this Agreement are not intended to be exclusive of any 
other remedies provided, but each and every such remedy is cumulative and is in addition to any 
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other remedies, existing now or later, at law, in equity or by statute. No delay or omission to 
exercise any right or power accruing upon any event of default impairs any such right or power, 
nor is it a waiver of any event of default nor acquiescence in it, and every such right and power 
may be exercised from time to time and as often as the City considers expedient. 

13,10 Survival 

Sections 3,8.4, 3.14, 7.1, 7.2, 7.4, 7.6, 7.8 (to the extent Contractor has agreed to provide 
support and maintenance services), 17.1, and Articles 8, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 19 and 20 shall 
survive termination or expiration of this Agreement. Further, to the extent Customer has 
acquired a perpetual license to any Software pursuant to Section 3.4 such perpetual license shall 
survive termination or expiration of this Agreement. Notwithstanding the foregoing, all 
warranties shall be limited to the applicable Warranty Period, 

ARTICLE 14 

INSURANCE 

Contractor must provide and maintain at Contractor's own expense, during the term of 
this Agreement and any time period following expiration if Contractor is performing any support 
and maintenance services, or is required to return and perform any of the work or services or 
Additional Services under this Agreement, the insurance coverages and requirements specified in 
Exhibit 18 of this Agreement, insuring all operations related to this Agreement 

ARTICLE 15 

DISPUTES 

Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, Contractor must and the City may bring 
any dispute arising under this Agreement which is not resolved by the parties to the Chief 
Procurement Officer for decision based upon written submissions of the parties. (A copy of the 
"Regulations of the Department of Procurement Services for Resolution of Disputes between 
Contractors and the City of Chicago" is available in City Hall, 121 N, LaSalle Street, Room 301, 
Bid and Bond Room, Chicago, Illinois 60602,) The Chief Procurement Officer will issue a 
written decision and send it to Contractor by mail. The decision of the Chief Procurement 
Officer is final and binding. The sole and exclusive remedy to challenge the decision of the 
Chief Procurement Officer is judicial review by means of a common law writ of certiorari. 

ARTICLE 16 

COMPLIANCE WITH ALL LAWS 

16.1 Compliance with All Laws Generally 

16,1.1. Contractor must observe and comply with all applicable federal, state, county and 
municipal laws, statutes, ordinances and executive orders, in effect now or later 
and whether or not they appear in this Agreement, including those set forth in this 
Article 16, and Contractor must pay all taxes and obtain all licenses, certificates 
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and other authorizations required by them. Confractor must require all 
Subcontractors to do so, also. Further, Confractor must execute and must cause 
any Subconfractors to execute an Economic Disclosure Statement and Affidavit 
("EDS") in the form attached to this Agreement as Exhibit 17. Notwithstanding 
acceptance by the City of the EDS, Contractor's or any Subconfractor's failure in 
the EDS to include all information requfred under the Municipal Code renders this 
Agreement voidable at tiie option of tiie City. Confractor and each Subconfractor 
must promptiy update its EDS(s) on file with the City whenever any informatioii 
or response provided in the EDS(s) is no longer complete and accurate. 

16.1.2. Notwithstanding anything in this Agreement to the contrary, references to a 
statute or law are considered to be a reference to: (i) the statute or law as it may. 
be amended from time to time; (ii) all regulations and rules pertaining to or 
promulgated pursuant to the statute or law; and (iii) all future statutes, laws, 
regulations, rules and executive orders pertaining to the same or similar subject 
matter. 

16.1.3. If and when fiinding for payments under this Agreement includes state or federal 
grant funds, prior to execution of a Task Order to which such flinds will be 
allocated, the City will notify Contractor in writing of all provisions of, or 
provisions required by, such grants and the Task Order(s) associated with the 
grant. Such provisions will be attached to and incorporated into relevant Task 
Order(s) upon Confractor's consent to the incorporation of the grant-required 
provisions. The grant-required provisions shall, upon being incorporated into the 
relevant Task Order(s), supersede any inconsistent provisions of this Agreement, 
including any Exhibits, and any such inconsistent provisions will have no effect 
as to such Task Order(s). This Section 16.1,3 constitutes the parties' express 
written agreement, pursuant to Section 2,4, that such grant-required provisions, as 
incorporated into one or more Task Orders, supersede any inconsistent provisions 
in Articles 1 through 22 of this Agreement or in any Exhibit, 

16.2 Nondiscrimination 

16.2,1. Contractor. Confractor must comply with applicable federal, state and local laws 
and related regulations prohibiting discrimination against individuals and groups. 

16.2.1,1, Federal Requirements. Confractor must not engage in unlawflil 
employment practices, such as (1) failing or refusing to hire or 
discharging any individual, or otherwise discriminating against any 
individual with respect to compensatioii or the terms, conditions, or 
privileges of the individual's employment, because of the individual's 
race, color, religion, sex, age, handicap/disability or national origin; or 
(2) limiting, segregating, or classifying Contractor's employees or 
applicants for employment in any way that would deprive or tend to 
deprive any individual of employment opportunities or otherwise 
adversely affect the individual's status as an employee, because of the 
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individual's race, color, religion, sex, age, handicap/disability or 
national origin. 

Contractor must comply with, and the procedures Confractor utilizes 
and the work or services Confractor provides under this Agreement 
must comply witii, The Civil Rights Act of 1964,42 U,S,C, sec, 2000e 
et seq. (1981), as amended and the Civil Rights Act of 1991, P.L. 102-
166, Attention is called to: Exec. Order No, 11246, 30 Fed, Reg. 
12,319 (1965), reprinted in 42 U.SC, 2000e note, as amended by 
Exec. Order No, 11375, 32 Fed. Reg. 14,303 (1967) and by Exec. 
Order No, 12086, 43 Fed, Reg, 46,501 (1978); Age Discrimination 
Act, 42 U,S,C, §§ 6101-6106 (1981); Age Discrimination in 
Employment Act, 29 U,S.C. §§621-34; Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 29 
U.S.C, §§ 793-794 (1981); Americans witii Disabilities Act, 42 U.S.C. 
§12101 et seq.; and 41 C,F,R, Part 60 et seq. (1990); and all otiier 
applicable federal statutes, regulations and other laws. 

16.2.1.2. State Requirements. Contractor must comply with, and the procedures 
Confractor utilizes and the work or services Contractor provides under 
this Agreement must comply with, the Illinois Human Rights Act, 775 
ILCS 5/1-101 et seq. (1990), as amended and any rules and regulations 
promulgated in accordance with it, including the Equal Employment 
Opportunity Clause, 44 111. Admin. Code § 750 Appendix A. 
Furthermore, Contractor must comply with the Public Works 
Employment Discrimination Act, 775 ILCS 10/0.01 et seq. (1990), as 
amended, and all other applicable state statutes, regulations and other 
laws. 

16.2.1.3. City Requirements. Contractor must comply with, and the procedures 
Contractor utilizes and the work or services Confractor provides under 
this Agreement must comply with, the Chicago Human Rights 
Ordinance, ch. 2-160, Section 2-160-010 etseq. of the Municipal Code 
of Chicago (1990), as amended, and all other applicable City 
ordinances and rules. 

16,2.2, Subcontractors. Confractor must incorporate all of this Section 16,2 in all 
agreements entered into with any suppliers of materials, furnisher of work or 
services. Subcontractors of any tier, and labor organizations that furnish skilled, 
unskilled and craft union skilled labor, or that may provide any such materials, 
labor, work or services in connection with this Agreement, Further, Confractor 
must furnish and must cause each of its Subcontractor(s) to flimish such reports 
and information as requested by the federal, state and local agencies charged with 
enforcing such laws and regulations, including the Chicago Commission on 
Human Relations. 
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16.3 Inspector General 

It is the duty of any bidder, proposer or Contractor, all Subconfractors, every applicant 
for certification of eligibility for a City confract or program, and all officers, directors, agents 
partners and employees of any bidder, proposer. Contractor, Subconfractors or such applicant to 
cooperate with the Inspector General in any investigation or hearing undertaken pursuant to 
Chapter 2-56 of the Municipal Code, Contractor understands and will abide by all provisions of 
Chapter 2-56 of the Municipal Code. All subcontracts must inform Subconfractors of the 
provision and require understanding and compliance with it. 

16.4 MacBride Ordinance 

The City of Chicago through the passage of the MacBride Principles Ordinance seeks to 
promote fair and equal employment opportunities and labor practices for religious minorities in 
Northern freland and provide a better working environment for all citizens in Northern freland. 

In accordance with Section 2-92-580 of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago, if 
Confractor conducts any business operations in Northern Ireland, Confractor niust make all 
reasonable and good faith efforts to conduct any business operations in Northern Ireland in 
accordance with the MacBride Principles for Northern Ireland as defined in Illinois Public Act 
85-1390 (1988 m. Laws 3220). 

The provisions of this Section 16.4 do not apply to contracts for which the City receives 
funds administered by the United States Department of Transportation, except to the extent 
Congress has directed that the Depsirtment of Transportation not withhold funds from states and 
localities that choose to implement selective purchasing policies based on agreement to comply 
with the MacBride Principles for Northern Ireland, or to the extent that such funds are not 
otherwise withheld by the Department of Transportation. 

16.5 Business Relationships with Elected Officials 

Pursuant to Section § 2-156-030(b) of the Municipal Code, it is illegal for any elected 
official of the City, or any person acting at the direction of such official, to contact, either orally 
or in writing, any other City official or employee with respect to any matter involving any person 
with whom the elected official has a business relationship, or to participate in any discussion in 
any City Council committee hearing or in any City Council meeting or to vote on any matter 
involving the person with whom an elected official has a business relationship. Violation of 
Section 2-156-030(b) by any elected official with respect to this Agreement is grounds for 
termination of this Agreement The term business relationship is defined as set forth in § 2-
156-080 of die Municipal Code. 

Section 2-156-080 defines a "business relationship" as any confractual or other private 
business dealing of an official, or his or her spouse, or of any entity in which an official or his or 
her spouse has a financial interest, with a person or entity which entities an official to 
compensation or payment in the amount of $2,500 or more in a calendar year; provided, 
however, a financial interest will not include: (i) any ownership through purchase at fair market 
value or inheritance of less than one percent (1%) of the share of a corporation, or any corporate 
subsidiary, parent or affiliate thereof, regardless of the value of or dividends on such shares, if 
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such shares are registered on a securities exchange pursuant to the Securities Exchange Act of 
1934, as amended; (ii) the authorized compensation paid to an official or employee for his office 
or employment; (iii) any economic benefit provided equally to all residents of the City; (iv) a 
time or demand deposit in a financial institution; or (v) an endowment or insurance policy or 
armuity confract purchased from an insurance compemy. A "confractual or other private business 
dealing" will not include any employment relationship of an official's spouse with an entity 
when such spouse has no discretion concerning or input relating to the relationship between that 
entity and the City. 

16.6 Chicago "Living Wage" Ordinance 

16.6.1. Section 2-92-610 of the Municipal Code provides for a living wage ("Base 
Wage") for certain categories of workers employed in the performance of City 
confracts, specifically non-City employed security guards, parking attendants, day 
laborers, home and health care workers, cashiers, elevator operators, custodial 
workers and clerical workers ("Covered Employees"). Accordingly, pursuant to 
Section 2-92-610 and regulations promulgated under it: 

16.6.1.1. If Contractor has twenty-five (25) or more full-time employees, and 

16.6.1.2. If at any time during the performance of this Agreement, Contractor 
and/or any Subconttactor or any other entity that provides any portion 
of the work or services (collectively "Performing Parties") uses twenty-
five (25) or more full-time security guards, or any number of other full-
time Covered Employees, then 

16.6.1.3. Contractor must pay its Covered Employees, and must ensure that all 
other Performing Parties pay their Covered Employees, not less than 
the Base Wage as determined in accordance with this Section 16 for all 
work or services performed under this Agreement. 

16.6.2. Confractor's obligation to pay, and to assure payment of, the Base Wage will 
begin at any time during the term of this Agreement when the conditions set fortii 
in Sections 16,6.1,1 and 16,6.1,2 above are met, and will continue until the end of 
the term of this Agreement, 

16.6.3. As of July 1, 2007, the Base Wage became $10.33 per hour, and each July 1 
thereafter, the Base Wage will be adjusted, using the most recent federal poverty 
guidelines for a family of four as published armually by the U.S. Department of 
Health and Human Services, to constitute the following: the poverty guidelines 
for a family of four divided by 2000 hours or the current Base Wage, whichever is 
higjier: The curtentiy applicable Base Wage is available from the Department of 
Procurement Services. At all times during the term of this Agreement, Confractor 
and all other Performing Parties must pay the Base Wage (as adjusted in 
accordance with the above). If the payment of prevailing wages is required for 
work or services done under this Agreement, and the prevailing wages for 
Covered Employees are higher than the Base Wage, then Contractor and all other 
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Performing Parties must pay the prevailing wage rates. The curtent prevailing 
wage rates are set forth in Exhibit 21. Confractor shall be responsible for paying 
the prevailing wage rates in effect at the time of the applicable work, 

16.6.4. Confractor must include provisions in all subconfracts requiring its Subconfractors 
to pay the Base Wage to Covered Employees. Confractor agrees to provide the 
City with documentation acceptable to the DGS Commissioner demonstrating that 
all Covered Employees, whether employed by Confractor or by a Subconfractor, 
have been paid the Base Wage, upon tiie City's request for such documentation. 
The City may independently audit Confractor and/or Subconfractors to verify 
compliance with this Section. Failure to comply with the requirements of this 
Section will be an event of default under this Agreement, and further, failure to 
comply may result in ineligibility for any award of a City confract or subconfract 
for up to three (3) years, 

16.6.5. Not-for-Profit Corporations: If Confractor is a corporation having federal tax-
exempt status under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code and is 
recognized under Illinois not-for-profit law, then the provisions of Section 16.6,1 
through 16,6.4 above do not apply, 

16,7 Environmental Warranties and Representations 

In accordance with Section 11-4-1600(e) of the Municipal Code of Chicago, Confractor 
warrants and represents that, it, and to the best of its knowledge, its Subconfractors have not 
violated and-are not in violation of the following sections of the Code (collectively, the "Waste 
Sections"): 

728-390 Dumping on a public way; 
728-440 Dumping on real estate without permit; 
11-4-1410 Disposal in waters prohibited; 
11-4-1420 Ballast tank, bilge tank or other discharge; 
11-4-1450 Gas manufacturing residue; 
11-4-1500 Treatment and disposal of solid or liquid waste; 
11-4-1530 Compliance with rules and regulations required; 
11-4-1550 Operational requirements; and 
11-4-1560 Screening requirements. 

During the period while this Agreement is executory, Confractor's or any Subconfractor's 
violation of the Waste Sections, whether or not relating to the performance of this Agreement, 
constitutes a breach of and an event of default under this Agreement, for which the opportunity 
to cure, if curable, will be granted only at the sole discretion of the Chief Procurement Officer. 
Such breach and default entitles the City to all remedies under this Agreement, at law or in 
equity. 

This Section does not limit Contractor's and its Subcontractors' duty to comply with all 
applicable federal, state, county and municipal laws, statutes, ordinances and executive orders, in 
effect now or later, and whether or not they appear in this Agreement. 
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Non-compliance with these terms and conditions may be used by the City as grounds for 
termination of this Agreement, and may further affect Contractor's eligibility for future contract 
awards, 

16.8 Prohibition on Certain Contributions 

Confractor agrees that Confractor, any person or entit>' v/ho directly or indirectly has an 
ownership or beneficial interest in Confractor of more than 7,5 percent ("Owners"), spouses and 
domestic partners of such Owners, Confractor's Subconfractors, and person or entity who 
directly or indirectly has an ownership or beneficial interest in any Subconfractor of more than 
7,5 percent ("Sub-owners") and spouses and domestic partners of such Sub-owners (Confractor 
and all the other preceding classes of persons and entities are togetiier, the "Identified Parties"), 
shall not make a contribution of any amount to the Mayor of the City of Chicago ("Mayor") or to 
his political fundraising committee: (i) after execution of this Agreement by Confractor; 
(ii) while this Agreement or any Other Confract is executory, (iii) during the term of this 
Agreement or any Other Confract between Confractor and the City; or (iv) during any period 
while an extension of this Agreement or any Other Contract is being sought or negotiated. 

Confractor represents and warrants that since the date of public advertisement of the 
specification, request for qualifications, request for proposals or request for information (or any 
combination of those requests) or, if not competitively procured, from the date the City 
approached Contractor or the date Contractor approached the City, as applicable, regarding the 
formulation of this Agreement, no Identified Parties have made a contribution of any amount to 
the Mayor or to his political fimdraising campaign. 

Contractor agrees that it shall not: (a) coerce, compel or intimidate its employees to 
make a contribution of any amount to the Mayor or to the Mayor's political fundraising 
committee; (b) reimburse its employees for a contribution of any amount made to the Mayor or 
to the Mayor's political fundraising committee; or (c) bundle or solicit others to bundle 
contributions to the Mayor or to his political fundraising committee. 

Contractor agrees that the Identified Parties must not engage in any conduct whatsoever 
designed to intentionally violate this provision or Mayoral Executive Order No, 05-1 or to entice, 
direct or solicit others to intentionally violate this Provision or Mayoral Executive Order 
No, 05-1. 

Contractor agrees that a violation of, non-compliance with, misrepresentation with 
respect to, or breach of any covenant or wartanty under this provision or violation of Mayoral 
Executive Order No. 05-1 constitutes a breach and default under this Agreement, and under any 
Other Confract for which no opportunity to cure will be granted. Such breach and default 
entitles the City to all remedies (including termination for default) under this Agreement, under 
any Other Contract, at law and in equity. This provision amends any Other Confract and 
supersedes any inconsistent provision contained therein. 

If Contractor violates this provision or Mayoral Executive Order No. 05-1 prior to award 
of the Agreement resulting from tiiis specification, the Chief Procurement Officer may reject 
Contractor's bid. 
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For purposes of this provision: 

"Bundle" means to collect contributions from more than one source which are then 
delivered by one person to the Mayor or to his political fimdraising committee. 

"Other Contract" means 2my other agreement with the City of Chicago to which 
Confractor is a party that is: (i) formed vinder the authority of Chapter 2-92 of the 
Municipal Code of Chicago; (ii) entered into for the purchase or lease of real or personal 
property; or (iii) for materials, supplies, equipment or services which are approved or 
authorized by the city council. 

"Contribution" means a "political contribution" as defined in Chapter 2-156 of the 
Municipal Code of Chicago, as amended. 

Individuals are "domestic partners" if they satisfy the following criteria: 

a, they are each other's sole domestic partner, responsible for each other's 
common welfare; and 

b, neither party is married; and 

c, the partners are not related by blood closer than would bar marriage in the 
State of Illinois; and 

d, each partner is at least eighteen (18) years of age, and the partners are the 
same sex, and the partners reside at the same residence; and 

e, two (2) of the following four (4) conditions exist for the partners: 

i. The partners have been residing together for at least twelve (12) 

months. 

ii. The partners have common or joint ownership of a residence. 

iii. The partners have at least two (2) of the following arrangements: 

1. joint ownership of a motor vehicle; 

2. ajoint credit account; 

3. ajoint checking account; 

4. a lease for residence identifying both domestic partners as 
tenants. 

iv. Each partner identifies the other partner as a primary beneficiary in 
a will. 
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"Political fundraising committee" means a "political fundraising committee" as defined 
in Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, as amended. 

16.9 Firms Owned or Operated by Individuals with Disabilities 

The City encourages confractors to use Subcontractors that are firms owned or operated 
by individuals with disabilities, as defined by Section 2-92-586 of the Municipzu Code of the 
City of Chicago, where not otherwise prohibited by federal or state law. 

16.10 Deemed Inclusion 

Provisions required by law, ordinances, rules, regulations, or executive orders to be 
inserted in this Agreement are deemed inserted in this Agreement whether or not they appear in 
this Agreement or, upon application by either party, this Agreement will be amended to make the 
insertion; however, in no event will the failure to insert the provisions before or after this 
Agreement is signed prevent its enforcement. 

16.11 Legal Requirements for Task Orders 

Contractor must secure and pay for building and other permits and governmental fees, 
licenses and inspections necessary for the proper execution and completion of the Task Order 
which are customarily secured after approval of the Task Order and which were legally required 
on the date the City approved the Task Order. Confractor must comply with and give notices 
required by laws, ordinances, rules, regulations and lawful orders of public authorities relating to 
the Task Order. It is Contractor's responsibility to ascertain that work under all Task Orders is in 
accordance with applicable laws, ordinances, codes, rules and regulations. If Contractor 
performs work under any Task Order confrary to applicable laws, ordinances, codes, mles and 
regulations in existence as of the date of execution of the Task Order, Contractor must assume 
responsibility for such work and must bear the costs attributable to correction. 

ARTICLE 17 

SPECIAL CONDITIONS 

17.1 Publicity 

Confractor and its employees, agents and representatives must not, without the City's 
prior written consent in each instance (which will not be unreasonably withheld), use in 
advertising, publicity or otherwise the name of City or any City affiliate, or any officer or 
employee of the City, or any trade name, frademark, frade device, service mark, symbol or any 
abbreviation, contraction or simulation thereof owned by the City or its affiliates, or represent, 
directly or indirectly, that any product or service provided by Confractor has been approved or 
endorsed by the City, or refer to the existence of this Agreement in press releases, advertising or 
materials distributed to prospective customers, or distribute publications or give presentations 
regarding the GBMS, including by presentation at conferences, national or regional professional 
meetings, submissions of proposals, publication in books or journals, or otherwise. This 
Section 17.1 will survive termination of this Agreement. 
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17.2 Independent Contractor 

This Agreement is not intended to and will not constitute, create, give rise to, or 
otherwise recognize a joint venture, partnership, corporation or otiier formal business association 
or organization of any kind between Contractor and the City. The rights and the obligations of 
the peuties are only those expressly set forth in this Agreement. Confractor must perform under 
this Agreement as an independent confractor and not as a representative, employee, agent, or 
partner of the City. 

This Agreement is between the City and an independent contractor and, if Confractor is 
an individual, nothing provided for under this Agreement constitutes or implies an employer-
employee relationship such that: 

17.2.1, The City will not be liable Under or by reason of this Agreement for the payment 
of any compensation award or damages in connection with Confractor performing 
the work or services required under this Agreement, 

17.2.2, Contractor is not entitled to membership in the City of Chicago Pension Fund, 
Group Medical Insurance Program, Group Dental Program, Group Vision Care, 
Group Life Insurance Program, Defertcd Income Program, vacation, sick leave, 
extended sick leave, or any other benefits ordinarily provided to individuals 
employed and paid through the regular payrolls of the City of Chicago, 

17.2.3, The City of Chicago is not required to deduct or withhold any taxes, FICA or 
other deductions from any compensation provided to the Confractor. 

17.3 Ethics 

In addition to any foregoing warranties and representations, Confractor weirrants that: 

17.3.1, no officer, agent or employee of the City is employed by Contractor or has a 
financial interest directly or indirectiy in this Agreement or the compensation to 
be paid under this Agreement except as may be permitted in writing by the Board 
of Ethics established under the Municipal Code, 

17.3.2, no payment, gratuity or offer of employment will be made in connection with this 
Agreement by or on behalf of any Subcontractors to Confractor or higher tier 
Subconfractors or anyone associated with them, as an inducement for the award of 
a subcontract or order. 

17.3.3, Contractor further acknowledges that any agreement entered into, negotiated or 
performed in violation of any of the provisions of Chapter 2-156 is voidable as to 
the City, 

17.4 Joint and Several Liability 

If Contractor, or its successors or assigns, if any, is comprised of more than one 
individual or other legal entity (or a combination of them), then under this Agreement, each and 
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without limitation every obligation or undertaking in this Agreement to be fulfilled or performed 
by Confractor is the joint and several obligation or undertaking of each such individual or other 
legal entity. 

17.5 Business Documents 

At the request of the City, Contractor must provide copies of its latest articles of 
incorporation, by-laws and resolutions, or partnership or joint venture agreement, £is applicable. 

17.6 Conflicts of Interest 

17.6.1. No member of the governing body of the City or other unit of government and no 
other officer, employee or agent of the City or other tmit of government who 
exercises any fiinctions or responsibilities in cormection with the work or services 
to which this Agreement pertains is permitted to have any personal interest, direct 
or indirect, in this Agreement, No member of or delegate to the Congress of the 
United States or the Illinois General Assembly and no alderman of the City or 
City employee is allowed to be admitted to any share or part of this Agreement or 
to any financial benefit to arise from it. 

17.6.2. Contractor represents that it, and to the best of its knowledge, its Subcontractors if 
any (collectively, "Consulting Parties"), presently have no direct or indirect 
interest and will not acquire any direct or indirect interest in any project or 
confract that would conflict in any manner or degree with the performance of its 
work or services under this Agreement. 

17.6.3. Upon tiie request of the City, at any time during the Term, Consulting Parties 
must disclose to the City their past client lists and the names of any clients with 
whom they have an ongoing relationship. Consulting Parties are not permitted to 
perfoim any work or services for the City on applications or other documents 
submitted to the City by any of Consulting Parties' past or present clients. If 
Consulting Parties become aware of a conflict, they must immediately stop work 
on the assignment causing the conflict and notify the City, 

17.6.4. Witiiout limiting the foregoing, if the Consulting Parties assist the City in 
determining the advisability or feasibility of a project or in recommending, 
researching, preparing, drafting or issuing a request for proposals or bid 
specifications for a project, the Consulting Parties must not participate, directiy or 
indirectly, as a prime, subconfractor or joint venturer in that project or in the 
preparation of a proposal or bid for that project during the term of this Agreement 
or afterwards. The Consulting Parties may, however, assist the City in reviewing 
the proposals or bids for the project if none of the Consulting Parties have a 
relationship with the persons or entities that submitted the proposals or bids for 
that project. 

17.6.5. Contractor further covenants that, in the performance of this Agreement, no 
person having any conflicting interest will be assigned to perform any work or 
services or have access to any City Confidential Information, as defined in 
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Article 12 of this Agreement, If the City, by the DGS Commissioner in his 
reasonable judgment, determines that any of Consulting Parties' work or services 
for others conflict with the work or services that Consulting Parties are to render 
for the City under this Agreement, Consulting Parties must terminate such other 
work or services immediately upon request of the City. 

17,6.6. Furthermore, if any federal fimds are to be used to compensate or reimburse 
Contractor under this Agreement, Confractor represents that it is and will remain 
in compliance with federal restrictions on lobbying set forth in Section 319 of the 
Department of the Interior and Related Agencies Appropriations Act for Fiscal 
year 1990, 31 U.S.C. § 1352, and related mles and regulations set fortii at 54 Fed. 
Reg. 52,309 ff. (1989), as amended, as well as all applicable reporting 
requirements. If federal funds are to be used, Confractor must execute a 
Certification Regarding Lobbying, which is part of the EDS and incorporated by 
reference as if fully set forth here. 

17.7 Non-Liability of Public Officials 

Confractor and any assignee or Subconfractor of Confractor must not charge any official, 
employee or agent of the City personally with any liability or expenses of defense or hold any 
official, employee or agent of the City personally liable to them under any term or provision of 
this Agreement or because of the City's execution, attempted execution or any breach of this 
Agreement, 

17.8 EDS / Certification Regarding Suspension and Debarment 

Contractor certifies, as further evidenced in its EDS attached as Exhibit 17. by its 
acceptance of this Agreement that neither it nor its principals are presently debarted, suspended, 
proposed for debarment, declared ineligible or voluntarily excluded from participation Ln this 
fransaction by any federal department or agency, Confractor further agrees by executing this 
Agreement that it will include this clause without modification in all lower tier transactions, 
solicitations, proposals, confracts and subcontracts. If Contractor or any lower tier participant is 
unable to certify to this statement, it must attach an explanation to the Agreement, 

17.9 Minority and Women's Business Enterprises Commitment 

In the performance of this Agreement, including the Work and the procurement and lease 
of materials or Devices, Confractor must abide by the minority and women's business enterprise 
commitment requirements of the Chicago Municipal Code, Section 2-92-650 et seq, (1990). 
Confractor must comply with the special conditions governing minority ("MBE") and women's 
business enterprises ("WEE"), which are attached hereto in Exhibit 16 and are hereby 
incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein. Confractor's completed, preliminary 
Schedules C and D identifying Contractor's MBE and WBE subconfractors and percentage 
commitments for each are set forth in Exhibit 16. evidencing Contractor's compliance with this 
requirement, and are a part of this Agreement. The parties intend this Section 17.9 to confrol 
with respect to Exhibit 16 and intend the special conditions set forth in Exhibit 16 to be 
construeid consistent with the terms set forth in this Section 17.9. Therefore, in the event of a 
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conflict between any of the terms set forth in Exhibit 16 and the terms set forth below in this 
Section 17.9, the terms set forth below in this Section 17,9 shall control. 

Goals with respect to participation by MBE's and WBE's in this Agreement are set forth 
in Exhibit 16 and apply to the total confract price, which for purposes of this Section 17.9 and 
Exhibit 16 shall mean the sum total of all compensation paid by the City to Confractor under this 
Agreement. The Confractor must submit completed Schedules C-1 and D-1, and/or other 
schedules evidencing Confractor's compliance with the commitments and policies set forth in 
Exhibit 16. to Steve Walter, Deputy Commissioner of the Department of General Services, with 
each Response to Task Order Solicitation, and such schedules will become a part of the Task 
Order upon acceptance by the DGS Commissioner. The DGS Commissioner will administer, 
morutor and evaluate Contractor's compliance with this Exhibit 16. 

Any proposed MBE/WBE in the Response to Task Order Solicitation must be 
certified by the City's Department of Procurement Services at the time of the Response to Task 
Order Solicitation submittal. The City reserves the right to require replacement of any proposed 
MBE/WBE that is not certified by tiie City, 

Confractor will be required to submit an MBE/WBE Utilization Report, as 
included in Exhibit 16, and supporting documentation within 90 days after award of Task Order 
and quarterly thereafter to the DGS Comrnissioner, The MBE/WBE Utilization Reports must 
reflect actual amounts paid to each MBE/WBE to date based on percentages of total contract 
price, 

17.10 Salaries and Wages for Contractor's Personnel 

Confractor and Subcontractors must pay all salaries and wages due all employees 
performing under this Agreement unconditionally and at least once a month without deduction or 
rebate on any account, except only for those payroll deductions that are mandatory by law or are 
permitted under applicable law and regulations. If in the performance of this Agreement, 
Confractor underpays any such salaries or wages, the Comptroller for the City may withhold, out 
of payments due to Ck)nfractor, an amount sufficient to pay to employees underpaid the 
difference between the salaries or wages required to be paid under this Agreement and the 
salaries or wages actually paid these employees for the total number of hours worked. The 
amounts withheld may be disbursed by the Compfroller for and on account of Confractor to the 
respective employees to whom they are due. The parties acknowledge that this Section 17.10 is 
solely for the benefit of the City and that it does not grant any third party beneficiary rights. 

17.11 Records and Audits 

17.11.1. Records. Confractor must deliver or cause to be delivered to the City all records, 
including all elecfronic records and copies, required to be produced pursuant to 
this Agreement promptiy in accordance with the time limits prescribed in this 
Agreement, and if no time limit is specified, then upon reasonable demand for 
them or upon termination or completion of the performance under this 
Agreement. In the event of the failure by Contractor to make such delivery upon 
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reasonable demaind, then and in that event, Confractor must pay to the City any 
damages the City may sustain by reason of Confractor's failure. 

Confractor must maintain any such records, including electronic records and 
copies, not delivered to the City or demanded by the City for a period of five (5) 
years after the final payment made in connection with this Agreement. 
Confractor must not dispose of such documents following the expiration of this 
period without notification of and written approval from the City in accordance 
witii Article 20. 

n.11.2. Audits. Confractor and any of Confractor's Subconfractors must furnish the 
Department with all information that may be reasonably requested pertaining to 
the Confractor's performance and cost of the work and services. Confractor 
must maintain records showing actual time devoted and costs incurred. 
Conhractor must keep books, documents, paper, records and accounts in 
connection with the work and services open to audit, inspection, copying, 
absfracting emd franscription and must make these records available to the City 
and any other interested governmental agency, at reasonable times during 
Confractor's performance of its work or services. 

To the extent that Confractor conducts any business operations separate and 
apart from the work or services required under this Agreement using, for 
example, persormel. Devices, Firmware, Software, supplies or facilities also used 
in connection with this Agreement, then Confractor must maintain and make 
similarly available to the City detailed records supporting Contractor's allocation 
to this Agreement of the costs and expenses attributable to any such shared 
usages. 

Confractor must maintain its books, records, documents, and other evidence and 
adopt accounting procedures and practices sufficient to reflect properly all costs 
of whatever nature claimed to have been incurred and anticipated to be incurred 
for or in cormection with the performance of this Agreement This system of 
accounting must be in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles 
and practices, consistently applied throughout. 

No provision in this Agreement granting the City a right of access to records and 
documents is intended to impair, limit or affect any right of access to such 
records and documents which the City would have had in the absence of such 
provisions. 

The City may in its sole discretion audit the records of Contractor or its 
Subcontractors, or both, at any time during the term of this Agreement or within 
five (5) years after this Agreement ends, in connection with tiie work or services 
provided under this Agreement. Each calendar year or partial calendar year is 
considered an "audited period." If, as a result of such an audit, it is determined 
that Contractor or any of its Subcontractors has overcharged the City in the 
audited period, the City will notify Contractor. Contractor must then promptiy 
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reimburse the City for any amounts the City has paid Confractor due to the 
overcharges and also some or all of the cost of the audit, as follows: 

(i) If the audit has revealed overcharges to the City representing less 
than five percent (5%) of the total value, based on the Agreement 
prices, of the work or services provided in the audited period, then 
the Confractor must reimburse the City for fifty percent (50%) of 
the cost of the audit and fifty percent (50%) of the cost of each 
subsequent audit that the City conducts; 

(ii) If, however, the audit has revealed overcharges to the City 
representing five percent (5%) or more of the total value, based on 
the Agreement prices, of the work or services provided in the 
audited period, then Contractor must reimburse the City for the full 
cost of the audit and of each subsequent aiidit. 

Failure of Confractor to reimburse the City in accordance with 
Section 17.10.2,(1) or (ii) above is a Default under Article 13 of this Agreement, 
and Contractor will be liable for all of the City's costs of collection, including 
any court costs and attorneys' fees. 

ARTICLE 18 

ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS RELATING TO PUBLIC WORKS AND 
CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS 

To the extent applicable, Confractor must comply with the provisions in Exhibit 19 
relating to public works projects and constmction projects. 

ARTICLE 19 

GENERAL CONDITIONS 

19.1 Entire Agreement 

19.1.1. General. Each party acknowledges that it has read this Agreement, understands 
it, and will be bound by its terms. This Agreement, together with the Exhibits 
and Task Orders executed pursuant to the Agreement, which are hereby 
incorporated by reference as if fully set forth in this Agreement, constitute the 
entire agreement between the parties and supersede all prior written and oral 
understandings, agreements, proposals, promises and representations of the 
parties respecting the subject matter contained in this Agreement. No other 
terms, conditions, wartanties, inducements, considerations, promises, or 
interpretations are implied or impressed upon this Agreement that are not 
expressly addressed in this Agreement. Any variance from or addition to the 
terms and conditions of this Agreement in any present or future order, invoice, 
shrink-wrap license or other document delivered from one party to the other will 
be of no effect unless agreed to in writing by an authorized representative of the 
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party to be bound thereby. The City will not be required to execute any licenses 
or agreements with any of the suppliers or Subconfractors of Confractor. 

19.1.2. No Collateral Agreements. Contractor acknowledges that, except only for those 
representations, statements, or promises expressly contained in this Agreement, 
no representation, statement or promise, oral or in writing, or of any kind 
whatsoever, by the City, its officials, agents, or employees, has induced 
Contractor to enter into this Agreement or has been relied upon by Contractor, 
including any with reference to: (i) the meaning, correctness, suitability or 
completeness of any provisions or requirements of this Agreement; (ii) the 
nature of the work or services to be performed; (iii) the nature, quantity, quality 
or volume of any materials. Devices, labor and other facilities, needed for the 
performance of this Agreement; (iv) the general conditions which may in any 
way affect this Agreement or its performance; (v) the compensation provisions 
of this Agreement; or (vi) any other matters, whether similar to or different from 
those referred to in (i) through (v) immediately above, affecting or having any 
connection with this Agreement, its negotiation, any discussions of its 
performance or those employed or connected or concerned with it. 

19.1.3. No Omissions. Contractor acknowledges that Contractor was given ample 
opportunity and time and was requested by the City to review thoroughly all 
documents forming this Agreement before signing this Agreement in order that it 
might request inclusion in this Agreement of any statement, representation, 
promise or provision that it desired or on that it wished to place reliance. 
Confractor did so review those documents, and either every such statement, 
representation, promise or provision has been included in this Agreement or else, 
if omitted, Contractor relinquishes the benefit of any such omitted statement, 
representation, promise or provision and is willing to perform this Agreement in 
its entirety without claiming reliance on it or making any other claim on account 
of its omission. 

19.1.4. Parties. This Agreement, together with the Exhibits and Task Orders executed 
pursuant to the Agreement, which are hereby incorporated by reference as if 
fully set forth in this Agreement, will not be construed to create a contractual 
relationship of any kind between: (i) the City and any Qualified Engineering 
Firm; (ii) the City and any Subcontractor of any. tier; (iii) any persons or entities 
other than the City and Confractor, including any consultant retained by the City 
to prepare or review any Task Order or perform quality assurance services. 

19,2 Pricing Commitment; Most Favored Customer 

19.2,1. Obligation to Obtain Favorable Pricing. During the Term and for any period 
thereafter during which Contractor is to provide Support and Maintenance 
services pursuant to an agreement with the City (including a Task Order), 
Confractor will charge the City the rates set forth in Exhibit 15. unless (i) lower 
rates are set forth in the applicable Task Order, in which case Contractor will 
charge such rates, (ii)niore favorable pricing is available from Contractor's or 
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City's suppliers or (iii) more favorable pricing is requfred pursuant to 
Section 19.2.2. The parties recognize that over time prices for Devices, 
Licensed Software and Firmware are likely to decline. Confractor must use its 
best efforts, and must in its confracts with Subconfractors requfre them to use 
their best efforts, to obtain the best available pricing for Devices, Licensed 
Software and Firmware, and Contractor and all Subconfractors must pass such 
favorable pricing along to the City, 

19.2.2. Most Favored Customer Pricing. Confractor must freat the City as its most 
favored customer. In according such treatment, Confractor must use 
commercially reasonable efforts to avoid reassigning emy staff assigned to the 
GBMS project to other projects until such time as the GBMS project is 
satisfactorily completed, Confractor represents that all of the prices, terms, 
warranties and benefits granted by Confractor hereunder or charged by 
Confractor are, and will at the tune be, comparable to or better tiian the 
equivalent terms being offered by Conttactor to any customer for which 

• Contractor is performing work similar to work performed under a Task Order 
during the same time period. If during the Term Confractor enters into 
arrangements with another customer to perform work similar to work performed 
under a Task Order providing such customer more favorable benefits and terms, 
Confractor must notify the City within seven (7) days of such more favorable 
benefits and terms, and this Agreehient will thereupon be considered amended to 
provide the same terms to the City, Notwithstanding the foregoing, for work 
done by Contractor in jurisdictions that are not subject to the Chicago Living 
Wage Ordinance (Section 2-92-610 of the Municipal Code) and/or the Illinois 
Prevailing Wage Act (8201 CCS 130/0.01 et seq,), Confractor may charge prices 
for such work that are lower than those charged to the City under this Agreement 
without violating this Section 19.2.2, provided that the difference in prices 
reflects solely the difference in the wage rates payable in the other jurisdictions 
and those required under this Agreement. Work performed by Contractor for a 
tax exempt not-for-profit organization at a discount as a pro-bono project shall 
not be subject to this Section 19.2.2, 

19.3 Counterparts 

This Agreement is comprised of several identical counterparts, each to be fully signed by 
tiie parties and each to be considered an original having identical legal effect. 

19.4 Amendments 

No representation or promise hereafter made by either party, nor any changes, 
amendments, modifications, or discharge of this Agreement, or any part of it are valid except as 
provided in Section 13.2 of this Agreement, unless in writing and signed by the authorized 
agents of Confractor and City. The City will incur no liability for Additional Services without a 
written amendment to this Agreement under this Section 19.4. Amendments or modifications to 
any Exhibit agreed to in writing by both parties will automatically become part of this 
Agreement. 
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Whenever in tiiis Agreethent Confractor is required to obtain prior written approval, the 
effect of £my approval that may be granted pursuant to Confractor's request is prospective only 
from the later of the date approval was requested or the date on which the action for which the 
approval was sought is to begin. In no event is approval permitted to apply refroactively to a 
date before the approval was requested, 

19.5 Governing Law and Venue 

This Agreement is governed as to performance and interpretation in accordance with the 
laws of the State of Illinois. In particular, except to the extent that the provisions of this 
Agreement are inconsistent therewith, this Agreement will be governed by the Uniform 
Commercial Code as enacted by the State of Illinois ("U.C.C"). To the extent that there are any 
work or services to be rendered in performance of the terms of this Agreement, such work or 
services will be deemed "goods" within the definition of the U.C.C. 

Confractor irrevocably submits itself to the original jurisdiction of those courts located 
within the County of Cook, State of Illinois, with regard to any confroversy arising out of, 
relating to, or in any way concerning the execution or performance of this Agreement. Service 
of process on Confractor may be made, at the option of the City, either by registered or certified 
mail addressed to the applicable office as provided for in this Agreement, by registered or 
certified mail addressed to the office actually maintained by Confractor, or by personal delivery 
on any officer, director, or managing or general agent of Confractor, If any action is brought by 
Contractor against the City concerning this Agreement, the action must be brought only in those 
courts located within the County of Cook, State of Illinois. 

19.6 Severability 

If any provision of this Agreement is held or deemed to be or is in fact invalid, illegal, 
inoperative or unenforceable as applied in any particular case in any jurisdiction or in all cases 
because it conflicts with any other provision or provisions of this Agreement or of any 
constitution, statute, ordinance, rule of law or public policy, or for any other reason, those 
cfrcumstances do not have the effect of rendering the provision in question invalid, illegal, 
inoperative or unenforceable in any other case or circumstances, or of rendering any other 
provision or provisions in this Agreement invalid, illegal, inoperative, or unenforceable to any 
extent whatsoever. The invalidity, illegality, inoperativeness or unenforceability of any one or 
more phrases, sentences, clauses or sections contained in this Agreement does not affect the 
remaining portions of this Agreernent or any part of it, 

19.7 Assignments and Subcontracts 

Contractor must not assign, delegate or otherwise transfer all or any part of its rights or 
obligations under tiiis Agreement or any part of it, unless otherwise provided for in this 
Agreement, without the express written consent of the DGS Commissioner. The absence of such 
a provision or written consent voids the attempted assignment, delegation or transfer and is of no 
effect as to the work, services or this Agreement, No approvals given by the DGS Commissioner 
operate to relieve Contractor of any of its obligations or liabilities under this Agreement. 
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All subconfracts and all approvals of Subcontractors are, regardless of their form, deemed 
conditioned upon performance by the Subcontractor in accordance witii the terms and conditions 
of this Agreement. If any Subcontractor fails to observe or perform the terms and conditions of 
this Agreement to the satisfaction of the Department, the City has the absolute right upon written 
notification to immediately rescind approval and to require the performance of this Agreement 
by Confractor personally or through any other City-approved Subconfractor, Any approval for 
the use of Subconfractors in frie performance of the work or services under this Agreement under 
no circumstances operates to relieve Confractor of any of its obligations or liabilities under this 
Agreement. 

Confractor, upon entering into any agreement with a Subconfractor, must furnish the 
DGS Commissioner and the Department with a copy of its agreement. All subconfracts must 
contain provisions that require the work or services be performed in strict accordance with the 
requirements of this Agreement, provide that the Subconfractors are subject to all the terms of 
this Agreement and are subject to the approval of the DGS Commissioner, If the agreements do 
not prejudice any of the City's rights under this Agreement, such agreements rtiay contain 
different provisions than are provided in this Agreement with respect to extensions of schedule, 
time of completion, payments, guarantees and matters not affecting the quality of the work or 
services, 

Confractor must not fransfer or assign any funds or claims due or to become due under 
this Agreement without the prior written approval of the DGS Commissioner. The attempted 
fransfer or assignment of any contract funds, either in whole or in part, or any interest in them, 
which are due or to become due to Confractor under this Agreement, without such prior written 
approval, has no effect upon the City. 

The DGS Commissioner may make direct payments to Subconfractors for work or 
services perfomied under this Agreement, Any such payment has the same effect as if the City 
had paid Confractor that amount directly. Such payment by the City to Confractor's 
Subconfractor under no circumstances operates to relieve Contractor of any of its obligations or 
liabilities under this Agreement, This Section is solely for the benefit of die City and does not 
grant any third party beneficiary rights. 

The City expressly reserves the right to assign or otherwise transfer all or any part of its 
interests under this Agreement to any successor. All of the terms and conditions of this Confract 
are binding upon and inure to the benefit of the parties to it and their respective legal 
representatives, successors, transferees, and assigns, 

19,8 Cooperation 

Confractor must at all times cooperate fully with the City and act in the City's best 
interests. If this Agreement is terminated for any reason, or if it is to expire on its own terms, 
Confractor must make every effort to assure an orderly fransition to another provider of the work 
and services, if any, orderly demobilization of its own operations in connection with the work 
and services, uninterrupted provision of work and services during any fransition period and must 
otherwise comply with the reasonable requests and requirements of the Department in 
connection with the termination or expiration. 
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19.9 Quiet Enjoyment 

The City will be entitled to the use of the Devices, Firmware and Software provided 
under this Agreement and the GBMS without any disturbance, interference, interruption, lawsuit 
or claim concerning title to or right to use the Devices, Firmware, Software or GBMS, subject 
only to the City's obligation to make payment as requfred by this Agreement. Contractor must 
not create or be a party to any disturbance, interference, interruption, lawsuit or claim, and must, 
in good faith, defend ariy such lawsuit or claim. If the City suffers any damage as a result of any 
such disturbance, interference, intermption, lawsuit or claim. Contractor must compensate the 
City for all such damages. 

19.10 No Waiver 

Nothing in this Agreement authorizes the waiver of a requirement or condition confrary 
to law or ordinance or that would result irior promote the violation of ariy federal, state, or local 
law or ordinance. 

Whenever under this Agreement the City by a proper authority waives Contractor's 
performance in aiiy respect or waives a requirement or condition to either the City's or the 
Confractor's performance, the waiver so granted, whether express or implied, only applies to the 
particular instance and is not a waiver forever or for subsequent instances of the performance, 
requirement or condition. No such waiver is a modification of this Agreement regardless of the 
number of times the City may have waived the performzmce, requirement or condition. No 
waiver will preclude the exercise by the parties of any rights or remedies which either party may 
have in law or equity or pursuant to the terms of this Agreement. Except as expressly provided 
in this Agreement, partial termination of this A.greement will have no effect on the other rights 
and obligations of the parties pursuant to this Agreement. Such waivers must be provided to 
Confractor in writing. 

19.11 Conditions 

No warranty, remedy or obligation pursuant to this Agreement will be conditioned on any 
other provision of this Agreement unless this Agreement expressly so provides. Neither party 
will have any right to suspend performance during a dispute or based on the nonperformance of 
the other party unless this Agreement expressly so provides. 

19.12 Standard Practices and Forms 

The City will not be required to sign any of the standard forms of Confractor and the 
terms of such forms will have no force or effect. The City will not be required to abide by any of 
the standard practices or procedures of Confractor unless expressly incorporated into this 
Agreement, 

19.13 Rights of Sister Agencies 

All rights and benefits to the City under this Agreement are deemed to extend and inure 
to the benefit of all Sister Agencies. Notwithstanding the foregoing, no Sister Agency will have 
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emy obligation or duty to Confractor whatsoever, such obligations and duties resting solely with 
the City. 

19.14 Performance and Payment Bond 

Contractor will maintain one or more performance and payment bonds for Construction 
Activities, from one or more sureties, at all times as set forth in this Section 19.14, in the form 
set forth in Exhibit 20. in an amount or amounts equal to the sum of the prices for Construction 
Activities approved under all Task Orders for v/hich the City has not issued a Facility Level 
Final Acceptance Notice and Facility Integration Final Acceptance Notice, as such Teisk Orders 
may be amended from time to time, Confractor has obtained a written commitment from its 
surety, a copy of which has been provided to the City, to the following effect: (i) the surety will 
bond Contractor's work under this Agreement, for the aggregate sum of the approved prices set 
forth in all approved Task Orders (as such may be amended from time to time) up to an 
aggregate amount equal to thirty-four million dollars ($34,000,000); (ii)upon execution of the 
first Task Order that contains Construction Activities, the surety will provide a bond in the 
amount of the first Task Order; (iii) the surety will issue an additional bond,', or increase the 
amount of an existing bond, by the approved price of each Task Order and each Task Order 
Modification (to the extent any such Task Order Modification increases the price under a Task 
Order) to the extent the City requires such increased bond coverage in any such Task Order or 
Task Order Modification, The City shall pay the cost incurred by Contractor in providing any 
bonds required pursuant to this Agreement. 

Prior to performing any Construction Activities or ordering any materials, supplies or 
equipment required in the performance of Construction Activities under this Contract, but in no 
event later than seven (7) days after the later of the issuance of a Task Order for Construction 
Activities or a written request by the DGS Commissioner, Contractor must deliver to the DGS 
Commissioner a confract performance and payment bond in the amount set forth in such Task 
Order or an anotiier amount if specified by the DGS Commissioner. If the City so notifies 
Confractor at any time during the term of the Agreement, then Contractor must increase the 
dollar amount of the bond by an amount specified by the City. The increase in the dollar amount 
of the bond must be completed through a rider to the original bond, that was submitted by 
Contractor and approved by the City, and that rider must be provided by the entity that was 
identified as the surety on the original bond. Each rider must cover the entire additional amount 
required, as determined by the City, Each rider must be submitted to and approved by the City 
before Contractor performs any work or orders any materials, supplies or equipment needed to 
fulfill tiie Task Order or comply with the Task Order Modification, as applicable. At the option 
of Confractor, rather than providing new bonds for additional Work, Confractor may increase the 
dollar amount of an existing bond which increase in the dollar amount of the bond must be 
completed through a rider to the original bond, that was submitted by Contractor and approved 
by the City, and that rider must be provided by the entity that was identified as the surety on the 
original bond 

Any performance bond that Confractor provides must comply with the provisions of 30 
ILCS 550/1 et. seq,, as amended, and of Chapter 2, Section 2-92-030 of the Municipal Code, as 
amended. It must also be in the form of the performance and payment bond form included in 
Exhibit 20 of this Agreement. The surety or sureties issuing the bond must be acceptable to the 
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Compfroller and must have a Best's Key Rating Guide of "B+," Class XI or greater and be listed 
in the most recently published "Listing of Approved Sureties" of the U.S. Department of the 
Treasury Circular 570, with underwriting limitations in excess of the Confract Price, The bond 
must cover the warranty period required by the applicable Task Order(s). 

In case of Confractor's neglect, failure, or refusal to provide satisfactory sureties when so 
dfrected within ten (10) days after such notification, under § 2-92-040 of the Municipal Code the 
DGS Commissioner may declare this Agreement forfeit, but such forfeiture will not release 
Contractor or Contractor's surety or sureties from any liability that may have accrued before the 
date of the forfeiture. 

If at any time the surety or sureties, or any one of them, upon the bond become insolvent, 
or are, in the sole opinion of the DGS Commissioner, unsatisfactory, or unable to respond to 
damages in case of liability on such bond, the DGS Commissioner will notify Confractor and 
direct that Confractor furnish a bond issued by a satisfactory surety or sureties forthwith. 

19.15 Waiver of Consequential Damages. 

(a) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, but subject to the exclusions 
contained in Sub-Section (b) below, in no event will Contractor be liable or obligated in any 
manner to pay special, consequential, or indirect damages for the City's purely economic Losses 
(except for those arising from third party claims, as set forth in (b) below). For the avoidance of 
doubt, special, consequential, or indirect damages do not include any portion of the liquidated 
damages set forth in Exhibit 23 herein. 

(b) The waiver in Sub-Section (a) shall not apply to the following: 
(i) damage or destruction of City property; or 
(ii) injury or death of any City employee; or 
(iii) remedies available to the City as expressly set forth in this Agreement; or 
(iv) third party claims covered by Section 10,1 of this Agreement, including third party claims 
against the City for economic loss, property damage, and/or personal injury and alleged or actual 
infringement or violation of any property right (including any patents and copyrights), 

19.16 No Responsibility For Intervening Criminal Acts. 

Notwitiistanding any other provision of this Agreement, in no event will Confractor be 
liable or obligated in any maimer for damages or claims of any sort to the extent such damages or 
claims were caused by an intervening criminal act by a party other than (i) Contractor, its 
officers, directors, employees, agents or representatives or (ii) any Subcontractor. 

19.17 Effect of Maintenance Interference. 

In the Event that the City prevents, by its actions or omissions, Contractor from 
performing maintenance on any portion of the Work on which maintenance is required under a 
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Task Order, Confractor shall have no liability under this Agreement to the extent that any failure 
in performance of the Work or any claim or damage arose from the City's prevention, by its 
actions or omissions, of Contractor from performing such required maintenance, provided that in 
such instances (i) Contractor has notified City of City's actions (or inaction) that have prevented 
Confractor from performing required maintenance, as soon as practicable, and (ii) Confractor 
makes reasonable efforts to mitigate the effects of such City actions (or inaction). 

ARTICLE 20 

NOTICES 

Notices provided for in this Agreement, unless expressly provided for otherwise in this 
Agreement, must be given in writing and may be delivered personally or by placing in the United 
States mail, first class and certified, return receipt requested, with postage prepaid and addressed 
as follows: 

Ifto the City: Department of General Services 
30 N, LaSalle Sfreet 
Suite 3700 
Chicago, Illinois 60610 
Attention; Commissioner 

With Copies to: Department of Law 
City Hall, Room 600 
121 Nortii LaSalle Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
Attention: Corporation Counsel 

If to Contractor: Kenny Constmction Company 
250 Northgate Parkway 
Wheeling, Illinois 60090 
Attention: John E, Kenny, Jr, 

With Copies to: Vedder, Price, Kaufhian & Kammholz, P,C. 
222 North LaSalle Street, Suite 2600 
Chicago, Illinois 60601 
Attention: Karen P. Layng, Esq. 

Changes in these addresses must be in writing and delivered in accordance with the 
provisions of this Article 20. Notices delivered by mail are deemed received three (3) days after 
mailing in accordance with this Article 20. Notices delivered personally are deemed effective 
upon receipt. Refiisal to accept delivery has the same effect as receipt. 
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Except for notices of Default, any notices in connection with acceptance testing and any 
notice that must be provided to the DGS Corhmissioner, where written approval or notice is 
required under this Agreement, the parties may send an electronic communication; provided that 
(i) such elecfronic communication is sent to and received from an e-mail address that has been 
authorized by tiie parties and (ii) either the respondent sent a reply acknowledging the e-mail 
message or the sender was notified electronically that the recipient received the e-mail message. 

ARTICLE 21 

CONTRACTOR'S AUTHORITY 

Execution of this Agreement by Confractor is autiiorized by a resolution of its Board of 
Directors, if a corporation, or similar governing document, and the signature(s) of each person 
signing on behalf of Contractor have been made witii complete and full authority to commit 
Contractor to all terms and conditions of this Agreement, including each and every 
representation, certification and warranty contained in it, including tiie representations, 
certifications and warranties.coUectively incorporated by reference in it. 

ARTICLE 22 

FORCE MAJEURE 

A party to this Agreement is not in default hereunder or liable for its failure to perform 
obligations under this Agreement, if such failure results from a Force Majeure. The party 
claiming relief based on such Force Majeure (the "Affected Party") will (i) give written notice 
of such Force Majeure event to the other party within seven (7) business days of the Affected 
Party's knowledge of such occurrence, (ii) work continuously and diligentiy to overcome, 
remove or work around such Force Majeure as soon as possible, and (iii) provide the otiier party 
with reasonably requested information concerning the nature of such claim and the efforts to 
overcome or remove the Force Majeure. 

SIGNED at Chicago, lUinois 

CITY OF CHICAGO 

By: 
DGS Commissioner 

CONTRACTOR 

By: 

Its: 

Attest: 
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State of 

County 
of 

This instrument was acknowiedged before me on (date) by 
(name/s of person/s) as • (type of authority. 

e.g., officer, trustee, etc.) of (name of party on behalf of whom 
instrument was executed). 

Notary Public 

ACKNOWLEDGMENT 

Contractor, Kenny Construction Company, acknowledges that the following provision is 
incorporated into the Contract as if fully set forth in the body of the Contract. 

Cooperation with Office of Compliance. 

Contractor^acknowledges that Contractor and its Subcontractors understand and will abide by all 
provisions of Chapter 2-26-010 et seq. of the Municipal Code. 

State of CONTRACTOR 

County of *By:_ 

Its: 
This instniment was acknowledged before me on 

(date) by 
(name/i of person/s) as _ _ ^ 
(type of authority, e.g., officer, tiustee, etc.) of 
(name of party on behalf of whom instrument was executed). Commission Exoires' 

^ _ ^ (Seal) 
Notary Public 

*Note: In the event that this Acknowledgment is signed by other than the President of the 
Contractor, attach hereto a certified copy of that section of the Corporate By-Laws or other 
authorization, such as a resolution by the Board of Directors, which permits the person to sign this 
Acknowledgment for the Contractor. 

[(Sub)Exhibits 6 and 17 referred to in this Agreement with 
Kenny Construction Company for Design/Build Services 

unavailable at time of printing.] 

(Sub)Exhibits 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 
26 and 27 referred to in this Agreement with Kenny Construction Company for Design/Build 
Services read as follows: 
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(Sub)Exhibit 1. 
(To Agreement With Kenny Construction Company 

For Design/Build Services) 

Definitions, Abbreviations And Acronyms. 

This Exhibit includes the names of certain manufacturers, products and technologies that may be 
used in the GBMS. The inclusion of such names does not indicate approval or endorsement by 
the City of such manufacturers, products and technologies, nor does it exclude other 
manufacturers, products jmd technologies from being used in the GBMS. This Exhibit 1 must 
not be deemed to be an exhaustive list of qualified manufacturers, products and technologies, and 
the inclusion of such manufacturers, products and technologies in this Exhibit 1 must not be 
deemed to be an endorsement on the part of the City. 

In addition to the terms appearing in this Exhibit 1. see Exhibit 19 and Exhibit 22 for more 
acronyms and definitions. 

4CIF 

A&E 

AC/DC 

AHMS 

AHU 

AI 

Alarm History Object 

Alarm Summary 
Object 

AC 

ANSI 

AO 

4 times Common Interchange Format, a display standard for 
videoconferencing on the internet. 

Architecture & Engineering 

Alternating Current/Direct Current 

Administrative Hearings Management System 

Air Handling Unit 

Analog Input 

A list of past alarms in chronological order. 

A list of current alarms. 

Alternating Current 

American National Standards Institute 

Analog Output 
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ArcSDE 

ARI 

ASC 

ASHRAE 

ASP 

AutoCAD 

AVI 

AWG 

BACnet 

BAS 

DOIT 

BLD 

BMP 

BMS 

Btu 

CA 

CAD 

Category 1 Building 

Category 2 Building 

The City's technical platform for all GIS. ArcSDE is ESRI software 
that manages City's central Oracle database. ArcSDE is a server 
software product used to access massively large multiuser geographic 
databases stored in relational database management systems 
(RDBMSs). 

American Refrigeration Institute 

Application Specific Controller 

American Society of Heating, Refrigerating &Air Conditioning 
Engineers 

Active Server Pages 

CAD software by Autodesk. 

Audio Video Interleaved 

American Wire Gauge 

Building Automation and Control Network, an open data 
commuriication protocol standard. 

Building Automation System (i.e., HVAC, lighting and energy 
management system) 

Departemant of. Inriovatlon and Technology 
(a Hpparfnipnf- nf t h p THify nf r h i r r a g n l 

Building Level Device 

Bitmap (file extension) 

Building Management System 

British Thermal Unit 

Contractor's Commissioning Authority 

Computer Aided Design 

Relatively small facility with limited control systems to monitor and 
control. 

Medium facility 
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Category 3 Building 

CBT/WBT 

CCD 

CCF 

CCTV 

CDB 

CF 

CHW 

CIF 

Citrix 

CMMS 

CPO 

CSV 

CT 

CTA 

CU 

CW 

DALI 

DAT 

dB 

DB 

DBE 

DBMS 

Large facility 

Computer-based Training/Web-based Training 

Charged-Coupled Device 

100 cubic feet. One CCF equals about 748.05 gallons of water. 

Closed Circuit Television 

City Database 

Cubic foot 

Chilled Water 

Common Intermediate Format 

A software company offering a suite of products intended to provide 
secure access to applications and content. 

Computerized Maintenance Management System 

Chief Procurement Officer of the City of Chicago and any 
representative duly authorized in writing to act on his behalf 

Comma Separated Value (a file format) 

Current Transformer 

Chicago Transit Authority 

Control Unit 

Condenser Water 

Digital Addressable Lighting Interface 

Data (file extension) 

Decibel 

Database 

Disadvantaged Business Enterprise 

Database Management System 
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DC 

DCIS 

DDC 

DDE 

DI 

DGN 

DHTML 

DO 

DVD 

DVRS 

DWG 

DXF 

EAS 

Echelon 

EDP 

ESPC 

ESRI 

Ethernet 

EVI 

FEMP 

FGDC 

FIFO 

FLA 

Direct Current 

Distributed Control Information System 

Direct Digital Control 

Dynamic Data Exchange 

Digital Input 

Intergraph graphics file format 

Dynamic HTML 

Digital Output 

Digital Versatile Disk 

Digital Video Recording System 

Native AutoCAD file format 

Drawing eXchange Format, popular with most CAD software 

Enterprise Application Server 

Echelon Corporation, a provider of control networks and metering 
solutions, and the creator of the Lon Works platform. 

Electronic Data Processing 

Energy Saving Performance Contract 

Provider of ArcSDE software. 

A frame-based computer networking technology for local area 
networks (LANs) that defines wiring and signaling for the physical 
layer, and frame formats and protocols for the media access control 
(MAC)/data link layer. 

Sony Smart Conference type camera model number 

US Department of Environment Federal Energy Management Program 

Federal Geographic Data Committee 

First In, First Out 

Full Load Amps 
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FTT 

GCE 

GCS 

GIF 

GIS 

GPS 

GSI 

GUI 

HAD 

HTML 

HVAC 

Hyper HAD 

Hz 

ID 

IDE 

IM 

I/O 

IP 

IP-DVR 

IPLV 

IPMVP 

ISA 

ISDN 

• 

File Transfer Time 

Geocode Engine 

Geocode Servlet 

Graphic Interchange Format (file extension) 

Geographic Information Systems (a City-wide geographic information 
system operated byUOIT) 

Global Positioning System 

GIS Solutions, Inc. Provider of GIS services and products. 

Graphical User Interface 

Heat Activated Device 

Hyper Text Markup Language (and file extension) 

Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning 

A derivative of the HAD sensor that incorporates microscopic lenses 
mounted over each sensing pixel. 

Hertz 

Intelligent Device 

Integrated Drive Electronics 

Instant Messaging 

Input/Output 

Internet Protocol 

Internet Protocol - Digital Video Recording 

Integrated Part-Load Values 

International Performance Measurement & Verification Protocol by the 
Efficiency Valuation Organization (EVQ) 

Intelligent Sensor and Actuator 

Integrated Services Digital Network 
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Java 

JDBC 

JDE 

i Jeode 

: JPEG 

JPG 

JSP 

Kbtu 

KVA 

KVM 

kW 

kWhr 

LAN 

LCD 

LEED 

LON 

LonMark Standard 

A technology developed by Sun Microsystems for machine-
independent software 

Java Database Connectivity 

Java Desktop Environment 

A platform for Java technology for embedded Linux 

Joint Photographic Experts Group (development group for compressed 
24 bit color image storage format); also a file extension 

Compressed 24 bit color image storage format developed by the Joint 
Photographic Experts Group (file extension) 

Java Server Pages 

Kilo British Thermal Units 

Kilovolt-Ampere 

Keyboard, Video and Mouse 

Kilowatt, the basic unit of electric demand, equal to 1000 watts. 

Kilowatt Hour, the unit of energy equal to 1000 watt hours. This is the 
basic measiu-e of electric energy generation or use. A 100-watt light 
bulb burning for 10 hours uses one kilowatt hour. 

Local Area Network 

Liquid Crystal Display 

A national standard for developing high-performance, sustainable 
buildings. The acronym LEED stands for Leadership in Energy and 
Environmental Design. The LEED green building rating system is used 
as a tool for applying an integrated approach to the design, construction 
and operation of green buildings. LEED provides a complete 
framework for assessing a building's performance and meeting the 
building owner's sustainability goals. 

Local Operating Network 

Networking standard in the building controls industiy for interoperable 
solutions, based on LonWorks control network technology and 
administered by the LonMark Interoperability Association. LonMark is 
one of the de facto standards for open building control systems, with 
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LonTalk 

LonWorks 

M&V 

mA 

MAT 

MB 

MBE 

Mbtu 

MEP/FP 

MHz 

MLD 

MM 

Modbus 

MRO 

MS/TP 

N-Tier 

NJEC 

vIECA 

vendors representing 70 percent of the building controls marketplace 
worldwide active in the LonMark Association, and most major players 
having armounced LonWorks based products. 

A protocol optimized for control for networking devices over media. 
LonTalk, part of the technology platform called LonWorks, is defined 
by ANSI Standard ANSI/CEA 709.1, and is a preliminary EU standard 

prEN 14908. 

A control network technology platform. 

Measurement & Verification 

Milliampere 

Mixed Air Temperature 

Megabyte 

Minority Business Enterprise 

Million British Thermal Units 

Mechanical, Electrical, Plumbing/Fire Protection 

Megahertz 

Management Level Device 

Moratorium Module 

A communications protocol based on master/slave or client/server 
architecture, designed by Modicon for use with its programmable logic 
controllers. 

Maintenance, Repair and Operating 

Master-Slave/Token-Passing 

A client-server architecture in which an application is executed by more 
than one distinct software agent. For example, an application that uses 
middleware to service data requests between a user and a database 
employs multi-tier architecture. The most Widespread use of "multi-tier 
architecture" refers to three-tier architecture. 

National Electric Code 

National Electrical Confractors Association 
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NEMA 

Nfinity 

Niagara Framework 

NOS 

Novus 

NTSC 

O&M 

OA 

OCC 

ODBC 

Off the shelf 

OLE 

OPC 

OS 

OWS graphics 

PAI 

PAL 

PBX 

PCU 

PDA 

i 

National Electrical Manufacturers Association 

UPS product by Liebert. 

An industry-leading open system framework that supports a variety of 
open communication protocols, giving the freedom in the purchasing 
and application of a variety of different control vendor's products. 

Network Operating System 

Manufacturer of access, security and video subsystems. 

National Television System Committee. The NTSC is responsible for 
setting television and video standeirds in the United States. 

Operations and Maintenance 

Outside Air 

Operation Control Center. This term is interchangeable with Watch 
Center. 

Open Data Base Connectivity. A stemdfird database access method 
developed by the SQL Access group in 1992. 

Non-proprietary, non-custom and readily available from multiple 
sources. 

Object Linking & Embedding 

OLE for Process Control, is the original name for a standard developed 
in 1996 by an industrial automation industry task force. It is the 
standard specified the communication of real-time plant data between 
control devices from different manufacturers. 

Operating System 

Operator Workstation Station graphics 

Proteus Alann Interface 

Phase Alternating Line. The dominant television standard in Europe. 

Private Branch Exchange (private telephone switchboard) 

Programmable Control Unit 

Personal Digital Assistant (electronic handheld information device) 
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PDF 

PID 

PLC 

P0P3 

POTS 

PRI 

Proteus 

PSI 

PSTN 

PTZ 

QCIF 

RA 

RAID 

RAM 

RAS 

RCDD 

RDBMS 

RH 

RISC 

RMS 

RPM 

RS-232 

Portable Document Format (Adobe Acrobat) 

Proportional, Integral and Derivative 

Programmable Logic Controller 

Post Office Protocol version 3 (Internet email protocol) 

Plain Old Telephone System 

Primary ISDN Interface 

A CMMS manufacturer 

Pounds per Squeu-e Inch 

Public switch telephone network 

Pan/Tilt/Zoom 

Quarter Common Intermediate Format 

Return Air 

Redundant Array of Independent Disks 

Random Access Memory 

Remote Access Server 

Registered Communication Distribution Designer 

Relational Database Management System 

Relative Humidity 

Reduced Instruction Set Computer 

Root Meem Square 

Revolution Per Minute 

A telecommunications standard for serial binary data interconnection 
between a DTE (Data terminal equipment) and a DCE (Data 
communication equipment) commonly used in computer serial ports. 
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RS-485 

SAT 

SC 

SCADA 

SCPT 

SCR 

SDE 

SDI 

SMTP 

SNMP 

SPDT 

SQL 

Staefa 

TAB 

Talon 

TCP-IP 

Therms 

TIFF 

TVL 

UL 

UNIX 

An OSI Model physical layer electrical specification of a two-wire, 
half-duplex, multipoint serial connection. 

Supply Air Temperature 

Selection Committee 

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition 

Standard Configuration Parameter Type 

Silicon-Controlled Rectifier 

Spatial Database Engine 

Spatial Data Infrastructure 

Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (internet email) 

Simple Network Management Protocol, a part of the internet protocol 
suite as defined by the Internet Engineering Task Force. The protocol 
can support monitoring of network-attached devices for any conditions 
that warrant administrative attention. 

Single Pole, Double Throw 

Structured Query Lemguage (database query language) 

A device manufacturer, currently a part of Siemens. 

Testing, Adjusting, Balancing 

System control products produced by Staefa. 

Transmission Confrol Protocol - Internet Protocol. Protocol standards 
that define host addressing and data exchange over the Internet or local 
network. 

100,000 Bfris 

Tagged Image File Format 

TV Lines 

Underwriteirs Laboratories Incorporated 

Uniplexed Information and Computing System 
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UPS 

URL 

VAC 

VAS 

VAV 

VFD 

VPN 

VxWorks 

Vykon 

WAGO 

WAN 

Watch Center 

WAV 

WBE 

WCS 

WFS 

WMS 

XML 

Uninterruptible Power Supply 

Uniform Resource Locator (world wide web address) 

Volts Alternating Current 

Vykon Alarm Service 

Variable Air Volume 

Variable Frequency Drive 

Virtual Private Network 

A real-time operating system made and sold by Wind River Systems of 
Alameda, California, USA. 

Client application for integrating devices and protocols into a common 
distributed automation system. 

A manufacturer of electrical products. 

Wide Area Network 

Monitoring center for fire and security alarms. This term is 
interchangeable with the tenri OCC. 

Windows Wave (audio format/file extension) 

Women Business Enterprise 

Web Coverage Services 

Web Feature Services 

Web Mapping Services 

extensible Markup Language 
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(Sub)Exhibit 2. 
(To Agreement With Kenny Construction Company 

For Design/Build Services) 

Sister Agencies. 

The following City-related agencies will be deemed Sister Agencies for purposes of the 
Agreement for Design/Build Services between the City of Chicago (Department of General 
Services) and Kenny Construction Company: 

1. Chicago Housing Authority (C.H.A.) 

2. Chicago Park District 

3. Chicago Public Schools 

4. Chicago Transit Authority (C.T.A.) 

5. City Colleges of Chicago 

6. Public Building Commission (P.B.C.) 

(Sub)Exhibit 3. 
(To Agreement With Kenny Construction Company 

For Design/Build Services) 

Approved Subcontractors And Key Personnel. 

1. Kenny Construction Company 

Overall responsibility for the GBMS Project and the single point of contact for the City. 

2. Key First-Tier Subcontractors. 

(a) Environmental Systems, Inc. Supplier of hardware, software and programming. 

(b) ComEd. Pre-commissioning services and preparation of energy audits for analysis 
of energy saving capital improvements within City buildings. 

(c) Ardmore Associates, L.L.C. Professional Engineering Services. 

3. Contractor, Key First-Tier Subcontractors, Additional Subcontractors; Roles and Key 
Personnel. 
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Entity 

a. Contractor 
Kenny 
Construction 
Company 

b. Key first-tier 
subcontractors 
Environmental 
Systems, Inc. 

ComEd 

Ardmore Associates, 
L.L.C. 

c. Additional 
Subcontractors 

TBD 

Key Personnel 

James Kenny 

Joe Jaskulski 

Brian Oswald 

Roland Gutknecht 

Paul Oswald 

Mark Hamann 

Todd Thornburg 

Dennis J. Connolly, 
P.E., Number 
62034435 

Karl F. Davis, 
P.E., Number 
62041722 

Christos A. Dovas, 
P.E., Number 
62041287 

Key Personnel 

Team(s) 

Executive Management 

Project Management 
Team 

Technical Team 

Technical Team 

Technical Team 

Energy Services Team 

Project Management 
Team; Energy Services 
Team 

Engineering Services 
Team 

Team 

Role 

Kenny Project Executive 

Executive Manager 

Provide single point of 
contact for City during 
life of the Project 

Project Manager 

Coordinate and direct 
Technical Team 
activities and scheduling 

Technical Advisor 

Manage project 
engineering and 
workflow standards. 
Advise team on 
application development 

Management Support 

Provide management 
direction and support for 
the Technical Team 

Project Manager 

Coordinate, direct and 
manage energy audits, 
ECM deign, 
implementation and 
commissioning 

Executive Manager, 
Energy Services Team 

Oversight of all energy 
services 

Professional 
Engineering Services 

Role 
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(Sub)Exhibit 4. 
(To Agreement With Kenny Construction Company 

For Design/Build Services) 

City Of Chicago 

Department Of General Services 

Global Building Monitoring System 

Task Order Solicitation. 

This Task Order Solicitation is issued in accordance with the Task Order procedure outlined in Agreement 
Number: • for Kenny Construction Company -̂  

Project Name: 
TO Project Number:. 
Internal Project No:_ 

(Sequential TO #) 

Contract Start Date: 

Project Start Date: 

Contract End Date: 

Project End Date:_ 

M/WBE Contract Participation Goal: MBE % 28 WBE% 6 

Funding: Total Amount Encumbered: $ 

Scope of Work Summary: See attached 

DGS Commissioner Date Comptroller Date 

DGS Project Manager Date DGS Project Director Date 
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SCOPE OF WORK SUMMARY FOR 
TASK ORDER SOLICITATION 

Type of Project 
(check as many as applicable): 

Facility-level work and 
OCC Implementation/Construction 
(Parts I and IV) 

Deyelopment of Custom Software 
(Parts n and rV) 

Other services and/or special projects 
(Parts m and IV ) 

This Task Order Solicitation is issued in accordance with the procedure outlined in Section 3.2 of 
Contract # ; Agreement for Design/Build Services Between the City of Chicago (Department 
o/ General Services) and Kenny Construction Company. In the Case of Custom Software, the Task 
Order Solicitation is subject to Section II.A. of Exhibit 7 of the Agreement, and in the case of 
Supplementary Services and Special Projects, this Task Order Solicitation is subject to Section III.A. and 
B. of Exhibit 7 of the Agreement Once a Task Order is executed, the Task Order shall be subject to all 
ithe terms and conditions of the Agreement listed above. 

Contractor shall address, in its Response to Task Order Solicitation, all checked items in this Scope of 
Work Summary, including all applicable items in all attached Schedules. 

Project Overview: 
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L FOR FACILITY-LEVEL WORK AND OCC IMPLEMENTATION/CONSTRUCTION 
Also include descriptions set forth in: 

Schedule A - Detailed Descriptions for Facility Level Work and Construction of OCC 
(as applicable) 

Schedule B - Detailed Descriptions for Implementation of OCC (as applicable) 
Schedule E - Detailed Descriptions for All Projects 
Schedule F - Special Conditions for Construction Activities (if applicable) 

I I 1. Facilities? If checked. Contractor shall include the following facilities and devices in its 
Response to Task Order Solicitation: 

Facilities Devices 

I I 2. As-Built Drawings Required? If checked. Contractor shall develop the following as-built 
drawings: 

f~~| 3.̂  Energy Audit Required? If checked, provide a list of all ECMs to be infeluded'in the energy 
audit, and an energy audit plan showing proposed measurement methodology and level of detail. (See 
Section 3.13 of the Agreement.) 

I I Performance Guarantee Required? If checked, a Performance Guarantee is required. 

I I Time Period for Performance Guarantee? (If other than 5 years.) If checked, the following 
time period shall a^ply for thfe performance guarantee (pursuant to Section 3.13 of the 
Agreement and Section VI of Exhibit 23). 

( \ 4. Measurement/Verification Plan.Required? If checked, include a measurement/verification 
plan and protocol, pursuant to Section LCI of Exhibit 7. 

m 5. Commissioning Required? If checked, include a commissioning plan. 

{ \ 6. Extended Warranty Periods Required? If checked. Contractor will provide the following 
warranty periods for the following Devices (such warranty periods being longer than those specified in 
Sections 8.3 and 8.19.4 of the Agreement): 
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L J 7. Professional Architectural, Professional Engineering, Registered Land Surveyor or Other 
Professional Services or Certifications Required? If checked, identify participating Subcontractors, 
Qualified Engineering Firm, Architect, Land Surveyor and/or other professional (if applicable), 
including individuals responsible for the following types of engineering, technical, architectural, 
surveying and/or other professional work (see Sections 5.12 and 8.5.1 of the Agreement and 
Section 6(d) of Exhibit 19): 

p l 8. Testing, Adjusting and Balancing Required? If checked, identify the testing, adjusting and 
balancing subcontractor. 

[~j 9. Construction Activities Required? If checked, the Response to Task Order Solicitation shall 
address all items listed in SchieduleF, and all work uiider the Task Order shall comply with the terms 
and conditions of Exhibit 19. 

I I 10. Testing Period and Attempts. (If other than the default periods set forth in Section 6 of the 
Agreement). If checked, the following will £^ply: 

I I For facility-level testing: days 
(See Section 6.4.2 of the Agreement). 

I I For punchlist testing: days 
(See Section 6.4.3 of the Agreement). 

I I For facility integration testing: days 
(See Section 6.4.4 of the Agreement). 

I I For final Task Order testing: days 
(See Section 6.5 of the Agreement). 

I I For design and cormectivity testing: days 
(See Section 6.6 of the Agreement). 

i I Number of testing attempts that will constitute acceptable performance: 
(See Section 6.1.5 of the Agreement). 

I I 11. Exhibit 7, The provisions of Exhibit 7, Section I apply except as set forth below (specify section 
numbers): 
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IL FOR DEVELOPMENT OF CUSTOM SOFTWARE 
Also include descriptions set forth in: 

Schedule C - DetaUed Descriptions for Development of Custom Software 
Schedule E - Detailed Descriptions for All Projects 

• 1. Testing Period and Attempts. (If other than the 30 day default periods set forth in 
Exhibit 7, Section n.D.) If checked, the following will apply: 

I I User Acceptance Testing: days 

I I Integration Testing: days 

r~| Regression Testing: days 

• Otiier Testing: days Describe; _ _ _ ^ 

O Number of testing attempts tiiat will constitute acceptable performance: 
(See Section 6.1.5 of the Agreement). 

m. FOR OTHER SERVICES AND/OR SPECIAL PROJECTS 
Also include descriptions set forth in: 

Schedule D - Detailed Descriptions for Other Services and/or Special Projects 
Schedule E - Detailed Descriptions for All Projects 

I I 1. Nature of Services to be provided. Examples are: 

(i) "Other Services" as defined in Exhibit 7, Section ni.B.l, e.g., training, operations and Siq>port and 
Maintenance of GBMS (or portion thereof) or of the OCC, post-warranty support services, retirofitting, 
Upgrades or Devices or upgrading of legacy systems, or other services; and 

(ii) "Special Projects" as defined in Exhibit 7, Section ni.B.l, e.g., development of emergency plan, 
disaster recovery plan, or security implementation plan, and other projects. 
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i I 2. Required Documentary Deliverables (such as plans, process, training materials or the like), if 
any, as well as a description and/or outline of the contents of the documentary deliverables, the fonnat(s) 
and numbers of copies that will be delivered to the City. Include quality standards, scope of content, 
usability of defined target audience, presentation format and quality, etc. 

n 3. System Level Operations? If checked, Contractor will perform the following System Level 
Operations: 

n Level One System Level Operations. (See Section 7.1.2.1 of the Agreement.) 

I I Level Two System Level Operations. (See Section 7.1.2.2 of the Agreement.) 

r~l 4. Support and Maintenance? If checked. Contractor will provide the following Support and 
Maintenance services: 

n System Level Support and Maintenance (See Section 7.2.3.1.1 of the Agreement.) 

I I Facility-Level Support and Maintenance (See Section 7.2.3.1.2 of the Agreement.) 

[~] 5. Compatibility Modifications to Customer Software Required? If checked, include a list of 
Custom Software that will be modified to maintain currency with all Upgrades to Firmware and 
Licensed Software made under this Task Order. (See Section 7.2.4.4 of the Agreement) 

Q 6. Parts Coverage Arrangement If checked, include a list of Devices for which Contractor will 
simply replacement parts. (See Section 7.2.5.3 of the Agreement) 

IV. FOR ALL PROJECTS 
Also include descriptions set forth in: 

Schedule E - DetaUed Descriptions for All Projects 
Schedule G - Work Breakdown Spreadsheet 
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|~ | 1. Special Considerations/Constraints and Other Relevant Information? If checked, tiie 
following shall apply (see Section 3.2.2.1 of the Agreement): 

D 2. Special Expertise/Experience Required? If checked. Contractor will provide the following 
special expertise or experience: 

• 3. What Documentation is Required? (Only if other than 6 hard copies and 2 electronic 
copies, as set forth in Exhibit 10). If checked, provide tiie following number of copies of 
Documentation, as defined in the Agreement and subject to Section 3.8 of the Agreement: 

Training 

As-Built 

Vendor 

Source Code 

Otiier (Describe) 

Otiier (Describe) 

# of Hard Copies 

# of Electronic 
Copies 

(See Section 3.8.4 of 
Agreement) 
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Q 4. Electronic copies of documents. (See Section 3.8.4 of the Agreement) 

Describe delivery of electronic documents: 

I I Any electronic documents in other than Auto CAD format? Ifchecked, specify documents 
affected and what format is to be used. 

p ] 5. Related Training Required? If checked, provide descriptions of the training, including a 
detailed description of the types of training to be provided, a detailed description and/or outline of the 
contents of the training, tiie numbers and job descriptions of City persormel to be trained (for each type 
of trainmg), and the location where the training services will be delivered (see Section 3.7 of the 
Agreement): 

I I 6. Contractor Certification Required? If checked. Contractor certification is due on one of the 
following (see Section 6.3 of the Agreement): 

I I Date Due _ j , or 

l~l days after Task Order becomes effective. 

• 7. Performance Bond Required? If checked, the following will apply: 

I I Amount of Bond ^-or 

n Increase in Existing Bond Amount, if any 

• 8. MBE/WBE Participation? If checked, specify names of included MBE/WBE firms and tiieir 
estimated percentages of the project price. 

• 9. Contractor to Develop Test Plan? If checked, include a Test Plan (including appUcable 
acceptance criteria) in the Response to Task Order Solicitation. (See Section 6.2 of ttie Aereement and 
Exhibit 22.) 

G Contractor to Perform Testing? Ifchecked, testing will be performed by Contractor and 
observed by ttie City. (See Section 6.3 of the Agreement.) 

r—j 10. Graphical User Interface Standard Required? If checked. Contractor will use tfie following 
standard: • 

Q 11. Integration with Operation Virtual Shield Required? If checked, include description of 
mtegration witii Operation Virtiial Shield. (See Section 3.1.3 of tiie Agreement.) 
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n 12. Payment Basis? Provide an estimate for each basis checked. 

I I Time and materials basis 

I I Time and niaterials basis, with not-to-exceed estimate 

n Fixed fee 

n Periodic (For Other Services only) 

Q 13. Federal or State Grant Funds to be Used? Ifchecked, list and attach any provisions required 
by such grants that will be incorporated into the Agreement as it applies to this Task Order. (See 
Section 16.1.3 of the Agreement) 

n 14. Any rates to be paid Ln excess of 107% of those set forth in the Chicago "Living Wage" 
Ordinance and/or Prevailing Wages for Covered Workers. (Cook County)? If checked,̂  Ust and 

. attach names of workers, the rates to be paid, and explanation of why such rates should be paid (See 
Exhibit 15.) 

n 15, Compatibility with non-GBMS Systems. List all software and systems required to interface 
witii tiie portion of tiie GBMS affected by this Task Order. (See Sections 8.1.4 and 8.2.3.) 

\ I 16. City Modifications. If checked, the following modifications made by the City or a third party 
are ̂ proved. (See Section 8.21.) 

[j] 17, Approval or certification required? If checked. Contractor shall approve or certify the 
following work. (See Section 3.1.4 of the Agreement.) 

Schedules "A", "B", "C", "D", "E", "F" and "G" referred to in this Task Order Solicitation read 
as follows: 
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Schedule "A". 
(To Task Order Solicitation) 

Overall Price 

$ 

$ 

$ 

Detailed Descriptions For Facility-Level 
Work And Construction Of OCC. 

I. Overall price, including prices submitted by Subcontractors, all in accordance witii the 
pricing set forth in Exhibit 15 and Section 19.2 of the Agreement. If work is required in a 
number of facilities, prices shall be broken dovra on a facility-by-facility basis (see 
Section 3.2.2.2 of the Agreement). AH prices shall be set forth in detail in the form of a 
Work Breakdown Spreadsheet such as the one included in Schedule G and attached 
hereto, and summarized as set forth below: 

Basis 

Time and Materials 

Time and Materials 

with Not-To-Exceed Estimate 

Fixed Fee 

(The foregoing prices include all license fees for Software and Firmware.) 
n. The work and services to be provided, including the following: 

A. The specific facilities (include address and operating hours) in which work is to 
be done, 

B. The types ofdevices to be installed, and 

C. The anticipated scope of GBMS work and functions to be performed (e.g., ECMs, 
building-level servers, OCC connection, access controls, security controls, other). 

in. Description of major construction work. 

TV. Points ofcontact for City and each facility. 

V. Proposed energy related capital improvements, if any. 

VL Method of connectivity to the Enterprise Network. 
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Vn. Anticipated start date. 

VIIL Date and time for kickoff meeting at the facility. 

IX. Completion date and projected schedule, including a work schedule that indicates: 

A. The starting and completion dates for the work in each facility. 

B. Milestones and milestone dates for each phase of the work and for completion of 
major systems. 

C. All dependencies and prerequisites that are the City's responsibility. 

D. A critical path analysis. 

E. A Gantt chart for the work, indicating the foregoing dependencies, prerequisites 
and critical path. 

X. Payment, payment schedule and payment criteria: 

A. The paj'ment schedule and payment criteria shall be as set forth in the Agreement 
(see Section 11 and Exhibit 15). 

B. Breakdovm of price: 

1. On a facility-by-facility basis. 

2. On an itemized basis, including the base price of each Device, and the cost 
of any related services, materials or other charges. 

XI. Results of Scoping Activities as described in Exhibit. 7, Part I, Section B, such as, for 
each facility listed in the corresponding Task Order Solicitation: 

A. Proposed scope of work including drawings, schematics or network architecture 
diagrams of sufficient detail to describe the final systems. 

B. Preliminary equipment schedules showing type and number of Devices, Firmware 
and Software to be installed. 

C. Proposed ECMs. 

D. Best available estimates of energy savings, cost, payback, avoided emissions and 
schedule based on a preliminary energy audit. 
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E. An electrical curtailment plan for facilities tiiat do not have existing plans. 

F. Detailed scope documents and technical requirements. 

XIL Results of Detailed Engineering Development activities as described in Exhibit 7, Part I, 
Section C, such as, for each facility listed in the corresponding Task Order Solicitation: 

A. Describe the following as described in Section I.C. of Exhibit 7 of the Agreement: 

1. Scope and construction documents. 

2. Digital photos and armotations. 

3. Plans, drawings and one-line diagrams. 

4. Details (specific requirements for installation). 

5. General Requirements section. 

B. Provide final Design Package, as described in Section I.D. of Exhibit 7 of the 
Agreement. 

C. Provide a specific list of all Devices, Firmware and Software to be installed (see 
Sections 3.5 and 3.11). 

1. Include, as jqpplicable: 

(a) the name of the product; 

(b) the vendor; 

(c) the scope of use (e.g., limits on number of servers, users, copies, etc.); 

(d) detailed description of functions; 

(e) installation location; 

(f) number of copies to be installed; 

(g) whether the City will obtmn a direct license firom the vendor or a 
sublicense from Contractor; and 
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(h) what types of Upgrades are provided without additional cost and what 
types of Upgrades are provided only for an additional fee, including any relevant 
terms, (see Sections 7.2.4.1 — 7.2.4.3); 

2. For Software and Firmware embedded in Devices by the manufacturer, 
provide all license terms, or indicate the dates that such license terms will 
be provided, such dates to be on or prior to the installation date of each 
applicable Device (see Section 3.5.1.2); 

3. For all Software to be licensed directly fi-om the vendor, provide copies of 
the license agreement or indicate the dates that such license agreements 
will be provided, such dates to be prior to the installation date of each 
applicable item of Software (see Section 3.5.1.3); and 

4. For all Software and Firmware to be sublicensed from Contractor, provide 
a copy of the proposed sublicense agreement (see Section 3.5.1.4); and 

5. For any Software or Firmware, other than Software or Firmware 
embedded in a Device by the manufacturer or a distributor of the Device 
(other than Contractor, Subcontractor or Tridium, Inc.), that is not 

provided with a perpetual license, attach an amendment to the Agreement 
identified above, signed by the DGS Commissioner and the licensor of 
such Software and Firmware, that sets forth the license terms (see Section 
3.5.1.5) 

D. Provide a list of all ECMs to be installed. 

E. Provide a detailed electrical curtailment plan for facilities that do not have 
existing plans and for which a curtailment plan was required in the Task Order 
Solicitation. 

F. Provide detailed designs and diagrams of network architecture, backup and 
security systems, file structures, screen displays, reports and other features to be 
included in the work. 
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Schedule "B". 
(To Task Order Solicitation) 

Detailed Descriptions For Implementation Of OCC. 

I. Overall price, including prices submitted by Subcontractors, all in accordance with the 
pricing set forth in Exhibit 15 and Section 19.2 of the Agreement. All prices shall be set 
forth in detail in the form of a Work Breakdown Spreadsheet such as the one included in 
Schedule G and a;ttached hereto, and summarized as set forth below: 

Basis Overall Price 

Time and Materials $ 

Time and Materials ^ 
with Not-To-Exceed Estimate 

Fixed Fee ^ 

(The foregoing prices include all fees for Software and Firmware.) 

II. The location of the OCC (address, operating hours and point ofcontact). 

ni. Work to be done (e.g., install server(s), other equipment, fiimiture; establish connectivity 
withEnterpriseNetwork, GIS software, etc.). 

IV. Construction of new building or of addition to existing building, 

V. Completion date and projected schedule, including a work schedule that indicates: 

A. The starting and completion dates for the work. 

B. Milestones and milestone dates for each phase of the work and for completion of 
major systems. 

C. All dependencies and prerequisites that are the City's responsibility. 

D. A critical path analysis. 

E. A Gantt chart for the work, indicating the foregoing dependencies, prerequisites 
and critical path. 

VI. Payment, payment schedule and payment criteria: 

A. The payment schedule and payment criteria shall be as set forth in the Agreement 
(see Section 11 and Exhibit 15). 
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B. Breakdown of price: 

1. On an itemized basis, including the base price of each Device, and the cost 
of any related services, materials or other charges. 

2. For OCC implementation (e.g., installation and cormection of servers, 
equipment, furniture. Firmware, Software, Enterprise Network 
connectivity, etc.). 

3. OCC construction (describe in detail). 

v n . Results of Scoping Activities as described in Exhibit 7, Part I, Section B, such as, for the 
OCC: 

A. Proposed scope of work including drawings, schematics or network architecture 
diagrams of sufficient detail to describe the final systems. 

B. Preliminary equipment schedules showing type and number of Devices, Finhware 
and Software to be installed. 

C." Proposed ECMs. 

D. Best available estimates of energy savings, cost, payback, avoided emissions and 
schedule based on a preliminary energy audit. 

E. An electrical curtailment plan for the OCC, if there are no existing plans. 

Vin. Results of Detailed Engineering Development activities as described in Exhibit 7, Part I, 
Section C, such as, for the OCC: 

A. Describe the following as described in Section I.C. of Exhibit 7 of the Agreement: 

1. Scope and construction documents. 

2. Digital photos and armotations. 

3. Plans, drawings and one-line diagrams. 

4. Details (specific requirements for installation). 

5. General Requirements section. 

B. Provide final Design Package, as described in Section I.D. of Exhibit 7 of the 
Agreement. 

C. Provide a specific list of all Devices, Firmware and Software to be installed (see 
Sections 3.5 and 3.1 i). 

1. Include, as applicable: 
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(a) name of the product; 

(b) the vendor; 

(c) the scope of use (e.g., limits on number of servers, users, copies, etc.); 

(d) detailed description of functions; 

(e) installation location; 

(f) number of copies to be installed; 

(g) whether the City will obtain a direct Ucense from the vendor or a 
sublicense from Contractor; and 

(h) what types of Upgrades are provided without additional cost and what 
types of Upgrades are provided only for an additional fee, including any 
relevant terms, (see Sections 7.2.4.1 - 7.2.4.3); 

2. For Software and Firmware embedded in Devices by the manufacturer, 
provide all license terms or indicate the dates that such license terms will 
be provided, such dates to be on or prior to the installation date of each 
applicable Device (see Section 3.5.1.2); 

3. For all Software to be licensed directly from the vendor, provide copies of 
the license agreements or indicate the dates that such license agreements 
will be provided, such dates to be prior to the installation date of each 
appHcable item of Software (see Section 3.5.1.3); and 

4. For all Software and Firmware to be sublicensed from Contractor, provide 
a copy of the proposed sublicense agreement, (see Section 3.5.1.4); and 

5. For any Software or Firmware, other than Software or Firmware 
embedded in a Device by the manufacturer or a distributor of the Device 
(other than Contractor, Subcontractor or Tridium, Inc.), that is not 
provided with a perpetual license, attach an amendment to the Agreement 
identified iabove, signed by the DGS Commissioner and the licensor of 
such Software or Firmware, that sets forth the license terms (see Section 
3.5.1.5). 

D. Provide a list of all ECMs to be installed. 

E. If an electrical curtailment plan is required in the Task Order Solicitation and 
there is no existing plan, provide a detailed electrical curtailment plan. 

F. Provide detailed designs and diagrams of network architecture, backup and 
security systems, file structures, screen displays, reports and other features to be 
included in the work. 
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Schedule "C". 
(To Task Order Solicitation) 

Detailed Descriptions For Development 
Of Custom Software. 

Overall price, including prices submitted by Subcontractors, all in accordance with the 
pricing set forth in Exhibit 15 and Section 19.2 of tiie Agreement, to cover all activities 
described in Section H, tins Schedule C and Schedule E of this Task Order Solicitation. 
All prices shall be set forth in detail in the form of a Work Breakdown Spreadsheet such 
as the one included in Schedule G and attached hereto, and summarized as set forth 
below: 

Basis 

Time and Materials 

Time and Materials 
' with Not-To-Exceed Estimate 

Fixed Fee 

Scope of Work 

Overall Price 

$ 

$ • . . 

• $ • 

n. 
A. The anticipated work, including scope, fimctionality to be provided, performance 

standards, interface requirements and other available detail. 

;B. Modules and interfaces to be provided. Source Code, Documentation and other 
relevant detail. 

C. Specifications, including design specifications; proposed flow-charts, reports, 
screen layouts, file structure, performance, interfaces, integration with other 
GBMS software file stmctures and other appropriate detail. 

D. Any third-party. City-owned or open source software proposed to be utilized. 

E. Software Deliverables. 

III. Project plan and schedule, including for the development, testing and implementation of 
the Custom Software and a work schedule that indicates: 

A. Detail and schedule for each task. 
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B. Detailed list of all Software Deliverables (e.g., modules, interfaces, Source Code, 
Documentation, etc.). 

C. Allocation of responsibilities between Contractor and the City, including all 
dependencies and prerequisites that are the City's responsibility. 

D. A critical path analysis. 

E. A Gantt chart for the work, indicating the foregoing dependencies, prerequisites 
and critical path. 

F. Milestones and milestone completion dates. 

rV. If detailed specifications and/or a detailed plan are not available at the time the Response 
to Task Order Solicitation is prepared, such Response may provide for a process and 
schedule as follows: 

A. Contractor will develop, and submit to the City for approval, increasingly detailed 
versions of specifications and/or a project plan. 

B. Each version will be revised by Contractor until written approval by the City, 
whereupon Contractor would develop a more detailed set of specifications and/or 
project plan, based on and consistent with the most recently approved version. 

C. The more detailed specifications and/or project plan will be submitted to the City 
for approval, and revisions would be made, as described in (i) and (ii). 

D. The foregoing process will iterate until the City has approved in vmting a final set 
of specifications and project plan. 

E. Each set of specifications. and/or project plan qjproved by the City shall 
automatically, upon such approval, supersede those set forth in the Response to 
Task Order Solicitation and any previously-approved specifications or project 
plan, as the case may be. 

V. Payment schedule and milestones, such as periodic payments; if pricing is on a time and 
materials basis, payment against periodic invoices; and/or payments upon achievement of 
milestones. 

VI. All relevant roles and names of persoimel for the software development team. 

VII. Additional standards and acceptance criteria (see Section 6.3 of the Agreement): Describe 
> standards and acceptance criteria that are in compliance vfith all specifications, as well as 
Section II.C of Exhibit 7, the representations and warranties in the Agreement and the 
Performance Standards (as defined in Section 6.4.2 of the Agreement). 
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Schedule "D". 
(To Task Order Solicitation) 

Detailed Descriptions For Other Services 
And/Or Special Projects. 

Overall price, including prices submitted by Subcontractors, all in accordance with the 
pricing set forth in Exhibit 15 and Section 19.2 of tiie Agreement. All prices shall be set 
forth in detail in the form of a Work Breakdown Spreadsheet such as the one included in 
Schedule G and attached hereto, and summarized as set forth below: 

Basis Overall Price 

Time and Materials $ 

Time and Materials 
•with Not-To-Exceed Estimate 

-Fixed Fee 

Periodic ^ 

Any applicable additional fees for Upgrades charged by software vendors, if any, will be 
reflected in the price and itemized separately. (See Section 7.2.4.3 of the Agreement.) 

II. Details as applicable, e.g., specific facilities.to be covered, number and types of people to 
be trained, response times, completion of repair times, etc., in addition to the standards 
set forth in Section 7.2 of the Agreement and/or Exhibits 11, 12, and 23, ^s applicable. 

in. For Other Services involving installation or upgrading of Devices (e.g., retrofitting of 
legacy systems not otherwise covered by a Task Order), describe testing and acceptance 
pursuant to Sections 6.1.5,6.3, 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6 of the Agreement. 

IV. For certain t3T)es of Other Services that, by their nature, caimot be tested and accepted 
(e.g., operations and maintenance), describe service level standards. Include a 
description of remedies for failure of Other Services to meet service level standards (see 
Section ni.D.4 of Exhibit 7). 

V. Projected schedule and/or completion date, including the schedule for delivery of 
documentary deliverables (if any) and the commencement and duration of services and a 
schedule for: 

A. Performance of the Other Services (e.g., specific training dates; start dates for 
operations and maintenance work). 

B. Documentary deliverables (dales for delivery of drafts; final versions). 

VI. Detailed list, description and schedule of records to be maintained and reports delivered 
regarding services performed. 
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Schedule "E". 
(To Task Order Solicitation) 

Detailed Descriptions For All Projects. 

I. If work will be performed by any Subcontiractor that has not previously submitted an 
EDS, additional, revised or recertification of Economic Disclosure Statement. 

n. Personnel involved and tiieir roles in the work to be performed, including the Project 
Manager for the Task Order, 

Id. Test plan (see Section 6.2 of the Agreement). 

IV. City responsibilities, including (see Article IV of the Agreement): 

A. Facilities, equipment, software to be provided by the City. 

B. Work to be performed by the City. 

C. Other City responsibilities. 

V. If proprietary systems, gateways or Custom Software are to be used, include an 
explanation of why such items are preferable to commercially available third party 
products (see Section 8.4.7). 

VI. The amount of liquidated damages for delay of the project (as flirther described in Exhibit 
23.1). Such amount shall not exceed one percent (1%) of the amount quoted for Work 
under the Task Order. 
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Schedule "F". 
(To Task Order Solicitation) 

Special Conditions For Construction Activities. 

If this Task Order requires Construction Activities, the terms of Exhibit 19 are 
incorporated by reference. In addition, Contractor shall address, in its Response to Task 
Order Solicitation, all applicable items in this Schedule F to the extent indicated below. 

[~~1 1. If checked, then tiie requirements of Section 4(a) of Exhibit 19 (Contractor's 
Responsibilities and Submittal Procedures) apply to this Task Order. Modifications to 
such requirements as applied to this Task Order, if any, are set forth below: 

•I I 2. If checked, then the requirements .of Section 4(c) of Exhibit 19 (Source of 
Materials) apply to this Task Order. Modifications to such requirements as applied to 
this Task Order, if any, are set forth below: 

I I 3. Ifchecked, then the requirements of Section 4(g) of Exhibit 19 (Construction 
Progress Photogrqihs) apply to this Task Order. Modifications to such requirements as 
applied to this Task Order, if any, are set forth below: 
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I I 4. If checked, then the requirements of Section 5(c)(ii) of Exhibit 19 (Materials 
Inspection and Responsibility) apply to this Task Order. Modifications to such 
requirements as applied to this Task Order, if any, are set forth below: 

r~| 5. If checked, then the requirements of Section 6(b) of Exhibit 19 (Supervision and 
Superintendence) apply to this Task Order. Modifications to such requirements as 
applied to this Task Order, if any, are set forth below: 

6. Project Schedule. As set forth in Section 9(b) of Exhibit 19 (Schedule), include the 
schedule-related requirements for this Task Order. 

U 7. Ifchecked, then the requirements of Section 11 of Exhibit 19 (Testing, Adjustmg 
and Balancing Requirements) apply to this Task Order. Modifications to such requirements as 
applied to this Task Order, if any, are set forth below: 

I I 8. If checked, then the requirements of Section 12 of Exhibit 19 (Testing and 
Inspection) apply to this Task Order. Modifications to such requirements as applied to this Task 
^-^Jt V&*W/a. J AA. **^M.J J MAX/ W V A.V&t.I.A \ J \^M.\^ rV » 

LJ 9. If checked, the cost for this project.includes the cost of builder's risk insurance 
(See Section 3.15). 
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Schedule "G". 
(To Task Order Solicitation) 

Work Breakdown Spreadsheet. 

All prices shall be ^ t forth in the following fom., or such other form as may be agreed to by the 
^ parties. 

Work Breakdown Spreadsheet 

Level I 

.Level 2 

Scope $ 

Facility $ 

Level 3 .System $ 

Level 4 Subsystem $ 

Level 5 Aussembly $ 

Level 6 Device 

TOTAL $ 
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Global Building Monitoring System 

TASK ORDER APPROVAL 

This Task Order Approval is issued in accordance with the Task Order procedure outlined m Agreement 
Number: , for Kenny Constmction Company . 

Project Name: 
TO Project Number: 
Internal Project No:_ 

(Sequential TO #) 

Contiact Start Date: 

Project Start Date: 

Contiact End Date: 

Project End Date: 

M/WBE Contract Participation Goal: MBE% 28 WBE% 6 

.Ponding: Total Amount Encumbered: $ 

Scope of Work Summary: See attached 

DGS Commissioner Date Comptroller Date 

DGS Project Manager Date DGS Project Director Date 

As to form and legality: 

Corporation Counsel Date 

Selected Vendor: Approved $ Value: 
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Global Building Monitoring System 

EMERGENCY RESPONSE TASK ORDER 

This Emergency Response Task Order is issued in accordance with the Task Order procedure outlined in 
Agreement Number: , for Kermv Construction Company 

(See Section 7.5 of the Agreement) 

Project Name:_ 
TO Project Number:, 
Internal Project No:_ 

(Sequential TO #) 

Contract Start Date: Contract End Date: 

Project Start Date: Project End Date: 

M/WBE Contract Participation Goal: 

Funding: : • ' 

MBE% 28 WBE% 6 

Total Amount Encumbered: $_ 

Scope of Work Summary: In the event of an emergency event such as a flood, earthquake, building damage, 
weather damage that adversely affects or threatens to adversely affect the GBMS or any portion thereof 
;without regard to whether such event constituted a Force Majeure event affecting the Work), or a material 
System-Level failure or threatened failure, the City may require emergency assistance firom Contiactor related 
to the Work. In the event the City believes Emergency Response is necessary, the DGS Commissioner, the 
First Deputy Commissioner of DGS, the City project director of the GBMS or the City project manager of the 
GBMS may issue an emergency request to Contractor pursuant to this Task Order, which will normally be done 
by phone. Promptly following receipt of the request from the City, Contractor shall send an e-mail 
confirmation to the City. Within seventy-two (72) hours of the e-mail confirmation sent by Contractor, 
Contractor shall deliver to the City an Emergency Response Task Order Release. The Emergency Response 
Task Order Release shall describe the type of work performed, the hours worked, the persormel who worked on 
the project and the total charged for the project. 

DGS Commissioner Date Comptroller Date 

DGS Project Manager 

As to form and legality: 

Date DGS Project Director Date 

Corporation Counsel Date 
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Global Building Monitoring System 

EMERGENCY RESPONSE TASK ORDER RELEASE 

This Emergency Response Task Order is issued in accordance with the Task Order procedure outlined in 
Agreement Number: - for Kermy Constmction Company . 

(See Section 7.5 of the Agreement) 

Project Name: 
TO Project Number:. 
Internal Project No:_ 

(Sequential TO #) 

Confract Start Date:_ 

Project Start Date:_ 

M/WBE Contract Participation Goal: 

Contract End Date: 

Project End Date:_ 

MBE% 28 WBE% 6 

Funding: Total Amount Encumbered: $_ 

Related to Emergency Response Task Order No:_ (Sequential Number) 

Date: Time: 
Must be within 72 hours of the date/time of acknovt^ledgement of a call for services under the 
coi'responding Emergency Response Task Order. 

Hourly Rate: ^ Limit on Amount of Total Payment: ^ 

Detailed Description of Emergency: 
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Summary of Work Performed: 

Personnel Hours Work Performed 

Total: 

DGS Commissioner Date Comptroller Date 

DGS Project Manager Date DGS Project Director Date 
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(Sub)Exhibit 5. 
(To Agreement With Kenny Construction Company 

For Design/Build Services) 

Features, Functions And Systems Of GBMS. 

Summary of Features 

The GBMS design will utilize open standards for jdl components to ensure 
efficient and cost effective operation, maintenance and expansion. The GBMS 
will be designed to include the following components: 

1. System Configuration and Integration with Current Systems 

2. Methods of Communications Utilizing Open Standards 

3. Overall Network Architecture 

4. Security (CCTV, intmsion detection, and card access) 

5. HVAC Controls 

6. Lighting Controls 

7. Power Monitoring 

8. Fire Alarm 

9. Database Design and Integration, System Integration, Information 
Management 

10. Web browser-Based Graphical User Interface including integration with 
the Business Information Services' ("BIS") Geographical Information 
System ("GIS") 

11. Energy Management (utility profiles, curtailment, generators) 

12. Interface with Emergency Response Systems 

13. Emergency Contingency Plans 

14. Report Generation 
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B. Description of Operations 

1. The GBMS shall be operational twenty-four (24) hours per day, seven (7) 
days per week. All Devices shall be integrated into the City's Enterprise 
Ne^A'ork as detailed in Lhe GBMS drawings. Contractor shall establish 
Enterprise Network communications to all Devices and verify integration 
with all other subsystems related to the GBMS. The Operations 
Command Center ("OCC") shall have Web browser-based access to 
monitor and control City building operations, including smoke and/or fire 
detection, intrusion detection, environmental control, energy management, 
lighting Control and central notification of all irregular conditions in any 
such building operations. 

2. The GBMS shall accommodate fiiture expansion via LONMARK certified 
Devices (or equivalent, as approved by the City), and include connectivity 
to the City's Enterprise Network and legacy system integration. The 
design of the GBMS shall facilitate the goal of maintaining a competitive 
bid environment for expansion and upgrades through implementation of 
an open systems design. Any plan for future expansion must include 
consideration of existing/older systems already in place. To the maximum 
extent possible, the GBMS shall presume the functional benefits of legacy 
systems with the least economic impact to the City. 

3. Open Standards: All products used in the GBMS (hardware and Software) 
will be "off the shelf," commercially advertised and readily available for 
purchaise on the open market. No custom hardware or software 
components will be used except as specifically set forth in the Agreement 
or approved in writing by the DGS Commissioner. Custom configuring of 
oif-the-sheif componenuj is necesstiry aiiu ucccuiaulc uiily to ilic extent 
that it will not impede the City's ability to apply future upgrades without 
having to modify the customizations. 

4. The GBMS will utilize a browser based, point and click graphical user 
interface ("GUI"). "Main menu" and "dashboard" capabilities shall be 
tightly integrated with digital GIS map views of the City's building 
footprints. Monitoring and control information shall be integrated into the 
GIS. 

5. The GBMS shall use a single Windows-type operating system 
environment. The GBMS Mali not use layered or any other third party 
network operating system software. 

6. Alarms for fire and security operations will be transmitted to the OCC via 
telephone lines and monitored via dry contacts through LONMARK® 
controllers (or equivalent, as approved by the City). The alarms may also 
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be integrated into the City's Enterprise Network through a 
telecommunications server or equivalent. 

7. Standard screen icons and buttons shall be utilized to access system 
functions. 

8. Users' access to required system functions shall be controlled at login. 
Only one login will be required. Users will be able to access the GBMS 
firom any PC workstation connected to the Enterprise Network. User 
access level will be based on the user's level of responsibility to monitor 
and control various systems within each facility. 

9. The open architecture must include LONMARK® certified Devices (or 
equivalent, as approved by the City), GBMS IP Servers, Video IP Servers, 
browser-based graphical user interface and database integration. 

10. Legacy system integration may use software drivers or gateways. 

11. The GBMS shall have network-wide print capabilities. 

12. GBMS servers (building level, enterprise and third party application) shall 
have backup servers to provide capabilities as directed by the City in the 
relevant Task Order. In any case, such capabilities will include the use of 
a master redundant server. 

13. The GBMS will consist of an integrated group of Local Operating 
Networks ("LONs"). Each facility shall house a LON to monitor and 
control individual subsystems. The LON within each facility will be 
integrated into the Enterprise Network through a network supervisor or 
one or more BLD servers, as specified in the applicable Task Order, to 
enable browser-based access for monitoring and control. Any workstation 
on the Enterprise Network must be capable of monitoring and controlling 
the subsystems within any facility throughout the GBMS. HVAC, 
lighting, fire alarm and security represent the primary subsystems. This 
architecture is illustrated in Drawing GBMS-02, below. 
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GBMS Functionality 

1. The GBMS shall be designed to include the following application 
software: 

a. GUI 

b. Alarm Management Software 

c. Maintenance Management Software 

d. Digital CCTV Control Software 

e. Energy Accounting Software 

f Relational Database Software 

2. The GBMS shall present graphics for all specified mechanical and 
electrical systems, with animated objects to display all system variables 
and process values. 

3. The GBMS shall allow the execution of supervisory control strategies for 
mechanical and electriccd systems to permit the load curtailment operation 
and other global sequence of operations. 

4. OCC Command/Control Functions: 

An operator shall have the ability to control a discrete point using an 
action command button. These commands will include momentary on, 
momenteiry off, toggle on-off, set, and reset. 

The operator shall have the ability to use command buttons to adjust set-
points up and dovm on a percentage or absolute basis. Each request for 
increase or decrease will be evaluated against valid operating limits"before 
allowing the adjustment. 

Control of individual set-points will be enabled as appropriate based upon 
a user's security level and password. 

5. Alarm Management: 

The GBMS and OCC systems shall support displaying of alarms on any 
display as a user defined sizable object, which may be placed by itself or 
along with other objects in a window. Command buttons will allow 
scrolling forward or backward through the alarm displays. Current 
Alarms will be available as an Alarm Summary Object and a 
chronological summary of Alarms will be available as an Alarm History 
object. 
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The operator shall have the ability to select the alarms and display the 
alarm objects by group and/or priority by using command buttons. Up to 
999 priority levels will be supported. 

The system will support an unlimited number of alarm displays. 

Alarms will be color coded according to the state of the alarm, including 
color codes for an acknowledged alarm, unacknowledged alarm, and an 
alarm that has returned to normal, but is not yet acknowledged. 

Alarm Descriptions: 

— Detailed alarm descriptions shall be displayed for each alarm, 
including pager sensitive text ?md detailed corrective action 
messages. Users with the appropriate level of authorization shall 
be able to modify the descriptions and alarm classes. The alarm 
detail screen shall provide a history for the selected alarm, 
including status information. 

Alarm File Capability: 

— Alarms shall be logged to a file for future viewing or review of 
alarm history data. The user shall have the capability to review the 
file for cause and event analysis. 

Alarm Printing Capability; 

— Alarms will be printed to a printer using either a serial, parallel or 
network interface. The format of the alarm printout will be 
configurable. 

A t . /-> u ; i ; f , , . /-VlcUIll 1 l a i i s i l l i o o i v r i i v ^ u p u u i i i v j . 

- Alarms Avill be transmitted over the Enterprise Network. 

Events: 

- Events shedl be logged for review by the operator, engineering or 
management personnel. Events include operator log ons, changes 
in set points and power up/down of a Device. Each time the event 
log records an event, it will record the operator logged in and the 
type of action taken (set-point change, state change, etc.), along 
with a date and time stamp 

D. Graphical User Interface 

The GBMS OCC GUI will utilize a browser platform and integrate the Business 
Information Services' GIS into its primary user interface. Real-time monitoring 
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and control data for the subsystems included in the GBMS will be integrated into 
the GIS as set forth below: 

1. The integrated graphics will include layers for the GIS geodatabase 
buildings, scanned images, and CAD files representing as-built conditions 
for the individual facilities and subsystems, system level graphics and 
operation jmd maintenance databases, where such date is available from 
the City. Implementation of the GUI must be coordinated with the City's 
GIS Division. Image files will be provided by the City, when available. 
Third-party databases and applications may be integrated into the GIS to 
enhance the operation and maintenance of the facilities. 

2. The OCC will have access to the City's GIS database. The City maintains 
GIS data layers for buildings, roads, transit lines, infrastructure, 
boundaries and many other spatial assets. The GIS data is stored in a 
central Oracle database and is managed using the ArcSDE extension 
software package by ESRI. The GUI for tiie GBMS shall be able to 
access and leverage this data by providing the following capabilities: 

• Ability to view City building footprints with identification of 
DGS- managed buildings. 

• Ability to access GBMS data about a particular building through 
selection of a building on the GIS map display. 

« Identification of buildings with active alarms on the GIS map. 

• Identification of buildings with specific alarm or alert types on the 
GIS map. 

• Ability to drill down into GBMS data to the device level when an 
alarm or alert is selected on the GIS map. 

• Separate graphical objects to depict different alarm and alert 
conditions for various aspects of the contiol system. Objects will 
also be color coded and/or animated to differentiate normal 
conditions from alarm conditions. HVAC alarms will be 
annunciated on the GIS map only for critical system failure. 

• Ability to turn on and off the display of individual alarms on the 
GIS map. 

• While viewing data about a specific building, the ability to open a 
GIS map that automatically zooms to the building's location. 

« Ability for the system administrator to specify what type and level 
of alarms should be visible on GIS maps. 
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• Automatic display of critical building data by alarm objects on the 
fire alarm/security workstation(s) acknowledging the alarm. 

The GIS mapping capability shall be integrated into the browser-based 
GUI eitiier by using ESRI's ArcIMS tools, ESRI's AxcObject tools, or by 
using Java open standards development of Custom Softweue. 

The GBMS shall obtain GIS layers (maintained by the City) through direct 
access to the central GIS Oracle Database. New GIS layers defined solely 
for the GBMS shall be defined as separate layers and stored in an 
Oracle/ArcSDE instance on the GBMS server infrastructure. A read-only 
copy of central base layers will be maintained on the GBMS server for 
feulover purposes. The GBMS design will include a method and plan for 
managing GIS database updates and relinking of objects in the GBMS 
database as the GIS is updated pursuant to the procedure set forth in 
graphics standjirds set forth in the applicable Task Order. 

The GBMS shall use as-built AutoCAD documentation or scanned images 
of the buildings as the secondary level of graphical interface, using the 
GIS ability to view AutoCAD drawing files. The GBMS will have 
graphical links emd objects that relate to all the building systems and 
alarms monitored and controlled by the GBMS. Such links and objects 
shall be located on the AutoCAD drawings in a manner that corresponds 
to actual equipment and/or system location. The GBMS operator will 
have the ability to drill down into alarm system or equipment-specific data 
by double-clicking on the object(s). 

The next level of system data shall be determined by the status of the 
object. Objects that are in alanm (fire, intrusion, HVAC systems, etc.) will 
display system information tiiat vrill enable the DGS operational staff to 
immediately diagnose the nature of tiie alarm and implement corrective 
measures as follows: 

a. Intrusion and Fire Alarms. Ope;rator acknowledging an alarm by 
locating the alarm on the building floor plan and double-clicking 
on the alarm will automatically view the display of the CCTV 
camera(s) that are near the aljirm. Internal and external cameras 
will be utilized by emergency responders to evaluate the existing 
conditions. External cameras implemented by the Operation 
Virttial Shield ("OVS") contractor shall be integrated into the 
GBMS and shall be automatically viewed along with the GBMS 
camerais upon alarm acknowledgement. Contractor shall 
coordinate camera configuration with the OVS contractor to 
facilitate an efficient response. The CCTV video windows will be 
located on a separate monitor and be resizable - re-scalable 
windows. The system shall allow the DGS operators to promptly 
forward a duplicate screen session with "view-only" access to the 
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City Emergency Response ("911") Center to notify police and fire 
department staff of the alarm. This function will allow OCC to 
serve as a "Watch Center" to determine if a secondary reporting 
device requires dispatching of City fire and police departments. 
Only sprinkler system water flow and pull stations primary alarm 
Devices do not require such Watch Center intervention. Rather, 
these alarms shall be automatically forwarded to the Emergency 
Response Center for dispatching of the appropriate City 
departmental staff. Secondary alarm devices like heat, smoke and 
motion detectors shall be subject to Watch Center intervention to 
determine whether the alarm(s) aie valid and require further action 
by Emergency Response staff. The GBMS GUI shall include the 
ability to automatically call DGS staff that are assigned to security 
and building watch. 

b. HVAC Alarms. HVAC alarms shall be color coded to differentiate 
the following conditions: 

- Normal 
- Abnormal 
— Maintenance Alarm 
— System Failure 

The GBMS shall present real-time and historical views of HVAC 
alarms on one of the two monitors associated with each BAS 
workstation. Hot links from the alarm sirens shall automatically 
open up the AutoCAD floor plan associated with the alarm. The 
GBMS' alarm management functions shall relate alarms to time 
and events and generate an alarm database table. This table will 
use an open format to allow integration with a maintenance 
management application program that can generate work orders 
based on GBMS-generated alarms. 

Building Automation System (BAS) and Fire and Security objects that 
reside on the second layer. AutoCAD generated or scanned floor plans 
will have the ability to drill down to expose a third level (system level) of 
data for operational & maintenance purposes. The following data shall be 
available as system level Web pages, electronic documents, additional 
AutoCAD drawings views, or other forms: 

a. As-built documentation providing subsystem details. 

b. Web page system level graphics providing real-time monitoring 
and control of individual Devices. 

c. Operational and maintenance manuals with spare part data. 

d. Training documents and digital video of system level training. 
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7. All OCC events/transactions will be recorded in a separate secure database 
and will print to a form feed printer for secondary reported and auditing. 

8. The GUI shall include support for building automation supervisory 
control, data acquisition, alarming, historical data collection and trending, 
and management report generation. The GUI shall have an open 
architecture design that allows the GBMS to run in a multi-tasking, multi
user environment with support for online, dynamic data exchange as well 
as the latest version of ODBC for interfacing with other applications such 
as spreadsheets and database programs. 

9. GUI System Level Graphics 

a. The GUI shall employ browser-like fimctionality for ease of 
navigation. It shall include a tree view (similar to Windows 
Explorer) for display of and access to the hierarchical stmcture of 
the database. Menu pull-downs, and toolbars will employ buttons, 
commands and navigation to permit the operator to perform tasks 
with a minimum knowledge of the HVAC control system emd basic 
computing skills. These will include forward/backward buttons, a 
home button, and a context sensitive locator line (similar to a URL 
line) that displays the location and the identity of selected object. 

b. Real-Time Graphic Displays. The GUI shall support the following 
graphical features and fimctions: 

- Graphic screens shall use a drawing package capable of 
generating GIF, BMP, or JPG file formats. The GBMS 
shall not use proprietary graphic file formats. In addition 
to, or in lieu of a graphic background, the GUI shall 
support the use of scaimed pictures. 

- Graphic screens shall have the capability to contain objects, 
including objects for text, real-time values, ariimation, color 
spectrum objects, logs, graphs, HTML or XML document 
links, schedule objects, hyperlinks to other URLs, and links 
to other graphic screens. 

— Modifying common application objects, such as schedules, 
calendars, and set points will be accomplished in a 
graphical manner. 

— A library of symbols/graphics to enforce data consistency. 
This library shall adhere to the standard format approved 
by the City for use in City systems in the graphics 
standards set forth in the applicable Task Order. 
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c. Web browser Interface Description: 

- The GBMS shall be capable of supporting a scalable 
number of clients using a standard Web browser such as 
Internet Explorer''"" or Netscap)e Navigator"""" and at least 
16 concurrent sessions. No additional software will be 
required to be resident on client machines. 

- The Web browser software shall run on any operating 
system and system configuration that is supported by the 
Web browser without regard to specific machine 
requirements such as processor speed, memory, etc. 

E. Operator Report Generation 

1. Report Printing Capability: 

Printed reports will contain process information including process data, 
status, accumulated variables, etc. 

Reports will have the capability to include a snapshot of trends, 
histograms, and charts on the printed report. 

Reports will support use of graphic templates in a printed report. 

Users will be able to generate custom reports. 

2. Report Scheduling: 

Reports will be able to be scheduled by time of day, day of week, hour of 
day, or at the end of a shift. 

Reports will be able to be printed on demand by the operator. 

Reports will be able to be printed based on any state change in the system. 

F. Real-Time and Historical Logging 

1. Real-Time Trending: 

Real-time trend displays will support up to four (4) trend pens and 
unlimited trend windows per display. 

Real-time time trend displays must be able to continue to update the 
display regardless of whether the operator is currently viewing the trend 
window. 
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Real-time trend displays will support the use of expressions of tag names 
including add, multiply, divide, etc., to permit proper scaling of variables. 

GBMS documentation shall specify proposed points to trend, logging 
interval and resulting data storage requirements. 

2. Historical Trending: 

Historical trend displays will allow the user to zoom in and out to display 
time intervals time from 1 second up to 6 week intervals. Action scripted 
command buttons will be available to the operator to activate the zoom-in 
and zoom-out features. 

The operator will have the capability to pan backward and forward in time 
to view historically logged data. 

The operator will have the capability to print out historically trended 
information in the form of a printed record for documentation purposes. 

System will allow both automatic emd manual archiving data based on a 
schedule. 

3. Historical Reporting: 

Historical data collected by the GBMS will be available for export to a 
spreadsheet format for analysis, additional reports, etc. 

Archived data will be accessible for analytical reporting purposes. 

G. System Protection 

The GBMS' supervisory control system will control sensitive processes and costly 
equipment. Therefore, system protection is essential to prevent unauthorized actions on 
the system or accidental damage to the system. The GBMS will, at minimum, have the 
system protection capabilities set forth below. 

1. Foreground Program Switching: 

The run-time system will prevent the operator from obtaining direct access 
to foreground program switching by the disabling of appropriate keys in 
the system. Only the foreground prograun switching built into the end 
application will be accessible to the process operator. 

2. File Menu Access: 

The nm-time system will prevent the operator from obtaining direct access 
to the File Menu and prevent any other direct ability to open and close 
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files outside of the built-in capabilities of the operator interface 
application. 

3. System Level Interface: 

To prevent personnel from causing accidental damage to the operator 
interface application, password protection will include a movable mask 
that can cover the entire system level graphical user interface, including 
the operating system title bars, menu bars, etc. so that personnel would 
have access only to their authorized level of control. 

4. Operator Log-On: 

Each operator shall be assigned a log-on password which defines a unique 
access level, thereby limiting access to various command functions based 
on the operator's access level. 

Based on the operator's unique password, each operator's actions shall be 
logged for later review. 

To prevent unauthorized access to the operator interface system while an 
operator is away from his station performing other duties em inactivity 
time span will require the operator to log on again with his password in the 
event of an extended period of inactivity. 

H. Facility Management Application Programs 

I • Elecfrical Load Curtailment. DGS currently has an arrangement with 
Commonwealth Edison Co. to curtail defined electrical loads in several of 
the DGS-managed buildings. The GBMS shall include the ability to 
automatically initiate load curtailment for the buildings under this contract 
from the OCC. The loads that are involved vary from building to building 
and wall be automated as part of the basic building automation Task Order. 
Typical loads for curtailment include: lighting, water coolers, exhaust 
fans, noh-critical HVAC, and emergency generators. 

2. Maintenance Management. The GBMS shall include software capable of 
accessing real time and historical data generated by the GBMS building 
sub-systems, with a license for at least 12 users. The software will be able 
to generate work orders and issue them over the Enterprise Network to any 
mobile PC equipped witii a cellular modem. At a minimum, the software 
will be seamlessly integrated with the Web based GUI application 
program used to generate the system level graphics for the OCC. 

3. The GBMS will have the following capabilities: 

Automatic work order generation based on equipment mntime and other 
user-defined trended data and alarms. 
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A database with records of all maintenance activity. 

Spare parts inventory 

Direct online access to operation and maintenance manuals 

An ODBC com.pUant database 

Web-page based user interface 

4. Energy Accounting. The GBMS shall include energy accounting software 
that generates real-time and historical reports of electrical utility interval 
meter data, and natural gas, domestic water, purchased steam and chilled 
water meter data. The energy accounting software v/ill provide the 
following minimum capabilities: 

Utility bill auditing 

Utility tariff analysis emd comparison 

Load aggregation 

Aggregated load parametric analysis 

Automatic report generation based on time and events 

I. Facility Systems Overview 

The BLDs include Security, HVAC and lighting controllers, with a level of control and 
integration at least as described below. The following description applies to all facilities 
regeirdlessof size: 

1. Existing secondary fire/life safety systems will be monitored at the OCC 
through dial-out communication to the fire/security telecom receiver as 
illustrated in GBMS-02. Communication with the current Watch Center 
will be disconnected. The OCC will become the primary source of 
monitoring and alarm. The GBMS will continuously monitor the status of 
fire/life safety systems via dry contacts. 

2. Intrusion detection and alarm systems exist in several facilities and will be 
added to other facilities. Existing systems are fiilly operational and will be 
integrated into the GBMS through dial-out communication to the 
fire/security telecom receiver as illustrated in GBMS-02. Communication 
with the current Watch Center will be disconnected. The OCC will 
become the primary source for monitoring and alarm. The GBMS will 
continuously monitor the status of Intrusion detection and alarm systems 
via dry contacts. 
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3. Open-type intrusion detection and alarm systems will be installed in all 
facilities to meet the requirements identified in the Agreement. See 
drawings GBMS-06 tiirough GBMS-08. 

4. LonMark Certified HVAC and Lighting controls (or equivalent, as 
approved by the City) will be installed in all facilities to meet the 
minimum requirements identified in this Agreement. See drawings 
GBMS-03 tiu-ough GBMS-08. 

5. BACnet and/or MODBUS interfaces will be installed on major equipment 
(e.g., chillers, switchgear) only, and only provided the interface can be 
seamlessly integrated into the building server. LonMark Certified Devices 
(or equivalent, as approved by the City) are required for all other HVAC 
and lighting equipment. 

6. All CCTV cameras will record digital video. A network digital video 
recorder will be installed within each facility to provide Enterprise 
Network access to digital video on demand. Accompanying " 
documentation wdll provide detailed design, associated costs and 
bandwidth requirements for digital video recording. 

Remote Building Security 

1. DIGITAL VIDEO RECORDING SYSTEM (DVRS) 

a. Installed cameras will use the Digital Video Recording System 
(DVRS). 

b. DVRS will provide for recording, live viewing, and playback of 
recorded video for periods of up to one month without the need for 
offline storage to digital tape. DVRS will perform all viewing, 
playback, and video storage functions simultaneously. 

c. DVRS will be software configurable to record video continuously, 
only during alarm events, or only wlule activity is present. Each 
camera will be able to record in different modes and on different 
schedules, or configured to be the same. 

d. Software will allow easy searches and retrieval of video, based on 
user-defined search parameters such as the time and date the video 
was captured, whether alarm or motion events occurred, and which 
camera captured the video. 

e. Software will permit full video storage niemagement, hardware 
control, alarm configuration, amd export of video and individual 
frames. 
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f. The Digital Video Recorder will include a high quality recorder 
capable of storage and play back of images from 1 to 16 camera 
inputs at a simultaneous refreshing recording rate of up to 30 
frames per second (NTSC) and possess external watchdog system. 

g. The digital recorder will include built-in motion detection for each 
camera capable of activating recording. The operator will be able 
to select each camera's detection area and sensitivity. 

h. The digital recorder will provide each camera with a hard-wired 
alarm point that when activated triggers alarm recording. This 
input will start the unit recording, or if already recording, increase 
the recording rate. 

i. The digital recorder will provide scheduled time recording during a 
24-hour period. While in this mode, if a camera detects motion or 
an alarm is activated, the system will activate and begin recording 

' the event. 

j . The digital recorder will function properly with new and existing 
cameras. 

k. The digital recorder will provide Enterprise Network connection 
and require no additional software or hardware for 
viewing/controlling the recorder over the network. 

1. The digital recorder will provide at minimum 16 million-color 
palettes and a 256-shade gray scale. 

m. The digital recorder will automatically start after an electric failure 
or operational error without requiring any change to settings 
("Watch Dog" capability). 

n. The digital recorder will have a back-up management system to 
create backups and copies to external devices (i.e. DAT tape, CD, 
other storage devices), without interrupting hard disk recording. 

o. The digital recorder will provide digital zoom on any selected area 
of an image during live viewing or playback modes. 

p. Remote software will allow the viewing of live or recorded video 
over modem connections. 

2. SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS FOR Remote Review of Video 

a. Network configuration - The DVRS will provide remote live and 
recorded video. The DVRS must operate as a server, allowing 
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users to download recorded video over a LAN, WAN/Internet or 
modem connection. 

b. Remote review of recorded video 

- Recorded video will be downloadable from the DVRS 
thj-ough any remote client via a network or modem 
connection with no limit on the number of simultaneous 
connections for the purpose of downloading recorded 
video. 

c. Remote review of live video 

- Live video will be downloadable from the DVRS through a 
remote client. The DVRS will transfer live images across a 
network as they are recorded. 

d. RemoteView Server application 

- The DVRS will operate as the server for live and recorded 
video. 

e. User Interface 

- The user interface will allow full control of video viewing, 
alarm configuration, scheduling, search and playback, 
hardware setup, and user administration using a mouse and 
keyboard via a standard web browser. 

f. Alarm configuration 

- The user will be able to select cameras lo record video 
during an alarm event. The DVRS will provide minimum 
of 16 alarm inputs. Each alarm will trigger up to four 
cameras, and any camera may be triggered by emy number 
of alarms. 

- Alarms will be individually configurable to be normally 
open or normally closed. The DVRS will be capable of 
recording a limited portion of an alarm event, avoiding 
additional storage requirements. 

3. Intrusion alarm detection will activate security cameras and send signals to 
the OCC. Audible and visual alarms will be triggered at the local facility. 

4. The GBMS will have the capability to allow City operators to select 
specific cameras in specific buildings for viewing. 
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5. The GBMS will also permit the operators to control camera functions, 
such as Pan/Tilt/Zoom, of specific areas. 

6. At a minimum, the GBMS will also be capable of allowing the operators 
at the OCC to control and to select up to a minimum of six (6) cameras 
(with the capability of up to 16 cameras or greater) to be viewed at any 
given time on the PC monitor and'or wall mounted m_onitors. 

7. The GBMS will include an override feature to allow for alarm condition. 

8. Digital video from each location will be transmitted to the OCC by 
utilizing previously existing network infrastructure. Implementation will 
include verification of sufficient bandwidth for such transmissions, with a 
duty to promptly notify DGS of any deficiencies in bandwidth. 

9. The equipment to be installed at the OCC includes desktop personal 
computers, wall monitors with recording capability, keyboards, and 
printers plus all necessary software to achieve the functions required. 

10. FIXED COLOR CAMERAS 

a. Color cjimeras will be a solid state design and will incorporate an 
intensified, interline CCD, HAD or Hyper HAD chip with a 
minimum lighting for usable image at .2 foot-candles. 

b. In conditions where backlighting will hinder the performance of a 
camera, the camera v/ill have backlighting compensation 
technology, in which the whole video signal is averaged to provide 
useable video. 

c. Auto iris lenses will be provided for all conditions where variable 
lighting conditions exist. Electronic shutter will be uiiiized in 
conditions where smearing may occur. 

d. Horizonted minimum resolution will be 450 TVL. 

e. Signal-to-noise will be 50-dB minimum with automatic gain 
control off. 

f Active imager picture elements will be 450-550Hx450-500V 

g. Phase sync generators will be installed as required to correct line 
lock and prevent camera roll. 

h. The installation of the fixed color cameras will be coordinated with 
the building ovmers to maintain the aesthetics of the installation 
sites. 
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11. FIXED CAMERA MOUNTS 

a. Camera mounts will be 100% compatible with the dome housing 
being provided and will have the following characteristics: 

- Each camera location will be field verified, prior to 
' " ' t o -

- Mounts will be constmcted from steel or aluminum and 
will resist corrosion. 

- Mounts will support in excess of 100% of tiie weight of all 
components associated with the housing, including but not 
limited to the camera, housing, lens, and sunshield. 

b. The installation of the fixed camera mounts will be coordinated 
v/ith the building owners to maintain the aesthetics of the 
installation sites. 

12. INTERIOR/EXTERIOR CCTV CAMERA HOUSING 

a. Camera housings will be of the shaded dome type that conceals 
camera position. 

b. The installation of the camera housings will be coordinated with 
the building owners as to maintain the aesthetics of the installation 
sites. 

c. Camera platforms must be constructed of a non-conductive 
material or insulated to eliminate grounding problems. 

i i . LENS OPTICS 

a. High quality CCTV lenses, sized according to the intended area of 
coverage, will be used. 

14. DOOR CONTACTS 

a. Door contacts will indicate the position of the associated door (i.e., 
open, closed, held or forced open). 

b. Balanced surface mounted door contacts will be used where 
recessed mounting is not practical or possible, subject to DGS 
approval. 

c. Equipment will be supplied as required to prevent any voltage 
surge that may damage panels or the device itself 
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d. Door contacts will be balanced and use armored cabling that is 
properly supported to a junction box above 10'. Open cable may 
be used to run back to the nearest security panel. 

e. Door contacts will be concealed/flush mounted whenever 
applicable. The installation of door contacts will be coordinated 
with the building owner's exact needs whenever possible. 

f. Each door contact will consist of a two-part, hermetically sealed 
assembly and will be designed for either metal or wood frame 
installations. 

g. Door contacts will be of a single pole double throw type. 

h. Each door contact will be a logical point in the system unless 
otherwise noted on the drawings. 

i. Only magnetic types of door monitoring will be used; no 
mechanical types of door monitoring will be used. 

15. MOTION DETECTORS-CEILING MOUNTED (PASSIVE INFRARED 
AND MICROWAVE) 

a. Motion detectors will be installed in selected areas that use 
technology microwave and passive infrared sensor in a dual 
technology. All necessary power supplies and transformers as 
required for the device to function properly from the existing 
wiring will be ftjmished and installed by Contractor with the 
motion detector. 

b Motion detectors will derive their power from pre-existing 
infrastmcmre, by intercepting existing wiring and replacing of 
existing devices with Devices that conform to this section. 

K. Building Level Devices (BLD)— HVAC, Lighting, Power Monitoring 

This Section defines the basic materials and methods used in the installation of 
the Building Level Devices ("BLD"). 

1. BLDs will be comprised of one or more intelligent controller units located 
in each remote building. 

2. BLDs shall be modular in design, allowing for replacement of individual 
modules without the aid of tools. 

3. BLDs for HVAC, lighting, power monitoring and secondary monitoring of 
security and fire/life safety must be LONMARK® Certified products (or 
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equivalent, as approved by the City) tiiat communicate on free topology 
channels. . 

All Intelligent Sensors and Actuators (ISA's), Application Specific 
Controllers (ASC's), and Programmable Control Units (PCU's) as herein 
defined and as indicated on the GBMS drawings shall be LONMARK® 
Certified (or equivalent, as approved by the City). I./0 and ancillary 
devices as herein defined, as indicated on the GBMS drawings, and as 
necessary to perform the sequences of operation shall be provided. The 
following equipment will be controlled by the BLD: 

a. Air Terminal Devices (i.e., VAV, Dual Duct, Fan Coil Units) 

b. Air Handling Units (fans, valve and damper actuators, sensors) 

c. Pumps 

d. Chillers (via interface provided by manufacmrer) 

e. Make-up Air Units 

f Exhaust Fans for ventilation and pressurization control 

g. Additional equipment outlined herein or on GBMS Drawings 

All wire, raceway systems, backboxes, 24 DC and/or 24 AC power 
supplies, enclosures, and final connections to BLDs will be provided as 
required. 

QUALITY ASSURANCE 

a. All DDC controllers must conform to the interoperability 
requirements outiined in the LONMARK® Interoperability 
Association Guidelines (or equivalent, as approved by the City). 
All LONWORKS® products (or equivalent, as approved by the 
City) must be certified to be LONMARK® compliant (or 
equivalent, as approved by the City) prior to submission for DGS 
for review. Published functional profiles for all product network 
message and configuration parameters must be utilized. 

b. Standard Configuration Parameter Types ("SCPTs") shall be 
utilized for all product configuration parameters. Network 
variables shall not be used for this purpose. 

c. Standard PC components shall be used for all assemblies. Custom 
hardware, operating system, and utility software will not be used. 
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L. BLD Server 

1. The BLD server shall provide multiple user access to the control system. 

2. The BLD server will provide the interface between the Enterprise Network 
and the BLDs to enable global supervisory control functions. Supervisory 
control functions will include at a minimum: 

a. Calendar functions. 

b. Scheduling. 

c. Trending. 

d. Alarm monitoring and routing (locally and to the OCC). 

e. Time synchronization. 

f Integration of LONWORKS® controller data, BACnet data, 
Modbus data and others as required (proprietary). 

g. Network management functions for all LONWORKS® based 
Devices (or equivalent, as approved by the City). 

3. The BLD server will provide the following hardware features as a 
minimum: 

a. One Etiiemet Port - 10/100 Mbps. 

b. One RS-232 port. 

c. One LON WORKS® Interface Por t -78KB FTT-lOA (or 
equivalent, as approved by the City). 

d. One Modbus port. 

e. Battery Backup. 

f Flash memory for long term data backup. (If battery backup or 
flash memory is not supplied, the controller must contain a hard 
disk with at least 1 gigabyte storage capacity.) 

g. Operation over a temperature range of 0° to 55°C. 

h. Storage temperatures of between 0° and 70°C. 

i. Operation over a humidity range of 5% to 95% RH, non-
condensing. 
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4. The BLD server must support standard Web browser access via the 
Enterprise Network, with a minimum of 16 simultaneous users. 

5. Event Alarm Notification and Actions: 

a. Alarm recognition, storage, routing, management, and analysis to 
supplement distributed capabilities of equipment or application 
specific controllers will be provided. 

b. Any alarm condition will be routed to any defined user location 
whether connected to a local network, or remotely via dial-up 
telephone cormection or wide-area network. 

c. Alarm generation will be selectable for armunciation type and 
acknowledgment requirements including but not limited to: 

- To alarm 
- Return to normal 

To fault 

d. A minimum of eight alarm classes will be created for the purpose 
of routing types and or classes of alarms (i.e., security, HVAC, 
fire, etc. 

e. Timed (scheduled) routing of alarms by class, object, group, or 
node will be available. 

f Alarm generation from binary object "runtime" and/or event 
counts for equipment maintenance will be provided. The user will 
be able to ieset runtime or event count values with appropriate 
password control. 

6. Control equipment and network failures will be treated as alarms and 
annunciated. 

7. Alarms will be armunciated in any of the following manners as defined by 
the user: 

a. Screen message text. 

b. Email of the complete alarm message to multiple recipients. The 
ability to route and email alarms will be based on at least the 
following: 

- Day of week 
- Time of day 
- Recipient 
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c. Pagers via paging services that initiate a page on receipt of email 
message. 

d. Graphic with flashing alarm object(s). 

e. Printed message, routed directly to a dedicated alarm printer. 

8. The following will be recorded for each alarm (at a minimum): 

a. Time and date. 

b. Location (building, floor, zone, office num.ber, etc.) 

c. Equipment (door contact, air handler #, smoke detector, etc.) 

d. Acknowledge time, date, and user who issued acknowledgment. 

e. Number of occurrences since last acknowledgment. 

9. Alarm actions may be initiated by user-defined programmable objects 
created for that purpose. 

a. Required alarms will be generated within the local BLD server 
within each facility. Alarms may be based on information from 
various sources, including information from ASC's, Control Units, 
Programmable Controllers, and other integrated devices and 
systems. Information will be processed in the BLD server, and 
alarms generated accordingly. 

b. When required alarms cire not available directly from the control 
devices, information obtained from the devices can be tested 
against aleirm thresholds and set-points within the server or control 
engine, and alarms will be generated accordingly. 

c. Alarm points created in the BLD server will have set-points which 
are adjustable from appropriate browser-based workstations by 
users with sufficient password levels. 

d. Users with sufficient password levels will be authorized to 
acknowledge alarms individually from the browser-based operator 
workstations. 

e. Alarms will be presented to appropriate workstations in a manner 
consistent with the presentation of other alarms. 

10. Authorized users will be given proper access to acknowledge any alarm, 
or specific types or classes of alarms as defined by the user. 
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11. A log of all alarms will be maintained in a standard database format by the 
BLD server and will be available for review and reformatting by the user. 

12. A "query" feature will be provided to allow review of specific aljums by 
user-defined parameters. 

13. A separate log for system alerts (controller failures, network failures, etc.) 
will be provided and available for review by the user. 

14. An error log to record invalid object property changes or commands will 
be maintained and available for review by the user. 

15. Data Collection and Storage: 

a. The BLD server must have the ability to collect data for any 
property of any object and store this data for future use. 

b. The data collection will be performed by log objects, resident in 
the BLD server that will have, at a minimum, the following 
configurable properties: 

- Designation of log as interval or deviation. 
- For interval logs, configuration for time of day, day of 

week emd the sample collection interval. 
- For deviation logs, configuration for the deviation of a 

variable to a fixed value. This value, when reached, will 
initiate logging of the object. 

- Ability to set the maximum number of data stores for the 
log and to set whether the log will stop collecting when 
fiill, or rollover the data on a first-in, first-out basis. 

- Ability to have its data cleared on a time-based event or by 
a user-defined event or action. 

c. All log data must be stored in a relational database in the BLD 
server and the data will be accessed from a standard Web browser. 

d. All log data will be capable of being manipulated using standard 
SQL statements. 

e. All log data will be available to the user in the following data 
formats: 

HTML 
XML 

- Plain text 
- Comma or tab separated values 
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f The BLD server will have the ability to archive its log data either 
locally (to itself), or remotely to a server on the network and have 
the ability to configure at least the following archiving properties: 

- Archive on time of day 
- Archive on user-defined number of data stores in the log 

^i.e., ouiicr ^lifz) 
- Archive when log has reached its user-defined capacity of 

data stores 
- Ability to clear logs once archived 

16. Audit Log: 

a. An audit log will track all activities performed on the server or 
control engine. The City shall have the ability to specify a buffer 
size for the log and the ability to archive log based on time or when 
the log has reached its user-defined buffer size and the ability to 
archive the log locally or to a network server. Each log entry will 
include the following data: 

- Time and Date 
User ID 

- Change or activity: i.e.. Change setpoint, add or delete 
objects, commands, etc. 

17. Database Backup and Storage: 

a. The BLD server will have the ability to automatically back up its 
database. The database will be backed up based on a user-defined 
time interval. 

b. Copies of the current database, and the most recently saved 
database, will be stored in the server or control engine. The age of 
the most recentiy saved database is dependent on the user-defined 
database save intervaL 

c. The database vdll be stored, at a minimum, in XML format to 
allow for user viewing and editing, if desired. Other formats may 
be used as well, as long as XML format is supported. 

18. Graphical User Interface Software: 

a. Operating System: The GUI will run on Microsoft Windows 2000 
Professional, Service Pack 2 or later. 

b. GUI graphics navigation will be standardized across all facilities 
and sub-systems in the GBMS. 
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c. The BLD server software will be configured for use in the GBMS. 
The configured code will provide supervisory control capability 
over the group of nodes communicating on the LON. The BLD 
server will issue custom responses to Enterprise Network broadcast 
or unicaist messages. The following supervisory control 
applications will be addressed as a minimum: 

Fire Alarm System response (HVAC, lighting, security, 
CU's and ID'S) 

- Smoke Control System response (HVAC, lighting, security, 
CU's and ID's) 

- HVAC Global Sequence of Operation 
- Electrical Demand Limiting 
- Security System Message Priority Management 

M. Application Specific Controller (ASC) and Programmable Control Unit 
(PCU) 

1. Each terminal unit will have a LONMARK® Certified (or equivalent, as 
approved by the City) DDC Application Specific Controller (ASC) 
designed to provide the required sequences. The ASC will store all 
specific control sequences and program settings in non-volatile memory. 

2. A LONMARK® Certified (or equivalent, as approved by the City) DDC 
Programmable Control Unit (PCU) shall be provided where required to 
perform the sequence of operation. The PCU will be fully configurable by 
configuration tool. The PCU will store all specific control sequences and 
program settings in non-volatile memory. 

3. All ASC and PCU processors will be Echelon based 3150 Neurons 
operating at 5 MHz or higher witii 8K of RAM and 64K of Flash memory 
vnth minimum 10 year memory retention between program downloads. 

4. Each ASC and PCU will perform all intended control functions in a 
'standalone' mode when the unit incurs a loss of communications. 

5. The complete ASC including accessory devices such as relay, transducers, 
power supplies, etc., will be factory-mounted, wired and housed in a 
NEMA 1 enclosure or as required by the location and local code 
requirements. 

6. Each ASC and PCU will allow peer-to-peer communications over the 
LON utilizing free-topology transceivers over a single pair 22 AWG 
twisted, stranded cable. 

7. All ASCs and PCUs will be self sufficient units to maximize reliability 
and will include internal "soft" clock, operating systems, communication 
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timing and intermpt controls, and will be suitable for the required 
applications. 

8. In the event of a power outage or controller reset, each ASC/PCU will 
enter a preprogrammed state on power re-application. Upon application of 
power to the ASC/PCU, all control conditions will start from an 
"ofr'/'"closed" position or the default state. This state will be maintained 
for an automatically adjusted amount of time. Once this time delay has 
passed, the ASC/PCU control sequence will resume according to current 
values. 

9. Network and controller-to-controller communications must conform to 
LONTalk® standards (or equivalent, as approved by the City). 

10. All ASCs and PCUs will have a communications port that allows 
connection of any industry standard laptop PC and custom configuration 
tools. Program access via this communications port will allow direct field 
modification of the configuration parameters. 

11. Digital Inputs 

a. All digital inputs will be over voltage protected lines. 

b. These digital input types will be supported by the ASC/PCU: 

— Normally open contacts (24V and 120V) 
Nonnally closed contacts (24V and 120V) 

— Current/no current 
— Voltage/no voltage 
— Pulse/Totalizer contacts 

12. Digital Outputs 

a. All digital outputs will be 24 volt AC, current sinking, 0.5 amp 
opto-isolated triacs. 

b. Digital outputs will be capable of handling maintained as well as 
pulsed outputs for momentary or magnetic latching circuits. It will 
be possible to configure outputs for 3-mode control (fast-slow-off) 
and 2-mode confrol. 

13. Analog Inputs 

a. All analog inputs will be over voltage protected lines. 

b. The analog to digital resolutions will be a minimum of 10 bit. 
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Analog inputs will accept the following temperature types: lOK 
Ohm thermistor, 20K Ohm thermistor, or IK Ohm RTD. 

d. Inputs will be configurable to accept a wide range of inputs 
including: 4-20mA, l-5Vdc, 2-lOVdc, etc. 

14. Analog Outputs 

a. The ASC/PCU will accommodate tme analog outputs. Voltage (0-
IO"V) and current (4-20 mA) outputs will be accommodated. 

b. All analog outputs will be proportional current or voltage type. 

c. The digital to analog resolution will be a minimum of 10 bit. 

d. Outputs will be configurable so that 0-100% output commands can 
represent any portion of the output voltage/current range. 

e. Outputs will be reversible so that an increasing output command 
yields a decreasing electrical signal. 

15. In addition to local physical or internal I/O, each ASC/PCU will support 
distributed, or 'bound' I/O. This bound I/O can be used to allow the 
ASC/PCU to provide I/O data to another controller on the LON or to 
allow another controller to provide data to the controlling ASC/PCU. 

16. Built-in direct digital control routines will include: 

a. Closed loop Proportional, Integral and Derivative (PID) control, 

b. Advanced loop tuning algorithm for (PID) parameters 

c. Logical sequencing 

d. Alarm detection and reporting 

17. Built-in energy management applications v/ill include: 

a Peak Demand Limiting 

b. Start-Stop time optimization 

c. Equipment scheduling, optimization and sequencing 

d. Duty cycling 

e. Economizer control 

18. The following modes of control will be incorporated into each ASC/PCU: 
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a: "Occupied" will be a mode designed for normal occupied control 
of an area during regular business hours. This mode will have 
unique heating and cooling setpoints associated with it. 

b. "Unoccupied" will be a mode designed for after hours control of 
an area. This mode will have unique heating and cooling setpoints 
associated with it. 

c. "Override" will be a mode designed to invoke normal 
Occupied/Unoccupied modes for a currently unoccupied/occupied 
area. This mode will use the Occupied heating and cooling 
setpoints. 

d. "Economy" will be a mode designed for normal occupied times 
when energy demand usage is high and control setpoints need to be 
adjusted for lower energy use. This mode will have unique heating 
and cooling setpoints associated with it. 

e. "Morning Warm-Up" on units with an outdoor air economizer will 
be a mode designed for the pre-heat/pre-cool time before normal 
occupancy occurs. This mode will allow heating or cooling as 
required by the Occupied setpoints but it will prevent outdoor air 
from entering the space. The outdoor air will move to its 
minimum position once the Morning Warm-Up mode is over and 
the Occupied mode is activated. 

f. "Morning Warm-Up" on VAV units will be a mode designed for 
the pre-heat/pre-cool time before normal occupancy occurs. This 
mode will allow heating or cooling as required by the Occupied 
setpoints but it will prevent the VAV box from maintaining a 
minimum air flow until the Morning Warm-Up mode is over and 
the Occupied mode is activated. 

19. VAV box ASC's must have zm integral damper actuator and will be the 
manufacturer's standard VAV box controller. 

N. Intelligent Sensors and Actuators (ISA's) 

• (ft 
1. Intelligent Sensors and Actuators must be LONMARK Certified (or 

equivalent, as approved by the City), reside as nodes on the LON network 
and communicate via the LonTalk protocol (or equivalent, as approved by 
the City). 

2. All ISA processors will be Echelon based 3150 Neurons. 
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O. General Installation Requirements 

1. All control components shall be installed in accordance with 
manufacturers' instructions and recommendations. 

2. Control panels shall be mounted adjacent to associated equipment on 
vibration-free walls or free-standing angle iron supports. One cabinet may 
accommodate more than one system in same equipment room. Engraved 
plzistic nameplates for instruments and controls shall be provided inside 
cabinet and engraved lamicoid nameplates on cabinet face. The 
corresponding control diagram(s) to the equipment being controlled shall 
be provided in a clear plastic pocket fastened to the inside of each control 
cabinet. 

3. After completion of installation, control equipment shall be tested and 
controlled. Data shall be submitted to the City showing setpoints and final 
adjustments of controls. 

4. All I/O and ancillary devices shall be mounted per manufacturers' 
installation instructions and in the locations shown on the drawings. Exact 
room temperature/humidity sensor locations shall be coordinated with the 
DGS. 

P. Methods of Communications 

1. MLD system servers, web servers, BLD servers and dedicated 
workstations shall mn on the existing Enterprise Network. 

2. All building servers will use TCP-IP protocol. 

3. BLD controllers will have the option of being able to connect to the global 
system by the highest possible communication speed utilizing the most 
cost-effective or efficient method as directed. 

4. Existing or new network media may be used to attach to the Enterprise 
Network. 

5. Direct attachment to building servers will use dedicated wire and/or fiber 
optic cable, microwave and telemetry commimication systems. 
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II. DESIGN FEATURES 

In addition to the features and functions set forth in Part I above, the GBMS shall have 
the characteristics set forth in this Part II (through the end of this Exhibit 5); provided, 
however, that, in the event of any inconsistency between statements in Part 1 and Part IL 
the requirements set forth in Part I shall take precedence over any inconsistent statements 
in Part II. 

A. System Architecture of Buildings 

The GBMS shall be configured as follows: 

1. Category 1 Buildings 

Category I buildings are relatively small facilities with limited control 
systems to monitor and control. The system architecture for a Category 1 
building will be as described below, and in drawings GBMS-03 and 
GBMS-06. A BLD server will be connected to a 4 or 8 port Ethernet 
switch, then to a router and then to the Enterprise Network. The BLD 
server provides Web server fiinctions for building graphics, a limited 
amount of log data storage (archiving will be done at the BAS zone 
server(s) in the OCC), supervisory control programs and LON network 
management. 

HVAC, Lighting, Fire and Security Monitoring & Controi 

A LonWorks FTT-10 communications trunk (or equivalent, as approved 
by the City) will cormect the BLD server to the appropriate LonMark 
Devices (or equivalent, as approved by the City) within the building for 
HVAC, lighting, utility, fire and security monitoring and control, as 
required by the City. 

Cameras, Digital Video 

For Category 1 Buildings with existing cameras, these cameras v/ill be 
connected to an IP-D"VK video recorder/server. Each IP-DVR will 
support up to 4 carneras. The IP-DVR will be connected to the 4 or 8 port 
Ethernet Switch. For Category 1 Buildings without existing cameras, new 
cameras will be provided and connected to an IP-DVR video 
recorder/server. 

Door Access System 

For Category 1 Buildings with existing door access controllers, one of two 
options may be used: 
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• Replace the existing door controllers with a new door controller 
(I per door). In this option, existing door strikes, request to exit 
buttons, motion detectors, etc., will be re-used. Existing card 
readers may be able to be re-used, depending on type. If the 
existing reader is not compatible, or the City chooses to 
standardize all readers and cards, then a new reader will be 
supplied. The advantage to this option is that the City can 
standardize their card database for easier card adminisfration, and 
database maintenance and cau'd administration functions shall be 
performed with a standard Web browser. 

• Keep the existing door access confroller(s) in place and connect 
them to an interface server. This will allow information from the 
existing door controller(s) to be served up to the GBMS graphics 
as HTML pages. The advantage with this option is all existing 
devices and controllers can be re-used. The disadvantages are that 
there is not a standard card database and all existing card database 
administration must be done through the existing proprietary 
software provided by the respective door controller manufacturer. 
In addition, an additional server and application must be used and 
could increase latency times in the presentation of the information. 

• The selected method requires City approval and will be determined 
based on the unique characteristics of each facility. 

For Category 1 buildings with no existing door access controllers, a door 
controller (1 per door) will be provided. New door strikes, request to exit 
buttons, motion detectors, etc., will be provided as required. New card 
readers must meet the City's requirements. Standardization of card 
readers and the card database across all City buildings is required, to the 
greatest extent possible, for ease of operation, maintenance, and 
administration. The card administration and database maintenance 
functions shall be performed by a steindard Web browser. 

Energy Metering 

Many methods of energy metering exist. Any energy metering method to 
be used for a particular facility will set forth in the applicable Task Order. 

Fire and Security Systems 

Buildings that have an existing fire and/or security system, including all 
detection and annunciation devices will remain as-is. These systems will 
be connected to a telephone line (Public Switch Telephone Network 
(PSTN)) for connection to the telecomm receiver in the OCC. Where the 
phone line or cormection does not exist, the City will provide the line and 
the connection, and programming of the connection will be provided by 
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Contractor. Wliere the line and connection do exist, the programming of 
the connection to the telecom receiver will be performed by Contractor. 

For buildings that do not have an existing fire and security system, a new 
panel will be provided and connected to a telephone line (PSTN) for 
connection to the telecomm receiver in the OCC, as required and approved 
uy iiic \^i\.y. 

will provide the line and the connection, cind programming of the 
cormection will be provided by Contractor. 

Secondary monitoring of the trouble and alarm contracts for fire and 
security will be provided by GBMS through a LonMark controller (or 
equivalent, as approved by the City), as shown on the following diagrams, 
GBMS-03 and GBMS-06. 

TEMC 
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Category 2 Buildings 

Category 2 buildings are medium sized facilities. The system architecture 
for a Category 2 building will be as described below, and in drawings 
GBMS-04 and GBMS-07. The BLD server will be connected to an 8 port 
Ethernet switch, then to a router and then to the Enterprise Network. The 
BLD server provides Web server fimctions for building graphics, a limited 
amount of log data storage (archiving wilLbadone at the BAS zone 
server(s) in the OCC), supervisory control programs emd LON network 
management. An operator workstation nmning Windows XP Professional 
and Internet Explorer Web browser will be connected to the 8 port 
Ethernet switch for local operation of the building. 

HVAC, Fire and Security Monitoring & Control 

A LonWorks FTT-10- communications trunk (or equivalent, as approved 
by the City) will connect the B L D server to the appropriate LonMark 
Devices (or equivalent, as approved by the City) within the building for 
HVAC, utility, fire and security monitoring and control, as required by the 
City. 
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Lighting Control 

A LonWorks FTT-10 communications trunk (or equivalent, as approved 
by the City) will connect the BLD server to a LonMark lighting control 
panel (or equivalent, as approved by the City). Each panel will control 
and monitor the lighting circuits required by the City. 

Cameras , Digital Video 

For Category 2 buildings with existing cameras, these cameras will be 
connected to £m IP-DVR video recorder/server. Each IP-DVR supports up 
to 4 cameras. The IP-DVR will be connected to the 8 port Ethernet 
switch. For Category 2 buildings without existing ceuneras, new cameras 
will be provided and connected to an IP-DVR video recorder/server. 

Door Access System 

For Category 2 buildings with existing door access controllers, one of tv,'o 
options will be used: 

• Replace the existing door controllers with a new door controller 
(1 per door). In this option, existing door strikes, request to exit 
buttons, motion detectors, etc., will be re-used. Existing card 
readers may be able to be re-used, depending on type. If the 
existing reader is not compatible, or the City chooses to 
standardize all readers and cards, then a new reader will be 
supplied. The advantage to this option is that the City can 
standardize their card database for easier card administration, and 
database maintenance and card administration functions shall be 
performed with a standard Web browser. 

• Keep the existing door access controller(s) in place and connect 
them to an interface server. This will allow information from the 
existing door controller(s) to be served up to the GBMS graphics 
as HTML pages. The advantage with this option is all existing 
devices and controllers can be re-used. The disadvantages are that 
there is not a standard card database and all existing card database 
administration must be done through the existing proprietary 
software provided by the respective door controller manufacturer. 
In addition, an additional server and application must be used and 
could increase latency times in the presentation of the information. 

• The selected method requires City approval and will be determined 
based on the unique characteristics of each facility. 

For Category 2 buildings with no existing door access controllers, a door 
controller (1 per door) will be provided. New door strikes, request to exit 
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buttons, motion detectors, etc., will be provided as required. New card 
readers must meet the City's requirements. Standardization of card 
readers and the card database across all City buildings is required, to the 
greatest extent possible, for ease of operation, maintenance, and 
administration. The caid adminisfration and database maintenance 
functions shall be performed with a standard Web browser. 

Energy Metering 

Many methods of energy metering exist. Any energy metering method to 
be used for a particular facility will set forth in the applicable Task Order. 

Standby Power Systems Monitoring 

Most major standby power systems (generators and UPS) provide 
communications capabilities using the Modbus protocol. If a standby 
power system exists and if a communications option is available for the 
unit, a Modbus communications driver v^ll be connected to the BLD 
server. If no communication option is available, discrete inputs and 
outputs can be used to monitor and control the standby power system via a 
LonMark controller (or equivalent, as approved by the City). 

Fire and Security Systems 

Buildings that have an existing fire and/or security system, including all 
detection zmd annunciation devices will remain as-is. These systems will 
be cormected to a telephone line (PSTN) for connection to the telecomm 
receiver in the OCC. V/here the phone line or connection does not exist, 
the City will provide the line and the connection and programming of the 
connection will be provided by Contractor. Where the line and connection 
do exist, the programming of the cormection to the telecom receiver will 
be provided by Contractor. 

For buildings that do not have an existing fire and security system, a new 
panel will be provided and connected to a telephone line (PSTN) for 
connection to the telecomm receiver in the OCC, as required and approved 
by the City. WTiere the phone line or connection does not exist, the City 
will provide the line and the connection, and programming of the 
connection will be provided Conttactor. 

Secondary monitoring of the trouble and alarm contacts for fire and 
security will be provided by the GBMS through a LonMark controller (or 
equivalent, as approved by the City), as shown on the following diagrams, 
GBMS-04 and GBMS-07. 
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3. Category 3 Buildings 

Category 3 buildings are large facilities. The system architecture for a 
Category 3 Building will be as described below and in drawings GBMS-
05 and 08. Multiple BLD servers will be connected via 4 and 8 port 
Ethernet switches over Cat 5 cable, then to a router emd then to the 
Enterprise Network. Each BLD server provides supervisory control 
programs and LON network management. Web server software, running 
on a Dell rack-mount PC provides Web server fimctions for building 
graphics and storage of log data for all BLD servers within the facility 
(archiving will be done at the BAS zone sep/er(s) in the OCC). Â n 
operator workstation running Windows XP Professional and Internet 
Explorer Web browser will be connected to an 8 port Ethernet switch for 
local operation of the building. 

HVAC, Fire and Security Monitoring & Control 

A LonWorks FTT-10 communications trunk (or equivalent, as approved 
by the City) will connect the BLD servers to the appropriate LonMark 
Devices (or equivalent, as approved by the City) within the building for 
HVAC, utility, fire and security monitoring and control, as required by the 
City. 

Lighting Control 

A LonWorks FTT-10 communications trunk (or equivalent, as approved 
by the City) will connect the BLD server to a LonMark lighting control 
panel (or equivalent, as approved by the City). Each panel will control 
and monitor the lighting circuits required by the City. 

Cameras, Digital Video 

For Category 3 buildings with existing cameras, these cameras will be 
connected to multiple IP-DVR video recorder/servers. Each IP-DVR 
supports up to 4 cameras. The IP DVR will be connected to the 8 port 
Ethernet switch. For Category 3 buildings without existing cameras, new 
cameras will be provided and connected to an IP-DVR video 
recorder/server. 

Door Access System 

For Category 3 buildings v̂ ath existing door access controllers, two 
options are available: 

• Replace the existing door controllers with a new door controller 
(1 per door). In this option, existing door strikes, request to exit 
buttons, motion detectors, etc., will be re-used. Existing card 
readers may be able to be re-used, depending on type. If the 
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existing reader is not compatible, or the City chooses to 
standardize all readers and cards, then a new reader will be 
supplied. The advantage to this option is that the City can 
standardize their card database for easier card administration and 
database maintenance and card administration functions can be 
performed with a standard Web browser. 

• Keep the existing door access controller(s) in place and connect 
them to cm interface server. This v/ill allow information from the 
existing door controller(s) to be served up to the GBMS graphics 
as HTML pages. The advantage with this option is all existing 
devices and controllers can be re-used. The disadvantages are that 
there is not a standard card database and all existing card database 
administration must be done through the existing proprietary 
software provided by the respective door controller mjmiifacturer. 
In addition, an additional server and application must be used and 
could increase latency times in the presentation of the information. 

• The selected method requires City approval and will be determined 
based on the unique characteristics of each facility. 

For Category 3 buildings with no existing door access controllers, a door 
controller (1 per dOor) will be provided. New door strikes, request to exit 
buttons, motion detectors, etc., will be provided as required. New card 
readers must meet the City's requirements. Standardization of card 
readers and the card database across all City buildings is strongly 
encouraged for ease of operation, maintenance, and administration. The 
card administration and database maintenance functions shall be 
performed by a standard Web browser. 

Energy Metering 

Many methods of energy metering exist. Any energy metering method to 
be used for a particular facility will set forth in the applicable Task Order. 

Standby Power Systems Monitoring 

Most major standby power systems (generators and UPS) Will provide 
communications capabilities using the Modbus protocol. If a standby 
power system exists and if a communications option is available for the 
unit, a Modbus communications driver will be connected to the BLD 
server. If no communication option is available, discrete inputs and 
outputs can be used to monitor and control the standby power system, via 
a LonMark controller (or equivalent, as approved by the City). 
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Fire and Security Systems 

Buildings that have an existing fire and/or security system, including all 
detection and annunciation devices will remain as-is. These systems will 
be connected to a telephone line (Public Switch Telephone Network 
(PSTN)) for connection to the telecomm receiver in the OCC. Where the 
phone line or cormection does not exist, the City v/i!l provide the line and 
the connection and programming of the connection will be provided by 
Contractor. Where the line and connection do exist, the programming of 
the connection to the telecom receiver will be provided by Contractor. 

For buildings that do not have an existing fire and security system, a new 
panel will be provided and cormected to a telephone line (PSTN) for 
connection to the telecomm receiver in the OCC, as required and approved 
by the City. Where the phone line or connection does not exist, the City 
will provide the line and the connection, programming of the cormection 
will be provided by Contractor. 

Secondary monitoring of the trouble and alarm contacts for fire and 
security will be provided by GBMS through a LonMark controller (or 
equivalent, as approved by the City), as shown on the following diagrams, 
GBMS-05 and GBMS-08. 
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Category 1-3 Building Technical Layout: Drawings 

The following pages provide typical layouts and configurations for some 
of the required controllers and systems for Category 1 - 3 . The drawings 
are indexed as follows; 

a. Drawing 1 

Typical Staefa Raptor LonMark controller for control of constant 
volume air handling unit. The device configuration will be 
dependent on the existing equipment and control used in the 
building, i.e., pneumatic or electronic actuation, number and type 
of sensors, etc. 

b. Drawing 2 

Typical Staefa Raptor LonMark controller for control of variable 
volume air handling unit. The device configuration will be 
dependent on the existing equipment and control used in the 
building, i.e., pneumatic or electronic actuation, number and type 
of sensors, etc. 

Drawing 3 

Typical Staefa Raptor LonMark controller for control of 
Category 1 building boiler system. The device configuration will 
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be dependent on the existing equipment and control used in the 
building, i.e., pneumatic or electronic actuation, number and type 
of sensors, etc. 

d. Drawing 4 

Typical Staefa Predator LonMark controller for control of lignting 
in a Category 1 building. 

e. Drawing 5 

Typical Staefa Predator LonMark controller for control of exhaust 
fans in a Category I building. 

Drawing 6 

Typical Staefa Predator LonMark controller for monitoring of fire 
and security alarm and trouble contacts. 

g. Drawing 7 

Typical Staefa Raptor LonMark controller for control of 
Category 2 building boiler system. The device configuration will 
be dependent on the existing equipment and control used in the 
building, i.e., pneumatic or electronic actuation, number and type 
of sensors etc. 

Dravring 8 

Typical Staefa Raptor LonMark controller for control of exhaust 
fans in a Category 2 building. 

i. Drawing 9 

Typical Staefa Raptor LonMark confroUer for control of 
Category 2 building chiller system. The device configuration will 
be dependent on the existing equipment and control used in the 
building, i.e., pneumatic or elecfronic actuation, number and type 
of sensors, etc. Optionally, the chiller may be connected to the 
network manager with a communications interface based on 
Modbus or BACnet. 

Drawing 10 

Typical Douglais Lighting LonMark controller for control of 
lighting in a Categor>' 2 bui Iding. 
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k. Drawing 11 

Typical of tiiree Staefa Predator LonMark controllers for control of 
exiiaust fans in a Category 3 building. 

Drawing 12 

Typical Staefa Predator LonMark controller with integral damper 
actuator for control of a variable air volume box. 

m. Drawing 13 

Several methods of integrating existing conttol and automation 
solutions are shown in this diagram. Options include BACnet over 
IP, BACnet MS/TP, dedicated legacy communications drivers and 
OPC. Not all options are available for every existing system. 

Drawing 1 - Constant Volume AHU Wiring Diagram (Typical): 
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Drawing 2 - Variable Volume AHU Wiring Diagram (Typical): 

Drawing 3 - Category 1 Building Boiler Wiring Diagram (Typical): 
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Drawing 4 - Category 1 Building Lighting Wiring Diagram (Typical): 
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Drawing 5 - Category 1 Building Exhaust Fan Wiring Diagram (Typical); 
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Drawing 6 - Fire and Security Monitoring Wiring Diagram (Typical for all Building Categories): 
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Drawing 7 - Category 2 Building Boiler Wiring Diagram (Typical): 
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Drawing 8 - Category 2 Building Exhaust Fan Wiring Diagram (Typical): 
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Drawing 9 - Category 2 Building Chiller Wiring Diagram (Typical): 
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Drawing 10 - Category 2 Building Lighting Wiring Diagram (Typical): 
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Drawing 11 - Category 3 Building Exhaust Fan Wiring Diagram (Typical): 
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Drawing 12 - Category 3 Building VAV Zone Control Wiring Diagram (Typical); 
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Drawing 13 - Legacy System Integration: 
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VartahIo Volume AHU 
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Category 1 Bollsr 
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Category 2 Chiller 
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Category 3 Ctilltar 
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B. Design; Representations and Warranties by Contractor 

Design. Contractor represents and warrants that the GBMS shall be tjesigned to have the 
functions set forth in Section ILB.l through ILB.16, to the extent applicable under the 
scope of any and all Task Orders. 

L System Architecture and Overview 

The GBMS design will include all materials and services required for the 
installation of a new, open system architecture for control and monitoring of all 
City facilities. Key elements of this design include: 

• Utilizing the City's existing GIS as the primary operator interface portal 
for accessing building data and monitoring of building aleums and events; 

• Utilizing the City's existing communications infrastructure to provide 
real-time access to data in any building connected to the network; 

• Integration to the City's existing legacy systems wherever possible 
through a variety of communications options available with this system; 

• Real-time energy metering and load curtailment functions using a proven 
technology designed specifically to work with the local utility; 

• Fully integrated, advanced facility management applications including 
maintenance management, energy meeisurement and verification and 
building load profiling; and 

• Fully integrated access, security and digital video to allow viewing of 
alarms and real-time video displays directly from a Web browser. 

The underlying software used in the GBMS design will be the Niagara 
Framework, a robust set of applications and services that bridge the worlds of 
real-time control systems and inforrnation technologies (most notably, browser 
based enterprise connectivity). 

The Niagara Framework is an industry-leading open system fraimework that 
supports a variety of open communication protocols, giving the city complete 
fi-eedom in the purchasing and application of a variety of different control 
vendors' products. In addition to these open communications protocols, the 
system supports a variety of legacy communications protocols. Communications 
protocols supported by the Niagara Framework include: 

• BACnet (Ethernet/IP and MS/TP) 

LonTalk (FTT-10) 
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Modbus (Async and TCP) 

OPC (OLE for Process Control) 

DDE (Dynamic Data Exchange) 

SNMP 

HTTP 

TCP/IP 

From the City's perspective, the options available for specification, purchasing, 
and system expansion will be virtually limitless. All major control system 
manufacturers in North America support either the BACnet or LonTalk protocols, 
and many support both. A wide variety of other devices and equipment support 
Modbus and SNMP. For older, legacy systems that were not built at the time 
these newer, open communication standards were available, integration is 
possible through technologies such as OPC. The systems that can be integrated 
into the system with these protocols is not limited to HVAC control. Other 
building systems such as lighting, generators, UPS systems, security, access, life 
safety, and energy metering may be integrated using one or more of these 
communications protocols. 

The system is an enterprise-based architecture and applies the same technologies 
used by the Internet to a real-time control system infrastructure. The City will not 
need dedicated software to view and operate the GBMS. All user interface 
functions, including the display of real-time data, manual overrides and setpoint 
changes, time of day schedules, alarm hemdling, working with logs and archive 
data, video, etc., will be performed with a standard Web browser. This will 
significantly lower the City's total cost of ownership by eliminating the need to 
purchase multiple copies of operator software and the computers to run the 
software, and the on-going cost of upgrading the software and computers. Any 
computer with a Web browser connected directly to the local area network (LAN) 
in each building, through routers via the City's Enterprise wide area tietwork 
(WAN), or via a dial-up remote access link, will be able to access GBMS data if 
the user has security privileges to do so. 

2. Utilization of Existing City Assets 

a. GIS System. The existing GIS system will be the primary portal 
into the system. When a building is selected on a GIS map or tree 
display, the operator will then go into a series of building displays 
provided by the GBMS System. By utilizing the GBMS System, 
each building sub-system; HVAC, lighting and security subsystem 
(access, intrusion, and video) will use the GIS information the 
same way. For example the access control graphics will be created 
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the same way as the HVAC system graphics. The GBMS System 
will provide one look £ind feel for all subsystems, with one 
interface to the GIS. 

b. Existing Databeise Information 

(a) Maintenance Management. Existing data that can be 
exported to a text-delimited flat file will be imported into the 
maintenance management application included 8is part of the 
GBMS. 

(b) Access Control. Database information from previous 
access control systems will be downloaded into the GBMS Access 
Control system, provided that such previous systems can be 
formatted into a standard file format. 

c. Legacy Control Systems. GBMS will include many 
communication options for integrating legacy building control and 
automation systems, such as OPC, DDE, and some 
conomunications drivers written specifically for particular 
manufacturers' systems. For each legacy system, Contractor will 
determine the current age and vintage of such legacy system and 
advise the City on the available communication options, if any, and 
the economic feasibility of integrating the legacy system into the 
GBMS. 

d. Existing Access Control. Most existing cards and readers will be 
supported and remain intact. This will reduce the need for 
expensive wiring replacement and new card distribution. The 
GBMS access control software will allow an individual to carry 
more than one card under one name, in the event someone needs to 
access multiple buildings that have different readers. This will 
provide the City with a central database of employees eind trades 
people with information regarding their access privileges and 
environmental grouping (a group that designates the most likely 
destination of an individual for management purposes). The 
installation of the GBMS will include the changing of card reader 
controllers in existing cabinets and extending network cables to 
these locations. Optionally, an existing system may be brought 
into the system architecture using an application-level interface 
that uses an HTML servlet. In this model, access and video data 
can be viewed through GBMS graphical displays for view and 
command. The disadvantage of this approach is that there will be 
multiple card databases to manage. 

e. Existing CCTV. Existing cameras with their associated coax cable 
will remain. Where the coax cable presently terminates, a device 
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called an encoder (an IP-based device) will be installed and 
connected to the City's network. Bandwidth load will be adjusted 
to fit the City's network requirements. On sites where there is 
presently a storage device (usually a tape unit) a local digital 
recording device (DVR) will be installed. Central recording can 
also occur at a different frame rate depending on the Wide Area 
Network bemdwidth alloweince. 

A second option will be to leave the existing CCTV systems intact, 
including the recorders and provide an integration/server device. 
This device would integrate with several legacy camera systems 
and provide the video in am HTML page format. Using the HTML 
format, the video displays from the existing systems would be 
linked to graphics in the main system. This option would not 
provide standardization of video recorder and servers and may 
introduce some latency issues because of the additioned processing 
steps the information must go through. It is however, a viable 
option if it becomes cost-prohibitive to replace existing video 
systems. 

f. Communications Infrastructure. This system will utilize the City's 
Enterprise Network. Telephone or leased-line cormections 
between each building's fire and/or security system and the OCC 
will utilize the City's existing telecomm cabling and circuits. 
Specific lines and/or circuits, if they do not exist will be brought to 
the attention of the City for appropriate action. 

3. Major System Components 

The following is a list of the major components or elements that may be used in the 
GBMS system design: 

Controls oystem 
Architecture 

inaiiun Windows 2000, 
XP 
VxWorks 

Provides underlying 
communications and 
application 
infrastructure to 
integrate all control 
system elements 
required by GBMS 

Includes BLD 
servers and BMS 
Server software in 
OCC. 

HVAC Controls Various, as 
specified in 
Task Order 

Embedded Provides HVAC 
control fiinctions for 
Air Handling Units, 
Chiller, Boilers, 
Zone Control, etc. 

Any LonMark-
compliant device 
(or equivalent, as 
approved by the 
City) with similar 
functionality can 
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Lighting 
Controls 

Access, Security 
and Video 

Energy Metering 
& Load 
Curtailment 

Maintenance 
Management 

Energy Analysis 

Computers 

Various, as 
specified in 
Task Order 

Various, as 
specified in 
Task Order 

RTEnergy 

Eagle 
Technologies 

Tridium 

Dell 

Embedded 

Windows 2000, 
XP 

Windows 2000, 
XP 

Windows 2000, 
XP 

Windows 2000, 
XP 

Windows 2000. 
XP 

Provides lighting 
control 

Provides devices and 
software for access 
controls, intrusion 
detection, cameras 
and digital video 
recording 
Provides devices and 
software to meter 
electric and gas 
consumption and 
coordinate and 
initiate load 
curtailment strategies 
Provides 
maintenance and 
asset management 
application software 
Provides energy and 
building operating 
data analysis to 
establish benchmark 
and profiles with 
reporting tools for 
analysis of operating 
data to baseline 
Windows-based 
platforms 

be used for this 
purpose. 
Any LonMark-
compliemt device 
(or equivalent, as 
approved by the 
City) with similar 
fimctionality can 
be used for this 
purpose. 

4. Niagara Framework 

The GBMS will be designed to use the Niagara Framework. The 
Enterprise Network will provide the physical backbone used to move data 
throughout the GBMS. 

a. Components. There are several components that make up the 
Niagara Frjmiework as illustrated in the following diagram: 
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The Niagara technology is a fully Internet-enabled, distributed architecture 
for real-time access, automation, and control of devices and systems. The 
Niagara Framework provides a platform for device integration, application 
program execution, and enterprise connectivity. The Niagara technology 
provides the integration capability to connect devices and applications 
across enterprise networks. 

The combination of smart devices and enterprise connectivity allows 
companies to remotely manage buildings and factory operations, actively 
govern their energy usage patterns and energy sources and administer 
global resources from virtually any location. For example, the system can 

1 . * ^ - - . . j r - . . - 1 i _ - j _ ^1 i _ 
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of facilities, shed loads by turning off non-critical pieces of equipment 
during peak demand and activate on-site generation resources when 
economically prudent. 

There is a convergence of real-time control systems and irifdrmation 
technology systems taking place today. The distinction between a smart 
device and a personal computer is its use. A PC is a general-purpose tool, 
where smart devices are dedicated to a particular fimction. To harvest the 
power of dedicated devices, an infi^istructure must exist that standardizes 
the way devices work together to solve a larger problem. For example, 
consider an office building outfitted with a smart electrical meter, which 
provides the current real-time price of electricity being used, and a chiller, 
which controls the cooling in the occupied spaces of the building. By 
themselves, the electrical meter and the chiller cannot communicate. 
However, when joined together using a standard communications and 
application infrzistructure, such as the Niagara Framework, it becomes 
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possible to vary the building temperature and thus chiller energy 
consumption in accordance with energy prices or demand limits. 

The Niagara Framework is the first commercially available Java-based, 
distributed access, automation and control system and is a proven 
technology in over 5000 installations worldwide. 

Each Network Controller and Network Supervisor will have the Niagara 
software resident on its platform. The Framework is a combination of: 

• Real-time device drivers 

• Application Server 

• Web Server 

• Real-time Control Engine for supervisory and integrated function 
control processes 

• Network Management Tools for management of LonWorks, 
BACnet, Modbus and other control communications network 
protocols 

Commimications between Network Controllers, the Network Supervisor 
and users with a standard Web browser, is done via the HTTP protocol 
rurming on top of TCP/IP. With each Network Controller supporting 
multiple communications protocols, users can view data in one seamless 
Web browser interface without having to understand or know what system 
the data originates from or the intricacies of that peuticuleu- system. 
Because the Framework supports multiple connectivity options, is built 

: . . _ Tnn _A J _ . , j _ i A _ : I ; _ _ A : _ x i I : _ _ A : _ . . _ 
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such as access control, maintenance management, etc., can be integrated 
into one overall cohesive system. 

b. Key Features and Benefits 

Feature 
Enterprise-based architecture 

Common object model 

Benefit 
Enable anytime, anywhere access by an 
unlimited number of users 
Reduces operating costs by providing a single 
look and feel for accessing information, 
controlling devices and systems emd 
performing daily tasks, regardless of the 
source data's protocol, format or 
communications method 
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Connectivity and integration platform Allows users to select "best-of-breed" 
products that match their needs. No ties to 
incumbent control systems or single 
manufacturers. Niagara supports all major 
industry protocols in the Commercial, 
Industrial and IT market segments 

Scalable Niagara's multiple-server, thin-ciient 
architecture (the architecture of the Internet), 
ensures that system performance is maintained 
at high levels no matter how the large the 
system becomes. This has been demonstrated 
in numerous large-scale applications of the 
Framework and is due to the fact that there is 
no single or cenfral server, which must 
process all the system data. The City can start 
with a small, single Network Manager 
installation, and the system can grow as the 
City's needs grow. 

Cost effective Niagara's architecture is a server-side 
software model. This means that the City 
pays only for the software in each Network 
Manager platform, regardless of how many 
users actually access and use the system. 
Further, total cost of ownership is lower 
because there is absolutely no software to 
install on client machines. All that is required 
is a standard Web browser; no licenses, no 
graphics, no unlocking mechanisms. Software 
upgrades, need only be done to the Network 
Manager platforms and the BMS Servers, 
eliminating the cost of upgrading client 
machines. 

Multi-platform The Niagara Framework is written entirely in 
Java. This means the same software will run 
on different hardware platforms with differing 
operating systems, allowing users to take 
advantage of advances in technology, while 
protecting their investment. 
Niagara allows for sesunless integration of all 
building systems including HVAC, access, 
security, fire/life safety, elevator, metering, 
irrigation, lighting, process and others. 

Multi-system 
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GBMS System 

Hardware Platform; GBMS Network Manager. The Niagara 
Framework is provided on a hardware platform known as the 
Network Manager. Various communications drivers can be loaded 
into the Network Manager to allow communications with a wide 
variety ofdevices and systems, including control devices and 
control sub-systems. The Network Manager has two primary 
models; Standard and Small Building. The specifications for the 
standard Network Manager platform are: 

Embedded processor, Flash memory 

250 MHz RISC processor 

128MB RAM 

64 MB Flash memory 

Ports (2 models): 

1 LonWorks (or equivalent, as approved by the City), 1 
Ethernet (10/100 MB), 1 Serial, 1 Serial or RS-485 
(selectable) or... 

1 LonWorks (or equivalent, as approved by the City), 1 
Ethernet (10/100 MB), 2 Serial, 2 RS-485 (optically 
isolated) 

Wind River's VxWorks OS 

• Jeode Java Virtual Machine 

The specifications for the Small Building Network Manager 
platform are: 

• The same processor, memory, operating system and virtual 
machine as the standard Network Manager platform 

• Ports: 

• 1 LonWorks (or equivcilent, as approved by the City), 1 
Ethernet (10/100 MB), I Serial, 1 Serial or RS-485 
(selectable) 

• Includes on-board I/O: 6 imiversal inputs and 4 relay 
outputs: 
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• Inputs: 

• 12-bit A/D converter 

• Type 3,1 OK Thermistor (Range: 10 to 135 deg. F, 
Accuracy: +/-1%) 

• 4/20 mA current loop (Accuracy: +/- 2%) 

0 to 10 voh (Accuracy:+/-2%) 

• Dry contact inputs accept pulse up to 20Hz. Max 
(3V open circuit, 300 uA short circuit) 

• Outputs: 

Form C (SPDT) relays (24VAC/DC @ 2 Amps 
resistive) . 

b. BMS Server. The BMS Server is used in the Niagara architecture 
to provide a central repository for data that is being monitored and 
logged by the Network Manager. It uses the same Niagara 
software that is installed on the Network Manager, however it is 
not cormected to any actual I/O or communication subsystems. It 
is connected to the Ethernet LAN or WAN, and data collected in 
each Network Manager can be archived to the BMS Server. In 
addition, the Network Managers cem have their databases 
automatically backed-up to the BMS Server. 

The BMS Server also allows for additional navigation techniques, 
depending on the requirements of the project For example, 
graphics can be located on the BMS Server and the data to be 
displayed in the graphic is linked to actual real-time data in the 
Network Manager. This allows a user to see data from multiple 
sites, areas, etc. on a single screen. 

Java Desktop Environment (JDE) 

Bundled with the BMS Server is a software application known as 
the Java Desktop Envirorunent (JDE), This is both a thick-client 
user interface (run-time mode) and the engineering tool used to 
build Niagara applications and the graphics that become Web 
pages. JDE is a graphical, object-based tool that allows users to 
build applications that reside in the Network Managers and the 
BMS Server. 

JDE comes with a comprehensive library of objects to build 
applications such as control objects, graphical objects, alarm 
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objects, etc. The JDE library also includes a variety of energy 
control applications including demand limiting, outdoor air 
optimization, optimum start control, and others. In addition, 
because it is object-based, it supports replication and inheritjmce so 
that typical applications or pieces of applications can be copied 
within a project or from one project to another. This drastically 
reduces the amount of engineering time required, especially v/hen 
dealing with similar applications. 

The Niagara Framework is designed so that graphics pages are 
built in JDE by using images (.jpg or .gif) created in any drawing 
tool, and then layering graphical elements on the images. This 
completed graphic automatically becomes the Web page without 
having to know or build any HTML code. Optionally, HTML 
code can be added if desired, to enhance the display or provide 
additional functionality. 

JDE also includes network management tools for managing 
LonWorks networks. This allows the user to avoid having to 
purchase third party network management tools and the eissociated 
learning curve and additional steps necessary to put a complete 
system together when using LonWorks devices. 

HVAC and Lighting Control Components 

a. HVAC emd Building Monitoring. 

HVAC and building monitoring devices used in the GBMS will be 
divided into two categories (standalone single controller operation 
is required for each piece of equipment): 

• Application Specific Deyices—^These devices will be primarily 
used for specific applications such as unit ventilators, heat 
pimips, fan coils, rooftop units, constant volume zone control 
and variable volume zone control. In addition, these devices 
will be used for monitoring and control of miscellaneous 
equipment such as exhaust fans, lighting control, statiis and 
alarm monitoring and similar items. These devices will 
conform to all applicable LonMark Interoperability Guidelines 
(or equivalent, as approved by the City) and are certified as 
such-

• Programmable Devices—^These devices will be frilly 
programmable and generally have a higher input/output (I/O) 
capacity. These devices are most commonly used in air 
handling unit, boiler and chiller applications, or where large 
groups of control and/or monitoring points are located. These 
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devices eire fully LonMark compatible (or equivalent, as 
approved by the City). Because of their programmable nature, 
these devices cannot be certified to any particular LonMark 
profile. They will be however fully compatible with any 
LonMark or non-LonMark device (or equivalent, as approved 
by the City). 

There are a variety of controllers that can meet the above 
application specific requirements, each with specific I/O 
capacities. Features common to all controllers include: 

• 

• 

Conforms and is certified to the LonMark Interoperability 
Guidelines (or equivalent, as approved by the City) 

Field-selectable parameters for tailoring the device to the 
specific applications 

Two-piece design, consisting of a plenum-rated enclosure 
cover with an embedded controller board and a separate wiring 
base to protect electronic parts from potential damage during 
installation. This also facilitates a quick replacement without 
affecting any wiring should it be necessary to replace the 
device 

Two I/O platforms for application flexibility 

Advanced PID control algorithm maintains strict setpoint 
control 

• Return to service from power failure without operator 
iiiici vculiuii 

There axe a variety of controllers that can meet the above 
application specific requirements, each with specific I/O 
capacities. Features common to all controllers include: 

• LonMark compatibility (or equivalent, as approved by the 
City) 

• Graphical programming tool for creation of custom control 
sequences to match the application requirements 

• Firmware and applications contained in flash ROM, 
upgradeable from any network connection 

• Built-in energy management applications and DDC control 
strategies for complete facility management capabilities 
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• High capacity I/O configuration 

b. Lighting Control. 

Lighting control devices used in the GBMS will provide a 
LonWorks network interface (or equivalent, as approved by the 
City). These panels feature single pole relays rated to a maximum 
of 20A at 300 VAC, and are available in configurations ranging 
from 6 to 72 circuits. The panels work with a variety of local input 
and override devices including local switches, motion sensors, 
photocells, etc. The LonWorks network interface (or equivalent, 
as approved by the City) shall be fully LonMark compliant (or 
equivalent, as approved by the City). 

In addition to the lighting control panels, LonMark line switches 
(or equivalent, as approved by the City) and dimmable ballast 
controllers are available to provide advanced lighting control 
strategies if required. 

In addition to the Lighting Panels, several other lighting control 
possibilities are fully supported by the GBMS architecture 
including: 

• Intelligent panelboards - These combine complete circuit 
breaker load centers and a lighting controller in one unit. 
Control communications to this device is generally done with a 
Modbus protocol cormection. The advantage of this unit is 
space and labor-saving installations because of its single unit 
design. For retrofit applications however, these may not be 
economically practical due the added cost of the circuit 
breakers. 

• DALI Lighting control interface - A new and emerging 
technology, DALI is a simple two wire confrol scheme 
designed to control dimmable ballasts in fluorescent fixtures. 
The DALI interface module is cormected to LonWorks bus 
coupler (or equivalent, as approved by the City) and enables 
DALI-based lighting equipment to be monitored and controlled 
over the LonTalk network (or equivalent, as approved by the 
City). 

7. Access Control and Video Components 

a. System Architecture. The access, security, and video sub-system 
included in the GBMS shall be based on open, off-the-shelf 
technologies that readily adapt to the overall GBMS architecture. 
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The access control and intrusion detection system shall be 
developed in Java Code. In keeping with an open-architecture 
philosophy, the underlining operating system can be Windows, 
Linux, UNIX, or any operating system that supports a Java Virtual 
Machine. The GBMS will be based on platforms using the 
Microsoft Windows operating systems. 

The access confrollers, intrusion detection controllers, and video 
controllers shall be IP-based. The graphiced user interface shall be 
a standard Web browser. The card database shall be Open Data 
Base Connectivity compliant ("ODBC"). 

The access controllers shall be designed with modifiable firmware 
to allow the development of interfaces with legacy card readers, if 
necessary. The video encoders shall support legacy analog video 
cameras. 

The access control and intrusion alarm system shall be based upon 
TCP/IP networking standards. The security managerrient system 
also shall interface with GBMS. This provides the following 
advantages: 

• As the City wishes to expand its access control and intrusion 
detection components, it can do this by simply adding an IP-
based controller to the City's network. A card reader or alarm 
point can be then connected directly to this controller. For the 
smaller locations (e.g., Category 1), no other servers or other 
devices are required. The costs savings in this approach is 
considerable, usually more than fifty percent (50%) over 
competitive systems, making future expansion affordable and 
simple. 

• Access control sometimes requires large files to be sent to 
controllers. Each controller must operate entirely in a stand
alone mode and therefore the access permission database must 
be downloaded from time to time, A high speed WAN and/or 
LAN is crucial for fast updates of controllers especially when 
all confrols need to be restored or updated. 

• The Access Confrol System shall support segmented databases 
for local confrol of the access system and local monitoring of 
alarms. In cases where it is desirable, should a local individual 
not respond to the alarm, then the alarm will be escalated to the 
City's central alarm responder located at the OCC. In normal 
practice, all alarms will go directly to the OCC, but for some 
larger facilities (e.g.. Category 3 buildings), the segmented 
database feature may be used. 
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Key features of the access control system are: 

• Open architecture that supports Windows, UNIX and Linux 
operating systems 

• Scalability - unlimited number of doors, cards and cameras 

• SQL Database 

• Supports all popular card reader technologies 

• Peer-to-peer confroUer communications using TCP/IP with 
encrypted messaging 

b. Access Control. The GBMS design will use a single door access 
controller that with its base memory configuration that supports a 
minimum of 20,000 users, 250 schedules and 2500 events. Each 
Access controller connects to a building Ethernet control LAN and 
operates in a true peer-to-peer distributed environment. 

The Access controllers can be mounted in a single controller, or 
grouped in a rack mount controller, depending on system wiring 
layout. An authorized user using a standard Web browser can 
manage the door controllers locally or remotely. The Access 
controller supports a wide variety of card reader types including: 

IButton (Touch Memory) 

Magnetic Stripe 

.Smart Card 

Proximity 

Weigand 

Common Access Card 

Barcode 

Biomefric 

The Access ConfroUer has inputs emd outputs to support: 

Card Reader 

Door Strike 
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• Local Alarm 

• Door Switch 

• Request-to-Exit Switch 

The software to manage the access control sub-system and caurd 
database shall be a pure Java client/server application and all 
application fimctions shall be performed with a standard Web 
browser. Key features of the software include: 

• Support for Cryptography and Authentication (CMP) 

• Biometric Data Management 

• Supports Smart Card and Java Card 

• • • Supports most popular databases including Oracle and MS 
SQL Server 

• Supports SMTP for alert and alarm messaging 

c. Video. The GBMS Video system design consists of two primary 
components; the IP-DVR (video encoder, istorage device, and 
server) and the Monitoring Software. 

(i) IP-DVR Video Encoder. Storage Device, and 
Server 

The Network DVR (IP-DVR) connects directly to a 
TCP.̂ IP net'.VGrk and cperatcrs can remotely access 
digital video and system administration tools, using 
a stamdard Web browser. Accommodating up to 
four analog cameras, it has its own built-in Web 
server and is completely self-maintained. 

The IP-DVR makes more efficient use of valuable 
disk space to preserve video recordings for longer. 
By intelligently using event and alarm data, it 
cleverly differentiates between 'important' and 'less 
important' video. 

Example: Using the following criteria, the IP-DVR 
is able to store top priority video sequences at their 
original recording rate up to four times longer than 
any conventional FIFO storage solution - and up to 
sixteen times longer using an incrementally 
reducing frame rate. 
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• Original recording frame rate =10 fps 

• Average image size = 8kB 

• 1 X camera 

4x40GBIDEHD 

• Continuous low priority recording, and a 
single top priority alarm recording with 30 
minute duration 

(ii) Data Security 

In security applications, consistent quality of the 
recorded image is vital. With three different 
resolutions available per connected camera, the IP-
DVR records in motion JPEG format and 
guarantees consistent high-quality on each and 
every image. 

The unique use of database mirroring and 
distributed video storage on all available hard disks 
allows the IP-DVR to tolerate hard disk failure 
without losing complete video recordings. The 
practical implication of hard disk failure is a relative 
reduction in the frame rate of the recordings. 

The IP-DVR has three levels of user/password 
protection, with built-in firewall functionality for 
secure remote system access over TCP/IP networks. 

(iii) Network Bandwidth 

With over ninety percent (90%) of archived video 
recordings often never eVen looked at, decefttralized 
video recording avoids uimecessary network 
utilization and makes sense when network 
bjmdwidth is limited. 

By deploying a single IP-DVR in each remote site, 
the City will have the opportimity to build large 
globally distributed video storage systems, viewed 
and managed from anywhere over TCP/IP 
networks. 
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An IP-DVR has its own built-in Web server and is 
securely accessed from any remote geographical 
location using Microsoft Internet Explorer, 

(iv) Key Features 

(V) 

(vi) 

Simultaneous live remote viewing, 
recording, playback and adminisfration via a 
Web browser 

Consistent high-quality digital images that 
do not deteriorate with age 

Continuous, event/alarm, manual and 
scheduled recording modes 

Snapshots and AVI extraction to PC hard 
disk or any preferred digital media 

iSelf-maintained system requires no physical 
intervention during normal operation 

Self-contained system requires no additional 
software components 

User-selectable settings for fram.e rate, 
compression and resolution 

Event notification via e-mail 

Pre-aiarm buffer anti recording uurauuu 
settings 

Resolution (typical) 

QCIF: 176 x 112 (NTSC), 176 x 144 (PAL) 

CIF: 352 x 240 (NTSC), 352 x 288 (PAL) 

4CIF: 704 x 480 (NTSC), 704 x 576 (PAL) 

Recording Frame Rate (typical) 

I camera: CIF, normal compression: 30/25 fps 
(NTSC/PAL) 

4 cameras: CIF, normal compression: 30/25 fps 
(NTSC/PAL) 
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(vii) Storage Capacity (typical) 

• 80 GB, 160 GB, or as installed by system integrator 

• Storage duration dependent on image settings 

• Recording availability at CIF resolution, with 
respect to the available recording and compression 
modes, are provided below: 

I P ^ ^ ^ H 
High 

Normal 
Low 

M^^^^ 
^ ^ 8 k B 

13 kB 
17kB 

45 days 
27 days 
20 days 

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M 
96 days 
57 days 
42 days 

IB^H^ 
253 days 
149 days 
110 days 

(Based on 4 x 40 GB HD model, recording from 4 cameras at 1 fps/each.) 

(viii) Cameras Supported 

Fixed Mount: The IP-DVR supports any NTSC or 
PAL cameras with a 75 ohm. Hi Z connection. 

Pan/Tilt/Zoom Mount: The IP-DVR supports the 
following cameras and protocols with PTZ mounts: 

EVI-G20/21, EVI-D30/31, EVI-DIOO/ 
lOOP, 

Canon Novus-C4/Novus-C4R, 

Videmech 682/ 555rx, 

Emitech ICU-PTZ S, 

PelcoDD5-C, 

Ultrak KD6/Smartscan III, 

KalatelKTD-312, 

Surveyor TransitRCM, 

DaiwaDMPl5-hl, 

VideorTech. VPT42RS, 

Videotronic KON 485/HDI-5DE/ SN-15AH, 
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NovusL 8" Microsphere, 

LilinPIH717, 

INovus Pan/Tilt, 

Panasonic WV-CS850/854, 

Panasonic CS850A/854A, 

Molynx D05RX/L, 

Sensormatic SpeedDome Ultra III, 

Philips CSI Autodome G3A 

Support for other PTZ units are continuously 
being added 

(ix) Monitoring Software 

The software provides setup and live monitoring of 
cameras using a standard Web browser. Any 
combination of IP-DVR video servers anywhere on 
the network can be viewed on-demand. Access to 
IP-DVR's is password protected and operators will 
be alerted to alarm events by SMTP messaging 
and/or visual prompts, which will set the automatic 
display of a camera in the alarm mode. Web 
browser monitoring also allows operators to view 
stored video on the IP-DVR. 

(X) Software Features 

Schedule recording of IP-DVR based on 
time and/or events 

Setup of advanced motion detection with 
exclude filter for image areas of no interest 

Setup to record only on alarm or motion 

Find specific recordings by date/time or 
event 

Playback of recordings in real-time, or at 
controllable speed and play direction 
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• Confrol of PTZ cameras 

• Up to 25 PTZ preset positions per Camera 
for fast PTZ control 

• Export single images and video sequences 

Access and Video System Integration with Facility Management 
Information. Seamless integration to GBMS via Modbus over 
TCP integration will be provided. This means that alarms or 
access control events and control can be managed through a Web-
based graphical display by the same means as the HVAC, lighting 
and energy management system (Building Automation Systems). 
Also, security events can interact and eiffect building automation 
systems for cost and efficiency gains. 

The Access Confrol System shall have environmental grouping 
capabilities. This is a software feature that allows for the 
management of Building Automation Systems based upon where 
people are likely to work in a facility. This information is shared 
^mih HVAC and lighting systems through an Interface within the 
GBMS System. This means when someone enters a facility or 
parking facility, information can be sent to start-up air, lighting, 
and comfort systems. This will provide added energy efficiency 
while providing security and a comfortable environment for 
personnel and occupants. 

The access control, intrusion detection, and video system, 
integrated with the GBMS System will provide the following: 

Both map-based and text-based real-time armunciation of alarms 
from: 

Intrusion detection points 

Motion from video surveillance system 

Access confrol alarm events including: 

Access Denied 

Door Held Open too Long 

Traced Number utilized 

These can be viewed from any Web browser or handheld wireless 
device on the Enterprise Network. In addition, should the network 
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be made accessible to those using the Internet, these alarms can be 
monitored from zmywhere in the world. 

In addition, all alzums and events can be emailed to individuals or 
sent to pagers for fast response. These individuals can log-on from 
any location that can access the Enterprise Network (PC or 
wireless handheld) to verify details of the event and if possible, 
deal with the event remotely. 

8. Fire and Security System Components 

a. Existing Fire and Security Systems. 

For buildings that have an existing fire and / or security panel, 
these will be connected over a public-switch telephone network 
line to the telecomm receiver located in the OCC. All existing fire 
and security devices will remain as-is and all existing fire and 
security panel progranuning will remain as-is. Re-configuration or 
programming of the alarm dial-out to the new Telecomm Receiver 
will be provided. 

b. New Fire and Secvuity Systems. 

For buildings where no fire or security panels exist, a new panel 
v/ill be provided. This panel provides a number of features and its 
vmiversal design lends itself to both a broad type and size of 
installations. The panel shall be used for all but the largest of fire 
system applications. Due to the number of variables encountered 
in large-scale fire systems, Confractor will design and recommend 
a system for these types of installations on a case-by-case basis. 
The panel is intended to address the majority of the 500+ buildings 
and can be used in all but perhaps the largest of the Category 3 fire 
system applications. This will allow the City to standardize on one 
panel type and reduce maintenance costs throughout the life cycle 
of the GBMS. 

Key features of this panel include: 

• 8 to 67 detection points 

• Up to 75 individually addressable and programmable 
outputs 

• Built-in digital communicator with phone line monitor 

• Supports a wide array of intrusion and fire detection and 
annimciation devices 
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9. Legacy System Integration 

The GBMS design will support legacy system integration. 

a. Legacy system integration is supported in a number of different 

ways in the GBMS System. Major protocols supported include: 

BACnet—Ethernet/IP and MS/TP 

LonTalk—FTT-10 (or equivalent, as approved by the City) 

Modbus—^TCP and Async 

SNMP 

OPC 

DDE 
In addition to these major industry protocols, there are numerous 
drivers that the GBMS System may use to support older, 
proprietary devices and systems. 

There are several factors that must be considered when attempting 
legacy system integration: 

e Connectivity options available 

Age and version of the existing system 

Is the existing system supported by the manufacturer and to 
what extent 

Existing system documentation 

Operator's knowledge of the existing system 

Economic impact of integration versus replacement 

Programming tool availability 

Once all of these issues have been addressed, Contractor can 
develop a plan for integration. Since there are so many variables 
(e.g., connectivity option used, size of the existing system, age and 
version of the existing system, etc.), it is impractical to develop a 
cost estimate for legacy system integration. Each situation will 
have to be addressed and justified based on its own unique 
circumstances. 
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The table on the following pages is a list of the various 
connectivity options currently available for the GBMS System. 
This list changes frequently and new options are continually being 
added. 

Square D CM4000 

CM2000 

PM600 

Enercept 

Energy Meter 

PowerLink 

Sepam 

MicroLogic 

Digital 
Transformer 
ConfroUer 

CM4000. 
CM4000T 
CM2150, 
CM2250 
CM2350, 
CM2450 
PM600, 
PM620 PM650 

BO 1-2, B03-2, 
B04-3 
B08-3, B08-4, 
B016-4 
B024-4,E01-2, 
E03-2 
E04-2, E08-3, 
E08-4 
E18-4,E24-4 
EMBIOOO, 
EMB2000 
EMB3000 
Lighting 
Panels 

Sepam 1000+ 
Digital Relay 

MicroLogic 
Trip Unit 

MicroLogic 
Interface 

Model 98 
Transformer . 
Interface 

ModbusTTCP 

Modbus/TCP 

Modbus RTU 
Modbus/TCP 

Modbus RTU 
Modbus/TCP 

Modbus RTU 
Modbus/TCP 

LonWorks 
(or 
equivalent, as 
approved by 
the City) 
Modbus RTU 
Modbus/TCP 

Modbus RTU 
Modbus/TCP 

Modbus RTU 
Modbus/TCP 

Modbus RTU 
Modbus/TCP 

Pf^^^PMPPH 
Optional Plug-in 
card 
Using Square D 
EGX gateway' 

Optional 
Using Square D 
EGX gateway' 

Using Square D 
EGX gateway' 

Optional 
Using Square D 
EGX gateway' 

Optional 
Using Sqtiare D 
EGX gateway' 
Optional 
Using Square D 
EGX gateway' 
Connect up to 8 
Optional 
Using Square D 
EGX gateway' 
Optional 
Using Square D 
EGX gateway' 
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W^^^^^M 

General 
Electric 

Notes: 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M M M 

1 
'Up to 64 devices can be connected to EGX gateway using Modbus, 
Jbus or PowerLogic Protocol 
EPM 

Enercept 

KV Meters 

UR 
Protection 
Relays 

SR Protection 
Relays 

Other 

PowerLeader 

EPM, 
EPM4300S, 
EPM4400S, 
EPM4900S, 
EPM5000P, 
EPM5200P, 
EPM5300P, 
EPM7300, 
EPM3710, 
EPM7330, 
EPM3720, 
EPM7430D, 
EPM7450D, 
EPM7500, 
EPM9450Q, 
EPM9650Q, 
EPM7600, 
EPM7700, 
PQM 
Modbus CT 

KV. KV2 

UR-C60, UR-
B30, UR-C30, 
UR-F60, UR-
F35, UR-L90, 
UR-D60, UR-
L60, UR-T60 
SR-760. SR-
750, SR-735, 
SR-489, SR-
469, SR-745 
MMII MCC, 
369,269 Plus, 
239, Power 
Leader MDP 
Older family of 
PowerLeader 
devices 

1 
Modbus RTU 
Modbus/TCP 

-

Modbus RTU 

Modbus RTU 

Modbus RTU 
Modbus/TCP 

Modbus RTU 
Modbus/TCP 

Modbus RTU 
Modbus/TCP 

. 

Modbus RTU 

Standard on all 
models 
Optional on 
5350P,7500, 
7700 or by using 
Ethernet 
Gateway 

Same as Square 
D Enercept 
Option card for 
the meter 
Standard,on all 
models 
Use Ethernet 
Gateway 

Standard on all 
models 
Use Ethernet 
Gateway 
Standard on all 
models 
Use Ethernet 
Gateway 
With optional 
Modbus 
concentrator up 
to 32 
PowerLeader 
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Eaton/Cutler-
Hammer 

PML 

Transfer 
Switches 

Metering 

Protection 
Devices 

Metering 

i ^ ^ ^ H H i 

ZTS, ZTSD, 
ZTSCT, 
ZBTS, 
ZTBTS, 
ZBTSD, 
ZBTSCT, 
ZTG, ZTGD, 
ZTSMV, ZTX, 
MX 100, 
MX200 

IQ210, IQ220, 
IQ300, 
Analyzer 6600, 
Energy Sentry, 
DP-4000, 
Energy 
Sentinel, 
Power Sentinel 
DT3000, 
MP3000, 
FP5000, 
ION 6200, 
7300, 7330, 
7350,7500, 
7600, 7700, 
8300, 8400, 
8500 
ION 6200, 
7300, 7330, 
7350, 7500, 
7600, 7700, 
8300, 8400, 
8500 
ION 7300 

ION 7500, 
7600,8400, 
8500 

^ ^ S ^ t i S ^ ^ : 

Modbus RTU 
ModbusrrCP 

Modbus RTU 

Modbus RTU 

ION Protocol 

LonWorks 
(or 
equivalent, as 
approved by 
the City) 
Modbus TCP 

^^^0^^-WMl 
Commnet 
protocol devices 
can be connected 
With optional 
gateway 
Use Etiiemet 
Gateway 

With optional 
Netlink, EMINT, 
PONI interfaces 

Serial or RS-485 
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Siemens 
American 
Auto-Matrix 

Andover 
Confrols 

Data Aire 

Liebert 

Eagle 
Technologies 

Johnson 
Controls 
Invensys 

Siemens 

Automated 
Logic 

Alerton 

Access 
Building 
Automation 

Building 
Automation 

Computer 
Room 
Computer 
Room 

CMMS 

Building 
Automation 
Building 
Automation 

Building 
Automation 

Building 
Automation 

Building 
Automation 

WinPM 
All PUP 
controllers 
Sage 
Controllers 
BACnet 
Confrollers 
AC-256, AC-8 

Infmity, 
Continuum 
All 
CRACand 
UPS units 
CRACand 
UPS units 

Proteus 
CMMS 
Application 
Metasys 

Network 8000, 
DMS 
I/A Series 

Landis System 
600 
Siemens 
Apogee 

Staefa Smart 2 

InterOP 
System 
BACnet 
Confrollers 
BACtalk 
System 
BACtalk 

^ i ^ ^ ^ ^ i 
DDE 
RS-485 

Ethernet 

MS/TP 

RS-232 

RS-232 

Ethernet 
RS-485 

RS-232 

Ethernet 

Ethernet 

Ethernet 
Ethernet 
RS-232 

LonWorks 
(or 
equivalent, as 
approved by 
tiie City) 
RS-232 

Ethernet 

Ethernet 
RS-485 

Ethernet 

Msn-P 

Ethernet 

MS/TP 

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M M 

AAM PUP 
Protocol 
BACnet 

BACnet 

Andover AC-256 
Protocol 
Andover Infinity 
Protocol 
OPC 
Data Aire DART 
Protocol 
Modbus RTU 
using SiteLink 
panel 
SNMP using 
Liebert NIC 
HTTP 

BACnet 
OPC 
Network 8000 & 
DMS Protocols 

System 600 
Protocol 
Apogee or 
BACnet Protocol 
OPC 
Staefa Smart 2 
Protocol 
BACnet 

BACnet 

BACnet 

BACnet 
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Delta 

Honeywell 

Trane 

Circon 

CPC 
T.A.C. 

Teletrol 

TCS 

WAGO 

Graham 

ABB 

isn^mnH 
Building 
Automation 
Building 
Automation 

Building 
Automation 

Building 
Automation 

Refrigeration 
Building 
Automation 

Building 
Automation 
Building 
Automation 
Industiial I/O 

Drives 

Drives 

Confrollers 
ORCA 
All Confrollers 
Excel 10 
Family 

Excel 5000 
Family 
Summit 
System 
Confrollers 

Controllers 

Confrollers 
Controllers 

System 

BASYS 

750 Series 

DALI Interface 
VFD 

VFD 

n ^ m ^ ^ 
Ethernet 
MSTFP 
LonWorks 
(or 
equivalent, as 
approved by 
tiie City) 
RS-485 

Ethernet 

LonWorks 
(or 
equivalent, as 
approved by 
the City) 
LonWorks 
(or 
equivalent, as 
approved by 
tiie City) 
RS-485 
LonWorks 
(or 
equivalent, as 
approved by 
tiie City) 
Ethernet 

RS-485 

LonWorks 
(or 
equivalent, as 
approved by 
tiie City) 
Modbus 
LonWorks 
(or 
equivalent, as 
approved by 
tiie City) 
LonWorks 
(or 

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

BACnet 
BACnet 

Honeywell C-
Bus Protocol 
BACnet 

CPC Protocol 

OPC 

BASYS Protocol 

Async or TCP 
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I^I^^^^^^^^II^^I^^^HI^^^^^liM^ 

Hubbell 

Magnetek 

Douglas 

Phillips 

Allen-Bradley 

Reliance 

DDE 

Modus 

OPC 

SNMP 
Echelon 

Lighting 

Drives 

Lighting 

Lighting 

Drives 

Drives 

Any 

Any 

Any 

Any 
LonTalk (or 
equivalent, as 
approved by 
the City) 

Sensors, 
Controllers 

VFD 

Sensors, 
Confrollers 

Sensors, 
Controllers 

VFD 

VFD 

Generic 

Generic 

Generic 

Generic 

equivalent, as 
approved by 
the City) 
LonWorks 
(or 
equivalent, as 
approved by 
tiie City) 
LonWorks 
(or 
equivalent, as 
approved by 
tiie City) 
LonWorks 
(or 
equivalent, as 
approved by 
the City) 
LonWorks 
(or 
equivalent, as 
approved by 
the City) 
LonWorks 
(or 
equivalent, as 
approved by 
the City) 
LonWorks 
(or 
equivalent, as 
approved by 
tiie City) 
DDE 

Modbus RTU 

Modbus TCP 
OPC 

SNMP 
FTT_10 

ii^^^liilS!;£ 

Niagra is a DDE 
Client 
Master or Slave 
configurations 
Ethernet 
Niagra is an OPC 
Client 
Etiiemet 
All FTT-10 
devices 
supported 
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BACnet BACnet See attached 
BACnet PIC 
statement 
See attached 
BACnet PIC 
statement 

10. Network Requirements 

Many factors can affect network loading. The inherent architecture of the 
GBMS and the technologies used in its design will be designed to keep 
network fraffic to an absolute minimum by localizing and segmenting data 
for control, monitoring, alarming, logging, and video. The following 
tables and comments give an idea of the system's overall network 
performance. Once a specific building or application is defined. 
Contractor will pinpoint the exact bandwidtii consumption requirements 
for each particular building or application. 

a. Niagara Framework Bandwidth Consumption 
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b. Access and Video System Bandvyidth Requirements 

Each device that converts analog video to digital (the Encoders) 
has bandwidth control. Two streams of data are available at 
different bandwidths. 

file:///nihM
file:///mIum
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The following tables allow the calculation of bandwidth within the 
City's Enterprise Network. 

Notes to assist in calculations: 

• Typical Surveillance fimctionality is achieved at 8 frames 
per second (fps). (Often 6 fps is acceptable.) 

• Typical resolution for monitoring is NTSC 320 x 240. This 
can be set in configuration. There may be some sites where 
more resolution is required. In this case the camera and 
monitor must be set for these parameters. However, for 
general calculations NTSC 320 x 240 should be sufficient. 

• Compression is dependent on how much motion is 
expected at a site. If there is almost no motion then 
compression can be very high. When there is a lot of 
motion compression is low. For general calculation 
purposes it is advisable to use Medium Compression. 

• Using the above parameters as a general guideline, 
bandwidth is .4 Mb per second per camera. The tables, 
below, allow calculations for specific requirements at 
various locations. 

HToMbs 
HlMbs 
U 0.7Mbs 

^^m 
i^^^ 
1.9Mbs 
l.OMbs 

0.4Mbs 

^ ^ R 

0.9Mbs 
O.SMbs 

0.2Mbs 

2.5Mbs 
1.2Mbs 

O.SMbs 

1.4Mbs 
O.SMbs 

0.3Mbs 

0.6Mbs 
0.3Mbs 

0.1 Mbs 

^^^^^^^^ 
l.SMbs 
O.SMbs 

0.3Mbs 

^^m 
W^X^M 
.09Mbs 
O.SMbs 

0.2Mbs 

^^m 
^ ^ ^ 1 ; 
0.4Mbs 
0.2Mbs 

0.1 Mbs 
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11. Graphical User Interface 

a. Summary 

Geographic Information Systems (GIS) will play a primary role in 
GBMS, as maps and a mapping interface will be the key interface 
between users and the system. The mapping technology will allow 
users to visually see the different buildings monitored by the 
system, use spatial searches such as building name, address, 
intersection and have the ability to use the map to scan buildings 
throughout the City. All examples of GUI navigation is this 
Exhibit may further refined in the graphics standards set forth in 
the applicable Task Order. GIS software and functions will be 
integrated with the wider GBMS systems framework in three 
primary ways: 

(i) First, in the OCC, there will be a Citywide map 
projected on a main wall for all operators to see. 
This map will include the City boundary and other 
major features such as Lake Michigan and primary 
streets, and will have each of the City owned 
buildings highlighted. Each building will be 
represented in a different color depending on their 
alarm status. A base color such as black will 
indicate a building with no alarms activated. As 
alarms are activated, the buildings wdll change to a 
color correspoiiding to their alarm, red for fire, blue 
for HVAC aleirin, etc. Having this project view of 
the City and this display of the buildings will 
provide the staff in ttie OCC an overall idea of the 
alarms and state of all the buildings throughout the 
City at any given time. 

(ii) The second mapping interface will be on the user's 
console. The user will interact with the GIS 
interface to connect to the Niagara Software 
System. StaffvallseeamapoftheCityandthe 
monitored buildings in the various alarm colors as 
they would on the larger projected map. On the 
user console, users will be presented with the city 
map in the center of the screen, and to the right, a 
hierarchical list of all the buildings in the system. 
When an alarm is triggered, the mapping interface 
will zoom to the selected building and then the user 
would click on the hyperlink to the building alarm 
information in the right hand side frame. The link 
would take the user to the Niagara system and the 
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user could view information on the type of alarm, 
the building, and the status of the response. The 
Niagara system will "push" the relevant alarm 
trigger information directly to the GIS system 
creating a real time view of the alarms being 
triggered. 

(iii) The third area in which the GBMS will interface 
with the GIS is in post alarm and historic mapping 
and analysis. All historic information for triggered 
alarms will be stored in a database. This database 
will include the key elements (address, building 
name, building ID) that are needed to geocode the 
data in ArcGIS. Historic data could then be mapped 
by DGS for analysis of various buildings or alarms. 
For example, DGS could query the database and 
display on a map all the locations where alarms 
were triggered for overheating systems or intrusions 
and see if there are any correlations between the 
triggering the alarms and other phenomenon 
(geographic or incidental). 

Having the GIS interface with the main GBMS 
system as described above will allow the City to 
leverage the GIS in its various capacities while 
allowing full access to and integration with the 
GBMS. 

b. GIS and GBMS Interface 

The GBMS will integrate with the GIS in three ways: a projected 
map in the OCC, a mapping interface on the users' console for 
access to the GBMS, and lastly, integration with the desktop 
software ArcGIS for historic and post incident reporting and 
analysis. 

Integrating the GIS with the GBMS will be a critical first step in 
the overall implementation of the OCC. The first phase of the 
integration will be to create the interface between the GIS and the 
GBMS for the user console. Once this is complete, it will be 
relatively easy to generate the wall projection as required for the 
OCC. 

As the primary portal through which OCC operators will interact 
with the GBMS system, the GIS interface will be directly 
integrated with the GBMS and provide multiple pathways for 
operators to navigate to building specific views of the GBMS in 
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the Niagara system. Contractor will ensure a seamless "look and 
feel" and graphical user interface (GUI) for the application. 

The following sample screenshoots illustrate how the GIS interface 
may work. Contractor will work with DGS to determine the exact 
layers to be displayed, look and feel, and the navigation needed for 
the GIS interface. A tree structure will be designed and 
implemented under the buildings element of the GIS legend frame, 
allowing operators to navigate to a specific alarm at a specific 
location. The buildings legend element will expand to list each of 
the buildings included in the GBMS. Each building specific 
element of the tree will expand to list the various categories of 
sensor/alert systems running at that location. Each sensor/alert 
category element of the tree will expand to include specific 
sensors/alerts or sub-sensor/alert categories. 

Hacli Building in (he 
GBMS wai tiave n Hnk 
to the building 
footpriiKiailieGIS. 
When on alarm is 
triggered, tisos can 
saDlldountoihe 
b«i](fiiig and drill 
dcwn to (he 
infoimalioQOrtthti 
alarm. The link rrom 
the CIS will connect 
then directly to the 
' Kiagani sjrsteiti. 

Hyperlinks in the building specific GBMS views in the Niagara 
system will take an operator directly to the specific building in the 
GIS, zoomed to a localized extent Layers available for display on 
the GIS map interface will include street centerlines, police and 
fire facilities, building footprints and building specific CAD 
drawings. CAD drawings will be maintained in the GBMS as 
JPEG images, but could optionally be migrated to the GIS and 
stored in the SDE/Oracle environment along with all other GIS 
data. 
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Similar to the functionality of a traditional GIS "identify" utility; 
an operator will be able to access general attributes of any building 
simply by clicking on a building graphic in the map interface. In 
addition to the building name, address, and point ofcontact 
information included in the pop-up dialog window response, a 
hyperlink will be included, which will take the operator to the 
building specific view of the GBMS in the Niagara system. This 
will allow the user to go to the GBMS/Niagara system when there 
are no alarms triggered at a location, but there is need to review the 
building and alarm information. 

The GIS interface will also include a query utility, allowing 
operators to enter an address or street intersection, which will 
retrieve building feature attribute information that includes a 
hyperlink to the building specific view of the GBMS in the 
Niagara system. The illustrations below show the current GIS's 
address and intersection search mechanisms that can be modified 
to include a search for a building name, or a list of all the buildings 
in the GBMS. Pan and zoom tools will also be included in the user 
interface so the user can interact with and navigate around the map. 
These search and query functions will allow the user to use the GIS 
to navigate throughout the City to find a specific building, or 
buildings within a certain area of the City, 
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(i) Architecture 

To ensure minimum downtime, a best-of-class GIS 
infrastructure solution will be implemented which 
includes the following beisic components. 

• ESRI's ArcIMS used to provide the web 
interface to the GIS data 

• ESRI's ArcSDE used to provide middleware 
access and support to the RDBMS 

• RDBMS used to store spatial and non-
spatial GIS data (Oracle or SQL Server— 
depending on support provided by the larger 
GBMS) 

Contractor understands that the City of Chicago 
uses Oracle as its database standard, and that DGS 
will supply an Oracle license for the SDE server if 
there are Oracle licenses at DGS that can be 
leveraged for this project, or purchase the Oracle 
license needed for the GIS SDE server so that the 
City can leverage its site-wide licensing power to 
reduce the license cost. 

A secure, single source of data for the application is 
required, since among other things, the application 
will be tightly integrated with the Niagara system. 
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which will include detailed and potentially sensitive 
information about the City's buildings and their 
internal structures. 

The GBMS design will have separate servers for 
both the Oracle / ArcSDE system and the ArcIMS 
web / application server that will be required by the 
proposed design. This is the ESRI recommended 
system design for this type of application, and will 
help ensure maximum performance and uptime 
when the system is in production. The Oracle / 
ArcSDE system will house all local OCC GIS data, 
and if necessary the CAD drawings and/or JPEGS 
of the CAD drawings. The web / application server 
will host ArcIMS and all web and application 
services developed under the GIS components of 
the scope of work. 

(ii) Backup emd Recovery 

The final architecture design and the backup and 
recovery procedure will be documented before any 
of the GIS servers for OCC are installed. The GIS 
server and its back up and recovery would be 
integrated with the overall backup and recovery 
plan for the OCC. In some cases of cataistrophic 
data loss, the GIS server could cotmect to the GIS 
servers at BIS, and rebuild the local OCC archive. 
This should not be a burden on BIS resources, 
assuming that the operations can be automated, and 
completed outside of normal business hours when 
the system is not under heavy use. 

(iii) Data Use 

Because the GBMS will use the City's standard GIS 
software and data formats, all data that resides in 
the Citywide GIS repository can be replicated and 
made available for display in the GBMS map 
interface. At a minimum, the application will 
require a number of layers, including: street 
centerlines, hydrology, building footprints, parks, 
CTA lines and any other layers that would be 
necessary for queries or for general spatial 
orientation. Aerial photography the City currently 
has or will acquire can be used as well as a 
backdrop for other mapping information presented 
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in the interface. This can be an excellent alternative 
to displaying actual building footprint GIS data 
when users are zoomed out beyond a reasonable 
level of detail, particularly given that the City's 
building footprint data layer contains over 800,000 
polygons. Having the aerial photography available 
on the map will provide the user with a sense of 
spatial orientation without requiring the overhead 
processing power needed to display all the buildings 
at small mapping scales. Any new data the City has 
vvithin the GIS system that DGS would like to 
display would be made possible by the monthly 
transfer of data between the GBMS and BIS GIS 
data stores (see "Data Maintenance" below). 

(iv) Data Maintenance 

To ensure complete and up-to-date replication of 
the City's master GIS database, a schedule of 
monthly data updates will be implemented to 
correspondence with the City's existing data update 
cycle. New buildings, parks, streets and other 
features maintained by the City will then be 
regularly updated for the data layers used by the 
GBMS. For better response and search time in the 
GBMS, the technical team will create a separate 
layer of building footprints for just those buildings 
monitored within the GBMS. The footprints 
required by the GBMS will be extracted from the 
master building layer so there will no additional 
data creation or redundemt maintenance. As the 
City acquires and/or builds new buildings that will 
be added to the GBMS, the technical stedf will 
ensure the building footprints are extracted to the 
GBMS building layer for the interface. 

(v) Administration 

The administration interface for GIS components of 
the GBMS will facilitate the update of building 
footprint information that is required by the system, 
as well as associated functions. When a new 
building is added to the GBMS, an adininistrative 
user will work with this web-based utility to update 
the GIS portions of the application to reflect the 
new building addition. This will include a simple 
set of GUI-based tools that will prompt the user 
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through the process of: adding the building address 
and/or ID to the master table of GBMS buildings 
that are downloaded on a monthly interval from the 
City's GIS; incorporating all attribute information 
about the new building for textual display; loading 
any CAD or similar data for the building to the 
system; and referencing any new data (including 
CAD, etc.) to the building footprint itself This 
administration interface will be designed so that 
users with limited GIS skills will have the ability to 
quickly and easily enter updates when required as 
the City expands its use of the GBMS. 

(vi) GBMS to GIS Reverse Interface/Connection 

The Niagara application will be displayed in a 
separate wandow that is called, and "pop up" when 
requested through the GIS interface. The user can 
then interact with Niagara as necessary in this new 
window. When the user is finished working with 
Niagara, this window can be closed, leaving the GIS 
interface at its previous state for continued use and 
exploration. To facilitate GIS functionality firom 
within the Niagara system itself. Contractor will 
provide a link to the GIS system's main URL on the 
Niagara interface. This will allow users who did 
not enter the application using the GIS to quickly 
and easily bring up the GIS interface whenever it is 
required or desirable. 

(vii) Future Considerations 

While the customized ArcIMS client will be the 
main interface with the GBMS at the user console, a 
second interface can be made betvveen the GBMS 
historical database and die ESRI GIS desktop 
application, ArcGIS. Having this interface would 
allow staff at DGS to create maps and conduct 
detailed jmalysis over space and time. This will be 
useful for preparation of reports, onscreen display, 
and for helping to make decisions about particular 
facilities or facilities in certain areas. 

In this integration, Contractor will review how the 
alarm data is stored in the database over time with 
DGS staff. Contractor will develop a custom query 
fiinction in ArcGIS that will select various elements 
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from the GBMS database to display and print on a 
map. The queries in the custom query box should 
be limited to those that would be used most 
frequently by DGS. Because the data can be 
accessed directly from ArcGIS through the 
interface, DGS can create more complex or one
time queries as necessary through the basic 
functionality of ArcGIS. Data being used by the 
application will come primarily from the new GIS 
environment at OCC, but could also include data 
layers from the City's master GIS system at BIS in 
the event that layers are required that are not locally 
available at OCC. 

Contractor will begin this phase of the work by 
creating a functional requirements document to 
outline how the interface and queries will operate. 
Then Contractor will create a pilot of the 
application/interface to test and show to DGS staff. 
Once DGS has approved the functionality and the 
pilot, full coding for the application/interface will 
begin. This GIS interface to the GBMS will not 
replace existing reporting fimctions within Niagara 
or other system features, but it will supplement that 
type of reporting with maps and spatial analysis that 
could be accomplished only through the GIS. The 
sample screenshot below depicts an example of an 
automated query and map presentation that could 
easily be developed with one or two mouse clicks 
using such a tool. 
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Niagara Operator Interface 

Once an operator has selected a building for viewing from the GIS 
displays as described above, they will be seamlessly transferred to 
the Niagju-a display environment. Navigation within a building 
will be done through the use of an HTML-based menu bar. The 
contents of the menu bar will be customized to match the specific 
requirements of each building, while retaining the same general 
categories for consistency and familiarity. The menu bar will 
employ cascading menus. With this navigation concept, the 
operator will never be more than two mouse button operations 
firom any view and will not get lost in a "maze" of multiple 
Browser screens. Extensive usability testing has proven this to be 
a preferred approach to efficient user interface design. Some 
examples of the operator screens follow. 

(i) Building Main View 

When a building is selected from the GIS displays, 
this is the view that the operator will see for a 
building. It provides general information; time, 
date, outdoor conditions, etc. 
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(ii) Selecting a Building Floor Plan 

From the menu bar, the operator may select a floor. 
If applicable, floors can be broken down into zones 
and the zones will be selected from a cascading 
menu for the selected floor. 

(iii) Viewing a Building Floor Plan 

Floor plans will be built by importing existing 
AutoCAD drawing files to develop the background 
operator screen for each floor or building area. 
With the AutoCAD drawing, as the bacJcground, up 
to 8 layers will be available for the display of status 
and alarm objects, additional help text or other text 
and graphical elements, to aid in the usability and 
understanding of the display. 
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(iv) Selecting an Equipment View 

Operators will be able to view equipment status 
from the menu. Menu items typically will include 
headings for major equipment categories such £is 
Air Handling Units, Boiler, Chillers, Zone Control, 
Lighting, etc. Cascading menus fi-om each major 
category, will allow the operator to select a 
particular piece of equipment; e.g. AHU-1 or 
Chiller!. 
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(v) Equipment Views 

Graphic displays of equipment or a system will 
provide real-time information with visual display of 
alarm conditions by change of color and/or flashing 
text or color background. Points that have been 
defined as data-writes, either as a digital (on/off) or 
analog (change value) point types, will be setup 
such that an operator, by right-clicking the data 
object or graphic, will be able to command a digital 
value, or modify an analog value. 

Typical Air Handling Unit: 
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Typical Zone Control: 
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(vi) Status Displays 

Basic informational displays will provide real-time 
information with visual display of alarm conditions 
by change of color and/or flashing text or color 
background. Points that have been defined as data-
writes, either as a digital (on/off) or analog (change 
value) point types, will be setup such that an 
operator, by right-clicking the data object or 
graphic, will be able to command a digital value, or 
modify an analog value. 

Typical Status Display: 
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(vii) Schedules 

Graphical schedules will allow the operator to 
adjust time of day schedules by dragging the On 
Event slider. An unlimited number of On/Off 
events can be added to each schedule and schedules 
can be linked into a Master/Slave scheduling 
scheme. Schedules will also allow the user to 
add/edit/delete holiday and special event schedules. 

Typical Weekly Schedule: 
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(viii) Logging 

Logs will be provided for all points defined as reqiuring collection and archiving of their 
real-time values. Log data will be provided in HTML, XML, comma- and tab-separated 
value, and plain-text formats. Logs will be archived to the Building Zone Workstation at 
City-defined interval. Setup parameters for each log will include; log intervals, number 
of collection samples, log collection times and archive times, delta logging vdth change 
value selection, etc. For every log, the data can be viewed in both tabular and chart 
formats. 

Typical Log Data in Tabular Format: 

•ji»yiTw>t>',*tcrTlwi^tiwi<iiAfcA:; 
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Typical Log Data in Chart Format: 

(ix) Alarming 

(a) Alarm Interface to the GIS, System 

Alarms that occur in a building will be displayed on 
the GIS maps to alert operators that an alarm 
condition exists. Please refer to Section II.B. 11 .b 
for information regarding this fimctionality. 

(b) Niagara Alarm Functions 

There are many alarming capabilities included in 
the Niagara Framework as a standard offering. 
There are 255 alarm classes or priority levibls, and 
alaiin limits, deadbands, message tCTct, etc., are 
assigned at the individual point or object level. 
These alarms can initiate any type of sequence from 
turning a light or horn on, to executing a pre
defined control sequence or sequences. In addition, 
the Niagara Framework natively supports the POPS 
and SMTP mail messaging protocols. With these 
protocols, alarms can be routed to an unlimited 
number of recipients. These emailed alarms can be 
sent to paging services, email clients, PDA's or 
digital cell phones using standard email-enabled 
technology. 
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Alarms will be provided for all points defined as 
requiring operator notification of an out-of-normal 
or off-line condition. Alarms can be acknowledged 
fi-om a Web browser, the alarm service client or the 
Java desktop environment Alarm printer recipients 
can be setup for printers connected to the network. 
Alarms will be archived to the Zone Workstation at 
a customer-defined interval. Setup and 
programming of the alarms, include alarm limits, 
alarm message text alarm archive times, etc. 

In addition to the basic alarming features described 
above, the operator workstations located in the OCC 
will be equipped with the Vykon Alarm Service. 
The Vykon Alarm Service (VAS) is a combination 
of a service running on the Building Zone Servers 
and a client application running on the operator 
workstations. The Vykon Alarm service pushes 
alarm and alert information to the Vykon Alarm 
client over a user-configurable TCP socket. 

Operators will be able to monitor rejd-time alarms 
from multiple Building Zone Servers through the 
Vykon Alarm client application. Alarms and alerts 
will appear in a pop-up window on the operator 
workstation. Operators will be able to review or 
acknowledge alarms or alerts, or hide the pop-up 
window. To ensure operator response to alarms, the 
pop-up window will be set to always be on top of 
all other desktop applications and will not be able to 
be minimized or closed except by the command of a 
system administrator. 

System administrators will be able to run a 
configuration wizard to customize the display of 
alarm and alert attributes in the Vykon Alarm client. 
The wizard will also associate alarms with system 
graphics in a Web page for display of graphics on 
alarm and can link a WAV file for audible signals 
on alarms and alerts. The Vykon Alarm service 
monitors the cormection between the client and 
server and indicates loss of connection to the user. 

Operators will be able to manage both 
acknowledged and unacknowledged alaums by 
using the Vykon Alarm Service's query, sort, and 
filter functions. Hyperlinks in the alarm list will 
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take the operator to more detail about the object in 
alarm. 

In addition to the alarmis, a system-wide Enor Log 
and Audit Log will be provided. The Error Log will 
provide a history of system errors and abnormal 
system fimctions. The Audit Log will provide a 
history of all changes made to the systetn database, 
indicating time and date, operator ID and the nature 
of the change that was made. 

Sample Alarm Log: 

UnackAawte<le«l Alarms on ABCjBuiMine 
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Sample Error Log: 

IMM4»..]>ee,3l)02< 
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Sample Audit Log: 
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d. Alarm and Video Integration 

Real-time video will be associated with appropriate alarm events, 
if ceuneras exist for this purpose. This will allow operators to see 
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what is happening at the source of an alarm to determine if the 
alarm is false, or if real, dispatch personnel or take appropriate 
actions. When an alarm occurs, the primary GIS interface will 
indicate an alarm condition as described earlier in this section. An 
operator can then "zoom" into the building and to the location of 
the alarm, typically seen fi^om a floor-plan view. By right-clicking 

. on the alarm object, a menu will appear that allows the operator to 
select on or more cameras associated with this alarm. An example 
of this is shown in the pictures on the following pages. 

Building Alarm View: 

In this view, the building operator will see the overall floor plan and the location and type of alarm. 
Selecting this alarm object will take the operator to a cainera view that has been assigned to this area, 
or if multiple cameras exist, to a split view of the cameras, as seen in the following screens. 
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Camera View—Single Camera: 

Camera View—^Multiple Cameras: 
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12. System Protection 

There are three basic levels of security in the Niagara system: 

a. For the BMS servers, system protection is provided by the 
Windows 2000/XP operating system security mechanism and is 
configured to restrict access to any non-administrator level 
account. 

b. The log on screen within a browser interface will provide the next 
level of security. Since the browser can connect to any Niagara 
host, the user interface will be common throughout the system. 
Niagara uses an authentication scheme that is based on a local 
usemame and password database on all network managers 
(stations). 

Niagara stations can be optionally configured for strong 
passwords. With strong passwords, the user password must meet 
the following minimum requirements: 

• Eight characters in length 

• One alphabetic numeric character upper case 

• One alphabetic numeric lower case 

• One special character (I @#$%_0123456789) 

c. The third level is vdthin the Niagara database itself Each 
individual object in the database can be set to one of eight security 
groups, providing unlimited flexibility in what operators can see or 
do fix>m a system graphic using the Web browser. Security 
privileges for each of the eight user classifications will be different 
and will range from read-only (Operator), to read and write 
(Engineer and Supervisor), to AiU system adininistiation 
(Administrator). 

Additionally, each user can have their own home page, further 
restricting tiie access to the system as well as the navigation within 
the system. Each user will have an adjustable sign-off period of 
one minute to infinity. All actions taken by the user while signed 
on are recorded in the System Audit Log (see "Alarming" in 
Section n.B.ll,d(ix)). 

The Niagara Framework uses a pure Java server, which eliminates 
many security issues and vulnerabilities associated with Windows-
based servers. 
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Sample Administrator Security Map: 

Sample Supervisor Security Map: 
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Sample Engineer Security Map: 

Sample Operator Security Map: 

13. Operator Report Generation 

a. Energy Profiler 

In order to develop effective control and energy-saving strategies, 
reports must be setup to establish base-line data and provide 
operators and managers vdth an imderstanding of how buildings 
are currentiy functioning. Armed viiih this information, programs 
and strategies can be developed to improve occupant comfort and 
provide energy savings. The proper report tools, coupled with a 
soimd understanding of how to properly implement and use them 
can provide significant benefits to die Citŷ  in terms of occupant 
comfort, operational cost savings, and energy cost savings. 

The report generation tool included in the GBMS design is the 
Vykon Energy Profiler application. It is an application that runs on 
top of the Niagara Framework. Although its name implies that it is 
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used for energy, this is not necessarily the case. /Vny data point, 
real or calculated, that exists within the Talon System can be used 
in the Energy Profiler application and provides the operator with 
the ability to collect, analyze and rejjort. Furthermore, Energy 
Profiler is a thin client application so any number of users who 
might want to access specific reports or perform their own analysis 
on the data, can do so with a standard Web browser. 

From a business perspective, the benefits to using the analysis and 
reporting fimctions provided by the Energy Profiler application are 
significant and include: 

• Achieving a better imderstanding of how the building is 
operating 

• Evaluating the costs of consumption patterns 

• Assessing and prioritizing capital improvement 
expenditures based on areas with the greatest energy and/or 
operation savings potential 

• Implementing operation changes and/or policies to lower 
costs for energy and operations 

Building information and energy information can be displayed 
through nine templates in tabular or graphic format. Energy 
Profiler allows operators and users to compare a building's 
operating data, or compare individual pieces of equipment in a 
building, and normalize the data by weather and/or square footage. 
This information will help identify inefficiencies and implement 
demand-side strategies to reduce overall consumption. Because 
Energy Profiler is an application on top of the Niagara Framework, 
rezil-time control actions can be executed as necesseiry to respond 
to energy saving opportunities, all through the same system. There 
are many possible uses for the Energy Profiler application, 
including: 

• Benchmarking equipment and facilities 

• Determining correlations between equipment and energy 

• Comparing equipment run time to ensure efficiency 

• Reporting exceptions to identify problem points 

• Ranking sites and equipment and aggregate facilities 
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• Determining peak and minimum loads, load factor and find 
complimentary loads 

• Understanding consumption patterns and make appropriate 
behavioral changes 

« Normalizing data for weather and building size 

• Understanding how building characteristics affect energy 
costs 

For example, the Energy,Profiler's Spectrum Summary Report 
could be used to provide an at-a-glance view of a building's zone 
temperature during occupied and imoccupied hours for a given 
period, say a week or a month. If an anomaly is identified, its 
Average Profile Analysis and Point Trending reports could be used 
to pinpoint zone temperature profiles on an hourly or minutely 
basis, fn addition, its Exception Reporting could be used to 
identify an occurrence of a temperature reading outside of a pre-set 
limit or target. This data could then be compared to equipment 
operating data or weather data to pinpoint the cause of the 
problem. Perhaps it is insufficient airflow, a leaky window, or 
poor insulation. By having the ability to compare real-time zone 
and equipment data, time-of-day data and weather data, problem 
causes can usually be identified quickly. 

Technical Information 

The Energy Profiler uses the typical application database that is 
inherent in the Talon System (Niagara Framework) and includes an 

quicker than would otherwise be possible from a single relational 
database. 

The Energy Profiler application is a thin client application, running 
from within a standard Web browser and accessing infonnation in 
the GBMS database and the Time Series database on the BMS 
Master Server. This architecture makes it easy for anyone who 
needs, and is authorized, to access data and reports from any 
location. 

Reports can be generated on-the-fly or from a list of reports that 
have been configured by an operator. These reports can be saved 
into public or private folders. Reports designated as private can 
only be opened by the operator or user who logged into the 
application. Reports designated as public can be opened by any 
authorized operator or user who has logged into the application. 
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A diagram of the Energy Profiler data architecture is shown in the 
following diagram. Note that the Energy Profiler application 
discussed here for reporting and report generation is also described 
in Section II.B. 14 of this Exhibit 5. This Section contains 
additional detailed information and screen samples, all of which 
apply to this section as well. 

Energy Profiler Data Architecture: 

Wab 'SiipiBritliiof' 

t k I I «»»«».4»~|, 

t 

lis 

Brow««rU*.«r Intarfact 

. - . ^ ^ 

14. Facility Management Application Programs 

a. Electrical Load Curtailment 

(i) Summary 

The GBMS design will Use the Electrical Load 
Curtailment application. The Electrical Load 
Curtailment application is based on energy 
management software that is integrated into the 
Niagara Framework. The system architecture is 
designed using an application model that is written 
in Java and uses an Oracle database. This 
application allows meters in each building to collect 
and analyze data, synchronized with the utility 
billing cycle. Automatic load curtailment can be 
initiated by this application to trigger pre-defined 
control sequences in the GBMS. 

This application provides energy producers and 
consumers with tools to analyze and understand 
energy consumption profiles. With this knowledge, 
the City can make intelligent decisions regarding 
energy procurement and conservation. The City 
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will have access to minute-by-minute, hourly, daily, 
weekly, and monthly energy profiles in real-time 
using a standard Web browser with Internet access. 

Simple configuration allows this tool to be used for 
industrial, commercial, and residential uses. 
Electrical constmiption data will be collected 
directly from pulse initiators that are usually 
provided by the local utility in their meters or by 
parallel high-grade meters. The information will be 
forwarded to a central data warehouse via the 
Enterprise Network and will be immediately 
available from any location with access to the 
Enterprise Network. 

Authorized City users with a standard Web browser 
can review information in a variety of ways 
including: 

• Minimum and maximum derhand (kW) by 
the hour, day, week or month 

• Energy consumption for any time interval is 
available down to a one minute basis 

• Energy information aggregated across 
several meters and multiple sites 

• Coincidental demand calculated for single or 
multiple sites 

• Meters infinitely grouped for analysis 

Contractor has a Subcontractor with extensive 
expertise in Electric Load Curtailment, having, 
developed hundreds of curtailment strategieis for 
commercial and institutional customers, who will 
develop a facility specific curtaihnent plan for each 
of the chosen buildings. The plans will incorporate 
lighting, HVAC, power generation, and other 
energy using systems such as fountains, signage, or 
escalators. The plans will be integrated into the 
building automation system as a discrete mode 
(occupied, unoccupied, and curtailment modes). 
The curtailment mode can be triggered on site or 
remotely from the OCC when called upon by the 
electric service supplier, through the application. 
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(ii) Technical Overview 

Pulse Initiator—The architecture begins at the meter 
where pulse initiator contacts added to existing 
meters are coimected to a LonMark controller (or 
equivedent, as approved by the City) to collect data. 
Because Contractor will use a 30-minute demand 
interval, a synchronization input will be also 
cormected to indicate the start and end of a sample 
period. This is important to ensure that collected 
data can be used for bill verification and matching. 

LonMark Controller (or equivalent as approved by 
the City) —^The controller will coimect the meter(s) 
to the data transport layer and will be responsible 
for aggregation of all meter information to a central 
pickup. 

Data Transport Layer—^The data transport layer will 
access the PLC's in a building and upload the data 
to a centralized data warehouse on a server in the 
OCC. Data will be analyzed in the transport layer 
and sent to an Oracle database residing on this 
server for further analysis jmd storage. 

Data Layer—^The data layer will serve as the central 
repository for all applications accessing real-time 
information. Data integrity checks will be 
performed to ensure data accuracy and reliability. 
Billing analysis and data queries occurring at this 
laver will he delivered tn the callina svste.m (UKCT 

with a Web browser) at this time. 

Commimications Layer—^The communications 
layer will allow interaction with the LonMark 
controller (or equivalent, as approved by the City). 
Data will be encoded and passed over to these ports 
to ensure integrity and reliable transfer. 

Application Layer—^The application layer, or 
presentation layer, vrill allow the user to interact 
with the system. The application layer is a Web-
based application that allows the user to view 
custom reports, charts, and billing analysis. 

Security—All data transferred between the client 
(browser) and the central repository (server in the 
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OCC), as well as all user credentials will be 
encrypted using methods that meet or exceed 
industry standards. 

Technical Information—Each meter will be 
coimected to a LonMark controller (or equivalent, 
as approved by the City) via twisted pair cable. The 
controller will collect data on the basis of one 
minute and 30-minute pulses (data and 
synchronization). The data will be written to the 
controller's flash memory card in a specific format 
at the end of every minute. The data can be polled 
by a special software application or pushed by the 
controller at regular intervals. 

If it is desired to access the meter information 
directly, the PC data acquisition system shall be a 
data collection module developed in Java. The 
system wdll establish a connection to the FTP server 
on the remote controller through the network, via an 
IP address. Each controller will be polled at a 
regular preset interval that is independent of other 
controllers to collect the data. 

Features of the system include: 

Cormection to controllers over the City's Enterprise Network 

Performance of time-syncs on controllers at user-defined times • 

• 

Utilization of mnlti-threadino canabilifies to work .<!eamle-<!slv 
even if some controllers have connection issues 

The ability to write data to databases such as Oracle, SQL 
Server and MS-Access 

• Separate analysis and collection of bad data 

• Automated e-mails to various configurable mailing lists for 
user-defined triggers 

• Statistics such as "last time polled," "time taken for data 
collection," next scheduled poll," etc., for each controller 

• Simple user interface for adding/updating/deleting controllers, 
meters, buildings, etc., from the database 

Integration v^th the GBMS System Framework 
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The curtailment software will interface with the 
GBMS System in two primary areas: 

• Browser access to the energy metering data v\dll be done 
through menu links from the building-level graphics provided 
by the GBMS System to provide seamless user interaction with 
energy meter data for a building. The interface to the meter 
data follows the same path as that for any other building data: 

GIS Map > Building Overview > Building Floor Plan > Building Meter 

• Load curtailment initiation can be done by having application 
"triggers" activate a pre-defined load control sequence in the 
GBMS. Witii tills capability, tiie GBMS System can shed 
loads or alter setpoints according to a predetermined schedule 
based on a trigger event form the energy metering application. 

b. Maintenance Management 

(i) Summary 

The Maintenance Management application in the 
GBMS design is based on a powerful Computerized 
Maintenance Management Systems (CMMS). 
Optimized database access and other advanced 
features translate to improved maintenance 
employee productivity, reduced equipment 
downtimes and lower costs. 

(ii) CMMS Application 

The Computerized Enterprise Maintenance 
Management System provides a complete solution 
with many easy to use modules and features. 

The CMMS offers the following modules and features: 

• 

• 

a 

a 

Preventive (Scheduled) Maintenance 
Module 

Multiple Stockroom Inventory 

Failure Causes with Downtime 
Analysis 

Equipment Master File 

• 

• 

• 

a 

Demand (Breakdown) Maintenance 
Module 

Task Library 

Budgeting Module 

Vendor Master File 
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Labor Craft Master File 

Purchasing Master File 

Data Import Utility 

Microsoft Office Integration 

Group Rights/Security Utility 

Transaction Log 

Drawing File Integration 

One year Customer Support 

One week of Training 

Compatible with Microsoft SQL 
Server or Oracle 

Employee Master File 

Receiving Master File 

Data Archive Utility 

Multiple Languages & Currencies 

Field Name Change Utility 

Comprehensive Graphs and Reports 

Users Manual 

Twelve Concurrent User Licenses 

Implementation Support 

(iii) System Specifications 

The GBMS design will be licensed to support 12 
concurrent users; additional user licenses can be 
purchased as needed. 

The CMMS will be configured to activate work 
orders based on real time control parameters from 
the OCC. For each piece of equipment, specific 
alarms and alerts in the GBMS System architecture 
will be configured to trigger work orders. 

The CMMS iailows users to view all current and all 
historical work order information as needed. Over 
1 GO report formats are provided to present 
information to the user. Each report format can be 
queried to address a specific subset of information 
as needed. 

The system will be configured to allow user access 
from Web browsers through standard computer 
networks including mobile PCs. 

In addition, the system provides: 
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• Automatic work order generation. Work order generation will 
be based on equipment runtimes and other user defined trended 
data and alarms. Using the Alarm Interface, selected alarms 
and alerts will be used to trigger work orders. 

• Maintenance records database of all maintenance activity. 
Information on the labor, parts, and associated costs will be 
recorded as each work order is closed. This information will 
be available for each piece of equipment and will be presented 
in report format as needed. 

• Spare parts inventory. All parts used in repair operations will 
be defined in the Inventory module. This module specifies the 
location, cost, vendor and inventory level of each item. It also 
shows a list of all equipment that uses each part. 

• Direct access to operation and maintenance manuals. Each 
piece of equipment can be linked to electronic documents on 
the Enterprise Network. These documents cem include 
technical, operation, and maintenance information including 
text, schematics, drawings, and graphical information. 

• ODBC compliant database. 

• Web page-based user interface. The system will be installed to 
provide access from a standard Web browser. 

Integration with the GBMS System Framework 

The software will interface with the GBMS System 
through the "«« of an annlet. This annlication 
allows real-time objects in the GBMS System to 
trigger work orders in the CMMS database. 

GBMS System triggers include: 

• Run-time hours 

• Start coimters 

• Alarm events 

• Trouble events 

• System alerts 

a Calendar events 
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a Schedule events 

a Elapsed time events 

Setup of the work orders and the real-time data 
objects in the GBMS System will be done through a 
software configuration utility that provides a "drag 
and drop" linking mechanism. 

Software Modules 

wyifiTffflyiB^^ 
Causes 

Customer 

Demand Maintenance Template 

Demand Maintenance Active 

Demand Maintenance History 

Equipment 
Inventory 
Labor Craft 

Employee 

Move Ticket History 

Preventive Maintenance Master 

Preventive Maintenance Active 

Preventive Maintenance History 

Purchasing 

Purchasing History 
Receiving 

Quickly identify the causes of equipment 
failure. 
Versatile module. Can be used to classify 
to whom certain equipment "belongs". 
Plan and create routine, but unscheduled, 
maintenance work orders. 
Create and record maintenance work 
orders in response to service requests, 
emergency brejikdowns, or other non-
routine maintenance requests. 
Keep a historical'record of all demand 
maintenance performed. 
Track the details and costs of equipment. 
Record all parts and supplies. 
Develop and store records for grouping 
and classifying maintenance personnel by 
specific craft, skill level, or fimction. 
Maintain up-to-date personal employee 
information, labor rates, and labor craft 
codes for each maintenance worker. 
Contains records for all inventory items 
which were moved between stockrooms. 
Develop, assign, and schedule preventive 
maintenance work orders. 
Holds the active preventive maintenance 
work orders imtil the work has been 
completed. 
Store the historical records of all 
preventive maintenance performed. 
Create purchase orders/requisitions and 
reorder stock. 
Stores closed purchase orders. 
Accesses a receiving log, which allows 
the user to record parts received from a > 
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purchase order. 
Receiving History 
Reports 

Tasks 

Transactions 

Transactions History 
Vendors 

Optional Modules 

Stores closed receiving logs. 
Create and print customized "or pre-
formatted reports and graphs. 
Qviickly identify the task that needs to be 
performed by scrolling through sets of 
defined tasks. 
Access a transaction log, which allows the 
user to adjust physical inventory 
quantities. 
Stores historical transaction logs. 
Record all vendors and cross-reference to 
equipment subassemblies, and parts. 
Alarm Interface, Audit Trail, Barcode, 
ERP Interface, Equipment Load, PM 
Tasks, Alarm Interface, Mobile Interface, 
Standard Service Request Web Browser 
Service Request 

(iv) Work Order Development 

The following tables provide estimates the labor 
hours to develop up to three period-based work 
orders for each piece of identified equipment. The 
final number of hours will be set forth on the 
applicable Task Order. For clarification, these 
hours are for development of the system and not for 
the time it would take the system to generate work 
orders. 

Contractors BAS engineers will detlne the work 
order content and the Alarm/Alert ID. Contractor 
will create the Master work orders in the CMMS 
system. 

For configuring Alarm Interface points. 
Contractor's BAS engineers will program the 
GBMS system and provide the list of alarms and 
alerts that will be used to trigger work orders. 
Contractor will complete the linking of the alarms 
and alerts to the specific work orders. 

Quantity Equipment Define work 
order content 

(hours) 

Create Master 
work orders 

(hours) 

Configure PAI 
points 

(3 per item) 
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2 

1 
2 

• 2 . 

I 

4 

1 

2 
1 

1 
17 

CV Air Handling 
Units 
Boiler 
Misc Pumps 
Exhaust Fans 
Fire/Security 
System 
Lighting 
Contactors 
Building Server 
and Controllers 
Cameras 
Network Digital 
video Recorder 
System 
Ethernet Router 

TOTALS 

2.00 

2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 

2.00 

2.00 

2.00 
2.00 

2.00 
20.00 

1.33 

1.17 
1.33 
1.33 
1.17 

1.67 

1.17 

1.33 
1.17 

1.17 
12.83 

1.50 

0.75 
1.50 1 
1.50 1 
0.75 

3.00 

0.75 

1.50 
0.75 

0.75 
12,75 

^Pl^^ffl 
Quantity 

6 

2 
2 

t ^ 
2 

1 ^ 
1 

1 12 
1 

4 
1 

1 
40 

Equipment 

CV Air Handling 
Units 
Chillers 
Chiller Pumps 
Boiler 
Boiler Pumps 
Exhaust Fans 
Fire/Security System 
Lighting Contactors 
Building Server and 
Controllers 
Cameras 
Network Digital 
video Recorder 
System 
Ethernet Router 
TOTAL HOURS 

Define work 
order content 

(hours) 
2.00 

2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 

2.00 
2.00 

2.00 
i 24.00 

Create Master 
work orders 

(hours) 
2.00 

1.33 
1.33 
1.33 
1.33 
2.00 
1.17 
3.00 
1.17 

1.67 
1.17 

1.17 
18.67 

^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Configure PAI 

points 
(3 per item) 

4.50 

1.50 
1.50 
1.50 
1.50 
4.50 
0.75 
9.00 
0.75 

3.00 
0.75 

0.75 
30.00 

PH^PP^I^iiE^^I^S^ 
Quantity Equipment Define work 

order content 

n^ssspsm 
Create Master 
work orders 

Configure PAI 
points 
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10 

200 
3 
6 
2 
2 

12 
1 

24 

1 

12 
1 

1 

CV Air Handling 
Units 
VAV boxes 
Chillers 
Chiller Pumps 
Boiler 
Boiler Pumps 
Exhaust Fans 
Fire/Security 
System 
Lighting 
Contactors 
Building Server 
and Controllers 
Cameras 
Network Digital 
video Recorder 
System 
Ethemet Router 

TOTAL 
HOURS 

(hours) 
2.00 

2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.00 

2.00 

2.00 

2.00 
2.00 

2.00 
26.00 

(hours) 
2.67 

34.33 
1.50 
2.00 
1.33 
1.33 
3.00 
1.17 

5.00 

1.17 

3.00 
1.17 

1.17 
58.83 

(3 per item) 
7.50 

150.00 
2.25 
4.50 
1.50 
1.50 
9.00 
0.75 

18.00 

0.75 

9.00 
0.75 

0.75 
206.25 

(V ) Default Database Information 

Causes Template: 

The following tables are default database template 
items that can be used to construct yarious forms, 
reports, and database structures. These may be used 
for rapid implementation or custom fields can be 

OP ERROR 
VANDAL 
BAD PART 
NOPM 
NOLUB 
LEAK 
DIRTY 

ADJ-OUT 
EMER 

OPERATOR ERROR 
VANDALISM 
PART FAILURE 
LACK OF PREVENTFVE MAINTENANCE 
LACK OF LUBRICATION 
FLUID LEAK 
CONTAMINATED WITH DIRT, LINT, OR 
OTHER 
OUT OF ADJUSTMENT 
EMERGENCY 

Inventory Template: 
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HEATING 
COOLING 
WATER 
ELECTRICAL POWER 
ELECTRICAL LIGHTING 
BUILDING CONTROLS 
SANITARY 
FURNITURE 
FACILITIES 
FLEET 
SAFETY 

Work Order Drop-down Lists: 

CRITICAL 
FUTURE 
HIGH 
LOW 
NORMAL 

ELECTRICAL 
FIRE & LIFE SAFETY 
FURNITURE & OFFICE MOVING 
GROUNDS & EXTERIOR 
HVAC 
JANITORIAL & CLEANING 
PAINT/CARPENTRY 
PLUMBING 
SECURITY 

FACILITY 
FLEET 
PROJECT 
REMODELING 
NEW INSTALLATION 

SPECIAL 
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i^Mffi^^^^ 
CARPENTER 
ELECTRICAL 
EQUIP MECH 

HVAC MECH 
JANITOR 
PAINT 
PLUMB 
VEH MECH 

^^^^IPWPMPP^P^ 
CARPENTER 
ELECTRICAL 
EQUIPMENT 
MECHANIC 
HVAC MECHANIC 
JANITORIAL 
PAINTER 
PLUMBING 
VEHICLE MECHANIC 

MAINTENANCE MANAGER 
DATA ENTRY 
MANAGEMENT 
PURCHASING 
TECHNICIAN 

Task Template: 

ADJ 
ADJOOl 
ADJ002 
ADJUST 
ALIGN 
ALNOOl 

CHECK 
CHGOOl 
CHG002 
CHG003 
CHG004 
CHG006 
CHG007 
CHG008 
CHKOOl 
CHK002 
CHK003 

CHK004 
CHK005 

gig^^g||^||PPPPp||g^||||g^^gjlSn9^sSII^^^^!iilS^ 
ADJUST 
ADJUST FLOAT ASSEMBLY, IF NECESSARY 
RETURN SETPOINT TO ORIGINAL VALUE 
ADJUST THE UNIT 
ALIGN 
ALIGN SHAFTS 
ARCHIVE DATA BASES, AS INDIC.ATPri I N T H P 
AGREEMENT 
CHECK 
CHANGE OIL AND FILTER ELEMENTS 
CHANGE COMPRESSOR OIL AND FILTER 
CHANGE SUCTION FILTER AS REQUIRED 
CHANGE AIR FILTER 
CHANGE BREAK SHOES/PADS 
CHANGE TIRES 
CHANGE SPARK PLUGS 
CHECK AND RECORD SUBCOOLING. 
CHECK AND RECORD SUPERHEAT. 
CHECK CURRENT CONDFnONS AGAINST DESIGN 
CRITERIA. 
CHECK LEDS FOR PROPER STATUS INDICATIONS. 
CHECK MONITOR FOR CLARITY, FOCUS AND COLOR 
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CHK006 CHECK VOLTAGE LEVEL OF NCU BATTERY SUB-MODULE 
CHK007 PERFORM OR SCHEDULE CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE 

PROCEDURES 
CHKOIO CHECK FOR OBVIOUS ERRORS PRESSURE AND TEMP 

GAUGES 
CHKOll CHECK TIRE PRESSURE 
CHK012 CHECK COOLANT WITH HYDROMETER (-40) 
CHK013 CHECK BRAKE FLUID 
INF025 MOTOR LOG SHEET 
INF026 UNIT CONTROLS 
INF027 AIR DRYERS 
INF028 
INF029 

ALL STARTERS AND CONTACTORS 
MOTORS AND COMPRESSOR 

INF03 STARTER 
INF04 
INFOS 
INF07 

FAN AND MOTOR 
AS REQUIRED 
COMPRESSORS 

INFOS OPEN COMPRESSOR (ONLY) 
INF09 
INSOOl 

CONTROLS 
DRAW OIL SAMPLE FOR ANALYSIS. 

INSOll INSPECT ALL STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS FOR CORROSION 
AND DAMAGE. 

INS012 INSPECT CONTACTS FOR SIGNS OF WEAR, ARCING, 
OVERHEATING, BURNS, - ETC., AND RECORD CONDITION. 

INS013 INSPECT CONTROL CENTER; CLEAN AND TIGHTEN 
CONNECTION; - INSPECT COMPONENTS. 

INS014 INSPECT DAMPERS AND DAMPER LINKAGE. 
INS015 INSPECT DRIVE SHAFT, COUPLINGS, AND BEARINGS FOR 

WEAR, - ALIGiNmENT, AND SECURENESS. 
INS016 INSPECT ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS FOR TIGHTNESS 

AND ABSENCE OF MOISTURE. 
INS017 INSPECT FAN BLADE LOCKING DEVICE FOR SECURENESS. 
INS018 INSPECT FAN WHEEL FOR FREE ROTATION, CRACKS AND 

ALIGNMENT. 
INS019 INSPECT FLEXIBLE CONNECTIONS AND DUCTWORK FOR 

DAMAGE AND LEAKS. 
INS020 INSPECT FOR SCALE BUILDUP ON ELIMINATORS. 
1NS021 INSPECT FOR VIBRATIONS & UNUSUAL NOISES IN 

BEARINGS, MOTORS, ETC. 
INS022 INSPECT FOR VIBRATIONS AND UNUSUAL NOISES. 
INS023 INSPECT FOR VIBRATIONS, UNUSUAL NOISES, ODORS, 

ETC. 
INS024 INSPECT HEATER ELEMENTS FOR SCALE BUILDUP. 
INS025 INSPECT LEVEL IN SYSTEM EXPANSION TANK AND 
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INS026 
INS027 

INS028 
INS029 
INSG30 

INS031 

INS032 

INS033 
INS034 

INS035 

INS036 

INS037 
ENS038 
INS039 

INS040 

rNS041 

INS042 

INS043 

INS044 

1INS046 
1NS047 

INS048 

INS049 

INS050 
INS051 
INS052 
INS053 

^^MWi^^M^MSMIIK^MS^I^ff^M^lM^^^i^S^KM^M 
RECORD READING. 
INSPECT MECHANICAL SEAL. 
INSPECT MOISTURE INDICATOR FOR EVIDENCE OF 
MOISTURE. 1 
INSPECT MOTOR WINDINGS AND REPORT CONDITION. 
INSPECT MOTOR WINDINGS FOR CLEANLINESS. , 
INSPECT MOUNTING POINTS FOR SECURENESS AND 
TIGHTEN. 
INSPECT PACKING; ADJUST TO A SLOW DRIP IF 
NECESSARY. 
INSPECT PULLEY GROOVES AND BELTS FOR ALIGNMENT, 
WEAR, AND TENSION 
INSPECT SPRAY ORIFICE/NOZZLES. j 
INSPECT STARTER FOR SIGNS OF WEAR, ARCING, 
OVERHEATING, BURNS, ET 
INSPECT SYSTEM FOR LEAKS IN PIPING, FLANGE 
CONNECTIONS, ETC., - AND RECORD CONDITION. 
INSPECT TENSION ON DRIVE AND FAN BELTS, AND 
CHANGE AS NEEDED. 
INSPECT THE CABINET FOR CLEANLINESS. 
INSPECT THE CABINET INSULATION FOR INTEGRITY. 
INSPECT THE UNIT FOR THE PRESENCE OF DUST, DEBRIS 
AND MOLD GROWTH 
INSPECT VIBRATION ELIMINATORS FOR SECURENESS 
AND DAMAGE. 
INSPECT WETTED SURFACES FOR ALGAE OR ORGANIC 
BUILDUP. 
INSPECT WIRE INSULATION FOR SIGNS OF 

1 OVERIlEAiING, BUPx>^S, ETC. 
INSPECT WIRING FOR SECURENESS AND DAMAGE, AND 
RECORD CONDITION. 

1 INSPECT WIRING, SIGNS OF CORROSION. FRAYING & 
RAPID DISCOLORATION 
VISUALLY INSPECT COUPLING. 
INSPECT/REPLACE CONNECTIONS FOR TIGHTNESS AND 
CORROSION. 
INSPECT ENCLOSURE & COMPONENTS FOR 
CLEANLINESS, MOISTURE, OIL, - ETC. 
INSPECT BELT TENSION* CONDITION REPLACE AS 
NECESSARY. 
INSPECT PULLEYS FOR WEAR AND ALIGNMENT 
INSPECT SECURENESS OF BLADES, PROPELLER TYPE FAN 
INSPECT FAN BLADES OR WHEEL FOR CLEANLINESS. 
INSPECT FAN AND MOTOR MOUNTINGS FOR SECURITY 
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INS054 
INS055 

INS056 
INS057 
INS058 
INS059 
INS060 

INS061 
INS062 
INS063 

INS064 
INS065 

INS066 
INS067 
INS200 
INS201 
INSPECT 
INST 
INT002 
LUB 
LUBOOl 
LUB002 
LUB003 
LUB004 
LUB005 
LUB006 
LUB007 
LUB008 
LUB009 
LUBOIO 
LUBOll 
LUB019 
MEA002 
MEA003 

MEA004 

MEA005 

^^^^pn^K^iiiSi^^iii^smiiii^^ii^^l 
INSPECT COOLING COIL CONDITION - SUPPLY FAN ONLY 
INSPECT CONDENSATE DRAIN & DRAIN PAN - SUPPLY 
FAN ONLY 
INSPECT PAD. ORIFICE, HEATERS, ETC, 
INSPECT FOR CRACKS, LEAKS, CORROSION 
INSPECT COIL SURFACES - HOT WATER OR STEAM 
INSPECT CONTROL VALVES - HOT WATER OR STEAM 
INSPECT CONTACTS FOR SIGNS OF WEAR, ARCING, 
OVERHEAUNG, BURNS, - ETC., AND RECORD CONDITION^ 
ELECTRIC HEAT 
INSPECT COIL SURFACES - CHILLED WATER/DX 
INSPECT DRAIN PANS - CHILLED WATER/DX 
INSPECT CONTROL VALVES/STAGE CONTROLS - CHILLED 
WAIER/DX 
INSPECT SECURENESS OF GUARDS, DOORS & PANELS 
INSPECT ENCLOSURE INTERIOR/COMPONENTS FOR 
CLEANLINESS, MOISTURE & - OIL FREE CONDITIONS 
INSPECT PULLEYS FOR WEAR AND ALIGNMENT 
INSPECT FANS AND MOTOR MOUNTINGS FOR SECURITY 
INSPECT EXHAUST SYSTEM, REPLACE AS NECESSARY 
INSPECT BREAK LINES, REPLACE AS NECESSARY 
INSPECT THE UNIT 
INSTALL 
LOAD TEST BATTERY AND CHARGER 
LUBRICATE 
LUBRICATE COUPLING. 
LUBRICATE COUPLINGS AND BEARINGS. 
LUBRICATE DAMPERS. 
LUBRICATE FAN BEARINGS. 
LUBRICATE FAN SHAFT BEARINGS. 
LUBRICATE MOTOR ADJUSTMENT SCREWS. 
LUBRICATE MOTOR BEARINGS. 
LUBRICATE PUMP BEARINGS. 
LUBE DAMPER LINKAGES - SUPPLY, RETURN & EXHAUST 
LUBRICATE MOTOR, FAN & SHAFT BEARINGS. 
LUBE MOTOR AND COMPRESSOR BEARINGS 
GREASE ALL ZERKS 
MEASURE GEAR BOX OIL LEVEL. 
MEASURE OPERATING AMPERAGE AND RECORD 
READINGS. 
MEASURE OPERATING VOLTAGE AND RECORD 
READINGS. 
MEASURE AMP DRAW, ALL STAGES AND LOG ON LOG-
SHEET - ELECTRIC HEAT 
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MEA006 
MEA007 
MEA008 

MEGOOl 
RECOOI 

REC002 
REC003 
REC004 
REC006 
REC008 
RECOIO 
REPAIR 
REPLACE 
RES002 
REVOOl 

REV004 

ROTOOl 
RPLOOl 
RPL002 
RPL003 
RPTOOl 

RPT002 

RPT003 
RPT004 

RPT005 

RPT006 

RPT007 
RPT008 

SAFOOl 

SAF002 
SAF003 
SAF004 

jppi^^^g^liigBiii^piiajSiMMPPl^^i^i^ 
MEASURE VOLTAGE L1&L2 L2&L3 L1&L3 
MEASURE LOAD AMPERAGE LI L2 L3 
MEASURE REFRIGERANT TEMPERATURE AND RECORD 
UNDER REMARKS 
MEGGER MOTOR AT STARTER AND RECORD READING. 
RECORD AND REPORT ABNORMAL CONDITIONS, 
MEASUREMENTS TAKEN, ETC. 
RECORD COMPRESSOR DISCHARGE PRESSURE. 
RECORD COMPRESSOR OIL PRESSURE. 
RECORD COMPRESSOR SUCTION PRESSURE. 
RECORD SUCTION AND DISCHARGE PRESSURES. 
RUN AND RECORD A COMPLETE TEST LOG ON MACHINE. 
CALCULATE RUN TIME RECORD I - 2-
REPAIR THE UNIT 
REPLACE 
RETURN SETPOINT TO ORIGINAL VALUE ' 
REVIEW CUSTOMER LOGS WITH CUSTOMER FOR 
OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS - AND 1 RENDS. 
REVIEW SYSTEM EVENT LOG WITH CUSTOMER, -
DISCUSS 
ROTATE TIRES 
REPLACE BELTS. 
REPLACE MEMORY BACKUP LITHIUM BATTERY. 
REPLACE AIR FILTERS 
PROVIDE A REPORT SUMMARIZING NETWORK ANALYSIS 
RESULTS. 
REPORT CONDITION AND REPAIR REQUIREMENTS (IF 
ANY). 
REPORT CONDITION OF AIR FILTER(S). 
REPORT CONDITION OF COOLING TOWER AND ANY 
REPAIR REQUIREMENTS. 
REPORT CONDITION OF DAMPERS AND DAMPER 
LINKAGE 
REPORT CONDITION OF MOTOR WINDINGS -
CLEAN/DIRTY. 
REPORT IN WITH CUSTOMER REPRESENTATFVE. 
REPORT PUMP CONDITION AND REPAIR REQUIREMENTS 
OF ANY). 
FOLLOW LOCKOUTn-AG-OUT PROCEDURES AS 
REQUIRED. 
USE PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT AS REQUIRED 
SECURE CONFINED SPACE AREA AS REQUIRED 
FOLLOW HAZARDOUS MATERIAL HANDLING AND 
DISPOSAL PROCEDURES AS - REQUIRED. 
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(Sub)Exhibit 7. 
(To Agreement With Kenny Construction Company 

For Design/Build Services) 

Development Of Task Orders. 

I. For (i) installation of Devices or GBMS elements in particular facilities and (ii) 
implementation of the OCC and related Construction Activities; the following shall apply 
except to the extent expressly excluded or modified in the applicable Task Order: 

A. Pre-Construction Activities 

1. Notification 

The City's Task Order Solicitation to Contractor will notify Contractor when the 
City desires to include a facility into the GBMS scope. This Task Order 
Solicitation should include facility specific information such as: 

a) Facility address and operating hours 

b) Points of contact for City and facility 

c) Anticipatedscopeof GBMS work 

d) Proposed energy conservation measures (ECMs) 

e) Anticipated start date 

f) Date and time for kickoif meeting at the facility 

2. KickofT Meeting/Preliminary Walkthrough 

Based on the facility information provided in the Task Order Solicitation, 
Contractor must assemble appropriate persptmel and provide thern with the 
information from the Task Order Solicitation. Contractor must perform a facility 
inspection in sufficient detail to identify the staffing requirements for both 
Contractor and any required Subcontractors. 

The City will, to the extent possible, supply applicable dravangs, manuals, utility 
bills and other available design documents at this meeting. If such documents are 
not available, the City will disclose any knovm resources such as design firms, 
controls mantifacturers, or major equipment supplier^. 

A representative of the City who is familiar vnth the facility and the proposed 
work scope will lead Contractor through the facility in order to: 
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a) Familiarize Contractor with the facility layout 

b) Answer general questions regarding operating or equipment 
schedules and occupancy patterns 

c) Identify space available for construction storage 

d) Identify parking requirements 

e) Identify building access procedures 

f) Provide all other information applicable to the Task Order 
Solicitation 

B. Scoping Activities 

1. Staffing 

If, in order to respond to the Task Order Solicitation, Contractor must perform the 
activities in this Section LB of this Exhibit 7 ("Scoping Activities"), (Contractor's 
Project Manager must assemble the appropriate staff of engineers and technical 
experts (the "Project Engineers") to begin the data gathering phase of the 
Scoping Activities. Contractor's Project Manager must assemble all required 
design basis documents, drawings, operations and maintenance manuals, testing 
and balancing reports, control points lists, and other documentation specific to the 
affected facility systems, to the extent they are reasonably available. Contractor's 
Project Manager will set schedule expectations for the assimilation of the 
assembled data. 

2. Preparation 

Contractor's Project Manager £md Project Engineers must prepare for the scope 
development meeting with the City's Project Manager by addressing the. 
following issues: 

a) Analyze existing energy audit, to the extent available, to identify 
potential problems in efficiency or operation of the building systems 

b) . Obtain and study drawings, specifications, and previous studies, to 
the extent available, to understand the existing building systems as they 
relate to tiie GBMS 

c) Identify and study applicable codes 

d) Research technical issues identified by the City's Project Manager 
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Contractor's Project Manager must evaluate the overall work schedule and 
determine how much time is available to develop the technical scope. 

The Project Engineer must establish the following: 

a) Scope and construction document sections to be included in a 
technical package 

b) Content of each section with respect to detail, drawings, sketches, 
etc. 

c) Assignment of specific scope and construction document sections 
to other support engineering personnel 

3. City Interviews 

Contractor must perform interviews as part of the Scoping Activities. Each 
Subcontractor's project manager will work through the Project Managers of 
Contractor and the City to schedule interviews with the appropriate facility Chief 
Engineer, DGS representative or City-retained technical expert. Through these 
interviews. Contractor must: 

a) Leam all legacy systems, their scope and interdependence 

b) Clarify any issues discovered during the data gathering phase 

c) Clarify the GBMS expectations and energy related capital 
improvements 

d) Understand any time constraints requested by the City 

e) Convey key issues and the City's requirements for the work 

f) Identify existing contractual obligations the City has which could 
affect the work 

g) Gain a thorough understanding of the operating strategies currently 
used 

h) Gain an imderstanding of the preventive maintenance program 

i) Leam of £my ongoing or plarmed maintenance 

j) Review any capital plans 
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4. Site Visits and Investigations 

Contractor must conduct facility site visits and appropriate investigations to: 

a) Take digital photos to document existing conditions as well as 
provide proposal documentation. 

b) Verify the information obtained for existing control systems. 

c) Verify that the system operation is consistent with the description 
given by the City's Project Manager, using existing drawings or 
equipment lists as possible and conducting spot-checks. 

d) Determine the number, type, and location of all fire alarms, 
security cameras, and security alarms. 

e) Focus on specific areas of need identified by the City in the 
turnover and technical interview meetings. 

f) Note any potential construction concerns that may exist in the 
facility specific to GBMS or the building in general. 

g) Confirm the lighting survey provided by any previously conducted 
energy audit and determine methods of lighting controls. 

h) Verify the accuracy of the previously conducted energy audit 
concerning the mechanical systems in the building. 

i) Verify the accuracy of existing drawings and the accuracy of 

information provided by the City's Project Manager: 

j) Identify areas that would require non-standard time construction. 

k) Document how utility services enter the facility. 

1) Collect additional data required to write the detailed scope 
document and technical requirements. 
m) Identify any potential energy saving operational changes. 

n) Identify any potential energy related equipment improvements 
related to facility systems, such as: 

• Lighting 
• Water conservation 
e HVAC Systems 
• Roofing 
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• Windows/building envelope 
• Energy management systems 

• Operational and maintenance procedures 

o) Identify which energy conservation measures ("ECMs") may 
require an investment grade audit. 

p) Perform repeat visits as required.to perform preliminary energy 
audits. 

q) Complete a conceptual design of sufficient detail to prepare a 
Response to Task Order Solicitation. 

Detailed Engineering Development 

If, in order to respond to the Task Order Solicitation, Contractor must perform the 
activities in this Section I.C of this Exhibit 7 ("Detailed Engineering 
Development"), Contractor will develop scope and constmction documents to 
establish the parameters for the final technical product as set forth in this Section. 
During the performance of Scoping Activities, the Contractor's Project Memager 
determined the content of the scope emd construction document package as well as 
which member of the engineering team would be assigned to individual sections. 
The design team for each facility may vary, but may include: 

• Telephony Engineers 

• GIS experts 

• Network Integration Engineers 

• Licensed Mechanical and Electrical Engineering firms 

• Control Engineers 

• Utility Engineers 

The Detailed Engineering Development Phase must: 

• Document and quantify the desired scope of work. 

• Establish the required level ofquality by specifying materials and 
engineering. 

• Provide design guidelines. 

• Select equipment. 
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The scope jmd construction documents must include: 

Introduction 

Definition of content 

Outline of work schedule and milestones 

Identification of engineer in charge 

Citation of applicable codes, standards, and General Requirements 

Detailed description of the demolition work 

Identification of quantities and specific sizes of equipment 

Identification of disconnection points 

Identification of all monitoring and control points 

Reference to sketches and digital photos as applicable 

Detailed description of the network, including: 

o Design conditions 

o Equipment selection with specified required efficiency as 
applicable 

o Specifications for piping, ductwork, insulation, electrical 
requirements, and control tie-in 

o References to sketches, digital photos, and standard details 
as required 

p General construction requirement specifications 

Digital photos to show: 

o Demolition work and disconnection/connection points 

o Construction area v/ith new work sketched on photos, as 
applicable 

Plans, drawings, and one-line diagrams to show design work v^th 
sizes and quantities identified (design and construction drawings 
will be of permit-quality) 
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Other Details: 

Details to establish specific requirements for the 
installation of equipment and systems; such details to be 
modified to include specific sizes as required and con-elated 
to the ihfoririation included on digital photos and sketches 

A General Requirements section written by Contractor's 
Project Manager, to be included in the scoping document 
package delivered to the Subcontractors 

At facilities where performance contract energy related capital improvements are 
required by the Task Order Solicitation, development of both the Energy Audit 
and ECM specific Measurement and Verification ("M«&V") plan, as applicable, 
will be completed during the detailed engineering phase because both may 
significantly impact the scope jmd detail of the design. 

1. ECM Specific M«&V Plan Development 

M&V plans will verify that anticipated energy savings are realized. Where 
required to meet the scope of the Task Order Solicitation, Contractor must 
develop M&V plans to ensure that data collection points such as temperature 
wells, pressure taps, flow measuring devices, BAS points, CTs and other devices, 
which wdll be used during the M&V phase, are included in the design documents. 
Contractor must work closely vdth the City to determine a mutually agreeable 
strategy for energy savings verification that may include, vathout limitation, 
guaranteed energy savings, a M&V plan, or baseline-establishing investment 
grade audits. Such strategy will be included in the relevant Task Order. 

a) IPMVP. Contractor must use the International Performance 
measurement & Verification Protocol (IPMVP) and LEED standards (see 
Section I.C.I, below) as the template for M&V plans, to help in the 
selection of the M&V approach that best matches GBMS costs and 
savings magnitude, technology-specific requirements and risk allocation. 
The IPMVP is the industry standard template for M&V plans. The 
IPMVP describes four (4) options, as set forth in the follovdng table. 
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.Overview of M&V Options: 

• : i \ i ' j~ i , 

TyinicaL Al^li^atitirts 

A. Partially Measured Retrofit Isolation 

Savings are determined by partial field 
mezisurement of the energy use of the 
system(s) to which an ECM was applied, 
separate from the energy use of the rest of 
the facility. Measurements may be either 
short-term or continuous. 

Partial measurement means that some but 
not all pairameter(s) may be stipulated, if the 
total impact of possible stipulation error(s) is 
not significant to the resultant savings. 
Careful review of ECM design and 
installation v^ll ensure that stipulated values 
fairly represent the probable actual value. 
Stipulations should be shown in the M&V 
plan along with analysis of the significance 
of the error the;y may introduce. 

Engineering 
calculations using 
short term or 
continuous post-
retrofit 
measurements and 
stipulations. 

Lighting retrofit where 
power draw is measured 
periodically. Operating 
hours of the lights are 
assumed to be one half hour 
per day longer than store 
open hours. 

B. Retrofit Isolation 

Savings are determined by field 

Engineering 
calculations using 
short term or 

Application of controls to 
vary the load on a constant 
speed pump using a variable 

measurement of the energy use of the 
systems to which the ECM was applied, 
separate from the energy use of the rest of 
the facility. Short-term or continuous 
measurements are taken throughout the post-
retrofit period. 

C. Whole Facility 

Savings are determined by measuring energy 
use at the whole facility level. Short-term or 
c-ontinMOus Tneasiire.Tncnts ?.rc taken 
throughout the post-retrofit period. 

continuous 
measurements. 

Analysis of whole 
facility utility 
meter or sub-
meter data using 

simple comparison 
to regression 
analysis. 

speed drive. Electricity use 
is measured by a kWh meter 
installed on the electrical 
supply to the pump motor. 
In the base year this meter is 
in place for a week to verify 
constant loading. The meter 
is in place throughout the 
post-retrofit period to track 
variations in energy use. 

Multifaceted energy 
management program 
affecting many systems in a 
building. Energy use is 
m A o o i l w - A / l Vtir 4-V«A rynty r%*~%A 
A A S^^^A*^ VSA %^^^ % j j V A A ^ ' ^ C » 0 4Ai,AV« 

electric utility meters for a 
twelve month base year 
period and throughout the 
post-retrofit period. 
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D. Calibrated Simulation 

Savings are determined through simulation 
of the energy use of components or the 
whole facility. Simulation routines must be 
demonstrated to adequately model actual 
energy perfoimance measured in the facility. 
This option usually requires considerable 
skill in calibrated simulation. 

Energy use 
simulation. 
calibrated with 
hourly or monthly 
utility billing data 
and/or end-use 
metering. 

1 

Multifaceted energy 
management program 
affecting many systems in a 
building but where no base 
year data are available. 
Post-retrofit period energy 
use is measured by the gas 
and electric utility meters. 
Base year energy use is 
determined by simulation 
using a model calibrated by 
the post-retrofit period 
utility data. 

b) Stipulated Values. Wherever possible and approved by the City, 
Contractor must use stipulated values per Option A, in the table above, 
when M&V is required for an ECM. The reasons for this use of stipulated 
values are: cost; risk mitigation; and ongoing M&V. 

(1) Cost. Generally, energy savings = (baseline energy use)— 
(post-installation energy use) ± adjustments. Adjustments can 
make M&V costly. Weather conditions, operating hours, 
occupancy chemges, operator interventions, maintenance 
performance and equipment changes all affect energy usage. 

Monitoring and measuring these changes may require the addition 
of precision flow and temperature measurement equipment, sub-
metering of specific gas and electric lines, maintenance audits, and 
operator logging and reviews. 

While using Option A may require measurements, costs are 
minimized by the use of stipulated values for carefully selected 
parameters whenever possible. Contractor's goal must be to find 
the optimal point between risk and cost savings. 

The U.S. Department of Energy Federal Energy Management 
Program supports this approach in its publication "Detailed 
Guidelines for FEMP M&V Option A" May 29,2002 (available at 
http://ateam.lbl.gov/mv/). where it states: "Using stipulated values 
for determining savings can be a practical, cost-effective way to 
minimize M&V costs. Stipulations used appropriately do not 
jeopardize the savings guarantee, the agency's ability to pay for the 
project, or the value of the project to the government." 

/\s an example or using stipuiatea values, assume a cniner retroiit 
is the ECM being considered. In order to eliminate the variance in 
weather conditions, outside air deunper positioning, occupancy 

http://ateam.lbl.gov/mv/
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levels, operator interventions, operating hours, preventive 
maintenance practices, etc., all of these parameters would require 
monitoring and/or measurements to be taken over a significantly 
long period of time to allow for a meemingful comparison to the 
baseline period. These same peurameters would have to be 
measured prior to the retrofit, a costly endeavor. Several of these 
parameters, such as the effectiveness of a maintenance program, 
are difficult to quantify. It can be argued that the resultant required 
assumptions used in the calculations do little to improve the level 
of confidence for the savings guarantee. Instead, using the vendor-
supplied data such as an ARI test report for IPLV values and 
setting stipulated values for parameters such as operating hours, 
calculations can be performed showing what the energy savings 
would be over a typical season. Only a few field tests would be 
required to verify tiiat the chiller is operating on the curve depicted 
in the vendor data. The cost of the M&V portion of a Task Order 
can be significantly reduces in this manner. 

(2) Risk Mitigation. An M&V plan that makes no adjustments 
to the energy usage data, as described above, would place all risk 
on Contractor, while an M&V plan that maximizes stipulated 
values for energy savings calculations would transfer some risk to 
the City, to the extent that the values used for various parameters 
were not properly chosen. 

To mitigate the risk to the City, Contractor must meet with the City 
(or its designated agent) to determine the best M&V plan for each 
specific ECM. The level of detail of the M&V plan will be 
determined prior to performing the Energy Audit if any, so that 
proper baseline meeisurements will be available for comparison. 
Contractor must provide an M&V plan that optimizes the audit, 
M&V and cost aspects of the relevant ECM. 

(3) Ongoing M&V. In addition to the initial verification of 
energy savings post installation, each M&V plan for each ECM 
will describe how to use tools provided by Contractor to 
continuously monitor and trend critical system parameters to 
ensure optimized, efficient operation for the life of the equipment. 
Such tools will allow the monitoring and trending of equipment-
specific parameters (such as kW, kWhr, therms, Mbtu, heat 
exchanger or pump pressure differential and temperature 
differential and any other BAS point, or virtual points calculated 
from them), as well as the correlation'of such parameters against 
each other or against outside temperature and humidity. Real time 
energy monitoring. sync-b-Tonized with utility dsrr.and cycles, will 
provide a tool to verify utility bills, revise operating schedules and 
practices, minimize demand charges and implement a peak shaving 
strategy. Aggregate data from all facilities will be available to the 
City, as will facility-to-facility comparisons (such as kW/ft^, $If^, 
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curtailment performance or any other energy-related data of 
interest). Contractor must develop and include, in the ECM-
specific M&V plan, relevant control point grouping development, 
report design, out-of-rrange limit values, etc. 

2. Conformance to LEED Standards 

The M & V Plan and implementation shall conform to LEED EA Credit 5.1-5.3; 
Performance Measurement: Enhanced Metering, as in effect at the time of 
Contractor Certification (as defined in Section 6.3 of the Agreement). 

i). Preparation of Respoiise to Task Ordeif Solicitation 

1. Scope and Technical Requirements 

Contractor must finalize the scope and technical requirements of the work. 

In all cases, Contractor must document the design basis for each system. 
Contractor must prepare preliminary design drawings, including demolition, 
electrical, mechanical, controls, equipment schedules and points list. Contractor 
must develop specifications for the technical requirements and may submit the 
preliminary design package (the "Design Package") to the City for approval prior 
to development of the full Response to Task Order Solicitation. After review and 
revision cycles required to meet the City's approval, and upon such approval. 
Contractor must begin Cost and Pricing activities and develop the Response to 
Task Order Solicitation. 

2. Cost Estimating and Pricing 

Upon the City's approval of the Design Package, Contractor must release the 
Design Package to appropriate installation Subcontractors for review, comment, 
and pricing. These Subcontractors may need to perform additional site visits to 
finalize the pricing. Contractor's Project Manager, through the facility point of 
contact, must coordinate these site visits. Contractor must use the prices 
submitted by the installation Subcontractors to develop the Response to Task 
Order Solicitation. 

3. Schedule Development 

Contractor must prepare a work schedule which indicates the starting and 
completion dates as well as milestone dates for each phase of the construction 
and/or installation process and major system completion. 

4. Preparation and Submission of Response to Task Order Solicitation 

Contractor's Response to Task Order Solicitation must include drawings, 
specifications, MBE/WBE participation, identification of Key Personnel and 
Subcontractors, Pre-Commissioning Plan, M&V plan, complete budget and such 
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other detail as is called for by the Task Order Solicitation, as applicable. 
Contractor must submit tiie Response to Task Order Solicitation to the City for 
review and approval, as set forth in Section 3.2.4 of the Agreement. 

5. Procedure Upon Acceptance of Response to Task Order Solicitation 

Upon the City's acceptance of the Response to Task Order Solicitation, 
Contractor must proceed as set forth in Section 3.3 of the Agreement and 
Exhibit 19 (if applicable). 

ih addition to the foregoing. Task Orders for Construction Activities may include a 
separate construction contract or terms normally used in construction contracts. 

E. Implementation Activities 

Upon the City's approval of a Response to Task Order Solicitation and the associated 
Task Order regarding Implementation Activities, Contractor must perform the following 
services (as applicable): 

1. Orientation 

a) Review of all contract documents. Contractor's Project Manager 
must review all documents amd contracts to gain a thorough understanding 
of the work scope and specifications as well as to verify that all contract 
requirements will be met. 

b) Pre-constmction meeting. Prior to the start of construction, 
Contractor's Project Manager must schedule a meeting to review the 
construction safety requirements, scope, preliminary schedules, details of 
the Task Order, potential interference, acceptable levels of workmanship, 
and other information necessary to give the attendees a good 
imderstanding of the work. Contractor's Project Manager must give 
notice to the City of the time and date of this meeting to allow 
representatives of City agencies the opportunity to attend. Contractor's 
Project Manager must conduct this meeting, with other attendees including 
Subcontractors and the City's work planners, facility manager, and 
operations persoimel. Contractor's Project Manager must provide 
documentation of the meeting discussions, and provide copies to the City 
and all attendees. 

c) Construction area survey. Contractor's Project Manager must 
survey the construction site with the selected Subcontractor 
superintendents to ensure that the work site is in compliance with all 
contract requirements. Contractor's Project Manager must ensiu-e that all 
hazardous areeis are identified so that construction can proceed under the 
guidelines of the approval safety plan. 
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d) Inspection. Contractor's Project Manager and all Subconuauior 
superintendents must physically inspect all materials and equipment prior 
to installation to ensure that all the requirements of the approved shop 
drawings and engineering specifications are met. Contractor must 
determine the storage requirements of all materials and equipment to 
ensure that materials and equipment are not damaged. 

e) Ouality control procedure. Contractor's Project Manager must 
outline the methods of testing, as well as the physical inspection of all 
work required of the Subcontractors during the performance of the Task 
Order. Contractor must ensure that procedures for verifying the quality of 
work will comply with all requirements of the contracted scope. 

2. Kickoff Meeting 

Contractor and its Subcontractors of all tiers must attend this meeting, as well as 
equipment vendors responsible for configuration, startup, or training of their 
products. The agenda of this meeting, at which the City will be represented as it 
see fit must include the following: 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

f) 

Organization Chart 

Objectives 

MBE/WBE Requirements 

Safety Program 

Drug Testing Program 

Schedule and Coordination 

Notifications 

The City and Subcontractors will submit all notifications to Contractor for 
assembly and distribution. These notifications mil be distributed at the weekly 
update meeting, unless of an emergency nature. 

4. Shop Drawings 

Subcontractors must deliver shop drawings, operations and maintenance manuals 
and other submittals to Contractor for logging and distribution. Contractor must 
deliver any documents needing City approval to the City for review and approval. 
Contractor must distribute the documents, as required, after approval. 
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5. Inspections 

All work performed under the Task Order is subject to inspection by the City's 
Project Manager. Contractor must perform regular inspections of all work on a 
regular basis. 

6. Weekly Meetings 

Contractor must lead a weekly construction meeting pursuant to Section 5.10 of 
the Agreement. The agenda of these meetings must include the following: 

a) Safety topics 

b) Announcements 

c) Submission of certified payrolls 

d) Submission of schedule updates 

e) Review/update open issues 

f) New issues/requests 

7. Punch List Generation and Execution 

As the Task Order or a major Task Order milestone approaches completion. 
Contractor must lead a walk down with all of the persormel involved on that 
portion of the Task Order to develop a Punch List of incomplete or deficient work 
items. Contractor must assign each item on the Punch List to appropriate 
personnel for completion and follow the procedures set forth in Section 6.4.3 of 
the Agreement. 

8. Commissioning and Acceptance Testing 

Although the Commissioning process has been ongoing at each phase of the Task 
Order, after the Punch List items are substantially complete, Contractor must 
complete pre-functional, fiinctional, and sequence of operations testing. All such 
Commissiorung and testing shall be done to LEED standards. 

9. As-Built Submittals 

Each Subcontractor must submit final "as-built" documents to Contractor for 
assembly and submission to the City for approval. 

10. Task Order Documentation 

Contractor must eissemble all documentation for work performed under the Task 
Order into binders. Additionally, Contractor must create electronic copies of 
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pertinent documents and make tiiem available at the OCC workstation and at 
facilities that have a GBMS operator workstation. 

11. Training 

Contractor must commence training after completion of the Task Order 
Documentation phase. This training will use the documents created during the 
Task Order Documentation phase. 

12. Measurement and Verification 

To verify that ECM energy savings are being realized. Contractor must implement 
the M&V plan that was developed pursuant to Sections I.C.I and I.C.2 of this 
Exhibit. 

13. Notificatioh of Completion; Testing and Acceptance 

Contractor must provide the City with a notice of completion of the Task Order 
and perform activities related to the verification of the design, installation and 
performance of the GBMS, and each element thereof, pursuant to Section 6 of the 
Agreement. 

Ii. For development of Custom Software (to the extent development of Custom 
Software is authorized by the DGS Commissioner), the following shall apply. 

A. Initiation of Work 

1. Proposal 

Either the City or Contractor may suggest to the other that development of 
Custom Software is necessary or advisable for use in tiie GBMS. Development of 
Custom Software is antithetical to the goal of Open systems; therefore, no Custom 
Software will be developed without the express written authorization of the DGS 
Commissioner. 

2. Ownership 

All materials developed by or on behalf of Contractor or any Subcontractor (i) in 
preparation for the Response to Task Order Solicitation (e.g., scope and 
specification documents, flow chart.s. diagrams, reports, screen designs, file 
layout) and (ii) under any Task Order for Custom Software, shall be Work 
Product, ovmed by the City pursuant to Section 3.14 of the Agreement. 
Contractor shall not use any open source software in such a way as to subject any 
Custom Software to any disclosure or open source license obligations. 
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3. Task Order Solicitation 

If the City initiates the request for development of Custom Software, it shall 
initiate a Task Order Solicitation that contains the infonnation set forth in 
Section 4 below and such other information as may be available and relevant, in 
the form set forth in Exhibit 4. If Contractor suggests the development of Custom 
Software, it shall provide the City with the information set forth in Section 4 
below and such other information as may be available and relevant. If the DGS 
Commissioner approves Contractor's suggestion for the development of Custom 
Software, the City shall issue a Task Order Solicitation containing some or all of 
the information provided by the Contractor. 

4. Information Included 

The information to be provided in the Task Order Solicitation relating to the 
proposed Custom Software includes: 

a) Scope description and high-level specifications (functionality, 
performzmce standards, interface requirements and other detail). 

b) Anticipated development schedule. 

c) Third party and City-owned software required for,project. 

d) Explanation ofwhy development of Custom Software is preferable 
to commercially available third-party software. 

e) The basis on which the City proposes to pay (e.g., time and 
materials basis, not-to-exceed estimate, fixed fee). The City may request 
quotes based on more than one of the foregoing criteria, or on other 
criteria. 

B. Contents of Response to Task Order Solicitation 

If the City issues a Task Order Solicitation for the development of Custom 
Software, Contractor will prepare a Response to Task Order Solicitation as set 
forth in this Section II.B. If any of the follovidng are not available at the time the 
Response to Task Order Solicitation is prepared, such Response may provide for a 
process and schedule to develop the unavailable items. 

1. Approach 

a) The software development team (the "Project Team") will use all 
existing GIS data and standard .software and development lariguagcs io 
create all interfaces between the GBMS and GIS. 
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b) Deyelopment work will follow standard application development 
methodology. 

Application Development Methodology 

a) Scope 

(1) The Project Team will map technology architectures and 
data inputs/outputs to determine points of integration and identify 
areas that may require particular adaptation or reconfiguration. 

(2) The Project Team and City representatives will schedule 
meetings to review the GIS and the City's standards, and to discuss 
interfaces, application requirements, reporting and mapping 
details, and otiier integrations. Otiier discussion topics will include 
back ups, data transfer and/or replications, licenses, training and 
support. 

(3) The Project Team will prepare a scope document (the 
"Custom Software Scope Document") for presentation to the City. 
The Custom Software Scope Document will outiine the City's 
requirements as set forth in the relevant Task Order and the 
corresponding technical solutions. All parties will review the 
Custom Software Scope Document to ensure that all the City's 
requirements are addressed and have a feasible technical solution 
identified. 

b) Detailed Specification Development. Contractor will proceed to 
develop the preliminary detailed specifications for the Custom Software 
("Specification Package") and may submit the Specification Package to 
the City for approval prior to development of the full Response to Task 
Order Solicitation. After review and revision cycles required to meet the 
City's approval, and upon such approval. Contractor must develop the full 
Response to Task Order Solicitation, which shall include: 

(1) Details of the scope and type of services to be performed 
by Contractor, including deliverables (i.e., modules, interfaces. 
Source Code, Documentation, etc.) ("Software Deliverables"), 
and time estimates for completion of the services and Software 
Deliverables; 

(2) Detailed specifications, including design specifications; 
proposed flow-charts, reports, screen layouts, file structure and 
other appropriate detail; design, performance, interface, integration 
with other GBMS Software; and all other relevant specifications; 

(3) Work to be performed (e.g., interfaces created) and 
resources, equipment and software to be provided by the City; 
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(4) A project plan containing at least the following: (i) detail 
and schedule for each significant element of each task involved in 
the development, implementation and testing of the Custom 
Software ("Task"); (ii) list of all expected Software Deliverables; 
(iii) allocation of performance responsibility between Contractor 
and the City; and (iv) the critical path for Tasks. The Project Plan 
shall also include milestones to measure the progress of success. 
Such milestones shall, at a minimum, include completion of 
successful acceptance testing, as described in Section 6 of the 
Agreement; 

(5) Other additional terms and conditions required or 
appropriate for the development and implementation of the Custom 
Software, and other detail necessary or appropriate to the 
development, implementation and testing of the Custom Software; 

(6) Acceptance criteria; 

(7) Pricing, estimated fees, proposed payment schedule based 
on the criteria indicated by the City in the Task Order Solicitation 
(e.g., time and materials basis, not-to-exceed estimate, fixed price) 
£md proposed milestones, as described in Section 2 below; 

(8) All relevant roles and names of personnel on the Project 
Team; and 

(9) Such other detail as is called for by the Task Order 
Solicitation. 

c) Design. The Project Team will develop a detailed design, 
including database integration specifications, architecture and interface 
points. The detailed design will be presented for the City's review and 
approval to ensure a complete and comprehensive design. 

d) Model/Prototype. The Project Team will develop a model or 
prototype of the application and interface to demonstrate how relevant 
technologies will work together in various scenarios. This step will be 
repeated as required, as other portions of the GBMS are implemented and 
integrated. The Project Team will develop scripts to ensure that all Scope 
Document techrucal solutions have been modeled. 

e) Build. The Project Team will build the necessary application 
interfaces and/or code. This build process may take place at the offices of 
the City or at the offices of the Project Team. The Project Tp.am wiu rneet 
with City representatives to review various aspects of the development 
process and to allow technical knowledge transfer to the City. 
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f) Implement. The Project Team will develop an implementation 
plan to roll out the Custom Software to in a manner that corresponds with 
the progression of the multiphaise, multiyear implementation of the 
GBMS. 

g) Training and Support. Contractor will provide online training on a 
schedule that corresponds with the roll out of tiie Custom Software. 

h) Upgrades/Enhancements. Being a multiphase/multiyear project, 
the GBMS may under changes through its lifecyle that will require 
upgrades and enhancements to the Custom Software. If the City issues a 
Task Order Solicitation requesting upgrades and enhancements to Custom 
Software, Contractor will cooperate with the City to execute an 
appropriate Task Order to define and implement such upgrades and 
enhancements as necessary. Contractor vyall ensure that the City's 
production environment will remain stable during such implementation, 
and that all development and testing will be performed in a development 
environment. After acceptance by the City, such upgrades and 
enhancements will be moved to the production environment in a phased 
transition. 

3. Pricing 

Pricing may be based on (i) a time-and materials basis, at the rates set forth in 
Exhibit 15, (ii) a not-to-exceed estimate, based on the rates set forth in Exhibit 15, 
or (iii) a fixed fee. Before beginning any time and materials work (whether to be 
billed on a time and materials basis or a not-to exceed estimate), Contractor will 
provide the City vnth Contractor's good faitii estimate of its charges for such 
work. If, at any time during the affected Task, Contractor determines that its 
charges for that Task v^U exceed tiie approved estimate, it will provide the City 
with a description of the cause for the increase and a revised estimate, and will 
bring work on that phase to an orderly halt until Contractor and the City agree 
upon a revised estimate, revised scope of work or revised allocation of 
responsibility. 

If the Response to Task Order Solicitation contains fixed fee pricing, it shall also 
contain a milestone schedule for payments. An example of such a milestone 
schedule is as follows: 

Event or "Milestone" Percentage of 
Fee Payable 

Execution of Task Order 40% 
Achievement of Milestones, e.g., delivery of 40% 

SGftvv'arc for testing uy tuc .̂̂ ity vproratcu 
among milestones) 

Delivery of Task Order Acceptance Notice 10% 
Sixty (60) Days After delivery of Task Order 10% 

Acceptance Notice 
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4. Modification; Acceptance 

Upon delivery to the City of a Response to Task Order Solicitation, the parties 
will proceed as described in Sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 of the Agreement. 

Testing and Acceptance 

1. Commencement; Criteria 

Delivery by Contractor of the Contractor Certification (as described in Section 6.3 
of the Agreement) will start a period ("Testing Period") during which the City 
may test the Custom Software to determine whether it confoitns to the tests 
described in the Test Plarij any relevant Acceptance Criteria defined in Exhibit 22 
and the Acceptance Criteria contained in the Task Order. Testing may include 
user acceptance testing, integration, regression, stress testing and/or any other 
testing set forth in the Task Order. Other tests may include evaluating the 
performance of emergency management, fail-over procedures and backup. The 
length of the Testing Period will be set forth in the applicable Task Order and, if 
not set forth therein, shall be thirty (30) days for each phase of testing described in 
the Task Order. During the Testing Period, the City may also test whether, when 
the Custom Software is deployed with the GBMS in a production environment, 
the Custom Software and the GBMS continue to function in accordance with their 
respective Performance Standards and Acceptance Criteria the Custom Software 
does not adversely affect any aspect of the GBMS. If so requested by the City, 
Contractor will provide test plans to the City, perform testing of the Custom 
Software jmd/or record results of the testing. 

2. Correction of Non-Conformities 

The City shall notify Contractor of any failure of the Custom Software to conform 
to the Acceptance Criteria ("Software Non-Conformity") and Contractor must 
at its ovm expense, promptly correct such Software Non-Conformity and re
submit the Custom Software for testing, following the procedures described in 
Section 6.4.2 of the Agreement. The testing period shall begin anew upon any 
such re-submission for testing. When the City has tested the Custom Software for 
the testing period v^dtiiout giving Contractor notice of a Software Non-
Conformity, the City shall deliver a written notice of acceptance ("Custom 
Software Acceptance Notice"). In no event will any Custom Software be 
accepted until the City delivers a written Custom Software Acceptance Notice. 
During the course of acceptance testing, the parties shall communicate on a 
regular basis with respect to open issues and estimated completion dates for 
resolution Oi outstaiiuing issues. 

If no period is specified in the Task Order for completion of acceptance testing, 
such period shall be twice the length of the applicable testing period, and shall 
commence upon receipt by the City of the Custom Software for testing. For 
purposes of this Section II of this Exhibit 7, "material Software Non-
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Conformities" shall include collections or combinations of deviations from the 
Acceptance Criteria each of which on its own is not a material deviation. 

3. Remedies 

If Contractor fails or is unable to correct any material Software Non-Conformity 
within the time period specified in the applicable Task Order, then the City shall 
be entitled at its option either to make an appropriate adjustment in the fees due to 
Contractor under the applicable Task Order or to declare such failure a material 
breach of the Task Order, whereupon the City shall be entitled to terminate tiie 
applicable Task Order and return some or all of the Custom Software, and 
Contractor shall refiind all fees theretofore paid for the returned Custom Software. 

III. For Other Services and Special Projects the following shall apply: 

A, General 

1. Applicable Standards 

All representations and warranties made in the Agreement with respect to the 
types of services described in the Task Order Solicitation, emd all standeu-ds set 
forth in the Agreement with respect to such services, shall automatically be 
incorporated by reference into each Response to Task Order Solicitation and Task 
Order for such services, except to the extent expressly superseded in the 
applicable Task Order. 

2. Ownership 

All Documentary Deliverables as defined in Section III.B.2, below, and other 
materials developed by or on behadf of Contractor or any Subcontractor (i) in 
preparation for the Response to Task Order Solicitation (e.g., outlines, overviews, 
flow-charts of processes, etc.) suid (ii) imder any Task Order for other services 
and/or special projects, shall be Work Product, owned by the City pursuant to 
Section 3.14 of the Agreement. 

3. Contractor will, in response to the City's Task Order Solicitation, prepare 
a Response to Task Order Solicitation without charge to the City. 

B. Task Order Solicitation 

1. Initiation 

The City may at any time initiate a lask Order Solicitation tor services other than 
those described in Sections I and II above, such as (i) treuning, operation and 
maintenance of the GBMS elements in described facilities, operation of the OCC 
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post-warranty support services ("Other Services"), and (ii) special projects such 
as development of training materials, development of emergency plan or security 
implementation plan, etc. ("Special Projects"). 

2. Documentary Deliverables 

Special Projects are expected to generate hard copy, software-based and/or other 
digital materials (e.g., multimedia materials), such as reports, recommendations, 
processes, training materials, etc. (collectively, "Documentary Deliverables"), 
whereas Other Services are not expected to generate Documentary Deliverables. 

3. Information Included 

The information to be provided in the Task Order Solicitation relating to proposed 
other services or special projects includes: 

a) Adescriptionof the type of services requested, including the 
facilities to be covered (if relevant), number of people to be trained, type 
of trmning materials to be developed, nature and scope of plans and 
processes to be developed, etc. 

b) Anticipated Schedule 

• for delivery of Documentary Deliverables 

• for commencement and duration of Other Services 

c) Special expertise known to be required 

d) Materials to be provided by the City relevant to the requested 
services 

e) The basis on which the City proposes to pay (e.g., for Other 
Services, periodic fixed payments; for Special Projects, on a time and 
materials basis, not-to-exceed estimate, fixed fee). The City may request 
quotes based on more than one of the foregoing criteria, or on other 
criteria. 

C. Respoiise to Task Order Solicitation 

1. Contents 

In response to the City's Task Order Solicitation, Contractor shall develop the 
Response to Task Order Solicitation, without charge to the City. The Response to 
Task Order Solicitation shall include: 

a) A description of the services required including, if such services 
involve operation or maintenance of the GBMS in certain facilities or the 
OCC, or involve post-warranty support, a list of the facilities and systems 
for which such services arc to be provided. 
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b) A detailed list, description and schedule of records to be 
maintained and reports delivered regarding the services performed. 

c) If the services are for development of Documentary Deliverables, 
such as plans, processes training materials or the like, a detailed 
description zmd/or outline of the contents of the Documentary 
Deliverables, the format(s) and numbers of copies that will be delivered to 
the City. 

d) If the services include training, a detailed list of the types of 
training to be provided, a detailed description and/or outiine of the 
contents of the training, the numbers and job descriptions of City 
personnel to be treiined (for each type of training), hours and days of 
training, and the location where the training services will be delivered. 

2. Schedule 

A detailed schedule for the performance of the services and the development and 
delivery of the Documentary Deliverables, including drafts of Document 
Deliverables, if requested by the City. 

3. Standards 

Service level standards for Other Services and Acceptance Criteria for 
Documenteuy Deliverables. 

4. Pricing and Payment 

Pricing and the payment schedule, as described in Section II.C.2 of this Exhibit 7. 

5. Other 

Such other detail as is called for by the Task Order Solicitation. 

D. Service Level Standards and Acceptance 

1. Standards for Other Services 

The Task Order will contain standards for Supplementary Services (e.g., numbers 
and types of personnel, response times, completion of repair times) similar to 
those set forth in Exhibit 12 ("Service Level Agreement" or "SLA"). 
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2. Acceptance of Documentary Deliverables 

Contractor shall, if the City so requests, deliver one or more drafts of 
Documentary Deliverables, for review and approval by the City. Upon delivery 
of such drafts and upon delivery of the completed Documentary Deliverables, the 
City will review them and inform Contractor whether they are acceptable or in 
what respects they require revision. Such identified revisions shall be considered 
a "Non-Conformity," as defined in Section 6.4.2 of the Agreement and 
Contractor must, at its own expense, promptly correct such Non-Conformity and 
re-submit the Documentary Deliverable for acceptance. When the City has 
concluded that the Documentar>' Deliverables are acceptable, the City shall 
deliver a written notice of acceptance ("Documentary Deliverable Acceptance 
Notice"). In no event will any Documentary Deliverable be accepted until the 
City delivers a written Documentary Deliverables Acceptance Notice. During the 
course of the City's acceptance review, the parties shall communicate on a regular 
basis with respect to open issues and estimated completion dates for resolution of 
outstanding issues. 

3. Remedies 

If Contractor fails or is unable to correct any material Non-Conformity in a 
Documentary Deliverable within the time period specified in the applicable Task 
Order (or, if no such time period is specified in the Task Order within thirty (30) 
days of receipt of the Non-Conformity Notice), then the City shall be entitied at 
its option eiuier to make an appropriate adjustment in the fees due to Contractor 
under the applicable Task Order or to declare such failure a material breach of the 
Task Order, whereupon the City shall be entitled to terminate the applicable Task 
Order jmd return some or all of the Documentary Deliverables, and Contractor 
shall refund all fees theretofore paid for the work done relating to the returned 
Documentary Deliverables. 

4. Remedies for Other Services that Do Not Meet Standards 

If Other Services do not conform to the Service Level Agreement set forth in the 
applicable Task Order (or, if no such SLA is included in the Task Order, to the 
standards set forth in Exhibit 12), the City shall be entitled to the remedies set 
forth in the Task Order (or, if no such remedies are set forth in the Task Order, to 
remedies analogous to those in Exhibit 23). 
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(Sub)Exhibit 8. 
(To Agreement With Kenny Construction Company 

For Design/Build Services) 

Commissioning And Quality Assurance. 

I, The City will develop a quality assurance plan and program ("Quality Assurance 
Program") outside the scope of this Agreement. The City's Quality Assurance Agent will be 
responsible for verifying that the design, installation and performance of Devices, systems, the 
GBMS emd work performed under various Task Orders (collectively the "Work") (i) is properly 
done and completed, that all applicable Documentation is delivered, and that the Work conforms 
to all requirements in the Agreement, the applicable Task Order and any agreed-upon and 
documented designs, and (ii) meets the applicable Performance Standards. 

II. Contractor shall be responsible for the Commissioning of Devices, systems and the 
GBMS. Such Commissioning will be assigned by the City in each Task Order under a 
commissioning plan ("Commissioning Plan") to be agreed upon by the parties at that time. The 
Commissioning Plan will be focused on achieving, verifying and documenting the performance 
of the Devices and systems installed as pait of the GBMS, and the GBMS itself, and the 
conformance of the Work to the standards set forth in the Agreement and Section I, above. Such 
Commissioning Plan, if required by the Task Order, will include the involvement of a certified 
Testing, Adjusting and Balancing ("TAB") contractor to test and balance all relevant Devices 
and render a report thereon (the "TAB Report"). The TAB Report shall be part of the 
Contractor Certifications required under Section 6.3 of the Agreement. Contractor's activities 
shall comply with LEED standards, including LEED-EB Prerequisite 1, and any other 
commissioning Standards that the City requests from time to time. 

Contractor's Commissioning Plan shall facilitate the City's Quality Assurance Program and 
comply with LEED standards. To that end. Contractor will cooperate with the City and the 
City's Quality Assurance Agent throughout Contractor's work under the Agreement, including 
by (i) answering questions posed by the City's Quality Assurance Agent, (ii) including the City's 
Quality Assurance Agent in appropriate phases of the design, installation, construction and 
verification of the Work, and access to all Subcontractors (of any tier) involved in the Work, as 
requested by the City, (iii) allovydng the City's Quality Assurance Agent to observe any pkirtion 
of the Work, and (iv) providing all drawings, photographs, reports, documents and other 
information, all of the foregoing as requested from time to time by the City's Quality Assurance 
Agent. 
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(Sub)Exhibit 9. 
(To Agreement With Kenny Construction Company 

For Design/Build Services) 

Training By Contractor. 

A. Overview 

Contractor may be required to provide the following three (3) levels of training to City 
staff on Devices or improvements provided under a Task Order: hosted, supported, and 
self-sufficient Each level provides an increasing degree of competence and requires an 
increasing degree of engagement. Training that results in a hosted level of sufficiency 
provides the learner with introductory skills and knowledge. The next level of training 
(supported) provides the learner with competency skills and knowledge. And, the highest 
level of training, self-sufficient results in advanced skills and knowledge. Unless 
otherwise specified in the applicable Task Order, training for any portion of the GBMS 
will be led by the Subcontractor responsible for work related to that portion of the 
GBMS. 

In terms of facility systems training; 

• The hosted learner can expect to operate a system. The hosted learner would rely 
on others to maintain, manage, modify, and embellish the system. 

• The supported learner can expect to operate, maintain, and manage the system 
with some degree of support from subject matter experts. 

• The self-sufficient learner strives to achieve self-sufficiency in terms of all 
aspects of their systems. 

he City will provide a list of staff designated to receive training in the applicable lask 1 
Order 

B. General Training and Instructional Requirements. Contractor will provide 
instruction to City personnel in accordance with the applicable Task Order. In addition. 
Contractor will meet the requirements set forth in this Exhibit 9, including the following: 

• Contractor will instruct the City's operating personnel in proper starting 
sequences, operation, shut down, and maintenance procedures, including normal 
and emergency procedures, for all Devices connected with the applicable Task 
Order. 

• Instraction shall be provided by personnel skilled in operation of the Devices 
connected with the appHcable Task Order. Instruction for major equipment shall 
be provided by the equipment manufacturer's representatives. 

• Contractor will comply with the instructions contained in the Operating and 
Maintenance Manuals specified in DGS' Division 17, Section 17160. Contractor 
will not substitute instmctions for manuals. 
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• Contractor's training shall comply with LEED EB EA 3.1. 

• Contractor will provide all equipment and materials required for classroom 
training. 

• All tredning performed shall reference site-specific installation examples 
whenever possible. Trainmg shall utilize specified manuals, as-buih 
documentation, and the on-line help utilities. All btiining sessions shall be 
videotaped with professional quality digital video camera and a dubbing/editing 
recorder. Contractor will submit to the City two (2) copies of the trairung 
session(s) on CDROM wdthin ten (10) business days of the conclusion of such 
training sessions. 

• All GUI training (DOS, Windows, etc.) will utilize interactive overhead computer 
screen projection equipment. Contractor will provide the capabilities to train a 
minimum of three (3) operating staff with three (3) networked PC's (not including 
the projection PC) of similar style and processing capabilities as the user interface 
hardware specified in the applicable Task Order or, if not so specified, in this 
Agreement. 

• Contractor will provide at least sixteen (16) hours of on-site training time for the 
City's operating personnel to use at their discretion, or to further customize 
existing control strategies, enhance system graphics, create custom reports, etc. 

• Where appropriate, such as with new Devices, Contractor will provide training at 
the site of the work performed under the applicable Task Order, in addition to 
traditional classroom-beised sessions. 

C. Classroom Training 

Training will focus (initially) on custom-designed, traditional classroom training. The 
training will be recorded as digital video on DVD, which will provide source content for 
CBT/WBT to be integrated into the GBMS. As such, initial development will be quicker 
and less costly. In addition, the content and its organization can be refined and validated 
prior to transferring it to other (more permatfient) mediaj such as tape. 

The documentation used in training will be multi-purpose. It will be made available off
line in six (6) printed sets and in electronic format, made available on-line via hyperlinks 
from graphic pages, and used to support training sessions. Such documentation will be in 
a format that can be used to facilitate the resolution of problems later (e.g. via "frequently 
asked questions" (FAQ's)). 

D. Needs and Audiences 

Contractor shall submit a training plan that addresses the needs of four audiences: 
operators, technicians, database administrators, and managers/supervisors. 
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• Operators and technicians Will receive 40-64 hours of training to achieve the 
learning objectives of level-one training. 

• Technicians and Database Administrators will receive 64-128 hours of training to 
achieve the learning objectives of level-two training. 

• Database Administrators will receive an additional 40-64 hours of training to 
achieve the learning objectives of level-three training. 

• Managers and Supervisors will receive invest 64 or more hours of training to 
achieve the learning objectives associated with managing the GBMS. 

E. Possible Training Alternatives 

Training will incorporate device- and system-specific documentation from the 
manufacturer and custom-developed documentation and training guides. As appropriate, 
training sessions will utilize end-user operator manuals, procedural documentation, 
reference mzmuals, and context-sensitive (embedded in the GBMS) on-line help. 

As previously mentioned, the City's learning and support objectives will driye the 
selection of learning components presented herein. That selection can be extensive, 
moderate, or modesf. Alternatives to training, described above, may include: 

• Cross training and training for competence. The City may prefer such training 
when staffs are decreasing and pressure to produce more with less is increasing to 
improve the skill set and knowledge base of City personnel. 

• Leverage existing training requirements. The City may choose to work with 
varying trades on delivering on-going training to meike the development and 
delivery of GBMS training part of existing and future training programs. 

• Training as an employee benefit. The City may choose to use continuous 
development of technical skills as an employee incentive. Certifications for core 
competencies may be offered, which can be tied to development of performance 
evaluations and career planning. 

F. Pricing 

Pricing for documentation and training development, aimual maintenance fees to keep 
documentation and training materials current, per-instance training delivery fees, and 
development costs for electronic learning products shall be as set forth in the applicable 
Task Order. Development guidelines and pricing will be developed and presented for 
each level of learning. 
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G. Learning Programs 

The type and amount of training is outlined in Table 1 of this Exhibit 9. All courses will 
be developed as traditional classroom-based training sessions and recorded as digital 
video on DVD; provided that all audio and video used will meet the City's written 
approval. This will have the following benefits: 

• Development time and cost will be reduced. 

• Content and organization will be refined and validated prior to transferring to 
other (more permanent) media. 

• More scalable during initial installation and start-up. 

• Documentation and digital video will become source content to be integrated into 
tiie GBMS. 

All programs will be developed and delivered incrementally as systems and facilities 
come on-line, as approved by the DGS Commissioner. 

H. Training by Contractor 

• The CA shall schedule and coordinate training sessions for the facility staff for 
each system. Contractor shall provide training in a classroom setting with the 
appropriate schematics, handouts and audio/visual training aids onsite with 
equipment. 

• Contractor shall ensure that the appropriate installing Subcontractors provide 
training on ail the major systems per specifications, including peculiarities 
specific lu the Task Older. 

• Contractor shall ensure that the equipment vendors provide training on the 
specifics on each Device. Such specifics shall include philosophy, 
troubleshooting and repair techniques. 

• Contractor shall ensure that the automatic control and fire alarm vendors provide 
training on the control system and fire alarm system per specifications, code or 
manufacturer's requirements. 
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(Sub)Exhibit 10. 
(To Agreement With Kenny Construction Company 

For Design/Build Services) 

Details Of Documentation. 

1. Manufacturer-supplied or vendor-supplied documentation and all other 
documentation with custom documentation will be: (i) provided to the City off-line in printed 
and electronic format (PDF and HTML formats); (ii) available on-line via hypyerlinks from 
graphic pages; and (iii) tied to and used to support learning programs. Table 1 of this Exhibit 10 
contains a non-exclusive list of documentation titles, audience, proposed content, and use. 
Contractor shall provide six (6) hard copies of all Documentation zmd two (2) electronic copies 
of Documentation on compact discs unless otherwise stated in a Task Order. 

2. Deployment 

Docvunentation vnll include four categories of documentation: context-sensitive, procedural, 
reference, and user documentation. 

• Context-sensitive documentation is that which is rendered in the GUI 
(embedded in the GBMS) as the result of selecting a hyperlink that has specific 
contextual importemce. For instemce, the operator may click on em image of a 
controller (from a graphic page) to view the installation document for that device. 
The source of context-sensitive documentation is that which is described in 
Table 1 of this Exhibit 10, as-built drawings, sequences of operation, and 
manufacturer-specific documentation. 

• Procedural documentation provides background information, task-based 
proccuui'cS, iiistruciioiiai liiiKS, mid icmicu uucuineniaiiun lor each major tasic in 
the system. O&M manuals will use the Chilton's Auto Repair Manual model. 
The following is an illustration of procedural documentation: 

Backgro t i nd In fonnat ion -

AH^lrrf<ta^;«^^lrfcdr>tf«;•^r^^«ri>«lJU^^^^d«J^^^^<t.«^^;i l f?1.•/^«Mh•U^^ 
<ra4-«ld'ald-iU<ll«;<faijdKUD«)<fl4<BvdUJdl*aUMgGte<j;^e^^ 

Prooaduro 
StcpOric, 
StqttVmx 

S h o w M * 
Unk(a«C8T/DVP0 

RalalMl OocamenUUon -

U I J M ID R o f c t a m M u a u l c 
I : : . ' 

c^jturo(yp«of rooonladpnwoHwilh butnieliona) MpidL 
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• Reference documents provide background, reference material, and procedural 
infonnation necessary to design and support sub-system and system level 
configurations. Such documents will include, without limitation, any and all 
warranties from Contractor, Subcontractors, manufacturers or any other relevant 
entity. 

• User documents provide background, end-user operator reference material, and 
task-based procedures necessary to operate the system. User documents 
oftentimes resemble owner's manuals. 

All documentation will be developed and source content delivered incrementally with each Task 
Order as systems come on-line. 

Table t. Documentation Set: Global Building Monitoring Systems, City of Chicago 

g|ggjgj|)g^^g|gg|g|||gg|^^g 
GUI/Browser User's Guide 

Systems Integration Reference 

• 

Device Level O&M Manual 

. 

Operator, All 

Technician, All 

Operator, 
Technician 

• Connecting to the 
System 

• User Controls 
• Graphics and Commands 
• Using BAS Functions 
• Alarms 
• Data Collection and 

Reporting 
• Using Security 

Functions 
• Using OnrLine 

Documentation and Help 
• Open Systems 

Fundamentals 
• Protocol Basics and 

Integrations 
• Annlication-Snecifir. 

Design: LonWorks, 
BACnet, and Modbus 

• System Architecture and 
Connectivity 

• Software Configuration 
Issues 

• Database Design 
• Advanced Topics and 

System Support 
• Device Specification 

Data Sheets 
• Installation Guides 
• Troubleshooting and 

Maintenance Procedures 
• Software Upgrade 

Procedures 
• Spare Part Data 

^ ^ l ^ l ^ ^ j ^ ^ ^ g ^ 
Understanding system 
concepts and 
fundamentals. 

Operator training. 

Understanding open 
systems integration. 

Field bus and systems 
integrations training. 

' 

Background, reference 
material, and procedural 
information necessary for 
device (i.e., controller) 
maintenance. System 
maintenance training. 
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Sub-System Level O&M Manual 

I System Level O&M Manual 

Technician, 
Database 
Administrator 

Managers, 
Supervisors 

• System Architecture 
• Sequences of Operation 
« As-Builts, Risers 
• Special Programming 

Documentation 

• Information 
Management 

• Alarm Management 
• Emergency Response 
• User Administration and 

System Protection 
• System Back-Ups 

Background, reference 1 
material, and procedural 
information necessary for 
sub-system (i.e.. Lighting) 
maintenance.' 1 

System maintenance 
training. 
Background, reference 1 
material, and procedural 
information necessary for 
GBMS (enterprise-level) 
maintenance. System 
maintenance training. 

igp|^g£l|l^lgglpl^l^gggl^ 
[ Graphics Generation and fVeb 

Interface Solutions 

GBMS Relational Database 
Reference 

Database 
Administrator 

Database 
Administrator, 

Supervisors 

I g ^ p p p ^ g p p ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
• GUI Principles 
• GUI Engineering 

Strategies 
• Building Graphic Pages 
. Working with HTML 

and Web Pages 
• Relational Database 

Concepts 
- Dstsbsse Oes!**ii 
• Database Integration 
• Queries — Searching 

Data 
• Web UI 
• Reports 
• Users and Security 

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Building graphical and ~ | 
browser user interfaces. 

GUI/BUI training. 

Using the BLD server in 1 
support of system and 
datahase. inte.gration 1 
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(Sub)Exhibit 11. 
(To Agreement With Kenny Construction Company 

For Design/Build Services) 

Operations. 

As set forth in Section 7.1 of the Agreement; (i) if and to the extent agreed to in a Task Order, 
Contractor will provide some or all of the Facility-Level Operations and/or System-Level 
Operations; and (ii) the City may, through its own employees and/or through one or more third 
parties, perform some or all of the Facility-Level Operations and/or System-Level Operations. 
This Exhibit 11 sets forth the staffing and procedures that will be followed by Contractor if a 
Task Order is issued to Contractor for some or all of the System-Level Operations, and the type 
of staffing and procedures that Contractor recommends, without liability, be used by the City or 
any third party performing such work. In this Exhibit 11, Contractor, the City or any such third 
party performing System-Level Operations activities on behalf of the City will be referred to as 
the "Operations Manager." 

A. Staffing for Level One System-Level Operations 

The Operations Manager will assign a manager to the operation and maintenance team 
(the "Operations Team Manager") for the OCC to assure that quality, monitoring, and 
controls are used to serve the needs of the staff of the OCC zuid the City. The Operations 
Team Manager's home office will be at the office of the Operations Manager. 

To maintain optimal quality and control, the Operations Manager will monitor all sites 
included in the GBMS twenty four (24) hour per day, seven (7) days per week through 
three shifts of personnel. Initially the Operations Manager will staff the OCC with one 
(1) person per shift, for a total staff of five (5) people, excluding the Operations Team 
Manager. As new sites and buildings are brought on-line and commissioned, the 
Operations Manager will review staffing needs with the existing OCC staff and the City. 
The following factors will be considered for determining OCC staffing needs; 

• Current workload of OCC staff. 
• Additional technical requirements. 
• The City's needs and concerns. 
• Size and scope of requirements for additional facilities that are commissioned. 

B. Preventive Maintenance for Level One System-Level Operations and Facility-Level 
Operations 

Proper preventive maintenance of systems and equipment will help to minimize the need 
for emergency equipment and control repairs. 

Utilizing the CMMS (or a similar application), the Operations Manager will establish an 
aggressive preventive maintenance schedule for facilities set forth in a Task Order (in the 
case of Facility-Level Operations) and the OCC , including related systems described in 
the Task Order, (in the case of Level One System-Level Operations). This schedule will 
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be established using trend data and alarms, equipment run times, equipment operation and 
maintenance manuals, and staff defined maintenance requirements. The Operations 
Manager wall use this schedule to generate automated work orders. 

The Operations Memager will record all maintenance activity on the CMMS maintenance 
database (or a similar application), including information on labor, parts, and associated 
costs as each work order is closed. 

C. Work Management Procedures for Operations (Facility-Level and System-Level) 

The City's designated representative, the Operations Team Manager, an OCC staff 
supervisor, or OCC staff member may issue a work order in cormection with Operations. 
The Operations Manager will address work orders through a carefiil workflow process in 
order to properly attend to the imderlying issue. This workflow process will consist of 
several phases as indicated below and in the following diagrams: 

• Receive Phase — Review work order to establish scope and set priority. 

• Plan Phase — Establish labor, materials, equipment, methods, and associated 
costs, if available, for approval. 

• Schedule Phase — Review weekly and daily schedules along with the preventive 
maintenance schedule to assign manpower and equipment. 

e Execute Phase — Track jobs in progress to ensure completion of work order and 
notification of completion. 

• Measure Phase — Review data and performance reports to ensure that work order 
was in compliance with criteria. 

Flow diagrams of the work management process are included on pages 4 through 8 of this 
Exhibit 11. 

D. Back-up Equipment for Level One System-Level Operations and Facility-Level 
Operations 

Level One System-Level Operations. If Contractor has been engaged, pursuant to a Task 
Order, to perform Level One System-Level Operations, Conti-actor will be responsible for 
determining the specific requirements for equipment necessary to meet the standards set 
forth in Sections 7.1.4 and 7.1.5 of the Agreement, or such other standards as may be set 
fortii in the applicable Task Order, and for stocking such equipment at the OCC or pre-
placing such equipment vnth Subcontractors that have the ability to supply tiie equipment 
and the necessary labor for installation and operation to conform to such standards. 

Facility-Level Operations. If Contractor has been engaged, pursuant to a Task Order, to 
perform Facility-Level Operations and the Task Order requires a specified level of up-
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time, Contractor will be responsible for determining the specific requirements for 
equipment necessary to meet such standards and for stocking such equipment or pre-
placing such equipment with Subcontractors that have the ability to supply the equipment 
and the necessary labor for installation and operation to conform to such standards. 

E. Operation and Maintenance Detail for Level One System-Level Operations and 
Facility-Level Operations 

The OCC staff will use the tools of the CMMS (or a similar application) to provide 
optimal monitoring and mainteneince of the controls system. The OCC staff will use the 
CMMS (or a similar application) to perform the following activities: 

Identify cause of equipment alarm/failure. 

Identify the customer (location of equipment). 

Maintain Demand Maintenance Template. Plan and create routine, but 
unscheduled, maintenance work orders. 

Maintain Demand Maintenance Active. Create and record maintenzmce work 
orders in response to service requests, emergency breakdowns, and other non^ 
routine maintenance requests. 

Track equipment details and costs. 

Inventory parts and supplies. 

Maintain labor craft records. 

Maintain employee personal information and rates. 

Move Ticket History. 
» « • _ : . . x _ : _ n 4 . 1 — » , « • _ ; _ * . . , „ K / f „ „ * „ _ 

Maintain Preventive Maintenance Active. 

Maintain Preventive Maintenance History. 

Maintain Purchase Orders and Requisitions. 

Maintain Purchasing History. 

Maintain Receiving Log. 

Maintain Receiving History. 

Maintain Reports and Graphs. 

Maintain Transaction Log. 

Maintain Transaction History. 
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Flow Diagrams. 
(To Operations Exhibit) 

(Page 1 of 5) 
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Flow Diagrams. 
(To Operations Exhibit) 

(Page 2 of 5) 
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Flow Diagrams. 
(To Operations Exhibit) 

(Page 3 of 5) 
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Flow Diagrams. 
(To Operations Exhibit) 

(Page 4 of 5) 
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Flow Diagrams. 
(To Operations Exhibit) 

(Page 5 of 5) 
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(Sub)Exhlbit 12. 
(To Agreement With Kenny Construction Company 

For Design/Build Services) 

Support And Maintenance Services. 

As set forth in Section 7.2 of the Agreement, to the extent Contractor has been engaged, through 
issuance of a Task Order, to perform some or all of the System-Level Support and Maintenance 
and/or Facility-Level Support and Maintenance for the GBMS, Contractor will proceed as 
described in Section 7.2 of the Agreement and this Exhibit 12. After performance by Contractor, 
Support and Maintenance services shall comply with LEED standards where the underlying 
Work was itself LEED compliant. 

It is anticipated that Support and Maintenance will be provided on a time and materials basis. 
However if Support and Maintenance is provided on a fixed-fee basis as set forth in a Task 
Order, in the event the City requests in writing that Contractor perform Support and Maintenance 
that is not covered by a Warranty Period or a Task Order, Contractor will do so promptly, 
consistent with the standards in this Exhibit 12. Contractor will treat any such written request as 
a request for emergency response, as described in Section 7.5.2 of the Agreement. 

To the extent City employees or third-peuty personnel will perform Support and Maintenance for 
the GBMS, Contractor recommends, without liability, the procedures set forth in this Exhibit 12. 
In this Exhibit 12, Contractor, the City or any such third party performing Support and 
Maintenance on behalf of the City will be referred to as the "Support Services Provider." 

L Service Response 

The Support Services Provider will respond to support issues of which it has knowledge 
of or receives notice of by doing everything within its power to assist in restoring normal 
conditions, to assure complete tunctionality ot all critical equipment, systems, facilities 
and activities, without interruption. 

For service calls, the Support Services Provider will respond by phone or e-mail 
immediately but in no event more than one hour from the City's request for service. The 
service call will be documented and either hand carried or telephonically relayed to the 
facilities manager or pre-determined OCC management representative for approval prior 
to the call being written. The Support Services Provider will annotate such approval in 
the CMMS (or a similar application), showing the name of the individual giving approval 
and the date of approval. The Support Services Provider's Support and Maintenance 
manager (the "Support Manager") or designee will arrive at the OCC within two (2) 
hours of receipt, during the City's normal business hours, of the City's request for 
services (except for requests received after the City's normal business hours, weekends 
and City holidays in which case they shall arrive within four (4) hours). The Support 
Manager will assess the failure and notify additional {personnel if and as required 
including: (i) City BIS staff; (ii) GBMS team member engineering personnel; and (iii) 
manufacturer support and engineering personnel. The Support Manager will recommend 
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the appropriate course of action and/or temporary solution to put the GBMS back in 
operation and otherwise deal with the situation. The Support Services Provider's 
personnel will remain on the job until the situation is corrected or as otherwise directed 
by the City. The Support Services Provider will conduct corrective action on a 
continuous, best efforts basis (including beyond normal working hours) until the problem 
is corrected unless otherwise directed by the City. If the issue is not repaired within three 
(3) business days of the City's request for services, the project managers of each party 
shall meet to discuss a solution and next steps. 

Support and Maintenance service vail be available twenty four (24) hours per day, seven 
(7) days per week, three hundred and sixty five (365) days per year. The Support 
Services Provider will provide immediate technical assistance and response to service 
requests via either toll-free access through an 800 number or a local number. The 
Support Services Provider will provide the City with a hierarchy of names to call in case 
of a Priority Level 1 situation and will provide regular updates to this list, as necessary. 

To address potential situations in which equipment may be needed temporarily to sustain 
operations at a facility because of the inability to restore systems, utilities, or equipment, 
the Support Services Provider will determine the specific requirements at the System 
Level (if the Support Services Provider is responsible for System-Level Support Emd 
Maintenance) and/or the Facility Level (if the Support Services Provider is responsible 
for Facility-Level Support and Maintenance) for such equipment and pre-place such 
equipment with Subcontractors. Such Subcontractors will have the ability to supply the 
equipment and the necessary labor for installation and operation of the equipment as 
required for such situations. 

II. Service Call Response Procedures 

A. Operator Training 

A key element of any problem procedure is defining the level of problem handling 
and solving that is done by the operators, and when the problem needs to be 
escalated to additional resources. To that end, the Support Services Provider will 
train operators in the fimdamentals of system troubleshooting and diagnostics. By 
having operators trained to classify and prioritize problems, the Support Services 
Provider will achieve fast response and maximum up-time across the entire 
GBMS. Such training will include: 

a. Using alarms, logs, and reports to identify mechanical equipment and 
system problems. 

b. Using alarms, logs, and reports to identify commimications problems. 

c. Using alarms, logs, and reports to identify system application and 
computer problems. 
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d. Using basic system utilities to identify possible causes of malfiinction or 
failure. 

e. Determining priority and criticality of problems to effectively deal with 
them in the context of the size and scop>e of the GBMS. 

The Support Services Provider's training will be custom to and specifically 
tailored to the GBMS and designed to encompass all aspects of the GBMS. This 
training vnll includes basic procedures emd steps that operators can take to attempt 
to conect a problem or restore a failed component of the system. 

B. Support Center 

The Support Services Provider vfill establish a single GBMS support center (the 
"Support Center"), available on a 24/7/365 basis, to respond to all service calls 
and problem reports from OCC operators, regardless of the problem's nature. 
Such problems can be interrelated' in nature, and one discipline may not be 
adequate to deal with a particular problem (for example, in the ceise of controls 
and mechanical equipment). 

The Support Services Provider will staff the Support Center with personnel that 
vrill have remote access to the GBMS and will manage the problem reporting and 
tracking tool. Based on an operator's information (such eis a description of the 
problem, steps that have been taken, etc.), the Support Center personnel will 
access the GBMS (unless the problem is a communications failure) to determine 
the proper course of action. 

C. Problem Tracking and Analysis 

1. The Support Services Provider will implement a problem tracking tool zuid 
host such tool at the Support Center. This tracking tool will reside outside 
of the GBMS architecture so that it will remain unaffected in the event of a 
GBMS failure. Operators will access this tracking tool over the Internet to 
directly enter problem requests on-line. Tracked infonnation vrill include: 

a.. Time of problem report and resolution. 

b. Elapsed time for resolution 

c. Nature of problem 

d. Resolution 

e. Persons involved in resolution 
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2. The Support Services Provider will use the information gathered in the 
tracking tool to perform statistical analysis to determine any trends and 
identify any areas of concern or repeating problems. The Support Services 
Provider will review problem analysis reports with DGS on a quarteriy 
basis and take steps to address the issues underlying any recurring patterns 
identified. Such steps may include making modifications to hardware, 
software, communications and operations.. 

D. Response Steps 

1. Operator Response 

The operator will begin diagnostic and corrective procedures immediately upon a 
service call regardless of whether the call comes during normal business hours. 
The operator will identify the type of problem related to the service call (i.e., 
mechanical, commimications, applications, etc.), determine the criticality of the 
problem, and dispatch a qualified representative to the site. Once the operator has 
exhausted his or her capabilities in attempting to solve the problems, as trained, he 
or she will contact the Support Center via phone or by entering an on-Une problem 
report, depending on the urgency of the problem. 

2. Support Center Response 

If the Support Center persormel are able to determine the nature of the problem 
(mechanical, software, etc.), they will dispatch the appropriate response 
personnel. For example, if the problem is determined to be mechanical, the 
appropriate trade will be dispatched to the site; if the problem is application or 
computer related, teclmicians will be dispatched to the OCC or to the source of 
the problem. The Support Center will resolve the problem within the designated 
timefi-ame for the situation (i.e., Priority Level 1, 2 or 3). 

3. Problem Logging 

After resolution of a problem, tiie Support Center personnel and anyone who was 
mvolved in tfie resolution and cortection of flie problem will enter foUovv-up 
infonnation into the problem tracking tool. 
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(Sub)Exhibit 13. 
(To Agreement With Kenny Construction Company 

For Design/Build Services) 

Licenses. 

(Page 1 of 2) 
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(Sub)Exhibit 13. 
(To Agreement With Kenny Construction Company 

For Design/Build Services) 

Licenses. 

(Page 2 of 2) 
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(Sub)Exhibit 14. 
(To Agreement With Kenny Construction Company 

For Design/Build Services) 

Software. 

B. 

Software for which the City will provide the license(s): 
Oracle database sofhvare, version 10gR2. 

Licensed Software planned as of the Effective Date is listed below. All Licensed 
Software will be provided for use with an unlimited number of simultaneous users. 

Software 

Niagara Framework 

Proteus 

Vykon 

S2 Access Control Software 

Standard Web Browser 

Device and/or Manufacturer 

Software infrastructure by 
Tridium 

Computerized maintenance 
management system by Eagle 
Technologies 

Network controllers by Tridium. 

S2 Corporation 

Custom Software 

The GIS is an integration technology that provides base information about locations 
(including buildings and addresses) and has the ability to perform spatial queries and 
analysis. The GBMS may require Custom Software to integrate with the GIS, for 
example, at the following three points: 
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1. Display Map. The GMBS will feature a City-wide map projected on the main 
wall of the OCC for all operators to see (tiie "Display Map"). The Display Map will 
include tiie City boundary and otiier major features, such as Lake Michigan and primary 
sti-eets. Each City-owned building will be highlighted on the Display Map and be 
represented by a color code indicatmg whetiier it is a part of the GBMS and its alarm 
status. For example, a building with no alarms activated may be indicated with a base 
color such as black, and change to a different color to indicate an alarm (such as red for 
fire, blue for HVAC alarm, etc.) The Display Map will provide OCC operators with an 
overall indication of active alarms and the general state of all buildings throughout the 
City at any given time. 

2. Operator Interface. The GBMS will feature a user interface for the individual 
OCC operator console that uses Internet technologies (the "Operator Interface"). The 
Operator Interface will allow the user to connect to the Niagara Software System via the 
GIS interface. The Operator Interface will include a map of the City (with monitored, 
buildings in various alarm colors, corresponding with the Display Map) in the center of 
the screen, and a hierarchical list of monitored buildings to the right hand side of the 
screen. When an alarm is triggered, the operator can use the map to zooni to the building 
with the alarm and use a hyperlink in the building list to view data firom the Niagara 
Software System regarding building characteristics, alarm type and status of the response. 
The Niagara Software System will "push" relevant alarm trigger information directly to 
the GIS to provide the operator with a real-time view of alarm status. 

3. Historical Database. The GBMS will store historic information regarding alarms 
in a database (the "Historical Database"). The Historical Database will include the key 
elements required to link the alarm history to the data in the GIS database (such as 
address, building name, building identification number) for analysis purposes. For 
example, the City could query the Historical Database to display on a map all locations 
where alarms were triggered of a specific type (such as overheating or intrusions) for use 
in correlating .such events to other phenomena 

All Custom Sofhvare other than that listed in this Exhibit 14 shall be used only to the 
extent expressly authorized in writing by the DGS Commissioner, which writing shall 
state that the approved Custom Software are exceptions to this principle. 
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(Sub)Exhibit 15. 
(To Agreement With Kenny Construction Company 

For Design/Build Services) 

Compensation. 

The City will pay Contractor as follows, unless otherwise set forth in the applicable Task Order. 

I. Invoicing and Payment. 

A. For Construction Work. For Task orders that require Construction Activities, the City will 

make payment as follows: 

Contractor will render monthly invoices for Devices and Licensed Software installed and Work 

performed under a Task Order at the prices and rates set forth in this Exhibit 15 and its 

Attachments, subject to Section 19.2 of the Agreement, less a retainage equal to ten percent 

(10%) of the first fifty percent (50%) of the amount payable under each Task Order and five 

percent (5%) of the second fifty percent (50%) payable under each Task Order. All invoices for 

such Work must be submitted in such form as may be specified by the DGS Commissioner. In 

addition, for Task Orders that require Construction Activities, Contractor must comply with the 

requirements of Attachment 15-L to this Exhibit 15. 

B. For Certain Other Work. For Task Orders that do not require Construction Activities, (other 

than those described in Section IV below). Contractor may invoice the City monthly, as set forth 

in the applicable Task Order, at the prices and rates set forth in this Exhibit 15 and its 

Attachments, subject to Section 19.2 of the Agreement, provided that Contractor must 

substantiate with each such invoice the acceptable performance Of the Work over the period 

covered by the invoice. 

C. City Review. The City has the right to examine the invoices, any Devices and Licensed 

Software installed, and all Work performed that is reflected in each invoice and, to the extent the 

City approves such invoices (such approval not to be unreasonably withheld) it will process them 

for payment. The City v/ill endeavor to complete the review of each invoice, including invoices 

for retainage amounts, within thirty (30) days of receipt. Following resolution of any comments 

provided by the City, Contractor must resubmit the invoice. 
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D. Retainage Amounts. The retainage amounts may be invoiced as follows: 

(1) For Work under a Task Order that calls for both facility-level Work and 

integration Work, forty percent (40%) of the retainage may be invoiced upon 

receipt of a Facility-Level Substantial Acceptance Notice and forty percent (40%) 

of the retainage may be invoiced upon receipt of a Facility Integration Substantial 

Acceptance Notice and the remaining twenty percent (20%) of the retainage may 

be invoiced upon receipt of a notice of Task Order Acceptance, plus in each case, 

a sworn affidavit submitted to the DGS Commissioner as set forth in Section (3) 

below. 

(2) For Work under a Task Order that calls for only faciHty-level Work or only 

Integration Work, eighty percent (80%) of the retainage may be invoiced upon 

receipt of a Facility-Level Substantial Acceptance Notice cr a Facility Integration 

Substantial Acceptance Notice and the remaining twenty percent (20%) of the 

retainage may be invoiced upon receipt of a notice of Task Order Acceptance, as 

applicable to the particular Task Order, plus a sworn affidavit submitted to the 

DGS Commissioner as set forth in Section (3) below. 

(3) For all Task Orders, Contractor must submit to the DGS Commissioner a 

sworn affidavit stating the following: 

a. All payrolls, invoices for materials and equipment and all 

other indebtedness connected with the Work for which the 

City might in any way be responsible have been paid or 

otherwise satisfied; 

b. AU waivers of lien required by the Agreement have been 

provided to the DGS Commissioner; 

c. As of the date the affidavit is signed, all claims known to 

Contractor made by Subcontractors of any tier and others 

against Contractor, the City, any agents or representatives 

of the City pertaining to payment for the Work required 

xmder this Contract were provided in writing to the DGS 

Commissioner and have been resolved; 
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d. The warranties and guarantees required by the Agreement 

have been provided to the DGS Commissioner; 

e. All warranties and guarantees set forth in the Agreement 

are in full force and effect; 

f. The surety's written consent, signed by its authorized 

representative, to final payment being made directly to 

Contractor is attached to the affidavit; 

g. Acceptance of final payment for each Task Order will 

constitute a general release to the City, its agents, 

representatives, officials and employees of all other claims 

of liability for anything done or fiinushed or relating to the 

Work under that Task Order: 

h. Record Documents have been provided to the DGS 

Commissioner for all Work (as fiirther described in Exhibit 

19 Section 4(e) in the case of Constmction Activities); 

i. A status report of MBE/WBE Subconttactor payments; 

j . All vehicle and personnel passes issued to Contractor are 

returned to the DGS Commissioner pursuant to Exhibit 24; 

k. All other documents requested by the DGS Commissioner 

have been provided; and 

1. Wages paid and classifications in accordance with the 

Agreement including for laborers and mechanics, including 

apprentices and trainees employed on the Project, in the 

following form: 

FINAL CERTIFICATE 

The undersigned, Contractor on • (Specification No: 

/Contract No. ,• Task Order No:) certifies that all laborers, mechanics, 

apprentices and trainees employed by it or by a Subcontractor performing Work 
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under the Task Order have been paid wages at rates not less than those required by 

the provisions of the Agreement and the Task Order, and that the Work performed by 

each such laborer, mechanic, apprentice or trainee conformed to the classifications 

set forth in the Agreement or training program provisions applicable to the wage rate 

paid. 

Signature and Title 

Name ^ ' " " 

Authorized Officer 

Contractor: 

Project: 

II. Basis Generally. For all Work other than Support and Maintenance and development or 

modification of Custom Software, the City will pay Contractor, for the first three (3) years of the 

Term, at the prices and rates set forth in this Exhibit 15 and its Attachments, unless lower prices 

or rates are required under Section 19.2 of the Agreement. Contiactor may, effective after the 

third (3rd) year anniversary of the Effective Date, increase the prices and rates set forth in this 

Exhibit 15 and its related Attachments by a percentage not to exceed the greater of: (i) four 

percent per year; (ii) the percentage increase in the Consumer Price Index, Urban Consumers, All 

Items (or, if such index is no longer published, a similar index published by the federal 

government) since the last adjustment of such fee (and the first such adjustment will be deemed 

to have occurred on the Effective Date); and (iii) for Work under union contiacts, the percentage 
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increase in the cost of wages and benefits payable by Contiactor pursuant to such union 

contracts; provided, however, that Contiactor will not so increase any such fees more than once 

during any calendar year. Contractor will give the City written notice of any such increase not 

later than sixty (60) days before the increase will become effective. However, for increases due 

to union contiacts described in subsection (iii) above or changes to the prevailing wage required 

by law, Contiactor may provide less than sixty (60) days advance notice if Contiactor does not 

receive notice of the change sixty (60) days before the effective date of the change; provided that 

Contiactor will then notify the City promptly after Contiactor knows of the change. 

III. Support and Maintenance. For Support and Maintenance services, Contiactor's fees for 

such services must, for the first three (3) years of such services, be at the prices and rates set' 

forth in ihis Exhibit 15 and its Aiiachmenis, uiiicss lower prices or rales are required under 

Section 19.2 of the Agreement. Contiactor may, effective after the third (3rd) year anniversary 

of the Effective Date, increase the prices and rates set forth in this Exhibit 15 (and related 

Attachments) for such services by a percentage not to exceed the lesser of: (i) four percent (4%) 

per year, (ii) the percentage increase in the Consumer Price Index, Urban Consumers, All Items 

(or, if such index is no longer pubUshed, a similar index published by the federal government) 

since the last adjustment of such fee (and the first such adjustment will be deemed to have 

occurred on the first day of the first month on which Contiactor began to provide Support and 

Maintenance services); and (iii) for Work under union contracts, the percentage increase in the 

cost of wages and benefits payable by Contractor pursuant to such union contiacts, provided, 

however, that Contiactor will not so increase such fees more than once during any calendar year. 

Contractor will give the City written notice of any such increase in the fees not later than sixty 

(60) days before the increase will become effective. However, for increases due to union 

contracts described in subsection (iii) above or changes to the prevailing wage required by law, 

Contiactor may provide less than sixty (60) days advance notice if Contiactor does not receive 

notice of the change sixty (60) days before the effective date of the change; provided that 

Contiactor will then notify the City promptly after Contiactor knows of the change. 
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IV. Custom Software. For Task Orders for the development or modification of Custom 

Software, unless otherwise provided in the applicable Task Order, fees will be at the prices and 

rates set forth in this Exhibit 15 and its Attachments, unless lower prices or rates are required 

under Section 19.2 of the Agreement. The City shall pay Contiactor as follows: 

a. Contractor may invoice the City for forty percent (40%) of the fixed price or firm 

estimate of the cost of the Custom Software, as set forth in the Task Order 

("Software Price") upon execution of a Task Order for the development of such 

Custom Software or modification. 

b. Contractor may invoice the City for an additional forty percent (40%) of the 

Software Price, which the City will pay after confirming Contractor's 

achievement of milestones set forth in the Task Order. Such amount shall be 

prorated equally among such milestones, unless a different allocation is set forth 

in the Task Order. 

c. The City will pay an additional ten percent (10%) of the Software Price after 

Contractor has invoiced the City upon the City's Acceptance of the Work done 

and the Custom Software or modification produced under the Task Order. 

d. The City will pay the final ten percent (10%) of the Software Price after 

Contiactor has invoiced the City sixty (60) days after the City's Acceptance of the 

Task Order, provided that the Custom Software continues to function in 

compliance with the terms of this Agreement and the applicable Task Order. 

V. Pricing Schedule. Contractor must price all Devices and services delivered pursuant to this 

Agreement that are described in the Attachments to this Exhibit 15. set forth in the Attachments, 

subject to the otiier provisions of this Exhibit 15 and Section 19.2 of the Agreement. Contractor 

must price all other Devices and services as described in Section 19.2 of the Agreement. 

Attachments 15-A, 15-B, 15-C, 15-D, 15-E, 15-F, 15-G, 15-H, 15-1, 15-J, 15-K and 15-L 
referred to in this Compensation Exhibit read as follows: 
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Attachment 15-A. 
(To Compensation Exhibit) 

Rates For Kenny Construction Company. 

I. Project Management Rates ($/Hour) for Kenny Construction Company 
(Subject to other Provisions of Exhibit 15 and Section 19.2 of the Agreement) 

Note: This Schedule does not contain any Kenny IVIarl<ups. 
See marl<up table in Section ill of Attachment 15-A for 
applicable markup, which will be applied on the invoice. 

Title 
Project Manager 

Project Engineer 

Administrative Assistant 

Engineering Assistant 

Level 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
A 
-T 

3 
2 
1 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 

1 
9 
8 

. 7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 

2007-09 

$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

$ 
$ 
$ 

210.78 
204.64 
198.68 
192.89 
187.27 
4 O-l OO . 
1 \ J t . \ j ^ 

176.36 
171.07 
165.94 
210.78 
204.64 
198.68 
192.89 
187.27 
181.82 
176.36 
171.07 
165.94 
105.39 
102.32 
99.34 
96.44 
93.64 
90.91 
88.18 
85.54 
82.97 
105.39 
102.32 
99.34 
96.44 
93.64 

90.91 
88.18 
85.54 

82.97 

2010-2017 
s 4% per Year 
s 4% per Year 
s 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
i 4% per Year 
- - -T /W H W I I w v i l 

s 4% per Year 
<, 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
<, 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
<. 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
s 4% per Year 
s 4% per Year 
s 4% per Year 
s 4% per Year 
i 4% per Year 
s 4% per Year 
s 4% per Year 
<• 4% per Year 
s 4% per Year 
s 4% per Year 
:S 4 % per Year 
s 4% per Year 
s 4 % per Year 

5 4 % per Year 
s 4 % per Year 
s 4% per Year 
5 4 % per Year 
5 4 % per Year 
5 4% per Year 

<• 4% per Year 

<. 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
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1 CAD Draftsman 9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 

$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

116.29 
112.90 
109.61 
106.42 
103.32 
100.31 
97.30 
94.38 
91.55 

^ 4% per Year 1 
i 4% per Year 
^ 4 % per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 1 
5 4% per Year 
^ 4% per Year 
^ 4% per Year 1 
5 4% per Year 

II. Other Labor Rates, for Kenny Construction Company 
and all Subcontractors 

A Contractor must charge, and must require its Subcontiactors to charge, hourly rates for all 

workers in job categories described in eittier or botii of (i) the Chicago "Livmg Wage" Ordinance 

(Section 16.6 of tiie Agreement) and/or tiie Illinois Prevailing Wage Act (8201 CCS 130/0.01 et 

seq.) (tiie "Wage Act") (Section 16.6.3 of tiie Agreement), as set forth below. 

(i) Contiactor must, and must require its Subcontiactors to charge hourly rates for 

such workers at the rate prescribed by such law (for workers subject to both laws, 

at the higher of the two rates; in the case of the Wage Act, the applicable rates are 

those for Cook County) 

(ii) In the event that Contiactor or a Subcontiactor is paying-workers described in 

clause (i) above at rates higher than prescribed by law, Contiactor may pass tiiose 

rates through to the City, provided that no such rate may exceed the legally-

prescribed rate by more than seven percent (7%) without tiie prior written 

approval of the City (including by accepting such higher rates expressly 

designated in a Task Order). 

B. Subcontiactors may charge other hourly rates as set forth in Attachments 15-B through 

15-F to this Exhibit 15, and whetiier or not set forth in such Attachments, are subject to the 

provisions of this Exhibit 15 and Section 19.2 of the Agreement. 
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III. Kenny Construction Company iMarkups 

Markup 
Subcontracts 

Materials 

Rental Equipment 

Travel & Expenses 
Profit 

Description 
Labor and material subcontracted from companies 
outside Kenny Constmction Company. 
Materials purchased by Kenny for the City directly 
through third party vendors. 
Rental equipment rented by Kenny for the City from a 
third party. 
Travel and living expenses. 
Profit on all labor and materials 

Percentage 

2.25% 

3.76% 
3.75% 

0% 
7% 

Examples of Markup: 

1. Mark-up and profit on labor or material from Kenny subcontractors 

$1,000.00 
7G.0G 
22.50 

Subcontract price billed to Kenny in accordance with the Attachments in this Exhibit 15 
Profit.—arlMjp - 7% of S'Jbcontrac-tor Price 

_Subcontract mark-up = 2.25% Subcontractor Markup 
Subtotal 

Bond amount (if applicable) 

Subtotal 
Bond amount 

$1,092.50 

TBD 

$1,092.50 
TBD 

$1.092.50 + TBD Grand total 

2. Profit on labor by Kenny employees 

$1,000.00 Kenny labor rates in accordance with the Attachments in this Exhibit 15 
70.00 Profit mark-up = 7% of Kenny Price 

$1,070.00 Subtotal 

TBD Bond amount (if applicable) 

$1,070.00 Subtotal 
TBD Bond amount 

$1.070.00 + TBD Grand total 

3. Mark-up and profit on material purchased by Kenny from a third party that is not a subcontractor 

$1,000.00 
70.00 
37.50 

$1,107.50 

TBD 

$1,107.50 
TBD 

Kenny's cost of materials 
Profit mark-up = 7% of material cost 

.Materials mark-up = 3.75% of material cost 
Subtotal 

Bond amount (if applicable) 

Subtotal 
Bond amount 

$1.107.50 +TBD Grand total 
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Attachment 15-B. 
(To Compensation Exhibit) 

Environmental Systems, Inc. 

Note: This Schedule does not contain any Kenny Markups. 
See markup table in Section III of Attachment 15-A for 
applicable markup, which will be applied on the invoice. 

ESIPM 

ESI rates include rates for services from Midco, North Beach Consulting, Strategic Urban 

Solutions and RTEnergy 

Technical Labor Rates (per hour) 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Proiect Manager 

Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Project Manager 
Panel Shop Technician 
Panel Shop Technician 
Panel Shop Technician 
Panel Shop Technician 
Panel Shop Technician 
Panel Shop Technician 
Panel Shop Technician 
Panel Shop Technician 
Panel Shop Technician 

Project Designer 
Project Designer 
Proiect Designer 
Project Designer 
Proiect Designer 
Project Designer 
Project Designer 
Project Designer 
Project Designer 
Project Engineer 
Project Engineer 
Proiect Engineer 
Project Engineer 
Project Engineer 
Project Engineer 
Project Engineer 

Level 
1 
2 
3 
4 

5 
6 
7 
8 

9 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

$ 
$ 
$ 
s 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

71 
77 
82 
86 
93 

101 
106 
117 
127 
49 
53 
58 
61 
67 
73 
77 
86 
94 
47 
51 
56 
59 J 
66 
73 
77 
87 

96 
80 
86 
91 
95 

103 
111 
116 

ggm^lgiggBM 
5 4% per Year 
s 4% per Year 
s 4 % per Year 
s 4% oer Year 
s 4% per Year 
s 4% per Year 
s 4% per Year 
i 4% per Year. 
5 4% per Year 
s 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
s 4% per Year 
s 4% per Year 
i 4% per Year 
i 4% per Year 
<, 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
s 4% per Year 
£ 4% per Year 
^ 4% per Year 
s 4% per Year 
i 4% per Year 
s 4% per Year 
i 4% per Year 
s 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
s 4% per Year 
s 4% per Year 
s 4% per Year 
s 4% per Year 
s 4% per Year 
s 4% per Year 
^ 4% per Year 
<, 4% per Year 
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Project Engineer 
Project Engineer 
Service Automation Technician 
Service Automation Technician 
Service Automation Technician 
Service Automation Technician 
Service Automation Technician 
Service Automation Technician 
Service Automation Technician 
Service Automation Technician 
Service Automation Technician 
System Support Engineer 
System Support Engineer 
System Support Engineer 
System Support Engineer 
System Support Engineer 
System Support Engineer 
Rvstp-m R i innor t Fnninep.r 

System Support Engineer 
System Support Engineer 
IS Specialist 
IS Specialist 
IS Specialist 
IS Specialist 
IS Specialist 
IS Specialist 
IS Specialist 
IS Specialist 
IS Specialist 
Security Applications Specialist 
Security Applications Specialist 
Security Applications Specialist 
Security Applications Specialist 
Security Applications Specialist 
Security Applications Specialist 
Security Applications Specialist 
Security Applications Specialist 
Security Applications Specialist 
Estimator 
Estimator 
Estimator 
Estimator 
Estimator 
Estimator 
Estimator 
Estimator 
Estimator 
Sales Engineer 

8 
9 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

8 
9 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
1 
8 

9 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1 

$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ • 

$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

127 
139 

81 
86 
91 
94 

101 
108 
113 
122 
132 
43 
47 
50 
53 
58 
63 
6 7 

74 
81 
73 
78 
82 
85 
92 
99 

103 
112 
121 
80 
86 
92 
96 

104 
112 
117 
129 
140 
67 
71 
76 
79 
85 
91 
95 

104 

113 
75 

5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
<> 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
s 4% per Year 
s 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
^ 4% per Year 
fi 4% per Year 
i 4% per Year 
2 4% per Year 
s 4% per Year 
s 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
i 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
<. 4 % nftr Y e a r 

i 4% per Year 
£ 4% per Year 
^ 4% per Year 
s 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
s 4% per Year 
s 4% per Year 
^ 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
£ 4% per Year 
^ 4% per Year 
i 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 

^ 4 % per Year 
i 4% per Year 
s 4% per Year 
s 4% per Year 
s 4% per Year 
s 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
s 4% per Year 
s 4% per Year 
s 4% per Year 
s 4% per Year 
•s, 4% per Year 
s 4% per Year 
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Sales Engineer 
Sales Engineer 
Sales Engineer 
Sales Engineer 
Sales Engineer 
Sales Engineer 
Sales Engineer 
Sales Engineer 
Project Administrator 
Project Administrator 
Project Administrator 
Project Administrator 
Project Administrator 
Project Administrator 
Proiect Administrator 
Project Administrator 
Project Administrator 
Trainina Development Engineer 
Training Development Engineer 
Training Development Engineer 
Training Development Engineer 
Training Development Engineer 
Training Development Engineer 
Training Development Engineer 
Traiining Development Engineer 
Training Development Engineer 
Training Instructor 
Training instructor 
Training Instructor • 
Training Instructor 
Training Instructor 
Training Instructor 
Training Instructor 
Training Instructor 
Training Instructor 
Software Development Engineer 
Software Development Engineer 
Software Development Engineer 
Software Development Engineer 
Software Development Engineer 
Software Development Engineer 
Software Development Engineer 
Software Development Engineer 
Software Development Engineer 
Web Applications Development Engineer 
Web Applications Development Engineer 
Web Applications Development Engineer 
Web Applications Development Engineer 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
a 
9 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1 
2 
3 
4 

$ 80 
$ 85 
$ 88 
$ 95 
$ 102 
$ 107 
$ 116 
$ 126 
$ 47 
$ 51 
$ 55 
$ 58 
$ 63 
$ 69 
$ 73 
$ 81 
$ 89 
$ 80 
$ 85 
$ 91 
$ 95 
$ 103 
$ 110 
$ 116 
$ 127 
$ 138 
$ 56 
$ 61 
$ 67 
$ 70 
$ 78 
$ 86 
$ 91 
$ 102 
$ 112 
$ 74 
$ 82 
$ 90 
$ 96 
$ 107 
$ 119 
$ 126 
$ 142 
$ 158 
$ 68 
$ 76 
$ 83 
$ 88 

<, 4% per Year 
<, 4% per Year 
^ 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
s 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
s 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
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Web Applications Development Engineer 
Web Applications Development Enjgineer 
Web Applications Development Engineer 
Web Applications Development Engineer 
Web Applications Development Engineer 
Database Administrator 
Database Administrator 
Database Administrator 
Database Administrator 
Database Administrator 
Database Administrator 
Database Administrator 
Database Administrator 
Database Administrator 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
i 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

$ 98 
$ 109 
$ 116 
$ 130 
$ 144 
$ 64 
$ 70 
$ 77 
$ 81 
$ 90 
$ 100 
$ 106 
$ 119 
$ 132 

< 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 

ESI iviaierial 

No administrative charges or overhead related to materials purchasing or handling are included in the 

labor rates set forth above. There shall be no labor or administrative charges in connection with materials 

purchased for the City by ESI except as set forth in the chart below. 

Overhead 

20% 

Profit 

5% 

Example: 

$1,000.00 
200.00 
50.00 

$1,250.00 

ESI's cost of materials 
Overhead = 20% of cost of materials 

.Profit = 2.25% of cost of materials 
Amount charged to Kenny and subject to Kenny's mari<-up and profit as set forth in 
Section 111 of Attachment 15-A 

If ESI purchases materials at a cost of $1,000. ESI will charge Kenny $1,250 (calculated as 1.000 x (.20 

+.05)). Kenny's mari<-up shall be then added to this number. 
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Attachment 15-C. 
(To Compensation Exhibit) 

Primera. 

Note: This Schedule does not contain any Kenny Markups. 
See markup table in Section III of Attachment 1S-A for 
applicable markup, which will be applied on the invoice. 

Job Classification 
Project Director 

Project Manager 

Sr. Engineer 

Engineer 

Commissioning Engineer 

Level 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
9 
8 
7 
5 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
9 
8 
7 

2007-09 
$ 289.82 
$281.38 
$273.18 
$ 265.23 
$ 257.50 
$250.00 
$ 242.50 
$ 235:23 
$228.17 
$191.28 
$185.71 
$ 180.30 
$175.05 
$169.95 
$ 165.00 
$160.05 
$155.25 
$150.59 
$173.89 
$ 168.83 
$163.91 
$159.14 
$154.50 
$ 150.00 
$ 145.50 
$141.14 
$ 136.90 
$ 127.52 
$ 123.81 
$ 120.20 
$116.70 
$113.30 
$110.00 
$ 106.70 
$ 103.50 
$ 100.39 
$139.11 
$ 135.06 
$131.13 

2010-2017 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
i 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
s 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% cer Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
^ 4% per Year 
:S 4% per Year 
^ 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
s 4% per Year 
s 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
s 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
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Architect 

Engineering Designer 

CADD Operator 

Administrative Management 

6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 

$ 127.31 
$ 123.60 
$ 120.00 
$116.40 
$112.91 
$ 109.52 
$111.11 
$ 102.68 
$ 95.26 
$ 88.20 
$ 84.00 
$ 80.00 
$ 73.60 
$ 67.71 
$ 62.30 
$ 124.99 
$115.74 
$ 107.16 
$ 99.23 
$ 94.50 
$ 90.00 
$ 82.80 
$ 76.18 
$ 70.08 
$ 92.74 
$ 90.04 
$ 87.42 
$ 84.87 
$ 82.40 
$ 80.00 
$ 77.60 
$ 73.72 
$ 67.82 
$ 86.95 
$ 84.41 
$ 81.95 
$ 79.57 
$ 77.25 
$ 75.00 
$ 72.75 
$ 70.57 
$ 68.45 

5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
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Attachment 15-D. 
(To Compensation Exhibit) 

EYP-MCF. 

. Note: This Schedule does not contain any Kenny Markups. 
See markup table in Section III of Attachment 15-A, for 
applicable markup, which will be applied on the invoice. 

Job Classification 
Energy Specialist/Principal 

Project Manager 

Engineer 

Technical Support 

Level 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 

1 

2007-09 
$ 347.78 
$ 337.65 
$ 327.82 
$318.27 
$ 309.00 
$ 300.00 
$291.00 
$ 282.27 
$ 273.80 
$173.89 
$ 168.83 
$ 163.91 
$159.14 
$ 154.50 
$150.00 
$145.50 
$141.14 
$ 136.90 
$ 144.91 
$ 140.69 
$ 136.59 
$132.61 
$ 128.75 
$ 125.00 
$121.25 
$117.61 
$114.08 
$110.13 
$ 106.92 
$103.81 
$ 100.79 
$ 97.85 
$ 95.00 
$ 92.15 
$ 89.39 

2010-2017 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 

$ 86.70 5 4 % per Year 1 
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Attachment 15-E. 
(To Compensation Exhibit) 

ComEd. 

ComEd 

Note: This Schedule does not contain any Kenny Markups. 
See markup table in Section III of Attachment 15-A for 
applicable markup, which will be applied on the invoice. 

Technical Labor 
Rates 
Project Manager 

Energy Engineer 

Level 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

6. 
7 
8 
9 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

1 ^ ^ 
$ 129 
$ 135 
$ 143 
$ 150 
<C i d O 

$ 165 
$ 174 
$ 182 
$ 191 
$ 111 
$ 117 
$ 124 
$ 130 
$ 137 
$ 143 
$ 150 
$ 158 
$ 166 

MBBlBMIj 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
<• AO/. r^nr- V ^ i r 

5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
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Attachment 15-F. 
(To Compensation Exhibit) 

Ardmore Associates Professional Rates. 

posrrioN 
CLASSIFICATION 
Drafler/CAD Operator 

Word Processor / Clerical 

Technician 

Senkir Technician 

Levels 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
9 
8 
7 

5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
9 
8 

2007-09 
$ 98.83 
$ 95.95 
$ 93.15 
$ 90.44 
$ 87.81 
$ 85.25 
$ 82.69 
$ 80.21 
$ 77.81 
$ 98.83 
$ 95.95 
$ 93.15 
$ 90.44 
$ 87.81 
$ 85.25 
$ 82.69 
$ 80.21 
$ 77.81 
$ 98.83 
$ 95.95 
$ 93.15 

$ 87.81 
$ 85.25 
$ 82.69 
$ 80.21 
$ 77.81 
$ 121.14 
$ 117.62 

2010-2017 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year . 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
.^ A l . t %/ 

i t 7 0 pe l l e a i 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
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Survey Instrument Man 

Engineer/Architect 

Survey Crew Chief 

Senior Engineer/Architect 

CWQC 

7 
6 
5 
4 
3 

2 
1 

. '9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 

3 
2 
1 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3-
2 
1 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
9 
8 
7 

$ ^ 

$ • -

$ • 

$ -

$ -

$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ : 
$ 
$ 

114.19 
110.86 
107.64 
104.50 
101.37 

98.32 
95.37 
130.71 
126.90 
123.20 
119.62 
116.13 
112.75 
109.37 
106.09 
102.90 
137.08 
133.09 
129.21 
125.45 
121.80 
118.25 

114.70 
111.26 
107.92 
156.21 
151.66 
147.24 
142.96 
138.79 
134.75 
130.71 
126.79 
122.98 
184.90 
179.52 
174.29 
169.21 
164.29 
159.50 
154.72 
150.07 
145.57 
204.03 
198.09 
192.32 

5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 

5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4 % per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 

5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% nfir Yfiar 

5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
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Professional Land Surveyor 

Project Manager 

Chief Engineer/Principal 

6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 

9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 

4 
3 
2 
1 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 

$ 186.72 
$ 181.28 
$ 176.00 
$ 170.72 
$ 165.60 
$ 160.63 

$ 248.66 
$ 241.42 
$ 234.39 
$ 227.55 
$ 220.94 
$ 214.50 
$ 208.07 
$ 201.82 
$ 195.77 
$ 239.10 
$ 232.14 
$ 225.37 
$ 218.81 
$ 212.44 

$ 206.25 
$ 200.06 
$ 194.06 
$ 188.24 
$ 286.92 
$ 278.56 
$ 270.45 
$ 262.57 
$ 254.93 
$ 247.50 
$ 240.08 
$ 232.87 
$ ?25.89 

5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 

5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 

5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
< 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4 % ner Year 
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Attachment 15-G. 
(To Compensation Exhibit) 

Dakona, Inc. Professional Rates. 

Job Classif ication 
Project Executive 

Sr. Project Manager 

Project Manager 

Assistant Project Manager 

::AD/Uesigner 

Level 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 

• 4 
3 
2 
1 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
9 
8 

7 
6 

.5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
n 1 

8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
^ 

2007-09 
$ 243.45 
$ 236.36 
$ 229.47 
$ 222.79 
$216.30 
$210.00 
$ 203.70 
$ 197.59 
$191.66 
$ 173.89 
$168.83 
$163.91 
$159.14 
$154.50 
$150.00 
$ 145.50 
$141.14 
$ 136.90 
$ 144.91 
$ 140.69 

$ 136.59 
$ 132.61 
$ 128.75 
$ 125.00 
$121.25 
$117.61 
$114.08 
$ 100.86 
$ 97.92 
$ 95.07 
$ 92.30 
$ 89.61 
$ 87.00 
$ 84.39 

$ 81.86 
$ 79.40 

$ SI.15 

$ 78.79 
$ 76.49 
$ 74.26 
$ 72.10 
$ 70.00 
S fi7 9n 

2010-2017 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 

5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 

5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 

< 4 % ppr Year 

5 4 % per Year 

5 4 % per Year 
5 4 % per Year 
5 4 % per Year 

5 4 % per Year 
5 4 % npr Ypar 
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Computer Network System 
Designer/Consulting/Programming: 

Project Engineer 

Safety Representative 

Administrative Management 

• 

Administrative Support 

2 
1 

9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 

9 
8 

. 7 
6 
5 
4 
•3 
2 
1 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
9 

8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 

$ 65.86 
$ 63.89 

$148.97 
$144.63 
$140.42 
$ 136.33 
$132.36 
$128.50 
$124.65 
$120.91 
$117.28 
$139.11 
$135.06 
$131.13 
$127.31 
$ 123.60 
$ 120.00 
$116.40 
$112.91 
$109.52 

$ 86.95 
$ 84.41 
$ 81.95 
$ 79.57 
$ 77.25 
$ 75.00 
$ 72.75 
$ 70.57 
$ 68.45 
$ 77.09 
$ 74.85 
$ 72.67 
$ 70.55 
$ 68.50 
$ 66.50 . 
$ 64.51 
$ 62.57 
$ 60.69 
$ 53.56 

$ 52.00 
$ 50.48 
$ 49.01 
$ 47.59 
$ 46.20 
$ 44.81 
$ 43.47 
$ 42 17 

5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 

5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 

. 5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 

5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 

5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% ner Year 
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Attachment 15-H. 
(To Compensation Exhibit) 

Quantum Crossings. 

Title 
Project Manager 

Project Engineer 

Administrative Assistant 

Engineering Assistant 

CAD Draftsman 

Level 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 

9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
A 

9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 

1 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 

2007-09 

f 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
<*> 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

.$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

210.76 
204.64 
198.68 
192.89 
187.27 
181.82 
176.36 
171.07 
165.94 

210.78 
204.64 
198.68 
192.89 
187.27 
181.82 
176.36 
171.07 
165.94 
105.39 
102.32 
99.34 
96.44 
93.64 
90.91 
88.18 
85.54 
S2.97 
105.39 
102.32 
99.34 
96.44 
93.64 
90.91 
88.18 
85.54 

82.97 
116.29 
112.90 
109.61 
106.42 
103.32 
100.31 
97.30 
94.38 
91.55 

2010-2017 
5 4% per Year 
s 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 

5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 AVo per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
s 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
i 470 per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 

5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
5 4% per Year 
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Attachment 15-1. 
(To Compensation Exhibit) 

HBK Engineering Project Management And 
Technical Labor Rates. 

Job Classification 
Engineer, P.E. Principal 

Sr. Licensed Professional Engineer. P.E. 

Licensed Professional Engineer. P.E. 

Licensed Engineer Intern, E.I. 

Sr. Project Manager 

Level 
9 
8 

7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 

9 
8 
7 

2007-09 
$ 192.14 
$ 186.54 
$ 181.11 
$ 175.83 
$ 170.71 
$ 165.74 
$ 160.77 
$ 155.94 
$ 151.27 
$ 160.13 
$ 155.47 
$ 150.94 
$ 146.54 
$ 142.27 
$ 138.13 
$ 133.99 
$ 129.97 
$ 126.07 
$ 111.57 
* 108.32 
$ 105.16 
$ 102.10 
$ 99.13 
$ 96.24 
$ 93.35 
$ 90.55 
$ 87.84 
$ 96.08 
$ 93.28 
$ 90.57 
$ 87.93 
$ 85.37 
$ 82.88 
$ 80.39 
$ 77.98 
$ 75.64 

$ 148.20 
$ 143.89 
$ 139.69 

2010-2017 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 

4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4 % Per Year 
4 % Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4 % Per Year 
4 % Per Year 
4 % Per Year 
4 % Per Year 
4 % Per Year 
4 % Per Year 
4 % Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 

4% Per Year 
4 % Per Year 
4% Per Yfiar 
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Project Manager II 

Project Manager 

Project Coordinator 

Senior Project Designer 

6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
9 
8 
7 
6 

$ 135.63 
$ 131.68 
$ 127.84 
$ 124.00 
$ 120.28 
$ 116.68 
$ 133.21 
$ 129.33 
$ 125.57 
$ 121.91 

4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 

1 

5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
9 
8 
7 

5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 

$ 118.36 
$ 114.91 
$ 111.46 
$ 108.12 
$ 104.88 
$ 110.13 
$ 106.92 
$ 103.81 
$ 100.79 
$ 97.85 
$ 95.00 
$ 92.15 
$ 89.39 
$ 86.70 
$ 96.38 
$ 93.57 
$ 90.85 
$ 85.20 
$ 85.63 
$ 83.14 
$ 80.65 
$ 78.23 
$ 75.88 
$ 128.09 
$ 124.36 
$ 120.74 
$ 117.22 
$ 113.80 
$ 110.49 
$ 107.18 
$ 103.96 
$ 100 84 

4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Her Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
A"/^ Ppr Ypa r 
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Project Designer 

Designer 

Instrument Person 

Rod Person 

One-Person Field Crew w/GPS RTK Unit 

9 
8 

7 
6 
5 
4 

3 
2 
1 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 

2 
1 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
9 
8 
7 
6 

t 5 

$ 
$ 

$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ • 

$ 

\"$ 
$ 
$ 

1 ^ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
« 

$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

111.23 1 
107.99 

104.85 
101.79 
98.83 
95.95 

93.07 
90.28 
87.57 
82.26 
79.87 
77.54 
75.28 
73.09 
70.96 
68.83 

66.77 
64.76 

115.66 
112.29 
109.02 
105.85 
102.76 
99.77 
96.78 
93.87 
91.06 
67.47 
65.50 
63.60 
61.74 
59.95 
58.20 
56.45 
54.76 
53.12 

183.14 
177.81 
172.63 
167.60 
16? 7 2 

4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 

4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 

4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 

4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 

1 • >10/. pgj - Y33^ 

4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
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-

^ 

Two-Person Field Crew 

Three-Person Field Crew 

One-Person Tunnel Crew w/req'd safety 
equip/training 

Two-Person Tunnel Crew w/req'd safety 
equip/training 

4 
3 
2 
1 
9 
8 
7 
6 

5 
4 
3 
2 
1 

9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 

9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 

9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 

$ 157.98 
$ 153.24 
$ 148.64 
$ 144.18 
$ 183.14 
$ 177.81 
$ 172.63 
$ 1 6 7 . 6 0 

$ 162.72 
$ 157.98 
$ 153.24 
$ 148.64 
$ 144.18 

$ 250.61 
$ 243.31 
$ 236.23 
$ 229.35 
$ 222.67 
$ 216.18 
$ 209.69 
$ 203.40 
$ 197.30 

$ 115.67 
$ 112.30 
$ 109.03 
$ 105.86 
$ 102.77 
$ 99.78 
$ 96.79 
$ 93.88 
$ 91.07 

$ 231.37 
$ 224.63 
$ 218.09 
$ 211.73 
$ 205.57 
$ 199.58 
$ 193.59 
$ 187.78 
$ 182.15 

4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 

4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 

4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 

4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year • 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 

4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Yftar 
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Three-Person Tunnel Crew w/req'd safety 
equip/training 

Administrative II 

1 

Administrative 1 

9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
9 
8 
7 

6 
5 

4 
3 
2 
1 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 

$ 298.83 
$ 290.12 
$ 281.67 
$ 273.47 
$ 265.50 
$ 257.77 
$ 250.04 
$ 242.54 
$ 235.26 
$ 79.93 
$ 77.60 
$ 75.34 

$ 73.15 
$ 71.02 

$ 68.95 
$ 66.88 
$ 64.88 
$ 62.93 
$ 63.27 
$ 61.43 
$ 59.64 
$ 57.90 
$ 56.22 
$ 54.58 
$ 52.94 
$ 51.35 
$ 49 R1 

4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 

4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 

4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4 % Ppr Ypar 

(Sub)Exhibit "A" attached to this Attachment 15-1 reads as follows: 
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(Sub)Exhibit "A". 
(To Attachment 15-1) 

Anticipated Workforce Projection Form. 

Affirmative Action Employment Program 
And Local Employment Program. 

DATE OF SUBMITTAL: 

TRADE OR WORK CLASS 

KEY: J 

L 

A 

EMPL 

RES 

-
-
-

-

-

JOURNEYMAN 

LABORER 

APPRENTICE 

EMPLOYED 

.RESIDENT 

ETHNIC CLASS 

B 

H 

A 

NA 

0 

BLACK 

HISPANIC 

ASIAN 

NATIVE AMERICAN 

OTHER; 

DATE: 

NAME OF FIRM: 

SIGNATURE: 

SPECmCATIONNG.: 

NAME OF PROJECT: 

TRADE OR 

WORK 

CLASS 

EST. DATES 

OF EMPL. 

FROM-TO 

WAGE 

RATE 

NO. 

OF 

EMPU 

ETHNIC 

tXASS 
MALE 

TOTAL 

PEKSON 

KOUKS 

TOTAL 

F E M A L E 

TOTAL 

PERSON 

HOURS 

W ) F 

TOTAL 

C H I C A G O 

R E S I D E N T S 

TOTAL 

nxsoN 

HOURS 

S O F 

TOTAL 

P R O J E C T E D 

N E W H I R E S 

TOTAL PESSON 

HOURS 

% 0 F 

TOTTAL 

Indicate above the nuiuber of employees, peimanent, ten^oiary or otherwise for each of the categories anticipated to be hired during the tenn of this contiact and the 

date(s) for which the enmloyee(s) are emKted to be ]] 
'nedevefoperor conbietorshallsubmirtbis fonn wit 
30 N. LaSaUe Street, Suite 3700, Chicago, IL 60602. 

i n t ^ o f S u U s u b m f m l s fonn witET copies of W4's within five (S) wotldng days after award of contract to the Attention of: DOS CommissioDer, 
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Attachment 15-J. 
(To Compensation Exhibit) 

Horizon Project Management. 

Job Classification 
Project Manager 

Level 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 

2007-09 
$ 115.93 
$ 112.55 
$ 109.27 
$ 106.09 
$ 103.00 
$ 100.00 
$ 97.00 
$ 94.09 
$ 91.27 

2010-2017 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Yea.*" 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 

Attachment 15-K. 
(To Compensation Exhibit) 

All-Tech Energy Project Management: 

Job Classification 
Project l\4anager 

Level 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 

2007-09 
$ 144.91 
$ 140.69. 
$ 136.59 
$ 132.61 
$ 128.75 
$ 125.00 
$ 121.25 
$ 117.61 
$ 114.00 

2010-2017 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
4% Per Year 
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Attachment 15-L. 
(To Compensation Exhibit) 

Additional Payment Terms For Task Orders 
Requiring Construction Activities. 

Any customized terms that are not defined in this Attachment 15-G to Exhibit 15 or in the 

Agreement have the meanings assigned to them in Exhibit 19. 

(a) Payment, General. In addition to the payment terms set forth in Section 11 of the 

Agreement and Exhibit 15, the following payment terms apply for Task Orders that 

require Construction Activities. 

(i) Each payment request must include one original and two copies of the following: 

(1) Certified Statement. Contractor must submit certified statement(s) (signed by 

Contractor and notarized) for each payment request; the statement, in the form 

acceptable to the DGS Commissioner, must list the following for Contractor 

and for each Subcontractor <uid supplier for the period for which payment is 

requested; 

a. the name and business address of the particular Subcontractor or 

supplier; 

b. description of the Work performed and/or product supplied; 

c. indication that the Subcontractor or supplier is an MBE, WBE, or a 

non-certified firm. 

d. the total amount of the particular subcontract; 

e. the amount previously paid to the Subcontractor; 

f. the amount of the pay request Contractor will pay to each 

individual Subcontractor and/or supplier firom payments Contractor 

receives on the request, and the dates those amounts were invoiced 

or requested by the Subcontractor or supplier; 
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g. the balance remaining under the subcontract to complete the Work. 

(2) Partial Waivers of Lien to Date and Affidavit for Payment. Following 

Contractor's first payment request. Contractor must submit Partial Waivers of 

Lien from all Subcontractors and suppUers that performed services and 

provided supplies during the month before Contractor's previous payment 

request. The Partial Waivers of Lien must be in a form acceptable to the City 

and must identify, at a minimum, the payment request number and time period 

covered. The Partial Waivier of Lien must be in a dollar amount equal to the 

dollar amount of the Work performed or supplies provided by the 

Subcontractor or supplier during the relevant time period. With every 

payment request. Contractor must also submit an Affidavit for Payment fi:om 

all Subcontractors and suppliers for whose Work or supplies Contractor 

requests payment. The Affidavit for payment must be in a form acceptable to 

the DGS uommissioner and idculify, at a minimum, the pa^Tiicnt estimate 

number, the time period covered, and the total amount invoiced by the 

Subcontractor or supplier, and the total amount paid to the Subcontractor or 

supplier to date. 

(3) MBE/WBE Utilization Report. A status report of MBE/WBE Subcontractor 

payments, as required by Exhibit 16 of the Agreement, must be submitted 

with each monthly invoice in the form required by the City; and 

(4) Certified Payrolls. Contractor and all Subcontractors working on the job site 

must submit three copies of certified payrolls for the pajonent period to the 

DGS Commissioner every week until all Work is completed. All payrolls 

must be identified with Contractor or Subcontractor's name, as appropriate, 

Agreement and Task Order name and be sequentially numbered. If there are 

periods of no Work by Contractor or a Subcontractor, Contractor must submit 

a payroll labeled "NO WORK." The final payroll must be clearly labeled 

"FINAL." Certified payrolls are required to assure EEO compliance as well 

as wage compliance. Race, worker classification, and gender must be clearly 

marked for each employee on the certified payroll along with all additional 

information required by the DGS Commissioner. An employee's address 

must appear every time his or her name appears on the payroll. Contractor 
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must submit the certified payrolls and additional information regarding EEO 

and wage compliance by providing a Payroll Summary Report in the form 

required by the DGS Commissioner. Contractor and each Subcontractor must 

submit the EEO report forms required by the City and U.S. Department of 

Labor reflecting fiilly the periods of Work covered by the partial payment 

request. 

(5) In March 2004, the Chicago City Council passed an ordinance requiring the 

City to report payments to subcontractors and suppliers on the City's website. 

This ordinance applies to all City-funded, constmction-related contracts 

awarded after June 28, 2004. In order to comply with this new ordinance, 

contractors meeting these criteria will be required to declare subcontractor 

payments with each invoice submitted. This reports the intended payments 

fi-om prime contractors to Subcontractors and suppliers fi^om the invoice. The 

Subcontractor Payment Certification Form can be downloaded fi-om the City's 

website at www.citvofchicago.org/tlnance/subconira<jtorfonri. The 

information from this form will be recorded in the City's financial system and 

posted on the City website. 

(b) Pavment for Stored Material 

(i) Whether stored on- or off-the job site, the risk of loss for stored material will 

remain with Contractor, and Contractor must insure the stored materials against 

the risk of loss, theft or damage until its installment in the Work. 

(ii) No payment will be made for materials stored on or off the job site unless 

otherwise authorized by the DGS Commissioner. If Materials stored on the job 

site cannot be incorporated in the finished Work within a reasonable period of 

time. Contractor may include them in the monthly progress payment, but only if 

the following documents are submitted with the request for payment: 

(1) Paid invoices showing the cost ofmaterial or equipment; 

(2) Waiver of lien from the supplier indicating that the cost of the material or 

equipment was paid; and 

http://www.citvofchicago.org/tlnance/subconira%3cjtorfonri
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(3) Inspection tickets showing that material or equipment had been inspected and 

accepted by the City. 

(iii) Payment for material stored off-site, if authorized, will be 100% of a valid invoice 

less applicable retainage when Contractor has provided the DGS Commissioner 

with the documents and assurances listed and has complied with the requirements 

below: 

(1) A paid invoice from the supplier showing the unit, quantity, description of the 

material or equipment and costs; 

(2) A waiver of lien from the supplier for the total amount of the material 

purchased; 

(3) Inspection for all of the material stored; 

(4) A certified statement giving the exact location of the materials or equipment, 

stating that: 

a. Contractor has inspected all of the material stored and that it is 

complete and m good condition; 

b. the materials aie suitably stored and maintained at a bonded, 

secure and environmentally appropriate location that the DGS 

Commissioner has agreed upon and subject to the conditions 

required or established by him; 
c. Contractor has complied with procedures satisfactory to the DGS 

Commissioner to establish the City's title to the materials or 

otherwise protect the City's interest in them, including, insurance, 

storage and transportation to the Project site for the materials 

stored off-site, as the DGS Commissioner may reasonably require; 

d. the materials, equipment and associated fabricated components 

will not be diverted away from the Project; 

e. a certificate of insurance coverage for the stored material upon 

which payment is requested; 
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(5) Immediately upon receipt of payment for the material, Contractor must 

prepare and execute all documents required to transfer title to the City, 

including, any Uniform Conunercial Code documentation necessary to perfect 

transfer of title; and 

(6) All material and Work covered by payments v/ill thereupon become the sole 

property of the City, subject to Contractor's obligation to insure it until 

Acceptance of the Work. 

(c) Payments to Subcontractors 

Contractor must pay all Subcontractors and suppliers within 14 days of Contractor's 

receiving payment for that portion of the Work from the City, but only if and when the 

Subcontractor has satisfactorily completed its Work is accordance with the Agreement. 

(d) Payments Withheld 

(i) The DGS Commissioner may decUne a request for payment if, in the DGS 

Commissioner's sole opinion, the request for payment is not adequately 

supported. If Contiractor and the DGS Conmiissioner cannot agree on a revised 

amount, the DGS Commissioner must process the payment in the amount he 

deems appropriate. 

(ii) The DGS Commissioner may decline to process any payment or may rescind in 

whole or in part any approval previously made to the extent that may be necessary 

in his sole opinion because of any failure to perform any obligation under the 

Agreement, including: 

(1) Failure or refusal to provide the City the required initial schedule for the Work 

or monthly schedule updates and obtain the City's approval for either or both; 

(2) Contractor's failure to remedy defective Work; 

(3) Contractor's failure to make payments to Subconfractors, or employees, or 

provide partial waivers of lien; 
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(4) Contractor's failure to maintain timely progress of the Work as stated in 

Confractor's schedule, or the City's determination that the Work will not be 

completed within the Task Order Time, or Contractor's failure to carry out the 

Work in accordance with the Agreement; 

(5) Failure to follow the City, state, federal, or Agreement safety and security 

requirements; 

(6) Failure to maintain insurance policies as required by the Contract and/or to 

provide to the DGS Commissioner each evidence of insurance coverage, in 

the form of current certificates of insurance, as he may require; 

(7) Failure to comply with other requirements as referenced in the Agreement; 

(8) Failure to provide certified payrolls or other documents required under 

Section 3.4 of the Agreement. 

(9) Failure to provide material inspections as required by the Agreement; and 

(10) Failure to provide deliverables such as, accurate Record Drawings, record 

Shop Drawings, warranties, guarantees, manuals, etc. 

(iii) The DGS Commissioner may, in his sole discretion, direct that no fiarther 

payments be made, or vouchers or estimates issued to Confractor, if he determines 

that Contractor has failed to pay any Subconfractor, employee or worker for Work 

performed under this Agreement. The City may withhold payment until 

Confractor demonsfrates, to the satisfaction of the DGS Commissioner, that 

payments to the Subconfractors, employees or workers have been made in full. 

If the DGS Commissioner gives Confractor notice that no fiirther vouchers or 

estimates will be issued or payments made on the Confract until the 

Subconfractors, workers, and employees have been paid, and Confractor neglects 

or refuses for a period of 10 days or more after notice was given to pay those 

Subcontractors, workers or employees, the DGS Commissioner may apply any 
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money due, or that m.ay become due, under the Agreement to the payment of 

those Subcontractors, workers or employees without further notice to Contractor 

and the effect will be the same, for purposes of payment to Confractor of the Task 

Order Price, as if the City had paid Confractor dfrectly. 

The failure of the City, however, to retain and apply any money, or of the DGS 

Commissioner to order or direct that no vouchers or estimates be issued or further 

payments made, will not, nor will the paying over of the reserved percentage 

without the Subconfractor, workers, or employees being first paid, in any way 

affect Contractor's liability or that of Contractor's sureties to the City, or to any 

such Subcontractor, worker or employee upon any bond given in connection with 

this Agreement. 

(iv) The City's rights imder this Section d of Attachment 15-G to Exhibit 15. 

"Payments Withheld," are cumulative with any other rights provided for under 

this Agreement. Failure by the City to exercise any such right afforded in this 

Agreement, or at law or in equity, will not constitute a waiver of that right. 

(e) Night. Sunday and Holiday Work 

Whenever Contractor is permitted to perform Work at night, on Sundays or Holidays, or 

to vary the period of hours during which any Work is carried on each day, Confractor 

must give written notice to the DGS Commissioner, at least 24 hours in advance, so that 

proper inspection may be provided. The Work must be done under regulations to be 

fiirnished in writing by the DGS Commissioner, and no exfra compensation will be 

allowed for it. 
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(f) Acceleration 

If progress falls behind the approved schedule, the DGS Commissioner may direct and 

authorize Confractor, in writing, to perform premium time Work. The City will pay 

Confractor NO additional compensation for such premium time Work, and the cost 

incurred for inspection and testing during the premium time Work will be considered as 

"exfra" inspection, for which Confractor must reimburse the City as described in Section 

12.C of Exhibit 19, "Materials and Equipment Testing and Inspection." 

(g) Payroll Canvass Reports 

Contractor must submit to the DGS Commissioner with each pay request a Payroll 

Canvass Reports (PCR) for personnel covered under the Prevailing Wage Act, in a format 

approved by the DGS Commissioner. Unless prohibited by law or if inconsistent with 

the terms of the Agreement as amended from time to time, Confractor must submit the 

PCRs to indicate complian(?e with the Chicago Residency Ordinance requirements. A pay 

period canvass report must be prepared separately by Contractor and each Subconfractor 

to indicate, on a weekly basis, hours of each trade utilized during each pay period by 

Contractor and Confractor's Subcontractors on the project. A combined Payroll Canvass 

Summary Report must be prepared by Contractor in a format approved by the DGS 

Commissioner to indicate accumulated hours of each trade Contractor and all 

Subcontractors have utilized, to date, on the applicable Task Order. Contractor is also 

responsible for the accuracy of information and all arithmetical calculations made in the 

Payroll Canvass Reports. 

Contractor must submit within five days after the award of the Task Order that requires 

Construction Activities, a completed Exhibit A, Anticipated Workforce Projection Form, to the 

DGS Commissioner. 
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(Sub)Exhibit 16. 
(To Agreement With Kenny Construction Company 

For Design/Build Services) 

M.B.E.AV.B.E. Special Conditions And Schedules. 

A Policy 

It is the policy of the City of Chicago that businesses certified as Minority Business 
Enterprises (MBEs) and Women Business Enterprises (WBEs) in accordance with § 2-
92-420 et seq. of the Municipal Code and Regulations Governing Certification of Minority 
and Women-owned Businesses, and all other Regulations promulgated under the 
aforementioned sections of the Municipal Code, shall have the full and fair opportunities 
to participate fully in the performance of this agreement. Therefore, Contractor shall not 
discriminate against any person or business on the basis of race, color, national origin, or 
sex, and shall take affirmative actions to ensure that MBEs and WBEs shall have full and 
fair opportunities to compete for and perfonm subcontracts for supplies or services. 

Failure to carry out the commitments and policies set forth herein shall constitute-a • 
material breach of the Agreement and may result in the termination of the Agreement or 
such remedy as the City of Chicago deems appropriate. 

The City is setting goals of 28% for Minority Owned Business Enterprise participation and 
6% for Women Owned Business Enterprise participation for this Agreement and is 
requiring that Contractor mal<e a good faith effort in meeting or exceeding those goals. In 
the event Contractor is unable to meet these goals, "Schedule H: Documentation of Good 
Faith Efforts," provided by the City upon request, must be submitted by Contractor. 

Accordingly, Contractor commits to make good faith efforts to 
expend at least these percentages of the total contract price, which 
shall have the meaning set forth in Section 17.9 of the Agreement 
(inclusive of any and aii modifications and amendments), if 
awarded, with MBEs and WBEs. 

This contract specific goal provision shall supersede any conflicting language or 
provisions that may be contained in this document. 

For purposes of evaluating the Contractor's responsiveness, the MBE and WBE contract 
specific goals shall be percentages of the Contractor's total base bid. However, the MBE 
and WBE contract specific goals shall apply to the total value of this Agreement, 
including all amendments and modifications. The Chief Procurement Officer may review 
each proposed contract modification and amendment that by itself or aggregated with 
previous modification/amendment requests, increases the Agreement value by ten 
percent (10%) of the initial award, or $50,000, whichever is greater, for opportunities to 
increase the participation of MBEs or WBEs already involved in the Agreement. 

MBE and WBE contract specific goals are separate and a firm certified as both a MBE 
and a WBE shall not be credited more than once against Contractor's MBE or WBE 
commitment in the performance of the Agreement. 
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B. Definitions 

1 "Area of Specialty" means the description of a MBE's or WBE's activity that has 
been determined by the Chief Procurement Officer to be most reflective of the fimi's 
claimed specialty or expertise. Each MBE and WBE letter of certification contains a 
description of the firm's Area of Specialty. Credit toward the Agreement specific goals 
shall be limited to the participation of firms performing within their Area of Specialty. The 
Department of Procurement Services does not make any representation concerning the 
ability of any MBE or WBE to perform work within its Area of Specialty. It is the 
responsibility of the Confractor to detennine the capability and capacity of MBEs and 
WBEs to perfonn the work proposed. 
2 "Chief Procurement Officer" means the chief procurement officer of the City of 
Chicago or his or her designee. 
3 "Commercially Useful Function" means responsibility for the execution of a 
distinct element of the woric of the Agreement, which is canied out by actually 

. performing, managing and supervising the work involved or fulfilling responsibilities as a 
. Joint yenture partner. 

4 "bontract Compliance Officer" means the officer appointed pursuant to § 2-92-
490 of the Municipal Code. 
5 "Contract Specific Goals" means the subcontracting goals for MBE and WBE 
participation Ostabiished for a particular contract 
6 "Directory" means the Directory of Minority Business MBEs and WBEs 
maintained and published by the Contract Compliance Officer. The Directory identifies 
firms that have been certified as MBEs and WBEs, and includes the date of their last 
certifications and the areas of specialty in which they have been certified. Bidders arid 
contractors are responsible for verifying the current certification status of all proposed -
MBEs and WBEs. 
7 "Good Faith Efforts" means actions undertaken by a Contractor to achieve a 
contract specific goal that, by their scope, intensity and appropriateness to the objective, 
can reasonably be expected to fulfill the program's requirements. 
8 "Joint Venture" means an association of two or more businesses to carry out a 
single business enterprise for profit, and for which purpose they combine their expertise, 
property, capital, efforts, skill and knowledge. 
9 "Minority Business Enterprise" or "MBE" means a firm certified as a minority-
owned business enterprise in accordance with City Ordinances and Regulations. 
10 "Women Business Enterprise" or "WBE" means a fimi certified as a women-
owned business enterprise in accordance with City Ordinances and Regulations. 

C. Joint Ventures 
The formation of joint ventures with MBEs and WBEs to meet confract specific goals is 
encouraged. A joint venture may be fonned between MBEs arid/or WBEs or between 
MBEs and/or WBEs and non-certified firms. 

1, A joint venture may be eligible for credit towards the Agreement specific goals 
only if: 

a. The MBE or WBE joint venture partner's share in the capital contribution, 
control, management, risks and profits of the joint venture is equal to its 
ownership interest; 
b. The MBE or WBE joint venture partner is responsible for a distinct, cleariy 
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defined portion of the work of the Agreement, to be performed with its own forces 
and its own equipment and for which it is separately at risk, equal to 100% of the 
value of its ownership in the joint venture; 
c. Each joint venture partner executes the bid to the City; and 
d. The joint venture partners have entered into a written agreement 
specifying the terms and conditions of the relationship between the partners and 
their relationship and responsibilities to the Agreement. 

2. The Chief Procurement Officer shall evaluate the proposed joint venture 
agreement, the Schedule B submitted on behalf of the proposed joint venture, and all 
related documents to determine whether these requirements have been satisfied. The 
Chief Procurement Officer shall also consider the record of the joint venture partners orr 
other City of Chicago contracts. The decision of the Chief Procurement Officer regarding 
the eligibility of the joint venture shall be final. 

D. Counting MBE and WBE Participation Towards the Agreement Specific Goals 

MBE and WBE participation shall be counted toward the Agreement specific goals as follows: 

1 The value of the work-actually performed by the MBE's or WBE's own forces 
shall be.Gounted towands the Agreement.specific goals- The entire amount of that portion 
of the constmction contract ;that is performed by the MBE's or WBE's own forces, 
including supplies purchased or equipment leased by the MBE or WBE shall be counted. 
Supplies and equipment the MBE or WBE subcontractor purchases or leases from the 
prime contractor *or non-certified MBE's or WBE's shall not be counted towards the 
Agreement specific goals. 
2 A joint venture may count tne portion of the total dollar value of the Agreement 
equal to the distinct, cleariy defined portion of the work of the Agreement that the MBE 
or WBE performs with its own forces toward the Agreement specific goals. A joint 
venture may also count the dollar value of woric subcontracted to other MBE's and 
WBE's. Work actually performed by the forces of a non-certified joint venture partner 
shall not be counted toward the Agreement specific goals. 
3 When a MBE or WBE subcontracts part of the wori< of its contract to another firni, 
the value of the subcontracted woric may be counted toward the Agreement specific 
goals only if the MBE's or WBE's subcontractor Is itself a MBE or WBE. Woric that a 
MBE or WBE subcontracts to a non-MBE or WBE does not cxjunt towards the 
Agreement specific goals. 
4 Contractor may count toward its MBE or WBE contract specific goal sixty percent 
(60%) of Its expenditures for materials and supplies required under the Agreement and 
obtained from a MBE or WBE regular dealer or supplier. A regular dealer or supplier is a 
firm that owns, operates^ or maintains a store, warehouse, or other establishment in 
which the materials or supplies required for performance of the Agreement are bought, 
kept jn stock, and regulariy sold to the public in the usual course of business. To be a 
regular dealer the firm must engage in, as its prindpal business and in its own name, the 
purchase and sale of the products in question. A regular dealer in such bulk items as 
steel, cement, gravel, stone, and petroleum products need not keep such products in 
stock if it owns or operates distribution equipment. Brokers and packagers shall not be 
regarded as manufacturers or regular dealers within the meaning of this section. 
5 Contractor may count toward its MBE or WBE contract specific goal one hundred 
percent (100%) of such expenditures to an MBE or WBE manufacturer. A manufacturer 
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is a firm that operates or maintains a factory or establishment that produces on the 
premises the materials or supplies obtained by the Contractor. 
6 Contractor may count toward the Agreement specific goals the following 
expenditures to MBE or WBE firms that are not manufacturers or regular dealers: 

a. The fees or commissions charged for providing a bona fide service, such 
as pi'ofessional, technical, consultant or managerial services and assistance in 
the procurement of essential personnel, facilities, equipment, materials or 
supplies required for performance of the Agreement, provided that the fee or 
commission is detennined by the Chief Procurement Officer to be reasonable 
and not excessive as compared with fees customarily allowed for similar 
services. 
b. The fees charged for delivery of materials and supplies required on a job 
site (but not the cost of the materials and supplies themselves) when the hauler, 
tmcker. Or delivery service is not also the manufacturer of or a regular dealer in 
the materials and supplies, provided that the fee is determined by the Chief 
Procurement Officer to be reasonable and not excessive as compared vyith fees 
customarily allowed for sirnilar services. 
c. The fees or coriimissiqhSttiarged for providing any bonds or insurance 
specifically required for the performance of the Agreement, provWed that the fee 
or commission is determine.d..by..the Chief .Procurernent Officer to be reasonable 
and not excessive as compared with fees. customarily allowed for similar 
services. 

7 Contractor may count toward the Agreement,specific goals only expenditures to 
fimns that perform a commercially usefulfunction in the work of the Agreement 

a. A firm is considered to perform a commercially useful function when it is 
responsible for execution of a disfinct element:Of the woric of a contract and 

, carries out its responsibilities by actually performing,: managing, and supervising 
the work.involved. The MBE;Or WBE must also.be responsible, with respect to 
materials and supplies used on the Agreement, for negotiating price, determining 
quality and quantity, ordering the material, and installing (where applicable) and 
paying for the material itself. To determine whether a firm is performing a 
commerciaiiy useful function, the Chief Procurement Officer shaii evaluate the 
amount of work subcontracted, whether the amount the firm is to be paid under 
the Agreement is commensurate with the work it is actually performing and the 
credit claimed for its performance of the work, industry practices, and other 
relevant factors. 
b. A MBE or WBE does not perform a commercially useful function if its role 
is limited to that of an extra participant in a transaction, contract, or project 
through which funds are passed in order to obtain the appearance of MBE or 
WBE participation. In determining whether a MBE or WBE is such an extra 
participant, the Chief Procurement Officer shall examine similar transactions, 
particulariy those in which MBEs or WBEs do not participate. 
c. If a MBE or WBE does not perform or exercise responsibility for at least 
30 percent of the total cost of its contract with its own woric force, or the MBE or 
WBE subcontracts a greater portion of the woric of a contract than would be 
expected on the basis of normal industry practic:e for the type of work involved, it 
is presumptively not performing a commercially useful function. The MBE or 
WBE may present evidence to the Chief Procurement Officer to rebut this 
presumption. 

8 MBE and WBE contract specific goals are separate. A firm certified as both a 

http://also.be
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MBE and a WBE shall not be credited more than once against Contractor's MBE or 
WBE commitment in the performance of the Agreement. 

E. Procedure to Determine Bid Compliance 
The following Schedules and requirements govern the Contractor's MBE/WBE proposal: 

1. Schedule B: MBE/WBE Affidavit of Joint Venture 

Where the Contractor's Compliance Plan includes the participation of any MBE or WBE 
as a joint venture partner, the Contractor must submit with its bid a Schedule B and the 
proposed joint venture agreement. These documents must cleariy evidence that the 
MBE or WBE joint venture partner will be responsible for a cleariy defined portion of the 
woric to be performed, and that the MBE's or WBE's responsibilities and risks are 
proportionate to its ownership percentage. The proposed joint venture agreement must 
include specific details related to: 

a. The parties' contributions of qapital, personnel and equipnrient and share 
of the <x)sts of insurance and bohdirtgi -
b. Woric items to be perfOrrrjed by theMBE aor WBE s own forces; 
c. Woric. items to be performed under the supen/ision of the MBE or WBE 
venture partner; and " 
d. The MBE's or W B P S conhmltmehf of management, supervisory and 

' operative personnel dedicated to the performance of the project. 
2. Schedule C: MBE/WBE Letter of Intent; to Perform as a Subcontractor or Supplier 

The Contractor must submit a Schedule C with the bid for each MBE and WBE included 
on the Schedule D. Eacih Schedule C must accurately, detail the woric to be performed by. 
the MBE or WBE and the Agreed uppri rates/prices. A n executed original Schedule C ' 
must be submitted by the Cpritractor^for eacti.MBE and WBE included on the Schedule 
D within three (3) business d^ys after the date of the bid opening when a facsimile copy 
of the Schedule C has been submitted with the bid. 

-3 .Schedule H; Compliance Plan Regarding MBE and WBE Utilization 

The Contractor must submit a Schedule D with the bid. An approved Compliance Plan is 
a condition precedent to commencement of the Agreement. 

The Compliance Plan must commit to the utilization of each listed MBE arid WBE. The 
Contractor is responsible for calculating the dollar equivalent of the MBE and WBE 
contract specific goals as percentages of the total base bid. All Compliance Plan 
commitments must conform to the Schedule Cs. 

Contractor may not modify Its Compliance Plan after bid opening except as directed by 
the Department of Procurement Services to correct minor errors or omissions. Bidders 
shall not be permitted to add MBEs or WBEs after bid opening to meet the Agreement 
specific goals. Except in cases where substantial, documented justification is provided, 
the Contractor shall not reduce the dollar cximmitment made to any MBE or WBE in 
order to achieve conformity between the Schedule Cs and Schedule D. All terms and 
conditions for MBE and WBE participation on the Agreement must be negotiated and 
agreed to between the Contractor and the MBE or WBE prior to the submission of the 
Compliance Plan. If a proposed MBE or WBE ceases to be available after submission of 
the Compliance Plan, the Contractor must comply with the provisions in Section G. 
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4. Letters of Certification 

A copy of each proposed MBE's and WBE's Letter of Certification from the City of 
Chicago must be submitted with the bid. 

A Letter of Certification includes a statement of the MBE's or WBE's area(s) of specialty. 
The MBE's or WBE's scope of work as detailed in the Schedule C must conform to Its 
area(s) of specialty. Where an MBE or WBE is proposed to perform woric not covered by 
its Letter of Certification, the MBE or WBE must request the addition of a new area at 
least 30 calendar days prior to the bid opening. 

5. Schedule F: Report of Subcontractor Solicitations 

A Schedule F must be submitted with the bid, documenting all subcontractors and 
suppliers solicited for participation on the Agreement by the Contractor. Failure to 
submit the Schedule F may render the bid non-responsive. 
6. Schedule H: Documentation of Good Faith Efforts 

a. lif Contractor determines that it is unable to meet the Agreement specific 
goals, it must document its good faith efforts to_dp so, including the submission of 
Attachment C, Log of Contacts;^, ; / . : ; ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
b. If Contractor's CompliaricJe Plan deriionstrates that it has not met the 
Agreement specific goals iri .full or in part, Contractor ;must submit its Schedule H 
no later than three busiriesis. days after notification by the Chief Procurement 
Officer of its status as the apparent lowest bidder. Failure to submit a complete 
Schedule H will cause the bid to be rejected as non-responsive. 
c. Documentation must include but is not necessarily limited to: 

(1) detailed statenrient of efforts to identify and select portions of work 
identified jn the bid solicitation for subcontracting to MBEs and WBEs; 
(2) A listing of all MBEs and WBEs contacted for the bid solicitation that 
includes: 

(a) Names, addresses and telephone numbers of firms solicited; 
(b) Date and time of contact; 
fn^ Person contacted: 
(d) Method of contact (letter, telephone call, facsimile, electronic 
mail, etc.) 

(3) Evidence of contact, including: 
(a) Project identification and location; 
(b) Classification/commodity of woric items for which quotations 
were sought; 
(c) Date, item and location for acceptance of subcontractor bids; 
(d) Detailed statements summarizing direct negotiations with 
appropriate MBEs and WBEs for specific portions of the work and 
indicating why agreements were not reached. 

(4) Documentation of Contractor contacts with at least one of the minority 
and women assistance associations on Attachment A 
(5) Agreements between Contractor and an MBE or WBE In which the 
MBE or WBE promises not to provide subcontracting quotations to other 
bidders or contractors are prohibited. 
(6) Prior to award, the bidder agrees to promptly cooperate with the 
Department of Procurement Services In submitting to Interviews, allowing 
entry to places of business, providing further documentation, or soliciting 
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the cooperation of a proposed MBE or WBE. Failure to cooperate may 
render the bid non-responsive. 
(7) If the City determines that the Compliance Plan contains minor errors 
or omissions, the Contractor must submit a revised Oampliance Plan 
within three (3) business days that remedies the minor errors or 
omissions. Failure to (x»rrect all minor errors or omissions may result in 
the determination that a bid is non-responsive. 
(8) No later than three (3) business days after receipt of the executed 
contract, the Contractor must execute a complete subcontract agreement 
or purchase order with each MBE and WBE listed in the Compliance 
Plan. No later than eight (8) business days after receipt of the executed 
contract, the Contractor must provide copies of each signed subcontract, 
purchase order, or other agreement to the Department of Procurement 
Services. 

F-Demonstration of Good Faith Efforts 

1 Iri evaluating the Sdieduie H'to deferrriihe whether the Contractor has made 
good faith efforts, the performance Of other bidders, or contractors in nieeting the goals 
may be considered. , , , . • . . . . . : , • ' 
.2. The Contract Compliance Officer shaili.c»iisider, -̂  Contractor's 
effbrtsto: . f; 

a. Solicit through reasonable and available means at least 50% (or at least 
five when there are more than eleven certified firms in the coniniodity area) of 
MBEs and WBEs certified in the anticipated scopes of sulicontracting of the 
Agreement as documented by the. Sic^edule.H. .Contiactor must, solicit MBEs 
and WBEs within sufficient time to aildv^OtjieiTi to respond, Cohfr^^ must take 
appropriate steps to follow up Iriitial soiicitatioris with interested MBEs or WBEs. 
b. Advertise the Agreement oppdrtunitieis in media and other venues 
oriented toward MBEs and WBEs. 
c. Provide interested MBEs or WBEs with adequate information about the 
plans, specifications, and requirements of the Agreement, including addenda, in 
a timely manner to assist them in responding to the solicitation. 
d. Negotiate in good faith with interested MBEs or WEE:S Ifria't "have 
submitted bids. That there may be some additional costs involved in soliciting 
and using MBEs and WBEs is not a sufficient reason for Contractor's failure to 
meet the Agreement specific goals, as king as such costs are reasonable. 
e. Not reject MBEs or WBEs as being unqualified without sound reasons 
based on a thorough investigation of their capabilities. The MBE's or WBE's 
standing within its industry, membership in specific groups, organizations, or 
associations and political or social affiliations are not legitimate causes for 
rejecting or not soliciting bids to meet the Agreement specific goals. 
f. Make a portion of the work available to MBE or WBE subcontractors and 
suppliers and selecting those portions of the work or material consistent with the 
available MBE or WBE subcontractors and suppliers, so as to facilitate meeting 
the Agreement specific goals. 
g. Make good faith efforts, despite the ability or desire of Contractor to 
perfonm the work of a contract with its own organization. If Contractor desires to 
self-perform the work of a contract, Contractor must demonstrate good faith 
efforts unless the Agreement specific goals have been met. 
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h. Select portions of the woric to tje performed by MBEs or WBEs in order to 
increase the likelihood that the goals will be met. This includes, where 
appropriate, breaking out contract work items into economically feasible units to 
facilitate MBE or WBE participation, even when Contrac t̂or might otfieoA/ise 
prefer to perform these woric items with its ov/n forces. 
i. Make efforts to assist interested MBEs or WBEs in obtaining bonding, 
lines of credit, or insurance as required by the City or Contractor, 
j . Make efforts to assist interested MBEs or WBEs in obtaining necessary 
equipment, supplies, materials, or related assistance or services; and 
k. Effectively use the services of the City; minority or women community 
organizations; minority or women assistance groups; tocal, state, and Federal 
minority or women business assistance offices; and other organizations to 
provide assistance jn the recruitment and placement of MBEs or WBEs. 

3. If the bidder disagrees with the City's detennination that it did not make good faith " 
efforts, the bidder may file a protest pursuant to the Department of Procurement. 
Services Solicitation and Cbntracfing Process .Protest Procedures within 10 business: 
days of a final adverse dec îsion by the .Contract Compliaince; Officer. 

GiiCHaiigeStoi Compliance Plan 

.. 1 ... Contractor may not make oharigestd jits Compliance Plain.or contractual MBE ' 
and WBE commitments or substitute MBE Or WBE subiioritractbrs without the prior 

. : written, approval of the Contract Compliarice Officer! Onkuthbrized changes' o 
.substitutfons. including perfortning^ the woric designatied for a subcontractor vvith 
, Contractor's own forces, shall be a violation of these $pe<;^l Conditions and a breach of 
thiB. Agreement with the City, and may cause terminatipn. pf the exeouted contractifor 

: breach; and/or subject the Contractor to cofit^aWfi^medies or other sanctions 
. supporting the request for cfi^nges rnust not liiaye.been Iciiown nor reasonably shociid. 
.have ip^en known by the. parties, prior to.ertteringintbihe subcontradL.:Bid shopfjingis ' 
prohibited. The Contractor must negotiate with the suboontractor to resolve the problem: 

. . If requested by either party, the Department of Procurement Sen/ices shall facilitate su<*>. 
a meeting. Where there has been a mistake or disagreement atxiut the scope of work, 
the MBE or WBE can t>e substituted only where an agreement cannot be reached for a 
reasonable price for the conredt .soDoe of work. 

2. Substitutions of a iviBE or WBE subcontractor shall be permitted only on the 
following bases: 

a. Unavailability after receipt of reasonable notice to proceed; 
b. Failure of perfonnance; 
c. Rnanc^l incapacity; 
d. Refusal by ttie subcontractor to honor the bid or proposal price or scope; 
e. Mistake of fact or law about the elements of. the scope of work of a 
solicitation where a reasonable price cannot be agreed; 
f. Failure of the .subcontractor to meet insurance, licensing or bonding 
requirements; 
g. The subcontractor's withdrawal of its bid or proposal; or 
h. De-certlficationthesub<x)ntractorasaMBEorWBE. 

3. If it becomes necessary to substitute a MBE or WBE or othenwise change tiie 
Compliance Plan, the procedure will be as follows: 

a. The Contractor must notify tiie Contract Compliance Officer in writing of 
the request to substitute a MBE or WBE or otherwise change the Compliance 
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Plan. The request must state specific reasons for the substitution or change. A 
letter from the MBE or WBE to be substituted or affected by the change stating 
that it cannot perform on the Agreement or that it agrees with the change in its 
cope of work must be submitted with ttie request. 
b. The City will approve or deny a request for substitution or otiier change 
within 15 business days of receipt of the request. 
c. Where Contractor has established the basis for the substitution to the 
satisfaction of the Contract Compliance Officer, it must make good faith efforts to 
meet Uie Agreement specific goal by substituting a MBE or WBE subcontractor. 
Documentation of a replacement MBE or WBE, or of good faith efforts, must 
meet the requirements in sections E and F. If Uie MBE or WBE contract specific 
goal cannot be reached and good faith efforts have been made. Contractor may 
substitute witti a non-MBE or non-WBE. 
d. If Contractor plans to hire a subcontractor for any scope of work that was 
not previously disckssed in the Compliance Plan, Contractor must obtain the 
approval of ttie Contract Compliance Officer to modjfy the Compliance Plan and 
must make good faith efforts to enisure ttiat MBEs or WBEs have a fair 
opportunity to bid on the new sccjpe of work, 
e. A new subcontract rriust be executed and submitted to the Contract 
Compliance Officer within five business; days pf Contractor's receipt of City 

. approval for the substitutibn br other change. 
4. The City shall not be required to approve extra .payment for escalated costs 
incUnred by the Contractor when a substitution of subcontractors becomes necessary to 
comply Witii MBE/WBE contract requirements. 

:H. Reporting and Record Keeping 
1 ;During the term of the Agreement, .the. Contractor shall submit partial and final 
waivers bf lien from MBE and WBE subcontractors that show'the accxirate cumulative 
dollar amount of subcontractor payments made to date. 
2 . : The contractor shall file regular Status Reports of MBE/WBE Subcxjntract 
Payments, detailing MBE and WBE payments to date. With each monthly payment 
voucher (Summary of Estimate). The voucher will not be transmitted to the City 
Comptroller for payment until the current Status Report has been filed with the 
Department of Procurement Services. 
3 The Contract Compliance Officer shall have access to the Contractor's books 
and records, including wittiout limitation payroll records, tax returns and records and 
books of account, to determine the Contractor's compliance witti its (Commitment to MBE 
and WBE participation and the status of any MBE or WBE performing any portion of the 
Agreement This proviskan shall be in addition to, and not a substitute for, any other 
provision allowing inspection of the Contractor's records by any officer or official of the 
City for any purpose. 
4 The contractor shall maintain reconjs of all relevant data with respect to the 
utilization of MBEs and WBEs, retaining these records for a period of at least five years 
after final acceptance of the work. Full access to these records shall be granted to City, 
Federal or state authorities, or other authorized persons. 

I. Non-Compliance 

1 Without limitation, the following shall constitute a material breach of the 
Agreement and entitle the City to declare a default, terminate the Agreement, and 
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exercise those remedies provided for in the Agreement at law or in equity: (1) failure to 
demonstrate good faith efforts; and (2) disqualification as a MBE or WBE of the 
Contractor or any joint venture partner, subcontractor or supplier if its status as an MBE 
or WBE was a factor in the award of the Agreement and such status was 
misrepresented by the Contractor. 
2 Payments due to the Contractor may be withheld until corrective action is taken. 
3 Remedies or sanctions may include disqualification from contracting or 
subcontracting on additional City contracts for up to three years, or the amount of the 
discrepancy between the amount of the commibnent in the Compliance Plan, as such 
amount may be amended through change orders or otherwise over the term of the 
Agreement, and the amount paid to MBEs or WBEs. 
4 The consequences provided herein shall be in addition to any other criminal or 
civil liability to which such entities may be subject. 
5 The Contractor shall have the right to protest tiie final determination of non
compliance and the imposition of any penalty by the Chief Procurement Officer pursuant 
to§2-92-740of the Municipal Code; within 15 business days pf the final determination. . 

J . Arbitration 

If tiie City determines that a cbntractbr has not miade good faith efforts to fulfill its 
Ckjrrjpliance Plan, the affected MB E, or WBE may recover darinages from the Contriactof;: 

Disputes between the Contractor and.the M B £ qrWBE shall be resolved by binding 
arbitration before the American ArtDrtratjon Association (/V\A), witti reasonable 
expenses, including attomey's fees and arbitrator's fees, being recoverable by a 
prevailing MBE or WBE. This provision is intended for the benefit of any MBE or WBE 
affected by the Contractor's fajlure to fulfill itis Compliance Plan and grants such entity 
specific Uiird party beneficiary rights. These rights are non-waivable and take 
^precedence over any agreement to the contrary, including •'but hot limited to those 
cbhtained in a subcontract, suborder, or cdmmunicatbd oraiiy between a contractor and 
a MBE or WBE, 

A MBE or WBE seeking arbitration shall serve written notice upon the Contractor and file 
a demand for arbitration witti the AAA in Chicago, IL. The dispute shall be ariiitrated in 
accordance with the Commercial Arb'ifration Rules of the A/VA. All arbitration fees are to 
be paid pro rata by the parties. 

The MBE or WBE must copy the City on the Demand for Arbitration within 10 business 
days after filing with the fiAA. The MBE or WBE must copy the City on the arbitrator's 
decision within 10 business days of receipt of the decision. Judgment upon the 
art)itrator's award may be entered in any court of competent jurisdiction. 

K. Equal Employment Opportunity 

Compliance with MBE and WBE requirements will not diminish or supplant equal 
employment opportunity and dvil rights provisions as required by law related to Contractor 
and subcontractor obligations. 
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Schedule C. 

M.B.E./W.B.E. Letter Of Intent To Perform 
As Subcontractor Or Supplier 

Project Name:_ 
Specification Number: 

From: 
(Nunc of MBE/WBE Finn) 

To; : _______^___ and the City of Chicago: 
(Name of Prime CoaCnctor) 

The MBE/WBE status of the undersigned is confirmed by the attached Certification Letter from the City of Chicago, 
effective,. . to \ . 

The undersigned is prq)ared to provide the following services or supply the following goods in connection with the 
project/contract: 

.Pay Item No./Description . (Quantity / Unit Price Total 

Sub (or Grand) Total: $_ 

Partial Pav Items. 
For any of the above items that are partial pay items, specifically describe the work.and subcontract dollar 
amount(s); 
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Grand Total: 

If more space is required to fiiUy describe die MBE's or WBE's proposed scope of work and/or payment schedule, attach 
additional sheets as necessary. 

'SUB-SUBCONTRACTING LEVELS 

% of the dollar value of the MBE's or WBE's subcontract that will be subcontracted to non-MBE/WBE 
contractors. 

% of the dollar value of the MBE/WBE's subcontract that will be subcontracted to MBE/WBE contractors. 

NOTICE: 
If any of the MBE's or WBE's scope of work will be subcontracted, attach a brief explanation, description and pay 
item number of the work that will be subcontracted. A zero (0) must be shown in each blank if the MBEAVBE will 
not be subcontracting any of the work listed or attached to this schedule. 

The undersigned will enter into a formal written agreement for the above work with you as a Prime Contractor, 
conditioned upon your execution of a contract with the City of Chicago, within three (3) business days of your receipt of a 
signed contract from the City of Chicago. 

NOTICE: THIS SCHEDULE AND ATTACHMENTS REQUIRE ORIGINAL SIGNATURES. 

(Signatuce o f Owner, Picsideirt or AatliOfiK<i:A£cn( o f MBE/WBE) 

Name /Tide<Pria<) 

Date 

Phone 
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Attachment C. 

Log Of Contract For Soliciting 
Subcontract Participation. 

Use this form or its format to document all contacts regarding the solicitation of subcontractors and suppliers, 
including responses to telephone calls, letters, faxes electronic mails and advertisements. Duplicate as needed. 

Project Name: Specification Number: 

Name of MBE or WBE Date notice 
serit& 
method 

Scope of work solicited MBE or WBE 
written 
response? If 
yes, attach. 

• 

If MBE or WBE responded, 
reason agreement was not 
reached. 
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Schedule D. 

Compliance Plan Regarding M.B.E. 
And W.B.E. Utilization. 

Must be submitted with the bid. Failure to submit the Schedule D will cause the bid to be rejected. 
Duplicate as needed. 

Project Name: 
Specification Number:. 

In connection with the above captioned contract, I HEREBY DECLARE AND AFFIRM that I am the 
and duly authorized representative of 

CTide of AfSant) 

(Name ofPrime Coa(nc<ar) 

and that I have personally reviewed the material and facts set forth in and submitted with the attached Schedule C-1 
regarding Minority Business Enterprise and Women Business Enterprise (MBE/WBE) to perform as subcontractor. All 
MBEs and WBEs must be certified with the City of Chicago in the area(s) of specialty listed. 

Name of MBE or 
WBE 

Type of Work to be Performed 
in accordance with Schedule Cs 

• 

(a) MBE 
Participation in 

dollars and 
percentage 

$ 

$ 

$ 
• 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

(b) WBE 
Participation in 

dollars and 
percentage 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

Total MBE Participation $_ 
Total WBE Participation $_ 
Total Bid: $ 

_Total MBE % 
Total WBE % 
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If the Agreement Specific Goals were not achieved, check the Good Faith Efforts undertaken. The apparent lowest 
bidi^er must submit a Schedule Hdoetimenting these Efforts no less than three days after bid openings Failure to 
submit the Schedule H will cause the bid to be rejected. Additional Efforts after bid opening will not be 
considered in determining award of diis contract. 

Good Faith Efforts Checklist 

Solicited through reasonable and available means at least 50% (or at least 5 when there are more than 11 
certified firms in the commodity area) of MBEs and WBEs certified in the anticipated scopes of subcontracting 
of the contract, within sufficient time to allow them to respond, as described in the Schedule F 

Provided timely and adequate information about the plan, specifications and requirements of the 
contract. 

Advertised the contract opportunities in media and other venues oriented toward MBEs and WBEs. 

Negotiated in good faith with interested MBEs-or WBEs that have submitted bids and thoroughly-
investigated their capabilities. 

Selected those portions of the work or material consistent with the available MBE or WBE 
subcontractors and suppliers, including, where appropriate, breaking out contract work items into economically 
feasible units to facilitate MBE or WBE participation. 

Made efforts to assist interested MBEs or WBEs in obtaining bonding, lines of credit, or insurance as 
required by the City or Contractor. 

Made efforts to assist interested MBEs or WBEs in obtaining necessary equipment, supplies, materials, 
or related assistance or services. 

Effectively used the services of the City; minority or women community organizations; minority or 
women assistance groups; local, state, and federal minority or women business assistance offices; and other 
organizations to provide assistance in the recruitment and placement of MBEs or WBEs as listed on Attachment 
B to the Special Conditions. 

To the best of my knowledge, information and belief the facts and representations contained in the 
aforementioned attached Schedules are true, and no material facts have been omitted. 

The undersigned will enter into complete subcontract agreements with all listed MBEs and WBEs for work as 
' indicated by this Schedule D and accompanying Schedules, and will enter into such agreements within three (3) 
business days after receipt of the contract executed by the City of Chicago. Copies of each signed subcontract, 
purchase order, or other agreement will be submitted to the Department of Procurement Services so as to assure 
receipt within ten (10) business days after award. 

The Prime Contractor designates the following person as its MBE/WBE Liaison Officer: 
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I DO SOLEMNLY DECLARE AND AFFIRM UNDER PENALTIES OF PERJURY THAT THE CONTENTS 
OF THE FOREGOING DOCUMENT ARE TRUE AND CORRECT, AND THAT I AM AUTHORIZED ON 
BEHALF OF THE PRIME CONTRACTOR TO MAKE THIS AFFIDAVIT. 

(Name of Prime Contractor - Print or Type) 

(Signature) 

(Name/Title of Affiant) - Print or Type) 

(Dale) 

On this 1 day of .20 

the above signed officer, 
(Name of Affiant) 

% personally appeared and, known by me to be the person described in the foregoing Affidavit, acknowledged 
that (s)he executed the same in the capacity stated therein and for the purposes therein contained. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I hereunto set my hand and seal. 

Notary Public Sig^iatuie 

Seal 

Commission Expires: 
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Schedule D-1. 

Affidavit Of M.B.E./W.B.E. Goal Implementation Plan. 

Global Building Monitoring 
Contract Name: Systems 

Specification No.: 

State of Illinois 

County (City) of Cook 

I HEREBY DECLARE AND AFFIRM that I am duly authorized representative of: 

Kenny Construction Company 
- '. '• Name o( Bklde<<Propoter 

and that I have personally reviewed the material and facts set forth herein describing our proposed 
plan to achieve the MBE/WBE goals of this contract. 

Aii MBE/VvBE firms included in this plan have been cettified as sudu by the City of Cliicago (Letters • 
of Certification Attached). 

L Df rect Par t i c ipa t ion o f MBE/WBE F i rms 

(Note: The bidder/proposer shall, in determining the manner of MBE/WBE pahidpatibn, first • 
consider involvement with MBE/WBE firms as joint venture partners, subcontractors, and 
suppliers of goods and services directly related to the performance of this confract) 

A. If bidder/proposer is a certified MBE or WBE firm, attach copy of City of Chicago Letter 
of Certification. (Certification of the bidder/proposer as a MBE satisfies the MBE goal 
only. Certification of the bidder/proposer as a WBE satisfies the WBE goal otily.) 

B. If bidder/proposer is a joint venture and one or more joint venture partners are certified 
MBE=s or WBE=s, attach copies of Letters of Certification and a copy of Joint Venture 
Agreement cleariy describing the role of the MBE/WBE fimn(s) and its ownership interest 
in the joint venture. 

C. MBE/WBE Subcontractors/Suppliers/Consultants: 

1. Name of MBE/WBE: Ardmore Associates LLC 

Address: 33 N. Dearborn Street, Suite 1720. Chicago. IL 60602 

Contact Person: Cheryl Thomas 

Dollar Amount Participation $ TBD 

Percent Amount of Participation: 10.0 

Schedule C-1 attached? Yes X No 
•(see nexl page) 
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2. Name of MBE/WBE: Jaymor Electric Inc. 

Address: 500 Parte Avenue. Suite 204. Lake villa. IL 60046 

Contact Person: Maureen Jung 

Dollar Amount Participation $ TBD 

Percent Amount of Participation: 2.0 

Schedule C-1 attached? Yes X No 

3. Name of MBE/WBE: Cable Communications, Inc. 

Address: 6200 S. Oakley, Chicago, IL 60636 

Contact Person: Susan Huriey 

Dollar Amount Participation $ TBD 

Percent Amount of Participation: 2.0 

Schedule C-1 attached? Yes X No 

Name of MBE/WBE: AMC Mechanical, Inc. 

Address: 11535 W. 183" Place, Unit 106, Ortand Parte. IL 60467 

Contact Person: Sylvia Lopez 

Dollar Amount Participation $ TBD 

Percent Amount of Participation: 6.0 

Schedule C-1 attached? Yes X No 

Address: 455 North Cityfront Plaza Drive, Suite 3100. Chicago, IL 60611 

Contact Person: Roger J. Martinez 

Dollar Amount Participation $ TBD 

Percent Amount of Participation: 6.0 

Schedule C-1 attached? Yes X No 

All Schedule C-1 's and Letters of Certification not submitted with bid/proposal must be submitted 
so as to assure receipt by the Contract Administrator within three (3) business days after bid 
opening (or proposal due date). 
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Name of MBE/WBE: City lights Ltd. 

Address: 5261 W. Hamson St., Chicago. IL 60644 

Contact Person: Juan Candelaria 

Dollar Amount Participation $ TBD 

Percent Amount of Participation: 6.0 

Schedule C-1 attached? Yes X No 

7. Name of MBEA/VBE: All Tech Energy, Inc. 

Address: 1000 E. State PartoA/ay, Suite C, Schaumburg, IL 60173 

Contact Person: Patricia Baumann 

Dollar Amount Participation $ TBD 

Percent Amount of Participation: 2.0 

Schedule C-1 attached? Yes X . No 

8. Name of MBEA/VBE: 

Address: 

Contact Person: 

Dollar Amount Participation $ 

Percent Amount bf Participation: 

Schedule C-1 attached? Yes No 

Name of MBE/WBE: 

Address: 

Contact Person: 

Dollar Amount Participation $ 

Percent Amount of Participation: % 

Schedule C-1 attached? Yes No 

10. Attach additional sheets as needed. 

All Schedule C-1 's and Letters of Certification not submitted with bid/proposal must be submitted 
so as to assure receipt by the Contract Administrator within three (3) business days after bid 
opening (or proposal due date). 
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IL Indirect Participation of MBE/WBE Firms 
(Note: This section need not be completed if the MBE/WBE goals have tieen met through the direct 
participafion outlined in Section I. If the MBE/WBE goals have not been met through direct participation, 
contractor will be expected to demonstrate that the proposed MBE/WBE direct participation represents the 
maximum achievable under the circumstances. Only after such a demonstration will indirect participation 
be considered.) 

MBE/WBE Subconb-actors/Suppliers/Consultants proposed to perfonn wori< or supply goods or 
services where such performance does not directly relate to the performance of this contract 

A. Name of MBE/WBE: 

Address: 

Contact Person: 

Dollar Amount Participation $ 

Percent /Amount of Participation: 

Schedule C-1 attached? Yes No 

B. Name of MBE/WBE: 

Address: 

Contact Person: 

Dollar Amount Participation $ 

Percent /Amount of Participation: 

Schedule C-1 attached? Yes No" 

C. Name of MBE/WBE: 

Address: 

Contact Person: 
f->_i i__ A i. r-> i:„:_„»;„„ « 

U fu i i o i rA i i i v ;u4 i i . i cii i iv^ ipauwi • . .^ 

Percent Amount of Participation: 

Schedule C-1 attached? Yes NoT 

D. Name of MBE/WBE: 

Address: 

Contact Person: 

Dollar Amount Participation $ 

Percent Amount of Participation: 

Schedule C-1 attached? Yes No" 

E. Attach additional sheets as needed. 

All Schedule C-1's and Letters of Certification not submitted with bid/proposal must be submitted 
so as to assure receipt by the Contract Administrator within three (3) business days after bid 
opening (or proposal due date). 
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III. Summary o f MBE/WBE Proposal : 
A. MBE Pmposal: 

1. 

B. 

MBE Direct Participation (from Section I.): 

MBE Firm Name 

Ardmore /Associates 

AMC Mechanical 

Quantum Crossings t t C 

City t ights Ltd. 

Total Direct MBE Part ic ipat ion 

2. MBE Indirect Participation (from Section II.): 

MBE F imi Name 

Total Ind i rect MBE Part ic ipat ion: 

WBE Proposal: 

1. WBE Direct Participation (from Section I.) 

W B E Firm Name 

Jaymor Electric. Inc. 

AH Tech Energy. Inc. 

Total Di rect WBE Part ic ipat ion: 

2. WBE Indirect Participation (from Section II.): 

W B E Firm Name 

Dollar Amount 

$TBD 

$TBD 

$TBD 

$TBD 

$ 

$TBD 

.): 

Dollar Amount 

$ . . 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

Dollar Amount 

$TBD 

^ 1 U l -0 

$TBD 

$ 

$ 

$ T B D 

II.): 

Dollar Amount 

? 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

Percent 

10.0 

6.0 

6.0 

6.0 

28.0 

Percent 

Percent 

2.0 

2.0 

6.0 

Percent 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

7 0 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% Total Indi rect WBE Part ic ipat ion: 

*** The foregoing estimate is subject to revision in each Task Order However, Contractor commits to the 
MBE/WBE overall goals set forth in Section 17.9 a M fExhibit 16. 
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To the best of my knowledge, information and belief, the facts and representations contained 
in this Schedule are true, and no material facts have been omitted. 

The contractor designates the following person as their MBE/WBE Liaison Officer: 

Name Ronald P. Smith Phone Number 

I do solemnly declare and affirm under penalties of perjury that the contents of the foregoing 
document are true and correct, and that I am authorized, on behalf of the contractor, to make 
this aff idavi t 

Slgnalure o( AHiani (IJale) 
^-*r-oe 

state of Illinois 

County of Cook 

This instrument was acknowledged before me on June 5. 2008 (date) 

by Ronald P Smith ; __(name/s of person/s) 
as Corporate Secretary (type of authority, e.g.. officer, tmstee, etc.) 
of Kenny Construction Comoanv (name bf party on behalf of whom instrument 

was executed). 

' SignaUire ot Nolaty Public 

(Seal) 

^>^>vv»^»vv•^^^»wvwv^>wv«•^v•^vw^^ 
"OFFIC IAL S E A L " 

KATHLEEN P. H/VBURA 
' I Notary Put>lic. State of Illinois 
\ My Commission Expires 6A}6/2011 
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Schedule C-1. 

Letter Of Intent From M.B.E.AA/.B.E. To Perform 
As Subcontractors, Supplier And/Or Consultant. 

SCHEDULE C-1 
Letter o f Intent f rom MBE/WBE to Perfonn 

as Subcontractor, Supplier and/or Consultant 

Name of Project/Contract Gtobal Buikling management System 

Spect(k:ation Number. 

From: Jaymor Electric Inc. MBE: Yes No 
(Name of MBE/WBE Firm) _. 

WBE: Yes X No 
To: Kenny Constrtidfon Company and the City of Chicago: 

(Name OfPrime Contractor-Bidde(A>rD(ios«)) 

The undersigned Intends tojperiorm work in connectton with the ̂ t»ve projects as a: 

Sole Pivprletor X Corporation 

.- : •• •• Partnership . . Joint Venture 

The'MBlSnIyBE steitus of Ih^ undersigned is confirmed by the attach^ letter df Certification from .the iCify; 
of phicago etfective date of •"." ' • . '" ''•'• to fora period of one year. 

The undersigned is prepared to'provkle the following described serVk^s brtiupply the foltowing d^oibed 
goods in. connectnn with the atxjve narned project/contract 
Electrical work for retrofitting building lighting and mechanical systems. •. •. •. . . 

The above described performance is offered for the foltowing price and descriijed terms of payment. 
TBD •' • • ' • . ' • • ' ' ' • • , 

If more space is needed to lully describe the MBE/WBE firm's proposed scope of work and/or payment 
schedule, attach additional sheets. 

.o-
The undersigned will enter.bito a forinal written agreement for ltie/dbo\^ work witti you as a Prime 
CkMitractor, conditiorted upon your executkm of a contract witti the/Stf of fhfeago. and will do so wittiin 
(3) ttiree working days of receipt of a signed contract fiom'ttie ( 

Aoo«r/ 

NMl*fTlta(NnQ 

SuJr 
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GtyofCUcaga 
Ridurd M. Daley, Mayor 

Otfgstasiiet 
PnaaeaaAStTfias 

BtAtaA.lMmpVixi 
OtUf Procof etneat Ofliccr 

dtjr Hill, Kooa 403 
12(Kait]iLiS4]ltStml 
Qiuftfl, nGndtt 606(12 
(Jlig 744.4900 
(31 J) 744-2949 ( m o . 
http'J/winiAtjoGliktgajBn 

s L 

mitpiHC cnc*<»-n)CiTH« 

September 26 ,2007 

i\4auraen Jung, President 
Jaymor Eiocfric, Inc. 
500 Park Avenue, Suite 204 
Lake Villa, IL 60046 

Annual Certificate Expires: 
' V a n d o r Numbsr : -

October 1.2008 
1044866 

OearM$. Jufig: • 

Congratulations on your continued eligibiUty for certification as a WBE by tha City of 
Chicago. Tliia WBE certification is valid until October 2011; however your finn muist 
ba^e-Valldated'annually. Your firm's next annual validation Is required by October "j. 
2008. 

A9, p cpndl|iipn of continued GSftifidation during this five year period, you must file a No-
C h ^ g e AfT'davit wtthlili.60 days prior to the date of expiration, .paOur^'to file, (hjs 

;,Afndayity![^l.(ssiiltin the ternilnatlon of your certification. Please ndie that you must 
irM^^de'a cbjyof,yourmps^..curreirt Fedaral cbrporata Tax neturn^.VoUmust qtso 
notify the CHy of Chicago of any changes in ownership or control of yiniriiitfi or any 
other niatters or facts affecting your firm's eligibility for certification. -

The Ci^ may commence action to remove your firm's eligibility ff you fail to notify ua of 
' any,changes qf facts affecting your firm's certification orif your ftfrn otherwise fails to 
cooporata with the City in any inquiry or irivestlgation. Removal of eOgibpity procedures 
may also be tjomme.hcdd if your firm is found to be involved in bidding orconlFactual 
Irregularities. 

Your firm's name will be listed In the City's Directory of Minority Business Enterprises 
and Wo'(ne/i,'8us(ness'Enterprisas In tha spedalty araa(s) of: 

. Commercial, Industrial and residential Eledtrlcal Contractor 

Yoiir flnri's participation on Giy contracts will be credited only towaitl WBE goals in 
your area($} of spedaify. While your participation on CSty coritracts is not limited to 
your specialty, credit toward WBE goals will be given only for woric done in the 
spedalty category; . . -

.ThanK yoii .for, your; continued: interest, in. the . C ^ s . Minori^ and Women Business 
Eisieirpifis© Rrogcams^ .' . . . . • • " ; . , 

IL UCP HOST: CTV/ OF CHICAGO 
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Name of Project/Contract: Global Building management System 

Specification Numtier 

From: Ardmore Associates LLC . MBE: Yes X No 
(Name of MBE/WBE Firm) 
^ WBE: Yes X No 

To: Kenny Construction Company and the City of Chicago: 
(Name of Prime Confractor - BJdder/Proposer) 

The undersigned intends to perform woric in connection with the atx}ve projects £is a: 

Sole Proprietor X Corporation 

Partnership Joint Venture 

The MBE/WBE status of the undersigned Is confirmed by the attached letter of Certification from .the :Cilyv 
of Chicago effective date of ^ to for a period of one year. 

The undersigned is prepared to provide the following described services or supply the following descrit>ed: 
goods In connection with the above named project/contract: 
Professional engineering services .... ,.,.. -

Hie above described performance is offered for the following price and described terms of payment: 
TBD 

II ii'iOre S(JdOe 1$ i l c ^ e u lO l i i i iy uoSCTiuo i i lo I V I O C / V V D C i i i i f is i pi'OpviSou SOOpe Oi WOi'K di'iu/Oi' fmyii'tin'n. 
schedule, attach additional sheets. 

The undersigned will enter into a formal written agreement for the atrave work with you as a Prime 
Contractor, conditioned upon your execution of a contract with the City of Chicago, and will do so within 
(3) three worMng days of receipt of a signed contract from the City of Chicago. 

f Of Authorized Ao«n<) 

7 Nwna/1Ttla(Pitnll 

Phona 
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Gt]r of Chicago 
Rkiiard M. Daley, Mayor 

Dcpirtmentai 
Procnremcn< Strrices 

Momel M. Gayles 
.Oief Proturanetit OOiar 

Gty Hall, Room 403 
i 2 i HortiiLBSsUeStre^t 
CUcago, minou 60602 
(312) 7444900 
(312) 744-2949 (TTIO 
WIpy/www.dtyofchieago.org 

L / 

'^•"j)iH<; cincACo T O C E T U E R 

July 1.2008 

Cheryl Thomas 
Ardmore Associates, LLC 
33 North Dearborn Street. Suite 1720 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 

Annual Cerfificats Exr 
Vendor Number: 

Dear Ms. Thomas: 

May 1.2003 
50064132 

Congratulations on your continued eligibility for certification as a MBE/WBE by the City 
of Chicago. This MBE/WBE certification is valid until May 2012; however your fimi 
must be re-validated annually. Your firm's next annual validation is required bvMav l , 
2009. 

As a condition of continued certification during this five year period, you must file a No-
Change Affidavit wi thin 60 days prior to the date of expiration. Failure to file this 
Affidavit will result in the termination of your certification. Please note that you must 
include a copy o f your most current Federal Corporate Tax Return. You rriust 
also notify the City of Chicago of any changes In ownership or control of your firm or 
any other, matters or facts affecting your firm's eligibility for certification. 

The City may commence action to remove your fimi's eligibility if you fail to notify us of 
any changes of facts affecrting your firm's certification or if your firm otherwise fails to 
cooperate witti the City in any inquiry or investigation. Removal of eligibility 
procedures may also be commenced if your firm is found to be involved in bidding or 
contractual irregularities. 

Yourfimn's name will be listed in the.City's Directory of Minority Business.Enterprises 
and Women Business Enterprises in the specialty area(s) of: 

Program Management; Project Management; Construct ion Field Inspection; 
lo ind Surveying; Professional Design Firm; Computer Aided Design 

Yourfirm's partidpation on City contracts will be credited only toward MBE/WBE goals 
in your .area(s} pf specialty. While your participation on City contracts is not limited to 
your specialty, credit toward MBE/WBE goals will be given only for work done in the 
spedalty category. 

Thank you for your continued interest in the City's Minority and Women Business 
Enterprise Programs. 

Sinceri 

Off icer 

LAUmck 

JL UCP Host: City of Chicago 

http://www.dtyofchieago.org
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Name of Project/Conti^ct: Global Building management System 

Specification Number. ; 

From: Cable Communications Inc. MBE: Yes No 
(Name Of MBEA.BE Rm) ^ ^ ^ . Yes X No 

To: Kenny Construction Company and Uie City of Chicago: 
(Name of Prime Contractor-Bidder/Proposer) 

The undersigned intends to perfonm work In connection with the above projects as a: 

Sole Proprietor X Corporation 

. . Partnership • - • Joint Venture 

The:MBE/WBE status of the undersigned is'"Cpnfirmed'by the attached ft-bm the'City'' 
rif Chicago effective-date of 10/5/07 . .> ' . ., to • 2/1109 ' • ! 'for a period of one year,, iv;';y-; ?. 

ih6 undersigned is prepared to provide the' following described services or supply Uie following desciibed 
goods in connection witii the above named prpject/coribBct: 
Becfa"ical work for mechanical systems control wiring. • •• ' • 

The above described performance is offered for the following price and described tenms of payment: 
rYBD • : •••••;• '-' •; 

• If more space is needed to fully describe the MBE/WBE firm's proposed scope of work and/or payment 
schedule, attach additional sheets. 

The undersigned will enter into a formal written agreement for the above work with you as a Prime 
Contractor, conditioned upon your execution of a contract with the City of Chicago, and will do po within 
(3) three wori<ing days of receipt of a signed contract from Uie City of Chicago. 

(Signature ol Ownw or A U ) | £ K I Z ^ Agent) 

Susan L. Htirley/FresldenC 
'' N3ina/71Ue(Pitnt) 

2/18/08 

Date 

PtMoe 

http://MBEA.be
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G t y o f d u c a g o 
K d a n i M. Itakf, Mayor 

DepaitMcttt of 
Ptoduemetft Scnlcfs 

* *Btnnra Aj xJUDplaii *-
Ckn^lP(oaanaKOl(Maocr 

ChyK>II,Ila<ia4a3 
IltKorlhlJ&iIlsStREt 
Chioen.IlftMit 69602 
(312) 744.4900 
p i : ^ 744-2949 (ITlf) 

bttfcllmntJOtfinHttnt/t org 

Octobers. 2007 

Susan L Huriey 
Cable Communications, Inc. 
6200 S. Oakley 
(Chicago, IL 60636 

Annual Cartiflcate Expires: 
Vendor Number 

February 1.20D9 
1008293 

Dear Fvls. Kuiiey: 

We are pleased to Inform you that Cable Communications, Inc. has been cerGfied as a 
WBE by ttie City of (^icago. This WBE certification Is vaFid until Februaiy 1 , 2013; 
however your firni must be re-validated annually. Your firm's next annual vaDdation is 
required by Febmary 1.2009. 

As a coridifiori of corifinuad certifiiiatibn during this five_year period, you must file a No-
Changa i^^ f id i^ wifhtri i(^ tiife dSte. pf expifatioa FaJiura to file this 
AffidanritwiniEikjitiiifetOTti&isffionofyourda^ P'teasenofelhatyp.ti must 
induda a copy of your most currentFederal Corporate Tax Return. You must also 
riofi^ ttie C ^ oiF Chici^6'i3f any changes in ownership or control of your firm or any 
other matters or feds affSstirig ydiir fimi'S eligibifity for certification. 

The City may commence action to remove your firm's sligSiility if you fail to notify us of 
any changes of facts affecting your firm's certification br if your fimi otherwise fails to 
cooperafe with the City in anyinquiry or investigation. Removal of efigibility procedures 
rrray also tie commenced If your finn is found; to be Irivolved in bidding or contractual 
imsgularities. • 

Your firm's name will be list«] in the City's Diredory of Minoril^ Business Enterprises 
and Women Business Enterprises in the spedalty area(s) of: 

Electitcai and Communicanons Coniraclui'^ t-Om VoUa^^ Work; 
Integrated Communicatioits Systems, (Inctudss Telephone, Clock, Intercom^; 

Installafion o f Life Safety Systsms 

Yourfirm's partidpation on Cify contracts wOI be creditsd only towanJ WBE goals in your 
area(s} of spedafty. While your partidpailon on City contracts is not KmrCed to your 
spadatty, credit towanl WBE goals will foe given only for wodc done in the spedalty 
category. 

Thank you for your continued interest in tiie City's tJSnonty and Women Business 
Enterprise Pnjgrams. 

SlIIUltHCCatCiUM TOCEIEQ 

IL UCP HOST: METkA 
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Narne of Froject/Contract: Global Building .management System 

Specification Numt>er • -

From: AMC Mechanical. Inc. ' " ' • . MBE: . Yes X No 
(Name of MBE/WBE Fimi) 

WBE: Yes No 
To: Kenny Constmction Company and the City of Chicago: 

(Name of Prima Contractor - BWdar/Proposer) 

The undersigned intends to perform woric in connection with the atxive projects as a: 

Sole Proprietor * X Corporation. 

.. Partnership " Joint Venture 

inie-filBE/vyBE.5fat&s ortha w^^ bv the. attached letter of Certification from the Citv 
of Ghicago\e.ffe<^^ o f ' j J i J l y ^ ^ T '2:0^ a period of one year. 7..' • .•/. 

The'yiidbrSigrifid is prepared to prbyide the following'described services or supply the following described, 
goads^iri-'cbniiectibri wiWth'e abo^^^ 

K^irchanicaisyistemretrofit ah ^_ ''•'•:-•.-'••• 

The 9.fc>Qve .described perforrtiance is offered for the following price arid des.cri.bed tefrhs of payrriept 0 
^^••TBD.\. :'-:r.. 

• f •— :_ 1—I A- i : . . ! ! . . -f : •— « i — A i i n c r A A f o r r c .^*~ _ - . . . _ . . . . i ^ ^ . ^ ^ ^ ...t . . . ^ M ^ ^ . % A I ^ ^ «...«.n^.^.^^ 
II i i i v i ^ o f ja i^o 10 i i cc^ucu v j lu i iy v i c o \ ^ i u ^ u i o ivici i—iTVLJL. I I I I I I O p iupuoc: \4 ^ \y^ /p^ \jt viwiix aiiwuwi p a j t n v i i i ^ 

schedule, attach additional sheets. 

The undersigned will enter into a formal written agreement forrtttie above work witti you as a Prime 
Contractor, conditioned upon your execution of a contract witti the City of Chteago^_and_will do so wittiin 
(3) three woricing days of receipt of a signed contiact from the Qw j i tC t i ^go . 

Name (ri«« (Prim) 

Februa ry 20/ 20.08 
08(« 

http://des.cri.bed
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Giy «f Cliicago 
R i d n n l M. Daley, Mayor 

Dcpartwdtiof 
PrOMroncnt Scrricea 

MontelM.Cajrta 
Chief Procurtmcnl onictr 

Gty Han, Room 403 
l2iNoilAtiSs!:eSi.-nt 
Qria(;a,D1i(Kiii 60602 
(312) 744^900 
(.112) 74*.2»49 ( r r v ) 

httpiVwvw.cityolchiugo.nr^ 

August 22, 2008 

Sylvia E. Lopez, President 
AM.C. Mechanical, Inc. 
11535 W. 183"^ Place, Unit 106 
Orland Park. Illinois 60467 

Dear Ms. Lopez: 

The City of Chicago Department of Procurement Seryi<«s 
("Department") has undertaken an evaluation of procurement 
polides and procedires includirig those utilized wittiin;he VV/MBE 
and DBE certification unit. Iti Ught of this evaluation an d i r i ; 

.anticipationof streaiTilining,.purprpceciures, the i 'pep^ ;• 
extends your MBE certification until'N<>vem1>er1;>Z^^ 

The Departmerit may request additional infomnaliqniFrcni you prior 
to the expiration of the courtesy period^ Thisinformatidnvi^ill assist 
us in making a determination on the recertification of y jur 

. company. You v«ll receive additional infontiation from the 
Department in the coming days. 

As you know, your firms' psirticipatkjri on contracts will be credited 
only toward MBE goals in the following specialty areas (s): 

Heating, Air Condit ioning, Ventilation Refrigeratic in Service; 
Mechanical Contractor 

If you have any questions, please contact our office a. (312) 

Sincerel' 

fent Officer 

i.UlHC C M I C ^ m TOr-CTHHIt 

rg 
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Name of Project/Contract: Global Building f\/lanagement System 

Specification Number. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

From: Quantum Crossings, LLC MBE: Yes X No 
(Name of MBE/WBE Finn) 

WBE: Yes No 
To: Kenny Construction Company and the City of Chicago: 

(Name of Prime Contractor - Bidder/Proposer) 

The undersigned intends to perform work in connection with the above projects as a: 

Sole Proprietor Corporation 

X Partnership (LLC) Joint Venture 

The MBE/WBE status of the undersigried is confirmed by the attached letter of Certification from thesCJtyJî  
oirChiisaqd/eff^tivedateof May 30;2008^ .̂r :. uV:. >• . •:;..>,;,Wv-i 
• ;.-'''-j^^J;'=;:;:':-:vV;tQ'-:--- •Auqust:i..2008;.::.vv.;'f-.^-:^:^ 

The undersigned is prepared to provide the folidwing described services or supply the following described ;.-
goods Jneonnection,,with the above named project/contra^ r ;\,>v.>i;:.f • 

Elecflleal and cofrim'unication work for mechanical systems control wiring and building automation v:..: ; 

systerhs. '" '•''• •'-'" '' - ' ' " .'••'"•'• • .•;;.,:' • 

The above describied perfpnmancei is offered for the following price and described terms of paymerit: 
TBO.^.':-:.- . ;.•••. • • • • •; 

if fi'iOfe space is needed to mlly describe the MSE/'A'SE firm's prcpcssd scope pf work and.'or payment 
schedule, attach additional sheets. 

The undersigned will enter into a formal written agreement for the above work with you as a Prime 
Contractor, conditioned upon your execution of a contract with the City of Chicago, and will do so wrthin 
(3) three wori<ing days of receipt of a signed contract firom the City of Chicago. 

^ ^ ^ or Authorized Agent) 

Roger J. Martinez, President & CEO 
Name I Title (Print) 

6-2-2008 
Date 
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Cil j of Chicago 
Richard M. Dale>. Mayrif 

Dcpatlnicni nf 
Procurcimiil Scr\ici'S 

.\|o!iirl.\l. Oajici 
(.liicrfrocurenioiii Onitii-

( i l l Hall. Kfiyin40.' 
i : i Niirihl-aSalieSliKt 
f hiciCii. ll!inoi< fi!!6l.i: 
(312) •'-l-t-l'/'H' 
l.-l?) "4- !0949(nV. 

ilnp;.'Av\v\v.citj(iJ'L"h^cc f̂J.<jri' 

/ 

July 16, 2008 

Roger J. Martinez 
Quantum Crossings, LLC 
455 North Cityfront Plaza Drive - Suite 3100 
Chicago, Illinois 60611 

Annual Certificate Expires: 
Vendor Number: 

Dear Mr. Martinez: 

October 1.2009 
50077905 

We are pleased to inform you that Quantum Crossings, LLC has been certified as a 
Minority Owned Business Enterprise (MBE) by the City of Chicago. This MBE 
certification is valid until October 1, 2013; however your firm must be re-validated 
annually. Your firm's next annual validation is required by October 1. 2009. 

As a condition of continued certification during this five year period, you must file a No-
Change Affidavit within 60 days prior to the annual expiration. Failure to file this 
Affidavit will result in the termination of your certification. Please note that you must 
include a copy of your most current Federal Corporate Tax Return. You must 
also notify the City of Chicago of any changes in ov.-nership or control of your firm or 
any other matters or facts affecting your firm's eligibility for certification whenever the 
changes occur. 

The City may commence action to remove your firm's eligibility if you fail to nofify us of 
any changes of facts affecting your firm's certification or if your firm otherwise fails to 
cooperate with the City in any inquiry or investigation. Removal of eligibility 
procedures may also be commenced if your firm is found to be involved in bidding or 
contractual irregularities. 

Your firm's name will be listed in the City's Directory of Minority Business Enterprises 
and Women Business Enterprises in the specialty area(s) of; 

Electrical Contractor; Telecommunication Services; 
Power and Communicaticn Line and Rcistsd Structures Coiist iuci iun 

Yourfirm's participation on City contracts will be credited only toward MBE goals in 
your area(s) of specialty. While your participation on City contracts is not limited to 
your specialty, credit toward MBE goals will be given only for work done in the 
specialty category. 

Thank you for your continued interest in the City's A/linofity and Women Business 
Enterprise Programs. 

Sincerely, / 

Lori Anp-1.\̂ pSjbn / / ' ^ y ^ 
Deplity Pro'cu'r9f^|s^f^ieiBr ~" 

L7\L/la 

IL UCP HOST: CTA 
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Name of Project/Contract; Global Building management System 

Specification Number • 

From: City Lights. LTD MBE: Yes X No 
(Name of MBE/WBE FUm) 

WBE: Yes No 
To: Kenny Construction Company and the City of Chicago: 

(Name of Prime Contractor - Bidder/Proposei) 

The undersigned intends to perform work in connection with the at)ove projects as a: 

Sole Proprietor X Corporation 

'^_ Partnership Joint Venture 

The MBE/WBE^slatus of t^^ is cbhfirrhed by the attached letter of CertificaUphfrom theiCfty-
of cKic4gb efffeid^e date bf-: i ;£^ to' '03/01/09- for a period of one year;' • - Ŵ --̂  

The'undersigned isiprepared to provide;theiollowingdescjrib^ services or supply the following described.: 
goods in opnnection with the alrove riamed project/coHtract . , I • 

Electrical work for retrofitdhg building lighting arid rhedianicalsystems. - v;--.--. 

The above described performance is offered for the following price and described terms of payment: 
T B D " ' ' " " : \ : 

\\ inoie spac>c l i necucd to fuliy describe ths MSE/'A'EE f.rr:'.'s prcpcsed scope of wofk. and^or payment 
schedule, attach additional sheets. 

The undersigned will enter into a formal written agreement for the above work with you as a Prime 
Contractor, conditioned upon your execution of a contract with the City of Chicago, and will do so within 
(3) three woridng days of receipt of a sighed contract firom the City of Chteago. 

(Signature o( Omrar or Authorized Agent) 

^uan C a n d e l a r l a / V l c e P r e s i d e n t 
'- Name/1W« (Print) 

June 2 , 2008 

Dale 

Phono 
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CSty of Chicago 
Rid ian l M. Datej, Mayor 

DcpirtoKiilor 
ProcuKmntSciviccs 

QtjHsll, Room 403 
121 Noclh LaSalle S t m t 
Oiicigo.lllinoi] 60602 
(312)744-4900 
(312) 744-2949 Cmr) 
htlp-7/irw«,cilyolcliicaea.arg 

November 28,2007 

Juan Candelaria 
City Lights, Ltd. 
5261 \N. Hairison Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60644 

Annual Ceitificate Expires: 
Vendor Number: 

Dear Mr. Candaleria: 

March 1.2009 
1038619 

We are pleased to infomi you that City Lights, Ltd. has been certified as a MBE by 
the City of Ctiicago. This MBE certification is valid until March 1,2013; however 
your firm must be revalidated annuallv. Your fimis' next annual valuation is reaidred 
bv March 1.20O9. 

As a condition Qtppntinued; certification duririg this fiveyear period, you must file a 
No<;hange Affi^,4yit wHjilii iSO d̂̂  Failure tb file 
this Affidavifwjilr^sijlflrt theterthltiatfen Please lioto that you 
must include a copy of your most curriant F94jeni), Corporate Tax Return. You 
must also notify the City of Chicago of any changes in ownership or confrol of your 
firm or any other matters or facts affecting your fimi's eligibility for certification. 

The City may commence action to rertwve you^ firm's eligibility if you fail to notify us 
of any changes of facts affecting your firm's certification or if your firm otherwise fails 
to cooperate with the City in any Inquiry or investigatipn. Removal of eligibility 
procedures may also, be commenced if your firni is found to be involved in bidding or 
contractual inegularilies. 

Your fimi's name will be listed in the City's Directory of H/linority Business Enterprises 
and Women Business Entemrises jn the specialty arsa(s) cf; 

Electrical Contractor 

Your firm's partidpation on City contracts will be credited only toward MBE goals In 
your area(s) of specialty. While your participation on City contracts is not limited to 
your specialty, credit toward MBE goals will be given only for work done in the 
specialty category. 

Thank you for your continued Interest in the City's Minority and Women Business 
Enterprise Programs. 

Sincerely, 

/lark J. Hands 
Managing Deputy Procurement Officer 

BUILUir^c CKICAi:o TOceniElt 
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Name of Project/Contract Global Building Management System 

Specification Number. 

From: All Tech Energy. Inc. MBE: Yes No 
(Name of MBeWBE Ran) 

WBE; Yes X No 

To: Kenny Constniction Company and the City of Chicago: 
(Name of Prime Contractor- BicMet/Pioposer) 

The undersigned intends to perform work in connectron with the atx>ve projects as a: 

Sole Proprietor X Corporatkxi 

_; Partnership ^ Joint Venture 

The MBE/WBE status of ttie undefsigQed is confirmed by the attached letterofCertificatkHi from \the City 
of Chicago effective date of December .1.2008" to December 1.2012 for a perkxl of one year.; 

The und^rsigneciiis prepared to :proyide.thî j.(Q^^ the following clescribed 
gijodsTriconriefctio'nvnttit^^ .:^ . ; ,: • 

EnergyVatfditsandefei^tricalworkrfof<ighting.Tetrdfifer^^ ; : • . . ; : ' . . • • / ' .. :..• 

The above described pericraiance is offered fpr't^^ descrit>ed terms of payment 

TBD'.:.. ;•. .-• •'- ••": V ' . : ' • •;"..:•• 

If more space is needed to fijily descritie the MBE/WBE firm's proposed scope of work anrl/or payment 
schedule, attach additionai sheeis. 

The undersigned will enter into a formal written agreement for the above work with you as a Prime 
(kintractor, conditioned upon your executkxi of a contract with the City of Chk:ago, and will do so within 
(3) three working days of receipt of a signed contract Aom the City of Ctik:ago. 

f f j ^^Cu-ryufC^ 
or Auttorioad Ag«ttl) 

f^ 
Nam*/Tilta (Print) 

3 , J-<oo ^ 
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City o f Chicago 
Richard M. Dal«i, Mayor 

Departtneni of 
ProcureiiKnl Servkes 

Barbara A: Lumpkii 
Chitt Procurtmenc Mlicer 

City Hall. Room 4(B 
121 North LaSalle Street 
Cliicago, Illioois 6(K02 
(312) 744.4900 
(312) 744-2949 (TTy) 
hitpV/wwi».cityofcliago.org 

August 24. 2007 

Kathy Esposito 
All Tech Energy, Inc. 
1000 E. State Parkway • 
Schaumburg, IL 60173 

Ste. C 

Annual Certificate Expires: 
Vendor Number: 

December 1. 2008 
1068266 

Dear Ms. Esposito: 

We are pleased to inform you that All Tech Energy, Inc. has been certified as a WBE 
by the City of Chicago. This WBE certification is valid until December 1, 2012; 
however your firm must be re-validated annually. Your firm's next annual validation is 
required bv December 1 . 2008. 

As a conditidri Of ciontinuedcertificatibn durih^ thistive year period, you riiUstfile a No-
Change Affidavit wi'tHsri 60-clayisp^^^ 
Affidavit will riasult in the tenninatipn of yo certification. Please note that you must 
ihcltide a cppy'o^yqii.^^^^ riiUst 
also nbt i^ tHfe Cit^ ojfC^^ iri ownership or control of your firm or 
any other?riatt§ft-or'f^<S^-affe^^ 

The City may coriimericei action to remove your firm's eligibility if you fail to notify us of 
any changes of facts affecting ypur firm's certiiRcation or if your firm otherwise fails to 
cooperate with the City .iri: "any inquiry, or investicjation. Removal of eligibility 
procedures may also be commenced if ypur finri is found to be involved in bidding or 
contractual irregularities. 

Your firm's name will be listed in the City's Directory of Minority Business Enterprises 
and Women Business Enterprises in the specialty area(s) of: 

Energy Management Consult ing Services; Energy Conservation Consulting; 
Light ing and Building Automation Controls 

Your firm's participation on City contracts will be credited only toward WBE goals in 
your area(s) of specialty. While your participation on City contracts is not limited to 
your specialty, credit toward WBE goals will be given only for work done in the 
specialty category. 

Thank you for your continued interest in the City's Minority and Women Business 
Enterprise Programs. 

IHIll.r»l,NC CHICAGO T n C f T H r t t 
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(Sub) Exhibit 18. 
(To Agreement With Kenny Construction Company 

For Design/Build Services) 

Contract Insurance Requirements. 

Contractor must provide and maintain at Contractor's own expense, dxiring tlie term of the 
Agreement and time period following expiration if Contractor is required to retum and perform 
any of the woric and services or additional services under this Agreement, the insurance coverage 
and requirements specified below, insuring all operations related to the Agreement. 

A. INSURANCE TO BE PROVIDED - CONTRACTOR 

1) Workers Compensation and Employers Liability 

Workers Compensation Insurance, as prescribed by applicable law, covering all employees 
who are to provide a service imder this Agreement and Employers Liability coverage with 
limits of not less than $1,000.000 each accident, illness or disease. 

2) Commercial General Liability (Primary and Umbrella) 

Commercial General Liability Insurance or equivalent with limits of not less than 
$25.000.000 per occurrence for bodily injury, personal injury and property damage liability. 
Coverages must include the following: All premises and operations, products/completed 
operations (for a minimimi of two (2) years following project completion), explosion, 
collapse, imderground, separation of insureds, defense and contractual liability (with no 
limitation endorsement). The City is to be named as an additional insured on a primary, non-
contributory basis for any liability arising directly or indirectly firom the work and services. 

3) Automobile Liability (Primary and Umbrella) 

When any motor vehicles (owned, non-owned and hired) are used in cormection with work 
and services to be performed. Contractor must provide or cause to be provided Aiitomobile 
Liability Insurance with limits of not less than $5.000,000 per occurrence for bodily injvuy 
and property damage. The City is to be named as an additional insured on a primary, non-
contributory basis. 

Subcontractors performing work and services for Contractor must maintain limits of not less 
than $1.000.000 with the same terms herein. 
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4) Professional Liability 

When any architects, engineers, construction managers, network/system consultants, or 
electronic data processing (EDP) professionals including but not limited to system 
programmers, hardware and software designers/consultants or other professional consultants 
perform work and services in cormection with this Agreement, Professional Liability 
Insurance covering acts, errors or omissions must be maintained with limits of not less than 
$5.000.000. When policies are renewed or replaced, the policy retroactive date must coincide 
with, or precede start of work and services on the Agreement. A claims-made policy which 
is not renewed or replaced must have an extended reporting period of t\vo (2) years. 

5) Valuable Papers 

When any plans, designs, drawings, diagrams, flow charts, media, data, specifications and 
other documents are produced or used under this Agreement, Valuable Papers hisurance 
must be maintained in an amount, subject to the sublimit available per project under the 
Builders Risk policy purchased to cover the work under this Agreement. 

6) Builders Risk/Installation 

When Contractor undertakes any construction, including improvements, betterments, and/or 
repairs, the Contractor must provide or cause to be provided, All Risk Builders Risk 
Insurance at completed value insuring loss or damage to GBMS system equipment, materials, 
supplies, equipment, machinery and fixtures that will be part of the permanent facility 
rehabilitated or constructed under this Agreement. Coverage must include the following: 
material stored off-site and in-transit, right to partial occupancy, earth movement, flood, 
collapse, debris removal and direct physical loss or damage by an insured peril ensues due to 
faulty workmanship or materials. Existing Property coverage will be provided subject to the 
sublimit available per project imder the Builders Risk policy purchased to cover work under 
this Agreement. The City is to be named as an additional insured and loss payee. 

Contractor is responsible for all loss or damage to personal property (including but not 
limited to materials, equipments, tools and suppUes), owned, used, leased, or rented by 
Contractor. 
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7) Contractors Pollution Liability 

Contractors Pollution Liability must be provided or cause to be provided, covering bodily 
injury, property damage and other losses caused by pollution conditions that arise fi-om the 
Contractor's performance under this Agreement with limits of not less than $2.000.000 per 
occurrence. Coverage must include defense, excavation, enviroiunental cleanup, remediation 
and disposal. When policies are renewed or replaced, the policy retroactive date must 
coincide with or precede, start of work and services by Contractor under this Agreement. A 
claims-made policy which is not renewed or replaced must have an extended reporting period 
of two (2) years. The City is to be named as an additional insured. 

B. ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

Contractor must fiimish the City of Chicago, Department of Procurement Services, City Hall, 
Room 403, 121 North LaSalle Street, Chicago, IL 60602 and Department of General Services, 
attn: John Albrecht, 30 North LaSalle Street, Suite 3700, Chicago, IL 60602, original Certificates 
of Insurance, or such similar evidence, to be in force on the date of this Agreement, and Renewal 
Certificates of Insurance, or such similar evidence, if the coverages have an expiration or 
renewal date occurring during the term of this Agreement. Contractor must submit evidence of 
insurance on the City of Chicago Insurance Certificate Form (copy attached as Exhibit-18) or 
equivalent prior to execution of this Agreement. The receipt of any certificate does not constitute 
agreement by the City that the insurance requirements in the Agreement have been fiilly met or 
that the insurzmce policies indicated on the certificate are in compliance with all Agreement 
requirements. The failure of the City to obtain certificates or other insurance evidence firom 

Contractor is not a waiver by the City of any requirements for the Contractor to obtain and 
maintain the specified coverages. Contractor must advise all insurers of the Agreement 
provisions regarding insurance. Non-conforming insurance does not relieve Contractor of the 
obligation to provide insurance as specified in this Agreement. Non-fiilfillment of the insurance 
conditions may constitute a violation of the Agreement, and the City retains the right to suspend 
this Agreement until proper evidence of insurance is provided, or the Agreement may be 
terminated. 
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The insurance must provide for 60 days prior written notice to be given to the City in the event 
coverage is substantially changed, canceled or non-renewed. 

Any deductibles or self-insured retentions on referenced insurance coverages must be borne by 
Contractor. 

Contractor hereby waives and agrees to require their insurers to waive their rights of subrogation 
against the City, its employees, elected officials, agents, or representatives. 

The coverages and limits fiirnished by Contractor in no way limit the Contractor's liabilities and 
responsibilities specified within the Agreement or by law. 

Any insurance or self-insurance programs maintained by the City do not contribute with 
insurance provided by Contractor under this Agreement. 

The required insurance to be carried is not limited by any limitations expressed in the 
indemnification language in this Agreement or any limitation placed on the indemnity in this 
Agreement given as a matter of law. 

If Contractor is a joint venture or limited liability company, the insurance policies must name the 
joint venture or limited liability company as a named insured. 

Contractor must require all Subcontractors to provide the insurance required in this Agreement, 
or Contractor may provide the coverages for Subcontractors. 

If Contractor or Subcontractors desire additional coverages, the party desiring the additional 
coverages is responsible for the acquisition and cost. 

The City of Chicago Risk Management Department maintains the right to modify, delete, alter or 
change these requirements provided 60 days prior written notice is given to Contractor, which 
specify requirements that will be modified, altered, or changed. 

City of Chicago Insurance Certificate Form attached to these Contract Insurance 
Requirements reads as follows: 
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City Of Chicago Insurance Certificate Form. 
(To Contract Insurance Requirements) 
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(Sub)Exhibit 19. 
(To Agreement With Kenny Construction Company 

For Design/Build Sen/ices) 

Additional Provisions Relating To Public 
Works And Construction Projects. 

1) GENERAL PROVISIONS 

a) Acronyms "IDOT - Illinois Department of 

"ACr - American Concrete Institute ^ 

"AED" - Associated Equipment Distributors 

'AISC" - American Institute of Steel 
Construction 

"ANSI" - American National Standards 
Institute 

"NEC" - National Electric Code 

"NEMA" - National Electrical Manufacturer's 
Association 

"NFPA" - National Fire Protection 
Association 

.AOi..^. A o .. *»i u • I "OSHA" - U.S. Occupational Safety and 
ASME - Amencan Society of Mechanical ^^^^^^ Administration 
Engineers 
.A.:»T.i. A o • i i: -r i- J "SSRBC" - IDOT standard Specifications 
ASTM - Amencan Society for Testing and ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^.^^^ Construction issued by 
Materials IDOT. as amended from time to time. See: 
"CTA" - Chicago Transit Authority httD://www.dot.state.il.us/desenv/hwvspecs. 
'FEPC" - Fair Employment Practices i^^l!-
Commission 

b) Definitions 

The definitions set forth in this Exhibit 19 supplement those of the Agreement and the other Exhibits 
attached thereto. 

i) "Architecf or "Architect/Engineer" means the subcontractor designated by the Contractor 
(and approved by the City in accordance with the terms of the Agreement) to provide the 
drawings and Specifications for the Construction Work you are to perform. 

ii) "Business Day" means Monday through Friday, unless an officially designated City 
holiday falls on one of those days. By contrast, see definition of "Day" in this 
Section 1(b). 

iii) "Construction Work," for purposes of this Exhibit 19, means all labor, materials, 
equipment, deliverables, and other incidentals related to Construction Activities (as 
defined in Section 2.1 of the Agreement) you are to provide under this Contract as set 
forth in a Task Order, including all tasks necessary to complete all Construction Activities 
described in the Task Order. 

iv) "Consultant(s)" refers to the person, firm or corporation awarded a contract by the City to 
provide professional architectural or engineering design services or construction 
supervision for the Project. 

v) "Contracf means the Agreement. 

vi) "Contractor' or "you" means the entity that Is awarded the Task Order under this 
Contract. 

vii) "Day" means calendar day, unless otherwise stated. By contrast, see definition of 
"Business Day" in this Section 1 (b). 

viii) "Environmental Laws" means all applicable federal. State, and local laws, ordinances, 
rules, regulations, and executive orders pertaining to environmental matters. 

http://www.dot.state.il.us/desenv/hwvspecs
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ix) "Equipment" means all machinery and equipment, together with the necessary supplies 
for upkeep and maintenance, and all tools and apparatus (including Devices) necessary 
for the proper and acceptable completion of the Construction Work. 

x) "Hazardous Materials" means asbestos and asbestos-containing materials, 
polychlorinated biphenyls, oil or any other petroleum products, natural gas, special 
nuclear materials, and by-product materials regulated under the Atomic Energy Act (42 
USC Sec. 2014, et seq.), pesticides under the federal Insecticide, Fungicide and 
Rbdenticide Act (7 USC Sec. 136, et seq.) and any hazardous waste, toxic substance or 

related material, including any substance defined or treated as "hazardous waste," 
"special waste," or "toxic substance" (or comparable term) in any Environmental Law. 

xi) "Municipal Code" means the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

xii) "Notice to Proceed" has the meaning set forth in the Agreement. 

xiii) "Product Data" are illustrations, standard schedules, performance charts, instructions, 
descriptive literature, catalogs and brochures, performance and test data, test 
certifications, diagrams and other information that you furnish to illustrate a material, 
product, or system, for some portion of the Construction Work. 

xiv) "Project" means, collectively, Construction Wori< performed under a Task Order. 

xv) "Provide," whether in upper case or lower case, means furnish and install, unless 
otherwise specified in the Task Order. 

xvi) "Record Documents" means all documents pertaining to the completed Construction 
Work and Project that the Task Order requires you to provide to the City, including 
Record Drawings, record Shop Drawings, Product Data, warranties, instructions, parts 
list, certified payrolls, operations and maintenance manuals (and photographs and video 
tape, if specified in the Task Order). 

xvii) "Record Drawings' means drawings reflecting the final built Project configuration, 
including approved modifications. 

xviii) "Samples" mean physical examples that illustrate materials, equipment or workmanship. 
Samples include materials, fabricated items, equipment, devices appliances, or parts of 
them as called for Jn the Specifications, and any other Samples that may be required by 
the DGS Commissioner to determine whether the kind, quality, construction, 
workmanship, finish, color and other characteristics of the materials you propose conform 
to the required characteristics. 

xix) "Schedule" means timetable for the Task Order of specific events to occur during the 
Construction Activities with specified time frames. 

XX) "Shop Drawings" means drawings, diagrams, schedules and other data specially 
prepared for the Constmction Work by you or any Subcontractor, manufacturer, supplier 
or distributor to illustrate some portion of the Construction Work. Shop Drawings include: 
fabrication, erection, layout and setting drawings; manufacturer's standard drawings; 
schedules; wiring and control diagrams; and other drawings pertaining to materials, 
equipment and systems and methods of constmction as may be required to shov/ that the 
materials, equipment or system confonm to the requirements of the Task Order or any 
other portion of the Contract. 

xxi) "Special Wastes" means those substances as defined in the Illinois Environmental 
Protection Act. 415 ILCS 5/3.45, and further defined in Section 809.103 of 35 Illinois 
Administrative Code, Subtitle G, Ch. 1. 

xxii) "Specifications" means the written requirements for materials and equipment to be used 
In the Construction Work, including any plans or drawings and standards of performance 
for the Construction Work, which are either developed by the Contractor in accordance 
with the terms of the Contract or, at the discretion of the City, are provided by the City. 
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xxiii) "Standard Specifications" means the SSRBC. See Section 1(a). 

xxiv) "State" means the State of Illinois. 

xxv) "Submittals" means Schedule, Shop Drawings, Product Data or Samples and other items 
as may be required by the Task Order. 

xxvi) "Substantial Completion" means the substantial acceptance by the City as indicated by 
delivery of one or more Substantial Acceptance Notices as set forth in Section I.D. of 
Exhibit 15. 

xxvii) "Task Order Acceptance" means delivery of the Task Order Acceptance Notice as set 
forth in Section 6.5 of the Agreement. 

xxviii) 'Task Order Modification" has the meaning set forth in the Agreement. 

xxix) "Task Order Price" means amounts to be paid by the City to Contractor for Work 
performed under a Task Order. 

xxx) "Task Order Time" is the duration of the Constmction Work from when the Constmction 
Work is required to begin until the scheduled date for Substantial Completion, including 
approved time extensions. 

xxxi) "You," in all of its forms, means the Contractor. 

c) Usage and Contract Interpretation 

i) Except to the extent otherwise indicated in a Task Order, the terms of this Exhibit 19 are 
incorporated by reference into each Task Order that requires Construction Activities. 

ii) Unless a contrary meaning is specifically noted elsewhere, words such as, "as required," 
"as directed," 'as permitted," and similar words mean that requirements, directions of, and 
permission of the DGS Commissioner are intended. The words "approved," "acceptable," 
"satisfactory," or words of like import, mean 'approved by." "acceptable to." or 
"satisfactory to" the DGS Commissioner. The words "necessary," "proper," or words of 
like import as used regarding the extent, conduct or character of the Constmction Work 
specified means that Construction Work must be conducted in a manner, to the extent, or 
be of character that is "necessary" or "proper" in the opinion of the DGS Commissioner. 
The DGS Commissioner's judgment in these matters is final and you are not permitted to 
contest it. 

iii) Where the imperative form of an address is used, such as "perform the excavating," 
"provide equipment required," "remove obstructions encountered," "furnish and install 
reinforcing steel bars," etc., that address is directed to you . 

2) CONTRACTOR'S OBLIGATIONS 

a) Contractor 

i) Except as may be expressly provided otherwise in the Task Order or any other portion of 
the Contract, you are solely responsible for selecting the means, methods, techniques, 
sequences, and procedures used in performing the Construction Work. The intent of 
each Task Order is to describe the completed Construction Work that you must provide to 
fulfill the requirements of the Task Order. The Task Orders are not intended to cover 
every detail of materials, parts, or activities necessary to complete the Constmction Work. 
You must perform all activities that may be required or necessary to complete the 
Construction Work in accordance with the Task Order and other portions of the Contract. 
For the Task Order Price, you must constmct, furnish and install all materials, parts and 
labor necessary to complete all Construction Work set forth in Task Order, whether or not 
the Task Order particulariy specifies or shows the details of the Construction Wori<. 
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ii) The Construction Wori< under each Task Order has not been completely segregated into 
divisions of Construction Work to be performed by any trade or Subcontractor. You are 
responsible for all division of Construction Work under a Task Order. However, wherever 
any provision of any section of the Specifications conflicts with any agreements or 
regulations of any kind at any time in force among members of any trade or craft 
associations, unions or councils that regulate or distinguish that Construction Work is or 
is not included in the work of any particular trade, you must make all necessary 
arrangements to reconcile any such conflict without delay, damage, or cost to the City. 

iii) The Task Order Price includes all costs and expenses for which you will be compensated 
in connection with the Task Order, including 

(1) the costs of performing any or all of your obligations and duties under the Task 
Order; 

(2) the costs of all materials. Equipment, supplies, tools, machinery, labor, 
supervision, management and items of all kinds that are or may be necessary 
and incidental to the full and satisfactory completion of the Construction Work, 
whether or not specified or indicated in the Task Order; 

(3) the costs of permits, insurance, bonds and license; 

(4) the costs associated with any risks you assume under the Task Order; 

(5) the costs associated with all warranties and guarantees; 

(6) the costs of complying with the directives of the DGS Commissioner described in 
a Task Order; 

(7) the costs of complying with all laws applicable to the Task Order; and 

(8) ail overtiead and profit. 

No term of the Task Order that further specifically indicates that you must bear the costs 
of an item or that further specifically indicates that an item will be performed at no 
additional cost to the City will be constmed or interpreted to in any way limit the 
foregoing. 

iv) You must begin the Construction Work on the date specified in the Notice to Proceed. In 
addition, upon receipt of the Notice to Proceed, you must assign and maintain during the 
temn of the Task Order and any extension of it, an adequate staff of competent personnel 
who are fuliy equipped, licensed as appropriate, available as needed, and qualified to 
perform the Constmction Work. You must include among your staff such personnel and 
positions as the Task Order may require. 

v) You must supervise and direct the Construction Work competently and efficiently, 
devoting such attention and applying such skills and expertise as may be necessary to 
perform the Construction Work in accordance with the Task Order and other portions of 
the Contract. You are responsible for providing a finished Project that complies fully with 
the Task Order and other portions of the Contract. 

vi) To the extent applicable, Contractor must comply with the provisions of Chapter 4-36 of 
the Municipal Code, as amended from time to time. 

vii) When the City furnishes equipment or materials to you for use or inclusion in the 
Constmction Work, you must safeguard all such equipment and materials as you would 
equipment and materials that you furnished. 

viii) Contractor hereby collaterally assigns any or all subcontracts to the City, effective upon 
the City's exercise, it its sole discretion, of its right to assume such assignment as a 
remedy for Contractor's default or in the event of eariy termination. Contractor must 
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require each of your Subcontractors (including materialmen) to consent to a collateral 
assignment to the City of their respective subcontract with Contractor. Contractor's 
subcontracts must include language stating: 

Contractor has collaterally assigned this subcontract to the City of Chicago, effective 
upon written assumption of such assignment by the City in the event of Contractor's 
default or eady termination of Contractor's contract with the City. Subcontractor hereby 
consents to such assignment and assumption. Subcontractor acknowledges and agrees 
that, in the event of such an assignment and assumption, the City will have no liability to 
Subcontractor for work performed by Subcontractor prior to the effective date of the 
assignment and assumption and that Subcontractor shall look solely to Contractor for any 
compensation or other obligations arising under the subcontract prior to such date. 

b) Site Conditions and Inspection 

i) Surveys, soil borings, geotechnical information, data, plans or other materials generally 
describing the unimproved land or existing structures at the site may be provided to you 
by the City. Such information is not warranted by the City to be accurate. You are not 
entitled to rely on it. In signing this Contract you are acknowledging that when such 
information appears in Task Order documents, prepared by the City or its Consultants, 
the City and its Consultants have not verified the information. Site plans do not constitute 
any representation by the City to you of site boundaries or characteristics. 

ii) You must take field measurements, verify fieldconditions and carefully compare those 
field measurements and conditions and any other information known to you with the Task 
Order documents before commencing the Construction Work. No allowance will be made 
to you for any extra labor and/or materials required due to site conditions or 
discrepancies that might have been discovered by a thorough and proper inspection of 
the site. If Construction Work related to land surveying is required under the Task Order, 
you must have such Work performed by a land surveyor that is licensed as such by the 
State of Illinois. 

iii) If conditions are encountered at the site which are (i) subsurface or otherwise unknown or 
concealed physical conditions which differ materially from those indicated in the Task 
Order; or (ii) pre-existing unknown physical conditions of an unusual nature, v/hich differ 
materially from those ordinarily found to exist and generally recognized as inherent in 
activities of the character provided for in the Task Order, including the presence of 
unanticipated Hazardous Materials, then you must provide immediate written notice to the 
DGS Commissioner before proceeding with the Constmction Work or disturbing those 
areas. 

iv) If the conditions differ materially from those indicated in the Task Order, and cause a 
material increase or decrease in your cost or time required for the performance of any 
part of the Construction Work, an equitable adjustment in the Task Order Price or Task 
Order Time, or both, may be made under Section 3.4 of the Agreement, "Changes in the 
Wori<." 

v) You must keep on hand copies of all plans and shop drawings, all additional and revised 
plans furnished by the City and all written orders issued to you by the DGS Commissioner 
that relate to the Task Order. 

c) Cleaning Up 

During the Construction Activities, you must keep the Constmction Work site and adjacent 
premises as free from material, debris, and rubbish that is created by Contractor as is practicable 
and must remove them entirely and at once, if in the opinion of the DGS Commissioner, the 
material, debris or rubbish constitutes a nuisance, a safety hazard, or is objectionable in any way 
to the public. Upon verbal and/or written notification of unacceotable work day conditions by the 
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City you will be responsible for immediate rededication within two (2) Business Days of 
notification. Your failure to act accordingly will result in completion of remediation work by the 
City at your expense. 

As a condition of both Facility-Level Substantial Acceptance and Task Order Acceptance, you 
must remove from the Construction Work site and adjacent premises all machinery, equipment, 
surplus materials, falsework, excavated and useless materials, rubbish, temporary structures, 
barricades and signs, and must restore the site and the premises of any private property owners 
in as good condition as they were before the Construction Work began. 

You must clean off all cement streaks or drippings, paint smears or drippings, rust stains, oil, 
grease, dirt, and any other foreign materials deposited or accumulated on any portion of the 
Construction Work, or existing work, due to your operations. 

You are solely responsible for and must assume all liability associated with off-site disposal of any 
Hazardous Materials generated as a result of your construction activities. 

3) PROPERTY 

a) Ownership of Property 

The City will be the owner of the Construction Wori<, including any installed fixtures, at the time 
when risk of loss passes to the City as set forth in Section 3.15 of the Agreement. 

b) Right of Entry 

i) You, and any of your officers, employees, agents, and Subcontractors, are permitted to 
enter upon any part of the Construction Work site owned by the City in connection with 
the performance of the Construction Work under the Task Order, subject to the terms and 
conditions contained in the Contract and those rules that may be established by the DGS 
Commissioner. You must provide advance notice to the City of any such intended entry. 
Consent to enter upon all or any part of the Construction Work site given by the City will 
not create, nor be deemed to imply the creation of, any additional responsibilities on the 
part of the City. 

ii) Inspections: You acknowledge that the City has a right of access to the Construction 
Work site at all times and the right to inspect all Construction Work during the Task Order 
period. 

iii) You must use, and must cause each of your officers, employees, agents, and 
Subcontractors to use, the highest degree of care when entering upon property owned by 
the City in connection with the Construction Work. In the case of any property owned by 
the City, or property owned by and leased from the City, you must comply and must 
cause each of your officers, employees, agents, and Subcontractors to comply, with all 
instmctions and requirements for the use of the property, including any licenses for them, 
which are incorporated by reference. All claims, suits, judgments, costs, or expenses, 
mcluding reasonable attorneys' fees, arising from, by reason of, or in connection with any 
such entry is treated in accordance with the indemnification provisions contained in this 
Contract. 

c) Damage to City Property 

If you cause damage to City property, you must, at the sole option of the City, either: (i) pay the 
cost of repair of the damage or (ii) repair or replace any property so damaged. The City has the 
right to a set-off against its payments to you under the Contract for the cost of any such repairs. 
All cost to repair or replace any property so damaged will be completed before any final payment 
can be made to you by the City. If in the City's opinion it is practicable to provide notice, the City 
shall notify you of such damage and discuss a timeframe for repairs. 
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d) Right to Occupy Before Substantial Completion 

i) The City shall occupy and use the Project or portions of it in advance of Substantial 
Completion of the Construction Work. You must cooperate with the DGS Commissioner 
in making available for the City's use such Project services as heating, ventilating, 
cooling, water, lighting and telephone for space or spaces to be occupied, and if the 
Equipment required to furnish the services is not entirely completed at the time the City 
desires to occupy and use the space or spaces, you must make every reasonable effort 
to complete that Construction Work. 

ii) When the DGS Commissioner determines that the City will use all or part of the Project 
before Substantial Completion, the DGS Commissioner will determine: 

(1) The responsibility between the City and you for maintenance, repair, furnishing of 
utilities and the protection of the public (if required) for that part of the 
Construction Work to be occupied; 

(2) The list of items remaining to be performed before the Construction Work or 
portion of it to be occupied will be Substantially Complete; 

(3) Whether you will need any types of insurance (with the understanding that the 

r cost of such insurance shall be part of the Task Order Price); and 

(4) The effect of the City's use before Substantial Completion on required 
guarantees and warranties. 

e) Retainage 

Retainage is covered in Section I.D of Exhibit 15. 

4) INSTALLATION PLANS, PRODUCT DATA, RECORDS AND SAMPLES 

a) Contractor's Responsibilities and Submittal Procedures. To the extent stated in a Task Order, the 
following shall apply: 

i) Shop Drawings, Product Data, Samples are part of the Constmction Work under the Task 
Order, and if also specified, video tape and/or photographs. You must provide them at 
your expense to the satisfaction of the DGS Commissioner. 

ii) You must submit to the DGS Commissioner those Shop Drawings, Product Data, 
Samples, video tape and photographs required for the Constmction Work involved under 
the Task Order in accordance with the Schedule. 

iii) The Schedule must include a schedule of proposed submittal dates. The dates listed in 
the Schedule must allow sufficient time for review and processing of Shop Drawings or 
other data by the City and your re-submittal of them, if necessary, before you will need 
them to complete your performance of the Constmction Work they represent under the 
Task Order. No extensions of time will be granted to you because of your failure to have 
Shop Drawings, Product Data, Samples, video tape and photographs submitted in time to 
allow for review, re-submittal and final review. You must also submit a separate submittal 
schedule (in table format), in addition to the Schedule, identifying all Submittals with 
submittal dates to the DGS Commissioner for review and approval. 

iv) You must prepare and submit proper Shop Drawings, Product Data, Samples, video tape 
and photographs in accordance with your contractual obligations. By submitting them, 
you represent that you have determined and verified all materials, field measurements, 
field conditions and quantities, and that you have checked and coordinated the 
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information contained within the Submittal, including your Subcontractors' Submittals, 
with the requirements of the Constmction Work and of the Task Order and other Contract 
documents. Shop drawings must establish the actual detail of all manufactured and 
fabricated items and indicate the proper relation to the adjoining Construction Work. 

v) You must date and stamp all Shop Drawings, Product Data, Samples, video tape and 
photographs. You must also indicate on them that you have reviewed and checked them 
before submission and found them to be in conformance with the Task Order and other 
Contract requirements. All Submittals must be transmitted to the DGS Commissioner. 
You must cleariy mark each Shop Drawing, Video Tape, Product Data and Sample, in 
accordance with the following for purposes of identification and record: 

SUBMITTAL IDENTIFICATION 

Name of Project: 

Contract Name and Number: 

Task Order Name and Number: 

Date of Submittal: 

Submittal Number 

Re submittal of Submittal Number: 

Identification of Deviations from Task Order documents: 

Specification Section, Page, and Paragraph No. and/or Drawing No.: 

Type of Material and Manufacturer 

Intended use: 

Applicable Standards such as ASTM numbers: 

CHECKED AND SUBMITTED IN ACCORDANCE WITH DRAWINGS AND SPECIFICA TIONS. 

Contractor 

By: Date: 

vi) Shop Drawings must be submitted with accurate dimensions. The Shop Drawings must 
represent the actual manner in which the Construction Work is manufactured and 
installed, and the relation of the Construction Work installed to that of other trades, 

clearances, and all other pertinent data. Cross-section drawings must indicate minimum 
clearances and all other pertinent data. Dimensions must be expressed in feet and 
inches. Designs prepared in the metric system may be submitted with metric units, but 
the equivalent English units must also be shown. All weights and dimensions must be 
certified before submission for review. 

vii) The DGS Commissioner's review and acceptance of Shop Drawings in no way relieves 
you from responsibility for errors or omissions that may exist in the Construction Work or 
on the certified Shop Drawings. Where such errors or omissions are discovered, you 
must correct them at no additional cost to the City. Submittals must be sufficiently 
complete to allow for proper review. You must submit all Shop Drawings, Product Data, 
Samples, video tape and photographs to the DGS Commissioner for review with an 
accompanying transmittal letter containing the above Submittal identification data and a 
list of items being submitted. You must coordinate Submittals into logical groups or sets 
to facilitate review of several related items. 

viii) /\ny Submittal that in the DGS Commissioner's sole opinion is not complete and in proper 
fonn will be returned to you without review. You must not submit as Shop Drawings 
duplicates or reproductions of any Task Order documents issued by the City. 

ix) Before submitting Shop Drawings, Product Data, Samples, video tape and photographs, 
you must notify the DGS Commissioner in writing of any deviations in the Submittals from 
the requirements of the Task Order. If deviations from the Task Order requirements are 
rejected by the DGS Commissioner or if evaluation of the deviations delays the progress 
of Construction Work, any delay caused will not be compensable by a time extension. 
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b) Keview by the Commissioner 

i) Submittals will be reviewed by the DGS Commissioner for compliance with the Task 
Order. In reviewing them the DGS Commissioner will not verify dimensions and field 
conditions. Any such review does not relieve you, your Subcontractor, manufacturer, 
fabricator or supplier from responsibility for any deficiency that may exist or from any 
departures or deviations from the requirements of the Task Order, nor does it relieve you 
or them from responsibility for (i) errors of any sort in Shop Drawings, Samples and 
Product Data, (ii) responsibility for proper fitting of the Construction Work, or (iii) the 
necessity of furnishing any Construction Work required by the Task Order that may not 
be indicated on Shop Drawings when reviewed. You are solely responsible for any 
quantities that may be shown on the Shop Drawings. The DGS Commissioner's review 
of a specific item does not indicate approval of an assembly of which the item is a 
component. 

ii) Except as set forth in a Task Order, you must not fabricate products, begin Construction 
Work, order or have delivered any material. Equipment or system that requires a 
reviewed Submittal until return of the Submittal from the DGS Commissioner with a stamp 
authorizing Construction Work and/or delivery and installation to be performed, as 
described in Section 4(b)(iii), immediately below. 

iii) The DGS Commissioner will return Submittals stamped as follows: 

(1) "No Exceptions" means no changes need be made on the reviewed Submittal. 
You may proceed with the Construction Work for that Submittal. Re-submittal is 
not required. 

(2) "Exceptions as Noted" indicates that the Submittal is accepted subject to the 
corrections and/or comments noted. You may proceed with the Construction 
Work for that Submittal but only if you incorporate the DGS Commissioner's 
comments, and/or corrections. Re-submittal is not required, but the corrections 
must be reflected in the Record Documents. 

(3) "Revise and Resubmit" means that the Submittal does not meet all the 
requirements necessary to proceed with the Construction Work associated with 
the Submittal. You must resubmit in accordance with the reviewer's comments 

and/or corrections. Submittals marked in this manner must not be released for 
fabrication, delivery or constmction. 

iv) If the Submittal requires revision, you must notify the DGS Commissioner and all 
pertinent Subcontractors, in writing, that the reviewed set has been withdrawn. 

v) Submittals that require revisions must be corrected and resubmitted to the DGS 
Commissioner to maintain the approved Schedule, but in no event more than three days 
after receipt of the DGS Commissioner's comments. 

vi) Shop Drawings: After review by the DGS Commissioner, one reproducible stamped by 
the DGS Commissioner as previously described in Section 4(b)(iii), above, will be 
returned to you. 

vii) Submission and Review of Samples: If a considerable range of color, graining, texture or 
other characteristics may be anticipated in finished products, you must furnish a sufficient 
number of Samples of the specified materials to indicate the full range of those 
characteristics that will be present in the finished products, /^ny product delivered or 
erected without submission and review of full-range Samples is subject to rejection. Each 
tag or sticker must have dear space for your stamps and those of the DGS 
Commissioner. Notice of the result of the review will be provided to you with one of the 
stamps indicated in Section 4(b)(iii), above. Rejected Samples will be returned. 
Accepted Samples will be retained by the DGS Commissioner and become the property 
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of the City. Where color Samples are required to be submitted, color Samples must 
submitted on the actual material that will finally be installed in the Construction Work. 
The various parts of the Construction Work must be in accordance with the reviewed and 
approved Samples. 

viii) Product Data: After review by the DGS Commissioner, two sets of Product Data stamped 
by the DGS Commissioner as previously described will be returned to you. 

c) Source of Materials 

To the extent required by a Task Order, you must notify the DGS Commissioner in writing as 
soon as possible after a Task Order has been awarded, but not less than three weeks before the 
need for inspection and testing of the supply (or suppliers) from which you expect to obtain the 
various construction materials. The supplier of each material used must be approved by the DGS 
Commissioner before delivery is commenced. If sources previously approved are found to be 
unacceptable at any time and fail to produce materials satisfactory to the DGS Commissioner, 
you must furnish materials from other approved suppliers. 

d) Record Documents 

At Substantial Completion, you must deliver all Record Documents to the DGS Commissioner, in 
suitable transfer cases clearly marked "Record Documents," arranged in proper order and 
indexed. 

e) Record Drawings 

1) As the Construction Work progresses, you and the Subcontractor for each trade or 
division of work, under your direction must keep a complete and accurate record of the 
following: 

(1) Changes between the Constmction Work as shown on the Task Order drawings 
and the Shop Drawings indicating the Construction Work as actually installed; 

(2) The specific location of all infrastructure elements, including piping, valves, 
ductwork, equipment, driveways, catch basins, sewer lines, wateriines, water 
mains, and other such elements that were not accurately located or changed 
location or elevation from that shown on the Task Order drawings; and 

(3) Equipment schedules indicating manufacturers' names and model numbers 
installed. 

ii) You must record changes neatly and con-ectly on prints of the Task Order drawings. 
Upon completion of the Construction Work, you must submit a final set of full-size prints 
to the DGS Commissioner for review and acceptance. 

iii) At the time Record Drawings are delivered to the DGS Commissioner, you and each 
Subcontractor must certify. In writing, that the Record Drawings are complete and 
accurate. 

f) Record Shop Drawings and Product Data 

i) As the Construction Work progresses, you must keep a complete and accurate record of 
the changes and deviations from the Construction Work as shown on the Shop Drawings 
and Product Data indicating the Construction Work perfomied. You must furnish Record 
Shop Drawings in a fonn and quantity acceptable to the DGS Commissioner. Record 
Shop Drawings must be submitted for all items reviewed as Shop Drawings. Record 
Shop Drawings must be legibly drawn on sheets of mylar or such other medium as 
directed by the DGS Commissioner. Record Shop Drawings must be submitted on the 
same size sheets as the Task Order drawings and include an index of all items. 

ii) You must furnish 10 record copies of Product Data in loose leaf binders. Loose leaf 
binders must be subdivided by Submittal numbers and must contain an index of all items. 
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jg) Construction Progress Photogr'aphs 

To the extent required in a Task Order, you must submit to the DGS Commissioner construction 
progress photographs consisting of exterior and interior views of the Construction Work, with the 
date and location of the photographs as selected and directed by the City. If requested at any 
time by the DGS Commissioner, you must use digital photography, at the resolution specified by 
the DGS Commissioner. You must provide three prints of each view to the DGS Commissioner 
within five days of taking the photographs. If digital photography is not requested or until it is 
requested, then you must provide each photograph on an 8" x 10" smooth surface, glossy, black 
and white print, on single-weight commercial-grade stock. The 1" wide margin, which is punched 
for a standard 3-ring binder, will have a left-sided margin for vertical shots and a top-sided margin 
for horizontal shots. A label will be included on the on the front bottom margin, which will contain 
the project name and date that the photograph was taken. On the back of each print, you must 
provide an applied label or rubber stamp impression with the following information: 

i) Name of the Project; 

ii) Name and address of the photographer; 

iii) Name of the Architect; 

iv) Your name; 

v) bate the photograph was taken; 

vi) Description of vantage point, in terms of location, direction (by compass point), and 
elevation or level of construction. 

vii) Notation of vantage point marked for location and direction of shot on a key plan of the 
site and building, with elevation (story height) noted. 

The photographs must be taken monthly, coinciding with the cutoff date associated with each 
application for payment. From time-to-time the City may issue a request for additional 
photographs, in addition to the periodic photographs specified. Additional photographs are not 
included in the Task Order Price and will be paid for by Change Order. 

h) Instructions. Parts List and Operation and Maintenance Manuals 

You must furnish a complete list of Equipment actually installed. The list must include a copy of 
pertinent nameplate data, name and address of local representative who stocks or furnishes 
repair or replacement parts, and name, address, and telephone number of the Subcontractor 
responsible to you for the Equipment under the guarantee. 

You must submit suitable operating instmctions for each major component of Equipment and its 
controls. Instmctions must include a schematic diagram accurately showing Equipment and 
controls as installed. You must include with each diagram a set of simple operating instmctions 
stating how the system must be stopped and started, what adjustments are to be made by the 
operator, and what to do in case of an emergency. You must submit five copies of proposed 
instmctions to the DGS Commissioner for review and acceptance. Upon acceptance, you must 
post applicable instmctions as directed by the DGS Commissioner. 

You must submit maintenance data prepared by the manufacturer of each major component of 
Equipment and its controls. Data must include complete parts list, itemized lists of common 
purchase items of materials (e.g., bearings, packing, connectors, sealing devices, and other 
standard items) indicated by their standard trade designation, recommended routine and 
inspection maintenance, including testing recommendations to evaluate efficiency of 
performance, lists of special tools and gauges, lubricating instructions, and recommended spare 
parts lists, tolerances and clearances required for maintenance, and trouble-shooting guides 
prepared in a simple format to indicate complaint or problem, probable cause, and remedy. You 
must submit five copies of the proposed maintenance data to the DGS Commissioner for review 
and acceptance in accordance with Section 12. 
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i) Adjustment of Eouioment 

Before the Construction Work is turned over to the City, you must furnish the necessary 
instruments, test equipment, services, and personnel required to adjust and balance each piece 
of Equipment in order to provide a smoothly functioning, well-integrated system complying with 
the letter and intent of the Task Order and other portions of the Contract. 

j) Proiect Account Records 

i) You and each Subcontractor must keep an accurate record showing the names, 
occupation, and the actual houriy wages paid to all laborers, workers and mechanics 
employed by them in connection with the Construction Work. The record must be open at 
all reasonable hours to the inspection of the DGS Commissioner and to the Director of 
Labor of the State of Illinois and his deputies and agents. You also must furnish the DGS 
Co.mmissioner with certified copies of the payrolls, in accordance with Exhibit 15. 

ii) You must furnish to the DGS Commissioner upon request a written statement, verified by 
affidavit, giving the names and addresses of all persons, fimns and corporations who have 
up to that date furnished labor or materials in the performance of the Task Order and the 
amounts due or to become due them. 

iii) You and all Subcontractors must furnish the DGS Commissioner with such information as 
the DGS Commissioner may require relating to labor and materials, including all 
information necessary to determine the cost of the Construction Work, such as the 
number of workers employed, their pay, the distribution of labor into work items. 
Equipment time distribution and any other information that the DGS Commissioner may 
require. You must, on request, furnish the DGS Commissioner with copies of delivery 
tickets and invoices, in triplicate, covering the expenditures on the Task Order. 

5) QUALITY OF WORKMANSHIP, EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS 

a) Standard of Performance 

In addition to performing the Construction Work in full compliance with the Task Order, you must 
perform, or cause to be performed, all Construction Work required of you under the terms and 
conditions of the Task Order with that degree of skill, care, and diligence normally exercised by 
qualified and experienced contractors in performing work in projects of a scope and magnitude 
comparable to the Construction Work. 

b) Correction of Work 

Correction of Work is covered under Article 6 of the Agreement. 

c) Materials and Eouioment 

Materials Inspection and Responsibility. To the extent set forth in a Task Order, before any 
material is incorporated into the Constmction Work, you must submit a 'Request for Materials 
Inspection" to the DGS Commissioner. You are solely responsible for submitting the requests 
with sufficient time for the City to conduct its inspection. You are not entitled to payment for 
uninspected materials. The City has the right to inspect any material to be used In carrying out 
the Task Order. The City does not assume any responsibility for the availability of any materials 
or Equipment required under the Task Order. By performing any tests or accepting any materials, 
the City in no way relieves you of any of your obligations or responsibility under this Contract. 
Materials, components or completed Constmction Wori< that do not comply with the Task Order 
and other requirements of this Contract may be rejected by the City, and you must replace them 
at no additional cost to the City. After you receive notice from the City that materials or 
components have been rejected, you must promptly remove them from the Cit/s premises at no 
additional cost to the City. 
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d) Substitution of Materials 

i) The City will consider your request for substitution (i) in cases of product unavailability or 
other conditions beyond your control, or (ii) at your recommendation, 

ii) You must submit each request for substitution separately and each must include: 

(1) Complete data substantiating compliance of proposed substitution with 
requirements stated in the Task Order; 

(a) Product identification, including manufacturer's name and address 

(b) Manufacturer's literature identifying: 

(i) Product description 

(ii) Reference standards 

(iii) Performance and test data 

(c) Samples, as applicable 

(d) Names and address of similar projects on which the product has been 
used, and date of each installation; 

(2) Itemized co.mparison of the proposed substitution with product specified that lists 
significant variations; 

(3) Data relating to changes in the Schedule; 

(4) Any effect of substitution on other parts of the Construction Work, any 
Subcontractors, any Work under other Task Orders or any separate contracts, or 
on the then-existing GBMS. 

(5) List of changes required in other work or products; 

(6) Accurate cost data comparing proposed substitution with product specified, 
including the amount of any net change to Task Order Price; 

(7) Designation of required license fees or royalties; and 

(8) Designation of availability of maintenance services, sources of replacement 
materials. 

iii) When you make a formal request for substitution make you are warranting and 
representing that: 

(1) In your opinion^ the proposed substitution is equivalent to or superior in all 
respects to the product specified; 

(2) The same warranties and guarantees will be provided for the substitute as for the 
product specified; and 

(3) You will coordinate the installation of accepted substitutes into the Wori< and will 
make such changes as may be required for the Work to be complete in all 
respects. 

iv) If evidence you present does not, in the sole opinion of the DGS Commissioner, provide a 
sufficient basis for reasonable certainty that the proposed substitution or deviations will 
provide a quality, result, function, and esthetic appearance, among other attributes, at 
least equal to that attainable by the specified product, the DGS Commissioner may reject 
the substitution or deviation without further investigation. 

v) The DGS Commissioner will judge the design and appearance of proposed subsfitutes on 
the basis of their suitability in relation to the overall design of the Project, as well as for 
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their intrinsic merits. The DGS Commissioner will not approve proposed substitutes as 
equal to items specified that, in the DGS Commissioner's opinion, would be 
unharmonious, or otherwise inconsistent with the character, quality or design of the 
Project. 

vi) You must bear any additional cost not reflected in a Task Order Modification approving a 
substitution, and any loss or damage, arising from the substitution of any material or 
method for those specified. 

vii) The investigation review and approval of substitute materials requires a minimum of 30 
days beyond that required for specified routine items. No request for a delay or disruption 
will be allowed whether or not the substitution is granted. 

viii) Approval by the DGS Commissioner of a substitution of material will be given in a Task 
Order Modification as required in Section 3.4 of the Agreement, "Changes in the Work." 

6) PERSONNEL 

a) Competency of Workers 

You must employ only competent and efficient laborers, mechanics or artisans on the 
Construction Work. Whenever, in the opinion of the DGS Commissioner, any worker is careless, 
incompetent, violates safety or security mles, obstructs the progress of the Constmction Work, 
acts contrary to instructions or acts improperiy, or fails to follow the safety requirements of the 
Task Order, you must, upon request of the DGS Commissioner, remove the worker from the 
Construction Work. You must not permit any person or worker to enter any part of the 
Construction Work or any buildings connected with it who is under the influence of intoxicating 
liquors or controlled substances. 

b) Supervision and Superintendence 

To the extent required by a Task Order, while Construction Work is in progress, either by your 
labor force or that of your Subcontractor, you must have a full-time, experienced and qualified 
superintendent assigned to the Construcfion Work. If the Task Order requires, you must 
superintend the Construcfion Work and must have a competent superintendent at the job site at 
all times with authority to act for you as the contact person with the DGS Commissioner. 

c) Contractors Project Personnel 

No separate payment will be made to you for the cost of personnel except as set forth in the Tast 
Order. Those costs must be included in the Task Order. 

d) Key Personnel 

Upon award of each Task Order, you will submit a project staff organization chart that includes 
the names and resumes of employees in key positions for this project, including the Project 
Manager and those providing any professional architectural, professional engineering, registered 
land surveyor and/or other professional services. All employees in key positions must be 
approved by the DGS Commissioner. 

e) Prevailing Wage Rates 

In the performance of the Constmction Work, you are fully responsible for paying not less than 
the prevailing rate of wages as detennined by the Illinois Department of Labor, which must be 
paid to all laborers, mechanics, and other workers perfonning Constmction Woric under the Task 
Order. 

Your attention is called to the generally prevailing houriy rate of wages, as determ.ined by the 
Illinois Department of Labor, which are bound in Exhibit 21 of the Agreement and which are 
incorporated into the Agreement. These wage rates are also the prevailing wage rates for the City 
of Chicago, as determined by the Department of General Services as of the date of publication of 
these specifications. 
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The wage rates set forth in these specifications were the rates in effect at the time these 
specifications were issued. If the Illinois Department of Labor revises the prevailing rate of houriy 
wages to be paid for the Construcfion Wori< before completion of the Project, the revised rate 
applies to the Task Order from the effective date of the revision, but the revision does not enfitle 
you to any increased compensation under the terms of the Task Order. 

As a condifion of making payment to you, the City may require you to submit an aflldavit to the 
effect that not less than the prevailing houriy wage rate is being paid to laborers, mechanics, and 
other workers employed on the Task Order in accordance with Illinois law. 

7) PERMITS AND LICENSES 

a) Contractor Obtains Permits 

Whenever the Constmction Wori< under the Task Order requires permits to be obtained from the 
City or other public authorities, you must obtain them and furnish triplicate copies of the permits to 
the City before the ConstmcHon Work covered by the permits is started. You must obtain all the 
necessary permits, including building permits, and pay the associated fees for the special use of, 
or removal, alteration or replacement of, certain City-owned facilities and appurtenances such as 
traffic signs, parking meters, trees, sewers, hydrants, bridges and viaducts that are required for 
you to perform the Construcfion Work, and you must abide by all applicable municipal ordinances. 
You must also furnish copies of these permits to the City before the Construction Wori< covered is 
started. Information with regard to the above may be obtained by contacfing the appropriate City 
Departments. See Section 8. below. NO WORK IS ALLOWED TO PROCEED BEFORE YOU 
OBTAIN REQUIRED PERMITS. 

b) City Responsibility 

The City will obtain permits required from the Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater 
Chicago, the lEPA, IDOT Division of Water Resources, the U.S. Coast Guard, and the U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers. 

c) Highway Permit Bond 

If you are required to post a highway permit bond, it must remain in effect for at least five years 
from the date the permit is issued. 

8) COORDINATION WITH OTHER CITY DEPARTMENTS 

a) Water System Work and Usage 

If water from a City hydrant is necessary for the execution of the Construcfion Work, you must 
obtain a hydrant permit from the City's Department of Water Management. You must obtain a 
permit from that department also for any construction, repair or adjustment of any water main, 
branch or service connection. Requests for permits must be made at the Department of Water 
Management. City Hall. 121 North LaSalle Street. Room 906. Chicago. Illinois 60602; 

b) Sewer System Work 

If you will be construcfing, repairing, adjusfing or cleaning any subsurface structure designed to 
collect or transport storm and/or sanitary waste water, either in private property or in the public 
way you, through a licensed.drainlayer, must obtain a permit issued under this Section 8(b). (A 
licensed drainlayer is a person possessing a current sewer and drain license issued by the 
Department of Sewers.) Requests for permits must be made at the Department of Water 
Management (Sewers and Drains). 333 S. State Street. Room 410. Chicago. IL 60604-3971: 

Project plans must be submitted to the Department of Water Management (Sewers and Drains) 
sufficiently in advance for examinafion and reviev/. Plans meeting the department's requirements 
must be submitted with the application for permit at least four days before the issuance of permit. 
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When applying for a permit, you must submit three sets of plans that show all new underground 
sewer Constmction Work inside and around the Project with a dear site or locafion plan together 
with the estimate of quantifies for sewer sizes and sewer stmctures to be installed. 

A copy of the permit must be on the Construction Work site before the start of Construcfion Work. 
Failure to obtain a permit before the start of construcfion will result in a penalty and could result in 
the revocation of the drainlayer's license. 

You must arrange for sewer inspecfions at least 48 hours before the start of Constmcfion Wori<. 
Inspections may be requested by calling Plumbing Inspections and Mason Inspections. 

c) Traffic Control 

When it becomes necessary for you to close a street, in whole or in part, you must make 
arrangements with the Department of Transportation. Bureau of Inspections, Construction 
Compliance Section (Public Way Permits). Room 804. City Hall. Chicago. Illinois 60602. at 
least two weeks in advance of the closure. The Bureau of Inspecfions may issue a permit, 
partially closing a street and setting forth the requirements regarding the furnishing, placing, 
maintaining and removing of signs, lights and barricades, the furnishing of flaggers, and other 
provisions for the safe handling of traffic during your use of the street. 

d) Construction Work Within Public Way 

In order to perform any Construction Work within the public way, you must provide a letter of 
credit in an amount as required by the DGS Commissioner, with a minimum amount of $5,000. In 
addifion, any constructing or reconstrucfing sidewalks, driveways, curt) and/or curb and gutter, 
alleys or finished concrete pavement requires a permit from the Bureau of Traffic in accordance 
with Chapter 10-20 of the Municipal Code. If you are not licensed as a sidewalk contractor, 
before any permits for the Construction Work can be issued, you must submit written evidence to 
the Director of Construction Compliance, Bureau of Inspection, that a licensed sidewalk 
contractor will perform the Construction Work on your behalf. Contact the Department of 
Transportation, Bureau of Inspection. Construction Compliance. City Hall. Room 905,121 
N. LaSalle Street. Chicago. Illinois 60602: 

e) Parking Meter Removal and Replacement: The City will remove and reinstall any parking meters 
as may be required. However, you must pay all fees required by § 9-68-050 of the Municipal 
Code. You must advise the Department of Revenue, Parking Operations, in writing, of the 
location and meter number of those meters to be removed, at least five Business Days before the 
date needed for the removal. As soon as the date is known, you must also advise the 
Department of Revenue, Parking Operations, in writing, of the date when meters may be 
reinstalled. Contact the Department of Revenue. Street Operation. 2735 North Ashland, 
Chicago. IL 60614- Attention: Manager on Street Parking. 

You must not remove any parking meters without the express written consent of the DGS 
Commissioner. If you violate this provision, you (a) recognize that the City will suffer damages as 
a result, including the costs incurred by the City in tracking, retrieving, and repairing damage to 
the parking meters, costs that are difficult to ascertain, and (b) will be liable for liquidated 
damages in the amount of $350 for each parking meter you removed, which amount will be 
deducted from any amount(s) due or that may become due you. Contact the Department of 

Revenue. Street Operation. 2735 North Ashland. Chicago. IL 60614; 
Attention: Manager on Street Parking. 

0 Traffic and Parking Sign Removal and Replacement 

The City will remove and rerinstall any traffic and parking sign(s) as may be required, however, 
you will be responsible for all fees relafive to the removal and replacement of all of the City's 
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traffic and parking signs. You must infonn the Bureau of Signs and Markings, in writing, of the 
location of each sign to be removed and specify its distance from the property line of the nearest 
cross street. Each sign legend must also be stated. This information must be provided at least 
five days before removal. You must also inform the Bureau of Signs and Markings, in writing, of 
when signs may be reinstalled as soon as this date is known. Contact the Bureau of Signs and 
Markings, 3458 S. Lawndale. Chicago. Illinois. 60623. Attn.: Deputy Commissioner. 

g) Trees 

In accordance with § 10-32-060 et seq. of the Municipal Code, you must obtain a permit from the 
Bureau of Forestry when removing planting, trimming, spraying, or in anyway affecting the 
general health or stmcture of trees in the public way. There is no fee for this permit. The permit 
must be obtained from the Bureau of Forestry Permits Division: 3200 S. Kedzie. Chicago. 
Illinois 60623: 

The Bureau of Forestry requires 48 hours' notice before starting Constmction Work for all 
activities with the exception of tree planting, which requires two weeks' prior notice. To obtain 
tree planting permits, two copies of the site plan must be presented to the Bureau for its review 
and approval. A Bureau representative must also assist in the selection of those trees to be 
planted in the public way. Tree planting standards and specificafions are outiined in the Bureau 
of Forestry's "Manual of Tree Planting Standards." which is available upon request from the 
Bureau of Forestry. 

h) Bridges. Viaducts, or Publicly Owned Structures 

Before construction, any proposed Construcfion Work within 50 feet of any existing bridge, 
viaduct, or publicly owned stmcture will require a permit from the Commissioner of 
Transportation. There is no fee for this permit The pernnit must be obtained from the 
Department of Transportation, Bureau of Inspections, Construction Compliance, City Hall, 
Room 905 121 North LaSalle, Chicago, Illinois 60602; 

i) Demolition 

If demolition of a structure or removal of an underground storage tank is required during 
constmction, you must obtain a permit and pay the required fee as set forth in the Municipal Code 
and its amendments to date. The permit must be obtained from the Department of Buildings, 
City Hall, 121 North LaSalle Street, Room 900. Chicago, Illinois 60602: 

j) Provisions Relating to River Traffic 

When carrying out the Task Order requires Construction Work to be done over or under the 
Chicago River, you must comply with marine regulations in every way, so that river traffic may be 
protected. You must use special care to avoid obstmcfion of the river. If you find it necessary to 
obstruct the river at any time, you must advise the DGS Commissioner, through the office of the 
Chief Bridge Engineer, who will make the necessary inquiries of the proper waterway officials, so 
that you can schedule the Constmction Work without interfering with the movement of vessels. 
Contact the Department of Transportation. Bureau of Inspections. Construction 
Compliance, City Hall. 121 North LaSalle Street. Room 905. Chicago. Illinois 60602: 

9) SCHEDULE 

The fonnat of the schedule, requirements for each project and, where required by the City, 
projections shall be negotiated and set forth in a Task Order. 

10) PAYMENTS 

The procedures for authorization of payrnents will be set forth in Exhibit 15, Section I.A. 
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11) TESTING, ADJUSTING, AND BALANCING REQUIREMENTS 

The Construction Work must comply with the terms and conditions set forth in this Section 11 only 
to the extent set forth in a Task Order. 

a) General. 

i) Summary: 

(1) This section specifies the requirements and procedures for total mechanical 
systems testing, adjusting, and balancing. Flequirements include measurement 
and establishment of the fluid quantities of the mechanical systems as required to 
meet design Specifications, and recording and reporting the results. 

(2) You are responsible for hiring and overseeing a test and balance subcontractor 
("T&B Subcontractor") that meets the below qualifications to test and balance 
both the air and hydronic systems within this building. The T&B Subcontractor 
will tested and balance all applicable Construction Work under any Task Order 
before final acceptance by the City. 

(3) The T&B Subcontractor shall test, adjust, and balance the following mechanical 
systems: 

(a) Supply air duct systems, all pressure ranges; including variable volume 
systems; 

(b) Retum air systems; 

(c) Exhaust air systems; 

(d) Hydronic systems; 

(e) Verify temperature control system operation. 

(4) The T&B Subcontractor shall test systems for proper sound and vibration levels 
and submit findings in report format. 

(5) This section does not apply to: 

(a) Specifi.catiQns for materials for patching mechanical systems; 

(b) Specifications for materials and installation of adjusting and balancing 
devices. If such devices must be added to achieve proper adjusting and 
balancing, you will refer to the respective system secfions for materials 
and installation requirements. 

(c) Requirements and procedures for piping and ductwork systems leakage 
tests. 

ii) Definitions: 

(1) Systems testing, adjusting, and balancing is the process of checking and 
adjusting all facility environmental systems to produce the design objectives. It 
includes: 

(a) The balance of air distribution; 

(b) Adjustment of total system to provide design quantities; 

(c) Electrical measurement; 

(d) Verification of perfonnance of all Equipment and automatic controls; 

(e) Sound and vibration measurement. 

(2) Test; To determine quanfitattve performance of Equipment. 
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(3) Adjust: To regulate the specified fluid flow rate and air patterns at the terminal 
equipment (e.g., reduce fan speed, throttiing). 

(4) Balance: To proportion flows within the distribution system (submains, branches, 
and terminals) according to specified design quantities. 

(5) Procedure: Standardized approach and execution of sequence of work 
operations to yield reproducible results. 

(6) Report forms: Test data sheets arranged for collecting test data in logical order 
for submission and review. These data should also form the permanent record to 
be used as the basis for required future testing, adjusting, and balancing. 

(7) Terminal: The point where the controlled fluid enters or leaves the distribution 
system. These are supply outiets on air terminals, and exhaust or return inlets 
on air terminals such as registers, grilles and diffusers. 

(8) Main: Duct or pipe containing the system's major or entire fluid flow. 

(9) Submain: Duct or pipe containing part of the systems' capacity and serving two 
or more branch mains. 

(10) Branch main: Duct or pipe serving two or more terminals. 

(11) Branch: Duct or pipe serving a single terminal, 

iii) Submittals: 

(1) Agency Data: 

(a) You will submit proof that the proposed testing, adjusting, and balancing 

agency meets the qualifications specified below. 

(2) Engineer and Technicians Data: 

(a) You will submit proof that the test and balance engineer ("T&B 
Engineer") assigned to supervise the procedures, and the technicians 
proposed to perform the procedures meet the qualifications specified 
below. 

(3) Procedures and Agenda: You will submit a synopsis of the testing, adjusfing, 
and balancing procedures and agenda proposed to be used for the GBMS. 

(4) Maintenance Data: You will submit maintenance and operating data that include 
how to test, adjust, and balance the building systems. You will include this 
information in maintenance data specified under the Task Order. 

(5) Sample Forms: You will submit sample forms, if other than those standard forms 
prepared by the Associated Air Balance Council are proposed. 

(6) Certified Reports: You wilt submit testing, adjusting, and balancing reports 
bearing the seal and signature of the T&B Engineer. The reports shall be 
certified proof that the systems have been tested, adjusted, and balanced in 
accordance with the referenced standards; are an accurate representation of how 
the systems have been installed; are a true representation of how the systems 
are operating at the completion of the testing, adjusting, and balancing 
procedures; and are an accurate record of all final quantities measured, to 
establish normal operating values of the systems. You will follow the procedures 
and format specified below: 
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(a) Preliminary Air System Testing Reports: Required prior to 
commencement of any mechanical demolition or new Construction Work. 
(See Section 11(b), Execution, below.) 

(b) Draft Reports: Upon completion of testing, adjusting, and balancing 
procedures, you will prepare draft reports on the approved forms. Draft 
reports may be hand written, but must be complete, factual, accurate, 
and legible. You will organize and format draft reports in the same 
manner specified for the final reports. You will submit 2 complete sets of 
draft reports. Only 1 complete set of draft reports will be returned. 

(c) Final Report; Upon verificafion and approval of draft reports, you will 
prepare final reports, type written, and organized and formatted as 
specified below. You will submit 2 complete sets of final reports. 

(d) Report Format: Report forms shall be those standard forms prepared by 
the referenced standard for each respective item and system to be 
tested, adjusted, and balanced. You will bind report forms complete with 
schematic systems diagrams and other data in reinforced, vinyl, 
three-ring binders. You will provide binding edge labels with the project 
identification and a titie descriptive of the contents. You will divide the 
contents of the binder into the below listed divisions, separated by divider 
tabs: 

(i) General Information and Summary 

(ii) Air Systems 

(iii) Hydronic Systems 

(iv) Temperature Control Systems 

(v) Sound and Vibration Systems 

(e) Report Contents: You will provide the following minimum information, 
forms and data: 

(i) General Information and Summary-: Inside cover sheet will 
identify you, the T&S Subcontractor, the T&B Engineer and the 
Task Order. You will include addresses, and contact names and 
telephone numbers. You will also include a certification sheet 
containing the seal and name address, telephone number, and 
signature of the certified T&B Engineer. You will include in this 
division a lisfing of the instrumentations used for the procedures 
along with the proof of calibration. 

(ii) The remainder of the report shall contain the appropriate forms 
containing as a minimum, the information indicated on the 
standard report forms prepared by the Assodated Air Balance 
Council and the National Environmental Balancing Bureau, for 
each respective item and system. You will prepare a schematic 
diagram for each item of Equipment and system to accompany 
each respective report form. 

(7) Calibration Reports: You will submit proof that all required instmmentation has 
been calibrated to tolerances specified in the referenced standards, within a 
period of six (6) months prior to starting the Project. 

iv) Quality Assurance: 

(1) T&B Engineer's Qualifications; A professional engineer (either on the T&B 
Subcontractor's staff or an independent consultant), registered in the State of 
Hlinois, and having at least three (3) years of successful testing, adjusting, and 
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balancing experience on projects with testing and balancing requirements similar 
to those required for the applicable Task Order. 

(2) T&B Subconfi-actor's Qualifications. You will employ the services of an 
independent testing, adjusting, and balancing agency meeting the qualifications 
specified below, to be the single source of responsibility to test, adjust, and 
balance the building mechanical systems identified above, to produce the design 
objectives. Services shall include checking installations for conformity to design, 
measurement and establishment of the fluid quantities of the mechanical systems 
as required to meet design Specifications, and recording and reporting the 
results. 

(a) An independent testing, adjusting, and balancing agency certified by 
Associated Air Balance Council ("AABC") in those testing and balancing 
disciplines required for the applicable Task Order, and having at least 
one (1) professional engineer registered in the State of Illinois, certified 
by AABC as a test and balance engineer. 

(b) Subject to compliance with requirements, test and balance 
Subcontractors to be considered may include, but are not limited, the 
following: 

(i) Aero Tesfing and Balancing Systems. Inc. 

(ii) International Testing and Balancing. Inc. 

(iii) Complete Balancing Systems. Inc. 

(3) Codes and Standards: 

(a) AABC: "National Standards For Total System Balance". 

(b) ASHRAE: A S H R A E Handbook. 1995 HVAC Applications Volume. 
Chapter 34, Tesfing, Adjusting, and Balancing. 

(4) Pre-Balancing Conference: Prior to beginning of the testing, adjusting, and 
balancing procedures, you will schedule and conduct a conference with the City 
and representatives of installers of the mechanical systems. The objective of the 
conference is final coordination and verification of system operation and 
readiness for testing, adjusfing, and balancing. 

v) Project Conditions, Prior to Any Mechanical or Demolition Work. 

(1) Air System Testing: Prior to any Constmction Work being performed, the T&B 
Subcontractor shall test all air systems on all floors under the applicable Task 
Order to determine the static pressure and airflow quantity at each location where 
a main branches off from a riser. 

(2) Hydronic System Testing: Prior to any Constmction Work being performed, the 
T&B Subcontractor shall test all hydronic systems on all floors under the 
applicable Task Order to determine the pressure and flow at each location where 
a main branches off from a riser. 

vi) Project Conditions, Following Completion of Mechanical Systems Installafion. 

(1) Systems Operation: Systems shall be fully operational prior to beginning 
procedures. 

vii) Sequencing and Scheduling: 

(1) Test, adjust, and balance air systems, before hydronic systems. 

(2) Test, adjust and balance air conditioning systems during summer season and 
heating systems during winter season, including aUeast a period of operation at 
outside conditions within 5 deg. F v^et bulb temperature of maximu.m summer 
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design condition, and within 10 deg. F dry bulb temperature of minimum winter 
design condition. Take final temperature readings during seasonal operation. 

b) Execution 

i) Air System Testing at Start of Project 

(1) You will measure supply air quantities of all existing dual duct terminal units and 
all constant volume air valves prior to mechanical Subcontractors performing any 
Constmction Work under the Task Order. Testing should be performed prior to 
any mechanical demolition. 

(a) Signal all air terminal units to full open position (100% air flow). 

(b) Perform testing and record measurements as described elsewhere in this 
section. 

(i) Static pressure difference between each supply air riser and floor 
main off of that riser upstream of terminal unit. Approximately 16 
per floor. For interior zones, signal for full cooling and dose hot 
duct. 

(ii) Air flow quantity through each floor main off of each riser that 
serves each floor. For interior zones, signal for full cooling and 
close hot duct. Approximately 17 per floor. 

(c) You will prepare and submit a report of air system testing to the City prior 
to any mechanical or demolition Construction Work being performed. 
The report shall include air system, number test results, duct size, zone 
and floor served. 

ii) Preliminary Procedures for Air System Balancing: 

(1) Before operating the system, you will perform these steps: 

(a) Obtain design drawings and Specifications and become thoroughly 
acquainted with the design intent. 

(b) Obtain copies of approved shop drawings of all air handling Equipment, 
outiets (supply, return, and exhaust) and temperature control diagrams. 

(c) Compare design to installed Equipment and field installations. 

(d) Walk the system from the system air handling Equipment to terminal 
units to determine variations of installation from design. 

(e) Check dampers (both volume and fire) for correct and locked position, 
and temperature control for completeness of installation before starting 
fans. 

(f) Prepare report test sheets for both fans and outiets. Obtain 
manufacturer's outlet factors and recommended procedures for testing. 
Prepare a summation of required ouUet volumes to permit a crosscheck 
with required fan volumes. 

(g) Determine best locations in main and branch ductwork for most accurate 
dud traverses. 

(h) Place outlet dampers in the full open position. 

(i) Prepare schematic diagrams of system "as-built" ductwork layouts to 

facilitate reporting. 

iii) Preliminary Procedures for Hydronic System Balancing: 

(1) Before operating the system, you will perform these steps: 

(a) Open valves to full open position. Close bypass valves. 
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(b) Remove and clean all strainers. 

(c) Examine hydronic systems and determine if water has been treated and 
cleaned. 

(d) Clean and set automatic fill valves for required system pressure. 

(e) Check air vents at high points of systems and determine if all are 
installed and operating freely (automatic type) or to bleed air completely 
(manual type). 

(f) Set temperature controls so all coils are calling for full flow. 

(g) Check operation of automatic bypass valves. 

(h) Check and set operating temperatures of chillers to design requirements, 

(i) Lubricate all motors and bearings, 

iv) Measurements: 

(1) You will provide all required instrumentation to obtain proper measurements, 
calibrated to the tolerances specified in the referenced standards. Instruments 
shall be properiy maintained and protected against damage. 

(2) You will provide instruments meeting the specifications of the referenced 
standards. 

(3) You will use only those instruments which have the maximum field measuring 
accuracy and are best suited to the function being measured. 

(4) You will apply instruments as recommended by the manufacturer. 

(5) You will use insti"uments with minimum scale and maximum subdivisions and 
with scale ranges proper for the value being measured. 

(6) When averaging values, you will take a sufficient quantity of readings which will 
result in a repeatability error of less than five percent (5%). When measuring a 
single point, you will repeat readings until two (2) consecutive identical values are 
obtained. 

(7) You will take all readings with the eye at the level of the indicated value to 
prevent parallax. 

(8) You will use pulsation dampeners where necessary to eliminate error involved in 
estimating average of rapidly fluctuation readings. 

(9) You will take measurements in the system where best suited to the task, 

v) Performing Testing, Adjusting, and Balancing: 

(1) You will perform testing and balancing procedures on each system identified, in 
accordance with the detailed procedures outlined in the referenced standards. 

(2) You will cut insulation, and ductwork, for installation of test probes to the 
minimum extent necessary to allow adequate performance of procedures. 

(3) You will patch insulation, and ductwork, using materials identical to those 
removed. 

(4) You will seal ducts and test for and repair leaks. 

(5) You will seal insulation to re-establish integrity of the vapor barrier. 

(6) You will mark Equipment settings, including damper control positions, and similar 
controls and devices, to show final settings. You will mark with paint or other 
suitable, permanent identification materials. 
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(7) You will retest, adjust, and balance systems subsequent to significant system 
modifications, and resubmit test results. 

vi) Testing For Sound And Vibration; 

(1) You will test and adjust mechanical systems for sound and vibration in 
accordance with the detailed instructions of the referenced standards. 

vii) Record And Report Data: 

(1) You will record all data obtained during testing, adjusting, and balancing in 
accordance wiUi, and on the forms recommended by the referenced standards, 
and as approved on the sample report forms. 

(2) You will prepare report of recommendations for correcting unsatisfactory 
mechanical performances when a system cannot be successfully balanced. 

viii) Demonstration: 

(1) Training: 

(a) You will train City maintenance personnel on troubleshooting procedures 
and testing, adjusting, and balancing procedures. You will review, with 
City personnel, the information contained in the operating and 
maintenance manuals specified in the Task Order. 

(b) You will schedule training with City maintenance personnel with at least 
seven (7) days' prior notice. 

12) TESTING & INSPECTION 

The Construction Work must comply with the terms and conditions set forth in this Section 12 only 
to the extent set forth in a Task Order. 

a) Material. Inspection and Responsibility 

The City has the right to inspect all materials. Equipment and each part or detail of Construction 
Work, at any time, to be used in carrying out the Task Order. The City does not assume any 
responsibility for the availability of any materials or Equipment required under Uie Task Order. 
You are responsible for all materials, components and completed Construction Work furnished 
under the Task Order. The City may reject materials, components or completed Construction 
Work not complying with the terms and provisions of the Task Order and you must replace it or 
them at no additional cost to the City. You must promptiy remove any rejected materials or 
components rejected from the City's premises at no additional cost to the City after you receive 
notice from the City that the materials or components have been rejected. 

b) Inspection of the Work 

i) All materials and Equipment and each part or detail of the Constmction Work are subject 
at all times to inspection by the DGS Commissioner or the DGS Commissioner's 
authorized representatives. You are held stricHy to the requirements of the Task Order 
and this Centred with respect to quality of materials, workmanship and the diligent 
execution of the Task Order. The inspection may include mill, plant, shop and field 
inspection of any material or Equipment furnished and any installation and construction 
under the Task Order. You must allow the DGS Commissioner and his representatives 
access to all parts of the Constmction Work and furnish such information and assistance 
as he may require to make a complete and detailed inspection. 

ii) All materials used may be inspected, tested and approved by the DGS Commissioner 
before being incorporated in the Constmction Work. All tests performed by or at the 
direction of the DGS Commissioner under this Contract are to verify that the materials 
you are providing meet the Task Order and Contract requirements. You, at your own 
option and expense, may perform or have others perform similar tests for the purpose of 
maintaining the quality of the material being provided. .Payment will not be made for 
rejected or unauthorized use of materials incorporated into the Construction Work. 
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iii) You must remove or uncover such portions of the finished Constmction Work as the DGS 
Commissioner may direct before acceptance as Substantially Complete. After the 
examination, you must restore the portion of the Constmction Work to the standard 
required by the Task Order. If the Construction Work thus exposed or examined proves 
acceptable, the City will pay the expenses of uncovering, removing and/or replacing the 
parts as extra Constmction Wori^, but if the Constmction Work so exposed or examined is 
unacceptable, you must bear the expense of uncovering, removing and/or replacing of it 
in accordance with the Task Order. 

iv) Except as may be otherwise spedfied in other sections of the Contract, the DGS 
Commissioner will make, final inspection of all Constmction Work included in the Task 
Order as soon as possible after you notify him that the Constmction Work is substantially 
completed and ready for acceptance. If the Constmction Work is not acceptable to the 
DGS Commissioner at the time of the inspection, he or she will inform you as to the 
particular defects to be remedied before the Constmction Work is accepted as 
Substantially Complete. 

c) Materials and Equipment Testing and Inspection 

i) Except to the extent otherwise specified in a Task Order, you must provide the DGS 
Commissioner sufficient notice of placing orders to permit tests to be completed before 
the materials are incorporated into the Construction Work. You must afl'ord such facilities 
as the DGS Commissioner may require for collecting and forwarding Samples and 
making inspedions and test. All Samples must be furnished without charge to the DGS 
Commissioner. You must not make use of or incorporate into the Construction Work the 
materials represented by the Samples until tests have been made and the materials have 
been found to be in accordance with the requirements of the Task Order. 

ii) For materials that are integral parts of machinery or Equipment or of parts of Equipment 
that you or your Subcontractor normally stock, you must furnish the original and one copy 
of certified tests made at the time of production. You will keep the original and the DGS 
Commissioner will retain the copy. 

iii) You must assure that the DGS Commissioner has free entry, at all times while 
Construction Work is being performed, to all parts of the manufacturer's works that 
concern the manufacture of the material or Equipment ordered. The DGS Commissioner 
must be permitted to examine all components and subassemblies. Assemblies and parts 
must be numbered for identification. You must provide the DGS Commissioner with a 
detailed production schedule before the first inspection. After review of the schedule, the 
DGS Commissioner will inform you of the methods, extent of inspection, facilities desired 
and date of inspection. You will afford the DGS Commissioner, without charge, all 
facilities necessary to determine that the material or Equipment fumished are in 
accordance with the Task Order. Test and inspection may be at the place of manufacture 
before shipment. 

iv) If for any reason, the City elects not to make the tests, the DGS Commissioner may direct 
you to make the necessary tests. You must furnish a certification of the ordered tests 
after completion. The DGS Commissioner reserves the right to inspect and reject all 
materials or Equipment that were previously inspected and accepted at the place of 
manufacture or source of supply, after they were delivered to the Consti'uction Work site, 
if the materials or Equipment do not meet the requirements of the Task Order. 

v) When an inspection trip is terminated due to insufficient materials, unacceptable quality. 
Contractor labor problems, or Contractor equipment problems, you must pay the City its 
costs for any additional inspection trip and/or inspections. 

vi) The Task Order documents may include the cost of travel and living expenses for a 
specific number of City employees and/or other persons for a specific test. The travel 
and living expenses for the additional City employees or additional person(s) will not be a 
cost to you. The manufacturer or you must fumiish a certification of the ordered tests 
after completion. The DGS Commissioner reserves the right to reinspect and reject all 
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materials or Equipment that have been previously inspected and accepted at the place of 
manufacture or source of supply, after they have been delivered to the site if the 
materials or Equipment do not meet the requirements of the Task Order. 

vii) Unless otherwise provided, all materials will be sampled and tested in accordance with 
the latest published standards and methods of the American Society for Testing and 
Materials (ASTM) and any revisions of them. If there are no ASTM standards that apply, 
applicable standard methods of other recognized standardizing agencies will be used. 
You must provide the name and qualifications of any such standardizing agency to the 
DGS Commissioner for review and approval. 

d) Testing Laboratory Labels 

You must submit all Equipment containing electrical wiring to the City for acceptance before 
installation. All electrical components tiiat you fumished and installed or assemble under any 
Task Order must be approved and so labeled by one of the following Testing Laboratories: 

i) Underwriters' Laboratories (UL) 

ii) Canadian Standards Association (CSA) 

iii) Electrical Testing Laboratory of New York (ETL) 

iv) Illinois Institute of Technology research Institute (IITRI) 

v) American Gas Association (AGA) 

vi) Factory Mutual Research Corporation (FMRC) 

vii) Maintenance and Electrical Testing (MET) 

viii) American Research Lab (ARL) 

Any electrical unit comprised of a number of components, assembled at the factory and 
considered custom made, must bear one of the above labels for the entire unit as well as for each 
component. 

You must pay all costs in obtaining a testing laboratory label at no additional cost to the City. Any 
delays in completion of the Construction Work caused by the manufacturer of Equipment in 
obtaining the required testing laboratory labels and the City approval are not grounds for an 
extension of time beyond the time of completion indicated in the Task Order. 

13) CONTRACTOR PRACTICES AT SITE 

a) Cooperation Among Contractors 

You must conduct the Construction Work so as not to interfere with or hinder the progress or 
completion of the work being performed by other contractors within or adjacent to the 
Constmction Work site. You must assume all liability, financial or otherwise, in connection with 
the Task Order, and must protect and save harmless the City from all damages or daims that 
may arise because of inconvenience, delay, or loss experienced due to the presence and 
operations of other contractors working within the limits of the Construction Work. You must 
assume all responsibility for Constmction Work not completed or accepted due to the presence 
and operations of other contractors. You must coordinate and tie-in, where appropriate, the 
Construction Worit with the work of others in an acceptable manner and perfonm the Constmction 
Work in proper sequence to the work of others. When other contractors cause any damage to the 
Work that you performed, you must file claims with the other contractors, and not against the City, 
and you must obtain compensation for damage directiy from those other contractors. 

b) Protection of Persons and Property 

i) Protection of Existing Structures and Property. You must avoid causing damage to trees, 
plant life, sidewalks, curbs, streets, alleys, pavements, utilities, adjoining property, the 
work of otiier contractors and the property of the City and others, and must, at your own 
expense, repair any damage that you or any Subcontractor miay cause. 
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You are responsible for loss or damage by fire or theft of Equipment, material, or other 
property of the City, incurred while the Equipment, material or other property is located in 
any field office or on the site of the Consti'uction Work. Further, you must repair or 
replace any such Equipment, material or other property so lost or damaged, to the 
satisfaction of the DGS Commissioner, at no additional cost to the City. 

You must familiarize yourself with the requirements of local and state laws applicable to 
underpinning, shoring and other Constmction Wori^ affecting adjoining property and, 
wherever and whenever required by law, site conditions or standard industry practice, 
you must shore-up, brace, underpin, secure and protect all foundations and other parts of 
existing stmctures adjacent to, adjoining and in the vicinity of the Consfi-uction Work site 
that may be in any way affected by the excavations or other operations connected with 
the Constmction Work to be performed under the Task Order. 

You are responsible for the giving of all required notices to any adjacent or adjoining 
property owner or other potentially affected party. The notice must be served in sufficient 
time so as not to delay the progress of the Construction Work under the Task Order. 

You must take such precautions as are necessary to insure the safety of private property 
ov/ners, lessees, and their invitees against injury caused as a result of settlement or 
displacement of stmctures. You must immediately proceed with all shoring or otiier 
Constmction Work necessary to restore the private property owner's property to a safe 
condition. If you fail to undertake the Constmction Work within 24 hours after written 
notice by the DGS Commissioner, the City may proceed to repair or restore any such 
structure to a safe condition, and the cost of it will be deducted from any compensation 
due, or that may become due to you. 

If, in the prosecution of the Constmction Work, it is necessary to excavate or occupy any 
street, alley, or public grounds of the City, you must erect and maintain such barriers, 
and, during the night time, such lights as will effectively prevent the happening of any 
accidents or damage to life, limb, or property in consequence of such excavation or 
occupation of such street, alley, or public grounds. You are liable for all damage 
occasioned by you, your agents, employees or Subcontractors of any tier in the 
excavation or occupation of any street, alley, or public grounds, and you must indemnify 
the City pursuant to Section 19.14 of the Agreement, "Perfonnance and Payment Bond." 

Materials and Equipment necessary for the performance of the Construction Work may 
only be placed, stored or allowed to occupy any space in public streets or alleys upon the 
written consent of the DGS Commissioner. It is the Cit /s intent that the operations under 
this Contract are conducted as far as practicable without interference with the public use 
of streets and alleys. All materials or Equipment used in the performance of the 
Constmction Work must be placed so as not to impede traffic on streets and alleys 
adjacent to the site of the Construction Work, and to allow free access to all fire hydrants, 
water valves and manholes that are a part of electric, telephone and telegraph conduit 
lines, fire alarms and police call boxes in the vicinity. 

In removing existing pavements, sidewalks, curbs, gutters, walls, foundations, vaults and 
other stivctures, the use of any type of impact device in a manner Uiat might damage 
buildings or their foundations, or other underground stmctures and utilities is not 
permitted. 

You must indemnify and hold the City harmless from any damage due to settlement or 
the loss of lateral support of adjacent or adjoining property and from all loss or expense 
and all damages for which the City may become liable in consequence of the injury or 
damage to adjacent and adjoining structures and their premises. Your indemnity 
obligations will survive the expiration or termination of this Contract and indude and apply 
to any liabilities and duties placed upon the City as owner or occupant of the property on 
which the improvements provided for in the Task Order are to be constructed, by the 
provisions of an Act entitled 'An Act to Prescribe the Duty of an Owner or Occupant of 
Lands Upon Which Excavations are Made in Reference to the Furnishing of Lateral and 
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Subjacent Support to Adjoining Lands and Structures Thereon." See of 765 ILCS 
140/0.01 etseq. 

ii) Existing and Proposed Utilities. The Task Order may show existing utilities lying within 
the limits of the Constmction Work, such as sewers, manholes, catch basins, gas lines, 
water lines, telephone and electrical duct lines, CTA facilities, and similar stmctures. The 
City does not guarantee the completeness or accuracy of the information regarding 
utilities, w/hether public or privately owned. You must make your own Investigation to 
determine Uie existence, nature and location of all utilities at the Constmction Wori< site. 
You must verify the exact location of all utilities that may interfere witti performance of the 
Constmction Work and must report to the DGS Commissioner any difi'erences from the 
locations shown on the Task Order. 

You must so arrange and conduct your Constmction Work that utilities may be removed, 
relocated or supported during excavation and maintained in service until the Construction 
Work is completed. In addition, you must arrange and conduct the Constmction Work so 
that utilities may be replaced, rearranged or relocated before backfill being placed. You 
must cooperate with the owners of those utilities in the performance of the Construction 
Wori<. 

Where existing utilities are abandoned and it is necessary to remove them due to the 
performance of the Constmction Work, you must remove them at no additional cost to the 
City, and they will become your property. 

It is your responsibility to protect those existing utilities that are to remain in operation 
during and after completion of the Construction Work, and any new utilities installed by 
others during the performance of the Constmction Work. You will be held fully 
responsible for any damage resulting from your performance of the Constmction Work, 
and will be required to repair, replace or reconstruct any utilities damaged, at your own 
expense, to the satisfaction of the DGS Commissioner. The protection of the utilities as • 
specified in this Contract must be at no additional cost to the City. 

iii) Utilities Outside the Limits of the Work. You must protect and maintain City-owned water 
lines, sewers, connections and appurtenances and all City-owned electrical conduits, 
cables, vaults and appurtenances that are located entirely outside the limits of the 
Constmction Work in a satisfactory manner until the completion of Uie Construction Work. 
Whenever in the perfonnance of the Construction Work it is necessary, because of the 
nature of the Construction Work or because of your method of performing the 
Constmction Work, to support, remove, replace, relocate, rearrange, adjust or repair such 
City-owned stmctures located entirely outside of the excavations, you must notify the 
appropriate City department to perform the Constmction Work, and must cooperate with 
the department in preserving service. You must reimburse the appropriate City 
department for the cost of performing the Consfi-uction Work at no additional cost to the 
City under the terms of the Task Order. 

iv) Utility Relocation and Continuance of Service Plan. You must prepare a Utility Relocation 
and Continuance of Service Plan, identifying procedures, locations, time frames and 
affected agencies and private owners. The Plan must be submitted to the DGS 
Commissioner for review wiUiin 14 days after the Notice to Proceed. 

v) Cooperation with Utilities. You must cooperate with alt utility companies involved in 
connection with the removal, temporary relocation, reconstruction, or abandonment by 
these agencies of all services or facilities owned or operated by them within the limits of 
the Constiiiction Wori<. 

vi) Work Performed by Others. The Construdion Work must be perfomied with a minimum 
of interference to street traffic in the area. You must coordinate your Constmction Work 
with that of other City contractors, with contractors employed by adjacent property 
owners, and with contractors ernglpyed by any other party or parties for work on utilities 
to insure the best progress of the Construcfion Work as a whole. 
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vii) Preservation and Protection of City Standard Bench Monuments and Survey Controls. 
You are responsible for the preservation and protection of all City Standard Bench 
Monuments, in accordance with the provisions of § 10-4-220 of the Municipal Code and 
Artide 105.09 of the Standard Specifications, and as directed by the DGS Commissioner. 
Any survey control point that you disturb or remove you must replace or reestablish to the 
satisfaction of the DGS Commissioner, at no additional cost to the City. DAMAGE TO 
ANY OF THE CITY STANDARD BENCH MONUMENTS WILL RESULT IN YOUR 
BEING PROSECUTED TO THE FULL MEASURE OF THE LAW. The Department of 
General Services will pursue the matter of compensation for damages incurred by the 
City resulting from your actions or your failure to a d during the execution of Constmction 
Wori<. 

viii) Protection of Streets and Traffic. You must provide all necessary barricades, signs, flags, 
lights and reflectors. You must assure Uiat vehicular and pedestrian traffic on all streets, 
induding adjacent sfa-eets, bridges, overpass stmctures and ramps, are maintained during 
the perfonnance of the Constmction Work in accordance with the requirements of the 
Task Order. 

ix) Temporary Restoration of Trench Cuts. Failure to maintain the temporary restoration of 
trench cuts, which causes the surrounding work area to be in an impassable and/or 
hazardous condition thereby creating undue inconvenience and danger to area residents 
is an event of default under Uiis Contract. 

x) Temporary Barriers, Signs, Lights and Flaggers. You must furnish, relocate and remove 
portable barricades and lights, collision protection, temporary signs (including traffic and 
project signs) and supports as directed by the DGS Commissioner; and furnishing all 
necessary flaggers and other protection necessary for the maintenance of traffic fiow in a 
safe and orderiy fashion, as required by Article 107.14 of the IDOT Standard 
Specifications, except as otherwise specified in the Task Order. 

You must maintain, repair or replace all damaged or destroyed appurtenances referenced 
in the immediately preceding paragraph throughout the life of the Task Order. 
Maintenance includes cleaning of the barricades and traffic signs by means of clean 
water. Flaggers must be provided whenever circumstances warrant. 

The barricades must be erected, moved, repaired and repainted as required. Upon the 
completion of the Constiiiction Work, all barricades remain your property and must be 
promptly removed from the Constmction Wori< site. 

xi) Historical and Scientific Specimens. You must preserve and deliver to the DGS 
Commissioner any specimens of historical or scientific value encountered in the 
Constmction Work, as directed by the DGS Commissioner. 

c) Protection of Streets. Alleys and Public Grounds 

i) When excavating or occupying any street, alley or public grounds of the City, you must 
erect and maintain temporary barriers and, during the night time, lights Uiat will effectively 
prevent accidents or damage to life, limb or property in consequence of the excavation or 
occupation of Uie street, alley or public grounds. You are liable for all damages as a 
result of the excavation or occupation of any street, alley or public grounds, or by the 
carelessness of you, your Sutjoantractors, agents, employees or workers and must 
indemnify and hold harmless the City against all Judgments rendered against it by reason 
Uiereof. 

ii) Constmction Period Traffic Management Plan. You must prepare a Constmction Period 
Traffic Management Plan consistent with the requirements of Uie Task Order. The Plan 
must be submitted to Uie DGS Commissioner for review within 14 days after award of the 
Task Order. You must comply wiUi all applicable federal, state and local requirements 
and coordinate with Chicago Department of Transportation, Bureau of Traffic and Illinois 
Department of Transportation. You must glsp comply with the following requirements: 

(1) Constmction staging segments nriUst be kept as short as feasible; 
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(2) Lane dosure must be kept to a minimum, and at least one lane must remain 
open to vehicular traffic; 

(3) Intersections must remain open to traffic in both directions at all times; 

(4) Detours must be provided in streets as necessary and approved by the DGS 
Commissioner; 

(5) Signage plans must be developed and implemented for all approved detours; 

(6) Coordinate adjustments required for b-affic signals; and 

(7) /\llow for emergency access at all times. 

d) Protection of Existing Trees in the Right of Way 

i) In accordance with the provisions of Chapter 10-32 of the Municipal Code you must 
proted all trees and shmbs at the Construction Work site from damage. You must restore 
all damaged parkways to their original condition and repair or remove and replace any 
trees and shmbs damaged as a result of Constmction Activities (as determined by the 
Department of Streets and Sanitation, Bureau of Forestry) at your expense. If any trees 
or shmbs damaged by ConsUuction Activity must be removed and replaced, and fa-ees or 
shmbs of comparable size, type, and value are unavailable or the time for planting is 
unsuitable, the City will charge you their appraised value detennined as provided under 
§ 10-32-200 of the Municipal Code, which amount the City will deduct from amounts due 
you, or, if no amounts are due, then you must prompUy pay the City the amounts 
determined. Any tree greater than 4" D.B.H. that is permanently damaged due to the 
construdion project and not originally marked for removal must be replaced with a new 
tree as identified by the Bureau of Forestry and must have a minimum of 4" caliper B&B. 
Any damaged tree smaller than 4° caliper measured 6" above the ground must be 
replaced in kind, inch for inch. 

ii) You must install a protection barrier or temporary fence of at least 1.2m (4 feet) in 
height around each tree to be protected and preserved. The tree protection must be 
installed before the actual Construction Work starts and maintained for the duration of the 
Project. 

Within this protection zone, you must prevent construction materials from being stored. 
Equipment from being operated and temporary storage buildings or work fi-ailers fi-om 
being placed. 

The protection barrier must be constmcted of orange snow fencing securely fastened to 
fence posts spaced a maximum of 1.5 m (5 feet) on center. Posts are 1.8m (6 feet) in 
length with 61 cm (2 feet) set into the ground and 1.2m (4 feet) extending above ground. 
The fencing must be attached to the post witti a minimum of four nylon locking ties evenly 
spaced at each post. 

Dimensions of the protection barrier are as follows: 

Trees located in Tree Pits: Where trees are located within Tree Pits, the temporary 
fencing should be installed at a minimum distance of ttie inside dimension of ttie Tree Pit 
opening witti one stake at each comer of the opening. (See Illustration 1.) 

Trees located in Pari(ways or Boulevards: (See Illustration 2.) 

Small Trees (<9" O.B.H.): Minimum 1.5m (5 feet) from face of tree along the parkway 
lengtti. In the dimension bordered by the public sidewalk or curb, the temporary fencing 
must be the width of Uie grass parkway with a maximum offset of 30cm (1 foot) from back 
of curb or edge of sidewalk. In no case must the dosure be less than 61 cm (2 feet) fi-om 
the centeriine of ttie tree. 

(Example: 6" Tree in a 6' parkway as measured from back of curb to sidewalk. The 
dirnension of the protection fencing would be 1.2m x,3m (4' x 10') with tree in ttie center). 
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Note: Larger grass parkways (>12') may allow for a ten foot by ten foot (10' x 1.0'). Thus, 
the dimension bordered by the sidewalk or curb would not affect fencing distance. 

Medium (10" to 15" D.B.H.): Minimum of ten (10) feet from face of fi-ee along the 
parkway length. In the dimension bordered by the public sidewalk or curb, the fencing 
must be the width of the grass parkway with a maximum offset of one foot from back of 
curb or edge of sidewalk. In no case must the dosure be less than two feet from the 
centeriine of the tree. 

Large (>15" D.B.H.): Minimum of 15 feet from face of fa-ee along the parkway lengUi. In 
the dimension bordered by ttie public sidewalk or curb, the fencing must be the width of 
the grass parkway with a maximum offset of one foot f^om back of curb or edge of 
sidewalk. In no case must ttie closure be less than two feet from the centeriine of the 
tree. 

ILLUSTFIATIONI: 

. > vV'SW C'vi'<:i/ )i>': 
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ILLUSTRATION 2 
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e) Care of Existing Structures and Property 

i) Property Access Maintenance Plan. You must prepare a Property Access Maintenance Plan consistent 
with the requirements of the Task Order. The plan must be submitted to the DGS Commissioner for 
review within 14 days after award of the Task Order. You must comply with all applicable federal, state, 
and local requirements. You must also comply with the following requirements: 

(1) Maintain vehicle and pedestrian access to properties; 

(2) Maintain pedestrian access on boUi sides of all sfi-eets; 

(3) Provide access walkways to all buildings and businesses; 

(4) Sidewalks must remain open to the maximum extent possible; 

(5) Provide temporary relocation of access, where required; 

(6) Provide advisory and temporary signs for pedestrian and vehicle access changes and reroutings; 
and 

ii) 

iii) 

(7) Coordinate delivery locations and timing. 

Before doing any Constmction Wori< Uiat could affect any adjacent property, you must supply written 
notice of it to Uie owner or owners ttiat the Constmction Work is to be done, and must.cooperate with ttie 
owner(s) in the maintaining, removing, relocating, rearranging or adjusting wherever necessary, of all 
basements of buildings, subsidewalk vaults, tunnels, conduits, wires, poles, pipes, gas mains, cables, 
steam and street railway tracks and equipment, or ottier appliances and stmdures located in any portion 
of the streets, public areas^ highways and easements to be occupied or used during Uie prosecution of 
the Constmction Work. 

Wherever in the performance of the Constmction Wori< it is necessary to remove, reconsfaiict, relocate, 
rearrange, adjust or repair City-owned sewers, catch basins, manholes, inlets, sewers connections and 
appurtenances by reason of the fact that the stmctures and appurtenances pass through or are located 
within the limits of the Constmction Work as shown on the plans, or ordered by the DGS Commissioner 
you must perfonn Uie Constioiction Work necessary to remove, reconstmct. relocate, rearrange, adjust or 
repair those stmctures and appurtenances, unless oUienwise noted on the plans. 

(1) The DGS Commissioner has the right to determine, at his sole discretion, Uie meUiod of 
Constmction Work to be canied on to interfere as little as possible with the normal conduct of 
business in or around the portions of the building or structures in use. 
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(2) The building or structures may be in full time use and operation and will continue in normal use 
during performance of the Construction Work. Building facilities, induding heating, ventilation, 
and air conditioning, lighting and plumbing, will not be intermpted in the occupied areas, except 
as required for making connections to power sources as specified below. 

(3) You will serve written notification to the DGS Commissioner requesting any anticipated 
interruption in facilities at least two weeks before dismption of services. You must provide any 
temporary facilities deemed necessary by the DGS Commissioner due to a disruption of services. 
The DGS Commissioner, in his sole discretion, will determine the procedures, times of day and 
dates you may accomplish the Consttxidion Wori< and may reject or modify your request. 

(4) Storage of all material and/or Equipment must be in areas approved by the DGS Commissioner, 
in a manner to minimize interference with Uie normal conduct of business in or around the 
occupied portions of Lhe building and vehicular areas. 

iv) You must not perform Construction Work on City-owned water mains, connections and appurtenances or 
on any City-owned electrical conduits, cables, vaults and appurtenances unless the City has abandoned 
the stmcture and the DGS Commissioner has autiiorized ttie Constmction Wori< or the Constmction Work 
is induded in the Task Order. But, you must adjust City-owned water manholes and electric manholes 
that are shown as "to be adjusted" on the plans. 

(1) You must proted and maintain in a satisfactory manner City-owned water mains, connections 
and appurtenances and all City-owned electrical conduits, cables, vaults and appurtenances that 
are located entirely outside of the neat lines of the excavation as shown on the plans or as 
ordered by the DGS Commissioner, until the completion of the Constmction Work under the Task 
Order. Whenever in the perfonnance of the Construction Work under the Task Order it becomes 
necessary because of the nature of the Constmction Work required by the Task Order or 
because of your method of performing the Constmction Work, to support, remove, replace, 
relocate, rearrange, adjust or repair those City-owned stiiidures located entirely outside of Uie 
excavations, you must notify the appropriate City department to perfonn Uie Constmction Worit, 
and must cooperate with such department in preserving service in or through them. You must 
reimburse the appropriate City department for the cost of performing the Consbxidion Wori<, and 
the cost must be included in the various Task Order Prices. 

(2) The City will support, protect and maintain or remove, replace, relocate, rearrange, adjust or 
repair, both inside and outside of the excavations, all City-owned water mains, connections and 
appurtenances and all City-owned elecfi-ical conduits, cables, vaults and appurtenances, anyvpart 
of which are located inside of ttie neat lines of ttie excavations as shown on the plans or ordered 
by the DGS Commissioner, wittiout cost to you. But you must adjust Uiose City-owned water 
manholes and eledric manholes that are shown as "to be adjusted" on Uie plans. Whenever in 
the perfonnance of Uie Consttxiction Work under ttie Task Order It becomes necessary to 
support, proted, maintain, remove, replace, relocate, rearrange, adjust or repair such City-owned 
stmctures any part of which is located inside of the excavations, you must notify the appropriate 
City department to perfomn the Constmction Woric and must cooperate with the department in 
preserving service in or through ttiem. 

(3) With ttie exception of the City-owned water mains, connedions and appurtenances and Uie City-
owned eledric conduits, cables, vaults and appurtenances described above, and witti the 
exception of City-owned stmdures that are to be removed or otherwise woriced upon as part of 
the Constmdion Work under the Task Order, you must support, proted, maintain or relocate and 
rebuild all poles, trees, shmbbery. fences, sewers, pipes, conduits, cables, wires, manholes, 
tunnels, buildings, subways and other City-owned stmctures that pass ttirough and are located 
wittiin the excavations or that are adjacent to the Constmction Wori< to be constmded under the 
Task Order during the Constmdion Adivities and until ttie completion of the Constmction Wori< 
under the Task Order. 
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v) You must notify and cooperate with the owner(s) of all basements of buildings, subsidewalk vaults, 
tunnels, conduits, wires, poles, pipes, gas mains, cstoles, steam and street railv/ay tracks and equipment 
or other appliances or structures located in any portion of the streets, public areas, highways and 
easements that are to be occupied or used during the constmction of the Construction Work specified 
under the Task Order in maintaining, removing, relocating, rearranging or adjusting wherever necessary. 

(1) Wherever in the performance of the Construction Work specified under the Task Order it 
becomes necessary to remove, replace, rearrange, adjust or repair City-owned sewers, catch 
basins, manholes, inlets, sewer connections and appurtenances by reason of the fact that the 
structures and appurtenances pass through or are located within the limits of the excavations as 
shown on the plans or ordered by the DGS Commissioner, you must perform the Consti'uction 
Work necessary to remove, replace, relocate, rearrange, adjust or repair the stmctures and 
appurtenances. The cost of performing the Constmction Work must be induded in the Task 
Order Price. 

(2) Wherever in the performance of the Construction Work specified under the Task Order it 
becomes necessary to support and maintain City-owned sewers, catch basins, manholes, inlets, 
sewer connections and appurtenances or wherever it becomes necessary as a result of your 
methods of constmction during the Construction Work under the Task Order, to remove, replace, 
relocate, rearrange, adjust, or repair City-owned sewers, catch basins, manholes, inlets, sewer 
connections and appurtenances (other than those specified in the last preceding paragraph) you 
must perform the Construction Work necessary to support, maintain, remove, replace, relocate, 
rearrange, adjust or repair the stmctures and appurtenances, and you must bear the cost of the 
Construction Work without any additional compensation for it. 

(3) It is the intention of the Specifications that you include in the appropriate Task Order Price or 
prices, all necessary cost and expense of supporting, maintaining, removing, replacing, 
relocating, rearranging, adjusting or repairing all City-owned appliance and stmctures (other than 
City-owned water mains, connection and appurtenances and City-owned electrical conduits, 
cables, vaults and appurtenances described in Section 13(e)(iv)(2)), encountered in or affected 
by the Consfaxiction Work, and that you must also include in the price or prices all necessary cost 
and expense of removing stmctures that have been or will be abandoned by their owner or 
owners and that are necessary to be removed in order to constmct Constmction Work under the 
Task Order, but you must not include in the price or prices the cost or expense of supporting, 
maintaining, moving, replacing, relocating, rearranging, adjusting or repairing tiiose appliances or 
structures that are not owned by the City and are not abandoned by their owner or owners, 
except as may be otherwise specified below in this Section. 

vi) You must take all reasonable precautions for the protection of buildings, railroad tracks, street railway 
tracks and appurtenances, and other appliances and stmdures not owned by the City. 

vii) You must provide drawings and calculations for all Equipment, falsework, shoring, bracing and other 
temporary stmctures required for ttie Constmdion Wori<. designed, signed and sealed by an Illinois 
licensed stmctural engineer. You must submit copies of all such drawings and calculations to the DGS 
Commissioner. 

viii) Field Check of Dimensions. Cutting and Patching. Where tiie Constmction Work connects to existing 
stmdures or appurtenances, you must take complete field measurements affecting all ConsUuction Wori< 
under Uie Task Order and are solely responsible for Uie proper fit between Uie Constmction Work and 
existing stmctures or appurtenances. You must perform all cutting, patching, or fitting of Constmction 
Work Uiat may be required to properiy fit together the several parts of the Constixjction Work and ttie 
existing stmctures or appurtenances. 

b() Contractor's Layout of ttie Work. You are responsible for the correct lay-out and accurate fitting of all 
parts of tiie Construction Work. You must furnish at your own expense all labor, materials and other 
expenses necessary for. or incidental to. the setting and maintaining of lines and grades (exclusive of ttie 
Constmction Work of establishing the original reference base line and bench marks that vyill be performed 
by the City). The City will not make separate payment to you for the cost of any of the Construction Wori< 
specified in the Task Order. The cost is included in the Task Order Price as unit or lump sum prices. 
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x) Salvage of Materials. When City-owned property such as cast iron manholes and catch basin frames and 
covers, inlet boxes and gates, and other roadway appurtenances are to be removed and are not to be 
reused in the Constmdion Work, you must securely store them for possible use by the City. You must 
take care to prevent damage in your handling of these appurtenances. You must deliver all items 
identified by the City for reuse to a location designated by the DGS Commissioner and must legally 
dispose of the remaining items. 

xi) Wherever basements of buildings, subsidewalk vaults, tunnels, sewers, water, gas, telephone, telegraph, 
electric or otiier pipes, conduits, cables, wires, manholes, vaults, steam and street railway tracks or otiier 
similar structures and appliances not owned by the City are in or cross the excavations for stmctures to 
be built under the Task Order, you must notify the owner or owners of the structures and appliances to 
support, move, rearrange or abandon them, and cooperate witti the owner or owners of the stiuctures 
and appliances in preserving the service or services provided by the stmctures and appliances, except as 
may be otherwise specified or provided in the Task Order. If you have complied with the above 
requirements and has been notified by the owner or owners of the structures and appliances that any of . 
them have been abandoned, or lacking such notice, if you have made all investigations and has found 
that any of the above structures or appliances have been abandoned by their owners and if the removal 
of any such abandoned stmcture or appliance is necessary in order to constmct the Constixiction Work, 
you must remove them at no additional cost to the City. 

xii) Wherever basements of buildings, subsidewalk vaults, tunnels, sewers, water, gas, telephone, telegraph, 
eledric or other pipes, conduits, cables, wires, manholes, vaults, steam and street railway tracks or other 
similar structures and appliances are adjacent to, but do not cut through or cross the excavations for 
stmctures to be built under the Task Order, you must perform the Construction Work in such a manner as 
to not cause damage to the structures and appliances and not interrupt their use during the progress of 
the Constmction Work. 

xiii) You must arrange to notify the owner or owners of structures and appliances that are to be supported, 
maintained, removed, reconstructed, relocated, rearranged, adjusted or repaired by reason of the 
Consti-udion Wori< in ample time to permit them to do their wori<. The DGS Commissioner may direct you 
to suspend your operations on that part of the Constmction Wori< that affects the sfi-uctures and 
appliances until their owner or owners have had time to perform the work. 

xiv) You must conduct the Construction Work that no Equipment, material or debris is placed upon private 
property unless you have first obtained the owner's written consent thereto and provided this written 
consent to Uie DGS Commissioner. You must take such means as may be required to prevent the 
creation of a public nuisance on any part of the Construction Work site or adjacent streets or property. 

xv) You must ttioroughly clean all sfi-eets. pavements, sidewalks and parkways and all private property of all 
surface materials, earth and mbbish and restore them to as good condition as before the commencement 
of the Constiuction Work. Where you have removed or killed sod. you must provide new live sod. Where 
the areas have been seeded, you must replace top soil equivalent to that removed, fertilize it. seed and 
roll It to Uie satisfaction of the owner of tiie land. You must replace all trees, shmbs and plants damaged 
in the proper season of ttie year with live, growing stock of the same kind and variety and of the size 
ordinarily used for planting purposes. 

Precautions and Safety 

i) You must take any precautions that may be necessary to render all portions of the Constiiiction Work 
secure in every respect, to decrease the liability of accidents from any cause and to avoid contingencies 
ttiat are liable to delay the completion of the Constmction Work. You must fumish and install, subject to 
the approval of the DGS Commissioner, all necessary facilities to provide safe means of access to all 
points where Construction Work is being performed and make ail necessary provisions to insure the 
safety of workers and of engineers and inspectors during the performance of the Constmction Work. You 
are required to conduct the Constmction Wori< so as not to unnecessarily obstruct the activities of oHier 
contractors who also may be engaged in work on this or any other project. 
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ii) /^though the DGS Commissioner may observe the performance of the Construction Work and reserves 
the right to give your opinions and suggestions about safety defects and deficiencies, the City is not 
responsible for any unsafe working conditions. The DGS Commissioner's suggestions on safety, or lack 
of it, will in no way relieve you of your responsibility for safety on the Constmction Work site. You have 
sole responsibility for safety and the obligation to immediately notify the DGS Commissioner of all 
accidents. 

iii) Precautions must be exercised at all times for protection of persons (including employees) and property. 
The safety provisions of applicable laws and building and construction codes must be observed. 

iv) You must provide completely equipped first aid kits readily accessible at all times on the Construction 
Work site. You must designate an appropriately trained individual on each shift to be in charge of first 
aid. 

v) You must provide at appropriate locations fire extinguishers or other fire protection equipment that comply 
in all respeds with the Municipal Code and NFPA standards. You must maintain this equipment in proper 
operating condition at all times and must cause the equipment to be inspected by all appropriate agencies 
as required by law, but in no event less than monthly. You must comply with the Municipal Code 
requirements on the use of standpipes, hoses and other fire protection equipment. 

vi) Only such materials and Equipment as are necessary for the Consti-uction Work under the Task Order 
must be placed, stored or allowed to occupy any such space at the site of the Construction Work. Not 
more than one clay's supply of flammable liquids, including oil, gasoline, paint, or solvent is permitted to 
be kept on hand at any one time. If gasoline, flamrhable oils, other highly combustible materials or 
compressed gas cylinders are to be stored at the site, they must be stored in a secure manner, in 
compliance with all applicable laws, ordinances and regulations, and all storage places must be cleariy 
marked. The written consent of the DGS Commissioner is required for such storage. That consent in no 
way limits your liability for the materials. 

vii) You must prohibit all lighting of fires about the premises and all smoking in restricted areas where posted 
with "NO SMOKING" signs and must diligentiy enforce this prohibition. You must furnish and post "NO 
SMOKING" signs. You must not permit any debris or waste materials to be burned at the Construction 
Work site. 

g) Health. Safety and Sanitation 

i) Clean-Up. During constmction, you must keep Uie Constmction Work site and adjacent premises as free 
from material, debris and rubbish as pradicable. Haul roads, streets and public are^is niust be swept 
daily. Before Acceptance, you must remove from ttie Constmction Work site and adjacent premises all 
machinery, Equipment, surplus materials, falsework, excavated and useless materials.: mbbish, temporary 
buildings, barricades and signs and must restore the site to the same general conditions that existed 
before Uie commencement of the Constmction Wori<. The cost of final clean-up is induded in ttie Task 
Order Price for the various items, or included in the Task Order Price as a lump sum price, as ttie case 
may be. You must clean off all cement streaks or drippings, paint smears or drippings, mst stains, oil, 
grease, dirt and any other foreign materials deposited or accumulated on any portion of Uie Constmctipn 
Wori<. or existing facilities and stiuctures. due to your perfonnance of ttie Constmction Wori<. 

ii) Snow and Ice Removal - You must remove snow and ice ttiat may impair progress of Constmction Wori<, 
be detrimental to workers, or impair tmcking to and from points of delivery at Uie Consfaxiction Work site. 

iii) Glass Breakage - You must replace all glass broken or damaged during Consfaxiction Activities at no 
additional cost to the City. You must promptty remove all broken glass from tiie Consfaxiction Worit site. 

iv) Noise and Vibration Control - All Equipment, vehicles, and Constmction Work under the Task Order must 
be conducted In accordance with ttie City Building Code, Chapter 11-4 of ttie Municipal Code 
"Environmental Protection and Confa^ol," Article VII- Noise and Vibration Control, so as to cause a 
minimum of noise, vibration and inconvenience to the activities of the occupants of property and buildings 
in the vicinity of ttie Constmction Work. When the DGS Commissioner, in his sole discretion, determines 
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that your operations constitute a nuisance, you must immediately proceed to conduct your operations in a 
manner that abates the nuisance. You must provide all measures, including engine and exhaust mufflers, 
acoustic casing enclosures, maintaining equipment, or physical barriers along the edges of the 
consfa-uction zone, required to minimize noise and vibration. Noise and vibration levels may be monitored 
by the DGS Commissioner. 

v) Health and Safety - You must comply with the requirements of 29 C.F.R. part 1926 Safety and HealUi 
Regulations for Constmction, promulgated under the U.S. Occupational Safety and Healtii Act of 1970, as 
amended, 29 U.S.C. 651 et seq. (OSHA). Copies may be obtained from the Regional Administrator of the 
U.S. Department of Labor, Federal Office Building, 230 S. Dearborn, Chicago, Illinois. 

You must comply with the requirements of the Illinois Health and Safety Act, 820 ILCS 225/.01 et seq., 
and the mles and regulations promulgated under it by the Director of Labor for the State of Illinois, which 
are on file with the Illinois Secretary of State. 

Whenever a federal OSHA Compliance Officer arrives at the Construction Work site, you must notify the 
DGS Commissioner immediately. At the conclusion of the inspection, any findings are reported to the 
DGS Commissioner. Copies of any citations issued and related documents must be submitted to the 
DGS Commissioner. 

You must maintain ttie following records and make available to the DGS Commissioner for review: (i) all 
records required by OSHA induding the accident log, Fed/OSHA #200. and posting of the prescribed 
OSHA poster; (ii) log of safety activities, accident investigation, employee instmction, training, tool-box 
meetings, and any other pertinent information; and (iii) Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) as required 
for each material you have used at the Constmction Work site. 

vi) You must enforce among your employees such regulations in regard to deanliness and the disposal of 
garbage and wastes that are necessary for their health and tend to prevent the inception and spread of 
contagious and infectious disease among them. 

The manner of disposing of waste must be such that all waste is disposed of without creating a public 
nuisance or health hazard and in accordance with Illinois Department of Public Health Circular No. 815, 
Educational Health Circular No. 4.001, and all Illinois Environmental Protection Agency rules and 
regulations. 

You must also comply with all rules and regulations of the federal and State governments and the City 
Department of Public Health. 

h) Hazardous Operations and Security 

i) During Constixjction Activities, all cutting or welding operations must be carried out with all precautions 
taken to prevent fires resulting from sparks or hot slag. Extreme care must be exerdsed to determine that 
sparks or embers do not fall into any combustible materials, even if such material is stored on lower 
floors. Sheet metal wind screens must be provided around the lead-melting furnaces whether Uie 
Consfaxiction Wori< site is endosed or not. Portable fire extinguishers must be provided at and below all 
locations where cutting or welding or melting operations are being perfomied or. if ttiose operations are 
extensive, a hose from the stand pipe system or fire hydrant must be placed nearby. You must obtain 
spedal permission ft'om the Commissioner of Water and pay all assodated connection fees. 

ii) No welding, flame cutting, or other operations involving use of flame, arcs, or sparking devices, will b^' 
allowed without adequate protection. /Ml combustible or flammable material must be removed from ttie 
immediate working area. If removal is impossible, flammable or combustible materials must be protected 
with fire blankets or suitable non-combustible shields to prevent sparks, flames or hot metal from reaching 
flammable or combustible materials. You must provide necessary personnel and equipment to control 
incipient fires resulting from welding, flame cutting, or otiier sources involving use of flame, arcs, or 
sparking devices. 

iii) You must immediately report any concentration of gas fumes, and you are responsible for clearing the 
area and notifying the DGS Commissioner and the Utility Company. All operations in the area must be 
suspended until the source of (he fumes has been located and coaected. 
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iv) You must arrange for the installation of necessary fire protection lines and equipment as required by the 
Chicago Fire Department and as necessary to properiy protect the Construction Work site. Permanent 
fire protection facilities may be used for this purpose as soon as they are installed, tested and approved 
by the DGS Commissioner for temporary use, 

v) Salamander heaters or similar forms of uncontrolled heaters must not be used except with the special 
written permission of the DGS Commissioner and City fire marshal and then only when each salamander 
is maintained under constant supervision. 

vi) Gasoline must be kept and handled from approved safety cans. 

vii) All tarpaulins used for any purpose must be made of fire, water and weather-resistant materials. 

viii) You must furnish such watchmen as .may be necessary to protect the public and those who are at or in 
the vicinity of the Constmction Work under the Task Order, and to protect all materials, tools, machinery 
and Equipment and all Construction Work you have performed. 

ix) You must comply with all federal and state and local occupational health and safety statutes, and any 
occupational health and safety standards promulgated thereunder; provide reasonable protection to the 
lives, health and safety of all persons employed under the Task Order; furnish to all such persons a place 
of employment Uiat is free from recognized hazards that are causing or are likely to cause death or 
serious physical harm; keep all persons employed under the Task Order informed of your protections and 
obligations under the statutes; and provide all persons employed under the Task Order with information 
regarding hazards in the workplace, including information about suitable precautions, relevant symptoms 
and emergency treatment. The federal and state occupational health and safety statutes, and the rules 
and regulations promulgated thereunder, are considered part of this Contract as though fully set forth in 
this Contract. 

x) You must provide safety instmctions and training for all workers, you must conduct weekly craft safety 
meetings (tool-box type) of reasonable length as an effective means of communicating safety issues to 
workers." Reports containing tool box discussion topics must be signed-off by all attendees and must be 
submitted to the DGS Commissioner. 

Services and Use of Site 

i) Work Area. Contractor will be responsible for providing the necessary work area at each site. The City 
will endeavor to work with Contractor in such efforts; however. Contractor remains responsible for 
providing all necessary elements of the work area not provided by the City, including all elements 
customarily provided hy a contractor engaged in Construction Activities. 

Plans 

Procedures, Methods and Equipment. You will determine the meUiods to be employed, the procedure to be 
followed, the Equipment, plant, falsework, shoring, bradng and otiier temporary stmctures and equipment to be 
used on the Constmction Wori<. subjed to the requirements of the Task Order and ttie approval of the DGS 
Commissioner. Only adequate and safe procedures, methods, sfaxidures and equipment must be used. Any 
approval, consfaxjctive or othenwise, by the DGS Commissioner of such mettiods, procedures and equipment in no 
way relieves you of any of your obligations under the Task Order. 

14) IDOT STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS 

a) Concreting in Freezing Weather 

You must provide protection of Portland Cement Concrete from cold weaUier in accordance wiUi Articles 
1020.13(c) and/or 1020.13(e) of the Standard Specifications. The cost of all protection of Uie concrete from cold 
weattier as may be required and as specified in the tiiose specifications must be induded In Uie Task Order Price 
as unit prices for Class "SI" conaete with other appropriate items of the Task Order and no additional payment 
will be made therefore. 

i.) 
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b) Protection of Railroad Traffic and Property 

The following supplements the Standard Specifications and any Supplemental Specifications in effect; and in 
case of conflict with any part of parts of ttie Standard or Supplemental Specifications, this supplement takes 
precedence and governs. Add the following to Article 107.12., "Protection of Railroad Traffic and Propert/: 

Whenever such Construction Work, in the opinion of the Railroad Engineer, or his duly constituted and authorized 
representative, may affect the safety of trains and the continuity of the Railroad's operations, the method of doing 
such Construction Work must first be submitted to the Railroad Engineer for approval, which will not be 
unreasonably withheld or delayed, and without which the Construction Work must not be commenced or 
prosecuted. 

The approval of the Railroad Engineer is not to be considered as a release from responsibility or liability for any 
damage that the Railroad may suffer, or for which it may be held liable by the acts of you, your Subcontractors, or 
your or their employees. 

You are cautioned that when you are working over and/or near railroad property, you must provide adequate 
protection to safeguard the railroad property. You must also notify all railroad companies afl'ected by the 
construction 10 days before starting any Construction Work that involves working on or over railroad property and 
must receive permission from the companies before entering onto railroad property. 

15) ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS 

a) Compliance with Environmental Laws 

i) You must comply with all Environmental Laws and any present or future law, ordinance, rule, regulation, 
permit or permit condition, order, or directive that regulates, relates to, imposes liability for or establishes 
standards of conduct concerning any Hazardous Materials that may be set forth by the federal 
government, or the states, or any agency, court or body of the federal government, any state or any 
political subdivision of them exercising executive, legislative, judicial, regulatory or adminisfa"ative 
functions. You recognize that many federal and state laws imposing environmental and resource 
conservation requirements may apply to the Task Order. You also recognize that U.S. EPA, U.S. DOT 
and other agencies of the state and local governments have issued and are expected in the future to 
issue regulations, guidelines, standards, orders, directives, or other requirements that may affect the Task 
Order. Thus, you must adhere to, and impose on your Subcontractors, any such requirements as these 
governments and agencies may now or in the future promulgate. Listed below in Section 15(f) are 
requirements of.particular concern. You acknowledge that this list does not constitute your entire 
obligation to meet all federal environmental and resource conservation requirements. You must include 
these provisions in all subcontracts. 

ii) If you are required pursuant to any Environmental Laws to file any notice or report of a release or 
threatened release of Hazardous Materials or Special Wastes on, under, or about any premises you Use 
to perform the Construction Work required under the Task Order, you must provide a copy of that report 

or notice to the City. In the event of a release or threatened release of Hazardous Materials or special 
waste into the environment, or in ttie event of any claim, demand, action or notice is made against you 
regarding your failure or alleged failure to comply with any Environmental Law. you must notify the City 
pursuant to Section 15(c), "Disposal of Waste Materials, Constmction Debris, Soils and Waste," below. 

iii) If you fail to comply with any Environmental Law. Uie City may terminate the Task Order or this Contract 
in accordance with the default provisions of ttiis Contiact and may adversely affect your eligibility for 
future confa-act awards. 

b) Environmental Permits 

i) You must show evidence of. and keep current throughout the term of the Task Order, all waste hauling, 
special waste hauling, disposal permits and insurance certificates required by federal. State, City or other 
local governmental body or agency pursuant to any Environmental Law. 
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ii) When requested by the D<3S Commissioner, you must submit copies of all hauling permits required by 
any Environmental Law. Copies of all permits and insurance certificates that require periodic renewal 
must be forwarded to the DGS Commissioner throughout the duration of the Task Order. Noncompliance 
with this requirement may be cause for termination of the Task Order or this Contract and declaring you 
non-responsible in future bids. 

iiii Environmental Records and Reports. You are required to prepare and maintain proper, accurate and 
complete records of accounts of all transactions related to the performance of Constmction Work under 
the Task Order, including: 

(1) Vehicle maintenance records; 

(2) Safety and accident reports; 

(3) lEPA or OSHA manifests; 

(4) Disposal records, including disposal site used, date, truck number and disposal weight, bills of 
lading, manifests, or other confirmatory receipts signed by a representative of accepting facility 
for each load of material; and 

(5) Permit documentation and all other documentation and transactions pertaining to all 
Environmental Laws. 

c) Disposal of Materials. Construction Debris. Soil and Waste 

i) You are responsible for the proper recycling or disposal of all materials, construction debris, soil and other 
waste. Recycling of construction or demolition debris must be performed in accordance with Section 11-
4-1905 of the Municipal Code. Hauling and disposal by a Subcontractor does not relieve you from 
responsibility for proper disposal. Disposal of all materials, constmction debris, soil, and other wastes 
must be at a disposal site that is properiy licensed and permitted to accept the particular materials, 
construction debris, soil and other wastes delivered to it in accordance with all Environmental Laws. You 
must identify the disposal site(s) or transfer station(s) to which you have contractual access and for which 
proper, sanitary landfill permits and/or licenses have been obtained. 

ii) You must upon request provide the DGS Commissioner or his designated representative with copies of 
all pertinent documents, including load tickets, manifests, bills of lading, scale tickets, and permits and/or 
licenses for the proposed transfer station and/or landfill. If the fransfer station and/or landfill you propose 
to use does not possess the necessary permits and/or licenses to accept the materials, construction 
debris, soil or other wastes, you must replace the transfer station and/or landfill submitted as part of their 
bid proposal at no additional cost to the City. If you dispose of materials, constmction debris, soil or other 
wastes at a site that is not properiy permitted, you will be responsible for all costs associated with the 
removal of the waste to a properiy licensed/permitted landfill or disposal site. 

iii) You must nofify the DGS Commissioner, within 24 hours, of receipt of any environmental complaints, 
fines, citations, violations or notices of violation ("Environmental Claim") by any governmental body or 
regulatory agency against you by any third party relating to the loading, hauling or disposal of materials, 
construcfion debris, soil or other wastes. You must provide evidence to the DGS Commissioner tiiat any 
such Environmental Claim has been addressed to the satisfaction of its issuer or initiator. 

iv) You must notify the City of any community meetings, media involvement or media coverage related to the 
loading, hauling or disposal of materials, constmction debris, soil and other wastes under the Task Order 
in which you are asked to participate. 

v) You must verify, in writing, whenever requested by ttie DGS Commissioner, ttiat all materials, 
constmction debris, and other waste you accept from the City have been disposed of in compliance with 
all Environmental Laws. 

vi) The fomi for identifying your debris disposal/handling site(s) and acknowledging terms and conditions 
relating ttiereto that you have executed and attached to the Task Order is incorporated by reference (the 
"Form"). In addition to the representations and requirements contained in the Form, you acknowledge 
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Uiat unless otherwise autiiorized in writing by the Commissioner of Environment, you must not continue to 
use a disposal/handling site identified in the Form that (i) has been cited as being in violation of any 
environmental law or regulation or of any City ordinance; or (ii) does not have a necessary permiL If only 
one site was identified in the Form, you must arrange for a substitute disposal/handling site that meets 
ttie requirements specified in Uie Form and provide a revised Form to ttie Commissioner of Environment. 
You further acknowledge that any such substitution is at no additional cost to the City, regardless of the 
reason necessitating such substitution. 

d) Eouioment and Environmental Control During Transport 

You must haul materials, construction debris, soil and other wastes in vehicles and/or containers complying with 
all applicable Environmental Laws. All Equipment used to transfer materials, constmction debris, soil and other 
wastes must be designed to prevent spillage during the hauling operation. Your Equipment must fully comply with 
all City, State and federal Regulations, laws and ordinances pertaining to size, load weight, safety and any 
Environmental Lav,'. 

e) Environmental Control 

In performing Uie Constmction Work, you must become thoroughly familiar with all federal. State, and local 
statijtes, ordinances, and directives with respect to the elimination of excessive noise and pollution of air, water, 
and soil due to construction and other operations. Attention must be given to reduce the noise of heavy 
constmction equipment and to the control of dust, smoke, and fumes from construction equipment and other 
operations on the Construction Work site, and the dirt and noise created by heavy truck operations over City 
streets in accordance with ordinances of the City and orders of the DGS Commissioner. The discharge of 
Hazardous Materials into waterways and City sewers is not permitted. 

f) Environmental Protection. You must comply with, and must cause your Subcontractors to comply with, all federal 
environmental and resource conservation laws and regulations, whether existing or promulgated later, as they 
apply to the Task Order. You must include these provisions in all subcontracts. Some, but not all, of the major 
federal laws that may affect this Contract include the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, as amended, 42 
USC §§ 4321 et seq.; the Clean Air Act. as amended, 42 USC §§ 7401 et seq. and scattered sections of 29 USC; 
the Clean Water Act, as amended, scattered sections of 33 USC and 12 USC; the Resource Conservation and 
Recovery Act, as amended, 42 USC §§ 6901 e( seq.; and the Comprehensive Environmental Response, 
Compensation, and Liability Act, as amended, 42 USC §§ 9601 et seq.. You and your Subcontractors must also 
comply with Executive Order No. 12898, "Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority 
Populations and Low-Income Populations," 59 Fed. Reg. 7629, Feb. 16, 1994; U.S. DOT statutory requirements 
on environmental matters at 49 LISC § 5324(b); Council on Environmental Quality regulations on compliance with 
ttie National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, as amended, 40 CFR Part 1500 et seq.; and U.S. DOT 
regulations, "Environmental Impact and Related Procedures," 23 CFR Part 771 and 49 CFR Pairt 622. 

i) Air Quality. You must comply with all applicable staindards, orders, or regulations issued pursuant to the 
Clean Air Act, as amended, 42 USC §§ 7401 et seq. Specifically, you must comply with applicable 
requirements of U.S. EPA regulations, "Conformity to State of Federal Implementation Plans of 
Transportation Plans, Programs, and Projects Developed, Funded or/Approved Under Titie 23 USC or the 
Federal Transit Act," 40 CFR Part 51. Subpart T; and "Determining Conformity of Federal Actions to State 
or Federal Implementation Plans," 40 CFR Part 93; and National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air 
Pollutants (NESHAP), 40 CFR § 61.145. You further must report and require each Subcontractor at any 
tier to report any violation of these requirements resulting from any Task Order implementation activity to 
the City and the appropriate U.S. EPA Regional Ofllce. 

ii) Clean Water. You must comply with all applicable standards, orders, or regulations issued pursuant to 
the federal Water Pollution Control Act, as amended, 33 USC §§ 1251 et seq. You further must report 
and require each Subcontractor at any tier to report any violation of these requirements resulting from any 
Task Order implementation activity to ttie City and the appropriate U.S. EPA Regional Office. 

jjj) List of Violating Fadlities. You acknowledge that any facility to be used in the perfonnance of Uie Task 
Order or to benefit from tiie Task Order must not be listed on the U.S. EPA List of Violating Fadlities 
("List"), and you must prompUy notify the City if you receive any communication from the U.S. EPA that 
such a facility is under consideration for indusion on the List. 
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iv) Preference for Recycled Products. To the extent practicable and economically feasible and to the extent 
that it does not reduce or impair the quality of the Constmction Work, you must use recycled products'jn 
performance of the Task Order pursuant to U.S. Environment Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) guidelines at 
40 CFR Parts 247-253, which implement section 6002 of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, 
as amended, 42 USC § 6962. 

g) Open Dumping Prohibited 

You must remove all recyclable material and garbage, refuse or ottier waste material, including broken concrete, 
bricks, rock, paving asphalt and incidental debris generated from all consfaxiction or demolition activities 
performed under the Task Order and transport them to a facility that is zoned and permitted to accept such 
material under Chapter 11-4 of the City Municipal Code and all-Environmental Laws. You must retain, for each 
load of material, bills of lading, manifests, or other confinmatory receipts signed by a representative of the 
accepting facility and make them available to the City upon request. 

16) COMPLIANCE WITH ALL LAWS 

a) Provisions Relating to Liens 

i) You will notify your Subcontractors that no mechanic's lien under the Illinois Mechanics' Lien Act, 770 
ILCS 60/23, et seq., will be permitted to arise, be filed, or maintained against public funds, the Project, or 
any part of it, or any interest in them, or any improvements on them, or against any monies due or to 
become due to you on account of any work, labor, services, materials, Equipment, or other items 
performed or furnished for or in connection with the Project to the extent permitted by law. You, for 
yourself and your Subcontractors, expressly waive, release, and relinquish such liens and all rights to file 
or maintain such liens; and you further covenant that this waiver of liens and waiver of the rights to file or 
maintain such liens is an independent covenant. 

ii) If any of your Subcontractors, employees, officials, agents, or any other person directiy or indirectiy acting 
for, through, or on their behalf files or maintains a lien or claim under the Illinois Mechanic's Lien Act, 770 
ILCS 60/23, et seq., against public funds or against any monies due or to become due to you on account 
of any Construction Work, labor, services, materials. Equipment, or other items performed or furnished for 
or in connection with Uie Project, you must cause such liens and claims to be satisfied, removed, or 
discharged within 30 days from the date of filing. The City may extend the 30 day period if (i) the City 
determines that the lien claim cannot be so satisfied, removed, or discharged in such period and (ii) you, 
in the City's sole determination, are proceeding diligentiy to cause such liens or claims to be satisfied, 
removed or discharged. The City has the right, in addition to all ottier rights and remedies provided under 
this Contract or by law, to cause such liens or daims to be satisfied, removed, or discharged by any 
means at your sole cost, such cost to indude reasonable legal fees. 

b) Americans with Disabilities Act 

You must perform all consfa-uction or alteration that you undertake in connection with the Task Order in 
compliance with all federal, state and local laws and regulations regarding accessibility standards for disabled or 
environmentally limited persons including: American with Disabilities Act, P.L. 101-336 (1990) and the Uniform 
Federal Accessibility Standards ("UFAS") or the American with Disabilities Act ("ADA") and; the Illinois 
Environmental Barriers Act, 410 ILCS 25/1 et seq. (1991), and the regulations promulgated with them. If the 
above cited standards are inconsistent, you must comply with the standard providing greater accessibility. 

c) Vftterans Preference 

You must comply with ttie provisions of 330 ILCS 55/0.01 etseq. , whidi requires that a preference be given to 
veterans in the employment and appoinfanent to fill positions in ttie constmction. addition, or alteration of all public 
works In the employment of labor (except executive, administrative and supervisory positions) preference is 
dven to veterans of the Vietnam era and disabled veterans; however, ttiis preference may be given only where 
ttie individuals are available and qualified to perfomi ttie Constmdion Wori< to whidi the employment relates. 
You must ensure that this provision is inserted in all contracts entered into witti any SubconfaBdors and abor 
organizations that fumish skilled, unskilled and craft union skilled labor, or that may provide any matenal. labor, or 
services in connection with the Task Order. 
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d) Steel Products 

To the extent permitted by law. this Contract is subject to all provisions of the "Steel Products Procurement Act," 
30 ILCS 565/1 et seq. as it may be amended from time to time. Knowing violation of this law may result in the 
filing and prosecution of a complaint by the Attorney General of the State of Illinois and will subject violators to a 
fine of the greater of $5,000 or the payment price received as a result of such violation. 

e) Chicago Residency Reguirements 

If the funding under the Task Order is $100,000 or more, and unless otherwise prohibited by law or If inconsistent 
with the terms of the Agreement as amended from time to time, you and all Subcontractors that are covered 
under the Prevailing Wage Act and perform Construction Work on the site of the Project undertaken under the 
Task Order must comply with the minimum percentage of total worker hours performed by iactual residents of the 
City of Chicago specified in Section 2-92-330 of the Municipal Code (at least 50% of the total worker hours must 
be performed by actual ."-esidents of the City of Chicago). In addition to complying v.'ith this requirement, you and 
all Subcontractors must make good faith efforts to utilize qualified residents of the City of Chicago in both 
unskilled and skilled labor positions. 

i) "Actual residents of the City of Chicago" means persons domiciled within the City. The domicile is an 
individual's one and only true, fixed and permanent home and principal establishment 

ii) You may request a reduction or waiver of this minimum percentage level of Chicagoans as provided for in 
Section 2-920-330 in accordance with standards and procedures developed by the DGS Commissioner. 

(1) You must provide for the maintenance of adequate employee residency records to ensure that 
actual Chicago residents are employed on the project. You and your Subcontractors must 
maintain copies of personal documents supportive of every Chicago employee's actual record of 
residence. 

(2) Weekly certified payroll reports (U.S. Department of Labor Form WH-347 or equivalent) which 
must be submitted to the DOS Commissioner in triplicate must deariy identify the actual 
residence of every employee on each submitted certified payroll. The first time that an 
employee's name appears on a payroll, the date that the company hired the employee should be 
written in after the employee's name. 

(3) You and your Subcontractors must grant full access to your and the Subcontractor's employment 
records to the DGS Commissioner, the Commissioner of the supervising department, the 
Superintendent of the Chicago Police Department, the Inspector General, or their duly authorized 
representatives. You and your Subcontractors must maintain all relevant personnel data and 
records for a period of at least three years after Acceptance of the Construction Work. 

(4) At ttie direction of the supervising department, you must furnish affidavits and other supporting 
documentation to verify or darify an employee's actual address when doubt or lack of clarity has 
arisen. 

iii) Good faith efforts on your part to provide utilization of actual Chicago residents (but not sufficient for the 
granting of a waiver request as provided for in the standards and procedures developed by the DGS 
Commissioner) does not suffice to replace the actual, verified achievement of the requirements of this 
section concerning the worker hours performed by actual Chicago residents. 

iv) When the Constmction Work is completed, if Uie City has determined that you failed to fulfill the 
requirements of ttiis Section concerning worker hours perfonmed by actual Chicago Residents or failed to 
report in the manner as indicated above, the City will be damaged in that it thereby failed to provide ttie 
benefit of demonstrable employment to Chicagoans to the degree stipulated in this section. Therefore, in 
such a case of noncompliance, you must surrender 1/20th of 1%, 0.0005, of the final approved Task 
Order Price to the City in payment for each percentage of shortfalls toward the stipulated residency 
requirement. Failure to report ttie residency of employees entirely and correctty will result in the surrender 
of the entire liquidated damages as if no Chicago residents were employed. The y/illful falsification of 
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statements in the certification of payroll data may subject you or yo<T Subcontractors or employee to 
prosecution. /\ny retainage to cover Task Order performance that may become due to you under Section 
2-92-250 of the Municipal Code may be withheld by the City, pending Uie DGS Commissioner's 
determination whether you must surrender damages as provided in ttiis paragraph. 

v) Nothing provided in this section may be constmed to be a limitation upon the "Notice of Requirements For 
Affinnative Adion To Ensure Equal Employment Opportunity, Executive Order 11246" and "Standard 
Federal Equal Employment Opportunity, Executive Order 11246" or ottier affinnative action required for 
equal opportunity under the provisions of this Contract You must indude this provision in all 
subconfaBds. 

f) Employment of Illinois Laborers on Public Works Projects 

You must use only Illinois laborers in the performance of the Task Order to the extent (1) required by the 
Employment of Illinois Laborers on Public Works Projects Act, 30 ILCS, 570/0.01, as amended from time to time 
and (2) oUierwise permitted by law. 

g) Compliance with Child Support Orders Ordinance 

The Child Support An-earage Ordinance, § 2-92-415 of Uie Municipal Code, furthers the Cit /s interest in 
contracting with entities that demonstrate financial responsibility, integrity and lawfulness, and finds that it is 
especially inequitable for contractors to obtain the benefits of public funds under City contracts while their owners 
fail to pay court-ordered child support, and shift the support of their dependents onto the public treasury. 

In accordance with § 2-92-415 of the Municipal Code, if the Circuit Court of Cook County or an Illinois court of 
competent jurisdiction has issued an order dedaring one or more Substantial Owner(s) in arrearage on their child 
support obligations and: (1) such Substantial Owner has not entered into a court-approved agreement for the 
payment of all such child support owed, or (2) such Substantial Owner is. not in compliance with a court-approved 
agreement for the payment of all such child support owed, (see Certification of Compliance with Child Support 
Orders in EDS), then: 

For purposes of ttiis Section, "SUBSTANTIAL OWNER" means any person who owns or holds a 10% or more 
interest in Contradon where Contriactor is an individual or sole proprietorship, substantial owner means that 
individual or sole proprietorship. 

"PERCENTAGE OF INTEREST" indudes direct, indirect and beneficial interests in you. Contractor. Indirect or 
beneficial interest means tiiat an interest in you are held by a corporation, joint venture, trust, partnership, 
assodation. estate or other legal entity, in which the individual holds an interest, or by agent(s) or nominee(s) on 
behalf of an individual or entity. For example, if Corporation B holds or owns a 20% interest in ConfaBctor. and an 
individual or entity has a 50% or more percentage of interest in Corporation B. then such individual or entity 
indirectiy has a 10% or more interest in you. If Corporation B is held by another entity, then this analysis similariy 
must be applied to that next entity. The provisions of Uiis Sedion will only apply where not otherwise prohibited by 
federal, state or local law. 

h) Buy America 

You must ensure that, to the extent applicable, Consfa-uction Work provided under Uie Task Order complies witti 
any Buy America provisions of ttie federal government and/or any similar provisions of the State or City. 
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(Sub)Exhibit 20. 
(To Agreement With Kenny Construction Company 

For Deslgn/Bulld Services) 

Contractors Performance And Payment Bond. 

Know All Men By these Presents, That we. 

Principal, hereinafter referred to as Contractor, and 
.Surety 

of the County of Cook and State of Illinois, are held and firmly boimd mito the CITY OF 
CHICAGO in the penal sum of lawful money of the 
United States, for die payment of which sum of money , well and tmly to be made, we bind 
ourselves, our heirs, executors, administrators, successors and assigns, jointly and severally, 
firmly by these presents. 

Sealed with om- seals and dated this day of A.D., 2000 

The Condition of the Above Obligation is such. 

That whereas the above bounden Contractor has entered into a certain contract with the CITY 
OF CHICAGO, bearing contract No. And Specification No. all in 
conformity with said contract, for, 

SFECIMIM' 
The said contract is inrorpnrated her-djj-jeferftnr.fi 4n^4^entife^yj-^11eh^ding-witboll^^^mitat^^^ 
any and all indemnification and limitation of liabiUty provisions, including Sec. 19.15. 

Now, if the said Contractor shall in all respects well and tmly keep and perfonn the said 
contract on its part, in accordance with the terms and provisions of all of the Contract Docimients 
comprising said contract, and in the time and manner therein prescribed, and fiirther shall save, 
indemnify and keep harmless the City of Chicago against all loss, damages, claims, liabilities, 
judgments, cost and expenses which may in anywise accme against said City of Chicago, in 
consequence of the granting of said contract, or which may in anywise result therefixini, or which 
may result fixim strict liabiUty, or which may in anywise result fix)m any injuries to, or death of, 
any person or damage to real or personal property, arising directly or indirectly fix>m or in 
connection with, woik performed or to be performed imder said contract by said Contractor, its 
Agents, Employees or Woitanen, assignees, subcontractors, or anyone else, in any respect 
whatever, or which may result on account of any infiingement of any patent by reason of the 
materials, machinety, devices or apparatus used in the performance of said contract, and 
moreover, shall pay to said City any sum or sums of money determined by the Chief 

http://her-djj-jeferftnr.fi
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Procurement Officer, and /or by a court of competent jurisdiction, to be due said City by reason 
tjf any failure or neglect in the performance of the requirements of said contract, wherefore the 
Chief Procurement Officer shall have elected to suspend o r cancel the same, and shall pay all 
claims and demands whatsoever, which may accrue to each materialman and subcontractor, and 
to each and every person who shall be employed by the said Contractor or by its assignees and 
subcontractors, in or about the performance of said contract, and with wages paid at prevailing 
wage rates if so required by said contract, and shall insure its abiUty to pay the compensation, 
and shall pay all claims and demands for compensation which may accme to each and every 
person who shall be employed by them or any of them in or about the performance of said 
contract, or which shall accme to the beneficiaries or dependents of any such person, imder the 
provisions of the Workers' Compensation Act, 820 ELCS 305, as amended, and the Workers' 
Occupational Disease Act 820 ILCS 310, as amended (hereinafter referred to as "Acts") then is 
this obUgation to be null and void, otherwise to remain in full force and effect. 

And it is hereby expressly understood and agreed, and made a condition hereof, that any 
judgment rendered against said City in any suit based upon any loss, damages, claims, liabilities, 
judgments, cost or expenses which may in anywise accme against said City as a consequence of 
the granting of said contract, or which may in anywise result therefirom, or which in anywise 
result fi'om any injuries to, or death of any person, or damage to any real or personal property, 
arising or indirectly from, or in connection with, work performed, or to be periFormed under said 
contract by said Contractor or its agents, employees or workmen, assignees, subcontractors, or 
anyone else and also any decision of the Industrial Commission of the State of Illinois, and any 
order of court based upon such decision, or judgment thereon, render against said City of 
Chicago in any suit or claim arising under the aforementioned Acts when notice of the pendency 
or arbitration proceedings or suit shall have given said Contractor, shall be conclusive against 
each and all parties to this obligation, as to amount, liability and all other things pertaining 
thereto. 

Every person fijrnishing material or perfonning labor in the perfonnancfl nf .said-̂ iontgiK -̂
-ei&«^-as-an-iudividual, as subconiracf6r,''or otherwise, shall have the right to sue on this bond in 
the name of the City of Chicago, for his use and benefit, and in such suit said person, as pl^dntiff, 
shall file a copy of this bond, certified by the party or parties in whose charge this bond shall be, 
which copy shall be, unless execution thereof be denied under oath, prima facie evidence of the 
execution and delivery of the original; provided that nothing in this bond contained shall be 
taken to make the City of Chicago Uable to any subcontractor, materialman, laborer or to any 
other person to any greater extent than it would have been liable prior to the enactment of the 
Public Consteuction Bond Act, 30 BLCS 550, as amended; provided fiirther, that any person 
having a claim for labor and materials fiirnished in the perfonnance of this contract shall have no 
right of action unless he shall have filed a verified notice of such claim with the Clerk of the City 
of Chicago within 180 days after the date of the last item of woric or the fiimishing of the last 
item of materials, and shall have fiunished a copy of such verified notice to the contractor within 
10 days of the filing of the notice with the City of Chicago. Such claim shall be verified and 
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shall contain the name and address of the claimant, the business address of the claimant within 
the State of Illinois, if any, or if the claimant be a fiireign corporation having no place of business 
with the State the principal place of business of said corporation, and in all cases of partnership 
the names and residences of each of the partners, the name of the contractor for the City of 
Chicago, the name of the person, firm or corporation by whom the claimant was employed or to 
whom such claimant fiirnished materials, the amount of the claim and a brief description of the 
public improvement for the constmction or installation of which the contract is to be performed. 
Provided, further, that no defect in the notice herein provided for shall deprive the claimant of his 
right of action under the terms and provisions of this bond unless it shall affirmatively ^pear 
that such defect has prejudiced the rights of an interested party asserting the same; provided, 
further that no action shall be brought until diie expiration of one hundred twenty (120) days after 
the date of the last item of work or of the fiimishing of the last item of material, except in cases 
where the final settlement between the City of Chicago and the Contractor shall have been made 
prior to the expiration of the 120 day period in which case action may be taken immediately 
following such final settlement, and provided, fiirther, that no action of any kind shall be brought 
later that six (6) months after the acceptance by the City of Chicago of the completion of work. 
Any suit upon this bond shall be brought only in a circuit court of the State of Illinois in the 
judicial district in which the contract shall have been performed. 

(K) The said Surety, for value received hereby stipulates and agrees that no change, 
extension of time, alteration or addition to the terms of any of the Contract Documentf 
comprising said contract, or to the work to be performed thereunder, shall in anywise affect the 
obligations on this bond, and it doeis hereby waive notice of any change, extension of time 
alteration or addition to the terms of said Contract Documents or to the work. 

Approved , 20 .(Seal) 

(Seal) 
Commissioner of the 
Department of General Services 

(Seal) 

-(Seal) 

_(Seal) 
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(Sub)Exhibit 21. 
(To Agreement With Kenny Construction Company 

For Design/Build Services) 

Prevailing Wage Rates. 
(Page 1 of 9) 

Cook County Prevailing Wage For October, 2008. 

Trade Name RG 

ASBESTOS ABT-GEN 
ASBESTOS ABT-MEC 
BOILERMAKER 
BRICK MASON 
CARPENTER 
CEMENT MASON 
CERAMIC TILE FNSHER 
CQMM. ELECT. 
ELECTRIC PWR EQMT OP 
ELECTRIC PWR GRNDMAN 
ELECTRIC PWR LINEMAN 
ELECTRICIAN 
ELEVATOR CONSTRUCTOR 
FENCE ERECTOR 
GLAZIER 
HT/FROST INSULATOR 
IRON WORKER 
LABORER 
LATHER 
MACHINIST 
MARBLE FINISHERS 
MARBLE MASON 
MATERIAL TKSTER I 
MATERIALS TESTER II 
MILLWRIGHT 
OPERATING 
OPERATING 
OPERATING 
OPERATING 
OPERATING 
OPERATING 
OPERATING 
OPERATING 
OPERATING 
OPERATING 
OPERATING 
OPERATING 
OPERATING 

ENGINEER 
ENGINEER 
ENGINEER 
ENGINEER 
ENGINEER 
ENGINEER 
ENGINEER 
ENGINKKR 
ENGINEER 
ENGINEER 
ENGINEER 
ENGINEER 
ENGINEER 

TYP 

ALL 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
ALL 
ALL 
BLD 
BLD 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
BLD 
ALL 
BLD 
BLD 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
BLD 
ALL 
BLD 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 

• BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
FLT 
FLT 
FLT 
FLT 
HWY 
HWY 
HWY 
HWY 
HWY 

C 

1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Base 

34. 
29. 
39. 
38. 
39. 
41. 
32. 
35. 
38. 
30. 
38. 
39. 
43. 
28. 
37. 
39. 
40. 
34 
39. 
40 
28 
38 
24 
29 
39 
43 
42 
39 
38 
47 
45 
40 
33 
42 
41 
39 
38 
36 

750 
930 
450 
,030 
,770 
,850 
,150 
,440 
,600 
,110 
,600 
.400 
,925 
.640 
.000 
.900 
.250 
.750 
.770 
.530 
.650 
.030 
.750 
.750 
.770 
.800 
.500 
.950 
.200 
.250 
.750 
.700 
.850 
.000 
.450 
.400 
.000 
.800 

FRMAN * 

35. 
0. 

43. 
41. 
41. 
43 . 
0. 

37. 
44. 
44. 
44. 
42. 
49. 
30. 
38. 
42 
42. 
35, 
41 
42 
0 

41 
0 
0 

41 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
47 
46 
46 
46 
46 
46 

250 
000 
000 
830 
770 
,850 
,000 
,940 
,970 
.970 
,970 
,000 
,420 
.140 
.500 
.400 
.250 
.500 
.770 
.530 
.000 
.830 
.000 
.000 
.770 
.800 
.800 
.800 
.800 
.250 
.250 
.250 
.250 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 
.000 

M-

1. 
1. 
2. 
1. 
1. 
2. 
2. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
2. 
1. 
'l. 
1. 
2. 
1. 

1. 
1, 
1. 
1 
1 
1, 
1, 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

F>8 

5 
5 
0 
5 
5 
0 
0 
,5 
5 
,5 
5 
,5 
,0 
,5 
,5 
.5 
,0 
,5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 

OSA 

1. 
1. 
2. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1, 
1. 
2 . 
1, 
1. 
1. 
2 . 
1 
1, 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2. 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 

5 
5 
0 
5 
5 
5 
5 
,5 
,5 
,5 
,5 
,5 
0 
,5-
,5 
.5 
.0. 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 

•0 
.0 
rO 
.0 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 
.5 

OSH 

2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2, 
2. 
2. 
2. 
2, 
2. 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
.2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

0 
0 
0 
0 
,0 
,0 
,0 
.0 
,0 
,0 
,0 
.0 
,0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 

•0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 

H/ 

8. 
9. 
6. 
8. 
9. 
7. 
6. 
7. 
9. 
7. 
9. 

W 

830 
170 
720 
000 
460 
850 
150 
,400 
,110 
,120 
110 

10.83 
8. 
7. 
7. 
9. 
9. 
8. 
9. 
7 
7 
8 
8 
8 
9 
9 
9 
9' 
9 
6 
6 
6 
6 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 

,775 
,750 
,340 
,170 
,950 
.830 
.460 
. 000 
.920 
.000 
.830 
.830. 
.460 
.600 
.600 
.600 
.6; 00 
.850 
.850 
.850 
.850 
.600 
.600 
.600 
.600 
.600 

Pensn 

6.170 
9.260 
8.490 
9.970 
7.790 
7.410 
7.370 
7.660 
11.34 
8.850 
11.34 
8.740 
6.960 
5.970 
12.05 
10.46 
14 . 74 
6.170 
7.790 
7.670 
9.970 
9.970 
6.170 
6.170 
7.790 
6.550 
6.550 
6.550 
6.550 
5.600 
5.600 
5.600 
5.600 
6.550 
6.550 
6.550 
6.550 
6.550 

Vac 

O.odo 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
2.640 
o.ooo 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000. 
0.000 
0 :650 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
1.900 
1.900 
1.900 
.1.900 
1.900 
1.900 
1.900 
1.900 
1.900 
1.900 
1.900 
1.900 
1.900 

Trng 

0.270 
0.320 
0.300 
0.550 
0.490 
0.170 
0.380 
0.700 
0.290 
0.230 
0.290 
0.750 
0.000 
0.350 
0.690 
0.320 
0 . 300 
0.270 
0.490 
0.000 
0.550 
0.550 
0.270 
0.270 
0.490 
1.000 
I.000 
1.000 
1.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
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(Sub)Exhibit 21 
(To Agreement With Kenny Construction Company 

For Design/Build Services) 

Prevailing Wage Rates. 
(Page 2 of 9) 

Cook County Prevailing Wage For October, 2008. 

Trade Name 
==================== 

ORNAMNTL IRON WORKER 
PAINTKR 
PAINTER SIGNS 
PILEDRIVER 
PIPEFITTER 
PLASTERER 
PLUMBER 
ROOFER 
SHEETMETAL WORKER 
SIGN HANGER 
SPRINKLER FITTER 
STEEL ERECTOR 
STONE MASON 
TERRAZZO FINISHER 
TERRAZZO MASON 
TILE MASON 

TRAFFIC SAFETY WRKR 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TRUCK DRIVER 
TUCKPOINTER 

RG 

== 

E 
E 
E 
E 
W 
W 
W 
W 

TYP 

== = 

ALL 
ALL 
BLD 
ALL 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 

, ALL 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 
BLD 

HWY 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
ALL 
BLD 

C 

= 

1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 

Base FRMAN *M-F>8 OSA OSH H/W Pensn Vac Trng 

39.050 41.300 2.0 
36.900 41.510 1.5 
29.920 33.590 1.5 
39.770 41.770 1.5 
42.050 45.050 1.5 
38.100 40.390 1.5 
43.000 45.000 1.5 
35.000 38.000 1.5 
33.400 36.070 1.5 
26.510 27.360 1.5 
40.500 42.500 1 . 5 
40.250 42.250 2.0 
38.030 41.830 1.5 
33.810 0.000 1.5 
37.390 40.390 1.5 
38.630 42.630 2.0 

24.300 25.900 1.5 
30.700 31.350 1.5 
30.950 31.350 1.5 
31.150 31.350 1.5 
31.350 31.350 1.5 
32.550 33.100 1.5 
32.700 33.100 1.5 
32.900 33.100 1.5 
33.100 33.100 1.5 
38.200 39.200 1.5 

2 . 0 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 
1 . 5 

2 . 0 7 . 9 5 0 1 3 . 1 9 0 . 0 0 0 
1 . 5 7 . 3 5 0 8 . 4 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 
1 . 5 2 . 6 0 0 2 . 3 9 0 

0 9 . 4 6 0 7 . 7 9 0 0 . 0 0 0 
0 
0 
0 9 . 1 1 0 5 . 9 6 0 0 . 0 0 0 1 . 0 3 0 

1 . 
1 . 
1 . 
1 . 
2 . 

0 . 5 0 0 
0 . 4 2 0 

, 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 
0 . 4 9 0 

7 . 6 6 0 8 . 5 5 0 0 . 0 0 0 1 . 3 7 0 
7 . 5 0 0 8 . 4 4 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 4 0 0 

0 6 . 8 0 0 3 . 8 7 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 3 3 0 , 5 
,5 
.5 
.5 2 . 0 8 . 5 0 0 6 . 8 5 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 
.0 2 . 0 9 . 9 5 0 1 4 . 7 4 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 

1 . 5 2 . 0 8 . 0 0 0 9 . 9 7 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 5 5 0 
1 . 5 2 . 0 6 . 1 5 0 9 . 8 5 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 3 1 0 

,150 1 1 . 1 1 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 3 5 0 
9 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 5 0 0 

4 6 0 7 . 8 5 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 5 9 0 
200 2 . 2 8 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 

,500 
.300 

1 . 5 2 . 0 
1 . 5 2 . 0 1 5 0 

2 . 0 
2 . 0 
2 . 0 

3 . 7 8 0 1 . 8 7 5 0 . 
6 . 7 5 0 5 . 4 5 0 0 . 

000 
000 

6.750 5.450 0.000 
2.0 6.750 5.450 0. 

1.5 
l.S 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 

6.750 
6.500 

5.450 0 
4.350 0 

000 
000 
000 

6.500 4.350 0.000 

000 
150 
150 
150 
150 
000 
000 
000 0 6 . 5 0 0 4 . 3 5 0 0 . 0 0 0 

0 6 . 5 0 0 4 . 3 5 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 
0 6 . 5 8 0 9 . 5 5 0 O.OOO 0 . 2 8 0 

Legend: 
M-F>8 (Overtime, ia required for any hour greater than 8 worlted 
each day, Monday, through Friday. 
OSA (Overtime is required for every hour worked on Saturday) 
OSH (Overtime ia required for e v e r y hour worked on Sunday and Holidays) 
H/H (Health & Welfare Inaurance) 
Penan (Pension) 
Vac (Vacation) 
Trng (Training) 
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Prevailing Wage Rates. 
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Explanations. 

C(X)K COUNTY. 

TRUCK DRIVERS (WEST) - That part of the county West of Harrington 
Road, 

The following list is considered as those days for which holiday rates 
of wages for work performed apply: New Years Day, Memorial/Decoration 
Day, Fourth of July, Labor Day, Veterans Day, Thanksgiving Day, 
.Christmas Day. Generally, any of these holidays which fall on a Sunday 
is celebrated on the following Monday. This then makes work 
performed on that Monday payable at the appropriate overtime rate for 
holiday pay. Common practice in a given local may alter certain days 
of celebration such as the day after Thanksgiving for Veterans Day. 
If in doubt, please check with IDOL. 

EXPLANATION OF CLASSES 

ASBESTOS r- GENERAL - removal of asbestos material/mold and hazardous 
materials from any place in a building, including mechanical systems 
where those mechanical systems are to be removed. This includes the 
removal of asbestos materials/mold and hazardous materials from 
ductwork or pipes in a building when the building is to be demolished 
at the time or at some close future date. 
ASBESTOS - MECHANICAL - removal of asbestos material from mechanical 
systems, such as pipes, ducts, and boilers, where the mechanical 
systems are to remain. 

CERAMIC TILE FINISHER 

The grouting, cleaning, and polishing of all classes of tile, whether 
for interior or exterior purposes, all burned, glazed or unglazed 
products; all composition materials, granite tiles, warning detectable 
tiles, cement tiles, epoxy composite materials, pavers, glass, 
mosaics, fiberglass, and all substitute materials, for tile made in 
tile-like units; all mixtures in tile like form of cement, metals, and 
other materials that are for and intended for use as a finished floor 

surface, stair treads, promenade roofs, walks, walls, ceilings, 
swimming pools, and all other places where tile is to form a finished 
interior or exterior. The mixing of all setting mortars including but 
not limited to thin-set mortars, epoxies, wall mud, and any other 
sand and cement mixtures or adhesives when used in the preparation, 
installation, repair, or maintenance of tile and/or similar materials. 
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The handling and unloading of all sand, cement, lime, tile, 
fixtures, equipment, adhesives, or any other materials to be used in 
the preparation, installation, repair, or maintenance of tile and/or 
similar materials. Ceramic Tile Finishers shall fill all joints and 
voids regardless of method on all tile work, particularly and 
especially after installation of said tile work. Application of any 
and all protective coverings to all types of tile installations 
including, but not be limited to, all soap compounds, paper products, 
tapes, and all polyethylene coverings, plywood, masonite, cardboard, 
and any new type of products that may be used to protect tile 
installations, Blastrac equipment, and all floor scarifying equipment 
used in preparing floors to receive tile. The clean up and removal of 
all waste and materials. All demolition of existing tile floors and 
walls to be re-tiled. 

COMMUNICATIONS ELECTRICIAN - Installation, operation, inspection, 
maintenance, repair and service of radio, television, recording, voice 
sound vision production and reproduction, telephone and telephone 
interconnect, facsimile, data apparatus, coatxial, fibre optic and 
wireless equipment, appliances and systems used for the transmission 
and reception of signals of any nature, business, domestic, 
commercial, education, entertainment, and residential purposes, 
including but not limited to, communication and telephone, electronic 
and sound equipment, fibre optic and data communication systems, and 
the performance of any task directly related to such Installation or 
service whether at new or existing sites, such tasks to include the 
placing of wire and cable and electrical power conduit or other 
raceway- work within the equipment room and pulling wire and/or cable 
through conduit and the installation of any incidental conduit, such 
that the employees covered hereby can complete any job in full. 

MARBLE FINISHER 

Loading and unloading trucks, distribution of all materials (all 
stone, sand, etc.), stocking of floors with material, performing all 
rigging for heavy work, the handling of all mateiral that may be 
needed for the installation of such materials, building of 
scaffolding, polishing if needed, patching, waxing of material if 
damaged, pointing up, caulking, grouting and cleaning of marble, 
holding water on diamond or Carborundum blade or saw for setters 
cutting, use of tub saw or any other saw needed for preparation of 
material, drilling of holes for wires that anchor material set by 
setters, mixing up of molding plaster for installation of material, 
mixing up thin set for the installation of material, mixing up of sand 
to cement for the installatin of material and such other work as may 
be required in helping a Marble Setter in the handling of all material 
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in the erection or installation of interior marble, slate, 
travertine, art marble, serpentine, alberene stone, blue stone, 
granite and other stones (meaning as to stone any foreign or domestic 
materials as are specified and used in building interiors and 
experiors and customarily known as stone in the trade), carrara, 
sanionyx, vitrolite and similar opaque glass and the laying of all 
marble tile, terrazzo tile, slate tile and precast tile, steps, risers 
treads, base, or any other materials that may be used as substitutes 
for any of the aforementioned materials and which are used on interior 
and experior which sare installed in a similar manner. 

MATERIAL TESTER I: Hand coring and drilling for testing of materials; 
field inspection of uncured concrete and asphalt. 

MATERIAL TESTER II: Field inspection of welds, structural steel, 
fireproofing, masonry, soil, facade, reinforcing steel, formwork, 
cured concrete, and concrete and asphalt batch plants; adjusting 
proportions of bituminous mixtures. 

TERRAZZO FINISHER 

The handling of sand, cement, marble chips, and all other materials 
that may be used by the Mosaic Terrazzo Mechanic, and the mixing, 
grinding, grouting, cleaning and sealing of all Marble, Mosaic, and 
Terrazzo work, floors, base, stairs, and wainscoting by heind or 
machine, and in addition, assisting and aiding Marble, Masonic, and 
Terrazzo Mechanics. 

OPERATING ENGINEERS - BUILDING 

Class 1. Mechanic; Asphalt Plant; Asphalt Spreader; Autograde; 
Backhoes with Caisson attachment; Batch Plant; Benoto; Boiler and 
Throttle Valve; Caisson Rigs; Central Redi-Mix Plant; Combination Back 
Hoe Front End-loader Machine; Compressor and Throttle Valve; 
Concrete Breaker (Truck Mounted); Concrete Conveyor; Concrete Paver; 
Concrete Placer; Concrete Placing Boom; Concrete Pump (Truck Mounted); 
Concrete Tower; Cranes, All; Cranes, Hammerhead; Cranes, (GCI and 
similar Type); Creter Crane; Crusher, Stone, etc.; Derricks, All; 
Derricks, Traveling; Formless CXirb and Gutter Machine; Grader, 
Elevating; Grouting Machines; Highlift Shovels or Front Endloader 
2-1/4 yd. and over; Hoists, Elevators, outside type rack and pinion 
and similar machines; Hoists, one, two and three Drum; Hoists, Two 
Tugger One Floor; Hydraulic Bac)dioes; Hydraulic Boom Trucks; Hydro 
Vac (and similar equipment); Locomotives, All; Motor Patrol; Pile 
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Drivers and Skid Rig; Post Hole Digger; Pre-Stress Machine; Pump 
Cretes Dual Ram; Pump Cretes; Squeeze Cretes-screw Type Pumps; Raised 
and Blind Hole Drill; Roto Mill Grinder; Scoops - Tractor Drawn; 
Slip-form Paver; Straddle Buggies; Tournapull; Tractor with Boom and 
Side Boom; Trenching Machines. 

Class 2. Boilers; Broom, All Power Propelled; Bulldozers; Concrete 
Mixer (Two Bag and Over); Conveyor, Portable; Forklift Trucks; Greaser 
Engineer; Highlift Shovels or Front Endloaders under 2-1/4 yd.; 
Hoists, Automatic; Hoists, inside Freight Elevators; Hoists, Sewer 
Dragging Machine; Hoists, Tugger Single Drum; Laser Screed; Rock Drill 
self-propelled); Rock Drill (truck mounted); Rollers, All; Steam 
Generators; Tractors, All; Tractor Drawn Vibratory Roller; Winch 
Trucks with "A" Frame. 

Class 3. Air Compressor; Combination - Small Equipment Operator; 
Generators; Heaters, Mechanical; Hoists, Inside Elevators - (Rheostat 
Manual Controlled); Hydraulic Power Units (Pile Driving, Extracting, 
and Drilling); Pumps, over 3" (1 tb 3 not to exceed a total of 300 
ft.); Pumps, Well Points; Welding Machines (2 through 5); Winches, 4 
small Electric Drill Winches; Bobcat (up to and including 3/4 cu. 
yd.). 

Class 4. Bobcats and/or other Skid Steer Loaders; Oilers; and Brick 
Forklift. 

OPERATING ENGINEERS - FLOATING 

Class 1. Craft foreman (Master Mechanic), diver/wet tender, engineer 
(hydraulic dredge). 

Class 2. Crane/backhoe operator, mechanic/welder, assistant engineer 
(hydraulic dredge), leverman (hydraulic dredge), and diver tender. 

Class 3. Deck equipment operator (machineryman), maintenance of crane 
(over 50 ton capacity) or backhoe (96,000 pounds or more), 
tug/iaunch operator, loader, dozer and like ecjuipment on barge, 
breakwater wall, 
slip/dock or scow, deck machinery, etc. 

Class 4. Deck equipment operator machineryman/fireman), (4 equipment 
units or more) and crane maintenance 50 ton capacity and under or 
backhoe weighing 96,000 pounds or less, assistant tug operator. 
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OPERATING ENGINEERS - HEAVY AND: HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION 
Glass 1. Craft Foreman; Asphalt :Plant; Asphalt Heater and Planer 
Combination; Asphalt Heater Scarfire; Asphalt Spreader; 
Autograder/GOMACO or other similar type machines; ABG Paver; Bac)dioes 
with Caisson attachment; Ballast Regulator; Belt Loader; Caisson 
Rigs; Car Dumper; Central Redi-Mix Plant; Combination Backhoe Front 
Endloader Machine, (1 cu. yd. Backhoe Bucket or over or with 
attachments); . Concrete Breaker (Truck Mounted): Concrete Conveyor; 
Concrete Paver over 27E cu. ft.; Concrete Placer; Concrete Tube 
Float; Cranes, all attachments; Cranes, Hammerhead, Linden, Peco & 
Machines of a like nature; Crete Crane; Crusher, Stone, etc.; 
Derricks, All; Derrick Boats; Derricks, Traveling; Dowell machine with 
Air Compressor; Dredges; Field Mechanic-Welder; Formless Curb and 
Gutter Machine; Gradall and Machines of a like nature; Grader, 
Elevating; Grader, Motor Grader, Motor Patrol, Auto Patrol, Form 
Grader, Pull Grader, Subgrader; Guard Rail Post Driver Mounted; 
Hoists, One, Two and Three Drum; Hydraulic Backhoes; Backhoes with 
shear attachments; Mucking Machine; Pile Drivers and Skid Rig; 
Pre-Stress Machine; Pump Cretes Dual Ram; Rock Drill - Crawler or Skid 
Rig; Rock Drill - Truck Mounted; Roto Mill Grinder; Slip-Form Paver; 
Soil Test Drill Rig (Truck Mounted); Straddle Buggies; Hydraulic 
Telescoping Form (Tunnel); Tractor Drawn Belt Loader (with attached 
pusher - two engineers); Tractor with Boom; Tractaire with 
Attachments; Trenching Machine; Truck Mounted Concrete Pump with Boom; 
Raised or Blind Hole;.Drills (Tunnel Shaft); Underground Boring 
and/or Mining Machines; Wheel Excavator; Widener (APSCO). 

Class 2. Batch Plant; Bituminous Mixer; Boiler and Throttle Valve; 
Bulldozers; Car Loader Trailing Conveyors; Combination Backhoe Front 
Endloader Machine (less than 1 cu. yd. Backhoe Bucket or over or with 
attachments); Compressor and Throttle Valve; Compressor, Common 
Receiver (3); Concrete Breaker or Hydro Hammer; Concrete Grinding 
Machine; Concrete Mixer or Paver 7S Series to and including 27 cu. 
ft.; Concrete Spreader; Concrete Curing Machine, Burlap Machine, 
Belting Machine and Sealing Machine; Concrete Wheel Saw; Conveyor 
Muck Cars (Haglund or Similar Type); Drills, All; Finishing Machine -

Concrete; Greaser Engineer; Highlift Shovels or Front Endloader; Hoist 
- Sewer Dragging Machine; Hydraulic Boom Trucks (All Attachments); 
Hydro-Blaster; All Locomotives, Dinky; Pump Cretes; Squeeze 
Cretes-Screw Type Pumps, Gypsum Bulker and Pump; Roller, Asphalt; 
Rotory Snow Plows; Rototiller, Seaman, etc., self-propelled; Scoops -
Tractor Drawn; Self-Propelled Compactor; Spreader - Chip - Stone, 
etc.; Scraper; Scraper - Prime Mover in Tandem (Regardless of Size); 
Tank Car Heater; Tractors, Push, Pulling Sheeps Foot, Disc, 
Compactor, etc.; Tug Boats. 
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Class 3. Boilers; Brooms, All Power Propelled; Cement Supply Tender; 
Compressor, Common Receiver (2); Concrete Mixer (Two Bag and Over); 
Conveyor, Portable; Farm-Type Tractors Used for Mowing, Seeding, 
etc.; Fireman on Boilers; Forklift Trucks; Grouting Machine; Hoists, 
Automatic; Hoists, All Elevators; Hoists, Tugger Single Drum; Jeep 
Diggers; Pipe Jacking Machines; Post-Hole Digger; Power Saw, 
Concrete Power Driven; Pug Mills; Rollers, other than asphalt; Seed 
and Straw Blower; Steam Generators; Stump Machine; Winch Trucks with 
"A" Frame; Work Boats; Tamper - Form-Motor Driven. 

Class 4. Air Compressor; Combination .- Small Equipment Operator; 
Directional Boring Machine; - Generators; Heaters, Mechanical; 
Hydraulic Power Unit (Pile Driving, Extracting, or Drilling); Hydro-
Blaster; Light Plants, All (1 through 5) ; Pumps, over 3" (1 to 3 not 
to exceed a total of 300 fti); Pumps, Well Points; Tractaire; 
Welding Machines (2 through 5); Winches, 4 Small Electric Drill 
Winches. 

Class 5. Bobcats (all); Brick Forklifts, Oilers. 

TRAFFIC SAFETY 

Work associated with barricades, horses and drums.used to reduce lane 
usage on highway work, the installation and removal of temporary lane 
markings, and the installation and removal of temporary road signs. 

TRUCK DRIVER - BUILDING, HEAVY AND HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION - EAST & WEST 

Class 1. Two or three Axle Trucks. A-frame Truck when used for 
transportation purposes; Air Compressors and Welding Machines, 
including those pulled by cars, pick-up trucks and tractors; 
Ambulances; Batch Gate Lockers; Batch Hopperman; Car and Truck 
Washers; Carry-alls; Fork Lifts and Hoisters; Helpers; Mechanics 
Helpers and Greasers; Oil Distributors 2-man operation; Pavement 
Breakers; Pole Trailer, up to 40 feet; Power Mower Tractors; 
Self-propelled Chip Spreader; Skipman; Slurry Trucks, 2-man operation; 
Slurry Truck Conveyor Operation, 2 or 3 man; TEamsters Unskilled 
dumpman; and Truck Drivers hauling warning lights, barricades, and 
portable toilets on the job site. 
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Class 2. Four axle trucks; Dump Crets and Adgetors under 7 yards; 
Dumpsters, Track Trucks, Euclids, Hug Bottom Dump Turnapulls or 
Turnatrailers when pulling other than self-loading equipment or 
similar equipment under 16 cubic yards; Mixer Trucks under 7 yards; 
Ready-mix Plant Hopper Operator, and Winch Trucks, 2 Axles. 

Class 3. Five axle trucks; Dump Crets and Adgetors 7 yards and over; 
Dumpsters, Track Trucks, Euclids, Hug Bottom Dump Turnatrailers or 
turnapulls when pulling other than self-loading equipment or similar 
equipment over 16 cubic yards; Explosives and/or Fission Material 
Trucks; Mixer Trucks 7 yards or over; Mobile Cranes while in transit; 
Oil Distributors, 1-man operation; Pole Trailer, over 40 feet; Pole 
and Expandable Trailers hauling material over 50 feet long; Slurry 
trucks, 1-man operation; Winch trucks, 3 axles or more; 
Mechanic--Truck Welder and Truck Painter. 

Class 4. Six axle trucks; Dual-purpose vehicles, such as mounted 
crane trucks with hoist and accessories; Foreman; Master Mechanic; 
Self-loading equipment like P.B. and trucks with scoops on the front. 

Other Classifications of Work: 

For definitions of classifications not otherwise set out, the 
Department generally has on file such definitions which are 
available. If a task to be performed is not subject to one of the 
classifications of pay set out, the Department will upon being 
contacted state which neighboring county has such a classification and 
provide such rate, such rate being deemed to exist by reference in 
this document. If no neighboring county rate applies to the task, 
the Department shall undertake a special determination, such special 
determination being then deemed to have existed under this 
determination. If a project requires these,' or any classification not 
listed, please contact IDOL at 618/993-7271 for wage rates or 
clarifications. 

LANDSCAPING 

Landscaping work falls under the existing classifications for laborer, 
operating engineer and truck driver. The work performed by 
landscape plantsman and landscape laborer is covered by the existing 
classification of laborer. The work•performed by landscape operators 
(regardless of equipment used or its size) is covered by the 
classifications of operating engineer. The work performed by 
landscape truck drivers (regardless of size of truck driven) is 
covered by the classifications of truck driver. 
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The following standards apply, as applicable, to work and services performed by Contractor or 
any Subcontractor under a Task Order. 

I. PRODUCT REQUIREMENTS 

PART I - GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

1.1 All materials and equipment in the GBMS must be catalogued products and are 
the relevant manufacturer's latest standard design that complies with the 
applicable Task Order. Where multiple units of the same type are required for a 
Task Order, these units must be products of a single manufacturer. 

1.2 All microprocessor based control products in the GBMS must conform to the 
LONMARK® certified Interoperability Standards (or equivalent, as approved by 
the City). 

1.3 For equipment types which LONMARK® certified devices do not exist, a 
BACnet or Modbus interface to that equipment must be provided, as approved 
by the City. If only proprietary control equipment is available, the use of this 
equipment must be limited to devices and systems for which software drivers are 
available. 

PART 2 - AS OF THE EFFECTIVE DATE. EXAMPLES OF MANUFACTURERS OF DDC 
MICROPROCESSOR CONTROL EQUIPMENT THAT ARE ACCEPTABLE: 

2.1 
2.2 
2.3 
2.4 
2.5 
2.6 
2.7 

TAC 
Siemens 
Honeywell 
Circon 
Johnson Controls (ESUSA product line) 
Invensys 
Staefa 

11. WORK AND SERVICES 

PART I-GENERAL 
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1.1 DESCRIPTION 

A. HVAC controls, communication media, power wiring, and ancillary devices must 
be installed as detailed by the applicable Task Order. The general control 
products are as follows: 

1. Intelligent Sensors and Actuators (ISA) 
2. Application Specific Controls (ASC) 
3. Programmable Control Units (PCU) 
4. Network Controllers 

B. The graphical operator interface and supervisory control must be provided 
through the installation of network controllers (database/operator interface 
servers), operator interface workstation(s), a web supervisor computer, and 
GBMS workstations operating in a distributed thin client/server fashion over the 
Enterprise Network. All access £md control to the GBMS must be through 
standard web browsers loaded on thin client machines. 

1.2 ELECTRICAL WORK 

A. AH communications, input /output and power wiring on the local operating 
network and the GBMS local area network must be provided as called out in the 
applicable Task Order. 

B. All terminations for twisted pair communication media between controllers, 
ISA's, routers, gateways, and bridges must be provided. 

C. Raceway systems, wiring, enclosures and the like for control units and 
input/output devices must be provided, including: 

1. EMT conduit. 
2. Input/output wiring. 
3. Local control panels. 

1.3 COORDINATION OF WORK 

A. All material must be installed in the spaces allotted in the applicable Task Order, 
including above finished suspended ceilings. 

B. All necessary connections and equipment required under the applicable Task 
Order must be properiy installed. All work items (valves, dampers, coils, etc.) 
must be identified in an accepted manner, necessary access doors and panels must 
be installed Jind the City must have written notification of the locations of such 
access doors and panels. 

C. Sleeves and conduit for passage of pipes, and wiring through structural masonry, 
concrete walls and floors, and elsewhere must be provided for the proper 
protection of the GBMS. 
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D. The locations of panels, equipment, devices and the like must be adjusted to 
accommodate work and prevent interferences. 

E. Right-of-Way: Lines that pitch must have the right-of-way over those which do 
not pitch. For example, plumbing drains normally have right-of-way. Lines 
whose elevations cannot be changed must have right-of-way over lines whose 
elevations can be chzinged. 

F. Offsets, transitions and changes in direction in pipes, conduit, and tubing to 
maintain proper headroom and pitch on sloping lines must be made whether or 
not indicated on the applicable Task Order. 

G. GBMS elements must be installed in a maimer that permits removal (without 
damage to other parts) of other parts requiring periodic replacement or 
maintenance. 

H. All materials provided by Contractor must conform to the requirements of the 
Agreement including the applicable Teisk Order. 

1.4 SPARE PARTS: 

A. The following products, if used in a Task Order, must be delivered to the City as 
spare parts. 

Item Quantity 
Number 

1. LonMark VAV controller (or equivalent, as approved 5 
2. by the City) 5 

LonMark FPB controller (or equivalent, as approved by 
the City) 

3. LonWorks AHU controller (or equivalent, as approved 2 
by the City) 

4. Duct probe type temperature sensor 3 
5. Space temperature sensor 5 

PART 2-EXECUTION 

2.1 GENERAL 

A. The work must follow the applicable Task Order's drawings as closely as actual 
building construction permits. Devices, fittings, and accessories inust be provided 
as required, whether or not shown on the draAvings or specified in the applicable 
Task Order. 
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2.2 BUILDING CONDITIONS 

A. All vertical risers must occur through sleeves or deck openings. Penetrations 
must be kept to a minimum. 

B. Conduit for existing mechanical rooms must be surface mounted. Conduit may 
be embedded in the poured deck or walls at Contractor's option. Coordinated 
shop drawings indicating exact conduit locations must be submitted to the City. 

2.3 PRODUCT DELIVERY, STORAGE, HANDLING, PROTECTION AND CLEANING 

A. All products and materials must be new, clean, and free of defects, damage and 
corrosion. 

B. Equipment and accessories must be thoroughly cleaned of cement, plaster, and 
other materials; greeise zmd oil spots are removed with deeming solvent and 
surfaces carefully wiped. 

2.4 SITE CLEAN UP 

A. All mbbish, debris and trash accumulated as a result of Task Order work are 
removed. Sidewalks emd streets adjoining the property are broom clean and free 
of debris, rubbish, trash and obstructions of any kind caused by Task Order work. 

B. All surplus materials, rubbish, and debris resulting from work performed under a 
Task Order must be removed, and the entire building and involved portions of the 
site, insofar as Task Order work is concerned, must be in neat, clean and 
acceptable condition as approved by the City. 

III. CODES, REFERENCE STANDARDS, ABBREVIATIONS, AND DEFINITIONS 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

1.1 CODES 

A. The GBMS and work performed under a Task Order must comply with all current 
codes, ordinances, regulations, and the City's insurance underwriters, including 
the fire and life safety requirements of the City. 

< 

B. The GMBS and work performed under a Task Order must comply with all 
applicable requirements of the following codes. The latest edition is assumed 
unless stated otherwise or as amended by the Local Code Authorities. 

1. NFPA. 
2. BOCA, UBC, SBC Building Code. 
3. City of Chicago Basic Building Code. 
4. Illinois Basic Building code. 
5. National Electric Code, as modified by Local Code. 
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1.2 REFERENCE STANDARDS 

A. Materials and equipment evidencing compliance with codes must be provided, 
including required tests, inspections, per applicable provisions of state and local 
government laws and ordinances and referenced codes/governing laws, 
ordinJinces. 

B. The GBMS and work performed under a Task Order must comply with applicable 
provisions of the following: 

1. ANSI Americian National Standards Institute 
2. ASME American Society of Mechanical Engineers 
3. ASTM American Society for Testing and Materials 
4. ARI American Refrigeration Institute 
5. IEEE Instituteof Electrical and Electronics Engineers 
6. ISA Instrument Society of America 
7. JIC Joint Industrial Council 
8. LONMARK® Interoperability Guidelines (or equivalent, as approved by 

the City) 
9. NEMANational Electrical Manufacturer's Association 
10. OSHA Occupational Safety and Health Act 
11. UL Underwriter's Laboratories, Inc. 
12. NFPA National Fire Protection Association 
13. FCC Federal Communications Commission, Parts 15 and 16 

1.3 FEES AND PERMITS 

A. Applicable fees and permits must be paid by Contractor, except to the extent that 
such fees and permits are waived. 

B. Royalties or fees required in connection with the use of patented devices and 
systems must be paid. 

IV. SUBMITTAL REQUIREMENTS 

PARTI-GENERAL 

1.1 SUBMITTALS 

A. Shop drav^dngs and manufacturers' data must be provided for the following items 
in accordance with this Exhibit and/or the applicable Task Order. 

1. Infonnation on the following must be provided in schedule form on SVi x 
11 sheets. Each schedule must be organized by columns to define, as a 
minimum, the tag location, system served, controlling unit, and where 
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applicable, performance data, size, range, accuracy, span, operating 
pressure, etc. 
a. Automatic Valves. 
b. Automatic Dampers. 
c. Temperature Sensors. 
d. Access Doors. 
e. Humidity Sensors. 
f Air Quality Sensors. 
g. Smoke Detectors. 
h. Clarbon Monoxide Detectors. 
i. Pressure Transducers and Transmitters. 

2. Documentation must be provided indicating LONMARK® (or equivalent, 
as approved by the City) compliance and conformance to LONMARK® 
Interoperability Standards (or equivalent, as approved by the City), 
including: Product Information Files (XIF) (cd format), product literature, 
and standard configuration parameters for the following: 
a. Intelligent Sensors and Actuators. 
b. Application Specific Controllers. 
c. Programmable Control Units. 
d. Interface Panels. 

3. The following items must be provided for each individual controller or 
groups of intelligent devices (e.g., each air heindling unit, VAV box, etc.) 
and grouped together for easy reference: 
a. Logical control diagram indicating each node, node address, 

network variables in and out of each node, including message 
bindings. 

b. Descriptive sequence of operation. 
c. Part numbers and quantities for each control loop. 
d. Mounting details and necessary power supplies. 
e. Schedule of all ancillary devices (duct sensors, flow sensors, etc.) 

including quantity (per control loOp), manufacturer, emd part 
number. 

f. Wiring interconnection diagrams for power, communication and 
external input/output devices. For low voltage power wiring, show 
a schematic indicating voltage drop calculations, wire size, node 
power consumption, and maximum fiill load circuit amperage. 

4. Detailed cut-sheets indicating the features, accessories and sub-assemblies 
must be provided for the following: 
a. All ancillary devices including temperature sensors, flow sensors, 

and the like, including thermal wells where necessary. 
b. Pressure gauges, thermometers and indicating devices where 

shown on the drawings. 
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c. Transformers required for control devices. 

d. Relays, 
e Elecfrical enclosures and back-plates. 
f. Wire for LON, GBMS LAN, and all sensors and actuators. 
g. GBMS LAN hub(s), switches and routers. 
h LON repeaters. . , A A 

Operator interface workstation with monitor, pnnter, keyboard and 
mouse. . , u J „„H 
Web supervisor computer with monitor, printer, keyboard and 
mouse, 

k Network management utility software. 
1.' Interface devices to BACnet, Modbus and proprietary devices. 

5. Detailed schematics must be provided for BACnet, Modbus and 
proprietary interface cormections, including installation and 
commissioning specifics. 

6. Functional temperature confrol diagrams must be provided for each 
mechanical system connected to the GBMS, vnth each input/output served 
by each ASC or PCU indicated and tagged, and locations and fimctions of 
ISAs shown. 

7. AutoCAD generated floor plans must be provided indicating exact 
installed locations of the following equipment and/or devices: 
a. Intelligent Sensors and Actuators. 
b. Application Specific Confrollers. 
c. Programmable Confrol Units. 
d. Network Confrollers 
e. Sensors located in Finished Areas. 
f. Input/output devices installed in mechanical systems (ductwork, 

pipes, AHU's, etc.). 
g. Interface equipment for BACnet, Modbus and proprietary devices, 
h. Other GBMS-related components, sensors and actuators, including 

those related to ECMs. 

8. Operator workstation console configuration must be provided for the 
building engineer's office and web supervisor computer as follows: 

a. Scaled drawings indicating dimensioned location of all systems 
and components contained therein indicating: 
1) Arrangement of hardware devices. 
2) Power connection requirements including terminal 

designations. 
3) Interconnect cabling between hardware. 
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V. INPUT / OUTPUT AND ANCILLARY HARDWARE REQUIRJEMENTS 

PARTI-GENERAL 

1.1 SUMMARY OF WORK 

A. Products must be compliant with this Exhibit for all Devices specified and as 
indicated on the applicable Task Order. 

B. All Devices must be installed in the manner specified by each relevant 
manufacturer. 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS 

2.1 ELECTRONIC INPUT/OUTPUT DEVICES 

A. Temperature Sensors and Transmitters 

1. General Sensor & Transmitter Requirements 

a. Required sensors and transmitters must be provided as required to 
achieve the specified accuracy as specified in the Agreement 
including the applicable Task Order. 

b. Temperature transmitters must be equipped with individual zero 
and spem adjustments. The zero and span adjustments must be non-
interactive to permit calibration without iterative operations. A 
loop test signal must be provided to aid in sensor calibration. 

c. Temperature transmitters must be sized and constructed to be 
compatible with the medium to be monitored. Transmitters must be 
equipped with a linearization circuit to compensate for non-
linearities of the sensor and bridge and provide a true linear output 
signal. 

d. Temperature sensors must be of the resistance type and shall be 
1 OK or 20K Ohm Thermistor type. 

1) The mathematical relationship of each thermistor with 
respect to resistance and temperature with the thermistor 
fitting constraints must be contained with the controller's 
operating software and the listed accuracies must be 
obtained. Proof of the software mathematical equation and 
thermistor manufacturer fitting constants used in the 
thermistor mathematical/expressions must be submitted. 
Thermistors are of the Thermistor (NTC) Type v/iih a 
minimum of 50 ohm/°C. resistance change versus 
temperature to insure good resolution and accuracy. 
Thermistors must be certified to be stable ±0.13°C. over 5 
years and ±0.2°C. accurate and free from drift for 5 years. 
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e. The following accuracies must be provided and include errors 
associated with the sensor, lead wire and A to D conversion. 

Point Type Accuracy 
Outside Air +/-3% 
Chilled/Hot Water +/-1% 
Room Temperature +/-!% 
Steam +/-5% 
Duct Temperature +/-3% 
Sensors Used in Energy 
Water (BTU) or Process 
Calculations +/-!% 

f. Sensors used in energy or process calculations must be accurate to 
±0.10°C over the process temperature range. The calibration 
certification must be traceable to the National Bureau of Standards 
(NBS) Calibration Report Nos. 209527/222173 and a 
manufacturer's report indicating such certification must be 
provided. 

2. Thermowells 

a. When thermowells are required, the sensor and well must be 
supplied as a complete assembly including well head and 
greenfield fitting. 

b. Thermowells must be pressure rated and constructed in accordance 
with the system working pressure. 

c. Thermowells and sensors must be mounted in a threadolet or 1/2" 
NPT saddle and allow easy access to the sensor for repair or 
replacement. 

d. Thermowells must be constructed of the following materials: 
1) Chilled and Hot Water; brass. 
2) Steam; 316 stainless steel. 
3) Brine (salt solutions): marine grade stainless steel. 

3. Outside Air Sensors 

a. Outside air sensors must be designed to withstand the 
environmental conditions to which they will be exposed. They 
must also be provided with a soleu" shield. 

b. Sensors exposed to wind velocity pressures must be shielded by a 
perforated plate surrounding the sensor element. 
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c. Temperature transmitters must be of NEMA 3R construction and 
rated for ambient temperatures. 

d. Solar load sensors must be provided in locations specified in the 
applicable Task Order. The use of a thermistor combined with a 
solar compensator is acceptable. Calibration charts must be 
provided as part of the O&M Manual. 

4. Duct Type Sensors 

a. Duct mount sensors must be mounted in a hand box through a hole 
in the duct and positioned so as to be easily accessible for repair or 
replacement. A neoprene grommet (sealtile fitting and mounting 
plate) must be used on the sensor assembly to prevent air leaks. 

b. Duct sensors must be insertion type and constructed as a complete 
assembly including lock nut and mounting plate. Duct sensors 
probe must be constructed of 304 stainless steel, 

c. For outdoor air duct applications, a weatherproof mounting box 
with weatherproof cover and gasket must be used. 

5. Averaging Duct Type Sensors 

a. Where required in the applicable Task Order, averaging type duct 
sensors must be provided. Thermistor sensors are acceptable. The 
sensors must be multi-point sensitive through the length of the 
temperature conducting tubing. The thermistors must be 
configured in a series / parallel method creating an end result of 
total average resistance equal to the same span as a standard 
thermistor. 

b. Capillary supports at the sides of the duct must be provided to 
support the sensing element. 

6. Wireless (RF) Room Temperature Sensors 

a. The sensor must have an open field range of one mile. 

b. The battery must have a life-span of five years. The sensor module 
must send out a battery low indication for thirty (30) days before 
the battery drops below functional voltage. 

c. Sensor range must be from 5 to 40 degrees Celsius. 

d. Accuracy must be +/- 1.0 degrees Celsius from 15 to 26 degrees. 

e. The sensor module's fransmission must comply with FCC part 
15.247 regulations regarding low power unlicensed fransmitters. 
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Acceptable manufacturers as of the Effective Date are: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f 
g-
h. 

Pre-Con 
ACl 
Honeywell 
Johnson Control 
Invensys 
TAC / Confrol Systems International 
Circon 
Staefa 

B. Relative Humidity Sensors/Transmitter 

1. The sensor must be a solid state, resistance type relative humidity sensor 
of the Bulk Polymer Design. The sensor element must be washable and 
resist surface contaminations. 

2. The humidity transmitter must be equipped with non-interactive span and 
zero adjustments, a 2 wire isolated loop powered, 4-20ma, 0-10.0 VDC 
linear proportional output. 

3. The humidity fransmitter must meet the followdng overall accuracy 
including lead loss and A to D conversion: 
a. Room Type Sensor ±3% RH 
b. Duct Type Sensor ±2% RH 

4. Outside air relative humidity sensors must be installed in a rain proof, 
perforated cover. The transmitter must be installed in a NEMA 3R 
enclosure with sealtite fittings and stainless steel bushings. 

5. Single point humidity calibrator(s), if required, must be provided for field 
calibration. 

6. Duct type sensing probes must be constructed of 304 stainless steel and 
equipped with a neoprene grommet, bushings emd a mounting bracket. 

7. Acceptable manufacturers as of the Effective Date are: 
a. Pre-Con 
b. ACI 
c. HyCal 
d. General Eastern 

G. Differential Pressure Transmitters and Accessories 

1. General Air and Water Pressure Transmitter Requirements: 
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a. Pressure transmitters must be constructed to withstand 100% 
pressiure over-range without damage and to hold calibrated 
accuracy when subject to a momentary 40% over-range input. 

b. Pressure fransmitters must provide the option to transmit a 0 to 5V 
dc, 0 to lOV dc, or 4 to 20 mA output signal. 

c. Differential pressure fransmitters used for flow measurement must 
be sized to the flow sensing device and supplied with shutoff and 
bleed valves in the high and low sensing pick-up lines (3 valve 
manifolds). 

d. The fransmitter must have at least a NEMA 1 housing. 
Transmitters are located in accessible local confrol panels 
wherever possible. 

e. Low air pressure, differential pressure trzuismitters used for room 
pressurization control (i.e. laboratories, OR's clean rooms, etc.) 
must be equipped with a LED display indicating the transmitter 
output signal. 

f Where the velocity exceeds 1500 fpm, duct sensing pressure 
applications must utilize static pressure traverse probes. 

2. Low Air Pressure Applications (0 to 125 Pa) 

a. The pressure treuismitter must be capable of transmitting a linear 
elecfronic signal proportional to the differential of the room and 
referencing static pressure input signals with the following 
minimum performance specifications: 
1) Span: Not greater than two times the design space DP. 
2) Accuracy: Plus or minus 0.5% of F.S. 
3) Dead Band: Less than 0.3% of output. 
4) Repeatability: Within 0.2% of output. 
5) Linearity: Plus or minus 0.2% of span. 
6) Response: Less them one second for fiill span input. 
7) Temperature Stability: Leiss than 0.05% output shift per 

degree C change. 

b. The fransmitter must utilize variable capacitance sensor technology 
and is inmiune to shock and vibration. 

c. Acceptablemanufacturersasof the Effective Date are: 
1) Air Monitor 
2) Foxboro 
3) Rosemont 
4) Sefra (F5 Model) 
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5) Brandt 
6) Ashcroft.XLDP 
7) Kele 
8) Dvr/eT 
9) Modus 

3. Medium to High Air Pressure Applications (125 Pa to 2500 Pa) 

a. Differential pressure transmitters must meet the following 
performamce requirements: 
1) Zero & span: (% F.S./Deg. C): .05% including linearity, 

hysteresis and repeatability 
2) Accuracy: 1% F.S. (best straight line) 

3) Static Pressure Effect: 0.5% F.S. (to 700 KPa) 
4) Thermal Effects: <t.05% F.STDeg. C. over 5°C. to 40°C. 

(calibrated at 22°C.) 

b. Acceptable manufacturers as of the Effective Date are: 
1) Mamac 
2) Sefra 
3) Modus 
4) Dryer 
5) Kele 
6) Dwyer 

4. Low Differential, Water Pressure Applications (0 KPa to 5 KPa) 

a. The differential pressure fransmitter must be of indusfrial quality 
and transmit a linear, 4 to 20mA output in response to variation of 
flow meter differential pressure or water pressure sensing points. 

b. The differential pressure transmitter must have non-interactive 
zero and span adjustments adjustable from the outside cover and 
meet the following performance specifications: 
1) 0 - 1 0 KPa input differential pressure range 
2) 4 - 20 mA output 
3) Maintain accuracy up to 20 to 1 ratio turndown 
4) Reference Accuracy: ± 0.2% of fijll span 

c. Acceptable manufacturers as of the Effective Date are: 
1) Tobar 
2) Foxboro 
3) Omega 
4) Bailey 
5) Modus 
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5. Medium to High Differential \yater Pressure Applications (5 KPa to 700 

KPa) 

a. The differential pressure transmitter must meet the low pressure 
transmitter specifications except the following: 
1) Differential pressure range 5 KPa to 700 KPa. 
2) Reference Accuracy: ±1% of fiill span (includes non-linearity, 

hysteresis, and repeatability) 

b. Acceptable manufacfrirers as of the Effective Date are: 
1) Dwyer 
2) Mercoid 
3) Schaevitz 
4) Mamac 

5) Modus. 

6. Bypass Valve Assembly: Stand-alone pressure transmitters must be 
mounted in a bypass valve assembly panel. The panel must be constructed 
to NEMA 1 standards. The fransmitter must be installed in the panel with 
hi and low connections piped and valved. Air bleed units, bypass valves 
and compression fittings must be provided. 

7. Intelligent Space Static Pressure Sensors must include the following: 
a. Low pressure type (0 to 125 Pa) differential pressure transmitter. 
b. Integrated LonWorks® neuron controller (or equivalent, as 

approved by the City). 
c. FTT LONWorks® network fransceiver (or equivalent, as approved 

by die City). 
d. Integral power supply for fransmitter confroUer and treinsceiver. 
e. Acceptable manufacturers as of the Effective Date include: 

1) NeuroLogic Research Corporation 
2) Honeywell - FEMA 

D. Electronic Valve & Damper Actuators 

1. General Requirements 

a. Electronic actuators must be electric, direct coupled type capable 
of being mounted over the shaft of the damper and UL listed. 
Power consumption must not exceed 8 watts or 15 VA of 
transformer sizing capacity per high torque actuator nor 2 watts or 
4 VA for VAV actuators. Sound level must not exceed 45 dB for 
high torque nor 35 dB for VAV actuators. 

b. Elecfronic overload protection must protect the actuator motor 
from damage. If the damper jams, the actuator must not bum-out. 
Internal end switch type actuators are not acceptable. Actuators 

file:///yater
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must be mechanically and electrically paralleled on the same shaft 
to multiply the available torque. A reversing switch must be 
provided to change action from direct tO reverse in relation to 
confrol signal as operation requires. 

c. Acceptable manufacturers as of the Effective Date are: Belimo or 
an equal manufacturer approved in vvriting by the City. 

2. Control Dampers Actuators 

a. OA (outside air), RA (retum air), and EA (exhaust air) actuators 
must be spring retum type for safety functions. Individual battery 
backup or capacitor retum is not acceptable. With written approval 
from the City, a cenfral battery pack NSV system similar to a UPS 
system may be used with a battery checking circuit to the DDC 

automation system. Daily verification of battery performance must 
be incorporated in the configuration. 

b. The control circuit must be fully modulating using 2-10 volt or 4 -
20 mA signals. Accuracy and repeatability must be within ±1/21 
of control signal. A 2 - 10vor4 -20 mA signal is produced by the 
actuator which is directiy proportional to the shaft cleimp position 
which can be used to confrol actuators which are paralleled off a 
master motor or to provide a feedback signal to the automation 
system indicating damper position. Accuracy is within ± 2.5%. 

c. Face and bypass dampers and other confrol dampers must be 
modulating using the same control circuit detailed above but may 
not be spring return. 

3. Miscellaneous Damper Actuators ., 

a. OA combustion and ventilation air intake and EA damper actuators 
must be 2 position spring retum closed if any water piping, coils or 
other equipment in the space which the damper serves needs to be 
protected from freezing. Otherwise drive open, drive closed type 2 
position may be used. The minimum torque for jmy actuator must 
be 5 N-m. 

b. Auxiliary switches on damper shaft or blade switch must be 
provided to prove damper has opened on all air handling 
equipment handlmg 100% outside air and greater than 6 KPa TSP. 

4. Air Terminals 

a. Air terminal actuators must be minimum 5 N-m torque and use 
fiilly modulating floating (drive open, drive closed) 3 wire control 
or use confrol circuit as detailed in confrol dampers depending on 
the confrollers requirements. 
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5. Inlet Vanes Actuators 

a. Inlet vane actuators must provide at least 150% of the minimum 
torque specified by the relevant memufacturer as necessary to 
operate vanes properly. Either direct coupled or gear train with 
linkages are acceptable as required. The control loop for static 
control of the actuator must operate slowly enough to avoid 
hunting and maintain stable confrol. 

6. Combination Smoke and Fire Damper Actuators 

a. Actuators must be factory mounted and coimected to the damper 
section and conform to UL 555S specifications. 

E. Valve Actuators 

1. Control Valves Actuators (3 inch and smaller) 

a. Actuators must have a gear release button on jdl non-spring retum 
models to allow manual setting. The actuator must have either an 
insulating air gap between it and the linkage or a non-conducting 
thermopl2istic linkage. Pipes must be fully insulated and heat 
shields must be installed where necessary. Condensation may not 
form on actuators and must be prevented by a combination of 
insulation, air gap, or other thermal break. 

b. The confrol circuit must be fiilly modulating using 2-10 volt or 4 -
20 mA signals. Accuracy and repeatability must be within 1/21 of 
control signal. A 2 - 1 0 v o r 4 - 2 0 mA signal is produced by the 
actuator which is directly proportional to the shaft clamp position 
which can be used to control actuators which are paralleled off a 
master motor or to provide a feedback signal to the automation 
system indicating valve position. 

2. Control Valve Actuators (4 inch and larger). 

a. The valve actuator must consist of a permanent split capacitor, 
reversible type electric motor which drives a compound epicycle 
gear. The electric actuator must have visual mechanical position 
indication, readable from a distance of 8 meters, showing output 
shaft and valve position. The unit must be mounted directly to the 
valves without brackets and adapters, or readily adapted to suit all 
other types quarter-turn valves. 

b. The actuator must have an integral terminal strip, which, through 
conduit entries, ensures simple wiring to power supplies. Cable 
entries must have UL recommended gland stops within the NPT 
hole to prevent glands from being screwed in too far and damaging 
cable. 
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c. The actuator must be constructed to withstand high shock and 
vibrations without operations failure. The actuator cover must 
have captive bolts to eliminate loss of bolts when removing the 
cover from the base. One copy of the wiring diagram must be 
provided with the actuator. 

d. The actuator must have a self-locking gear train which is 
permanently lubricated at the factory. The gearing must run on 
ball and needle bearings. Actuators with 70 N-m or more output 
torque must have two adjustable factory calibrated mechanical 
torque limit switches of the single-pole, double-throw type. The 
motor must be fitted v̂ rith thermal overload protection. Motor rotor 
shaft must run in ball bearings at each end of motor. 

e. The actuator housing must be hard anodized aluminum for full 
environmental protection. 

f. The environmental temperature range of the actuator must be -
30°C to +60°C. 

g. For intermittent on/off service, the actuator must be rated at a 20% 
duty cycle (i.e., 12 minutes extended duty in every hour, or 
alternatively; one complete cycle every 2 minutes). For more 
frequent cycling and modulating service, an actuator must be rated 
for continuous duty. The actuator rated for continuous duty must 
be capable of operating 100% of the time at an ambient 
temperature of 40°C. 

h. The actuator must have an integral self-locking geeu train. Motor 
brakes must not be required to maintain desired valve position. 
Levers or latches must not be required to engage or disengage the 
manual override. Mechanicjil travel stops, adjustable to 15° in 
each direction of 90° rotation must be standard, as well as two 
adjustable travel limit switches with electrically isolated contacts. 
Additional adjustable switches are available as option. 

i. Single Phase Motor: The motor must have Class B insulation 
capable of withstanding locked-rotor for 25 seconds without 
overheating. Wiring must also be Class B insulation. An auto-
reset thermal cut-out protector must be embedded in the motor 
windings to limit heat rise to 80°C in a 40°C ambient. All motors 
must be capable of being replaced by simply disconnecting the 
wires and then removing mounting bolts. Disassembly of gears 
must not be required to remove the motor. 
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j . Materials of Construction: The electric actuator must have a 
pressure die-cast, hard anodized aluminum base and cover. The 
compound gear must be made of die-cast, hard anodized aluminum 
or steel. An alloy steel worm gear must be provided for manual 
override and torque limiting. Bearings for gears must be of the 
ball and needle type; bronze bearings must be used on the shafting 
parts. 

k. Accessories: 
1) A potentiometer must be provided to give continuous 

feedback of actuator position at the controller (for valves 
specified position feedback). 

2.2 SWITCHES 

A. Differential Pressure Switches 

1. All pressure sensing elements must be corrosion resistant. Pressure 
sensing elements must be bourdon tubes, bellows, or diaphragm type. 
Units must have tamper-proof adjustable range and differential pressure 
settings. 

2. Pressure sensor switch contacts must be snap action micro-switch type. 
The sensor assembly must operate automatically and reset automatically 
when conditions retum to normal. The complete sensor assembly must be 
protected against vibration at all critical movement pivots, slides and so 
fortii. 

3. The differential pressure sv^tches must be vented to withstand a 50% 
increase in working pressure without loss of calibration. 

4. Acceptable manufacturers as of the Effective Date are: Mercoid, Dryer, 
McDonnell Miller. 

B. Electric Low Limit Thermostat (Freeze Stat) 

1. The thermostat must be a duct type, fixed 3 degrees Celsius differential, 
range 0 to 15 degrees Celsius. The sensing element must be a 7 meter long 
capillary tube responding to the lowest temperature sensed along any 30 
cm of bulb length. The switch must be SPDT 120/240 volts AC, rated for 
10 amps at 120 volts full load. The unit must be manually reset. One low 
limit thermostat must be provided for each 2 square meter or fraction 
thereof of coil surface area. 

2. A manual type low limit thermostat set at 2 degrees Celsius must be 
provided for each air handling unit. 

3. A thermostat override must be provided on air handling units for smoke 
confrol in area being Served. 
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C. Water Flow Switches 

1. Each switch must be UL listed, suitable for all service application 
conditions. The body minimum working pressure rating must equal or 
exceed service pressure. The switch electtical rating must be 230 volts AC 
3.7 ampere, 115 volts AC 7.4 ampere, and 125 VAC 115-230 VAC AC 
Pilot duty. The unit must have two SPDT switches. The actuating flow 
rated must be field adjustable for the specified and indicated service. The 
switch location must preclude exposure to turbulent or pulsating flow 
conditions. The flow switch must not cause a pressure drop exceeding 2 
psi at maximum system flow rate. 

2. Acceptable manufacturer as of the Effective Date is: McDonnel-Miller. 

D. Strap-On Aquastat 

1. The aquastat must be UL listed, provided with a suitable removable spring 
clip for attaching the aquastat to pipe and a snap-action SPDT switch. The 
switch setpoint must be as indicated in the applicable Task Order. The 
electrical rating must be 5 amperes, 120 VAC. 

2.3 FLOW, PRESSURE AND ELECTRICAL MEASURING APPARATUS 

A. Traverse Probe Air Flow Measuring Stations 

1. Traverse probes must be a dual manifolded, cylindrical type constructed of 
3003 extruded aluminum vvdth an amodized finish to eliminate surface 
pitting and unnecessary air friction. The multiple total pressure manifold 
must have sensors located along the stagnation plane of the approaching 
air flow and without the physical presence of forward projecting sensors 
into the airsfream. The static pressure manifold must incorporate dual 
offset static tips on opposing sides of the averaging manifold so as to be 
insensitive to flow-angle variations of as much as ±20° in the approaching 
airstreeim. 

2. The air flow traverse probe must not induce a measurable pressure drop, 
nor may the sound level within the duct be amplified by its singular or 
multiple presences in the airsfream. Each airflow measuring probe must 
contain multiple total zmd static pressure sensors placed at equal distances 
along the probe length. The number of sensors on each probe and the 
quantity of probes utilized at each installation must comply with the 
ASHRAE Standards for duct fraversing. 

3. Traverse probes must be accurate to ±25% of the measured airflow range 
down to 60 Pa static pressure. 
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4. Each flow measuring station must be complete with its own dedicated 
microprocessor with a 4-line, 80 character. Alpha Numeric display and 
full fiinction key pad. The panel must be fnlly programmable and display 
calculated liters per minute directiy on a LED monitor on the panel face. 

5. 24 volt I phase power must be provided to each flow measuring station. 

6. Acceptable manufacturers as of the Effective Date are: Air Monitor, 
Braindt, Air Sentinel. 

B. Shielded Static Pressure Sensor 

1. A shielded static pressure sensor suitable for ceiling surface mounting 
must be provided where required for each zone, complete with multiple 
sensing ports, pressure impulse suppression chamber with minimum 
volume of 800 cubic centimeters, airflow shielding, and 3/8" compression 
takeoff fittings, all contained in a welded stainless steel casing, with polish 
finish on the exposed -surfaces. 

2. These probes must be capable of sensing the static pressure in the 
proximity of the sensor to within 1% of the actual pressure value while 
being subjected to a maximum airflow of 300 meters per minute from a 
radial source. 

3. The shielded static sensing devices must be used for both reference and 
space pressure sensing. 

4. Pressure sensors used for outside air pressure reference purposes must be 
equipped with a conduit seal for pneumatic tubing and bushings for a 
weather tight installation. 

C. Static Pressure Traverse Probe " 

1. Multipoint fraverse probes in the duct must be provided at each point 
where static pressure sensing is required. 

2. Each duct static fraverse probe must contain multiple static pressure 
sensors located along the exterior surface of the cylindrical probe. 
Pressure sensing points must not protrude beyond the surface of the probe. 

3. The duct static traverse probe must be of 304 stainless steel construction 
and (except for 3/4" dia. probes with lengths of 60 cm or less) be complete 
with threaded end support rod, sealing washer and nut, and mounting plate 
with gasket and static pressure signal fitting. The static traverse probe 
must be capable of producing a steady, non-pulsating signal of standard 
static pressure without need for correction factors, with an instrument 
accuracy of 21. 
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4. Acceptable manufacturers as of the Effective Date are: Mamac, STAT-
Probe/l, Brandt; B-SSK 8000. 

D. Venturi Flowmeter 

1. Pressure drop on venturi type flowmeters must not exceed 60 Pa. Each 
venturi low and high pressure tap must be equipped with nipples, valves 
and quick disconnects, 

2. Each venturi must be equipped with a metal identification tag indicating 
the size, location. Liters Per Minute (LPM) and meter reading for the LPM 
specified. 

3. One (I) dial differential pressure meter of the proper range must be 
provided to determine piping system flow rate. 

4. Venturi meters must utilize flanged or screwed connections for removal 
purposes and must be rated for the system operating pressures. 

5. The venturi flowmeter must be factory calibrated to provide a minimum of 
flow accuracy between actual and factory flow calibration data. 

6. Acceptable manufacturers as of the Effective Date are: Barco, Gerand and 
Aeroquip. 

E. Current Transformers 

1. The current trzmsformers are designed to be installed or removed without 
dismantling the primary bus or cables. The transformer must be of a split 
core design. 

2. The core and v^ndings must be completely encased in a UL approved 
thermoplastic rated 94VA. No metal parts may be exposed other than the 
terminals. 

3. The current transformers must meet the following specifications: 
a. Frequency Limits: 50 to 400 Hz. 
b. Insulation: 0.6 KV Class, 10 KV BIL. 
c. Accuracy: + 1% at 5.0 to 25.0 VA accuracy class vinth U.P.F. 

burden. 

4. A disconnect switch must be provided for each current transformer. 

5. Acceptable manufacturers as of the Effective Date are: Ohio Semifronics, 
Technologies, Inc., Triad Technologies, EMON, Hawkeye. 

F. Current Sensing Switches 

1. Each current sensing switch must be self-powered with solid state circuitry 
and a dry contact output. Current sensing switches inust consist of a solid 
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state current sensing circuit, adjustable trip point, solid state switch, SPDT 
relay and an LED indicating the on or off status. A conductor of the load 
must be passed through the window of the device. It must accept 
overcurrent up to twice its trip into range. 

2. Acceptable manufacturers as of the Effective Date are: Ohio Semitronics, 
Technologies, Inc., Triad Technologies, EMON, Hawkeye. 

2.4 RELAYS AND CONTACTORS 

A. Relays other than those associated with digital output cards must be general 
purpose, enclosed plug-in type with 8-pin octal plug and protected by a heat and 
shock resistant duct cover. The number of contacts and operational function 
provided must be as required for the operation of the GBMS. 

B. Solid State Relays (SSR): Input/oiitput isolation must be greater than I O E ' ohms 
with a breakdown voltage of 1500V root mean square or greater at 60 Hz. The 
contact life must be 10 x 10 E operations or greater. The ambient temperature 
range of SSRs must be -28 to +60°C. Input impedance must be not less thein 500 
ohms. Relays must be rated for the application. Operating and release time must 
be for 100 milliseconds or less. Transient suppression must be provided as an 
integral part of the relay. 

C. Contactors: Contactors must be of the single coil, electrically operated, 
. mechanically held type. Positive locking must be obtained without the use of 

hooks, latches, or semipermanent magnets. Each contactor must be of the double-
break-silver-to-silver type protected by arcing contacts. The number of contacts 
and rating must be selected as required under the applicable Task Order. 
Operating and release times must be 100 milliseconds or less. Contactors m.ust be 
equipped with coil transient suppression devices. 

2.5 OPERATORS' TERMINALS (WORKSTATIONS) 

A. General Requirements 

1. Each workstation must be a micro-processor based desk-top computer 
with the fastest CPU commercially available equipped with a minimum of 
256 MB RAM, 1.4 HD 3 1/2 inch floppy disk drives, 20 GB hard disk, 
Read/Write CD drive, and peripheral interface boards as required, with 
one parallel and two serial ports. 

2. Desk-top computers must have a keyboard, mouse and color monitor with 
the following minimum requirements: 
a. A keyboard ihcliiding full Upper/lower case ASCII key-set, a 

dedicated cunsor confrol keypad and a minimurh of 15 
programmable function keys. 

b. A mouse of a standard PS/2 type with integral index wheel. 
c. A 17" high resolution monitor supporting minimum 256 colors, 

front access contrast confrol and have a minimum of 1280 x 1024 
pixel resolution. The high resolution graphic interface board must 
be compatible with color monitor and graphic software. 
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B. Wide Area Network / Local Area Network Access 

I. The necessary hardware and software components must be provided to 
enable remote monitoring and confrol via the LAN and the Enterprise 
Network via a web browser installed on the Enterprise Network. 

C. Operator's Terminal Software 

1. The operator's terminal must utilize existing MS-DOS and Microsoft 
Windows NT based operating and utility software. 

2. The graphical user MMI software must be Windows NT based with LAN / 
WAN access. 

3. The latest non-beta release of a standard web browser, such as Microsoft 
Internet Explorer or Netscape must be installed. 

2.6 WEB SUPERVISOR/REMOTE ACCESS SERVER COMPUTER 

A. General Requirements 

1. The web supervisor must be a micro-processor based rack mounted server 
with minimum 1 GHz, Pentium 4 CPU vfith a minimum of 512 MB RAM, 
1.4 MB 3 1/2 inch floppy disk drives, 60 GB hard disk, Read/Write CD 
drive, 10/100 Mbps NIC card, and peripheral interface boards as required, 
with one parallel and two serial ports. 

2. The server must have a keyboard, mouse and color monitor with the 
following minimum requirements: 
a. A keyboard that includes full upper/lower case ASCII key-set, a 

dedicated cursor confrol keypad and a minimum of 15 
programmable function keys. 

b. A mouse is of a standard PS/2 type with integral index wheel. 
c. A 17" high resolution monitor supporting minimum 256 colors, 

front access contrast confrol and have a minimum of 1280 x 1024 
pixel resolution. The high resolution graphic interface board is 
compatible with color monitor and graphic software. 

B. Wide Area Network / Local Area Network Access 

I. The necessary hardware and software components must be provided to 
enable remote monitoring and confrol via the Local Area NetWork £md the 
Internet and installed on the Enterprise Network. 

C. Operating System 

1. The operating system of the web supervisor must be the latest non-beta 
version of Microsoft Windows NT. 
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D. Web Supervisor Software 

1. The latest release of "web supervisor" software must be installed and 
licensed on this computer. The software must be configured to interface 
to, frend, and log the data managed by multiple network controllers 
installed as required in the applicable Task Order. 

VI. ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS 

PART 1- GENERAL CODE AND DIVISIONAL ADHERENCE 

A. The work must adhere to the requirements in the applicable Task Order. 

B. The work must comply with National Electric Code Requirements. 

1.2 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

A. Low voltage power £md LON and LAN communication trunks must be installed 
in conduit in the following locations regardless of local building code allowances 
otherwise: 

1. Mechanical rooms. 
2. Electricid rooms. 
3. Vertical risers (exception: fire rated continuous closet like a telephone 

closet). 
4. Open areas where the wiring will be exposed to view or tampering. 

B. Splices 

1. Splices in shielded cables must consist of terminations and the use of 
shielded cable couplers which maintain the integrity of the shielding. 
Terminations must be in accessible locations. Cables must be harnessed 
with cable ties as specified herein. Splices are not permitted in GBMS 
LAN or LON communication cables. 

C. A spare conimunication cable must be installed at all confrol network and 
LAN locations, run parallel to the operating cable and tagged at each end as 
"spare GBMS LAN" or "spare LON" per the requirements of the applicable Task 
Order. Each spare cable has two conductors. 

D. The conduit must be concealed within finished shafts, ceilings and wall as 
required. Exposed conduit must be installed parallel with or at right angles to the 
building walls. 

E. All equipment, panels, cables, conduits, junction boxes, etc., must be tagged as 
required in this Exhibit and on the applicable Task Order. 
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F. Where Class 2 wires are in concealed and accessible locations including ceiling 
retum air plenums, approved cables not in raceway may be used provided that: 

1. Circuits meet NEC Class 2 (current-limited) requirements. (Low-voltage 
power circuits must be sub-fused when required to meet Class 2 current-
limit.) 

2. All cables are UL listed for application, i.e., cables used in ceiling 
plenums rhust be UL listed specifically for that purpose. 

G. No Class 2 wiring may be installed in conduit containing Class 1 wiring. Boxes 
and panels containing high voltage are not used for low voltage waring except for 
the purpose of interfacing the two (e.g., relays and transformers). 

H. Where Class 2 wiring is run exposed, wiring must be run parallel along a surface 
or perpendiculcu' to it, and NEATLY tied at 3m intervals. 

I. All wire-to-device cormections must be made at a terminal blocks or terminal 
strip. All wire-to-wire cormections must be at a terminal block, or with a crimped 
connector. All wiring within enclosures must be neatly bundled and anchored to 
permit access and prevent restriction to devices and terminals. 

J. Electrical connectors and terminals must be tightened according to the relevant 
manufacturer's published torque-tightening values. If the manufacturer's torque 
values are not indicated, those specified in UL 486A and UL 486B must be used. 

PART 2-EXECUTION 

2.1 Network Communication Requirements: 

A. Wired network communication must be via chaimels consisting of Category 5 or 
Level IV network cable installed in a 3/4" EMT. 

B. In all communication conduits, one spare twisted, multi-conductor LON cable 
must be installed, tagged and labeled at each end. 

C. Communication conduits must tiot be installed closer than 2m from high power 
transformers or nm parallel within six feet of electrical high power cables. The 
cable must be routed as far from interference generating devices as possible. 

D. All shields must be groimd (earth ground) at one point only, to eliminate ground 
loops. 

E. No power wiring, in excess of 30 VAC rms, may be run in conduit with 
communications wiring. In cases where signal wiring is run in conduit with 
communication wiring, all communication wiring and signal wiring must be run 
using separate twisted shielded pairs (24awg) with the shields grounded in 
accordance with the relevant mjinufacturer's wiring practices. 
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2.2 POWER 

A. Transformers must be provided for all control units. Transformers may be used to 
power up to four control units. Tremsformers must be installed on spare circuits 
and these circuits are labeled with the exact equipment being confrolled. 

B. Power and Communication Wiring Transient Protection: 

1. Catalog data sheets must be submitted providing evidence that all products 
used in the GBMS or in the performance of work under a Task Order have 
been tested and comply with the standard for Transient Surge withstand 
capabilities for elecfrical devices ANSI C62.41, IEEE-587-1980, 
Categories A and B. Such testing must include power and communication 
trunk wiring. Compliance with IEEE-587 implies conformance with 
IEEE-472 fransient standards based on the stated position of ANSI and 
IEEE regarding applicability of the rated standards. 

2. Communications trunk wiring must be protected with a transient surge 
protection device providing the minimal protection specifications of the 
General semiconductor. Model #422E device. 

3. The communications circuitry, input/output circuitry, and CU's must 
provide protection against a 1,000 volt, 3 amp transient signal, directly 
applied to the commvmication or input/output terminations. Catalog data 
sheets must provide evidence of conformance with this requirement. 
Systems not complying with this requirement must provide equivalent 
protection external to the GBMS controller. Protection must be provided 
for the individual communications and input/output terminations for each 
GBMS controller. Submittal documentation must clearly define how this 
requirement is met and how the external protection does not affect the 
performance of the controllers. 

2.3 INPUT / OUTPUT AND ANCILLARY HARDWARE WIRING 

A. Input/Output Control Wiring: 

1. Thermistor wiring must be two conductor, twisted, shielded, minimum 22 
gauge. 

2. Other analog inputs must be a minimum of number 22 gauge, twisted, 
shielded. 

3. Binary confrol fiinction wiring must be a minimum of number 18 gauge, 

4. Analog output control functions must be a minimum of number 22 gauge, 
twisted, shielded cable, number of conductors as required. 
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5. Binary input wiring must be a minimum of number 22 gauge, twisted, 
shielded. 

6. 120V control wiring must be # 14 THHN in 3/4" conduit. 

B. Interlock wiring must be provided between supply and retum fans and electrical 
wiring for relays (including power feed) for temperature and pressure indication. 
Interlock wiring must be provided between refrigeration machines, pumps and 
condensing equipment as required for the specified sequence of operation and the 
refrigeration system integral confroller(s). Interlock wiring may not be provided 
if a dedicated digital output is specified for the equipment or the sequence of 
operation requires independent start/stop. 

C. Power wiring, conduit and cormections must be provided for low temperature 
thermostats, high temperature thermostats, alarms, flow switches, actuating and 
sensing devices for temperature, humidity, pressure and flow indication, point 
resets and operator disconnect switches for electric heating appliances controlled 
by this Section. • 

2.4 CONDUIT AND FITTINGS 

A. Conduit for control wiring, control cable and fransmission cable must be electrical 
metallic tubing (EMT) with compression fittings, cold rolled steel, zinc coated or 
zinc-coated rigid steel with threaded cormections. 

B. Outlet boxes in dry locations must be sheradized or gjilvanized drawn steel suited 
to each application, in general, four inches square or octagon with suitable raised 
cover. 

C. Outlet boxes that are exposed to weather must be threaded hub cast aluminum or 
iron boxes with gasket device plate. 

D. Pull and junction boxes must be sized according to number, size, and position of 
the entering raceway as required by National Electrical Codes. The enclosure type 
is suited to location. 

E. All unused conduit openings and stub-upis must be plugged and capped. No 
caulking compound may be used for this purpose. 

F. All conduit must be routed to clear beams, plates, footings and structure members. 
No conduit may be routed through column footings or grade beams. 

G. Conduits must be set as follows: 

1. Using expanding silicone firestop material where conduit is run between 
floors and through walls of fireproof shaft. 

2. Using oakum and lead, sealed watertight penetration through outside 
foundation walls. 
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H. Where conduit must be attached to vibrating or rotating equipment, flexible metal 
conduit with a minimum length of 18 inches and maximum length of 36 inches 
must be installed and anchored in such a manner that vibration and equipment 
noise will not be transmitted to the rigid conduit. 

I. Where exposed to the elements or in damp or wet locations, waterproof flexible 
conduit must be installed as specified for flexible metal conduit. 

J. Floor, wall, and ceiling plates must be provided for all conduits passing through 
walls, floors or ceilings. Prime coated cast iron, split-ring type plates must be 
used, except with polished chrome-plated finish in exposed finished spaces. 

2.5 CONTROL PANELS 

A. Control panel enclosures must be NEMA 1 rated, 16 gauge steel construction, 
with removable hinged doors. The enclosure must include a back panel for the 
mounting of confrol devices and hardware. Panels must be secured by keyed 
lock. 

B. Each control panel must have a permanently affixed lamacoid label with the 
following information: 

1. Control pzinel number (e.g., CP-1, CP-2, etc.). 
. 2. Equipment served (e.g.. Chiller 1, AHU-1, etc.). 

3. Circuit breaker number feeding panel. 

C. All wiring from field devices must terminate on terminal blocks. Connections 
made in the panel shop must interconnect from the terminal blocks to the 
controllers. 

D. Sheet metal screws may not penetrate cabinet walls, doors, or backs. 

2.6 IDENTIFICATION 

A. Wire Tags 

I. All multi-conductor cables, including those for all input/output devices, in 
all pull boxes emd terminal strip cabinets must be uniquely tagged at both 
ends. A catalog of wire identification must be submitted to the City. 

B. Conduit Tags 

1. It must be readily observable from the tagging or labeling of conduit 
which conduit was installed or used in implementation of a particular Task 
Order. 
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C. Miscellaneous Equipment Identification 

1. A screwed-on, engraved black lamacoid sheet with white lettering must be 
on all confrol panels and remote processing panels. Lettering sizes must be 
subject to the City's written approval. 

2. Inscriptions must indicate existing equipment, system numbers, fiinctions 
and switches for panel interior wiring, input/output modules and local 
confrol panel device identification. 

D. Automatic Confrol Valve Tags 

1. For valves, etc., metal tags with a two (2) inch minimum diameter must be 
used, fabricated of brass, stainless steel or aluminum. Tags must be 
attached with chain made of one of the same materials. For lubrication 
instructions, linen or heavy duty shipping tags must be used. 

2. Valves must be tagged with the identifying number and system. Valves 
must be numbered by floor level, column location and the system served. 

3. Lists of all tagged valves showing location, floor level, tag number and 
use must be provided separately for each system and included in each 
maintenance manual. 

VII. DDC CONTROL SYSTEM 

PART 1 - HARDWARE 

A. LONMARK® certified products (or equivalent, as approved by the City) must be 
provided and must commimicate on free topology channels to meet the functional 
specifications of this Exhibit and the applicable Task Order. 

B. The GBMS must be comprised of network controllers, a web-browser based 
operator workstation, a web supervisor computer, LonWorks control devices (or 
eqiiivalenti as aipproved by the City), BACnet interface desvices, Modbus interface 
boards and proprietary (based on availability of software drivers) controls within 
the facility. The web supervisor must connect to the City of Chicago's internal 
wide area network via a static IP address assigned by the City of Chicago. Access 
to the system, either locally in each building, or remotely from a cenfral site or 
sites, must be accomplished through standead web browsers, via the City of 
Chicago's internal wide area network. Each network controller must 
communicate to LONMARK®/ LonTalk® confrollers (or equivalent, as approved 
by the City) in its respective communications bus. Each network controller must 
also communicate with devices on other control networks, such as BACnet, 
Modbus, or proprietary, to allow monitoring and confrol of equipment on other 
networks. 
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C. Intelligent Sensors and Actuators (ISA's), Application Specific Confrollers 
(ASC's), and Programmable Control Units (PCU's) must be provided as herein 
specified and as indicated in the Agreement including applicable Task Orders. 
Input/output and ancillary devices must be provided as herein specified, as 
indicated on the applicable Task Order, eind as necessary to perform the sequences 
of operation. The following equipment must be confrolled: 

1. Air Terminal Devices (i.e., VAV, Dual Duct, Fan Coil Units, etc.) 
2. Air Handling Units (fans, valve and damper actuators, sensors, etc.) 
3. Pumps 
4. Chillers (via interface provided by manufacturer) 
5. Make-up Air Units 
6. Exhaust Fans for ventilation and pressurization confrol 
7. Additional equipment outlined herein or on the Mechanical and Elecfrical 

Drawings. 

D. The following must be provided: wire, raceway systems, backboxes, 24 DC 
and/or 24 AC power supplies, enclosures, and final connections to nodes provided 
by this Exhibit and as specified in the section titled, "Electrical Requirements." 

E. Network controllers must be supplied as part of this confract. The number of 
controllers required is dependent on the type and quantity of devices installed. 
The Contractor must coordinate vnth the GBMS commissioning agent to 
determine the quantity and type ofdevices and to properly install the network 
controllers as part of this project. 

F. The "web supervisor" must provide the interface between the LAN or WAN and 
the field control devices, and provide global supervisory control functions over 
the network confrollers. The network controllers must provide global supervisory 
control functions over the control devices connected to each network controller. 
The network controller must be capable of executing application control programs 
to provide: 

1. Calendar fimctions. 
2. Schfeduling. 
3. Trending. 
4. Alarm monitoring and routing (locally and to web supervisor). 
5. Time synchronization. 
6. Integration of LONWORKS® confroUer data (or equivalent, as approved 

by the City), BACnet data, Modbus data and others as required 
(proprietary). 

7. Network Management functions for all LONWORKS® based devices (or 
equivalent, as approved by the City). 

G. Each network controller must have the following hardware features as a 
minimum: 
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1. One Ethemet Port - 10 Mbps. 
2. One RS-232 port. 
3. One LONWORKS® Interface Port - 78KB FTT-lOA (or equivalent, as 

approved by the City). 
4. One Modbus port. 
5. Battery Backup. 
6. Flash memory for long term data backup. (If battery backup or flash 

memory is not supplied, the confroUer must contain a hard disk with at 
least 1 gigabyte storage capacity.) 

7. The network confroUer is capable of operation over a temperature range of 
0° to 55°C. 

8. The network confroUer is capable of withstanding storage temperatures of 
between 0̂  and 70°C. 

9. The network controller is capable of operation over a humidity range of 
5% to 95% RH, non-condensing. 

1.2 QUALITY ASSURANCE 

A. All DDC controllers must conform to the interoperability requirements outlined in 
the LONMARK® Interoperability Association Guidelines (or equivalent, as 
approved by the City). All LONWORKS® products (or equivalent, as approved 
by the City) must be certified to be LONMARK® certified (or equivalent, as 
approved by the City). Published functional profiles must be utilized for all 
product network message and configuration parauneters. 

B. Standard Configuration Pareimeter Types (SCPT's) must be utilized for all 
product configuration parameters. 

C. Standard PC components must be utilized for all assemblies. 

PART 2-PRODUCTS 

2.1 NETWORK CONTROLLER 

A. The network controller must provide multiple user access to the control system. 

B. The network confroUer must support standard Web browser access via the 
Infranet/Intemet. It must support a minimum of 16 simultaneous users. 

C. Event Alarm Notification and Actions: 

1. The network controller must provide alarm recognition, storage, routing, 
management, and analysis to isupplement distributed capabilities of 
equipment or application specific confrollers. 

2. The network confroUer must be able to route any alarm condition to any 
defined user location whether connected to a local network or remote via 
dial-up telephone connection, or wide-area network. 
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3. Alarm generation must be selectable for armunciation type and 
acknowledgement requirements including but limited to: 
a. To alarm. 
b. Retum to normal. 
c. To fault. 

4. Creation of a minimum of eight of alarm classes for the purpose of routing 
types and or cleisses of alarms, i.e., security, HVAC, fire, etc. must be 
provided. 

5. Timed (scheduled) routing of alarms by class, object, group, or node must 
be provided. 

6. Alarm generation from bineuy object "runtime" zmd /or event counts for 
equipment maintenance must be provided. The user must be able to reset 
runtime or event count values with appropriate password confrol. 

D. Control equipment and network failures must be freated as alarms and 
armunciated. 

E. Alarms must be annunciated in any of the following maimers as defined by the 
user: 

1. Screen message text. 
2. Email of the complete alarm message to multiple recipients. Provide the 

ability to route and email alarms based on: 
a. Day of week. 
b. Time of day. 
c. Recipient. 

3. Pagers via paging services that initiate a page on receipt of email message. 
4. Graphic with flashing alarm object(s). 
5. Printed message, routed directly to a dedicated alarm printer. 

F. The following must be recorded by the network controller for each alarm (at a 
minimum): 

1. Time and date. 
2. Location (building, floor, zone, office number, etc.). 
3. Equipment (air handler #, accessway, etc.). 
4. Acknowledge time, date, and user who issued acknowledgement. 
5. Numberof occurrences since last acknowledgement. 

G. Alarm actions must be able to be initiated by user defined progranmiable objects 
created for that purpose. 

1. Required alarms must be generated within the network confroUer. Alarms 
may be based on information from various sources, including information 
from ASC's, Control Units, Programmable Controllers, and other 
integrated devices and systems. Information must be processed in the 
network controller, and alarms generated accordingly. 
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2. When required alarms are not available directly from the confrol devices, 
information obtained from the devices must be tested against alarm 
thresholds and set-points within the network controller, and alarms 
generated accordingly. 

3. Alarm points created in the network controllers must have set-points 
which are adjustable from appropriate browser based workstations by 
users with sufficient password levels. 

4. Users with sufficient password levels must be authorized to acknowledge 
alarms individually from the browser bzised operator workstations. 

5. Alarms generated by the network confrollers must be presented to 
appropriate workstations in a manner consistent with the presentation of 
other alarms. 

H. Defined users must be given proper access to acknowledge any alarm, or specific 
types or classes of alarms defined by the user. 

I. A log of all alarms must be meuntained by the network controller and/or a server 
(if configured in the system) and shall be available for review by the user.' 

J. A "query" feature to allow review of specific alarms by user defined parameters 
must be provided. 

K. A separate log for system alerts (controller failures, network failures, etc.) must 
be provided and available for review by the user. 

L. An Error Log to record invalid property changes or commands must be provided 
and available for review by the user. 

M. Data Collection and Storage: 

1. The network confroUer must have the ability to collect data for any 
property of any object and store this data for future use. 

2. The data collection must be performed by log objects, resident in the 
network confroUer that shall have, at a minimum, the following 
configurable properties: 
a. Desighatiilg the log as interval or deviation. 
b. For intierval logs, the object must be configured for time of day, 

day of week and the sample collection interval. 
c. For deviation logs, the object must be configured for the deviation 

of a variable to a fixed value. This value, when reached, must 
initiate logging of the object. 

d. For all logs, provide the ability to set the maximum number of data 
stores for the lOg and to set whether the log vill stop collecting 
when fiill, or rollover the data on a first-in, first-out basis. 

e. Each log must have the ability to have its data cleared on a time-
based event or by a user-defined event or action. 
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3. All log data must be stored in a relational databcise in the network 
controller amd the data must be accessed from a server (if the system is so 
configured) or a standard Web Browser. 

4. All log data, when accessed from a server, must be capable of being 
manipulated using standard SQL statements. 

5. All log data must be available to the user in the following data formats: 
a. HTML. 
b. XML. 
c. Plain text. 
d. Comma or tab separated values. 

6. Systems that do not provide log data in HTML and XML formats at a 
minimum shall not be acceptable. 

7. The network controller must have the ability to archive its log data either 
locally (to itself), or remotely to a server or other network controller on the 
network. The ability to configure the following archiving properties must 
be provided, at a minimum: 
a. Archive on time of day. 
b. Archive on user-defined number of data stores in the log (buffer 

size). 
c. Archive when log has reached its user-defined capacity of data 

stores. 
d. Provide ability to clear logs once archived. 

N. Audit Log: 

1. An Audit Log that fracks all activities performed on the network controller 
must be provided and maintained. The ability to specify a buffer size for 
the log and the ability to eirchive log bjised on time or when the log has 
reached its user-defined buffer size must be provided. The ability to 
archive the log locally (to the network controller), to another network 
confroUer on the network, or to a server must be provided. For each log 
entry, the GBMS must provide the following data: 
a. Time and Date. 
b. User ID. 
c. Change or activity: i.e.. Change setpoint, add or delete objects, 

commands, etc. 

O. Database Backup and Storage: 

1. The networic confroUer must have the ability to automatically back up its 
database. The database must be backed up based on a user-defined time 
interval. 

2. Copies of the current database and, at the most recently saved database 
must be stored in the network confroUer. The age of the most recently 
saved database is dependent on the user-defined database save interval. 

3. The network confroUer database shall must stored, at a minimum, in XML 
format to allow for user viewing and editing, if desired. Other formats are 
acceptable as well, as long as XML format is supported. 
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Graphical User Interface Software shall be consistent with City BIS requirements, 
including: 

1. Operating System: The GUI must run on Microsoft Windows NT 
Workstation 4.0, Service Pack 4 or later. 

2. The GUI software must be as outlined in the Section titled "User Interface 
Software". City of Chicago's GBMS graphics standards fOr GUI screen 
creation must be utilized. 

3. The network confroUer must contain custom application code. The 
custom code must provide supervisory confrol capability over the group of 
nodes communicating on the network confroUer supervised chaimels. The 
network confroUer must issue custom responses to LAN broadcast or 
xmicast messages. The following supervisory control applications must be 
addressed as a minimum: 
a. Fire Alarm System response (HVAC, lighting, security, CU's and 

ID'S). 
b. Smoke Confrol system response (HVAC, lighting, security CU's 

and ID'S). 
c. HVAC Global Sequence of Operation. 
d. Elecfrical Demand Limiting. 
e. Security System Message Priority Management. 

2.2 APPLICATION SPECIFIC CONTROLLER (ASC) 

A. Each terminal unit must have a LONWorks® based (or equivalent, as approved 
by the City) DDC Application Specific Controller (ASC) designed to provide the 
specified sequences. The controller must be LONMark® certified (or equivalent, 
as approved by the City), and must store all specific control sequences and 
program settings in non-volatile memory. 

B. All ASC processors must be Echelon based 3150 neurons operating at 5 MHz or 
higher, with 8K of RAM and 64K of flash memory with a minimum ten (10) year 
memory retention between program downloads. 

C. Each ASC must performs all intended temperature confrol functions in a 
"standalone" mode should the unit incur a loss of communications. 

D. The complete ASC, including accessory devices such as relay, transducers, power 
supplies, etc., must be factory-mounted, wired and housed in a NEMA I 
enclosure or as required by the location and local code requirements. 

E. Each ASC must allow peer-to-peer communications over the LON utilizing free-
topology transceivers over a single pair 22 AWG twisted, stranded cable that is 
Category 5 or Level IV. 
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F. All ASCs must be self sufficient units to maximize reliability and include internal 
"soft" clocks, operating systems, communication timing and intemipt controls, 
and must be suitable for the specified applications in the applicable Task Order. 

G. After a power outage or confroUer reset, each ASC must enter a preprogrammed 
state on power re-application. Upon application of power to the ASC, all confrol 
conditions must start from an "off' / "closed" position or the default state. This 
state must be maintained for an automatically adjusted amount of time. Once this 
time delay has passed, the ASC confrol sequence must resume according to 
current values. 

H. Network and confroUer-to-controller communications must conform to 
LONTalk® standards (or equivalent, as approved by the City). 

I. All ASCs must have a communications port to allow connection of any industry 
standard laptop PC and custom configuration tools. Program access via this 
communications port must allow direct field modification of the configuration 
parameters. 

J. Digital Inputs 

1. All digital inputs must be over voltage protected lines. 
2. Digital input types must be supported by the CU: 

a. Normally open contacts (24V and 120V). 
b. Normally closed contacts (24V and 120V). 
c. Current/no current. 
d. Voltage/no voltage. 
e. Pulse/Totalizer contacts. 

K. Digital Outputs 

1. All digital outputs must be 24 volt AC, current sinking, 0.5 amp opto-
isolated triacs. 

2. Digital outputs must be capable Of handling maintained as well as pulsed 
outputs for momentary or magnetic la:tching circuits. It must be possible 
to configure outputs for 3-mode confrol (fast-slow-off) and 2-mode 
confrol. 

L. Analog Inputs 

1. All analog inputs must be over voltage protected lines. 
2. The analog to digital resolutions must be a minimum of 10 bit. 
3. Analog inputs must accept the following temperature types: lOK Ohm 

thennistor, 20K Ohm thermistor, or 1K Ohm RTD. 
4. Inputs must be configurable to accept a wide range of inputs including: 4-

20mA, l-5Vdc, 2-lOVdc, etc. 
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M. Analog Outputs 

1. The ASC must accommodate tme analog outputs. Voltage (0-1OV) and 
current (4-20 mA) outputs must be accommodated. 

2. All analog outputs must be proportional current or voltage type. 
3. The digital to analog resolution is a minimum of 10 bit. 
4. Outputs must be configurable so that 0-100% output commands can 

represent any portion of the output voltage/current range. 
5. Outputs must be reversible so that an increasing output commcind yields a 

decreasing electrical signal. 

N. In addition to local physical or internal input/output, each ASC must support 
disfributed, or "bound" input/output. This bound input/output must be able to be 
used to allow the ASC to provide input/output data to another controller on the 
LON or to allow another controller to provide data to the controlling ASC. 

O. The following modes of control must be incorporated into each ASC: 

1. Occupied must be a mode designed for normal occupied control of an area 
during regular business hours. This mode must have unique heating and 
cooling setpoints associated with it. 

2. Unoccupied must be a mode designed for after hours control of an area. 
This mode must have unique heating and cooling setpoints associated with 
it. 

3. Override must be a mode designed to invoke normal occupied control 
during after hours of em area. This mode must use the occupied heating 
and cooling setpoints. 

4. Economy must be a mode designed for normal occupied times when 
energy demand usage is high and control setpoints need to be adjusted for 
lower energy use. This mode must have unique heating and cooling 
setpoints associated with it. 

5. Morning Warm-Up on units with a outdoor air economizer must be a 
mode designed for the pre-heat/pre-cool time before normal occupancy 
occurs. This mode must allow heating or cooling as required by tiie 
occupied setpoints but it will prevent outdoor air from entering the space. 
The outdoor air will move to its minimum position once the morning 
warm-up mode is over and the occupied mode is activated. 

6. Morning Warm-Up on VAV units must be a mode designed for the pre-
heat/pre-cool time before normal occupancy occurs. This mode must allow 
heating or cooling as required by the occupied setpoints but it will prevent 
the VAV box from maintaining a minimum air flow until the morning 
warm-up mode is over and the occupied mode is activated. 

P. Each VAV box ASC must have an integral damper actuator and is the relevant 
manufacturer's standard VAV box controller. 
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Q. the VAV box controllers must physically fit into the VAV box controls enclosure, 
and that the confrollers may register the expected minimvun and maximurri flow 
rates utilizing the flow probe provided by the VAV box manufacturer. 

2.3 PROGRAMMABLE CONTROL UNIT (PCU) 

A. A LONWorks® based (or equivalent, as approved by the City) DDC 
Programmable Control Unit (PCU) must be provided where required to perform 
the sequence of operation. The PCU must be fully configurable by configuration 
tool. The controller must be store all specific control sequences and program 
settings in non-volatile memory. 

B. All PCU processors must be Echelon based 3150 Neurons operating at 5 MHz or 
higher with 8K of RAM and 64K of Flash memory with a minimum 10 year 
memory retention between program downloads. 

C. Each PCU must perform all intended temperature control fiinctions in a 
'standalone' mode should the unit incur a loss of communications.' 

D. The complete PCU including accessory devices such as relay, transducers, power 
supplies, etc., must be factory-mounted, wired and housed in a NEMA 1 
enclosure or as required by the location and local code requirements. 

E. Each PCU must allow Peer-to-Peer communications over the LON utilizing free-
topology transceivers over a single pair 22 AWG twisted, stranded cable. 

F. All PCU's must be provided as self sufficient units to maximize reliability and 
shall include internal 'soft' clock, operating systems, communication timing and 
intermpt controls, and shall be suitable for the specified applications. 

G. In the event of a power outage or controller reset, each PCU must enter a 
preprogrammed state on power re-application. Upon application of power to the 
PCU, all confrol conditions must start from an 'off / 'closed' position or the 
default state. This state must be maintained for an automatically adjusted amount 
of time. Once this time delay has passed, the PCU confrol sequence must resume 
according to current values 

H. Network and confroUer-to-controUer communications must conform to 

LONTalk® standards (or equivalent, as approved by the City). 

I. All PCU's must be provided with a communications port to allow connection of 
any industry standard laptop PC and custom configuration tools. Program access 
via this communications port must allow direct field modification of the 
configuration parameters. 

J. Digital Inputs 

1. All digital inputs must be over voltage protected lines. 
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2. Digital input types must be supported by the CU: 
a. Nonnally open contacts (24V and 120V). 
b. Normally closed contacts (24V and 120V). 
c. Current/no current. 
d. Voltage/no voltage. 
e. Pulse/Totalizer contacts. 

K. Digital Outputs 

1. All digital outputs must be 24 volt AC, current sinking, 0.5 amp opto-
isolated triacs. 

2. Digital outputs must be capable of handling maintained as well as pulsed 
outputs for momentary or magnetic latching circuits. It must be possible 
to configure outputs for 3-mode control (fast-slow-off) and 2-mode 
control. 

L. Analog Inputs 

1. All analog inputs must be over voltage protected lines. 
2. The analog to digital resolutions must be a minimum of 10 bit. 
3. Analog inputs must accept the following temperature types: lOK Ohm 

thermistor, 20K Ohm thermistor, or IK Ohm RTD. 
4. Inputs must be configurable to accept a wide range of inputs including: 4-

20mA, l-5Vdc, 2-lOVdc, etc. 

M. Analog Outputs 

1. The PCU must accommodate tme analog outputs. Voltage (0-IOV) and 
current (4-20 mA) outputs must be accommodated. 

2. All emalog outputs must be proportional current or voltage type. 
3. The digital to analog resolution must be a minimum of 10 bit. 
4. Outputs must be configurable so that 0-100% output commands can 

represent any portion of the output voltage/current range. 
5. Outputs must be reversible so that an increasing output command yields a 

decreasing electrical sigrial. 

N. in addition to local physical or internal input/output, each PCU must support 
distributed, or "bound" input/output. This bound input/output must be used to 
allow the PCU to provide input/output data to another confroller on the LON or to 
allow another confroller to provide data to the controlling PCU. 

O. The following modes of control must be incorporated into each PCU: 

1. Occupied must be a mode designed for normal occupied control of an area 
during regular business hours. This mode must have unique heating juid 
cooling setpoints associated with it. 
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2. Unoccupied must be a mOde designed for after hours confrol of an area. 
This mode must have unique heating and cooling setpoints associated with 
it. 

3. Override must be a mode designed to invoke normal occupied confrol 
during after hours of an area. This mode must use the occupied heating 
and cooling setpoints. 

4. Economy must be a mode designed for normal occupied times when 
energy demand usage is high and confrol setpoints need to be adjusted for 
lower energy use. This mode must have unique heating and cooling 
setpoints associated with it. 

5. Morning Warm-Up on units with a outdoor air economizer must be a 
mode designed for the pre-heat/pre-cool time before normal occupancy 
occurs. This mode must allow heating or cooling as required by the 
occupied setpoints but it will prevent outdoor air from entering the space. 
The outdoor air will move to its minimum position once the morning 
warm-up mode is over and the occupied mode is activated. 

6. Morning Warm-Up on VAV units must be a mode designed for the pre-
heat/pre-cool time before normal occupancy occurs. This mode must allow 
heating or cooling as required by the occupied setpoints but it will prevent 
the VAV box from maintaining a minimum air flow until the morning 
warm-up mode is over and the occupied mode is activated. 

2.4 INTELLIGENT SENSORS AND ACTUATORS (ISAs) 

A. Intelligent sensors and actuators must reside as nodes on the LON network and 
shall communicate via the LonTalk protocol (or equivalent, as approved by the 
City). 

B. AU ISA processors must be Echelon based 3150 Neurons ISA's. ISAs are 
LonMark certified (or equivalent, as approved by the City). 

C. Intelligent Actuators must meet the torque and housing requirements called out in 
the Section titled "Input/Output and Ancillary Hardware Requirements." 

D. ISA's must be mounted where shown in the applicable Task Order. 

PART 3- EXECUTION 

3.1 GENERAL INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS 

A. All confrol components must be installed in accordance with the relevant 
manufacturer's instmctions and recommendations. 

B. Confrol panels must be mounted adjacent to associated equipment on vibration-
free walls or free-standing angle iron supports. One cabinet may accommodate 
more than one system in same equipment room. Engraved plastic nameplates 
must be provided for instmments and controls inside cabinets with engraved 
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lamicoid nameplates on each cabinet face. The corresponding control diagram(s) 
to the equipment being controlled must be provided in a clear plastic pocket 
fastened to the inside of each control cabinet. 

C. VAV, CV box ASCs must be provided to the factory for moimting. 

D. Control equipment must be tested and adjusted after completion of installation 
and data is submitted showing setpoints and final adjustments of controls. 

E. All input/output and ancillary devices must be mounted per the relevcmt 
manufacturer's installation instmctions and in the locations shown on the 
applicable Task Order's drawings. 

VIII. NETWORK MANAGEMENT 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

1.1 SUMMARY 

A. Network management software must be provided. The network manager 
software ill provide an intuitive interface for network design and installation and 
act as a bridge to integrate LONWORKS devices (or equivalent, as approved by 
the City) with BACnet devices, Modbus devices, proprietary systems and the 
City's alarm management applications. The network management software must 
include all software modules necessary to provide complete network management 
and maintenance. 

1.2 SUBMITTALS 

A. The following information must be submitted pertaining to network management 
in a three-ring binder with tabs separating each logical section: 

1. Logical and physical addresses. 
2. Protocol analyzer summary data print-out indicating installed network 

traffic analysis of each channel. 
3. Node XIF files (hard copy). 
4. Node configurations. 
5. BACnet integration details. (Chillers) 
6. Proprietary drivers (where utilized). 

1.3 QUALITY ASSURANCE 

A. A high quality network management program must be utilized, such as (or 
equivalent, as approved by the City): 

1. LonMaker for Windows 
2. Tridium Niag£u-a 
3. Equivalent Network Management Program 
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PART 2-PRODUCTS 

2.1 NETWORK MANAGEMENT 

A. Network management must be performed by a 32 bit, object oriented multiple 
client server based network management application program(s). 

B. Network management clients must be capable of performing the following 
network services by accessing the appropriate network node databases from the 
network services server: 

1. Device / node installation. 
2. Device / node configuration. 
3. Device / node diagnostics. 
4. Device / node maintenance. 
5. Field programming. 
6. Network variable binding. 
7. A network variable browser. 
8. A graphical operator interface. 
9. System diagnostics. 

C. The network management server application must reside on the local area 
network. This application must support multiple clients on the local area network. 

2.2 PROTOCOL ANALYZER 

A. One (1) protocol analyzer software package tool must be provided, complete with 
PC interface card. 

B. The software package must includes the following three (3) tools for network 
analysis and monitoring with the listed diagnostics fimctions: 

1. Protocol Analyzer Tool: 

a. Packet Display Contents: Packet number, packet size, time stamp, 
packet attributes, service type, fransaction number, source address, 
destination address, network variable, message class arid message 
code. 

b. Packet Display Atfributes: Priority, alternate path, authentication 
and idempotent response. 

c. Configurable Display Attributes: Visible packet fields, font name 
and size and column widths. 

d. Packet Log Options: Log size and fixed size or circular log. 
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e. Packet Match Options: Node name, network variable name, 
message code zmd transactions. 

f Packet Type Receive Filter Options: Ask, Jisked, asked/reminder, 
challenge, reply, request, request/reminder, response,. unasked, 
unasked repeat and unknown. 

g. Packet Source Node Receive Filter Options: Node name, neuron 
ID and subnet/node ID. 

h. Packet Destination Node Receive Filter Options: Node name, 
neuron ID, subnet/node ID, group ID and broadcast address. 

i. Packet Source or Destination Receive Filter Options: Network 
variable name and message code name. 

j . Detected Error Conditions: CRC error, time-out error, packet too 

short, packet too long, preamble too short and preamble too long. 

Traffic Analysis Tool: 

a. Collective Options: Cumulative or snapshot. 
b. Summary Data: Start time, update time, elapsed time, total packets 

received, average packet size, average packets per second, 
meiximum packets per second, bandwidth utilization, packet 
counts, network error counts, total errors and error rate. 

c. Packet Count Categories: Ask, asked, asked/reminder, challenge, 
reply, request, request/reminder, response, unasked, unasked repeat 
and unknown. 

d. Network Error Count Categories: CRC errors, time-out error, 
packet too long, preeunble too short, preamble too long and packets 
lost. 

e. Data Available via DDE: All summary data. 

Network Diagnostics Tool: 

a. Commands: Ping, proxy ping, status (test), proxy status, reset, off
line, on-line, wink and clear error log, reset cause and statistics. 

b. Test Data: Software version, most recent error, most recent reset 
cause and node statistics. 

c. Command Options: Interval or number of operations. 
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d. Node Statistics: Transaction errors, transaction time-outs, receive 
transactions ftill, lost messages, missed messages, number of 
packets transmitted at layer 3, number of packets received at layer 
3, number of packets received at layer 4, retries, backlog overflow, 
late acknowledgments and collisions. 

PART 3- EXECUTION 

3.1 HARDWARE INSTALLATION 

A. Nodes must have been installed and bound in accordance with the relevant 
manufacturer's written installation instmctions. 

IX. LOCAL AREA NETWORK 

PARTI-GENERAL 

1.1 SUMMARY OF WORK 

A. The following hardware and software components must be installed. 

1. Network operating software. 
2. Device drivers. 
3. File server software. 
4. Graphical operator interface (GUI) and utility software. 
5. Network management and utility Software. 

B. The local area network is based on industry standard open platforms and must 
utilize third party software operation and utility application program.s whenever 
possible. 

1.2 FMS LAN HARDWARE UPWARD SCALABILITY AND DOWNWARD 
COMPATIBILITY 

A. All hardware installed for the project must be constmcted in a modular fashion to 
permit the next generation and support components to be installed in replace of or 
in parallel with existing components. 

B. Contractor must anticipate infroduction of next generation technology and provide 
the latest equipment and support components for the user interface hardware as 
specified. 

C. Software utilized for the project must be downward compatible with earlier 
releases, whenever possible. Contractor must be responsible to upgrade hardware 
purchased due to the introduction of third party software upgrades, which 
supersede or replace the version used for GBMS Local Area Network operations, 
CAD, or other fiinctions specified herein. 
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PART 2- PRODUCTS 

2.1 LOCAL AREA NETWORK PHYSICAL AND MEDIA REQUIREMENTS 

A. The local area network must meet the following minimum physical and media 
access requirements: 

1. Etiiemet; IEEE standard 802.3. 
2. Cable; 100 base-TX, UTP-8 wire, category 5E. 
3. Minimum throughput; 10.0 Mbps, with ability to increase to 100 Mbps 

without modification to any physical layer equipment. 

B. The local area network must be a 10 Megabits/sec Ethemet network supporting 
BACnet, Java, SNMP, XML, HTTP, and CORBA HOP for maximum flexibility 
for integration of building data with enterprise information systems and providing 
support for multiple network controllers, operator workstations and a local 
supervisor. 

C. The network operating software must interface to the City's alarm management 
system via network layer protocols to allow transmission of alarms to the City's 
alarm system. 

D. Unintermptible power supply (UPS) utilities must be provided to automatically 
execute an orderly shut-down of all network clients and servers, as well as 
backup. Each UPS utility must be initiated upon a loss of main power and 
complete shut-down procedures within the UPS backup power time limit. 

2.2 OPERATOR INTERFACE WORKSTATIONS AND WEB SUPERVISOR 

A. One (1) operator interface workstation and one (1) web supervisor server must be 
provided for each local area network. 

B. The local area network must be capable of supporting an unlimited number of 
clients using a standard web browser such as Intemet Explorer'''** or Netscape 
Navigator''^". Requirement for additional software resident on a client machine to 
enable a standard web browser or manufacture^specific browsers are not 
acceptable. 

C. The web browser software must mn on any operating system and system 
configuration that is supported by the web browser. Requirements for specific 
machine characteristics in terms of processor speed, memory, etc., in order to 
allow the web browser to fiinction with the GBMS are not acceptable. 

D. The web browser must provide the same view of the GBMS, in terms of graphics, 
schedules, calendars, logs, etc., and must provide the same interface methodology 
as is provided by the GUI. Requirements for different views or for different 
means of interacting with objects such as schedules, or logs, are not acceptable. 
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2.3 SYSTEM INTEGRATOR ETHERNET CONNECTIONS 

A. Workstations, network controllers, and other required networked GBMS Devices 
must be connected to the Enterprise Network. The web supervisor must be 
connected to em Ethemet port with set static IP address specified by the City. 

B. 'Where City-supplied Ethemet connection points are not directly adjacent to 
respective equipment, interconnection cables must be installed in a manner 
consistent with the cabling requirements for the rest of the GBMS. 

C. Ethemet connections must utilize industry standard connectors and cabling. 

2.4 PRflvfTERS 

A. One (1) LaserJet printer must be provided with paper feeder fray equivalent to the 
. 4SI Plus from Hewlett Packard. The printer must be configured to serve as 

network printer server so that any client can send files, reports or screen captures 
to this printer. 

B. The printer must be located in the O&M office. 

2.5 POWER DISTRIBUTION EQUIPMENT 

A. Unintermptible Power Supply: 

1. Fifteen (15) minute, static, unintermptible power supply (UPS) must be 
provided to the web supervisor server installed under the applicable Task 
Order. Dedicated emergency power circuits must be utilized as the 
primary power source, when available, 

2. The UPS batteries must be of the dry cell, heavy duty, maintenance free 
type. A 2-rate battery charger, triple and fast rate, must be provided to 
allow for battery discharges and maintenance charging. The battery 
maintains 98% rated amperage after ten (10) complete discharges. 

3. A low battery warning light and audible alarm must be provided, as well 
as the following indicating and status lights: 
a. Battery discharging. 
b. Battery charging. 
c. Battery charge (%). 

The UPS power conversion and inversion process must provides fransient 
free, continuous voltage (±1% of rated voltage) power to the web 
supervisor server. Supplemental power conditioning components must be 
provided to achieve continuous clean power, if not provided by the UPS. 
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B. Power and Data Receptacles: 

1. Separate data and power receptacles must be provided for all equipment. 
Each type of power service (UPS, Emergency and Normal) must be 
identified through the color of the receptacle. 

2. Dedicated emergency power circuits must be provided to each operator 
interface workstation amd client. 

PART 3- EXECUTION 

3.1 HARDWARE INSTALLATION 

A. Equipment and accessories must be installed in accordance with the relevant 
manufacturer's instmctions. 

3.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION AND NETWORK CABLflMG SYSTEM INSTALLATION 

A. Installations of high and low voltage systems must be in accordance with local 
building code requirements. 

B. Junction or pull boxes must be clearly identified to indicate the contents of the 
raceway system. 

C. Local area network cable lengths must be no longer than eighty percent (80%) of 
the longest dimensioned published between the most remote network nodes. 

3.3 NETWORK MANAGEMENT FUT>JCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

A. The following network management procedures must be performed: 

1. Define all operator password and logon names and security access 
privileges in all modes of communication from each network node. 

2. Automaticbackupof the station database to appropriate media. 

3. Load and debug all software installations. 

4. Configure and set-up all node peripherals (printers, mouse, CRT's, etc.). 

5. Network operator auditing routine. 

6. Power conservation mode for UPS power conservation. 

7. File server(s) disk fransaction log set-up emd automatic operation. Logs 
are generated in SQL format and imported to a graphical operator 
spreadsheet application. 
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8. Automatic disk mirroring to maintain consistency between the backup file 
server(s). 

9. Setup of group email and scheduling utilities. 

10. Software and hardweire inventory. 

11. Station-UPS utility setup and configuration for all clients and network 
servers. 

X. GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE (GUI) 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

1.1 DESCRIPTION 

A. Man-Machine Interface Description: 

1. The GUI must adhere to the City's standard format for use in City 
systems. 

2. System Configuration. At a minimum, the GUI must permit the operator 
to perform the following tasks, with proper password access: 

a. Create, delete or modify control strategies. 

b. Add/delete objects to the system. 

c. Tune control loops through the adjustment of control loop 
parameters. 

d. Enable or disable control strategies. 

e. Generate hard copy records or confrol sfrategies on a printer. 

f Select points to be alarmable and define the alarm state. 

g. Select points to be freiided over a period of time and initiate the 
recording of values automatically. 

B. Web Browser Interface Description: 

1. The Web browser client must support, at a minimum, the following 
fimctions: 

a. Operator log-on identification and password must be required. If 
an unauthorized operator attempts to access the GBMS, a blank 
web page must be displayed. Security using Java authentication 
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and encryption techniques must be implemented to prevent 
unauthorized access. 

Graphical screens developed for the GUI must be the same screens 
used for the web browser client. Any animated graphical objects 
supported by the GUI must be supported by the web browser 
interface. 

HTML programming must not be required to display system 
graphics or data on a web page. HTML editing of the web page 
must be allowed if the operator desires a specific look or format. 

Storage of the graphical screens must be in the network confroller, 
without requiring any graphics to be stored on the client machine. 

Real-time values displayed on a web page must update 
automatically without requiring a manual "refresh" of the web 
page. 

Operators must have administrator-defined access privileges. 
Depending on the access privileges assigned, the operator is able to 
perform the following: 

1) Modify common application objects, such as schedules, 
calendars, and set-points in a graphical manner. Schedule 
times must be adjusted using a graphical slider, without 
requiring any keyboard entry from the operator. Holidays 
must be set by using a graphical calendar, without requiring 
any keyboard entry from the operator. 

2) Commands to start and stop binary objects must be issued by 
right-clicking the selected object and selecting the 
appropriate command from the pop-up menu. No entry of 
text shall be required. 

3) View logs and cheuls. 

4) View and acknowledge alarms. 

5) Set up and execute SQL queries on log and archive 
information. 

The capability to specify an operator's (as determined by the log
on operator identification) home page must be provided. The 
ability to limit a specific operator to just then defined home page 
must be provided. From the home page, links to other views, or 
pages in the GBMS must be possible, if allowed by the system 
administrator. 
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h. Graphic screens on the web browser client must supjx)rt hypertext 
links to other locations on the intemet or on intranet sites, by 
specifying the uniform resource locator (URL) for the desired link. 

C. Alarm Console: 

1. A dedicated alarm window or console must be provided. This window 
must notify the operator of an alarm condition, and allow the operator to 
view details of the alarm and acknowledge the alarm. The use of the 
aletrm console must be enabled or disabled by the system administrator. 

2. "When the alarm console is enabled, a separate alarm notification window 
must supersede aU other windows on the desktop and must not be capable 
of being minimized or closed by the operator. This window must notify 
the operator of new alarms jmd un-acknowledged alarms. Alarm 
notification windows or banners that can be minimized or closed by the 
operator eire not acceptable. 

D. Basic Networking Features: 

1. The operator interface software must provide concurrent support of 
multiple display nodes utilizing the latest non-beta version of Windows 
NT network operating system. The SCADA software must permits 
client'server distributed processing of the local area network nodes. The 
following features as a minimum must be provided: 

a. Scaleable architecture to permit system expansion without 
configuration changes. 

b. Full PSTN dial-up, RAS and WAN support. 

c. Diagnostics. The operator interface software must automatically 
monitor the operation of all workstations, printers, modems, 
network connections, building management panels, and 
confrollers. The failure of any device must be annunciated to the 
operator. 

1.2 WORKfl^CLUDED 

A. Supervisory confrol sfrategies for mechanical and electrical systems must be 
provided to permit the global sequence of operations specified in the applicable 
Task Order. 
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PART 2- PRODUCTS 

2.1 OPERATOR INPUT/CONTROL FUNCTIONS 

A. Operator Interface: 

1. The operator must be able to access displays via a pointing device and/or 
soft key menus with a choice of fimction keys, cursor control keys, or any 
key on the keyboard. Supported pointing devices include a mouse, touch 
screen, Ught pen, or trackbsdl. 

2. Operator access to multiple displays at one time must be supported, 
including split screens where the operator may view more than one 
process area at a time. In addition, the unlimited use of pop-up displays 
for additional help or diagnostic information must be supported. 

3. To protect against unauthorized use, access to all displays and to all 
command fiinctions must be based on the operator's security level. The 
operator's security level must be established during the operator sign-on 
procedure. 

4. Visibility and operation of command buttons, symbols, etc. must be 
controllable based upon the operator's security level. 

5. The operator must be able to access context sensitive help at any time 
during operation of the GBMS. 

B. Command/Control Functions: 

1. An operator must be able to control a discrete point using an action 
command button. This control must include momentary on, momentary 
off, toggle on-off, set, £ind reset. 

2. The operator must be able to use command buttons to adjust set-points up 
and down on a percentage or absolute basis. Each request for increase or 
decrease must be evaluated against valid operating limits before allowing 
the adjustment. 

3. Control of individual set-points must be enabled based upon the operator's 
security level and password. 

2.2 DISPLAY CAPABILITY 

A. Graphics Description: 

1. The GUI must allow the operator to view animated graphics for process 
templates including tanks, pumps, etc. This includes: 

a. Percentage fill of the object including irregular shapes such as 
polygons, ellipses, etc. 

b. Color chemge of the object, with at least 32 colors. 
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c. Blinking of the object based upon any alarm in the system or upon 
a designated group of alarms. 

d. Each object must have a visibility attribute option allowing for 
visibility of the object based upon a condition in the system. 

e. The GUI must support animation of objects via resizing, moving, 
and/or rotating objects based upon a change in a process variable. 

f. Objects must be animated based upon any operator-defined criteria 
made up of other tag-names in the system. This includes the use of 
expressions containing all mathematical functions and the status of 
analog and discrete values in the system. 

g. Objects must be able to be animated according to any of eight (8) 
different alarm conditions for an analog variable, including: 

Lo Alarm LoLo Alarm 
Hi Alarm HiHi Alarm 
Rate of Change Normal State 
Minor Deviation Major Deviation 

h. Objects must be able to blink or change color by evaluating any of 
the 32 bits in an analog register. At least 32 colors are possible. 

2. The operator must be able to view scanned images from desktop or hand
held scanners. It is possible to animate these images to show a color 
change based on the status of process operations, including alarm or 
normal state. 

B. Text Description: 

1. Tme-type scaleable fonts (that may be scaled according to the desired size 
of the text) must be supported. The fonts must be loaded by the operating 
system. The operator may choose from at least 32 different text colors. 

2. Text color changes upon the process value going into eight (8) different 
alarm states must be supported. 

3. Text must blink based upon any operator definable condition occurring in 
the GBMS, such as an alarm on a particular set-point, alarm on any value 
in a process group, or based on the actual value of a process variable. 

4. Process values must be displayed based upon the security level of the 
operator. 

5. Text must be visible or invisible based upon an aleirm condition in the 
process or any other state change in the GBMS. 
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2.3 ALARMS/EVENTS 

A. Alarm Display Capability: 

1. The alarm display must be an operator defined sizable object, which may 
be placed by itself or along with other objects in a window. The operator 
must be able to scroll forward or backward through the alarm displays by 
depressing command buttons. Current alarms must be available as an 
alarm summary object and a chronological summary of alarms must be 
available as an alarm history object. The operator must be able to select 
the alarms displayed by alarm object, by group and/or by priority by using 
command buttons. At least 999 priority levels must be supported. 

2. The GBMS must support an unlimited number of alarm displays. 

3. Alarms must be color coded according to the state of the alarm, including 
an acknowledged alarm, unacknowledged alarm, and an alarm that has 
retumed to normal, but is not yet acknowledged. The operator must be 
able to choose from 32 different colors for display of each of these alarm 
states. The alarm display object may also support event display, with the 
color used for events also being one of the 32 different colors. 

4. The alarm display must support the display of the following alarm 
parameters, which are operator selectable in the configuration mode: 
Date Time 
Type of Alarm (HIHI, LOLO, etc.) Value of Variable in Alarm 
Operator Name Alarm Priority 
Alarm Group Name Alarm Limit 
v^ommeni 

5. It must be possible to configure the GUI so that the operator is notified of 
an al2um no matter what display the operator is currently viewing. 
Notification must include the option of a pop-up alarm display window, a 
flashing process symbol, such as a process vessel, an alarm text message 
that is available on each display, or a dedicated alarm display window on 
the screen. 

6. The operator must be able to display alarms on an individual or a group 
basis, with support for sixteen (16) groups, each having up to sixteen (16) 
subgroups. The alarm hierarchy must be capable of being nested up to 
eight (8) levels deep. 

7. It must be possible to inform the operator of an alarm condition via an 
audible tone, a pop-up display, or any combination of animation types on 
the screen. Alarm acknowledgment may be performed on all alarms, 
alarms in a single group, or alarms in a collection of groups as defined in 
an alarm group hierarchy or on a point-by-point basis. 
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B. Alarm File CapabUity: 

1. Alarms must be logged to a file for future viewing or review of alarm 
history data. The operator must have the capability to review the file for 
cause and event analysis. 

2. The alarms that are logged must be configiurable from a choice of the 
parameters listed in Section X.2.3.A.4. 

C. Alarm Printing Capability; 

I. Alarms must be printed to a printer using either a serial or parallel 
interface. The format of the alarm printout must be configurable and 
made up of any of the pareimeters listed in Section X.2.3.A.4. 

D. Alarm Transmission Capability: 

1. Alarms must be transmitted over the Enterprise Network. 

E. Events: 

1. Events must be logged for review by the operator, engineering or 
management personnel. Each new operator log-on, operator change of a 
set-point or turning any device on or off must be logged as an event. Each 
time the event log records an event, it must record the operator logged in 
and the type of action taken (set-point change, state change, etc.), along 
with a date emd time stamp. 

2.4 PROCESS TAGNAME DICTIONARY 

A. Dictionary Types: 

1. The following type of process variable types must be supported: 
Discrete: On/Off or 0/1 
Integer: 32 bit signed integer value between 

-2,147,483,648 and +2,147,483,647 
Real: +or-3.4E38 
String: Text string up to 131 characters long 

2.5 APPLICATION CONTROL LOGIC 

A. Control Logic: 

1. Operator defined logic scripts must be able to be executed. Logic scripts 
must be created in am object or statement based on the applications 
envirormient. No compilers or linkers shall be required. 
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2. The confrol logic must include the ability to automatically perform certjiin 
functions, such as increase in set-points, totalization, and checking the 
status of process set-points to take action. 

3. The control logic must include the ability to control and start other 
application programs running in the multi-tasking environment. 

4. The confrol logic must include the ability to monitor the status of each 
process variable in the GBMS, and perform specific fimctions based on 
the following parameters: 

Normal Status Alarm Status 
LoLo Alarm Status Lo Alarm Status 
Hi Alarm Status HiHi Alarm Status 
Logical Result of Boolean Expression Individual Bit in Word Status (0-31) 
(<, >, NOT, AND, OR, Equivalent, Not Equivalent) 
Acknowledged Alarm Status Unacknowledged Alarm Status 

5. Application control must be able to be used to turn on/off discrete points, 
show windows, download recipes, etc. This application control logic must 
zdso start and stop other application programs in the multitasking 
environment, including spreadsheet progreuns, database programs, and 
recipe storage programs. Condition logic must support up to 32,767 bytes 
of memory and shall support the following command functions: 
a. String Functions. 
b. Math Functions. 
c. System Functions. 
d. Add-On Functions. 
e. Miscellemeous Functions. 

B. Condition Control Logic: 

1. Application control must be able to be performed based upon an operator 
definable state of a process variable or as the result of an expression 
involving multiple process variables. This includes discrete variable oh or 
off state, alarm states such as HIHI or LOLO, or equivalence to a spî oifie 
value. 

2. Each condition logic script must support up to 32,767 bytes of memory 
and supports the execution and control as listed in Section X.2.3.A.4 and 
5. 

3. It must be possible to define condition logic scripts which execute once 
when the condition expression becomes tme, once when the condition 
expression becomes false or while the condition is tme or while the 
condition is false at an operator definable rate down to 55 mSec. 
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C. Key Confrol Logic: 

1. Application control must be able to be performed by an operator pressing 
a key on the keyboard. This includes whenever the key is pressed, 
released, or while the key is held down at a definable interval. 

2. Any of the keys on the standju-d PC-compatible keyboard must be able to 
be used for application control. 

3. Key confrol logic must support up to 32,767 bytes of memory and 
supports execution and confrol of logic as listed in Section X.2.3.A.4 and 
5. 

D. Data Change Logic: 

1. Confrol logic must be able to be executed upon the change in the value of 
a process vmable. 

2. Data change logic must support up to 32,767 bytes of memory and 
supports execution and control of logic as listed in Section X.2.3.A.4 and 
5. 

2.6 APPLICATION BUILDER CAPABILITIES 

A. Graphics: 

1. Graphics development tools must allow the creation of filled rectangles, 
circles/ellipses, polygons, and eircs. All display elements such as real time 
and historical trends, alarm summary displays, bitmap images, and SPC 
charts must be configurable objects with the capability to be placed in any 
window in any configuration. 

2. The graphic drawing system must be object-oriented. The operator must 
hjis the capability to arrange graphic objects based on the following 
commands: 

Align Top Send to Front 
Align Bottom Send to Back 
Align Left Space Horizontal 
Align Center Points Rotate Clockwise and Counterclockwise 
Space Vertical Group Objects into a Cell 

3. The graphics editor must allow layering of objects to activate specific 
objects based upon conditions in the process. 

4. The graphics development tools must allow object placement via a "snap-
to-grid" feature with configurable grid spacing. 
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5. The graphics development tools must support an "undo/redo" feature with 
a configurable number of levels and command display. 

6. A library must be supported with "self configuring" objects that change 
properties based on dialog box entries made during configiu'ation. For 
example, consider a standeird set-point loader object that has a graduated 
scale emd a default range of 0 to 100.0. By simply making entries ih a 
dialog box, it must be possible to cheuige the range of the set-point loader 
to 32 - 212, change the number of major and minor divisions on the scale, 
and change the font used for the label text. The object must then redraw 
itself with new number of tick marks, new spacing, new labels, £md new 
font. 

7. .DXF files must be able to be imported with the drawing elements 
imported as native objects. These objects must be able to be animated 
using the fiill set of object animation properties as specified in Section 
X.2.2.A. 

8. The graphics editor must allow the operator to import drawings and 
images in .BMP file format. 

9. Animated graphic objects or symbols must be able to be copied in just two 
(2) keystrokes, and immediate substitution of a tagname for the duplicated 
object is possible without leaving the graphics editor. 

10. Animated graphic objects or process symbols must be able to be copied 
from one window or display to another with all of their animation 
characteristics retained. It must be possible to import windows from 
another application in this same fashion. 

11. The operator must have the ability to add tagneune dictionary items while 
building a display without exiting the graphics editor. 

12. The operator must have the ability to search for process tagnames while 
building a display and then to get the exact detail of the item (alarm set-
points, I/O address, and all other dictionary details) while building a 
display vithout exiting the graphics editor. 

13. OnUne context sensitive help must be available on the display build 
routines to allow the operator to obtain immediate help should the operator 
have a question about the details of linking objects to the tagname 
database dictionary. 

14. The process must be able to be monitored while an operator configures a 
graphic screen. 
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B. Tagname Dictionary: 

1. The operator must have the ability to edit tagname items and add new 
tagnames while the running the process. 

2. It must be possible to export the entire databzise in .CSV format for import 
and subsequent editing to a spreadsheet such as Excel or Lotus 1 -2-3. 

3. It must be possible to import the entire database from a .CSV file created 
with Excel or Lotus 1-2-3. 

C. Logic Editor: 

1. A built-in editor must be provided for the development of logic scripts. 
The editor is a full-featured text editor with single keystroke entiy of 
tagnames, logic constmcts and script functions. When a script fiinction is 
placed in the editing window, any arguments necessary' for the script 
fimction to operate must be automaticedly pasted into the window. 

2. Online help must be provided for all script functions. 

3. The process must be able to be monitored while an operator configures 
and edits logic scripts. 

2.7 REPORT WRITER 

A. Report Printing Capability: 

!. Process information including process data, status, accumulated variables, 
etc. must be presented on printed reports 

2. The printed reports must be able to include snapshots of trends, 
histograms, and SPC charts. 

3. Graphic templates must be able to be used in the printed reports. 

B. Report Scheduling: 

1. Reports must be able to be scheduled by time of day, day of week, hour of 
day, or at the end of a shift. 

2. Reports must be able to be printed on demand by the operator. 

3. Reports must be able to be printed based on any state change in the 
system. 
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2.8 REAL-TIME AND HISTORICAL LOGGING 

A. Real-Time Trending: 

1. Real-time trend displays must support up to four (4) trend pens and an 
unlimited number of frend windows per display. 

2. Real-time time trend displays must be able to continue to update 
regardless of whether the operator is currently viewing the trend window. 

3. Real-time frend displays must support the use of expressions of tagnames, 
including add, multiply, divide, etc., to permit proper scaling of variables. 

B. Historical Trending: 

1. The historical trend display must allow the operator to zoom in and out in 
time from one (1) second up to six (6) weeks in one display. The zoom-in 
and zoom-out features must be able to be activated using action scripted 
command buttons available to the operator. 

2. The operator must be able to pan backweird and forward in time to view 
historically logged data. 

3. The operator must be able to print out historically trended information in 
the form of a printed record for documentation purposes. 

C. Historical Reporting: 

1. Historically collected data must be available to be exported to a 
spreadsheet format for analysis, additional reports, etc. 

2.9 SYSTEM PROTECTION 

A. Foreground Program Switching: 

1. It must be possible to configure the run-time GUI to prevent the operator 
from obtaining direct access to foreground program switching by disabling 
certain keys. 

B. File Menu Access: 

1. It must be possible to configure the run-time GUI to prevent tiie operator 
from obtaining direct access to the file menu, or any other direct ability to 
open and close files, outside of the desired built-in capabilities of the final 
operator interface application. 
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C. System Level Interface: 

1. It must be possible to provide password protection on a moveable mask 
that can cover the GUI on the entire GBMS system level, including the 
operating system title bars, menu bars, etc., such that ordy authorized 
personnel would have access to this level of confrol. 

D. Operator Log-On: 

1. It must be possible to assign each operator a log-on password which 
defines a unique access level, thereby limiting access to various command 
functions based on the operator's access level. 

2. Based on the operator's unique password, it must be possible to log each 
operator's actions for later review. 

3. It must be possible to define an inactivity time span between operator 
actions on the system, requiring the operator to log on again with his 
password after a certain period of inactivity. 

2.10 HVAC AND ENERGY MANAGEMENT APPLICATION PROGRAMS 

A. Calculations: 

1. The operator interface HVAC application package must automatically 
perform predefined calculations based on operated input, real-time data 
and required constants. Calculations must be defined for evaluation by 
both the operator interface and local area network clients. Calculations 
must include the following: 

a. Enthalpy: Calculate total heat of air by sensing dry bulb and either 
relative humidity, wet bulb, or dew point. 

b. Relative Humidity: Calculate RH from dry bulb temperature and 
either wet bulb or dew point. Acronym and type of sensor miist be 
input by the operator. 

c. Wet Bulb: Calculate wet bulb temperature from enthalpy. 

d. Liquid Flow: Calculate flow rate from differential pressure across 
an orifice or venturi, or from an aimubar sensor. Sensor acronym 
and type must be input by the operator. 

e. Zone Heat Energy: Calculate total heat energy in a zone based on 
dry bulb and either wet bulb, relative humidity, or dew point, and 
the volume of the space. All parameters must be input by the 
operator. 
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f Electrical Power: Calculate electrical power based on voltage and 
amperage, or on pulse meter input. 

g. Fluid Btu Rate: Based on flow and differential temperature. 

h. Addition/Subtraction/Multiplication/Division/ 
Min/Meix/Increment/ Decrement: Add, subtract, multiply, divide, 
selection of min or max for a number of real vjilues and/or 
constants, and increase or decrease value by a fixed amount to 
obtain a virtual value. 

i. Steam Flow: Calculate steam flow from pressure euid temperature 

values. 

j . Steaim Energy: Btu of steam flow. 

k. General Degree Three Polynomial. 

1. Degree Days. 
2. Calculated points, for which all component data is available within the 

realm of a single control unit, must be dovmloaded to the local area 
network for calculation. Changes of state must be reported to the local 
area network server as described for suialog points. The definition of such 
a point must include the creation pf a free form algorithm using a 
command language designed specifically for operator interface 
applications. In addition to the eirithmetic operators listed above, the 
algorithm must allow trigonometric, logarithmic, and exponential terms. 
The time increment of calculating such points m.ust be on a resolution of 
ten (10) seconds. 

3. Calculations requirement data from more than one SCU must be defined 
for evaluation by the operator interface workstation. The operator must be 
able to choose the output units for the calculations from a list. The 
operator must be able to determine the time incremerit for perforniirig 
calculations on a resolution of one (1) minute. Each calculated point must 
be assigned a calculation priority which dictates the order in which the 
calculations are performed. Acronyms of sensed values must be able to be 
input by the operator. The operator must be able to input the value of 
required constants. 

4. Calculated points must be defined through tiie operator's terminal in the 
same manner as senses points (see Sections X.2.4 through 2.8) with 
additional information requested as required. Each calculated point must 
appear to the operator as amy real point (with a sensor) and the operator 
must be able to use the acronym of the calculated point in the same 
manner as a real point. 
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B. Run-time Totalizing: The number of hours that any binary point in the GBMS is 
in the "on" condition must be able to be totalized. The point may be a motor, 
lights, unlocked doors, and so forth. Every binary point must be able to be 
totalized on operator assignment. 

1. The operator must be able to set limits associated with run-time and must 
be able to set a limit v^th every binary point. Limits must be set through 
the operator's keyboard. When the run-time of a point reaches a run-time 
limit, an alarm must be printed on the event printer. Run-time totals and 
limits must be able to be reset from the operator's terminal on command. 

2. The operator must be able to list a summary of run-time totals and each 
associated limit, if 2my. The summary must be able to cover all binary 
points or be restricted to a particular location, system or point. The 
summary must also be able to be restricted to those points that have 
reached the run-time limit. 

C. Analog Totalizing/Averaging: Any analog or calculated point in the system must 
be able to be assigned to the totalized and/or averager program. The points 
assigned must be totalized or averaged for a minimum of once per minute. The 
following totals and averages for each point assigned must be kept in storage: 

1. Last 12 Months, by Month. 
2. Last 30 Days, by Day. 
3. Last 24 Hours, by Hour. 
4. Last Hour, by 5 Minute Increments. 
5. Last 10 Minutes, by Minute. 

D. Time Based Control: 

1. Any commandable point in the system must be able to be assigned a 
specific commzmd by time of day and day(s) of week through the 
operator's terminal. The number of commands per point, per day must be 
limited only by the amount of memory available in the respective SCU. 
The following commands must be available: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f 
g-
h. 

Start. 
Stop. 
Auto. 
Low. 
High. 
Change set-point. 
Change high limit. 
Change low limit. 

Points must be assigned time windows in which the assigned command is 
valid. Points must be able to be assigned different time windows for each 
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day of the week, plus for a holiday schedule. A means rnust be provided 
to delete points from the time schedule by day(s) and by time window. 

3. Within an individual SCU, a time delay must be provided between starts 
and must be adjusted on a per point basis. 

4. Time schedules must be downloaded to the respective SCU for 
implementation. Loss of communication with the operator interface 
workstation must not affect the operation Of downloaded time schedules. 
Any changes made by a time schedule must be communicated to the 
operator interface workstation and saved to the local area network server. 

5. The operator must be able to list summaries of time schedules on the 
operator's terminal or data logger. The summary must indicate the point 
and the various time windows assigned for that particular day. The 
summary must be able to be restricted to a particular location, system, 
system type, point type, or point as well as to desired days of the week. 

6. A means must be provided for scheduling holidays one (1) year in 
advance. The GBMS must recognize scheduled holidays and mns the 
holiday schedule for that day or days. The holidays must be defined 
through the operator interface workstation. 

7. A means must be provided for extending the time of equipment operation 
in a particular zone. The time extension must be initiated from an 
operator's keyboard or by a binary input request initiated from the 
equipment itself. The extension must be for em operator defined period 
(minutes, days) and the normal schedule is used automatically on the next 
day. The zone, equipment within the zone (motors, lights, and so forth), 
and the length of the time extension must be defined through the operator 
interface workstation. A summary must be provided of zone parameters 
and a summary of zones currently operating under extended time. 

Duty Cycle: 

I. The operator must be able to assign, through the operator's terminal 
online, any confrolled load ih the GBMS on the duty cycle program arid 
define associated parameters. Parameters must be individually assigned 
per load. Parameters are at least as follows: 

a. Acronym of the load start/stop point. 

b. Acronym of the point that will feed back, (space temperature, loop 
temperature, differential pressure, other). 

c. The minimum on and off times for the load required for equipment 
protection from damage. 
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d. A description of at least one complete cycle and the time windows 
in which each is to be followed. At least five different cycles must 
be allowed in any one day. The GBMS must support unique 
schedules for each day of the week (including holidays) and 
schedules must be not violate the equipment's minimum on and 
minimum off times. Cycles must be defined with a resolution of at 
least five minutes. 

2. The operator must be able to modify any parameter on an individual basis 
at any time. 

3. Each load assigned to the duty cycler must be cycled based on the 
individual parameters assigned to it. The duty cycler must not stop the 
load if the feedback (space temperature, loop temperature, differential 
pressure, other) is in alarm. In no case may the load ever be on or off for 
less time that the minimum on or off times defined in the applicable Task 
Order. 

4. The operator must be able to display or print all the parameters associated 
with a load assigned to the duty cycler on request. Summaries must be 
able to be requested for all points or restricted to a particular location or 
load by operator choice. 

5. Loads must be able to be locked out from or restored to the duty cycler by 
the operator at any time. 

6. Duty cycling must be performed by a local SCU or control unit using 
parameters downloaded from the operator interface workstation. A 
change of state must be reported to the operator interface workstation 
server by the SCU each time the duty cycler starts or stops the load. 

Power Demand Monitoring/Load Shedding: 

1. The operator must be able to assign, through the operator's terminal 
online, any confrolled load in the system to the load shed program and 
define associated parameters. Parameters must be individually assigned 
per load. Parameters must be at least as follows: 

a. Acronym of the load start/stop point. 
b. Acronym of the point that feeds back space conditions or system 

status to the program (i.e., space temperature, differential pressure, 
light level (foot-candles), etc.). If no space temperature point 
exists, this parameter does not have to be defined. 

c. The minimum on and off times for the load required for equipment 
protection from damage. 

d. The kilowatt rating of the load. 
e. The acronym of the electric meter that the load is associated with. 
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f. The priority level of the load. Provided capability of 16 priority 
levels. 

2. The operator must be able to modify euiy load parameter on an individual 
basis at any time. 

3. The operator must be able to display or print all of the parameters 
associated with the load assigned to the load shedding program on request. 
Summaries must be able to be requested for all points, or resfricted to a 
particular location Or load by operator choice. 

4. Demand meters must be defined by the operator through the operator's 
terminal. Parameters associated with demand meters are as follows: 

a. Acronym of the meter. 
b. The demand limit to begin shedding loads. 
c. The demand at which loads shall begin to be restored. 
d. The number of priority level associated with the meter. 
e. The demand interval strength. 

5. The operator must be able to modify any meter partuneters on an 
individual basis at any time. 

6. The operator must be able to display or print all parameters associated 
with a particular demand meter on request. 

7. The power demand program must operate on a sliding window basis. 
Each minute must be considered to be in the middle of the cycle interval. 
The demand data must be gathered each minute. The data from the last N 
minutes (where N equals one-half the interval length) must be then used to 
create a best fit first-degree polynomial ciu^e. The curve must then be 
examined at what would be the end of the interval (N minutes ahead). If 
this value is greater than the shed limit, the power demand program must 
calculate the excess load and initiates load shedding. The. shedding must 
begin with the lowest priority loads and must be governed by the point's 
minimum oii time, maximtim off time, point disability, and status of the 
space temperature point (if one has been defined). If the point does not 
satisfy (continuously) its minimum on time, if the maximum off time is 
already reached, if the point is disabled or if the space temperature point is 
in alarm, the load initially must not be shed. If the power demand 
program finds that it has examined all loads in all priorities and more 
shedding is still necessary, according to the predicted load, it must go back 
to the lowest level and re-examine the points, this time overlooking the 
status of space temperature points. If it is still imable to adequately reduce 
the load level, the operator must be informed of the number of kilowatts 
still needed to be shed. No load may be shed if the point's minimum on 
time has not been satisfied or if the point is disabled. 
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still needed to be shed. No load may be shed if the point's minimum on 
time has not been satisfied or if the point is disabled. 

8. If, at any time after load shedding has been initiated, the system forecasts 
the end of cycle consumption to be below the restore limit, the power 
demand program must begin starting up the loads in order to bring the 
GBMS back into the state in which it was operating before the shedding 
began. Load restoration must be performed in inverse order from that 
observed in the shedding process. The first group of points to be restored 
must consist of those whose sample area is in alarm. The second group 
must be the remainder of the power demand monitored points that are 
currently off and have met their minimum off time. The power demand 
program must not restore a point that is either disabled or has not yet 
satisfied its minimum off time. The starts must be performed in an 
efficient maimer, each being delayed by the amount of time specified by 
the preceding point within the same DPU. 'When enough load has been 
restored so that the forecasted consumption is above the restore limit, the 
power demand program must discontinue the restoration process. 

9. Points that are both duty cycled and power demand monitored may be 
shed by the power demand progrjim, but must only be started up by the 
duty cycler. If the duty cycler deems it necessary to start such a point, it 
must determine whether the point is off due to load shedding or normal 
cycling. If the point was shed and an entire power demand program 
interval has not elapsed since the time of the shed, the duty cycler must 
then locates and shed enough other load to allow the original point to be 
started, without affecting the total system power consumption. 

10. A pov/er demand profile must be available to the operator upon request. 
The profile must be displayed or printed by operator selection. The profile 
must include the demand meter description, the time, date, demand limit, 
restore limit, interval length, current demand, highest demand today and 
time of occurrence, highest demand yesterday and time of occurrence, 
highest demand during current billing period with time and date of 
occurrence, and the highest demand for the last eleven (11) billing periods 
by billing period witii time and date of occurrence, and the highest 
demand for the last eleven (11) billing periods by billing period with time 
and date of occurrence. Billing periods must be able to be defined by the 
operator through the operator's terminal. 

G. Mixed Air Enthalpy Confrol 

1. The enthalpy must be calculated for the outside air and the retum air of 
each air handling unit assigned to the program. The program must use the 
logic described below. 
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a. If mechanical cooling is not being utilized, the mixed air dampers 
(i.e., variable outside air and retum air) must be under local loop 
control. 

b. If mechjmical cooling is being utilized, and if the air handling unit 
is on, and if the outside air enthalpy is greater than the return air 
enthalpy, the variable outside air dampers must close. 

c. If mechanical cooling is being utilized, and if the air handling unit 
is on, and if the retum air enthalpy is greater than the outside air 
enthalpy, the variable outside air dampers must be set at maximum 
outside air. 

2. Air handling units must be assigned to the mixed air enthalpy control 
progreun through the operator's terminal. The enthalpy program must be 
able to be overridden by the operator for each air handler on command. 

3. The exhaust air fan associated with each air handling unit must start in 
conjimction with the activation of the variable outside air damper and 
must be modulated. 

H. Optimum Start Time: 

1. The optimum start program must calculate the latest start time for air 
handling units in each operator-defined zone. The calculations must 
consider occupancy time, outdoor temperature, indoor temperature, 
desired indoor temperature at occupancy, the capacity of the air handler(s) 
and the zone's heat gain/loss rate. 

2. The program must run at a reschedule interval of no more than five (5) 
minutes beginning at em hour that is certain to be before the start-up time 
for all of the optimum start zones. The program must examine each zone 
at the frequency defined for that zone. 

3. When the program determines that the optimum start time has been 
reached, it must start all of the air handling units included in the zone 
definition. 

4. At the zone occupancy time, the program must record the actual zone 
temperature and any deviation from desired temperature. If any unit 
within the zone was found to have been off-line between the startup time 
and the occupancy time, the data must be flagged as invalid. 
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5. Optimum start zones must be defined by the operator through the 
operator's terminal. Parameters must include as a minimum: 

a. Occupancy time for each day of the week. 
b. Desfred temperature at occupancy during heating season. 
c. Desired temperature at occupancy during cooling season. 
d. Whether the zone is on cooling, heating, or both. 
e. Acronym of outdoor temperature sensor, 
f Acronym of indoor temperature sensor. 

g. Acronym(s) of air handler(s) to be started, 
h. Acronym of the zone. 

6. The operator must be able to modify the parameters at any time. A 
summary of the zone parameters must be available on command. The 
summary must be displayed.on the operator's terminal or printed on the 
data logger. This summary must detail the conditions presented to the 
optimum start program as well as the results of the optimum start fimction 
for one week. The information, output by zone, must include the 
difference between the target temperature and both the inside and outside 
air temperatures at the zone start time, the difference between the target 
temperature and the actual room temperature at occupancy time, and the 
start time measured in minutes before occupancy. Performance summaries 
must be able to be requested for individual or multiple zones. 

I. Time and Event Programs: 

1. A method must be provided for automatically mnning City-written 
programs based on occurrence of specified changes in the status of any 
binary, analog, or calculated point. The following changes in status must 
be able to generate an automatic sequence: 
a. Change of binary status from 1 to 0, or 0 to 1. 
b. Reaching run-time limit. 
c. High analog alarm. 
d. Low analog alarm. 
e. Analog retum to normal. 

2. Each input point in the GBMS must be able to initiate a progreun and emy 
number of points must be able to initiate the same program. 

3. Points initiating programs must pass a number of parameters to the City's 
program. These parameters must be as follows: 
a. Acronym of the point. 
b. Pointer to the point in the data base. 
c. Current status. 
d. Last value. 
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4. City-written programs must be assigned to points through the operator 
interface workstation. Assignments must be able to be modified at any 
time. Time and event programs must be generated at the operator 
interface workstation and downloaded to local SENs for execution. 

5. The operator must be able to request a summary of all automatic 
sequences with point assignments. The summary must be displayed or 
printed on the data logger. 

XI. OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE (O&M) MANUALS 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

1.1 OVERVIEW 

A. Five (5) copies of each manual must be provided both in hardcopy and on 
CDROM. 

B. Manuals must be 8-1/2 inches x 11 inches size or 11 x 17 folded sheets in hard 
back 3-ring loose-leaf binders. Labeled tabs must be provided between sections. 
Binders are not overfilled. 

1.2 CONTENTS OF O&M MANUAL 

A. A comprehensive table of contents must be provided. 

B. The following information must be included, in order, in Section Number 1, 
"Introduction." 

1. Contractor's name, address, 24-hour telephone number, and job control 
number. As applicable, telephone numbers and contact names for service 
during normal hours, service during off-hours, parts ordering, and 
technical support must also be included. 

2. Name, signature £md title of Contractor's representative responsible for 
preparation of technical manual, including date of issuance and revision 
number. 

3. Warranty information including start and end dates. 

4. Alphabetical list of all GBMS components, including confrol devices, 
relays, power supplies, sensors, and accessory items. Manufacturers' 
names and manufacturers' part numbers must be listed, and include the 
name, address, and 24-hour phone number of the company responsible for 
servicing each item during the first year of operation or warranty period, 
whichever is greater. 
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C. The following information must be included as a minimum in the section Number 
2, "General." 

1. Valve tag list. 

2. Proper lubricants and lubricating instmctions for each piece of equipment, 
date when lubricated, and recommended frequency of lubrication. 

3. Table of multi-conductor cable with tag numbers and corresponding 
system, building, floor or eurea served. 

4. Charts showdng normal operating conditions and points of high and low 
limit alarms for all GBMS equipment. 

5. Routine preventive maintenance procedures and corrective diagnostic 
froubleshooting procedures for all GBMS equipment. 

6. List of ordinary and special tools, operating materials and supplies and test 
equipment recommended for operation and servicing all GBMS 
equipment. 

7. Detailed description of modifications made to standard catalog equipment. 

D. Separate sections must be prepared for the following GBMS components: 

1. Section Number 3, "LONMARK® products and equipment." (or 
equivalent, as approved by the City) 

2. Section Number 4, "Input/Output and Ancillary devices." 
3. Section Number 5, "GBMS Local Area Network Accessories." 
4. Section Number 6, "Network Controller Integration components." 
5. Section Number 7, "Network Software." 

E. The following ais-built drawings must be included as a minimum in the section 
Number 8, "As-Built Documentation." All drawings requested must be updated 
to include field modifications and change orders. The drawings must be printed 
on 11x17 sheets, folded to 8.5 x 11, and included in the binder. 

1. All submittal drawings requested in this Exhibit or the applicable Task 
Order, updated to include field modifications and change orders, and all 
information requested below: 

a. Functional temperature cOnfrol diagrams for each mechanical 
system served by the GBMS. Each input/output served by each 
ASC or PCU must be indicated and tagged. Locations and 
fimctions of ISAs must be shown. 
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b. Floor plans ihdicatirig the exact installed location of the following 
equipment and/or devices: 
1) All sensors and actuators. 
2) AU confrol panels and miscellaneous confrol devices. 
3) All network confrollers, web supervisor stations, or operator 

workstations. 
4) Indicate all sensor and actuator wiring to confrol devices. 
5) Indicate all communications / network wiring between 

confrol devices. 
6) Indicate all local area network wiring. 

Additional drawings include: 

a. Legend of all symbols, line types, and abbreviations used. 

b. Wiring details for any device wiring or interconnection that varies 
from accepted industry practices or for which none exist. 

c. Logical program flow diagram for every programmable confroller. 
Flow diagrams must be developed and designed in accordance 
with industry standards and indicate the natural flow of the control 
software. Flow charts clezu-ly indicate each source line or program 
block of programming code. 

The following must be included as a minimum in the section titled, 
"Manufacturer's Literature". This section must be sorted alphabetically by 
manufacturer and device, and must have subsections with indexed tabs if 
appropriate. For each and every item installed imder this Exhibh, the following 
information must be provided: 
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1. Installation: Provide manufacturer's written installation instmctions for 
each item. 

2. Maintenance: Provide manufacturer's written maintenance instmctions 
for each item. 

3. Specifications: Provide manufacturer's specifications and engineering 
data for each item. 

4. Include in each manual a copy of all CD ROM discs required under 
~ Section XI. 1.4 below. Place CDs in protective jacket with 3-ring loose-

leaf binding. 

1.3 ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTATION 

A. Software operator manuals must be provided with instmctions on CD ROM for 
the following software: 

1. Windows NT. 
2. Operator Interface Software. 
3. LONWORKS Network Management (or equivalent, as approved by the 

City). 

B. On the same or separate CD ROM, electronic copies of all as-built, manufactiu-er 
and system documentation must be provided. 

XII - SEQUENCES OF OPERATION 

PART 1 - GENERAL 

1.1 CONTROL DIAGRAMS AND SCHEDULE 

A. All set-points of sensors, confrollers and the like, that are not factory preset, must 
be preset before startup. 

1.2 SEQUENCES OF OPERATION 

A. Each ASC, CU, etc, must be configured to perform the sequences of operation 
printed on the confrol drawings in the applicable Task Order. All necessary 
hardware must be provided on each piece of equipment in order for the equipment 
to perfonn the specified sequence and to meet the requirements of the points lists 
in the applicable Task Order. 
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(Sub)Exhibit 23. 
(To Agreement With Kenny Construction Company 

For Design/Build Services) 

Certain Remedies. 

In the event Contractor is in breach of implementation timeframes set forth in Task Order, 
acceptance requirements set forth in Article 6 of the Agreement and the applicable Task Order, 
performance warranty obligations set forth in Section 8.1 of the Agreement (including Exhibits 5 
and 22) or responsibilities for Operations, Support and Maintenance and/or Emergency Response 
Services as set forth in Article 7 of the Agreement and any Task Order, (in the case of a 
termination remedy after any applicable notice and cure period), the City shall have the remedies 
set forth below. Contractor shall be relieved of such remedies to the extent that a Delay (as 
defined below), or an acceptance, performance or support failure was caused by the City or by a 
Contract Impact Event 

I. Delay 

In the event Contractor fails to meet, for one or more facilities (including OCC work and 
implementation of zone servers), the date for (i) Facility-Level Substantial Acceptance as 
described in Section 6.4 of the Agreement and the applicable Task Order, and (ii) where the Task 
Order calls for integration, the Facility Integration Substantial Acceptance as described in 
Section 6̂ 4 of the Agreement and the applicable Task Order, or (iii) where applicable, custom 
software Acceptance and/or Documentary Deliverable Acceptance (as set forth in Exhibit 7), (a 
"Delay") and does not cure such Delay within ten (10) business days after written notice by the 
City (or other time period otherwise approved by the City in writing), the City will be entitled to 
the following remedies: 

(a) At the option of the City, 

(i) Contractor shall promptly complete the installation and/or cure the Delay 
(which may include providing additional personnel. Software or Devices) at no additional 
cost to the City; or 

(ii) The City may complete the installation or hire a third party to do so 
(which may include providing additional personnel, software, hardware or devices) and 
Contractor shall, within thirty (30) days of the date of invoice from the City, reimburse 
the City for all internal construction costs (including labor and materials) and third-party 
costs incurred in completing the installation; 

provided that if the City elects option (i) above it may, at any time thereafter elect option 
(ii) above, in which case the City will so inform Contractor and Contractor shall, unless 
expressly authorized by the City to continue its work, cease its attempts to cure the 
Delay; and 

(b) Contractor shall pay as liquidated damages to the City, for each day of Delay, an 
amount equal to one percent (1%) of the amount quoted for the Work under the Task 
Order allocable to the facilities or to the Custom Software subject to the Delay; provided, 
however, that such liquidated damages shall not exceed the amount quoted for the Work 
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under such Task Order. Confractor shall pay such amounts to the City within thirty (30) 
days of the date of invoice from the City. 

II. Acceptance Failure 

In the event that, after implementation of Work covered imder a Task Order, any portion of the 
GBMS fails to pass acceptance testing within the number of attempts contemplated by Section 
6.1.5 of the Agreement or the applicable Task Order, Confractor shall be responsible for the exfra 
cost incurred by the City in paying the City's Quality Assurance Agent to participate in 
additional acceptance testing. 

In addition to the foregoing, if any portion of the GBMS fails to pass acceptance testing as set 
forth in Section 6.5 of the Agreement, or within a different time period otherwise approved by 
the City in writing (an "Acceptance Failure"), the City will be entitled to the following 
remedies: 

(a) At the option of the City, 

(i) Contractor shall promptly repair the non-conformity that gave rise to the 
Acceptance Failure (which may include providing additional personnel, Software or 
Devices) at no additional cost to the City; or 

(ii) The City may repair the non-conformity or hire a third party to repair the 
non-conformity (which may include providing additional personnel, software, hardware 
or devices) and Confractor shall, within thirty (30) days of the date of invoice from the 
City, reimburse the City for all intemal and third-party costs incurred in repairing the 
non-conformity; 

provided that if the City elects option (i) above it may, at any time thereafter elect option 
(ii) above, in which case the City will so inforin Confractor and Contractor shall, unless 
expressly authorized by the City to continue its work, cease its attempts to cure the non
conformity; and 

(b) Confractor shall pay as liquidated damages to the City, for each day between the 
occurrence of the Acceptance Failure and the cure of the causative non-conformity, an 
amount equal to one and one half percent (I '/2%) of the amount quoted for the work 
under the Task Order allocable to the portion of the GBMS to which the Acceptance 
Failure relates. Confractor shall pay such amounts to the City within thirty (30) days of 
the date of invoice from the City. 

III. Performance Failure 

In the event that, after any portion of the GBMS has been accepted, the GBMS as then installed 
fails to fiinction in accordance witii the performance warranties set forth in Section 8.1 of the 
Agreement (a "Performance Failure") and Confractor does not cure such Perfonnance Failure 
within thirty (30) days of receipt of written notice of such Performance Failure (or within such 
other time period as may be approved by the City in writing), the City will be entitled to the 
following remedies: 
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(a) At the option of the City, 

(i) Confractor shall promptly repair the Performance Failure, (which may 
include providing additional personnel. Software or Devices) at no additional cost to the 
City; or 

(ii) The City may repair the Performance Failure or hire a third party to repair 
it (which may include providing additional persormel, software, hardware or devices) and 
Confractor shall, within thirty (30) days of invoice from the City, reimburse the City for 
all intemal constmction costs (including labor and materials) and third-party costs 
incmred in correcting the Performance Failure; 

provided that if the City elects option (i) above it may, at any time thereafter elect option 
(ii) above, in which case the City will so inform Contractor and Confractor shall, unless 
expressly authorized by the City to continue its work, cease its attempts to cure the 
Performance Failure; and 

(b) If the Performance Failure affects 

(i) one or more facilities (other than the OCC), Contractor shall pay as 
liquidated damages to the City an amount equal to five hundred dollars ($500) per 
affected facility per day or portion thereof that each such Performance Failure 
remains unconected; or 

(ii) the OCC, Contractor shall pay as liquidated damages to the City an 
amount equal to one thousand dollars ($ 1,000) per day or portion thereof that each 
such Performance Failure remains uncorrected. 

IV. Support 

In the event Contractor has been contracted to perform Operations services for the OCC as set 
forth in Exhibit 11, Support and Maintenance services (with respect to software and hardware) as 
set forth in Article 7 of the Agreement, or Emergency Response Services as set forth in Exhibit 
25, and fails to perform as set forth in such Exhibits or Article and the applicable Task Order for 
such services (a "Support Failure"), the City will be entitled to the following remedies: 

(a) For each hour or portion thereof Contractor is late in responding to a support call 
that the City has identified as involving a Critical Issue, the City will be entitled to a 
credit of $500, provided that if either party requests a meeting to discuss the reasons for 
Confractor's failure, the parties shall meet for that purpose before such a credit is ^plied. 
A "Critical Issue" as one where a substantial part of the GBMS cannot be operated or 
accessed at the OCC because of: (i) failure or malfiinction of equipment in the OCC or 
one or more zone servers, (ii) failure or malfunction of the operating systems or 
applications used in the GBMS or one or more zone servers, or (iii) failure or malfiinction 
of the equipment, operating systems or applications used in the servers in a substantial 
number of the facilities in which the monitoring system is installed. 

(b) Contractor's failure to respond as set forth in the Agreement (including but not 
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limited to failures to respond timely to critical issues) at least 98% of the time on a 
quarterly basis will entitle the City to a credit, as follows: 

(i) If Contractor's timely response rate for the quarter was more than 96% but 
less than 98%, the City would be entitled to a credit equal to 3.5% of the support fees 
paid to Contractor for the 12-month period ended prior to the quarter under review; 

(ii) If Contiactor's timely response rate for the quarter was more than 93% but 
equal to or less than 96%, the City would be entitled to a credit equal to 7% of the 
support fees paid to Confractor for the 12-month period ended prior to the quarter under 
review; and 

(iii) If Confractor's timely response rate for the quarter was equal to or less 
than 93%, the City would be entitled to a credit equal to 15% of the support fees paid to 
Confractor for the 12-month period ended prior to the quarter under review. 

(c) All credits to which the City is entitled as a result of Confractor's failure to 
respond to support calls as described in the Agreement will be applied against support 
fees due but not yet paid to Contractor and, if the credit is greater than such fees, to 
support fees incurred in the fiiture, unless the City in its sole discretion elects to use the 
credit as an offset against other payments due to Contractor under the Agreement. 

V. Application of Cost Reimbursements, Credits and Liquidated Damages. 

The City will have the right, with respect to its entitlement to cost reimbursements, credits and/or 
liquidated damages, to deduct the amount thereof out of any moneys due or that may become 
due, and if said moneys are insufficient to cover said reimbursements, credits and/or liquidated 
damages, then Confractor or its surety shall pay the amount due. Nothing herein contained shall 
be constmed as limiting the right of the City to recover from the Confractor any and all amounts 
due or to become due, an any and all costs and expenses sustained by the City for improper 
performance hereunder, repudiation of the Confract by the Confractor, failure to perform or 
breach or breaches in any other respect, including but not limited to defective workmanship or 
materials; provided, however, that the City's right to liquidated damages pursuant to Section 1(b) 
of this Exhibit 23 shall be the City's exclusive remedy for loss of use resulting from a Delay. 
"Loss of use," as used in this Section V, means failure to achieve expected cost savings or other 
anticipated benefits of the use of the Work. 

VI. Failure to Achieve Cost Savings 

In the event Confractor has provided an investment grade audit and guaranteed energy savings 
calculation with respect to one or more facilities and the projected savings are not realized by the 
City, pursuant to agreed-upon calculations thereof. Contractor will pay the difference between 
the amount of energy savings guaranteed and the amount of energy savings actually reaUzed by 
the City ("Savings Guarantee Shortfall") on an annual basis for five (5) years (unless 
otherwise agreed upon by the parties in the applicable Task Order), payable on each armiversary 
of the Facility-Level Substantial Acceptance Notice for each facility that is subject to a Savings 
Guarantee Shortfall, or on such other date as may be specified in writing by the City. 
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(Sub)Exhibit 24. 
(To Agreement With Kenny Construction Company 

For Design/Build Services) 

Security. 

1. "Einployee" Defined. For purposes of this Exhibit 24, "Employee" refers to any 
individual employed or engaged by Contractor or by any Subcontractor to perform any portion of 
Contractor's obligatior^ under the Agreement, including responding to any Quote Request or 
performing any work described in any Task Order (collectively, "GBMS Work"). 

2. Background and Employment Checks. If Confractor, or any Employee, in the 
performance of any GBMS Work, has or will have access to: (i) a facility owoied or confrolled by 
the City or a Sister Agency ("City Facility"); or (ii) drawings of or plans relatmg to (a) any City 
Facility, (b) the Enterprise Network, (c) the OEMC, or (d) or any emergency or contingency 
plans of the City or any agency or authority of the City, Cook County, the State of Illinois or the 
federal government ((i) and (ii) collectively, "City Resources"), the City may conduct such 
background and employment checks, including criminal history record checks and work permit 
documentation, as the DGS Commissioner and the City may deem necessary, on Contractor, any 
Subcontractor, or any of their respective Employees. The DGS Commissioner has the right to 
require Contractor to supply or provide access to any additional information the DGS 
Commissioner deems relevant. 

3. Consents. Before begirming any GBMS Work, Contractor must: 

(a) provide the City with a list of all Employees requiring access to City Resources, 
to enable the City to conduct background and employment checks; 

(b) deliver to the City consent forms signed by all Employees who will perfonn 
GBMS Work, consenting to the City's and Contractor's performance of the background 
checks described in this Exhibit; and 

(c) deliver to the City consent forms signed by all Employees who will require access 
to City Resources, consenting to the searches described in this Exhibit. 

4. Threats. The DGS Commissioner may preclude Contractor, any Subconfractor, or any 
Employee from performing any GBMS Work. Further, Confractor must immediately report any 
information to the DGS Commissioner relating to any threat to City mfii^tmcture or any City 
Facility and must fully cooperate with the City and all governmental entities investigating the 
threat. Contractor must, notwithstanding anything contained in the Agreement or any Task 
Order to the contrary, at no additional cost to the City, adhere, and cause its Subconfractors to 
adhere, to any security and safety guidelines developed by the City and fumished to Confractor 
from time to time during the term of the Agreement and any extensions of it. 

5. Employment Histories. At the DGS Commissioner's request, Confractor and any 
Subcontractor must maintain an employment history of Employees going back five (5) years 
from the date Contractor began GBMS Work. If requested, Confractor must certify that it has 
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verified the employment history as required on the form designated by the DGS Commissioner. 
Confractor must provide the City, at its request, a copy of the employment history for each 
Employee. Employment history is subject to audit by the City. Confractor must make available 
to the DGS Commissioner, within one (1) day of request, a copy of the personnel file and the 
employment history of any Employee who will be working on any GBMS Work. 

6. Area Access Applications. Each Employee whom Confractor wishes to have access to 
a City Facility must submit a signed, completed "Area Access Application" to the City to receive 
a City security badge. If Confractor wishes a vehicle to have access to a City Facility, Confractor 
must submit a vehicle access ^plication for that vehicle. The applications will soUcit such 
infonnation as the DGS Commissioner may require in his or her discretion, including name, 
address, date of birth (and for vehicles, driver's license £uid appropriate stickers). Confractor is 
responsible for requesting and completing these forms for each Employee who will be working at 
a City Facility and all vehicles to be used on the job site. The DGS Commissioner may grant or 
deny the application in his or her sole discretion. 

7. Security Badges and Vehicle Permits. Security badges and vehicle permits will be 
issued based only upon properly completed Area Access Application forms. Employees or 
vehicles without proper credentials will not be allowed on City property. The following mles 
related to security badges and vehicle permits must be adhered to: 

(a) Each Employee must wear and display the security badge issued to that Employee 
on his or her outer apparel at all times. 

(b) At the sole discretion of the DGS Commissioner and law enforcement officials, 
includmg but not limited to the Chicago Police Department, Cook County Sheriffs 
Office, Illinois State Police or any other municipal, state or federal law enforcement 
agency, all vehicles (and their contents) are subject to interior and/or exterior inspection 
entering or exiting City Facilities, and all Employees and other individuals entering or 
exiting City Facilities are subject to searches. Vehicles may not contain any materials 
other than those needed for the relevant GBMS Work. The DGS Commissioner may 
deny access to any vehicle or individual in his or her sole discretion. 

(c) All individuals operating a vehicle on City property must be familiar and comply 
with motor driving regulations and procedures of the State of Dlinois and the City of 
Chicago. The operator must be in possession of a valid, state-issued Motor Vehicle 
Operator's Driver License. 

(d) All required City stickers and State Vehicle Inspection stickers must be valid. 

(e) Individuals must remain within their assigned area and haul routes unless 
otherwise instmcted by the City. 
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(f) Access to the work sites will be as shown or designated on the relevant Task 
Order drawings or as determined by the DGS Commissioner. The DGS Commissioner 
may deny access when, in his or her sole discretion, the vehicle or individual poses some 
security risk to the City. 

8. Physical Security 

(a) Whenever Contractor receives permission to enter City property in areas that are 
exit/entrance points not secured by the City, Confractor may be required to provide gates 
that comply with City design and constmction standards. Contractor must provide a 
licensed and bonded security guard, subject to the DGS Commissioner's approval and 
armed as deemed necessary by the DGS Commissioner, at the gates when the gates are in 
use. The City will provide the locks. Failure to provide and maintain the necessary 
security will result in an immediate closure by City personnel of the pouit of access. 

(b) Stockpiling materials and parking of equipment or vehicles near City security 
fencing are prohibited. 

(c) Any security fencing, gates, or alarms damaged by Confractor or its 
Subconfractors must be manned by a licensed and bonded security guard of Contractor at 
Contractor's expense until the damaged items are restored. Confractor must restore such 
items to their original condition within an eight (8) hour period from the time of notice 
given by the DGS Commissioner. 

(d) Temporary removal of any security fencing, gate or alarm to permit construction 
must be approved by the DGS Commissioner, and Confractor must man the site with a 
licensed and bonded security guard, approved by and armed as deemed necessary by the 
DGS Commissioner, at Contractor's expense, on a tv/enty four (24) hour basis during the 
period of temporary removal. Confractor must restore the items removed to their 
original condition when constmction is completed. 

9. . Unauthorized Materials. Unauthorized hazardous or illegal materials, including but not 
limited to hazardous materials as defined in 49 C.F.R. Parts 100-185 {e.g. explosives, oxidizers, 
radiological materials, infectious materials), confraband, firearms and other weapons, illegal 
drugs and dmg paraphernalia, may not be taken on City property. Alcoholic beverages are also 
prohibited. 

10. Identification. All Employees working with and vehicles working within City Facilities 
must be properly identified. All vehicles and personnel passes will be issued to Confractor by 
the DGS Commissioner, as required. Confractor, Subconfractors and Employees must return 
identification material to the DGS Commissioner upon completion of their respective GBMS 
Work, and in all cases, Confractor must return all identification material to the DGS 
Commissioner after completion of the relevant GBMS Work. The final payment set forth in 
Exhibit 15 for the relevant Task Order will not be made until all passes issued have been retumed 
to the City. 
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(Sub)Exhibit 25. 
(To Agreement With Kenny Construction Company 

For Design/Build Services) 

Emergency Response Sen/ices. 

As set forth in Section 7.5 of the Agreement, to the extent Contractor has been engaged, through 
issuance of an Emergency Response Task Order, to perform Emergency Response, Contractor 
will proceed as described in Section 7.5 and this Exhibit 25. Notwithstanding the foregoing, in 
the event the City requests that Contractor perform Emergency Response, Contractor will do so 
promptly as set forth below. 

I. Emergency Response 

When Emergency Response is required by the City, as described in Section 7.5.1 of the 
Agreement, Contractor will respond as set forth in Section 7.5 of the Agreement and this 
Exhibit 25. 

Emergency Response service will be available twenty-four (24) hours per day, seven (7) 
days per week, three hundred sixty-five (365) days per year. Contractor will provide 
immediate assistance in response to a call for Emergency Response by the City via either 
em 800 number or a local niimber. Contractor will provide the City with a hierarchy of 
names to call in case of a need for Emergency Response and will provide regular updates 
to this list, as necessary. 

Contractor will respond immediately to a call for Emergency Response, but in any event 
within one (1) hour of receipt of the City's request for emergency service. If on-site 
support is necessary. Contractor will commence work on-site as soon as possible, but in 
any event within two (2) hours of receipt, during the City's normal business hours, of the 
request for emergency services. However, for requests for services received after the 
City's normal business hours, on weekends or City holidays. Contractor shall respond 
within two (2) hours of receipt of request for emergency services and shall be on-site 
within four (4) hours if on-site support is necessary. Contractor will assess the 
emergency situation and take the appropriate action to address the emergency. 
Confractor's personnel will remain on the job until the emergency situation is sufficiently 
conected that the City agrees that it tio longer constitutes an emergency. Coiitfactor wiU 
conduct conective action on a continuous, best efforts basis (including beyond normal 
working hours) until the emergency is so conected. 

Contractor will use the City's Emergency Plan in the event of any general emergency or 
Emergency Situation at or affecting a facility connected to the GBMS. In the event of a 
general emergency involving facilities not connected to the GBMS, or extending beyond 
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facilities connected to the GBMS, Contractor will cooperate with and assist the City in 
every way in the City's response to such emergency. Such cooperation and assistance 
may include, without limitation, the use of the City's Emergency Plan to the extent 
appropriate. 

Contractor will maintain good communications among the City and its operations and 

maintenance managers. 

II. Development of Emergency Plan 

Where required to meet the scope of an applicable Task Order for such services, 
Confractor will coordinate closely with the City to set priorities for responding to general 
emergencies, and instmct such personnel as the City may specify in an applicable Task 
Order on their responsibilities to provide assistance in case of an emergency (the 
"Emergency Plan"). 

The Emergency Plan will establish, with the approval of the DGS Commissioner, strict 
guidelines and procedures to provide the necessary confrols for the cost and approval 
process on emergency repairs. The Emejrgency Plan will include lines of authority and 
approval to guide OCC staff on City-approved methods and resources to be used in 
making needed repairs, including situations requiring immediate repair by on-site staff or 
outside assistance. Contractor will exercise good judgment and forward planning options 
in the Emergency Plan for dealing with life threatening situations and, consistent with the 
applicable Task Order, will update the Emergency Plan regularly to ensure its cunency 
and continued applicability, and submit all updates to the City for review and approval. 

A. Purpose. Tlie purposes of the Emergency Plan are: 

1. To establish lines of authority and responsibility for direction of 
emergency measures at covered facilities. 

2. To establish emergency stages and the associated actions required to deal 
with situations of varying risk. 

3. To establish procedures, as approved by the City, for notifying all 
personnel of any situation wananting institution of emergency measures. 

4. To establish basic procedures upon which appropriate actions can be taken 
in response to national emergencies, natural disasters, labor disputes or 
strikes, terrorist acts, or other events that could present a threat to 
operation and maintenance team personnel. 
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B. Applicability. The Emergency Plan, if and when developed by or for the City and 
approved in writing by the City, will be applicable to all personnel assigned, 
accompanying, or on temporary duty with the GBMS operation and maintenance 
team. 

C. Overview of Emergency Plan 

1. The Emergency Plan will outline the planned reaction to any emergency 
simation. The Emergency Plan cannot anticipate the circumstances of all 
such situations and, therefore, will not offer situation-specific options. 
Rather, it is intended as a framework for response to a variety of 
situations. 

2. The Emergency Plan will establish appropriate levels of authority to 
formulate, manage and cEury out emergency measures, respectively. It 
will establish a communications network through which to pass 
information and instructions. Alert stages will be intended to allow a 
means of dealing with progressively more threatening situations. A major 
goal of the Emergency Plan will be to involve all the activities of those 
providing Operations or Support and Maintenance at the System Level and 

. Facilities Level, in a coordinated effort. 

3. The Emergency Plan will be formulated to deal with a variety of 
situations, including both minor incidents and simations requiring 
evacuation of personnel from a facility. Progressively higher stages of 
alert may be set as appropriate. However, if a major threat occurs quickly, 
the Emergency Plan will allow for a higher stage of alert to be set 
immediately. 

D. Management Stmcture and Responsibility 

To ensure efficient operation at a facility should emergency conditions develop, 
the Emergency Plan will establish appropriate levels for a commcmd stmcture to 
formulate, manage, zmd carry out alert notifications and subsequent associated 
operations. An example is set forth below. 

1. Executive Level 

The Emergency Response Manager will be responsible for the overall 
direction of the emergency response. 

2. Operations Level 

This level will include all management level personnel who report directly 
to the Emergeiicy Response Manager for purposes of emergency response. 
Tiie responsibilities of siich personnel will include consultation with the 
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Emergency Response Services Provider personnel at City facilities and 
counterpart personnel at the City; maintenance of the intelligence network 
and provision of information to the executive level; and communication 
with employees and implementation of executive level directives. 

3. Implementation Level 

This level will include all supervisors, managers who normally report 
directly to the operations level managers and, as appropriate, City facility 
personnel. The responsibilities of such personnel will include 
communication with employees, on-site supervision if no person from the 
executive or operations level is present, the feedback of information to the 

operations level, and the day-to-day monitoring of conditions that could 
reduce the effectiveness of this plan. 

Emergency Stages and Required Actions. The Emergency Plan, if and when 
developed by or for the City and approved in writing by the City, will establish a 
sequence for all alert actions. An example is set forth below. 

1. Stage I 

This is the lowest alert level. The Emergency Response Manager may set 
a Stage I alert if a condition is detected that could develop into a threat to 
the safety and welfare of persormel. The Emergency Response Manager 
will set this level, or higher level, of alert in response to any alert 
communication from the City. All Emergency Response Services 
Provider personnel should react as this communique requires. Work 
schedules and associated activities would not normally be curtailed. The 
following specific actions will be taken: 

a. The Emergency Response Manager will advise the City of the 
Stage I alert. 

b. The Emergency Response Services Provider will take specific 
security precautions as the executive level determines the 
appropriate response to the circumstances. 

2. Stage II 

The Emergency Response Manager may set a Stage II alert if intelligence 
indicates that an unusual and potentially serious situation has developed. 
All Stage I actions will be performed and, in addition, the -following 
actions wiU be taken: 
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a. Meetings will be conducted at the executive and operational levels 
with representatives of all required response groups in attendance. 
The purpose of these meetings will be to ensure coordinated action 
and pooling of available resources. 

b. The executive level will carefully monitor the situation causing the 
emergency and establish direct contact with all appropriate offices. 

c. The executive and operations level will determine and implement 
all specific alert precautions, as appropriate. 

Stage III 

The Emergency Response Manager may set a Stage 111 alert if conditions 
indicate a reduction in staffing levels may be appropriate with any 
worsening of the situation. AU actions for Stages I and 11 will be 

performed; in addition, the following steps will be taken: 

a. The executive level will determine the priority for evacuation of 
employees. 

b. The operations level will set detailed plans and make necessary 
specific anangements for the carrying out of overall plans 
established by the executive level. The implementation level will 
be involved in this planning as necessary or will otherwise be 
briefed on a continuing basis. 

The implementation of plans will include measures to ensure that all 
employees are briefed on planning details and that the employees 
understand the plan for action. 

Stage IV 

The Emergency Response Manager may set a Stage IV alert if conditions 
indicate a serious threat exists to the safety of personnel and property. All 
action for Stages I, II, and III will be performed; in addition, tiie following 
steps will be taken: 

a. Building systems will be shut down/reduced consistent with level of 
threat. 

b. Evacuation of employees will begin in the priority determined in 
previous stages. 
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(Sub)Exhibit 26. 
(To Agreement With Kenny Construction Company 

For Design/Build Services) 

Software Deposit And License Agreement. 

This software deposit agreement ("Agreement") is effective as of • 2008 (the 
"Effective Date"), between and among the City of Chicago, a municipal corporation and home 
mle unit of local government existing under the Constitution of the State of Ulinois, acting 
through its Department of General Services (the "City"), Tridium, Inc., a Delaware corporation 
having its principal place of business at 3951 Westene Parkway, Suite 350, Richmond, VA 
23233 ("Depositor") and fron Mountain Intellectual Property Management, Inc., a Delaware 
corporation ("Escrow Agent"). Escrow Agent, the City and Depositor, collectively, are refened 
to in this Agreement as "the parties." 

A. The City and a third party authorized to distribute the Depositor's software ("Confractor") 
have entered into an agreement for the distribution to the City, and support of. Depositor's 
software described in Exhibit A, with such modifications, updates, enor conections or other 
efihancements as may be provided to the City from time to time under its agreement with 
Confractor (the "Software"). In the event that the City obtains from Contractor, or another 
authorized distributor of Depositor's Software, a product of Depositor that replaces the Software 
that is compatible with, and performs substantially the same functions as the Software (a 
"Successor Product"), such Successor Product shall automatically, without further action by the 
parties, upon commencement of its receipt by the City from Confractor, become subject to this 
Agreement and included in the definition of Software. Within thirty (30) business days of its 
receipt of a written request from the City or from Contractor or another authorized distributor of 
Depositor acting on behalf of the City, Depositor v/ill prepare an amended Exhibit A to reflect 
any updates, enor conections or other enhancement as may have been provided to the City by 
Contractor, or another authorized distributor of Depositor, and any Successor Product that has 
become part of the Software, provide copies of the amended Exhibit A to the City and ESCROW 
AGENT, make updated deposits as required under Section 1.7 below. 

B. The City anticipates making Depositor's Software the standard for confrol software, to 
interact with a wide variety ofdevices and other software for the City's Global Building 
Monitoring System ("GBMS"), which wiU be installed in facilities owned or operated by the City 
and may be extended to include facilities owned or operated by municipal corporations operating 
within the boundaries of the City of Chicago that are "sister agencies" to the City specified in the 
City's agreement with the Contractor ("Sister Agencies"). 

C. The availability of the proprietary technology of Depositor related to the Software is 
critical to the City in the operation of the GBMS and, therefore, the City needs access to such 
proprietary technology under certain limited circumstances. 

D. Depositor desires to avoid disclosure of its proprietary technology except under certain 
limited circumstances. 
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E. Depositor and the City desire to establish an escrow with Escrow Agent to provide for the 
retention, administration and controlled access of certain proprietary technology materials of 
Depositor. 

ARTICLE 1 - DEPOSrrS; LICENSE 

1.1 Obligation to Make Deposit. Upon the signing ofthis Agreement by the parties, 
Depositor shall deliver to Escrow Agent the proprietary information and other materials 
identified on an Exhibit A, which will include the described materials for all Software Programs 
and Modules listed on Appendix 2 to Exhibit E ("Deposit Materials"). Exhibit A is to be 
prepared and signed by Depositor and the City. Escrow Agent shall have no obligation with 
respect to the preparation, signing or delivery of Exhibit A. 

1.2 Identification of Tangible Media. Prior to the delivery of the Deposit Materials to Esicrow 
Agent, Depositor shall conspicuously label for identification each document, magnetic, tape,-disk,: 
or other taiigible media upon which the Deposit Materials are written or stored. Additionally,.,, 
Depositor shall complete Exhibit B to this Agreement by Usting each such tangible media by the 
item label description, the type of media and the quantity. Exhibit B must be signed by 
Depositor and delivered to Escrow Agent with the "Deposit Materials. Unless and until Depositor 
makes the initial deposit with Escrow Agent, Escrow Agent shall have no obligation with respect 
to this Deposit Agreement, except the obligation to notify the parties regarding the status of the 
deposit account as required in Section 2.2 below. . 

1.3 Deposit Inspection. "When Escrow Agent receives the Deposit Materials and each Exhibit 
B, Escrow Agent will conduct a deposit inspection by visually matching the labeling of the 
tangible media containing the Deposit Materials to the item descriptions and quantity listed on 
such Exhibit B. In addition to the deposit inspection, the City may elect to cause a verification of 
the Deposit Materials in accordance with Section 1.6 below. 

1.4 Acceptance of Deposit. If Escrow Agent determines that the Deposit Material does not 
match the description provided by Depositor represented in Exhibit B attached hereto, fron Mountain 
will provide Depositor with notice by elecfronic mail, telephone, or regular mail of such 
discrepancies. Escrow Agent will work dfrectly with the Depositor to resolve any such discrepancies 
prior to accepting Deposit Material. OTHER THAN ESCROW AGENT'S INSPECTION OF THE 
DEPOSIT MATERIALS, AS DESCRIBED ABOVE, ESCROW AGENT SHALL HAVE NO 
OBLIGATION REGARDING THE ACCURACY, COMPLETENESS, FUNCTLONALITY, 
PERFORMANCE OR NON-PERFORMANCE OF THE DEPOSFF MATERIALS. Escrow Agent 
will provide notice to the City of all Deposit Material that is accepted and deposited into the escrow 
account under this Agreement. Through Escrow Agent's "fron Mountain Cormect" intemet portal, 
described in E x ^ j t F, Depositor and the City will have online access to account information, 
including all updates to the Deposit Materials, dates of all deposits, names of materials in each 
deposit and other information and services described in Exhibit F. 
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1.5 Depositor's Representations. Depositor represents, subject to the limitation set forth 
below in this Section, as follows: 

a. Depositor lawfully possesses all of the Deposit Materials deposited with Escrow 
Agent; 

b. With respect to all of the Deposit Materials, Depositor has the right and authority 
to grant to Escrow Agent and the City the rights as provided in this Agreement; 

c. The Deposit Materials are not subject to any lien or other encumbrance; 

d. The Deposit Materials consist of the proprietary information and other materials 
identified in Exhibit A; and 

e. TheDeposit Materials are readable and useable in thefr ciinent form except to the 
extent that they rely upon the software of any.third party, and except to the extent 
that they are encrypted. If the Deposit Materials ai'e encrypted, the decryption 
tools and decryption keys have also been deposited. If the Deposit Materials rely 
on the software of any thfrd party, the identity of the necessary third party 
software shall be included in the documentation that is a part of the Deposit 
Materials. 

Nothing herein contained shall be deemed to constitute a warranty or representation from 
Depositor that the Deposit Materials do not infringe or violate any patent, copyright, frademark 
Or other proprietary right of any person. 

1.6 Verification. Upon request by the City, Escrow Agent shall perform verification services 
of the Deposit Materials upon the initial deposit and/or any update. Depositor agrees, upon 
request by Escrow Agent, in support of the Citys request for verification Services, to promptly 
complete and return the Escrow Deposit Questionnaire attached hereto as Exhibit Q. Depositor 
consents to Escrow Agent's performance of any level(s) of verification Services described in 
E ^ b i t C attached hereto and Depositor fiirther consents to Escrow Agent's use of a 
subconfractor to perform verification Services. Any such subconfractor shall be bound by the 
same confidentiality obligations as Escrow Agent and shall not be a direct competitor to either 
Depositor or the City. Escrow Agent shall be responsible for the delivery of Services of any such 
subcontractor as if Escrow Agent had performed the Services. Depositor represents that all 
Deposit Material is provided with all rights necessary for Escrow Agent to verify such 
proprietary technology and materials upon receipt of a Work Request for such Services or agrees 
to use commercially reasonable efforts to provide Escrow Agent with any necessary use rights or 
permissions to use materials necessary to perform verification of the Deposit Material. Depositor 
agrees to reasonably cooperate with Escrow Agent by providing reasonable access to its technical 
personnel for verification Services whenever reasonably necessary. 
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The City acknowledges that Escrow Agent is not responsible for the completeness and 
functionality of the Deposit Material. 

Escrow Agent will work with the City if it submits any verification Work Request for Deposit 
Material covered under this Agreement to either fulfill any standard verification Services Work 
Request or develop a custom Statement of Work ("SOW"). Escrow Agent and the City wiU 
mutually agree in writing to an SOW on the following terms and conditions that include but are 
not limited to: description of Deposit Material to be tested; description of Verification testing; 
the Cit>''s responsibilities; Escrov/ Agent responsibilities; Service Fees; invoice payment 
instmctions; designation of the.paying Party; designation of authorized SOW representatives for 
both the City and Escrow Agent with name and contact information; and description of any final 
deliverables prior to the start of any fulfilhiient activity. After the start of fulfillment activity, 
each SOW may only be amended or modified in writing with the mutual agreement of both 
Escrow Agent and the City, in accordance with the change control procedures set forth therein. 

; 1.7 Deposit Updates. Depositor shall update the Deposit Materials, including but not liinited 
toaddingany Successor Product that is part of the Software, to Exhibit B, within 30 business . 
days.of a request for an update made as provided at Section A above. Such updates will be 
added to the existing deposit. All deposit updates shall be listed on a new Exhibit B and the new 
Exhibit B shall be signed by Depositor. Each Exhibit B will be held and maintained by Escrow 
Agent separately within the escrow account. Escrow Agent will create an independent record 
which will document the activity for each Exhibit B. The processing of all deposit updates shall 
be in accordance with Sections 1.2 through 1.6 above. All references in this Software Agreement 
to the Deposit Materials shall include the initial Deposit Materials and any updates. 

If the City has elected to have Deposit Tracking Notification services (see Exhibit C), Escrow 
Agent shall notify Depositor in writing semi-annually of Depositor's obligation to make updated 
deposits. Within 30 days of receipt of each such notice. Depositor shall certify in writing to 
Escrow Agent that (a) it has made the updated deposits as required in the immediately preceding 
paragraph; or (b) it has not been informed by the City that the City has received release of a new 
version of the Software from Confractor (or other authorized distributor of Depositor) (including 
but not limited to a Successor Product) since the last deposit. Unlimited deposit updates are 
included in the price of this Agreement. 

1.8 Removal of Deposit Materials. The Deposit Materials may be removed and/or exchanged 
only on written instmctions signed by Depositor and the City, or as otherwise provided in Article 
4 of this Agreement. 

1.9 Limited License to the City 

1.9.1 License of Sofbvare. All Software licensed by the City shall be deemed to be 
licensed under the provisions of the End User License Agreement ("EULA") attached 
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hereto as Exhibit E ("Master EULA"), and all Software licensed by any Sister Agency 
shall be licensed under the provisions of such EULA provided that each such Sister 
Agency executes the Master EULA. In case of any inconsistency with any EULA 
included in any of the Software, the terms of the executed Master EULA shall control. If 
Tridium changes the terms of its EULA applicable to end users generally after the date of 
this Agreement, then it shall not be required to update any Deposit for Software that 
includes such changed EULA unless and until Tridium and the City agree to an 
amendment to Exhibit E reasonably requested by Tridium related to such change. 
Furthermore, if a vendor that supplies Tridium with any component of any Software 
requfres Tridium to agree to terms inconsistent with the Master EULA with respect to any 
Software acquired by the City after the date ofthis Agreement, then Tridium shall not be 
required to update any Deposit for any Software affected by such terms unless and until 
Tridium and the City agree to an amendment to Exhibit E reasonably requested by 
Tridium related to such requfrement. 

1.9.2 License of Deposit Materials. Depositor hereby grants the City a non-exclusive, 
royalty'free license for a term expiring.on the twenty-fifth armiversary of the date ofthis 
Agreement, subject to Section 1.10,. to copy and use the Deposit Materials described in • 
Exhibit A and/or Exhibit B (as Exhibit B may be updated from time to time) (the 
"Licensed Software") for the sole purpose, dfrectly or through consultants or confractors 
(subject to the provisions of Section 2.1 below), of (i) supporting and maintaining the 
Licensed Software in use by the City or its Sister Agencies; (ii) supporting, maintaimng, 
adapting, expanding or otherwise operating the GBMS; and (iii) developing, supporting 
and maintaining derivative works based on the Licensed Software (including but not 
limited to modifications, enhancements, adaptations and translations); in each case solely 
for the use of the City and its Sister Agencies, and not for resale, sublicense or further 
distribution. Each adaptation, modification, expansion, enhancement, franslation or 
derivative work produced by the City ("Upgrade") may be delivered to Sister Agencies 
that are using the Software, provided that all Upgrades shall automatically be deemed to 
be part of the Niagara Framework covered by the Master EULA, to the extent that such 
derivative work contains all or any part of the Niagara Framework. The City shall not 
deliver any Upgrade to any Sister Agency without first requiring such agency to agree in 
writing that the terms of the Master EULA apply to the Upgrade. 

This license shall automatically, and without further action by either party, apply to each 
item Usted or to be in each Exhibit B, as Exhibit B is to be updated from time to time, 
upon creation of such item by or for Depositor. Upon termination or expiration ofthis 
license, if a release of the Deposit Materials has occuned, the City shall destroy the 
Deposit Materials and all copies thereof and all derivative works made from them, the 
and shall, upon written request of Tridium or its successor, provide vmtten confirmation 
that it has done so. 

I.IO Forbearance from Use. Notwithstanding the license granted in Section 1.9, the City 
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agrees that it will not use the Deposit Materials as authorized by Section 1.9 until and unless the 
Deposit Materials have been released to it under Section 4.2 below. 

1.11 Applicability of Bankmptcv Code. Depositor and the City agree that this Agreement 
constitutes an executory contract govemed by the provisions of 11 U.S.C § 365(n) and that the 
Software constitutes "intellectual property" as contemplated in 11 U.S.C. § 365(n). 

ARTICLE 2 - CONFIDENTIALrrY AND RECORD KEEPING 

2.1 Confidentialib/. Escrow Agent shall maintain the Deposit Materials in a secure, 
environmentally safe, locked facility which is accessible only to employees or agents of Escrow 
Agent who are bound by written agreements to protect the Deposit Materials as provided herein. 
Escrow Agent shall have the obligation to protect the confidentiality of the Deposit Materials. 
Except as provided in this Agreement, Escrow Agent shall not disclose, fransfer, make available, 
or use the Deposit Materials. Furthermore, in no case shall Escrow Agent disclose or make 

. available the Deposit Materials to any third party for any purpose except under a written • 
confidentiality agreement that forbids useor diselosirfe of such materials exceptfor the purposes 
•expressly permitted-under this Agreement.. Escrow. Agent shall not disclose the content ofthis-
Agreement to any third party. If EscrOw Agent receives asubpoenaor other order of a court or 
other judicial tribunal pertaming to the disclosure or' release of the Deposit Materials, Escrow 
Agent will promptly notify the other parties to this Agrfeement. It shall be the responsibility of 
Depositor and/or the City to challenge any such order, but Escrow Agent will cooperate with 
either such party as reasonably requested, at such party's expense fOr any costs payable by 
Escrow Agent to any thfrd party that may be reasonably incuned in connection with such 
cooperation. Nothing herein contained shall, however, be deemed a waiver of Escrow Agent's 
rights to present its position with respect to any such order: Escrow Agent will not be required to 
disobey any court or other judicial tribunal order. (See Section 7.5 below for notices of requested 
orders.) 

2.2 Status Reports. Upon request by either Depositor or the City, Escrow Agent will issue a 
report profiling the account history. Escrow Agent may provide copies of the account history 
pertaining to this Agreement upon the request of any party to this Agreement. 

2.3 Audit Rights. During the term ofthis Agreement, Depositor and the City shall each have 
the right to inspect the written records of Escrow Agent pertaining to this Agreement. Any 
inspection shall be held during normal business hours and following reasonable prior notice. 

2.4 City's ObUgations: If the Deposit Materials are released to the City, then the City shall 
maintain the Deposit Materials in a secure facility which is accessible only to (i) employees of 
the City, or (ii) consultants, confractors, representatives or agents of the City who are subject to a 
written confidentiality obligation applicable to the Deposit Materials. The City shall have the 
obligation to protect the confidentiality of the Deposit Materials. The City shall not disclose, 
transfer, or make available the Deposit Materials to any third party, including without limitation 
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any consultant, confractor, representative or agent except under a confidentiality agreement, 
containing terms no less stringent than those pertaining to the City, that prohibits use or 
disclosure of such materials for any purpose other than that permitted under Section 1.9 and 
Section 4.3. If the City receives a subpoena or other order of a court or other judicial tribunal 
pertaming to the disclosure or release of the Deposit Materials, the City will promptly notify 
Tridium or its successor in interest, unless Tridium has been dissolved and theXity has not been 
notified of a successor in uiterest to Tridium. It shall be the responsibility of Tridium, or its 
successor, to challenge any such order, but the City will cooperate as reasonably requested, at the 
expense of Tridium, or its successor, for any costs payable by the City to any third party that may 
be reasonably incurred in cormection with such cooperation. Nothing herein contained shall, 
however, be deemed a waiver of the City's rights to present its position with respect to any such 

. order. The City will not be required to disobey any court or other judicial tribunal order. (See 
Section 7.5 below for notices of requested orders.) 

ARTICLE 3-GRANT OF RIGHTS TO ESCROW AGENT 

3.1 Title to Media. Depositor hereby fransfers to Escrow Agent the title to the media updri 
which the proprietary information and materials are wTitten or stored. HOwever, this fransfer does 
hot include the ownership of the proprietary information and materials contained on the media 
such as any copyright, frade secret, patent or other intellectual-property rights. 

.3.2 Right to Make Copies. Escrow Agent shall have, the right to make.copies of the Deposit 
Materials as reasonably necessary to perform its duties uiider this Agreement: Escrow Agent 
shall copy all copyright, nondisclosure, and other proprietary notices and titles contained on the 
Deposit Materials onto any copies made by Escrow Agent. With all Deposit Materials submitted 
to Escrow Agent, Depositor shall provide any and all instmctions as may be necessary to 
duplicate the Deposit Materials including but not limited to the hardware and/or software needed. 

3.3 Right to Transfer Upon Release. Depositor hereby grants to Escrow Agent the right to 
fransfer, and directs the Escrow Agent to transfer, the Deposit Materials to the City upon, and 
only upon, satisfaction of the conditions set forth at Section 4.2. Except upon such a release or 
as otherwise provided in this Agreement. Escrow Agent shall not fransfer the Deposit Materials. 

ARTICLE 4 - RELEASE OF DEPOSIT 

4.1 Release Conditions. As used in this Agreement, "Release Conditions" shall mean the 
following: 

a. Neither Depositor nor any successor of Depositor, is in the business of distributing the 
Software, or a Successor Product that is reasonably available to City from Depositor 
or from an authorized distributor of Depositor or its successor; or 
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b. Neither Depositor nor any successor of Depositor is in the business of making the 
Software (or a Successor Product) available on an open system basis, such that it is 
interoperable with a variety ofdevices and software produced by various vendors; or 

c. Neither Depositor nor any successor of Depositor continues to make the Software (or 
any Successor Product) available to City either dfrectly or through Confractor or an 
authorized distributor; or 

d. Neither Depositor nor any successor of Depositor contmues to offer at least the same 
degree of technical support for the Software (or a Successor Product) that it offers to 
Contractor (as described m Depositor's contract with Contractor) as of the date ofthis 
Agreement; or 

e. Depositor consents or acquiesces to the appointment of a receiver or liquidator, or 
conducting an assignment for the benefit of creditors or voluntarily or involuntaril> 
becoming a debtor subj ect to proceedings under title ;11-, Chapter 7 of the U.S. Code 

4.2, Filing For Release and Release Process. If the City believes in good faith that a Reledse: ' 
Conditionhas occuned, the City may provide to Escrow Agent written notice on letterhead, of the 
DepartmentofGeneralServicesof the City of Chicago oftheoccuirence of the Release • 
Condition and a request for the release of the Deposit Materials. Upon receipt of such notice. 
Escrow Agent shall immediately provide Depositor with a copy of such notice. Depositor shall 
have ten (10) days after receipt of such notice to provide written notice to Escrow Agent and City 
if Depositor believes that a Release Condition has not occurred.. If Depositor does so,, then the 
matter shall be resolved by Depositor and the City as provided at Section 7.3. If Depositor fails 
to provide such a written notice within the required ten (10) day period; or if it is determined by a 
final, nourappealable court order, an award in arbitration, or by agreement of the parties as.: 
evidenced by a written notice from Depositor, then Escrow Agent shall release and deliver all or 
the requested portion of the Deposit Materials to the City, and (ii) promptly give Depositor 
written notice that such release has occuned. However, Escrow Agent is entitled to receive any 
fees due Escrow Agent before making the release. Any copjing expenses will be chargeable to 
the City. Upon any such release this Escrow Agreement will be deemed terminated. 

4.3 Right to Use Following Release. Upon a release of the Deposit Materials pursuant to 
Section 4.2, and subject to the license granted under Section 1.9 above, the City shall have the 
right to make copies of and use the Deposit Materials for the sole purpose, dfrectly or through 
consultants or confractors, of (i) supporting and maintaining theSoftware (including any 
Successor Product) in use by the City; (ii) supporting^ maintaining, adapting, enhancing, 
expanding or otherwise operating the GBMS; and (iii) developing, supporting and maintaining 
derivative works based on the Deposit Materials (including but not limited to modifications, 
enhancements, adaptations and franslations); in each case solely for the use of the City, and not 
for resale, sublicense or fiuther distribution. The City shall be obligated to maintain the 
confidentiality of the released Deposit Materials in accordance with Section 2.4 above. 
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ARTICLE 5 - TERM AND TERMINATION 

5.1 Term of Deposit Affleement. The initial term of this Agreement is for a period of one 
year. THEREAFTER, THIS AGREEMENT SHALL AUTOMATICALLY RENEW FROM 
YEAR-TO-YEAR for up to fourteen (14) renewal terms, or such longer term as the parties may 
agree, unless (a) Depositor and the City jointly instmct Escrow Agent in writing that this 
Agreement is terminated; (b) this Agreement is terminated by Escrow Agent for nonpayment in 
accordance with Section 5.3, or (c) Escrow Agent terminates this Agreement with ninety (90) 
days advance v/ritten notice to Depositor and the Cit>'. After any termination ofthis Agreement, 
Depositor must enter into an agreement containing terms substantially similar to the terms ofthis 
Agreement, mcluding without limitation the same triggering events for the release of source code 
and rights to use the Deposit Materials after their release from Escrow provided that the City 
identifies an Escrow Agent who is willing and able to serve and who has been approved by 

! Depositor, which approval will not be unreasonably withheld. Depositor fiirther agrees to keep 
J:this Agreemerit, oran agreement containing substantially.similar terms, ineffect for at least •.: 

fifteen (15) years after the Effective Date, unless the City agrees in waiting that such an - ; i 
: agreement is no longer necessary. 

5.2 Termination by the City. The City may terminate.this Agreement at any time by notice in 
• waiting to Escrow Agent and Depositor. 

5.3 Termination for Nonpayment. In the event of the nonpayment of fees owed to Escrow 
Agent, Escrow Agent shall provide written notice of delinquency to all parties to this Agreement; 
Any party to this Agreement shall have the right to makethepajarient to Escrow Agent to cure 

, the.default. If the past due payment is not received in full by Escrow Agent within 60 days of the 
date of such notice, then Escrow Agent shall have the riglit to terminate this Agreement at any 
time thereafter by sending written notice of termination to all parties. Escrow Agent shall have 
no obligation to take any action under this Agreement so long as any payment due to Escrow 
Agent remains unpaid. 

5.4 Disposition of Deposit Materials Upon Termination. Upon termination of this 
Agreement, Escrow Agent shall provide Depositor and the City with thirty (30) days written 
notice of termination, and then shall promptly desfroy, retum, or otherwise deliver the Deposit 
Materials in accordance with instmctions of Depositor. If Escrow Agent does not receive any 
instructions from Depositor within such thirty (30) day period. Escrow Agent shall promptly, at 
its sole discretion, either desfroy the Deposit Materials or retum them to Depositor. 

5.5 Survival of Terms Following Termination. Upon termination ofthis Agreement, the 
following provisions ofthis Agreement shall survive: 

a. Depositor's Representations (Section 1.5); 
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b. The obligations of confidentiality with respect to the Deposit Materials; 

c. The rights granted in the sections entitled Limited License to the City (Section 
1.9), Right to Transfer Upon Release (Section 3.3) and Right to Use Following 
Release (Section 4.3), if a release of the Deposit Materials has been made in 
accordance with Section 4.2 prior to termmation; 

d. The obligation to pay Escrow Agent any fees and expenses due; 

e. The provisions of Article?; and 

f. Any provisions in this Agreement which specifically state they survive the 
termination or expfration of this Agreement. 

ARTICLE; 6—ESCROW AGENT'S FEES 

6.1 -;.. Fee Schedule. Escrow Agent is entitled to be paid its standard fees and expenses 
appHcable to the services provided, as set forth in Exhibit C. Escrow Agent shall notify the; party 
responsible for payment of Escrow Agent's fees at least 90 daysprior to any increase in fees. The 
City shall be solely responsible for payment of all fees due to Escrow Agent, other than those due 
under Section 2.1 above, if any, which shall be paid by the party seeking cooperation. Escrow 
Agent shall notify the City at least ninety (90) days prior to any increase in fees. 

6:2, • Pavment Terms. Escrow Agent-shall not be required to perform any service unless the 
•payment for such service and any outstanding balances owed to Escrow Agent are paid in full. 
Fees are due upon receipt of a signed copy ofthis Agreement or receipt of the Deposit Materials 
whichever is earliest. If invoiced fees are not paid. Escrow Agent may terminate this Agreement 
m accordance with Section 5.1. 

ARTICLE 7 - LIABILITY AND DISPUTES 

7.1 Right to Rely on Instmctions. Escrow Agent may act in reliance upon any instmction, 
instilment, or signature reasonably believed by Escrow Agent to be genuine. Escrow Agent may 
assume that any employee of a party to this Agreement who gives any written notice, request, or 
instmction has the authority to do so. Escrow Agent shall not be responsible for failure to act as a 
result of causes beyond the reasonable confrol of Escrow Agent. 

7.2 Escrow Agent's Performance. Escrow Agent shall be responsible to perform its 
obhgations under this Agreement and to act in a reasonable and pmdent manner with regard to 
the anangement established by this Agreement. 

7.3 Dispute Resolution. Any dispute relating to or arising from this Agreement shall be 
resolved by arbitration under the Commercial Rules of the American Arbitration Association. 
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Unless otherwise agreed by Depositor and the City, arbitration will take place in Chicago, 
Illinois, U.S.A. Any court having jurisdiction over the matter may enter judgment on the award 
of the arbifrator(s). Service of a petition to confirm the arbifration award may be made by First 
Class mail or by commercial express mail, to the attorney for the party or, if unrepresented, to the 
party at the last knowTi business address. Any arbitration under this Agreement shall be govemed 
by the Federal Arbifration Act, but the arbifrator shall apply the substantive law of the state of 
Illinois. 

7.4 Controlling Law. This Agreement is to be govemed and constmed in accordance with the 
laws of the State of Illinois, without regard to its conflict of law provisions. 

7.5 Notice of Requested Order. If any party intends to obtain an order from the arbifrator or 
any court of competent jurisdiction which may direct Escrow Agent to take, or refrain from 
taking any action, that party shall: 

a. GiveEscrow Agent at least five business days'prior notice of the hearing; 

. .: -b. - ; Include in any such order that, as a precondition to Escrow Agent's obligation, . 
•:•• • Escrow Agent be paid in full for any past due fees and be paid for the reasonable 

value of the services to be rendered pursuant to such order; and 

c. Ensure that Escrow Agent not be required to deliver the original (as opposed to a 
copy) of the Deposit Materials if Escrow Agent may need to retain the original in 

:• its possession to fulfill any of its other duties. . 

7.6 Limitation of Liability. NOTWITHSTANDING ANYTHING ELSE HEREDSI, ALL 
LLABILrrY, IF ANY, -WHETHER ARISING EST CONTRACT, TORT (INCLUDING 
NEGLIGENCE) OR OTHER"WISE, OF ANY PARTY ARISING UNDER OR RESULTING FROM 
THIS AGREEMENT SHALL BE LEVirrED TO AN AMOUNT EQUAL TO THE FEES PAID OR 
OWED TO ESCROW AGENT UNDER THIS AGEIEEMENT FOR THE YEAR IN WHICH. THE 
CLAIM OR LOSS IS MADE. THIS LIMIT SHALL NOT APPLY TO ANY PARTY FOR: (I) 
THEFT, (E) PROVEN GROSS NEGLIGENCE OR WILLFUL MISCONDUCT, (HI) THE 
LLABLITY OF THE CITY FOR BREACH OF ANY OF FTS OBLIGATIONS UNDER SECTIONS 
1.9,2.4 OR 4.3, OR (IV) ANY CLAIMS BY ESCROW AGENT ARISING FROM THIRD PARTY 
CLAIMS AGAINST ESCROW AGENT BASED ON INFRINGEMENT OF ANY PATENT, 
COPYRIGHT, TRADEMARK OR OTHER PROPRIETARY RIGHT. FURTHERMORE, IN THE 
EVENT OF PROVEN NEGLIGENCE ON THE PART OF ESCROW AGENT, THE LIMITATION 
OF LIABILITY UNDER THIS SECTION 7.6 SHALL BE TEN TIMES THE THEN CURRENT 
ANNUAL FEES PAID OR OWED TO ESCROW AGENT UNDER THIS AGREEMENT. 

7.7 Consequential Damages Waiver. IN NO EVENT SHALL ANY PARTY TO THIS 
AGREEMENT BE LIABLE TO ANOTHER PARTY FOR ANY D^TCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, 
PUNITIVE OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, LOST PROFITS OR LOST DATA OR 
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INFORMATION, ANY COSTS OR EXPENSES FOR THE PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE 
SERVICES, OR ANY OTHER INDIRECT DAMAGES, WHETHER ARISING IN CONTRACT, 
TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE) OR OTHERWISE EVEN IF THE POSSIBILrrY THEREOF 
MAY BE KNOWN IN ADVANCE TO ONE OR MORE PARTIES. THIS LIMITATION SHALL 
NOT APPLY TO ANY (I) PROVEN THEFT, OR (II) WILLFUL MISCONDUCT, OR (III) ANY 
BREACH BY THE CIIY OF ANY OF ITS OBLIGATIONS UNDER SECTIONS 1.9,2.4 OR 4.3. 

7.8 Indemnity. Subject to Sections 7.6 and 7.7 above. Depositor and Escrow Agent shall each at 
its owm expense, defend or at its option, settle, any claim, suit or proceedmg brought against the 
other, its corporate affiliates and its officers, directors, employees, and agents and its successors and 
assigns,by a third party arising under this Agreement from the negligent or intentional acts or 
omissions of the indemnifying Party or its subconfractors, or the officers, directors, employees, 
agents, successors and assigns of any of them ("Claim"), and shall pay any damages fmally awarded 
or settlement amounts agreed to be paid to the extent based upon a Claim; provided that the party, 
seeking indemnity on a Claim provides the indemnifying party with (i) prompt written notice of such 

.Claim; .(ii). confrol over the defense .and :settlement' of such Claim; and (iii) proper and fulf 
information and assistance to settle or defend any such Claim. 

ARTICLE 8-GENERAL PROVISIONS 

8:1 •. Entire Agreement. This Agreement, which includes the Exhibits described herein, 
embodies the entire understanding among the parties with respect to its subject matter and 
supersedes all previous communications, representations or understandings, either oral or 
written. Escrow Agent's only obligations to Depositor or the City are as set forth in this. > 
Agreement. No amendment or modification ofthis Agreement shall be valid or binding unless 
signed by all the parties hereto, except that Exhibit A need not be signed by Escrow Agent, 
Exhibit B need not be signed by the City and Exhibits C and^ need not be signed. 

8.2 Notices. All notices, invoices, payments, deposits and other documents and 
communications shall be given to the parties at the addresses specified in the attached Exhibit D. 
It shall be the responsibility of the parties to notify each other as provided in this Section in the 
event of a change of address. The parties shall have the right to rely on the last known address of 
the other parties. All notices regarding Article 4 shall be sent by commercial courier. All other 
conespondence, unless otherwise provided in this Agreement, including invoices, payments, and 
other documents and communications may be delivered by First Class mail. Any correctly 
addressed notice or last known address of the other Parties that is relied on herein that is refiised, 
unclaimed, or undeliyerable because of an act or omission of the Party to be notified as provided 
herein shall be deemed effective as of the first date that said notice was refused, unclaimed, or 
deemed undeliverable by elecfronic mail, the postal authorities by mail, through messenger or 
commercial express delivery services. 
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8.3 Severability. In the event any provision ofthis Agreement is found to be invalid, 
voidable or unenforceable, the parties agree that unless it materially affects the entire intent and 
purpose ofthis Agreement, such invalidity, voidability or unenforceability shall affect neither the 
validity ofthis Agreement nor the remaining provisions herein, and the provision in question 
shall be deemed to be replaced with a valid and enforceable provision most closely reflecting the 
intent and purpose of the original provision. 

8.4 Successors. This Agreement shall be binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of the 
successors and assigns of the parties. Ho-Vvever, Escrowf Agent shall have no obligation in 
performing this Agreement to recognize any successor or assign of Depositor or the City unless 
Escrow Agent receives clear, authoritative and conclusive written evidence of the change of 
parties. This Agreement may not be assigned by the City without Depositor's prior written 
consent. . . 

8.5 . Regulations. Depositor and the .City are responsible for and warrant compliance with all . 
applicable laws,rulesandregulations,includingbutnot limited to customs laws, import, export, 
and re-export laws and-government regulations of any country to which the Deposit Materials 
may be dehvered in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement. 

Tridium, Inc. 

By: . 

Name: 

Title: 

Date: 

City. 

Escrow Agent 

of Chicago 

.By: 

Name: 

• Title: 

Date: 

Iron Mountain Intellectual Property Management, 
Inc. 

By: 

Name: 

Title: 

Date: 

[(Sub)Exhibit "E" referred to in this Software Deposit and License Agreement 
constitutes (Sub)Exhibit 27 to Agreement with Kenny Construction 

Company for Design/Build Services and printed on 
pages 39831 through 39839 of this Journal.] 

(Sub)Exhibits "A", "B", "C", "D", "F" and "Q" referred to in this Software Deposit and License 
Agreement read as follows: 
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(Sub)Exhibit "A". 
(To Software Deposit And License Agreement) 

Materials To Be Deposited. 

Account Number 

Depositor represents to the City that deposit materials delivered to Escrow Agent shaU consist of 
the following: 

A. For each of the Software programs and modules listed in B below, hard and elecfronic 
copies of the following shall be deposited: 

1. Source Code 
2. Compiled Source Code 

A. With instructions for compiling the code 
•.....•:.•.. . . .B.. . List of aU 3rd partytoolsneededfor compiling the code 

3 . / -DataModel ; . • . : 
4.. Documentation that Depostor has developed that is usefiil in using the deposited 
source code. 
5. User Documentation 

B. Software Programs and Modules 
(List to be provided] 

The items listed in Section A above, will be deposited for the programs Usted in this Section 
B exclusive of all open source code and third party code that are distributed by Tridium as part of 
such products ("Third Party Code"). The Third Party Code consists of: 

Depositor City of Chicago 

By: By: 

Name: Name: 

Title: Title:_ 

Date: Date: 
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(Sub)Exhibit "B". 
(To Software Deposit And License Agreement) 

Deposit Material Description. 

COMPANY NAME: ESCROW ACCOUNT NUMBER: 

DEPOSIT NAME AND DEPOSIT-VERSION 

(Deposit Name will appear in account history reports) 

DEPOSIT MEDIA (PLEASE LABEL ALL MEDIA WITH THE DEPOSTT NAME PROVIDED ABOVE) 

DEPOSIT ENCRVP-nON (Please check cither "Yes" or "No" below and complete as appropriate) 

Is the media or are any of the files encrypted? O-Ves or Q No 

If yes, please include any passwords and decryption tools description below. Please also deposit all necessary encryption 
software with this deposit. 

Encryption tool name Version • 

Hardware required ^ [ 

Software required 

Other required infonnation 

DEPOSn- CERTIFICATION (Please check the boK below to Certify and Provide your Contact Infoimation) 

r i I certify for Depositor that the above described Deposit 
Materia] has been transmitted electronically or sent via 
commercial express mail earner to Iron Mountain at the 
address below. 

n Iron Mountain has inspected and accepted the above 
described Deposit Material either electronically or physically. 
Iron Mountain will notify Depositor of any discrepancies. 

NAME: NAME: 

DATE: DATE: 

EMAIL ADDRESS: 

TELEPHONE NUMBER: 

FAX NUMBER: 

Note; If Depositor Is phYsicailv sending Deposit Material to Iron Mountain, please labd «ll media and mall all Dtposlt 
Material with the appropriate Eihlbit B via commercial express carrier to the following address; 
Iron Mountain Intellectual Property Management, Inc 
Attn: Vault Administration 
2100 Norcross Parkway. Suite ISO 
Norcross.GA3007l 
Telephone: g00-875-5«<S9 
Facsimile: 770-239-9201 

Send materials to 
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(Sub)Exhibit "C". 
(To Software Deposit And License Agreement) 

Escrow Service Work Request - Deposit 
Account Number 

MUST BE COMPLETED 

uWinlagetit^Hti 

:^iLXcesify •.'•'•. 

iBihjnsiaty:; . 

,'M.a-nB^efnent 
^JGiijnKsil:--.'''' 
. : ;Q j> ! i , r ! ; * ' • 

.aflfscess/if :•. 

.•.sit3_»id3r<i'«4Qrgi^^^ 

;;-ji_C]-v.-,-, 

Esicrayi;::.'. 
Manfi^emeiiVCentWr'tor s ^ 

^;^.u.biiii;lsslonqf.:e.lectr<0.n 

accp i in t ^ t id :proy1d'e/tral^ 
1riternet-ic<»ss-,to~tWe^account atidiehsuc-ie 'fulflHtrieiitof^vybrk 
Re-quests. An oversize fee niay.apply. 

Iron-Mountain will fulfill a WorV Request to add a'Bcneficiary tb an escrow 
deposit account and manage access right^'associated'-with the account. 
Braieficiaiy will have access to iron Mountain Connect-™ Escro 
ManagcraentCeriter Tor secure ontiiv^ accountitiahagi^ent, subinission of 
electToiiicWotkRequests, andcommunication:Of'Status. A.Client lylanager 
. will be assigned to each deposit account and provide frainingupbn-request to 
facilitate secure Intemet access to the acctiunt and (insure fiilfiilmcntof-Woik 
Requests. . .• ';' - • .; •• •. - - • . •. 

rriii^iT-} '.̂ :_ 

iiTOfl? 

•iSiiBtiiiilitoilvr;^-;-^ 

lEI'BenJnciSO^ • 

El Add 
Deposit 
Tracking 
Notification 

At least semi-annually, Iron Mountain wil l send an update reminder 
to Depositor. Thereafter, Beneficiary vt'M be notif ied of last deposi t 

N/A $375 D Depositor -
O R -
D BSnefidary 

D Add File 
Ust Test 

Iron Mountain will fulfill a Work Request to perform a File Ust Test, which 
includes analyzing deposit media readability, file listing, creation of file 
classification table, vinis scan, and assurance of completed deposit 
questionnaire. A final report will be sent to the Paying Party regarding the 
Deposit Material to ensure consistency between Depositor's representations 
(i.«.. Exhibit B and Supplementaiy Questionnaire) and stored Deposit 
Material Deposit must be provided on CD, DVD-R, or deposited FTP. 

$2,500 N/A D Depositor -
O R -
• Benefidary 

D A d d Level 
1 - Inventory 
and Analysis 
Test 

Iron Mountain will perform an inventory Test on the initial deposit, which 
includes Analyzing deposit media readability, virus scanning, developing file 
classification tables, identifying the presence/absence of build instructions, 
and identifying materials required to recreate the Dqiositoi's soflware 
devetopment environment. Output includes a report which will include buiM 
instructions, file classification tables and listings. In addition, the rqiort will 
list required software devetopment materials, including, without limitation, 
required source code languages and compilets, third-party sofhrare, libraries, 
operating systems, and hardware, as well as Iron Mountain's analysis of the 
deposit. 

$5,000 or 
based on 
sow if 
custom 
work 
required 

N/A n Depositor -
OR-
n Benefidary 
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DAdd Level 
2 - Compile 
Test 

DAdd Level 
3 -Binary 
Comparison 

DAdd Level 
4 - Full 
Usability 

D A d d 
Dual/Remote 
Vaulting 

• Release 
Deposit 
Material 

D A d d , . ,. 
Custom 
Services 

S Custom 
Contract Fee 

Iron Mountain will fulfill a Work Request to perform a Deposit Compile Test, 
which includes the Inventory Test as described above plus recreating the 
Depositor's software development environment, compiling source files and 
modules, linking libraries and recreating executable code, pass/fail 
delerminatior, creation of comprehensive build instructions with a final report 
sent to the Paying Party regarding the Deposit Material. The Paying Party 
and Iron MounUln will agree on a custom Statement of Work ("SOW") prior 
to the start of fulfillment. 

Iron Mountain will fulfill a Worit Request to perform one Deposit 
Compile Test Binary Comparison which Includes a comparison 
of the flies built from the Deposit Compile Test to the actual 
licensed technology on the Beneflclar/s site to ensure a full 
match In file size, with a final report sent to the Requesting Patty 
regarding the Deposit Material. The Paying Party and Iron 
Mountain will agree on a custom Statement of Wori< ("SOW") 
prior to the start of fulfllimenL 

Iron Mountain will fulfill a Work Request to perform one Deposit 
Compile Test Full Usability which Includes a confirmation that 
the built applications work property when Instalieil. A final report 
will be sent to the Paying Party regarding the Deposit Material. 
The Paying Party and Iron Mountain will agree on a custom 
Statement of Work C-SOW) prior to the start of fuSfiiimsnt 

Iron Mountain will fulfill a Work Request to store deposit 
materials In one additionai location as defined within the Service 
Agreement Duplicatestoragerequestmay be Intheform of 
£Kher physical media or electronic storage. 

fron Mountain will process a Work Request to release Deposit 
Material by following the specific procedures defined In Ekhibii 0 
"Release of Deposit Materials" thfe'Escrow Service Agreiement. 

Iron Mountain wiU provide Its Escrow Expert consulting based on 
..a custom SOW mutually agreed to by all Parties.-

Custom contracts are subject to the Custom Contract Fee, which 
covers the review and processing of custom or modified 
contracts. 

Based on 
SOW 1 

Based on 
SOW 

Based on 
sow 

NfA 

$500 

$175/hour 

$500 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 

$500 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 

D Depositor -
OR-
n Beneficiary 

D Depositor -
OR-
D Benefidary 

n Depositor-
OR-
D Benefidary 

D Depositor -
OR-
n Benefidary 

• Depositor -
OR-
n Benefidary 

• Depositor-
O R - \ 
DBenefidary 

n Depositor -
OR-
n Benefidary 
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(Sub)Exhibit "D". 
(To Software Deposit And License Agreement) 

Designated Contact. 

Account Number 

Notices, deposit material returns and 
communicatioas to Depositor 
should be addressed to: 

Company Name: Tridium Incorporated 

Address: 3951 Westerre Paifcway, Suite 350, 
Richmond, VA 23233 

Invoices to Depositor should be 
addressed to: 

Contact: Chief Financial Officer 

Telephone: (804) 747-4771 

Facsimile:_(804) 7475204 

Notices and communications to 
the City should be addressed to: 

Company Name:_ 

Address: 

Contact.: 

P.O.#, if required:_ 

Invoices to the City 
should be addressed to 

Contact: 

Telephone: 

Facsimile: 

Contact: 

P.O.#, if required: 

Requests from Depositor or the City to change the designated contact should be given in 
writing by the designatetl contact or an authorized employee of Depositor or the City. 

Contracts, tleposit materials and notices to 
Escrow Agent should be addressed to: 

Invoice inquiries and fee remittances 
to Escrow Agent should be addressed to: 

Telephone: 
Facsimile: _ 

Date: 
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(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To Software Deposit And License Agreement) 

IRONMOUNIAIN' 

COMPKEMENjIVE i M E l l f C T U n i PROPERTY MANaCE.'/.E rJ-

Iron Mountain Connect''-' 
Escrow Management Centei 

Iran Mountain Is th« 

worid's most tnitted 

partner for 

outsourced records 

jnd Infofmatlon 

management 

services, and also 

sets thie Industiy 

standard'fbr 

Intellectual property 

management 

sefvf ces. WHh oyer 

ZOO.OOO clients 

acroiS I4S 

geographic marfccts. 

Iran Mountain dra%vi 

on mofv than SO 

years of experience 

to specialize in 

technotogy escrow 

and domain name 

records management. 

Self service w e b t o o l fo r I ron Mqun ta ih 

escrow services customers 

A SlNCUPbiNTOF Access 
Bcrov/ Management Center is an online tool designed 

spedflcally to help you manage all your escrow needs. It's 

avatlJble tbyou when you log on to Iron Mountain 

Connect*^— Iron Mountain's customer portal, providing a 

single point of.access for managing all the services In 

your Iron Mountain portfolia No additional software is 

necessary — just use the Internet bnawser with which you 

are already familiar. 

SAVE T1M£ AMD CRKICT 

Yoii want to spend minimal time managing your escrow 

account. Escrow Management Center, allows you to 

submit worV requests and then chedc the status of these 

work tequests. onUne 24 hours a day 7 days a week. You 

WiU also have access to real-time reports of escrow 

account activities. With the same ̂ mil iar look and feel as 

online banking or shopping. Escrow Management Center 

gives you access toyour account anytime, anywhere — no 

paperwork, no phone ods and no back-and-forth to make 

changes and review Informatioa 

INCRCASC RCSrONSIVENCSS FOR A COMPCTITIVC COCC 

When you need to respond to a customer or prospect 

immediately. Escixiw Management Center gives you 

access to up-to-the-minute Information on your deposit 

aooounts—and processes your requests In real-time as 

well. Vou'n see changes and additions toyour accounts as 

you make thenv Escrow Management Center allows >ou 

to add beneficiarie* quickly, verify current relationships. 

and find out If deposits have been made. Having this 

inforrhition at your fingertips increases your response 

time to both current and new customers, giving you an 

edge over cgmpetitors struggling with paper, phone calls 

and emails to pull together a response. 

C8CATCR AUDfTING CONTKOL 

Concerned about compliance? You'll have the instant 

ability to verify all of your account Information and 

provide the necessary back up for compliance, whether 

internal or cKternal. 

ASSURED PRCVACY ANO SECURrTY 

You can rest easy knowing your data is completely secure 

and protected. All data is fully backed up to an 

alternate location in Iron Mountain's own ultra-

protective environment, resistant to seismic activity arwJ 

other natural disasters. Bonded Iron Mountain employees 

who have undergone extensive background checks run 

these underground facilities. Password protection for 

access to your account information is accomplished In 

several ways: unauthorized users unable to give the 

correct password after three attempts are "locked out*: 

two layers of 128'blt encryption and use of Secure 

Socket Layer technology ensure message Integrity and 

authentication; a four-level user authority system 

ensures that each user sees only the data they are 

entitled to see. 
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WHAT YOU CAN DO THROUGH ESCROW 
MANAGEMENT CEHTER 

Upon becoming an Iron Mountain customer, you'll reteive 

a username and password tb access the p<irtal. You wil l 

be able to-. 

• View accoMnt Information: Account lists.. Deppsit 

Data. Benefidary Enrollments. WQrIc Requests, Contact 

Irifbrtnation. etc; Find beneficiaries across multiplie 

iecourrts. 

• Cqri4uct f i c r o w tranf tct l«Q<: :Ad<|, /Edit 0<:l^e 

CpraparyContactfOfBenefidaMe&fiequesti'eitnlni^Qns, 

Edit Company Namiss,- etc. 

< Prodifce r e p s i i i : Accsurit S i i in t f iS i i ^ [>ep<lisltSi 

Benefidaiy d x b ; vyofi Rieiquestis; ConlJidsahct'AQapuixts; 

^o—yau can sprt .download, prittt -and -mainlpgUte 

tMsdata. 

. View imaged documents: Agreements^ Enrdllmerrts, 

Amendments, Oe'scrifitions of DepbsltSj^ett . 

As a di:signated contact for your oompany.ybu.decldp who 

has access to Escrow Management Center as well as assign 

access levels. 

FREE SUPPORT fOR AU LEVEU-BECINNER TO 
EXPERT USER 

Escrow Management Center is easy-to-leam andeasy^to-

lise so that minimal training Is required. In addition, you 

have a number of training and help options at your 

fingertips. 

• Help function: Comprehensive, Indexed help available 

from anywhere within Escrow Management Center. 

• Training: Online tutorial and worlcboolcs. 

• Support Center: A tollTfree call puts you in touch with 

a trained professional 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 

• Online resources: Click to access) escrow management 

best practices, tips on escrow and industry resources. 

OEOICATEO ACCOUNT REPRESENTATIVES 

Escmw Management Center is designed to equip you vvith 

the tcwis for management of all your escrow needS; Even 

s<vyourd(sdieated:lron-AAa.untarn aoq>uqt represttrtative Is 

available f w j b u Wtvuiever you. nquire. help.- AJt of oiiir 

-doSwntretH!^i^tatiy»:Hayfr ootiipl^tely trained tin 

the useoJF-tilitiEsqt^w Mlanagement Center af\d an.asslst 

yoU'-as .yoq beaxne f i r r l i l l v wHfi i t — antj of course, 

rc!>pQ<Mltd;yi>ur needs ^ K i r t o n a l i y w h m ' ^ 

J L IRON MOUNTAIN' 

C200S Uon hiountalntnaxpoT3ted.Ail rights m«fvcd.lnin Mountain ifid the design of the mauntalq irecegktcfed 
tnd«nurb and tren Mountain Connect is I tndemaft of fnan Mountain lnaoq»ratcd. All other tndcnurts and reg'istcred 
tiademarfcsifc the popaty.of their lespectne owners. 

Corporate Headquarters: 

745 Atlantic Avenue 

Boston. MA 0 2 1 U 

(SOO) 962-0652 

Iron MounDin i$ the leading global tenrice provMer of Intellectual property management senrlces specializing in technology escrow and domain name 
records management As the (bunder of tl<e industry. Iron Mountain has the integrity, reputation, resources, and experience to ensure intellectual property 
Is properly managed and protected. Iron Mountain's Intellectual Property Management SCTV'KCS set the industiy standard liy piwldlng quality customer 
service and unmatched solutions to three-fourths of the Fortune SOO. Since IdSl, Iron Mountain has provided service to over 200.000 customer 
accounts worldwide. For more information, visit the Compariy's Web site at <vww.lranmountalq.com/ipm. 

http://vww.lranmountalq.com/ipm
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(Sub)Exhibit "Q". 
(To Software Deposit And License Agreement) 

Escrow Deposit Questionnaire. 

Introduction 

From time to time, technology escrow beneficiaries may exercise their right to perform verification services. This is 
a service that Iron Mountain provides for the purpose of vaUdating relevance, conqjleteness, currency, accuracy and 
fiinctiooality of deposit materiab. 

Purpose of Questionnaire 

In order for Iron Mountain to determine the deposit material requirements and to quote fees associated with verification 
services, a completed deposit tpiestionnaire is requested. It is die responsibility of the escrow depositor to complete the 
questionnaire. 

Instructions 

Please complete the questionnaire in its entirety by answering every question with accurate data. Upon completion, 
please retum the conqjleted questionnaire to the beneficiary asking for its completion, or e-mail it to Iron Mountain to 
the attention ofverification@ironmountain.eom 

Escrow DeposU Questionnaire 

General Description 

1. What is the general function of the software to be placed into escrow? 
2. On what media will the source code be delivered? 
3. What is the size of the deposit in nieigabytes? 

A-
Requirements for the Execution of the Software Protected by the Deposit 

1. What are the system hardware requirements to successfully execute the software? (memory, disk space, etc.) 
2. How many machines are required to conqjletely set up the software? 
3. What are the software eind system software requirements, to execute the software and verify correct 

operation? 

Requirements for the Assembly of the Deposit 

1. Describe the nature of the source code in the deposit. (Does the deposit include interpreted code, corripiled 
source, or a mixtiu-e? How do the different parts of the deposit relate to each other?) 

2. How many build processes are there? 
3. How many luiique build environments are required to assemble the material in the escrow deposit into the 

deliverables? 
4. What hardware is required for each build environment to compile the software? (including memory, disk 

space, etc.) 
5. What operating systems (including versions) are used during conqjilation? Is the software executed on any 

other operating systems/version? 
6. How many separate deliverable components (executables, share libraries, etc.) are built? 

mailto:ofverification@ironmountain.eom
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7. What con:q)ilers/linkers/other tools (brand and version) are necessary to build the application? 
8. What, if any, third-party libraries are used to build (he software? 
9. How long does a complete build of the software take? How much of that time requu-es some form of human 

interaction and how much is automated? 
10. Do you have a formal build document describing the necessary steps for system configiu-ation and 

compilation? 
11. Do you have an intemal QA process? If so, please give a brief description of the testing process. 
12. Please list the appropriate technical person(s) Iron Mountain may contact regarding this set of escrow 

deposit materials. 
Please provide your teclinical verification contact information below: 

COMPANY: 

SIGNATURE: 

PRINT NAME: 

ADDRESS 1: 

ADDRESS 2: 

CITY, STATE, ZIP 

TELEPHONE: 

EMAIL ADDRESS: 

' 

For additional infomiution about Iron Mountain Technical Verification Services, please contact 
Manager of Verification Services at 978-667-3601 ext. 100 or by e-mail at mailto: 
verification(%ironmountain.com 
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(Sub)Exhibit 27. 
(To Agreement With Kenny Construction Company 

For Design/Build Services) 

End User License Agreement 
Dated . 

This End User License Agreement ("EULA") Is effective as of , 2007 (the "Effective 
Date"), between the City of Chicago, a municipal corporation and home rule unit of local government 
existing under the Constitution of the State of Illinois, acting through its Department of General Services 
(the "City" or "You"), and Tridium, Inc., a Delaware corporation having its principal place of business at 
3951 Westerre Parkway, Suite 350, Richmond. VA 23233 ("Tridium"). 

The City and Tridium have entered into an Escrow Agreement effective as of the Effective Date 
("Escrow Agreement"), and the Escrow Agreement provides that the City and Tridium shall enter into this 
EULA, 

TRIDIUiVI HAS DEVELOPED SOFTWARE FOR INTERCONNECTING DEVICES AND 
CONTROLLERS DISTRIBUTED UNDER THE NAMES "NIAGARA FRAMEWORK" and 
"NIAGARA'^ FRAMEWORK". TRIDIUM IS WILLING TO PROVIDE TO YOU A LIMITED 
LICENSE OF THE COPIES OF SUCH SOFTWARE AND ANY ENHANCED OR SUCCESSOR 
PRODUCT (AS DEFINED IN THE ESCROW AGREEMENT), HOWEVER DENOMINATED. 
THAT YOU PURCHASE AT ANY TIME DURING THE TERM OF THE ESCROW 
AGREEMENT. DIRECTLY OR THROUGH A TRIDIUM-CERTIFIED VALUE-ADDED 
RESELLER OR SYSTEMS INTEGRATOR (EACH SUCH COPY BEING REFERRED TO 
HEREIN AS THE "NIAGARA FRAMEWORK") ONLY ON THE CONDITION THAT YOU 
ACCEPT ALL OF THE TERMS IN THIS AGREEMENT. THE COPIES OF NIAGARA 
FRAMEWORK PREVIOUSLY PURCHASED BY OR FOR YOU SET FORTH ON APPENDIX 2 
TO THIS AGREEMENT ARE HEREBY INCLUDED IN THE TERMS OF THIS AGREEMENT. 
THE TERMS OF ANY LICENSE AGREEMENT INCLUDED IN ANY OF SUCH COPIES OF 
THE NIAGARA FRAMEWORK ARE HEREBY SUPERSEDED BY THE TERMS OF THIS 
AGREEMENT. 

1. LICENSE GRANTS AND RESTRICTIONS. 
1.1 Niagara Framework. Subject to the terms and conditions contained herein, upon payment by you or 

on your behalf to Tridium, Tridium hereby grants you a fully-paid, non-transferable, non-exclusive, 
unlimited term, limited license to install, use and execute the Niagara Framework on a single 
personal computer, which is identified by serial number cr other means during the installation 
process (the "Designated System"), and to use the documentation furnished by Tridium in 
conjunction with it, solely for your internal business use. You may transfer and use the Niagara 
Framework on a backup computer system you own or lease if, and only for so long as, the 
Designated System is (i) inoperative or (ii) unavailable due to regulariy scheduled maintenance. 
You may transfer to. and use the Niagara Framework on, a replacement Designated System you 
own or lease if you cease use of the Niagara Framework on the original Designated System. In the 
case of any transfer of the Niagara Framework to a computer system other than the original 
Designated System, the Niagara Framework will request that you insert the purchase order number 
under which the Niagara Framework was originally purchased to verify that the transfer is being 
made by the entity for which it was originally purchased, and when you insert the correct purchaser 
order number Tridium will issue a backup license key which will permit the Niagara Framework to 
resume operation. 

1.2 No Other Rights Granted. Apart from the license expressly granted herein, no license or other right 
is granted by Tridium to you under this Agreement, either directly or by implication, estoppel, or 
otherwise (including, but not limited to. the right to prepare derivative works). Except as set forth in 
a separate agreement executed by Tridium, you shall have no right or access to the source code of 
the Niagara Framework other than the source code, if any. for certain application program 
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interfaces that are included with the Niagara Framework. You shall have no right to use the Niagara 
Framework to operate or control any system, or component of any system, of any third party. 

2. YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES. YOU SHALL (I) USE ALL COMMERCIALLY REASONABLE 
EFFORTS TO ENSURE THAT YOUR EMPLOYEES COMPLY WITH THE TERMS OF THIS 
AGREEMENT; (II) NOT MODIFY, DECOMPILE. DISASSEMBLE, DECRYPT, EXTRACT. OR 
OTHERWISE REVERSE ENGINEER THE NIAGARA FRAMEWORK OR ANY PART THEREOF. 
OR ANY APPLICATION ENABLER OR GRANT ANY OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY THE RIGHT 
TO DO SO OR TAKE ANY ACTION THAT WOULD ASSIST ANY OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY 
IN DOING SO AND WILL PROMPTLY NOTIFY TRIDIUM OF ANY INFORMATION THAT COMES 
TO THE ATTENTION OF YOUR PROJECT MANAGER THAT ANY OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY 
IS OR IS ATTEMPTING TO COPY. REVERSE ENGINEER, DISASSEMBLE. DECOMPILE. 
TRANSLATE OR MODIFY THE NIAGARA FRAMEWORK ; (III) NOT INSERT. DELETE. 
REPLACE, CHANGE OR OTHERWISE ALTER ANY FILES IN THE NIAGARA FRAMEWORK OR 
APPLICATION ENABLER; (IV) NOT MODIFY. CHANGE. PREPARE DERIVATIVE WORKS OF 
OR OTHERWISE ALTER /iJ^Y BINARY CODE FILES INCLUDED WITH THE NIAGARA 
FRAMEWORK; (V) NOT LOAN, RENT. LEASE. GIVE, SUBLICENSE, TRANSFER. PUBLISH. 
DISCLOSE. DISPLAY. OR OTHERWISE MAKE AVAILABLE THE NIAGARA FRAMEWORK . IN 
WHOLE OR IN PART. TO ANY OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY; (VI) NOT MODIFY ANY 
APPLICATION PROGRAMMING INTERFACE. INCLUDING MODIFYING ANY APPLICATION 
PROGRAMMING INTERFACE BY CREATING ADDITIONAL CLASSES WITHIN ANY INTERFACE 
OR OTHERWISE CAUSING THE ADDITION TO OR MODIFICATION OF THE CLASSES IN AN 
INTERFACE. AND (VII) NOT INCORPORATE ANY CODE INCLUDED WITH THE NIAGARA 
FRAMEWORK OR ANY DOCUMENTATION IN ANY PRODUCT THAT YOU DEVELOP. 

3. TECHNICAL SUPPORT. Tridium shall have no obligation to provide technical support to you 
except as provided in a separate agreement signed by Tridium. 

4. LICENSE FEES. The license fees paid by or for you to Tridium are paid in consideration of the 
licenses granted under this Agreement. 

5. OWNERSHIP AND CONFIDENTIALITY. 
5.1 Ownership bv Tridium. Tridium retains all right, title and interest, in and to the Niagara Framework 

(and any portions thereof). You shall not have any right, titie, or interest to the Niagara Framework 
except as provided in this Agreement, and further shall secure and protect the Niagara Framework 
consistent with maintenance of Tridium's proprietary rights therein. You agree that you shall not 
contest or challenge, or take any action inconsistent with or that may damage or impair Tridium's 
ownership or rights, and further that you shall not contest or challenge, or take any action 
inconsistent with or that may damage or impair the ownership or intellectual property rights of 
Tridium's licensors. You shall not use the Niagara Framework except as is expressly authorized in 
this Agreement. 

5.2 Confidentialitv. You acknowledge that the Niagara Framework contains valuable trade secrets of 
Tridium and you agree to maintain the confidentiality of the Niagara Framework using at least the 
same degree of care you use with your own confidential information. 

5.3 Third-Party Code. Additional copyright notices and license terms applicable to portions of the 
Niagara Framework that include third party (including open source/freeware) software as of the 
Effective Date are set forth in Appendix I hereto. As the Niagara Framework and third-party 
(including open source/freeware) software included in it are modified from time to time, additional or 
different third-party terms may apply, but they will not adversely affect your right to use the Niagara 
Framework as set forth in this EULA. In addition to any terms and conditions of any third-party 
opensource/freeware license identified above, the disclaimer of, warranty and limitation of liability 
provisions contained below in paragraph 6 of this Agreement shall apply to all third party code 
contained in the Niagara Framework. 

6. WARRANTIES AND LIMITATIONS. 
6.1 Disclaimer of Software Warranty. TRIDIUM LICENSES THE NIAGARA FRAMEWORK "AS IS." 

WITH NO EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY OF ANY KIND. TRIDIUM SPECIFICALLY 
DISCLAIMS ALL INDIRECT OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES TO THE FULL EXTENT ALLOWED BY 
APPLICABLE LAW, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF, 
NON-INFRINGEMENT. MERCHANTABILITY. TITLE OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR 
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PURPOSE. NO ORAL OR WRITTEN INFORMATION OR ADVICE GIVEN BY TRIDIUM. ITS 
AGENTS OR EMPLOYEES SHALL CREATE A WARRANTY. 

6.3 Limitation of Liability. NEITHER TRIDIUM NOR ANY OF ITS LICENSORS. OFFICERS, AGENTS, 
EMPLOYEES OR REPRESENTATIVES SHALL BE LIABLE FOR INDIRECT. SPECIAL. 
INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL. OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES OR PENALTIES (INCLUDING 
DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS. LOST BUSINESS. PERSONAL INJURY. LOST DATA. 
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION. AND THE LIKE). HOWEVER IT ARISES. WHETHER FOR BREACH 
OR IN TORT. EVEN IF TRIDIUM HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH 
DAMAGES. 

6.4 Limitation of Remedies. IN NO EVENT SHALL TRIDIUM'S MONETARY LIABILITY IN 
CONNECTION WITH THIS AGREEMENT OR THE NIAGARA FRAMEWORK. TO YOU EXCEED 
THE AMOUNTS PAID TO IT BY YOU PURSUANT TO THIS AGREEMENT. 

7. ASSURANCES BY YOU. There can be no assurances whatsoever that control systems such as 
the Niagara Framework wiii proiect any individual or his or her property from harm, /^propriate 
safety precautions must always be taken when operating or maintaining equipment connected to 
the Niagara Framework. Tridium assumes no responsibility or liability for any injury or damage to 
any persons or property resulting from the use by you of the NiagaraFramework. Further, you 
represent and warrant that you will take appropriate precautions, establish appropriate procedures 
and post appropriate notices to ensure that persons and property are not harmed in the event of an 
error, malfunction or unexpected operation of the Tridium NiagaraFramework or products. Unless 
Tridium has provided its express written consent for each component of the Niagara Framework, 
you will make reasonable business efforts to ensure that it is not used in the operation of nuclear 
facilities, mass transit systems, aircraft navigation or aircraft communication systems, air traffic 
control, weapon systems and direct life support machines (collectively, "High-Risk Applications"). 
Tridium expressly disclaims any express or implied warranty or condition of fitness for High-Risk 
Applications 

8. INDEMNIFICATION. 
8.1 By You. You agree that (i) under no circumstances will Tridium have any liability to you for any 

loss, claim or damage of any kind arising from your selection of transactions and/or agreements 
with any party that is an autiiorized Tridium reseller or distributor, systems integrator or trainer, or 
any other third party; (ii) notwithstanding anything otherwise contained in this License Agreement, 
you are not authorized to, and you will not, use the Niagara Framework to develop any product; 
and (iii) notwithstanding anything otherwise contained in this License Agreement, you will not 
combine the NiagaraFramework. or any component of it. with any product developed by you 
using the Niagara Framework or with any other product, equipment, device, software, system or 
data not supplied by Tridium, and you will not permit anyone other than an authorized Tridium 
reselleror distributor to do so. Notliing herein contained shall be deemed to prohibit your use of 
any product developed by any third party using the Niagara Framework. 

8.2 By Tridium. Tridium shall, at its own expense, defend or. at its option, settle any claim, suit, or 
proceeding brought against you or any Sister Agency ("Licensee") by a third party for 
infringement or misappropriation of any US patent, copyright, trademark, trade secret or other 
proprietary right of any third party, by the Niagara Framework ("Licensee Claim") and shall pay 
any damages finally awarded to the owner of the infringed or misappropriated rights or settlement 
amounts agreed to be paid to such owner to the extent based upon a Licensee Claim; provided 
that Licensee provides Tridium with (i) prompt written notice of such Licensee Claim; (ii) control 
over the defense and settlement of such Licensee Claim; and (iii) proper and full information and 
assistance to settle or defend any such Licensee Claim. Tridium shall have no liability to 
Licensee under this section, or otherwise, for any claim or action alleging infringement based on 
(i) any use of the Niagara Framework in a manner other than as permitted under this Agreement; 
(ii) any combination of the Niagara Framework by Licensee or by any agent, contractor or other 
third party with any other products, equipment, devices, software, systems or data not supplied by 
Tridium to the extent such claim is directed against such combination; (iii) any modifications or 
customization of the Niagara Framework by any person other than Tridium (each, a "Licensee 
Matter"), or (iv) any product developed by Licensee using the Niagara Framework. Upon 
Tridium's sole determination, or after the entry of any judgment or order not subject to further 
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appeal, that the use of the Niagara Framework by Licensee (other than use of the Niagara 
Framework where the Niagara Framework would not by itself be infringing), infringes upon the 
rights of any third party and that such use of the Niagara Framework must cease. Tridium at its 
election shall, at its own cost and expense, either (i) replace such parts of the Niagara Framework 
the use of which have been enjoined, withoutmaterially altering the functionality of the Niagara 
Framework, (ii) modify such parts of the Niagara Framework in such a way that its use does not 
infringe upon the rights of third parties, without materially altering the functionality of the Niagara 
Framework (iii) procure a license, on reasonable terms, for Licensee to use same, or (iv) 
terminate this License Agreement and refund the license fees paid to Tridium by you or on your 
behalf for this license. 

9. TERM AND TERMINATION. This Agreement is effective upon delivery of the Niagara Framework 
to you and shall continue until terminated. You may terminate this Agreement at any time by 
returning the Niagara Framework and all copies and extracts to Tridium. Tridium may terminate 
this Agreement upon a material or continuing breach of this Agreement by you by the giving of 30 
days prior written notice of termination, stating the cause therefor, with termination becoming 
effective at the close of said 30-day term if the breach is not then cured to the satisfaction of 
Tridium. 

10. TRADEMARKS. Under no circumstances may you use the "Powered by Niagara" trademark or 
any other trademark or service mark of Tridium to identify goods or services provided by you 
except as expressly agreed to by Tridium in writing. 

11. GENERAL TERMS. 
11.1 Assignment. You may assign this Agreement or your rights and obligations under this Agreement to 

a purchaser of the real property and/or hardware on which the software is installed, provided (i) you 
provide the purchaser with a copy of this Agreement and (ii) the purchaser agrees to comply with all 
of the terms and conditions of this Agreement. Tridium may assign this Agreement without your 
consent, provided that the assignee assumes all of Tridium's obligations under this Agreement. 

11.2 Export. Software, including technical data, is subject to U.S. export control laws, including the U.S. 
Export Administration Act and its associated regulations, and may be subject to export or import 
regulations in other countries. You agree to comply strictly with all such regulations and 
acknowledge that you have the responsibility to obtain such licenses to export, re-export, or import 
Niagara Framework. The Niagara Framework may not be used. sold, resold, sublicensed, diverted, 
transferred, reshipped, or otherwise exported or re-exported: (i) in. into or through any country 
designated as a terrorist supporting country by the U.S. government or any of its agencies; (ii) in. 
into or through any country for which the U.S. has an embargo or with which the U.S. or any of its 
agencies maintains comprehensive trade controls; (iii) to or by a national or resident of the 
countries described in (i) or (ii); or (iv) to or by any party included in the United States Department 
of Commerce's Denied Persons List. Entity List or Unverified List; or the United States Department 
of the Treasury's Specially Designated Nationals, Specially Designated Global Terrorists. Specially 
Designated Narcotics Traffickers, or Specially Designated Terrorists List; or the United States 
Department of State's Designated Foreign Terrorist Organizations or Debarred Persons List; or is 
otherwise designated by the U.S. government or any of its agencies as a party with which it is 
unlawful to do business. 

11.3 Equitable Relief. You acknowledge that any breach of your obligations hereunder with respect to 
the Niagara Framework or the confidential information of Tridium, including, without limitation. 
Section 5.1 and 5.2 above, will cause Tridium irreparable injury for which it has no adequate 
remedy at law. You further agree that Trklium will be entitled to seek and obtain equitable relief, 
Including preliminary injunctions and temporary restraining orders, to prevent any unauthorized use 
of the Niagara Framework and confidential infomialion, without posting of bond or other security, in 
addition to all other remedies available to it under this Agreement or other applicable law. 

11.4 Entire Agreement. This Agreement comprises the entire agreement behween the parties relating to 
its subject matter. The intention of this Agreement is to provide a consistent and accessible set of 
terms and conditions applicable to all copies of the Niagara Framework purchased for your use. 
Therefore, the terms of any license agreement that may be included in copies of the Niagara 
Framework purchased for your use in the future shall be of no force and effect, and shall be 
superseded by the terms of this Agreement. This Agreement supersedes all prior agreements and 
understandings, written or oral, express or implied. This Agreement can be amended or modified 
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only by a writing executed in advance by duly authorized representatives of each of the parties 
hereto. In the event any foreign ministry or other governmental entity or agency makes any 
changes, deletions or modifications to this Agreement, holds any provision herein unenforceable or 
imposes any conditions or restrictions on either party to this Agreement which affects its ability to 
fully perform, Tridium shall have the right to immediately terminate this Agreement. You represent 
and warrant that all consents, approval or authorizations of third parties, foreign ministries or any 
governmental entities or agencies, required as a condition or otherwise necessary for you to enter 
into and perform its obligations under this Agreement have been duly obtained. 

11.5 Waiver. A waiver of any breach or default of this Agreement shall not create a waiver of the term or 
of any subsequent breach of default. 

11.6 Governing Law: Choice of Venue. The validity of this Agreement and the rights, obligations and 
relations of the parties hereunder shall be construed and determined under and in accordance with 
the substantive laws of the Commonwealth of Virginia with respect to claims governed by state law 
and the laws of the United States with respect to claims arising under the laws of the United States, 
without regard to conflicts of laws principles and excluding the Convention on Contracts for the 
International Sale of Goods. 

11.7 Severability. Should any term or provision of this Agreement be finally determined by a court of 
competent jurisdiction to be void, invalid, unenforceable or contrary to law or equity, the offending 
term shall be modified and limited (or if strictly necessary, deleted) only to the extent required to 
conform to the requirements of law and the remainder of this Agreement (or. as the case may be, 
the application of such provisions to other circumstances) shall not be affected thereby but rather 
shall be enforced to the greatest extent permitted by law. 

11.8 Government Use. The Niagara Framework is provided with restricted rights. With respect to any 
acquisition of the Niagara Framework by or for any unit or agency of the U.S. Government 
("Government"), the Niagara Framework shall be classified as "Commercial Computer Software," 
as that term is defined in the applicable provisions of the Federal Acquisition Regulation ("FAR") 
and supplements thereto, including the Department of Defense ("DoD") FAR Supplement 
("DEARS"). If the Niagara Framework is supplied for use by DoD. the Niagara Framework is 
delivered subject to the terms of this Agreement and either (i) in accordance with DEARS 252.227-
7202-1 (a) and 227.7202-3(a). or (ii) with restricted rights in accordance with DEARS 252.227 
7013(c)(1)(ii)i as applicable. If the Niagara Framework is supplied for use by a federal agency 
other than DoD. the Niagara Framework is restricted computer software delivered subject to the 
terms of this Agreement and (i) FAR 12.212(a); (ii) FAR 52.227-19; or (iii) FAR 52.227-14 (ALT III), 
as applicable. 

Tridium City of Chicago 

By: By: 

Name: Name:_ 

Title: Ti t le:_ 

Date: Date: 

Appendices 1 and 2 referred to in this End User License Agreement read as follows: 
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The following software may be included in this product: 
Apache Jakarta-ORO Java classes 
Apache Jakarta Tomcat 5.5 Servlet/JSP Container 
Apache Batik 
Use of any of this software is govemed by the terms of the license below: 

Apache License 
Version 2.0. January 2004 

http.7/www.apache,org/licenses/ 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE. REPRODUCTION. AND DISTRIBUTION 

1. Definitions. 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, 
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document. 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by 
the copyright owner that is granting the License. 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all 
other entities that control, are controlled by. or are under common 
control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, 
"control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the 
direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or 
otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the 
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity. 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity 
exercising permissions granted by this License. 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, 
including but not limited to software source code, documentation 
source, and configuration files. 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical 
transformation or translation of a Source form, including but 
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, 
and conversions to other media types. 

"Wori<" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or 
Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a 
copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work 
(an example is provided in the Appendix below). 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object 
form, that is based on (or derived firom) the Work and for which the 
editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications 
represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes 
of this License. Derivative Works shall not include works that remain 
separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of. 
the Work and Derivative Works thereof. 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, induding 

http://http.7/www.apache,org/licenses/
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the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions 
to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally 
submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner 
or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of 
the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" 
means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent 
to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to 
communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, 
and issue tracking systems that are managed by. or on behalf of. the 
Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Wori<, but 
excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise 
designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution." 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity 
on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and 
subsequently incorporated within the Work. 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of 
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, 
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable 
copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, 
publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the 
Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object fonm. 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of 
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, 
woridwide. non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable 
(except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, 
use. offer to sell. sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, 
where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable 
by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their 
Contributioh(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) 
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You 
institute patent litigation against any entity (including a 
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work 
or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct 
or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses 
granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate 
as of the date such litigation is filed. 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the 
Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without 
modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You 
meet the following conditions: 

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or 
Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices 
stafing that You changed the files; and 

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works 
that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and 
attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, 
excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of 
the Derivative Works; and 
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(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its 
distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must 
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained 
within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not 
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one 
of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed 
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or 
documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, 
within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and 
wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents 
of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and 
do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution 
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside 
or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided 
that such additional attribution notices cannot be constmed 
as modifying the License. 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and 
may provide additional or different license terms and conditions 
for use. reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or 
for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use. 
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with 
the conditions stated in this License. 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, 
any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work 
by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of 
this License, without any additional terms or conditions. 
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify 
the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed 
with Licensor regarding such Contributions. 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade 
names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, 
except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the 
origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file. 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or 
agreed to in writing. Licensor provides the Work (and each 
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, 
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or 
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions 
of TITLE. NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for detemiining the 
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Wori< and assume any 
risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License. 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, 
whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, 
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly 
negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be 
liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, 
incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a 
result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the 
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, 
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work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all 
other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor 
has been advised of the possibility of such damages. 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing 
the Work or Derivative Works thereof. You may choose to offer, 
and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, 
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this 
License. However, in accepting such obligations. You may act only 
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf 
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, 
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability 
incurred by. or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason 
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability. 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work. 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following 
boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "Q" 
replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include 
the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate 
comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a 
file or class name and description of purpose be included on the 
same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier 
identification within third-party archives. 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner] 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); 
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. 
You may obtain a copy of the License at 

http://www.apache.Org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software • 
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, 
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. 
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and 
limitations under the License. 

%% The following software may be included in this product: Cryptix; 
Use of any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below: 

Cryptix General License 

Copyright (c) 1995-2005 The Cryptix Foundation Limited. 
All rights reserved. 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without 
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are 
met: 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright notice, 
this list of conditions and the following disclaimer. 

http://www.apache.Org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and 
the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution. 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE CRYPTIX FOUNDATION LIMITED AND 
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES. 
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO. THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF 
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. 
IN NO EVENT SHALL THE CRYPTIX FOUNDATION LIMITED OR CONTRIBUTORS BE 
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT. INDIRECT. INCIDENTAL. SPECIAL. EXEMPLARY. OR 
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO. PROCUREMENT OF 
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR 
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, 
WHETHER IN CONTRACT. STRICT LIABILITY. OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE 
OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE. EVEN 
IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 

%% The following software may be included in this product: 
OPC Foundation OPC Core Components; 
Use of any of this software is govemed by the terms of the license below: 

NON-EXCLUSIVE LICENSE AGREEMENT 

The OPC Foundation, a non-profit corporation (the "OPC Foundation"). 
has established a set of specifications intended to foster greater interoperability 
between automation/control applications, field systems/devices. 
and business/office applications in the process control industry. 

The OPC specifications define standard interfaces, objects, methods, and properties 
for servers of real-time information like distributed process systems, programmable 
logic controllers, smart field devices and analyzers. The OPC Foundation distributes 
specifications, prototype software examples and related documentation 
(collectively, the "OPC Materials") to its members in order to facilitate the development 
of OPC compliant applications. 

The OPC Foundation will grant to you (the "User"), whether an individual or legal entity, 
a license to use, and provide User with a copy of, the current version of the OPC Materials 
so long as User abides by the terms contained in this Non-Exclusive License 
Agreement ("Agreement"). If User does not agree to the terms and conditions contained 
in this Agreement, the OPC Materials may not be used, and all copies (in all formats) 
of such materials in User's possession must either be destroyed or returned to the 
OPC Foundation. By using the OPC Materials, User (including any employees and 
agents of User) agrees to be bound by the terms of this Agreement. 

fii\ OPC Materials, unless explicitly designated otherwise, are only available to currently 
registered members of the OPC Foundation (an "Active Member"). If the User is not an 
employee or agent of an Active Member then the User is prohibited from using the 
OPC Materials and all copies (in alt formats) of such materials in User's possession 
must either be destroyed or returned to the OPC Foundation. 

LICENSE GRANT: 

Subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, the OPC Foundation hereby grants 
to User a non-exclusive, royalty-free, limited license to use, copy, display and distribute 
the OPC Materials in order to make. use. sell or otherwise distribute any products and/or 
product literature that are compliant with the standards included in the OPC Materials. 
User may not distribute OPC Materials outside of the Active Member organization to 
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which User belongs unless the OPC Foundation has explicitly designated the OPC 
Material for public use. 

All copies of the OPC Materials made and/or distributed by User must include all 
copyright and other proprietary rights notices included on or in the copy of such materials 
provided to User by the OPC Foundation. 

The OPC Foundation shall retain all right, title and interest (including, without limitation, 
the copyrights) in the OPC Materials, subject to the limited license granted to User under 
this Agreement. 

The following additional restrictions apply to all OPC Materials that are software source 
code, libraries or executables: 

1) User is requested to acknowledge the use of the OPC Materials and provide a link to 
the OPC Foundafion home page www.opcfoundation.org from the About box of the User's 
or Active Member's application(s). 

2) User may include the source code, modified source code, built binaries or modified 
built binaries within User's own applications for either personal or commercial use. 
However, the source code, modified source code, built binaries or modified built binaries 
cannot be sold as is, either individually or together. 

In other words. User may use OPC Foundation software to enhance the User's applications 
and to ensure compliance with the various OPC specifications. User is prohibited from 
gaining commercially from the OPC software itself. 

WARRANTY AND LIABILITY DISCLAIMERS: 

User acknowledges that the OPC Foundation has provided the OPC Materials for 
informational purposes only in order to help User understand the relevant OPC specifications. 
THE OPC MATERIALS ARE PROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND. 
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. INCLUDING. BUT NOT LIMITED TO. WARRANTIES OF PERFORMANCE. 
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT. 
USER BEARS ALL RISK RELATING TO QUALITY, DESIGN. USE AND PERFORMANCE OF 
THE OPC MATERIALS. The OPC Foundation and its members do not warrant that the 
O P C Materials, their design or their use will meet User's requirements, operate without 
interruption or be error free. 

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OPC FOUNDATION. ITS MEMBERS, OR ANY THIRD PARTY 
BE LIABLE FOR ANY COSTS. EXPENSES. LOSSES, DAMAGES (INCLUDING. BUT NOT 
LIMITED TO. DIRECT, INDIRECT. CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL. SPECIAL OR PUNITIVE 
DAMAGES) OR INJURIES INCURRED BY USER OR ANY THIRD PARTY AS A RESULT OF 
THIS AGREEMENT OR ANY USE OF THE OPC MATERIALS. 

GENERAL PROVISIONS: 

This Agreement and User's license to the OPC Materials shall be terminated 
(a) by User ceasing all use of the OPC Materials. 
(b) by User obtaining a superseding version of the OPC Materials, or 
(c) by the OPC Foundation, at its option, if User commits a material breach hereof. 
Upon any terminafion of this Agreement. User shall immediately cease all use of the 
OPC Materials, destroy all copies thereof then in,its possession and take such other 
actions as the OPC. Foundation may reasonably request to ensure that no copies of 
the OPC Materials licensed under this Agreement remain in its possession. 

http://www.opcfoundation.org
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User shall not export or re-export the OPC Materials or any product produced directly 
by the use thereof to any person or destination that is not authorized to receive them 
under the export control laws and regulations of the United States. 

The Software and Documentation are provided with Restricted Rights. Use. duplication 
or disclosure by the U.S. government is subject to restrictions as set forth in 
(a) this Agreement pursuant to DFARs 227.7202-3(a); (b) subparagraph 
(c)(1)(i) of the Rights in Technical Data and Computer Software clause at 
DFARs 252.227-7013; or (c) the Commercial Computer Software Restricted Rights 
clause at FAR 52.227-19 subdivision (c)(1) and (2). as applicable. Contractor/ 
manufacturer is the OPC Foundation. 16101 N. 82nd Street. Suite 3B. 
Scottsdale. AZ 85260-1830. USA. 

Should any provision of this Agreement be held to be void, invalid, unenforceable 
or illegal by a court, the validity and enforceability of the other provisions shall not 
be affected thereby. 

This Agreement shall be governed by and construed under the laws of the State of 
Minnesota, excluding its choice or law mles. 

This Agreement embodies the entire understanding between the parties with respect to. 
and supersedes any prior understanding or agreement (oral or written) relating to. the 
OPC Materials. 

%% The following software may be included in this product: JAVATM SECURE SOCKET EXTENSION; 
Use of any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below: 

Sun Microsystems. Inc. 
Binary Code License Agreement 
READ THE TERMS OF THIS AGREEMENT AND ANY PROVIDED SUPPLEMENTAL LICENSE TERMS 
(COLLECTIVELY "AGREEMENT") CAREFULLY BEFORE OPENING THE SOFTWARE MEDIA 
PACKAGE. 
BY OPENING THE SOFTWARE MEDIA PACKAGE. YOU AGREE TO THE TERMS OF THIS 
AGREEMENT. 
IF YOU ARE ACCESSING THE SOFTWARE ELECTRONICALLY. INDICATE YOUR ACCEPTANCE OF 
THESE TERMS BY SELECTING THE "ACCEPT' BUTTON AT THE END OF THIS AGREEMENT. 
IF YOU DO NOT AGREE TO ALL THESE TERMS. PROMPTLY RETURN THE UNUSED SOFTWARE 
TO YOUR PLACE OF PURCHASE FOR A REFUND OR, IF THE SOFTWARE IS ACCESSED 
ELECTRONICALLY. 
SELECT THE "DECLINE" BUTTON AT THE END OF THIS AGREEMENT. 

1. LICENSE TO USE. Sun grants you a non-exclusive and non-transferable license for the intemal use 
only of the accompanying software and documentation and any error corrections provided by Sun 
(collectively "Software"), by the number of users and the class of computer hardware for which the 
corresponding fee has been paid. 

2. RESTRICTIONS. Software is confidential and copyrighted. Title to Software and all associated 
intellectual property rights is retained by Sun and/or its licensors. Except as specifically authorized in any 
Supplemental License Terms, you may not make copies of Software, other than a single copy of 
Software for archival purposes. Unless enforcement is prohibited by applicable law. you may not modify, 
decompile, or reverse engineer Software. You acknowledge that Software is not designed, licensed or 
intended for use in the design, construction, operation or maintenance of any nuclear facility. Sun 
disclaims any express or implied warranty of fitness for such uses. No right, title or interest in or to any 
trademari<, service mark, logo or trade name of Sun or its licensors is granted under this Agreement. 
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3. LIMITED WARFIANTY. Sun warrants to you that for a period of ninety (90) days from the date of 
purchase, as evidenced by a copy of the receipt, the media on which Software is fumished (if any) will be 
free of defects in materials and workmanship under normal use. Except for the foregoing. Software is 
provided "AS IS". Your exclusive remedy and Sun's entire liability under this limited warranty will be at 
Sun's option to replace Software media or refund the fee paid for Software. 

4. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY. UNLESS SPECIFIED IN THIS AGREEMENT. ALL EXPRESS OR 
IMPLIED CONDITIONS. REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES. INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED 
WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY. FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON
INFRINGEMENT ARE DISCLAIMED. EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT THAT THESE DISCLAIMERS ARE 
HELD TO BE LEGALLY INVALID. 

5. LIMITATION OF LIABILIP*'. TO THE EXTENT NOT PROHIBITED BY LAW. IN NO EVENT WILL 
SUN OR ITS LICENSORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOST REVENUE. PROFIT OR D.AT.A OR FOR 
SPECIAL. INDIRECT. CONSEQUENTIAL. INCIDENTAL OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES. HOWEVER 
CAUSED REGARDLESS OF THE THEORY OF LIABILITY. ARISING OUT OF OR RELATED TO THE 
USE OF OR INABILIW TO USE SOFTWARE. EVEN IF SUN HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE 
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. In no event will Sun's liability 
to you. whether in contract, tort (including negligence), or otherwise, exceed the amount paid by you for 
Software under this Agreement. The foregoing limitations will apply even if the above stated warranty 
fails'of its essential purpose. 

6. Termination. This Agreement is effective until terminated. You may terminate this Agreement at any 
time by destroying all copies of Software. This Agreement will terminate immediately without notice from 
Sun if you fail to comply with any provision of this Agreement. Upon Termination, you must destroy all 
copies of Software. 

7. Export Regulafions. All Software and technical data delivered under this Agreement are subject to US 
export control laws and may be subject to export or import regulations in other countries. You agree to 
comply strictly with all such laws and regulations and acknowledge that you have the responsibility to 
obtain such licenses to export, re-export, or import as may be required after delivery to you. 

8. U.S. Government Restricted Rights. If Software is being acquired by or on behalf of the U.S. 
Government or by a U.S. Government prime contractor or subcontractor (at any tier), then the 
Government's rights in Software and accompanying documentation will be only as set forth in this 
Agreement; this is in accordance with 48 CFR 227.7201 through 227.7202-4 (for Department of Defense 
(DOD) acquisitions) and with 48 CFR 2.101 and 12.212 (for non-DOD acquisitions). 

9. Governing Law. Any action related to this Agreement will be governed by California law and 
controlling U.S. federal law. No choice of law rules of any jurisdiction will apply. 

10. Severability. If any provision of this Agreement is held to be unenforceable, this Agreement will 
remain in effect with the provision omitted, unless omission would fmstrate the intent of the parties, in 
which case this Agreement will immediately terminate. 

11. Integration. This Agreement is the entire agreement between you and Sun relating to its subject 
matter. It supersedes all prior or contemporaneous oral or written communications, proposals, 
representations and warranties and prevails over any conflicting or additional terms of any quote, order, 
acknowledgment, or other communication behween the parties relating to its subject matter during the 
term of this Agreement. No modification of this Agreement will be binding, unless in writing and signed by 
an authorized representative of each party. 

JAVATM OPTIONAL PACKAGE 
JAVATM SECURE SOCKET EXTENSION. VERSION 1.0.3_XX 

SUPPLEMENTAL LICENSE TERMS 
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These supplemental license terms ("Supplemental Terms") add to or modify the terms of the 
Binary Code License Agreement (collectively, the "Agreement"). Capitalized terms not defined in these 
Supplemental Terms shall have the same meanings ascribed to them in the Agreement. These 
Supplemental Terms shall supersede any inconsistent or conflicting terms in the Agreement, or in any 
license contained within the Software. 

1. Software Internal Use and Development License Grant. Subject to the terms and conditions of this 
Agreement, including, but not limited to Section 3 (Java Technology Restricfions) of these Supplemental 
Terms. Sun grants you a non-exclusive, non-transferable, limited license to reproduce internally and use 
internally the binary form of the Software, complete and unmodified, for the sole purpose of designing, 
developing and testing your Java applets and applications ("Programs"). 

2. License to Distribute Software. In addition to the license granted in Section 1 (Software Internal Use 
and Development License Grant) of these Supplemental Terms, subject to the terms and conditions of 
this Agreement, including but not limited to. Section 3 (Java Technology Restrictions) of these 
Supplemental Terms. Sun grants you a non-exclusive, non-transferable, limited license to reproduce and 
distribute the Software in binary code form only, provided that you (i) distribute the Software complete and 
unmodified and only bundled as part of your Programs, (ii) do not distribute additional sofhware intended 
to replace any component(s) 
of the Software, (iii) do not remove or alter any proprietary legends or notices contained in the Software, 
(iv) only distribute the Software subject to a license agreement that protects Sun's interests consistent 
with the terms contained in this Agreement, (v) agree to defend and indemnify Sun and its licensors from 
and against any damages, costs, liabilities, settlement amounts and/or expenses (including attorneys' 
fees) incurred in connection with any claim, lawsuit or action by any third party that arises or results from 
the use or distribution of any and all Programs and/or Software, and (vi) include the following statement 
as part of product documentation (whether hard copy or electronic), as a part of a copyright page or 
proprietary 
rights notice page, in an "About" box or in any other form reasonably designed to make the statement 
visible to users of the Software: "This product includes code licensed from RSA Data Security". 

3. Java Technology Restrictions. You may not modify the Java Platform Interface ("JPI", identified as 
classes contained within the "Java" package or any subpackages of the "Java" package), by creating 
additional classes within the JPI or otherwise causing the addition to or modification of the classes in the 
JPI. In the event that you create an additional class and associated API(s) which (i) extends the 
functionality of the Java platform, and (ii) is exposed to third party software developers for the purpose of 
developing additional software which invokes such additional API. you must promptly publish tjroadiy an 
accurate specification for such API for free use by all evelopers. You may not create, or authorize your 
licensees to create additional classes, interfaces, or subpackages that are in any way identified as "Java", 
"javax", "sun" or similar convention as specified by Sun in any naming convention designation. 

4. Trademarks and Logos. You acknowledge and agree as between you and Sun that Sun owns the 
SUN, SOLARIS, JAVA. JINI. FORTE, and iPLANET trademarks and all SUN, SOLARIS. JAVA, JINI. 
FORTE, and iPLANET-related trademarks, service marks, logos and other brand designations ("Sun 
Marks"), and you agree to comply with the Sun Trademark and Logo Usage Requirements currently 
located at http.7/www.sun.com/policies/trademarks. Any use you make of the Sun Marks inures to Sun's 
benefit. 

5. Source Code. Software may contain source code that is provided solely for reference purposes 
pursuant to the terms of this Agreement. Source code may not be redistributed unless expressly 
provided for in this Agreement. 

6. Tenmination for Infringement. Either party may terminate this Agreement immediately should any 
Software become, or in either party's opinion be likely to become, the subject of a claim of infringement of 
any intellectual property right. 

http://http.7/www.sun.com/policies/trademarks
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Appendix 2. 
(To End User License Agreement) 

List Of Copies Of Niagara Framework 
Purchased By Or For You. 

For inquiries please contact: Sun Microsystems, Inc.. 4150 Network Circle, Santa Clara, California 95054, 
U.S.A 
(LFI#130035/Fonn ID#011B01) 

%% The following software may be included in this product: RSA Data Security. Inc. MD5 Message-
Digest Algorithm; Use of any of this software is govemed by the terms of the license below; 

MD5C.C - RSA Data Security. Inc.. MD5 message-digest algorithm 

Copyright (C) 1991-2. RSA Data Security. Inc. Created 1991. All rights reserved. 

License to copy and use this software is granted provided that it is identified as the "RSA Data Security. 
Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing this software or this 
function. 

License is also granted to make and use derivative works provided that such works are identified as 
"derived from the RSA Data Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm" in all material mentioning or 
referencing the derived work. 

RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either the merchantability of this software 
or the suitability of this software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as is" 
without express or implied vvarranty of any kind. 

These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this documentation and/or software. 

R2, Release 2.301.522.v1 

AX. Release 3.0 
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COMMITTEE ON BUILDINGS. 

AMENDMENT OF TITLES 2 AND 7 OF MUNICIPAL CODE OF 
CHICAGO REQUIRING OPEN LOT OWNERS TO POST 

SIGNS ON FENCES BEARING THEIR NAMES, 
ADDRESSES AND TELEPHONE NUMBERS. 

The Committee on Buildings submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, Octobers, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Buildings, having had under consideration a proposed ordinance (which 
was referred July 30, 2008, and a substitute introduced and adopted by the Committee on 
Buildings September 23, 2008) amending the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago relating 
to the posting of signs on fences of vacant lots, begs leave to recommend that Your 
Honorable Body do Pass the substitute ordinance which is transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by the Committee members of the Committee on 
Buildings, with no dissenting votes. 

The substitute ordinance shall take full force and effect upon its passage, approval and 
publication. 

Respectfully, 

(Signed) BERNARD L. STONE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Stone, the said proposed substitute ordinance transmitted with the 
foregoing conimittee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins,. Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 
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The following is said ordinance as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Section 7-28-750 of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago is hereby 
amended by deleting the language stricken through and by inserting the language 
underscored, as follows: 

7-28-750 Noncombustible Screen Fence Required - Nuisance Declared When. 

(a) It shall be the duty of the owner of any open lot located within the City of Chicago to 
cause the lot to be surrounded with a noncombustible screen fence as defined in 
Section 13-96-130 ofthis Code:. Provided, however, except that this section shall not apply 
to any governmental agencies agency or tmrts unit of local government*;; nor shall it apply 
to sideyards. The owner shall maintain any such fence in a safe condition without tears, 
breaks, rust, splinters or dangerous protuberances and in a manner that does not endanger 
or threaten to endanger to vehicular traffic by obstructing the view of drivers. Any fence 
which is not maintained in accordance with these provisions is hereby declared to be a 
public nuisance and shall be removed pursuant to the provisions of this Chapter 7-28:^ it 
It shall be the duty of the owner of any lot whose fence has been so removed to replace the 
such fence with one in compliance a noncombustible screen fence meeting with this the 
reguirements of this section and the requirements of this Code. 

(b) The owner of any open lot located within the City of Chicago shall affix at least one 
sign meeting the requirements of this subsection to any fence reguired under subsection 
(a) ofthis section. Such sign shall: (1) indicate the name, address and telephone number 
of the current owner of the open lot; (2) be made of a durable material; (3) contain lettering 
in a color that contrasts sharply with the background color of the sign; (4) be affixed to the 
fence in a conspicuous and prominent location so as to be clearly visible and legible from 
the public sidewalk or public street nearest to the fence on which such sign is affixed; and 
(5) be maintained in safe and proper condition. The department of streets and sanitation 
is authorized to promulgate rules and regulations necessary to implement the reguirements 
of this subsection and shall enforce this subsection in accordance with the reguirements 
of Sections 2-100-110 and 7-28-780. Any person who violates any of the requirements of 
this subsection shall be subject to the penalty provided for in Section 7-28-790. 

(c) For purposes of this section, the term "owner" shall have the meaning ascribed to the 
term in Section 13-4-010 ofthis Code. 

SECTION 2. Section 7-28-780 of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago is hereby 
amended by deleting the language stricken through and by inserting the language 
underscored, as follows: 

7-28-780 Lot In Ill-Maintained Condition - Notice. 

Upon finding a privately-owned open lot in an ill-maintained condition as defined in within 
the meaning of Section 7-28-740, or without fencing as required in meeting the 
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requirements of subsection (a) of Section 7-28-750, or without signage meeting the 
reguirements of subsection (b) of Section 7-28-750, the department of buildings streets and 
sanitation shall notify the owner of such lot of said violation of this code, and said owner 
shall be responsible for cleanup of such lot correct such violation within 30 days following 
the date of issuance of such notification. For purposes of this section, the term "owner" 
shall have the meaning ascribed to the term in Section 13-4-010 of this Code. 

SECTION 3. Section 2-100-110 of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago is hereby 
amended by inserting the language underscored, as follows: 

2-100-110 Police Powers For Designated Employees. 

Each ward superintendent, and such other employees of the department of streets and 
sanitation as the commissioner of streets and sanitation shall designate, shall have the 
powers of members of the police force to serve process or notice within the city for the 
violation of Sections 4-4-310, 4-260-020, 4-260-040, 4-260-060, 4-260-080, 4-260-085, 
4-260-090, 4-260-100, 7-12-387, 7-12-420, 7-28-065 through 7-28-090, 7-28-120, 
7-28-130, 7-28-150, 7-28-180 through 7-28-240, 7-28-260 through 7-28-310, 7-28-331, 
7-28-360 through 7-28-410, 7-28-430 through 7-28-470, 7-28-490 through 7-28-510, 
7-28-660 through 7-28-680, 7-28-710 through 7-28-720, 7-28-735 through 7-28-750, 
7-28-780. 7-28-785, 7-38-080, 8-4-135, 8-4-160, 10-8-180, 10-8-220 through 10-8-230, 
10-8-250 through 10-8-271, 10-8-310, 10-8-320, 10-8-340, 10-8-380, 10-8-402 through 
10-8-405, 10-8-470, 10-8-480, 10-28-030, 10-28-340, 10-28-792, 10-32-050, 10-32-060, 
10-32-110 through 10-32-150, 10-32-170, 10-32-180, 10-32-200 and 13-32-235 of the 
Municipal Code of Chicago. A copy of such designation, and any amendments thereto, 
shall be kept by the deputy commissioner of streets and sanitation for the bureau of 
sanitation and shall be available to the public upon request. The powers granted hereunder 
are expressly limited to the service of such process or notice, and this section shall not be 
construed as granting additional law enforcement powers. 

SECTION 4. This ordinance shall take full force and effect upon its passage and approval. 

AMENDMENT OF TITLE 5, CHAPTER 12 OF MUNICIPAL CODE 
OF CHICAGO BY CREATION OF NEW SECTION 095 

ENTITLED "TENANTS' NOTIFICATION OF 
FORECLOSURE ACTION". 

The Committee on Buildings submitted the following report: 
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CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Buildings, having had under consideration a proposed ordinance (which 
was referred on July 30, 2008, and a substitute introduced September 23, 2008 and passed 
by the Committee on Buildings on September 29, 2008) amending the Municipal Code of the 
City of Chicago relating to the tenants' notification of foreclosure actions, begs leave to 
recommend that Your Honorable Body do Pass the substitute ordinance which is transmitted 
herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by the Committee members of the Committee on 
Buildings, with no dissenting votes. 

Respectfully, 

(Signed) BERNARD L. STONE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Stone, the said proposed substitute ordinance transmitted with the 
foregoing committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Veas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Mulioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

WHEREAS, The City of Chicago is a home rule unit government pursuant to the 1970 
Illinois Constitution, Article VII, Section 6(a); and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to its home rule power, the City of Chicago may exercise any power 
and perform any function relating to its government and affairs including protecting the health, 
safety and welfare of its citizens; and 
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WHEREAS, It is important that the City of Chicago ensures that tenants of foreclosed upon 
properties are properiy safeguarded during the current foreclosure epidemic; and 

WHEREAS, The number of households receiving foreclosure notices for the first quarter 
of 2008 was up one hundred twelve percent (112%) from 2007, according to RealtyTrac, a 
real estate tracking company; and 

WHEREAS, The unprecedented foreclosure crisis has already resulted in a forty-two 
percent (42%) increase in Illinois foreclosure filings from 2007; and 

WHEREAS, A substantial number of foreclosed upon properties are not owner occupied; 
and 

WHEREAS, As of April 2007, over thirty-eight percent (38%) of properties in foreclosure 
were classified as "not occupied" meaning they were second homes, investment homes or 
rental property; and 

WHEREAS, Many tenants first learn that the building they are occupying has been 
foreclosed upon only after the new owner files a notice and demand for possession; and 

WHEREAS, Many tenants unaware of the foreclosure continue to pay rent to their former 
landlords after the final order of foreclosure, although the former landlord no longer holds 
legal title and is not entitled to said payments; and 

WHEREAS, The State of Illinois has recently enacted P.A. 95-0933 that provides tenants 
in foreclosed properties certain rights upon a bank's completion of a foreclosure but does not 
address notice to the tenants before or during the foreclosure proceedings; and 

WHEREAS, Tenants of foreclosed upon properties can be forced to move in relatively short 
order once a final order of foreclosure is entered; and 

WHEREAS, Tenants should receive prompt notice that the buildings they occupy are being 
foreclosed upon in order to be afforded sufficient time to secure suitable alternative housing 
and to ensure that future rents are being paid to the appropriate party; now, therefore. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The above recitals are expressly incorporated herein and made part hereof 
as though fully set forth herein. 

SECTION 2. Chapter 5-12 of the Municipal Code is hereby amended by creating the new 
section underscored as follows: 

5-12-095 Tenants' Notification Of Foreclosure Action. 

(a) Within seven (7) days of being served a foreclosure complaint, as defined in 735 ILCS 
5/15-1504, an owner or landlord of a premises that is the subject of the foreclosure 
complaint shall disclose, in writing, to all tenants of the premises that a foreclosure action 
has been filed against the owner or landlord. An owner or landlord shall also disclose, in 
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writing, the notice of foreclosure to any other third party who has a consistent pattern and 
practice of paying rent to the owner or landlord on behalf of a tenant. 

Before a tenant initially enters into a rental agreement for a dwelling unit, the owner or 
landlord shall also disclose, in writing, that he is named in a foreclosure complaint. 

The written disclosure shall include the court in which the foreclosure action is pending, 
the case name, and case number and shall include the following language: 

"This is not a notice to vacate the premise. This notice does not mean ownership of the 
building has changed. All tenants are still responsible for payment of rent and other 
obligations under the rental agreement. The owner or landlord is still responsible for their 
obligations under the rental agreement. You shall receive additional notice if there is a 
change in owner". 

(b) If the owner or landlord fails to comply with this section, the tenant may terminate the 
rental agreement by written notice. The written notice shall specify the date of termination 
no later than thirty (30) days from the date of the written notice. In addition, if a tenant in 
a civil legal proceeding against an owner or landlord establishes that a violation of this 
section has occurred, he shall be entitled to recover Two Hundred and no/100 
Dollars ($200.00) in damages, in addition to any other damages or remedies that the tenant 
may also be entitled. 

SECTION 3. This ordinance shall be in full force and effect upon its passage and 
publication. 

REPEAL OF PRIOR ORDER WHICH AUTHORIZED ISSUANCE OF 
PERMIT TO OUTDOOR IMPACT TO INSTALL SIGN/SIGNBOARD 

AT 5555 NORTH BROADWAY. 

The Committee on Buildings submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Buildings, having had under consideration one repeal sign order (which 
was referred on July 30, 2008), begs leave to recommend that Your Honorable Body do Pass 
the repeal sign order (48'̂  Ward) as transmitted herewith. 
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This recommendation was concurred in by the members of the Committee, with no 
dissenting votes. 

This order shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage and publication. 

Respectfully, 

(Signed) BERNARD L. STONE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Stone, the said proposed order transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said order as passed: 

Ordered, That the Commissioner of Buildings is hereby directed to repeal the sign (Permit 
Number ESI892050) issued to Clear Channel, 200 East Basse Road, San Antonio, Texas 
78209 for the removal of a sign/signboard over 24 feet in height and/or over 100 square feet 
(in area of one face) at 5555 North Broadway (west wall): 

Dimensions: length, 14 feet; height 48 feet 
Height above grade/roof to top of sign: 68 feet 
Total square foot area 672 feet 

AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS 
FOR ERECTION OF SIGNS/SIGNBOARDS 

AT SUNDRY LOCATIONS. 

The Committee on Buildings submitted the following report: 
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CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Buildings, having had under consideration various sign orders (which 
were referred July 30 and September 10, 2008, respectively) pursuant to Section 14-40-120, 
"Aldermanic Recommendation", of the Municipal Code of Chicago, begs leave to recommend 
that Your Honorable Body do Pass the nine sign orders (one - 21^' Ward, four - 27'̂  Ward, 
one - 32"'' Ward, two - 42"" Ward and one - 43"̂  Ward) as transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by the members of the Committee on Buildings, 
with no dissenting votes. 

These orders shall take effect and be in force from and after their passage and publication. 

Respectfully, 

(Signed) BERNARD L. STONE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Stone, the said proposed orders transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report were Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin,, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following are said orders as passed (the italic heading in each case not being a part of 
the order): 

370 Nortfi Desplaines Street. 
(North Elevation) 

Ordered, That the Commissioner of Buildings is hereby directed to issue a sign permit to 
Sure Light Sign Company, 1225 Bowes Road, Elgin, Illinois 60123, for the erection of a 
sign/signboard over 24 feet in height and/or over 100 square feet (in area of one face) at 
Jewel Osco, 370 North Desplaines Street, Chicago, Illinois 60661 (north elevation): 
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Dimensions: length, 23 feet; height, 4 feet 
Height Above Grade/Roof to Top of Sign: 32 feet 
Total Square Foot Area; 92 square feet. 

Such sign shall comply with all applicable provisions of Title 17 of the Chicago Zoning 
Ordinance and all other applicable provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago 
governing the construction and maintenance of outdoor signs, signboards and structures. 

370 Nortfi Desplaines Street. 
(South Elevation) 

Ordered, That the Commissioner of Buildings is hereby directed to issue a sign permit to 
Sure Light Sign Company, 1225 Bowes Road, Elgin, Illinois 60123, for the erection of a 
sign/signboard over 24 feet in height and/or over 100 square feet (in area of one face) at 
Jewel Osco, 370 North Desplaines Street, Chicago, Illinois 60661 (south elevation): 

Dimensions: length, 23 feet; height, 4 feet 
Height Above Grade/Roof to Top of Sign: 32 feet 
Total Square Foot Area: 92 square feet. 

Such sign shall comply with all applicable provisions of Title 17 of the Chicago Zoning 
Ordinance and all other applicable provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago 
governing the construction and maintenance of outdoor signs, signboards and structures. 

370 North Desplaines Street. 
(East Elevation) 

Ordered, That the Commissioner of Buildings is hereby directed to issue a sign permit to 
Sure Light Sign Company, 1225 Bowes Road, Elgin, Illinois 60123, for the erection of a 
sign/signboard over 24 feet in height and/or over 100 square feet (in area of one face) at 
Jewel Osco, 370 North Desplaines Street, Chicago, Illinois 60661 (east elevation): 

Dimensions: length, 23 feet; height, 4 feet 
Height Above Grade/Roof to Top of Sign: 32 feet 
Total Square Foot Area: 92 square feet. 
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Such sign shall comply with all applicable provisions of Title 17 of the Chicago Zoning 
Ordinance and all other applicable provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago 
governing the construction and maintenance of outdoor signs, signboards and structures. 

370 Nortfi Desplaines Street. 
(West Elevation) 

Ordered, That the Commissioner of Buildings is hereby directed to issue a sign permit to 
Sure Light Sign Company, 1225 Bowes Road, Elgin, Illinois 60123, for the erection of a 
sign/signboard over 24 feet in height and/or over 100 square feet (in area of one face) at 
Jewel Osco, 370 North Desplaines Street, Chicago, Illinois 60661 (west elevation): 

Dimensions: length, 33 feet, 6 inches; height, 5 feet, 9 inches 
Height Above Grade/Roof to Top of Sign: 52 feet, 9 inches 
Total Square Foot Area: 193 square feet. 

Such sign shall comply with all applicable provisions of Title 17 of the Chicago Zoning 
Ordinance and all other applicable provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago 
governing the construction and maintenance of outdoor signs, signboards and structures. 

2002 West Fullerton Avenue. 

Ordered, That the Commissioner of Buildings is hereby directed to issue a sign permit to 
Legacy Outdoor, L.L.C, 2814 North Paulina Street, Chicago, Illinois 60657, for the erection 
of a sign/signboard over 24 feet in height and/or over 100 square feet (in area of one face) 
at Mid-Town Tennis, 2002 West Fullerton Avenue (advertising sign): 

Dimensions: length, 48 feet; height, 14 feet 
Height Above Grade/Roof to Top of Sign: 24 feet 
Total Square Foot Area: 672 square feet. 

Such sign shall comply with all applicable provisions of Title 17 of the Chicago Zoning 
Ordinance and all other applicable provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago 
governing the construction and maintenance of outdoor signs, signboards and structures. 
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8652 South Lafayette Avenue. 

Ordered, That the Commissioner of Buildings is hereby directed to issue a sign permit to 
Sure Light Sign Company, 1225 Bowes Road, Elgin, Illinois 60123, for the erection of a 
sign/signboard over 24 feet in height and/or over 100 square feet (in area of one face) at 
Seaway Bank and Trust Company, 8652 South Lafayette Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60620: 

Dimensions: length, 20 feet; height, 13 feet, 11 inches 
Height Above Grade/Roof to Top of Sign: 41 feet, 11 inches 
Total Square Foot Area: 278 square feet. 

Such sign shall comply with all applicable provisions of Title 17 (the Chicago Zoning 
Ordinance) and all other applicable provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago 
governing the construction and maintenance of outdoor signs, signboards and structures. 

577 West North Avenue. 

Ordered, That the Commissioner of Buildings is hereby directed to issue a sign permit to 
Icon Identity Solutions, 1418 Elmhurst Road, Elk Grove Village, Illinois 60007, for the erection 
of a sign/signboard over 24 feet in height and/or over 100 square feet (in area of one face) 
at Wells Fargo, 511 West North Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60610: 

Dimensions: length, 30 feet; height, 20 feet 
Height Above Grade/Roof to Top of Sign: 30 feet, 7 inches 
Total Square Foot Area: 600 square feet. 

Such sign shall comply with all applicable provisions of Title 17 of the Chicago Zoning 
Ordinance and all other applicable provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago 
governing the construction and maintenance of outdoor signs, signboards and structures. 

207 North State Street. 
(Height Above Grade/Roof To 

Top Of Sign: 26 Feet) 

Ordered, That the Commissioner of Buildings is hereby directed to issue a sign permit to 
Doyle Signs Inc., 232 West Interstate Road, Addison, Illinois 60101, for the erection of a 
sign/signboard over 24 feet in height and/or over 100 square feet (in area of one face) at The 
Wit, 201 North State Street, Chicago, Illinois 60601: 
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Dimensions: length, 24 feet, 1 inch; height, 6 feet 
Height Above Grade/Roof to Top of Sign: 26 feet 
Total Square Foot Area: 145 square feet. 
Building Elevation: South Building Elevation 
Sign to Read: "The Wit" 

Such sign shall comply with all applicable provisions of Title 17 (the Chicago Zoning 
Ordinance) and all other applicable provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago 
governing the construction and maintenance of outdoor signs, signboards and structures. 

207 North State Street. 
(Height Above Grade/Roof To 

Top Of Sign: 290 Feet) 

Ordered, That the Commissioner of Buildings is hereby directed to issue a sign permit to 
Doyle Signs Inc., 232 West Interstate Road, Addison, Illinois 60101, for the erection of a 
sign/signboard over 24 feet in height and/or over 100 square feet (in area of one face) at The 
Wit, 201 North State Street, Chicago, Illinois 60601: 

Dimensions: length, 24 feet, 1 inch; height, 6 feet 
Height Above Grade/Roof to Top of Sign: 290 feet 
Total Square Foot Area: 145 square feet. 
Building Elevation: South Building Elevation 
Sign to Read: "The Wit" 

Such sign shall comply with all applicable provisions of Title 17 (the Chicago Zoning 
Ordinance) and all other applicable provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago 
governing the construction and maintenance of outdoor signs, signboards and structures. 

COMMITTEE ON COMMITTEES, RULES AND ETHICS. 

CORRECTIONS OF JOURNAL OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF 
THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF CHICAGO. 

The Committee on Committees, Rules and Ethics submitted the following report: 
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CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Committees, Rules and Ethics, having had under consideration seven 
ordinances correcting the Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City 
of Chicago: 

an ordinance (PO2008-6657) correcting page 28707 from the Journal of the 
Proceedings of the City Council of the City of C/7/cago of June 11, 2008 (Banks) 
correcting zoning ordinance Number 16598 boundary description; 

an ordinance (PO2008-6630) correcting page 28731 from the Journal of the 
Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago of June 11, 2008 (Clerk 
del Valle) correcting the Bulk Regulations and Data Table; 

an ordinance (PO2008-6633) correcting the third line on page 27396 from the Journal 
of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago oi May 14, 2008 
(Clerk del Valle) by inserting an omitted comma directly after "the director determines"; 

an ordinance (PO2008-6632) correcting the fourth printed line from the bottom of page 
27408 from the Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago of May 14, 2008 (Clerk del Valle) by deleting "the south side of"; 

an ordinance (PO2008-6634) correcting the sixteenth and seventeenth printed lines on 
page 22720 from the Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago of March 12, 2008 (Clerk del Valle) by underscoring the words "or 
administrative"; 

an ordinance (PO2008-6631) correcting the second printed line from the bottom of page 
11455 and correcting the eighth printed line from the bottom of page 11477 from the 
Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago of 
October 31, 2007 (Clerk del Valle) by deleting "O" and inserting "to" and by deleting "from 
182"'' Street to 185'" Street" and inserting "from 82"" Street to 85"" Street", 

an ordinance (PO2008-6658) correcting page 97076 from the Journal of the 
Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago of January 11, 2007 (Banks) 
correcting zoning ordinance Number 15937 by deleting "north" and inserting "south", 
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having had the same under advisement, begs to leave to report and recommend that Your 
Honorable Body Pass the proposed ordinances transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee on October 8, 2008, with no dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) RICHARD F. MELL, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Mell, the said proposed ordinances transmitted with the foregoing 
committed report were Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Veas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following are said ordinances as passed (the italic heading in each case not being a part 
of the ordinance): 

June 11, 2008. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

I hereby move to correct the official Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of 
the City of Chicago of the regular meeting held on June 11, 2008, as follows: 

Page 28707 - by deleting the language struck through and inserting the language 
underiined, as follows: 
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Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map Number 1-1. 
(Application Number 16598) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

Section 1. Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning 
Ordinance, is hereby amended by changing all the Ml-2 Limited 
Manufacturing/Business Park District symbols and indications as shown on Map 
Number 1-1 in the area bounded by: 

West Warren Boulevard; North Campbell Avenue; the alley next south of West 
Warren Boulevard; and a line 332.7 feet west of and parallel to North Campbell 
Avenue, 

West Warren Boulevard; a line 308.70 feet west of and parallel to North Campbell 
Avenue: the alley next south of West Warren Boulevard; and a line 332.7 feet west 
of and parallel to North Campbell Avenue. 

June 11, 2008. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. That the ordinance amending Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago (the 
Chicago Zoning Ordinance) passed by the City Council on June 11, 2008 and printed on 
pages 28723 through 28754 of the Journa/ of the Proceedings of the City Council of the 
City of Chicago is hereby corrected by replacing the Bulk Regulations and Data Table 
appearing on page 28731 with the Bulk Regulations and Data Table attached hereto. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect after its passage. 

[Bulk Regulations and Data Table referred to in this ordinance 
printed on page 39870 of this Journal.] 
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Institutional/Transportation Planned Development 
Number 677, As Amended 

Bulk Regulations And Data Table. 
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May 14, 2008. 
(Pages 27395 And 27396) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. That the ordinance passed by the City Council on May 14, 2008 and printed 
on pages 27395 and 27396 of the Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the 
City of Chicago is hereby corrected by inserting a comma punctuation mark (,) immediately 
after the words "the director determines" appearing on the third printed line from the top of 
page 27396. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect after its passage. 

May 14, 2008. 
(Pages 27399 Through 27409) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. That the ordinance passed by the City Council on May 14, 2008 and printed 
on pages 27399 through 27409 of the Jotyma/ of the Proceedings of the City Council of 
the City of Chicago is hereby corrected by striking out the words "the south side of" 
appearing on the fourth printed line from the bottom of page 27408. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect after its passage. 

March 12, 2008. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. That the ordinance passed by the City Council on March 12, 2008 and 
printed on pages 22716 through 22720 of the Journal of the Proceedings of the City 
Council of the City of Chicago is hereby corrected by underscoring the words "or 
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administrative" appearing on the sixteenth and seventeenth printed lines from the top 
of page 22720. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect after its passage. 

October 31, 2007. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. That the ordinance passed by the City Council on October 31, 2007 and 
printed on pages 11448 through 11482 of the Journal of the Proceedings of the City 
Council of the City of Chicago is hereby corrected by deleting the letter "O" appearing on 
the second printed line from the bottom of page 11455 and inserting in lieu thereof the word 
"to"; and also by deleting the words "from 182"" Street to 185"̂  Street" appearing on the eighth 
printed line from the bottom of page 11477 and inserting in lieu thereof the words "from 82"" 
Street to 85"̂  Street". 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect after its passage. 

January 11, 2007. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

I hereby move to correct the official Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of 
the City of Chicago of the regular meeting held on January 11, 2007, as follows: 

Page 97076 - by deleting the language struck through and inserting the language 
underiined as follows: 

a line 192 feet south of and parallel to West Addison Street; the north/south public alley 
east of and parallel to North Ashland Avenue; a line 2334 feet north south of and 
parallel to West Addison Street; and North Ashland Avenue. 
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COMMITTEE ON ECONOMIC, CAPITAL AND 
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT. 

APPROVAL OF PROPERTY AT 815 WEST PERSHING ROAD 
AS CLASS 6(b) AND ELIGIBLE FOR 

COOK COUNTY TAX INCENTIVES. 

The Committee on Economic, Capital and Technology Development submitted the following 
report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Economic, Capital and Technology Development, having had under 
consideration a proposed resolution introduced by Alderman James Balcer (11'" Ward) 
authorizing Class 6(b) tax incentives for the property located at 815 West Pershing Road 
pursuant to the Cook County Real Property Classification Ordinance, begs leave to 
recommend that Your Honorable Body Adopt said resolution transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce, vote of all Committee members 
present, with no dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) MARGARET LAURINO, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Zaiewski, the said proposed resolution transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Adopted by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas - Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balder, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, 
Cochran, Brookins, Murioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, 
Reilly, Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays — None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said resolution as adopted: 
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WHEREAS, The Cook County Board of Commissioners has enacted the Cook County Real 
Property Assessment Classification Ordinance, as amended from time to time (the 
"Ordinance"), which provides for, among other things, real estate tax incentives to property 
owners who build, rehabilitate, enhance and occupy property which is located within Cook 
County and which is used primarily for industrial,purposes; and 

WHEREAS, The City of Chicago (the "City"), consistent with the Ordinance, wishes to 
induce industry to locate and expand in the City by supporting financial incentives in the form 
of property tax relief; and 

WHEREAS, Halsted Pershing Morgan, L.L.C, an Illinois limited liability company (the 
"Applicant"), owns certain real estate located generally at 815 West Pershing Road, as further 
described on Exhibit A hereto (the "Subject Property"); and 

WHEREAS, The Applicant intends to construct a one hundred four thousand (104,000) 
square foot industrial facility on the Subject Property; and 

WHEREAS, The Applicant has filed with the Office of the Assessor of Cook County (the 
"Assessor") an eligibility application for a Class 6(b) tax incentive under the Ordinance; and 

WHEREAS, The Subject Property is located within (i) the Chicago Empowerment Zone 
(created pursuant to Title XIII of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993 (Public Law 
103-66)), (ii) the City of Chicago Enterprise Zone Number 2 (created pursuant to the Illinois 
Enterprise Zone Act, 20 ILCS 665/1, et seq., as amended, and pursuant to an ordinance 
enacted by the City Council of the City, as amended), and (iii) the Stockyards Annex 
Redevelopment Project Area (created pursuant to the Illinois Tax Increment Allocation 
Redevelopment Act, 65 ILCS 5/11-74.4-1, et seq., as amended, and pursuant to an 
ordinance enacted by the City Council of the City), and the purposes of the Chicago 
Empowerment Zone, Enterprise Zones and Redevelopment Project Areas are also to provide 
certain incentives in order to stimulate economic activity and to revitalize depressed areas; 
and 

WHEREAS, It is the responsibility of the Assessor to determine that an application for a 
Class 6(b) classification or renewal of a Class 6(b) classification is eligible pursuant to the 
Ordinance; and 

WHEREAS, The Ordinance requires that, in connection with the filing of a Class 6(b) 
eligibility application with the Assessor, the applicant must obtain from the municipality in 
which such real estate that is proposed for Class 6(b) designation is located a resolution 
expressly stating that the municipality has determined that the incentive provided by 
Class 6(b) is necessary for development to occur on such real estate and that the municipality 
supports and consents to the Class 6(b) classification by the Assessor; and 

WHEREAS, The intended use of the Subject Property will provide significant present and 
future employment; and 

WHEREAS, Notwithstanding the Class 6(b) status of the Subject Property, the 
redevelopment and utilization thereof will generate significant new revenues to the City in the 
form of additional real estate taxes and other tax revenues; now, therefore. 
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Be It Resolved by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. That the City determines that the incentive provided by Class 6(b) is 
necessary for the development to occur on the Subject Property. 

SECTION 2. That the City supports and consents to the Class 6(b) classification by the 
Assessor with respect to the Subject Property. 

SECTION 3. That the Clerk of the City of Chicago is authorized to and shall send a 
certified copy ofthis resolution to the Office of the Cook County Assessor, Room 312, County 
Building, Chicago, Illinois 60602 and a certified copy ofthis resolution may be included with 
the Class 6(b) eligibility application filed with the Assessor by the Applicant, as applicant, in 
accordance with the Ordinance. 

SECTION 4. That the City Clerk shall provide to the Corporation Counsel, without charge, 
certified copies of this resolution in such amount as shall be requested by the Corporation 
Counsel. 

SECTION 5. That this resolution shall be effective immediately upon its passage and 
approval. 

Exhibit "A" referred to in this resolution reads as follows: 

Exhibit "A". 

Legal Description Of Property: 
• 

All that part of Lots 1 and 2 in Stockyards Subdivision of the east half of Section 5, 
Township 38 North, Range 14 East of the Third Principal Meridian, bounded and described 
as follows: 

beginning at the intersection of the west line of South Halsted Street, being a line 40 feet 
west of and parallel with the east line of said Secfion 5, and the south line of West 
Pershing Road as opened and widened to 108 feet by ordinance passed June 3,1929; 
thence southwesteriy along said south line of West Pershing Road a distance of 
625.32 feet to a point 665 feet west from the east line of said Section 5; thence west 
along said south line of West Pershing Road a distance of 92.00 feet to a point that is 
757 feet west of the east line of said Section 5; thence south along a line parallel with the 
east line of said Section 5, a distance of 179.84 feet to a point 233.85 feet south of the 
north line and 757.00 feet west of the east line of said Section 5; thence west a distance 
of 118.49 feet to a point 234.01 feet south of the north line and 875.49 feet west of the 
east line of said Section 5; thence south along a line drawn parallel with and 875.49 feet 
west of the east line of said Section 5, a distance of 27.34 feet to a point 261.35 feet 
south of the north line of said Section 5; thence west 414.82 feet to a point 256.95 feet 
south of the north line and 1,290.28 feet west of the east line of said Section 5, being the 
east line of South Morgan Street as dedicated by plat recorded December 6, 1968 as 
Document Number 20697167; thence south along said east line of South Morgan Street, 
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a distance of 204.20 feet to a point 461.15 feet south of the north line and 1,290.24 feet 
west of the east line of a point 461.15 feet south of the north line and 1,290.24 feet west 
of the east line of said Secfion 5; thence east, 850.93 feet to a point 462.62 feet south of 
the north line and 439.31 feet west of the east line of said Section 5; thence southeasterly 
on a curved line convex to the northeast with a radius of 805.32 feet, a distance of 
265.53 feet, to a point 507.84 feet south of the north line and 178.94 feet west of the east 
line of said Section 5; thence southeasteriy on a curved line convex to the northeast with 
a radius of 1,949.48 feet, a distance of 150.06 feet, to a point in the west line of South 
Halsted Street, being a point 564.24 feet south of the north line and 40 feet west of the 
east line of said Section 5; thence north along said west line of South Halsted Street, a 
distance of 531.24 feet to the point of beginning, in Cook County, Illinois. 

(Except that part lying southerly and southwesteriy of a line described as follows: 

beginning at a point 353.15 feet south of the north line and 1,290.26 feet west of the 
east line of said Section 5, being the east line of South Morgan Street aforesaid; 
thence east, a distance of 851.86 feet to a point 354.62 feet south of the north line and 
438.40 feet west of the east line of said Secfion 5; thence southeasteriy on a curved 
line convex to the northeast with a radius of 913.32 feet, anarc distance of 301.14 feet 
to a point 405.91 feet south of the north line and 143.11 feet west of the east line of 
said Section 5; thence southeasteriy on a curved line convex to the northeast with a 
radius of 2,057.48 feet, a distance of 110.81 feet, to a point on the west line of South 
Halsted Street, being a point 446.31 feet south of the north line and 40.00 feet west of 
the east line of said Secfion 5, being also the point of terminus.) 

(Also excepting that part described as follows: 

beginning at the northeast corner of said Lot 1, being also a point 33.00 feet south of 
the north line of Section 5 and 40.00 feet west of the east line of said Section 5, said 
point also being the intersection of the west line of South Halsted Street and the south 
line of West Pershing Road; thence south 00 degrees, 05 minutes, 22 seconds west 
along the west line of South Halsted Street a distance of 7.00 feet to the intersection 
of said west line with a line parallel with and 40.00 feet south of, as measured at right 
angles to, the north line of said Section 5; thence north 89 degrees, 49 minutes, 
40 seconds west along said parallel line a distance of 208.33 feet to the intersection of 
said parallel line with the south line of West Pershing Road; thence north 
88 degrees, 14 minutes, 52 seconds east along the south line of said West Pershing 
Road a distance of 208.44 feet to said point of beginning, all in Cook County, Illinois.) 

Commonly Known And Numbered As: 

815 West Pershing Road 
Chicago, Illinois. 

Permanent Index Numbers: 

20-05-200-009; and 

20-05-200-161. 
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COMMITTEE ON ENERGY, ENVIRONMENTAL 
PROTECTION AND PUBLIC UTILITIES. 

AUTHORIZATION FOR EXECUTION OF INTERGOVERNMENTAL 
AGREEMENT WITH UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL 

PROTECTION AGENCY FOR ACQUISITION OF 
PROPERTY AT 3031 SOUTH ALBANY 

AVENUE FOR SUBSEQUENT 
CONVEYANCE TO CHICAGO 

PARK DISTRICT. 

The Committee on Energy, Environmental Protection and Public Utilities submitted the 
following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Energy, Environmental Protection and Public Utilities for which a 
meeting was held on October 1, 2008 and having under consideration an ordinance 
introduced on September 9, 2008 by Mayor Richard M. Daley authorizing the execution of an 
intergovernmental agreement with the Environmental Protection Agency regarding an 
acquisition of property, begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass 
the proposed ordinance transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) VIRGINIA A. RUGAI, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Rugai, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 
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Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Ausfin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays — None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to an ordinance adopted by the City Council (the "City Council") of 
the City of Chicago (the "City") on June 29,2005 (the "Acquisition Ordinance"), and published 
at pages 52065 through 52069 in the Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of 
the City of Chicago (the "Journal') of such date, the City authorized the acquisition of 
approximately twenty-four (24) acres of vacant land in the South Lawndale Community Area, 
as legally described on Exhibit A attached hereto (the "Property"), for creation of a public 
park; and 

WHEREAS, The Property is comprised of two (2) parcels, one consisting of approximately 
twenty-two (22) acres and identified on Exhibit A as the "Large Parcel" and the other 
consisting of approximately two (2) acres and identified on Exhibit A as the "Small Parcel"; 
and 

WHEREAS, The City filed a condemnation action to acquire the Large Parcel (Parcel 309 -
312) on October 4, 2006, and anticipates sending an offer letter to the owner of the Small 
Parcel (Parcel 309 - 314) before the end of this year; and 

WHEREAS, Following acquisifion of the Property, the City intends to transfer fitle to or 
lease the Property to the Chicago Park District, an Illinois municipal corporation (the "Park 
District"), for park development; and 

WHEREAS, The Property is contaminated from past industrial uses, including coal tar 
distillation, manufacture of asphalt roofing products, mixing of asphalt concrete, and 
manufacture of driveway sealer, and the United States Environmental Protection Agency 
("United States E.P.A.") has included the Property in its Comprehensive Environmental 
Response, Compensation and Liability Information System or CE.R.CL.I.S. inventory; and 

WHEREAS, The Illinois Environmental Protection Agency ("I.E.P.A.") completed a 
Preliminary Assessment of the Property in 1989 and an Expanded Site Inspection Report in 
1992, and the United States E.P.A. prepared a Site Assessment Report in 1993; and 

WHEREAS, In 1996, AlliedSignal Inc. ("AlliedSignal"), one of the companies the United 
States E.P.A. identified as a Potenfially Responsible Party ("P.R.P.") under the 
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act, 42 U.S.C. § 9601, 
et seq., ("C.E.R.C.L.A."), entered into an Administrative Order on Consent to conduct testing 
and produce an Engineering Evaluation/Cost Analysis ("E.E./CA.") for the Property; and 

WHEREAS, Honeywell International, Inc., successor to AlliedSignal ("Honeywell"), 
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published the E.E./CA. in September 2004, and the United States E.P.A. issued an Action 
Memorandum in March 2005 selecfing the appropriate response acfion for the Property; and 

WHEREAS, Honeywell agreed to conduct the response action for the Property pursuant 
to an Administrative Settlement Agreement and Order on Consent for Removal Action, 
Docket Number V-W-06-C-853, effective August 28, 2006 ("Administrative Settlement"); and 

WHEREAS, The Administrative Settlement requires Honeywell to cover the Small Parcel 
with two (2) feet of gravel and to fill-in any gaps in the existing gravel cap on the Large 
Parcel, so that the entire Property is covered with at least two (2) feet of gravel; and 

WHEREAS, The United States E.P.A. has determined that the Property could be safely 
developed as a park subject to certain restrictions and conditions, and the City's Department 
of Environment ("D.O.E.") has likewise concluded that the response acfion required under the 
Administrafive Settlement is sufficient for recreational use and protective of human health; 
and 

WHEREAS, The City is reluctant to acquire title to the Property without assurance from the 
United States E.P.A. that the City, as owner of the Property, will not later be designated a 
P.R.P. with respect to any existing contamination or be subject to a contribution action from 
another P.R.P. under C.E.R.C.L.A.; and 

WHEREAS, The Park District is likewise reluctant to acquire title to the Property, or lease 
the land, from the City without similar assurance from the United States E.P.A.; and 

WHEREAS, The United States E.P.A. has drafted and is seeking approval to enter into an 
Agreement and Covenant Not to Sue in substantially the form attached hereto as Exhibit B 
(the "Covenant Not to Sue") in order to provide such liability protection; and 

WHEREAS, The proposed Covenant Not to Sue being considered by the United States 
E.P.A. would be issued under the agency's Environmentally Responsible Redevelopment and 
Reuse ("ER3") initiative, pursuant to which the federal government offers incenfives to 
developers to construct projects with significant environmental benefits; and 

WHEREAS, The proposed park development on the Property is being considered as a pilot 
project under the United States E.P.A.'s ER3 initiative; and 

WHEREAS, The goals of the ER3 initiative include minimizing impacts to the natural 
environment and increasing the quality of life in a community; and 

WHEREAS, In exchange for liability protection from the United States E.P.A., the City and 
the Park District have agreed to build a park on the Property using sustainable development 
pracfices or "green" features and to maintain the park for at least fifty (50) years, as described 
more fully in the Covenant Not to Sue; and 

WHEREAS, The City has determined that the Covenant Not to Sue is in the City's best 
interest; now, therefore. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The above recitals are incorporated herein and made a part hereof as if fully 
set forth herein. 
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SECTION 2. The Commissioner of the Department of Planning and Development (the 
"D.P.D. Commissioner") or a designee of the D.P.D. Commissioner, and the Commissioner 
of D.O.E. (the "D.O.E. Commissioner") or a designee of the D.O.E. Commissioner, are 
hereby authorized, with the approval of the City's Corporation Counsel, to negotiate, execute 
and deliver the Covenant Not to Sue, and such other supporting documents as may be 
necessary or appropriate to carry out and comply with the provisions of the Covenant Not to 
Sue, with such changes, deletions and insertions as shall be approved by the persons 
executing the Covenant Not to Sue. 

SECTION 3. If any provision of this ordinance shall be held to be invalid or unenforceable 
for any reason, the invalidity or unenforceability of such provision shall not affect any of the 
other provisions of this ordinance. 

SECTION 4. All ordinances, resolufions, mofions or orders in conflict with this ordinance 
are hereby repealed to the extent of such conflict. 

SECTION 5. This ordinance shall be in full force and effect immediately upon its passage 
and approval. 

Exhibits "A" and "B" referred to in this ordinance read as follows: 

Exhibit "A". 
(To Ordinance) 

Legal Descripfion Of Property (subject to final survey and tifie commitment): 

Legal Descripfion Of Large Parcel (Parcel 309-312). 

Parcel 1 (16-25-309-015-0000): 

That part of Blocks 13, 15, 16, 17, 18 and 24, all taken as a tract, said part being 
described as follows: 

beginning at the southwest corner of West 27'" Street and South Whipple Street as 
opened by the Superior Court of Cook County; thence south along the west line of 
said South Whipple Street, 645.76 feet to the south line of West 28"̂  Street as 
opened by said Superior Court of Cook County; thence east along said south line, 
88.59 feet to a point 245.03 feet west of the west line of South Sacramento Avenue 
as opened by said Superior Court of Cook County; thence south perpendicular to the 
south line of said West 28"' Street, 153.06 feet; thence west perpendicular to the last 
described line, 163.69 feet; thence south perpendicular to the last described line, 
274.64 feet; thence west perpendicular to the last described line, 157.89 feet; thence 
south perpendicular to the last described line, 206.16 feet; thence west perpendicular 
to the last described line, 18.25 feet; thence south perpendicular to the last described 
line, 240.16 feet; thence west perpendicular to the last described line, 16.88 feet to 
a point on the east line of South Albany Avenue as dedicated by Document 
Number 4762549; thence north along said east line of South Albany Avenue, 
260.62 feet to the north line of West 30"" Street as per said dedication of South 
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Albany Avenue; thence west along said north line of West 30"̂  Street as dedicated 
and said north line of West 30"̂  Street as opened by the Superior Court of Cook 
County, 191.81 feet to the east line of public alley as opened by the Superior Court 
of Cook County; thence north along said east line 629.71 feet to the north line of said 
Block 17; thence east along said north line, 158.81 feet to the southwest corner of 
said Block 13; thence north along the west line of said Block 13, 407.18 feet to a 
corner of Block 13; thence northeasteriy along the northwesteriy line of Block 13, 
271.50 feet to the south line of said West 27"̂  Street; thence east along said south 
line, 143.40 feet to the point of beginning. 

All in Superior Court Commissioners' partition of the west half of the southwest 
quarter of Secfion 25, Township 39 North, Range 13 East of the Third Principal 
Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 

Parcel 2 (16-25-309-016-0000): 

That part of Block 16 in Superior Court Commissioners' partifion of the west half of the 
southwest quarter of Secfion 25, Township 39 North, Range 13 East of the Third 
Principal Meridian, bounded as follows: 

commencing at a point on the south line of West 28'" Street (extended west) as 
opened by the Superior Court of Cook County, Illinois, said point being 408.72 feet 
west of the west line of South Sacramento Avenue as opened by the Superior Court 
of Cook County, Illinois; thence south along a line perpendicular to the south line of 
said West 28"̂  Street (extended west) a distance of 463.02 feet to the point of 
beginning of the property intended to be described; thence west along a line parallel 
with the south line of said West 28"̂  Street (extended west) a distance of 157.89 feet; 
thence north perpendicular to the last described line, 35.32 feet; thence east 
perpendicular to the last described line, 157.89 feet; thence south perpendicular to 
the last described line, 35.32 feet to the point of beginning, in Cook County, Illinois. 

Parcel 3 (16-25-309-017-0000): 

That part of Block 16 in Superior Court Commissioners' partifion of the west half of the 
southwest quarter of Section 25, Township 39 North, Range 13 East of the Third 
Principal Meridian, described as follows: 

commencing at a point on the south line of West 28'" Street (extended west) as 
opened by the Superior Court of Cook County, Illinois, said point being 566.71 feet 
west of the west line of South Sacramento Avenue as opened by the Superior Court 
of Cook County, Illinois; thence south along a line perpendicular to the south line of 
said West 28'" Street (extended west) a distance of 565.71 feet to the point of 
beginning of the property intended to be described; thence east along a line parallel 
with the south line of said West 28'" Street (extended west) 33.18 feet; thence south 
perpendicular to the last described line, 68.15 feet; thence west perpendicular to the 
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last described line, 33.18 feet; thence north perpendicular to the last described line, 
68.15 feet to the point of beginning, in Cook County, Illinois. 

Parcel 4 (16-25-309-012-0000): 

That part of Blocks 15,16, 24 and 25 of Superior Court Commissioners' partition of the 
west half of the southwest quarter of Section 25, Township 39 North, Range 13 East 
of the Third Principal Meridian, described as follows: 

beginning at a point on the south line of West 28'" Street as opened by the Superior 
Court of Cook County, said point being 154.79 feet west of the west line of South 
Sacramento Avenue as opened by the Superior Court of Cook County; thence south 
perpendicular to said south line of West 28'" Street, 54.21 feet; thence west 
perpendicular to the last described line, 90.24 feet; thence south perpendicular to the 
last described line, 98.85 feet; thence east perpendicular to the last described line, 
60.07 feet; thence south perpendicular to the last described line, 127.08 feet; thence 
west perpendicular to the last described line, 124.37 feet; thence west 61.90 feet 
along a line which forms an angle of 173 degrees, 06 minutes with the last described 
line (measured from east to north to west); thence south 88.64 feet along a line which 
forms an angle of 83 degrees, 02 minutes with the last described line (measured from 
east to south); thence west perpendicular to the last described line, 36.0 feet; thence 
south perpendicular to the last described line 101.75 feet; thence west perpendicular 
to the last described line 157.89 feet; thence south perpendicular to the last described 
line, 102.69 feet; thence east perpendicular to the last described line, 33.18 feet; 
thence south perpendicular to the last described line, 68.15 feet; thence west 
perpendicular to the last described line, 51.43 feet; thence south perpendicular to the 
last described line, 240.16 feet; thence east perpendicular to the last described line, 
54.30 feet; thence north perpendicular to the last described line, 15.50 feet; thence 
east perpendicular to the last described line, 97.70 feet; thence southeasteriy 
92.65 feet along a line which forms an angle of 106 degrees, 10 minutes with the last 
described line (measured from west to south to southeast); thence easteriy 67.09 feet 
along a line which forms an angle of 100 degrees, 07 minutes with the last described 
line (measured from northeriy to easteriy with the last described line); thence 
southeasteriy 117.30 feet along a line which forms an angle of 115 degrees, 
02 minutes with the last described line (measured from westeriy to southeasteriy) to 
a point on a line, said line being described as drawn from a point in the east line of 
said Block 25, said point being 422.06 feet north of the southeast corner of said 
Block 25, to a point which is 83.0 feet east of the west line of said Block 24 and 
133.0 feet north of the south line of said Block 24; thence northeasteriy along said 
line, 311.24 feet to the west line of South Sacramento Avenue as opened by the 
Superior Court of Cook County; thence north along said west line of South 
Sacramento Avenue to the south line of West 28'" Street, as opened; thence west 
along the south line of said West 28'" Street to the point of beginning, in Cook County, 
Illinois. 
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Parcel 5 (16-25-309-012-0000): 

That part of Blocks 15 and 16 of Superior Court Commissioners' partifion of the west 
half of the southwest quarter of Secfion 25, Township 39 North, Range 13 East of the 
Third Principal Meridian, described as follows: 

commencing at a point on the south line of West 28'" Street as opened by the 
Superior Court of Cook County, said point being 245.03 feet west of the west line of 
South Sacramento Avenue as opened by the Superior Court of Cook County; thence 
south perpendicular to the south line of said West 28'" Street, 153.06 feet to a point 
for a point of beginning of the property intended to be described; thence east 
perpendicular to the last described line, 60.07 feet; thence south perpendicular to the 
last described line, 127.08 feet; thence west perpendicular to the last described line, 
124.37 feet; thence west 61.90 feet along a line which forms an angle of 173 degrees, 
06 minutes with the last described line (measured from east to north to west); thence 
south 88.64 feet along a line which forms an angle of 83 degrees, 02 minutes with the 
last described line, measured from east to south; thence west perpendicular to the 
last described line, 36.0 feet; thence north along a line which forms an angle 
of 90 degrees, 37 minutes, 41 seconds, measured from east to north with the last 
described line, 208.21 feet; thence east, 163.69 feet to the point of beginning, in Cook 
County, Illinois. 

Parcel 6 (16-25-309-012-0000): 

That part of Block 15 in Superior Court Commissioners' partition of the west half of the 
southwest quarter of Section 25, Township 39 North, Range 13 East of the Third 
Principal Meridian, described as follows: 

beginning at a point on the south line of West 28'" Street as opened by the Superior 
Court of Cook County, said point being 154.79 feet west of the west line of South 
Sacramento Avenue as opened by the Superior Court of Cook County; thence south 
perpendicular to the south line of said West 28'" Street, 54.21 feet; thence west 
perpendicular to the last described line, 90.24 feet; thence north perpendicular to the 
last described line, 54.21 feet to the south line of said West 28'" Street; thence east 
along said south line, 90.24 feet to the point of beginning, in Cook County, Illinois. 

Commonly Known As: 

2800 - 2858 South Sacramento Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60623. 

Permanent Index Numbers: 

16-25-309-012-0000; 
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16-25-309-015-0000; 

16-25-309-016-0000; and 

16-25-309-017-0000. 

Legal Description Of Small Parcel (Parcel 309-314) (16-25-309-014-0000): 

That part of Blocks 24 and 25 in the Superior Court Commissioners' partifion of the west 
half of the southwest quarter of Section 25, Township 39 North, Range 13 East of the Third 
Principal Meridian, and described as follows; 

Note: the west line of said Block 24 is assumed as "due north-south" for the following 
courses: 

beginning at a point in the east line of the west 33 feet of said Block 24, said point being 
260.62 feet south of the north line of West 30'" Street, said north line being 33 feet 
north of the north line of Block 23 in said partition; thence south 89 degrees, 55 minutes 
east along a line that is parallel with the south line of West 28'" Street, 71.18 feet; 
thence north 00 degrees, 05 minutes east, 15.50 feet; thence south 89 degrees, 
55 minutes east, 97.70 feet; thence south 16 degrees, 05 minutes east, 92.65 feet; 
thence north 84 degrees, 02 minutes east, 67.09 feet; thence south 31 degrees, 
44 minutes, 30 seconds east, 117.30 feet to point (A) in the following described 
diagonal line: 

beginning at a point that is 83 feet east of the west line and 133 feet north of the 
south line of said Block 24; thence north 63 degrees, 33 minutes, 40 seconds east 
to a point in the east line of said Block 25, said point being 422.06 feet north of the 
southeast corner of said block; said point (A) being 311.24 feet southwesteriy of a line 
that is 33 feet west of the east line of said Block 25; thence south 63 degrees, 
33 minutes, 40 seconds west on said diagonal line, 304.57 feet to the east line of the 
west 83 feet of said Block 24; thence due south along said east line, 100.00 feet to 
the north line of the south 33 feet of said Block 24; thence south 89 degrees, 
51 minutes west on said line, 50 feet to a point in the east line of the west 33 feet of 
said block; thence due north on said line, 401.80 feet to the place of beginning, in 
Cook County, Illinois. 

Commonly Known As: 

3031 South Albany Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60623. 

Permanent Index Number: 

16-25-309-014-0000. 
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
REGION V 

IN THE MATTER OF: 
2800 South Sacramento Avenue 

Respondents: City of Chicago 
and Chicago Park District 

UNDER THE AUTHORITY OF THE 
COMPREHENSIVE ENVIRONMENTAL 
RESPONSE, COMPENSATION, AND 
LIABILITY ACT OF 1980, 42 U.S.C. 
§ 9601, et seg., as amended. 

Docket No. V-W-06-C-853 

AGREEMENT AND COVENANT 
NOT TO SUE CITY OF CHICAGO 
OR CHICAGO PARK DISTRICT 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This Agreement and Covenant Not to Sue ("Agreement") is made and entered into by 

and behween the United States on behalf of the United States Environmental Protection Agency 

("EPA") and the City of Chicago, an Illinois municipal corporation ("City") and the Chicago Park 

District, an Illinois municipal corporation ("Park District" and together with the City, the "City 

Parties") (collectively the "Parties"). 

This Agreement is entered into pursuant to the Comprehensive Environmental 

Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980, as amended ("CERCLA"), 42 U.S.C. § 

9601, et seg. and the authority of the Attorney General of the United States to compromise and 

settle claims of the United States. 

The City intends to take ownership of approximately 24 acres of land located at 2800 

South Sacramento Avenue in Chicago. Cook County, Illinois (the "Property"), commonly 

referred to as the "Celotex Site," (EPA ID No. ILD051053692), and thereafter transfer or lease 

the Property to the Park District. The Property is to be acquired by the City through a 

condemnafion or sale in lieu of condemnafion. The Property is generally bounded on the north 

by 27th Street; on the east by Sacramento and Whipple Avenues; on the west by Albany 

Avenue and on the south by an adjacent facility owned by the City. The Property is more 

precisely described in Exhibit A (Property Description) to the Declaration of Restrictive 
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Covenants in Exhibit 3, and its location and detail are depicted on the maps in Exhibits 1 and 2 

(on which the Property is referred to as the "Celotex Site"). 

The City, through its Department of Planning and Development and its Department of 

Environment, has been a leader in establishing sustainable development standards and 

initiatives for urban areas. Through its planning document entitled CItySpace: An Open Space 

Plan for Chicago, published in 1998, the City set a goal of providing at least two acres of open 

space for every 1,000 residents in each community. The Property is in the South Lawndale 

community, which currently has only three-fourths of an acre of open space for every 1,000 

residents. The City Parties will develop the park, incorporating sustainable development 

practices and features, as outlined below. 

The Parties agree to undertake all acfions required by the terms and conditions of this 

Agreement. The purpose of this Agreement is to settle and resolve, subject to reservations and 

limitations contained in Sections VII (Certification), VIII (United States' Covenant Not to Sue), IX 

(Reservation bf Rights), and X (Respondents' Covenant Not to Sue), the potenfial liability of the 

City Parties under CERCLA for the Exisfing Contamination which might ptherv/ise result from 

the City Parties becoming the owner and/or lessee of the Property. 

The Parties agree that the City Parties' entry into this Agreement, and the actions to be 

undertaken by the City Parties in accordance with the Agreement, do not constitute an 

admission of any liability by the City Parties. 

The resolufion of this potential liability, in exchange for performance of the work by the 

City Parties pursuant to EPA's Environmentally Responsible Redevelopment and Reuse ("ER3") 

Initiative, is in the public interest. 

II. DEFINITIONS 

1. Unless otherwise expressly provided herein, the tenns used in this Agreement 

which are defined in CERCLA or in regulations promulgated under CERCLA shall have the 
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meaning assigned to them in CERCLA or in such regulafions, including any amendments 

thereto. 

a. "Administrative Settlement" shall mean the Administrafive Settlement 

Agreement and Order on Consent for Removal Action, Docket No. V-W-06-C-853. effective 

August 28, 2006, entered into between EPA and Honeywell and attached hereto as Exhibit 4. 

b. "CERCLA" shall mean the Comprehensive Environmental Response, 

Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980, as amended, 42 U.S.C. § 9601 etseq. 

c. "City" or "City of Chicago" shall mean the City of Chicago, an Illinois 

municipal corporation, its departments, agencies and instrumentalities, including but not limited 

to the Chicago Department of the Environment and the Chicago Department of Planning and 

Development, and any successor departments, agencies and instrumentalifies. 

d. "City Parties" shall mean the City and the Park District. 

e. "Day" shall mean a calendar day unless expressly stated to be a working 

day. In computing any period of time under this Agreement, where the last day would fall on a 

Saturday, Sunday, or State of Illinois, City of Chicago or federal holiday, the period shall run 

until the close of business on the next working day. 

f. "EPA" shall mean the United States Environmental Protection Agency 

and any successor departments or agencies of the United States. 

g. "Exisfing Contaminafion" shall mean: 

(1) any Hazardous Substances present or exisfing on or under the 

Property as of the effective date of this Agreement; 

(2) any Hazardous Substances that migrated from the Property prior 

to the effective date of this Agreement; 

(3) any Hazardous Substances presently at the Site that migrate onto 

or under or from the Property after the effective date of this Agreement; and 
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(4) any Hazardous Substances that have been removed from the 

Property, transported, and disposed of off-site pursuant to the Administrative Settlement. 

h. "Hazardous Substances" shall have the meaning given that term in 

CERCLA Section 101(14), 42 U.S.C. § 9601(14). 

i. "Institutional Controls" shall mean those deed restrictions on disturbance 

of the Property cover and land use set forth in the Declaration of Restrictive Covenants in 

Exhibit 3. 

j . "Park District" shall mean the Chicago Park District, an Illinois municipal 

corporation, its departments, agencies and instrumentalities, and any successor departments, 

agencies and instrumentalities. 

k. "Parties" shall mean the United States (on behalf of EPA), and the City 

Parties. 

I. "Property" shall mean approximately 24 acres located at 2800 South 

Sacramento Avenue in Chicago, Cook County, Illinois, and described in Exhibit A in the 

Declaration of Restrictive Covenants in Exhibit 3 of this Agreement. The general locafion of the 

Property is depicted on the map attached as Exhibit 1. The boundaries of the Property are 

generally laid out on the map attached as Exhibit 2. 

m. "Site" shall mean the Property and all areas to which Hazardous 

Substances from the Property have come to be located. 

n. "United States" shall mean the United States of America, its departments, 

agencies, and instrumentalifies. 

III. STATEMENT OF FACTS 

2. Between 1911 and 1982, the Property was used by several companies to 

conduct various operations, including: distillation of coal tar to produce sealants and coafings; 

manufacture of asphalt roofing products; mixing of asphalt concrete; and production of driveway 

sealer. 
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3. In 1989, the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency ("lEPA") completed an 

initial CERCLA evaluafion with a Preliminary Assessment. In 1991 and 1992, lEPA conducted 

inspections and sampling on the Property that identified several areas that contained materials 

and soils with concentrations of certain semi-volatile organic compounds ("SVOCs") in excess of 

background concentrations. EPA also conducted inspections of the Property. 

4. In 1996, AlliedSignal Inc. ("Allied Signal"), one of the companies EPA identified 

as a potentially responsible party, entered into an Administrative Order on Consent ("AOC") to 

conduct testing and produce an Engineering Evaluation/Cost Analysis ("EE/CA") for the 

Property. 

5. In perfonning the EE/CA, AlliedSignal conducted a field investigation and risk 

assessment for the Property which reported that; Volatile Organic Compounds ("VOCs") were 

elevated at the southwest area of the Property at a depth of 0 to 6 inches at concentrations 

between 25 and 83 parts per million (ppm). VOC concentrations at various sample intervals 

behveen depths of 6 inches and 8 feet had a maximum concentration of 272 ppm at a sample 

depth of 4 to 6 feet in the southwest area of the Property. VOC concentrations at greater 

depths (8 to 18 feet) were much higher and are primarily located in the central west portion of 

the Property with concentrations as high as 862 ppm. Polycyclic aromafic hydrocarbons 

("PAHs") at a depth of 0 to 6 inches were elevated at the northern and southern areas of the 

Property with a concentrafion as high as 139 ppm benzo(a)pyrene equivalents ("BAPEQ"). PAH 

concentrafions trended higher with depth; at the 1 to 2 feet sample interval the maximum 

concentration was 421 ppm BAPEQ and the maximum concentration at the 8 to 10 feet sample 

interval was 3,236 ppm BAPEQ. 

6. Honeywell International, Inc., successor to AlliedSignal ("Honeywell"), published 

the EE/CA in September 2004. EPA issued an Action Memorandum in March 2005 selecfing 

the appropriate response acfion for the Property. Honeywell agreed to conduct the response 

action for the Property pursuant to an Administrative Settlement Agreement and Order on 
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Consent for Removal Action, Docket No. V-W-06-C-853, effective August 28, 2006, together 

with all appendices, exhibits and subsequent modifications or amendments thereto 

("Administrative Settlement"). The Administrative Settlement is attached hereto as Exhibit 4. 

The City Parties are not parties to the Administrative Settlement and have no obligations under 

the Administrative Settlement. The conveyance of the Property to the City shall not release or 

othenA/ise affect the liability of Honeywell to comply with the Administrative Settlement. 

7. The northern 22 acres of the Property are currently owned by 2600 Sacramento 

Corp., which operates the Property as a storage lot for trailers. The southern 2 acres of the 

Property are currently owned by Monarch Paving Corp., but are not currently being used. 

8. The City represents, and for the purposes of this Agreement EPA relies on the 

City's representation that its involvement with the Property has been limited to the following: (i) 

the City has had no direct involvement in any prior use, contamination or remediation of the 

Property; (ii) as the municipality in which the Property is located, the City has provided various 

services to, and has exercised its taxing authority and police powers with respect to, the 

Property as typical of municipalities; (iii) the City has conducted certain investigations of the 

Property in connection with its proposed acquisition and development of the land, consisting of 

chemical analyses of soil boring samples and the performance of an independent risk 

assessment for a recreafional land use scenario; and (iv) the City owns property adjacent to the 

south side of the Property. The Park District represents, and for the purposes of this Agreement 

EPA relies on the Park District's representation that its involvement with the Property has been 

limited to the following: (i) the Park District has had no direct Involvement in any prior use, 

contaminafion or remediafion of the Property; (ii) the Pari< District has exercised its taxing 

authority with respect to the Property, as typical of local taxing bodies; and (iii) the Park District 

has conducted certain invesfigafions of the land in connection with its proposed acquisition or 

lease and development of the Property. 
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IV. WORK TO BE PERFORMED 

9. In consideration of and in exchange for the United States' Covenant Not to Sue 

in Secfion VIII, the City Parties shall: (1) develop the Property as a public park, utilizing the 

sustainable development practices in Paragraph 10, absent a force majeure event, within four 

years after securing adequate project financing to fully develop the Property, but in no event 

later than seven years after acquisition of the Property unless EPA gives prior written consent to 

a longer development period; (2) after soliciting and considering public input regarding the 

intended uses for the Property as a park, develop park features consistent with the sustainable 

development practices listed in Paragraph 11; and (3) record modifications to the Institufional 

Controls contained in Exhibit 3 to name the City Parties as Third Party Beneficiaries of the 

Declaration of Restrictive Covenants. 

10. In developing the Property as a public park, the City Parties shall utilize all of the 

following sustainable development practices in a manner that preserves the cover remedy for 

the Property to the fullest extent possible and results in significant environmental benefits: 

a. Adding topsoil and seeding. The City Parties shall cover the Property 

with topsoil and/or clay to a depth sufficient for the intended vegetative cover, over and above 

what is required in Paragraph 15 of the Settlement Agreement, excluding perimeter side slopes 

and any areas where topsoil would be inconsistent with the installation of recreational features 

that will be installed. The City Parties will seed such topsoil with vegetation consistent with the 

Sustainable Sites Inifiative as described in subparagraph 10.b. 

b. Sustainable Sites Initiative. The City Parties will follow the most current 

guidelines and standards for landscaping sustainability developed by the Sustainable Sites 

Inifiative unless it can demonstrate that doing so is impracfical or conflicts with park features 

developed in accordance with the community planning process described in Paragraph 11. In 

2005, the Lady Bird Johnson Wildflower Center and the American Society of Landscape 

Architects partnered to create the Sustainable Sites Initiative, and in 2006 they were joined by 
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the United States Botanic Garden. The general concepts of the Sustainable Sites Inifiative that 

apply to urban parks include: 

(1) The construction process will idenfify practices and materials that 

minimize the environmental footprint of the park development. 

(2) Park management and use will seek to emphasize recycling and 

use of green energy, sustainable operafions, and recycled materials. The City Parties 

will install recycling receptacles near public trash cans on the Property. 

(3) As new features are added or changed at the Property, the City 

Parties will focus on scalability and sustainability by incorporating the park into its 

surrounding community as a niche for learning and developing environmental pracfices. 

c. Increase Native Biodiversity. Nafive biodiversity refers to the number and 

variety of living organisms (plants and animals) that are native to an area. Greater native plant 

biodiversity attracts and sustains a greater diversity of native animals, including birds and 

butterflies. To increase native biodiversity, the City Parties will plant appropriate, habitat-

specific, native trees, shrubs, grasses and wildflowers. 

d. Control of Invasive Species; An invasive species is one that reproduces 

so aggressively that it threatens the survival and sustainability of other species, thus reducing 

biodiversity. Both native and non-native plants can become overpopulated in urban natural 

areas, thereby requiring management. The City Parties will manage invasive species on the 

Property using the current standards recommended by the Sustainable Sites Inifiative, which 

may include a combinafion of the following techniques: 

(1) Hand-pulling: carried out when the invasive plant is easily 

extracted from the soil (e.g., gariic mustard); and 

(2) Girdling: a preferred technique used to remove relatively large 

invasive trees in order to prevent resprouting and minimize damage to surrounding 

vegetation (e.g., European buckthorn). 
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e. Wildlife Population Control. Wildlife species will be managed when they 

become overpopulated and threaten native biodiversity, cause significant damage to Park 

District landscapes and cause dangerous condifions for people. For example: 

(1) Resident seagulls and Canada geese will be managed to reduce 

additional population growth by addling or oiling the eggs, removing nesting material or 

using other techniques to stabilize or reduce flock size; 

(2) Monk parakeets will be discouraged from nesting on built 

infrastructure such as transformers, cell towers and light poles; and 

(3) Beavers and rabbits will be trapped and released into more 

sustainable, larger areas in situations where their overpopulafion obliterates immense 

amounts of vegetation. 

f. Low-Mow Areas. The City Parties will maintain the tall grass fescue or 

other "no-mow" or "low-mow" plants along the perimeter slopes planted by Honeywell to 

stabilize the Property cover and reduce maintenance costs. 

g. Plant Maintenance. The City Parties will not use chemical fertilizers, 

pesticides or herbicides on the Property consistent with the Sustainable Sites Initiative as 

described in subparagraph lO.b, except as necessary to prevent the transmission of pest-bom 

disease. The City Parties will utilize Integrated Pest Management principles in place of 

chemical pesticides. Irrigation on the Property will use, to the extent feasible, gray water and 

collected rainwater. Mowers used on the Property will be designed to produce low or no 

emissions and to leave clippings in place. All trees will be mulched with cuttings from the 

Property or other Chicago Park District properties. 

h. Drainage. The City Parties will manage all stonn water on the Property 

so as to minimize discharge into the combined sanitary/storm sewer. EPA acknowledges that 

Honeywell is developing the storm water infrastructure for the Property in accordance with the 

City's stormwater regulations. EPA does not expect the City to change that infrastructure, but 
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the City agrees to maintain that infrastructure and, where possible, will grade the Property when 

developing the park to maximize the runoff flow that drains to the Sanitary & Ship Canal, where 

it should increase water flow to the Chicago River, improve water quality and complement the 

ongoing efforts of the Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago (MWRD) to 

remediate and restore the contaminated waterway. 

i. Lighting. The City Parties will use energy efficient lighting, including 

solar-powered lighting, anywhere on the Property it installs lighting except in those areas where 

it is impractical to do so. The City Parties will control any outdoor lighting with remote control 

timers, and will direct lights in a manner to avoid light pollution. 

j . Promote Cycling. The City Parties will install bicycle racks near all play 

areas on the Property, including any soccer fields, baseball fields and playgrounds, and will 

work with the Chicago Department of Transportation to create a direct bike route to the pari<. 

Presently there are bike routes on California Avenue and 26th Street. The City Parties will 

explore the possibility of converting nearby abandoned railroad rights-of-way into recreational 

trails to further encourage park patrons to ride bicycles to the Property. 

k. Community Involvement. The Pari< District will use its best efforts to form 

an Advisory Council comprised of local residents to help steer programs and activities in the 

park and to establish a stewardship program for the Property. Volunteer stewards will help 

maintain natural areas and participate in group work days and other outings and activities. The 

Park District will recmit volunteers through community outreach, and will supply mulch, rakes 

and other materials and equipment necessary for upkeep. Community involvement in the 

planning process and stewardship of natural areas will help foster respect and appreciation for 

the pari<. Volunteers will be offered the opportunity to train in cooperation with local nonprofits. 

I. Use restrictions. The City Parties shall utilize no part of the Property for 

commercial or municipal purposes unrelated to its development and use as a parV.. 
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11. The Park District shall utilize an inclusive planning process designed to identify 

community needs and involve residents of the surrounding area while identifying green features 

that complement the planned uses of the park. Incorporating this input, the City Parties shall 

develop the Property as a public park with various recreational features in a manner that 

preserves the cover remedy to the fullest extent possible and results in significant environmental 

benefits. To the extent the City Parties decide to develop any of the following features on the 

Property, it shall utilize the sustainable development practices prescribed herein. 

a. Park Trails. Any interior hard surface recreational trail constructed in the 

park shall be composed of a lakefront trail mix or other pervious material designed to maximize 

water filtrafion and to avoid runoff. This requirement shall not apply to interior paths or 

driveways intended for emergency and maintenance vehicles. 

b. Soccer Fields. Any soccer fields constructed on the Property using 

artificial turf shall be made with the higheist percentage of recycled content available on the 

market (giving due considerafion to health and safety concerns, maintenance costs and 

durability), and the City Parties will recycle the turf at the end of its useful life. 

c. Playground. Any playground equipment and soft surface base for 

playground equipment shall be made with the highest percentage of recycled content available 

on the martlet (giving due consideration to health and safety concerns, maintenance costs and 

durability). Any spray pool will include a motion-activated solenoid valve to conserve water and 

drainage will be managed pursuant to Paragraph 10.h. 

d. Pari<ing Lot. Any parking lot constructed on the Property will consist of 

porous material, include a bioswale for drainage, utilize recycled materials in tire stops, and will 

reserve at least ten percent of the spaces for hybrid, electric, and high-efficiency vehicles. 

e. Natural Passive Area. The City Parties will consider creation of a natural 

passive area that includes native grasses, wildflowers, shrubs and trees, so as to provide an 

important habitat for local insects and migratory birds following the Lake Michigan flyway. Any 
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such natural passive area must be managed to maintain a high level of nafive biodiversity for 

the Property, to the extent possible under modern conditions. The objective of this strategy is to 

promote a healthier environment, conserve native biodiversity, develop and maintain natural 

area aesthetics, and provide landscapes for nature-based recreation and education. 

f. Buildings. Any building larger than a shed or storage facility constructed 

on the Property shall be certified by the U.S. Green Building Council as meeting the Silver (or 

higher) standard set forth in the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) for 

New Construction. 

V. ACCESS/NOTICE TO SUCCESSORS IN INTEREST 

12. Commencing upon the date that it acquires titie to or a leasehold interest in the 

Property, the City Parties agree to provide to EPA, its authorized officers, employees, 

representatives, and all other persons perfonning response actions under EPA oversight, an 

irrevocable right of access at all reasonable fimes to the Property and to any other property to 

which access is required for the implementation of response actions at the Site, to the extent 

access to such other property is controlled by the City Parties, for the purposes of performing 

and overseeing response actions at the Site under federal law. EPA agrees to provide 

reasonable notice to the City Parties of the timing of response actions to be undertaken at the 

Property. Notwithstanding any provision of this Agreement, EPA retains all of its access 

authorities and rights, including enforcement authorities related thereto, under CERCLA. the 

Solid Waste Disposal Act, as amended by the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, 42 

U.S.C. § 6901 et seq. ("RCRA"), and any other applicable statute or regulafion, including any 

amendments thereto. 

13. Within 15 Days after the date of acquisition of the Property, the City shall submit 

to EPA for review and approval a notice to be filed with the Office of the Cook County (Illinois) 

Recorder of Deeds, which shall provide notice to all successors-in-title that EPA selected a 

response action for the Property on March 7, 2005, and that a potentially responsible party has 
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entered into an Administrative Settlement requiring implementation of the response action. 

Such notice shall identify the EPA Docket Number in which the Administrative Settlement was 

entered. The City shall record the notice within 30 Days of EPA's approval of the notice. The 

City shall provide EPA with a certified copy of the recorded notice within 10 Days of the 

recordation date. 

14. The City Parties shall ensure that assignees, successors in interest, lessees, and 

sublessees of the Property shall provide the same access and cooperation, including any 

responsibilities of implemenfing, monitoring, or enforcing Institutional Controls. The City Parties 

shall ensure that a copy of this Agreement is provided to any current lessee or sublessee on the 

Property as of the effecfive date of this Agreement and shall ensure that any subsequent 

leases, subleases, assignments or transfers of the Property or an interest in the Property are 

consistent with this Secfion, Section XI (Parties Bound/Transfer of Covenant), and Secfion IV 

(Work to be Performed). 

VI. DUE CARE/COOPERATION 

15. The City Parties shall exercise due care at the Property with respect to the 

Existing Contamination and shall comply with the Institufional Controls and all applicable local, 

state, and federal laws and regulations. The City Parties recognize that the implementation of 

response actions at the Property may interfere with the City Parties' use of the Property, and 

may require closure of its operations or a part thereof. The City Parties agree to cooperate fully 

with EPA in the implementation of response actions at the Property and further agree not to 

interfere with such response actions. EPA agrees, consistent with its responsibilities under 

applicable law, to use reasonable efforts to minimize any interference with the City Parties' 

operations by such entry and response. In the event the City Parties become aware of any 

action or occurrence which causes or threatens a release of Hazardous Substances at or from 

the Property that constitutes an emergency situation or may present an immediate threat to 

public health or welfare or the environment, the City Parties shall immediately take all 
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appropriate action to prevent, abate, or minimize such release or threat of release, and shall, in 

addition to complying with any applicable notificafion requirements under Section 103 of 

CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. §9603, or any other law, immediately notify EPA of such release or 

threatened release. 

16. Absent emergency circumstances, the City Parties shall not remove the two-foot 

cover described in Paragraph 15 of the Administrative Settlement on any portion of the Property 

or dig, drill or excavate below such two-foot cover without prior notice to and approval by the 

EPA. This Paragraph does not prohibit the City Parties or park users from digging in any topsoil 

or other material placed on top of the two-foot cover. 

VII. CERTIFICATION 

17. By entering into this Agreement, the City Parties certify that to the best of their 

knowledge and belief they have fully and accurately disclosed to EPA all information known to 

the City Parties and all information in the possession or control of their current elected and/or 

appointed officials, the Chicago Department of Environment and the signatories to this 

Agreement which relates in any way to any Existing Contamination or any past or potential 

future release of Hazardous Substances at or from the Property and to its qualification for this 

Agreement. The City Parties also certify that to the best of their knowledge and belief they have 

not caused or contributed to a release or threat of release of Hazardous Substances at the 

Property. If the United States determines that information provided by the City Parties is not 

materially accurate and complete, the Agreement, within the sole discretion of the United 

States, shall be null and void and the United States reserves all rights it may have. 

VIII. UNITED STATES' COVENANT NOT TO SUE 

18. Subject to the Reservation of Rights in Section IX of this Agreement, and 

conditional upon completion of the work specified in Section IV (Work to Be Performed) to the 

satisfaction of EPA, the United States covenants not to sue or take any other civil or 

administrative action against the City Parties for any and all civil liability for injunctive relief or 
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reimbursement of response costs pursuant to Sections 106 or 107(a) of CERCLA, 42 U.S.C. §§ 

9606 or 9607(a) with respect to the Existing Contamination. 

IX. RESERVATION OF RIGHTS 

19. The covenant not to sue set forth in Section VIII above does not pertain to any 

matters other than those expressly specified in Section VIII (United States' Covenant Not to 

Sue). The United States reserves and the Agreement is without prejudice to all rights against 

the City Parties with respect to all other matters, including but not limited to, the following: 

a. claims based on a failure by the City Parties to meet a requirement of this 

Agreement, including but not limited to Section IV (Work to be Performed), Section V 

(Access/Notice to Successors in InteresO, Section VI (Due Care/Cooperation), and Section XIII 

(Payment of Costs); 

b. any liability resulting from ownership or operafion of adjacent property, 

subject to the contiguous property defense in CERCLA Section 107(q), 42 U.S.C. § 9607(q); 

c. any liability resulting from past or future releases of Hazardous 

Substances at or from the Property caused or contributed to by the City Parties, their 

successors, assignees, lessees or sublessees; 

d. any liability resulting from exacerbation by the City Parties, their 

successors, assignees, lessees or sublessees, of Existing Contamination, unless resulting from 

activities approved by the EPA in accordance with Paragraph 16, or required or approved under 

the Administrative Settlement or othenvise ordered by EPA; 

e. any liability resulting from the release or threat of release of Hazardous 

Substances at the Property after the effective date of this Agreement, not within the definition of 

Existing Contamination; 

f. criminal liability; 
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g. liability for damages for injury to, destruction of, or loss of natural 

resources, and for the costs of any natural resource damage assessment incurred by federal 

agencies other than EPA; and 

h. liability for violations of local, state or federal law or regulations. 

20.. With respect to any claim or cause of action asserted by the United States, the 

City Parties shall bear the burden of proving that the claim or cause of action, or any part 

thereof, is attributable solely to Existing Contamination. 

21. Nothing in this Agreement is intended as a release or covenant not to sue for any 

claim or cause of action, administrative or judicial, civil or criminal, past or future, in law or in 

equity, which the United States may have against any person, firm, corporation or other entity 

not a party to this Agreement. 

22. Nothing in this Agreement is intended to limit the right of EPA to undertake future 

response actions at the Property or to seek to compel parties other than the City Parties to 

perform or pay for response actions at the Property. Nothing in this Agreement shall in any way 

restrict or limit the nature or scope of response acfions which may be taken or be required by 

EPA in exercising its authority under federal law. The City Parties acknowledge that they are 

acquiring and/or leasing Property where response actions may be required. 

X. RESPONDENTS' COVENANT NOT TO SUE 

23. In considerafion of the United States' Covenant Not To Sue in Secfion VIII of this 

Agreement, the City Parties hereby covenant not to sue and not to assert any claims or causes 

of action against the United States, its authorized officers, employees, or representatives with 

respect to the Site or this Agreement, including but not limited to, any direct or indirect claims for 

reimbursement from the Hazardous Substance Superfund established pursuant to the Internal 

Revenue Code, 26 U.S.C. § 9507, through CERCLA Sections 106(b)(2), 111, 112, 113, or any 

other provision of law, any claim against the United States, including any department, agency or 

instrumentality of the United States under CERCLA Sections 107 or 113 related to the Property, 
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or any claims arising out of response activities at the Property, including claims based on EPA's 

oversight of such activities or approval of plans for such activities. 

24. The City Parties reserve, and this Agreement is without prejudice to, actions 

against the United States based on negligent actions taken directly by the United States, not 

including oversight or approval of the City Parties' plans or activities, that are brought pursuant 

to any statute other than CERCLA or RCRA and for which the waiver of sovereign immunity is 

found in a statute other than CERCLA or RCRA. Nothing herein shall be deemed to constitute 

preauthorizafion of a claim within the meaning of Section 111 of CERCLA. 42 U.S.C. § 9611, or 

40 C.F.R. § 300.700(d). 

XI. PARTIES BOUND/TRANSFER OF COVENANT 

25. This Agreement shall apply to and be binding upon the United States and shall 

apply to and be binding upon the City Parties, their authorized officers, employees, and 

representatives. The United States' Covenant Not to Sue in Section VIII and Contribution 

Protection in Section XVII shall apply to the City Parties' officers, employees and 

representatives to the extent that the alleged liability of such officers, employees or 

representatives is based on their status and in their capacity as officers, employees or 

representatives of the City Parties, and not to the extent that the alleged liability arose 

independently of the alleged liability of the City Parties. Each signatory of a Party to this 

Agreement represents that he or she is fully authorized to enter into the terms and conditions of 

this Agreement and to legally bind such Party. 

26. Notwithstanding any other provisions of this Agreement, all of the rights, t)enefits 

and obligations conferred upon the City Parties under this Agreement may be assigned or 

transferred to any person with the prior written consent of the EPA In its sole discretion; 

provided, however, the City may transfer any interest in some or all of the Property to the Park 

District without the EPA's prior consent. 
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27. The City Parties agree to pay the reasonable costs incurred by EPA to review 

any subsequent requests for consent to assign or transfer the benefits conferred by this 

Agreement. 

28. In the event of an assignment or transfer of the Property or an assignment or 

transfer of an interest in the Property, the assignor or transferor shall continue to be bound by all 

the terms and conditions, and subject to all the benefits, of this Agreement except as the EPA 

and the assignor or transferor agree otherwise and modify this Agreement, in writing, 

accordingly. Moreover, prior to or simultaneous with any assignment or transfer of the Property 

(other than from the City to the Park District), the assignee or transferee must consent in writing 

to be bound by the terms of this Agreement including but not limited to the certification 

requirement in Section VII of this Agreement in order for the Covenant Not to Sue in Section VIII 

to be available to that party. The Covenant Not To Sue in Section VIII shall not be effective with 

respect to any assignees or transferees (other than the Park District) who fail to provide such 

written consent to EPA. 

XII. DOCUMENT RETENTION 

29. The City Parties agree to retain and make available to EPA all final drafts of 

business and operating records, contracts, studies and investigations, and documents relating 

to "as built" development of the pari< in accordance with the sustainable development practices 

and features listed in Paragraphs 9, 10 and 11, for at least ten years following the effective date 

of this Agreement unless a different period of years is othenwise agreed to in writing by the 

Parties. At the end of ten years, the City Parties shall notify EPA of the location of such 

documents and shall provide EPA with an opportunity to copy any documents at the expense of 

EPA. 

XIII. PAYMENT OF COSTS 

30. If the City Parties fail to comply with the terms of this Agreement, including, but 

not limited to, the provisions of Section IV (Work to be Performed) of this Agreement, they shall 
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be liable for all litigation and other enforcement costs incurred by the United States to enforce 

this Agreement or othenwise obtain compliance. 

XIV. NOTICES AND SUBMISSIONS 

31. Unless othenwise specified herein, whenever notifications, submissions, or 

communications are required by this Agreement, they shall be made in writing and addressed 

as follows: 

To the United States: 

Chief, Environmental Enforcement Section 
Environment and Natural Resources Division 
U.S. Department of Justice 
P.O. Box 7611 
Washington, DC 20044-7611 
Re: DOJ No. 90-11-3-09384 

and 

Compliance Tracker 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region 5 (AE-17J) 
77 West Jackson Blvd. 
Chicago, IL 60604 

To EPA: 

Karen Peaceman 
Associate Regional Counsel 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region V (C-14J) 
77 West Jackson Blvd. 
Chicago, IL 60604-3590 
(312)353-5751 
(312) 886-7160 (fax) 

and 

Jena Sleboda 
Remedial Project Manager 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region V (SR-6J) 
77 West Jackson Blvd. 
Chicago, IL 60604-3590 
(312)353-1263 
(312)886-4071 (fax) 
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To the City of Chicago: 

Lisa Misher 
Assistant Corporation Counsel 
City of Chicago Department of Law 
121 North LaSalle Street, Suite 600 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
(312)742-3932 
(312) 742-0277 (fax) 

To the Chicago Park District: 

General Superintendent and CEO 
Chicago Park District 
541 North Fairbanks Court 
Chicago, Illinois 60611 
(312)742-4800 
(312) 742-6098 (fax) 

and 

General Counsel 
Chicago Park District 
541 North Fairbanks Court 
Chicago, Illinois 60611 
(312) 742-4602 
(312) 742-5316 (fax) 

32. Any party may designate a different address by notice given as herein required. 

All notices, submissions and communications shall be deemed properiy given: (a) three (3) 

working days after mailing by first class United States mail, postage prepaid, or (b) upon receipt 

by certified or registered mail, overnight courier, personal delivery or facsimile transmission. 

XV. EFFECTIVE DATE 

33. The effective date of this Agreement shall be the date upon which EPA issues 

written notice to the City Parties that EPA has fully executed the Agreement after review of and 

response to any public comments received pursuant to Section XIX. 

XVI. TERMINATION 

34. If any Party believes that any or all of the obligations under Section V 

(Access/Notice to Successors in Interest) are no longer necessary to ensure compliance with 
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the requirements of the Agreement, that Party may request in writing that the other Party agree 

to terminate the provisions establishing such obligations; provided, however, that the provisions 

in question shall continue in force unless and until the Party requesting such tennination 

receives written agreement from the other Party to terminate such provisions. 

35. The City Parties' obligations under Paragraphs 9, 10 and 11 to maintain the 

Property as a public park shall terminate in 50 years from the effective date of this Agreement 

unless a shorter period is agreed upon by all parties. 

XVII. CONTRIBUTION PROTECTION 

36. With regard to claims for contribution against the City Parties (including any claim 

based on the contention that the City Parties are not a bona fide prospective purchaser), the 

Parties hereto agree that this Agreement constitutes an administrative settlement for purposes 

of CERCLA Section 113(f)(2), 42 U.S.C. § 9613(f)(2), and that the City Parties are entitled to 

protecfion from contribufion actions or claims as provided by CERCLA Section 113(f)(2), 42 

U.S.C. § 9613(f)(2), or as may othenwise be provided by law, from the effective date of this 

Agreement for matters addressed in this Agreement. The matters addressed in this Agreement 

are all response actions taken or to be taken and response costs incurred or to be incurred by 

the United States or any other person with respect to the Existing Contamination. 

37. Notwithstanding the provisions of this Section, nothing in this Agreement shall be 

interpreted as extinguishing or altering the rights and obligations between the City Parties 

pursuant to any lease of the Property or intergovemmental agreement relating to the 

development and maintenance of the Property. 

38. The City Parties agree that with respect to any suit or claim for contribution 

brought by either or both of them for matters related to this Agreement they will notify the United 

States in writing no later than 60 Days prior to the initiation of such suit or claim. 
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39. The City Parties also agree that with respect to any suit or claim for contribution 

brought against either or both of them for matters related to this Agreement they will notify in 

writing the EPA within 10 working days of service of the complaint on them. 

XVIII. EXHIBITS 

40. Exhibit 1 is a map depicting the location of the Property. 

41. Exhibit 2 is a map depicting the Property. 

42. Exhibit 3 are the Institutional Controls for the Property. 

43. Exhibit 4 is the Administrative Settlement. 

XIX. PUBLIC COMMENT 

44. This Agreement shall be subject to a thirty-day public comment period, after 

which EPA may modify or withdraw its consent to this Agreement if comments received disclose 

facts or considerations which indicate that this Agreement is inappropriate, improper or 

inadequate. 

XX. MODIFICATION 

45. The requirements of this Agreement may be modified in writing by mutual 

agreement of the Parties. 

XXI. COUNTERPART ORIGINALS 

46. This Agreement may be executed in hvo or more counterparts, each of which 

shall be deemed an original, but all of which shall constitute one and the same instrument. 

THE UNDERSIGNED PARTY enters Into this Agreement and Covenant Not to Sue in the 
matter of 2800 South Sacramento Avenue (EPA Docket No. V-W-06-C-853). 

IT IS SO AGREED: 

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

BY 
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LYNN BUHL Date 
Regional Administrator 
United States Environmental 
Protection Agency, Region 5 
77 W. Jackson Blvd 
Chicago, IL 60604 

IT IS SO AGREED: 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

BY: 

W. BENJAMIN FISHEROW Date 
Deputy Section Chief 
Environmental Enforcement Section 
Environment and Natural Resources Division 
U.S. Department of Jusfice 
P.O. 80x7611 
Washington, DC 20044-7611 

THE UNDERSIGNED PARTY enters into this Agreement and Covenant Not to Sue in the 
matter of 2800 South Sacramento Avenue (EPA Docket No. V-W-06-C-853). 

IT IS SO AGREED: 

THE CITY OF CHICAGO 

BY: 

Amold L. Randall Date 
Commissioner 
Department of Planning and Development 
City of Chicago 
121 North La Salle Avenue 
Suite 1000 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 

BY: 
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Suzanne Malec-McKenna Date 
Commissioner 
Department of Environment 
City of Chicago 
30 North La Salle Avenue 
Suite 2500 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 

THE UNDERSIGNED PARTY enters into this Agreement and Covenant Not to Sue in the 
matter of 2800 South Sacramento Avenue (EPA Docket No. V-W-06-C-853). 

IT IS SO AGREED: 

THE CHICAGO PARK DISTRICT 

BY: 

Timothy J. Mitchell Date 
General Superintendent and CEO 
Chicago Park District 
541 North Fairbanks Court 
Chicago, Illinois 60611 

Attest: 
Kantrice Ogletree 
Secretary Pro Tempore 

[(Sub)Exhibits 3 and 4 referred to in this Covenant 
Not To Sue unavailable at fime of prinfing.] 

[(Sub)Exhibits 1 and 2 referred to in this Covenant Not To Sue 
printed on pages 39909 through 39910 of this Journal.] 
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(Sub)Exhibit 1. 
(To Covenant Not To Sue) 

Property Location Map. 

Site Location Map. 
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(Sub)Exhibit 2. 
(To Covenant Not To Sue) 

Property Map. 
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COMMITTEE ON HISTORICAL LANDMARK PRESERVATION. 

DESIGNATION OF CHATHAM-GREATER GRAND 
CROSSING COMMERCIAL DISTRICT 

AS CHICAGO LANDMARK. 

The Committee on Historical Landmark Preservation submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Historical Landmark Preservation held its meeting on October 6, 2008 
to consider an ordinance recommending that the Chatham-Greater Grand Crossing 
Commercial District be designated as a Chicago landmark, having had the same under 
advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the 
proposed ordinance transmitted herewith. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) ANTHONY BEALE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Beale, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith,.Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays — None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 
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The following is said ordinance as passed: 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to the procedures set forth in the Municipal Code of Chicago (the 
"Municipal Code"), §§ 2-120-130 through -690, the Commission on Chicago Landmarks (the 
"Commission") has determined that the Chatham-Greater Grand Crossing Commercial 
District, predominantly the 700 blocks of East 75'̂  Street, East 76"" Street and East 79* 
Street; the 800 block of East 77"" Street, the 600 and 900 block of East 79"̂  Street and the 
7900 through 8000 blocks of South Cottage Grove Avenue, as more precisely described in 
Exhibits A and B attached hereto and incorporated herein (the "District"), meets four (4) 
criteria for landmark designation as set forth in § 2-120-620 (1), (4), (6) and (7) of the 
Municipal Code; and 

WHEREAS, The District, with its high-quality commercial architecture, exemplifies the 
importance of Chicago's neighborhood commercial areas in the development of Chicago 
during the eariy twentieth century; and 

WHEREAS, The District is a significant and unusual grouping of neighborhood commercial 
buildings in the context of Chicago neighborhood development; and 

WHEREAS, The District contains one of the finest and best-surviving collecfions of terra 
cotta-clad commercial buildings remaining in Chicago's historic neighborhood shopping 
districts; and 

WHEREAS, The buildings in the District display many finely-executed examples of historic 
architectural styles popular in Chicago in the 191 Os and 20s, including Renaissance Revival, 
Classical Revival, Spanish Colonial Revival, Gothic Revival and Sullivanesque-influenced; 
and 

WHEREAS, The District exemplifies exceptionally fine high-quality detailing and 
craftsmanship in the use of terra cotta, brick and stone; and 

WHEREAS, The buildings in the District display a disfinct, overall visual unity based on 
historic development, a cohesive scale, design, use of materials and overall detailing as a 
concentrated grouping of neighborhood commercial buildings along the city's major arterial 
streets and intersections; and 

WHEREAS, The buildings in the District possess a striking visual presence along South 
Cottage Grove Avenue, East 75'*" and 79* Streets, and are strong visual "landmarks" on 
Chicago's South Side; and 

WHEREAS, The District retains more than sufficient physical integrity to express its 
"historic, community, architectural, or aesthetic interest or value" as required by § 2-120-630 
of the Municipal Code, through its site, context, and overall design quality; and the District 
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retains the great majority of its historic materials, design, and detailing to convey its 
architectural and historic values; and now, therefore, 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The above recitals are expressly incorporated in and made a part of this 
ordinance as though fully set forth herein. 

SECTION 2. The District is hereby designated as a Chicago Landmark in accordance With 
§ 2-120-700 of the Municipal Code. 

SECTION 3. The significant historical and architectural features of the District shall be 
defined as: 

a) For the purposes of § 2-120-740 of ttie Municipal Code governing permit review, all 
exterior elevations, including rooflines, visible from public rights-of-way. For the purposes 
ofthis subsection, "rooflines" are considered to be those portions of the roof and all existing 
or proposed attachments thereto visible from public rights-of-way; and "public rights-of-way" 
are considered to include public parks, but not public alleys; and 

b) For the purposes of § 2-120-825 of the Municipal Code governing permits for 
demolition only, all exterior elevations and roofs, regardless of visibility from public rights-of-
way. Any existing or proposed buildings, structures, works of art or other objects, 
including but not limited to curb cuts and fencing, requiring a permit subject to 
either § 2-120-740 or § 2-120-825, or both, of the Municipal Code are considered to have 
elevations and rooflines for the purposes of this section. 

SECTION 4. The Commission is hereby directed to create a suitable plaque appropriately 
identifying said landmark and to affix the plaque on or near the property designated as a 
Chicago landmark in accordance with the provisions of § 2-120-700 of the Municipal Code. 

SECTION 5. The Commission is directed to comply with the provisions of § 2-120-720 
of the Municipal Code, regarding notification of said designation. 

SECTION 6. If any provision of this ordinance shall be held to be invalid or unenforceable 
for any reason, the invalidity or unenforceability of such provision shall not affect any of the 
other provisions of this ordinance. 

SECTION 7. This ordinance shall take effect upon its passage and approval. 

Exhibits "A" and "B" referred to in this ordinance read as follows: 
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Exhibit "A". 

Chatham-Greater Grand Crossing Commercial District 

Boundary Descriptions. 

The Chatham-Greater Grand Crossing Commercial District consists of two (2) groups of 
buildings, plus six (6) individual buildings not contiguous to the two (2) groups. The two (2) 
groups of buildings are defined by the following boundary descriptions: 

(North Group Centered On East 75* Street And South Cottage Grove Avenue): 

Starting at the east line of the north/south alley north of East 75* Street and immediately 
east and parallel to South Cottage Grove Avenue and its intersection with the north line 
of Lot 26 in Block 27 in Cornell, a subdivision of Secfions 26 and 35 in Township 38 
North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian; thence west along aforesaid north 
line to its intersection with the west line of South Cottage Grove Avenue; thence south 
along said west line to the north line of the south 1/^ inches of Lot 9 and Lots 10, 11 and 
12 in Block 1 of Ashford's Subdivision of the south half of Block 4 in Brookline, being a 
subdivision of the southeast quarter of the northeast quarter of Section 27, Township 38 
North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian; thence west along aforesaid north 
line to the west line of the north/south alley immediately west and parallel to South 
Cottage Grove Avenue; thence south along said west line to its intersection with the north 
line of East 75* Street; thence west along said north line to its intersection with the east 
line of Lots 44 and 45 in Wakeford Fourth Addition, being a subdivision of Block 1 in 
Wakeman's Subdivision of the east half of the southeast quarter of Section 27, Township 
38 North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian; thence south along its said east 
line to its intersection with aforesaid south line; thence east along aforesaid south line to 
its intersection with the west line of Lot 43 in Wakeford Fourth Addition, being a 
subdivision of Block 1 in Wakeman's Subdivision of the east half of the southeast quarter 
of Section 27, Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian; thence 
south along aforesaid west line to its intersection with the south line of the east/west alley 
parallel to and immediately south of East 75* Street; thence east along said alley to its 
intersection with the east line of the north/south alley parallel to and immediately east of 
South Cottage Grove Avenue; thence north along said east line to its intersection with the 
south line of Lots 1, 2 and 3 in Wakeford Fourth Addition, being a subdivision of Block 1 
in Wakeman's Subdivision of the east half of the southeast quarter of Section 27, 
Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian; thence east along 
aforesaid south line to its intersection with the east line of South Cottage Grove Avenue; 
thence north along said east line to its intersection with the south line of East 75* Street; 
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thence north along the east line of the north/south alley parallel to and immediately east 
of South Cottage Grove Avenue to the point of origin, all in Cook County, Illinois. 

(South Group Centered On East 79* Street And South Cottage Grove Avenue): 

Starting with the east line of the north/south alley north of East 79* Street and 
immediately west and parallel to South Cottage Grove Avenue; thence west along said 
east line to its intersection with the west line of the east/west alley immediately north and 
parallel to East 79* Street; thence south along the west line of Lots 20 to 25 in Frank T. 
Crawford's Subdivision in Block 15 in Wakeman's Subdivision of the east half of the 
southeast quarter of Section 27, Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the Third 
Principal Meridian; thence south along the aforesaid west line to its intersection with the 
south line of East 79* Street; thence east along said south line to its intersection with the 
west line of South Evans Avenue; thence east along the south line of the east/west alley 
immediately south and parallel to East 79* Street to its intersection with the east line of 
South Cottage Grove Avenue; thence north along said east line to its intersection with the 
north line of Lots 9 to 12 in J. E. Grassie's Subdivision of the south half of Block 16 of 
Wakeman's Subdivision of the east half of the southeast quarter of Secfion 27, Township 
38 North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian; thence west along aforesaid 
north line to the point of origin, all in Cook County, Illinois. 

The legal descriptions of the six (6) individual, non-configuous buildings in the District are 
as follows: 

749 - 759 East 76* Street: 

Lots 1, 2 and 3 (Except the south 15 feet) in Hoffman's Subdivision of the east half 
(except the east 8 feet thereof) of the north half of Block 8 in Wakeman's Subdivision of 
theeast half of the southeast quarter of Section 27, Township 38 North, Range 14, East 
of the Third Principal Meridian in Cook County, Illinois. 

7701 - 7705 South Cottage Grove Avenue: 

Lots 45 and 46 in Block 86 in Cornell, being a subdivision of the west half of the southeast 
quarter (Except the east half of the northeast quarter of the southeast quarter thereof) of 
Section 26, and the north half of the northwest quarter, and the south half of the 
northwest quarter lying west of the Illinois Central Railroad, and the northwest quarter of 
the northeast quarter of Secfion 35, Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the Third 
Principal Meridian in Cook County, Illinois. 
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635 East 79* Street: 

Lots 9 and 10 in Block 3 in Chatham Fields, being a subdivision of the northeast quarter 
of Section 34, Township 38 North, Range 14, East ofthe Third Principal Meridian in Cook 
County, Illinois. 

8000-8008 South Cottage Grove Avenue: 

Lots 1 - 4 in Block 16 in Chatham Fields, being a subdivision ofthe northeast quarter of 
Secfion 34, Township 38 North, Range 14, East ofthe Third Principal Meridian in Cook 
County, Illinois. 

8026-8032 South Cottage Grove Avenue: 

Lots 1 2 - 1 4 in Block 16 in Chatham Fields, being a subdivision ofthe northeast quarter 
of Section 34, Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian in Cook 
County, Illinois. 

932-944 East 79* Street: 

Parcel 1: 

Lot 23 in the resubdivision of Lots 1 to 11, both inclusive, and Lots 25 - 44 inclusive in 
Block 90 in Cornell, in the west half of the southwest quarter of Section 26, Township • 
38 North, Range 14, East ofthe Third Principal Meridian; 

Parcel 2: 

Lot 24 in Block 90 in Cornell, being a subdivision in Sections 26 to 35, Township 38 
North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian, all in Cook County, Illinois. 

Chatham-Greater Grand Commercial District 

Address Ranges. 

7439 - 7459 South Cottage Grove 7853 - 7859 South Ingleside Avenue 
Avenue (odds) (odds) 
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7452 - 7458 South Cottage Grove 
Avenue (evens) 

7500 - 7504 South Cottage Grove 
Avenue (evens) 

7600 - 7604 South Cottage Grove 
Avenue (evens) 

7701 - 7705 South Cottage Grove 
Avenue (odds) 

7850 - 7858 South Cottage Grove 
Avenue (evens) 

7900 - 7910 South Cottage Grove 
Avenue (evens) 

8000 - 8008 South Cottage Grove 
Avenue (evens) 

8026 - 8032 South Cottage Grove 
Avenue (evens) 

7901 - 7911 South Champlain 
Avenue (odds) 

7850 - 7858 South Evans 
Avenue (evens) 

7851 - 7859 South Evans Avenue (odds) 

7900 - 7911 South Evans Avenue (odds) 

802 - 810 East 75* Street (evens) 

740 - 758 East 75* Street (evens) 

737 - 759 East 75* Street (odds) 

749 - 759 East 76* Street (odds) 

801 - 811 East 77* (odds) 

635 - 637 East 79* Street (odds) 

714 - 758 East 79* Street (evens) 

735 - 759 East 79* Street (odds) 

932 - 944 East 79* Street (evens) 

743 - 757 East 80* Street (odds) 

[Chatham-Greater Grand Crossing Commercial District 
Map attached to the Boundary Description 

printed on page 39918 of this Journal.] 
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Chatham-Greater Grand Crossing 
Commercial District Map. 

This map is provided for illustrative purposes only. If designated by the City Council, the district will be 
defined by its legal description. 

is^i'ffm t'-'̂ wagyy ifigŝ iSKiifeqt.̂  
Proposed 

l ^ ^ ^ j j ^ ^ i Chatham-Greater Grflnd Crossing || 

ja>v-j.•-«;••<) M^'-':! :W-y X ^ S ^ ^ 
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Exhibit "B". 

Chatham-Greater Grand Crossing 
Commercial District 

Property Descriptions. 
(Page 1 of 2) 
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Exhibit "B". 

Chatham-Greater Grand Crossing 
Commercial District 

Property Descriptions. 
{Page 2 of 2) 
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DESIGNATION OF JOHN AND CLARA MERCHANT 
HOUSE AT 3854 NORTH KOSTNER AVENUE 

AS CHICAGO LANDMARK. 

The Committee on Historical Landmark Preservation submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Historical Landmark Preservation held its meeting on Octobers, 2008 
to consider an ordinance recommending that the John and Clara Merchant House be 
designated as a Chicago landmark, having had the same under advisement, begs leave to 
report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the proposed ordinance transmitted 
herewith. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) ANTHONY BEALE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Beale, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, OConnor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone ~ 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to the procedures set forth in the Municipal Code of Chicago (the 
"Municipal Code"), §§ 2-120-130 through -690, the Commission on Chicago Landmarks (the 
"Commission") has determined that the John and Clara Merchant House at 3854 North 
Kostner Avenue, as more precisely described in Exhibit A attached hereto and incorporated 
herein (the "Building"), meets two (2) criteria for landmark designation as set forth in 
§ 2-120-620(1) and (4) ofthe Municipal Code; and 
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WHEREAS, The Building demonstrates the historically important role pattern-book house 
design played in early neighborhood development in the history of Chicago; and 

WHEREAS, The Building represents an early stage of the Irving Park neighborhood's 
development as one of Chicago's "railroad suburbs" in the nineteenth century; and 

WHEREAS, The Building is an exceptional example of mail-order pattern-book architecture, 
a design and distribution method popularly used in suburban development; and 

WHEREAS; The Building is a handsome and noteworthy example of residential architecture 
in the Second Empire style, a unique and significant architectural style, one of which defines 
the historic character of Chicago's neighborhoods; and 

WHEREAS, The Building is beautifully detailed on its exterior with features distinctive to the 
style, including its mansard roof, projecting cornices, flat-headed lintels, and pronounced, 
finely-carved cornice brackets and window hood moldings; and 

WHEREAS, The Commission has further determined that the Building satisfies the historic 
integrity requirement set forth in § 2-120-630 of the Municipal Code in that the Building 
retains excellent exterior physical integrity in its overall form and details; has stood on its 
present location since its construction in circa 1872; and retains the vast majority of its 
original exterior detailing and materials; and 

WHEREAS, On June 5, 2008, the Commission adopted a resolution recommending to the 
City Council of the City of Chicago that the Building be designated as a Chicago landmark; 
now, therefore. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The above recitals are expressly incorporated in and made a part of this 
ordinance as though fully set forth herein. 

SECTION 2. The Building is hereby designated as a Chicago landmark in accordance 
with § 2-120-700 of the Municipal Code. 

SECTION 3. The significant historical and architectural features of the Building, for the 
purposes of § 2-120-740 ofthe Municipal Code, are all exterior elevations, including rooflines, 
of the Building. 

SECTION 4. The Commission is hereby directed to create a suitable plaque appropriately 
identifying said landmark and to affix the plaque on or near the property designated as a 
Chicago landmark in accordance with the provisions of § 2-120-700 ofthe Municipal Code. 

SECTION 5. The Commission is directed to comply with the provisions of § 2-120-720 
ofthe Municipal Code, regarding notification of said designation. 

SECTION 6. If any provision of this ordinance shall be held to be invalid or unenforceable 
for any reason, the invalidity or unenforceability of such provision shall not affect any of the 
other provisions of this ordinance. 
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SECTION 7. This ordinance shall take effect upon its passage and approval. 

Exhibit "A" referred to in this ordinance reads as follows: 

Exhibit "A". 

John And Clara Merchant House. 

Property Description. 

Legal Description: 

Lot 1 (except the north 31 feet thereof) and Lot 2 (except the south 30 feet thereof) in 
Block 4 in Grayland, a subdivision in Section 22, Township 40 North, Range 13, East of the 
Third Principal Meridian (except the 10 acres in the northeast corner) in Cook County, 
Illinois. 

Address Commonly Known As: 

3854 North Kostner Avenue. 

Permanent Index Number: 

13-22-110-027-0000. 

DESIGNATION OF CHARLES N. LOUCKS HOUSE 
AT 3926 NORTH KEELER AVENUE 

AS CHICAGO LANDMARK. 

The Committee on Historical Landmark Preservation submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 
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Your Committee on Historical Landmark Preservation held its meeting on October 6, 2008 
to consider an ordinance recommending that the Charles N. Loucks House be designated 
as a Chicago landmark, having had the same under advisement, begs leave to report and 
recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the proposed ordinance transmitted herewith. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) ANTHONY BEALE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Beale, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays ~ None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to the procedures set forth in the Municipal Code of Chicago (the 
"Municipal Code"), §§ 2-120-130 through -690, the Commission on Chicago Landmarks (the 
"Commission") has determined that the Chartes N. Loucks House at 3926 North Keeler 
Avenue, as more precisely described in Exhibit A attached hereto and incorporated herein 
(the "Building"), meets two (2) criteria for landmark designation as set forth in § 2-120-620(1) 
and (4) ofthe Municipal Code; and 

WHEREAS, The Building demonstrates the historically important role pattern-book house 
design played in early neighborhood development in the history of Chicago; and 

WHEREAS, The Building represents a late stage of the Irving Park neighborhood's 
development as one ofthe city's "railroad suburbs" in the nineteenth century, just prior to its 
annexation to Chicago; and 

WHEREAS, The Building is an exceptional example of mail-order pattern-book architecture, 
a design and distribution method popularly used in suburban development; and 
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WHEREAS, The Building is an excellent example of residential architecture in the Queen 
Anne style, an architectural style of great significance in the history of Chicago and the United 
States; and 

WHEREAS, The Building possesses numerous features characteristic to the style, including 
its elaborately-carved spindle work, leaded glass windows, pressed-metal details and its 214 
story turret with an elliptical roof; and 

WHEREAS, The Commission has further determined that the Building satisfies the historic 
integrity requirement set forth in § 2-120-630 of the Municipal Code in that the Building 
retains excellent exterior physical integrity in its overall form and details; has stood on its 
present location since its construction in 1889; and retains the vast majority of its original 
exterior detailing and materials; and 

WHEREAS, On July 10, 2008, the Commission adopted a resolution recommending to the 
City Council ofthe City of Chicago that the Building be designated as a Chicago landmark; 
now, therefore. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The above recitals are expressly incorporated in and made a part of this 
ordinance as though fully set forth herein. 

SECTION 2. The Building is hereby designated as a Chicago landmark in accordance 
with § 2-120-700 ofthe Municipal Code. 

SECTION 3. The significant historical and architectural features of the Building, for the 
purposes of § 2-120-740 of the Municipal Code, are all exterior elevations, including rooflines, 
of the Building and the historic fencing on the property. 

SECTION 4. The Commission is hereby directed to create a suitable plaque appropriately 
identifying said landmark and to affix the plaque on or near the property designated as a 
Chicago landmark in accordance with the provisions of § 2-120-700 of the Municipal Code. 

SECTION 5. The Commission is directed to comply with the provisions of § 2-120-720 
ofthe Municipal Code, regarding notification of said designation. 

SECTION 6. If any provision of this ordinance shall be held to be invalid or unenforceable 
for any reason, the invalidity or unenforceability of such provision shall not affect any of the 
other provisions of this ordinance. 

SECTION 7. This ordinance shall take effect upon its passage and approval. 

Exhibit "A" referred to in this ordinance reads as follows: 
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Exhibit "A". 

Charles N. Loucks House. 

Property Description. 

Legal Description: 

Lot 14 and the north 15 feet of Lot 15 in Block 32 in Irving Park, a subdivision of Block 29 
of the southeast quarter and the north half of the northeast quarter of Section 22, 
Township 40 North, Range 13, East oftheThird Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 

Address Commonly Known As: 

3926 North Keeler Avenue. 

Permanent Index Number: 

13-22-202-023-0000. 

DESIGNATION OF EIGHT NEIGHBORHOOD BANK BUILDINGS 
AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS AS CHICAGO LANDMARKS. 

The Committee on Historical Landmark Preservation submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Historical Landmark Preservation held its meeting on October 6, 2008 
to consider an ordinance recommending that the Eight Neighborhood Bank Buildings be 
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designated as Chicago landmarks including: (former) Chicago City Bank and Trust Company 
Building, (former) Cosmopolitan State Bank Building, (former) Hyde Park-Kenwood National 
Bank Building, (former) Kimbell Trust and Savings Bank Building, (former) Marquette Park 
State Bank Building, (former) Marshfield Trust and Savings Bank Building, (former) Sheridan 
Trust and Savings Bank Building and (former) Stock Yards National Bank Building, having 
had the same under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable 
Body Pass the proposed ordinance transmitted herewith. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) ANTHONY BEALE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Beale, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoirig 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to the procedures set forth in the Municipal Code of Chicago (the 
"Municipal Code"), §§2-120-130 through -690, the Commission on Chicago Landmarks (the 
"Commission") has determined that the following Eight Neighborhood Bank Buildings: the 
(former) Chicago City Bank and Trust Company Building, 815 West 63'" Street; the (former) 
Cosmopolitan State Bank Building, 801 North Clark Street; the (former) Hyde Park-Kenwood 
National Bank Building, 1525 East 53"̂  Street; the (Former) Kimbell Trust and Savings Bank 
Building, .3600 West Fullerton Avenue; the (former) Marquette Park State Bank 
Building, 6314 South Western Avenue; the (former) Marshfield Trust and Savings Bank 
Building, 3321 North Lincoln Avenue; the (former) Sheridan Trust and Savings Bank 
Building, 4753 North Broadway; and the (former) Stock Yards National Bank Building, 
4150 South Halsted Street (the "Eight Neighborhood Bank Buildings"), as more precisely 
described in Exhibit A, attached hereto and incorporated herein, each meet three (3) criteria 
for landmark designation as set forth in § 2-120-620(1), (4), and (6) of the Municipal Code; 
and 
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WHEREAS, Each of the Eight Neighborhood Bank Buildings individually meets at least 
three criteria for landmark designation as set forth in § 2-120-620(1), (4) and (6) of the 
Municipal Code; and 

WHEREAS, The Eight Neighborhood Bank Buildings have each played an important role 
in the economic and commercial development of Chicago's diverse neighborhoods in the 
early twentieth century by providing financial security and loans to Chicago residents and 
businesses; and 

WHEREAS, The Eight Neighborhood Bank Buildings each benefited from the growth of 
Chicago's neighborhoods, and reinvested in their respective communities with architecturally 
distinguished bank buildings; and 

WHEREAS, The Eight Neighborhood Bank Buildings each occupy prominent locations, at 
or near key intersections or on major commercial streets, exemplifying the importance of 
these financial institutions in Chicago's neighborhoods; and 

WHEREAS, The Eight Neighborhood Bank Buildings reflect a "golden age" of bank 
architecture in America after the Financial Panic of 1907 and before the Great Depression, 
and as such each of these buildings stand out from their surroundings in terms of their use 
of luxurious materials and "giant" classical-order design treatments, including two- to 
three-story tall columns, windows, and large-scale details; and 

WHEREAS, The (former) Cosmopolitan, the (former) Hyde Park-Kenwood, the (former) 
Kimbell, the (former) Marquette Park, the (former) Marshfield, and the (former) Sheridan bank 
buildings all convey a sense of permanence, security, and stability through the use of the 
Classical Revival-style of architecture, an important style of bank architecture from this 
period; and 

WHEREAS, The (former) Marquette Park State Bank Building features a "temple-front" 
facade with giant classical order columns, a high-style design treatment that was frequently 
used for bank buildings in America in the early-twentieth century; and 

WHEREAS, The (former) Cosmopolitan, the (former) Kimbell, the (former) Marshfield, and 
Hyde Park-Kenwood bank buildings feature an arcaded facade treatment with a series of 
giant round-arched openings flanked by classical pilasters, a common feature of Classical 
Revival-style bank buildings from the 1920s; and 

WHEREAS, The (former) Stock Yards National Bank Building is modeled after. 
Independence Hall (built 1732) in Philadelphia, and is an excellent surviving example ofthe 
Colonial Revival-style in Chicago; and 

WHEREAS, The (former) Chicago City Bank and Trust Company Building, with its 
streamlined limestone facade, geometric ornamental motifs, and set-back parapet, is a fine 
example of the Art-Deco style of architecture; and 
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WHEREAS, The (former) Hyde Park-Kenwood National Bank Building and the (former) 
Sheridan Trust and Savings Bank Building are important examples of neighborhood mid-rise 
"skyscrapers", a visually important building type in the development of Chicago's outlying 
business districts; and 

WHEREAS, The Eight Neighborhood Bank Buildings each feature exceptionally fine 
architectural design, craftsmanship, and ornate detailing in traditional materials, including 
stone, terra cotta, brick, and architectural metal; and 

WHEREAS, The (former) Chicago City Bank and Trust Company Building, the (former) 
Cosmopolitan State Bank Building, the (former) Hyde Park-Kenwood National Bank Building, 
the (former) Marquette Park State Bank Building, the (former) Sheridan Trust and Savings 
Bank Building, and the (former) Stock Yards National Bank Building retain their original 
banking halls, grand spaces with lavish ornamental details and finishes, and many retain 
original historic fixtures within the banking halls such as teller stations, check-writing desks, 
and light fixtures; and 

WHEREAS, The Eight Neighborhood Bank Buildings each express common architectural 
and historical themes relevant to the social, economic, and legal conditions which gave rise 
to banking and financial institutions in early twentieth century Chicago; and 

WHEREAS, Each of the Eight Neighborhood Bank Buildings retains more than sufficient 
physical integrity to express its "historic, community, architectural, or aesthetic interest or 
value" as required by § 2-120-630 ofthe Municipal Code, through its site, context, and overall 
design quality. Each building retains the majority of its historic materials, design, and 
detailing to convey its architectural and historic values; and 

WHEREAS, On July 10, 2008, the Commission adopted a resolution recommending to the 
City Council of the City of Chicago that each of the Eight Neighborhood Bank Buildings be 
designated as Chicago Landmarks; and 

WHEREAS, The Commission's recommendation to the City Council included additional 
guidelines to be used pursuant to § 2-120-740 of the Municipal Code governing the review 
of permit applications; and now, therefore. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The above recitals are expressly incorporated in and made a part of this 
ordinance as though fully set forth herein. 

SECTION 2. The Eight Neighborhood Bank Buildings are hereby designated as Chicago 
landmarks in accordance with § 2-120-700 of the Municipal Code. 

SECTION 3. The significant historical and architectural features ofthe Eight Neighborhood 
Bank Buildings are identified as follows: 
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(A) (Former) Chicago City Bank And Trust Company Bank Building. 

The significant historical and architectural features of the (former) Chicago City 
Bank and Trust Company Bank Building are identified as follows: 

all exterior elevations, including rooflines, of the original building; 

and the first-floor entrance vestibule, lobby and banking hall interior in its 
entirety as depicted and identified on Exhibit CCB-1, attached hereto and 
incorporated herein, and including but not limited to the lobby bronze 
elevator doors, bronze entrance gate and staircase leading from the first 
floor to the second floor; and the historic teller stations and check-writing 
stands in the banking hall. 

The two-story later addition (built circa 1931) attached to the west elevation of the 
building is specifically identified as being outside the property proposed for 
landmark designation and may be demolished. 

(B) (Former) Cosmopolitan State Bank Building. 

The significant historical and architectural features of the (former) Cosmopolitan 
State Bank Building are identified as follows: 

all exterior elevations, including rooflines, of the original 1920 building, 
including but not limited to the historic clock at the southwest corner and the 
historic metal gates at the Clark Street (west) entrance; 

the pair of carved-limestone eagle sculptures (including the original bases 
to the sculptures), which measure approximately seven point five (7.5) feet 
high by eight (8) feet wide by three (3) feet deep, were originally part of the 
original 1920 building's cornice, and are currently installed in the parking lot 
immediately north of the above-described property; and 

the first-floor entrance vestibule and banking hall interior in its entirety of the 
original 1920 building as depicted and identified on Exhibit CSB-1, attached 
hereto and incorporated herein, and including but not limited to the open 
mezzanine level. (No historic light fixtures or teller stations remain.) 

The northern addition to the building, constructed in 1996, and the drive-thru teller 
canopy to the north of this addition are explicitly identified as being outside the 
property proposed for landmark designation and may be demolished. 
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(C) (Former) Hyde Park-Kenwood National Bank Building. 

The significant historical and architectural features of the (former) Hyde 
Park-Kenwood National Bank Building are identified as follows: 

all exterior elevations, including rooflines, of the building; 

the first-floor entrance vestibule and lobby interior in its entirety as depicted 
and identified on Exhibit HPK-1, attached hereto and incorporated herein, 
and including but not limited to the two (2) stairs leading to the second-floor 
banking hall; and 

the second-floor banking hall interior in its entirety as depicted and identified 
on Exhibit HPK-2, attached hereto and incorporated herein, including the 
three (3) historic chandeliers, ornamental metal grilles, doors, and stair 
railings. (No historic teller stations or check-writing stands remain.) 

(D) (Former) Kimbell Trust And Savings Bank Building. 

The significant historical and architectural features ofthe (former) Kimbell Trust and 
Savings Bank Building are identified as follows: 

all exterior elevations, including rooflines, of the building. 

(E) (Former) Marquette Park State Bank Building. 

The significant historical and architectural features ofthe (former) Marquette Park 
State Bank Building are identified as follows: 

all exterior elevations, including rooflines, of the original building; and 

the first-floor entrance vestibule and banking hall interior in its entirety as 
depicted and identified on Exhibit MPSB-1, attached hereto and 
incorporated herein, and including but not limited to the open mezzanine 
level, skylight and historic teller stations and check-writing stands in the 
banking hall. 

The two-story recent addition attached to the south elevation of the original 1925 
building is specifically identified as being outside the property proposed for 
designation and may be demolished. 
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(F) (Former) Marshfield Trust And Savings Bank Building. 

The significant historical and architectural features of the (former) Marshfield Trust 
and Savings Bank Building are identified as follows: 

all exterior elevations, including rooflines, of the building. 

(G) (Former) Sheridan Trust And Savings Bank Building. 

The significant historical and architectural features of the (former) Sheridan Trust 
and Savings Bank Building are identified as follows: 

all exterior elevations, including rooflines, of the building; 

the first-floor building entrance vestibules on North Broadway and West 
Lawrence Avenue, the corridor connecting the two (2) vestibules, the 
elevator lobby, the staircase from the first floor to the basement, and the 
main staircase leading from the first floor to the banking hall, all in their 
entirety and as depicted and identified on Exhibit STSB-2, attached hereto 
and incorporated herein, and including the ornamental gate at the entrance 
to the second-floor banking hall; and 

the second-floor banking hall interior in its entirety as depicted and identified 
on Exhibit STSB-3, attached hereto and incorporated herein, including the 
open mezzanine level, railings and the historic teller stations and 
check-writing stands. 

The significant historical and architectural features ofthe (former) Sheridan Trust 
and Savings Bank Building explicitly do not include: 

the metal-panel fascia on the south and east elevations of the 2-story 
portion of the building, to the extent any portion is included within the 
property proposed for designation, is explicitly not included as part of the 
significant historical and architectural features and may be demolished. 

the drive-thru structure is explicitly outside the property proposed for 
landmark designation and may be demolished. 

the portions of the interior not identified above are explicitly not included as 
part of the significant historical and architectural features, and the non-load-
bearing portions thereof, may be demolished. 
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(H) (Former) Stock Yards National Bank Building. 

The significant historical and architectural features of the (former) Stock Yards 
National Bank Building are identified as follows: 

all exterior elevations, including rooflines, of the building. 

the first- and second-floor interiors of the building in their entirety. 

SECTION 4. For the purposes of § 2-120-740 ofthe Municipal Code governing the review 
of permit applications, the following additional guidelines shall also apply: 

(A) General Guidelines. For all of the Eight Neighborhood Bank Buildings, the 
"Definitions and Additional General Guidelines" in Exhibit C, attached hereto and 
incorporated herein, shall also apply; and 

(B) General Guidelines - Interior. For the (former) Chicago City Bank and Trust 
Company Building, the (former) Cosmopolitan State Bank Building, the (former) 
Hyde Park-Kenwood National Bank Building, the (former) Marquette Park State 
Bank Building, the (former) Sheridan Trust and Savings Bank Building and the 
(former) Stock Yards National Bank Building, being those six (6) bank buildings with 
significant historical and architectural features that include banking hall interiors, the 
"Definitions and Additional General Guidelines - Interior" in Exhibit D, attached 
hereto and incorporated herein, shall also apply; and 

(C) Specific Guidelines. As identified therein, each of the Eight Neighborhood Bank 
Buildings shall be governed by the "Definitions and Additional Specific Guidelines" 
in Exhibit E, attached hereto and incorporated herein, shall also apply. 

SECTION 5. The Commission is directed to comply with the provisions of § 2-120-720 
of the Municipal Code regarding notification of said designation. 

SECTION 6. The Commission is hereby directed to create suitable plaques appropriately 
identifying said landmarks and to affix the plaques on or near the properties designated as 
Chicago Landmarks in accordance with the provisions of § 2-120-700 ofthe Municipal Code. 

SECTION 7. If any provision of this ordinance shall be held to be invalid or unenforceable 
for any reason, the invalidity or unenforceability of such provision shall not affect the validity 
or enforceability of any of the other provisions of this ordinance. It is the legislative intent of 
the City Council that this Ordinance Designating Eight Neighborhood Bank Buildings as 
Chicago Landmarks would have been adopted had such invalid or unenforceable provision 
not been included in the ordinance. 
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SECTION 8. This ordinance shall take effect upon its passage and approval. 

[Exhibits "CCB-1", "CSB-1", "HPK-1", "HPK-2", "MPSB-1", "STSB-2" 
and "STSB-3" referred to in this ordinance printed 
on pages 39945 through 39953 of this Journal.] 

Exhibits "A", "C", "D" and "E" referred to in this ordinance read as follows: 

Exhibit "A". 

Eight Neighborhood Bank Buildings. 

Property Descriptions. 

(Former) Chicago City Bank And Trust Company Building. 

Legal Description: 

Lot 1 in Block 1 in the Lucy M. Green Addition to Chicago, a subdivision ofthe northeast 
quarter of the northeast quarter of Section 20, Township 38 North, Range 14, lying East 
of the Third Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 

Permanent Index Number: 

20-20-207-002. 

Address Commonly Known As: 

815 West 63^''Street. 

(Former) Cosmopolitan State Bank Building. 

Legal Description:, 

Lot 9 in Block 2 in Bushnell's Addition to Chicago, a subdivision of the east half of the 
southeast quarter of Section 4, Township 39 North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal 
Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 
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Permanent Index Number: 

17-04-449-015. 

Address Commonly Known As: 

801 North Clark Street. 

(Former) Hyde Park-Kenwood National Bank Building. 

Legal Description: 

Lot 1, Lot 2 (except the south 15 feet thereof), the east 25 feet of Lot 17 (except the south 
15 feet thereof) and the east 25 feet of Lot 18 in Block 31 in Hyde Park in the east half 
of the southeast quarter of Section 11, Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the Third 
Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 

Permanent Index Number: 

20-11-418-005. 

Address Commonly Known As: 

1525 East 53^''Street. 

(Former) Kimbell Trust And Savings Bank Building. 

Legal Description: 

Lots 18 to 20, inclusive, in Schulte's Subdivision of the east half of Lot 15 of Kimbell's 
Subdivision of the east half of the southwest quarter and the west half of the southeast 
quarter of Section 26, Township 40 North, Range 13, East of the Third Principal Meridian, 
(except the 25 acres in the northeast corner) in Cook County, Illinois. 

Permanent Index Number: 

13-26-330-040. 
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Address Commonly Known As: 

3600 West Fullerton Avenue. 

(Former) Marquette Park State Bank Building. 

Legal Description: 

Lots 42 and 43, inclusive, in Block 9 inCobe and McKinnon's 63''' Street Subdivision of 
the southeast quarter of the southeast quarter of Section 13, and the northeast quarter 
of the northeast quarter of Section 24, Township 38 North, Range 13, East of the Third 
Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 

Permanent Index Number: 

19-24-207-021. 

Address Commonly Known As: 

6314 South Western Avenue. 

(Former) Marshfield Trust And Savings Bank Building. 

Legal Description: 

Lots 1, 2 and 3 in Block 9 in Thomas' Subdivision of Blocks 8 and 9 in L. Turner's 
Subdivision of the northeast quarter of the east half of the southeast quarter of 
Section 19, Township 40 North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian, in Cook 
County, Illinois. 

Permanent Index Numbers: 

14-19-425-021-1001 through 14-19-425-021-1017. 

Address Commonly Known As: 

3321 North Lincoln Avenue. 
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(Former) Sheridan Trust And Savings Bank Building. 

Legal Description: 

Lots 20 to 28, both inclusive, in the resubdivision of Lots 206 to 227, both inclusive, and 
the vacated alley adjoining said lots, in the William Deering Surrenden Subdivision ofthe 
west half of the northeast quarter of Section 17, Township 40 North, Range 14, East of 
the Third Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 

Permanent Index Numbers: 

14-17-200-001 and 

14-17-200-002. 

Address Commonly Known As: 

4753 North Broadway. 

(Former) Stock Yards National Bank Building. 

Legal Description: 

The west 193.33 feet of the east 233.33 feet of the north 73 feet of the south 3,664.43 
feet of the east half of Section 5, Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the Third 
Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 

Permanent Index Number: 

20-05-200-081. 

Address Commonly Known As: 

4150 South Halsted Street. 

Exhibit "C". 

Definitions And Additional General Guidelines. 

For the purposes of § 2-120-740 of the Municipal Code governing the review of permit 
applications, the following "Definitions and Additional General Guidelines" shall also apply to 
all ofthe Eight Neighborhood Bank Buildings: 
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Primary elevations are typically the main facades or other portions of the building that 
face a street or open space, or are othen/vise prominently visible, and possess architectural 
design or expression, composition, structural expression, workmanship, materials and/or 
features significant to the historic character of the property. Secondary elevations are 
typically the side or rear facades or other portions of the building less prominently visible 
and that possess architectural design or expression, composition, workmanship, materials 
and/or features of lesser significance to preserving the historic character of the property. 

Secondary elevations are typically less architecturally ornate or detailed. Some buildings, 
however, due to their visibility, lack of hierarchy in the architectural treatment of facades, 
and/or architectural or historical significance may be considered to have only primary 
elevations and no secondary elevations. Some secondary elevations may also have 
finished "returns", i.e., decorative features and wall materials at the corners ofthe building 
which are continuations of features from, and typically at a right angle to, the primary, 
elevations. 

The rooflines of the building are integral components of the building's elevations. 
Rooflines are considered to be the portions of the roof and all existing or proposed rooftop 
additions, appurtenances, equipment, and other features, or attachments thereto, in public 
view. Public view may be considered to be from such locations as streets, sidewalks, 
parking lots, and parks and open spaces, but not from public or private alleys. 

Landmark designation does not mean that the entire building is frozen in time or that no 
change can be made without compromising its historical significance. It also does not mean 
that each portion of the historic building is equally significant and must be retained intact 
and without change. The Commission has adopted standards, criteria and guidelines to 
guide the review of proposed work to ensure that the historic character of the building is 
preserved long-term, while allowing reasonable change to meet continuing and new needs. 

In general, character-defining historic features ofthe building should be maintained rather 
than repaired, repaired rather than replaced, and replaced in kind rather than redesigned; 
and all but minor changes affecting the historic character of primary elevations and any 
designated interiors should be avoided. 

The Commission may, however, approve more significant changes as well as new 
additions to secondary elevations of the building on a case-by-case basis, depending on 
the relative visibility and impact ofthe changes on its historic character, e.g., relative to the 
architectural design, expression or composition, structural expression, fenestration and 
fenestration pattern, past changes and alterations, proximity to the primary elevations or 
any finished returns, materials, workmanship, and decorative or other features significant 
to the historic character of the property. On secondary elevations, changes to major 
decorative or ornamental features should generally be avoided, although still may be 
permissible depending on the relative visibility ofthe changes, their impact on the building's 
historic character and reasonableness to meet continuing and new needs. 
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Exhibit "D". 

Definitions And Additional General Guidelines - Interior. 

For the purposes of § 2-120-740 of the Municipal Code governing the review of permit 
applications, the following "Definitions and Additional General Guidelines - Interior" shall also 
apply to the six (6) bank buildings with significant historical and architectural features that 
include banking hall interiors: 

To the extent the significant features ofthe building include the banking hall interior, the 
features significant to its historic character include the architectural design, expression and 
composition, structural expression, and fenestration and fenestration pattern ofthe banking 
hall; the overall spatial volume and configuration of the banking hall; the walls, floors and 
ceilings, relative to ornamentation, detailing, materials, finishes, and workmanship; any 
historic built-in fixtures, to the extent any remain. 

The Commission's review of work proposed within the banking hall should ensure that the 
historic character ofthe building is preserved long-term, while allowing reasonable change 
and flexibility to meet continuing and new needs, whether related to the continued use or 
modernization ofthe banking hall for banking purposes or in converting the banking hall to 
another use should it cease to be used for banking purposes. 

The Commission will approve the removal or relocation of historic teller stations (which 
include the counters as well as any cages or grilles, to the extent such remain) and 
check-writing stands, to the extent any remain and are included as part of the significant 
features, if these fixtures restrict either (i) the continued use or modernization of the 
banking hall for banking purposes or (ii) the ability to reuse the space if the banking hall 
ceases to be used for banking purposes and is to be converted to another use, provided 
that at least a one-teller-station representative section and one check-writing stand (the 
"representative banking fixtures") are retained. These representative banking fixtures are 
preferred to be retained within the banking hall; subject to the review and approval of the 
Commission, however, (i) the banking fixtures may be relocated, including to another, 
preferably publicly accessible, location in the building; and (ii) the retained representative 
section of the teller station may be modified or altered in order to accommodate its 
relocation. Only the front, public-facing finished portion of the historic teller stations need 
be retained; the back-of-house portions ofthe teller counters may be modernized, modified 
or removed without limitation. 

Non-historic teller stations, non-historic check-writing stands and other non-historic 
fixtures within the banking hall, may be modified, removed or replaced without limitation 
except consideration shall be given to the (i) reversibility and minimization of potential 
damage caused by attachment of the fixtures to historic features, materials and finishes 
and (ii) the height, location and transparency of the replaced or modified fixtures in order 
to maintain the overall spatial volume, configuration anci views of the historic features of the 
banking hall; or as othenA/ise permitted by the Commission. 
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The Commission may approve new office or other partitions within the banking hall on a 
case-by-case basis depending on the impact ofthe changes on its historic character, e.g., 
relative to the architectural design, expression and composition, fenestration pattern, and 
structural expression; reversibility and minimization of damage caijsed by attachment to 
historic features, materials and finishes; and visibility and transparency within the space, 
including views of specific historic features, fenestration and historic fixtures. 

Exhibit "E". 

Definitions And Additional Specific Guidelines. 

For the purposes of § 2-120-740 of the Municipal Code governing the review of permit 
applications, the following "Definitions and Additional Specific Guidelines" shall also apply to 
each of the Eight Neighborhood Bank Buildings as identified herein: 

(A) (Former) Chicago City Bank And Trust Company Bank Building: 

the primary elevation is the 63''̂  Street (north) elevation of the building,: 
including rooflines; and 

the secondary elevations are the east, west and south (rear) elevations of 
the building, including rooflines. 

The major decorative and ornamental features of the secondary elevations are: 

the finished returns on the attic story of the east and west elevations of the 
original building, to the extent and degree to which such features are visible 
and not obstructed from public view, although the finished returns may be 
obstructed from public view, e.g., due to future new additions or new 
construction on adjacent sites; and 

the arched windows on the east elevation opening into the banking hall. 

On secondary elevations of the building depending on the actual scope, design 
and details of proposed changes, subject to the review of the Commission and 
excepting work to major decorative and ornamental features, the Commission may 
approve new window openings, entrances, balconies and new additions. 

The foregoing is not intended to limit the Commission's discretion to approve other 
changes. 
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(B) (Former) Cosmopolitan State Bank Building: 

The primary elevations are the Clark Street (west), Chicago Avenue (south), 
and east elevation of the original 1920 building, including rooflines. 

The pair of carved-limestone eagle sculptures, currently in the parking lot 
immediately north of the original 1920 building and 1996 addition, near the 
drive-thru, may be relocated in the future, subject to the review and approval of the 
Commission on Chicago Landmarks. 

The foregoing is not intended to limit the Commission's discretion to approve other 
changes. 

(C) (Former) Hyde Park-Kenwood National Bank Building: 

- - the primary elevations are the 53''' Street (north) and the Lake Park Avenue 
(east) elevations of the building, including rooflines; and 

the secondary elevations are the west and south (rear) elevations of the 
building, including rooflines. 

The major decorative and ornamental features of the secondary elevations are: 

the west and south elevations of the double-height attic story at the top of 
the building, including the hipped roof, pilasters, friezes and other 
ornamentation, limestone cladding, and arched windows, to the extent and 
degree to which such features are visible and not obstructed from public 
view (e.g., due to future new additions or new construction on adjacent 
sites); 

the finished returns on the east wing of the south elevation, which includes 
the projecting cornice and balustrade immediately below the attic story, 
second floor window architrave, belt and string courses, quoins and other 
ornamentation, and, to a lesser degree, masonry cladding materials, 
fenestration, and fenestration pattern, to the extent and degree to which 
such features are visible and not obstructed from public view (e.g., due to 
future new additions or new construction on adjacent sites); and 

the seven (7) second floor arched windows on the south elevation opening 
into the banking hall. 
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Other than the preceding major decorative and ornamental features, the historic 
character ofthe two (2) secondary elevations are chiefly characterized by an overall 
regular structural expression and fenestration pattern of punched window openings, 
the use of double-hung windows, the organization ofthe south elevation with a base 
above which the middle portion of the building is set back and flanked by (2) two 
projecting wings (the "light well"), little to no architectural detailing, and an overall 
regular pattern to the use of limestone and brick masonry cladding. 

On the two (2) secondary elevations of the building depending on the actual 
scope, design and details of proposed changes, subject to the review of the 
Commission and generally excepting work to major decorative and ornamental 
features, the Commission may approve changes to window opening sizes, the use 
of one-over-one double-hung windows, new doors and entrances, changes to 
masonry cladding, and, within the light well, balconies, new additions, and third-floor 
rooftop mechanical equipment. The foregoing is not intended to limit the 
Commission's discretion to approve other changes. 

(D) (Former) Kimbell Trust And Savings Bank Building: 

the primary elevations are the Fullerton Avenue (south) and the Central Park 
Avenue (east) elevations ofthe building, including rooflines; and 

the secondary elevations are the west and north (rear) elevations of the 
building, including rooflines. 

There are no major decorative and ornamental features on the secondary 
elevations. On secondary elevations of the building depending on the actual scope, 
design and details of proposed changes, subject to the review of the Commission 
and excepting work to major decorative and ornamental features, the Commission 
may approve new window openings, entrances, balconies and new additions, 
including if such additions remove or obscure the finished returns. The foregoing 
is not intended to limit the Commission's discretion to approve other changes. 

(E) (Former) Marquette Park State Bank Building: 

the primary elevation is the Western Avenue (east) elevation of the building, 
including rooflines; and 

the secondary elevations are the north, south and west (rear) elevations of 
the building, including rooflines. 
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The major decorative and ornamental features of the secondary elevations are: 

the finished return on the north elevation and finished return at the attic story 
ofthe south elevation ofthe building, to the extent and degree to which such 
features are visible and not obstructed from public view, although the 
finished returns may be obstructed from public view, e.g., due to future new 
additions or new construction on adjacent sites. 

On secondary elevations of the building depending on the actual scope, design 
and details of proposed changes, subject to the review of the Commission and 
excepting work to major decorative and ornamental features, the Commission may 
approve new window openings, entrances, balconies and new additions, including 
if such additions remove or obscure the finished returns. 

Subject to the review and approval of the Commission, within the banking hall 
interior non-historic features and elements may be modified or removed. 

The foregoing is not intended to limit the Commission's discretion to approve other 
changes. 

(F) (Former) Marshfield Trust And Savings Bank Building: 

the primary elevations are the Lincoln Avenue (west) and the Marshfield 
Avenue (east) elevations ofthe building, including rooflines; and 

the secondary elevations are the north (rear) elevation of the building, 
including rooflines. 

There are no major decorative and ornamental features on the secondary 
elevations. On secondary elevations of the building depending on the actual scope, 
design and details of proposed changes, subject to the review of the Commission 
and excepting work to major decorative and ornamental features, the Commission 
may approve new window openings, entrances, balconies and new additions, 
including if such additions remove or obscure the finished returns. 

The foregoing is not intended to limit the Commission's discretion to approve other 
changes. 

(G) (Former) Sheridan Trust And Savings Bank Building: 

the primary elevations are the Broadway (west) and Lawrence (north) 
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elevations and the finished portions of the Clifton Avenue (east) elevation 
ofthe building, all including rooflines; and 

the secondary elevations are the south elevation of the twelve-story, 
four-story and two-story portions of the building and the unfinished east 
elevation (within the light well) ofthe twelve-story portion ofthe building, all 
including rooflines. 

The major decorative and ornamental features of the secondary elevations are: 

the finished returns on the south elevations of the twelve-story and 
four-story portions of the building, to the extent and degree to which such 
features are visible and not obstructed from public view, although the 
finished returns may be obstructed from public view, e.g., due to future new 
additions or new construction on adjacent sites. 

Other than the preceding major decorative and ornamental features, the character 
of the secondary elevations is: (i) for the portion within the light well of the 
twelve-story building, an overall regular structural expression and fenestration 
pattern of punched window openings, the use of double-hung windows, virtually no 
architectural detailing, and the use of common-brick masonry cladding; and (ii) for 
the remaining portion ofthe twelve-story building, a blank common-brick masonry 
wall. 

On secondary elevations ofthe building depending on the actual scope, design 
and details of proposed changes, subject to the review of the Commission and 
generally excepting work to major decorative and ornamental features, the 
Commission may approve changes to window opening sizes, the use of 
one-over-one double-hung windows, new entrances, new window openings, 
changes to masonry cladding, balconies, new additions, and rooftop mechanical 
equipment, or work of similar nature or character. The foregoing is not intended to 
limit the Commission's discretion to allow or approve other changes. 

(H) (Former) Stock Yards National Bank Building: 

the primary elevations are the Exchange Avenue (south), the Halsted Street 
(east). Root Street (north), and the west elevations ofthe building, including 
rooflines; and 

there are no secondary elevations. 
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Exhibit "CCB-1". 

(Former) Chicago City Bank And 
Trust Company Building. 
(815 West 63''' Street) 

Significant Historical And Architectural Features. 
(First Floor Plan) 
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Exhibit "CSB-1". 

(Former) Cosmopolitan State Bank Building 
(801 North Clark Street) 

Significant Historical And Architectural Features. 
(First Floor Banking Hall) 
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Exhibit "HPK-1". 

(Former) Hyde Park-Kenwood National Bank Building. 
(1525 East 53'" Street) 

Significant Historical And Architectural Features. 
(Ground Floor Level) 
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Exhibit "HPK-2". 

(Former) Hyde Park-Kenwood National Bank Building. 
(1525 East 53'" Street) 

Significant Historical And Architectural Features. 
(Second Floor Banking Hall) 
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Exhibit "MPSB-1". 

(Former) Marquette Park State Bank Building. 
(6314 South Western Avenue) 

Significant Historical And Architectural Features. 
(First Floor Banking Hall) 
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Exhibit "MPSB-1". 

(Former) Marquette Park State Bank Building. 
(6314 South Western Avenue) 

Significant Historical And Architectural Features. 
(Mezzanine Level) 
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Exhibit "STSB-2". 

(Former) Sheridan Trust And Savings 
Bank Building. 

(4753 North Broadway) 

Significant Historical And Architectural Features. 
(First Floor) 

First Floor 
N 

\ ' Significant Historical and 
Architectural Features 

Lawrence Avenue 
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Exhibit "STSB-3" 

(Former) Sheridan Trust And Savings 
Bank Building. 

(4753 North Broadway) 

Significant Historical And Architectural Features. 
(Second Floor Banking Hall) 

Second Floor Banking Hall 
N 

\ ^^ 
\ 

Significant Historical and 
Architectural Features 

Lawrence Avenue 
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Exhibit "STSB-3". 

(Former) Sheridan Trust And Savings 
Bank Building. 

(4753 North Broadway) 

Significant Historical And Architectural Features. 
(Mezzanine Level - Banking Hall) 

Mezzanine Level - Banking Hall 

Significant Historical and 
Architectural Features 

N 

• \ . . - v 

Lawrence Avenue 
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ACCEPTANCE OF RECOMMENDATION BY COMMISSION ON CHICAGO 
LANDMARKS FOR DEMOLITION OF NON-CONTRIBUTING 

BUILDING AT 2944 - 2952 WEST ARMITAGE AVENUE. 

The Committee on Historical Landmark Preservation submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Historical Landmark Preservation held its meeting on October 6, 2008 
to consider an order recommending approval of the proposed demolition of 2944 - 2952 
West Armitage Avenue, a non-contributing building in a landmark district, having had the 
same under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body 
Pass the proposed order transmitted herewith. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) ANTHONY BEALE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Beale, the said proposed order transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said order as passed: 

It Is Hereby Ordered by the City Council of the City of Chicago, That in accordance 
with Section 2-120-825 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, that the recommendation of the 
Commission on Chicago Landmarks (the "Commission") for the approval of a proposed 
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demolition of the one-story commercial building located at 2944 - 2952 West Armitage 
Avenue, a noncontributing building in the Logan Square Boulevards District, be accepted. 
The Commission's decision approving the proposed demolition is attached hereto as 
Exhibit A. 

This order shall be in full force and effect upon its passage and approval and is valid for 
two (2) years thereafter. . 

Exhibit "A" referred to in this order reads as follows: 

Exhibit "A". 

City Of Chicago 
Commission On Chicago Landmarks. 

August 7, 2008. 

Recommendation To The City Council To Approve 
A Proposed Demolition Of A 

Non-Contributing Building In A Proposed Chicago Landmark District. 

Pursuant to Section 2-120-825 of the Municipal Code governing review of permits for the 
demolition of forty percent (40%) or more of any building or structure either designated as a 
"Chicago Landmark" or located in any district designated as a "Chicago Landmark", the 
Commission on Chicago Landmarks (the "Commission") has reviewed a proposed demolition 
of: 

one-story commercial building (built c.1980) located at 2944 - 2952 West Armitage 
Avenue (the "Property") within the Logan Square Boulevards District, a Chicago 
Landmark designated by the Commission on November 1,2005 (the "Landmark District"); 
and 

Whereas the significant historical or architectural features identified in the landmarks 
designation report for the proposed Landmark District are all exterior elevations, including 
rooflines, visible from the public rights-of-way. 

The Commission On Chicago Landmarks Hereby: 

1. finds, in accordance with the criteria for review of demolitions in landmark districts 
established in Article IV of the Commission's Rules and Regulations, that the 
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Property is non-contributing to the character of the Logan Square Boulevards 
District, and its demolition will not have a negative effect on the character of the 
proposed Landmark District; 

2. therefore finds, in accordance with Section 2-120-770 of the Municipal Code, that 
the demolition of the Property will not adversely affect any significant historical or 
architectural features of the proposed Landmark District, and that the demolition is 
in accordance with the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for the Rehabilitation 
of Historic Buildings; 

3. recommends, in accordance with Section 2-120-825, that the Chicago City Council 
and its Committee on Historical Landmarks Preservation accept the Commission's 
approval of the proposed demolition of the Property. 

The above recommendation was passed unanimously (7-0). 

(Signed) For David R. Mosena 
Chairman 

Dated: August 7. 2008 

AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS, FREE OF CHARGE, 
FOR LANDMARK PROPERTIES AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS. 

The Committee on Historical Landmark Preservation submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Historical Landmark Preservation held its meeting on October 6, 2008 
to consider the following permit fee waivers for 1480 North Milwaukee Avenue "Property" 
(Milwaukee Avenue District), 11323 South St. Lawrence Avenue "Property" (Pullman District), 
11325 South St. Lawrence Avenue "Property" (Pullman District), 441 West Surf Street 
"Property" (Surf-Pine Grove District), 9 North Wabash Avenue "Property" (Jewelers Row 
District) and 1034 East 49'" Street "Property" (Kenwood District), and having had the same 
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under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the 
proposed orders transmitted herewith. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) ANTHONY BEALE, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Beale, the said proposed orders transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report were Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, Daley, 
Tunriey, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays — None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following are said orders as passed (the italic heading in each case not being a part of 
the order): 

1480 North Milwaukee Avenue. 

WHEREAS, Section 2-120-815 of the Municipal Code provides that the Chicago City 
Council may, by passage of an appropriate order, waive any fees charged by the city for any 
permit for which approval of the Commission on Chicago Landmarks (the "Commission") is 
required, in accordance with Chapter 2-120 of the Municipal Code; and 

WHEREAS, The permits identified below require Commission approval, in accordance with 
Section 2-120-740 of the Municipal Code; now, therefore, 

It Is Hereby Ordered by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The foregoing recitals are hereby adopted as the findings of the City Council. 

SECTION 2. The Executive Director of the Department of Construction and Permits, the 
Commissioners of the Departments of Environment and Fire, the Director of the Department 
of Revenue and the Zoning Administrator are hereby directed to issue those permits for 
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which approval of the Commission on Chicago Landmarks is required pursuant to 
Chapter 2-120 of the Municipal Code, free of charge, notwithstanding any other ordinances 
of the City Council to the contrary, for the property at: 

Address: 1480 North Milwaukee Avenue ("Property") 

District/Building: Milwaukee Avenue District] 

for work generally described as: 

new construction of a one story commercial building 

by: 

Owner: Lipe Property Company 

Owner's Address: 1850 North Milwaukee Avenue 

City, State, Zip: Chicago, Illinois 60647 

SECTION 3. The fee waiver authorized by this order shall be effective from June 1, 2008 
through September 30, 2009 and shall not apply to additional developer service fees, 
stop-work order fees or any fines. 

SECTION 4. That the permit purchaser for the Property shall be entitled to a refund of city 
fees for which it has paid and which are exempt pursuant to Section 1 hereof. 

SECTION 5. This order shall be in force and effect upon its passage. 

11323 South Si. Lawrence Avenue. 

WHEREAS, Section 2-120-815 of the Municipal Code provides that the Chicago City 
Council may, by passage of an appropriate order, waive any fees charged by the city for any 
permit for which approval of the Commission on Chicago Landmarks (the "Commission") is 
required, in accordance with Chapter 2-120 ofthe Municipal Code; and 
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WHEREAS, The permits identified below require Commission approval, in accordance with 
Section 2-120-740 of the Municipal Code; now, therefore. 

It Is Hereby Ordered by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The foregoing recitals are hereby adopted as the findings of the City Council. 

SECTION 2. The Executive Director ofthe Department of Construction and Permits, the 
Commissioners of the Departments of Environment and Fire, the Director of the Department 
of Revenue and the Zoning Administrator are hereby directed to issue those permits for 
which approval of the Commission on Chicago Landmarks is required pursuant to 
Chapter 2-120 of the Municipal Code, free of charge, notwithstanding any other ordinances 
of the City Council to the contrary, for the property at: 

Address: 11323 South St. Lawrence Avenue 
("Property") 

District/Building: Pullman District 

for work generally described as: 

removal and replacement of the existing front porch and steps 

by: 

Owner: William and Jeanne Atkinson 

Owner's Address: 414 East Clark Street 

City, State, Zip: Crown Point, Indiana 46307 

SECTION 3. The fee waiver authorized by this order shall be effective from 
October 1, 2008 through April 1, 2010, and shall not apply to additional develcjper service 
fees, stop-work order fees or any fines. 

SECTION 4. That the permit purchaser for the Property shall be entitled to a refund of city 
fees for which it has paid and which are exempt pursuant to Section 1 hereof. 

SECTION 5. This order shall be in force and effect upon its passage. 
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11325 South St. Lawrence Avenue. 

WHEREAS, Section 2-120-815 of the Municipal Code provides that the Chicago City 
Council may, by passage of an appropriate order, waive any fees charged by the city for any 
permit for which approval of the Commission on Chicago Landmarks (the "Commission") is 
required, in accordance with Chapter 2-120 of the Municipal Code; and 

WHEREAS, The permits identified below require Commission approval, in accordance with 
Section 2-120-740 ofthe Municipal Code; now, therefore. 

It Is Hereby Ordered by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The foregoing recitals are hereby adopted as the findings of the City Council. 

SECTION 2. The Executive Director of the Department of Construction and Permits, the 
Commissioners ofthe Departments of Environment and Fire, the Director of the Department 
of Revenue and the Zoning Administrator are hereby directed to issue those permits for 
which approval of the Commission on Chicago Landmarks is required pursuant to 
Chapter 2-120 of the Municipal Code, free of charge, notwithstanding any other ordinances 
of the City Council to the contrary, for the property at: 

Address: 11325 South St. Lawrence Avenue 
("Property") 

District/Building: Pullman District 

for work generally described as: 

removal and replacement of the existing front porch and steps 

by: 

Owner: Dustin Rigsby 

Owner's Address: 11325 South St. Lawrence Avenue 

City, State, Zip: Chicago, Illinois 60628 

SECTION 3. The fee waiver authorized by this order shall be effective from 
October 1, 2008 through April 1, 2010 and shall not apply to additional developer service 
fees, stop-work order fees or any fines. 
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SECTION 4. That the permit purchaser for the Property shall be entitled to a refund of city 
fees for which it has paid and which are exempt pursuant to Section 1 hereof. 

SECTION 5. This order shall be in force and effect upon its passage. 

441 ]/\/est Surf Street. 

WHEREAS, Section 2-120-815 of the Municipal Code provides that the Chicago City 
Council may, by passage of an appropriate order, waive any fees charged by the city for any 
permit for which approval of the Commission on Chicago Landmarks (the "Commission") is 
required, in accordance with Chapter 2-120 of the Municipal Code; and 

WHEREAS, The permits identified below require Commission approval, in accordance with 
Section 2-120-740 ofthe Municipal Code; now, therefore. 

It Is Hereby Ordered by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The foregoing recitals are hereby adopted as the findings of the City Council. 

SECTION 2. The Executive Director of the Department of Construction and Permits, the 
Commissioners of the Departments of Environment and Fire, the Director of the Department 
of Revenue and the Zoning Administrator are hereby directed to issue those permits for 
which approval of the Commission on Chicago Landmarks is required pursuant to 
Chapter 2-120 of the Municipal Code, free of charge, notwithstanding any other ordinances 
of the City Council to the contrary, for the property at: 

Address: 441 West Surf Street ("Property") 

District/Building: Surf-Pine Grove District 

for work generally described as: 

renovation and new rear addition to an existing historic three (3) unit residential building 
into a four (4) unit condominium development also to include the demolition of the rear 
coach house 
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by: 

Owner: NICCLARE, L.L.C. 

Owner's Address: 1615 Hunters Glen Court 

City, State, Zip: Wheaton, Illinois 60187 

SECTION 3. The fee waiver authorized by this order shall be effective from April 1, 2008 
through December 31, 2009 and shall not apply to additional developer service fees, 
stop-work order fees or any fines. 

SECTION 4. That the permit purchaser for the Property shall be entitled to a refund of city 
fees for which it has paid and which are exempt pursuant to Section 1 hereof. 

SECTION 5. This order shall be in force and effect upon its passage. 

9 North Wabash Avenue. 

WHEREAS, Section 2-120-815 of the Municipal Code provides that the Chicago City 
Council may, by passage of an appropriate order, waive any fees charged by the city for any 
permit for which approval of the Commission on Chicago Landmarks (the "Commission") is 
required, in accordance with Chapter 2-120 of the Municipal Code; and 

WHEREAS, The permits identified below require Commission approval, in accordance with 
Section 2-120-740 ofthe Municipal Code; now, therefore, 

It Is Hereby Ordered by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The foregoing recitals are hereby adopted as the findings ofthe City Council. 

SECTION 2. The Executive Director of the Department of Construction and Permits, the 
Commissioners of the Departments of Environment and Fire, the Director of the Department 
of Revenue and the Zoning Administrator are hereby directed to issue those permits for 
which approval of the Commission on Chicago Landmarks is required pursuant to 
Chapter 2-120 of the Municipal Code, free of charge, notwithstanding any other ordinances 
of the City Council to the contrary, for the property at: 
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Address: 9 North Wabash Avenue ("Property") 

District/Building: Jewelers Row District 

for work generally described as: 

remodeling of an exiting historic office building to include the updating of electrical and 
plumbing systems, replacement of windows and doors and the cleaning of the building 
facade 

by: 

Owner: Development and Option Unlimited Company 

Owner's Address: 9 North Wabash Avenue 

City, State, Zip: Chicago, Illinois 60602 

SECTION 3. The fee waiver authorized by this order shall be effective from 
September 1, 2008 through September 1, 2011 and shall not apply to additional developer 
service fees, stop-work order fees or any fines.. 

SECTION 4. That the permit purchaser for the Property shall be entitled to a refund of city 
fees for which it has paid and which are exempt pursuant to Section 1 hereof. 

SECTION 5. This order shall be in force and effect upon its passage. 

1034 East 49" Street 

WHEREAS, Section 2-120-815 of the Municipal Code provides that the Chicago City 
Council may, by passage of an appropriate order, waive any fees charged by the city for any 
permit for which approval of the Commission on Chicago Landmarks (the "Commission") is 
required, in accordance with Chapter 2-120 of the Municipal Code; and 
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WHEREAS, The permits identified below require Commission approval, in accordance with 
Section 2-120-740 ofthe Municipal Code; now, therefore, 

It Is Hereby Ordered by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The foregoing recitals are hereby adopted as the findings ofthe City Council. 

SECTION 2. The Executive Director of the Department of Construction and Permits, the 
Commissioners ofthe Departments of Environment and Fire, the Director ofthe Department 
of Revenue and the Zoning Administrator are hereby directed to issue those permits for 
which approval of the Commission on Chicago Landmarks is required pursuant to 
Chapter 2-120 ofthe Municipal Code, free of charge, notwithstanding any other ordinances 
of the City Council to the contrary, for the property at: 

Address: 1034 East 49* Street ("Property") 

District/Building: Kenwood District 

for work generally described as: 

exterior restoration and interior remodeling of an existing historic residential building and 
a new two-story rear addition 

by: 

Owner: Jason C. Liu and Helen S. Te 

Owner's Address: 1034 East 49'*" Street 

City, State, Zip: Chicago, Illinois 60615 

SECTION 3. The fee waiver authorized by this order shall be effective from 
August 1, 2008 through August 1, 2009 and shall not apply to additional developer service 
fees, stop-work order fees or any fines. 

SECTION 4. That the permit purchaser for the Property shall be entitled to a refund of city 
fees for which it has paid and which are exempt pursuant to Section 1 hereof. 

SECTION 5. This order shall be in force and effect upon its passage. 
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COMMITTEE ON HOUSING AND REAL ESTATE. 

APPOINTMENT OF MR. RONALD S. SAK AS MEMBER 
OF NORTHWEST HOME EQUITY COMMISSION. 

The Committee on Housing and Real Estate submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Housing and Real Estate, to which was referred a communication by 
the Honorable Richard M. Daley, Mayor, appointing Ronald S. Sak as a member of the 
Northwest Home Equity Commission, to a term effective immediately and expiring 
June 28, 2011, to succeed Katherine M. McAra, whose term has expired, having the same 
under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Approve 
the proposed appointment transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a vote of the members of the Committee 
present, with no dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) RAY SUAREZ, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Suarez, the committee's recommendation was Concurred In and the 
said proposed appointment of Mr. Ronald S. Sak as a member of the Northwest Home Equity 
Commission was Approved by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Mulioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 
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Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

ACCEPTANCE OF BID FOR PURCHASE OF CITY-OWNED PROPERTY 
AT 2029 WEST 70^" PLACE IN ACCORDANCE WITH ADJACENT 

NEIGHBORS LAND ACQUISITION PROGRAM. 

The Committee on Housing and Real Estate submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Housing and Real Estate, to which was referred an ordinance by the 
Department of Planning and Development authorizing the sale of city-owned property at 2029 
West 70* Place, having the same under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend 
that Your Honorable Body Pass the proposed ordinance transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a vote of the members of the Committee 
present, with no dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) RAY SUAREZ, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Suarez, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays — None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 
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The following is said ordinance as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The City of Chicago ("City") hereby accepts the bid to purchase the vacant 
parcel of property ("Parcel") identified on Exhibit A attached hereto, pursuant to the terms of 
the Adjacent Neighbors Land Acquisition Program ("Program") established pursuant to 
Chapter 2-159-010 of the Municipal Code of the City. 

SECTION 2. The Mayor or his proxy is authorized to execute, and the City Clerk or Deputy 
City Clerk is authorized to attest, a quitclaim deed conveying the Parcel to the successful 
bidder ("Bidder") identified on Exhibit A for the purchase price of Seven Hundred Eight and 
05/100 Dollars ($708.05). The conveyance shall be subject to all terms, conditions, 
covenants and restrictions of the Program. 

SECTION 3. The Bidder acknowledges that if the Bidder develops the Parcel with a 
residential housing project, as defined under and that is subject to Section 2-44-090 of the 
Municipal Code of the City (the "Affordable Requirements Ordinance"), the Bidder and such 
project shall be obligated to comply with the Affordable Requirements Ordinance. 

SECTION 4. This ordinance shall take effect and be in full force from the date of its 
passage and approval. 

Exhibit "A" referred to in this ordinance reads as follows: 

Exhibit "A". 

Bidder: Khartoum Goodwin and Christeen Goodwin 

Address: 2031 West 70'" Place 

Bid Amount: $708.05 

Legal Description (subject to title commitment and survey): 

Lot 656 in Allerton's Englewood Addition in the southwest quarter of Section 19, 
Township 38 North, Range 14, East ofthe Third Principal Meridian in Cook County, Illinois. 
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Address: 

2029 West 70'" Place 
Chicago, Illinois 60636. 

Property Index Number: 

20-19-339-012-0000. 

APPROVAL FOR SALE OF CITY-OWNED 
PROPERTIES AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS. 

The Committee on Housing and Real Estate submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Housing and Real Estate, to which was referred four ordinances by the 
Department of Planning and Development authorizing the sale of city-owned property at 
10557 South Church Street, 8904 and 8910 South Cottage Grove Avenue, 2032 North Stave 
Street and 424 East 45'" Place, having the same under advisement, begs leave to report and 
recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the proposed ordinances transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a vote of the members of the Committee 
present, with no dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) RAY SUAREZ, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Suarez, the said proposed ordinances transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report were Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 
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Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Muinoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following are said ordinances as passed (the italic heading in each case not being a part 
of the ordinance): 

10557 South Church Street 

WHEREAS, The City of Chicago ("City"), is the owner of the vacant parcel of property 
located at 10557 South Church Street, Chicago, Illinois, which is legally described on 
Exhibit "A" attached hereto ("Property"); and 

WHEREAS, Veronica L. Kirkland ("Grantee"), 10561 South Church Street, Chicago, Illinois 
60643, has offered to purchase the Property from the City to improve with landscaped open 
space thereon; and 

WHEREAS, Public notice advertising the City's intent to enter into a negotiated sale ofthe 
Property with the Grantee and requesting alternative proposals appeared in the Chicago 
Sun-Times, a newspaper of general circulation, on June 20, 2008, and June 27, 2008; and 

WHEREAS, No alternative proposals were received by the deadline indicated in the 
aforesaid notice; and 

WHEREAS, The City is a home rule unit of government by virtue of the provisions of the 
Constitution ofthe State of Illinois of 1970 and, as such, may exercise any power and perform 
any function pertaining to its government and affairs; now, therefore. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The City Council hereby approves the sale of the Property to the Grantee in 
the amount of Sixty-four Thousand and no/100 Dollars ($64,000.00). 

SECTION 2. The Mayor or his proxy is authorized to execute, and the City Clerk or Deputy 
City Clerk is authorized to attest, a quitclaim deed conveying the Property to the Grantee. 
The quitclaim deed shall contain language substantially in the following form: 
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This conveyance is subject to the express condition that the Property is improved with 
landscaped open space within six (6) months of the date of this deed. 

In the event that the condition is not met, the City of Chicago may re-enter the Property 
and revest title in the City of Chicago. 

This right of reverter and re-entry shall terminate upon the issuance and recordation of 
a certificate of completion, release or similar instrument by the City of Chicago. 

The Grantee acknowledges that if, after such six (6) month period, the Grantee develops 
the Property with a residential housing project, as defined under and that is subject to 
Section 2-44-090 of the Municipal Code of the City (the "Affordable Requirements 
Ordinance"), the Grantee and such project shall be obligated to comply with the 
Affordable Requirements Ordinance 

SECTION 3. This ordinance shall take effect upon its passage and approval. 

Exhibit "A" referred to in this ordinance reads as follows: 

Exhibit "A". 

Legal Description (subject to title commitment and survey): 

The south 7 feet of the south half of the west half of Lot 7 and the north 31.33 feet of the 
west half of Lot 8 in Block 12 in Washington Heights, in the west half of the northwest 
quarter of Section 17, Township 37 North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian, 
in Cook County, Illinois. 

Address: 

10557 South Church Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60643. 

Property Index Number: 

25-17-113-049-0000. 
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8904 And 8910 South Cottage Grove Avenue. 

WHEREAS, The City of Chicago ("City"), is the owner of the vacant parcels of property 
located at 8904 and 8910 South Cottage Grove Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, which are legally 
described on Exhibit "A" attached hereto ("Property"), which Property is located in the 
87'"/Cottage Grove Tax Increment Financing Area ("Area") established pursuant to 
ordinances adopted by the City Council on November 13, 2002, and published in the Journal 
of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago for such date at 
pages 97440 through 97576; and 

WHEREAS, New Bethlehem Number 4 Missionary Baptist Church, an Illinois not-for-profit 
corporation ("Grantee"), 8850 South Cottage Grove Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60619, has 
offered to purchase the Property from the City for the purpose of constructing a parking lot 
thereon; and 

WHEREAS, Public notice advertising the City's intent to enter into a negotiated sale of the 
Property with the Grantee and requesting alternative proposals appeared in the Chicago 
Sun-Times, a newspaper of general circulation, on July 28, 2008 and August 4, 2008; and 

WHEREAS, No alternative proposals were received by the deadline indicated in the 
aforesaid notice; and 

WHEREAS, The City is a home rule unit of government by virtue of the provisions of the 
Constitution of the State of Illinois of 1970 and, as such, may exercise any power and perform 
any function pertaining to its government and affairs; now, therefore. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The City Council hereby approves the sale of the Property to the Grantee in 
the amount of Thirty-nine Thousand and no/100 Dollars ($39,000.00). 

SECTION 2. The Mayor or his proxy is authorized to execute, and the City Clerk or Deputy 
City Clerk is authorized to attest, a quitclaim deed conveying the Property to the Grantee^ 
Such deed shall include a covenant obligating the Grantee to use the Property only for use 
consistent with the land uses permitted under the redevelopment plan for the Area. Grantee's 
acceptance ofthe City's deed shall constitute Grantee's agreement to such covenant. The 
quitclaim deed shall also contain language substantially in the following form: 

This conveyance is subject to the express conditions that: 1) a parking lot is constructed 
on the Property within twelve (12) months of the date of this deed; and 2) the Property is 
thereafter maintained and used as a parking lot in perpetuity. 

In the event that the conditions are not met, the City of Chicago may re-enter the Property 
and revest title in the City of Chicago. 
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This right of reverter and re-entry in favor of the City of Chicago shall terminate forty (40) 
years from the date of this deed. 

Grantee's acceptance of such quitclaim deed shall be deemed to be Grantee's agreement 
to comply with such redevelopment obligations. 

SECTION 3. This ordinance shall take effect upon its passage and approval. 

Exhibit "A" referred to in this ordinance reads as follows: 

Exhibit "A". 

Parcel 1: 

Legal Description (subject to title commitment and survey): 

Lot 21 in Block 19 in Dauphin Park Addition, being a subdivision of the east half of the 
northeast quarter of Section 3, Township 37 North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal 
Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 

Address: 

8904 South Cottage Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60619. 

Property Index Number: 

25-03-219-034-0000. 

Parcel 2: 

Legal Description (subject to title commitment and survey): 

Lot 23 and the north half of Lot 24 in Block 19 in Dauphin Park Addition, being a subdivision 
of the east half of the northeast quarter of Section 3, Township 37 North, Range 14, East 
ofthe Third Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 
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Address: 

8910 South Cottage Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60619. 

Property Index Number: 

25-03-219-036-0000. 

2032 North Stave Street. 

WHEREAS, The City of Chicago ("City"), is the owner of the vacant parcel of property 
located at 2032 North Stave Street, Chicago, Illinois, which is legally described on Exhibit "A" 
attached hereto ("Property"); and 

WHEREAS, William J. Adkins and Marciea L. Adkins ("Grantees"), 2036 North Stave 
Street, Chicago, Illinois 60647, have offered to purchase the Property from the City to 
improve with landscaped open space thereon; and 

WHEREAS, Grantees are both employees ofthe City, and have been in litigation with the 
City in a matter styled Adkins v. City of Chicago, case number 06 CH 13811, in which they 
contended that they owned the Property through adverse possession; said litigation having 
been resolved in a Settlement Agreement and Release of Claim being separately entered into 
by the parties, pursuant to which the City has agreed to sell the Property to Grantees for its 
fair market value subject to the terms of this ordinance; and 

WHEREAS, Public notice advertising the City's intent to enter into a negotiated sale of the 
Property with the Grantees and requesting alternative proposals appeared in the Chicago 
Sun-Times, a newspaper of general circulation, on July 23, 2008, and July 30, 2008; and 

WHEREAS, No alternative proposals were received by the deadline indicated in the 
aforesaid notice; and 

WHEREAS, The City is a home rule unit of government by virtue of the provisions of the 
Constitution ofthe State of Illinois of 1970 and, as such, may exercise any power and perform 
any function pertaining to its government and affairs; now, therefore. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The City Council hereby approves the sale of the Property to the Grantees 
in the amount of One Hundred Seventeen Thousand and no/100 Dollars ($117,000.00). 
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SECTION 2. This transaction is exempt from Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code of 
Chicago. 

SECTION 3. The Mayor or his proxy is authorized to execute, and the City Clerk or Deputy 
City Clerk is authorized to attest, a quitclaim deed conveying the Property to the Grantees. 
The quitclaim deed shall contain language substantially in the following form: 

This conveyance is subject to the express conditions that: 1) the Property is improved 
with landscaped open space within six (6) months of the date of this deed; and 2) the 
Property is thereafter maintained and used as landscaped open space in perpetuity. 

In the event that the conditions are not met, the City of Chicago may re-enter the Property 
and revest title in the City of Chicago. 

This right of reverter and re-entry in favor ofthe City of Chicago shall terminate forty (40) 
years from the date of this deed. 

SECTION 3. This ordinance shall take effect upon its passage and approval. 

Exhibit "A" referred to in this ordinance reads as follows: 

Exhibit "A". 

Legal Description (subject to title commitment and survey): 

Lot 4 in Gray and Adam's Subdivision of Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 28, 29, 30 and 31 in 
Block 4 in Stave's Subdivision of the northeast quarter of Section 36, Township 40 North, 
Range 13, East ofthe Third Principal Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 

Address: 

2032 North Stave Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60647. 

Property Index Number: 

13-36-229-026-0000. 
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424 East 45*" Place. 

WHEREAS, The City of Chicago ("City"), is the owner of the vacant parcel of property 
located at 424 East 45'" Place, Chicago, Illinois, which is legally described on Exhibit "A" 
attached hereto ("Property"), which Property is located in the 47'"/King Tax Increment 
Financing Area ("Area") established pursuant to ordinances adopted by the City Council on 
March 27, 2002, and publishecl in the Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of 
the City of Chicago for such date at pages 81232 through 81472; and 

WHEREAS, Tyra M. Newell ("Grantee"), 428 East 45'" Place, Chicago, Illinois 60653, has 
offered to purchase the Property from the City to improve with landscaped open space 
thereon; and 

WHEREAS, Public notice advertising the City's intent to enter into a negotiated sale ofthe 
Property with the Grantee and requesting alternative proposals appeared in the Chicago 
Sun-Times, a newspaper of general circulation, on July 3, 2008 and July 10, 2008; and 

WHEREAS, No alternative proposals were received by the deadline indicated in the 
aforesaid notice; and 

, WHEREAS, The City is a home rule unit of government by virtue of the provisions of the 
Constitution ofthe State of Illinois of 1970 and, as such, may exercise any power and perform 
any function pertaining to its government and affairs; now, therefore. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The City Council hereby approves the sale of the Property to the Grantee in 
the amount of Forty-three Thousand Four Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($43,400.00). 

SECTION 2. The Mayor or his proxy is authorized to execute, and the City Clerk or Deputy 
City Clerk is authorized to attest, a quitclaim deed conveying the Property to the Grantee. 
Such deed shall include a covenant obligating the Grantee to use the Property only for use 
consistent with the land uses permitted under the redevelopment plan for the Area. Grantee's 
acceptance of the City's deed shall constitute Grantee's agreement to such covenant. The 
quitclaim deed shall also contain language substantially in the following form: 

This conveyance is subject to the express conditions that: 1) the Property is improved 
with landscaped open space within six (6) months of the date of this deed; and 2) the 
Property is thereafter maintained and used as landscaped open space in perpetuity. 

In the event that the conditions are not met, the City of Chicago may re-enter the Property 
and revest title in the City of Chicago. 

This right of reverter and re-entry in favor of the City of Chicago shall terminate forty (40) 
years from the date of this deed. 
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Grantee's acceptance of such quitclaim deed shall be deemed to be Grantee's agreement 
to comply with such redevelopment obligations. 

SECTION 3. This ordinance shall take effect upon its passage and approval. 

Exhibit "A" referred to in this ordinance reads as follows: 

Exhibit "A". 

Legal Description (subject to title commitment and survey): 

Lot 1 in Barry & Fellow's Subdivision of Lots 3 and 4 in Snow and Dickinson's Subdivision 
of Lot 2 in Cleaver & Taylor's Subdivision of the north half of the south half of the east half 
of the southwest quarter and the north half of the south half of the west half of the 
southeast quarter of Section 3, Township 38 North, Range 14, East of the Third Principal 
Meridian, in Cook County, Illinois. 

Address: 

424 East 45'" Place 
Chicago, Illinois 60653. 

Property Index Number: 

20-03-414-020-0000. 

SELECTION OF GATEWAY KOSTNER L.L.C. AS PROJECT DEVELOPER 
AND AUTHORIZATION FOR EXECUTION OF REDEVELOPMENT 

AGREEMENT, WAIVER OF CERTAIN PERMIT FEES AND 
PROVISION OF PURCHASE PRICE SUBSIDY FOR 

CONSTRUCTION OF SINGLE-FAMILY HOUSING 
WITHIN LAWNDALE COMMUNITY AREA 

UNDER NEW HOMES FOR 
CHICAGO PROGRAM. 

The Committee on Housing and Real Estate submitted the following report: 
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CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Housing and Real Estate, to which was referred an ordinance by the 
Department of Housing authorizing the conveyance and funding under the New Homes for 
Chicago Program, having the same under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend 
that Your Honorable Body Pass the proposed ordinance transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a vote of the members of the Committee 
present, with no dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) RAY SUAREZ, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Suarez, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays — None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

WHEREAS, The City of Chicago ("City") is a home rule unit of government under 
Section 6(a), Article VII ofthe 1970Constitutionof the State of Illinois and may exercise any 
power related to its local governmental affairs; and 

WHEREAS, The City Council of the City ("City Council"), by ordinance first adopted 
June 7,1990 and published in the Journa/ of the Proceedings of the City Council of the 
City of Chicago for such date at pages 17038 - 17045, as most recently amended and 
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restated by that certain ordinance adopted April 26,2006 and published in the Journal of the 
Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago for such date at pages 75201 -
75212, established the New Homes for Chicago Program ("New Homes Program") to assist 
with the construction and rehabilitation of new single-family housing and two-flat buildings 
which shall be affordable to many families; and 

WHEREAS, In accordance with the New Homes Program guidelines, the Department of 
Housing ("Department") solicited proposals for the construction and rehabilitation of new 
single-family homes, including single-family detached homes, townhomes, and condominium 
units in multi-family buildings ("Single-Family Homes"), on lots to be provided by the City; and 

WHEREAS, The Department has recommended the selection of Gateway Kostner L.L.C, 
an Illinois limited liability company (together with any single purpose entity owned and 
controlled by Gateway Kostner L.L.C, the "Developer"), to participate as a developer under 
the New Homes Program, subject to this ordinance and the guidelines and restrictions ofthe 
New Homes Program; and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to the New Homes Program, the City may provide a subsidy from 
corporate funds or other legally available funds to cover certain costs associated with the 
construction and rehabilitation and eligible homebuyers' purchase of the Single-Family 
Homes or two-flat buildings (the "Purchase Price Subsidy"), and in addition, may grant 
waivers of City fees and deposits related to new construction and rehabilitation work, and may 
also expend up to One Hundred Thirty-five Thousand Dollars ($135,000) in City general 
obligation bond proceeds or other legally available funds to complete certain perimeter site 
improvement work, ("Perimeter Site Improvement Work") if the City determines that such 
Perimeter Site Improvement Work is necessary, and subject to the availability of such bond 
proceeds or other legally available funds; and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to the New Homes Program, the City may also, subject to the 
availability of such funds, provide a homebuyer subsidy ("Additional Purchase Price Subsidy") 
derived from HOME Investment Partnerships Program grant funds, pursuant to the 
Cranston-Gonzalez National Affordable Housing Act, 42 U.S.C. Section 12701, et seq. (1992) 
and the regulations promulgated thereto in 24 C.F.R. Part 92 ("HOME Funds"); and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to the New Homes Program, the City may also, subject to the 
availability of funds, provide a homebuyer subsidy ("DDA Purchase Price Subsidy") derived 
from funds on deposit in the Affordable Housing Opportunity Fund or other legally available 
funds; and 

WHEREAS, The Department recommends to the City Council that the Developer be 
selected to participate in the New Homes Program as a Developer; now, therefore. 
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Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The following proposal for construction of Single-Family Homes under the 
New Homes Program is hereby approved (such proposal, the "Project"): 

Developer: 

Aggregate Number of Homes: 

Location: 

Amount of Purchase Price Subsidy: 

Amount of Additional Purchase Price 
Subsidy: 

Gateway Kostner L.L.C, an Illinois limited 
liability company, or a single purpose entity 
owned and controlled by such limited liability 
company or its members. 

Up to fifty-four (54) Single-Family Homes, 
which shall be developed as: fifteen (15) 
single-family detached homes, thirty (30) 
condominiums in five (5) six-flat buildings, 
and nine (9) condominiums in three (3) 
three-flat buildings. 

Lawndale community area. 

Not to exceed Ten Thousand and no/100 
Dollars ($10,000.00) for each Single-Family 
Home (limited to single-family detached 
homes and condominiums in the six-flat 
buildings) for eligible homebuyers up to one 
hundred percent (100%) of the Chicago 
primary metropolitan statistical area median 
income ("A.M.I.") for Single-Family Homes, or 
Four Hundred Fifty Thousand and no/100 
Dollars ($450,000.00) in the aggregate. 

Not to exceed Thirty Thousand and no/100 
Dollars ($30,000.00) for each Single-Family 
Home (limited to single-family detached 
homes and condominiums in the six-flat 
buildings) for eligible homebuyers up to sixty 
percent (60%) of the A.M.I, and not to exceed 
Twenty Thousand and no/100 Dollars 
($20,000.00) for each Single-Family Home for 
eligible homebuyers above sixty percent 
(60%) and up to eighty percent (80%) A.M.I, 
or One Million Three Hundred Fifty Thousand 
and no/100 Dollars ($1,350,000.00) in the 
aggregate. 
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Amount of DDA Purchase Price Subsidy: Not to exceed Nine Hundred Thousand and 
no/100 Dollars ($900,000.00) in the 
aggregate, or Twenty Thousand and no/100 
Dollars ($20,000.00) for each single-family 
detached home and condominiums in the 
six-flat buildings, if the City, in its sole 
discretion, determines such subsidy should 
be provided. 

Aggregate Purchase Price Subsidy, 
Additional Purchase Price Subsidy, and 
DDA Purchase Price Subsidy: Not to exceed Two Million Seven Hundred 

Thousand Dollars ($2,700,000). 

SECTION 2. The Commissioner of the Department, on behalf of the City, is authorized 
to enter into a redevelopment agreement with the Developer in substantially the form of 
Exhibit A attached hereto (the "Redevelopment Agreement"), and to execute such other 
documents, subject to approval ofthe Corporation Counsel, as may be necessary to provide 
for the construction of new Single-Family Homes by Developer pursuant to the New Homes 
Program. 

SECTION 3. The new homes shall be constructed on the City-owned lots presently owned 
by the City and to be conveyed to Developer as provided by the New Homes Program, all as 
more fully described on Exhibit B attached hereto (such City-owned lots, the "City Lots"). In 
conjunction with the construction by Developer ofthe new homes described herein, the City: 
(a) shall waive those certain fees and deposits as more fully described in Exhibit C attached 
hereto with respect to all homes constructed and, in addition, shall deem all such homes to 
qualify as "Affordable Housing" for purposes of Chapter 16-18 of the Municipal Code of 
Chicago; (b) may expend City general obligation bond proceeds or other legally available 
funds to, complete Perimeter Site Improvement Work if the City, in its sole discretion, 
determines that such Perimeter Site Improvement Work is necessary to the construction of 
such new homes, and subject to the availability of such bond proceeds or other legally 
available funds. 

SECTION 4. Except for any market rate homes permitted under the Redevelopment 
Agreement, all of the Single-Family Homes constructed by Developer pursuant to this 
ordinance must be developed and sold to homebuyers meeting the income eligibility 
requirements ofthe New Homes Program fora base sales price not to exceed One Hundred 
Ninety-five Thousand.Dollars ($195,000) (for a Single-Family Home) and niust otherwise be 
developed and sold in conformance with the New Homes Program. 

SECTION 5. The Mayor or his proxy is authorized to execute, and the City Clerk or 
Deputy City Clerk to attest, quitclaim cjeeds conveying to Developer the City Lots in 
accordance with the schedule contained in the Redevelopment Agreement. 
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SECTION 6. The Department of Zoning of the City is hereby authorized to permit any 
administrative reduction or waiver of any required yard restriction concerning the City Lots 
to the extent such administrative relief is permitted under the Zoning Ordinance of the City, 
which may be redeveloped by Developer pursuant to the New Homes Program. 

SECTION 7. The Commissioner of the Department shall have discretion to modify the 
terms of this ordinance, the Redevelopment Agreement and the generally applicable New 
Homes Program requirements in the event that the Commissioner and the Developer 
mutually agree that the homes constructed pursuant to the Developer's project should be 
conveyed to homebuyers pursuant to the City's city-wide community land trust initiative 
("CL.T. Initiative"), as described in the program ordinance approved by the City 
Council on January 11, 2006, and published in the Journal of the Proceedings of the City 
Council of the City of Chicago for such date at pages 67997 through 68024. In adapting 
the terms ofthis ordinance and the generally applicable New Homes Program requirements 
for use in such CL.T. Initiative, the City may, with the Developer's mutual agreement: (a) in 
lieu of conveying the City Lots to the Developer in fee simple, convey such City Lots to the 
Chicago CL.T. (as defined in the CL.T. Program Ordinance), which shall then lease such 
City Lots to the Developer under a long-term lease in form and substance acceptable to the 
CL.T., the City and the Developer, and cause the Developer, upon completion of construction 
of a home, to assign its interest under such lease and sell the completed home to the 
homebuyer; (b) as an alternative to (a), convey the City Lots to the Developer in fee simple, 
and then cause the Developer, upon completion of construction ofthe required home(s) and. 
prior to each such lot's conveyance, to record against such lot an affordable housing 
restrictive covenant and agreement in form and substance acceptable to the CL.T. and the 
City, imposing covenants running with the land that shall be binding upon the initial 
homebuyer and such homebuyer's successors and assigns; (c) eliminate or otherwise modify 
the New Homes Program recapture provisions if necessary to assure the long-term 
affordability of such homes, consistent with the CL.T. Program Ordinance objectives; and 
(d) make such other modifications as may be necessary or appropriate to further such CL.T. 
Program Ordinance objectives. 

SECTION 8. If any provision ofthis ordinance shall be held to be invalid or unenforceable 
for any reason, the invalidity or unenforceability of such provision shall not affect any ofthe 
other provisions of this ordinance. 

SECTION 9. All ordinances, resolutions, motions or orders in conflict with this ordinance 
are hereby repealed to the extent of such conflict. Given the applicable restrictions with 
respect to maximum sales price and maximum income for the purchasers of New Homes 
Program and under this ordinance. Section 2-44-090 of the Municipal Code of Chicago shall 
not apply to the Project or the City Lots. 

SECTION 10. This ordinance shall take effect immediately upon its passage and approval. 

Exhibits "A", "B" and "C" referred to in this ordinance read as follows: 
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Exhibit "A". 
(To Ordinance) 

Redevelopment Agreement 

New Homes For Chicago Program 

Gateway Kostner L.L.C. 

Project: Lawndale Gateway 

Location: 16'̂  and Christiana. 

(Single Family Detached Homes and Condominiums (in five six-Flats 
and three three-flats); City Lots; Affordable and Market Rate) 

This Agreement ("Agreement"), dated as of •, 
, 2 0 08 is made by and between the City of Chicago, an 

Illinois municipal corporation ("City"), acting by and through its 
Department of Housing ("DOH") and Gateway Kostner LLC, an Illinois 
limited liability company, having its principal office at 11001 
South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60628 ("Developer"). 
Capitalized terms not otherwise defined herein shall have the 
meaning given in the Definitions Section. 

RECITALS 

A- The City, as a home rule unit under the 1970 Constitution 
of the State of Illinois, has t:he authority to promote the health, 
safety and welfare of its inhabitants, to prevent the spread of 
blight and to encourage private development in order to erihance the 
local tax base and create employment, and to enter into contractual 
agreements with third parties for the purpose of achieving the 
aforesaid purposes. 

B. The City Council of the City, by Ordinance first adopted 
June 7, 1990 and published in the Journal of Proceedings of the 
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city Council ("J.O.P.") for such date at pages 17038-17045, and 
most recently amended and restated April 26, 2006 and published in 
the J.O.P. for such date at pages 75201-75212, has established the 
New Homes for Chicago Program (as amended, the "New Homes Program") 
to assist with the construction of affordable, new, high-quality, 
owner-occupied housing. 

C. Developer has previously submitted an application package 
to DOH describing its proposal for participation in the New Homes 
Program by constructirig single family housing in the North Lawndale 
neighborhood. 

D. Based in part on the representations and proposals 
contained in Developer's application package, the City Council of 
the City, by Ordinance adopted , 2008 and 
published in the J.O.P. for such date at pages 

(the "Project Ordinance"), approved the selection of 
Developer for participation in the New Homes Program and approved 
the allocation of the subsidies described in Section 4.5(b) to 
subsidize certain development costs associated with the Project and 
homebuyers' purchase of Homes. 

E. Developer, subject to the terms of the Agreement, shall 
construct up to fifty-four (54) single family homes ("Single Family 
Home(s)" or "Homes"), which shall be developed as fifteen (15) 
single family detached homes, thirty (30) condominiums in five 6-
flat buildings, and nine (9) condominiums in three 3-flat 
buildings. All Homes (excluding the MR-Homes) must be sold to 
homebuyers meeting the income eligibility requirements of the New 
Homes Program for a base sales price not to exceed One Hundred 
Ninety-Five Thousand Dollars ($195,000) and must otherwise be 
developed and sold in conformance with the New Homes Program and 
this Agreement (the "Project"). 

F. • The Homes shall be constructed on the parcels presently 
owned by the City ("City Lots") and listed on Exhibit A attached. 
Exhibit A also sets forth the fair market value of the City Lots 
for purpose of Section 4.5(b)(1) below. Certain of the City Lots 
are located within the boixndaries of the Ogden/Pulaski Tax 
Increment Financing Redevelopment Project Area and the remaining 
City Lots are located within the boundaries of the Midwest Tax 
Increment Financing Redevelopment Project Area. The development of 
such City Lots shall be in accordance with all laws, rules and 
regulations concerning tax increment financing, including, without 
limitation. Tax Increment Allocation Redevelopment Act, 65 ILCS 
5/11-74.4-1 et seq., as amended from time to time. The City Lots 
are legally described on Exhibit B attached hereto. 

G. City Lots with a fair market value of Fifty Thousand 
Dollars ($50,000) or less may be conveyed by the City to Developer 
for the sum of One Dollar ($1.00) per City Lot. City Lots with a 
fair market value in excess of Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000) may 
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also be conveyed by the City to Developer in accordance with the 
procedures described in Section 4.5(b)(1) below. Furthermore, 
Developer shall also receive waivers of certain City fees and 
deposits relating to new construction of Homes as described on 
Exhibit C attached hereto with respect to all Lots (including the 
Lots on which MR-Homes are constructed). 

H. In connection with the development and sale of the Homes, 
(excluding the MR-Homes), and subject to the terms of this 
Agreement, the City shall also make available, at the time of the 
sale of a Home to a homebuyer, the subsidies described in Section 
4.5(b), provided, however, that the maximum aggregate subsidies to 
be made available pursuant to the Agreement shall not exceed the 
amount set forth therein. 

I. The Three-Flat Condominium Units which may be constructed 
by the Developer pursuant to this Agreement may be sold as MR-
Homes. 

J. Developer and the City acknowledge that the 
implementation of the policies and provisions described in the 
Agreement will be of mutual benefit to the Developer and the City. 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual Covenants and 
agreements contained herein, the parties agree as follows: 

DEFINITIONS 

The following terms shall have the meaning set forth below: 

Additional Land Value Lien Amount: Shall have the meaning 
given in Section 4.5(b)(1). 

Additional Purchase Price Subsidy: Shall have the meaning 
given in Section 4.5(b)(3). 

Affidavits: Those certain affidavits executed by Developer at 
time of submission of the Project Ordinance, as re-certified to the 
City, consisting of an economic disclosure statement and affidavit 
as required by the City in connection with the New Homes Program. 

Agreement: Shall have the meaning given in the preamble. 

AMI: the Chicago Primary Metropolitan Statistical Area Median 
income, as determined by DOH. 

Budget: Shall have the meaning given in Section 4.5(a). 

Certificate: Shall have the meaning given in Section 4.8. 

City: Shall have the meaning .given in the preamble. 
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city Junior Mortgage: Shall have the meaning given in Section 
4.5(b)(2). 

city Lots: Shall have the meaning given in Recital F. 

Commissioner: The Commissioner of DOH. 

Conditional Certificate: Shall have the meaning given in 
Section 4.5(e)(ii). 

Construction Lender: Shall have the meaning given in Section 
4.5(a). 

Construction Loan: Shall have the meaning given in Section 
4.5(a). 

DDA Purchase Price Subsidy: Shall have the meaning set forth 
in Section 4.5(b)(4). 

Deed: Shall have the meaning given in Section 3.1. 

Developer: Shall have the meaning given in the preamble, and 
shall also include the Developer's successors and assigns, as 
permitted under this Agreement. 

DOH: Shall have the meaning given in the preamble. 

Escrow: Shall have the meaning given in Section 4.5(c). 

Escrow Agreement: Shall have the meaning given in Section 
4.5(c). 

Escrowee: Shall have the meaning given in Section 4.5(c). 

Event of Default: Shall have the meaning given in Section 
6.3(b). 

Final Certificate: Shall have the meaning given in Section 
4.5(e). 

Financing: Shall have the meaning given in Section 4.5(a). 

First Mortgage: Shall have the meaning given in Section 
4.5(a). 

First Mortgage Note: Shall have the meaning given in Section 
4.5(a). 

r 

Home(s): Shall have the meaning given in Recital E. 

HOME Homebuyer: Shall have the meaning given in Section 
4.5(b)(3). 
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HOME Regulations: Shall have the meaning given in Section 
4.5(b)(3). 

New Homes Program: Shall have the meaning given in Recital B. 

NHFC Account: Shall have the meaning given in Section 3.2. 

Inspector: Shall have the meaning given in Section 4.5(d). 

Land Value Lien: Shall have the meaning given in Section 
4.5(b)(1). 

Land Value Lien Amount: Shall have the meaning given in 
Section 4.5(b)(1). 

Lot: A City Lot. 

MR-Homes: Shall mean Homes to be developed and constructed by 
the Developer as part of the Project that may be sold to homebuyers 
at a market rate sales price to households that may not meet the 
eligibility requirements of the New Homes Program. Only the Three-
Flat Condominium Units are eligible to be MR-Homes. 

P.M.S.A.: The Chicago Primary Metropolitan Statistical Area. 

Project: Shall have the meaning given in Recital E. 

Project Ordinance: Shall have the meaning given in Recital D. 

Purchase Price Subsidy: shall have the meaning given in 
Section 4.5(b)(2). 

Recorder's Office: Shall have the meaning given in Section 
3.6. 

Schedule: Shall have the meaning given in Section 4.1. 

Single Family Home(s): Shall have the meaning given in 
Recital F. 

Three-Flat Condominium Units: The nine (9) Homes to be 
constructed as condominium units in the three (3) three-flat 
buildings. 

Title Company: That certain title company selected by 
Developer and the City pursuant to the terms of the Agreement. 

Working Drawings and Specifications: The final working 
drawings and specifications prepared for Developer with regard to 
the construction of the Homes, a list of which is attached hereto 
as Exhibit D. 
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SECTION I 
INCORPORATION OF RECITALS AND DEFINITIONS 

The recitations and definitions set forth above constitute an 
integral part of the Agreement and are incorporated herein by this 
reference with the same force and effect as if set forth herein as 
agreements of the parties. 

SECTION II 
COVENANTS, REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES 

2.1 Covenants. Representations and Warranties of Developer. 
To induce the City to execute the Agreement and perform the 

obligations of the City hereunder, Developer hereby covenants, 
represents and warrants to the City as follows: 

(a) Developer is a duly organized and existing limited 
liability company in good standing or existence under the laws of 
the State of Illinois. Developer agrees that its operating 
agreement insomuch as it affects the performance of Developer 
pursuant to the terms of this Agreement, shall not be modified or 
amended without the express written consent, of the DOH. 

(b) No litigation or proceedings aire pending, or are 
threatened against Developer, or any party affiliated with 
Developer, which could: (i) adversely affect the ability of 
Developer to perfoi'm its obligations pursuant to and as 
contemplated by the terms and provisions of the Agreement; or (ii) 
adversely materially affect the operation or financial condition of 
Developer. 

(c) The execution, delivery and performance by Developer of 
the Agreement have not constituted or will not, upon the giving of 
notice or lapse of time, or both, constitute a breach or default 
under any other agreement to which Developer or any party 
affiliated with Developer is a party or may be bound or affected, 
or a violation of any law, regulation or court order which 
currently affects the Project, any part thereof, any interest 
therein or the use thereof. 

(d) The parties executing the Agreement on behalf of 
Developer have been duly authorized by all appropriate action to 
enter into, execute and deliver the Agreement and to cause 
Developer to perform the terms and obligations contained herein. 

(e) The construction of the Homes and the development of the 
Project pursuant to the terms of this Agreement will not violate: 
(i) any statute, law, regulation, rule, ordinance or executive or 
judicial order of any kind (including, without limitation, zoning 
and building laws, ordinances, codes or approvals and environmental 
protection laws or regulations); or (ii) any building permit, 
restriction of record or any agreement affecting any Lot or any 
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part thereof. 

(f) Except as otherwise provided in the Agreement, Developer 
shall not, without the prior written consent of the DOH, which the 
DOH may withhold in its sole discretion: (i) grant, suffer or 
permit any lien, claim or encumbrance upon any Lot or any portion 
thereof (unless Developer has taken such appropriate action to 
cause the Title Company to insure over any title encumbrances 
caused by such liens or claims); (ii) permit or suffer any levy, 
attachment, claim or restraint to be made affecting any Lot or any 
portion thereof; or (iii) enter into any transaction not in the 
ordinary course of business of Developer which materially or 
adversely affects Developer's ability to perform its obligations 
under the terms of the Agreement. 

(g) Developer (i) has and shall maintain all government 
permits, certificates and consents (including, without limitation, 
appropriate environmental approvals) necessary to conduct its 
business and (ii) shall have and maintain prior to beginning 
construction on any Home all government permits, certificates and 
consents (including, without limitation, appropriate environmental 
approvals) necessary to construct and complete such Home. 

(h) Developer has not made or caused to be made, directly or 
indirectly, any payment, gratuity or offer of employment in 
connection with this Agreement or any contract paid from the City 
treasury or pursuant to City ordinance, for services to any City 
agency. ("City Contract") as an inducement for the City to enter 
into the Agreement or any City Contract with Developer in violation 
of Chapter 2-156-120 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

(i) The financial statements of Developer are, and when 
hereafter required to be siibmitted will be, complete in all 
material respects and accurately present the assets, liabilities, 
results of operations and financial condition of Developer, and 
there has been no material adverse change in the assets, 
liabilities, results of operations or financial condition of 
Developer since the date of Developer's financial statements. 

(j) Neither Developer nor any Affiliate thereof is listed on 
any of the following lists maintained by the Office of Foreign 
Assets Control of the U.S. Department of the Treasury, the Bureau 
of Industry and Security of the U.S. Department of Commerce or 
their successors, or on any other list of persons or entities with 
which the City may not do business under any applicable law, rule, 
regulation, order or judgment: The Specially Designated Nationals 
List, the Denied Persons List, the Unverified List, the Entity List 
and the Debarred List. As used herein, an "Affiliate" shall be 
deemed to be a person or entity related to Developer that, directly 
or indirectly, through one or more intermediaries, controls, is 
controlled by or is under common control with Developer, and a 
person or entity shall be deemed to be controlled by another person 
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or entity, if controlled in any manner whatsoever that results in 
control in fact by that other person or entity (or that other 
person,or entity and any .persons or entities with whom that other 
person or entity is acting jointly or in concert), whether directly 
or indirectly and whether through share ownership, a trust, a 
contract or otherwise. 

(k) Developer has agreed to comply with the terms of: (1) 
those certain covenants described in Section V below; (2) the 
Affidavits; and (3) the employment obligations described in section 
VII below. 

(1) Developer shall at all times prior to the issuance of a 
Final Certificate carry and maintain the insurance coverages and 
amounts described on Exhibit E. 

(m) Developer shall comply with the Illinois Condominium 
Property Act, 765 ILCS 605/1 et. seq., as amended from time to 
time, in connection with the development of the five six-unit 
condominium buildings and the three three-unit condominium 
buildings, lawfully converting each such building to a condominium 
form of ownership and selling the condominium units therein by, 
including without limitation, filing the declaration of condominium 
and plat of survey, forming the condominium association for each 
separate building as an Illinois not-for-profit corporation, making 
all required disclosures in connection with the sale of condominium 
units, establishing adequate initial reserves, obtaining the 
requisite insurance and timely turning over control of the 
condominium association to the unit owners. 

2.2 Representations and Warranties of the City. To induce 
Developer to execute the Agreement and perform its obligations 
hereunder, the City hereby represents and warrants to Developer 
that the City has authority under its home rule powers granted in 
the Constitution of the State of Illinois and the Project Ordinance 
to enter into, execute and deliver the Agreement and perform the 
terms and obligations contained herein. 

2.3 Survival of Covenants, Representations and Warranties. 
Developer agrees that all of its covenants, representations 

and warranties, and the City agrees that all of its representations 
and warranties, set forth in this Section II or elsewhere in the 
Agreement are true as of the execution date of the Agreement and 
will be true in all material respects at all times hereafter, 
except with respect to matters which from time to time are or have 
been disclosed in writing to and approved by the other party. 

SECTION III 
CONVEYANCE OF THE CITY LOTS 

3.1 Form of Deed. The City shall convey to Developer fee 
simple title to each City Lot (upon the request of Developer 
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pursuant to the terms of the Agreement) by quitclaim deed 
substantially in the form attached hereto as Exhibit F ("Deed"). 
The conveyance and title of each City Lot, in addition to the 
provisions of the Agreement, shall, without limiting the quitclaim 
nature of the Deed, be subject to the following ("Permitted 
Exceptions") : 

1. Covenants and restrictions set forth in the Deed. 
2. Schedule B exceptions in the title policy described in 

Section 3.3. 
3. General real estate taxes. 
4. Easements of record and not shown of record. 
5. Such defects which cannot reasonably be cured but will 

not affect the use, marketability and insurability of the 
City Lots. 

6. Title objections caused by Developer. 
7 . The Land Value Lien, this Agreement and the right of 

reverter retained in this Agreement. 

In addition, each City Lot shall be conveyed to Developer with 
no warranty, express or implied, by the City as to the condition of 
the soil, its geology, or the presence of known or unknown faults. 
It shall be the sole responsibility of Developer, at its sole 
expense, to investigate and determine the soil and environmental 
condition existing in each City Lot. At the City's request, such 
investigation shall at the minimum consist of a Phase I 
environmental assessment and a soil test or, in the alternative, an 
engineering test subsequent to excavation of the City Lot. If the 
soil conditions are not in all respects entirely suitable for 
construction of a Home, then it shall be the sole responsibility 
and obligation of Developer to take such action as may be necessary 
to place the soil and environmental condition of each City Lot in 
a condition entirely suitable for such intended use. If 
Developer's soil or environmental testing reveals soil conditions 
or environmental contamination and Developer is able to 
demonstrate, to the reasonable satisfaction of the DOH, that the 
cost of any corrective action or environmental clean-up of the City 
Lot will cause the ceiling base price for the proposed Single 
Family Home to exceed the sum of $195,000(before taking into 
account any Purchase Price Subsidy, Additional Purchase Price 
Subsidy and DDA Purchase Price Subsidy contemplated under this 
Agreement), then: (a) if such soil testing occurs before the 
conveyance of the City Lot, said City Lot shall not be conveyed to 
Developer; or (b) if such soil testing occurs after the conveyance 
of the City Lot, Developer may re-convey said City Lot to the City. 
Concurrent with any said reconveyance. Developer agrees to: (a) 
restore the City Lot to its condition immediately prior to the 
commencement of any testing conducted by or on behalf of Developer 
(said obligation to restore the City Lot does not include any 
requirement of Developer to undertake any landscaping of the City 
Lot), and (b) provide the City with copies of any and all soil and 
environmental reports prepared on behalf of Developer with regard 
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to the City Lot. If any City Lot is re-conveyed by Developer to 
the City in accordance with the terms of this Section 3.1, the City 
shall be under no obligation to remedy the soil or environmental 
condition of the City Lot, and such reconveyance shall be for One 
Dollar ($1.00) . 

3.2 Conveyance of the City Lots . Before the City shall 
deliver a Deed to Developer for any City Lot, and before any 
construction may commence on any Lot, DOH shall have reviewed and 
approved the following closing deliveries (fully executed and 
acknowledged, where applicable), each of which, unless waived in 
writing by DOH, shall be a condition precedent to the City's 
obligation to deliver any Deed: 

(a) Working Drawings and Specifications for each model 
of Home to be constructed (as described in Section 
4.2 below); 

(b) Developer's Budget; 
(c) Developer's Financing; 
(d) the building permit received by the Developer with 

regard to the construction 
of the Home on the Lot; 

(e) this Agreement, which shall constitute the Land 
Value Lien instrument securing the Land Value Lien 
Amount and any Additional Land Value Lien Amount; 

(f) a certified copy of the contract between Developer 
and its general contractor, and all executed 
contracts covering the completion of the Project 
from the major subcontractors, if available; 

(g) the condition of title with regard to the Lot; 
(h) a final plat of survey for the Lot certified by a 

licensed engineer showing all easements, 
encroachments and containing a legal description of 
the Lot; 

(i) a certificate of good standing or existence for the 
Developer from the State of Illinois, a certificate 
of incumbency identifying Developer's current 
officers and including specimen signatures, copy of 
the Developer's operating agreement and consents 
authorizing the Developer's performance of its 
obligations under this Agreement; 

(j) Internal Revenue Service taxpayer identification 
numbers; 

(k) originals of the Construction Loan documents or 
evidence of Financing acceptable to the DOH; 

(1) Developer's written request for the conveyance of 
the specified City Lot(s); 

(m) such transfer tax declarations, ALTA statements and 
similar customary transaction documents as may be 
necessary to consummate the conveyance; 

(n) the Escrow Agreement; 
(o) if required by DOH, a plat of subdivision of for 
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the City Lots that has been approved by the 
Chicago Department of Transportation and recorded 
with the Office of the Recorder of Deeds of Cook 
County; 

(p) if required by DOH, a plat of street openings and 
dedications that has been approved by the Chicago 
Department of Transportation and recorded with the 
Office of the Recorder of Deeds of Cook County; and 

(q) if required by DOH, a planned development (for the 
Project) that has been approved by the City 
Counc i1. 

The Escrowee shall also have received the following documents 
submitted by the City (if required by the Escrowee): (a) one copy 
of this Agreement; and (b) a certified copy of the Project 
Ordinance Subject to the Developer's satisfaction of the 
conditions precedent described above in Section 3.2(a) through (q) 
above, the City shall deliver to the Escrowee the Deed, and, if 
applicable, a check for the City's initial deposit (if any) of the 
Purchase Price Subsidy, which shall be deposited in a separate 
Escrow subaccount subject to the City's sole control (the "NHFC 
Account"). The City shall thereafter deposit the balance of 
Purchase Price Subsidy funds, any Additional Purchase Price Subsidy 
funds and any DDA Purchase Price Subsidy funds on a mutually-agreed 
upon schedule. 

If the conditions described in this Section 3.2 (a) through 
(q) are not achieved by Developer for the construction of the first 
Home in the Project within three (3) months of the execution date 
of this Agreement (except in the instance of the occurrence of any 
Permitted Delay described in Section 6.2 below), then the 
Agreement, at the option of the City, shall become null and void 
and the City shall be under no further obligation to Developer. 
The City shall have no obligation to convey any further City Lots 
or provide any subsidies pursuant to this Agreement after the date 
that is thirty-six (36) months after the date of the approval of 
this Agreement by the City Council of the City, provided, however, 
that the Commissioner may, in the Commissioner's solfe discretion, 
extend such thirty-six (36) month period one time for a period of 
up to twenty-four (24) additional months. 

3.3 Title Insurance. Upon the conveyance of each City Lot, 
the Developer shall obtain at the Developer's sole expense, title 
insurance from the Title Company, consisting of an Owner's Policy 
ALTA form B (1987), dated as of the date of conveyance, insuring 
the title of Developer with regard to the City Lot, subject only to 
the reservations and exceptions provided in this Section 3 and such 
endorsements as it may require. The City agrees to use reasonable 
efforts to assist Developer in obtaining said endorsements. 

3.4 Real Estate Taxes. The City shall take all appropriate 
steps to secure the exemption or waiver of general real estate 
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taxes due and payable prior to the date of recording of the Deed to 
the extent such an exemption or waiver may be obtained through the 
City's preparation of a so-called "216(e) Letter" or the filing to 
vacate a tax sale in error. If general real estate taxes 
attributable to the period of the City's ownership first appear 
after a conveyance of the City Lots to the Developer, the City 
shall cooperate with the Developer by taking the actions described 
in the preceding sentence, but in no event shall the City be 
required to pay any such real estate taxes. If any general real 
estate taxes for a City Lot cannot be so cleared, the City shall be 
under no further obligation and the Developer may either elect to 
close and accept conveyance of the City Lot subject to such general 
real estate taxes or decline to accept such City Lot. Developer 
shall also be responsible for payment of all real estate taxes 
payable after the recording of said Deed. 

3.5 No Siibstitution of Lots . If the City cannot clear tax 
liens or other exceptions to title in a manner suitable for 
purposes of the Agreement, or Developer's investigation of the soil 
and environmental condition leads Developer to refuse the 
conveyance of said City Lots (or to re-convey said City Lots to the 
City) then the City shall have no duty to provide substitute lots 
for development under this Agreement. Moreover, under no 
circumstances, shall the City be compelled by Developer, with 
regard to any City Lot, to remedy any tax lien, title exception, or 
soil or environmental condition described in this Section 3. 

3.6 Recordation of Deed. The Developer shall promptly file 
each Deed for recordation with the Office of the Recorder of Deeds 
of Cook County, Illinois ("Recorder's Office") and pay all 
recording costs. 

SECTION IV 
THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE PROJECT 

4.1 Schedule of Construction Progress. Developer shall 
construct the Homes on the Lots in accordance with that certain 
construction timetable schedule dated as of , 
2008 ("Schedule"), prepared by Developer, approved by the DOH, and 
attached hereto as Exhibit G. The Schedule represents an estimate 
of the number of Homes to be completed by Developer by the 
expiration of certain time periods within the thirty-six (36) 
month time frame for commencement and completion of the Project as 
described further in Section 4.7 below. If Developer's 
construction of Homes falls short of its completion obligations 
under the Schedule, certain of the City Lots (and the corresponding 
amount of subsidies allocated to the Project pursuant to Section 
4.5(b)) may be released from the terms of this Agreement and 
thereafter may be made available to the City for alternative 
redevelopment plans. 
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Developer covenants that the Homes shall be constructed in 
accordance with the Working Drawings and Specifications. Upon 
completion of the construction of each Home, the City shall issue 
to Developer the Certificate pursuant to Section 4.8. 

4.2 Working DrawinQS and Specifications. The preliminary 
Working Drawings and Specifications dated _, 
2008, containing the preliminary plans and drawings with regard to 
the construction of each model of Home, are approved by the DOH and 
listed on Exhibit D attached hereto. Within thirty (30) days of 
the execution date of the Agreement, Developer shall submit to the 
DOH for its approval Developer's proposed final Working Drawings 
and Specifications with regard to each model of Home. The DOH 
shall have thirty (30) days within which to approve or reject said 
drawings and specifications. If the DOH rejects the Working 
Drawings and Specifications, Developer shall have sixty (60) days 
in order to correct such documents and resubmit them to the DOH for 
its approval. The DOH shall thereafter have thirty (30) days 
within which to approve or reject the corrected documents. Upon 
the approval of the DOH, said Working Drawings and Specifications 
shall constitute the final Working Drawings and Specifications. 

If, after executing this Agreement, the Developer desires to 
construct a different type of model Home than that reflected in the 
Working Drawings and Specifications listed on Exhibit D attached 
hereto. Developer shall submit to the DOH Working Drawings and 
Specifications for said model. The DOH shall have thirty (30) days 
within which to approve or reject said Working Drawings and 
Specifications. If the DOH rejects the Working Drawings and 
Specifications, Developer shall have sixty (60) days in order to 
correct such documents and resubmit them to the DOH for approval. 
Upon, the approval of the DOH, said Working Drawings and 
Specifications shall constitute final Working Drawings and 
Specifications. 

The Working Drawings and Specifications shall confoirm to the 
terms of the Agreement, the New Homes Program, and all applicable 
federal, state and local laws, ordinances and regulations, 
including, without limitation, the Zoning Ordinance of the City of 
Chicago, Title 17, Municipal Code of Chicago, the current edition 
of the Model Energy Code published by the Council of American 
Building Officials, and the housing quality standards contained in 
24 C.F.R. Section 882.109. 

Any material amendment to the Working Drawings and 
Specifications must be submitted to the DOH for its approval, which 
approval shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed. 

4.3 Preparation of the Lots; General Requirements. 
Developer and the City acknowledge that some of the City Lots may 
have "atypical" conditions (sunken lot and other site elevation 
problems, ingress and egress problems, parking problems, and/or 
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issues concerning the location of the Homes vis-a-vis existing 
buildings located on the parcels adjacent to the Lots) which 
dictate that special consideration should be given to the 
construction of Homes on such Lots. These "atypical" conditions do 
not include matters which are routinely considered by the City's 
Department of Buildings with regard to the issuance of building 
permits. Accordingly, prior to the commencement of construction of 
the Project, a representative of Developer and the DOH shall 
conduct a site visit of each of the City Lots listed on Exhibit A 
to determine if any special, "atypical" conditions exist. Those 
Lots shall be deemed as "Special Lots" for purposes of the 
Agreement. 

Prior to the commencement of construction by Developer on any 
Special Lot, the DOH must approve a site-specific, final plat of 
survey (including grading elevations) identifying the proposed 
location of the model type, showing the resolution of any 
elevation, ingress/egress, parking and location issues. Subject to 
the limitations in Section 4.5(b), the City may provide the 
assistance described therein to remedy such atypical conditions. 

In addition, prior to the commencement of construction on any 
of the Lots, the environmental effect of the development and 
construction of the Project must be assessed in accordance with the 
provisions of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 and 
implementing regulations contained in 24 C.F.R. Parts 50 and 58. 
In such regard, the City may grant to Developer a right of entry-to 
the City Lots for the purpose of allowing Developer's architects 
and engineers to inspect each City Lot and to investigate the soil 
and environmental condition existing in each City Lot. 

Construction and development of any of the Homes shall be in 
accordance with the Lead-Based Paint Poisoning Prevention Act, 42 
U.S.C. 4 821 et seq. and the corresponding regulations contained in 
24 C.F.R. Part 35. In addition. Developer shall comply with the 
Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973, 42 U.S.C. 4001-4128). 

4.4 Limited Applicability of DOH's Approval. Any approvals 
of the Working Drawings and Specifications made by the DOH are for 
the purposes of the Agreemeint only and do not affect or constitute 
approvals required for building permits or approvals required 
pursuant to any other ordinance or code of the City, nor does any 
approval by the DOH pursuant to the Agreement constitute approval 
of the quality, stmactural soundness or the safety of the Homes. 
The City, however, agrees to assist Developer in expeditiously 
obtaining approvals for building permits and driveways affecting 
the Project. 

4.5 Financing and Constructing the Project. 

(a) Budget. Concurrent with the execution of the Agreement 
by Developer and its delivery to the City, Developer shall deliver 
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to the DOH for its approval a written budget ("Budget") for the 
construction of the Homes. Developer shall also submit to the DOH 
a description of Developer's financing ("Financing"), which shall 
include the amount of Developer's equity in the Project and 
evidence of: (i) a commitment for adequate financing ("Commitment") 
obtained from a financial institution or lender, specifying the 
source and the amount of the loan, length of the term and the 
applicable interest rate, or (ii) evidence of a line of credit or 
other funding source necessary to fund the construction of the 
Homes. Within seven (7) business days of receipt, the DOH shall 
review and approve or reject the Financing, and the Commitment. 
The Financing shall be subject and subordinate to the terms and 
conditions of the Agreement. 

Provided that the Commitment is approved by the City, 
Developer shall obtain financing from the lender identified in the 
Commitment ("Construction Lender") to permit the construction of 
the Project ("Construction Loan").' The Construction Lender shall 
be permitted to secure and evidence its loan by a mortgage ("First 
Mortgage") and mortgage note ("First Mortgage Note") encumbering 
the Lots. The Construction Loan funds shall be disbursed pursuant 
to the Escrow described in Section 4.5(c) below. 

(b) City's Incentives. 

(1) Sales Price. Subject to all of the terms, covenants and 
conditions of the Agreement, the City shall convey each City.Lot 
for the consideration of One Dollar ($1.00) if the fair market 
value of the City Lot is Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000) or less. 
For purposes of the Agreement, the "fair market value" for each 
City Lot has been established as of the execution date of the 
Agreement and is listed on Exhibit A attached hereto. The 
Developer acknowledges that upon the recording of this Agreement, 
the City shall have a lien against each City Lot conveyed pursuant 
hereto (including City Lots on which a MR-Home is built) in the 
amount of the fair market value of such City Lot, as set forth on 
Exhibit A (the "Land Value Lien"). The fair market value of a 
particular City Lot, up to the first $50,000 in value (the "Land 
Value Lien Amount") shall be added to and included in the amount of 
monies secured by this Agreement and the City Junior Mortgage and 
potentially due and owing under such instruments. The amoiont by 
which the fair market value of a City Lot exceeds the sum of 
$50,000 (if any) (such excess amount, the "Additional Land Value 
Lien Amount") shall also be secured by this Agreement and the City 
Junior Mortgage and siobject to the special repayment provisions 
described in the following paragraph. 

After the recording of this Agreement, and prior to a City 
Lot's conveyance to a homebuyer, the Land Value Lien Amount and any 
Additional Land Value Lien Amount shall not amortize and shall be 
immediately be due and payable to the City if the City Lot is sold, 
or refinanced except as expressly contemplated and permitted under 
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this Agreement and the City Junior Mortgage. When a City Lot is 
conveyed to a homebuyer, the lien of this Agreemerit shall be 
released and be replaced by the lien of the City Junior Mortgage. 
The Land Value Lien Amount shall thereafter reduce in four equal 
installments on each anniversary date of such conveyance, and after 
the fourth anniversary date shall be zero. The Additional Land 
Value Lien Amount shall not amortize, but shall be an amount 
potentially due and owing the City calculated as the Additional 
Land Value Lien Amount, plus interest thereon at an annual rate of 
three percent (3%), from the date of such conveyance. The 
principal amount of and any accrued interest on the Additional Land 
Value Lien Amount shall become due upon the sale or refinancing 
(except a refinancing in an amount equal to or less than the 
homebuyer's purchase price for the Home) of said Home during the 
forty (40) year period commencing on the date of such conveyance; 
provided, however, that if the subsequent homebuyer meets the 
income eligibility requirements of the New Homes Program, such 
purchaser may assume the obligations of the Land Value Lien as to 
such Additional Land Value Lien Amount for the balance of such 
forty (40) year term. The Land Value Lien, as initially evidenced 
by this Agreement and then evidenced by the City Junior Mortgage, 
shall be junior to the lien of any construction loan mortgage and 
any First Mortgage, and any subsequent purchase money mortgage 
obtained by any a homebuyer of a Home (if such homebuyer is income-
eligible under the New Homes Program), and any refinancing of such 
purchase money mortgage, provided such refinancing is in an amount 
equal to or less than the homebuyer's purchase price for the Home. 

The Three-Flat Condominium Units which may be constructed by 
the Developer pursuant to this Agreement may be sold as MR-Homes. 

(2) Purchase Price Subsidy. The City shall grant a Purchase 
Price Subsidy in an amount not to exceed the sum of Four Hundred 
Fifty Thousand Dollars ($450,000) in the aggregate to cover hard 
construction costs of certain of the Homes. The Purchase Price 
Subsidy shall not exceed the sum of Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000) 
per Single Family Home (other than the Three-Flat Condominium 
Units, which are not eligible to receive the Purchase Price 
Subsidy), and shall only be available to homebuyers whose household 
incomes are less than or equal to one hundred percent (100%) of the 
AMI (as to Single Family Homes). The specific amount of Purchase 
Price Subsidy to be allocated to each model type of Home is 
described further on Exhibit H attached hereto. 

The Purchase Price Subsidy shall be disbursed to Developer at 
the closing of the sale of each Home to the initial homebuyer, but 
only if that Developer: (a) obtains from the City the Certificate; 
(b) conveys the Home to an eligible homebuyer as described in 
Section 5.3 below; (c) complies with the covenants described in 
Section 5.1 below; and (d) provides the initial homebuyer with an 
Owner's Policy ALTA form B (1987) policy of title insurance issued 
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by the Title Company, dated as of the closing date in the amount 
of the purchase price. 

Developer shall advise each initial homebuyer that such 
homebuyer shall be required to execute and record at the time of 
the homebuyer's closing (and the Developer shall attach as an 
exhibit to the homebuyer's sales contract) a mortgage, security and 
recapture agreement in favor of the City (the "City Junior 
Mortgage") . in the form of Exhibit I to this Agreement, which shall 
also include the homebuyer's covenant to use the Home as the 
homebuyer's principal residence, and shall secure all amounts 
described in this Agreement as being subject to recapture or 
repayment . The amount of any Purchase Price Subsidy provided with 
respect to a Home shall be secured by the City Junior Mortgage and 
shall be repaid by the homebuyer to the City in accordance with its 
terms if the Home is sold or refinanced (except in an amount equal 
to or less than the homebuyer' s purchase price for the Home) by 
the initial homebuyer within four (4) years of purchase. The: City 
Junior Mortgage shall be subordinate to the lien in favor of the 
homebuyer's permanent purchase mortgage, and any refinancing of 
such purchase money mortgage, provided such refinancing is in an 
amount equal to or less than the homebuyer's purchase price for 
the Home. 

(3) Additional Purchase Price Subsidy. Homebuyers 
purchasing a Single Family Home (other than Three-Flat Condominium 
Units) and whose household incomes are at or below 80% of the AMI 
(hereafter, a "HOME Homebuyer") may request from the City, by 
application to the DOH, a financial subsidy ("Additional Purchase 
Price Subsidy") derived from an allocation to the City of HOME 
Investment Partnerships Program grant funds, pursuant to the 
Cranston-Gonzalez National Affordable Housing Act, 42 U.S.C. 
Section 12701 et seq. (1992) and the regulations promulgated 
thereto in 24 C.F.R. Part 92 (such regulations, the "HOME 
Regulations"). The amount of Additional Purchase Price Subsidy 
available for a particular HOME Homebuyer shall not exceed the 
amount of Twenty Thousand Dollars ($20,000) per HOME Homebuyer 
whose household income range is between 61% to 80% of the AMI, and 
the amount of Thirty Thousand, Dollars ($30,000) per HOME Homebuyer 
whose household income range is up to 60% of the AMI. In no event, 
however, shall the maximum aggregate Additional Purchase Price 
Subsidy paid under this Agreement exceed One Million Three Hundred 
Fifty Thousand Dollars ($1,350,000). 

Subject to the availability of Additional Purchase Price 
Subsidy Funds, the Additional Purchase Price Subsidy shall be 
provided to the HOME Homebuyer at the closing of the sale of the 
Single Family Home to the HOME Homebuyer, but only if the 
Developer: (a) obtains from the City the Certificate; (b) conveys 
the Single Family Home to a HOME Homebuyer described in this 
Section and Section 5.3 below; (c) complies with the covenants 
described in Section 5.1 below; and (d) provides the HOME Homebuyer 
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with an Owner's Policy ALTA form B (1987) policy of title insurance 
issued by the Title Company, dated as of the closing date in the 
amount of the purchase price. The Additional Purchase Price 
Subsidy funds provided to a particular HOME Homebuyer shall be 
wired to the Title Company at closing, in accordance with the 
Escrow Agreement. 

Developer shall advise said HOME Homebuyer and it shall be a 
condition of such sale, that the HOME Homebuyer must execute: (a) 
the City Junior Mortgage in favor of the City, which shall secure, 
among other things, an amount equal to the Additional Purchase 
Price Subsidy received by the HOME Homebuyer, which shall 
incorporate any additional requirements of the HOME Regulations, 
and which shall also include the HOME Homebuyer's covenant to use 
the Home as the homebuyer's principal residence. The Additional 
Purchase Price Subsidy secured by the City Junior Mortgage shall be 
repaid in the event that the Single Family Home is sold by the HOME 
Homebuyer within the applicable affordability period (as prescribed 
by the HOME Regulations). If, however, the mortgage obtained by 
the HOME Homebuyer from the permanent lender is insured by the FHA, 
the affordability period shall be extended to conform to the terms 
of the FHA-insured mortgage, as is required under the HOME 
Regulations. The City Junior Mortgage lien shall be subordinate 
to the lien in favor of the HOME Homebuyer's purchase money 
mortgage, and any refinancing of such purchase money mortgage, 
provided such refinancing is in an amount equal to or less than the 
homebuyer's purchase price for the Home.: 

(4) DDA Purchase Price Subsidy. If DOH determines that the 
North Lawndale neighborhood in which the Homes are to be built, or 
a portion thereof, is a difficult to develop area within the 
meaning of Section 7(e) of the New Homes Program ordinance, the 
Developer may request that the City provide homebuyers purchasing 
a Home (other than one of the Three-Flat Condominium Units) with a 
homebuyer assistance subsidy in an amount not to exceed Twenty 
Thousand Dollars ($20,000) (the "DDA Purchase Price Subsidy"). In 
no event, however, shall the maximum aggregate DDA Purchase Price 
Subsidy paid under this Agreement exceed Nine Hundred Thousand 
Dollars ($900,000). DOH's approval of such DDA Purchase Price 
Subsidy request shall be in DOH's sole discretion. Subject to such 
DOH approval and the availability of DDA Purchase Price Subsidy 
funds, the DDA Purchase Price Subsidy shall be provided to the 
homebuyer at the closing of the sale of the Home, but only if the 
Developer satisfies the conditions precedent to the disbursement of 
the Additional Purchase Price Subsidy, described in clauses (a), 
(c) (excluding Section 5.1(a) of this Agreement, which is 
incorporated by reference in said clause (c) ) and (d) of Section 
4.5(b) (3) , as conditions also applicable to the disbursement of the 
DDA Purchase Price Subsidy. The DDA Purchase Price Subsidy funds 
provided to a particular homebuyer shall be funded at closing, in 
accordance with the Escrow Agreement. 
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Developer shall advise homebuyers receiving a DDA Purchase 
Price Subsidy that such homebuyers must execute the City Junior 
Mortgage in favor of the City, which shall secure, among other 
things, an amount equal to the DDA Purchase Price Subsidy received 
by the homebuyer. The DDA Purchase Price Subsidy amount secured by 
the City Junior Mortgage shall decline by twenty-five percent (25%) 
on each anniversary of the homebuyer's closing date and, after the 
fourth anniversary date, shall be zero. The City Junior Mortgage 
lien shall be subordinate to the lien in favor of the homebuyer's 
purchase money mortgage, and any refinancing of such purchase money 
mortgage, provided such refinancing is in an amount equal to or 
less than the homebuyer's purchase price for the Home. 

(5) Waiver of City Fees. In conjunction with the 
construction by Developer of the Homes (including the MR-Homes) the 
City shall waive those certain fees and deposits as described in 
Exhibit C attached hereto. 

(6) Perimeter Site Improvements. In connection with the 
construction by Developer of the Homes, the City may expend City 
general obligation bond proceeds or other legally available funds, 
up to a maximum amount of $5,000 per City Lot, or $135,000 in the 
aggregate, to complete Perimeter Site Improvement Work if the City, 
in its sole discretion, determines that such work is necessary to 
the construction of such new Homes, and subject to the. availability 
of such bond proceeds or other legally available funds. 

(c) Escrow. Prior to the commencement of construction of any 
Home, Developer and the City shall execute an escrow agreement 
("Escrow Agreement") and open an escrow account ("Escrow") held by 
an institutional escrowee ("Escrowee") mutually acceptable to the 
parties. The Escrow shall be used to convey City Lots and 
disburse City subsidies pursuant to the terms of the Agreement. The 
respective rights, liabilities and duties of the Escrowee are 
contained in the Agreement. If any conflict exists between the 
terms of the Agreement and the Escrow Agreement or any other 
instructions or other documents affecting the Escrow, the terms and 
provisions of the Agreement shall govern. 

(d) Review of Construction Progress. During the 
construction of the Project, Developer shall submit to the City for 
its review any documentation relating to the construction work, 
including, without limitation, all additional building permits 
issued, an Owner's sworn statement and the general contractor's 
sworn statement. 

During the construction of the Project by Developer, the 
Developer shall cause the Construction Lender to employ, at the 
sole expense of Developer, an inspecting architect ("Inspector") 
(other than the architect who prepared the Working Drawings and 
Specifications) acceptable to the DOH, to review for the parties 
all activities undertaken with regard to the construction of the 
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Home. If no Construction Lender exists (or if the Construction 
Lender does not wish to hire the Inspector), then the DOH, at the 
sole expense of Developer, shall utilize an Inspector which has 
been previously approved by the DOH. 

The scope of the Inspector's work shall be contained in the 
terms of the contract between the Inspector and the Construction 
Lender, or the Inspector and the DOH, as the case may be, and shall 
include inter alia, providing a certification for the benefit of 
the Construction Lender and the DOH on the form attached hereto as 
Exhibit J that the construction of said Home complies with the 
Working Drawings and Specifications. The Inspector shall notify 
the DOH and the Construction Lender of any•discrepancies between 
the Working Drawings and Specifications and the actual construction 
of any Home, and shall provide the DOH with a copy of each and 
every Inspector's certification. The receipt by the DOH of the 
Inspector's Conditional Certificate shall be a condition precedent 
to the disbursement of the applicable amount of Purchase Price 
Subsidy to Developer and, if applicable, any Additional Purchase 
Price Subsidy funds. A representative of the DOH shall have the 
right, but not the obligation, to accompany the Inspector during 
his inspection of the progress of the construction of the Homes. 

(e) Homebuyer Closings and Disbursement of Subsidies . As 
long as Developer is not in material default in the due, prompt and 
complete performance or observance of any of its covenants or 
obligations contained in the Agreement, the conveyances of Homes 
and disbursement of Section 4.5(b) may proceed to closing provided 
the following conditions precedent are satisfied: 

(i) Developer and the homebuyer shall have complied with the 
applicable provisions described in Section 4.5(b), 
including, the execution of the City Junior Mortgage; 

(ii) The Inspector shall have delivered to the City its 
: conditional certificate for said Home (including MR
-Homes) in the form of Exhibit J. conditioned and subject 
only to the completion of punch list items or such other 
items agreed to by the City, the Inspector and Developer 
("Conditional Certificate"); 

(iii)The City shall have issued its Certificate in accordance 
• with Section 4.8 below; 

(iv) Developer, in the form of an owner's sworn statement and 
the general contractor's sworn statement, shall have 
submitted to the Escrowee and the Inspector affirmative 
proof that there are no materialmen's liens or claims 
exist affecting the Home (including MR-Homes), or that 
Developer has taken such appropriate action to cause the 
Title Company to insure over any title encumbrances 
caused by such liens or claims; provided, however, that 
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the Title Company shall have received from Developer 
acceptable waivers or releases of lien covering at least 
seventy five percent (75%) of the hard construction costs 
associated with the construction of the Home; 

(v) Developer shall have submitted to the City a copy of the 
Owner's sworn statement and the general contractor's 
sworn statement describing all construction costs for the 
Home(including MR-Homes); and 

(vi) Developer shall have furnished to the City one (1) copy 
of an "as-built" survey showing the location of all 
completed improvements, including all walks, drives and 
other on-site appurtenances and improvements, showing 
site elevations, and showing no encroachments by any such 
improvements across the boundary lines of the Lot; 

(vii)The DOH shall have issued a letter to Developer that the 
homebuyer meets the income eligibility requirements of 
the New Homes Program (excluding MR-Homes); and 

(viii) If the closing involves the sale of a condominium unit, 
the Developer shall have delivered to DOH evidence of 
compliance with its obligations under Section 2.1(m) 
of this Agreement. 

Developer shall be obligated to complete those items listed on 
the Conditional Certificate (including the punch list items) in a 
timely and expeditious manner subsequent to the closing. The City 
reserves the right to request that Developer deposit or reserve 
with the Escrowee funds (or in lieu thereof, deliver to the 
Escrowee a letter of credit), in an amount to pay for the cost of 
such incomplete work, including, without limitation, any 
landscaping or other work that was not completed prior to closing 
because of weather-related conditions. Once such work has been 
completed, the Inspector shall conduct an on-site inspection in 
order to facilitate the issuance of a final certificate indicating 
that construction of the Home is complete ("Final Certificate"). 
Any funds retained by the Escrowee pursuant to this paragraph shall 
not be released until a copy of the Final Certificate is delivered 
to the Escrowee and the DOH. 

Developer does also certify and agree that it shall not take 
its fee until the closing for the sale of a Home (including MR-
Homes) to a homebuyer. 

4.6 Relocation of Utilities. If Developer requests the 
relocation, repair or replacement of any existing City utility 
lines in order to construct a Home, such utilities shall be 
relocated at Developer's sole expense. The DOH shall assist 
Developer in obtaining the cooperation of any City agency with 
regard to the relocation, repair or replacement of existing utility 
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lines. Under no circumstances shall the City pay for any such 
relocation, repair or replacement costs. In addition. Developer 
shall be solely responsible for the payment of any costs associated 
with the repair, replacement or relocation of any private utility 
lines necessary to construct a Home. 

4.7 Commencement and Completion of the Proiect. Developer, 
siibject to the occurrence of Permitted Delays described in Section 
6.2 below, shall commence with the construction of the Project 
within three (3) months of the execution date of the Agreement. 
Except as otherwise provided in the Agreement, Developer shall 
complete the Project within thirty-six(36) months from the date 
City Council of the City approves this agreement. Developer, its 
successors and assigns, shall promptly begin and diligently 
complete the Project within such time periods. The Commissioner, 
in the Commissioner's sole discretion, may extend the completion 
date one time upon the Developer's written request, for a period of 
up to twenty-four (24) additional months by executing a written 
extension letter. 

4.8 Certificate of Compliance. As each Home (including MR-
Homes) is substantially completed in accordance with the Working 
Drawings and Specifications (as evidenced by the issuance of the 
Inspector's Conditional Certificate or Final Certificate, as the 
case may be) and Developer has performed all of its other 
obligations under this Agreement, including without limitation, the 
closing conditions precedent specified in Section 4.5(e) above, the 
DOH, upon written request by Developer, shall furnish Developer 
with an appropriate compliance certificate ("Certificate"). The 
Certificate shall be evidence the Developer's compliance with 
respect to its obligation to construct such Home in accordance with 
the terms of this Agreement. The Certificate, however, shall not 
constitute evidence that Developer has complied with any applicable 
provisions of federal, state and local laws, ordinances and 
regulations with regard to the completion of the Home and 
furthermore, shall not serve as any "guaranty" as to the quality of 
the construction of said structure. 

The Certificate shall be in recordable form and shall be 
delivered by the DOH to the Escrowee at the closing conveying the 
Home from Developer to the initial homebuyer. Once the Certificate 
is recorded with the Recorder's Office, the Agreement shall no 
longer encumber the Lot. 

4.9 Prohibition Against Unpermitted Enctambrances. Prior to 
the City's issuance of the Certificate for a Home (including MR-
Homes) on a particular Lot, neither Developer nor any successor in 
interest to the Lot shall engage in any financing or other 
transaction the effect of which creates an encumbrance or lien upon 
said Lot; provided, however, that Developer, after receiving the 
prior written consent of the City, may mortgage the Lot for the 
purpose of obtaining the Construction Loan or other financing 
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source as described in Section 4.5(a) above to the extent necessary 
to construct the Home. Notwithstanding the above, no mortgage may 
be recorded against a City Lot until such City Lot is conveyed to 
Developer. 

4.10 Mortgagees Not Obligated to Construct. Notwithstanding 
any of the provisions of the Agreement, no holder of a mortgage 
authorized by the Agreement (including any holder who obtains title 
to a City Lot as a result of foreclosure proceedings, or action in 
lieu therefor), shall be obligated to construct or complete the 
construction of any Home on the City Lot, or to guarantee such 
construction or completion. However, any such holder shall take 
its lien or hold such title subject to this Agreement and must 
devote the City Lot to those uses or improvements provided for or 
permitted in the New Homes Program and this Agreement. If the 
Construction Lender, due to a default by Developer obtains 
possession or title to any of the City Lots by foreclosure or deed 
in lieu of foreclosure, the Construction Lender may request that 
the City make the siibsidies described in Section 4.5(b) available 
in order to construct or to complete the Homes on said Lots and 
convey such homes to homebuyers, as originally contemplated. The 
City shall not unreasonably withhold its consent to such a request, 
so long as the Construction Lender complies with the terms and 
conditions of the Agreement. In such event, the Construction 
Lender shall be required to execute such economic disclosure 
documents as the City deems appropriate. 

Whenever the City shall deliver a notice or demand pursuant to 
Section 6.3(a), the City shall at the same time forward a copy of 
such notice or demand to any Construction Lender identified in 
Section 8.8. After the expiration of any applicable cure period, 
each such Construction Lender shall have the right, at its option, 
to remedy such default within an additional thirty (30) day cure 
period. 

Whenever the Construction Lender shall deliver a default 
notice or demand to Developer under the Construction Loan 
documents, it shall at the same time forward a copy of such notice 
or demand to the City at the addresses listed in Section 8.8 below. 
After the expiration of any applicable cure period, the City shall 
have the right, at the City's option, to remedy such default within 
an additional thirty (30) day cure period. 

SECTION V 
CONVEYANCE OF THE HOMES 

5.1 Developer's Covenants for Participation in the New Homes 
Program. 

(a) Sales Price. Developer acknowledges and affirms the 
objectives of the City with regard to the creation of the New Homes 
Program as a means of achieving the construction of affordable, 
new, high quality, owner-occupied housing within the corporate 
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boundaries of the City. Developer affirmatively covenants that it 
shall sell and convey each Home (other than a MR-Home) for a base 
price per model, as set forth on Exhibit K, attached hereto, but in 
no event shall said base price- for a particular Single Family Home 
exceed the sum of $195,000, such amounts being the current 
inflation-adjusted price limit under the New Homes Program. 
Developer's projected final sales pricing of the various models of 
the Homes to be constructed by Developer are described on Exhibit 
K. The parties acknowledge that said base price does not include 
options described on Exhibit L attached hereto which may be desired 
by individual homebuyers. The parties further acknowledge that 
said base prices may further be slightly adjusted due to inflation, 
upon the written agreement of the parties. The sales prices for 
MR-Homes are not subject to the provisions described in this 
paragraph. 

(b) Compliance with Fair Housing and Non-Discrimination Laws. 
Developer shall not discriminate based upon race, color, religion, 
sex, national origin or ancestry, age, handicap or disability, 
sexual orientation, military status, parental status or source of 
income in the design, marketing and sale of any Home constructed by 
Developer pursuant to the terms of the Agreement, and shall comply 
with any and all federal, state and local laws, statutes, 
ordinances or regulations with regard to non-discrimination in the 
sale and marketing of housing, including, without limitation, the 
Fair Housing Act, 42 U.S.C. sec. 3601-20 et seq. (1988) and 
implementing regulations at 24 C.F.R. Part 100; Executive Order 
11063, as amended by Executive Order 12259 (3 C.F.R., 1958-1963 
Comp., p. 652 and 3 C.F.R., 1980 Comp., p. 307) (Equal Opportunity 
in Housing) and implementing regulations at 24 C.F.R. Part 107; and 
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (42 U.S.C. 
2000d)(Nondiscrimination in Federally Assisted Programs) and 
implementing regulations issued at 24 C.F.R. Part 1; 42 U.S.C. sec. 
1982 (1988), and sections 17-19 of Article I of the Constitution of 
the State of Illinois; the Age Discrimination Act of 1975, 42 
U.S.C. sect. 6101-07, and implementing regulations at 24 C.F.R. 
Part 146, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 29 U.S.C. 
794 and implementing regulations at 24 C.F.R. Part 8. 

(c) Warranty of Hcibitability. At the closing for the 
conveyance of a Home from Developer to an initial homebuyer. 
Developer shall deliver to said homebuyer a warranty of 
habitability in the form of Exhibit M attached hereto. Said 
warranty of habitability shall have a duration of one year and 
shall be deemed to run with the land. 

5.2 Marketing. Developer shall comply with the affirmative 
marketing requirements described in Section 5.1(b) above. In 
addition. Developer shall comply with the marketing plan which has 
been approved by the DOH and is attached hereto as Exhibit N, and 
to utilize solely those marketing materials which have been 
approved by the DOH either prior to or subsequent to the execution 
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date of the Agreement with regard to the marketing of the Homes 
(including MR-Homes) to prospective homebuyers. Developer also 
agrees to place on at least one of the Lots a sign stating that the 
Home was (or shall be) constructed by Developer pursuant to the New 
Homes Program. 

5.3 Income Eligibility Standards. Every potential homebuyer 
in conjunction with the homebuyer's execution of a purchase 
contract for the purchase of a Home (excluding MR-Homes) , must be 
approved in writing by the DOH as meeting the income eligibility 
standards of the New Homes Program. Developer must provide the DOH 
with any and all information required by the DOH to confirm such 
homebuyer's income eligibility. The DOH shall have ten (10) 
business days from the date of receipt of a "complete information 
package" (which shall include, by means of illustration and not 
limitation, the W-2 forms from the initial homebuyer's employer(s), 
U.S. 104 0 income tax returns for the previous two years, an 
affidavit or verification from the homebuyer with regard to 
household size, and the employer verification form utilized by the 
Federal National Mortgage Association within .which to qualify 
potential homebuyers. (Including those purchasing MR-Homes) 

5.4 Pre-Purchase Qualification. Developer shall refer each 
prospective homebuyer for pre-purchase counseling, which shall be 
offered either by the DOH, a qualified community organization or 
lending institution. Each homebuyer must participate in pre-
purchase counseling, and provide the DOH with a certificate or 
other, evidence of participation. 

SECTION VI 
PERFORMANCE 

6.1 Time of the Essence. Time is of the essence of the 
Agreement. 

6.2 Permitted Delays. Neither the City, Developer, or any 
successor in interest to Developer, shall be considered in breach 
of its obligations to commence or complete the Project in the event 
of delay in the performance of such obligations due to 
unforeseeable causes beyond such party's control and without such 
party's fault or negligence, including but not limited to, any 
delays or halts in the construction of the Homes, compelled by 
court order, acts of God, acts of the piiblic enemy, acts of the 
United States or other governmental body, acts of the other party, 
fires, floods, epidemics, quarantine restrictions, strikes, 
vandalism, embargoes and unusually severe weather or delays of 
subcontractors due to such cause. The time for the performance of 
the obligations shall be extended only for the period of the 
permitted delay if the party seeking the extension shall request it 
in writing of the other party within twenty (20) days after the 
beginning of any such delay. 
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6 . 3 Breach. 

(a) Generally. If the Developer defaults in the performance 
of its obligations under the Agreement, the Developer shall, upon 
written notice from the City, commence to immediately cure or 
remedy such default but, in any event, by not later than thirty 
(30) days after receipt of such notice (or such other cure period, 
if any, as may be expressly provided for in Section 6.3(b)). If 
the default is not cured within such thirty (30) day period (or 
such other cure period), the City may institute such proceedings 
at law or in equity .as may be necessary or desirable in its sole 
discretion to cure and remedy such default, including but not 
limited to, proceedings to compel specific performance. 

(b) Event of Default . For purposes of the Agreement, the 
occurrence of any one or more of the following, which is not cured 
by the specified cure period, if any, shall constitute an "Event of 
Default": 

(1) Any warranty, representation or statement made or 
furnished by Developer is not true and correct, or any 
covenant is not complied with in any material respect; 
(30 day cure period); or 

(2) Any petition or proceeding is filed by Developer under 
the Federal Bankruptcy Code or any similar state or 
federal law, whether now or hereafter existing (no cure 
period) or any such petition or proceeding is 
involuntarily filed and not vacated, stayed or set aside 
(60 day cure period); or 

(3) Failure of Developer to finalize the Working Drawings and 
Specifications in accordance with Section 4.2 (30 day 
cure period); or 

(4) If Developer fails to commence or complete construction 
of a Home or the Homes (including the nature of and the 
dates of the beginning and completion thereof) or 
abandons or substantially suspends construction work of 
any Home (30 day cure period); or 

(5) If Developer conveys any Home (excluding MR-Homes) to a 
homebuyer in excess of the consideration described in 
Section 5.1 above, or conveys any Home to a homebuyer 
ineligible to participate in the New Homes Program (no 
cure period); or 

(6) Developer fails to comply with the non-discrimination 
covenants in Section 5.2 above with regard to the 
marketing and sale of the Homes (including MR-Homes) 
constructed by Developer (30 day cure period); or 
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(7) Failure of Developer to pay real estate taxes or 
assessments affecting any Lots (accruing after the date 
of conveyance by the City to Developer with respect to 
the City Lots) when due, or placing thereon any 
encumbrance or lien unauthorized by the Agreement, or 
suffering any levy or attachment to be made, or any 
materialmen's or mechanics' lien, or any other 
unauthorized encumbrance or lien to attach to the Lots or 
any part thereof (unless Developer has taken such 
appropriate action to cause the Title Company to insure 
over any title encumbrances caused by such liens or 
encumbrances) , and such taxes or assessments shall not 
have been paid, or the encumbrance or lien removed or 
discharged or provision satisfactory to the City made for 
such payment, removal or discharge; (30 day cure period); 
or 

(8) The occurrence of an event of default within the context 
of the First Mortgage, if any, which is not cured within 
the applicable time periods, if any, contained therein; 
or 

(9) The financial statements of Developer are not complete in 
all material respects or do not accurately present the 
assets, liabilities, results of operations and financial 
condition of Developer or there is a material adverse 
change in the assets, liabilities, results of operations 
or financial condition of Developer since the date of 
Developer's most recent financial statements; (30 day 
cure period); or 

(10) Developer makes or causes to be made, directly or 
indirectly, any payment, gratuity or offer of employment 
in connection with this Agreement or any contract paid 
from the City treasury or pursuant to any City ordinance, 
for services to any City agency (vcity Contract") as an 
inducement for the City to enter "into the Agreement or 
any City Contract in violation of Chapter 2-156-120 of 
the Municipal Code of Chicago; (no cure period); or 

(11) Any assignment, pledge, encumbrance, transfer or other 
disposition is made in violation of Section 8.2 below (no 
cure period). 

(12) Developer fails to comply with the condominium covenants 
in Section 2.1(m) above (30 day cure period). 

(c) Prior to Commencement of Construction. If prior to the 
commencement of construction of any Home, an Event of Default 
occurs, the City may immediately terminate this Agreement and 
institute any action or proceeding at law or in equity against 
Developer. 
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(d) After Commencement of Construction Until Issuance of 
Certificate. If after commencement of construction by Developer of 
a Home on any City Lot but before the City issues its Certificate 
for such Home, an Event of Default occurs, the City may 
immediately terminate the Agreement and institute any action or 
proceeding at law or in equity against Developer. In such event, 
Developer shall have no further right or interest regarding any 
City Lot not conveyed to Developer prior to the default. 

In addition, the City shall have the right to re-enter and 
take possession of each City Lot previously conveyed, to terminate 
the Developer's title to such City Lots and all other rights and 
interests of Developer to said Lots and any improvements 
constructed thereon, and revest title in said City in the City 
without any compensation whatsoever to Developer; provided, 
however, that such condition subsequent and revesting of title in 
the City shall always be limited by, and shall not defeat, render 
invalid, or limit in any way, the lien of the First Mortgage. 

Upon such revesting of title to the City Lots in the City, the 
DOH may complete the construction of any Homes on the City Lots, 
including, if necessary, the hiring of an alternative contractor to 
complete the construction. Upon completion of construction, the 
DOH shall employ its best efforts to convey the Homes (subject to 
the First Mortgage liens described above, if any) to a homebuyer 
under the New Homes Program(excluding MR-Homes), and in accordance 
with all applicable federal, state and local laws, ordinances and 
regulations. In the.event a First Mortgage encumbers the City Lot 
on which the Home is built, then at the closing of the conveyance 
of such Home, the net sales proceeds from the sale of the Home 
shall be applied to repay an allocable share of the unpaid 
principal of the First Mortgage attributable to said City Lot and 
the interest accrued thereon due and payable as of the date of 
conveyance. When the City sells all of the Homes in accordance 
with the provisions described in this paragraph, then upon 
repayment of all amounts imder the First Mortgage any remaining 
proceeds shall be distributed pursuant to Section 6.3(e) below. 
In the alternative, the City may allow the Construction Lender to 
enter into possession of such Lots and cause the completion of 
construction of the Homes so long as the Construction Lender 
complies with the terms and provisions of the Agreement. 

(e) Distribution of Sale Proceeds. Upon the sale of all of 
the Homes by the City pursuant to Section 6.3(d) above, the 
proceeds from said conveyance(s) shall be utilized first to 
reimburse the City for: 

(1) costs and expenses incurred by the City with regard to 
the reconveyance of the Lots, management of the Lots, 
and the subsequent conveyance of the Lots to the 
Homebuyers; 
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(2) all taxes, assessments, and water and sewer charges paid 
with respect to the Lots; 

(3) any payments made or necessary to be made (including 
attorneys' fees) to discharge or prevent from attaching 
or being made any subsequent encumbrances or liens 
against the Lots; 

(4) any expenditures made or obligations incurred with 
respect to the construction and maintenance of any Homes 
constructed on the Lots; 

(5) any other amounts owed to the City by Developer, its 
successors or transferees under this Agreement, or 
otherwise; and 

(6) any remaining sums shall be delivered to Developer. 

(f) After Conveyance. If an Event of Default occurs imder 
Section 6.3(b)(5) or Section 6.3 (b)(6), then the City shall have 
the right to institute a suit for injunctive relief against 
Developer, or alternatively, at the option of the City solely with 
regard to an Event of Default under Section 6.3(b)(5), Developer, 
within twenty (20) days after the receipt of written notice of 
default from the City, shall deliver the sum of one and one/half 
times the amount by which the sales price exceeds the permitted 
consideration described in Section 5.1, per violation to the City, 
said sum representing an amount of liquidated damages and not a 
penalty. 

6.4 Waiver and Estoppel. Any delay by the City in 
instituting or prosecuting any actions or proceedings or otherwise 
asserting its rights shall not operate as a waiver of such rights 
or operate to deprive the City of or limit such rights in any way. 
No waiver made by the City with respect to any specific default by 
Developer shall be construed, considered or treated as a waiver of 
the rights of the City with respect to any other defaults of 
Developer. 

6.5 Indemnity. Developer hereby agrees to indemnify, defend 
and hold the City harmless from and against any losses, costs, 
damages, liabilities, claims, suits, actions, causes of action and 
expenses (including, without limitation, attorneys' fees and court 
costs) , suffered or incurred by the City (except due to the 
negligence of the City) arising from or in connection with: (i) 
the failure of Developer to perform its obligations under the 
Agreement; (ii) the failure of Developer or any contractor to pay 
contractors, subcontractors or materialmen in connection with the 
construction of the Homes (unless Developer has taken such 
appropriate action to cause the Title Company to insure over any 
title encumbrances caused by such liens and encumbrances); (iii) a 
material misrepresentation or material omission in Developer's 
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application to participate in the New Homes Program or in the 
Agreement which is the result of information supplied or omitted by 
Developer or by agents, employees, contractors, subcontractors, or 
persons acting under the control or at the request of Developer; 
(iv) the failure of Developer to redress any misrepresentations or 
omissions in the Agreement or any other agreement relating hereto; 
(v) any activity undertaken by Developer on any of the City Lots or 
any part thereof; and (vi) any claim or cost relating to any soil 
or environmental condition existing at, or created by Developer on, 
any City Lot. 

6.6 Access to the Lots. Any duly authorized representative 
of the City shall, at all reasonable times, have access to any Lot, 
or part thereof, from the execution date of the Agreement until the 
City issues its Certificate with regard to the completion of the 
Home on the Lot, for the purpose of confirming Developer's 
compliance with this Agreement. 

6.7 City's Right to Inspect Records. Until the date that is 
three years after the date on which the City issues its Certificate 
with regard to the completion of the final Home, the City shall 
have the right and authority' to review and audit, from time to 
time. Developer's books and records relating to the Project, 
including, without limitation. Developer's loan statements, the 
construction manager's sworn statements, general contracts, 
subcontracts, purchase orders, waivers of lien, paid receipts and 
invoices. All such books, records and other documents shall be 
available at the offices of Developer for inspection, copying, 
audit and examination by any duly authorized representative of the 
City; provided, however, that the City shall provide Developer with 
at least two (2) business days' written notice of any proposed 
inspection of Developer's books and records. 

SECTION VII 
DEVELOPER'S EMPLOYMENT OBLIGATIONS 

7.1 Employment Opportunity. Developer agrees for itself and 
its successors and assigns, and shall contractually obligate its or 
their various contractors, subcontractors or any Affiliate of 
Developer operating on the Project (collectively, with Developer, 
the "Employers" and individually an "Employer") to agree, that for 
the term of this Agreement with respect to Developer and during the 
period of any other party's provision of services in connection 
with the construction of the Project and the occupation of the Lots 
with regard thereto: 

A. No Employer shall discriminate against any employee or 
applicant for employment based upon race, religion, 
color, sex, national origin or ancestry, age, handicap or 
disability, sexual orientation, military discharge 
status, marital status, parental status or source of 
income as defined in the City of Chicago Human Rights 
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Ordinance, Chapter 2-160, Section 2-160-010 et seq.. 
Municipal Code of Chicago, except as otherwise provided 
by said ordinance and as amended from time to time (the 
"Human Rights Ordinance"). Each Employer shall take 
affirmative action to ensure that applicants are hired 
and employed without discrimination based upon race, 
religion, color, sex, national origin or ancestry, age, 
handicap or disability, sexual orientation, military 
discharge status, marital status, parental status or 
source of income and are treated in a non-discriminatory 
manner with regard to all job-related matters, including 
without limitation: employment, upgrading, demotion, or 
transfer; recruitment or recruitment advertising; layoff 
or termination; rates of pay or other forms of 
compensation; and selection for training, including 
apprenticeship. Each Employer agrees to post in 
conspicuous places, available to employees and applicants 
for employment, notices to be provided by the City" 
setting forth the provisions of this nondiscrimination 
clause. In addition, the Employers, in all solicitations 
or advertisements for employees, shall state that all 
qualified applicants shall receive consideration for 
employment without discrimination based upon race, 
religion, color, sex, national origin or ancestry, age, 
handicap or disability, sexual orientation, military 
discharge status, marital status, parental status or 
source of income. 

B. Each Employer shall comply with all federal, state and 
local equal employment and affirmative action statutes, 
rules and regulations, including, but not limited to, the 
Human Rights Ordinance, and the Illinois Human Rights 
Act, 775 ILCS 5/1-101 et seq. (1993), and any subsequent 
amendments and regulations promulgated thereto. 

C. Developer, in order to demonstrate compliance with the 
terms of this Section, shall cooperate with and promptly 
and accurately respond to inqpjiries by the City, which 
has the responsibility to observe and report compliance 
with equal employment opportunity regulations of federal, 
state and municipal agencies. 

D. Developer and each Employer shall include the foregoing 
provisions of subparagraphs A through C in every contract 
entered into in connection with the Project, and shall 
require inclusion of these provisions in every 
subcontract entered into by any subcontractors, and every 
agreement with any Affiliate operating on the Property, 
so that each such provision shall be binding upon each 
contractor, subcontractor or affiliate, as the case may 
be. 
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E. Failure to comply with the employment obligations 
described in this Section 7.1 shall be a basis for the 
City to pursue remedies under the provisions of Section 
6 above. 

7.2 City Resident Employment Reguirement. Developer agrees 
for itself and its successors and assigns, and shall contractually 
obligate the other Employers, as applicable, to agree, that during 
the construction of the Project they shall comply with the minimum 
percentage of total worker hours performed by actual residents of 
the City of Chicago as specified in Section 2-92-330 of the 
Municipal Code of Chicago (at least fifty percent of the total 
worker hours worked by persons on the site of the construction for 
the Project shall be performed by actual residents of the City of 
Chicago); provided, however, that in addition to complying with 
this percentage. Developer and the other Employers shall be 
required to make good faith efforts to utilize qualified residents 
of the City of Chica:go in both unskilled and skilled labor 
positions. 

Developer and the other Employers may request a reduction or 
waiver of this minimum percentage! level of Chicagoans as provided 
for in Section 2-92-330 of the Municipal Code of Chicago in 
accordance with standards and procedures developed by the 
Purchasing Agent of the City of Chicago. 

"Actual residents of the City of Chicago" shall mean persons 
domiciled within the City of Chicago. The domicile is an 
individual's one and only true, fixed and permanent home and 
principal establishment. 

Developer and the other Employers shall provide for the 
maintenance of adecjuate employee residency records to ensure that 
actual Chicago residents are employed on the Project. Developer 
and the other Employers shall maintain copies of personal 
documents supportive of every Chicago employee's actual record of 
residence. 

Weekly certified payroll reports (U.S. Department of Labor 
Form WH-347 or equivalent) shall be siibmitted to the Commissioner 
of the DOH in triplicate, which shall identify clearly the actual 
residence of every employee on each submitted certified payroll. 
The first time that an employee's name appears on a payroll, the 
date that the company hired the employee should be written in after 
the employee's name. 

Developer and the other Employers shall provide full access to 
their employment records to the Purchasing Agent, the Commissioner, 
the Superintendent of the Chicago Police Department, the Inspector 
General, or any duly authorized representative thereof. Developer 
and the other Employers shall maintain all relevant personnel data 
and records for a period of at least three (3) years after final 
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acceptance of the work constituting the Project as evidenced by the 
issuance of the Certificate for the last Home constructed by 
Developer. 

At the direction of the DOH, affidavits and other supporting 
documentation will be required of Developer and the other Employers 
to verify or clarify an employee's actual address when doubt or 
lack of clarity has arisen. 

Good faith efforts on the part of Developer and the other 
Employers to provide utilization of actual Chicago residents (but 
not sufficient for the granting of a waiver request as provided for 
in the standards and procedures developed by the Purchasing Agent) 
shall not suffice to replace the actual, verified achievement of 
the requirements of this Section concerning the worker hours 
performed by actual Chicago residents. 

When work at the Project is completed, in the event that the 
City has determined that Developer and the other Employers failed 
to ensure the fulfillment of the requirement of this Section 
concerning the worker hours performed by actual Chicago residents 
or failed to report in the manner as indicated above, the City will 
thereby be damaged in the failure to provide the benefit of 
demonstrable employment to Chicagoans to the degree stipulated in 
this Section. Therefore, in such a case of non-compliance it is 
agreed that 1 / 20 of 1 percent (.05%), 0.0005, of the aggregate 
hard construction costs set forth in the Budget (as the same shall 
be evidenced by approved contract value for the actual contracts) 
shall be surrendered by Developer and/or the other Employers to 
the City in payment for each percentage of shortfall toward the 
stipulated residency requirement. Failure to report the residency 
of employees entirely and correctly shall result in the surrender 
of the entire liquidated damages as if no Chicago residents were 
employed in either of the categories. The willful falsification of 
statements and the certification of payroll data may subject 
Developer and/or the other Employers or employee to prosecution. 
Nothing herein provided shall be construed to be a limitation upon 
the "Notice of Requirements for Affirmative Action to Ensure Equal 
Employment Opportunity, Executive Order 11246" and "Standard 
Federal Equal Employment Opportunity, Executive Order 11246," or 
other affirmative action required for equal opportunity under the 
provisions of this Agreement. 

Developer shall cause or require the provisions of this 
Section 7.2 to be included in all construction contracts and 
subcontracts related to the Project. 

7.3 Developer's MBE/WBE Commitment. The Developer agrees for 
itself and its successors and assigns, and, if necessary to meet 
the requirements set forth herein, shall contractually obligate the 
General Contractor to agree that during the Project: 
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(a) Consistent with the findings which support, as 
applicable, (i) the Minority-Owned and Women-Owned Business 
Enterprise Procurement Program, Section 2-92-420 et seq., Municipal 
Code of Chicago (the "Procurement Program") , and (ii) the Minority-
and Women-Owned Business Enterprise Construction Program, Section 
2-92-650 et seq., Municipal Code of Chicago (the "Construction 
Program," and collectively with the Procurement Program, the 
"MBE/WBE Program"), and in reliance upon the provisions of the 
MBE/WBE Program to the extent contained in, and as qualified by, 
the provisions of this Section 7.3, during the course of the 
Project, at least the following percentages of the MBE/WBE budget 
to be approved by DOH's monitoring staff shall be expended for 
contract participation by minority-owned businesses ("MBEs") and by 
women-owned businesses ("WBEs"): 

(1) At least 24 percent by MBEs. 
(2) At least four percent by WBEs. 

(b) For purposes of this Section 7.3 only: 

(i) The Developer (and any party to whom a contract is 
let by the Developer in connection with the Project) shall be 
deemed a "contractor" and this Agreement (and any contract let by 
the Developer in connection with the Project) shall be deemed a 
"contract" or a "construction contract" as such terms are defined 
in Sections 2-92-420 and 2-92-670, Municipal Code of Chicago, as 
applicable. 

(ii) The term "minority-owned business" or "MBE" shall 
mean a business identified in the Directory of Certified Minority 
Business Enterprises published by the City's Department of 
Procurement Services, or otherwise certified by the City's 
Department of Procurement Services as a minority-owned business 
enterprise, related to the Procurement Program or the Construction 
program, as applicable. 

(iii) The term "women-owned business" or "WBE" shall mean 
a business identified in the Directory of Certified Women Business 
Enterprises piiblished by the City's Department of Procurement 
Services, or otherwise certified by the City's Department of 
procurement Services as a women-owned business enterprise, related 
to the Procurement Program or the Construction Program, as 
applicable. 

(c) Consistent with Sections 2-92-440 and 2-92-720, Municipal 
Code of Chicago, the Developer's MBE/WBE commitment may be achieved 
in part by the Developer's status as an MBE or WBE (but only to the 
extent of any actual work performed on. the Project by the 
Developer) or by a joint venture with one or more MBEs or WBEs (but 
only to the extent of the lesser of (i) the MBE or WBE 
participation in such joint venture or (ii) the amount of any 
actual work performed on the Project by the MBE or WBE) , by the 
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Developer utilizing a MBE or a WBE as the General Contractor (but 
only to the extent of any actual work performed on the Project by 
the General Contractor), by subcontracting or causing the General 
Contractor to subcontract a portion of the Project to one or more 
MBEs or WBEs, or by the purchase of materials or services used in 
the Project from one or more MBEs or WBEs, or by any combination of 
the foregoing. Those entities which constitute both a MBE and a 
WBE shall not be credited more than once with regard to the 
Developer's MBE/WBE commitment as described in this Section 7.3. 
In accordance with Section 2-92-730, Municipal Code of Chicago, the 
Developer shall not substitute any MBE or WBE General Contractor or 
subcontractor without the prior written approval of DOH. 

(d) The Developer shall deliver quarterly reports to the 
City's monitoring staff during the Project describing its efforts 
to achieve compliance with this MBE/WBE commitment. Such reports 
shall include, inter alia, the name and business address of each 
MBE and WBE solicited by the Developer or the General Contractor to 
work on the Project, and the responses received from such 
solicitation, the name and business address of each MBE or WBE 
actually involved in the Project, a description of the work 
performed or products or services supplied, the date and amount of 
such work, product or service, and such other information as may 
assist the City's monitoring staff in detennining the Developer's 
compliance with this MBE/WBE commitment. The Developer shall 
maintain records of all relevant data with respect to the 
utilization of MBEs and WBEs in connection with the Project for at 
least five years after completion of the Project, and the City's 
monitoring staff shall have access to all such records maintained 
by the Developer, on five Business Days' notice, to allow the City 
to review the Developer's compliance with its commitment to MBE/WBE 
participation and the status of any MBE or WBE performing any 
portion of the Project. 

(e) Upon the disqualification of any MBE or WBE General 
Contractor or subcontractor, if such status was misrepresented by 
the disqualified party, the Developer shall be obligated to 
discharge or cause to be discharged the disqualified General 
Contractor or subcontractor, and, if possible, identify and engage 
a qualified MBE or WBE as a replacement. For purposes of this 
Section (e) , the disqualification procedures are further described 
in Sections 2-92-540 and 2-92-730, Municipal Code of Chicago, as 
applicable. 

(f) Any reduction or waiver of the Developer's MBE/WBE 
commitment as described in this Section 7.3 shall be undertaken in 
accordance with Sections 2-92-450 and 2-92-730, Municipal Code of 
Chicago, as applicable. 

(g) Prior to the commencement of the Project, the Developer 
shall be required to meet with the City's monitoring staff with 
regard to the Developer's compliance with its obligations under 
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this Section 7.3. The General Contractor and all major 
subcontractors shall be required to attend this pre-construction 
meeting. During said meeting, the Developer shall demonstrate to 
the City's monitoring staff its plan to achieve its obligations 
under this Section 7.3, the sufficiency of which shall be approved 
by the City's monitoring staff. During the Project, the Developer 
shall siibmit the documentation required by this Section 7.3 to the 
City's monitoring staff, including the following: (i) 
subcontractor's activity report; (ii) contractor's certification 
concerning labor standards and prevailing wage requirements, if 
applicable; (iii) contractor letter of understanding; (iv) monthly 
utilization report; (v) authorization for payroll agent; (vi) 
certified payroll; (vii) evidence that MBE/WBE contractor 
associations have been informed of the Project via written notice 
and hearings; and (viii) evidence of compliance with job 
creation/job retention requirements. Failure to submit such 
documentation on a timely basis, or a determination by the City's 
monitoring staff, upon analysis of the documentation, that the 
Developer is not complying with its obligations under this Section 
7.3, shall, upon the delivery of written notice to the Developer, 
be deemed an Event of Default. Upon the occurrence of any such 
Event of Default, in addition to any other remedies provided in 
this Agreement, the City may: (1) issue a written demand to the 
Developer to halt the Project, (2) withhold any further payment of 
any City Funds to the Developer or the General Contractor, or (3) 
seek any other remedies against the Developer available at law or 
in equity. 

SECTION VIII 
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS 

8.1 Entire Agreement. This Agreement contains the entire 
agreement of the parties with respect to the Project and supersedes 
all prior agreements, negotiations and discussions with respect 
thereto. It shall not be modified, .amended or changed in any 
material manner whatsoever except by mutual consent of the parties 
as reflected by written instrument executed by the parties hereto. 
The term "material" for the purpose of this Section 8.1 shall be 
defined as any deviation from the terms of the Agreement which 
operates to cancel or otherwise reduce any developmental, 
construction or job-creating obligation of Developer by more than 
five percent (5%) or substantially changes the character of the 
Project or any activities undertaken by Developer affecting the 
Project, or increases any time agreed for performance by either, 
party by more than thirty (30) days. 

8.2 Assignctbility and Transfer. Unless permitted under 
Section 4.9 above, prior to the City's issuance of the Certificate 
with regard to the completion of a Home (including MR-Homes), the 
Developer shall not assign, transfer or convey any right, title or 
interest in the Lot on which such Home is constructed, without the 
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prior written consent of the Commissioner, which shall be in the 
Commissioner's sole discretion. Notwithstanding the above. 
Developer may sign purchase contracts with initial homebuyers prior 
to the issuance of the Certificate. In addition, Developer may 
convey its right, title and interest to any of the Lots to a land 
trust formed under the laws of the state of Illinois and of which 
Developer is the sole beneficiary; provided, however, that the City 
must receive prior notification of such transfer accompanied by a 
certified copy of the land trust agreement, and the City, Developer 
and the land trustee shall execute a document granting the City the 
irrevocable right to approve the land trust documents. 

8.3 Conflict of Interest - City's Representatives Not 
Individually Liable. Prior to the issuance of the Certificate by 
the City with regard to the completiion of the final Home, no member 
of any City board, commission or agency, or official or employee of 
the City shall have any personal interest, direct or indirect, in 
Developer, the Agreement or the Project; nor shall any such member, 
official or employee participate in any decision relating to the 
Agreement which affects his or her personal interest or the 
interests of any corporation, partnership or association in which 
he or she is directly or indirectly interested. This prohibition 
shall include those public officials who have exercised any 
functions or responsibilities with respect to this Project or the 
New Homes Program or who are in a position to participate in a 
decision making process or gain inside information with regard to 
the Project or the New Homes Program or may obtain a financial 
interest or benefit from this Project, or have an interest in any 
contract, siibcontract, or agreement with respect thereto, or the 
proceeds therefore, either for themselves or those with whom the 
officials have family or business ties, during the tenure or 
employment of said public officials and for a period of one year 
thereafter. The foregoing shall not be deemed to exclude employees 
of the City who meet the requirements of the New Homes Program from 
purchasing Homes for their primary residences, and who are able to 
do so pursuant to an ordinance passed by the City Council of the 
City. No member, official or employee of the City shall be 
personally liable to Developer, or any successor in interest; to 
perform any commitment or obligation of the City iinder the 
Agreement nor shall any such person be personally liable in the 
event of any default or breach by the City. 

8.4 Survival. All representations and warranties contained 
in the Agreement shall survive execution date of the Agreement and 
the execution, delivery and acceptance hereof by the parties shall 
not constitute a waiver of rights arising by reasons of any 
misrepresentation. 

8.5 Mutual Assistance. The parties agree to perform their 
respective obligations, including the execution and delivery of any 
documents, instruments, petitions and certifications, as may be 
necessary or appropriate, consistent with the terms and provisions 
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of the Agreement. 

8.6 Cximulative Remedies. The remedies of the City hereunder 
are cumulative and the exercise of any one or more of the remedies 
provided by the Agreement shall not be construed as a waiver of any 
of the other remedies of the City unless specifically so provided 
herein. 

8.7 Disclaimer. No provision of the Agreement, nor any act 
of the City, shall be deemed or construed by any of the parties, or 
by third persons, to create any relationship of third-party 
beneficiary, or of principal or agent, or of limited or general 
partnership, or of joint venture, or of any association or 
relationship involving the City. 

8.8 Notices. Any notice called for herein shall be in 
writing and shall be mailed postage prepaid by registered or 
certified mail with return receipt requested, or hand delivered and 
receipted, as follows: 

If to the City: Commissioner 
Department of Housing 
33 N. LaSalle Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
Attn: Deputy Commissioner, 
Developer Services 

with a copy to: . Corporation Counsel 
City of Chicago 
121 North LaSalle Street, Room 600 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
Attn: Real Estate Division 

If to Developer: At the address given in the Preamble 

Notices are deemed to have been received by the parties three 
(3) days after mailing. The parties, by notice'given hereunder, 
may designate any further or different addresses to which 
subsequent notices, certificates or other communications shall be 
sent. 

8.9 Headings. The headings of the various sections and 
Sections of the Agreement have been inserted for convenient 
reference only and shall not in any manner be construed as 
modifying, amending or affecting in any way the express terms and 
provisions hereof. 

8.10 Governing Law. The Agreement shall be governed by and 
construed in accordance with the laws of the State of Illinois and, 
where applicable, the laws of the United States of America. 

8.11 References to Statutes. All references herein to 
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statutes, regulations, rules, executive orders, ordinances, 
resolutions, rulings, notices or circulars issued by any 
governmental body shall be deemed to include any and all 
amendments, supplements and restatements from time to time to or of 
such statutes, regulations, rules, executive orders, ordinances, 
resolutions, rulings, notices or circulars. 

8.12 Recordation of the Agreement. Upon execution of the 
Agreement by the parties, the City shall promptly record one 
original of the Agreement with the Office of the Recorder of Deeds 
of Cook County, Illinois. 

8.13 No Third Party Beneficiary. The approvals given by the 
City pursuant to the Agreement and the Certificate when issued by 
the City shall be only for the benefit of Developer, the First 
Mortgagee, and their successors in interest in the Project and no 
other person or party may assert against the City or claim the 
benefit of such approval or certificate. 

8.14 Successors and Assigns. The terms of the Agreement 
shall be binding upon the City and Developer, and the Developer's 
successors and assigns. 

8.15 Severability. If any provision of the Agreement, or any 
paragraph, sentence, clause, phrase, or word, or the application 
thereof, in any circumstance, is held invalid, the remainder of the 
Agreement shall be construed as if such invalid, part were never 
included herein and the Agreement shall be and remain valid and 
enforceable to the fullest extent permitted by law. 

8.16 Counterparts. The Agreement shall be executed in 
triplicate, each of which shall constitute an original instrument. 

8.17 Executive Order 2005-1 Developer agrees that 
Developer, any person or entity who directly or indirectly has an 
ownership or beneficial interest in Developer of more than 7.5 
percent ("Owners"), spouses and domestic partners of such Owners, 
Developer's contractors (i.e., any person or entity in direct 
contractual privity with Developer regarding the subject matter of 
this Agreement) ("Contractors"), any person or entity who directly 
or indirectly has an ownership or beneficial interest in any 
Contractor of more than 7.5 percent ("Sub-owners") and spouses and 
domestic partners of such Sub-owners (Developer and all the other 
preceding classes of persons and entities are together, the 
"Identified Parties"), shall not make a contribution of any amount 
to the Mayor of the City of Chicago (the "Mayor") or to his 
political fundraising committee (i) after execution of this 
Agreement by Developer, (ii) while this Agreement or any Other 
Contract is executory, (iii) during the term of this Agreement or 
any Other Contract between Developer and the City, or (iv) during 
any period while an extension of this Agreement or any Other 
Contract is being sought or negotiated. 
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Developer represents and warrants that from the later of (i) 
February 10, 2005, or (ii) the date the City approached the 
Developer or the date the Developer approached the City, as 
applicable, regarding the formulation of this Agreement, no 
Identified Parties have made a contribution of any amount to the 
Mayor or to his political fundraising committee. 

Developer agrees that it shall not: (a) coerce, compel or 
intimidate its employees to make a contribution of any amount to 
the Mayor or to the Mayor's political fundraising committee; (b) 
reimburse its employees for a contribution of any amount made to 
the Mayor or to the Mayor's political fundraising committee; or (c) 
bundle or solicit others to bundle contributions to the Mayor or to 
his political fundraising committee. 

Developer agrees that the Identified Parties must not engage 
in any conduct whatsoever designed to intentionally violate this 
provision or Mayoral Executive Order No. 05-1 or to entice, direct 
or solicit others to intentionally violate this provision or 
Mayoral Executive Order No. 05-1. 

Developer agrees that a violation of, non-compliance with, 
misrepresentation with respect to, or breach of any covenant or 
warranty under this provision or violation of Mayoral Executive 
Order No. 05-1 constitutes a breach and default under this 
Agreement, and under any Other Contract for which no opportunity to 
cure will be granted, unless the City, in its sole discretion, 
elects to grant such an opportunity to cure. Such breach and 
default entitles the City to all remedies (including without 
limitation termination for default) under this Agreement, under any 
Other Contract, at law and in equity. This provision amends any 
Other Contract and supersedes any inconsistent provision contained 
therein. 

If Developer intentionally violates this provision or Mayoral 
Executive Order No. 05-1 prior to the closing of this Agreement, 
the City may elect to decline to close the transaction contemplated 
by this Agreement. 

For purposes of this provision: 

"Bundle" means to collect contributions from more than one 
source which are then delivered by one person to the Mayor or to 
his political fundraising committee. 

"Other Contract" means any other agreement with the City of 
Chicago to which Developer is a party that is (i) formed under the 
authority of chapter 2-92 of the Municipal Code of Chicago; (ii) 
entered into for the purchase or lease of real or personal 
property; or (iii) for materials, supplies, equipment or services 
which are approved or authorized by the City Council of the City of 
Chicago. 
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"Contribution" means a "political contribution" as defined in 
Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, as amended. 

Individuals are "Domestic Partners" if they satisfy the 
following criteria: 

(A) they are each other's sole domestic partner, responsible 
for each other's common welfare; and 

(B) neither party is married; and 
(C) the partners are not related by blood closer than would 

bar marriage in the State of Illinois; and 
(D) each partner is at least 18 years of age, and the 

partners are the same sex, 
and the partners reside at the same residence; and 

(E) two of the following four conditions exist for the 
partners: 

1. The partners have been residing together for at 
least 12 months. 
2. The partners have common or joint ownership of a 
residence. 
3. The partners have at least two of the following 
arrangements: 

a. joint ownership of a motor vehicle; 
b. a joint credit account; 
c. a joint checking account; 
d. a lease for a residence identifying both 
domestic partners as tenants. 

4 . Each partner identifies the other partner as a 
primary beneficiary in a will. 

"Political fundraising committee" means a "political fundraising 
committee" as defined in Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code of 
Chicago, as amended. 

8.18. Patriot Act Certification. The Developer represents 
and warrants-that neither the Developer nor any Affiliate thereof 
(as defined -in the next paragraph) is listed on any of the 
following lists maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets Control 
of the U.S. Department of the Treasury, the Bureau of Industry and 
Security of the U.S. Department of Commerce or their successors, or 
on any other list of persons or entities with which the City may 
not do business under any applicable law, rule, regulation, order 
or judgment: the Specially Designated Nationals List, the Denied 
Persons List, the Unverified List, the Entity List and the Debarred 
List 

As used in the above paragraph, an "Affiliate" shall be deemed 
to be a person or entity related to the Developer that, directly or 
indirectly, through one or more intermediaries, controls, is 
controlled by or is under common control with Developer, and a 
person or entity shall be deemed to be controlled by another person 
or entity, if controlled in any manner whatsoever that results in 
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control in fact by that other person or entity (or that other 
person or entity and any persons or entities with whom that other 
person or entity is acting jointly or in concert), whether directly 
or indirectly and whether through share ownership, a trust, a 
contract or otherwise. 

8.19. Business Relationships. The Developer acknowledges (A) 
receipt of a copy of Section 2-156-030 (b) of the Municipal Code of 
Chicago, (B) that it has read such provision and understands that 
pursuant to such Section 2-156-030 (b) it is illegal for any 
elected official of the City, or any person acting at the direction 
of such official, to contact, either orally or in writing, any 
other City official or employee with respect to any matter 
involving any person with whom the elected City official or 
employee has a "Business Relationship" (as defined in Section 2-
156-080 of the Municipal Code of Chicago) , or to participate in any 
discussion in any City Council committee hearing or in any City 
Council meeting or to vote on any matter involving the person with 
whom an elected official has a Business Relationship, and (c) 
notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this 
Agreement, that a violation of Section 2-156-030 (b) by an elected 
official, or any person acting at the direction of such official, 
with respect to any transaction contemplated by this Agreement 
shall be grounds for termination of this Agreement and the 
transactions contemplated hereby. The Developer hereby represents 
and warrants that no violation of Section 2-156-030 (b) has 
occurred with respect to this Agreement or the transactions 
contemplated hereby. 

8.20. Waste Ordinance Provisions. In accordance with 
Section 11-4-1600(e) of the Municipal Code of Chicago, Developer 
warrants and represents that it, and to the best of its knowledge, 
its contractors and subcontractors, have not violated and are not 
in violation of any provisions of Section 7-28 or Section 11-4 of 
the Municipal Code (the "Waste Sections"). During the period while 
this Agreement is executory. Developer's, any general contractor's 
or any subcontractor's violation of the Waste Sections, whether or 
not relating to the performance of this Agreement, constitutes a 
breach of and an event of default vinder this Agreement, for which 
the opportunity to cure, if curable, will be granted only at the 
sole designation of the Chief Procurement Officer. Such breach and 
default entitles the City to all remedies under the Agreement, at 
law or in equity. This section does not limit the Developer's, 
general contractor's and its subcontractors' duty to comply with 
all applicable federal, state, county and municipal laws, statutes, 
ordinances and executive orders, in effect now or later, and 
whether or not they appear in this Agreement. Non-compliance with 
these terms and conditions may be used by the City as grounds for 
the termination of this Agreement, and may further affect the 
Developer's eligibility for future contract awards. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, t h e p a r t i e s h e r e t o h a v e e x e c u t e d o r 
c a u s e d t h e Agreement t o be e x e c u t e d , a l l a s of t h e d a t e f i r s t 
w r i t t e n a b o v e . 

CITY OF CHICAGO, 
an I l l i n o i s m u n i c i p a l c o r p o r a t i o n 

By: 
Ellen K. Sahli 
Commissioner 
Department of Housing 

GATEWAY KOSTNER LLC 
an Illinois limited liability company 

By: Its managing member: 

NHS Redevelopment Corporation 
an Illinois not-for-profit corporation 

By: 
Name : 
Title: 

STATE OF ILLINOIS ) 
) SS ' 

COUNTY OF COOK ) 

I, , a Notary Piiblic in and for said 
County, in the State aforesaid, do hereby certify that Ellen K. 
Sahli, personally known to me to be the Commissioner of the 
Department of Housing of the City of Chicago, a municipal 
corporation, and personally known to me to be the same person whose 
name is subscribed to the foregoing instrument, appeared before me 
this day in person and being first duly sworn by me acknowledged 
that as such Commissioner, she signed and delivered the said 
instrument, pursuant to authority given by the City of Chicago, as 
her free and voluntary act and as the free and volvmtary act and 
deed of said City, for the uses and purposes therein set forth. 

GIVEN under my hand and notarial seal this day of 
, 2008. 

Notary Public 

(SEAL) 
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My Commission expires 

STATE OF ILLINOIS ) 
) SS 

COUNTY OF COOK ) 

I, , a Notary Public in and for said 
County, in the State aforesaid, do hereby certify that 

, personally known to me 
to be the of NHS Redevelopment Corporation, an 
Illinois not-for-profit corporation (the "Corporation"), which is 
the managing member of Lawndale Gateway L.L.C., an Illinois limited 
liability company (the "LLC") , and personally known to me to be the 
same person whose name is subscribed to the foregoing instrument, 
appeared before me this day in person and being first duly sworn by 
me acknowledged that as such , s/he 
signed and delivered the said instrument, pursuant to authority 
given by the Board of Directors of the Corporation as her/his free 
and voluntary act and as the free and voluntary act of said 
Corporation and said LLC, for the uses and purposes therein set 
forth. 

GIVEN under my hand and notarial seal this day of 
, 2008. 

Notary Public 

(SEAL) 

My Commission expires 

[(Sub)Exhlbit "A" referred to in this Redevelopment Agreement with 
Gateway Kostner L.L.C. constitutes Exhibit "B" to ordinance 

and printed on pages 40032 and 40033 of this Journal.] 

[(Sub)Exhibits "B", "D", "E", "G", " I " , "L", "M" and "N" referred to in this 
Redevelopment Agreement with Gateway Kostner L.L.C. 

unavailable at time of printing.] 

[(Sub)Exhibit "C" referred to in this Redevelopment Agreement with 
Gateway Kostner L.L.C. constitutes Exhibit "C" to ordinance 

and printed on pages 40033 and 40034 of this Journal.] 

(Sub)Exhibits "F", "H", "J" and "K" referred to in this Redevelopment Agreement with Gateway 
Kostner L.L.C. read as follows: 
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(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To Redevelopment Agreement With Gateway Kostner L.L.C.) 

Quitclaim Deed. 
(New Homes For Chicago - Gateway Kostner L.L.C.) 

Grantor, the City of Chicago, an Illinois municipal corporation ("Grantor"), having its 
principal office at 121 North LaSalle Street, Chicago, Illinois 60602, for and in consideration 
of One and no/100 Dollars ($1.00), pursuant to ordinance adopted by the City Council on 

, 2008 {Journal of the Proceeding of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, pages ) conveys and quitclaims, to Gateway Kostner L.L.C, an Illinois 
limited liability company ("Grantee"), having its principal office at 11001 South Michigan 
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60628, all interest and title of Grantor in the following described real 
property ("Property"): 

[See Exhibit A Attached To This Quitclaim Deed.] 

This Transfer Is Exempt Under The Provisions Of The Real State Transfer Tax Act, 
35 ILCS 200/31-45 (B) And 35 ILCS 200/31-45 (E) And Section 3-33-060.E And 
Section 3-33-060 Of The Municipal Code Of Chicago. 

Further, This quitclaim deed ("Deed") is made and executed upon, and is subject to certain 
express conditions and covenants hereinafter contained, said conditions and covenants being 
a part of the consideration for the Property and are to be taken and construed as running with 
the land, and Grantee hereby binds itself and its successors, assigns, grantees and lessees 
to these covenants and conditions, which covenants and conditions are as follows: 

First: Grantee shall devote the Property only to the uses authorized by Grantor and 
specified in the applicable provisions of: (i) The New Homes For Chicago Program, initially 
approved by the City Council of the City of Chicago by ordinance adopted June 7,1990, as 
amended from time to time ("Program"), and (ii) that certain agreement known as 
"Redevelopment Agreement, New Homes For Chicago Program, Gateway Kostner L.L.C." 
entered into between Grantor and Grantee as of , 2008 and recorded with 
the Office of the Recorder of Deeds of Cook County, Illinois on, 2008 as Document 
Number ("Agreement"). Specifically, in accordance with the terms of the 
Agreement, Grantee shall construct a single-family detached home or condominiums in 
multi-unit buildings (each single-family detached home or condominium unit is a 
"Single-Family Home" or "Home") on the Property to be sold to the initial homebuyer for a 
price not to exceed the ceiling base price (excluding options or extras) of One 
Hundred Ninety-five Thousand Dollars ($195,000), all as further described in 
Section 4.5(b)(1) and Section 5.1 of the Agreement. Grantee shall advise each initial 
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Homebuyer and such homebuyer shall be required to execute and record at the time of the 
homebuyer's closing the City Junior Mortgage described in the Agreement. 

Second: Grantee shall pay real estate taxes and assessments on the Property or any 
part thereof when due. Prior to the issuance by Grantor of a Certificate of Compliance (as 
hereafter defined) with regard to the Property, Grantee shall not encumber the Property, 
or portion thereof, except to secure financing solely to obtain the First Mortgage (as such 
term is defined in the Agreement). Grantee shall not suffer or permit any levy or 
attachment to be made or any other encumbrance or lien to attach to the Property or 
portion thereof until Grantor issues a Certificate of Compliance with respect to the 
completion of the Single-Family Home on the Property (unless Grantee has taken such 
appropriate action to cause the Title Company (as such term is described in the 
Agreement) to insure over any title encumbrances caused by such liens or claims). 

Third: Grantee shall construct the Home on the Property in accordance with the terms 
of the Agreement. Grantee shall diligently proceed with the construction of such Home to 
completion, which construction shall commence within three (3) months from the date of 
conveyance of the Deed by Grantor to Grantee, and shall be completed by Grantee within 
the time frame described in the Agreement. 

Fourth: Until Grantor issues the Certificate with regard to the completion of the Home, 
Grantee shall have no right to convey any right, title or interest in the Property without the 
prior written approval of Grantor, excepting as provided for in Section 8.2 of the Agreement. 

Fifth: Grantee agrees for itself and any successor in interest not to discriminate based 
upon race, religion, color, sex, national origin or ancestry, age, handicap, sexual orientation, 
military status, parental status or source of income in the sale of the Home improving the 
Property. 

Sixth: Grantee shall comply with those certain employment obligations described in 
Section VII of the Agreement. 

The covenants and agreements contained in the covenant numbered Fifth shall remain 
without any limitation as to time. The covenants and agreements contained in covenants 
number First, Second, Third, Fourth and Sixth shall terminate on the date Grantor issues the 
Certificate of Compliance with respect to the Property upon which the pertinent Home is 
constructed, except that the termination of the covenant numbered Second shall in no way 
be constructed to release Grantee from its obligation to pay real estate taxes and 
assessments on the Property or any part thereof. 

In the event that subsequent to the conveyance of the Property and prior to delivery of the 
Certificate of Compliance by Grantor with regard to the completion of the Home on the 
Property, Grantee defaults in or breaches any of the terms or conditions described 
in Section 6.3(b) ofthe Agreement or covenants First and Third in the Deed which have not 
been cured or remedied within the period and in the manner provided for in the Agreement, 
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Grantor may re-enter and take possession of the Property or portion thereof, terminate the 
estate conveyed by the Deed to Grantee as well as Grantee's right of title and all other rights 
and interests in and to the Property conveyed by the Deed to Grantee, and revest title in said 
Property or portion thereof with the City; provided, however, that said revesting of title in the 
City shall always be limited by, and shall not defeat, render invalid, or limit in any way, the lien 
of the First Mortgage (as defined in the Agreement) for the protection of the holders of the 
First Mortgage. The Property shall thereafter be developed in accordance with the terms of 
the Program and the Agreement, including but not limited to. Section 6.3(d) of the 
Agreement. 

Notwithstanding any of the provisions of the Deed or the Agreement, including but not 
limited to those which are intended to be covenants running with the land, the holder of the 
First Mortgage or a holder who obtains title to the Property as a result of foreclosure of the 
First Mortgage shall not be obligated by the provisions of the Deed or the Agreement to 
construct or complete the construction of the pertinent Home or guarantee such construction 
or completion, nor shall any covenant or any other provision in the Deed or the Agreement 
be construed to so obligate such holder. Nothing in this section or any section or provision 
of the Agreement or the Deed shall be construed to permit any such holder to devote the 
Property or any part thereof to a use or to construct improvements thereon other than those 
permitted in the Program. 

In accordance with Section 4.8 of the Agreement, after the substantial completion of 
construction ofthe Home improving the Property (as evidenced by, and based solely on, the 
issuance ofthe Conditional Certificate or Final Certificate by the Inspector), and provided that 
Developer has performed all of its other contractual obligations pursuant to the provisions 
contained in the Agreement and the objectives ofthe Program, Grantor shall furnish Grantee 
with an appropriate instrument in accordance with the terms of the Agreement ("Certificate 
of Compliance"). The Certificate of Compliance shall be issued by the City as a conclusive 
determination of satisfaction and termination ofthe covenants contained in the Agreement 
and Deed with respect to the obligations of Developer and its successors and assigns to 
complete such Home and the dates for beginning and completion thereof. The Certificate 
shall not constitute evidence that Developer has complied with any applicable provisions of 
federal, state or local laws, ordinances and regulations with regard to the completion of the 
Home in question, and shall not serve as any "guaranty" as to the quality ofthe construction 
of said structure. 

In Witness Whereof, Grantor has caused this instrument to be duly executed in its name 
and behalf and its seal to be hereunto duly affixed and attested, by the Mayor and by the City 
Clerk, on or as of the day of , 200 . 

City of Chicago, a municipal 
corporation 

By: 
Richard M. Daley, Mayor 
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Attest: 

City Clerk 

State of Illinois ) 
)SS 

County of Cook ) 

I, , a notary public in and for said County, in the State aforesaid, 
do hereby certify that Miguel del Valle, personally known to me to be the City Clerk of the City 
of Chicago, a municipal corporation, and personally known to me to be the same person 
whose name is subscribed to the foregoing instrument, appeared before me this day in 
person, and being first duly sworn by me acknowledged that as Clerk, he signed and 
delivered the said instrument and caused the corporate seal of said corporation to be affixed 
thereto, pursuant to authority given by the City of Chicago, as his free and voluntary act, and 
as the free and voluntary act and deed of said corporation, for the uses and purposes therein 
set forth. 

Given under my hand and notarial seal this day of , 200 . 

Notary Public 

[Seal] 

My commission expires 

(Sub)Exhibit "H". 
(To Redevelopment Agreement With Gateway Kostner L.L.C.) 

Allocation Of City Subsidy Per Unit Type. 

Up To Four Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($450,000) In Corporate Funds. For 
household incomes at or below one hundred percent (100%) A.M.I, or one hundred 
twenty percent (120%) A.M.I., as applicable, Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000) in 
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Purchase Price Assistance for up to forty-five (45) Single-Family Homes, comprised 
of up to fifteen (15) single-family detached homes and up to thirty (30) 
condominiums in the five (5) six-flat-buildings (and excluding the three-flat 
condominium units) 

2. Up To One Million Three Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($1,350,000) In HOME 
funds. For up to forty-five (45) Single-Family Homes, comprised of up to fifteen (15) 
single-family detached homes and up to thirty (30) condominiums in the five (5) six-
flat buildings (and excluding the Three-Flat Condominium Units), buyers with 
household incomes between eighty percent (80%) and sixty-one percent (61%) 
A.M.I, will be eligible to receive up to Twenty Thousand Dollars ($20,000) in 
Additional Purchase Price Assistance. Buyers with household incomes at or below 
sixty percent (60%) A.M.I, will be eligible to receive up to Thirty Thousand Dollars 
($30,000) in Additional Purchase Price Assistance. 

3. Up To Nine Hundred Thousand Dollars ($900,000) In DDA Purchase Price Subsidy. 
Up to Twenty Thousand Dollars ($20,000) in DDA Purchase Price Subsidy 
assistance for up to forty-five (45) Single-Family Homes (and excluding the 
Three-Flat Condominium Units), subject to Section 4.5(b)(4). 

{Sub)Exhibit "J". 
(To Redevelopment Agreement With Gateway Kostner L.L.C.) 

Inspector's Certificate. 

Architect's Certificate For Payment. 

In accordance with the Contract Documents, based on-site observations and the date 
comprising the above application, the undersigned Architect certifies to the City of Chicago 
that to the best ofthe Architect's knowledge, information and belief, the Work has progressed 
as indicated, the quality of the Work is in accordance with the Contract Documents, and the 
Contractor is entitled to payment in the Amount Certified. This Certificate is not negotiable. 
The Amount Certified is payable only to the Contractor named herein. Issuance, payment and 
acceptance of payment are without prejudice to any rights of the Owner or Contractor under 
this Contract. 

Amount Certified: $ 

Architect: 

By: 
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(Sub)Exhibit "K". 
(To Redevelopment Agreement With Gateway Kostner L.L.C.) 

Final Sales Pricing Of Units* 
(Exclusive Of Upgrades And Extras). 

Cost Summary for a Homebuyer of a Single-Family Home at or below one hundred percent 
(100%) A.M.I. 

Sales Price: 

Available Purchase Price Subsidy: 

Available DDA Purchase Price 
Sibsidy: 

Cost to Buyer: 

One Hundred Ninety-five Thousand Dollars 
($195,000) 

Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000) 

Twenty-Thousand Dollars ($20,000) 

One Hundred Sixty-five Thousand Dollars 
($165,000) 

Cost Summary for a Homebuyer between eighty percent (80%) and sixty-one percent (61 %) 
A.M.I. 

Sales Price: 

Available Purchase Price Subsidy: 

Available Additional Purchase Price 
Subsidy: 

Available DDA Purchase Price 
Subsidy: 

Cost to Buyer: 

One Hundred Ninety-five Thousand Dollars 
($195,000) 

Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000) 

Twenty Thousand Dollars ($20,000) 

Twenty Thousand Dollars ($20,000) 

One Hundred Forty-five Thousand Dollars 
($145,000) 

Cost Summary for a Homebuyer at or below sixty percent (60%) 

Sales Price: 

Available Purchase Price Subsidy: 

Available Additional Purchase Price 
Subsidy: 

One Hundred Ninety-five Thousand Dollars 
($195,000) 

Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000) 

Thirty Thousand Dollars ($30,000) 
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Available DDA Purchase Twenty Thousand Dollars ($20,000) 
Price Subsidy: 

Cost to Buyer: One Hundred Thirty-five Thousand Dollars 
($135,000) 

Note: The above tables are for illustrative purposes only. The availability of all subsidies 
is subject to the terms and conditions of the Redevelopment Agreement. 

Exhibit "B". 
(To Ordinance) 

City Lots. 

(Subject To Final Survey And Title Commitment) 

1505 South Christiana Avenue 16-23-227-001 

1507 South Christiana Avenue 16-23-227-002 

1509 South Christiana Avenue 16-23-227-003 

1511 South Christiana Avenue 16-23-227-004 

1515 South Christiana Avenue 16-23-227-005 

1525 South Christiana Avenue 16-23-227-009 

1614 South Homan Avenue 16-23-403-027 

1618 South Homan Avenue 16-23-403-028 

1624 South Homan Avenue 16-23-403-029 

1619 South Homan Avenue 16-23-404-007 

1621 South Homan Avenue 16-23-404-008 

1649 South Christiana Avenue 16-23-405-007 

1651 South Christiana Avenue 16-23-405-008 

1606 South Sawyer Avenue 16-23-406-018 

1608 South Sawyer Avenue 16-23-406-019 
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1801 South Homan Avenue 

1660 South Christiana Avenue 

1637 South Spaulding Avenue 

1639 South Spaulding Avenue 

1622 South Christiana Avenue 

1637 South Christiana Avenue 

1653 South Christiana Avenue 

1615 South Spaulding Avenue 

1617 South Spaulding Avenue 

1621 South Spaulding Avenue 

1627 South Spaulding Avenue 

1631 South Spaulding Avenue 

1620 South Sawyer Avenue 

16-23-404-027 

16-23-404-049 

16-23-406-015 

16-23-406-016 

16-23-404-035 

16-23-405-003 

16-23-405-009 

16-23-406-006 

16-23-406-007 

16-23-406-008 

16-23-406-011 

16-23-406-012 

16-23-406-023 

Exhibit "C". 
(To Ordinance) 

Fee Waivers. 

(New Homes For Chicago And City Lots For City Living Programs) 

Department Of Construction And Permits. 

Plan review, permit and field inspection fees are to be paid in full for the first unit of each unit 
type; the fees paid for each successive unit type would be reduced by fifty percent (50%). 
The fee reduction is not applicable to the electrical permit. 

Department Of Housing. 

Trees and sod in parkways are provided on an as-needed basis in coordination with the 
Department of Transportation's reconstruction of sidewalks, curbs and gutters. 
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Department Of Planning And Development. 

Open space Impact fees are not waived. For the New Homes for Chicago or City Lots for 
City Living Programs, an open space Impact Fee of One Hundred Dollars ($100) per unit will 
be assessed to the developer to be paid to the City of Chicago as a condition of issuance of 
a building permit. 

Department Of Water Management. 

Connection fees are waived. Inspection fees are waived. Tap fees are waived. Demolition 
fees for existing water tap are waived. Water liens against City-owned lots only are waived. 
(B-boxes, meters and remote readouts are not waived and need to be purchased.) 

Department Of Streets And Sanitation. 

Street opening or patching fees, deposits or bonds are not waived at this time. 

Department Of Transportation. 

Curbs, gutters and sidewalks are provided on an as-needed basis. Street and alley repairs 
or repaving are not provided through the New Homes for Chicago or City Lots for City Living 
Programs. 

Department Of Zoning. 

Zoning approval is required as part ofthe building permit process and is covered under the 
building permit fee schedule described above. However, any private legal work, such as 
giving notice to nearby property owners if a zoning change is requested, is not waived. 
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AUTHORIZATION FOR SALE OF CITY-OWNED PROPERY AT 
3036 NORTH GRESHAM AVENUE TO MS. MARGARET E. 

MARYSTONE UNDER PRESERVING COMMUNITIES 
TOGETHER PROGRAM. 

The Committee on Housing and Real Estate submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Housing and Real Estate, to which was referred an ordinance by the 
Department of Housing authorizing the sale of city-owned property pursuant to the Preserving 
Communities Together Program at 3036 North Gresham Avenue, having the same under 
advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the 
proposed ordinance transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a vote of the members of the Committee 
present, with no dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) RAY SUAREZ, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Suarez, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas—Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 48. 

Nays — None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

Alderman Shiller invoked Rule 14 of the City Council's Rules of Order and Procedure, 
disclosing that the developer of the property is an employee of the alderman. 
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The following is said ordinance as passed: 

WHEREAS, The City of Chicago ("City") is a home rule unit of government by virtue of the 
provisions of Article VII, Section 6(a) of the Constitution of the State of Illinois of 1970 and, 
as such, may exercise any power and perform any function pertaining to its government and 
affairs; and 

WHEREAS, There are a substantial number of abandoned, deteriorated and dangerous 
buildings in the City which threaten the health, safety, economic stability and general welfare 
of the citizens of the City, and which are the subject of certain housing court proceedings; and 

WHEREAS, The City has created the Preserving Communities Together ("P.C.T.") Program 
to help abate the dangers posed by abandoned, deteriorated and dangerous buildings in the 
City through the acquisition and subsequent conveyance of the buildings to parties who have 
proposed to rehabilitate them; and 

WHEREAS, The City is the owner of the property commonly known as 3036 North 
Gresham Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, and identified by Permanent Index 
Number 13-26-214-050-0000 (subject to final title commitment and survey, the "Property") 
which Property is improved with a two-flat building in need of substantial repair and is 
qualified to be included in the P.C.T. Program; and 

WHEREAS, Margaret E. Marystone, an individual (the "Developer") has proposed to 
purchase the Property from the City and rehabilitate it for housing in accordance with 
provisions of the P.C.T. Program; and 

WHEREAS, The Department of Housing ("D.O.H.") of the City has reviewed the 
Developer's application and has recommended that the City Council approve the conveyance 
of the Property to the Developer for purposes of rehabilitating the two-flat building located 
thereon in accordance with the provisions of the P.C.T. Program; now, therefore. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The sale of the Property to the Developer in the amount of Five Thousand 
and no/100 Dollars ($5,000.00), plus the holding costs incurred by the City prior to the 
conveyance of the Property to the Developer; is hereby approved. This approval is expressly 
conditioned upon the City entering into a redevelopment agreement with the Developer. The 
Commissioner of D.O.H. is authorized to negotiate and execute a redevelopment agreement 
with the Developer, and such other documents which may be required or necessary to 
implement the intent and objectives of the P.C.T. Program, subject to the approval of the 
Corporation Counsel. 

SECTION 2. The Mayor is authorized to execute, and the City Clerk or Deputy City Clerk 
is authorized to attest, a quitclaim deed conveying the Property to the Developer, or to a land 
trust of which the Developer is the sole beneficiary, or to a business entity of which the 
Developer is the sole controlling party, subject to the approval of the Corporation Counsel. 
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SECTION 3. If any provision of this ordinance shall be held to be invalid or unenforceable 
for any reason, the invalidity or unenforceability of such provision shall not affect any of the 
other provisions of this ordinance. 

SECTION 4. All ordinances, resolutions, motions or orders inconsistent with this 
ordinance are hereby repealed to the extent of such conflict. 

SECTION 5. This ordinance shall take effect upon its passage and approval. 

AUTHORIZATION FOR SALE OF CITY-OWNED PROPERTIES 
AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS UNDER PRESERVING 

COMMUNITIES TOGETHER PROGRAM. 

The Committee on Housing and Real Estate submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Housing and Real Estate, to which was referred three ordinances by 
the Department of Housing authorizing the sale of city-owned properties pursuant to the 
Preserving Communities Together Program at 10510 South Avenue M, 8830 South Halsted 
Street and 6924 South Wood Street, having the same under advisement, begs leave to report 
and recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the proposed ordinances transmitted 
herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a vote of the members of the Committee 
present, with no dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, . 

(Signed) RAY SUAREZ, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Suarez, the said proposed ordinances transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report were Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 
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Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Schiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following are said ordinances as passed (the italic heading in each case not being a part 
of the ordinance): 

10510 South Avenue M. 

WHEREAS, The City of Chicago ("City") is a home rule unit of government by virtue of the 
provisions of Article VII, Section 6(a) ofthe Constitution ofthe State of Illinois of 1970 and, 
as such, may exercise any power and perform any function pertaining to its government and 
affairs; and 

WHEREAS, There are a substantial number of abandoned, deteriorated and dangerous 
buildings in the City which threaten the health, safety, economic stability and general welfare 
of the citizens ofthe City, and which are the subject of certain housing court proceedings; and 

WHEREAS, The City has created the Preserving Communities Together ("P.C.T.") Program 
to help abate the dangers posed by abandoned, deteriorated and dangerous buildings in the 
City through the acquisition and subsequent conveyance of the buildings to parties who have 
proposed to rehabilitate them; and 

WHEREAS, The City is the owner of the property commonly known as 10510 South 
Avenue M, Chicago, Illinois, and identified by Permanent Index Number 26-08-327-025-0000 
(subject to final title commitment and survey, the "Property") which Property is improved with 
a single-family residence in need of substantial repair and is qualified to be included in the 
P.C.T. Program; and 

WHEREAS, Robert R. Rodriguez, an individual (the "Developer"), has proposed to 
purchase the Property from the City and rehabilitate it for single-family housing in accordance 
with provisions ofthe P.C.T. Program; and 

WHEREAS, The Department of Housing ("D.O.H.") of the City has reviewed the 
Developer's application and has recommended that the City Council approve the conveyance 
of the Property to the Developer for purposes of rehabilitating the single-family home located 
thereon in accordance with the provisions of the P.C.T. Program; now, therefore. 
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Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The sale of the Property to the Developer in the amount of Five Thousand 
and no/100 Dollars ($5,000.00), plus the holding costs incurred by the City prior to the 
conveyance of the Property to the Developer, is hereby approved. This approval is expressly 
conditioned upon the City entering into a redevelopment agreement with the Developer. The 
Commissioner of D.O.H. is authorized to negotiate and execute a redevelopment agreement 
with the Developer, and such other documents which may be required or necessary to 
implement the intent and objectives of the P.C.T. Program, subject to the approval of the 
Corporation Counsel. 

SECTION 2. The Mayor is authorized to execute, and the City Clerk or Deputy City Clerk 
is authorized to attest, a quitclaim deed conveying the Property to the Developer, or to a land 
trust of which the Developer is the sole beneficiary, or to a business entity of which the 
Developer is the sole controlling party, subject to the approval of the Corporation Counsel. 

SECTION 3. If any provision of this ordinance shall be held to be invalid or unenforceable 
for any reason, the invalidity or unenforceability of such provision shall not affect any of the 
other provisions of this ordinance. 

SECTION 4. All ordinances, resolutions, motions or orders inconsistent with this 
ordinance are hereby repealed to the extent of such conflict 

SECTION 5. This ordinance shall take effect upon its passage and approval. 

8830 South Halsted Street. 

WHEREAS, The City of Chicago ("City") is a home rule unit of government by virtue of the 
provisions of Article VII, Section 6(a) ofthe Constitution ofthe State of Illinois of 1970 and, 
as such, may exercise any power and perform any function pertaining to its government and 
affairs; and 

WHEREAS, There are a substantial number of abandoned, deteriorated and dangerous 
buildings in the City which threaten the health, safety, economic stability and general welfare 
of the citizens of the City, and which are the subject of certain housing court proceedings; and 

WHEREAS, The City has created the Preserving Communities Together ("P.C.T.") Program 
to help abate the dangers posed by abandoned, detehorated and dangerous buildings in the 
City through the acquisition and subsequent conveyance ofthe buildings to parties who have 
proposed to rehabilitate them; and 
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WHEREAS, The City is the owner ofthe property commonly known as 8830 South Halsted 
Street, Chicago, Illinois, and identified by Permanent Index Number 25-05-216-033-0000 
(subject to final title commitment and survey, the "Property") which Property is improved with 
a single-family residence in need of substantial repair and is qualified to be included in the 
P.C.T. Program; and 

WHEREAS, Marisa R. Pippion, an individual (the "Developer") has proposed to purchase 
the Property from the City and rehabilitate it for single-family housing in accordance with 
provisions ofthe P.C.T. Program; and 

WHEREAS, The Department of Housing ("D.O.H.") of the City has reviewed the 
Developer's application and has recommended that the City Council approve the conveyance 
of the Property to the Developer for purposes of rehabilitating the building located thereon 
in accordance with the provisions ofthe P.C.T. Program; now, therefore, 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The sale of the Property to the Developer in the amount of Five Thousand 
and no/100 Dollars ($5,000.00), plus the holding costs incurred by the City prior to the 
conveyance ofthe Property to the Developer, is hereby approved. This approval is expressly 
conditioned upon the City entering into a redevelopment agreement with the Developer. The 
Commissioner of D.O.H. is authorized to negotiate and execute a redevelopment agreement 
with the Developer, and such other documents which may be required or necessary to 
implement the intent and objectives of the P.C.T. Program, subject to the approval of the 
Corporation Counsel. 

SECTION 2. The Mayor is authorized to execute, and the City Clerk or Deputy City Clerk 
is authorized to attest, a quitclaim deed conveying the Property to the Developer, or to a land 
trust of which the Developer is the sole beneficiary, or to a business entity of which the 
Developer is the sole controlling party, subject to the approval of the Corporation Counsel. 

SECTION 3. If any provision of this ordinance shall be held to be invalid or unenforceable 
for any reason, the invalidity or unenforceability of such provision shall not affect any of the 
other provisions ofthis ordinance. 

SECTION 4. All ordinances, resolutions, motions or orders inconsistent with this 
ordinance are hereby repealed to the extent of such conflict 

SECTION 5. This ordinance shall take effect upon its passage and approval. 

6924 South Wood Street 

WHEREAS, The City of Chicago ("City") is a home rule unit of government by virtue of the 
provisions of Article VII, Section 6(a) ofthe Constitution ofthe State of Illinois of 1970 and, 
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as such, may exercise any power and perform any function pertaining to its government and 
affairs; and 

WHEREAS, There are a substantial number of abandoned, deteriorated and dangerous 
buildings in the City which threaten the health, safety, economic stability and general welfare 
ofthe citizens ofthe City, and which are the subject of certain housing court proceedings; and 

WHEREAS, The City has created the Preserving Communities Together ("P.C.T.") Program 
to help abate the dangers posed by abandoned, deteriorated and dangerous buildings in the 
City through the acquisition and subsequent conveyance of the buildings to parties who have 
proposed to rehabilitate them; and 

WHEREAS, The City is the owner of the property commonly known as 6924 South Wood 
Street, Chicago, Illinois, and identified by Permanent Index Number 20-19-419-034-0000 
(subject to final title commitment and survey, the "Property") which Property is improved with 
a single-family residence in need of substantial repair and is qualified to be included in the 
P.C.T. Program; and 

WHEREAS, ACORN Housing Corporation of Illinois, an Illinois not-for-profit corporation (the 
"Developer") has proposed to purchase the Property from the City and rehabilitate it for 
single-family housing in accordance with provisions ofthe P.C.T. Program; and 

WHEREAS, The Department of Housing ("D.O.H.") of the City has reviewed the 
Developer's application and has recommended that the City Council approve the conveyance 
of the Property to the Developer for purposes of rehabilitating the single-family home located 
thereon in accordance with the provisions of the P.C.T. Program; now, therefore, 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The sale of the Property to the Developer in the amount of Five Thousand 
and no/100 Dollars ($5,000.00), plus the holding costs incurred by the City prior to the 
conveyance of the Property to the Developer, is hereby approved. This approval is expressly 
conditioned upon the City entering into a redevelopment agreement with the Developer. The 
Commissionerof D.O.H. is authorized to negotiate and execute a redevelopment agreement 
with the Developer, and such other documents which may be required or necessary to 
implement the intent and objectives of the P.C.T. Program, subject to the approval of the 
Corporation Counsel. 

SECTION 2. The Mayor is authorized to execute, and the City Clerk or Deputy City Clerk 
is authorized to attest, a quitclaim deed conveying the Property to the Developer, or to a land 
trust of which the Developer is the sole beneficiary, or to a business entity of which the 
Developer is the sole controlling party, subject to the approval of the Corporation Counsel. 
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SECTION 3. If any provision of this ordinance shall be held to be invalid or unenforceable 
for any reason, the invalidity or unenforceability of such provision shall not affect any of the 
other provisions of this ordinance. 

SECTION 4. All ordinances, resolutions, motions or orders inconsistent with this 
ordinance are hereby repealed to the extent of such conflict. 

SECTION 5. This ordinance shall take effect upon its passage and approval. 

AUTHORIZATION FOR AMENDMENT OF 
PRIOR VACATION ORDINANCES. 

The Committee on Housing and Real Estate submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Housing and Real Estate, to which was referred an ordinance by the 
Department of Water Management amending previously passed vacation ordinances, having 
the same under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your Honorable Body 
Pass the proposed ordinance transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a vote of the members of the Committee 
present, with no dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) RAY SUAREZ, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Suarez, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 
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Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, Brookins, 
Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, Suarez, 
Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, Daley, 
Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 48. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

Alderman Burke invoked Rule 14 of the City Council's Rules of Order and Procedure, 
disclosing that he had represented parties to this ordinance in previous and unrelated matters. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

WHEREAS, The City of Chicago ("City") is a home rule unit of government by virtue of the 
provisions of the Constitution of the State of Illinois of 1970 and, as such, may exercise any 
power and perform any function pertaining to its government and affairs; and 

WHEREAS, The City Council passed an ordinance on February 7, 1997 {Journal of the 
Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago, pages 38890-38894) ("1997 
Vacation Ordinance") vacating certain rights-of-way, including in part, an alley bounded by 
2318 to 2330 South Winchester Avenue and 2384 to 2392 South Blue Island Avenue as 
legally described on Exhibit A attached hereto and incorporated herein ("1997 Vacation 
Property"); and 

WHEREAS, The 1997 Vacation Ordinance was recorded in the Cook County Recorder of 
Deeds Office on June 27, 1997 as Document Number 97465682; and 

WHEREAS, The 1997 Vacation Ordinance reserved easements in favor of the City and 
various utility companies and placed a no-build restriction on the 1997 Vacation Property in 
favor of the City; and 

WHEREAS, The City Council passed an ordinance on July 7, 1999 {Journal of the 
Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago, pages 7193 - 7197) ("1999 
Vacation Ordinance"), vacating certain rights-of-way, including in part, a City block bounded 
by an alley and portion of South Winchester Avenue as legally described on Exhibit B 
attached hereto and incorporated herein ("1999 Vacation Property" and collectively, with the 
1997 Vacation Property, the "Vacated Properties"); and 

WHEREAS, The 1999 Vacation Ordinance was recorded in the Cook County Recorder of 
Deeds Office on October 29, 1999 as Document Number 9922204; and 
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WHEREAS, The 1999 Vacation Ordinance reserved easements and placed no-build 
restrictions on the Vacation Property in favor of the City and Peoples Gas Light and Coke 
Company; and 

WHEREAS, John Hofmeister & Son, Inc. ("Owner") intends to build a building on the 
Vacated Properties and has asked the City to release the no-build restrictions on such 
properties; and 

WHEREAS, The Department of Water Management, after due investigation and 
consideration, has determined that it is in the best interest ofthe City to release the no-build 
restrictions on both the Vacated Properties; and 

WHEREAS, Peoples Gas Light and Coke Company has agreed to the release of the no-
build restriction placed on their behalf; now, therefore. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The foregoing recitals are hereby incorporated herein and adopted as the 
findings of the City Council. 

SECTION 2. The City Council hereby releases the no-build provisions contained in the 
1997 Vacation Ordinance and the 1999 Vacation Ordinance. 

SECTION 3. The City Council hereby amends Section 2 in the 1997 Vacation Ordinance 
and the 1999 Vacation Ordinance to include the following language; 

1) All sewer structures shall be exposed to grade; 

2) A minimum distance of 4 feet must be maintained between the outside wall of the 
16-inch diameter sewer and the building foundation, walls or caissons, and other utilities; 

3) The Department of Water Management retains all easements including but not limited 
to its water easement, sewer easement and its easement for ingress and egress for the 
purpose of maintaining, replacing and repairing current and new water mains and sewer 
facilities and appurtances thereto. 

SECTION 4. The Commissioner of the Department of Water Management is hereby 
authorized to execute any such documentation as may be necessary to effectuate the 
transaction described herein. 

SECTION 5. The release provided herein is made upon the express condition that the 
Owner record a certified copy of the ordinance within ninety (90) days after passage at the 
Office of the Recorder of Deeds of Cook County, Illinois. 
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SECTION 6. If any provision of this ordinance shall be held to be invalid or unenforceable 
for any reason, the invalidity or unenforceability of such provision shall not affect any of the 
other provisions of this ordinance. 

SECTION 7. All ordinances, resolutions, motions or orders in conflict with this ordinance 
are hereby repealed to the extent of such conflict. 

SECTION 8. This ordinance shall take effect immediately upon its passage and approval. 

[Exhibits "A" and "B" referred to this ordinance 
unavailable at time of printing.] 

AUTHORIZATION FOR EXECUTION OF LEASE AGREEMENT WITH 
68^" STREET CONDOMINIUM ASSOCIATION FOR CITY-OWNED 

PROPERTY AT 1540 EAST 68™ STREET. 

The Committee on Housing and Real Estate submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Housing and Real Estate, to which was referred an ordinance by the 
Department of General Services authorizing the execution of a lease agreement for property 
located at 1540 East 68'" Street, having the same under advisement, begs leave to report and 
recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the proposed ordinance transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a vote of the members of the Committee 
present, with no dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) RAY SUAREZ, 
Chairman. 
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On motion of Alderman Suarez, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Murioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The Commissioner of the Department of General Services is authorized to 
execute on behalf of the City of Chicago as Landlord a new lease with the 68'^ Street 
Condominium Association as Tenant for the use of approximately six thousand two hundred 
twenty-five (6,225) square feet of vacant land of City owned property located at 1540 East 
68* Street for use by 68'" Street Condominium Association as parking; such lease to be 
approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel in substantially the following 
form: 

[Lease Agreement immediately follows 
Section 2 of this ordinance.] 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be effective from and after the date of its passage and 
approval. 

Lease Agreement referred to in this ordinance reads as follows: 
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THIS LEASE is made and entered into this day of , 2008, 
by and between, THE CITY OF CHICAGO, a municipal corporation (herein referred to as 
"Landlord") and 68"' STREET CONDOMINILflVI ASSOCIATION (hereinafter refen^ed to as 
"Tenant"). 

R E C I T A L S 

WHEREAS, Landlord is the owner ofthe premises more commonly known as 1540 East 
68"" StreeL Chicago, Cook County, Illinois; and 

WHEREAS, Landlord has agreed to lease to Tenant, and Tenant has agreed to lease 
from Landlord approximately 6,225 square feet of vacant land located at 1540 East 68''' Street as 
described on Exhibit A attached hereto and made a part hereof to be used by the Tenant as 
twenty (20) parking spaces for residents ofthe 1519-29 East 68'*" Street condominiums; 

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration ofthe covenants, terms and conditions set forth 
herein, the parties hereto agree and covenant as follows: 

SECTION I. GRANT 

Landlord hereby leases to Tenant the following described premises situated in the 
City of Chicago, County of Cook, State of Illinois, to wit: 

Approximately 6,225 square feet of vacant land located at 1540 East 68'*' 
Street, Chicago Illinois (PIN # 20-23-405-022 - the "Premises"). 

SECTION 2. TERM 

The term of this Lease ("Term") shall commence on the date of Execution 
("Commencement Date"), and shall and shall end on December 31, 2015, unless sooner 
terminated as set forth in this Lease. 

SECTION 3. RENT, TAXES. AND UTILITIES 

3.1 Rent. During the Term the Tenant shall pay base rent for the Premises in 
the amount of: 

a) One-Thousand Three-Hundred and 00/100 Dollars ($1,300,00) per month 
for the period beginning on the first month upon Lease execution and ending on December 31, 
2009. 
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b) One-Thousand Three-Hundred Fifty and 00/100 Dollars ($1,350.00) per 
month for the period beginning on January I, 2010 and ending on December 31, 2010. 

c) One-Thousand Four-Hundred and 00/100 Dollars ($1,400.00) per month 
for the period beginning on January 1, 2011 and ending on December 31, 2011. 

d) One-Thousand Four-Hundred Fit̂ y and 00/100 Dollars ($1,450.00) per 
month for the period beginning on January 1, 2012 and ending on December 3 1, 2012. 

e) One-Thousand Five-Hundred and 00/100 Dollars ($1,500.00) per month 
for the period beginning on January 1, 2013 and ending on December 31, 2013. 

0 One-Thousand Five-Hundred Fifty and 00/100 Dollars ($1,550.00) per 
month for the period beginning on January 1, 2014 and ending on December 31, 2014. 

g) One-Thousand Six-Hundred and 00/100 Dollars ($ 1,600.00) per month for 
the period beginning on January 1, 2015 and ending on December 31, 2015. 

Tenant shall make rent payable to "City of Chicago" and shall direct said 
payments to City of Chicago, Department of Revenue, Warrants for Collection, City Hall, 121 
North LaSalle, Room 107, or at such place as Landlord may from time to time hereby designate 
in writing to Tenant. 

3.2 Utilities. Tenant shall pay when due all charges for gas, electricity, light, 
heat, water, power, and telephone, or any other communication service, and all other utility 
services used in or supplied to the Premises. 

3.3 Leasehold Taxes. Tenant shall pay when due any leasehold taxes assessed 
or levied on the subject Premises. Tenant shall contact the appropriate taxing body to ascertain 
the tax amount assessed on the subject Premises. Tenant shall provide Landlord with proof of 
payment in full, including any penalties or interest, within ten (10) days of such payment. 
Tenant's failure to pay any such taxes shall constitute a default under this Lease. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing herein shall preclude Tenant from contesting any charge 
or tax levied against the subject Premises. The failure of Tenant to pay such taxes during the 
pendency of the contest shall not constitute a default under this Lease. Tenant's tax 
responsibilities under this section shall survive the expiration, cancellation, or termination ofthis 
Lease agreernent. Tenant acknowledges that real estate leasehold taxes are one (1) year in arrears 
in Cook County and that as a result Tenant will be responsible for satisfaction of all real estate or 
leasehold taxes assessed or levied on the subject Premises tor at least one year after Tenant 
vacates the Premises. 

3.5 Accord and Satisfaction. No payment by Tenant or receipt of such by 
Landlord of a lesser amount than any installment or payment ofthe rent due hereunder shall be 
deemed to be other than on account ofthe amount due, and no endorsement of statement or any 
check or any letter accompanying any check or payment of rent shall be deemed an accord and 
satisfaction. Landlord may accept such check or payment without prejudice cis to Landlord's 
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right to recover the balance of such installment or payment or to pursue any other remedies 
available to Landlord. 

SECTION 4. ENJOYMENT OF PREMISES, ALTERATIONS AND ADDITIONS, 
SURRENDER 

4.1 Covenant of Ouiet Enjoyment. Landlord covenants and agrees that 
Tenant, upon paying the rent and upon observing and keeping the covenants, agreements and 
conditions ofthis Lease on its part to be kept, observed and performed, shall lawfiilly and quietly 
hold, occupy and enjoy the Premises (subject to the provisions of this Lease) during the Term 
without hindrance or molestation by Landlord or by any person or persons claiming under 
Landlord. 

4.2 Tenant's Duty to Maintain Premises and Right of Access. Unless 
otherwise provided in this lease. Tenant shall, at Tenant's expense, keep the Premises in a 
condition of thorough repair and good order, and in compliance with all applicable provisions of 
the Municipal Code of Chicago, including but not limited to those provisions in Title 13 
("Building and Construction"), Title 14 ("Electrical Equipment and Installation"), Title 15 ("Fire 
Prevention") and all applicable provisions ofthe Landscape Ordinance ofthe City of Chicago. If 
Tenant shall refuse or neglect to make needed repairs within thirty (30) days after written notice 

, thereof sent by Landlord, unless such repair cannot be remedied by thirty (30) days, and Tenant 
shall have commenced and is diligently pursuing all necessary action to remedy such repair, 
Landlord, at Landlord's option, is authorized to either make such repairs and Tenant will 
promptly and within thirty (30) business days of demand reimburse Landlord for the reasonable 
cost thereof, or Landlord can immediately terminate this Lease by providing the Tenant with 
written notice thereof Landlord shall have the right of access to the Premises for the purpose of 
inspecting and making repairs to the Premises, provided that except in the case of emergencies. 
Landlord shall first give notice to Tenant of Landlord's desire to enter the Premises and Landlord 
will schedule its entry so as to minimize any interference with Tenant's use of Premises. 

4.3 Use of the Premises. Tenant shall not use the Premises in a manner that 
would violate any Law. Tenant further covenants not to do or suffer any waste or damage, 
comply in all respects with the laws, ordinances, orders, rules, regulations, and requirements of 
all federal, state and municipal governmental departments which may be applicable to the 
Premises or to the use or manner of use ofthe Premises, disfigurement or injury to any building 
or improvement on the Premises, or to fixtures and equipment thereof Any activities on the 
Premises must be limited to twenty (20) parking for residents ofthe 1519-29 East 68"' Street 
condominiums. This activity does not include direct or indirect participation or intervention in 
political campaigns on behalf of or in opposition to any candidate for public office. Tenant 
agrees that in utilizing said Premises that it shall not discriminate against any member of the 
public because of race, religious affiliation, color, national origin, political persuasion, or sexual 
orientation. Tenant further covenants that the Premises shall not be used for any religious 
purposes. 
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4.4 Alterations and Additions. Tenant shall not have the right to make any 
alterations, additions and improvements on the Premises without Landlord's prior written 
consent. Landlord shall not unreasonably withhold such consent. 

SECTION 5. ASSIGNMENT, SUBLEASE, AND LIENS 

5.1 Assignment and Sublease. Tenant shall not assign this Lease in whole or 
in part, or sublet the Premises or any part thereof 

5.2 Tenant's Covenant Against Liens. Tenant shall not cause or permit any 
lien or encumbrance, whether created by act of Tenant, operation of law or otherwise, to attach 
to or be placed upon Landlord's title or interest in the Premises. All liens and encumbrances 
created by Tenant shall attach to Tenant's interest only. In case of any such lien attaching. Tenant 
shall immediately pay and remove such lien or fiamish security or indemnify Landlord in a 
manner satisfactory to Landlord in its sole discretion to protect Landlord against any defense or 
expense arising from such lien. Except during any period in which Tenant appeals any judgment 
or obtains a rehearing of any such lien, or in the event judgment is stayed. Tenant shall 
immediately pay any judgment rendered against Tenant, with all proper costs and charges, and 
shall have the lien released and any judgment satisfied. If Tenant fails to pay and remove any 
lien or contest such lien in accordance herewith. Landlord, at its election, may pay and satisfy 
same, and all sums so paid by Landlord, with interest from the date of payment at the rate set at 
12% per annum. 

SECTION 6. INSURANCE AND INDEMNIFICATION 

6.1 Insurance. The Tenant shall procure and maintain at all times, at Tenant's 
own expense, during the term of this Lease, the insurance coverages and requirements specified 
below, insuring all operations related to the lease with insurance companies authorized to do 
business in the State of Illinois. 

The kinds and amounts of insurance required are as follows: 

a) Workers Compensation and Employers Liability Insurance. Workers 
Compensation and Employers Liability Insurance and Occupational Disease Insurance, as 
prescribed by applicable law, covering all Landlord's employees and Employer's Liability 
coverage with limits of not less than $500,000 each accident or illness. 

b) Commercial Liability Insurance. (Primary and Umbrella). Commercial 
Liability Insurance or equivalent with limits of not less than $1,000,000 per occurrence, for 
bodily injury, personal injury, and property damage liability. Coverage extensions shall include 
the following; All premises and operations, products/completed operations, defense, separation 
of insureds, and contractual liability (with no limitation endorsement). The City of Chicago, its 
employees, elected officials, agents, and representatives are to be named as additional insureds 
on a primary, non contributory basis for any liability arising directly or indirectly fi"om the Lease. 
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c) Automobile Liability Insurance. (Primary and Umbrella). When any 
motor vehicles (owned, non-owned and hired) are used in connection with work to be perfomied, 
the Tenant shall provide Comprehensive Automobile Liability Insurance with limits of not less 
than $ t .000.000 per occurrence, for bodily injury and property damage. 

d) All Risk Property Insurance. All risk property insurance coverage shall be 
maintained by the Tenant for full replacement value to protect against loss, damage to or 
destruction of property. The policy shall list the City of Chicago as loss payee. 

The Tenant shall be responsible for all loss or damage to personal property 
(including but not limited to materials, equipment, tools and supplies), owned or rented, by the 
Tenant. 

e) All Risk Builders Risk Insurance. When and if Tenant undertakes any 
construction, including improvements, betterments, and/or repairs, the Tenant shall provide All 
Risk Builders Risk Insurance, at replacement cost, for materials, supplies, equipment, machinery 
and fixtures that are or will be part of the permanent facility. Coverage shall include but not 
limited to the following: right to partial occupancy, earth movement, flood including surface 
water backup and sewer backup and seepage. The City of Chicago shall be named as loss payee. 

6.2 Other Terms of Insurance. The Tenant will fumish the City of Chicago, 
Department of General Services, Office of Real Estate Management, Suite 3700, 30 North 
LaSalle Street, Chicago, Illinois 60602, original Certificates of Insurance evidencing the required 
coverage to be in force on the date ofthis Lease, and Renewal Certificates of Insurance, or such 
similar evidence, if the coverages have an expiration or renewal date occurring during the term 
ofthis Lease. The Tenant shall submit evidence on insurance prior to Lease award. The receipt 
of any certificates does not constitute agreement by the City that the insurance requirements in 
the Lease have been fully met or that the insurance polices indicated on the certificate are in 
compliance with all Lease requirements. The failure of the City to obtain certificates or other 
insurance evidence from Tenant shall not be deemed to be a waiver by the City. The Tenant shall 
advise all insurers ofthe Lease provisions regarding insurance. Non-conforming, insurance shall 
not relieve Tenant of its obligation to provide Insurance as specified herein. Nonfulfillment of 
the insurance conditions may constitute a violation of the Lease, and the City retains the right to 
terminate the Lease until proper evidence of insurance is provided. 

The insurance shall provide for 60 days prior written notice to be given to the City in the event 
coverage is substantially changed, canceled, or non-renewed. 

Any and all deductibles or self insured retentions on referenced insurance coverages shall be 
borne by Tenant. 

The Tenant agrees that its insurers shall waive their rights of subrogation against the City of 
Chicago its employees, elected officials, agents or representatives. 

The Tenant expressly understands and agrees that any coverages and limits fumished by Tenant 
shall in no way limit the Tenant's liabilities and responsibilities specified within the Lease 
documents or by law. 
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The Tenant expressly understands and agrees that any insurance or self insurance programs 
maintained by the City of Chicago shall apply in excess of and not contribute with insurance 
provided by the Tenant under the lease. 

The required insurance shall not be limited by any limitations expressed in the indemnification 
language herein or any limitation placed on the indemnity therein given as a matter of law. 

The City of Chicago, Department of Finance, Office of Risk Management, maintains the right to 
modify, delete, alter or change these requirements. 

6.3 Tenant's Indemnification. Tenant shall indemnify, defend, and hold 
Landlord harmless against all liabilities, judgments, amounts paid in settlement, arbitration or 
mediation awards, costs, damages, and expenses (including reasonable attomey's fees, expenses, 
and court costs), whether such claim is related to or arises from personal injury or property 
damage which may be expended by or accrue against, be charged to, or be recovered from 
Landlord or Tenant by reason of Tenant's performance of or failure to perform any of Tenant's 
obligations under this Lease, or Tenant's negligent acts or failure to act, or resulting from the acts 
or failure to act of Tenant's contractors, respective officers, directors, agents, or employees. 

SECTION 7. DAMAGE OR DESTRUCTION 

7.1 Damage or Destruction. If the Premises are damaged or destroyed or a 
casualty to such extent that Tenant cannot continue, occupy or conduct its normal business 
therein, or if, in Tenant's opinion, the Premises are rendered untenantable, either Landlord or 
Tenant shall have the option to declare this Lease terminated as of the date of such damage or 
destruction by giving the other party written notice to such effect. Rent shall be apportioned as of 
the date of such damage or destruction and Landlord shall forthwith repay to Tenant all prepaid 
rent. 

SECTION 8. CONFLICT OF INTEREST AND GOVERNMENTAL ETHICS 

8.1 Conflict of Interest. No official or employee of the City of Chicago, nor 
any member of any board, commission or agency ofthe City of Chicago, shall have any financial 
interest (as defined in Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal Code), either direct or indirect, in the 
Premises; nor shall any such official, employee, or member participate in making or in any way 
attempt to use his or her position to influence any City governmental decision or action with 
respect to this Lease. 

8.2 Duty of Comply with Governmental Ethics Ordinance. Landlord and 
Tenant Shall comply with Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, "Governmental 
Ethics," including but not limited to section 2-156-120, which states that no payment, gratuity, or 
offer of employment shall be made in connection with any City of Chicago contract as an 
inducement for the award of that contract or order. Any contract negotiated, entered into, or 
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performed in violation of any ofthe provisions of Chapter 2-156 shall be voidable as lo the City 
of Chicago. 

SECTION 9. HOLDING OVER 

9.1 Holding Over. Any holding over by Tenant shall be construed to be a 
tenancy from month to month only beginning on January 1, 2016 and the rent shall be at the 
same rate as set forth in Section 3.1 (g) ofthis Lease. Provided, however, that Tenant's rent shall 
be pro-rated on a per diem basis in the event Tenant occupies the Premises for less than one full 
month after the effective date of this holdover provision. During any holdover period all 
provisions ofthis Lease shall remain in full force and effect. 

SECTION 10. MISCELLANEOUS 

10.1 Notice. All notices, demands and requests which may be or are required 
to be given, demanded or requested by either party to the other shall be in writing. All notices, 
demands and requests by Tenant to Landlord shall be delivered by national overnight courier or 
shall be sent by United States registered or certified mail, retum receipt requested, postage 
prepaid addressed to Landlord ias follows; 

City of Chicago 
Department of General Services 
Officeof Real Estate Management 
30 North LaSalle Street, Suite 3700 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 

or at such other place as Landlord may from time to time designate by written notice to Tenant. 
All notices, demands, and requests by Landlord to Tenant shall be delivered by a national 
overnight courier or shall be sent by United States registered or certified mail, retum receipt 
requested, postage prepaid, addressed to Tenant as follows: 

68' Street Condominiums Association 
President 
1521 East 68"'Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60637 

or at such other place as Tenant may from time to time designate by written notice to Landlord. 
Any notice, demand or request which shall be served upon Tenant by Landlord, or upon 
Landlord by Tenant, in the manner aforesaid, shall be deemed to be sufficiently served or given 
for all purposes hereunder at the time such nofice, demand or request shall be mailed. 

10.2 Partial Invalidity. If any covenant, condition, provision, term or 
agreement of this Lease shall, to any extent, be held invalid or unenforceable, the remaining 
covenants, conditions, provisions, terms and agreements of this Lease shall not be affected 
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thereby, but each covenant, condition, provision, term or agreement ofthis Lease shall be valid 
and in force to the fullest extent permitted by law. 

10.3 Goveming Law. This Lease shall be construed and be enforceable in 
accordance with the laws ofthe State of Illinois. 

10.4 Entire Agreement. All preliminary and contemporaneous negotiations are 
merged into and incorporated in this Lease. This Lease contains the entire agreement between 
the parties and shall not be modified or amended in any manner except by an instrument in 
writing executed by the parties hereto as outlined herein pursuant to Section 12 hereof. 

10.5 Captions and Section Numbers. The captions and section numbers 
appearing in this Lease are inserted only as a matter of convenience and in no way define, limit, 
construe or describe the scope or intent of such sections ofthis Lease nor in any way affect this 
Lease. 

10.6 Binding Effect of Lease. The covenants, agreements, and obligations 
contained in this Lease shall extend to, bind, and inure to the benefit of the parties hereto and 
their legal representatives, heirs, successors, and assigns. 

10.7 Time is of the Essence. Time is of the essence of this Lease and of each 
and every provision hereof. 

10.8 No Principal/Agent or Partnership Relationship. Nothing contained in this 
Lease shall be deemed or construed by the parties hereto nor by any third party as creating the 
relationship of principal and agent or of partnership or of joint venture between the parties 
hereto. 

10.9 Authorization to Execute Lease. The parties executing this Lease hereby 
represent £ind warrant that they are duly authorized and acting representatives of Landlord and 
Tenant respectively and that by their execution ofthis Lease, it became the binding obligation of 
Landlord and Tenant respectively, subject to no contingencies or condifions except as 
specifically provided herein. 

10.10 Termination of Lease. Landlord and Tenant shall have the right to 
terminate this Lease by providing each other with thirty (30) days prior written notice at any time 
after Lease execution. 

10.11 Force Majeure. When a period of time is provided in this Lease for either 
party to do or perform any act or thing, the party shall not be liable or responsible for any delays 
due to strikes, lockouts, casualties, acts of God, wars, governmental regulation or control, and 
other causes beyond the reasonable control of the party, and in any such event the time period 
shall be extended for the amount of time the party is so delayed. 

10.12 Condemnation. If the whole or any substantial part of the Premises are 
taken or condemned by any competent authority for any public use or purpose, or if any adjacent 
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property or street shall be so condemned or improved in such a manner as to require the use of 
any part of the Premises, the term of this Lease shall, at the option of Landlord or the 
condemning authority, be terminated upon, and not before, the date when possession ofthe part 
so taken shall be required for such use or purpose, and Landlord shall be entitled to receive the 
entire award without apportionment with Tenant. 

10.13 No Brokers. The Department of General Services does not use brokers, 
tenant representatives, landlord representatives, or other finders. Tenant warrants to Landlord 
that no broker, tenant representative, or other tinder (a) introduced Tenant to Landlord, (b) 
assisted Tenant in the negotiation of this Lease, or (c) dealt with Tenant on Tenant's behalf in 
connection with the Premises or this Lease. Landlord warrants to Tenant that Landlord does not 
use brokers, landlord representatives, or other finder. Tenant warrants to Landlord that no broker, 
tenant representative, or other finder (a) introduced Landlord to Tenant, (b) assisted Landlord in 
the negotiation ofthis Lease, or (c) dealt with Landlord on Landlord's behalf in connection with 
the Premises or this Lease. 

10.14 Amendments. From time to time, the parties hereto may amend this Lease 
Agreement with respect to any provisions reasonably related to Tenant's use of the Premises 
and/or Landlord's administration of said Lease Agreement. Provided, however, that such 
Amendment(s) shall not serve to extend the Lease term hereof nor serve to otherwise materially 
alter the essential provisions contained herein. Such Amendment(s) shall be in writing, shall 
establish the factual background necessitating such alteration, shall set forth the terms and 
conditions of such modification, and shall be duly executed by both Landlord and Tenant. Such 
Amendment(s) shall only take effect upon execution by both parties. Upon execution, such 
Amendment(s) shall become a part of this Lease and all other provisions of this Lease shall 
remain in fiill force and effect. 

10.15 Option to Contract. At any time after execution of this Lease and with 
thirty (30) days prior written notice. Tenant may choose to reduce the subject Leasehold in 
increments of 311 square feet (one parking space) in each instance. Upon such contraction, 
Tenant's rent shall be reduced by an amount equal to five percent (5%) of the rates then in effect 
pursuant to Section 3 ofthis Lease. 

SECTION 11. ADDITIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES OF TENANT 

11.1 Maintenance Service. Tenant shall provide, at Tenant's expense, any and 
all service for maintenance of the Premises, including, but not limited to, service of any 
equipment, fencing, or trade fixtures placed thereon. 

11.2 Custodial Service. Tenant shall provide and pay for custodial services 
which shall be construed as keeping the Premises clean and free of debris. 

11.3 Scavenger Service. Tenant shall provide its own scavenger service where 
necessary. 
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11.4 Tenant Practices. Tenant, or any of its agents or employees, shall not 
perform or permit any practice that may damage the reputation of, or otherwise be injurious to 
the Premises or neighborhood, be illegal, or increase the rate of insurance on the Premises. 

11.5 Hazardous Materials. Tenant shall keep out of Premises materials which 
cause a fire hazard or safety hazard and comply with reasonable requirements of Landlord's fire 
insurance carrier; not destroy, deface, damage, impair, nor remove any part of the Premises or 
facilities, equipment or appurtenances thereto; 

11.6 Security. Tenant shall be responsible for securing the Premises at all times 
and provide and pay for security where necessary. Landlord assumes no responsibility 
whatsoever for security ofthe Premises or damages to vehicles or any other property placed on 
the Premises. 

11.7 Full Liability. Tenant assumes full legal and financial responsibility and 
liability for any and all use ofthe Premises by Tenant, Tenant's staff. Tenant's agents. Tenant's 
invitees, and any other person, persons, or entities entering the Premises. 

11.8 No Alcoholic Beverages. Tenant agrees that no alcoholic beverages of any 
kind or nature shall be sold, given away, or consumed on the Premises. 

11.9 Permits for Activities. For any activity which Tenant desires to conduct on 
the Premises in which a license or permit is required, said license or permit must be obtained by 
Tenant prior to using the Premises for such activity. The Department of General Services must 
be notified of any such license or permit. Failure to obtain a required license or permit shall 
constitute a breach ofthe terms ofthis Lease. 

11.10 Tenant Inspection. Tenant agrees that Tenant has inspected the Premises 
and all related areas and grounds and that Tenant is satisfied with the physical condition thereof 

11.11 No Religious Use. Tenant agrees that the Premises will not be used for any 
religious purposes. 

11.12 Condition at Termination. Upon the termination ofthis Lease, Tenant shall 
surrender the Premises to the Landlord in substantially the same or better condition to the 
condition of the Premises at the beginning of Tenant's occupancy of the subject Premises 
(ordinary wear and tear excepted). At Landlord's option. Tenant shall remove all equipment 
and/or materials placed on the Premises by Tenant or anyone acting by or under Tenant. Said 
removal shall be without cost to Landlord. Provided, however, that at Lease termination 
Landlord may declare that any fencing that Tenant may have installed shall become the property 
of Landlord without further credit, payment, or reimbursement by Landlord to Tenant. 

11.13 Trade Fixtures. Upon the termination of this Lease by lapse of time. Tenant 
may remove Tenant's personal property and equipment, provided that Tenant shall repair any 
injury or damage to the leased Premises which may result from such removal. If Tenant does not 
remove Tenant's furniture, machinery, trade fixtures and all other items of personal property of 
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any kind from the leased Premises prior to the end of the term. Landlord may, at its option, 
remove the same and deliver them to any other place of business of Tenant or warehouse the 
same, and Tenant shall pay the cost of such removal, including the repair for such removal, 
delivery and warehousing, to Landlord on demand, or Landlord may treat such property as being 
conveyed to Landlord with this Lease as a bill of sale, without further payment or credit by 
Landlord to Tenant. -

11.14 User List. Upon written request from Landlord, within fifteen (15) days of 
receipt of said request Tenant shall provide Landlord with a list of all persons using the 
Premises. This information shall contain, but shall not be limited to, names, addresses, car 
makes, car models, and license plate numbers. 

SECTION 12. TENANT DISCLOSURES AND REPRESENTATIONS 

12.1 Business Relationships. Tenant acknowledges (A) receipt of a copy of 
Section 2-156-030 (b) ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago, (B) that it has read such provision and 
understands that pursuant to such Section 2-156-030 (b) it is illegal for any elected official ofthe 
City, or any person acting at the direction of such official, to contact, either orally or in writing, 
any other City official or employee with respect to any matter involving any person with whom 
the elected City official or employee has a "Business Relationship" (as defined in Section 2-
156-080 of the Municipal Code of Chicago), or to participate in any discussion in any City 
Council committee hearing or in any City Council meeting or to vote on any matter involving the 
person with whom an elected official has a Business Relationship, and (C) notwithstanding 
anything to the contrary contained in this Agreement, that a violation of Section 2-156-030 (b) 
by an elected official, or any person acting at the direction of such official, with respect to any 
transaction contemplated by this Agreement shall be grounds for termination of this Agreement 
and the transactions contemplated hereby. Tenant hereby represents and warrants that no 
violation of Section 2-156-030 (b) has occurred with respect to this Lease Agreement or the 
transactions contemplated hereby. 

12.2 Patriot Act Certification. Tenant represents and warrants that neither 
Tenant nor any Affiliate thereof (as defined in the next paragraph) is listed on any of the 
following lists maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets Control ofthe U.S. Department ofthe 
Treasury, the Bureau of Industry and Security of the U.S. Department of Commerce or their 
successors, or on any other list of persons or entities with which the City may not do business 
under any applicable law, rule, regulation, order or judgment, the Specially Designated Nationals 
List, the Denied Persons LisL the Unverified List, the Entity List and the Debarred List. 

As used in the above paragraph, an "Affiliate" shall be deemed to be a person or entity 
related to Tenant that, directly or indirectly, through one or more intermediaries, controls, is 
controlled by or is under common control with Tenant, and a person or entity shall be deemed to 
be controlled by another person or entity, if controlled in any manner whatsoever that results in 
control in fact by that other person or entity (or that other person or entity and any persons or 
entities with whom that other person or entity is acting jointly or in concert), whether directly or 
indirectly and whether through share ownership, a trust, a contract or otherwise. 
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12.3 Prohibition on Certain Contributions-Mayoral Executive Order No. 05-1. 
Tenant agrees that Tenant, any person or entity who directly or indirectly has an ownership or 
beneficial interest in Tenant of more than 7.5 percent ("Owners"), spouses and domestic partners 
of such Owners, Tenant's contractors (i.e., any person or entity in direct contractual privity with 
Tenant regarding the subject matter ofthis Agreement) ("Contractors"), any person or entity who 
directly or indirectly has an ownership or beneficial interest in any Contractor of more than 7.5 
percent ("Sub-owners") and spouses and domestic partners of such Sub-owners (Tenant and all 
the other preceding classes of persons and entities are together, the "Identified Parties"), shall not 
make a contribution of any amount to the Mayor ofthe City of Chicago (the "Mayor") or to his 
political fimdraising committee (i) after execution of this Agreement by Tenant, (ii) while this 
Agreement or any Other Contract is executory, (iii) during the term of this Agreement or any 
Other Contract between Tenant and the City, or (iv) during any period while an extension ofthis 
Agreement or any Other Contract is being sought or negotiated. 

Tenant represents and warrants that from the date the City approached the Tenant or the 
date Tenant approached the City, as applicable, regarding the formulation of this Agreement, no 
Identified Parties have made a contribution of any amount to the Mayor or to his political 
fimdraising committee. 

Tenant agrees that it shall not: (a) coerce, compel or intimidate its employees to make a 
contribution of any amount to the Mayor or to the Mayor's political fimdraising committee; (b) 
reimburse its employees for a contribution of any amount m^de to the Mayor or to the Mayor's 
political fiindraising- committee; or (c) bundle or solicit others to bundle contributions to the 
Mayor or to his political fundraising committee. 

Tenant agrees that the Identified Parties must not engage in any conduct whatsoever 
designed to intentionally violate this provision or Mayoral Executive Order No. 05-1 or to entice, 
direct or solicit others to intentionally violate this provision or Mayoral Executive Order No. 05-
1. 

Tenant agrees that a violation of, non-compliance withy misrepresentation with respect to, 
or breach of any covenant or warranty under this provision or violation of Mayoral Executive 
Order No. 05-1 constitutes a breach and default under this Agreement, and under any Other 
Contract for which no opportunity to cure will be granted, unless the City, in its sole discretion, 
elects to grant such an opportunity to cure. Such breach and default entitles the City to all 
remedies (including, without limitation, termination for default) under this Agreement, under any 
Other Contract, at law and in equity. This provision amends any Other Contract and supersedes 
any inconsistent provision contained therein. 

If Tenant intentionally violates this provision or Mayoral Executive Order No. 05-1 prior 
to the closing of this Agreement, the City may elect to decline to close the transaction 
contemplated by this Agreement. 

For purposes ofthis provision: 

"Bundle" means to collect contributions from more than one source which are then 
delivered by one person to the Mayor or to his political fundraising committee. 
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"Other Contract" means any other agreement with the City of Chicago to which Tenant is 
a party that is (i) formed under the authonty of chapter 2-92 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago; 
(ii) entered into for the purchase or lease of real or personal property; or (iii) for materials, 
supplies, equipment or services which are approved or authorized by the City Council ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

"Contribution" means a "political contribution" as defined in Chapter 2-156 of the 
Municipal Code of Chicago, as amended. 

Individuals are "Domestic Partners" if they satisfy the following criteria: 

(A) they are each other's sole domestic partner, responsible for each 
other's common welfare; and 

(B) neither party is married; and 
(C) the partners are not related by blood closer than would bar 

marriage in the State of Illinois; and 
(D) each partner is at least 18 years of age, and the partners are the 

same sex, and the partners reside at the same residence; and 
(E) two ofthe following four conditions exist for the partners: 

1. The partners have been residing together for at least 12 
months. 

2. The partners have common or joint ownership of a 
residence. 

3. The partners have at least two of the following 
arrangements: 
a. joint ownership of a motor vehicle; 
b. ajoint credit account; 
c. ajoint checking account; 
d. a lease for a residence identifying both domestic 

partners as tenants. 
4. Each partner identifies the other partner as a primary 

beneficiary in a will. 

"Political fundraising committee" means a "political fundraising committee" as defined in 
Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago, as amended. 

12.4 Waste Ordinance Provisions. In accordance with Section 11 -4-1600(e) of 
the Municipal Code of Chicago, Tenant warrants and represents that it, and to the best of its 
knowledge, its contractors and subcontractors, have not violated and are not in violation of-any 
provisions of Section 7-28 or Section 11 -4 of the Municipal Code (the "Waste Sections"). 
During the period while this Agreement is executory. Tenant's, any general contractor's or any 
subcontractor's violation of the Waste Sections, whether or not relating to the performance of 
this Agreement, constitutes a breach of and an event of default under this Agreement, for which 
the opportunity to cure, if curable, will be granted only at the sole designation of the Chief 
Procurement Officer. Such breach and default entitles the City to all remedies under the 
Agreement, at law or in equity. This section does not limit Tenant's, general contractor's and its 
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subcontractors' duty to comply with all applicable federal, state, county and municipal laws, 
statutes, ordinances and executive orders, in effect now or later, and whether or not they appear 
in this Agreement. Non-compliance with these tenns and conditions may be used by the City as 
grounds for the termination ofthis Agreement, and may further affect the Tenant's eligibility for 
future contract awards. 

12.5 Cooperation With Office of Compliance. In accordance with Chapter 2-
26-1 10 et seq. of the Municipal Code, the Tenant acknowledges that every officer, employee, 
department and agency ofthe City shall be obligated to cooperate with the Executive Director of 
the Office of Compliance in connection with any activities undertaken by such office vvith 
respect to this Lease, including, without limitation, making available to the Executive Director 
the department's premises, equipment, personnel, books, records and papers. The Tenant agrees 
to abide by the provisions of Chapter 2-26-110 et seq.. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Lease as ofthe day and year 
first above written. 

LANDLORD: 

BY: THE CITY OF CHICAGO, an Illinois Municipal Corporation 
THE DEPARTMENT OF GENERAL SERVICES 

By: 
Commissioner 

APPROVED AS TO FORM AND LEGALITY: 
BY: DEPARTMENT OF LAW 

By: 
Deputy Corporation Counsel 

Real Estate Division 
TENANT: 

BY: 68^" STREET CONDOMINIUMS ASSOCIATION 

By:. 

Its: 

Exhibit "A" referred to in this Lease Agreement reads as follows: 
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Exhibit "A". 
(To Lease Agreement With 68"̂  Street 

Condominium Association) 

Legal Description Of Subject Property: 

Lot 21 together with the east 12.5 feet of Lot 22 in Block 2 of Bass and Edmond's 
Subdivision of the east 256 feet of the north half of the northeast quarter of the southeast 
quarter of Section 23, Township 38 North, Range 14 East of the Third Principal Meridian 
in Cook County, Illinois. 

Common Address: 

1540 East 68"̂  Street. 

Permanent Index Number: 

20-23-405-022. 

COMMITTEE ON HUMAN RELATIONS. 

APPOINTMENT OF MS. JATINDER S. BEDI, MR. BALA R. 
GHIMIRE, MS. VIDA GOSRISIRIKUL AND MR. DON 

SAKAMOTO AS MEMBERS OF HUMAN 
RELATIONS ADVISORY COUNCIL 

ON ASIAN AFFAIRS. 

The Committee on Human Relations submitted the following report; 

Chicago, October 8, 2008. 

7o the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Human Relations, having under consideration a communication from 
the Mayor to appoint the following as members of the Commission on Human Relations 
Advisory Council on Asian Affairs: Jatinder S. Bedi to a term effective immediately and 
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expiring on July 1, 2011; Bala R. Ghimire to a term effective immediately and expiring on 
July 1, 2010; Vida Gosrisirikul to a term effective immediately and expiring July 1, 2010; and 
Don Sakamoto to a term effective immediately and expiring July 1, 2009, begs leave to 
recommend that Your Honorable Body do Approve the proposed appointments transmitted 
herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the Committee on Human 
Relations on October 6, 2008. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) BILLY OCASIO, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Ocasio, the committee's recommendation was Concurred In and the 
said proposed appointments of Ms. Jatinder S. Bedi, Mr. Bala R. Ghimire, Ms. Vida Gosrisirikul 
and Mr. Don Sakamoto as members of the Commission on Human Relations Advisory Council 
on Asian Affairs were Approved by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas—Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Murioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost.. 

APPOINTMENT OF MS. NERMA BAJRAMOVIC-CAMPARA AS MEMBER 
OF COMMISSION ON HUMAN RELATIONS ADVISORY COUNCIL 

ON IMMIGRANT AND REFUGEE AFFAIRS. 

The Committee on Human Relations submitted the following report; 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Human Relations, having under consideration a communication from 
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the Mayor to appoint Nerma Bajramovic-Campara as a member of the Commission on 
Human Relations Advisory Council on Immigrant and Refugee Affairs to a term effective 
immediately and expiring July 1, 2011, begs leave to recommend that Your Honorable Body 
do Approve the proposed appointment transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the Committee on Human 
Relations on October 6, 2008. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) BILLY OCASIO, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Ocasio, the committee's recommendation was Concurred In and the 
said proposed appointment of Ms. Nerma Bajramovic-Campara as a member of the 
Commission on Human Relations Advisory Council on Immigrant and Refugee Affairs was 
Approved by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Murioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays — None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

APPOINTMENT OF MS. ANA GIL-GARCIA AS MEMBER 
OF COMMISSION ON HUMAN RELATIONS ADVISORY 

COUNCIL ON LATINO AFFAIRS. 

The Committee on Human Relations submitted the following report; 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Human Relations, having under consideration a communication from 
the Mayor to appoint Ana Gil-Garcia as a member of the Commission on Human Relations 
Advisory Council on Latino Affairs to a term effective July 1, 2008 and expiring July 1, 2011, 
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to succeed Diana Palomar, whose term has expired, begs leave to recommend that Your 
Honorable Body do Approve the proposed appointment transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the Committee on Human 
Relations on October 6, 2008. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) BILLY OCASIO, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Ocasio, the committee's recommendation was Concurred In and the 
said proposed appointment of Ms. Ana Gil-Garcia as a member of the Commission on Human 
Relations Advisory Council on Latino Affairs was Approved by yeas and nays as follows; 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Murioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays — None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

APPOINTMENT OF MS. GEMMA B. ALLEN AND MS. JILL ZWICK 
AS MEMBERS OF COMMISSION ON HUMAN RELATIONS 

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON WOMEN. 

The Committee on Human Relations submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Human Relations, having under consideration a communication from 
the Mayor to appoint the following as members of the Commission on Human Relations 
Advisory Council on Women; Gemma B. Allen, to a term effective July 1, 2008 and expiring 
on July 1, 2011 to succeed Hoda A. Atia, whose term has expired and Jill Zwick, to a term 
effective immediately and expiring July 1, 2010, to succeed Kate E. Devivo, whose term has 
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expired, begs leave to recommend that Your Honorable Body do Approve the proposed 
appointments transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the Committee on Human 
Relations on October 6, 2008. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) BILLY OCASIO, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Ocasio, the committee's recommendation was Concurred In and the 
said proposed appointments of Ms. Gemma B. Allen and Ms. Jill Zwick as members of the 
Commission on Human Relations Advisory Council on Women were Approved by yeas and 
nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Murioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

CITY COUNCIL URGED TO CONDUCT HEARINGS ON ALLEGED 
INVOLVEMENT OF CHICAGO POLICE DEPARTMENT 

PERSONNEL IN ENFORCING FEDERAL 
IMMIGRATION LAWS. 

The Committee on Human Relations submitted the following report; 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Human Relations, having under consideration a resolution introduced 
by Alderman Daniel Solis, memorializing hearings on City of Chicago personnel involvement 
in enforcing federal policy, begs leave to recommend that Your Honorable Body do Adoptthis 
resolution. 
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This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the Committee on Human 
Relations on October 6, 2008. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) BILLY OCASIO, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Ocasio, the committee's recommendation was Concurred In and the 
said proposed resolution was Adopted by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Murioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin,, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said resolution as adopted; 

WHEREAS, The City of Chicago, through its Mayor and City Council, has passed numerous 
resolutions and ordinances in order to insure that the Chicago Police Department and other 
municipal personnel are not involved in the enforcement of Federal immigration laws; and 

WHEREAS, This stance has been taken in the interest of maintaining the relationship of 
trust and confidence between those personnel and the communities they serve which is vital 
to effective service and law enforcement; and 

WHEREAS, Both the Mayor and the City Council are fully aware and through resolutions 
have evinced the belief that current federal immigration policies are defective and are in the 
process of revision and reform; and 

WHEREAS, In the interim, it is in the interest of all citizens of this city that the legislative 
and executive branch of the City of Chicago respect the human rights of all residents within 
its municipal boundaries; and 

WHEREAS, Both branches of municipal government are especially sensitive to the issue 
that the racial profiling necessary to enforce such existing federal immigration policy is strictly 
contrary to Section 8-4-086 of the City of Chicago Municipal Code specifically prohibiting this 
practice by members ofthe Chicago Police Department, peace officers or security personnel 
within the city's corporate boundaries since June 6, 2001; and 
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WHEREAS, In spite of this clear and forthright prohibition, numerous accounts of 
involvement by Chicago Police Department personnel inquiring into and investigating 
immigration status and involving themselves in reporting procedures to the Department of 
Homeland Security have been alleged; and 

WHEREAS, The Community and Intergovernmental Commission on Latino Immigration 
Rights, a commission of Latino community leaders and Latino elected officials, has requested 
that the City Council hold hearings on these allegations and on the implementation of various 
state, county and city policies designed to protect the human rights of Chicago residents and 
enforce the prohibition of racial profiling even within the current environment ofthe capricious 
and arbitrary use of current national immigration laws; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City of Chicago City Council, 
assembled here this eighth day of October, 2008 A.D., do hereby call for joint committee 
hearings to be held with all deliberate speed and due public notice on any and all involvement 
by sworn City of Chicago personnel in inquiries or investigations of the immigration status of 
individuals with whom they come in contact and on any and all involvement of City of Chicago 
personnel in reporting said individuals to federal authorities; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That City bf Chicago Department heads make themselves 
available for questioning by the committee during the course of the hearings; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a public report of these hearings be issued along with 
recommendations for additional legislation by the full City Council, if such recommendations 
are deemed necessary; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That the joint committee seek out testimony on the need for the 
intergovernmental coordination of policies between the city, county and state governments 
in relation to the issues of determining and reporting immigration status of Illinois residents 
and make recommendations pursuant to the testimony that is heard; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy ofthis resolution be prepared and presented 
to all appropriate agency officials. 

COMMITTEE ON LICENSE AND CONSUMER PROTECTION. 

AMENDMENT OF TITLE 4, CHAPTER 60, SECTION 022 
OF MUNICIPAL CODE OF CHICAGO BY DELETION 

OF SUBSECTION 7.14 WHICH RESTRICTED 
ISSUANCE OF ADDITIONAL ALCOHOLIC 

LIQUOR LICENSES ON PORTION OF 
SOUTH EXCHANGE AVENUE. 

The Committee on License and Consumer Protection submitted the following report; 
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CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on License and Consumer Protection, having under consideration an 
ordinance introduced by Alderman Sandi Jackson (which was referred on 
September 10, 2008) to amend Section 4-60-022 of the Municipal Code of Chicago by 
deleting subsection 4-60-022 (7.14), begs leave to recommend that Your Honorable Body 
Pass the ordinance which is transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee on October 1, 2008. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) GENE SCHULTER, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Schulter, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows; 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Murioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed; 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Section 4-60-022 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by 
deleting the language struck through, as follows; 

4-60-022 Restrictions On Additional Licenses. 

Subject to the provisions of subsection 4-60-021 (c), no additional license shall be issued 
for the sale of alcoholic liquor, for consumption on the premises, within the following area; 
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(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

(7.14) On Exchange Avenue, from 72"^ Stroot to 73"'-StFeet7 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be in force and effect upon passage and publication. 

AMENDMENT OF TITLE 4, CHAPTER 60, SECTION 022 OF MUNICIPAL 
CODE OF CHICAGO BY DELETION OF SUBSECTION 35.31 

WHICH RESTRICTED ISSUANCE OF ADDITIONAL 
ALCOHOLIC LIQUOR LICENSES ON PORTION 

OF NORTH CALIFORNIA AVENUE. 

The Committee on License and Consumer Protection submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on License and Consumer Protection, having under consideration an 
ordinance introduced by Alderman Rey Colon (which was referred on July 30, 2008) to 
amend Section 4-60-022 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago by deleting subsection 4-60-022 
(35.31), begs leave to recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the ordinance which is 
transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee on October 1, 2008. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) GENE SCHULTER, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Schulter, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows; 
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Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Murioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays — None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Section 4-60-022 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by 
deleting the language struck through, as follows; 

4-60-022 Restrictions On Additional Licenses. 

Subject to the provisions of subsection 4-60-021 (c), no additional license shall be issued 
for the sale of alcoholic liquor, for consumption on the premises, within the following area; 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

(35.31) On North California Avenue, from West Palmer Street to West Fullerton 
Avenue. 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be in force and effect upon passage and publication. 

AMENDMENT OF TITLE 4, CHAPTER 60, SECTION 022 OF MUNICIPAL 
CODE OF CHICAGO BY DELETION OF SUBSECTION 35.36 

WHICH RESTRICTED ISSUANCE OF ADDITIONAL 
ALCOHOLIC LIQUOR LICENSES ON PORTIONS 

OF NORTH KEDZIE AVENUE. 

The Committee on License and Consumer Protection submitted the following report; 
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CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on License and Consumer Protection, having under consideration an 
ordinance introduced by Alderman Rey Colon (which was referred on September 10, 2008) 
to amend Section 4-60-022 of the Municipal Code of Chicago by deleting subsection 4-60-
022 (35.36), begs leave to recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the ordinance which 
is transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee on October 1, 2008. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) GENE SCHULTER, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Schulter, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Murioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor,. Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote: The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Section 4-60-022 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by 
deleting the language struck through, as follows; 

4-60-022 Restrictions On Additional Licenses. 

Subject to the. provisions of subsection 4-60-021 (c), no additional license shall be issued 
for the sale of alcoholic liquor, for consumption on the premises, within the following areas: 
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(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

(35.36) On west side of North Kedzie Avenue, from West Belden Avenue to West 
Altgeld Street, and on both sides of North Kedzie Avenue, from West Altgeld 
Street to the south line of West Wrightwood/West Logan Boulevard. 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

SECTION 2: This ordinance shall be in force and effect upon passage and publication. 

AMENDMENT OF TITLE 4, CHAPTER 60, SECTION 023 OF MUNICIPAL 
CODE OF CHICAGO BY DELETION OF SUBSECTION 20.289 

WHICH RESTRICTED ISSUANCE OF ADDITIONAL 
PACKAGE GOODS LICENSES ON PORTION 

OF SOUTH HALSTED STREET. 

The Committee on License and Consumer Protection submitted the following report; 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on License and Consumer Protection, having under consideration an 
ordinance introduced by Alderman Freddrenna Lyle (which was referred on March 12, 2008) 
to amend Section 4-60-023 of the Municipal Code of Chicago by deleting subsection 4-60-
023 (20.289), begs leave to recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the ordinance which 
is transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee on October 1, 2008. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) GENE SCHULTER, 
Chairman. 
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On motion of Alderman Schulter, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows; 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Section 4-60-023 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by 
deleting the language struck through, as follows: 

4-60-023 Restrictions On Additional Licenses. 

Subject to the provisions of subsection 4-60-021 (c), no additional package goods license 
shall.be issued for any premises located within the following area: 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

(20:289) On the east side of I lalsted Street, from 65*̂  Stroot to Marquette Road. 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be in force and effect upon passage and publication. 

AMENDMENT OF TITLE 4, CHAPTER 60, SECTION 023 OF MUNICIPAL 
CODE OF CHICAGO BY DELETION OF SUBSECTION 35.46 

WHICH RESTRICTED ISSUANCE OF ADDITIONAL 
PACKAGE GOODS LICENSES ON PORTION 

OF NORTH KIMBALL AVENUE. 

The Committee on License and Consumer Protection submitted the following report; 

http://shall.be
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CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on License and Consumer Protection, having under consideration an 
ordinance introduced by Alderman Rey Col6n (which was referred on September 10, 2008) 
to amend Section 4-60-023 of the Municipal Code of Chicago by deleting subsection 4-60-
023 (35.46), begs leave to recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the ordinance which 
is transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee on October 1, 2008. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) GENE SCHULTER, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Schulter, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows; 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Murioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays — None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed; 

Be // Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Section 4-60-023 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by 
deleting the language struck through, as follows; 

4-60-023 Restrictions On Additional Licenses. 

Subject to the provisions of subsection 4-60-021 (c), no additional package goods license 
shall be issued for any premises located within the following area; 
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(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

(35.46) On North Kimball Avenue, from West Belmont Avenue to the Chicago & 
Northwestern Railroad right-of-way. 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be in force and effect upon passage and publication. 

AMENDMENT OF TITLE 4, CHAPTER 60, SECTION 023 OF MUNICIPAL 
CODE OF CHICAGO BY DELETION OF SUBSECTION 39.87 

WHICH RESTRICTED ISSUANCE OF ADDITIONAL 
PACKAGE GOODS LICENSES ON PORTIONS 

OF NORTH ELSTON AVENUE. 

The Committee on License and Consumer Protection submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on License and Consumer Protection, having under consideration an 
ordinance introduced by Alderman Margaret Laurino (which was referred on September 10, 
2008) to amend Section 4-60-023 of the Municipal Code of Chicago by deleting 
subsection 4-60-023 (39.87), begs leave to recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the 
ordinance which is transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee on October 1, 2008. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) GENE SCHULTER, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Schulter, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows; 
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Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Murioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Section 4-60-023 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by 
deleting the language struck through, as follows; 

4-60-023 Restrictions On Additional Licenses. 

Subject to the provisions of subsection 4-60-02(c), no additional package goods license 
shall be issued for any premises located within the following areas: 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

(39.87) On the northeast side of North Elston Avenue, from North Kostner Avenue to 
West Lawrence Avenue, and on both sides of North Elston Avenue, from West 
Lawrence Avenue to North Kentucky Avenue. 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be in force and effect upon passage and publication. 

AMENDMENT OF TITLE 4, CHAPTER 60, SECTION 023 OF MUNICIPAL 
CODE OF CHICAGO BY DELETION OF SUBSECTION 47.42 

WHICH RESTRICTED ISSUANCE OF ADDITIONAL 
PACKAGE GOODS LICENSES ON PORTION 

OF NORTH LINCOLN AVENUE. 

The Committee on License and Consumer Protection submitted the following report; 
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CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on License and Consumer Protection, having under consideration an 
ordinance introduced by Alderman Gene Schulter (which was referred on September 10, 
2008) to amend Section 4-60-023 of the Municipal Code of Chicago by deleting 
subsection 4-60-023 (47.42), begs leave to recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the 
ordinance which is transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee on October 1, 2008. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) GENE SCHULTER, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Schulter, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows; 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Murioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays — None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed; 

Be it Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Section 4-60-023 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by 
deleting the language struck through, as follows; 

4-60-023 Restrictions On Additional Licenses. 

Subject to the provisions of subsection 4-60-021 (c), no additional package goods license 
shall be issued for any premises located within the following area; 
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(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

(47.42) On North Lincoln Avenue, from West Wilson Avenue to West Lawrence Avenue. 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be in force and effect upon passage and publication. 

AMENDMENT OF TITLE 4, CHAPTER 60 OF MUNICIPAL CODE 
OF CHICAGO BY ADDITION OF NEW SUBSECTIONS 022 (19.1 

THROUGH 19.22) AND 023 (19.1 THROUGH 19.22) TO 
DISALLOW ISSUANCE OF ADDITIONAL ALCOHOLIC 

LIQUOR AND PACKAGE GOODS LICENSES ON 
PORTIONS OF SPECIFIED STREETS WITHIN 

NINETEENTH WARD. 

The Committee on License and Consumer Protection submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on License and Consumer Protection, having under consideration an 
ordinance introduced by Alderman Virginia Rugai (which was referred on September 10, 
2008) to amend Section 4-60-022 and Section 4-60-023 of the Municipal Code of Chicago 
regarding the prohibition of licenses for the sale of alcoholic liquor in portions of the 
19"" Ward, begs leave to recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the ordinance which 
is transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee on October 1, 2008. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) GENE SCHULTER, 
Chairman. 
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On motion of Alderman Schulter, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Murioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays — None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The City Council finds that the areas described in Sections 2 and 3 of this 
ordinance are adversely affected by the over-concentration of businesses licensed to sell 
alcoholic liquor within and near the areas. 

SECTION 2. Section 4-60-022 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by 
inserting the underscored language as new subsections 4-60-022 (19.1) through 4-60-
022(19.22), as follows; 

4-60-022 Restrictions On Additional Licenses. 

Subject to the provisions of subsection 4-60-021 (c), no additional license shall be issued 
for the sale of alcoholic liquor, for consumption on the premises, within the following areas; 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

(19.1) On 95"" Street, from Western Avenue to Oakley Avenue. 

(19.2) On 95"̂  Street, from Oakley Avenue to Leavitt Street. 

(19.3) On 95"̂  Street, from Leavitt Street to Hovne Avenue. 

(19.4) On 95"" Street, from Hovne Avenue to Winchester Avenue, 

(19.5) On 95'" Street, from Winchester Avenue to Lonqwood Drive, 
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19,6) 

19.7) 

19.8) 

19.9) 

19.10 

19.11 

19.12 

19.13 

19.14 

19.15 

19,16 

19,17 

19,18 

19,19 

19,20 

19,21 

19,22 

On 95'" Street, from Lonqwood Drive to the P, C. C. & St. L. Railroad 
riqht-of-way. 

On 103'" Street, from Lonqwood Drive to Wood Street. 

On the east side of Western Avenue, from 87'" Street to 91^' Street. 

On the east side of Western Avenue, from 91^' Street to 94'" Street. 

On the east side of Western Avenue, from 94'" Street to 96'" Street. 

On the east side of Western Avenue, from 96'" Street to 99'" Street. 

On the east side of Western Avenue, from 99'" Street to 101" Street. 

On the east side of Western Avenue, from 101" Street to 103"̂  Street. 

On the east side of Western Avenue, from 103'" Street to 105'" Street. 

On the east side of Western Avenue, from 105'" Street to 107'" Street. 

On the east side of Western Avenue, from 107'" Street to 109'" Street. 

On the east side of Western Avenue, from 109'" Street to 110'" Place. 

On the east side of Western Avenue, from 110'" Place to 111'" Place. 

On the east side of Western Avenue, from 111'" Place to 112'" Place, 

On the east side of Western Avenue, from 112'" Place to 114'" Street, 

On the east side of Western Avenue, from 114'" Street to 116'" Place, 

On the east side of Western Avenue, from 116'" Place to 119'" Street, 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

SECTION 3, Section 4-60-023 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by 
inserting the underscored language as new subsections 4-60-023 (19,1) through 4-60-
023(19,22), as follows; 

4-60-023 Restrictions On Additional Package Goods Licenses, 

Subject to the provisions of subsection 4-60-021 (c), no additional package goods license 
shall be issued for any premises located within the following areas; 
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(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance,) 

(19,1) 

(19.2) 

(19.3) 

(19.4) 

(19.5) 

(19.6) 

(19.7) 

(19.8) 

(19.9) 

(19.10) 

(19.11) 

(19.12) 

(19.13) 

(19.14) 

(19.15) 

(19.16) 

(19.17) 

(19,18) 

(19,19) 

(19.20) 

(19,21) 

(19,22) 

On 95'" Street, from Western Avenue to Oakley Avenue, 

On 95'" Street, from Oakley Avenue to Leavitt Street. 

On 95'" Street, from Leavitt Street to Hovne Avenue. 

On 95'" Street, from Hoyne Avenue to Winchester Avenue. 

On 95'" Street, from Winchester Avenue to Lonqwood Drive. 

On 95'" Street, from Lonqwood Drive to the P. C. C. & St. L. Railroad 
riqht-of-way. 

On 103'" Street, from Lonqwood Drive to Wood Street. 

On the east side of Western Avenue, from 87'" Street to 91 " Street. 

On the east side of Western Avenue, from 91" Street to 94'" Street. 

On the east side of Western Avenue, from 94'" Street to 96'" Street. 

On the east side of Western Avenue, from 96'" Street to 99'" Street. 

On the east side of Western Avenue, from 99'" Street to 101" Street. 

On the east side of Western Avenue, from 101" Street to 103'" Street. 

On the east side of Western Avenue, from 103'" Street to 105'" Street. 

On the east side of Western Avenue, from 105'" Street to.107'" Street. 

On the east side of Western Avenue, from 107'" Street to 109'" Street, 

On the east side of Western Avenue, from 109'" Street to 110'" Place, 

On the east side of Western Avenue, from 110'" Place to 111'" Place, 

On the east side of Western Avenue, from 111'" Place to 112'" Place, 

On the east side of Western Avenue, from 112'" Place to 114'" Street, 

On the east side of Western Avenue, from 114'" Street to 116'" Place, 

On the east side of Western Avenue, from 116'" Place to 119'" Street, 
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(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance,) 

SECTION 4. This ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage and 
publication. 

AMENDMENT OF TITLE 4, CHAPTER 60, SECTIONS 022 AND 023 
OF MUNICIPAL CODE OF CHICAGO BY ADDITION OF 

NEW SUBSECTIONS 022 (30.41) AND 023 (30.48) 
TO DISALLOW ISSUANCE OF ADDITIONAL 

ALCOHOLIC LIQUOR AND PACKAGE 
GOODS LICENSES ON PORTIONS 

OF NORTH CENTRAL PARK 
AVENUE AND WEST 
OAKDALE AVENUE. 

The Committee on License and Consumer Protection submitted the following report; 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on License and Consumer Protection, having under consideration an 
ordinance introduced by Alderman Ariel Reboryas (which was referred on September 10, 
2008) to amend Section 4-60-022 and Section 4-60-023 of the Municipal Code of Chicago 
regarding the prohibition of licenses for the sale of alcoholic liquor in portions of the 
30'" Ward, begs leave to recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the ordinance which 
is transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee on October 1, 2008. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) GENE SCHULTER, 
Chairman. 
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On motion of Alderman Schulter, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E, Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1: The City Council finds that the area described in Sections 2 and 3 ofthis 
ordinance is adversely affected by the over-concentration of businesses licensed to sell 
alcoholic liquor within and near the area. 

SECTION 2, Section 4-60-022 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by 
inserting the underscored language as a new subsection 4-60-022 (30,41), as follows: 

4-60-022 Restrictions On Additional Licenses. 

Subject to the provisions of subsection 4-60-021 (c), no additional license shall be issued 
for the sale of alcoholic liquor, for consumption on the premises, within the following areas; 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

(30,41) On North Central Park Avenue, from West Wolfram Street to West Oakdale 
Avenue, and on West Oakdale Avenue, from North Central Park Avenue to 
North Ridgewav Avenue. 

(Omitted. text is unaffected by this ordinance,) 

SECTION 3. Section 4-60-023 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by 
inserting the underscored language as a new subsection 4-60-023 (30.48), as follows; 

4-60-023 Restrictions On Additional Package Goods Licenses, 

Subject to the provisions of subsection 4-60-021 (c), on additional package goods license 
shall be issued for any premises located within the following areas; 
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(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance,) 

(30.48) On North Central Park Avenue, from West Wolfram Street to West Oakdale 
Avenue, and on West Oakdale Avenue, from North Central Park Avenue to 
North Ridqeway Avenue. 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

SECTION 4. This ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage. 

AMENDMENT OF TITLE 4 OF MUNICIPAL CODE OF CHICAGO 
BY ADDITION OF NEW CHAPTER 266 AND MODIFICATION 

OF CHAPTER 5 TO REGULATE REPOSSESSORS. 

The Committee on License and Consumer Protection submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on License and Consumer Protection, having under consideration a 
substitute ordinance introduced by Alderman Edward Burke (which was referred on 
September 27, 2007) to amend Title 4 of the Municipal Code of Chicago by creating a new 
Chapter 4-266 regarding repossessors, begs leave to recommend that Your Honorable 
Body Pass the substitute ordinance which is transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee on October 1, 2008, 

Respectfully submitted, 

^ (Signed) GENE SCHULTER, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Schulter, the said proposed substitute ordinance transmitted with the 
foregoing committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows;. 
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Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Murioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays — None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

WHEREAS, The City of Chicago is a home rule unit of government pursuant to the 1970 
Illinois Constitution, Article VII, Section 6(a); and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to its home rule power, the City of Chicago may exercise any power 
and perform any function relating to its government and affairs including protecting the health, 
safety and welfare of its citizens; and , 

WHEREAS, The City of Chicago desires that persons who conduct business within the city 
limits maintain open and honest business practices and deal fairly with consumers; and 

WHEREAS, Repossession agencies have long conducted business in the City of Chicago 
and their industry has gone relatively unregulated by the City or the State of Illinois although 
this industry has long been regulated elsewhere in the United States by other law-making 
bodies; and 

WHEREAS, Due to the nature of danger involved in repossessing a motor vehicle and other 
collateral, it is important that repossessors and repossession agencies be monitored by the 
City and that they carry credentials that will easily identify them to citizens whose property 
they repossess; and 

WHEREAS, In an attempt to discourage any potential breach of the peace, licensed 
repossessors will be held to a certain standard of conduct, the violation of which will result in 
serious penalties, including possible jail time; and 

WHEREAS, It is in the best interest of the citizens of the City of Chicago that their 
representatives in the City Council encourage the responsible repossession of property within 
the city limits; now, therefore. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The above recitals are expressly incorporated herein and made part hereof 
as though fully set forth herein. 
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SECTION 2. Title 4 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by creating a 
new chapter underscored, as follows: 

4-226 Repossessors. 

4-226-010 Definitions. 

"City" means City of Chicago. 

"Collateral" means any motor vehicle, boat, recreational vehicle, motor home, motorcycle, 
appliance or other personal property that is subject to a security aqreement. 

"Controllinq person" means any person who: (1) is an officer, director, partner, qenei'al 
partner, limited partner, manaqer, managing member or member of any entity seekinq or 
holdinq a license under this chapter; or (2) owns, directly or indirectly throuqh one or more 
intermediate ownership entities. 25% or more of the interest in the applicant or licensee, as 
applicable. 

"Debtor" means any person obliqated under a security aqreement. 

"Department" means the department of business affairs and licensinq. 

"Director" means the director of the department of business affairs and licensing. 

"Legal owner" means a person holding; (1) a security interest in any collateral that is 
subject to a security agreement, (2) a lien against any collateral, or (3) an interest in any 
collateral that is subject to a lease aqreement. 

"Licensee" means any person that holds or is required to hold a repossessor license 
underthis chapter. 

"Person" means an individual, corporation, partnership, or limited liability company. 

"Photographic identification" means identification issued by a federal, state, or local 
governmental entity, including, but not limited to. a state driver's license, state identification 
card, passport or military identification card. 

"Repossessor" means any person that, for any type of consideration, engages in the 
business of or provides; skip tracing services, collateral locating services, collateral 
recovery services, recovered collateral transportation, recovered collateral storage, or any 
and all services relevant to any of the following; 

(1) the location, disposition, or recovery of collateral as authorized by the self-help 
provisions ofthe Uniform Commercial Code. 810 ILCS 5/1. et seg,; 
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(2) the location, disposition, or recovery of lost or stolen collateral; 

(3) securing evidence concerning repossession and recovery to be used before any 
court, board, office, or investigating committee; 

(4) inventory of personal effects contained within recovered collateral: 

(5) the possession of collateral on behalf of a legal owner, 

"Repossessor" does not include any ofthe following; 

(1) an attorney at law who is performing his or her legal duties; 

(2) the legal owner of collateral that is subject to a security agreement which is not 
enqaqed in the physical recovery of collateral within the City; and 

(3) an officer or employee of the United States of America, the State of Illinois, or the 
City, while the officer or employee is enqaqed in the perfonnance of his or her 
official duties. 

"Security aqreement" means an obliqation. pledge, mortgage, chattel mortgage, lease 
agreement, deposit, or lien, given by a debtor as security for pavment or perfonnance of 
his or her debt, by furnishing the creditor with a recourse to be used in case of failure in the 
principal obligation. "Security agreement" includes a bailment where an employer-
employee relationship exists or existed between the bailor and the bailee. 

4-226-020 License - Required. 

(A) No person shall engage in the business of repossessor within the city without first 
having obtained a license pursuant to this chapter. 

(B) If an entity reguires a Class A license under this chapter, each employee of such 
entity shall reguire a Class B license under this chapter if such employee is engaged in the 
physical recovery of collateral within the City. 

4-226-025 License - Classification. 

Repossessor licenses shall be divided into the following classifications; 

Class A License: This license authorizes a legal entity, other than a natural person, to 
engage in the business of repossessor. 
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Class B License: This license authorizes a natural person to engage in the business of 
repossessor. 

4-226-030 Repossessor License - Application. 

(A) Any application for a license under this chapter shall be made in conformance with 
the general reguirements ofthe Code relating to application for licenses. Applicants shall 
also submit; 

(1) if applicable, the name, business address and business telephone number of the 
company or organization that employs or otherwise retains the applicant as a 
repossessor: 

(2) proof that the applicant has completed the Certified Asset Recovery Specialist 
(C.A,R.S) national certification program or any other national certification program 
approved by the director; 

(3) proof of liability insurance as reguired under Section 4-226-090; 

(4) proof that the applicant and/or all controlling persons are at least 18 years of age; 

(5) the date of birth and social security number of each natural person named in the 
license application; 

(6) fingerprints of each applicant and each controlling person in accordance with 
procedures and regulations prescribed by the director: and 

(7) a statement as to whether the applicant or any controlling person has ever been 
convicted, in custody, under parole or under any other non-custodial supervision 
resulting from a conviction in a court of any jurisdiction for the commission of a 
felony or criminal offense of whatever degree involving theft, fraud, forgen/. penury, 
bribery, dishonesty, or deceit and if so, the circumstances surrounding each such 
conviction or finding of liability. 

(B) It is a condition of the license that all information in the license application be kept 
current. Any change in required information shall be reported in writinq to the director 
within 14 business days of such chanqe. 

4-226-040 License - Posting And Badge Reguired - Nontransferability, 

(A) Each Class A license issued under this chapter shall be posted by the licensee in a 
conspicuous place near the entrance of the licensee's chief place of business. 
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(B) While engaged in the business of repossessor. each Class B licensee under this 
chapter shall: (1) at all such times carry on his or her person a copy of such license: and 
(2) upon request of the department or a member of the department of police produce a 
copy of such license and photoqraphic identification as defined in Section 4-226-010; and 
(3) in a conspicuous place on the outside of such licensee's outer clothinq. wear a badge 
issued by the City indicating that such individual is licensed as a repossessor under this 
chapter. Such badge shall state the licensee's full name and license number: the name of 
the licensee's employer; and the expiration date of the license. 

(C) No transfer of ownership shall be allowed on any license issued under this chapter. 

4-226-050 License Renewal. 

Each license issued under this chapter shall be renewed on the date indicated in 
Section 4-4-021. Provided, however, that if the holder of a Class B license issued under 
this chapter terminates his or her employment with the employer identified in the application 
for a Class B license, the holder of such Class B license shall be reguired to obtain a new 
Class B license prior to engaging in the business of repossessor with a new employer. 

4-226-060 License Fee. 

The license fee shall be as set forth in Section 4-5-010. 

4-226-070 Eligibility For License. 

(A) No license under this chapter shall be issued to the following persons: 

(1) any applicant who has not completed the Certified Asset Recoven/ Specialist 
(C.A.R.S) national certification program or any other national certification program 
approved by the director: 

(2) any person whose license under this chapter has been revoked for cause at any 
time within the last four years: 

(3) any person who has ever been convicted in a court of any jurisdiction for the 
commission or a felony or criminal offense of whatever degree involving theft, 
fraud, forgery, perjury, bribery, dishonesty, or deceit unless, upon reguest of such 
person, the director determines that such person has been substantially 
rehabilitated to warrant the public trust. The burden of proof of substantial 
rehabilitation shall be on the person seeking such rehabilitation: or 

(4) any person under the age of 18 years of age. 
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(B) The prohibitions and requirements set forth in subsection (A) of this section shall 
apply to the licensee and to all controlling persons, 

(C) Eligibility for issuance of a license under this section shall be a continuing 
reguirement for maintaining a license under this chapter. Failure to maintain such eligibility 
may result in a license suspension or revocation in accordance with the reguirements of 
Section 4-4-280 of this Code. 

4-226-080 Prohibited Acts. 

(A) It shall be unlawful for any licensee under this chapter to engage in any of the 
following conduct: 

(1) to obtain or conspire with others to obtain a license by inducing the issuance 
thereof in consideration for the payment of money or delivery of anything of value 
or by and through willful misrepresentation of facts to the department: 

(2) failure or refusal to comply with any provision of this chapter: 

(3) employment of any fraudulent or misleading device, method, or practice in 
connection with repossession: 

(4) circumvention of any provision or regulation relating to repossession including, 
but not limited to. the self-help provisions of the Uniform Commercial 
Code. 810 ILCS 5/1. et seq.; and 

(5) breach of the peace that includes threats or use of violence, unlawful breaking 
and entering of the collateral, or the intentional damaging of collateral. 

4-226-090 Examinations. 

The department may authorize, implement and require examinations of applicants for 
licensure under this chapter at its discretion. The director shall promulgate rules governing 
the examinations and may employ consultants for the purposes of preparing and 
conducting examinations. 

4-226-100 Insurance Reguired: 

No license shall be issued under this chapter unless the applicant first files with the 
department a certificate of insurance that provides for a combined single limit policy in the 
amount of at least $1.000,000. per occurrence, which shall include commercial general 
liability for wrongful repossession, garage keepers, on hook, drive-away, bodily injury and 
property damage arising in any way from issuance of the license. 
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Each policy of insurance required under this section shall: (1) be issued by an entity 
authorized to insure in Illinois; and (2) name the City as additional insured. The licensee 
shall maintain the insurance required under this section in full force and effect for the 
duration of the license period. 

4-226-110 Duty To Cooperate. 

(A) A licensee under this chapter shall have the following duties: 

(1) to comply with all reasonable requests made by any authorized city official 
necessary to implement the reguirements of this chapter: and 

(2) to cooperate fully with any authorized city official in any inquiry, inspection or 
investigation necessary or appropriate to implement the requirements of this 
chapter. 

(B) The duties set forth in subsection (A) of this section shall apply to the licensee and 
to all controlling persons. 

4-226-120 License - Suspension Or Revocation. 

Any violation of this chapter or any regulation promulgated thereunder may result in 
license suspension or revocation in accordance with the requirements of Section 4-4-280 
of this Code. 

4-226-130 Requlations. 

The director shall have the authority to promulqate rules and regulations necessary to 
implement the reguirements of this chapter. 

4-226-140 Violation - Penalty. 

Any person who violates any provision of this chapter, who conspires with another person 
to violate any provision of this chapter, or who retains an unlicensed person to repossess 
collateral on his or her behalf is guilty of a misdemeanor punishable by a fine in the amount 
of $2.500.00 per offense and/or imprisonment for a period not to exceed six months. 

4-226-150 Severability, 

If any provision, clause, sentence, paragraph, section or part of this chapter or application 
thereof to any person or circumstance is held unconstitutional or otherwise invalid by a 
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court of competent jurisdiction, such judgment shall not affect other provisions or 
applications of this chapter which can be given effect without the invalid application or 
provision, and to this end each such invalid provision or invalid application of this chapter 
is severable, unless otherwise provided by this chapter. It is hereby declared to be the 
legislative intent of the city council that this chapter would have been adopted had any such 
unconstitutional or othen/\/ise invalid provision or application not been included. 

SECTION 3. Section 4-5-010 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by 
adding the new language underscored, as follows; 

4-5-010 Establishment Of License Fees. 

(64a) Repossessors: 

Class A License; $600.00 

Class B License: $300.00 

SECTION 4, This ordinance shall be in full force and effect one hundred eighty (180) days 
from date of its passage and publication. 

AUTHORIZATION FOR WAIVER OF VARIOUS LICENSE AND/OR PERMIT 
FEES IN CONJUNCTION WITH SPECIFIED EVENTS. 

The Committee on License and Consumer Protection submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on License and Consumer Protection, having under consideration eight 
orders introduced by Aldermen Robert Fioretti and Gene Schulter (six were referred on 
September 10, 2008 and two direct introductions to Committee) waiving fees for the 
participants in special events, begs leave to recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass the 
orders which are transmitted herewith. 
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This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee on October 1, 2008. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) GENE SCHULTER, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Schulter, the said proposed orders transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report were Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Murioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Soils, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following are said orders as passed (the italic heading in each case not being a part of 
the order); 

Food Vendor, Itinerant Merchant License And Street Closure Fees. 

Bodyparts Fitness 2"^ Ward Family Awareness Day. 

Ordered, That the Director ofthe Department of Revenue is hereby authorized and advised 
to waive the Itinerant Merchant License fees. Food Vendor License fees and Street Closure 
fees in connection with the BodyParts Fitness 2"" Ward Family Awareness Day. This event will 
take place on Saturday, September 20, 2008, from 9:00 A.M. to 1:00 P.M. at 2114 South 
Wabash Avenue. 

Dedication Ceremony For Chicago Cubs Westside Ballpark. 

Ordered, That the Director of the Department of Revenue is hereby authorized and advised 
to waive or reimburse the Itinerant Merchant License fees. Food Vendor License fees and 
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Street Closure fees in connection with the dedication ceremony for Chicago Cubs Westside 
Ballpark. This event will take place on Saturday, September 6, 2008, from 9:30 A.M. 
to 11 ;30 A.M. at 912 South Wood Street. 

Old Saint Pat's Fall Fest 

Ordered, That the Director ofthe Department of Revenue is hereby authorized and advised 
to waive the Itinerant Merchant License fees. Food Vendor License fees and Street Closure 
fees in connection with Old Saint Patrick's Church Old Saint Pat's Fall Fest. This event will take 
place on Sunday, October 5,2008, from 10:30 A.M. to 3:00 P.M. at Old Saint Patrick's Church 
courtyard at South Desplaines Street, from West Adams Street to West Monroe Street. 

UNCF Walk-A-Thon. 

Ordered, That the Director of the Department of Revenue is hereby authorized and advised 
to waive the Itinerant Merchant License fees. Food Vendor License fees and Street Closure 
fees in connection with UNCF Walk-a-thon. This event will take place on Saturday, 
September 13, 2008, from 9:30 A.M. to 1:00 P,M,, from Balbo to Columbus, from Columbus 
to Lake Shore Drive, 

Food Vendor, Itinerant Merchant License, 
Street Closure And Tent Permit Fees. 

Artwalk Ravenswood. 

Ordered, That the Director of the Department of Business Affairs and Licensing and the 
Commissioners of the Department of Transportation and the Department of Construction and 
Permits of the City of Chicago are hereby authorized and directed to waive the Food Vendor 
License fees. Itinerant Merchant License fees. Tent Permit fees and Street Closure fees for 
all participants in the Artwalk Ravenswood, to be held October 4 and 5, 2008 on North 
Ravenswood Avenue, from West Irving Park Road to West Lawrence Avenue, This event 
is sponsored by Artwalk Ravenswood, 4147 North Ravenswood Avenue, 
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German American Festival. 

Ordered, That the Directors of the Department of Business Affairs and Licensing and the 
Department of Revenue, and the Commissioners ofthe Department of Transportation and the 
Department of Construction and Permits of the City of Chicago are hereby authorized and 
directed to waive the Food Vendor License fees, Itinerant Merchant License fees, Tent Permit 
fees and Street Closure fees for all participants in German American Societies of Greater 
Chicago/German American Festival to be held September 4 to 7, 2008 on West Leiand 
Avenue, from North Lincoln Avenue to North Western Avenue, on North Lincoln Avenue, from 
West Leiand Avenue to West Wilson Avenue and in the two adjacent city parking lots. This 
event is sponsored by the German American Societies of Greater Chicago, 

Saint Matthias Church Christkindl Market 

Ordered, That the Directors of the Department of Business Affairs and Licensing and the 
Department of Revenue, and the Commissioners of the Department of Transportation and the 
Department of Construction and Permits of the City of Chicago are hereby authorized and 
directed to waive the Food Vendor License fees. Itinerant Merchant License Fees, Tent Permit 
fees and Street Closure fees for all participants in Lincoln Square Chamber of Commerce/ 
Saint Matthias Christkindl Market to be held December 4 to 7, 2008 on Giddings Plaza and in 
the adjacent city parking lot. This event is sponsored by the Lincoln Square Chamber of 
Commerce/Saint Matthias Church, 4732 North Lincoln Avenue, 

Neighborhood Boys Club Riverview Music Festival. 

Ordered, That the Directors of the Department of Business Affairs and Licensing and the 
Department of Revenue, and the Commissioners of the Department of Transportation and the 
Department of Construction and Permits of the City of Chicago are hereby authorized and 
directed to waive the Food Vendor License fees, Tent Permit fees. Itinerant Merchant License 
fees and Street Closure fees for all participants in Neighborhood Boys Club Riverview Music 
Festival to be held September 13 and 14, 2008 at 3301 North Rockwell Street, This event is 
sponsored by Neighborhood Boys Club, 2501 West Irving Park Road, 
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UNITED STATES CONGRESS URGED TO REAUTHORIZE RENEWABLE 
ENERGY PRODUCTION TAX CREDIT FOR WIND ENERGY. 

The Committee on License and Consumer Protection submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on License and Consumer Protection, having under consideration a 
resolution introduced by Aldermen Gene Schulter and Mary Ann Smith (which was referred 
on September 10, 2008) to encourage Congress to reauthorize the renewable Energy 
Production Tax Credit for Wind Energy and other forms of renewable energy, begs to leave 
to recommend that Your Honorable Body Adop^ the resolution which is transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee on October 1, 2008. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) GENE SCHULTER, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Schulter, the said proposed resolution transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Adopted by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas—Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Murioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said resolution as adopted: 

WHEREAS, Immediately extending the wind energy Production Tax Credit (P.T.C.) is 
significant for Chicago, the North American headquarters for five wind-power companies; and 
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WHEREAS, One hundred sixteen thousand jobs and $19 Billion in investments are at risk 
if the renewable energy tax credits are not extended. Of these job losses neariy nine 
thousand are expected in Illinois; and 

WHEREAS, In this time of global warming, increased gas prices, and increased health 
concerns for many Americans, wind power is a resource that provides clean, emission-free 
electricity; and 

WHEREAS, The technologies produced by wind and other renewable energy industries 
such as biomass, geothermal and hydropower, create new high-wage American jobs; now, 
therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, gathered here this eighth day of October, 2008 A.D., do hereby encourage the 
United States House of Representatives to immediately renew the federal wind energy 
production tax credit set to expire at the end of the year, thus allowing the domestic 
wind-power industry to continue growing and becoming a greater industrial force and 
job-producing engine in the City of Chicago and the nation as a whole. 

COMMITTEE ON POLICE AND FIRE. 

REAPPOINTMENT OF MR. DANIEL F. DUGAN AS 
MEMBER OF CHICAGO EMERGENCY 

TELEPHONE SYSTEM BOARD. 

The Committee on Police and Fire submitted the following report; 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Police and Fire Committee held a meeting on October 6, 2008 at 11:00 A.M. 
in City Hall, Room 201-A and having had under consideration a communication by Mayor 
Richard M, Daley authorizing the reappointment of Daniel F. Dugan as a member of the 
Chicago Emergency Telephone System Board to a term effective immediately and expiring 
July 1, 2012, begs leave to report that Your Honorable Body Approve this matter that is 
transmitted herein. 
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This recommendation was concurred in by a vote of the Committee members present. 
There were no dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) IS/\AC S. CAROTHERS, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Carothers, the committee's recommendation was Concurred In and 
the said proposed reappointment of Mr. Daniel F. Dugan as a member of the Chicago 
Emergency Telephone System Board was Approved by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Murioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

AMENDMENT OF TITLE 4, CHAPTER 400, SECTIONS 010 AND 020 
OF MUNICIPAL CODE OF CHICAGO BY MODIFICATION 

OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS GOVERNING USE 
OF BURGLAR ALARM SYSTEMS. 

The Committee on Police and Fire submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Police and Fire Committee held a meeting on October 6, 2008 at 11:00 A.M. in City 
Hall, Room 201-A, and having had under consideration an ordinance introduced by Alderman 
Ray Suarez amending the Municipal Code of Chicago, Sections 4-400-010 and 4-400-020: 
Burglar Alarm Permits, begs leave to report that Your Honorable Body Pass this matter that 
is transmitted herein. 
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This recommendation was concurred in by a vote of the Committee members present. 
There were no dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) ISAAC S. CAROTHERS, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Carothers, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the 
foregoing committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Murioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Sections 4-400-010 and 4-400-020 of the Municipal Code of Chicago are 
amended by deleting the language stricken through and adding the language underscored 
as follows: 

4-400-010 Definitions. 

As used in this chapter; 

(a) "Burglaralarm system" means any assembly ofequipment, mechanical or electrical, 
designed to signal the occurrence of an illegal entry or attempted entry of the premises 
protected by the system. However, "burglar alarm system" shall not include any system 
installed to protect any premises used primarily for residential, educational or religious 
purposes or used primarily by a unit of government or school district. 

(b) "Burglar alarm user" means the person or entity that owns, leases or subscribes to 
a burglar system, but does not include a private alarm company. 

(c) "Director" means the director of revenue. 
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(d) "False alarm" means a burglar alarm system activated in the absence of an 
emergency whether wilfully or by inadvertence, negligence or unintentional act, including 
any mechanical or electrical malfunction of the alarm system, to which the department 
of police is alerted for a response. A false alarm shall not include an alarm activated by 
a temporary surge or loss of electrical power or loss of telephone service to the burglar 
alarm user; the testing or repairing of telephone or electrical lines or equipment outside 
the premises if prior notice of the testing or repair is given to the department of police; 
unusually violent conditions of nature; an illegal entry, theft or robbery, or an attempt 
thereof; or an observable act of vandalism; where evidence of such activity exists. 

4-400-020 Permit Required - Application Fee - Display. 

Except for residential users, who shall not be subject to this section. Every burglar alarm 
user must obtain a permit for each burglar alarm system that the burglar alarm user owns 
or leases prior to the time the system becomes operative, or 60 days after the effective date 
of this chapter, whichever is later. Application for the permit shall be made to the director 
of revenue on a form supplied by the director, which may be combined with application 
forms for licenses or other permits. The application shall identify the address of the 
premises in which the burglar alarm system is installed, shall provide the name and address 
of a person designated by the burglar alarm user to receive notices under this chapter, and 
shall contain such other information as the director shall require. Each permit shall be 
issued by the director for a period of one year from the date of issuance; provided, that if 
a permit is issued for any premises for which any other license or permit has been issued 
pursuant to Title 4 of this Code, the burglar alarm permit shall expire on the date of the next 
expiration of the other license or permit tirst occurring at least six months after the initial 
issuance of the burglar alarm permit. 

(Omitted language is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

SECTION 2. This ordinance takes effect upon its passage and approval. 

AMENDMENT OF TITLE 8, CHAPTER 20, SECTION 050 OF MUNICIPAL 
CODE OF CHICAGO TO EXEMPT RETIRED PEACE OFFICERS 

FROM PROVISIONS REQUIRING REGISTRATION 
OF FIREARMS. 

The Committee on Police and Fire submitted the following report; 
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CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Police and Fire Committee held a meeting on October 6, 2008 at 11:00 A.M. in City 
Hall, Room 201 -A, and having had under consideration an ordinance introduced by Alderman 
Richard Mell and Alderman Edward Burke, amending the Municipal Code of Chicago, 
Section 8-20-050: Registered Firearms Ownership by Retired Peace Officers in compliance 
with federal Law Enforcement Officers Safety Act of 2004, begs leave to report that Your 
Honorable Body Pass this matter that is transmitted herein. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a vote of the Committee members present. 
There were no dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) ISAAC S. CAROTHERS, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Carothers, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the 
foregoing committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows; 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Murioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays — None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed; 

WHEREAS, The City of Chicago is a home rule unit of government pursuant to the 1970 
Illinois Constitution, Article VII, Section 6(a); and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to its home rule power, the City of Chicago may exercise any power 
and perform any function relating to its government and affairs including, promoting the quality 
of life, health, safety and the welfare of its citizens; and 

WHEREAS, It is the charge ofthis legislative body to ensure the safety of our residents; 
and 
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WHEREAS, This municipal government regulates who may possess a firearm within the 
city limits of Chicago, pursuant Section 8-20-030(p); and 

WHEREAS, Retired peace offtcers have been trained through the course of their former 
employment to register their handguns, and to properiy care for them; and 

WHEREAS, It is well within the purview of this Council to further regulate the possession 
and registration of firearms in our city; now, therefore. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1, Section 8-20-050 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by 
inserting the language underscored as follows: 

8-20-050 Unregisterable Firearms, 

No registration certificate shall be issued for any of the following types of tirearms: 

(a) Sawed-off shotgun, machine gun, or short- barreled rifle; 

(b) Firearms other than handguns, owned or possessed by any person in the City of 
Chicago prior to the effective date of this chapter which are not validly registered prior to 
the effective date of this chapter; 

(c) Handguns, except; 

(1) Those validly registered to a current owner in the City of Chicago prior to the 
effective date of this chapter, and which contain each of the following: 

(i) A safety mechanism to hinder the use of the handgun by unauthorized users. 
Such devices shall include, but shall not be limited to, trigger locks, combination 
handle locks, and solenoid use-limitation devices; and 

(ii) A load indicator device that provides reasonable warning to potential users such 
that even users unfamiliar with the weapon would be forewarned and would 
understand the nature of the warning; 

(2) Those owned by peace officers, or retired peace officers who are in compliance 
with the federal "Law Enforcement Officers Safety Act of 2004". who are residents of 
the City of Chicago, 

(3) Those owned by security personnel, 

(4) Those owned by private detective agencies licensed under Chapter 111,2601, 
et seq,, Illinois Revised Statutes; 

(d) Firearm muffler or silencer; 
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(e) Assault weapons, as defined in Section 8-20-030. unless they are owned by a 
person who is entitled to own them under Section 8-24-025. 

Any person who receives through inheritance any firearm validly registered pursuant to this 
chapter will be eligible to reregister such firearm within 60 days after obtaining possession 
or title, provided such person shall be qualified to do so in accordance with this chapter. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be in full force and effect one hundred twenty one 
hundred twenty (120) days after passage and publication. 

AUTHORIZATION FOR DONATION OF AMBULANCES 
TO DOMINICAN REPUBLIC. 

The Committee on Police and Fire submitted the following report; 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Police and Fire Committee held a meeting on October 6, 2008 at 11:00 A.M, in City 
Hall, Room 201-A and having had under consideration an ordinance introduced by Alderman 
Isaac S, Carothers authorizing the Commissioner of Fleet Management to donate two 
outdated Fire Department ambulances no longer being used by the City of Chicago to the 
Dominican Republic, begs leave to report that Your Honorable Body Pass this matter that is 
transmitted herein. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a vote of the Committee members present. 
There were no dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) IS/V\C S. CAROTHERS, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Carothers, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the 
foregoing committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows; 
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Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Murioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

WHEREAS, From time to time, emergency vehicles and equipment used by the City of 
Chicago become outdated and obsolete and are replaced; and 

WHEREAS, Such material may nonetheless have useful service life left in it and could be 
of great use to another entity; and 

WHEREAS, The City of Chicago Department of Fleet Management, from time to time, has 
in its possession ambulances that, while no longer of use to the City, could be of substantial 
use elsewhere; and 

WHEREAS, The Dominican Republic is in need of humanitarian aid; now, therefore. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The Commissioner of Fleet Management is hereby authorized to 
donate two (2) obsolete ambulances no longer useful to the City of Chicago, as such 
ambulances may become available, to the Dominican Republic, free and clear of any liens 
or encumbrances. The City shall convey said ambulances in "as is" condition without any 
warranties either express or implied and expressly excludes any warranty of merchantability 
and fitness for a particular purpose. 

SECTION 2. The Commissioner of Fleet Management is hereby authorized to enter into 
and execute such other documents, as may be necessary and proper to implement this 
donation. 

SECTION 3. This ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage and 
publication. 
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COMMITTEE ON SPECIAL EVENTS 
AND CULTURAL AFFAIRS. 

AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF SPECIAL EVENT 
LICENSES AND PERMITS, FREE OF CHARGE, 

FOR CONDUCT OF VARIOUS EVENTS. 

The Committee on Special Events and Cultural Affairs submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Special Events and Cultural Affairs, having had under consideration 
proposed ordinances for the issuance of specified licenses and permits, free of charge, 
notwithstanding other ordinances of the City of Chicago to the contrary, to participants in 
various events (referred September 10, 2008). The Committee begs leave to recommend 
that Your Honorable Body do Pass the proposed ordinances which were transmitted on 
October 1, 2008 at the Committee on Special Events and Cultural Affairs meeting. 

This recommendation was concurred in by all members of the Committee present, with no 
dissenting vote. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) WALTER BURNETT, JR., 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burnett, the said proposed ordinances transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report were Passed by yeas and naysas follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Murioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M, Smith, Moore, Stone - 49, 

Nays - None, 
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Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following are said ordinances as passed (the italic heading in each case not being a part 
of the ordinance): 

Chinatown Moon Festival. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. That the Commissioner of Buildings, the Executive Director of Construction 
and Permits, the Commissioner of Streets and Satiation, the Commissionerof Transportation, 
the Commissioner of Water Management, the Commissioner of Fire and the Director of the 
Department of Revenue are hereby authorized and directed to issue all necessary special 
event permits and licenses, free of charge, notwithstanding other ordinances of the City of 
Chicago to the contrary, to Young China Club for Chinatown Moon Festival to be held 
September 13, 2008 on the premises known as Chinatown Square, 2130 South Archer 
Avenue. 

Said special event shall be held exclusively for not-for-profit and related purposes and shall 
not be otherwise used with a view to profit. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take full force and effect upon its passage and 
publication. 

Guinness Oyster Festival. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. That the Executive Director of the Mayor's Office of Special Events is hereby 
authorized and directed to issue all necessary permits, free of charge, notwithstanding other 
ordinances of the City of Chicago to the contrary, to Chicago Special Events Management 
for Guinness Oyster Festival on the premises located along West Roscoe Street, from North 
Damen Avenue to North Leavitt Street on September 6, 2008, from the hours of 12:00 P.M. -
11:00 P.M. 

All appurtenances thereto shall be used exclusively for charitable purposes and shall not 
be leased or othen/vise used with a view to profit, and the work thereon shall be done in 
accordance with plans submitted and all ofthe appropriate provisions ofthe Municipal Code 
of the City of Chicago and departmental requirements of various departments of the City of 
Chicago, and said building(s) and all appurtenances thereto shall be constructed and 
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maintained so that they shall comply in all respects with the requirements of the appropriate 
provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago for the issuance of all necessary 
permits and licenses. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage 
and publication. 

Harvest Fest 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. That the Executive Director ofthe Mayor's Office of Special Events is hereby 
authorized and directed to issue all necessary permits, free of charge, notwithstanding 
other ordinances of the City of Chicago to the contrary, to Star Events for Harvest 
Fest on the premises located at 1900 West Belmont Avenue on September 12, 2008, from 
3:00 P.M. to 10:00 P.M., September 13, 2008, from 12:00 Noon to 10:00 P.M. and 
September 14, 2008, from 12:00 Noon to 9:00 P.M. 

All appurtenances thereto shall be used exclusively for charitable purposes and shall not 
be leased or otherwise used with a view to profit, and the work thereon shall be done in 
accordance with plans and submitted and all of the appropriate provisions of the Municipal 
Code of the City of Chicago and departmental requirements of various departments of the 
City of Chicago, and said building(s) and all appurtenances thereto shall be constructed and 
maintained so that they shall comply in all respects with the requirements ofthe appropriate 
provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago for the issuance of all necessary 
permits and licenses. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage 
and publication. 

Hideout Block Party. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1, That the Executive Director of the Mayor's Office of Special Events is hereby 
authorized and directed to issue all necessary permits, free of charge, notwithstanding other 
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ordinances ofthe City of Chicago to the contrary, to the Hideout for Hideout Block Party on 
the premises located at 1650 - 1700 North Ada Street and 1300 - 1400 West Wabansia 
Avenue on September 20 and 21, 2008, from the hours of 12:00 P.M. to 11:00 P.M. 

All appurtenances thereto shall be used exclusively for charitable proposes and shall not 
be leased or otherwise used with a view to profit, and the work thereon shall be done in 
accordance with plans submitted and all fo the appropriate provisions ofthe Municipal Code 
of the City of Chicago and departmental requirements of various departments fo the City of 
Chicago, and said building(s) and all appurtenances thereto shall be constructed and 
maintained.so that they shall comply in all respects with requirements of the appropriate 
provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago for the issuance of all necessary 
permits and licenses. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage 
and publication. 

Musky Fest Neighborhood Festival. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. That the Executive Director of the Mayor's Office of Special Events is hereby 
authorized and directed to issue all necessary permits, free of charge, notwithstanding other 
ordinances of the City of Chicago to the contrary, to Musky Fest for Musky Fest 
Neighborhood Festival on the premises located at 3030 North Racine Avenue, from 
1200 West Nelson Street through 1230 West Nelson Street on Saturday, September 20, 
2008, from 11:00 A,M, until 10:00 P,M, 

All appurtenances thereto shall be used exclusively for charitable proposes and shall not 
be leased or otherwise used with a view to profit, and the work thereon shall be done in 
accordance with plans submitted and all of the appropriate provisions fo the Municipal Code 
of the City of Chicago and departmental requirements of various departments fo the City of 
Chicago, and said building(s) and all appurtenances thereto shall be constructed and 
maintained so that they shall comply in all respects with requirements of the appropriate 
provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago for the issuance of all necessary 
permits and licenses. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage 
and publication. 
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Octoberfest In Bucktown. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. That the Executive Director of the Mayor's Office of Special Events is hereby 
authorized and directed to issue all necessary permits, free of charge, notwithstanding other 
ordinances ofthe City of Chicago to the contrary, to Saint Mary ofthe Angels for Octoberfest 
in Bucktown on the premises located at 1810 North Hermitage Avenue in the parking lot of 
Saint Mary of the Angels on October 11, 2008, from the hours of 11:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M. 

All appurtenances thereto shall be used exclusively for charitable proposes and shall not 
be leased or otherwise used with a view to profit, and the work thereon shall be done in 
accordance with plans submitted and all fo the appropriate provisions of the Municipal Code 
of the City of Chicago and departmental requirements of various departments fo the City of 
Chicago, and said building(s) and all appurtenances thereto shall be constructed and 
maintained so that they shall comply in all respects with requirements of the appropriate 
provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago for the issuance of all necessary 
permits and licenses. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage 
and publication. 

Reventon/Festival. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. That the Commissioner of Buildings, the Executive Director of Construction 
and Permits, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation, the Commissioner of 
Transportation, the Commissioner of Water Management, the Commissioner of Fire and the 
Director of the Department of Revenue are hereby authorized and directed to issue all 
necessary special event permits and licenses, free of charge, notwithstanding other 
ordinances of the City of Chicago to the contrary to Saint Ann Church for Reventon/Festival 
to be held September 7, 2008 on the premises known as West 18'" Place and South Leavitt 
Street. 

Said special event shall be held exclusively for not-for-profit and related purposes ans shall 
not be otherwise used with a view to profit, 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take full force and effect upon its passage and 
publication. 
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Second Annual Bags For Bonaventure. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1, That the Executive Director of the Mayor's Office of Special Events is hereby 
authorized and directed to issue all necessary permits, free of charge, notwithstanding other 
ordinances of the City of Chicago to the contrary, to Four Shadows for 2"" Annual Bags for 
Bonaventure on the premises located at 1641 West Diversey Avenue on September 7, 2008, 
from the hours of 11:00 A.M. - 10:00 P.M. 

All appurtenances thereto shall be used exclusively for charitable proposes and shall not 
be leased or otherwise used with a view to profit, and the work thereon shall be done in 
accordance with plans submitted and all ofthe appropriate provisions fo the Municipal Code 
of the City of Chicago and departmental requirements of various departments fo the City of 
Chicago, and said building(s) and all appurtenances thereto shall be constructed and 
maintained so that they shall comply in all respects with requirements of the appropriate 
provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago for the issuance of all necessary 
permits and licenses. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage 
and publication. 

Whole Food Flavor Fest 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. That the Executive Director of the Mayor's Office of Special Events is hereby 
authorized and directed to issue all necessary permits, free of charge, notwithstanding other 
ordinances of the City of Chicago to the contrary, to Special Events Management for Whole 
Foods Flavor Fest on the premises located at Trebes Park, 2250 North Clifton Avenue, on 
August 23 and 24, 2008, from the hours of 11 ;00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M. 

All appurtenances thereto shall be used exclusively for charitable proposes and shall not 
be leased or otherwise used with a view to profit, and the work thereon shall be done in 
accordance with plans submitted and all ofthe appropriate provisions fo the Municipal Code 
of the City of Chicago and departmental requirements of various departments fo the City of 
Chicago, and said building(s) and all appurtenances thereto shall be constructed and 
maintained so that they shall comply in all respects with requirements of the appropriate 
provisions of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago for the issuance of all necessary 
permits and licenses. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage 
and publication. 
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AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF SPECIFIED LICENSES 
AND PERMITS, FREE OF CHARGE, TO APPLICANTS 

FOR AND PARTICIPANTS IN VARIOUS EVENTS. 

The Committee on Special Events and Cultural Affairs submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Special Events and Cultural Affairs had under consideration a proposed 
ordinance and orders for the issuance of specified licenses and permits, free of charge, to 
applicants for and participants in various events (referred September 10, 2008). The 
Committee begs leave to recommend that Your Honorable Body do Pass the proposed 
ordinance and orders which were transmitted on October 1, 2008 at the Committee on 
Special Events and Cultural Affairs meeting. 

This recommendation was concurred in by all members ofthe Committee present, with no 
dissenting vote. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) WALTER BURNETT, JR., 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burnett, the said proposed ordinance and orders transmitted with the 
foregoing committee report were Passed by yeas and nays as follows; 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Murioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the forgoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following are said ordinance and orders as passed (the italic heading in each case not 
being a part of the ordinance or order); 
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Food Vendor Ucense And Other Related Permits. 

Assumption BVM Anniversary Picnic. 

Ordered, That the Director of the Department of Revenue is hereby authorized and directed 
to issue the following licenses and permits, free of charge, to Assumption BVM Organization, 
2434 South California Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, for the Assumption BVM Anniversary Picnic, 
scheduled to take place on Sunday, August 17, 2008, to be held at 2423 South California 
Avenue: Food Vendor Licenses and all other permits and fees related to this event. 

Food Vendor, Itinerant Merchant Licenses, Canopy, Special Event, 
Street Closure, Tent Erection And Other Related Permits. 

Jericho Walk Fest. 

Ordered, That the Director ofthe Department of Revenue is hereby authorized and directed 
to issue the following licenses and permits, free of charge, to the Jericho Walk Fest, 
scheduled to take place on Saturday, September 13, 2008, at Marquette Park: Tent and 
Canopy Permit, Food Vendor Licenses, Special Event Permit, Itinerant Merchant Licenses, 
Street Closure Permit and all other permits and fees related to this event. 

Food Vendor, Itinerant Merchant, Raffle Licenses, Canopy, Fire 
Prevention, Street Closure And Tent Erection Permits. 

Gloha Del Family Fest 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1, That the Commissioner of Buildings, the Commissioner of Streets and 
Sanitation, the Commissioner of Water, the Commissioner of Sewers, the Commissioner of 
Fire and the Director of Revenue are hereby directed to issue all necessary Special Event 
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Permits and Licenses, Itinerant Merchant Licenses, Fire Prevention fees. Tent and Canopy 
permits. Street Closures, Raffle Licenses, Food Licenses, free of charge, notwithstanding 
other ordinances of the City of Chicago to the contrary, to Gloria Dei, all festival participants 
and applicants, for Gloria Dei Family Fest to be held September 20, 2008 on the premises 
known as 5200 South Major Avenue. Said special event shall be held exclusively for not-for-
profit and related purposes and shajl not be otherwise used with a view to profit. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage. 

Food Vendor, Itinerant Merchant Raffle Licenses, Electrical 
Fire Prevention, Special Event Street Closure, Tent 

Erection And Zoning Permits. 

Saint Constance Church's Fall Festival. 

Ordered, That the Director of the City Department of Revenue issue, free of charge, the 
following licenses and/or permits to participants in the Saint Constance Church's Fall Festival, 
5843 West Strong Street, on October 25, 2008, to be held 10:00 A:M. to 11:59 P.M.: Food 
Vendor and Itinerant Merchant Licenses; Street Closure Permit, Special Event; Electrical 
Permit; Tent Erection Permit; Zoning and Raffie Licenses; and Fire Prevention. 

Saint Edward Summer Fest. 

Ordered, That the Director of the City Department of Revenue issue, free of charge, the 
following licenses and/or permits to participants in the Saint Edward Summer Fest, 4350 
West Sunnyside Avenue, on September 6, 2008, 5:00 P.M. to 11 ;00 P.M.; Food Vender and 
Itinerant Merchant Licenses; Street Closure Permit (9:00 A.M. to 12:00 Midnight); Special 
Event; Electrical Permit; Tent Erection Permit; Zoning and Raffle Licenses; and Fire 
Prevention, 
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Vaughn Occupational High School Fall Festival. 

Ordered, That the Director of the City Department of Revenue issue, free of charge, the 
following licenses and/or permits to participants in the Vaughn Occupational High School's 
Fall Festival, 4355 North Under Avenue, on October 4, 2008, 10:00 A,M, to 3:00 P,M,: Food 
Vendor and Itinerant Merchant Licenses; Street Closure Permit; Special Event; Electrical 
Permit; Tent Erection Permit; Zoning and Raffle Licenses; and Fire Prevention. 

Food Vendor, Itinerant Merchant Licenses, Street 
Closure And Tent Erection Permits. 

UniverSoul Big Top Circus. 

Ordered, That the Director of the City Department of Revenue issue, free of charge, the 
following licenses and permits to the participants in the UniverSoul Big Top Circus to be held 
in Washington Park on September 17, 2008; Food Vendor Licenses, Itinerant Merchant 
Licenses, Street Closure Permit and Tent Erection Permit. 

AUTHORIZATION FOR WAIVER OF SPECIFIED LICENSE 
AND/OR PERMIT FEES IN CONJUNCTION 

WITH VARIOUS EVENTS. , 

The Committee on Special Events and Cultural Affairs submitted the following report; 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and. Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Special Events and Cultural Affairs had under consideration proposed 
orders for fee waivers (referred September 10, 2008), The Committee begs leave to 
recommend that Your Honorable Body do Pass the proposed orders which were transmitted 
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herewith on October 1, 2008 at the Committee on Special Events and Cultural Affairs 
meeting. 

This recommendation was concurred in by all members ofthe Committee present, with no 
dissenting vote. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) WALTER BURNETT, JR., 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burnett, the said proposed orders transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report were Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Murioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays — None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following are said orders as passed (the italic heading in each case not being a part of 
the order); 

Food Vendor And Itinerant Merchant License Fees. 

World Music Festival International Market Place. 

Ordered, That the Department of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized and 
advised to waive the Itinerant Merchant License fees and Temporary Food. License fees in 
connection with the Worid Music Festival International Market Place presented by the City of 
Chicago Department of Cultural Affairs. This event will take place on September 25, 2008 
at the Chicago Cultural Center. 
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57"" Street Children's Book Fair 

Ordered, That the Director of the Department of Revenue of the City of Chicago is hereby 
authorized and directed to waive the Itinerant Merchant License fees and Food Vendor 
License fees for participants in the 57'" Street Children's Book Fair, to be held September 28, 
2008, from 1:00 P.M. to 6:00 P.M. on East 57'" Street, from South Kimbark Avenue to South 
Dorchester Avenue and on South Kimbark Avenue, from East 56'" Street to East 57'" Street. 

Food Vendor, Itinerant Merchant License, Carnival 
And Street Closure Permit Fees. 

Nineteenth Annual Festival De La Villita. 

Ordered, That the Director of the Department of Revenue is hereby authorized and advised 
to waive the Itinerant Merchant License fees. Food Vendor License fees, Street Closure fees 
and Carnival Permitting fees in connection with the 19'" Annual Festival de La Villita benefiting 
the Little Village Chamber of Commerce. This event will take place on Thursday, 
September 11, 2008 through, Sunday, September 14, 2008. Thursday and Friday the event 
will last from 4:00 P.M. to 11:00 P.M. and on Saturday and Sunday from 12:00 P.M. to 
11:00 P,M, on West 26'" Street, between South Kostner Avenue and Ogden (Cicero) Avenue 
organized by the Chicago Special Event Management, 2221 West 43'" Street, Chicago, 
Illinois 60609, 

Food Vendor, Itinerant Merchant License 
And Street Closure Permit Fees. 

Lincoln Park Wing Festival. 

Ordered, That the Director of the Department of Revenue is hereby authorized and advised 
to waive the Itinerant Merchant License fees. Food Vendor License fees and Street 
Closure fees in connection with the Lincoln Park Wing Festival, benefitting the Lincoln Park 
Chamber of Commerce. This event will take place on North Southport Avenue, between 
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North Clybourn Avenue and West Dickens Avenue, for the period of Friday, September 19, 
2008, from 6:00 P.M. until 11:00 P.M. and Saturday, September 20, 2008, from 3:00 P.M. 
until 11:00 P.M.. The event is organized by the Chicago Special Events Management, 2221 
West 43'" Street, Chicago, Illinois 60640. 

Street Closure Permit Fees. 

5T" Street Children's Book Fair 

Ordered, That the Director of the Department of Revenue of the City of Chicago is hereby 
authorized and directed to waive the Street Closure fees for participants in the 57'" Street 
Children's Book Fair, to be held September 28, 2008, from 1:00 P.M. to 6:00 P.M. on East 
57'" Street, from South Kimbark Avenue to South Dorchester Avenue and on South Kimbark 
Avenue, from East 56'" Street to East 57'" Street. 

PERMISSION GRANTED TO PLAZA AZTECA, INC./ 
MS. NORMA MARTINEZ FOR CONDUCT OF 

PLAZA GARIBALDI EVENT. 

The Committee on Special Events and Cultural Affairs submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Special Events and Cultural Affairs had under consideration a proposed 
order to grant permission to Plaza Azteca, Inc. to hold Plaza Garibaldi at 1106 West 
Lawrence Avenue on October 5, 2008 from the hours of 12:00 Noon to 9:00 P.M. (12'" Ward) 
(referred September 10, 2008). The Committee begs leave to recommend that Your 
Honorable Body do Pass the proposed order which was submitted on October 1, 2008, at the 
Committee on Special Events and Cultural Affairs meeting. 
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This recommendation was concurred in by all members ofthe Committee present, with no 
dissenting vote. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) WALTER BURNETT, JR., 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burnett, the said proposed order transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Murioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49, 

Nays — None, 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said order as passed; 

Ordered, That the Director ofthe Department of Revenue is hereby authorized and directed 
to grant permission to Plaza Azteca, Inc./Norma Martinez of 1106 West Lawrence Avenue 
to hold Plaza Garibaldi at California Health Park, 2700 South Rockwell Street, during the 
hours of 12:00 Noon to 9:00 P,M, on Sunday, October 5, 2008, 

AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH GRANTED PERMISSION TO 
HOLD PLAZA GARIBALDI SPECIAL EVENT AT CALIFORNIA 

HEALTH PARK, 2700 SOUTH ROCKWELL STREET. 

The Committee on Special Events and Cultural Affairs submitted the following report; 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 
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Your Committee on Special Events and Cultural Affairs had under consideration an 
ordinance to amend a previously passed ordinance which granted permission to hold Plaza 
Garibaldi during the day and hours specified at 2700 South Rockwell Street (referred 
September 10, 2008). The Committee begs leave to recommend that Your Honorable Body 
do Pass the proposed ordinance which was submitted on October 1, 2008 at the Committee 
on Special Events and Cultural Affairs meeting. 

This recommendation was concurred in by all members of the Committee present, with no 
dissenting vote. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) WALTER BURNETT, JR., 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burnett, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows; 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Murioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Burnett moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed; 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. That an ordinance heretofore passed by the City Council, authorizing and 
granting permission to hold a special event during specified hours on portions of designated 
streets, be and the same is hereby amended by striking therefrom the following; "Plaza 
Garibaldi at California Health Park, 2700 Rockwell Street on Sunday, September 14, 2008, 
from 12:00 Noon to 9:00 P.M. special event" and inserting in lieu thereof, "Plaza Garibaldi at 
California Health Park, 2700 South Rockwell Street on Sunday, September 14, 2008 and 
Sunday, September 21, 2008, from 12:00 Noon to 9:00 P.M. Special Event". 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force upon its passage and 
publication. 
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PERMISSION GRANTED TO SPECIFIED APPLICANTS 
FOR CONDUCT OF SIDEWALK SALES. 

The Committee on Special Events and Cultural Affairs submitted the following report. 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Special Events and Cultural Affairs had under consideration proposed 
orders to grant permission to specified applicants for the conduct of sidewalk sales at various 
locations (referred September 8,2008). The Committee begs leave to recommend that Your 
Honorable Body do Pass the proposed orders which were transmitted herewith on 
October 1, 2008 at the Committee on Special Events and Cultural Affairs meeting. 

The recommendation was concurred in by all members of the Committee present, with 
no dissenting vote. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) WALTER BURNETT, JR, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burnett the said proposed orders transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report were passed by yeas and nays as follows; 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, L, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Murioz, Zaiewski, Dixori, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E, Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M, Smith, Moore, Stone - 49, 

, Nays — None, 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following are said orders as passed (the italic heading in each case not being a part of 
the order): 
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Anastasia Chatzka. 

Ordered, That the Commissioner of Transportation is hereby authorized and directed to 
give permission to Anastasia Chatzka to hold a sidewalk sale from 11:00 A,M. to 6:00 P.M. 
at 1259 North Milwaukee Avenue on September 13 and 14, 2008 and October 4, 2008. 

Chicago Center For Spiritual Living. 

Ordered, That the Commissioner of Transportation is hereby authorized and directed to 
grant permission to the Chicago Center for Spiritual Living located at 2524 North Lincoln 
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, 60614 for the conduct of a sidewalk sale at 2524 North Lincoln 
Avenue for the period of Sunday, September 21, 2008, from 11:00 A.M. until 6:00 P.M. 

COMMITTEE ON TRAFFIC CONTROL AND SAFETY. 

AMENDMENT OF TITLE 9, CHAPTER 40, SECTION 260 OF MUNICIPAL 
CODE OF CHICAGO BY FURTHER DEFINING RESTRICTED 

USE OF MOBILE TELEPHONES WHILE DRIVING 
MOTOR VEHICLES. 

The Committee on Traffic Control and Safety submitted the following report; 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Traffic Control and Safety, to which was referred (September 10, 2008) 
a proposed ordinance to amend Titie 9, Chapter 40, Section 260 (Use of Mobile Telephones, 
Text Messaging) of the Municipal Code, begs leave to recommend that Your Honorable Body 
do Pass the proposed ordinance submitted herewith. 
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This recommendation was concurred in by all members ofthe Committee present, with no 
dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) PATRICK O'CONNOR, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman O'Connor, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Murioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed; 

WHEREAS, The City of Chicago is a home rule unit government pursuant to the 1970 
Illinois Constitution, Article VII, Section 6(a); and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to its home rule power, the City of Chicago may exercise any power 
and perform any function relating to its government and affairs including the power to regulate 
for the protection of the public health, safety, morals and welfare; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council is charged with protecting the safety of the public 
and therefore it is incumbent upon the City of Chicago to encourage the usage of mobile 
telephones in emergency situations but to discourage the usage of such telephones in a 
manner that endangers the public safety; and 

WHEREAS, Improper usage of mobile telephones by persons operating motor vehicles is 
a proven hazard to public safety; and 

WHEREAS, The increase of individuals text messaging and browsing the internet via 
mobile telephones while driving has created an elevated hazard to public safety; and 
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WHEREAS, According to a 2006 study by Nationwide Insurance, nineteen percent (19%) 
of drivers use text messaging while at the wheel, and that number jumped to thirty-seven 
percent (37%) among drivers aged eighteen (18) to twenty-seven (27); and 

WHEREAS, According to a 2006 National Highway Traffic Safety Administration report, 
almost eighty percent (80%) of crashes and sixty-five percent (65%) of near crashes in the 
United States involve distracted drivers; and 

WHEREAS, In prohibiting the use of mobile telephones for text messaging and electronic 
mailing while driving a motor vehicle, the City of Chicago would join the states of Alaska, 
Minnesota, New Jersey, Washington and Louisiana in implementing such a restriction and 
numerous other states and municipalities that are currently considering similar legislation; 
now; therefore. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The above recitals are expressly incorporated herein and made part hereof 
as though fully set forth herein. 

SECTION 2. Section 9-40-260 of the Municipal Code is hereby amended by adding the 
language underscored as follows: 

9-40-260 Use Of Mobile Telephones. 

(a) Except as provided by subsection (b) of this section, no person shall drive a motor 
vehicle while using a mobile, cellular, analog wireless or digital telephone. 

"Using a mobile, cellular, analog wireless or digital telephone" shall include, but not be 
limited to. talking or listening to another person on the telephone, text messaging, 
sending an electronic message, or browsing the internet via the mobile, cellular, analog 
wireless or digital telephone. 

(b) The provisions of the ordinance shall not apply to; 

(1) Law enforcement officers and operators of emergency vehicles, when on duty and 
acting in their official capabilities capacities, 

(2) Persons using a telephone with a "hands free" device allowing the driver to talk into 
and listen to the other party without the use of hands. 

(3) Persons using a telephone to call 911 telephone numbers or other emergency 
telephone numbers to contact public safety forces. 

(4) Person Persons using a telephone while maintaining a motor vehicle in a stationary 
parked position, and not in gear. 
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(c) Any person who violates subsection (a) of this section shall be subject to a fine of 
$75.00, provided however, that if a violation occurs at the time of a traffic accident, the 
driver may be subject to an additional fine not to exceed $200.00. 

SECTION 3. This ordinance shall be in full force and effect upon its passage and 
publication. 

ESTABLISHMENT AND AMENDMENT OF LOADING ZONES 
ON PORTIONS OF SPECIFIED STREETS. 

The Committee on Traffic Control and Safety submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Traffic Control and Safety, to which was referred (October 31, 2007, 
February 6, March 12, April 9, May 14, June 11, July 9, 30 and October 1, 2008) proposed 
ordinances to establish and amend loading zones on portions of sundry streets, begs leave 
to recommend that Your Honorable Body do Pass the proposed substitute ordinances 
submitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by all members ofthe Committee present, with no 
dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) PATRICK O'CONNOR, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman O'Connor, the said proposed substitute ordinances transmitted with 
the foregoing committee report were Passed by yeas and nays as follows; 
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Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, L. Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Murioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following are said ordinances as passed (the italic heading in each case not being a part 
ofthe ordinance): 

Establishment Of Loading Zones. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Titie 9, Chapter 64, Section 160 of the Municipal Code of 
Chicago, the following locations are hereby designated as loading zones for the distances 
specified, during the hours indicated; 

Ward Location 

14 South Kedzie Avenue (east side) from a 
point 100 feet north of West 53'" Street, to a 
point 25 feet north thereof - loading zone -
9:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. (08-01133366); 

25 2200 South Archer Avenue (5 parking 
spaces) 15 minute loading zone - 9:00 A.M. 
to 5:00 P.M. - Monday through Saturday; 

27 West Lake Street (south side) from a point 
137 feet east of North Loomis Street, to a 
point 40 feet east thereof - loading zone -
10:00 A.M. to 3:00 A.M. - tow-away zone 
(08-00830677); 

27 North Kedzie Avenue (east side) from a point 
70 feet south of West Franklin Boulevard 
(service drive) (south leg) to a point 25 feet 
south thereof - loading zone - 7:00 A.M. to 
6:00 P.M. - Monday through Friday - tow-
away zone (08-01561494); 
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Ward Location 

27 West Fulton Market (south side) from a point 
68 feet west of North Morgan Street, to a 
point 25 feet west thereof - loading zone -
9:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. - Monday through 
Friday - tow-away zone (08-00830361); 

30 West Belmont Avenue (south side) from a 
point 185 feet east of North Leclaire Avenue, 
to a point 35 feet east thereof - loading zone 
- 6:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. - Monday through 
Saturday - tow-away zone (08-01156318); 

30 West Belmont Avenue (north side) from a 
point 298 feet west of North Leclaire Avenue, 
to a point 25 feet west thereof - 30 minute 
loading zone - use flashing lights - tow-away 
zone after 30 minutes - 9:00 A.M. to 
7:00 P.M. - Monday through Friday and 8:00 
A.M. to 12:00 P.M. - Saturday 
(08-01564983); 

31 West Diversey Avenue (south side) from a 
point 125 feet west of North Lockwobd 
Avenue, to a point 40 feet west thereof -
loading zone - 10:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M. -
tow-away zone (07-02102279); 

38 West Addison Street (south side) from a point 
95 feet west of North Long Avenue, to a point 
40 feet west thereof - loading zone -
9:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M. - tow-away zone 
(08-01600690); 

46 North Broadway (west side) from a point 85 
feet north of West Sheridan Road, to a point 
25 feet north thereof - loading zone -
4:00 P.M. to 12:00 Midnight - tow-away zone 
(08-01572478); 

46 North Broadway (east side) from a point 
95 feet north of West Wilson Avenue, to a 
point 55 feet north thereof - loading zone --
6:00 A,M, to 10:00 A.M, - Mondays only -
tow-away zone (08-01572459); 
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Ward Location 

47 North Damen Avenue (east side) from a point 
50 feet south of West Cuyler Avenue, to a 
point 25 feet south thereof - 15 minute 
loading zone - use flashing lights — tow-away 
zone after 15 minutes - 6:00 A.M. to 
7:00 P.M. - Monday through Saturday 
(08-00800930); 

47 West Irving Park Road (north side) from a 
point 203 feet west of North Wolcott Avenue, 
to a point 21 feet west thereof - 15 minute 
loading zone - use flashing lights — tow-away 
zone after 15 minutes - 5:00 P.M. to 
1:00 A.M. - Monday through Saturday 
(08-01173927); 

47 West Leiand Avenue (north side) from a point 
8 feet east of North Ravenswood Avenue, to 
a point 45 feet east thereof - 15 minute 
loading zone - use flashing lights - tow-away 
zone after 15 minutes - 7:00 A.M. to 
5:00 P.M. - Monday through Saturday 
(08-01589602); 

48 West Bryn Mawr Avenue (service drive) 
(south side) from a point 20 feet east of North 
Sheridan Road, to a point 25 feet east thereof 
- loading zone - 10:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. -
Monday through Saturday - tow-away zone 
(08-01451014), 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force hereinafter its passage and 
publication. 

Amendment Of Loading Zones. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Amend ordinance passed May 14, 2008 {Journal of the Proceedings of 
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the City Council of the City of Ch/cago, page 27441) which reads; "West Chicago 
Avenue (south side) from a point 20 feet west of North Armour Street, to a point 30 feet west 
thereof - loading zone - 3:00 P.M. to 2:00 A.M. - Monday through Saturday - tow-away 
zone" by striking: "Monday through Saturday" and inserting: "Tuesday through Sunday" 
(27'" Ward) (08-01450238). 

SECTION 2. Repeal ordinance passed May 26, 2004 which reads: "North Laramie 
Avenue (west side) from a point 60 feet north of West Wolfram Street, to a point 35 feet 
north thereof by striking the above (31" Ward) (08-01156582). 

SECTION 3. Amend ordinance passed October 3, 2001 {Journal of the Proceedings of 
the City Council of the City of Ch/cagfo, page 68321) which reads: "North Clark Street 
(west side) from a point 110 feet north of West Division Street, to a point 223 feet north 
thereof-loading zone-7:00 A.M. to 10:00 A.M.-Monday through Friday-tow-away zone" 
by striking; "223 feet" and inserting; "168 feet" (42'̂ " Ward) (08-01600801). 

SECTION 4. Amend ordinance passed December 13, 2006 {Journal of the Proceedings 
of the City Council of the City of Chicago, page 95165) which reads; "West Grace Street 
(north side) from a point 20 feet west of North Wilton Avenue, to a point 50 feet west thereof" 
by striking; "20 feet" and inserting; "35 feet - loading zone - 9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. - tow-
away zone" (44'" Ward) (08-01566031). 

SECTION 5. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force hereinafter its passage and 
publication. 

AMENDMENT OF VEHICULAR TRAFFIC MOVEMENT 
. ON PORTION OF NORTH NAGLE AVENUE. 

The Committee on Traffic Control and Safety submitted the following report; 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Traffic Control and Safety, to which was referred (June 11, 2008) a 
proposed ordinance to amend vehicular traffic movement on portions of sundry streets, begs 
leave to recommend that Your Honorable Body do Pass the proposed substitute ordinance 
submitted herewith. 
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This recommendation was concurred in by all members ofthe Committee present, with no 
dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) PATRICK O'CONNOR, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman O'Connor, the said proposed substitute ordinance transmitted with 
the foregoing committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Murioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed; 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Amend ordinance passed September 26,1956 {Journal of the Proceedings 
of the City Council of the City of Chicago, page 3302) which reads; "North Nagle 
Avenue, from West Cortland Street to West North Avenue" by striking: "West North Avenue" 
and inserting; "the first alley north of West North Avenue - northeriy" (36'" Ward) 
(08-01566089). 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force hereinafter its passage and 
publication. 

ESTABLISHMENT OF PARKING METER AREA ON 
PORTION OF SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE. 

The Committee on Traffic Control and Safety submitted the following report: 
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CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Traffic Control and Safety, to which was referred (October 1, 2008) a 
proposed ordinance to establish parking meters, begs leave to recommend that Your 
Honorable Body do Pass the proposed substitute ordinance submitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by all members ofthe Committee present, with no 
dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) PATRICK O'CONNOR, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman O'Connor, the said proposed substitute ordinance transmitted with 
the foregoing committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows; 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Murioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Title 9, Chapter 4, Section 200 of the Municipal Code of 
Chicago, the Commissioner of Transportation is hereby authorized and directed to establish 
a parking meter area, as follows; 

Ward Location And Limitations 

2 South Michigan Avenue (both sides) from 
East Roosevelt Road to East 24'" Place -
15 minutes for 25 cents - 2 hour limit -
9:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M. - Monday through 
Sunday. 
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SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force hereinafter its passage and 
publication. 

ESTABLISHMENT AND AMENDMENT OF PARKING RESTRICTIONS 
ON PORTIONS OF SUNDRY STREETS. 

The Committee on Traffic Control and Safety submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Traffic Control and Safety, to which was referred (July 19, 2007, 
April 9, June 11, July 9, 30, September 10 and October 1, 2008) proposed ordinances to 
establish and amend parking restrictions on portions of sundry streets, begs leave to 
recommend-that Your Honorable Body do Pass the proposed substitute ordinances submitted 
herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by all members ofthe Committee present, with no 
dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) PATRICK O'CONNOR, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman O'Connor the said proposed substitute ordinances transmitted with 
the foregoing committee report were Passed by yeas and nays as follows; 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, L. Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Murioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E, Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M, Smith, Moore, Stone - 49, 

Nays - None, 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 
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The following are said ordinances as passed (the italic heading in each case not being a part 
of the ordinance): 

Establishment Of Parking Prohibition At All Times. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Title 9, Chapter 64 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the 
operator of a vehicle shall not park such vehicle at any time upon the following public way, 
as indicated: 

Ward Location 

38 West Montrose Avenue (south side) from 
North Lowell Avenue to North Kildare Avenue 
- no parking of trucks - tow-away zone 
(08-01600560). 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force hereinafter its passage and 
publication. 

Establishment Of Parking Prohibition At All Times. 
(Except For Disabled) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Title 9, Chapter 64, Section 050 of the Municipal Code of 
Chicago, the operator of a vehicle shall not park such vehicle at any time upon the following 
public way, as indicated; 

Ward Location And Permit Number 

2632 West Belden Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 64028; 
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Ward 

1 

1 

Location And Permit Number 

5 

5 

6 

6 

6 

2603 West Cortland Street 
Parking Permit 66244; 

Disabled 

1522 North Greenview Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 64013; 

1843 North Talman Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 49783; 

1622 North Washtenaw Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 64021; 

4947 South Michigan Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 64353; 

4119 South Ellis Avenue - Disabled Parking 
Permit 64986; 

4830 South St. Lawrence Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 64984; 

4948 South Washington Park Court -
Disabled Parking Permit 64976; 

1360 East 49'" Street - Disabled Parking 
Permit 64981; 

5254 South Drexel Avenue — Disabled 
Parking Permit 65963; 

7206 South Euclid Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 64360; 

6824 South Lafayette Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 64685; 

7425 South Langley Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 66849; 

8030 South Vernon Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 64662; 

613 East 91" Place - Disabled Parking 
Permit 64664; 
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Ward Location And Permit Number 

7 7517 South Phillips Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 57553; 

7 8053 South Saginaw Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 57560; 

7 , 9353 South Saginaw Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 57523; 

7 2409 East 73'" Street - Disabled Parking 
Permit 65902; 

7 8445 South Kingston Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 46247; 

8 7752 South Cornell Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 63542; 

8 7817 South Creiger Street - Disabled 
Parking Permit 66762; , 

8 7834 South Greenwood Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 50215; 

8 8209 South Ingleside Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 64578; 

8 8836 South Merrill Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 64221; 

8 8314 South Oglesby Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 66765; 

8 8806 South Dauphin Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 64600; 

8 . 815 East 98'" Place - Disabled Parking 
Permit 60077; 

9 10023 South St. Lawrence Avenue -
Disabled Parking Permit 64637; 

9 134 East 111'" Street - 2% Reserved 
Disabled Parking: 
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Ward 

10 

0 

0 

Location And Permit Number 

9753 South Avenue N - Disabled Parking 
Permit 53850; 

13121 South Brandon Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 63666; 

13528 South Burley Avenue 
Parking Permit 30216; 

Disabled 

2933 South Arch Street - Disabled Parking 
Permit 67019; 

3045 South Loomis Street 
Parking Permit 64626; 

Disabled 

3758 South Lowe Avenue (place signs ori the 
south side of corner lot at approximately 
702 West 38'" Street) Disabled Parking 
Permit 67016; 

3109 South Racine Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 64608; 

2806 South Shields Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 67017; 

504 West 42"" Place - Disabled Parking 
Permit 64627; 

3544 South Winchester Avenue — Disabled 
Parking Permit 64628; 

4543 South Emerald Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 64630; 

3742 South Parnell Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 37445; 

West 37'" Street (south side) from a point 
95 feet east of South Union Avenue, to a 
point 25 feet east thereof - Reserved 
Disabled Parking 2% (08-01408239); 

3661 South Wood Street - Disabled Parking 
Permit 64605; 
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Ward Location And Permit Number 

12 2727 South Whipple Street - Disabled 
Parking Permit 65039; 

12 4226 South Campbell Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 65032; 

12 2543 South Sawyer Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 65048; 

13 6418 South Kostner Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 64448; 

13 5650 West 64'" Place - Disabled Parking 
Permit 64533; 

13 6416 South Kariov Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 66739; 

13 4347 West 59'" Street - Disabled Parking 
Permit 64105; 

14 3136 West 54'" Place - Disabled Parking 
Permit 51992; 

15 6344 South Artesian Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 64700; 

15 6457 South Mozart Street-Disabled Parking 
Permit 56140; 

15 3405 West 6 1 " Street - Disabled Parking 
Permit 63534; 

17 6920 South Bell Avenue - Disabled Parking 
Permit 64785; 

17 7530 South Aberdeen Street - Disabled 
Parking Permit 59892; 

17 7208 South Wolcott Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 59895; 

17 6921 South Honore Street - Disabled 
Parking Permit 58838; 
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Ward Location And Permit Number 

18 

18 

18 

18 

18 

18 

18 

18 

18 

18 

19 

19 

20 

20 

21 

7633 South Artesian Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 57915; 

7152 South Campbell Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 65857;. 

7222 South Mozart Street - Disabled Parking 
Permit 57916; 

6949 South Talman Avenue 
Parking Permit 57914; 

Disabled 

7355 South Washtenaw Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 57920; 

8006 South Wolcott Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 57911; 

2329 West 79'" Place - Disabled Parking 
Permit 57908; 

3611 West 79'" Place - Disabled Parking 
Permit 64113; 

3819 West 81 " Place - Disabled Parking 
Permit 57840; 

2760 West 84'" Street - Disabled Parking 
Permit 57902; 

10904 South Church Street 
Parking Permit 65148; 

Disabled 

11154 South Spaulding Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 65154; 

4757 South Paulina Street 
Parking Permit 66679; 

Disabled 

821 West 53'" Street - Disabled Parking 
Permit 53965; 

8001 South Ada Street - Disabled Parking 
Permit 64087; 
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Ward Location And Permit Number 

21 8732 South Bishop Street - Disabled Parking 
Permit 66158; 

21 9120 South Eggleston Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 63990; 

21 8439 South Elizabeth Street - Disabled 
64723; 

21 8924 South Morgan Street - Disabled 
Parking Permit 52297; 

21 7932 South Paulina Street - Disabled 
Parking Permit 63983; 

21 9652 South Princeton Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 64000; 

21 8035 South Wood Street - Disabled Parking 
Permit 64920; 

21 1245 West 97'" Place - Disabled Parking 
Permit 64090; 

22 2647 South Keeler Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 64486; 

22 3016 South Keeler Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 64497; 

22 2738 South Millard Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 64496; 

22 4018 West 31" Street - Disabled Parking 
Permit 64499; 

23 5136South Kolin Avenue-Disabled Parking 
Permit 54194; 

23 5227 South Kolmar Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 64170; 

23 4947 South Kostner Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 58098; 
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Ward 

23 

24 

24 

24 

24 

24 

25 

25 

25 

25 

25 

26 

26 

26 

26 

Location And Permit Number 

5248 South Millard Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 52231; 

4318 West Cullerton Street - Disabled 
Parking Permit 57593; 

4032 West Grenshaw Street - Disabled 
Parking Permit 63500; 

4941 West Polk Street - Disabled Parking 
Permit 57629; 

2114 South Trumbull Avenue 
Parking Permit 57761; 

Disabled 

4343 West 2 1 " Street - Disabled Parking 
Permit 63433; 

South Wood Street (west side) from a point 
200 feet south of West 18'" Street, to a point 
40 feet south thereof - Reserved Disabled 
Parking 2% (08-00830055); 

1844 West 17'" Street - Disabled Parking 
Permit 54083; 

2414 West 24'" Place - Disabled Parking 
Permit 58651; 

2416 West 25'" Street - Disabled Parking 
Permit 64434; 

2134 West Cullerton Avenue 
Parking Permit 65176; 

Disabled 

1522 North Washtenaw Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 60240; 

3234 West Hirsch Street - Disabled Parking 
Permit 60371; 

3512 West Le Moyne Street - Disabled 
Parking Permit 54480; 

1215 North Monticello Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 60246; 
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Ward 

26 

26 

26 

26 

27 

27 

27 

27 

28 

28 

28 

28 

28 

28 

29 

Location And Permit Number 

3234 West Beach Avenue 
Parking Permit 60241; 

Disabled 

1934 North Fairfield Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 49785; 

1112 North Campbell Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 60239; 

2349 North Kedzie Avenue 
Parking Permit 56205; 

Disabled 

523 North Harding Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 51563; 

1216 West Huron Street - Disabled Parking 
Permit 64287; 

627 North Christiana Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 58814; 

915 North St. Louis Avenue 
Parking Permit 66666; 

Disabled 

4311 West Jackson Boulevard - Disabled 
Parking Permit 55463; 

145 North Long Avenue — Disabled Parking 
Permit 64126; 

4041 West Wilcox Street - Disabled Parking 
Permit 65919; 

4440 West Monroe Street - Disabled Parking 
Permit 63728; 

4707 West Maypole Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 65926; 

429 North Leclaire Avenue -r Disabled 
Parking Permit 65904; 

1012 North Waller Avenue 
Parking Permit 63529; 

Disabled 
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Ward 

29 

29 

30 

30 

30 

30 

30 

31 

31 

31 

32 

32 

32 

34 

34 

Location And Permit Number 

1132 North Menard Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 64844; 

5800 West Adams Street - Disabled Parking 
Permit 55256; 

2540 North Luna Avenue - Disabled Parking 
Permit 64261; 

1843 North Keeler Avenue 
Parking Permit 56214; 

Disabled 

5434 West Wrightwood Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 56210; 

1512 North Hamlin Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 64688; 

1621 North Kildare Avenue 
Parking Permit 55370; 

Disabled 

2306 North Keating Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 64812; 

4143 West Oakdale Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 64817; 

2207 North Kostner Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 64810; 

3539 North Paulina Street- Disabled Parking 
Permit 57702; 

2016 West Webster Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 57721; 

1342 West Wolfram Street - Disabled 
Parking Permit 63473; 

1115 West 110'" Street - Disabled Parking 
Permit 66721; 

1316 West 112'" Place - Disabled Parking 
Permit 58025; 
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Ward 

34 

34 

34 

34 

35 

35 

35 

35 

35 

35 

36 

36 

36 

36 

37 

Location And Permit Number 

12022 South Princeton Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 64732; 

11845 South Princeton Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 66707; 

12716 South Green Street 
Parking Permit 64740; 

Disabled 

11525 South Racine Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 66225; 

2600 North Kedzie Avenue (post signs on 
West Wrightwood Avenue) Disabled Parking 
Permit 64276; ' , 

3114 North Central Park Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 64281; 

2315 North Spaulding Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 57944; 

2725 North Kedzie Avenue 
Parking Permit 64285; 

Disabled 

2973 North Ridgeway Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 64246; 

2323 North Monticello Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 64142; 

3520 North Rutherford Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 60016; 

3455 North Page Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 60057; 

2719 North Sayre Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 65485; 

2800 North Natchez Avenue 
Parking Permit 60063; 

Disabled 

825 North Leclaire Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 64273; 
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Ward 

38 

38 

38 

39 

40 

41 

41 

41 

41 

45 

45 

47 

47 

47 

47 

Location And Permit Number 

5433 West Eddy Street ~ Disabled Parking 
Permit 66590; 

3944 North Newland Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 63971; 

5234 West Henderson Street - Disabled 
Parking Permit 64836; 

4855 North Drake Avenue 
Parking Permit 63915; 

Disabled 

2743 West Summerdale Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 65065; 

5218 North Potawatomie Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 66603; 

8625 West Catherine Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 63856; ... 

5025 North Nordica Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 64140; 

6111 North Nassau Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 63851; 

5315 West Agatite Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 63809; 

5247 North Meade Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 63860; 

2431 West Cullom Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 64956; 

2042 West Waveland Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 64961; 

2104 West Sunnyside Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 54858; 

4527 North Wolcott Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 64958; 
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Ward Location And Permit Number 

47 4333 North Bell Avenue - Disabled Parking 
Permit 64950; 

47 1840 West Cuyler Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 54865; 

47 2107 West Montrose Avenue (install signs at 
4356 North Hoyne Avenue) Disabled Parking 
Permit 54860; 

48 5340 North Magnolia Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 65781; 

48 6011 North Kenmore Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 66677; 

48 5335 North Magnolia Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 58760; 

49 1539 West Fargo Avenue - Disabled Parking 
Permit 63577; 

50 6141 North Talman Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 65075; 

50 6038 North California Avenue - Disabled 
Parking Permit 65059. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force hereinafter its passage and 
publication. 

Removal Of Disabled Permit Parking. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1, Removal of Disabled Parking Permit 49785 for 1934 North Fairfield Avenue 
(1"Ward), 

SECTION 2, Removal of Disabled Parking Permit 49807 for 1653 North Talman Avenue 
(1"Ward), 
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SECTION 3. Removal of Disabled Parking Permit 41793 for 1454 East 69'" Place 
(5'" Ward). 

SECTION 4. Removal of Disabled Parking Permit 50583 for 7327 South Eberhart Avenue 
(6'" Ward). 

SECTION 5. Removal of Disabled Parking Permit 44315 for 11018 South Avenue D 
(10'" Ward). 

SECTION 6. Removal of Disabled Parking Permit 25126 for 2913 South Union Avenue 
(11'" Ward). 

SECTION 7. Removal of Disabled Parking Permit 50401 for 2455 West 47'" Place 
(12'" Ward). 

SECTION 8. Removal of Disabled Parking Permit 16584 for 6144 South Tripp 
Avenue (13'" Ward). 

SECTION 9. Removal of Disabled Parking Permit 43593 for 4409 South Albany Avenue 
(14'" Ward). 

SECTION 10. Removal of Disabled Parking Permit 34579 for 7655 South Laflin Street 
(17'" Ward). 

SECTION 11. Removal of Disabled Parking Permit 46885 for 7508 South Aberdeen 
Street (17'" Ward). 

SECTION 12. Removal of Disabled Parking Permit 105 for 8034 South Campbell Avenue 
(18'" Ward). 

SECTION 13. Removal of Disabled Parking Permit 52114 for 3610 West 84'" Place 
(18'" Ward). 

SECTION 14. Removal of Disabled Parking Permit 45417 for 3021 South Keeler 
Avenue (22"" Ward). 

SECTION 15. Removal of Disabled Parking Permit 11956 for 1912 South Ridgeway 
Avenue (24'" Ward). 

SECTION 16. Removal of Disabled Parking Permit 27975 for 3846 West Polk 
Street (24'" Ward). 

SECTION 17. Removal of Disabled Parking Permit 25305 for 2001 South Loomis Street 
(25'" Ward). 

SECTION 18. Removal of Disabled Parking Permit 48415 for 949 North Avers Avenue 
(27'" Ward). 
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SECTION 19. Removal of Disabled Parking Permit 15066 for 2421 West Arthington 
Street (28'" Ward). 

SECTION 20. Removal of Disabled Parking Permit 10870 for 4455 West Fulton Street 
(28'" Ward). 

SECTION 21. Removal of Disabled Parking Permit 20197 for 208 South Albany Avenue 
(28'" Ward). 

SECTION 22. Removal of Disabled Parking Permit 13325 for 1616 South Washtenaw 
Avenue (28'" Ward). 

SECTION 23. Removal of Disabled Parking Permit 8522 for 953 North Parkside Avenue 
(29'" Ward). 

SECTION 24. Removal of Disabled Parking Permit 6665 for 109 South Menard Avenue 
(29'" Ward). 

SECTION 25. Removal of Disabled Parking Permit 48597 for 4857 West Parker Avenue 
(31" Ward). 

SECTION 26. Removal of Disabled Parking Permit 42296 for 1908 West Hood Avenue 
(40'" Ward). 

SECTION 27. Removal of Disabled Parking Permit 38758 for 927 West Wilson Avenue 
(46'" Ward). 

SECTION 28. Removal of Disabled Parking Permit 37641 for 4635 North Paulina Street 
(47'" Ward). 

SECTION 29. Removal of Disabled Parking Permit 4659 for 4133 North Maplewood 
Avenue (47'" Ward). 

SECTION 30. Removal of Disabled Parking Permit 28642 for 6412 North Hamilton 
Avenue (50'" Ward). 

SECTION 31. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force hereinafter its passage and 
publication. 

Parking Prohibition During Specified Hours. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1, Pursuant to Title 9, Chapter 64, Section 080 of the Municipal Code of 
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Chicago, the operator of a vehicle shall not park such vehicle upon the following public way, 
in the area indicated during the hours specified: 

Ward Location 

43 West Wisconsin Street (south side) from a 
point 71 feet west of North Orieans Street, to 
a point 25 feet west thereof — disabled 
parking ~ 7:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M. - Sundays 
only - tow-away zone (08-01571337). 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force hereinafter its passage and 
publication. 

Amendment Of Parking Prohibition During Specified Hours. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Amend ordinance passed June 14, 1994 {Journal of the Proceedings of 
the City Council of the City of Chicago, page 52072) which reads; "West Addison Street 
(south side) from North Broadway to North Milwaukee Avenue" by striking; "to North 
Milwaukee Avenue" and inserting; "North Ashland Avenue, from North California Avenue to 
North Milwaukee Avenue - parking prohibited during specified hours - 7:00 A.M. to 9:00 
A.M. - Monday through Friday - tow-away zone" (47'" Ward) (08-00838711). 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force hereinafter its passage and 
publication. 

Establishment Of Parking Limitation. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1, Pursuant to Title 9, Chapter 64, Section 080 of the Municipal Code of 
Chicago, the operator of a vehicle shall not park such vehicle upon the following public way 
in the area indicated during the hours specified: 
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Ward Location 

23 West 63'" Street (north side) from a point 
150 feet west of South McVicker Avenue, to 
a point 50 feet west thereof - 1 hour - at all 
times (07-01785190). 

SECTION 2: This ordinance shall take effect and be in force hereinafter its passage 
and publication. 

Designation Of Residential Parking Permit Zones. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Titie 9, Chapter 64, Section 090 of the Municipal Code of 
Chicago, portions of the below named streets are hereby designated as residential permit 
parking zones, for the following locations: 

Ward Location 

24 3400 block of West Arthington Street (both 
sides) between South St. Louis Avenue and 
South Homan Avenue - at all times (Zone 
1450); 

29 North Parkside Avenue (both sides) from 
West Fulton Street, to the first alley south of 
West Corcoran Place - at all times - all days 
(Zone 1466). 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force hereinafter.its passage 
and publication. 
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Amendment Of Residential Parking Permit Zones. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Amend ordinance related to Zone 36 by striking: "8:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.-
Monday through Friday" and inserting: "at all times - 4700 block of South Kilbourn Avenue 
(east side) between West 47'" Street and West 48'" Street" (23'" Ward). 

SECTION 2. Amend ordinance related to Zone 1205 by striking: "6:00 P.M. to 6:00 A.M." 
and inserting: "at all times - 5500 block of West Schubert Avenue, between North Linder 
Avenue and North Central Avenue" (30'" Ward). 

SECTION 3. Amend ordinance related to Zone 95 by striking: "3009 North Elbridge 
Avenue" and inserting: "3017 North Elbridge Avenue - 3000 block of North Elbridge Avenue, 
between West Barry Avenue and North Central Park Avenue" (35'" Ward). 

SECTION 4. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force hereinafter its passage and 
publication. 

ESTABLISHMENT AND AMENDMENT OF TRAFFIC LANE TOW-AWAY 
ZONES ON PORTIONS OF SPECIFIED STREETS. 

The Committee on Traffic Control and Safety submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Traffic Control and Safety, to which was referred (March 12, April 9, 
May 14, June 11, July 9, 30 and October 1, 2008) proposed ordinances to establish and 
amend traffic lane tow-away zones on portions of sundry streets, begs leave to recommend 
that Your Honorable Body do Pass the proposed substitute ordinances submitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by all members ofthe Committee present, with no 
dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) PATRICK O'CONNOR, 
Chairman. 
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On motion of Alderman O'Connor, the said proposed substitute ordinances transmitted with 
the foregoing committee report were Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Murioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Srnith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays — None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following are said ordinances as passed (the italic heading in each case not being a part 
of the ordinance): 

Establishment Of Traffic Lane Tow-Away Zones. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Title 9, Chapter 64, of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the 
following locations are hereby designated as traffic lane tow-away zones, between the limits 
and during the times specified, standing or parking of any vehicle shall be considered a 
definite hazard to the normal movement of traffic: 

Ward Location 

North Milwaukee Avenue (west side) from a 
point 300 feet east of North Western Avenue, 
to a point 22 feet east thereof - 30 minute 
standing zone - use fiashing lights - tow-
away zone after 30 minutes - 8:00 A.M. to 
7:00 P.M. (08-01560016); 

North Milwaukee Avenue (east side) from a 
point 30 feet east of North Rockwell Street, to 
a point 45 feet east thereof - tow-away zone 
(08-01599193); 
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Ward Location 

2 East 23'" Street (north side) from a point 
40 feet east of South Michigan Avenue, to a 
point. 35 feet east thereof - 15 minute 
standing zone with flashing lights - tow-away 
zone after 15 minutes - 7:00 A.M. to 
6:00 P.M. - Monday through Friday 
(08-00801490); 

14 West 43'" Street (north side) from South Tripp 
Avenue, to a point 100 feet east of South 
Keeler Avenue - tow-away zone - at all 
times (08-01567139); 

17 South Halsted Street (west side) from a point 
350 feet south of West 75'" Street, to a point 
50 feet south thereof - 15 minute standing 
zone except with flashing lights after 
15 minutes - tow-away zone - 6:00 A.M. to 
4:00 P.M. - Monday through Friday 
(08-01795082); 

18 South Campbell Avenue (west side) from a 
point 30 feet south of West 71 " Street, to a 
point 40 feet south thereof - 15 minute 
standing zone with flashing lights after 
15 minutes - tow-away zone - 7:00 A.M. to 
6:00 P.M. - Monday through Friday 
(08-01140150); 

26 West Grand Avenue (south side) from a point 
200 feet west of North Wood Street, to a 
point 25 feet west thereof - 30 minute 
standing zone — use flashing lights— 10:00 
A.M. to 8:00 P.M. - all days (08-01600251); 

27 West Chicago Avenue (south side) from a 
point 50 feet west of North Armour Street, to 
a point 25 feet west thereof - 15 minute 
standing zone - use flashing lights - tow-
away zone after 15 minutes - 3:00 P.M. to 
12:00 Midnight - Tuesday through Sunday 
(08-01561717); 
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Ward Location 

27 West Chicago Avenue (south side) from a 
point 49 feet west of North Throop Street, to 
a point 61 feet west thereof - 15 minute 
standing zone - use flashing lights - tow-
away zone after 15 minutes - 6:30 A.M. to 
6:30 P.M. - Monday through Friday 
(08-01561656); 

28 South Albany Avenue (both side) from West 
Van Buren Street to West Jackson Street -
tow-away zone excluding authorized placard 
vehicles - 11:00 P.M. to 6:00 A.M. (April 25 
through September 6) (08-01144789); 

28 South Whipple Street (both side) from West 
Jackson Street to West Van Buren Street -
tow-away zone excluding authorized placard 
vehicles - 11:00 P.M, to 6:00 A.M. (April 25 
through September 6) (08-01144685); 

30 West Belmont Avenue (south side) from a 
point 220 feet east of North Leclaire Avenue, 
to a point 40 feet east thereof - 30 minute 
standing zone - use flashing lights - tow-
away zone after 30 minutes - 6:00 A.M. to 
6:00 P.M. - Monday through Saturday 
(08-01156318); 

31 West Oakdale Avenue (north side) from 
North Cicero Avenue to the first alley west 
thereof - tow-away zone (08-01600395); 

35 North Kedzie Avenue (east side) from West 
Armitage Avenue, to a point 100 feet north 
thereof - tow-away zone (08-01600472); 

35 West Diversey Avenue (south side) from a 
point 20 feet east of North Kedzie Avenue, to 
a point 50 feet east thereof - 30 minute 
standing zone - use flashing lights — tow-
away zone after 30 minutes - 6:00 A.M. to 
7:00 A.M. and 9:00 A.M. to 5:30 P.M. -
Monday through Friday (08-01477649); 
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Ward Location 

36 North Nagle Avenue (east side) 60 feet north 
of West North Avenue to the first alley north 
thereof - tow-away zone - 8:00 A.M. to 
6:00 P.M. (08-01566339); 

39 North Elston Avenue (east side) from a point 
256 feet east of North Keeler Avenue, to a 
point 35 feet east thereof - 15 minute 
standing zone — use flashing lights - tow-
away zone after 15 minutes — 8:00 A.M. to 
6:00 P.M. - Monday through Friday 
(08-01570991); 

42 North Westshore (east side) from a point 
25 feet south of East South Water Street, to 
a point 118 feet south thereof - 30 minute 
standing zone - use flashing lights - tow-
away zone (08-00838406); 

44 North Broadway (east side) from a point 
140 feet north of West Barry Avenue, to a 
point 23 feet north thereof - 15 minute 
standing zone - use flashing lights - tow-
away zone after 15 minutes - 9:00 A.M. to 
8:00 P.M. (08-01565404); 

44 North Southport Avenue (east side) from 
West Addison Street, to a point 54 feet south 
thereof - tow-away zone (08-01571388); 

45 West Lawrence Avenue (south side) from a 
point 45 feet east of North Laporte Avenue, to 
a point 90 feet west of North Laporte Avenue 
- tow-away zone (08-01571510); 

46 West Sheridan Road (south side) from a 
point 182 feet east of North Fremont Street, 
to a point 30 feet east thereof - 15 minute 
standing zone — use flashing lights - tow-
away zone after 15.minutes - 7:00 A.M, to 
7:00 P,M. - Monday through Friday 
(08-01565418): 
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Ward Location 

49 North Sheridan Road (west side) from a point 
30 feet north of West Estes Avenue, to a 
point 32 feet north thereof - 15 minute 
standing zone - use flashing lights - tow-
away zone after 15 minutes - 9:00 A.M. to 
7:00 P.M. - Monday through Saturday 
(08-01565465); 

50 West Coyle Avenue (north side) from North 
Western Avenue to the first alley west thereof 
- tow-away zone (08-01566175). 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force hereinafter its passage and 
publication. 

Amendment Of Traffic Lane Tow-Away Zone. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Repeal ordinance passed January 20, 2002 {Journal of the Proceedings 
of the City Council of the City of C/7/cago,,page 29717) which reads; "North Ashland 
Avenue (west side) from a point 50 feet north of West Julian Street, to a point 20 feet north 
thereof - 15 minute standing zone - use flashing lights- tow-away zone after 15 minutes -
10:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. - Tuesday through Sunday" by striking the above ( 1 " Ward) 
(08-01478167). 

SECTION 2. Repeal ordinance passed September 14, 2005 {Journal of the 
Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago, page 55666) which reads; 
"North Campbell Avenue (east side) from a point 20 feet north of West Chicago Avenue, to 
a point 57 feet north thereof - 30 minute standing zone - use flashing lights - tow-away 
zone - 10:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M." by striking the above ( 1 " Ward) (08-01478242). 

SECTION 3. Amend ordinance passed October 31, 2007 {Journal of the Proceedings 
of the City Council of the City of C/7/cago, page 11577) which reads: "15 minute 
standing zone with flashing lights - 6:00 A.M, to 4:00 A,M, - all days on South Wabash 
Avenue (east side) from a point 155 feet south of East 13'" Street, to a point 65 feet south 
thereof" by striking; "15 minute standing zone" and inserting; "15 minute loading/valet zone" 
(2"" Ward), 
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SECTION 4, Repeal ordinance passed February 7, 2001 {Journal of the Proceedings 
of the City Council of the City of Chicago, page 51785) which reads: "North Laramie 
Avenue (west side) from a point 20 feet north of West George Street, to a point 15 feet north 
thereof - 15 minute standing zone - use flashing lights - tow-away zone after 15 minutes 
- 9:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. - Monday through Saturday" by striking the above (31" Ward) 
(08-01565151). 

SECTION 5. Amend ordinance passed February 28, 1975 {Journal of the Proceedings 
of the City Council of the City of C^/cago, page 10271) which reads: "North Lowell 
Avenue (east side) from a point 30 feet south of West Lawrence Avenue, to a point 70 feet 
south thereof by striking: "from a point 30 feet to a point 70 feet" and inserting: "from a point 
40 feet to a point 43 feet - tow-away zone - 8:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. - Monday through 
Saturday" (39'" Ward) (08-01567968). 

SECTION 6. Repeal ordinance which reads: "West Peterson Avenue (south side) from 
North Central Park Avenue to West Drake Avenue - 7:00 A.M. to 9:00 A.M. - Monday 
through Friday - tow-away zone" by striking the above (39'" Ward)(08-01168845). 

SECTION 7. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force hereinafter its passage and 
publication. 

AUTHORIZATION FOR ERECTION AND AMENDMENT OF TRAFFIC 
WARNING SIGNS ON PORTIONS OF SUNDRY STREETS. 

The Committee on Traffic Control and Safety submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Trafflc Control and Safety, to which was referred (May 14, June 11, 
July 9 and 30, 2008) proposed ordinance and orders to erect and amend trafflc warning 
signs, begs leave to recommend that Your Honorable Body do Pass the proposed substitute 
ordinance and orders submitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by all members of the Committee present, with no 
dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) PATRICK O'CONNOR, 
Chairman. 
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On motion of Alderman O'Connor, the said proposed substitute ordinance and orders 
transmitted with the foregoing committee report were Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Murioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following are said ordinance and orders as passed (the italic heading in each case not 
being a part of the ordinance or order): 

Erection Of Traffic Warning Signs. 

Ordered, That the Commissioner of Transportation is hereby authorized and directed to erect 
traffic warning signs on the following streets of the types specified; 

Ward Location 

6 South Forest Avenue and East 94'" Street -
"All-Way Stop" sign (08-01118978); 

6 South Calumet Avenue and West 94'" Street 
- "All-Way Stop" sign (08-01118919); 

10 Stopping South Manistee Avenue for East 
99'" Street - "Two-Way Stop" sign 
(08-01120168); 

10 South Avenue F and East 110'" Street -
"All-Way Stop" sign (08-01120270); 

30 North Linder Avenue and West Parker 
Avenue - "All-Way Stop" sign (08-01569473); 

45 West Leiand Avenue (eastbound) at North 
Elston Avenue (northbound) - "No Left Turn 
- 7:00 A.M. To 9:00 A.M. And 4:00 P.M. To 
6:00 P.M. - Monday Through Friday" 
(08-01601238); 
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Ward Location 

45 North Elston Avenue (northbound) at West 
Leiand Avenue (westbound) - "No Left Turn, 
7:00 A.M. To 9:00 A.M. And 4:00 P.M. 
To 6:00 P.M. - Monday Through Friday" 
(08-01601268); 

45 West Huntington Avenue and North Melvina 
Avenue - "All-Way Stop" sign (08-01559842); 

45 North Leclaire Avenue and West Gunnison 
Street - "All-Way Stop" sign (08-01559942); 

47 Stopping north/southbound trafflc on North 
Ravenswood Avenue (west side) of Metra 
tracks at West Winona Street - "Two-Way 
Stop" sign (08-01588256). 

SECTION 2, This ordinance shall take effect and be in force hereinafter its passage and 
publication. 

Amendment Of Traffic Warning Sign. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Amend ordinance passed May 2, 2001 {Journal of the Proceedings of the 
City Council of the City of Chicago, page57810) which reads: "West Devon Avenue and 
North Albany Avenue - 'All-Way Stop' sign" by striking the above (50'" Ward) (08-01558061). 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force hereinafter its passage and 
publication. 
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Installation Of "Miscellaneous Signs". 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. That the Commissioner of Transportation is hereby authorized and directed 
to establish "Street Closures" at the below listed locations: 

Ward Location 

13 South Hamlin Avenue, between 69'" Place 
and 70'" Street and South Springfield Avenue 
between 69'" Place and 70'" Street -
8:15 A.M. to 8:30 A.M. and 2:10 P.M. to 2:25 
P.M. — school days (Hurley Elementary 
School, 3849 West 69'" Place). Provided 
provisions of Section 9-12.040 of the city 
traffic code are fully complied with and 
provided school is responsible for traffic 
control devices. (08-01599573); 

45 North Lavergne Avenue, from West 
Pensacola Avenue to West Montrose Avenue 
- 8:00 A.M. to 9:00 A.M. - 11:00 A.M. to 
12:00 P.M. and 2:30 P.M. to 3:30 P.M. -
school days only (August 25, 2008 to June 5, 
2009). Provided provisions of Section 
9-12.040 of the city traffic code are fully 
complied with and provided school is 
responsible for traffic control devices 
(08-01477865). 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force hereinafter its passage and 
publication. 

ESTABLISHMENT OF WEIGHT LIMITATION ON 
PORTION OF SOUTH SCHUBERT AVENUE. 

The Committee on Traffic Control and Safety submitted the following report: 
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CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Traffic Control and Safety, to which was referred (July 30, 2008) a 
proposed ordinance to establish the allowable weight limit for trucks and commercial vehicles 
on portion of South Schubert Avenue, begs leave to recommend that Your Honorable Body 
do Pass the proposed substitute ordinance submitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by all members ofthe Committee present, with no 
dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) PATRICK O'CONNOR, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman O'Connor, the said proposed substitute ordinance transmitted with 
the foregoing committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Murioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Col6n, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Title 9, Chapter 64, Section 030 of the Municipal Code of 
Chicago, the maximum weight permitted to be carried by any truck or commercial vehicle 
upon the following public ways between the limits indicated (except for the purpose of 
delivering or picking up material or merchandise) shall be as follows; 

Ward Location 

31 West Schubert Avenue, from North Kostner 
Avenue to North Kildare Avenue - 5 ton 
limit (08-01600355). 
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SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force hereinafter its passage and 
publication. 

Failed To Pass-VARIOUS TRAFFIC REGULATIONS, 
TRAFFIC SIGNS, ET CETERA. 

(Adverse Committee Recommendations) 

The Committee on Traffic Control and Safety submitted a report recommending that the City 
Council do not pass sundry proposed ordinances and proposed orders (transmitted with the 
committee report) relating to traffic regulations, traffic signs, et cetera. 

Alderman O'Connor moved to Concur In the committee's recommendation. The question 
in reference to each proposed ordinance or proposed order thereupon became: "Shall the 
proposed ordinances or proposed orders pass, notwithstanding the committee's adverse 
recommendation?" and the several questions being so put, each of the said proposed 
ordinances and proposed orders Failed to Pass by yeas and nays as follows; 

Nays - None. 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Murioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The committee report listing said ordinance and orders which failed to pass reads as follows: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008 

To The President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Traffic Control and Safety begs leave to recommend that Your 
Honorable Body Do Not Pass the sundry proposed ordinances and orders submitted 
herewith which were referred to the Committee (March 12, May 14, June 11, July 9, July 30 
and September 10,2008) concerning traffic regulations and traffic signs, et cetera, as follows; 
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Parking Prohibited At All Times: 

Ward Location 

14 

26 

36 

36 

West 42"" Street (north side) from a point 
200 feet east of South Pulaski Road, to a 
point 40 feet east thereof. Duplicate proposal 
previously recommended on proposal dated 
July 9, 2008 (08-01567008); 

Alley behind 3750 West Armitage Avenue 
(Unit i between West Armitage Avenue and 
West McLean Avenue at the entrance to the 
end of the alley perpendicular to North 
Hamlin Avenue). Request withdrawn 
(08-01600214); 

North Nagle Avenue (west side) from West 
North Avenue to 10 feet north thereof. No 
City Council action necessary for the 
installation of "No Parking Tow-Away Zone -
Corner Clearance" signs (08-01566253); 

North Nagle Avenue (east side) from West 
North Avenue to 10 feet north thereof. No 
City Council action necessary for the 
installation of "No Parking Tow-Away Zone -
Corner Clearance" signs (08-01566235). 

Parking Prohibited At All Times — Disabled: 

Ward Location 

8220 South Kenwood Avenue - Disabled 
Permit 66753. Alternative accessible parking 
(garage); 

8008 South Euclid Avenue - Disabled 
Permit 66746, Alternative accessible parking 
(garage); 
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Ward Location 

8 9000 South Euclid Avenue - Disabled 
Permit 64207, Exceeds amount of disabled 
parking allowed and alternative accessible 
parking (garage); 

8 8818 South Dauphin Avenue - Disabled 
Permit 66750. Alternative accessible parking 
(garage); 

8 7817 South Creiger Avenue - Disabled 
Permit 66762. Duplicate will pass on 
introduction of July 30, 2008; 

8 8314 South Oglesby Avenue - Disabled 
Permit 66765. Duplicate will pass on 
introduction of July 30, 2008; 

11 3726 South Paulina Street - Disabled Permit 
64610. Parking prohibited signs posted -
tow-away zone; 

'-•' 11 2976 South Bonaparte Street—-Disabled 
Permit 64623. Alternative accessible parking 
(garage); 

11 3632 South Honore Street - Disabled 
Permit 64625. Exceeds amount allowed and 
alternative accessible parking (garage); 

27 1216 West Huron Street - Disabled Permit 
64287. Not recommended; 

45 6114 West Bryn Mawr Avenue - Disabled 
Permit 65939. Alternative accessible parking 
(garage). 

Parking Prohibited During Specified Hours: 

Ward Location 

24 South Central Park Avenue (both sides) from 
1400 through 2100 - 7:00 A.M. to 9:00 A.M, 
(street cleaning). Information needed to 
prepare recommendation forthis ordinance is 
not available. Alderman's office has been 
advised (08-01142773), 
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Loading Zones: 

Ward Location 

17 815 West 74'" Street - 8:00 A.M. to 
10:00 A.M. and 4:00 P.M. to 6:00 P.M. -
Monday through Friday. Request withdrawn 
by requestor (08-01139306). 

29 5228 West Harrison Street (install signs east 
of alley at 5228 West Harrison Street and 
west of the alley at 5210 West Harrison 
Street) "No Parking Loading Zone - School 
Bus Drop Off Zone - During School Hours -
Monday through Friday". Request withdrawn 
(08-00807669). 

Miscellaneous Signs: 

Ward Location 

12 

49 

"Do Not Enter" signs, for northbound traffic at 
the alley entrance at 4158 South Rockwell 
Street. No City Council action necessary 
for the installation of warning signs 
(08-01560801); 

"Deaf signs, 7400 North Hoyne Avenue. No 
City Council action necessary to install "Deaf 
signs (08-01567920). 

Residential Parking Permit Zones: 

Ward Location 

19 9200 - 9299 South Pleasant Avenue -
8:00 A.M. to 10:00 A.M, - Monday through 
Friday, Request withdrawn; 
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Ward Location 

27 1000 North Trumbull Avenue (both sides) 
between West Augusta Boulevard and West 
Thomas Street ~ at all times. Duplicate 
ordinance introduced on July 9, 2008. 

Single Direction: 

Ward Location 

24 South Kariov Avenue, from West Congress 
Parkway to West Jackson Boulevard — 
northeriy. Request withdrawn (08-00803398). 

"Through Traffic Prohibited" Signs: 

Ward Location 

12 The alley entrance at 4158 South Rockwell 
Street. No City Council action necessary 
"Through Traffic Prohibited" sign is posted 
(08-01560833). 

Tow-Away Zones: 

Ward Location 

2626 East 75'" Street - no parking - standing 
zone only with flashing lights - Monday 
through Friday - 8:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.. 
Request withdrawn by requestor (OS-
Oil 19494); 
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Ward Location 

27 1001 North Milwaukee Avenue - 15 minute 
standing zone - unattended vehicles must 
have flashing lights - tow-away zone -
7:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M. - Monday through 
Friday. This location falls within a no parking 
bus stop zone (08-01561419). 

Traffic Warning Signs: 

Ward Location 

23 

23 

23 

38 

"Two-Way Stop" signs, stopping north- and 
southbound trafflc on South Luna Avenue for 
West 52"" Street. Duplicate proposal 
previously passed March 12, 2008 
{Journal of the Proceedings of the City 
Council of the City of Chicago, page 
22833) (08-01142609); 

"Stop" signs, stopping east- and westbound 
traffic at the intersection of West 58'" Street 
and South Natoma Avenue. Duplicate 
proposal previously passed August 30, 2000, 
{Journal of the Proceedings of the City 
Council of the City of Chicago, page 3958) 
(08-01568653); 

"Stop" signs, stopping north- and southbound 
traffic at South Austin Avenue for West 62"" 
Street. South Austin Avenue is designated 
as a through street by ordinance. C.D.OT. 
does not recommend stop signs on major 
streets because it may increase rear-end 
collisions (08-01568613); 

"Stop" sign, the alley "T" behind 4415 North 
Parkside Avenue and 5614 West Montrose 
Avenue. It is against city policy to install 
traffic signs in alleys because of resulting 
safeity and maintenance problems caused by 
narrow alley widths. Signs not needed for 
enforcement. Field study will be made to 
resolve problem (08-01600601). 
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Amend Parking Prohibited At All Times - Disabled: 

Ward Location 

12 

13 

Removal of Disabled Permit 21085 located at 
8020 South Eberhart Avenue. Incorrect 
permit number. Signs with this permit 
number are not posted at this location; 

Removal of Disabled Permit 29318 located at 
4637 South Washtenaw Avenue. Request 
for removal has been withdrawn; 

Removal of Disabled Permit 34238 located at 
6400 South Kedvale Avenue. Duplicate 
ordinance proposal of May 14, 2008. Passed 
on July 9, 2008 {Journal of the Proceedings 
of the City Council ofthe City of Chicago, 
page 32662). 

Amend Speed Limitation: 

Ward Location 

10 Amend speed limit along South Avenue O, 
from East 114'" Street to East 130'" Street, by 
striking the existing speed limit and inserting; 
"30 miles per hour". Request withdrawn. 
(08-00803023), 

These Do Not Pass recommendations were concurred in by all members ofthe Committee 
present, with no dissenting votes. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) PATRICK O'CONNOR, 
Chairman. 
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COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION 
AND PUBLIC WAY. 

AMENDMENT OF TITLE 10, CHAPTER 28, SECTION 075 OF 
MUNICIPAL CODE OF CHICAGO BY ADDITION OF NEW 

SUBSECTION 075 (i) TO WAIVE PERMIT FEES FOR 
INSTALLATION OF SECURITY CAMERAS 

ON PUBLIC WAY. 

The Committee on Transportation and Public Way submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 2, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Transportation and Public Way begs leave to report and recommend 
that Your Honorable Body Pass an ordinance amending Chapter 10-28-075 of the Municipal 
Code of the City of Chicago by inserting a new subsection 075 (i) concerning permit fees for 
security cameras. This ordinance was referred to the Committee on September 10, 2008. 

This recommendation was concurred in unanimously by a viva voce vote of the members 
ofthe Committee, with no dissenting vote. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) THOMAS R. ALLEN, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Allen, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Doweil, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez,Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reiily, Daley, 
Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 
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Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

WHEREAS, The City of Chicago is a home rule unit of government pursuant to the 1970 
Illinois Constitution, Article VII, Section 6(a); and 

WHEREAS, Pursuant to its home rule power, the City of Chicago may exercise any power 
and perform any function relating to its government and affairs including protecting the health, 
safety and welfare of its citizens; now, therefore, 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The above recitals are expressly incorporated herein and made part hereof 
as though fully set forth herein. 

SECTION 2. Chapter 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended 
by inserting new subsection (i) underscored as follows: 

(II For purposes of this section, the City shall not impose a permit fee for any security 
camera installed or its wiring over any surface over the public way. All other ordinance 
requirements shall be met before a permit shall be issued. 

AUTHORIZATION FOR GRANT OF PRIVILEGE IN PUBLIC WAY 
TO GIORDANO'S RESTAURANT & PIZZERIA. 

The Committee on Transportation and Public Way submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 2, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Transportation and Public Way begs leave to report and recommend 
that Your Honorable Body Pass the proposed ordinance transmitted herewith for a grant of 
privilege in the public way to Giordano's Restaurant & Pizzeria to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, ten light fixtures projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 225 West Jackson Boulevard. This ordinance was referred to the Committee on 
September 10, 2008. 
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This recommendation was concurred in unanimously by a viva voce vote ofthe members 
of the Committee, with no dissenting vote. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) THOMAS R. ALLEN, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Allen, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Doweil, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, Pope, 
Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Muiioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez,Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reiily, Daley, 
Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 48. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

Alderman Fioretti invoked Rule 14 of the City Council's Rules of Order and Procedure, 
disclosing that he had a prior business relationship with the applicant to this ordinance. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City' Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Giordano's 
Restaurant & Pizzeria, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
maintain and use, as now constructed, ten (10) light fixtures projecting over the public 
right-of-way adjacent to its premises known as 225 West Jackson Boulevard. Said light 
fixtures at West Jackson Boulevard measure ten (10) at one (1) foot in length, point five four 
(.54) foot in width and sixteen (16) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall 
be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made 
a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Department of Streets and Sanitation and the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 
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The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077407 herein granted the sum of One Hundred Twenty and no/100 
Dollars ($120.00) per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40171 of this Journal.] 

AUTHORIZATION FOR GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE 
IN PUBLIC WAY. 

The Committee on Transportation and Public Way submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 2, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Transportation and Public Way begs leave to report and recommend 
that Your Honorable Body Pass the proposed ordinances transmitted herewith for grants of 
privilege in the public way. These ordinances were referred to the Committee on 
September 10, 2008. 

This recommendation was concurred in unanimously by a viva voce vote of the members 
of the Committee, with no dissenting vote. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) THOMAS R. ALLEN, 
Chairman. 

(Continued on page 40172) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40169 and 40170 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40170) 

On motion of Alderman Allen, the said proposed ordinances transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report were Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Doweil, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez,Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reiily, Daley, 
Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays — None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following are said ordinances as passed (the italic heading in each case not being a part 
of the ordinance): 

Ace Bakery. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Ace Bakery, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, five (5) light fixtures projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its 
premises known as 3241 South Halsted Street. Said light fixtures at South Halsted Street 
measure five (5) at two (2) feet in length, point seven five (.75) foot in width and eight point 
six seven (8.67) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on 
print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Department of Streets and Sanitation and the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077389 herein granted the sum of Ninety-five and no/100 Dollars ($95.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 
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[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40174 of this Journal.] 

Adams Apple Inc. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Adams Apple Inc., 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) 
sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 6229 Nortfi 
California Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North California Avenue, 
at four point nine two (4.92) feet in length, four point zero eight (4.08) feet in height and 
fourteen point three three (14.33) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall 
be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made 
a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1078718 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40175 of this Journal.] 

Addison Ashland THC, L.L.C. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Addison Ashland 
THC, L.L.C, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to construct, 

(Continued on page 40176) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40172 and 40173 of this Journal. 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40173 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40173) 

install, maintain and use eight (8) caissons (concrete footing) under the public right-of-way 
adjacent to its premises known as 3519 North Ashland Avenue. Said caissons (concrete 
footing) shall be located under and along North Ashland Avenue and measure as follows: 

Two (2) caissons (concrete footing) shall measure one (1) foot, four (4) inches in length, 
five (5) feet, six (6) inches in width and three (3) feet, six (6) inches in depth. 

Three (3) caissons shall each measure one (1) foot, four (4) inches in length, seven (7) 
feet in width and three (3) feet, six (6) inches in depth. 

One (1) caisson (concrete footing) shall measure one (1) foot, four (4) inches in length, 
eight (8) feet in width and three (3) feet, six (6) inches in depth. 

Two (2) caissons (concrete footing) shall each measure one (1) foot, four (4) inches in 
length, four (4) feet, six (6) inches in width and three (3) feet, six (6) inches in depth. 

The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference 
is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications, the Office of Underground Coordination and the Planning 
Department. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077445 herein granted the sum of Four Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($400.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40177 of this Journal.] 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40173 and 40176 of this Journal. 
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Affinia Chicago. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Affinia Chicago, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to construct, install, maintain 
and use one (1) Siamese connection with test header over the public right-of-way adjacent 
to its premises known as 166 East Superior Street. Said Siamese connection at East 
Superior Street measures one (1) foot in width and point five (.5) foot in depth and one (1) 
foot in height. Said test header measures point five (.5) foot in width and point four two (.42) 
foot in depth and one (1) foot in height. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on 
print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1073069 herein granted the sum of Eight Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($800.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40179 of this Journal.] 

Agave Bar And Grill. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Agave Bar and 
Grill, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as 

(Continued on page 40180) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40178 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40178) 

now constructed, two (2) banners over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises known 
as 3115 North Lincoln Avenue. Said banners along North Lincoln Avenue measure two (2) 
at two point five (2.5) feet in length and five point seven five (5.75) feet in width for a total of 
twenty-eight point seven five (28.75) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as 
shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part 
of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Chicago Department of Transportation and the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076716 herein granted the sum of Two Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($200.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40181 of this Journal.] 

Aldi Inc. Number 62. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Aldi Inc. 
Number 62, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
6220 North California Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West 
Granville Avenue, at twenty-one point three three (21.33) feet in length, one (1) foot in height 
and twelve (12) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on 
print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

(Continued on page 40182) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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(Continued from page 40180) 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076821 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40183 of this Journal.] 

Allstate Insurance Co. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Allstate 
Insurance Co:, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use one (1) sign projecting overthe public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
4163 North Milwaukee Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North 
Milwaukee Avenue, at seven (7) feet in length, four (4) feet in height and ten (10) feet above 
grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which 
by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall 
be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077511 herein granted the sum of Three and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) per annum, 
in advance. 

(Continued on page 40184) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40180 and 40182 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40182) 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40185 of this Journal.] 

American Pamily Insurance. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to American Family 
Insurance, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
4403 West 63'" Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West 63'" Street, at 
six (6) feet in length, five (5) feet in height and sixteen (16) feet above grade level. The 
location of said privilege sinall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is 
hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076740 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00). 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40186 of this Journal.] 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40182 and 40184 of this Journal. 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40184 of this Journal. 
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Angelo's Stuffed Pizza Corp. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Angelo's Stuffed 
Pizza Corp., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use, as now constructed, one (1) building projection over the public right-of-way adjacent to 
its premises known as 4850 South Pulaski Road. Said building projection at South Pulaski 
Road measures twenty-one point zero five (21.05) feet in length and one point one 
seven (1.17) feet in width for a total of twenty-four point six three (24.63) square feet. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is 
hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Chicago Department of 
Transportation, the Office of Emergency Management and Communications and the Planning 
Department. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077453 herein granted the sum of Four Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($400.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40188 of this Journal.] 

Anna's Hair Salon. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Anna's Hair 
Salon, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use 
one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 5722 
South Archer Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along South Archer Avenue, 

(Continued on page 40189) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40187 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40187) 

at six point zero eight (6.08) feet in length, two point five eight (2.58) feet in height and 
twelve (12) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print 
hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077424 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40190 of this Journal.] 

A-OK Automotive Inc. 
(Light Fixtures) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to A-OK Automotive 
Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as 
now constructed, four (4) light fixtures projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its 
premises known as 5809 South Archer Avenue. Said light fixtures at South Archer Avenue 
measure four (4) at one point three three (1.33) feet in length, one point five (1.5) feet in width 
and twelve point five (12.5) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as 
shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part 
of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Department of Streets and Sanitation and the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

(Continued on page 40191) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40187 and 40189 of this Joumal. 
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(Continued from page 40189) 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077182 herein granted the sum of Ninety and no/100 Dollars ($90.00) per annum, 
in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40192 of this Journal.] 

A-OK Automotive Inc. 
(Security Cameras) 

Se It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to A-OK Automotive 
Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as 
now constructed, two (2) security cameras projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent 
to its premises known as 5809 South Archer Avenue. Said security cameras at South Lotus 
Avenue measure two (2) at one (1) foot in length, one point five (1.5) feet in width and sixteen 
point seven five (16.75) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as 
shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part 
of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plansand 
specifications approved by the Chicago Department of Transportation, the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications and the Planning Department. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

(Continued on page 40193) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40189 and 40191 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40191) 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077185 herein granted the sum of Eighty and no/100 Dollars ($80.00) per annum, 
in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40194 of this Journal.] 

Aramark Educational Services - Market 820. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Aramark 
Educational Services - Market 820, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this 
ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) sign projecting overthe public right-of-way attached 
to its premises known as 109 East Pearson Street. Said existing sign structure measures as 
follows: along East Pearson Street, at two point five (2.5) feet in length, eleven point six six 
(11.66) feet in height and twelve (12) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege 
shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and 
made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans 
and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1073127 herein granted the sum of Six Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($600.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40195 of this Journal.] 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40191 and 40193 of this Journal. 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40193 of this Joumal. 
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Argo Tea. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago:. 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Argo Tea, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use three (3) signs 
projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 2485 North Clark 
Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North Clark Street, one (1) at sixteen 
point three three (16.33) feet in length, two point zero eight (2.08) feet in height and thirteen 
point zero eight (13.08) feet above grade level. Said sign structure measures as follows: 
along West St. James Place, one (1) at sixteen point three three (16.33) feet in length, two 
point zero eight (2.08) feet in height and thirteen point zero eight (13.08) feet above grade 
level. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North Clark Street/West St. James 
Place, one (1) at ten point zero eight (10.08) feet in length, one point four two (1.42) feet in 
height and nine (9) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown 
on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1074912 herein granted the sum of Nine Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($900.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40197 of this Journal.] 

Armitage Family Health Center 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Armitage Family 
Health Center, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 

(Continued on page 40198) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40196 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40196) 

use two (2) signs projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
2957 West Armitage Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Armitage 
Avenue, one (1) at five (5) feet in length, ten (10) feet in height and ten (10) feet above grade 
level. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Armitage Avenue, one (1) at 
ten (10) feet in length, nine (9) feet in height and nine (9) feet above grade level. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is 
hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077426 herein granted the sum of Six Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($600.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40199 of this Journal.] 

Artesanias D'Mexico. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Artesanias 
D'Mexico, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use 
one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known 
as 1644 West 18'̂  Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West 18'̂  Street, 
at nine (9) feet in length, five (5) feet in height and thirteen (13) feet above grade level. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is 
hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

(Continued on page 40200) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40196 and 40198 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40198) 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077327 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40201 of this Journal.] 

Atlas Stationers Inc. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Atlas Stationers 
Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use 
two (2) signs projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
227 West Lake Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Lake Street, 
one (1) at six (6) feet in length, three point five eight (3.58) feet in height and sixteen point 
four two (16.42) feet above grade level. Said sign structure measures as follows: along 
West Lake Street, one (1) at forty (40) feet in length, three point five eight (3.58) feet in height 
and sixteen point four two (16.42) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall 
be as shown on print hereto aftached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made 
a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077378 herein granted the sum of Six Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($600.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

(Continued on page 40202) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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(Continued from page 40200) 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of ftve (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40203 of this Journal.] 

The Auto Warehouse. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to The Auto 
Warehouse, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use, as now constructed, four (4) planters on the public right-of-way for beautification 
purposes adjacent to its premises known as 3632 North Cicero Avenue. Said planters along 
North Cicero Avenue measure four (4) at two (2) feet in length and two (2) feet in width for 
a total of sixteen (16) square feet. Grantee must allow six (6) feet of clear and unobstructed 
space for pedestrian passage at all times. The location of said privilege shall be as shown 
on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Chicago Department of Transportation, the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications and the Planning Department. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077048 herein granted the sum of Zero and no/100 Dollars ($0.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40204 of.this Journal.] 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40200 and 40202 of this Journal. 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40202 of this Journal. 
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8 & M Auto Collision Center Inc. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to B & M Auto 
Collision Center Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
maintain and use one (1) sign projecting overthe public right-of-way attached to its premises 
known as 4440 West Addison Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West 
Addison Street, at seven (7) feet in length, seven (7) feet in height and fourteen (14) feet 
above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, 
which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077625 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40206 of this Journal.] 

Banco Popular Of Illinois. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Banco Popular 
of Illinois, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use 
one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 

(Continued on page 40207) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40205 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40205) 

415 North LaSalle Drive. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North LaSalle 
Street, at twenty (20) feet in length, two (2) feet in height and eighteen (18) feet above grade 
level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto aftached, which by 
reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be 
constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076874 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. . 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40208 of this Journal.] 

Bank Of America-LaSalle. 
(Banners) 

Se It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Bank of America-
LaSalle, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to construct, install, 
maintain and use two (2) banners overthe public right-of-way adjacent to its premises known 
as 4747 West Irving Park Road. Said banners along West Irving Park Road measure 
two (2) at three point five (3.5) feet in length, one point five (1.5) feet in width and twelve (12) 
feet above grade. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, 
which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Chicago 
Department of Transportation and the Office of Emergency Management and 
Communications. 

(Continued on page 40209) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40205 and 40207 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40207) 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076155 herein granted the sum of Two Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($200.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40210 of this Journal.] 

Bank Of America-LaSalle. 
(Sign) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Bank of America-
LaSalle, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use 
one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
4150 North Cicero Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North Cicero 
Avenue, at ten point three three (10.33) feet in length, twenty-four (24) feet in height and 
eighteen point six seven (18.67) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall 
be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made 
a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way stiall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1074859 herein grantedthe sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

(Continued on page 40211) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40207 and 40209 of this Journal. 

Bank of America 

LaSalle Bank 

Currently Viewing 005050 Logged In: Larry Courtney 
(Leaaut} 

Recommendations'for Exterior: 

005050 - six Comers, 4747 W. Irving Park Rd, Chicago, IL 60641-2791 

N 4 
Existing Signage •. . • 

Sign No: 028 

Select a Sign: 028 
Proposed Signage 

> •! 

Existing Proposed 

Sign #: 028 

Exterior Sign Type: 

Face Material: 

Graphics Material: 

Overall Height: 

Face Height: 

Face Width: 

Square Feet: 

Illuminated: Non I l luminated 

Electrical: No Power Required 

Wall Material: 

Action Code: 

New sign Type: 

Description: 

Required. Site Woric 

Restoration & 
Fabrication Notes: 

Comments: 

New 
Custom - Wall Signs 

Custom Fabric Banners w / 
First Surface Decorated 
Flagscape 

Full color flagscape to have 
th in wh i te out l ine. Refer to 
design control drawings for 
standard specifications. Flag 
pole / mount ing hardware 
to be painted champagne 
metall ic. Scale height and 
w id th to match visual 
appearance in photo morph . 

E-28 banner mounts are to 
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(Continued from page 40209) 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40212 of this Journal.] 

Barnes & Noble Number 2922. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Barnes & Noble 
Number 2922, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use, as now constructed, six (6) banners over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 1130 North State Street. Said banners along North State Street measure six (6) 
at two point five (2.5) feet in length, one (1) foot in width and sixteen (16) feet above grade. 
The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference 
is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Chicago Department of 
Transportation and the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1078836 herein granted the sum of Six Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($600.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40213 of this Journal.] 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40209 and 40211 of this Journal. 

ZONING SIGN PERMIT APPLICATION 
DEPARTMENT OF ZONING 

CITY OF CHICAGO 
OFFICE OF THE ZONING ADMINISTRATOR 

Application For KGD Enterprises. Inc (dba) CHICftBO^lCN John Doyls 
(Name of Sign Compagy) 

Ucation- Street Address: WlSO M. C i g j y f t A v p . 

Zoning District I 5 " 3 l 

A/. Cicero Ave. 

cn 

I. 

\ % 

J^ORTH 

1. Type of Sign (ciieclc oue for eacb section) 
a.) D Signboard, C S ^ a t , D Projecting, or D Awning 
b.) [Q^nriiiess ID. or O Advertising 

2. D Nan-iUDmlnated, Q^^tUnminated, Q Flasiiing, and/or D Moving 
3. Heigbt above cnrb level H ft. in. 
4. Gross . ^ e a of sign 5 ^ . RW sq. ft. 

5. Total area of all signs on the lot ^ H . 8 4 so. ft. 
<i. Project over public way; yes or no If yes ft. in. 

Distance from curb line KlA tn. 
7. Distance from expressway or major route (witliin 1000 ft.) N/ft ft. 

Is sign visible from expressway or major rontes yes or no (circle one) 
8. Distance from park (over 10 .^cres) N n it. 
9. Distance from residential zone Wn ft. 

ALL OF THE ABOVE QUESTIONS MUST BE ANSWERED FULLY 

SIGNATURE 

NOTE: IN B6-6 andB6-7 Districts, exact sign copy mast be indicated 
For roof signs, indicate height above grade ft. KTVISEDCin 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40211 of this Journal. 
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BCS Design. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to BCS Design, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, two (2) banners projecting overthe public right-of-way adjacentto its premises 
Icnown as 2927 South Archer Avenue. Said banners at South Archer Avenue measure 
two (2) at two (2) feet in length, five (5) feet in width and thirteen (13) feet above grade level. 
The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference 
is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Chicago Department of 
Transportation and the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077466 herein granted the sum of Two Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($200.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance, printed 
on page 40215 of this Journal.] 

Beauty Mart, Inc. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Beauty Mart, Inc., 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) 
sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 1008 West 63''' 
Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West 63'" Street, at five (5) feet in 
length, four (4) feet in height and twelve (12) feet above grade level. The location of said 

(Continued on page 40216) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40214 of this Joumal. 
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(Continued from page 40214) 

privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby 
incorporated and made a part, of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management 
and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076822 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40217 of this Journal.] 

Beverly Cigar Company. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Beveriy Cigar 
Company, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use 
one (1) sign projecting overthe public right-of-way attached to its premises l<nown as 10513 
South Western Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows; along South Western 
Avenue, at nine (9) feet in length, five (5) feet in height and fifteen (15) feet above grade 
level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by 
reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be 
constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

(Continued on page 40218) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40214 and 40216 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40216) 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1070894 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments.received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40219 of this Journal.] 

Beverly Hills Garage. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Beveriy Hills 
Garage, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use 
one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises l̂ nown 
as 2043 West 95'̂  Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West 95'̂  Street, 
at six (6) feet in length, four (4) feet in height and thirteen (13) feet above grade level. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is 
hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076676 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

(Continued on page 40220) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40216 and 40218 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40218) 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and afte r̂ date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40221 of this Journal.] 

Beverly Record & Costume Inc. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Beveriy Record & 
Costume Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
11612 South Western Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along South 
Western Avenue, at six (6) feet in length, four (4) feet in height and ten (10) feet above grade 
level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by 
reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be 
constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077191 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40222 of this Journal.] 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40218 and 40220 of this Journa/. 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40220 of this Journal. 
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BFS Retail & Commercial Operations, L.L.C. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to BFS Retail & 
Commercial Operations, L.L.C, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this 
ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) sign projecting overthe public right-of-way attached 
to its premises known as 5811 West Belmont Avenue. Said sign structure measures as 
follows: along West Belmont Avenue, at twenty-nine point five (29.5) feet in length, nine 
point six seven (9.67) feet in height and forty (40) feet above grade level. The location of said 
privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby 
incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management 
and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1078699 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40224 of this Journal.] 

Book Box. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Book Box, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, two (2) light fixtures over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises known 

(Continued on page 40225) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40223 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40223) 

as 4812 North Broadway. Said light fixtures along North Broadway measure two (2) at point 
zero eight (.08) foot in length and point two five (.25) foot in width for a total of point zero four 
(.04) square foot. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, 
which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Department 
of Streets and Sanitation and the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1070088 herein granted the sum of Eighty and no/100 Dollars ($80.00) per annum, 
in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40226 of this Journal.] 

BP. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to BP, upon the terms 
and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use three (3) signs projecting 
overthe public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 631 North LaSalle Drive. Said 
sign structures measure as follows: along North LaSalle Drive, one (1) at seven (7) feet in 
length, six point eight three (6.83) feet in height and sixteen point four two (16.42) feet above 
grade level, one (1) at six point four two (6.42) feet in length, five point zero eight (5.08) feet 
in height and ten (10) feet above grade level and one (1) at four point eight three (4.83) feet 
in length, one point three three (1.33) feet in height and fifteen point zero eight (15.08) feet 
above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, 
which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved, by the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

(Continued on page 40227) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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(Continued from page 40225) 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1078682 herein granted the sum of Nine Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($900.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40228 of this Journal.] 

Brandon Family Health Center 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Brandon Family 
Health Center, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use two (2) signs projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
8300 South Brandon Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along South 
Brandon Avenue, one (1) at seven (7) feet in length, eighteen (18) feet in height and eighteen 
(18) feet above grade level. Said sign structure measures as follows: along South Brandon 
Avenue, one (1) at eight (8) feet in length, ten (10) feet in height and ten (10) feet above 
grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which 
by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall 
be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077427 herein granted the sum of Six Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($600.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

(Continued on page 40229) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40225 and 40227 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40227) 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40230 of this Jotyrna/.] 

Bricks. 
(Light Fixtures) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Bricks, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, two (2) light fixtures over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises known 
as 1909 North Lincoln Avenue. Said light fixtures along North Lincoln Avenue 
measure two (2) at point seven five (.75) foot in length and point five (.5) foot in width for a 
total of point seven five (.75) square foot. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on 
print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Department of Streets and Sanitation and the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077003 herein granted the sum of Eighty and no/100 Dollars ($80.00) per annum,' 
in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40231 of this Journal.] 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40229 of this Joumal. 
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Bricks. 
(Planters) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Bricks, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, two (2) planters on the public right-of-way for beautification purposes adjacent 
to its premises known as 1909 North Lincoln Avenue. Said planters along North Lincoln 
Avenue measure two (2) at two point four two (2.42) feet in length and two point 
four two (2.42) feet in width for a total of eleven point seven one (11.71) square feet. Grantee 
must allow six (6) feet of clear and unobstructed space for pedestrian passage at all times. 
The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attache(j, which by reference 
is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Chicago Department of 
Transportation, the Office of Emergency Management and Communications and the Planning 
Department. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077005 herein granted the sum of Zero and no/100 Dollars ($0.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40233 of this Journal.] 

Broadway At Surf, Inc. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Broadway at Surf, 
Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as 

(Continued on page 40234) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40232 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40232) 

now constructed, one (1) continuous below grade foundation sheeting projecting under the 
public right-of-way adjacent to its premises known as 2828 - 2846 North Broadway. Said 
foundation sheeting shall project between one (1) foot and three (3) feet under the public 
right-of-way below grade two (2) feet, eleven (11) inches to nine (9) feet belowthe surface. 
Alley and sidewalk shall not be restricted at grade level due to the installation which shall be 
four hundred thirty-six (436) feet along North Broadway, five hundred ninety-one (591) feet 
along east/west alley adjacent to the premises and one hundred sixteen (116) feet along 
West Surf Street. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, 
which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications, the Office of Underground Coordination and 
the Planning Department. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077319 herein granted the sum of Nine Hundred Ninety-eight and no/100 
Dollars ($998.00) per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40235 of this Journal.] 

Broadway-Montrose Currency. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Broadway-Montrose 
Currency, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain 
and use two (2) signs projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known 

(Continued on page 40236) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40232 and 40234 of this Journal. 

84360 JOURNAL-CITY COUNCIL-CHICAGO 5/1/2002 

Ordinance associated -with this drawing printed on 
pages 84357 through 84359 of this JoumaL 
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(Continued from page 40234) 

as 1002 West Montrose Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North 
Broadway, one (1) at seven (7) feet in length, nine (9) feet in height and eleven (11) feet 
above grade level. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North Sheridan Road, 
one (1) at seven (7) feet in length, three (3) feet in height and ten (10) feet above grade level. 
The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference 
is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077384 herein granted the sum of Six Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($600.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40237 of this Journal.] 

Brownstone Tavern & Grill. 
(Banner) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Brownstone 
Tavern & Grill, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use, as now constructed, one (1) banner on the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 3937 North Lincoln Avenue. Said Banner at North Lincoln Avenue measures five 
point seven five (5.75) feet in length and three (3) feet in width for a total of seventeen point 
two five (17.25) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto 
attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said 
privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the 
Chicago Department of Transportation and the Office of Emergency Management and 
Communications. 

(Continued on page 40238) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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(Continued from page 40236) 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077941 herein granted the sum of One Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($100.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40239 of this Journal.] 

Brownstone Tavern & Grill. 
(Flagpoles) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Brownstone 
Tavern & Grill, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use, as now constructed, six (6) flagpoles overthe public right-of-way adjacentto its premises 
known as 3937 North Lincoln Avenue. Three (3) flagpoles shall project out over the public 
way along North Lincoln Avenue sixteen (16) feet above the sidewalk. Three (3) flagpoles 
shall project out over the public way along West Larchmont Avenue sixteen (16) feet above 
the sidewalk. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which 
by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall 
be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

(Continued on page 40240) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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(Continued from page 40238) 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077934 herein granted the sum of Four Hundred Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($450.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40241 of this Journal.] 

Brownstone Tavern & Grill. 
(Light Fixtures) 

Se It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Brownstone 
Tavern & Grill, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use, as now constructed, fourteen (14) light fixtures over the public right-of-way adjacent to 
its premises known as 3937 North Lincoln Avenue. Said light fixture at North Lincoln Avenue 
measure four (4) at one point five (1.5) feet in length and point eight three (.83) foot in width 
for a total of four point nine eight (4.98) square feet. Said light fixture at North Lincoln 
Avenue measures one (1) at point six seven (.67) toot in length and point five (.5) foot in 
width for a total of point three four (.34) square foot. Said light fixtures at North Lincoln 
Avenue measure four (4) at one point five (1.5) feet in length and point eight three (.83) foot 
in width for a total of four point nine eight (4.98) square feet. Said light fixtures at North 
Lincoln Avenue measure five (5) at point seven five (.75) foot in length and point seven five 
(.75) foot in width for a total of two point eight one (2.81) square feet. The location of said 
privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby 
incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Department of Streets and 
Sanitation and the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

(Continued on page 40242) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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(Continued from page 40240) 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077937 herein granted the sum of One Hundred Forty and no/100 Dollars ($140.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40243 of this Journal.] 

Brownstone Tavern & Grill. 
(Occupation Of Space) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Brownstone 
Tavern & Grill, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use, as now constructed, occupation of space (wooden structure) on the public right-of-way 
adjacent to its premises known as 3937 North Lincoln Avenue. Said non-permanent 
wooden structure is used in conjunction to beautify seasonal sidewalk cafe along 
West Larchmont Avenue. Wooden structure measures twenty (20) feet in length, ten (10) 
feet in width and eleven (11) feet, six (6) inches in height. Grantee must allow a minimum of 
at least six (6) feet of clear and unobstructed space for pedestrian passage at all times. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is 
hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Chicago Department of 
Transportation, the Office of Emergency Management and Communications and the Planning 
Department. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

(Continued on page 40244) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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(Continued from page 40242) 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1080718 herein granted the sum of Four Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($400.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40245 of this Journal.] 

Bull-Eh-Dia's Tapas Bar 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Bull-Eh-Dia's 
Tapas Bar, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use, as now constructed, five (5) light fixtures over the public right-of way adjacent to its 
premises known as 3651 North Southport Avenue. Said light fixtures along North Southport 
Avenue measure three (3) at two (2) feet in length and one point six seven (1.67) feet in 
width for a total of ten point zero two (10.02) square feet. Said light fixtures at North 
Southport Avenue measure two (2) at two (2) feet in length and point six seven (.67) foot in 
width for a total of two point six eight (2.68) square feet. The location of said privilege shall 
be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made 
a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Department of Streets and Sanitation and the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076038 herein granted the sum of Ninety-five and no/100 Dollars ($95.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

(Continued on page 40246) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40242 and 40244 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40244) 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40247 of this Journal.] 

Burrito Grande. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Burrito Grande, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) sign 
projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 5108 South Archer 
Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along South Archer Avenue, at eight (8) feet 
in length, four point zero eight (4.08) feet in height and ten (10) feet above grade level. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is 
hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management 
and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077381 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40248 of this Journal.] 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40246 of this Journal. 
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Cafe Esco. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Cafe Esco, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) sign 
projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 800 North Dearborn 
Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North Dearborn Street, at six (6) feet 
in length, two (2) feet in height and twelve (12) feet above grade level. The location of said 
privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated 
and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans 
and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076377 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40250 of this Journal.] 

Cambium. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Cambium, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now constructed, 
two (2) light fixtures over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises known as 113 
- 119 West Hubbard Street. Said light fixtures along West Hubbard Street measure two (2) 
at three (3) feet in length and one point five (1.5) feet in width for a total of nine (9) square feet. 
The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference 

(Continued on page 40251) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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(Continued from page 40249) 

is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Department of Streets and 
Sanitation and the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076980 herein granted the sum of Eighty and no/100 Dollars ($80.00) per annum, 
in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40252 of this Journal.] 

Capozzi's Pizza, Pasta And Sandwiches. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Capozzi's Pizza, 
Pasta and Sandwiches, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
maintain and use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises 
known as 5959 West Lawrence Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West 
Lawrence Avenue, at eight point five (8.5) feet in length, eight point five (8.5) feet in height and 
fourteen (14) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print 
hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. 
Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the 
Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

(Continued on page 40253) 
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(Continued from page 40251) 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077484 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40254 of this Journal.] 

Caprio's Shoes. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Caprio's Shoes, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) sign 
projecting overthe public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 3958 West B ^ Street. 
Said sign structure measures as follows: along West 63'" Street, at six (6) feet in length, four 
(4) feet in height and eleven (11) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be 
as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part 
of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077030 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40255 of this Journal.] 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40251 and 40253 of this Journal. 
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Captain Hook. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given, and granted to Captain Hook, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance to maintain and use two (2) signs 
projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 9353 South Western 
Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along South Western one (1) at two point 
five (2.5) feet in length, one point five (1.5) feet in height and eight (8) feet above grade level. 
Said sign structure measures as follows: along South Western one (1) at four (4) feet in length, 
three (3) feet in height and ten (10) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall 
be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a 
part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of. 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1065983 herein granted the sum of Six Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($600.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40257 of this Journal.] 

Catholic CharitiesAA/IC Food Center 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Catholic 
Charities /WIC Food Center, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance to 
maintain and use one (1) sign projecting overthe public right-of-way attached to its premises 

(Continued on page 40258) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40256 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40256) 

known as 1106 West 79'̂  Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West 79'" 
Street, at six point zero eight (6.08) feet in length, three (3) feet in height and twelve point one 
seven (12.17) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print 
hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. 
Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the 
Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076360 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40259 of this Journal.] 

CB Computer Center 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to CB Computer 
Center, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use 
one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
10407 South Western Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along South Western 
Avenue , at six (6) feet in length, four (4) feet in height and ten (10) feet above grade level. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is 
hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management 
and Communications. 

(Continued on page 40260) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40256 and 40258 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40258) 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077386 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40261 of this Journal.] 

Cellular Tek-One. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Cellular Tek-One, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use two (2) 
signs projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 2857 West 
Belmont Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Belmont Avenue, one 
(1) at twelve (12) feet in length, three (3) feet in height and nine (9) feet above grade level. 
Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Francisco Avenue, one (1) at ten (10) 
feet in length, three (3) feet in height and nine (9) feet above grade level. The location of said 
privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated 
and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans 
and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1078715 herein granted the sum of Six Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($600.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

(Continued on page 40262) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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(Continued from page 40260) 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40263 of this Journal.] 

Centra Medico. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Centre Medico, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use two (2) 
signs projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 3700 West 26'" 
Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West 26'" Street, one (1) at five 
(5) feet in length, twelve (12) feet in height and twelve (12) feet above grade level. Said sign 
structure measures as follows: along West 26'" Street, one (1) at four (4) feet in length, five 
(5) feet in height and five (5) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as 
shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of 
this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077425 herein granted the sum of Six Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($600.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40264 of this Journal.] 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40262 of this Journal. 
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Charles Carpets And Construction. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Charies Carpets 
and Construction, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain 
and use, as now constructed, three (3) light fixtures projecting over the public right-of-way 
adjacent to its premises known as 2733 - 2737 West Touhy Avenue. Said light fixtures at 
West Touhy Avenue measure three (3) at point five (.5) foot in length, point five (.5) foot in 
width and ten (10) feet over the public way. The location of said privilege shall be as shown 
on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Department of Streets and Sanitation and the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077198 herein granted the sum of Eighty-five and no/100 Dollars ($85.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40266 of this Journal.] 

Charter One Bank. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Charter One Bank, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, one (1) facade overthe public right-of-way adjacent to its premises known as 9200 
South Commercial Avenue. Said facades shall project over the public way along the east side 

(Continued on page 40267) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40265 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40265) 

ofthe four (4) story building one and one-half (1/4) inches. On the north side of said building 
facade shall project over the public way one-half (V2) inch. The location of said privilege shall 
be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a 
part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Chicago Department of Transportation, the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications and the Planning Department 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1073339 herein granted the sum of Four Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($400.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
July 31, 2007. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40268 of this Journal.] 

Chehade Grocery & Liquor 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Chehade 
Grocery & Liquor, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain 
and use, as now constructed, one (1) step on the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 2024 South Leavitt Street. Said step at South Leavitt Street measures two (2) feet 
in length, three point one five (3.15) feet in width and zero point eight zero (0.80) foot in height. 
Said step shall be located at the rear ofthe building to access building entrance. The location 
of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby 
incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Chicago Department of 
Transportation and the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

(Continued on page 40269) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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(Continued from page 40267) 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077643 herein granted the sum of Four Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($400.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40270 of this Journal.] 

Chicago Carpenters Union. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Chicago Carpenters 
Union, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as 
now constructed, two (2) planters on the public right-of-way for beautification purposes adjacent 
to its premises known as 2 East Erie Street. Said existing planters are described as follows: 
said planter along East Erie Street measures one (1) at twenty-six (26) feet in length and six 
(6) feet in width for a total of one hundred fifty-six (156) square feet. Said planter along East 
Erie Street measures, one (1) at thirty-three (33) feet in length and six (6) feet in width for a 
total of one hundred ninety-eight (198) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as 
shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of 
this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Chicago Department of Transportation, the Office of Emergency Management 
and Communications and the Planning Department. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

(Continued on page 40271) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40267 and 40269 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40269) 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076058 herein granted the sum of Zero and no/100 Dollars ($0.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40272 of this Journal.] 

Chicago Computer Club. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Chicago Computer 
Club, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use one (1) sign projecting overthe public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 2039 
West 95'" Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West 95'" Street, at eight (8) 
feet in length, four (4) feet in height and nine (9) feet above grade level. The location of said 
privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated 
and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans 
and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1078720 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40273 of this Journal.] 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40269 and 40271 of this Journal. 
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Chicago Hilton & Towers. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Chicago Hilton & 
Towers, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, 
as now constructed, one (1) fire escape on the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 725 South Wabash Avenue. Said fire escape at South Wabash Avenue measures 
fourteen (14) feet in length and six point two five (6.25) feet in width and fourteen (14) feet 
above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, 
which by reference are hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Chicago 
Department of Transportation and the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1073093 herein granted the sum of Four Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($400.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40275 of this Journa/.] 

Chicago Meat Market. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Chicago Meat 
Market, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use one (1) sign projecting over the pubiic right-of-way attached to its premises known as 3021 
North Cicero Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North Cicero Avenue, 

(Continued on page 40276) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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(Continued from page 40274) 

at six (6) feet in length, six (6) feet in height and fifteen (15) feet above grade level. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is 
hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management 
and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of Section 
10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077598 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40277 of this Journal] 

Chicago Transit Authority. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Chicago Transit 
Authority, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, 
as now constructed, six (6) planters on the public right-of-way for beautification purposes 
adjacent to its premises known as 567 West Lake Street. Said planters at West Lake Street 
measure two (2) at twenty-five (25) feet in length and five (5) feet in width for a total 
of two hundred fifty (250) square feet. Said planters at North Jefferson Street measure 
two (2) at twenty-five (25) feet in length and six point five (6.5) feet in width for a total of three 
hundred twenty-five (325) square feet. Said planter at North Jefferson Street measures one 
(1) at thirty-nine (39) feet in length and six point five (6.5) feet in width for a total 

(Continued on page 40278) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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of two hundred fifty-three point five (253.5) square feet. Said planter at North Jefferson 
Street measures one (1) at thirty-four (34) feet in length and six point five (6.5) feet in width 
for a total of two hundred twenty-one (221) square feet. Grantee must allow a minimum of 
at least nine (9) feet of clear and unobstructed space for pedestrian passage at all times. 
The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference 
is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Chicago Department of 
Transportation, the Office of Emergency Management and Communications and the Planning 
Department. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago. as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076130 herein grantedthe sum of Zero and no/100 Dollars ($0.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40279 of this Journal.] 

Chuck's Pizza. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Chuck's Pizza, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) 
sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 10121 South 
Western Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along South Western Avenue, 
at six (6) feet in length, four point zero eight (4.08) feet in height and nine point nine 
one (9.91) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print 
hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

(Continued on page 40280) 
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(Continued from page 40278) 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076817 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40281 of this Journal.] 

Chungs Tae Kwon Do Inc. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Chungs Tae Kwon 
Do Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use 
one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known 
as 6719 North Northwest Highway. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North 
Northwest Highway, at five (5) feet in length, three (3) feet in height and twelve (12) feet 
above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, 
which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076710 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

(Continued on page 40282) 
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A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40283 of this Journal.] 

Citibank NA. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Citibank NA, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use two (2) signs 
projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 400 North Clark 
Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North Clark Street, one (1) at 
twenty-nine (29) feet in length, thirteen (13) feet in height and thirteen (13) feet above grade 
level. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Kinzie Street, one (1) at 
twenty-two (22) feet in length, thirteen point five (13.5) feet in height and thirteen 
point five (13.5) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on 
print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1078711 herein granted the sum of Six Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($600.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40284 of this Journal.] 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40282 of this Journal. 
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City Soles. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to City Soles, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) sign 
projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 2001 West North 
Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West North Avenue, at one (1) foot 
in length, four (4) feet in height and sixteen (16) feet above grade level. The location of said 
privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby 
incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management 
and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077058 herein granted the sum of One Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($100.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40286 of this Journal.] 

The Collection. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to The Collection, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, two (2) fire shutters overthe public right-of-way adjacent to its premises known 

(Continued on page 40287) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40285 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40285) 

as 2441 West 63'" Street. Said fire shutters along West 63'" Street measure two (2) at 
twenty-four (24) feet in length and twenty-four (24) feet in width for a total of one thousand 
one hundred fifty-two (1,152) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown 
on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Chicago Department of Transportation and the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076093 herein granted the sum of Eight Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($800.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40288 of this Journal.] 

Combined Insurance Company. 
(Flagpole) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Combined 
Insurance Company, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
maintain and use, as now constructed, one (1) flagpole projecting overthe public right-of-way 
adjacent to its premises known as 5050 North Broadway. Said flagpole at North Broadway 
measures twenty (20) feet in length, fifteen (15) feet in depth, and point six seven (.67) foot 
in diameter. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which 

(Continued on page 40289) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40285 and 40287 of this Journal. 
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by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall 
be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077420 herein granted the sum of Seventy-five and no/100 Dollars ($75.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40290 of this Journal.] 

Combined Insurance Company. 
(Security Cameras) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Combined 
Insurance Company, upon the terms and subject to tlie conditions of this ordinance, to 
maintain and use, as now constructed, nine (9) security cameras projecting over the public 
right-of-way adjacent to its premises known as 5050 North Broadway. Said security cameras 
at North Broadway measure two (2) at point five (.5) foot in length and one (1) foot in width. 
Said security cameras at West Winnemac Avenue measure two (2) at point five (.5) foot in 
length and one (1) foot in width. Said security cameras at West Carmen Avenue measure 
three (3) at point five (.5) foot in length and one (1) foot in width. Said security cameras at 
public alley measure two (2) at point five (.5) foot in length and one (1) foot in width. Said 
security cameras shall be nine point seven five (9.75) feet above grade level. The location 

(Continued on page 40291) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is 
herebyincorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Chicago Department of 
Transportation, the Office of Emergency Management and Communications and the Planning 
Department. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077419 herein granted the sum of One Hundred Fifteen and no/100 Dollars 
($115.00) per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40292 of this Journal.] 

Corner Bakery Cafe. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Corner Bakery 
Cafe, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, one 
(1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 444 North 
Michigan Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along East Illinois Street, at one 
point eight three (1.83) feet in length, sixteen point one seven (16.17) feet in height and 
nineteen point five eight (19.58) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall 
be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made 
a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

(Continued on page 40293) 
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This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076313 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40294 of this Journal.] 

D & P Jones Insurance Agency. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to D & P Jones 
Insurance Agency, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain 
and use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known 
as 10615 South Halsted. Said sign structure measures as follows: along South Halsted 
Street, ateight (8) feet in length, seventeen (17) feet in height and seventeen (17) feet above 
grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which 
by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall 
be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076681 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

(Continued on page 40295) 
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A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40296 of this Journal.] 

The Daily Bar & Grill. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to The Daily 
Bar & Grill, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
maintain and use two (2) signs projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its 
premises known as 4560 North Lincoln Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: 
along North Lincoln Avenue, one (1) at four (4) feet in length, two (2) feet in height 
and twelve point two five (12.25) feet above grade level. Said sign structure measures.as 
follows: along North Lincoln Avenue, one (1) at four (4) feet in length, five (5) feet in height 
and ten (10) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print 
hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1075262 herein granted the sum of Six Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($600.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40297 of this Journal] 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40295 of this Journal. 
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Dan's Bakery & Eatery. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Dan's 
Bakery & Eatery, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain 
and use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises 
known as 2523 West 79'" Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West 79'" 
Street, at six (6) feet in length, four (4) feet in height and ten point five (10.5) feet above 
grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which 
by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall 
be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076674 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40299 of this Journal.] 

De La Torre Muffler And Brake, Inc. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to De La Torre 
Muffler and Brake, Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
maintain and use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises 

(Continued on page 40300) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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known as 2834 West 59'" Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along South 
Mozart Street, at ten point zero four (10.04) feet in length, five point zero eight (5.08) feet in 
height and eleven point six three (11.63) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege 
shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and 
made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans 
and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076664 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40301 of this Journal.] 

Delaney Heald Cleaners. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Delaney Heald 
Cleaners, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use 
one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known 
as 10555 South Western Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along South 
Western Avenue, at ten point six seven (10.67) feet in length, seventeen point three 
three (17.33) feet in height and ten point seven five (10,75) feet above grade level. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is 
hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

(Continued on page 40302) 
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This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077403 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40303 of this Journal.] 

Dent-Sure Dental Services P.C. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Dent-Sure Dental 
Services P.C., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
3942 West 111'" Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West 111'" Street, 
at seven (7) feet in length, six (6) feet in height and nine (9) feet above grade level. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is 
hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077315 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

(Continued on page 40304) 
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A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40305 of this Journal.] 

Don Juan. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Don Juan, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) sign 
projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 6730 North 
Northwest Highway. Said sign structure nneasures as follows: along North Northwest 
Highway, at eleven point one seven (11.17) feet in length, twelve (12) feet in height arid 
twelve (12) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print 
hereto attached, which by reference is hereby, incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077328 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40306 of this Journal.] 
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Dunkin Donuts/Baskin Robbins. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: • 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Dunkin 
Donuts/Baskin Robbins, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
maintain and use one (1) sign projecting overthe public right-of-way attached to its premises 
known as 555 West Lake Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Lake 
Street, at five (5) feet in length, four (4) feet in height and sixteen (16) feet above grade level. 
The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference 
is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076756 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years'from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40308 of this Journal.] 

Dynaprop XXII: Wabash LLC. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Dynaprop XXII: 
Wabash L.L.C, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to construct, 
install, maintain and use two (2) sheetings under the public right-of-way adjacent to its 

(Continued on page 40309) 
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premises known as 1818 South Wabash Avenue. Said sheetings at public alley measure 
two (2) at thirteen (13) feet in length, point six two (.62) foot in width and two (2) feet below 
grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which 
by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall 
be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications, the Office of Underground Coordination and 
the Planning Department. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall. be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1073126 herein granted the sum of Eight Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($800.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40310 of this Journal.] 

E'Bella Nails & Spa, L.L.C. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to E'Bella 
Nails & Spa, L.L.C, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
maintain and use, as now constructed, two (2) banners overthe public right-of-way adjacent 
to its premises known as 1943 North Leavitt Street. Said banners at North Leavitt Street 
measure two (2) at two point five (2.5) feet in length and four point five (4.5) feet in width for 
a total of twenty-two point five (22.5) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as 

(Continued on page 40311) 
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(Continued from page 40309) 

shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part 
of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Chicago Department of Transportation and the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1079329 herein granted the sum of Two Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($200.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40312 of this Journal.] 

El Burrito Feliz Restaurant. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to El Burrito Feliz 
Restaurant, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use, as now constructed, one (1) fire escape projecting overthe public right-of-way adjacent 
to its premises known as 3219 West Cermak Road. Said fire escape at West Cermak Road 
measures four (4) feet in length and three (3) feet in width and forty-five (45) feet above 
grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which 
by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall 
be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Chicago 
Department of Transportation and the Office of Emergency Management and 
Communications. 

(Continued on page 40313) 
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(Continued from page 40311) 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1071956 herein granted the sum of Four Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($400.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40314 of this Journal.] 

El Mezcal Restaurant. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to El Mezcal 
Restaurant, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
1454 West 18'" Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West 18'" Street, at 
four point five (4.5) feet in length, three point eight three (3.83) feet in height and 
eighteen (18) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print 
hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076783 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

(Continued on page 40315) 
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A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40316 of this Journal.] 

Ellis Cleaners. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Ellis Cleaners, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) 
sign projecting overthe public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 3026 East 91^' 
Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along East 91^' Street, at eight point zero 
eight (8.08) feet in length, six point zero eight (6.08) feet in height and ten point five 
eight (10.58) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print 
hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077346 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40317 of this Journal.] 
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F & G Liquor And Food. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to F & G Liquor and 
Food, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, 
as now constructed, two (2) security cameras over the public right-of-way adjacent to its 
premises known as 6257 South Western Avenue. Said security camera along South Western 
Avenue measures one (1) at two (2) feet in length and one (1) foot in width for a total of two 
(2) square feet. Said security camera along West 63'" Street measures one (1) at two (2) feet 
in length and one (1) foot in width for a total of two (2) square feet. The location of said 
privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby 
incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Chicago Department of 
Transportation, the Office of Emergency Management and Communications and the Planning 
Department. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077044 herein granted the sum of Eighty and no/100 Dollars ($80.00) per annum, 
in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40319 of this Journal.] 

Fairplay Finer Foods Inc. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Fairplay Finer 
Foods Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 

(Continued on page 40320) 
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(Continued from page 40318) 

4640 South Halsted Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West 47'" Street, 
at twenty-four (24) feet in length, six (6) feet in height and forty-five (45) feet above grade 
level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by 
reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be 
constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1080034 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40321 of this Journal.] 

Family Dollar 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Family Dollar, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) 
sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 6349 South 
Cottage Grove Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along South Cottage 
Grove Avenue, at twenty-five point one seven (25.17) feet in length, four (4) feet in height and 
fourteen (14) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print 
hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

(Continued on page 40322) 
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This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1078985 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40323 of this Journal.] 

Family Coin Laundry Inc. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Family Coin 
Laundry Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
1908 West Cermak Road. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Cermak 
Road, at five point one seven (5.17) feet in length, three point zero eight (3.08) feet in height 
and nine point three three (9.33) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall 
be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made 
a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1071376 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

(Continued on page 40324) 
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(Continued from page 40322) 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40325 of this Journal.] 

Fastenal Company. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Fastenal 
Company, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use, as now constructed, one (1) step on the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 2038 West Hubbard Street. Said step at West Hubbard Street measures six point 
two five (6.25) feet in length and two point one seven (2.17) feet in width for a total of thirteen 
point five six (13.56) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print 
hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Chicago Department of Transportation and the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1072622 herein granted the sum of Four Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($400.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40326 of this Journal.] 
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Ferro's. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Ferro's, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use three (3) signs 
projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 200 West 31^' 
Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along South Wentworth Avenue, one (1) at 
six (6) feet in length, four (4) feet in height and eighteen (18) feet above grade level. Said 
sign structure measures as follows: along West 31^' Street, one (1) at six (6) feet in length, 
four (4) feet in height and ten (10) feet above grade level. Said sign structure measures as 
follows: along West 31"' Street, one (1) at four point five (4.5) feet in length, six (6) feet in 
height and ten (10) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown 
on prints hereto attached, which by reference are hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076877 herein granted the sum of Nine Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($900.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawings referred to in this ordinance printed on 
pages 40328 through 40330 of this Journal.] 

Firestone. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Firestone, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) sign 

(Continued on page 40331) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40327 of this Journal. 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40327 of this Journal. 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40327 of this Journal. 
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projecting overthe public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 5945 South Archer 
Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along South Archer Avenue, at seventeen 
point five (17.5) feet in length, nine point three three (9.33) feet in height and twenty-one point 
three three (21.33) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown 
on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1078702 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40332 of this Journal.] 

Flair Tower, L.L.C. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Flair Tower, 
L.L.C, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain 
and use twelve (12) light fixtures over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 222 West Erie Street. Seven (7) light fixtures shall project out over the pubiic way 
along West Erie Street. Each light fixture shall measure two (2) feet, six (6) inches in length, 
two (2) feet in width and eight (8) feet, three (3) inches above grade level. Five (5) light 
fixtures shall project out over the public way along North Franklin Street. Each light fixture 
shall measure two (2) feet, six (6) inches in length, two (2) feet in width and eight (8) feet, 
three (3) inches above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print 

(Continued on page 40333) 
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hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Department of Streets and Sanitation and the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077088 herein granted the sum of One Hundred Thirty and no/100 Dollars 
($130.00) per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from arid after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40334 of this Journal.] 

Focal Point, L.L.C. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Focal Point, 
L.L.C, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, 
as now constructed, one (1) staircase on the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 4141 South Pulaski Road. Said staircase along West 42"" Street measures 
five (5) feet in length and ten point one seven (10.17) feet in width. The existing public 
sidewalk will be used with the new entry sidewalk and stainway in order to access the space 
and to conform with the City of Chicago requirements. Grantee must allow six (6) feet of 
clear and unobstructed space for pedestrian passage at all times. The location of said 
privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby 
incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Chicago Department of 
Transportation and the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

(Continued on page 40335) 
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This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076719 herein granted the sum of Four Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($400.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40336 of this Journal.] 

The Franklin Tap. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to The Franklin Tap, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, one (1) windscreen on the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises known as 
325 South Franklin Street. Said windscreen at South Franklin Street measures six point three 
three (6.33) feet in length and six (6) feet in width for a total of thirty-seven point nine eight 
(37.98) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, 
which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Chicago 
Department of Transportation and the Office of Emergency Management and 
Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

(Continued on page 40337) 
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The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1072301 herein granted the sum of Four Hundred and no/1 OO Dollars ($400.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40338 of this Journal.] 

Fred & Jack's El Gran Burrito. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Fred & Jack's El 
Gran Burrito, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
7600 South Yale Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West 76'" Street, 
at ten (10) feet in length, ten (10) feet in height and nine point six six (9.66) feet above grade 
level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by 
reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be 
constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077364 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40339 of this Journal.] 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40337 of this Journal. 
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Fulton Market Row Condominium Association. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Fulton Market 
Row Condominium Association, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this 
ordinance, to maintain and use, as now constructed, nine (9) balconies projecting over the 
public right-of-way adjacent to its premises known as 1044 West Fulton Market. Said 
balconies at West Fulton Market measure nine (9) at nine (9) feet in length and 
fourteen (14) feet in width for a total of one hundred twenty-six (126) square feet. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is 
hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Chicago Department of 
Transportation, the Office of Emergency Management and Communications and the Planning 
Department. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077238 herein granted the sum of Six Hundred Seventy-five and no/100 
Dollars ($675.00) per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
June 10, 2008. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40341 of this Journal.] 

Fulton's On The River 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Fulton's on the 
River, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, 
as now constructed, three (3) banners projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its 

(Continued on page 40342) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40340 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40340) 

premises known as 315 North LaSalle Street. Said banners at North LaSalle Street measure 
one (1) at one (1) foot in length, one (1) foot in width and thirty (30) feet above grade level 
and two (2) at four (4) feet in length, six (6) feet in width and fourteen (14) feet above grade 
level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by 
reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be 
constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Chicago Department 
of Transportation and the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077089 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40343 of this Journal.] 

GCYC, L.L.C. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to GCYC, L.L.C; 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, one (1) building projection overthe public right-of-way adjacentto its premises 
known as 7208 South Ingleside Avenue. Said building projection at South Ingleside Avenue 
measures forty-four (44) feet in length and five (5) feet in width and twenty-four point five 
(24.5) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto 

(Continued on page 40344) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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(Continued from page 40342) 

attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said 
privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the 
Chicago Department of Transportation, the Office of Emergency Management and 
Communications and the Planning Department. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1073086 herein granted the sum of Four Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($400.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40345 of this Journal.] 

Ginger Man Tavern. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City'of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Ginger Man 
Tavern, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, 
as now constructed, two (2) light fixtures projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to 
its premises known as 3740 North Clark Street. Said light fixtures at North Clark Street 
measure two (2) at one point two five (1.25) feet in length, point four two (.42) foot in width 
and eleven point four two (11.42) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall 
be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made 
a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Department of Streets and Sanitation and the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

(Continued on page 40346) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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(Continued from page 40344) 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077454 herein granted the sum of Eighty and no/100 Dollars ($80.00) per annum, 
in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40347 of this Journal.] 

Gino's East Pizzeria. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Gino's East 
Pizzeria, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, 
as now constructed, one (1) window and frame over the public right-of-way adjacent to its 
premises known as 633 North Wells Street. Said window and frame at North Wells Street 
measures sixteen (16) feet in length and twenty (20) feet in width for a total of three hundred 
twenty (320) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto 
attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said 
privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the 
Chicago Department of Transportation, the Office of Emergency Management and 
Communications and the Planning Department. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077460 herein granted the sum of Four Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($400.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

(Continued on page 40348) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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(Continued from page 40346) 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40349 of this Journal.] 

Gold Dust Coin. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Gold Dust Coin, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) 
sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 3115 South 
Halsted Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along South Halsted Street, 
at four (4) feet in length, three (3) feet in height and ten (10) feet above grade level. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is 
hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and the Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1078729 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40350 of this Journal.] 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40348 of this Journal. 
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Grande Noodles. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Grande Noodles, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) 
sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 6632 North 
Clark Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North Clark Street, at 
seven (7) feet in length, four point five (4.5) feet in height and twelve (12) feet above grade 
level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by 
reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be 
constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076548 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and .after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40352 of this Journal.] 

Grow Modern Kids. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Grow Modern 
Kids, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use 

(Continued on page 40353) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40351 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40351) 

one(1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
1943 West Division Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Division 
Street, at seven point four two (7.42) feet in length, two point one seven (2.17) feet in height 
and eleven point five (11.5) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as 
shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part 
of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076919 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40354 of this Journal.] 

Guerreros Pizza Inc. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Guerreros Pizza 
Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use two (2) signs projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
2024 South California Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along South 
California Avenue, one (1) at sixteen (16) feet in length, five point four two (5.42) feet in 
height and thirteen point four two (13.42) feet above grade level. Said sign structure 
measures as follows: along West Polk Street, one (1) at six (6) feet in length, five point four 
two (5.42) feet in height and thirteen point four two (13.42) feet above grade level. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is 
hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

(Continued on page 40355) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40351 and 40353 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40353) 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077064 herein granted the sum of Six Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($600.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40356 of this Journal.] 

Hardware On Western Inc. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Hardware on 
Western Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
6942 North Western Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North Western 
Avenue, at (4) feet in length, six (6) feet in height and nine point four two (9.42) feet above 
grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which 
by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall 
be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1078730 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

(Continued on page 40357) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40353 and 40355 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40355) 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40358 of this Journal.] 

Mr Bart Harris. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Bart Harris, upon 
the term and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) sign 
projecting overthe public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 2132 West Belmont 
Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Belmont Avenue, at three 
point three three (3.33) feet in length, four point eight three (4.83) feet in height and ten (10) 
feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto 
attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said 
privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the 
Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076787 herein granted the sum of One Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($100.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40359 of this Journal.] 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40355 and 40357 of this Journal. 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40357 of this Journal. 
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Harry's Lumber Co. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Harry's Lumber 
Co., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use 
one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
6220 North Northwest Highway. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North 
Northwest Highway, at seven point four two (7.42) feet in length, ten point two five (10.25) 
feet in height and fourteen (14) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall 
be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made 
a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way, shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077209 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40361 of this Journal.] 

Hernandez Auto Repair 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Hernandez Auto 
Repair, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use 

(Continued on page 40362) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40360 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40360) 

one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known 
as 5447 North Broadway. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North Broadway, 
at six (6) feet in length, four (4) feet in height and ten point five (10.5) feet above grade level. 
The location of said privilege shall be as shown on prints hereto attached, which by reference 
are hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be 
constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077192 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40363 of this Journal] 

The Hertz Corporation. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to The Hertz 
Corporation, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
401 North State Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North State Street, 
at twelve (12) feet in length, six (6) feet in height and ten (10) feet above grade level. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is 
hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

(Continued on page 40364) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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(Continued from page 40362) 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The graritee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1080678 herein granted the sum of One Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($100.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40365 of this Journal.] 

Hinojosa Marketing Group, Inc. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Hinojosa 
Marketing Group, Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
maintain and use, as now constructed, eight (8) light fixtures over the public right-of-way 
adjacent to its premises known as 4101 West North Avenue. Said light fixtures along West 
North Avenue measure eight (8) at point five (.5) foot in length and point five (.5) foot in width 
for a total of two (2) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on prints 
hereto attached, which by reference are hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Department of Streets and Sanitation and the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076034 herein granted the sum of One Hundred Ten and no/100 Dollars ($110.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

(Continued on page 40366) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40362 and 40364 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40364) 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to ,in this ordinance printed 
on page 40367 of this Journal.] 

Home Run Inn. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Home Run Inn, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, two (2) building projections overthe public right-of-way adjacentto its premises 
known as 4254 West 31^' Street. Said building projection at West 31^' Street measures 
one (1) at sixty-one (61) feet in length and two point five (2.5) feet in width for a total of one 
hundred fifty-two point five (152.5) square feet. Said building projection shall be eleven point 
seven five (11.75) feet above grade level. Said building projection at South Kildare Avenue 
measures one (1) at fifty-nine (59) feet in length and two point five (2.5) feet in width for a 
total of one hundred forty-seven point five (147.5) square feet. Said building projection shall 
be eleven point seven five (11.75) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall 
be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made 
a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Chicago Department of Transportation, the Office of 
Emergency Management and the Communications and the Planning Department. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago a s compensation for the privilege 
Number 1073124 herein granted the sum of Eight Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($800.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

(Continued on page 40368) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40364 and 40366 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40366) 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40369 of this Journal.] 

Homecraft Construction, Inc. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Homecraft 
Construction, Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain 
and use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known 
as 9449 South Halsted Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along South Halsted 
Street, eight point zero eight (8.08) feet in length, eight point zero eight (8.08) feet in height 
and nine point five (9.5) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as 
shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part 
of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077655 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40370 of this Journal.] 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40368 of this Journal. 

EXAMPLE OF SIGN DRAWING. 

123 N. MAIN ST. 

HEIGHT OF 
STRUCTURE F ^ 

LENGTH OF 
STRUCTURE 4" 

DEPTH OF 
STRUCTURE r 

SIDEWALK 

Homecraft Construction, Inc. 
Beverly Ornamental Iron Prod. 

1-773-846-2441 Fax 1-773-846-0698 
9449 S. Halsted St. Chicago, IL 60620 
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Humboldt Park Family Health Center 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Humboldt Park 
Family Health Center, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
maintain and use one (1) sign projecting overthe public right-of-way attached to its premises 
known as 3202 West North Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West 
North Avenue, at three point four two (3.42) feet in length, nine (9) feet in height and nine (9) 
feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto 
attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said 
privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the 
Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076713 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40372 of this Journal.] 

Icon Partners, L.L.C. 
(Balconies) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Icon Partners, 
L.L.C, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to construct, install. 

(Continued on page 40373) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40371 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40371) 

maintain and use nine (9) balconies over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 1846 West Division Street. Said balconies at North Marion Court measure 
three (3) at twenty point three three (20.33) feet in length and three (3) feet in width for a total 
of one hundred eighty-two point nine seven (182.97) square feet and three (3) at twenty-three 
point one six (23.16) feet in length and two (2) feet in width for a total of one hundred 
thirty-eight point nine six (138.96) square feet. Said balconies at West Division Street 
measure three (3) at thirty-one point seven five (31.75) feet in length and three (3) feet in 
width for a total of two hundred eighty-five point seven five (285.75) square feet. The location 
of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby 
incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Chicago Department of 
Transportation, the Office of Emergency Management and Communications and the Planning 
Department. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1073168 herein granted the sum of Six Hundred Seventy-five and no/100 ($675.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40374 of this Journal.] 

Icon Partners, L.L.C. 
(Cornices) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Icon Partners, 
L.L.C, upon the terms and subject to the conditions, of this ordinance, to construct, install. 

(Continued on page 40375) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40371 and 40373 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40373) 

maintain and use three (3) cornices projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its 
premises known as 1846 West Division Street. Said cornices at West Division Street 
measure three (3) at forty (40) feet in length and one point four one (1.41) feet in width for 
a total of one hundred sixty-nine point two (169.2) square feet. Said cornices shall be 
fifty (50) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print 
hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Chicago Department of Transportation and the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1073169 herein granted the sum of One Thousand Two Hundred and no/100 
Dollars ($1,200.00) per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40376 of this Journal.] 

Ignotz' Ristorante. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Ignotz' Ristorante, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, one (1) bay window projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its 
premises known as 2421 South Oakley Avenue. Said bay window at Soutii Oakley Avenue 
measures eight (8) feet in width, twelve (12) feet in height, four (4) feet in height and nine (9) 
feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto 
attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said 
privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the 
Chicago Department of Transportation and the Office of Emergency, Management and 
Communications. 

(Continued on page 40377) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40373 and 40375 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40375) 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077200 herein granted the sum of Seventy-five and no/100 Dollars ($75.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40378 of this Journal.] 

Inner-City Muslim Action Network. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Inner-City Muslim 
Action Network, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain 
and use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known 
as 2744 West 63'" Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West 63'" Street, 
at six (6) feet in length, four (4) feet in height and eight (8) feet above grade level. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is 
hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077022 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

(Continued on page 40379) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40375 and 40377 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40377) 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40380 of this Journal.] 

International Supermarket Inc. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to International 
Supermarket Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain 
and use one (1) sign projecting overthe public right-of-way attached to its premises known 
as 4556 South Ashland Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along South 
Ashland Avenue, at thirty (30) feet in length, four (4) feet in height and ten (10) feet above 
grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which 
by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall 
be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077069 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40381 of this Journal.] 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40377 and 40379 of this Journal. 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40379 of this Journal. 
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Italian Village Restaurant, Inc. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Italian Village 
Restaurant, Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain 
and use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known 
as 71 West Monroe Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Monroe 
Street, at eleven point two five (11.25) feet in length, five point eight three (5.83) feet in height 
and thirty-two point one seven (32.17) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege 
shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and 
made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans 
and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076717 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40383 of this Journal.] 

J & J Electronic. 
(Fire Shutter) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to J & J Electronic, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 

(Continued on page 40384) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40382 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40382) 

constructed, one (1) fire shutter over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises known 
as 3240 West 63'" Street. Said fire shutter along West 63'" Street measures twenty-five (25) 
feet in length and three (3) feet in width for a total of seventy-five (75) square feet. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is 
hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Chicago Department of 
Transportation and the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077046 herein granted the sum Four Hundred of and no/100 Dollars ($400.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40385 of this Journal.] 

J & J Electronic. 
(Sign) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to J & J Electronic, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) 
sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 3240 West 63'" 
Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West 63'" Street, at seven (7) feet 
in length, four (4) feet in height and sixteen (16) feet above grade level. The location of said 
privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby 
incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management 
and Communications. 

(Continued on page 40386) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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(Continued from page 40384) 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077045 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40387 of this Journal.] 

Jackies And Benis. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Jackies and 
Benis, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use 
one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
4413 West Belmont Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Belmont 
Avenue, at nine (9) feet in length, six (6) feet in height and ten (10) feet above grade level. 
The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference 
is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076789 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

(Continued on page 40388) 
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(Continued from page 40386) 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40389 of this Journal.] 

Janson's Drive In. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Janson's 
Drive In, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use 
one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
9900 South Western Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along South 
Western Avenue, at fourteen (14) feet in length, nine point five (9.5) feet in height 
and eleven (11) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on 
print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1078696 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40390 of this Journal.] 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40388 of this Journal. 
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Janssen Place Lofts Condominium. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Janssen Place 
Lofts Condominium, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
maintain and use, as now constructed, two (2) balconies on the public right-of-way adjacent 
to its premises known as 2360 North Janssen Avenue. Said balconies at North Janssen 
Avenue measure two (2) at nine (9) feet in length and six (6) feet in width for a total of one 
hundred eight (108) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print 
hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Chicago Department of Transportation, the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications and the Planning Department. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076899 herein granted the sum of One Hundred Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($150.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
May 20, 2008. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40392 of this Journal.] 

Java N Mug. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Java N Mug, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) sign 

(Continued on page 40393) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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(Continued from page 40391) 

projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 3247 West Bryn 
Mawr Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Bryn Mawr Avenue, at 
five (5) feet in length, four (4) feet in height and fifteen (15) feet above grade level. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is 
hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency the 
Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1078714 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40394 of th\s Journal.] 

Jewel Windows. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Jewel Windows, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) 
sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 6921 South 
South Chicago Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along South South 
Chicago Avenue, at seven (7) feet in length, eight (8) feet in height and eight (8) feet above 
grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which 
by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall 
be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

(Continued on page 40395) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40391 and 40393 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40393) 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077391 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40396 of this Journal.] 

Jodabaris. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Jodabaris, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) sign 
projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 223 West Jackson 
Boulevard. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Jackson Boulevard, at 
five (5) feet in length, five (5) feet in height and fifteen (15) feet above grade level. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is 
hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076707 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

(Continued on page 40397) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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(Continued from page 40395) 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40398 of this Journal.] 

Johnny O'Hagan's. 
(Flagpoles) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Johnny 
O'Hagan's, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use, as now constructed, eleven (11) flagpoles on the public right-of-way adjacent to its 
premises known as 3374 North Clark Street. Said flagpoles at North Clark Street measure 
two (2) at four point eight three (4.83) feet in length and point one seven (.17) foot in width 
and nineteen (19) feet above grade level. Said flagpoles at West Roscoe Street measure 
nine (9) at four point eight three (4.83) feet in length and point one seven (.17) foot in width 
and nineteen (19) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown 
on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1080525 herein granted the sum One Hundred Twenty-five and no/100 
Dollars ($125.00) per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40399 of this Journal.] 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40397 of this Journal. 
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Johnny O'Hagan's. 
(Light Fixtures) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Johnny O'Hagan's 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, twenty-four (24) light fixtures on the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 3374 North Clark Street. Said light fixture at North Clark Street (coach lights) 
measures one (1) at one point two five (1.25) foot in length and two (2) feet in width for a total 
of two point five (2.5) square feet. Said light fixtures at West Roscoe Street (coach lights) 
measure seven (7) at one point two five (1.25) feet in length and two (2) feet in width for a 
total of seventeen point five (17.5) square feet. Said light fixtures at North Clark Street 
(gooseneck lights) measure two (2) at two point two five (2.25) feet in length and two (2) feet 
in width for a total of nine (9) square feet. Said light fixtures at West Roscoe Street 
(gooseneck lights) measure fourteen (14) at two point two five (2.25) feet in length and 
two (2) feet in width for a total of sixty-three (63) square feet. The location of said privilege 
shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and 
made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans 
and specifications approved by the Department of Streets and Sanitation and the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1065651 herein granted the sum of One Hundred Ninety and no/100 
Dollars ($190.00) per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40401 of this Journal.] 

Jones Lang LaSalle Americas Inc. 
(Caissons) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Jones Lang 
LaSalle Americas Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 

(Continued on page 40402) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40400 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40400) 

maintain and use, as now constructed, two (2) caissons under the public right-of-way 
adjacent to its premises known as 150 North Michigan Avenue, Apartment/Suite 440. Said 
caisson at North Gariand Court measures one (1) at one hundred sixty-three (163) feet in 
length and four (4) feet in width for a total of six hundred fifty-two (652) square feet. Said 
caisson at East Randolph Street measures one (1) at seventy-three (73) feet in length and 
four (4) feet in width for a total of two hundred ninety-two (292) square feet. The location of 
said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby 
incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management 
and Communications, the Office of Underground Coordination and the Planning Department. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077126 herein granted the sum of Four Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($400.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
March 31, 2008. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40403 of this Journal.] 

Jones Lang LaSalle Americas Inc. 
(Guardrail) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Jones Lang 
LaSalle Americas Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
maintain and use, as now constructed, one (1) guardrail on the public right-of-way adjacent 

(Continued on page 40404) 
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(Continued from page 40402) 

to its premises known as 150 North Michigan Avenue, Apartment/Suite 440. Said guardrail 
at North Michigan Avenue measures one hundred (100) feet in length and four (4) feet in 
width for a total of four hundred (400) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as 
shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part 
of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Chicago Department of Transportation, the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications and the Planning Department. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077127 herein granted the sum of Twelve Thousand Nine Hundred Forty-seven 
and no/100 Dollars ($12,947.00) per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years' from and after 
March 31, 2008. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40405 of this Journal.] 

Jones Lang LaSalle Americas Inc. 
(Tunnel) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Jones Lang 
LaSalle Americas Inc., upon the ternis and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
maintain and use, as now constructed, one (1) tunnel underthe public right-of-way adjacent 
to its premises known as 150 North Michigan Avenue, Apartment/Suite 440. Said tunnel at 
North Michigan Avenue measures eighty-eight (88) feet in length and fourteen (14) feet in 
width for a total of one thousand two hundred thirty-two (1,232) square feet. The location of 
said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby 

(Continued on page 40406) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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(Continued from page 40404) 

incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Chicago Department of 
Transportation, the Office of Emergency Management and Communications, the Office of 
Underground Coordination and the Planning Department. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077128 herein granted the sum of Four Thousand Six Hundred Ninety-one and 
no/100 Dollars ($4,691.00) per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
March 31, 2008. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40407 of this Journal.] 

Jones Lang LaSalle Americas Inc. 
(Vaults) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Jones Lang 
LaSalle Americas Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
maintain and use, as now constructed, two (2) vaults under the public right-of-way adjacent 
to its premises known as 150 North Michigan Avenue, Apartment/Suite 440. Said vault at 
North Michigan Avenue measures one (1) at one hundred seventy-six (176) feet in length and 
thirteen (13) feet in width for a total of two thousand two hundred eighty-eight (2,288) square 
feet. Said vault at East Randolph Street measures one (1) at fifty-four (54) feet in length and 
fourteen (14) feet in width for a total of seven hundred fifty-six (756) square feet. The location 
of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby 
incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management 
and Communications. 

(Continued on page 40408) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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(Continued from page 40406) 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077125 herein granted the sum of Twenty Thousand Thirty-seven and no/100 
Dollars ($20,037.00) per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
March 31, 2008. . 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40409 of this Journal.] 

Joye Chop Suey. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Joye Chop Suey, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) 
sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 4829 West 
Chicago Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Chicago Avenue, 
at six (6) feet in length, four (4) feet in height and eleven point five (11.5) feet above grade 
level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by 
reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be 
constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1078712 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

(Continued on page 40410) 
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(Continued from page 40408) 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40411 of this Journal.] 

Julie's. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Julie's, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) sign 
projecting overthe public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 7012 North Western 
Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North Western Avenue, at four (4) 
feet in length, four (4) feet in height and thirteen (13) feet above grade level. The location of 
said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby 
incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management 
and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077509 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40412 of this Journal.] 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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Ken's. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Ken's, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) sign 
projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 10522 South 
Western Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along South Western Avenue, 
at seven (7) feet in length, seven (7) feet height and fourteen point five (14.5) feet above 
grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which 
by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall 
be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077102 herein granted the sum of One Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($100.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40414 of this Journal.] 

King Discount, Inc. 
(Building Projection) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to King Discount, 
Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as 
now constructed, one (1) building projection projecting overthe public right-of-way adjacent 

(Continued on page 40415) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40413 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40413) 

to its premises known as 6301 South Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Drive. Said building 
projection at South Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Drive and East 63'" Street measures one 
hundred forty-one point six six (141.66) feet in length and point eight three (.83) foot in depth. 
Height above grade level is ten point six seven (10.67) feet. The location of said privilege 
shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and 
made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans 
and specifications approved by the Chicago Department of Transportation, the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications and the Planning Department. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077468 herein granted the sum of Four Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($400.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40416 of this Journal.] 

King Discount, Inc. 
(Signs) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to King Discount, 
Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use 
two (2) signs projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known 
as 6301 South Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Drive. Said sign structure measures as follows: 
along South Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Drive, one (1) at twenty-eight point five (28.5) feet in 
length, three point zero eight (3.08) feet in height and twelve point eight three (12.83) feet 
above grade level. Said sign structure measures as follows: along 401 East 63'" Street, 

(Continued on page 40417) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40413 and 40415 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40415) 

one (1) at twenty-eight point five (28.5) feet in length, three point zero eight (3.08) feet in 
height and twelve point eight three (12.83) feet above grade level. The location of said 
privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby 
incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management 
and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077467 herein granted the sum of Six Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($600.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40418 of this Journal.] 

King Wah Restaurant. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to King Wah 
Restaurant, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
2223 South Wentworth Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along South 
Wentworth Avenue, at fifteen (15) feet in length, seven (7) feet in height and twenty (20) feet 
above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, 
which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

(Continued on page 40419) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40415 and 40417 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40417) 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1071151 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40420 of this Journal.] 

The Knight Building L.L.C. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to The Knight 
Building L.L.C, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain 
and use, as now constructed, one (1) vault under the public right-of-way adjacent to its 
premises known as 549 West Randolph Street. Said vault at North Clinton Street measures 
one hundred twenty-five (125) feet in length and twelve point five (12.5) feet in width for a 
total of one thousand five hundred sixty-two point five (1,562.5) square feet. Said vaulted 
space shall be ten (10) feet below grade and twelve (12) feet below grade at its base. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is 
hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

(Continued on page 40421) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40417 and 40419 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40419) 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077208 herein granted the sum of One Thousand Five Hundred Thirty and no/100 
Dollars ($1,530.00) per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40422 of this Journal.] 

L.20. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to L.20, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to construct, install, maintain and use 
one (1) fuel tank on the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises known as 2300 North 
Lincoln Park West. Said fuel tank at alley, North Lincoln Park West measures four point 
three three (4.33) feet in length and three point five (3.5) feet in width for a total of fifteen 
point one six (15.16) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print 
hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications, the Office of 
Underground Coordination and the Planning Department. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1078775 herein granted the sum of Four Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($400.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

(Continued on page 40423) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40419 and 40421 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40421) 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40424 of this Journal.] 

La Guerrerense. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to La Guerrerense, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) 
sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 4149 West 
Armitage Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Armitage Avenue, 
at five point one seven (5.17) feet in length, three point zero eight (3.08) feet in height and 
eleven point zero eight (11.08) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be 
as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a 
part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management.and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076828 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40425 of this Journal.] 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40423 of this Journal. 
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La Quebrada Number 3, Inc. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to La Quebrada 
Number 3, Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain 
and use two (2) signs projecting overthe public right-of-way attached to its premises known 
as 5100 - 5102 South California Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along 
West 51^' Street, one (1) at twenty-seven (27) feet in length, two point five (2.5) feet in height 
and fifteen (15) feet above grade level. Said sign structure measures as follows: along 
South California Avenue (sign in parking lot), one (1) at five (5) feet in length, six (6) feet in 
height and eighteen point six six (18.66) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege 
shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and 
made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans 
and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076630 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40427 of this Journal.] 

Lasko's. 
(Security Cameras) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Lasko's, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to construct, install, maintain and use 
two (2) security cameras over the public right-of-way for security purposes adjacent to its 

(Continued on page 40428) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40426 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40426) 

premises known as 5525 North Milwaukee Avenue. Said security cameras along North 
Milwaukee Avenue measure two (2) at one point five (1.5) feet in length, point zero four (.04) 
foot in width and a minimum of ten (10) feet above grade. The location of said privilege shall 
be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made 
a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Chicago Department of Transportation, the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications and the Planning Department. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076728 herein granted the sum of Zero and no/100 Dollars ($0.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40429 of this Journal.] 

Lasko's. 
(Sign) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Lasko's, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) sign 
projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 5525 North 
Milwaukee Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North Milwaukee 
Avenue, at four point one (4.1) feet in length, four point zero two (4.02) feet in height and 
twelve point three three (12.33) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall 
be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made 
a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

(Continued on page 40430) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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(Continued from page 40428) 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077639 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40431 of this Journal.] 

Laystrom Manufacturing Company. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Laystrom 
Manufacturing Company, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
maintain and use, as now constructed, one (1) curb cut on the public right-of-way adjacent 
to its premises known as 3923 West Palmer Street. Said existing curb cut measures 
thirty-five (35) feet in length and eight (8) in width for a total of two hundred eighty (280) 
square feet and is used to permit ingress and egress to a factory building at 3900 West 
Palmer Drive. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which 
by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall 
be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Chicago 
Department of Transportation, the Office of Emergency Management and Communications 
and the Planning Department. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

(Continued on page 40432) 
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(Continued from page 40430) 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1072020 herein granted the sum of Four Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($400.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
December 14, 2007. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40433 of this Journal.] 

Le Paris Bakery Number 2. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Le Paris Bakery 
Number 2, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
5434 South Pulaski Road. Said sign structure measures as follows: along South Pulaski 
Road, at eight (8) feet in length, eight (8) feet in height and eleven (11) feet above grade 
level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by 
reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be 
constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076784 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40434 of this Journal.] 
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Lewis On Fullerton. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Lewis on 
Fullerton, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, 
as now constructed, one (1) banner over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 1455 West Fullerton Avenue. Said banner at West Fullerton Avenue measures 
six (6) feet in length and three (3) feet in width for a total of eighteen (18) square feet. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is 
hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Chicago Department of 
Transportation and the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1079327 herein granted the sum of One Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($100.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40436 of this Journal.] 

Lola Black, L.L.C. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Lola Black, L.L.C, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use 

(Continued on page 40437) 
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(Continued from page 40435) 

two (2) signs projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known 
as 133 - 135 North Jefferson Street. Said sign structures measure as follows: along 
North Jefferson Street, two (2) at six point three three (6.33) feet in length, four point three 
three (4.33) feet in height and one point two five (1.25) feet above grade level. The location 
of said privilege shall be as shown on prints hereto attached, which by reference are hereby 
incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management 
and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077082 herein granted the sum of Two Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($200.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawings referred to in this ordinance printed 
on pages 40438 and 40439 of this Journal.] 

Long Grove Community Cleaners. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Long Grove 
Community Cleaners, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
maintain and use two (2) signs projecting overthe public right-of-way attached to its premises 

(Continued on page 40440) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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known as 1140 - 1146 West 63"^ Street. Said sign structures measure as follows: along 
West 63'" Street, one (1) at twenty point three three (20.33) feet in length, three (3) feet 
in height and twelve point six seven (12.67) feet above grade level and one (1) at nine point 
three three (9.33) feet in length, six (6) feet in height and twelve point six seven (12.67) feet 
above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, 
which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1071418 herein granted the sum of Six Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($600.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40441 of this Journal.] 

Lugano's Pizza. 
(Fire Escape) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Lugano's Pizza, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, one (1) fire escape projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its 
premises known as 4460 South Kedzie Avenue. Said fire escape at South Kedzie Avenue 
measures forty-five (45) feet in length, two (2) feet in depth and thirteen (13) feet above grade 
level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by 

(Continued on page 40442) 
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reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be 
constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Chicago Department 
of Transportation and the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077465 herein granted the sum of Four Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($400.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40443 of this Journal.] 

Lugano's Pizza. 
(Sign) 

Be. It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Lugano's Pizza, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) 
sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 4460 South 
Kedzie Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along corner of South Kedzie 
Avenue and West 45'" Street, at six (6) feet in length, four (4) feet in height and nine point 
four two (9.42) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on 
print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

(Continued on page 40444) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40440 and 40442 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40442) 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077430 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40445 of this Journal.] 

Lumes Pancake House. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Lumes Pancake 
House, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain 
and use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known 
as 11601 South Western Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along South 
Western Avenue, at nine point six seven (9.67) feet in length, six (6) feet in height and nine 
point five (9.5) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on 
print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plan and specifications 
approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077080 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

(Continued on page 40446) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40442 and 40444 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40444) 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40447 of this Journal.] 

Lutnia Restaurant. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Lutnia Restaurant, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) 
sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 5532 West 
Belmont Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Belmont Avenue, at 
five (5) feet in length, four (4) feet in height and twelve point five (12.5) feet above grade 
level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by 
reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be 
constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076619 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40448 of this Journal.] 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40444 and 40446 of this Joumal. 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40446 of this Journal. 
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Macerich Management. 
(Banners) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Macerich 
Management, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use, as now constructed, five (5) banners over the public right-of-way adjacent to its 
premises known as 43 East Ohio Street. Said banners at East Grand Avenue 
measure two (2) at three (3) feet in length and twenty-one (21) feet in width for a total of one 
hundred twenty-six (126) square feet. Said banners at North Wabash Avenue measure 
three (3) at three (3) feet in length and twenty-one (21) feet in width for a total of one hundred 
eighty-nine (189) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto 
attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said 
privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the 
Chicago Department of Transportation and the Office of Emergency Management and 
Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1080453 herein granted the sum of Five Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($500.00) per 
annum in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after April 1,2008. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40450 of this Journal.] 

Macerich Management. 
(Bay Windows) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Macerich 
Management, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use, as now constructed, four (4) bay windows over the public right-of-way adjacent to its 

(Continued on page 40451) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40449 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40449) 

premises known as 43 East Ohio Street. Said bay window at East Grand Avenue measures 
one (1) at forty-one (41) feet in length and two (2) feet in width for a total of eighty-two (82) 
square feet. Said bay window at North Rush Street measures one (1) at forty-one (41) feet 
in length and two (2) feet in width for a total of eighty-two (82) square feet. Said bay window 
at East Ohio Street measures one (1) at twenty-six point six seven (26.67) feet in length and 
two (2) feet in width for a total of fifty-three point three four (53.34) square feet. Said bay 
window at North Wabash Avenue measures one (1) at sixteen point seven five (16.75) feet 
in length and two (2) feet in width for a total of thirty-three point five (33.5) square feet. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is 
hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Chicago Department of 
Transportation and the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1080467 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after April 1, 2008. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40452 of this Journal.] 

Macerich Management. 
(Bollards) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Macerich 
Management, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use, as now constructed, three (3) bollards under the public right-of-way adjacent to its 

(Continued on page 40453) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40449 and 40451 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40451) 

premises known as 43 East Ohio Street. Said bollards at East Grand Avenue measure three 
(3) at point six seven (.67) foot in length and point six seven (.67) foot in width for a total of 
one point three five (1.35) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on 
print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Chicago Department of Transportation, the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications, the Office of Underground Coordination and the Planning 
Department. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1080468 herein granted the sum of Two Hundred Twenty-five and no/100 
Dollars ($225.00) per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40454 of this Journal.] 

Macerich Management. 
(Curb Recess) 

Se It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Macerich 
Management, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use, as now constructed, one (1) curb recess on the public right-of-way adjacent to its 
premises known as 43 East Ohio Street. Said curb recess at East Grand Avenue measures 
fifty-two point three three (52.33) feet in length and twelve point five (12.5) feet in width for 
a total of six hundred fifty-four point one three (654.13) square feet. The location of said 

(Continued on page 40455) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40451 and 40453 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40453) 

privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby 
incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Chicago Department of 
Transportation, the Office of Emergency Management and Communications and the Planning 
Department. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1080466 herein granted the sum of Ten Thousand Two Hundred Eighty-four 
and no/100 Dollars ($10,284.00) per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after April 1, 2008. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40456 of this Journal.] 

Macerich Management. 
(Flagpoles) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Macerich 
Management, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use, as now constructed, three (3) flagpoles over the public right-of-way adjacent to its 
premises known as 43 East Ohio Street. Existing flagpoles along West Grand Avenue 
measure twenty-one (21) feet in length and eighteen (18) feet above grade level. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is 
hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

(Continued on page 40457) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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(Continued from page 40455) 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1080465 herein granted the sum of Two Hundred Twenty-five and no/100 Dollars 
($225.00) per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after April 1,2008. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40458 of this Journal.] 

Macerich Management. 
(Grease Basins) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Macerich 
Management, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use, as now constructed, four (4) grease basins under the public right-of-way adjacent to its 
premises known as 43 East Ohio Street. Said grease basin at East Grand Avenue measures 
one (1) at five (5) feet in length and one (1) foot in width for a total of five (5) square feet. 
Said grease basins at North Rush Street measure two (2) at five (5) feet in length and one 
(1) foot in width for a total of ten (10) square feet. Said grease basin at North Wabash 
Avenue measures one (1) at five (5) feet in length and one (1) foot in width for a total of five 
(5) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, 
which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications, the Office of Underground Coordination and 
the Water Department. 

(Continued on page 40459) 
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(Continued from page 40457) 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1080559 herein granted the sum of One Thousand Six Hundred and no/100 Dollars 
($1,600.00) per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
April 1,2008. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40460 of this Journal.] 

Macerich Management. 
(Kiosks) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Macerich 
Management, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use, as now constructed, two (2) kiosks on the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 43 East Ohio Street. Said existing kiosks each measures two (2) feet, two (2) 
inches in length, four (4) inches in depth and eight (8) feet, six (6) inches in height. Grantee 
must allow a minimum of at least nine (9) feet of clear and unobstructed space for pedestrian 
passage at all times. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto 
attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said 
privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the 
Chicago Department of Transportation and the Office of Emergency Management and 
Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

(Continued on page 40461) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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(Continued from page 40459) 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1080463 herein granted the sum of Eight Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($800.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after April 1, 2008. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40462 of this Journal.] 

Macerich Management. 
(10 East Grand Avenue) 

(Signs) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Macerich 
Management, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use two (2) signs projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises 
known as 10 East Grand Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North 
State Street and East Grand Avenue, one (1) at twenty (20) feet in length, thirty (30) 
feet in height and forty-five (45) feet above grade level. Said sign structure measures as 
follows: along East Ohio Street and North State Street, one (1) at twenty (20) feet in length, 
thirty (30) feet in height and forty-five (45) feet above grade level. The location of said 
privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby 
incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management 
and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1080417 herein granted the sum of Six Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($600.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

(Continued on page 40463) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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(Continued from page 40461) 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40464 of this Journal.] 

Macerich Management. 
(43 East Ohio Street) 

(Signs) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Macerich 
Management, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use two (2) signs projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
43 East Ohio Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along East Grand Avenue, 
one (1) at three (3) feet in length, ten (10) feet in height and twelve (12) feet above grade 
level. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North Rush Street, one (1) at four (4) 
feet in length, twenty-five (25) feet in height and twenty (20) feet above grade level. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on prints hereto attached, which by reference are 
hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1080452 herein granted the sum of Six Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($600.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after April 1, 2008. 

[Drawings referred to in this ordinance printed 
on pages 40465 and 40466 of this Journal.] 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40463 of this Journal. 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40463 of this Journal. 
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Macerich Management. 
(Vaults) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Macerich 
Management, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use, as now constructed, three (3) vaults under the public right-of-way adjacent to its 
premises known as 43 East Ohio Street. Said vault at North Wabash Avenue 
measures, one (1) at forty-two (42) feet in length and five (5) feet in width for a 
total of two hundred ten (210) square feet. Said vaults at North Rush Street measure 
one (1) at thirty-eight (38) feet in length and ten (10) feet in width for a total of three 
hundred eighty (380) square feet and one (1) at four point two five (4.25) feet in length and 
three (3) feet in width for a total of twelve point seven five (12.75) square feet. The location 
of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby 
incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management 
and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1080558 herein granted the sum of One Thousand One Hundred Fifteen and no/100 
Dollars ($1,115.00) per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after April 1,2008. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40468 of this Journal.] 

Madison Family Health Center 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Madison Family 
Health Center, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 

(Continued on page 40469) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40467 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40467) 

use two (2) signs projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
3800 West Madison Street. Said sign structures measure as follows: along West Madison 
Street, two (2) at twelve (12) feet in length, eight (8) feet in height and eight (8) feet above 
grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which 
by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall 
be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077429 herein granted the sum of Six Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($600.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40470 of this Journal.] 

The Map Room. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to The Map Room, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use three (3) 
signs projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 1949 North 
Hoyne Avenue. Said sign structures measure as follows: along West Armitage 
Avenue, one (1) at two point three three (2.33) feet in length, one point three three (1.33) feet 
in height arid eleven point three three (11.33) feet above grade level, one (1) at three 
point zero eight (3.08) feet in length, point nine six (.96) foot in height and thirteen point zero 
eight (13.08) feet above grade level and one (1) at three point eight three (3.83) feet in 
length, three point two five (3.25) feet in height and fourteen point three three (14.33) feet 
above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, 

(Continued on page 40471) 
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(Continued from page 40469) 

which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077002 herein granted the surri of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40472 of this Journal.] 

Markski CD's & Tapes II, Inc. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Markski 
CD's & Tapes 11, Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
maintain and use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises 
known as 5106 South Archer Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along South 
Archer Avenue, at four (4) feet in length, five (5) feet in height and ten point seven five 
(10.75) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print 
hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

(Continued on page 40473) 
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(Continued from page 40471) 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077614 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40474 of this Journal.] 

Martha Unisex. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Martha Unisex, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use 
one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
2001 West 21^' Place. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West 21^' Place, at 
four (4) feet in length, two (2) feet in height and twelve (12) feet above grade level. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is 
hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077613 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40475 of this Journal] 
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May Street Cafe. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to May Street Cafe, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) 
sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 1146 West 
Cermak Road. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Cermak Road, at 
eleven (11) feet in length, seven point three three (7.33) feet in height and sixteen point 
seven five (16.75) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown 
on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076668 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40477 of this Journal.] 

McNally's. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to McNally's, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) sign 
projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 11136 South 
Western Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along South Western Avenue, 

(Continued on page 40478) 
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(Continued from page 40476) 

at eight (8) feet in length, six (6) feet in height and eleven point one seven (11.17) feet above 
grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which 
by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall 
be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076912 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40479 of this Journal.] 

The Melting Pot. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

. SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to The Melting Pot, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) 
sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 609 North 
Dearborn Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North Dearborn Street, at 
eight point three three (8.33) feet in length, five (5) feet in height and fifteen (15) feet above 
grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which 
by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall 
be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

(Continued on page 40480) 
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(Continued from page 40478) 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076875 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40481 of this Journal.] 

Metro Storage L.L.C. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Metro 
Storage L.L.C, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain 
and use three (3) signs projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known 
as 615 West Pershing Road. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Pershing 
Road, one (1) at five point six six (5.66) feet in length, four point six six (4.66) feet in height 
and fifteen (15) feet above grade level. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West 
Pershing Road, one (1) at twelve (12) feet in length, eight (8) feet in height and fifteen (15) 
feet above grade level. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Pershing Road, 
one (1) at twelve (12) feet in length, eight (8) feet in height and fifteen (15) feet above grade 
level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by 
reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be 
constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

(Continued on page 40482) 
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(Continued from page 40480) 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076908 herein granted the sum of Nine Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($900.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5). years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40483 of this Journal.] 

Metro Wireless. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Metro Wireless, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) 
sign projecting overthe public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 3954 West 63''" 
Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West 63"̂  Street, at eleven (11) feet 
in length, four (4) feet in height and fourteen (14) feet above grade level. The location of said 
privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby 
incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management 
and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1078716 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40484 of this Journal.] 
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Miguel A. Prieto, Esq. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority, are hereby given and granted to Miguel A. Prieto, 
Esq., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 751 
West 35'̂  Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West 35'̂  Street, at five (5) 
feet in length, three (3) feet in height and twelve point four two (12.42) feet above grade level. 
The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference 
is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076199 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40486 of this Journal.] 

Mike's Fast Food Inc. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Mike's Fast 
Food Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain 
and use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known 

(Continued on page 40487) 
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(Continued from page 40485) 

as 829 North State Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North State 
Street, at six point zero eight (6.08) feet in length, three point nine two (3.92) feet in height 
and ten point four two (10.42) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be 
as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a 
part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077483 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40488 of this Journal.] 

Mildred Court Condominium Association. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Mildred Court 
Condominium Association, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
construct, install, maintain and use two (2) vaults underthe public right-of-way adjacentto its 
premises known as 2701 North Mildred Avenue. Said flood control vaults shall each measure 
five (5) feet in diameter and six (6) feet in depth. Said vaults shall be located under the 
parkway. Vaults shall contain a flood control system. The location of said privilege shall be 
as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a 
part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

(Continued on page 40489) 
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(Continued from page 40487) 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076069 herein granted the sum of Eight Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($800.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40490 of this Journal.] 

Mr Glenn Miller 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Glenn Miller, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use two (2) signs 
projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 2928 West Fullerton 
Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Fullerton Avenue, one (1) at 
four point one three (4.13) feet in length, four point zero four (4.04) feet in height and ten 
point six seven (10.67) feet above grade level. Said sign structure measures as follows: 
along North Milwaukee Avenue, one (1) at four point one three (4.13) feet in length, four point 
zero four (4.04) feet in height and ten point six seven (10.67) feet above grade level. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is 
hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

(Continued on page 40491) 
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(Continued from page 40489) 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077340 herein granted the sum of Six Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($600.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40492 of this Journal.] 

Mobile 1, T-Mobile. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Mobile 1, 
T-Mobile, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain 
and use two (2) signs projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known 
as 2000 North Milwaukee Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North 
Milwaukee Avenue, one (1) at fifteen point eight three (15.83) feet in length, four point five 
eight (4.58) feet in height and thirteen (13) feet above grade level. Said sign structure 
measures as follows: along West Armitage Avenue, one (1) at twelve point seven five 
(12.75) feet in length, three point six six (3.66) feet in height and thirteen (13) feet above 
grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which 
by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall 
be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1078289 herein granted the sum of Six Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($600.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

(Continued on page 40493) 
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(Continued from page 40491) 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40494 of this Journal.] 

Moda. 
(Light Fixtures) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Moda, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, thirteen (13) light fixtures over the public right-of-way for security purposes 
adjacent to its premises known as 25 West Hubbard Street. Said light fixtures along West 
Hubbard Street measure thirteen (13) at point three three (.33) foot in length and point three 
three (.33) foot in width for a total of one point four two (1.42) square feet. The location of 
said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby 
incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructied in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Department of Streets and 
Sanitation and the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076920 herein granted the sum of Zero and no/100 Dollars ($0.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40495 of this Journal.] 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40491 and 40493 of this Journal. 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40493 of this Journal. 
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Moda. 
(Security Cameras) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Moda, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, three (3) security cameras over the public right-of-way for security purposes 
adjacent to its premises known as 25 West Hubbard Street. Said security cameras along 
West Hubbard Street measure three (3) at one point four two (1.42) feet in length and point 
five (.5) foot in width for a total of two point one three (2.13) square feet. The location of said 
privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby 
incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Chicago Department of 
Transportation, the Office of Emergency Management and Communications and the Planning 
Department. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076921 herein grantedthe sum of Zero and no/100 Dollars ($0.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40497 of this Journal.] 

Mufflers 4 Less. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Mufflers 4 Less, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) 
sign projecting overthe public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 10137 South 
Western Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along South Western Avenue, 

(Continued on page 40498) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40496 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40496) 

at eight (8) feet in length, eight (8) feet in height and twelve point five (12.5) feet above grade 
level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by 
reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be 
constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076867 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40499 of this Journal.] 

Multiviajes Gutierrez, Inc. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Multiviajes 
Gutierrez, Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain 
and use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known 
as 3946 West 26"" Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West 26"" Street, 
at twelve (12) feet in length, three (3) feet in height and nine (9) feet above grade level. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference are 
hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

(Continued on page 40500) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40496 and 40498 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40498) 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077324 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40501 of this Journal.] 

National City. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to National City, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, four (4) light fixtures projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its 
premises known as 921 West Armitage Avenue. Said light fixtures at West Armitage Avenue 
measure four (4) at two (2) feet in length and one (1) foot in width for a total of eight (8) 
square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which 
by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall 
be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Department of 
Streets and Sanitation and the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077459 herein granted the sum of Ninety and no/100 Dollars ($90.00) per annum, 
in advance. 

(Continued on page 40502) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40498 and 40500 of this Joumal. 
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(Continued from page 40500) 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40503 of this Journal.] 

Ms. Monika Neale. 

Be It Ordained by the City_ Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Monika Neale, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, two (2) areas offence on the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises known 
as 1736 North Sedgwick Street. Said fences at North Sedgwick Street measure, one (1) at 
fifteen (15) feet in length and three point four two (3.42) feet in width for a total of fifty-one 
point three (51.3) square feet and one (1) at four point four two (4.42) feet in length and three 
point four two (3.42) feet in width for a total of fifteen point one two (15.12) square feet. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is 
hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Chicago Department of 
Transportation and the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077212 herein granted the sum of Four Hundred Seventy-three and no/100 Dollars 
($473.00) per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
June 4, 2008. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40504 of this Journal.] 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40500 and 40502 of this Journal. 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40502 of this Journal. 
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New 35f̂  & Western Currency Inc. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to New 
35'̂  & Weistern Currency Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, 
to maintain and use two (2) signs projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its 
premises known as 3500 South Western Avenue. Said sign structures measure as follows: 
along South Western Avenue, two (2) at eight (8) feet in length, ten (10) feet in height and 
ten (10) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print 
hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076542 herein granted the sum of Six Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($600.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40506 of this Journal.] 

Niche. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Niche, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) sign 
projecting overthe public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 1566 North Damen 
Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North Damen Avenue, at two point 
six (2.6) feet in length, two point five (2.5) feet in height and fourteen (14) feet above grade 
level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by 
reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be 
constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

(Continued on page 40507) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40505 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40505) 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077061 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40508 of this Journal.] 

Nicky's Hot Dogs. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Nicky's Hot Dogs, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) 
sign projecting overthe public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 3140 West 47'^ 
Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West 47'^ Street, at eight (8) feet in 
length, four (4) feet in height and twenty-two (22) feet above grade level. The location of said 
privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby 
incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management 
and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077321 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

(Continued on page 40509) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40505 and 40507 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40507) 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40510 of this Journal.] 

Night And Day Vintage. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Night and Day 
Vintage, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use 
one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known 
as 2228 West Belmont Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West 
Belmont Avenue, at two point five (2.5) feet in length, three point five (3.5) feet in height and 
ten (10) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print 
hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1078727 herein granted the sum of One Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($100.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40511 of this Journal.] 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40507 and 40509 of this Journal. 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40509 of this Journal. 
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NIU. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to NIU, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) sign 
projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 332 East Illinois 
Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along East Illinois Street, at four (4) feet in 
length, six (6) feet in height and nine (9) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege 
shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and 
made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans 
and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076380 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40513 of this Journal.] 

Nordstrom Rack. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Nordstrom Rack, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, three (3) banners projecting overthe public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 

(Continued on page 40514) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40512 of this Joumal. 
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(Continued from page 40512) 

known as 24 North State Street. Said banners at North State Street measure three (3) at 
twenty-six (26) feet in length and three point two five (3.25) feet in width for a total of two 
hundred fifty-three point five (253.5) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as 
shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part 
of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Chicago Department of Transportation and the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077448 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and ho/I 00 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40515 of this Journal.] 

North Bank. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to North Bank, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, one (1) clock over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises known as 501 
North Clark Street. Said existing ornamental clock measures approximately forty-eight (48) 
inches in length and forty-eight (48) inches in width. Ornamental clock projects out over the 
public way thirteen (13) feet, seven (7) inches above grade level. The location of said 
privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby 
incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Chicago Department of 
Transportation and the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

(Continued on page 40516) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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(Continued from page 40514) 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1069741 herein granted the sum of Four Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($400.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
October 28, 2007. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40517 of this Journal.] 

Northwestern Memorial Hospital. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Northwestern 
Memorial Hospital, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain 
and use, as now constructed, three (3) earth retention systems underthe public right-of-way 
adjacent to its premises known as 245 East Chicago Avenue. Said earth retention system 
at East Superior Street measures one (1) at thirty-seven point zero eight (37.08) feet in length 
and point eight three (.83) foot in width for a total of thirty point seven eight (30.78) square 
feet. Said earth retention system at North Fairbanks Court measures one (1) at thirty-four 
(34) feet in length and point eight three (.83) foot in width for a total of twenty-eight 
point two two (28.22) square feet. Said earth retention system at East Chicago Avenue 
measures one (1) at thirty-nine point six seven (39.67) feet in length and point zero eight (.08) 
foot in width for a total of three point one seven (3.17) square feet. The location of said 
privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby 
incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management 
and Communications and the Office of Underground Coordination. 

(Continued on page 40518) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40514 and 40516 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40516) 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1072024 herein granted the sum of Four Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($400.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
February 5, 2008. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40519 of this Journal.] 

Northwestern Memorial Physicians Group. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Northwestern 
Memorial Physicians Group, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, 
to maintain and use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its 
premises known as 3245 North Halsted Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: 
along North Halsted Street, at ten point nine two (10.92) feet in length, two point two five 
(2.25) feet in height and ten point seven five (10.75) feet above grade level. The location of 
said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby 
incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management 
and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077464 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

(Continued on page 40520) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40516 and 40518 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40518) 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein givein and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40521 of this Journal.] 

Northwestern University. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Northwestern 
University, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance to: 

1. Maintain and use, as now constructed, a tunnel carrying a twelve (12) duct conduit 
under and across East Superior Street three hundred fifty (350) feet east of the east 
line of North Fairbanks Court, measured on the north line of East Superior Street. 
Said tunnel shall not exceed fourteen (14) feet in width between curb and building 
lines nor eleven (11) feet in width underneath the public street and not more than 
six (6) feet in height. 

2. Maintain and use, as now constructed, a utility service tunnel, used forthe purpose 
of steam distribution, beginning two hundred fifty (250) feet east of the east line of 
North Fairbanks Court and proceeding easterly on the south side of East Superior 
Street, and connecting with the existing tunnel running under and across East 
Superior Street at a point three hundred ninety-seven (397) feet east of the east line 
of North Fairbanks Court, and continuing through the tunnel running north from the 
north line of East Superior Street and Abbott Hall. Said tunnel not to exceed an 
average of nine (9) feet, eight (8) inches in height and eight (8) feet in width, outside 
dimensions, through its entire length along the southeriy side of East Superior Street 
and twelve (12) feet in width, outside dimensions, under and across East Superior 
Street. The portion of said utility service tunnel running easteriy on the south side 
of East Superior Street to contain the following conduits: 

one (1) eight (8) inch steam line; 

(Continued on page 40522) 
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(Continued from page 40520) 

one (1) six (6) inch steam line; 

one (1) twelve (12) inch steam line; 

three (3) four (4) inch condensate lines; and 

one (1) six (6) inch Fire Department hood-up water main. 

Portion of said tunnel running under and across East Superior Street to contain the 
following conduits: 

one (1) three (3) inch steam line; 

one (1) five (5) inch steam line; 

one (1) six (6) inch steam line; 

two (2) four (4) inch condensate lines; 

one (1) three (3) inch condensate line; 

one (1) one and one-quarter (1%) inch condensate line; and 

one (1) eight (8) inch Fire Department hood-up water main. 

3. Maintain and use, as now constructed, two (2) steam pipes and a four (4) duct low-
voltage communication conduit system. Said pipes and conduit system are encased 
in a fifteen (15) inch concrete sheath, and enters an existing tunnel under the 
sidewalk on the south side of East Superior Street from an existing tunnel under and 
across East Superior Street, at a point approximately seven hundred and fifty-three 
(753) feet west of the west line of North Lake Shore Drive thence in an easteriy 
direction in said existing tunnel to a manhole, a distance of approximately two 
hundred forty-five (245) feet to the second manhole, thence in a southeriy direction 
through private property at a point two hundred sixty-three (263) feet west of the 
west line of North Lake Shore Drive. 

4. Maintain and use, as now constructed, a manhole, also four (4) transite korducts 
encased in concrete underthe parkway. Said transite korducts commence at a point 
three hundred fifty (350) feet east of the east line of North Fairbanks Court and 
eighteen (18) feet south of the north line of East Superior Street. 
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5. Maintain and use, as now constructed, an underground audio-video cable connecting 
the Northwestern University located at 840 North Lake Shore Drive with the Mayer 
Building located at 357 East Chicago Avenue. Said cable will cross the eighty (80) 
foot right-of-way of East Pearson Street, enter Lake Shore park, and then cross the 
one hundred (100) foot right-of-way of East Chicago Avenue. In addition, said cable 
shall be installed under the public way on the south side of East Superior Street, 
running a distance of one hundred and seventy-five (175) feet adjacent to the 
entrance of the Passavant Building located at 303 East Superior Street. Also to 
install additional audio video cable in public alley in rear of 212 - 216 East Superior 
Street. Said cable shall run a distance of thirty-three (33) feet and connect 
the two (2) buildings. 

6. Maintain and use, as now constructed, a concrete vault to facilitate future steam line 
tie ins. Dimensions of the vault shall be fourteen (14) feet in width and ten (10) feet 
in length. Vault shall be accessible from the basement of 840 North Lake Shore 
Drive. 

The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference 
is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Chicago Department of 
Transportation, the Office of Emergency Management and Communications, the Office of 
Underground Coordination and the Planning Department. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077387 herein granted the sum of Nineteen Thousand Six Hundred Fifty-three and 
no/100 Dollars ($19,653.00) per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
September 16, 2007. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40524 of this Journal.] 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed on 
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Norwood Auto Service Center, Inc. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Norwood Auto 
Service Center, Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
maintain and use two (2) signs projecting overthe public right-of-way attached to its premises 
known as 6055 North Northwest Highway. Said sign structure measures as follows: along 
North Northwest Highway, one (1) at fourteen point eight three (14.83) feet in length, four 
point five (4.5) feet in height and fifteen point five (15.5) feet above grade level. Said sign 
structure measures as follows: along North Northwest Highway, one (1) at six (6) feet in 
length, five (5) feet in height and ten (10) feet above grade leveL The location of said 
privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby 
incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management 
and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077492 herein granted the sum of Six Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($600.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40526 of this Journal.] 

Nubian Nation. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Nubian Nation, 

(Continued on page 40527) 
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(Continued from page 40525) 

upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) 
sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 7501 - 7525 
South Vincennes Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along South Vincennes 
Avenue, at ten (10) feet in length, twenty (20) feet in height and eight (8) feet above grade 
level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by 
reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be 
constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077599 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be addedTor payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40528 of this Journa/.] 

Off Track Betting. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Off Track Betting, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) 
sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 540 - 5 4 4 
North LaSalle Drive. Said existing sign structure measures as follows: along the corner of 
North LaSalle Drive and West Ohio Street, at eleven (11) feet in length, fifteen (15) feet in 
height and nine (9) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown 
on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

(Continued on page 40529) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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(Continued from page 40527) 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077376 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40530 of this Journal.] 

The Old Oak Tap. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to The Old Oak Tap, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) 
sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 2109 West 
Chicago Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Chicago Avenue, at 
four (4) feet in length, one (1) foot in height and ten (10) feet above grade level. The location 
of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby 
incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management 
and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076882 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40531 of this Journal.] 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40527 and 40529 of this Journal. 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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Olga's Family Cuts. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Olga's Family 
Cuts, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises 
known as 3065 West Armitage Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along 
West Armitage Avenue, at six (6) feet in length, three (3) feet in height and fourteen point six 
seven (14.67) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on 
print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1078800 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40533 of this Journal.] 

Omni Chicago Hotel. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Omni Chicago 
Hotel, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, 
as now constructed, one (1) windscreen on the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 

(Continued on page 40534) 
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(Continued from page 40532) 

known as 676 North Michigan Avenue. Said existing windscreen along East Huron Street 
measures twenty-six (26) feet, six (6) inches in length, four (4) feet, two (2) inches in width 
and seven (7) feet, one (1) inch in height. Grantee must allow a minimum of at least nine (9) 
feet of clear and unobstructed space for pedestrian passage at all times. The location of said 
privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby 
incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Chicago Department of 
Transportation and the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076083 herein granted the sum of Four Thousand Seventy-eight and no/100 
Dollars ($4,078.00) per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40535 of this Journal.] 

One East Delaware Apartments. 
(Planters) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to One East 
Delaware Apartments, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
maintain and use, as now constructed, four (4) planters on the public right-of-way for 
beautification purposes adjacent to its premises known as 1 East Delaware Place. Said 

(Continued on page 40536) 
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planters at East Delaware Place measure four (4) at three (3) feet in length and three (3) feet 
in width for a total of thirty-six (36) square feet. Grantee must allow a minimum of at least 
nine (9) feet of clear and unobstructed space for pedestrian passage at all times. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is 
hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Chicago Department of 
Transportation, the Office of Emergency Management and Communications and the Planning 
Department. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077437 herein granted the sum of Zero and no/100 Dollars ($0.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40537 of this Journal.] 

One East Delaware Apartments. 
(Sculpture) 

Se It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to One East 
Delaware Apartments, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
construct, install, maintain and use one (1) sculpture (cool globe-public art) on the public 
right-of-way adjacent to its premises known as 1 East Delaware Place. Said sculpture 
shall measure four (4) feet in length, four (4) feet in width and six (6) feet in height 
along East Delaware Place. Grantee must allow a minimum of at least nine (9) feet of clear 
and unobstructed space for pedestrian passage at all times. The location of said privilege 

(Continued on page 40538) 
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(Continued from page 40536) 

shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and 
made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans 
and specifications approved by the Chicago Department of Transportation, the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications and the Planning Department. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077433 herein granted the sum of Eight Hundred Fourteen and no/100 
Dollars ($814.00) per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40539 of this Journal.] 

One North, L.L.C. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to One North, L.L.C, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, twenty-eight (28) balconies overthe public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 737 West Washington Boulevard. Said balconies along West Washington 
Boulevard measure twenty-eight (28) at three (3) feet in length and thirteen (13) feet in width. 
The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference 
is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Chicago Department of 
Transportation, the Office of Emergency Management and Communications and the Planning 
Department. 

(Continued on page 40540) 
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This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago, 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076901 herein granted the sum of Two Thousand One Hundred and no/100 
Dollars ($2,100.00) per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after May 7,2008. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40541 of this Journal.] 

O'Shaughnessy's Public House. 
(Clock) 

Se It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to O'Shaughnessy's 
Public House, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use, as now constructed, one (1) clock overthe public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 1775 West Wilson Avenue. Said existing clock measures three (3) feet in diameter 
and projects out over the public way sixteen (16) feet above grade level at the corner of West 
Wilson Avenue and North Ravenswood Avenue. The location of said privilege shall be as 
shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part 
of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Chicago Department of Transportation and the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076194 herein granted the sum of Four Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($400.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

(Continued on page 40542) 
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A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40543 of this Journal.] 

O'Shaughnessy's Public House. 
(Sign) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to O'Shaughnessy's 
Public House, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
1775 West Wilson Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Wilson 
Avenue, at forty-one (41) feet in length, three (3) feet in height and thirty-six (36) feet above 
grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which 
by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall 
be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076193 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40544 of this Journal.] 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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Our Place. 
(Bay Window) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Our Place, upon 
•the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, one (1) bay window projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its 
premises known as 3534 West Belmont Avenue. Said bay window at West Belmont Avenue 
measures twelve (12) feet in length, seven point eight three (7.83) feet in width, seven point 
five (7.5) feet in depth and twelve (12) feet iri height. The location of said privilege shall be 
as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a 
part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Chicago Department of Transportation and the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077451 herein granted the sum of Seventy-five and no/100 Dollars ($75.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40546 of this Journal.] 

Our Place. 
(Security Cameras) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Our Place, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 

(Continued on page 40547) 
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(Continued from page 40545) 

constructed, three (3) security cameras projecting over the public right-of-way for security 
purposes adjacent to its premises known as 3534 West Belmont Avenue. Said security 
camera at West Belmont Avenue measures one (1) at point four two (.42) foot in length, one 
point zero eight (1.08) feet in width and nine (9) feet above grade level. Said security 
cameras at North Drake Avenue measure, two (2) at point four two (.42) foot in length and 
one point zero eight (1.08) feet in width and nine (9) feet above grade level. The location of 
said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby 
incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Chicago Department of 
Transportation, the Office of Emergency Management and Communications and the Planning 
Department. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077450 herein granted the sum of Zero and no/100 Dollars ($0.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40548 of this Journal.] 

Overseas Electronics. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Overseas 
Electronics, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use two (2) signs projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 

(Continued on page 40549) 
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2457 West Devon Avenue. Said sign structures measure as follows: along West Devon 
Avenue, one (1) at sixteen (16) feet in length, four (4) feet in height and ten (10) feet above 
grade level and one (1) at seven (7) feet in length, four (4) feet in height and fourteen (14) 
feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto 
attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said 
privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the 
Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077503 herein granted the sum of Six Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($600.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40550 of this Journal.] 

Papa Chris Place Inc. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Papa Chris 
Place Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
6235 West Touhy Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Touhy 
Avenue, at seven (7) feet in length, thirteen (13) feet in height and eleven point five 
eight (11.58) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print 
hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

(Continued on page 40551) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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(Continued from page 40549) 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077638 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40552 of this Journal.] 

Parkview Lofts Condominium Association. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Parkview Lofts 
Condominium Association, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, 
to maintain and use, as now constructed, eight (8) balconies over the public right-of-way 
adjacent to its premises known as 2533 North Ashland Avenue. Said balconies along North 
Ashland Avenue measure four (4) at twelve (12) feet in length, six (6) feet in width 
and fifteen (15) feet above grade. Said balconies along North Ashland Avenue 
measure four (4) at twelve (12) feet in length, six (6) feet in width and twenty-five (25) feet 
above grade. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which 
by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall 
be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Chicago 
Department of Transportation, the Office of Emergency Management and Communications 
and the Planning Department. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

(Continued on page 40553) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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(Continued from page 40551) 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076571 herein granted the sum of Six Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($600.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
June 4, 2008. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40554 of this Journal.] 

Pasta D'Arte. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Pasta D'Arte, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, two (2) door swings on the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises known 
as 6311 North Milwaukee Avenue. Said door swings at North Milwaukee Avenue measure 
two (2) at six point six seven (6.67) feet in length and three (3) feet in width for a total of forty 
point zero two (40.02) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print 
hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Chicago Department of Transportation and the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077233 herein granted the sum of One Hundred Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($150.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

(Continued on page 40555) 
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(Continued from page 40553) 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40556 of this Journal.] 

Patton Motor Sen/ice. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Patton Motor 
Service, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use 
one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known 
as 10209 South Western Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along South 
Western Avenue, at eight (8) feet in length, five (5) feet in height and ten (10) feet above 
grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which 
by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall 
be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077400 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty wi|l be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40557 of this Journal.] 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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Pearl Art & Craft Supply. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Pearl Art & Craft 
Supply, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain 
and use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known 
as 225 West Chicago Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West 
Chicago Avenue, at sixty-two point two five (62.25) feet in length, five (5) feet in height and 
nine point four two (9.42) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as 
shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part 
of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077396 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40559 of this Journal.] 

Pepe's Mexican Restaurant. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Pepe's Mexican 
Restaurant, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use, as now constructed, one (1) building projection overthe public right-of-way adjacentto 

(Continued on page 40560) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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(Continued from page 40558) 

its premises known as 3231 - 3237 West 63''' Street. Said existing building projection along 
East 63'" Street measures seventy-five (75) feet in length and project out overthe public way 
twenty (20) inches. Building projection is ten (10) feet, four (4) inches above grade level. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is 
hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Chicago Department of 
Transportation, the Office of Emergency Management and Communications and the Planning 
Department. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1073008 herein grantedthe sum of One Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($100.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40561 of this Journal.] 

Peterson Cicero Currency Exchange Inc. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Peterson Cicero 
Currency Exchange Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
maintain and use one (1) sign projecting overthe public right-of-way attached to its premises 
known as 6043 North Cicero Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North 
Cicero Avenue, at eight (8) feet in length, five (5) feet in height and thirteen (13) feet above 
grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached. 

(Continued. on page 40562) 
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(Continued from page 40560) 

which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076754 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40563 of this Journal.] 

Peterson Park Condominium Association. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Peterson Park 
Condominium Association, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, 
to maintain and use, as now constructed, twelve (12) balconies on the public right-of-way 
adjacent to its premises known as 3360 West Peterson Avenue. Said balconies at West 
Peterson Avenue measure nine (9) at ten (10) feet in length and five (5) feet in width for a 
total of four hundred fifty (450) square feet. Said balconies at the corner of North Kimball 
Avenue and West Peterson Avenue measure three (3) at twenty-five point one two (25.12) 
feet in length and five (5) feet in width for a total of three hundred seventy-six point 
eight (376.8) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto 
attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said 
privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the 
Chicago Department of Transportation, the Office of Emergency Management and 
Communications and the Planning Department. 

(Continued on page 40564) 
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(Continued from page 40562) 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1080512 herein granted the sum of Nine Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($900.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after April 9,2008. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40565 of this Journal.] 

Pete's Italian Beef & Wings. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Pete's Italian 
Beef & Wings, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
6913 South South Chicago Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along South 
South Chicago Avenue, at seven (7) feet in length, eight (8) feet in height and eight (8) feet 
above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, 
which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077392 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

(Continued on page 40566) 
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(Continued from page 40564) 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40567 of this Journal.] 

Picture US Galleries. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Picture US 
Galleries, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to construct, install, 
maintain and use one (1) light fixture over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 81 East Lake Street. Said light fixtures along East Lake Street measure 
twenty-seven (27) feet in length and two (2) feet in width for a total of fifty-four (54) square 
feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by 
reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be 
constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Department of 
Streets and Sanitation and the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1074986 herein granted the sum of Seventy-five and no/100 Dollars ($75.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40568 of this Journal.] 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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Pizzeria Due. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Pizzeria Due, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, two (2) park benches on the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises known 
as 619 North Wabash Avenue. Said park benches at North Wabash Avenue measure two 
(2) at seven (7) feet in length and two (2) feet in width for a total of twenty-eight (28) square 
feet. Grantee must allow the required six (6) feet of clear and unobstructed space for 
pedestrian passage at all times. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print 
hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Chicago Department of Transportation and the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1073100 herein granted the sum of One Hundred Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($150.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years'from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40570 of this Journal.] 

Prairie Avenue Bookshop Ltd. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Prairie Avenue 
Bookshop Ltd., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain 

(Continued on page 40571) 
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(Continued from page 40569) 

and use, as now constructed, one (1) banner projecting overthe public right-of-way adjacent 
to its premises known as 418 South Wabash Avenue. Said existing banner along South 
Wabash Avenue measures twenty-one (21) inches in length and seventeen (17) feet, six (6) 
inches in height. Existing banner project out over the public way approximately nine (9) feet 
above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, 
which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said, privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Chicago 
Department of Transportation and the Office of Emergency Management and 
Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1073226 herein granted the sum of One Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($100.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40572 of this Journal.] 

Prime Group Realty Trust. 
(Facade) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Prime Group 
Realty Trust, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use, as now constructed, one (1) facade on the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 

(Continued on page 40573) 
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(Continued from page 40571) 

known as 180 North LaSalle Street. Said facade at North LaSalle Street measures one 
hundred eighty (180) feet in length, two point six seven (2.67) feet in width and thirty point 
eight three (30.83) feet in height. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print 
hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Chicago Department of Transportation, the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications and the Planning Department. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077414 herein granted the sum of Twenty-two Thousand Two Hundred 
Twenty-three and no/100 Dollars ($22,223.00) per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40574 of this Journal.] 

Prime Group Realty Trust. 
(Flagpoles) 

Se It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Prime Group 
Realty Trust, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use, as now constructed, four (4) flagpoles projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent 
to its premises known as 180 North LaSalle Street. Said flagpoles at North LaSalle Street 
measure four (4) at fourteen point four two (14.42) feet in length and seventeen (17) feet in 
width for a total of nine hundred eighty point five six (980.56) square feet. The location of 
said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby 
incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management 
and Communications. 

(Continued from page 40575) 
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(Continued from page 40573) 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077416 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40576 of this Journal.] 

Prime Group Realty Trust. 
(Light Fixtures) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Prime Group 
Realty Trust, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use, as now constructed, thirty-two (32) light lixtures projecting over the public right-of-way 
adjacent to its premises known as 180 North LaSalle Street. Said light fixtures at West Lake 
Street measure thirteen (13) at point nine two (.92) foot in length and point nine two (.92) foot 
in width for a total of eleven (11) square feet. Said light fixtures at North LaSalle Street 
measure nineteen (19) at point nine two (.92) foot in length and point nine two (.92) foot in 
width for a total of sixteen point zero eight (16.08) square feet. The location of said privilege 
shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and 
made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans 
and specifications approved by the Department of Streets and Sanitation and the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

(Continued on page 40577) 
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(Continued from page 40575) 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077415 herein granted the sum of Two Hundred Thirty. and no/100 
Dollars ($230.00) per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40578 of this Journal.] 

Quiznos Sub Services Number 9341. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Quiznos Sub 
Services Number 9341, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
maintain and use four (4) signs projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its 
premises known as 29 West Lake Street. Said sign structures measure as follows: along 
West Lake Street, two (2) at twelve point nine two (12.92) feet in length, one point nine two 
(1.92) feet in height and twelve (12) feet above grade level and two (2) at three (3) feet in 
length, three (3) feet in height and feet above grade level. The location of said privilege 
shall be as shown on prints hereto attached, which by reference are hereby incorporated and 
made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans 
and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076398 herein granted the sum of One Thousand Two Hundred and no/100 Dollars 
($1,200.00) per annum, in advance. 

(Continued on page 40579) 
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(Continued from page 40577) 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawings referred to in this ordinance printed 
on pages 40580 and 40581 of this Journal.] 

QR Tax Service. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and-granted to QR Tax Service, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) 
sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 2752 West 63'" 
Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West 63'" Street, at nine point zero 
eight (9.08) feet in length, five point zero eight (5.08) feet in height and fifteen point nine one 
(15.91) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print 
hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077490 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40582 of this Journal.] 
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R.N. International, Inc. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are herebygiven and granted to R.N. International, 
Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use 
one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known 
as 3909 West Lawrence Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West 
Lawrence Avenue, at five (5) feet in length, five (5) feet in height and twelve (12) feet above 
grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which 
by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall 
be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1080260 herein granted the sum of One Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($100.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due dale. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40584 of this Journal.] 

Radius Inc. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Radius Inc., upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) sign 
projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 661 West Ohio 
Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Ohio Street, at forty-eight (48) 
feet in length, fourteen (14) feet in height and fifteen (15) feet above grade level. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is 

(Continued on page 40585) 
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(Continued from page 40583) 

hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications, 

This gr-ant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077394 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40586 of this Journal.] 

Raul's Bar & Grill. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Raul's Bar & Grill, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) 
sign projecting overthe public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 3214 West 47"" 
Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West 47'*̂  Street, at eight point 
five (8.5) feet in length, three point six seven (3.67) feet in height and seven point 
five (7.5) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print 
hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

(Continued on page 40587) 
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(Continued from page 40585) 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076785 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40588 of this Journal.] 

Raw Bar & Grill. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Raw Bar & Grill, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, 1o maintain and use, as now 
constructed, four (4) light fixtures over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises known 
as 3720 North Clark Street. Said light fixtures along North Clark Street measure four (4) at 
two (2) feet in length and two (2) feet in width for a total of sixteen (16) square feet. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is 
hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Department of Streets and 
Sanitation and the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076985 herein granted the sum of Ninety and no/100 Dollars ($90.00) per annum, 
in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

(Continued on page 40589) 
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(Continued from page 40587) 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40590 of this Journal.] 

Red Latina Corp. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Red Latina Corp., 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) 
sign projecting overthe public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 3922 West 26'" 
Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West 26"" Street, at sixteen (16) feet 
in length, four (4) feet in height and twelve (12) feet above grade level. The location of said 
privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby 
incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management 
and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076865 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40591 of this Journal.] 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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River North Limited Partnership Number 2. 
(Exhaust Duct) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to River North 
Limited Partnership Number 2, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, 
to maintain and use, as now constructed, one (1) exhaust duct projecting over the public 
right-of-way adjacent to its premises known as 325 West Huron Street. Said exhaust duct 
at public alley measures two (2) feet in diameter, one point four two (1.42) feet in depth and 
nine (9) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print 
hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077199 herein granted the sum of Four Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($400.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date 
of passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40593 of this Journal.] 

River North Limited Partnership Number 2. 
(Grease Basin) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to River North 
Limited Partnership Number 2, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance. 

(Continued on page 40594) 
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(Continued from page 40592) 

to maintain and use, as now constructed, one (1) grease basin in the public right-of-way 
adjacent to its premises known as 325 West Huron Street. Said grease basin at West Huron 
Street measures four (4) feet in diameter and shall be placed at a depth of eight (8) feet 
underthe public sidewalk along North Orieans Street approximately forty-three (43) feet south 
of the south line of West Huron Street. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on 
print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications, the Office of 
Underground Coordination and the Water Department. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077165 herein granted the sum of Four Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($400.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
September 15, 2007. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40595 of this Journal.] 

River North Limited Partnership Number 2. 
(Planters) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to River North 
Limited Partnership Number 2, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, 
to maintain and use, as now constructed, six (6) planters on the public right-of-way for 

(Continued on page 40596) 
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(Continued from page 40594) 

beautification purposes adjacent to its premises known as 325 West Huron Street. Said 
planters at West Huron Street measure six (6) at three (3) feet in depth, three (3) feet in width 
and three (3) feet in height. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto 
attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said 
privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the 
Chicago Department of Transportation, the Office of Emergency Management and 
Communications and the Planning Department. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077204 herein granted the sum of Zero and no/100 Dollars ($0.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40597 of this Journal] 

River North Limited Partnership Number 2. 
(Siamese Connections) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to River North 
Limited Partnership Number 2, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, 
to maintain and use, as now constructed, two (2) Siamese connections projecting over the 
public right-of-way adjacent to its premises known as 325 West Huron Street. Said Siamese 

(Continued on page 40598) 
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(Continued from page 40596) 

connections at West Huron Street measure two (2) at three point seven five (3.75) feet in 
length, point two five (.25) foot in width, point five eight (.58) foot in depth and nine point 
five (9.5) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print 
hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077235 herein granted the sum of Eight Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($800.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40599 of this Journal.] 

River North Self Park. 
(Light Fixtures) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to River North Self 
Park, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to construct, install, 
maintain and use forty-two (42) light fixtures projecting overthe public right-of-way adjacent 
to its premises known as 60 West Kinzie Street. Said light fixtures at West Kinzie Street 
measure thirty-one (31) at point seven five (.75) foot in length and point nine one (.91) foot 
in width and thirteen (13) feet above grade level. Said light fixtures at North Clark Street 
measure eleven (11) at point seven five (.75) foot in length and point nine one (.91) foot in 
width and thirteen (13) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as 

(Continued on page 40600) 
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(Continued from page 40598) 

shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part 
of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Department of Streets and Sanitation and the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077175 herein granted the sum of Two Hundred Eighty and no/100 
Dollars ($280.00) per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40601 of this Journal.] 

River North Self Park. 
(Signs) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to River North Self 
Park, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use 
four (4) signs projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
60 West Kinzie Street. Said sign structures measure as follows: along West Kinzie Street, 
two (2) at eight (8) feet in length, two (2) feet in height and twelve (12) feet above grade level. 
Said sign structures measure as follows: along West Kinzie Street, two (2) at one point one 
six (1.16) feet in length, two (2) feet in height and twelve (12) feet above grade level. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is 
hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

(Continued on page 40602) 
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(Continued from page 40600) 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076430 herein granted the sum of One Thousand Two Hundred and no/100 
Dollars ($1,200.00) per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40603 of this Journal.] 

The Rookery L.P. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to The Rookery L.P., 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to construct, install, maintain 
and use two (2) vaults under the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises known as 
209 South LaSalle Street. Said existing vaults under and along West Adams Street measure 
as follows: one (1) at one hundred twenty-seven (127) feet, nine (9) inches in length and 
twelve (12) feet, ten (10) inches in width and one (1) at twenty-seven (27) feet, three (3) 
inches in length and twelve (12) feet, ten (10) inches in width. The location of said privilege 
shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and 
made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans 
and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

(Continued on page 40604) 
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(Continued from page 40602) 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1078235 herein granted the sum of Sixteen Thousand Two Hundred Twenty-seven 
and no/100 Dollars ($16,227.00) per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40605 of this Journal.] 

Room 21. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Room 21, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, two (2) planters on the public right-of-way for beautification purposes adjacent 
to its premises known as 2110 South Wabash Avenue. Said planters at South Wabash 
Avenue measure two (2) at two point zero eight (2.08) feet in length and two point zero 
eight (2.08) feet in width for a total of eight point six five (8.65) square feet. Grantee must 
allow a minimum of at least six (6) feet of clear and unobstructed space for pedestrian 
passage at all times. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto 
attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said 
privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the 
Chicago Department of Transportation, the Office of Emergency Management and 
Communications and the Planning Department. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076555 herein grantedthe sum of Zero and no/100 Dollars ($0.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

(Continued on page 40606) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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(Continued from page 40604) 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40607 of this Journal.] 

Ruby. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Ruby, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, three (3) light fixtures over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 151 West Ohio Street. Said light fixtures at West Ohio Street measure three (3) 
at point six seven (.67) foot in length and one (1) foot in width for a total of two point zero 
one (2.01) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto 
attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said 
privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the 
Department of Streets and Sanitation and the Office of Emergency Management and 
Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1078827 herein granted the sum of Eighty-five and no/100 Dollars ($85.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40608 of this Journal.] 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40606 of this Journal. 
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Rudy's Tavern. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Rudy's Tavern, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) 
sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
5788 - 5790 South Archer Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along South 
Archer Avenue, at five (5) feet in length, four (4) feet in height and ten point six seven (10.67) 
feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto 
attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said 
privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the 
Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076929 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40610 of this Journal.] 

Sabri Nhiari Inc. 
(Light Fixtures) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Sabri Nhiari Inc., 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, three (3) light fixtures overthe public right-of-way adjacentto its premises known 

(Continued on page 40611) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40609 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40609) 

as 2502 West Devon Avenue. Said light fixtures along West Devon Avenue measure 
three (3) at three (3) feet in length and one (1) foot in width for a total of nine (9) square feet. 
The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference 
is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Department of Streets and 
Sanitation and the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076992 herein granted the sum of Eighty-five and no/100 Dollars ($85.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40612 of this Journal.]. 

Sabri Nhiari Inc. 
(Sign) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Sabri Nhiari Inc., 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) 
sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 2502 West 
Devon Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Devon Avenue, 
at six (6) feet in length, four (4) feet in height and sixteen (16) feet above grade level. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is 
hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

(Continued on page 40613) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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(Continued from page 40611) 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076990 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40614 of this Journal.] 

Sage. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Sage, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, eleven (11) light fixtures over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 2463 - 2467 North Clark Street. Said light fixtures along North Clark Street 
measure eleven (11) at one point five (1.5) feet in length and point five (.5) foot in width for 
a total of eight point two five (8.25) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as 
shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part 
of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Department of Streets and Sanitation and the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1074378 herein granted the sum of One Hundred Thirty and no/100 Dollars 
($130.00) per annum, in advance. 

(Continued on page 40615) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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(Continued from page 40613) 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40616 of this Journal.] 

Saint Anthony Hospital. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Saint Anthony 
Hospital, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to continue to occupy 
the east seventy-one (71) feet, four (4) inches of South Marshall Boulevard, between the 
south line of West 19"" Street and the northeriy line of Buriington Northern Railroad, as is now 
constructed, a distance of two hundred eighty-seven (287) feet, six (6) inches containing 
approximately thirteen thousand nine hundred forty-five (13,945) square feet of space used 
for parking of automobiles for physicians and nurses. The location of said privilege shall be 
as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a 
part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Chicago Department of Transportation, the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications and the Planning Department. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago: 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1074073 herein granted the sum of Four Thousand Sixty-one and no/100 
Dollars ($4,061.00) per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
January 16, 2008. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40617 of this Journal.] 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40615 of this Journal. 
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Salon Moka. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Salon Moka, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) sign 
projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 1259 North 
Milwaukee Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North Milwaukee 
Avenue, at four (4) feet in length, four (4) feet in height and ten (10) feet above grade level. 
The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference 
is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1074978 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40619 of this Journal.] 

San Rafael Family Health Center 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to San Rafael Family 
Health Center, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use two (2) signs projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
3204 West 26'̂  Street. Said sign structures measure as follows: along West 26* Street, 

(Continued on page 40620) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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(Continued from page 40618) 

two (2) at twelve (12) feet in length, twelve (12) feet in height and twelve (12) feet above 
grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which 
by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall 
be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077423 herein granted the sum of Six Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($600.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40621 of this Journal.] 

Sangria/Radiostar/Hogs & Honeys. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Sangria/ 
Radiostar/Hogs & Honeys, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
construct, install, maintain and use six (6) security cameras over the public right-of-way for 
security purposes adjacent to its premises known as 901 West Weed Street. Said security 
cameras along North Fremont Street measure two (2) at one point four (1.4) feet in length 
and point two five (.25) foot in width for a total of point seven (.7) square foot. Said security 
cameras along West Weed Street measure four (4) at one (1) foot in length and point five (.5) 
foot in width for a total of two (2) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown 
on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Chicago Department of Transportation, the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications and the Planning Department. 

(Continued on page 40622) 
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(Continued from page 40620) 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1074192 herein granted the sum of Zero and no/100 Dollars ($0.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40623 of this Journal.] 

Santiago's Faniily Haircut. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Santiago's Family 
Haircut, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use 
one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known 
as 3139 West Lawrence Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West 
Lawrence Avenue, at four (4) feet in length, five (5) feet in height and thirteen (13) feet above 
grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which 
by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall 
be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077480 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

(Continued on page 40624) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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(Continued from page 40622) 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40625 of this Journal.] 

Santullo's Eatery. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Santullo's Eatery, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, eight (8) light fixtures over the public right-of-way adjacentto its premises known 
as 1943 - 1945 West North Avenue. Said light fixtures along West North Avenue measure 
eight (8) at one (1) foot in length and one (1) foot in width for a total of eight (8) square feet. 
The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference 
is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Department of Streets and 
Sanitation and the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1070848 herein granted the sum of One Hundred Ten and no/100 Dollars ($110.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40626 of this Journal.] 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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SEB Immibilien Investment GMBH. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to SEB Immibilien 
Investment GMBH, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
construct, install, maintain and use seven (7) planter boxes on the public right-of-way for 
beautification purposes adjacent to its premises known as 550 West Adams Street. Said 
planter boxes shall be described as follows: along West Adams Street, two (2) at forty (40) 
feet in length and five (5) feet in width for a total of four hundred (400) square feet, four (4) 
at thirty (30) feet in length and five (5) feet in width for a total of six hundred (600) square feet 
and one (1) at twenty-five (25) feet in length and five (5) feet in width for a total of one 
hundred twenty-five (125) square feet. Grantee must allow a minimum of at least nine (9) 
feet of clear and unobstructed space for pedestrian passage at all times. The location of said 
privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby 
incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Chicago Department of 
Transportation, the Office of Emergency Management and Communications and the Planning 
Department. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1068039 herein granted the sum of Zero and no/100 Dollars ($0.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40628 of this Journal.] 

Shaw's Crab House. 
(Flagpoles) 

Se It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Shaw's Crab 
House, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, 

(Continued on page 40629) 
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as now constructed, two (2) flagpoles over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 21 East Hubbard Street. Said flagpoles along East Hubbard Street measure 
two (2) at eight (8) feet in depth and eleveri (11) feet above grade. The location of said 
privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby 
incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management 
and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076028 herein granted the sum of One Hundred Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($150.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40630 of this Journal.] 

Shaw's Crab House. 
(Light Fixtures) 

Se It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Shaw's Crab 
House, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, 
as now constructed, five (5) light fixtures over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 21 East Hubbard Street. Said light fixtures along East Hubbard Street 
measure four (4) at one (1) foot in length, one (1) foot in width and fifteen (15) feet above 
grade. Said light fixture along East Hubbard Street measures one (1) at one (1) foot in 
length, one (1) foot in width and thirteen (13) feet above grade. The location of said privilege 

(Continued on page 40631) 
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shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and 
made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans 
and specifications approved by the Department of Streets and Sanitation and the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076026 herein granted the sum of Ninety-five and no/100 Dollars ($95.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40632 of this Journal.] 

Sheffield Weed, L.L.C. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Sheffield Weed, 
L.L.C, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, 
as now constructed, one (1) fire escape over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 1551 North Sheffield Avenue. Said fire escape along West Weed Street measures 
forty-two (42) feet in length, thirty-eight (38) feet in width and ten (10) feet above grade. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is 
hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Chicago Department of 
Transportation and the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

(Continued on page 40633) 
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This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076062 herein granted the sum of Four Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($400.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40634 of this Journal.] 

Siboney Beauty Salon. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Siboney Beauty 
Salon, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use 
one (1) sign projecting over thie public right-of-way attached to its premises known 
as 5427 West Addison Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Addison 
Street, at five (5) feet in length, four (4) feet in height and nine point eight three (9.83) feet 
above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, 
which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1078713 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

(Continued on page 40635) 
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A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40636 of this Journal.] 

Sixty West Erie Condominium Association. 
(Caissons) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Sixty West Erie 
Condominium Association, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
maintain and use, as now constructed, four (4) caissons under the public right-of-way 
adjacent to its premises known as 60 West Erie Street. Said caisson bells will overhang the 
property line. Encroachments will be under three (3) feet including the ten (10) inch over dig. 
Location and measurements of caisson bells are as follows: West Erie Street - total square 
footage of seven (7), east alley - total square footage of forty-eight and eighty-eight 
hundredths (48.88), west alley - total square footage of forty-eight and eighty-eight 
hundredths (48.88) and north alley - total square footage often and fifty hundredths (10.50). 
The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference 
is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications, the Office of Underground Coordination and the Planning 
Department. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077135 herein granted the sum of Four Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($400.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

(Continued on page 40637) 
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A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40638 of this Journal.] 

Sixty West Erie Condominium Association. 
(Cornices) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Sixty West Erie 
Condominium Association, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, 
to maintain and use, as now constructed, cornices projecting over the public right-of-way 
adjacent to its premises known as 60 West Erie Street. 

North Elevation: 

Projecting cornice at the top ofthe parking garage on the north elevation and partial east 
and west elevations will hang over the property line. 

Said cornice at north alley measures one (1) at seventy-eight (78) feet in length and point 
seven five (.75) foot in width for a total of fifty-eight point five (58.5) square feet. 

Said cornice at east alley measures one (1) at eighty-four (84) feet in length and point 
seven five (.75) foot in width for a total of sixty-three (63) square feet. 

Said cornice at west alley measures one (1) at eighty-four (84) feet in length and point 
seven five (.75) foot in width for a total of sixty-three (63) square feet. 

South Elevation: 

Projecting stone cornice located at ten (10) feet, six (6) inches above grade on the south 
elevation and partial east and partial west elevation will hang over the property line. 

(Continued on page 40639) 
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Said cornice at north alley measures one (1) at seventy-eight (78) feet in length and point 
seven five (.75) foot in width for a total of fifty-eight point five (58.5) square feet. 

Said cornice at east alley measures one (1) at eighty-four (84) feet in length and point 
seven five (.75) foot in width for a total of sixty-three (63) square feet. 

Said cornice at west alley measures one (1) at eighty-four (84) feet in length and point 
seven five (.75) foot in width for a total of sixty-three (63) square feet. 

The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference 
is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Chicago Department of 
Transportation and the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077229 herein granted the sum of Eight Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($800.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40640 of this Journal.] 

Sixty West Erie Condominium Association. 
(Planter) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Sixty West Erie 
Condominium Association, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
maintain and use, as now constructed, one (1) planter on the public right-of-way for 

(Continued on page 40641) 
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beautification purposes adjacent to its premises known as 60 West Erie Street. Said planter 
at West Erie Street measures fifty-eight (58) feet in length and thirteen (13) feet in width for 
a total of seven hundred fifty-four (754) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be 
as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a 
part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Chicago Department of Transportation, the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications and the Planning Department. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077131 herein granted the sum of Zero and no/100 Dollars ($0.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40642 of this Journal.] 

Solutions 3 Graphics, Inc. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Solutions 3 
Graphics, Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
10547 South Western Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along South 
Western Avenue, at twelve point one seven (12.17) feet in length, seventeen point seven five 
(17.75) feet in height and thirty-three (33) feet above grade level. The location of said 
privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby 
incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management 
and Communications. 

(Continued on page 40643) 
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This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077458 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40644 of this Journal.] 

Somboon Sunnyside Auto Service. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Somboon 
Sunnyside Auto Service, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
maintain and use one (1) sign projecting overthe public right-of-way attached to its premises 
known as 4501 North Clark Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North 
Clark Street, at six (6) feet in length, six (6) feet in height and nine point eight three (9.83) feet 
above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, 
which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1078768 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

(Continued on page 40645) 
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A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40646 of this Journal.] 

South Chicago & Indiana Harbor Railway Company. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to South 
Chicago & Indiana Harbor Railway Company, upon the terms and subject to the conditions 
of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now constructed, two (2) switch tracks on the public 
right-of-way adjacent to its premises known as 2628 East 113'̂  Street. Said switch tracks at 
113'̂  and 114'̂  Streets measure two (2) at one hundred six (106) feet in length and one 
hundred four (104) feet in width for a total of twenty-two thousand forty-eight (22,048) square 
feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by 
reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be 
constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1078660 herein granted the sum of One Thousand Five Hundred and no/100 
Dollars ($1,500.00) per annum, in advance. 

. A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
July 28, 2008. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40647 of this Journal.] 
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Southport Cutting Room Inc. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Southport Cutting 
Room Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises 
known as 2009 West Belmont Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along 
West Belmont Avenue, at three point five (3.5) feet in length, one point five (1.5) feet in height 
and eight point zero eight (8.08) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall 
be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made 
a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076752 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40649 of this Journal.] 

Southwest Currency Exchange. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Southwest 
Currency Exchange, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
maintain and use one (1) sign projecting overthe public right-of-way attached to its premises 

(Continued on page 40650) 
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known as 3631 West 63"* Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West 63"̂  
Street, at six (6) feet in length, six (6) feet in height and ten (10) feet above grade level. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is 
hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077479 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40651 of this Journal.] 

Spaccanapoli. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Spaccanapoli, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to construct, install, 
maintain and use four (4) park benches on the public right-of-way adjacent.to its 
premises known as 1769 West Sunnyside Avenue. Said park benches shall each 
measure forty-five (45) inches in length, twenty (20) inches in width and thirty (30) inches in 
height. Grantee must allow at least a minimum of six (6) feet of clear and unobstructed space 
for pedestrian passage at all times. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print 
hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Chicago Department of Transportation and the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

(Continued on page 40652) 
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This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1074825 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40653 of this Journal.] 

The Spread. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to The Spread, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, eight (8) door swings over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises known 
as 2478 North Lincoln Avenue. Said door swings at North Lincoln Avenue (standard door 
swing) measure two (2) at two point nine two (2.92) feet in length and two point nine 
two (2.92) feet in width for a total of seventeen point zero five (17.05) square feet. Said door 
swings at North Lincoln Avenue (bifold door swing) measure six (6) at five point one, one 
(5.11) feet in length and two point five eight (2.58) feet in width for a total of seventy-nine 
point one (79.1) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto 
attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said 
privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the 
Chicago Department of Transportation and the Office of Emergency Management and 
Communications. 

(Continued on page 40654) 
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This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076981 herein granted the sum of Six Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($600.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40655 of this Journal.] 

Standard Parking. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Standard Parking, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use three (3) 
signs projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 180 North 
Franklin Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Lake Street, one (1) 
at eight (8) feet in length, ten (10) feet in height and ten (10) feet above grade level. Said 
sign structure measures as follows: along North Franklin Street, one (1) at eight (8) 
feet in length, eight (8) feet in height and forty-five (45) feet above grade level. Said sign 
structure measures as follows: along North Franklin Street, one (1) at eight (8) feet in length, 
ten (10) feet in height and ten (10) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall 
be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made 
a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

(Continued on page 40656) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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(Continued from page 40654) 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076677 herein granted the sum of Nine Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($900.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40657 of this Journal.] 

Standard Steel & Wire Corp. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Standard Steel & 
Wire Corp., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use, as now constructed, one (1) fence on the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 2929 North Oakley Avenue. Said existing fence across North Oakley Avenue 
where it dead ends into the river, perpendicular to industrial building. Fence prevents fly 
dumping and crime and provides truck parking. Existing fence measures sixty-six (66) feet 
in length and six (6) feet in height. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print 
hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and' made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Chicago Department of Transportation and the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

(Continued on page 40658) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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(Continued from page 40656) 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1072990 herein granted the sum of Four Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($400.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40659 of this Journal.] 

Stanley's Restaurant. 
(Light Fixtures) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Stanley's 
Restaurant, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use, as now constructed, seventeen (17) light fixtures projecting overthe public right-of-way 
adjacent to its premises known as 1970 North Lincoln Avenue. Said light fixtures at North 
Sedgwick Street measure eight (8) at four point one seven (4.17) feet in length, point six 
seven (.67) foot in width and seventeen point zero eight (17.08) feet above grade level. Said 
light fixtures at North Lincoln Avenue measure nine (9) at one point six seven (1.67) feet in 
length, point five eight (.58) foot in width and thirteen point seven five (13.75) feet above 
grade level. The location of said privilege shall be asshown on print hereto attached, which 
by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall 
be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Department of 
Streets and Sanitation and the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077203 herein granted the sum of One Hundred Fifty-five and no/100 
Dollars ($155.00) per annum, in advance. 

(Continued on page 40660) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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(Continued from page 40658) 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40661 of this Journal.] 

Stanley's Restaurant. 
(Step) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Stanley's 
Restaurant, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use, as now constructed, one (1) step on the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 1970 North Lincoln Avenue. Said step at North Lincoln Avenue measures at 
seventeen point zero eight (17.08) feet in length and eight point two five (8.25) feet in width 
for a total of one hundred forty point nine one (140.91) square feet. The location of said 
privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby 
incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Chicago Department of 
Transportation and the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077202 herein granted the sum of Four Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($400.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40662 of this Journal.] 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40660 of this Journal. 
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Stan's Corner, Inc. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Stan's Corner, Inc., 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) 
sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 5960 South 
Archer Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along South Archer Avenue, 
at four (4) feet in length, four (4) feet in height and ten (10) feet above grade level. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is 
hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076928 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40664 of this Journal.] 

Steele & Loeber Lumber Company. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Steele & Loeber. 
Lumber Company, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain 
and use one (1) sign projecting overthe public right-of-way attached to its premises known 

(Continued on page 40665) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40663 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40663) 

as 9035 South Halsted Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along South Halsted 
Street, at five (5) feet in length, four (4) feet in height and seven point five (7.5) feet above 
grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which 
by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall 
be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076750 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40666 of this Journal.] 

Steep Theatre Company. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Steep Theatre 
Company, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to construct, install, 
maintain and use two (2) banners over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises known 
as 1115 West Berwyn Avenue. Said banners along West BenA ŷn Avenue measure two (2) 
at two (2) feet in length, four (4) feet in width and ten (10) feet above grade. The location of 
said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby 
incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Chicago Department of 
Transportation and the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

(Continued on page 40667) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40663 and 40665 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40665) 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1080643 herein granted the sum of Two Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($200.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40668 of this Journal.] 

Strange Cargo. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Strange Cargo, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) 
sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 3448 North 
Clark Street. Said sign structure. measures as follows: along North Clark Street, at 
four (4) feet in length, five (5) feet in height and five point eight three (5.83) feet above grade 
level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by 
reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be 
constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076879 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

(Continued on page 40669) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40665 and 40667 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40667) 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40670 of this Journal.] 

Strive Logistics, L.L.C. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Strive Logistics, 
L.L.C, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain 
and use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known 
as 3008 North Lincoln Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North Lincoln 
Avenue, at four (4) feet in length, three (3) feet in height and ten (10) feet above grade level. 
The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference 
is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be 
constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1078704 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40671 of this Journal.] 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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Subway. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Subway, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) sign 
projecting overthe public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 2412 North Lincoln 
Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North Lincoln Avenue, at seven 
point five (7.5) feet in length, one point eight three (1.83) feet in height and twelve (12) feet 
above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, 
which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076560 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40673 of this Journal.] 

Successful Properties Solution. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Successful 
Properties Solution, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
construct, install, maintain and use one (1) porch on the public right-of-way adjacent to its 

(Continued on page 40674) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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(Continued from page 40672) 

premises known as 8815 South Buffalo Avenue. Said porch at South Buffalo Avenue 
measures four (4) feet in length and four (4) feet in width for a total of sixteen (16) square 
feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by 
reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be 
constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Chicago Department 
of Transportation and the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077971 herein granted the sum of Four Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($400.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40675 of this Journal.] 

Sunglass Hut Trading Corporation. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Sunglass Hut 
Trading Corporation, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
maintain and use two (2) signs projecting overthe public right-of-way attached to its premises 
known as 1047 North Rush Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North 
Rush Street, one (1) at thirteen (13) feet in length, three point zero eight (3.08) feet in height 
and thirteen point eight three (13.83) feet above grade level. Said sign structure measures 
as follows: along North Rush Street, one (1) at three (3) feet in length, one (1) foot in height 
and nine (9) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print 

(Continued on page 40676) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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(Continued from page 40674) 

hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1069979 herein granted the sum of Six Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($600.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40677 of this Journal.] 

Super Motel. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Super Motel, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use two (2) signs 
projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 6625 South Dr. 
Martin Luther King, Jr. Drive. Said sign structures measure as follows: along South Dr. 
Martin Luther King, Jr. Drive, one (1) at six (6) feet in length, six (6) feet in height and 
fourteen (14) feet above grade level and one (1) at three point two five (3.25) feet in length, 
two (2) feet in height and eight point eight three (8.83) feet above grade level. The location 
of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby 
incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management 
and Communications. 

(Continued on page 40678) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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(Continued from page 40676) 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077629 herein granted the sum of Six Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($600.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40679 of this Journal.] 

Supreme Real Estate. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Supreme Real 
Estate, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use 
one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known 
as 2609 West 79**" Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West 79'" Street, 
at nine (9) feet in length, six (6) feet in height and fifteen (15) feet above grade level. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is 
hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077225 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

(Continued on page 40680) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40676 and 40678 of this Joumal. 
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(Continued from page 40678) 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after, date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40681 of this Journal.] 

Sylvia & Mike's Family Hair Care. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Sylvia & Mike's 
Family Hair Care, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain 
and use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises known 
as 2621 North Hariem Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North Hariem 
Avenue, at six (6) feet in length, four (4) feet in height and thirteen (13) feet above grade 
level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by 
reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be 
constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077291 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40682 of this Journal.] 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40678 and 40680 of this Journal. 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40680 of this Journal. 
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Taco Fresco. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Taco Fresco, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) 
sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 180 North 
Wells Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North Wells Street, at thirteen 
point four two (13.42) feet in length, two point four two (2.42) feet in height and nine point five 
eight (9.58) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print 
hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076862 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40684 of this Journal.] 

Tarpey Pharmacy. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Tarpey Pharmacy, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) 
sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 4754 West 
Peterson Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Peterson Avenue, 

(Continued on page 40685) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40683 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40683) 

at eight (8) feet in length, three point eight three (3.83) feet in height and eleven point one 
eight (11.18) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print 
hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077070 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of fiye (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40686 of this Journal.] 

Tasty Sub & Beef 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Tasty Sub & Beef, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) 
sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 3723 West 
Chicago Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows; along West Chicago Avenue, at 
nine (9) feet in length, four (4) feet in height and sixteen (16) feet above grade level. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is 
hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

(Continued on page 40687) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40683 and 40685 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40685) 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077590 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after and after 
date of passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40688 of this Journal.] 

TCF National Bank. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to TCF National 
Bank, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
6141 South Archer Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along South Archer 
Avenue, at six point five eight (6.58) feet in length, eight point five (8.5) feet in height and 
sixteen (16) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print 
hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. . 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077610 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

(Continued on page 40689) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40685 and 40687 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40687) 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40690 of this Journal.] 

The Thatch. 
(Light Fixtures) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to The Thatch, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, four (4) light fixtures projecting over the public right-of-way adjacent to its 
premises known as 5707 North Milwaukee Avenue. Said light fixtures at North Milwaukee 
Avenue measure four (4) at one (1) foot in length, two (2) feet in width and twelve (12) feet 
above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, 
which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Department 
of Streets and Sanitation and the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077371 herein granted the sum of Ninety and no/100 Dollars ($90.00) per annum, 
in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40691 of this Journal.] 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40687 and 40689 of this Journal. 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40689 of this Journal. 
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The Thatch. 
(Sign) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to The Thatch, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) sign 
projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 5707 North 
Milwaukee Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North Milwaukee 
Avenue, at four (4) feet in length, five (5) feet in height and thirteen point seven five (13.75) 
feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto 
attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said 
privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the 
Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077372 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40693 of this Journal.] 

Three Sons Restaurant, Inc. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Three Sons 
Restaurant, Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain 
and use one (1) sign projecting overthe public right-of-way attached to its premises known 

(Continued on page 40694) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40692 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40692) 

as 6200 South Archer Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along South Archer 
Avenue, at eight (8) feet in length, ten (10) feet in height and twelve (12) feet above grade 
level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by 
reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be 
constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077418 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40695 of this Journal.] 

The Ticket Chest Corporation. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to The Ticket Chest 
Corporation, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use, as now constructed, one (1) banner projecting over the pubiic right-of-way adjacent to 
its premises known as 3516 North Clark Street. Said banner at North Clark Street measures 
three (3) feet in length, four (4) feet iri width and shall be twenty (20) feet above grade level. 
The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference 
is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Chicago Department of 
Transportation and the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

(Continued on page 40696) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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(Continued from page 40694) 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077456 herein granted the sum of One Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($100.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40697 of this Journal.] 

Tiffany Stained Glass Ltd. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Tiffany Stained 
Glass Ltd., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
216 West Ohio Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Ohio Street, at 
eight (8) feet in length, four (4) feet in height and ten (10) feet above grade level. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is 
hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077383 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

(Continued from page 40698) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40694 and 40696 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40696) 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40699 of this Journal.] 

Timothy O'Toole's. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Timothy 
O'Toole's, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use, as now constructed, two (2) security cameras over the public right-of-way for security 
purposes adjacent to its premises known as 622 North Fairbanks Court. Said security 
cameras along North Fairbanks Court/West Ontario Street measure: two (2) at two point nine 
five (2.95) feet in length and two point three two (2.32) feet in width for a total of thirteen point 
six nine (13.69) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto 
attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said 
privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the 
Chicago Department of Transportation, the Office of Emergency Management and 
Communications and the Planning Department. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076715 herein granted the sum of Zero and no/100 Dollars ($0.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40700 of this Journal] 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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Topspeed Autosport. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Topspeed 
Autosport, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use, as now constructed, three (3) security cameras projecting overthe public right-of-way 
adjacent to its premises known as 2879 South Archer Avenue. Said security camera at South 
Archer Avenue measures one (1) at point four five (.45) foot in length and point four five (.45) 
foot in width for a total of point two (.2) square foot. Said security camera at South Archer 
Avenue measures one (1) at one point nine two (1.92) feet in length and point four five (.45) 
foot in width for a total of point eight six (.86) square foot. Said security camera at alleyway 
measures one (1) at one point nine two (1.92) feet in length and point four five (.45) foot in 
width for a total of point eight six (.86) square foot. The location of said privilege shall be as 
shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part 
of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Chicago Department of Transportation, the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications and the Planning Department. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077457 herein granted the sum of Eighty-five and no/100 Dollars ($85.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40702 of this Journal.] 

Toujours Spa & Salon. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Toujours Spa & 
Salon, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use 
one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 

(Continued on page 40703) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40701 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40701) 

5224 North Clark Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North Clark Street, 
at two (2) feet in length, two (2) feet in height and twelve (12) feet above grade level. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is 
hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076922 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40704 of this Journal.] 

Tweet. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Tweet, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, six (6) planters on the public right-of-way for beautification purposes adjacent 
to its premises known as 5020 - 5024 North Sheridan Road. Said planters at North Sheridan 
Road measure six (6) at two point one six (2.16) feet in length and two point one six (2.16) 
feet in width for a total of twenty-seven point nine nine (27.99) square feet. Grantee must 
allow six (6) feet of clear and unobstructed space for pedestrian passage at all times. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is 

(Continued on page 40705) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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(Continued from page 40703) 

hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Chicago Department of 
Transportation, the Office of Emergency Management and Communications and the Planning 
Department. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1073089 herein granted the sum of Zero and no/100 Dollars ($0.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40706 of this Journal.] 

Twisted Sister Bakery, L.L.C. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Twisted Sister 
Bakery, L.L.C, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain 
and use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known 
as 1543 North Wells Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North Wells 
Street, at four (4) feet in length, five (5) feet in height and eighteen (18) feet above grade 
level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by 
reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be 
constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

(Continued on page 40707) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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(Continued from page 40705) 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077402 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40708 of this Journal.] 

Universal Plumbing & Heating. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Universal 
Plumbing & Heating, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
maintain and use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises 
known as 1815 South State Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along South 
State Street, at four point five (4.5) feet in length, seventeen (17) feet in height and nine (9) 
feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto 
attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said 
privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the 
Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077478 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

(Continued on page 40709) 
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(Continued from page 40707) 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40710 of this Journal.] 

The University Of Chicago/Searie Parking Lot. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to The University of 
Chicago/Searie Parking Lot, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, 
to construct, install, maintain and use two (2) neutralization tanks under the public 
right-of-way adjacent to its premises known as 5735 South Ellis Avenue. Said neutralization 
tanks shall be located below grade level under South Ellis Avenue in order to connect building 
plumbing system to city sewer system. Each neutralization tank shall measure four (4) feet 
in length and six (6) feet in width. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print 
hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications, the Office of 
Underground Coordination and the Water Department. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1075128 herein granted the sum of Eight Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($800.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40711 of this Journal.] 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40709 of this Journal. 
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Urban Eyecare Inc. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Urban Eyecare 
Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
1515 North Milwaukee Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North 
Milwaukee Avenue, at four (4) feet in length, three (3) feet in height and twelve (12) feet 
above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, 
which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077071 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40713 of this Journal.] 

U.S. Equities Asset Management. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to U.S. Equities 
Asset Management, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
maintain and use, as now constructed, vaulted space underthe public right-of-way adjacent 

(Continued on page 40714) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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(Continued from page 40712) 

to its premises known as 600 West Fulton Street. Said vault space shall exist under and 
along the North Jefferson Street and West Fulton Street property lines of 600 West Fulton 
Street and described as follows: West Fulton Street - approximately one hundred fifty (150) 
feet in length, fifteen (15) feet in depth and eleven (11) feet in height North Jefferson Street 
- approximately one hundred eighty-five (185) feet in length, fifteen (15) feet in depth and 
eleven (11) feet in height. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto 
attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance.- Said 
privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the 
Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077361 herein granted the sum of Three Thousand Three Hundred Seventy-seven. 
and no/100 Dollars ($3,377.00) per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
June 27, 2008. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40715 of this Journal.] 

V & V Food Products Inc. 
(Light Fixtures) 

Se It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to V & V Food 
Products Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use, as now constructed, four (4) light fixtures over the public right-of-way adjacent to its 
premises known as 1934 West 21 " Street. Said light fixtures along West 21^' Street 

(Continued on page 40716) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40712 and 40714 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40714) 

measures four (4) at point five (.5) foot in length and point six seven (.67) foot in width for 
a total of one point three four (1.34) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as 
shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part 
of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Department of Streets and Sanitation and the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076917 herein granted the sum of Ninety and no/100 Dollars ($90.00) per annum, 
in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40717 of this Journal.] 

V & V Food Products Inc. 
(Security Camera) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to V & V Food 
Products Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use, as now constructed, one (1) security camera overthe public right-of-way adjacent to its 
premises known as 1934 West 21" Street. Said.security camera along West 21 " Street 
measures point eight three (.83) foot in length and point eight three (.83) foot in width for a 
total of point six nine (.69) square foot. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on 
print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this 

(Continued on page 40718) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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(Continued from page 40716) 

ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Chicago Department of Transportation, the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications and the Planning Department. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076916 herein granted the sum of Seventy-five and no/100 Dollars ($75.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40719 of this Journal.] 

Mr Sergio Vasquez. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Sergio Vasquez, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) 
sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 3143 West 63"̂  
Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West 63'" Street, at eight (8) feet in 
length, eight (8) feet in height and nine point four (9.4) feet above grade level. The location 
of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby 
incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management 
and Communications. 

(Continued on page 40720) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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(Continued from page 40718) 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077605 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40721 of this Journal.] 

Viaggio. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Viaggio, upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, three (3) light fixtures over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises known 
as 1330 West Madison Street. Said light fixtures at West Madison Street measure 
three (3) at four (4) feet in length and four (4) feet in width for a total of forty-eight (48) square 
feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by 
reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be 
constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Department of 
Streets and Sanitation and the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1078646 herein granted the sum of Eighty-five and no/100 Dollars ($85.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

(Continued on page 40722) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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(Continued from page 40720) 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40723 of this Journal.] 

Victory Gardens Theater 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Victory Gardens 
Theater, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, 
as now constructed, seven (7) banners over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 2257 North Lincoln Avenue. Said banners at North Lincoln Avenue measure 
seven (7) at ten (10) feet in length, three (3) feet in width and ten (10) feet above grade. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is 
hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Chicago Department of 
Transportation and the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1074794 herein granted the sum of Seven Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($700.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A tvyenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40724 of this Journal.] 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40722 of this Journal. 
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Vincennes & 79'" Street Currency Exchange. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Vincennes & 79**̂  
Street Currency Exchange, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, 
to maintain and use, as now constructed, two (2) security cameras over the public 
right-of-way adjacent to its premises known as 353 West 79'̂  Street. Said security cameras 
along West 79"* Street measure two (2) at one point five (1.5) feet in length and point five (.5) 
foot in width for a total of one point five (1.5) square feet. The location of said privilege shall 
be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made 
a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Chicago Department of Transportation, the Office of 
Emergency Management and the Communications and the Planning Department. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076977 herein granted the sum of Eighty and no/100 Dollars ($80.00) per annum, 
in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40726 of this Journal.] 

Wendy's Number 001168. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. , Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Wendy's 
Number 001168, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain 
and use two (2) signs projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known 

(Continued on page 40727) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40725 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40725) 

as 2312 South Ashland Avenue. Said sign structures measures as follows: along South 
Ashland Avenue, at eleven point six seven (11.67) feet in length, six point four two (6.42) feet 
in height and ten point one seven (10.17) feet above grade level and one (1) at eleven point 
six seven (11.67) feet in length, nine point four two (9.42) feet in height and thirty-six point 
five eight (36.58) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on 
print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077065 herein granted the sum of Six Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($600.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40728 of this Journal.] 

West Side Dollar & Food, Inc. 
(Light Fixtures) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to West Side 
Dollar & Food, Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
maintain and use, as now constructed, six (6) light fixtures over the public right-of-way 
adjacent to its premises known as 3001 West Harrison Street. Said light fixtures along West 
Harrison Street measure six (6) at two (2) feet in length, point three three (.33) foot in width 
and ten (10) feet above grade. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print 

(Continued on page 40729) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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(Continued from page 40727) 

hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Department of Streets and Sanitation and the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The gi'antee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076688 herein granted the sunn of One Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($100.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40730 of this Journal.] 

West Side Dollar & Food, Inc, 
(Security Cameras) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to West Side 
Dollar & Food, Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
maintain and use, as now constructed, two (2) security cameras over the public right-of-way 
adjacent to its premises known as 3001 West Harrison Street. Said security camera along 
West Harrison Street measures one (1) at one (1) foot in length and point three three (.33) 
foot in width for a total of point three three (.33) square foot. Said security camera along 
South Sacramento Avenue measures one (1) foot in length and point three three (.33) foot 
in width for a total of point three three (.33) square foot. The location of said privilege shall 

(Continued on page 40731) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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(Continued from page 40729) 

be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made 
a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Chicago Department of Transportation and the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076692 herein granted the sum of Eighty and no/100 Dollars ($80.00) per annum, 
in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40732 of this Journal.] 

West Side Dollar & Food, Inc. 
(Sign) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to West Side 
Dollar & Food, Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
maintain and use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises 
known as 3001 West Harrison Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West 
Harrison Street, twenty (20) feet in length, two point five (2.5) feet in height and nine (9) feet 
above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, 
which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

(Continued on page 40733) 
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(Continued from page 40731) 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076689 herein granted, the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40734 of this Journal.] 

Westend Bar & Grill. 
(Light Fixtures) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Westend 
Bar & Grill, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use, as now constructed, sixteen (16) light fixtures projecting over the public right-of-way 
adjacent to its premises known as 1326 - 1328 West Madison Street. Said light fixtures at 
West Madison Street measure six (6) at three (3) feet in length and point eight three (.83) foot 
in width for a total of fourteen point nine four (14.94) square feet. Said light fixtures at North 
Ada Street measure three (3) at three (3) feet in length and point eight three (.83) foot in 
width for a total of seven point four seven (7.47) square feet, four (4) at-point seven 
five (.75) foot in length and point five (.5) foot in width for a total of one point five (1.5) square 
feet, two (2) at point four two (.42) foot in length and point three three (.33) foot in width for 
a total of point two eight (.28) square foot and one (1) at one (1) foot in length and one point 
three three (1.33) feet in width for a total of one point three three (1.33) square feet. The 
location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is 

(Continued on page 40735) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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(Continued from page 40733) 

hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Department of Streets and 
Sanitation and the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077440 herein granted the sum of One Hundred Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($150.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40736 of this Journal.] 

Westend Bar & Grill. 
(Security Cameras) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Westend 
Bar & Grill, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use, as now constructed, two (2) security cameras projecting over the public right-of-way 
adjacent to its premises known as 1326 - 1328 West Madison Street. Said security cameras 
at West Ada Street measure two (2) at one point one seven (1.17) feet in length, point 
five (.5) foot in width and twelve (12) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege 
shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and 
made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans 
and specifications approved by the Department of Streets and Sanitation, the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications and the Planning Department. 

(Continued on page 40737) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40733 and 40735 of this Journal. 

Picture 1: 6 goose-neck lights 
Picture 2: 3 goose-neck lights, 4 square covered lights 
Picture 3: 2 entrance way lights, 1 overhead light (above structure) 
Total: 16 outside lights 
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(Continued from page 40735) 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077438 herein granted the sum of sum of Eighty and no/100 Dollars ($80.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40738 of this Journal.] 

Westin Hotel Chicago. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Westin Hotel 
Chicago, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, 
as now constructed, two (2) vaults under the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 150 East Delaware Place. Said vault at East Delaware Place measures one (1) 
at one hundred fifty-four (154) feet in length and sixteen (16) feet in width for a total of two 
thousand four hundred sixty-four (2,464) square feet. Said vault at North Michigan Avenue 
measures one (1) at seventy-seven (77) feet in length and sixteen (16) feet in width for a total 
of one thousand two hundred thirty-two (1,232) square feet. The location of said privilege 
shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and 
made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans 
and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 0-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

(Continued on page 40739) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40735 and 40737 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40737) 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1069873 herein granted the sum of Fifty-eight Thousand Seven Hundred Sixty-six 
and no/100 Dollars ($58,766.00) per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
October 16, 2007. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40740 of this Journal.] 

Westside Gyros. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Westside Gyros, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) 
sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 754 South 
Western Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along South Western Avenue, 
at nine (9) feet in length, nine (9) feet in height and twelve point five (12.5) feet above grade 
level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by 
reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be 
constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077348 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

(Continued on page 40741) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40737 and 40739 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40739) 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40742 of this Journal.] 

Willow Automotive Services, Inc. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Willow Automotive 
Services, Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use, one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
2020 South Wabash Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along South Wabash 
Avenue, at seven point zero eight (7.08) feet in length, three point zero eight (3.08) feet in 
height and sixteen (16) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as 
shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part 
of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and 
specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1078723 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40743 of this Journal.] 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40739 and 40741 of this Journal. 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40741 of this Journal. 
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Wilson Men's Hotel. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Wilson Men's 
Hotel, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use 
one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
1124 West Wilson Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Wilson 
Avenue, at six (6) feet in length, six (6) feet in height and twelve (12) feet above grade level. 
The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference 
is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency 
Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077325 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40745 of this Journal,] 

Wm Wrigley Jr 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Wm Wrigley Jr., 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, one (1) elevated public walkway over the public right-of-way adjacent to its 
premises known as 400 North Michigan Avenue. Said elevated public walkway at North 
Michigan Avenue measures four hundred thirteen point two five (413.25) feet in length and 
twelve (12) feet in width for a total of four thousand nine hundred fifty-nine (4,959) square 
feet. Said over head public pedestrian walkway is to connect over North Rush Street with the 

(Continued on page 40746) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40744 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40744) 

west end of the Michigan Avenue Plaza over East Hubbard Street at the east end of North 
Rush Street. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which 
by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall 
be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications and Planning Department. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076898 herein granted the sum of Fourteen Thousand Five Hundred Seventy-
one and no/100 Dollars ($14,571.00) per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after May 9, 2008. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40747 of this Journal.] 

Write-On Currency Exchange Inc. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Write-On 
Currency Exchange Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
maintain and use two (2) signs projecting overthe public right-of-way attached to its premises 
known as 305!4 East Garfield Boulevard. Said sign structure measures as follows: along 
East Gari'ield Boulevard, one (1) at four point zero four (4.04) feet in length, five point zero 
five (5.05) feet in height and eight point four two (8.42) feet above grade level. Said sign 
structure measures as follows: along East Garfield Boulevard, one (1) at three point two (3.2) 
feet in length, one point eight (1.8) feet in height and eight point four two (8.42) feet above 
grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which 
by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall 
be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

(Continued on page 40748) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40744 and 40746 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40746) 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076746 herein granted the sum of Six Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($600.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40749 of this Journal.] 

Xando Coffee & Bar/Cosi Sandwich Bar 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Xando Coffee & 
Bar/Cosi Sandwich Bar, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
maintain and use twelve (12) light fixtures over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 203 North LaSalle Street. Said light fixtures along North LaSalle Street measure 
twelve (12) at one (1) foot in length and one (1) foot in width for a total of twelve (12) square 
feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by 
reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be 
constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Department of 
Streets and Sanitation and the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077041 herein granted the sum of One Hundred Thirty and no/100 
Dollars ($130.00) per annum, in advance. 

(Continued on page 40750) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40746 and 40748 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40748) 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40751 of this Journal.] 

Yailene, Casa Elegante, Inc. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Yailene, Casa 
Elegante, Inc., upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 
4055 West 63"̂  Street. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West 63'" Street, at 
four (4) feet in length, seven (7) feet in height and eleven point six seven (11.67) feet above 
grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which 
by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall 
be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076712 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40752 of this Journal.] 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40748 and 40750 of this Journal. 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40750 of this Journal. 
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Young Mens Christian Association Of Metropolitan Chicago. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Young Mens 
Christian Association of Metropolitan Chicago, upon the terms and subject to the conditions 
of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) sign projecting over the public right-of-way 
attached to its premises known as 3321 North Marshfield Avenue. Said sign structure 
measures as follows: along North Marshfield Avenue, at one point three three (1.33) feet in 
length, twenty-two (22) feet in height and eighteen (18) feet above grade level. The location 
of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby 
incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management 
and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077581 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given.and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40754 of this Journal.] 

007 Lounge. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to 007 Lounge, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) sign 
projecting over the public right-of-way attached to its premises known as 600 North Kedzie 
Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along North Kedzie Avenue, at four (4) 
feet in length, five (5) feet in height and fourteen (14) feet above grade level. The location 

(Continued on page 40755) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40753 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40753) 

of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby 
incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management 
and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077397 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40756 of this Journal.] 

20 East Bellevue L.L.C. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to 20 East Bellevue 
L.L.C, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, 
as now constructed, one (1) vault under the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 18 - 20 East Bellevue Place. Said vault at East Bellevue Place measures forty-
three (43) feet in length and thirty-two (32) feet in width for a total of one thousand three 
hundred seventy-six (1,376) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on 
print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this 
ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications 
approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

(Continued on page 40757) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40753 and 40755 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40755) 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077520 herein granted the sum of Three Thousand Eighty-two and no/100 
Dollars ($3,082.00) per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
June 4, 2008. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40758 of this Journal.] 

100 West Monroe Partnership. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to 100 West Monroe 
Partnership, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and 
use, as now constructed, one (1) fire escape over the public right-of-way adjacent to its 
premises known as 100 West Monroe Street. Said fire escape along South Clark Street 
measures thirty-nine (39) feet in length and six (6) feet in width for a total of two hundred 
thirty-four (234) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto 
attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said 
privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the 
Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077026 herein granted the sum of Four Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($400.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. . 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40759 of this Journal.] 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40755 and 40757 of this Journal. 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40757 of this Journal. 
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122 Property, L L C . 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to 122 Property, 
L.L.C, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, 
as now constructed, two (2) fire escapes over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 122 South Michigan Avenue., Said fire escapes along alley of East Adams Street 
measure two (2) at sixteen point zero eight (16.08) feet in length and seventeen point four 
two (17.42) feet in width for a total of five hundred sixty point two three (560.23) square feet. 
The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference 
is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed 
in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Chicago Department of 
Transportation and the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077023 herein granted the sum of Eight Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($800.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40761 of this Journal.] 

211 West Wacker Office Condominium Association. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to 211 West Wacker 
Office Condominium Association, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this 

(Continued on page 40762) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40760 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40760) 

ordinance, to maintain and use, as now constructed, one (1) occupation of space on the 
public right-of-way adjacent to its premises known as 211 West Wacker Drive. Said 
occupation of space at Lower West Wacker Drive measures sixty point six six (60.66) feet 
in length and thirteen point six six (13.66) feet in width for a total of eight hundred 
twenty-eight point six two (828.62) square feet. Said occupation of space shall be used to 
access building loading dock for 211 West Wacker Drive from Lower West Wacker Drive and 
Post Place. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which 
by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall 
be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Chicago 
Department of Transportation, the Office of Emergency Management and Communications 
and the Planning Department. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1073159 herein granted the sum of One Thousand Four Hundred Sixty-six and 
no/100 Dollars ($1,466.00) per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40763 of this Journal.] 

700 West Cornelia Condominium Association. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to 700 West 
Cornelia Condominium Association, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this 
ordinance, to construct, install, maintain and use one (1) flood control under the public 
right-of-way adjacent to its premises known as 700 West Cornelia Avenue. Said flood control 
at West Cornelia Avenue measures two (2) feet in length and two (2) feet in width for a total 

(Continued on page 40764) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on pages 40760 and 40762 of this Journal. 
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(Continued from page 40762) 

of four (4) square feet. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto 
attached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said 
privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the 
Office of Emergency Management and Communications and Water Department. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1078708 herein granted the sum of Four Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($400.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40765 of this Journal.] 

740 Fulton L L C . 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to 740 Fulton L.L.C, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use, as now 
constructed, eighteen (18) balconies over the public right-of-way adjacent to its premises 
known as 740 West Fulton Market. Said balconies along West Fulton Market measure 
eighteen (18) at eighty-eight (88) feet in length and six (6) feet in width. The location of said 
privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby 
incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Chicago Department of 
Transportation, the Office of Emergency Management and Communications and the Planning 
Department. 

(Continued on page 40766) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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(Continued from page 40764) 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076891 herein granted the sum of One Thousand Three Hundred Fifty and no/100 
Dollars ($1,350.00) per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after 
March 5, 2008. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40767 of this Journal.] 

1154 Lil Studio. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to 1154 Lil Studio, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) 
sign projecting over the public right-of-way aftached to its premises known as 904 West 
Armitage Avenue. Said sign structure measures as follows: along West Armitage Avenue, 
at four point five (4.5) feet in length, fourteen point six (14.6) feet in height and nine (9) feet 
above grade level. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on print hereto aftached, 
which by reference is hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege 
shall be constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Office of 
Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076996 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

(Continued on page 40768) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40769 of this Journal.] 

2 0 4 2 - 2 0 4 4 North Halsted L L C . 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to 2042 - 2044 
North Halsted L.L.C, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to 
maintain and use, as now constructed, one (1) clock on the public right-of-way adjacent to 
its premises known as 2042 North Halsted Street. Said clock along North Halsted Street 
measures one point three three (1.33) feet in length and one point three three (1.33) feet in 
width for a total of one point seven seven (1.77) square feet. Grantee must allow six (6) feet 
of clear and unobstructed space for pedestrian passage at all times. The location of said 
privilege shall be as shown on print hereto attached, which by reference is hereby 
incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in 
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Chicago Department of 
Transportation and the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1078969 herein granted the sum of Four Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($400.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40770 of this Journal.] 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40768 of this Journal. 
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2541 North Marshfield/Mr Gregory Wefel. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Gregory 
Wefel/2541 North Marshfield, upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, 
to maintain and use, as now constructed, one (1) step on the public right-of-way adjacent to 
its premises known as 2541 North Marshfield Avenue. Said existing concrete step 
encroaching on the sidewalk to provide access to front entrance of building measures five (5) 
feet, eleven (11) inches in length and eleven (11) inches in width along North Marshfield 
Avenue. The location of said privilege shall be as shown on prints hereto attached, which by 
reference are hereby incorporated and made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be 
constructed in accordance with plans and specifications approved by the Chicago Department 
of Transportation and the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1073068 herein granted the sum of Four Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($400.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawings referred to in this ordinance printed on 
pages 40772 and 40773 of this Journal.] 

6 1 7 4 - 6 1 9 0 Northwest Highway L L C , 
In Care Of McLennan Management. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to 6174 - 6190 
Northwest Highway L.L.C, in care of McLennan Management, upon the terms and subject 
to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use one (1) sign projecting over the public 
right-of-way aftached to its premises known as 6190 North Northwest Highway. Said sign 

(Continued on page 40774) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
on page 40771 of this Journal. 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing printed 
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structure measures as follows: along North Northwest Highway, at six (6) feet in length, 
eight (8) feet in height and twenty (20) feet above grade level. The location of said privilege 
shall be as shown on print hereto aftached, which by reference is hereby incorporated and 
made a part of this ordinance. Said privilege shall be constructed in accordance with plans 
and specifications approved by the Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

This grant of privilege in the public way shall be subject to the provisions of 
Section 10-28-075 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 

The grantee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076751 herein granted the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Authority herein given and granted for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage. 

[Drawing referred to in this ordinance printed 
on page 40775 of this Journal.] 

AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH AUTHORIZED GRANT 
OF PRIVILEGE TO BABYLON TRAVEL/TOURS SERVICE 

TO MAINTAIN AND USE SIGN ADJACENT TO 
3418 WEST BRYN MAWR AVENUE. 

The Committee on Transportation and Public Way submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 2, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Transportation and Public Way begs leave to report and recommend 
that Your Honorable Body Pass an amendment to an ordinance passed by the City Council 
of the City of Chicago for Babylon Travel/Tours Service on May 14, 2008 and printed upon 

(Continued on page 40776) 
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(Continued from page 40774) 

page 27512 of the Journa/ of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago by deleting the words: "Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00)" and inserting 
in their place the words: "One Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($100.00)". This ordinance was 
referred to the Committee on September 10, 2008. 

This recommendation was concurred in unanimously by a viva voce vote of the members 
of the Committee, with no dissenting vote. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) THOMAS R. ALLEN, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Allen, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Veas-Aldermen Flores, Fiorefti, Doweil, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Murioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burneft, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reiily, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays — None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The ordinance passed by the City Council of the City of Chicago for Babylon 
Travel/Tours Service on May 14, 2008, and printed upon page 27512 ofthe Journal of the 
Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago is hereby amended by deleting 
the words: "Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00)" and inserting in their place the 
words: "One Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($100.00)". 

SECTION 2. This ordinance amendment shall be in effect upon its passage. 
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AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH AUTHORIZED GRANT OF 
PRIVILEGE TO BRONZEVILLE MERCHANTS ASSOCIATES TO 
CONSTRUCT, INSTALL, MAINTAIN AND USE MONUMENT 

(OBELISK) ADJACENT TO 3500 SOUTH STATE STREET. 

The Committee on Transportation and Public Way submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 2, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Transportation and Public Way begs leave to report and recommend 
that Your Honorable Body Pass an amendment to an ordinance passed by the City Council 
ofthe City of Chicago for Bronzeville Merchants Associates on April 9, 2008 and printed upon 
page 24967 of the Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago by deleting the words: "3500 South State Street" and inserting in their place the 
words: "3501 South State Street". This ordinance was referred to the Committee on 
September 10, 2008. 

This recommendation was concurred in unanimously by a viva voce vote ofthe members 
of the Committee, with no dissenting vote. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) THOMAS R. ALLEN, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Allen, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fiorefti, Doweil, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burneft, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reiily, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays- None.. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 
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The following is said ordinance as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The ordinance passed by the City Council of the City of Chicago for 
Bronzeville Merchants Associates on April 9, 2008, and printed upon page 24967 of the 
Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago \s hereby 
amended by deleting the words: "3500 South State Street" and inserting in their place the 
words: "3501 South State Street". 

SECTION 2. This ordinance amendment shall be in effect upon its passage. 

AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH AUTHORIZED GRANT 
OF PRIVILEGE TO HARD ROCK HOTEL TO MAINTAIN 

AND USE LOADING DOCKS ADJACENT TO 
230 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE. 

The Committee on Transportation and Public Way submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 2, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Transportation and Public Way begs leave to report and recommend 
that Your Honorable Body Pass an amendment to an ordinance passed by the City Council 
of the City of Chicago for Hard Rock Hotel on June 11, 2008 and printed upon page 30213 
of the Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago by deleting the 
words: "Seventy-two Thousand Five Hundred Four and no/100 Dollars ($72,504.00)" and 
inserting in their place the words: "Two Thousand One Hundred Thirty-two and no/100 
Dollars ($2,132.00)". This ordinance was referred to the Committee on September 10, 2008. 

This recommendation was concurred in unanimously by a viva voce vote of the members 
of the Committee, with no dissenting vote. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) THOMAS R. ALLEN, 
Chairman. 
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On motion of Alderman Allen, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Doweil, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Muiioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reiily, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays — None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The ordinance passed by the City Council of the City of Chicago for Hard 
Rock Hotel on June 11, 2008, and printed upon page 30213 of the Journal of the 
Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago is hereby amended by deleting 
the words: "Seventy-two Thousand Five Hundred Four and no/100 Dollars ($72,504.00)" and 
inserting in their place the words: "Two Thousand One Hundred Thirty-two and no/100 
Dollars ($2,132.00)". 

SECTION 2. This ordinance amendment shall be in effect upon its passage. 

AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH AUTHORIZED GRANT OF 
PRIVILEGE TO RIVER CENTER, L.L.C. TO MAINTAIN AND USE 
LOADING DOCK ADJACENT TO 111 NORTH CANAL STREET. 

The Committee on Transportation and Public Way submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 2, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Transportation and Public Way begs leave to report and recommend 
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that Your Honorable Body Pass an amendment to an ordinance passed by the City Council 
of the City of Chicago for River Center, L.L.C. on May 14, 2008 and printed upon page 27708 
of the Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago by 
deleting the words: "Ninety-five Thousand Three Hundred Eighty-four and no/100 
Dollars ($95,384.00)" and inserting in their place the words: "Twenty-seven Thousand Thirty-
two and no/100 Dollars (27,032.00)". This ordinance was referred to the Committee on 
September 10, 2008. 

This recommendation was concurred in unanimously by a viva voce vote ofthe members 
of the Committee, with no dissenting vote. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) THOMAS R. ALLEN, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Allen, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Doweil, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Murioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reiily, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays — None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The ordinance passed by the City Council of the City of Chicago for River 
Center, L.L.C. on May 14, 2008, and printed upon page 27708 of the Journal of the 
Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago is hereby amended by 
deleting the words: "Ninety-five Thousand Three Hundred Eighty-four and no/100 
Dollars ($95,384.00)" and inserting in their place the words: "Twenty-seven Thousand Thirty-
two and no/100 Dollars ($27,032.00)". 

SECTION 2. This ordinance amendment shall be in effect upon its passage. 
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AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH AUTHORIZED GRANT OF 
PRIVILEGE TO RIVER CENTER, L.L.C. TO MAINTAIN AND USE 

VAULTS ADJACENT TO 111 NORTH CANAL STREET. 

The Committee on Transportation and Public Way submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 2, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Transportation and Public Way begs leave to report and recommend 
that Your Honorable Body Pass an amendment to an ordinance passed by the City Council 
of the City of Chicago for River Center, L.L.C. on April 9, 2008 and printed upon page 25223 
oUhe Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of C/?/casfo by deleting 
the words: "Forty Thousand Seven Hundred Sixty-six and no/100 Dollars ($40,766.00)" and 
inserting in their place the words: "Twelve Thousand Three Hundred Eighty and no/100 
Dollars ($12,380.00)". This ordinance was referred to the Committee on September 10, 
2008. 

This recommendation was concurred in unanimously by a viva voce vote ofthe members 
of the Committee, with no dissenting vote. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) THOMAS R. ALLEN, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Allen, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Veas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Doweil, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Murioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reiily, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 
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Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The ordinance passed by the City Council of the City of Chicago for River 
Center, L.L.C. on April, 9, 2008, and printed upon page 25223 of the Journal of the 
Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago is hereby amended by deleting 
the words: "Forty Thousand Seven Hundred Sixty-six and no/100 Dollars ($40,766.00)" and 
inserting in their place the words: "Twelve Thousand Three Hundred Eighty and no/100 
Dollars ($12,380.00)". 

SECTION 2. This ordinance amendment shall be in effect upon its passage. 

AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS TO VARIOUS 
APPLICANTS FOR INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE 

AND USE OF AWNINGS. 

The Committee on Transportation and Public Way submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 2, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Transportation and Public Way begs leave to report and recommend 
that Your Honorable Body Pass the proposed orders transmitted herewith to authorize the 
issuance of permits to various applicants for the installation, maintenance and use of 
awnings. These orders were referred to the Committee on September 10, 2008. 

This recommendation was concurred in unanimously by a viva voce vote of the members 
of the Committee, with no dissenting vote. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) THOMAS R. ALLEN, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Allen, the said proposed orders transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report were Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 
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Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Doweil, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Murioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez,Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reiily, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays — None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following are said orders as passed (the italic heading in each case not being a part of 
the order): 

All Star Food & Liquors: Awning. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to All Star Food & Liquors ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) 
awning over the public way attached to the structure located at 2911 - 2919 South Archer 
Avenue for a period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the 
ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division Marshal in charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said awning shall not exceed 
ten (10) feet in length and four (4) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of 
Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1077432 the sum of Fifty and no/100 
Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
awning is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to. the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out ofthe 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the awning 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent ofthe Permittee. Upon termination ofthe privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the awning without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 
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This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Andersonville Cleaners & Tailor: Awning. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Andersonville Cleaners & Tailor ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use 
one (1) awning over the public way attached to the structure located at 5668 North Clark 
Street for a period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the 
ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division Marshal in charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said awning shall not exceed 
twenty-three (23) feet in length and three (3) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City 
of Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1077906 the sum of Fifty and no/100 
Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
awning is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out ofthe 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the awning 
arising out of and including the passive negligence ofthe City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the awning without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 
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Aniko Spa: Awnings. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Aniko Spa ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use two (2) awnings over the 
public way attached to the structure located at 1117 South Wabash Avenue for a period of 
five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of the City 
of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of Transportation 
and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in charge of the 
Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said awnings shall not exceed two (2) at fourteen point five (14.5) 
feet in length and two point two (2.2) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of 
Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1077845 the sum of One Hundred and 
no/100 Dollars ($100.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
awnings are removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation ofthe awnings 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the awnings without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Aspira Inc. Of Illinois: Awning. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Aspira Inc. of Illinois ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) awning 
over the public way attached to the structure located at 2415 North Milwaukee Avenue for a 
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period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of 
the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of 
Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in 
charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said awning shall not exceed twenty (20) feet in 
length and four (4) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as 
compensation for the privilege Number 1077395 the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
awning is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the awning 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the awning without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Astrology: Awning. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Astrology ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) awning over the 
public way attached to the structure located at 866 North State Street for a period of five (5) 
years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of the City of 
Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of Transportation and 
approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in charge of the Bureau 
of Fire Prevention. Said awning shall not exceed two point five (2.5) feet in length and three 
point nine two (3.92) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as 
compensation for the privilege Number 1073681 the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) 
per annum, in advance. 
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In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
awning is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out ofthe 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the awning 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the awning without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Barnes & Noble Number 2922: Awnings. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Barnes & Noble Number 2922 ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and 
use nine (9) awnings over the public way aftached to the structure located at 1130 North 
State Street for a period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with 
the ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division Marshal in charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said awnings shall not exceed 
two (2) at eleven (11) feet in length and three (3) feet in width, two (2) at ten point eight 
three (10.83) feet in length and three (3) feet in width, one (1) at fifteen point five (15.5) feet 
in length and three (3) feet in width, two (2) at eighteen (18) feet in length and three (3) feet 
in width, one (1) at thirteen (13) feet in length and three (3) feet in width and one (1) at eight 
point three three (8.33) feet in length and three (3) feet in width. The Permittee shall 
pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1078834 the sum of 
Four Hundred Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($450.00) per annum, in advance. 
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In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
awnings are removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the awnings 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the awnings without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Beauty-N-Motion: Awning. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Beauty-N-Motion ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) awning over 
the public way attached to the structure located at 6018 West North Avenue at for a period 
of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of the City 
of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of Transportation 
and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in charge of the 
Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said awning shall not exceed twenty-three (23) feet in length and 
three (3) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for 
the privilege Number 1077603 the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
awning is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligation arising out of the 
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construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the awning 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor ofthe 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the awning without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Belmont-Kimball, L.L.C: Awnings. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Belmont-Kimball, L.L.C. ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use five (5) 
awnings over the public way aftached to the structure located at 3424 West Belmont Avenue 
for a period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the 
ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division Marshal in charge ofthe Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said awnings shall not exceed 
five (5) at fifteen point five (15.5) feet in length and two point one seven (2.17) feet in width. 
The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1078083 the sum of Two Hundred Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($250.00) per annum, 
in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
awnings are removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the awnings 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 
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The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the awnings without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Benefit Cosmetics: Awning. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Benefit Cosmetics ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) awning 
over the public way attached to the structure located at 852 West Armitage Avenue for a 
period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of 
the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of 
Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in 
charge ofthe Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said awning shall not exceed twenty-three point 
eight three (23.83) feet in length and five point five (5.5) feet in width. The Permittee shall 
pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1077866 the sum of 
Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
awning is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the awning 
arising out of and including the passive negligence ofthe City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the awning without cost to the City of Chicago. 
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The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This oî der has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Breasted Chicken Royale: Awning. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Breasted Chicken Royale ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) 
awning over the public way aftached to the structure located at 5930 West Lawrence Avenue 
for a period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the 
ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division Marshal in charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said awning shall not exceed 
thirteen (13) feet in length and two (2) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of 
Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1077010 the sum of Fifty and no/100 
Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
awning is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its offtcers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the awning 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permiftee shall remove the awning without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 
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Budget Blinds Of Chicago: Awning. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Budget Blinds of Chicago ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) 
awning over the public way attached to the structure located at 2049 West Belmont Avenue 
for a period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the 
ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and 
the Division Marshal in charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said awning shall 
not exceed eleven point five (11.5) feet in length and two point five eight (2.58) feet in width. 
The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076927 the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
awning is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out ofthe 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the awning 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor ofthe 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the awning without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Carniceria La Azteca: Awning. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Carniceria La Azteca ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) awning 
over the public way attached to the structure located at 7067 North Clark Street for a period 
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of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances ofthe City 
of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of Transportation 
and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in charge of the 
Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said awning shall not exceed forty-seven point five (47.5) feet in 
length, and five (5) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as 
compensation forthe privilege Number 1077379 the sum of Seventy-two and 50/100 
Dollars ($72.50) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
awning is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out ofthe 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenarice or operation of the awning 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the awning without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The prii/ilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Chen's Chinese Express: Awning. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Chen's Chinese Express ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) 
awning over the public way attached to the structure located at 201 North Clark Street for a 
period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of 
the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of 
Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in 
charge ofthe Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said awning shall not exceed ten (10) feet in length 
and three point six (3.6) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as 
compensation for the privilege Number 1077713 the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) 
per annum, in advance. 
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In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
awning is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its offtcers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the awning 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the awning without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Chicago Apartment Finders: Awnings. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Chicago Apartment Finders ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use five (5) 
awnings over the public way aftached to the structure located at 1114 West Bryn Mawr 
Avenue for a period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the 
ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division Marshal in charge ofthe Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said awnings shall not exceed 
one (1) at four point three three (4.33) feet in length and two point five (2.5) feet in width, 
one (1) at four point three three (4.33) feet in length and two point five (2.5) feet in width, 
one (1) at four point three three (4.33) feet in length and two point five (2.5) feet in width, 
one (1) at four point three three (4.33) feet in length and two point five (2.5) feet in width and 
one (1) at four point three three (4.33) feet in length and two point five (2.5) feet in width. The 
Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation forthe privilege Number 1077891 
the sum of Two Hundred Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($250.00) per annum, in advance. 
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In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permiftee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
awnings are removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation ofthe awnings 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor ofthe 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee sha|l remove the awnings without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The Collection: Awning. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to The Collection ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) awning over 
the public way attached to the structure located at 711 East 79'̂  Street for a period of five (5) 
years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of the City of 
Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of Transportation and 
approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in charge of the Bureau 
of Fire Prevention. Said awning shall not exceed thirty-two (32) feet in length and 
three (3) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for 
the privilege Number 1076634 the sum of Fifty-seven and no/100 Dollars ($57.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
awning is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out of the 
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construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the awning 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor ofthe 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent ofthe Permittee. Upon termination ofthe privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the awning without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Congress Plaza Hotel: Awnings. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Congress Plaza Hotel ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use nineteen (19) 
awnings over the public way attached to the structure located at 520 South Michigan Avenue 
for a period of five (5) years from and after September 1, 2008 in accordance with the 
ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division Marshal in charge ofthe Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said awnings shall not exceed 
three (3) at twelve (12) feet in length and four (4) feet in width, five (5) at eleven (11) feet in 
length and four (4) feet in width, three (3) at ten (10) feet in length and four (4) feet 
in width and eight (8) at nine (9) feet in length and four (4) feet in width. The Permittee shall 
pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1079891 the sum of 
Nine Hundred Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($950.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
awnings are removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the awnings 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 
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The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the awnings without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Cucine Del Vento: Awnings. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Cucine del Vento ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use four (4) awnings 
over the public way attached to the structure located at 224 — 230 West Huron Street for a 
period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of 
the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of 
Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in 
charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said awnings shall not exceed two (2) at twelve 
point seven five (12.75) feet in length and three point five (3.5) feet in width, one (1) at eleven 
point one seven (11.17) feet in length and three point five (3.5) feet in width and one (1) at 
eleven point six seven (11.67) feet in length and three (3) feet in width. The Permittee shall 
pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1077347 the sum of 
Two Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($200.00) per annum, in advance. , 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee,shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
awnings are removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out ofthe 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the awnings 
arising out of and including the passive negligence ofthe City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the awnings without cost to the City of Chicago. 
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The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Directpay Tax Service: Awning. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Directpay Tax Service ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) awning 
over the public way attached to the structure located at 7552 South Halsted Street for a 
period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of 
the City of Chicago and the plans and speciftcations filed with the Commissioner of 
Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in 
charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said awning shall not exceed sixteen (16) feet in 
length and four (4) feet in width. The Permittee- shall pay to the City of Chicago as 
compensation for the privilege Number 1076604 the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
awning is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligation arising out ofthe 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the awning 
arising out of and including the passive negligence ofthe City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the awning without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 
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Don Juan: Awning. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Don Juan ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) awning overthe 
public way attached to the structure located at 6730 North Northwest Highway for a period 
of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of the City 
of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of Transportation 
and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in charge of the 
Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said awning shall not exceed five (5) feet in length and 
thirteen (13) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation 
for the privilege Number 1077322 the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, 
in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
awning is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the awning 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor ofthe 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the awning without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Fund IX OED Chicago, L.L.C: Awning. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Fund IX OED Chicago, L.L.C. ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use 
one (1) awning over the public way attached to the structure located at 875 North State Street 
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for a period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the 
ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division Marshal in charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said awning shall not exceed 
ninety-two point six seven (92.67) feet in length and three point four one (3.41) feet 
in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077879 the sum of One Hundred Seventeen and 67/100 Dollars ($117.67) per 
annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers titte or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
awning is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless theCity of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the awning 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the awning without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Genesis Discotecas: Awning. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is, hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Genesis Discotecas ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) awning 
over the public way attached to the structure located at 2426 West 47'^ Street for a period of 
five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of the City 
of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of Transportation 
and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in charge of the 
Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said awning shall not exceed fifteen point five eight (15.58) feet 
in length and two (2) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as 
compensation for the privilege Number 1077482 the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) 
per annum, in advance. 
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In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
awning is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the awning 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent ofthe Permittee. Upon termination ofthe privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the awning without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Green Genes: Awning. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Green Genes ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) awning over 
the public way attached to the structure located at 5111 North Clark Street for a 
period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of 
the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of 
Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in 
charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said awning shall not exceed sixteen point 
eight (16.8) feet in length and three (3) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of 
Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1077365 the sum of Fifty and no/100 
Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
awning is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense; claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the awning 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 
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The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor ofthe 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the awning without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Guess Hookah: Awning. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Guess Hookah ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) awning over 
the public way attached to the structure located at 1829 West Chicago Avenue for a period 
of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of the City 
of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of Transportation 
and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in charge of the 
Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said awning shall not exceed sixteen (16) feet in length and two 
point five (2.5) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation 
forthe privilege Number 1077647 the sum of Fifty and.no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, 
in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
awning is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation ofthe awning 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the awning without cost to the City of Chicago. 
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The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Impallaria Construction: Awnings. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Impallaria Construction ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use four (4) 
awnings over the public way attached to the structure located at 2556 South Archer Avenue 
for a period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the 
ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and speciftcations filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division Marshal in charge ofthe Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said awnings shall not exceed 
one (1) at eighteen point three three (18.33) feet in length and four point eight three (4.83) 
feet in width, one (1) at eighteen point three three (18.33) feet in length and four point eight 
three (4.83) feet in width, one (1) at eighteen point three three (18.33) feet in length and four 
point eight three (4.83) feet in width and one (1) at eighteen point three three (18.33) feet in 
length and four point eight three (4.83) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of 
Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1077216 the sum of Two Hundred and 
no/100 Dollars ($200.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
awnings are removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out ofthe 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation ofthe awnings 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the awnings without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 
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This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-ftve percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Joe's Printing: Awning. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Joe's Printing ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) awning over 
the public way aftached to the structure located at 6025 North Cicero Avenue for a period of 
five (5) years from and after date of passage in.accordance with the ordinances of the City 
of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of Transportation 
and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in charge of the 
Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said awning shall not exceed fifteen (15) feet in length 
and two (2) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation 
for the privilege Number 1080227 the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, 
in advance. ••̂ '. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
awning is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the awning 
arising out of and including the passive negligence ofthe City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
fime or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the awning without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 
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La Fuente: Awning. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to La Fuente ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) awning over the 
public way attached to the structure located at 2512 - 2514 West 51^' Street for a period of 
five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of the City 
of Chicago and the plans and specificafions filed with the Commissioner of Transportation 
and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in charge of the 
Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said awning shall not exceed fifty (50) feet in length and two (2) 
feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the 
privilege Number 1078770 the sum of Seventy-five and no/100 Dollars ($75.00) per annum, 
in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
awning is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligafion arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the awning 
^arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago:-

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the awning without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Macerich Management: Awnings. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Maceric Management ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use nineteen (19) 
awnings over the public way attached to the structure located at 43 East Ohio Street for a 
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period of five (5) years from and after April 1, 2008 in accordance with the ordinances of the 
City of Chicago and the plans and specificafions filed with the Commissioner of 
Transportafion and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in 
charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevenfion. Said awnings shall not exceed two (2) at six point 
one seven (6.17) feet in length and five point five (5.5) feet in width, seven (7) at fifteen (15) 
feet in length and five point five (5.5) feet in width, one (1) at twenty-six point three 
three (26.33) feet in length and five point five (5.5) feet in width, two (2) at fifteen (15) feet in 
length and five point five (5.5) feet in width and seven (7) at fifteen (15) feet in length and five 
point five (5.5) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as 
compensation for the privilege Number 1080454 the sum of Nine Hundred Fifty-one 
and 33/100 Dollars ($951.33) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
awnings are removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the awnings 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocafion by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the awnings without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Macspecialist: Awning. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Macspecialist ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) awning 
over the public way aftached to the structure located at 500 North Wells Street for 
a period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances 
of the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of 
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Transportafion and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in 
charge ofthe Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said awning shall not exceed eighteen (18) feet in 
length and two (2) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as 
compensation forthe privilege Number 1077728 the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation unfil the 
awning is removed. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the 
City of Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligafion arising out of the 
construcfion, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the awning 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the awning without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Merchandise USA: Awning. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Merchandise USA ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) awning 
over the public way attached to the structure located at 3021 West 36'" Street for a period of 
five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of the City 
of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of Transportation 
and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in charge of the 
Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said awning shall not exceed five (5) feet in length and two (2) 
feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the 
privilege Number 1077876 the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in 
advance. 
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In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensafion until the 
awning is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expirafion. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligafion arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the awning 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modificafion or revocafion by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
fime or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the awning without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Milwood Pizza, Burgers & More: Awnings. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Milwood Pizza, Burgers & More ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and 
use two (2) awnings over the public way attached to the structure located at 1360 North 
Milwaukee Avenue for a period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance 
with the ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division Marshal in charge ofthe Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said awnings shall not exceed 
one (1) at twenty-four (24) feet in length and four (4) feet in width and one (1) at eighteen (18) 
feet in length and four (4) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as 
compensation for the privilege Number 1076826 the sum of One Hundred and no/100 
Dollars ($100.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers tifie or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
awnings are removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expirafion. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
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controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out of the 
construcfion, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operafion of the awnings 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modificafion or revocafion by the Mayor ofthe 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the awnings without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised unfil a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporafion Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

MODA: Awnings. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to MODA ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use two (2) awnings over the 
public way attached to the structure located at 25 West Hubbard Street for a period 
of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of the City 
of Chicago and the plans and specificafions filed with the Commissioner of Transportafion 
and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in charge of the 
Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said awnings shall not exceed one (1) at twelve (12) feet in length 
and four (4) feet in width and one (1) at twenty-one (21) feet in length and four (4) feet in 
width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the 
privilege Number 1077326 the sum of One Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($100.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers tifie or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
awnings are removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expirafion. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the awnings 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 
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The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent ofthe Permittee. Upon termination ofthe privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the awnings without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporafion Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Nubian Nation: Awning. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Nubian Nation ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) awning over 
the public way attached to the structure located at 7525 South Vincennes Avenue for a period 
of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of the City 
of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of Transportation 
and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in charge of the 
Bureau of Fire Prevenfion. Said awning shall not exceed thirty-six (36) feet in length and six 
point six seven (6.67) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as 
compensation for the privilege Number 1077323 the sum of Sixty-one and no/100 
Dollars ($61.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
awning is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the awning 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent ofthe Permittee. Upon termination ofthe privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the awning without cost to the City of Chicago. 
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The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised unfil a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporafion Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

One East Delaware Apartments: Awnings. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to One East Delaware Apartments ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and 
use six (6) awnings over the public way attached to the structure located at 1 East Delaware 
Place for a period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the 
ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specificafions filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportafion and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division Marshal in charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said awnings shall not exceed 
six (6) at twenty-five (25) feet in length and four (4) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to 
the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1077431 the sum of Three 
Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensafion unfil the 
awnings are removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out ofthe 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the awnings 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the awnings without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 
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PC Solutions Of Illinois Inc.: Awning. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to PC Solutions of Illinois Inc. ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) 
awning over the public way attached to the structure located at 3414 North Sheffield Avenue 
for a period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the 
ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specificafions filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division Marshal in charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevenfion. Said awning shall not exceed 
fifteen point four two (15.42) feet in length and two (2) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay 
to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1077658 the sum 
of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
awning is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out ofthe 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation ofthe awning 
arising out of and including.the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor ofthe 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the awning without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Perennial: Awning. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Perennial ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) awning over the 
public way attached to the structure located at 1800 North Lincoln Avenue for a 
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period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of 
the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of 
Transportafion and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in 
charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevenfion. Said awning shall not exceed sixty-seven point six 
seven (67.67) feet in length and ten (10) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of 
Chicago as compensafion for the privilege Number 1074821 the sum of Ninety-two and 
67/100 Dollars ($92.67) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensafion unfil the 
awning is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligation arising out ofthe 
construcfion, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the awning 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor ofthe 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the awning without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Phil's Pizza D'oro: Awning. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Phil's Pizza D'oro ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) awning over 
the publicway attached to the structure located at 5800 North Milwaukee Avenue for a period 
of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of the City 
of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of Transportation 
and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in charge of the 
Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said awning shall not exceed fifty-three (53) feet in length and 
six point five (6.5) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as 
compensation for the privilege Number 1074353 the sum of Seventy-eight and no/100 
Dollars ($78.00) per annum,, in advance. 
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In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
awning is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expirafion. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out ofthe 
construcfion, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operafion of the awning 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor ofthe 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
fime or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the awning without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised unfil a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Raw Bar & Grill: Awnings. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Raw Bar & Grill ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use three (3) awnings 
over the public way attached to the structure located at 3720 North Clark Street for a period 
of five (5) years from and afterdate of passage in accordance with the ordinances ofthe City 
of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of Transportation 
and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in charge of the 
Bureau of Fire Prevenfion. Said awnings shall not exceed one (1) at nine point seven 
five (9.75) feet in length and three (3) feet in width, one (1) at nine point seven five (9.75) feet 
in length and three (3) feet in width and one (1) at nine point seven five (9.75) feet in length 
and one point six (1.6) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as 
compensation for the privilege Number 1076984 the sum of One Hundred Fifty and no/100 
Dollars ($150.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensafion unfil the 
awnings are removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
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Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out ofthe 
construcfion, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation ofthe awnings 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor ofthe 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon terminafion of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
fime or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the awnings without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised unfil a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Sabri Nhiari Inc.: Awning. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Sabri Nhiari Inc. ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) awning over 
the public way attached to the structure located at 2502 West Devon Avenue for a period of 
five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of the City 
of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of Transportation 
and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in charge of the 
Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said awning shall not exceed thirty (30) feet in length and 
four (4) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the 
privilege Number 1076991 the sum of Fifty-five and no/100 Dollars ($55.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

in the event the Permittee transfers tifie or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
awning is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the awning 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 
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The permit shall be subject to amendment, modificafion or revocation by the Mayor ofthe 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
fime or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the awning without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Sarah Foods Inc.: Awning. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Sarah Foods Inc. ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) awning over 
the public way attached to the structure located at 105 East 47"" Street for a period of five (5) 
years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of the City of 
Chicago and the plans and specificafions filed with the Commissioner of Transportation and 
approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in charge ofthe Bureau 
of Fire Prevention. Said awning shall not exceed fourteen point six seven (14.67) feet in 
length and one point five (1.5) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago 
as compensation for the privilege Number 1078832 the sum of Fifty and no/100 
Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
awning is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expirafion. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out ofthe 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the awning 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor ofthe 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon terminafion of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the awning without cost to the City of Chicago. 
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The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised unfil a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporafion Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Spanish Horizons Inc.: Awning. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permitto Spanish Horizons Inc. ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) awning 
over the public way attached to the structure located at 2836 North Southport Avenue for a 
period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of 
the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of 
Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in 
charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said awning shall not exceed sixteen point 
five (16.5) feet in length and two (2) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of 
Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1077869 the sum of Fifty and no/100 
Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
awning is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the awning 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the awning without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 
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Starbucks Coffee Number 222: Awnings. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Starbucks Coffee Number 222 ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use 
two (2) awnings overthe publicway attached to the structure located at 2200 North Clybourn 
Avenue for a period of five (5) years from and after June 29, 2008 in accordance with the 
ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportation and approyed by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division Marshal in charge ofthe Bureau of Fire Prevenfion. Said awnings shall not exceed 
one (1) at thirteen point four (13.4) feet in length and two point six (2.6) feet in 
width and one (1) at fifteen point three (15.3) feet in length and two (2) feet in width. The 
Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensafion forthe privilege Number 1076995 
the sum of One Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($100.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensafion unfil the 
awnings are removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out ofthe 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operafion of the awnings 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocafion by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the awnings without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be.added for payments received after due date. 

Starbucks Coffee Number 2310: Awnings. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Starbucks Coffee Number 2310 ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and 
use two (2) awnings over the public way attached to the structure located at 5300 North Clark 
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Street for a period of five (5) years from and after June 29,2008 passage in accordance with 
the ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specificafions filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division Marshal in charge ofthe Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said awnings shall not exceed 
one (1) at thirty-one (31) feet in length and two point seven (2.7) feet in width and one (1) at 
forty-seven point three (47.3) feet in length and two point seven (2.7) feet in width. The 
Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensafion forthe privilege Number 1076994 
the sum of One Hundred Twenty-eight and 30/100 Dollars ($128.30) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
awnings are removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out ofthe 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation ofthe awnings 
arising out of and including the passive negligence ofthe City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocafion by the Mayor ofthe 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon terminafion of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the awnings without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Starbuck's Coffee Number 2568: Awnings. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Starbuck's Coffee Number 2568 ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and 
use four (4) awnings over the public way attached to the structure located at 4365 West Irving 
Park Road for a period of five (5) years from and after June 29, 2008 in accordance with the 
ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division Marshal in charge ofthe Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said awnings shall not exceed 
one (1) at twenty point four (20.4) feet in length and four (4) feet in width, one (1) at 
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twenty-one point one one (21.11) feet in length and four (4) feet in width, one (1) at five point 
four (5.4) feet in length and four (4) feet in width and one (1) at sixteen (16) feet in length and 
four (4) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the 
privilege Number 1076993 the sum of Two Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($200.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers tifie or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensafion until the 
awnings are removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligafion arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the awnings 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocafion by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Perrnittee shall remove the awnings without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

State Farm Insurance: Awning. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permitto State Farm Insurance ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) awning 
over the public way attached to the structure located at 2332 West Belmont Avenue for a 
period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of 
the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of 
Transportafion and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in 
charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said awning shall not exceed sixteen (16) feet in 
length and three point three three (3.33) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of 
Chicago as compensafion for the privilege Number 1077382 the sum of Fifty and no/100 
Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in advance. 
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In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensafion unfil the 
awning is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligafion arising out of the 
construcfion, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operafion of the awning 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the awning without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporafion Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Steep Theatre Company: Awning. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Steep Theatre Company ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) 
awning over the public way attached to the structure located at 1115 West Berwyn Avenue 
for a period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the 
ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specificafions filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division Marshal in charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevenfion. Said awning shall not exceed 
seven point zero eight (7.08) feet in length and two (2) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay 
to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1080644 the sum of Fifty 
and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation unfil the 
awning is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the awning 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 
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The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the awning without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised unfil a permitshall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Streets Of London: Awning. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Streets of London ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) awning 
over the public way aftached to the structure located at 1907 West Diversey Parkway for a 
period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of 
the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of 
Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in 
charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevenfion. Said awning shall not exceed fifteen (15) feet in 
length and three (3) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as 
compensafion for the privilege Number 1077367 the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers fifie or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
awning is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligafion arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the awning 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor ofthe 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the awning without cost to the City of Chicago. 
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The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The Gap Store 535: Awnings. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to The Gap Store 535 ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use three (3) awnings 
over the public way attached to the structure located at 3155 North Lincoln Avenue for a 
period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of 
the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of 
Transportafion and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in 
charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said awnings shall not exceed one (1) at forty^40) 
feet in length and three (3) feet in width, one (1) at twenty (20) feet in length and three (3) 
feet in width and one (1) at sixty-six (66) feet in length and three (3) feet in width. The 
Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1077627 
the sum of Two Hundred Six and no/100 Dollars ($206.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers tifie or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation unfil the 
awnings are removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out ofthe 
construcfion, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the awnings 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
fime or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the awnings without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 
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This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Three Sons Restaurant, Inc.: Awnings. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Three Sons Restaurant, Inc. ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use six (6) 
awnings over the public way attached to the structure located at 6200 South Archer Avenue 
for a period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the 
ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportafion and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division Marshal in charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said awnings shall not exceed 
one (1) at ten point five (10.5) feet in length and two point six seven (2.67) feet in 
width, four (4) at seven (7) feet in length and two point six seven (2.67) feet in width 
and one (1) at seven point five (7.5) feet in length and two point six seven (2.67) feet in width. 
The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensafion for the privilege 
Number 1077417 the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
awnings are removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligafion arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the awnings 
arising out of and including the passive negligence ofthe City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the awnings without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised unfil a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 
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Tippy-Toes: Awning. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Tippy-Toes ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) awning over the 
public way attached to the structure located at 1717 West North Avenue for a period 
of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of the City 
of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of Transportation 
and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in charge of the 
Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said awning shall not exceed seventeen point seven five (17.75) 
feet in length and two (2) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as 
compensation forthe privilege Number 1077588 the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
awning is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligafion arising out ofthe 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the awning 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

•̂ 1 , -•) 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discrefion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon terminafion of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the awning without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised unfil a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Twinkle Toes Belmont: Awning. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Twinkle Toes Belmont ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) awning 
over the public way attached to the structure located at 2244 West Belmont Avenue for a 
period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of 
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the City of Chicago and the plans and specificafions filed with the Commissioner of 
Transportafion and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in 
charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said awning shall not exceed twelve point one 
six (12.16) feet in length and two point five (2.5) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the 
City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1077363 the sum of Fifty and 
no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers tifie or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensafion unfil the 
awning is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expirafion. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out of the 
construcfion, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operafion of the awning 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discrefion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the awning without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Vintner's Cellar Winery Of Chicago: .Awning. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Vintner's Cellar Winery of Chicago ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use 
one (1) awning over the public way attached to the structure located at 2048 West Belmont 
Avenue for a period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the 
ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specificafions filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division Marshal in charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said awning shall not exceed 
sixteen point one seven (16.17) feet in length and two (2) feet in width. The Permittee shall 
pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1077829 the sum of 
Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in advance. 
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In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensafion unfil the 
awning is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligation arising out of the 
construcfion, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operafion of the awning 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocafion by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon terminafion of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the awning without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Westside Gyros: Awning. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Westside Gyros ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) awning over 
the public way attached to the structure located at 754 South Western Avenue for a period 
of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of the City 
of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of Transportation 
and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in charge of the 
Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said awning shall not exceed twenty-five (25) feet in length and 
two (2) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the 
privilege Number 1077473 the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
awning is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out ofthe 
construcfion, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operafion of the awning 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 
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The permit shall be subject to amendment, modificafion or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discrefion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon terminafion of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the awning without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised unfil a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Willa's Fifty Yard Line: Awning. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Willa's Fifty Yard Line ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) awning 
over the public way attached to the structure located at 69 East 75"" Street for a period of 
five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of the City 
of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of Transportation 
and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in charge of the 
Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said awning shall not exceed forty-nine point nine two (49.92) feet 
in length and one point three three (1.33) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City 
of Chicago as compensafion for the privilege Number 1078820 the sum of Seventy-four 
and 92/100 Dollars ($74.92) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
awning is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out ofthe 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the awning 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the awning without cost to the City of Chicago. 
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The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Xando Coffee & Bar/Cosi Sandwich Bar: Awning. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Xando Coffee & Bar/Cosi Sandwich Bar ("Permittee") to construct, 
maintain and use one (1) awning over the public way attached to the structure 
located at 203 North LaSalle Street for a period of five (5) years from and after date of 
passage in accordance with the ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and 
specifications filed with the Commissioner of Transportation and approved by the 
Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in charge of the Bureau of Fire 
Prevention. Said awning shall not exceed seventy-one point six seven (71.67) feet in 
length and three point six seven (3.67) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of 
Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1077043 the sum of Ninety-six and 
67/100 Dollars ($96.67) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation unfil the 
awning is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the awning 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor ofthe 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discrefion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination ofthe privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the awning without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised unfil a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 
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This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporafion Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Zips Car Wash: Awnings. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Zips Car Wash ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use two (2) awnings over 
the public way attached to the structure located at 1155 West Erie Street for a period of 
five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of the City 
of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of Transportation 
and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in charge of the 
Bureau of Fire Prevenfion. Said awnings shall not exceed one (1) at twenty-one (21) feet in 
length and three (3) feet in width and one (1) at twenty (20) feet in length and three (3) feet 
in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the 
privilege Number 1077487 the sum of One Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($100.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
awnings are removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expirafion. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the awnings 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the awnings without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 
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401 East Ontario Condominium Association: Awning. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to 401 East Ontario Condominium Associafion ("Permittee") to construct, maintain 
and use one (1) awning over the public way attached to the structure located at 401 East 
Ontario Street for a period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with 
the ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specificafions filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division Marshal in charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said awning shall not exceed 
thirty-four point seven five (34.75) feet in length and four (4) feet in width. The Permittee 
shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1076930 the sum 
of Fifty-nine and 75/100 Dollars ($59.75) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation unfil the 
awning is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligafion arising out ofthe 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the awning 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the awning without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised unfil a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporafion Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

1931 Restaurant: Awning. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to 1931 Restaurant ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) awning over 
the public way attached to the structure located at 1931 North Milwaukee Avenue for a period 
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of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of the City 
of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of Transportafion 
and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in charge of the 
Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said awning shall not exceed fifteen (15) feet in length and 
four (4) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensafion for the 
privilege Number 1074725 the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensafion until the 
awning is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligafion arising out ofthe 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the awning 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon terminafion of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
fime or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the awning without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS TO VARIOUS 
APPLICANTS FOR INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE 

AND USE OF CANOPIES. 

The Committee on Transportation and Public Way submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 2, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 
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Your Committee on Transportation and Public Way begs leave to report and recommend 
that Your Honorable Body Pass the proposed orders transmitted herewith to authorize the 
issuance of permits to various applicants for the installafion, maintenance and use of 
canopies. These orders were referred to the Committee on September 10, 2008. 

This recommendafion was concurred in unanimously by a viva voce vote of the members 
of the Committee, with no dissenting vote. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) THOMAS R. ALLEN, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Allen, the said proposed orders transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report were Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Doweil, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Murioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Ausfin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reiily, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following are said orders as passed (the italic heading in each case not being a part of 
the order): 

A-Z Ace Hardware: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to A-Z Ace Hardware ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) canopy 
over the public way attached to the structure located at 2755 West Cermak Road for a period 
of five (5) years from and after July 27, 2008 in accordance with the ordinances of the City 
of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of Transportation 
and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in charge of the 
Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopy shall not exceed twenty-three point five (23.5) feet 
in length and two (2) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as 
compensation for the privilege Number 1077936 the sum Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) 
per annum, in advance. 
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In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the pi-emises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligation arising out of the 
construcfion, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operafion of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modificafion or revocation by the Mayor ofthe 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised unfil a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has.been approved as to form and legality by the Corporatiori Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Abyssinia Restaurant & Food Market: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Abyssinia Restaurant & Food Market ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use 
one (1) canopy over the public way attached to the structure located at 5842 North Broadway 
for a period of five (5) years from and after June 29, 2008 in accordance with the ordinances 
of the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of 
Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in 
charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevenfion. Said canopy shall not exceed fifty-two point 
two five (52.25) feet in length and four (4) feet in;width. The Permittee shall pay to the City 
of Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1076686 the sum of Seventy-seven 
and 25/100 Dollars ($77.25) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
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controversy, damage, personal injury, death„liability judgment or obligation arising out ofthe 
construcfion, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation ofthe canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor ofthe 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporafion Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Acapuico Realty And Home Loans: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Acapuico Realty and Home Loans ("Permittee") to construct, maintain, and use 
one (1) canopy over the public way attached to the structure located at 2638 West 51 ̂ ' Street 
for a period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the 
ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division Marshal in charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopy shall not exceed 
seventeen (17) feet in length and three (3) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City 
of Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1077651 the sum of Fifty and no/100 
Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expirafion. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out ofthe 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 
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The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocafion by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon terminafion of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
fime or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

All City Heating & Cooling Inc.: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to All City Heafing & Cooling Inc. ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and 
use one (1) canopy over the public way attached to the structure located at 5619 West 63"̂  
Street for a period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the 
ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specificafions filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division Marshal in charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevenfion. Said canopy shall not exceed 
fifty (50) feet in length and fourteen (14) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of 
Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1076989 the sum of Seventy-five and 
no/100 Dollars ($75.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensafion unfil the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from, any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discrefion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
fime or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 
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The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporafion Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Andante Hair Studio: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Andante Hair Studio ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) canopy 
over the public way attached to the structure located at 3451 North Central Avenue for a 
period of five (5) years from and after May 24, 2008 in accordance with the ordinances ofthe 
City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of 
Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in 
charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopy shall not exceed twenty-three (23) feet 
in length and four (4) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as 
compensation for the privilege Number 1077518 the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligation arising out ofthe 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocafion by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 
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Assist2Sell: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Assist2sell ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) canopy overthe 
public way attached to the structure located at 5696 South Archer Avenue for a 
period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of 
the City of Chicago and the plans and specificafions filed with the Commissioner of 
Transportafion and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in 
charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevenfion. Said canopy shall not exceed fifteen point one 
seven (15.17) feet in length and four (4) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of 
Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1077227 the sum of Fifty and no/100 
Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers tifie or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligafion arising out ofthe 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Autobuses Latino Inc.: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Autobuses Latinos Inc. ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) 
canopy over the public way attached to the structure located at 2139 South California 
Avenue for a period of five (5) years from and after June 29, 2008 in accordance with the 
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ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportafion and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division Marshal in charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopy shall not exceed 
thirty-five (35) feet in length and four (4) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of 
Chicago as compensafion for the privilege Number 1076188 the sum of Sixty and no/100 
Dollars ($60.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation unfil the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out ofthe 
construcfion, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor ofthe 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discrefion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Bellissima Donna: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Bellissima Donna ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) canopy 
over the public way aftached to the structure located at 6012 North Keating Avenue for a 
period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of 
the City of Chicago and the plans and specificafions filed with the Commissioner of 
Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in 
charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopy shall not exceed twenty-nine (29) feet 
in length and four (4) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as 
compensation for the privilege Number 1076936 the sum of Fifty-four and no/100 
Dollars ($54.00) per annum, in advance. 
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In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises,, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensafion until the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligafion arising out ofthe 
construcfion, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operafion of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocafion by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discrefion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised unfil a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Bice Restaurant Group: Canopies. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Bice Restaurant Group ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use two (2) 
canopies over the public way attached to the structure located at 198 East Delaware Place 
for a period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the 
ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division Marshal in charge ofthe Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopies shall not exceed 
one (1) at fifty-five (55) feet in length and three (3) feet in width and one (1) at eight point nine 
two (8.92) feet in length and three (3) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of 
Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1077293 the sum of One Hundred Thirty 
and no/100 Dollars ($130.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permiftee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
canopies are removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date 
of expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
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controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligafion arising out ofthe 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operafion ofthe canopies 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modificafion or revocation by the Mayor ofthe 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discrefion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon terminafion of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopies without cost to the City of 
Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Burdi Inc.: Canopies. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Burdi Inc. ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use two (2) canopies overthe 
public way aftached to the structure located at 58 East Walton Street for a period of five (5) 
years from and after May 12, 2008 in accordance with the ordinances ofthe City of Chicago 
and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of Transportation and approved 
by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in charge of the Bureau of Fire 
Prevenfion. Said canopies shall not exceed two (2) at seven point four (7.4) feet in length 
and five (5) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation 
for the privilege Number 1077535 the sum of One Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($100.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensafion unfil the 

-canopies are removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date 
of expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out ofthe 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation ofthe canopies 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 
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The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocafion by the Mayor ofthe 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discrefion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon terminafion of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopies without cost to the City of 
Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised unfil a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Cleopatra Hair Designs: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Cleopatra Hair Designs ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) 
canopy over the public way attached to the structure located at 1316 East 53'" Street for a 
period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of 
the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of 
Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in 
charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopy shall not exceed fifteen point five 
eight (15.58) ifeet in length and four (4) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of 
Chicago as compensafion for the privilege Number 1076933 the sum of Fifty and no/100 
Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out ofthe 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor ofthe 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 
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The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permitshall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporafion Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Cloverfield, Inc.: Canopies. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Cloverfield, Inc. ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use ten (10) canopies 
over the public way attached to the structure located at 19 South LaSalle Street for a period 
of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of the City 
of Chicago and the plans and specificafions filed with the Commissioner of Transportation 
and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in charge of the 
Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopies shall not exceed one (1) at twelve (12) feet in 
length and seven (7) feet in width, one (1) at twelve (12) feet in length and seven (7) feet in 
width, one (1) at twelve (12) feet in length and seven (7) feet in width, one (1) at eleven (11) 
feet in length and seven (7) feet in width, one (1) at eleven (11) feet in length and seven (7) 
feet in width, one (1) at eleven (11) feet in length and seven (7) feet in width, one (1) at 
fifteen (15) feet in length and seven (7) feet in width, one (1) at thirteen (13) feet in length and 
seven (7) feet in width, one (1) at thirteen (13) feet in length and seven (7) feet in width and 
one (1) at thirteen (13) feet in length and seven (7) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to 
the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1077927 the sum of Five 
Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($500.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation unfil the 
canopies are removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date 
of expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim. 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the canopies 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopies without cost to the City of 
Chicago. 
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The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Coldwell Banker: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Coldwell Banker ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) canopy over 
the public way attached to the structure located at 1959 North Halsted Street for a period of 
five (5) years from and after May 29, 2008 in accordance with the ordinances of the City of 
Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of Transportation and 
approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in charge of the Bureau 
of Fire Prevention. Said canopy shall not exceed twenty-nine (29) feet in length and two (2) 
feet in width? The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation forthe 
privilege Number 1077214 the sum of Fifty-four and no/100 Dollars ($54.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expirafion. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents- and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out ofthe 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of tlie canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor ofthe 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 
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Courtyards By Marriott Number 1GE: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Courtyards by Marriott Number 1GE ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use 
one (1) canopy over the public way attached to the structure located at 30 East Hubbard 
Street for a period of five (5) years from and after September 11, 2007 in accordance with 
the ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specificafions filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportafion and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division Marshal in charge ofthe Bureau of Fire Prevenfion. Said canopy shall not exceed 
ninety-three (93) feet in length and five (5) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City 
of Chicago as compensafion for the privilege Number 1077521 the sum of One Hundred 
Eighteen and no/100 Dollars ($118.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City pf Chicago, -t 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Cru Cafe & Wine Bar Ltd.: Canopies. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Cru Cafe & Wine Bar Ltd. ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use two (2) 
canopies over the public way attached to the structure located at 25 East Delaware Place for 
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a period of five (5) years from and after June 29, 2008 in accordance with the ordinances of 
the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of 
Transportafion and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in 
charge ofthe Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopies shall not exceed one (1) at thirty-one 
point two five (31.25) feet in length and five (5) feet in width and one (1) at seventy-three 
point four two (73.42) feet in length and five (5) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the 
City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1077873 the sum of One Hundred 
Fifty-four and 67/100 Dollars ($154.67) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers tifie or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensafion unfil the 
canopies are removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date 
of expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligafion arising out ofthe 
construcfion, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the canopies 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modificafion or revocafion by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopies without cost to the City of 
Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing; 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

D S Development Corp.: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to D S Development Corp. ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) 
canopy over the public way aftached to the structure located at 2709 West Peterson Avenue 
for a period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the 
ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specificafions filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division Marshal in charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopy shall not exceed 
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twenty-five (25) feet in length and three point five (3.5) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay 
to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1077439 the sum of Fifty 
and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers tifie or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensafion unfil the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligafion arising out ofthe 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operafion of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modificafion or revocation by the Mayor ofthe 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised unfil a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Dollar Tree Stores Number 3128: Canopies. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Dollar Tree Stores Number 3128 ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use 
two (2) canopies over the public way attached to the structure located at 8721 South Stony 
Island Avenue for a period of five (5) years from and after Juhe 29, 2008 in accordance with 
the ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division Marshal in charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopies shall not exceed 
one (1) at twenty-four (24) feet in length and three (3) feet in width and one (1) at thirty-
eight (38) feet in length and three (3) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of 
Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1077522 the sum of One Hundred 
Thirteen and no/100 Dollars ($113.00) per annum, in advance. 
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In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation unfil the 
canopies are removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date 
of expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligation arising out of the 
construcfion, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operafion ofthe canopies 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modificafion or revocafion by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon terminafion of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopies without cost to the City of 
Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Mr. Daniel J. Doolin: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Daniel J. Doolin ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) canopy over 
the public way attached to the structure located at 511 North Halsted Street for a period of 
five (5) years from and after July 24, 2008 in accordance with the ordinances of the City of 
Chicago and the plans and specificafions filed with the Commissioner of Transportafion and 
approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in charge ofthe Bureau 
of Fire Prevention. Said canopy shall not exceed thirty-seven point nine (37.9) feet in length 
and four (4) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensafion 
for the privilege Number 1077211 the sum of Sixty-two and 90/100 Dollars ($62.90) per 
annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents.and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
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controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocafion by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon terminafion of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporafion Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Eclipsetravel & Income Tax Services: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permitto Eclipsetravel & Income Tax Services ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use 
one (1) canopy over the public way attached to the structure located at 3040y2 West 63''' 
Street for a period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the 
ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specificafions filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportafion and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division Marshal in charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopy shall not exceed 
fifteen (15) feet in length and two point two five (2.25) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay 
to the City of Chicago as compensafion for the privilege Number 1077612 the sum of Fifty 
and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 
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The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocafion by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discrefion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
fime or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Emilio's Tailor Shop: Canopies. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Emilio's Tailor Shop ("Permittee'-) to construct, maintain and use two (2) canopies 
over the public way attached to the structure located at 2101 Said Ashland Avenue for a 
period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of 
the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of 
Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in 
charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopies shall not exceed one (1) at eleven 
point four two (11.42) feet in length and three point nine two (3.92) feet in width and one (1) 
at five point four two (5.42) feet in length and three point eight three (3.83) feet in width. The 
Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1059810 
the sum of One Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($100.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
canopies are removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date 
of expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out ofthe 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operafion ofthe canopies 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopies without cost to the City of 
Chicago. 
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The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised unfil a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Endeavor Enterprises L.L.C: Canopies. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Endeavor Enterprises L.L.C. ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use two (2) 
canopies over the public way attached to the structure located at 1918 - 1930 West 
Montrose Avenue for a period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance 
with the ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division Marshal in charge of the-Bureau of Fire Prevenfion. Said canopies shall not exceed 
one (1) at one hundred (100) feet in length and one point five (1.5) feet in width and one (1) 
at thirty-five (35) feet in length and one point five (1.5) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay 
to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1073191 the sum of One 
Hundred Eighty-five and no/100 Dollars ($185.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensafion until the 
canopies are removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date 
of expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation ofthe canopies 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor ofthe 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination ofthe privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopies without cost to the City of 
Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 
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This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Ferajna Restaurant: Canopies. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Ferajna Restaurant ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use three (3) 
canopies over the public way attached to the structure located at 6714 - 6718 West Belmont 
Avenue for a period of five (5) years from and after June 8, 2008 in accordance with the 
ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plaris and specifications filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division Marshal in charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopies shall not 
exceed one (1) at fourteen (14) feet in length and five point seven (5.7) feet in 
width, one (1) at fourteen (14) feet in length and five point seven (5.7) feet in width and 
one (1) at seventeen point five (17.5) feet in length and five point seven (5.7) feet in width. 
The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077519 the sum of One Hundred Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($150.00) per annum, 
in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
canopies are removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date 
of expirafion. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation ofthe canopies 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopies without cost to the City of 
Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 
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Focal Point L.L.C: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Focal Point L.L.C. ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) canopy 
over the public way attached to the structure located at 4201 South Pulaski Road for a period 
of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of the City 
of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of Transportafion 
and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in charge of the 
Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopy shall not exceed twenty (20) feet in length 
and four (4) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensafion 
forthe privilege Number 1077640 the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, 
in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensafion unfil the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out ofthe 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. £ 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be.added for payments received after due date. 

Fulton's On The River: Canopies. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Fulton's on the River ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use three (3) 
canopies over the public way attached to the structure located at 315 North LaSalle Street 
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for a period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the 
ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specificafions filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division Marshal in charge ofthe Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopies shall not exceed 
one (1) at twenty (20) feet in length and three (3) feet in width, one (1) at eight (8) feet in 
length and three (3) feet in width and one (1) at ten (10) feet in length and three (3) feet in 
width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1076938 the sum of One Hundred Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($150.00) per annum, 
in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensafion unfil the 
canopies are removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date 
of expirafion. The Permittee shaN protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligafion arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operafion ofthe canopies 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor ofthe 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discrefion without 
the consent .of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopies without cost to the City of 
Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporafion Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Garfield Partners L.L.C: Canopies. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Garfield Partners L.L.C. ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use three (3) 
canopies over the public way attached to the structure located at 3913 - 3959 West Madison 
Street for a period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the 
ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
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Division Marshal in charge ofthe Bureau of Fire Prevenfion. Said canopies shall not exceed 
one (1) at three hundred six (306) feet in length and six point seven five (6.75) feet in width, 
one (1) at forty-four (44) feet in length hand six point seven five (6.75) feet in width 
and one (1) eighty-three (83) feet in length and six point seven five (6.75) feet in width. The 
Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1077504 
the sum of Five Hundred Eight and no/100 Dollars ($508.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
canopies are removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date 
of expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligafion arising out ofthe 
construcfion, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation ofthe canopies 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modificafion or revocation by the Mayor ofthe 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopies without cost to the City of 
Chicago. 

the privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporafion Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Georginos Pizza: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Georginos Pizza ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) canopy over 
the public way attached to the structure located at 5723 West 63''' Street for a 
period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of 
the City of Chicago and the plans and specificafions filed with the Commissioner of 
Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in 
charge ofthe Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopy shall not exceed twenty-one (21) feet 
in length and four (4) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as 
compensation for the privilege Number 1076944 the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) 
per annum, in advance. 
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In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation unfil the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expirafion. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligafion arising out ofthe 
construcfion, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modificafion or revocation by the Mayor ofthe 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon terminafion of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Gold Dust Coin: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permitto Gold Dust Coin ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) canopy over 
the public way attached to the structure located at 3115 South Halsted Street for a period of 
five (5) years from and after October 30, 2007 in accordance with the ordinances of the City 
of Chicago and the plans and specificafions filed with the Commissioner of Transportation 
and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in charge of the 
Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopy shall not exceed twenty-two (22) feet in length and 
four (4) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the 
privilege Number 1077545 the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 
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The permit shall be subject to amendment, modificafion or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discrefion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
fime or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised unfil a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Golden Hangers Cleaners: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Golden Hangers Cleaners ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) 
canopy over the public way attached to the structure located at 1314 East 53''' Street for a 
period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of 
the City of Chicago and the plans and specificafions filed with the Commissioner of 
Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in 
charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopy shall not exceed eleven point one 
seven (11.17) feet in length and four (4) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of 
Chicago as compensafion for the privilege Number 1076932 the sum of Fifty and no/100 
Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers tifie or vacates the premises, the Pei'mittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 
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The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised unfil a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Good Hands Day Care Incorporated: Canopies. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permitto Good Hands Day Care Incorporated ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use 
two (2) canopies overthe publicway attached to the structure located at 1759 North Hariem 
Avenue for a period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the 
ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division Marshal in charge ofthe Bureau of Fire Preventiori. Said canopies shall not exceed 
two (2) at eighteen (18) feet in length and five (5) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to 
the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1077593 the sum of One 
Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($100.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
canopies are removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date 
of expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out of the 
construcfion, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operafion ofthe canopies 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination pf the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopies without cost to the City of 
Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 
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This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporafion Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Good To Go Jamaican Cuisine L.L.C: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Good To Go Jamaican Cuisine L.L.C. ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use 
one (1) canopy over the public way attached to the structure located at 1845 - 1847 West 
Howard Street for a period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with 
the ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportafion and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division Marshal in charge ofthe Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopy shall not exceed 
thirty-two (32) feet in length and three (3) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of 
Chicago as compensafion for the privilege Number 1077870 the sum of Fifty-seven and 
no/100 Dollars ($57.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers tifie or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expirafion. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out ofthe 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operafion of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 
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Haire's Gulf Shrimp: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Haire's Gulf Shrimp ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) canopy 
over the public way attached to the structure located at 8112 South Vincennes Avenue for 
a period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances 
of the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of 
Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in 
charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevenfion. Said canopy shall not exceed twelve (12) feet in 
length and three (3) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as 
compensation for the privilege Number 1076914 the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation unfil the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation ofthe canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocafion by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon terminafion of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The Heritage At Millennium Park L.L.C: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to The Heritage at Millennium Park L.L.C. ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and 
use one (1) canopy over the public way attached to the structure located at 130 North 
Gariand Court for a period of five (5) years from and after July 25, 2008 in accordance with 
the ordinances of the City of Chicago and the.plans and specifications filed with the 
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Commissioner of Transportafion and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division Marshal in charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevenfion. Said canopy shall not exceed 
twelve point nine two (12.92) feet in length and two point five (2.5) feet in width. The 
Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation forthe privilege Number 1078672 
the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensafion unfil the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expirafion. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operafion of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon terminafion of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Hugs & Kisses Flower Shop: Canopies. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Hugs & Kisses Flower Shop ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use two (2) 
canopies over the public way attached to the structure located at 6428 South Pulaski Road 
for a period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the 
ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division Marshal in charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopies shall not exceed 
one (1) at seven point four two (7.42) feet in length and two point four two (2.42) feet in width 
and one (1) at three (3) feet in length and two point four two (2.42) feet in width. The 
Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1077645 
'the sum of One Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($100.00) per annum, in advance. 
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In the event the Permittee transfers tifie or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensafion until the 
canopies are removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date 
of expirafion. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligafion arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operafion of the canopies 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon terminafion of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
fime or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopies without cost to the City of 
Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Hyde Park Florist: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Hyde Park Florist ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) canopy over 
the public way attached to the structure located at 5303 South Hyde Park Boulevard for a 
period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of 
the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of 
Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in 
charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopy shall not exceed fourteen point 
six six (14.66) feet in length and three (3) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City 
of Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1077006 the sum of Fifty and no/100 
Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
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controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligafion arising out ofthe 
construcfion, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operafion of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocafion by the Mayor ofthe 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent ofthe Permittee. Upon termination ofthe privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
fime or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised unfil a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

I-C Spring: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to I-C Spring ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) canopy over the 
public way attached to the structure located at 3454 North Sheffield Avenue for a period of 
five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of the City 
of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of Transportafion 
and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in charge of the 
Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopy shall not exceed twenty-five (25) feet in length and 
two point five (2.5) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as 
compensation for the privilege Number 1077510 the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 
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The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor ofthe 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The Indian Garden Restaurant: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to The Indian Garden Restaurant ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and 
use one (1) canopy overthe publicway attached to the structure located at 247 East Ontario 
Street for a period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the 
ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specificafions filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division Marshal in charge ofthe Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopy shall not exceed 
nine (9) feet in length and six point six seven (6.67) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to 
the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1077399 the sum of Fifty and 
no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligafion arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
fime or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 
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The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised unfil a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporafion Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Irmco Properties & Management Corporation: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permitto Irmco Properties & Management Corporafion ("Permittee") to construct, maintain 
and use one (1) canopy over the public way attached to the structure located at 5254 South 
Dorchester Avenue for a period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in 
accordance with the ordinances ofthe City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed 
with the Commissioner of Transportafion and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and 
the Division Marshal in charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopy shall not 
exceed eight (8) feet in length and twelve (12) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the 
City of Chicago as compensafion for the privilege Number 1076937 the sum of Fifty and 
no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers tifie or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensafion until the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or.operation ofthe canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 
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Jaber Dollar Store Plus: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Jaber Dollar Store Plus ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) 
canopy over the public way attached to the structure located at 3760 West Fullerton Avenue 
for a period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the 
ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specificafions filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division Marshal in charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevenfion. Said canopy shall not exceed 
twenty-eight (28) feet in length and five (5) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City 
of Chicago as compensafion for the privilege Number 1077868 the sum of Fifty-three 
and no/100 Dollars ($53.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligafion arising out ofthe 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operafion of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor ofthe 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
fime or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Jewel Food Store Number 3368: Canopies. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Jewel Food Store Number 3368 ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and 
use twelve (12) canopies over the public way attached to the structure located at 550 North 
State Street for a period of five (5) years from and after June 29, 2008 in accordance with the 
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ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specificafions filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division Marshal in charge ofthe Bureau of Fire Prevenfion. Said canopies shall not exceed 
four (4) at twenty-one point one (21.1) feet in length and four (4) feet in width, one (1) at ten 
point nine (10.9) feet in length and four (4) feet in width, one (1) at ten point five (10.5) feet 
in length and four (4) feet in width, two (2) at sixteen point four (16.4) feet in length 
and four (4) feet in width, one (1) at twelve (12) feet in length and four (4) feet in 
width, two (2) at sixteen point one (16.1) feet in length and four (4) feet in width and one (1) 
at twenty-one (21) feet in length and four (4) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City 
of Chicago as compensation forthe privilege Number 1077316 the sum of Six Hundred and 
no/100 Dollars ($600.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensafion unfil the 
canopies are removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date 
of expirafion. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation ofthe canopies 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopies without cost to the City of 
Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Jewel Food Store Number 3443: Canopies. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Jewel Food Store Number 3443 ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and 
use two (2) canopies over the public way attached to the structure located at 5345 North 
Broadway for a period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the 
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ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportafion and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division Marshal in charge ofthe Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopies shall not exceed 
two (2) at twenty (20) feet in length and five (5) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the 
City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1077582 the sum of One Hundred 
and no/100 Dollars ($100.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensafion unfil the 
canopies are removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date 
of expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out ofthe 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operafion ofthe canopies 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent ofthe Permittee. Upon termination ofthe privilege herein granted, by lapse.of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopies without cost to the City of 
Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised unfil a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Joanna's Flowers And Gifts: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Joanna's Flowers and Gifts ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one,(1) 
canopy over the public way attached to the structure located at 5125 South Kedzie Avenue 
for a period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the 
ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specificafions filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportafion and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division Marshal in charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopy shall not exceed 
twenty-five (25) feet in length and three point five (3.5) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay 
to the City of Chicago as compensafion for the privilege Number 1076786 the sum of Fifty 
and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in advance. 
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In the event the Permittee transfers tifie or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation unfil the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligafion arising out ofthe 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation ofthe canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon terminafion of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Joseph Freed Homes L.L.C: Canopies. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Joseph Freed Homes L.L.C. ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use six (6) 
canopies over the public way attached to the structure located at 3140 North Sheffield 
Avenue for a period of five (5) years from and after March 9, 2008 in accordance with the 
ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division Marshal in charge ofthe Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopies shall not exceed 
four (4) at twenty point one seven (20.17) feet in length and three point three three (3.33) feet 
in width and two (2) at twenty point one seven (20.17) feet in length and three point three 
three (3.33) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation 
forthe privilege Number 1077314 the sum of Three Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($300.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
canopies are removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date 
of expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
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controversy, damage, personalinjury, death, liability judgment or obligafion arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operafion of the canopies 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor ofthe 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopies without cost to the City of 
Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Julie's: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Julie's ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) canopy over the public 
way attached to the structure located at 7012 North Western Avenue for a period of five (5) 
years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of the City of 
Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of Transportation and 
approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in charge of the Bureau 
of Fire Prevention. Said canopy shall not exceed fourteen (14) feet in length and four (4) feet 
in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077508 the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 
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The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon terminafion of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised unfil a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporafion Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Ms. Elizabeth Kaminski: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Elizabeth Kaminski ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) canopy 
over the public way attached to the structure located at 6189 South Archer Avenue for a 
period of five (5) years from and after May 19, 2008 in accordance with the ordinances ofthe 
City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of 
Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in 
charge ofthe Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopy shall not exceed fifty (50) feet in length 
and two (2) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation 
for the privilege Number 1075314 the sum of Seventy-five and no/100 Dollars ($75.00) per 
annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out ofthe 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 
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The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

La Chiquita: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to La Chiquita ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) canopy overthe 
public way attached to the structure located at 3337 West ,63"' Street for a period of five (5) 
years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of the City of 
Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of Transportation and 
approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in charge of the Bureau 
of Fire Prevention. Said canopy shall not exceed eighteen (18) feet in length and three point 
three three (3.33) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as 
compensation for the privilege Number 1076859 the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensafion until the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discrefion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised unfil a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 
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Lalo's: Canopies. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Lalo's ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use seven (7) canopies over the 
public way attached to the structure located at 1960 North Clybourn Avenue for a period of 
five (5) years from and after June 29, 2008 in accordance with the ordinances of the City of 
Chicago and the plans and specificafions filed with the Commissioner of Transportation and 
approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in charge ofthe Bureau 
of Fire Prevenfion. Said canopies shall not exceed five (5) at twelve (12) feet in length and 
four (4) feet in width, one (1) at twelve (12) feet in length and four (4) feet in width 
and one (1) at fifteen (15) feet in length and four (4) feet in width. The Permittee 
shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1077313 the sum 
of Three Hundred Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($350.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
canopies are removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date 
of expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personalinjury, death, liability judgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation ofthe canopies 
arising out ofrand including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discrefion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon terminafion ofthe privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopies without cost to the City of 
Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Life Plus Health Care Inc.: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Life Plus Health Care Inc. ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) 
canopy over the public way attached to the structure located at 2714 West Peterson Avenue 
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for a period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the 
ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specificafions filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division Marshal in charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopy shall not exceed 
twenty-five (25) feet in length and two (2) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City 
of Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1078642 the sum of Fifty and no/100 
Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers tifie or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensafion until the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expirafion. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment orobligation arising out ofthe 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation ofthe canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor ofthe 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discrefion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

L'Oreal Institute For Ethnic Hair & Skin Research: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to the L'Oreal Institute For Ethnic Hair & Skin Research ("Permittee") to construct, 
maintain and use one (1) canopy over the public way attached to the structure located at 
2101 South Wabash Avenue for a period of five (5) years from and after July 31, 2008 in 
accordance with the ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed 
with the Commissioner of Transportafion and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and 
the Division Marshal in charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopy shall not 
exceed eighty-four (84) feet in length and eight (8) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to 
the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1077541 the sum of One 
Hundred Nine and no/100 Dollars ($109.00) per annum, in advance. 
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In the event the Permittee transfers tifie or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensafion unfil the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expirafion. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligafion arising out of the 
construcfion, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Los Delfines Number 2: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Los Delfines Number 2 ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) 
canopy over the public way attached to the structure located at 5207 South Archer Avenue 
for a period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the 
ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division Marshal in charge ofthe Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopy shall not exceed 
fifty-two (52) feet in length and two point five (2.5) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to 
the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1077079 the sum of 
Seventy-seven and no/100 Dollars ($77.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personalinjury, death, liability judgment or obligation arising out of the 
construcfion, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 
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The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discrefion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon terminafion of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
fime or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised unfil a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Los Tres Hermanos: Canopies. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Los Tres Hermanos ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use three (3) 
canopies overthe public way attached to the structure located at 2858 South Pulaski Road 
for a period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the 
ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division Marshal in charge ofthe Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopies shall not exceed 
one (1) at eleven point two five (11.25) feet in length and seven (7) feet in width, one (1) at 
seventeen point five (17.5) feet in length and seven (7) feet in width and one (1) at 
twenty-eight (28) feet in length and four point three three (4.33) feet in width. The Permittee 
shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1077500 the sum 
of One Hundred Fifty-three and no/100 Dollars ($153.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
canopies are removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date 
of expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation ofthe canopies 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopies without cost to the City of 
Chicago. 
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The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporafion Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Lots Of Love Pre-School Academy: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Lots of Love Pre-school Academy ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and 
use one (1) canopy over the public way attached to the structure located at 1139 West 79'" 
Street for a period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the 
ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specificafions filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division Marshal in charge ofthe Bureau of Fire Prevenfion. Said canopy shall not exceed 
two hundred (200) feet in length and four (4) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City 
of Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1077506 the sum of Two Hundred 
Twenty-five and no/100 Dollars ($225.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out ofthe 
construcfion, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operafion of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination ofthe privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised unfil a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporafion Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 
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Loyola University Of Chicago: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Loyola University of Chicago ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) 
canopy over the public way attached to the structure located at 111 East Pearson Street for 
a period of five (5) years from and after June 29, 2008 in accordance with the ordinances of 
the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of 
Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in 
charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevenfion. Said canopy shall not exceed twenty-one (21) feet 
in length and fifteen (15) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as 
compensation forthe privilege Number 1078305 the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers tifie or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation unfil the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the canopy 
-arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modificafion or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Lugano's Pizza: Canopies. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Lugano's Pizza ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use two (2) canopies over 
the public way attached to the structure located at 4460 South Kedzie Avenue for a period 
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of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of the City 
of Chicago and the plans and specificafions filed with the Commissioner of Transportafion 
and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in charge of the 
Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopies shall not exceed one (1) at twelve point 
seven five (12.75) feet in length and five (5) feet in width and one (1) at eight point eight three 
(8.83) feet in length and five (5) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago 
as compensafion for the privilege Number 1077428 the sum of One Hundred and 
no/100 Dollars ($100.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers tifie or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensafion unfil the 
canopies are removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date 
of expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligafion arising out of the 
construcfion, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operafion ofthe canopies 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon terminafion of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopies, without cost to the City of 
Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Macerich Management: Canopies. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Macerich Management ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use twelve (12) 
canopies over the public way attached to the structure located at 43 East Ohio Street for a 
period of five (5) years from and after April 1, 2008 in accordance with the ordinances of the 
City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of 
Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division 
Marshal in charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopies shall not exceed 
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one (1) at forty-two (42) feet in length and six (6) feet in width; one (1) at fifteen point eight 
three (15.83) feet in length and ten point six seven (10.67) feet in width, one (1) at forty-two 
(42) feet in length and six (6) feet in width, one (1) at twenty-four point five (24.5) feet in 
length and one point five (1.5) feet in width, one (1) at eighty-four point five eight (84.58) feet 
in length and two (2) feet in width, one (1) at thirty-one point six seven (31.67) feet in length 
and five point two five (5.25) feet in width, one (1) at thirty-four point five (34.5) feet in length 
and five point two five (5.25) feet in width, two (2) at fourteen (14) feet in length and three 
point five (3.5) feet in width, one (1) at nineteen point five (19.5) feet in length and five 
point seven five (5.75) feet in width, one (1) at fourteen (14) feet in length and six 
(6) feet in width and one (1) at twenty (20) feet in length and five point two five (5.25) feet 
in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1080455 the sum of Seven Hundred Nine and 75/100 Dollars ($709.75) per annum, 
in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation unfil the 
canopies are removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date 
of expirafion. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out ofthe 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation ofthe canopies 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modificafion or revocafion by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon terminafion of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopies without cost to the City of 
Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Mario's Jewelry: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Mario's Jewelry ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) canopy over 
the public way attached to the structure located at 3312 West 26'" Street for a 
period of five (5) years from and after May 24, 2008 in accordance with the ordinances of the, 
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City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of 
Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in 
charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopy shall not exceed six (6) feet in length 
and two (2) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation 
for the privilege Number 1077215 the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, 
in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out ofthe 
construcfion, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operafion of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon terminafion of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Mei Shung Chinese Restaurant: Canopies. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Mei Shung Chinese Restaurant Inc. ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use 
two (2) canopies over the public way attached to the structure located at 5511 North 
Broadway for a period of five (5) years from and after October 7, 2005 in accordance with the 
ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division Marshal in charge ofthe Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopies shall not exceed 
one (1) at twenty-six (26) feet in length and two point five (2.5) feet in width and one (1) at six 
(6) feet in length and five point five (5.5) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of 
Chicago as compensation forthe privilege Number 1077359 the sum of One Hundred One 
and no/100 Dollars ($101.00) per annum, in advance. 
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In the event the Permittee transfers tifie or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensafion unfil the 
canopies are removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date 
of expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligafion arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operafion of the canopies 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modificafion or revocation by the Mayor ofthe 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discrefion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopies without cost to the City of 
Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Mesirow Realty Inc.: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Mesirow Realty Inc. ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) canopy 
over the public way aftached to the structure located at 350 North Clark Street for a period 
of five (5) years from and after March 10, 2007 in accordance with the ordinances ofthe City 
of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of Transportation 
and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in charge of the 
Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopy shall not exceed ten point one (10.1) feet in length 
and fourteen (14) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as 
compensation for the privilege Number 1077360 the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
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controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligafion arising out ofthe 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operafion of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor ofthe 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discrefion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon terminafion of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
fime or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing; 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporafion Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Miron Tailor Shop & Cleaners: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permitto Miron Tailor Shop & Cleaners ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) 
canopy over the public way attached to the structure located at 2577 North Lincoln Avenue 
for a period of five (5) years from and after June 29, 2008 in accordance with the ordinances 
of the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of 
Transportafion and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in 
charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopy shall not exceed eight point eight (8.8) 
feet in length and three point nine (3.9) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of 
Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1077524 the sum of Fifty and no/100 
Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall,. 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out ofthe 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 
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The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocafion by the Mayor ofthe 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discrefion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporafion Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Murray's Discount Auto: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Murray's Discount Auto ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) 
canopy overthe publicway attached to the structure located at 5346 South Ashland Avenue 
for a period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the 
ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division Marshal in charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopy shall not exceed 
thirty-two (32) feet in length and one point five (1.5) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to 
the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1077573 the sum of 
Fifty-seven and no/100 Dollars ($57.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensafion until the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor ofthe 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 
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The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporafion Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Nicky's Hot Dogs: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Nicky's Hot Dogs ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) canopy over 
the public way attached to the structure located at 3140 West 47'" Street for a 
period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of 
the City of Chicago and the plans and specificafions filed with the Commissioner of 
Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in 
charge of the Bur̂ eau of Fire Prevenfion. Said canopy shall not exceed twenty (20) feet in. 
length and two (2) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as' 
compensation for the privilege Number 1077320 the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensafion until the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligafion arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operafion of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence ofthe City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 
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Nordstrom Rack: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Nordstrom Rack ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) canopy over 
the public way attached to the structure located at 24 North State Street for a period 
of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances ofthe City 
of Chicago and the plans and specificafions filed with the Commissioner of Transportafion 
and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in charge of the 
Bureau of Fire Prevenfion. Said canopy shall not exceed sixty-one point one seven (61.17) 
feet in length and five point five (5.5) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the 
City of Chicago as compensafion for the privilege Number 1077449 the sum of 
Eighty-six and 17/100 Dollar ($86.17) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensafion unfil the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligafion arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. -i 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modificafion or revocafion by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discrefion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised unfil a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

O'Rourke's Office: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to O'Rourke's Office ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) canopy 
over the public way attached to the structure located at 11064 South Western Avenue for a 
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period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of 
the City of Chicago and the plans and specificafions filed with the Commissioner of 
Transportafion and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in 
charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopy shall not exceed eighteen point five 
eight (18.58) feet in length and three (3) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of 
Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1068006 the sum of Fifty and no/100 
Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out of the 
construcfion, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocafion by the Mayor ofthe 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discrefion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporafion Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Panino's Pizzeria: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Panino's Pizzeria ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) canopy over 
the public way attached to the structure located at 3702 North Broadway for a period 
of five (5) years from and after June 29, 2008 in accordance with the ordinances of the City 
of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of Transportation 
and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in charge of the 
Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopy shall not exceed twenty (20) feet in length 
and four (4) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation 
for the privilege Number 1076911 the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, 
in advance. 
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In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modificafion or revocation by the Mayor ofthe 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discrefion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
fime or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Paul Cleaners: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Paul Cleaners ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) canopy over 
the public way attached to the structure located at 2005 North Sheffield Avenue for a period 
of five (5) years from and after June 29, 2008 in accordance with the ordinances of the City 
of Chicago and the plans and specificafions filed with the Commissioner of Transportafion 
and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in charge of the 
Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopy shall not exceed twenty-one (21) feet in length and 
four point seven five (4.75) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as 
compensation for the privilege Number 1076910 the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expirafion. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 
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The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocafion by the Mayor ofthe 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discrefion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised unfil a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporafion Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Perennial: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Perennial ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) canopy overthe 
public way attached to the structure located at 1800 North Lincoln Avenue for a 
period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of 
the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of 
Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in 
charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopy shall not exceed thirty-nine 
point five (39.5) feet in length and four point five (4.5) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay 
to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1074913 the sum 
of Sixty-four and 50/100 Dollars ($64.50) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out ofthe 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modificafion or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 
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The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised unfil a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be. added for payments received after due date. 

Polo Retail Corporation: Canopies. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permitto Polo Retail Corporafion ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use thirty-five (35) 
canopies over the public way aftached to the structure located at 750 North Michigan Avenue 
for a period of five (5) years from and after July 8, 2007 in accordance with the ordinances 
of the City of Chicago and the plans and specificafions filed with the Commissioner of 
Transportafion and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in 
charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevenfion. Said canopies shall not exceed two (2) at eleven 
point five (11.5) feet in length and two point one six (2.16) feet in width, two (2) at fifteen point 
six six (15.66) feet in length and two point one six (2.16) feet in width, one (1) at twenty-two 
point five (22.5) feet in length and ten (10) feet in width, two (2) at five point nine one (5.91) 
feet in length and two point one six (2.16) feet in width, one (1) at six point five (6.5) feet in 
length and twenty-four point zero eight (24.08) feet in width, two (2) at five (5) feet in length 
and two point two (2.2) feet in width, two (2) at five (5) feet in length and two point one 
six (2.16) feet in width, two (2) at five (5) feet in length and two point one six (2.16) feet in 
width, seven (7) at five (5) feet in length and two point one six (2.16) feet in width, seven (7) 
at five (5) feet in length and two point one six (2.16) feet in width and seven (7) at five (5) feet 
in length and two point one six (2.16) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of 
Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1073070 the sum of Two Thousand One 
Hundred Seventy-three and 63/100 Dollars ($2,173.63) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
canopies are removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date 
of expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out ofthe 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation ofthe canopies 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 
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The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discrefion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopies without cost to the City of 
Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporafion Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Quality Discount Outlet: Canopies. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs arid Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Quality Discount Outlet ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use three (3) 
canopies over the public way attached to the structure located at 3222 West 63"' Street for 
a period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances 
of the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of 
Transportafion and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in 
charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopies shall not exceed one (1) at thirty 
point four two (30.42) feet in length and two (2) feet in width, one (1) at eighteen (18) feet in 
length and three (3) feet in width and one (1) at thirty point four two (30.42) feet in length and 
two (2) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the 
privilege Number 1077652 the sum of One Hundred Sixty and 84/100 Dollar ($160.84) per 
annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
canopies are removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date 
of expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment orobligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation ofthe canopies 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 
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The permit shall be subject to amendment, modificafion or revocafion by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discrefion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopies without cost to the City of 
Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

The Rail Bar & Grill: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to The Rail Bar & Grill ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) canopy 
over the public way attached to the structure located at 4709 North Damen Avenue for a 
period of five (5) years from and after July 27, 2008 in accordance with the ordinances ofthe 
City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of 
Transportafion and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in 
charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevenfion. Said canopy shall not exceed at twenty-five (25) 
feet in length and three (3) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as 
compensation for the privilege Number 1077536 the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out ofthe 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence ofthe City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discrefion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 
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The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. ' 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Ras Dashen Ethiopian Restaurant Inc.: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Ras Dashen Ethiopian Restaurant Inc. ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and 
use one (1) canopy over the public way attached to the structure located at 5844 - 5846 
North Broadway for a period of five (5) years from and after June 29, 2008 in accordance with 
the ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division Marshal in charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopy shall not exceed 
thirty-three point six (33.6) feet in lerigth and two (2) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay 
to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1076909 the sum of Fifty-
eight and 60/100 Dollars ($58.60) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers tifie or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligafion arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. • 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
fime or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 
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Saas Hair Salon: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Saas Hair Salon ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) canopy over 
the public way attached to the structure located at 1374 West 79'" Street for a 
period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of 
the City.of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of 
Transportafion and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in 
charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopy shall not exceed ten point six 
seven (10.67) feet in length and three point five (3.5) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay 
to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1068041 the sum of Fifty 
and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligafion arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent ofthe Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised unfil a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Salon Moka: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Salon Moka ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) canopy over the 
public way aftached to the structure located at 1259 North Milwaukee Avenue for a period of 
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five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of the City 
of Chicago and the plans and specificafions filed with the Commissioner of Transportation 
and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in charge of the. 
Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopy shall not exceed twenty (20) feet in length 
and four (4) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensafion 
forthe privilege Number 1074979 the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, 
in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation unfil the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expirafion. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligafion arising out ofthe 
construcfion, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operafion of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocafion by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon terminafion of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Sandra's Unisex: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Sandra's Unisex ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) canopy over 
the public way aftached to the structure located at 4232 South Archer Avenue for a period 
of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of the City 
of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of Transportation 
and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in charge of the 
Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopy shall not exceed sixteen point one seven (16.17) feet 
in length and four (4) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as 
compensation forthe privilege Number 1077207 the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) 
per annum, in advance. 
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In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensafion until the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment orobligation arising out ofthe 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon terminafion of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
fime or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised unfil a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Sky Scraper Heels: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Sky Scraper Heels ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) canopy 
over the public way attached to the structure located at 2202 West Belmont Avenue for a 
period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of 
the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of 
Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in 
charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopy shall not exceed twenty-two (22) feet 
in length and three point six six (3.66) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of 
Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1077366 the sum of Fifty and no/100 
Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligafion arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago, 
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The permit shall be subject to amendment, modificafion or revocafion by the Mayor ofthe 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon terminafion of the privilege herein granted, by lapse pf 
fime or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporafion Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Southport Cleaners: Canopies. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Southport Cleaners ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use two (2) canopies 
over the public way attached to the structure located at 2823 North Southport Avenue for a 
period of five (5) years from and after June 29, 2008 in accordance with the ordinances of 
the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of 
Transportafion and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in 
charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopies shall not exceed one (1) at 
eighteen (18) feet in length and two point nine (2.9) feet in width .and one (1) at three point 
eight three (3.83) feet in length and two point nine (2.9) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay 
to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1077532 the sum of One 
Hundred and no/100 Dollars ($100.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
canopies are removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date 
of expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligafion arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operafion ofthe canopies 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopies without cost to the City of 
Chicago. 
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The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Stanley's Restaurant: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permitto Stanley's Restaurant ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) canopy 
over the public way attached to the structure located at 1970 North Lincoln Avenue for a 
period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of 
the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of 
Transportafion and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in 
charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevenfion. Said canopy shall not exceed twelve (12) feet in 
length and nine point zero eight (9.08) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of 
Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1077205 the sum of Fifty and no/100 
Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensafion unfil the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operafion of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor ofthe 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised unfil a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporafion Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 
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Starbucks Coffee Number 227: Canopies. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Starbucks Coffee Number 227 ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use two 
(2) canopies over the public way attached to the structure located at 3358 North Broadway 
for a period of five (5) years from and after June 29, 2008 in accordance with the ordinances 
of the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of 
Transportafion and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in 
charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopies shall not exceed one (1) at 
twenty (20) feet in length and three (3) feet in width and one (1) at thirty-two (32) feet in 
length and three (3) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as 
compensafion for the privilege Number 1076997 the sum of One Hundred Seven and no/100 
Dollars ($107.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers tifie or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensafion until the 
canopies are removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date 
of expirafion. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation ofthe canopies 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modificafion or revocafion by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discrefion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopies without cost to the City of 
Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Studio 2000 Beauty Salon: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Studio 2000 Beauty Salon ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) 
canopy over the public way aftached to the structure located at 4250 South Archer Avenue 
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for a period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the 
ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specificafions filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division Marshal in charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevenfion. Said canopy shall not exceed 
eighteen point four two (18.42) feet in length and five point zero eight (5.08) feet in width. 
The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077206 the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers tifie or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensafion unfil the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expirafion. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment orobligation arising out ofthe 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operafion of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocafion by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
fime or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Sylvia & Mike's Family Hair Care: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Sylvia & Mike's Family Hair Care ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and 
use one (1) canopy over the public way aftached to the structure located at 2621 North 
Hariem Avenue for a period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance 
with the ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specificafions filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division Marshal in charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopy shall not exceed 
twenty-five (25) feet in length and three (3) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City 
of Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1077294 the sum of Fifty and no/100 
Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in advance. 
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In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permiftee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensafion unfil the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expirafion. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligation arising out of the 
construcfion, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operafion of the canopy 
arising out oif and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocafion by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Tasty Sub & Beef: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Tasty Sub & Beef ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) canopy 
over the public way attached to the structure located at 3723 West Chicago Avenue for a 
period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of 
the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of 
Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in 
charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopy shall not exceed twelve (12) feet 
in length and four (4) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as 
compensation for the privilege Number 1077589 the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation unfil the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expirafion. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 
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The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor ofthe 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
fime or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

TGI Friday's: Canopies. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to TGI Friday's ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use nine (9) canopies over 
the public way aftached to the structure located at 153 East Erie Street for a period of five (5) 
years from and after July 12, 2008 in accordance with the ordinances ofthe City of Chicago 
and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of Transportafion and approved 
by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in charge ofthe Bureau of Fire 
Prevention. Said canopies shall not exceed one (1) at nine (9) feet in length and four (4) feet 
in width, six (6) at seven (7) feet in length and two (2) feet in width and two (2) at seven point 
five (7.5) feet in length and two (2) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of 
Chicago as compensation forthe privilege Number 1077865 the sum of Four Hundred Fifty 
and no/100 Dollars ($450.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
canopies are removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date 
of expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personalinjury, death, liability judgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation ofthe canopies 
arising out of and including the passive negligence ofthe City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopies without cost to the City of 
Chicago. 
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The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Twisted Sister Bakery, L.L.C: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Twisted Sister Bakery, L.L.C. ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) 
canopy over the public way attached to the structure located at 1543 North Wells Street for 
a period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances 
of the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of 
Transportafion and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in 
charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopy shall not exceed eleven (11) feet in 
length and two (2) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago, as 
compensation for the privilege Number 1077401 the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence ofthe City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 
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Urban Legendz Fashion: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Urban Legendz Fashion ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) 
canopy over the public way aftached to the structure located at 3109 West 63"* Street for a 
period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of 
the City of Chicago and the plans and specificafions filed with the Commissioner of 
Transportafion and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in 
charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevenfion. Said canopy shall not exceed twelve (12) feet in 
length and four (4) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as 
compensafion for the privilege Number 1077644 the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify, and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modificafion or revocafion by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
fime or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Victor's Sportswear: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Victor's Sportswear ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) canopy 
over the public way attached to the structure located at 4324 West Fullerton Avenue for a 
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period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of 
the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of 
Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in 
charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopy shall not exceed ninety (90) feet in 
length and ten (10) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as 
compensation forthe privilege Number 1077654 the sum of One Hundred Fifteen and no/100 
Dollars ($115.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation unfil the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operafion of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modificafion or revocafion by the Mayor ofthe 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
fime or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein gratited shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Village Discount Outlet Inc.: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Village Discount Oufiet Inc. ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) 
canopy over the public way attached to the structure located at 4898 North Clark Street for 
a period of five (5) years from and after July 12, 2008 in accordance with the ordinances of 
the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of 
Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in 
charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopy shall not exceed twenty (20) feet in 
length and four (4) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as 
compensation for the privilege Number 1077546 the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) 
per annum, in advance. 
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In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall,, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensafion unfil the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expirafion. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modificafion or revocation by the Mayor ofthe 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discrefion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon terminafion of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Washington's Hair Supreme: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permitto Washington's Hair Supreme ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) 
canopy over the public way attached to the structure located at 5046 West Madison Street 
for a period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the 
ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division Marshal in charge ofthe Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopy shall not exceed 
fifteen point six (15.6) feet in length and two (2) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the 
City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1071391 the sum of Fifty and 
no/100 Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 
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The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor ofthe 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discrefion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Wireless Depot: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to.Wireless Depot ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use one (1) canopy over 
the public way attached to the structure located at 5950 West North Avenue for a period of 
five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the ordinances of the City 
of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the Commissioner of Transportafion 
and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal iri charge of the 
Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopy shall not exceed seventeen (17) feet in length and 
four point eight three (4.83) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as 
compensation for the privilege Number 1077377 the sum of Fifty and no/100 Dollars ($50.00) 
per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment orobligation arising out ofthe 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 
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The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised unfil a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

Xtreme Clean Hand Carwash, Inc. Warehouse: Canopies. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to Xtreme Clean Hand Canwash, Inc. Warehouse ("Permittee") to construct, maintain 
and use two (2) canopies over the public way attached to the structure located at 3537 West 
North Avenue for a period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with 
the ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division,Marshal in charge ofthe Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopies shall not exceed 
one (1) at thirty (30) feet in length and six (6) feet in width and one (1) at four (4) feet in 
length and four (4) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as 
compensation forthe privilege Number 1077435 the sum of One Hundred Five and no/100 
Dollars ($105.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensafion until the 
canopies are removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date 
of expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligafion arising out ofthe 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation ofthe canopies 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocafion by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopies without cost to the City of 
Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 
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This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

19 South Wabash Building/Mr Charles Levi: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to 119 South Wabash Building/Charies Levi ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and 
use one (1) canopy over the public way attached to the structure located at 19 South Wabash 
Avenue for a period of five (5) years from and after June 17, 2008 in accordance with the 
ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division Marshal in charge of the Bureau of Fire Prevention. Said canopy shall not exceed 
sixteen (16) feet in length and ten (10) feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of 
Chicago as compensation for the privilege Number 1077542 the sum of Fifty and no/100 
Dollars ($50.00) per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers title or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out of the 
construcfion, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modificafion or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 
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500 West Superior L L C : Canopies. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to 500 West Superior L.L.C. ("Permittee") to construct, maintain and use three (3) 
canopies over the public way attached to the structure located at 747 North Larrabee Street 
for a period of five (5) years from and after date of passage in accordance with the 
ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and specifications filed with the 
Commissioner of Transportation and approved by the Commissioner of Buildings and the 
Division Marshal in charge ofthe Bureau of Fire Prevenfion. Said canopies shall not exceed 
one (1) at seven point three three (7133) feet in length and one point zero eight (1.08) feet in 
width, one (1) at ten point one seven (10.17) feet in length and one point zero eight (1.08) 
feet in width and one (1) at seven point five (7.5) feet in length and one point zero eight (1.08) 
feet in width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensafion for the 
privilege Number 1076135 the sum of One Hundred Seventy and 25/100 Dollars ($170.25) 
per annum, in advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers tifie or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensation until the 
canopies are removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date 
of expiration. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liabilityjudgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operafion ofthe canopies 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modification or revocation by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or othenwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopies without cost to the City of 
Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised unfil a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporation Counsel of the City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

2400 North Lakeview Condominium Association: Canopy. 

Ordered, That the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing is hereby authorized to issue 
a permit to 2400 North Lakeview Condominium Association ("Permittee") to construct, 
maintain and use one (1) canopy over the public way attached to the structure 
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located at 2400 North Lakeview Avenue for a period of five (5) years from and after 
May 4, 2008 in accordance with the ordinances of the City of Chicago and the plans and 
specifications filed with the Commissioner of Transportafion and approved by the 
Commissioner of Buildings and the Division Marshal in charge of the Bureau of Fire 
Prevention. Said canopy shall not exceed fifty (50) feet in length and twelve (12) feet in 
width. The Permittee shall pay to the City of Chicago as compensation for the privilege 
Number 1077237 the sum of Seventy-five and no/100 Dollars ($75.00) per annum, in 
advance. 

In the event the Permittee transfers tifie or vacates the premises, the Permittee shall, 
nevertheless, remain liable to the City of Chicago for the annual compensafion until the 
canopy is removed. The Permittee shall renew the privilege herein granted to the date of 
expirafion. The Permittee shall protect, defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City of 
Chicago, its officers, agents and employees, against and from any expense, claim 
controversy, damage, personal injury, death, liability judgment or obligation arising out of the 
construction, repair, replacement, cleaning, use, maintenance or operation of the canopy 
arising out of and including the passive negligence of the City of Chicago. 

The permit shall be subject to amendment, modificafion or revocafion by the Mayor of the 
City of Chicago and the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing at their discretion without 
the consent of the Permittee. Upon termination of the privilege herein granted, by lapse of 
time or otherwise, the Permittee shall remove the canopy without cost to the City of Chicago. 

The privilege herein granted shall not be exercised until a permit shall have been issued by 
the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing. 

This order has been approved as to form and legality by the Corporafion Counsel ofthe City 
of Chicago. 

A twenty-five percent (25%) penalty will be added for payments received after due date. 

AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH AUTHORIZED GRANT 
OF PRIVILEGE TO BCH KENMO 6230, L.L.C. TO 

CONSTRUCT MAINTAIN AND USE CANOPY 
AT 6230 NORTH KENMORE AVENUE. 

The Committee on Transportation and Public Way submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 2, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 
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Your Committee on Transportation and Public Way begs leave to report and recommend 
that Your Honorable Body Pass an amendment to an ordinance passed by the City Council 
ofthe City of Chicago for BCH Kenmo 6230, L.L.C. on May 14, 2008 and printed upon page 
27781 ofthe Journa/ of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago by 
delefing and adding language concerning dimensions. This ordinance was referred to the 
Committee on September 10, 2008. 

This recommendation was concurred in unanimously by a viva voce vote ofthe members 
of the Committee, with no dissenting vote. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) THOMAS R. ALLEN, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Allen, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretfi, Doweil, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Muiioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reiily, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The ordinance passed by the City Council of the City of Chicago for BCH 
KENMO 6230, L.L.C. on May 14, 2008, and printed upon page 27781 ofthe Journal of the 
Proceedings of the City Council of City of Chicago is hereby amended by deleting the 
words: "one (1) at seventeen (17) feet in length and thirteen (13) feet in width" and inserting 
in their place the words: "one (1) at eighteen (18) feet in length and twenty-two (22) feet, 
eight (8) inches in width". 

SECTION 2. This ordinance amendment shall be in effect upon its passage. 
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AUTHORIZATION FOR GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE 
IN PUBLIC WAY FOR SIDEWALK CAFES. 

The Committee on Transportafion and Public Way submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 2, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Transportafion and Public Way begs leave to report and recommend 
that Your Honorable Body Pass the proposed ordinances transmitted herewith for various 
establishments to maintain and use portions of the public right-of-way for sidewalk cafes. 
These ordinances were referred to the Committee on September 10, 2008 and October 2, 
2008. 

This recommendation was concurred in unanimously by a viva voce vote ofthe members 
of the Committee, with no dissenting vote. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) THOMAS R. ALLEN, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Allen, the said proposed ordinances transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report were Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretfi, Doweil, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Murioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reiily, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays — None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

Thefollowing are said ordinances as passed (the italic heading in each case not being a part 
of the ordinance): 
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The Beer Bistro. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are. hereby given and granted to The Beer Bistro, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion 
of the public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 1061 West 
Madison Street. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be twenty (20) feet in length and eight (8) feet 
in width for a total of one hundred sixty (160) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear 
space from the face of the curb/building line along West Madison Street. The compensafion 
for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Sunday, 11:00 A.M. to 12:00 Midnight 

Compensafion: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 12. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1080388 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-900 through 10-28-995 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the direcfions of the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing, the Commissioner of Streets 
and Sanitation and the Commissioner of Transportation. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2008 through and including December 1, 2008. 

Bistro Grand. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Bistro Grand, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion 
ofthe public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 2362 - 2364 
North Neva Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be thirty-five (35) feet in length and 
eight (8) feet in width for a total of two hundred eighty (280) square feet and shall 
allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along North Neva 
Avenue. The compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the 
sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 
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Monday through Friday, 4:00 P.M. to 12:00 Midnight 
Saturday and Sunday, 11:00 A.M. to 12:00 Midnight 

Compensafion: $600,00/Seating Capacity: 20. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1080386 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Secfions 10-28-900 through 10-28-995 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the direcfions of the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing, the Commissioner of Streets 
and Sanitation and the Commissioner of Transportafion. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2008 through and including December 1, 2008. 

Grace O'Malley's. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Grace O'Malley's, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion 
of the public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 1416 South 
Michigan Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be twenty-five point three three (25.33) feet 
in length and five point seven five (5.75) feet in width for a total of one hundred forty-five point 
six five (145.65) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the 
curb/building line along South Michigan Avenue. The compensation for said space and the 
days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Sunday, 11:00 A.M. to 12:00 Midnight 

Compensafion: $600.00/Seafing Capacity: 21. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1081569 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-900 through 10-28-995 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing, the Commissioner of Streets 
and Sanitation and the Commissioner of Transportation. 
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Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2008 through, and including, December 1, 2008. 

Jilly's Bistro. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Jilly's Bistro, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion ofthe 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 1007 — 1011 North 
Rush Street. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be eighty-two (82) feet in length and six (6) feet 
in width for a total of four hundred ninety-two (492) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of 
clear space from the face of the curb/building line along North Rush Street. The 
compensafion for said space and the days and hours of operation forthe sidewalk cafe shall 
be as follows: 

Monday through Sunday, 5:00 P.M. unfil 11:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $1,131.60/Seating Capacity: 48. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all fimes. 

All sidewalk cafes must leave six (6) feet of clear space for pedestrian movement between 
the outer edge of the sidewalk cafe and the curb line. 

Amplification of sound is prohibited. 

Sidewalk cafes shall not operate eariier than 8:00 A.M., nor later than 11:00 P.M. 

This grant of privilege Number 1080370 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Secfions 10-28-900 through 10-28-995 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions ofthe Director of Business Affairs and Licensing, the Commissioner of Streets 
and Sanitafion and the Commissioner of Transportafion. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2008 through and including December 1, 2008. 
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Mickey's Grill & Pub. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Mickey's Grill & 
Pub, upon the terms and subject to the condifions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a 
portion of the public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 
2831 North Broadway. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be sixteen point four two (16.42) feet 
in length and six (6) feet in width for a total of ninety-eight point five two (98.52) square feet 
and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face ofthe curb/building line along North 
Broadway. The compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the 
sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Sunday through Thursday, 11:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M. 
Friday and Saturday, 11:00 A.M. to 11:00 P.M. 

Compensafion: $600.00/Seafing Capacity: 12. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all fimes. 

This grant of privilege Number 1079960 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Secfions 10-28-900 through 10-28-995 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions ofthe Directorof Business Affairs and Licensing, the Commissioner of Streets 
and Sanitafion and the Commissioner of Transportation. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2008 through, and including, December 1, 2008. 

Paddy Long's. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Paddy Long's, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion 
of the public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 1028 West 
Diversey Parkway. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be twenty-two (22) feet in length and 
seven (7) feet in width for a total of one hundred fifty-four (154) square feet and shall allow 
six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along West Diversey 
Parkway. The compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the 
sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 
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Monday through Sunday, 11:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M. 

Compensafion: $600.00/Seafing Capacity: 12. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all fimes. 

This grant of privilege Number 1080698 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Secfions 10-28-900 through 10-28-995 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the direcfions of the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing, the Commissioner of Streets 
and Sanitation and the Commissioner of Transportation. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2008 through, and including, December 1, 2008. 

Redline Cafe. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Redline Cafe, 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use portions 
of the public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 800 North 
Dearborn Street. Said sidewalk cafe area Number 1 shall be sixty-four (64) feet in length and 
twelve point five (12.5) feet in width and sidewalk cafe area Number 2 shall be fourteen (14) 
feet in length and ten (10) feet in width for a total of nine hundred forty (940) square feet and 
shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along West 
Chicago Avenue. The compensafion for said space and the days and hours of operation for 
the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Sunday, 11:00 A.M. to 11:00 P.M. 

Compensafion: $2,162.00/Seafing Capacity: 70. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

All sidewalk cafes must leave six (6) feet of clear space for pedestrian movement between 
the outer edge of the sidewalk cafe and the curb line. 
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Amplificafion of sound is prohibited. 

Sidewalk cafes shall not operate eariier than 8:00 A.M., nor later than 11:00 P.M. 

This grant of privilege Number 1080528 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-900 through 10-28-995 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the direcfions of the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing, the Commissioner of Streets 
and Sanitation and the Commissioner of Transportation. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2008 through and including December 1, 2008. 

Skewerz. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Skewerz, upon 
the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 1560 - 1562 North 
Damen Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be fourteen point five (14.5) feet in length and 
seven (7) feet in width for a total of one hundred one point five (101.5) square feet and shall 
allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along North Damen 
Avenue. The compensation for said space and the days and hours of operation for the 
sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Sunday, 11:00 A.M. to 12:00 Midnight 

Compensafion: $600.00/Seating Capacity: 10. 

Sidewalk cafe permit and approved plan must be posted at all times. 

This grant of privilege Number 1079746 for a sidewalk cafe shall be subject to the 
provisions of Sections 10-28-900 through 10-28-995 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
the directions of the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing, the Commissioner of Streets 
and Sanitation and the Commissioner of Transportation. 

Authority for the above named privilege is herein given and granted from and after 
March 1, 2008 through, and including, December 1, 2008. 
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AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH AUTHORIZED GRANT 
OF PRIVILEGE TO PIZANO FOR SIDEWALK CAFE 

ADJACENT TO 61 EAST MADISON STREET. 

The Committee on Transportation and Public Way submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 2, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Transportafion and Public Way begs leave to report and recommend 
that Your Honorable Body Pass an amendment to an ordinance passed by the City Council 
of the City of Chicago for Pizano on May 14, 2008 and printed upon page 28067 of the 
Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago by deleting and 
adding language concerning sidewalk cafe dimensions, seating capacity and compensation. 
This ordinance was referred to the Committee on September 10, 2008. 

This recommendation was concurred in unanimously by a viva voce vote ofthe members 
ofthe Committee, with no dissenting vote. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) THOMAS R. ALLEN, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Allen, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Doweil, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Murioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reiily, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 
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SECTION 1. The ordinance passed by the City Council of the City of Chicago for Pizano 
on May 14, 2008, and printed upon page 28067 ofthe Journal of the Proceedings of the 
City Council of the City of Chicago is hereby amended by deleting the words: 

"Section 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Pizano upon the 
terms and subject to the condifions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion ofthe 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 61 East Madison 
Street. Said sidewalk cafe area Number 1 shall be seventeen point three 
three (17.33) feet in length and ten (10) feet in width and sidewalk cafe area Number 2 shall 
be thirty-two point four two (32.42) feet in length and ten (10) feet in width for a total of four 
hundred ninety-seven point five (497.5) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear 
space from the face ofthe curb/building line along East Madison Street. The compensafion 
for said space and the days and hours of operafion for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Sunday, 11:00 A.M. to 11:00 P.M. 

Compensafion: $2,238.75/Seafing Capacity: 36" 

and inserting in their place the words: 

"Section 1. Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Pizano upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion ofthe 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 61 East Madison 
Street. Said sidewalk cafe area Number 1 shall be thirty-three point three 
three (33.33) feet in length and ten (10) feet in width and sidewalk cafe area Number 2 
shall be thirty-two point eight three (32.83) feet in length and ten (10) feet in width for a total 
of six hundred sixty-one point six (661.6) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear 
space from the face ofthe curb/building line along East Madison Street. The compensation 
for said space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Sunday, 11:00 A.M. to 11:00 P.M. 

Compensation: $2,977.20/Seating Capacity: 52". 

SECTION 2. This ordinance amendment shall be in effect upon its passage. 

AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH AUTHORIZED GRANT 
OF PRIVILEGE TO SHEESH MAHAL DHABA, INC. 

FOR SIDEWALK CAFE ADJACENT TO 
6355 NORTH MAPLEWOOD AVENUE. 

The Committee on Transportation and Public Way submitted the following report: 
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CHICAGO, October 2, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Transportafion and Public Way begs leave to report and recommend 
that Your Honorable Body Pass an amendment to an ordinance passed by the City Council 
of the City of Chicago for Sheesh Mahal Dhaba, Inc. on June 11, 2008 and printed upon 
page 31550 of the Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago by 
deleting and adding language concerning sidewalk cafe dimensions, seafing capacity and 
compensafion. This ordinance was referred to the Committee on September 10, 2008. 

This recommendafion was concurred in unanimously by a viva voce vote ofthe members 
of the Committee, with no dissenfing vote. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) THOMAS R. ALLEN, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Allen, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Doweil, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Muiioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reiily, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The ordinance passed by the City Council of the City of Chicago for Sheesh 
Mahal Dhaba, Inc. on June 11, 2008, and printed upon page 31550 ofthe Journal of the 
Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago is hereby amended by deleting 
the words: 
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"Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Sheesh Mahal Dhaba, Inc. 
upon the terms and subject to the condifions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a 
portion of the public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 
6355 North Maplewood Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be thirty-six (36) feet in 
length and ten point seven five (10.75) feet in width for a total of three hundred 
eighty-seven (387) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face 
of the curb/building line along North Maplewood Avenue. The compensafion for said 
space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Sunday, 8:00 A.M. to 12:00 Midnight 

Compensafion: $600.00/Seafing Capacity: 34" 

and inserting in their place the words: 

"Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Sheesh Mahal Dhaba, Inc. 
upon the terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a 
portion of the public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 
6355 North Maplewood Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be fifty-five (55) feet in 
length and ten point seven five (10.75) feet in width for a total of five hundred ninety-one 
point two five (591.25) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face 
of the curb/building line along North Maplewood Avenue. The compensation for said 
space and the days and hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows: 

Monday through Sunday, 8:00 A.M. to 12:00 Midnight 

Compensation: $650.38/Seafing Capacity: 40". 

SECTION 2. This ordinance amendment shall be in effect upon its passage. 

AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH AUTHORIZED GRANT OF 
PRIVILEGE TO STARFRUIT CAFE FOR SIDEWALK CAFE 

ADJACENT TO 1745 WEST DIVISION STREET. 

The Committee on Transportation and Public Way submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 2, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 
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Your Committee on Transportafion and Public Way begs leave to report and recommend 
that Your Honorable Body Pass an amendment to an ordinance passed by the City Council 
of the City of Chicago for Starfruit Cafe on June 11, 2008 and printed upon page 31556 of 
the Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago by deleting 
and adding language concerning dimensions of sidewalk cafe. This ordinance was referred 
to the Committee on September 10, 2008. 

This recommendation was concurred in unanimously by a viva voce vote of the members 
of the Committee, with no dissenting vote. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) THOMAS R. ALLEN, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Allen, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Doweil, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Ausfin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reiily, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The ordinance passed by the City Council of the City of Chicago for Starfruit 
Cafe on June 11, 2008, and printed upon page 31556 ofthe Journal of the Proceedings 
of the City Council of the City of Chicago is hereby amended by deleting the words: 

"Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Starfruit Cafe, upon the terms 
and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion of the public 
right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 1745 West Division 
Street. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be thirteen point five (13.5) feet in length and nine 
point six seven (9.67) feet in width for a total of one hundred thirty point five five (130.55) 
square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the curb/building 
line along West Division Street. The compensation for said space and the days and 
hours of operation for the sidewalk cafe shall be as follows:" 
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and inserting in their place the words: 

"Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Starfruit Cafe, upon the terms 
and subject to the condifions of this ordinance, to maintain and use a portion ofthe public 
right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 1745 West Division 
Street. Said sidewalk cafe area shall be thirteen point five (13.5) feet in length and 
nineteen point six seven (19.67) feet in width for a total of two hundred sixty-five point five 
five (265.55) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the 
curb/building line along West Division Street. The compensafion for said space and the 
days and hours of operafion forthe sidewalk cafe shall be as follows:". 

SECTION 2. This ordinance amendment shall be in effect upon its passage. 

AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH AUTHORIZED GRANT OF 
PRIVILEGE TO WEBSTER'S WINE BAR FOR SIDEWALK CAFE 

ADJACENT TO 1480 WEST WEBSTER AVENUE. 

The Committee on Transportation and Public Way submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 2, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Transportafion and Public Way begs leave to report and recommend 
that Your Honorable Body Pass an amendment to an ordinance passed by the City Council 
of the City of Chicago for Webster's Wine Bar on June 11, 2008 and printed upon 
page 31576 of the Journa/ of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago by deleting and adding language concerning dimensions of sidewalk cafe. This 
ordinance was referred to the Committee on September 10, 2008. 

This recommendation was concurred in unanimously by a viva voce vote ofthe members 
of the Comrnittee, with no dissenting vote. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) THOMAS R. ALLEN, 
Chairman. 
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On mofion of Alderman Allen, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Doweil, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Muinoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reiily, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays — None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The ordinance passed by the City Council of the City of Chicago for 
Webster's Wine Bar on June 11, 2008, and printed upon page 31576 of the Journal of the 
Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago is hereby amended by deleting 
the words: 

"Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Webster's Wine Bar upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use portions of the 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 1480 West 
Webster Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area Number 1 shall be thirty-two (32) feet in length 
and four point three three (4.33) feet in width, sidewalk cafe area Number 2 shall 
be thirty (30) feet in length and four point three three (4.33) feet in width and sidewalk 
cafe area Number 3 shall be fourteen point nine two (14.92) feet in length and eight point 
six seven (8.67) feet in width for a total of three hundred ninety-seven point eight 
two (397.82) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet of clear space from the face of the 
curb/building line along North Dominick Street and West Webster Avenue" 

and inserting in their place the words: 

"Permission and authority are hereby given and granted to Webster's Wine Bar upon the 
terms and subject to the conditions of this ordinance, to maintain and use portions ofthe 
public right-of-way for a sidewalk cafe adjacent to its premises located at 1480 West 
Webster Avenue. Said sidewalk cafe area Number 1 shall be forty-two (42) feet in length 
and six point three three (6.33) feet in width and sidewalk cafe area Number 2 shall be 
twenty-five (25) feet in length and eight point two five (8.25) feet in width for a total of 
four hundred seventy-two point one one (472.11) square feet and shall allow six (6) feet 
of clear space from the face of the curb/building line along North Dominick Street and 
West Webster Avenue". 
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SECTION 2. This ordinance amendment shall be in effect upon its passage. 

VACATION OF PORTION OF WEST COUCH PLACE. 

The Committee on Transportafion and Public Way submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 2, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Transportation and Public Way begs leave to report and recommend 
that Your Honorable Body Pass an ordinance for the proposed vacation of an irregular 
shaped portion of West Couch Place being 12.92 feet in width as measured on the north and 
south lines of said West Couch Place lying easteriy of and adjoining a line 151.12 feet 
and 145.19 feet, respectively, east of the east line of North Wacker Drive as measured on 
the north and south lines of said West Couch Place lying between horizontal planes of 36.0 
feet above Chicago City Datum and 51.50 feet above Chicago City Datum. This ordinance 
was referred to the Committee on September 10, 2008. 

This recommendafion was concurred in unanimously by a viva voce vote of the members 
of the Committee, with no dissenting vote. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) THOMAS R. ALLEN, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Allen, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas —Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Doweil, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Murioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reiily, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 4 9 . 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 
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The following is said ordinance as passed: 

WHEREAS, The City Council of the City of Chicago, after due investigation and 
consideration, has determined that the nature and extent of the public use and the public 
interest to be subserved is such as to warrant the vacation of part of public street, described 
in the following ordinance; now, therefore. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. All that part of West Couch Place between North Wacker Drive and North 
Franklin Street lying south of the south lines of Lots 2 and 3 lying north of the north line of 
Lot 6 all in Original Town of Chicago in the south half of Secfion 9, Township 39 North, 
Range 14, East of the Third Principal Meridian in Cook County, Illinois, bounded and 
described as follows: commencing at the northwest corner of Lot 5 in Original Town of 
Chicago aforesaid; thence east along the north line of Lots 5 and 6 in Original Town of 
Chicago aforesaid a distance of 145.19 feet to the point of beginning of that portion of West 
Couch Place to be vacated herein; thence northeasteriy a distance 18.88 feet to a point on 
the south line of said Lot 3, said point being 151.12 feet east of the southwest corner of 
Lot 4 in Original Town of Chicago aforesaid as measured along the south line of said Lots 3 
and 4, a distance of 12.92 feet; thence southwesteriy a distance of 18.88 feet to a point in 
the north line of said point being 158.11 feet east of the northwest corner of said Lot 5 as 
measured along the north, lines of said Lots 5 and 6; thence west along the north line of said 
Lot 6 a distance 12.92 feet to the point of beginning, the above described part of West Couch 
Place to be vacated lying between horizontal planes of 36.00 feet above Chicago City Datum 
and 51.50 feet above Chicago City Datum said part of the public street herein vacated being 
further described as an irregular shaped portion of West Couch Place being 12.92 feet in 
width as measured on the north and south lines of said West Couch Place lying easteriy of 
and adjoining a line 151.12 feet and 145.19 feet respectively east of the east line of 
North Wacker Drive as measured on the north and south lines of said West Couch Place 
lying between horizontal planes of 36.0 feet above Chicago City Datum and 51.50 feet above 
Chicago City Datum, as shaded and indicated by the words "To Be Vacated" on the drawing 
hereto attached, which drawing for greater certainty, is hereby made a part of this ordinance, 
be and the same is hereby vacated and closed in as much as the same is no longer required 
for public use and the public interest will be subserved by such vacation. 

SECTION 2. The vacation herein provides is made upon the express condition that within 
one hundred eighty (180) days after the passage ofthe ordinance, JBC/155 Development, 
L.L.C. shall pay or cause to be paid to the City of Chicago as compensation for the benefits 
which will accrue to the owner of the property abufting said part of public streets hereby 
vacated the sum Forty Thousand and no/100 Dollars ($40,000.00) which sum in the 
judgement of this body will be equal to such benefits. 

SECTION 3. The vacation herein provided for are made upon the express condition that 
within one hundred eighty (180) days after the passage of this ordinance, the JBC/155 
Development, L.L.C. shall file or cause to be filed for record in the Office of the Recorder of 
Deeds of Cook County, Illinois a certified copy of this ordinance, together with an attached 
drawing approved by the Superintendent of Maps. 
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SECTION 4. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage. 

[File Number 9-42-08-3083, total area of street 
to be vacated = 233.00 square feet] 

[Drawing and legal description referred to in this ordinance 
printed on page 40930 of this Journal.] 

AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH GRANTED PERMISSION 
TO JCDECAUX CHICAGO, L.L.C. FOR CONSTRUCTION 

OF BUS PASSENGER SHELTERS WITHIN 
FORTIETH WARD. 

The Committee on Transportation and Public Way submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 2, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Transportation and Public Way begs leave to report and recommend 
that Your Honorable Body Pass the list of bus stop shelters located in the City of Chicago, as 
amended and as authorized by an ordinance passed on June 9, 1999 and published at 
pages 5442 - 5453 of the Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago of that date by adding one new location. This ordinance was referred to the 
Committee on September 10, 2008. 

This recommendation was concurred in unanimously by a viva voce vote of the members 
of the Committee, with no dissenting vote. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) THOMAS R. ALLEN, 
Chairman. 

(Continued on page 40931) 
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Ordinance associated with this drawing and legal description 
on pages 40928 and 40929 of this Journal. 

"A" 
Original Town of Chicago in the S.)2 of Sec. 9-39-14. 

"B" 
Assessor's Divi-sion of Lot 8 in Block 31 Original Town of Chicago in the S. )^ of Sec. 9-39-14, 

"C" 
Assessor's Division of the S.}^ of Lots 5 and 6 in Block 31 Original Town of Chicago in the S. )̂  of 
Sec. 9-39-14. 

Dr. No. 09-42-08-3083 
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(Confinued from page 40929) 

On motion of Alderman Allen, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretfi, Doweil, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Murioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reiily, Daley, 
Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The list of bus stop shelters located in the City of Chicago, as amended, and 
as authorized by an ordinance passed on June 9, 1999 and published at pages 5442 - 5453 
ofthe Journa/ of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of C/j/cago of that date, 
is hereby further amended by adding the location shown on Exhibit A attached hereto. 

SECTION 2; This ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage and 
approval. 

Exhibit "A" referred to in this ordinance reads as follows: 

Exhibit "A". 

Locations For Bus Passenger Shelters - 40'̂  Ward. 

Unit Bus Cross 
Number Ward Direction Position Street Street Corner 

7589 40 WB MB Peterson 1818 W NE 
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AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH GRANTED PERMISSION 
TO JCDECAUX CHICAGO, L.L.C. FOR CONSTRUCTION 

OF BUS PASSENGER SHELTERS WITHIN 
FORTY-SEVENTH WARD. 

The Committee on Transportation and Public Way submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 2, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Transportation and Public Way begs leave to report and recommend 
that Your Honorable Body Pass the list of bus stop shelters located in the City of Chicago, as 
amended and as authorized by an ordinance passed on June 9, 1999 and published at 
pages 5442 — 5453 of the Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago of that date by adding two new locations. This ordinance was referred to the 
Committee on September 10, 2008. 

This recommendation was concurred in unanimously by a viva voce vote ofthe members 
of the Committee, with no dissenfing vote. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) THOMAS R. ALLEN, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Allen, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Veas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Doweil, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Murioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio,, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reiily, Daley, 
Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 
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Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The list of bus stop shelters located in the City of Chicago, as amended, and 
as authorized by an ordinance passed on June 9, 1999 and published at pages 5442 - 5453 
of the Journa/ of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of C/?/cago of that date, 
is hereby further amended by adding the locations shown on Exhibit A attached hereto. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage and 
approval. 

Exhibit "A" referred to in this ordinance reads as follows: 

Exhibit "A". 

Locations For Bus Passenger Shelters - 40 "̂ Ward. 

Unit 
Number 

1827 

2291 

Ward 

47 

47 

Bus 
Direction 

WB • 

NB 

Position 

NS 

FS 

Street 

In/ing Park 

Western 

Cross 
Street 

Western 

Irving Park 

Cornc 

NE 

NE 

REMOVAL OF OUTDOOR PAY TELEPHONE 
AT 3033 SOUTH HALSTED STREET. 

The Committee on Transportation and Public Way submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 2, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Transportation and Public Way begs leave to report and recommend 
that Your Honorable Body Pass an ordinance requesting the removal of a public pay 
telephone located at 3033 South Halsted Street. This ordinance was referred to the 
Committee on September 10, 2008. 
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This recommendation was concurred in unanimously by a viva voce vote of the members 
of the Committee, with no dissenting vote. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) THOMAS R. ALLEN, 
Chairman. 

On mofion of Alderman Allen, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Veas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Doweil, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Ausfin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reiily, Daley, 
Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

Pursuant to Municipal Code Ordinance, 10-28-265 (F), it is hereby ordered that the outdoor 
pay phone located on the premises at 3033 South Halsted Street be removed immediately 
upon passage of this City Council ordinance. 

AUTHORIZATION FOR EXEMPTION OF SUNDRY APPLICANTS 
FROM PHYSICAL BARRIER REQUIREMENT PERTAINING 

TO ALLEY ACCESSIBILITY FOR PARKING FACILITIES 
AT SPECIFIED LOCATIONS. 

The Committee on Transportation and Public Way submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 2, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 
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Your Committee on Transportation and Public Way begs leave to report and recommend 
that Your Honorable Body Pass the proposed ordinances and substitute ordinance transmitted 
herewith authorizing the exemption of sundry applicants from the provisions requiring barriers 
as a prerequisite to prohibit alley ingress and/or egress to parking facilifies at various 
locations. These ordinances were referred to the Committee on September 10, 2008 and 
October 2, 2008. 

This recommendation was concurred in unanimously by a viva voce vote of the members 
of the Committee, with no dissenfing vote. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) THOMAS R. ALLEN, 
Chairman. 

On mofion of Alderman Allen, the said proposed ordinances and substitute ordinance 
transmitted with the foregoing committee report were Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretfi, Doweil, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Muiioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reiily, Daley, 
Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following are said ordinances as passed (the italic heading in each case not being a part 
of the ordinance): 

A-OK Automotive/Mr Robert Harris. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Section 10-20-430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the 
Commissioner of Transportation is hereby authorized and directed to exempt Mr. Robert 
Harris/A-OK Automotive of 5809 South Archer Avenue from the provisions requiring barriers 
as a prerequisite to prohibit alley ingress and egress to parking facilities for 5809 South Archer 
Avenue. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage 
and publication. 
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Access Southwest Clinic. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Secfion 10-20-430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the 
Commissioner of Transportation is hereby authorized and directed to exempt Access 
Southwest Clinic of 4835 - 4839 West 47''' Street from the provisions requiring barriers as a 
prerequisite to prohibit alley ingress and egress to parking facilities for 4835 - 4839 West 47"̂  
Street. "' 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage 
and publication. 

Baha Auto Sales. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Section 10-20-430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Director 
of Revenue is hereby authorized and directed to exempt Baha Auto Sales of 4229 - 4257 
West North Avenue from the provisions requiring barriers as a prerequisite to prohibit alley 
ingress and egress to parking facilities for 4229 - 4257 West North Avenue. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage 
and publicafion. 

Bailey Edward Design. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Section 10-20-430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Director 
of the Department of Revenue is hereby authorized and directed to exempt Bailey Edward 
Design of 2045 North Western Avenue from the provisions requiring barriers as a prerequisite 
to prohibit alley ingress and egress to parking facilities for 2045 North Western Avenue. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force upon its passage and 
publication. 
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Cal-Met Village Apartments - Phase II. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Section 10-20-430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the 
Commissioner of Transportation is hereby authorized and directed to exempt Cal-Met Village 
Apartments - Phase II from the provisions requiring barriers as a prerequisite to prohibit alley 
ingress and egress to parking facilifies for 4101 South Calumet Avenue. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage 
and publicafion. 

Center Construction. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Secfion 10-20-430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the 
Commissioner of Transportation is hereby authorized and directed to exempt Center 
Construction from the provisions requiring barriers as a prerequisite to prohibit alley ingress 
and egress to parking facilities for 5001 South Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Drive. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage 
and publication. 

Chicago Carriage Cab Corporation/Roadrunner 
Auto Repair Incorporated. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago:. 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Section 10-20-430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Director 
of Revenue is hereby authorized and directed to exempt Chicago Carriage Cab 
Corporation/Roadrunner Auto Repair Incorporated located at 2635 South Wabash Avenue 
from the provisions requiring barriers as a prerequisite to prohibit alley ingress and egress at 
two (2) points for 2635 South Wabash Avenue. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage 
and publicafion. 
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Cityview Lofts Condominium Association. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Secfion 10-20-430 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago, the Director 
of Revenue is hereby authorized and directed to exempt Cityview Lofts Condominium 
Association at 1259 North Wood Street from the provisions requiring barriers as a prerequisite 
to prohibit alley ingress and egress to parking facilities for 1259 North Wood Street. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage 
and publicafion. 

East Lake/Second City L.L.C. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Section 10-20-430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the 
Commissioner of Transportafion is hereby authorized and directed to exempt East 
Lake/Second City, L.L.C. of 2850 South Michigan Avenue from the provisions requiring 
barriers as a prerequisite to prohibit alley ingress and egress to parking facilities for 4650 — 
4652 South Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Drive/336 - 352 East 47'̂  Street. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage 
and publicafion. 

Fullerton Parkway Apartments. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Secfion 10-20-430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the 
Commissioner of Transportation is hereby authorized and directed to exempt Fullerton 
Parkway Apartments, 420 West Fullerton Avenue from the provisions requiring barriers as a 
prerequisite to prohibit alley ingress and/or egress to parking facilities for 420 West Fullerton 
Avenue. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage 
and publication. 
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Gendell Partners-Mt. Greenwood L.L.C. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Section 10-20-430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Director 
of Revenue is hereby authorized and directed to exempt Gendell Partners-Mt. Greenwood 
L.L.C. located at the northwest corner of 111'*' Street and South Kedzie Avenue from the 
provisions requiring barriers as a prerequisite to prohibit alley ingress and egress to parking 
facilifies. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage 
and publication. 

God's Little Helper, Inc. Day Care Center 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Secfion 10-20-430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the 
Commissioner of Transportafion is hereby authorized and directed to exempt God's Litfie 
Helper, Inc. Day Care Center of 3728 West 79'̂  Street from the provisions requiring barriers 
as a prerequisite to prohibit alley ingress and egress to parking facilifies for 3728 West 79'*' 
Street. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage 
and publication. 

Jaime's Auto Sen/ice. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Secfion 10-20-430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the 
Commissioner of Transportation is hereby authorized and directed to exempt Jaime's Auto 
Service of 6010 South Archer Avenue from the provisions requiring barriers as a prerequisite 
to prohibit alley ingress and egress to parking facilities for 6010 South Archer Avenue. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage 
and publication. 
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Mr Stanley Labno. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Secfion 10-20-430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the 
Commissioner of Transportafion is hereby authorized and directed to exempt Stanley Labno, 
of 5237 South Archer Avenue from the provisions requiring barriers as a prerequisite to 
prohibit alley ingress and egress to parking facilities for 5237 South Archer Avenue. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage 
and publicafion. 

Mr Michael Loukas. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Section 10-20-430 ofthe Municipal Code ofChicago, the Director 
of Revenue is hereby authorized and directed to exempt Michael Loukas at 2500 West 
Diversey Parkway from the provisions requiring barriers as a prerequisite to prohibit alley 
ingress and egress to parking facilities for 2500 West Diversey Parkway. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage 
and publicafion. 

McVan Properiies, L.L.C. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Section 10-20-430 ofthe Municipal Code ofChicago, the Director 
of the Department of Revenue is hereby authorized and directed to exempt McVan Properties, 
L.L.C. of 2035 - 2039 West Fullerton Avenue from the provisions requiring barriers as a 
prerequisite to prohibit alley ingress and egress to parking facilities for 2035 - 2039 West 
Fullerton Avenue. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force upon its passage and 
publication. 
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Mid-West Screw Products, Inc. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Section 10-20-430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Director 
of Revenue is hereby authorized and directed to exempt Mid-West Screw Products, Inc., 
3517 - 3523 North Kenton Avenue, from the provisions requiring barriers as a prerequisite 
to prohibit alley ingress and egress to parking facilities for 3517 - 3523 North Kenton Avenue. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage 
and due publication. 

YNK USA Inc., Doing Business As Mobile Expo. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Section 10-20-430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the 
Commissioner of Transportation is hereby authorized and directed to exempt YNK USA Inc., 
doing business as Mobile Expo, 5700 North Western Avenue, from the provisions requiring 
barriers as a prerequisite to prohibit alley ingress and egress to parking facilifies for 
5700 North Western Avenue. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force upon its passage and 
publication. 

New Nations Ministries Church. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Section 10-20-430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the 
Commissioner of Transportation is hereby authorized and directed to exempt New Nations 
Ministries Church, 1700 West 87'*' Street, from the provisions requiring barriers as a 
prerequisite to prohibit alley ingress and egress to parking facilities for 1700 West 87'" Street. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage 
and publication. 
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Oakwood Shores Phase 2B (One). 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Section 10-20-430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the 
Commissioner of Transportation is hereby authorized and directed to exempt Oakwood 
Shores Phase 2B (One) from the provisions requiring barriers as a prerequisite to prohibit alley 
ingress and egress to parking facilities for 518, 522, 526 and 530 East 38'" Place; 517, 521, 
529 and 533 East 38'" Street; 516 and 520 East 38'" Street; 3754 and 3758 South Vincennes 
Avenue; and 3820, 3824, 3838, 3842 and 3846 South Vincennes Avenue. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage 
and publicafion. 

Oakwood Shores Phase 2B (Two). 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Secfion 10-20-430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the 
Commissioner of Transportafion is hereby authorized and directed to exempt Oakwood 
Shores Phase 2B (Two) from the provisions requiring barriers as a prerequisite to prohibit alley 
ingress and egress to parking facilities for 503, 507, 511, 515 East 38'" Place; 3811 and 
3815 South Rhodes Avenue; 518, 524, 528 and 532 East 37'" Place; 535 and 541 East 37'" 
Place; 3719, 3715 and 3711 South Rhodes Avenue; 517, 521, 525 and 531 East 37'" Street; 
and 3741 and 3737 South Rhodes Avenue. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage 
and publication. 

Randolph Hotel, L L C 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Secfion 10-20-430 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago, the Director 
of Revenue is hereby authorized and directed to exempt Randolph Hotel, L.L.C, 
150 North Jefferson Street, from the provisions requiring barriers as a prerequisite to prohibit 
alley ingress and egress to parking facilifies for 150 North Jefferson Street. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage 
and publication. 
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Reavis Elementary School. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Section 10-20-430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the 
Commissioner of Transportation is hereby authorized and directed to exempt Reavis 
Elementary School from the provisions requiring barriers as a prerequisite to prohibit alley 
ingress and egress to parking facilities for 834 East 50'" Street. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage 
and publicafion. 

Saint Thomas Orthodox Church Of India. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Section 10-20-430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Director 
of Revenue is hereby authorized and directed to exempt Saint Thomas Orthodox Church of 
India from the provisions requiring barriers as a prerequisite to prohibit alley ingress and 
egress to parking facilities for 3735 North Narraganseft Avenue. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage and 
publication. 

Solid Builders/Mr Lester Osnak. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1: Pursuant to Section 10-20-430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the 
Commissioner of the Department of Transportation is hereby authorized and directed to 
exempt Solid Builders (Mr. Lester Osnak, owner) of 4539 West Fillmore Street from the 
provisions requiring barriers as a prerequisite to prohibit alley ingress and egress to parking 
facilities for 4539 West Fillmore Street. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage 
and publication. 
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Mr. Hasan Syed. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Section 10-20-430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the 
Commissioner of Transportation is hereby authorized and directed to exempt Hasan Syed 
from the provisions requiring barriers as a prerequisite to prohibit alley ingress and egress to 
parking facilifies for 4135 South Prairie Avenue. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage 
and publicafion. 

True Blue/Labor Ready. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1.- Pursuant to Secfion 10-20-430 (Prior Code Secfion 33-19.1), the 
Commissioner of the Department of Transportation is hereby authorized and directed to 
exempt True Blue/Labor Ready from the provisions requiring barriers as a prerequisite to 
prohibit alley ingress and/or egress to parking facilities for 4803 North Sheridan Road. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage 
and publication. 

U.S. Postal Service. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Section 10-20-430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the 
Commissioner of Transportation is hereby authorized and directed to exempt U.S. Postal 
Service, 1715 West Devon Avenue, from the provisions requiring barriers as a prerequisite 
to prohibit alley ingress and egress to parking facilities for 1715 West Devon Avenue. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force upon its passage and 
publication. 
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lovita Varan. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Secfion 10-20-430 ofthe Municipal Code ofChicago, the Director 
of Revenue is hereby authorized and directed to exempt lovita Varan, property owner of 
3750 - 3754 West Wilson Avenue/4601 — 4611 North Hamlin Avenue, from the provisions 
requiring barriers as a prerequisite to prohibit alley ingress and egress to 3750 - 3754 West 
Wilson Avenue/4601 - 4611 North Hamlin Avenue. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage 
and publication. 

Willow 717 L L C . 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Section 10-20-430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the 
Commissioner of Transportation is hereby authorized and directed to exempt Willow 717 
L.L.C, 715 - 721 West Willow Street, from the provisions requiring barriers as a prerequisite 
to prohibit alley ingress and/or egress to parking facilities for 715 - 721 West Willow Street. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect upon its passage and publication. 

The Word & Holy Ghost Church. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Section 10-20-430 ofthe Municipal Code ofChicago, the Director 
of Revenue is hereby authorized and directed to exempt The Word & Holy Ghost Church from 
the provisions requiring barriers as a prerequisite to prohibit alley ingress and/or egress to 
parking facilities for 6848 South Racine Avenue. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force upon its passage and 
publication. 
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1161 West Madison Street. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Secfion 10-20-430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the 
Commissioner of Transportafion is hereby authorized and directed to exempt 1161 West 
Madison Street from the provisions requiring barriers as a prerequisite to prohibit alley ingress 
and egress to parking facilities for 1161 West Madison Street. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage 
and publication. 

2628 North Halsted L L C . 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Secfion 10-20-430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the 
Commissioner of Transportation is hereby authorized and directed to exempt 2628 North 
Halsted L.L.C, 2628 - 2630 North Halsted Street, from the provisions requiring barriers as 
a prerequisite to prohibit alley ingress and/or egress to the parking facility for 2628 - 2630 
North Halsted Street. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect upon its passage and publication. 

3419 South Bell Avenue. 

Be It Ordained by the City CouncHof the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Section 10-20-430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the 
Commissioner of Transportation is hereby authorized and directed to exempt 3419 South Bell 
Avenue from the provisions requiring barriers as a prerequisite to prohibit alley ingress and 
egress to parking facilities. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage 
and publication. 
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4537 South Indiana L L C . 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Secfion 10-20-430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the 
Commissioner of Transportafion is hereby authorized and directed to exempt 4537 South 
Indiana L.L.C from the provisions requiring barriers as a prerequisite to prohibit alley ingress 
and egress to parking facilities for 4537 South Indiana Avenue. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage 
and publicafion. 

7544 North Milwaukee Avenue. 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Section 10-20-430 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago, the Director 
of Revenue is hereby authorized and directed to exempt 7544 North Milwaukee Avenue from 
the provisions requiring barriers as a prerequisite to prohibit alley ingress and egress to 
parking facilities for 7544 North Milwaukee Avenue. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage 
and publicafion. 

CONSIDERATION OF HONORARY DESIGNATION OF NORTHEAST 
CORNER OF NORTH ASHLAND AVENUE AND WEST 

LELAND AVENUE AS "RICHARD FRANCIS WAY". 

The Committee on Transportation and Public Way submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 2, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Transportafion and Public Way begs leave to report and recommend 
that Your Honorable Body Pass an order authorizing and directing the Commissioner of 
Transportafion to take the actions necessary to honorarily designate the northeast corner of 
North Ashland Avenue and West Leiand Avenue as "Richard Francis Way". This order was 
referred to the Committee on September 10, 2008. 
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This recommendafion was concurred in unanimously by a viva voce vote of the members 
of the Committee, with no dissenting vote. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) THOMAS R. ALLEN, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Allen, the said proposed order transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Doweil, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Ausfin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reiily, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said order as passed: 

Ordered, That the Commissioner of Transportation is hereby authorized and directed to give 
consideration to honorarily designate northeast corner of North Ashland Avenue and West 
Leiand Avenue as "Richard Francis Way". 

CONSIDERATION OF HONORARY DESIGNATION OF SOUTHWEST 
CORNER OF SOUTH LASALLE STREET AND WEST 

MADISON STREET AS "SYD JEROME WAY". 

The Committee on Transportafion and Public Way submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 2, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 
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Your Committee on Transportafion and Public Way begs leave to report and recommend 
that Your Honorable Body Pass an order authorizing and directing the Commissioner of 
Transportafion to take the actions necessary to honorarily designate the southwest corner of 
South LaSalle Street and West Madison Street as "Syd Jerome Way" for a period of 
three months effective October, 2008. This ordinance was referred to the Committee 
on October 2, 2008. 

This recommendation was concurred in unanimously by a viva voce vote of the members 
of the Committee, with no dissenting vote. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) THOMAS R. ALLEN, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Allen, the said proposed order transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Veas —Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Doweil, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Murioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reiily, Daley, 
Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays — None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The mofion was lost. 

The following is said order as passed: 

Ordered, That the Commissioner of Transportation is hereby authorized and directed to give 
consideration to the designation of an honorary street sign at the southwest corner of South 
LaSalle Street and West Madison Street to be known as "Syd Jerome Way" for a period of 
three months effective October, 2008. 

CONSIDERATION OF HONORARY DESIGNATION OF 
PORTION OF SOUTH ELIZABETH STREET AS 

"CARL C. WRIGHT BOULEVARD". 

The Committee on Transportafion and Public Way submitted the following report: 
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CHICAGO, October 2, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Committee on Transportation and Public Way begs leave to report and recommend 
that Your Honorable Body Pass an order authorizing and direcfing the Commissioner of 
Transportation to take the actions necessary to honorarily designate South Elizabeth Street 
from West 117'" Street to West 118'" Street as "Cari C Wright Boulevard". This order was 
referred to the Committee on September 10, 2008. 

This recommendation was concurred in unanimously by a viva voce vote ofthe members 
of the Committee, with no dissenting vote. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) THOMAS R. ALLEN, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Allen, the said proposed order transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Doweil, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Murioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras^ 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reiily, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The mofion was lost. 

The following is said order as passed: 

Ordered, That the Commissioner of Transportation is hereby authorized and directed to 
give consideration to honorarily designate South Elizabeth Street from West 117'" Street to 
West 118'" Street as "Cari C Wright Boulevard". 
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COMMITTEE ON ZONING. 

AMENDMENT OF TITLE 17, CHAPTER 17, SECTION 0311-B 
OF MUNICIPAL CODE OF CHICAGO (CHICAGO ZONING 

ORDINANCE) BY FURTHER REGULATION OF HEIGHT 
LIMITATIONS ON ROOFTOP FEATURES 

WITHIN RESIDENTIAL DISTRICTS. 

(Application Number TAD-408) 

The Committee on Zoning submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Reporting for your Committee on Zoning, for which a meeting was held on September 25, 
2008, I beg leave to recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass various ordinances 
transmitted herewith for the purpose of reclassifying particular areas. 

I beg leave to recommend the passage of thirteen ordinances which were corrected and 
amended in their amended form. They are Application Numbers A-7427, A-7428, 
A-7405, A-7279, A-7323, 16669, 16585, 16527, 16660, 16322, 16661, 16567 and A-7348. 

Please let the record reflect that I recused myself and abstained from voting under the 
provisions of Rule 14 of the City Council's Rules of Order and Procedure on Application 
Numbers 16671, 16672, 16674, 16675, 16669, 16676 and 16512. 

At this time, 1 move for passage of the ordinance (TAD-408) transmitted herewith. 

Please let the record reflect that I abstain from voting on Application Numbers 16671, 
16672, 16674, 16675, 16669, 16676 and 16512 underthe provisions of Rule 14 of the City 
Council's Rules of Order and Procedure. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) WILLIAM J. P. BANKS, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Banks, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 
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Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Doweil, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Murioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Ausfin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reiily, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Chapter 17-17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by 
inserting the language underscored, as follows: 

17-17-0311-B Limitations On Rooftop Features In R Districts. 

(Omitted text is unaffected by this ordinance.) 

5. Pergolas, arbors and trellises located on rooftops in R Districts are allowed to exceed 
the maximum building height, provided that: 

a. on buildings less than 80 feet tall, they are set back at least 20 feet from the front 
building line, or in the case corner lots, at least 15 feet from the front and side building line; 

b. do not exceed 11 feet in overall height or extend more than 8 feet above the building 
parapet, whichever is greater; 

c. are safely and securely attached to the rooftop. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance takes effect upon it passage and publication. 

AUTHORIZATION FOR AMENDMENT TO BOUNDARIES OF PLANNED 
MANUFACTURING DISTRICT NUMBER 13. 

(Application Number MA-105) 

The Committee on Zoning submitted the following report: 
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CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Reporting for your Committee on Zoning, for which a meefing was held on 
September 25, 2008, I beg leave to recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass various 
ordinances transmitted herewith for the purpose of reclassifying particular areas. 

I beg leave to recommend the passage of thirteen ordinances which were corrected and 
amended in their amended form. They are Application Numbers A-7427, A-7428, A-7405, 
A-7279, A-7323, 16669, 16585, 16527, 16660, 16322, 16661, 16567 and A-7348. 

Please let the record reflect that I recused myself and abstained from voting under the 
provisions of Rule 14 of the Council's Rules of Order and Procedure on Application 
Numbers 16671, 16672, 16674, 16675, 16669, 16676 and 16512. 

At this fime, I move for passage of the ordinance (MA-408) transmitted herewith. 

Please let the record refiectthat I abstain from voting on Application Numbers 16671,16672, 
16674, 16675, 16669, 16676 and 16512 under the provisions of Rule 14 of the City Council's 
Rules of Order and Procedure. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) WILLIAM J. P. BANKS, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Banks, the said proposed ordinance transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Doweil, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Murioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reiily, Daley, 
Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays — None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 
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WHEREAS, The City Council of the City of Chicago passed a substitute ordinance 
designating Planned Manufacturing District Number 13 ("P.M.D. 13") on March 9, 2005 (the 
"P.M.D. 13 Ordinance"); and 

WHEREAS, The P.M.D.I3 Ordinance appears in the Journal of the Proceedings of the 
City Council of the City of Chicago of March 9, 2005, at pages 44367 through 44381; and 

WHEREAS, The City's Department of Planning and Development has since determined that 
it is necessary and advisable to amend the boundaries of P.M.D. 13 to remove two tracts of 
land originally included therein and to restore the zoning of those two tracts to that which 
existed prior to their being included within P.M.D. 13; and 

WHEREAS, The two (2) tracts of land at issue are described as follows: 

Tract 1: 

The centerline of West 75'" Street if extended west where no street exists; South Troy 
Street; a line 133 feet north of and parallel to West 77'" Street; South Kedzie Avenue; a 
line 157 feet north of and parallel to West 77'" Street; and South Homan Avenue; and 

Tract 2: 

Aline 157feetnorthof and parallel to West 77'" Street; South Kedzie Avenue; aline 133 
feet north of and parallel to West 77'" Street; South Troy Street; West 77'" Street; and 
South Homan Avenue; and 

WHEREAS, Immediately preceding the creation of P.M.D. 13, the two (2) tracts at issue 
were zoned as follows: 

Tract 1: 

M2-2 Light Industry District. 

Tract 2: 

M1-1 Limited Manufacturing/Business Park District; now, therefore, 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. The boundaries of P.M.D. 13 are hereby amended by removing the two (2) 
tracts. 

SECTION 2. Map Numbers 18-1 and 18-J of Title 17 of the Municipal Code of the City of 
Chicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, are hereby amended by changing the zoning 
classification of the two (2) tracts as follows: 
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Tract 1: 

from P.M.D. 13 to M2-2 Light Industry District. 

Tract 2: 

from P.M.D. 13 to M1-1 Limited Manufacturing/Business Park District. 

SECTION 3. This ordinance shall be in force and effect upon passage and approval. 

AMENDMENT OF TITLE 17 OF MUNICIPAL CODE OF CHICAGO 
(CHICAGO ZONING ORDINANCE) BY RECLASSIFICATION 

OF AREAS SHOWN ON MAP NUMBER 5-H. 

(Committee Meeting Held July 22, 2008) 

The Committee on Zoning submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Reporting for your Committee on Zoning, for which a meefing was held on July 22, 
2008,1 beg leave to recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass two ordinances transmitted 
herewith for the purpose of reclassifying particular areas. The Application Numbers are 
16283, which was corrected and amended in its amended form for property at 2035 - 2039 
West Fullerton Avenue and Application Number 16342 for property at 2016 North 
Wood Street. 

At this time, 1 move for passage of the ordinance and substitute ordinance transmitted 
herewith. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) WILLIAM J. P. BANKS, 
Chairman. 
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On motion of Alderman Banks, the said proposed ordinance and substitute ordinance 
transmitted with the foregoing committee report were Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Doweil, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Murioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reiily, Daley, 
Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Aldermari Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following are said ordinances as passed (the italic heading in each not being a part of the 
ordinance): 

Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map Number 5-H. 
(As Amended) 

(Application Number 16283) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, 
is hereby amended by changing all ofthe M3-3 Heavy Industry District symbols as shown on 
on Map 5-H in the area bounded by: 

West Fullerton Avenue; North Seeley Avenue; the alley south of and parallel to West 
Fullerton Avenue; and a line 72.50 feet west of North Seeley Avenue, 

to those of an RM 4.5 Residential Multi-Unit District. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance takes effect after its passage and approval. 

Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map Number 5-H. 
(Applicafion Number 16342) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, 
is hereby amended by changing all of the RS3 Residential Single-Unit (Detached House) 
District symbols as shown on Map 5-H in the area bounded by: 
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North Wood Street; a line 164.00 feet north of West Armitage Avenue; the alley west and 
parallel to North Wood Street; and a line 188.18 feet north of West Armitage Avenue, 

to those of an RT4 Residential Two-Flat, Townhouse and Multi-Unit District. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance takes effect after its passage and approval. 

AMENDMENT OF TITLE 17 OF MUNICIPAL CODE OF CHICAGO 
(CHICAGO ZONING ORDINANCE) BY RECLASSIFICATION 

OF AREA SHOWN ON MAP NUMBER 7-H. 
(As Amended) 

(Application Number 16355) 

(Committee Meeting Held August 26, 2008) 

The Committee on Zoning submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Reporting for your Committee on Zoning, for which a meefing was held on August 26, 2008, 
I beg leave to recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass one ordinance transmitted herewith 
for the purpose of reclassifying a particular area. The Application Number is 16355, which 
was corrected and amended in its amended form for property at 2932 - 2952 North Oakley 
Avenue. 

At this time, 1 move for passage of this substitute ordinance. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) WILLIAM J. P. BANKS, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Banks, the said proposed substitute ordinance transmitted with the 
foregoing committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 
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Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretfi, Doweil, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Murioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reiily, Daley, 
Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, Moore, M. Smith, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Title 17 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, 
is hereby amended by changing all of the M2-2 Light Industry District symbols as shown on 
Map Number 7-H in the area generally bounded by: 

a line 408.75 feet south of and parallel to West Nelson Street; North Oakley Avenue; the 
north branch of the Chicago River; a line 388.75 feet south of and parallel to West Nelson 
Street; and a line 219.9 feet east of the north branch of the Chicago River, 

to those of an RM4.5 Residential Multi-Unit District. 

SECTION 2. Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, 
is hereby amended by changing all of the RM4.5 Residential Mulfi-Unit District symbols as 
shown on Map Number 7-H in the area described in Secfion 1 of this ordinance, to the 
designation of a Waterway Residential Planned Development, subject to the use and bulk 
regulations set forth in the Plan of Development attached hereto and made a part hereof. 

SECTION 3. This ordinance takes effect after its passage and approval. 

Plan of Development Statements, referred to in this ordinance read as follows: 

Waterway Residential Planned Development Number . 

Plan Of Development Statements. 

The area delineated herein as a Waterway Residential Planned Development ("Planned 
Development") consists of approximately ninety-nine thousand eight hundred eighty-
six (99,886) square feet ( two and twenty-nine hundredths (2.29) acres) of property 
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located in a triangular area generally lying between a line approximately four hundred 
eight and seventy-five hundredths (408.75) feet south of and parallel to West Nelson 
Street; North Oakley Avenue; and the north branch ofthe Chicago River (the "Property"), 
as more fully depicted on the attached Planned Development Boundary and Property 
Line Map. The Property is underthe single designated control ofthe applicant, Belgravia 
Group, Ltd. 

All applicable official reviews, approvals or permits that are required in connection with 
the Planned Development shall be obtained or authorized to be obtained by the 
applicant. Any dedicafion or vacafion of streets, alleys or easements, or adjustments of 
rights-of-way, or consolidation or resubdivision of parcels, shall require a separate 
submittal and approval by the City Council. 

The requirements, obligations and conditions contained within the Planned Development 
shall be binding upon the applicant, its successors and assigns and, if different from the 
applicant, the legal titleholders of the Property. All rights granted hereunder to the 
applicant shall inure to the benefit of the applicant's successors and assigns and, if 
different from the applicant, the legal tifieholders of the Property. Any applicafions for 
amendments, modiifications or changes (administrative, legislative or otherwise) to the 
Planned Development shall be made or authorized by the applicant or its successors and 
assigns. For purposes of this Planned Development, portions of the improvements 
located on the Property will be organized as a homeowners association. Accordingly, 
the term "owner" shall be deemed to refer solely to the homeowners association ofthe 
owners of such portions of the improvements, and not to the individual unit owners 
therein. 

Nothing herein shall prohibit or in any way restrict the alienafion, sale or any other 
transfer of all or any portion of the Property or any rights, interests or obligations therein. 
Upon any alienation, sale or any other transfer of all or any portion of the Property or the 
rights therein (other than an assignment or transfer of rights pursuant to a mortgage or 
OthenA/ise as collateral for any indebtedness) and solely with respect to the portion of the 
Property so transferred, the term "applicant" shall be deemed amended to apply to the 
transferee thereof (and its beneficiaries if such transferee is a land trust) and the seller 
or transferor thereof (and its beneficiaries if such seller or transferor is a land trust) shall 
thereafter be released from any and all obligations or liability hereunder. 

The plan of development consists of these fifteen (15) statements; a Bulk Regulations 
and Data Table; an Existing Zoning Map; an Existing Land-Use Map; a Planned 
Development Boundary and Property Line Map; a Site Plan; a Landscape Plan; a 
Riveredge Cross-Section; a proposed Plant Palette; Generalized First and Second Floor 
Plans; and Building Elevations prepared by Sullivan Goulette and Wilson dated July 17, 
2008. Full sized copies of the Building Elevations and Landscape Plan are on file with 
the Department of Planning and Development. These and no other zoning controls shall 
apply to the Property. The Planned Development conforms to the intent and purpose 
of the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, and all 
requirements thereof, and satisfies the established criteria for approval as a planned 
development. 
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5. The following uses shall be permitted in this Residential Planned Development: single-
family houses, townhouses, unenclosed parking spaces and accessory and related uses. 

Portions of the Property may be used on an interim basis for construcfion staging and 
the storage of construcfion materials for the various phases of development of the 
Property. 

6. On-premise signs, identification signs, and temporary signs such as construcfion and 
marketing signs, shall be permitted within the Planned Development subject to the 
review and approval ofthe Department of Planning. Off-premise signs are prohibited. 

7. All driveways providing ingress and egress from the public right-of-way to the Property 
line shall be adequately designed and paved in accordance with the regulafions of the 
Chicago Department of Transportafion in effect at the time of construction and in 
compliance with the Municipal Code of Chicago. Closure of all or any part of any public 
street or alley during demolition or construcfion shall be subject to review and approval 
of the Chicago Department of Transportation. 

Applicant will construct and pave according to Chicago Department of Transportafion 
Standards, the street, curb, gutter, sidewalks and cul-de-sac of the North Oakley Avenue 
right-of-way beginning at the south border of West Oakdale Avenue, and then south to 
the south border of the North Oakley Avenue right-of-way. 

8. For purposes of fioor area and fioor area rafio ("F.A.R.") calculations, the definitions of 
the Chicago Zoning Ordinance shall apply. 

9. The improvements on the Property shall be designed, constructed and maintained in 
substantial conformance with the Site Plan and Building Elevations attached hereto and 
made a part of this Planned Development. Building height shall be measured as set 
forth in Section 17-17-0311 ofthe Chicago Zoning Ordinance and per the Bulk Data 
Table. 

10. The terms, conditions and exhibits of this Planned Development may be modified 
administratively by the Commissioner of the Department of Planning and Development 
upon written application and a determination by the Commissioner of the Department of 
Planning and Development that such modification is minor, appropriate and consistent 
with the nature ofthe improvements contemplated by the Planned Development and the 
purposes underiying the provisions hereof. Any such modification of the requirements 
ofthe Planned Development by the Commissioner ofthe Department of Planning and 
Development shall be deemed to be a minor change in the Planned Development as 
contemplated by Section 17-13-0611-A of the Chicago Zoning Ordinance. 

11. The applicant acknowledges that it is in the. public interest to design, construct and 
maintain all buildings in a manner that promotes and maximizes the conservation of 
natural resources. Accordingly, the applicant commits to design, construct and maintain 
the buildings located within the Planned Development as L.E.E.D. certified buildings 
consistent with the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design ("L.E.E.D.") Green 
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Building Rafing System. All buildings shall be Certified underthe L.E.E.D. For Homes 
program. Further, applicant will enroll in the Chicago Green Homes program for the 
buildings to be rated at the one-star level upon complefion ofthe Planned Development. 

12. The applicant acknowledges that it is in the public interest to design, construct and 
maintain the project in a manner that promotes, enables and maximizes universal access 
throughout the Property. Plans for the building and improvements on the Property shall 
be reviewed and approved by the Mayor's Office for People with Disabilifies ("M.O.P.D.") 
to ensure compliance with all applicable laws and regulations related to access for 
persons with disabilities and to promote the highest standard of accessibility. 

13. The applicant acknowledges the importance of the Chicago River as a resource for 
commerce and recreation and also acknowledges the City's goal of establishing a 
confinuous public riverfront trail for bicycling, jogging and other recreational uses. The 
Applicant shall provide a public river setback and trail substantially as shown on the Site 
and Landscape Plan. The design of the riverfront trail shall conform to the Chicago 
River Design Guidelines and Standards. In accord with Statement 7 above, the 
applicant shall improve Oakley Avenue which will provide addifional access to the 
riverwalk. Access to the riverwalk shall be ungated, appropriately signed and open to 
the public, free of charge, during normal Chicago Park District hours from 6:00 A.M. to 
11:00 P.M. The riverwalk may be gated for security purposes after hours. The Applicant 
will provide natural river bank improvements by stabilizing the river bank, thinning weedy 
trees, and planting native vegetation. All improvements within the river setback area 
must be completed no later than one year following issuance of an occupancy certificate 
for the first structure completed on the Property. The applicant further agrees that at 
such fime as this riverfront Property becomes a critical link to the continuous 
multipurpose riverside trail, applicant, Belgravia Group, Ltd., as determined by the 
Department of Planning and Development, to convey the river setback area to a public 
or private land trust, as approved by the Department of Planning and Development. 
Such conveyance is to be inthe form of a fee simple property transfer or an easement 
or other agreed upon instrument for the sole purpose of facilitating public recreational 
use of the Chicago River. 

14. The City of Chicago established a Part 11 Review Fee in the amount of Zero and 25/100 
Dollars ($0.25) per square foot for the total buildable square feet (floor area). The Part 
11 Review Fee will be assessed by the Department of Planning and Development during 
the actual Part II Review. The fee as determined by the Department of Planning and 
Development staff at that fime is final and binding on the applicant and must be paid to 
the Department of Planning and Development prior to the issuance of any Part II 
approval. 

15. Substantial construction ofthe development contemplated by this Planned Development 
must commence within six (6) years following city council approval of this Planned 
Development. If a building permit is not obtained, or completion of the improvements is 
not diligently pursued, this Planned Development shall expire and the zoning of the 
Property shall revert to the pre-existing classification of M2-2, Light Industry District.' 

[Plant Palette referred to in these Plan of Development 
Statements unavailable at time of printing.] 
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[Existing Zoning and Street System Plan; Exisfing Land-Use Area Map; Property 
Line and Boundary Map; Generalized Site Plan; Landscape Plan; Section Plan; 

First Floor Plan; Generalized Second Floor Plan; Site Elevafions; Typical 
Townhome Elevafions; Typical Single-Family Home Elevafions; and 

Chicago Builds Green Form referred to in these Plan 
of Development Statements printed on pages 

40963 through 40977 of this Journal.] 

Bulk Regulations and Data Table referred to in these Plan of Development Statements reads 
as follows: 

Waterway Residential Planned Development Number _ 

Bulk Regulations And Data Table. 

Net Site Area: 

Area in Public Right-of-Way: 

Gross Site Area: 

Maximum Floor Area Ratio: 

Setbacks: 

Maximum Building Height: 

Maximum Site Coverage: 

99,886 square feet 
(2.29 acres) 

87,477.88 square feet 
(2.01 acres) 

187,363.88 square feet 
(4.30 acres) 

1.35 

In substantial compliance with the Site Plan 

Maximum Number of Dwelling 
Units: 

Single-Family: 

Townhouses: 

Minimum Number of Parking 
Spaces: 

Dwelling Units: 

Guest Parking: 

45 

7 

38 

103 total 

90 

13 

47 feet (measured from the top of the first fioor 
slab on grade) 

In accordance with the Site Plan 
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Existing Zoning And Street System Plan. 
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Exisfing Land-Use Area Map. 
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Property Line And Boundary Plan. 
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Generalized Site Plan. 
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Landscape Plan. 
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Riveredge Cross-Section. 
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First Floor Plan. 
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Generalized Second Floor Plan. 
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Site Elevations. 
(Page 1 of 2) 
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Site Elevations. 
(Page 2 of 2) 
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Typical Townhome Elevations. 
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Typical Single-Family Home Elevafions. 
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Chicago Builds Green. 
(Page 1 of 3) 

P r o j e c t Name : 

P r o j e c t L o c a t i o n : 

P r o j e c t T y p e : 

Bankside (Oakley Phase) 

• Slreet Number (U the address or}ly irtcludes one street nmber, please fill only the cell 'From"): 

From' To* D;mcfon; Slreef Name; 

2932 N Oakley 

Select Slreet Type; 

Ave 

WaniNo: Community Area No: 

1 5 

C/ieclrapp/icat)ile; 

^ P l a n n e d Development QRedevelopment Agreement CTZoning Change 

RDANo: I j PDNo: From: M 
• P u b l i c project • l a n d m a r k 

P r o j e c t S i z e : 

DPD P r o j e c t M a n a g e r : 

BG/GR M a t r i x : 

Total lanri area in sqU.: 

99,886 

Total building(s) lootprint in sq.ft.: 

40.236 

Total vehicular use area in sq.lf.: 

10,382 

Enter First Name Last Name 

Sarah Sheehan 

Select project category: 

Res. 4 or more TH 

C/ieck applicable: 

F i n a n c i a l I n c e n t i v e s : • l l F 

• G R I F 

• S B I F 

• l a n d Sale Write Down 

•Empowerment Zone Grant • C l a s s L 

• i n d . Dev. Revenue Bonds • C l a s s 6b 

• B a n k Participation Loan • D O H 

D e n s i t y B o n u s : 
C/ieclrapp/Jcati/e; 

•Pub l i c plaza & pocket park 

•Chicago Riverwalk improvements 

• w i n t e r gardens 

• i ndoo r through-block connection 

•Sid8>«alk widening 

•Arcades 

• w a t e r features in a plaza or pocket park 

•setbacks above the ground floor 

• l o w e r level planting tenace 

•G reen roof 

•underground parking and loading 

•concealed above-ground parking 
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Chicago Builds Green. 
(Page 2 of 3) 

L a n d s c a p i n g : 

Open S p a c e : 

7' Landscape Setback 
Interior Landscape Area 
No. of Interior Trees 
No. of Parkway Trees 

Required per Zoning 
Code or Green To be Provided by: 

RobffBuiWing Green thedcvfetopment 
Matrix 
Please fill, if applicable 

Square lootage: 

Square lootage: 

River Setback square loolage: 
Private Open Space square lootage: 
Privately developed Public Open Space square/borage: 

329 
956 

8 
20 

257 
19,272 

. . • 5 * 

13 

8,940 
7,400 

0 

20,372 

1227? 
27.267 

S t o r m w a t e r M a n a g e m e n t (At-grade volume control) : 
Permeable paving 
Raingarden 
Filter strip 
Bioswale 
Detention pond 
Native landscaping 
Rain-water collection cistern/barrel 
Total impervious area reduction 

Square tootage: 

Check applicable: 

10.382 

D 
D 

Square foolage: 

Gallons: 

Square loolage: 

• 
16,272 
1,480 

0 

O the r s u s t a i n a b l e s u r f a c e t r e a t m e n t s : 
Green roof 
Energy Star roof 
High-albedo pavement 

T r a n s p o r t a t i o n : 

Square footage: 

Square lootage: 

No. of accessory paridng spaces 

Total no. of parking spaces (Accessory + Non-Acc.) 
No. of parking spaces dedicated to car sharing 
services (E.g.; l-Go, Zip-Car) 
No. of bicycle parking 
Within 600 ft of CTA or Metra station entrance 

0 
0 

Square lockage: 

0 

0 
0 

0 
••••.:.•••••.• - 0 

0 

'13 

' . St 

A Q 
0 

Checif if applicable: • 
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Chicago Builds Green. 
(Page 3 of 3) 

Bui ld ing Cer t i f i ca t ion : 
Energy Star building D 13 
LEED certification D 

LEED Certified IE1 
LEED Silver D 
LEED Gold D 
LEED Platinum D 

Chicago Green Homes D 
Chicago Green Homes [one-star] H ; 
Chicago Green Homes [two-star] Q 
Chicago Green Homes [three-star] D 

Energy e f f i c iency s t ra teg ies 
not captured above: 
•IE: Other than Energy Star R o o f - o r Energy Star Building 
CerOcalion-

Other susta lnabie s t ra teg ies 
and/or Project Notes: 

• • • • • • . • • • • ; . • • • : • • • : • ' • • • • . • • " 

Project will be Energy Star tested (and rated) and will be enrolling in LEED for 
Homes and Chicago Green Homes. 
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AMENDMENT OF TITLE 17 OF MUNICIPAL CODE OF CHICAGO 
(CHICAGO ZONING ORDINANCE) BY RECLASSIFICATION 

OF AREAS SHOWN ON MAP NUMBERS 3-1, 3-J, 
5-1, 5-L, 12-H, 14-1, AND 18-G. 

(Committee Meeting Held September 25, 2008) 

The Committee on Zoning submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Reporting for your Committee on Zoning, for which a meeting was held on September 25, 
2008, 1 beg leave to recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass various ordinances 
transmitted herewith for the purpose of reclassifying particular areas. 

I beg leave to recommend the passage of thirteen ordinances which were corrected and 
amended in their amended form. They are Application Numbers A-7427, A-7428, A-7405, 
A-7279, A-7323, 16669, 16585, 16527, 16660, 16322,16661, 16567 and A-7348. 

Please let the record reflect that I recused myself and abstained from voting under the 
provisions of Rule 14 of the City Council's Rules of Order and Procedure on Application 
Numbers 16671, 16672, 16674, 16675, 16669, 16676 and 16512. 

At this time, I move for passage of the ordinances and substitute ordinance transmitted 
herewith. 

Please let the record reflect that 1 abstain from voting on Application Numbers 16671,16672, 
16674, 16675, 16669, 16676 and 16512 underthe provisions of Rule 14 of the City Council's 
Rules of Order and Procedure. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) WILLIAM J. P. BANKS, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Banks, the said proposed ordinances and substitute ordinance 
transmitted with the foregoing committee report were Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 
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Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Doweil, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Muiioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reiily, Daley, 
Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 48. 

Nays — None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

Alderman Banks invoked Rule 14 of the City Council's Rules of Order and Procedure, 
disclosing that while he had no personal or financial interest in the ordinances he had a familial 
relationship with the applicants' attorney. 

The following are said ordinances as passed (the italic heading in each case not being a part 
of the ordinance): 

Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map Number 3-1. 
(Application Number 16674) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Title 17 of the Municipal Code, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, be amended 
by changing all the B1-1 Neighborhood Shopping District symbols and indications as shown 
on Map Number 3-1 in the area bounded by: 

a line 159.81 feet north of and parallel to West Division Street; the alley next east of and 
parallel to North California Avenue; a line 109.70 feet north of and parallel to West Division 
Street; and North California Avenue, 

to those of a B3-1 Community Shopping District which is hereby established in the area above 
described. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be in force and effect from and after its passage and due 
publication. 

Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map Number 3-J. 
(Application Number 16672) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Title 17 ofthe Municipal Code, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, be amended 
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by changing all the CI -2 Neighborhood Commercial District symbols and indications as shown 
on Map Number 3-J in the area bounded by: 

the alley next north of West Grand Avenue; the alley next east of and parallel to North 
Christiana Avenue; the alley next northeasterly of and parallel to West Grand Avenue; 
North Spaulding Avenue; West Grand Avenue; and North Christiana Avenue, 

to those of a B2-3 Neighborhood Mixed-Use District which is hereby established in the area 
above described. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be in force and effect from and after its passage and due 
publication. 

Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map Number 5-1. 
(Application Number 16676) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Title 17 of the Municipal Code, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, be amended 
by changing all the B3-1 Community Shopping District symbols and indications as shown on 
Map Number 5-1 in the area bounded by: 

West Armitage Avenue; a line 98 feet west of and parallel to North Fairfield Avenue; the 
alley next south of and parallel to West Armitage Avenue; and a line 122.08 feet west of 
and parallel to North Fairfield Avenue, 

to those of a B3-2 Community Shopping District and a corresponding use district is hereby 
established in the area above described. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be in force and effect from and after its passage and due 
publication. 

Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map Number 5-L. 
(Application Number 16671) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: . 

SECTION 1. Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, 
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be amended by changing all the B2-1 Neighborhood Mixed-Use Distict symbols and 
indications as shown on Map Number 5-L in the area bounded by: 

West Fullerton Avenue; a line 329 feet east of and parallel to North Leclaire Avenue; the 
alley next south of and parallel to West Fullerton Avenue; and a line 204 feet east of and 
parallel to North Leclaire Avenue, 

to those of a B3-1 Community Shopping District and a corresponding use district is hereby 
established in the area above described. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be in force and effect from and after its passage and due 
publication. 

Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map Number 12-H. 
(Application Number 16675) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Title 17 ofthe Municipal Code, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, be amended 
by changing all the RS3 Residential Single-Unit (Detached House) District and B3-2 
Community Shopping District symbols and indications as shown on Map Number 12-H in the 
area bounded by: 

a line 237.9 feet north of and parallel to West Garfield Boulevard; the alley next east of and 
parallel to South Damen Avenue; the alley next north of and parallel to West Garfield 

. Boulevard; and South Damen Avenue, 

to those of a CI-2 Neighborhood Commercial District which is hereby established in the area 
above described. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be in force and effect from and after its passage and due 
publication. 

Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map Number 14-1. 
(As Amended) 

(Application Number 16669) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, 
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is hereby amended by changing all the B1-1 Neighborhood Shopping District and C2-1 Motor 
Vehicle Commercial District symbols and indications as shown on Map Number 14-1 in the 
area bounded by: 

the alley next north of and parallel to West 63rd Street; a line 133.12 feet east of and 
parallel to South Rockwell Street; West 63"̂  Street; and a line 83.12 feet east of and 
parallel to South Rockwell Street, 

to those of a B3-1 Community Shopping District which is hereby established in the area above 
described. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be in force and effect from and after its passage and due 
publication. 

Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map Number 18-G. 
(Application Number 16512) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, 
is hereby amended by changing all the RS3 Residential Single-Unit (Detached House) District 
symbols and indications as shown on Map Number 18-G in the area bounded by: 

the alley next north of and parallel to West 73"̂  Street; a line 28.20 feet west of and parallel 
to South Bishop Avenue; West 73"̂  Street; and a line 57.2 feet west of and parallel to 
South Bishop Avenue, . 

to those of an RT4 Residential Two-Flat, Townhouse and Multi-Unit District and a 
corresponding use district is hereby established in the area above described. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be in force and effect from and after its passage and due 
publication. 

AMENDMENT OF TITLE 17 OF MUNICIPAL CODE OF CHICAGO 
(CHICAGO ZONING ORDINANCE) BY RECLASSIFICATION 

OF AREA SHOWN ON MAP NUMBER 4-F. 
(As Amended) 

(Application Number 16567) 

(Committee Meeting Held September 25, 2008) 

The Committee on Zoning submitted the following report: 
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CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Reporting for your Committee on Zoning, for which a meeting was held on September 25, 
2008, I beg leave to recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass various ordinances 
transmitted herewith for the purpose of reclassifying particular areas. 

I beg leave to recommend the passage of thirteen ordinances which were corrected and 
amended in their amended form. They are Application Numbers A-7427, A-7428, A-7405, A-
7279, A-7323, 16669, 16585, 16527, 16660, 16322, 16661, 16567 and A-7348. 

Please let the record reflect that I recused myself and abstained from voting under the 
provisions of Rule 14 of the City Council's Rules of Order and Procedure on Application 
Numbers 16671, 16672, 16674, 16675, 16669, 16676 and 16512. 

At this time, I move for passage of the substitute ordinance transmitted herewith. 

Please let the record reflect that I abstain from voting on Application Numbers 16671,16672, 
16674, 16675,16669, 16676 and 16512 underthe provisions of Rule 14 of the City Council's 
Rules of Order and Procedure. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) WILLIAM J. P. BANKS, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Banks, the said proposed substitute ordinance transmitted with the 
foregoing committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas - Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Doweil, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, Brookins, 
Mulioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, Suarez, 

Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reiily, Daley, Tunney, 
Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 48. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

Alderman Burke invoked Rule 14 of the City Council's Rules of Order and Procedure, 
disclosing that he had represented parties to this ordinance in previous and unrelated matters. 
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The following is said ordinance as passed: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. That Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning 
Ordinance, be amended by changing all the C3-3 Commercial, Manufacturing and 
Employment District symbols and indications as shown on Map Number 4-F in the area 
bounded by: 

South Desplaines Street; the east/west public alley immediately north of and parallel to 
West 21 ̂ ' Street vacated; a line 99.83 feet east of and parallel to South Ruble Street; a line 
162.74 feet north of and parallel to West 21"' Street vacated; South Ruble Street; West 21"' 
Street vacated; South Jefferson Street; West 20* Place; the north/south public alley 
immediately east of and parallel to South Jefferson Street; West Cullerton Street; South 
Jefferson Street; a line 569.93 feet north of and parallel to West 21^' Street vacated; the 
north/south public alley immediately west of and parallel to South Jefferson Street; and the 
public alley 605.92 feet north of and parallel to West 21^' Street vacated, 

to those of a B2-3 Neighborhood Mixed-Use District and a corresponding use district is hereby 
established in the area above described. 

SECTION 2. That Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning 
Ordinance, be amended by changing all the B2-3 Neighborhood Mixed-Use District symbols 
and indications as shown on Map Number 4-F in the area bounded by: 

South Desplaines Street; the east/west public alley immediately north of and parallel to 
West 21 ̂ ' Street vacated; a line 99.83 feet east of and parallel to South Ruble Street; a line 
162.74 feet north of and parallel to West 21 " Street vacated; South Ruble Street; West 21' ' 
Street vacated; South Jefferson Street; West 20* Place; the north/south public alley 
immediately east of and parallel to South Jefferson Street; West Cullerton Street; South 
Jefferson Street; a line 569.93 feet north of and parallel to West 21 " Street vacated; the 
north/south public alley immediately west of and parallel to South Jefferson Street; and the 
public alley 605.92 feet north of and parallel to West 21 " Street vacated, 

to the designation of Residential-Business Planned Development Number ^ which is 
hereby established in the area above described, subject to such use and bulk regulations as 
are set forth in the Plan of Development herewith attached and made a part thereto and to no 
others. 

SECTION 3. This ordinance shall be in force and effect from and after its passage and due 
publication. 

Plan of Development Statements referred to in this ordinance read as follows: 
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Residential-Business Planned Development Number_ 

Plan Of Development Statements. 

1. The area delineated herein as Residential-Business Planned Development (the "Planned 
Development") consists of approximately two hundred forty-eight thousand one hundred 
fifty-eight (248,158) square feet (5.6969 acres) (the "Property") site area which is owned 
and controlled by the Renaissance 21 Venture, L.L.C. (the "Applicant"), and which is 
depicted on the attached Planned Development Boundary and Property Line Map. 

2. All applicable official reviews, approvals or permits are required to be obtained by the 
Applicant or its successors, assignees or grantees. Any dedication or vacation of streets 
or alleys, or easements, or adjustments of rights-of-way, or consolidation or 
resubdivision of parcels, shall require a separate submittal on behalf of the Applicant or 
its successors, assignees, or grantees and approval by the Chicago City Council. 

3. The requirements, obligations and conditions contained within this Planned Development 
shall be binding upon the Applicant, its successors and assignees and, if different than 
the Applicant, the legal titleholders and any ground lessees and their respective 
successors and assigns. All rights granted hereunder to the Applicant shall inure to the 
benefit of its successors and assignees and if different than the Applicant, the legal 
titleholder and any ground lessees and their respective successors and assigns. 
Furthermore, pursuant to the requirements of Section 17-8-044 ofthe Chicago Zoning 
Ordinance, at the time an application for amendments, modifications or changes 
(administrative, legislative or otherwise) to this Planned Development is made, the 
Property shall be under single ownership or under single designed control. Single 
designated control for the purposes of this paragraph shall mean that any Applicant to 
the City for any amendment to this Planned Development or any other modification or 
changes thereto (administrative, legislative or othenwise) shall be made or authorized by 
all the owners ofthe Property and any ground lessees ofthe Property, subject however 
to the following exception: no amendment may be sought without written approval by any 
homeowners associations unless the rights to do have been retained by the Applicant 
and its successors in title documents. Nothing herein shall prohibit or in any way restrict 
the alienation, sale or any other transfer of all or any portion of the Property or any rights, 
interests or obligations therein. Upon any alienation, sale or any other transfer of all or 
any portion of the Property or the rights therein (other than an assignment or transfer of 
rights pursuant to a mortgage or otherwise collateral from any indebtedness) and solely 
with respect to the portion of the Property as transferred, the term Applicant shall be 
deemed amended to apply to the transferee thereof (and its beneficiaries if such 
transferee is a land trust) and the seller or transferor thereof (and its beneficiaries if such 
seller or transferor is a land trust) shall be released from any and all obligations or 
liability hereunder with respect to the portion of the Property so transferred. 
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4. This plan of development consists of these seventeen (17) statements and the following 
described exhibits, by Fujikawa Johnson Gobel Architects, Inc., dated September 18, 
2008 (collectively, the "Plans") all of which are incorporated herein and made a part 
hereof by this reference: Existing Zoning Map; Existing Land-Use Map; Planned 
Development Boundary and Property Line Map; Site Plan; Net Developable Area Plan; 
Green Roof/Landscape Plan; Public Way Plan; Ground Floor Plan (Buildings 1 and 2); 
Building Elevations (Building Number 2 Similar) (North, South, East, and West); and 
Chicago Builds Green Form. Full-size sets of the Plans are on file with the Department 
of Planning and Development ("D.P.D."). This Planned Development is in conformity 
with the intent and purposes ofthe Chicago Zoning Ordinance (Title 17 ofthe Municipal 
Code of Chicago) and all requirements thereof and satisfies the established criteria for 
the approval of a Planned Development. These and no other zoning controls shall apply 
to the area delineated herein. In any instance where a provision of this Planned 
Development conflicts with the Chicago Building Code, the Building Code shall apply. 

5. The following uses shall be permitted within the area delineated herein as a Residential-
Business Planned Development: all uses permitted in the B2-3 Neighborhood Mixed-Use 
District, including residential units, retail use, food services, office space, restaurants 
(limited), accessory parking and loading, related and accessory uses. 

6. On-premises signs and temporary signs are permitted upon the Property subject to the 
review and approval of the Commissioner of the Department of Planning and 
Development ("Commissioner"), consistent with the provisions of this Planned 
Development. Off-premise signs shall not be permitted in the Planned Development. 

7. Service drives or any other means of ingress or egress, including for emergency 
vehicles, shall be adequately designed and paved in accordance with the provisions of 
the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago and the regulations of the Chicago 
Department of Transportation ("C.D.O.T."). There shall be no parking or storage of 
garbage receptacles within such paved area or within fire lanes. Off-street parking and 
loading facilities shall be in compliance with this Planned Development, subject to review 
and approval of the C.D.O.T and the Department of Planning and Development. 

All work proposed in the public way must be designed and constructed in accordance 
with the C.D.O.T. Construction Standards for Work in the Public Way and in compliance 
with the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago. Closure of all or any part of any street 
or alley during demolition or construction shall be subject to the review and approval of 
C.D.O.T. 

8. For purposes of height measurement and determination, the definition in the Chicago 
Zoning Ordinance shall apply. The height of any building and any appurtenance shall not 
exceed the height established in the Bulk Regulations and Data Table and the Building 
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Elevations and shall be subject to height limitations approved by the Federal Aviation 
Administration. 

9. The maximum permitted floor area ratio ("F.A.R.") for the parcels shall be in accordance 
with the attached Bulk Regulations and Data Table. For purposes of F.A.R. calculations 
and floor area measurements, the definitions in the Chicago Zoning Ordinance shall 
apply. 

10. The City of Chicago established a Part 11 Review Fee in the amount of Zero and 25/100 
Dollars ($0.25) per square foot for the total buildable square feet (floor area). 
The Part II Review Fee is assessed by D.P.D. during the actual Part II Review. The fee, 
as determined by D.P.D. staff at that time, is final and binding on the Applicant and must 
be paid to the Department of Planning and Development prior to the issuance of any 
Part II approval. 

11. Improvements of the Property, including landscaping and all entrances and exits to the 
parking and loading areas, shall be designed and installed in substantial conformance 
with the Bulk Regulations and Data Table, the Site Plan and the Landscape Plan and 
Building Elevations attached hereto and made a part hereof. In addition, parkway trees 
and other landscaping shall be installed and maintained at all times in accordance with 
the applicable standards of the Chicago Zoning Ordinance and corresponding 
regulations and guidelines. 

12. Prior to the issuance by the D.P.D. of a determination pursuant to Section 17-13-0610 
ofthe Chicago Zoning Ordinance for development or redevelopment of any development 
parcels within the Planned Development, a Development Parcel Site Plan for the 
proposed development, including parking areas, shall be submitted to the Commissioner 
of the D.P.D for approval ("Part II Approval"). No Part 11 Approval shall be granted until 
the Development Parcel Site Plan has been approved by the Commissioner. Following 
approval of a Development Parcel Site Plan by the Commissioner, the approved plans 
shall be kept on permanent file with the D.P.D. and shall be deemed to be an integral 
part of this Planned Development. The approved Development Parcel Site Plan may be 
changed by the provisions of 17-13-0611-A of the Chicago Zoning Ordinance. A 
development Parcel Site Plan shall, at a minimum, provide the following information with 
respect to the proposed improvements: 

(1) the boundaries of the development parcel(s); 

(2) the site plans for the Improvements; 

(3) the location and dimensions of all loading berths, curb cuts and parking spaces; 

(4) a landscaping plan, including adjacent parkways; 

(5) the location of any adjacent public improvements; 
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(6) a sign plan which includes, but is not limited to the size, location and type of signs 
proposed; 

(7) preliminary building sections and elevations of the improvements with a 
preliminary building materials lists; 

(8) statistical information applicable to the development parcel limited to the following: 

(a) floor area and floor area ratio; 

(b) uses to be established; 

(c) building heights; and 

(d) all setbacks required and provided. 

(9) storm water management requirements. 

A Development Parcel Site Plan shall include such other information as may be 
•necessary to illustrate conformance with the applicable provisions of this Planned 

Development. Review and approval of the Development Parcel Site Plan for the 
development parcels by the Commissioner is intended to assure that specific 
development proposals conform to the approved Plan of Development. 

13. The terms, conditions and exhibits of this Planned Development may be modified 
administratively by the Commissioner, upon the application for such a modification by 
the Applicant, and after a determination by the Commissioner that such a modification 
is minor in nature, appropriate and consistent with the nature of the improvements 
contemplated in this Planned Development and the purposes underlying the provisions 
hereof. Any modification of the requirements of this statement by the Commissioner shall 
be deemed to be a minor change in the Planned Development as contemplated by 
Section 17-13-0611 -A (1-4) ofthe Chicago Zoning Ordinance. Finally, it is acknowledged 
that the demising walls for the interior spaces are illustrative only and that the location 
and/or relocation of demising walls or division of interior spaces shall not be deemed to 
require any further approvals pursuant hereto. 

14. The Applicant acknowledges that it is in the public interest to design, construct and 
renovate all buildings in a manner that provides healthier environments, reduces 
operating costs and conserve energy and resources. The Applicant shall use best and 
reasonable efforts to design, construct and maintain all buildings located within the 
Property in a manner generally consistent with the Leadership in Energy and 
Environmental Design ("L.E.E.D.") Green Building Rating System. At a minimum, the 
Applicant/Owner shall provide the following sustainable strategies: all single-family, 
townhouses and multi-unit residential buildings with less than four (4) units shall achieve 
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building certification (Chicago Green Homes, L.E.E.D. or Energy Star); all multi-unit 
residential buildings with four (4) units or more shall construct a green roof that covers 
fifty percent (50%) of the net roof area and the build shall achieve building certification 
(Chicago Green Homes, L.E.E.D. or Energy Star); all mixed-use buildings shall include 
the sustainable strategies listed in the Department of Planning and Development's 
Sustainable Development Policy in accordance with the predominant use ofthe building. 
The term "Net Roof Area" shall be defined as the area of the roof minus any required 
perimeter setbacks and roof-mounted equipment. 

15. Pursuant to the Affordable Housing Requirements provisions of the Municipal Code of 
the City of Chicago Section 2-44-090, the Applicant acknowledges and agrees that if this 
Planned Development is approved, as a part ofthe project, it shall be required to provide 
a minimum of ten percent (10%) of the residential/housing units as Affordable Units. 

16. The Applicant acknowledges that it is in the public interest to design, construct and 
maintain the projects in a manner that promotes, enables and maximizes universal 
access throughout the Property. Plans for all buildings and improvements on the 
Property shall be reviewed and approved by the Mayor's Office for People with 
Disabilities ("M.O.P.D.") to ensure compliance with applicable laws and regulations 
related to access for persons with disabilities and to promote the highest standard of 
accessibility. 

17. If no development has commenced within six (6) years following adoption of this Planned 
Development, then this Planned Development shall expire and the zoning ofthe Property 
shall automatically convert to that of the B2-3 Neighborhood Mixed-Use District. The six 
(6) year period may be extended for up to one (1) additional year if, before expiration, 
the Commissioner of the D.P.D. determines that good cause for an extension is shown. 

[Existing Zoning Map; Existing Land-Use Map; Planned Development Boundary and 
Property Line Map; Site Plan; Net Developable Area Plan; Green Roof/Landscape 
Plan; Public Way Plan; Ground Floor Plan - Building Numbers 1 and 2; Building 

Number 1 - North Elevation (Building Number 2 Similar); Building Number 1 -
South Elevation (Building Number 2 Similar); Building Number 1 - East 

Elevation (Building Number 2 Similar); Building Number 1 -Wes t 
Elevation (Building Number 2 Similar); and Chicago Builds • 

Green Form referred to these Plan of Development 
Statements printed on page 40991 through 

41005 of this Journal.] 

Bulk Regulations and Data Table referred to in these Plan Development Statements reads as 
follows: 
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Residential-Business Planned Development Number _ 

Bulk Regulations And Data Table. 

Gross Site Area: 

Existing Public Right-of-Way Area: 

Net Site Area: 

Maximum Floor Area Ratio: 

Maximum Number of Residential 
Units: 

Permitted Uses: 

Minimum Number of Off-Street 
Parking Spaces to be Provided: 

Minimum Number of Bicycle 
Parking Spaces: 

Minimum Number of Off-Street 
Loading Spaces: 

Minimum Square Footage of Green 
Space to be Provided: 

Maximum Building Height: 

Maximum Site Coverage for the 
Entire Planned Development: 

Minimum Setbacks: 

248,158 square feet (5.6969 acres) 

24,709 square feet 

223,449 square feet (5.1297 acres) 

3.00 

446 residential units 

Residential uses, business uses and related 
uses, as listed in Statement Number 5 in this 
Planned Development 

One parking space for each residential unit 
and f o r b u s i n e s s u s e s , per 
Section 17-10-0200 of the Chicago Zoning 
Ordinance 

As required by Section 17-10-0300 ofthe 
Chicago Zoning Ordinance 

As required by Section 17-10-1100 ofthe 
Chicago Zoning Ordinance 

14,642 square feet (.336 acre) 

85 feet, as measured by 
Section 17-17-0301 (a) of the Chicago Zoning 
Ordinance 

In substantial conformance with the attached 
Site Plan. 

In substantial conformance with the attached 
Site Plan. 
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Existing Zoning Map. 

Zaninq data rdllsctsaflofdinaneaa 
passed pitor \n June 1 JUi. 2007| 

^popyright (c) 2007, Cily ol Chicago 
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Existing Land-Use Plan. 
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Planned Development Boundary 
And Property Line Map. 
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Site Plan. 
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Net Developable Area Plan. 
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Green Roof/Landscape Plan. 
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Public Way Plan. 
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Ground Floor Plan - Building. 
Numbers 1 And 2. 
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Building Number 1 - North Elevation. 
(Building Number 2 Similar) 
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Building Number 1 - South Elevation. 
(Building Number 2 Similar) 
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Building Number 1 - East Elevation. 
(Building Number 2 Similar) 
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Building Number 1 - West Elevation. 
(Building Number 2 Similar) 
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Chicago Builds Green. 
(Page 1 of 3) 

P ro jec t Name: 

P ro jec t L o c a t i o n : 

Renaissance Village 

• SiTBet Number (// the address only includes one street number, please fill only the cell 'From'): 

From' To' Direction: Street Name: 

1930 2050 S Jefferson 

Select street Type: 

SI 

Ward No: Community Area No: 

25 

P ro jec t Type : 

Check applicable: 

^P lanned Development •Redevelopment Agreement nZon ing Change 

PDNo:ffBD| 

• P u b l i c project 

RDANo: I 

•Landmark 

From: | [ro:| | 

P ro jec t S ize : 

Totallandareainsq.lt.: 

146.576 

Total buildinglsj footprint in sq.lt.: 

58,905 

Total vehicular use area in s q U : 

104,614 

Enter First Name Last Name 

DPD Pro jec t Manager : [FernandoEspinoza 

BG/GR M a t r i x : 
Select project category: 

Res. > 20% affordable or CPy 

Check applkable: 

F i nanc ia l I n c e n t i v e s : • T I F 

• G R I P 

• S B I F 

• L a n d Sale Write Down 

•Empowemient Zone Grant •C lass L 

• ind. Dev. Revenue Bonds •C lass6b 

• B a n k Participation Loan • D O H 

Dens i t y B o n u s : 
Check applicable: 

•Pub l i c plaza & pocl<et park 

•Cl i icago Rivenwaik improvements 

• w i n t e r gardens 

• indoor ttirougli-block connection 

•sidewalk widening 

•Arcades 

• W a t e r features in a plaza or pocket park 

•setbacks above the ground fioor 

• L o w e r level planting tenace 

• G r e e n roof 

•underground parking and loading 

•Concealed above-ground parking 

http://Totallandareainsq.lt
http://sq.lt
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Chicago Builds Green. 
(Page 2 of 3) 

Landscaping: 

Open Space: 

Please fill, if applicable 

7'Landscape Setback square footage: 
Interior Landscape Area squamfooiaga: 
No. of interior Trees 
No. of Parkway Trees 

River Setback square footage:\ 
Private Open Space square footage: 
Privately developed Public Open Space square footage: 

S t o r m w a t e r M a n a g e m e n t (At-grade volume control): 
Pemieable paving square footage. 
Raingarden check applicable: 
Filter strip 
Bioswale 
Detention pond 
Native landscaping square footage: 
Rain-water collection cistem/banel Gallons. 
Total impervious area reduction square Mage: 

O ther s u s t a i n a b l e s u r f a c e t r e a t m e n t s : 

Green roof 

Energy Star roof 
High-albedo pavement 

Square footage: 

Square lootage: 

T r a n s p o r t a t i o n : 
No. of accessory parking spaces 

Total no. of parking spaces (Accessory + Non- Acc.) 
No. of parking spaces dedicated to car sharing 
services (E.g.: I-Go, Zip-Car) 
No. of bicycle parking 
Within 600 ft of CTA or Metra station entrance 
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Chicago Builds Green. 
(Page 3 of 3) 

B u i l d i n g C e r t i f i c a t i o n : 
Energy Star building 

LEED certification 

LEED Certified 

LEED Silver 

LEED Gold 

LEED Platinum 

Chicago Green Homes 

Chicago Green Homes (one-star] 

Chicago Green Homes [two-star] 

Chicago Green Homes [three-star] 

Energy e f f i c i e n c y s t r a teg ies 
no t cap tu red above : 
-IE: outer than Energy Slar R o o f - or Energy Star Building 
CeiHHcation-

Other s u s t a i n a b l e s t ra teg ies 
and/or Pro jec t No tes : 
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AMENDMENT OF TITLE 17 OF MUNICIPAL CODE OF CHICAGO 
(CHICAGO ZONING ORDINANCE) BY RECLASSIFICATION 

OF PARTICULAR AREAS. 

(Committee Meeting Held September 25, 2008) 

The Committee on Zoning submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Reporting for your Committee on Zoning, for which a meeting was held on 
September 25, 2008, I beg leave to recommend that Your Honorable Body Pass various 
ordinances transmitted herewith for the purpose of reclassifying particular areas. 

I beg leave to recommend the passage of thirteen ordinances which were corrected and 
amended in their amended form. They are Application Numbers A-7427, A-7428, A-7405, 
A-7279, A-7323, 16669, 16585, 16527, 16660, 16322, 16661, 16567 and A-7348. 

Please let the record reflect that I recused myself and abstained from voting under the 
provisions of Rule 14 of the City Council's Rules of Order and Procedure on Application 
Numbers 16671, 16672, 16674, 16675, 16669, 16676 and 16512. 

At this time, I move for passage of the ordinances and substitute ordinances transmitted 
herewith. 

Please let the record reflect that I abstain from voting on Application Numbers 16671, 
16672, 16674, 16675, 16669, 16676 and 16512 underthe provisions of Rule 14 ofthe City 
Council's Rules of Order and Procedure. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) WILLIAM J. P. BANKS, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Banks, the said proposed ordinances and substitute ordinances 
transmitted with the foregoing committee report were Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 
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Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Doweil, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reiily, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following are said ordinances as passed (the italic heading in each case not being a part 
of the ordinance): 

Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map Number 1-E. 
(As Amended) 

(Application Number 16527) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. That the Chicago Zoning Ordinance be amended by changing all the 
Residential-Business Planned Development Number 998 symbols and indications as shown 
on Map Number 1-E in the area bounded by: 

East Ohio Street; a line 50.00 feet east of and parallel to North St. Clair Street; a line 
109.0 feet north of and parallel to East Grand Avenue; a line 216.33 feet east of and 
parallel to North St. Clair Street; East Grand Avenue; and North St. Clair Street, 

to those of Residential-Business Planned Development Number 998, as amended, which is 
hereby established, in the area described above, subject to such use and bulk regulations as 
are set forth in the plan of development herewith attached and made a part hereof and to no 
others. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be iri force and effect from and after its passage and 
due publication. 

Plan of Development Statements referred to in this ordinance reads as follows: 

Residential-Business Planned Development Number 998, 
As Amended.. 

Plan Of Development Statements. 

1. The area delineated herein as Residential-Business Planned Development 
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Number 998, as amended, consists of approximately twenty-nine thousand thirty and 
thirty-hundredths (29,030.30) square feet (zero and sixty-seven hundredths (0.67 acre) 
and is owned or controlled by the applicant, 535 Saint Clair, Inc. 

2. All applicable official reviews, approvals or permits are required to be obtained by the 
applicant or its successors, assignees, or grantees. Any dedication or vacation of 
streets or alleys, or easements, or adjustments of right-of-way, or consolidation or 
resubdivision of parcels, shall require a separate submittal on behalf of the applicant or 
its successors, assignees, or grantees and approval by the City Council. 

3. The requirements, obligations and conditions contained within this planned 
development shall be binding upon the applicant, its successors and assigns and, if 
different than the applicant, the legal titleholder and any ground lessors. All rights 
granted hereunder to the applicant shall inure to the benefit of the applicant's 
successors and assigns and if different than the applicant, then to the owners of record 
title to all of the property and any ground lessors. Furthermore, pursuant to the 
requirements of Section 17-8-0400 ofthe Chicago Zoning Ordinance, the property, at 
the time any applications for amendments, modifications or changes (administrative, 
legislative or otherwise) to this planned development are made shall be under single 
ownership or under single designated control. Single designated control for purposes 
of this paragraph shall mean that any application to the City for any amendment to this 
planned development or any other modification or change thereto (administrative, 
legislative or othenwise) shall be made or authorized by all the owners of the property 
and any ground lessors. An agreement among property owners, the board of directors 
of any property owners association, or a covenant binding property owners, may 
designate the authorized party for any future amendment, modification or change. 

4. This plan of development consists of these sixteen (16) statements; a Bulk Regulations 
and Data Table; an Existing Zoning Map; a Planned Development Boundary and 
Property Line Map; a Site/Landscape Plan; and Building Elevations dated 
September 18, 2008 prepared by Brininstool + Lynch, Ltd.. Full size sets of the 
Site/Landscape Plan and Building Elevations are on file with the Department of 
Planning and Development. The planned development is applicable to the area 
delineated hereto and these and no other zoning controls shall apply. 

5. The following uses shall be permitted within the area delineated herein as "Residential-
Business Planned Development": hotel, residential uses, non-accessory parking, and 
related uses. Timeshare ownership and use shall be permitted and timeshare units 
shall be considered residential dwelling units. The non-accessory parking currently 
operated at the property shall be permitted to continue until construction commences 
of the improvements contemplated in this planned development. 

6. On-premise business identification signs shall be permitted within the planned 
development subject to the review and approval of the Department of Planning and 
Development. Temporary signs, such as construction and marketing signs shall be 
permitted, subject to the review and approval of the Department of Planning and 
Development. Off-premise signage is prohibited. 
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7. Ingress and egress shall be subject to the review and approval of the Department of 
Transportation and the Department of Planning and Development. All work proposed 
in the public way must be designed and constructed in accordance with the Chicago 
Department of Transportation Construction Standard for Work in the Public Way and 
in compliance with the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago. Closure of all or part of 
any public streets or alleys during demolition or construction shall be subject to the 
review and approval ofthe Chicago Department of Transportation. 

8. In addition to the maximum height of the building and any appurtenance thereto 
prescribed in this planned development, the height of any improvement shall also be 
subject to height limitations approved by the Federal Aviation Administration. 

9. For purposes of floor area ratio ("F.A.R.") calculations, the definitions in the Chicago 
Zoning Ordinance shall apply. The City of Chicago established a Part II Review Fee in 
the amount of Zero and 25/100 Dollars ($0.25) per square foot for the total buildable 
square feet (floor area). The Part II Review Fee will be assessed by the Department 
of Planning and Development during the actual Part II Review. The fee as determined 
by the Department of Planning and Development staff at that time is final and binding 
on the applicant and must be paid to the Department of Planning and Development 
prior to the issuance of any Part II Approval. 

10. The improvements on the property shall be designed, installed and maintained in 
substantial conformance with the Site/Landscape Plan and Building Elevations and in 
accordance with the parkway tree provisions of the Chicago Zoning Ordinance and 
corresponding regulations and guidelines. Prior to the issuance of a demolition permit 
for any of the existing improvements on the property, the applicant shall supply to the 
Commissioner of the Department of Planning and Development a copy of said 
application for demolition permit and commercially reasonable evidence of the 
applicant's financial capability to finance the construction of the improvements 
contemplated within this planned development. Unless construction of the 
improvements contemplated in this planned development is commenced within six (6) 
months from completion of demolition, the applicant shall provide to the Department of 
Planning and Development a plan and schedule for interim screening and/or 
landscaping. The applicant agrees to install a minimum of seventy percent (70%) 
(thirteen thousand seven hundred eighty (13,780) square feet) ofthe net roof area as 
a vegetative green roof upon the high-rise building to be constructed within this planned 
development and agrees to install a minimum of seventy-eight percent (78%) (three 
thousand eight hundred twenty-eight (3,828) square feet) of the net roof area as a 
vegetative green roof upon the four-story building to be rehabilitated within this planned 
development. 

11. The permitted F.A.R. identified in the Bulk Regulations and Data Table has been 
determined using a Net Site Area of twenty-nine thousand thirty and thirty-
hundredths (29,030.30) square feet, a base F.A.R. of 12.0 and additional Floor Area 
Ratio for a series of proposed amenities, as follows: 
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Description F.A.R. 

Base F.A.R. 12.00 

Affordable Housing Bonus 3.60 

Chicago Public Schools Capital 
Improvement Fund 2.57 

Green Roof 0.70 

Total F.A.R. 18.87 

The calculation ofthe additional floor area ratio ("F.A.R.") obtained through the series of 
proposed amenities is as follows: 

Affordable Housing: 

Bonus F.A.R. = 12.00 x 0.30 = 3.60 F.A.R. 

3.60 X 29,030.30 square feet = 104,509.08 

104,509.08 square feet x $43.00 per square feet x 0.80 = $3,595,112.35 
contribution 

Chicago Public Schools Capital Improvement Fund: 

Bonus F.A.R. = 12.00 x 0.2142 = 2.57 F.A.R. 

2.57 X 29,030.30 square feet = 74,607.87 square feet 

74,607.87 square feet x $43.00 per square feet x 0.80 = $2,566,510.73 
contribution 

Green Roof: 

Bonus F.A.R. = 0.70 F.A.R. 

Green Roof in excess of 50% = 5,641 square feet 

5,641 square feet - 29,030 x 0.30 x 12 = 0.70 F.A.R. 
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The applicant, its successors or assigns, shall contribute the amount of Three 
Million Five Hundred Ninety-five Thousand One Hundred Twelve and 35/100 
Dollars ($3,595,112.35) to the City of Chicago's Affordable Housing Opportunity Fund 
and shall contribute the amount of Two Million Five Hundred Sixty-six Thousand Five 
Hundred Ten and 73/100 Dollars ($2,566,510.73) to the Chicago Public Schools Capital 
Improvement Fund prior to the issuance of the "Part II Approval" for the construction of 
the foundation of the building contemplated in this planned development. 

12. The terms, conditions and exhibits of this planned development ordinance maybe 
modified administratively by the Commissioner of the Department of Planning and 
Development upon the application for such a modification by the applicant and after a 
determination by the Commissioner ofthe Department of Planning and Development 
that such a modification is minor, appropriate and consistent with the nature of the 
improvements contemplated in this planned development and the purposes underlying 
the provisions hereof. Any such modification of the requirements of this planned 
development by the Commissioner of the Department of Planning and Development 
shall be deemed to be a minor change in the planned development as contemplated by 
Section 17-13-0611 ofthe Chicago Zoning Ordinance. 

13. The applicant acknowledges that it is in the public interest to design, construct and 
maintain all buildings in a manner which promotes and maximizes the conservation of 
energy resources. The applicant shall use best and reasonable efforts to design, 
construct and maintain the building located within this planned development in a 
manner generally consistent with the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design 
("L.E.E.D.") Green Building Rating System. In addition, the applicant agrees to provide 
space for two (2) I-Go parking spaces in the garage. 

14. The applicant acknowledges that it is in the public interest to design, construct and 
maintain the project in a manner which promotes, enables and maximizes universal 
access throughout the property. Plans for all buildings and improvements on the 
property shall be reviewed and approved by the Mayor's Office for People with 
Disabilities ("M.O.P.D.") to ensure compliance with all applicable laws and regulations 
related to access for persons with disabilities and to promote the highest standard of 
accessibility. No building permit shall be issued by the Department of Construction and 
Permits until the Director of M.O.P.D. has approved detailed construction drawings for 
the building or improvement proposed to be constructed pursuant to the permit. . 

15. Pursuant to the Affordable Housing provision of the City of Chicago Zoning Ordinance, 
Title 17 Chapter 17-4-1004, et seq. ("Zoning Ordinance"), the applicant has asked for 
an increase in the floor area ratio of the property. The applicant hereby acknowledges 
that according to Section 17-4-1004D of the Zoning Ordinance, the total floor area 
devoted to affordable housing units must equal at least twenty-five percent (25%) ofthe 
total increase in floor area allowed under the Affordable Housing Bonus or a cash 
payment must be made to the City of Chicago Affordable Housing Opportunity Fund 
based on the increase in allowable floor area by eighty percent (80%) of the median 
cost of land per buildable square foot. Based on Section 17-4-1004D, the applicant has 
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agreed to provide a cash payment to the City of Chicago Affordable Housing 
Opportunity Fund in the amount of Three Million Five Hundred Ninety-five Thousand 
One Hundred Twelve and 35/100 Dollars ($3,595,112.35). Prior to the issuance of 
permits, the applicant will enter into an Affordable Housing Agreement with the Chicago 
Department of Housing or provide a letter of credit or other security device in an amount 
equal to the cash contribution. The applicant must comply with all of the applicable 
sections of the Affordable Housing Provision of the Zoning Ordinance which sections 
are hereby incorporated into this planned development. The Affordable Housing 
Agreement required by Section 17-4-1004-E9 is also incorporated into this planned 
development. 

16. Unless substantial construction of the improvements has commenced within six (6) 
years following adoption of this planned development, and unless completion is 
thereafter diligently pursued, then this planned development shall expire and the zoning 
of the property shall automatically revert to the pre-existing DX-12 Downtown 
Mixed-Use District classification. 

[Existing Zoning and Land-Use Map; Planned Development Boundary 
and Property Line and Right-of-Way Adjustment Map; Floor Plans; 

Building Elevations; and Chicago Builds Green Form 
referred to in .these Plan of Development 

Statements printed on pages 41014 
through 41029 of this Jot/ma/.] 

Bulk Regulations and Data Table referred to in these Plan of Development Statements reads 
as follows: 

Residential-Business Planned Development Number 998, 
As Amended. 

Bulk Regulations And Data Table. 

Net Site Area: 29,030.30 square feet (0.67 acre) 

Area in Adjoining Right-of-Way: 17,048.00 square feet (0.39 acre) 

Gross Site Area: 46,078.30 square feet (1.06 acres) 

Maximum Number of Dwelling Units 
(including timeshares or vacation 
ovynership): 135 
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Maximum Number of Hotel Keys: 

Maximum Floor Area Ratio: 

Base Floor Area Ratio: 

Affordable Housing Bonus: 

Chicago Public Schools 

Capital Improvement Fund: 

Green Roof: 

Maximum Floor Area Ratio: 

499 

18.87 F.A.R. 

12.00 

3.60 

2.57 

0.70 

18.87 

Minimum Number of Accessory 
Parking Spaces: 

Maximum Number of Non-Accessory 
Parking Spaces: .;-

Maximum Permitted 
Building Height: 

Maximum Site Coverage: 

Minimum Periphery Setbacks: 

North Base to North Property Line: 

North Tower to North Property Line: 

East: 

West: 

South: 

250 

60 

525 feet 

per approved Site Plan 

per approved Site Plan 

9 feet 

27 feet 

0 feet 

Ofeet 

Columns - 0 feet 

First Floor - 3 feet, 10 inches 

Second Floor - 0 
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Existing Zoning And 
Land-Use Map. 
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Planned Development Boundary, Property 
Line And Right-Of-Way 

Adjustment Map. 
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Ground Floor Map. 
(Page 1 of 2) 
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Ground Floor Map. 
(Page 2 of 2) 
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Second Floor Plan. 
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Third Floor - Tenth Floor 
(Typical) Plan. 
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Fourteenth (Pool/Spa) 
Floor Plan. 
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Principal Roof Plan. 
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Upper Roof Plan. 
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North Elevation. 
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South Elevation. 
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East Elevation. 
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West Elevation. 
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Chicago Builds Green. 
(Page 1 of 3) 

CHICAGO BUILDSGREEN 

Pro jec t Name: 

P ro jec t L o c a t i o n : 

Project Type: 

533 N.St Clair 

* street Number (H the address only includes ona slreet number, please fill only (he cell 'From"): 

From* To ' Direction: Street Name; 

531 549 N St Clair 

Select street Type: 

^ve 

Ward No: Community Area No: 

42 

Check applicable: 

^Planned Development •Redevelopment Agreement dlZoning Change 

n l»From:| fro:[ I * PD No: |9§ 

•Public project 

L RDA No: 

•Landmark 

P ro j ec t S i ze : 

DPD P ro jec t Manager : 

BG/GR Ma t r i x : 

Totallandareainsq.lt.: 

29.030 

Total buildinqis) lootprint in sq.ft.: 

23,888 

Total vehicular use area in sq.ft: 

1420 

Enter First Name Last Name 

Paul Zaimezak 

Select project category: 

Res. < 4 units (Market rate) 

Check applicable: 

F i n a n c i a l I n c e n t i v e s : • T i F 

• G R I P 

• S B I F 

•Land Sale Write Down 

r~lEmpowemient Zone Grant •Class L 

• i n d . Dev. Revenue Bonds •Ciass 6b 

•Bank Participation Loan •OOH 

Dens i t y B o n u s : 
Check applicable: 

•Public plaza & pocket park 

•Chicago Rivenwalk improvements 

•winter gardens 

•indoor through-block connection 

•sidewalk widening 

•Arcades 

•water features in a plaza or pocket park 

•setbacks above the ground floor 

•Lower level planting ten-ace 

13 Green roof 

•underground parking and loading 

•Concealed above-ground paridng 

http://Totallandareainsq.lt
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L a n d s c a p i n g : 

Chicago Builds Green. 
(Page 2 of 3) 

7' Landscape Setback 
Interior Landscape Area 
No. of Inferior Trees 
No. of Parkway Trees 

vfSS^flSiiid^e^^: 
i-;:i^t?}.-i^ii?te:?#^ 

Please fill, if applicable 

Square footage: 

Square foolage: 

jllli^igi 

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ y l ^ ^ F ^ ^ ^ ^ i ^ ^ ^ ^ 

Open S p a c e : 
River Setback square footage. 
Private Open Space square foooge: 
Privately developed Public Open Space sguansfoo/age: 

SS^^ î̂ M$B0 :̂ 

••.i*!t.L'V-.-.>:.ir7i~:-V.«.i.'.'iA'. 

S t o r m w a t e r M a n a g e m e n t (At-grade volume control): 

Permeable paving 

Raingarden 

Filter strip 

Biosv/ale 

Detention pond 

Native landscaping 

Rain-water collection cistern/barrel 

Total impervious area reduction 

Square footage. 

Check applicable: 

Square foolage: 

Gallons: 

Square footage: 

O ther s u s t a i n a b l e su r f ace t r e a t m e n t s : 
Green roof 
Energy Star roof 
High-albedo pavement 

Square foolage; 

Square foolage: 

Square footage: 

T r a n s p o r t a t i o n : 
No. of accessory parking spaces 

Total no. of parking spaces (Accessory + Non-Acc.) 
No. of parking spaces dedicated to car sharing 
services (E.g.: I-Go, Zip-Car) 
No. of bicycle parking 
Within 600 ft of CTA or Metra station entrance 
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Chicago Builds Green. 
(Page 3 of 3) 

B u i l d i n g C e r t i f i c a t i o n : 
Energy Star building 
LEED certification 

LEED Certified 
LEED Silver 
LEED Gold 
LEED Platinum 

Chicago Green Homes 
Chicago Green Homes [one-star] 
Chicago Green Homes [two-star] 
Chicago Green Homes [three-star] 

Energy ef f ic iency s t ra teg ies 
not captured above: 
-IE- Other than Energy Star Roof - or Energy Star Building 
Certification-

Other susta inable s t ra teg ies 
and/or Project Notes: i 
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Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map Number 1-G. 
(As Amended) 

(Application Number 16661) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, 
is hereby amended by changing all of the RS3 Residential Single-Unit (Detached House) 
District symbols and indications as shown on Map Number 1-G in the area bounded by: 

West Erie Street; a line 125.40 feet west of North Bishop Street; east/west public alley 
south of and parallel to West Erie Street; and a line 150.48 feet west of and parallel to 
North Bishop Street, 

to those of an RM4.5 Residential Multi-Unit District. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance takes effect after its passage and approval. 

Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map Number Number 3-F. 
(As Amended) 

(Application Number Number 16322) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. That the Chicago Zoning Ordinance be amended by changing the 
B3-2 Community Shopping District designation to B3-5 Community Shopping District symbols 
and indications as shown in Map Number 3-F in the area bounded by: 

a line 49 feet south of and parallel to West Wendell Street; the alley next east of North 
Orleans Street; a line 145 feet south of and parallel to West Wendell Street; and North 
Orleans Street. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be in force and effect from and after its passage and 
due publication. 

Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map Number 4-F. 
(Application Number 16680) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 
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SECTION 1. That the Chicago Zoning Ordinance be amended by changing all the current 
CI-2 Neighborhood Commercial District and M2-3 Light Industry District symbols and 
indications as shown on Map Number 4-F in the following area: 

West 16"" Street; a line 123.85 feet east of South Desplaines Street; a line 134.00 feet 
south of West 16'̂  Street; and South Desplaines Street, 

to those of an RM-6 Residential Multi-Unit District which is hereby established in the area 
described above. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be in force and effect from and after its passage and 
due publication. 

Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map Number 4-1. 
(As Amended) 

(Application Number A-7279) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Title 17 of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning 
Ordinance, is hereby amended by changing the Planned Manufacturing District Number 7 
symbols and indications as shown on Map Number 4-1.in the area bounded by: 

West Cullerton Street; South Western Avenue; the south right-of-way line of the C.T.A. 
elevated rail line; and a line 468.5 feet west of and parallel to South Western Avenue, 

to those of a C2-3 Motor Vehicle-related Commercial District. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be effective after its passage and publication. 

[Drawings attached to this ordinance printed on 
pages 41032 and 41033 of this Journal.] 
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2006 Aerials. 
(Page 1 of 2) 
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2006 Aerials. 
(Page 2 of 2) 

00« A*rials 

-egend 2000 South Western Avenue 
Applicant: Alderman Daniel Soils 
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Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map Number 4-1. 
(As Amended) 

(Application Number A-7323) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, 
is hereby amended by changing all of the Planned Manufacturing District Number 7 symbols 
and indications as shown on Map Number 4-1 in the area bounded by: 

West 19"̂  Street (or a line extended); South Western Avenue; West Cullerton 
Street (or a line extended); and a line 468.5 feet west of and parallel to South Western 
Avenue, 

to those of an M2-3 Light Industry District. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance takes effect after its passage and approval. 

Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map Number 4-K. 
(Application Number 16685) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, 
is hereby amended by changing all of the RS3 Residential Single-Unit District symbols and 
indications as shown on Map Number 4-K in the area bounded by: 

the public alley next north of and parallel to West Cullerton Street; a line 52.50 feet east 
of and parallel to the public alley next east of and parallel to South. Keeler 
Avenue; West Cullerton Street; and the public alley next east of and parallel to South 
Keeler Avenue, 

to those of an RT3.5 Residential Two-Flat, Townhouse and Multi-Unit District. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance takes effect after its passage and approval. 
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Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map Number 5-G. 
(As Amended) 

(Application Number A-7428) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. That the Chicago Zoning Ordinance be amended by changing all the 
B3-2 Community Shopping District symbols and indications as shown on Map Number 5-G 
in the area bounded by: 

West Fullerton Avenue; a line 50 feet east of North Janssen Avenue; the alley next south 
of West Fullerton Avenue; and North Janssen Avenue, 

to those of a B3-3 Community Shopping District. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be in force and effect from and after its passage and 
due publication. 

Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map Number 7-1. 
(Application Number 16460) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Title 17 ofthe Municipal Code ofChicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance 
is hereby amended by changing all the CI -1 Neighborhood Commercial District symbols and 
indications as shown on Map Number 7-1 in the area bounded by: 

North Elston Avenue; West George Street; a line 96.27 feet west ofthe intersection of 
North Elston Avenue and West George Street (as measured along the north right-of-way 
line of West George Street and perpendicular thereto); and a line 95.94 feet northwest 
ofthe intersection of North Elston Avenue and West George Street (as measured along 
North Elston Avenue and perpendicular thereto), 

to those of a B2-3 Neighborhood Mixed-Use District and a corresponding use district is 
hereby established in the area above described. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be in force and effect from and after its passage and 
due publication. 
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Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map Number 7-G. 
(As Amended) 

(Application Number 16585) 

Se It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. That the Chicago Zoning Ordinance be amended by changing all the B1-2 
Neighborhood Shopping District symbols and indications as shown on Map Number 7-G in 
the area bounded by: 

West Sheridan Road; a line being the west boundary line of Chicago Transit Authority 
elevated track right-of-way line; the east/west public alley south of and parallel to West 
Sheridan Road; and North Sheffield Avenue, 

to those of a B3-5 Community Shopping District and a corresponding use district is hereby 
established in the area above described. 

SECTION 2. In the area above described, the City Zoning Ordinance be amended by 
changing all of the B3-5 Community Shopping District symbols to those of a Business 
Planned Development and a corresponding use is hereby established. 

SECTION 3. This ordinance shall be in force and effect from and after its passage and 
due publication. 

Plan of Development Statements attached to this ordinance read as follows: 

Business Planned Development Number_ 

Plan of Development Statements. 

The area delineated herein as a business planned development consists of a net site 
area of approximately zero point five two (0.52) acres (twenty-two thousand eight 
hundred forty (22,840) square feet) which is owned or controlled by Chicago Self 
Storage, L.L.C. for purposes of this business planned development. 

The applicant shall obtain all applicable official reviews, approvals or permits which are 
necessary to implement this plan of development. Any dedication or vacation of streets 
or alleys or easements or adjustments of right-of-ways or consolidation or resubdivision 
of parcels shall require separate submittal on behalf of the applicant or its successors, 
assignees or grantees and approval by the City Council. 
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3. The requirements, obligations and conditions within this planned development shall be 
binding upon the applicant, its successors and assigns and if different than the 
applicant, the legal titleholder and any ground lessors. All rights granted hereunder to 
the applicant shall inure to the benefit of the applicant, successors and assigns and, if 
different than the applicant, the legal titleholder and any ground lessors. Furthermore, 
pursuant to the requirements of Section 17-8-0400 of the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, 
the property, at the time applications for amendments, modifications, or changes 
(administrative, legislative or otherwise) to this planned development are made, shall 
be under single ownership or under single designated control. Single designated 
control for purposes of this paragraph shall mean that any application to the City for any 
amendment to this.planned development or any modification or change thereto 
(administrative, legislative or otherwise) shall be made by the applicant, or its direct 
successor, or the owners of all the property or any association which is formed to 
represent the property owners. 

4. This plan of development consists of these sixteen (16) statements; a Bulk Regulations 
and Data Table; an Existing Zoning Map; a Land-Use Map; a Planned Development 
Boundary and Property Line Map; a Site Plan; a Landscape Plan; Building Elevations 
(North and West, East and South); and Green Roof Plan, as prepared by Sullivan, 
Goulette & Wilson Architects, dated September 18, 2008. Copies of the Site Plan, 
Landscape Plan, and Building Elevations are on file with the Department of Planning 
and Development. This plan of development is in conformity with the intent and 
purposes of the Chicago Zoning Ordinance (Title 17 of the Municipal Code in Chicago) 
and all requirements thereof and satisfies the established criteria for approval of a 
planned development. These and no other zoning controls shall apply to the area 
delineated herein. In any instance where a provision of planned development conflicts 
with the Chicago Building Code, the Building Code shall control. 

5. The following uses shall be permitted within the area delineated herein: residential self-
storage uses, accessory uses, and accessory parking. 

6. On-premises signs shall be permitted within the planned development subject to review 
and approval of the Department of Planning and Development. Signage shall not 
obscure any historical architectural features or damage historic materials and should 
be compatible with the historic character of the building in terms of size, location, 
number, design, materials and illumination. The existing wall sign on the east elevation 
shall be permitted to be relocated along the east elevation on the proposed addition to 
the existing building. The existing roof sign is nonconforming and shall be removed. 
Temporary construction arid marketing signs shall be permitted within the planned 
development subject to review and approval of the Department of Planning and 
Development. Off-premises signs shall not be permitted in the planned development. 

7. Ingress and egress shall be subject to the review and approval of the Department of 
Transportation and the Department of Planning and Development. Closure of all or part 
of any public streets or alleys during demolition or construction shall be subject to the 
review and approval of the Chicago Department of Transportation. All work proposed 
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in the public way must be designed and constructed in accordance vvith the Chicago 
Department of Transportation Construction Standards for Work in the Public Way and 
in compliance with the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago. 

8. Off-street parking shall be provided in compliance with this plan of development subject 
to review of the Departments of Transportation and Planning and Development. The 
minimum number of off-street parking spaces shall be determined in accordance with 
the attached Bulk Regulations and Data Table. 

9. For purposes of height measurement and determination, the definitions in the Chicago 
Zoning Ordinance shall apply. The height restriction of any building or any 
appurtenance attached hereto shall not exceed the height established in the Bulk 
Regulations and Data Table and Building Elevations, and shall also be subjectto height 
limitations established by the Federal Aviation Administration. 

10. The maximum permitted floor area ratio for the entire parcel shall be in accordance with 
the attached Bulk Regulations and Data Table. For purposes of F.A.R. calculations and 
floor area measurements, the definition in the City of Chicago Zoning Ordinance shall 
apply. 

11. Improvements of the property, including landscaping and all entrances and exits to the 
parking and loading areas, shall be designed and installed in substantial conformance 
with the Bulk Regulations and Data Table, the Site Plan, the Landscape Plan and the 
Elevations attached hereto and made a part hereof. In addition, parkway trees and 
other landscaping shall be installed and maintained at all times in accordance with the 
Landscape Plan. Notwithstanding any statement to the contrary, this planned 
development shall be subject to the provisions of Chapter 17-11 of the Chicago Zoning 
Ordinance governing landscaping and screening. In any instance where a provision of 
the planned development conflicts with landscape and screening provisions of the 
Chicago Zoning Ordinance, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance shall control. Nothing in this 
planned development is intended to waive the applicability of the landscape and 
screening provisions ofthe Chicago Zoning Ordinance. 

The applicant acknowledges that the building, commonly know as 957 West Sheridan 
Road, is identified in the Chicago Historic Resources Survey. The applicarit agrees to 
retairi and preserve the significant features ofthe building. The significant features are 
the two street elevations, including rooflines, and all elevations ofthe clock tower. In 
general, original features and materials should be retained and preserved as much as 
possible, while changes should be compatible with the building's historic character. 

12. The terms conditions and exhibits of this planned development ordinance may be 
modified; administratively, by the Commissioner of the Department of Planning and 
Development upon the application for such modification by the applicant and after a 
determination by the Commissioner ofthe Department of Planning and Development, 
that such modification is minor, appropriate and is consistent with the nature of the 
improvements contemplated in this planned development. Any such modification ofthe 
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requirements of this statement by the Commissioner of the Department of Planning and 
Development shall be deemed to be a minor change in the planned development as 
contemplated by Section 17-13-0611 ofthe Chicago Zoning Ordinance. 

13. The City of Chicago establisheda Part 11 Review Fee in the amount of Zero and 25/100 
Dollars ($0.25) per square foot for the total buildable square feet (floor area) of the area 
of the building subject to the Part II Review. The Part II Review Fee will be assessed 
by the Department of Planning and Development during the actual Part II Review. The 
fee will be assessed by the Department of Planning and Development staff at that time 
and is final and binding on the Applicant and must be paid to the Department of 
Planning and Development prior to the issuance of any Part II Approval. 

14. The applicant acknowledges that it is in the public interest to design, construct and 
maintain all buildings in a manner which promotes, enables and maximizes universal 
access throughout the property. Plans for all buildings and improvements on the 
property shall be reviewed and approved by the Mayor's Office for People with 
Disabilities ("M.O.P.D.") to ensure compliance with all applicable laws and regulations 
related to access for persons with disabilities and to promote the highest standard of 
accessibility. No approvals shall be granted pursuant to Section 17-13-0611 of the 
Chicago Zoning Ordinance until the Director of M.O.P.D. has approved detailed 
construction drawings for each building or improvement. 

15. The applicant acknowledges that it is in the public interest to design, construct and 
renovate all buildings in a manner that provides healthier environments, reduces 
operating costs and conserves energy and resources. The applicant shall use best and 
reasonable efforts to design, construct and maintain all buildings located within this 
planned development in a manner generally consistent with the Leadership in Energy 
and Environmental Design ("L.E.E.D") Green Building Rating System. Copies of these 
standards may be obtained from the Department of Planning and Development. The 
applicant shall provide a vegetated ("green") roof on at least fifty percent (50%) 
(approximately three thousand nine hundred fifty-two (3,952) square feet) ofthe net roof 
area of the building addition to be constructed within this planned development. "Net 
roof area" is defined as total roof area minus any required perimeter setbacks, roof top 
structures, and roof-mounted equipment. 

16. Unless substantial construction of the improvements contemplated by this planned 
development has commenced within six (6) years following adoption of this planned 
development, and unless completion thereof is diligently pursued, then this planned 
development shall expire and the zoning ofthe property shall automatically revert to that 
of B3-5 Community Shopping District. 

[Existing Zoning Map; Land-use Map; Planned Development Boundary 
and Property Line Map; Site Plan; Landscape Plan; Green Roof 

Plan; and Building Elevations referred to in these Plan of 
Development Statements printed on pages 41041 

through 41048 of this Journal.] 
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Bulk Regulations and Data Table referred to in these Plan of Development Statements reads 
as follows: 

Business Planned Development Number 

Bulk Regulations And Data Table. 

Gross Site Area: 

Net Site Area: 

Maximum Floor Area Ratio: 

Permitted Uses: 

Minimum Off-Street Parking 
Spaces required: 

Minimum Off-Street Loading 
Spaces required: 

38,167 square feet (0.87 acre) 

22,840 square feet (0.52 acre) 

5.0* 

Residential self-storage, accessory uses and 
accessory parking 

10 

(2) 10 foot X 25 foot spaces 

Minimum Periphery Setbacks 
[see site plan]: 

North Property Line: 

East Property Line: 

South Property Line: 

West Property Line: 

Minimum Distance Between 
Buildings: 

Maximum percent of coverage 
allowed: 

*Existing Improvements: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

N/A 

100% 

71,412 square feet 
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Existing Zoning Map. 
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Land-Use Map. 
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Planned Development Boundary 
And Property Line Map. 

T 

39/-11 1/2" 

05 
O 

195'-11 1/2" 

156.34' 

NET SITE AREA 

22,721 SQ.FT 
0.52 ACRES 

GROSS SITE AREA 

36,532 SQ.FT 
0.84 ACRES 

L 
141.44' 

181'-4 1/2* 

P L A N N E D D E V E L O P M E N T B O U N D A R Y 
A N D P R O P E R T Y L I N E M A P 

A P P L I C A N T : CHICAGO SELF STORAGE, LLC 
A D D R E S S : 941-957 WEST SHERIDAN ROAD ; CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
D A T E : APRIL 9, 2008 
R E V I S E D : SEPTEMBER 18, 2008 
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Site Plan. 
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Landscape Plan. 
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Green Roof Plan. 
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Building Elevations - South. 
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Building Elevations - East. 
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Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map Number 7-N. 
(Application Number 16659) 

Se It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, 
be amended by changing all the B3-1 Community Shopping District symbols and indications 
as shown on Map Number 7-N in the area bounded by: 

a line 203.27 feet south of and parallel to West George Street; the alley next east of and 
parallel to North Harlem Avenue; a line 253.27 feet south of and parallel to West George 
Street; and North Harlem Avenue, 

to those of an RT4 Residential Two-Flat, Townhouse and Multi-Unit District and a 
corresponding use district is hereby established in the area above described. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be in force and effect from and after its passage and 
due publication. 

Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map Number 8-G. 
(Application Number 16688) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, 
is hereby amended by changing all the Ml-2 Limited Manufacturing/Business Park District 
symbols and indications as shown on Map Number 8-G in the area bounded by: 

South Sangamon Street; a line 210.17 feet south of and parallel to West 36**" Street; the 
alley west of and parallel to South Sangamon Street; and a line 200.2 feet south of and 
parallel to West 36"̂  Street, 

to those of a RM4.5 Residential and Multi-Unit District and a corresponding use district is 
hereby established in the area above described. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be in force and effect from and after its passage and 
due publication. 
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Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map Number 9-G. 
(As Amended) 

(Application Number A-7427) 

Se It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, 
be amended by changing all the RMS Residential Multi-Unit District and CI-3 Neighborhood 
Commercial District symbols and indications as shown on Map Number 9-G in the area 
bounded by: 

beginning at a line 290.61 feet north of and parallel to West Addison Street; a line 89.88 
feet west of and parallel to North Halsted Street; a line 260.15 feet north of and parallel 
to West Addison Street; North Halsted Street; West Addison Street; North Fremont 
Street; a line 146 feet north of and parallel to West Addison Street; and a line 289.58 feet 
east of and parallel to North Fremont Street (ToB), 

to those of a B2-3 Neighborhood Mixed-Use District and a corresponding use district is 
hereby established in the area above described. 

SECTION 2. Title 17 of the Municipal Code, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, be amended 
by changing all the B2-3 Neighborhood Commercial District symbols and indications within 
the area herein above described to the designation of Institutional, Business and Residential 
Planned Development Number , which is hereby established in the area above 
described, subject to such use and bulk regulations as are set forth in the Plan of 
Development attached and made a part thereto and to no others. 

SECTION 3. This ordinance shall be in force and effect from and after its passage and 
due publication. 

Plan of Development Statements referred to this ordinance read as follows: 

Institutional, Business And Residential Planned Development Number 

Plan Of Development Statements. 

1. The area delineated herein as Institutional, Business and Residential Planned 
Development Number (the "Planned Development") consists of approximately 
one hundred twenty-three thousand seven hundred thirty-three (123,733) net square 
feet (approximately two and eighty-four hundredths (2.84) acres) of property located in 
the area generally bounded as follows: 
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beginning at a line 290.61 feet north of and parallel to West Addison Street; a line 
89.88 feet west of and parallel to North Halsted Street; a line 260.15 feet north of and 
parallel to West Addison Street; North Halsted Street; West Addison Street; North 
Fremont Street; a line 146 feet north of and parallel to West Addison Street; and a 
line 289.58 feet east of and parallel to North Fremont Street (the "Property"). 

The Property is currently owned by two (2) governmental entities: (i) the City of 
Chicago and (ii) the Public Building Commission of Chicago (collectively the "Owners"). 
Thomas M. Tunney, Alderman of the 44'*" Ward, on behalf of the Owners of the 
Property, is sponsoring the applicant for this Planned Development ("Applicant"). The 
area within the Planned Development boundaries are divided into two (2) subareas (A 
and B) as indicated on the attached Subarea Map. 

2. All applicable official reviews, approvals or permits are required to be obtained by the 
Applicant. Any dedication or vacation of streets, alleys or easements or any adjustment 
of rights-of-way shall require a separate submittal on behalf of the Applicant, its 
successors, assignees or grantees and approval by the City Council. 

3. The requirements, obligations and conditions contained within this Planned 
Development shall be binding upon the Applicant, its successors and assigns and, if 
different than the Applicant, the legal titleholders and any ground lessees and their 
respective successors and assigns. All rights hereunder to the Applicant shall inure to 
the benefit of its successors and assigns and, if different than the Applicant, the legal 
titleholder and any ground lessees and their respective successors and assigns. 
Furthermore, pursuant to the requirements of Section 17-8-0400 ofthe Chicago Zoning 
Ordinance, at the time applications for amendments or changes (administrative, 
legislative or otherwise) to this Planned Development are made, the Property shall be 
under single ownership or under single designated control. Single designated control 
for purposes of this statement shall mean any application to the City for any amendment 
to this Planned Development or any other modification or change thereto 
(administrative, legislative or otherwise),shall be made or authorized by all the Owners 
of the Property and any ground lessees of the Property, subject however to the 
following exceptions and conditions: (a) any changes or modifications to this Planned 
Development applicable to or in a given subarea need only be made or authorized by 
the owners and/or any ground lessees of such subarea provided there is no adverse 
effect on the other subarea; and (b) nothing herein shall prohibit or in any way restrict 
the alienation, sale or other transfer of all or any portion of the Property or any rights, 
interests or obligations therein. Upon any alienation, sale or any other transfer of all or 
any portion of the Property or the rights therein (other than an assignment or transfer 
of rights pursuant to a mortgage or othen/vise as collateral for any indebtedness) and 
solely with respect to the portion of the property so transferred, the term Applicant shall 
be deemed amended to apply to the transferee thereof (and its beneficiaries if such 
transferee is a land trust). 
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4. The following uses shall be permitted in the Planned Development as follows: 

Subarea A: Public safety services and educational uses including police station 
and temporary detention facilities, wireless communication facilities, 
antenna and monopole tower, accessory and nonaccessory parking, 
accessory loading and temporary buildings for construction purposes. 

Subarea B: Institutional, business, commercial, residential and related uses, public 
safety, medical services, retail uses, personal service, stores, offices, 
restaurants, dwelling units, efficiency, affordable and elderly units, 
accessory uses, loading, accessory and non-accessory parking. 

5. This plan of development consists of these seventeen (17) statements, a Bulk 
Regulations and Data Table and the following documents prepared by Wight & 
Company and Desman Associates dated September 18,2008 (collectively, the Plans): 
an Existing Zoning Map; an Existing Land-Use Map; a Planned Development Boundary 
and Property Line Map; Site Plans; Landscape Plans; Green Roof Plans; and Building 
Elevations for the new police station and garage for the property commonly known as 
808 and 850 West Addison Street. Full sized copies of the Site and Landscape Plans, 
Parking Structure and Building Elevations are on file with the Department of Planning 
and Development (the "Department"). These and no other zoning controls shall apply 
to the Property. This Planned Development conforms to the intent and purpose ofthe 
Chicago Zoning Ordinance, Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, and all 
requirements thereof, and satisfies the established criteria for approval as a planned 
development. 

6. On-premise business identification signs shall be permitted within the Institutional 
Planned Development" subject to the review and approval by the Department of 
Planning and Development. No off-premise signs shall be permitted in the Planned 
Development. 

7. On-premise business identification signs, may be permitted within the Institutional 
Planned Development, subject to the review and approval by the Department of. 
Planning and Development. No off-premise signs shall be permitted in the Planned 
Development. 

Review of the parking garage elevation will be conducted prior to the issuance of a 
Part II letter to allow the Department of Planning and Development to review the 
proposed screening for the parking structure to be constructed in Subarea A. 

Prior to the development or redevelopment of Subarea B, the Applicant must obtain Site 
Plan Approval of such development or redevelopment from the Department of Planning 
and Development. Site Plan Approval is intended to assure that specific development 
proposal conforms to this Planned Development. No Part II approval for development 
within Subarea B shall be granted until Site Plan Approval has been granted for 
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Subarea B. The approved Site Plan shall be kept on permanent file with the 
Department of Planning and Development and shall be deemed to be part of this 
Planned Development. The approved Site Plan may be changed or modified pursuant 
to the provisions of Statement Number 14 of this Planned Development. 

At a minimum, the Site Plans shall provide the following information with respect to the 
proposed improvements within the boundaries of Subarea B: 

A. building elevations; 

B. footprint of the improvements; 

C. preliminary landscape plan; 

D. preliminary floor plans; and 

E. statistical information applicable to Subarea B including floor area and floor area 
ratio ("F.A.R."), uses to the established, building heights and setbacks. 

The Site Plans for Subarea B shall include such information as may be necessary to 
illustrate conformance with the applicable provisions of the Planned Development. 

8. The Townhall Police Station in Subarea B, commonly known as 3600 North Halsted 
Street, is listed on the Chicago Historic Resource Survey (C.H.R.S.). Modifications to 
the exterior elevations of the Townhall Police Station shall be subject to review and 
approval by the Landmark's Division of the Department of Planning and Development 
as part of the Part II submittal process. 

9. Subject in all cases to the other statements, terms regulations and provisions of this 
Planned Development, the Applicant may allocate or re-assign the development rights 
under this Planned Development among the designated subareas, including, but not 
limited to F.A.R. and parking subject to the approval of the Department; provided, 
however, that building heights for the two subareas and the limitations set forth in the 
Bulk Regulations and Data Table applicable to the entirety of the Planned Development 
shall not be exceeded nor increased as a result of any such allocations or 
reassignments. 

10. Notwithstanding Section 17-3-0504-G of the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, one driveway 
servicing Subarea A and one driveway servicing Subarea B shall be permitted on 
Halsted. All service drives or any other means of ingress or egress shall be adequately 
designed and paved in accordance with the provisions of the Municipal Code and the 
regulations of the Chicago Department of Transportation ("C.D.O.T.") in effect at the 
time of review. There shall be no parking or storage of garbage receptacles within such 
service drives or within fire lanes. Any change to off-street parking ingress and egress 
as depicted in the plans shall be subject to the review and approval of C.D.O.T. and the 
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Department of Planning and Development. All work proposed in the public way must be 
designed and constructed in accordance with C.D.O.T.'s "Construction Standards for 
Work in the Public Way" and in compliance with the Municipal Code of the City of 
Chicago. Closure of all or any part of any public street or alley during construction or 
demolition shall be subject to C.D.O.T.'s review and approval. 

11. Height restrictions of any building or any appurtenance thereto, in addition to the Bulk 
Regulations and Data Table, shall be subject to height limitations as approved by the 
Federal Aviation Administration ("F.A.A."). 

12. For purposes of F.A.R. calculations, the definitions in the Chicago Zoning Ordinance 
in effect as of the date hereof shall apply. 

13. The City of Chicago established a Part II Review Fee in the amount of Zero and 25/100 
Dollars ($ 0.25) per square foot of building area. The Part II Review Fee is assessed 
by the Department of Planning and Development during the actual Part 11 Review. The 
fee as determined by the Department of Planning and Development staff at that time 
is final and binding on the "Owners" and must be paid to the Department of Planning 
and Development prior to the issuance of any Part II approval. 

14. The requirements of this Planned Development may be modified administratively by 
the Commissioner of the-. Department of Planning and Development (the 
"Commissioner") upon application and a determination by the Commissioner that such 
modification is minor, appropriate and consistent with the nature of the improvements 
contemplated by this Planned Development and the purposes underlying the provisions 
hereto. Any such modification of the requirements of the Planned Development by the 
Commissioner shall be deemed to be a minor change in the Planned Development as 
contemplated by Section 17-13-0611 ofthe Chicago Zoning Ordinance. 

15. The Applicant acknowledges that it is in the public interest to design, construct and 
maintain all buildings in a manner which promotes and maximizes the conservation of 
natural resources. The Applicant shall used commercially reasonable efforts to design, 
construct and maintain all buildings located within the Planned Development in a 
manner generally consistent with the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design 
("L.E.E.D.") Green Building Rating. Applicant shall use its best efforts to obtain Silver 
L.E.E.D Certification for the police station and garage in Subarea A. Applicants shall 
also provide a seventeen thousand (17,000) square foot green roof area equal to fifty 
percent (50%) of the net roof area of the new police station and ten percent (10%) of 
the fourth level of the new parking structure to be constructed in Subarea A. For 
existing buildings in Subarea B that are less than ten thousand (10,000) square feet, 
the Owner shall provide an Energy Star rated roof. For all new construction within 
Subarea B a minimum of fifty percent (50%) green roof must be provided. 

16. The Applicant acknowledges that it is in the public interest to design, construct and 
maintain the project in a manner which promotes, enables and maximizes universal 
access throughout the Property. Plans for all new buildings and improvements on the 
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Property shall be reviewed and approved by the Mayor's Office for People with 
Disabilities ("M.O.P.D.") to ensure compliance with all applicable laws and regulations 
related to access for persons with disabilities and to promote the highest standard of 
accessibility. No approvals shall be granted pursuant to Section 17-13-0610 of the 
Chicago Zoning Ordinance until the Director of M.O.P.D. has approved detailed 
construction drawings for each new building or improvement. 

17. Unless substantial construction of the improvements in Subarea A has commenced 
within six (6) years following adoption of this Planned Development, and unless 
completion of such improvements is pursued thereafter, then this Planned Development 
shall expire. If this Planned Development expires under the provisions of this section, 
then the zoning of the Property shall automatically revert to the pre-existing 
classification of a B2-3 Mixed-Use Neighborhood District. Said six (6) years may be 
extended for up to one (1) additional year if, before expiration, the Commissioner of the 
Department determines that a good cause for such an extension is shown. 

[Existing Zoning Map; Existing Land-Use Map; Planned Development Boundary 
and Property Line Map; Site Plan; Overall Landscape Plan; Police Station 

Landscape Plan; Parking Structure Landscape Plan; Green Roof Plan; 
and Building Elevations for New Police Station and Garage referred 

to in these Plan of Development Statements printed on 
pages 41058 through 41070 of this Journal.] 

Bulk Regulations and Data Table referred to in these Plan of Development Statements reads 
as follows: 

Institutional, Business And Residential Planned 
Development Number . 

Plan Of Development Bulk Regulations And Data Table. 

Gross Site Area: 

Subarea A: 120,156 square feet 

Subarea B: 46,237 square feet 

TOTAL: 166,393 square feet (3.82 acres) 
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Area of Public Right-of-Way: 

Net Site Area 

Subarea A: 

Subarea B: 

TOTAL: 

42,660 square feet (0.98 of an acre) 

97,043 square feet 

26.690 square feet 

123,733 square feet (2.84 acres) 

Maximum Floor Area Ratio (F.A.R.): 2.1 

Maximum F.A.R. 

Subarea A: 

Subarea B: 

1.3 

5.0 

Maximum Number of Dwelling 
Units: 90 units (permitted in Subarea B only) 

Permitted Uses 

Subarea A: 

Subarea B: 

Public safety services, police station and 
temporary detention facilities, wireless 
communication facilities, antenna and 
monopole tower, educational uses, accessory 
and non-accessory parking, loading and 
temporary buildings for construction 
purposes. 

Institutional, business, commercial, residential 
and related uses, public safety, medical, 
retail, personal service, stores, offices, 
restaurants, dwelling units, efficiency, 
affordable and elderly housing, accessory 
uses, loading, accessory and nonaccessory 
parking. 
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Minimum Number of Off-Street 
Parking Spaces to be provided: 

Subarea A: 

Subarea B: 

361 Spaces; 250 accessory parking and 111 
non-accessory parking spaces 

As required by Chapter 17-10-0200 ofthe 
Chicago Zoning Ordinance 

Minimum Number of Bicycle 
Spaces: 

Minimum Number of Off-Street 
Loading Berths: 

36 

2 Total 

Subarea A: 

Subarea B: 

Maximum Structure Heights as 
Measured by the Chicago Zoning 
Ordinance: 

Subarea A: 

Principal Building -

Garage Structure — 

Monopole Tower Structure -

Subarea B: 

1 berth £ 

1 berth £ 

40 feet 

60 feet 

160 feet 

79 feet 

Minimum Setback from Property 
Lines: 

Subarea A: In substantial conformance with 
attached Site Plans 

Subarea B: 0 foot front and side setbacks, 
14 foot rear setback for new 
construction 
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Existing Zoning Map. 
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Existing Land-Use Map. 
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Planned Development Building 
And Property Line. 
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Planned Development Site Plan. 
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Overall Landscape Plan. 
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Police Station Landscape Plan. 
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Parking Structure Landscape Plan. 
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Green Roof Plan. 
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Police Station Elevations. 
(Page 1 of 2) 
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Police Station Elevations. 
(Page 2 of 2) 
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Parking Structure Elevations. 
(Page 1 of 2) 
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Parking Structure Elevations. 
(Page 2 of 2) 
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Addison Street Looking North. 
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Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map Number 9-H. 
(Application Number A-7429). 

Se It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, 
is hereby amended by changing all of the B3-2 Community Shopping District symbols and 
indications as shown on Map Number 9-H in the area bounded by: 

West Melrose Street; North Ravenswood Avenue; a line 72 feet south of and parallel to 
West Melrose Street; the public alley next west of and parallel to North Ravenswood 
Avenue; 

to those of an RS3 Residential Single-Unit (Detached House) District. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance takes effect after its passage and approval. 

Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map Number 9-H. 
(Application Number A-7431) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, 
is hereby amended by changing all of the B3-2 Community Shopping District symbols and 
indications as shown on Map Number 9-H in the area bounded by: 

a line 120 feet south of and parallel to West Melrose Street; the west boundary line of 
North Ravenwood Avenue; the public alley next south of and parallel to West Melrose 
Street; and the public alley next west of and parallel to the west boundary line of North 
Ravenswood Avenue, 

to those of an RS3 Residential Single-Unit (Detached House) District. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance takes effect after its passage and approval. 
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Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map Number 9-H. 
(Application Number A-7432) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, 
is hereby amended by changing all of the RM5 Residential Multi-Unit District symbols and 
indications as shown on Map Number 9-H in the area bounded by: 

a line 72 feet south of and parallel to West Melrose Street; the west boundary line of 
North Ravenswood Avenue; a line 120 feet south of and parallel to West Melrose Street; 
and the public alley next west of and parallel to North Ravenswood Avenue, 

to those of an RS3 Residential Single-Unit (Detached House) District. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance takes effect after its passage and approval. 

Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map Number 9-J. 
(As Amended) 

(Application Number A-7405) 

Se It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. That the Chicago Zoning Ordinance be amended by changing all the CI-2 
Neighborhood Commercial District symbols and indications shown on Map Number 9-J in the 
area bounded by: 

beginning at the alley next south of and parallel to West School Street; North Avers 
Avenue; a line 219.81 feet northeast of and parallel to North Milwaukee Avenue; a line 
250 feet southeast of and parallel to North Springfield Avenue (as measured along the 
northeasterly right-of-way of North Milwaukee Avenue and perpendicular thereto); 
North Milwaukee Avenue; a line 100 feet northwest of and parallel to North Springfield 
Avenue; the alley next northeast of and parallel to North Milwaukee Avenue; and North 
Springfield Avenue to the point of beginning, 

to those of an RT4 Two-Flat, Townhouse and Multi-Unit District and a corresponding use 
district is hereby established in the area described above. 

SECTION 2. That the Chicago Zoning Ordinance be amended by changing all the 
RT4 Two-Flat, Townhouse and Multi-Unit District symbols and indications established in 
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Section 1 above to the designation of an Institutional Planned Development which is hereby 
established in the area above described, subject to such use and bulk regulations as are set 
forth in the Plan of Development herewith attached and made a part hereof and to no others. 

SECTION 3. This ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage and 
due publication. 

Plan of Development Statements referred to in this ordinance read as follows: 

Institutional Planned Development Number_ 

Plan Of Development Statements. 

1. The area delineated herein as an Institutional Planned Development consists of 
approximately two and thirty hundredths (2.30) acres or one hundred thousand ninety-
four (100,094) square feet net site area which is depicted on the attached Planned 
Development Boundary and Property Line (the "Property") and which is owned or 
controlled by the Board of Education of the City of Chicago. The Public Building 
Commission of Chicago ("Applicant") has been retained by the owner to construct a new 
Avondale/lrving Park Area Elementary School on the Property. 

2. The Applicant shall obtain all applicable official reviews, approvals or permits which are 
necessary to implement this planned development. Any dedication or vacation of streets 
or alleys, or easements, or adjustments of right-of-way, or consolidation or resubdivision 
of parcels, shall require a separate submittal on behalf of the Applicant or their 
successors, assignees, or grantees and approval by the City Council. 

3. The requirements, obligations and conditions contained within this planned development 
shall be binding upon the Applicant, its successors and assigns, grantees and Lessees, 
if different than the Applicant, the legal titleholders or any ground lessors. All rights 
granted hereunder to the Applicant shall inure to the benefit of the Applicant's 
successors and assigns and, if different than the Applicant, the legal titleholder or any 
ground lessors. Furthermore, pursuant to the requirements of Section 17-8-0400 ofthe 
Chicago Zoning Ordinance, the Property, at the time applications for amendments, 
modifications or changes (administrative, legislative or otherwise) to this planned 
development are made, shall be under single ownership or under single designated 
control. Single designated control for purposes of this paragraph shall mean the party 
who is authorized by the Applicant, its successors and assigns or any property owner 
association formed to succeed the Applicant for purposes of seeking approval of this 
planned development or any other amendment, modification or change thereto. 
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4. This planned development consists of seventeen (17) statements; a Bulk Regulations 
and Data Table; an Existing Zoning Map; an Existing Land-Use Map; a Planned 
Development Boundary, Property Line and Right-of-Way Adjustment Map; a 
Site/Landscape Plan; a Landscape Plan and Schedule; and Building Elevations and 
Perspective prepared by SMNGA Architects, dated September 18, 2008. Full size sets 
of the Site/Landscape Plan and Building Elevations are on file with the Department of 
planning and development. The Planned Development is applicable to the area 
delineated herein and these and no other zoning controls shall apply. 

5. The planned development conforms to the intent and purpose of the Chicago Zoning 
Ordinance, Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the requirements thereof, and 
satisfies the established criteria for approval as a planned development. 

6. The uses permitted within the area of delineation herein as "Institutional Planned 
Development" shall be educational and recreational facilities, offices, accessory and 
non-accessory parking and related uses incidental thereto. 

7. On-premise business identification signs, may be permitted within the Institutional 
Planned Development, subject to the review and approval by the Department of Planning 
and Development. No off-premise signs shall be permitted in the planned development, 

8. Off-street parking and off-street loading facilities shall be provided in compliance with 
this planned development, subject to review and approval of the Departments of 
Transportation and Planrijng and Development. A minimum of two percent (2%) of all 
parking spaces shall be designated for accessible parking. 

9. Service drives or other means of ingress or egress, including for emergency vehicles 
shall be adequately designed and paved in accordance with the Municipal Code and the 
regulations of the Department of Transportation in effect at the time of construction. 
There shall be no parking within such paved areas or fire lanes. Ingress and egress shall 
be subject to the review and approval ofthe Departments of Transportation and Planning 
and Development. 

10. In addition to the maximum height of any building or any appurtenance thereto, the 
height of any improvement shall also be subject to height limitations approved by the 
Federal Aviation Administration. 

11. The maximum permitted floor area ratio ("F.A.R.") shall be in accordance with the 
attached Bulk Regulations and Data Table. For purposes of F.A.R. calculations and 
floor area measurements the definitions in the Chicago Zoning Ordinance shall apply. 

12. The City of Chicago established a Part 11 Review Fee intheamount of Zero and 25/100 
Dollars ($0.25) per square feet for the total buildable square feet (floor area ratio). The 
Part II Fee will be assessed by D.P.D. during the actual Part II Review. The fee as 
determined by D.P.D. staff at that time is final and binding on the Applicant and must be 
paid to the Department of Planning and Development prior to the issuance of 
any Part 11 Approval. 

13. Improvements on the Property, including landscaping, all entrances and exits to the 
parking area, shall be designed and installed in substantial conformance with the 
Site/Landscape Plan, Building Elevations and the Bulk Regulations and Data Table 
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attached hereto and made a part hereof. In addition, parkway trees and other 
landscaping shall be installed and maintained at all times in accordance with the attached 
Site/Landscape Plan. 

14. The Applicant acknowledges that it is in the public interest to design, construct and 
maintain all buildings in a manner which promotes and maximizes the conservation of 
energy resources. The Applicant shall use best and reasonable efforts to design, 
construct and maintain all buildings located within this planned development consistent 
with the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design ("L.E.E.D.") Green Building 
Rating System. The Applicant will incorporate a partial green roof covering fifty 
percent (50%) of the net roof area (twenty thousand five hundred seventy-nine (20,579) 
square feet), use recycled materials with the goal of obtaining L.E.E.D. silver level 
certification. 

15. The Applicant acknowledges that it is in the public interest to design, construct and 
maintain the project in a manner which promotes, enables and maximizes universal 
access throughout the property. Plans for all buildings and improvements on the 
property shall be reviewed and approved by the Mayor's Office for People with 
Disabilities ("M.O.P.D.") to ensure compliance with all applicable laws and regulations 
related to access for persons with disabilities and to promote the highest standard of 
accessibility. 

16. The terms, conditions and exhibits of this planned development ordinance may be 
modified administratively by the Commissioner of the Department of Planning and 
Development, upon the application for such a modification by the Applicant and after a 
determination by the Commissioner ofthe Department of Planning and Development that 
such a modification is minor in nature, appropriate and consistent with the nature ofthe 
improvements contemplated in this planned development and the purposes underlying 
the provisions hereof. Any such modification of the requirements of this Statement by 
the Commissioner shall be deemed to be a minor change in the planned development 
as contemplated by Section 17-13-0611 ofthe Chicago Zoning Ordinance. 

17. Unless substantial new construction on the property has commenced within six (6) years 
following adoption of this planned development, and unless completion is thereafter 
diligently pursued, then this planned development shall expire and the zoning of the 
Property shall automatically revert back to RT4 Residential Two-Flat perspective 
Townhouse and Multi-Unit District. 

[Existing Zoning Map; Aerial View; Site Context Photographs; Property 
Line and Right-of-Way Adjustment Map; Site Plan; Landscape Plan 
and Schedule; Green Roof Plan; Building Elevations; Perspective; 

and Chicago Builds Green Form referred to in these Plan 
of Development Statements printed on pages 

41077 through 41090 of this Journal.] 
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Bulk Regulations and Data Table referred to in these Plan of Development Statements reads 
as follows: 

Institutional Planned Development Number 

Avondale/lrving Park Area Elementary School 

Bulk Regulations And Data Table. 

Gross Site Area: 

Net Site Area: 

Public Area Right-of-Way: 

Maximum Floor Area: 

Minimum Number of Off-Street 
Loading Spaces: 

Minimum Number of Accessory 
Off-Street Parking Spaces: 

Minimum Number of Bicycle 
Parking Spaces: 

Maximum Building Height: 

Minimum Required Setback: 

Maximum Percent of Site Coverage: 

135,930 square feet (3.12 acres) 

100,094 square feet (2.30 acres) after alley 
vacation completed 

35,836 square feet (0.82 acre) after alley 
vacation completed 

1.2 

25 (including 1 accessible space) 

20 

62 feet (as measured by the Chicago Zoning 
Ordinance) 

In accordance with the Site Plan 

In accordance with the Site Plan 
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Existing Zoning Map. 
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Aerial View! 
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Site Context Photographs. 
(Page 1 of 2) 
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Site Context Photographs. 
(Page 2 of 2) 
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Property Line And Right-of-Way Adjustment Map. 
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Site Plan. 
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Landscape Plan And Schedule. 
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Green Roof Plan. 
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Building Elevations. 
(Page 1 of 2) 
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Building Elevations. 
(Page 2 of 2) 
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Perspective. . 
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Chicago Builds Green. 

(Page 1 of 3) 

CHICAGO BUILDSGREEN 

Project Name: 

Project Loca t ion : 

Project Type: 

Ward No: Community Area No: 

30 

Avonciale / Irving Par1< Elementary School 

• street Number (if the address only includes one street number, please fill only the cell 'From'): 

F m m ' To' Directkm: Street Name: 

3231 N Springfield 

Select street Type: 

/\ve 

Ctieck applicable: 

^Planned Development •Redevelopment Agreement QZoning Change 

U P D N O : I I I* RDA No:I I UFrom:r lTo:[ 

Project Size: 

DPD Project IVIanager: 

BG/GR (Matrix: 

EJPublic project 

Total land area in sq.fl.: 

100,094 

•Landmark 

Total buikiingfs) loolprint in sq.fl.: 

36,007 

Total vehicular use area in sq.ft.: 

Enter First Name Last Name 

Select project category: 

Inst. School, Com. Center 

Check applicable: 

F inancial Incent ives : Î TIF 

• G R I F 

• S B I F 

• l a n d Sale Write Down 

•Empowerment Zone Grant • c i a s s L 

• i n d . Dev. Revenue Bonds • C l a s s 6b 

• B a n k Participation Loan • O O H 

Densi ty Bonus: 

Check applicable: 

• P u b l i c plaza & pocl<et park 

• C h i c a g o Riverwalk improvements 

• w i n t e r gardens 

• i n d o o r Ihrough-block connection 

• s i d e w a l k widening 

• A r c a d e s 

• w a t e r features in a plaza or pocket park 

• se tbacks above the ground floor 

• l o w e r level planting terrace 

^ G r e e n roof 

•underground parking and loading 

•Concealed above-ground parking 
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Chicago Builds Green. 
(Page 2 of 3) 

L a n d s c a p i n g : 
7' Landscape Setback 
Interior Landscape Area 
No. of Interior Trees 
No. of Parkvi/ay Trees 

Square footage: 

Square foolage; 

i^-lS^i^i^Mii^MM ^^^^^^^^^^ 

O p e n S p a c e : 

River Setback square footage: 

Private Open Space square footage 

Privately developed Public Open Space square tooiage: 

S t o r m w a t e r I V I a n a g e m e n t (At-grade volume con t ro l ) : 

Permeable paving 
Raingarden 
Filter strip 
Bioswale 
Detention pond 
Native landscaping 
Rain-water collection cistern/barrel 
Total impervious area reduction 

Square footage: 

Check applKable: 

Square foolage: 

Ga/tons; 

Square foofage; 

O t h e r s u s t a i n a b l e s u r f a c e t r e a t m e n t s : 
Green roof 
Energy Star roof 
High-albedo pavement 

T r a n s p o r t a t i o n : 

No. of accessory parking spaces 

Total no. of paridng spaces (Accessory + Non-Acc.) 
No. of paridng spaces dedicated to car sharing 
services (E.g.: I-Go, Zip-Car) 

No. of bicycle parking 
Within 600 ft of CTA or Metra station entrance Clieck if applicable: iii^ 
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Chicago Builds Green. 
(Page 3 of 3) 

B u i l d i n g C e r t i f i c a t i o n : 

Energy Slar building 

LEED certification 

LEED Certified 

LEED Silver 

LEED Gold 

LEED Platinum 

Chicago Green Homes 

Chicago Green Homes [one-star] 

Chicago Green Homes [two-star] 

Chicago Green Homes [three-star] 

'-,•-•:'•;••• ;f;2!kJ?^|^''iM;v3 

Energy e f f i c i ency s t ra teg ies 
not captureci above : 
-(£• Olher than Energy Slar Roof- or Energy Slar BuiUing 
Certmcatan-

Other sus ta inab le s t ra teg ies 
artdlor Pro jec t No tes : 
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Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map Number 9-K. 
(Application Number 16678) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, 
is hereby amended by changing all ofthe M1-1 Limited Manufacturing/Business Park District 
symbols as shown on Map Number 9-K in the area bounded by: 

North Milwaukee Avenue; a line 211.47 feet northwest of the north boundary line of West 
Addison Street (as measured along the southwest boundary line of North Milwaukee 
Avenue); the public alley next southwest of and parallel to North Milwaukee Avenue; and 
a line 236.47 feet northwest of the north boundary line of West Addison Street (as 
measured along the southwest boundary line of North Milwaukee Avenue), 

to those of a B3-2 Community Shopping District. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance takes effect after its passage and approval. 

Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map Number 9-L. 
(Application Number A-7401) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, 
is hereby amended by changing all of the C2-1 Motor Vehicle-Related Commercial District 
symbols and indications as shown on Map Number 9-L in the area bounded by: 

West Irving Park Road; North Linder Avenue; the public alley next south of and parallel to 
West Irving Park Road; and North Central Avenue, 

to those of an RT4 Residential Two-Flat, Townhouse and Multi-Unit District. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance takes effect after its passage and approval. 

Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map Number 10-E. 
(As Amended) 

(Application Number 16660) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. That the Chicago Zoning Ordinance be amended by changing all of the RT4 
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Residential Two-Flat, Townhouse and Multi-Unit District symbols and indications as shown on 
Map Number 10-E in the area bounded by: 

East 43''' Street; a line 342 feet west of and parallel to South St. Lawrence Avenue; the 
alley immediately north of and parallel to East 43''' Street; and a line 317 feet west of and 
parallel to South St. Lawrence Avenue, 

to those of a B2-1.5 Neighborhood Mixed-Use District and a corresponding use district is 
hereby established in the area above described. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage and 
due publication. 

Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map Number 10-1. 
(Application Number 16683) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Title 17 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, 
is hereby amended by changing all ofthe RS3 Single-Unit (Detached House) District symbols 
and indications as shown on Map Number 10-1 in the area bounded by: 

a line 41.47 feet north of and parallel to West 42"" Street; the public alley next east of and 
parallel to South California Avenue; West 42""̂  Street; and South California Avenue, 

to those of a B1-1 Neighborhood Shopping District. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance takes effect after its passage and approval. 

Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map Numbers 12-C, 14-C and 14-D. 
(As Amended) 

(Application Number A-7348) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Title 17 of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning 
Ordinance, is hereby amended by changing all ofthe RM5 and RM6 Residential Multi-Unit 
District symbols and indications on Map Numbers 12-C, 14-C and 14-D in the area bounded 
by: 

East 53'" Street; South Hyde Park Boulevard; a line 175.55 feet south of and parallel to 
East 53'" Street; the alley next east of and parallel to South Hyde Park Boulevard; East 
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54"̂  Street; South Hyde Park Boulevard; a line 80.7 feet south of and parallel to East 54"" 
Street; the alley next east of and parallel to South Hyde Park Boulevard; a line 511.74 feet 
south of and parallel to East 54'" Street; South Everett Avenue; a line 150 feet north of and 
parallel to East 56'" Street; a line 150 feet west of and parallel to South Everett Avenue; 
a line 202.5 feet north of and parallel to East 56'" Street; South Hyde Park Boulevard; the 
alley next north of and parallel to East 56'" Street; South Cornell Avenue; a line 264.06 feet 
south of and parallel to East 55'" Street; the alley next west of South Cornell Avenue; a line 
314.06 feet south of and parallel to East 55'" Street; a line 181.05 feet west of and parallel 
to South Cornell Avenue; the alley next north of and parallel to East 56'" Street; a line 
201.1 feet west of and parallel to South Cornell Avenue; East 56'" Street; South Lake Park 
Avenue; a line 64 feet south of and parallel to East 55*" Street; South Cornell Avenue; a 
line 57.07 feet south of and parallel to East 55'" Street; the alley next east of and parallel 
to South Cornell Avenue; East 55'" Street; South Hyde Park Boulevard; a line 70 feet north 
of and parallel to East 55'" Street; the alley next west of and parallel to South Hyde Park 
Boulevard; a line 95 feet north of and parallel to East 55'" Street; South Cornell Avenue; 
East 55'" Street; the east right-of-way line of the Illinois Central Rail Road; a line 50 feet 
south of and parallel to East 53'" Street; and South Cornell Avenue, 

excluding the RM6.5 and POS-2 District areas bounded by: 

East 54'" Street; the alley next west of and parallel to South Hyde Park Boulevard; a line 
100 feet south of and parallel to East 54'" Street; and South Cornell Avenue, 

and, 

a line 233.5 feet north of and parallel to East 55'" Street; the alley next east of and parallel 
to South Cornell Avenue; a line 170 feet north of and parallel to East 55'" Street; and South 
Cornell Avenue, 

to those of an RMS Residential Multi-Unit District. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be effective after its passage and publication. 

Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map Number 13-G. 
(Application Number 16686) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, 
is hereby amended by changing all of the B3-5 Community Shopping District symbols and 
indications as shown no Map Number 13-G in the area bounded by: 

a line 50 feet north of and parallel to West Lawrence Avenue; a line 100 feet east of and 
parallel to North Broadway; West Lawrence Avenue; and North Broadway, 

to. those of a CI-5 Neighborhood Commercial District. 
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SECTION 2. This ordinance takes effect after its passage and approval. 

Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map Number 13-G. 
(Application Number A-7433) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Title 17 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, 
is hereby amended by changing all of the C2-3 Motor Vehicle-Related Commercial District 
symbols and indications as shown on Map Number 13-G in the area bounded by: 

West Winona Street; the west boundary line of the Chicago Transit Authority right-of-way 
line; the south line of the public alley extended that is next north of and parallel to West 
Argyle Street; and North Broadway, 

to those of a B1-2 Neighborhood Shopping District. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance takes effect after its passage and approval. 

Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map Number 14-1. 
(Application Number 16682) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. That the Chicago Zoning Ordinance be amended by changing all the current 
B1-1 Neighborhood Shopping District symbols and indications as shown on Map 
Number 14-1 in the following area: 

the alley next north of West 63'" Street; a line 33.12 feet west of South Maplewood 
Avenue; West 63'" Street; and a line 133.12 feet west of South Maplewood Avenue, 

to those of a CI-3 Neighborhood Commercial District which is hereby established in the area 
described above. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall be in force and effect from and after its passage and due 
publication. 
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Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map Number 15-K. 
(As Amended) 

(Application Number A-7376) 

Se It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Title 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, 
is hereby amended by changing all ofthe M1-1 Limited Manufacturing/Business Park District 
symbols and indications as shown on Map Number 15-K in the area bounded by: 

West Granville Avenue; North Pulaski Road; West Glenlake Avenue; the public alley next 
west of and parallel to North Pulaski Road; and the northwest boundary line ofthe Chicago 
and Northwestern Railroad right-of-way line, 

to those of a B1-1 Neighborhood Shopping District. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance takes effect after its passage and approval. 

[Drawings attached to this ordinance printed on 
pages 41096 and 41097 of this Journal.] 

Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map Number 17-H. 
(Application Number 16679) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Title 17 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, 
is hereby amended by changing all of the RS3 Residential Single-Unit (Detached House) 
District symbols as shown on Map Number 17-H in the area bounded, by: 

a line 338.12 feet south of and parallel to West Albion Avenue; North Damen Avenue; a 
line 380.39 feet south of and parallel to West Albion Avenue; and a line 125.17 feet west 
of and parallel to North Damen Avenue, 

to those of a RT4 Residential Two-Flat, Townhouse and Multi-Unit District. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance takes effect after its passage and approval. 
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6100-6200 North Pulaski Road 
2006 Aerials. 
(Page 1 of 2) 

6100-6200 North Pulaski Road 
Applicant: Alderman Margaret Laurino 

September 18, 2008 
3 
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6100-6200 North Pulaski Road 
2006 Aerials. 
(Page 2 of 2) 

6100-6200 North Pulaski Road 
Applicant: Alderman Margaret Laurino 

September 18, 2008 
& 
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Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map Number 28-G. 
(Application Number A-7399) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Title 17 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, 
is hereby amended by changing all of the RS3 Residential Single-Unit (Detached House) 
District symbols and indications as shown on Map Number 28-G in the area bounded by: 

West 116'" Street; the public alley next east of and parallel to South Green Street; a line 
50 feet south of and parallel to West 116'" Street; and South Green Street, 

to those of a C1-1 Neighborhood Commercial District. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance takes effect after its passage and approval. 

Reclassification Of Area Shown On Map Number 28-G. 
(Application Number A-7400) 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Title 17 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago, the Chicago Zoning Ordinance, 
is hereby amended by changing all of the RS3 Residential Single-Unit (Detached House) 
District symbols and indications as shown on Map Number 28-G in the area bounded by: 

West 116'" Street; South Green Street; the southwest boundary line ofthe Penna Railroad 
right-of-way; and (or the southwest boundary line of the P.C.C. and St. L. Railroad 
right-of-way), 

to those of a C1-1 Neighborhood Commercial District. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance takes effect after its passage and approval. 
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JOINT COMMITTEE. 

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE 

AND 

COMMITTEE ON AVIATION. 

AUTHORIZATION FOR EXECUTION OF CONCESSION AND LEASE 
AGREEMENT AND ASSOCIATED AGREEMENTS WITH MIDWAY 

INVESTMENT AND DEVELOPMENT COMPANY, L.L.C. AND 
AMENDMENT OF TITLES 10 AND 13 OF MUNICIPAL 

CODE OF CHICAGO IN CONNECTION WITH LEASE 
OF CHICAGO MIDWAY INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT. 

A Joint Committee, comprised of the members of the Committee on Finance and the 
members of the Committee on Aviation, submitted the following report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Joint Committee on Finance and Committee on Aviation, having had under 
consideration an ordinance authorizing entering into and executing a concession and lease 
agreement and other associated agreements and authorizations, and to amend various 
sections of the Municipal Code of Chicago in connection with the lease of the Chicago 
Midway International Airport with the Midway Investment and Development Company, L.L.C., 
having had the same under advisement, begs leave to report and recommend that Your 
Honorable Body Pass the proposed substitute ordinance transmitted herewith. 

This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Committee on Finance 

Chairman. 

(Signed) PATRICK J. LEVAR, 
Committee on Aviation 

Chairman. 
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Alderman Burke presented a proposed substitute ordinance for the ordinance transmitted 
with the foregoing Committee report. The motion to substitute Prevailed by a viva voce vote. 

Thereupon, on motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed substitute ordinance transmitted 
with the foregoing committee report was Passed by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Soils, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said ordinance as passed: 

WHEREAS, The City of Chicago (the "City") is a body politic and corporate under the laws 
of the State of Illinois and a home rule unit of local government under Article VII of the 1970 
Constitution of the State of Illinois; and 

WHEREAS, The City owns and operates the airport known as Chicago Midway 
International Airport situated in the City of Chicago, County of Cook, State of Illinois ("Midway 
Airport"); and 

WHEREAS, The City requested qualifications from entities or groups of entities interested 
in making offers to enter into a concession and lease transaction (the "Lease Transaction") 
whereby the City will lease Midway Airport pursuant to a concession and lease agreement 
(the "Lease Agreement"); the City determined that certain of the respondents were qualified 
to enter into the Lease Transaction (the "Qualified Respondents"); and the City provided to 
the Qualified Respondents materials and information concerning Midway Airport and the 
Lease Transaction; and 

WHEREAS, The City issued a form (the "Bid Form") for submission by the Qualified 
Respondents of binding offers to enter into the Lease Transaction based upon the final form 
of the Lease Agreement and Midway Investment and Development Company L.L.C. (the 
"Lessee") is the Qualified Respondent whose offer provides the highest rent to the City in the 
amount of Two Billion Five Hundred Twenty-one Million Dollars ($2,521,000,000); and 

WHEREAS, The City heretofore entered into Amended and Restated Airport Use 
Agreements and Facility Leases (the "Existing Use Agreements") with certain airlines 
(the "Airlines"); and 

WHEREAS, In April 1995 the City and the City of Gary ("Gary") entered into an interstate 
airport compact (the "Compact") relating to the establishment of the Chicago-Gary Regional 
Airport Authority (the "Authority"); and 
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WHEREAS, The Compact provides that among its purposes is to assure the continued 
management and operation of the Chicago Airports (as defined in the Compact) by the City 
and of the Gary Regional Airport by Gary (through the Gary Regional Airport Authority); and 

WHEREAS, The Compact was entered into prior to the passage in 1996 of legislation, 
codified as 49 U.S.C. 47134, establishing the F.A.A. Airport Pilot Privatization Program (the 
"Pilot Program"), which authorizes the Federal Aviation Administration ("F.A.A.") to approve 
the privatization of up to five (5) airports and in connection therewith grant exemptions from 
certain federal statutory and regulatory requirements; and 

WHEREAS, When it was approved and enacted, the Compact did not contemplate the 
possibility that the management and operations of Midway Airport would be privatized under 
the Pilot Program or othenwise; and 

WHEREAS, It is necessary to amend the Compact to set forth the powers and 
responsibilities of the Authority with respect to Midway Airport during the time that Midway 
Airport is subject to the Lease Transaction, while at the same time insuring that the purposes 
of the Compact continue to be fulfilled and that the intended benefits of the Compact continue 
to accrue to the City and to Gary; and 

WHEREAS, Section 45-1 of the Compact provides that it may be amended by written 
consent of the City Council and the Mayor of Chicago and of the Common Council and Mayor 
of Gary; and 

WHEREAS, The City has heretofore approved an ordinance authorizing the imposition and 
collection of a consumer facility charge ("C.F.C.") placed upon customers of rental car 
companies at Midway Airport for the purposes of financing the costs of designing, 
constructing, operating and maintaining consolidated car rental facilities and common use 
transportation equipment and facilities at Midway Airport, which was approved by the City on 
July 27, 2005 (the "C.F.C. Authorizing Ordinance"); and 

WHEREASi, The City has heretofore entered into a certain lease with respect to hangar 
facilities at the Airport with Southwest Airlines Co. ("Southwest"); and 

WHEREAS, The City has heretofore issued those bonds, commercial paper notes and 
other debt obligations listed in Exhibit A hereto in connection with the Midway Airport 
(collectively, the "Outstanding Midway Airport Bonds"); and 

WHEREAS, In September, 2006, the City filed with the F.A.A. a Preliminary Application 
under the Pilot Program for the privatization of Midway Airport, which was accepted for review 
by the F.A.A.; and 

WHEREAS, The City is now required to file with the F.A.A. a Final Application under the 
Pilot Program for the privatization of Midway Airport; and 

WHEREAS, It is in the best interests of the residents of the City and desirable for the 
welfare of its government and affairs to authorize the Lease Transaction with the Lessee; and 

WHEREAS, It is advisable and necessary/to authorize the amendment, execution and 
delivery of such documents and agreements, and the performance of such acts, as shall be 
necessary in connection with the Lease Transaction; now, therefore. 
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Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. Incorporation Of Recitals. The above recitals are expressly incorporated 
in and made a part of this ordinance as though fully set forth herein. 

SECTION 2. Authorization Of The Lease Transaction. The Mayor is authorized to 
enter into the Lease Agreement with the Lessee, providing for rent in the amount of Two 
Billion Five Hundred Twenty-one Million Dollars ($2,521,000,000). The Lease Agreement 
shall be in substantially the same form of agreement attached as Exhibit B to this ordinance, 
with such changes as are not inconsistent with this ordinance and are approved by the Mayor, 
the Mayor's execution of the Lease Agreement to constitute conclusive evidence of the City 
Council of the City of Chicago's approval of any and all such changes. 

SECTION 3. Authorization Of Use Agreements. The Mayor is authorized to enter into 
new use agreements with the Lessee and each of the Airlines for the lease of terminal space 
at Midway Airport (the "Use Agreements"), which agreements shall supersede and terminate 
the Existing Use Agreements with such Airlines upon their effectiveness. The Use 
Agreements shall be in substantially the same form as the agreements attached as 
Exhibit C to this ordinance, with such changes as are not inconsistent with this ordinance and 
are approved by the Mayor, the Mayor's execution of the Use Agreements to constitute 
conclusive evidence of the City Council of the City of Chicago's approval of any and all such 
changes. 

SECTION 4. Execution Of Documentation; Additional Authorizations. 

(a) The Mayor, the Chief Financial Officer, the City Comptroller, the Director of the Office 
of Budget and Management, the Commissioner of the Department of Aviation and the 
Corporation Counsel (the "Authorized Officers"), and any other City officer as shall be 
designated by the Authorized Officers are each authorized, individually or jointly, to execute 
and deliver any and all agreements, documents, instruments or certificates as the executing 
officer shall deem necessary, advisable or appropriate in connection with the Lease 
Agreement and Use Agreements (collectively, the "Midway Airport Transaction Documents"). 
To the extent this ordinance specifically provides for the Mayor's execution of a document 
referred to herein, the document may be executed by an Authorized Officer designated by 
the Mayor, such execution to constitute conclusive evidence of the City Council of the City 
of Chicago's approval of any and all changes to such document. 

(b) In addition to the authorizations and approvals set forth in the preceding paragraphs 
of this ordinance, any of the Authorized Officers and any other City officer as shall be 
designated by any of the Authorized Officers are each hereby authorized and directed to do 
all such other acts and things (including effecting an amendment, modification or supplement 
to the Midway Airport Transaction Documents consistent with the terms of this ordinance, 
obtaining all permits, authorizations, orders, consents and approvals required to effect the 
transactions contemplated by the Midway Airport Transaction Documents (including the Final 
Application required to be filed under the Pilot Program and any other authorizations required 
by the F.A.A. or the United States Transportation Security Administration), making all 
necessary filings and paying all proper fees and expenses, entering into such 
intergovernmental agreements with other governmental units and agencies, and taking 
necessary actions to permit the mortgage of the Lessee's interest in Midway Airport) as may 
be necessary, advisable or appropriate to carry out the purposes of the Midway Airport 
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Transaction Documents over the term of the Use Agreements and Lease Agreement or 
otherwise to carry out the intent and purposes of this ordinance. All of the acts of each officer 
which are in conformity with the intent and purposes of this ordinance, whether heretofore or 
hereafter taken or done (including, without limitation, the retention of, and entering into 
agreements with, financial advisors, including provisions therein concerning contribution by 
the City in certain circumstances) shall be and the same are in all respects ratified, confirmed, 
authorized, and approved hereby in all respects. 

SECTION 5; Authorization Of Hangar Facility Lease Agreements. The Mayor is 
authorized to enter into three Hangar Facility Lease Agreements with Southwest, which 
agreements shall supersede and terminate the existing hanger lease upon their 
effectiveness. The Hangar Facility Lease Agreements shall be in substantially the same form 
as the agreements attached as Exhibit D to this ordinance, with such changes as are not 
inconsistent with this ordinance and are approved by the Mayor, the Mayor's execution of the 
Hangar Facility Lease Agreements to constitute conclusive evidence of the City Council of 
the City of Chicago's approval of any and all such changes. 

SECTION 6. Authorization Of Amendments To Compact. The Mayor is authorized to 
enter into the First Amendment to the Compact (the "First Amendment") in substantially the 
same form as the amendment attached as Exhibit E to this ordinance, with such changes as 
are not inconsistent with this ordinance and are approved by the Mayor, the Mayor's 
execution of such amendment to constitute conclusive evidence of the City Council of the City 
of Chicago's approval of any and all such changes. 

SECTION 7. Authorization Of Airport Security Training Program. The Superintendent 
of the Chicago Police Department is hereby authorized to establish, during the term of the 
Lease Transaction, an airport security training program to provide a course of study and 
training for those persons providing private security at Midway Airport in accordance with a 
federally approved airport security plan in place at Midway Airport. 

SECTION 8. Redemption, Defeasance And Repurchase Of Outstanding Midway 
Airport Bonds; Completion Of Capital Improvement Projects. 

(a) In connection with the Lease Transaction, the Authorized Officers are authorized to 
redeem, defease or repurchase (by tender, including mandatory tender upon a change in the 
method of determining the interest rate born by Outstanding Midway Airport Bonds, or 
otherwise) all or such portion of the Outstanding Midway Airport Bonds as determined by an 
Authorized Officer and the funds necessary for such redemption, defeasance or repurchase 
are hereby appropriated from the gross proceeds received under the Lease Transaction or 
from other lawfully available funds (which other lawfully available funds shall be hereinafter 
referred to as the "Other Funds"), all in such amounts as shall be determined by an 
Authorized Officer (the amount of such gross proceeds received under the Lease Transaction 
as so determined by an Authorized Officer to be used for the purposes described in this 
Section 8 shall be hereinafter referred to as the "Bond Amounts"). In connection therewith, 
the Authorized Officers may establish one or more escrow accounts (collectively, the "Escrow 
Account") with one or more escrow agents selected by the Authorized Officers (collectively, 
the "Escrow Agent"), and may enter into one or more escrow agreements with the Escrow 
Agent in substantially the form customarily used by the City and such additional agreements 
as shall be determined by the Authorized officers to be appropriate. Such additional 
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agreements may include amendments to existing trust indentures and related agreements 
securing Outstanding Midway. Airport Bonds, agreements with banks or other financial 
institutions as may be necessary in order to assure the availability of "preference proofed" 
funds to redeem, defease or repurchase Outstanding Midway Airport Bonds if such funds are 
required by the related bond documents, agreements with the providers of credit and/or 
liquidity support or interest rate hedging agreements for Outstanding Midway Airport Bonds, 
and agreements with the borrowers related to Outstanding Midway Airport Revenue Bonds 
constituting "special facility revenue bonds". From the Bond Amounts and the Other Funds, 
the Authorized Officers are authorized to: purchase the "defeasance obligations" (as 
described in each of the ordinances authorizing the issuance of the Outstanding Midway 
Airport Bonds); make deposits into the Escrow Account; make payments to the Escrow Agent 
or to other parties of amounts sufficient to accomplish such redemption, defeasance or 
repurchase of Outstanding Midway Airport Bonds; and make any payments required to 
comply with applicable regulations of the Internal Revenue Service. 

(b) In connection with the Lease Transaction, the Authorized Officers are authorized to 
satisfy the City's obligations to undertake and complete the capital improvement projects 
specified in the Lease, including the acquisition of real property parcels 133,134, 142, 149, 
150, 151 and 152 as described on the acquisition map set forth on Schedule 8 of the Lease 
Agreement, and the funds for such purpose are hereby appropriated from the gross proceeds 
received under the Lease Transaction or from other lawfully available funds, all in such 
amounts as shall be determined by an Authorized Officer. 

SECTION 9. Use Of Lease Transaction Proceeds. 

(a) The Authorized Officers and the City Treasurer are hereby authorized to use a portion 
of the gross proceeds from the Lease Transaction, and such funds are hereby appropriated, 
to pay any and all fees and expenses related to the Lease Transaction (including, without 
limitation, legal and financial advisory fees and expenses). The Authorized Officers and the 
City Treasurer are also authorized to apply a portion of the gross proceeds from the Lease 
Transaction equal to $225 Million, together with investment income and other earnings 
thereon, to pay for the costs of police, security, firefighting and emergency medical/rescue 
services provided by the City at Midway Airport as required in accordance with the provisions 
of the Lease. Pending further action by the City Council of the City of Chicago, the amount 
of gross proceeds authorized in the preceding sentence shall be deposited in a newly 
established and separate fund of the City. 

(b) The use of all net proceeds from the Lease Transaction, after payment of the amounts 
authorized in subsection (a) and in Section 8 of this Ordinance, shall be subject to further 
action by the City Council of the City of Chicago and pending such action shall be deposited 
as follows: (i) ten percent (10%) of such net proceeds shall be deposited in a newly 
established and separate fund of the City and used for lawful purposes of the City; and (ii) 
ninety percent (90%) of such net proceeds shall be deposited in a newly established and 
separate fund of the City and used solely for: (x) construction and maintenance of 
infrastructure within the City or (y) contributions to pension funds created for municipal 
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employees; or for a combination of (x) and (y), all in accordance with the requirements of 
Section 20 of the Local Government Facility Lease Act. 

(c) Notwithstanding any of the foregoing, no use shall be made of any proceeds of the 
Lease Transaction for any purpose which would adversely affect the tax-exempt status of the 
Outstanding Midway Airport Bonds. 

SECTION 10. C.F.C. Authorizing Ordinance. The City hereby delegates to the Lessee 
the authority to act as the City's agent with respect to collection of C.F.C.s under the C.F.C. 
Authorizing Ordinance. In addition. Section 4 of the C.F.C. Authorizing Ordinance is hereby 
amended as follows: 

Section 4. The City hereby imposes a C.F.C. on each customer who rents a Motor 
Vehicle at the Airport from an On-Airport Rental Car Company, its collection to commence 
on a date to be established by the Commissioner with thirty (30) days prior written notice 
to the On-Airport Rental Car Companies. The amount of the C.F.C. will be established by 
the Commissioner on a per Contract Day basis so that collections will be sufficient to cover 
the sum of: (a) Debt Service on S.R.B.s and the reasonable and customary costs of 
issuance of the S.R.B.s; (b) an amount equal to the Infrastructure Improvement costs 
allocated to the Consolidated Facility in proportion to the use of the Infrastructure 
Improvements by the Common Use Transportation System and/or the Debt Service on the 
M.A.R.B.s used to fund the portion of Infrastructure Improvement costs allocated to the 
Consolidated Facility in proportion to the use of the Infrastructure Improvements by the 
Common Use Transportation System: (c) the City's other costs relating to financing, 
designing, constructing, operating and maintaining the Consolidated Facility and 
Infrastructure Improvements; (d) the On-Airport Rental Car Companies' reasonable costs 
relating to designing and financing the Consolidated Facility in an amount not to exceed 
Four Hundred Twenty-five Thousand Dollars ($425,000) in the aggregate; and (e) such 
other permitted costs as may be identified in the ordinance authorizing the issuance of the 
S.R.B.s (subsections (a) through (e) collectively known as"Eligible Costs"). During the term 
of any concession and lease agreement between the City and a private operator ("Private 
Operator") with respect to the Airport ("Midway Lease Agreement"), Eligible Costs also shall 
include the Private Operator's costs of financing, designing and constructing any common 
use transportation equipment and facilities at the Airport, which are used to transport the 
customer, connecting consolidated car rental facilities with other Airport facilities, in 
accordance with Illinois Vehicle Code, 625 ILCS 5/6-305(1) and the costs of operating and 
maintaining any consolidated car rental facilities at the Airport. The C.F.C.s collected may 
be used to pay Eligible Costs. The amount of the C.F.C. may be adjusted by the 
Commissioner from time to time with thirty (30) days prior written notice to the On-Airport 
Rental Car Companies. 

SECTION 11. Amendments To Municipal Code. 

(a) Section 10-36-060 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by inserting 
the underlined text as follows: 
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10-36-060 Bill Posting. 

No person shall post or otherwise affix any bills, notice or other paper upon any structure 
or thing within any park, public playground, bathing beach, public bath or airport belonging 
to the city, nor upon any of the gates or inclosures thereof. During the term of any 
concession and lease agreement between the City of Chicago and a private operator with 
respect to Chicago Midway Airport, the matters set forth in this section, as they apply to 
Chicago Midway Airport, shall be governed by the concession and lease agreement in 
effect with respect to Chicago Midway Airport and this section shall not be applicable with 
respect to Chicago Midway Airport during that time. 

(b) Chapter 10-36 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by adding the 
following Section 10-36-200 as follows in underlined text: 

10-36-200 Concession And Lease Agreement And Security Plan. 

(a) With regard to Sections 10-36-190: 10-36-220: 10-36-230; 10-36-260: 10-36-270: 
10-36-280: 10-36-290: 10-36-300: 10-36-330: 10-36-340 and the second paragraph of 
Section 10-36-250 of the Code (for purposes of this section, collectively, the "Provisions"), 
during the term of any concession and lease agreement between the City of Chicago and 
a private operator with respect to Chicago Midway Airport, the matters set forth in the 
Provisions, as they apply to Chicago Midway Airport, shall be governed by the concession 
and lease agreement in effect with respect to Chicago Midway Airport and the Provisions 
shall not be applicable with respect to Chicago Midway Airport during that time. 

(b) With regard to Sections 10-36-351. 10-36-352. 10-36-353 and 10-36-355 of the 
Code, during the term of any concession and lease agreement between the City of Chicago 
and a private operator with respect to Chicago Midway Airport, the matters set forth in these 
sections, as they apply to Chicago Midway Airport, shall be governed by the federally 
approved airport security plan in place at Chicago Midway Airport and these sections shall 
not be applicable with respect to Chicago Midway Airport during that time. 

(c) Section 10-36-354 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by inserting 
the underlined text as follows: 

10-36-354 Loss Of Security Badge — Reporting Requirements. 

A person to whom a security badge has been issued shall report to the commissioner of 
aviation the loss, theft, mutilation of or damage to the badge within 24 hours after such 
occurrence. The report shall be in writing. If the person has received the badge as a result 
of his employment, the person's employer shall also be responsible for filing the report. 
The commissioner shall collect a charge for the replacement of a security badge of $50.00 
or, in the case of a second or subsequent occurrence with respect to an individual's badge 
within a 24-month period, $100.00. During the term of any concession and lease 
agreement between the City of Chicago and a private operator with respect to Chicago 
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Midway Airport, all references in this section to the "commissioner of aviation" or 
"commissioner" shall, with respect to Chicago Midway Airport, be replaced with references 
to the "private operator" and the private operator shall be authorized to collect a charge for 
the replacement of a security badge in accordance with a fee schedule established by the 
private operator. 

(d) Section 10-36-358 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by inserting 
the underlined text as follows: 

10-36-358 Police Powers For Designated Employees; Duties Of Scavengers. 

(a) The commissioner of aviation may designate employees of the department of aviation 
to have the powers of members of the police force to serve process or notice for violations 
occurring at any airport of Sections 4-4-310, 4-260-040,4-260-060,4-260-080,4-260-090, 
7-12-420, 7-28-060, 7-28-070, 7-28-080, 7-28-120, 7-28-150, 7-28-210, 7-28-220, 
7-28-225, 7-28-227, 7-28-230, 7-28-240, 7-28-260, 7-28-261, 7-28-270, 7-28-280, 
7-28-300, 7-28-301, 7-28-302, 7-28-303, 7-28-305, 7-28-310, 7-28-315, 7-28-331, 
7-28-360, 7-28-380, 7-28-390, 7-28-395, 7-28-400, 7-28-410, 7-28-440, 7-28-450, 
7-28-460, 7-28-510, 728-660, 7-28-680, 7-28-690, 7-28-710, 7-28-720, 7-28-735, 8-4-135, 
10-8-220, 10-28-340, 10-8-460 and 10-8-480 of the Municipal Code of Chicago as those 
sections are now or hereafter amended. A copy of the designation, and any amendments 
thereto, shall be kept by the commissioner of aviation and shall be available to the public 
upon request. The powers granted by this section are expressly limited to the service of 
such process or notice for violations of the specified Code sections, and this section shall 
not be construed as granting additional law enforcement powers. During the term of any 
concession and lease agreement between the City of Chicago and a private operator with 
respect to Chicago Midway Airport, the commissioner of aviation may delegate the powers 
set forth in this paragraph to the Chicago Police Department, another department of the 
City of Chicago with jurisdiction over such matters or the private operator. 

(b) All licensed scavengers operating at Chicago O'Hare International Airport and 
Chicago Midway Airport must comply with orders of employees of the Department of 
Aviation and must perform the work required of the scavengers in such a way that no 
nuisance is created. 

(c) In addition to the requirements of Section 4-260-020, it shall be the duty of every 
licensed scavenger to register with the commissioner of aviation, on a form supplied by the 
commissioner, each and every scavenger vehicle operated at Chicago O'Hare International 
Airport or Chicago Midway Airport by such licensee. 

(d) In addition to the requirements of Section 4-260-060, every licensed scavenger that 
provides service at a site located at Chicago O'Hare International Airport or Chicago 
Midway Airport shall inform the commissioner of aviation of the suspension of service at 
such site within three days after the suspension of service. The notice shall be in a form 
specified by the commissioner of aviation and shall identify the licensed scavenger, the 
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location at which the service has been suspended and the name and nature of business 
conducted at the site. 

(e) During the term of any concession and lease agreement between the City of Chicago 
and a private operator with respect to Chicago Midway Airport, all references in paragraphs 
(b) through (d) to the "Department of Aviation", the "commissioner of aviation" or the 
"commissioner" shall, with respect to Chicago Midway Airport, be replaced with references 
to the "private operator". 

(e) Section 13-32-125 of the Municipal Code of Chicago is hereby amended by inserting 
the underlined text as follows: 

13-32-125 Construction site cleanliness. 

(1) As used in this section: 

(b) "Construction site" means any or all portion of the real property that is identified as 
the location of any excavation or of the erection, enlargement, alteration, repair, removal 
or demolition of any building, structure or structural part thereof within the city and that 
requires a permit under Chapter 13-32 of this Code. However, for purposes of this 
section, "construction site" does not include a project location where all construction 
and/or demolition activity, including the staging of construction materials and storing of 
debris, is conducted within a completely enclosed structure; nor does it include any 
project location on any property that is, or hereafter becomes, part of Chicago-O'Hare 
International Airport or Chicago Midway Airport. During the term of any concession and 
lease agreement between the City of Chicago and a private operator with respect to 
Chicago Midway Airport, the words "or Chicago Midway Airport" shall be deleted from this 
paragraph (l)(b). 

SECTION 12. Use Of The Leased Property. 

(a) If any property included in the "Midway Airport Facility", as defined in the Lease 
Agreement, is or becomes part of the Midway Airport Planned Development Number 610, any 
use of that property that is beyond the scope of the permitted uses in the Midway Airport 
Planned Development Number 610 shall be considered a non-minor change or amendment 
to the planned development and is prohibited unless such use is approved by the City Council 
of the City of Chicago pursuant to the review and approval procedures for planned 
developments and changes and amendments thereto, contained in the Municipal Code of 
Chicago, including, but not limited to. Sections 17-13-600 through 17-13-613 thereof. 

(b) If any property included in the Midway Airport Facility, as defined in the Lease 
Agreement, is not part of the Midway Airport Planned Development Number 610, any use of 
that property other than for airport and related uses (including public vehicle fueling), public 
transit facilities, parking, ancillary transportation and public transportation uses and public 
safety facilities, is prohibited unless such use is approved by the City Council of the City of 
Chicago. 
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SECTION 13. Conflict. To the extent that any ordinance, resolution, rule, order, or 
provision of the Municipal Code, or part thereof, is in conflict with the provisions of this 
ordinance, the provisions of this ordinance shall be controlling. 

SECTION 14. Severability; Exercise Of Home Rule Power. If any section, paragraph, 
clause or provision of this ordinance shall be held invalid, the invalidity of such section, 
paragraph, clause or provision shall not affect any of the other provisions of this ordinance. 
No provision of the Municipal Code or violation of any provision of the Municipal Code shall 
be deemed to impair the validity of this ordinance or the documents or instruments authorized 
by this ordinance or render any such documents or instruments voidable at the option of the 
City; provided further that the foregoing shall not be deemed to affect the availability of any 
other remedy or penalty for any violation of any provision of the Municipal Code. This 
ordinance is an exercise of the City's power as a home rule unit of local government under 
Article VII of the 1970 Constitution of the State of Illinois and is intended to override any 
conflicting provision of any Illinois statute that does not specifically preempt the exercise of 
home rule power by the City. 

SECTION 15. Approval Of Transfer And Change Of Control. Notwithstanding any 
other provision of the Lease Agreement, any Transfer or Change of Control, as defined in the 
Lease Agreement, that is subject to approval by the City must be approved by the City 
Council. 

SECTION 16. Reporting Requirements. Following the closing of the Lease Transaction, 
the Lessee and the City's Deputy Aviation Commissioner with responsibility for Midway 
Airport shall report quarterly to the City Council Committee on Finance and Committee on 
Aviation concerning the operations of Midway Airport, including the performance of the 
Lessee underthe Operating Standards and such other matters as the Committee on Finance 
and the Committee on Aviation request, until such time following the initial period of 
operations as the Committees advise that such reports on a quarterly basis are no longer 
required. Thereafter, the Lessee and the City's Deputy Aviation Commissioner shall report 
to the Committee on Finance and the Committee on Aviation at least annually on such 
matters. 

SECTION 17. Publication Of Ordinance. This ordinance shall be published by the City 
Clerk, by causing to be printed in special pamphlet form at least twenty-five (25) copies 
hereof, which copies are to be made available in his office for public inspection and 
distribution to members of the public who may wish to avail themselves of a copy of this 
ordinance. 

SECTION 18. Effectiveness. This ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and 
after the date of its passage and approval. 

Exhibits "A", "B", "C", "D" and "E" referred to in this ordinance read as follows: 
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Exhibit "A". 
(To Ordinance) 

Outstanding Midway Airport Bonds. 

1. Midway Airport Revenue Bonds, Series 1996A, currently outstanding in the aggregate 
principal amount of Sixty-one Million Seven Hundred Thirty Thousand Dollars 
($61,730,000); 

2. Midway Airport Revenue Bonds, Series 1996B, currently outstanding in the aggregate 
principal amount of Eighty-nine Million Four Hundred Thirty Thousand Dollars 
($89,430,000); 

3. Midway Airport Revenue Bonds, Series 1998A, currently outstanding in the aggregate 
principal amount of Two Hundred Twenty-seven Million Two Hundred Sixty Thousand 
Dollars ($227,260,000); 

4. Midway Airport Revenue Bonds, Series 1998B, currently outstanding in the aggregate 
principal amount of One Hundred Eleven Million Seven Hundred Fifty-five Thousand 
Dollars ($111,755,000); 

5. Midway Airport Revenue Bonds, Series 1998C, currently outstanding in the aggregate 
principal amount of Forty-seven Million Four Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars 
($47,450,000); 

6. Midway Airport Second Lien Revenue Bonds, Series 1998A, currently outstanding in the 
aggregate principal amount of Eighty-five Million Five Hundred Thousand Dollars 
($85,500,000); 

7. Midway Airport Second Lien Revenue Bonds, Series 1998B, currently outstanding in the 
aggregate principal amount of Eighty-five Million Five Hundred Thousand Dollars 
($85,500,000); 

8. Midway Airport Revenue Bonds, Series 2001 A, currently outstanding in the aggregate 
principal amount of Two Hundred Thirteen Million Three Hundred Forty-five Thousand 
Dollars ($213,345,000); 
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9. Midway Airport Revenue Bonds, Series 2001B, currently outstanding in the aggregate 
principal amount of Seventy Million Three Hundred Five Thousand Dollars 
($70,305,000); 

10. Midway Airport Second Lien Revenue Bonds, Taxable Series 2002A, currently 
outstanding in the aggregate principal amount of Twenty-two Million Dollars 
($22,000,000); 

11. Midway Airport Second Lien Revenue Refunding Bonds, Series 2004A, currently 
outstanding in the aggregate principal amount of Sixteen Million Two Hundred Forty-
five Thousand Dollars ($16,245,000); 

12. Midway Airport Second Lien Revenue Refunding Bonds, Series 2004B, currently 
outstanding in the aggregate principal amount of Sixty-one Million Three Hundred 
Twenty Thousand Dollars ($61,320,000); 

13. Midway Airport Second Lien Revenue Bonds, Series 2004C, currently outstanding in the 
aggregate principal jimount of One Hundred Thirty-seven Million One Hundred Twenty-
five Thousand Dollars ($137,125,000); 

14. Midway Airport Second Lien Revenue Bonds, Series 2004D, currently outstanding in the 
aggregate principal amount of Fifteen Million Twenty-five Thousand Dollars 
($15,025,000); 

15. Floating Rate Monthly Demand Airport Special Facility Revenue Bonds (CSX Beckett 
Aviation, Inc. Project), Series 1984, initially issued in the aggregate principal amount of 
approximately Three Million Five Hundred Thousand Dollars ($3,500,000); 

16. Chicago Midway Airport Special Facility Revenue Bonds (Signature Flight Support 
Corporation Project), Adjustable Rate Series 1998, initially issued in the aggregate 
principal amount of approximately Ten Million Five Hundred Thousand Dollars 
($10,500,000); and 

17. Chicago Midway International Airport Commercial Paper Notes Series A (AMT), 
currently outstanding in the aggregate principal amount of Ten Million Six Hundred 
Seventy-four Thousand Dollars ($10,674,000). 
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Exhibit "B". 
(To Ordinance) 

Chicago Midway International Airport 

Concession And Lease Agreement 

Dated As Of 

2008. 

THIS CHICAGO MIDWAY INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT CONCESSION AND 
LEASE AGREEMENT (this "Agreement") is made and entered into as of this day of , 
2008 by and among the City of Chicago, a municipal corporation and home rule unit of local 
goverrmient organized and existing under Article VII, Sections 1 and 6(a), respectively, of the 
1970 Constitution of the State of Illinois (the "City"), the Airlines (as defined herein) named on 
the signature page hereof and the [Coacessionaire], a (the "Concessionaire"). 

R E C I T A L S 

WHEREAS, the City owns and operates the airport known as Chicago Midway 
International Airport (a legal description of the airport is attached hereto as Schedule I and by 
this reference made a part hereof) situated in the City of Chicago, County of Cooic, State of 
Illinois (together with any additions to it or improvements or enlargements of it, whether or not 
made with corporate funds of the City, federal grants or any other funds of any nature 
whatsoever, referred to as the "Midway Airport Facility"), with the power to lease premises and 
facilities and to grant rights and privileges with respect thereto, all as provided below; 

WHEREAS, the City, the Airlines and the Concessionaire are parties to the Use 
Agreement (as defmed herein) with respect to the Midway Airport Facility, which agreement is 
effective upon the Closing Date (as defined herein); 

WHEREAS, the City desires to lease the Midway Airport Facility to the Concessionaire 
for the purpose of maintaining the safety and security of the Midway Airport Facility at the 
highest possible levels and providing various other benefits to the Airlines, the traveling public 
and the City, and the City and the Airlines have agreed upon the terms and conditions of this 
Agreement and the attached Operating Standards in order to assure the fulfillment of their 
continuing vital interest in the safe, secure, economical and effective operation of the Midway 
Airport Facihty; y 

WHEREAS, the Concessionaire desires to lease the Midway Airport Facility &om the 
City and the City desires to lease the Midway Airport Facility to the Concessionaire, as 
hereinafter provided; and 

NOW THEREFORE, for and in consideration of the mutual covenants, rqiresentations, 
warranties and agreements contained herein and other valuable consideration, die receipt and 
sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, die Parties (as defined herein) covenant and 
agree as follows: 

ARTICLE 1 
DEFTNITIONS AND INTERPRETATION 

Section 1.1 Definitions. Unless otherwise specified or the context otherwise 
requires, for the purposes of this Agreement the following terms have the following meanings: 
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"2016 Games" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 3.22. 

"AAA" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 19.3. 

"AAA Rules" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 19.4. 

"AA-Compensation" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 14.1(b). 

"AA-Dispute Notice" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 14.1(c). 

"AA/LT-Tcrmination Damages" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 14.3(a). 

"AA-Notice" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 14.1(c). 

"AA-Preliminary Notice" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 14.Kc). 

"ACDBE" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 11.9. 

"Account LC" means an unconditional and irrevocable Letter of Credit in favor of the 
Concessionaire or any Leasehold Mortgagee issued by a financial institution whose long-term 
senior unsecured indebtedness has obtained a rating of A-/A3 by at least two Rating Agencies 
and which Letter of Credit is not secured by the Concessionaire Interest and does not impose on 
the Concessionaire any obligation to reimburse draws in respect thereof 

"Additional Coverages" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 13.2(1). 

"Adiusted for Inflation" means adjusted by the percentage increase, if any, in the Index 
during the applicable adjustment period. 

"Adverse Action" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 14.1. 

"Affected -Property" means any public or private property, including a street, road,,, 
roadway, bridge, railroad, rail or other transit way, rights-of-way and any ancillary facilities 
related to any of the foregoing, under the jurisdiction and control of the City, any other 
Governmental Authority or any other Person (including any private road) that is located above, 
intersects with, crosses over or under or is adjacent to the Midway Airport Facility or any part 
thereof. 

"Affiliate", when used to indicate a relationship with a specified Person, means a Person 
that, directly or indirectly, through one or more intermediaries has a 10% (or in the case of 
"majority-owned Affiliates," 50%) or more voting or economic interest in such specified Person 
or controls, is controlled by or is under common control with (which shall include, with respect 
to a managed fund or trust, the right to direct or cause the direction of the management and 
policies of such managed fund or trust as manager, advisor or trustee pursuant to relevant 
contractual arrangements) such specified Person, and a Person shall be deemed to be controlled 
by anodier Person, if controlled in any manner whatsoever that results in control in fact by that 
other Person (or that other Person and any Person or Persons with whom that other Person is 
acting jointly or in concert), whether directly or indirectly and whether through share ownership, 
a trust, a contract or otherwise (it being imderstood and agreed that for purposes of this 
definition, a managed fimd or trust shall be deemed to be an Affiliate of the Person managing 
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such fund or trust and a limited partner in a managed fund or trust shall be deemed to be an 
Affiliate of such fund or trust and of the Person managing such fund or trust). For the avoidance 
of doubt, with respect to the Concessionaire, its Affiliates shall include Equity Participants and 
each Person controlled by the Equity Participants. Notwithstanding the foregoing, for purposes 
of Sections 3.1. 9.2. 12.1, 16.5 and 17.1 and the definition of Third Party Claim, this definition of 
Affiliate shall only include the direct Equity Participants and any general partner of such Equity 
Participant. 

"Agreement" has the meaning ascribed thereto in the preamble to this Agreement 
(including all schedules referred to herein), as atnended from time to time in accordance with the 
terms hereof 

"AIP Grants" means grants under the Airport Improvement Program of the FAA. 

"Air Transportation Business" means the carriage by aircraft of persons or property as a 
common carrier for compensation or hire, or the carriage of mail by aircraft in commerce, as 
defined in 49 U.S.C. Subtitle VII, as amended. 

"Airlines" means, at any time, collectively, each airline actively engaged in an Air 
Transportation Business at the Midway Airport Facility that at such time is a party to a Use 
Agreement (or any subsequent use agreement with respect to the Midway Airport Facility). 

"Airlines' Representative" shall have the meaning set forth in Section 1.17. 

"Airport Purposes" means the use of the Midway Airport Facility to provide general 
airport services to members of the general public and for other purposes consistent with the 
purposes of services provided at Comparable Public Airports. 

"Airport Security Program" means "TSA-approved Airport Security Program." 

"Approval". "Approved". "Approves". "Approved by the City". "Approved by a 
Maioritv-In-Interest". consent, determination and similar expressions mean approved or 
consented to by the City or a Majority-In-Interest, as the case may be, which shall be made in 
accordance with the provisions of Section 1.16. 

"Assigned Midway Airport Facility Contracts" means the agreements that are set forth on 
Schedule 2 under the heading "Assigned Midway Airport Facility Contracts." 

"Assumed Liabilities" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 3.2(c). 

"Audit" and similar expressions mean, with respect to any matter or thing relating to the 
Midway Airport Facility, the Midway Airport Facility Operations or this Agreement, the 
performance by or on behalf of the City of such reviews, investigations, inspections and audits 
relating to such matter or thing as the City may determine, in its discretion, to be advisable or 
desirable in the circumstances, conducted in each case in accordance with applicable United 
States audit practices customarily accepted in the auport industry, if any, or as required by Law. 
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"Authorization" means any approval, certificate of approval, authorization, consent, 
waiver, variance, exemption, declaratory order, exception, license, filing, registration, permit, 
notarization, special lease or other requirement of any Person that applies to all or any portion of 
the Midway Airport Facility or the Midway Airport Facility Operations. 

"Average Swap Rate" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 2.4(g). 

"Bank Rate" means the prime rate of interest announced publicly by The Wall Street 
Journal (or its successors) as the so-called "prime rate." 

"Bid Date" means [insert the date when irrevocable bids are required to be received 
by the City.] 

"Breakage Costs" means any breakage costs, financing fees, make-whole premium 
payments, termination payments or other prepayment amounts (including premiums) that are 
required to be paid by the Concessionaire with respect to Leasehold Mortgage Debt or required 
to be paid in respect of Qualified Debt as a result of the early repayment of such Leasehold 
Mortgage Debt or Qualified Debt prior to its scheduled maturity date, including the cost of early 
termination of interest rate hedging arrangements. 

"Business Day" means any day that is neither a Saturday, a Sunday nor a day observed as 
a holiday by either the State of Illinois or the United States government. 

"Capital Costs Reserve" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 16.3(h)(ii). 

"Capital Lease" means a lease under which the obligations of the lessee would, in 
accordance with GAAP, be included in determining total liabilities as shown on the liability side 
of a balance sheet of a lessee. 

"Capital Project" means any purchase. Capital E^ase, creation, improvement or 
renovation of a Fixed Asset. 

"Cash Deposit" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 2.3(a) 

"Casualty Cost" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 13.3(a). 

"CD-Termination Damages" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section I6.2(b)(ii). 

"CE-Dispute Notice" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 15.1(a). 

"CE-Notice" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 15.1(a). 

"CE-Pretiminary Notice" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 15.1(a). 

"CFC" means, in Illinois, a charge authorized by 625 ILCS 5/6-305 to be placed upon 
customers of rental car companies for the purposes of financing, designing, constructing, 
operating and maintaining consolidated car rental facilities and common use transportation 
equipment and facilities. 
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"CFC Authorizing Ordinance" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 7.2(b). 

"Change in Control" means, with respect to any Person, whether accomplished through a 
. single transaction or a series of related transactions and whether accomplished directly or 
indirectly, (i) a change in ownership so that 50% or more of the direct or indirect voting or 
economic interests in such Person is transferred to another Person or group of Persons acting in 
concert, (ii) the power directly or indirectly to direct or cause the direction of management and 
policy of such Person, whether through ownership of voting securities, by contract, management 
agreement, or common directors, officers or tmstees or otherwise, is transferred to another 
Person or group of Persons acting in concert or (iii) the merger, consolidation, amalgamation, 
business combination or sale of substantially all of the assets of such Person; provided, however, 
that notwithstanding anything to the contrary set forth in this definition, none of the following 
shall constitute a "Change in Control" for the purposes of this Agreement: 

(A) Transfers of direct or indirect ownership interests in the Concessionaire between or 
among Persons that are Affiliates of each other or Persons who are under common control (a 
Person shall be deemed to be controlled by another Person if controlled in any manner 
whatsoever that results in control in fact by that other Person (or that other Person and any 
Person or Persons with whom that other Person is acting jointly or in concert)), whether directly 
or indirectly and whether through share ownership, a trust, a contract or otherwise (it being 
understood and agreed that for purposes of this definition, a fund or trust shall be deemed to be 
under common control with the Person managing or advising such fimd or trust (with respect to 
each of the foregoing, notwithstanding the fact that an independent board or trustee makes final 
investment decisions with respect thereto) and a limited partner or equivalent in a fiind or trust 
shall be deemed to be under common control with such fiind or trust and of the Person managing 
or advising such fiind or trust); 

(B) Transfers of shares of the Concessionaire or the direct or indirect shareholders of the 
Concessionaire pursuant to bona fide open market transactions on the New York Stock 
Exchange, NASDAQ, London Stock Exchange or comparable United States or foreign securities 
exchange, including any such transactions involving an initial or "follow on" public offering; 

(C) Transfers of direct or indirect ownership interests in the Concessionaire by any 
Equity Participant or its beneficial owTier(s) to any Person so long as the Equity Participants or 
their respective beneficial owner(s) having ownership interests in the Concessionaire as of the 
Date of this Agreement together retain, in the aggregate, 50% or more of the direct or indirect 
voting or economic interests in such Person or the power directly or indirectly to direct or cause 
the direction of management and policy of such Person, through ownership of voting securities 
or common directors, officers or trustees; 

(D) Transfers of direct or indirect ownership interests in the Concessionaire by any 
Equity Participant or its direct or indirect beneficial owner(s) to any partners, members, 
shareholders, directors, officers, eny)loyees or iavestors who are distributees of investments held 
by such Equity Participant or beneficial owner(s) pursuant to any bona fide liquidation of such 
Equity Participant or beneficial owner(s) as a result of which securities held by such entity are 
distributed to such distributees; 
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(E) any change of ownership that is attributable to a lease, sublease, concession, 
management agreement, operating agreement or other similar arrangement that is subject and 
subordinate in all respects to the rights of the City under this Agreement so long as (I) no 
"Change in Control" occurs with respect to the Concessionaire and (2) the Concessionaire 
remains obligated under this Agreement; 

(F) the creation of a trust or any other transaction or arrangement that is solely a transfer 
of all or part of the Concessionaire's economic interest under this Agreement to another entity so 
long as (I) no "Change in Control" occurs with respect to the Concessionaire and (2) the 
Concessionaire remains obligated under this Agreement; and 

(G) Transfers of direct or indirect ownership interests in the Concessionaire (I) between 
or among investment funds, including infrastructure funds, and investors therein; provided that 
following such Transfer, such direct or indirect ownership interests remain under common 
ownership, management or control or (2) fi-om irivestment fimds, including infrastructure funds, 
or investors therein, to any Person; provided that such direct or indirect ownership interests, 
following consummation of such Transfer, remain under common management or control, it 
being understood in each of (1) and (2) above that (x) ownership interests shall be deemed to be 
controlled by a Person if controlled in any maimer whatsoever that results in control in fact, 
whether directly or indirectly, and whether through share ownership, a trust, a contract or 
otherwise and (y) ownership interests of an investment fiind shall be deemed to be managed by a 
Person if such Person has the right to direct, recommend or propose all or substantially all of the 
investments of such investment fund (with respect to each of the foregoing, notwithstanding the 
fact that an independent board or tmstee makes final investment decisions with respect thereto). 

"CHICOG" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 3.22. 

"City" has the meaning ascribed thereto in the preamble to this Agreement. 

"Citv Default" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 16.2(a). 

"City Directive" means a written order or written directive prepared by or on behalf of 
the City directing the Concessionaire, to the extent permitted hereby, to (i) add or perform work 
in respect of the Midway Airport Facility in addition to that provided for in diis Agreement, or 
(ii) dispense with, delete or change the dimensions, character, quantity, quality, description, 
location or position of any part of the Midway Airport Facility or the Midway Airport Facility 
Operations or make odier changes to the Midway Airport Facility or the Midway Airport Facility 
Operations; provided, however, that no such order or directive may in any event order or direct 
the Concessionaire to do any act that could reasonably be expected to violate any jqpplicable Law 
or cause the Concessionaire to fail to be in compliance with this Agreement or the Use 
Agreement. 

"City's Option" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 18.8(a). 

"Claim" means any demand, action, cause of action, suit, proceeding, arbitration, claim, 
judgment or settlement or compromise relating thereto which may give rise to a right to 
indemnification under Section 12.1 or 12.2. 
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"Closing" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 2.2(a). 

"Closing Date" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 2.2(a). 

"Closing LOC" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 2.3(a). 

"Comparable Public Airport" means an airport in the United States (whether publicly or 
privately owned) open to the general public that is reasonably comparable to the Midway Airport 
Facility with respect to the matter to be determined. 

"Compensation Event" has the meaning ascribed thereto in the definition of "Concession 
Compensation" below. 

"Competing Parking Action" means any action undertaken by the City, directly or 
indirectly, through which the City carries on or participates in the ownership, management or 
control of, or the financing of, or sells, leases, conveys or transfers to any Person an interest in 
any real property (including a concession) for use as a commercial or public parking lot or 
garage within a one mile radius of the Midway Airport Facility;/7ravi£/erf that the foregoing shall 
not pertain to the park-and-ride lots or garages associated with mass transit stations. 

"Concession Compensation" means, with respect to any applicable entry into the Midway 
Airport Facility pursuant to Sections 3.7(a)(v) through 3.7(a)(vii). the Concessionaire's 
compliance with or the implementation of any City Directive or any modified or changed 
material Operating Standard (as contemplated by Section 6.3(b)) or the occurrence of an Adverse 
Action or with respect to any other event, the occurrence of which under the terms of this 
Agreement requires the payment of Concession Compensation (each of the foregoing, a 
"Compensation Event"), compensation payable by the City to the Concessionaire in order to 
restore the Concessionaire to the same economic position the Concessionaire would have 
enjoyed if such Compensation Event had not occurred, which shall be calculated in accordance 
widi Section 15.1(b). 

"Concessionaire" has the meaning ascribed thereto in the preamble to this Agreement. 

"Concessionaire Default" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 16.1(a). 

"Coacessionaire Interest" means the interest of the Concessionaire in the Midway Airport 
Facility created by this Agreement and the rights, benefits and obUgations of the Concessionaire 
imder this Agreement. 

"Concessionaire Request" means a written request in respect of the Midway Airport 
Facility prepared by or on behalf of the Concessionaire and addressed to the City and the 
Airlines' Representative with respect to those matters set forth in Section 5.2. 

"Consent" means any approval, consent, ratification, waiver, exemption, fiianchise, 
license, permit, novation, certificate of occupancy or other authorization of any Person, including 
any consent issued, granted, given or otherwise made available by or under the authority of any 
Governmental Authority or pursuant to any applicable Law. 
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"Constmction Contract" means any construction contract entered into by the 
Concessionaire related to the Midway Airport Facility (or subcontracts thereunder). 

"Contractor" means, with respect to a Person, any contractor with whom such Person 
contracts to perform work or supply materials or labor in relation to the Midway Airport Facility, 
including any subcontractor of any tier, supplier or materialman directly or indirectly employed 
pursuant to a subcontract with a Contractor. 

"Contracts" means any contract or agreement entered into by the Concessionaire related 
to the Midway Airport Facility (or subcontracts thereunder), but excluding Construction 
Contracts. 

"Date of this Agreement" means the date, following the enactment of the Midway Airport 
Facility Ordinance, that the Concessionaire signs this Agreement, at which time all Parties will 
have signed the Agreement. 

"DBE" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 11.8. 

"Debt Service Reserve Requirement" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 3.8. 

"Defending Party" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 12.4(c). 

"Deferral Notice" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section I6.2(b)(ii). 

"Delay Event" means (i) an event of Force Majeure, (ii) a failure to obtain, or delay in 
obtaining, any Authorization fi'om a Governmental Authority (provided that such failure or delay 
could not have been reasonably prevented by technical and scheduling measures of the 
Concessionaire in the ordinary course), (iii) the enactment of a new Law or the modification, 
amendment or change in enforcement or interpretation of a Law (including a change in the 
application thereof by any Governmental Authority) after the Bid Date, (iv) a delay caused by 
the performance of works (including the activities authorized by Section 3.7) carried out by a 
Governmental Authority or any utility or railway operator or a delay caused by the performance 
of works by any other Person not acting under the authority or direction of, or pursuant to a 
contract, sublease or any other agreement or arrangement with the Concessionaire, (v) a failure 
by the City to perform or observe any of its covenants or obligations under this Agreement or 
(vi) a delay caused by the presence in, on, under or aroimd the Midway Airport Facility of any 
Hazardous Substance or other contaminant that was present in the Midway Airport Facility at 
any time prior to the Time of Closing, which, in each case, results in or would result in a delay or 
interruption in the performance by the Concessionaire of any obligation under this Agreement; 
provided that such delay or the cause thereof is neither otherwise specifically dealt with in this 
Agreement nor arises by reason of (A) the negligence or misconduct of the Concessionaire or its 
Representarives, or Contractors to or agents of the Concessionaire or its Representatives, (B) any 
act or omission by the Concessionaire or its Representatives in breach of the provisions of this 
Agreement, (C) lack or insufficiency of funds or failure to make payment of monies or provide 
required security on the part of the Concessionaire or its Representatives, or Contractors to or 
agents of the Concessionaire or its Representatives, (D) except to the extent such events 
constitute an event of Force Majeure, any strike, labor dispute or other labor protest involving 
any Person retained, employed or hired by the Concessionaire or its Representatives, or 
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Contractors to or agents of the Concessionaire or its Representatives to supply materials or 
services for or in connection with the Midway Airport Facility Operations or any strike, labor 
dispute or labor protest caused by or attributable to any act (including any pricing or other price 
or method of operation) or omission of the Concessionaire or its Representatives, (E) except to 
the extent such events constitute an event of Force Majeure, any weather conditions or (F) the 
development, redevelopment, constmction, modification, maintenance or change in the operation 
of any existing or new mode of transportation that results in the reduction of revenues generated 
at the Midway Airport Facility or in the number of users using the Midway Airport Facility. 

"Delay Event Dispute Notice" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 15.2(e). 

"Delay Event Notice" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 15.2(e). 

"Delay Event Remedy" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 15.2(d). 

"Department" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 11.2(c). 

"Depositary" means a savings bank, a savings and loan association or a commercial bank 
or trust company that would qualify as an Institutional Lender, designated by the Concessionaire 
to serve as depositary pursuant to this Agreement, provided that such Depositary shall have an 
office, branch, agency or representative located in the City of Chicago; provided, however, that 
so long as a Leasehold Mortgage is in effect, the Depositary contemplated under Section 13.3 
shall be the institution acting as the collateral agent or depositary under the financing secured by 
such Leasehold Mortgage. 

"Designated Person" means the representative of each Party who is designated as such 
for the purposes of Article 19. 

"Direct Claim" means any Claim by an Indemnified Party against an Indemnifier that 
does not result fi-om a Third Party Claim. 

"Document" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 1.16(c). 

"DOT" means the United States Department of Transportation created under 49 U.S.C. § 
101,etseq. 

"E.E.O./A.A. Plan" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 11.7(b). 

"Eligible Investments" means any one or more of the following obligations or securities: 
(i) direct obligations of, and obligations flilly guaranteed by, the United States of America or any 
agency or instrumentality of the United States of America, the obligations of which are backed 
by the fliU faith and credit of the United States of America; (ii) demand or time deposits, federal 
fimds or bankers' acceptances issued by any Institutional Lender (provided that the commercial 
paper or the short-term deposit rating or the long-term unsecured debt obligations or deposits of 
such Institutional Lender at the time of such investment or contractual commitment providing for 
such investment have been rated "A" or higher by a Rating Agency or any other demand or time 
deposit or certificate of deposit fully insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation); 
(iii) commercial paper (including both non-interest-bearing discount obligations and interest-
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bearing obligations payable on demand or on a specified date not more than one year after the 
date of issuance thereoO that has been rated "A" or higher by a Rating Agency at the time of 
such investment; (iv) any money market fiinds, the investments of which consist of cash and 
obligations fiilly guaranteed by the United States of America or any agency or instmmentality of 
the United States of America, the obligations of which are backed by the full faith and credit of 
the United States of America and that have been rated "A" or higher by a Rating Agency and 
(v) other investments then customarily accepted by the City in similar circumstances; provided, 
however, that no instrument or security shall be an Eligible Investment if such instmment or 
security evidences a right to receive only interest payments with respect to the obligations 
underlying such instmment or if such security provides for payment of both principal and interest 
with a yield to maturity in excess of 120% of the yield to maturity at par. 

"Encumbrance" means any mortgage, lien, judgment, execution, pledge, charge, security 
interest, restriction, easement, servitude, option, reservation, lease, claim, trust, deemed tmst or 
encumbrance of any nature whatsoever, whether arising by operation of Law, judiciaLprocess, 
contract, agreement or otherwise created. 

"End Date" means the date on which this Agreement expires or is terminated. 

"Environment" means soil, surface waters, groundwaters, land, stream sediments, surface 
or subsurface strata, ambient air, plants, animals, and other life forms, flora, fauna and humans. 

"Environmental Laws" means any Laws regulating or imposing liability or standards of 
conduct concerning or relating to the protection of human health, the Environment or the use, 
disposal, release, storage or management of Hazardous Substances. 

"Equity Participant" means any Person who holds any shares of capital stock or securities 
of, or units, partnership, membership interests or other equity interests in, the Concessionaire. 

"Excluded Liabilities" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 3.2(c). 

"Exon-Florio Act" means the Exon-Florio Amendment to the Defense Production Act, 
Pub. L. No. 100^18, Title V. Subtitle A, Part II, at Section 5021, Section 721, 102 Stat. 1107, 
1425-25 (1988), as modified by the Foreign Investment and National Security Act of 2007, Pub. 
L. No. 110-49, 121 Stat. 246 (2007). 

"FAA" means the Federal Aviation Administration, or any successor agency thereto. 

"Fiscal Year" means January 1 through December 31 of any year or such other fiscal 
year as the Concessionaire may adopt for the Midway Airport Facility during the Term. 

"Fixed Asset" means tangible property used in the Midway Airport Facility Operations, 
but not expected to be converted into cash in the ordinary course of events, such as plant, 
machinery and equipment, fiimiture and fixtures, buildings, land and leasehold improvements. 

"Force Majeure" means any event that is unforeseeable or otherwise beyond the 
reasonable control of the Concessionaire that delays or interrupts the performance of the 
Concessionaire's obligations hereunder, including an intervening act of God or public enemy. 
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war (whether or not declared), invasion, armed conflict, act of foreign enemy, blockade, 
revolution, act of terror, sabotage, civil commotions, interference by civil or military authorities, 
condemnation or confiscation of property or equipment by any Governmental Authority (other 
than the City or any agency thereoQ, nuclear or other explosion, radioactive or chemical 
contamination or ionizing radiation, fire, tornado, flooding, earthquake or other natural disaster, 
riot or other public disorder, epidemic, quarantine restriction, strike, labor dispute or other labor 
protest, stop-work order or injunction issued by a Governmental Authority (other than the City or 
any agency thereof) of competent jurisdiction, governmental embargo; provided that such event 
neither is otherwise specifically dealt with in this Agreement nor arises by reason of (i) the 
negligence or intentional misconduct of the Concessionaire or its Representatives, (ii) any act or 
omission by the Concessionaire or its Representatives in breach of the provisions of this 
Agreement, (iii) lack or insufficiency of fimds or failure to make payment of monies or provide 
required security on the part of the Concessionaire, (iv) any strike, labor dispute or other labor 
protest involving any Person retained, employed or hired by the Concessionaire or its 
Representatives to supply materials or services for or in connection with the Midway Airport 
Facility Operations or any strike, labor dispute or labor protest caused by or attributable to any 
act (including any pricing or other practice or method of operation) or omission of the 
Concessionaire or its Representatives, (v) any weather conditions whether or not such weather 
conditions or the severity of such weather conditions are not or have not ordinarily or 
customarily been encountered or experienced, except tornadoes and similar catastrophic weather 
conditions encountered or experienced at or in the vicinity of the Midway Airport Facility or (vi) 
the development, redevelopment, construction, modification, maintenance or change in the 
operation of any existing or new mode of transportation that results in the reduction of revenues 
generated at the Midway Airport Facility or in the number of users using the Midway Airport 
Facility. 

"Gary Compact" means the agreement entered into between the City and the City of 
Gary, Indiana in 1995 for the creation of an interstate airport compact and the establishment of 
an interstate airport authority. 

"Government Agreement" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 3.13. 

"Government Grants-in-Aid" means those monies granted to the Concessionaire by the 
United States of America or any agency thereof, or the State of Illinois, or any political 
subdivision or agency thereof, to pay all or a portion of the cost of a Capital Project at or related 
to the Airport after the Closing Date. 

"Governmental Authority" means any court, federal, state or local government, 
department, commission, board, bureau, agency or other regulatory, administrative or 
governmental authority. 

"Grant Agreements" means the agreements, as amended, with respect to the Midway 
Airport Facility between the City and the FAA and between the Concessionaire and the FAA that 
are set forth on Schedule 2. including grant agreements and assurances, subject to any 
exemptions granted by the FAA pursuant to 49 U.S.C. § 47134 or otherwise. 
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"Hazardous Substance" means, but is not limited to, any solid, liquid, gas, odor, heat, 
sound, vibration, radiation or other substance or emission which is a contaminant, pollutant, 
dangerous substance, toxic substance, hazardous waste, subject waste, hazardous material or 
hazardous substance which is or becomes regulated by applicable Environmental Laws or which 
is classified as hazardous or toxic under applicable Environmental Laws (including gasoline, 
diesel fuel or other petroleum hydrocarbons, polychlorinated biphenyls, asbestos and urea 
formaldehyde foam insulation). 

"Indemnified Party" means any Person entitled to indemnification under this Agreement. 

"Indemnifier" means any Party obligated to provide indemnification under this 
Agreement. 

"Indemnity Payment" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 12.7. 

"Independent Engineer" means the licensed professional consulting engineering firm 
appointed by the Concessionaire pursuant to the Operating Standards that is reasonably 
acceptable to the City. 

"Index" means the "Consumer Price Index - United States City Averages for all Urban 
Consumers, All Items" (not seasonally adjusted) as published by the United States Department of 
Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics; provided, however, that if the Index is changed so that the 
base year of the Index changes, the Index shall be converted in accordance with the conversion 
factor published by the United States Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics; provided 

further that if the Index is discontinued or revised during the Term, such other index or 
computation with which it is replaced shall be used in order to obtain substantially the same. 
result as would be obtained if the Index had not been discontinued or revised. 

"Information" means any and all information relating to the Midway Airport Facility 
Operations, including (i) income statements, balance sheets, statements of cash flow and changes 
in financial position, details regarding revenues generated at the Midway Airport Facility 
(including information regarding the collection thereof), operating income, expenses, capital 
expenditures and budgeted operating results relating to the Midway Airport Facility Operations, 
(ii) all certificates, correspondence, data (including test data), documents, facts, files, 
information, investigations, materials, notices, plans, projections, records, reports, requests, 
samples, schedules, statements, studies, surveys, tests, test results, airport information and 
parking information (including volume counts, classification counts and vehicle jurisdiction 
data) analyzed, categorized, characterized, created, collected, generated, maintained, processed, 
produced, prepared, provided, recorded, stored or used by the Midway Airport Facility, the 
Concessionaire or any of its Representatives in connection with the Midway Airport Facility or 
the Midway Airport Facility Operations and (iii) books, records, accounts and documents of the 
Concessionaire relating to the Midway Airport Facility Operations, including any Information 
that is stored electronically or on computer-related media; provided, however, that nothing in this 
Agreement shall require the disclosure by any Party of Information that the Party has a 
reasonable basis to believe is protected by attorney-client or other legal privilege. 

"Initial Termination Notice" h.d& the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 16.2(b). 
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"Institutional Lender" means (i) the United States of America, any state thereof or any 
agency or instrumentality of either of them, any municipal agency, public benefit corporation or 
public authority, advancing or insuring mortgage loans or making payments which, in any 
manner, assist in the financing, development, operation and maintenance of projects, (ii) any 
(A) savings bank, savings and loan association, commercial bank, trust company (whether acting 
individually or in a fiduciary capacity) or insurance company organized and existing under the 
laws of the United States of America or any state thereof, (B) foreign insurance company or 
commercial bank qualified to do business as an insurer or commercial bank as applicable under 
the laws of the United States (if such qualification is necessary in connection with the acquisition 
of Leasehold Mortgage Debt), (C) pension fiind, foundation or university or college or other 
endowment fund or (D) real estate investment fund, infrastructure investment fiind, investment 
bank, pension advisory firm, mutual fund, investment company or money management firm, (iii) 
any "qualified institutional buyer" under Rule 144(A) under the Securities Act or any other 
similar Law hereinafter enacted that defines a similar category of investors by substantially 
similar terms, (iv) a Governmental Authority acting (directly or through a trust or other single 
purpose vehicle controlled by it) as a conduit for the purpose of issuing private activity bonds 
authorized by Law for the benefit of the Concessionaire or (v) any other financial institution or 
entity designated by the Concessionaire and Approved by the City (provided that such institution 
or entity, in its activity under this Agreement, shall be acceptable under then-current guidelines 
and practices of the City); provided, however, that each such entity or combination of such 
entities if the Institutional Lender shall be a combination of such entities shall have individual or 
combined assets, as the case may be, of not less than $1 billion. 

"Law" means any order, writ, injunction, decree, judgment, law, ordinance, decision, 
ruling, statute, code, mle or regulation of any Governmental Authority. 

"Lease Year" means (i) if the Closing Date occurs on the first day of a calendar month, 
the 12-month period begirming on the Closing Date or (ii) if the Closing Date does not occur on 
the first day of a calendar month, the period from the Closing Date through the 12-month 
anniversary of the end of the calendar month in which the Closing Date occurred and, in either 
case of clause (i) or (ii). each succeeding 12-month period and in any case ending on the End 
Date. 

"Leasehold Mortgage" means any lease, indenture, pledge, mortgage, deed of trust or 
other security agreement or arrangement, including a securitization transaction with respect to 
revenues generated at the Midway Airport Facility, encumbering any or all of the Concessionaire 
Interest, in each case that satisfies all of the conditions in Section 18.1. 

"Leasehold Mortgage Debt" means any bona fide debt secured by a Leasehold Mortgage 
relating to the Midway Aiiport Facility, including: (i) principal (including accreted principal 
under interest rate hedges or bonds); (ii) accrued interest (including capitalized interest); (iii) 
customary fees, costs, premiums, expenses and reimbursement obligations with respect thereto 
owed to lenders, financial insurers, agents, trustees and similar service providers; (iv) all 
payment obligations under mterest rate hedging agreements with respect thereto (including 
accreting interest rate hedging agreements); (v) reimbursement obligations with respect thereto 
to any financial insurer; (vi) any debt repayment obligations of the Lessor under a Leveraged 
Lease (including termination and stipulated loss values); and (vii) an assignment in connection 
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with a securitization transaction, in each case, pursuant to an agreement entered into prior to the 
delivery by the Concessionaire to the City of an AA-Preliminary Notice or a notice under 
Section 16.2(b) stating that a City Default has occurred. For the purposes of determining 
Midway Airport Facility Concession Value, Leasehold Mortgage Debt shall not include: (A) 
debt from an Affiliate of the Concessionaire, unless such debt is on terms consistent with terms 
that would reasonably be expected from a non-Affiliate lender acting in good faith; provided that 
the Concessionaire may request at any time during the Term that the City confirms in writing, 
and the City shall so confirm within a reasonable time following such request, whether any such 
debt is on terms consistent with terms that would reasonably be expected from a non-Affiliate 
lender acting in good faith; (B) any increase in debt to the extent such increase is the result of an 
agreement or other arrangement entered into after delivery by the Concessionaire to the City, 
with a copy to the Leasehold Mortgagee, of an AA-Preliminary Notice or a notice under Section 
16.2(b) stating that a City Default has occurred; or (C) any debt with respect to which the 
Leasehold Mortgagee Notice Requirements apply and the Leasehold Mortgagee does not provide 
the City with notice in all material respects in accordance with the Leasehold Mortgagee Notice 
Requirements. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary set forth in this definition, except with 
respect to debt incurred or committed on or prior to the Closing Date, all of which incurred or 
committed debt shall be deemed to be Leasehold Mortgage Debt, Leasehold Mortgage Debt shall 
not include any new debt incurred or committed following the Closing Date (it being understood 
and agreed by the Parties that any capitalization of interest or accretion of principal or other 
committed increases on any debt incurred or committed on or prior to the Closing Date shall not 
constitute new debt), (A) except to the extent that any net proceeds received by the borrower in 
respect of such new debt is used to repay or refinance debt constituting Leasehold Mortgage 
Debt or Qualified Debt that was outstanding immediately prior to such repayment or refinancing, 
(B) except to the extent that such new debt constitutes protective advances made by any 
Leasehold Mortgagee or advances made by any Leasehold Mortgagee to cure Concessionaire 
defaults under the relevant Leasehold Mortgage, or (C) unless (I) the Concessionaire has 
provided the City with a wTitten appraisal (at the Concessionaire's expense and by an 
independent third party appraiser described under "Midway Airport Facility Concession Value") 
of the fair market value of the Concessionaire Interest at the time of the incurrence or 
commitment of such new debt which fair market value shall include any value to be added as a 
result of improvements to be made to the Midway Auport Facility with the proceeds of the new 
debt and (2) such appraisal confirms the aggregate amount of Leasehold Mortgage Debt after 
giving effect to the incurrence or commitment of any such new debt is not in excess of the fair 
market value of the Concessionaire Interest set forth in such appraisal at the time of incurrence or 
commitment of such new debt; provided that any capitalization of interest or accretion of 
principal or other committed increases on any debt set forth in such appraisal shall constitute 
Leasehold Mortgage Debt to the extent the original amount of such debt constitutes Leasehold 
Mortgage Debt on the date such appraisal is given; and provided fiAtther that the Parties agree 
that notwithstanding the requirements of the foregoing clause (1) and clause (2). the amount of 
Rent paid at Closing shall be deemed to constitute the fair market value of the Concessionaire 
Interest for a period of one year after the Closing Date and, as such, no appraisal shall be 
required within such one-year period. 

"Leasehold Mortgagee" means the holder or beneficiary of a Leasehold Mortgage, 
including a financial insurer or the Lessor in a lease or Leveraged Lease, or an agent, trustee or 
other representative or designee of such a holder or beneficiary. 
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"Leasehold Mortgagee Notice Requirements" means the delivery, by a Lea.sehold 
Mortgagee to the City, the FAA and the Airlines, after the execution and delivery of a Leasehold 
Mortgage by the Concessionaire, of a true and complete copy of the executed original of such 
Leasehold Mortgage, together with a notice containing the name and post office address of the 
holderof such Leasehold Mortgage. 

"Leasehold Mortgagee's Notice" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 18.8(a). 

"Leasehold Tax hnposition" means an action taken by the State of Olinois, Cook County, 
the City, or any other unit of local government in the State of Illinois (including any action taken 
by any subdivision, agency or any other body acting under the authority of any of the foregoing) 
during the Term (including the enactment, modification, repeal or declaration of invalidity of any 
Law), or any other action, that will have the effect of causing property Taxes (including property 
Taxes under the State of Illinois Property Tax Code, 35 ILCS 200/1-1 et seq., as amended) 
attributable to the Midway Airport Facility or the Concessionaire Interest to be levied, rated, 
charged, imposed or assessed against the Concessionaire (other than any Taxes levied, rated, 
charged, imposed or assessed (i) in connection with any act or failure to act of the 
Concessionaire that causes the imposition of such tax, (ii) in connection with any Transfer during 
the Term of all or any portion of the Concessionaire Interest or (iii) on any leasehold interest of 
the Concessionaire in the Midway Airport Facility, fixtures or improvements to the extent the 
Midway Airport Facility is not used for the purposes stated in 35 ILCS 200/15 185(b)). 

"Lessor" means a Leasehold Mortgagee that has purchased all or a portion of the 
Concessionaire Interest and leased that interest in the Concessionaire Interest to the 
Concessionaire. 

"Letter of Credit" means an irrevocable, unconditional, commercial letter of credit, in 
favor of the City, in form and content reasonably acceptable to the City, payable in United States 
dollars upon presentation of a sight draft and a certificate confirming that the City has the right to 
draw under such letter of credit in the amount of such sight draft, without presentation of any 
other document, statement or authorization, which letter of credit (i) is issued by a commercial 
bank or trust company that is a member of the New York Clearing House Association and that 
has and maintains a current credit rating of "Al" or better by Standard & Poor's Ratings Services 
and an equivalent credit rating by another Rating Agency (or an equivalent credit rating from at 
least two nationally recognized Rating Agencies if the named Rating Agency ceases to publish 
ratings) (or such other commercial bank or trust company reasonably acceptable to the City prior 
to the submission of the letter of credit) and (ii) provides for the continuance of such letter of 
credit for a period of at least one year or as otherwise provided in this Agreement. The office for 
presentment of sight drafts specified in the Letter of Credit shall be located at a specified street 
address within the City of Chicago or such other location within the continental United States as 
is reasonably acceptable to the City. For the avoidance of doubt, the obligations of the account 
party during the Term to reimburse the issuer for draws under the Letter of Credit may be 
secured by a Leasehold Mortgage. 

"Leveraged Lease" means a lease, sublease, concession, management agreement, 
operating agreement or other similar arrangement in which the Lessor has borrowed a portion of 
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the purchase price of the interest in the Concessionaire Interest acquired by the Lessor and 
granted to the lenders of those funds a security interest in that interest. 

"Loss" means, with respect to any Person, any loss, liability, damage, penalty, increased 
financing costs, charge or out-of-pocket and documented cost or expense actually suffered or 
incurred by such Person, but excluding any punitive, special, indirect and consequential damages 
and any contingent liability until such liability becomes actual. 

"LT-Dispute Notice" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 14.2. 

"LT-Notice" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 14.2. 

"M./W.B.E.s" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 11.7(a). 

"Major Concessionaire Breach" means if the Concessionaire (i) is found liable to the 
Airlines (as a group, subgroup or individually) for any breach of this Agreement or the Use 
Agreement in an amount in excess of $10,000,000 or (ii) fails at any time to maintain the cash 
reserves required under (x) Section 3.8 or (y) the Letter of Credit or Capital Costs Reserve under 
Section 16.3. 

"Majority-In-Interest" means, during any Fiscal Year, any one or more Airlines that, in 
the aggregate: (i) paid 51% or more of the Airlines' Fees and Charges (as defined in such 
Airiine's Use Agreement) charged to all Airlines for the prior Fiscal Year; and (ii) represent at 
least 51% in the number of Airlines. Solely for the purpose of determining a Majority-ln-
Interest, no airline will be deemed to be an Airline so long as an Airline Default (as defined in 
each respective Use Agreement) has occurred at the time a Majority-In-Interest proposal is 
submitted and is continuing or if such airline is not operating at the Midway Airport Facility 
(except if such airline's cessation of operations results from a temporary suspension by the 
FAA). 

"MATCO" means the Midway Airlines' Terminal Consortium, an Illinois Not For Profit 
Corporation, formed by the Member Airlines (as defined in the MATCO Agreement) at the 
Midway Ahport Facility to perform the various functions outlined in the MATCO Agreement. 

"MATCO Agreement" has the meaning ascribed to it in the Use Agreement. 

"Material Adverse Effect" means a material adverse effect on the business, financial 
condition or results of operations of the Midway Airport Facility taken as a whole or the rights of 
the Concessionahe under this Agreement; provided, however, that no effect arising out of or in 
connection with or resulting from any of the following shall be deemed, either alone or in 
combination, to constitute or contribute to a Material Adverse Effect: (i) general economic 
conditions or changes therein; (ii) financial, banking, currency or capital markets fluctuations or 
conditions (either in the United States or any international market and including changes in 
interest rates); (iii) conditions affecting any or all of the real estate, financial services, 
constmction or aviation industries; (iv) any existmg event, occurrence or circumstance of which 
the Concessionaire has actual knowledge as of the Bid Date; (v) any action, omission, change, 
effect, circumstance or condition contemplated by this Agreement or attributable to the 
execution, performance or announcement of this Agreement or the transactions contemplated 
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hereby or (vi) any negligence, intentional misconduct or bad faith of the Concessionaire or its 
Representatives. 

"Mayor" means the Mayor of the City or another City official acting under the direction 
and pursuant to the authority of the Mayor. 

"Midway Airport Facility" has the meaning ascribed thereto in the recitals to this 
Agreement. 

"Midway Airport Facility Assets" means (i) each of the tangible assets set forth on 
Schedule 7. (ii) the cash and cash equivalents on deposit in the Reserve Accounts and (iii) each 
other tangible and intangible asset of or relating solely to the Midway Airport Facility owned by 
the City. 

"Midway Airport Facility Concession Value" means, at any given date, the fair market 
value of the Concessionaire Interest at the time of the occurrence of the relevant Adverse Action, 
Leasehold Tax Imposition or City Default (but excluding the effect of such Adverse Action, 
Leasehold Tax hnposition or City Default), as determined pursuant to a written appraisal by an 
independent third party appraiser that is nationally recognized in appraising similar assets and 
that is reasonably acceptable to the City and the Concessionaire; provided, however, that the 
Midway Airport Facility Concession Value shall in no event be less than the aggregate amount 
of all Leasehold Mortgage Debt and Qualified Debt (including any Breakage Costs) on the End 
Date. If the Parties fail to agree upon such a single appraiser within 30 days after a Party 
requests the appointment thereof, then the City and the Concessionaire shall each appoint an 
independent third-party appraiser and both such appraisers shall be instructed jointly to select a 
third independent third-party appraiser to make the appraisal referred to above. The City shall 
pay the reasonable costs and expenses of any appraisal. 

"Midway Airport Facility Contracts" means the agreements to which the City is a party 
relating to the operations of the Midway Airport Facility that are set forth on Schedule 2 under 
the heading "Midway Airport Facility Contracts." 

"Midway Airport Facility Operations" means (i) the operation, management, 
maintenance, rehabilitation, improvement and development of the Midway Airport Facility and 
(ii) all other actions relating to the Midway Airport Facility that are to be performed by or on 
behalf of the Concessionaire pursuant to this Agreement. 

"Midway Airport Facility Ordinance" means that certain City ordinance whereby the City 
Council of the City approves this Agreement and authorizes the City to enter into this Agreement 
and to consummate the Transaction. 

"Municipal Code" means the Municipal Code of Chicago, as amended. 

"New Agreement" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 18.5(a). 

"Notice Period" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 12.4(b). 

"Notifying Party" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 3.14. 
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"Officer's Certificate" means a certificate duly executed by an officer of the 
Concessionaire if required by the terms of this Agreement certifying to the relevant facts and 
circumstances as required hereunder. 

"Offsets" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 12.12. 

"Operating Agreement" means any material agreement, contract or commitment to which 
the Concessionaire is a party relating to the Midway Airport Facility Operations as in force from 
time to time (including the Assigned Midway Airport Facility Contracts and any warranties or 
guaranties assigned and any material Partially Assigned Midway Airport Facility Contracts), but 
excluding any Leasehold Mortgage and financing documents related thereto. 

"Operating Standards" means the standards, specifications, policies, procedures and 
processes that apply to the operation, maintenance, construction, rehabilitation and capital 
improvements to, the Midway Airport Facility set forth on Schedule 3, including any plans 
submitted by the Concessionaire to the City as required therein. 

"Opex Reserve Requirement" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 3.8. 

"Outside Closing Date" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 2.2(a). 

"Part 139 Airport Certification Manual" means an airport certification manual authorized 
and approved by the FAA pursuant to 14 C.F.R. Part 139 with respect to the Part 139 Airport 
Operating Certificate. 

"Part 139 Airport Operating Certificate" means an airport operating certificate issued by 
the FAA pursuant to 14 C.F.R. Part 139 authorizing the Concessionaire to operate the Midway 
Airport Facility. 

"Partially Assigned Midway Airport Facility Contracts" means the agreements to which 
the City is a party relating, in part, to the operations of the Midway Airport Facility that will be 
pjutially assigned so as to result in the Concessionaire being a party to a contract with a third 
party containing terms substantially similar, in the aggregate, to the terms of such contract as 
they presently exist with respect to the Midway Airport Facility. All such contracts are set forth 
on Schedule 2 under the heading "Partially Assigned Midway Airport Facility Contracts." 

"Party" means a party to this Agreement and "Parties" means all of them. 

"Permitted Citv Encumbrance" means, with respect to the Midway Airport Facility: (i) 
the rights and interests of the Concessionaire under this Agreement, the Use Agreement and the 
MATCO Agreement; (ii) any Encumbrance that is being contested, or being caused to be 
contested, by the City in accordance with Section 3.5(b) (but only for so long as such 
contestation effectively postpones enforcement of any such Encumbrance); (iii) inchoate 
materialmen's, mechanics', workmen's, repairmen's, employees', carriers' or warehousemen's 
liens or other like Encumbrances arising in the ordinary course of business of the Midway 
Airport Facility or the City's performance of any of its rights or obligations hereunder, and in 
respect of obligations that are either (A) not delinquent or (B) being contested, or being caused to 
be contested, by the City in accordance with Section 3.5(b) (but only for so long as such 
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contestation effectively postpones enforcement of any such Encumbrance); (iv) any easement, 
covenant, condition, right-of-way, servitude or any zoning, building, environmental, health or 
safety Law relating to the development, use or operation of the Midway Airport Facility (or other 
similar reservation, right or restriction) or other defects and irregularities in the title to the 
Midway Airport Facility that do not materially (individually or in the aggregate) interfere with 
the Midway Airport Facility Operations or the rights and benefits of the Concessionaire under 
this Agreement or materially impair the value of the Concessionaire Interest; (v) any right 
reserved to or vested in any Governmental Authority (other than the City) by any statutory 
provision or under common law (it being understood and agreed that nothing in this clause (v) 
shall limit or otherwise affect the City's obligations or the Concessionaire's rights hereunder); 
(vi) any Encumbrances created, incurred, assumed or suffered to exist by the Concessionaire or 
any Person claiming through it; (vii) any rights reserved to or vested in the City by any statutory 
and/or regulatory provision or under common law (it being understood and agreed that nothing in 
this clause (vii) shall limit or otherwise affect the City's obligations or the Concessionaire's 
rights hereunder) and (viii) any amendment, extension, renewal or replacement of any of the 
foregoing. 

"Permitted Concessionaire Encumbrance" means, with respect to the Midway Airport 
Facility; (i) the rights and interests of the Concessionaire under this Agreement, the Use 
Agreement and the MATCO Agreement; (ii) any Encumbrance that is being contested, or being 
caused to be contested, in accordance with Section 3.5(a) (but only for so long as such 
contestation effectively postpones enforcement of any such Encumbrance); (iii) any (A) lien or 
security interest for obligations not yet due and payable to a Contractor or other Person, (B) any 
statutory lien, deposit or other non-service lien or (C) lien, deposit or pledge to secure mandatory 
statutory obligations or performance of bids, tenders, contracts (other than for the repayment of 
borrowed money) or leases, or for purposes of like general nature, any of which are incurred in 
the ordinary course of business of the Midway Airport Facility Operations and in respect of 
obligations that are either (1) not delinquent or (2) being contested, or being caused to be 
contested, by the Concessionaire in accordance with Section 3.5(a) (but only for so long as such 
contestation effectively postpones enforcement of any such Encumbrance); (iv) inchoate 
materialmen's, mechanics', workmen's, repairmen's, employees', carriers' or warehousemen's 
liens, or other like Encumbrances arising in the ordinary course of business of the Midway 
Airport Facility or the Concessionaire's performance of any of its rights or obligations 
hereunder, and in respect of obligations that are either (A) not delinquent or (B) being contested, 
or being caused to be contested, by the Concessionaire in accordance with Section 3.5(a) (but 
only for so long as such contestation effectively postpones enforcement of any such 
Encumbrance); (v) any right reserved to or vested in any Governmental Authority by any 
statutory and/or regulatory provision or under common law; (vi) any other Encumbrance 
permitted hereunder (including any Leasehold Mortgage (and financing statements relating 
thereto including purchase money liens) and any Encumbrance created in connection with any 
financing permitted hereunder) and any Encumbrance created in favor of an Airline pursuant to 
its respective Use Agreement; (vii) liens incurred in the ordinary course of business in 
coimection with workers' compensation, unemployment insurance, social security and other 
governmental rules and that do not in the aggregate materially impair the use, value or operation 
of the Midway Airport Facility; (viii) any Encumbrances for Taxes not yet due and owing or 
being contested in good faith; (ix) any Encumbrances created, incurred, assumed or suffered to 
exist by the City or any Person claiming through it except to the extent caused by an act or 
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omission of the Concessionaire and (x) any amendment, extension, renewal or replacement of 
any of the foregoing. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein, no Permitted 
Concessionaire Encumbrance shall be permitted to attach to the fee simple interest in the 
Midway Airport Facility. 

"Persistent Breach" means the occurrence of three or more discrete Concessionaire 
Defaults under Article 16 during any consecutive six-month period (whether or not Cured). 

"Person" means any individual (including the heirs, beneficiaries, executors, legal 
representatives or administrators thereoO, corporation, partnership, joint venture, trust, limited 
liability company, limited partnership, joint stock company, unincorporated association or other 
entity or a Governmental Authority. 

"PFC" means the passenger facility charge as authorized under 49 U.S.C. § 40117, or any 
predecessor or successor Law, and as approved by the FAA from time to time with respect to the 
Midway Airport Facility. 

"Plans" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 3.15. 

"President" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 2.4(d). 

"Oualified Debt" means any senior or subordinated bona fide debt not otherwise 
constituting Leasehold Mortgage Debt that is incurred at any time to finance or refinance, 
directly or indirecUy, the Rent payable hereunder or is otherwise expected to be paid exclusively 

-from the revenues of the Midway Airport Facility, including: (i) principal (including accreted 
principal included in interest rate hedges or bonds); (ii) accrued interest (including capitalized 
interest); (iii) customary and reasonable lender or financial insurer, agent and trustee fees, costs, 
premiums, expenses and reimbursement obligations with respect thereto; (iv) all payment 
obligations under interest rate hedging agreements with respect thereto (including accreting 
interest rate hedging agreements); (v) reimbursement obligations with respect thereto to any 
financial insurer; (vi) any debt repayment obligations of the Lessor under a Leveraged Lease; 
and (vii) an assignment in connection with a securitization transaction; provided that, in each 
case, the Concessionaire, promptly after the incurrence of any such debt, provides notice to the 
City of such debt and the material terms thereof For the purposes of determining Midway 
Airport Facility Concession Value, Qualified Debt shall not include (A) debt from an Affiliate of 
the Concessionaire, unless such debt is on terms consistent with terms that would reasonably be 
expected from a non-Affiliate lender acting in good faith or (B) debt the holders of which have 
the benefit of a guaranty or payment from an Affiliate of the Concessionaire. Notwithstanding 
anything to the contrary set forth in this definition, except with respect to debt incurred or 
committed on or prior to the Closing Date, all of which incurred or committed debt shall be 
deemed to be Qualified Debt, Qualified Debt shall not include any new debt incurred or 
committed following the Closing Date (it being understood and agreed by the Parties that any 
capitalization of interest or accretion of principal or other committed increases on any debt 
incurred or committed on or prior to the Closing Date shall not constitute new debt), (A) except 
to the extent that any net proceeds received by the borrower in respect of such new debt is used 
to repay or refinance debt constituting Leasehold Mortgage Debt or Qualified Debt that was 
outstanding immediately prior to such repayment or refinancing, (B) except to the extent that 
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such new debt constitutes protective advances made by any Leasehold Mortgagee or advances 
made by any Leasehold Mortgagee to cure Concessionaire defaults under the relevant Leasehold 
Mortgage or (C) unless (1) the Concessionaire has provided the City with a written appraisal (at 
the Concessionaire's expense and by an independent third party appraiser described under 
"Midway Airport Facility Concession Value") of the fair market value of the Concessionaire 
Interest at the time of the incurrence or commitment of such new debt and (2) such appraisal 
confirms the aggregate amount of Leasehold Mortgage Debt and Qualified Debt after giving 
effect to the incurrence or commitment of any such new debt is not in excess of the fair market 
value of the Concessionaire Interest set forth in such appraisal at the time of incurrence or 
commitment of such new debt; provided that any capitalization of interest or accretion of 
principal or other committed increases on any debt set forth in such appraisal shall constitute 
Qualified Debt to the extent the original amount of such debt constitutes Qualified Debt on the 
date such appraisal is given; and providedfi^rther that the Parties agree that notwithstanding the 
requirements of the foregoing clause (1) and clause (2). the amount of Rent paid at Closing shall 
be deemed to constitute the fair market value of the Concessionaire Interest for a period of one 
year after the Closing Date and, as such, no appraisal shall be required within such one-year 
period. 

"Oualifying Account Instrument" means either (i) an Account LC or (ii) a revolving 
working capital or liquidity facility that is available for drawing by the Concessionaire at any 
time, and from time to time, to pay operating expenses or debt service (as applicable) as it 
becomes due; provided that (A) the maturity of such revolving working capital or liquidity 
facility shall in no event be leSs than 12 months from the date of determination of the Opex 
Reserve Requirement or Debt Service Reserve Requirement (as applicable), (B) such revolving 
working capital or liquidity facility shall have no conditions precedent to drawing other than (1) 
the non-occurrence of a payment default in respect of any Leasehold Mortgage Debt or Qualified 
Debt, (2) the non-acceleration of any Leasehold Mortgage Debt or Qualified Debt as a result of 
an event of default with respect thereto or (3) the non-occurrence of any of the events set forth in 
Sections 16.1(a)(iii) or (iv) of this Agreement with respect to the Concessionaire and (C) such 
revolving working capital or liquidity facility shall be provided by one or more financial 
institutions whose long-term senior unsecured indebtedness has obtained a rating of "A-"/"A3" 
by at least two Rating Agencies. 

"Ratuig Agency" means any of Standard & Poor's Corporation, Moody's Investors 
Service, Inc. or Fitch Investors Service, Inc. or any similar entity or any of their respective 
successors. 

"Release" means any release, spill, emission, discharge, leaking, pumping, pouring, 
dumping, injection, deposit, disposal or leaching into the Environment. 

"Rent" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 2.1. 

"Replacement Letter of Credit" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 16.3(c). 

"Reporting Year" means each calendar year during the Term, except that unless the 
Closing Date is the first day of January, the first Reporting Year shall be a partial year 
commencing on the Closing Date and ending on December 3 P' of such calendar year and the last r 
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Reporting Year shall be a partial Reporting Year commencing January I" of such Reporting 
Year and ending on the End Date. 

"Representative" means, with respect to any Person, any director, officer, employee, 
official, lender (or any agent or trustee acting on its behalf), partner, member, owner, agent, 
lawyer, accountant, auditor, professional advisor, consultant, engineer, Contractor, other Person 
for whom such Person is responsible at law or other representative of such Person and any 
professional advisor, consultant or engineer designated by such Person as its "Representative." 

"Required Coverages" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 13.1. 

"Reserve Accounts" means the accounts holding the CFCs collected prior to the Closing 
Date in respect of the rental car facility and the PFCs collected prior to the Closing Date in 
respect of PFC-eligible projects, the "Airport Reserve Accounts" described in the Use 
Agreement and any security deposit contemplated under the Use Agreement. 

"Restoration". "Restore", or "Restoring" means, with respect to any casualty loss, 
destruction or damage of the Midway Airport Facility, to repair or rebuild the affected portions 
of the Midway Airport Facility in accordance with all Laws applicable at the time of the repair or 
rebuilding to restore them to at least the same condition in which they were before the 
occurrence of such casualty loss, destruction or damage. 

"Restoration Funds" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 13.3(a). 

"Reversion Date" means the day immediately following the End Date. 

"Secretary" means the U.S. Secretary of Transportation. 

"Securities Act" means the United States Securities Act of 1933, as amended. 

"Short Form Lease" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 2.6. 

"Statement of Estimated Liabilities" means a statement by the City setting forth (i) the 
relevant Concessionaire Default or other circumstances giving rise to its right to terminate this 
Agreement, (ii) all amounts that (A) are estimated to be due and payable by the Concessionaire 
to the City under this Agreement as of the date of such statement or (B) to the best of the City's 
knowledge after due inquiry, are expected to become due and payable by the Concessionaire 
under this Agreement on or prior to the date that is 30 days after the date of such statement, (iii) 
to the extent not included in clause (ii) above, all other obligations of the Concessionaire under 
this Agreement known to the City that should have been, but have not been, performed as of the 
date of such statement and (iv) to the extent not included in clauses (ii) or (iii) above, all costs 
and expenses (including legal fees). Taxes, fees, charges and disbursements estimated to be paid 
or incurred by the City in connection with any Concessionaire Default, the termination of this 
Agreement, the recovery of possession from the Concessionau^e, and the preparation, execution 
and delivery of the New Agreement and related agreements and the Statement of Estimated 
Liabilities that (A) are estimated to have been paid or incurred by the City as of the date of such 
statement or (B) to the best of the City's knowledge after due inquiry, are expected to be paid or 
incurred by the City on or prior to the date that is 30 days after the date of such statement. 
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"Tax" means any federal, state, local or foreign income, gross receipts, license, payroll, 
employment, excise, severance, stamp, occupation, premium, windfall profits, environmental, 
customs duties, permit fees, capital stock, franchise, profits, withholding, social security, 
unemployment, disability, real property, personal property, parking, sales, use, transfer, 
registration, value added, alternative or add-on minimum, estimated or other tax, levy, impost, 
duty, fee, withholding or similar imposition of any kind payable, levied, collected, withheld or 
assessed at any time, including any interest, penalty or addition thereto, whether disputed or not. 

"Term" means the term of the lease and concession referred to in Section 2.1. 

"Termination Damages" means AA/LT-Termination Damages or CD-Termination 
Damages. 

"Third Party Claim" means any Claim asserted against an Indemnified Party by any 
Person who is not a Party or an Affiliate of such a Party. 

"Time of Closing" means 10:00 a.m. on the Closing Date or such other time on such date 
as the City and the Concessionaire may agree to in writing. 

"Title Commitment" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 2.4(a)(iv). 

"Transaction" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 2.1. 

"Transfer" means to sell, convey, assign, sublease, mortgage, encumber, transfer or 
otherwise dispose of 

"Transferee" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 17.1(a). 

"TSA" means the Transportation Security Administration created under the Aviation and 
Transportation Security Act, 49 U.S.C. § 40101 et seq., or any successor agency thereto. 

"TSA-approved Airport Security Prograrii" means the airport security program approved 
by TSA under 49 C.F.R. Part 1542 with respect to the Midway Airport Facility. 

"Use Agreement" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 2.4(a). 

"Utility Systems" means gas, electricity, light, heat, power, telephone, water and other 
utilities and services used in the Midway Airport Facility Operations or supplied to the Midway 
Airport Facility during the Term. 

Section 1.2 Number and Gender. In this Agreement, terms defined in the singular 
have the corresponding plural meaning when used in the plural and vice versa and words in one 
gender include all genders. 

Section 1.3 Headings. The division of this Agreement into articles, sections and 
other subdivisions is for convenience of reference only and shall not affect the construction or 
interpretation of this Agreement. The headings in this Agreement are not intended to be full or 
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precise descriptions of the text to which they refer and shall not be considered part of this 
Agreement. 

Section 1.4 References to this Agreement. The words "herein", "hereby", 
"hereof, "hereto" and "hereunder" and words of similar import refer to this Agreement as a 
whole and not to any particular portion of it. The words "Article", "Section", "paragraph", 
"sentence", "clause" and "Schedule" mean and refer to the specified article, section, paragraph, 
sentence, clause or schedule of, or to, this Agreement. 

Section 1.5 References to Any Person. A reference in this Agreement to any 
Person at any time refers to such Person's permitted successors and assigns. 

Section 1.6 Meaning of Including. In this Agreement, the words "include", 
"includes" or "including" mean "include without limitation", "includes without limitation", 
"including without limitation" and "including but not limited to", respectively, and the words 
following "include", "includes" or "including" shall not be considered to set forth an exhaustive 
list. 

Section 1.7 Meaning of Discretion. In this Agreement, the word "discretion" with 
respect to any Person means the sole and absolute discretion of such Person. 

Section 1.8 IMeaning of Notice. In this Agreement, the word "notice" means 
"written notice" unless specified otherwise. 

Section 1.9 Meaning of Promptly. In this Agreement, the word "promptly" means 
as soon as reasonably practicable in light of then-prevailing circumstances. 

Section 1.10 Consents and Approvals. Wherever the provisions of this Agreement 
require or provide for or permit an approval or consent by either Party, such approval or consent, 
and any request therefor, must be in writing (unless waived in writing by the other Party). 

Section 1.11 Trade Meanings. Unless otherwise defined herein, words or 
abbreviations that have well-known trade meanings are used herein in accordance with those 
meanings. 

Section 1.12 Laws. Unless specified otherwise, a reference to a Law is considered to 
be a reference to (a) such Law as it may be amended, modified or supplemented from time to 
time, (b) all regulations and rules pertaining to or promulgated pursuant to such Law, (c) the 
successor to the Law resulting from recodification or similar reorganizing of Laws and (d) all 
future Laws pertaining to the same or similar subject matter. Nothing in this Agreement shall 
fetter or otherwise interfere with the right and authority of the City to enact, administer, apply 
and enforce any Law (it being understood that such right shall not in any way diminish the 
remedies of the Concessionaire hereunder). Except for Adverse Actions or if compensation or 
other relief is otherwise available or provided for pursuant to applicable Law or this Agreement, 
the Concessionaire shall not be entitled to claim or receive any compensation or other relief 
whatsoever as a result of the enactment, administration, application or enforcement of any Law 
by the City. 
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Section 1.13 Currency. Unless specified otherwise, all statements of or references to 
dollar amounts or money in this Agreement are to the lawful currency of the United States of 
America. 

Section 1.14 Accounting Principles. All accounting and financial terms used herein, 
unless specifically provided to the contrary, shall be interpreted and applied in accordance with 
then generally accepted accounting principles in the United States of America, consistently 
applied; provided that the Concessionaire shall be permitted to use International Financial 
Reporting Standards (IFRS) to the extent that they are recognized by the Securities and 
Exchange Commission. 

Section 1.15 Time. 

(a) References to Specific Time. Unless specified otherwise, all statements of 
or references to a specific time in this Agreement are to Chicago, Illinois time. 

(b) Period of Days. For purposes of this Agreement, a period of days shall be 
deemed to begin on the first day after the event that began the period and to end at 5:00 p.m. on 
the last day of the period. If, however, the last day of the period does not fall on a Business Day, 
the period shall be deemed to end at 5:00 p.m. on the next Business Day. 

Section 1.16 Approvals, Consents and Performance by the City and/or a 
Majority-In-Interest. 

(a) Procedures. Wherever the provisions of this Agreement require or 
provide for or permit an approval or consent by the City and/or a Majority-ln-Interest of or to 
any action. Person, Document or other matter contemplated by this Agreement, the following 
provisions shall apply, as applicable: (i) such request for approval or consent must (A) contain or 
be accompanied by any documentation or information required for such approval or consent in 
reasonably sufficient detail, (B) clearly set forth the matter in respect of which such approval or 
consent is being sought, (C) form the sole subject matter of the cortespondence containing such 
request for approval or consent and (D) state clearly that such approval or consent is being 
sought; (ii) such approval or consent shall not be unreasonably or arbitrarily withheld, 
conditioned or delayed (unless such provision provides that such approval or consent may be 
unreasonably or arbitrarily withheld, conditioned or delayed or that it may be given or provided 
at the discretion of the City or the Majority-In-Interest); (iii) the City and/or the Majority-In-
Interest shall, within such time period set forth herein (or if no time period is provided, within 45 
days, subject to the City's and/or the Majority-In-Interest's right to extend such period for an 
additional 15 days) after the giving of a notice by the Concessionaire requesting an approval or 
consent, advise the Concessionaire by notice either that it consents or approves or that it 
withholds its consent or approval, in which latter case it shall (unless such provision provides 
that such approval or consent may be unreasonably or arbitrarily withheld, conditioned or 
delayed or is subject to the discretion of the City or the Majority-In-Interest) set forth, in 
reasonable detail, its reasons for withholding its consent or approval, which reasons may include 
the insufficiency, as determined by the City or the Majority-In-Interest acting reasonably, of the 
information or documentation provided; (iv) if the responding notice mentioned in clause (iii) of 
this Section 1.16(a) indicates that the City or the Majority-In-Interest does not approve or 
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consent, the Concessionaire may take whatever steps may benecessary to satisfy the objections 
of the City or the Majority-ln-lnterest set out in the responding notice and, thereupon, may 
submit a revised request for approval or consent from time to time and the provisions of this 
Section 1.16 shall again apply until such time as the approval or consent of the City and/or the 
Majority-ln-lnterest is finally obtained; (v) if the disapproval or withholding of consent 
mentioned in clause (iv) of this Section 1.16(a) is subsequently determined pursuant to Article 19 
to have been improperly withheld, conditioned or delayed by the City and/or the Majority-ln-
lnterest, such approval or consent shall, unless otherwise determined pursuant to Article 1̂ ). be 
deemed to have been given on the date on which such approval or consent was originally 
required and (vi) for the avoidance of doubt, any dispute as to whether or not a consent or 
approval has been unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed shall be resolved in accordance 
with the provisions of Article 19. 

(b) Authority of the City. Wherever this Agreement provides that an act is to 
be taken or performed or approval or consent is to be given by the City, such act may be taken or 
performed or approval or consent may be given by the Mayor without further action by the City 
Council of the City and the Concessionaire may rely thereon in all respects. 

(c) Approved Documents. Subject to the other provisions hereof, wherever in 
this Agreement an approval or consent is required with respect to any document, proposal, 
certificate, plan, drawing, specification, contract, agreement, budget, schedule, report or other 
written instrument whatsoever (a "Document"), following such Approval such Document shall 
not be amended, supplemented, replaced, revised, modified, altered or changed in any material 
respect without first obtaining a further Approval in accordance with the provisions of this 
Section 1.16. 

Section 1.17 Airlines' Representative. Whenever the Approval of or an action by a 
Majority-ln-lnterest is required hereunder, it shall be authorized in writing by a representative 
designated by the Majority-In-Interest (the "Airlines' Representative") and notified to the City 
and the Concessionaire. The Concessionaire shall be entitled to rely, without ftirther 
investigation, on any statement in writing of the Airlines' Representative that (a) certifies that it 
constitutes the action of the Majority-In-Interest and (b) describes in reasonable detail the matter 
approved or authorized by such action. 

ARTICLE 2 
THE TRANSACTION; CLOSING; CONDITIONS PRECEDENT; COVENANTS 

Section 2.1 Grant of Lease and Concession. Upon the terms and subject to the 
conditions of this Agreement, effective at the Time of Closing, (a) the Concessionaire shall pay 
the City the exact amount of $_ in cash (the "Rent") and (b) the City shall and 
does hereby (i) demise and lease all of its right, title and interest in and to the Midway Airport 
Facility to the Concessionaire free and clear of Encumbrances other than Permitted City 
Encumbrances, for and during the term (the "Term") commencing as of the Time of Closing and 
expiring at 11:59 p.m. on the 99th anniversary of the Closing Date (or such later date as is 
required pursuant to the terms of Section 15.2(d)). unless terminated earlier in accordance with 
the terms of this Agreement, (ii) grant the Concessionaire the right for and during the Term to 
operate, manage, maintain, develop and rehabilitate the Midway Airport Facility for Airport 
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Purposes and otherwise in accordance with and pursuant to this Agreement, (iii) grant the 
Concessionaire the right to collect and retain all fees, charges and revenues in respect of the 
Midway Airport Facility, the Midway Airport Facility Assets and the Midway Airport Facility 
Contracts, including PFCs, CFCs and Government Grants-in-Aid and (iv) assign, transfer and 
otherwise convey to the Concessionaire each (and all) of the Midway Airport Facility Assets 
{provided that no cash shall be assigned, transferred or otherwise conveyed to the 
Concessionaire, other than any cash on deposit in (or for the account of) the Reserve Accounts), 
the Assigned Midway Airport Facility Contracts and the Partially Assigned Midway Airport 
Facility Contracts, and the Concessionaire shall accept each such demise, lease, grant, 
assignment, transfer and conveyance (collectively, the "Transaction"). Prior to the Closing, 
the Rent as allocated among the rights and interests described in clauses (i). (ii). (iii) and (iv) 
respectively, shall be set forth on an agreed Schedule to this Agreement. 

Section 2.2 Closing. 

(a) The closing of the Transaction (the "Closing") shall take place on a 
Business Day not later than 180 days after the Date of this Agreement (unless otherwise agreed 
in writing by the City and the Concessionaire with notice to the Airlines) (the "Outside Closing 
Date") that is specified by the Concessionaire in a notice to the City and the Airlines not less 
than 10 Business Days prior to such Business Day; provided that the Closing shall not take place 
prior to the later of (i) the first Business Day that is 90 days after the Date of this Agreement and 
(ii) the date on which all Closing conditions shall have been satisfied or waived by the Party or 
Parties for the benefit of which such conditions are applicable (the "Closing Date"). The Closing 
shall be held at the offices of Mayer Brown LLP, 71 South Wacker Drive, Chicago, Illinois 
60606 or such other place agreed to in writing by the City and the Concessionaire with notice to 
the Airlines. At the Time of Closing, the Concessionaire shall deliver or cause to be delivered to 
the City same-day funds by wire transfer in the amount of the Rent in full payment for the 
Concessionaire Interest, and upon receipt of such payment the Transaction shall be effective. 
Upon receipt of the funds described in the preceding sentence, the City shall immediately cancel 
and return the Closing LOC in accordance with the Concessionaire's instmctions. 

(b) The City shall be entitled to all revenues and shall be responsible for all 
charges, costs and expenses with respect to Assumed Liabilities that shall have accrued as of 
11:59 p.m. on the day immediately preceding the Closing Date. If the City and the 
Concessionaire are unable to determine if any revenues or charges, costs and expenses with 
respect to the Assumed Liabilities actually accrued as of 11:59 p.m. on the day immediately 
preceding the Closing Date, such revenues, charges, costs and expenses shall be prorated 
between the City and the Concessionaire as of 11:59 p.m. on the day immediately preceding the 
Closing Date based upon the actual number of days in the month and a 365-day year. Any 
amounts payable to or owed by the City pursuant to this Section 2.2(b) shall be added to or 
subtracted from the Rent accordingly. If final amoimts cannot be determined at the Closing for 
any items contemplated by this Section 2.2(b). then the City and the Concessionaire shall 
allocate such items on a fair and equitable basis as soon as revenue statements, invoices or bills 
are available, with fuial adjustment to be made as soon as reasonably possible after the Closing 
Date. The City and the Concessionaire shall have reasonable access to, and the right to inspect 
and audit, the other's books to confirm such final determinations, subject to the terms and 
conditions set forth in Article 8 and Article 19. Payment of any amount due under the fmal 
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adjustment will be paid by the Concessionaire to the City or by the City to the Concessionaire (as 
applicable) within 30 days of agreement by the City and the Concessionaire of the final 
adjustment, k is understood and agreed that the City shall, up to and including 11:59 p.m. on the 
day immediately preceding the Closing Date, be entitled to all of the cash or cash equivalents in 
or generated by the Midway Airport Facility (other than cash or cash equivalents on deposit or 
required to be deposited in the Reserve Accounts). 

Section 2.3 Deposit. 

(a) The City acknowledges receipt from the Concessionaire of cash (a "Cash 
Deposit") or one or more Letters of Credit with a term of at least 180 days from the Date of this 
Agreement (the "Closing LOC"). in an aggregate amount equal to 5% of the Rent, to be held by 
the City for the sole purpose described in Section 2.3(b). The City shall deposit any Cash 
Deposit with a Depositary, which shall invest such amount in Eligible Investments pending 
Closing. The Concessionaire may provide a combination of a Cash Deposit and Closing LOC to 
comply with the requirements of this Section 2.3(a). in which case the relevant provisions of this 
Agreement related to a Cash Deposit and to a Closing LOC, including the rights of the Parties 
related thereto, shall be constmed to apply to both forms of security. 

(b) If the City terminates this Agreement pursuant to Section 2.4(e)(iv), then 
the City shall be entitled to (i) retain any Cash Deposit and all interest earned thereon and/or (ii) 
draw immediately without notice to the Concessionaire, the full amount of the Closing LOC 
upon presentation of a sight draft and a certificate confirming that the City has the right to draw 
under the Closing LOC in the amount of such sight draft, and the City shall be entitled to retain 
all of the proceeds of the Closing LOC, in either case, as the sole and exclusive remedy or right 
of the City against the Concessionaire hereunder for any cause of action arising under or relating 
to this Agreement or any document executed in connection herewith. If this Agreement is 
terminated for any other reason, the City shall, within five days, return any Cash Deposit and all 
interest earned thereon and return the Closing LOC, if any, to the Concessionaire marked 
cancelled. The right of the City to retain any Cash Deposit and all interest earned thereon or to 
draw the Closing LOC is intended to be, and shall constitute, liquidated damages to compensate 
the City for the cost of foregoing alternative opportunities and for other costs incurred by the 
City in reliance on the Concessionaire's agreement to enter into the transaction contemplated 
hereunder, and fiill retention of any Cash Deposit and all interest earned thereon and fiiU 
payment of the entire draw on the Closing LOC to the City shall terminate all other rights and 
remedies of the City with respect to the Concessionaire. The Parties acknowledge that the 
damages suffered by the City as a result of such termination would be impossible to ascertain 
and that the combined amount of any Cash Deposit and all interest earned thereon and the 
Closing LOC is a reasonable estimate thereof and is not intended as a penalty. If the City 
terminates this Agreement pursuant to Section 2.4(e)(iv) and retains all of the proceeds of the 
Closing LOC and/or Cash Deposit pursuant to this Section 2.3(b). the City shall pay for the 
reasonable third-party costs and expenses, including legal fees and fees of fmancial advisors and 
accountants, incurred by each of the Airlines in connection with the negotiations of, and drafting 
of definitive documentation related to, the Transaction. 
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(c) At Closing, upon satisfaction of the conditions set forth in Sections 2.4(a). 
(b) and (c], the City shall withdraw the Cash Deposit and all interest earned thereon as a credit 
against the Rent. 

Section 2.4 Conditions Precedent; Termination. 

(a) Conditions for the Benefit of the Concessionaire. The Concessionaire 
shall be obligated to consummate the Closing in accordance with the terms hereof only if each of 
the following conditions has been satisfied in full at or before the Time of Closing, unless 
waived in writing by the Concessionaire: (i) the representations and warranties of the City set 
forth in Section 9.1 shall be true and correct on and as of the Date of this Agreement and at and 
as of the Time of Closing with the same force and effect as if made at and as of such time and 
date except for failures of representations and warranties (other than the representation and 
warranty set forth in Section 9.1(1)) to be true or correct that, individually or in the aggregate, 
have not had and are not reasonably likely to have a Material Adverse Effect (it being understood 
that, for purposes of determining whether such failures have not had and are not reasonably 
likely to have a Material Adverse Effect, all materiality qualifications and references to a 
Material Adverse Effect contained in such representations and warranties shall be disregarded); 
(ii) the City shall not be in material breach of any covenant on its part contained in this 
Agreement which is to be performed or complied with by the City at or prior to the Time of 
Closing {provided that the City shall have been given prompt notice of such breach and given a 
reasonable opportunity to cure such breach); (iii) the City shall have arranged for the deposit of 
flinds from the Rent or from other sources sufficient to provide for the payment, in fiill, of all 
obUgations of the City payable from and secured by the Midway Airport Facility, the Midway 
Airport Facility Operations, the Midway Airport Facility Assets or the revenues generated at the 
Midway Airport Facility and outstanding at the Time of Closing (including all outstanding bonds 
related to the Midway Airport Facility) in such a marmer that such obligations shall be legally 
defeased on the Closing Date and no longer treated as outstanding under the documents under 
which such obligations were issued and are secured and the City shall have provided to the 
Concessionaire evidence reasonably satisfactory to the Concessionaire that any and all security 
interests and collateral securing any such obligations will be released in fiill as of the Time of 
Closing; (iv) the City shall have obtained and delivered to the Concessionaire, at the expense of 
the Concessionaire, an ALTA survey and a commitment for an ALTA (2006) Owner's policy 
proposing to insure the leasehold interest of the Concessionaire, which commitment will reflect 
that the City owns the title (as lessor) to the Midway Airport Facility, subject only to Permitted 
City Encumbrances and Permitted Concessionaire Encumbrances created, incurred, assumed or 
suffered to exist by the Concessionaire or any Person claiming through it (the "Title 
Commitment"): (v) the City shall have delivered to the Concessionaire a legal opinion of counsel 
to the City, in substantially the form attached hereto as Schedule 6; (vi) the City shall have 
executed and delivered to the Concessionaire (A) the estoppel certificate contemplated by 
Section 10.2 and (B) the consent agreement and opinion contemplated by Section I8.l(k); (vii) 
the airport use agreement substantially in the form attached hereto as Schedule 5 (the "Use 
Agreement") shall have been duly executed and delivered by the City, the AirUnes and the 
Concessionaire and will become effective as of the Closing Date; (viii) neither the City, Cook 
County nor the State of Illinois shall have enacted any legislation or ordinance or promulgated 
any rule or regulation or taken any action that would constitute an Adverse Action or Leasehold 
Tax Imposition hereunder were such action to take place during the Term or that has resulted or 
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(in the case of any pending review or proceeding, if adversely determined) could reasonably be 
expected to result in such Governmental Authority conditioning or restricting the consummation 
of the Transaction in a manner that would impose a material impairment on the Transaction or 
make the consummation of the Transaction illegal; (ix) the City shall have amended the Gary 
Compact in accordance with Section 2.5(m); and (x) the Midway Airport Facility Ordinance 
shall (A) have been enacted, (B) permit the City to make the representation and warranty 
specified in Section 9.1(b) and to carry out its obligations under this Agreement and to conform 
all City ordinances to the terms of this Agreement and the relevant Rules and Regulations (as 
defined in the Use Agreement) and (C) be in full force and effect. 

(b) Conditions for the Benefit of the City. The City shall be obligated to 
consummate the Closing in accordance with the terms hereof only if each of the following 
conditions precedent has been satisfied in full at or before the Time of Closing, unless waived by 
the City: (i) the representations and warranties of the Concessionaire in Section 9.2 shall be true 
and cortect on and as of the Date of this Agreement at and as of the Time of Closing with the 
same force and effect as if made at and as of such time and date except for failures of 
representations and warranties to be tme or correct that, individually or in the aggregate, have 
not had and are not reasonably likely to have a material adverse effect on the ability of the 
Concessionaire to consummate the transactions contemplated hereby or perform its obligations 
hereunder (it being understood that, for purposes of determining whether such failures have not 
had and are not reasonably likely to have a material adverse effect on the ability of the 
Concessionaire to consummate the transactions contemplated hereby or perform its obligations 
hereunder, all materiality qualifications and references to a material adverse effect contained in 
such representations and warranties shall be disregarded); (ii) the Concessionaire shall not be in 
material breach of any material covenant on its part contained in this Agreement which is to be 
performed or complied with by the Concessionaire at or prior to the Time of Closing {provided 
that the Concessionaire shall have been given prompt notice of such breach and given a 
reasonable opportunity to cure such breach); (iii) the Concessionaire shall have delivered to the 
City a legal opinion of counsel to the Concessionaire, in substantially the form attached hereto as 
Schedule 4 and (iv) the Concessionaire shall have delivered to the City (A) the evidence of 
insurance policies required to be delivered by the last sentence of Section 2.5(e). (B) the 
certification of the amount of wages and benefits contemplated by Section 11.6(a)(ii) and (C) an 
Officer's Certificate certifying that the Concessionaire has a capitalization as of the Closing Date 
that includes equity that is equal to at least 20% of the Rent. 

(c) Conditions for the Benefit of the Airlines. The Airlines shall be obligated 
to consummate the Closing in accordance with the terms hereof only if each of the following 
conditions precedent has been satisfied in fiiU at or before the Time of Closing, unless waived by 
a Majority-In-Interest: (i) the representations and warranties of the City and the Concessionaire 
in Sections 9.1 and 92^ respectively, shall be true and correct on and as of the date hereof at and 
as of the Time of Closing with the same force and effect as if made at and as of such time and 
date except for failures of representations and warranties to be tme or correct that, mdividually or 
in the aggregate, have not had and are not reasonably likely to have a material adverse effect on 
the ability of the City or the Concessionaire, as the case may be, to consummate the transactions 
contemplated hereby or perform its obligations hereunder (it being understood that, for purposes 
of deterrriining whether such failures have not had and are not reasonably likely to have a 
material adverse effect on the ability of the City or the Concessionaire, as the case may be, to 
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consummate the transactions contemplated hereby or perform its obligations hereunder, all 
materiality qualifications and references to a material adverse effect contained in such 
representations and warranties shall be disregarded); (ii) the City and the Concessionaire shall 
not be in material breach of any material covenant on its part contained in this Agreement which 
is to be performed or complied with by the City and the Concessionaire at or prior to the Time of 
Closing {provided that the City and the Concessionaire shall have been given prompt notice of 
such breach and given a reasonable opportunity to cure such breach); (iii) the Use Agreement 
shall have been duly executed and delivered by the City, the Airlines and the Concessionaire and 
will become effective as of the Closing Date; (iv) in the reasonable opinion of a Majority-In-
Interest, there shall not have occurred a material adverse change to the business or financial 
condition of the Concessionaire since the date that the Concessionaire was Approved in writing 
by a Majority-In-Interest as a qualified bidder; (v) the Concessionaire shall have delivered to 
each of the Airlines an Officer's Certificate certifying that the Concessionaire has a 
capitalization as of the Closing Date that includes equity that is equal to at least 20% of the Rent 
and (vi) a Majority-In-Interest shall have approved the Transition Plan (as defined in the Use 
Agreement). 

(d) Conditions for the Benefit of Each of the Parties. The City, the Airlines 
and the Concessionaire shall each be obligated to consummate the Closing in accordance with 
the terms hereof only if each of the following conditions precedent has been satisfied in full at or 
before the Time of Closing, unless waived by each of the City, a Majority-ln-lnterest and the 
Concessionaire, or otherwise required by Law: (i) there shall be no preliminary or permanent 
injunction or temporary restraining order or other order issued by a Governmental Authority 
{provided that the City may not claim the benefit of this condition if such injunction or 
restraining order has been issued by the City or any agency thereof) or other legal restraint or 
prohibition enjoining or preventing the Transaction; (ii) there shall be no action taken (including 
the pendency of any review or proceeding), or any Law enacted, entered, enforced or deemed 
applicable to the Transaction by any Governmental Authority {provided that the City may not 
claim the benefit of this condition if such injunction or restraining order has been issued by the 
City or any agency thereof) that, in any such case, has resulted or (in the case of any pending 
review or proceeding, if adversely determined) could reasonably be expected to result in such 
Governmental Authority conditioning or restricting the consummation of the Transaction in a 
manner that would impose a material impairment on the Transaction or make the consummation 
of the Transaction illegal; (iii) all necessary material approvals and certifications with respect to 
this Agreement and the Transaction shall have been obtained from all relevant Governmental 
Authorities, including (A) all necessary approvals and exemptions by the FAA under the airport 
privatization pilot program pursuant to 49 U.S.C. § 47134 for the Concessionaire to receive all 
fees and revenues generated at the Midway Airport Facility, to charge fees as set forth in the Use 
Agreement, to receive and apply PFCs ami. AlP Grants (including approvals of any amendments 
filed by the City with respect to existing FAA approvals necessary to permit the Concessionaire 
to charge and collect PFCs in amounts sufficient to pay debt service on approximately $820 
million of indebtedness to be incuned by the Concessionaire to finance a portion of the Rent 
contemplated to be applied by the City to defease an equivalent principal amount of previously 
approved PFC-supported debt issued to fimd approved PFC-eligible projects) and for the City's 
receipt and use for general City purposes of the Rent, (B) the receipt by the Concessionaire from 
the FAA of a Part 139 Airport Operating Certificate and a Part 139 Airport Certification Manual, 
(C) the approval by TSA of an Airport Security Program reflecting the Concessionaire as the 
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airport operator having such TSA-approved Airport Security Program and (D) if applicable, any 
of the following shall have occurred: (1) the review period under the Exon-Florio Act during 
which the President of the United States (the "President") or his designee may commence an 
investigation of the transactions contemplated by this Agreement shall have expired without such 
investigation having been commenced or (2) such investigation shall have been commenced and 
(y) the period under the Exon-Florio Act during which such investigation must be completed 
shall have expired or the Concessionaire shall have received notice that such investigation has 
been completed and (z) the period under the Exon-Florio Act during which the President may 
armounce his decision to take action to suspend, prohibit or place any limitations on the 
transactions contemplated by this Agreement shall have expired without any such action being 
threatened, armounced or taken or (3) the President shall have announced a decision not to take 
any such action. For the avoidance of doubt, nothing contained in Section 2.4(d)(iii) shall permit 
the Concessionaire to increase fees or charges otherwise limited under the Use Agreement. 

(e) Termination. This Agreement may be terminated at any time prior to the 
Closing: 

(i) by the consent of each of the City and the Concessionaire in a 
written instmment; 

••••[' 

(ii) by either the City or the Concessionaire, upon notice to the other 
Party, if (A) any Governmental Authority (other than, with respect to the City, the City or any 
Governmental Authority under the direction of the City) of competent jurisdiction shall have 
issued an order, decree or ruling or taken any other action permanently restraining, enjoining or 
otherwise prohibiting the Transaction, and such order, decree, ruling or other action has become 
final and nonappealable; provided, however, that the right to terminate this Agreement under this 
Section 2.4(e)(ii)(A) shall not be available to any Party whose failure to comply with any 
provision of this Agreement has been the cause of, or resulted in, any order, decree, ruling or 
other action being imposed or becoming final and nonappealable, (B) any condition set forth in 
Section 2.4(d)(iii) remains unsatisfied as of the Time of Closing; provided, however, that the 
right to terminate this Agreement under this Section 2.4(e)(ii) shall not be available to any Party 
whose failure to comply with any provision of this A^eement has been the cause of, or resulted 
in, the failure of such condition or conditions to be satisfied or (C) the Closing shall not have 
occurred as of 11:59 p.m. on the Outside Closing Date {provided that the right to terminate this 
Agreement under this Section 2.4(e)(ii) shall not be available to any Party whose actions or 
failure to act caused the Closing not to occur), unless such date is extended by mutual written 
agreement of the Concessionaire and the City; 

(iii) by the Concessionaire, upon notice to the City, if any condition set 
forth in Section 2.4(a) remains unsatisfied as of the Outside Closing Date; provided, however, 
that the Concessionaire shall not have the right to terminate this Agreement under this 
Section 2.4(e)(iii') if the Concessionaire's failure to comply with any provision of this Agreement 
has been the cause of, or resulted in, the failure of such condition or conditions to be satisfied; or 

(iv) by the City, upon notice to the Concessionaire, if any condition set 
forth in Section 2.4(b) remains unsatisfied as of the Time of Closing; provided, however, that the 
City shall not have the right to terminate this Agreement under this Section 2.4(e)(iv') if the 
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City's failure to comply with any provision of this Agreement has been the cause of or resulted 
in, the failure of such condition or conditions to be satisfied. 

(f) Effect of Termination. In the event of termination of this Agreement by 
either the City or the Concessionaire as provided in Section 2.4(e). this Agreement shall 
forthwith become void and there shall be no liability or obligation on the part of the City or the 
Concessionaire or their respective Representatives, except as set forth in Section 2.3(b). this 
Section 2.4(f) and subject to and in accordance with Article 19 and Article 20 and except that no 
Party shall be relieved or released from any liabilities or damages arising out of its breach of this 
Agreement (subject to Section 2.3(b) in connection with the City's termination of this Agreement 
pursuant to Section 2.4(e)(iv)). In the event that the Concessionaire terminates this Agreement 
pursuant to Section 2.4(e)(iii). the City will compensate the Concessionaire for up to 
$10,000,000 of the actual documented and reasonable out-of-pocket costs and expenses incurred 
by the Concessionaire in connection with the transactions contemplated by this Agreement. In 
the event of termination pursuant to Section 2.4(e)(i). (ii) or (iii), the City shall promptly return 
to the Concessionaire the Closing LOC marked "canceled" and any Cash Deposit and all interest 
thereon. 

(g) Change in Interest Rate. Using the average of the 5- and 10-year, mid-
•niarket London Interbank Offered Rate swap rates (the "Average Swap Rate") in the "Money & 
Investing, Borrowing Benchmarks" section of The Wall Street Journal, from the close of 
business on the Business Day immediately prior to the Bid Date (as published on the Bid Date) 
through the close of business two Business Days prior to the Closing Date (as published on the 
Business Day immediately prior to the Closing Date), the amount of the Rent will be decreased 
by 1/25 of 1% for every one basis point increase in the Average Swap Rate; provided that the 
maximum amount of the decrease permitted under this Section 2.4(g) shall not exceed $100 
million. 

Section 2.5 Covenants. 

(a) Cooperation. The Parties shall cooperate with each other in good faith in 
order to permit the Closing to be consummated on the Closing Date. 

(b) Reasonable Efforts. Each Party shall use all reasonable efforts (i) to take, 
or cause to be taken, all actions necessary to comply promptly with all requirements of Law that 
may be imposed on such Party to consummate the Transaction as promptly as practicable and 
(ii) to obtain (and to cooperate with the other Party to obtain) any Consent or Authorization of 
any Governmental Authority or any other public or private third party that is required to be 
obtained or made by such Party in connection with the consummation of the Transaction, 
including all Consents and Authorizations from the FAA and TSA with respect to the airport 
privatization process of the Midway Airport Facility pursuant to 49 U.S.C. § 47134 (including 
(y) the execution of all necessary approvals for the Concessionaire to receive all revenues 
generated at the Midway Airport Facility and charge fees as set forth in the Use Agreement and 
for the City's receipt and use for general City purposes of the Rent and (z) the receipt by the 
Concessionaire of an Airport Operating Certificate and a TSA-approved Airport Security 
Program). Each Party shall promptly cooperate with and fiimish information to the other Party at 
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such other Party's reasonable request in connection with any such efforts by, or requirement 
imposed upon, any of them in connection with the foregoing. 

(c) Injunctions. If any Governmental Authority (other than the City) issues a 
preliminary or permanent injunction or temporary restraining order or other order before the 
Time of Closing that would prohibit or materially restrict, hinder or adversely affect the Closing, 
each Party shall use all reasonable efforts (unless the City or the Concessionaire terminates this 
Agreement pursuant to Section 2.4(d)(ii)) to have such injunction, decree or restraining order or 
other order dissolved or otherwise eliminated or to eliminate the condition that formed the basis 
for such injunction or order, in each case promptly and, in any event, prior to the Time of 
Closing. Subject to Section 2.4(e). any and all costs incurred by any Party pursuant to any action 
taken in accordance with this Section 2.5(c) shall be home by the Party against whom such 
injunction, restraining order or other order has been entered or whose alleged action or inaction 
in violation of applicable Law is the basis for issuance of such injunction, restraining order or 
other order. 

(d) Operation of the Midway Airport Facility. From the Bid Date up to the 
Time of Closing, the City shall (i) cause the Midway Airport Facility to be operated in the 
ordinary course in a manner consistent with past practice, (ii) use all reasonable efforts to 
preserve the goodwill of the Midway Airport Facility and to maintain good busiiiess 
relationships with the Airlines and others having business dealings with the City in connection 
with the Midway Airport Facility, (iii) maintain the Midway Airport Facility Assets in normal 
operating condition and repair in accordance with past practice (ordinary wear and tear excepted) 
and not dispose of or acquire the Midway Airport Facility Assets other than in the ordinary 
course of business, (iv) perform (or cause to be performed) in all material respects all of the 
City's obligations under the Midway Airport Facility Contracts, (v) not enter into any material 
contracts relating to the Midway Airport Facility or the Midway Aiiport Facility Operations 
unless such contracts are terminable by the Concessionaire on the Closing Date (at no cost to the 
Concessionaire) or are approved or consented to in writing by the Concessionaire prior to the 
execution thereof and (vi) cause the Midway Airport Facility to be operated in all material 
respects in accordance with all applicable Laws (except to the extent any non-compliance is 
being contested in good faith by appropriate proceedings), all with the purpose that the Midway 
Airport Facility as a going concern shall be unimpaired and leased to the Concessionaire at the 
Closing in a condition substantially similar to the condition as of the Bid Date. Without limiting 
the foregoing, the City shall not terminate, amend, modify or agree to a waiver of the terms of 
any material Assigned Midway Airport Facility Contract, any material Partially Assigned 
Midway Airport Facility Contract or any material Authorization related to the Midway Airport 
Facility after the Date of this Agreement and before the Time of Closing (or in the case of any 
material Assigned Midway Aiiport Facility Contract or material Partially Assigned Midway 
Airport Facility Contract that has not been assigned or transferred to the Concessionaire as 
contemplated herein, before such assignment or transfer is completed) and shall not enter into 
any new contracts of a similar nature, in each case without the Concessionaire's consent. 

(e) Policies of Insurance. The City shall cause all applicable policies of 
insurance maintained in respect of the Midway Airport Facility to be continued in ftiU force and 
effect from the Date of this Agreement up to the Time of Closing. During the Term, the 
Concessionaire shall be responsible for maintainmg insurance for the Midway Airport Facility in 
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accordance with the terms of this Agreement. The Concessionaire shall provide evidence of 
such insurance policies (which may be in the form of certificates of insurance) to the City as a 
condition precedent to Closing. 

(f) Disclosure of Changes. 

(i) From the Date of this Agreement up to the Time of Closing, each 
Party shall promptly disclose to the other Parties any matter which becomes known to it which is 
inconsistent in any material respect with any of such Party's representations or warranties 
contained in Article 9. No such disclosure shall be deemed to change any representation or 
warranty or cure any breach thereof or affect any inability to make such a representation or 
warranty for purposes of Section 2.4(a) or for any other purpose, 

(ii) From the Date of this Agreement up to the Time of Closing, the 
City may supplement or amend any schedule hereto, including one or more supplements or 
amendments to correct any matter that would constitute a breach of any representation or 
warranty contained herein, including any amendment or supplement to Schedule 1 to make any 
necessary changes in relation to, pursuant to or in accordance with the delivery of the Title 
Commitment by the City to the Concessionaire pursuant to Section 2.4(a)(iv). No such 
supplement or amendment shall be deemed to change any representation and warranty, cure any 
breach thereof or affect any inability to make such a representation and warranty for purposes of 
Section 2.4(a) or for any other purpose. 

(g) Access to Information. From the Date of this Agreement up to the Time of 
Closing, the City shall (i) give the Concessionaire and its Representatives reasonable access 
during normal business hours and on reasonable notice to (A) the Midway Airport Facility, 
subject to the City's policies and regulations regarding safety and security and any other 
reasonable conditions imposed by the City and (B) employees and management personnel of the 
Midway Airport Facility, (ii) permit the Concessionaire and its Representatives to make such 
inspections as they may reasonably request and (iii) fiimish the Concessionaire and its 
Representatives with such financial and operating data and other information (including, subject 
to satisfying the requirements of TSA in 49 C.F.R. Part 1520 and other applicable Governmental 
Authorities, sensitive security information) that is available with respect to the Midway Airport 
Facility as they may from time to time reasonably request. The City's obligations in the 
preceding sentence are subject to all confidentiality obligations binding on the City with respect 
to any Person; provided that the City has disclosed to the Concessionaire the applicable 
agreement or other document in which such confidentiality obUgations are set out in order to 
enable the Concessionaire to evaluate the materiality and significance of not disclosing the 
information that is subject to such confidentiality obligations. From the Date of this Agreement 
until the Closing Date, the Concessionaire shall hold and will cause its Representatives to hold in 
strict confidence all documents and information concerning the Midway Airport Facility to the 
extent and in accordance with the terms and conditions of the confidentiality agreement entered 
into prior to the Date of this Agreement governing the City and the Concessionaire as if such 
terms and conditions were fully restated herein; provided that to the extent that the terms and 
conditions of such confidentiality agreement conflict with the terms of this Agreement, the terms 
of diis Agreement shall prevail (with terms and conditions of such confidentiality agreement 
becoming null and void at any time following the Closing Date). From the Closing Date and 
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until the End Date, the City and the Airlines shall hold and will cause their respective 
Representatives to hold in strict confidence all documents and information concerning the 
Midway Airport Facility to the extent and in accordance with Section 8.2(b). After the Closing 
Date, the Concessionaire shall, at the request of the City, provide reasonable assistance with 
respect to claims or actions brought by or against third parties based upon events or 
circumstances concerning the Midway Airport Facility and in that regard the Concessionaire 
shall (A) provide reasonable assistance in the collection of information or documents and (B) 
make the Concessionaire's employees available when reasonably requested by the City. 

(h) Transition. 

(i) From the Date of this Agreement up to the Time of Closing, the 
Parties shall cooperate with each other to ensure the orderly transition of control, custody, 
operation, management, maintenance, development and rehabilitation of the Midway Airport 
Facility at the Time of Closing. The City and the Airlines shall cooperate with and provide the 
Concessionaire with reasonable assistance in respect of the Transition Plan (as defined in the Use 
Agreement), including the reasonable provision by the Airlines of persormel consistent with past 
practice, and all efforts in respect thereof; provided that the Airlines' obligations hereunder shall 
not require the Airlines to expend significant capital resources or significantly alter any of their 
operations at the Midway Airport Facility to satisfy such obligations. 

(ii) At the request of the Concessionaire, the City will provide to the 
Concessionaire, for up to six months following the Closing (which six-month period can be 
extended by the Concessionaire for up to an additional six months upon reasonable notice to the 
City), the services of any Midway Airport Facility employee who does not become an employee 
of the Concessionaire and remains with the City (and the services of other appropriately qualified 
City employees who are assigned for such purpose) and the City will also provide, for up to 12 
months following the Closing, snow removal and other specific services for the Midway Airport 
Facility that were provided prior to the Closing by City employees who were not Midway 
Airport Facility employees. All such services shall be provided for an amount equal to the City's 
cost thereof, including employment costs and related overhead expenses allocable to such 
employees, as reasonably determined by the City, which amount shall be billed to the 
Concessionaire as soon as reasonably practicable following the end of each month and shall be 
payable by the Concessionaire within 30 days of receipt of any such statement, and upon such 
other reasonable terms and conditions as the City and the Concessionaire shall agree. 

(i) Casualty Loss Prior to Closing. If, following the Bid Date and prior to the 
Time of Closing, a material casualty loss, destruction or damage to any part of the Midway 
Airport Facility has occurred and this Agreement has not been terminated under Section 2.4(d). 
then the City shall promptly and diligently Restore the affected portion of the Midway Airport 
Facility;/)rovic/e<i that if the affected portion of the Midway Airport Facility carmot be Restored 
prior to the Closing Date, then the City shall make or cause to be made such Restoration as can 
reasonably be completed prior to the Closing Date in a good and workmanlike manner, in 
accordance with any applicable Operating Standards and in such a manner as not to unreasonably 
interfere with the conduct of business in or use of such space to the extent reasonably possible 
without incurring any additional cost or any delay of the Closing, and shall assign all warranties 
in respect of such Restoration to the Concessionaire, and in its discretion either (i) prior to the 
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Closing Date provide to the Concessionaire a plan for the completion of such Restoration efforts 
by the City or its agents following the Time of Closing at the City's sole expense and subject to 
the Concessionaire's reasonable approval and shall then complete such Restoration in substantial 
accordance with such plan; provided that the Concessionaire may choose in its discretion to 
undertake such Restoration pursuant to such approved plan at the City's sole cost and expense or 
(ii) the Concessionaire shall have the option to Restore the remaining affected portion of the 
Midway Airport Facility. If the Concessionaire exercises its option to Restore the remaining 
affected portion of the Midway Airport Facility as described in clause (ii) of the immediately 
preceding sentence, then (A) the City shall assign to the Concessionaire all insurance and other 
proceeds payable by third-party insurers or other third parties to the City in respect of such 
casualty loss, destruction or damage and enforce (with the cooperation of the Concessionaire) all 
of its rights, remedies and privileges under any applicable insurance policies with third-party 
insurers any rights to recovery it may have against other third parties, whether at law, pursuant to 
contract or otherwise and (B) the Concessionaire shall have the right to reduce the Rent to be 
paid at Closing by any expected deficiency between the amount of such insurance and the cost to 
the Concessionaire of Restoring the affected portion of the Midway Airport Facility, m each case 
as estimated by the Concessionaire. If the cost of Restoring the affected portion of the Midway 
Airport Facility pursuant to clause (ii) above is less than the net amount of insurance proceeds 
received by the Concessionaire as aforesaid plus the amount deducted from the Rent as 
aforesaid, then such excess shall be the property of the City and shall be paid by the 
Concessionaire to the City upon the Restoration of the affected portion of the Midway Airport 
Facility. If the actual cost of Restoring the affected portion of the Midway Airport Facility 
pursuant to clause (ii) above is more than the net amount of insurance proceeds received by the 
Concessionaire as aforesaid plus the amount deducted from the Rent as aforesaid, then the City 
shall reimburse the Concessionaire for such excess amount. The City shall pay the Concession 
Compensation to the Concessionaire with respect to any Restoration required to be undertaken 
pursuant to this Section 2.5(i) and any loss of revenues generated at the Midway Airport Facility 
suffered by the Concessionaire pending completion of such Restoration. 

(j) Filing of the City's Final Application with the FAA. Notwithstanding 
anything to the contrary contained herein, the City shall not file its final application wath the 
FAA for exemption of the Midway Airport Facility under the airport privatization pilot program 
until (i) the City has completed the bidding process as currently conducted among qualified 
bidding teams previously approved by a Majority-In-Interest and has determined that the Rent 
offered by the wirming bid team is acceptable, (ii) the City Council of the City has duly approved 
and adopted the Midway Airport Facility Ordinance (which approval and adoption the City will 
use its reasonable best efforts to obtain as soon as reasonably practicable following the 
determination referred to in the immediately preceding subsection (i)) and (iii) the 
Concessionaire has duly executed this Agreement and the Use Agreement. 

(k) Airport Security Program. The Concessionaire acknowledges and agrees 
that it is obligated under 49 C.F.R. Part 1542 to develop and have in effect the TSA-approved 
Airport Security Program as of the Closing Date. The Concessionaire understands and agrees 
that the implementation, maintenance and operation of the Midway Airport Facility pursuant to 
the requirements of a TSA-approved Airport Security Program that complies with TSA's 
security regulations is essential to the operation of the Midway Airport Facility. The City shall 
cooperate with the Concessionaire and TSA (including by making relevant City personnel 
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available) in connection with the preparation and approval process relating to the TSA-approved 
Airport Security Program. 

(1) Offers of Employment. The Concessionaire shall offer employment, in 
accordance with Section 40 of the Local Government Facility Lease Act, 50 ILCS 615/40, under 
substantially similar terms and conditions, to the employees of the City who are employed with 
respect to the portions of the Midway Airport Facility used for Airport Purposes. 

(m) Gary Compact Amendment. The Gary Compact shall have been amended 
to provide that: (i) the Concessionaire will not have to obtain any approvals from the Authority 
(as defined in the Gary Compact) for any Capital Project, for any recommendation to the FAA 
concerning aircraft operations at the Midway Airport Facility or for any other matter; (ii) the 
Transaction does not require approval of the Authority; and (iii) the City shall continue to be 
obligated to provide funding for PFC-approved projects at the Gary Regional Airport (as defined 
in the Gary Compact) in accordance with the Compact, with the Concessionaire not having any 
obligation to provide PFCs collected at the Midway Airport Facility for such projects. 

Section 2.6 Short Form Lease. At the Time of Closing, the Parties shall execute 
and deliver a short form lease (the "Short Form Lease") in a form reasonably agreed to by them, 
which they shall record in the Office of the Recorder of Deeds of Cook County, Illinois. In 
connection with such recording, the Parties shall cooperate to remove any portion of the Midway 
Airport Facility from application of the Tortens Act, if applicable, and to record the certificate of 
title. To the extent that changes are made to this Agreement with respect to the Term, leased 
property or other material matters set forth in the recorded Short Form Lease, the Parties shall 
execute, deliver and record an amendment to the recorded Short Form Lease reflecting such 
changes. The Parties agree not to record this Agreement itself 

Section 2.7 Closing Deliveries. At the Time of Closing, each Party shall execute 
and deliver all assets, agreements, bills of sale, assignments, endorsements, instruments, 
affidavits and documents as are reasonably necessary in the opinion of the other Party to effect 
the Transaction (and in form and substance that are reasonably satisfactory to such other Party). 

Section 2.8 Intended Treatment for Federal and State Income Tax Purposes. 
This Agreement is intended for United States federal and state income Tax purposes to be (a) a 
sale of the Midway Airport Facility and the Midway Airport Facility assets to the 
Concessionaire, (b) a lease of the land underlying and constituting the Midway Airport Facility 
to the Concessionaire and (c) an assignment to the Concessionaire during the Term of all Section 
197 intangibles currently held by the City with respect to the Midway Airport Facility. The 
Parties agree to treat the Agreement consistently with such intentions and not to take any 
positions inconsistent with such freatment. 

ARTICLE 3 
TERMS OF THE LEASE AND CONCESSION 

Section 3.1 Quiet Enjoyment; Present Condition. 

(a) Quiet Enjoyment. The City agrees that, so long as no Concessionaire 
Default has occurred and is continuing hereunder, the Concessionaire shall, at all times during 
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the Term, be entitled to and shall have the quiet possession and enjoyment of the Midway 
Airport Facility and the rights and privileges granted to the Concessionaire hereunder, subject to 
the provisions contained in this Agreement. The City and the Concessionaire acknowledge that 
the Concessionaire's rights to use the Midway Airport Facility as a public airport are subject to 
the right of the City, in accordance with the terms of this Agreement, to monitor compliance with 
this Agreement to ensure that the Midway Airport Facility is used and operated as required by 
this Agreement and Law. Any entry by the City or any of its Representatives onto the Midway 
Airport Facility required or permitted under this Agreement shall not constimte a reentry, 
trespass or a breach of the covenant for quiet enjoyment contained in this Agreement so long as 
such entry does not materially interfere with the Midway Airport Facility Operations. The City 
shall, at its sole cost and expense and at all times during the Term, defend its title to the Midway 
Airport Facility, the Concessionaire's leasehold interest in and to all of the City's right, title and 
interest in and to the Midway Airport Facility and the rights granted to the Concessionaire 
hereunder, or any portion thereof, against any Person claiming any interest adverse to the City or 
the Concessionaire in the Midway Airport Facility, or any portion thereof, except where such 
adverse interest arises as a result of the act, omission, negligence, willful misconduct or violation 
of Law of the Concessionaire, its Affiliates or their respective Representatives. 

(b) Present Condition. Subject to Section 2.5(i) and Section 3.2(c) and except 
as specifically set forth in Section 4.4 and Section 9.1. the Concessionaire understands, agrees 
and acknowledges that the Concessionaire (i) by the execution of this Agreement, agrees to 
accept the Midway Airport Facility "AS IS" at the Time of Closing and (ii) has inspected the 
Midway Airport Facility and is aware of its condition and acknowledges that the City neither has 
made nor is making any representation or warranty, express or implied, regarding the condition 
of the Midway Airport Facility (or any part thereof) or its suitability for the Concessionaire's 
proposed use. 

Section 3.2 Midway Airport Facility Operations. 

(a) Use. Except as otherwise specifically provided herein, the Concessionaire 
shall, at all times during the Term, (i) be responsible for all aspects of the Midway Airport 
Facility Operations (except with respect to the responsibilities of MATCO under the MATCO 
Agreement, which shall continue to be undertaken and be the responsibility of MATCO for so 
long as the MATCO Agreement shall be in effect) and (ii) cause the Midway Airport Facility 
Operations to be performed in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement (including the 
Operating Standards), the Assigned Midway Airport Facility Contracts, the Partially Assigned 
Midway Airport Facility Contracts, and appUcable Law (including maintaining compliance with 
14 C.F.R. Part 139,49 C.F.R. Parts 1520,1540 and 1542 and 49 U.S.C. § 47134). The City shall 
not discriminate against the Airlines, with respect to all Midway Airport Facility Operations, 
relative to the operations at Chicago O'Hare International Airport, including with respect to the 
City's input into air traffic confrol. The Midway Airport Facility Operations will not be 
interrupted in the event that the Concessionaire becomes insolvent or seeks or becomes subject to 
any State or Federal bankruptcy, reorganization, insolvency, liquidation, or dissolution 
proceeding or any petition or similar law seeking the dissolution or reorganization of the 
Concessionaire or the appointment of a receiver, trustee, custodian, or liquidator for the 
Concessionaire or a substantial part of the Concessionane's property, assets, or business. 
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(b) Costs and Expenses. Except as otherwise specifically provided herein, the 
Concessionaire shall, at all times during the Term, pay or cause to be paid all costs and expenses 
relating to the Midway Airport Facility Operations as and when the same are due and payable. 

(c) Assumed Liabilities. The Concessionaire agrees to assume and discharge 
or perform when due, all debts, liabilities and obligations whatsoever relating to the Midway 
Airport Facility or the Midway Airport Facility Operations that occur, arise out of or relate to, or 
are based on facts or actions occurring, during the Term, but only to the extent such debts, 
liabilities or obligations do not arise from or relate to any breach by the City of any covenant, 
representation or warranty set forth in this Agreement (collectively, the "Assumed Liabilities"): 
provided, however, that the Assumed Liabilities shall not include, and the City shall perform or 
cause to be performed and discharge or cause to be discharged as and when due, any debts, 
liabilities and obligations (i) with respect to the City's obligations under this Agreement, (ii) (A) 
arising out of Midway Airport Facility Operations prior to the Time of Closing and (B) the work 
undertaken by the City related to the projects described in Section 4.4 after the Time of Closing 
and (iii) under any Environmental Law arising out of or relating to (A) the projects described in 
Section 4.4 or (B) the ownership, operation or condition of the Midway Airport Facility at any 
time prior to the Time of Closing or any Hazardous Substance or contaminant that was present or 
released on or migrated or escaped or was released from the Midway Airport Facility or 
otherwise existed at any time prior to the Time of Closing (collectively, the "Excluded 
Liabilities"). At or prior to the Time of Closing, the City shall discharge or cause to be 
discharged all debts, liabilities and obligations in connection with the bonds related to the 
Midway Airport Facility that are outstanding as of the Date of this Agreement, and the City shall 
indemnify and hold harmless the Concessionaire and each of the Airlines from and against any 
Losses actually suffered or incurred by the Concessionaire or an Airline, based upon, arising out 
of, related to, occasioned by or attributable to the City's failure to fully discharge (or cause to be 
discharged) all such bonds. 

(d) Operating Agreements. The Concessionaire may not enter into any 
Operating Agreement that extends beyond the Term unless (i) such agreement is assignable to 
the City and subject to a right by the City to terminate such agreement without penalty within 
three Business Days' notice or (ii) the City consents to such Operating Agreement. 

(e) Competition Plan. The Concessionaire shall comply with all obligations 
set forth in the "Competition Plan for Midway" (submitted by the City to the FAA in 2002 and 
then updated in 2004), including the continued adherence to the pro-competition practices set 
forth in the "Domestic Gate Procedures" and "International Gate Procedures" as described in the 
2004 update. The Concessionaire shall submit to the FAA a further update to the Competition 
Plan for Midway, as required by Law. 

Section 3.3 Concessionaire Responsibility. 

(a) The Concessionaire shall, at all times during the Term, (i) remain solely 
responsible for compliance with the Part 139 Airport Operating Certificate and (ii) be the sole 
holder of the Part 139 Airport Certification Manual. 
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(b) The Concessionaire shall, at all times during the Term, be responsible for 
the Midway Airport Facility Operations in a marmer consistent With the Operating Standards and 
all applicable requirements of Law, including the Part 139 Airport Operating Certificate, Part 
139 Airport Certification Manual and the TSA-approved Airport Security Program. The 
Concessionaire may, consistent with the operations plan under the Operating Standards and the 
provisions of the Part 139 Airport Operating Certificate and the TSA-approved Airport Security 
Program, enter into contracts or agreements with other parties (which may include Affiliates of 
the Concessionaire) to provide services in connection with the' Midway Airport Facility 
Operations. No contract or agreement of any kind between the Concessionaire and any other 
Person shall relieve the Concessionaire of its responsibility and liability for the performance of 
all of its obligations under this Agreement, the Part 139 Airport Operating Certificate and the 
TSA-approved Airport Security Program. Further, no agreement or contract of any kind between 
the Concessionaire and any other Person shall affect the right of the City and the Airlines to 
exercise any remedies provided hereunder, including any right of access to the Midway Airport 
Facility in connection therewith, for the failure by the Concessionaire to carry out any of its 
obligations under this Agreement. 

Section 3.4 FAA Airport Privatization Pilot Program. 

(a) FAA Airport Privatization Pilot Program. The Concessionaire shall, at all 
times during the Term and (except as otherwise set forth herein or in the Use Agreement) at its 
sole cost and expense, observe and comply with, in all material respects, and cause the Midway 
Airport Facility Operations to comply with, in all material respects, all applicable Laws now 
existing or later in effect that are applicable to it or the Midway Airport Facility Operations with 
respect to the FAA's Airport Privatization Pilot Program pursuant to 49 U.S.C. § 47134, 
including by ensuring that: 

(i) the Midway Airport Facility wall continue to be available for 
public use on reasonable terms and conditions and without unjust discrimination; 

(ii) the Midway Airport Facility Operations will not be interrupted in 
the event that the Concessionaire becomes insolvent or seeks or becomes subject to any State or 
Federal bankruptcy, reorganization, insolvency, liquidation, or dissolution proceeding or any 
petition or similar law seeking the dissolution or reorganization of the Concessionaire or the 
appointment of a receiver, trustee, custodian, or liquidator for the Concessionaire or a substantial 
part of the Concessionaire's property, assets, or business; 

(iii) the Concessionaire will maintain, improve, and modernize the 
Midway Airport Facility through capital investments and will submit to the Secretary a plan for 
carrying out such maintenance, improvements, and modernization; 

(iv) every fee of the Midway Airport Facility imposed on an air cjirrier 
on the day before the Closing will not increase faster than the rate of inflation unless a higher 
amount is approved by at least 65 percent of the Airlines serving the Mid>yay Airport Facility 
and by Anlines whose aircraft landing at the Midway Airport Facility during the preceding 
calendar year had a total landed weight during the preceding calendar year of at least 65 percent 
of the total landed weight of all aircraft landing at the Midway Airport Facility during such year; 
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(v) the percentage increase in fees imposed on general aviation aircraft 
at the Midway Airport Facility will not exceed the percentage increase in fees imposed on air 
carriers at the airport; 

(vi) safety and security at the Midway Airport Facility will be 
maintained at the highest possible levels; 

(vii) the adverse effects of noise from Midway Airport Facility 
Operations will be mitigated to the same extent as at a public airport; 

(viii) any adverse effects on the Environment from Midway Airport 
Facility Operations will be mitigated to the same extent as at a public airport; and 

(ix) any collective bargaining agreement that covers employees of the 
Midway Airport Facility and is in effect on the Date of this Agreement will not be abrogated by 
this Agreement. 

The Concessionaire shall promptly notify the FAA, the City and the Airlines after receiving 
notice from a Governmental Authority that the Concessionaire may have violated any of the 
above. The Concessionaire shall promptly notify TSA after receiving notice from a 
Governmental Authority that the Concessionaire may have violated any Law relating to safety 
and security at the Midway Airport Facility. This Section 3.4(a) shall not be construed to allow 
the imposition of new or increased fees in excess of those provided under the Use Agreement. 

(b) Grant Agreements. The Concessionaire hereby confirms its acceptance of 
all Grant Agreements, including the assurances contained therein. The Concessionaire and the 
City agree that the Grant Agreements and the assurances required for the granting by the FAA of 
exemptions under 49 U.S.C. § 47134 create third-party beneficiary rights of the Secretary and 
the FAA and the Secretary of Homeland Security and TSA in this Agreement with respect to the 
Midway Airport Facility enforceable by the Secretary and the FAA in administrative or judicial 
legal proceedings. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, and in accordance 
with the statutory objectives of 49 U.S.C. § 47134 and the regulations promulgated thereunder, 
the Secretary and the FAA are hereby granted all right, title and interest in, to and under this 
Agreement as third party beneficiaries of the Concessionaire's obligations with respect to those 
items set forth in Section 3.4(a) and the Grant Agreements in order to ensure that the statutory 
objectives of 49 U.S.C. § 47134 £U-e satisfied. The City agrees that it will carry out the terms of 
all Grant Agreements relating to property or activities that are not part of the Midway Airport 
Facility. 

(c) Authorizations. The Concessionaire shall obtain, comply with, promptly 
renew and maintain in good standing all Authorizations necessary to perform its obligations 
hereunder; provided, however, that the City shall, and shall cause its Representatives to, use its 
reasonable efforts to cooperate with the actions of the Concessionane to obtain all such 
Authorizations (including all Authorizations necessary to achieve Closing). Nothing in this 
Agreement, including Section 2.1. shall be deemed to waive or modify any Authorization 
required to be obtained by the Concessionaire or any other Person in connection with the 
Midway Airport Facility, the Midv^ay Airport Facility Operations or any activities generating 
revenues at the Midway Airport Facility. 
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(d) Prohibition Against Exclusive Rights. Nothing in this Agreement shall be 
construed to authorize the Concessionaire to grant an Airline the exclusive right to conduct an 
Air Transportation Business, and the Concessionaire shall have the right to grant to airlines other 
than the Airlines the privileges and right of conducting any or all activities of an aeronautical 
nature. 

(e) Subordination. The Parties covenant and agree that this Agreement shall 
be subordinated to the provisions of any existing or future agreement or assurances between the 
Concessionaire and the United States federal government, the execution of which has been or 
will be required as a condition precedent to the granting of federal funds or the approval to 
impose or use PFCs for the development of the Midway Airport Facility. The City further agrees 
that it shall not cause the Concessionaire to violate any assurances made by the Concessionaire 
to the federal government in cormection with the granting of such federal funds or approvals. 

(f) Qualifications. The Concessionaire shall, at all times during the Term, 
maintain in full force and effect its existence and all qualifications necessary to carry on its 
business pertaining to the Midway Airport Facility (including the Part 139 Airport Operating 
Certificate and TSA-approved Airport Security Program), the Midway Airport Facility 
Operations or any activities generating revenues at the Midway Airport Facility, including all 
rights, franchises, licenses, privileges and qualifications required in connection with the Midway 
Airport Facility Operations. Nothing contained in the foregoing shall be deemed to prohibit or 
limit the Concessionaire from changing its organizational form or status (for example, a change 
from a limited liability company to a corporation or a limited partnership), subject to the terms of 
Section 17.1(e). 

Section 3.5 No Encumbrances. 

(a) By the Concessionaire. The Concessionaire shall not do any act or thing 
that will create any Encumbrance (other than a Permitted Concessionaire Encumbrance) against 
the Midway Airport Facility and shall promptly remove any such Encumbrance (other than a 
Permitted Concessionaire Encumbrance) against the Midway Airport Facility unless any such 
Encumbrance comes into existence as a result of an act or omission by the City, an Airline or any 
Person claiming through the City or an Airline which in turn was not caused by an act or 
omission of the Concessionaire. The Concessionaire shall not be deemed to be in default 
hereunder if the Concessionaire continuously, diligently and in good faith contests any such 
Encumbrance, or the validity thereof (or causes such contest), by appropriate legal proceedings 
that shall operate to prevent the foreclosure of any such Encumbrance; provided that the 
Concessionaire (i) has given advance notification to the City that it is the intent of the 
Concessionaire to contest the validity or collection thereof or cause such contest and (ii) has 
given a reasonably satisfactory indemnity to the City or has deposited with the City a Letter of 
Credit, surety bond consistent (as to form and credit quality of issuer) with the requnements set 
forth herein for Letters of Credit, cash or Eligible Investment reasonably satisfactory to the City 
in an amount equal to the amount of the claim or Encumbrance, plus such interest and penalties, 
court costs or other charges as the City may reasonably estimate to be payable by the 
Concessionaire at the conclusion of such contest or as is required to provide insurance over any 
potential Encumbrance; provided, however, that in the event such Letter of Credit, surety bond, 
cash or Eligible Investment shall be so deposited, the same shall be held until such claim or other 
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Encumbrance shall have been released and discharged and shall thereupon be returned to the 
Concessionaire, less any amounts expended by the City, if any, to procure such release or 
discharge, or any loss, cost, damage, reasonable attorneys' fees or expense incurred by the City, 
if any, by virtue of the contest of such Encumbrance. 

(b) By the City. The City shall not do any act or thing that will create or 
permit to exist any Encumbrance (other than a Permitted City Encumbrance) against the Midway 
Airport Facility and shall promptly remove any Encumbrance (other than a Permitted City 
Encumbrance) against the Midway Airport Facility that came into existence as a result of an act 
of or omission by the City or a Person claiming through the City. The City shall not be deemed 
to be in default hereunder if the City continuously, diligently and in good faith contests any such 
Encumbrance, or the validity thereof (or causes such contest), by appropriate legal proceedings 
that shall operate to prevent the foreclosure of any such Encumbrance; provided that the City has 
given advance notification to the Concessionaire that it is the intent of the City to contest the 
validity or collection thereof or cause such contest. 

(c) Removal. Each Party, at the reasonable request of the other Party, shall 
use its reasonable efforts to assist such other Party in attempting to remove any Encumbrance, 
that has^come into existence as a result of an act of or omission by such other Party (excluding 
Encumbrances permitted by Section 3.5(a) or (b)): provided that nothing herein shall obligate the 
City to waive, modify or otherwise limit or affect the enforcement by the City of any applicable 
Law with respect to the Midway Airport Facility or any activities generating revenues at the 
Midway Airport Facility and provided further that the costs and expenses incurted by any Party 
in connection with such efforts shall be borne by the Party whose act or omission has given rise 
to such Encumbrance. 

Section 3.6 Single Purpose Covenants. The Concessionaire shall, at all times 
during the Term, (a) be formed and organized solely for the purpose of owning the 
Concessionaire Interest and using, possessing, leasing, operating and otherwise dealing with the 
Midway Airport Facility (and carrying out any activities permitted pursuant to this Agreement 
(and any activities reasonably incidental thereto, including the financing thereof and of the 
Transaction)), (b) not engage in any business unrelated to clause (a) above, (c) not have any 
assets other than those related to its activities in accordance with clauses (a) and (b) above, 
(d) maintain its own separate books and records and its own accounts, in each case that are 
separate and apart from the books and records and accounts of any other Person; provided, 
however, that the Concessionaire's assets may be included in a consolidated financial statement 
of a direct or indirect shareholder or other owner of a beneficial interest of the Concessionaire if 
inclusion on such consolidated fmancial statement is required to comply with the requirement of 
generally accepted accounting principles of the relevant jurisdiction, but only if (i) such 
consolidated financial statement shall be appropriately footnoted to the effect that the 
Concessionaire's assets are ovraed by the Concessionaire and that they are being included on the 
consolidated financial statement of such shareholder or other owner of a beneficial interest only 
to comply with the requirements of generally accepted accounting principles of the relevant 
jurisdiction and (ii) such assets shall be listed on the Concessionaire's own separate balance 
sheet, (e) hold itself out as being a Person, separate and apart from any other Person, (f) not 
commingle its funds or assets with those of any other Person, (g) conduct its own business in its 
own name independently and through its own authorized officers and agents, (h) except as noted 
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in clause (d) above, maintain separate financial statements and file its own Tax returns (to the 
extent required by applicable Law), (i) pay its own debts and liabilities when they become due 
out of its own funds, (j) observe all corporate, limited partnership or limited liability company, as 
applicable, formalities and do all things necessary to preserve its existence, (k) pay the salaries of 
its own employees, if any, and maintain a sufficient number of employees in light of its 
contemplated business operations, (1) not guarantee or otherwise obligate itself with respect to 
the debts or obligations of any other Person, or hold out its credit as being available to satisfy the 
debts or obligations of any other Person, (m) not acquire obligations of or securities issued by its 
shareholders, partners or members, as applicable, (n) allocate fairly and reasonably shared 
expenses, including any overhead for shared office space, (o) use separate stationery, invoices 
and checks bearing its own name, (p) except as expressly permitted hereby or by any Leasehold 
Mortgage or in connection with the ordinary course of business of the Midway Airport Facility, 
not pledge its assets for the benefit of any other Person or make any loans or advances to any 
other Person, (q) correct any known misunderstanding regarding its separate identity, 
(r) maintain adequate capital in light of its contemplated business operations and (s) have 
organizational documents which do not conflict with the requirements set forth in this 
Section 3.6. 

Section 3.7 Rights of the City to Access and Perform Work at the Midway 
Airport Facility! 

(a) Reservation of Rights. The City reserves the right (for itself and any of its 
Representatives, grantees, tenants, mortgagees, licensees and others claiming by, through or 
under the City) and shall, at all times during the Term, have the right to enter the Midway 
Airport Facility and each and every part thereof at all reasonable times and upon reasonable prior 
notice (except as provided in Section 3.7(a)(iii) and Section 3.7(a)(iv)). in the following 
circumstances: 

(i) to inspect the Midway Airport Facility or determine whether or not 
the Concessionaire is in compli2mce with its obligations under this Agreement or applicable Law 
pursuant to Section 8.3; 

(ii) if a Concessionaire Default then exists, to make any necessary 
repairs to the Midway Airport Facility and perform any work therein and take any reasonable 
actions in connection therewith pursuant to Section I6.1(b)(iii) (which right is also available to 
the Airlines pursuant to Section 16.1(c)): 

(iii) in the event of an actual or reported emergency, danger, threat, 
circumstance or event that is reasonably believed by the City or its designee (including relevant 
police, fire, emergency services, armed forces and any other security or emergency personnel in 
accordance with Section 3.17) to have caused (or to present the imminent potential to cause) 
injury to individuals, damage to property, or threat to the Environment or to public safety, to 
take, at such times as the City determines necessary in its discretion (or as directed by the FAA, 
TSA or other affected federal agency) and with notice to the Concessionaire if practicable under 
the circumstjmces, such actions as the City or such designee determines necessary (or as directed 
by the FAA, TSA or other affected federal agency) to respond to or to rectify such emergency, 
danger, threat, circumstance or event; 
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(iv) in the event of any circumstance or event that is reasonably 
believed by the City to have caused an impairment to the continuous operation of the Midway 
Airport Facility as a public airport, and if the City in its discretion (or as directed by the FAA, 
TSA or other affected federal agency) determines that the Concessionaire is not then taking all 
necessary steps to respond to or to rectify such circumstance or event, to take, at such times as 
the City determines necessary in its discretion (or as directed by the FAA, TSA or other affected 
federal agency) and with notice to the Concessionaire if practicable under the circumstances, 
such actions as the City determines may be necessary (or as directed by the FAA, TSA or other 
affected federal agency) to respond to or to rectify such circumstance or event or to restore the 
operation of the Midway Airport Facility; and all costs and expenses incurred by the City in 
connection with or related to such actions shall be paid by the Concessionaire; 

(v) to design, construct, operate, service, manage, maintain, repair, 
rehabilitate or replace any Affected Property; 

(vi) at its own cost and expense, to (A) install, design, manage, 
maintain, inspect, repair and rehabilitate any existing or fumre utilities or similar services or 
safety measures (whether provided by the City or third parties) in, on, under, across, over or 
through the Midway Airport Facility (including water and sewer lines, power transmission lines, 
fiber optic cable, surveillance equipment and other communications and other equipment), (B) 
grant easements and rights on, over, under or within the Midway Airport Facility for the benefit 
of suppliers or owners of any such utilities, services or measures and (C) use the Midway Airport 
Facility in connection with any such installation, design, management, maintenance, repair or 
rehabilitation (provided that notwithstanding the foregoing clauses (A). (B) and £C}, the 
Concessionaire shall have the right, but not the obligation, at all times during the Term, to install, 
design, manage, maintain, repair and rehabilitate utilities or other services to the extent that the 
said utilities or services are necessary or desirable for the Midway Airport Facility Operations); 
and 

(vii) solely in accordance with the terms hereof, to do any other act or 
thing that the City may be obligated to do or have a right to do under this Agreement and/or the 
Use Agreement. 

In connection with any entry made pursuant to this Section 3.7(a). the City shall (A) conduct all 
activities in connection therewith consistent with the TSA-approved Airport Security Program, 
(B) consult with TSA, as appropriate, if such entry is reasonably expected to adversely impact 
transportation security at the Midway Airport Facility {provided that if the City deems in its 
reasonable discretion that the emergency nature of the sittaation requiring such entry precludes it 
from consulting with TSA in advance, it will notify TSA as soon as reasonably practicable 
following such entry), (C) use reasonable efforts to minimize interference with the Midway 
Airport Facility Operations (including security) and damage to the Midway Airport Facility in 
cormection with any entry on the Midway Airport Facility and (D) pay to the Concessionaire the 
Concession Compensation, upon demand by the Concessionaire, resulting from any entry or 
action on the Midway Airport Facility that qualifies as a Compensation Event pursuant to clause 
(v). (vi) or (vii) of this Section 3.7(a). If the City fails or chooses not to commence or complete 
any activity that is a Concessionaire requirement, which the City would be entitled to undertake 
by exercising its rights under this Section 3.7(a). a Majority-In-Interest may, but shall not be 
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required to, enter the Midway Airport Facility and each and every part thereof at all reasonable 
times and upon reasonable pnor notice to the Concessionaire (except in the circumstances set 
forth in Section 3.7(a)(iii) and Section 3.7(a)(iv)) to conduct such activities; provided that the 
Majority-ln-lnterest shall give five days reasonable notice to the City, except in cases of 
emergencies or actions resulting or threatening to result in materially increased cost or disruption 
of service, in which case no notice is required; and provided further that any entry made by the 
Majority-ln-lnterest pursuant to this Section 3.7(a) shall be subject to the same restrictions that 
apply to the City as set forth in this Section 3.7(a). 

(b) Ejfect of Reservation. Any reservation of a right by the City or the 
Airlines and any of its Representatives to enter the Midway Airport Facility and to make or 
perform any repairs, alterations. Restoration or other work in, to or about the Midway Airport 
Facility that is the Concessionaire's obligation pursuant to this Agreement, shall not be deemed 
to (i) impose any obligation on the City or the Airlines to do so, (ii) render the City or the 
Airlines liable to the Concessionaire or any other Person for the failure to do so or (iii) relieve 
the Concessionaire from any obligation to indemnify the City or the Airlines as otherwise 
provided in this Agreement. Nothing in this Agreement shall impose any duty upon the part of 
the City or the Airlines to do any work required to be performed by the Concessionaire 
hereunder and performance of any such work by the City or the Airlines and any of its 
Representatives shall not constitute a waiver of the Concessionaire's default in failing to perform 
the same. 

Section 3.8 Midway Airport Facility Cash Reserves. The Concessionaire shall 
(subject to the penultimate sentence of this Section 3.8) at all times during the Term maintain 
reserves in an amount equal to at least (on any date of determination) (a) the total amount of debt 
payable (other than any principal amount of any debt payable within 12 months of the final 
maturity date of such debt) with respect to the Midway Airport Facility in the then-current Lease 
Year (the "Debt Service Reserve Requirement") and (b) 25% of the projected operating expenses 
for the Midway Airport Facility for the then-current Lease Year (the "Opex Reserve 
Requirement"). The Debt Service Reserve Requirement and the Opex Reserve Requirement 
may be satisfied by cash (or cash equivalents) held by the Concessionaire for such purpose or by 
the undrawn available amount of any Qualifying Account Instrument. The Concessionaire shall 
be entitied to use fiinds on deposit or available in respect of the cash reserves contemplated in 
this Section 3.8 for the purpose of flmding any shortfalls in operating expenses or debt service, as 
applicable. Following the use of any such funds in the Opex Reserve, the Concessionaire shall be 
obligated to replenish the amount so utilized by the later of (i) the date on which it is requhed to 
deliver the compliance certificate noted in the immediately succeeding sentence and (ii) 60 days 
following any such utilization; and following the use of any such funds in the Debt Service 
Reserve, the Concessionane shall be obligated to replenish the amount so utilized by the date 
that is six months following any such utilization. The Concessionaire shall deliver to the City 
and each of the Airlines on the first Business Day of each quarter of each Lease Year, and as 
otherwise requested by the City or an Airline from time to time, an Officer's Certificate in which 
the Concessionaire represents and warrants that is compliance with the requirements 
contemplated in this Section 3.8. 
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Section 3.9 Coordination. 

(a) Utility Coordination. Subject to Section 3.7(a)(vii) and Section 3.9(c), the 
Concessionaire shall be responsible for coordinating or ensuring the coordination of all Midway 
Airport Facility Operations with utilities and Persons having service lines, pipelines, 
transmission lines and other equipment, cables, systems and other apparatus in, on, under, over 
or adjacent to the Midway Airport Facility. The Concessionaire shall cause provision to be made 
for the removal or temporary or permanent relocation and restoration of utilities and other 
services and any lines, equipment, cables, systems and other apparatus that intersect, interfere 
with, interface with or otherwise affect the Midway Airport Facility Operations and shall arrange 
for temporaty rights of entry and access to utilities and other services to be made available that 
are necessary in cormection with the Midway Airport Facility Operations or as may exist under 
this Agreement or applicable Law. The City shall cooperate with the Concessionaire with 
respect to its obligations under this Section 3.9. 

(b) Affected Property Coordination. The Concessionaire shall be responsible 
for coordinating or ensuring the coordination of all Midway Airport Facility Operations with 
Affected Property. The City shall cooperate with the Concessionaire with respect to its 
obligations under this Section 3.9(b). 

(c) No Interference. The Parties understand and agree that (i) nothing in the 
foregoing Sections 3.9(a) and {b} is in any way intended to interfere with Midway Airport 
Facility Operations and (ii) the City shall cooperate with the Concessionaire in minimizing any 
effect that the obligations of the Concessionaire under this Section 3.9 may have on the Midway 
Airport Facility Operations and the revenues of the Midway Airport Facility. 

Section 3.10 No Entry on City Property. Except in the case of an emergency (and 
then only to the extent necessary to avoid injury or death to individuals or damage to property) 
and except for limited access necessary for the Concessionaire's performance of its obligations 
hereunder or its compliance with applicable Laws that does not interfere with the City's use or 
operation of such other properties in any material respect or otherwise except to the extent 
available for public use, the Concessionaire shall not enter upon any property of the City 
adjacent to, above, under or within the boundaries of the Midway Airport Facility, in connection 
with the Midway Airport Facility Operations without the prior Approval of the City. 

Section 3.11 Payment of Taxes. Except as otherwise provided herein, the 
Concessionahe shall pay when due all Taxes that are or become payable by the Concessionaire 
or that are required to be collected by the Concessionaire from other Persons in respect of 
periods during the Term in respect of the operations at, occupancy of or conduct of business in or 
from the Midway Airport Facility and fixtures or personal property included in the Midway 
Airport Facility, including (a) any parking Taxes imposed on users of the Midway Airport 
Facility pursuant to (i) Section 4-236 of the Municipal Code and (ii) the Cook County Parking 
Lot and Garage Operations Tax Ordinance, which the Concessionaire is obligated to collect from 
users of the Midway Airport Facility and remit to the City and Cook County, as required by the 
applicable Law and (b) any Taxes pursuant to the Metropolitan Pier and Exposition Authority 
Airport Departure Tax Ordinance, which the Concessionaire shall collect, as agent for the City, 
from all persons providing ground fransportation for hire to passengers at the Midway Airport 
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Facility. The City reserves the right, without being obligated to do so, to pay the amount of any 
such Taxes not timely paid by the Concessionaire, and the amount so paid by the City shall be 
deemed additional rent hereunder, due and payable by the Concessionaire promptly upon 
demand by the City. The Concessionaire shall have the right to contest in good faith the validity 
or amount of any Taxes which it is responsible to pay under this Section 3.11; provided that 
(i) the Concessionaire has given prior notice to the City of each such contest, (ii) no contest by 
the Concessionaire may involve a reasonable possibility of forfeiture or sale of the Midway 
Airport Facility and (iii) upon the final determination of any contest by the Concessionaire, if the 
Concessionaire has not already done so, the Concessionaire shall pay the amount found to be 
due, if any, together with any costs, penalties and interest. The Concessionaire shall not be liable 
for, and the City shall indemnify and hold the Concessionaire harmless from and against, any (A) 
property Tax imposed by the State of Illinois, the City or any other unit of local government in 
the State of Illinois, on the Concessionaire with respect to the Midway Airport Facility or any 
fixtures or improvements thereto attributable to the City's ownership of all or any part of the 
Midway Airport Facility or its reversion rights hereunder, (B) any sales, use or similar Tax 
imposed by the State of Illinois, the City or any other unit of local government in the State of 
Illinois on the Rent or (C) any transfer, stamp, deed recording or similar tax by the State of 
Illinois, the City or any other unit of local government in the State of Illinois payable by reason 
of the execution and delivery of this Agreement or the Short Form Lease or the recording of the 
Short Form Lease. In the event of a Leasehold Tax Imposition, the Concessionaire shall be 
entitled to, inter alia, the rights available to it pursuant to Section 14.2. The Concessionaire and 
the City shall cooperate in coimection with the filing of any Document for the purpose of 
maintaining the leasehold tax exemption available under 35 ILCS 200/15 185(b). 

Section 3.12 Utilities. The Concessionaire shall pay when due all charges (including 
all applicable Taxes and fees) for the Utility Systems. Upon the reasonable request of the City, 
the Concessionaire shall forward to the City, within 30 days following the respective due dates, 
official receipts, photocopies thereof, or other evidence satisfactory to the City, acting 
reasonably, of the payment required to be made by the Concessionaire in accordance with this 
Section 3.12. The City shall offer to fiimish to the Concessionaire for purposes of the Midway 
Airport Facility Operations (a) any utilities that the City is voluntarily and directly furnishing to 
other commercial users ui the immediate vicinity of the Midway Airport Facility at any time 
during the Term, on rates and other terms as are applicable to such users, as may be amended 
from time to time, (b) any airport-specific utility services that the City is fiimishing to the 
Midway Airport Facility as of the Bid Date, on reasonable and nondiscriminatory terms and (c) 
any airport-specific utility services that the City shall provide to O'Hare International Airport at 
any time during the Term, on reasonable and nondiscriminatory terms; provided, however, that 
the City shall have no obligation or responsibility to fiimish the Concessionaire with any other 
utilities and makes no representations or warranties as to the availability of any utilities; and 
provided further that the Concessionaire shall have no obligation or responsibility to purchase or 
obtain any utility from the City and shall have the right to choose between City utility services or 
alternative utility services of similar types available from the private sector. The City does not 
warrant that any utility services will be free from interruptions caused by war, insurrection, civil 
commotion, riots, acts of God, government action, terrorism, repahs, renewals, improvements, 
alterations, strikes, lockouts, picketing, whether legal or illegal, accidents, inability to obtain fiiel 
or supplies or any other causes, and any such interruption of utility services shall never be 
deemed an Adverse Action or an eviction or disturbance of the Concessionaire's use and 
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possession of the Midway Airport Facility or any part thereof, or render the City liable to the 
Concessionaire for damages or, unless the same constitutes a Delay Event, relieve the 
Concessionaire from performance of the Concessionaire's obligations under this Agreement. 

Section 3.13 Negotiations with Governmental Authorities. 

(a) Prior to entering into any agreement with any Governmental Authority in 
connection with the Midway Airport Facility Operations (a "Government Agreement"), the 
Concessionaire shall submit such Government Agreement for Approval by the City, which 
Approval may be withheld, delayed or otherwise conditioned in the discretion of the City in the 
case of Government Agreements that extend or could extend beyond the Term (unless such 
agreement is assignable and subject to a right by the City to terminate such agreement without 
penalty upon three Business Days' notice or less, effective upon such extension) or pursuant to 
which the City may incur any liability whatsoever. Notwithstanding the foregoing, if the 
absence of sUch Government Agreement may cause the Concessionaire or Midway Airport 
Facility Operations to fail to be in compliance with applicable Law or the terms of this 
Agreement, the Concessionaire may enter into such Government Agreement upon notice to the 
City. If the Concessionaire wishes the City to be a party to a Government Agreement, in the 
place and stead of, or in addition to, the Concessionaire, then the Concessionaire must provide 
notice of the proposed terms of such Government Agreement to the City for the City's Approval, 
which Approval will be in the City's discretion, and all costs and expenses incurred by the City 
in connection with or related to such Government Agreement shall be borne by the 
Concessionaire. 

(b) The City shall use its best efforts to cooperate with the Concessionaire in 
any negotiations with any Governmental Authority regarding any Government Agreements. All 
reasonable out-of-pocket costs and expenses incurred by the City in coimection with or related to 
such negotiations shall be borne by the Concessionaire. 

Section 3.14 Notices of Defaults and Claims. The Concessionaire or the City (the 
"Notifying Party") shall promptly give notice to the other Party (a) if the Notifying Party is in 
default of its obligations under this Agreement (including the Operating Standards), any material 
Assigned Midway Airport Facility Contract, any material Partially Assigned Midway Airport 
Facility Contract, or any other Operating Agreement and (b) of all material claims, proceedings, 
disputes (including labor disputes) or litigation pertaining to the Midway Airport Facility, the 
Midway Airport Facility Operations or the Notifying Party (whether or not such claim, 
proceeding or litigation is covered by insurance) of which the Notifying Party has actual 
knowledge. The Notifying Party's notice shall provide all reasonable information requested by 
the City or the Concessionaire, as applicable, from time to time concerning the status of such 
default, claims, proceedings or litigation. A copy of the notices provided pursuant to this Section 
3.14 shall be given to each of the Leasehold Mortgagee, FAA Associate Administrator of 
Airports and TSA. 

Section 3.15 Assignment of Operating Agreements and Plans. At the written 
request of the City, the Concessionaire shall collaterally assign, to the extent reasonably 
practicable, to the City, in form and substance satisfactory to the City, acting reasonably, all of 
the right, title and interest of the Concessionaire in, to and under all or any of the Operating 
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Agreements and all present and future specifications, plans, software (including source code) to 
the extent that such software is subject to a non-exclusive license permitting collateral 
assignment, drawings, information and documentation in relation to the Midway Airport Facility 
Operations except to the extent that any of the foregoing involve proprietary information (the 
"Plans") as collateral security to the City for the observance and performance by the 
Concessionaire of its covenants and obligations under this Agreement, to the extent so requested 
by the City and subject to the rights of the Leasehold Mortgagee. The Concessionaire covenants 
that it shall use all reasonable efforts to cause all of the right, title and interest of the 
Concessionaire in, to and under all Operating Agreements and the Plans entered into or created 
afler the Time of Closing to be collaterally assignable to the City for the purposes of this 
Section 3.15. The City acknowledges that the Operating Agreements and the Plans may also be 
assigned as security to a Leasehold Mortgagee and that each of the City and such Leasehold 
Mortgagee shall be entitled to use the Operating Agreements or the Plans in enforcing their 
respective security as hereinafter provided. The City agrees that it shall exercise any 
amendments or take any other actions necessaty for the Concessionaire to exercise all of the 
City's rights under the Operating Agreements and the City shall transfer to the Concessionaire all 
security under any such Operating Agreements. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, 
but subject to the City's assumption of liabilities under the Operating Agreements accruing after 
such time as the City exercises its rights under this Section 3.15 subject to Article 18, the City 
shall be entitled to use the Operating Agreements and the Plans in each of the following events: 
(a) if the City terminates this Agreement without a concession agreement being granted to the 
Leasehold Mortgagee or nominee thereof pursuant to the provisions of Article 18 and (b) if the 
City elects to use the Operating Agreements or the Plans to remedy a Concessionaire Default 
under this Agreement. Notwithstanding the foregoing, in the event that the Leasehold 
Mortgagee has entered into possession or is diligently enforcing and continues to diligently 
enforce its security, whether by way of exercising the Concessionaire's rights under this 
Agreement, the appointment of a receiver or receiver and manager, foreclosure or power of sale 
in accordance with Article 18. or otherwise, and is using or reasonably expects to be using the 
Operating Agreements or the Plans in respect of the Midway Aiiport Facility Operations, the 
City shall not be entitled to use the Operating Agreements or the Plans in enforcing its security, it 
being acknowledged that any assignment of the Operating Agreement or the P\ans to a Leasehold 
Mortgagee shall have priority over any assignment of the Operating Agreements or the Plans to 
the City and the City shall cooperate with the Concessionaire and the Leasehold Mortgagee in 
connection with ensuring such priority, including that the City shall execute and deliver to the 
Leasehold Mortgagee an intercreditor and subordination agreement in form and substance 
satisfactory to such Leasehold Mortgagee, acting reasonably, acknowledging such priority. The 
Concessionaire shall promptly deliver to the City, at the sole cost and expense of the 
Concessionaire, forthwith after completion or execution and delivery, a copy of each item of the 
Operating Agreements and the Plans. 

Section 3.16 Name. 

(a) The name designated for the Midway Airport Facility is "Chicago Midway 
International Airport." Such name may be changed with the mutual Approval of the City and the 
Concessionaire, which Approval either Party may withhold in its discretion. 
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(b) Neither the City nor the Concessionaire shall have the right to (i) sell or 
lease any naming rights for the Midway Airport Facility, or any portion of the Midway Airport 
Facility to any third party or (ii) change the name of the Midway Airport Facility or to sell or 
lease naming rights for the Midway Airport Facility or any portion thereof without the prior 
written consent of the other Party, which consent may be withheld in such Party's sole 
discretion. 

(c) The City grants to the Concessionaire a non-exclusive, non-transferable, 
(except pursuant to a Transfer permitted under Section 17.1) royalty-free license during the Term 
to use the name "Chicago Midway International Airport" together with all existing and ftiture 
developed logos and marks (not including the City seal) used in connection with the Midway 
Airport Facility Operations, solely in connection with the performance of the Concessionaire's 
obligations and exercise of rights under this Agreement. 

Section 3.17 Police, Fire and Emergency Services; Access Rights. 

(a) At all times during the Term, the City shall, at its sole cost and expense, 
ensure that the Midway Airport Facility is serviced by adequate police, security, firefighting and 
emergency medical/rescue services, including law enforcement officer (LEO) support as 
required by federal security requirements (including increases required by TSA or other federal 
agencies) and armed perimeter security and other law enforcement services, in each case at a 
level that satisfies the TSA-approved Airport Security Program. The Concessionaire shall be 
obligated to utilize all such services and shall not take any actions that would in any way inhibit 
or restrict the City's ability to provide such services. Without limiting the generality of the 
foregoing, at all times during the Term, the Concessionaire shall be responsible for providing (or 
causing the provision of) all security functions at the Midway Airport Facility in compliance 
with the TSA-approved Airport Security Program. The Concessionaire acknowledges that the 
City's personnel that provide police, security, firefighting and/or emergency medical/rescue 
services to the Midway Airport Facility may provide other police, security, firefighting and/or 
emergency medical/rescue services in the general vicinity of the Midway Airport Facility; 
provided that such other services do not unreasonably interfere with the level of police, security, 
fire fighting and/or emergency medical/rescue services to be provided at the Midway Airport 
Facility. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, and subject to all applicable 
FAA, TSA and other Governmental Authority requirements, the Concessionaire shall have the 
right to contract with the Chicago Police Department and private security and emergency service 
providers for enhanced levels of service. The traffic management services provided by the 
City's Traffic Management Authority at the Midway Airport Facility prior to the Closing Date 
are not included within the scope of services to be provided by the City during the Term pursuant 
to this Section 3.17(a). Traffic management services at the Midway Airport Facility shall be the 
responsibility of the Concessionaire at all times during the Term (including all costs and 
expenses related thereto). AH capital expenses directly related to the provision of services by the 
City pursuant to this Section 3.l7(a') shall be the responsibility of the Concessionaire in 
accordance with the Use Agreement. 

(b) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement, at all times during 
the Term and without notice or compensation to the Concessionaire (i) any police, fire and 
emergency services and any other security or emergency personnel retained by or on behalf of 
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the City (including the Chicago Police Department and the Chicago Fire Department) shall have 
access, as required by such services or personnel, to the Midway Airport Facility; (ii) the City 
Department of Buildings shall have access, as required by such Department, to the Midway 
Airport Facility as necessary for the protection of public safety; provided, however, that 
inspections by the City Department of Buildings for purposes of determining whether or not the 
Concessionaire is in compliance with its obligations under this Agreement or applicable Law 
shall be undertaken pursuant to Section 3.7(a)(i): and (iii) any Governmental Authority 
(including the TSA and the armed forces) with jurisdiction over the Midway Airport Facility 
shall have access to the Midway Airport Facility as necessaty for emergency management and 
homeland security purposes, including the prevention of, practice drills for, or response to, a 
public safety emergency. The Concessionaire shall cooperate with police, fire and emergency 
services and any other security or emergency personnel, including the armed forces, in respect of 
such emergency management and homeland security purposes. 

(c) Consistent with its responsibility to satisfy all applicable FAA and TSA 
requirements (including maintaining compliance with 14 C.F.R. Part 139 and the TSA-approved 
Airport Security Program), the Concessionaire shall, at all times during the Term, on a 24-hour 
basis at the Midway Airport Facility maintain sufficient personnel who shall be qualified to 
respond to emergencies. If, at any time during the Term, the City, in its discretion, determines 
that the Concessionaire is not satisfying its obligations under this Section 3.17(c). then the City 
may, at the cost of the Concessionaire, provide sufficient personnel at the Midway Airport 
Facility, in addition to those otherwise provided by the City and other Governmental Authorities 
hereunder, to respond to emergencies. The Concessionaire shall be responsible for, and shall pay 
the costs of, any additional security measures implemented at the Midway Airport Facility at the 
request of any Governmental Authority pursuant to any adopted mle, regulation, standard, 
recommended practice or procedure. 

(d) If the City is chosen as the host city for the 2016 Games, the City 
acknowledges that there will be a temporaty need to increase the level of police, security, 
firefighting and emergency medical/rescue services at the Midway Airport Facility, and the City 
and the Concessionaire agree that they shall cooperate widi each other and the TSA to develop a 
security program that adequately meets the increased need for such services. 

Section 3.18 Competing Parking Action. At all times during the Term, the City 
shall not take any Competing Parking Action. 

Section 3.19 Deputy Aviation Commissioner. During the Term, the City shall 
remain committed to the quality of the Midway Airport Facility as a world-class gateway to the 
City, including by (a) maintaining, at the City's sole cost and expense, a Deputy Aviation 
Commissioner whose primaty responsibility is the Midway Airport Facility, (b) providing such 
additional resources as the Deputy Aviation Commissioner reasonably determines to be 
necessary from time to time, including from the City's Department of Aviation, Department of 
Law and Department of Finance and (c) taking such actions, in accordance with and subject to 
the terms and conditions of this Agreement, with respect to land use, ground transportation cmd 
other municipal activities and fimctions as the City reasonably determines to be necessary from 
time to time to promote and support the operations and development of the Midway Aiiport 
Facility. All actions taken pursuant to this Section 3.19. including maintenance of a Deputy 
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Aviation Commissioner, shall be at the City's sole cost and expense. The Concessionaire shall, 
at all times during the Term, be the sole FAA sponsor with respect to the Midway Airport 
Facility, and the appointment of the Deputy Aviation Commissioner shall in no way diminish or 
interfere with the Concessionaire's responsibility as sole FAA sponsor with respect to the 
Midway Airport Facility. 

Section 3.20 Use Agreement. At a reasonable time prior to the end of the term of the 
Use Agreement in accordance with its terms, the Concessionaire and the Airlines shall use their 
commercially reasonable efforts to negotiate a new use agreement with respect to the Midway 
Airport Facility, upon terms and conditions to be mutually agreed upon by such parties. If, at the 
end of the term of the Use Agreement, the Majority-In-Interest and the Concessionaire have not 
agreed to a new use agreement, the Use Agreement shall continue in effect until such time as the 
Majority-In-Interest and the Concessionaire have executed a new use agreement; provided that 
this sentence shall only be effective if, at the end of the term of the Use Agreement, or any time 
thereafter, at least one of the Airlines that have executed this Agreement (or their successor 
entities) hold Gates (as defined in the Use Agreement) as part of their respective Airline's 
Leased Premises. Unless expressly stated herein, nothing in this Agreement shall be construed 
or interpreted to waive, limit or otherwise prejudice any of the Concessionaire's or the Airlines' 
rights under the Use Agreement. 

Section 3.21 Support of a New Airport. In the event that the City, or the City in 
conjunction with the Concessionaire, supports or opens a new commercial service airport within 
a fifty (50) mile radius of the Midway Airport Facility, the Airlines shall have in their discretion 
all rights and remedies available to them under the Use Agreement to compensate them fully, 
incliiding the right to terminate the Use Agreement without penalty and, in addition, to recover 
from the City the greater of (a) the unamortized cost of any improvements made by any such 
Airline at the Midway Airport Facility or (b) the fair market value of any improvements made by 
any such Airline at the Midway Airport Facility, measured at the time that produces the largest 
result that is either (i) one year prior to any announced support for such an airport or (ii) the 
opening of such an airport. 

Section 3.22 Matters Related to the City's Bid for the 2016 Olympic and 
Paralympic Games. 

(a) If the City is chosen as the host city for the 2016 Olympic and Paralympic 
Games (the "2016 Games"), the Concessionaire acknowledges that the Chicago Organizing 
Committee for the 2016 Games ("CHICOG") and its Representatives will require reasonable 
access to and use of space within the Midway Aiiport Facility in coimection with the plarming 
and hosting of the 2016 Games, and the Concessionaire agrees to cooperate with CHICOG in 
planning and granting such reasonable access and use. In particulM, during the period beginning 
two weeks prior to the opening ceremony of the Olympic Games constituting part of the 2016 
Games through the date that is one week following the closing ceremony of the Paralympic 
Games constituting part of the 2016 Games, the Concessionaire will allow CHICOG and its 
Representatives first priority use of certain space inside the Midway Airport Facility and 
elsewhere on the premises of the Midway Airport Facility, as determined by the Concessionaire, 
without charge and as reasonably requested by CHICOG, for purposes related to the 2016 
Games, including (i) cargo and other storage, (ii) accreditation processing, (iii) greeting m 
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baggage claim area, (iv) waiting areas and VIP waiting areas, (v) parking for up to 25 vehicles, 
excluding tmcks and buses, (vi) vehicle staging and (vii) curbside passenger pick up; provided 
that such use does not materially interfere with Midway Airport Facility Operations. 

(b) The Concessionaire shall not enter into any agreements that conflict with 
this Section 3.22. 

(c) If the City is not selected as the host city for the 2016 Games, this Section 
3.22 shall automatically be considered null and void. 

(d) Each of the parties hereto agrees that CHICOG is an express third-party 
beneficiary with respect to this Section 3.22. 

(e) In carrying out the provisions of this Section 3.22. the Parties shall 
observe and comply with the DOT/FAA "Policy and Procedures Concerning the Use of Airport 
Revenue." 

Section 3.23 Right of First Refusal. The City hereby grants to the Concessionaire 
the right of first refiisal to purchase the parcel of real property owned by the City located at the 
comer of 72" and South Cicero Avenue, which right shall be exercised upon reasonable 
procedures to be agreed upon by the City and the Concessionaire as appropriate. The 
Concessionaire's right of first refusal under this Section 3.23 shall expire on the fifth anniversary 
of the Closing Date. 

ARTICLE 4 
CAPITAL PROJECTS 

Section 4.1 Concessionaire Responsibility for Capital Projects. Except for those 
Capital Projects described in Section 4.4. the Concessionaire shall have the authority and be 
responsible for all Capital Projects with respect to the Midway Airport Facility required to be 
completed during the Term in accordance with the terms of this Agreement and the Use 
Agreement. Notwithstanding the foregoing, in the event that this Agreement is terminated prior 
to the expiration of the Term and the City does not replace the Concessionaire, the City shall be 
required to complete all Capital Projects that were commenced prior to such termination, but 
onty to the extent such Capital Projects are fully funded as of the date of such termination as may 
be required by such date. 

Section 4.2 Authorizations Related to Capital Projects. The Concessionaire's 
obligation to perform Capital Projects shall be subject to the terms and conditions of this 
Agreement, the Use Agreement and the issuance by the City of any and all Authorizations to be 
issued by the City and as required by the City with respect thereto and the City agrees not to 
unreasonably withhold, condition or delay the issuance of any such Authorizations. All Capital 
Projects that result from a TSA security requirement shall qualify as a "Government Mandated 
Project" under the Use Agreement. 

Section 4.3 City Responsibility for Affected Property. The City shall maintain, 
repair and rehabilitate any existing or fiiture roads, sfreets, sidewalks or bridges constituting any 
Affected Property under the jurisdiction of the City that provide direct access to or from the 
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Midway Airport Facility in such a marmer as to maintain reasonable public access to and from 
the Midway Airport Facility, in each case in a good and workmanlike manner, in accordance 
with any applicable Operating Standards and in such a manner as could not reasonably be 
expected to interfere with the Midway Airport Facility Operations. 

Section 4.4 Retained Capital Improvements. The City shall retain the sole 
obligation, including all costs and expenses related thereto, to complete the following capital 
improvement projects in accordance with the Majority-In-Interest written approval related to 
each such project at the Midway Airport Facility: 

(a) "Concourse A Infill Project," which will expand the passenger waiting 
facilities at Gates A4-A and A4-B and renovate the current "banana gate"; 

(b) Employee parking expansion; 

(c) Runway 4R-22L rehab; 

(d) Residential Sound Program (2009-2011); 

(e) Equiptnent and vehicle acquisitions (2006); and 

(0 Acquisitionof real property parcels: 133, 134, 142, 149, 150, 151 and 152, 
as described on the acquisition map set forth on Schedule 8 attached hereto, it being understood 
that after such parcels are acquired by the City, the Concessionaire shall be granted a leasehold 
interest in such parcels and Schedule 1 attached hereto shall be amended accordingly to include 
such parcels and such parcels shall be considered part of the Midway Airport Facility for 
purposes of this Agreement and the TSA-approved Airport Security Program. 

The City shall perform these projects in a good and workmanlike manner, in accordance with 
any applicable Operating Standards and the "Project Books," dated May 2008, as prepared by the 
City's Department of Aviation, and in such a marmer as could not reasonably be expected to 
materially interfere with the Midway Airport Facility Operations, and the City shall assign all 
warranties in respect of such works to the Concessionaire. The City shall use its best efforts to 
complete these works as soon as reasonably practicable. 

Section 4.5 City's Cooperation. The City shall use its best efforts to cooperate 
with and assist the Concessionaire in any proposed expansion, replacement or relocation of the 
overpass located over South Cicero Avenue, including in obtaining any permits required from 
the Illinois Department of Transportation, the Chicago Department of Transportation and the 
City's Department of Plarming and Development; provided that the City has reasonably 
determined that such expansion, replacement or relocation will not materially adversely affect 
traffic in the areas adjacent to the Midway Airport Facility, all reasonable out-of-pocket costs 
incurred by the City in connection with such cooperation shall be borne by the Concessionaire 
and the Concessionaire shall obtain all required approvals from the FAA, TSA and any other 
applicable Governmental Authority. 
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ARTICLE 5 
MODIFICATIONS 

Section 5.1 City Directives. The City may, at any time during the Term, issue a 
City Directive to the Concessionaire; provided that if any such City Directive will materially 
interfere with any of the Airlines' operations at the Midway Airport Facility under the Use 
Agreement, such City Directive shall be subject to the Approval of a Majority-In-Interest; 
provided further that if any such City Directive will materially interfere with any of the 
Concessionaire's operations at the Midway Airport Facility under the Use Agreement, such City 
Directive shall be subject to the approval of the Concessionaire. Subject to the City making 
available to the Concessionaire sufficient funds to perform the work required to implement such 
City Directive at or before the time when such work is required to be commenced (it being 
understood for the avoidance of doubt, that the Concessionaire shall have no obligation to 
arrange funding or to incur indebtedness in connection with any such work) and the receipt (with 
the cooperation of the City) of all relevant Authorizations for such work and pursuant to 
mutually-agreed estimates of costs and schedules for completion of such work, the 
Concessionaire shall perform the work required to implement such City Directive. The Parties 
acknowledge that no City Directive to the Concessionaire shall in any way interfere or prevent 
the Concessionaire from performing its duties and responsibilities as FAA sponsor at the 
Midway Airport Facility and from complying with the Part 139 Airport Operating Certificate. 

Section 5.2 Concessionaire Requests. If the Concessionaire wishes at any time 
during the Term to make a structural change to any part of the Midway Airport Facility that 
would have a material adverse effect on the Air Transportation Business of the Airlines, then the 
Concessionaire may submit to the City and each Airline for Approval a Concessionaire Request 
with respect to such change and shall submit to the City and each Airline for the Approval of 
each of the City and a Majority-ln-lnterest specific plans with respect to any such work. The 
Concessionaire shall be responsible for all amounts required to implement an Approved 
Concessionaire Request (and any Losses incurred in connection therewith). No Concessionaire 
Request shall be implemented unless and until such Concessionaire Request has been Approved 
by the City and a Majority-In-Interest. 

Section 5 3 Performance of Modifications. Subject to the other provisions of this 
Article 5, the Concessionaire shall ensure that City Directives and Approved Concessionaire 
Requests are performed in a good and workmanlike manner and diligently complied with and 
implemented in such manner that the costs and delays relating thereto are minimized. 

ARTICLE 6 
OPERATING STANDARDS 

Section 6.1 Compliance with Operating Standards. The Concessionaire shall, and 
shall cause the Midway Airport Facility Operations to, comply with and implement the 
Operating Standards in all material respects at all times during the Term (including any changes 
or modifications to the Operating Standards made pursuant to the terms of this Agreement); 
provided t\\a.i,\ixi\s,ss otherwise required by Law, it is understood that the Operating Standards in 
effect as of the Closing Date are not intended and shall not be constmed to require the 
Concessionaire to conduct the Midway Airport Facility Operations in a manner that is 
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inconsistent with (including any more onerous or stringent than) the manner in which the City 
operated the Midway Airport Facility as of the Bid Date; and provided further, that the 
Concessionaire shall have a reasonable period of time to comply with the introduction of changes 
or modifications to the Operating Standards that are made in accordance with the terms of this 
Agreement. The City, the Airlines and the Concessionaire acknowledge and agree that the 
Operating Standards shall be constmed flexibly in light of their objectives. The Concessionaire 
shall have in place procedures that are reasonably designed to achieve compliance with the 
Operating Standards. The Operating Standards shall not be deemed to be violated by occasional 
or incidental acts or omissions, including any occasional or incidental failure to comply with 
specific requirements set forth therein. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, any 
failure to meet specific time limits, durations or frequencies set forth in the Operating Standards 
shall not constitute a violation; provided that any such failure is not inconsistent with procedures 
that are reasonably designed to achieve compliance with the requirements set forth in the 
Operating Standards. Except as specifically set forth in this Agreement (including the Operating 
Standards) or the Use Agreement, the Concessionaire shall perform all work required to comply 
with and implement the Operating Standards (including the capital improvements described 
therein) as part of the Midway Airport Facility Operations and at its sole cost and expense. To 
the extent that any term or provision of the Operating Standards conflicts with any term or 
provision otherwise specified in this Agreement, then such term or provision of this Agreement 
shall govern and shall supersede any such conflicting term or provision in the Operating 
Standards. To the extent that any term or provision of the Operating Standards conflicts with 
any term or provision otherwise specified in either the Part 139 Airport Certification Manual 
(including any subsequently-issued amendments thereto as issued by the FAA) or the TSA-
approved Airport Security Program (including any subsequently-issued requirements thereunder 
as issued by TSA), then such term or provision of the Part 139 Airport Certification Manual or 
the TSA-approved Airport Security Program, as applicable, shall govern and shall supersede any 
such conflicting term or provision in the Operatmg Standards. 

Section 6.2 Proposed Operating Standards. 

(a) If the Concessionaire, at its cost and expense, wishes to implement and use 
operating standards other than the Operating Standards, the Concessionaire must provide 
reasonable notice of such proposed operating standards to the City and each Airline for Approval 
of the City and a Majority-In-Interest. The Concessionaire's proposed operating standards must 
be accompanied by an explanation of the Concessionaire's rationale for making its proposal and 
all relevant supporting information, certificateSj reports, studies, investigations and other 
materials as are necessaty to demonstrate that the Concessionane's proposed operating standards 
are reasonably designed to achieve the objectives of the applicable Operating Standards. The 
City and any Airline may request any additional supporting information, certificates, reports, 
studies, investigations and other materials as are reasonably required by the City and such 
Airline to determine if the Concessionaire's proposed operating standards are reasonably 
designed to achieve the objectives of the applicable Operating Standards. Approval of the 
Concessionaire's proposed operating standards may be withheld, delayed or conditioned only if 
the City or a Majority-In-Interest reasonably determines that the Concessionaire's proposed 
operating standards are not reasonably designed to achieve the objectives of the applicable 
Operating Standards. Until the City and a Majority-In-Interest each provides its Approval for the 
implementation of the Concessionaire's proposed operating standards, the Concessionaire shall 
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not implement the proposed operating standards and shall continue to implement and comply 
with the then existing Operating Standards. The Concessionaire's proposed operating standards 
shall be deemed incorporated into the Operating Standards upon Approval by each of the City 
and a Majority-In-Interest in accordance with the terms hereof If the City or a Majority-In-
Interest refiises to Approve any proposed operating standards and the Concessionaire disagrees 
with such refusal, the Concessionaire may submit the matter to arbitration under the provisions 
of Article 19. 

(b) Notwithstanding anything to the contraty in Section 6.2(a), neither the 
City nor the Majority-In-Interest shall withhold, delay or condition the Approval of any proposed 
Operating Standard if the Concessionaire reasonably believes that such proposed Operating 
Standard is necessary to comply with the Part 139 Airport Operating Certificate, the TSA-
approved Airport Security Program or any other requirements of Law; provided that the City and 
the Majority-In-Interest each reserve the right to contest any such proposed Operating Standard, 
including by seeking FAA or TSA guidance and/or interpretation, to the extent the City or the 
Majority-In-Interest reasonably believes that such proposed Operating Standard is not reasonably 
designed to achieve the objective of compliance with either the Part 139 Airport Operating 
Certificate or the TSA-approved Airport Security Program. Any such contest shall be asserted 
by the City or the Majority-ln-lnterest by giving the Concessionaire prompt written notice 
thereof Following the receipt by the Concessionaire of such notice, the Concessionaire and the 
contesting party shall work together in good faith to resolve such contest, including by working 
with the FAA or TSA, as appropriate. If the Concessionaire and the contesting party are unable 
to resolve such contest, the matter may be submitted to arbitration under the provisions of Article 
19. The Concessionaire may implement (and continue to implement) any Operating Standard 
that it reasonably believes is necessaty to comply with the Part 139 Airport Operating 
Certificate, the TSA-approved Airport Security Program or any other requirements of Law while 
it works in good faith with the contesting party to resolve any contest regarding the 
implementation of such Operating Standard. 

Section 6.3 Modified Operating Standards. 

(a) The City and a Majority-In-Interest shall each have the right, at any time 
during the Term, to modify or change the Operating Standards upon reasonable notice to the 
Concessionaire to comply with any new Law applicable to the Midway Airport Facility. In the 
event that the City or a Majority-In-Interest modifies or changes the Operating Standards in 
accordance with the immediately preceding sentence, the Concessionaire, at its cost and expense, 
shall perform all work required to implement such modification or changes and shall comply 
with all such modifications or changes and in no event shall the Concessionaire be excused from 
compliance with any such modification or change. For the avoidance of doubt, the 
Concessionaire will have the right to challenge any modified Operating Standard pursuant to 
Article 19 on the basis that it does not meet the requhement set forth above. 

(b) The City and a Majority-In-Interest shall each have the right, at any time 
during the Term, to propose a change to the Operating Standards upon reasonable notice to the 
Concessionaire to conform the Operating Standards to standards or practices generally adopted at 
Comparable Public Airports. Promptly upon receipt of such proposed change, the 
Concessionaire shall in good faith engage the party proposing such change to determine whether 
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such proposed change is necessary to satisfy the requirement set forth above. If the 
Concessionaire does not agree that such proposed change is necessary to satisfy the requirement 
set forth above, the Concessionaire shall provide prompt written notice of such disagreement to 
the party proposing such change. Following the receipt by the proposing party of such notice 
from the Concessionaire, the parties shall work together in good faith to resolve such 
disagreement, including by discussing alternative changes to the Operating Standards and 
examining the standards or practices generally adopted at Comparable Public Airports. If the 
Concessionaire and the City or a Majority-ln-lnterest are unable to resolve such disagreement, 
the matter may be submitted to arbitration under the provisions of Article 19. 

(c) If, during the Term, the City is of the opinion that a modification or 
change to the Operating Standards is necessary or desirable but such modification or change is 
not subject to Sections 6.3(a) or (b), the City may upon reasonable notice to the Concessionaire 
modify or change the Operating Standards; provided, however, that the City shall pay the 
Concession Compensation, if any, to the Concessionaire with respect thereto at the time such 
modification or change is implemented. The Concessionaire shall perform all work required to 
implement and shall comply with all such modifications and changes, and in no event shall the 
Concessionaire be excused from compliance with any such modification or change. The City 
shall have the right to undertake the work necessary to ensure implementation of and compliance 
with any modification or change to the Operating Standards if the Concessionaire fails to do so 
within a reasonable period of time; provided, however, that to the extent that such work is 
undertaken by the City, the Concessionaire shall pay to the City within 10 Business Days 
following demand therefor, or the City may offset from amounts owing to the Concessionaire in 
connection with such modification or change; the costs of the portion of the work performed in 
order to comply with the Operating Standards existing immediately prior to such modification or 
change, and the City shall be responsible only for the incremental costs of the additional work 
required in order to implement such proposed modification or change to the Operating Standards 
and, without duplication with the foregoing, the Concession Compensation with respect to such 
modification or change. 

ARTICLE 7 
AIRPORT FEES AND REVENUES 

Section 7.1 Generally. The Concessionaire shall, at all times during the Term, have 
the right to establish, collect and enforce payment of all fees, charges and revenues generated at 
the Midway Airport Facility, subject to all applicable requirements of Law and the terms and 
conditions of any applicable use agreement. Assigned Midway Airport Facility Contract or 
Partially Assigned Midway Airport Facility Contract. 

Section 7.2 Specific Authorizations. Without limiting Section 7.1. the 
Concessionaire shall have the sole and specific right to charge, assess, collect, seek and apply the 
following fees, charges, revenues and grants: 

(a) PFCs. The Concessionaire shall have the right to charge, assess, collect, 
seek, and apply such PFCs that may have in the past or in the future been authorized under 49 
U.S.C. § 40117, or any predecessor or successor Law, emd as approved by the FAA from time to 
time with respect to the Midway Airport Facility. 
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(b) CFCs. The City hereby (i) agrees to continue the imposition and 
collection of the CFCs originally approved by the City on July 27, 2005 (the "CFC Authorizing 
Ordinance"), (ii) agrees not to modify or repeal the authority as provided in the CFC Authorizing 
Ordinance to impose and collect the CFCs during the Term, (iii) authorizes the Concessionaire 
to act as the City's agent to enforce the collection and remittance of such CFCs by the airport 
rental car companies and irrevocably assigns to the Concessionaire the right to collect the CFCs, 
(iv) agrees not to decrease the level of CFCs that may be imposed or collected from customers of 
airport rental car companies without the consent of the Concessionaire and (v) notwithstanding 
anything set forth in the CFC Authorizing Ordinance or any prior ordinance of the City, 
authorizes the Concessionaire to utilize such CFCs, for the purposes of financing, designing, 
constructing, operating and maintaining consolidated car rental facilities and common use 
transportation equipment and facilities, which are used to transport the customer, connecting 
consolidated car rental facilities with other Airport facilities, in accordance with Illinois Vehicle 
Code, 625 ILCS 5/6-305(j). This Section 7.2(b) shall not prohibit the Concessionaire from 
financing, designing, developing and constmcting alternative consolidated rental car facilities to 
those previously designed and approved by the City, and the rights granted to the Concessionaire 
in this Section 7.2(b) shall also apply with respect to any such alternative consolidated rental car 
facilities; provided that the Concessionaire shall be required to obtain all necessaty approvals 
and authorizations for such alternate consolidated rental car facilities; and provided further that 
the Concessionaire shall at all times provide rental car facilities (whether in the existing garage 
or new remote locations or in a consolidated facility) that will accommodate rental car operations 
at a volume comparable or exceeding the levels existing on the date of this Agreement. 

(c) Government Grants-in-Aid. The Concessionaire shall have the right to 
charge, assess, collect, seek and apply Government Grants-in-Aid, including grants authorized 
under 49 U.S.C § 47101, et seq., and 49 U.S.C § 44923, or any predecessor or successor Law, 
and as approved by the appropriate Governmental Authority from time to time with respect to 
the Midway Airport Facility. 

(d) For the avoidance of doubt, during the Term, the City shall not apply for 
any PFCs or Government Grants-in-Aid with respect to the Midway Airport Facility. 

Section 7.3 Ground Transportation Private Access And Use Fees. At all times 
during the Term, the Concessionaire shall not be permitted to collect any private access and/or 
use fees for ground transportation at the Midway Airport Facility without the prior consent of the 
City, which may be withheld in the City's discretion. 

ARTICLE 8 
REPORTING; AUDITS; INSPECTIONS 

Section 8.1 Reports. 

(a) Incident Management and Notifications. The Concessionaire shall 
promptly notify the City of all material emergencies upon receiving knowledge thereof, promptly 
notify the City of all material accidents and airfield incidents occurring on or at the Midway 
Airport Facility within 24 hours of receiving knowledge of the occurrence of such material 
accident or incident and promptly notify the City of all material claims made by or against the 
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Concessionaire of which the Concessionaire has knowledge, or potential material claims that the 
Concessionaire reasonably expects to make against, or to be made against it by, third parties. 

(b) Environmental Incident Management and Notifications. Upon receiving 
knowledge thereof, the Concessionaire shall promptly report to the City, on a per occurrence 
basis, the discharge, dumping, spilling (accidental or otherwise) of any reportable quantity, as 
defined under applicable Environmental Law, of Hazardous Substances and the location at which 
the incident has occurred, the time, the agencies involved, the damage that has occurted and the 
remedial action taken or to be taken. Notice of any such incident, if initially delivered orally, 
shall be delivered in writing promptly following the Concessionaire's knowledge of such 
incident. 

(c) Financial Reports. Until the End Date, the Concessionaire, at its sole cost 
and expense, shall deliver to the City and a Majority-In-Interest (i) within 90 days after the end 
of each six-month period following the first day of each Reporting Year, a copy of the unaudited 
balance sheets of the Concessionaire at the end of each such six-month period and the related 
unaudited statements of income, changes in equity and cash flows for such six-month period, in a 
manner and containing information consistent with the Concessionaire's current practices and 
(ii) within 180 days after the end of each Reporting Year a copy of the audited balance sheets of 
the Concessionaire at the end of each such Reporting Year, and the related audited statements of 
income, changes in equity and cash flows for such Reporting Year, including in each case the 
notes thereto, in each case prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles 
consistently applied in the United States and certified by the Concessionaire's chief financial 
officer that such financial statements fairly present, in all material respects, the financial 
condition and the results of operations, changes in equity and cash flows of the Concessionaire as 
at the respective dates of and for the periods referred to in such financial statements, all in 
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles in the United States consistently 
applied. Such financial statements shall reflect the consistent application of such accounting 
principles throughout the periods involved, except as disclosed in the notes to such financial 
statements. In addition to the foregoing, together with the financial statements identified in 
clause (ii) of this Section 8.1(c). the Concessionaire shall provide an opinion thereon of an 
independent public accountant of national stature in the United States of America engaged by the 
Concessionaire. In lieu of the foregoing, the Concessionaire may comply with this Section 
S.lfc) by providing to the City and the Airlines a copy of the financial statements pertaining to 
the Midway Airport Facility that the Concessionaire files with the FAA on an annual basis as 
part of its compliance with its Part 139 Airport Operating Certificate. 

(d) Airport Reports. Until the End Date, the Concessionaire shall deliver to 
the City and each Airline v^thin 60 days after the end of each 12-month period following the 
first day of each Reporting Year, a copy of each of the (i) Condition of Facilities Report, (ii) 
Operational Performance Metrics Reports, (iii) Community Programs Status Report, (iv) 
Passenger Quality of Service Report, (v) Air Traffic Report and (vi) Airport FaciHties Report, in 
each case as more fully described in the Operating Standards. The information set forth in each 
such report will be true, complete and correct, in all material respects, as of the date thereof. 

Section 8.2 Information. 

(a) Information: Inspection. If the City and/or a Majority-In-Interest 
reasonably believes that the Concessionaire may not be in compliance with this Agreement or 
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that the information set forth in any report required to be delivered in accordance with Section 
8.1 is not true, complete and accurate in all material respects, then the City and/or a Majority-In-
Interest may, by written notice, require that the Concessionaire (at the sole cost and expense of 
the Concessionaire): (i) make available or cause to be made available (and, if requested by the 
City and/or a Majority-In-Interest, fiimish or cause to be fiimished) to the City and/or the 
Majority-In-Interest all Information related to this Agreement or the Midway Airport Facility as 
may be specified in such written notice and as shall be in the possession or control of the 
Concessionaire or its Representatives and/or (ii) permit a nationally recognized independent 
third-party auditor designated by the City and/or the Majority-ln-lnterest within 10 Business 
Days' of such notice (except in the case of investigations of possible criminal conduct. City 
ordinance violations or violations of the general aviation regulations promulgated by a 
Governmental Authority, in which case no prior notice shall be required by the City and the City, 
not an auditor, shall conduct the investigation) to inspect the Midway Airport Facility and/or 
discuss the obligations of the Concessionaire under this Agreement with any of the directors, 
officers, employees or managers of the Concessionaire or its respective Representatives 
(provided that the aforementioned written notice shall identify the persons the auditor, on behalf 
of the City and/or the Majority-In-Interest, requests to be present for an interview and describe 
with reasonable specificity the subject matter to be raised in the interview), in each of cases (i) 
and (ii), solely to the extent reasonably necessaty to establish the Concessionaire's compliance or 
non-compliance with the terms hereof and/or to establish the truth, accuracy and completeness of 
any report delivered in accordance with Section 8.1. 

(b) Confidentiality. Unless disclosure is required by applicable Law, the City 
and each Airline shall keep confidential any Information obtained from the Concessionaire or its 
Representatives that is designated as such by the Concessionaire in writing to the City and/or to 
any Airline; provided, however, that if the City has received a request to disclose any such 
Information under the Hlinois Freedom of Information Act, the City shall have the right to 
reasonably determine whether Section 7(1 )(g) of the Illinois Freedom of Information Act applies 
to any such Information; provided further that in the event the City determines that Section 
7(1 )(g) of the Illinois Freedom of Information Act does not apply to any such Information, the 
City shall provide no less than 10 Business Days' notice to the Concessionaire prior to disclosure 
of such Information. The City and the Airlines shall (i) promptly notify the Concessionaire of 
any request or requirement, arising in connection with any judicial or other proceeding or 
regulatory inquity, for such City or Airline, as the case may be, to disclose all or any portion of 
the Information; (ii) refhiin from disclosing such Information until the Concessionaire has had a 
reasonable opportunity to seek an appropriate protective order or other injunctive relief in 
connection with such request or requirement; and (iii) not oppose an action by the 
Concessionaire to obtain an appropriate protective order or other injunctive relief with respect to 
such request or requnement, or to obtain other reliable assurances that such Information will 
continue to be treated confidentially. In the event that the Concessionaire requests the City 
and/or any Airline to defend an action seeking the disclosure of Information that the City and/or 
the Majority-In-Interest. deems to be confidential pursuant to this Section 8.2(b). the 
Concessionaire shall reimburse the City and the affected Airline, if applicable, for the reasonable 
costs and expenses (including attorneys' fees of the prevailmg party) incurred by the City and/or 
the affected Airline, as the case may be, in defending any such action. This Section 8.2(b) shall 
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not apply to any Information that (i) is already in the possession of the City or an Airline; 
provided that such information is not known by the City or such Airline to be subject to another 
confidentiality agreement with or other obligation of secrecy to the Concessionaire or another 
party; (ii) becomes generally available to the public other than as a result of a disclosure by the 
City or an Airline or their Representatives in violation of the terms of this Section 8.2(b); (iii) 
becomes available to the City or an Airline on a non-confidential basis from a source other than 
the Concessionaire or its advisors, provided that such source is not known by the City or an 
Airline to be bound by a confidentiality agreement with or other obligation of secrecy to the 
Concessionaire or another party or (iv) is independently developed by the City or an Airline or 
their Representatives. 

Section 8.3 Inspection, Audit and Review Rights of the City and/or a Majority-
In-Interest. 

(a) Audit Right. In addition to the rights set out in Section 8.2. the City and/or 
a Majority-ln-lnterest may appoint a nationally recognized independent third-party auditor to 
carty out an Audit with respect to the Information required to be delivered by the Concessionaire 
under Section 8.1 for the purpose of verifying the information contained therein and shall be 
entitled to make copies thereof and to take extracts therefrom, at the expense of the City or the 
Majority-In-Interest, as applicable;/?/-ov/derf that any such Audit shall not occur with less than 10 
days' prior notice. In the case of good faith investigations of possible criminal conduct. City 
ordinance violations or violations of general aviation regulations promulgated by any 
Governmental Authority, the City shall be permitted to conduct such investigations on its own 
with no prior notice to the Concessionaire. 

(b) No Waiver. Failure by the City, a Majority-In-Interest or any of their 
Representatives to inspect, review or Audit the Concessionaire's responsibilities under this 
Agreement or any part thereof or the Information, shall not constitute a waiver of any of the 
rights of the City or the Majority-In-Interest hereunder or any of the obligations or liabihties of 
the Concessionaire hereunder. Inspection, review or Audit not followed by a notice of 
Concessionaire Default shall not constitute a waiver of any Concessionaire Default or constitute 
an acknowledgement that there has been or will be compliance with this Agreement and 
applicable Law. 

(c) No Undue Interference. In the course of performing its inspections, 
reviews and Audits hereunder, the City and the Majority-In-Interest shall use reasonable efforts, 
except as necessaty in the case of the City when performing investigations of possible criminal 
conduct, to avoid (and to cause any auditor appointed pursuant to Sections 8.2(a) or 8.3(a) to 
avoid) any disruption to the Midway Airport Facility Operations or the Concessionaire's rights 
or responsibilities under this Agreement, having regard to the nature of the inspections, reviews 
and Audits being performed. 

Section 8.4 Audits, Assistance, Inspections and Approvals. Wherever in this 
Agreement reference is made to the City, a Majority-In-Interest or any of their respective 
Representatives providing assistance, services. Approvals or Consents to or on behalf of the 
Concessionaire or its Representatives or to the City, a Majority-In-Interest or any of their 
respective Representatives performing an Audit or inspecting, reviewing or examining the 
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Midway Airport Facility, the Midway Airport Facility Operations or any part thereof or the 
books, records, documents, budgets, proposals, requests, procedures, certificates, plans, 
drawings, specifications, contracts, agreements, schedules, reports, lists or other instmments of 
the Concessionaire or its Representatives, such undertaking by the City, a Majority-ln-lnterest or 
any of their Representatives shall not relieve or exempt the Concessionaire from, or represent a 
waiver of, any requirement, liability. Concessionaire Default, covenant, agreement or obligation 
under this Agreement or at law or in equity and shall not create or impose any requirement, 
liability, covenant, agreement or obligation (including an obligation to provide other assistance, 
services or Approvals) on the City, the Majority-In-Interest or any of their respective 
Representatives not otherwise created or imposed pursuant to the express provisions of this 
Agreement. 

ARTICLE 9 
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES 

Section 9.1 Representations and Warranties of the City. The City makes the 
following representations and warranties to the Concessionaire and the Airlines, and the City 
acknowledges that the Concessionaire, the Airlines and each of their respective Representatives 
are relying upon such representations and warranties in entering into this Agreement; 

(a) Organization. The City is a municipality and home rule unit of local 
government, duly organized and validly existing under the Constitution and laws of the State of 
Illinois. 

(b) Power and Authority. The City Council of the City has (i) duly adopted 
the Midway Airport Facility Ordinance, which remains in flill force and effect, (ii) duly 
authorized and approved the execution and delivety of this Agreement and (iii) duly authorized 
and approved the performance by the City of its obligations contained in this Agreement. The 
City has the power and authority to enter into this Agreement and to do all acts and things and 
execute and deliver all other documents as are required hereunder to be done, observed or 
performed by it in accordance with the terms hereof 

(c) Enforceability. This Agreement has been duly authorized, executed and 
delivered by the City and constitutes a valid and legally binding obligation of the City, 
enforceable against the City in accordance with the terms hereof, subject only to applicable 
bankruptcy, insolvency and similar laws affecting the enforceability of the rights of creditors 
generally and the general principles of equity. 

(d) Title. The City has good and sufficient title to the Midway Airport 
Facility and the Midway Airport Facility Assets, subject only to Permitted City Encumbrances 
and Permitted Concessionaire Encumbrances created, incurred, assumed or suffered to exist by 
the Concessionaire or any Person claiming through it (other than the Permitted Concessionaire 
Encumbrances specified in clause (ix) of the definition of the term "Permitted Concessionaire 
Encumbrances"). Subject to any and all Permitted City Encumbrances and Permitted 
Concessionaire Encumbrances created, incurred, assumed or suffered to exist by the 
Concessionaire or any Person claiming through it (other than the Permitted Concessionaire 
Encumbrances specified in clause (ix) of the definition of the term "Permitted Concessionaire 
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Encumbrances") existing at the Time of Closing, there is no recorded or unrecorded agreement, 
contract, option, commitment, right, privilege or other right of another binding upon, or which at 
any time in the fijture may become binding upon, the City to sell, transfer, convey, subject to 
lien, charge, grant a security interest in, or in any other way dispose of or materially encumber 
the Midway Airport Facility or the Midway Airport Facility Assets. The recorded or unrecorded 
restrictions, exceptions, easements, rights-of-way, reservations, limitations, interests and other 
matters that affect title to the Midway Airport Facility and the Midway Airport Facility Assets 
(or any portion thereof) do not adversely affect the Concessionaire's ability to operate the 
Midway Airport Facility in accordance with the terms hereof Following defeasance of the 
outstanding bonds related to the Midway Airport Facility, no indebtedness for borrowed money 
of the City will be secured by any interest in the Midway Airport Facility (or any revenues 
generated therefrom) and no Person will have any claim or right to, or interest in, any income, 
profits, grants, rents or revenue derived from or generated with respect to the Midway Airport 
Facility (other than the Concessionaire under this Agreement and any claims, rights or interests 
granted by or otherwise relating to the Concessionaire). 

(e) No Conflicts. The adoption of the Midway Airport Facility Ordinance, 
execution and delivery of this Agreement by the City, the consummation of the transactions 
contemplated hereby (including the operation of the Midway Airport Facility in accordance with 
the terms of this Agreement) and the performance by the City of the terms, conditions and 
provisions hereof do not and/or will not contravene or violate or result in a breach of (with or 
without the giving of notice or lapse of time, or both) or acceleration of any material obligations 
of the City or give rise to a right of termination, cancellation or augmentation of any obligation 
or loss of a material benefit under or result in the creation of any material Encumbrance (other 
than a City Permitted Encumbrance) under (i) any applicable Law or (ii) any agreement, 
instmment or document to which the City is a party or by which the City is bound. 

(f) Consents. Except as set forth in Sections 2.4(d) and 2.5(i), no Consent is 
required to be obtained by the City from, and no notice or filing is required to be given by the 
City to or made by the City with, any Person (including any Governmental Authority) in 
connection with the execution, delivety and performance by the City of this Agreement or the 
consummation of the transactions contemplated hereby. 

(g) Compliance with Law; Litigation. The City has operated and is operating 
the Midway Airport Facility in compliance, in all material respects, with all applicable Laws and 
the City is not in material breach of any applicable Law. There is no action, suit or proceeding, 
at law or in equity, or before or by any Governmental Authority, pending nor, to the best of the 
City's knowledge, threatened against the Midway Airport Facility, the Midway Airport Facility 
Assets or the City or any agency thereof in respect of the Midway Airport Facility prior to or at 
the Time of Closing, which could reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse Effect on 
(i) the operations of the Midway Airport Facility or (ii) the validity or enforceability of this 
Agreement. 

(h) Environmental Matters. The City has made available to the 
Concessionaire all envirorunental assessments, audits, investigations, studies or other reports in 
its possession or control relating to the Midway Airport Facility ("Environmental Reports"), and 
to the best of the City's knowledge, except as disclosed in the Environmental Reports, there have 
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been no material Releases of Hazardous Substances in, on, under, about or emanating from the 
Midway Airport Facility. 

(i) Financial Statements. 

(i) The audited financial statements related to the Midway Airport 
Facility, dated as of December 31, 2007, 2006 and 2005, fairly present the financial position and 
results of operations of the Midway Airport Facility as of the dates and for the periods stated in 
such financial statements in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles, as applied 
to governmental units and in accordance with Regulation S-X (17 C.F.R. Part 210). 

(ii) The unaudited financial statements related to the Midway Airport 
Facility, dated as of June 30, 2008, have been prepared on a basis consistent with that of the 
preceding periods and fairly present the financial position of the Midway Airport Facility as at 
such date and the results of its operations for the period then ended, subject to normal year-end 
adjustments. 

(j) Midway Airport Facility Contracts. Each Midway Airport Facility 
Contract is valid and in full force and effect. Each Midway Airport Facility Contract is 
assignable or, if such Midway Airport Facility Contract is not assignable, the City has obtained 
the written consent of all parties to such Midway Airport Facility Contract to the assignment 
thereof to the Concessionaire as of the Closing Date. Each Midway Aiiport Facility Contract has 
been made available for review by the Concessionaire. The City is not in material breach of any 
of its obligations under any Midway Airport Facility Contract, and no act or event has occurred 
which, with notice or lapse of time, or both, would constitute a material breach thereof, and to 
the knowledge of the City no other party to any Midway Airport Facility Contract is in material 
breach of its obligations under any Midway Airport Facility Contract, and no act or event has 
occurted with respect to any such party, which with notice or lapse of time, or both, would 
constitute a material breach thereof The Midway Airport Facility Contracts are all of the 
material contracts and agreements (i) to which the City is a party that relate to the Midway 
Airport Facility Operations or (ii) that bind the Midway Airport Facility in any material respect, 
except that the Midway Airport Facility Contracts do not include (A) those contracts and 
agreements to which the City is a party involving the provision of goods and services in the 
ordinaty course of business that are used in connection with the Midway Airport Facility as well 
as by various other City departments and (B) those collective bargaining agreements to which the 
City is a party that relate to employees of the City employed in connection with the Midway 
Airport Facility as well as Other employees of the City employed in other capacities. 

(k) Insurance Policies. All insurance policies in effect as of the Bid Date are 
in fiill force and effect and shall continue in fliU force and effect imtil the Time of Closing. 

(1) Absence of Changes. Since December 31, 2007, there has not been any 
transaction or occurrence that has resulted or is reasonably likely to result in a Material Adverse 
Effect. 

(m) Brokers. Except for Credit Suisse Securities (USA) LLC, Banc of 
America Securities, Popular Securities, Inc. and M.R. Beal & Co., whose fees will be paid by the 
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City, there is no investment banker, broker, finder or other intermediary which has been retained 
by or is authorized to act on behalf of the City who might be entitled to any fee or commission 
from the City in cormection with the transactions contemplated by this Agreement. 

(n) Accuracy of Information. To the knowledge of the City, the factual and 
past historical information regarding the Midway Airport Facility, the Midway Airport Facility 
Operations and the Midway Airport Facility Assets that the City provided to the Concessionaire 
jn the virtual data room for this transaction at www.intralinks.com was complete and accurate in 
all material respects at the time such information was provided and continues to be accurate in all 
material respects as of the Time of Closing. 

(o) Operation of the Midway Airport Facility. Since the Bid Date, the City (i) 
has caused the Midway Airport Facility to be operated in the ordinary course in a manner 
consistent with past practice, (ii) has used all reasonable efforts to preserve the goodwill of the 
Midway Airport Facility and to maintain good business relationships with the Airlines and others 
having business dealings with the City in connection with the Midway Airport Facility, (iii) has 
maintained the Midway Airport Facility Assets in normal operating condition and repair in 
accordance with past practice (ordinary wear and tear excepted) and has not disposed of the 
Midway Airport Facility Assets other than in the ordinaty course of business, (iv) has performed 
(or caused to be performed) in all material respects all of the City's obligations under the 
Midway Airport Facility Contracts, (v) has not entered into any material contracts relating to the 
Midway Airport Facility or the Midway Airport Facility Operations unless such contracts are 
terminable by the Concessionaire on the Closing Date (at no cost to the Concessionaire) or have 
been approved or consented to in writing by the Concessionaire prior to the execution thereof 
and (vi) has caused the Midway Airport Facility to be operated in all material respects in 
accordance with all applicable Laws (except to the extent any non-compliance is being contested 
in good faith by appropriate proceedings), all with the purpose that the Midway Airport Facility 
as a going concern shall be unimpaired and leased to the Concessionaire at the Closing in a 
condition substantially similarly to the condition as of the Bid Date. 

(p) Reserve Accounts. As of the Closing Date, the aggregate amount of cash 
on deposit in the Reserve Accounts shall not be less than $70 million. As of the Closing Date, 
any decrease in the amount of such cash balance shall have been due to the use of such cash in 
the ordinaty course of business and for its respective authorized purposes. 

• 
Section 9.2 Representations and Warranties of the Concessionaire. The 

Concessionaire makes the following representations and warranties to the City and the Airlines, 
and the Concessionaire acknowledges that the City, the Airlines and each of their 
Representatives is relying upon such representations and warranties in entering into this 
Agreement: 

(a) Organization. The Concessionaire is duly organized, validly existing and 
in good standing under the laws of the state of its organization and is duly qualified to conduct 
business in the State of Illinois. 

(b) Power and Authority. The Concessionane has the power and authority to 
enter into this Agreement and to do all acts and things and execute and deliver all other 

http://www.intralinks.com
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documents as are required hereunder to be done, observed or performed by it in accordance with 
the terms hereof 

(c) Enforceability. This Agreement has been duly authorized, executed and 
delivered by the Concessionaire and constitutes a valid and legally binding obligation of the 
Concessionaire, enforceable against it in accordance with the terms hereof, subject only to 
applicable bankruptcy, insolvency and similar laws affecting the enforceability of the rights of 
creditors generally and to general principles of equity. 

(d) No Conflicts. The execution and delivety of this Agreement by the 
Concessionaire, the consummation of the transactions contemplated hereby and the performance 
by the Concessionaire of the terms, conditions and provisions hereof has not and will not 
contravene or violate or result in a material breach of (with or without the giving of notice or 
lapse of time, or both) or acceleration of any material obligations of the Concessionaire under 
(i) any applicable Law, (ii) any material agreement, instrument or document to which the 
Concessionaire or any Equity Participant is a party or by which it is bound or (iii) the articles, 
bylaws or governing documents of the Concessionaire and each of the Equity Participants. 

(e) Consents; Authorizations. Except as set forth in Sections 2.4(d) and 
2.5(1). no Consent or Authorization is required to be obtained by the Concessionaire or any 
Equity Participant from, and no notice or filing is required to be given by the Concessionaire or 
any Equity Participant to or made by the Concessionaire or any Equity Participant with, any 
Person (including any Governmental Authority) in connection with the execution and delivety by 
the Concessionaire of this Agreement or the consummation of the transactions contemplated 
hereby, except for such consents that have been obtained and notices of filings that have been 
given as of the Date of this Agreement or such other Consents that are not required to be 
obtained as at the Date of this Agreement and are expected to be obtainable following the Date 
of this Agreement. 

(f) Compliance with Law; Litigation. The Concessionaire is not in breach of 
any applicable Law that could have a material adverse effect on the ability of the Concessionaire 
to comply with its obligations under this Agreement. Neither the Concessionaire nor any other 
Affiliate of the Concessionaire is listed on any of the following lists maintained by the Office of 
Foreign Assets Control of the United States Department of the Treasuty, the Bureau of Industty 
and Security of the United States Department of Commerce or their successors: the Specially 
Designated Nationals List, the Denied Persons List, the Unverified List, the Entity List or the 
Debarred List, or any other list of Persons with which the City may not do business under 
applicable Law. There is no action, suit or proceeding, at law or in equity, or before or by any 
Governmental Authority, pending nor, to the best of the Concessionaire's knowledge, threatened 
against the Concessionaire or any Equity Participant that would have a material adverse effect on 
(i) the transactions contemplated by this Agreement, (ii) the validity or enforceability of this 
Agreement or (iii) the Concessionaire's ability to operate the Midway Airport Facility. 

(g) Economic Disclosure Statement; RFQ. All of the information in the 
economic disclosure statements (including any supplements thereto) and the response to the 
request for Midway Airport Facility concessionaire qualifications delivered by or on behalf of 
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the Concessionaire to the City in connection with the execution of this Agreement was true, 
accurate and cortect in all material respects when delivered. 

(h) Brokers. Except for any broker or advisor whose fees will be paid by the 
Concessionaire, any Equity Participant or any of their respective Affiliates, there is no 
investment banker, broker, finder or other intermediary which has been retained by or is 
authorized to act on behalf of the Concessionaire, any Equity Participant or any of their 
respective Affiliates who might be entitled to any fee or commission in connection with the 
transactions contemplated by this Agreement. 

(i) Foreign Corrupt Practices Act. To the Concessionaire's knowledge, (i) 
no Governmental Authority in the United States has notified the Concessionaire in writing of any 
actual or alleged violation or breach by the Concessionaire of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, 
(ii) the Concessionaire has not undergone nor is undergoing any audit, review, inspection, 
investigation, survey or examination of records relating to compliance with the Foreign Corrupt 
Practices Act, (iii) the Concessionaire has not been and is not now under any administrative, civil 
or criminal investigation or indictment and is not party to any litigation involving alleged false 
statements, false claims or other improprieties relating to the Concessionaire's compliance with 
the Foreign Cormpt Practices Act, nor is there any basis for such an investigation or indictment 
and (iv) there are no situations with respect to the business of the Concessionaire that involved or 
involves (w) the illegal use of any corporate fiinds or unlawful contributions, gifts, entertainment 
or other unlawful expenses related to political activity, (x) the making of any direct or indirect 
unlawful payments to government officials or others from corporate funds or the establishment 
or maintenance of any unlawfiil unrecorded funds to be used for such purposes, (y) the,violation 
of any of the provisions of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (or any rules or regulations 
promulgated thereunder) that apply to the Concessionaire or (z) the receipt of any illegal 
discounts or rebates or any other violation of United States antitrust laws. 

Section 9.3 Non-Waiver. No investigations made by or on behalf of any Party at 
any time shall have the effect of waiving, diminishing the scope of or otherwise affecting any 
representation or warranty made by the other Party in this Agreement or pursuant to this 
Agreement No waiver by a Party of any condition, in whole or in part, shall operate as a waiver 
of any other condition. 

Section 9.4 Survival. 

(a) City's Representations and Warranties. The representations and 
warranties of the City contained in Section 9.1 shall survive and continue in fiill force and effect 
for the benefit of the Concessionaire and the Airlines as follows: (i) as to the representations and 
warranties contained in Sections 9. Ka) through 9.1(h). inclusive, without time limit and (ii) as to 
all other matters, for a period of 24 months following the Closing Date unless a bona fide notice 
of a Claim under Section 12.2 shall have been given, in writing in accordance with Section 20.1. 
prior to the expity of such period, in which case the representation and warranty to which such 
notice applies shall survive in respect of that Claim until the final determination or settlement of 
that Claim; provided such determination or settlement is being pursued diligently and in good 
faith by the applicable Party. 
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(b) Concessionaire's Representations and Warranties. The representations 
and warranties of the Concessionaire contained in Section 9.2 shall survive and continue in fijll 
force and effect for the benefit of the City and the Airlines as follows; (i) as to the 
representations and warranties contained in Sections 9.2(a) through 9.2(0, inclusive, without 
time limit and (ii) as to all other matters, for a period of 24 months following the Closing Date 
unless a bona fide notice of a Claim under Section 12.1 shall have been given, in writing in 
accordance with Section 20.1. prior to the expiry of such period, in which case the representation 
and warranty to which such notice applies shall survive in respect of that Claim until the final 
determination or settlement of that Claim; provided such determination or settlement is being 
pursued diligently and in good faith by the applicable Party. 

ARTICLE 10 
FINANCE OBLIGATIONS 

Section 10.1 Concessionaire's Obligations. Except in those instances in which the 
City is required to provide the funding of costs and expenses related to City Directives as 
contemplated by Sections 4.4 and 5.1, the Concessionaire shall be responsible for obtaining any 
financing for the performance of its obligations under this Agreement, which financing shall 
comply with all requirements of this Agreement. 

Section 10.2 City's Obligations. 

(a) The City shall, to the extent consistent with applicable Law and at the sole 
cost and expense of the Concessionaire, cooperate with the Concessionaire with respect to 
documentation reasonably necessary to obtain, maintain, syndicate and replace financing 
(including refinancings) for the performance of the obligations of the Concessionaire hereunder. 
The City's cooperation may include reviewing, approving and executing documents which 
substantiate the terms of this Agreement (including any consents and agreements necessaty to 
confirm that the debt evidenced by the relevant financing constitutes Leasehold Mortgage Debt) 
and responding to reasonable requests for available information and material to fiimish to any 
proposed Leasehold Mortgagee to facilitate financing to the extent permitted by applicable Law 
and contractual obligations with third parties and to the extent the City considers reasonable in 
the circumstances. If requested to do so by the Concessionaire, the City shall, at the sole cost 
and expense of the Concessionaire, use its reasonable efforts to cause the City's independent 
public accountants to consent to the use and inclusion of certain financial information regarding 
the Midway Airport Facility in connection with the Concessionaire's public or private offering of 
securities, as the case may be. 

(b) The City shall, promptly upon the request of the Concessionaire or any 
Leasehold Mortgagee, execute, acknowledge and deliver to the Concessionaire, or any of the 
parties specified by the Concessionaire, standard consents and estoppel certificates with respect 
to this Agreement (including consents with respect to Operating Agreements and Plans assigned 
to any Leasehold Mortgagee) that may be qualified to the best of the knowledge and belief of a 
designated representative of the City. Nothing herein shall require the City to incur any 
additional obligations or liabilities (unless the City shall have received indemnification, as 
determined in the City's discretion, with respect thereto) or to take any action, give any consent 
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or enter into any document inconsistent with or in violation of any applicable Law or the 
provisions of this Agreement. 

(c) The City, upon the request of the Concessionaire, shall use reasonable 
efforts to cooperate in the Concessionaire's efforts to obtain debt financing assistance through 
the issuance of bonds or from other financing programs for which the Concessionaire may be 
eligible; provided that the Concessionaire shall reimburse the City for all costs and expenses 
incurred by the City in connection therewith. Nothing in this Section 10.2(c) shall obligate the 
City (i) to advocate or recommend the enactment or adoption of any federal or state legislation or 
regulations, (ii) to make or recommend an allocation of the City's private activity bond 
authorization under Section 146 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended, or any 
similar provision, including authorizations related to other forms of private activity bonds or of 
tax credit bonds or (iii) to cooperate with the Concessionaire in connection with obtaining any 
such debt financing if the City (A) has, or reasonably expects to have, a competing application 
for such financing or (B) is required to commit to the expenditure or allocation of City funds in 
connection with such request. 

(d) The City, upon the request of the Concessionaire, shall also use reasonable 
efforts to cooperate in any other respects in the Concessionaire's efforts to obtain debt financing; 
provided that the Concessionaire shall reimburse the City for all costs and expenses incurred by 
the City in connection therewith. 

Section 10.3 Concessionaire's Obligation for Estoppel Certificates. The 
Concessionaire shall, promptly upon the request of the City, execute and deliver to the City, or 
any of the parties specified by the City, standard consents ahd estoppel certificates with respect 
to this Agreement which may be qualified to the best of the knowledge and belief of a designated 
representative of the Concessionaire. Nothing herein shall require the Concessionaire to incur 
any additional obligations or liabilities or to take any action, give any consent or enter into any 
document inconsistent with applicable Law and the provisions of this Agreement. 

Section 10.4 Prohibited Tax Shelter Transactions. The Concessionaire covenants 
and agrees that it shall not enter into any lease, sublease, concession, management agreement, 
operating agreement or other similar eirrangement. Leveraged Lease or other transaction that 
would cause the City to become a party to a "prohibited tax shelter transaction" within the 
meaning of section 4965 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (it being agreed that, for purposes 
of this Section 10.4. the City shall not be treated as having become a party to such transaction 
solely by virtue of the execution of this Agreement). A violation of this Section 10.4 by the 
Concessionaire shall entitle the City to (a) recover from the Concessionaire, to the extent 
permitted by applicable Law, the amount of any Tax liability to which the City and/or any City 
official is subject as a result of any agreement contemplated by this Section 10.4 and (b) require 
the Concessionaire, at the Concessionaire's expense, to prepare timely all statements and returns, 
and to maintain all lists and similar information that the City becomes obligated to disclose, file 
or maintain with any taxing authority or participant or otherwise as a result of such fransaction. 
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ARTICLE 11 
COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS 

Section i 1.1 Compliance with Laws. The Concessionaire shall, at all times and at its 
own cost and expense, observe and comply with, in all material respects, and cause the Midway 
Airport Facility Operations to observe and comply with, in all material respects, all applicable 
Laws now existing or later in effect that are applicable to it or such Midway Airport Facility 
Operations, including those Laws expressly enumerated in this Article 11, and those that may in 
any manner apply with respect to the performance of the Concessionaire's obligations under this 
Agreement; provided that the Concessionaire shall be entitled, inter alia, to receive Concession 
Compensation, upon demand, in the event that any Law is being applied by the City in a 
discriminatory or arbitrary fashion against the Concessionaire or against the Midway Airport 
Facility or the Midway Airport Facility Operations; provided further that nothing in this Section 
11.1 shall be interpreted to limit the rights of the Concessionaire under Article 14. It is expressly 
acknowledged and agreed that the obligations of the Concessionaire to comply with the 
provisions of this Article 11 shall be subject to applicable Law, for so long as such Law remains 
in effect and only to the extent required thereunder as the same may be amended from time to 
time. The Concessionaire shall notify the City within seven days after receiving notice from a 
Governmental Authority that the Concessionaire may have violated any of the above. 

Section 11.2 Non-Discrimination. 

(a) Federal Non-Discrimination Laws. The Concessionaire shall comply in 
all material respects with all applicable federal Laws regarding non-discrimination, including: 
(i) the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C. § 2000 et seq. (1981); (ii) the Civil Rights Act of 
1991, P.L. 102-166; (iii) Executive Order Number 11246, 30 Fed. Reg. 12,319 (1965), reprinted 
in 42 U.S.C. § 2000(e) note, as amended by Executive Order Number 11375, 32 Fed. Reg. 
14,303 (1967) and by Executive Order Number 12086, 43 Fed. Reg. 46,501 (1978); (iv) the Age 
Discrimination Act, 42 U.S.C, §§ 6101-6106 (1981); (v) the Age Discrimination in Employment 
Act, 29 U.S.C. §§ 621-34 (1967); (vi) the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 29 U.S.C. §§ 793-794 
(1981); and (vii) the Americans with Disabilities Act, 42 U.S.C. § 12101 et seq. (1990). 

(b) State Non-Discrimination Laws. The Concessionaire shall comply in all 
material respects with all applicable Illinois Laws regarding non-discrimination, including: (i) 
the Illinois Human Rights Act, 775 ILCS 5/1-101 et seq. (1990), and any rules and regulations 
promulgated in accordance with it, including the Equal Employment Opportunity Clause, 44 III. 
Admin. Code § 750, Appendix A, which is included in Section 11.2(c); (ii) the Public Works 
Employment Discrimination Act, 775 ILCS 10/0.01 et seq. (1990); and (iii) the Environmental 
Baniers Act, 410 ILCS 25/1 etseq. (1985). 

(c) Illinois Human Rights Act Equal Employment Opportunity Clause. The 
following Equal Employment Opportunity Clause is included herein pursuant to 44 111. Admin. 
Code § 750.10: In the event of the Concessionaire's non-compliance with the provisions of this 
Equal Employment Opportunity Clause, the Dlinois Human Rights Act, or the Rules and 
Regulations of the Dlinois Department of Human Rights (the "Department"), the Concessionaire 
may be declared ineligible for future contracts or subcontracts with the State of Illinois or any of 
its political subdivisions or municipal corporations, and this Agreement may be canceled or 
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voided in whole or in part, and such other sanctions or penalties may be imposed or remedies 
invoked as provided by statute or regulation. During the performance of this Agreement, the 
Concessionaire agrees as follows: (i) that it will not discriminate against any employee or 
applicant for employment because of race, color, religion, sex, marital status, national origin or 
ancestty, age, physical or mental handicap unrelated to ability, or an unfavorable discharge from 
the military services and further that it will examine all job classifications to determine if 
minority persons or women are underutilized and will take appropriate affirmative action to 
rectify any such undemtilization; (ii) that if it hires additional employees in order to perform its 
obligations under this Agreement, it will determine the availability (in accordance with the 
Department's Rules) of minorities and women in the area(s) from which it may reasonably 
recruit and it will hire for each job classification for which employees are hired in such a way 
that minorities and women are not underutilized; (iii) that, in all solicitations or advertisements 
for employees placed by it or on its behalf it will state that all applicants will be afforded equal 
opportunity without discrimination because of race, color, religion, sex, marital status, national 
origin or ancestry, age, physical or mental handicap unrelated to ability, or an unfavorable 
discharge from military service; (iv) that it will send to each labor organization or representative 
of workers with which it has or is bound by collective bargaining or other agreements, a notice 
advising such labor organization or representative of its obligation under the Illinois Human 
Rights Act and the Department's Rules, and if any such labor organization or representative fails 
or refuses to cooperate with it in its efforts to comply with such Act and Rules, it will promptly 
so notify the Department and the contracting agency and will recruit employees from other 
sources when necessary to fulfill its obligations thereunder; (v) that it will submit reports as 
required by the Department's Rules, furnish all relevant information as may from time to time be 
reasonably requested by the Department or the City, and in all respects comply with the Illinois 
Human Rights Act and the Department's Rules; (vi) that it will permit access to all relevant 
books, records, accounts and work sites by personnel of the City and the Department for 
purposes of investigation to ascertain compliance with the Illinois Human Rights Act and the 
Department's Rules and (vii) that it will (A) include, verbatim or by reference, the provisions of 
this Equal Employment Opportunity Clause in evety subcontract it awards under which any 
portion of the obligations is undertaken or assumed, so that such provisions will be binding upon 
such Contractor, (B) be liable for compliance with applicable provisions of this clause by its 
Contractors, (C) promptly notify the City and the Department in the event any Contractor fails or 
refuses to comply therewith and (D) not utilize any Contractors declared by the Illinois Human 
Rights Commission to be ineligible for contracts or subcontracts with the State of Illinois or any 
of its political subdivisions or municipal corporations, including the City. 

(d) City Non-Discrimination Laws. The Concessionaire shall comply in all 
material respects with all applicable City Laws regarding non-discrimination, including the 
Chicago Human Rights Ordinance, Chapter 2-160, Section 2-160-010 et seq. of the Municipal 
Code, and shall furnish such reports and information as requested by the Chicago Commission 
on Human Relations. 

Section II .3 Non-CoUusion, Bribery of a Public Officer or Employee. The 
Concessionaire shall comply ui all material respects with Section 2-92-320 of the Municipal 
Code, as follows: 
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(a) Prohibition on Contracts with Persons or Business Entities Convicted of 
Bribery or Collusive Activities. No Person shall be awarded a contract or subcontract if that 
Person: (i) has been convicted of bribcty or attempting to bribe a public officer or employee of 
the City, the State of Illinois or any agency of the federal government or any state or local 
government in the United States of America, in that officer's or employee's official capacity; (ii) 
has been convicted of agreement or collusion among bidders or prospective bidders in restraint 
of freedom of completion by agreement to bid a fixed price, or otherwise or (iii) has made an 
admission of guilt of such conduct described in clause (i) or (ii} above which is a matter of 
record but has not been prosecuted for such conduct. 

(b) Ability to Charge Business Entity with Conduct of its Employees or 
Affiliates. Where an official, agent or employee of a business entity has committed any offense 
described in Section 11.3(a) on behalf of such an entity and pursuant to the direction of 
authorization of a responsible official thereof, the business entity shall be chargeable with the 
conduct. A business entity may be chargeable with the conduct of an affiliated entity, as defined 
in Section 2-92-320 of the Municipal Code, if such affiliated entity has committed any offense 
described in Section 11.3(a). 

(c) Period of Ineligibility. A Person shall be ineligible for a contract or 
subcontract pursuant to Section 2-92-320 of the Municipal Code for three years following a 
conviction or admission. The period of ineligibility may be reduced, suspended or waived as 
specified in Section 2-92-320 of the Municipal Code. 

Section 11.4 Cooperation with City Inspector GeneraL 

(a) Duty to Cooperate with Inspector General. The Concessionaire shall 
comply in all material respects with all provisions of Chapter 2-56 of the Municipal Code, 
including cooperating with the City Office of Inspector General in any investigation or hearing 
undertaken pursuant to Chapter 2-56 of the Municipal Code. 

(b) Duty to Inform Contractors. All contracts entered into by the 
Concessionaire shall inform Contractors of Chapter 2-56 of the Municipal Code and require 
understanding of and compliance with such Chapter 2-56 of the Municipal Code. 

Section 11.5 Ethics and Conflict of Interest Requirements. 

(a) Compliance with City Governmental Ethics Ordinance. The 
Concessionaire shall comply in all material respects with Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code, 
entitied "Governmental Ethics." 

(b) Prohibition on Certain Financial Interests and Inducements. The 
Concessionaire represents and warrants that: (i) no officer, agent or employee of the City is 
employed by the Concessionaire or has a financial interest directly or indirectly in this 
Agreement or the compensation to be paid in connection with this Agreement except as may be 
permitted in writing by the Board of Ethics established imder Chapter 2-156 of the Mimicipal 
Code and (ii) no payment, gratuity or offer of emplojmient will be made in connection with this 
Agreement by or on behalf of any Contractor to the Concessionaire or anyone associated with 
them, as an inducement for the award of a contract, subcontract or order. 
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(c) Prohibition on Certain Conflicts of Interest. The Concessionaire shall 
comply in all material respects with the following requirements related to conflicts of interest: 
(i) no member of the governing body of the City or other unit of government and no other 
officer, employee or agent of the City or other unit of government who exercises any functions 
or responsibilities in connection with this Agreement is permitted to have any personal interest, 
direct or indirect, in this Agreement; (ii) no member of or delegate to the Congress of the United 
States of America or the Illinois General Assembly and no alderman or employee of the City is 
allowed to be admitted to any share or part of this Agreement or to any financial benefit to arise 
from it; (iii) the Concessionaire agrees that it, and to the best of its knowledge, its Contractors, if 
any, presently have no direct or indirect interest and will not acquire any interest, direct or 
indirect, in any project or contract that would conflict in any manner or degree with the 
performance of the Concessionaire's obligations under this Agreement and (iv) the 
Concessionaire agrees that, in the performance of this Agreement, no Person having any 
conflicting interest will be assigned to perform any obligations or have access to any confidential 
information, if any, under this Agreement. Notwithstanding the foregoing, no offer of 
employment or benefits to any City employee as required hereunder shall be deemed to 
constitute a violation of this Section 11.5. 

Section 11.6 Labor and Employees. 

(a) Compliance with the Local Government Facility Lease Act. The 
Concessionaire shall comply in all material respects with the following requirements of Sections 
30 and 35 of the Local Government Facility Lease Act, 50 ILCS 615/30 and 35: 

(i) Labor Neutrality and Card Check Procedure Agreement. With 
respect to employees assigned to work at any portion of the Midway Airport Facility used for 
airport purposes and who are not otherwise members of an existing bargaining unit cognizable 
under the National Labor Relations Act, 29 U.S.C. § 151 et seq.. and where not otherwise 
prohibited by applicable Law, the Concessionaire shall negotiate in good faith, with any union 
that seeks to represent its employees, for a labor neutrality and card check procedure agreement. 
The agreement shall apply only to employees actually assigned to work at any portion of the 
Midway Airport Facility used for airport purposes and shall have no applicability to employees 
not so assigned. The agreement shall contain provisions accomplishing the following objectives: 
resolution by a third party neutral of disagreements regarding bargaining unit scope, inclusions 
and exclusions; determination of the existence of majority support for a bargaining agent by 
means of a card check procedure; employer neutrality; prohibition of coercion or intimidation of 
employees by either the employer or the union; and a prohibition on strikes, work stoppages or 
picketing for the duration of the agreement. 

(ii) Wage Requirements. In order to protect the wages, working 
conditions, and job opportunities of employees employed by the Concessionaire at portions of 
the Midway Airport Facility used for airport purposes to perform work at the Midway Airport 
Facility previously performed by employees of the City at the Midway Airport Facility and who 
were m recognized bargaining units as of the Bid Date, the Concessionane and any Contractor 
retained by the Concessionaire to perform such work at the Midway Airport Facility, shall pay to 
those employees an amount not less than the economic equivalent of the standard of wages and 
benefits enjoyed by the City employees who previously performed that work. The 
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Concessionaire shall certify to the City the amount of wages and benefits (or their equivalent) as 
of the Closing Date and any changes to those amounts as they may occur during the Term. 

(b) Requirement to Pay Prevailing Wage Rates in Connection with Midway 
Airport Facility Construction Activities. The Concessionaire shall comply to the extent 
applicable in all material respects with Section 35 of the Local Government Facility Lease Act 
mandating that certain projects at the Midway Airport Facility be considered public works for 
purposes of the Illinois Prevailing Wage Act, 820 ILCS 130/1, et seq. 

(c) Living Wage. The Concessionaire shall comply in all material respects 
with and shall cause its Contractors to comply in all material respects with, the living wage 
requirements of Section 2-92-610 of the Municipal Code, as it may be amended from time to 
time, so long as such requirements are in full force and effect. If an employee of the 
Concessionaire or a Contractor is required to be paid a living wage pursuant to this 
Section 11.6(c) and is also subject to payment of a prevailing wage pursuant to Section 11.6(b) 
of this Agreement, then the Concessionaire or Contractor, as appropriate, shall pay the employee 
the higher of the prevailing wage or the living wage. 

Section 11.7 MBEAVBE, Affirmative Action and City Resident Requirements. 

(a) Minority-Owned and Women-Owned Business Enterprises 
("M./W.B.E.s"). To the extent the requirements of Section 11.8 and Section 11.9 do not 
otherwise apply, the Concessionaire shall comply in all material respects with the following 
M.AV.B.E. requirements so long as the M./W.B.E. requirements of Section 2-92-420 et seq. of 
the Municipal Code and the M./W.B.E. constmction program requirements of Section 2-92-650 
et seq. of the Municipal Code are in fiill force and effect: 

(i) General Requirements. The Concessionaire shall provide for the 
participation of M./W.B.E.s in its Midway Airport Facility Operations. To this end, the 
Concessionaire shall establish a policy for the utilization of M./W.B.E.s, goals for the annual 
utilization of M./W.B.E.S, and a reporting procedure agreeable to the Concessionaire and the 
City. 

(ii) Policy. The following statement shall represent the 
Concessionaire's policy regarding Equal Opportunity and an M./W.B.E. program: 

The Concessionaire is committed to providing fair and representative 
opportunities for minorities, women and M./W.B.E.S in its Midway Airport 
Facility Operations. Neither the Concessionaire nor its Contractors shall 
discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, sex or national origin in Midway 
Airport Facility Operations. Furthermore, affirmative action will be taken, 
consistent with sound procurement policies and applicable Law, to ensure that 
M./W.B.E.S are afforded a fair and representative opportunity to participate m the 
Concessionaire's Midway Airport Facility Operations. 

This policy shall be stated in all contracts related to the Midway Auport Facility, circulated to all 
employees of the Concessionaire in affected departments, and made known to minority and 
women enttepreneurs. 
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(iii) Liaison. To ensure compliance and the successful management of 
the Concessionaire's M./W.B.E. program, the Concessionaire shall establish a M./W.B.E. liaison 
for the Midway Airport Facility with the City. Further, all persormel of the Concessionaire and 
all others with responsibilities in the supervision of Midway Airport Facility Operations are to 
see that actions are performed consistent with the M./W.B.E. goals of this Section 11.7. 

(iv) Goals. The goals to be met by the Concessionaire in Midway 
Airport Facility Operations shall be met with utilization of M./W.B.E.s certified by the City 
subject to the availability of M./W.B.E.s capable of performing the work related to the Midway 
Airport Facility Operations. These goals shall be administered in a manner to assure the City 
and the Concessionaire that; (A) Midway Airport Facility projects shall be completed at a 
reasonable and acceptable cost to the Concessionaire, (B) Midway Airport Facility projects shall 
be completed on a reasonable and acceptable timetable to the Concessionaire and the City and 
(C) the quality of Midway Airport Facility projects shall be reasonable and acceptable to the 
Concessionaire and the City. The goals of the Concessionaire for annual participation by 
M./W.B.E.s in Midway Airport Facility Operations shall be consistent with the applicable goals 
for the City under the Municipal Code, so long as such requirements are in full force and effect; 
provided that in no event shall the goals exceed the percentages set forth below. As of the 
Closing Date, the goals for dollar value of M./W.B.E. participation in Midway Airport Facility 
Operations during each calendar year, not including Construction Contracts, shall be: 

M.B.E.s: W.B.E.s: 
at least 25% of the dollar value at least 5% of the dollar value of 
of annual Contracts. annual Contracts. 

As of the Closing Date, the goals for dollar value of M./W.B.E. participation in Construction 
Contracts related to Midway Airport Facility Operations during each calendar year, shall be: 

M.B.E.S: W.B.E.s: 
at least 24% of the dollar value of at least 4% of the dollar value of 
annual Constmction Contracts. annual Construction Contracts. 

(v) Eligibility. Only those Persons certified by the City as an M.B.E. 
and/or a W.B.E. pursuant to Section 2-92-420 et seq. of the Municipal Code shall be eligible for 
purposes of meeting the goals established by Section ll.7(a)(iv) with respect to aimual Contracts 
and only those Persons certified by the City as an M.B.E. and/or a W.B.E. pursuant to Section 2-
92-650 et seq. of the Municipal Code shall be eligible for purposes of meeting the goals 
established by Section 11.7(a)(tv) with respect to annual Construction Contracts. 

(vi) Reporting. The Concessionaire shall submit to the City a 
M./W.B.E. progress report annually, on forms or on a format established by the City and 
agreeable to the Concessionaire, that lists separately for annual Confracts and for aimual 
Constmction Contracts the following items: (A) the total amount of Contracts and Conshiiction 
Contracts during the year, the total accumulation of work awarded to M./W.B.E.S, the name of 
each M./W.B.E. and the amount of work awarded to each M./W.B.E.; (B) a projection of the 
total amount of Contracts and Construction Contracts and of work to be awarded to M./W.B.E.S 
during the next year, (C) all M./W.B.E. work that has been completed and for which final 
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payment has been made during the year; (D) an evaluation of the overall progress to date towards 
the M./W.B.E. goals for Midway Airport Facility Operations; and (E) in the event that the 
progress report indicates that the M./W.B.E. goals for Midway Airport Facility Operations are 
not being met, either ( l ) a plan for achieving the specified minimum participation as soon as 
possible or (2) a request that the City waive the Concessionaire's M./W.B.E. goal for the 
calendar year on the basis that it is impracticable or excessively costly to obtain qualified 
M./W.B.E.s to perform sufficient work to fiilfill the Concessionaire's M./W.B.E. goal for the 
calendar year. 

(b) Equal Employment Opportunity and Affirmative Action Plan. In 
cormection with any construction activities related to the Midway Airport Facility during the 
Term, so long as the requirements of Section 2-92-390 of the Municipal Code are in full force 
and effect, the Concessionaire shall establish, maintain and implement a written Equal 
Employment Opportunity and Affirmative Action Plan (the "E.E.O./A.A. Plan"), which plan is 
reasonably acceptable to the City and the Concessionaire. The E.E.O./A.A. Plan will provide for 
the following goals for employment of women and minorities: 

Minority Employment: Women's Employment: 
25% of skilled hours 7% of skilled hours 
40% of laborer hours 10% of laborer hours 

(c) Chicago Residency Requirements. The Concessionaire shall comply in all 
material respects with, and shall include in its Operating Agreements provisions requiring its 
Contractors to comply in all material respects with, the residential preference requirements of 
Section 2-92-330 of the Municipal Code to the seune extent that such provisions would apply to 
the City, as it may be amended from time to time, so long as such requirements are in fiill force 
and effect, subject to the provisions and exceptions set forth in Section 2-92-330 of the 
Municipal Code. 

(d) Reporting and Compliance. The Concessionaire shall submit to the City 
progress reports armually on forms or in a format established by the City and agreeable to the 
Concessionaire, that provide required information concerning the Concessionaire's compliance 
with the Concessionaire's E.E.O./A.A. Plan and Chicago residency requirements. 

Section 11.8 Disadvantaged Business Enterprise Program. To the extent the 
Concessionaire receives federal financial assistance from the DOT with respect to the Midway 
Airport Facility pursuant to 49 U.S.C. § 47101 et seg., the Concessionaire shall establish a 
Disadvantaged Business Enterprise ("DBE") program in accordance with regulations of the 
DOT, 49 C.F.R. Part 26. 

(a) General Requirements. The Concessionaire shall provide for the 
participation of DBEs, as defined in 49 C.F.R. Part 26, in its Midway Airport Facility 
Operations. To this end, the Concessionaire shall establish a policy for the utilization of DBEs, 
goals for the annual utilization of DBEs, and a reporting procedure agreeable to the 
Concessionaire and the City. If DBE contract goals are set for a given contract, the 
Concessionaire shall comply in all material respects with the DBE program applicable to the 
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Chicago O'Hare Intemational Airport in effect at any given time with respect to those activities 
that are subject to the DBE regulations of the DOT, 49 C.F.R. Part 26. 

(b) Policy. The following statement shall represent the Concessionaire's 
policy regarding a DBE program: The Concessionaire is committed to ensuring that DBEs, as 
defined in 49 C.F.R. Part 26, have an equal opportunity to receive and participate in DOT-
assisted contracts. 

(c) Liaison. To ensure compliance and the successfiil management of the 
Concessionaire's DBE program, the Concessionaire shall establish a DBE liaison for the 
Midway Airport Facility with the DOT. 

Section 11.9 Airport Concession Disadvantaged Business Enterprise Program. 
To the extent the Concessionaire receives federal financial assistance from the DOT with respect 
to the Midway Airport Facility, the Concessionaire shall establish an Airport Concession 
Disadvantaged Business Enterprise ("ACDBE") program in accordance with regulations of the 
DOT, 49 C.F.R. Part 23. The Concessionaire shall provide for the participation of ACDBEs, as 
defined in 49 C.F.R. Part 23, with respect to all concession services provided at the Midway 
Airport Facility, in a manner that complies in all material respects with the ACDBE program 
applicable to the Chicago O'Hare Intemational Airport in effect at any given time with respect to 
those activities that are subject to the ACDBE regulations of the DOT, 49 C.F.R. Part 23. 

Section 11.10 MacBride Principles. If the Concessionaire conducts business 
operations in Northern freland, the Concessionaire is required during the Term to make all 
reasonable and good faith efforts to conduct any such business operations in all material respects 
in accordance with the MacBride Principles for Northern Ireland as defined in Illinois Public Act 
85-1390 (1988 111. Laws 3220), so long as the MacBride Ordinance in Section 2-92-580 of the 
Municipal Code is in full force and effect. 

Section 11.11 Executive Order 2005-1. The Concessionaire shall comply with and 
shall cause its Owners, as defined in Executive Order 2005-1, and its Contractors to comply with 
the requirements of Executive Order 2005-1, as it may be amended from time to time, so long as 
such requirements are in full force and effect. For purposes of Executive Order 2005-1, the term 
"domestic partner" has the meaning set forth in Chapter 2-152 of the Municipal Code. 

Section 11.12 City Public Garage License Requirements. The Concessionaire as of 
the Closing Date shall (based on materials submitted by the Concessionaire to the City with 
respect to the qualifications of the Concessionaire by virtue of this Agreement and without 
fiirther action by the City) be deemed to be licensees of the City under Chapter 4-232, Article IV 
of the Municipal Code; provided, however, that the Concessionaire shall comply in all material 
respects with all ongoing requirements generally applicable to public garage licensees in the 
City, including the payment of all generally applicable license fees, which requirements shall be 
deemed to be obligations imposed under this Agreement. 

Section 11.13 Prohibition on Expansion of Runways. The Concessionaire shall 
comply with the requirements of Section 15 of the Local Government Facility Lease Act, 50 
ILCS 615/15, which states that no runway of the Midway Airport Facility shall be expanded 
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beyond the territory bounded by 55th Street on the north, Cicero Avenue on the east, 63rd Street 
on the south and Central Avenue on the west, as such avenues and streets were situated on May 
9, 2006. 

ARTICLE 12 
INDEMNIFICATION 

Section 12.1 Indemnification by the Concessionaire. The Concessionaire shall 
indemnify and hold harmless each of the City, the Airlines and their respective Representatives 
from and against any Losses actually suffered or incurred by the City, the Airlines or any such 
Representative, based upon, arising out of, related to, occasioned by or attributable to (a) any 
failure by the Concessionaire or its Representatives to comply with, observe or perform any of 
the covenants, obligations, agreements, terms or conditions in this Agreement, any Assigned 
Midway Airport Facility Contract, or any Partially Assigned Midway Airport Facility Contract 
or, subject to Section 9.4(b), any breach by the Concessionaire of its representations or 
wartanties set forth herein, (b) any Assumed Liabilities, (c) any Tax or mortgage recording 
charge attributable to any Transfer of the Concessionaire Interest or any part thereof, (d) any 
claim for brokerage commissions, fees or other compensation by any Person who acted on behalf 
of the Concessionaire or any of its Affiliates or their respective Representatives, as applicable, in 
connection with this Agreement with respect to any Transfer of the Concessionaire Interest or 
any part thereof or any other matter affecting the Midway Airport Facility, (e) the use or 
occupancy of the Midway Airport Facility by the Concessionaire or by other Persons with its 
consent, as applicable, or (f) any other acts or omissions on the premises of the Midway Airport 
Facility of the Concessionaire or of any of its Representatives, as applicable; provided, however, 
that, except with respect to Claims resulting from Third Party Claims, Claims are made in 
writing within a period of three years from the expiration of the Term or earlier termination of 
this Agreement or within such shorter period as may be prescribed by the applicable statute of 
limitations; and provided further that the forgoing indemnity will not, as to any indenmified 
Person, apply to Losses to the extent such Losses arise from the fraud, willful misconduct or 
gross negligence of such indemnified Person, or any of such indemnified Person's directors, 
employees, advisers or agents (each officer, director, employee, adviser or agent of any entity or 
any of such entity's affiliates, a "related party" of such entity). 

Section 12.2 Indemnification by the City. The City shall indemnify and hold 
harmless the Concessionaire, the Airlines and each of their respective Representatives against 
and from any Losses actually suffered or incurred by the Concessionaire, the Airlines or any 
such Representative, based upon, arising out of, related to, occasioned by or attributable to 
(a) any failure by the City or its Representatives to comply with, observe or perform any of the 
covenants, obligations, agreements, terms or conditions in this Agreement or any Assigned 
Midway Airport Facility Contract or any Partially Assigned Midway Airport Facility Contract, 
subject to Section 9.4(a). any breach by the City of its representations or warranties set forth 
herein, (b) any Excluded Liabilities, (c) the City's performance of its obligations under Section 
4.4 or (d) any claim for brokerage commissions, fees or other compensation by any Person who 
acted on behalf of the City or any of its Representatives in connection with this Agreement, or 
any other matter affecting the Midway Airport Facility; provided, however, that, except with 
respect to Claims resulting from Third Party Claims, Claims are made in writing within a period 
of three years of the expiration of the Term or earlier termination of this Agreement or within 
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such shorter period as may be prescribed by the applicable statute of limitations; and provided 
further that the foregoing indemnity will not, as to any indemnified Person, apply to Losses to 
the extent such Losses arise from the fraud, willful misconduct or gross negligence of such 
indemnified Person, or any of such indemnified Person's directors, employees, advisers or agents 
(each officer, director, employee, adviser or agent of any entity or any of such entity's affiliates, 
a "related party" of such entity). 

Section 12.3 Agency for Representatives. Each of the City, the Concessionaire and 
the Airlines agrees that it accepts each indemnity in favor of any of its Representatives as agent 
and trustee of that Representative and agrees that each of the City, the Concessionaire and the 
Airiines may enforce an indemnity in favor of its Representatives on behalf of that 
Representative. 

Section 12.4 Third Party Claims. 

(a) Notice of Third Party Claim. If an Indemnified Party receives notice of 
the commencement or assertion of any Third Party Claim, the Indemnified Party shall give the 
Indemnifier reasonably prompt notice thereof, but in any event no later than 30 days after receipt 
of such notice of such Third Party Claim. Such notice to the Indemnifier shall describe the Third 
Party Claim in reasonable detail (and include a copy of any complaint or related documents) and 
shall indicate, if reasonably practicable, the estimated amount of the Loss that has been or may 
be sustained by the Indemnified Party. 

(b) Defense of Third Party Claim. The Indenmifier may participate in or 
assume the defense of any Third Party Claim by giving notice to that effect to the Indemnified 
Party not later than 30 days after receiving notice of that Third Party Claim (the "Notice 
Period"). The Indemnifier's right to do so shall be subject to the rights of any insurer or other 
Party who has potential liability in respect of that Third Party Claim. The Indemnifier agrees to 
pay all of its own expenses of participating in or assuming each defense. The Indemnified Party 
shall cooperate in good faith in the defense of each Third Party Claim, even if the defense has 
been assumed by the Indemnifier and may participate in such defense assisted by counsel of its 
own choice at its own expense. If the Indemnified Party has not received notice within the 
Notice Period that the Indemnifier has elected to assume the defense of such Third Party Claim, 
the Indemnified Party may assume such defense, assisted by counsel of its own choosing and the 
Indemnifier shall be liable for all reasonable costs and expenses paid or incurred in connection 
therewith and any Loss suffered or incurred by the Indenmified Party with respect to such Third 
Party Claim. 

(c) Assistance for Third Party Claims. The Indemnifier and the Indemnified 
Party will use all reasonable efforts to make available to the Party which is undertaking and 
conttoUing the defense of any Third Party Claim (the "Defending Party"), (i) those employees 
whose assistance, testimony and presence is necessaty to assist the Defending Party in evaluating 
and in defending any Third Party Claitn and (ii) all documents, records and other materials in the 
possession of such Party reasonably required by the Defending Party for its use in defending any 
Third Party Claim, and shall otherwise cooperate with the Defending Party. The Indemnifier 
shall be responsible for all reasonable expenses associated with making such documents, records 
and materials available and for all expenses of any employees made available by the Indemnified 
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Party to the Indemnifier hereunder, which expense shall not exceed the actual cost to the 
Indemnified Party associated with such employees. 

(d) Settlement of Third Party Claims. If an Indemnifier elects to assume the 
defense of any Third Party Claim as provided in Section 12.4(b), the Indemnifier shall not be 
liable for any legal expenses subsequently incurred by the Indemnified Party in connection with 
the defense of such Third Party Claim. However, if the Indemnifier fails to take reasonable steps 
necessary to defend diligently such Third Party Claim within 30 days after receiving notice from 
the Indemnified Party that the Indemnified Party believes on reasonable grounds that the 
Indemnifier has failed to take such steps, the Indemnified Party may, at its option, elect to 
assume the defense of and to compromise or settle the Third Party Claim assisted by counsel of 
its own choosing and the Indemnifier shall be liable for all reasonable costs and expenses paid or 
incurred in connection therewith. The Indemnified Party shall not settle or compromise any 
Third Party Claim without obtaining the prior written consent of the Indemnifier unless such 
settlement or compromise is made without any liability to, and does not require any action on the 
part of, the Indemnifier. 

Section 12.5 Direct Claims. Any Direct Claim shall be asserted by giving the 
Indemnifier reasonably prompt notice thereof, but in any event not later than 60 days after the 
Indemnified Party becomes aware of such Direct Claim. The Indemnifier shall then have a 
period of 30 days within which to respond in writing to such Direct Claim. If the Indemnifier 
does not so respond within such 30-day period, the Indemnifier shall be deemed to have rejected 
such Claim, and in such event the Indemnified Party may submit such Direct Claim to the 
dispute resolution process set forth in Article 19. 

Section 12.6 Failure to Give Timely Notice. A failure to give timely notice as 
provided in this Article 12 shall not affect the rights or obligations of any Party except and only 
to the extent that, as a result of such failure, a Party which was entitled to receive such notice 
was deprived of its right to recover any payment under its applicable insurance coverage or was 
otherwise directly and materially damaged as a result of such failure. However, this Section 12.6 
shall have no effect whatever on the survival provisions set out in Section 9.4 and the rights of 
the Parties with respect thereto. 

Section 12.7 Reductions and Subrogation. If the amount of any Loss incurred by an 
Indemnified Party at any time subsequent to the making of an indemnity payment hereunder (an 
"Indemnity Payment") is reduced by any recovety, settlement or otherwise under or pursuant to 
any insurance coverage, or pursuant to any claim, recovety, settlement or payment by or against 
any other Person, the amount of such reduction (less any costs, expenses (includuig Taxes) or 
premiums (including additional premiums as a result thereof) incurred in connection therewith), 
together with interest thereon from the date of payment thereof at the Bank Rate, shall promptly 
be repaid by the Indemnified Party to the Indemnifier. Upon making a full Indemnity Payment, 
the Indemnifier shall, to the extent of such Indemnity Payment, be subrogated to all rights of the 
Indemnified Party against any third party in respect of the Loss to which the Indemnity Pa)anent 
relates. Until the Indemnified Party recovers fiill payment of its Loss, any and all claims of the 
Indemnifier against any such third party on account of such Indemnity Payment shall be 
postponed and subordinated in right of payment to the Indemnified Party's rights against such 
third party. 
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Section 12.8 Payment and Interest. All amounts to be paid by an Indemnifier 
hereunder shall bear interest at a rate per annum equal to the BarUc Rate, calculated annually and 
payable monthly, both before and after judgment, from the date that the Indemnified Party 
disbursed fiinds, suffered damages or losses or incurred a loss, liability or expense in respect of a 
Loss for which the Indemnifier is liable to make payment pursuant to this Article 12. to the date 
of payment by the Indemnifier to the Indemnified Party. 

Section 12.9 Limitation on Certain Claims Against the City. No Claim may be 
made by the Concessionaire, the Airlines or any of their respective Representatives against the 
City under Section 12.2 for the breach of any representation or warranty made or given by the 
City in Section 9.1 unless (i) the Loss suffered or incurred by the Concessionaire or the Airlines 
in connection with such breach is in excess of $10,000 and (ii) the aggregate of all Losses 
suffered or incurted by the Concessionaire or the Airlines in connection with breaches of 
representations and warranties in Section 9.1 exceeds $4,000,000 in the aggregate, in which 
event the amount of all such Losses in excess of such amount may be recovered by the 
Concessionaire or the Airlines; provided, however, that the maximum aggregate liability of the 
City either to the Concessionaire or the Airlines in respect of such Losses shall not exceed 50% 
of the Rent; provided further that this Section 12.9 shall not apply to Claims for the breach of the 
representations or warranties in Section 9.1(a), (b), (c), (d). (e). (Q, (g) or £h) or to Claims for 
fraud, intentional misrepresentation or intentional breach of the representations or wartanties in 
Section 9.1. 

Section 12.10 Limitation on Certain Claims Against the Concessionaire. No Claim 
may be made by the City, the Airlines or any of their respective Representatives against the 
Concessionaire under Section 12.1 for the breach of any representation or warranty made or 
given by the Concessionaire in Section 9.2 unless (i) the Loss suffered or incurred by the City or 
the Airlines, as applicable, in connection with such breach is in excess of $10,000 and (ii) the 
aggregate of all Losses suffered or incurred by the City or the Airlines in connection with 
breaches of representations and warranties in Section 9.1 exceeds $4,000,000 in the aggregate, in 
which event the amount of all such Losses in excess of such amount may be recovered by the 
Concessionaire or the Airlines; provided, however, that the maximum aggregate liability of the 
Concessionaire to the City and the Airlines m respect of such Losses shall not exceed 50% of the 
Rent; provided fiirther that this Section 12.10 shall not apply to Claims for the breach of the 
representations or wartanties in Section 9.2(a). (b). (c). (d). (e) or {f) or to Claims for fraud, 
intentional misrepresentation or intentional breach of the representations or warranties in Section 
92. 

Section 12.11 Other Matters. To the extent permissible by applicable Law, the 
Concessionaire waives any limits to the amount of its obligations to defend, indemnify, hold 
harmless or contribute to any sums due under any Losses, including any claim by any employee 
of the Concessionaire, that may be subject to the Workers Compensation Act, 820 ILCS 305/1 et 
seq. or any other related law or judicial decision (such as Kotecki v. Cyclops Welding 
Corporation, 146 fil. 2d 155 (1991)). 

Section 12.12 Offset Rights. Any other provision herein notwithstanding, each Party's 
obligations under this Agreement are subject to, and each Party shall have the benefit of, all 
defenses, counterclaims, rights of offset or recoupment or other claims and rights, including the 
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right to deduct payments due to the other Party hereunder (collectively, "Offsets"), which such 
Party may have at any time against such other Party (or any of their respective successors and 
assigns) or any transferee or assignee of any such other Party's rights as against such Party or 
any part thereof or interest therein, whether the claim or right of such Party relied upon for such 
purpose is matured or unmatured, contingent or otherwise, and no transfer or assignment of this 
Agreement or any other obligation of such other Party, or of any rights in respect thereof 
pursuant to any plan of reorganization or liquidation or otherwise shall affect or impair the 
availability to each Party of the Offsets; provided that, with respect to the City only, in no event 
shajl any offset result in the aggregate Midway Airport Facility Concession Value payable 
pursuant hereto being reduced to an amount less than the outstanding Leasehold Mortgage Debt 
and Qualified Debt. 

Section 12.13 Survival. This Article 12 shall remain in ftill force and effect in 
accordance with its terms and shall not be terminated by any breach (fimdamental, negligent or 
otherwise) by any Party of its representations, warranties or covenants hereunder or by any 
termination or rescission of this Agreement by any Party. 

Section 12.14 No Consequential or Punitive Damages. Except as otherwise set forth 
herein, no Party (or any of its Affiliates or Representatives) shall be liable to any other Party (or 
any of its Affiliates or Representatives) for any diminution in value or any consequential, 
punitive, incidental or special damages of such other Party (or any of its Affiliates or 
Representatives), including lost profits, loss of business reputation or opportunity relating to any 
breach or alleged breach of this Agreement or with respect to the transactions contemplated 
hereby. 

ARTICLE 13 
INSURANCE 

Section 13.1 Insurance Coverage Required. The Concessionaire shall provide and 
maintain at the Concessionaire's own expense, or cause to be maintauied, during the Term £md 
during any time period following expiration if the Concessionaire is required to retum and 
perform any additional work, the insurance coverages and requirements specified below, 
insuring the Midway Airport Facility and all Midway Airport Facility Operations (the "Required 
Coverages"). 

(a) Workers' Compensation and Employer's Liability. The Concessionaire 
shall provide Workers' Compensation Insurance, as prescribed by applicable Law, covering all 
employees who agree to provide a service under this Agreement and Employer's Liability 
Insurance coverage with limits of not less than $1,000,000 each accident or illness or disease. 

(b) Commercial General Liability (Primary and Excess). The Concessionaire 
shall provide commercial general liability insurance or equivalent with limits of not less than 
$750,000,000 per occurrence for bodily injuty (including death) and property damage liability. 
Coverage shall include the following: all premises and operations, products liabiUty, host liquor 
liability, completed operations, explosion, collapse, underground, separation of insureds, 
defense, independent contractors, tertorism war liability, excess auto liability, hanger keepers 
liability, contingent control tower liabiUty, baggage liability, cargo hability, non-owned aircraft 
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liability, mobile equipment, contractual liability, personal injury and advertising injuty with 
limits of not less that 825,000,000 per occurrence and aggregate, incidental medical malpractice 
with limits of not less that $25,000,000 per occurrence and aggregate and excess employers 
liability with limits of not less than $25,000,000 per occuirence and aggregate. The City is to be 
named as an additional insured on a primary, non-contributory basis for any liability arising 
directly or indirectly under or in cormection with this Agreement. The Airlines are to be named 
as additional insureds for Claims arising out of the operations of the Concessionaire. 

(c) Automobile Liability (Primary and Excess). The Concessionaire shall 
provide or cause to be provided automobile liability insurance with limits of not less than 
$5,000,000 per occurrence for bodily injury and property damage for any owned, non-owned or 
hired autos/motor vehicles. The City is to be named as an additional insured on a primary, non-
coritributoty basis. The Airlines are to be named as additional insureds for claims arising out of 
the operations of the Concessionaire. 

(d) Builder's Risk. When the Concessionaire undertakes any constmction, 
maintenance or repairs to the Midway Airport Facility, including improvements and betterments 
pursuant to this Agreement, the Concessionaire shall provide or cause to be provided, all risk 
builder's risk insurance at replacement cost for materials, supplies, equipment, machinety and 
fixtures that are or will be part of the Midway Airport Facility. Customary sublimits and 
aggregated sublimits for perils including flood and earthquake are permitted in amounts 
reasonably acceptable to the City. Coverage shall include the following: right to partial 
occupancy, boiler and machinety, earth movement, flood, water (including overflow), leakage, 
sewer backup, utility services, debris removal, testing, mechanical-electrical breakdown, 
resulting damage arising out of faulty or defective workmanship or material, business income 
(where an exposure exists and where the City has an insurable interest in such exposure), 
valuable papers and other consequential loss, when applicable. The City is to be named as an 
additional insured and, subject to the claims of any Leasehold Mortgagee, as a loss payee with 
respect to the property proceeds. 

(e) Professional Liability. When any architects, engineers, project managers, 
construction managers or other professional consultants perform work in connection with this 
Agreement, professional liability insurance covering acts, errors or omissions shall be 
maintained with limits of not less than $2,000,000; provided, however, that design and 
construction architects and engineers performing work with respect to any construction project 
undertaken by the Concessionaire pursuant to this Agreement must maintain limits of not less 
than $5,000,000. When policies are renewed or replaced, the policy retroactive date shall 
coincide with, or precede, start of work in connection with this Agreement. A claims-made 
policy that is not renewed or replaced shall have an extended reporting period of two years. 

(f) Property. The Concessionaire shall obtam all risk property insurance at 
fiill replacement cost (no margin clause is to be included), covering all loss, damage or 
destruction to the Midway Airport Facility, including improvements and betterments. 
Occurrence limit of liability endorsement or equivalent, if included on property policy, must be 
amended to delete any limitation to stated property values. Coverage may not be limited to the 
statement of values provided to the insurance company. Coverage shall include the following: 
(i) such risks as may now or in the future be included under an all risk policy form of real 
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property insurance (subject to standard policy terms, conditions and exclusions) as may now or 
in the future be prescribed by the State of Illinois as of the effective date of the policy under 
which such insurance is provided and (ii) fire, smoke, windstorm, cyclone, tornado, hail, 
explosion, riot, civil commotion, equipment breakdown, flood, earth movement, collapse, water 
including overflow, leakage, sewer backup or seepage, utility interruption, debris removal, 
business ordinance or law for increased cost of constmction, extra expense, boiler and 
machinety, valuable papers ingress and egress, civil and militaty authority and, if available, 
tertorism. Customary sublimits and aggregated sublimits for perils including flood and 
earthquake are permitted in amounts reasonably acceptable to the City. Coverage shall also 
include business income, which shall be subject to a limit that is separate from and in addition to 
the limit of ftill replacement cost for property. In addition, the Concessionaire shall, during the 
Term, procure at its own expense comprehensive fire, theft and property damage all risk 
insurance for, and keep insured to the extent of the full replacement value thereof (if replaceable; 
otherwise, the value thereof), all personal property of the City in the care, custody and control of 
the Concessionaire, including materials, fixtures/contents, equipment, tools, supplies and art 
work. The Concessionaire shall be responsible for all loss or damage to personal property 
(including materials, fixtures/contents, equipment, tools, supplies and art work) of the 
Concessionaire unless caused by the City or its Representatives. The City is to be named as an 
additional insured on all property insurance policies. Subject to the claims of any Leasehold 
Mortgagee, the City and the Depositary are to be named as loss payees. The Concessionaire 
shall be responsible for any loss or damage to City property at full replacement cost. 

(g) Pollution Legal Liability. Pollution legal liability insurance shall be 
provided covering third party bodily injuty, property damage and other losses caused by 
pollution occurrences during the Term with limits of not less than $10,000,000 per occurrence, 
and in the aggregate. Coverage shall include environmental cleanup, remediation, transportation 
and disposal. When policies are renewed or replaced, the policy retroactive date shall, if 
practicable, coincide with or precede, start of work in connection with this Agreement. A 
claims-made policy which is not renewed or replaced shall have an extended reporting period of 
two years. The City is to be named as an additional insured. 

(h) Railroad Protective Liability. When any work is to be done adjacent to or 
on railroad or transit property, the Concessionaire shall provide, with respect to the operations 
that the Concessionaire or Contractors perform, railroad protective liability insurance in the 
name of the applicable railroad or transit entity. The policy shall have limits of not less than the 
requirement of the operating railroad/transit entity arising out of injuries to or death of all 
persons, and for damage to or destruction of property, including the loss of use thereof 

Section 13.2 Additional Requirements. 

(a) Evidence of Insurance. The Concessionaire shall deliver or cause to be 
delivered to the City of Chicago, Department of Finance, Risk Management Office, 333 South 
State Street, Room 400, Chicago, Illinois 60604, and any other such City department designated 
in writing by the City, original certificates of insurance on the City's insurance certificate form 
or equivalent evidencing the Required Coverages on or before the Closing Date, and shall 
provide or cause to be provided, renewal certificates of insurance, or such similar evidence, if 
such coverages have an expiration or renewal date occurring during the Term, with a duplicate 
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copy to the Airlines. The receipt of any certificate does not constitute agreement by the City that 
the insurance requirements in this Agreement have been fijlly met or that the insurance policies 
indicated on the certificate are in compliance with all requirements of this Agreement. The 
failure of the City to obtain certificates or other insurance evidence from the Concessionaire shall 
not be deemed to be a waiver by the City. The Concessionaire shall advise all insurers of 
provisions of this Agreement regarding insurance. Non-conforming insurance shall not relieve 
the Concessionaire of the obligation to provide insurance as specified herein. Except as 
otherwise expressly set forth herein, each Required Coverage may be reviewed by the City for 
compliance with the terms of this Agreement. Each Required Coverage shall be signed by the 
insurer responsible for the risks insured against or by the insurer's authonzed representative. All 
Required Coverages shall be placed with insurers reasonably acceptable to the City; provided 
that all such insurers, at a minimum, shall have a rating of A(VII) or better by A.M. Best 
Company or an equivalent rating by another Rating Agency (unless the City consents to waive 
this requirement). 

(b) Notice of Cancellation, Material Change or Violation. All Required 
Coverages shall provide for 90 days' (or in the case of cancellation for non-payment of 
premiums, 10 clays') prior notice to be given to the City by the insurer in the event coverage is 
substantially changed, canceled or non-renewed. The City shall be permitted (but not obligated) 
to pay any delinquent premiums before the cancellation date specified by the insurer in any 
notice of cancellation for non-payment of premium in order to maintain such coverage in full 
force and effect and the Concessionaire shall reimburse the City for any delinquent premiums 
paid by the City on demand without any days of grace and without prejudice to any other rights 
and remedies of the City hereunder. The Concessionaire shall not cancel, terminate, materially 
change to the detriment of the City or replace any Required Coverage. 

(c) Deductibles. All Required Coverages may contain deductibles or self-
insured retentions not to exceed amounts reasonably acceptable to the City. Any and all 
deductibles or self-insured retentions on Required Coverages shall be borne by the 
Concessionaire or its Contractors. 

(d) Inflation Adjustment. The amounts of coverage required by Section 13.1 
shall be Adjusted for Inflation each succeeding fifth anniversaty of the Closing Date. 

(e) Waiver of Subrogation by Insurers. Each of the Required Coverages shall 
include a waiver by the insurer of its rights of subrogation against the City, its employees, 
elected officials, agents or representatives. 

(f) City's Right to Insure. If the Concessionaire fails to obtain and maintain 
or cause to be obtained and maintained the insurance required by this Article 13. the City shall 
have the right (without any obligation to do so), upon two Business Days' notice to the 
Concessionaire in a non-emergency situation or forthwith in an emergency situation and without 
assuming any obligation in connection therewith, to effect such insurance and all costs and 
expenses of the City in cormection therewith shall be payable by the Concessionaire to the City 
on demand without any days of grace and without prejudice to any other rights and remedies of 
the City hereunder. Such insurance taken out by the City shall not relieve the Concessionaire of 
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its obligations to insure hereunder and the City shall not be liable for any loss or damage suffered 
by the Concessionaire in connection therewith. 

(g) No Limitation as to Concessionaire Liabilities. The Concessionaire 
expressly understands and agrees that any coverages and limits furnished by the Concessionaire 
shall in no way limit the Concessionaire's liabilities and responsibilities specified within this 
Agreement or by Law. 

(h) No Contribution by City. The Concessionaire expressly understands and 
agrees that any insurance or self-insurance programs maintained by the City shall not contribute 
with insurance provided by the Concessionaire under this Agreement. 

(i) Insurance Not Limited by Indemnification. The required insurance shall 
not be limited by any limitations expressed in the indemnification language herein or any 
limitation placed on the indemnity therein given as a matter of Law. 

(j) Insurance Requirements of Contractors and Subtenants. The 
Concessionaire shall require in each contract with any Contractor or subtenant (where such 
Contractor or subtenant is not covered by the Required Coverages) that such Contractor or 
subtenant obtain coverages reasonably comparable to the Required Coverages that are 
reasonably appropriate in their limits and other terms and conditions to the nature of the contract 
with the Contractor or subtenant. Such coverages shall insure the interests of the City, its 
employees, elected officials, agents and representatives, the Concessionaire and any other 
Contractors or subtenants in respect of the applicable work being performed and shall be subject 
to the same (or comparable) coverage and administrative requirements as are imposed on the 
Concessionaire pursuant to this Agreement. When requested to do so by the City, the 
Concessionaire shall provide or cause to be provided to the City certificates of insurance with 
respect to such insurance coverages or such other evidence of insurance, reasonably acceptable 
in form and content to the City. The provisions of this Section 13.2(i) shall not apply to any 
Airline that is a party to the Use Agreement (or any subsequent use agreement with respect to the 
Midway Airport Facility), the obligations of which to obtain and maintain insurance shall be 
governed solely by the Use Agreement, or such subsequent amendment, modification or 
replacement thereof 

(k) Joint Venture and Limited Liability Company Policies. If the 
Concessionaire or any Contractor required to obtain an insurance policy hereunder is a joint 
venture or limited liability company, all insurance policies requu-ed to be obtained by the 
Concessionaire or such Contractor shall specifically name the joint venture or limited liability 
company as a named insured. 

(1) Other Insurance Obtained by Concessionaire. If the Concessionaire or its 
Contractors or subtenants desire coverages in addition to the Required Coverages, the 
Concessionaire and each Contractor or subtenant shall be responsible for the acquisition and cost 
of such additional coverages. If the Concessionaire or its Contractors or subtenants obtain any 
property, liabiUty or other insurance coverages in addition to the Required Coverages 
("Additional Coverages"), then the Concessionane or its Contractors shall (i) notify the City as 
to such Additional Coverages, (ii) provide the City with any documentation relating to the 
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Additional Coverages, including certificates of insurance, that the City reasonably requests and 
(iii) at the City's election, cause the City elected or appointed officials, agents and 
representatives to be named as additional insureds under such Additional Coverages. 

(m) Cooperation. The City and the Concessionaire shall do all acts, matters 
and things as may be reasonably necessary or required to expedite the adjustment of any loss or 
damage covered by insurance hereunder so as to expedite the release and dedication of proceeds 
of such insurance in the manner and for the purposes herein contemplated. 

(n) City's Right to Modify. The City (through its Risk Management 
Department) shall have the right to modify, delete, alter or change insurance coverage 
requirements set forth in Section 13.1 and this Section 13.2 to reflect known material changes in 
insurance coverages for Comparable Public Airports or known material changes in insurance 
exposures associated with the Midway Airport Facility and the Concessionaire shall promptly 
comply therewith and shall not have any obligation to procure or maintain at its cost any 
additional insurance unless an independent insurance consultant shall have delivered to the 
Concessionaire its opinion to the effect that the additional coverages are required pursuant to the 
above-stated criteria and such additional coverages are commercially available at reasonable 
rates. 

(o) Commercial Availability. Notwithstanding anything to the contraty 
herein, if any insurance (including the limits or deductibles thereof) required to be maintained 
under this Agreement shall not be available at commercially reasonable rates, the Concessionaire 
shall have the right to request that the City consent to waive such requirement. Any such waiver 
shall be effective only so long as such insurance shall not be available at commercially 
reasonable rates; provided that during the period of such waiver, the Concessionaire maintains 
the maximum amount of such insurance otherwise available at commercially reasonable rates. 

Section 13.3 Damage and Destruction. 

(a) Obligations of Concessionaire. If all or any part of the Midway Airport 
Facility shall be desfroyed or damaged during the Term in whole or in part by fire or other 
casualty of any kind or nature (including any casualty for which insurance was not obtained or 
obtainable), ordinaty or extraordinaty, foreseen or unforeseen, the Concessionaire shall: (i) give 
the City notice thereof promptly after the Concessionaire receives actual notice of such casualty; 
(ii) at its sole cost and expense, whether or not insurance proceeds, if any, shall be equal to the 
estimated cost of repairs, alterations, restorations, replacement and rebuilding (the "Casualty 
Cost"), proceed diligently to Restore the same and (iii) deposit all insurance proceeds received 
by the Concessionaire in connection with any Restoration with a Depositaty; provided, however, 
that if at any time the Casualty Cost exceeds the net insurance proceeds deposited with the 
Depositoty or reasonably anticipated to be actually deposited with the Depositaty, then the 
Concessionaire shall also deposit with the Depositoty such cash as is sufficient to cover the 
difference between the Casualty Cost and the net insurance proceeds (such net insurance 
proceeds and such additional cash, together with any interest earned thereon, the "Restoration 
Funds"); provided further that the procedures of this clause (iii) of this Section 13.3(a) shall only 
apply to casualty events in which the cost of Restoration exceeds $5,000,000, as Adjusted for 
Inflation; provided further that the obligation to deposit any funds hereunder shall apply only if 
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the Restoration qualifies as a Capital Project approved by a Majority-ln-lnterest pursuant to 
Section 10.2 of the Use Agreement (or the equivalent provision in any successor use agreement). 

(b) Rights of City. If (i) the Concessionaire shall fail or neglect to commence 
the diligent Restoration of the Midway Airport Facility or the portion thereof so damaged or 
destroyed, (ii) having so commenced such Restoration, the Concessionaire shall fail to diligently 
complete the same in accordance with the terms of this Agreement or (iii) prior to the completion 
of any such Restoration by the Concessionaire, this Agreement shall expire or be terminated in 
accordance with the terms of this Agreement, the City may, but shall not be required to, 
complete such Restoration at the Concessionaire's expense and shall be entitled to be paid out of 
the Restoration Funds for the relevant Restoration costs incurred by the City; provided, that if the 
City fails or chooses not to complete any such Restoration by the Concessionaire in accordance 
with this Section 13.3(b). a Majority In Interest may, but shall not be required to, complete such 
Restoration at the Concessionaire's expense and shall be entitled to be paid out of the 
Restoration Funds for the relevant Restoration costs incurted by the Majority In Interest. In any 
case where this Agreement shall expire or be terminated prior to the completion of the 
Restoration, the Concessionaire shall (A) account to the City for all amounts spent in connection 
with any Restoration which was undertaken, (B) immediately pay over or cause the Depositaty 
to pay over to the City the remainder, if any, of the Restoration Funds received by the 
Concessionaire prior to such termination or cancellation and (C) pay over or cause the 
Depositary to pay over to the City, within 30 days after receipt thereof, any Restoration Funds 
received by the Concessionaire or the Depositaty subsequent to such termination or cancellation. 
The Concessionaire's obligations under this Section 13.3(b) shall survive the expiration or 
termination of this Agreement. 

(c) Payment of Restoration Funds to Concessionaire. Subject to the 
satisfaction by the Concessionaire of all of the terms arid conditions of this Section 13.3. the 
Depositary shall pay to the Concessionaire from time to time any Restoration Funds, but not 
more than the amount actually collected by the Depositaty upon the loss, together with any 
interest earned thereon, after reimbursing itself therefrom, as well as the City, to the extent, if 
any, of the reasonable expenses paid or incurred by the Depositaty and the City in the collection 
of such monies, to be utilized by the Concessionaire solely for the Restoration, such payments to 
be made as follows: 

(i) prior to commencing any Restoration, the Concessionaire shall 
fiimish to the City for its Approval the estimated cost, estimated schedule and detailed plan for 
the completion of the Restoration, each prepared by an architect or engineer; 

(ii) the Restoration Funds shall be paid to the Concessionaire in 
installments as the Restoration progresses, subject to Section I3.3(c)(iii). based upon requisitions 
to be submitted by the Concessionaire to the Depositaty and the City in compliance with 
Section 13.3(d). showing the cost of labor and materials purchased for incorporation in the 
Restoration, or incorporated therein since the previous requisition, and due and payable or paid 
by the Concessionaire; provided, however, that if any lien, other than any Permitted 
Concessionaire Encumbrance, is filed against the Midway Airport Facility or any part thereof in 
connection with the Restoration, the Concessionaire shall not be entitled to receive any fiirther 
installment until such lien is satisfied or discharged (by bonding or otherwise); provided further 
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that notwithstanding the foregoing, but subject to the provisions of Section I3.3(c)(iii), the 
existence of any such lien shall not preclude the Concessionaire from receiving any installment 
of Restoration Funds so long as such lien will be discharged with funds from such installment 
and at the time the Concessionaire receives such installment the Concessionaire delivers to the 
City and the Depositaty a release of such lien executed by the lienor and in recordable form; 

(iii) the amount of each installment to be paid to the Concessionaire 
shall be the aggregate amount of Casualty Costs theretofor incurted by the Concessionaire minus 
the aggregate amount of Restoration Funds theretofor paid to the Concessionaire in connection 
therewith, less 10% of such amount as a retainage (which 10% retainage shall be released to the 
Concessionaire upon completion of the Restoration work), except that such retainage shall not 
include any amounts for architects' or engineers' fees or permitting or other governmental fees in 
connection with the Restoration or with respect to each Contractor upon the final completion of 
each such Contractor's respective work, provided that the unapplied portion of the fiinds held by 
the Depositary is sufficient to complete the Restoration; provided, however, that all 
disbursements to the Concessionaire shall be made based upon an architect's or engineer's 
certificate for payment in accordance with industry standards, and disbursements may be made 
for advance deposits for material and Contractors to the extent that such disbursements are 
customary in the industry and provided that the unapplied portion of the fiinds held by the 
Depositaty is sufficient to complete the Restoration; and 

(iv) except as provided in Section 13.3(b). upon completion of and 
payment for the Restoration by the Concessionaire, subject to the rights of any Leasehold 
Mortgagee, the Depositary shall pay the balance of the Restoration Funds, if any, to the 
Concessionaire; provided, however, that if the insurance proceeds are insufficient to pay for the 
Restoration (or if there shall be no insurance proceeds), the Concessionaire shall nevertheless be 
required to make the Restoration and provide the deficiency in fiinds necessaty to complete the 
Restoration as provided in Section I3.3(a)(iii). 

(d) Conditions of Payment. The following shall be conditions precedent to 
each payment made to the Concessionaire as provided in Section 13.3(c'): 

(i) the Concessionaire shall have fiimished the City with estimates of 
costs and schedule and a detailed plan for the completion of the Restoration, as provided for in 
Section 13.3(c)(0: 

(ii) at the time of making such payment, no Concessionaire Default 
exists; 

(iii) the Restoration shall be carried out under the supervision of the 
relevant architect or engineer (which has been Approved by the City), and there shall be 
submitted to the Depositaty and the City the certificate of such architect or engineer stating that 
(A) the materials and other items which are the subject of the requisition have been delivered to 
the Midway Airport Facility (except widi respect to requisitions for advance deposits permitted 
under Section 13.3(c)(iii)). free and clear of all Encumbrances, other than Permitted 
Concessionaire Encumbrances, and no unsatisfied or unbonded mechanic's or other liens have 
been claimed, except for any mechanic's lien for claims that will be discharged, by bonding or 
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otherwise, with funds to be received pursuant to such requisition {provided that a release of such 
lien is delivered to the Depositaty in accordance with Section 13.3(c)(ii)), (B) the sum then 
requested to be withdrawn either has been paid by the Concessionaire or is due and payable to 
Contractors, engineers, architects or other Persons (whose names and addresses shall be stated), 
who have rendered or furnished services or materials for the work and giving a brief description 
of such services and materials and the principal subdivisions or categories thereof and the several 
amounts so paid or due to each of such Persons in respect thereof and stating in reasonable detail 
the progress of the work up to the date of such certificate, (C) no part of such expenditures has 
been made the basis, in any previous requisition (whether paid or pending), for the withdrawal of 
Restoration Funds or has been made out of the Restoration Funds received by the 
Concessionaire, (D) the sum then requested does not exceed the value of the services and 
materials described in the certificate, (E) the work relating to such requisition has been 
performed in accordance with this Agreement, (F) the balance of the Restoration Funds held by 
the Depositaty or available from other sources will be sufficient upon completion of the 
Restoration to pay for the same in full, and stating in reasonable detail an estimate of the cost of 
such completion and (G) in the case of the final payment to the Concessionaire, the Restoration 
has been completed in accordance with this Agreement. 

(e) Payment and Performance Bonds. If the Concessionaire obtains payment 
or performance bonds related to a Restoration (which the Concessionaire may or may not obtain 
in its discretion), the Concessionaire shall name the City and the Concessionaire and the 
Leasehold Mortgagee, as their interests may appear, as additional obligees, and shall deliver 
copies of any such bonds to the City promptly upon obtaining them. 

(f) Benefit of City. The requirements of this Section 13.3 are for the benefit 
only of the City, and no Contractor or other Person shall have or acquire any claim against the 
City as a result of any failure of the City actually to undertake or complete any Restoration as 
provided in this Section 13.3 or to obtain the evidence, certifications and other documentation 
provided for herein. 

(g) Investment of Restoration Funds. Restoration Funds deposited with a 
Depositaty shall be invested and reinvested in Eligible Investments at the direction of the 
Concessionaire, and all interest earned on such investments shall be added to the Restoration 
Funds. 

(h) Rights of Leasehold Mortgagee. The City acknowledges and agrees that 
any Restoration Funds not applied to a Restoration as provided in this Section 13.3 shall be 
subject to the lien or liens of any Leasehold Mortgage and the provisions thereof 

ARTICLE 14 
ADVERSE ACTIONS 

Section 14.1 Adverse Action. 

(a) An "Adverse Action" shall occur if the City, Cook Coimty or the State of 
Illinois (or any subdivision or agency of any of the foregoing) takes action or actions at any time 
during the Term (including enacting any Law) and the effect of such action or actions. 
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individually or in the aggregate, is reasonably expected (i) to be principally borne by the 
Concessionaire or private operators of Comparable Public Airports and (ii) to have a material 
adverse effect on the fair market value of the Concessionaire Interest, except where such action 
is in response to any act or omission on the part of the Concessionaire that is illegal (before 
taking into account the applicable government action) or such action is otherwise permitted 
under this Agreement; provided, however, that iione of the following shall be an Adverse Action: 
(A) the imposition of a Tax or an increase in Taxes of general application, including parking 
Taxes of general application imposed on users or operators of parking facilities or (B) the 
development, redevelopment, construction, maintenance, modification or change in the operation 
of any existing or new mode of transportation that results in the reduction of any revenues 
generated at the Midway Airport Facility or in the number of users using the Midway Airport 
Facility. 

(b) If an Adverse Action occurs, the Concessionaire shall have the right to 
(i) be paid by the City the Concession Compensation with respect thereto (such Concession 
Compensation, the "AA-Compensation") or (ii) terminate this Agreement and be paid by the 
City the Midway Airport Facility Concession Value and any AA/LT-Termination Damages 
payable pursuant to Section 14.3, in either case by giving notice in the manner described in 
Section 14.1(c). 

(c) Within 30 days following the date on which the Concessionaire first 
became aware of the Adverse Action, the Concessionaire shall give notice (the "AA-Preliminaty 
Notice") to the City stating that an Adverse Action has occurred. Within 180 days following the 
date of delivety of the AA-Preliminary Notice, the Concessionaire shall give the City another 
notice (the "AA-Notice") setting forth (i) details of such Adverse. Action, (ii) details of the 
material adverse effect of such Adverse Action on the fair market value of the Concessionaire 
Interest, (iii) a statement as to which right referted to in Section 14.1(b) the Concessionaire elects 
to exercise, and (iv) if the Concessionaire elects to exercise the right to Concession 
Compensation under Section 14.1(b). the amount claimed as AA-Compensation and details of 
the calculation thereof The City shall, after receipt of the AA-Notice, be entitled by notice to 
require the Concessionaire to provide such further supporting particulars as the City may 
reasonably consider necessaty. If the City .wishes to dispute the occturence of an Adverse 
Action or the amount of AA-Compensation, if any, claimed in the AA-Notice, the City shall give 
notice of dispute (the "AA-Dispute Notice") to the Concessionaire within 30 days following the 
date of receipt of the AA-Notice stating in reasonable detail the grounds for such dispute. If 
neither the AA-Notice nor the AA-Dispute Notice has been withdrawn within 30 days following 
the date of receipt of the AA-Dispute Notice by the Concessionaire, the matter shall be submitted 
to the dispute resolution procedure in Article 19. 

(d) If the Concessionaire has elected to exercise its right to AA-
Compensation, the City shall pay the amount of Concession Compensation claimed by the 
Concessionaire within 60 days following the date of receipt of the AA-Notice, or if a AA-
Dispute Notice has been given, then not later than 60 days following the date of determination of 
the AA-Compensation (together with interest at the Bank Rate from the date of receipt of the 
AA-Dispute Notice to the date on which payment is made); provided that, subject to the right of 
the Concessionaire to receive interest at the Bank Rate on the payment owed by the City from 
the date of receipt of the AA-Dispute Notice to the date on which payment is made, the City may 
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defer any such payment for an additional 120 days if the City determines, in its discretion, that 
such additional period is necessaty in order to obtain financing or otherwise to obtain the 
necessaty fiinds to make such a payment. 

Section 14.2 Leasehold Tax Imposition. If a Leasehold Tax Imposition occurs at 
any time during the Term, the Concessionaire shall have the right to terminate this Agreement 
and be paid by the City the Midway Airport Facility Concession Value by giving notice (the 
"LT-Notice") to the City within 180 days following such Leasehold Tax Imposition. The City 
shall, after receipt of the LT-Notice, be entitled by notice to require the Concessionaire to 
provide such ftirther supporting particulars as the City may reasonably consider necessaty. If the 
City wishes to dispute the occurrence of a Leasehold Tax Imposition claimed in the LT-Notice, 
the City shall give notice of dispute (the "LT-Dispute Notice") to the Concessionaire within 30 
days following the date of receipt of the LT-Notice stating the grounds for such dispute. If 
neither the LT-Notice nor the LT-Dispute Notice has been withdrawn within 30 days following 
the date of receipt of the LT-Dispute Notice by the Concessionaire, the matter shall be submitted 
to the dispute resolution procedure in Article 19. 

Section 14.3 Termination. 

(a) If the Concessionaire has elected to exercise its right to terminate this 
Agreement in connection with an Adverse Action or a Leasehold Tax Imposition, as the case 
may be, pursuant to Section 14.1 or 14.2. this Agreement, subject to Section 14.4. shall terminate 
60 days following the date of receipt of the AA-Notice or LT-Notice, as the case may be, by the 
City, and the City shall pay an amount (which amount shall be paid from general City funds and 
not from Midway Airport Facility revenues) equal to the aggregate, without duplication, of 
(i) the Midway Airport Facility Concession Value as of the date of termination (which shall be 
detennined as if no Adverse Action or Leasehold Tax Imposition, as the case may be, has 
occurred), plus (ii) the reasonable out-of-pocket and documented costs and expenses incurted by 
the Concessionaire as a direct result of such termination, plus (iii) with respect to a Leasehold 
Tax Imposition, the amount of any property taxes paid, whether prior to or after the Reversion 
Date, by the Concessionaire as a result of such Leasehold Tax Imposition, plus (iv) the 
Concession Compensation calculated for the period between the date of the Adverse Action or 
the Leasehold Tax Imposition, as the case may be, and the Reversion Date, less (v) any insurance 
or condemnation proceeds received by the Concessionaire with respect to all or any portion of 
the Midway Airport Facility as a result of the occurtence of such Adverse Action or Leasehold 
Tax Imposition, as the case may be (collectively, the "AA/LT-Termination Damages") to the 
Concessionaire on the Reversion Date or, if the AA/LT-Termination Damages are determined on 
a date subsequent to the Reversion Date, then not later than 60 days following the date of 
determination of the AA/LT-Termination Damages (together with interest at the Bank Rate from 
the Reversion Date to the date on which pajonent is made); provided that, subject to the right of 
the Concessionaire to receive interest at the Bank Rate on the payment owed by the City from 
the Reversion Date to the date on which payment is made, the City may defer any such payment 
for an additional 120 days if the City reasonably determines that such additional period is 
niscessaty to obtain financing to make such a payment; provided, however, that any amounts 
received by the Concessionaire or any Leasehold Mortgagee from any insurance policies payable 
as a result of damage or destruction to the Midway Airport Facility that has not been remedied 
prior to the Reversion Date, shall, to the extent not used to remedy such effects, be deducted 
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from the amount payable by the City to the Concessionaire so long as the City has not received 
any such amounts pursuant to Article 13. 

(b) Any dispute arising out of the determination of the AA/LT-Termination 
Damages shall be submitted to the dispute resolution procedure in Article 19. 

(c) No AA-Notice or LT-Notice given by the Concessionaire to the City in 
which the Concessionaire states that it elects to exercise its right of termination of this 
Agreement shall be valid for any purpose unless, if any Leasehold Mortgage Debt remains 
outstanding and if and to the extent required by the terms of any Leasehold Mortgage, the 
Concessionaire has first obtained and delivered to the City the written consent of the Leasehold 
Mortgagee to such AA-Notice or LT-Notice, as the case may be. 

(d) Payment of the entire sum of AA/LT-Termination Damages or the AA-
Compensation, as the case may be, by the City to the Concessionaire, shall constitute full and 
final satisfaction of all amounts that may be claimed by the Concessionaire for and with respect 
to the occurrence of the Adverse Action or the Leasehold Tax Imposition, as the case may be, 
and, upon such payment, the City shall be released and forever discharged by the Concessionaire 
from any and all liability with respect to such Adverse Action or Leasehold Tax Imposition, as 
the case may be. 

Section 14.4 Right of City to Remedy an Adverse Action or Leasehold Tax 
Imposition. If the City wishes to remedy the occurrence of an Adverse Action or Leasehold Tax 
Imposition, as the case may be, the City shall give notice thereof to the Concessionaire within 30 
days following the date of receipt of the AA-Notice or LT-Notice, as the case ma^ be. If the 
City gives such notice, it must remedy the Adverse Action or Leasehold Tax Imposition, as the 
case may be, within 180 days following the date of receipt of the AA-Notice or LT-Notice, as the 
case may be, or, if a AA-Dispute Notice or LT-Dispute Notice, as the case may be, has been 
given, within 180 days following the final award pursuant to Article 19 to the effect that an 
Adverse Action or Leasehold Tax Imposition, as the case may be, occurred or, in either case, 
within such longer period as may be agreed to by the Concessionaire. If the City remedies the 
occiurence of an Adverse Action or Leasehold Tax Imposition within the applicable period of 
time, the right of the Concessionaire shall be limited to a claim for AA-Compensation with 
respect to such Adverse Action or the amount of any property Taxes paid as a result of such 
Leasehold Tax Imposition. 

Section 14.5 Other Actions by Governmental Authorities. In the event that any 
Governmental Authority (other than the City, Cook County or the State of Illinois (or any 
subdivision or agency of any of the foregoing)) proposes to take any action at any time during 
the Term (includmg or enacting any Law) and the effect of such action is reasonably expected 
(i) to be principally home by the Concessionaire or private operators of Comparable Public 
Airports and (ii) to have a material adverse effect on the fair market value of the Concessionaire 
Interest, except where such action is in response to any act or omission on the part of the 
Concessionaire that is illegal (other than an act or omission rendered illegal by virtue of an 
Adverse Action or such action by any such other Governmental Authority), then at the request of 
the Concessionaire the City shall use its reasonable efforts to oppose and challenge such action 
by any such other Governmental Authority; provided, however, that all reasonable out-of-pocket 
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costs and expenses incurted by the City in connection with such opposition or challenge shall be 
borne by the Concessionaire. Each of the Concessionaire, the City and the Airlines shall work 
together in good faith to oppose any effort by any Governmental Authority (other than the City, 
Cook County or the State of Illinois (or any subdivision or agency of any of the foregoing)) that 
will have the effect of (i) increasing Taxes imposed upon the Airlines or (ii) materially 
constraining or limiting the Airlines' Air Transportation Business at the Midway Airport 
Facility; provided, that the foregoing shall not prevent or prohibit the City from supporting any 
Taxes of general applicability. 

ARTICLE 15 
CONCESSION COMPENSATION; DELAY EVENTS 

Section 15.1 Payment of Concession Compensation. 

(a) Except as otherwise provided herein, if a Compensation Event occurs, the 
Concessionaire shall give notice (the "CE-Preliminary Notice") to the City within 30 days 
following the date on which the Concessionaire first became aware of the Compensation Event 
stating that a Compensation Event has occurted. Within 30 days following the date of delivety 
of the CE-Preliminaty Notice, the Concessionaire shall give the City another notice (the "CE-
Notice") setting forth (i) details of the Compensation Event, including a specific explanation of 
the reasons that the event constitutes a Compensation Event under the terms of this Agreement 
and (ii) the amount claimed as Concession Compensation and details of the calculation thereof 
If the City wishes to dispute the occurtence of a Compensation Event or the amount of the CE-
Compensation claimed in the CE-Notice, the City shall give notice of dispute (the "CE-Dispute 
Notice") to the Concessionaire within 60 days following the date of receipt of the CE-Notice 
stating the grounds for such dispute. If neither the CE-Notice nor the CE-Dispute Notice has 
been withdrawn within 30 days following the date of receipt of the CE-Dispute Notice by the 
Concessionaire, the matter shall be submitted to the dispute resolution procedure in Article 19. 
Except as provided in Section 15.1(c). the City shall pay the Concession Compensation to the 
Concessionaire within 60 days following the date of receipt of the CE-Notice, or if a CE-Dispute 
Notice has been given as provided in the immediately following sentence, then not later than 60 
days following the date of determination of the Concession Compensation (together with interest 
at Bank Rate from the date of receipt of the CE-Dispute Notice to the date on which payment is 
made); provided that, subject to the right of the Concessionaire to receive interest at the Bank 
Rate on the payment owed by the City from the date of receipt of the CE-Dispute Notice to the 
date on which payment is made, the City may defer any such payment for an additional 120 days 
if the City reasonably determines that such additional period is necessaty to obtain financing to 
make such payment. Notwithstanding the foregoing and except as provided in Section 15.1(c). 
in the event of a dispute regarding the amount of Concession Compensation, the City shall pay to 
the Concessionaire any undisputed portion of such Concession Compensation and any portion of 
such Concession Compensation that is subsequently agreed between the Parties, in each case not 
later than 60 days following the date that the Parties have agreed to such portion (together with 
interest at the Bank Rate from the date of receipt of the CE-Dispute Notice to the date on which 
payment is made) (even if a dispute regarding a portion of the amount claimed by the 
Concessionaire is still pending); provided that the City shall have the right to defer such payment 
for an additional 120 days under the terms set forth in the preceding sentence. 
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(b) Concession Compensation shall be equal, to the sum of (i) all Losses 
(including increased operating, financing, capital and maintenance costs but excluding any costs 
and expenses that the Concessionaire would otherwise expend or incur in order to comply with 
this Agreement or in the ordinaty course of the performance of the Midway Airport Facility 
Operations or the carrying on of business in the ordinaty course) that are reasonably attributable 
to such Compensation Event plus (ii) the actual and estimated net losses of the Concessionaire's 
present and future revenues generated at the Midway Airport Facility that are reasonably 
attributable to such Compensation Event; provided, however, that unless otherwise specified in 
this Agreement, notice of any claim for Concession Compensation shall be made in writing to 
the City within 120 days of the date that the Concessionaire first became aware of such 
Compensation Event. If the Concessionaire is required to provide its own capital (whether from 
operating cash flows or the proceeds of any debt or equity financing or otherwise) with respect to 
compliance with or implementation of such modified or changed material Operating Standard, 
then the Concession Compensation, shall, in addition to the components described above, take 
into account the actual cost to the Concessionaire of any debt financing or include a then 
applicable market-based rate of retum on equity financing or on financing from operating cash 
flows that would have otherwise been distributed to the Concessionaire's shareholders as 
dividends, the repayment of shareholder loans or as other similar distributions. 

(c) Any Concession Compensation payable with respect to Losses or lost 
revenues generated at the Midway Airport Facility or documented Losses or capital costs that 
will not occur until the future shall be payable to the Concessionaire pursuant to the terms of, and 
time periods set forth in. Section 15.1(a). If the City elects, notwithstanding the foregoing, to 
pay Concession Compensation with respect to Losses or lost revenues generated at the Midway 
Airport Facility that will occur in the future as a lump sum payment, the amount of such lump 
sum payment shall be based on a determination of the net present value of the impact of such 
Compensation Event over the remainder of the Term utilizing a discount factor that is reasonably 
determuied by the Concessionaire (subject to the confirmation as to its reasonableness by the 
City). 

Section 15.2 Delay Events. 

(a) If the Concessionaire is affected by a Delay Event, it shall give notice as 
soon as practicable and in no event later than 10 Business Days following the date on which it 
first obtains knowledge of such Delay Event to the City (provided that in the case of the same 
Delay Event being a continuing cause of delay, only one notice shall be necessaty), which notice 
shall include (i) a statement of which Delay Event the claim is based upon, (ii) details of the 
circumstances from which the delay arises and (iii) an estimate of the delay in the performance 
of obligations under this Agreement attributable to such Delay Event and information in support 
thereof, if known at that time. The City shall, after receipt of such notice, be entitled by notice to 
require the Concessionaire to provide such fiirther supporting information or details as the City 
may reasonably consider necessaty. 

(b) The Concessionaire shall notify the City as soon as practicable and in no 
event later than 10 Business Days following the date on which it first became aware that a Delay 
Event has ceased. 
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(c) Subject to the Concessionaire giving the notice required in 
Section 15.2(a). a Delay Event shall excuse the Concessionaire from whatever performance is 
prevented by the Delay Event referted to in such notice for such appropriate number of days as 
the City and the Concessionaire jointly determine, each acting reasonably. If the City and the 
Concessionaire cannot agree upon the period of delay, then either Party shall be entitled to refer 
the matter to the dispute resolution procedure in Article 19. This Section 15.2(c") shall not excuse 
the Concessionaire from the performance and observance under this Agreement of any 
obligations and covenants not affected by the Delay Event. Notwithstanding the occurrence of a 
Delay Event, the Concessionaire shall continue its performance and observance under this 
Agreement of all of its obligations and covenants to the extent that it is reasonably able to do so 
and shall use its reasonable efforts to minimize the effect and duration of the Delay Event. 
Nothing herein shall permit or excuse noncompliance with a change to applicable Laws. 

(d) If a Delay Event occurs that has the effect of causing physical damage or 
destruction to the Midway Airport Facility that results in the Midway Airport Facility being 
substantially unavailable for Airport Purposes or suspending airport fee collection at the Midway 
Airport Facility and such effect continues for a period in excess of 60 consecutive days and has a 
material adverse effect on the fair market value of the Concessionaire Interest, and insurance 
proceeds payable (or that should have been payable but for the breach of an obligation to take 
out and maintain such insurance policy by the Concessionaire) or condemnation or other similar 
proceeds are insufficient to restore the Concessionaire to the same economic position as it would 
have been in the absence of such event, then, notwithstanding Section 2.1. the Concessionaire 
shall have the right to extend the Term for a period of time that would be sufficient to 
compensate the Concessionaire and to restore it to the same economic position as it would have 
been in had such Delay Event not occurted (a "Delay Event Remedy"). 

(e) If the Concessionaire elects to exercise the right to the Delay Event 
Remedy, the Concessionahe shall give notice ("Delay Event Notice") to the City within 30 days 
following the date on which the Concessionaire first became aware of its right to the Delay Event 
Remedy occurring settmg forth (i) the details of the Delay Event and its effect on either causing 
physical damage or destruction to the Midway Airport Facility that results in the Midway Airport 
Facility being substantially unavailable for Airport Purposes or suspending airport fee collection 
at the Midway Airport Facility, (ii) the amount claimed as compensation to restore the 
Concessionaire to the same economic position as it would have been in had such Delay Event not 
occurted (including the details of the calculation thereof) and (iii) the details of the relationship 
between such compensation and the extension of the Term that the Concessionahe proposes. 
The City shall, after receipt of the Delay Event Notice, be entitled by notice to require the 
Concessionaire to provide such further supportmg information as the City may reasonably 
consider necessaty. If the City wishes to dispute the occurrence of a Delay Event or the Delay 
Event Remedy claimed in the Delay Event Notice, the City shall give notice of dispute (the 
"Delay Event Dispute Notice") to the Concessionaire within 30 days following the date of 
receipt of the Delay Event Notice stating the groimds for such dispute, and if neither the Delay 
Event Notice nor the Delay Event Dispute Notice has been withdrawn within 30 days following 
the date of receipt of the Delay Event Dispute Notice by the Concessionaire, the matter shall be 
submitted to the dispute resolution procedure in Article 19. 
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ARTICLE 16 
DEFAULTS; LETTERS OF CREDIT 

Section 16.1 Default by the Concessionaire. 

(a) Events of Default. The occurrence of any one or more of the following 
events during the Term shall constitute a "Concessionaire Default" under this Agreement: 

(i) if the Concessionaire fails to comply with, perform or observe (A) 
any material obligation, covenant, agreement, term or condition in this Agreement (including, for 
the avoidance of doubt, the Operating Standards (with the exception of any requirement pursuant 
to the Operating Standards to undertake a capital improvement that is not otherwise required by 
Law if a Majority-In-Interest does not Approve the allocation to the Airlines of the capital 
expenditures related to such capital improvement)), or (B) the requirements or directives of a 
final award in a matter submitted to dispute resolution in accordance with Article 19, and such 
failure continues umemedied for a period of 90 Days following notice thereof (giving particulars 
of the failure in reasonable detail) from the City to the Concessionaire or for such longer period 
as may be reasonably necessaty to cure such failure; provided that, in the latter case, the 
Concessionaire has demonstrated to the satisfaction of the City, acting reasonably, that (1) it is 
proceeding, and will proceed, with all due diligence to cure or cause to be cured such failure, (2) 
its actions can be reasonably expected to cure or cause to be cured such failure within a 
reasonable period of time acceptable to the City, acting reasonably and (3) such failure is in fact 
cured within such period of time; 

(ii) if this Agreement or all or any portion of the Concessionaire 
Interest is Transferred m contravention of Article 17: 

(iii) if the Concessionaire (A) admits, in writing, that it is unable to pay 
its debts as such become due, (B) makes an assignment for the benefit of creditors, (C) files a 
voluntaty petition under Title 11 of the United States Code, or if the Concessionaire files any 
petition or answer seeking, consentmg to or acquiescing in any reorganization, arrangement, 
composition, readjustment, liquidation, dissolution or similar relief under the present or any 
fiiture United States bankruptcy code or any other present or future applicable Law, or shall seek 
or consent to or acquiesce m or suffer the appomtment of any trustee, receiver, custodian, 
assignee, sequestrator, liquidator or other similar official of the Concessionafre, or of all or any 
substantial part of its properties or of the Midway Airport Facility or any material interest 
therein, or (D) takes any corporate action in fiirtherance of any action described in this 
Section I6.1(a)(iii): 

(iv) if within 90 days after the commencement of any proceeding 
against the Concessionaire seeking any reorganization, arrangement, composition, readjustment, 
liquidation, dissolution or similar relief imder the present or any future United States bankruptcy 
code or any other present or future applicable Law, such proceeding has not been dismissed, or 
if, within 90 days after the appointment, without the consent or acquiescence of the 
Concessionaire, of any trustee, receiver, custodian, assignee, sequestrator, liquidator or other 
similar official of the Concessionaire or of all or any substantial part of its properties or of the 
Midway Airport Facility or any material interest therein, such appointment has not been vacated 
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or stayed on appeal or otherwise, or if, within 90 days after the expiration of any such stay, such 
appointment has not been vacated; or 

(v). if a levy under execution or attachment has been made against all 
or any material portion of the Midway Airport Facility or any material interest therein as a result 
of any Encumbrance (other than a Permitted Concessionaire Encumbrance) created, incurted, 
assumed or suffered to exist by the Concessionaire or any Person claiming through it, and such 
execution or attachment has not been vacated, removed or stayed by court order, bonding or 
otherwise within a period of 60 days, unless such levy resulted from actions or omissions of the 
City or its Representatives. 

(b) Remedies of the City Upon Concessionaire Default. Upon the occurtence 
of and during the continuance of a Concessionaire Default, the City may, by notice to the 
Concessionaire and the Airlines with a copy to the FAA Associate Administrator of Airports, the 
TSA Federal Security Director for the Midway Airport Facility and the Leasehold Mortgagee in 
accordance with the terms hereof, declare the Concessionaire to be in default and may, subject to 
the rights of the Leasehold Mortgagee pursuant to Sections 18.3. 18.4 and 18.5 and the 
provisions set forth in Articles 18. 19 and 20, do any or all of the following as the City, in its 
discretion, shall determine: 

(i) the City is entitled to terminate this Agreement (without the need 
for reentty or any other action on behalf of the City) by giving 90 days' prior notice to the 
Concessionaire upon the occurrence of (A) a Concessionaire Default that consists of a failure to 
comply with, perform or observe any Operating Standard if such Concessionaire Default creates 
a material danger to the safety of Midway Airport Facility Operations or a material impairment 
to the Midway Airport Facility or to the continuing use of the Midway Airport Facility for 
Airport Purposes or (B) any other Concessionaire Default; provided, however, that the 
Concessionaire shall be entitled to cure a Concessionaire Default pursuant to Section 16.l(a)(i") 
by providing the City with a written work.plan within such 90-day period outlining the actions 
by which the Concessionane will ensure future compliance with either (1) the obligation, 
covenantj.agreement, term or condition in this Agreement or (2) the requirements or directives of 
the issued final award m accordance with Article 19 that the Concessionaire failed to perform or 
observe, which work plan shall be Approved by the City and a Majority-In-Interest, but any 
failure of the Concessionaire to comply in any material respect with such Approved work plan 
following 90 days' notice of such failure from the City to the Concessionaire shall be deemed to 
be a Concessionaire Default described in Section 16.1(a)(i) and the entitlement of the 
Concessionaire to cure such Concessionaire Default by the delivety of an Approved work plan 
shall not apply thereto; provided further that the City shall not exercise the remedy provided in 
this subsection (i) if the Concessionaire Default consists solely of a violation of any of the 
provisions of Article 11 unless such violation is systematic or persistent (but any violation of 
such Article 11 shall nonetheless subject the Concessionaire to such fines or penalties otherwise 
applicable to such violation as they be imposed by the appropriate Governmental Authority or to 
the imposition of a requnement on the Concessionaire to demonstrate to the City that the 
Concessionaire has or will unplement all actions considered necessary by the City (which may 
include a remedial plan) to ensure that such violations do not become systematic or persistent); 
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(ii) if the Concessionaire Defauh is by reason of the failure to pay any 
monies, the City is entitled to (without obligation to do so) make payment on behalf of the 
Concessionaire of such monies, and any amount so paid by the City shall be payable by the 
Concessionaire to the City within three Business Days after written demand therefor; 

(iii) subject to the cure rights of the Leasehold Mortgagee set forth in 
Section 18.3. the City is entitled to cure the Concessionaire Default (but this shall not obligate 
the City to cure or attempt to cure a Concessionaire Default or, after having commenced to cure 
or attempted to cure a Concessionaire Default, to continue to do so), and all costs and expenses 
reasonably incurted by the City in curing or attempting to cure the Concessionaire Default, 
together with an administrative fee equal to 15% of such costs and expenses, shall be payable by 
the Concessionaire to the City within three Business Days of written demand therefor; provided, 
however, that (A) the City shall not incur any liability to the Concessionaire for any act or 
omission of the City or any other Person in the course of remedying or attempting to remedy any 
Concessionaire Default (other than as a result of gross negligence or willful misconduct) and (B) 
the City's cure of any Concessionaire Default shall not affect the City's rights against the 
Concessionaire by reason of the Concessionaire Default; 

(iv) the City is entitied to seek specific performance, injunction or 
other equitable remedies, it being acknowledged that damages are an inadequate remedy for a 
Concessionaire Default; 

(v) the City is entitled to seek to recover its Losses arising from such 
Concessionaire Default and any amounts due and payable under this Agreement and, in 
coimection therewith, exercise any recourse available to any Person who is owed damages or a 
debt under applicable Law; 

(vi) the City is entitled to, subject to applicable Law, distrain against 
any of the Concessionaire's goods situated at the Midway Airport Facility and the 
Concessionaire waives any statutoty protections and exemptions in coimection therewith; and 

(vii) the City is entitled to exercise any of its other rights and remedies 
provided for hereunder or at law or equity. 

(c) Remedies of the Airlines Upon Concessionaire Default. Upon the 
occurtence of and during the continuance of a Concessionaire Default under this Agreement or 
the Use Agreement that materially impairs the Midway Airport Facility Operations, the Airlines 
may, by notice to the Concessionaire and the City with a copy to the FAA Associate 
Administrator of Airports, the TSA Federal Security Director for the Midway Auport Facility 
and Leasehold Mortgagee in accordance with the terms hereof, declare the Concessionaire to be 
.in default and may, subject to the rights of the Leasehold Mortgagee pursuant to Sections 18.3. 
18.4 and 18.5 and the provisions set forth in Articles 18. 19 and 20, do any or all of the foUowmg 
as the Afrlmes, in the discretion of a Majority-ln-lnterest, shall determine: 

(i) subject to the cure rights of the Leasehold Mortgagee set forth in 
Section 18.3. the Airlines are entitled to cure the Concessionaire Default (but this shall not 
obligate the Airlines to cure or attempt to cure a Concessionaire Default or, after havuig 
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commenced to cure or attempted to cure a Concessionaire Default, to continue to do so), and all 
costs and expenses reasonably incurred by the Airlines in curing or attempting to cure the 
Concessionaire Default, together with an administrative fee equal to 15% of such costs and 
expenses, shall be payable by the Concessionaire to the Airlines within three Business Days of 
written demand therefor; provided, however, that (A) the Airiines shall not incur any liability to 
the Concessionaire for any act or omission of the Airlines or any other Person in the course of 
remedying or attempting to remedy any Concessionaire Default (other than as a result of gross 
negligence or willful misconduct) and (B) the Airlines' cure of any Concessionaire Default shall 
not affect the Airlines' rights against the Concessionaire by reason of the Concessionaire 
Default; 

(ii) the Airlines are entitled to seek specific performance, injunction or 
other equitable remedies, it being acknowledged that damages are an inadequate remedy for a 
Concessionaire Default; 

(iii) the Airlines are entitled to seek to recover their Losses arising from 
such Concessionaire Default and any amounts due and payable under this Agreement and, in 
coimection therewith, exercise any recourse available to any Person who is owed damages or a 
debt under applicable Law; 

(iv) the Airlines are entitled to, subject to applicable Law, distrain 
against any of the Concessionaire's goods situated at the Midway Airport Facility and the 
Concessionaire waives any statutoty protections and exemptions in connection therewith; and 

(v) the Airlines are entitled to exercise any of their other rights and 
remedies provided for hereunder or at law or equity. 

(d) City's Obligation. In the event the City fails to exercise its right to 
terminate this Agreement under Section 16.1(b)(i) upon the occurrence of and during the 
continuance of a Concessionaire Default that constitutes either a Major Concessionaire Breach or 
a Persistent Breach, the City shall compensate the Airlines for any Losses suffered by the 
Airlines as a result of the City's failure to exercise such right; provided that the City shall have 
no right to seek indemnification from the Concessionaire for Losses it incurs pursuant to this 
Section 16.1(d). 

Section 16.2 Defaults by the City. 

(a) Events of Default. The occturence of any one or more of the following 
events during the Term shall constitute a "City Defaulf' under this Agreement: 

(i) if the City fails to comply with, perform or observe (A) any 
material obligation, covenant, agreement, term or condition in this Agreement (other than an 
Adverse Action) or (B) the requirements or directives of a final award in a matter submitted to 
dispute resolution m accordance with Article 19 and such failure continues unremedied for a 
period of 90 days following notice thereof (giving particulars of the failure in reasonable detail) 
from the Concessionaire to the City or for such longer period as may be reasonably necessaty to 
cure such failure; prov/rfe</that, in the latter case, the City has demonstrated to the satisfaction of 
the Concessionane, actmg reasonably, that (1) it is proceeding with all due dihgence to cure or 
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cause to be cured such failure, (2) its actions can be reasonably expected to cure or cause to be 
cured such failure within a reasonable period of time acceptable to the Concessionaire, acting 
reasonably and (3) such failure is in fact cured within such period of time; 

(ii) if a levy under execution or attachment has been made against all 
or any material portion of the Midway Airport Facility or the Concessionaire Interest as a result 
of any Encumbrance (other than a Permitted City Encumbrance) created, incurted, assumed or 
suffered to exist by the City or any Person claiming through it, and such execution or attachment 
has not been vacated, removed or stayed by court order, bonding or otherwise within a period of 
60 days, unless such levy resulted from actions or omissions of the Concessionaire or its 
Representatives or if all or any material portion of the Midway Airport Facility shall be subject 
to a condemnation or similar taking by the City or any agency thereof; 

(iii) if the City (A) admits, in writing, that it is unable to pay its debts 
as such become due, (B) makes an assignment for the benefit of creditors, (C) files a voluntaty 
petition under Title 11 of the United States Code, or if the City files any petition or answer 
seeking, consenting to or acquiescing in any reorganization, arrangement, composition, 
readjustment, liquidation, dissolution or similar relief under the present or any future United 
States bankruptcy code or any other present or future applicable Law, or shall seek or consent to 
or acquiesce in or suffer the appointment of any tmstee, receiver, custodian, assignee, 
sequestrator, liquidator or other similar official of the City, or of all or any substantial part of its 
properties (in each case, to the extent applicable to a municipality), or (D) takes any action in 
fiirtherance of any action described in this Section 16.2(a)(iii); or if within 90 days after the 
commencement of any proceeding against the City seeking any reorganization, arrangement, 
composition, readjustment, liquidation, dissolution or similar relief under the present or any 
future United States bankmptcy code or any other present or fiiture applicable Law, such 
proceeding has not been dismissed, or if, within 90 days after the appointment, without the 
consent or acquiescence of the City, of any trustee, receiver, custodian, assignee, sequestrator, 
liquidator or other similar official of the City or of all or any substantial part of its properties (in 
each case, to the extent applicable to a municipality), such appointment has not been vacated or 
stayed on appeal or otherwise, or if, withm 90 days after the expiration of any such stay, such 
appointment has not been vacated; or 

(iv) the City Transfers any or all of its interest in the Midway Airport 
Facility or this Agreement other than in compliance with Section 17.2. 

(b) Remedies of Concessionaire Upon City Default. Upon the occurrence and 
during the continuance of a City Default, the Concessionane may by notice to the City with a 
copy to the FAA Associate Administrator of Airports and the TSA Federal Security Dnector for 
the Midway Airport Facility in accordance with the terms hereof, declare the City to be in default 
and may, subject to the provisions of Article 19. do any or all of the followmg as the 
Concessionaire, in its discretion, shall determine: 

(i) the Concessionaire is entitled to be paid by the City the Concession 
Compensation with respect thereto; 
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(ii) the Concessionaire is entitled to terminate this Agreement by 
giving 60 days' prior notice to the City (the "Initial Termination Notice"); provided, however, 
that the City shall be entitled to cure a City Default pursuant to Section 16.2(a)(i) by providing 
the Concessionaire with a written work plan within such 60-day period outlining the actions by 
which the City will ensure future compliance with either (A) the obligation, covenant, 
agreement, term or condition in this Agreement or (B) the requirement or directive of the final 
award in accordance with Article 19 that the City failed to perform or observe, which work plan 
is approved by the Concessionaire (which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld, delayed 
or conditioned), but any failure of the City to comply in any material respect with such approved 
work plan following 60 days' notice of such failure from the Concessionaire to the City shall be 
deemed to be a City Default described in Section 16.2(a)(i) and the entitlement of the City to 
cure such City Default by the delivety of an approved work plan shall not apply thereto; and 
upon such termination the City shall be obligated to pay to the Concessionaire an amount (which 
amount shall be paid from general City funds and not from Midway Airport Facility revenues) 
equal to the aggregate, without duplication, of (1) the Midway Airport Facility Concession Value 
as of the date of termination, plus (2) the reasonable out-of-pocket and documented costs and 
expenses incurred by the Concessionaire as a direct result of such termination, plus (3) the 
Concession Compensation calculated for the period between the date of the City Default and the 
date of termination, less (4) any insurance or condemnation proceeds received by the 
Concessionaire with respect to all or any portion-of the Midway Airport Facility as a result of the 
occurtence of such City Default (collectively, the "CD-Termination Damages") to the 
Concessionaire on the Reversion Date or, if the CD-Termination Damages are determined on a 
date subsequent to the Reversion Date, then not later than 60 days following the date of 
determination (which determination shall not be unreasonably delayed) of the CD-Termination 
Damages (together with interest at the Bank Rate from the Reversion Date to the date on which 
payment is made); provided that, subject to the right of the Concessionaire to receive interest at 
the Bank Rate on the payment owed by the City from the Reversion Date to the date on which 
payment is made, the City may defer any such payment for an additional 120 days if the City 
reasonably determmes that such additional period is necessaty to obtain financing to make such a 
payment; provided fiirther that, subject to (x) the right of the Concessionaire to receive interest at 
the Bank Rate on the payment owed by the City from the Reversion Date (or, if earlier, the 60th 
day after the giving of the Initial Termination Notice) to the date on which payment is made and 
(y) the City providing written notice of such defertal (a "Deferral Notice") to the Concessionane 
no later than 30 days after the date on which the Concessionaire gives the Initial Termination 
Notice, the City may defer any such payment for an additional 120 days if the City reasonably 
determines (which determination shall be certified to in the Deferral Notice) that such additional 
period is necessaty to obtam financmg to make such a payment (it being agreed by the City and 
the Concessionaire that if the City gives a Deferral Notice, then the Concessionaire shall have the 
option (by giving written notice thereof to the City) to postpone the termination of this 
Agreement from the date of termination set forth in the Initial Termination Notice to any date 
that is on or prior to the expnation of such additional 120-day period and such postponement 
shall not further defer the date on which any such payment is required to be made by the City); 
provided, however, that any amoimts received by the Concessionaire or any Leasehold 
Mortgagee from any insurance policies payable as a result of damage or destruction to the 
Midway Airport Facility that has not been remedied prior to the Reversion Date, shall, to the 
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extent not used to remedy such effects, be deducted from the amount payable by the City to the 
Concessionaire so long as the City has not received any such amounts pursuant to Article 13: 

(iii) the Concessionaire is entitled to exercise any of its rights and 
remedies at law or in equity; 

(iv) the Concessionaire is entitled to seek to recover its Losses and any 
amounts due and payable under this Agreement and, in connection therewith, exercise any 
recourse available to any Person who is owed damages or a debt by the City; and 

(v) the Concessionaire is entitled to exercise any of its other rights and 
remedies provided for hereunder. 

(c) Any dispute arising out of the determination of the CD-Termination 
Damages shall be submitted to the arbitration procedure in Article 19. 

(d) No notice given by the Concessionaire to the City in which the 
Concessionaire states that it elects to exercise its right of termination of this Agreement shall be 
valid for any purpose unless, if any Leasehold Mortgage Debt remains outstanding and if and to 
the extent required by the terms of any Leasehold Mortgage, the Concessionaire has first 
obtained and delivered to the City the written consent of the Leasehold Mortgagee to such notice. 

Section 16.3 Letters of Credit; Capital Costs Reserve. 

(a) The Concessionaire shall deliver no later than the first day of the Lease 
V Year that is five years prior to the final Lease Year of the Term, a Letter of Credit in the amount 

that the Independent Engineer reasonably determines is appropriate to cover all costs of capital 
improvements for the remainder of the Term as set forth in the capital improvement requirements 
included in the Operating Standards. 

(b) Subject to Section 16.3(c'). such Letter of Credit shall be replaced on evety 
anniversaty of such Lease Year until the date that is three years after the later of (i) the expnation 
of the Term and (ii) such time as there is no unresolved dispute with respect to the 
Concessionahe's compliance with or performance or observation of any obligation, covenant, 
agreement, term or condition in this Agreement with a Replacement Letter of Credit in the 
amount of the undrawn balance of such Letter of Credit plus the amount of interest that would 
have been eamed on such balance if invested for the next 12-month period at the Bank Rate. 
The required amount of any Letter of Credit may be adjusted from time to time (at intervals that 
may be shorter than one Lease Year) by the amount that the Independent Engineer reasonably 
determines is appropriate (taking into account progress by the Concessionaire made toward the 
completion of capital improvements and changes in costs of remaining capital improvements) 
such that the amount of the Letter of Credit after such adjustment remains sufficient to cover all 
costs of capital improvements for the remainder of the Term as required by the Operating 
Standards. Upon the occturence and continuance of a Concessionaure Default (or if there is a 
dispute as to the occurence of a Concessionaire Default, upon a final decision pursuant to 
Article 19 that a Concessionaire Default has occiured), the City shall have the right (in addition 
to all other rights and remedies provided in this Agreement, but with the understanding that any 
other monetaty damages that the City may recover will be reduced by the amount so drawn, and 
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without the City's exercise of such right being deemed a waiver or a cure of the Concessionaire's 
failure to perform and whether or not this Agreement is thereby terminated), with three Business 
Days' prior notice to the Concessionaire, to draw against such Letter of Credit or any 
replacement thereof, upon presentation of a sight draft and a certificate confirming that the City 
has the right to draw under such Letter of Credit in the amount of such sight draft, up to the 
amount due to the City with respect to such Concessionaire Default. 

(c) The Concessionaire shall replace each Letter of Credit with a replacement 
Letter of Credit (the "Replacement Letter of Credit") at least 60 days prior to the expity date of a 
Letter of Credit which is expiring. If the Concessionaire does not deliver to the City a 
Replacement Letter of Credit within such time period, the City shall have the right (in addition to 
all other rights and remedies provided in this Agreement and without the City's exercise of such 
right being deemed a waiver or a cure of the Concessionaire's failure to perform and whether or 
not this Agreement is thereby terminated) to draw immediately the full amount of the Letter of 
Credit upon presentation of a sight draft and a certificate confirming that the City has the right to 
draw under such Letter of Credit in the amount of such sight draft. After the Concessionaire 
delivers to the City a Replacement Letter of Credit complying with the provisions of this 
Agreement, the City shall deliver in accordance with the Concessionaire's reasonable 
instructions the Letter of Credit being replaced {provided that at such time no sight draft under 
such Letter of Credit is outstanding and unpaid). Any Replacement Letter of Credit shall be 
upon the same terms and conditions as the Letter of Credit replaced and satisfy the requirements 
for a Letter of Credit, but in any event (i) the amount of each Replacement Letter of Credit, 
except as provided in Section 16.3(b). shall equal or exceed the amount of the Letter of Credit 
being replaced at the time of replacement and (ii) the date of the Replacement Letter of Credit 
shall he its date of issuance. The expity date of the Replacement Letter of Credit, as referred to 
in the opening paragraph of such Replacement Letter of Credit, shall be not earlier than one year 
later than the expity date of the Letter of Credit being replaced or such other period acceptable to 
the City. 

(d) If this Agreement is terminated by the City prior to the expiration of the 
Term as a result of a Concessionaire Default in accordance with the terms hereof, the City shall 
have the right (in addition to all other rights and remedies provided m this Agreement and 
without the City's exercise of such right being deemed a waiver or a cure of the Concessionaire's 
failure to perform), with three Business Days' prior notice to the Concessionaire, to draw against 
any Letter of Credit, upon presentation of a sight draft and a certificate confirming that the City 
has the right to draw under such Letter of Credit in the amount of such sight draft, up to the 
amount due to the City pursuant to the terms of this Agreement. The Parties acknowledge that 
the damages suffered by the City as a result of such termination would be impossible to ascertain 
and that the amount of the Letter of Credit posted in accordance with this Section 16.3 is a 
reasonable estimate thereof and is not intended as a penalty. 

(e) The City will accept the Letters of Credit to be delivered pursuant to this 
Section 16.3 (and pursuant to Section 2.3) as security for the Concessionaire's obligations under 
this Agreement, in place of a cash deposit in the same amotmt. The Concessionaire's sole 
remedy in connection with the improper presentment or payment of sight drafts drawn under the 
Letter of Credit shall be the right to obtain from the City a refund of the amount of any sight 
draft the proceeds of which were drawn inappropriately or misapplied and the reasonable costs 
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incurted by the Concessionaire as a result of such draw or misapplication (including, for the 
avoidance of doubt, interest thereupon); provided, however, that at the time of such refund, the 
Concessionaire increases the amount of the Letter of Credit to the amount (if any) then required 
under the applicable provisions of this Agreement. The Concessionaire acknowledges that the 
presentment of sight drafts drawn under the Letter of Credit could not under any circumstances 
cause the Concessionaire injuty that could not be remedied by an award of money damages, and 
that the recovety of money damages would be an adequate remedy therefor. The Concessionaire 
shall not request or instmct the issuer of the Letter of Credit to refrain from paying any sight 
draft drawn under a Letter of Credit. 

(f) If the City desires to assign its rights and obligations in accordance with 
Section 17.2 of this Agreement, the Concessionaire shall cooperate so that concurtently with the 
effectiveness of such assignment, either Replacement Letters of Credit as described in 
Section 16.3(c) for, or appropriate amendments to, the Letters of Credit then held by the City, in 
either case identifying as beneficiaty the appropriate party after the assignment becomes 
effective, shall be delivered to the City, at no cost to the Concessionaire. 

(g) The Concessionaire shall obtain and furnish all Letters of Credit and 
Replacement Letters of Credit at its sole cost and expense (except as noted above) and shall pay 
all charges imposed in connection with the City's presentation of appropriate sight drafts and 
drawing against the Letters of Credit or Replacement Letters of Credit. 

(h) In lieu of any Letter of Credit to be provided by the Concessionaire 
pursuant to the terms of this Section 16.3. whether in whole or in part, the Concessionaire shall, 
at the Concessionaire's discretion, have the option: ^̂  

(i) to provide a surety bond or other similar form of security (in each 
case, consistent (including as to form and credit quality of issuer) with the requirements set forth 
herein for Letters of Credit) or to deposit with a Depositaty for the benefit of the City, as 
collateral security, cash or Eligible Investments in an amount equal to the amount of such Letter 
of Credit, or relevant part thereof, at the time of such deposit, or 

(ii) to create and maintain a reserve account (the "Capital Costs 
Reserve") in such amount as may be required by, and under the control of, the Leasehold 
Mortgagee for the purpose of providing for the payment, whether in whole or in part, of the costs 
of capital improvements required by the Operating Standards for the remainder of the Term; 
provided that the terms imder which such Capital Costs Reserve is estabUshed and maintained 
under the applicable financing agreements will insure its availability to the City in the case of a 
Concessionaire Default, subject only to the rights of the Leasehold Mortgagee. In the event the 
Concessionaire opts to establish a deposit pursuant to Section 16.3(h)(i). the Depositaty shall 
invest and reinvest such amounts in Eligible Investments at the direction of the Concessionaire 
and any eamings thereon shall be paid to the Concessionaire. If, at any time during the Term, 
the City would have the right to draw any amount on a Letter of Credit for which the 
Concessionaire has substituted cash or Eligible Investments or the Capital Costs Reserve 
pursuant to this Section 16.3(h). the Concessionaire shall cause the Depositaty to pay such 
amount to the City from such cash deposit or Eligible Investments or the Concessionaire shall 
cause the Leasehold Mortgagee to pay such amount to the City from the Capital Costs Reserve, 
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as the case may be, in accordance with the terms of this Section 16.3, and all rights and remedies 
of the City and the Concessionaire with respect to such cash deposits or. Eligible Investments, if 
any, and Capital Costs Reserve (subject to the rights of the Leasehold Mortgagee in the Capital 
Costs Reserve) shall be the same as those provided in this Section 16.3 with respect to any Letter 
of Credit; provided, however, that the certification that would have been provided by the City 
with the sight draft had cash or Eligible Investments not been so substituted shall be made to the 
Depositaty and delivered to the Depositaty together with the City's written demand for payment. 

(i) If Letters of Credit shall not in the future be available at commercially 
reasonable terms and rates or shall not be a commercially reasonable form of security in similar 
transactions, the Concessionaire shall fiimish the City with comparable security instmments or 
Eligible Investments that then are commonly used in similar transactions and which are 
Approved; and if no such security instruments shall be available, the Concessionaire shall 
deposit with the City cash as security. 

(j) In the event that the issuer of a Letter of Credit, a Replacement Letter of 
Credit, a surety bond or any other form of security delivered pursuant to Section 16.3(h) no 
longer meets the credit rating requirements for such issuer set forth in this Agreement, then the 
Concessionaire shall have the obligation to replace such Letter of Credit, Replacement Letter of 
Credit, surety bond or other security with an instrument that meets the requirements set forth in 
this Agreement. If the Concessionaire shall not have replaced such Letter of Credit, 
Replacement Letter of Credit, surety bond or other security with an instrument that meets the 
requirements set forth in this Agreement within 30 days, the City shall have the right (in addition 
to all other rights and remedies provided for in this Agreement, without the City's exercise of 
such right to be deemed a waiver or cure of the Concessionaire's failure to perform and whether 
or not this Agreement is thereby termmated), with two Business Days' prior notice to the 
Concessionaire, to draw against such Letter of Credit, Replacement Letter of Credit, surety bond 
or other security in accordance with its terms in the full amount available thereunder, but with 
the understanding that any other monetaty damages that the City may recover will be reduced by 
the amount so drawn. 

(k) Any Letter of Credit, Replacement Letter of Credit, surety bond or other 
form of security delivered pursuant to Section 16.3011 shall provide that the City may draw on 
such Letter of Credit, Replacement Letter of Credit, surety bond or other security in accordance 
with its terms in the circumstances set forth m Section 16.4(i). 

Section 16.4 Consequences of Termination or Reversion. 

(a) Upon the termination of this Agreement and, in the event of termination 
pursuant to Section 14.1. Section 14.2. Section 16.2(b)(ii) or Section 16.5. concurrently with the 
payment to the Concessionaire of all Termination Damages due as a result of such termination 
(notwithstanding any claims the Parties may have against each other and subject to Section 
16.2(b)(iv') and Article 18). the following provisions shall apply: the Concessionaire shall, 
without any action whatsoever being necessaty on the part of the City, well and truly siurender 
and deliver to the City the Midway Airport Facility (including all improvements to the Midway 
Airport Facility), the Midway Airport FaciUty Assets and all tangible and intangible personal 
property (mcluding mventories) located at the Midway Airport Facility or used in connection 
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with the Midway Airport Facility Operations in good order, condition and repair (reasonable 
wear and tear excepted), determined reasonably in accordance with the then applicable Operating 
Standards, free and clear of all Encumbrances created, incurted, assumed or suffered to exist by 
the Concessionaire or any Person claiming through it other than (i) Permitted Concessionaire 
Encumbrances set forth in clause (v). clause (viii) and clause (ix) as it pertains to clauses (v). 
(viii) and clause (ix) of the definition of that term, (ii) Permitted City Encumbrances, (iii) those 
created by or suffered to exist or consented to by the City or any Person claiming through it and 
(iv) with respect to any property added to the Midway Airport Facility after the Time of Closing, 
title defects affecting such property in existence on the date such property is added to the 
Midway Airport Facility; 

(b) the Concessionaire hereby waives any notice now or hereafter required by 
Law with respect to vacating the Midway Airport Facility on the Reversion Date; 

(c) the City shall, as of the Reversion Date, assume fiill responsibility for the 
Midway Airport Facility Operations (including with respect to all of the Concessionaire's 
obligations under the Use Agreement; provided that the City shall not be obligated to assume all 
or any portion of an amended or new use agreement that is entered into after the Closing Date 
unless the City has consented to such amended or new use agreement (which consent the City 
will not unreasonably withhold, delay or condition), in which case the terms and. conditions of 
the Use Agreement shall govern), and as of the Reversion Date, the Concessionaire shall have no 
liability or responsibility for Midway Airport Facility Operations occurring after such date and 
the City shall be responsible for satisfying all applicable FAA, TSA and other Governmental 
Authority requirements (including maintaining compliance with 14 C.F.R. Part 139 and 
obtaining TSA approval under 49 C.F.R. Part 1542 of an Airport Security Program); 

(d) the Concessionaire shall be liable for all costs, expenses and other 
amounts for which it is expressly liable or responsible hereunder mciuxed up to but not including 
the Reversion Date, and the City shall be liable for all costs, expenses and amounts inctured in 
connection with the Midway Airport Facility Operations on and after the Reversion Date; 

(e) the City shall have the option by providing notice to the Concessionaire of 
requuing that the Concessionaire assign, without warranty or recourse to the Concessionaire, all 
of its right, tide and interest in, to and under all or any of the Operating Agreements then in 
effect and all Authorizations to the City or its nominee for the remainder of their respective terms 
(and the Concessionane during the Term shall require and ensure that all Operating Agreements 
contain appropriate assignment provisions that will allow the Concessionane and the other party 
thereto to effectuate the foregoing); provided, however, that if the City exercises such option, the 
right, title and interest of the Concessionaire in, to and under such Operating Agreements and 
Authorizations shall be assigned to the City or its designee as of the Reversion Date and the 
Concessionaire shall siurender the Midway Airport Facility to the City and shall cause all 
Persons claiming under or through the Concessionaire to do likewise, and the City shall assume 
in writing, pursuant to an assiunption agreement reasonably satisfactoty to the Concessionaire, 
the Concessionaire's obligations under the Operating Agreements that arise in respect of, or 
relate to, any period of time falling on and after the Reversion Date; provided further that if the 
City does not exercise such option, the Concessionaure shall, unless the City has granted to a 
Leasehold Mortgagee or its nominee, a new concession agreement contaming the same 
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provisions as are contained in this Agreement, take such steps as are necessary to terminate the 
Operating Agreements; 

(f) all plans, drawings, specifications and models prepared in connection with 
construction at the Midway Airport Facility and in the Concessionaire's possession and all "as-
built" drawings shall become the sole and absolute property of the City, and the Concessionaire 
shall promptly deliver to the City all such plans, drawings, specifications and models and all 
such as-built drawings (but may keep copies of those plans, drawings, specifications and models 
that were developed by the Concessionaire or its Representatives); 

(g) the Concessionaire, at its sole cost and expense, shall promptly deliver to 
the City copies of all records and other documents relating to the revenues generated at the 
Midway Airport Facility that are in the possession of the Concessionaire or its Representatives 
and all other then existing records and information relating to the Midway Airport Facility as the 
City, acting reasonably, may request; 

(h) the Concessionaire shall execute and deliver to the City a quitclaim deed 
in recordable form or other release or other instrument reasonably required by the City or its title 
insurer to evidence such expiration or termination; 

(i) the Concessionaire shall assist the City in such manner as the City may 
require to ensure the orderly transition of control, operation, management, maintenance and 
rehabilitation of the Midway Airport Facility, and shall, if appropriate and if requested by the 
City, take all steps as may be necessaty to enforce the provisions of the Operating Agreements 
pertaining to the siurender of the Midway Airport Facility; 

(j) the City and the Concessionaire shall make appropriate adjustments, 
including adjustments relating to any Operating Agreements assigned to the City, fees and other 
similar charges collected on and after the Reversion Date that are incmred prior to the Reversion 
Date, and utilities, and any adjustments and payment therefor shall be made by the appropriate 
Party on the Reversion Date, but shall be subject to readjustment if necessaty because of ertor in 
matters such as information, calculation, payments and omissions that are identified within the 
period of 180 days following the Reversion Date; provided, however, that the City and the 
Concessionaire acknowledge that certain adjustments or readjustments may have to be made 
when a third party provides to the City or the Concessionaire a final adjustment amount in 
respect of a matter, and for such matters the adjustment and readjustment date shall each be 
cortespondingly extended; and 

(k) if this Agreement is terminated as a result of an Adverse Action or 
Leasehold Tax Imposition, the payment by the City to the Concessionaire of the amounts 
requhed under Article 14 or Article 19 shall constitute full and final settlement of any and all 
Claims the Concessionaire may have against the City for and in respect of the termination of this 
Agreement and upon such payment, the Concessionaire shall execute and deliver all such 
releases and discharges as the City may reasonably require to give effect to the foregoing. 

(1) The City hereby covenants and agrees that in the event of any termination 
of this Agreement and reversion of the Midway Airport Facility to the City, or in the event the 
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Concessionaire should abandon and cease to perform its obligations at any time prior to such 
termination, the City will take all reasonable actions, subject to all necessaty approvals by the 
FAA and the TSA, to assume responsibility for the management of the Midway Airport Facility 
in order to permit its continued operation without interruption in accordance with the Operating 
Standards and all applicable Law. 

This Section 16.4 shall survive the expiration or any earlier termination of this 
Agreement. 

Section 16.5 Termination Other Than Pursuant to Agreement. If this Agreement 
is terminated by the City other than pursuant to Section 16.1 or is canceled, rescinded or voided 
by the City during the Term for any reason over the objection and without action by the 
Concessionaire, any Leasehold Mortgagee and their respective Affiliates, the City shall pay to 
the Concessionaire the CD-Termination Damages as of the date of termination in accordance 
with Section 16.2. The City hereby acknowledges and agrees that it may only terminate this 
Agreement in accordance with the express terms hereof and shall not, in any event, have the right 
to terminate this Agreement for convenience. Upon any termination in violation of the 
immediately preceding sentence, in addition to the CD-Termination Damages payable by the 
City, the Concessionaire shall be entitled to, among other things, exercise any of its rights and 
remedies at law or in equity in respect of such termination. 

ARTICLE 17 
RESTRICTIONS ON TRANSFERS 

Section 17.1 Transfers by the Concessionaire. 

(a) The Concessionaire shall not Transfer, or otherwise permit the Transfer of, 
any or all of the Concessionaire Interest to or in favor of any Person (a "Transferee"), unless 
(i) the FAA and TSA have approved such proposed Transfer and Transferee, (ii) such proposed 
Transferee obtams all necessaty approvals and exemptions from the FAA as required pursuant to 
49 U.S.C. § 47134 (including an FAA exemption to earn compensation from the Midway Airport 
Facility Operations), (iii) each of the City and a Majority-In-Interest has Approved (based upon a 
determmation in accordance with Section 17.1(b)) such proposed Transferee (unless it is the 
Leasehold Mortgagee or its designee or nominee permitted imder Article 18) and (iv)the 
proposed Transferee (unless it is the Leasehold Mortgagee or its designee or nominee permitted 
under Article 18) enters into an agreement with each of the City and a Majority-In-Interest in 
form and substance reasonably satisfactoty to each of the City a Majority-In-Interest wherein the 
Transferee acquires the rights and assumes the obligations of the Concessionaire and agrees to 
perform and observe all of the obUgations and covenants of the Concessionaire under this 
Agreement, including the obligations to (y) comply in all material respects with all applicable 
Laws with respect to the Midway Auport Facility and (z) maintain in full force and effect all 
qualifications necessaty to carry on its business pertaining to the Midway Airport Facility 
(including the Part 139 Airport Operating Certificate and a TSA-approved Airport Security 
Program). Any Transfer made in violation of the foregoing provision shall be null and void ab 
initio and of no force and effect; provided that, while any Leasehold Mortgage is outstanding, the 
City shall not agree to any Transfer of any or all of the Concessionaire Interest to or in favor of 
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any Person without the previous written confirmation from the Leasehold Mortgagee that such 
Transfer is permitted under all outstanding Leasehold Mortgages. 

(b) The Approval of each of the City and a Majority-In-Interest of a proposed 
Transferee may be withheld only if each of the City and a Majority-In-Interest reasonably 
determines that (i) the proposed Transfer is prohibited by or would result in a violation of 
applicable Law or (ii) such proposed Transferee is not capable of performing the obligations and 
covenants of the Concessionaire under this Agreement, which determination shall be based upon 
and take into account one or more of the following factors: (A) the financial strength and 
integrity of the proposed Transferee, its direct or indirect beneficial owners, any proposed 
managers or operating partners and each of their respective Affiliates; (B) the experience of the 
proposed Transferee or any proposed managers or operating partners to be engaged by the 
proposed Transferee in operating airports and performing other projects; and (C) the background 
and reputation of the proposed Transferee, its direct or indirect beneficial owners, any proposed 
managers or operating partners, each of their respective officers, directors and employees and 
each of their respective Affiliates (including the absence of criminal, civil or regulatoty claims or 
actions against any such Person and the quality of any such Person's past or present performance 
on other projects). 

(c) No Transfer of all or any of the Concessionaire Interest (except a Transfer 
to a Leasehold Mortgagee or its nominee upon the Leasehold Mortgagee's exercise of remedies 
under its Leasehold Mortgage provided in Article 18 and any subsequent Transfer to the 
Transferee of the Leasehold Mortgagee or its nominee that has been Approved under 
Section 17.1(b)) shall be made or have any force or effect if, at the time of such Transfer there 
has occmred and is continuing a Concessionaire Default that has not been remedied or an event 
that with the lapse of time, the giving of notice or otherwise would constitute a Concessionane 
Default. 

Section 17.2 Transfers of Equity Holder Interests or Other Change in Control 
Transactions. Nothmg contained in the foregoing shall be deemed to prohibit or limit, whether 
accomplished through a smgle transaction or a series of related or unrelated transactions and 
whether accomplished directly or indirectly, Transfers of direct or mdirect ovraership interests in 
the Concessionahe by any Equity Participant or its beneficial owner(s) to any Person; provided 
that (a) if any such Transfer results in a Change in Control of the Concessionaire (other than a 
Change in Control occasioned by the exercise by any Leasehold Mortgagee of its remedies under 
any pledge of shares, limited hability company interests or partnership interests), the Approval of 
each of the City and a Majority-In-Interest shall be required for any such Transfer and (b) the 
Transfer would not violate any applicable FAA, TSA or other Governmental Authority 
requnement. Any other transaction that results in a Change in Confrol of the Concessionaire 
(other than a Change in Confrol occasioned by the exercise by any Leasehold Mortgagee of its 
remedies imder any pledge of shares, limited liability company interests or partnership mterests) 
shall also require the Approval of each of the City and a Majority-ln-lnterest. The Approval of 
each of the City and a Majority-In-Interest under this Section 17.2 may be withheld only if each 
of the City and a Majority-In-Interest reasonably determines or is informed in writing by the 
FAA, TSA or other Governmental Authority that the proposed transaction (i) is prohibited by or 
would result in a violation of applicable Law (such as 14 C.F.R. Part 139 or 1542) or (ii) is Ukely 
to result in a material adverse change in the Midway Airport Facility Operations. 
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Section 17.3 Other Corporate Actions. 

(a) Nothing contained in the foregoing shall be deemed to prohibit or limit the 
Concessionaire from changing its organizational form or status (including a change from a 
limited liability company to a corporation or limited partnership); provided that such change in 
organizational form or status does not result in a Change in Control of the Concessionaire. 

(b) Neither (i) a change of ownership that is attributable to a lease, sublease, 
concession, management agreement, operating agreement or other similar arrangement that is 
subject and subordinate in all respects to the rights of the City under this Agreement, nor (ii) the 
creation of a tmst or any other transaction or arrangement that is solely a transfer of all or part of 
the Concessionaire's economic interest under this Agreement to another entity shall be deemed 
to be a Transfer of the Concessionaire Interest for purposes of Section 17.1(a). 

Section 17.4 Assignment by the City. During the Term, the City shall not have the 
right to Transfer any or all of the City's interest in the Midway Airport Facility and this 
Agreement. 

ARTICLE 18 
LENDER'S RIGHTS AND REMEDIES 

Section 18.1 Leasehold Mortgages. The Concessionaire shall have the right, at its 
sole cost and expense, to grant one or more (subject to Section 18.7) Leasehold Mortgages, if at 
the time any such Leasehold Mortgage is executed and delivered to the Leasehold Mortgagee, no 
Concessionaire Default exists unless any such Concessionaire Default will be cured pursuant to 
Section 18.3 in connection with entering into such Leasehold'Mortgage, and upon and subject to 
the following terms and conditions: 

(a) the Concessionaire shall have provided the form of the Leasehold 
Mortgage to the City and the City shall have determined and certified to the Airlines that each 
such Leasehold Mortgage is in comphance with this Section 18.1 and the Use Agreement; 

(b) a Leasehold Mortgage may not cover any property of, or secure any debt 
issued or guaranteed by, any Person other than the Concessionaire, or a Lessor in connection 
with a Leveraged Lease (or a financial institution providing a financial guaranty or similar credit 
enhancement in respect of any debt of the Concessionaire or Lessor); prov/cfet/that it may cover 
shares or equity interests in die capital of the Concessionaire and any cash reserves or deposits 
held in the name of the Concessionaire; 

(c) no Person other than an Institutional Lender shall be entitied to the 
benefits and protections accorded to a Leasehold Mortgagee in this Agreement; provided, 
however, that lessors and lenders to the Concessionaire (and lenders to a Leasehold Mortgagee 
that is a Lessor), including any financial insurers, shall be entitled to the benefits and protections 
accorded to a Leasehold Mortgagee in this Agreement so long as any Leasehold Mortgage 
securing the relevant debt or financial insurance provided by such Persons is held by an 
Institutional Lender acting as collateral agent or trustee with the customaty powers given 
collateral agents or trustees in similar commercial financing transactions; 
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(d) no Leasehold Mortgage or other instrument purporting to mortgage, 
pledge, encumber or create a lien, charge or security interest on or against any or all of the 
Concessionaire Interest shall extend to or affect the fee simple interest in the Midway Airport 
Facility, the City's interest hereunder or its reversionaty interest and estate in and to the Midway 
Airport Facility or any part thereof (other than a Permitted Concessionaire Encumbrance); 

(e) the City shall have no liability whatsoever for payment of the principal 
sum secured by any Leasehold Mortgage, or any interest accrued thereon or any other sum 
secured thereby or accruing thereunder, and, except for violation by the City of the express 
obligations to the Leasehold Mortgagee set forth in this Article 18 and for any remedies of the 
Leasehold Mortgagee provided by Law, the Leasehold Mortgagee shall not be entitled to seek 
any damages or other amounts against the City for any or all of the same; 

(0 the City shall have no obligation to any Leasehold Mortgagee in the 
enforcement of the City's rights and remedies herein and by Law provided, except as expressly 
set forth in this Agreement and unless such Leasehold Mortgagee has provided the City with 
notice of its Leasehold Mortgage in accordance with the Leasehold Mortgagee Notice 
Requirements; 

(g) each Leasehold Mortgage shall provide that if an event of default under 
the Leasehold Mortgage has occiured and is continuing and the Leasehold Mortgagee gives 
notice of such event of default to the Concessionaire, then the Leasehold Mortgagee shall give 
notice of such default to the City (and the City shall be obligated to provide a copy of such notice 
to the Airlines); 

(h) subject to the terms of this Agreement and except as specified herein, all 
rights acquired by a Leasehold Mortgagee under any Leasehold Mortgage shall be subject and 
subordinate to all of the provisions of this Agreement and to all of the rights of the City 
hereunder and to all of the rights of the Airlines hereunder and under the Use Agreement; 

(i) while any Leasehold Mortgage is outstanding, the City shall not agree to 
any amendment to or modification of this Agreement that could reasonably be expected to have a 
material adverse effect on the rights or interests of the Leasehold Mortgagee or agree to a 
voluntaty surrender or termmation of this Agreement by the Concessionaire without the consent 
of the Leasehold Mortgagee, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld, delayed or 
conditioned; 

(j) notwithstanding any enforcement of the security of any Leasehold 
Mortgage, the Concessionaire shall remain liable to the City for the payment of all sums owing 
to the City under this Agreement and the performance and observance of all of the 
Concessionaire's covenants and obligations under this Agreement, unless otherwise satisfied; 

(k) a Leasehold Mortgagee shall not, by virtue of its Leasehold Mortgage, 
acquire any greater rights or interest in the Midway Auport Facility than the Concessionaire has 
at any applicable tune under this Agreement, other than such rights or interest as may be granted 
or acquired in accordance with Sections 18.2. 18.3. 18.4 or 18.5; and 
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(1) each Leasehold Mortgagee, the City and the Concessionaire shall enter 
into a consent agreement in a form acceptable to all parties whereby all parties consent to the 
assignment of the Leasehold Mortgage to an agent in connection with the financing of the 
Leasehold Mortgage; provided that such consent agreement shall be in a customaty form and 
shall include the rights and protections provided to the Leasehold Mortgagee in this Agreement. 
The City agrees to cause outside counsel to the City to deliver a legal opinion to the 
Concessionaire's lenders, in form and substance reasonably satisfactoty to the Concessionaire's 
lenders. 

Section 18.2 Notices and Payments to Leasehold Mortgagees. Whenever a 
Leasehold Mortgage exists as to which the City and the Airlines have been provided notice by 
the holder thereof in accordance with the Leasehold Mortgagee Notice Requirements, the City 
and the Airlines shall, simultaneously with providing the Concessionaire any required notice 
under this Agreement, provide a copy of such notice to such Leasehold Mortgagee, and no such 
notice to the Concessionaire shall be effective against the Leasehold Mortgagee until a copy 
thereof is duly provided to such Leasehold Mortgagee at its address specified in its notice given 
to the City and the Airlines in accordance with the Leasehold Mortgagee Notice Requirements 
(or any subsequent change of address notice given to the City and the Airlines pursuant to the 
requirements of Section 20.1). With respect to a Leasehold Mortgage regarding which the City 
and the Airlines have been provided notice in accordance with the Leasehold Mortgagee Notice 
Requirements, unless the Leasehold Mortgagee recognized by the City pursuant to Section 18.7 
has otherwise advised the City in writing, and solely to the extent so required pursuant to the 
terms of the financing secured by such Leasehold Mortgage, all payments to the Concessionaire 
to be made by the City under this Agreement shall be made to the Leasehold Mortgagee or to the 
institution acting as the collateral agent or depositoty under the financing provided by such 
Leasehold Mortgagee. 

Section 18.3 Leasehold Mortgagee's Right to Cure. The Leasehold Mortgagee 
shall have a period of 180 days with respect to any Concessionaire Default beyond any cure 
period expressly provided to the Concessionaire herein, in which to cure or cause to be cured any 
such Concessionaire Default; provided, however, that such 180-day period shall be extended if 
the Concessionane Default is nonmonetaty, is not a Concessionaire Default described in Section 
16.1(a)(iii) or Section 16.1(a)(iy) and may be cured but cannot reasonably be cured within such 
period of 180 days, and the Leasehold Mortgagee begins to cure such default within such 180-
day period (or if possession is necessaty in order to effect such cure, the Leasehold Mortgagee, 
within such 180-day period, files the appropriate legal action to commence foreclosure on the 
liens of the Leasehold Mortgage or take other appropriate action to commence a fransfer of title 
to the relevant property) and thereafter proceeds with all due diligence to cure such 
Concessionaire Default (including by proceeding with all due diligence to effect such foreclosure 
and during such foreclosure action (to the extent practicable) and thereafter to effect such a cure) 
within a reasonable period of time acceptable to the City and a Majority-In-Interest, acting 
reasonably; provided, further, that if any Leasehold Mortgagee is prohibited from curing any 
Concessionaire Default by any process, stay or injunction issued by any Governmental Authority 
or pursuant to any bankruptcy or insolvency proceeding involving the Concessionaire, then the 
time periods specified in this Section 18.3 for curing such Concessionaire Default shall be 
extended for the period of such prohibition. If a Leasehold Mortgagee is acting to cure a 
Concessionaire Defauh in accordance with this Section 18.3 then the City shall not exercise its 
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right to terminate this Agreement by reason of such Concessionaire Default; provided, however, 
that the City and the Majority-In-Interest may exercise any of its other rights and remedies 
provided for hereunder at law or in equity so long as the exercise of such rights does not interfere 
with the Leasehold Mortgagee's rights hereunder. In fiirtherance of the foregoing, the City shall 
permit the Leasehold Mortgagee and its Representatives the same access to the Midway Airport 
Facility as is permitted to the Concessionaire hereunder and permit the Leasehold Mortgagee or 
its representatives to take all actions and exercise all rights of the Concessionaire under this 
Agreement (all at the Concessionaire's sole cost and expense); provided that any actions taken 
by a Leasehold Mortgagee or its Representatives pursuant to this Section 18.3 shall be 
undertaken in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement that would be applicable to the 
Concessionaire were it taking such actions. The City and the Airlines shall accept any such 
performance by a Leasehold Mortgagee or its nominee as though the same had been done or 
performed by the Concessionaire. Any payment to be made or action to be taken by a Leasehold 
Mortgagee hereunder as a prerequisite to keeping this Agreement in effect shall be deemed 
properly to have been made or taken by the Leasehold Mortgagee if such payment is made or 
action is taken by a nominee, agent or assignee of the rights of such Leasehold Mortgagee. Any 
exercise of the Leasehold Mortgagee's rights to cure hereunder shall not result in the assumption 
by such Leasehold Mortgagee of the Concessionaire's obligations hereunder. 

Section 18.4 Rights of the Leasehold Mortgagee.*) 

(a) Subject to the provisions of this Agreement (including all necessaty 
approvals and exemptions in accordance with Section 17.1(a)(i) and (ii)). a Leasehold Mortgagee 
may (i) enforce any Leasehold Mortgage in any lawful way, (ii) acquire the Concessionaire 
Interest in any lawful way or (iii) take possession of in any lawfiil way and manage the Midway 
Airport Facility. Upon foreclosure of the Leasehold Mortgage (or without foreclosure upon 
exercise of any contractual or statutoty power of sale under such Leasehold Mortgage or an 
assignment in lieu) and subject to the provisions of Article 17 (applied to the Leasehold 
Mortgagee as if it were the Concessionaire), a Leasehold Mortgagee may Transfer the 
Concessionaire Interest; provided, however, that no Transfer by a Leasehold Mortgagee shall be 
effective unless the Transfer is made in accordance with Section 17.1. Any Person to whom the 
Leasehold Mortgagee Transfers the Concessionaire Interest (including such Leasehold 
Mortgagee) shall take the Concessionaire Interest subject to any of the Concessionafre's 
obligations under this Agreement (including the obligations to (y) comply in all material respects 
with all applicable Laws wath respect to the Midway Airport Facility and/or (z) maintain in fiill 
force and effect all qualifications necessaty to carty on its business pertaining to the Midway 
Airport Facility (including the Part 139 Airport Operating Certificate and the TSA-approved 
Airport Security Program)). The Leasehold Mortgagee is not permitted in connection with its 
enforcement of its Uen to do anythmg that would materially and adversely affect the Midway 
Airport Facility or the Midway Airport Facility Operations. The City agrees that if requested by 
a Leasehold Mortgagee that is exercising its rights under this Section 18.4. the City will, subject 
to the receipt of any necessary approvals by the FAA and TSA, assume the obligation to manage 
and operate the Midway Auport Facility by agreement with such Leasehold Mortgagee or with 
any Person to whom such Leasehold Mortgage may Transfer the Concessionaire Interest 
hereunder; provided that such agreement provides for the payment to the City of its reasonable 
costs of performing such obligation, including a reasonable administrative charge and provided 
further tiiat, except with the consent of the City, the Leasehold Mortgagee shall use its best 
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efforts to retain a qualified third party to assume such obligation, and obtain any necessaty 
approvals by the FAA and TSA for such assumption, as soon as reasonably practicable. 

(b) Except as provided in Section 18.3, unless and until a Leasehold 
Mortgagee (other than a Lessor, so long as the Concessionaire, as the lessee of the Lessor, 
remains responsible for all of the obligations of the Concessionaire under this Agreement as its 
lessee) (i) forecloses or has otherwise taken ownership of the Concessionaire Interest or (ii) has 
taken possession or control of the Concessionaire Interest, whether directly or by an agent as a 
mortgagee in possession or a receiver or receiver and manager has taken possession or control of 
the Concessionaire Interest by reference to the Leasehold Mortgage, the Leasehold Mortgagee 
shall not be liable for any of the Concessionaire's obligations under this Agreement or be entitled 
to any of the Concessionaire's rights and benefits contained in this Agreement, except by way of 
security. During any period in which the Leasehold Mortgagee itself or by an agent or a receiver 
or a receiver and manager is the owner (other than a Lessor, so long as the Concessionaire, as the 
lessee of the Lessor, remains responsible for all of the obligations of the Concessionaire under 
this Agreement as its lessee), or is in control or possession, of the Concessionaire Interest, it shall 
be bound by all liabilities and obligations of the Concessionaire accruing under this Agreement 
during such period (including the obligations set forth in Section 3.3). Once the Leasehold 
Mortgagee goes out of possession or conttol of the Concessionaire Interest or Transfers the 
Concessionaire Interest to another Person in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement, 
the Leasehold Mortgagee shall cease to be liable for any of tlie Concessionaire's obligations 
under this Agreement accruing thereafter, and to the extent assumed by any Transferee or any 
other Person acceptable to the City and a Majority-In-Interest, for any of the Concessionaire's 
obligations under this Agreement accrued during the period in which the Leasehold Mortgagee 
itself or by an agent or a receiver and manager was the owner (other than a Lessor, so long as-the 
Concessionaire, as the lessee of the Lessor, remains responsible for all of the obligations of the 
Concessionaire under this Agreement as its lessee), or was in control or possession, of the 
Concessionaire Interest, and shall cease to be entitled to any of the Concessionaire's rights and 
benefits contained in this Agreement, except, if the Leasehold Mortgage remains outstanding, by 
way of security. 

Section 18.5 City's Termination of this Agreement; New Agreement 

(a) Without prejudice to the rights of a Leasehold Mortgagee under 
Section 18.3 or the AirUnes under the Use Agreement, if this Agreement is terminated prior to 
the expiration of the Term due to a Concessionaire Default (in which case the City shall notify 
the Leasehold Mortgagee of such termination and deliver to the Leasehold Mortgagee, together 
with such notice, a Statement of Estimated Liabilities) or if this Agreement is rejected or 
disaffirmed pursuant to any bankruptcy Law or proceedmg or other similar Law or proceedings 
affecting creditors' rights generally with respect to a bankruptcy proceeding relating to the 
Concessionahe or otherwise, the City agrees, if there are outstandmg obligations to a Leasehold 
Mortgagee, subject to the receipt of all necessaty approvals and exemptions in accordance with 
Section n.KaVi) and (n^ to enter into a new concession and lease agreement of the Midway 
Airport Facility (the "New Agreement") with the Leasehold Mortgagee (or its designee or 
nominee; provided that such designee or nommee either is confrolled by the Leasehold 
Mortgagee or is Approved by the City and a Majority-In-Interest as Transferee under 
Section 17.1) for the remainder of the Term upon all of the covenants, agreements, terms, 
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provisions and limitations of this Agreement, including Section 3.3, effective as of the date of 
such termination. The City's obligation to enter into a New Agreement pursuant to the preceding 
sentence is subject to the satisfaction of all of the following requirements and conditions: 
(i) such Leasehold Mortgagee commits in writing to the City, in a notice delivered to the City, 
within 60 days after the City delivers the termination notice and Statement of Estimated 
Liabilities to the Leasehold Mortgagee (or, if later, upon the termination of any cure period 
granted to the Leasehold Mortgagee pursuant to Section 18.3) or within 10 days after the 
effective date of such rejection or disaffirmance, as the case may be, that the Leasehold 
Mortgagee (or its designee or nominee) will enter into the New Agreement, which notice is 
accompanied by a copy of such New Agreement, duly executed and acknowledged by the 
Leasehold Mortgagee (or its designee or nominee); (ii) reasonably in advance of the execution of 
the New Agreement, the Leasehold Mortgagee (or its designee or nominee) pays or causes to be 
paid to the City, at the time of the execution and delivety of such New Agreement, (A) all 
amounts set forth in the Statement of Estimated Liabilities which, at the time of the execution 
and delivety thereof, would have been past-due or due and payable in accordance with the 
provisions of this Agreement but for such termination and (B) all reasonable costs and expenses 
(including legal fees). Taxes, fees, charges and disbursements set forth in the Statement of 
Estimated Liabilities paid or incurted by the City in connection with such defaults and 
termination, the recovety of possession from the Concessionaire, and the preparation, execution 
and delivety of the New Agreement and related agreements; and (iii) such Leasehold Mortgagee 
(or its designee or nominee), at the time of such written request, cures all Concessionaire 
Defaults under this Agreement (curable by the payment of money) of which the Leasehold 
Mortgagee has been notified by the City in writing that are existing immediately prior to the 
termination of this Agreement set forth in the Statement of Estimated Liabilities, or, if such 
defaults cannot be cured by the payment of money, such Leasehold Mortgagee (or its designee or 
nominee) commits to the City in the New Agreement to proceed both promptly and diligently, 
upon the execution of the New Agreement, to cure all such other Concessionaire Defaults (to the 
extent curable) set forth in the Statement of Estimated Liabilities and, if possession is necessaty 
in order to cure such other Concessionaire Defaults, to proceed both promptly and diligently to 
obtain the possession required to cure any such other defaults to the extent curable (and such 
cure shall be a covenant in the New Agreement). The omission from a Statement of Estimated 
Liabilities of (A) any amounts payable to the City under the Agreement, (B) any unperformed 
obligations of the Concessionaire hereunder or (C) any other costs of the City shall not excuse 
the payment of such amounts or costs or the performance of such unperformed obligations. 

(b) Nothing contained in this Section 18.5 shall be deemed to limit or affect 
the City's interest in and to such Midway Airport Facility upon the expfration of the Term of the 
New Agreement. The provisions of this Section 18.5 shall survive the termination of this 
Agreement and shall continue in fiill force and effect thereafter to the same extent as if this 
Section 18.5 were a separate and independent contract made by the City, the Concessionaire and 
the Leasehold Mortgagee and, if the Leasehold Mortgagee satisfies the conditions to a New 
Agreement from the effective date of such termination of this Agreement to the date of execution 
and delivety of the New Agreement, the Leasehold Mortgagee may use and enjoy the leasehold 
estate created by this Agreement (and all other rights and benefits provided to the Concessionane 
hereunder) without hindrance by the City, but only on and subject to the terms and provisions of 
this Agreement. 
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Section 18.6 Right to Arbitration. In each case specified in this Agreement in which 
resort to arbitration is authorized, the Leasehold Mortgagee shall have the right and privilege if 
an event of default under the Leasehold Mortgage then exists and notice has been given to the 
City as contemplated by Section 18.1(f). in the Concessionaire's name, place and stead, to obtain 
and participate in such arbitration upon notice to the City in accordance with Article 19. provided 
that the Leasehold Mortgagee agrees to be bound by the decision of the arbitration panel. 

Section 18.7 Recognition by the City of Leasehold Mortgagee. Notwithstanding 
anything in this Agreement to the contraty, if there is more than one Leasehold Mortgagee, only 
that Leasehold Mortgagee, to the exclusion of all other Leasehold Mortgagees, whose notice was 
earliest received by the City pursuant to the Leasehold Mortgagee Notice Requirements, shall 
have the rights as a Leasehold Mortgagee under this Article 18. or otherwise under this 
Agreement, unless such Leasehold Mortgagee has designated in writing another Leasehold 
Mortgagee to exercise such rights; provided, however, that such notice may name more than one 
Leasehold Mortgagee and the rights referted to in this Section 18.7 may extend to all Leasehold 
Mortgagees named therein if such notice is submitted by a representative of all such Leasehold 
Mortgagees (which representative may itself be a Leasehold Mortgagee). Any references in this 
Agreement to the "Leasehold Mortgagee" shall be references to the Leasehold Mortgagee or 
representative of more than one Leasehold Mortgagee, acting on behalf of such Leasehold 
"Mortgagees, whose notice was earliest received by the City pursuant to the Leasehold Mortgagee 
Notice Requirements unless the context otherwise requires. 

Section 18.8 City's Right to Purchase Leasehold Mortgage. 

(a) If (i) any event of default by the Concessionaire has occurred under a 
Leasehold Mortgage and is continuing and (ii) the Leasehold Mortgagee recognized by the City 
pursuant to Section 18.7 is entitled, pursuant to the intercreditor artangements then in force and 
effect, to declare all or part of the indebtedness secured by a Leasehold Mortgage to be 
immediately due and payable (or, in the case of a Leasehold Mortgage that is a lease, to 
terminate the lease), then the City shall have 30 days commencing on the date that is 10 days 
after the date on which such Leasehold Mortgagee shall serve notice upon the City in writing 
("Leasehold Mortgagee's Notice") that such Leasehold Mortgagee intends and is entitled to, 
pursuant to the intercreditor arrangements then in force and effect, to commence proceedings to 
foreclose the Leasehold Mortgage or, in the case of a Leasehold Mortgagee that is a Lessor to 
terminate the lease (stating the calculation of the purchase price pursuant to Section 18.8(c)). 
during which 30-day period the City shall have the right and option (the "City's Option") to 
purchase from all Leasehold Mortgagees thefr Leasehold Mortgages, upon the terms and subject 
to the conditions contained in this Section 18.8. 

(b) The City's Option shall be exercised by written notice served upon the 
Concessionaire and all Leasehold Mortgagees within such 30-day period. Time shall be of the 
essence as to the exercise of the City's Option. If the City's Option is duly and timely exercised, 
the City shall purchase all Leasehold Mortgages and all Leasehold Mortgagees shall assign their 
Leasehold Mortgages to the City (or its designee) on the date which is 60 days after the date on 
which a Leasehold Mortgagee's Notice is served upon the City. The closing shall take place at a 
mutually convenient time and place. 
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(c) The purchase price payable by the City shall be 100% of the aggregate 
amounts secured by or due under such Leasehold Mortgages (including principal, interest, fees, 
premiums, Breakage Costs, termination value or similar obligations (with respect to a Leveraged 
Lease) and other costs and expenses (including attomeys' fees) and any other amounts secured 
thereby or due thereunder) as of the closing date of the purchase. The purchase price shall be 
paid in full in cash at closing by wire transfer or other immediately available fiinds. The 
purchase price shall be paid by the City to each respective Leasehold Mortgagee, to be applied 
by the Leasehold Mortgagee to the amounts secured by the Leasehold Mortgage owed to such 
Leasehold Mortgagee, subject to the priorities of lien of such Leasehold Mortgages. 

(d) At the closing and upon payment in full of the purchase price each 
Leasehold Mortgagee shall assign its Leasehold Mortgage to the City, together with any security 
interest held by it in the Concessionaire's leasehold interest in the Midway Airport Facility, 
without recourse, representations, covenants or warranties of any kind, provided that such 
Leasehold Mortgages and security interests shall be deemed modified to secure the amount of the 
aggregate purchase price paid by the City to all Leasehold Mortgagees (rather than the 
indebtedness theretofore secured thereby) payable on demand, with interest and upon the other 
items referted to in this Section 18.8(d). Each such assignment shall be in form for recordation 
or filing, as the case may be. The City shall be responsible for paying any Taxes payable to any 
Governmental Authority upon such assignment. ... 

(e) Any Leasehold Mortgage shall contain an agreement of the Leasehold 
Mortgagee to be bound by the provisions of this Section 18.8. 

(f) The City shall have the right to receive (and each Leasehold Mortgage 
shall contain an agreement of the Leasehold Mortgagee to deliver) all notices of default under 
any Leasehold Mortgage contemporaneously with the delivety of such notices to the 
Concessionaire, but the City shall not have the right to cure any default under any Leasehold 
Mortgage, except to the extent provided in this Section 18.8. 

Section 18.9 Application of PFCs to Leasehold Mortgage Debt In the event this 
Agreement is terminated prior to the expiration of the Term due to a Concessionaire Default, the 
City agrees that in the event PFCs were being collected by the Concessionaure prior to such 
termination that were authorized by the FAA to be used for the payment of any Leasehold 
Mortgage Debt outstanding at the time of such termination, the City will, subject to die receipt of 
all necessaty authorizations from the FAA, use its best efforts to continue to collect such PFCs 
and apply them to the payment of such Leasehold Mortgage Debt to the same extent as they 
would have been applied by the Concessionaire in the absence of such termination. 

ARTICLE 19 
DISPUTE RESOLUTION 

Section 19.1 Scope. Any dispute arising out of, relating to or in connection vsrith this 
Agreement, including any question regarding its existence, validity or termination, shall be 
resolved as set forth in this Article 19. The arbitral panel provided for in Section 19.4 shall have 
the power to rule upon any challenge to its jurisdiction. 
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Section 19.2 Informal Dispute Resolution Procedures. The Parties agree that, at all 
times, they will attempt in good faith to resolve all disputes that may arise under this Agreement. 
The Parties further agree that, upon receipt of written notice of a dispute from a Party, the Parties 
will refer the dispute to the Designated Person of each Party. The Designated Persons shall 
negotiate in good faith to resolve the dispute, conferring as often as they deem reasonably 
necessaty, and shall gather and in good faith furnish to each other the information pertinent to 
the dispute. All communications between the Parties during the dispute resolution procedures set 
forth in this Section 19.2 are confidential and shall be treated as compromise and settlement 
negotiations and shall not be admissible in evidence by any proceeding without the mutual 
consent of the Parties. 

Section 19.3 Mediation. Mediation of a dispute under this Agreement may not be 
commenced until the earlier of: (i) such time as both of the Designated Persons, after following 
the procedures set forth in Section 19.2. conclude in good faith that amicable resolution through 
continued negotiation of the matter does not appear likely or (ii) 15 days after the date of the 
notice referring the dispute to the Designated Persons, pursuant to Section 19.2. If, after such 
time period, the dispute remains unresolved, the Parties shall attempt to resolve the dispute 
through mediation administered by the American Arbittation Association ("AAA") under its 
Commercial Mediation Procedures before resorting to binding arbitration, as provided by 
Section 19.4. The place of mediation shall be in Chicago, Illinois unless the parties agree 
otherwise. 

Section 19.4 Arbitration. If the procedures described in Sections 19.2 and 19.3 do 
not resolve the dispute within 30 Business Days followmg appointment of a mediator, the 
dispute shall be exclusively and finally settled by arbitration administered by the AAA in 
accordance with the Commercial Arbitration Rules of the AAA then in effect (the "AAA 
Rules"). Either Party may initiate the arbitration, as provided in the AAA Rules. The place of 
arbitration shall be Chicago, Illmois unless the Parties agree otherwise. The arbitral panel shall 
determine the rights and obligations of the Parties in accordance with the substantive laws of the 
State of Illinois and without regard to conflicts of laws principles thereof Except as agreed by 
the Parties, the arbifral panel shall have no power to alter or modify any terms or provisions of 
this Agreement, or to render any award that, by its terms or effects, would alter or modify any 
term or provision of this Agreement. The arbitral panel shall be composed of three arbitrators, 
one to be selected by the City, one to be selected by the Concessionaire and the third (who shall 
act as chairman of the panel) to be selected by the two previously selected arbitrators. If the two 
previously-selected arbitrators cannot agree on the selection of the third arbitrator, the Chief 
Judge of the United States Court of Appeals for the judicial circuit in which Chicago is located 
shall select the third arbitrator; provided that, in the event that the Chief Judge elects not to select 
the thfrd arbitrator, the President of the AAA shall select the third arbifrator. Once the arbitral 
panel has been composed, the arbitrators shall act as neutrals and not as party arbitrators, and no 
Party shall engage in any ex parte communication with any member of the arbitral panel. Each 
Party shall bear its own attorney fees, expenses and costs. The award shall include interest at the 
Bank Rate from the date of any breach or violation of this Agreement or the incurring of any 
obligation as determined in the arbifral award until paid in full. The award shall be in writing 
and state the reasons upon which it is based. The award shall be final and binding on the Parties. 
Judgment on the award may be entered by any court with competent jurisdiction. The Federal 
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Arbitration Act, 9 U.S.C. § 1 et seq., shall govern this Article 19 and any arbitration conducted 
pursuant to this Section 19.4. 

Section 19.5 Provisional Remedies. No Party shall be precluded from initiating a 
proceeding in a court of competent jurisdiction for the purpose of obtaining any emergency or 
provisional remedy to protect its rights that may be necessary and that is not otherwise available 
under this Agreement. 

Section 19.6 Tolling. If a Party receiving a notice of default under this Agreement 
contests, disputes or challenges the propriety of such notice by making application to the dispute 
resolution procedure in this Article 19. any cure period that applies to such default shall be tolled 
for the time period between such application and the issuance of a final award. 

Section 19.7 Technical Arbitration. 

(a) Informal Dispute Resolution by Independent Engineer. The Parties may 
agree to submit any engineering or technical dispute under this Agreement to the Independent 
Engineer, which submission may be made without submitting the engineering or technical 
dispute to engineering arbitration pursuant to Section 19.7(b") or to the dispute resolution process 
described in Sections 19.2 through 19.4. The Independent Engineer shall determine any such 
engineering or technical disputes within three Business Days of the submission of such dispute to 
the Independent Engineer, unless the Independent Engineer has good cause to extend such date 
for determination. The Parties shall each bear their own costs with respect to the submission of 
such dispute to the Independent Engineer and shall bear equally the cost of the Independent 
Engineer with respect to such dispute. The Independent Engineer's decision shall be in writing 
and state the reasons upon which it is based. The decision of the Independent Engineer shall be 
final and binding on the Parties, unless either Party expressly reserves the right, at the time of the 
submission of the engineering or technical dispute to the Independent Engineer, to submit the 
dispute to engineering arbitration pursuant to Section 19.7(b) or to the dispute resolution process 
described in Sections 19.2 through 19.4. Within two Business Days after its receipt of the 
decision, any Party may request the Independent Engineer to interpret the decision or to cortect 
any clerical, typographical or computation ertors therein. The other Party shall have a right to 
comment within two Business Days of its receipt of the requesting Party's request for 
interpretation and/or correction. If the Independent Engineer considers the request justified, it 
shall comply with such request within three Business Days after its receipt of such request. The 
cortection and/or mteipretation of the decision shall take the form of an addendum and shall 
constitute part of the decision. Statements made by Representatives of the Parties during the 
dispute resolution procedures set forth in this Section 19.7(a) and documents specifically 
prepared for such dispute resolution procedures shall be considered part of settlement 
negotiations and shall not be admissible as evidence in any arbifration or other Utigation 
proceeding between the Parties without the mutual consent of the Parties. 

(b) Engineering Arbitration. The Parties may agree to submit any 
engineering or technical dispute under this Agreement to engineering arbifration, which 
submission may be made without submitting the engineering or technical dispute to the 
Independent Engineer pursuant to Section 19.7(a) or to the dispute resolution process described 
in Sections 19.2 through 19.4. Such engineering arbifration shall be conducted by an 
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independent engineering arbitrator, which shall, be an engineering firm with nationally 
recognized engineering experience related to Comparable Public Airports and that is acceptable 
to the City and the Concessionaire. If the Parties fail to agree upon the independent engineering 
arbitrator within five Business Days after the Parties agree to submit the dispute to engineering 
arbitration, then the City and the Concessionaire shall, within ten Business Days after agreement 
to submit the dispute to engineering arbitration, each appoint an independent engineering 
arbitrator and both such arbitrators shall be instructed to select a third independent engineering 
arbitrator to conduct the engineering arbitration. If the Party-selected engineering arbitrators are 
unable to agree upon a third engineering arbifrator within five Business Days after they are 
instructed by the Parties to select such third arbitrator, the Independent Engineer shall select the 
third arbitrator within ten Business Days. The submission of the engineering and technical 
dispute shall be in the form of written position statements by one or both of the Parties, which 
statements shall be provided to both the other Party and the independent engineering arbitrator, 
with each Party having an opportunity to respond to such written statements of the other Party 
and any requests for statements or information by the independent engineering arbitrator, 
including in-person meetings; provided, however, that all such submissions by a Party shall be 
made within 10 Business Days following appointment of the independent engineering arbitrator 
and, notwithstanding any provision herein to the contraty, any submitted engineering or technical 
dispute shall be determined by the independent engineering arbitrator within seven Business 
Days following receipt by the independent engineering arbitrator of the Parties' submissions of 
information unless such independent engineering arbitrator has good cause to extend such date 
for determination. The Parties shall each bear their own costs with respect to the arbitration of 
any such engineering dispute and shall bear equally the cost of retaming such independent 
engineering arbitrator. The independent engineering arbifrator's award shall be in writing and 
state the reasons upon which it is based. The independent engineering arbitrator's award shall be 
final and binding on the Parties. The award shall include interest at the Bank Rate from the date 
of any breach or violation of this Agreement or the incurring of any obligation as determined in 
the award until paid in fiill. Judgment on the award may be entered by any court with competent 
jurisdiction. 

ARTICLE 20 
MISCELLANEOUS 

Section 20.1 Notice. All notices, other communications and approvals requned or 
permitted by this Agreement shall be in writing and shall be delivered, sent by certified or 
registered mail (retum receipt requested and postage prepaid), addressed as follows: 

(a) in the case of the City: 

City of Chicago 
Department of Finance 
33 North LaSalle Sfreet, 6* Floor 
Chicago, Illmois 60602 
Attention: Chief Financial Officer 
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with copies to: 

City of Chicago 
Department of Aviation 
P.O. Box 66142 
O'Hare Intemational Airport 
Chicago, Illinois 60666 
Attention: Commissioner of Aviation 

Corporation Counsel 
City of Chicago 
30 North LaSalle Street 
9"̂  Floor 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 
Attention: Deputy Corporation Counsel Aviation, 
Environmental and Regulatoty Division 

(b) in the case of the Airlines: 

Attention: 

with a copy to: 

Attention: 

(c) in the case of the Concessionaire: 

Attention: 

with a copy to: 

Attention: 
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or such other persons or addresses as either Party may from time to time designate by notice to 
the other. A notice, other communication or approval shall be deemed to have been sent and 
received (i) on the day it is delivered, or if such day is not a Business Day or if the notice is 
received after ordinaty office hours, the notice, other communication or approval shall be 
deemed to have been sent and received on the next Business Day, or (ii) on the fourth Business 
Day after mailing if sent by United States registered or certified mail. 

Section 20.2 Entire Agreement. This Agreement, including all schedules and other 
documents executed herewith, constitutes the entire agreement between the Parties pertaining to 
the subject matter hereof and supersedes all prior agreements, negotiations, discussions and 
understandings, written or oral, between the Parties. There are no representations, wartanties, 
conditions or other agreements, whether direct or collateral, or express or implied, that form part 
of or affect this Agreement, or that induced any Party to enter into this Agreement or on which 
reliance is placed by any Party, except as specifically set forth in this Agreement. The Parties 
acknowledge and agree that (i) each has substantial business experience and is fully acquainted 
with the provisions of this Agreement, (ii) the provisions and language of this Agreement have 
been fiilly negotiated and (iii) no provision of this Agreement shall be construed in favor of any 
Party or against any Party by reason of such provision of this Agreement having been drafted on 
behalf of one Party rather than the other. 

Section 20.3 Amendment. This Agreement may be amended, changed or 
supplemented only by a written agreement signed by the Concessionaire and the City; provided 
that any amendment or modification to this Agreement shall comply with all applicable FAA and 
TSA requirements and any amendment or modification to this Agreement that amends or 
modifies the rights or remedies of the Airlines or adversely impacts such rights or remedies shall 
require the consent of a Majority-In-Interest. Not less than five Business Days prior to entering 
into any amendment, change or supplement as aforesaid, the Concessionaire and the City shall 
provide the Airlines with the proposed amendment, change or supplement and their 
determination of whether such amendment, change or supplement requires the consent of the 
Majority-In-Interest in accordance with the proviso set forth in the immediately preceding 
sentence. The Majority-In-Interest may dispute such determination within the foregoing five-
Business Day period in accordance with Article 19 and the Concessionaire shall not enter into 
such amendment, change or supplement until the resolution of such dispute. 

Section 20.4 Waiver of Rights. Any waiver of, or consent to depart from, the 
requirements of any provision of this Agreement shall be effective only if it is in writing and 
signed by the Party giving it, and only in the specific mstance and for the specific purpose for 
which it has been given. No failure on the part of any Party to exercise, and no delay m 
exercising, any right under this Agreement shall operate as a waiver of such right. No single or 
partial exercise of any such right shall preclude any other or further exercise of such right or the 
exercise of any other right. 

Section 20.5 Severability. Each provision of this Agreement shall be valid and 
enforceable to the fullest extent permitted by applicable Law. The invalidity of any one or more 
phrases, sentences, clauses or sections contained in this Agreement shall not affect the remaining 
portions of this Agreement or any part thereof. If any provision of this Agreement or the 
application thereof to any Person or circumstances is held or deemed to be or determined to be 
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invalid, inoperative or unenforceable in any particular case in any particular jurisdiction or 
jurisdictions because it conflicts with any other provision or provisions hereof or of any 
applicable Law, or public policy, or for any other reason, (i) such circumstances shall not have 
the effect of rendering the provision in question inoperative or unenforceable in any other case or 
circumstances, or rendering any other provision or provisions herein contained invalid, 
inoperative or unenforceable to any extent whatever, and (ii) the Parties shall negotiate in good 
faith to amend this Agreement to implement the provisions set forth herein. If the Parties cannot 
agree on an appropriate amendment, either Party may refer the matter for determination pursuant 
to the dispute resolution procedure in Article 19. If, by means of the dispute resolution 
procedure, the Parties are unable, as a result of applicable Law, to resolve the matter in a manner 
that effectively entitles the City to have the same rights after the aforesaid determination of 
invalidity or unenforceability as before, the City shall have the right to enact, and cause to come 
into force, any Law to provide for the same or substantially the same rights as were determined 
to be invalid or unenforceable; provided that the rights of the Concessionaire or any Leasehold 
Mortgagee shall in no event be diminished by any such Law. 

Section 20.6 Governing Law. This Agreement shall be governed by, and interpreted 
and enforced in accordance with, the laws in force in the State of Illinois (excluding any conflict 
of laws rule or principle which might refer such interpretation to the laws of another 
jurisdiction), except where the Federal Supremacy Clause requires otherwise. 

Section 20.7 Submission to Jurisdiction. Subject to Article 19. any action or 
proceeding relating in any way to this Agreement may be brought and enforced in the federal or 
state courts in the State of Illinois in the County of Cook, and the Parties hereby irtevocably 
submits to the jurisdiction of such courts with regard to any such action or proceeding, and 
irtevocably waives, to the fullest extent permitted by applicable Law, any objection it may have 
now or hereafter have to the laying of venue of any such action or proceeding in such courts and 
any claim that any such action or proceeding brought in any such court has been brought in an 
inconvenient forum. Service of process on the City may be made, either by registered or 
certified mail addressed as provided for in Section 20.1 or by personal delivety on the City Clerk 
or Deputy City Clerk of the City. Service of process on the Concessionaire may be made either 
by registered or certified mail addressed as provided for in Section 20.1 or by delivety to the 
Concessionaire's registered agent for service of process in the State of Illinois. If the 
Concessionafre is presented with a request for Documents by any administrative agency or with a 
subpoena duces tecum regarding any Documents which may be in its possession by reason of 
this Agreement, the Concessionaire shall give prompt notice to the Corporation Counsel of the 
City. The City may contest such process by any means available to it before such Documents are 
submitted to a court or other third party; provided, however, that the Concessionaire shall not be 
obUgated to withhold such delivety beyond that time as may be ordered by the court or 
administrative agency or requfred by Law, unless the subpoena or request is quashed or the time 
to produce is otherwise extended. 

Section 20.8 Further Acts. The Parties shall do or cause to be done all such further 
acts and things as may be reasonably necessaty or desirable to give fiiU effect to this Agreement. 
Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, each Party will, at any time and from time to 
time, execute and deliver or cause to be executed and delivered such fiirdier instruments and take 
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such further actions as may be reasonably requested by the other Party in order to cure any defect 
in the execution and/or delivety of this Agreement. 

Section 20.9 Costs. Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, each Party shall 
be responsible for its own costs and expenses incurted in connection with performing and 
observing its obligations and covenants under this Agreement. 

Section 20.10 Interest. Any amount not paid when due under this Agreement shall 
bear interest at a variable nominal rate per annum equal on each day to the Bank Rate then in 
effect plus 3%, from the date such payment is due until payment and both before and after 
judgment. 

Section 20.11 Inurement and Binding Effect. This Agreement shall inure to the 
benefit of the Parties and their respective permitted successors and assigns and be binding upon 
the Parties and their respective successors and assigns. 

Section 20.12 No Partnership or Third Party Beneficiaries. Nothing contained in 
this Agreement shall constitute or be deemed to create a partnership, joint venture or principal 
and agent relationship between the City and the Concessionaire. Except as expressly provided 
herein to the contrary (including with respect to such rights as are expressly granted to (a) the 
Secretary and the FAA and the Secretaty of Homeland Security and TSA under Section 3.4(b). 
(b) CHICOG under Section 3.22 and (c) each Leasehold Mortgagee pursuant to this Agreement), 
no term or provision hereof shall be construed in any way to grant, convey or create any rights or 
interests to or m any Person not a Party to this Agreement. 

Vi Section 20.13 Cumulative Remedies. The rights, remedies, powers and privileges 
herein provided are cumulative and not exclusive of any rights, remedies, powers and privileges 
provided by Law. 

Section 20.14 Counterparts; Facsimile Execution. This Agreement may be executed 
in any number of counterparts which, taken together, shall constitute one and the same 
agreement. This Agreement shall be effective when it has been executed by each Party and 
delivered to all Parties. To evidence the fact that it has executed this Agreement, a Party may 
send a copy of its executed counterpart to the other Party by facsimile transmission. Such Party 
shall be deemed to have executed and delivered this Agreement on the date it sent such facsimile 
transmission. In such event, such Party shall forthwith deliver to the other Party an original 
counterpart of this Agreement executed by such Party. 

Section 20.15 Adherence to this Agreement. The Parties acknowledge and agree that 
any airline that executes a use agreement with respect to the Midway Airport Facility, beginning 
at the time such use agreement becomes effective, shall (a) be bound by the terms of this 
Agreement, (b) assume all rights and obligations of an Afrline (as defined herein) and (c) be 
considered an Airlme for purposes of the definition of "AirUne" in this Agreement. The 
Concessionaire agrees that upon the adherence of a new Airiine to this Agreement or the 
termination of any use agreement, the Concessionaire will promptly notify the Ahlines signatoty 
to this Agreement, and all other airlines signatoty to use agreements with respect to the Midway 
Airport Facility then in effect. 
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CITY OF CHICAGO 

SIGN A TOR Y AIRLINES 

CONCESSIONAIRE 

By: 

Title: 

AIRTRAN AIRWAYS, INC. 

By: 

Title: 

DELTA AIR LINES, INC. 

By: 

Title: 

FRONTIER AIRLINES, INC. 

By: 

Tide: 

NORTHWEST AIRLINES, INC. 

By: 

Tide: 

SOUTHWEST AIRLINES CO. 

By: ^ _ 

Tide: 

By: 

Title: 

Schedules 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7 and 8 referred to in this Chicago Midway International Airport 
Concession Lease Agreement read as follows: 
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Schedule 1. 
(To Chicago Midway International Airport Concession And Lease Agreement) 

Legal Description Of Midway Airport Facility. 

The legal description is subject to final title and currently remains subject to further 
additions, deletions and/or modifications for the purpose of conformance clarification, which 
additions, deletions and/or modifications shall be made by agreement fo the parties between 
the date of the Agreement and the Closing Date. 

5. THE LAND REFERRED TO IN THIS COIVfMITMENT IS DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS : 

TRACT 1 

ALL OF SECTION 16. TOWNSHIP 38 NORTH, RANGE 13 EAST OF THE THIRD PRINCIPAL 
MERIDIAN INCLUDING WEST 1/2 OF CICERO AVENUE. AS ORIGINALLY LOCATED, ALONG EAST 
LINE OF SECTION 16 WHICH WAS VACATED BY ORDINANCE RECORDED AUGUST 16, 2002 AS 
DOCUMENT 0020902257, 
EXCEPTING THEREFROM THAT PART DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
THAT PART OF THE SOUTHWEST 1/4 OF SECTION 16. TOWNSHIP 38 NORTH. RANGE 13 EAST OF 
THE THIRD PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN, DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:: COMMENCING AT A POINT IN THE 
SOUTH LINE OF SAID SOUTHWEST 1/4 WHICH IS 240 FEET EAST OF THE SOUTHEAST CORNER 
OF THE WEST 1/2 OF THE SOUTHWEST 1/4 OF THE SOUTHWEST 1/4 OF SAID SECTION 16 AND 
RUNNING THENCE NORTH PARALLEL TO THE EAST LINE OF SAID WEST 1/2. A DISTANCE OF 
33 FEET TO A POINT IN THE NORTH LINE OF WEST 63RD STREET. SAID POINT BEING THE 
POINT OF BEGINNING OF THE FOLLOWING DESCRIBED PARCEL OF LAND, TO-WIT; THENCE 
NORTH PARALLEL TO THE EAST LINE OF SAID WEST 1/2. A OISTANCE..OF 200 FEET TO A 
POINT; THENCE EAST PARALLEL TO THE SOUTH LINE OF SAID SOUTHWEST 1/4 OF SECTION 
16. A DISTANCE OF 720 FEET TO A POINT; tHENCE SOUTH PARALLEL TO SAID EAST LINE OF 
SAID WEST 1/2 A DISTANCE OF 200 FEET TO A POINT IN THE NORTH LINE OF WEST 63RD 
STREET. SAID POINT BEING 33 FEET NORTH OF THE SAID SOUTH LINE OF THE SOUTHWEST 
1/4 OF SECTION 16; THENCE WEST ON SAID NORTH LINE OF WEST 63RD STREET AND 
PARALLEL TO THE SOUTH LINE OF SAID SOUTHWEST 1/4 OF SECTION 16 AFORESAID. A 
DISTANCE OF 720 FEET TO THE PLACE OF BEGINNING. 
IN COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS. 

TRACT 2 

THAT PART OF THE SOUTHEAST 1/4 OF SECTION 9. TOWNSHIP 38 NORTH. RANGE 13 EAST OF 
THE THIRD PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN LYING SOUTH OF THE SOUTH LINE OF THE RIGHT OF WAY OF 
THE CHICAGO AND WESTERN INDIANA RAILROAD (EXCEPTING THEREFROM THE SOUTH 33 FEET 
AND THE WEST 33 FEET) AND (EXCEPTING THEREFROM THAT PART TAKEN ALONG NORTH PART 
OF THE EAST LINE FOR THE FOR RELOCATED CICERO AVENUE IN ORDINANCE RELOCATING 
CICERO AVENUE RECDD AUGUST 16, 2002 AS DOCUMENT 0020902258. IN CCI 

TRACT 3 

PARCEL 3A* 
LOTS 1 TO 38. BOTH INCLUSIVE. IN BLOCK 31 AND THE VACATED ALLEYS WITHIN SAID 
BLOCK. 31 VACATED BY ORDINANCE RECORDED AUGUST 16. 2002 AS DOCUMENT 0020902257 
ALL IN W.F. KAISER & GO'S ARDALE SUBDIVISION OF THE SOUTHWEST 1/4 SECTION 10 
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TOWNSHIP 38 NORTH, RANGE 13, EAST OF THE THIRD PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN (EXCEPTING 
THEREFROM THE SOUTH FOOTAGE OF LOTS 15 TO 24 TAKEN FOR S5TH STREET WIDENING IN 
ORDINANCE RELOCATING CICERO AVENUE RECDD AUGUST 16, 2002 AS DOCUMENT 0020902258) 
IN COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS 

PARCEL 38: 
LOTS 1 TO 41. BOTH INCLUSIVE, IN BLOCK 32 AND THE VACATED ALLEYS WITHIN SAID 
BLOCK 32 VACATED BY ORDINANCE RECORDED AUGUST 16, 2002 AS DOCUMENT 0020902257 ALL 
IN W.F. KAISER & CD'S ARDALE SUBDIVISION OF THE SOUTHWEST 1/4 SECTION 10 TOWNSHIP 
38 NORTH, RANGE 13, EAST OF THE THIRD PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN (EXCEPTING THEREFROM THE 
NE PART OF LOTS 40 AND 41 TAKEN FOR ROAD PURPOSES AND THAT OF BLOCK 32 AND ALLEYS 
THEREIN TAKEN FOR THE FOR RELOCATED CICERO AVENUE IN ORDINANCE RELOCATING CICERO 
AVENUE RECDD AUGUST 16. 2002 AS DOCUMENT 0020902258) IN COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS 

PARCEL 3C: 
LOTS 1 TO 15 IN BLOCK 23 
AND 
LOT 17 IN BLOCK 23 EXCEPT THAT PART OF SAID LOT 17 LYING WESTERLY OF A LINE 
DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
BEGINNING AT A POINT IN THE NORTH LINE AFORESAID OF LOT 17, SAID POINT BEING 
39.39 FEET EAST OF THE NORTHWEST CORNER OF SAID SOUTH LINE OF SAID LOT 17, SAID 
POINT BEING 37.46 FEET NORTHEAST OF THE SOUTHWEST CORNER OF SAID LOT 17 AS 
ORIGINALLY PLATTED (EXCEPT THAT PART OF SAID PREMISES LYING WEST OF A LINE 50 
FEET EAST OF AND PARALLEL WITH THE WEST LINE OF SECTION 10 TAKEN FOR WIDENING 
SOUTH CICERO AVENUE) 

AND THE VACATED ALLEYS WITHIN SAID BLOCK 23 VACATED BY ORDINANCE RECORDED AUGUST 
16/^2002 AS DOCUMENT 0020902257 ALL IN W.F. KAISER & CD'S ARDALE SUBDIVISION OF 
THE SOUTHWEST 1/4 SECTION 10 TOWNSHIP 38 NORTH. RANGE 13, EAST OF THE THIRD 
PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN (EXCEPTING THEREFROM THE NORTHWEST PART OF LOTS 13 TO 15 AND 
THE NORTHWEST AND WEST PART OF LOT 18 TAKEN FOR ROAD PURPOSES) AND (EXCEPTING 
THEREROM THAT PORTION OF SAID LOTS CONDEMNED FOR RAILROAD RIGHT OF WAY IN CASE 
39C4264 CIRCUIT COURT OF COOK COUNY. ILLINOIS AND ALSO EXCEPT ANY AND ALL OTHER 
PORTIONS OF SAID LOT TAKEN OR USED FOR RAILROAD RIGHT OF WAY) IN COOK COUNTY. 
ILLINOIS 

PARCEL 30: '̂ 
THAT PART OF S4TH STREET. SOUTH OF BLOCK 23 AND EAST OF RELOCATED CICERO AVENUE 
AND THE NORTH PART OF THE INTERSECTION OF S4TH STREET AND KILPATRICK AVENUE AND 
THAT PART OF KEATING AVENUE BETWEEN BLOCKS 31 AND 32 ALL IN W.F. KAISER & CD'S 
ARDALE SUBDIVISION OF THE SOUTHWEST 1/4 SECTION 10 TOWNSHIP 38 NORTH. RANGE 13, 
EAST OF THE THIRD PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN AND ALL AS VACATED IN ORDINANCE RECORDED 
AUGUST 16. 2002 AS DOCUMENT 0020902257. IN CCI 

PARCEL 3E: 
ALL OF THAT PART OF CICERO AVENUE IN SECTIONS 9 AND 10 IN TOWNSHIP 38 NORTH, 
RANGE 13 EAST OF THE THIRD PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN SOUTH OF THE SOUTH LINE OF CHICAGO 
AND WESTERN INDIANA RAILROAD (BELT) RIGHT-OF-WAY AS VACATED BY ORDINANCE RECORDED 
AUGUST 16. 2002 AS DOCUMENT 0020902257 WHICH LIES NORTH OF 55TH STREET AS WIDENED 
BY ORDINANCE RECDD AUGUST 16. 2002 AS DOCUMENT 00209022S8 AND SOUTHEASTERLY OF 
CICERO AVENUE AS RELOCATED IN ORDINANCE RECORDED AUGUST 16. 2002 AS DOCUMENT 
0020902258, IN COOK COUNTY. ILLINOIS. 

PARCEL 3F: 
LOT 16 IN BLOCK 23 IN W.F. KAISER & GO'S ARDALE SUBDIVISION OF THE SOUTHWEST 1/4 
SECTION 10 TOWNSHIP 38 NORTH. RANGE 13 EAST OF THE THIRD PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN 
(EXCEPT THE EAST 50 FEET THEREOF CONVEYED TO CITY OF CHICAGO IN DEED 11259972 FOR 
CICERO AVENUE) IN COOK COUNTY. ILLINOIS 
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PARCEL 3G: 
LOTS 18 AND 19 (EXCEPT THAT PART OF SAID LOTS TAKEN FOR WIDENING OF CICERO 
AVENUE, AND ALSO EXCEPT THAT PART OF SAID LOTS CONVEYED TO CHICAGO AND 
NORTHWESTERN INDIANA RAILROAD COMPANY BY DEED RECORDED AS DOCUMENT 14505405) IN 
THE SUBDIVISION OF BLOCK 23 IN W. F. KAISER AND COMPANY'S ARDALE SUBDIVISION OF 
THE WEST 1/2 OF THE SOUTHWEST 1/4 AND THE WEST 3/4 OF THE EAST 1/2 OF THE 
SOUTHWEST 1/4 OF SECTION 10, TOWNSHIP 38 NORTH, RANGE 13 EAST OF THE THIRD 
PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN 

(EXCEPTING FROM THE FOREGOING THOSE PARTS THEREOF TAKEN BY THE DEPARTMENT OF 
PUBLIC WORKS AND BUILDINGS OF THE STATE OF ILLINOIS FOR AND ON BEHALF OF THE 
PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF ILLINOIS FOR A PUBLIC HIGHWAY ON A PETITION TO CONDEMN 
FILED AUGUST 7, 1945 IN CASE NO. 75S14852, SUPERIOR COURT OF COOK COUNTY, 
ILLINOIS, DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
THAT PART OF LOTS 18 AND 19 IN BLOCK 23 IN W. F. KAISER AND COMPANY'S ARDALE 
SUBDIVISION OF THE WEST 1/2 OF THE SOUTHWEST 1/4 OF THE WEST 3/4 OF THE EAST 1/2 
OF THE SOUTHWEST 1/4 OF SECTION 10, TOWNSHIP 38 NORTH, RANGE 13 EAST OF THE THIRD 
PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN. LYING WEST OF A LINE DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: BEGINNING AT A 
POINT IN THE SOUTH LINE OF SAID LOT 18, SAID POINT BEING 39.39 FEET EAST OF THE 
SOUTHWEST CORNER OF SAID LOT 18 AS ORIGINAL PLATTED; THENCE NORTHERLY TO A POINT 
IN THE SOUTH LINE OF CHICAGO AND NORTHWESTERN INDIANA RAILROAD (SAID SOUTH LINE 
BEING DESCRIBED AS BEGINNING AT A POINT IN THE WEST LINE OF SAID SECTION 10, 
757.8 FEET NORTH OF THE SOUTHWEST CORNER THEREOF; THENCE EASTERLY TO A POINT ON 
THE EAST LINE OF THE WEST 1/2 OF THE SOUTHWEST 1/4 OF SAID SECTION 763.8 THE 
NORTH OF THE SOUTH LINE OF SAID SECTION 10) 
SAID POINT BEING 75.0 FEET EAST OF THE WEST LINE AFORESAID SECTION 10 MEASURED 
ALONG SAID SOUTH LINE OF SAID RAILROAD (EXCEPT THAT PART OF SAID PREMISES LYING 
WEST OF A LINE 50 FEET EAST OF AND PARALLEL WITH THE WEST LINE OF SECTION 10 
TAKEN FOR WIDENING SOUTH CICERO AVENUE); 
ALSO 
THAT PART OF LOTS 18 AND 19 IN THE SUBDIVISION OF BLOCK 23 IN W. F. KAISER AND 
COMPANY'S ARDALE SUBDIVISION OF THE WEST 1/2 OF THE SOUTHWEST 1/4 AND THE WEST 
3/4 OF THE EAST 1/2 OF THE SOUTHWEST 1/4 OF SECTION 10. TOWNSHIP 38 NORTH, RANGE 
13 EAST OF THE THIRD PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN. IN COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS DESCRIBED AS 
FOLLOWS: 
BEGINNING AT THE INTERSECTION OF A LINE WHICH IS 17 FEET EAST OF. MEASURED AT 
RIGHT ANGLES TO AN PARALLEL TO THE WEST LINE AFORESAID BLOCK 23 AS ORIGINAL 
PLATTED. WITH THE SOUTH LINE OF THE CHICAGO AND NORTHWESTERN INDIANA RAILROAD 
(SAID SOUTH LINE BEING DESCRIBED AS BEGINNING AT A POINT IN THE WEST LINE OF SAID 
SECTION 10. 757.8 FEET NORTH OF THE SOUTHWEST CORNER THEREOF; THENCE EASTERLY TO 
A POINT ON THE EAST LINE OF THE WEST 1/2 OF THE SOUTHWEST 1/4 OF SAID SECTION 
763.8 FEET NORTH OF THE SOUTH LINE OF SAID SECTION 10); 
THENCE EAST ALONG SAID SOUTH LINE OF RAILROAD 109.06 FEET TO THE EAST LINE OF LOT 
19; THENCE SOUTH ALONG SAID EAST LINE. 16.91 FEET TO A POINT; THENCE WESTERLY 
ALONG A LINE TO A POINT IN THE AFOREMENTIONED 17 FEET PARALLEL LINE SAID POINT 
BEING 30 FEET SOUTH OF THE POINT OF BEGINNING; THENCE ALONG SAID 17 FOOT PARALLEL 
LINE 30 FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING (EXCEPTING THEREFROM THAT PART OF LOTS 18 
AND 19 LYING WESTERLY OF A LINE DESCRIBED AS BEGINNING AT A POINT IN SAID SOUTH 
LINE OF RAILROAD. SAID POINT BEING 75 FEET EAST OF THE WEST LINE OF SAID SECTION 
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10. MEASURED ALONG SAID SOUTH LINE OF SAID RAILROAD; THENCE SOUTHERLY TO A POINT 
IN THE SOUTH LINE OF SAID LOT 18, SAID POINT BEING 39.39 FEET EAST OF THE 
SOUTHWEST CORNER OF SAID LOT 18 AS ORIGINAL PLATTED), 
IN COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS 

TRACT 4 REVISION TO COME 

PARCEL 4A: 
ALL OF BLOCKS 1, 2, 3, 6 (EXCEPTING FROM BLOCK 6 THAT PART FALLING PARCEL 4C-1 
BELOW) INCLUDING VACATED ALLEYS IN SAID BLOCKS VACATED BY ORDINANCE RECORDED 
AUGUST 16. 2002 AS DOCUMENT 0020902257, IN FREDERICK H. BARTLETT'S CITY ADDITION, 
A SUBDIVISION OF NORTH 3/4 OF THE W2 OF THE NORTHWEST 1/4 IN SECTION 15, TOWNSHIP 
38 NORTH, RANGE 13 EAST OF THE THIRD PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN (EXCEPTING THEREFROM THAT 
PART DEDICATED FOR STREET PURPOSES BY ORDINANCE RELOCATING CICERO AVENUE RECORDED 
AUGUST 16, 2002 AS DOCUMENT 0020902258) IN COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS 
AND 
ALL OF BLOCK 13 IN FREDERICK H. BARTLETT'S FIRST ADDITION TO CITY ADDITION 
INCLUDING VACATED ALLEY IN SAID BLOCK, A SUBDIVISION IN THE W2 OF THE NORTHWEST 
1/4 IN SECTION 15, TOWNSHIP 38 NORTH, RANGE 13 EAST OF THE THIRD PRINCIPAL 
MERIDIAN (EXCEPTING THEREFROM THAT PART DEDICATED FOR STREET PURPOSES BY 
ORDINANCE RELOCATING CICERO AVENUE RECORDED AUGUST 16, 2002 AS DOCUMENT 
0020902258) IN COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS -

PARCEL 4B: 
THAT PART OF THE EAST 1/2 OF VACATED CICERO AVENUE, ALL OF VACATED 56TH STREET, 
ALL OF VACATED 57TH STREET. ALL OF VACATED 58TH STREET AND THE NORTH 1/2 OF 59TH 
STREET FALLING IN WEST 1/2 NORTHWEST 1/4 OF SECTION 15, TOWNSHIP 38 NORTH, RANGE 
13 EAST OF THE THIRD PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN VACATED BY ORDINANCE RECORDED AUGUST 16, 
2002 AS DOCUMENT 0020902257 (EXCEPTING THEREFROM THAT PART SUBSEQUENTLY DEDICATED 
FOR STREET PURPOSES BY ORDINANCE RELOCATING CICERO AVENUE RECORDED AUGUST 16, 
2002 AS DOCUMENT 0020902258) AND (EXCEPTING THEREFROM THAT PART OF VACATED 56TH 
STREET, VACATED 57TH STREET AND VACATED 58TH STREET AND VACATED 59TH STREET LYING 
WEST OF THE WEST LINE OF BLOCKS 6 IN FREDERICK H. BARTLETT'S CITY ADDITION, A 
SUBDIVISION OF NORTH 3/4 OF SAID W2 OF THE NORTHWEST 1/4. EXTENDED SOUTH TO 
SOUTH LINE OF SAID NORTHWEST 1/4 OF SECTION IS) IN COOK COUNTY. ILLINOIS 

PARCEL 4C-1: 
A TRACT OF LAND IN THE WEST 1/2 OF THE NORTHWEST 1/4 OF SECTION 15, TOWNSHIP 38 
NORTH, RANGE 13 EAST OF THE THIRD PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN, DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
COMMENCING AT THE NORTHEAST CORNER OF BLOCK 5 IN FREDERICK H. BARTLETT'S CITY 
ADDITION, BEING A SUBDIVISION OF THE NORTH 3/4 OF THE WEST 1/2 OF THE WEST 1/2 OF 
THE NORTHWEST 1/4 OF SECTION 15. AFORESAID; THENCE DUE EAST ALONG THE NORTH LINE 
OF BLOCKS S, 7 AND THEIR EXTENSIONS IN THE AFORESAID FREDERICK H. BARTLETT'S CITY 
ADDITION, 493.335 FEET, MORE OR LESS. TO THE POINT OF INTERSECTION WITH THE WEST 
LINE OF SOUTH KNOX AVENUE. AS DEDICATED PER RECORDED DOCUMENT NUMBER 17868180; 
THENCE SOUTHERLY ALONG SAID WEST LINE OF KNOX AVENUE TO THE POINT OF INTERSECTION 
WITH A LINE 290.00 FEET MEASURED PERPENDICULARLY SOUTH OF AND PARALLEL WITH THE 
NORTH LINE OF SAID BLOCKS 5, 7 AND 8 AND THEIR EXTENSIONS; THENCE DUE WESTERLY 
ALONG SAID PARALLEL LINE. 303.874 FEET; THENCE DUE SOUTH 95.70 FEET; THENCE DUE 
WEST 481.041 FEET, MORE OR LESS. TO THE WEST LINE OF SAID BLOCK 5; THENCE NORTH 
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00 DEGREES 39 MINUTES 10 SECONDS WEST. 458.729 FEET, MORE OR LESS, ALONG THE WEST 
LINE OF BLOCKS 5 AND 6 AND THEIR EXTENSION IN THE AFORESAID FREDERICK H. 
BARTLETT'S CITY ADDITION. TO A POINT 7.00 FEET NORTH OF THE SOUTHWEST CORNER OF 
LOT 23 IN BLOCK 6: THENCE NORTHEASTERLY ALONG A STRAIGHT LINE TO A POINT IN LOT 
19 OF BLOCK 6, 1.00 FOOT NORTH OF THE SOUTH LINE OF SAID LOT 19 AND 18.00 FEET 
WEST OF THE EAST LINE OF SAID LOT 19; THENCE NORTHEASTERLY ALONG A CURVE TANGENT 
TO THE LAST COURSE, HAVING A RADIUS OF 108.00 FEET AND CONVEX TO THE NORTHWEST, 
FOR A DISTANCE OF 87.70 FEET; THENCE EASTERLY ALONG A STRAIGHT LINE TO A POINT 
WHICH IS 5.00 FEET NORTH OF THE SOUTH LINE OF SAID LOT 29 OF BLOCK 6. AND 15.00 
FEET WEST OF THE EAST LINE OF SAID LOT 29; THENCE SOUTHEASTERLY ALONG A CURVE 
CONVEX TO THE NORTHEAST HAVING A RADIUS OF 20.00 FEET TO THE SOUTHEAST CORNER OF 
SAID LOT 29; THENCE SOUTH 00 DEGREES 38 MINUTES 15 SECONDS EAST, ALONG THE EAST 
LINE OF SAID BLOCK 6, AND ITS EXTENSION, 216.024 FEET MORE OR LESS. TO THE POINT 
OF BEGINNING, IN COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS 

PARCEL 4C-2: 
A TRACT OF UNO IN THE WEST 1/2 OF THE NORTHWEST 1/4 OF SECTION 15, TOWNSHIP 38 
NORTH, RANGE 13 EAST OF THE THIRD PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN, DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
BEGINNING ON THE WEST LINE OF SOUTH KNOX AVENUE AS DEDICATED PER DOCUMENT NUMBER 
17868180 AT THE POINT OF INTERSECTION WITH A LINE 290.00 FEET, MEASURED 
PERPENDICUURLY. SOUTH OF AND PARALLEL WITH THE NORTH LINE OF BLOCKS 7 AND 8 AND 
THEIR EXTENSIONS. IN FREDERICK H. BARTLETT'S FIRST ADDITION TO CITY ADDITION, 
BEING A SUBDIVISION OF PART OF THE WEST 1/2 OF THE NORTHWEST 1/4 OF SECTION 15 
AFORESAID; THENCE WEST ALONG SAID PARALLEL LINE 303.874 FEET; THENCE SOUTH AT 
RIGHT ANGLES 95.70 FEET TO THE PLACE OF BEGINNING OF THE FOLLOWING DESCRIBED 
PARCEL OF LAND; THENCE CONTINUING SOUTH ALONG SAID LINE 41.597 FEET; THENCE WEST 
AT RIGHT ANGLES 480.567 FEET TO A POINT ON THE WEST LINE OF BLOCK 5 IN FREDERICK 
H. BARTLETT'S CITY ADDITION IN THE WEST 1/2 OF THE NORTHWEST 1/4 OF SECTION 15 
AFORESAID; THENCE NORTH 00 DEGREES 39 MINUTES 10 SECONDS WEST, 41.60 FEET ALONG 
SAID WEST LINE OF BLOCK 5; THENCE EAST 481.041 FEET TO THE HEREIN DESIGNATED 
PLACE OF BEGINNING, IN COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS 

PARCEL 4C-3: 
A TRACT OF LAND IN THE WEST 1/2 OF THE NORTHWEST 1/4 OF SECTION 15. TOWNSHIP 38 
NORTH, RANGE 13 EAST OF THE THIRD PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN. DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
BEGINNING ON THE WEST LINE OF SOUTH KNOX AVENUE, AS DEDICATED PER DOCUMENT NUMBER 
17868180 AT THE POINT OF INTERSECTION WITH A LINE 290.0 FEET. MEASURED 
PERPENDICULARLY SOUTH OF AND PARALLEL WITH THE NORTH LINE OF BLOCKS 7 AND 8 AND 
THEIR EXTENSIONS. IN FREDERICK H. BARTLETT'S FIRST ADDITION TO CITY ADDITION. 
BEING A SUBDIVISION OF PART OF THE WEST 1/2 OF THE NORTHWEST 1/4 OF SECTION 15 
AFORESAID; THENCE WEST ALONG SAID PARALLEL LINE 303.874 FEET; THENCE SOUTH AT 
RIGHT ANGLES 100.0 FEET; THENCE EAST 303.765 FEET TO A POINT ON THE WEST LINE OF 
SOUTH KNOX AVENUE AFORESAID: THENCE NORTHERLY ALONG SAID WEST LINE OF SOUTH KNOX 
AVENUE TO THE PLACE OF BEGINNING. IN COOK COUNTY. ILLINOIS 

PARCEL 4C-4: 
A TRACT OF LAND IN THE WEST 1/2 OF THE NORTHWEST 1/4 OF SECTION 15. TOWNSHIP 38 
NORTH. RANGE 13 EAST OF THE THIRD PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN. DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
BEGINNING ON THE WEST LINE OF SOUTH KNOX AVENUE. AS DEDICATED PER DOCUMENT NUMBER 
17868180 AT THE POINT OF INTERSECTION WITH A LINE 290.0 FEET. MEASURED 
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PERPENDICULARLY, SOUTH OF AND PARALLEL WITH THE NORTH LINE OF BLOCKS 7 AND 8 AND 
THEIR EXTENSIONS, IN FREDERICK H. BARTLETT'S FIRST ADDITION TO CITY ADDITION. 
BEING A SUBDIVISION OF PART OF THE WEST 1/2 OF THE NORTHWEST 1/4 OF SECTION 15 
AFORESAID; THENCE WEST ALONG SAID PARALLEL LINE 303.874 FEET; THENCE SOUTH AT 
RIGHT ANGLES 137.297 FEET, TO THE PLACE OF BEGINNING OF THE FOLLOWING DESCRIBED 
PARCEL OF LAND; THENCE CONTINUING SOUTH ALONG SAID LINE 61.595 FEET; THENCE WEST 
479.866 FEET TO A POINT ON THE WEST LINE OF BLOCK 5 IN FREDERICK H. BARTLETT'S 
CITY ADDITION, IN THE WEST 1/2 OF THE NORTHWEST 1/4 OF SECTION 15 AFORESAID; 
THENCE NORTH 00 DEGREES 39 MINUTES 10 SECONDS WEST 61.599 FEET ALONG SAID WEST 
LINE OF BLOCK 5; THENCE EAST 480.567 FEET TO THE HEREIN DESIGNATED PLACE OF 
BEGINNING, IN COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS 

PARCEL 4C-5 
A PARCEL OF LAND IN THE SOUTHWEST 1/4 OF THE NORTHWEST 1/4 OF SECTION 15, 
TOWNSHIP 38 NORTH, RANGE 13 EAST OF THE THIRD PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN, DESCRIBED AS 
FOLLOWS: TO WIT: 
COMMENCING AT THE SOUTHWEST CORNER OF SAID NORTHWEST 1/4; THENCE NORTH 171 FEET 
ALONG THE WEST LINE OF SAID NORTHWEST 1/4 TO A POINT; THENCE NORTHEASTERLY FROM 
LAST DESCRIBED POINT ON A CURVED LINE CONVEX TO THE SOUTHEAST HAVING A RADIUS OF 
5667.15 FEET AND WHICH CURVED LINE IS THE WESTERLY LINE OF A TRACT OF LAND 
CONVEYED BY E. STURGES AND WIFE TO CHICAGO TITLE AND TRUST COMPANY, AS TRUSTEE BY 
DEED DATED MAY 19, 1914 AND RECORDED JUNE 4, 1914 AS DOCUMENT 5430425, THE 
DISTANCE ALONG THE ARC BEING 205.9 FEET (LONG CHORD 205.89 FEET) TO A POINT WHICH 
IS 199.1 FEET EAST OF THE WEST LINE OF SAID NORTHWEST 1/4 AND 225.5 FEET NORTH OF 
THE SOUTH LINE OF SAID NORTHWEST 1/4; THENCE NORTHEASTERLY FROM LAST DESCRIBED 
POINT ON A CURVED LINE CONVEX TO THE SOUTHEAST HAVING A RADIUS OF 1370.19 FEET 
AND WHICH CURVED LINE IS SAID WESTERLY LINE OF A TRACT OF LAND CONVEYED BY F. 
STURGES, A DISTANCE OF 142.24 FEET (LONG CHORD 142.18 FEET) SAID POINT BEING 
333.73 FEET EAST OF THE WEST LINE OF SAID NORTHWEST 1/4 MEASURED AT RIGHT ANGLES 
THERETO; THENCE SOUTHERLY FROM LAST DESCRIBED POINT, A DISTANCE OF 272.63 FEET 
MORE OR LESS, TO A POINT IN THE SOUTH LINE OF SAID NORTHWEST 1/4 WHICH POINT IS 
333.78 FEET EAST OF THE SOUTHWEST CORNER OF SAID NORTHWEST 1/4; THENCE WEST FROM 
LAST DESCRIBED POINT 333.78 FEET TO THE PLACE OF BEGINNING. (EXCEPTING FROM SAID 
PREMISES THOSE PORTIONS FALLING WITHIN STREETS OR HIGHWAYS), AND (EXCEPT THAT 
PART FALLING WITHIN THE EAST 110.00 FEET OF THE WEST 160.00 FEET OF SAID 
SOUTHWEST 1/4 OF THE NORTHWEST 1/4 OF SECTION 15). ALL IN COOK COUNTY. ILLINOIS. 

PARCEL 4D: 
LOTS 3, 4, 5. 6, 7. 8. 9. 10 AND 11 (EXCEPT THE WEST 17 FEET OF LOT 11. AND ALSO 
EXCEPTING THAT PART OF LOT 11 CONDEMNED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION OF 
THE STATE OF ILLINOIS IN CASE 87LS0868) IN BLOCK 17 IN FREDERICK H. BARTLETT'S 
63RD STREET SUBDIVISION IN THE SOUTHWEST 1/4 OF SECTION 15, TOWNSHIP 38 NORTH, 
RANGE 13 EAST OF THE THIRD PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN, 
TOGETHER WITH 
LOTS 1 TO 21, BOTH INCLUSIVE. (EXCEPTING THE WEST 17 FEET OF SAID LOTS 5 TO 21. 
BOTH INCLUSIVE) IN BLOCK 3 IN CHICAGO TITLE AND TRUST COMPANY'S SUBDIVISION OF 
PART OF THE WEST 1/2 OF THE SOUTHWEST 1/4 OF SECTION 15. TOWNSHIP 38 NORTH. RANGE 
13 EAST OF THE THIRD PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN. 
LOTS 1 TO 8. BOTH INCLUSIVE IN BLOCK 2 
LOTS 1 TO 8, BOTH INCLUSIVE IN BLOCK 1 
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ALL IN CHICAGO TITLE AND TRUST COMPANY'S SUBDIVISION OF PART OF THE ALL IN 
CHICAGO TITLE AND TRUST COMPANY'S SUBDIVISION OF PART OF THE WEST 1/2 OF THE 
SOUTHWEST 1/4 OF SECTION 15, TOWNSHIP 38 NORTH, RANGE 13 EAST OF THE THIRD 
PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN, 
TOGETHER WITH 
VACATED ALLEYS LYING NORTH OF SAID LOTS 1 AND 21 IN BLOCK 3 AND THE NORTH LINE OF 
LOT 1 PRODUCED WEST 16 FEET IN BLOCK 3 AND THE VACATED ALLEY LYING LYING WEST OF 
AND ADJOINING LOTS 1 TO 4, BOTH INCLUSIVE, AND EAST OF AND ADJOINING LOTS 5 TO 
21, BOTH INCLUSIVE, IN SAID BLOCK 3 
TOGETHER WITH 
VACATED ALLEY LYING N OF LOTS 1 AND 8 IN BLOCK 2 AND THE NORTH LINE OF LOT 1 
PRODUCED WEST 16 FEET IN BLOCK 2 AND THE VACATED ALLEY LYING LYING WEST OF AND 
ADJOINING LOTS 1 TO 4, BOTH INCLUSIVE, IN BLOCK 2 
TOGETHER WITH 
VACATED ALLEY LYING N OF LOTS 1 AND 8 IN BLOCK 1 AND THE NORTH LINE OF LOT 1 
PRODUCED WEST 16 FEET IN BLOCK 1 AND THE VACATED ALLEY LYING LYING WEST OF AND 
ADJOINING LOTS 1 TO 4, BOTH INCLUSIVE, IN BLOCK 1 

ALL IN CHICAGO TITLE AND TRUST COMPANY'S SUBDIVISION AFORESAID 
(EXCEPTING FROM SAID TRACT THAT PART DEDICATED FOR STREET PURPOSES BY ORDINANCE 
RELOCATING CICERO AVENUE RECORDED AUGUST .16, 2002 AS DOCUMENT 0020902258) 
IN COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS 

PARCEL 4E: 
THE SOUTH 1/2 OF VACATED 59TH STREET, THE EAST 1/2 OF VACATED CICERO AVENUE, THAT 
PART OF ALL OF VACATED 60TH STREET LYING SOUTH OF BLOCK 3 IN CHICAGO TITLE AND 
TRUST COMPANY'S SUBDIVISION OF PART OF THE WEST 1/2 OF THE SOUTHWEST 1/4 OF 
SECTION 15, ALL OF VACATED KILPATRICK AVENUE LYING WEST OF BLOCK 1 IN CHICAGO 
TITLE AND TRUST COMPANY'S SUBDIVISION OF PART OF THE WEST 1/2 OF THE SOUTHWEST 
1/4 OF SECTION 15, TOWNSHIP 38 NORTH. RANGE 13 EAST OF THE THIRD PRINCIPAL 
MERIDIAN (EXCEPTING THEREFROM THAT PART DEDICATED BY ORDINANCE RECORDED AUGUST 
16, 2002 AS DOCUMENT 0020902258 RELOCATING CICERO AVENUE AND 59TH STREET, IN COOK 
COUNTY. ILLINOIS. 

PARCEL 4F: 
THAT PART OF KNOX AVENUE VACATED BY ORDINANCE <RECORDED AND DESCRIBED THEREIN AS 
PARCEL V7 LYING NORTH OF 58TH STREET AS RELOCATED BY PLAT OF DEDICATION RECORDED 
AS DOCUMENT NUMBER 0020902258 IN WEST 1/2 OF THE SOUTHWEST 1/4 OF SECTION 15. 
TOWNSHIP 38 NORTH. RANGE 13 EAST OF THE THIRD PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN, IN COOK COUNTY, 
ILLINOIS 

PARCEL 4G: 
LOTS 1. 2, AND LOTS 6 THROUGH 29. BOTH INCLUSIVE, (EXCEPT THAT PART OF LOTS 6 
THROUGH 29 WITHIN WEST SO FEET OF SECTION) IN BLOCK 4 
LOTS LOTS 6 THROUGH 29. BOTH INCLUSIVE (EXCEPT THAT PART WITHIN WEST 50 FEET OF 
SECTION) IN BLOCK 9 
LOTS 15 THROUGH 32. BOTH INCLUSIVE, (EXCEPT THAT PART WITHIN WEST 50 FEET OF 
SECTION) IN BLOCK 10 
ALL IN THE CHICAGO TITLE AND TRUST CtWIPANY SUBDIVISION OF PART OF THE WEST 1/2 OF 
THE SOUTHWEST 1/4 OF SECTION 15, TOWNSHIP 38 NORTH, RANGE 13 EAST OF THE THIRD 
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PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN, AS PER PLAT THEREOF RECORDED MAY 17, 1910 AS DOCUMENT NUMBER 
4562087, IN COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS 

TRACT 5 

PARCEL 5A: 
LOTS 1 THROUGH 10, BOTH INCLUSIVE, (EXCEPT THAT PART ACQUIRED FOR THE WIDENING OF 
WEST 63RD STREET) IN BLOCK 2 IN FREDERICK H. BARTLETT'S MARQUETTE HIGHLANDS 
SUBDIVISION IN NORTHEAST 1/4 SECTION 21, TOWNSHIP 38 NORTH, RANGE 13 EAST OF THE 
THIRD PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN IN CCI. 

PARCEL 5B: 
LOTS 8 THROUGH 36, BOTH INCLUSIVE. IN ORIGINAL TOWN OF CLEARING A SUBDIVISION OF 
PART OF THE WESTERN 3/4 OF THE NORTH 1/2 OF THE NORTHWEST 1/4 OF THE NORTHWEST 
1/4 OF SECTION 21, TOWNSHIP 38 NORTH, RANGE 13 EAST OF THE THIRD PRINCIPAL 
MERIDIAN, AS PER PLAT THEREOF RECORDED JULY 1, 1909 AS DOCUMENT NUMBER 4399821 IN 
BOOK 103 OF PLATS PAGE 33, IN COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS 

PARCEL 5C: 
LOTS 1 AND 2 AND THE EAST 6 1/4 INCHES OF LOT 3 IN BLOCK 1 IN FIRST ADDITION TO 
CLEARING, BEING A SUBDIVISION OF THE EAST 1/2 OF THE NORTHEAST 1/4 OF THE 
NORTHEAST 1/4 OF SECTION 20, TOWNSHIP 38 NORTH, RANGE 13 EAST OF THE THIRD 
PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN, IN COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS 

PARCEL SD: 
LOTS 36, 37, 38, 39 AND THE WEST 1/2 OF THE VACATED ALLEY LYING EAST OF AND 
ADJOINING SAID LOT 39 IN BLOCK 1 IN 1ST ADDITION TO CLEARING, A SUBDIVISION OF 
THE EAST 1/2 OF THE NORTHEAST 1/4 OF THE NORTHEAST 1/4 OF SECTION 20. TOWNSHIP 38 
NORTH. RANGE 13 EAST OF THE THIRD PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN. IN COOK COUNTY. ILLINOIS 

TRACT 6 

PARCEL 6A: 
LOTS 1 THROUGH 7. BOTH INCLUSIVE. AND LOTS 24 THROUGH 34. BOTH INCLUSIVE. IN 
BLOCK 71; 
AND 
LOTS 1 THROUGH 12, BOTH INCLUSIVE, LOT 13 (EXCEPT THE SOUTH 4 FEET THEREOF) AND 
LOTS 18 THROUGH 24, BOTH INCLUSIVE, IN BLOCK 72 
IN FREDERICK H. BARTLETT'S 3RD ADDITION TO GARFIELD RIDGE.BEING A SUBDIVISION OF 
ALL THAT PART OF THE EAST 1/2 OF SECTION 17. TOWNSHIP 38 NORTH. RANGE 13 iEAST OF 
THE THIRD PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN. LYING NORTH AND WEST OF THE RIGHT OF WAY OF THE 
INDIANA HARBOR RAILROAD (EXCEPT THE WEST 1/2 OF THE WEST 1/2 OF THE NORTHEAST 1/4 
OF SAID SECTION 17) AND ALSO THAT PART OF THE NORTH 3/4 OF THE EAST 1/2 OF THE 
NORTHEAST 1/4 OF SAID SECTION 17. LYING EAST OF SAID RIGHT OF WAY OF THE INDIANA 
HARBOR RAILROAD. IN COOK COUNTY. ILLINOIS 

PARCEL 6B: 
AN IRREGULAR PARCEL OF LAND IN SECTION 17. TOWNSHIP 38 NORTH. RANGE 13 EAST OF 
THE THIRD PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN. BOUNDED AND DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
BEGINNING AT A POINT 33 FEET WEST OF THE EAST LINE OF SAID SECTION 17 WHICH IS 
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229.90 FEET NORTH OF THE EAST AND WEST CENTER LINE OF SAID SECTION 17; THENCE 
NORTH 89 DEGREES 47 MINUTES 33 SECONDS WEST. A DISTANCE OF 420.59 FEET TO A POINT 
OF CURVE WHICH IS 229.90 FEET NORTH OF SAID EAST AND WEST CENTER LINE AND 453.59 
FEET WEST OF THE EAST LINE OF SAID SECTION 17; THENCE SOUTHWESTERLY ALONG THE ARC 
OF A CIRCLE CONVEX TO THE NORTH WEST. TANGENT TO THE LAST DESCRIBED LINE, AND 
HAVING A RADIUS OF 344.26 FEET, A DISTANCE OF 300.93 FEET TO A POINT 106.54 FEET 
NORTH OF SAID EAST AND WEST LINE AND 718.08 FEET WEST OF THE EAST LINE OF SAID 
SECTION 17; THENCE NORTHEASTERLY ALONG THE ARC OF A CIRCLE CONVEX TO THE SOUTH 
EAST HAVING A RADIUS OF 1062.14 FEET AN ARC DISTANCE OF 535.38 FEET TO A POINT OF 
TANGENCY; THENCE NORTH ALONG A STRAIGHT LINE TANGENT TO LAST DESCRIBED CURVE ON A 
BEARING NORTH 00 DEGREES 00 MINUTES 22 SECONDS WEST A DISTANCE OF 49.06 FEET TO A 
POINT 586FEET WEST OF SAID EAST LINE OF SECTION 17 AND 669.15 FEET NORTH OF THE 
EASTAND WEST CENTER LINE WHICH POINT LIES ON THE SOUTH LINE OF WEST 58TH 
STREET,BEING A 33 FEET STREET, AS DEDICATED; THENCE EAST ALONG SAID SOUTH LINE 
BEARINGSOUTH 89 DEGREES 47 MINUTES 33 SECONDS EAST, A DISTANCE OF 553.00 FEET TO 
A POINT ON THE WEST LINE OF SOUTH CENTRAL AVENUE 33 FEET WEST OF SAID EAST LINE 
OF SECTION 17; THENCE SOUTH ALONG SAID WEST LINE OF CENTRAL AVENUE 33 FEET WEST 
OF AND PARALLEL TO SAID EAST LINE OF SECTION 17, A DISTANCE OF 439.26 FEET TO THE 
POINT OF BEGINNING, ALL IN COOK COUNTY. ILLINOIS 

TRACT 7 

PARCEL 7A-1: 
LOT 9; THE SOUTH 200 FEET OF LOT 36, ALL OF LOTS 37 AND 38, LOT 46 (EXCEPT THE 
SOUTH 150 FEET OF THE WEST 158 FEET THEREOF), THE SOUTH 211 FEET OF LOT 40, 
THAT PART OF LOT 44 LYING NORTHWESTERLY OF THE RIGHT OF WAY OF THE INDIANA HARBOR 
BELT RAILROAD (EXCEPT THAT PART LYING BETWEEN THE EAST AND WEST LINES OF THE WEST 
50 FEET OF THE EAST 70 FEET OF LOT 39 EXTENDED SOUTH TO SAID RAILROAD ROW LINE); 
THAT PART OF LOT 45 LYING WESTERLY OF SAID RIGHT OF WAY 
(THE RIGHT OF WAY OF THE INDIANA HARBOR BELT RAILROAD. AFORESAID. IS A STRIP OF 
LAND ORIGINALLY CONVEYED BY THE EXECUTOR OF THOMAS SUFFERN TO JAMES T. MAHER BY 
DEED RECORDED JUNE 1. 1896 AS DOCUMENT 2397292) 
IN THE SUBDIVISION OF THAT PART OF THE SOUTHEAST 1/4 OF SECTION 8. TOWNSHIP 38 
NORTH. RANGE 13 EAST OF THE THIRD PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN, LYING SOUTH OF THE CENTER 
LINE OF ARCHER AVENUE. IN COOK COUNTY. ILLINOIS 

PARCEL 7A-2: 
THE WEST 50 FEET OF THE EAST 70 FEET OF THAT PART OF LOT 39 LYING SOUTH OF THE 
SOUTH LINE OF ARCHER AVENUE AND 
THAT PART OF LOT 44 LYING BETWEEN THE EAST AND WEST LINES OF SAID WEST 50 FEET 
EXTENDED SOUTHWARD AND LYING NORTHWESTERLY OF THE RIGHT OF WAY OF THE INDIANA 
HARBOR BELT RAILROAD DESCRIBED ABOVE. ALL IN THE SUBDIVISION OF THAT PART OF THE 
SOUTHEAST 1/4 OF SECTION 8, TOWNSHIP 38 NORTH. RANGE 13 EAST OF THE THIRD 
PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN. LYING SOUTH OF THE CENTER LINE OF ARCHER AVENUE. IN COOK 
COUNTY, ILLINOIS 

PARCEL 7A-3: 
LOT 39 IN THE SUBDIVISION OF THAT PART OF THE SOUTHEAST 1/4 OF SECTION 8. 
TOWNSHIP 38 NORTH, RANGE 13 EAST OF THE THIRD PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN, LYING SOUTH OF 
THE CENTER LINE OF ARCHER AVENUE. 
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EXCEPTING FROM SAID LOT 39 THE FOLLOWING 4 EXCEPTION PARCELS IN LOT 39: 
EXCEPTED PARCEL 1: 
THE EAST 20 FEET OF LOT 39 (EXCEPT THE SOUTH 211 FEET THEREOF); 
EXCEPTED PARCEL 2: THE WEST 50 FEET OF THE EAST 70 FEET OF SAID LOT 39 (DESCRIBED 
IN PARCEL 7A-2); 
EXCEPTED PARCEL 3: 
THAT PART OF LOT 39 COMMENCING AT THE NORTHWEST CORNER THEREOF; THENCE SOUTH 
PARALLEL WITH THE WEST LINE OF SAID LOT 39. 40.66 FEET TO A POINT OF BEGINNING ON 
THE SOUTH LINE OF THE RIGHT OF WAY OF ARCHER AVENUE; THENCE NORTHEASTERLY ALONG 
SAID SOUTH LINE OF THE RIGHT OF WAY OF ARCHER AVENUE, 100 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 
PARALLEL WITH THE SAID WEST LINE OF LOT 39. 125 FEET; THENCE SOUTHWESTERLY 
PARALLEL WITH SAID SOUTH LINE OF THE RIGHT OF WAY OF ARCHER AVENUE, 100 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH ALONG SAID WEST LINE OF LOT 39. 125 FEET TO POINT OF BEGINNING IN 
SUBDIVISION OF THAT PART OF THE SOUTH EAST 1/4 OF SECTION 8, TOWNSHIP 38 NORTH, 
RANGE 13 EAST OF THE THIRD PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN. LYING SOUTH OF THE CENTER LINE OF 
ARCHER AVENUE, ALL IN COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS; 
EXCEPTED PARCEL 4: 
THE WEST 28.08 FEET OF THE EAST 98.08 FEET OF LOT 39 (EXCEPT THAT PART LYING IN 
ARCHER AVENUE AND EXCEPT THE SOUTH 211 FEET THEREOF) IN THE SUBDIVISION OF THAT 
PART OF THE SOUTH EAST 1/4 OF SECTION 8. TOWNSHIP 38 NORTH, RANGE 13 EAST OF THE 
THIRD PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN, LYING SOUTH OF THE CENTER LINE OF ARCHER AVENUE. 
ALL IN COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS 

PARCEL 78: ". 
LOTS 1 THROUGH 24, BOTH INCLUSIVE. THE SOUTH 12 FEET OF LOT 27, ALL OF LOTS 28 
TO 39, BOTH INCLUSIVE, AND LOTS 40 AND 41 AND THE VACATED ALLEY LYING NORTH OF 
LOTS 8 THROUGH 13 AND LYING SOUTH AND WEST OF LOT 14 IN MOMBLATT'S 55TH STREET 
FULL SECTION LINE SUBDIVISION OF LOTS IN THE SUB OF SOUTHEAST 1/4 OF SECTION 8, 
TOWNSHIP 38 NORTH. RANGE 13 EAST OF THE THIRD PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN IN SAID 
SUBDIVISION, (EXCEPT THAT PART OF SAID LOTS. IF ANY, LYING WITHIN THE 
RIGHT-OF-WAY OF THE INDIANA HARBOR BELT RAILROAD COMPANY) IN COOK COUNTY. 
ILLINOIS. 

PARCEL 7C: 
LOTS 25 TO 32 INCLUSIVE IN BLOCK 34 IN CRANE VIEW ARCHER AVENUE HOME ADDITION TO 
CHICAGO, BEING A SUBDIVISION OF THE WEST 1/2 OF THE WEST 1/2 OF SECTION 9, 
TOWNSHIP 38 NORTH, RANGE 13 EAST OF THE THIRD PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN. (EXCEPT THE 
NORTH 9.225 ACRES THEREOF AND EXCEPT ALSO A STRIP OF LAND 66 FEET WIDE ACROSS THE 
WEST 1/2 OF THE SOUTHWEST 1/4 OF SAID SECTION 9 TO BE USED FOR RAILROAD PURPOSES 
AS DESCRIBED IN DEED TO JAMES T. MAHER DATED APRIL 20. 1896 AND RECORDED MAY 4. 
1896 IN BOOK 5728 ON PAGE 51 AS DOCUMENT NUMBER 2383034) IN COOK COUNTY.' ILLINOIS 

PARCEL 7D: 
LOTS 21 AND 22 IN BLOCK 20 IN CRANE ARCHER AVENUE HOME ADDITION TO CHICAGO IN 
SECTION 8, TOWNSHIP 38 NORTH. RANGE 13 EAST OF THE THIRD PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN IN 
COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS. 
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Schedule 2. 
(To Chicago Midway International Airport 

Concession and Lease Agreement) 

Contracts. 

Midway Airport Facility Contracts 

Assigned Midway Airport Facility Contracts 

1. License Agreement, dated as of November 17, 2007, by and between the City and 
Chicago Concourse Development Group. 

2. Agreement, dated as of April 18, 2001, by and between the City and Robinson-Hill 
Marketing Group, Inc. d/b/a Ben & Jerry's Scoop Shop. 

3. Agreement, dated as of April 18, 2001, by and between the City and CBR, Inc. d/b/a 
Spirit of the Red Horse. 

4. Agreement, dated as of May 8, 2001, by and between the City and Flying Food Fare, Inc. 

5. Agreement, dated as of May 10, 2001, by and among the City, Hudson-JRE Midway 
Joint Venture d/b/a the Hudson Group and Jerome Rowan Enterprise. 

6. Agreement, dated as of March 16, 2001, by and between the City and Illinois Bar and 
Grill Air Service, Inc. 

7. Agreement, dated as of April 16, 2001, by and between the City and King Wah Express 
at Midway Airport. 

8. Agreement, [undated] by and between the City and Mac One, Inc. 

9. Lease, dated as of September 6, 1994, by and between the City and the United States of 
America, acting through the Federal Aviation Administration. 

10. License, dated as of October 1, 2000, by and between the City and United States of 
America. 

11. Agreement, dated as of March 31, 1998, by and between the City and Unicom Thermal 
Technologies, Inc, as amended by that certain First Amendment, dated as of January 1, 
1999 by and between the City and Unicom Thermal Technologies, Inc. 

12. Services Agreement, dated as of August 1, 2002, by and between the City and Midway 
Shuttle Bus J.v., a joint venture consisting of Delaware Car Rental and The T.R. 
Harmsen Corp. 

13. Services Agreement, dated as of January 25, 2008, by and between the City and Skyline 
Management (jroup, a joint venture consisting of Av AirPros Services, Inc., Line Facility 
Solutions, LLC and Diverse Facility Solutions, Inc. 
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14. Memorandum of Lease, dated of as December 31, 2002, by and between the City and 
Washington Street Aviation, LLC. 

15. Agreement, dated as of December 31, 1989, by and between the City and Ameritech 
Properties Corporation, as amended by that certain Consent to Assignment and 
Amendment of Lease, dated as of July 1, 2007, by and between the City, J.P. Morgan 
Chase Bank, N.A. and Aon Service Corporation. [NOTE: This contract may have been 
terminated.] 

16. Lease Agreement, dated as of September 1, 1995, by and between the City and American 
Trans Air, Inc., as amended by that certain Assignment and Assumption of Hangar Lease 
Agreement, dated as of March 25, 2005, by and among the City, ATA Airlines and 
Southwest Airlines Co. [NOTE: This contract is scheduled to be replaced with a new 
hangar agreement with Southwest Airlines, the execution of which will be authorized 
simultaneously as the execution of this Agreement.] 

17. Lease Agreement, dated as of December 27, 1982, by and between the City and Midway 
Airlines, Inc., as amended by that certain First Amendment to Lease, dated as of January 
14, 1992, as fiirther amended by that certain Second Amendment to Lease, dated as of 
August 31, 1999, by and between the City and Southwest Airlines Co.* [NOTE: This 

' contract is scheduled to be replaced with a new hangar agreement with Southwest 
Airlines, the execution of which will be authorized simultaneously as the execution of 
this Agreement.] 

18. Short Term Right-of-Entry Agreement, dated as of June 1, 2006, by and between the City 
and Southwest Airlines Co.* [NOTE: This contract is scheduled to be replaced with a 
new hangar agreement with Southwest Airlines, the execution of which will be 
authorized simultaneously as the execution of this Agreement.] 

19. Services Contract, dated as of October 1, 2006, by and between the City and Snowlift 
LLC d/b/a Servisair. [airside snow removal] 

20. Services Contract, dated as of October 1, 2006, by and between the City and Snowlift 
LLC d^/a Servisair. [landside snow removal] 

21. License, dated as of December 1, 2001, by and between the City and O'Hare Interfaith 
Chapel Corporation.* 

22. Agreement, dated as of January 1, 1998, by and between the City and Midway Airlines' 
Terminal Consortium. 

23. License Agreement, dated as of March 7,2003, by and between the City and McDonald's 
Corporation. 

24. License Agreement, dated as of August 12, 2002, by and between the City and Nuts on 
Clark Midway Airport, Inc. 

* Denotes contract that may have expired pursuant to its terms. 
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25. License Agreement, dated as of August 16, 2001, by and between the City and Potbelly 
Sandwich Works. 

26. License Agreement, dated as of April 12, 2001, by and between the City and Midway 
Joint Venture d/b/a Reilly's Daughter. 

27. License Agreement, dated as of April 16, 2001, by and between the City and Relay @ 
Midway LLC. 

28. License Agreement, dated as of March 15, 2001, by and between the City and Midway 
Partners 2 LLC d/b/a Luigi Stefani's. 

29. License Agreement, dated as of April 16, 2001, by and between the City and Combined 
Card Services Inc. d/b/a Viva's Hallmark. 

30. License Agreement, dated as of April 24, 2001, by and between the City and Rosedale 
Wilsons, Inc. [NOTE: The City expects to terminate this contract soon due to 
liquidation of contracting party.] 

31. License Agreement, dated as of April 24, 2001, by and between the City and Aero Dine, 
L.L.C. 

32. Facilities Lease and Use Agreement, dated as of September 23, 2003, by and between the 
City and Atlantic Aviation Corporation. 

33. Agreement, dated as of February 15, 1984, by and between the City and Aviation Red 
Carpet Services, Inc.* 

34. Amended and Restated Facilities Lease and Use Agreement, dated as of January 15, 
1998, by and between the City and Signature Flight Support-Midway, Inc.* 

35. Facilities License Agreement, by and between the City and United Service Organization. 

36. License Agreement, by and between the City and the United States of America.* 

37. Facilities License Agreement, dated as of February 15, 2002, by and between the City 
and Chicago SMS A Limited Partnership.* 

38. License Agreement, dated as of September 7, 1999, by and between the City and Avis 
Rent A Car System, Inc.* 

39. License Agreement, dated as of September 7, 1999, by and between the City and Budget 
Rent A Car.* 

40. License Agreement, dated as of September 7, 1999, by and between the City and Dollar 
Rent A Car.* 

41. License Agreement, dated as of September 7, 1999, by and between flie City and 
Enterprise Leasing Company of Chicago.* 

• Denotes contract that may have expired pursuant to its terms. 
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42. License Agreement, dated as of September 7, 1999, by and between the City and Hertz 
Rent A Car.* 

43. License Agreement, dated as of September 7, 1999, by and between the City and Thrifty 
Car Rental.* 

44. License Agreement, dated as of September 7, 1999, by and between the City and 
National Car Rental System.* 

45. Agreement, dated as of January 1, 2008, by and between the City and Standard Parking 
Midway JV. 

Partially Assigned Midway Airport Facility Contracts 

1. License Agreement, dated as of July 19, 2001, by and between the City and Clear 
Channel Communications, Inc. (as successor to Eller Media Company). 

2. Services Agreement, dated as of January 24, 2006, by and between the City and Christy 
Webber and Company. 

3.- Services Agreement, dated as of March 26, 2007, by and between the City and Universal 
Security, Inc. 

4. Agreement, dated as of November 17, 2005, by and between the City and Chicago 
Concourse Development Group, LLC. 

5. Facilities License Agreement, dated as of August 1, 2001, by and between the City and 
AT&T Wireless Services, Inc.* 

6. License Agreement, dated as of August 1, 2002, by and between the City and Continental 
Air Transport Co., Inc.* 

7. Retail Concession Lease and License Agreement, dated a? of August 24, 2007, by and 
between the City and Shoe Hospital, Inc. 

Grant Agreements 

1. Letter fiom FAA and Record of Decision dated June 28, 1993 regarding the City PFC 
application number 93-01-C-OO-MDW, as sunended by that Letter from FAA dated June 
27, 1995, as amended fiuther by that Letter from FAA dated July 11, 1996, as amended 
fiirther by that Letter fiom FAA dated February 3, 2000, and as amended fiuther by that 
Letter from FAA dated January 10,2002. 

* Denotes contract that may have expired pursuant to its terms. 
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2. Letter from FAA and Record of Decision dated September 6, 1994 regarding the City 
PFC application number 94-02-U-OO-MDW, as amended by that Letter from FAA dated 
Febmaiy 3, 2000. 

3. Letter from FAA and Record of Decision dated July 5, 1995 regarding the City PFC 
application number 95-03-C-OO-MDW, as amended by that Letter from FAA dated July 
11, 1996 and as amended further by that Letter dated February 3, 2000. 

4. Letter from FAA and Record of Decision dated October 2, 1995 regarding the City PFC 
application number 95-04-I-OO-MDW, as amended by that Letter from FAA dated 
November 17, 2006. 

5. Letter from FAA and Record of Decision dated November 15, 1996 regarding the City 
PFC application number 96-05-C-OO-MDW, as amended by that Letter from FAA dated 
February 3, 2000, as amended ftirther by that Letter from FAA dated January 10, 2002, 
and as amended further by that Letter from FAA dated December 1, 2006. 

6. Letter from FAA and Record of Decision dated November 13, 1999 regarding the City 
PFC application number 99-06-U-OO-MDW. 

7. Letter from FAA and Record of Decision dated February 22, 2000 regarding the City 
PFC application number 00-07-C-OO-MDW, as amended by that Letter from FAA dated 
January 10, 2002 and as amended fiuther by that Letter from FAA dated December 19, 
2006. 

8. Letter from FAA and Record of Decision dated July 7, 2000 regarding the City PFC 
application number 00-08-C-OO-MDW, as amended by that Letter from FAA dated 
December 19,2006. 

9. Letter from FAA and Record of Decision dated April 18, 2002 regarding the City PFC 
application number 02-09-C-OO-MDW, as amended by that Letter from FAA dated June 
11,2003 and as amended further by that Letter from FAA dated December 19,2006. 

10. Letter fixjm FAA and Final Agency Decision dated August 26, 2003 regarding the City 
PFC application number 03-10-C-OO-MDW. 

11. Letter from FAA and Final Agency Decision dated November 17, 2006 regarding the 
City PFC q)plication number 06-11-C-OO-MDW. 
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Schedule 3. 
(To Chicago Midway International Airport Concession And Lease Agreement) 

Operating Standards. 

Operations And Procedures Manual For Chicago Midway 
International Airport. 

August 19, 2008. 

ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS 

AC Advisory Circular 
ACfvi Airport Certification Manual 
AEP Airport Emergency Plan 
APR Airport Facilities Report 
ANMS Airport Noise Monitoring System 
ARC Airport Reference Code 

ARFF Airport Rescue and Fire Fighting 
ATCT Air Traffic Control Tower 
ATR Air Traffic Report 
CAMP Capital Asset Management Plan 
CIPR Capital Improvement Program Report 
City City of Chicago 

CDOT Chicago Department of Transportation 
COFR Condition of Facilities Report 
CFD Chicago Fire Department 
CPD Chicago Police Department 
EDS explosive detection system 
EMOP Emergency Management and Operations Plan 

EOC Emergency Operations Center 
EOP Emergency Operations Plan 
EQA equivalent aircraft gates 
ESF Emergency Support Function 
FBO fixed base operator 
FIDS Flight Information Display System 

FIS Federal Inspection Services 
GA general aviation 
HVAC Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning 
IDOT Illinois Department of Transportation 
lATA International Air Transport Association 
ICS Incident Command System 
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ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS (continued) 

(EMA Illinois Emergency Management Agency 
int'l international 
LF linear feet 
LOS Level of Ser\'ice 
MDW Chicago Midway international Airport 
METRA Northeast Illinois Regional Commuter Railroad Corporation 

MNCC Midway Noise Compatibility Commission 
MPEA Metropolitan Pier and Exposition Authority 
NBEG narrow body equivalent gates 
NPDES National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System 
NIMS National Incident Management System 
NWS National Weather Service 

O&D origin and destination 
OAG Official Airline Guide 
OEMC Office of Emergency Management and Communications 
OSHA Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
pax passengers 
RAC rental cars 

RSIP Residential Sound insulation Program 
SF square feet 
SSIP School Sound Insulation Program 
TMA Traffic Management Authority 
UPS uninterruptible power supply 

IMPORTANT DISCLAIMER 

This document identifies operating and technical service level standards 
that are incorporated as a Schedule to the Chicago Midway International 
Airport Concession and Lease Agreement 

This document contains information supplied by and analysis based on 
public and private sources. While The S-A-P Group believes that the 
infomriation is correct, The S-A-P Group cannot guarantee its accuracy. 
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OPERATIONS AND PROCEDURES MANUAL FOR 
CHICAGO MIDWAY INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 

ORGANIZATION AND GENERAL INFORMATION 

1.1 Purpose of Manual 

The purpose of this Manual is to provide the minimum 
requirements to the Airport Operator on the operations 
and procedures for the operation and maintenance of 
Chicago Midway International Airport ("Airport"). The 
facilities at the Airport are subject to the terms of the 
Concession and Lease Agreement ("Concession 
Agreement") between the Airlines, the Concessionaire, 
and the City of Chicago (City). 

References are made herein to actions to be taken and standards to be 
met by the Airport Operator. Any provisions herein that refer to the 
Airport Operator are intended to apply to the Concessionaire, as defined 
in the Concession Agreement. 

Defined terms not otherwise defined herein, but defined in the 
Concession Agreement, shall have the same meaning as in the 
Concession Agreement. 

1.2 Structure of Manual 

This Operations and Procedures Manual provides to the Airport Operator 
the minimum requirements for the development and implementation of 
the Operations Plan for the Airport. 

The Operations Plan includes operational requirements that must be met or 
exceeded by the Airport Operator as well as reporting standards to verify 
compliance. In addition, the Operations Plan includes the Capital Asset 
Management Plan (CAMP) to preserve the condition and operation of the 
Airport. 

The Maintenance Plan provides guidelines and criteria to the Airport 
Operator to implement the maintenance requirements of the Capital Asset 
Management Plan (CAMP), as required by the Operations and 
Procedures Manual and outlined minimum requirements for maintenance. 
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1.3 Measuring Performance 

The Airport must be operated and maintained such that it meets or 
exceeds certain minimum standards. The Airport Operator is expected to 
comply with performance measures that are both quantitative and 
qualitative in nature. The quantitative measurements are based on 
operating statistics and physical inventories, while the qualitative 
measurements are based on user perceptions and expectations. 

• Quantitative measurements will be collected and 
assessed by tracking a variety of airport operating 
and physical statistics. 

• Qualitative measurements will be collected 
through surveys of airport users, visual 
observations, and by reporting procedures 
established by the City and the Airport Operator. 

The performance measures identified in this report are separated into 
several categories intended to capture various aspects of the Airport's 
operating performance. They include trend data on air traffic demand and 
physical airport facilities, statistical performance metrics, quality of service 
measures, condition of airport facilities, regulatory compliance, 
community relations, and others. The Airport Operator is expected to 
collect all relevant data and to demonstrate compliance with all standards 
identified in this manual. 

1.4 Regulations Disclaimer 

This manual does not identify all current standards and regulations with 
which the Airport Operator must comply. It is the responsibility of the 
Airport Operator to become familiar with all City of Chicago (City), State of 
Illinois, US Federal, and all other relevant regulations, advisories, 
planning guidelines, and other requirements that apply to the design, 
operation, upkeep, and maintenance of the Airport. 

A representative list of certain standards and regulations that may be 
applicable during the Terni is incorporated as Appendix L. This list is not 
intended to include all applicable standards and regulations. In addition, 
it is the responsibility of the Airport Operator to become familiar with 
future standards and regulations, including future best practices that 
apply to the design, operation, upkeep, and maintenance of the Airport 
during the Term. 
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1.5 Approvals 

Any reference in these Operating Standards to an Approval by the 
Airlines shall mean an Approval by a Majority-ln-lnterest. 

If the City or a Majority-ln-lnterest refuses to Approve any matter that is 
subject to Approval by the City or the Airlines hereunder, and the Airport 
Operator disagrees with such refusal, the Airport Operator may submit 
the matter to arbitration under the provisions of Article 19 of the 
Concession Agreement for a determination that the action of the Airport 
Operator is consistent with the terms of the Concession Agreement and 
these Operating Standards. 

1.6 Operating Standards Subject to Concession Agreement 

The interpretation of these Operating Standards and the Airport 
Operator's compliance with these Operating Standards (including any 
goals contained herein and any provisions where objective performance 
is described in absolute terms (i.e., "all", "every", "in all instances", 
"completely", etc.)) shall be suliject to the provisions set forth in Section 
6.1 of the Concession Agreement. To the extent that any term or 
provision of these Operating Standards conflicts with any term or 
provision otherwise specified in the Concession Agreement, then such 
term or provision of the Concession Agreement shall govern and shall 
supersede any such conflicting term or provision in these Operating 
Standards. 

1.7 Relationship to Oocuments Required by Law 

To the extent the Airport Operator's compliance with any provision of 
these Operating Standards can be demonstrated by reference to any 
other document required by Law to be maintained by the Airport 
Operator, such as the Airport Certification Manual, the /Virport Emergency 
Plan or the TSA-approved Airport Security Program, the Airport 
Operator's compliance with the relevant provisions of these Operating 
Standards can be demonstrated by cross-referencing any other such 
documents. 

To the extent that any term or provision of these Operating Standards 
conflicts with any term or provision otherwise specified in either the 
Airport Certification Manual (including any subsequently-issued 
amendments thereto as issued by the F/\A or the TSA-approved Airport 
Security Program (including any subsequently issued requirements 
thereunder as issued by the TSA), then such term or provision of the 
Airport Certification Manual or the TSA-approved Airport Security 
Program, as applicable, shall govern and shall supersede any such 
conflicting term or provision of these Operating Standards. 
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OPERATIONS PLAN 

2.1 Objective 

The main objective of the Operations Plan is to ensure that the Airport 
Operator has considered, trained, addressed, and planned for all 
operational activities and has established protocols, procedures, 
responsibilities, and minimum requirements to maintain the systems and 
operate the Facilities contained within the Airport in accordance with a 
written plan Approved by the City and a Majority-ln-lnterest. 

2.2 Responsibility of Airport Operator; Approvals 

The initial Operations Plan shall be developed by the Airport Operator 
and submitted to the City and the Airlines for Approval by the City and a 
Majority-ln-lnterest within one hundred and eighty (180) days of the 
Closing Date. Upon Approval of the initial Operations Plan, the Airport 
Operator shall submit an update to the Operations Plan to the City and 
the Airlines for Approval by the City and a Majority-ln-lnterest at such 
times as the Airport Operator intends to make a material change to any 
portion of an Approved Operations Plan. 

2.3 Subsections of the Operations Plan 

The Operations Plan and its subsections shall be consistent with all 
applicable local, state and federal laws, codes and requirements 
governing the Airport. At a minimum, the Operations Plan shall include 
subsections that address the following: 

• Facilities Operations Plan 
• Airfield Operations Plan 
• Safety Plan 
• Security Plan 
• Emergency Management and Operations Plan 
• Snow and Ice Control Plan 
• Community Relations Plan 
• Customer Service Plan 
• Environmental Sustainability Plan 
• Capital Asset Maintenance Plan 

Additional subsections of the Operations Plan shall be identified and 
included in the Operations Plan by the Airport Operator or the City during 
development of the initial Operations Plan or as required by the City 
during the life of the Concession Agreement. 
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The Airport Operator shall identify and develop specifications for 
additional subsections of the Operations Plan as required to ensure that 
all Airport activities and facilities are identified and controlled under the 
Operations Plan. 

2.4 Requirements for Each Subsection 

In addition to the specific requirements outlined in this Manual, the Airport 
Operator shall include, at a minimum, the information below in each 
subsection of the Operations Plan: 

• Objective of the subsection 

• Minimum staffing levels required and identification 
of key personnel as well as an organizational chart 
of each staffing structure 

• Parties, public and private, included in interagency 
coordination of formulation of the requirements 
under the subsection and subsequent 
performance under the Operations Plan 

• Physical facilities included and a description or 
graphical representation of the facilities and their 
locations 

• Performance timeframes under the requirements 

• Most relevant local, state and federal laws, codes 
and requirements used in the formulation of the 
subsection of the Operations Plan 

• Specific operational standards and responsibilities 
and 

• Methods for evaluating and reporting on 
compliance with the operational standards 

In addition, the Airport Operator shall include, where appropriate, the 
information below in each subsection of the Operations Plan: 

• A listing of the significant equipment required under the 
subsection, and detailing for each type of equipment a reference 
to the relevant section of the Operations Plan, the purpose of the 
equipment, the actual equipment on hand, ownership status, and 
condition 
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• Procedures for handling hazardous or toxic materials 

• Standards for incident response and incident reporting. 

2.5 Airport Certification Manual and Emergency Plan 

The City of Chicago Department of Aviation produced the Airport 
Certification Manual for Chicago Midway international Airport, dated 
October 10, 2004, and revised June 20, 2007, as approved by the FAA 
(the "Airport Certification Manual"), attached as Appendix A. 

In addition. The City of Chicago Department of Aviation produced the 
Chicago Midway international Airport Emergency Plan, dated December 
1, 2004, and revised May 8, 2007, as approved by the FAA (the 
"Emergency Plan"), attached as Appendix B. 

As a condition of Closing under the Concession Agreement, the FAA shall 
have approved the Airport Certification Manual and Emergency Plan of 
the Airport Operator, which shall apply to the Airport as of the Time of 
Closing and shall replace the existing Appendix A and Appendix B (it 
being understood that such appendices shall continue to be updated as 
revised documents are approved during the Term). 

The Airport Operator will maintain the Airport in compliance with Federal 
Aviation Regulation Part 139, the Airport Certification Manual, and the 
Emergency Plan and will prepare and comply with revisions as directed 
by the FAA. 

The Airport Certification Manual and Emergency Plan shall provide the 
Airport Operator with fundamental guidelines in the formulation of the 
Operations Plan. The requirements included in the Airport Certification 
Manual and Emergency Plan are incorporated by reference, are in 
addition to, and may not be explicitly described under the requirements 
for each subsection of the Operations Plan below. 

In the future, under the Concession Agreement, the /Virport Operator may 
be required to revise the Airport Certification Manual and Emergency 
Plan, and seek approval of the Airport Certification Manual and 
Emergency Plan by the FAA and others. In order to meet the 
requirements of the FAA in reviewing and approving the Airport 
Certification Manual and Emergency Plan, the Airport Certification Manual 
and Emergency Plan shall be maintained as separate documents. 
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2.6 Staffing 
The Airport Operator shall be solely responsible for acts, errors, and 
omissions oi its staff, personnel, employees, consultants, and agents 
while working in the Airport. The staff levels required shall be determined 
by the needs of the Airport Operator to fulfill its maintenance, operation, 
and contractual obligations as well as statutory and regulatory 
requirements. The Airport Operator must also comply with staffing and 
training requirements set forth in FAR Part 139.303. 

The Airport is a 24-hours-per-day, 365-days-per-year operation. For this 
reason, the Airport Operator shall recognize the need to have variable 
work shifts, employees, supervisors, and personnel so as to maintain 
constant operations consistent with the levels of operations at the Airport 
at such times (with the understanding that the Airport Operator may make 
reasonable judgments as to when increased or decreased staffing levels 
are appropriate). The Airport Operator shall create work shifts that 
ensure the continual operation of the Airport. Staff requirements shall be 
based upon the actual and anticipated needs of the Airport. 

2.7 Essential Staff Identification 

The Airport Operator shall identify the staff essential to Airport operations. 
The essential staff shall be contactable by the City and the Airiines, if and 
when an event or situation warrants. 

The Airport Operator shall create, maintain, and submit to the City and 
the Airiines, and update as appropriate, a personnel matrix of the Airport 
Operator's essential staff, which includes but is not limited to the 
following: 

• Employee name and title 

• Position/job classification 

• Basic job responsibilities 

• Contact information 

2.8 Interagency Coordination 

The Airport Operator shall be aware that the operation of the Airport 
requires coordination with multiple entities and government agencies. It 
shall be the Airport Operator's sole responsibility to maintain and provide 
coordination with all entities and agencies that are associated with the 
Airport so the continual operation of the Airport is not disrupted in any 
manner. 
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The Airport Operator shall identify and engage public and private entities 
necessary for the coordination of Airport activities and shall coordinate 
with those entities in the formulation of the requirements under the 
Operations Plan and subsequent performance under the Operations Plan. 

2.8.7 Citv of Chicago, Cook County, State of Illinois, and US Federal 

The Airport Operator shall be aware that the Airport is located 
within the boundaries of the City of Chicago, Cook County, and 
the State of Illinois. As a result, the Airport shall be operated 
consistent with all applicable city, county, state and federal 
ordinances, laws or codes and coordinate with those agencies or 
entities controlling or requiring access to Airport Facilities. 

2.8.2 Chicago Department of Transportation 

The Airport Operator shall be aware that certain roadways and 
structures are maintained by or are located adjacent to roadways 
and structures maintained by the Chicago Department of 
Transportation ("CDOT"). CDOT may from time to time have the 
need to perform certain maintenance functions with respect to 
structures or the public roadway and, as such, the Airport 
Operator shall provide access to and cooperate with those 
persons constructing or maintaining structures or public roadway. 

2.8.3 Office of Emergency Management and Communications 

The Airport Operator shall be aware that the Airport shall be linked 
into the Office of Emergency Management and Communications' 
("OEMC") Homeland Security sensor grid. The grid, known as, 
"Operation Virtual Shield," makes use of surveillance cameras and 
hazardous agent sensors. 

The Airport Operator shall maintain and/or install a system of 
surveillance cameras at each vehicular and pedestrian access 
point and shall coordinate with OMEC the linking of said system to 
the Operation Virtual Shield sensor grid. 

OEMC will be responsible for the dispatching of the Chicago 
Police Department and Chicago Fire Department personnel 
assigned to Chicago Midway International Airport. The Airport 
Operator will notify these agencies of incidents requiring 
emergency response personnel. 
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The Traffic Management Authority (TMA), a division of OEMC, 
coordinates and manages multiple traffic-related City services— 
Snow Command, Water Management, Streets and Sanitation— 
from one central location and facilitates prompt and effective 
mobilization of resources, simultaneous tracking of multiple 
events, instant access to information sources and timely 
communication of this information to the general public. 

The Airport Operator shall be aware that the TMA will be utilized to 
maximize public safety during City non-emergency and emergency 
operations. The TMA may from time to time have the need to 
perform certain functions that affect vehicular or pedestrian access 
with respect to the Airport and, as such, the Airport Operator shall 
cooperate with those persons coordinating any efforts on behalf of 
the TMA. 

2.8.4 Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOTi 

The Airport Operator shall be aware that certain roadways and 
structures ar-e maintained by or are located adjacent to roadways 
and structures maintained by the Illinois Department of 
Transportation ("IDOT"). 

IDOT may from time to tjme have the need to perform certain 
maintenance functions with respect to st-i-uctures or the public 
roadway and, as such, the Airport Operator shall provide access 
to and cooperate with those persons constructing or maintaining 
structures or public roadway. 

2.8.5 Transit: Railways 

Some of the Airport Facilities may operate on land that connects 
to or provides access to locations, structures or Right-Of-Ways 
owned, leased and/or operated by transit authorities and railways 
including the Chicago Transit Authority, Northeast Illinois Regional 
Commuter Railroad Corporation (METRA), Norfolk-Southern 
Railway Company, Canadian National/Illinois Central Railway, or 
others. 

These railways may from time to time have the need to perform 
certain maintenance functions with respect to these properties 
and, as such, the Airport Operator shall provide access to and 
cooperate with those persons constructing or providing 
maintenance service to the area. 
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2.8.6 Chicago Police Department (CPD) and Chicago Fire Department 
(CFD) 

The Airport Operator shall cooperate with those persons 
coordinating any efforts on betialf of the CPD or CFD, especially 
in relation to Airport Certification Manual (ACM) and Airport 
Emergency Plan (AEP) requirements. 

The Airport Operator shall, at all times during the Term and at no 
cost to the City or the CPD, provide the CPD with reasonable 
space to conduct its activities at the Midway Airport Facility 
substantially equivalent to the space it is provided as of the Bid 
Date. 

FACILITIES OPERATIONS PLAN 

3.1 Objective 

The objective of this subsection of the Operations Plan is to ensure that 
the Airport Operator establishes and implements predetermined 
processes and procedures in order to sustain the planned, organized, and 
continuous operation of the facilities and systems in the Airport. The 
operation of the facilities and systems includes the tasks aimed at 
supervising and organizing, as well as the short-term and long-term 
tactical and strategic needs of each facility or system and its components. 

Defining the organization and execution of the activities in each of the 
facilities will further specify the facilities resources needs in the Airport. 
Meeting and performing these objectives, expressed through a written 
Plan, will ensure that the facilities remain safe, efficient, and productive 
and all systems remain operational in their function of supporting the 
activities in and operation of the Airport. 

3.2 General 

This subsection of the Operations Plan shall be developed^ written, and 
carried out by the Airport Operator. It shall be included as a subsection in 
the Operations Plan submitted to the City and the Airiines for Approval by 
the City and a Majority-ln-lnterest. The Airport Operator shall provide a 
brief introduction in this subsection of the Operations Plan describing the 
overall goals and objectives. 

The Airport Operator must include in this subsection of the Operations 
Plan all of the relevant standards contained in both the Airport 
Certification Manual and Emergency Plan, which are considered as a 
minimum standard for addition to the requirements listed below for this 
subsection. 

This subsection includes a general overview for the proposed plan, which 
is intended to provide guidance in the preparation of the Operations Plan 
and address the minimum criteria. It is the responsibility of the Airport 
Operator to identify fully all elements of this subsection of the Operations 
Plan. 
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This subsection of the Operations Plan shall be modified or revised by the 
Airport Operator as appropriate, to address specific issues, needs or 
concerns related to the Airport that develop over time and as required by 
the City and relevant Governmental Authorities with jurisdiction. 

Revisions shall be submitted to the City and the Airiines for Approval by 
the City and a Majority-ln-lnterest. 

3.3 Staffing 

The Airport Operator shall identify the title, functions, duties, and 
responsibilities of the individual(s) involved with the development, 
maintenance, and administration of this subsection of the Operations 
Plan. Their role in the implementation, administration, and maintenance 
of this subsection shall be described. 

Minimum and optimal staffing levels required under the plan shall be 
provided for each area of responsibility. Current listings of key personnel 
and their title, brief job description or role, and contact information shall 
be maintained and provided to the City and the Airiines. An 
organizational chart shall be provided as part of this subsection of the 
Operations Plan. 

This subsection of the Operations Plan shall include provisions for 
training and supervision of staff and adherence to all policies and 
procedures. 

3.4 interagency Coordination 

This subsection of the Operations Plan shall identify the parties, public 
and private, included in interagency coordination of formulation of the 
requirements under this subsection and subsequent performance under 
the Operations Plan. The roles and the process for interactions among 
the parties shall be defined. 

3.5 Performance Time Frames 

This subsection of the Operations Plan shall be submitted to the City and 
the Airiines for Approval by the City and a Majority-ln-lnterest as defined 
by this Manual. 

3.6 Regulatory Compliance 

This subsection of the Operations Plan shall identify the applicable Laws 
most relevant to the formulation of this subsection of the Operations Plan. 
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3.7 Facilities Operations Plan Requirements 

3.7.1 Introduction' 

Given that the Airport is operational 24 hours a day and 365 days 
of the year, the continual and efficient operation of the Airport 
facilities and the systems that support ttie Airport cannot be 
compromised. The primary goal in preparing the Facilities 
Operations Plan must be the management of facilities and 
systems operations in a manner that minimizes deterioration and 
unforeseen breakdowns of the facilities or the activities in the 
facilities. 

This Facilities Operations Plan subsection of the Operations Plan 
is intended to address the Airport Operator's efforts to manage its 
facilities operations, and must reflect the need for maintenance; 
advance planning for upgrading or replacement of systems; 
positioning and maintaining backup or auxiliary equipment; 
performing timely replacements of unreliable equipment; and 
anticipating staffing needs to support facilities operations in order 
that the facilities will continually support all Airport operations. 

3.7.2 Identification of Airport Facilities 

The Plan shall identify and address the operation of all current and 
future Airport facilities, and all facilities constructed in the future, 
by using the identifications established in the Airport Facilities 
Report specified in the Capital Asset Management Plan 
subsection of the Operations Plan. The facilities shall be 
described within the following primary divisions: 

- Airfield 
- Terminal and concourses 
- Landside and roadway 
- Other on-airport facilities (for example, Airport , 

Maintenance Complex, security/ID badging offices) 
- H&R Plant 
- Pari<ing facilities 

However, airfield facilities, systems, and activities will be identified 
and airfield operations will be defined by the Airport Operator in 
the Airfield Operations subsection of this Operations Plan. 
Operations of all other facilities in the Airport and their respective 
systems, components and activities shall be defined in this 
Facilities Operations Plan subsection of the Operations Plan. 
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3 7.3 Existing Plans 

As far as is practicable to meet the objectives of this Facilities 
Operations Plan subsection of the Operations Plan, the Airport 
Operator shall utilize existing plans and descriptions of Airport 
facilities, systems and activities or integrate existing plans and 
descriptions into new plans. 

3.7.4 Operational Ivlanagement of Airport Facilities 

The Airport Operator shall provide a detailed description of the 
activities occurring in and systems required for the operation of 
each Airport facility identified above. The Airport Operator shall 
include a description of the following, at a minimum, for each 
facility: 

- The identification of the facility under the Airport Facilities 
Report and a brief description 

- A map or graphical representation of the location and 
components of the facility 

- A description of the supervision and organization of the 
facility 

- The short-term and long-term tactical and strategic 
needs of the facility 

- The organization and execution of the systems and 
activities in the facility based on the requirements below 

- The resources required to operate the facility 

The description of the operational requirements for each facility 
shall not include the descriptions of maintenance functions 
specified under the Maintenance Plan but shall be included by 
reference. 

3.7.5 Operational Management of Airport Systems 

The facilities within the Airport contain numerous systems that 
support the facility in whicli they are located, or provide resources 
to other portions or sections of the Airport. These systems, their 
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continual function, and the management of these systems are 
essential to the daily and critical operations of the Airport. 

This section of the Plan must address, describe, and outline the 
methods and procedures that the Airport Operator will employ in 
the operation and management of the facility systems. This 
section of the Plan must include, at a minimum, the following 
concerning the various systems within each facility, and any 
relevant special considerations in developing the Plan for that 
system: 

- Architectural systems 

- Structural systems 

- Mechanical systems, including 

• HVAC 
• Plumbing 
• Pumping 

- Electrical systems, including 

• Communications systems 
• Lighting 
• Back up 

- Life safety systems, including 

• Fire protection 
• Emergency systems 
• Emergency communications systems 
• Security systems 

- Passenger conveyance systems, including 

" Utility systems 
• Signage and graphical communications systems 

- Landscape systems, including 

• Water management systems 
• Landscaping 

The description of the operational requirements for each system 
shall not include the descriptions of maintenance functions 
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specified under the Maintenance Plan but shall be included by 
reference. 

3.7.6 Operational Integrity of Critical Systems 

The continual operation and integrity certain systems are essential 
to both the staff of the Airport Operator and the Airport users. The 
Airport Operator shall describe a plan for the continuous operation 
of, at a minimum, the following critical systems: 

3.7.6.1 Operational Integrity—Life Safety Systems 

The continual operation and integrity of the Life 
Safety Systems within each facility are essential to 
both the staff of the Airport Operator and Airport 
users. These systems provide the safety, 
communication, and life-preserving components that 
must be operated for the Airport to function as 
intended. 

This section of the Plan must address the equipment 
and operational procedures and policies employed by 
the Airport Operator to ensure that these systems 
constantly remain functional; are tested on an 
established schedule; are evaluated for functionaliby 
and operation; and perform as designed and 
intended. 

This section of the Plan must include the following 
subsections, at a minimum, and may be incorporated 
by reference in the Safety, Security or Emergency 
Plan subsections of the Operations Plan: 

- Communication systems, including 

• Intercoms 
• Telephones 
• Radios 
• Mobile communications 

- Security systems (all of which must be in 
compliance with the TSA-approved Airport 
Security Program), including 

• Access control 
• Video surveillance 
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• Stations and personnel 
• Alarms 
= Coordination with the CPD 
• Security sweeps 

- Fire suppression and precaution systems, 
including 

• Fire alarms 
• Sprinkler systems 
• Heat sensors 
• Smoke detectors 
• Carbon monoxide detectors 

- Medical attention stations, including 

• First aid stations 
» Emergency call buttons 

3.7.6.2 Operational Integrity—Energy Distribution 

In order for the facilities within the Airport to 
continually operate at their peak efficiency, the 
distribution of energy both to and from components 
must be provided. The function, integrity, continual 
supply, and efficient distribution of energy to and 
from various systems and targets directly impact their 
operation as individual units as well as to the Airport 
as a whole. 

This section of the Plan must address the procedures 
and policies employed by the Airport Operator to 
ensure that the energy distribution systems remain 
fully operational at all times. 

The Plan must also address the /Virport Operator's 
plan for enhancing reliability, providing redundancy in 
depth, arranging for backup equipment, staff, power, 
and others and any other action required in order to 
safeguard continuous operations. 

This section of the Plan must include the following 
subsections, at a minimum: 

- Electrical supply, including 
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Substation level 
Panel level 
Circuit level 
Back-up systems 
Lighting 
Emergency lighting 
Motor control units 

- Mechanical systems, including 

• Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning 
(HVAC) systems 

• Plumbing systems 

- Computer systems, including 

• Uninterruptible power supply (UPS) 
• Servers 
• Redundancy in depth measures 

- Life safety systems 

- Coordination and agreements with utility 
companies/agencies, including 

Electrical 
Phone 
Natural Gas 
Water 
Sanitary 

3.8 Operational Management of Airport Activities 

The Plan must address how the Airport Operator will perform the Airport 
activities and their utilization of Airport facilities and systems. 

3.8.1 Descriptions 

In describing each of the Airport Activities and their utilization of 
Airport facilities and systems, the Plan shall include the following 
items: 

- Locations, including 
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Locations and a description or graphical 
representation 

- Equipment, including 

• A listing of the significant equipment required, the 
purpose of the equipment, the optimal quantity of 
equipment, actual quantity of equipment on hand, 
and ownership status and condition 

• Procedures for reporting shortfalls of equipment 
and the process for remedying shortfalls shall be 
described 

- Staffing and training, including 

• Current listings of key personnel and their title, brief 
job description or role, and contact information shall 
be maintained and provided to the City and the 
Airlines 

• An organizational chart 

• Minimum and optimal staffing levels required for 
performance of the activities under the Plan 

• Schedules showing staff levels and supervision 

• Job descriptions and requirements for each role 

• Training methodologies and schedules 

" Methods for ensuring adherence to policies and 
procedures. 

- Performance standards for operations, including 

• Quantitative standards for performance 

• Qualitative standards for performance 

• Methods for remediation of sub-standard 
performance 

• The Airport Operator shall, a minimum, include the 
relevant standards for performance and 
descriptions of facilities, systems and activities 
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contained in Appendix C (Operational Performance 
Metrics Report) as requirements under this section 

Reporting, including 

• Descriptions and/or forms of reports generated to 
indicate compliance with performance standards 

Hazardous or toxic materials, including 

• Procedures for handling hazardous or toxic 
materials 

Incident response and reporting, including 

• Standards for incident response and incident 
reporting 

3.8.2 Activities 

The Airport Operator shall address plans, and any special 
considerations noted, for the operational requirements of, at a 
minimum, the Airport activities as shown below. Activities 
contained in the Maintenance Plan do not need to be described 
again here, but shall be included by reference. 

The description of the operational requirements for each facility 
shall not include the descriptions of maintenance functions 
specified under the Maintenance Plan but shall be included by 
reference. The performance standards included in Appendix C 
(Operational Performance Metrics Report) shall be included in the 
development of the activities plans. 

- Activities in terminal facilities, including activities in 

• Ticketing area 

• Public circulation areas 

• Toilets and other public facilities 

• Gate holdrooms 

• Arrivals and baggage claim 

- Concessions 
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• The Airport Operator shall develop an appropriate 
concessions program that includes national and 
local brands and a diverse selection of products 
and services. 

• The concessions program shall offer variety and 
quality, and shall incorporate the surveying of Airport 
users for ongoing evaluation of the program. 

" The Airport Operator shall not be required to maintain 
or comply with the terms of the value pricing program 
in effect at the Airport as of the Bid Date. 

- Custodial, maintenance and other services 

• Custodial 

<• The Airport Operator shall 
develop detailed qualitative and 
quantitative standards for 
performance, supervision and 
evaluation of all custodial tasks 

<• Job descriptions, task lists and 
schedules for tasks. 

•0- Areas covered, including, at a 
minimum: restrooms, floor care, 
public areas, window cleaning, 
special projects, and labor 
relations and employee retention 

• Maintenance, engineering and electrical services, 
general contracting 

• Incident reporting, tracking and management 

<• Response times and standards 

<• Vendor management 

•ô  Labor relations and employee 
retention 

- Parking, including 
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• Houriy, daily, economy and employee lots, including 
reserving at least 50% of parking spaces for 
economy facilities that offer daily parking rates that 
are below the highest daily part<ing rates charged 
by the Airport Operator at parking facilities at the 
Airport and provided that 25% of parking spaces in 
such economy facilities be available a rate that is 
no more than the lowest daily parking rate charged 
by the City as of the Bid Date (excluding any 
applicable Taxes) for a period of one year after the 
Closing Date, and no more than such amount, as 
Adjusted for Inflation, each subsequent one-year 
period of the Term. 

• Customer services 

• Revenue management and control 

Airport user transportation, including 

• Private vehicle arrival and departure 

• Taxicabs 

<• Licensing Requirements and 
regulations shall be subject to the 
Rules and IRegulations 
Promulgated by the Department 
of Consumer Services Pursuant 
to and in Furtherance of the 
Metropolitan Pier and Exposition 
Authority (MPEA) Airport 
Departure Tax Ordinance, 
attached as Appendix D ("Rules 
and Regulations Regarding the 
Vehicle Airport Departure Tax") 

• Public transportation 

•> Services 

•> Interface 

• Parking lot shuttles 

• Rental cars 
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General management and administration 

• Budgeting 

• Safety and loss control 

• Work flow management and supervision 

• Occupancy management 

<- This section of the Plan must 
address the procedures employed 
by the Airport Operator in 
managing and operating the 
physical occupants within each 
facility. 

<• This section will need to discuss 
at a minimum, space 
programming; health, safety and 
environment standards; 
emergency evacuation; and the 
function of each defined role of 
those responsible in the operation 
of the facilities. 

• Vendor management 

<• This section of the Plan must 
briefly list the names of vendors, 
their roles, and their 
responsibilities if they perform 
work with or operate systems in 
the facilities. 

• Licenses, fees and permits 

•> This section of the Plan must 
briefly explain the process by 
which all required licenses, fees 
and permits will be obtained by 
the Airport Operator for the 
operation of all systems and 
equipment in the facilities of the 
Airport; and must certify that all 
such permits and licenses are 
current. 
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First Amendment Policy 

<- This section of the Plan must 
contain the Airport Operator's 
policy regarding persons or 
groups seeking to engage in 
distribution, solicitation, or 
demonstration at the Airport. The 
City's First Amendment Policy, 
attached as Appendix E, shall 
continue to apply at the Airport. 
Prior to the Closing Date, the City 
and the Airport Operator shall 
cooperate to amend such policy 
so that it specifically relates to the 
Midway Airport Facility Operations 
conducted by the Airport Operator 
after the Closing Date. 

Advertising Policy 

•> This section of the Plan must 
contain the Airport Operator's 
statement that it will comply with 
the City's Advertising Policy 
attached hereto as Appendix F. 

3.9 Reporting: Operational Performance Metrics Report 

The Airport Operator shall specify the method for evaluation of and 
reporting on compliance with the operational standards developed under 
this Facilities Operations Plan subsection of the Operations Plan. The 
Airport Operator shall develop appropriate reporting forms for reporting 
the information required and where appropriate shall specify those forms 
in the Operations Plan. 

The Airport Operator shall provide the quantifiable performance measures 
contained in the Operational Performance Metrics Report, attached as 
Appendix C. These include operations covered under the Facilities 
Operations Plan and the Airfield Operations Plan. 

Current measures of performance at the Airport are also provided, where 
available. 

• Airside performance standards are a combination 
of operational metrics and key procedures 
currently in place at the Airport to ensure safety 
and efficiency of operations. 
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• Performance of many terminal and landside 
facilities will be evaluated for the peak hour of the 
average day in the peak month (i.e., design hour 
activity). 

• Some terminal facilities will be evaluated based on 
areas per passenger, while others will be based on 
service and/or waiting times. 

For area per passenger metrics, the International Air Transport 
Association (lATA) defines service levels in alphabetical codes from A to 
F, where A is the tiighest, or "excellent," level of service and F is 
"unacceptable." 

• lATA Level of Service (LOS) "C" is defined as a 
"good level of service" with "conditions of stable 
flow, acceptable delays and good levels of 
comfort" (lATA Airport Development Reference 
Manual, 9th edition, effective January 2004). 

• LOS "C" is identified as the design objective for 
design hour activity, as it provides good service 
levels and at a reasonable cost. This objective 
has been used for several major passenger 
queuing and processing areas at the Airport. lATA 
LOS "C" requirements have been adapted, where 
needed, to meet US airport standards and the 
characteristics of Midway Airport. 

Gate holdroom sizing is based on the 1995 terminal facilities program 
developed for the current terminal design. The program incorporated 
generally accepted US industry standards that correspond to LOS "C". 

Parking metrics are established from actual Airport data provided by 
Standard Parking. Other processing times are based on typical airiine 
operational standards. 

The Operational Performance Metrics Report must include: 

• Comparison of results to established airport 
standards 

Comparison of results to historical figures (annual 
minimum) for 10 years, from 2006 to the year 
being reported 

Recommendations on how to resolve deficiencies 
or service level concerns 

Include all surveys, observations, and other 
methods of measurement or evaluation as an 
appendix to the Operational Performance Metrics 
Report 
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AIRFIELD OPERATIONS PLAN 

4.1 Objective 

The objective of this subsection of the Operations Plan is to ensure that 
the Airport Operator establishes and implements predetermined 
processes and procedures in order to sustain the safe and continuous 
operation of the Airfield and associated facilities at the Airport. 

4.2 General 

This subsection of the Operations Plan shall be developed, written, and 
carried out by the Airport Operator. It shall be included as a subsection in 
the Operations Plan submitted to the City and the Airiines for Approval by 
the City and a Majority-ln-lnterest. The Airport Operator shall provide a 
brief introduction in this subsection of the Operations Plan describing the 
overall goals and objectives. 

The operation of the facilities and systems includes the tasks aimed at 
supervising and organizing, as well as the short-term and long-temri 
tactical and strategic needs of each facility or system and its components. 
Defining the organization and execution of the activities in each of the 
facilities will further specify the facilities resources needs for the operation 
of the Airfield at the Airport. Meeting and performing these objectives, 
expressed through a written Plan, will ensure that the facilities remain 
safe, efficient, and productive and all systems remain operational in their 
function of supporting the activities in and operation of the Airfield at the 
Airport. 

As described in the Facilities Operations Plan subsection of the 
Operations Plan, facilities, systems, and activities not occurring in the 
Airfield shall be dealt with under the Facilities Operations Plan. Only 
airfield facilities, systems, and activities will be identified and airfield 
operations will be defined by the Airport Operator in the Airfield 
Operations subsection of this Operations l^lan. Operations of all other 
facilities in the Airport and their respective systems, components and 
activities shall be defined in this Facilities Operations Plan subsection of 
the Operations Plan. 

The operation of many of the facilities and systems included in Airfield are 
highly regulated. The City has developed and FAA has approved the 
Airport Certification Manual and Emergency Plan. The Airport 
Certification Manual and Emergency Plan describe the safe operation or 
standards for performance of many facilities and systems in tiie Airfield. 
The Airport Operator must include in this subsection of the Operations 
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Plan all of the relevant standards contained in both the Airport 
Certification Manual and Emergency Plan, which are considered as a 
minimum standard for addition to the requirements listed below for this 
subsection. 

This subsection includes a general overview for the proposed plan, which 
is intended to provide guidance in the preparation of the Operations Plan 
and address the minimum criteria. It is the responsibility of the Airport 
Operator to identify fully all elements of this subsection of the Operations 
Plan. 

This subsection of the Operations Plan shall be modified or revised by the 
Airport Operator as appropriate, to address specific issues, needs or 
concerns related to the Airport that develop over time and as required by 
the City and relevant Governmental Authorities with jurisdiction. 
Revisions shall be submitted to the City and the Airiines for Approval by 
the City and a Majority-ln-lnterest. 

4.3 Staffing 

The Airport Operator shall identify the title, functions, duties, and 
responsibilities of the individual(s) involved with the development, 
maintenance and administration of this subsection of the Operations Plan. 
Their role in the implementation, administration, and maintenance of this 
subsection shall be described. 

Minimum and optimal staffing levels required under the plan shall be 
provided for each area of responsibility. Current listings of key personnel 
and their title, brief job description or role, and contact information shall 
be maintained and provided to the City and the Airiines. An 
organizational chart shall be provided as part of this subsection of the 
Operations Plan. 

This subsection of the Operations Plan shall include provisions for 
training and supervision of staff and adherence to all policies and 
procedures. 

4.3.1 Interagency Coordination 

This subsection of the Operations Plan shall identify the parties, public 
and private, included in interagency coordination of formulation of the 
requirements under this subsection and subsequent performance under 
the Operations Plan. The roles and the process for interactions among 
the parties shall be defined. 
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4.4 Performance Time Frames 

This subsection of the Operations Plan shall be submitted to the City and 
the Airiines for Approval by the City and a Majority-ln-lnterest as defined 
by this Manual. 

4.5 Regulatory Compliance 

This subsection of the Operations Plan shall identify applicable Laws most 
relevant to the formulation of this subsection of the Operations Plan. 

4.6 Airfield Operations Plan Requirements 

4.6.1 Introduction 

Given that the Airport is operational 24 hours a day and 365 days 
of the year, the continual and efficient operation of the Airfield 
facilities and the systems within the Airport that support the Airfield 
cannot be compromised. 

The primary goal in preparing the Airfield Operations Plan must be 
the management of facilities and systems operations in a manner 
that minimizes deterioration and unforeseen breakdowns of the 
facilities or the activities in the facilities. 

This Airfield Operations Plan subsection of the Operations Plan is 
intended to address the Airport Operator's efforts to manage its 
facilities operations, and must reflect the need for maintenance; 
advance planning for upgrading or replacement of systems; 
positioning and maintaining backup or auxiliary equipment; 
performing timely replacements of unreliable equipment; and 
anticipating staffing needs to support facilities operations in order 
that the facilities will continually support all Airfield operations. 

4.6.2 Identification of Airfield Facilities 

The Plan shall identify and address the operation of all current and 
future Airfield facilities, and all facilities constructed in the future, 
by using the identifications established in the Airport Facilities 
Report specified in the Capital Asset Management Plan 
subsection of the Operations Plan. 

4.6.3 Existing Plans 
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As far as is practicable to meet the objectives of this Airfield 
Operations Plan subsection of the Operations Plan, the Airport 
Operator shall utilize existing plans and descriptions of Airport 
facilities, systems and activities or integrate existing plans and 
descriptions into new plans. 

4.6.4 Operational Management of Airfield Facilities 

The Airport Operator shall provide a detailed description of the 
activities occurring in and systems required for the operation of 
each Airfield facility identified above. The Airport Operator shall 
include a description of the following, at a minimum, for each 
facility: 

- The identification of the facility under the Airport Facilities 
Report and a brief description 

- A map or graphical representation of the location and 
components of the facility 

- A description of the supervision and organization of the 
facility 

- The short-term and long-term tactical and strategic 
needs of the facility 

- The organization and execution of the systems and 
activities in the facility based on the requirements below 

- The resources required to operate the facility 

The description of the operational requirements for each facility 
shall not include the descriptions of maintenance functions 
specified under the Maintenance Plan but shall be included by 
reference. 

4.6.5 Operational Management of Airfield Systems 

The facilities within the Airport contain numerous systems that 
support the facility in whicti they are located, or provide resources 
to other portions or sections of the Airfield. These systems, their 
continual function, and the management of these systems are 
essential to the daily and critical operations of the Airfield. 
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This section of the Plan must address, describe, and outline the 
methods and procedures that the Airport Operator will employ in 
the operation and management of the facility systems. 

This section of the Plan must include, at a minimum, the following 
concerning the various systems within each facility, and any 
relevant special considerations in developing the Plan for that 
system: 

- Airfield-specific systems, including 

• Airfield condition and navigation systems 

• Traffic and wind indicators 

•> Marking and signage 

<- Lighting 

<• Obstruction lighting 

<- Obstruction removal 

<• Safety 

<- Aircraft rescue and firefighting 

<- Arresior beds 

•̂  Wildlife management 

• Water management 

<- Landscaping 

• Security and access control systems 

- Other systems, including 

• Architectural systems 

• Structural systems 

• Mechanical systems 

• HVAC 

•(>• Plumbing 
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-> Pumping 

• Electrical systems 

<- Communications systems 

<• Lighting 

<• Back up 

• Life safety systems 

<- Fire protection 

•> Emergency systems 

<- Emergency communications 
systems 

<- Security systems 

• Passenger conveyance systems 

• Utility systems 

• Signage and graphical communications systems 

The description of the operational requirements for each system do 
not need to include the descriptions of maintenance functions 
specified under the Maintenance Plan but shall be included by 
reference. 

4.6.6 Operational Integrity of Critical Systems 

The continual operation and integrity certain systems are essential 
to both the staff of the Airport Operator and the Airport users. The 
Airport Operator shall describe a plan for the continuous operation 
of, at a minimum, the following critical systems: 

4.6.6.1 Operational Integrity—Life Safety Systems 

The continual operation and integrity of the Life 
Safety Systems within each facility is essential to 
both the staff of the Airport Operator and the Airport 
users. These systems provide the safety, 
communication, and life-preserving components that 
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must be operated for the Airport to function as 
intended. 

This section of the Plan must address the equipment 
and operational procedures and policies employed by 
the Airport Operator to ensure that these systems 
constantly remain functional; are tested on an 
established schedule; are evaluated for functionality 
and operation; and perform as designed and 
intended. 

This section of the Plan must include the following 
subsections, at a minimum, and may be incorporated 
by reference in the Safety, Security or Emergency 
Plan subsections of the Operations Plan: 

- Communication systems, including 

• Intercoms 

• Telephones 

• Radios and radio trucking system 

• Mobile communications 

- Security systems, including 

• Access control 

• Video surveillance 

• Stations and personnel 

- Alarms 

• Coordination with the CPD 

• Security sweeps 

- Fire suppression and precaution systems, 
including 

• Fire alarms 

• Sprinkler systems 

• Heat sensors 
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• Smoke detectors 

• Carbon monoxide detectors 

- Medical attention stations, including 

• First aid stations 

• Emergency call buttons 

4.6.6.2 Operational Integrity—Energy Distribution 

In order for the facilities within the Airport to 
continually operate at their peak efficiency, the 
distribution of energy both to and from components 
must be provided. The function, integrity, continual 
supply, and efficient distribution of energy to and 
from various systems and targets directly impact their 
operation as individual units, as well as to the Airport 
as a whole. 

This section of the Plan must address the procedures 
and policies employed by the Airport Operator to 
ensure that the energy distribution systems remain 
fully operational at all times. The Plan must also 
address the Airport Operator's plan for enhancing 
reliability, providing redundancy in depth, arranging 
for backup equipment, staff, power, etc., and any 
other action required in order to safeguard 
continuous operations. 

This section of the Plan must include the following 
subsections, at a minimum: 

- Electrical supply, including 

• Substation level 

• Panel level 

• Circuit level 

• Back-up systems 

• Lighting 
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• Emergency lighting 

• Motor control units 

- Mechanical systems, including 

» Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning 
(HVAC) systems 

• Plumbing systems 

- Computer systems, including 

" Uninterruptible power supply (UPS) 

• Servers 

• Redundancy in depth measures 

- Life safety systems 

- Coordination and agreements with utility 
companies/agencies, including 

• Electrical 

• Phone 

• Natural gas 

• Water 

• Sanitary 

4.6.7 Operational Management of Airport Activities 

The Plan must address how the Airport Operator will perform the 
Airport activities and their utilization of Airport facilities and 
systems. 

4.6.7.1 Descriptions 

In describing each of the Airport Activities and their 
utilization of Airport facilities and systems, the Plan 
shall include the following items: 

- Locations 
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• Locations and a description or graphical 
representation 

- Equipment, including 

• A listing of the significant equipment 
required, the purpose of the equipment, 
the optimal quantity of equipment, actual 
quantity of equipment on hand, ownership 
status, and condition 

• Procedures for reporting shortfalls of 
equipment and the process for remedying 
shortfalls shall be described. 

- Staffing and training, including 

• Current listings of key personnel and their 
title, brief job description or role, and 
contact information shall be maintained 
and provided to the City and the Airiines 

• An organizational chart 

• Minimum and optimal staffing levels 
required for performance of the activities 
under the Plan 

" Schedules showing staff levels and 
supervision 

• Job descriptions and requirements for 
each role 

• Training methodologies and schedules 

• Methods for ensuring adherence to 
policies and procedures 

- Performance standards for operations, 
including 

• Quantitative standards for performance 

• Qualitative standards for performance 
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• Methods for remediation of sub-standard 
performance 

• The Airport Operator shall, at a minimum, 
include the relevant standards for 
performance and descriptions of facilities, 
systems and activities contained in 
Appendix C (Operational Performance 
Metrics Report) under this section 

- Reporting, including 

• Descriptions and/or forms of reports 
generated to indicate compliance with 
performance standards 

- Hazardous or toxic materials, including 

• Procedures for handling hazardous or 
toxic materials 

- Incident response and reporting, including 

• Standards for incident response and 
incident reporting 

4.6.7.2 Activities 

The Airport Operator shall address plans, and any 
special considerations noted, for the operational 
requirements of, at a minimum, the Airfield activities 
below. Activities contained in the Maintenance Plan 
do not need to be described again here, but shall be 
included by reference. 

The description of the operational requirements for 
each facility shall not include the descriptions of 
maintenance functions specified under the 
Maintenance Plan but shall be included by reference. 

The performance standards included in Appendix C 
(Operational Performance Metrics Report) shall be 
included in the development of the activities plans. 

- Self management 
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• Self inspection 

• Airport Certification Manual production 
and maintenance 

Aircraft fueling and fuel storage 

Airfield movements 

• Vehicle movements 

• Regulations and operations 
requirements regarding ground vehicle 
movement are included in the Chicago 
Airport System O'Hare and Midway 
International Airports Ground Motor 
Vehicle Operation Regulations Manual, 
effective July 15, 2205, attached as 
Appendix G (the "Ground Motor Vehicle 
Operation Regulations Manual"), the 
requirements of which must be 
considered as part of this Plan 

• Aircraft movements 

• Pedestrians 

• Control operations/ATC Tower 

• Pavement friction testing 

• Runway Incursions and Surface Incidents 

Aircraft Engine Run-Up 

• The City's Engine Run-Up Policy is 
attached as Appendix H. The Airport 
Operator must include the City's Engine 
Run-Up Policy as part of this Plan 

Airiine activities in airfield, including 

• Baggage handling 

• Aircraft repair and maintenance 

Custodial, maintenance and other services, 
including 

• Custodial 

• Maintenance, engineering and electrical 
services, general contracting 
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- Snow and ice control, including 

• As detailed in the Snow and Ice Control 
Plan under the Operations Plan 

- Wildlife hazard management 

- Coordination/management of relations with 
airiine operators 

4.7 Reporting of Operational Performance Metrics Report 

The Airport Operator shall specify the method for evaluation of and 
reporting on compliance witti the operational standards developed under 
this Facilities Operations Plan subsection of the Operations Plan. The 
Airport Operator shall develop appropriate reporting forms for reporting 
the information required and where appropriate shall specify those forms 
in the Operations Plan. 

The Airport Operator shall provide the quantifiable performance measures 
contained in the Operational Performance Metrics Report, attached as 
Appendix C. These include operations covered under the Facilities 
Operations Plan and the Airfield Operations Plan. 

• Airside performance standards are a combination 
of operational metrics and key procedures 
currently in place at the Airport to ensure safety 
and efficiency of operations. 

• Performance of many terminal and landside 
facilities will be evaluated for the peak hour of the 
average day in the peak month (i.e., design hour 
activity). 

• Some terminal facilities will be evaluated based on 
areas per passenger, while others will be based on 
service and/or waiting times. 

The Operational Performance Metrics Report must include: 

• Comparison of results to established airport 
standards 

• Comparison of results to historical figures for 10 
years, from 2006 to the year being reported 

• Recommendations on how to resolve deficiencies 
or service level concems 

• All surveys, observations, and other methods of 
measurement or evaluation as an appendix to the 
Operational Performance Metrics Report 
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SAFETY PLAN 

5.1 Objective 

The Airport Operator shall establish, define and carry out a 
comprehensive Safety Plan that addresses the protection of employees 
and the general public, and will ensure that the procedures are being 
implemented and enforced. 

The objective of the Safety Plan is to ensure that the Airport Operator is 
prevent unsafe situations for employees and general public while at the 
Airport as far as practicable and to prepare for unsafe situations should 
they arise. 

5.2 General 

The subsection of the Operations Plan shall be developed, written, and 
carried out by the Airport Operator. It shall be included as a subsection in 
the Operations Plan submitted to the City and the Airiines for Approval by 
the City and a Majority-ln-lnterest. The Airport Operator shall provide a 
brief introduction in this subsection of the Operations plan describing the 
overall goals and objectives. 

The Airport Operator shall conduct all operations in the safest possible 
manner so as to protect its employees and the general public at all times, 
under al! conditions, and in full conformance and consistent with all 
applicable laws, rules, codes and policies. 

The Airport Operator must include in this subsection all of the standards 
contained in both the Airport Certification Manual and Emergency Plan, 
which are considered as a minimum standard for addition to the 
requirements listed below for this subsection. The Airport Operator also 
must include a Facility Evacuation Plan as well as Construction Safety 
Manuals requirements. 

This subsection includes a general overview for the proposed plan, which 
is intended to provide guidance in the preparation of the Operations Plan 
and address the minimum criteria. The Airport Operator is responsible to 
identify fully all elements of this subsection of the Operations l^lan. 

This subsection of the Operations Plan shall be modified or revised by the 
Airport Operator as appropriate, to address specific issues, needs or 
concerns related to the Airport that develop over time and as required by 
the City and relevant Governmental Authorities with jurisdiction. 
Revisions shall be submitted to the City and the Airiines for Approval by 
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the City and a Majority-ln-lnterest. 

5.3 Staffing 

The Airport Operator shall identify the title, functions, duties, and 
responsibilities of the individual(s) involved with this subsection of the 
Operations Plan. Their role in the implementation, administration, and 
maintenance of this subsection shall be described. Minimum and optimal 
staffing levels required under the plan shall be provided for each area of 
responsibility. Current listings of key personnel and their title, brief job 
description or role, and contact information shall be maintained and 
provided to the City and the Airiines. An organizational chart shall be 
provided as part of this subsection of the Operations Plan. 

This subsection of the Operations Plan shall include provisions for 
training and supervision of staff and adherence to all policies and 
procedures as detailed below: 

5.3.1 General 

The most important part of the Safety Plan is to protect both the 
employees and the general public, which can be accomplished by 
including the following principles in the Safety Plan: 

- Provide general public information through the use of: 
physical barriers, traffic cones, informational and 
directional signage, and other 

- Provide a plan that reduces risk and/or protects both 
employees and the general public 

- Provide well-conceived, developed, and approved plans 
for work-zone policies and procedures 

5.3.2 Training 

The Airport Operator shall ensure that the Safety Plan includes, 
and all employees are trained and aware of, the requirements and 
standards of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
(OSHA). 

The plan shall provide an overview of the Facilities within the 
Airport, a background of the anticipated work activities and 
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hazards, and the protocol and procedures that shall be followed 
during an incident that results in an injury. 

The plan shall identify and include provisions for the training of all 
persons working within the Airport, and include the following at a 
minimum: 

- The development of safety-related training programs 

- General training to cover hazards that are unique to each 
employee's job assignment 

- Specific training to cover hazards that are unique to each 
employee's job assignment 

- New employee health and safety orientation and training 

- New or updated process training for new or previously 
unrecognized hazards or when a new or previously 
unrecognized hazard is identified 

- Procedures to ensure that each employee understands 
and adheres to safe and healthy work practices and 
procedures 

- Recurring training programs to ensure that all employees 
remain abreast of safety and health regulations affecting 
the operations they are involved with or supervise 

- Policies that ensure each employee is provided with the 
equipment necessary to complete assigned tasks safely 

- Policies and procedures that address the counseling and 
training of employees so as to minimize the human 
factors that can contribute to injury or illness 

5.3.3 Locations and Emergency Contact Protocol 

The Safety Plan will provide an overview and system position 
location of the Airport, a background of the anticipated work 
activities and hazards, and the protocol and procedures that must 
be followed during an event resulting in an incident or injury. 

At a minimum, this section is to contain the following: 
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- Location plan map of the airport and all designated 
emergency care facilities 

- Emergency/contingency protocol and procedures 

- Emergency/contingency care facility information 

- Injury/illness/incident reporting and notification 

5.3.4 First Aid and Medical Treatment 

The Airport Operator is responsible for maintaining a safe 
environment that may include the need for emergency medical 
attention. The Safety Plan should include sections that describe 
the provisions for first aid and emergency medical treatment, at a 
minimum, as follows: 

- Training for first aid and emergency medical treatment 

- Emergency first aid 

- Emergency medical treatment 

5.3.5 Safety Roles and Responsibilities 

This section must identify the personnel and responsible staff that 
will implement, maintain, and enforce the Safety Plan rules and 
policies. 

Provisions must be made to ensure that ail employees are able to 
understand their specific assignment and any associated tasks 
with regards to the Safety Plan. Duties and responsibilities must 
be clearly defined for personnel within the Airport. 

5.3.6 Job Hazard and Safe Work Standards 

This section must identify, define the practices and procedures, 
and detail all hazards and their prevention that may be 
encountered while perfomiing work within the Airport. Included in 
this section shall be all anticipated activities (including 
maintenance, construction and operations), and all unanticipated 
activities (including hazardous material/incident or spills). 
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5.3.7 Personal Safety 

This section must address the personal safety procedures that 
must be adhered to, along with personal safety devices that must 
be provided to complete assigned tasks. 

Items considered for personal safety include personal protective 
equipment and include, but are not limited to, reflective vests, hard 
hats, protective clothing, protective footwear, hearing protection, 
vision protection, respiratory protection, and any other necessary 
equipment as specified in tlie Safety Plan to protect the well being 
of the worker on the Airport. 

The Safety Plan shall address the following for each article of 
personal safety: 

- Situations that require the personal protective equipment 

- Limitations of the protective equipment 

5.3.8 Work Zone and Site Safety 

This section must identify the tasks, procedures, and policies 
required for when work zones for construction and/or maintenance 
activities are present whether in the field or in a Facility, identified 
out by facility type and activity. 

5.4 Interagency Coordination 

This subsection of the Operations Plan shall identify the parties, public 
and private, included in interagency coordination of formulation of the 
requirements under this subsection and subsequent performance under 
the Operations Plan. The roles and the process for interactions among 
the parties shall be defined. 

5.5 Facilities 

All physical facilities required for use under this subsection of the 
Operations Plan shall be identified by the Airport Operator and a 
description or graphical representation of the facilities and their locations 
shall be provided. 

5.6 Equipment 

A listing of the significant equipment required under this subsection of the 
Operations Plan shall be included. For each type of equipment, the listing 
will provide a reference to the relevant requirement in the Operations 
Plan, the purpose of the equipment, the optimal quantity of equipment. 
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actual quantity of equipment on hand, ownership status and condition. 
Procedures for reporting shortfalls of equipment and the process for 
remedying shortfalls shall be described. 

5.7 Performance Time Frames 

This subsection of the Operations Plan shall be submitted to the City and 
the Airiines for Approval by the City and a Majority-ln-lnterest as defined 
by this Manual. 

5.8 Regulatory Compliance 

This subsection of the Operations Plan shall identify applicable Laws 
most relevant to the formulation of this subsection of the Operations Plan. 
Safe Operations 

5.9 Reporting 

The Airport Operator shall develop a report and reporting protocol for 
identifying incidents, their resolution and preventative measures taken to 
prevent future incidents and shall provide the City and the Airiines with 
timely updates on incidents. 

5.10 Hazardous or Toxic Materials 

5.10.1 General 

Appropriate procedures shall be developed to manage use, 
storage and clean up of hazardous or toxic materials employed 
during regular work and in the case of an incident or spill. 

5.10.2 Incident or Spill 

The special procedures for notification, handling, and removal of 
hazardous or toxic rhaterials released during an incident shall 
reference the Emergency Management Plan subsection of the 
Operations Plan. 

5.70.3 Decontamination Procedures 

The plans shall include directives for decontamination procedures 
in the event of a hazardous material incident or spill, including but 
not limited to. the following tasks: 

- Sanitation 

- Decontamination—medical emergencies 

- Decontarnination of tools and equipment 
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SECURITY PLAN 

6.1 Objective 

The objective of this subsection of the Operations Plan is to ensure that 
the Airport Operator establishes minimum requirements to ensure public 
safety and security. 

6.2 General 

The subsection of the Operations Plan shall be developed, written, and 
carried out by the Airport Operator or a qualified, licensed subcontractor 
specializing in security services. It shall be included as a subsection in 
tiie Operations Plan submitted to the City and the Airiines for Approval by 
the City and a Majority-ln-lnterest; The Airport Operator shall provide a 
brief introduction in this subsection of the Operations Plan describing the 
overall goals and objectives. 

The Airport Operator must include in this subsection of the Operations 
Plan all of the standards contained in both the Airport Certification Manual 
and Emergency Plan, which are considered as a minimum standard for 
addition to the requirements listed in below. In the formulation and 
operation of the Security Plan, the Airport Operator must coordinate with 
the requirements developed under the other subsections of the Plan, 
including the Safety Plan and Emergency Management and Operation 
Plan subsections. 

This subsection includes a general overview for the proposed plan, which 
is intended to provide guidance in the preparation of the Operations Plan 
and address the minimum criteria. It is the responsibility of the Airport 
Operator to identify fully all elements of this subsection of the Operations 
Plan. 

This subsection of the Operations Plan shall be modified or revised by the 
Airport Operator as appropriate, to address specific issues, needs or 
concerns related to tiie Airport that develop over time and as required by 
the City and relevant Governmental Authorities with jurisdiction. 
Revisions shall be submitted to the City and the Airiines for Approval by 
the City and a Majority-ln-lnterest. 

As a condition of Closing under the Concession Agreement, the TSA shall 
have approved the TSA-approved Airport Security Program of the Airport 
Operator, which shall apply to the Airport as of the Time of Closing. 
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The Airport Operator will maintain the Airport in compliance with the TSA-
approved Airport Security Program and will prepare and comply with 
revisions as directed by the TSA. 

The requirements included in the TSA-approved Security Program are 
incorporated by reference. 

In the future, under the Concession Agreement, the Airport Operator may 
be required to revise the TSA-approved Security Program and seek 
approval of such revisions by the TSA. In order to meet the requirements 
of the TSA in reviewing and approving the TSA-approved Airport Security 
Program, the TSA-approved Airport Security Program shall be maintained 
as a separate document. 

6.3 Staffing 

The Airport Operator shall identify the title, functions, duties, and 
responsibilities of the individual(s) involved with security management 
and enforcement in this subsection of the Operations Plan. Their role in 
the implementation, administration, and maintenance of this subsection 
shall be described. Minimum and optimal staffing levels required under 
the plan shall be provided for each area of responsibility. 

Current listings of key personnel and their title, brief job description or 
role, and contact information shall be maintained and provided to the City 
and the Airiines. An organizational chart shall be provided as part of this 
subsection of the Operations Plan. 

This subsection of the Operations Plan shall include provisions for 
training and supervision of staff and adherence to all policies and 
procedures. 

6.4 Interagency Coordination 

This subsection of the Operations Plan shall identify the parties, public 
and private, included in interagency coordination of formulation of the 
requirements under this subsection and subsequent performance under 
the Operations Plan. 

The Airport Operator shall coordinate with the agencies and entities 
identified in the Emergency Management and Operation Plan and the 
Emergency Plan in the development of this subsection. The roles and the 
process for interactions among the parties shall be defined. 
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6.5 Facilities 

All physical facilities required for use under this subsection of the 
Operations Plan shall be identified by the Airport Operator and a 
description or graphical representation of the facilities and their locations 
shall be provided including: 

• A map of the Airport designating the locations of 
operations under the Security Plan 

• A general description of each Facility utilized for 
operations of the Security Plan 

6.6 Equipment 

A listing of the significant equipment required under this subsection of the 
Operations Plan shall be included. For each type of equipment, the listing 
will provide a reference to the relevant requirement in the Operations 
Plan, the purpose of the equipment, the optimal quantity of equipment, 
actual quantity on hand, ownership status and condition. 

The listing shall include, but are not limited to security-related systems 
such as alarms, cameras, monitor stations, intercoms and radios, access 
controls, and security vehicles. Procedures for reporting shortfalls of 
equipment and the process for remedying shortfalls shall be described. 

6.7 Performance Time Frames 

This subsection of the Operations Plan submitted to the City and the 
Airiines for Approval by the City and a Majority-ln-lnterest as defined by 
this Manual. 

6.8 Regulatory Compliance 

This subsection of the Operations Plan shall identify applicable Laws 
most relevant to the formulation of this subsection of the Operations Plan. 

6.9 Security Operations 

The Security Plan shall identify and discuss the concept of operations, 
describe the daily operational security functions, and explain the overall 
approach to security operations. At a minimum, it shall contain 
information on the security policies and procedures set forth by the Airport 
Operator and the standards for operations in at each Facility and area of 
responsibility in the Airport. 

6.9.1 Coverage Standards 

The Security Plan shall identify the following for maintaining 
security in each Facility and area of responsibility in the Airport on 
an ongoing basis: 
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- Locations to be monitored or secured 

- Method for monitoring or securing area including any 
physical barriers, electronic means and direct staff 
placement 

- Coverage by shift, hours per week and location for both 
physical and electronic monitoring 

- Frequency of security patrols or monitoring 

- Supervision of security personnel 

- Supervision of security coverage 

6.9.2 Office of Emergency Management and Communications 

The Airport Operator shall be aware that the Airport shall be linked 
into the Office of Emergency Management and Communications' 
(OEMC) Homeland Security sensor grid. The grid, known as, 
"Operation Virtual Shield," makes use of surveillance cameras and 
hazardous agent sensors. 

As required, the Airport Operator shall maintain and/or install a 
system of surveillance cameras and shall coordinate with OMEC 
the linking of said system to the Operation Virtual Shield sensor 
grid. 

6.9.3 Reporting 

In addition to reporting required under other subsections of the 
Operations Plan, the Emergency Plan and the Airport Certification 
Manual, in this subsection of the Operations Plan, the Airport 
Operator shall specify a system for recording and reporting 
security incidents. This system shall include: 

- The method for recording the particulars of the incident 

- Definitions of different types security incidents and their 
severity 

- The form of reporting of a notice of incident 

- The appropriate agencies or staff for distribution of a 

notice 

- Timing of distribution 

- Documentation and record keeping for past incidents 

The Airport Operator shall specify a method for reporting 
aggregated incidents for an appropriate time penod ^^be 
conveyed to the City and the Airiines. If appropnate, the Airport 
Operator shall indicate proposed remedies to prevent or to 
mitigate future security incidents. 
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AND OPERATIONS PLAN 

7.1 Objective 

The objective of this Emergency Management and Operations Plan 
(EMOP) subsection of the Operations Plan is to ensure that the Airport 
Operator has considered, addressed, planned, and trained for all likely 
potential natural or man-made disasters, to ensure that the Airport 
Operator has established protocols, procedures, responsibilities and 
minimum requirements to mitigate potential impacts and respond to and 
recover from the occurrence of a disaster event, in accordance with a 
written and approved plan. The EMOP must be NIMS Compliant. 

7.2 General 

The EMOP subsection of the Operations Plan will specify the measures 
used to create an Emergency Operations Plan (EOP) for the Airport. The 
EOP shall be a separate, standalone document from the EMOP 
subsection of the Operations Plan, submitted for Approval by the City and 
a Majority-in-lnterest and regulatory authorities including the FAA as 
required. 

The City has developed and the FAA has approved the Emergency Plan, 
attached to this Manual as Appendix B, as revised, which is included by 
reference in the Airport Certification Manual, attached to this Manual as 
Appendix A. The Emergency Plan developed for approval by the FAA 
has a primary focus on aircraft and airfield emergencies but governs all 
Emergency activities at the Airport regulated by the FAA and specified 
under Emergency Plan. 

The Airport Operator shall develop the requirements under this 
subsection of the Operations Plan to include all standards contained the 
Emergency Plan and Airport Certification Manual and provisions for 
modification of this subsection as the Emergency Plan and Airport 
Certification Manual are modified. 

The EMOP shall be developed, written, and carried out by the Airport 
Operator. It shall be included as a subsection in the Operations Plan 
submitted to the City and the Airiines for Approval by the City and a 
Majority-ln-lnterest. The Airport Operator shall provide a brief 
introduction in this subsection of the Operations Plan describing the 
overall goals and objectives. 

This subsection includes a general overview for the proposed plan, which 
is intended to provide guidance in the preparation of the Operations Plan 
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and address the minimum criteria. It is the responsibility of the Airport 
Operator to identify fully all elements of this subsection of the Operations 
Plan. 

This subsection of the Operations Plan shall be modified or revised by the 
Airport Operator as appropriate, to address specific issues, needs or 
concerns related to the Airport that develop over time and as required by 
the City, the FAA, and relevant Governmental Authorities with jurisdiction. 
Revisions shall be submitted to the City and the Airiines for Approval by 
the City and a Majority-ln-lnterest. 

7.3 Staffing 

The Airport Operator shall identify the title, functions, duties and 
responsibilities of the individual(s) involved development and 
maintenance of this EMOP subsection of the Operations Plan. Their role 
in the implementation, administration, and maintenance of this subsection 
shall be described. Minimum and optimal staffing levels required under 
the EMOP shall be provided for each area of responsibility. 

Current listings of key personnel and their title, brief job description or 
role, and contact information shall be maintained and provided to the City 
and the Airiines. An organizational chart shall be provided as part of the 
EMOP subsection of the Operations Plan. 

It is understood that whenever the Homeland Security Advisory System 
(HSAS) is raised to "orange" or "red," the Airport Operator is to have 
management personnel with decision-making authority available to be 
present at the City of Chicago Emergency Operations Center (911 
Center) on a 24 hour per day, seven day per week basis until such threat 
level is reduced to "yellow" or the City of Chicago determines that such 
staffing level is no longer required. 

The EMOP subsection of the Operations Plan shall include provisions for 
training and supervision of staff and adherence to all policies and 
procedures. 

7.4 Interagency Coordination 

The EMOP subsection of the Operations Plan shall identify the parties, 
public and private, included in interagency coordination of formulation of 
the requirements under this subsection and subsequent performance 
under the Operations Plan. In particular, the agencies and departments 
involved in developing, maintaining and approving the separate EOP shall 
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be identified. The roles and the process for interactions among the 
parties shall be defined. 

7.5 Performance Time Frames 

The EMOP subsection of the Operations Plan shall be submitted to the City 
and the Airiines for Approval by the City and a Majority-ln-lnterest as defined 
by this Manual. The development, review, and approval process for the EOP 
shall be specified separately. 

7.6 Regulatory Compliance 

The EMOP subsection of the Operations Plan shall identify applicable Laws 
most relevant to the formulation of the EMOP subsection of the Operations 
Plan. 

7.7 Emergency Operations Plan Preparation Requirements 

The EMOP subsection of the Operations Plan shall direct the creation of 
the EOP. The separate EOP developed by the Airport Operator under 
the requirements of the EMOP will be incorporated into the City of 
Chicago Emergency Operations Plan and accordingly will be required to 
be consistent with the published City of Chicago criteria to the extent 
possible notwithstanding the unique characteristics and needs of the 
Airport. 

It is recognized that all emergencies cannot be anticipated; therefore. Airport 
management will provide the control, guidance, and assistance deemed 
necessary in situations that are not covered by the EOP to minimize loss of life 
and property and restore Airport operations back to normal in a timely manner. 

The following is a general outline of the Airport Operator's responsibilities 
that should be included and addressed when creating EOP. The outline 
is not intended to be all-inclusive, but rather, contains the minimum items 
that should be included and addressed in the EOP. 

The EOP must include provisions for annual and periodic updates, 
training, and supervision of staff and adherence to all policies and 
procedures. 

7.7.1 Introduction 
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The introduction shall contain a short introduction that includes a 
description of the parties responsible for the preparation, 
implementation and maintenance of the plan and the overall goals 
and objectives of the Emergency Operations Plan (EOP). 

At a minimum, this section is to contain the following: 

- Purpose 

- Scope and applicability 

- The methodology used to develop and implement the 
EOP 

- Updates to the methodology 

7.7.2 Situation 

This section is to provide an overview of the Airport, the hazards 
to which it is exposed, the planning assumptions upon which the 
Plan is based and the critical facilities required to carry out the 
plan. 

At a minimum, this section is to contain the following sub-sections 
and items: 

7.7.2.1 Airport Information 

- A plan view map of the Airport 

- A general description of the location of the 
Airport 

- A description of the geology and geography of 
the area 

- A description of the meteorology of the area 

- A description of the Concession and Lease 
Agreement 

7.7.2.2 Hazard Analysis 

A detailed hazard analysis of the Airport, including a 
detailed investigation and analysis of the natural and 
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man-made hazards to which the Airport is exposed, 
shall be prepared. 

The analysis must also contain a detailed listing of 
any major incidents that have historically impacted 
the Airport that required either a complete shut down 
of the Airport or resulted in an interruption of services 
or the revenue stream. 

The list shall address, at a minimum, the last ten (10) 
years of operations of the Airport. It shall also 
include a detailed hazard analysis table that 
summarizes the hazard exposures. 

7.7.2.3 Vulnerability Analysis 

A detailed all-hazards vulnerability analysis of the 
Airport: it shall identify the specific hazards that are 
possible or likely to impact the Airport, the City, the 
level of visibility of the hazard, how critical the site is 
to the City, the financial impact to the Airport, the 
impact to nearby agencies, residential areas, 
commercial and industrial facilities, the accessibility 
of the Airport and the potential for mass casualties 
and the site population capacity. 

7.7.2.4 Planning Assumptions 

A statement indicating the basic planning 
assumptions upon which the plan is based. It should 
include lead times, effects of emergencies, when and 
how an emergency is to be declared, what outside 
assistance is available and the conditions under 
which an evacuation may be required. 

7.7.2.5 Response Capabilities 

The EOP shall describe the current response and 
recovery capabilities of the Airport Operator. This should 
summarize the basic capabilities both in-house and from 
outside sources to deal with response and recovery 
issues. 
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It shall contain a general description of how 
resources are currently managed and deployed. It 
must also identify shortfalls in response capabilities 
and strategies to resolve these shortfalls. 

7.7.2.6 Critical Facilities 

Identification of critical facilities of the Airport 
Operator, providing the system name, address, 
contact person, property classification, primary 
emergency function, the secondary emergency 
function, the primary or normal use, the priority for 
power restoration and the emergency power 
requirements. 

A location map indicating the location of all critical facilities 
is to be included in this section. A detailed map and 
descriptions of all critical facilities are to be included in the 
Appendices. 

7.7.3 Airport Resources 

This section is to contain a description of the resources that the 
Airport and the Airport Operator has available on a day-to-day 
basis and a listing of the outside resources that are available on 
an on-call or contract basis. 

At a minimum, it should contain the following information: 

7.7.3.1 Staffing 

The Airport Operator shall identify the title, functions, 
duties and responsibilities of the individual(s) 
involved development and maintenance of ttie EOP. 
Their role in the implementation, administration, and 
maintenance of this subsection shall be described. 

In addition, minimum and optimal staffing levels 
required under the EOP shall be provided for each 
area of responsibility. Current listings of key 
personnel and their title, brief job description or role, 
and contact information shall be maintained as part 
of the EOP. An organizational chart shall be 
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provided as part of the EOP. 

7.7.3.2 Equipment 

A listing of the significant equipment required in the 
EOP shall be included. For each type of equipment, 
the listing will provide a reference to the relevant 
requirement in the EOP, the purpose of the 
equipment, the optimal quantity of equipment, actual 
quantity of equipment on hand, description, 
ownership status and condition. 

Procedures for reporting shortfalls of equipment and 
the process for remedying shortfalls shall be 
described. 

7.7.3.3 Available Outside Resources 

A listing of all outside equipment that is available on-
call that includes all of the information listed in the 
previous paragraph, current 24 hour contact 
information including name and phone number for a 
principal and two backup contacts, and the 
approximate response time. 

An identical list is to be prepared for all firms and 
equipment currently under contract to the Airport 
Operator. 

7.7.4 Day-To-Day Functions and Responsibilities 

This section is to identify and discuss the day-to-day functions and 
responsibilities of the Airport Operator. It should discuss how the 
various responsibilities of the Airport Operator are organized and 
managed with particular regard to response to emergencies. 

7.7.5 Basic Operations Plan Content 

The Basic Operations Plan provides an overview of the Airport 
Operator's approach to emergency operations. It is intended to 
detail and describe the response organization and assign specific 
tasks to the agencies and organizations that may be involved in 
an incident. 
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It is used to guide and direct the development of functional and 
hazard specific annexes that provide specific direction and 
responsibilities for various types and magnitudes of incident. 

7.7.5.1 Forward 

The EOP shall have a forward that contains 
introductory materials that enhances accountability 
and ease of use and includes: 

- A register for recording changes and entering 
change dates 

- A signature page providing signatory evidence 
that an authorized officials of each 
governmental departments and private sector 
organizations with assigned responsibilities, as 
appropriate, concurs with the portions of the 
Plan applicable to the agency or entity they 
represent 

- A distribution list of the Plan recipients, 
indicating whether full copies or specific 
portions of the Plan were distributed 

- A table of contents listing all sections of the 
Plan 

- Cataloging of copies of the EOP that have been 
provided to other agencies and date of 
distribution 

7.7.5.2 Overview 

The EOP is to have a Basic Plan Overview, detailing 
the agency's approach to emergency management 
that contains, at a minimum, a general-purpose 
statement of the EOP that also references 
information provided in other parts of the overall plan. 

7.7.5.3 Concept of Operations 

The EOP is to have a Concept of Operations section 
that describes the day-to-day operational issues of 
the Airport with regard to Emergency planning and 
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preparations. It is also intended to explain the 
Airport's overall approach to an emergency situation 
(i.e. what should happen, when and at whose 
direction). 

The EOP shall be written to be in compliance and 
consistent with the Incident Command System (ICS) 
and the National Incident Management System 
(NIMS). 

7.7.5.4 Organization and Assignments 

The EOP is to have an Organization and Assignment 
of Responsibilities section that includes all 
individuals, departments, agencies and political 
subdivisions that may be involved in an emergency 
incident. It should include, at a minimum: 

- An Incident/Unified Command basic structure 
that graphically illustrates the command 
structure that is typically used for "routine" and 
"major" emergencies. It should identify by 
position and/or job title those persons normally 
assigned to fill the various roles and have 
specific responsibilities under various 
emergency situations. This is not intended to 
be an ironclad document, but rather provide 
general guidance and information on how 
various incidents will typically be managed. 

- A general sequence of actions, before, during 
and after an emergency situation. 

- Who requests aid and under what conditions, in 
addition to indicating who has the authority to 
request and/or send aid to other agencies. 

- An explanation of the relationships (for 
purposes of emergency management) between 
the Airport Operator and the State of Illinois, 
Cook County, City and the other governmental 
agencies and entities as appropriate. 
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An introduction to other issues and concerns 
that may be dealt with more fully in the 
annexes. 

An explanation of the organization, staffing, 
location and responsibilities of the Emergency 
Operations Center (EOC), if one is to be 
established, and the conditions under which it is 
to be activated. 

7.7.5.5 Administration and Logistics 

The EOP is to have an Administration and Logistics 
section that covers the general support requirements 
and the availability and support for all types of 
emergencies. A listing of all current mutual aid 
agreements shall be included. 

7.7.6 Functional Annex Requirements 

Annexes are the parts of the EOP that begin to provide specific information 
and direction for Emergency operations. They should emphasize 
responsibilities, tasks, and operational actions that pertain to the specific 
function. 

They should also cleariy define and describe the policies, processes, 
roles, and responsibilities inherent in the various functions before, during 
and after any emergency situation. 

At a minimum, the EOP shall include a functional annex that addresses 
how the Airport shall perform each of the following functions: 

• Fire fighting 
• Health and medical services 
• Communications 
• Mass care 
• Hazardous materials 

In addition, the following functions should be addressed as required: 

• Urban search and rescue 
• Information and planning 
• Transportation 
• Energy 
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• Public works and engineering 
• Food 
• Resource support 

Each functional annex will be structured to be consistent with the 
Emergency Support Functions included in the Federal Response Plan 
and will individually address; 

The purpose of the function 

A description of the situations that trigger 
implementation of the function 

A description of the assumptions that apply to the 
function 

The concept of operations for the function 

Assignment of responsibility for annex 
maintenance, review and updating 

Additional requirements established by the City, 
the Illinois Emergency Management Agency 
(lEMA), the FAA or other agencies shall also be 
addressed 

An Emergency Support Function (ESF) matrix of primary and support 
functions is to be developed and included in the document, a sample of 
which is listed below: 

7.7.6.1 Direction and Control 

The plan shall address the means the Airport 
Operator shall use to direct and control activities 
during emergency situations. 

7.7.6.2 Communications 

The plan shall address how infonnation will flow 
between responders, the Airport Operator, the EOC 
and the City. 

7.7.6.3 Warning/Emergency Information 
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The plan shall address how the public will be warned 
and instructed regarding actual or threatened 
hazards and emergencies through local broadcast or 
announcement, signage, the public media and other 
means. 

7.7.6.4 Public Information 

The plan shall address the means, organization and 
process by which the Airport Operator will provide 
timely, accurate and useful information and 
instructions to Airport users, and impacted (or 
potentially impacted) residential, commercial and 
industrial parties, under or adjacent to, or near the 
Airport. 

7.7.6.5 Disaster Intelligence/Damage Assessment' 

The plan shall address the means the Airport 
Operator will use to identify, collect, analyze and 
disseminate information on the extent and impact of 
the emergency situation. 

7.7.6.6 Evacuation 

The plan shall address how the Airport Operator will 
manage, coordinate, and conduct the evacuation of 
persons from the area believed to be at risk, when 
situations necessitate such action. 

7.7.6.7 Mass Care 

The plan shall address how the Airport Operator will 
support and assist in mass care activities that are 
necessary to be provided as the result of an incident 
on the Airport. 

7.7.6.8 Health and Medical 

The plan shall address how the Airport Operator will 
assist and support health and medical services in 
emergencies and disasters on or affecting the 
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Airport. 

7.7.6.9 Mortuary Services 

The plan shall address how the Airport Operator will 
assist and support in the collection, identification and 
care of human remains resulting from emergencies 
and disasters on or affecting the Airport. 

7.7.6.10 Resource Management 

The plan shall address how the Airport Operator will 
manage the people, equipment, facilities, supplies, 
and other resources to satisfy the needs generated 
by the disaster or emergency. 

7.7.6.11 Debris Clearance and Waste Management 

The plan shall address how the Airport Operator will 
manage and coordinate the clearance of debris to 
allow access by emergency response vehicles, 
collect and remove debris from an incident and how 
debris will be disposed of Special guidance should 
be included to address handling debris from a crime 
scene. 

7.7.6.12 Rapid Damage Assessment 

The plan shall address how the Airport Operator will 
conduct rapid damage assessments following a 
major incident, target time frames, and priorities. 

7.7.7 Hazard Specific Annex Reouirements 

Hazard-specific annexes offer a means of extending functional annexes 
to address special and unique response procedures, notifications, 
protective actions, and other needs generated by a specific hazard. 

Hazard-specific annexes are supplements to the functional annexes and 
should not simply repeat the common planning considerations addressed 
in the functional annexes. 
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The need for a hazard-specific annex will be determined as a result of the 
hazard and vulnerability assessments and the development of the 
functional annexes. Hazard-specific annexes must follow the same 
structure and similar content as the Basic Operations Plan and the 
Functional Annexes. 

There are, however, a number of specific and unique hazards to which 
the Airport is exposed due to its operations, climate, location, and profile. 
Particular attention should be paid to the location of the hazard as it 
affects Airport operations in the development of a hazard-specific annex. 

At a minimum, the following specific hazards are to be addressed: 

• Aircraft emergencies, accidents or fires 

• Vehicle fires and accidents 

• Weather related events, including 
- Major snow and ice conditions 
- Tornados 
- Flooding 
- High winds 

• Terrorism incidents, including 
- Bomb threats 
- Hijacking 

• Materials incidents, including 
- Fuel spills 
- Hazardous materials incidents 
- Radiological incidents 

Structural fires 

Structural failure 

Incidents involving violations of the law 

Medical emergencies 

Railroad incidents 

Electrical power incidents 

Chem/BIO/Rad incidents 
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• Facility Evacuation Plan 

7.7.8 Recovery Annex Requirements 

Following a major emergency or disaster, many critical issues and 
concerns will need to be addressed requiring coordinated efforts of the 
Airport Operator, the City and agencies of the State of Illinois and federal 
governments. 

The Recovery Annex shall address the methodology and processes that 
will be implemented during the recovery process and must include, at a 
minimum the following: 

• Identification of the agencies with responsibility for 
recovery efforts. 

• Documentation and record keeping requirements 
following an emergency. 

• Identification of financial, accounting and spending 
authorities. 

• Specification of initial post-emergency priorities 
and responsibilities (within 12 hours) including: 

- Preliminary damage assessment 

« Walk-through or rapid damage assessment 

• Assessment of economic injury 

• Damage survey reports 

• Written damage assessment document 

• Estimates of cost 

- Search and rescue and medical needs 

- Damage impact to critical facilities and structures 

- Establishment of direction and control 

• Consideration and evaluation of human needs 

Development and specification of mitigation 
strategies 
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7.7.9 Training and Exercises 

The success of the EOP depends to a large extent upon the level of 
training and preparedness of the Airport Operator and agencies identified 
for involvement in an emergency. 

The EOP shall include a description and requirements of training programs 
and exercise schedules. It should include, at a minimum, the following 
with regard to emergencies: 

• The types of training required for each agency, 
department and employee involved in a particular 
type of incident. 

• A specific annual training program and schedule 
for each agency,- department, and employee. 

• An exercise program that provides both table-top 
and full-scale training exercises based upon the 
potential hazards and vulnerabilities to which the 
Airport is exposed. The Airport Operator will be 
required to hold quarteriy mini-table-tops, annual 
full-scale table-tops, and tri- annual full-scale 
disaster drills. 

7.7.10 Definitions 

This section is to contain a complete listing of all definitions that are 
unique to the EOP. It will also contain a listing of commonly used federal 
acronyms and a glossary of terms. . 

7.7.11 References 

This section shall identify and list applicable Laws most relevant to the 
formulation of the EOP, including but not limited to reference documents, 
laws and regulations of the Department of Homeland Security, Federal 
Emergency Management Agency, Illinois Emergency Management 
Agency, City of Chicago and the Airport. 

7.7.12 Appendices 

All appendices referenced within the document shall be listed and 
indexed in a summary. 

7.7.13 Forms and Documentation Guidelines 

The EOP shall contain copies of all forms and documentation guidelines 
specified and used in the EOP. 
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SNOW AND ICE CONTROL PLAN 

8.1 Objective 

The objective of this subsection of the Operations Plan is to ensure the 
expeditious removal or control of snow and ice in order to facilitate safe 
aircraft, vehicle and pedestrian movement, accommodate the general 
public, and best utilize resources during and following inclement winter 
weather. 

8.2 General 

The subsection of the Operations Plan shall be developed, written, and 
carried out by the Airport Operator. It shall be submitted to the City and 
the Airiines for Approval by the City and a Majority-ln-lnterest, separately 
from the other subsections of the Operations Plan, and must incorporate 
any changes in strategy, equipment levels, etc. designed to rectify 
shortcomings in the Airport Operator's snow and ice removal operations 
during the prior winter season. 

The Airport Operator shall provide a brief introduction in this subsection of 
the Operations plan describing the overall goals and objectives. 

Snow and Ice Control tasks include, but are not limited to, the following 
general items of work: 

• Weather monitoring 

• Snow plowing 

• Snow removal operations 

• Salt and deicer chemical application 

• Ice control and drift control 

• Snow and ice response planning 

• Public and agency communication program 

The Airport Operator is also responsible for managing its efforts 
associated with providing all the required resources, stockpiling salt and 
deicing chemicals, pre-positioning equipment, and establishing 
transportation to designated removed snow areas, in order that the Snow 
and Ice Control work will be handled on a proactive, rather than a reactive 
basis. 
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The Airport Operator must include in this subsection of the Operations 
Plan all of the standards contained in both the Airport Certification Manual 
and Airport Emergency Plan, which are considered as a minimum 
standard for addition to the requirements listed below'for this subsection. 
Specifically, the Snow and Ice Control section of the Airport Certification 
Manual, as revised, will provide the minimum standard for Airfield Snow 
and Ice Control Operations. The Airport Operator must issue a Snow 
Manual for the Airport to share with the airport tenants and the City. 

This subsection includes a general overview for the proposed plan, which 
is intended to provide guidance in the preparation of the Operations Plan 
and address the minimum criteria. It is the responsibility of the Airport 
Operator to identify fully all elerrients of this subsection of the Operations 
Plan. 

This subsection of the Operations Plan shall be modified or revised by the 
Airport Operator as appropriate, to address specific issues, needs or 
concerns related to the Airport that develop over tinne and as required by 
the City and relevant Governmental Authorities with jurisdiction. 
Revisions shall be submitted to the City and the Airlines for Approval by 
the City and a Majority-ln-lnterest. 

8.3 Staffing 

The Airport Operator shall identify the title, functions, duties, and 
responsibilities of the individual(s) involved with this subsection of the 
Operations Plan. Their role in the implementation, administration, and 
maintenance of this subsection shall be described. Minimum and optimal 
staffing levels required under the plan shall be provided for each area of 
responsibility. Current listings of key personnel and their title, brief job 
description or role, and contact information shall be maintained and 
provided to the City and the Airlines. An organizational chart shall be 
provided as part of this subsection of the Operations Plan. 

The Airport Operator shall designate assign a Snow and Ice Control 
Supervisor who will plan the equipment and staffing needs for each 
upcoming storm event, make all advance preparations, supervise the 
handling of each incident, and communicate information to the public, the 
press, the City, the Airiines, outside agencies, and internal personnel. 

This subsection of the Operations Plan shall include provisions for 
training and supervision of staff and adherence to all policies and 
procedures. 

8.4 Interagency Coordination 
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This subsection of the Operations Plan shall identify the parties, public 
and private, included in interagency coordination of formulation of the 
requirements under this subsection and subsequent performance under 
the Operations Plan. The roles and the process for interactions among 
the parties shall be defined. 

8.5 Facilities 

All physical facilities required for use under this subsection of the 
Operations Plan shall be identified by the Airport Operator and a 
description or graphical representation of the facilities and their locations 
shall be provided. 

8.6 Equipment 

A listing of the significant equipment required under this subsection of the 
Operations Plan shall be included. For each type of equipment, the listing 
will provide a reference to the relevant requirement in the Operations 
Plan, the purpose of the equipment, the optimal quantity of equipment, 
actual quantity of equipment on hand, ownership status and condition. 
Procedures for reporting shortfalls of equipment and the process for 
remedying shortfalls shall be described. 

Specifically regarding snow and ice control tasks at the Airport, the Airport 
Operator shall provide: 

• The number, classifications, and types of vehicles 
to be used in the Snow and Ice Control operations. 

• The types, models, etc. of the devices applied, 
attached and furnished with each piece of 
equipment that applies and distributes deicing 
chemicals. 

• The types, models, etc. of the two-way radios and 
other communication equipment installed in all 
snow removal equipment. 

• The type, model, number, location, etc. of all 
warning and safety devices attached or furnished 
with Snow and Ice Control equipment, and 
assurance that all devices conform to all 
applicable laws and requirements. 
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• The snow removal equipment demarcation which 
must include the name, logo and contact phone 
number of the Airport Operator or operating entity 
formed to manage the Airport, as appropriate. 

8.7 Performance Time Frames 

This subsection of the Operations Plan shall be submitted to the City and 
the Airiines for Approval by the City and a Majority-ln-lnterest. In 
addition, this subsection of the Operations Plan shall be included with the 
other elements of the Operations Plan when submitted to the City and the 
Airiines for Approval by the City and a Majority-ln-lnterest as defined by 
this Manual. 

8.8 Regulatory Compliance 

This subsection of the Operations Plan shall identify applicable Laws 
most relevant to the formulation of this subsection of the Operations Plan. 

8.9 Non-Airfield Operations 

8.9.1 Advance Preparation Procedures 

This section of the Operations Plan shall specify preparedness 
procedures that the Airport Operator undertakes in advance of each 
winter season. It is to contain, at a minimum, the following: 

• A storm monitoring, watch and "on-call" procedure 
so that assigned personnel are obtaining 
appropriate information and data from appropriate 
sources and monitoring such information and data 
regarding developing snow and ice storms on a 24 
hour a day basis, beginning on the last Sunday in 
October and continuing without interruption to the 
third Sunday in April. 

• An organizational chart showing the titles and 
duties of all of the Airport Operator's staff who will 
be responsible for advance preparations for Snow 
and Ice Control work, as well as operations 
following commencement of a storm event. 

• The Airport Pperator's preparation and equipment 
assembly activities before the winter storm 
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season, with maps showing where equipment, 
staff, and stockpiles will be pre-positioned. 

• Complete list of available equipment and 
appurtenances, and the primary assignment 
during and following a storm event. 

• Minimum inventories of de-icing chemicals and 
snow fencing. 

• Locations, directions, and capacities of designated 
snow storage areas. 

• Priorities for assignment (i.e. access roads, 
pedestrian walkways, parking areas, etc.) 

8.9.2 Call-Out Procedures 

This section shall address the specific procedures that will be followed 
each time the Airport Operator must mobilize work forces in response to 
winter storm or frost warnings. The Call-Out Procedure section is to 
contain, at a minimum, the following: 

• The anticipated outside coordination to be 
undertaken when scoping the initial call-out, 
including obtaining frost warnings and notifications 
or advice from National Weather Service ("NWS"), 
FAA and other approved weather reporting 
sources. 

• The steps by which the Snow and Ice Control 
Supervisor will perform a call-out of staff and 
resources following the receipt of a storm or frost 
warning. 

• The methodology by which the Snow and Ice 
Control Supervisor will evaluate the need and 
scope of the call-out in order to ensure that the 
appropriate amount of equipment, adequately 
loaded and staffed, is assigned and pre-staged to 
the upcoming snow and ice control effort in order 
to furnish the required service levels. 

• The specific factors evaluated when determining 
the appropriate level and scope of snow removal 
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crew "call-out" for each anticipated storm, 
including the following, as applicable: 

- Anticipated accumulation, duration, and winds forecasted 
for the event 

- Anticipated travel volume demand during typical or actual 
snow storm events 

- Congestion and traffic delay resulting from insufficient 
snowplowing and hazardous conditions, and the resulting 
impact of delays 

- Airport user safety 

- Public interest and concern as expressed in complaints, 
letters, etc. 

- Environmental considerations 

The titles and duties of supervisory personnel to 
be contacted in the call-out, and the data to be 
transmitted during such contact including 
storm/frost warnings, operational procedures, the 
required response time for affected work groups to 
report in, etc. 

The outside contacts such as IDOT, the City, the 
Chicago Police Department, etc; who will be 
notified of each call-out. 

The means by which the Airport Operator shall 
document the call-out in a snow storm/frost 
warning folder for each storm, which must consist 
of: 

- Weather consultant's warning, if applicable 

- Procedural instructions 

- Supervisory personnel call-out sheet 

- City notification and road conditions report 

- Storm data report 
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- Press release (when required) 

8.9.3 Response Protocol 

This section shall address the series of pre-planned activities that will be 
performed in response to each forecasted winter storm or frost event, as 
may be modified by specific instructions transmitted during each call-out. 
This section is to contain, at a minimum, the following: 

• The Airport Operator's methodology for ensuring 
that all snow removal personnel have been alerted 
and given specific assignments during the call-out. 

• The incident response steps and general 
timetable. 

• Equipment cycling, reloading, downtime, overhaul 
and related factors. 

• The methods and procedures that the Airport 
Operator's Snow and Ice Control operations will 
employ to furnish continuous efforts during and 
after each storm until all specified areas are clear 
and free of snow or ice. 

• The measures by which Snow and Ice Control 
operations will promptly remove snow and ice from 
hazard areas identified by the Airport Operator, 
such as travel lanes adjacent to walls or guardrail 
where ramping and drifting may occur. 

• The procedures by which the Airport Operator will 
maintain contact with snow removal crews, and 
how communications will be used to track the 
progress of all work efforts, promptly deal with any 
significant problems, and make any adjustments to 
work assignments, staff levels, operating 
frequencies, and the like as judgment demands, in 
order to satisfactorily remove snow and ice. 

• The measures to be taken by the Snow and Ice 
Control Supervisor to maintain communications 
throughout each snow and ice control operation in 
consultation with IDOT, the City, the Airiines, and 
other agencies regarding severe weather 
forecasts, the impacts on congestion and travel 
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times, the success of each snow removal 
response, and other items of mutual interest. 

The method for the Airport Operator's designated 
spokesperson(s) to furnish information to 
journalists or reporters, including Airport travel 
reports, bulletins, delay estimates, and the like. 
The spokesperson(s) must comply with requests 
for verbal reports or estimates regarding travel 
times, pavement condition, accidents, icy or 
hazardous areas, and the like to assist reporters to 
accurately report news, issue bulletins and 
advisories, and in general inform commuters and 
the public about regional travel problems. 

The method for the Airport Operator's designated 
spokesperson(s) to furnish information to Airport 
users and inquiring members of the public, 
including reports on Airport conditions during 
inclement weather, daily snowfall, depth of pack, 
period of storm, and related matters of public 
interest. 

8.9.4 Operational Reguirements 

This section shall discuss the requirements to be implemented by Snow 
and Ice Control crews, and the operational adjustments that may be 
required in response to changing situations during each incident. This 
section is to contain, at a minimum, the following: 

• The Airport Operator's priority during winter storms 
must be snow removal and ice control in order to 
best serve airport users and operations. 

• The actions to be taken if vehicle access to the 
Airport becomes blocked due to severe drifting, 
stalled traffic, or other winter hazards. 

• The Plan must specify the authority of the CPD to 
order the Airport Operator to halt traffic and 
implement temporary road closures when 
conditions and situations warrant preserving public 
safety. 

• The communication protocol that will be 
undertaken with outside agencies. Airport users. 
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etc. whenever it is decided to close the Airport. 
The Plan must list all the contact and notification 
agencies anticipated by the Airport Operator, 
including but not limited to IDOT, the City, the 
Airiines, the CPD, news media, the Illinois 
Emergency Management Agency, etc. The 
Emergency Management and Operation Plan 
subsection of the Operations Plan should be 
referenced as appropriate. 

The methods of how bare-pavement objectives will 
be met, with specific detail regarding hauling of 
snow to designated snow storage areas (when 
necessary), work to open drains covered by snow 
and ice, mechanical and manual salt application, 
and the use of solid and/or liquid solution deicing 
agents. 

The procedures that the Airport Operator will employ to 
the Snow and Ice Control operations which will allow 
adjustment and fine-tuning during each incident to 
address any response shortcomings, customer 
complaints, identified safety issues, and other problems 
that arise. 

An operation plan for applying sufficient deicer chemicals 
to appropriate areas, and the definition of those areas, at 
the beginning of a storm in order to deter bonding and 
build-up of pack, and the conditions under which regular 
plowing and salt spreading would resume in order to 
remove accumulations and restore bare-pavement 
surface conditions as soon as possible. 

A plan for scheduling special patrols for the detection and 
correction of slippery conditions whenever freezing 
conditions are anticipated. Particular attention must be 
paid to pedestrian walkways, ramps, curves, large grades 
and problem locations such as shaded areas and bridge 
decks. 

Full details of the methodology for applying deicing 
chemicals to the Airport surfaces, pavements and bridge 
decks, including the following: 

- Application of deicing chemicals in advance of a storm to 
prevent the formation of frost or ice films. 
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- Successive applications of deicing chemicals during a 
storm to weaken or prevent bonding between the snow 
pack and road surface. 

- Application of chemicals and deicers by snow plowing 
trucks to increase driver traction and melt new snow that 
falls. 

- Measures to limit the applied deicing agents to the 
minimum amount necessary for effective Snow and Ice 
Control, because of potentially detrimental effects of 
deicing agents to vegetation, water quality and corrosion 
of metal. 

- The protocol to be followed when switching between 
alternative deicers. 

- Measures by which surveillance of the plowed-off or 
melted snow will be maintained, to ensure that any 
freezing on the shoulders and pavement is promptly 
dealt with before it creates a hazard. 

8.9.5 Training 

This section shall discuss the means by which the Airport Operator will 
identify the annual training requirements for personnel involved in snow 
and ice control efforts, how such training will be obtained, how snow 
removal crew persons will be certified, and when refresher training v/i!l be 
occur. 

8.9.6 Environmental Concems 

The Airport Operator shall specify the means by which the Airport 
Operator intends to investigate potentially environmentally sensitive areas 
that have been identified as directly or indirectly receiving salts and other 
deicing chemicals. It is to contain, at a minimum, the following: 

• Identification of areas that are potentially 
environmentally sensitive, including landscaped 
areas and bodies of water. 

• The coordination undertaken to seek a 
determination from the respective governing 
agencies whether the identified areas may receive 
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the anticipated contaminated discharges, or if 
mitigation of some form is required. 

The commitments or agreements reached to 
perform mitigation, control or other strategies, as 
required, in order to comply with governing agency 
requirements and restrictions. 

8.9.7 Eouipment Compliance 

The Airport Operator shall specify the method used to ensure that all 
equipment furnished by outside Contractors for use on the Airport fuljy 
complies with the requirements of the Operations Plan and the 
procedures employed to calibrate equipment used to apply deicing 
chemicals or abrasives. 

8.9.8 Performance Standards 

In addition, the Airport Operator shall specify the time allowed for 
performance of snow and ice control operations. 

The following shall be specified, at a minimum, for each area of operation, 
including roadways, parking areas, pedestrian access areas, and others: 

• Maximum allowable accumulation 

• Maximum reaction time to first full snow plow pass 
(or appropriate equipment for area of operation) 

• Maximum allowable snow pack time 

• Maximum time to bare-pavement condition after 
storm end 

• Maximurn time to bare-shoulder condition after 
storm end 

• Maximum time for removal of temporary snow 
storage 

8.10 Airfield Operations 

The Airport is subject to annual snowfalls of several inches or more. As 
such, the Airport Operator will be required to comply with all pertinent, 
and most curtent, Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) standards for 
winter and snow operations. 

Airport Certification Manual is a separate document approved by the FAA 
and establishes the requirements for Airfield Snow and Ice Control 
Operations. The Snow and Ice Control section of the Airport Certification 
Manual, as revised, will provide the minimum standard for development of 
Airfield Snow and Ice Control Operations. 
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Pertinent guidelines and standards are described in a number of Airport 
Advisory Circulars (AC), and AC Changes, which are issued by the FAA. 
Specifically, FAA AC 150/5200-30A "Airport Winter Safety and 
Operations" provides guidance for field conditions assessment and 
friction testing, as well as snow and ice control/removal. Appendix C 
(Operational Performance Metrics Report) lists specific minimum 
requirements for field condition assessment and pavement friction testing. 

The Airport Operator shall develop a Snow and Ice Control Plan for 
Airfield Operations that meets or exceeds the requirements of the Airport 
Certification Manual and FAA Guidelines. Where appropriate, 
requirements not specifically related the standards for the Airfield may be 
included by reference to the Non-Airfield Operations Section. 

At a minimum, the following shall be included: 

Advance preparation procedures 
Call out procedures 
Response protocol 
Operational requirements 
Training 
Environmental concerns 
Equipment compliance 
Performance standards 

8.11 Reporting 

The Airport Operator shall maintain accurate records of the locations and 
quantities where salt and other deicers are stored and used. The Airport 
Operator must log and analyze the amounts, locations and application 
rates of deicers used on the Airport in order to obtain acceptable results 
from its snow and ice control efforts. 

The Airport Operator shall track the use of, and comment upon the 
effectiveness of, alternate snow and ice control chemicals, deicers, and 
other types of deicing systems. 

The Airport Operator shall develop appropriate reporting forms for 
reporting the information required under this subsection of the Operations 
Plan and where appropriate shall specify those forms in the Operations 
Plan. 

8,12 Hazardous or Toxic Materials 

The plan shall outline the Airport Operator's procedures, locations and 
requirements for stockpiling of chemicals and materials used in snow and 
ice control operations, including a commitment that all chemicals, 
solvents, de-icing materials shall be stored and used in compliance with 
the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES), in order to 
prevent any pollution or contamination of local waters by toxins or 
chemicals standards, and all other regulatory requirements. 
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COMMUNITY RELATIONS PLAN 

9.1 Objective 

The objective of this subsection of the Operations Plan is to ensure that 
the Airport Operator establishes minimum requirements for programs 
developed to enhance community relations. The City of Chicago is 
committed to being a good neighbor to the Airport's surrounding 
communities and to be a gracious host to visitors from around the worid. 
To that end, the Airport Operator shall, to the extent described below, 
continue the programs summarized in this section that are currently in 
effect at the Airport and undertake other efforts during the term to 
promote community relations. 

9.2 General 

The subsection of the Operations Plan shall be developed, written, and 
carried out by the Airport Operator. It shall be included as a subsection in 
the Operations Plan submitted to the City and the Airiines for Approval by 
the City and a Majority-ln-lnterest. The Airport Operator shall provide a 
brief introduction in this subsection of the Operations plan describing the 
overall goals and objectives. 

This subsection includes a general overview for the proposed plan, which 
is intended to provide guidance in the preparation of the Operations Plan 
and address the minimum criteria. It is the responsibility of the Airport 
Operator to identify fully all elements of this subsection of the Operations 
Plan. 

This subsection of the Operations Plan shall be modified or revised by the 
Airport Operator as appropriate, to address specific issues, needs or 
concerns related to the Airport that develop over time and as required by 
the City and relevant Governmental Authorities with jurisdiction. 
Revisions shall be submitted to the City and the Airiines for Approval by 
the City and a Majority-ln-lnterest. 

9.3 Staffing 

The Airport Operator shall identify the title, functions, duties, and 
responsibilities of the individual(s) involved with this subsection of the 
Operations Plan. Their role in the implementation, administration, and 
maintenance of this subsecfion shall be described. Minimum and optimal 
staffing levels required under the plan shall be provided for each area of 
responsibility. 
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Current listings of key personnel and their title, brief job description or 
role, and contact information shall be maintained and provided to the City 
and the Airlines. An organizational chart shall be provided as part of this 
subsection of the Operations Plan. 

This subsection of the Operations Plan shall include provisions for 
training and supervision of staff and adherence to all policies and 
procedures. 

9.4 Interagency Coordination 

This subsection of the Operations Plan shall identify the parties, public 
and private, included in interagency coordination of formulation of the 
requirements under this subsection and subsequent performance under 
the Operations Plan. The roles and the process for interactions among 
the parties shall be defined. 

The Airport Operator shall submit to the City and the Airiines the plans for 
management and operation of the Community Relations Programs. The 
City reserves the right to operate its own community relations programs in 
addition to those described herein. 

9.5 Facilities 

All physical facilities required for use under this subsection of the 
Operations Plan shall be identified by the Airport Operator and a 
description or graphical representation of the facilities and their locations 
shall be provided. 

9.6 Equipment 

A listing of the significant equipment required under this subsection of the 
Operations Plan shall be included. For each type of equipment, the listing 
will provide a reference to the relevant requirement in the Operations 
Plan, the purpose of the equipment, the optimal quanfity of equipment, 
actual quantity of equipment on hand, ownership status and condition. 
Procedures for reporting shorH'alls of equipment and the process for 
remedying shortfalls shall be described. 

9.7 Performance Time Frames 
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This subsection of the Operations Plan shall be submitted to the City and 
the Airiines for Approval by the City and a Majority-ln-lnterest as defined 
by this Manual. 

9.8 Regulatory Compliance 

This subsection of the Operations Plan shall identify the applicable Laws 
most relevant to the formulation of this subsection of the Operations Plan. 

9.9 Community Relations Programs 

The Airport Operator shall include the Community Relations Programs 
summarized here or equivalent programs in the future into this subsection 
of the Operations Plan. Any contemplated changes to existing programs, 
must include explanations of such changes and a demonstration of how 
the changes would either maintain or improve community relations efforts. 

This subsection of the Operations Plan shall include methods for 
achieving the goals set forth under the reporting requirements of this 
subsection and for remediation of programs falling short of established 
goals. 

The Airport Operator may continue to use City programs and offices in 
effect as of the Bid Date to undertake the activities described below; 
provided that the Airport Operator shall be responsible for entering into a 
mutually acceptable agreement with the City with respect to the terms of 
the provision of such services by the City and for paying all costs and 
expenses incurred by the City with respect to the use of such City 
programs and offices related to the fulfillment of the Airport Operator's 
obligations herein. Alternatively, the Airport Operator may replace any 
City programs and sen/ices used to undertake the activities described 
below subject to the Approval of the City and a Majority-ln-lnterest. 

9.9.1 Noise Office 

In 1996, City of Chicago Mayor Richard M. Daley initiated a series 
of comprehensive noise mitigation efforts that were developed to 
reduce and mitigate the effects of aircraft noise on the 
neighborhoods surrounding Chicago Midway International Airport. 
Under the Mayor's leadership, new programs have been 
developed, existing programs were expanded, and significant 
amounts have been provided to-date to assist in reducing the 
impacts of aircraft noise on communities near the airport. 
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The administration of City noise abatement programs, which 
include the Fly Quiet Program, Residential Sound Insulation 
Program, and School Sound Insulation Program, as well as the 
daily operation of the Airport Noise Monitoring System, is 
coordinated through the Department of Aviation Noise Abatement 
Office/Community Noise Resource Center. The Noise Abatement 
Office also provides support for the work of the Midway Noise 
Compatibility Commission. 

9.9.2 Airport Noise Monitoring System (ANMS) 

The ANMS was purchased by the City of Chicago as part of 
Mayor Richard M. Daley's commitment to aircraft noise mitigation 
efforts at O'Hare and Midway international airports. The Chicago 
Airport System's integrated ANMS includes 12 permanent noise 
monitoring sites surrounding Chicago Midway International Airport 
that provide actual measurement of aircraft noise levels. 

The integrated ANMS system is directly connected to the FAA's 
air traffic control radar, which collects aircraft flight tracks; over 5 
million data points are recorded and stored in the system each 
day. 

9.9.3 Fly Quiet Program 

On June 17, 1997, Mayor Richard M. Daley announced that 
airiines at Chicago O'Hare and Chicago Midway Internafional 
airports have agreed to use designated noise abatement flight 
procedures under the Fly Quiet Program to further reduce the 
impact of aircraft noise. 

Fly Quiet provides comprehensive guidance for pilots to use 
designated quiet flight and operating procedures developed by the 
Department of Aviation in cooperation with the O'Hare and 
Midway Noise Compatibility Commissions, airiines, and Air Traffic 
Controllers. As part of the Fly Quiet Program, a Voluntary Air 
Carrier Nighttime Curfew is currently in effect at Chicago Midway 
Intemational Airport between the. hours of 12:00 a.m. (midnight) 
and 6:00 a.m. In addition, the Fly Quiet Program includes specific 
restrictions on aircraft ground run-up procedures. 

9.9.4 Residential Sound Insulation Program (RSIP) 
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The RSIP is designed to reduce aircraft noise impacts on 
residents of communities surrounding Chicago Midway 
International Airport. With the completion of the 2007 Program, 
neariy 4,700 homes will have been sound insulated at a cost of 
$95 million. 

By 2011, an additional 3,000 homes will be sound insulated 
bringing the total cost to $186 million. Beginning in 2008, it is 
anticipated that 1,000 homes per year will be sound insulated. 
Regular homeowner meetings are held to provide affected 
homeowners with a step-by-step guide to the RSIP process. 

The Airport Operator shall cooperate with the City as the City 
develops and implements a plan to address the remaining homes 
in a noise contour and the impact on the RSIP to the extent that 
the City is required to do so pursuant to Section 4.5 of the 
Concession Agreement. The Airport Operator shall be 
responsible for any future residential soundproofing after the 
completion of the soundproofing for which the City is responsible 
pursuant to Section 4.5 of the Concession Agreement. 

9.9.5 School Sound Insulation Program (SSIP) 

The SSIP is designed to reduce aircraft noise impacts on schools 
in the vicinity of Chicago Midway International Airport. Today, 41 
Chicago Midway International Airport area schools have been 
identified for eligibility in the School Sound Insulation Program. 33 
schools are complete and 8 schools are in progress. Based on 
the FAA's current guidelines for school sound insulation, it is 
anticipated that the Airport's SSIP will be complete with 41 
schools at a cost of more than $80 million. In the event that the 
government guidelines on school sound insulation change, the 
Airport Operator will need to develop a plan to address the 
remaining schools in a noise contour and the impact on the SSIP. 

9.9.6 Midway Noise Compatibility Commission (MNCC) 

The MNCC is made up of mayors and local leaders from 
communities surrounding Chicago Midway International Airport. 
The MNCC works with the Department of Aviation, the FAA, 
airiines, and pilots to reduce noise at its source and limit noise 
impacts on the Airports' neighbors. The MNCC also determines 
potentially eligible homes and schools for sound insulation, based 
on the current noise contour map and the School Noise Monitoring 
Program. 
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The Airport Operator will assume one seat on the MNCC for the 
duration of the Agreement. 

9.9.7 Noise Hotline 

A manned hotline fields calls from residents concerning all noise 
related issues. Information received from the Noise Hotline is 
correlated with FAA radar tracks and data collected from Chicago 
Midway International Airport's 12 permanent noise monitors plus 
several portable noise monitors in order to create an accurate 
picture of noise impacts on communities surrounding the Airport. 

9.9.8 Construction Awareness Program 

The Construction Awareness Program was initiated in 1997 to 
communicate information related to various construction programs 
at Chicago Midway International Airport to the general public. 
This program evaluates the community noise impacts expected to 
occur during routine airfield and landside construction as well as 
airport maintenance, and identifies opportunities to minimize these 
impacts. 

9.9.9 Airport Ambassador Program 

As part of Mayor Daley's "Chicago: We're Glad You're Here!" 
program, millions of visitors each year are greeted by enthusiastic 
volunteer Airport Ambassadors at Welcome Center Booths 
throughout Chicago Midway International Airport. 

The Welcome Booths, created in cooperation with the Chicago 
Convention and Tourism Bureau, provide convention delegates 
and travelers from around the worid with infomriation on Chicago's 
many cultural and entertainment venues. Volunteers range from 
college students to senior citizens. The airport ambassadors also 
assist with specific efforts such as holiday gift wrapping and 
caroling. 

In order to maintain a robust, growing and dynamic Airport 
Ambassador program, the Airport Operator will be required to 
provide the following: 

• Quarteriy training and airport orientation workshops for the 
volunteers; 
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• New uniforms for each volunteer each year 

• Annual appreciation event 

• Parking validation and minimal concession voucher for 
each volunteer session at the airport 

9.9.10 Part 150 Study Process 

The last Part 150 Study at Chicago Midway International Airport 
was completed in September of 1992. Since then, the Airport has 
only undertaken noise contour updates, the most current of which 
was completed in 2004. It is expected that the Airport Operator 
would conduct a Part 150 study when operational changes dictate. 

9.9.11 Artwork 

The Airport currently has several different art exhibits and 
sculptures on display throughout the terminal and concourse 
areas. Some are fixed displays, while others are rotated on a 
periodic basis. 

The City also makes a regular effort to install tasteful holiday 
decorations and play seasonal background music to enhance the 
overall passenger experience. 

The Airport Operator shall, throughout the Term, maintain all 
permanent art exhibits and sculptures (including the Battle of 
Midway Memorial display) existing at the Airport as of the Bid Date 
in a manner at least consistent with that followed by the City as of 
the Bid Date. No such art exhibits or sculptures shall be removed 
or altered during the Term without the Approval of the City, which 
shall be withheld, conditioned, or delayed in the City's discretion in 
the case of permanent removal. Notwithstanding the foregoing, 
the Airport Operator shall have the right to remove or alter such 
art exhibits or sculptures if requiried by Law or if necessary (either 
temporarily or permanently) in conjunction with construction work 
required or permitted under the Concession Agreement 

The Airport Operator shall include a public art program as part of 
this subsection, which shall address such topics as the acquisition 
of additional permanent public art and a regular schedule of 
periodic public art displays. 
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By working with the City's Public Art office and local educational 
institutions, the Airport Operator shall maintain all temporary art 
exhibit locations by installing new exhibits every six months. 

9.9.12 United Service Organizations 

The Airport Operator shall, at all times during the Term and at no 
cost, provide the United Service Organizations with space to 
conduct its activities at the Midway Airport Facility substantially 
similar to the space it is provided as of the Bid Date. 

9.9.13 Chapel 

The Airport Operator shall, at all times during the Term and at no 
cost, provide a chapel at the Midway Airport Facility substantially 
similar to the chapel provided at the Midway Airport Facility as of 
the Bid Date. 

9.9.14 City of Chicago Tourism and Marketing 

As described in Section 9.9.9, the Airport currently has several 
tourism information Welcome Booths providing visitors to Chicago 
information on tourism activities in conjunction with the Chicago 
Convention and Tourism Bureau. The Airport Operator shall 
maintain these tourism information Welcome Booths throughout 
the Term as well as continue to cooperate with the City, the 
Chicago Convention and Tourism Bureau and other agencies 
involved in the promotion of tourism in the Chicagoland area and 
the State of Illinois. 

In addition, the Airport Operator shall propose a plan for markefing 
of the City, which should describe the Airport Operator's initiatives 
to market the City as a prime destination via art displays, signage, 
advertising, photo exhibits, brochures and other methods and to 
promote special events, conventions and other activities occurring 
in the City. 
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9.10 Reporting 

The Airport Operator is required to report to the City on an annual basis the 
output, outcome, and recommendations of each Community Relations 
program. The City anticipates that during the term of the Concession 
Agreement the Airport Operator will need to adjust community programs to 
respond to changes over time: 

• Outputs should be described in terms of the 
annual efforts that the Airport Operator has 
contributed towards each program such as funds 
expended, meetings/events held or attended, 
documentation produced, and other items. 

• Outcome should be described in terms of the 
accomplishments achieved from these programs 
such as number of houses/schools insulated, 
reduction in complaints, improved relations, 
increased awareness, and other items. 

• Recommendations should be provided for 
modifications to the programs to increase their 
effectiveness, as needed, to continue the 
programs as defined, or to replace the programs. 

The Airport Operator shall provide a report to the City and the Airiines, as 
shown in Table 1 (Community Programs Status Report), consisting of at 
least: 

• Indication of whether existing programs are active 

• Description of output (effort/participation), outcome 
(accomplishments) 

• Recommendations for hovv to proceed or improve the 
program 

• Identification of new programs developed to 
maintain good relations with the local community 
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Table 1 

FORM OF COMMUNITY PROGRAMS STATUS REPORT 
Chicago Midway International Airport 

Annual 
Current Year History as 

Status, Output, Maintained 
Airport Operator Outcome, by 

Program Standard (1) Recommendations Operator 

Noise Office 

Airport Noise Monitoring 
Program (ANMS) 

Fly Quiet Program 

Residential Sound 
Insulation Program (RSIP) 

School Sound Insulation 
Program (SSIP) 

Midway Noise 
Compatibility Commission 
(MNCC) 

Noise t-lotline 

Construction Awareness 
Program 

Airport Ambassador 
Program 

Part 150 Program/ Noise 
Contour Updates 

Artwork 

United Services 
Organization 

Chapel 

City of Chicago Tourism and 
! Marketing 

Active 

Active 

Active 

Active - Meet 
RSIP Program 
Requirements 

Active - Meet 
SSIP Program 
Requirements 

Active 

Active 

Active 

Active 

Active 

Active 

Active 

Active 

Active 

XX XX 

Other (Please list and provide 
additional infonnation separately] 

Note: 
(1) "Active" status to be demonstrated in the.report of outputs, outcomes, and 
recommendations for improvements. 
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10 CUSTOMER SERVICE PLAN 

10.1 Objective 

The objective of this subsection of the Operations Plan is to ensure that 
the Airport Operator establishes minimum requirements for creating and 
maintaining a staff that is well versed in customer service and utilizes a 
uniform, efficient system that documents customer service concerns, has 
criteria that address customer inquiries, response methods, and response 
fimes and provides a recoverable record of the incidents and corrective 
action taken. 

10.2 General 

The subsection of the Operations Plan shall be developed, written, and 
carried out by the Airport Operator. It shall be included as a subsection in 
the Operations Plan submitted to the City and the Airlines for Approval by 
the City and a Majority-ln-lnterest. The Airport Operator shall provide a 
brief introduction in this subsection of the Operations plan describing the 
overall goals and objectives. 

This subsection includes a general overview for the proposed plan, which 
is intended to provide guidance in the preparation of the Operations Plan 
and address ttie minimum criteria. It is the responsibility of the Airport 
Operator to identify fully all elements of this subsection of the Operations 
Plan. 

This subsection of the Operations Plan shall be modified or revised by the 
Airport Operator as appropriate, to address specific issues, needs or 
concerns related to the Airport that develop over time and as required by 
the City and relevant Governmental Authorities with jurisdiction. 
Revisions shall be submitted to the City and the Airiines for Approval by 
the City and a Majority-ln-lnterest. 

10.3 Staffing 

The Airport Operator shall identify the title, functions, duties, and 
responsibilities of the individual(s) involved with this subsection of the 
Operations Plan. Their role in the implementation, administration, and 
maintenance of this subsection shall be described. 

Minimum and optimal staffing levels required under the plan shall be 
provided for each area of responsibility. Current listings of key personnel 
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and their title, brief job description or role, and contact information shall 
be maintained and provided to the City and the Airiines. An 
organizational chart shall be provided as part of this subsection of the 
Operations Plan. 

This subsection of the Operations Plan shall include provisions for 
training and supervision of staff and adherence to all policies and 
procedures. 

10.4 Interagency Coordination 

This subsection of the Operations Plan shall identify the parties, public 
and private, included in interagency coordination of formulation of the 
requirements under this subsection and subsequent performance under 
the Operations Plan. The roles and the process for interactions among 
the parties shall be defined. 

10.5 Facilities 

All physical facilities required for use under this subsection of the 
Operations Plan shall be identified by the Airport Operator and a 
description or graphical representation of the facilities and their locations 
shall be provided. 

10.6 Equipment 

A listing of the significant equipment required under this subsection of the 
Operations Plan shall be included. For each type of equipment, the listing 
will provide a reference to the relevant requirement in the Operations 
Plan, the purpose of the equipment, the optimal quantity of equipment, 
actual quantity of equipment on hand, ownership status and condition. 
Procedures for reporting shortfalls of equipment and the process for 
remedying shortfalls shall be described. 

10.7 Performance Time Frames 

This subsection of the Operations Plan shall be submitted to the City and 
the Airiines for Approval by the City and a Majority-ln-lnterest as defined 
by this Manual. 

10.8 Regulatory Compliance 
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This subsection of the Operations Plan shall identify applicable Laws 
most relevant to the formulation of this subsection of the Operations Plan. 

10.9 Customer Service 

The plan shall include the minimum requirements that the Airport 
Operator's staff will be required to follow when communicating with 
customers, which shall include provisions to ensure proper handling of 
complaints and inquiries in order to improve customer satisfaction. 

10.10 Customer Service Training 

This section of the plan shall describe the Airport Operator's customer 
service training program for its employees and agents. The plan shall 
ensure that all employees and agents will receive sufficient customer 
service training to adequately render a high degree of courteous and 
efficient service to the genieral public. 

10.11 Customer Complaints and Inquiries 

The Airport Operator shall develop this section of the plan to include a 
customer service log used when receiving comments, complaints, and 
concerns regarding the each facility at the Airport. The customer service 
log shall be maintained in accordance with standards and requirements 
established in the Customer Service Plan. The plan shall, at a minimum, 
address the following: 

• A system and procedure to develop criteria for 
responding to concerns based on priority, degree of 
deficiency, and schedule to correct identified 
deficiencies 

• Establish minimum requirements and procedures to 
ensure an adequate response to any coniplaints or 
comments received in the customer service log 

• Delineate follow-up timeframe, procedures and actions 
that shall be documented by the Airport Operator, and 
shall include a communication from the Airport 
Operator to the individual filing the complaint or 
comment that the complaint or comment was received 
and appropriate corrective actions vvere initiated 
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• State the policies and procedures developed to ensure 
all comments or complaints from any government 
agencies are obtained, recorded, and reconciled. 
Additionally, directives shall be created to ensure the 
appropriate distribution of comments or complaints to 
the agencies, if requested. 

10.12 Information Services 

10.12.1 General Reguirements and Goals of Information Services 

This section of the Plan must include efforts of the Airport 
Operator in assisting Airport users with general information. 
This task should include providing infomiation services to the Airport 
users in an effort to achieve a positive overall standard of Customer 
Service. 

10.12.2 Information Reguirements 

This section of the Plan shall specify the information and 
materials to be made available to Airport users on request and 
the distribufion and location of these materials. 

This section shall include a base set of infonnation tools for use, in 
addition to infonnation addressing common requests gathered over 
time. 

At a minimum, these shall include the following: 

- Information on and maps of Airport facilities 

- Information on local and regional transportation options 

- Information on local and regional lodging 

- Information on restaurants and shopping 

- Maps of Illinois, Wisconsin, and Indiana, and the City of 
Chicago 

- Dates for major City of Chicago events 

- Information on various City of Chicago venues 
(convention centers, stadiums, museums, concerts, 
arenas, airports theaters, others) 
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10.12.3 Languages 

At times, certain information required under this subsection of 
the Operations Plan shall be made available to Airport users in 
languages other than English. 

The Airport Operator shall specify, by location and type of 
information, the languages for information provided 
electronically, in person or by telephone, in print, or on the 
Airport Web site, in order to ensure the most appropriate 
communication for high quality customer service. 

10.12.4 Information Updates 

The Airport Operator shall develop requirements for updating 
standard information available as an Information Service to 
Airport users. 

10.12.5 Airport Web Site 

The Airport Operator shall create, maintain, and update a 
specific and independent Web Site as part of the Customer 
Service Plan. This section of the Plan must, at a minimum, 
address and include the following web pages and their contents: 

- Home page 

- Airport facilities and locations with a map and 
descriptions 

- Local transportation options 

- Contact information (phone, address, e-mail, other) 

- Other relevant Airport information 

- Customer service page 

- Links to other agencies and pertinent Web Sites 
including FAA, Department of Homeland Security, and 
the City of Chicago 

10.12.6 Airport Passenger Assistance Program 

The Airport Operator shall maintain and enhance the Airport 
Passenger Assistance Program, which provides for cots. 
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blankets and amenity bags for passenger requiring to spend the 
night at the .Airport. The Airport Operator shall maintain 
sufficient supplies of all products and resources needed to 
support this program and coordinate with the airiines for its 
implementation. 

10.13 Lost and Found 

The Airport must establish lost and found procedures as a part of the 
Customer Service Plan. The Airport must assume custody of all found 
property, and place such property in a secure and designated location. 

This section of the Customer Service Plan must, at a minimum, address 
the following: 

• Protocols for found property 

• Security and hazards 

• Log book, 

- Date of find 
- Description and condition of property 
- Who found and submitted the property 
- Contents of property 
- Location where property was found 

• Tagging and identification of property 

- Contact of property owner if identification is present 
- Placement, storage, and security of property 
- Contact with the Chicago Police Department 

• Protocols for returning property 

- Customer Lost property report 
- Claim Form 
- Inventory check procedures against claims and reports 

• Disposing of unclaimed property 

- Property hold length (90 day minimum) 
- Disposal of property 
- Coordination with the Chicago Police Department 
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10.14 Reporting 

The Airport Operator will be expected to collect feedback from 
passengers regarding the Airport. The Passenger Quality of Service 
Report is intended to capture the following information from passengers 
about the services provided by the Airport Operator: passenger comfort 
level, convenience, quality of service, and overall "experience" traveling 
through the Airport. 

Table 2 (Passenger Quality of Service Report), which follows, provides an 
outline of the measurements that the Airport Operator is expected to 
report to the City and the Airiines on an annual basis. (The City currently 
collects passenger quality of service levels by means of a passenger 
intercept survey.) The City and the Airport Operator may agree to modify 
the Airport Operator Goals set forth on Table 2 to take into account 
periods of Airport construction and ottier events that may affect users of 
the Airport. It is acknowledged that ttie heading entitled Airport Operator 
Goal in Table 2 is intended to be a target and that in the event that target 
is not reached in a given year it will not provide an independent basis for 
declaring a Concessionaire Default under the Concession Agreement but, 
rather, the Airport Operator's compliance shall be subject to the 
provisions set forth in Section 6.1 of the Concession Agreement. 

A rating scale from 1 to 5 should be used when reporting survey data, as 
follows: 

1 Very poor 
2 Poor 
3 Fair 
4 Good 
5 Excellent 

The Airport Operator is required to report the percentage of survey 
responses rafing 4 (Good) or higher. The operator shall provide up to 10 
years of historical data, from 2006 to the year being reported. 

The Quality of Service Reports must include: 

• Comparison of results to established airport 
standards 

• Comparison of results to historical figures (annual 
minimum) 

• Recommendations on how to resolve deficiencies 
or service level concerns 

• All surveys, observations, and other methods of 
measurement or evaluation as an appendix to the 
Quality of Service Report 
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Table 2 

FORM OF PASSENGER QUALITY OF SERVICE REPORT 
Chicago Midway Intemational Airport 

Parking/Ground 
Transportation 

Ticketing 

Overall airport directional and 
informational signage 
(to/from the airport) 

Overall parking availability and 
options 

Directions to ground 
transportation when leaving 
airport terminal 

Ease of getting to 
facilities 

Overall RAC availability and 
options 

Ease of getting to 
RAC facilities 

Adequacy of signage in 
ticketing area 

Level of customer assistance 
provided by airport 
employees 

Overall 
ticketing area 

Airport 
Operator Goal 

(1) 
80% 

80% 

60% 

80% 

80% 

80% 

85% 

85% 

85% 

Current 
Year 

XX 
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Table 2 (continued) 

FORM OF PASSENGER QUALITY OF SERVICE REPORT 
Chicago Midway International Airport 

Airport 
Operator Goal Current 

(1) Year 
Airport Services 

Restrooms 

Hold 
Rooms/Gates 

Intemational 
Arrival Facilities 

Ability to check flight status 
throughout airport public areas 
(FIDS) 

Accuracy of flight infomiation 
monitors (FIDS) 

Cleanliness of 
restroom facilities 

Availability of restrooms 
(number of restrooms 
available) 

Adequacy of restroom facilities 
(size, accessibility within 
restrooms) 

Quality of restroom supplies 

Availability of seating 

Access to flight information 

General appearance 

Adequacy of primary 
inspection area 

Adequacy of secondary 
inspection area 

Adequacy of 
baggage area 

90% . XX 

80% 

80% 

80% 

80% 

80% 

75% 

75% 

80% 

80% 

80% 

80% 
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Table 2 (continued) 

FORM OF PASSENGER QUALITY OF SERVICE REPORT 
Chicago Midway International Airport 

Airport 
Operator 
Goal(1) 

Baggage 
Retrieval 
(Inbound) 

Curbside 
Services 

Adequacy of signage from 
gate to baggage claim 

Adequacy of signage from 
baggage claim to ground 
transportation 

General appearance and 
congestion 

Access to assistance if needed 

Access to food options 

Access to restrooms 

Availability and convenience of 
baggage carts 

Convenience of pick-up and 
drop-off location 

Frequency of service 
(wait time) 

Adequacy of signage 

Adequacy of options 
(Taxi, shuttle, other) 

Note: 
(1) Percentage of survey responses with a rating of 4 or 

where 5 is Excellent, 4 is Good and 1 is Very Poor. 

80% 

80% 

80% 

80% 

80% 

80% 

60% 

80% 

50% 

80% 

80% 

Current 
Year 

XX 

5, on a scale of 1 to 5, 
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11 ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY PLAN 

11.1 Objective 

The objective of this subsection of the Operations Plan is to ensure that 
the Airport Operator establishes minimum requirements for 
environmentally sustainable operation and preservation of the Airport. 

11.2 General 

The subsection of the Operations Plan shall be developed, written, and 
carried out by the Airport Operator. It shall be included as a subsection in 
the Operations Plan submitted to the City and the Airiines for Approval by 
the City and a Majority-ln-lnterest. The Airport Operator shall provide a 
brief introduction in this subsection of the Operations Plan describing the 
overall goals and objectives. 

This subsection includes a general overview for the proposed plan, which 
is intended to provide guidance in the preparation of the Operations Plan 
and address the minimum criteria. It is the responsibility of the Airport 
Operator to identify fully all elements of this subsection of the Operations 
Plan. 

The requirements developed under this subsection shall be integrated 
into the requirements under each subsection of the Operations Plan and 
the Maintenance Plan so that basic criteria and methodologies for 
operations and maintenance are environmentally sustainable. 

This subsection of the Operations Plan shall be modified or revised by the 
Airport Operator as appropriate, to address specific issues, needs or 
concerns related to the Airport that develop over time and as required by 
the City and relevant Governmental Authorities with jurisdiction. 
Revisions shall be submitted to the City and the Airiines for Approval by 
the City and a Majority-ln-lnterest. 

11.3 Staffing 

The Airport Operator shall identify the title, functions, duties, and 
responsibilities of the individual(s) involved with this subsection of the 
Operations Plan. Their role in the implementation, administration, and 
maintenance of this subsection shall be described. 

Minimum and optimal staffing levels required under the plan shall be 
provided for each area of responsibility. Current listings of key personnel 
and their title, brief job description or role, and contact informafion shall 
be maintained and provided to the City and the Airiines. An 
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organizational chart shall be provided as part of this subsection of the 
Operations Plan. 

This subsection of the Operations Plan shall include provisions for 
training and supervision of staff and adherence to all policies and 
procedures. 

11.4 Interagency Coordination 

This subsection of the Operations Plan shall identify the parties, public 
and private, included in interagency coordination of formulation of the 
requirements under this subsection and subsequent performance under 
the Operations Plan. The roles and the process for interactions among 
the parties shall be defined. 

11.5 Facilities 

All physical facilities required for use under this subsection of the 
Operations Plan shall be identified by the Airport Operator and a 
description or graphical representation of the facilities and their locations 
shall be provided. 

11.6 Equipment 

A listing of the significant equipment required under this subsection of the 
Operations Plan shall be included. For each type of equipment, the listing 
will provide a reference to the relevant requirement in the Operations 
Plan, the purpose of the equipment, the optimal quantity of equipment, 
actual quantity of equipment on hand, ownership status and condition. 
Procedures for reporting shortfalls of equipment and the process for 
remedying shortfalls shall be described. 

11.7 Performance Time Frames 

This subsection of the Operations Plan shall be submitted to the City and 
the Airiines for Approval by the City and a Majority-ln-lnterest as defined 
by this Manual. 

11.8 Regulatory Compliance 

This subsection of the Operations Plan shall identify applicable Laws 
most relevant to the formulation of this.subsection of the Operations Plan, 
and specifically concerning environmental management at the Airport. 

11.9 Environmentally Sustainable Operations and Maintenance 
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11.9.1 Environmental Policy 

The Airport Operator shall develop and implement an environmental 
policy to be distributed to all Airport,employees of the Airlines and 
business partners. 

11.9.2 Environmental Sustainability Metrics 

The Airport Operator shall develop and implement environmental metrics 
and targets to be included in appropriate reports. 

11.9.3 Environmental Compliance 

The Airport Operator shall develop and implement policies and 
procedures for ensuring environmental compliance. 

11.9.4 Airport Business Partner Environmental Compliance 

The Airport Operator shall develop and implement policies and 
procedures for promoting and tracking environmental compliance by the 
Airiines and Airport business partners. 

11.9.5 Sustainable Design Standards 

The Airport Operator shall develop and implement sustainable design 
standards. 

11.9.6 Sustainable Construction Practices 

The Airport Operator shall develop and maintain sustainable construction 
practices. 

11.9.7 Drainage Infrastructure 

The Airport Operator shall specifically address drainage infrastructure in 
the CAMP and the Maintenance Plan. The CAMP must include: 

• List of all drainage assets (e.g., aboveground 
detention basins; underground detention basins; 
sewer pipelines; manholes; water quality 
pretreatment devices such as sand traps; sand/oil 
interceptors; oil/water separators; grease traps, 
and triple basins; and catch basins, area inlets, 
and curb inlets. 

• Unique identification number for each drainage 
infrastructure asset listed; 
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• Type of asset; 

• Capacity of the asset, and whether that capacity is 
known or estimated; 

• Installation date of the asset, and whether that 
date is known or estimated; and 

• Estimated remaining useful lifefime of the asset. 

11.9.8 Integration in Operations Plan and Maintenance Plan 

The Airport Operator shall ensure that the requirements in this subsection 
are appropriately integrated into the requirements of other subsections of 
the Operations Plan and the Maintenance Plan to ensure environmental 
sustainability in Airport operations and maintenance. 

11.10 Reporting 

The Airport Operator shall develop methodologies for measuring 
environmental sustainability and establish targets for performance metrics 
and implement reporting methods to integrate environmental 
sustainability into operations and maintenance procedures at the Airport. 

12 CAPITAL ASSET MAINTENANCE PLAN 

12.1 Objective 

The objective of the Capital Asset Management Plan (CAMP) is to 
preserve all Airport facilities and systems by evaluafing the condition of 
Airport facilities and systems and engaging in appropriate strategies to 
preserve them. 

12.2 General 

The CAMP shall be developed, written, and carried out by the Airport 
Operator. It shall be included as a subsecfion in the Operations f^lan 
submitted to the City and the Airiineis for Approval by the City and a 
Majority-ln-lnterest. The Airport Operator shall provide a brief 
introduction describing the overall goals and objectives. 

The Airport Operator shall use the CAMP to define a means of 
communicafion and assurance to the City and the Airiines that the Airport 
Opei'ator is adequately planning and implementing acfions that maintain 
and preserve the Airport and plan to meet the requirements of trends in 
aviation activity at the Airport. 
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This preservation of the Airport shall be accomplished by providing asset 
management actions based upon condition assessments, planned 
preventative and routine maintenance, capital repairs/replacement, 
rehabilitation, modernization, emergency service and total life-cycle costs, 
projected in accordance with the Airport Operator's short and long term 
strategy to preserve the Airport. 

In the CAMP, the Airport Operator shall define the process of cataloging 
and evaluating the condition of the Airport facilities and systems, reporting 
on the results, reviewing trends in aviation activity at the Airport, 
fonnulating short and long term action plans for capital asset 
maintenance, and submitting for Approval each of the required reports. 

The Airport Operator must commission and provide to the City and the 
Airiines an independent (third party) inspection by an independent 
Licensed Professional Consulting Engineering Firm of all airport facilities 
for which the Airport Operator is responsible. 

All major components of the airport facilities and systems shall be 
evaluated. The Airport Operator will provide the City and the Airiines with 
an annual report on the condition of all of the structures, facilities, and 
systems within the Airport in the form of a Condition of Facilities Report 
(COFR). 

In addition, the Airport Operator shall prepare an Airport Facilities Report 
(APR) to provide information on how key facilities are being expanded, 
reduced, or modified, or kept unchanged over time. The Airport Operator 
shall also provide an annual Air Traffic Report (ATR) that summarizes 
trends in aviation activity levels at the Airport. The APR and ATR are not 
intended to rate the condition of the facilities or activities but instead to 
capture the capacity provided by the Airport Operator to meet demand at 
the Airport. 

As a result of the assessment performed in generafing the COFR, AFR, 
and ATR, the Airport Operator shall provide the City and the Airiines with 
an annual report on plans for short and long term capital asset 
maintenance and improvement in the form of a Capital Improvement 
Program Report (CIPR). On an annual basis, the COFR, AFR, ATR, and 
CIPR shall be submitted to the City and the Airiines for Approval by the 
City and a Majority-ln-lnteresL 

The CAMP shall be consistent with the policies and procedures and the 
requirements included in the Maintenance Plan, which defines individual 
standards for performance of maintenance functions broken down by 
facility and system and their component in detail. 
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The Airport Operator must integrate into the CAMP all of the standards 
contained in both the Airport Certification Manual and Emergency Plan, 
which are considered as a minimum standard for addition to the 
requirements listed below for this subsection. 

This subsection includes a general overview for the proposed CAMP, 
which is intended to provide guidance in the preparation of the CAMP and 
address the minimum criteria. It is the responsibility of the Airport 
Operator to identify fully all elements of the CAMP. 

The CAMP shall be modified or revised by the Airport Operator as 
appropriate, to address specific issues, needs or concerns related to the 
Airport that develop over time and as required by the City and relevant 
Governmental Authorities with jurisdiction. Revisions shall be submitted 
to the City and the Airiines for Approval by the City and a Majority-ln-
lnterest. 

12.3 Staffing 

The Airport Operator shall idenfify the title, functions, duties, and 
responsibilities of the individual(s) involved with the CAMP. Their role in 
the implementation, administration, and maintenance of this subsection 
shall be described. Minimum and optimal staffing levels required under 
the plan shall be provided for each area of responsibility. 

Current listings of key personnel and their title, brief job description or 
role, and contact information shall be maintained and provided to the City 
and the Airiines. An organizational chart shall be provided as part of the 
CAMP. The role of the independent Licensed Professional Consulting 
Engineering Firm engaged to provide the assessment of Airport facilities 
and systems is defined separately. 

The CAMP shall include provisions for training and supervision of staff 
and adherence to all policies and procedures. 

12.4 Interagency Coordination 

The CAMP shall identify the parties, public and private, included in 
interagency coordination of formulation of the requirements under this 
subsecfion and subsequent performance under the Operations Plan. The 
roles and the process for interacfions among the parties shall be defined. 

The Airport Operator shall include the Airiines in the process of 
development of the CAMP. To the extent the Airlines have certain rights 
and obligations under the Use Agreement regarding the maintenance of 
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leased premises, such rights and obligafions must be included in the 
requirements of the CAMP. 

12.5 Performance Time Frames; Acceptance 

The CAMP shall be updated annually by the Airport Operator and 
submitted to the City and the Airiines for Approval by the City and a 
Majority-ln-lnterest. In order to receive Approval from the City and a 
Majority-ln-lnterest for the CAMP, the following standards shall be 
included in the CAMP and must be met or exceeded: 

• The Airport Operator shall follow procedures to 
ensure that Airport facilities and systems, in part or 
in whole, perform in a safe manner, consistent with 
the requirements of these Operating Standards 
and the various Plans specified herein developed 
and managed by the Airport Operator, and no 
Airport facilities are unsafe or at risk of becoming 
unsafe. 

• The Airport Operator has provided a statement 
indicating that Airport maintenance and operations 
conform to the requirements of these Operating 
Standards and the various Plans specified herein 
developed and managed by the Airport Operator. 

• The qualifications of the independent Licensed 
Professional Consulting Engineering Firm 
conducting the inspections conform to the 
requirements of the CAMP, relevant reference 
documents or regulatory requirements, whichever 
is more stringent, and the City and a Majority-ln-
lnterest have Approved the independent Licensed 
Professional Consulting Engineering Firm. 

• Inspections have been performed in accordance 
with the requirements of the CAMP, Procedures 
and Operafions Manual and Maintenance Plan 
within the previous 24-month period and all 
required documentation and reports have been 
filed with the appropriate agencies. 

• The Airport Operator has submitted the required 
annual COFR and the City and a Majority-ln-
lnterest have Approved the COFR. 
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• The Airport Operator has submitted the required 
annual AFR and the City and a Majority-ln-lnterest 
have Approved the AFR. 

• The Airport Operator has submitted the required 
annual ATR and the City and a Majority-ln-lnterest 
have Approved the ATR. 

• The Airport Operator has submitted the required 
annual CIPR and the City and a Majority-ln-
lnterest have Approved the CIPR. 

12.6 Regulatory Compliance 

The CAMP shall identify applicable Laws most relevant to the formulation of 
this subsection of the Operations Plan. 

12.7 Independent Licensed Professional Consulting Engineering 
Firm 

In order to meet the requirements of this Chapter, the Airport Operator 
must engage in practices and measures that ensure that all inspections 
and reports are performed and completed accurately, professionally, 
independently, and within the time frames required under the CAMP. The 
work will be administered by the Airport Operator and must meet the 
Approval of the City and a Majority-ln-lnteresL 

The Airport Operator must seek and retain an independent and Licensed 
Professional Consulting Engineering Firm (Engineering Firm), not 
associated, owned or partnered with the Airport Operator, to perform the 
services indicated within this Chapter. 

The Engineering Firm must not be an affiliate or business alliance of the 
Airport Operator. The Airport Operator shall engage firms that have 
experience with the kinds of structures, systems, and conditions 
contained within the Airport and that meet all of the requirements of this 
CAMP. The Engineering Firm retained by the Airport Operator shall be 
registered and licensed with the State of Illinois—Department of 
Professional Regulation for Professional Engineering, Structural 
Engineering, and/or Architecture, for the appropriate elements within the 
Airport. 

The Airport Operator must submit the names, resumes and qualifications 
and experience of the Engineering Firm and the Inspecfion and Report 
Team members tasked to the Airport on an annual laasis to the City and 
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the Airlines. The City will retain the right to dismiss firms that do not meet 
the necessary requirements. 

12.7.1 Maximum Retention of Engineering Firm 

The same Engineering Firm can be retained for a maximum four-year 
duration at which time the Airport Operator must seek, retain, and employ 
a different Engineering Firm for a minimum of one year. The purpose of 
these requirements is to develop a fair, impartial, independent, and 
objective assessment of the condition of ttie Airport. 

The Airport Operator and/or the Engineering Firm shall be responsible for 
equipment, staffing, traffic control, outside testing services and 
supervision for all inspections. All inspection procedures and frequencies 
shall be in accordance with the conditions contained in the Maintenance 
Plan, which shall be utilized and implemented by the Airport Operator 
and/or the Engineering Firm. 

The Airport Operator and the Engineering Firm shall consistently inspect 
and assess the current condition of all Airport structures and systems in 
order to best preserve the Airport. 

12.7.2 Qualifications of Team Members 

The Airport Operator shall establish minimum educational, certification 
and experience standards for personnel assigned to each area of 
responsibility and level of supervision. These qualificafion standards shall 
be included in the CAMP as a table of requirements and must be met by 
the Engineering Firm. 

12.8 Condition of Facilities Report 

A senior engineer employed by the Engineering Firm, serving as Project 
Manager, shall direct the Inspection Program, review results for 
conformance with relevant requirements and provide Program 
Management. 

Elements of the Inspection Program include: 

• Training, mobilization, and support of field crews 

• Development of an inspection schedule and 
updates, assignments, and team scheduling 
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Meetings with the Airport Operator, and if required, 
with other agencies 

Major equipment coordination 

Ongoing coordination with the Airport Operator 

Field reviews of inspection teams 

Field inspection of critical structures and systems 

Inspection forms review and submittal 

The results of the Inspecfion Program shall be the producfion of the 
COFR for review and Approval by the City and the Airiines. 

12.8.1 Inspection Manuals 

To ensure uniformity of the inspecfions, the Airport Operator shall 
develop manuals for use by the Engineering Firm in performing 
inspecfions. Whenever feasible, these manuals should conform to 
industry or regulatory standard procedures for inspection of each 
type of facility or system. 

At a minimum, the following forms of Manuals must be developed 
for the inspection of Airport facilities and systems: 

12.8.1.1 Quality Assurance/Quality Control Manual 

The purpose of this Manual is to define the 
responsibilities of the participants of the Inspection 
Team, describe the quality of activities to be 
performed, and define the inspection methodology to 
be used in the execution of the work. 

The Manual provides the basis by which uniformity of 
the inspections, rafings and identification of members 
and their defects is assured. 

Sketches and photographs, where available, are 
used to illustrate and define elements, components, 
and their associated defects. The Manual contains 
the checklists and surveillance forms that will be 
used by Quality Assurance personnel to verify that 
the inspections meet the objectives of the City and 
the Airiines. 
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12.8.1.2 Nomenclature Manual 

This Manual defines the structural elements and 
components, establishes coding and numbering 
methodology and provides defect, rating, 
prioritization and other codes that are necessary for 
the uniform completion of the forms. The 
Nomenclature Manual shall remain consistent as is 
practicable from year to year. 

12.8.1.3 Safety Manual 

Multiple crews performing inspection work throughout 
the Airport require a consistent safety format for the 
performance of the work. The Safety Manual 
establishes the minimum requirements for the 
performance of the work that will be expected of each 
team. 

12.8.1.4 Inspection Form Manual 

The purpose of this Manual is to define the format 
and requirements of all forms used in the inspecfion 
of Airport facilifies and systems to include all the 
requirements under the CAMP and Maintenance 
Plan and to deliver consistent reporting across 
multiple teams, facilities, and systems and across 
years of reporting. 

Examples of all forms and/or formats shall be 
included. The Manual will track and describe 
revisions and indicate approvals of forms. 

12.8.2 Mobilization 

12.8.2.1 Plan Review 

Prior to commencement of the fieldwork, the 
Engineering Firm must review the latest report of 
inspection informafion for each structure. A location 
map, and a general plan and elevation drawing of the 
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structure or system must be provided to each field 
crew. 

A review must be made of the critical elements and 
anticipated problems that will be encountered in 
performing the inspection. 

12.8.2.2 Site Inspections 

A variety of physical conditions and other factors may 
affect the manner in which site inspection is 
undertaken. The Engineering Firm shall take into 
considerafion factors that will affect the scheduling 
and equipment needs of the inspection. All permits, 
insurance and/or access requirements must be 
procured by the Airport Operator and the Engineering 
Firm. 

12.8.2.3 Equipment 

The Airport Operator and the Engineering Firm must 
furnish each field crew with equipment for conducfing 
the inspecfions. 

12.8.2.4 Field Team Orientation 

The Engineering Firm must conduct orientation 
meetings to train and standardize the field teams. 

12.8.3 Safety Manual 

The Engineering Firm must use the Safety Manual described 
above as a basis and compose a complete Safety Manual to be 
implemented as part of its work. The Manual must be used to 
train and monitor crews performing this work. 

All crews must be trained in the use of the equipment required by 
the particular inspecfion and condifion. Safety will be the 
responsibility of the Engineering Firm. 
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12.8.4 Inspections 

The Engineering Firm must develop a schedule for the inspecfion 
of the entire Airport infrastructure not less than once in any 24-
month period. Such Airport infrastructure consists of structures, 
civil, architectural, electrical and mechanical elements in all 
facilifies and systems. The Airport Operator will review and 
approve the final schedule and may alter the schedule to meet its 
needs. In each calendar year in which the Engineering Firm does 
not conduct an inspection, the Airport Operator shall conduct its 
own inspection of the Airport infrastructure. 

The Inspection Program shall be comprehensive and all major 
components of the airport facilities and systems to be evaluated 
shall be identified by the Airport Operator in the CAMP. 

At a minimum, the Inspecfion Program shall include the following 
categories of facilifies and their respecfive major systems and 
elements as oufiined in Table 3 (Inspection Program Facilities and 
Systems): 

- Airfield 
- Terminal and concourses 
- Landside and other on-airport facilifies 

A facilifies and systems inventory list ("Facilifies and Systems 
Inventory List") shall be provided in the CAMP specifying a 
complete listing of facilities and systems within each category, 
broken down into components to allow appropriate inspection, 
evaluation and remediation plan. 

The break down of the list shall be in compliance with industry 
standards and practices whenever possible. The Engineering 
Firm shall inspect items on the Facilifies arid Systems Inventory 
List in accordance with customary practice. 
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Table 3 

INSPECTION PROGRAM FACILITIES AND SYSTEMS 
Chicago Midway International Airport 

Functional Area Major Systems and Elements 

Airfield Electrical systems, including 
airfield lighting, controls and 
other automated systems 

Mechanical systems 

Utility systems 

Communications systems 

Security systems 

Pavement 

Landscaping 

Fueling systems 

Arrester beds 

Ramp handling 
equipment 
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Table 3 (continued) 

INSPECTION PROGRAM FACILITIES AND SYSTEMS 
Chicago Midway International Airport 

Functional Area Major Systems and Elements 

Terminal and 
concourses 

Architectural elements 
and systems 

Signage 

Terrazzo 

Roof 

Landscaping 

Environmental 

Structural systems 

Mechanical systems 

EJectrica] systems, including 
controls and other automated 
systems 

Plumbing systems 

Fire protection and other 
emergency systems 

Passenger conveyance 
systems 

IJtility systems 

Communications 
systems 

Security systems 
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laoie J (coniinueo; 

INSPECTION PROGRAM FACILITIES AND SYSTEMS 
Chicago Midway International Airport 

Functional Area Major Systems and Elements 

H&R plant Environmental 

Structural systems 

Mechanical systems 

Efectrical systems, including 
controls and other automated 
systems 

Pfumbing systems 

Fire protection and other 
emergency systems 

IJtility systems 

Communications 
systems 

Security systems 
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Table 3 (continued) 

INSPECTION PROGRAM FACILITIES AND SYSTEMS 
Chicago Midway International Airport 

Functional Area Major Systems and Elements 

Landside, roadway, and Ground access elements 
parking facilities 

IJtility systems 

Pavement 

t!andscaping 

Commercial vetiicle 
staging areas 

Cell phone lots 

Signage 

Communications systems 

Bridges and structures 

Roadway and parking facility 
lighting 

Parking lot: 
Terminal Parking Garage 

Parking lot: 
Public, Economy Garage 

Parking lot: 
Public, Blue/Red Lots 

Parking lot: 
Public, Yellow Lot 

Parking lot: 
Staff/employees 
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Table 3 (continued) 

INSPECTION PROGRAM FACILITIES AND SYSTEMS 
Chicago Midway International Airport" 

Functional Area Major Systems and Elements 

Other on-airport facilities Ground access elements 

Pavement 

Landscaping 

Architecturai elements 
and systems 

Structural systems 

ly/lechanical systems 

Electrical systems, including 
controls and other automated 
systems 

Piumtjing systems 

Fire protection and other 
emergency systems 

Passenger conveyance 
systems 

Utility systems 

Communications 
systems 

Security systems 
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12.8.5 Report Submission Reguirements 

The Airport Operator and the Engineering Firm shall submit to the City 
and the Airiines the Condition of Facilities Report (COFR) every second 
year after it completes the inspection specified in Section 12.8.4, as 
defined in the CAMP developed by the Airport Operator. 

The Airport Operator in the CAMP shall define the requirements for 
Inspection Reports and their form. Inspection Reports shall utilize the 
following condifion classification terminology to describe the condition of 
the item and shall comply with applicable laws and industry standards. 
The definitions of the condition terms are as follows: 

, • Excellent: New condition. No noticeable or 
noteworthy deficiencies affecfing the condition or 
function of the elements noted. 

• Good: Minor deficiencies noted. The element is 
safisfactorily performing its intended function. No 
corrective repairs or rehabilitation are required. 

• Fair: Deficiencies and deterioration present. All 
primary elements are sound and are satisfactorily 
performing their intended function. However, the 
potential exists to justify an improvement program 
or corrective work. 

• Poor: Advanced deterioration present. Primary 
structural elements are seriously affected and are 
not safisfactorily performing their intended 
function. An accelerated improvement program 
and/or immediate corrective work are required. 

• Critical: Major deterioration of primary elements. 
These elements are not performing adequately 
and require urgent corrective work or total 
replacement. These elements require regular, 
continual monitoring until corrective acfion is 
completed. 

The Airport Operator shall use commercially reasonable efforts to 
maintain each facility or system in "Good" condition or better in the 
appropriate rating system used for inspection of that facility or system. 
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All facilifies identified in the inspection as needing corrective repair or 
rehabilitation (i.e. do not meet the "Good" standard) must be entered into 
a coaective action plan as required under the CIPR. 

In addition to the Inspection Reports, the Airport Operator will provide a 
summary consisting of, but not limited to, the following items, listed by the 
divisions used in the Inspection Process, for each item on the Facilifies 
and Systems Inventory List: 

• Condifion rating 

• An indication of a change in rating since the last 
report 

• An indicafion of items that do not meet the 
established standard and the date when it was 
determined they did not meet the established 
standard 

• A description of the work required to bring the item 
to standard 

The following requirements apply to the submission of the COFR: 

• The Airport Operator must submit to the City and 
the Airiines four copies of each COFR and all 
applicable sets of Inspecfion Forms (including 
color reproductions of all photographs). The 
COFR must be collated, numbered appropriately 
by facility or system, and by feature, into tabbed 
three ring binders with indexes. 

• Changes in condifions must be noted in a General 
Condition and Rating Summary for all facilities and 
systems features, and prepared in a spreadsheet 
format. 

• A draft of the COFR must be submitted to the City 
and the Airiines for review prior to finalization, after 
which the final version of each Report must be 
submitted to the City and the Airiines for Approval 
by the City and a Majority-ln-lnterest. 

• Any condifion inspection forms required to be 
submitted to other agencies or regulatory 
authorities must be included in the COFR. 
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Inspection forms that, in the reasonable discrefion 
of a Majority-ln-lnterest or the City, are incomplete, 
do not show sound analysis of the conditions, or 
do not contain sufficient detail to track problems, 
will be returned to the Airport Operator for revision. 

The Airport Operator shall submit to the City and 
the Airiines a report regarding the condition of the 
facilities in each calendar year in which no report 
is required to be delivered by the Engineering 
Firm. 

12.8.6 Monitoring Critical Structures 

Any structures or systems rated as Poor or below (or the equivalent under 
the appropriate inspection system) are defined as Critical Structures, and 
the frequency of monitoring must be every six months for each structure 
unless a more frequent inspection is recommended as being necessary 
by the Engineering Firm. 

12.9 Airport Facilities Report 

In addifion, the Airport Operator shall prepare an Airport Facilities Report 
to be submitted to the City and the Airiines for Approval by the City and a 
Majority-ln-lnterest. 

The purpose of the Airport Facilities Report is to provide information on 
how key facilifies are being expanded, reduced, or modified, or kept 
unchanged over time. The summary is not intended to report the 
condifion of the facilities but instead to capture the capacity provided by 
the Airport Operator to meet demand. 

The Airport Operator shall provide up to 10 years of historic data, from 
2007 to the year being reported. 

In addition to historical data, the Airport Operator must report where 
applicable, previously approved planned improvements to airport facilities 
scheduled in the CIPR. 

Appendix I (Airport Facilities Report) oufiines the minimum data that 
should be collected with respect to airport facilities. This data is 
subdivided into major categories including: 

• Airileld 
• Terminal and concourses 
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Landside 

12.10 Air Traffic Report 

The Airport Operator is required to provide a report that summarizes 
trends in aviation activity levels at the Airport. The relevant statistics to 
be collected are divided into categories relafing to: 

• Aircraft operafions 
• Commercial passengers 
• Airport users (tenants) 

Aircraft operations and passenger stafistics must be reported for annual, 
peak month, peak month average day, and peak hour conditions. Acfivity 
must also be categorized by commercial versus general aviation; 
domesfic versus international; and origin/desfination versus connections. 
Changes in fleet mix and the make up of air service at the Airport must 
also be reported in summary form. Changes in airport users are also to 
be included. 

The Airport Operator shall provide up to 10 years of historic data, from 
2006 to the year being reported. 

Appendix J (Air Trafilc Report) provides an example of how the Airport 
Operator should report air traffic trend data to the City and the Airiines, 
and the minimum information required in this report. 

12.11 Capital Improvement Program Report 

Upon Approval of the COFR, AFR, and ATR by the City and a Majority-ln-
lnterest each year, the Airport Operator and the Engineering Firm shall 
endeavor to corhpose and submit to the City and the Airiines the Annual 
Capital Improvement Program Report (CIPR) within two months. 

The CIPR will define and describe the planned rehabilitation, replacement 
and reconstrucfion capital improvement work scheduled to be addressed 
and completed in the next year, and planned for future years in a five-
year capital improvement schedule ttiat shall be a component of the more 
general requirements of the five-year Capital Improvement Plan under 
Section 10.1 of the Use Agreement, based upon the Inspecfion Program 
and COFR findings in conjunction with the data provided by the AFR and 
ATR. The City and a Majority-ln-lnterest shall review and Approve the 
CIPR. 
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12.11.1 Reguirements 

The Airport Operator must prepare and submit to the City and' 
the Airiines four (4) copies of the Annual CIPR, which must 
include the following at a minimum: 

- Executive summary 

- Introduction and discussion of the inspections and COFR 
findings 

- Approach and methodology 

- Recommendations and planned capital improvement 
work 

- Program schedule 

A draft of the Report must be submitted to the City and the 
Airiines for review prior to finalizafion, after which the final 
version of the Report must be submitted to the City and the 
Airiines for Approval by the City and a Majority-ln-lnterest. 

12.11.2 Assessment and Acceptance 

In assessing the condifion of the Airport, the Airport Operator 
and the Engineering Firm must always use sound engineering 
judgment in assessing the conditions and deficiencies of the 
Airport. In particular all components, elements, features, 
systems, etc. that are deemed unsafe or possess the potential to 
become unsafe must be cleariy identified and noted. 

The Airport Operator and the Engineering Firm must be aware 
that the City and the Airiines will review and Approve the COFR 
and the CIPR taking into account the requirements stated 
throughout the Operations Plan, the Maintenance Plan, the 
requirements of the CAMP, common industry acceptance 
criteria, and the condition classification stated below, which the 
Engineer Firm shall use to describe the condition of the Airport 
elements. 

The definitions of the condition terms are as follows: 
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- Excellent: New condifion. No noticeable or noteworthy 
deficiencies affecting the condition or funcfion of the 
elements noted. 

- Good: Minor deficiencies noted. The element is 
satisfactorily performing its intended function. No 
correcfive repairs or rehabilitation are required. 

- Fair: Deficiencies and deterioration present. All primary 
elements are sound and are satisfactorily performing 

. their intended funcfion. However, the potential exists to 
justify an improvement program or correcfive work. 

- Poor: Advanced deteriorafion present. Primary 
structural elements are seriously affected and are not 
satisfactorily performing their intended function. Ah 
accelerated improvement program and/or immediate 
corrective work are required. 

- Critical: Major deteriorafion of primary elements. These 
elements are not performing adequately and require 
urgent corrective work or total replacement. These 
elements require regular, confinual monitoring until 
correcfive acfion is completed. 

The Airport Operator shall use commercially reasonable efforts 
to cause the rafings of each Airport facility and system included 
in the COFR to be classified as "Good" condifion or better in the 
appropriate rating system used for inspecfion of that facility or 
system. All facilities identified in the inspecfion as needing 
corrective repair or rehabilitation (i.e. do not meet the "Good" 
standard) must be entered into a corrective acfion plan and 
included in the next annual submission of the CIPR, priorifized 
using the following rafing scale: 

- Priority 1 (Cntical): Reflects issues that could have 
serious and/or substanfial negafive impact to airport 
operafions if not addressed immediately (e.g. failed 
equipment or critical system that has lost redundancy). 

- Priority 2 (High): Reflects issues that do not appear to 
pose an immediate risk to airport operations but could 
have appreciable negative impacts if not addressed soon 
(e.g. deteriorating pavement or structural element). 
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- Priority 3 (Low): Reflects issues that do not appear to 
pose an immediate risk to airport operafions if left alone 
but may have the potential to improve efficiency if 
addressed (e.g. functioning equipment with high 
maintenance requirements or fuel costs). 

For all items requiring correcfive repair or rehabilitation, the 
Airport Operator shall include, at a minimum, the following 
information: 

- Item description, corresponding identificafion in the 
COFR, location and description of role in Airport facility 
or system 

- Condition rating and any change in rafing 

- A description of the work required to bring the item to 
standard 

- The priority assigned to each item (1, 2 or 3) 

- The date when the item was first identified for 
. improvement 

- The schedule for completing the improvement 

- The expiration date of the allowable correction period. 

- Copy of relevant inspection report 

A sample page detailing an item requiring corrective repair or 
rehabilitation to be listed in the CIPR is attached as Appendix K 
(Sample Inspecfion Item Detail Page From Condition Of 
Facilities Report). 

The duration that an Airport feature can remain in the Capital 
Improvement Program shall not exceed shall not exceed the 
lesser of (a) such time as the capital work related to the feature 
is required by applicable Law or (b) ten (10) years from the fime 
such feature is placed in the Program until that feature is 
brought back to a condifion of "Good" or better. In addifion, 
each facility and system (as well as all of the elements of that 
item) placed in the Capital Improvement Program must 
confinually be maintained in accordance with the guidelines and 
criteria of the Maintenance Plan and the Operafions Plan unfil 
the commencement of work on a material portion of such facility 
or system. 

12.12 City Retained Capital Improvements 

The Airport Operator shall, at all fimes during the Tenn and at no cost to 
the City, provide the City with reasonable space at Midway Airport Facility 
(including space at the building located at the Midway Airport Facility as 
of the Bid Date at 5642 South Central Avenue (or substanfially equivalent 
space) and space to keep and store all materials, tools, supplies, 
equipment, sheds, mobile fi-ailers and other vehicles) in order for the City 
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to complete the capital improvements required to be completed by the 
City pursuant to Section 4.4 of the Concession Agreement. Such space 
shall be generally comparable in quality to the space used by the 
Concessionaire to complete Capital Projects under the Concession 
Agreement. 

MAINTENANCE Plan 
12.13 Objective 

The objective of the Maintenance Plan is to ensure that the Airport 
Operator has identified, considered, addressed, trained and planned for 
all maintenance activities and has established protocols, procedures, 
responsibilities, and minimum requirements to maintain the facilities and 
systems within the Airport in accordance with a written plan Approved by 
ttie City and Majority-ln-lnterest. 

12.14 Approvals 

The initial Maintenance Plan shall be developed by the Airport Operator 
and submitted to the City and the Airlines for Approval by the City and a 
Majority-ln-lnterest within one hundred and eighty (180) days of the 
Closing Date. Upon Approval of the initial Maintenance Plan, an updated 
Maintenance Plan shall be due to the City and the Airiines for Approval by 
the City and a Majority-ln-lnterest annually by November 15th of each 
calendar year thereafter during the term of the Concession Agreement. 

12.15 General 

The Maintenance Plan shall be developed, written, and carried out by the 
Airport Operator. The Maintenance Plan shall define individual standards 
for performance of maintenance functions broken down by facility and 
system and their components in detail. 

The Maintenance Plan shall include, as minimum standards to be met or 
exceeded, the procedures for maintenance of Airport facilifies and 
systems that exist under current operations and maintenance procedures 
related to the Airport as of the Closing Date. Some of these procedures 
are in written or electronic form and others are known to personnel 
responsible for maintenance of particular facilities or systems. It shall be 
the responsibility of the Airport Operator to undertake commercially 
reasonable efforts to collect, analyze and codify the requirements and 
standards under these existing procedures and integrate them into the 
Maintenance Plan in a uniform fashion. 

This section includes a general overview for the proposed Maintenance 
Plan, which is intended to provide guidance in the preparation of the 
Maintenance Plan and address the minimum scope. It is the 
responsibility of the Airport Operator to fully identify all elements of each 
subsecfion of the Maintenance Plan. 
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The goal of the Maintenance Plan is to provide a safe, pleasant, and 
efficient experience to all Airport users, v̂ /hile maintaining the Airport as 
an asset The major objectives of the Airport Operator's maintenance 
program include, but are not limited to, the following: 

Undertaking commercially reasonable efforts to 
maintain all Airport facilities and systems, and their 
components, in a condifion suitable for their 
intended use. 

Improving sub-standard features, with the ultimate 
goal to meet and exceed the minimum standards. 

Preserving the facilities and systems in a safe and 
usable condition to which it has been improved or 
constructed. 

Providing proper maintenance and safety devices 
for minimal disrupfions and hazards to Airport 
personnel and users. 

Identifying and correcting inadequate safety 
features and situations. 

Establishing an inventory of facilifies and systems, 
including a method of locating and referencing 
those features. 

Establishing work procedures. 

Maintaining a regular program of maintenance for 
all Airport facilities and systems and standards for 
those programs. 

Providing immediate and proper response to 
emergency and third-party maintenance events. 

Performing routine, preventative, on-demand and 
emergency maintenance acfivifies, and work. 

12.16 Capital Asset Maintenance Plan Requirements 

The requirements, procedures, and standards established under the 
Maintenance Plan shall be the basis of the means of preserving the 
Airport under the Capital Asset Maintenance Plan. 
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In the CAMP, the Airport Operator catalogues and evaluates the condifion 
of the Airport facilifies and systems, reporting on the results, reviewing 
trends in aviafion activity at the Airport, formulafing short and long term 
action plans for capital asset maintenance, and submitting for Approval 
each of the required reports. As appropriate, the Maintenance Plan shall 
be revised to meet the goals established under the CAMP.. 

12.17 Airport Certification Manual and Emergency Plan 

The Airport Operator will maintain the Airport in compliance with the 
Federal Aviafion Regulafion Part 139, the Airport Certification Manual, 
and the Airport Emergency Plan and will prepare and comply with 
revisions as directed by the FAA. 

The Airport Certification Manual and Airport Emergency Plan shall 
provide the Airport Operator with fundamental guidelines in the 
formulation of the Maintenance Plan. The requirements included in the 
Airport Certification Manual and Emergency Plan are incorporated by 
reference, are in addition to, and may not be explicifiy described under 
the requirements for each subsection of the Maintenance Plan. 

In the future, under the Concession Agreement, the Airport Operator may 
be required to revise the Airport Certification Manual and Emergency 
Plan, and seek approval of the Airport Certification Manual and 
Emergency Plan by the FAA and others. In order to meet the 
requirements of the FAA in reviewing and approving the Airport 
Certificafion Manual and Emergency Plan, the Airport Certificafion Manual 
and Emergency Plan shall be maintained as separate documents. 

12.18 Staffing 

The Airport Operator shall be solely responsible for acts, errors, and 
omissions of its staff, personnel, employees, consultants, and agents 
while working in the Airport. The staff levels required shall be determined 
by the needs of the Airport Operator to fulfill its maintenance, operation, 
and contractual obligafions as well as statutory and regulatory 
requirements. The Airport Operator must also comply with staffing and 
training requirements set forth in FAR Part 139.303. 

The Airport is a 24-hours-per-day, 365-days-per-year operafion. For this 
reason, the Airport Operator shall recognize the need to have variable 
work shifts, employees, supervisors, and personnel so as to maintain 
constant operations consistent with the levels of operations at the Airport 
at such fimes (with the understanding that the Airport Operator may make 
reasonable judgments as to when increased or decreased staffing levels 
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are appropriate). The Airport Operator shall create work shifts that 
ensure the confinual operafion of the Airport. Staff requirements shall be 
based upon the actual and anficipated heeds of the Airport. 

12.19 Essential Staff Identification 

The Airport Operator shall annually identify the staff essential to the 
development of the Maintenance Plan to the City and the Airiines. The 
essential staff shall be contactable by the City and the Airiines, if and 
when an event or situation warrants. 

12.20 Interagency Coordination 

The Airport Operator shall be aware that the operation of the Airport 
requires coordination with multiple entities and government agencies. It 
shall be the Airport Operator's sole responsibility to maintain and provide 
coordinafion with all entifies and agencies that are associated with the 
Airport so the continual operafion of the Airport is not disrupted in any 
manner and the maintenance of the Airport is accomplished in a timely 
manner. 

The Airport Operator shall identify and engage public and private entifies 
necessary for the coordination of Airport activities and shall coordinate 
with those entities in the formulation of the requirements under the 
Maintenance Plan and subsequent performance under the Maintenance 
Plan. 

12.20.1 City of Chicago. Cook County. State of Illinois, and US 
Federal 

The Airport Operator shall be aware that the Airport is located 
within the boundaries of the City of Chicago, Cook County, and 
the State of Illinois. As a result, the Airport shall be operated 
consistent with all applicable city, county, state and federal 
ordinances, laws or codes and coordinate with those agencies or 
entifies controlling or requiring access to Airport Facilities. 

12.20.2 Chicago Department of Transportation 

The Airport Operator shall be aware that certain roadways and 
structures are maintained by or are located adjacent to roadways 
and structures maintained by CDOT. CDOT may from fime to 
fime have the need to perform certain maintenance functions with 
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respect to structures or the public roadway and, as such, the 
Airport Operator shall provide access to and cooperate with those 
persons constructing or maintaining structures or public roadway. 

12.20.3 Office of Emergency Management and Communications 

The Airport Operator shall be aware that the Airport shall be linked 
into the OMEC Homeland Security sensor grid. The grid, known 
as, "Operation Virtual Shield," makes use of surveillance cameras 
and hazardous agent sensors. 

The Airport Operator shall maintain and/or install a system of 
surveillance cameras at each vehicular and pedestrian access 
point and shall coordinate with OMEC the linking of said system to 
the Operation Virtual Shield sensor grid. 

The TMA, a division of OEMC, coordinates and manages mulfiple 
traffic-related City services—Snow Command, Water 
Management, Streets and Sanitation—from one central location 
and facilitates prompt and effective mobilization of resources, 
simultaneous tracking of mulfiple events, instant access to 
information sources and timely communication of this information 
to the general public. 

The Airport Operator shall be aware that the TMA will be utilized to 
maximize public safety during City non-emergency and emergency 
operafions. The TMA may from time to fime have the need to 
perform certain funcfions that affect vehicular or pedestrian access 
with respect to the Airport and, as such, the Airport Operator shall 
cooperate with those persons coordinating any efforts on behalf of 
the TMA. 

12.20.4 Illinois Department of Transportation 

The Airport Operator shall be aware that certain roadways and 
structures are maintained by or are located adjacent to roadways 
and structures maintained by IDOT. 

IDOT may from fime to fime have the need to perform certain 
maintenance functions with respect to structures or the public 
roadway and, as such, the Airport Operator shall provide access 
to and cooperate with those persons constructing or maintaining 
structures or public roadway. 
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12.20.5 Transit; Railways 

Some of the Airport Facilities may operate on land that connects 
to or provides access to locafions, structures or Rights-Of-Way 
owned, leased and/or operated by transit authorities and railways 
including the Chicago Transit Authority, Northeast Illinois Regional 
Commuter Railroad Corporation (METRA), Norfolk-Southern 
Railway Company, Canadian Nafional/lllinois Central Railway, or 
others. 

These railways may from time to time have the need to perform 
certain maintenance funcfions with respect to these properties 
and, as such, the Airport Operator shall provide access to and 
cooperate with those persons constructing or providing 
maintenance service to the area. 

12.21 Protection of Natural Resources 

The protecfion of natural resources is an essential acfivity within the 
Airport. The Airport Operator must make commercially reasonable efforts 
to comply with all requirements in protecting the natural resources of the 
region, the environment, and any threatened or endangered species. 

If a project or activity may affect resources, such as wetlands, flood 
plains. Section 4(f) properties, or threatened and endangered species, an 
evaluation of alternatives appropriately addressing avoidance, 
minimizafion, and mitigafion options as required by regulations applicable 
to these resources must be prepared. In addifion, if the preferred 
alternative will affect such resources, adequate justification must be 
provided to explain why avoidance alternatives were not selected. 

12.21.1 Noise Control 

Special efforts must be made in the development of a project or acfivity to 
comply with Federal, State, and local requirements for noise control. 
Commercially reasonable efforts must be made to consult with 
appropriate officials to obtain the views of the affected communities 
regarding noise impacts and abatement measures; and to mitigate any 
Airport or constnjction noise impacts. Construction noise must be 
controlled in accordance with applicable requirements. 

12.21.2 Water Quality 

Water quality must be maintained within and around the Airport. No 
construction improvement, maintenance activity, or daily activity may 
materially decrease the quality of surface waters, ground waters, or 
wetlands. 

12.21.3 Air Quality 

The Airport is located in a non-attainment area of the State of Illinois, and 
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as such, all improvements within the Airport must conform to State, 
regional and Federal air implementation plans. 

12.21.4 Dust Control 

Dust control is essential in maintaining clean air and the prevention of 
airborne pollutants. The Airport Operator shall use commercially 
reasonable efforts to control dust within the Airport by implementing best 
management practices for all construcfion and daily acfivities including 
land disturbance, demolifion, and material handling processes. 

12.21.5 Threatened and Endangered Species 

In the development of a specific project or procedure under the 
Maintenance Plan, an assessment must be made of the likely impacts on 
species of plants or animals listed at the Federal and/or State level as 
threatened or endangered. Commercially reasonable efforts must be 
made to minimize the likelihood of jeopardizing the confinued existence of 
listed threatened or endangered species or the destrucfion or adverse 
modification of a natural area or an area of habitat that has been 
designated as critical habitat or essential habitat 

12.22 Subsections of the Maintenance Plan 

The Airport Operator must integrate into each subsection of the 
Maintenance Plan all of the standards contained in both the Airport 
Certification Manual and Emergency Plan. 

The Maintenance Plan and its subsecfions shall be consistent with all 
applicable local, state and federal laws, codes and requirements 
governing the Airport. 

The Maintenance Plan shall be comprehensive and all major components 
of the airport facilifies and systems should be included. The Facilifies and 
Systems Inventory List provided in the CAMP specifying a complete 
listing of facilities and systems within each category, broken down into 
components to allow appropriate inspection, evaluafion, and 
maintenance, should aid in preparafion of the subsections of the 
Maintenance Plan. 

As outlined in Table 4 (Maintenance Plan Subsection Identification), 
which follows, the Maintenance Plan shall at a minimum include the 
following categories of facilifies and their respective major systems and 
elements: 

- Airfield 
- Terminal and concourses 
- Landside and other on-airport facilifies 

The break down of the list shall be in compliance with industry standards 
and practices whenever possible. 
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Table 4 

MAINTENANCE PLAN SUBSECTION IDENTIFICATION 
Chicago Midway International Airport 

Functional Area Major Systems and Elements 

Airfield Electrical systems, including 
airfield lighting, controls and 
other automated systems 

Mechanical systems 

Utility systems 

Communications systems 

Security systems 

Pavement 

Landscaping 

Fueling systems 

Arrester beds 

Ramp handling 
equipment 
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Table 4 (confinued) 

MAINTENANCE PLAN SUBSECTION IDENTIFICATION 
Chicago Midway International Airport 

Functional Area 

Terminal and 
concourses 

Major Systems and Elements 

Architectural elements 
and systems 

Signage 

Terrazzo 

Roof "" 

Landscaping 

Environmental 

Structural systems 

Mechanical systems 

Electrical systems, including 
controls and other automated 
systems 

Plumbing systems 

Fire protection and other 
emergency systems 

Passenger conveyance 
systems 

Utility systems 

Communications 
systems 

Security systems 
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Table 4 (continued) 

MAINTENANCE PLAN SUBSECTION IDENTIFICATION 
Chicago Midway International Airport 

Functional Area Major Systems and Elements 

H&R plant Environmental 

Structural systems 

Mechanical systems 

Electrical systems, including 
controls and other automated 
systems 

Plumbing systems 

Fire protection and other 
emergency systems 

Utility systems 

Communications 
systems 

Security systems 
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Table 4 (continued) 

INSPECTION PROGRAM FACILITIES AND SYSTEMS 
Chicago Midway International Airport 

Functional Area Major Systems and Elements 

Landside, roadway, and 
parking facilities 

Ground access elements 

Utility systems 

Pavement 

Landscaping 

Commercial vehicle 
staging areas 

Cell phone lots 

Signage 

Communications 
systems 

Bridges and structures 

Roadway and parking facility 
lighting 

Parking lot; 
Terminal Parking Garage 

Parking lot: 
Public, Economy Garage 

Parking lot: 
Public, Blue/Red Lots 

Parking lot: 
Public, Yellow Lot 

Parking lot: 
Staff/employees 
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TsbJG 4 (continusd^ 

MAINTENANCE PLAN SUBSECTION IDENTIFICATION 
Chicago Midway International Airport 

Functional Area Major Systems and Elements 

Other on-airport facilities Ground access elements 

Pavement 

Landscaping 

Architecturai elements 
and systems 

Structural systems 

Mechanical systems 

Electrical systems, including 
controls and other automated 
systems 

Plumtjing systems 

Fire protection and other 
emergency systems 

Passenger conveyance 
systems 

Utility systems 

Communications 
systems 

Security systems 

Additional subsections of the Maintenance Plan shall be identified and 
included in the Maintenance Plan by the Airport Operator or the City and 
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the Airiines during development of the initial Maintenance Plan or as 
required by the City during the life of the Concession Agreement. 

The Airport Operator shall identify and develop specifications for 
addifional subsecfions of the Maintenance Plan as required to ensure that 
all Airport facilities and systems are identified and maintained under the 
Maintenance Plan. 

12.23 Requirements for Each Subsection 

The Airport Operator shall include,"at a minimum, the information below in 
each subsection of the Maintenance Plan: 

12.23.1 Definitions 

The Airport Operator shall include definitions of terms listed in 
the subsection. 

12.23.2 References 

The Airport Operator shall include references to the most 
relevant local, state, and federal laws, codes and requirements 
used in the formulation of the subsection. 

12.23.3 Policy for Performing Maintenance 

For each subsection of the Maintenance Plan, the Airport 
Operator shall identify the Objecfive, Responsibility of the 
Airport Operator, Performance Time Frames and Acceptance 
Standards as follows: 

12.23.3.1 Objective 

A brief descripfion of the objective of the subsection. 

12.23.3.2 Responsibility of Airport Operator 

A detailed descripfion of the responsibilifies of the 
Airport Operator specifying individual tasks broken 
out by component of the facility or system described 
in the subsection. 
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More detailed performance standards and 
procedures for each area of responsibility shall be 
described under the "Addifional Requirements" 
secfion below. 

12.23.3.3 Pertormance Time Frames 

A table, broken out by each component of the 
subsection of the Maintenance Plan, the maximum 
duration from the time a deficiency is or reasonably 
should be detected by or reported to the Airport 
Operator, within which the Operator must complete 
the required maintenance, repair or replacement to 
the facility or system. 

In addition, where appropriate, a table, broken out by 
each component of the subsection of the 
Maintenance Plan, the minimum frequency that a 
particular maintenance operafion is to be performed. 

Any other required fime frames for performance of 
maintenance on any component of the facility or 
system in the subsection should be defined. 

12.23.3.4 Acceptance Standards 

For the facility or system in the subsection of the 
Maintenance Plan, maintenance will be considered 
acceptable when the standards listed here for each 
component are met or exceeded 

12.23.4 Additional Reguirements 

For each specific component of the facility or system 
described under the subsecfion, the Airport Operator shall 
describe the specific maintenance procedures and standards 
in detail. 
The Airport Operator shall identify: 

• The physical facilities and systems included and a 
descripfion or graphical representation of the 
facilities and their locations using the standard 
idenfification system established in the COFR. 
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• For any maintenance woric requiring that a member, 
component, system or element, etc., be replaced, 
"as built" drawings must be maintained; in such 
case, the Airport Operator must create a set of 
original constmction documents and dravi/ings, 
sealed by a Licensed Professional or Structural 
Engineer in the State of Illinois. 
The construction drawings and documents will be 
subject to review and permit by the City, as 
appropriate for the work proposed. Upon 
completion of construction, the Airport Operator 
shall prepare and submit to the City a complete set 
of original and As-Built Drawings in both hard copy 
and electronic format for the work completed. In 
addition, the Airport Operator will be responsible for 
creating a separate original and As-Built set of 
drawings for the record. The /\s-Built drawings shall 
be stamped or marked "AS-BUILF, dated, and 
must be saved and placed in order with all other 
drawings that exist for the Airport. 

• The detailed maintenance procedure and the 
standards requiring maintenance as well as the 
standards fqr successful maintenance. 

" The parties, public and private, included in 
interagency coordination of perfonmance of the 
maintenance activity. 

• The methods for evaluating and reporting on 
compliance vi/ith the maintenance procedures. 

• Procedures for handling hazardous or toxic 
materials where appropriate. 

• Standards for incident response and methods of 
incident reporting. 

• Essential Staff and their contact information. 

Appendices "A", "B", "C", "D", "E", "F", "G", "H", " I " , "J". "K" and "L" referred to In this 
Operations and Procedures Manual for Chicago Midway International Airport read as follows: 
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Appendix "A". 
(To Operations And Procedures Manual For 

Chicago Midway International Airport) 

Aiiport Certification Manual. 

2008-09 
Chicago Midway International Airport 
Revised A i r p o f t Cer t i f icat ion Manual 

City of Chicago, Department of Aviation 
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AIRPORT CERTIFICATION MANUAL 
CHICAGO MIDWAY INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 

City of Chicago 
Department of Aviation 

\a 
Managing Deputy Commissioner 

Original Date: October 10,2004 ^ 
Revised Date: May 20,2008 FAA 'AA approval 
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INTRODUCTIOWGEWERAL REQUIREMENTS 139.101 and 139.201 

This Airport Certiiication Manual (ACM) includes the operating pnjcadures established al Chicago Midway Intemational 
Airport, along with a description of its facilities and equipment The personnel tasked will) operating the Aiiport shall carry 
out their duties and responsibilities in accordance with this Manual, and thereby ensure that the Airport remains in 
compliance with the requirements of FAR Part 139. The contents of this ACM are designed (o meet the Federal Aviation 
Administration rules and regulations contained in the February 10, 2004 Federal Register 14 CFR Part 139. 

Chicago Midway Intemationai Airport is owned and operated by the City of Chicago. It is one of two airports operated 
under the jurisdiction of the City of Chicago Department of Aviation. 

Airport Name: Chicago Midway Intemational Airport (MDW). 
Location: Approximately 9 miles southwest of downtown Chicago 
Airport Coordinates: Latitude: N41deg 47.16' 

Longitude: W87deg 45.15' 

Mailing address of Commissioner/Managing Deputy Commissioner 

Richard Rodriguez, Commissioner 
Department of Aviation, City of Chicago 
lOSIOW.ZemkeRoad 
Chicago, Illinois 60668 Phone: (Omitted for priming purposes) 

Erin O'Donnell, Managing Deputy Commissioner 
Department of Aviation, Midway Intemational Airport 
5757 South Cicero Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60638 Phone: (Omitted tor printing purposes) 

In order to ansura that its MMway Intemational Airport staff maintain It In compliance with FAR Part 139, the City of 
Chicago Department of Aviation provides it the necessary operating procedures, fadlWes and equipment Spedficalty, the 
City of Chicago and its management staff at Chicago Mklway Intemational Airport 

A. Operate and maintain the Ahport establish procedures and provide facilities, equipment and systems tf)erein 
that are at least equal to the standards currently required for the issuance of the Airport operating certificate; 

B. Operate the Airport in accordance with the approved Airport Certification Manual; 

C. Comply with the applcable provisions of this Manual; 

D. Allow the Administrator of the Federal Aviation Administration to make any inspections, announced or 
unannounced, to determine the Aiiporf s compllaiKe with FAR Part 139; 

E. PravMe sufficient and qualified personnel to maintain the Airport's compliance with the requirements of its 
Airport Certification Manual and appTicable rules of FAR Part 139. 

Original Date: October 10,2004 ^ i J t U r . Hlhji -Jti^ 
Revised Date: May 1.200S FAA^pproval 
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INSPECTION AUTHORmr 139.105 

The Airport shall allow the Administrator to make any inspections, indud'mg unannounced inspections, to determine its 
compliance with 14 CFR Part 139. 

OrtghdData: October 10.2004 9jnh*jJ^^ii 
Revised Dale: June 7,2005 FAA Approval 
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EXPEMPTIONS/UMITATIONS 139.111 

Chicago Midway Intemational Airport is not subject to any exemptton or llmltatkms of the requirements of FAR Part 139. 

Original Date: October 10,2004 d fhm^ MMHiJ*''̂  
Revised Date: June 7,2005 FAA? FAA Approval " 
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OPERATIKS DEVIATIONS AND REPORTING PROCEDURES 139.113 

In those emergency conditions involving the transportation of persons by air carriers, which have the potentiaTIo endanger 
life and property, tiie Department of Aviation, Chicago MBdway International A'rrpoit may deviate from these standards or 
ftnm any requirement of Sub-Part D of FAR Part 139 to the extent required to meet that emergency. In such an event, the 
Departrnent of Aviation, Chkago Midway Intemational Airport shall as soon as practicable, but no later than 14 days after 
the emergency, notify the FAA Great Lakes Region Airports Diviskm by phone or e-mail of the nature, extent and duration 
of the deviatkm. When requested by the Regional Airports Division Manager, the Ceitificata holder must provkle this 
notificatxin in writing. 

Original Data: October 10,2004 <ra>J/M^ l1M/9f id i 
Revised Date: June 7,2005 FAA Approval J 
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MAINTENANCE OF CERTIFICATION MANUAL , 139.201(b) 

This Manual shall be kept current at all times. It shall be revised commensurate vnth all new or amended Part 139 
requirements, or any applicable changes in polk:y or responsibilities deemed necessary by the City of Chicago 
Department of Aviation. Any revisions to the ACM will be implemented with the approval of the FAA. A current and 
approved copy of this Manual shall be avaflable at the Airport Operatnns office for inspection upon request. Applicable 
portions of the ACM will be provided to ttie personnel of the Airport responsible fOr its implementation. 

A letter of transmittal to all ACM holders win provide instiuctbns for the replacement removal, or insertion of new pages 
into their respective copies. Each new narrative page, exhibit, chart or table will maintain the same sequential page 
numbering system as that of the current manual 

DISTRIBUTION OF CERTIFICATION WIANUAL 139.201(c) 

A current and approved copy of this ACM will be provided to the Regional Airports Division of the Federal Aviation 
Administiation, Great Lakes Region, AGL-621,2300 Devon Avenue, Des Plaines. Illinois, 60018. 

Distribution will be made after approval by the FAA. 

Original Date: October 10.2004 0- lk lm^ J'^I^OM'^H 
Revised Date: June 20,2007 FAAl)\pprova1 "̂  
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CONTENTS OF MANUAL 139.203 

Under this regulation, Chicago Midway Intemational Airport operates as a Class I airport which fields both scheduled and 
unscheduled/chartered passenger operations of large air carrier aircraft This ACM includes all elements, specified in 
Sectkin 139.203 of FAR Part 139. 

Original Date: October 10,2004 QiMp(^t'jl^ttM^t<i, 
Revised Date: June 7,2005 FAA(Appioval 
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RECORDS 139.301 

A) Chicago MMway Intemational Airport shall maintain all records required under Part 139 and shall fumish any such 
records to the FAA upon request These records consist of the foUowing and shall be retained as specified. 

1) Training (airport personnel tasked with Part 139 compliance) 24 consecutive calendar months 

2) Emergency Personnel Training (ARFF) 24 consecutive calendar months 

3) Movement and Safety Area Training (tenant personnel under 

139.329 with access to movement/safely areas) 24 consecutive calendar months 

4) Airport Fueling Agent Inspectkui 12 consecutive calendar months 

5) Fueling Personnel Training 12 consecutive calendar months 

6) SelMnspedion Forms 12 consecutive calendar months 

7) Accident/Incident Reports (pertaining to movement/safety areas) 12 consecutive calendar months 

8) Airport Field Condition Reports 12 consecutive calendar months 
B) The ARFF/Emergency personnel training records are maintained and stored by the Chicago Fire Department (CFC))— 

MWvray ARFF statnn. Fueling personnel training records are maintained by each of the respective Fixed Base 
Operators. 

C) The Movemoit and Safety Area Training (139.329) records are kept and maintained by the DOA Security/Badging 
office. 

O) Alt other records. Including copies of the certification of fueling personnel training, shall be maintained and stored by 
Ihe Airport Operations ofiioe. 

Original Date: October 10.2004 ^Jkk^tjI^'M^tl^'i 
Revised Date: June 7,2005 FAAfAppreval 
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AIRPORT OPERATIONAL RESPONSIBILmES/UNES OF SUCCESSION 139J03 (a, b) 

The Chcago Midway Intemational Airport is owned and operated by the City of Chicago, which has appointed an 
Commissioner of Aviation to direct its operation. Additional operating staff, under the direction of the Commissioner of 
Aviation, are ctiarged with the responsibilities of maintaining the day-to^ay operations and maintenance of tlie Airport 
They ate as fblknvs: 

-Managing Deputy Commissioner of Aviatkin 
-Assistant Commissnner of Operations (AirfieM) 
-Airport Managers ahd Chfef Aifpcirt Operatkins Supervisors 
-Assistant Chief Airport Operatrans Supervisor 
-Airport Operations Supervisors 

The Managng Deputy Commisskiner of Aviation is responsible for the day-to-day operations of Midway Intemational 
Airport ' The duties of Ihe Managing Deputy Commissioner and the Managing Deputy Commissnner's staff Include 
assurance of ttie elements required to traintain the airport's operating certificate under FAR Part 139. and specifically 
Include, but are not limited to: 

-The maintenance of the Airport Certification Manual and the teconls required lor inspection by the FAA upon 
request 

-The development of operational procedures for inspecting, maintaining, and as needed, repairing airport 
faciiities to Ihe degree necessary to ensure Ihe safe operations of air carrier and general aviation aircraft 

-providing sufficient resources, the necessary policies, training, and additional directives to ttte airport 
operating staff relative to how and when tlieir duties are assigned. 

In ttie absence of ttie Managing Deputy Commissioner, the line of succession Is automatically vested witti ttie same 
autiiority to ttie Assistant Commissioner of Operations, or the Ctiief Airport Operations Supervisor(s) and the Airport 
Managerts). 

Exhibit 4 - Organization Chart illustrates ttie fines of successnn of airport operational responsibilities at Chicago Midway 
Intemational Airport 

Original Data: October 10,2004 SkkloiJ MlUu ^ t i t 
Revised Date: June 7,2005 FAAV^pproval d 
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PERSONNEL and TRAINING 139.303(0) 

The Department of Aviation—Midway will b ^ n all personnel who access movement and safety areas and perform duties 
in compHanca witti ttie requirements of ttie Airport Certification Manual and ttie requirements of ttiis Part. This training 
must be completed prior to tiielr initial performance of such duties and at least once every 12 consecutive calendar 
monUis. The cumculum lor Initial and recunent training will include at least Ihe fisllowing areas: 

A) Airport FamdlarizaUon, Including airport maridng, lighting, and sign systems; 

B) Procedures for access to, and operation in, movement areas and safety areas as specified under 139.329; 

C) Airport Communicati'ons (personnel with unescorted movement area access), Including radio communkat ion witti the 
air baffic control tovrar and personnel and procedures lor reporting unsafe airport conditions; 

D) Duties required under ttie Airport Certification Manual and ttie requirements of ttiis part; 

E) Any additional subject areas required under 139.319, 139.321, 139.327, 139.329, 139.337, and 139.339, as 
appropriate; 

139J03 Appl icable Personnel 

The Midway Intemational Airport personnel in ttie fbUowing sections/job positions are tasked witti various aspects of ttie 
compfianca Airport's ACM and 139 requirements, and routinely access its movement and safety areas: 

Without Escort Under Escort Only 

Airport Operations management ([}eputy Constructnn Laborers 
Commissioner, (Dhlef and Assistant Park Laborera 
Chief Operations Supervisors, Airport Motor Pool Drivers 
Managers) 

Airport Operations Supenrisors (Operations) 
Chicago Rre Department (Mhhray Station) 
Motor Tnjck Drivers 
Electricians 

Operat ions 

New Airport Operations Supenrisors at Midway Intemational Airport undergo a minimum regimen of on tiie Job (OTJ) 
training, in additional to a monUi of fbmial insbuction. A new Operations Supervisor win have successfully completed tills 
training, and be permitted access to ttie movement areas and peribmi airfield operations duties on his/her own, only after 
he/she has scored satisbctorily on a wriHan test and atoflakl check ride. The baining includes ttie following: 

1) airfield driving. Including famitiarization witti ttie airfieM layout and all associated signage, maridngs 
and lighting; 

2) proper airport radto communteation procedures witti ttie air traffic control tower, and procedures for 
issuance of NOTAMs to Flight Servks; 

3) proper inspection procedures Ibr mnways, taxlways, and safety areas, along with ttiose of associatsd 
lighting and signage, aking witti ottier elements of airfield and ramp operations, and wildlife 
surveillance/contral; . , . 

ts^:lvi\/?t>/>^ 
Original Data: October 10,2004 
Revised Date: May 20, 2008 FAA Appro' 
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PERSONNEL and TRAINING Icontlnuedl 139.303(c) 

4) tiie contents of FAR Part 139, ttie Airport Certification Manual, and the Airport Emergency Plan; 

5) attendance of an FAA/AAAE Airport Safety and Operations Specialist school as soon as feasible after 
the beginning of his/her tenure. 

Final evaluation of, and endorsement of new Operations Supen/lsors ability to perfomi ttisir duties on Uieir own is made 
by the Assistant Commissioner of Operations, an Airport Manager or Chief of Operations, or the Assistant Chief, of 
Operations. 

Each new Airport Operations Supen/lsor at Mklway Intemational Airport shall be required to undergo a recurrent bciining 
session on ttie above sutiject matters every twelve consecutive calendar monUis. The documentation thereof is kept on 
record by ttie Operations office lor 24 consecutive calendar monUis. 

Chicago Fire Oeparbnant (Midway Station) 

The CFD is responable for ensuring that all ARFF personnel at Mdway Intemational Airport are trained to perform their 
duties in accordance with Part 139.319(1). Included in ttie CFD training program cunlculum for operations on ttie Airport 
are the items specified In 139.303(c). The Chteago Fire Department documents that ttiis instructkm has been given to 
each firefighter. Such training records are maintained by ttie Chicago Fire Department for three (3) years. 

Other Airport Pereonnel 

The other Airport personnel who, as part of ttieir duties, access ttie movement and safety areas at MMway Intemational 
Airport are grouped, for training purposes, into three categories. Their respective assign«l categories are determined by 
ttieir degree of experience, ttie nature of ttieir specialties on ttie movement areas, and Hie corresponding degree of 
auhinomy (in tenns of ttieir access to and activities on the airport movement areas) that is characteristic of their duties. 

1) New 
All new Airport employees who wiU access ttie movement and safety areas at Mklway Intemational 
Airport as part of I M r duties shall undergo initiai OJT and dassroom-setting baining wtiich shall 
indude: 

-alrfiekl layout familiarization, including aB associated signage, maridngs, and lighting 
-proper procedures for accessing movement and taxiway/runway safety areas 
-airport terminal layout (including procedures for safe transit of ttie terminal tamp). Including access 
procedures to and from secured areas) 

2) Movement Area-Under Escort Only (Airport personnel who loirtinely access the movement 
and safety areas, but under escort) 
Airport employees in this category (specified atiove) will be required to satisfactorily complete an 
annual recurrent training session covering ttie fiiDowing items: 

-airfield layout signage, pavement maridngs and llghttng 
-procedures and responsibilities pertaining to activities of personnel working in movement and safety 

-aiiport terminal layout (including procedures for sale bansit of ttie terminal ramp) including access 
procedures to and from secured areas) 

Original Date: October 10,2004 9 l<khl/K' l^d/JAU 
Revised Date: June 11,2007 FAA Approval '^ 
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PERSONNEL and TRAINING (continued) 139.303<c) 

3) Movement Aiea-Wlthout Escort (Ahport personnel who routinely access the movement and 
safety areas unaccompanied) 
Airport employees in this category (specified above) will be required to complete an annual recunent 
brining sesswn covering of Uie following items: 

-airfield driving procedures 
-ATCT communications and phraseology pertaining to movement and safety area vehicle operabons 
-airfield layout signage, pavement martcings and lighting 
-procedures and responsibilities pertaining to acuities of personnel working in movement and safety 
areas 
•airport terminal layout (including procedures for safe transit of the terminal ramp) including access 
procedures to and from secured areas) 

At the discretion of their immediate supervisor(s), of the /Vssistant Commissioner of Operations or of a designee of ttie 
/Assistant Commissioner of Operations, any of ttie Airport employees who routinely access the movement and safety 
areas may be subject to retraining or reevaluaUon at any lime. 

Each of the Airport employees described above shall be required to undergo a recurrent training session on ihe applicable 
subject matters every hivelve consecutive calendar monttis. The documentation thereof is kept on record by Ihe Airport 
Operations office for 24 consecutive calendar monttis. 

Original Date; October 10,2004 ^JhjmJimmj:U)H 
Revised Date: June 11,2007 FAA Approval ^ 
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PAVED and UNPAVED AREAS 139.305 and 139.307 

Maintenance of Paved Araas 

A) Airport pavement areas at Midway Intematnnal Airport shall be regularly inspected and maintained to ensure that 

1. Ttie pavement edges do not exceed Uiree (3) inches difference in elevation between abutting pavement 
sections and behween full strength pavement and abutting shoulders; 

2. The pavement has no holes which exceed three (3) Inches In depth, nor any hole the slope of which from any 
point in the hole to the nearest point at the lip is 45 degrees or more measured from Uie pavement surface 
plane, unless, in eittier case, the entire area of ttie hole can be covered by a five (5) inch diameter circle; 

3. The pavement areas are free of cracks and/or surface variations which could impair directional control of an 
aircraft; 

4. Mud, dirt, sand, loose aggregate, debris, foreign object rubber deposits, and other contaminants are removed 
as promptly and as completely as practicable; 

5. Any chemical solvent used to clean any pavement area is removed as soon as feasible, consistent witti the 
instructions of the manufacturer of ttie solvent 

6. The pavement has adequate drainage, and is free of depressions so that there is no ponding of a depth that 
obscures maridngs or impairs safe operations. 

Exhibit 5 - Paved and Movement Areas, depicts those movement areas used for air carrier alroaft operaUons. 

B) The above items undergo daily inspections, as specified under 139.327. Whenever unsatisbctory conditions are 
noted, correctiva action is taken as soon as practical. This action consists of immediately correcting the condition(s), 
issuing a work order/Irregularity Report to the appropriate airport maintenance personnel, if applicable, or arranging for 
contracted maintenance/construction to resolve the problem. If con-ective action must be deferred, a NOTAM is issued, 
as appropriate, in accordance with the provisions of 139.339. 

Maintenance o f Unpaved Areas 

There are no unpaved movement surfaces at Midway Intemational Airport 

Paved Areas AvaRable for iUr Carriers 

Runway Takeoff Lenott i IWdth Surface 

4R/22L 

13C/31C 

4L/22R** 

ISL /S IR" 

6446 feet 

6522 feet 

5507 feet 

5141 feet 

150 feet 

ISO feet 

ISOftet 

ISO feet 

Asphalt (grooved) 

Concrete (grooved) 

Asphalt (grooved) 

Asphalt (grooved) 

Original Data: October 10,2004 
Revised Date: liAay 20, 2008 •AAUppn: FAA i^proval 
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PAVED and UNPAVED AREASIcontlnuedi 

Tixiwav Width 

35 feat 

60 feet 

60 feet 

75 feet 

35 feet 

75faet 

75 feel 

50/75 feer 

75 feet 

75 feet 

75/90 feel* 

75 feet 

75 feet 

50/75 feet* 

60/75 feet* 

90 feet 

139.30S and 139.307 

Surface 

Concrete 

Concrete (grooved) 

Asphalt (grooved) 

Concrete 

Concrete 

Concrete 

Asphalt 

Asphalt/Concrete 

Concrete 

Concrete 

Asphalt/Concrete 

Concrete 

Concrete 

Concrete 

Concrete 

Concrete 

Alpha"** 

Bravo (high speed exit) 

Delta (high speed exlQ 

Echo 

Foxtrot*** 

Golf 

Juliet 

Kilo 

November 

November 1, November 2 

Quebec 

Romeo 

Whiskey 

Yankee 

Victor 

"varies depending upon kicaUon. 

**Restricted to taxi operations onlv for scheduled air carrier aircraft witti a passenger capacity of over nine (9), 
and unscheduled air carrier aircraft witti a capacity of at least 31. 

***C(osed to all aircraft witti a wfngspan of over 79 feet 

Original Data: October 10,2004 
Revised Date: May 20, 2008 
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SAFETY AREAS 139.309 

A. The mrvway and laxiway safety area dimenstons al Midway International /Virport conform at a minimum to Oiose ttiat 
existed as of December 31, 1987. If construction, reconsbuction, or significant expansion of a runway or taxiway 
began or begins after ttiat date, Uie associated safety area dimensions shall confbmi to FAA standards In AC 
1S0/S300-13, Aiqiort Design, unless otherwise auttiorized by ttie /Vdminlstralor. 

1. The runwav safety areas Ibr 4R/22L and 13C/31C are as follows: Ttie ninway 4R/22L safety area is 500 feet 
wide (250 lieet fiom eittier side of Uie centeriine) and extends 61 feet beyond ttie 4R Uireshold and 127 feet 
beyond Uie 22L ttireshold. The mnway 13C/31C safety area is 500 feet wide (250 feet from eittier side of ttie 
centeriine) and extends 82 feet beyond ttie 13C ttireshoM and 48 feet beyond ttie 31C ttireshokl. 

2. The departure ends of mnways 31C, 13C, 4R, and 22L are each equipped witti Engineered Materials 
Arresting System (EMAS) bads. The dimensions of ttie anestor beds are as follows: 

Runway (departure end) EMAS Bed Dimensions 

13C 210.6' long axis of mnway x M V bansverse axis of ninway 

4R 343.0'long axis of mnway X170'transverse axis of mnway 

22L 247.1'kmg axis of runway X170'bansverse axis of nmway 

31C 190.3'bng axis of mnway X170'transverse axis of ninway 

3. the air carrier laxiwav safeh> areas are 118 feet wide (59 faal from eittier side of Uie centeriineV These 
include ttie fdkiwing taxiwaya: B (the runway 31C high speed exit), D (ttie ninway 22L high speed exit), E, G, 
J. K, N, N1, N2, P. Q, V, W, Y, and ttie hold pad area (13C Pad, 31C Pad, 4R Pad, 22L Pad), and ttieir 
associated taxi lanes. 

4. Use of Runway 4L/22R and Runway 13L/31R for scheduled air earner airorall wItti a passenger capacity of 
over 10 scheduled or unscheduled aircraft with a passenger capacity of over 30 is euthorized for purposes of 
taxi onlv. 

5. Use of Runway 13R/31L bv any air carrier ahcraft is auttiorized (or outposes of taxi only. 

8. The Airport shall maintain Its safety areas so that 

1. Each safety area Is cleared and graded and has no potentially hazardous nits, humps, depressnns, or 
surface variations. 

2. Each safety area is drained by grades or storm sewers to prevent water accumulation. 

3. Each safety area is capable, under dry conditions, of supporting snow removal equipment aircraft rescue and 
firefighting equipment and ttie passage of aircraft wiUiout causing major damage to ttie aircraft. 

4. No object is kxated in aiy of ttie safety areas, other ttian ttiosa required to be in Uiose locations by virtaja of 
their AmctiorKs). Such ol>jects are constructed, to the extent practicat on ftangible mounted structures of ttie 
towest practical heght wiOi ttis Irangibla point(s) of ttie sbuctaires being no higher Uian ttirae (3) inches 
above grade. 

Original Date: October 10,2004 9^ tilJoAJ l/i K I A M 2 l 0 t 
Revised Date: November 28,2007 F/WAppnnal ^ 
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SAFETY AREAS IcontinUBdl 139.309 

S. The EMAS beds at Midway Intemational Airport are Installed, and are maintained, in accordance witti FAA 
Advisory Circular 150/S220-2Z All are constructed on surfaces capable of supporting ttie passage of critical 
design aircraft, along with fiilly toaded ARFF and ottier emergency vehicles. They are capable of supporting 
pedestrian traffic, along witti any co-tocated navigational aid wtthout surface damage. They shall are 
inspected and maintained in accordance with the fbltowlng parameters: 

a) No vehkte or pedesblan traflk: unrelated to emergency response or maintenance purposes Is 
pemiltted on ttie EMAS beds at any time; 

b) The EMAS beds, along witti ttieir respective associated mnway safety areas, are inspected on a daily 
basis for Jet blast damage, standing water, ttie presence of foreign object debris (FOD). or oUier 
visiUe irregularities ttiat might impact ttieir utility; discrefiancies are noted on the Airport Self 
Inspection Form, and are reported to appropriate agencies for resolution; 

c) Ful and comprehensive inspections, testing, and as needed, preventive maintenance of the EMAS 
beds shall be conducted on regular tiasis by an outside contractor qualified for such a purpose; 

d) Any necessary major repairs or refurbishment of the respective EMAS beds shaH be completed as 
soon as practkable. 

Original Date: October 10,2004 d_ 
Revised Data: November 28,2007 FAA \A Approval J 
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MARKING. SIGNAGE, and LIGHTING 139J11 

Markings 

The Airport is equipped witti, and maintains, martcings lor air earner operaUons in accordance with Part 139.311(a) and 
AC 150/5340-1, Standards far Airport Maridngs. 

1. Runways 

a. Runway 4R/22L has Category 1 Precision Insbument Runway Maridngs. 

b. Runway 13C/31C has Category I Precision Insbument Runway Maridngs. 

2. , Taxiwavs 

a. All taxiways are martced witti yellow lead-in lines 

b. All taxlways are martced witti mnway hoM maridngs and ILS critical area hold maridngs at appropriate 
intersections. 

c. All laxrways are martced with appropriate signage, with mandatory hold and ILS critical area signs 
posittoned at all applicatde intersections, per FAA specifications and regulations. 

3. Hold Position Maridnos/ILS Critical Area Maricinos 

a Each of ttie hold position markings fOr the air carrier runways, 4R/22L and 13C/31C, is located a 
minimum of 250 leiet from ttie centerilnes of Uie respective runways, based on tiie applkable airplane 
design group and applicable precision runway standards. 

Each of the hold position maridngs for mnway 4Ly22R is located a minimum of 250 feet from Uie 
centeriine of ttie runway, based on ttie applicatile airplane design group and the applicable non-
predskin runway standards. 

Each of ttie hold position maridngs tor runway 13Ly31R is located a minimum of 200 feet from tiie 
centeriina of ttie mnway, based on the applicable airplane design group and ttie appficable non-
precisnn runway standards. 

Each of ttie hoM position maridngs for runway 13R/31L is located a minimum of 130 feet fiom ttie 
centeriine of ttie runway, based on the appficable airplane design group and the appQcable visual 
mnway standards. 

Each of ttie ILS critical areas pertaining to ttie air canler mnways is hientified by martcings. 

Lighting 

The Airport is equipped witti, and maintains, lighting systems fOr air carrier operations in accordance wItti 14CFR Part 
139.311(c) and the current edition of AC 150/5340-30, t}eslgn end Installation Devils for Aiiport Visual Aids, to meet ttie 
specifications fOr ttie instrument approach minimums auttiorized for each runway. 

1. Runways 4R/22L and 13C/31C are equipped witti High Intensity Runway Lighting. 

2. Runways 4R, 22L, and 13C are each equipped wltti a precision approach patti indicator (PAPI). 

Original Date: October 10, 2004 ^ - M M J I'^fftUj^O? 
Revised Date: May 15, 2008 F/VA Approval -I 
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MARKING, SIGNAGE, and UGHTING Icont lnuedl 139.311 

3. Runway 31C is equipped witti visual approach slope indicatore (VASIs). 

4. Runways 4U22R. 13L/31R, and 13R/31L, aking witti taxiways K B, 0 . E, F (including F1 ttim F4), G, J, K, N, 
N1, N2, P, Q, R, V, W, and Y, are equipped witti medium intensity lighting. 

5. Lighted guidance signs are instelled to idenUfy taxi routes. 

6. Lighted mnway hold signs are installed at each mnway intersection and ILS critical area. 

7. Elevated, and in-pavsmsnt Runway Guani Light (RGL) fixtures are installed: 

' short of 4R/22L at Papa, Quebec, November, and Yankee intersections (SE) 
short of 13L/31R at Echo, November, Papa, and Yankee interaections (NE) 
short of 4L/22R at November intersection (NW) 

8. The airport is equipped witti a rotating light beacon. 

9. Obstiuction lighting is provided for obsbuctions identified under FAR Part 77. Exhibit 10 - Lighted 
Obstructions, depicts Uie kication of each lighted obstniK^on wittiin ttie /Urport area.ofauUiority. 

10. Other lighting systems Include apron lighting, lighting tor vehicle and aircraft parking areas, roadways, and 
fuel storage areas. Airport-owned fiood llghte for aprons, streets, parking lots, and Security areas are 
designed for that purpose. Any tepotts of hindrance to Air Traffte Control functions or to aircraft operations 
because of glare that may be attributed to the Airpoif s lighting systems are investigated and corrected. 

Signage 

The Airport is equipped wit i i , and mainteins, a sign system for air earner operations in accordance with 14 CFR Part 
311(b). Eachslgnnieetestandardsspecl f iedinAC150/5340-18, current edition, ^ a n d a r d s Ibr Airport Sign Systems, and 
sign specifications in AC15(]/5345-44, current edition, SpedHcatlons tor Taxiway and Runway Signs. 

A current and FAA approved Sign Plan, depicting all of the signage and martcings currentty in place at tiie Airport and the 
locations thereof, is on file for Inspection at ttie Airport Operations Office. 

Maintenance/Compliance 

Each lighting system and all pavement markings at Midway Intematkjnal Airport are regularty inspected and mainteined. 
Prompt cleaning, replacement or repair of any dim, faded, missing, or inoperattve lighting is performed as needed so ttiat 
lenses remain unobscured, cleariy visible, and provkle an accurate reference to airport users. Any lighting ttiat serves 
apron, vehicle, and arroraft parking areas, roadways, fuel storage areas, buildings, ete., is oriented or shielded to prevent 
any glare that may interfere witti aircraft operations and air traffic control functions. The lighting and maridngs are 
maintained and inspected in accordance witti Chapter 327 of ttiis Manual 

Each lighting system at ttie Airport stiall be mainteined at teast to the minimum standards spedfisd in Appendix 1, Table 
7, of AC 1SO/S340-26, current ediUon, Maintenance of Airport Visual Aid f^acSities. The minimum serviceability levels of 
ttie tolkJWing lighting systems before ttiey are considered moperaUa are as follows: 

Runwav Edge Uohte 
85% operable fOr mnways 4R/22L and 13C/31C 
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MARKING. SIGNAGE, and LIGHTING (continued) 139.311 

Runwav Centeriine Lights 
95% operable 

Runwav End/Threshold Lights 
75% operable (no more than two lights inoperable at any runway end) 

Taxiwav Edoe Liohts 
65% operable 

In order to provide continuity of visual guidance, Uie maximum allowable percentage of inoperable lights of any lighting 
system shall not be such that it alters its basic pattern. In additton, an unserviceable fight shall not be adjacent to another. 
Lights are.considered adjacent if located either laterally or longitudinally in a respective lighting system. 

If, for any reason, the above standards cannot be maintained, and Airport management determines that the outage may 
not provide an accurate reference to the Airport's users, the infbrmatkm concerning Uie outage shall be disseminated via 
the pnx:edures and means specified in Chapter 339 of this Manual—AirTiekl Condition Reporting. 
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SNOW AND ICE CONTROL 139.313 

A. Respenaibilitiea 

Airport Operations is responsible for ttie following: 

1) Determining when snow removal or anti-icing operations shaH begin. This will be based on an evaluation of 
existing weather and field conditrans, and weather forecasts. 

2) Continually monitoring runway conditions and applicable pilot reports during snow and k:e storm events to 
detect any presence and (iepth of snow, toe, or slush, and to determine ttie braking actk>n and/or coefficient of 
friction of ttie affected surfaces through, respectively, the monitoring of pilot braking action reports and as 
required and appropriate, with the use of a KJ-Law friction tester and/or an ASFT, and/or a Bowmonk AFM2 
brake meter; 

3) Keeping the NAVAID critical areas wiUiin snow depth limits for ttie applicable glide slope antenna 
configuratnn and notiiying the Mklway FAA ^ i l i t i e s maintenance office (via ttie Midway ATCT) immediately 
upon engaging the snow removal plan; 

4) Disseminating airport infomriation ttirough the Notice to Airmen (NOT/VM) system when ridges or windrows of 
snow ttiat represent a potential hazard to aircraft operations remain on or adjacent to movement areas, when 
any other potential hazard to aircraft operatkins exists, or when conditions change from those reported by a 
previous NOTAM; 

5) Keeping the FAA Air Tralfk: Control Tower, air carriers and/or other airport users infbnned of ttie Airport status 
and field conditions, as vi/ell as ttie status of snow removal or ice control operations, of pilot reports of braking 
action, of friction measurement readings, and of any other conditions that may affect aircraft operations. This 
information is conveyed via an electronic log system (ELS), and the log system interface to an Internet (fiekJ 
condition infomriation) web site accessible by authorized users. Field condition briefings are also 
communicated via teleiihone, upon request 

All fixed base operators are responsible for snow removal and ice control on their respective ramp/leased areas. 

The Unit Manager of Reel Management or his designated representative Is responsible for ensuring the availability 
and reliable operation of the Airports snow removal and ice conb^l equipment All such equipment is properly 
sheltered and regularty inspected and serviced to ensure its readiness for use. A sufficient supply of fuel is available 
at the Airport (or the duration of any snow removal operation. The airport snow removal equipment is also inspected 
for any damage and/or maintenance requirements after each snow/ice removal operatkin. 

B. Vehicles and Equipment 

All snow/ice removal vehtales operating on aircraft movement areas are equipped for two-way radio communteation 
witti the FAA Air Tratllc Control Tower, via tiie Ground or Local frequencies, or are laider ttie direct escort of a vehicle 
so equipped. 

Outside contractors are employed at Midway international Airport to provide equipment and trained personnel Ibr 
snow removal operations on an as-needed basis on ttie terminal ramps. Each outside contractor employed for snow 
and ice control operatbns on the airport operations area is subject ID all ttie Airport regulations. None are permitted 
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3NOW AND ICE CONTROL (continued) 139.313 

to operate equipment beyond the limits of the ramp areas without ttie auUiorization of the appropriate authority, and 
Uie escort of a radio-equipped vehicle capable of communicating witti ttie FAA Air Traffic Control Tower on the 
appropnate fi'equency. All contractor vehicles are also required to be equipped with Uie necessary lights and warning 
signals for night operations in accordance witti AC 150/5210-5, Painting, MaiUng and Ugtiting of Vetticles Used an an 
Airport, current edition. 

The fbllowng airpoCL-owned equipment is generally utilized for snow and ice control on movement areas at Chicago 
Midway Intemational Airport 

21 
11 
5 
3 
3 
1 
1 

High Speed Runway Brooms 
19' Swing Ptows 
4000 gallon anti-icers 
Paykiariers/Highlifts 
Bolxate 
ASFT (Airport Surfoce Friction Tester) 
KJ-Law Friction Tester 

5 
4 
2 
1 
5 

14' Plows/Sanders 
Snow Btowers 
Tractors witti Blowers 
Tractor viritti Broom 
Alternate Spreaders/ 

Plows/Scrapers 

No outskle contractors are retained by ttie Airport for emergency snow removal purposes, other Uian those 
designated for the terminal ramp areas. Mklway Airport has, and mdntains, a suifficient oompfiment of snow 
equipment and support staff available to respond to any snow/ice events, or related drcumstanoes. 

C. Snow Removal OperaUons 

The following principles reganJing snow removal shall be adhered to In maintaining safe operating conditions on the 
Airport movement areas at Midway Intemational Airport 

1) Drifled or yrindrowed snow shaB be removed completely, and as soon as feasible, from runway, taxiway, and 
ramp surfaces. 

2) In circumstances of heavy snow accumulation, ttie height of snowbanks alongside useable runway, taxiway, 
and ramp surfaces is mitigated such ttiat a) all alR:rafl propellefs. engine pods, rotors and wingtips will dear 
each snowdrift and snowbank when the applicable aircraft's landing gear bBverses any full-strength portion of 
the related movement area, and b) ttie pemiissible snow heights of glide slope clearance areas are 
maintained. 

3) In ttie event ttiat ttie snow removal teams are unable to promptty comply witti tiie requirements specified 
above. Airport Operations wiU, via ttie FAA Notice to Airmen and/or ttie Airport's field condition repotting 
system, notify ttie ATCT, air carrier operations offices, and ottier airport users. 

During many snow/ice events, weattier and surface conditions change witti such a rapidity, and often vary to 
such a degree depending on ttie airfield location, ttiat usage of the FAA Notice to Airmen system is 
impractical for notifying and updating tiie ATCT and ttie Aiiport users of field conditions. The primary means 
of such notification during ongoing snow events/^now removal opaiations is ttie ELS (Electranic Log System) 
intetfeca to ttie Internet web sits, whteh is dedicated exclusively to ttiat purpose. The ELS/lntemet interface 
provides Ihe most rapid and accurate metiiod of field condition dissemination, and updates ttiereot 

4) The active air carrier runway, along with its associated taxiways, recewes ttie first priority for snow/ice 
removal. The type of equipment initially used (brooms, 22' or 10' plows, etc.) shall depend on the surface 
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SNOW AND ICE CONTROL (conUnued) 139.313 

conditions, ttie winds, ttie rate and type of snowfall (dry or wet), along witti ottier factors. Examples of Uie 
priority surfaces for snow removal are depleted in Exhibit 9a. Surface conditnns and braking action of the 
active air carrier runway are continually monitored, and maintained to safe operating standards. On the active 
runway, and on any other runviray(s) still available for aircraft use, friction measurements are conducted on a 
frequent basis during events involving freezing precipitation or snow, or at minimum, under the following 
circumstances: 

a) When the central 60 feet of the respective runway, centered longitudinally atong the runway 
centeriine, is contaminated over a distance of 500 feet or more; 

b) Whenever a visual runway inspection indicates ttiat the mnway friction is changing; 

c) Whenever a successnn of pilot reports indicate a trend of degradation of braking action; 

d) Following any anti-icing, plowing, brooming, or sanding operation conducted on ttie full lengtti of tiie 
respective runway while a precipitation event involving snow and/or Ke is in progress; 

e) At least once during each eight hour shift when contaminants are present on ttie respective runway 
surface; 

f) Immediately following any aircraft incident or accident on ttie runway. 

5) Snow removal operations will commence concurrently, or as soon as possible, on the Aircraft Rescue and 
Firefighting (ARFF) access raads and/or the airport emergency access gates. ConcurrenUy, or as soon as 
conditions permit the ottier air carrier runway and its associated taxiways are also addressed. 

6) Maximum aikwable snowbank height aking with ttie standards for snowbank/windrow clearance are depicted 
in Exhibit gb. The heights and clearances of ttiess are Irequentty monitored by ttw Operations staff. Any 
snowbanks and windrows are kept bwer Uian tiie maximum permissible height whenever possible. 

7) Signs and lighte shall be fraquentty checked by ttie Operations staff for visibility and are cleared as 
appropriate by skilled trades (elecbician, witti ttie assistance of laborers, if needed). 

8) Because of tiie importance of safe movement of passengers, visitors, and airport personnel on ttie airport 
ctccess raads, parking areas, and sklewalks, snow and Ice accumulation at these locatkms Is addressed 
prompUy by FaciliUes, motor truck driver, and/or hired contractor staff spectticaily assigned to ttie tasks. 

9) The FAA alnways facilities maintenance staff assigned to Midway Airport monitor ttis Airport navaids under 
ttieir auttiority for any snow removal or fiekl condition issues ttiat may adversely affect ttieir operation. The 
Airport staff shaB notify Uie ATCT In ttie event that they observe such conditions. In ttie event ttiat any such 
conditions arise, they are rectified by FAA maintenance. The Airport staff shall lend assistance if requested, 
and if such assistance is feasible, depending on circumstances or conditions. 

10) All snow windrows shall be removed as soon as possible after ttie end of a snow event Sand shall be 
removed, as needed, from nmways and ramps as soon as braking action has been restored, and surface 
conditions are dry. Any damaged or inoperative light or sign fixtures are addressed by ttie electrician staff. 
The mnway safe^ areas are checked for any ruts, ottier inegularities, or debris, as soon as ttie snow cover 
recedes. 
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SNOW AND ICE CONTROL (continued) 139.313 

D. Ice Control 

Precipitation evente involving icing conditions occur most frequently al air temperatures between 28 and 34 degrees 
Fahrenheit or between -2 degrees and 1 degree Celsius, ttiough they can also occur when temperatures are as low 
as S degrees F (-15 C) and as high as 40 degrees F (4.4C). Weattier conditions and forecasts are continually 
monitored by the Operations staff In order to determine ttie likelihood of icing conditions. Surface sensors, which are 
installed on botti air camer runways, provide continuous data ttiat Is also valuable in these determinations. 

1) Runways. Taxiwavs and Ramos 
Depending on the existing and anticipated conditions, it is a practice at Midway Intemational Airport to apply 
potassium acetate liquid anti-k:er to all priority movement areas when snow/icing conditions are imminent 
Depending also on conditions and circimistances, sand mbced wlUi urea may be applied to affected areas in 

' order to improve aircraft braking conditions. 

Absolutelv no chloride salts or ottier corrosive chemicals are used on aircraft movement areas, nor on anv 
Dortton of ttie airport airskle. , 

2) Access Roads and Partting Areas 
ChkMlde salts are utilized on landside surfaces; on rare oci:ask>ns sand and/or urea may also be used in 
Uiese locations. The elevated vehicle roadways and ramps shall receive special attention due to ttie 
tendency of icing to occur on ttiese surfaces first due to ttie absence of ttie heat sink provided by ttie ground. 
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AIRCRAFT RESCUE AND FIRE FIGHTING: INDEX DETERMINATtON 139.315 

A) Mklway Intemational Airport operates as a Class 1 airport with scheduled and unscheduled operations of large air 
carrier aircraft. The longest of ttiese aircraft is the Boeing 757-200. The longest aircraft serving.Mklway witti an 
average of more Uian five dally departures is the Airbus Indusbie A320. 

B) Though ttie Boeing 757-200 serves Mklway Intemational Airport witti an average of less ttian five departures per day. 
Airport is equipped to comply with ttie requirements of Airport Rescue and Firefighting (ARFF) Index C, which is 

. otherwisaapplicableiasucb aircraft of at least 126 but less ttian 159 feet In lengtti. 
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AIRCRAFT RESCUE AND FIREFIGHTING: Equipment and Agents 139.317 

The ARFF bcilittes, equipment and personnel at Mklway InternaUonal Airport are under ttie jurisdtetion of the City of 
Chteago Fire Department (CFD). 

A) Each ARFF vehicle at Midway Intemationai Airport is based at Uie Mklway ARFF Station—Chicago Fire Department 
whKh is located at ttie souUi perimeter of Uie Airport 

B) The Aircraft Rescue and Firefighting equipment sjtatjqoalatJhe Airport and ttie quantity of extinguishing agente 
contained ttierein Is fisted bek>w. 

A total of ttiree (3) Crash Fire vehfcles consistino of Ihe foltowina: 

One (1) 3,000 gaDon Oshkosh Crash Vehicle, containing 500 pounds of Halotron. 

One (1) 3,000 gallon Oshkosh Crash Vehicle containing 500 pounds of HahHron and 460 of Purple K. 

One (1) 200 gallon Rapki Inteiventton Vehicle (RIV) using water/foam witti 450 pounds of Purple K. 

An appropriate number of gatons of AFFF and pounds of Purple K is in reserve at all times. 

One (1) spare, 3,000 gaUon Oshkosh Crash VeMde, oontsining SOO pounds of Haton, wiO be located in proximity to 
ttie Midway ARFF Station. 

Exhibit 10—Mklway International Airport ARFF Equipment Chart specifies each of ttiese ARFF vehicles, and ttieir 
capabilities, in more detaH. 
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AIRCRAFT RESCUE AND FIRE FIGHTING: Operational Requirements 139.319 

Vehicles/Equipment 

A) ARFF equipment sufficient to nieet ttie requirements of Index C is provided during all air carrier operations unless 
ottierwise reduced in accordance wiUi FAR Part 139.319(d) and 139.319(g). 

8) If any of ttie ARFF equipment at the Airport is rendered unservteeaUe and ttie remaining equipment is insufficient to 
meet ttie requirements of Index C, each air carrier user of ttie Airport, and Uie FA/\, shall be so notified In accordance 
witti Part 139:339^^ If I h r onsarviceable vehkde cannot be repaired or replaced wittiin 48 hoUrs, ttie Chicago Fire 
Department shall notify ttie Department of Aviation immediately. The Department of Aviation shall issue a NOTAM in 
accordance witti Chapter 339 of ttib Manual, and notify Uie FAA's (Sreat Lakes Region Airports DIvisran Manager. Air 
carrier operations will be limited to ttia appropriate lesser index until ttie requirements of Index C are again me t 

C) BachARFf vehicle is equipped for two-way radb communteation capabilities ttiat provkle for ttieir contact with ttie Air 
Traffic Control Tower (ATCT), ttie ottier ARFF vehteles, and ttie City frequencies (CFD, Airport Operations). 

D) Each ARFF vehtole Is painted wlUi a distinguishabia color in order to enhance its contrast witti ttie background 
environment and to optimize its visibility during daylight and nighttime hours. Each is also equipped with flashing 
beacons. 

E) Each ARFF vehicle responding to an emergency on the airport must be equipped witti, or have available ttireugh a 
direct communication link, ttie Aforffi Ametican Bnergency Response Guklebook. 

F) The ARFF vehldes/equipmant at Mklway Intemationai Airport are maintabied in operable conditton at all times, so as 
to be operationally capable of perfdrmlng all of ttie functions required under subpart 139.317 during all air carrier 
operatnns. They are parked in tfie cGtnate-oantralled ARFF station, sheftered from fieezing temperatures and the 
elements when ttiey are not in use. 

G) Wittiin ttiree (3) minutes of ttie commencement of an alarm, at least one (1) required airport rescue and firefighttng 
vehude is required to reach the mklpoint of ttie ferthest air carrier runway, or teach any other specified point of 
comparable distance fiom ttie airport fire station on ttie airport movement area available to air earners, and begin 
extinguishing agent applkation. All ottier vehtetes required under ttw Index are required to reach ttie location 
specified, and begin extinguishing agent appl'rcation, virittiin four (4) minutes. Periodically, ttie Department of Aviation 
win coordinate witti ttie Chicago Rre Department to iniUate drils to ensure that ttie firefighters are able to comply witti 
ttie response times required by FAR Part 139.319(h). 

Personnel 

A) All firefighting and rescue personnel at Midway International Airport are equipped in a manner sufficient to perform 
Uieir duties as requked under ttiis Part consistent witti ARFF Index C. During all air carrier operations, sufficient 
firefightbig and rescue personnel are on hand to operate the ARFF equipment and vehicles, to meet the required 
response fames, and to meet ttie minimum AFFF agent discharge rates required by Index 0 . 

B) The CFD is responsible for ensuring that all ARFF personnel at Mhlway International Airport are trained to perform 
ttieir duties in accordance with Part 139.319(|). The CFD ensures ttiateach firefighter assigned to ttie Airport 
participates in at teast one (1) live fire drill every twelve (12) months, has completed State firefighting training, and 
received Initial and recurrent b'aining in the following areas: 

1.' /Urport feffliliarization; 

2. /Vircraft feuniliarization; 
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AIRCRAFT RESCUE AND FIRE FIGHTING; Operational Reouirements (continued) 139J19 

3. Rescue and firefighting personnel safety; 

4. Familiarizafion witti tiis emergency communications system of Uie Airport, including fire alarms; 

5. Use of fire hoses, turrets, and appliances used by ttie Airport for compOance witti ttie requirements of ttiis Part; 

6. Types and applKafion of ttie extinguishing agents used by the Airport for compliance witti ttie requirements of Uiis 

Part; -

7. Forced enby into aircraft venUlaUon of aircraft, extiactnn of persons from aircraft, and evacuation assistance; 

8. Firefighting operations; 

9. Adapting and using sbuctural firefighting and rescue equipment for aircraft rescue and firefighting sen/ice; 

10. Aircraft cargo hazards and consklerattons; 

11. Famifiarizatton wlUi ttie CFD's duties under ttie Airport Emergency Plan. 

C) The Chtoago Fire Department documents that ttiis instruction has been given to each firefighter. Such training 
reconls are maintained by ttie Chnago Fire Department for ttiree (3) years pursuant to ttiis Part 

A current and updated master firefighter roster conteining the names of indivklual firefighters tttat have received all ttie 
above fa^iining requirements shaO be submitted to Uie Department of Aviation OperaUons section at Mklway Airport 
vrittiln 12 houra of any changes. When changes are made to ttie master Rister, a revised roster la to be submitted 
immaHately. In addition, a daily firefighter roster ttiat specifies Indivkluats assigned to specific airport rescue 
firefighting vehicles on each duty shilt will be submitted to the Operations section on a daily basis. 

Emergency Medical Cam 

The agency provkling emergency medical care at Mklway International Aiiport is ttie Chicago Fire Department— 
Mklway Stetion. ft is summoned via lelephontng 911 andfor via CFD abrm notification of the Airport firefighting 
personnel 

A minimum of one (1) person is on duty at Uie Mklway ARFF station, during all air cairier operations, that has had at 
least 40 hours Ualning ki, and Is current In. basic emergency medical care Including bleeding, cardtopulmonary 
resuscitation, shock, primary patient survey, injuries to ttie skull, spine, chest and exbemities, internal injuries, 
moving patients, bums and triage. 

Alert Procedures and Equipment 

The Airport has estabSshed procedures and means for alerting firefighting and rescue personnel of any existing or 
impendkig emeqjency ttiat may require ttieir assistonce. 

The FAA Air Traffic Conboi Tower (ATCT) at Mklway Intemational Aicpott Is equipped witti a dedicated telephone line 
to the Chicago Fire Department—AF^FF MMway Station. In an emergency Involving an air canrier aircraft ttie ATCT 
win contect ttie CFD—ARFF Midway Stetion via ttiis means and provkle ttie deteils of the emergency, including the 
type of aircraft its approximato location, Its expected arrival runway, and any ottier avaSabta pertinent available 
informatioa 
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AIRCRAFT RESCUE AND FIRE nOHTING: Operational Requirements (continued) 139.319' 

The ATCT will also request an ARFF stend-by alert when a potential aircraft emergency is in progress, or is 
anticipated. 

Whenever Ihe Mklway ARFF equipment must transit airport runways, taxiways, and aprons in order to respond to an 
emergency call, it will do so underthe auBiorization and guklance of Ihe ATCT, which will ensure Its expeditious and 
sate transit across Uie applnable surfaces. 

Designated emergency access roads at Midway International Airport are mainteined in a useabte condition at all 
times. 

Off-Airpoft Responses 

The .Chicago Fire Department is responsible for Uie steffing and dispatch of ttie Airport fire equipment The CFD 
Incident Commander shall limit ttie amount of firefighters and EMS personnel dispatched from the CFD-MIdway 
Stetion so as not to Jeopardize ttie Abports Aiiport Rescue and Fire Fighting capabilities. In ttie event ttiat Mklway 
ARFF equipment Is needed for an emergency or Incident remote from ttie airport its spare 3,000 galfon Oshkosh 
Crash vehk:le, described in 139.317, shaU be availabte at ttie discretion of ttie CFD Incident Commander, In 
coordination witti ttie CFD. 

Dispatch of any additional Mklway ARFF equipment off of the Airport shall be made in coordbiation witti ttie Managing 
Deputy Commisskiner of Aviation. Uie Assistant Commissioner of Operations, and AirfieM Operations. 
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HAZARDOUS MATERIALS STORAGE AND HANDLING 139.321 

A) Chicago Midway International Airport does not act as a cargo handling agent. All Its tenants engaged in cargo 
handling shall establish and malntein procedures for ttie protection of persons, property and tfie environment on Ihe 
airport during ttie handfing and storage of any material regulated by the Hazandous Materials Regulation [49 CFR Part 
171.35). The only substances and materials handled by Midway Airport personnel are ttiose used in regular daily 
airport operations and maintenance; these are handled and stored In an appropriate manner. 

8) An air camer must have prior permisskin from Chicago Midway International Airport where an axemptksn of cargo, is 
requested or where ttie aircraft is to land while the subject materials are on board. Explosives are specifically 
forbidden in quantity limiteUons set forth in 49 CFR Part 101.101. Explosives laden aircraft are not permitted to land 
at Chicago Midway Intemational Airport except in cases of in-tiight emergencies. 

C) Any aircraft landing at ttie airport wiUi a reported problem involving hazanlous materials (e.g., a leaking container) wiB 
be consMered "Hot Cargo' and will be assigned a designated paridng/steging area on ttie airport by ttie Airport 
Operations office, in coordination witti the ATCT. Ttie aircraft will remain at this location until declared safe by Uie 
Chicago Fire Department (CFD) incident commander. (Suspkaous material locations may be suitable in some 
instences). 

D) Ttie following procedures have been estebllshed, and shall be maintained, to assure protection against fire and 
exptoslon in the storage, dispensing, and other handling of liiel, lubrkrants. and oxygen (excluding aircraft cargo) on 
Ihe airport 

1. Grounding rods have been installed at all abline fueling locations. 

2. All airport fuel storage areas and refueling teciiities not within ttie perimeter of ttie airport are fenced and 
gated to restrict access. All storage areas are lighted. Appropriate fire extinguishers are located at all foel 
storage areas and are on alt mobite fuelere used on ttie airport Warning signs and fuel identlficatkin 
martcings are permanenUy displayed in fuel storage areas, fueling cabinets, and mobile fuetera. 

E) Storage areas are periodically Inspected by the Chicago Rre Department personnel. These areas are kept dean of 
flammable material, debris, and vegetetion. 

F) Each tenant selling and dispensing fuel at MMway Intemational Airport Is required to ensure ttiat at least one (1) of ite 
supervisora has completed an aviation fuel training course In fire safety Uiat is accepteble to ttie FAA, and has 
undergone recurrent training every 24 calendar monttis. This training must be documented and certified to the 
Department of Aviation on an annual basis. All other fueling personnel must receive on the job baining in fire safety 
under the direction of ttie supervisor ttiat has been so tiained. 

Inspections of mobile and fixed fueRng equipment by Chicago Rre Department personnel are conducted at least once 
every ttiree months. A report of each inspection is reteined for a period of twelve (12) months by ttie Chicago Fire 
Department Exhibite 10a and 10b contein examples of ttiese reports. Ttiese inspections may also be conducted by the 
fuel suppliers, ottier government agencies, and the airiines, consistent witti CFD requiremente. 

Each tenant refueling agent is required to take hnmediate conective action whenever a fire safety deficiency is reported. 
If significant deficiencies exist and cannot be corrected within a reasonable time, appropriate action will be taken by ttie 
airport, and ttie FAA shall be notified. 

All tenant fijeling agente must comply witti FAA Advisory Circular (AC) 150/6230-4, FAR 139.321(b) and National Fire 
Protection Association (NFPA) 407. In addition, any tenant ttiat refuels general aviation aircraft must comply with FAR 
Part 139.321. 
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HAZARDOUS MATERIALS STORAGE AND HANDUNG (contlnuedl 139.321 

The airport shall obtein from each tenant refoeUng agent that refijels general aviation aircraft. In writing and on an annual 
basis, documentetion ttiat ttiey have accomplished Uie required training specified In FAR Part 139.321((). 

Prevention 
1. Fuel servicing equipment shall comply witti the standards of NFPA 407. 
2. Leaking or malfonctionlng equipment shaH be unmediately removed from service. 
3. Fuel r igstes shall not be dragged along ttie ground. 
4. t h e CFD shall'be notified of all foel spills. 

Static Bectricitv 
1. Fueling equipment and aircraft shall be bonded in accordance witti NFPA 407, 3-4 
2. Bonding systems shall be tested for continuity annually. 
3. An bondkig and grounding connectMns shall be electiteally and mechanically firms, and 

connected to dean, unpainted metal parts. 

Open Flames 
1. Open flames shaB not be alkswed on senricing ramps, in reflieling vehtetes, or anywhere wittiin fifty 

(SO) feet of an aircraft 
2. Entrances to rehieling areas shaB be posted witti NO SMOKING signs. 
3. Refueling personnel shaO not carry I'^htera or matches on ttieir person whDe engaged in fuel 

servtee operations. 

Uohttiing Stomns 
1. Extreme caution shall be exercised in fueling operations during electrical shwms. 
2. Fueling operations shall be suspended during severe electrical storms, as determkied by the 

CFD or ttie fueler. 

Aircraft Fuel Servkano Locations 
1. All aircraft fueling and refueling shall be accomplished outeMe of any buildings. 
2. No vehide ottier ttian ttiose performing aircraft servicing fonctions will be permitted wittiin fifty 

(50) feet of ttie aircraft during fueling operations. 

Fire Extinguishers 
1. Portable fire extinguishers spedfied in NFPA 407 2-1.6. shal be available in refueling areas 

and shall conform to ttie requiremento of NFPA 10—Stendards fix Portable Fke ExUngulshera. 
2. Extinguishera shall be kept dear of ice and snow and be readily accessible. 
3. Rre extinguisher locations shaH be promkienUy martced ki letters of at teast two (2) inches in 

height 
4. Fuel handling personnel shall be bained In ttie proper use of available fire exUnguisher& 

Fuel Hoses 
1. All fuel hoses shaB meet ttie standards of NFPA 407, 3-16, and shall be inspected each ttiat 

they are used. Inspection should detect blistering, cracking, cuts, soft spots behind coupUngs, 
loose or slipping couplings, or any other damage to the outer cover. 

2. Damaged hoses shall be immediately removed finm service. 

Fuel Servkano Vehfeles 
1. Fuel servfelngvehldes shall meet ttie requirements of NFPA 407. 
2. Each aircraft fuel servicing tenk vehide shall have two (2) fire extbigulshera instelled, with one 

on eachskle of ttie vehide. These exb'nguishera shaH have a rating of at teast 20-BC. 
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HAZARDOUS MATERIALS STORAGE AND HANDLING (contlnuedt 139J21 

3. Extinguishera shall be readily available for use and shall be protected from ttie etemente. wtien 
required, by covers, endosed compartmente, ete. 

4. NO SMOKING signs shaB be posted in ttie cab of ati refueling vehicles. Lighters and ashti^ys 
shaS be removed ftnom aB refiieUng vehides. 

5. Shutoff valves shall be martced EMERGENCY SHUTOFF in conspicuous color ttiat contraste 
witti ttie background in letters of at least three (3) inches in height Martcings shouM also 
indicate ttie required mettiod of activatkig ttie shutoff. 

6. Deadman controls shaB not be jammed, nor shall any other eiction be token to bypass or defeat 
ttie control. 

7. Vehicles shaU be partced no doser Uian fifty (50) feet from buildings and shall be spaced at 
least ten (10) feet apart to pemilt emergency access. 

Maridno of Fuel Servk:e Vehicles 
1. Each vehtete or fiiel tank shall be martced kidk:aUng Uie type of fiiel (per Exhibit 10a). 
Z Each vehtele or fuel tenk shaH be labeled witti ttie word FLAMM/^LE (per Exhibit 10a). 
3. All lettering shall be at teast ttiree (3) inches in height and shaU be affixed to both sMes, and to 

ttie rear of the vehtete. 

Airport FueHnoSvstems 
1. All new foel systems shaH be designed, constnicted. operated, and maintakied in accordance 

witti NFPA 30 and NFPA 407. 
2. Ground areas around storage fodliUes shaB be kept free of weeds, trash, or other unnecessary 

combustible material. 
3. Storage faculties shaH be posted wltti FLAMMABLE and NO SMOKING signs. 
4. Shutoff stetions shal be placanled EMERGENCY SHUTOFF ki tettere of at least ttiree (3) 

indies in height witti ttie mettiod of operation of ttie stetionsinduated, NFPA 407.2-3.15.3 

Personnel 
Personnel invohred In fueling operations shall be bained in ttie following areas, and a record of such 
training shaB be mainteined by ttieir employing company: 

1. Pn>tection against static electricity to indude the proper metliod of bondkig and if, required by 
company or aircraft procedures, grounding: also knowledge of approprtete dottiing to be worn 
white engaged in fiieDng operations; 

2. The proper use of fire extinguishera; 
3. The proper use of deadman controls; 
4. Fire safety in the use and operation of mobBe refueters, fueling ptte. cabinete, and storage 

teilities; 
5. Action to be taken in ttie event of a fiiel sptl. 
6. Action to be token wtien a piece of ftjeOng equipment maHuncttons. 
7. Local fire codes regarding refijeluig operations. 
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TRAFFIC AND WIND INDICATORS 139.323 

A) Lighted wind cones are instelled at ttie foltowing tocations at MMway International Airport, as depicted in Exhibit 2 -
The Airport Layout Plan: 

- between njnways22L and 22R 
between mnways 31C and 31L 
between mnways 13R and 31C 

- between runway 31L and ttie November taxiway 
- between ninway 31R and ttie Golf texiway 

between ninway 4R and Ihe Yankee texiway 
- t>etween mnway 4L and Uie Whiskey texiway 

Each of ttiese wind cones Is IHumkiated during Uie hours of dartcness. 

B) The wkid cones are inspected daily by Uie Airport Operations steff, and are mainteined by ttie Airport elecfaicians. 
Any malfonctions or kreguterities are noted on Inegularity Reports, copies of which are provided to ttie electrkaan 
steff. 

C) The Air Traffic Conboi Tower at MIdvray Intemational /Virport Is operational on a continuous basis; traffte pattern 
indicatore are ttierefOre not necessary, and are not present 
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AIRPORT EMERGENCY PLAN 139.326 

A) The Chkago Midway International Airport has prepared a comprehensive Airport Emergency Plan, which describes in 
detail ttie responsibilities of ttie respecttve persons/organizations tesked witti diffierent aspects of its implementetion. 
The Airport Emergency Plan is a completely separate, 'stand atone' document witti separate page numbering and 
exhibits, to permit its disbibutlon to ottier agendas. 

The following sections in Uiis Manual present a brief review.of ttie responsibilities and coordination procedures Uiat. 
are described ki detail in the Airport Emergency Plan. 

B) The Airport Emergency Plan prescribes who shaH act as the Command Post Supen/isor, who is tesked witti assuring 
fuB and correct implementetion of ttie prescribed procedures during any emergency or disaster condition. 

It is recognized ttiat aB possiUe emergency conditions cannot be antidpated. If an emergency situation arises that is 
not covered by ttie Plan, the Commisstoner of Aviation and his/her auttiorized repi«sentetive has ttie authority to 
direct the DOA response as he/she deems necessary. 

A list of some of ttie primary agencies/Individuals ttiat win have dired InvolvementAesponsibilities during an 
emergency/disaster on Uie Aiiport follows, tt does not kiduda aB of ttie agendes/kidhnduals who may be involved. 
Should drcumstanoes require, ottier relevant parties are contacted as warranted. 

1) Chicago Department of Aviation 

2) Chicago Fire Department 

3) Chicago Polks DepcBtment 

4) Department of Aviation Security 

5) Federal Aviation Administivtion/MMway Air Traffic Control Tower 

6) The management of the airiine involved, or its representetive(s); or ttie aircraft owner or representeb've(a) 
(includvig ttie company dlractiy involved, and ttiose companies/tenante providing assistance under mutoal 
assistance agreemente). 

7) National Transportetion Safety Board, General Aviation District Office and Air Carrier Disbtot Office, Federal 
Aviatton AdminisbaUon officera and/or investigatora 

8) Cook County Medical Examiner (if applteable) 

C) A crash phone is located in ttie Mdway ATCT for direct communkaUon witti ttie Chicago Fire Department—Midway 
Stetion in ttie event of aircraft emergencies. The use of 911 is also available in ttie event of ottier such emergencies 
at Uie Airport 

D) In ttie event of any acddent or incMent fnvoMng an aircraft originating a t or bound for, Midway International Airport 
ttiat occurs off Ite premises (such as Lake Mnhlgan), the appropriate auttiority or auttwrities shall be notified, and 
appropriate coordination shall be made behveen ttiosa parties and the Commisskiner of Aviation and/or his/her 
auttiorized representetive{s). 

E) The Managing Deputy Commissioner of Aviation and/or his/her auttiorized representetlve{s) wUI conduct botti plan 
review sesstons and a foil scale Airport Emergency Plan (AEP) exercise witti all agendes and parties ttiat have 
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responsibilities in execution of ttie AEP. Review sessons are held once every twelve (12) consecutive calendar 
monttis. 

F) A foil-scale airport disaster exercise is heM once every Uiirty-sw (36) consecutive catendar monttis. 
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AIRPORT SELF-INSPECTION PROGRAM 139.327 

A) Chteago Midway Intemational Airport is inspected and mainteined in accordance wiUi ttie requiremento of FAR Part 
139. AkfieU inspections are conducted daBy and are documented on the form shown In Exhttiit 12 - Airport Self 
Inspection Fam. inspecttons are conducted as fofiows: 

1) Daily; 

2) When requlnid.by unusual conditions such as during constmction, or during/in ttie aftermath of meteoralogk;al 
conditions that affect or have the potential to affed safe aircraft operations; 

3) immediately following an aircraft acdd«it or inddenL 

B) Ottier elemente included in ttie Chk»go Midway International Airport Safety Self-Inspection Program, designed to 
ensure FAR Part 139 compliance, are: 

1) Facifities and equipment f iv use in conducting safety bispedtons at ttie Akport, Induding hiction coefficient 
evaluations during snow/ice meteorologkal events; 

2) Procedures to ensure reliable, rapid dissemniation of information from Airport Operations to the airiines and 
ottier tenants. 

a. A ReM Condition Report (FCR) Is entered, on a regular basis, into an eledronte log system (ELS), 
and is than electronicaUy h'ansmitted to a dedicated Internet website accessibte to all airport tenants, 
and ottier auttiorized usere. |t is updated and disseminated during each eight (8) hour shift and at 
any time that field conditions change. 

b. When NOTAMs are issued dosing or affecting an air carrier runway, aH air carriera are notified In 
advance by telephone/fax if ttie dosure has ttie potential to signiflcantty Impact airiine operaUons. 

c. When snow removal operaUons are in pnsgress, ttie FCR is updated as necessary by Airport 
Operations, it is ttien immediately transmitted, via ttie virefaslte, to each approved user and spedfies 
any item ttiat has been Mentified to be a potential hazard to akcraft operations, e.g.. obscured 
pavement maridngs, ridges, windrows of snow that remain on or adjacent to movement areas, tow 
friction coefficient readings or significant changes to conditions from ttie prevMus report 

d. During periods of construction, progress reports are relayed to both the FAA ATC and/or ttie a i r ' 
carriers, upon request. These ragulariy updated reporta contain infomriation pertaining to Uie dosure 
of movement areas (runways, texiways and ramps), and coming phases of the project 

C) MMviray Airport Operations personnel conduct ttieir/Mrport self-inspections wittiin ttie parametere of Part 139 and the 
Akport Certification Manual (ACM). Airport Operations ensures that each of ttiose tasked wfth the inspections is 
formally bained in, and are temiliar with: 

1) The provisions of ttie Airport Certtfication Manual, and Part 139, conceming Airport self-inspection; 

2) The locations of ttie Akport fodlitles, and the Akport roles and regulations; 

3) Correct radto communteatton procedures and techniques; 

4) The applteable stendards for ttie Airport: 
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AIRPORT SELF-INSPECTION PROGRAM (continued) 139.327 

5} The Airport Self-Inspection Fomn (a sketch of ttie airport layout accompanies the checklist so ttiat the location 

of any deficiency can be mariced for easy identification); 

6) Any defidencies or concems noted during Uie prevkMis Inspection cycte; 

7) Safe operati'on of ground vehk:les on all movement and ramp areas. 

D) All deficient items or problem areas. If any. are noted during the daily kispectton. A deteniilnation is made as to which 
items require immediate attention, and which items can be deterred. Prompt corrective action is initiated through Uie 
Issuance of work orders/lrTegulartty Reports (IRR) and NOTAMs. if appropriate. 

E) All daily inspection reconls are retained by Airport Operations (or a minimum of twelve (12) consecuUve catenda-
months. 
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PEDESTRIANS AND GROUND VEHICLES 139.329 

Movement Area Authorization 

The only personnel at ttie Airport ottier ttian ttiose specified in Chapter 303 of ttiis Manual, who are auttiorized to 
access ttie movement areas unescorted, are airiine mechanics and FBO line personnet whose auttiorization is Umlted 
to purposes of towing or taxiuig aitciaft bebween locations on ttie airfield for repositioning or maintenance. Only 
authorized MMway Airport Deparbnent of Aviation personnel are permitted to operate non-tug vehicles on ttie 
movement and safety areas unescorted wittiout specific auttiorization from Airfield Operations. 

No vehide operations are permitted on the movement or safety areas of Midway Intematnnal Airport ottier ttian those 
required for airport operations and/or airport maintenance purposes. 

Movement Area Tralnliig 

Alroort Personnel The Midway International Airport personnel in ttie foltowing sections/job positions are tesked witti 
various aspecte of the Alrporf s ACM and 139 comppance requkemenis, and routinely access ite movement and 
safety areas: 

Wrthout Escort Under Escort Onlv 

NIanaging Deputy Commissioner Construction Laborera 
Airport Operations management (Deputy Psirk Laborera 

Commissioner, Chief and A s l a n t Motor Track Drivera (Seasonal) 
Chief Operatbns Supervisora, Airport 
Managers) 

Airport Operations Supervisora (Operations) 
Chicago Fire Department (Midway Stetion) 
Motor Track Drivera 
Eledridans 

Alrilne/Rxed Base Operator Personnel AH non-pBote (e.g., aircraft maintenance personnel) who taxi across 
movement areas of Uie Airport or airilne/FBO ramp personnel who taw aircraft acnsss movement areas of ttie Airport 
must undergo a training program administered by Akport Operations which oovere airport temiliattzation, airport 
signage, markuigs, and Hghting. Each trainee must demonsUBte that he/she has gakied ttie required body of 
knowledge by passing an exam witti an overall score of 85% or better. Only personnel who have satisfactorily 
completed ttiis baining program are permitted to conduct unescorted taxi/tow operations at Midway Intemational 
Airport. 

Credentials 

Airiine/Fixed Base Operator Personnel Resulte of a candidate's initial training by Akport Operations, induding his/her 
exam scares, are stored in an eledronic datebase accessibte to ttie Mklway (Department of Aviatton Spedal Police— 
Badging Office. The Badging ontoe. upon verification of ttie sattefoctory resulte, issues/reissues ttie candidate a new 
badge witti a blue sti'ipe in ttie upper teft comer. The blue stripe Identtfies the bearer as one auttiorized to conduct 
unescorted tow/tug operations on ttie AO/V. The beam- shall display tiie badge at all times when he/she Is on ttie 
AOA The badge is valid for one calendar year, after which it must be renevred. 

Each of the personnel on ttie airport authorized to conduct unescorted movement area taxi/tug operations at Midway 
Intemational Airport is also required to pass an annual exam, given by ttie DOA Security/Badging Office, with a score 
of 85% or better. Renewal of ttieir akfieM tiadge, along witti ttiat of their auttiorization to continue to conduct such 
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operations, is contingent upon their earning a passing grade on the exam. 

Each of the Airiina/FBO personnel on the Airport authorized to corMuct unescxirted movement area aircraft taxi/tug 
operatbns at Midway International Airport is required to pass an annual exam, admuiistered by ttie DOA 10 Badging 
office, witti a score of 85% or better. Renewal of their airfield badge, along witti that of ttieir authorization to conduct such 
operations, is contingent upon their earning a passing grade on the exam. In the event that they fail to pass tfie exam, 
tliat authorization Is revoked until ttiey complete reb^inlng (the nature of which is determined by their employer), reteke 
the exam, and earn a passing score. 

Records 

All training and test records for personnel specified in this chapter are kept and makitained by the DOA Security/Badging 
offica for a minimum of two years. 

Movement Area Procedures/GuMellnes 

A) All /Mrport Operations and Airport maintenance vehicles are equipped with yellow roteting beacons/strobes mounted 
on or as near as possible to Uieir highest pointe. Emergency vehk:les are equipped with red roteting beacons/sb-obes. 
Beacons are activated whenever ttiese vehicles transit or are stetioned on, any movement area or within any safety 
area, and/or during thek response to emergencies at any kx:atk>n on the AOA. 

B) All vehicles authorized to operate on ttie movement area and withhi the safety areas at Midway International Airport 
are equipped for two-way radio communnation via the F/^A ATCT Ground or Local control frequencies. These 
vehicles shall establish contact witti, and obtain auttiorization from, ttie ATCT prior to their entrance to any Airport 
movement or safety area, unless the spedfic location has been already ctosed via NOTAM. Operators of those 
vehk:les shall strtotiy adhere to ttie insttuctions given by ttie ATCT. 

C) Vehicles not equipped witti two-way radios, ttiat must access or b^nsIt any movement or safety area, shall be 
escorted by a vehicle specified in item B) at all fimes ttiat they are operating within those tocations. The latter shall 
remaki witti ttie vehide(s) that ttiey are escorting until ttiey have departed the movement/safety area (unless Ihe 
location in question has been closed by NOTAM). Ttie vehk:les under escort shaB not depart ttieir designated worfc 
areas wittiout authorization, in ttie event that a Department of Aviation vehtole, while in a movement or safety area, 
loses communtoatton capabilities witti ttie ATCT, ite operator shaU notify Uie Airport Operations office on Uie City-net 
frequency and request proper escort from ite location. 

0) Consbuc:fion activity related conb^ctor vehides operating within aircraft movement areas are requked to be martced 
witti an approved orange and white checkered flag, and/or a yellow roteting beacon. Constniction vehKles not 
altowed to transit movement/safety areas are either escorted, or guMed, by a flagperaon/flagpereons equipped with 
radtos, who are stetioned at tocation(s) designated by Airport Operations, to facBiteto ttiek safe bxinsit across/adjacent 
to ttiese locations. 

Non-Compliance/Reporting and Corrective Procedures 

One cannot overemphasize ttie severity of an unauthorized inttuskin of a vehnle or aircraft onto an aircraft movement 
area, especially if ttie movement area involved is a runway. 

A) In ttie event of such an occurrence, depending upon Uie drcumstences, he airfieM driving privileges of ttie person(s) 
involved may be suspended, at minimum until an Initial investigation of the incident is completed. The parant 
organization of ttie per5on(s) involved is required to submit a deteiled, written report of ttie incident within eight (8) 
workkig houre, to the Managing Deputy Commisstoner of Avtetnn or to the /Vssistent Commissioner of Operatnns ancl 
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must (xjntain, as a minimum, ttie following information regarding Uie incident/vtolation: 

Who was involved; 
What happened: 
Where it happened: 
When it ocxnjrred: 
The steps that have been teke to prevent a recurrence. 

B ) ' Midway Airport Operations will also provMe a written report to the Managing Deputy Commisskiner and to ttie Deputy 
Commissioner of Operations wittiin ttie same time frame. Based on Ihe Information provided in these reports and in 
other sources, ttie Managing Deputy Commissioner and/or the Assistent Commissioner of Operations shaB detennkie 
the type of con-ective actions that should be taken as a result of the incident 

C) A firat infraction will require the responsible person(s) involved to be retiained by Midway Akport Security and/or 
Operations. Depending on ttie drcumstences of the kifraction/kicMent additional penalties may be imposed at the 
discretion of ttie Deputy Commisstoner of Operations and/or Uie Managing Deputy Commissioner of Aviation. In ttie 
event of a second infraction ttie person's airsMe driving or woricuig priviteges may be permanentiy suspended, at the 
discretion of the Deputy Commissioner of Operations and/or the Managkig Deputy Commissioner of Aviation. 

Airport Management reserves the right to impose additional measures in ttie event of a first infraction, depending on 
Ihe sertousness of ttie infractnn/inddent 

The rules to ttie Motor Vehcle Operating Regulations have been adopted by tiie City of Chicago under Section 10-36-
356 and 357 of ttie Munidpal Code. Violatora t:an tie cited by the DOA Spedal Police, and a fine imposed for each 
offense. 

D) Midway Operations maintains records of acddente or inddents in ttie movement and safety areas Involving aircraft 
and/or ground vehtoles. Records of each acddent or inddent are maintakied for 12 catendar monttis from ttie date of 
ttie accident or incident 
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AIRPORT OBSTRUCTIONS AND OBSTRUCTION LIGHTING 139.331 

Each object in any area wittiin ttie auttiority of ttie Airport ttiat is identified as an obstmction under FAR Part 77 wHI either 
be removed, or mariced and lighted as appropriate unless such, as determined by an FAA aeronautical study under ttie 
provistons of FAR Part 77, is not requked. 

Exhibit 7—Lighted Obsbuctions. depicts tiie tocation of each lighted obstruction wittiin ttie Akport's area of authority. 
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PROTECTION OF NAVAIDS 139.333 

A) /Ui NAVAIDs located on the Akport are within its secured area, and are regularty monKored. Access kito and within 
Ihe perimeter of ttie Airport Operations Area is monitored and conbolled under ttie provistons of 49 CFR Part 1542. 

B) All ptenned consbiidion projects on the akfieM are evaluated to determine Uieir potenh'al kiterference witti the 
operation of ttie NAVAIDs. These evakiaUons kiclude consultations witti ttie FAA. Individuals planning consbudion 
projecte on Uie airport are requked by ttie Department of Aviation to submit an FAA Fomn 7460-1 prior to the 
begkirijng of ttieir work. Pre-construction conferences are heM at ttie Airport prior to Ihe stert of all projects that 
irhpact the Airpibrt Operations Area. 

C) 'As buHT plans are on file in the Department of Aviation offices, deptoting aU existing underground utility lines ttiat are 
crucial to ttie functions of ttie airport Contractore are required to have printe of ttie underground u t i % lines in ttiek 
area,of activity. Pre-constmction meetings are held witti ttie respedive contractore prior to ttie commencement of 
ttieir prefects. At ttiis time, forther vertsal and /or written insttuctions are given concerning potential utility interruptioa 
ConUactors are also requked to contad aH affected utility companies, so ttiat ttie respective utility lines can be 
martced. If any of ttiese Ikies are damaged or cut ttie Department of Aviatton Operations office is notified immecfiately 
so ttiat repahs can be arranged. If ttie damage affects ttie operation of a NAVAID. ttia FAA is also nottfied so ttiat 
appropriate NOTAMs can be issued and furttier ooneetive action can be taken as needed. 
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PUBLIC PROTECTION 139.335 

A) The entire perimeter of Chicago Midway Intemational Airport is enclosed wiUiin either 12 foot high noise abatement 
walls or chain link fendng of comparable height topped wiOi barbed wire. In addition, it is equipped with fendng, 
gates, signs and procedures which safeguard against unauthorized enby onto any aircraft movement area by persons 
or veiiides ttiat may endanger aircraft operations. 

B) /Ml gates of ttie airport perimeter are dosed and locked; routine access tocations are attended and monitored 
continuously All who «iter the perimeter are screened, ancl must be property badged and /or escorted. The. Airport 
Master Security Plan, approved by ttie Transportetion Security Administiation ( tS/\) , requires both personnel and 
vehide identification fbr access to the AOA. 

C) The following equipment and procedures are provided to proted persons and property from jet btest from aircraft 

1. Jetways, which protect aU enplanvig or deptenlng passengera from jet blast, are instelled at most of tiie gates 
servicing air cairier akcraft at Mklway: 

2. Airline personnel escort emplaning and deplankig passengera at all Uie ottier gates and boarding/loading 
positions ki order to assure Uieir protection and prevent ttieir exposure to Jet btest 

D) Engine start and pushback tug disconnectton of air canier aircraft is restricted to spedfic tocations on the teimtaial 
ramp, in order to minimize hazanls to ottier texiing aircraft ground Uaffic, and ramp personnel from breakaway engine 
ttirust The start locations ("start boxes') are dearly designated. 

E) Blast deflectore and/or fendng are tocated beNnd the approaches of runways 4L, 13C, 22L, 31C, and 31R. 

F) All persons who operate vehicles on the AOA of Midway Intemational Airport are required to know the applicable mies 
and regulations specified in the Midway International Airport DOA Drivera Handbook. They must demonstrate that 
knowledge by passing a written exam, administered by MMway DOA Spedal Police, witti a score of 85% or better. 

Depending on ttie extent of ttidr auttiorized AOA access, ttiey are required to teke a written exam either annually or 
biannually. 

Original Date: October 10,2004 'J'IdUMfN l^f^*M'^l>o 
Revised Date: May 20, 2008 FAA ^ p r o v a l -^ \Af{pptov 
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WILOUFE HAZARD MANAGEMENT 139J37 

A) The City of Chkago Department of Aviation takes nnmediate and proactive measures to alteviate wiMIIfe and potential 
wildlife hazards whenever ttiey are detected. Chteago Midway Intemational Airport has prepared a deteiled and 
comprehensive Wildlife Management Plan, whteh describes in detaU ttie unique variety/combination of wildBfe present 
at the Airport along witti tiie procedures that have been established to manage i t Through application of this 
integrated plan, wiMHfe activity ttiat represents a potential or immUwnt hazard to aircraft is mitigated, ki order to 
optimize pubBc safety. 

B) As a tong-temi measure towards meeting ttiis continuing objective, Uie C)ll)rbFCIikag6~Departmeht of Aviatton has 
entered into a cooperative agreement wltti ttie USDA WlldHfe Senice (WS), through which a fuU-time WUdlife Biologist 
is now attached to ttie Operatkins section at Mklway Ahport This indh/idual has primary responsibility for Ihe 
formutetion and maintenance of Uie Midway Alrjjort Wildlife Management Pten, as well as ite implementetion. The 
WiMlife Btotogist or an alternate spedalist that he/she designates, is on call on a 24-hour basis. 

C) The remakider of ttie Operations steff Is tesked witti lendbig support hwvanls ttia accomplishment of the airport's 
wildlife management goals. This indudes imdertakbig knmediate (and in most cases, ttie first) response to any 
reported wiMIife hazards, atong with generation of the appropriate documentetion and notifications stemmmg from ttiat 
response. Examples of such Inddente kiclude. but are not limited to kistences when: 

1. Any aircraft experiences a bkd sbUce or engkie kigestion on ttie akport or on final approach or departure: 

2. Any akcraft experiences a (iamaging colBston with wfldBta ottier ttian birds; 

3. Thera is sighting of wiMIife wittiki the akport perimeter of a size and/or in numbere capabte of causkig an 
event such as ttiat described In 1) and 2), whteh is obsenred to be accesskig any airport flight pattern or 
movement area. 

D) An independent ecotoglcal study has been conducted at Mklway Intemational Airport The Mklway international 
Akport WBdHfe management plan has been revised and expanded, and based upon Uie findings of ttiat stody. A 
complete text of ttiis document is kickided in Appendbc 1 of this Manual 

OrfgtoalOate: October 10. 2004 a _ 
Revised Date: June 20,2007 R FAAlfVpproval J 
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AIRPORT CONDITION REPORTING 139.339 

A) The foHowkig kidivMuals are auttiorized to Issue NOTAMs at MMway International Akport 

1. Commisstoner of Aviation 
2. Managing Deputy Commisstoner of Aviation—Midway Intemational Airport 
3. Deputy Commisskmer of Operations 
4. Chief Aiqxirt Operations Supenrisors and Airport Managera 
5. Assistant Chief Akport Operations Supervisors -
6. Airport Operations Supervisor II 
7. Airport Operations Supenrlsori 

B) NOTAMs ara issued ttirough ttie Airport Right Servtoe (AFSS). The initials of the ATCT controller who received the 
NOTAMS are logged onto ttie fonn. The NOTAM date is ttien foxed to the Kankakee AFSS. which disseminates ttie 
information. The AFSS contacts Uie Operations Office and confirms receipt of Uia fax, and Operattons records the 
initials of ttie AFSS spedafist on ttie NOTAM fonn. Additionally, ttie date and time of ttie issuance of ttie NOTAM. 
atong witti ttie initials of the person who Issued I t are also entered on ttie f a m , which is retekied elecUoncaBy in the 
ELS on ttie forni deptoted in Exhibit 12—NOTAM Fonn. 

C) NOTAMs shall be issued ki drcumstences sudi as, but not limited to Uie foUowing: 

1. Construction or maintenance woric on ttie movement area surfaces or safety areas; 

2. Inagularities on movement area surfaces orwfthln safety areas; 

3. The presence of snow drifted or pBed on, or next to, akcraft movement areas of such height ttiat aU aircraft 
propellere, engkie pods, and wuigtips will not clear the snow drifts and snowbanks when ttie akcraff s most 
critical landbig gear Is located at any point aking ttie fuH sbengtti edge of ttie movement surtace: 

4. The presence of pariced/disabled akcraft or ottier ottjecte on or next to runways or texiways; 

5. The feBure of and/or kreguter operations of all or part of ttie akport fighting system, bicludtog ttie approach, 
ttireshoM. ranway. taxiway. and obstruction lighte operated by ttie Department of Aviation; 

6. Unresolved wildBfe hazards, as indicated ki Chapter 337 of ttiis Manual; 

7. Non-avaBability of any required ARFF equipment ttiat affecte the Akport!s compHance with the requiremento 
of Index C; 

8. Any ottier conditions which may adversely affect ttie safe operations of akcraft. 

0 ) The Akport Operattons Section is rssponsibia fbr ttie issuance and ttw canceOation of NOTAMs witti ttie AFSS and 
ttie FAA ATCT. Issuance and cancellation kiformation is noted on ttie NOTAM Fonn along with the AFSS and FAA 
ATCT specialist's initials and date/time group. 

Original Date: Odober 10.2004 3 t W » » H/)Ta,l/ 30^ ? 
Revised Date: January 12, 2008 FA^Approval J 
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IDENTIFICATION. MARKING. AND LIGHTING OF CONSTRUCTION AREAS 139.341 

A) The Midway Intemational Akport Operations Section and Director of Makitenance are responsibte for ttie coordination 
of consttuction activities. They wiH keep Airport Operations kiformed of any such acttvtties affecting akcraft 
operaUons, or those witti ttie potential to affed such operaticxis. 

B) All construction work areas ttiat wfU knpkige upon, or effect any aircraft movement or ranway/taxiway safety area at 
ttie Airport ShaH be biirki^Sicrahd'ligfited, ni tfie manner prescribed by tfie FAA Advisory Circuter 150 series, or as 
auttiorized by the FAA at Uie time ttie plans and specificattons are approved. All ptens and spedflcations obtaki ttie 
requiremento ttiat ttie folkiwkig areas and items be martced and/or lighted: 

1. Each construction area and unserviceabte area which is oh, or adjacent to any movement area; 

2. Each Item of constmction equipment or any constniction route, which affecte or may affect ttia safe 
movement of akcraft on ttie airport; 

3. Any area adjacent to a navaM ttiat if baversed, couM disrupt the signals or Uie fonction of the naviad. 

C) Any piece of constniction equipment ttiat operates at Chtoago Mklway Intemational Airport shall be equipped wiUi a 
yelknv rotating or flashing beacon and/or flagged ki a manner consistent with FAA requiremento. AH equipment when 
not In use, shall be pariced withto tts appHcabto consbucUon area or, wtth ttie approval of Airport Operattons, in a 
tocatton clear of all active and safety areas, and all active navaids. 

D) The Department of Aviation has drawbigs of existing utility facfllties at the Airport on fite so Uiat prior to Uie begkming 
of construction, procedures can be devetopad to avoid ite totertisrence wiUi existing utiUties. cables, wires, conduite, 
pipelines, or ottier underground facHUes. 

OrigkialDate: October 10,2004 < 
Revised Date: June 20,2007 FAA Approval 
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NON-COMPLYING CONDITIONS 139.343 

A) Unless ottierwise auttiorized by ttie Administtator. whenever ttie provisions of ttiis Manual and FAR Part 139, Subpart 
D, cannot be met to ttie extent Uiat uncorrected, unsafe conditions exist on tiie Akport, ak earner operaUons shall be 
resbtoted to ttiose porttons of Oie Auport not rendered unsafe by Uiose conditions. 

B) In ttie event ttiat any unsafe conditions exist on ttie Airport Airport Operattons shafl ensure that the location(s) are 
mariced and/or barircaded. The ak carriera and other tenants shaU be notified by Auport Operations in a manner to be 
detennined by Uie Managing Deputy Commissioner, ttie Assistant Commisstoner of Operations, or ttiek 
representetive(s). 

Origkial Dato: Odober 10. 2004 d'MS/kMiUj M 
Revised Date: June 20,2007 FAAKApproval J 

(Sub)Exhibits 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9a, 9b, 10, 10a, 10b, 10c, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 
and 19 referred to in this Airport Certification Manual read as follows: 
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(Sub)Exhibit 1. 
(To Airport Certification Manual) 

Record Of Revisions. 
(Page 1 of 2) 

Records of Revisions 
Description of Revision/Amendment 

EXHIBIT 1 
Description of Revision/Amendment 

Htpi tot i i apadfierton of pmiou i Commitsianer of AvtaUon ndh n«w CommisaionBT of Aviation 

NuiU Fernandez. 

Addad ipcoicatoin thai 329 tfttiirfmT ttcocda ane kept and mflhUained •» the DC3A Seoirtty/Ba Jptng 

offioe. 

• ) Revtoed detlgnHton of'Unascortad* o tegwy to "VWhotrt Eioort.' 

bl Revqed (teslgt«Hon of ^»oorte<f catogory to TJndcf E K O A Onl)f.' 

c) Addad 'Motor Tnirt Dtiven (Seasonal/ to V n d v Escort OriiT calogoiy. 

Upditad m ol hfldwajf MOW lemoval cgtrfprnciH to reflect currani flert. 

Rtptaceti floetng 757-2W wtth Boekm 737-WO a» tonpeit aitcafl awving Midwy wHh an »vcm>a 

at five Of mflpi daly dtpariWM. 

a) Raviied daaianatton of Unescorted' calegoiy b> TWhotrt Eaoort.' 

fa) Revbed deilgnalion of 'E»oortetf catefltwy to t inder Eaoort Only.' 

Revtwid Atrpoft t jyom Plan to felted ptnSing oootltnKiian al Gog t«xiwra|f ertenion. 

Revlaed Paved Anaa and Movement Afeaa map 1o reflad pwnfinq coprtrucUoo cd Golf t»g*»y 

Revbed Safety Areai map to w t o d peaJnq oanahucUon ot GoU tanJwiy ertenMO. 

Rewaed Oo-AJiport Uflhlod Ottatmctiona map lo reflacl pcfldhifl oonilfuctlon of Goff tnhvay erienaor 

and <ddKtonal obalnidlofi tffitUng. 

Revlaed Priority Snow Remowi Runway ft Tajoway Rotrtea Map to fefted pendtog oonitructkMi of 

Golftawaycxtemion. 

2) and 3) Replaced 'seukxT v>«ti 'aaiaiontear 

a) Added deaaiption of nwvEWkSTealBrtwdet the departure end of <vnr31C. 

[M/24/2006 Revbed Slqn Pt«a 

Updated Ba of Midway tnowmcnovelaquipnwnHorefledcuiTant fleet 

Revbed deacripOon of akport btdei cocnpUnoa from 0 to C. 

Revbedtopdated deteripteta ol AflFF Egt^pmanl end AgenU 

RevbedlaKitoreflec««ftanBelnAfcportfnda«flrDmK>daiiDtotndoC 

Eih te ia Revbfcd Ahport LayUPtonte rattect newfcomplafd GoUtedw^ odenaoa. 

RevlMdOo>irportUgtitedt3bati»AmamBptoiefltfCtne<rfooBipletedGoKlaiAwr«3danMn 

Revbed SatetyAieaa map to rafladnawtaimptetedGotftMJwayeidenaQa 

Revbed OiMfcportUjhladOtirtnicdoM map to iBflfldnew»fawtyfatedGoBta)d^ 

Revbed PrJodly Snow Ramovif Runway a T a d w y Roulea Map (o refled neirfoocnplalad 

GoJtaKw«yarten»taL 

Revbed ARFF EqulptiwiUd»adtdiefte<ctMnfle In fbetQothrt ie<piired far tndttc C). 

Revlaed E l d * * 12 to Indude cunew and pending EMAS bede. 

XfUf2007 R«plafledAaabtoi<CemntolgitfofOpawllona(Ah«ald)vwlhDapulyCommbitonerqfOpgnrtlon» 

(AWrfe). 

Repl«oedA»riit«rtCommbabnefafap«a(Son»(AlrtWd)wteDapu»ConimtotortefofOpe>rtoni 

Ra|JM*dAaibfaaiCcmndtriooefdOpenlBon»(Ahtb>d)vitt iPepUyConwifalon«lBfOpefrt^ 

(A»n**a). 

Revbed Otgankebon Chart to wftod, among oiherc<ang>a.iep>aoemert of A«»blinlCuHiinta#jiia 

Ope i l ion i wi l l Deputy Cmwifcluiia of Opeff6on«C*Mda). 

D6/1»2007 Wevlaed sign Ptag 

DSQWZOO? Sequanoe of pajeafevbed beginning wWiChepUf 327. 

E01 Revtaod to fefled I M ACM b rai l iatmiHilbirf f l ntrrtroffcrty. 

WWOT Specff ledreat lcBoi»tar iuf lwy»i3U31R«iid4U»W.«tatBwmt«rfwiy»Mptaa^ 

M9 Specl tediMf ic t lgBafocnin»«lw13U31Rend4La2Reddedgt tSpg»mdenfaf te l f * i ip«dhn 

• t d tnaMonanoiL 

Reing»adapeJcafflnoqfMBway4Rtta.cent«fna'laMhg. 

flOriglnal Date: October 10.2004 
JRevfeiqn Oata: May2Q.2Q<M 

Page ̂  
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{Sub)Exhibit 1. 
(To Airport Certification Manual) 

Record Of Revisions. 
(Page 2 of 2) 
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OitainalDate: October 10.2004 
JRevisionOate: May 20.2008 

i Records of Revisions] 
j Description of Revision/Ameadment 
! EXHIBIT 1 
1 Description of Revision/Amendmsnt 
1 RefifKwd'KuihokK Rigm Sentaa SUIion* with'Alfport FdgM SCfvta SUIkm.' 

1 Addtt) CFD upiHi ty to n iHI iHiilrcfflaib ol M u 0 viil i e W (S) t w i n notioe. 

1 Unlnr PaiKWiw (B|, iddM'prior b InltW dii te^ lo cxtaling V I M (1) Iba (M dia ever Melve 0 2) 

monlhmiuircmenL 

1 Rcpbisd ran lo f tn FOgm S m « Station'Willi'Altpnl FlIgM Setvin Saeoo 

1 Replaoed 'Constiuatafi CooMliatu- with -Openliom Scdkxi.' 

RmlMd (B) 10 n * a tha NOTAM (fatt U la«<l to «»I IJ i iMl iw AfSS, wNch thtn (llssenilivita 

1 Itulnlbniiatian and oonuctsOpaMonsvhlhltifilnnilioftlM AFSS ipcdallst. 

|l^laoedlpKMcallonarpravlausCantniltslon«rorAvl«tlanwllhn«wContmlMlanarofAviallan j 

1 RidanI RoctHguez. 

1 Rgpiionl BMing 737«» M h Al i tM Indunte A320 n longatt l i i o M Mvlng Mkkny with m n « J 

1 Revised Aiiport Liyout Plan to rafloctdiangflS to tsonlnal and tliportpeitnMtar. ! 

RmlMdO(KAlrpai1UBnodOtMlnjalonfmaplO(«1Ieclclnnoestoleniilnal»nd«lrpoitpenmeta«. 1 

Rcv(»<«iPc1oi«ir Sow Re«nortRiin<M»»T«>i»i» Routes Map 10 celleadtanBej to temilnal 1 

Re«liedMolaiio«Rnnme(|iilpm«ilti>ra(led21hloh.ipe«lniiM<ylai>onii 1 

Roi ln i l ARIT equipment dtai t 

RwbedRelMkigSpolCtledibniitoiallKlnpUementcfAGIwghShtlanUng. 1 

u d n l l a i r n a n . 1 

R<vludAW>a>ndlV:*il i«sli ictkn:vilngipano<prahlti ltedilfcnllhinuedloowr7BIM. 1 

M W i g o w y M m o n t a . 1 

lleaiB:ravlMdto9edVIMAlipoitMs)<rSecuillyPlx>teippraiK4tyTnmportxllonS«ait«^ 1 

uoppoMdloll ieFAA. 1 

Rea lud l lMny lWr 'WFFRoi Iw . 1 

^ i rJUN-iOO^ Pago 2 of aJ 

FAAAnuo^ II 
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. (SubjExhibit 2. 
(To Airport Certification Manual) 

Existing Airport Layout Plan. 
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{Sub)Exhibit 3. 
(To Airport Certification Manual) 

Airport Location Map. 

b \indHr Molo ius i manual 
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{Sub)Exhibit 4. 
(To Airport Certification Manual) 

Airport Organization Chart. 
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(Sub)Exhibit 5. 
(To Airport Certification Manual) 

Paved Areas And Movement Areas. 
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{Sub)Exhibit 6. 
(To Airport Certification Manual) 

Airport Safety Areas. 
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{Sub)Exhibit 7. 
(To Airport Certification Manual) 

On-Airport Lighted Obstructions. 

f l r fo t iem. ! . - Mnr 23. 1989 
nwirion Date May a. ?ooe 
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{Sub)Exhibit 8. 
(To Airport Certification Manual) 

Example In-Pavement Runway Guard 
Light Configuration Diagram. 

Notas: 
This axhibK lllustratas a typical runway holding poilUan maitdnci 
with in pavamant flashing lights. 

BidMH la notto acala. 

Exhibit doas not lllustnta a spadfte taxiway Intarsacdan at MOW. 

• j H n t i ^ n » l « ; tmt H i « » » 
KmlilanOitr A«f i t . w»s CJFMAppimal >3 

Chicaigo Midway Intemational Airport 
Airport Cartificallon Manual 
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{Sub)Exhibit 9a. 
(To Airport Certification Manual) 

Priority Snow Removal Runway 
And Taxiway Routes. 

Runway 13C/31C 
Runviay 4IV22L 

OritfnMnxIm: Uar 23. 1980 
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{Sub)Exhibit 9b. 
(To Airport Certification Manual) 

Guidance For Runways And Taxiways 
SnowbankA/Vindrow Clearance. 

Exhibit 9b 

GUIDANCE FOR RUNWAYS AND TAXIWAYS 

3N0WBANKMIN0R0W CLEARANCE 

Snow.Hea 

Edge Una 

Notes; 
(1) Runway edgelliM tOtt. inslda DghtUnv 

(2) Otawing not to scale 

OrisUnlOalK Apifl21,tllOS 
RavteaifcU r̂ 8,2007 
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{SubjExhibit 10. 
(To Airport Certification Manual) 

Chicago Fire Department Chicago Midway International 
Airport ARFF Equipment Chart. 
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10/8/2008 REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 41453 

(Sub) Exhibit 10a. 
(To Airport Certification Manual) 

Chicago Airport System Fuel 
Site Inspection Report. 

Exhibit 10a 

triginalDate: June 9,2000 
svisedDate: May 8,2007 

- ? > « ^ 
FAA 

SbojVAt ?af7 
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{Sub)Exhibit 10b. 
(To Airport Certification Manual) 

Chicago Airport System Fuel Service 
Vehicle Inspection Report. 

Exhibit 10b 

Original Date: Jan«9,2000 
Revised P,ate: May 8,2007 FAA/VpprcrM 

^oTVlVJori 



10/8/2008 REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 41455 

{Sub)Exhibit 10c. 
(To Airport Certification Manual) 

Chicago Fire Department Daily 
Reporting Of ARFF Training. 

(Page 1 of 3) 

DAJM'COMPANY ARFRT^UlNJNG'iEPpJiTA 

CX)MPANY: B A T T A U O N : PIATOON! 
1 

OFnCEHONDUIY: ONJIOrV CHIEF OfnCSR: _ 

TOE RMiOWDre MEMBERS WERE IN AITBimANCS AND r/tRn<»ATBO IN TJB BEUIW USraO IKKSJMEWTS) ABEF T ^ 
SESSIONWnHIKWII/SOFTRAININGUSrEa DOCUMENTATTON HAS ALSO BEEN MADE IN TBECOMTANVJOORNAI. 

HOURIS SUBJECT MATTER 

. AlItFORTFAtmiAIUZAT]CM(l) 
AJUCRiUT EAMQiABQATlON (Q 
RESCUE&nRSTCaCnRFERSOiMLSAFEIY(III) 
EMEBaBVrrOOMMUKICATXXC SYSTEMS GHTHBAfltKKrCrVl. 
USSOFFniEHO3i^M0ZZ(e^TURREIS,Ara>JlfrUANCES 
RBQUBIIO FOaCXJMPUMKS (V) 

ARUCMn(iapiiiErrFGSdFBxnNf>uisHBnA<)fiNr(vO _ 
BuJaacsMCvAiBcitAFrBvACUinnHAsssrANCs (y i ) _ 

piItE{KiKnl«iO(ERA.TnNS (VOl) 
AtVUTlNOlUSINO SIROCIURAL BQUIPMEMr FOR 
ARCKAFT RESI3IB & FlREHQiniNO (OO 
AKOtAFrCAiioo HAZARDS (X) 

FtttEnOHIGBS DUUES UNDER I K B A K K X I T 
EMEROBNCrPLAK C») 

. DnnooociKN (xn) 
FiseFRBVEinnM (xnO 
UVBBUItM (lOV) 

N.A.Mi; (I'lini) HANK • •\^''lfi SICl .NATUm-OrTH.MNr.l 
-.- . . . S C O . ' - - , . - , •.:'-.••: , . • : - • . " • - . . . . - • 

t;' 

^3BE1IMDW 

Page 1/3 

DBScmpnoN OF ABPFTBAnoNc coNBvcnniBBcnvBih 

Original Datn; nmfimhflrfl. ?nn4 
Revision Date: /)f, bec 2 ^ ^ FAA Approval: r/)UM~> kni^a/C ~~ 
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{Sub)Exhibit 10c. 
(To Airport Certification Manual) 

Chicago Fire Department Daily 
Reporting Of ARFF Training. 

(Page 2 of 3) 

CHICAGO FIRE DEPARTMENT 

BUREAU OF OPERATIONS 

DISTRICT 3 - ARFF TRAINING 

p a g e 2 / 3 

•Aiiport a O'Ban 
a MUmj 

Module No. Hotin rrainlng Clus: 

r̂ ' 
P Rank 

1 1 1 ' 

Naiae:(PriiU) raeft 

Bniloon/ 
paley: 

Coinpanjr: 

Date: 

HU 

. • • - : • • 

• ; 

Sfgnidire: 

OFF FIELD DETAILED Dfa 

DATA. ENTERED B T : . .DAIB!_ 

Original Date: December 9,2004 
Revision Oaterd^ foec lo fH 

- OiDGC-Jctri 
FAA Approval: Q T ^ C O - . / t / y l ^ 



10/8/2008 REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 41457 

{Sub)Exhibit 10c. 
(To Airport Certification Manual) 

Chicago Fire Department Daily 
Reporting Of ARFF Training. 

(Page 3 of 3) 

Exhibit 10c Chicago Fire Depar tmen t 

M idway Dai ly ARFF Ros te r page 3/3 

The Midway /\RFF Commander wrill complete and fax this document dally to: 

The Oepadment of Aviation - Midway Airport Operations al (773) 838-0583 
The Office of the Chicago Fire Deparlment 3rd District Headquarters at (773) 686^813 

Date Platoon Daley Day 

CompanyUnit 

Battafion 16 

ARFF 6-5-2 

ARFF 6-5-1 

ARFF 6-3-7 

ARFF 6-3-4 

^ ^ 2 1 5 ^ 2 ^ — 

Officer in Charge 

• 
Engineer Firefighters 

... 

Individuals assigned/detafled to Midway ARFF Units are verified as "ARFF Certified" 
and listed on the current posted Chicago Rre Department Certification Report. 

I have reviewed this document for accuracy and forwarded it to the Department of Aviation 
Midway Airport Operations and the Chicago Fire Department 3nl District Headquarters. 

Signed: Date 

Name (print only) 
Midway ARFF Commander 

Original Date: October 10, 2004 
Revised Date: May 20,2006 FAAAppnij/al 
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(SubJExhibit 11. 
(To Airport Certification Manual) 

Midway Airport Aircraft Refueling 
Spot Check Form. 

CHICAOO MIDWAY IHTERIUTIONAI. A i fVOI IT 

A I R P O R T C E R T I F I C A T I O N M A N U A L n/IOBILE FUELERS INSPECTION FORM 

Exh ib i t 11 I 

AIRCRAFT FUEL TRUCK 
A i r c r a f t R e f u e l f n g S p o t C h e c k F o r m 

ATLANTIC MILLION AIR 

T r u c k * 0 

Drivar 's Name 

BadseO 

Ground ing Cl ips 

Dead Man Control 

F l i v Extinguishers 

Leaks 

Wes Uivre e^dence of SRIOUHO? 
W<s llN vthlcldalrcrift graiiriled7 

C a r t # 

T i m e : L o c a t i o n : , 

T r u c k # o 

Driver 's Name 

B a d g e * 

Ground ing Clips 

Dead Man Control 

Fire Ext inguishers 

Leaks 

Was ihcf* avldence Qf tmoMng? 
W K Ihe «clllcl*laircr«fl grounded? 

CartA 

Timo: L.oiatlon: 

SIGNATURE Skytanking 

Truck «L 
Driver 's Name 

B a d g e * 

Ground ing Cl ips 

Dead Man Contro l 

Fire Ext inguishers 

Leaks 

llWae there evidence ol tmoldng? 
UWes the vehlcWalrcnfl grouidad? 

Cart# 

flTime: Location:. 

C a r t t f 

Dr iver 's Name 

Ground ing Cl ips 

Dead Man Contro l 

Fire Ex t l ngu l shen 

Leaks 

Was there evidence ol smoking? 
Was the veMcle/alrtfafl gioundodT 

Time: Location:. J 
S = Sat l s f t c to iy 

REMARKS: 

U=Unsal is fac«oiy 

INSPECTING AIRPORT OPERATIONS SUPERVISOR: 

O r B f n a l D a t a ; M w d i 2 3 , I S M 
R « v l s l o n D a t a : M a y 1 9 , ZOOa 

F A A I A P P R O V A L ^ 



10/8/2008 REPORTS'OF COMMITTEES 41459 

(Sub) Exhibit 12. 
(To Airport Certification Manual) 

Airfield Safety Inspection Form. 

Chicago Midway InternaUonal Airport 

AIRPORT CERTIFICATION MANUAL 
Dato: 

R U N t ^ A V S 

0 4 L a 2 R 

04R/22L 

13L/31R 

' Suftaee Condition 

Time: 

Pavement 

I 

13COtC 1 

13R/31L 

130 Approach 

310 Approach 

4R Approach j 

221 Approach 

UOLBMoS 
4R PMi 

1JC Pad 

2ZL P a d . 

31C Pad 
T a x l w a y s 

Alpha 

1 

B n v o 1 

Delta 

Echo 

F-1 .. 
F.2 ! 

Foxtrot ! 

Golf 1 

J 

Juliet j 1 

Kilo 1 

Papa 

Quebec 

Romeo 

Victor 

Whiskey 

Yankee 

RANK 
Tennlnal 

Noi t t i 

West 

South 1 

AIRFIELD SAFETY INSPECTION 

Safely Area 

Exhibit 12 
Inspector 

NdtAMU 

! 
i 
1 
1 

1 
SwOce 

C'CLEAR 
D-DRT 
W-WET 

SAFETY AREAS 

»Sal lEn is toa 

S.4Clislniellons 
S4 Clislnicted Crataage 
9.C0ther 

1 
PAVEMENT AREAS 

P14WasS-dlaorgiralaraadl-deep PMunksi i Spots 
l>2.Spelll«g M / l b t a n d H a i M n t s 
n-Unsealed Cracks P74Veeds 
P4^uffBceln3ulafltles P>-Contaminants 

PIIKMier 

1 Was sn H s d r i c a l Inspectkm ccmple led? 
I Weie any wi ld l i fe mnniL controlled used? 

Yes: 
Yes: 

No : 
No : 

S<|i(«nib«f6.1l9l 
M«y1S. 2008 FAA AA^roval ZJ 
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{Sub)Exhibit 13. 
(To Airport Certification Manual) 

NOTAM Form. 

Chicago Midway International Airport 
NOTAM SUMMARY E X H I B I T 13 

MDW City Operalions (Omitted for printing purposes) Fax: (Omitted for printing purposes) 

. . J T A M : 

Location: 

effective: 

Reason: 

Requested: 

To: 

' Categoiy: 

Prepared;-

Prepared Tlmestamp: 

To Be Issued: 

Usemame: 

Issued: -

Approved: 

ATCT: 

Processed: 

FAA-FSS: 

Bedridati: 

Issiied Tgnesramp: 

In Effect: ATCT; 

In Effect Tlmestamp: Usetname: 

Revised To: 

Autborized: 

FAA-FSS: • 

CoiTOnefits 

ATCT: 

Glectiibian: 

Reviskin Thneslamp Usemame 

Cancelled 

AGS; 

f ie ld AOS: 

FAA-f=SS: 

ATCT: 

Bedrician: 

Cancelled Tlmestamp: Usemame: 

- ^ u ^ Dale Afdl 311, ZOm 
tevbedDalo: 

: APPROVE I . • '. FAA APPROVAL 



10/8/2008 REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 41461 

{Sub)Exhibit 14. 
(To Airport Certification Manual) 

Letter Of Agreement (Wildlife Management Plan). 
(Page 1 of 2) 

Chicago Midway Airport 

Airport Certification Manual 

Wildlife Management Plan 
(Letter of Agreement) 

EXHIBIT U 

]B3S. 1of2 

SUDOECTr VILDUFE MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES-CHICAGO MIDWAY AIRPOR1 

I. PURPOSE; This aercen\ent establishes pcoc«<Jures arid rcsponsbilitJes fa 
the conirol and mltiea^ion o/ wildliX* hazardi on and vicinity of Chicagt 
Midway Airport. These procedures arc supplementary lo those contained if 
the Chicago Midway Airport Certification Manual. 

2. CANCELLATl'ONt This let tcr is in erfetrt until lur iher advised. 

3., EFFECTIVE DATE; October 1, J 989 

• il. P O U C ^ Actions to control and or nutlgate the ha"zaras caused by wildJlXe 
on the Airport will be ini.Uatcd by Departmcrit oC Aviation Operations staff 
when activity is reported or obscrred by! 

A. FAA%ATC Tower personnel; 

B. Pilots; 

C. Airport Tenant^s; and/or 

p . ' OCA personnel. 

5. RESPONSIBILITIES; 

A . FAA ATCT 

(1) The ATCT shall notify Department of Aviation Airport 
. "• Operations at soon as possible alter the receipt Pl a rep6rt 

and/or observation that wiidlUe activity exists on the Airport. 

12} The ATCT niay tisc PIREPs to aauge the teycl of hazarttous 
wildlife activity, and may base need lor furthfer advisories upon 

• them. • • . , ' • 

(6) • Department .of Aviation: 

0 ) The Dcpaitiment of Aviation Airport Operations shall notify ihe 
FAA ATCT Ground Control before initiating any hazordous 
wildlife control activity. 

OriciMlb.taOclo(><>rl.l9ISI h^kL f/̂  . ^^/il3 

• FAAXnitpVA .AWKpVAt 
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{SubjExhibit 14. 
(To Airport Certification Manual) 

Letter Of Agreement (Wildlife Management Plan). 
(Page 2 of 2) 

(2) When---no tiled that hazardous activity is observed- and/or 
repotted on the Airport an appropriate KOTAiM will be isstied 
i.i\4 actions initiated to control and/or mitigate wildlife 
activities. 

(3) When re<iuested or when notifcd by FAA ATCT" t ha t ,an 
operation Is to be conducted on a non-active runway, quallii.ed 
•Airport Operations staff shall respond immediately t o compfcte 
an Inspection of that runway before the operation occurs to 
ensure that ho hazardous wildlife activity is present. 

ft) ir unable to comply with 3 above, the Airport .OperaUons 
Supervisor in-charge shall immediately notify 'the 'FAA ATCT 
SuperrSsof. 

•CJ) Inspecuon for wildlife hazards will be done concurrently with a 
runway inspection beWj conducted for the purptist o l ir<i<Jpillftihg-
a runway closed bv NOTAM. 

This Letter.of Aerccment'is intended to allocate the rcsponsiWIiTtes solely . 
by and between the parties hereto and is not intended to aruf shall not 
crea'te any obligation or duty "to any third party. 

^ i l l a m W. Kribble Jay R J Franke . 
i a n a o e r , Midway Tower ComcnissloneV of Aviation 

OriKnalOata: October I, U P 
• ' V m i t i O t K A n t U I i . i o n ' 

/ / / J ^ s / u / . 



10/8/2008 REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 41463 

{Sub)Exhibit 15. 
(To Airport Certification Manual) 

Letter Of Agreement (Airport Emergency Procedures). 
(Page 1 of 4) 

EFFECTIVE: Juno 1.2004 

SUBJECT: Aitpprt Emeilgency Prooedures - Chicago-Midway Altpoft 

1 . PURPOSE. To establish prooeduras and responsJbUittes for handling aircraft 
emergencies at the Chicago-Midway Alrtjort Chicago, Illinois. 

2. CANCELLATION. The Chteago^iilkJvray Air Traffic Control Tbwer atid Cit/of 
Chicago (Depaitmeht of Aviation), and the Chicago Rre Oepaftmeot Latter of 
Agreement, stihjoct Airport EinecgeiKy PrtK«dure8 - Chicago ^fldway Airjxjrt dated 
June IS. 1999, Is canc^ed. 

3. SCOPE. The procedures pultined herein are for use by the Chicago-Midway Airport 
TrafBc Control Towier (MDW ATCT) personnel and the a ^ of Chicago (Department of 
AvtajSon), Chicago Fire Department (CFD) when reporting and/or handling alrcrafl 
emtirgencfes at Midway Airport, Chicago. Illinois. 

4 . RESPONSIBIUTIES. 

a. In the event of an aircraft Incident/aocident 

i . MDW ATCT Shan: 

(a) Alert the CFd via the Red Crash Phone or the 
appropfiata ladlo frequency of any emergency condltioiis as 
determined by: 

(1) Tower supenrfsor or oonhDtto>Irw*airgo, 

(2) Pjfot of aircraft conoemsd. 

- • ($)-OWne(/opefa(orofaikciafL - • 

(4) Representattve of the alrpoit manageraient 

. (b) Provide as much of ihiei fallowing bifbrntatRtn ais possible: 

(1) Aircraft IdenUlkatton. 

(2) Type of aircraft 

(3) Nature of (he emergency. 

LetterofAgrcemettf Ciginal CW« Deeeoito 1,20Q4 /dmjhkt^t^!^^^^ 
• Revision OatpiMay 8,2007 F A A A i i p t ^ ^ 
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(Sub) Exhibit 15. 
(To Airport Certification Manual) 

Letter Of Agreement (Airport Emergency Procedures). 
(Page 2 of 4) 

Exhibit 15 
ACM 

(4) Quantity of fuel on board. 

(5) Runway to be used for landing, if "Standby Alert". 

(8). Number of souls on board. 

• (7) Presence of hazardous cargo or explosives. 
(8) The location and estimated time of arrival of the 
aircrafit. 

. (<4 Establish radio contact with Ihe emergency equipn\en( and 

. continually monitor the operation. When respiondlng to an alami, 
the Chicago Fire Oepartirient lead vehichid asslgrted the dufy of 
conjmunicatlng with the Chkaigb-Mldway ATCTshall be Midway 
Rescue (and radio call signal). 

In the event this.unit is unable lo communicate with Chicago-
Midway ATQT. another unit shall be assigned this duty, and win 
Identify themselves to the Chlcago^Mldway ATCT and advise 
them of ihe change In vehideAjnlt number. 

The Incident Commander, MIdwaly Command -(and radb call 
signal), vvill determine the equipment arvd rescuers necessary ID 
establish intensom coirtmtinlcation, to Inspect the aircraft, atKl tc 

. provide other assistance needed at the sc:ene fcv the flight craw. 

• (d) Alert othecs in accordance with ctJurshtl^AA directives. 

<o}. Direct noimal air and ground traffic^o as to dvoid xxinflict In 
the area of the emeigency. 

(0 ifaUtraft is disabled on or oear a ruriway oriaxiway, take 
aciUprt fo avoid US9 of that rtKiway or tai^w^ uritll an d^>i1s has 
been removEHl. The aff̂ kited ninway or taiiway.shan be . 
i>ons)deiBd dosed to airoraR ntavetnent by MOW ATCT until 
further notifk^^tion frotri the fTaparttnerit of Avtatloh Akport 
Airfield Operations CAiiport Alrtield Opera6oiis'). 

Z The Chicago Fire Oapaitment (Midway Resctia or MldwaSr Command) • 
Shalt 

(a) Alert the MOW ATCT. if ihe alert was not reported by#ie 
tower. 

.(b) Me întalh two-way racflo .oommunlcalfon vyitfi the tower on the 
Gioiind Cohtrol frequent^ 121.65 MH;:. at an times during ai]d • 

-^ner the emergent^ wl4e on (he aiifleld. 

letter of Agieeinait Oii^oal Date: DecemlKr 1,2004 " u}l6lfL m M 4 ' W " S ^ t J d ^ 
. ReviaaiiOati»:Kby8,2007 FAAAppr<vil 



10/8/2008 REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 41465 

(Sub) Exhibit 15. 
(To Airport Certification Manual) 

Leffer Of Agreement (Airport Emergency Procedures). 
(Page 3 of 4) 

(c) Reportclearof ail movement areas when returning to the 
station. 

3. The Airport Airfield Operations Office shall: 

(a) Alert the MOW ATCT. if the alert was not repdrted by the 
tower. 

(b) Malntaiii two-way radio communication with the tower on the 
Ground ConUtd frequency 121.-6S MHz. al all times during and 
after the emeigency whUe on the movement areas. 

(c) Secure the accident scene and arrange for other City 
services. 

(d) Be-responsiblefor-ooordinatingadditicmal ground movement 
by other City vehlcies.-

(e) Advise the MOW ATCT of any ctostires necessitated by the 
situation. V-, 

b. In the event of a medfeal emergency; 

1. MDW ATCT shoulcl: 

(a) Notify the C F O via 911 and advise: 

( t ) Type of medfeal assistance needed, if known 
(antbulaitoe). 

(2) fjccatton wf\ere assistance is needed, if knowa 

2. The CFO sliall dispatch appropriate emergency vehicles. 

. 3. The Mipprt Airfield Operatlcms Office shall ncitiiy the aircrafl 
ownet/Operator. 

c. in ttie event of a bohib threat (suspicious mafecial threat) to aircraft 

1 . MDWATCTshalU 

(a) Not i^ the Airport AlrQeidppefaiionsOffioe of any 
bomb/susf^ioqs material threats received. 

(bj Designate ohe of the fbflowlng areas ttiat vratiW have aiesser 
impact on the aicport operation. 

UAerofA«r»t<^ Ori«inia Drtp Deocpber 1,2004 Q i m ^ U t k f * ^ c l f i ^ t t fpg f f ^ 
Ilte)>3 K.evist<HiDatatM^8,2a07 FAAAppt**t 
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(Sub) Exhibit 15. 
(To Airport Certification Manual) 

Letter Of Agreement (Airport Emergency Procedures). 
(Page 4 of 4) 

(1) The hold pad adjacent lo Runway 4R and 4L. 

(2) .TTie inleisection of Runway 13C and high-speed 
Taxiway Bravo. 

2. The Airport Airfield Operations Office shall: 

(a) NoUfy the MDW ATCT and the CFD via 911 of any 
bomb/suspldous material threats not reported by the lower. 

(b) Handle threats in accordance with Airport Operations polk:y 
and oHKluct searches in the tower designated search areas. 

3. The Chicago Fire Department shall: 

(a) Sland-fay and support the Chicago Police Department 

(b) Assume cxxnmand of the itK:ldnet if thare is an expkision as 
per the Alrpcxt Emergency Plan. 

5. PROCEDURES. Per the ChlcagoAndway Airport Emergency Plan, atrcralt 
emergefKy events are classified Into three categortes whk4i tiig|ger spec îfic response 
acUoris <xt the part of the primary emergency respcinse organizations. These categories 
are: 

a. Stand-bv Alec :̂ A csoda used to denote a vramlng of a situation that cxiuld 
result In an acddent This ccxle requires that the emergency equipment stand by 
adjacent to the tower designated runway. 

b. Erneroencv: A code used to denote an Immediate situation ocxxining cm the 
airfiek). Thlscjode requires tiial the emergency equipment respond to a tower 
deslgrtated area. 

c. Ciqsh Fire Alert: A code usee! to denote an adud aoddent or (Ire whk:h 
requires Immediate adkxi by erAeit|ency rescue and fire flghUng personnel. The 
aiiport win be dosed to airport operaUons untt the Inddehtls stabilbed or 
secdred by authcfrizatibn of (he Oepartment of Aviatloti. 

This Letter of Agreement is Intended (o allocata Ihe responsibilities solely by and 
tietween the parties hereto and Is not tntencled to and ^lall iVot c^ate any obllgattons or 
duty for a iy third party. 

V Ak>T». .ccf . . ' t tJ -< M ^ n t . * . . . . . . . . ' Afr Trafrtc Manager, MOW ATCT /Gorq/Wsstoner of Aviation. 
f Chicago 

Cortei X Trotter 
Ccxnmfesloner, Chicago Fire Department 

Letter of Agreoiient Original Dale: December 1.2004 
Pase4 ReviisioaDate:Mayg.2007 FAA Aootfval " 
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(Sub) Exhibit 16. 
(To Airport Certification Manual) 

Letter Of Agreement (Chicago Midway Airport Movement/Non-Movement Areas). 

SUB.IECT: Chicago IVIidway Airport IWovoraent/Non-Movement Areas 

Piirpp.;)' To define jurisdictional responsibilfies between Ihe Chicago Midway Airport 
TrafEc. Control Tower (ATCT) and the City of Chicagq, Department or Aviation for the 
movement and non-movenient areas tiy delneatlng loading ramps and parldng areas 
underthe jurisdiction of Ihe City of Chicago^ Oepaitmsnt of Aviation. 

CanrgllaHnn The Chicago Midway FAA ATCT and the Department of Aviation Ijelter of 
Agreement, dated Juno 15.1399, subject "eWcago Midway Airport fvlovement/Non-
Movement Areas" is canceled. 

?^f:"P»i Designated airport movement and noiv-niovement areas are as depicted by the 
tion'^tnvelinent area traundaiy maridngs on the attactitnenttn Uiis letter. 

rT»-»;pnngihiT»to«l 
a . AH aircraflArehldes shall contact Mdway Ground CTontrol on .121.3S MHz for 

approval prior to moving aircraftftrehicl^ onto Ilia movernent area. 

b. AltctaltVehlctes which' win not infringe upon a movement arba but wil l Impede 
egress or Ingress to a maweinent araa shall contact Ground C^ontrol on 121.65 
MHz (or advisories pdor.to their operation. 

c Tower and Ground C^inliQl advlsaries telatad to non-mbveitient areas are 
aduiaaty only and do not imply control responsltiiny. 

d . AB alnirafl/Vehlcles operating on the movement areas are raquired to be equipped 
with fiAicSaning tvno^way radios: Radios rriust be capable o f commUnic^altan witti 
Midway Ground Control on frequency 121.6S MHz. 

e . Operation of noiwadlp alicranArehld^s upon designated movement areas will not 
• be permitted wHhout pifor coordlhatlan and approval by the M O W ATCT. 

I 

11<s Ijatler of Agcacmert te Mcnied to aOnalB tha rc^MnsilAHa colaV try tnd l ie t i i^^ 
not biten^od la and stBl not cnal* Hv oHsaUens or didly fgraiiyViH party. 

Erin O'Oortnel, Deputy Commissioner 
Cfly o f Chicago, Oepattmant of Aviation 

A T T A C > 1 M E K T (Oc n imnxlet^ 

Or ig ina l Date: October 1,1989 
Rev is ion Date: A t^us t 4,200O 

-£ 
iMari(w4ti AK" TrafBc Comrel 

Tower Manager-C^hlcago Midway Alrpott 

i f l icdu 
FAA Approval ^ 

iSflUjOO 
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{Sub)Exhibit 17. 
(To Airport Certification Manual) 

Letter Of Agreement (Braking Action Reports). 

EFEBCnVEDATB: n r t r i ^ 1 , i m 

fiXmmrri ^f^<^nc(^r^JinlhqAt4^Jlfjy^,>tC%t^'ii^XMv^AhT^ 

X. POSPOSEt TocgttbBdipcoctclnnatotasmctbftejrfLingftoffBfonnittoocaaryxai^^ 
batUof acdoarmxts. 

a d l a 
'podtTcM 

' t S l ' 

3 . K E ^ O N S I B I L Z m S i TIieMIdw^AkTnfQaCcxUialTowarE&JlnoC^AIrppit. 
Maflasetocatcrf'fiIgttf(ir^ntcfiOTgegintaudng»rttonas.tceog^fy.pgcfr .A' ^ 
MibuigMaeiU tfaKOKitep diA TcnWf UCociBfid aTBilxalCeuI dffllg« ta zaixwi.; c 
ba3daQe.bAaa,usdGioe<MB^aBadag6c-viofiioi&i^ 

4 . PRCCEDUBESt 

I a: WheatfiehQclw^AbTnfiScC^oaliDtTonttieoelvesabaJ&scctlbai 
jiloevAIcA.is^pooc'oc'iiU'tlfcsyBiiin " ' * ' . G{nU{»x]m(fy^ood&'AfapattMciiaeB<siBiitv!at^ 
.gtoaiKlcxxitcDl&eqacacT; NbdjSctlic>a6islIttic£kfelnfbaBtfIbatsto«ioBcift^^^ 
zx^ioctedli aiod lime. "WibM «»a<filioos htVB beea te{KMMl as {mpoovec! to'^^ 
c^ipct win also be i>«5sed. 

pie±Sitiing 
Ik Bud&gft£Gxtcdped(x]G^AIifoctMtJU{;emettfdaIlbpditoai)d^ 

y g j w n y Ttrw«ofiaaw«y.oo<kflaactf tecttflgjaiT^^ 1B3I 
<I»vfoatt«<aflM(£ajQlMpeQa>p<fytaliy«dtolAd«m * - .. -

^i6natab6cSietuAp£iLtobTimmjBCffaa3s^».vi<xdieac^iibi^^ 
filcdoa pcoIileAi.-ajid die dme of fbe ic^od 

V ^ u B d a ^ o a h t ofAvUfleo, C % a tCbia^a 

h- App 
f»-/7-9.'^ 

CMiIiuI o n e OMber i; 1992 
Rcvbed'iMo: A|>ta 11.2001 
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{Sub)Exhibit 18. 
(To Airport Certification Mainual) 

Letter Of Agreement (Conditions For Ground 
Vehicles Crossing Airport Movement Areas). 

(Page 1 of 2) 

Effective: Acril21.2003 

Subject: Conditions for Ground Vetilclcs Crossing Airport Movement Areas* 

1. PURPOSE; This Letter of Agreement is to establish the applic:able operatiorial rules 
under 14 CFR Section 139.329. This tetter of Agreement further defines the 
operating procedures for vehides equipped or not equipped with two-way radios that 
cross movement areas on cieflned servic:e roads. 

. 2. • SCOPE: The procedures outlined herein define prcxseduresfarvehicies not equipped 
with two ̂ way radios that cross the movement areas, excluding mnways, on defined 
service roads. These procedures are an acceptable measure ibr the operation and 
crontrol of vehicles not equipped with two-way radios that operate across ttie 
movement areas: The nsadway signage, ground vehicle procedures, and other 
methods <escx)rted vehicles, flag personnel, etc.) When deemed necessaty, are an 
acceptable measure for c»ntrol of vehicles not ecjulpped with two-way radios that 
cross movement areas on defined service roads. 

3. RESPONSIBIUfJES: At Chicago Midway Intemational Airport, the City/airport 
operator, and the PAA expressly agree ttiat with regard to any liability vvhic:h may 
arise! fifom vehicle operation across the movement area)(s); eac:h party shall be solely 
and exclusively liable Ibr the negligence of its avin agents, servants, and/or 
employees, In acxx)rdance with applicable law, and tliat neither party loolcs to the 
other party to save or hold it harmless (or the consequences of any negligenc:e on the 
part of one of its own agents, servants, and/or employees. 

4. PROCEDURES FOR CROSSING: 

a. Runways 

(1) No person shall drive a vehide on or across a runway ° 
unless such person maintains direct two^vay radio 
contact with, and receives cdlearance tiom the Air Traffic 

• Control Tower, or 

(2) In the event such two-way radio is inoperative or 
unavailable, proceeds only under the escort or via the 
instruction of another vehicle equipped with a two-way 
radio In direct contact with and ikearatice received from 
the Air Traffic Control Tower. 

*Mpvement Area is defined as the runways, taxlways and cither areas of an airport.vrtiich are use 
for taxiing, takeoff, and landing of aircrafC exclusive of loading ramp and aircraft pairlcing areas. 
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b. 

{Sub)Exhibit 18. 
(To Airport Certification Manual) 

Letter Of Agreement (Conditions For Ground 
Vehicles Crossing Airport Movement Areas). 

(Page 2 of 2) 

Taxiway l^ovember to and from Taxi-lane N2: (any and all vehicles 
crossing the November Taxiway on the designated service road shall 
follow these procedures which are acceptable to the FAA). 

{1) Vehicle operators shall yield the right-of-way to aircraft at all 
times. 

(2) Vehide operators shall drive on defined service roads only. 

(3) Vehicle operators shall cxime to a complete stop prior to 
crossing any and all taxiways while operating on the 
service roads, 

(4) Vehicle operators shall fallow all rules published In the 
City of Chicago Midway Intemational Airport Motor 
Vehicle Operating Regulations. 

( s ^ £ i ^ ^^Th^K. 
Olivet Smith 
Ac;ting Air Traffic Manager 
Chic^ago Midway International Airport 

<SwO^MuM 
Erin O'Donnell 
Deputy Commissioner 
Department of Aviation 

O c ( ^ 0 < u : A(iril2tlO(D 
JUL£ '^^ 

FAA Ai reOVAL 
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{Sub)Exhibit 19. 
(To Airport Certification Manual) 

Airfield Sign Plan. 

A COPY OF THE FAA APPROVED SIGN PLAN IS ON FILE 
FOR INSPECTION IN THE AIRPORT OPERATIONS OFFICE 

DATED "REVISED" May 15,2008 

Original: October 10. 2004 ^M^di i fX^J l<iMiiJPmi 
Revision Dato: Mav 15.2008 F*AA«mwi y J Revision Date: May 15,2008 
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Appendix "B". ' 
(To Operations And Procedures Manual For 

Chicago Midway International Airport) 

Emergency Plan. 

C!TY OF GMICAGO 
DEPARTMeNT OF AVIATION 

MIDWAY 
INTERNATIONAL 

EMERGENCY PLAN 

iVliin))g.liriS D(||ni^fi<i«PiiMts«M«er 
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CITV OF CHICAGO 
DCPAHrrMENT OF AVIATION 

CtflQAGO muyWAV INTERMAT«QNAL WRPQfTr 

Tha piL»po&e of ttiia iJijciBrteril is lo pfCMdo tpiidwua aDd.esirtflBh pr««d>irEs inr jr« 
Isaiidtlng of rrnicir^wiclta Ui;3t may occur tit Chifiago Mfertay faieemndlntial /Mipojt 

(n emtwgertcv oafiiMkifiE requilrlnn Imnwdltfla aclloi> fcir ihe jawtettiiri af Ste .and p"3pDrty 
inMolvlna ihsbqnHportalwin cjf pcraoi«b>'alr csniws, IheDepanmBiVi of Avi^tfan, Chtcogo 
I'.̂ WiVfly 1nlenwfti>nM*Aiipoii. mavdewiaiBfromihiaFlsoflr a«iiyiei;uinBmenio(&ub-j]artD 
tA FAR Piurt t38, lo llto aidant nKiulwd In menA Qtat emanjancy, In tmch « i e-zail. jtw 
nsiporfhcjcrvj m AMHllon, GhlcniiO' Ml*«»y lntemailK5»mt ^(i|>wt sti«ll. as liocri ao 
prftfllliaahiB, bid (vj lodBr than t^i lioysi altar Ihn ̂ !Vfiats6ip.c/, fapprt «» ViTih'ng to <!•* FAA 
dea l Lakj39 FUigirMinl Alrporls: Qiuietdih MikiiaQtfi fibibngi the naiiim. «)it«>it. mtt du alloei of 
Vvi dflvqilim 

II; a recognizKl Ihnrt pi Bir«!(rBBn<ae6i»nn<>i1» iJnlteljJatiJd; Iharafnm- Alitiort cnamigainent 
will proviitelhe qoBiMi. (fiildiHice and pwalaiK^disienned nwftSBaijy In, altuaUtm Ihafl axv 
not ciyrifrtal I>v lias flan, io inltari*e 'oaa erf i!« gnrf jaxipertî  and restoring Airpc^ 
apbraUcKis back tc normnl Irt n timely manniH-. 

RWBlOn DBIW; May 3.2007 PAA/ 
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EMEftQENCY NOTlf ICATIONS AND EMPLOYEE TRWNIMC 

SECTION 1 

I irJJBeCLSE 

To prtrvsln Pnport wsuwfl ^r fTJi'rago MWvrtiy lnli!ini<flBdM Airpprt /sch an 
Lircî ridnndinK] î o lo IIH; nmara Ho ofuifdci lh£i Ciili^ga Pcllce ar\S Rr« •A|:dirlftiar>iii 
mi Ihe Alrpod: ar<4 Hm Oafiiari/neiit af Aviation ItKlAi \i\ uaea of BI^ eiriBrgercy 
ounmtlaii. 

H M£AttSjQE.|!igTLEJaftiK3N 

A Tiic Chliagc.̂  riifl unit (ffjlce Daparlmenls riia r̂ be cania&ed clirBftly 'Aa 
lelepTMiKj, ai Sltfliu(;n ttie L^eparfrmnt'O* A'rdalinir.MielwHv Cpmrnurnpaiiwi* 
ConlBr (MCC) 

e Chit:pgd Flrxp Qp^ar^licll [CJPO). 

Primary - 911 

Secondary -(°"''"""'>fp"''«"op>"i«»«)(filidvwa5(' Cocnmumcalloiia CEtntdr) 

Pion-CrnHnj I f inCy — (OmlttedfoVprintingpuujoses) 

Call ibr; 

1 APCTafI EriMiigaric-wi s™* Rnea 
2. Stf udurnl Firm 
3. Qoinfa Threats 
4 Fuel Spds/Hnzuidgus Malnrlnte 
g VoWc*! Fire* w AwfclfMT^ 
Q. Eiirier̂ QntiyiVMlJdtit Sitivioeja iiEMa - CfO AmUiiilaiiGa} 

Q. d:lilea(|a I'oJtfiit Qfi^flinntant (Cii'P):; 

Primary - 911 

Socfltidjiry - <°"'««'I" p̂ rtinopuiposM) (Mklway Coroi'ttiirlscaflQTiB Cerrtai') 

N w i - E m e r g e i w y - (omwed lorpitntina putpo«s) 

Ro'̂ Biwi Qatar i%g,_j)flq^ " f^*^ ^ . rova l 
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II. ?*liANS£€.iiQ?l::F!CMLQiitcoi}.iiiviifidt' 

Os» ior 

1. AHcfgfl EmorflotKiefl arvt FIros 
2 Pfî TJti Thwflhs 
3- tlljfKltinj 
* Slruiiluirt Fire* 
5. VflWcia rasa of ̂ VXEfamn 
0 Snĉ QiTtB. tiiyc^ing Vic&ilkini ol |))e unfc 

fj Cl«pflrtinenl or Aviation (DOA}: 

(Omitted (or priniino purposes) itHUhrAy Cti«nninmlcBtlQna C w i M r j 

III E?sffiiLfiS£E-IBM!JlJM,Q 

A li HioduiHIiin Ifaailrjj e\ repprtllfla cmergcnpnt *hal! tw gtvqn t» 
Departinent oi Avlaljan piereoni»ii by tlia Cl|'/ (J| ciiiciig[0. mid o îqi At Iciq 
glv^ii let all B!irpcxt€!nip)o)i'QQG liiy the indiiif<1iisl eJvporl SanatTt inEm^^F* 
Uf idfor Iheor dig«nli;u||an« 14 incftjdo Iho fciili7'^i^: 

\ Lucatiî n Bftd proper uee c^ avd^btu ptUK̂ MS «ia (̂««t I t w noKtvat 
ptmaj qf ?divlty 

2. Ca^g r<H cnur^oicy aetulcfia, l»e <̂ a3̂ r fllwuld be aiila ia idetitniy 
t^a p|>«nfilina A0aticv Involved, locailiQn /nahne of emergency and 
tSiti tal^citK niiinwer Bf I N piiarw Usfno UB"!re) if «i« sniflrjpqntiy 
oonsiiitBxii iilvi neaHtttt Flta/EMS Cf̂ PP AjntfMtanc<»> >ierv)!>ett cnity 
the cal|«:st%4ili:4 be eJlida to hSentity liia pewnijsaliBRi QQIMPIBAU. 
nrisiiisiiMqUis:^^1 «itddol3ltQ<i:v>Ccit3CTt, tie coivswiTBa/ggla 
iiumterniir udiii'iiitiii ifriqi bt ili« knnltMl liulidiifg) 

3 FriniKBiidlng mioimataon ctaail^ aisd GQacleEiV lEraaniiiTg On ̂ lalure 
of ll̂ ia mrmtitnef^vAgssnBtsi arwt Inivhich It axlsis. 

Rwialoa: Due: , f ^ f i ^ Q p r pAA Apprfc.'sl 
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HI |;^gl•DVEE TCfllNtKC jCorrtlnu-sd) 

+ ('repared to asalet In dtrotteiQ Vm i n*pant&iQ orfinhg^ncy 
equipment lo Ihi* caanl Vncalinh of Bie Eniei^ncy it flOl 
fnmsdiaiiQiy appurijni 

5 Airjxirl firnpldyisfts; siwukl be bi leted on fftia prevenSKW, and hcur/ to 
nfll,-iln Bsnatal! first aid seciVsefl' frorri Ihe ChMiBO*? f̂ ™ OipBrtmsni, 

a ^^rport emptoyeeB stwjlrf M laugM iiuw to tii?* poflaljle fif* 
ei:tll4iiulah«s 

/'fltjpfl iat[t*iye« eiiaukf be bnefea BPJ MPĈ Btfld gnn^rnusi spacilfc 
f'jAia arid liiricltarw m ail typos PI <jnmrann=iKa (Fite, Pftftee. fl«l 
bm.f?*gnencv Medical TSorulr.oal 

Ordinal Dato: Qn^^,«h«rl 3n04 M ; M ! i t * ' ? f ' ' W ^ 
iRavisIdn Efeltt Mnw B. 3007 F M A^prawl 
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COHTROL REaPOWSlfflUTIES IM THE EVENT OF 
M l EMEROeNCY SitUATlON AT CHICAOO MIDWAY WTEftNATIONAL AlftPORT 

SEctlOM i 

("_U!lEaSi 

Tq sroJiilnii qn4 dnSiia: wtreilfesQtrtttjl rqaijdfrtltiatia of Jill a^irtdea iowjcftied 
iMtli m •tniBrĵ ncy siSunijon Dcnjiiiifl at Chicisgci Mklway imtohQliohof Airpcrt. 

Chicago Midway liitein«£>3na« Aktod is avm^ ami operated by Ihe C ^ of 
Ghicagd. Tha Dejiartinent «rf Awfein urxtar Iho rt(nii;t>pn ot the CaiJirri'wwqnnT nt 
Avi,Tiia«l«fewfwWe tor INs cpisral^ aim det'etepiKienl of ** Clly-ortr«d. 
aii-porU-

HI 6iB£fifil»4iaAeSvi&ttC 

The CcnsmauonQi <rf AvIailOft httudft (1^ l) i^rlr i ieti l Ol A;rialf̂ jn ani{ iralita the 
LfRlmftle rdsporiaibility tat (tie oftei^mn, rnairrtensiofl and dBvetesimerrf oiati Cllyof 
CiilRfi^ wpcftB. riva' da'iMi^ay rnanRgiirreinl pf Cfilca{r7 M l ^ ^ fhtiH!n!allcn<±it 
AirsjnrI IB UPclorlh»dirMlpnaf MoilJiglnaPapuly CariKiveHUDrt Tho 
r&9ptzisj]iliti«a Aiid autliociiy of Ijha CctminlMloiiar under(hi6 ̂ n moy be NBrciaed 
by 1I1S ManaQing deputy CdmmlBaiHiar of AvJasiwi 

Entilfiit f - Oi:pB(ilzHlli?n Cttsrt |lM«trailM» Itii; arsnntmllprnil inlixlitttiti^pfi v* kiity 
dpmiitins |wr«ciTtlnnl rrt Chlindiciei ltTlnitiniian«d Mti!W«y f^uHm-a Ihtt l l i» tit 

RBVIBIOB Dwto: Mav B. 2007 FAAAPfiSovtri 
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A Etatei Qf wi^iiBwiP^cifin tip deelflttrf by My i^ >i<a iulLi*lr»} wliefi aeiiiai;cr 
potwiKî l omoiqjialcy Bihita: 

.A, PBot-ln'<:orwnBnri c< an fflicfaf! 
B- Chlcoyo Firs Oeparimertt 
C. Aiicrattcwnerjijpftretarqrlrinh i«ipr»Hianlfllr/«» 
Cl Ainporl Manaqor or ttwilr rtjsKcaiiitiBiihfe 
E Tsnant Mansfltir nr Ihair i«presfinliJlwe 
F Air TrnlTic Cantrol Stitidatet 

VI flUI!lPmi£E(3.eEB&Qt[tffiL AT FMFRt;iENr^|£S 

' Only prqptaiy iJ^nlllnN and aititiAtlzed: rapresentaU /̂aa.of ttie fotowInQ Rsenciea 
win tia AitrtMJiad UI ttM icanB of an gmofganey on Ifio Aliinail A^QIV Ihoir cqrvlcna 
^re rw)iilred or Hiey a^atme i>irj«;fi3tinn civnt at pDiileuItu eftuiri^i my kinaati 

A Clw^ga P îiiiiydrtirieint or Avialffin 
B. dl̂ iOBgo Plre OepasTmenl 
jC ChtcBflo PoBw OoipBrlnwfll 
P, fi,M\mtrataiafimteAat \t\Qtf lapte^sfitittMi orlenant cwnnr or t̂ mir 

re^reacfllajlMfl ̂ 'bcih Sio campairji' inî <olviQd, dlrnnily «nd Itignd oontfianic^ 
prm^inq a«aiElanc« vno^ CTB^V Î qasisSfiribd iiigr«emanlB) 

E F«i:49nil Avjiilian A'fttniliitiriaikin, Hglit ̂ ^ndarda D^^rid Oftlca 
r NiilkiiutTr^spddaUiivi SoliBiy fiload 
G. FedBialSiJiBauafNwratii^ffttdn 
K Ufilted SiHtM P w OHiiia Pap«l«T>efii|. 
I C<i»r^r(ii arid Border Fiteectloar^CiiSlaTiaarHtln^ 
i . c;*f itarfl dl Dlaaafle Conhml awd Ptwvoiallcio 
< Ottiar riEparinienl* anrf i^nr^feat «mt:|i a i CHruas Aitadldai eiainlaef 

•niftfliy. Roil Gmiff, piB., y^iooe servtcea ara nwfulred fir FB7Jai64»d 
t Tfpiriapbrlailpn Seiiin^y AUiniiiiBtiafe^ 
4ui Offlcaat&nergericytrlBnB^gniant 

iJ(v;i«r <bc dRwcMaiT a\ fcW CfilniiQQ Fire Qopfufanwit ttKManl C ŝmmandar, Ifin 
ChipfldaPotioA liml Pfipiftdnifini atAviiation sHaficoorDlinabvvlv îh<9xiiriinag;or 
leittuir lefweaDiviaitvBa and oihar ageficia^ id Ihe eo^s lo dQlarmlt^ v^icti 
t>si&onn<>l and! atulpmeni^ra t^qulrixf dqdng vanpiff pti4iuis t i dia Ar-et etjAsy. 

-igliuiioace: QmnttSLLMi ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
tewlaton. Dsds: .May.B. i^WT_^ f ^ ApprdVat 

file:///t/Qtf
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Vi AUTHORITED rERSONMEn, .-M' ta^EHOElHQIiES ilCortlnngd) 

Unia irw- pisinj wiien BH lifa savinij aoliviUBS haw btotx osi i | i i i l^ , anV 
rapi<iiit!nlalhEi& at Agena f̂t bnlad In A ihrcnqh C nbQV«i v«lll 1M ii^fiiiltted ^1 Ihe 
fitiifie ill fiflfture tiial r&scufr. fiJsfighb'nQ ̂ ind flmerawitv [tiwikal iiu vleas arid 
itcllMlllBa me LEiimpEded. Qlher aosncws s^ l l tt<»«scptl£id l£i Ilia ecena as sson aa 
dfcunatances F«rnitt U wll Irt IJi* lesptaafllllly ot ?ha Wanagaig t>api.1y 
<^mIniBaio^a^ofAvtatiaî ar1l«l̂ inHpfl!^ert îrtlVBtfJdeierT l̂ne•vd^BRtill3al̂  
resi-rrw ciporvdioiM ̂ ftw Itjo Ciilciige r*a tJe^rlmanl IriesdBrtl C<irnmqndBir and Ihs 
Chicago Ptjlir* OaparttnenI Dlaastaf Sfte Conwrand* h»w neojrod !|w 
fimeffgonsy. 

VII Altif |l̂ t,i,> I^SCORI TO AN FMKRt^WCY 

Wilh tho ettoptim of liia CWcago Fire De^Kirtrwnt - / ^ o n Sfiilicjn ianaiti und 
iiiftTigiilaigi emargeiKSy vahltia*. CFD wTihulgintsB tend DepartiMenl ai Avatwri 
vetilisan., ail ottiar ^hldiw Bn<l. porspntinl louail t * wcartBcJ tiy Departrient of 
AvHi&wi •j'BtilclPfi AqKipped *«iih iwo-way «imniURic3tsi«w v l̂lh FAA *TCT in 
penragfeiit̂  Tttairtfl Ttia OepaiSttlaiM jrf Avia(l«l ptfJBOnpet iiitiiBiiid ahnfi taka tti 
neecsswy iiwasurBS la ptftvicie raqglrecl *«c<)dl sark-iora ao aa lo «)>:f«diti6 
reeptondinq kippprt uqAilciQs anrtpesxaniini failta Bmergancy. 

t, SU^ing Area LocalBjns (tJtf-Alrpwt Wnllul 

St̂ sging Atqua arv Itjculeci « i e^cii oi' Ihs IcNir \^) vdif^ c< ti)« ^irpwl tuxi are 
d̂ferrlinctd liy red and v«tiltB ̂ Ig^s. fha uss Q4 Ihosn sttQlng araaa alTards eofitidlisd 

erxesB lo 1h» Air Opgralianft ArtSi, Fpd««il qiM^retek sirlcily prohiilt VS4IICMIW 
rnovgcrs&nt wUhwc EwpnAwl vwTart vdluElt^ (EKfiilblil 2.), 

Slagn A^ LoEfitMi dii the MMlli aida dF &Slh Sbml 
appFCJCifniilifily neariiiininfii Ave-

SAaQ* B: Lcieallfid an m î n«4: i|l(Sia of Ci>i«ra Aya. 
apjHQXKnaflnliy nnltf &lHh SIreei 

Stage Ci LpCBft̂ it ctr f ha nortii *ldO tjf 63rd Street, 
^ptjjpidiiin»ltjl]f iwar |:judiiBa Aye. 

^iam Dl tocaM mitthei aatit nidaor C::finM Aua 
^piti)i$hui|i# iwar fiOth StcflBt 

VIIL SEtWINGEMEKQgiity 
ADIsr pbcfdlnatibri WIUF J4 ^^ondy t«tt(B9Br)l«iM» Insitihtsd. Iha Chlcnigci Rn; 
OQpel̂ irupal Inctden^ c^minidar tfiAll aiinMirKsa vihenihe erriDrgancy 14 tmtuk 

Rewskm Oatc m i B 2 t f i f r FAA AppftwM 
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r;̂  P05T-£MENtJ£NC'tL£XDMi 

AElar ifte emcrgoinDv is ae^piiiij, uti •.•tfucfea vM depart the Kjena •<•» an guttipnTod 
Iiulfic control iDute 'i/f.hicla« ci persona wIS not creaa iimwg>:3 or t3»v<iT̂ ys lo-ilnsg 
Ihoy have yalce cfesrwi* fiMn tlia f AA A TCI to ixiBJts I3ia crfssBinia 

X. gv!>a;.>ftY A»m TAXIWAY iNSPECTiONS 

.Airport nurtVJiya «id wurways cSoaad di»i io m tinnjrtiijndy nhall lanain dioaed 
ilnrt a ES-lBly jiispacDon ti con^ilrdod tiy tlw Depailnvaflt al Aviation Anporl 
OpprwlMiS; and advtaaa Iho FAA ATCTT Ihfri lite auitiicaa ara ciaar and t>ppi* % 
o^eialiotv 

>U RFflpONSiaiLITlES 

A. FedefalAflHncaes 

I FAA Allp«t Trulfjq Control Irx^fsr jFAA ATCT) 

(a| l!i wll hd t ^ toBpainaiildy' <)i Hie Mldw!!v< ATCT pcru^rmisl to 
jilqd ihij Cliicago Fire Oep^rimettt wa DinscI liirlflfpiwoe lliie 
teliig; d<Kwi syfitami sn liw oynrTl gf i«fty achiat« antsclpateti 
eiTC f̂lllt mflRignn^ies gSvatQ all ArVdilatila ifetaile 

(b) The Mldwfl̂ y FAA ATCT vv<ll enswo conlliEued oannal eate 
alrDeed ciTncral ;ind Mill btMe^pDiifta;ila tpr Itia rouiinD of <ill 
•iiahlclp Irartle an ruiM^iy ind laKhv^ emimivsAO aivi frotn 
ltifc«pe!»ganisy Hcant) Ihat naqd ATCT pleatrfliica. 

{0] Tt» FAA ATCT ^ill Hissura Uiat difi arsjjaw anninii l*!c 
aOTldafll! aH» w<|| be ciaEad nljen nac«r44>y. 

2. NBlloiiJalTirHnBpw^<iw$iiiMyt5asi^tN.1:S6i. anaFAAFI^ 
tJtBudai!*? Dwkrtri Gmte tFBtSO) v«liV hawe TB*i»ii9*iltt/ W* owtM 
in {yit« adiiiifcilar«fiGI otihe ll̂ v«s.%atiolt la ini^^dp all tVpis^^e 
danncd by atppilcabla' TodiixBt \JSM and sfViiMiQit f«;^lfitkina 

s. Custcum an* 0<tnS« PtiadiajttHn - CuBSonSt tminig*»l.ion iwd 
Aoricivdlutti 0(caran1iit& Hnsfiectiqn will hava jponlrolltid raipi^itiblllty 
for wcwflly «n<i aecliiaiao of paaBengraS ai^^^wady erf all IrtMui^ 
NQimaUdM i l ^ t e u i ^ tvgiilaliciri w m i i i i id imipeiaion have boon 
UHtipllllt^II^ 

4, Federal Brntm of iiir«BUea«ai <FBll will N w epiviffll reetponaifailiiy 
in tn'<M«1J{(fî S d(id plaiinlh^ forijapirv ĵ wtlh p<iftii:ailqr cmiet^flclaE 
yi^^m ̂  M » a l ĵ dfanae l i connnnlltnd, ¥ieh Jia 9UBip«^uuii JruriBniait 
U) pli«r0i(l; And hiJBrtiKInî , 

ttHMliiicift Daln: Mflva. ZCflT fAAAppfoval 
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5 C n̂teF far Diacass Cwitn?! isnd FIBTOITIIPII 'VS \\a;<» rpa x̂MisitiHty foi 
ll-iB Inatwtrtlnn ̂  imi'iintj UI <ir cieciansi?i;| p r̂ndns and inay isitilale utid 
ihr«i fflfildljf Itatwpctt jfoiiit jiiSrtanit lb lh«« Siaapllaj aa welt as* 
rte&jtiflintt if i|-m r&itiaiiwiQ iru /̂stefa <;*i ihe same Miglils. flrountJl aew. 
fqiJeirat ii:$p«clura arvi entfirQency reapDnderB iiE6d further alsacttkin 
lo dotoimbieUieii t&hct. atipof/wB ard r<«8d IrK modicinl cor? 

B Chicago Pre Depar̂ menil <CFDI 

t Snridinit Cqniirrarid: 
Etbblbhiftsi!;! aX lfl<^cinl i:«in>n̂ and i,\C^ pnK»du(«c ilMrln î ih« 
tcwraa of sotyal or (inmlnent tn«derdB tin ̂  Aiipod invnrtvinB Hro or 
threat ol'fire which msy wpd?rt>fgr lift* c< psop«ifî «. The clvieaQCj inie 
Dc^ilmonl (CFP] i tKht^ Cbirmi&ndai Ktiall be in chatge of fits 
bjc'jciittlbit., rifEh Ii^hling, aitd FtjscueofiaraliQi^. atall r^n%i&i Tha 
k wli ansuBB ovardll ril-'siionaibililiQa kt tha, tegind puifsMaiK Ici trie 
MurvicpaiCfldo pf ihoCilyof Chbgao TiiaCf D IrKilentCommanda 
will ptt ivi^ *i4Mrvi4ian «id ctjoidlnatlon <or 1h» madcaf t^alm^nl 
jind cara. C^O wiU deiant^a Ilia pncdly of rsinov?! for ilie eijiir«d 
and dB€WSB^ bY 1 ^ <>(ip? 'tM'Tiffd in aic C:hi£i>ai!i rir« DeitKirlri^nl 
FhiQiigiancy MBjlEai Saivlea Raapa«a« |%i1|fl. 

2. ktadicsl ^BlEtntoB; 
Th^ C|<]ffe930 i i t t Qc^orinmnt EnteegsiGy Medteal S^vioe* 
i^^ietioii plan lias Hu«Biyf>e&o(Eiî 3RbBpci(tsBS E»cl« pcqvlde* 
vaiylng î iemeals of rriodica! a«j5iqbinP9, Ah SMS Qntcet <y FVd 
SunpiwsiOfF Oflfcof irwy fwwflsit i?(\cL qlUiei tlMae EM3 flans 

a Aiq»rtCFDB;i«ipn««t 
Tlie Gtili:£ig|6 Bra QapUBnent ahef to fflSj^orralbte fat di^ttlc^inff 
md abrfnng alipdlt lih! wtjulpmonl;, t i le cMkosofifn Otspmimattt 
lnclttanl!Cc«nmnin4ar;^ll limit )lh^ 4 m ^ 
iHid ETî S ̂ antotirife) dii!|Ublh<4 «»tt ta«ae sd EA hot to jeopaidbtB Ihs 
A ^ p ^ piaBi»a qnd |^4lr|glIting;eBf)pbl(tis3, 

(ail 6fTdppintUrK}Knndi!m^l8i«(nniarih«i!Ch|cBg«F$e 
CJ^parlmpnl -HA rasfKHld 16 tfut Wrptirt tBaydJar Whera' suptpod 
«sqj|it«nc« fct («quciii|«4 by etia Ci'iaasiO Ftra Qe^admsni 
jntiUJaid CQRUTiandtt 

Rff̂ laton bafe; MaY.B.2D0? FAA A*pren^l 
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XI, £f!iBgSfiQN§ISJUII£S i:<:̂ rn(inii«inf 

<lj> Cfijrjigo r«« 0B(i3inniant appafsCits and atrtiulaivoea 
FQspcBidlivg lis ll::ii Altpudi fipiafi p̂ QOBeii vis ̂ 3 ineirtioiD'i& 
jirgvldod by tiia CF£) Iricldail: Conimardar and atand try ̂ dr , 
art euQsrl. 

C n»pai*n-iaiit ol AvIallai ATpart Ma îagnnwnt 

t fhe MraiFiainij napMly Ccrfitfii^liaitii at Avinctori wii. 

i>] WioMf 11» OarwiMsstofief at A^abon la SfaadiU, liin 
ivlaniij5ln« OBpiiJ)* CommiaawnoT win mi tus- dimejftt isy t!\e 
Couirnlss«inor 

(b| iCoCin^alfi wUh and piovldle ttesiatanoo to iha CFO Inodorn 
Canri^rxlier arxl Ihe CPt> Diusljeur SIta Caninajidei: In Ilia 
<iba«inc9 of itiB C^nimlE&iandr diA^laUon, aatitwne 6ve<all 
nenpqtzsaiiliiiy itt efnaigedcy alliiiaUdna at tha Aiiport w h ^ 
ttie (iQt Qdvemed tiy alber tha l̂ iinc!9dQ F ^ or Pq|<Qs 
De^rtmonia 

(c) AiCiltiatA ili6 Incident Managainorrt C m ^ (IMC| IctCHtmn nC 
623̂ 1 S. Uirnnfi AMqiiua w ^ n noye^Aiy, 

2 Tlie Deputy Ocrisra^icaer al Aiipad OparatJona or dealiindtsd Supiiftiuî ir ^ ) 

(al CsKirtmain wUh ^ d ^ou|iSb AtsbiaiKfl la the CFD Inc^ont 
CwT«n3iindi!i iva Ihe CPp 0̂&83|iBH~ S^LC îrnmand^r, ftrri vMÎ  
in iha abaeii»9 nA tiM Comniimiorwr «^ Av^tiiivt ood Vtn 
MraiaipitQ Onplify Ctiniriiiidiqiiiir <^A'ital|dn, sssLime cnEiafl 
î CfKin&iUPt'C far Miia^Beincy alluailMteikiC j|g^rfi«d by vittior 
lh(i Ctileagia Flra dr F'sitos C^Epadiridnla. 

fUl GQOKfinBloiw'ifii ffift CFD Pli«« 13*1* la prowtfe aatseiatvfe to 
tlw inb^^rtt drunitibjWar Mtimi a Hot- ZOUA is esiabiiaNKi 
^Efflifliltli}, 

(ol VWcsra Sia ComtnlBsiDfier arH^or Ihoi f̂ tmqQlng Daputy 
f^rw^isBlHlBr m pi-«9Bi«i hci^l l ^ tri (ftA oao«dlftatl(Mri at 
emergaaioy fi^tvitlm ot- <^ d'^nidiH by itiA CQinnealoner or 
Deputy qinrtit«(n*ittwif-

,-:?£.'jy,VAurJ 
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Xt LlES?QH:ai§iyUf:§<CorJini«ir(J 

id) ElWliTa i:lo¥i.i»o gf gndfer pgria of 1l4» i|irp<Kl. *h«n 
nweaeary, p'fqpfti notiifcftlioii und sacoitl .*;iirtplf>g[ 

Ifll Sniiuin fcquliornnfilH jteflainliiQ (o arrtngftflcifia arefiflrried « 
gill M. liKfeiifaicI *i i l i i piari. 

(Q Enatira Bate coiiKnuBd; A^ar l 0t?«3tiDa5 

Oil Kaap tiiB lAdWBy CamnttinlcnllDtts Qninte nrioinafa:! ana 
i-r̂ dotad tftTfidiiiei pnppiir ni>1|fltiil3ariu Su iikputt 
mqrqgotrien^ 

|h) Oirtefr i>f Emargflncy Mananemgnt iivl* prwitfe cocfldingtwn 
IsetMean City and Slain Ao^pi?!*. 

O CuiwgH pollen ttepnilniaiYl, Altptrt L B * EnJiircajpent HaiaMn 8<M:sh 

\ DuiTig die c-ourae ol̂  an iKlunl Or immlneiie iiicrani inu4ent cin lim 
cmparf Ih0 ChlcTjEE? Pulldn DapttitiftsiiJ AIII eany aiil (fa 
rcjipaniiltillitliiM pursLuhl |ci tiiQ Giurant C t̂lb Aircraft t^lsmlBr 
naeportta Mamial. 

(a) Pird'/ides all oivkitii law BittQrc!e<h6fit acllvlllSB: 

£ Airtna or Ten w* 

n>i6aBiUneS[afiaflMarager.{!fltieTBtHntf^n3<|arqr1h«irivpr«i9(Pt^ 
w4l bE> maaponalt^ for die s f̂̂ ty^ soairil*/ «eid ̂ viuniaHand llifi nan •i'ljuiiiid 
qni4 fn^e^ îrs la ng«|3ni;iiiii« «Mua» upwi rtMaaui by tha Chlcagia F ^ 
Defiaiiinaitt Incliteitit Conwlanderi (te Ci«k:w)a f%lc« Pt« !̂s4w Sit* 
Coflwiandflr. Madtcai Exanilrwr, FBI, KTBS 9s 0P|X4|: ;H^. It W ^ B̂ CE t>« 
IfiQ eartWa, ownai^, OfCKietoi!'̂  Of t«iMiiilffi fa$pd|ttaiilll^^ idilh (!>» cixmtsflt 
and dlnsollplt ol irttiaitctoUnQi i^aiwlea, to pretti|i^ tmvo'/s biiB a'urjah ano 
httve l lu aN£i|:«aiii£«^ jails nannaiforrn. 

H Madia 

riki litieillti Mill ridl b<! NUiit! lo tn.« at:e(Kl.<lMr atV acdicl«inV|n9^nt isilees 
apptfivisd by 11^ CoHimls«kinar0f AvlBliap orthnir tQprMMrilntihv; #fli9r 
cma/uitaSon wttt ifta eliilifl.irivcilvacl, ^ Q CtiioiiGiP Fii* Viepiimieu^ 
IncidsntOcmmanderancil tho Cfiic4i^ FdllM ti^«fl«ri9U D 
CommandQr. Mndofriad>tvtn«4iiniii^W1ltin6dt&ftMaa&te 
u«^ Iflqlr mt* vnt^9^ a t ttdtfap^dallan Id (ie efnaigsncy tcan^ 

Oitfllialttela: Dsoarflief 1.,2iai V^^iJJ^H^:»,>lyi;5<--^ 
RavlalMi OBSB M s y J L H a i L , ^ fAAAPpfiWdi 
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AinCRAn aUffiRGENCY PROCEDURES 
POTHMnAL ACCIDEMT OR WICIDEMT 

3ECTKJH J 

Ta aijtlin?! Iho I s ^ DigarfeaUori prtceduies Itial <s/i\ Ua h:Jtowed in ttw ?*<̂ nl ir̂ at a 
aiiTxafl flopHiJfil Ift liiiniirieflt ot liaa octtirred wlHi possible iriji.fry gr death ©( 
pasinhflatli. tttfH at Hit* |>iihlic. 

'3EI1ESA!. 

Thp ATCT ift uiUidy Iha lital ifi becoma ariyara <rfan attcraft mcddwril and anciiJnHB. 
and tyiM nibabf ttia raquired {il«r1inir prwKtum i?!! (lujlltied |ii llife LjeiUec uf 

.A^re(iiiiia<it. EkMbllit. Individuals {inî ant of an sIrtndMiiddard a n d ^ jccldant 
shimid immedjatfli'/ ro:Xify Ifiq Airport Opertilldiis Sectfcfl and ihe MWtt-ay 
Ooinmijt9e.a|innil. t ^ t a l . 

IritTifi Bvenn of any amii^Bntorlnaidqiil trrii**i(*i9«n ««s««n urialnarllnttat-of bouirid 
tof, Midway tntoniriilQTistl Airport, liui! qcctira olf as prennlaaa isuch ea iak? 
Mlctilaiin). ttw ttpprcaiflitiB Aulhntily orAiittioitllBa shall to ncrfiiieft. ar»l ajiprtipriato 
oaori£itiatiuri fiiiall ba maife totwesn thoM puriiiiidi ntWI itia Conimiisisaonar of 
A>/<atJon nnd/[« î w aiidierle^cl lEipjfev^i'tlJilK^). 

AirCTfljl erfne^ariiEy e>ieatii SIB ictassiriK] Iniq i^ree ciiVigadesr vihlelii nigyer 
apec l̂creEpanaa KHOW oii Uid pud of ihtpftittfy awartfancy le^smBS 
EUBBtrorttatii*- Tla(j*SEa(l|egt»tliaa«t 

A, STANpigY ALEfff: A cade tffied ip dEflote a wnrning of A aSuu^n n^t 
£01^ raaulrman aci^ent. T>iiqLi?sid«i rrq îilnM lfftil;lha einai^ensy 
cquljTniRnd atimiihy ladĵ canL la Ihe TOMBT deoignaiad runway 

!) piBRGEHCY: A qqdit uaedto d^W^ wtii(vnmantsttUiiillQn RCCMNtilg op 
Ifia airlialft Tli^ ctxte î quliea^UiB^ Bi« atriorffiincy wimi|nti«il r»|3ond to 
a Tower daalpnalisd ann. 

C. gm^FU^ALBRr^? A (jncJoWNdtttii UsasJ hj daftala an adual atccldaivt 
or rii« whkih j«i^|^l i iqviifidista ac^n by erneifOfî c^ 
i igh(^ p«raQtm î: iTie AlifiQiiyII Fame^ d l o ^ for alrtif ftotiwa^na 
uniM ihs thoiiiiini is iMiUized i» BBciiiBd b ŷ  aulhdiiinlltM M i te 
OefarlfReatiii Ahlalloiv, 

rVjVliilqn Oaltt. May g, 20gT . .- FAAAppfWal 
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ill. AlRPOftT TRAFFIC COMTROt TOWER tATCTj 

A Aloiil Iho ChJMisw Pint' Dp înrfnusnl vidi tJiei nindg^iscy Oiuql 
Intraiphiwia linn [ricigtiHiWl *yfl|«ru}. 

HI ATCT PnOCEOURea ICiiilEJUuad!. 

1 Arfits* tfie alamr STAND-BY. EMERGENCY, of CRASH. FIRE 
2 W STAND-BY, wlviws whfch nanyiay (hat Iho NinomiH wll uue 
3 ifFMERGENCV, sfanctlhuCFOIqadtslyiruitadatBit 
4 ircRASH.FI1^.dltadHtfiCn3tolhe«cerieolfl»aa:idenf 
5 Provide se itiuch of Ihe followjaa InfonnatiDfl as p(?aalbl9 

jL Akoraft idantilicalkin 
b Typa of wrrtfl 
c. Nidui<! of e(rie{]Sitncy 
d Quanlic^ of lual cm board 
e ^nway td iia »ewi ior iandtng,, If î tnnd-by 
r Jl4iniihatof!a<xit4>dribi(ti^UCTici(sfldndaa^^ 
Q PrfiAfeiic6 d hcuarduua car[t9 cir £)iploBlue« 
h. TtjatKatian, Kind tf appncsbW, Iho Wvmit«d timn of 
anwaltiflhfrafttnstl 

B 'EjkAabhait tadlb contact v l̂lh amaî iancjr ^i/inrnani and rmsnllPrM all lini«« 
dmina Iho «rn>«Hwiioy IJfln (sill n'artB 'WWî niy Ffe***j' lARFF UtiMj of 
'Mktmy Cotumaiid *̂ (liu;kleni CgtirnnA t̂dHJ for communications ̂ vllh Chicago 
FSfi Ddpiuliinttil: 

I Alad Ihn Atrp4rt Qfwr^iilitini; OiiKs by iswd eflil«iiphmka Mm tacal«d 
in Ihs Tnwat, FaaA all hnown ndbnTftaocih tKMho ÎCO incKidiitg 
e«f ant of irpitlBa. Hja MCC Is raapoFiiiibiî  for alilntlng otHm 
Oepai'taTKnl; oi Avi^ttdn niir«Hx«, 

2- A|tMtqlhKt«ln(icoaldamxtwi^ctiiiBrilFAAdipec1|im 

3. t ^ a noma] air ant cidund trnflit! tn «i» Id dvou. coniiiEi:! in ih» 
oreii nf IhowtiwBigt;^. 

4 Dlr^^Kiitfatobela&BniiYe^lpingiitrB^KindmOtalha 

6. II alrcrsa ̂  dl8Bb*ftd on nr rm«t A m (̂*mf̂  <!»*« J*^!*^ te <*>» llw 
twrv#»y w is a*tSiSll! entli fi* di«fada i«e ra|j(dive(t 

OdgwdDsie: mmmA-JISM '^^,iU^tk;m^P\ 
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fV. CiflCAClO FIRE OEf ARTWEfit 

A Alan; Ihp. ATC Tawar, i{ &» awrt •'vaa niOd resorted by tte T r/AW. 

B Raspniin Co iliB Biami., has&d or iha irmJicIont clasailii^lion-

\ STANCJ-BY ̂ OJiRT bdt* i * 5i)»tid-by posiljqiw fw i l» « îptrprtwt« 
rurnA>ii,y \Q ttt umd 

2 B.fERGEHCiY, proceed ID S I ^raa aa daQlgnated by Ihe ATCt 

5 gPAfa-f-FlRE AL.FPT, proceed dlr^Dy So IhB scvno wi tf-i» ovyil 
dlied rMita--

C CoordlnaSGwith AfCT via Lwa-way rullo. Uea lr«quanG$S£< &« dire<::;icd by 
Air Tr?rffc 0^itq\ nnd ttm cafl sign 'fJllittwiy Roacua' lARFF Omi) or 
"MidtAiy t^KTwuid' <|tiodcirt Cciiumqndflrji, 

0 .AESUTTIQ dia dfniunand rBaponatalllly at tile acecie afi^y iiicident involiflitg 
« qiuirinn aiiErflfi. piiijd md oonl.fol.firB, *gsc;ua. and EMS nrlcudlna 
liurli^ iliEF t<̂ Miĉ  of Itie adbmi aHit̂ igency 

E Dî enn'eiod Iha need ior̂  aprt rvquee^ additional rantiulancea. mcdlcdl 
3!l&b)l|li10a, and.«ivulpmeia M iiiquinxC 

F Prnvfitd a mabAi ocrranunlcalkint cenlar l( reqiuatl 

Q Buppod Iha GiilcdgA psliqa OeptHbrwiil; ta ptttfUed In Ir̂ cktenla far wtiich 
K has responalblilly. <' 

H Fisaiiiila Asaii*msi»\0 ilpjin3pHiltt»^(Jii«' andfof Findirnl ̂ gtuttaall ihkl muy 
ba inraiyed CI IIMI «net^Biicy' 

1 A*rt«rRiiB OijpsirtJiiorei uiniipmolrt, teapwldlhg! frdHi qff-fllfpi^ liisnnnn^, 
teiiifjf^ at ihiT ̂ r a p i ^ l n tcici)tlaii»eis jdariiHf^ In Exlilbii Z 

J AdvlasAlrpwtC^atflltlHSQilfa^whiihlfiaamei^iicyifli-fiacure 

Rflirtsicn Osrta, i M * i 9 C L , . _ FAA AiJfJraval 

http://oonl.fol.firB
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V. QEPAflTWENTOFAViATIiON 

A, AlfU*ORT OPERATTQN$ SefiTtdM 

1 f-Jci|if>'Ihn MuAMig agtifidEta >jf the iMKtiijn. snd na^iit* ot Ihe 
omragnpcy: 

|ai Aiip>wtTra(ffiaCon1rt3<Tffw«??Blft«lwi«(tal:5fr<«n 
try tha Tijwef 

{L) CNrjigD Rfi? Dap^ftiiwil: lARFT. Batftalloiii W 
ijQ) Cl̂ iciK|a Pdioe Pe$iarln>6n1 (ALtiS) 
(oi CoirirnlaflJorBrtrfAvlrtlon. First {jM^uly 

Coininlasiancr, oliioir ofPioiin Us 9mipt>»prliil6 
(fij. MLdwiiiy Cgiiiiiiuni?»l'io«it C*<nl«!« aa ̂ itufiUaw 

jtpgroa» 
i i \ Vadaiis iadaral. local, data ag9r.c«« va aaedmii 

Z Aliptid Opecalionc SuparviiiDr (AOSji ' ^ r̂eepond to bis &can& IA 
fnaunf thai propel PejMiittkjinl d A^iiailornifwjwtiirBffl w teSbwuit 

3 s«uieandaiTanip»fOT«inwC3iy««iy>oea^aare(¥iDBd. 

4 Mabibilh d io '̂ «l Oia ajnei^aney as sUunliOim pngi«&a. 

5. Notify Ihe airoraft owiw/ppofafesif, of the «ffllne sivaived, Oy CJ»««IB 
th^ aifl^Q Egliil dlapaSch qltica: 

B. CaatdlnHifi!WllhtiH«v*?almaldine, AsatrtlnprnvldNscfflBca 
EniDBpniWIIntt fnim tha ailiftteit ambuJiiitipry SKUhm; Tltti«« 
(t^ntptrtijdibit veblctea nvay bo )>(avldgd by i l ^ 
Avtfllbih N m (^Mnal ̂ <«6ivtu?ii:. 

& CffiPAflTMEMTOFAtflATIdNPOtJCe 

i Af AVJntidn F>cfi(» OfflGsra w^iH>nlr«t'4i ijmmsi vel̂ icla tirafflii, 
piQtf n^lhtt only mlltinnpni ̂ iri'ffltupiitiii' V(ihide£& tlmugh ihe 
ctiaciqpQliti, 

(a) The Lttttiittla, Clc«o, and Oential OtEcar̂  wM db«et aB non' 
BmagcWj feiated ̂ etOdas auch Wi lite }««*« »nd «l«tfa io 
tlittdaai0nalad siaiQlflgflnnii 

RaviiiinitDiite: feUgB.aqDT FAAAwprovsl 
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V- DOA.AVIATION POLICE PRQCBDUPEQ fCofltinuwrt 

•\b) Ail .AvaaiDii Potc© ORicflra vyttt thorouptily *Gre«jn vtihidfea poffolltbig unly 
B'jlharized vahictea wta ttva aitfitsW. All ciqwlwi it^atdlrta alrerall; iype and 
coiripany, olc. y/sS b« rmrnodinliiji'f' ntfeiied Its Itta Depatitriuni o4 A'^alloiii'^ 
PuUliE Riilatlgrs ^WKS-

(t) A55*1 Iho Cntaga Ptiroe aepttBneml 'mit malnrlffiiira ci;m'«rl wnSpn! amd 
Ijiqvldo tsinnpotisri' flecuiiiy for tiie wredtage and all iJ<h?T oti?g»Hy i t t!'-o 
itti^iinl Arte. 

VL CHICAOO POUCC d€PARTMEfn'- Airport Li«w EsifScaDameiii South ^M£S) 

A RflspqiTd liq) fftsiiMlBkt'amdiigarviin and a^uitiaapo&itioii withf^e Ciw^ogn 
rira PepiiArwaif^ qh^Ha ctHtintflnd whlcle lbt> naqjondbig AtES pollo!! 
tinil (Mil <uncitDn a& the Chlcflgo Paliro f>spitit>nDn('« conmuinicalian car 

6. Fte«frand lo -ill ninprgnivtiijai an Iha aj<pad>llh a petrol unit which Will la'KO a 
(x»lt«n My*lt Ihe Chlcaga FI19 Depafferwrit «nii(5»iwil TIw inapiiiidlnfl 
jMilice <4ahlr:le Mil function a&« «rmiiinunJc?jinn!! 'mhiclfiiq dlretitKidUkinal 
responding poltoepwwnmti-

C MdMaItt ttOMd oonlrol and |»ovldo yehlculiB- traiHe: czinlral at the attate d 
Iru iticidaiTf and «1 (ilrporf aamvi mM^, 

D C&ifiUal tihikullvctlzM BCC8«B iQliia 64ftB of lhn>«>ne^»!rn;y. 

IE- £tiabfeh»wdmiilnlaiP(ipoiniaClii^«$andtgrea9ltof»^^^ 
<iTh<3[rga(H:y pgrsi3iirt«1 ittvt eqt4>rriant 10 the &ihi pt ihn ncidptil 

f . Pfmrtda tesmporHiy aecgnty fw Ih9 vnrftliSo*^ and dU «l»Bf property at the 
pdddni ijaiB A^irn4t la^arudfalllly lbr«udi prDpdrty vnb) rt)M<>«id by thi; 
apfifopiieAt! iiwffitlgiiilve aiiUiaritir a i ^ n li;^ i«ltin In V» ptoptuxfi 
laniiiAttfmef. 

H. CderdinelB HII on-tiSm kw tifllldrc^iiwnt af^tllaa.. 

1 Mainiiilh cnmittunicallaim witti tha Avinitlait Cannisnd P«$l Stip&Ml&or 
IhrciU^utlltt e!in«)}BiH7y, 

J. Estabfeh raid «ippQipniir(«i ̂ i»^Q ares far afl iefi|Kiiidln{)[ pt:&» a ^ 
Bmetgans^ pnrGflndAl tttHi v«tt|dB& 

OitJn-Ifett*- Ddea,^b^t.2l»4 ^^m^^^ :̂l̂ f̂ l><^^^ 
fl*«*iEin Dalst *iliwB.20D7 i=̂AA Appwal 
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K ^!«ci Brnd ^a^llah 9 Utanpisniry mwipiQ w{« In r:tit-?ii£ii3lpn Wfflv Hits 
MGd<!a(: Eraminoj-'it Oflii^ itnd tins Tim GopaitmftMi. 

L. Offi--» qf Emfligiway MiMia^^iwiil pmutdes u2UfU«aliian belwfett City: 
AQI»IOP4 and nlty oihar atir îcao riacKted. 

XIK AlKCftAFT OPERATOR 

A TiiH £?A«if fOperwor ot ll-tft tarctaf̂  initolvBd j*all be rEapciflulblB f̂ r 
Î HIfttima Ihs fo(Q«Aiinq; aeiiorta' 

1 Afeti itva ATC Ti7Mi;i g>^ig Uia ĥ aaAlng e^&MiUfll icitormatiott. 
(a.] Typ6 of lOrorafl and IdeitlllWsaQtin 
it» Mature d fiiBr>ilby 
(c) Ainwinlr tsf fuirf wi tioaid in salionii 
(d| Niiimbetai<»Xiiiriaf«lMflabi3itfd<p»aBnganai'i<lGreiv 
{e|i Ally unliauaf esigo an boaiii, 6iich a& aKpto îvwi. 

iiucleairffmUHrflUi,»r«h«riha75irdnno rtwtttlids 
i^ FI-<»liHot.'al!'tisiiiim« 

G. Rdi^uiB BtaL persjQivial rsepandlnQ lo Uia steara pftqwrly balfgad, usfng 
sianitanf ktgnlilicaltcin Byvltim. P^tveinirf iv*3|iqrK£ngi la ll^^ile vyili 
WQ lhi» «nr>n(9 n)i>d9 vvfiqniiytir ptt$sih|^ V l̂̂ are itidvamai^ area' aoee&s 
ii: HMd&d. aivasi^n provtcbd by ttw ba^adnienf of Aviation with bnu' 
radio cbiwi\untuiHOs is manii^tery iSki pcir»i» sliiiil •ntfrtaFa ydlh or 
DD«lnK:| thft iTiDventanl of (tiUB^Bitciy HiiniidiM pdrfliHUiel at equipment. 

C Acrange D I J ^ I I ^ and equtpmani Itur tî wlng tmif HipfKirt ̂  nnwictti in̂  
Inddents illMoluVi|i aiiriTaf), 

p. Prtjvldif for unlpodlnfii, tranBp«tBli«i, imd acoarnmoiMun far 
fiaiftenQBiBi b^gaga, iutd carpir i,lnclMd«ia <;i9i«iil<): 

E Pr(?uidBt!Feirisporialtonl«t^buljit>iiyvi<:ltlti«-

f̂  nu» dpfeiaicit or ownsr Mil be r£e|»n&lbl9 for rwtifvfr^ Ihn NTSISI nhd 
pregarvina tA l ie fodBut ppsall̂ ifl, wiy aJrcraR '̂ ffOciltiiiiOr * ^^^ » ' ^ IIFIA* 
3boB!d Ibe alreiBlL and j^tvcdidisi iiTM)N«d in m^ w^^deflt- A4dtlli»ial 
natfn^lqn W9 bo nflidti to «rii«#t F l̂eiî riijl Ihltpei^loit Agaoc^ and (ha 
U.^. CusiloKif ̂ IKE Imn^rBllMiit, Agtlciiltui^ a i ^ ̂ oalal Inapwfav if m 
Intarfipffiwiftl janrWal |t ttivolved 

OriatiaiDale: DftMimiiafl.aoQj '^^^;^fmai^^^\/i-^^^i 
RwfflJafl ttala: tay6.20ar FAA Appibval 
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•m .flJRCRAFt QPEiifi.VM PRQC F̂DUf̂ ES iCinUniied) 

Uobty tJiQ Ganl^rt a( Disaaae Coritol and PraMBlTlion if nm lf««naiicv«il 
aisiual liTvcs'itia ihn illiid^ or deatti at an c<n iKiard' hiFrr<itri or .anifnal 

ThQ rtpofniai î r î îvruar \^|| (layo i ^ FQ6pK>n«ifal% tar t<̂ HirdBtnln|;i the 
siKiirily of the ViirecliaQe art l l » <yW^ aiMrie iipoi^ leieaae by the Chisago 
Fiuj rJepaflm£f(il bKidem Cornmwidisi, Viflien ̂ isilaaead by (tie appropriffte 
F frdera AgpndiaB. Iho nwrnsr vt cweiu îy stiall be reaponsiiio I<T IIW 
prompt remrrvw of wrBrlmge uitike ilabite 

OriainaktWfti i>.«fiib.^i.aQM ^ % ^ ^ J V - t J 3 ^ ^ ? 
P#?,fi9ian pa te tttatf 3.55107 FAA AflpTwai 
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liAFie AND SERVJiiES FOft UNINJUREO, 
INJURED ANO QECEASED PAaSEWGEFtS 

8ecTiaN4 

Dipring a fiuikid lmniQ{fiat<ily (olkivntng an Biicsiaff eceldci'il, fte. Of iSsa&'iBf, liiors la a 
rmed liv i;ui>jdlriflting Iha ofkiitA oi a varivly of oigdinii^tiotit Ca provide aor̂ ivOs ftir 
pasaer^rs and ̂ Vff Irurr^ra and rniii?LiQ iKi::i|i,e» wtw a^ boih irilured uni 
uiwlured Tho Chicago Fire Depwttnani Etnarigency Meificaf Snryjco Reapftfta* Plan! 
<CFD EJ-IS fSrtSfQtsncy Reqionse PlortJ iiravkte piocedurw tg truawî e any iype of 
rraillipis casiaally irK>id&n<. Tfie&a ptana prayjda a j:TGi:t4Miql|i«li ulLy wiila respon^w 
dnd e£<ly nnlif<ifl1lE;;n prncsduie itaajgnod to pr^dda denrii<lltffe uara, enKiipmnnt and 
{:«rBonn«li' rvnct̂ ss^y ta atabitee vlct7r<>. 

It 1,'Ninjimro PASEENQE-^^S 

A CHpaiimeni; of AviciBaii 

1 In ate iibeence of«rs^^iianfilide air GarriBrrapt<»entaUvi-. Uie 
Commistiqner ct AvlGdlotl of fits reprssanbiliive wIR ca<Î dil̂ a(<̂  wiili 
arxl (irtividn asaiaianr^to Ihp Ch'paau F*B BopnrtmraiJ tnddnia 
Commariilacsnd Qia O^cmgit follt^ Qap^nannsit QiiaiilAr Stta 
camnan^w. 

^ JVm AiirpeHt Ope^tign:!. Swllaiij Mill asalat In ̂ ttB îrinit ihs 
coordinollim fiif iill qlhctr DOA wills. 

3. Tii9 POA Avialloft Poilw «£i(i|l provfda aecunlyf at Iho Htfast 
dewl̂ Daiiad as MdinQ tutut tat Oie unl^cirwji 

l\#>-4iHifi Qflte ft<avi^ 2007 FAA Appr<5̂ ai 
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lM!fJ!JEE!> PASSeWGgfi& tContmueo]. 

B rjilr^ipR Flfg DeparlrnQnl 

t TITO ChinHgo Rr« ClBpartmeflt liTciSant Coininandei wll jwovide ttw?, 
tfift^W direcsiipn ior thw proper cars of and prwVJingi I^S aervieefe 
fdf Uhin|uf1id }Hia*finfli3ni 

2 Reapoiisbla ftjr onauilng ccnfiplaie ippgrdmniipn of all agCTGie* 

C Cliiragci Pijrfe» Depadrner.* 

1 Untifci Itio diiediun crf Ihe ChirapD Putejn Pofarirrflnt D|Bas»r -ftie 
CoramarMter. fsQllce OITtofirs al lh<t sciaho v̂ lH citftiiro bhat Iha 
r.iaEsen{|«r8 are aaasmblBd Oi ona iierMial ana ul Ilia scckJbrji iijbg 
Sqr rurlhrrr pinicosains AswHtflnai nviy feei ginBn bJ llw vhitr!» 

f) Ain(n« andwi Teivania 

1 l̂ ach xili^a arnt lemunt t/'tn I M rv^anlilbift fiir her«<fig a plan kn ttis 
ana and ̂ rvjCcAcir-uiilrijuisd paasefioers. 

3 Tiie ptm siioiAa |irpvi«fe fqr HI ̂ a t itie ̂ oiiavjli>j: 

(m Acoounllr^ for ihe ypitetreabiMdiii of aS (laoiefiOQiit «nd 'ŝ tow 

(hi Ctnlaiiwiij diet iri^iuiB h? fejinsport i l * puMMtngefB Jnsm iivs 
accident g4le io^hpMing aiaaa iil; 3|4idvv̂ ^ Alr^n Thesa «ir<»i« 
may JncTut̂  ^ e S«ulhvraq( AlillfieiB, Han îux, FBO han^arft. 
ngrih Vidng of ttw; CsEniintd hult<[|ihgi3rcriNsrJ^cillli«B dsai^alBd 
as iippipyBa. Wi Uis M;uriaging Dapuoy ^gpinwajdmor af 
Awtian. 

\n] R«iseirving im ja«i)̂  n Ihij ssrpodw othw faoUUee sucfi aa, local 
hp4c^, uthnutni^h fsa!aaiiQm!f3«i b«^Kt«i cutnfbrtriblc and 
prmJdedtalttiBpefiMaaaiabanceQrd gioocunmpdflliamiwiiiqy 
bo fe>aalbi)fl uniSarihe clitiuiTiatBncea 

(d} Sn^ufihg Uitd ' ^K i t ^ , 9-̂ -. AvUttlcei Palloe or Cl^9^9 
P\A^, l« twidlali>$d tn m uttfH an :h^ l^nninnt of olh^ 
facility dsgl^aied fcr nhessa |»&&&«4aat4 

CWpwIQafe OfeoWRfaBf 1.3004 ^ / t o f c J M ^ A o J^W^?-'''? 
Revieionfete Ntev.fl^aMT FAAAppnwrf 
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It. UfuNJUREC PASSENGBta [CcKimu&l) 

r«) Pfs-didlrc access t^ reraanat attkisfi (end beg^u$& as noon 
93 nooEible. or the fiKnial'iing al blankels uiUa bag^ge or 
porisnat clothing Itams can be etjlBunsii from <!« oircrafl 

(ll Ohiainlnit fotnl w Jian-atohnfe bcwFajw* dtirlns t|w 
piacfsaing <if these paaaeniiarft, iwAiiii'ia neceusifJBu Tii.jch 
aatdby t«3d, diapets., rallelrteii, itK. 

i,gii M«l4in|] lalEKihQnea Avsilabae fur passengfiir ̂ soinnnunicafiiiri 
wm» fanilliw (Bid frianrtn 

il'i> i'jlaiurig IWther trcrvel Birarigienienlfl ot arraiglitg fur \ieitA 
aocortwnndBlJorwf, aa rgquiirad. 

E, U.S. Foivrai AdenclM 

^^hen RPi alicr^rit accidMt lnvof>,<«s tin ardving tritsrnattonaif I ^ L CBpvssoii£atlra& of 
Cualuinanmd Dcrda Piphrclliirt - C«acena, linrrtlffHiiaftiiwI AffrttajllUt« CjMwirinlinff 
tnfipB£llCMi ard tim C ôiECft at Dlueffirfi' Cortlifal and VmnunHati TttttprpMaOire^icm 
in lh(7 deorinfli of |ia««an!;eni, thoiir ptpraonali artwlea, baQigBge and aivy car^a. 

Hi ItUUBEOLAHaO^SBaE 

Cliica(|o-Flr^ £JBpartnienl 

I ThR C^lcajja rittr Butmr^ni^ii tiicidcjt̂ f CanwiiHidMf Will prti\<ii^ Ihn 
crv£ira|| dli«<4"^ ̂ f^ nanogeirrBn^ for l lu pnapef ciû a and EMS 
seivlcealcrihosa pas ĵngeTa aiKl leenae'MKketa etislBininti 
Ir̂ Turies, tvid ic r«3))0ni)RAi for gnsudnq ranfilD^oiiOOidiriGitlDni of all 

2. the Chicago Flifl DspadmBiyl tftgidafie Cotranapdor wA ODQidlnazfi 
WIlii Ihe Ivtedical EMj»im<ar 6> afi^ns Ilia î iniper .diGHtiulidn cf t i » 
Îtrecaewl to 1*IB ?BliBciiij«i IbitTpiorBiy inO?^tj* Tltf!i ifflpii* Amiy 

fiia^ntH {?imf d fituigisr can M wetti i% ft >n«du& ̂ Hh Ihc ptsmtlaslqii 
lititrjt the av<iBflbla Co(rvnandlngt>n%>w 

adftsnal 0ilia; Oi>c»raiir T. HUM •^HAfcilU^.ivJWVg^/? 
RaiiakW Data: Miny fl, 2007 FAA Appowal 

file:///ieitA
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III |.''AIUf̂ t£D AND aCCtrA-g£p FASSEifflEf^a (CominiiBdi 

2 f'V&vtde giM CQUitseling ID <-jt̂  waii^tn l iu' i^^i w\ d i n ^ ^ re&t 

a rjepartrrent o( Avtaboti 

1 Iri Iha rfjMnrfl P( H r«i!ponalhi» B« T-JSTIW rspnsseTClaSivB, ttw 
C<3mn5wipn«w ft! A vialion or jhwir rspr«w»»iii!!w* nH owidlivilo 
wah Bid pro '^* !S$3i8iaiice Ui die caucpflp Fli« De^Kvlrwnl 
IncK&iril CoiTiinatiilef a^d die Chicago Pdli:e dapaupneint Pteauldr 
9tt» t^nnander far tfie jlroper cnre ot arid pwyldi'ig Efd£3 aeryjcaa 
to t?ia injifrBd RIHI duceasaid 

3 Thtt AiiptKt OittifMms SupeirvificaK Vft|l osslnl. liV «r>=iiTlngi Ihir 
coofdinatioii of aii oftu>r OOA u r ^ . 

5 The DOA Ppllr* Secllort nhtH }irnvli4» wsrufltr at llw piwa 
d e ^ ^ i d ^ i|S a tartipariuy'ttit^M« for dui d£K:«Hi6d 

C Ohico îSiPokiwOiflportinm^ 

1 ttie Ctiicaga f̂ ollee papArtineint Diaa&Uif Site commarKfer will 
assign CPO persocinvl, upoa raqime^, to give oKslabanca t^ 1hir«a 
injuiad or ln3!piP«d 

i . rheClicaiiQ Frolics ChapRdmHit̂  Qisaater Site CotronanderYMl 
wled a DJto ct * tttnpqraiy rticugmi M«e?anmnl lo Iho CPD 
AitcraR piftsitar Ri!iBpoi»E MdAual in mniiinciiQn yiftti t l '^ fVledical 
EKBiiaiehsi Crifise for body IdanllficaMon and Iha prooeeaing of 
i«ci7!f*Ka4 iwipwty, s<rid ̂ nsHiw sivrt: 

Ca) H» ffvlaSiy a (nouasf unli (i «^he is jiiacad at the badya 
ilacaiidn and nHfeapisnidtrag iitinibeTBd tags are eecui^ la 
the tKKfv̂ eniil Uie 6itiaic«, 

3, Tiw f̂̂ ^hitsig^ Pcill0$ Pap^iriecriii pl!uiAt$r 3|ta iZaMinuif^r •Milt 
esslgn CfP itanaonnalj If gyefiabla, (o aafiiai ihoae IAU» 
ininsfioriiiyt): Vicittiiie Id et$a hospttal Whw cJrciinislEincea so require. 

Pt, A|rllno9«>?dA3rT«n«ntc 

1 gaetiiiJillRfl'atidDanantwilll^alea^Kinalblaiai hauwctaplanfvIhe 
care end«e£vi<i8s at Injii^ed end decaeaed f»aB^ari!}0(»: 

Orlal«atOeia: D«5wiifai.M.2DM ^ J L j j , i j ^ : ^ Z P M ^ C H 
fe'rtaan Paia-. May 8.20^7' ^riAAAppfeVfll 
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iMJUftEQPiJp DECFASED PASS^G^RS iConlaniiftil) 

2 rhe faan aiiotAI prpvtrf«» fpr B I (irtjHt Ihe faitcfivii^ 

(ftl Ofisigivflted t u e a a iBcitily iind a dlstnbulion |:«ragram ior L̂ ia 
boif«fl a* ttec*^*ad tin&seng^ra to pr<»or niqrijya iKfefiae 

(b^ ALpauntlDQ for Ihe i.vfleredbfici^ of ^ rtasjusngvni arid c^ur. 

(Q) AswHrq M * CNcsao Potoa beparlmfinl OisBaler She 
CtzitEruindcf 3 rAtpjii^bad in; 

I i'l Pro'Jidmg sucih ankUis. as hl>i>^^«ii«, ^h^etB, m^ 

(2} OfQgnaTing, aooounling far and prapejly ateftn^ 
pecatuud atilcle* i imt^^gpign «a ?«icin m poscbtn 

id) Providing noc«««ary personnal for naurfsation %Q i^nidiisii in 
tsiftsa (it iii|Mri>id or di^RBSe^. 

E. U S FedoraliAqBiidea 

t WKen an aitcraq acdde^ iitw«ii>iat m An-ivlnfl' intnriBilioi^al <liqlil. 
Fqpi!cs«nliitjsee of U.S CuBtdma and Boidd) Fial^dUixi, Smmlipqijon 
A(]ri!:u8uA CluIH?.nitrK^ in«p<ed>on and CeiitaiB of Oiaaaae tianliibl HI«J 
PitrvBiyiktti AI I I ptuvMa dirtti lon m\ Ihn r.h«R>{fi(| <st poAiriiiiQan, dieir 
fiarunirf artidas, i&agg>agB and ^ny uorgd. 

Re^^feicnDate îflnv B. 20&7 FAA, App 
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AIRCPAFT ReMOVAt PftQCEDUREfl 

SeCTlQW s 

puRpose 

Ths jjiBpoae ol ths&e proo9du>B8 te to esletfali ii idwkltial respansltsabef cutllne 
?ciivitii3s and prcV^a dirDCtiinn for th4 reinoval of BiFcralti wfiich beoan^a diaatilei on 
Ihfl Airpia* -and i«^tcit rony diripplly NisrfcfEt witK surf* airiKiii apflratlni'?! It. te 
irt»idc)it Ih^ prccedtires bi> biipVunanUid itfltir j^l ac t̂ylllas N'̂ hteh mny h)iv» tiann' 
iiVUaifKl: Bi>e oot^hled arti any litB Uiraaae<ting en>i)rQ^C) '̂iî »i&t'ir a aeeuî cf (ly 
Ihe CFD tnodenl Coinmandlet 

II CITY OF CHICAGO RULES A«D RECaflATiqNS 

V»E! amwe, sparotof or pfejt of any ewtren tiwotved ti> gny acc>deo>» aha* Be 
tusponsfcte forfba f/otrjptnjimoTOtdf an airemftdsiirttigori or nfeablod ̂ c Chî isicra 
A&diiVziy IhlemiillETiqi Alrpoet dridi l^e pads ol auiii iiirt tilliiieill. iB <ilr&d^ tiy e;is 
£<y«viilB!<lciiw>r t i Aviation In ihs t/̂ tuM of Mur» la cornp^ v̂ Ot eucl i direcUona, 
Buch dai^e^edordlsBtilBd aiccreftemi parts maiy tia rorncwd by Ihe ifirectloa o^ll-« 
Pamcllssiqiirf vA Ific appraCor̂  9j«pral$q iind Villiitiul linbiMy fordain$gq.. '«iilch may 
leeult In t}ia ooutitd of tuch leinbvai 

Iti FKD(;|VU. RULEa AND ftEGULATIOWS 

Fna cules pedalnlnt̂  la fhs iemovel end ̂ nalease cf alrcrafl dteabiad as a lesuli: of 
gn aircrBH aocltfoni: fl^B pnjiieritiod in T ^ 14. U.S Ĉ Jdo of Fijd«n«S RogolBlitms, 

fslallonal Tioiuptiri^iliOnllaH^ Baaifi (NTSBjl, attd Fadeeal Aiifattlciit Adifii|iiUainijUfi» 
iFAA> riaBpanablliueii. 

/MfctuftcnnfeqcotnuirTOTabilljesit*<J|tisiinwrf ftijrftii;wifot« WiraqtyafrnaBOiift. M«ior 
alicrtttt Inci^riefit jEitJ&h M m angHia taikiKt, a ISHQIMI tirov ai a briiloej matfurwlton 
'jifiauld ise reirHjhi'«d with mtnltnal delay. II iita alrerBrfi H Aufeî esnball̂  dlar|iaoad k\ a 
iandtng, takeoff oiisiiFio Bscldsnt « i InvestljiaiMn I i naqtiCBd. In these InslaiiceB, 
)tW fi^Toffc « itBt pertG Mtould' not be n^^yod lintt Tewassd try the in<iht>nziad 
iî pniiMUtMlveii ijf liis liTwsi^ian aoeflcy. 

RflMlaietl Dftia: May 8.2007 FAA Aifflrwiri 
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•V Htra^QtiSlI iyMg (Conlinuedt 

Y'na Nâ Jcoart rraisspqriQUon Safoty Bomd fWSO] im* Ihe I**?* rcspf'n^iiiltfy fnr 
•si'̂ qat'igaling BCRHH accidenlswdlrupdqnlftandhna ilft(«iia^ Iha tri'<«atjjBii<jn <if 
cc^pin 5fn3ll aircraft ssKidonls to Iho Fadiwal Avialton Adniifiluiialinn (FAAl 

A FAAAIrTrafllctJflnlrprTovrtir 

I flouts ern«BUic>* and olfier equHamenl to tha localto-n of Ihifi 
d ia led atfijiiall 

3 Raiitfi all nm^nh nod grqund oqusinitinl Id iiuaid tliê  daifsOtad 
liirciafl 

fl Chitagn f̂ lre Denartment - Aiiport Stjdlon 

1 Provtite fire auppragalofi and ̂ S setvicea ae mey be I'equlrod 
H'jfauai« lo i l» Gf D lnt:idenl Cornmafidw tfiiring IN wnu?r3l <rf 
the disa^fed BsnTTjIi. 

fl Dea^rtfiiiii'ltoTAylatliyi 

t. OpflnKtioW S!lpij«l9af; 

(3i Daianrwie if ihe dlsaiAjd sln:rafti s liKsdion!» pffisdiPB ilm 
safiirty of lighl opprjsfiicma, and, ff riet̂ ssaBty, cJeaiir attar iiny 
pmt of olfMijed plj field. 

(h> Contact and finiwtfiMn o»in«mt!nii;«jtion flnit lliiisBri wllh 
p̂piapr<«ti4r cAy acid (AdKriil figeii&tiiit luid elicradt an^nai sit 
neeeaaary aiMi soordlnBAe DOA vttQtis '/yith thoM of â  
anetgancy qruipe- ea re^lt'Cd, lo «»isur(s $^f« ^lipcri 
opdn l̂tNiiS' 

|.<t} Ndll^ Itie l ^ d MaoiteKiance MangierB aa to vthol eipilpinent 
amt fiefsonnel are niquirad a( Ecsna> 

id) CwldiniiJo Airport Opi!niitiiJrt*wllli tae FAAAfr Trfttfta 
ConUpl Ttrtyai for corrtinuiuias 4)1 llighl op«Blkin&. 

DriejtfifltPfllai DaawMifef 1. zaa4 iKot.'.vfH^<*^--^ 
RhVtaliW Dflia. May e. 2P<ff . . _ FAA A) 
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IV RESFOHSlBILitlES {Conllrsuad) 

<u] Pio^iide an «&co!i for pornpaKy AÎ K) ccnlr.a£lBd equlpn'ifi«it tu 
Ilia disabled alrr.rett ahe 

H) Make sn opsrHliwial evBiUBilton to dstanrijna 9s1maied cloairt^ 
•itrif of 3 f ^ w l SMrfacc* and Isswp a NOTAM 

igf irispttci nil qrea* prior to raaumpiiMi pf normo! pparancsw. 

Ch) l^e«pfiii atteclad eurfaDaeaatne uicidsril hoii baorx aecur«d a* 
Ihe araa can be uaedi without alTei;^g ilia inctdanf; 

\f} AAqr a n r p f l lernav^i s cipanp&^ited Qnij 4la» alrpact f ia» ^a ts i 
reluJti£H$1a Mormal operaMOfia. Ihe Dperatiuna^uperi^KiOf M » 
Bijbrnll a f.hredo(aglcal wllbsn rapud; pl all arctivtwo hciTi 
npHfiCTrton Vmid cxf tqcidwrH to ijitMi of imtwi In narmrt 
d{ittqlibr» ti^' ihe^ C^xntr^icmdr 

Midway CnminiJ<Ht=(f*7TW Osnlnr 

<a} tvAocillar city f^qbaitciaa Fct updated tntgrmation. 

{h,ii r^&liiealH a log natinig Infortr iB^l ralditiiig la -tha iiudd^id. 

<o> ftlqlti? opproDfiatq notifiiatena to DOA mnna^amant 

Chli-.aga PolicB flarsirfnionf 

(et t^Dvitfe taw enfaroamenl aervtcea and Ci^D pcteonnel at 
Ihe e«ncp<iiicy6it« m may bo raqunrditfnriiuanl tp Mw 
Glwagp P«%».C«ip)irtmB(tl APPS^R Ois?if lor Ife4|WH«w 
Ptatt-

Riaviafftn Ptriq; Mav6:ZCQ7 FMAppf*v ia l 
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IV. r^ESPONSlBiUriElS iCftflUnUadj 

D Atfaatt tlMinefrtJpsraljor 

Tha aircraftowiar^aparabx(TiHBthw»a l;>fl5Jc;rntovrir̂ 'pcinrosdy to 
msHl such an (mwgcinry 

Afr^nge farportAbl4Kttt^&,]«nioi/9|of pasaangar̂  eM i:i»t. reniovad 
of mall, (Nuggaga a i ^ caiijo. Auihoiity to tetnove tiissa limra nwai: t>= 
fieairaJ from the NtBfi and FAA iRveatlgaljor 

D8*?inat» or*R aeiiCffll Yilth lh» cnjiaCify Knil nutiigrity la innkn 
Incl-iniciil and finiuidal daciuciiu Fiecfiftsikry lo pioffiplly laii-idva nnd 
tscctiii Ihe iiiitiraiL The ocmpaiyî  mual liave all inquwed tac^fis. 
panoruial and equiinrxmll, mqde prynifnttelo lhm*i 

Tha eciinp«tiy ^Jif^nated i«»vaiy pIffGial wili cocrdlnase with Ria 
Cî ilcago fke OspartiTwnt Iciddeirt Carni'iapdar, ttie Chicago P<}Qc» 
OaparirnHnI DIsaBOar SJie Gî mnmnthtfi Itig Can-atiinidnoi of A'^tllun 
or ihtBT r6prT^n4Bl|v«ia arid Ihft KtBa Inrye&li^taf {if appiopiiate) 
and i&iMelQp 9 compierienalvB pilan Ox llta prannpf ramo'/al of 9he 
dircra$L 

Tftt p t i r t^ icffHSViif dt It w aircrett and alt iMsts aacficalod wllh et-« 
rocqveiy (Inciudinp canlrector chnrgonn, rwilsl and et̂ rvtca 
company Bt^ipnieid chnrsH:, aiiixiri pri;4»ny teiuaije, el;e.]i ar« 
l>ic rns^ansftint/ of the aliRne^nanl invattfad. 

Ortglnal Date; Piae«nI}ar1.2DIM ^} i f i * - ̂ ^ar^t-igi^'A' Jc^ 1 
ROTltlQHDtite MiivR.2StI7 FAAApprfera) 
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STPllCTURAU FBISS 

SECTION 6 

t^FNFRAl 

Anypna ahswvirg H plmtJIUfJ»! Jlrw Oil Airpf^l: pfnp«t4y etioiild prptripllV nrilirii- j t i* 
Chlcami Fitft PupBrinuisnt f&l 1 j A*; rtiariy tfeUila ai poeaitjlfi itwiild b* pfovidBd, to 
d« F ^ Departiiieii\l el a fire is re^iorted iu Airport Opsrelaana.. Cinicsgo Polica, 
N/tCC or die fAA Qonlrci fciweKr the agency lacelving: l i v lepan G^xhilij cak the 
ciwcago Fire Oepartmsnt i.̂ }V\ StrUntiinif' fiiM tacaistl flft die Airport wis he 
nandlod by Ihn C-hicigHi Firm Ompwitninni In all<:n«islih*Chin9nionrwP«i(sw1mtxit 
Incident COninMinito- Vdii nneume cHultfittrid Biid O00ii&ia|£l ihb lilfeet 

EiesEQNsieiLUJtis 

A TefHfll <>* suti-TarMnia 

1 Prc?ii{r»^ rrofilV Ihai Chici^o Fire Oopartmonl i? 11 J. 

2 s*4iTytnBttocrrr3)a3i}.aiii 

3 NMify Ihe Chsojigo PipSw {Jwpgrtrrwnli - Aitpod taw Fn̂ rncJomonl 
Seiifitm Soiiui 

4 Ihe Tenant Mannflwrcc ilvqir fpqr^wHitatrvg will be rwpon=tilij for 
Iha eyocuaftin of idih^fr petaotitiBl 

ft Ail\«a Cl*aab FIra Pfipartmanf Inddant tlflnwiBiwliar and 
tnwpwtepqnt rjf Avtartlon AirpBil e5|iDra1i»}ti!=i«tmri uft̂ âciiâ isn gf #t 
pemnniiM i» OQimpHfid IV «f ctifi tnafalHIy lo do B& 

B Chioofijo F«B OepaBtine»rt - Airport 8tnlloK 

1. rt*3jian* |p (tiB Ibcaliin Adi«* Iha fVV^ eonliriii To*** « faa i i 
airport pKipedy 

?. Up«n datennlrtn^n t ^ isupt^K urrtit fl,cq npiMiid, i|hv C'ljcaad 
Rn?! Dopflrimant Iiyiitoif Cfirt i^ri*w wai wâ ^̂ ^̂  
at« € j ^ d liirouQh Bi& aeilca or t^na^ettienl and CamirmnicaitlDm 

qdf^,ID,to: CW.;fa.r 1.201^ '?)«it.-iA|/V>'«?^'A.'a«^; 
Renariofl Pittei May B. 3007 FAAAjpfrnvad 
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'I. BEgEMSMi l JE i i;coriiifiu-dj 

3 AjdtiBe Airport Op«BUon» wtien eriterg^tiey la n;ct!i»«d. 

A IniitdBnt CommarKter delarmlrte if occuparwy ot liUlldSing or 
sKl|a.-:snl buih^ga should be ovaciiatiad 

B f^atnUiti capoiWIIliiNl fcir rB^^dndiing W nn iilrcTa.it eirmrowcf̂ ' 'Mliin 
t!ie astjpj of FAR Part vaa at î n tinwB if «1 flny trrw ARFF 
ai^ujptntiril Isvdtt fall b̂ toviy ;t?ica« r4x|ultfld to et^nlrt sr.iiadu^d m' 
carrier aperabsn^ ihe CFP inirnedUdfily nisUfieA \\^ Dtupannnbt̂  of 
AMiaition Airport OperaCicna anit die Depsitmsrit o( Avialloii VMII rirnlly 
FAA ATCT. 

C t^arlmaiiliurAviaCkiri 

1 ftipcu? Operalions Section; 

<Hit Proceed ki 11* ssea* lo *9.lB4)l(ih (lis Aviallbii Cdinntand Puai 
by use of cominarKi ygl'ilcle aivd esl£Ul3l> ccmimuitcatione and 
ffflisdn y^*h it w Cla«»go Rw Depsirlirwtnl; Incisfanl COrnmaridei, 
iha Ch i taqa Pd^oa DetiHitt>t«ilt piiuiistttr S j ls Caninmndar and 
Mainageie et Siiparvtsofa ot iMvriiif Alrpe<t Maintisiimfiiae 
UnilB. MGC, Pfldnng nnd iSfowid Twniipwtotkin Unit 

(«) Rai^a l crthMd cgnlral asalalancs Iruni Aulalioft hillce ot 
CPO, 

(d| Ctoae mnwaya, taxh^ayd or i tsn^i iin {laii^aiiary, Inr MiMy 
by NOTAM: 

\e) Obbilh api|iidd}|ci« oC Pepltiyniiint of AvHtlion MtiiidipiiiinEn 
pefHufli%( if theCHtcagdFiie QepedhifiM Inddiaii Qiyiirnsuidiv 
rnnl incln r i tt-ntf nf <ifinrlTlr<irnr«JU«f r> .ndiar LillllliKK niqueGle cut-off of otHMcial piMKF cir sGher utllSiet 

41501 

fiev^FI Data: Mtty B. 2tlfl7 FAA ApfflsWat 

http://iilrcTa.it
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BEiSEmSiailirieS <Can1i™e)ij 

;! f>1lrT»Jay CoinrnunisttiOTH Cflntar 

fa) Mohilr*. FIfiT Ehglwood sind q lh* i viin TitaquBOciw 

lb) ^upfiuH Oiti diitsjgo Fine PepjirUr<eiit find fiiWpatt 
OpwaBQiW; 

(d> EnEfJtw notsficstion oi appiopria.tB DBjmitoont of A'^'lun 
fdiwiBCBfiiattl In ndd<tan io rflqu«a:te in»il« tiy ?l» 
Cn\a\vfHitii Su|id(Vi!>or. 

(ta) filaintaln acairotgifaaparatB Jog nOlIng dll spocitiu. of lh« 
Irwidianl Jp li»clydp, Hiut n-irt llmttwf In 

{1} Aiad Cane ô  inctaent 
i i ) Location 
\:̂ ) PfljtuliiHi slf:t;i}ijni gf wtuit acnUiedl 
f4) ^iaii«d ilrme of oieidant 

3. Ocpartrjicini of Ayifd't'*': Pollco 

fai. Laifamlo, C\aem and Central Gale Oflloerc vw*. ypon 
nolifirafoni nmwdlrtoly fitow thdir jprtw snd sn/will Ihb air rivrt 
of i cily ot Ciites^d f^Upe Qllioef brekxfit' alloyivig non-
emargericy leledeel raltltiaa lo preoaedi IhRHigft the chei^cvit 
0«ily (imoisonay vrehiciN (pollcs, flrvi RinbiAinpnB utclr, wll 

{ĵ fliiî yqfisd |ti phKOciillliiiiitii^ Iha (;h«£^p&uî . 

(hi The LaiasriMi Ciceixf and Cenfral Oaiio OFIiDeFS wit tfrncl: B I 
yohfeiMreapaiidirin^ldlh*ijiflrtaanty^l.fl., pi***andollwf 
ncHtbiMMfgiMicy r i i ia l^ uahlclM aitd iparaoruiei Co the 
daalpaiedi t i a ^ g are^ 

(q AasartiSiij Ohlciiw Pdlteo Deqwrtrramt«Mt» eitf*?d oopifel in 
ihe «vohl«(«lira «nd/ or buBdInia «% ĉMallon 

RevlfitimOiiter ^ f avagwr P'AAApprpval 
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11 RRgPOWSlflHITIES ilCortllraiod) 

Q TAA AM Traffto Confirm ttrwiir 

I Coiriroi iattiing aircraft 30 aa not to inleffijTO wth fEsfipwiding 
emenjency whtde* 

CI*;ago Popart Oejmrtiiwnl 

1 l^roi/'lde irafllc ctyiltcl on Airport larmtif]! rwid^ ?in* B«l(̂ Qanl 
iilreeia tn asalat smaiTjiMic)' vphlnio* tospomiirvj imtn nft'ttwpcai 

2 PravidA cfcMMl cQditfot aesiatenoe at fire ana 4>ui|i^ buijifing 
evacualun. 

J Poffcmianco of i t ic i i lapsig&tvcry duUaa anj are necaeftaty lor the 
pie«eivs|ian of ilfii aAid properly. 

0riarnBll>4l«: Patamber t . aOM 'M^M^So ^ ' ' ' ^ ^ ' ' ^ 
aaJBian Paa: May B. 2(107 FAAApPTOVfll 
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HAZARPPUa fAATERlAlS'K.ANPUNQ 

3ECt|0M 7 
eif.BfQS£ 

This Stw;linn.a liisended la ealabltiliBiaprflperjBtiptwiaiillillas aridproceiiures lor' 
copliig wllh mdilisiiita *r»t&in5 hwardou* maltifiabfUanearaiS (podUi ̂ JBl apite anri 
fvol storage arta iat^f^ Hrea dn lh<» premiiaa*. ol CWiago MidwFy Inixirmî lioiial 
Aliporl. 

IL gtiNEfiAi. 

A T îe cl^cagijFlrBO^piiidinnmilitdH) k!adci>3nanaiDrlnali8;aidau«ni9tiiiTal 
lricli3«iC, Of whonovor ttterc A an unriMdiale ilyeat t)̂  pcAi^ iî fî ty or huilUt, 
nwbilismq thn pcHlii* rind siuiar c*y dopurlnvrnl" '.Corjauinar SD«vioe«, 
riivlitnfinidnl, Health, SciBetŝ ^ qnî  SnnH îlon. UVaief andSewsr j as ̂ \ sft 
iHtu lainopsfniBigBivcy Services iMidtKtt^er Agency |l£SrJA>«1ntri, foctenti 
errvlronntcntiii cigQitcaea aeid sillier enyaraency JB&PCHH! agnnciea aa ou^Inad 
^ ihi: Citv pisuttlw flan. 

ttio degree of hsreiwdou" <rinferlo| iriiiltJfijitB rn«yv>H7th^ 
to a higlKit toxii ( l u i a III) rnvalvlngan airiJniH oritWpr nitpon IriCKtenl. The 
pirnany oloeMtlve IB ta prevsoi! tlv» mrirwi of leaVJiis hazisfdoua rn^eiiata by 
yHhlfilie s«l pBdisJrfnnris nvv.TTia Ihraigli UUe ar*a. 

Tlia nniticttid area wiU te tfim or?.? cnnl^i/rit) <iuspfi<^d Mzarrtods 
tTnatslalid^gciiDua gocKi? siuil ĉ  l̂ ak, î iat alimrid &» restrint^ to piiswti 
C!onhirnJnalior»<if pr9<!)U9riaii& and aipilprtierd; 

in gCDPE 

T1te ft^toNing rnetoriiilsi rttqute «teclal handling t ieawt^noajant 

A HaimrdKniH tiiteterlalBliDflnfl̂ romi Glopd^ Iftddente 
$. Ptiel Spi«8 

C. Fiiel Sf!}riq«i Fat̂ atrf Fire Raspcnse 

tV, PR(X^£DUnEa 

A HBeBidou&rnel!sn»î daAg6f<Hia9<ao<i9in(aa3nts 

1, CtJBpigei Fiw Dspaiiinsfit 
(af f^sspwd to Ihi! irw;iii«nl Hi;̂ ordarKHi V4lh ( » ^ ^ 

dlrecliww and ptwsedui*^ 

ari3ij«iPaie; |^pnib^^3DD4 3 ^ * - % - ^ ^ ^ ^ * ^ ^ 
feftftelcn J M B Wim a. ̂ 007 rfJ\fi,pf<QU^ 
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IV PRC-Cti£HJR£-S i:C(xitmu«t| 

(b^ tnibata. ttw CFi> JniJiienl: Ctttitnaiid ManiK|eme«l S îalam 
ani @>ta.bfeih prgi:<!<;3lve laviee 

111) R(K|u&«l uppFQfirfsle \B!M <A ri»|ri«is« nnd m îM rmno&sarv 
iMl$ni:ati(»ta to the afiprtwHiik) G«c^na 

\ i ^ GeQ\5\ reecuB and ni« flgtiling operatiottt in acourdaiica viAth 
fiH wfeily fpciTiTitrtefldadlerHL 

(ll) W4ltdravM all unautnodzod persotniM t« dn iTrapor pcitmsiDr 
at t l» incidenl until rc9tii«i wid iirt:|lgili£jeig 3<:tl̂ iltii!i& are 
<.'::i7iplelBd {ExhlbH tij i, 

r̂ Tt Of not itfcM (Miaoiuiet andiV:' oqiipriiant «»Jeevo lh«> mon 
iditjl evfltoatadiyacari«flni)nai«d md fflfc?wi by IhA CFD *iTitVi* 
aapropflelB ̂ goncY 

2 innic^o PoUee Oec-artnwnl 

(iQ.) o?tdo(i Qlt all araaft OS doslgnsd by Kia CtDcagp Fim 
iJepaitiTiBrd fiHidqnt Conirmindlef nridt^niuiiii! tiiaif 1|^»«e U 
cleersd f f «inni^f^l«^d povsiri^ 

3 Depisriniiwii of Aviation Alipod:OpwB<i<pnit 

is) tî Q auprofiiiata Intomiiillun in His operWiiimK log 

(b) Mate an operalmnal (irviiiiiii|ii?n Iv ddlantiifne «di|ma!«f 
<^8jirB l7iW^dFlB<:ii!id uiirtlacAald laaue MCirt'AMS> 

(I?) AnertfieernerSHn(;ylswdun>glOTdwil,tllrittUtiEcqpd<o» 
aallaiy, dpfeit ixrallRcteil f tinvw«̂ y iMid l4Hii««y u i ^ ^ 

A. FAA Air Trtfllfe C(5fl|«i| foUMt 

fa) Hatty ilwCtHssaaF^ 0«ipwtm«4f( - AifpdrtSiaban 

b̂fi Qwm griHind tt^lHii tteny ii/tte!<4ad nuttioe^ 

ttt^nalpaie: pgssDMJLiSfiQi 'iY^\kkf,,ppiu^t 
peviHion tiatsr J^jJ^2JHJ3;___ FAAApprewil 
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EV PRQCIIDURES iCaniUmeai 

5 crfcago Oepartnrent of Health ̂ NoliR-artlen mala tyf Cf̂ U) 

i 8J PfuvtdB Rflntjsimoni at poUsriltal heafHi l«zarda fw 
fH)n9«inc£ ̂ (vfra rcutpcirtd UI ein«rge<id0( mti pn7tK% îi9 in 
cl̂ nrntf) ami fqr \ti& Qeneral pubtc. 

1,2) Ci3oidffiatB aaaaG r̂nenta in hiidHh affMln lit ihs avem at 
•â poGurff. 

{3} Respond id peiaiinnsi and citizen <H>flr̂ nis AIJOIII Iwiuiih 
AlTacSa In cannacbon wtl!i lha< grrvKgociq^ 

& fysLSellB 

I ;V!rllncHi. Fual Handlli'iq AaenCSi amtfor f1;i8d naaed Opetebiirft 

|Al Celt FAA AJrptxt TiuffieCoî dioll TP̂ Aief ahail (lotlfy Uin 
Chlrjigtt Fire Pepuflmenl - Airpqri at?rl?al •*!« the DlMcl 
liiiieiphiHiB linn ilsfiill ocuint 

(b) 3tiindbyyrl(]iporlab(a'fliBflKliriguiahiiiBuiilillinilvi9lof 
Cjtksago pliB DefrartinaiYt 

<ci TTM aptit ares will be ulesrad of iU pandtwial and rentaiiri 
landiatiffbedi laitil ttw^nqmeno)* aii«$i^Wb. 

(d 1 stop 4i^ll'M» of airqroft, souri>Bs oi tstilbon, (ivafaita itnd fitep 
in Ota jnunedl^e area. 

{el A guitid <MA\ be piMled and: the jjptll pftinifltiy ̂ [tmnei up 
uitiha (sdiinli^ea FacoinmenitiKl by ihsi Nuiiliw*! Fifa 
Prciedkin Aasqdoliaii uiidiar fte «uptiivl^lan of |tie CI^P. 

(f\ Ani9|ipn:;^riM.ea(>a<»|;ietf^iiiaMBiiahaSti«(nedarBi 
dmmcui up jmittfiiniitBiy. 

(Q't NdUfy DepafonecitiifAvialidnAliporlOperallona of ttia stall 
and tiB liKali<»rî  

<hl Oblatn Chk:^q Fira Pieporirneps appnivBl befain* cotdliitiing 
rtonti^ ^ t e BstluHiaBj 

Original DptOi P«ainb«r t.aOlM '^M^^^^^^^f 
Rflviwsirt t tek tJiiai fi. ̂ 0B7 ;fAA Ap^ftjval 
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IV PR-OC??OtlFIES iCiHitilliKl'l 

Cfilciigo f~*ng Oe|>arlny»ri! = Aiiport giatiqii 

'{al K(?sixin(l lo lonnllpn, $iruvl>5a iscesaary fire prc^ectian ar^ 
rwTMiin l>5iW |ii|iard |j itiiWiBd 

l\i) Chicago Fire DeF>atiTiai«l inodenJ Cninm(n«4qr will hwvo 
ctii itfol latpOfiSibSty until haiwdoirt coMllUona ara 
(siiiilnaled. 

fcl Fhs Cliii3t?» Flf« Depflrmwfit Inwitenl, C^mmnndnr ohirt 
pclijfy aiidltionea s^n&gency grcsipa li nn«diid 

1<1) The CtKSigo P\W Popttittleit) ItiddMil li:cmimandHr stiall 
t*dv^ Ilia Qtfpnrln'defif uf Avialiisni .Ajrport QfKirn l̂ons ^h«fi 
nqnnal adJv4Eie« can l » FBai,iin«»d 

ffij IShffld irajntflfiilrmnl fiam bt«win dtam 

3. FAA AiilJort Traffic. CflnlralTcwsrf 

[»j Adyiae Iha. Chcaga Fin Utipaltinistd - Aiipdtt SbatiOfi 
of. lUeil fin* w* Oii*t^ IrtfifFhotw line. 

(bi n^autiar ucrcfaA av^y In^m Iho oiiig. 

|(i> Notify Dfpiiirlitiant ai Avlnlluiii Altput PpBratKunfi-

4 Pppnrtn'.Jiinl of Aviation 

(all Opv̂ aliiDnx S^ervtaor 

f t i pesjMjnd to the toralt&n. 
?Zl Otoae affected eyrfaias W NOTAM 
h^ AsGistiiUil̂  D^atli'iiarit irit Aviation rrnliinilQrwiiilî  

wqRiipiiierif if Itaifue îed by CHciiOff F1r<; O i 3 ^ 
IfKSiiiam ConrimaFtder, 

(4) RequRBspSc|ed!V(^imddit|»«iil;Q<UBedniatBrtB$ 
{5} After Hie dhmtgrnfi^ Iŝ sas«(|t9d and wt^in t N krfapii 

of saiWv. Ppsrt «*f«l<!d aiifliacffl by carctSig 
NOTAM 

OhginDlDste: Pe^t^btet 1. aDS4 '^M^(-I^.^i^'^>'''f 
RvMm Dute f>1av a. gao7 FAA Aflpw*^ 
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IV |'RClc:EDUfj£S (CorainiiBrf} 

f bj Widvjfty CciintHuiiGisStont Cerfter 

(1) Ngftly apprctpftalB E>gpar?inesit oT Avinuon 
inariagfimanlL 

(2> AteimB«i too flntfy'i«Mh upsi/llca o< Ine tncpdenl'n 
mciurto iurt ruA lllttllKd to. 

Id] Aiort Uina of Insistent 
Oij Alrane at Compwny 
(c) tcioalion 
<d'(i CNntailbd Btdtjunt ol •*fH3\ occuirod 

urElitihixirilotEtiiil^oi 
taj lirpaiaBflcjrwwvwttrnc 

C 1-uBl Slorags Fecilfly Firs RaspcjciMi 

A luel dlGfiigei taasitfy (iio la dalFioiJ RS gnyrirtj or fire atami InKolMinq a' 
iuiiii lint̂ L slorage sies. tosd ntdit, Ot hidb^ tanliai~ eflOfAaa n n ^ 

Any peiiani diacniuaiing e fire slioiAf iRĵ ily itw^ Cfilt̂ aSO fire PepBfHrccit 
(CFDl ihoough ilH actwgtwn of Iho omor^attcv manual «ii» system ar by 
callintj the CF P. ' ^ tijlrpiicine uy dlaOnji 911. A aewindaiV taiit bhttula ba 
plnnod |0 ̂ i ^Wd iV PooimunicalsinB CwiCar ̂ ftlCPj by dlallnii'. 
(773)aj8-at i l 

1 CtslrjjflQ Fia Ptipaf tinant 

tal Asaew thw ulhwHion, mliiata; ths Insldisnt Odmmftnd S-iStetn, 
and dotBmiirta If addiUonat fireiighBnff, rwnoia Jttrtiutaiiiee 
«4i«diM fiasiwrcss may tie f»Qod^. 

(b|i ttoerttillw IF BMfttutiilpn at tite aisa » wafrmnrte!*. I* JtBadad. 
riotify 4ti4 AirpMt dpotatiohc Section npi t^ MUwiiy Comnianni 
C«6iw (;MC:C> «td a i i v ^ ihB CPt3 Id iBtJat 3ft an «^ 

(«) Vartiy thai tfi« Mnin FiwI Fafiti Foam ff^m. whleii cofltaina 
t),500 aafow Bf a** tiflgeixia Ittp fomwi!] fcait* lAFFFl 
ednwhirjili^ Itfls been uliiszed <if waFfwited), i « l Uial a back 
# mipOV fll; iCOea sailoiw of 3̂9fc AH^F coacantirate m en 
fdula Via tmiiiiat trudc 

Remm Pnfa: MBvfl.Sai? FAA A#ftffcivsl 
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IV eBQCHMt£S 1.C«]ntiniiad> 

{dj SI rra kigm sy^ten it j|'Ji|llhiil«), iiMiinfe IhHI iiti klhlrlrsniplKl 
supply of/\FFF ocflctjitifftlft ia rnads mmUeUM, ftllh« by 
IDdikar tmck ot Chli:a^ f Ve OepajtiTtenf ARFF e^uipitiotil. 

{a) Keap QOA aiitictiBd of tl-u atalua ̂  firetiJg t̂m^ aoJvitlttt at^ 
advlae if awport flte «)dlogui!itiing (^parat̂  fall* ita 
ARFF Index 

(I'l Reiuirn dlrpont fiia ftgtitirig ei^lpfnnril lu U'lAk aiBiion m sLtiin 
as pQsalbJe to be available |ln ttia event of sn alrcrerft 
eme*gMicry, 

(y> Iirteattjala in del£!nnii|a tte caUoe uf jlift flea, or asuesl alTiai 
dgandea In Ihs^ Tiwuebgatlonft 

FlOtflaioii Cifljai Miiva.an07 PMAopf&Mli ' 
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SEVEHE WEATHER . WAniHAL 013ASTER 

atCT10*£ II. 

PtiHFOSE 

The di'jrpoas of tJiis section » to ^Klshli^h |>3oi:niiUi«aft in Ifie eveint of ic^rjrc 
rte6dl>arHl.ClifeaooMI[*wi!.yhitarr=il»pnq|Altpqrt , StvciaiseHShermayoLiscivin^cH 
dBmagB at an nlipoit if profiai prticeiluf'!« a(& iitil cibser^ in pre^relion for an 
onccrrring j^pint 

GEMERALPEFIWiiTlOMS 

Tiw Natiorai VyiMi^** Scrvit;^ iB«u«=i paiiodlc ad waortea p̂ ^̂  
-condiliqiisthairrt{iy idfflrftieainport and llie siinainiia'g tpna Tfipsci«iqLft:alipitt 

Geiiiiirfli ftnecmi^- r^nodjc Bflvssaiea deecritHia Bm a^iw^il ''«^aiin=' 
data for Ite area 

Wmthut Wjbduw > ViltiUiiea sf B Iwaied ̂ henev^r Ihn lA'̂ trifior nonditî rni 
tctdi&eie die pH4ltullly ol ̂ vcre imalhw Wiiiolmv mrr yerteiialty ateued 
for B pwioifes cf six (ft) houtrd, \V<>li;hi?a nusy be tsfsued tor ̂  Severe 
Thiaicior^ioirw', Tomnikf" • FfaoiT Of * VJInlar Storm". DUnng Bin 
jierlod ijf ^ wcflilter watcl». ali|>ort per soiwal will Jnitinl* flcitvltlite ̂ M 
would minlnraie ila|3iag» to tiio airport nhojld t^'fafti yniudl^ o^cur. 

Wcalhpf VVariilriitt - Wealiiaf warflaiga are feaaed: lo Indteerte Sw actual 
oeeziri«tice of aeyere weather. A wapiing vriP tax isnucid fdltcwin^ the 
fltjsEr^aUan, by rartRi'Dr a Ini l l i^ qh^arycf 

Ui. RESPOMSlBiLfTtES 

Pepac^em of AVntmn lunmayfeiBMii will be rufxiriaible Iqr tha (nittaHnn of «lfd> 
mfiS f̂}$ <nid nip tiiqi4i>t>d i^ aioli>V airport tenants of jt^i^rKi^g SBWQ waal l^ 
tinc|i yjin aaaist In ei»ufii^g Ihsl appropriate actfoite may bo kukm <• pt«i1abt 
liaopte and eliporl peoifMuiy. 

OrtgfsiaipeW. D^iiartibbr l .aow 'IMH-Uti^M^ fi^jv^':ftm 
RttvisHft DsW; f.1iw fl. 3007 JFAA Appaoval 
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A. Sfiwti& TliiiniietaiQtTria, Haav^ 'ArtntS? oi Tpfnaija 

1 QafiiifiJrriS^ii ot .AvIglJOP AbpnH Opelr t l i f t i f i . 

{fit Oiimn paiiodl:: wealtier foreea&l anrt tesfM v^atnihaa im 
rsecBssory 

(I) FAA A r Tfafffe Cixwoil Tower 

fV) GHlaaga Fire Oeparijnortf - Aiipari Sfeailan 

i 3f CfKeego Pĉ qe? iJepMiBtwfit - Airport lav^ 
Fsi^panifl i i i Section Saulh 

{*) TermiiMl ertwddsi fltyi F<icaliiae tulEtiaQwr 

[51 MidttaiyCQrviniMnBaiRKwCcwiilcr 

(61 Parking & Prtiund ti>ah&^ditatinn r«1eiiiiagi9t 

(7) ABUneSMdiGciT^HFiHg f̂rB 

{$) Fiiic.94 Bmed: oparatJOFa 

te) relate a pulstei H-rtdrEPefl ? in t«Ut ts«t^& Ih l ann lM UMllrfsng 
If a tomsda B lit iho ama 

RevlaionOaiB: tiJ^'B.aot?? ..., PAA |fspti?(WHl 
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8U3PtCIOPa MATEfflAL 

aecTiOM 9 

I, iHTRDDliCTtCW 

Homli Incldafî B oKdudS! IV-ritb flaeaUL warnhHia. nr liatangttan of o:»i!lriat«oa Tnc 
pk»ce«ie«j! ct OsmvA of pinccinfciit of a banb abowd an aJrtraR c< wiHiin a biilld'ng ia. a 
iirVraial oifeinao, Ttiis mduitea fttalamanis. mmeriw, ijrcixnrnonte nagoMbig plaosiTiefit ol 
a hmntt or irj:pto^i« dskice aboard agi «lit?aJi or wllhirt « iiuMHiQ. TTIIB Chaptnis cl siis 
{^nvirgaticy I'lan ̂ irovkleG fialini:giJon procfadiir*? i»id rtstponoltillillfta fw tfie apprcpriabn 
pattiAS al tti« AJrptTt for all |>itni.b IncicbMila. 

fartacflanca)S|oiial ptirpciisft lltts ntTflptBrbdlvl*id Into tb« foMidhBtAO aectwna CElatBd 
In bgnib iriddan^a: 

• Elomb t t i r e ^ 

vyiihlnhoih of fhujm w!i:4tinq Ihae are seiBrBl different tytuM of bcunh incidonlttlneiudltvg 
lhiyE« sivolyirig ditntdl^^^er «i-night cr on ifid ground. iit^ciiiuii^^.'C' attiar airpod retetiyf 
rjidlrljri^ EnhttiK j injs!xate&lhe vartDUSt^a^jhoiiiVitindtfiteia^ 
ti\ m iaiiparL For inJismaUormt nUriipiMrt, Hie aaquerics of nolitKartion enrt tte chain ai 
cammanrt of W« apphTpfiWiJ p^tsa* duraig a boml* Ihrrot ol » boreib dottmndlon apa 
depicted'mgxNblt 4. 

II.. PoMSTHftEATS 

The fecii(ie« H an rnrpc^ wtileh mey receive a txirnb Ih i ^ l i^n 1^̂  ianeially grixjpBd iiMo 
Ifiro^ipiiti^iea. incAiding slrcrafi, 34ru>3liJr«4i, and cdfi^il^iaAea open areaai, psriiins IqN, 
#id vetitefea^ Qcmb ihratda InvqS'/lzig ahcfffl may itncfutfe elttidc â î •̂ l«̂  sltGrttn; {iilita^an 
whk̂ ih BIO in-ni)^ md dt:«llhad Idr Midway f ^ a f i (f̂ DV*!]!, but hava i id yet Mrtueit attive 
AiipprtJ, aipasiH on Aii^wl (fllrcrait yrtroJii vx! qh- the sruiU'id at MPWK qrst airorall 
bMoMl̂ ht to andhar aiipod fatnzraStwtnch am ict-ISg)4 «rid iacadaatioed loa fotstiM 0<h«r 
ihan hiiawy 

Whantrv^r ihtna in inwori to viaiftetiihBi a bomb t^s bMfi jiiaGad !!iib<iMiid m atrtzaff, ̂  a 
fjulldftig ntiAlnfiqdpiaperty, Of irtibe vicinity qfiheAltpoiflfte t iw to niual bethwoiisihly 
InwMdt jatfid. No retpdft or tumor. hnyMyrar Vftguo. vdll bt; IjjflQied. 

OrijjinotOflle: DecflnibM 1, ZiXfA 
ffevisi«»n Pait «i<BV a. 2£lpif 
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tlPfcifl THREATS (Cnntitiiiafid) 

A. taSNERAl. 

ti^ Bsnorsd, l>5ni& tbî 3(l9 rnqy tfp i!nc«|vi>a ifl one of fr* follovvtng worys 

• V|ttTri3|,ih«io 
•• Itt P«r<iun 
• ''Aa Corfaapondence 

ll Is l(7ipnn«rt IhM iHw pgiiann TOwNng 4 Uartii, ttitatii otil̂ li? aft mueli rifqfinatluh irani Itle 
pnrnanlii) rnokaig ttieKii&d iiapaa&tbia ThefQlUnyingparagrBplteprixî eqciî tatinBa Ihsf 
riiey be fielpliJ MtSan receding a Iiomb threat. 

1 Vta TfltoplKirn* 

It a bacnt) Ihreaf ts ?eceitied '^a tf^- lelaphorM, Iho pRî wn iccaivlr^ tfin fiw^at 
Fhoi^ fidnn^ tij Qi7rt>{ily with the fpllninlr^ {tilliliilllneit. 

al Keep Una OIHBT « I tha t^ste^onft 4s long «i po«ittbl«, olTî ariiiigi, aa rnuch 
jnri?nn>ii»n frgni Ilie c^jl^ ts pii^IUS'. Aah quealldae atMiit It^a.specitics 
uf lite iMnib tttnaen, auch aa locatKin. lima tuf ddlons^i «4c. A t̂9nt>( (» 
Ident^ii' die elrtina. ntn̂ EaR, lUgiii or sp̂ dTm fna|4v QireoiMed, ̂ ny ibrte 
tjlnnont that might bo ffiMolv^M, «nd the ̂ pe ot dî vtea emplov̂ ad 

bj If pofisible. tato iwtes during Bio temvwsMJtwn. tMt*tg dlswfli «KH oiyy ttie 
cijfcun trifonndlofi but slno' iiny qije»ilnuii tlY<4: at* adiietf during Ihe 
wrviWMlion ^Seifti Bomb TTitniat CItpdi IJU' ̂ h lhh *} 

s) Pt'Olang si'se coA'4«iBfil)ian as long eia CKKisnife td â d In <iNi <niov 'tnd 
matiitoiinii pfot^duiv 

d) iniiiiadialaly (<iaciwiiia |he liaiepiArin^ cgi. wrAe tiom avervlhiT<q 
lemeinbeted EAMUI Ine convBisatkin 

<e1 f̂ olHyihR CNcoqd Poliso Dii!f?iQjfniMil ̂ nd tMd««tdi* th9itt with aa muuh 
Inf̂ iFP'S^n nli |ios«bl^ f i^nj tng <̂s b«nfii thradt 

Ot^inaiPrfe: December I . ZOW / t ^ ^ ' p ^ ' ^ ^ ' ^ ' ^ ^ ^ 
R^WEionP^i Mays.20137 FAAAjifiWvgl 
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frafiffi THREAra {Cardlnuedl 

i . tdPferion 

if ihn bcsnfj (tirtsil; ei ijvortwatd at loonivad in .psfBtm, t t i * ptasuii nsoaivilng itm 
fli7t:iit sfirlidj alisrinEil lO irx l̂KHy Wllh tJia fnllovrlng guii|i$line6. 

d) Nfyjiiy an apprQpriB;ie peiB^in, Aib:ii aa a Baipervlaor or co^«/«1<Br, to 
maaitaln aurveiilani;e of ihe peraon trulnng ttw Ihreet, nr Indicating 
l<now^«»^ (ii n bpmh ihreBt, while the pwBore rswwiJng Uie birBal 
in^iflJtiM prtpoi rjcdiflraUijn l s « , Scctlsxi 0 . NoUfwullniO 

bi Kola tieraanal etiaraElerlsUea ol Uia person undar ctnwillanca, 
=>iiô  a? aqa, |t«lghl, ywighl, 3«x, race, and ooiQrii>g^ o4 myoa CIIMI 
M r , and an? iHuiitu«| p<KHifl9it^G.vvhkii« may aid En idsitifying tli« 

; i , v ia C<iira«pofl«tHrice 

If iitti borpb liiiQoi is iticjahmti r̂ia cs t iea^r^nCD. HHI pesssn 4(!fi6iu|i>g: thci 
UirtJiat flhtxild auaitiplttf uiinpiy wUti ll-RS'tblbwliyj tfuldeSnefiL 

^) Thfl pea[*.7ci dtiwowtina lh« tliiwot shrwid tiglffy Mio ducago pulico 
IfepBT^teslt Irtiniediafieiy, -, 

ti I Tlw f»iriiDit «fiwqyei1na thn ttinwit ^haifld' liiltjj oitei tm ptBSfcive ait 
evidtdbcb, InplUdittg ttia e rM^pf t uijd ai inl^tt t , «iihB condilkiiii t!> 
whBtii II waa iQiHid. 

p) Il4iiniii« ^ny vvtdfstoe no ntaia thmi. Atisialutiily' (ie6a<!ariry bn oKSef 
tefjiaHeivft.fL 

B. IWTIFICATION 

Qnon a b ™ * Ihnsurthfiti tHirjhmwtvwl, lih« HWIqwIrta ittHiillcailitjn plcweduiBii 

1 , The psity tiiat dlaco'/iaiB tha boisb (hreat la iHaponslbta: fqt lirntiEki^tiaty 
nolliyvilji Ihs Cl^ci^o Po lo t G^;i^itri«i!!. 

i . \}pan nc(||nn!itig4> c< n boidfa lhin«|:, î  de!|pi>niii«iltK>n rftuHJ be tnatie liy ttie 
Clneagd Palida Pepartnient ilVaj ape^alc sailon>9 neeeaaary. 

RawlalQft Oafe; ,tiiav.ft. gOQ? . . F M A|*rasi3l 
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tl HPygl THREATS <Coî inuedt 

3 Uport a datarmir^tjon liy din CttitdBO Poiioe Depdrtmsnt iCPOi o( 
Ij-cnafida tiir^al, CPO 'Mil ftofjfy ifie MKiway Ctjmrrsmlcatkina 
Cenrter-̂ Ni will iiq|lf;c the fallow»ig pairtes at Itia bomb Hunaertr 
# CJAaga Fire Depertmenl 
• ln«ilved Tenant or Aircraft CMnintlOprraksd. it i^ipf op.daVa 
» Airport MaffitH^nwinliClpwaliam 

FAA-ATCT 
• A^tioii Ptflos 
• FpKtcfMJ CWieaii of Iriveahgalion Dtsty OttiwM 
* o.c.c. 

FAftOutyOffltw 
TSA / F80 

tNntg; K Ihw Chlcsigp Police DepartmBnt detwcrnln*?* llinl ftpeciHc nctan tt dial 
rinctiasaty In isiapciras td the bonib Birri*, "10 fmlhe* acttefl Is naceeaaiy by 
d'<iee pwiiaE. Haw&\«r, if ih^ Chln^go I'cAoe peptBrtnwiTt dg9i>rfnlr><34 thmt 
specifc BcUon is ncowsiry in leepdrae to the btmifr it^m^, Itio re»f?tKi?ibiWi*« 
nndirmttxl tn StidKifi C Heapoi^tittHlea ap^y.) 

4 , Ahyflrd#iti5m»'iToJlflt*Ilni^iikiuiiariMrrtEalwtJtfi)<i»coi^inf«!c^ 
tliiOiiBSl th».MidiAayCflnwrainiHit!onB Cqidnr 

!::> t^jSPONSIBtLITICS 

tjprm, mapiitaliiii* of a tsomb Qiceflit̂  the loliowvig (cn:p<ari«iMI&»tt itpply 

t . CfticaQn Poltes Oap«rlnMmii 

n) GenflME 

111 RQVICIW tniliad ncfilteabdh and obtain le^venl 
tnitotitiatlon 

(jT) Aeauns GanmiHid a« Ihn Plf««lar S(tê ^ duwitiuuter 
farboniFflirBat;a 

(3'( tAnî i9 dctatni^^ipti aa Ea lagUbn^cy of bomb ihrvid 
i*l C(Hntlnii(i3 ii9S{Kinse actkina with stppr^rlaiia poiitkiaj 

luadiidinai liivtAvad Semant oratfisaH iW<rn!*/c$«fBlai,<l 
applicafals 

f£) AfiB^n opfirQi^tQ p«r«0n>te| Id dperete (noM7 x>ĉ y 
unit 

OriyinsfPida: Decsntier v.gDM c?e^<£iff|£kS^Ji'A^^7 
Hwtaidn Pals: Ma<̂ U. 20Q7 FAAAp^fdyiHl 
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II BOkm THREATS tConrtlPuedl' 

b} Amvinp Ajrw^lt; 

(1 i gn^ljnh apiyoi/eid ibtesan &£aii:h aiH vMh tha he^ G4 
. îrpml CeliaciritDrii <itid ATCt (tvU ExhUUta 7 aikd t\. 

c} >\lfei all <jn Airport 

iW Ealabltth approved Hin̂ rrdt (iciiwt;t» arai!! wll*i Bio iwlp uf 
Aiipart Opir«it1nivt 

(Z) Pehsrniiiii» If dircrafl lalMulil he reaocaied EO appro-̂ rcd 
nlicroit search ai«a ct remain In present kx:9ti3n. 

(3) CwirnJiaie vMth ATCT 9!rid. Af port Qpftrotlon* l»̂  eoutn 
sircnifl; Ift apianvod wnî an acandi .arBtt, If apprfiprlHB. 

(4) Ccaiiiicl Mdway CiarniriunicixtlonQ Cer^sr tor iwtilirjalion tet 
l̂ SMeago Fife pB îartFiicnL 

l i) OdiinEi snd 9<i4)ir4 thrce^wod ara*. 
(Q> Conciuci Mikuialkin of tettaetj, A appropriate 
|Tf Seflft*. aln:rdtaniiJQrcarflpawtth!3hlcE«toPofe*» 

DepBrtmwili btHTb KWHtVcflnlim will? * • n«e*aarj' 
(0) If (Mjiln l̂ve Iv tacaiid, CMt^\f<i^s wllh Phlcego Police 

Pepartineiil bciitiK> ̂ ^ d and Aiipdrt Managmnbiit' 
PperBtnna to detnrmlne epfa^pî K'<i:$<>r|-

\V\ \i iaoWioq af ijem iii neoesaitty, oKirdinata wllh Airport 
f̂ eirtagamatibiOpBralkine to datenni!»appn)p>Ri(9 kit^^an 

llQ> El rip axploawe IB found, rsluni corifrt* *» Uia nltcraJt 
CO Ijio CNynaribpvndar, 

d) Aircraft Ovar-Rigtil J» Anolher Aiipgrt; 

11\ NplHV lhv<)lyiMf cei<(ia( via ilta Aspod O^edtone Oiia^ 

e) Structuie^C«li«in 

i i ) Pdit« mA tumuiit Ihiiiisatiitied arE-a. 

(Zi FoIl^stBndeid eeBudh ptocedives' IS^Q om Oit'-itifiinrt 
canine aniti 

CrigltialPala; PeeOTaef1.2QM ^ i " ^ * ^ - ^ - ^ ' ' ^ ^ ^ ^ 
R»mx i Date. !|»^yfl,,?^7 FAA Apptflval 
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'I: §O|^IHa?^fiIS(0onlsiiUDd1 

(:i| Ass^iaevaeualion needB iuid cncKiudi wlUi AJ/part 
Qpfifallone, fi apgropn^fa 

(4) If laotaHon of itwn i* p^wsairy. coofdlnata wtlh AlryKwt 
f îanapwMinUOptaBtiQnitfl djiwnilne ffipprofwtale iomtwin 

2. Midway domniunlvvHpnai Cantor 

< 1) Recswe naliBoaioei from CPD and uftliiin r<*iwni 
rnfpimotiin. 

f i ) titiistY Chtcapd FlRj q̂ ip«irwT(Btit, IriMcAwd tecant, if 
ap(:lk»bVi ;>nd Altpoft o^rutkAB, 

(.'H OooninsttA r«Jatianl ̂ nfocmation EBKI nwlui nolifiiiiiiticiria 
(.4.) Upon a deteirr^iailon of a txHisfidiit bomli Ititeal, try the 

Ptvosgo P<otivb Popiirtniaiii, (iainoUf'/ Uie ftiilcnvlng pM«$s 
otthsriKHTibltiitrta: 

* (autaflff Fiw OflponrtienlfArtFF 
* lnvtfwtKiTeih$iHarAlrcuBBOwnsr/Dp«atBc, 

(If u^prcpriBtep 
» AaporfManaBBiTwrUi^fftindlnfii 

FAA-ATCT 
t Asrfuilofl Police 
» O'HJWs ComrnunicatlOT!* Ceflliaf (OCCJ 
* Fedei^ Sun^j ^ InuokUaailpn Dtttv 6fiici7i 
' FAAtJirtyOfBbi"*' 
» TSA/l^SO 

(&'i Prnvtiin nMtstuntsn <t?i9rfl>fir ̂ r i i m ea nocatuiity ^ d 
^pproplttba. 

oi!a)wjp«*^: pqcetiib«r«.2ia4 ;i}^iM}^i^7v'iSi^} 
ifaitlBlOT Pater Mwa.a0Cl7 FAA Approval 
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ll BDWa THREAVaiCoftfenuedl 

titvoivad Tanî îd or Aircratt Owiur^Dfwnilor 

a) <3fcfiBral: 

11) caotdlnarte with tho tl̂ tiisago Pdicw Oapattt̂ di*^ jirrf /'itps*\. 
OpwHtidr* tBg^afding «r.̂ c«i»l|an .-J* Vnotaennu) maa or 
nir^;rftil 

(i) pro'fkfo DQCeca tci secuwd areas. If i>soe€aay 
fa) PfEwida paiBowwl lor search at prenroess, if nooswwy 
f̂ J Requaet escort vshletes honr tha l/Wwjiy Caniritunlcslirtft 

Canf^iof irnnEillns itinrv>i!n«inl a?ait«, d neceaaary. 

b\ Airtvinjj AlfcrflWAircTRlt On Ai>po«ft 

< l̂  Aiianas; lo have all of ll»equipnwnl wtwewiry for 
unkrading par̂ Bflpgon^ b t^n^a mulli al Uiô  
olrrr^ viuitcti mnit. 

(^ Provide peraciruiel:40rBxtrBf1«effiC!h.|rri«c îs»ny 
ll) Ci3am!i»iBtQ wih Aiipnitl Operaligwi Btsd: FAA - Ait T«nic 

Ccnirol T<MMr m lh« k\afns^\fi\§ at pra^acjigeis fram ttie 
Mratkttaari^ uma. 

iA} If ifltiuct p83SiHX)«r5 ia natrww all wrry-w^ floipsi *Ririi ihe 
BBCTillii. 

(5] Provide Uig to* aifaran tiwairiem. * netjeaaary 
(^ Piwiida fof proper KWcfBsglTl of IJ.S, Post OfSOff «itgb. i! 

apprqpnatff. 
(f) Upor̂  compMlbn i^ t^^artdl, ieti|io«»i Hlf&iafl tnxn aaorci) 

jir6<t 

OiiglnflfOt«w: DeeeaAgfl .30114 ^J^y / i | i f e^7 ' ^ * , * ' J7 
RflvfalpnPafe htay.fi^,2flO:7.._^ FAA;H»Prt?*"̂  
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B<!*?BJIiB£ll;'S <CcHi,̂ inuBd> 

4v Alrpott M^nagufrtaiiUOperatlqnB 

.a I Gfiherdi 

i n Support GliiwsKJPtws 0«pariinei^':eijanilrg^si>^!aonBr^ 
Bacuiifig of thrwibBnotf greis, 

Q] S^ippirt Bvticuailliin of i*on|ljsliiuc^^?/«f BU, ** (wiinasniy 
(3] Coerdln*ib with FAA • A*' TraWc tioiiifCJ T OMm i*giudli-ig 

Ifie seledJim of aii apprapnata alrcralt saenih area. If 
nece&asiy. 

(4^ Pr<wkle vehlclB isiirxirtu yinjim^ rwavonwrrt moe™ tm 
nKscaary. 

{Q) Ciaotditiota for iNipiopriau: media rfiftpom^ B«id tnrormelian 
ra<|aiaa(a 

iej Ourtng corKlttwna of iltarVrHjss ownlliniiikw tor Ifm pi pvicirei 
flj jipproprEnte igMing 

17) VtKi tfy alrcrafl cwnar/iiperattir comptlaA nilt) 1tte» 
«Qfipopali93ttiaa 

(ft) Prtjvkje iranrtpgrtrton lijr Bii? ChiCPEio P**"?* Otj^rtrnnni 
irit4illa K'tvY unit, tr necesaiMy. 

VB} CoiMdlnaia wllh FAA - Ak TrSffii* C-ww?* Trwfl* reflBrdln f̂ 
runway, binway, r^nip ciiim ckwiraa 

(lili] r«1iijid|LKi ttctrtiidi liUpdrt o|j«fjtii(BiA ̂  Itie exlent poem^e 
i \ i \ Upon lenninaiiwi of the tsmb UfieeL resuitie natmal 

alrpott cperRlicmft 

a. Cliieiq^ Fb« DbijUirtinerTl 
.Airport RtfsDiMt Fiir«: Ft(ttttlng FaeUlty lAl%FFlf 

aj QenfiCBl: 

(M Plapmch equipntanl to lite twiib IhreeE auBa or Iha approvad 
aircraft aeoictT arsK. iri|ppicatilB. 

<2i Obtadni«ibii^andtiii^l?4rtiTfN7imd|{n8^4iWQ^^^ 
Inmt p#9aiA ow(>flf̂ f̂•«|«ldr (indi Cli|ir439 F Q I ^ 

(3) A94i«tv<iiiiteyD^u9iUn,ilr^Eisasaiiry 
{at) ^Utjd by fof pofiaAitaexplaa^nit'̂ iefirijury. 
i i \ If eî Mpskin or 1 ^ oGc r̂a, a6sizr>e commahd n ŝpansibBî i/-

Revtalofl pais; jiJfjLg^^JSflL--^. FAAAppf<?»'̂  
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ll BQMSJaiie^TSirvCffltFiuerfi 

FAA . A^rpoft Traffic CiMttifd Tovrtuf 

a'l Griri£sat: 

o r CaarrfintstB wtth Airport Opoinihtihs injjiinlng htw ssSeriif;!) 
of an Bppn)pr|p4« PMnTsfi nuivch H(44 bnaed on l rat& 
(}B[!mm and aiifidW oonlfaurJitKifi al i | * Hffie 
l&W Sitlhibibi 7 and tl} 

(2) C&atamaXB w ^ Ctitcago PcAce tVipHToncstl and 
Airport (>perartlfxis nagnrdiniy ru l ing of afrcrtcfl 
tomoni oireraft ijniHijii iwip. if n<5c**!«a«y. 

<{ 3) Inllloti* spadel iQiiLtng (•yi iinliT>'Dt^d •itii:;ran, ii 
i>eoe*aai(y, toavojd conffid wilh Mw^tdtejad 
Bitoraftltt^ruduhCfiira^ 

(4) Cuoidinate with Alrpdrt Operatiana regurdeig 
n<nwyrt«5(fwHy cloFytn rBqMtrafJin|i1a. 

(51 Malniain ixxnial eliport operaldan« to Ifw *fictjii pocESilq. 
I V * . 

b| AiierfliN f|v!9t*B^lif In Anobtar Alipofl; 

11) HeJp datenTiihe destiwiiiOTi sitjmtl of ihrt«»il«itsrt aifcfflfl fof 
thp Ainiod O^etalioo* vtn r•M.'^ TTMCOl^RlCC 

Aviniiiofi iPpilfl* 

a) Genaial: 

f H MafnfHlittonlitilisf 

• AtponPenrnsteraccsfsa areas 

Tfinnlnsf "teillillng » « » « t w w a 

ReylDlm? Otts- »«ave.2Q07 FA^ Approval 
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IN. eOSffi D€TQNA7taN 

In Ih* Bvwt of a Qonib oeteflalion, \\m Ctiicapo Fire Drt̂ 'arlnwnl wi* assume comniand: 
Tho primiwp' fncua duiing a bomb deSKiHliDni biadoni b ttiis pi«i6ival>pn of lift) Rna IhH 
flidinoimhrrainUTi^ fire. 

MOTiflCAriQiN 

tJi INi COT* ctf a tjoitib dotwialion, dM folkwing nQiillcai}<.in prtxjtsfcire* 
appfy. 

t 1 he party tlial diacpveis Itie buitb iletorinltî n iâ  raTfionxlhia fnr 
immediately mMifytpQ: the Chacsgo Po&e ikisd rua D^adnicjni 

2. Tiifi Chicago Pdlea DapiJcltneiit WIM rw4ify Hw MItiway 
Connnunlcailan C*iiter. 

3 Th« Mtd̂ vsiy Comrttinicfftlfflns Center <a 6twfl feapiifiiBala feoi 
nolifying thn. JoJfc»«lrig'jHirtiirt, if liof aJFeaify advieed ae pari of 
tioitib Ifiieal procedures; 

* Avpcqt ^^n«gQrlrKntbC^^a1lona 
• FAA - Afr Ttsflits Cnsibul Temr 

AvtaUofl l̂ oftoe 
- lnyolvwlTq|i3ritiKAlnraft(>MiaiA^pefaiJar. ffappfdPflase 
« Oltaiii CominiitWcalidcit: i^citar \0CC1i 

Plfiij& of Emen^rwy Miinaieianibnl; 
Federal Bureau of liweattgaiicn Oufŷ  Officef 
FAA Duty Qffiiwr 
TSAfFSp 

FteSPtSMSEBlLniES 

In Om case vf B bomb dvlQimtion, itm toUming reaptnBltillillefi apply 

i . Cfi<u$i<i^in> P«pn1liii4int: 

a) Ctanî Al; 
l(> Auume caiitirttciild 
(3j OefiqB |rTvid<«d aEae 
(3i OKiiHtdli eqiit^merit oqd parsoanal dE ônatfain sSa 
(̂ > Ev!^n0mit firei, If necessBiry 
(f(> J^stailillsh irtiiglttff tewi for lire fi^llttritf Bqulpme^^ 

«nd nict(Ji)o«i f t^ipqd 
1,^ OOfiduqlf&SiacMalioni«finf^.f HpprQ̂ pEiala 

Ô JesfBil Pain; Pr»pyrAgr 1. ^̂ ?0.t 'M^hJM^^^'-'^StJrf 
ft«fia|cri Oatfc IA>wlL2(»7 P^\ AKKf.w-

file:///0CC1i
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t|l ggyaPElONMIf iy fCont5nu«l i i 

2, CWc5n^> piollc? OwpaHniBnt 

11) C^oordlitjite faspQr.-&s itctli»i M(l« tha CHilcaQD Fll tt 
OeoartrnarTt, FAA - A*part If nriite Ccinlrol Tower, 
A/rpoBil Opefcrtions, Ffldeeal Bureau of Inveat^allC'n. 
wid Avtstlon PijScO: 

13) QeiDilni) ltTvot<«d iifen. 
P i prauidu rieeeesaiy t^oiAittttiain^ 
iA] Asalat <]iher agoiKiBe, ae sppcopr'iaie 

3, AlrpwtfflKlWflonHWt^P^lioriittqnn 

a;J rieneral: 

< 11̂  Support Ctitoigo F||-R PiEpiirtHiaril «nd ChiCnQa 
VcSsBi P6partnwit i-iigimllng liaclialifin ami 
secwrinjy of i/ivolveil. afBaa. n-

Q) Supiwrt owncualasn Of flircntH:«iHiillJIog, 
dnaseaoary, 

(^1 ^rtryidavet^iEfffeiiwblhiniisihiTiaveinQntareaa. 
^ raK:««dif»r|r. 

*.*} lilili^diaidi lt;(;isi£i(;o fqt mobile t i V ^ 
<S{i traflasiilt eualleliie Infonndilcti la FAA ATC;! 
iSl Maintain normal aiipod cijMu:Bllone« (& the 

CKlnnl |ioc$ibt& 
{71 Puibis esfindlilcuu of dî FKnudi e&onfiiiuiite tar (ha 

pi9'/fe3cn of aprp(dpi«atB llgHiQhg 
[Oi CboidfnRlBwlMvFM-AiipditTriiinfo Control Towet 

ti?g»iTdH^ rurriwni'flawrtty/risn^ anafl dqsiBo. 
{&i Uppnt»mpMIa|t«(f%i!^rij,r£aiJ|ti0i^o«Tit9^ 

operaGonB. 

RevWar* DJSM: Ma-i' a, 3007 fAA, Approval 
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in OQf^R CCTQNATIW (Cwilituiidl 

MItfwey CoHttnunkifltloinfi Centef 

aj Oerieral: 

11 s Canrii.ict end twHr^ ttiat naUfiwimn prMcdurss 
ar* opntp|el«!. 

(2] Provide iieKiaUicKie tp nlhai pt^ilim aa iioaaiiiidiy an i 
apprflpilota. 

( i \ Refer aM media Irxtulrsee lo COA-I^jblic RslBtlona. 

FAA' AI«port rr«nt« Contrat Totver 

a) (Squujrid: 

{1) PDOKllnBta with Ctrisag^ f i t s tSeaartniaivl ari<l A,<rpnd 
fliperBtlonii n?aardfn5 iwitiino gr iwid whttates to 
iiriiolMid jveQi of alrciiifi l i ^c in t ^>pitrw>ed ceitiiirta 
li»»llan, ll neoee^diry. 

{^) tDlttalo spDclaf raulU^ irx iMnlivalVBd onTiifl, ^ 
nisfitaJrttVi la iWMCl i ^ f t c t Vniil i l t«6«d nl*s^ 

(SI CdoitUnetstf,43tAlft>9d.Ppetei>loitsr«QB(flins 
njmuny t̂e<i2Mey >';^aijm 

|4^ Maintain nqmvit niifiort qpplnikma, if {losaSria. 

Avfallbd Pdliittt 

g) GnneniJ: 

41) Malidutn coidrul of 
• AipniltWillllPtorKiCfleSBItMl* 

Teririlitfll bukllns aectifiairaBa 

i A s w l CPD with wawtf ig tfie 
IfinwivdMl H i i ^ i 

Retflttiors Paie.- >Aiiv a. 2Ii07 FAAAffliftwiH 
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CWa. PfSTliflBANGE? . CROWD CONTRCHL 

SECTION 10 

I GENETW. 

tXt6 raw.liig Ctjicngu FqllrB Qflionr \n rJinigB at ItiS BC«n» haa Ihe Li<«-ni,l| 
fcasipanallifltif of cotiidlniiilng itit asponl* of r,rowd iMntrol The Departrnflnt pl 
A.vigtwn iMll aealaii Ihe CPD in rnalntalnVig cnT<wI cat^tni. 

Tim dijgn» erf e r^/it diaiurtiartoe that wll faaull tfom daittoralnaHqrOT ini ' M 
orpQti can bi» dSTicull tq iie«BirnsiH in ffdvance, There^dref, Ijetore any apstcllic 
rTteesodBS î re lah^n tcs mtxa^oft: r.<*ciait-|r. nitoltiaanoe infofmafaon la en»luua<I 
.and recei'/ad from rerin^^ aoLi(i::c!e. CarlMin KHOKKeruiy bo ^p^cplltfd d9pBndli>;i 
MPon Iho HBluro ot Gie pctem!!^ disltirbjince. IiartlcutaremiihBiiiB will be plmod 
hiocn ihet !E?h;fy :if din j^tihlii: «nd fjnr^iyew, 3* wall »s l l * iat^ opwailnit gf » l 
suezrati on ttie alrn-d. 

1̂, NOTIFICATION 

<A r tse ilrti jigs îcy to tiBCoriie dw^r^ (il! 21 civil d|.i||oh!nn«)' î r pi7l«t*!fial 
dletidbEinxi} iiniill noliry Hie Chicago POIKH Papwrbniintylii 911. 
Tho CPO/*lrp«t Lflvy Entixcatranl SacUop Sou«i will notiiy pofl 
Operflinjra Sfldion WKWic iJiHT Midway CwnnsfnlcatMna C«tCef al 
aaa-afttt 

B AflpodI CporaSionB soclkin iihflll rwmlV; 

1. tihtcegia Fifa EtaparimenL 
3. Midway CoinmuisbaticciE (denier 
3. FAA Ai^ T ' ^ o Cgnirqi Tcrjycir 
H Ati^a Slailioni f<l6itu^er« and appnpmM innttmiii 
e. FbiHd B^ed O p e r a t e 
Q iSlncnBAnnyNelkin^Oiffltd Itf appllcable|>. 

H MIdhay pqiranuriMliigin^ Ccntur tdizitl riplily'̂  

1. DapBDment df Avtaitiofl manageie. 
% AATMOpotntnitiiofA'iialiaivSiBeurrty&BCtonRinfne^ 

ndditf£(if3l notilicMte^e io 0M1W city dvpartiTiflnta or fadsfld 
a|C|Bfbii«4, 

ffairtsionbalBJ Mayĝ ZCX)? rAA-.V^rev.^ 
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iili 

A Ctilra\p> Pfstirai OoDartnusiil 

\ (niptiiiriKiitt ipivti catlLiitjancrJ proofldurmu 

2. Mfturns oc^nmend of Ihe BCiena. 

o. Request mA poon^ana edwifee ot ottier tffw (HUforGQ̂mBnt 
QgOTci«s, 'A'fian nso^^sofrf. ne«i»nd^g lonert ̂  stsii; Period 
oggrctea i,ylll ooinbliie !efrdrt» w8h t*iij CPO «nil«r <te rKwhilkw* ul 
Iha CF'D C âiSiiUir ̂  l^ui^iundct Iq nuili^ln.kw aiid ofdAt 

<̂  Update the Airport Opfftabon .̂secUtm anil fnlitfwny 
C<3r?itnMn*sei(id(wi> CwiW «*-th«i IncjEftnit jnoanjirtc*-

6. daritrat vehlculaF (Faflle: on ̂ li^iart mad^ayi. 

0. W<!(rtt*i<tt AV(»rt!iafl' Pof»ee V? prwrttnt yetsfaifeir and padeislrtat!! iralt* 
fn>fti etiiariqg leatdctiail araa <i( ihe a l r i : ^ 

7 The C m diswtef SfUt CiininHintter «HI iw; Hf imi imt i t i of m 
wsofsbi^ infonntiiiiaei by <4vy etilbi't;ep)£Ht9.i!iftbeRB el <ha eecaiB. 

a Duparinwnt o< A'^Hlioo. AvtaSon Poic« 

1. Uiidhtalii AVialiaa P a ^ i a piawnt'^ciuiaf Bcid pacteslrltni Iniifir: 
4r«in enisiHnq resbic^ ixiBe^ ol ^o «tiipPFt. 

2̂  Swppprt l̂ ie Chicago î dnoe PepiBrtnianl sfid c4her ipollcs ageiK^es 
iQKin raqfueat 

C O ĵEjirinmnt 4^ AviMflpn, A^pcat c^rttttum 5$<4ii^ 

1, SaiBbllali a. oxwiand psxi. in D̂ e Airport Cpe4HUQn& 
OtticB if iwcesv^ri". 

Z. CmUm with allHSteff IriW «oror<«iinenil asof̂ clea, adopt 
end iQMrdituie i imiial p\an tia the slluiailoii 

41525 

ftaiw#it btfie; j ^ t i i l g ^ i r , K-f̂ P^mm 
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us FROQEQyjBfeg <ConliniHd) 

i DwHfaata. a î cetsan f?ir tslw trwdlR tc *8s îriWEi 

1̂  Rniipoiid to iho dialMrlMinr̂  sivj twnist In dir«iOf«i)n* from Iha 
aujiierflv (Kteh'P'w'ffl to oonljfoi dtatnifb?Bi<i6- Ramflih in renlli? 
coolact Willi (aamtiatiiJi fsa* awi Mce, 

6, Enflure ihat aiicraA rainasninff on the grcsind far an extended 
peiiad at: ftma and diatnff the peflod of SA expected deraQnali'atlot̂  
wm hg hanqatwl: if tmnqnr ̂ cfliiKw I H * noi ipfallaa* for pB«*ig, 
;iln;r^fl;WWfe*(wfisiiid HUMt Wtftli«ld MtBU 

e. EflBure 1/ial fu0 Iruci'.a will be pariced In Bactwad or rsinote arase. 

7- RntwrfltSiHt ramtanar Sbtl-hwn «et*artd Ip «K= iristnitiliisw IwwsU by 
thfc (^ckiti<(rr&iii|k]flellqn ii^olldn which puy lequjtre Unci i:iib« ID 
te dsradad off lihsalrpdrt iTwarfanted by a targe.demooiBlfHllpfl. 

a r^dlqdlT^ liljiiidaa, iMjlntiiid hi tnj! Qd Iha taiflp Wl|l he paiVisd; b uifA 
dlalaticaftiainaiylHJlkllpgaiidpilh^ V^Jildea 
not in uae eh'idld ba bentp̂ nsKi' or lOspevfeii. 

BL G(unrî <£ri:la| alA^ait tafxUiigimfiy be diverted to^^ 
Father liiBU) a gBta ptr^ikm. 

10, li^mo lliijt all vftl^lcte* not In una ana filioiseil. lit the AbpiSIt 
»AalRtisnaiVM<ibinjp»xv^^ If 
cpioai 1G not «iivt9il<AI{4, Vdltlciet ' M b« d i ^o rs^ mrnaboly pii 

feaaliHi tena- |#yS;..gtjef7____ FAAAi?l?feii*l 
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AIR PllUCy, SABfOTAQE. J^JACKING IMC!06!NlT 
ACTUAL OR ATTEMPTED 

SECTiaff I I 

PflitoAitv R£$pp-NS>giU?ieS 

A Ttia ClilGago PoCw Pcsedmoml hsw 111? |ji|nie<y re«pt)naltiil«y Iqf IB>^ 
enftircociiqnl oi Ml4yy|iy AkpcJirt VVtiehq IctieisA atalL«8i ars Invbtvad. tha 
«tispRr«;ltijjly III fpoaatfd to fedfival agonckia. 

. a It the airciBft fa on the gpotmd, *lopp«td, ̂ nd Ih* dcor opfesjcd, the Fadsfal 
Biiteaai of iitvwiitfaliian (FB^ win h^va jurMittiafi augn^ain^ by the 
CihiisigQ' Pallee PspustwierU wiill riQttltaiflon to the Trassjicrtatinn Sranflfcy 
AdiirAilidi'jdkin. 

C 'ASwn all extsnctf <Jcqrj ara i*an£| alto enibaikatton unlll ate iriomert 
wh r̂s biTO auuh dt»«,« flfianed^ tar dlBanribailiatiofii. liJiiH Fsddr?(l Avin îcn 
AditjIn^Blian GIT TSA wtS i^vs ftirifidfcltan 

0 An oBvgr qeipiBtrti«its ard ageiKisa •will caQiie.r«» •with ^ e w 
agenctes ae ̂ isqiiacBdl 

SENEFlAl MOTlFtCATlbM PftPcetitLlRfiSi 

A. Chicago r îflce Depadinisfni <gi t) 

B (^^wmy Cixtnmtfileatfasiu CenlBt 

C. f ^e rs l Bureau ot InvestisietHin 

p. Feideoal Avitiilon Adm^liilietain 

IM, î OTATlOM 

ael̂ ltec|̂ tfis|ii3tiafî  proQslutss to litjaqlilng «venbi ?<« tc^rcsiieej In ite iTterriat 
dlredtldaa of tti^ apprppoat^ \ ^ wifen^rnonl Rgiaiwii*a F*^ aealrttv rea«r!i» 
they ̂  noi: lipeateiil/h filri* in«?7t<M 

taitglnalOata; Bmmt&Um i l l ^ i M s a f ^ ^ V / ^ ' J 
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FAILURE OF POWER FCJR MOVSIflQn AftEA. UlSHtlff Q 

SECTION 12 

l g&HEKAL ttJFPRr»tAriPtii 

r i » CWcago *ftdwBf|' IntemaUonr^ Airptst Iws R ji^riniwshlty Iniitfllled gurMitolofn 
arovltteig ema[parrt;y poww fe«- rvmWfly, im^vtv, ai«|' taof! llgSdlng a<id inlulrtiijun 
^KHtm nodit&fey ID o p w m thd plhaf tiic|Uiied fudtlliaa cri lite tiapc.^. 

It PflOCEDPRES 

aioultf aflcMiB Is* la rastora n rown^h l Sfisit llglTlhtg durtrig houf a f/feimnemjt. a ica t 
, portkinaeftedod viif ba ciovod to Air i:iidTlar opafaliunar and aNDiTAM wtl!»tssiued 
in i;qffipllw« wflh FAR PiMi 13B, 

Pr^tpalD^t^ m<^r^tf^t.^tm ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ r h ^ ^ ' K M ^ ^ 

((Sub)Exhibit 6 not referepced in this Midway 
International Airport Emergency Plan.] 

(Sub)Exhibits 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and Appendices 1 and 2 referred to in this Midway 
International Airport Emergency Plan read as follows: 
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(Sub)Exhibit 1. 
(To Midway International Airport Emergency Plan) 

Organization Chart. 
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(Sub)Exhibit 2. 
(To Midway International Airport Emergency Plan) 

Fire Rescue Staging Areas. 
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(Sub)Exhibit 3. 
(To Midway International Airport Emergency Plan) 

Bomb Incident Situations. 
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(Sub)Exhibit 4. 
(To Midway International Airport Emergency Plan) 

Bomb Incident Notification. 
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(Sub) Exhibit 5. 
(To Midway International Airport Emergency Plan) 

Bomb Threat Check List. 

Cliice.giQ Midway 
InternaU&iiii} Atrppm 

Pepgrtment of Aviation S&curtt/ 
Bomb TJhraai GhecWfai 

PlEKse this sliecWtat under your 
lidepiiOrte 

QUESTIONS TO ASK 

1. Whew Isifia borpib ijolng *o wftade? 

2.. Whara ta itr^giht nqi*? 

3. ^VhBt<«0B8 It llXA Hill?? 

4. V/hat Wrai of hwib m ilf 

5. '<Vii»t will t»W!» it to:p-;cf^eHSe7 

•'. Q>4 yuii î lQtia Uia bornb? 

7 TyV 

a. Whpt |ta ypur fiddfeaa? 

0. WiBt |& your name'? 

StorqlGall^^ 

i-flfiHtih of Call 

"STtitn^t QteJed 

Time 

^fiaDe._„_ 

Onto 

A:?e 

-t— :̂ 

REPORT ALL TT̂ REATS TQ: 
Chtcago PoSfee Departtneiiit 

(Omitted for priming purposes) 

Midway Cdfftttiunicatfon Ger̂ tBT 
(Omitted for printing purposes) 

.Ll.llli.> l l i . l 

VplCer 

<7nflliial Tiisxt: Q^csubcr I. S004 
itt:ViKdCiiie:MAy(i;!2W 

D Calm 

D »BEai 

QEKdilB.d 

D s i a w 

i—ipaep 

L J FtaBQBd 

LJfcr/InQ 

OoiagUlTOd 

LJAnramt 

L J £3<:isrtiii$TI|iiic t̂ 

• ffFamllfefiVftw 

O Qeorft UfiSalSk^ 

I—Irtnory 

n StLrtter 

D U E P 

PR*!Pid 

DsolS 

O u i j d 

D Normal 

O PiMlnal 

DsiMtTwJ 

O FaTnllSa? 

D Crftpftitna Vd)9<ai 

U Wtfifepacacl 

I X L i J . " iV>i.i.i."V"Ci'"i"'"~"i'".iC""i"'T " I ll I "I 

in Wall 

IfliJdS^rqrtt 

FbuL 

bihBJ 
ImHlctriaL 

R,«ttVllil_ w 
I f 
0-

c-
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(Sub)Exhibit 7. 
(To Midway International Airport Emergency Plan) 

Hot Cargo And Aircraft Search Areas. 

I LL l l iO i t 
< il parr 

^-'S\0&^r^, 

T ir 

:«!ijl!i'ijiim*.,M.'V«*fw.. 
" • yjsJUlSl—^ C « * » | P U M M 1 

Cl^cqll^O fi&fWAy Mliirtio&lnitl Afi£lOri: HOTCAfiaQ A ^ I e-tii»i 
AlROftiWT SEAfltSH ARcAS 
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(Sub)Exhibit 8. 
(To Midway International Airport Emergency Plan) 

Aircraft Bomb Search Staging Areas. 

tMiiag^ iSihai Intismrnxmlfiimî  

'fiii^:i.^u, « Luxan<c^.:i.^4i i . n r^ tU* . 

imitmuAmim 
Al«aWrFfOMB^6AflCH 

$rAsltits^gAs ft 
^ S A f f O f i r o - i . ^ ' ' ^ C h.a>. 
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(Sub)Exhibit 9. 
(To Midway International Airport Emergency Plan) 

Letter Of Agreement. 
(Page 1 of 4) 

EFFECTIVE^ Juna 1. 21MM 

SUBJECT: Aiiport einiHTji*icv PtpiSpdiffM - d«te«i034,llcteiy Aloiod 

1. PUPP03E. To «taMflli ptoqqd«fB8 and re?primlt:UlUas Sjr h=Futliici atraati 
wnart^nclfi* at l̂ a C3\li:ag(>-î ict//a!( flkpait, Cf̂ lcsaa, inbidis, 

^ CffW^JflnfiAtl^. Tlw Chfcijgo^Wwuy Air Trrfflc Ceeiiral Ttttnr Wtf Ctty of 
QNie^a i;Pitparlinfii3itiiif Avlatli3n>4 ^mtt l lu CMi«m«? f̂ jr« pepartempilLfilldr oif 
A<|ftie(iiiei|tl, siitifQct Airpdri Etiricicgiificv Pnjoadui^ • C h b ; ^ liAi^My Alriiart, dalod 
ihliw tG, IdOtti Id ca îcelsd. 

a, SCOP&, TWTroowtujiM diillliiod hiB«iJi»Bf« feif im* ̂  f^o CWcaatj-MWvrayY^pwi 
Tt3f«|i} Cpnfapl tdwofilffflW ATCT} tiafBowiel nsid ttw cily.of CSiicaflo DDapartfitorrt of 
A'̂ iolinnlli cia>53S|!iFii<) PspartmBfltfCFP} n4iwi rnpiaifiiiiji atdlbr tiiiiir<diDiiff ̂ 'nKiA 
MW(^oi>=iia atWHviiRjf Alrpdr̂ ^̂  

a. In ihn evani of ari elrciidtintadont/jic^diiqi: 

I f.1DWAtGTstwll; 

(a) Alpct dio CPP via etm $?isd O^oh E îraf̂  w llva 
s^i;i:q^ait^ rsdta IHu îenciy tf: Biiy MnargiiiriQif condlBoat as 
Mt^nmied liy: 

( I f Tmwff teuo«nflsorflrciwl!n;illBtTin(H!;tih|ia», 

(aj FlIolrafKJnsHftooftcemqd. 

(3)vQHgrieiiAaparalpr«fatetistt 

C4j |^pffi99(i|taa|rttfltl|»aiq^(tt4nis)WQi»Ttt^ 

(t») Fnntiiq (n miKft prifn |ta|i9i«itEip.l|t!iMitMd 

(ft'Ajiatdtldiiiti^^lliiA^ 

(S) Typ»«( aircraft 

1(3] Kali4tsaf€i3 9ni6r$|#iqr. 

On»lf*i.P«ci 13<<fst*5t J, S im 

PWi« 1 
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(Sub) Exhibit 9. 
(To Midway International Airport Emergency Plan) 

Letter Of Agreement. 
(Page 2 of 4) 

AlrpiKt EinarB<anu-y Flan 
EjihiWta 

(HI Qusfllllyaf Ibal oittit^Bd. 

'fi} ftijnway i£3 cq u&8d liy latitllpg. If '8trirrlby /-Jlarr 

(6) tiittrtits:. itl aotrta on boartl 

r?) PrBeeiios of naiiardc»J6 cacflo <x axploaWea. 

tH) Ttv\t3cixiia\atuiBairt\simiiiiiittcXariivxfr^itte 
arW5i8i 

^ci €iglidillih ituia ctiitiiudi^atltl Ifet ctnEfgency equlpmcfa) and 
iwrtiniiflilty inonlidr ihn flpornSwu VWan raapofKlfng w a<r alaini, 
the ai lcapa rtre Psi^winsnt laad viaftdYla asaSyiMd itit: duty ĝ  
cbfTfiriJitlcimriq will) Iha Chli^i^MldwaV ATCTahail bta MMwî By 
Riiuiua taoa taiBa t u t iSsgHaJî  

In tha Q̂ ™n« itils upit te ensblQ >EI p(jmniCT'*a»t9?i«'iti Chkwflo-
Mfclway ATCiT, enijiitvgr iflM shall Ii* aaalgnfld IhSs duty^ siid *Mft 
iifenjiv u»ii6««yea.tijiSiei c^li^irtfltlvffly AtfiT ana *1Ms6 
cjiejndf 8ie€hBr*o« In w^flffltadinti number, 

TTm liiFidaiit oaRHmndw. KA t̂ntty qbireiuttid (u^id rmdii^ call 
^'i!2il)^'iivUI dedsrrv^e iiit t ^^ i^an i^ t t^ ' ta i t i i t id^ In 
Tid£aH|qti>i^t3an) ti^llliii^ Edroiqn, mid Iri 

paMiSa ofltte; esiiistQiVce fseeded k.IliKioiiridfii'llia Ill0)it i;niyr 

(d|i Ajiirt ctfiiiF^.tri aqcUnianoa Wli9i i;iinBnl FAA 4i<cect}ues. 

',.«) Cirqc< nocqi^l fi*r {|r>(l ^RKIMI;! trnfflbao 'miif wcdd oonllld.In 
HMI arwi iji'tl-* siriwit)«iWv.' 
fii l(alnuAttlti(^tiiie.dtin ornaaf9niiHtmr/criBjdWiay.ta|(e 
a a i m to evoM u ^ of that iiirMay «tuiil:«(rax i^lireltrdeittf ia haa 
bdod reiTHnimî  ttis-afliKitsd mxtieif.wisi£Hi^,^?li W 
ooiiaiilitfiMf cjined ti> alcisMfl mctVeiiiatit ii^ HOW AtCT uiBI 
Kirlhar tidlirfiBAkm fniin Itiii Gnftii^faniitlA'AdSan Allrpart 

Airfield dpiirtillbita | 7 A l t | M A ! i f l B l d O ^ ^ 

; t Tiie ChlcBi99 Fli^ Oepmtn«rnt l<Jl<t«niy S ^ a c ^ or f^rtwHy Coinnicindt 
shall: 

(s] Alnd Pi* fiTOW JVTGT, iff th» pinrt **a njt r*|iDrt«d by tli» 

towar 

i^) r ^ a i n l n f i i ^ i i ^ y c^li^^aidinift^ tha fitinuer on Ihe 

^ « r e ie «(!3BiigsflGy whSle Eu the akffElifi 

iJiltBrrfAtfWIWit RsreEdi3etKlt.tav?i3tti7 
PBfia t 
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(Sub)Exhibit 9. 
(To Midway International Airport Emergency Plan) 

Letter Of Agreement. 
(Page 3 of 4) 

i|c I f^pcrr \-.iavs at nil iTirr.riir^nl: flrnM Hhiin raluniina ttj ItiH 
Sdiian, 

3. Tha .Abpon AJrtlalit Oparnbin* fjfflw i*i3ilj 

{»\ Aiarl̂  ttis SlPW ATOT. H' Iha eian -mB rartrtmarred &•/ lihe 
feMvar. 

{bJ Maintain t««Hway rsliocpiiwiunlaiilart-^llh Oia tov^or oir tlia 
ijrd'uirid Contriil l̂ &quericy 123.4(i Ml% B)S ait Uirwd dmiit^ fuid. 
«hiii tl-w wn«y0flrHiy ivl-llo on tt--« <rflv«itHam-H6iu!i. 

{o], Saoft, lh«i HcxKJiRit EBania dod airanfis for ndier Pliy 

(d) Be nafiponflWia for cagrdlnrti^ adiaaanai flrasind <navamiqit 
t*y other Clly ̂ «liltde^ 

(4) AdiSus lh» yptW Att:rr at ^my CIMI* ! * * raccsaiaaiijd by snii 
slluxlbn. 

B.. inthner/cmnfn3n»dlcalaiP«|5J9DC/ 

I, MDWATPfwioikli 

<Bt HfftH^ m GFP irfa &! 1 nn^ ai^ iW 

M] Type df Iffflriitial Eiaiiia»7wi r»9dBd, If krKlWi 

(hflibulflrtaa), 

i2jt Lacaitnrt <M\Qn ̂ aalstanee le Madiiil, if krEMm. 

Z TTTflCTOi^nlldh(wWi8?tpKipdiilaiii!Hi!ft{citd^^v^^ 

1 J i n Alriinrt Aiil»l<t Q^wattixiA OtVpit shall iioiiy the ehorafl 
5?WlM-/QfMralj»., 

c. Ml tte eyent of A btienit Uiiwiiil {̂ luttpEdoua malBftal thiealfl toalrarari: 

1. MOW ATCT BiwE 

(at t*5llfyeieAte'rtAirii!»WPp«HtaiwOinpi.«irafiy 
bcrntifsuaj^cua m^silal; ItDBeUi ioistiif&L 

(b) DfSdijidataan^orttqifi^^QK^ 
lft>|iBi«l; on ̂  idrpnrt dp&niyiici< 
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(Sub)Exhibit 9. 
(To Midway International Airport Emergency Plan) 

Letter Of Agreement. 
(Page 4 of 4) 

(I) That-afe)pBdOdj3C«it*3SUinW(i.y4RBr*i"tl, 

<2J Ttie lisljjfaeeSliKi o' ftuitway 1SG arvJ litgh-apotid 

'̂ J. r îB f<iif(fti M i ^k i OparBigcirai Ottaa eNifc 

(aj Woiay llw WOW ATCT aria tiw CFP via 911 af any 
bmtiiivisftitirm itialedal llkagta np t rapo i ^ ff^ Ihn Httfs. 

(b) H>i;d|«jf i i«BtsjrfanxdHivnVii^Alipt ir tQ|:^^ 
^ . oindui^t s«]ui^! i tit j | ^ tcr<y«r dosigaqlaid «9R<;h israeS' 

3i ttwChlc^dPlrgiOqwitlinviittiliikE 

1i!i( slttK^by and it^port ttie Chkai^ Poba PepadincinL 

(1̂ ) A^iaijini qqiixTittridl (JttSM |ncfaii!if)t It ^nivf f l air aif^^im\m m 
p«r llw A t i ^ grittrBShcy Ww. 

ft, ppdtiBWJPcgS- FMii-Uwetito9oJ(^!idM«y Ahport Bnw 
MijwptitTey ovMitaanii.clsaalliotl tiifti ihiisttealajjpaoaar^ichj.Wjaijif SftpdIJn;rM 
acftuMLaitInaijisftof Iht'^mayai^snc^raBpflfaS«il i iHi(toit iwii i, Ttwwefl4?Q<aris» 

a,, ataodrfa^ Aledi A Mda uead io.<iian«ilir is yn t f f i ^ of a alli^tknn thai oouid 
reaua Irt w sCekSkiflit T * * code rflqt&efl'ttTat^iiw «*«$?<*¥ ediflprriaiit'Slarid by 
edja^ltt Ip Ihlf tiMnv dadgruUbd niiWiay. 

b. gnstttOOi: A pixleiiMt^diii»(e:«*vlri«n«flfite^ituaiSat«^d^ 
ajiitfjld. Tlnlt CQdeiwtulrea Ihal'lhe nfTwi<adcicyttc|ul|iiriKiiit r a a p ^ 

diffiigmt)t^at«a« 

Ci. Pfflflh F^:Atwte A iMdv V M M !» deapfie oa agUnI Bi^Ainl ^1H^ ^ ^ 

Ti \^^* iA.\»!di(aiui t i i .Mir^ lii<:|d«(it:ia fliabilliiid.6r 

f m U U B T of A|pwn!H«il M UrtldtiikKf td dAoeiiilB «;« mpwielts^tttw s o l ^ by i9Pd 
titiliiwan ilie ^Ba1tBtalo>anii is i M lAt̂ ttdeie^ liii^afld s ta i ruA a^ealii arty otilliiallofia.af 
dii iytoan^lhlnij jdrty. ^ > < / > f v ' 

_. -dl — 
i^tjllirtftSfinf 

A^ Trafltc MotugBF̂  ipvy AfPT 
'orchiotiad 

atAylirî ah, 

.Cqifei X. T F P P ^ 

Uffi«"dfA(K««m*nh OduJIiiflltbiiiiilijMiiiiiiitK^ |/tifl<M 
Hic^i^ Pmc: t<ti!̂  i^ § ^ 

FAA7 

Attacnmenis i ana z rererred to in this Letter of Agreement read as follows: 
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Attachment 1. 
(To Letter Of "Agreement) 

Standby Locations - Midway Airport. 

AirdKt iiinannaey PjTiDai3ilnra 

•CiaiipniFiy 

B i B l l i l l n t t I B 

STANPgy LOCATlQNS - M»PWAY AJRPOffT 

m-M^ 
SlSUtbAiIIT|l!i«t 

AL-mR 

B m i f l i H a m p m . 

ai-Rffi i l 

fiaoitl RiBnp n 
Ftaxtnit'nudiM'V 

ai-UCffl; 

JCiktt^fll i in|iat 
F<umipt'TaiiilM>iry 

Er i f l |ngCoi .1Jy 
eiiBj»:Nuit^.pt 

VliA^KM-tkil««]r 
&3[dtt;JtoM!|l'Bt 

Y«<fliBa TulMuity Ffljrtfiii T>att>iy F^TDt Tasnvray 

S 4 M 1 ^irl iaaTilJilwfly 

Saiitlilttx!lil i«( 
V t i i i i i nTu i ^ i t y 

aBul i i iUm{i '4t a < a L i i h n « n p a t : 

Staii iwity ThJck 

^ • 4 
fiiwtiinianpsBi eoat t iMmfi >t SouttlRarspat 

fvxxcaniuiuM)/ 
SiwUtl Ransp i i 

FogtuatTJlldMgy 

A«|iAuUn(3ttS4 
^t«tJti'PamiijU 

rif ltnnTluttiMjpJ 
QiHM9M«tubM4> 

:| l«ittp Bkintv » 
YwlliMttKfaiWjy 

Vtf i lUf iTntwi iyJ ' 

9dDtb femp m 
F;ciidtDttta.hiniy 

WiMTlMnipM 
f « t i n H T j | ^ « y 

BiniULlMtttti:*): 

WesljEtmqp o 
Ka»tPi tTai i )m^ 

{ R i p l i i l t ^ t f V W i f i O l l 

i l lc ia « i S ^ T 
'%tn l lHt* i )WI | r ; 
QiiriM'TiildMMy 

yififciMDEi^iRiy/ W a a t t t a n p t t 
FmltetlSlltfiMiy .pQstnit Tf.i!lH«y '̂  .1 

094EIINMI 
5«ft*iim: 

C)cig|fifltIU«r. ObccmbAr I , :2Dit4 
"RifiJiBSdnaiBvMfly 8 . 2 0 6 7 

dftCa^iskhiM., ^l/X'/^ia>-'7 
fUA 
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Attachment 2. 
(To Letter Of Agreement) 

Standby Position And Staging. 

^^-l-Mi-f- .iJ!jJ.lJiJ. 

L- J^^^^ mm 
T 

vn 

t. ] l ^ >. 

...N^ 

. . s ^ 

ST* >"SfVl/ / > V > ' >?\..r-&r N E t ^ . •.XVJL 

W-
.••v.-:.VJ*«*»*n, 

l ^ i i j a i o i a i i iiaj 

itidii;x«ii« 
eten*0y 
Pe^lttOiM 

liKfcS^BAflFF 
<3a«t«Glfi$» 

CNcaijKi MKIyiBy InAetrtqUeinGi A)«t?Qd sTAt4 i3©¥PQisnnaN?t 
AtlOSTAJSiilifel 

AlbiEtvm; 
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(Sub)Exhibit 10. 
(To Midway International Airport Emergency Plan) 

Airport Grid Map. 

B 
i 

D 
fW.| i f fC3j I 

;«fi 

drttraDqi Uiluuri' htnuilVritUii AjrpfMl 
AnPOHT^awi TitAP 

EHutt 
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(Sub)Exhibit 11. 
(To Midway International Airport Emergency Plan) 

Perimeter Identification During An Aircraft Emergency. 

'9H{|ln(|.Af8a. 
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GLOSSAnV OF TERMS 

Ai^fMfldlx I 

Altnort-te Out land and dovekifinients ownod. conlratlad, operatbd, and n^intamad by Ui^ 
Cily n% Chscngo f̂ Wway Worrtflliqnri Alrijot, unlrjss odmrvite*! Bpixiillijil, r̂ nBlsllIng of 
mtiyrtyH, IwlwiifiW, t'.nnsurt, tiOrtWi \mtst\ r*r i i*, i^tv\% s'At^/rm^ fjufflhsadB., buftHfTga, 
etructuiB; coadat; «liBeia^ tstdmea, at dttier raat e«talfi|proi>erly( iieoeaaaiv <K< îVt«ni(irit. nr 
daslriablBi (at l̂ a landing, lake-̂ ift̂  pcoQcnnicdallan and BenlclFig d vehldEa or aircraft ol 
nfl types 

Aili'POrt QpenalloiM Super^tec tAOSi »• An AOS m n Pnparimiinl of AMlnlion amploywi wtio 
directa and supan/taea (tie Alrportftc (Vnctsaniii dgxHalioria tind ameiaenc^ operaHodft-

AJroort Air Trsllie Cpn̂ mil Trnwar (ATCT) - A eanice operated by dig Fadaral Avloillcii 
A^nifaiiiliiiitjon sit Chk^go M i d ^ (nf«fTiailli>tMl Airport otirttUvd Ak Tmf!^ Ccoiiyol', ia 
fxbriuita the tafa, ctOatf luid axpedllltuft fUw of air (niWe 

Aliiiiort Trwnirpsl - h thB bidding, vehicte daddng arxt ascrBft part<lng smas utazad to 
rantiiKt soliiRdulod «itr csrriw opdrattgiui 

A'̂ tallan Oommand Foat Suaamiapr - The AOS at il>& tatoA at any aincraftfelfioort mndcnt. 
»respofiGtblB for coon^itatlna with ei» CFD hicktent Coiniiiander and the iSPO 'O^aaler 
SiteCdnin^ndkirduriiniianyalipart^pnai^ncy ThfiA^Inn PpntrtajidPoastSi^iarviaar 
tt attMiiQiipiiiwtilig for ell Pajjadmignt df AvtRilon aotivltka tiami a/vaiipdri Btn4iiq<«nQlB« 
utdH reH^veil tvy h^aM OMih^Hy. 

Avlifllort^q^jrHv; r ts lbs 6Muilty P|uialoit cf tiia De îartment of Av^Uon charged wilii 
«imurvid Hw D«p»ffiKHitrs cantpGanw wltti 40 CFFl PBH91I5I<0 tind tS4i: 

Ctileaoo TTia Peoiirtirrtftrit <Cina Emetwetit̂ f Madical Serwcea <EfJIS; Paattonaa Phin -Thn 
cunenl^nael tsd&al tHet CFPvihkibeaiiibllBhea t|ii» CFD'a^infitg^fley M êdisBliSenitco 
RRflponasPtan Maniialdeyfllij^d L i n ^ s ^ a r i y typaatntiiil^leefiiau^ Incldaid both 
««) AiiKlaliriha^rpnif; Tlwpl&npnjiy^gaiW api^etarninedre^iariSB sixi o ^ ^ ^ 
pmi^^uim dinigno:) Vt provide ddinilB earn, iaquipimici eticJiwrDcn^el necessary ta 
Btatiillie cziiiuitJiy lnciij«n( both on »id off th* airport; grtiuhiild. 

Ciilcaon Fire SewafanitWi filaifeal fttiiitar • CFP leenned M.P. ttiva tHteaa tthtf 
owrdjtmteflniedicalfigieraiiui&ai EMSPenoiuial and ItoaptStatMadtcalTesmsatitie 
cttirt^tifanliwkfant 

ariBfnal Dale: Pgcanttfef l.zfllM ' iMJksJi.-sSjti Ti '1 ' '^ '^^ 
ftwislqfi OBtffi MmM^^ML...^ FAA Apptorf 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS ICaflBrtUed) 

Chtcwm Pultoe PaarfaMnt tUPBkfiteaHDIaattifegigDBaMflmal '•Tha ciflrent ntanua 
of the PfAloi Department whiah otdrirm «piK^ic mponaibilillm oTihe CPO pgnMctnol In̂  
Ihe event irf all emingcirKy liiwf'iin!) an netaptt «t Chl(:«go MldwJiy Intefiurilctrtqi'i'iwpprt 
Tlhti plaii Idoniiiieo pafi£» respMiie to ihckfantii inMl'jfngi ake^n at tha atrport ami 
a|ipKs)tila parilan .̂̂ k ihe miuiuiil are appmpiiate for uea iiiihen tna ilnddant diicura at a 
localian otf Oiie Airport. 

C }̂#ipoo PofeB tjcpBrtmant fCPOt Dgaater Sfto Commanqig -.• Tlw mfillciitg Qflloei' i » m 
4[;ain« pl * diailnUir nvlll km titmigft^^. tn the CPP Piuisfeir snte CZomtiilifHliar and ahmt 
jtaitUiTie Qvapill aam)iu*i ol «H ppllce operBtiane, 

Pf^jOBP^ffinyll <fiPQ^ Pt^'^ UBUIanwit -Tha Bald rnUtBnantbflNtSnhPisdlVtittapondji 
inmiadiBlely to (hs aoimv of ii4^t**to iind^ntwiiiiii* ij^jmninnti of ette poDoa ppaniiQri umil 
rallev«d by ii hi^Nr fMikiflg (niuhtur oi itte CPp PH«rol Piylalcin 

!PqajlanBrlHa,gytH!I?9fiJl Jh.eSRggf • il̂ eapilafe pre-dBal|}iiatad by the ChisaQP Pf* Ckupanrnqnl 
be<»UBaotlta{fiugFaphlcMatk]nt4 lh« imiairgancyvHii, (oiii^ivt(h«Fit«i Popartmaittiir 
tlw,w|6it gnd B)^diitau» t«frtoVBt. ol iwutwieebd vfetittut, . Ttvouflh. hoepitaf 
cammuPlciitlDni), tha followjito Ni pbiiiinedfiiyt dataimirwd by the rBsauroai l^p l la l Irgm 
other area tiOBpitala tfi aoauiB (uaper cate cf uictbns: 

A, ilgspttalbfidftWlleAailv 
B. enii;^i«ncyFi<3dm94niut4n4lbehu'ribiHroipBij«n^ 
a Madle«ltieani^i«l(fu«eMtV^^ 

finBiBCTgyjMlyJ'%.PIflg '^. T ^ eunent plitn of Ihtt Departmanrt of Avliilton fAM^ c t̂lline«. 
^pocilKl piA?n. Olid t««po!inlHnii« ritdH'rta H(" < i ^ ^ ^ ^ î<dn liV Pepartrnait of 

Qfiiifirflit (niori'eirniwsianey) afid iineiigeiiey tnafiudpon 

iMSJ(«!iSlJi9lJSSi^-Tha CfrO CliKFPbisilinBdlefv:Oat)uty qnrf Pdtvnodit»(PMy Pi 'M^, 
ttniqti«^ Ihe InridBrit CwTHTiilhdaf. 6nnlti«lha EMS vuiipait at ttn» Inc l ^ l -

l»ddait. Caitiftnndar • Ths C^cniPMdlng' Oincer ii4 lî e aiteaie of any Inndant and la 
i«fipdHBiblB for till ae^uiileft at Ihe IhdehHiL 

IflcdflBLlrtsflflaaoigilrt -t^nlar - A nwm BdhiBtad /«- ihe Inddenl Msnagwrnint Team 
cxKitposeii (rf iiitsEsgaiicv qroanlzBtioiw b iHemaije oom 

laOTAM < «ihqlt mtnsf H " N o l ^ UrMrwh'^ calif&iitiins Inrorttiatroni abovf jllia aBtabO&hipard, 
tiondltitih or dmttiQii lit «iny £««niP4hitt>i nt or iiataid b ilw nitpierii â a tknely knowliHtjia of 
vjh'1011* cBBelitli;! to iiaent airtlie airport and la petMnnet oahcarii^d wtlh flt^hlofMrtiKme. 

qr^lrtdDato: P«««nl»1.30M :a ia^ iJaW. .^ .3mVaa^ 
l ^ ^ n Pate hfay 8 2007 FAA Appftnral 
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{^QggARY OF TERfJg (CgtObiuett'l 

AinaaB EwordatiaaE - tihata WMiiis am c^Mtlled Inio Ihltt i:atea«tdea whteli tr^gw 
. Rpifciflci res^onae ai^iam on the port of the prtrniuy enter̂ iency reaponse ofgsfilzaUOrya. 
TRaaa categoitiB* aia: , 

'̂ Tî lJlflH^Y At-CTT; A «oi^ uaed In deooB a; vramlrq cif B viiuinlkin that enxild 
riBsiilt In 9 oQcldonL TT1I& code requliBS livA dm* ohwrgvicy ^n^/msM itudby 
atljaccnlta the Tosver de&tgnalBd mnway 

EMEaGEWCY; A <:cid(« idcd la danota an Imminvtit i i ^ l lon aoaunitig on the 
dlrljoli Thia oeda requliwi Ihet th» wrurDBiKy oqu^nieRl feapand lo a Tpwor 
dealgnated area 

CWASirt FIR£ AtEftT; AoidBtthkihlo itsadlodriiwfBmacIiiBlBccidwd 
or Ike wmcli rBQuIrm %nniedl«l4 Acjlein by epiarpaioy rescue And lira ligMnia 
mnoniKil Th« Airport win renisifl closed for «GraQ apmUdna MiO ll̂ ft tni^denl 
It siltt^Ued nr aecurad tiy aid|»flzHlIon nf Uio Dî Bdnnati) of AVlailofl 

riatwaafe ItedlaLQBteBtfBMQt - ^ Ihn abaemea t* iha CFO Medical D%BCtor. Urn Hilt 
Bî lvlngi medical pt^aician villi bo dirks^niMati tha f̂ efiponse MeiScat OfliMr (RMf̂ V TfHx 
physician w^ov^ntea rnedlcial lii^rmgeinigtd In tlia Ireafltiient ̂ fttt. 

Poaltieled Af BH - « me anaa contalnpig iiuap<;qtcd >iaKird<Mi».<rsamElaVdBngBHWa i ^ d a 
ajiitl or leak t̂ tat will bo naâ rioted In pnyont q£]̂ tbuiiMî Bl3i3n of pettiaEfaanK r̂id i!i()tj|pivmiiii, 

TjyiHDcutOtfottf - Tli» CFP Q4S Ofllcarwho edwdlnatea Uw IrtUiwwtoftin prttJiHy, end 
mtidical dbpcuBaJnoft. of ftts idî JMred pattartba ttmiugh Ihni deii^nflted Conwiand HoafS^ 
l^poeiaihla tar the i^hifaarcif arnibtiltini?9« «Q(^ 
PealiniaUqn, trBnap<3>t3ik>n, and rno^df l f f iMpcd^ 
Papartiinant 

Tnndiiigfit PillliM . Tltis CFP EMS OfBtw'R r88por l̂3n!il2» w t those ^etafittg lo the 
trmlritantiiraa. In coancllnatlpn VMtti t!ia PFI} Mddieil Olresdor't̂  llw g&fid, Ito TfllBbndnt 
orncer vttit cowdtrtaia the mcvfiment of p4f*^M Inild ̂ a out: of tha healnibi^ onim A« 
pabeiile am a£abillzedl and prspmrvi M IXAfTa^oil. lite phyalclEUi In c^n;i* villi Mitiiy liig 
TtBabriaitOfni:er, Tie:TritilnientOITiMr willIjwn dcitily ttleTranspartOnjcare^ paHenU 
artfDiliing tRmtport, No paMnlik svjlj be evacuated fitiiTi tJM ;i«i)tifn>t<ll amU tidleu 
aiJtihtiEizwli by iiitt it^etlfftmi or itanapoit aHtcera. 

Triage - Ths !<ini c«nBa from Ihe Fiwich langupga mtanirsft 'ta aoM orlocatBgroaftV 
TisaE t̂n 4ite!iii<d Ifiralyaa (|[lopi)iii«, bi]ih fwttiUi^lorUtlis«l iti lite iioEipltat and for otint Iri 
(hflflflld. 

OnqliUlOate, l > i cm^ r t . 2 tB4 i & t % f c i i ^ . > F ' ' ^ ^ 
fiflvlsfap Ddo: f.T:iylL2D[ir FAA Ap^ 'n i l 
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taiERGENCY TELEPHONE LISTI«« 

Appaiidii: 2 
Ihalaltawari^ra u ̂ Slariiil6i.+mii&iiifrntl6i'9 fl€ iifJUfritJDO/Jzpafciicrtjflna'oiiQsi'ciaB that par 
tia cDnLsLiftd il'i ilia ^ îmt. Ol tfi arnefganrty. I tia !> 11. ccaiimjiitaliaiia lysJEnl iii trtfjvfiiaf uya a\, 
CHcDoa tsll-Jway InW '̂̂ itiCtiinl Aiiport * snt o.'spocad Tneojia c' nctit^N ayefntiB* aiiii aerwnpB* 
Willi, otilfliijjnnr-y .msonpsltuliiia f.'ra la nat a ncmnrfihannrra ilnlEitt 0̂  ut WQaiilittlieriS 3iul cdiJo 

1. DfiPA.l4UiieNlJ3J:-MlffiQtil TELEPHC-ta: NUMBERS 

A Nuria Fernandez <7T]] saB̂ BĈ Q 
Ccirrassicrsrc+ftyDacn . ^UiHi-is'^mtn ;>p4*rl (773) Sa^-ftt l 1 

, a Erin O'QonnaH (773} 1133.0508 
MtiittttHta riiinn^ {>w*rtK(k>;v* M>1W;̂  

..WCCj (7T3.]1Ha-Blt1 
C CoalaaSlinoa f77:i] 033.0615 

Osoj/CiirniEiBnBfArtrirlOtKrHtrr* PBUBT: (311) 839-4304 
P. Jamea Maurar 1,771^686-2307 

Mnselra ZHtfJji CanmH^̂ thin ^̂ nnmUf Cgll phuia; (313) ZOB'ZJGQZ 
E Jannga JC'^e (r/3J a3tt-t411 

AjBt'r>i>^«»»T«f f:*sriiiiiir. M^Awj. - PaQ«n (ai2|l a3IMl:3i9B 
r- î Vflndy Abtani» ^'msao-jvfia 

Atî l 0:jniiMtsi4lninf MoitlB rtcaRrana f^gaFi (l i l^^ 92!Ni194 

11 rAClUTlE3 MANAgEWENf 

ft. faclBleB Serviw PrsrfitBsionmtti (FSP) (775) Me-6MQ 
fl. WiJwBV AJrIilMiB TJKiTiinal Cofinarliuiu jMvftTCO) (TJi) fl^B^ae 
C Sky Tanhlnjj IFuel Sviiton) (7731 2(94-7727 

nv crrYOFOflCAoc 

A, Chicago Rm OnpurtniBnt ,.._..-, ....911 
8. CtidesQO PolilEe CI<ip«irtm(>Ti( 

Alipon Laiw Enfonemml SocHiMi SotiitutTTS} {OB-Slia} 
ethDis<rw« (312)74741224 

C. Dept o^AvliillDn, Airport qpamdon*^, „.....j(773>{i3a-(l87T 
D. iftldwaiK ConHnunlcalians Cflnter..^,^.^.,.-^,-.477}| ta iM\^ \ 
E CteoartmantolHealth..,., .... ..,.,„.,.,;,^3iaj747-QBM 
F. D€?HrtrtwntofT™rtspri»lBllon, Duly Mfltiagfif (311) 
Q. CKFfcB<3tEniotgijncyMjisiflu(bin6n1 1312| :/'4B-e;8)MI 

rjflfllrsal Da/IB. nocembef 1 
revision Rote May B. 2007 

2SQ* 
a i FAA Afj^-avai 
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IV, cooKxtiUbiri 
A. 
a 
c. 

&N?lff : . 
ri-ionjency Siiivtee-» dnd tl^B-ssioi fujopw 
Medical Esstninar {ZA hciirs.) . 

p.TAI&.QEllJ-4tĵ ^. 

'"', 
0. 
c 

t£ l i 
A. 
a 

c 

D 

;g 

F, 
G 

H 
1. 
.1 

StitiiB Pc«» ' Cfedgo Otairict. . . 
Illjiyia tzsruif-fjtnef Man»noinanl AQPIICV 
De<i3ft?riEfit of HuCSijr Snlnh,!. 

SPAUfipNaES 
FAA Commun^datlaiiA OfltCA (Em&rQam:/!.. 
TAA Atip<irt Tntinc Contrei toviar - MW//av 
thiPaga FSift l {OA ateaf i j 
Q'HafB FSDO lLar99 su^git l . - . 

. 5 1 1 1 
{7m\ m ^ - i j m 
^'lUfijasaKon 

t^ r^ rJA-MM 
,;Pi47'i 2&4.i!i717 

. i;2iTf ras-aaoo 

..(M7) i'3*-»AWi 
(7731 •(M}4-:!&IW 

, . leSOJ 441-3100 
. . J1M7S BZfr-goaai'r 

Trunftportallon S«c(ir1Iy Ac)niiiniqtra||(Hi fT3A) 
DateckStiirtia ... 
Fnilinal Saauilft Drectoi 
Duly Mnflngw « Mlr*»jay, 
iiTiwgnncv-
S^nailyScteeolrig Check Paint. ,:. 

National Trgiiigcwiatwn Safnjy aoDud 

Cu&tmriB «ntf Bncrtq* Pcvtactlcn ^. 
Gy*|om» fciii Ppidar ProlficfiCfl luoinntiaivfij., 
Cuslama and Bflr<der ProtacJlwi lO'Hare) ..: 
CLdlani« aiud Boidier Pmteciion 
Agriculture QuarBolinsi tnspocticn 
Canter for Oweaw Cot̂ r<i* mui PtBUHfitian 
DepBrtmwH of Energy ^RadicrtUfllcal Untl>.._ 
Fndcn l̂ fluronii o/UiveaiJgatlQrt 

I:T7JMM-1322: 

i'3l2je3i&^S3 
1112)636-2:670 
(7Tii)g^a-eiTOfta79 

_._..|63D)377-*t77 

.(7T3|. 848-6110 flirt U 
..,_i312) 993-9 SCO 
.,.,^.7731894-21100 

f77aia4B«3BQ 
{773} 694-2360 
.'830) 2Sa-^800 

,._.^31^)*21^7qQ 

K. Naiscnal Vteadiar S Q I V K B .- ini6}834'JMaQ 
L Uai*' jbllct tBallhfi8™ice<0000-l70Qtifi i) .(312) 353-1335 
M iJ-S Pos t Office (5645 5 , AirJiort . ,. (acrf3>a79^8m 
N PoBJtailIns^iBctof<«aVi ifcMfliujn) . - . . . ( i i i ) 9 S 3 - 7 & C O 
O rorfsral Emorasincy Mnrjuyartient Agencv .- (3t2) tOe-B&IXI 

ftevisiwi Data: Mav B, 3007 DD FAA Appi^AwsI 
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VII. MIUMK; 

llllntwA /<--ni/ Matjnnnl Gunrrt • h\\6fnrf , (733) 324 a-lSl 
i t l j i t M ^ i r f M\iii ftours-aaif lor Uuly Dflicerj ^317) 7B'-3654 
U.S. CaaaieitaraiCsLm'-etHansoi) ..|"«'3)'?'6e-j«aB3 

i'MiltfvauKue SJBkn) .^J|i*j747-Vifr5 

VIH ArilErllCAN t^EI3 GHOS3 fU.R.rj. Lafoifee N&(£v> .... i:3l2'| )'23-*iaO 

IV aALVATION ARt.fV lltotSnoi .<flOO} &3J|-QC!4^ 

X HQ&EJi41,5,ltB5ft!l 

A I Inly Crmft Ctiicago [773)854-9000 
Q Clifisl C^ririwim^ Oak Lawi 1709) ee4-ar]QU 
C McMeal • ilePVjiTi l.^«i!ll 7fl3-*1Q0 

j^\ imamiFS AI-ID gpHmcgs TB-CPIIQNE NUWDERS 

A CatvivorMaalBi edlaon idanai^).. .i;80C^ 33*-?ei6l 
En-^rgenc'/ laOO) .'iTa-TOM 
Stt»w BulMrH CAftCDisnt Rop.) , . . , . . , (eorjl 643-0199 
I aad pi5p9itnho* (2nii CallJ... , (^15) 433-2300 

B. RVjoplea dan (General^ (aB5>M6-6C02 
(Nlghl BJitl WBehflnaa-Emerijaiiasii) (B66) SSfiMlOO? 

C, SElG/AjTieniach HapaiirB: <aeB}6i i1^56 
D ChiRBtgoTnanBitAiibtiorilyiemBr-wni:/). . ,{•312)432-8(140 
E. Airport Citinptflih (Etiaiiiiiaa Mmiagisf. pagm} ; . (313] Baa^l^Ki 
F r^nie^ ^Rlnoyioil Alicran fl«a3MrY^) (TOB) a56'tB5tt 

(173) 2Al-2-Xtl 
t««ne:(7Gaj e3B-55/0 
Cet 1708)417-0923 

OriainBl OiAs; Daowntgr 1. 7004 '^^fMit^r;?:* JiVj^^-j 
RtMJLiijn DUIB- Matf It ZDO? m TM.I 
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Airport Operator 
Standard 

Current 
Year 

AIRFIELD 

Runways 

Airfield/Airport 
Operations 

Unscheduled runway 
closures 

Incursions by 
pedestrians or 
vehicles 

Rubber removal 

Visual airfield 
inspections 

Visual 
terminal/landside 
inspections 

Fueling inspections 

Field condition 
reports—standard 
day/no snow 

Pavement friction 
testing—standard 
day/no snow 

Airfield lighting and 
signs maintenance 

17 

0 

Perform rubber removal if 
friction test is less than 0.5 or 
as required by AC 150/5320-
12C Table 3-2 and not less 
frequently than indicated by 

the number of turbojet 
operations per runway end in 
AC150/5320-12C Table 4-1 

Once per 8 hour shift and as 
required by FAR Part 139.327 

related to the change in 
weather conditions 

Once per 8 hour shift; observe 
peaks 

Once per 8 hour shift; observe 
while fueling 

Once per 8 hour shift and as 
required by FAR Part 139.339 

related to the change in 
weather conditions 

Once per week on air carrier 
runways but not less thcin 

required by AC 150/5320-12C 
Table 3-1. Once per month 

on all runways 

100% operable; immediate 
outage repairs required 

XX 
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Airport Operator 
Standard 

Current 
Year 

AIRFIELD (continued) 

Snow Operations Conditions for reliable 
friction surveys— 
snow/ice (5) 

Ice or wet ice, 
compacted snow 

(dry snow of 1 inch 
or less and wet 

snow of 1/8 inch or 
less), or .04 inches 
or less of surface 

water 

Field condition 
reports—snow/ice 
(5) 

Once per 8 hour 
shift or as 

triggered by a 
change in 

conditions (change 
in pilot's condition 
report, change in 
precipitation, after 

treatment, or 
immediately after 

incident) 

Pavement friction 
testing—snow/ice 
(5) 

As triggered by a 
change in condition 

(change in pilot's 
condition report, 

change in 
precipitation, after 

treatment, or 
immediately after 

incident) 

When the central 60 
feet of the runway is 
contaminated for a 
distance of 500 feet 

or greater. 
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Appendix "C". 
(To Operations And Procedures Manual For 

Chicago Midway International Airport) 

Form Of Operational Performance Metrics Report. 
(Page 3 of 5) 

Airport Operator 
Goal 

Current 
Year 

TERMINAL AND C0NC0URSES(6) 
Note: All measurements in this section should be examined on a peak month 
average day and during peak hour, where applicable. It being understood that 
measurements may be affected by periods of construction or as a result of 
Delay Events. 

Domestic 
ticketing queue 

International 
ticketing queue 

Hold room space 
(applies to newly 
developed 
holdrooms only) 

Total Airside 
Public Restroom 
Space 

Area per queuing 
passenger (SF) 

Area per queuing 
passenger (SF) 

Area (SF) 

SF per Equivalent 
Aircraft Gates 
(EQA) 

Minimum 18SFper 
queuing passenger 

Minimum 20 SF per 
queuing passenger 

B757/A321 gates = 
2,100 SF and 
other gates = 

1.600 SF(3)(4) 

B757/A321 gates = 
300 SF and 

other gates = 
240 SF (2) 

XX 

Public Restrooms Supervisor 
inspections per 
supervisor shift for 
each restroom 

Cleanliness -
Average cleanings 
per restroom per 
day 

17 

Intemational Arrival 
Facilities primary 
inspection queue 

Area per queuing 
passenger (SF) 

Minimum 11 SF 
per queuing 

passenger (1) 

15 Maintenance 
Response Time 

Average 
resolution time 
(in minutes) 
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Appendix "C". 
(To Operations And Procedures Manual For 

Chicago Midway International Airport) 

Form Of Operational Performance Metrics Report. 
(Page 4 of 5) 

Airport Operator 
Goal 

Current 
Year 

LANDSIDE(6) 
Note: All measurements in this section should be taken on a peak month 
average day and during peak hour where applicable, it being understood that 
measurements may be affected by periods of construction or as a result of 
Delay Events. 

Curbfront 

Private vehicle 
departures curb 
(enplaning 
passenger curb) 

Private vehicle arrivals 
curb (deplaning 
passenger curb) 

Taxicabs 

Employee parking lot 
shuttles 

Economy parking lot 
shuttles 

Percentage (%) of 
double-parked 
vehicles 

Percentage (%) of 
double-parked 
vehicles 

Maximum wait time 

Maximum wait time 

Maximum wait time 

0% 

0% 

5 minutes 

15 minutes 

10 minutes 

XX 
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Appendix "C". 
(To Operations And Procedures Manual For 

Chicago Midway International Airport) 

Form Of Operational Performance Metrics Report. 
(Page 5 of 5) 

Airport Operator Current 
Goal Year 

LANDSIDE (continued) 
Note: All measurements in this section should be taken on a peak month 
average day and during peak hour where applicable, it being understood that 
measurements may be affected by periods of construction or as a result of 
Delay Events. 

Parking (car) 

Hourly (short term) 

Daily (short term) 

Economy 
(long temi) 

Employee 

Hours per year when 
lot is closed/full 

Hours per year when 
lot is closed/full 

Hours per year when 
lot is closed/full 

Hours per year when 
lot is closed/full 

1% 

10% 

0% for all MDW 
economy lots when 

taken together 

0% 

XX 

Sources/notes: 
Note: The following Gate locations were assumed to be B-757 hold rooms for these 
calculations: A2, A3, A5, A7, A9, A10, A15, A17, A18, A19, B23, B24, 825, B26, and C2. Gate 
A4B is B-757 capable, but has no hold room and so was not included in the computation of 
average hold room area. 

(1) International Air Transport Association Airport Development Reference Manual, 9th Edition, 
Level of Sen/ice 'C 

(2) Represents airside public restrooms SF area 
(3) Based on 80% aircraft capacity with 50% of pax seated at 15 SF/pax and 50% of pax 

standing at 10 SF/pax, plus 10% for podiums and circulation 
(4) These planning standards apply to newly-developed gates. Gates serving aircraft with 

seating capacities of 180-205 seats require 2,100 SF each. Gates sen/ing aircraft with 
seating capacities of 179 seats or fewer require 1,600 SF each. Existing gates must 
maintain at least the existing hold room space amounts. 

(5) AC150/5200-30A 
(6) The heading entitled Airport Operator Goal is intended to be a target. In the event that 

target is not reached in a given year, it will not provide an independent basis for declaring a 
Concessionaire Default under the Concession Agreement but, rather, the Airport Operator's 
compliance shall be subject to provisions set forth in Section 6.1 of the Concession 
Agreement. 
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Appendix "D". 
(To Operations And Procedures Manual For 

Chicago Midway International Airport) 

Rules And Regulations Regarding The 
Vehicle Airport Departure Tax. 

City Of Chicago 
Department Of Consumer Services 

Rules And Regulations Promulgated By The Department Of Consumer Services 
Pursuant To And In Furtherance Of The Metropolitan Pier And Exposition 

Authority (M.P.E.A.) Airport Departure Tax Ordinance. 

ARTICLE : RBOISTRATIOH a t VEHICLES 

Rule f a . 1 No caxicab, llvary veliicls, charter vehicle, or 
any otlier raocor vehicle transporClng persona for 
consideration shall accepc passangars Cor hire 
ac Q'Kare Airport or Midway Airport witkiout 
first having bean reglatered tfith the City of 
Chicago Department o£ Conauiner Sexvicea. Tha 
Issuance a t a public passenger vehicle llcenoe 
by the City o£ Chicago Depareaent ot Conauraer 
aervlcea will conscttute reglatration as 
required by this rule. The riglitratlon of 
vehicles not licensed aa public paaaengee 
vehicles by the City ot Chicsgo shall be 
conpleted on a f o m approved by the Comraissionar 
of Consumer Servlcas. 

Rule Ho. 2 The owner of any motor vahicla registered 
pursuant to Rule No. 1 ahave must file within 
two business days an amended regiatratloo with 
the City of Chicago Department of Consumer 
Services in the event of any of the following: 

a. a change in che lleanaa plats number of any 
vehicle registered; 

b. s change in the ownership of the vahlcla 
registered; 

c. a change in the address or telephone nunber 
of tha license holder of the vehicle; 

d. a Changs in the vahlelc registered; 

e. a change In tha caxlmetar used. iC the 
reglatered vehicle 1* a taxicab; or 

f. a Changs In the Insurance coverage of the 
vehicle registered. 

mile No. 3 The submission o t false, inaccurate, or 
incoBplete Informaclon In the registraelon of 
any vahlcla for the HPBA tlrport departure tax 
shall result in the denial of registration for 
that vehicle and any other vehicles licensed to 
tha sane Individual or corporation. 
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Rule Ho. 4 Upon completion of the registration, the license 
holder shall receive a IIFEA registration card 
for each vehicle registered. Tha MPEA 
regisCrscion card shall contain the name of the 
licensee and tha license plate number of the 
vehicle registered. No HFCA registration carda 
will ba issued to city of Chicago licensed 
taxicabs and liveries. City licensed Caxicab* 
and liveries will be required to display their 
City of Chicago license carda la lieu of a MPBA 
card. 

Rule Ho. S In tha event the HBE\ registration card tor any 
vehicle la lost, misplaced, or stolen, the 
license holder nay obtain a replacesient 
registration card after filing a report of lost 
registration card with the Oepsrtnent of 
Consumer Services. 

Rule No. 6 MPEA reglatration cards are not cransterabla. 
Tho MPEA registration card la valid only for tha 
particular vehicle for which it was issued. 

Rule Ho. 7 Ho motor vehicle shall display a MPEA 
reglatration-card unless that particular vehicle 
is tha one for which the HPEA reglatration card 
was issued. 

ARTICLE II TAX STAMPS 

Rule Ho. a All taxlcataa and liveries, ss defined in tha 
MFEA Airport Departure Tax Ordinance, shall pay 
tha HPEA tax by purchasing tax ataiiipa issued by 
the HPGA and affixing them to a valid Airport 
Departure Ticket and sutxaltting that ticket with 
stamps affixed to desigoatad City oC Chicago 
Department of Aviation personnel. 

Rule Ho. 9 Tax atsmps may be purchased from the NPBA or the 
city of Chicago Separtments ot Ravanue, Conaumer 
Services, or Aviation. No person shall engage 
in the unauthorized >als, trade, barter, or 
exchange ot tax atamps, Saeh such transaction 
shall represonc a separate violation. However, 
it shall not constitute tha unauthorized aale, 
trade, barter, or axehange of tax stamps for s 
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Rul» No. 10 

Rule No. I I 

parson to purchase valid tax atamps feon the 
HPEA or a City of Chicago agency and to deliver 
them to another person and accept ralmburssmenc 
solely for tha face value ot the stamps 
delivered. 

No tax-scamp may be re-used to indicate payment 
of tha tax once it has been affixed to an 
Airport Departure Ticket. 

Ho person shall .copy, duplicate, or counterfeit, 
any M P B A tax stamp. Ho person shall posaess or 
attempt to use any copied, duplicated or 
counterfeited KPZA tax scamp. 

ARTICLB III AIRPORT OPBRATIOMS 

Rule Ho. X2 Ho person shall bring, cause, or permit to be 
brought onto the property off O'Hars or Midway 
Airport a taxicab, livery, charter vehicle, or 
any other motor vehicle for the purposes ot 
transporting persona for consideration to or 
fron those Airports without having an N?CA 
reglBtration card prominently displayed in the 
driver's side windshield of tha vehicle. City 
of Chicago licensed csxicsbs and llveriea 
displaying their license carda Isaued by tha 
City of Chicago will not be required to have an 
MPKA rsglotratlon card. 

Rule No. i3 Ho operator of « caxicab or a livery vehicle may 
pick up a paaaengar at O'Hare or Midway Airport 
without first having affixed a MPSA tax atsmp co 
an Airport Oaparture Ticket and bsvlng given the 
Airport Departure Ticket with tax stamp afttxed 
to Department of Aviation personnel at the 
Airport. 

Rule Ho. 14 An operator of a taxicab or livery vehicle nay 
enter the property of Hldway or'O'Hare Airport 
and'not be reaponsibls for psying the HPSA tax 
when such veblcla is at sn airport to pick up or 
deliver property under tha following conditional 

a. The vehicle is registered with tha Illinois 
Coimerce Comaisslon aa a public carrier; 
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b. apon entering airport property and at all 
' times Che vehicle is on airport property, a 
placard ts displayed In the front 
windshield stating "KOT FOX HIRE' la 
letters at least 2 inches high; and 

c. The vehicle does not transport, accept for 
transport, or aolicic for transport any 
passengers for a fee while on airport 
property. 

Rule' Ho. 15 An operator of a taxicab, livery, charter 
vehicle or other motor vehlcla tansporcing 
persona for consideration at O'Hare or Midway 
Airport shall at all tinea follow the 
instruction! or orders of appropriate City of 
Chicago personnel. This Includes, but la not 
limited to: 

a. .Surrendering a City of Chicago public 
chauffeur license, an Illinois drivera 
license, an MPEA vehicle registration card 
and supplying any additional Information 
requested concerning tha opsracion of the 
vehicle: 

b. Following inscructions regarding the 
routing of traffic and location of vehlclea 
a t the alrpbrcs; 

c. Accepting dlrectiona regarding the loading 
of paaeengaxs at tha airports; and 

d. Surrendering the Airfare OeparCura Ticket 
issued to the vehlcla. 

O'HARE AIRPORT 

Rule Ho. 1$ Arriving with pacaengecs. 

All taxleaba and liveries encerlng O'Kars 
Airport with passengers for tho terminals 
aball unload passengers on the upper 
roadway only. 
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b. Paasengera shall never ba discharged on 
lower level. 

c. Taxicabs and liveries with passengera for 
tha O'Hara Hilton Hotel may use the Hotel 
Road to discharge their fares. 

d. HO caxleib, livery, bus, or other motor 
vehicle'transporting paasengera for 
consideration nay pick up passengere on the 
upper level. 

e. Upon unloading paasengera, all taxicabs and 
llverlaa shall leave the airport or proceed 
to the staging area for dispatch. 

Rule No. 17 Arriving without paasengera. 

a. All City of Chicago licensed taxicabs 
entering the airport without paasengera 
shall proceed directly to the Commercial 
Vehicle Holding Area (city taxicab staging 
area) without stopping (except far traffic 
reasons) on any roadway and without 
accepting or aoliciclng any passengers 
anrouta to the staging area. 

b. All taxicoba not llconaed by the City of 
Chicago and all liveries entering tho 
airport without passengers shall proceed 
directly to tha livery/attburban taxi 
staging area without stopping (except for 
traffic reasons) on any roadway and without 
accepting or sollclclng any passengers 
anxouca to the staging area. 

c: Mo taxicab or livery arriving at tha O'Hara 
Airport without paesengera may use the 
lower roadway on tho way to its appropriate 
staging area. 

Rule No. la Affixing tax atamps. 

a. All City of Chicago licensed taxicaba shall 
remain in their staging area until 
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dlapatched by Deportment of Aviation 
personnel to a specific terminal. 

b. C7pon being dlspstcJied by Department of 
Aviation personnel to a tennlnal and before 
leaving the staging area, the chauffeur ot 
a city of Chicago licensed taxicah shall 
affix an MPEA tax atamp to the Airport 
Departure Ticket Issued hin. 

c. The chauffeur of any City of Chicago 
licensed taxicab shall present his Airport 
Departure Ticket, with MPEA tax stamp 
affixed, CO the Department of Avlaclon 
peraonnal at tha tetninol loading area when 
arriving to to pick up passengers. 

d. All livery vehicles and all non-City of 
Chicago licensed taxicabs shall remain in 
tha livary/suburbsn cab staging area until 
they leave to pick-up a prearranged fare. 

e. Before leaving the livery/suburban cab 
Btaglng area, each driver shall obtain an 
Airport Departura Ticket fron the 
Department of Aviation personnel at the 
atoglng area. The driver shall affix a 
MPRA tax stamp to the the departure ticket 
and return it to Oepartnant o t Aviation 
personnel. The driver will than raceiva 
hack that pare ot tha departure cickat 
without the stamp and proceed to tha 
teminal area. 

f . If the drivar of a livery vahlola or a non-
City of Chicago licensed taxicab is unable 
to inaadiatelv load hia passenger(al upon 
arriving at the terminal, he muat either 
imnedlataly leave tha airport or 
immediately retum to the llvery/auburban 
cab staging araa. If the driver ratuma to 
the llvery/subuxban cab staging area within 
twenty mlnutea of the time stampad on hia 
Airport Departure Ticket, the ticket will 
be tima-atanped again without the driver 
being required to affU a nev MPEA tax 
scamp before leaving the staging area. If 
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the drivar does not return wichln twenty 
lainutes of the time stamped so hia Airport 
oaparture Ticket or If hia ticket has been 
tine-Gtanped twice already, he will be 
required to affix a new MPEA tax stamp to 
tha Airport Departure Ticket. 

Rule Ho. 19 City oC Chicago licensed taxicabs isaued a 
' short-trip ticket by Dapattment of Aviation 
paraonnsl and returning Co the staging area 
within forty-five (4S) minutes of tha tine 
stamped on the short trip ticket will be 
dispatched on a priority basis from the staging 
area co a apecltlc cerminal. 

Rule HO. 20 Kotulthatandlng the rules Hated above, the 
operator of a livery may park their vehicle in a 
packing lot at O'Hare Airport and enter tha 
ternlnala to pick-up passengers and eacort them 
to Che livery vehlcla if all of the following 
conditions ars met: 

a. ' Tha trip and the method of meeting tha 
paasengar at the terminal waa prearranged 
in advance by wrltcan or telephonic ordarr 

b. The driver of the livery has previously 
obtained aa airport deparcurs ticket; 

c. Tha driver ot the livery haa filled out the 
airport departure ticket and has affixed 
ttia appropriate KPEA stamp; and 

d. The driver of tha livery turns In tha 
alrporc departure ticket with HPBA tax 
atanp affixed to tha p&rking lot attendant 
at the tine of payment of the parking fee. 

MIDWAY AIRPORT 

Rule No,.21 Arriving with pasaengara. 

a. All taxicaba and liveries arcivlog at 
Midway Airport to discharge passengers 
ahall drop then off la the curb lane. 
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b. All taxicaba and liveries discharging 
passengers at Midway Airport shall proceed 
to the taxlcab/livery staging area before 
picking up passengers at Midway. 

Rule Ho. 22 Arriving wlchouc passengers. 

a. . All City of Chicago licensed taxicaba 
arriving at Midway Airport without 
paasengera shall proceed to chs staging 
ares before picking up any passengers. 

h . M l livories andnom-Clty licensed taxicabs 
arriving at Midway Airport without 
paasengera shall proceed to the staging 
araa before picking up any paaaangara. 

c. It la an sxcapclon to subsection b. of this 
rule if the livery or non-Clcy licensed 
taxicab arrives at Midway Airport within 
threa mlnutea of the scheduled pick-up 
time. In choaa esses, the vahlcla may 
proceed to tha lane opposite ths curtt laoa 
and wait a maximun ot three nlnucea for its 
prearranged passengers. After three 
minutes, the vehicle ahall leave ths 
airport or go to the staging area. 

Rule Ho. 23 Affixing tax stamps 

a. City of Chicago licensed taxicabs ahall 
remain In the staging area until dispatched 
to tha terminal by Depactnent of Aviation 
peraonnal. 

b. Upon being dlspatchad co the terminal, 
chauffeura of city of Chicago llcansed 
t&xlsabs ahall affix a MPCA tax stamp to 
tha Airport Oaparture Ticket/Form and 
return tho Airport Departure Tlcket/fora to 
Department of Aviation personnel at tha 
staging area. Departnent of Aviation 
peraonnal ahall then issue a duplicate ox 
aubatltuta Airport Departure Ticket/Pom to 
the chauffeur as proof of payment of the 
tax. 
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c. Chauffeurs of City of Chicago licensed 
taxicaba ah&ll present the duplicate or 
substitute Airport Oepsrture Ticket/Form to 
the Department of Aviation personnel at the 
terminal when loading passengers. 

d. Drivers of liverlea and non-city licensed 
taxicabs ahall affix a HPEA tax stamp to an 
Airport Departure Ticket/Form and present 
it to the Department oE Aviation peraonnel 
at the Csrtnlnal before loading any 
passengers. 

Rule Ho. 24 City of Chicago licaoaed taxicabs issued a 
short-trip ticket by Department of Aviation 
personnel and returning co the staging area 
within thirty (30) rainutss of the tine stamped 
on the short trip ticket will be dispatched on a-
priorlty bsslafron the staging arsa to the 
tennlnal. Chauffeurs shall attach a HPEA tax 
stamp to tha short-crip ticket and present it to 
.the Department ot Aviation personnel at the 
cerminal before loading any passengers. 

ARTICLE IV COLI,ECTION OF TAX FROM PASSENOBJIS 

Rule No. 35 ' Operators of taxicabs and liveries may collect 
che HPEA tax from passengers, subject to the 
following conditions: 

a. Operators of taxleaba and liveries may 
collect a maxiimim of SI.00 from a carload 
of passengers transported eo O'Hare or 
Midway Airport. The $1.00 la per carload, 
not per paaoaTigax. 

b. Oparacors of taxicabs and llverlaa may 
collect a maximum of $1.00 fron a carload 
of paassngers trsnsported from O'Hare or 
Midway Airport. The Si.00 la per carload. 
not par paioanger. 

c. Ho operator of a taxicab ahall collect the 
MPEA tax from any passengera unleas there 
is 8 sign posted Inaids the taxicab 
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informing passangars of the tax. This sign 
shall be on a form approved by tha city oE 
Chicago Qepartmant of Consumer Services. 

d. Passengera in llvecy vehicles shall be 
Informsd of the HPEA tax at the clma a trip 
to or from an airport la arranged. 

e. Pailure of the operator of the taxicab or 
livery to collect the appropriate HPEA tax 
from a paasengar does not relieve the 
operator fron the responsibility of 
affixing tax stanpa to his Airport 
Departure Ticket. 

ARTICLB V AOMINI3TRATIVB HEARlHCS, PKNALTtBS. AHD APPEALS 

Rule Ho. 26 Hearlngs--Departinent oC Conauraer Services. 
jTha following hearing procedures ara those to be 
followed in those caaea where violationa of 
these rules have been charged against non-City 
of Chicago licensed vehlclea. Charges brought 
againat City of Chicago public pasaengar vehicle 
llcenseaa will ba brought pursuant to tha 
hearing procedures in cha Oepartmsac oC Consumer 
Services Rules and Regulations for Public 
Chauf£aurs and RiUea end Regulations for Public 
Paassnger Veblcla License Holders: 

a. Hearlnga for violations of Tha Netropolitan 
' Pier and Exposition Authority Airport 
Departure Tax Ordinance and ebesa Rules and 
Regulations pronulgated pursuant to that 
ordinance shall be conducted by a Hearing 
Officer of the oepartnent of Consumer 
Services, Public Vehicle Operaclona 
Dlvlaion, ac Slo Horth Psabtlgo court, 1st 
Floor, Chicago, Illinois tOSll-

Hearings absll be conducted Monday through 
Friday according to a schedule of assigned 
times. 
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The owner and or operator of a motor 
vehicle accused of a violation is entitled 
to: 

1. Receive a copy of the eomplalnc 
against him: provided tliac information 
Identifying tha complaining witness Is 
lloltad to tha nana and whathar or not 
the witness is an employee of any 
goveranant agency charged with 
enforcing the ordinance and the rules 
and regulations; 

2 . Be represented by counsel retained by 
the accused, or to receive non-legal 
saslstancs fron a person who is not an 
attorney, ao long as no fee la paid 
directly or indirectly for such non-
legal aaslatance; 

3. Request, prior to tha hearing, tha 
presence of the police officer or 
othar city employee who issued a 
citation that la the basis of the 
complaint or who filed the complaint; 

t . Request, prior to ths hearing. In ths 
case'of 8 conplainont who la not a 
city enployee. ths presence ot the 
complainant it such person is 
available; 

5. Present evidence to refute tha 
charges; and 

6. (}uestion any witness who presents 
testimony against hin. 

In the event that the complaining wlcneaa 
ia not praaent, tha InCormaCion contained 
in the conplaint may be. considered by the 
hearing officer as prima facia evidence 
that an offense has occurred. 

Credible hearsay evidenca is adslasible at 
tha admlniatratlve hearing. 
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e . Telephonic testimony may, in the d i s c r e t i o n 
of the hearing o f f i ce r , be taken a t the 
a d n i n i s t r a t i v e hearing, provided tha t t he 
p a r t i e s are afforded the opportunity t o 
simultaneously hear t he tea t inony offered 
t e l ephon lca l ly and a r e given the 
opportuni ty co quest ion cha wi tness . 

Rule Ho. 37 If the peraoo or persons accused In t ha 
complaint a re unable to appear a t the designated 
t ime of tiie hearing, a continuance wi l l ba 
g ran ted , provided t h a t a te lephone c a l l 
r equea t ing a continuance l a mada to t h e Hearing 
Of f ice r a t l ea s t f o r t y - e i g h t (48) hours before 
t he scheduled hear ing. 

Rule No. 28 In tha caae of an emargency, the person or 
pa r sons accused In the complsint may request a 
cont inuance within f o r t y - e i g h t (40) hours p r i o r 
t o t he echeduled hear ing by making a telaphona 
c a l l t o the Hearing Off ice r . The Hearing 
Of f ice r wi l l grant the continuance only i f hs 
deceriainaa tha t an ac tua l emergency e x i s t s . The 
Hearing Officer may reques t any reasonable 
information or evidence reasonably nsceasary t o 
a s c e r t a i n t he ex is tence ot t he eneigency. 

Rule Ho. 29 More than one continuance of a hearing wi l l be 
g r an t ed only upon approval of t h s Comnlssioner 
o r h i s designee. 

Rule No. 30 I n tha event that tha aceuaad par ty o r p a r t i e s 
f a l l CO appear for the hear ing a t tha achaduled 
da t e and tima without having aaeurad a 
cont inuancs pursuant t o tha r u l e s above, tba 
Hearing Officer w i l l en te r a defaul t judgment 
a g a i n s t the accused and asaeaa tha appropr ia te 
p e n a l t y for the offense a l l eged in t h e 
compla in t . 

Rule Ho. 31 Upon the completion of the hear ing, t h e Hearing 
o f f i c e r s h a l l promptly Issue i t s r u l i ng In 
w r i t i n g t o the parson c i t e d , s e t t i n g fo r th : 

a . the penal ty , i f any, aaseasedi 
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b. the date by which the penalty must be paid; 

c. whether or not a suspension of che KPHA 
registration for tho vehicle involved and 
other vehicles owned will be imposed and 
when auch suspension will take effect; and 

d. tho right to appeal and the steps necessary 
to file an appeal. 

Rule No. 32 rollowing the hearing. If It is datermlned that 
the accused has violated the MPBA ordinance or 
any of these rules and regulations, the Hearing 
Officer may inpose a penalty of $50.00 to 
S200.00 for the first vlolstlon and $200.OO to 
$400.00 Cor a second or subsequent violation 
within any 12 month period, and reeaonable 
costs. 

Rule No. 33 The assessment of fines and/or suspension of 
MPEA Airport Reglatration for violationa of the 
• MPEA Airport Departure Tax Ordinance or these 
rules and regulations does not preclude the City 
ot Chicago from prosecuting violations ot City 
of Chicago ordinances or other rules and 
regulations promulgated pursuant to those 
ordinances either in che Circuit Court of Cook 
County or appropriate administrative hearlnga. 

Rule No. 34 The person cited nay appeal a final adverse 
ruling issued-by a Hearing Officer by filing a 
written protest with the Chief executive Officer 
of tha Metropolitan Pier and Sxpoaltioa 
Authority, with a copy to the Department of 
Consuniar Services, within 20 calendar daya of 
receiving written notice of the final assassment 
or the decision ond final ruling. The written 
protest shall briefly scats the reasons Cor tha 
appeal. Failure of the appellant to order and 
pay for the certified record within tha tima (or 
filing Ita written protest shall result In s 
finding that the appeal was untimely. Following 
receipt of a certified record in the case of a 
tinely appeal, the Chief Executive Officer nay 
affirm or reveres bsasd on a rsvlew of the 
record below. The Chief Executive Officer shall 
issue hie ruling promptly to the appellant and 
the CommisBioner of Consumer Services. <lt tna 
Chief Executive Officer affLrms the 
determination or ruling below, the appellant 
shall have 3S calendar days following the dace 
of issuance ot the Chief Executive Oftleei's 
ruling to pay to the Department of Consumer 
Services all taxes, interest and penalties dus 
in the mattec. 
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Appendix "£". 
(To Operations And Procedures Manual For 

Chicago Midway International Airport) 

City First 

Amendment Policy. 

CITY OF CHICAGO, DEPARTMENT OF AVIATION 
' AMENDED RULES AND REGULATIONS 

GOVERNING FIRST AMENDMENT ACTIVITIES 
AT THE CITY OF CmCAGO AIRPORTS 

EFFECTIVE S E P T E M B E R . ^ 2006 

Whereas, from time to time, individuals and groups seek to engage in activities 
implicating the First Amendment, such as the distribution of literature, charitable solicitation, 
and peaceAiI picketing, at the City of Chicago's O'Hare International and Midway Aiiports (the 
"Airports;"); and 

Whereas, to insure safe, orderly, and efficient operation of the Airports, while allowing 
for such speech activities on the premises, it is necessary that such activities be subject to 
reasonable time, place and manner regulations; and 

Whereas, such regulations are especially necessary given that Chicago's Airports are 
among the nation's busiest, and the post-9/11 aviation environment presents new security 
demands and increased congestion; now, therefore: 

Pursuant to the authority vested in the Commissioner of the Department of Aviation (the 
"Commissioner) by Chq)ters 2-20 and 10-36 of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago, I, 
Nuria L Fernandez, hereby promulgate these Amended Rules and Regulations, which supercede 
all earlier versions, and provide as follows: 

Section 1. Activities Covered bv these Repilationa; 

A. "Distribution" 
the distribution of literature and materials for the exposition of ideas and 
opinions in the exercise of freedom of speech, association, assembly,' and 
reli^on. 

B. "Solicitation" 
the solicitation of funds on behalf of not-for-profit organizations for 
charitable, philanthropic, patriotic, political, or religious purposes. 

C. 'TDemonstration" 
a gathering of persons for the purpose of expressing a group opinion lo 
observers through use of their speech, signs, and/or expressive conduct. 
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Section 2. Purposes of these Regulatlona: 

' A. To insure the free and ord^ly flow of pedestrian traffic into and through terminals 
in the Airports, and of vehicular traffic outside the terminals; 

B. To protect persons using the Airports from repeated communications or 
encounters that might be perceived as harassment or intimidation; 

C. To protect travelers from being an unwilling captive audience; 

D. To maintain security by restricting the activities allowed hereunder to public-use. 
non-secured areas in the Airports and by implementing additional restrictions 
where necessitated by increased security threats; 

E. To accommodate the requests of persons and groups to engage in such activities 
by providing designated areas within the Airports; and 

P. To protect the integrity of the City's contractual relationships with concessionaires 
and lessees at the Airports. 

Section 3. Permit Application Process. 

A. Any person or group seeking to engage in distribution, solicitation, or 
demonstration at Ihe Airports must first obtain a written permit from the Chief of 
Security of the Department of Aviation (the "Chief). To obtain a permit, the 
applicant shall submit to the Department of Aviation (the 'T)epartmenf *} a written 
permit application. The application shall be on a fonn provided by the 
Department, which shall set forth the location where such permit application shall 
be filed. The application shall contain the folloyving: 

1. The full name, mailing address, telephone number, fax number, and email 
• address oftheperson(8) or group(s) sponsoring and/or conducting the 

proposed activities; 

2. The fiill name, mailing address, telephone number, fax number, and email 
address of 

(a) the person who will supervise and.be responsible for the conduct of 
the proposed activities ("the responsible person"), and 

(b) each person who will participate in such activities at the Airports 
under the permit sought; 
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3. A copy of any material proposed for distribution at the Airports, solely for 
informational purposes, and not for exercising any judgment on its-
contents; provided that the Department shall not grant a permit for the 
distribution of any material that is indecent or violates any federal, state or 
local law or regulation. 

4. A brief description of the proposed activities, including the method of 
communication and which type of permit is requested, i.e., whether for 
distribution, solicitation, or demonstration. 

5. The date(s) and time(s) of the proposed activities; provided that a permit 
will not be issued for a period in excess of thirty (30) days, nor for any 
time between the hours of 10:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. In addition, the 
application shall state the number of persons who ate requested to 
participate at any one time (i.e., if an organization requests a pemiit for 20 ' 
persons, but plans to have only S persons present at a time). 

6. AVhere a pennit for solicitation is requested, the application must include 
as an attachment reliable documentary evidence of the not-for-profit status 
of the charitable, philanthropic, patriotic, political, or religious 
organization sponsoring and/or conducting the solicitation. 

7. An undertaking by the applicant(a) to indemni fy and hold harmless the 
City of Chicago, ̂ e Airports, the airlines, the Airports' tenants and 

. lessees, and all their respective officials, ofRcersi, employees and agents, 
against any claims that arise or are made against any of the fr>regoing in 
coimection with the activities of the permit holder(s) or its agents at the 
Airports. 

B. Within five (5) business days after the Department receives a permit application, 
the Chief shall issue the permit or provide a written response explaiiung the 
reasons for any denial, which shall be limited to the following: 

1. Non-compliance with the permit application requirements set forth in 
Section 3.A. above, in which case the Department response shall explain 
the nature of the problem. If an applicant files another application to 
comply with the requirements of Section 3.A, the five-business-day review 
period shall start oyer. 

2. Insufficient space available in the areas designated for such activities at the 
time(s} requested, in which case the Chief shall offer the applicant, in 
writing, a substitute date(s) or time(s) for the pennit and/or shall issue a 
permit for a smaller number of persons or a permit allowing participation 
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by a limited number of persons at any given time. 

3. Any alert level higher than "Elevated" (Yellow) on the Homeland Security 
Advisory System issued by the United States Department of Homeland 
Security, with regard to security conditions for operations at the Airport(s). 
In such cases, based on the totality of the security situation, including the 
availabili^ of security resources at the Airports in light of increased 
demands and requirements by the federal government, the Chief may deny 
a pennit request for demonstrations, distributions, or solicitations in their 
entirety or may limit the size or scope of such activities and/or designate 
alternate sites for the conduct of those outside the core area of the 
Airports. Where a.pemiit is denied ih its entirety, where feasible, the 
Department shaU designate a location for the posting of written 
infonnation as an alternative means of disseminating the information 
covered by the pennit request. 

Each pennit issued shall include the name of the person who is entitled to use it, 
and each permit may be used only by the person to whom it is issued. The 
Depiartment shall proscribe the form of identification that each pennit holder shall 
be required to wear and display conspicuously on his or her person while engaged 
in the pennit activities. 

Section 4. Pennit Denial Appeal Process 

Any person whose permit request is denied in full or in part may appeal the decision to 
the Comnussioner, by means of a letter stating the grounds ttierefor, within five (S) 
business daya of receiving a response from the Chief. The Commissioner shall review the 
initial permit decision and the c^peal, and shall issue a written decision affirming the 
denial or chaUenged limitation, or granting or modifying the permit as requested, within 
five (5) business days of receipt of such q)peaL This decision shall be sent by certified 
mail to the responsible person at the address provided, with a copy by email and/or fax 
when provided, and shall be effective i ^ n such service. It shall constitute a final 
decision of the Department, and may be appealed to an appropriate court, as provided b y ' 
law. 

Section 5. Permitted Locations for Permit Activities 

A The Chief shall designate areas within the Airports' terminals where permitted 
distribution and solicitation may be located (as set forth on the Airports' plans in 
Exhibits 1 & 2 to these Regulations) and areas on the sidewalks outside die 
Airports' tenninals where permitted demonstrations may be located (as set forth 
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on the Airports' plans in Exhibits 3 & 4 to these Regulations). All distributions, 
solicitations, and demonstrations that takis place on Airports' property shall be 
limited to these designated areas, unless the Chief expressly designates and issues 
a permit for an alternative location under Section 3.B.3 of these Regulations. 

B. Each pemiit issued shall specify the designated area in which the covered 
activities may take place; provided that, the Chief may move such permitted 
activities from one designated area to another, upon written notice to Uie 
applicant/pemiit holder, when, in the judgment of the Chief, such relocations are 
01 become necessary to die safe and efRciait operation of the Airports. 

C. In addition, under no circumstances shall any dishibution. solicitation, or 
demonstration take place in any of Uie following locations: 

1. In any secured area^ 

2. Beyond die security, hijack, or search checiqioints through which 
passengers and visitors are required to pass when moving toward aircraft 
gate positions, or wiUiin fifty (SO) feet thereof. 

3. In any parldng areas, roadways, restroom facilities, elevators, terminal 
doors (or within twenty (20) feet thereol). stairways, vestibules, and 
storage areas. 

4. . At any ticket or baggage check-in counter. 

5. At any baggage pick-up or collection areas. 

6. Within ten (10) feet of. or within, any areas used by a concessionaire or 
lessee pursuant to a contract, agreement, or lease with the City of Chicago 
and/or the Department, except with the express permission of the 
concessionaire or lessee. 

7. In any portion of the O'Hare Automated Guideway Transit System, 
including platiforms and access bridges. 

D. The Chief may order the emergency closure of one or both of the Airports, or any 
portion thereof, on account of emergency security, healtii or safety conditions, 
catastrophe or disaster, unusually congested or extreme weather conditions, or , 
government orders; and all persons holding permits under these Regulations shall 
immediately cease all activities thereunder for the duration of the emergency 
closure, upon notice by Uie Dq>artment. 
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When the federal government declares any alert level higher than "Elevated" 
(Yellow) on the Homeland Security Advisory System issued by the United States 
Department of Homeland Security, with regard to security conditions for -
operations at the Airport(s), the Chief may suspend demonstrations, distributions, 
or solicitations in their entirety or, based on the totality of the security situation, 
including Uie availability of security resources at the Aiiports in light of increased 
demands and requirements by the federal government, may limit the size or scope 
of such activities and/or designate alternate sites for their conduct outside the core 
area of the Airports and/or designate a location for the posting of written 
information as an alternative means of disseminatmg the infonnation covered by 
the permit request 

Secrion 6. Rules Governing Conduct oi" the Permitted Activities 

In conducting the activities governed by these Rules and Regulations, no person or group is 
peimittcdto: 

A. ' Obstruct, delay, interfere with the free movement of, coerce, intimidate, impede, 
hamper, or physical^ grasp at any peraon, including but not Umited to travelers, 
visitors, persons who work at the Aiiports, and persons checking or picking up 
baggage. 

B. Assist or offer to assist any person in the carrying or handling of baggage. 

C. Obstmct, delay or interfere with any vehicle. 

D. State or represent Uiat he or she or the organization is a representative of or 
otherwise affiliated with the City of Chicago, the Department, the Airports, or an 
airline. 

E. Fai) to wear the required identification proscribed by the Department at anytime 
while engaged in the permit activities. 

F. Use a sound or voice amplification device, or any noisemaker or musical 
instrument, since siicb noise may interfere with or impede the transaction of 
business by airlines, concessionaires, and lessees, or the safe, orderly,-efficient 
operation of the Airports. 

G. Except for holders of a pennit for solicitation under these Regulations, receive or 
accept any donation, contribution, gift or payment of money. 
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H. Conduct any credit/debit card transaction or electronic fimds transfer or any 
enrollment for any credit/debit transaction or electronic funds transfer. This • 
prohibition specifically includes, but is not limited to, holders of permits for 
solicitation. 

I. Erect any table, chair, or oUier structure, and/or use any wheeled or stationary 
device. 

J. Store or keep any literature or other materials anywhere on the premises of the 
Airports, except in a cany bag, which must be carried or harnessed onto a penon,-
so as not to extend beyond Uie person's body width. 

K. Carry any banners or signs dial are posted on poles or sticks of any type or tiiat 
exceed the following size limitation: banners .or signs may be held by a person or 
worn on an individual's person, so long as such banners or signs do not protrude 
beyond .the person's front or back or exceed the person's body width. 

L. Violate any federal, state or local lavy, regulation or policy. 

SectioB 7. VlolaHotts. 

A. For purposes of this section, an "offtase" shall mean one or more of the following: (1) a 
false or misleading material statement or omission, on a permit application; (2) engaging 
in any of the activities covered by these Regulations in a location outside the area 
designated in the permit; (3) engaging in any of tiie activities covered by these 
Regulations without a valid pennit, (4) violating any of the nilea governing coudnct ser 
forth in Section 6 of these Regulations; (S) failing to cease or alter permit activities 
during an emergency or increased security threat, as required in Section 5.D. and S.E. of 
Uieae Regulations. 

B. Any offense Uiat in the judgment of the Chief is substantial and did or may result in a 
Uueat to Uie health, safety, comfort or security of patrons and workers at the Airports 
shall result in (1) die immediale temporary suspension of ttie permit, where applicable, of 
the individual or group who or which committed the offense and (2) institution of 
proceedmgs fbr revocation of the permit, where applicable, under subsection C. below. 

C. All offenses under Uiese Regulations are a violation of Section 10-36-350 of the 
Municipal Code and shall subject the offender to ttie fines provided in Section 10-36-370. 
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Section 8. Permit Revocation Hearin; Process 

A. Within one business day of a permit suspension under Section 7.B. above and/or where 
the Chief detemiines an offense has occurred and a permit should be revoked, the 
Department shall provide written notice thereof, by certified mail to the address provided, 
with a copy by email and/or fax when provided, to the responsible person (as described in 
Section 3. A2.(a) hcreol) and to Uie person(s) committing the offense, where different 
Such notice shall state Uiat a hearing on the temporary emergency suspension and/or 
proposed revocation will take place before a duly designated representative of the 
Commissioner. No person who has been involved in any aspect of the suspension and/or 
revocation decision may serve as a hearing officer. The hearing shall be set for a date 
within five (S) business days of the date such notice is mailed, and the permit holder shall 
be entitled to a continuance of up to five (5) business days upon request. 

B. At the hearing, the Department shall present evidence, including from one or more 
wimesses wiUi persona] knowledge of the offense. The responsible person, or his or her 
designee, may present documentaiy evidence snd/or wiuiess testimony related lo ilie -' ' 
alleged o ffense; may be represented by counsel; and may cross-examine any witness 
called by the Department The strict niles of evidence shall not apply. All testimony 
must be recorded, by tape or oUier appropriate means, and the Commissioner must 
preserve this record and copies of all documents related to the hearing. To revoke a 
pennit. the Department must show, by a preponderance of the evidence, that the offense 
occurred. If the responsible party does not appear for the hearing, and has not requested 
or has already received a continuance, then the hearing officer may revoke the permit by 
default 

C. WiUiin five (S) business days following the hearing, the hearing officer shall issue a 
written decision stating whether the permit shall be revoked and the grounds therefor. 
This decision shaU be sent by certified mail to the responsible person at the address 
provided, with a copy by email or fax when provided, and shall be effective upon such 
service. It shall constitiite a final decision of the Department, and may be appealed to an 
appropriate court, as provided by law. If there was insufficient evidence for a permit 
revocation, any temporary emergency suspension still in effect shall be dissolved and the 
permit reinstated. If the decision is to revoke the permit, and the pemiit holder(s) is/are 
still engaged in distribution, solicitation, or demonstration at the Aiiports, the Department 
may serve a copy of Che decision on Uie persons engaged in such activities and the permit 
revocation shall be effective immediately. 

D. Any person or organization whose permit is revoked shall not be entitied to apply for a 
new permit under these Regulations for a period of three months foUowing the date of the 
hearing officer's revocation decision. 

^k^j-CuJ^ f'^c2-<>C 
Nuria I. Fernandez Date 

rmteemn^r 
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CITY OF CHICAGO, DEPARTMENT OF AVIATION 
AMENDED RULES AND REGULATIONS 

GOVERNING FIRST AMENDMENT ACnVlTIES 
AT THE CITY OF CHICAGO AIRPORTS 

EFFECTIVE SEPTEMBER 22,2006 

PERMIT APPLICATION ADDENDUM: 

INDEMNIFICATION 

Pursuant to Section 3 A.7. of the City of Chicago Department of Aviation's Amended Rules 

and Regulations Governing First Amendment Activities at the City of Chicago Aitporta, the pennit 

applicant(s) hereby agrees and undertakes to indemnify and hold harmless Uia Gty of Chicago, the 

Airports, the airlines, the Aiiports' tenants and lessees, and all Uieir respective officials, officers, 

employees and agents, against any claims that arise or are made against any of the foregoing in 

coimection with the activities of the pennit holder(s) or its agents at Uie Aiipoits. 

The undersigned ia authorized to sign this indemnilication on behalf of Ihe permit 

applicant(s). 

Printed Name Position with Peimit Applicant 
(where applicable) 

Signature Date 
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CITY OF CHICAGO 
DEPARTMENT OF AVUTION 

TO: ALL FIRST AMENDMENT APPLICANTS 

In order ts aiKare campllioc* vtlUi tha Oty «rClilciiga. Diptrtmtnl ol Aviadai Aqiendcd Rult* and RtgaUtioni Gov«rnln| 
Pn tu tcd Fint Aoua Jmcnt Actlvlrta ind la f uaronte* an equal oppartunKy for all dlstrtbutorj/iaUcUori^ the TolIoHlng rulci 
aad rcguladoni must be adhered to: 

SECTION 6. - RULES GOVERWmG CONDUCT OF THE PERMITTED ACTIVITIES 

in conductine the activities governed by (hese Rules and RegulaCions, no person or group Is 
permitted to: 

A. Otiitmct, delay, interfere with the Tree movement of, coerce, intimidate, impede, hamper, or 
physically grasp at any person, indudlnc ^^^ "ot iiniited to travelers. 

visitors, persoDS who vrorkat the Airports, and persons checking or picking up baggage. 

B. Assist or offer to assist any person ID the carrying or handling of baggage. 

C. Obstruct, delay or interfere with any vehicle. 
D. State or represent that be or she or the organization is a representative of or otherwise 

afniiated wllh the City of Chicago, the Deportment of Aviodon, the Airports, or an airline. 

E. Fail to wear the required Identification proscribed by Ihe Department at any time while 
engaged In the permit activities. 

F. Use a sound or voice amplification device, or any noisemaker or musical instrument, since 
such noise may Interfere with or Impede the traniactlon of business by airlines, 
concessionaires, and lessees, or the safe, orderly, efflcient operation of the Airports, 

G. Except for hold ers of a permit far solldtallon under these Regulations, receive or accept any 
donation, contribution, gift or payment of money. 

H. Conduct any credit/debit card transaction or electranic ftinds transfer or any enrollment for 
any credit/debit transaction or electronic funds transfer. This prohibition ipecilically 
Includes, but not limited to, holders of permits for solldlalton. 

I. Erect any table, chair, or other structure, and/or use any wheeled or stationary device. 

J. Store or keep any Ilteratore or other materials anywhere on the premises of the Airports, 
expert In a carry bag, which must be carried or harnessed onto a person, so as not to extend 
beyond the person's body width. 

K. Carry any banners or signs that are posted on poles or sdckt of any type or that exceed the 
following size OmltaHon; banners or signs may be beld by a person or worn on an 
individual's person, so long as such banners or signs do not protrude beyond the person's' 
front or back or exceed the person's body width. 

L. Vldale any federal, state or local law, regulation or poUcy. 

IT IS YOUR OBLIGATION TO BE COGNIZANT OF NOT ONLY THE AFOREMEMTIONED 
RULES AND REGULATIONS, BUT THE ENTIRE AMENDED RULES AND REGULATIONS 
GOVERNING FIRST AMENDMENT ACTIVITIES. I HAVE READ SECTION LTHROUGH 
SECTION 8. OF THE CITY OF CHICAGO, DEFARTMENT OF AVATION AMENDED RULES 
AND REGULATIONS GOVERNING FIRST AMENDMENT ACTIVITIES AT THE CITY OF 
CHICAGO AIRPORTS AND BY MY SIGNATURE ATTEST TO UNDEHSTANDINC ITS 
CONTENTS AND AGREE TO FULLY COMPLY WITH THE RULES AND REGULATIONS SET 
FORTTL 

Signature: Date: 
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APPLICATIONFOa PBUMITS TOSOUCITOH DISTIUBUTBINFOOMATION 
PVRSUAffr TO THB R UlESAND RBOOU TtONS GO VERSINa FtJIST A M S m U E N T A C n v r r r 

AT CHICAGO O'HAKE AND MIBWAllNTEKNATlONALAIIlFQjnS 

APFUCATION FOR CHICAGO O'HARS tNTERNATIONAl AtXPOnT: 
APPLICATION FOR CHICAGO MIOtFAriNTERf/ATJONAL AIRPORT: 

COMPANY OR imiVlDVAL APPLICANT: 

Noma: 

Adins t : 

CIO>, A S M A ZIf Code: _ 

Tttaphona Nuiabar: Ctll Phont Numhar:^ 

B-MAIL ADDRESS: 

PERSON HAVING SUPSRyiSION OVER THS O N ^ T S A C n V I T r : 

Nttmt: 

AJdnxrt 

CIry, Slate A Zip CoJ»i_ 

TiUphona Nuitihir. CtU Phent flunih*r:_ 

C-MAIL ADDRESS: 

WBTWOP o r COMMUNICATION faft ftairiMfle. t» to . MHdi>. etrt. 

DESCRIPTION OF A C r m n e S f<s.t. uHdlht raivltfdeMllmcrditlTitMlmU 

IF S O L i a r m a FUNDS yoVRNON-PROFrrSTATUSOaCUMElfrS MUST a B ATTACHED TO THIS APPIICATTON. 
NO PERSON OR GROUP ISPERMITTSD TO CONDUCT ANT D E a n X S E D r r TSAflSACTtON OR ELECTRONIC FUNDS 
TRANSFER ORANTENROUMENTOFCRSDWDBBTT TRANSACTION. AffUCANTMUSTFROVIbB A COFYOF THS 
ALL THEMATERIAL THAT IS TO BE HANDED OUT OR USED TO SOUCIT FUNDS WHEN Af PLYING FOR PEMUaS. 
IF APPUCAHT FAILS TO COMPLY irTTH REQUEST FOR MATERUl THBFBloaTS WIU NOTBEISSVBA 

FOX THE PURPOSE OF DISTRIBUTION A C I I V i n YOV MUST PROVIDE COPIES OF ALL MATERIAL THAT WIU 
HANDED OUT, AND OR CARRIBD A T THS TIME OFAPPUCA TION. FAILER TO SUBMIT A U REQUESTED 
MATERIAL WILLRESULTINA DELAY OF ISSUCE OF PERMTTX 

DA TBS REOUESTBD MAXIMUM OF THIRTY nO) DA fS: 

NUMBER OF PERSONS FOR FIRST AMENDMENT ACTIVnV IN BLUE BOX AREA: 
(Maxbnim *ftU (6) ptrmlaptr Bbu Box Arta) 
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NUMBER OF PERSONS FOR FIRST AMENDMENT ACTIVITr FOR DISTRIBUTION: 
(Mojdmum of Tyttnlf (20) PtmtUifir DbirttuUtn- yau may uie a tepareu sbtet e/pnptrfar (All Section/nr ilie 
Name, AJdrtu and Teleplieiu Numter aadSttnatunj ofiatti the Parilelpanls) 

NAME. ADDRESS. AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF EACH PARTICIPANT! 

SIGNA TUBE OF EACH PARTICIPANT: 
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FOR DEPARTMENT OF AHA TION USB ONLY: 

OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF A VIATION SECURITY AND OFFICE OF GOVERNMENT AFFAHtS: 

DOA EMPLOYEE: 

DATE OF RECEIPT: 

ACCEPTED OR DENIED: , 

REA.'iaN FORDBNUL: 

RESTRICTIONS: 

CHIEF OF AVIATION SECVRTTV NOTIFIED: [ 

CFD NOTIFIED: • 

MPaiTUiNAL COMMENTS: 

AIRPORT BBOUESTED: 

[Drawings attached to these Amended Rules and Regulations Governing 
First Amendment Activities at the City of Chicago Airports printed 

on pages 41581 through 41583 of this Journal] 
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Terminal 1 — Upper Level. 
(To Amended Rules And Regulations Governing First Amendment 

Activities At The City Of Chicago Airports) 
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Terminal 2 - Upper Level. 
(To Amended Rules And Regulations Governing First Amendment 

Activities At The City Of Chicago Airports) 
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Terminal 3 - Upper Level. 
(To Amended Rules And Regulations Governing First Amendment 

Activities At The City Of Chicago Airports) 
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Appendix "F". 
(To Operations And Procedures Manual For 

Chicago Midway International Airport) 

Advertising Policy. 

1. All advertising shall comply with all applicable Laws, including all 
generally applicable ordinances, rules, regulations, requirements and 
specifications promulgated by the City. 

2. Commercial advertising that proposes transactions that would constitute 
unlawlul discrimination or would be illegal for any other reason is not 
permitted. 

3. Advertising that is legally obscene is not permitted. In addition, sexually 
explicit advertising depicting nudity (male or female genitals, pubic areas 
or buttocks with less than a fully opaque covering; female breasts with 
less than a fully opaque covering or any part of the areolae or nipples; or 
the covered genitals in a discernibly turgid or othenwise recognizable 
state) or sexual intercourse or other sexual acts is not permitted. 

4. Advertising that portrays graphic violence, such as through the depiction 
of human or animal bodies, body parts or fetuses in states of mutilation, 
dismemberment, disfigurement or decomposition, is not permitted. 

5. Advertising that is directed to inciting or producing imminent lawless 
action and is likely to Incite or produce such action, including unlawful 
action based on a person's or persons' race, color, sex, age, religion, 
disability, national origin, ancestry, sexual orientation, marital or parental 
status, military discharge status or source of income, is not permitted. 

6. Advertising shall not contain City graphics or representations without the 
express Approval of the City. 

7. No advertising containing or conveying an implied or declared City 
endorsement, rejection or opinion respecting any product or service is 
permitted. 

8. The Airport Operator shall not place advertising on the public way within 
the boundaries of the City of Chicago without the Approval of the City, 
which the City may withhold at its discretion. 
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Appendix "G". 
(To Operations And Procedures Manual For 

Chicago Midway International Airport) 

Chicago Airport System 
O'Hare And Midway International Airports 

Ground Motor Vehicle Operation Regulations Manual. 

M sQt̂  discretion of l̂ 4» CbmmJ9sjooef erf \tip Dooxiei^^i olAviatibfi or His Of her dcsjg/ie^. r^arves Vte. fighn to 
i:iin<.edl3(eiy wnj penniinisrytly reudke clirlwiQ anij »;ciss p<lvile<jC3 ior Kny pecson induiin9. tk>t l u i Hiniied !t> Aiipqit 

Those r«gulai!crns may'.t}9 amended as .nec4o«qry' for Aifport safo:y ana cffictcncy.. Airpoil u^era anij teront? vuitt foc îv.'̂  
vfftltutt nrtlfca oi any d i a n ^ Ironv Iha Otparinvaot ol M l ^ ^ Rnopidnts of tvrlUe.-i noli<» onmpni ic ib l * for Monnihg-
enipfoyew. ot cwKjactiirs of lh«w. ( i rarge, A-lw 3Q days f ^m the .Jal» 6) noMcs,: omjiloya^.anil.conKacttws vyfl bai 
prettimed to hiivtfiiecoiwd tna rcAba arid ii9l ba oipccied'in ivtliuio to (he ii«w raciufr^nMinis: 

_ i ; OEFwrnoHS 
f4oM: Thttlo(ti>wln^<fa<inition6< terms is solety i i sw l (or tt>« purpBsa at t t i*s« nigulat lbns. 

Todosfjfl.or Ic;^oavctiic^orc<]ujpn^nnl unriiiwMied. 

Accaxt Conttol Svatqin 
A syudfTi .dosfsinedip cbriuoi 30Ce^ (h»ougi> a socu .̂tty t)airiera! a Resincted Area across point. 

Aircraft 
A msctne o< dmiea. 3<jcl> aS: an aTrplano, tudtboplor. gllttor. or- difigSble. txat i } canaHo of afmosptifiric IlioN. 

Alrfiahl' 
Tfm .wfhiM I j cponderetl:lM»'Su1).sys !ho./^fnpii, •Atikl» pnwKf*^ 'ho "leans for the upefatlons jno 

Seividna Maini(manc<s A/e'aaiood-CatgO areas, 

Alrflf |d 0(|«yallonit OUitloir 
The Oifliiai?niiiinl".pf. A^^atiort j;ectkth.th3l.t9.reApdhs)bl.o ror.airjlold inlG^ly. itinihieiuncJa and giiin'eraldjjOT îlJuns. 
as.p<)S!i:(|6i9dti^Mit;par<:i^^^ 

Air Tra«te.(:i>iii^T«wt> {AICTi 
I h c Fecli^'Aviifliw AiScA'rnrstrat 

Alrport/<J^iK»or;ll^fA»a)i(n*waf'pnBi;Arrpoit. 

Alrpo^^ DrJ.w t*»ti"nsf,OI»ife« 
The IghaScinWioratha'AtriKitdr^'or'video l3 s t ^ ^ 

AOA (Aitfbld tf^oratfttis v ^ 
TW! Aj(f«^.OpwBlfeiw;'W«:» i iK^ mrtt,ar«:ii5«J fo.rta?'!lg,-
Koyefno;.bki>^';sind.ian.($ir^ oxit.froioi'Al'crat lo-idlng ramps'arKlparl^a(j>a». 

• «h * aiOTi'tmi n«t«Misi»ft# u«!ar Sia.corli^ 

Ar tv 
Airport Trarv»pfK7atH .̂ Sv t̂eOi;.:. Hic .atcc.rfc iraui .at.O"Hew;a !h-jt connecis TctirJnals t,, 2. ^, S artd )or.g tarni / 
tomowpitfWrij".: • 

Auffiorfxod 
MCtiny under. Of pirtsUeW tft.d.witloiT corlt'act ponnit^.-of ot-hor oylo«if>cc.of nght fsaucd by.inoD^eitnienf o l 
Aviafion.. 

ciiy^ 
• Th.ij. Oty.of CfilcOgOi "lip.ngis •-.bepaimiH^ 

CfXIisloK Haurd: . 
-A..ccQUidin hvar<f tajyiy.?»r.cHJon, event;.or rirrAmiVflnco. ihcit'.txjultjtrtrfuce .in occurretica..of,«. cotilslcn or 
suifata acddwi.w.iricfiJmt, For .axartipla;' A cbilfslon haian! is wtietv at pife'inust !i it^ an unjifarinwl cr-.evai(v«. 
;acti6tii Ja.ayoVf .!»lKding:uflih.:an a^.r^ of-jjorsbh on thn.ryn?^-

.Cbfnnitfrctal.AcUvfty 
thoeiidiiinrio, ira.tlno, buying or sijilir^ p; corrcrgiSSs. yood^. sssvfcas ot.proii«ity ofar.y Itintj: or any Hwerua^ 

•.prodicin9,ael)vily,.iwth(>Aii(iijit'. • • 
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Commissioner 
Tiid Contitiiisiooeraf Aviation. City of Cdicago Oqwrtment of. Aviation, ot his.or hot du^ autfratteed 
represcntalJw. 

Oemitimnt or DOA 
rtHi'Qly of GtiicRgb Q^iutrrtent of Aimfion. 

bspraVMif Roadway (MioiNj 
Tna road luifrjm. i)» l o j tunn^-arrcass to ihaaiipoit aagsJKJaVin^kituiJ ate?, so nariwid baealusa .the ruad 
dovatton .tS lo>i.-sr irian tha o'̂ OBfi gate area. 

DapnisMd Roadway {OADl^ 
TTie luQSfase caii;f6») (b>3V. alley) locataij bcivt«wi recnwial: i . z, and 9 and cilrcralt gMe area tacauni >he road 
devafidn is Idiviec (hari Wa wrerall gate area. 

OrlMr (Vahlcla O(»rafor)^ 
With nKpctl so a vehitio or eqiipnoiii. mssij* ilio person *»»' -s crivinri or haa r.ira and Mninjl of thai vehido or 
(•quipmont. 

EnclMad Roadways 
Locaiions.wheio yeliitjai or^wiuipltient aicupctalod under strycturesq.- other roadways, 

£»«>*• • 
rnoipiactiCB of aniantiibmcd.oetson acoonipiinyiiig.art unsoUwiiadpenstm witftpbt an Atrpflrt.tCt BWtja or a. 
vatiicta itithout:an Ajrport visWclq snjuranca MWw In Ihd 5 B c ^ 
Bliia (b'iriruct'iiiid'cnnBtil il>ttacth«icB,or th i poison or *2h«Jai}^oi<»fved;attd aKsiwiefuii rosponsibaityibi' 
ttio person Of vehicli voder wcoit: 

nsMaiHiia 
Tha;exM»$wo sk)e:lo-si(fe!rioyem<!ti,! of 3vehicTo or oqtiipmcnt^ bciiyi jtuvol.. 

Flamitiabliiiaqtn'* 
i^y liquid Hiaiimll'aadilyiynita at lliotwi^ OTA a naintnotila vupot: 

F.o.or. 
Forekp Object OjJWil <ala» knowm a» fitter.' trash, or rubhfsh) that is fopr-rf O" thejaJrfield, vyfticfi coUd anise:: 
.tJaiTMieVfoaircriJli;:"' . . . . . . 

•firoiindvafiltla-
A;tJiS1^:ln^ upon prbylivtilfdia penon c>r pipper^ may ba.fzopelleii, (itoveii, or drawn.upcif> land;. 

Hangar .Araa , 
Araus atJjominga fecillty ihsJIs.Vsad lostijre aritJlwiiapairyaincKift.. 

lOaadgltigOincci 
7ha!gtaiiqp$ vvlictn City of Chicago.- CebartirqM.ot ,Aviui.!pn.:afid airport aecoas .oirilmi. ip fiadgcrs. * » issued; 

ORt»;o«il.e'« Uojlod. on Lo«i«. tiV/et of Torroinoil t t>y eloyitac Caiwiir i i odjacant Itf. QHpre' 
(^'(T^nicalions t^ te i r . 

m s t Offtea- t-oealed at the DOA Security Ollicpi 5221 W. 55''' Sttiwt,. on Ihe a'^ ffoot: 

JbtBfasi 
•Ttie.<»t;»J»lthr>«l liorn iiircrjilt j«t englries. 

Law. Enfprcemant pffi.c«r 
Tlii's hciudiwlbiitifsrai'llmii.oaio CWcaigo'.PqiicelCJtltc'̂ .a and tJepahmeiii'pf.Avia'Jpii Special: PplicapllicarB. 

LlflljtGun:SI9nal 
Aligtitiised tiy A rc pa'sonn.Hl to gpt.iiio .-itt^ition of atlnver.wttopmi.al lie Mlnia.Med.by.(;i<fiB.-

Han'agar 
• A.<ni<y auitwafta (epr«<krtaiiv.e of.lhe:o«pantrwlpf A v f a ^ 

lilaiWnaa and SIgita 
• Piunt maliings, iiafte sigiis, gukjanco signs and lights, ttiai.ffl^.iised on all setllorts-of Iha a'rporfiit orddir' l<r 
cnsuro safe and tWRiaan.t.rndyerTiont o.f aka.alt. irtrfikiiia and poil.iuriilarisy 
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UCC: 
Uldvray Communlt?itiOffa'Ccnit^.. 

UOW 
Mktwaylt^iainulloniJI A i rpor t 

MoyeinotKiKiva. 
A mcsrdmani atoa i> any. area o f « » Airport • A « C * I ! » under * o ^ eoriiT)) of th». Akport T.*aWc Canlro l Tewac 
'•(Atfert: 

Nan-taoyemont A i e « ' 
An area where airtraft, a n d g i o u n d Vflt«clornov«n>ent,is at tho oparaiot 's discration w ihou t con ia t t »at< air itaHic 
oanirtil; t h e s a areas i i icl l lde: (xit are not limited to. o i ipat l senfCe roads^ ramps and aaggaga maKCMJP areas. 

NOTAM - Nbl ica l a A i n n a n 
A systiap doaigrtad to circtiltne oisenTOl c l t f i i j l i anda i i sooce i ' i f oona t i on to Airpon psrsornel on a Umaiy b/ata, 
OHO NQTAMj cah'be oWalned I m m iho rqcortKng at ioMi«t i . pntt^i w w — i 

Object F n a A r e a - U l i t W i 
T h i i a r e a iMt iwe t iMt i ^Conoout ja biiiWiniii pnif-lha blua Snij ort ttie to imlnat ramp p a v a m ^ t a tq s n ooioct (roe 
liigrasjt. 3< td^a3 i : e i l iK i gs iw /Wc i l l tway ; . O n ^ i;<»ilp[hent.apiit<»ed by tite Oaaarlnvehtof Aviatiori Safely and 
^e<ao^"ocAirt i i^.(3i f ieiw)on».(»i is lon cw<!w ponnitf 

occ 
CVHdre eo<nn>ja«cat*>n;Citnlw. 

Opara lo r . 
Any^per^tJit w f a l i ' l n phy j i c i ^ coi i t ioV emp ioye i ^ , Vtansient 
.oplli(iVpcire<iii?.(if ; (» t tB. i>». t )^^ w lh i i i a.seciWty.'patinteipt. 

ORO: 
fjrHara W^aHonalA l iB i iy t ; ; 

t3wiwr 
r i n f i w m ' i ^ i i t i o i t l a ia * . ipgai t t t i o » « t l i i i ta j f t tw gi t iuna: • /e t i i t t * tjt in .iho w a w . i h a i thp, ain3ail:<i» g r o t w t 
veNtItt i tk fha^t i t i^e^ cil a cixvdilltina^ 

•.•s1atSiri.: ih*.3ti i. i»o<iMV.arVd:witti. it i i i i ir i in«^ 
af iyo;»l t t 'p t i»* i i * i i6»»,<; ; t3n-:af^^ i r t - t l i » .«>Wl» " ^ S ^ W - P ' * » sAomHi-w 
'(irpitiid.>*iiiti^,:b«iAlili«ia:ip..Sj»^ 
~mwi^;fdrthcp5.ipi9))a 

•Pnif'-- . . i 
To (Kit, (eavie or let lagipundivef ik ies stand i j r s l oc i i nahy louitiprj.vvheinair iha cpatijtoir lea-zes or remains in (he 

• .vehfe«turJB»a. i i ipp'Tiy i f l 

- . • --• 1 . • 
iPlB*|P»«ooatt»9ifco:Astai ia<i l . An:BlBCttonicdc«i(i».lti3tis.us04Vfor^X^ 

Any I ' n d i A w l t i f t l i i h i - . p a t f i e r i h i t t v a j ^ ^ j a W s^ocl^.asi^xaal!pn, o t bo j t ^pp i i t l r j i jnd 
i i iclU'iJto;^nyiortisti»ei>E^ i » s ! 6 n M : * P i h a r e | » < ! s e t ! ^ 

P o w M Back-, — 
; A prticadlira y.it«re'3if«tall b j K ^ tk> uMwAl iaH 

P u s h O a i * 
A prqcadureAhora an <l^h:raftis•mo^'8dtlaci(wa^l by a i u j o r ott iet spocJiiiy i l i isif lnetj vehx ie , 

Ramp 
:A d t ^ n e d ar.ai df't),io A i p o i t Intcndorf lo ncconiinbdatc.iMrcrait for purposos of l6;ttBng or untiiiSitirig passensTO. 
canjq or inaiV refueil(>g.,i»a.i!ine,!csr n i ^menanca , â  

Rastr lct i id Araa 
An area of. iha Ajrpprt 'dei 'gnati i i j- by. a sign as an area io w t i c h accoss by par ior is or yehSclas roquiro* .tho 
(xodi« iu i^ofv iHidn i i l l ' t i r lzat ior i tci-havp r^^ceisk i m t i a rea , Th *m tSh ide j , w i f i ou i li irii iatlan, stotSopps.Sfli igar 
noid nooRis, cobpdi i i f los ibaggagp-areas, temiinBl acivica riiatSs; tt i« 'noveni ' jn i area ond a n y o t h e c o-'eas 
-cPhSidorrsf'rMltieiislr " ' 

R D M n g y F I » l i l i i s ; B » K p > ) L i gh t s 

Petjon 
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Yellaw or wntier rataOng S ^ l s irisldo of a. don)a.lhat can be seen [;atn a 3S(H)egn»;-visibiUty front dawn to dusk, 
nvese lights 4 e J < c 4 on lop'of Vuhicie ro</o/ lacatr-t lon-tt i iKdasdiboa^ 

Runway ItictwiMoti^ • \ • 
Any occtiiTonoe at an aiiport invQtving an aitcralt, yehidc-. person or object 'ci i lh« groiind mat s p a t e s a tsolHsion 
haiiard'or rpstjlts in a loss i^fsapari i t ipn v/ith ai i airnaff Ihat is taking oIKPr intMdfng to la'ite o K , , l ^ i n g , or 
inlpr(dlnfl.lpi(«w..(See"(iagf!; )' 

SaMy-AT^a 
A diKii3natad'„:&roa-n:f)id to.Ui&edg'esof ..̂  ̂ tunvvay or taxiwayihtettdet i to redPoo'ttTii^risk of dantagP t o an a'lrcratt-
fnabVeit^iUy'iaavini](httrui iW3yartaxlway.i j 

Sacu i l t y Psriinatltif o r Sac i i iH / 'A rwa 
t h « p t > i i p n of tho Aiiport l i iat la onckised by^ walls, s r oifteir san le r i a i id to ivfiictt accsss Is contfi i l ied 
through diairfnaiod pntty point}'tay the (}<ipartiii«K and.'(» ai i lhorizod aga iHsn. t i i « Rxiveinant M«a and seci ired 
area aroJocatodvyilhin the .jiocuhtypetlitititer,.-

Stata 
Ther Stata of lltlnois: 

Su f i s« t .P r$w i r l sd I 
l l i s tans of siiriset or si int is? at the Airpoit as published oy Iha United S ta tss ' Ja ix^ 

. . . • - - . - . . . . . . I 
S i t r f aea lncMan^ [ 

An.pyent.durittgyjt:kh aulhpiitzed-.or unaiilti<»IZQd/vihappio.vGd rnpyorn'ent occ^iis wittiin tho nicVstnwtt area o f a a 

pn:i](ltAi(:6 in i l ts n w e m a n t ar<^ asso(jal<K$ i ^ M 
•ofOtght: • . . . • 1- • • - • . . • • • • • .. 

• • • I • 

T a x t w a y : 
. The pjaiifot iiVe (;layafl)i;nt Area litat is used for (f iaircUvM^ 
a h t f $ o rlmwajr> \ ' 

Temih ia j .au i ld f i i ^ : , 
Th(>'p^tai 'ge' '!erniiTvUlaali iy. 'at ltio>'iipart^ I 'ndud^ ai5ixiated.rt>sit iwi^., pai't ihg. .ant) p t f ier fsd l i i ies . 

Trat t tc 
Tha ftHTvttiaeptiof passtx igw^; .vefilclas » :car ! io ih.'oiigli.a lri<n!H)i)iisAion sts i t^^^ 

•.trarOsit-.: [ ' 

/ i t^WAmtt W ijisQuiiATiaî a. '. 
t h p s p ' r ^ l p l ' f i n s ^ i i f p i y ;a.a i l . p j d i ^ i i l - a i j i ^ 
grcxirid yal</^: . \ iAthi<«' ' i i id. '^J>i i / : i i lMri«<<v p l .(F^. Aitpoit. Thesis ririgii^itlisiiii'. i t i i .M i ' -Mi i i t la t i : .lib. opptlp^blp: 
pr.dnoit^ pr ihs :Ci'ty;Prdt&i^ 
. i n f i i l ( . ( * * a t K j e f f e c t . : W c s & l i U ^ 

. gK(ijn:affi3c^,':ax(»pf ih 'c»ia^!af' ' ' i tnjcr^laisrp cpnTI^' i i^ Wt td t . t ha le^efMi i i r is , . !^^ tiKy')i«itfi)g.ih.ii i i t ps t 
i t r i n ^ r i l . rottuirenairib shp^r govetnv. - E m p . i b y ^ vM; l>9 .frefp.responsit^aVftM* ariy .r«klesa vphi i^B:/ .epuipptehi 

n iwa l ip f t by i i ieir t i ^ 

eMEWeglJC lEa j 
When -llSia CPovniMio'ctfr. o r ht<;/hpf ..(lei.;gri.ae- delerrriines ttvat.. j i o , : « n » ^ o i 2 y ejcista.ni .the.,Airpprt^ .ihasp 

• [og i j Ia iwBi f taJ i .t>i»:sUsponded^ 
!ih.d.'siafet>.af p^rsptts aha prpperty and/W' to! fao'litafp the Pptifatipn of the * $ o ! l -

Wr)rds.Pf:;^y giyKler ufnid tr» those-rt^uli l iqris.shoijW .fcft.corjstruetl Ip -indudp ar>y nlher.gender and (Aptds.irt Itia 
s l f i d t i f ^ w l fca-hiid'Jo ihd i idS iho piurai; .urJbis Ihie contalit r p q i i i r ^ o i h m i i ' s i t : 

eflEOsma ' 
Thti. PapSiony or.bearfi'rig of s e c r P n s ^ n d si ibse«jony in .these.regulaltoris.are Ihso t t f j d - l tw .cpnvBn le t roao^ 
captions, will hc l l)a considiefred iit untiorjtaidi 'rg- iha ptwiikKisihetialh. i f any'^qimtianit o f ihtWii . ^u i t i td arisa; 

I f ariy;proyi5fens pf.thpae.reoolatiottr.pr.tho o'ppl iwtwt. i f i w ^ f tp^ar typarspnprp i ra imstan 
:-he lemiindeir'rrf Chests regulatiPiisahJ^ 
t jd ijl!^(died In ' ihy ..'.vay. 
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AIRPORT PRtVER-STESTWG | 
A . E i t^ i ldya^reguest l i tg dnyinf; privVcties at Ihe AVporl must hiMa a valid i H Anypxpi ia f ibn. 

suspensioi) or. mocat|a<t pte:rehl» ai t cmpkiyee tram otitaining or renaiiting ii ieif arfying pt.SjItegcs" 
Ohwif^s ^ n s e s n t t a i b i i hpiWiipIrei l r « this dUraiidn o f Iha 6 ' H 

B. Cap' (« 'o f ; the Airpoit Gioui id V'ehicia Opetatihr) RpgulMidris arA av;tjabia Ihiptjgl^ Ihe 1.0; Badging 
Offliie or mavbedowp lpa i ied t t Uie adt t i is j i l isted bckiw. Oritiar testing. Is adinirfstered duilng.ttie l^ottrs: 
ristocf betowor as'plhertttse ncoifedL 

i 
C H t C A e p Al t tPOt^T SYSTEM BAt lO tNO: vinii iw:<:hrcagbabpaits.ci i i i i / l>ftd9l<>9 

CHICAQP ADU'ORT'SVSTEM DRIVING: v i n«« i - c l i ka9aa | rpo i l 9 . 0M i l / d r i v i i t 4 

ORP DfUyEDf TESTING; |Om««ll«i»«,ngpoT»«,) 
Lomted on t o \w rLcv t r f c i f Terminal 1 tsyotewutorCnr.tet t . at^acont lo OrhaiP CottimurJcaliorw Centet: 
rfours; 7.i3(l a.m. - 4rfl0 p.-tt. 

l i lDWBAOGINS OFFICE: lOmM i» p™<«n, pm»«.i 

loca ted at Ihe IJOA Security Office. 5221 Vti. S S ' Street, o n the 2'^ Itoor 
HOors: 7;(X> a i n . - 4.45 p m. 

c . Ail A l rpor t lO badgoi io ida is ' ^yl l lns |pb diittas raquira mem to oecnxa a ground vonicia or e q u t p h ^ ) 
-.vithirt ttie Airport secuiity ptHimetor nuisV succossfui l / pass a n ' A i i p p i t . f u r o r ' s Test, Successtui 
ixxt ipjet iopof dtiver's lest rapurct.appifcana la score a minrinumof BCIii.. If lh(>:(}rfvcr'e lest >>.P3Ssedt 
tho linipKiVea'tttit recdvei a diiv.cr's de3i(pialk>n iitdlcaior oh Ihev i^irport I p badga Ttip iiicScaior is a 
y d b w baF;ihat-tsov««9 a half-inctt acmss-lhs too. higli^ghlihg tha'ci ipratxi f i dafa of tho Airpi>itBadgPi 

6 , Eadternptoyoo-.witl bo ai!o\vBd Ihriut.atlempls to pass the; Basic :Alrai(i.6 Dnver Tosh . It tha.entpktyeP 
'ails !o rr.eoi inq passing scaie.of aoWwUnip l t i i es a ro rop i j . I l i y w i l l riot OB al towedio ie-tesi for a period of oi-ayear frpirn 

1 nf tha l;«t ( i^ 'anrl\%tl i ininw.<tfM(^/arfeil ^ Htivinn.nfiMiiKuK'nn itiA JBifl 
idii>. i u ir.i joi i i iq fjos.yDiij »:ij[e.0T quyA.wi(ni.n.i*>(W) ditai.u^i*. iney.^vni not pe diipweg^ia 
:he date of iha last test'and vvlil inunettLatety forfeit alt dtivirig.pnvileges'on u<a aBrltefd.' 

FIRST TEST ATTEHPT; I ' iha: ompipyop f r f a Ihe f l r s t iMr , . the,ei l<Ptpye/»-i»Cl l i e imponsibte tor 
rofraitiirig tlieir emijtoyee « I Basic: Driving (MpcoAireit:.. 'Wet. ' t i i 'a ' lVst ;unsi i icaHrfi jr-;^ 
erripliiyeo'itiii need to submit a r * i l O 3a(lgij-apphca<<orti"heh Uiey retuiti to iokathe Sei50<^d ieisi. 

SECOND TEST A r t E M B T ; : iwier iha 's t jdond: .(ailisd. test, Iha OTttptoyoo's dr iv ing: 
(ii'lyilS)tcatHll:ba s>isp.ft!i<ad;i'iiiljl.'!ha ifyrd/iiiisl a l t nmpt .T)w!jKl|biM.'s.bti)aP(T.th«'.iihipipy^^ ttiHigsWUlV 
bp voided; Aii-.emgiby'ea..'"hp i ! * . t a ^ - ' c i f v i i j g : v i i l e - o r i , . 5 y s B C T ^ 
RninsIaleiticritlat'AirpPrt irndgp i ^ a t tha'dSidiVsiidp p^ l 'haiMansQi^ 'bopt i iy-Cdni i i i iss i t^ : 
S<)cui,|ty. •'Thp epiploye)):vvill need' la.subir i t .a' l isvi i . ; ip..eai i i igo:at>() i l^ '^ ^ ^ ' h^S .W* dfive<.re<tu!»^^^ 

.chpcki^if indrder to pbtai i t a ' t tat fgeiv l thb^ 

THIRD TEST ATTEMPT: En^plpyecs who fail tha d . - ! i ^ last I h ^ 
yejf iWsWP? hiw bb_«ble:lp.riip3Jif5jr a a p r ^ j pf;^ 
drivTiig jJ^Wdcgel^ hfrvd peed reyPHrtd'y^j h^A^ iftety t^adgaponl^^^^ttKl.;f^aihil iatenipi^ of A i r f ^ : b ^ p ' . 
i sa t mi> di jcrej ion pt Ite-Maiiaci.irig'tjiipijty Cditiniaaip.btir;*))' S!i{eiy.:and 5( ic i i i i i i df lti»..br i i ^ d ' s . ' a ' i ^ : : 

E i tnRloyd^wl ' ia .ar^unst lccasslu l in n ina l ing i t ta r ixiuired pass'ifia.^cain v>ji't)<i«ll<i«oii lo rtvlasf no 
oarlier tttflti one. (uif .busii .CLSS' ( jay;and no later tiiiao one business ivePK-

ORO; . I . 
AM fkifsons drivfng yohicies-to nni j from trip.-Airport . ind pariclng in oilher- hoiigar and'7or . otnf^oyae 
pflrtang .ir^iis' ar id:3rp npt r^UJfi>p'lp I^Kp I ' l * dnyer. I'e^t f v Iheif ornpJoyiriijni^wilt 'pesttlajiiel; y» t h ^ : 
itHas'a'Rd tegijiaiioit.va's wdf-'as g'cnoral rules of Iha triad.:Inipfoper.vohrtita'bpeialJort'byoit^plic^^^ 
sybj_ot:l tlia;ein))iu>-Bo {o ipbrtc i j /y p.aii-iiti!ps, tsyucation. ot:driVmg..pr;vilfig"GS:oi>d).w' noticp Ip.-.tJicif 
eniplcyer; 

Saalc fYel iowi Drivi 'pq Stripe -' En^gtar.tMw; svllh' ijasic. aiisidp.drivina Oriy»legeS \ i i l l be rOqtiirpd. lb;. 
cpi i ipVli) ai id9i j(a:assf! i lV pass Iho B a i c n i l v « > T B S ^ 
o l 80%, I t - i Iher i jsponsibi l i lypf . lhpBtt ipJoyietp s tu i jy IhfAntanpi l ,pr for tpSesi ing/ 

.Advanced IValtowfR^rf) Prtv ina Str ipe - Entpjoy^ws \Mlti indymcet l . i n i l d e dn'w'ng prK-.leges.iATll.'bo 
.-egiiirud to cprrplete 'and. succoiesfuliy pass iha.conihine<i 'Bttt ic and 'A ' i ^ ^ 
V E A R ; . Tt ie l̂IrMrtt̂ ,̂ '1t !«;orb .of, BS'JV [•« conslcorpd. p a i a i ^ ^ lest. I t is the-
rpspcnsibi i iy <ri Ihe Advanced Oriyiar lo ^nidy-d ia 'apprcpr ia ie i i ianua js .a i^b l : ta l r i ' t f ip proper ydtilclo'' 
Training iHjpdrid: p r iw to ta i i t t ^ ciithcr .test. 

CHICACO AIRPORT SYSTEM. 
A O V A N C E O D R I V E R WEBSITE: wwW.ctl i ( :ag<>airpahs.coni ldrhrlng'advaricad 

file:///iill
file:///Mlti
http://wwW.ctli(:ag%3c%3eairpahs.conildrhrlng'advaricad
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I. ORO 
Ti ia l Maehank i fYel lowiBi luat p r i v f nn Sh ine - Taxi Mpdianics who nav» !fie:;Y9ftWf.<' BHia dt,y«r: 
designanisn ntay only ^ on a' l a n v ^ w b l a may a m tax ing ah d i t t ^ v j t ^ i n a vehicle; lanV 
ms tnan i c i imus i 'U t i i ^e i hp s e ^ i s lo i ids . Aii l ine Mechan ic :cn ipu iye^wi l i i o l roo l l laid lesportsibiliiles' 
u h i d h c r ^ m f a l * to:i iMna advanced airside dfhnngpiivilegpS:^viil Iwrepv j^edtpcMiB la tsandsuccasa lu l ty 
pass d«'0oi i ibin<>d3asic>vidTaid Mechanic t ene t ' s T f s i E V E f l Y - V E i ^ 

Th«<tiihlft\i j i i t sdpces Q( SS^A B ^ ^ ^ 
pas5.«t the Taid Mechanic lasl; they '.vi:4 oM3u> ihe yeitbw / hbia driver desajnaliriia pti ibea 10 Bad^e. It 
is I f^^ra ispains i i^ l /P) tha f i u l Mechanic• . '^dvsnceitprivet toslurty theapproprti i fa.manuals ar^t(jfttaHt 
i n p proper v a h i i j p l r ^ r v g nepdod, prior lo l^kint] i hp combined lost-

Tairt M a d i a n l e I Tug b p a r a t o r f Y e l l e w i B l i n t S t r lba - Airli'na Mechanic employeos wittt aircraft laid o t 
lug leuipon^sibifilies '.viiicri correlate ta sotna advancod .iirside diivihgi pnviiegps. w M b e ret^tiired to 
corr,pleia and successfully piiss onm the Oasic and Mvanced Dnvefs Tests EVERY Y E A R The 
mittl inum score of 05% is cpnaidiirod pa-ialog tor i h s Advanor i Dttvcr's lesL Once t i e araployBii has 
p a t s e i Ihs Advanced t o s t ^ o y will ooialn Ihe yeik iw / blup designation on Itieir. ID Bailga. It is ihp: 
iesponsit]Hl.ty;fTf the r.-tici Mecnnnic .«T i ig 'Operator to study Iho appippiiate irtanua'S and pbt'oin l i tp 
propervett ictetraining nccded.pnqr to iaki.i{; either tt?st. 

J'. Baelq. Dr iver Tesdnq wis txrcur rrvery l-At> yearc ^tnd cOrralaie witn Iho expiratlpn date o n .tne Ernptayoo 

Ideniifteaiibn Bsdgd ' Upon Uatigs riatewal. all c'rfyers must begiii the tdsting procoss f tp l a f e Ihai i 30 
days btrfijlip baitga e>>pliatian, 

K; - Adyar i cpd artti.Taxl.Hec.liafl ic tast lng.tnvsi bogrii 'a ni in i i t iumof 6tl days bcfore^ttadso pxpi>att,->n, 

I , Ehinlpyors apdJor iiiBir tt inpkiyties wtiP i ta i ragt i :or desupy a FDA iiSed ifurtna It'Stll'g w l l t w tpspomJbi* 
fpi- i t»,ret) laoMneni d>st o l l l tp PDA- In order Uj ayord d i imagety id /M .dssltucliofttO:Pb*B^ employees. 

: j rPenro t j r ^gcd ta .a i^ i i ^ 'a i i i d i t iQna i iSK is t j ^ 

' M:- Any;£mployea.caugtit ctwat ' i r^ on.any driver l«st.wiil autorrtabcaily fa'it thp'tceit-ana l i ave in'eir tO.Bicidgp. 
confcicatifd; X ruvftKV will b>i?:inixla nri wl ielher nr tviVan o n ^ t o y w wi(l b e al loyr^Ja^i^et iAa the test to-

. d b t ^ iirt->lng privileges' imp ira>ra iheir badge ri>curriii»3. Ail ' \ e s & v ^ . o r ^ arp'yidcd'ccpprdedi 

AUT t i b 'R t iY TO O P E R g T E W I T H I N T H g S E C W t l T Y PEI^IMETER 
A. ' ' ' . No:p«fsd.p>yilf opOFala'any grpu?d VQhicJa;.iyiihin.the se ruHy perim^ler^.uitlfjssi'siiPh P{>eratJon:7s ^ a c t t y ' 

r i t f i a ) tP'iin'aviati.dn'ot/btisiftslsii activity. 'Such veiitciasiintiuce; i f i i t i^e.not irrriiteKl;Ki:. 

( l > Altfine'eguiprnpni: 
( J ) Catc'i<(ic| v e t i i c i ^ 

(3) Fuel taivHws;. . . i 
. ('4)' H x P r f i a ' i p opetalpi i sepi«ci<i-v.<.'htcic6; 
!S) iSc3yeiig.pf'serytaxvanictK w l h proppr pdrni i ls and Ihsuritncer 
(C) ppsJs>>p^C>ty':nt'{:i i icagavdn^^^^ 
.(7-\ ir,pny.tih.'snwr.roinpvel.opiJlpnw 
(a) yahicfea.escP'ttitf by . .a : l tSant ( i f 'Dwr tmehta lvKW 

. ( ^ p(!iA:ajppjrd*>ed.i;nrvica,fapant vtlhtcle-s; 
. ( \ o ) F'AAvewp:p3: 

tJbtoTtr/c]es^andPicyclcs-^5iJll''prDpefletj) a ie N 0 T permiilep on tho nxjvtrncnt area ancvbr 1h« Aii t iel i i 

i iress.fi^tPapl I3r Iho Chicagd Police Pcpamicnt^^ 

81. . No p.Prsortothiy^.lltan.'a passerTgororcrevrf.mcinber cnpianinij or dtiptar,!'ng or uitoijr esiMd'Wiit Citt^f the' 
Aii'poft.siKuiity. aiP^t.wiihPui a vaiirt .iceniilicaikM\ .OiK*>ii'.w%t iasiiod.or approv.ed by l i tp nepapntant: oor. 
vwd'any p i t s p n drivo a srour.d v ^ k J i } on the irar^crawi;-.^rca and^ r i l ia AirtTeid wi l f iout proper vchicio' 
p'dpnlifiialjon. as proscrir>6d .by Eiocdon 34 Reieih and a driver's tecnse its p r e s c r i b e .l)y S a c t l p n . ) ! ! 
hereii>'i 

.C, Np'pPr5pR'^vl)lopera.ie:br'catj3c to operate any grpurnl vet i ide vAihiii.:iie ^>ecur(ty pe»|n-ett!r unless iha 

vetri i la. is propcrjy. instircd in' arxord-inca -yith Ihsurnnco r6(ii,'friyt!ants esiiippshirid .by ihe Dop'artment. 
a n d ei'Jdenca of l i isi irahca is $tJbiritIed to the 10 Badging.OftfCa' 

0 . IndiVi'tfuals.pr vehicles rerjuiriiig-pn escdil •••.in ' t io ia in under ineco f i f ro lg l OOA Secirri ly unlii al lrppufrod 
ftwniJs j i « . f i t ted 'o i i t . I'hP esdprt imint 5.lgi\ itva-oacon 'og <md;»ocept r c s p P n i i h i i ^ ; far, t lsi«« bs i t^ j ' 
osconed.. "rhe only excretions, are ,eTiph:ininy.. or Peplar,t.nc..pa£senqefs. v . ! ^ . . vs under thtji. 
siiperri3iort,'Psdort i:,f air l iPa'pervinnel. AH oentnris soctkliTg accais-.to spectirtf a r a ^ o n the ACiA;.,&ti't nb f 
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tvavin^ auiborizpd .acceits tii Itto î -ftfleld. must.b« escorted by a driver,'r.hp possesses a yttlkj.blije or 
gippn IP Badge-wttHayietuw stripe. 

MDtWr Perwjra.\ttrtt a giay ttangd, wfth or'iathoui a y^kJw stiwo are rpl ail«r*ed in utaSeourettArsa-. 
iinesebrtet Pwsons pnivid\ng ihe owwrt a s fOS(Son»ii!Q srid must d t r ^ 
indr>'idual»;andfar ychidesboiitg osnrted iv(\til!ltsy hairs left Ihe S ^ i e d Arsa at ait t l r i j^ . 

OPERATIOW.OF GROUND VEHI^UES WITHIN H O V E M ^ AREA. 
Each gtptind tiehiclpaulhditfed (PPpfeiiiile on Ihe nicveftieiht'^nd npti^rrp<(fiiiiis^ at itte A/rport miistPtisy: 

A. Rtitiway* amiT;n)inys 

.t^.perspn'wii|.drivp/a ground vehicte.on or ccross any ninvray.or.taxiway ;it any time, exca^t:-

',: Wi>er»:ii«v'iMi:toad» cross taxi'«ay». 

2.. Authortzod C i^ ot Chicago, tiwpbyavn who ara -n rprijact with Iho ATCT via him-way radio 

and wtto receive dearance: or 

MOW: only a petsonAtlh ydilowiblua.slhpa is n'.lowsd: 

:IL Portwirii wtioare'oacoriod by.aulhorizod Cily orriployees :r4io are in.cor.lact ivilh the ATCT via 

t*or«iy ladid and vvhp rocei-iip clearatre. or 

4; AuttiarizeiidrivieislipniPiganteatiPitsivhawa approved 1^^ 

B. Mpvsniant'Anasv 
' i . -yehidiB-ppPrsKMS on. lito •"noveitieni. 3ro<]t. mu?t maintain t-AO-ivay racio r.nmmtjnicjliuns 

biittii'een liieir vehidas and !I'X> ATCT; or 
. i . Aity.'Ci'.ty..<??cprt;veh;dpwith B.tv^way.radi(>hiustrti»:Hntaiti communicallpi^s with lliS-ATCT lo 

iECbmpany i i 'yahii^ iiyitffpui'a itid'lo,. 
Ĝ  NPft^oyemont Areiw . . . | 

..Itis niif'O^aralipnalt^.'practicai to m'al<t)ab) itip.^*ay.ra^ 
.. AtCTPr tP.ihvWd*''*Ja)[1 vciticloi; ritettfpf(j...v<*idp5'fiW.t!iiuippi!d Wih'fra^-*^^ 
• tho (iti^i&.iM.'bPlpw:. 

t ; VeliicfaQpitraioni rwiid vi'aid l>i» rfnht-df^iiair to ail APasttal all tlnijiti 

.2.. y i ih i i#ppeial i in minldrivp,pn'ilt^^^ riit!iifs:dnly: 

• i ; Ve)ilc(pdperal6rtntu.stoi»eyon:post6<)'5ianaaei'ndviang"3TOP\"NOTl^ 
TAXIWAYS',, -AVOID! STOPPING SETWEeiil I'AXIWAYS'"'and heed wanniitjs iiciudiog 
•cAUribkJiff auAsr, 

.- • ' t 

'4, yePiciP. ORetPtprs'.iTitist.oPcv'.'inpMoadwiay'signa^p,'si(jr>al9i flog prirforuicl, and.unyf all 
(SptiMdVehK:fi!idporaling l^i i lal loris, whii^ are cuircrtlly^ 

RtfNVtfAY lNCUR3t6N» 
;A ruiwfay'.lnciutlan H/an^ (jpcurrencp at .'tn .tiirpoin Pvcivfnsj tirt urcran, voliicia, ficnpii or ot^ecl on itis ground 
l inj creates a <:Pltisi(iri,ita2^d:or resvils in it loss of .^oparalidnwiin an airniit ihat is iaiiirig oft. ihtcnoing lo lakd 
plfi iaitdirig, pr»Heridiog,to .liifid;'. 

Runway (ivciiisronssti'e a liatiopat cwicorri anit rtracunrintly flrj Ihp: Nril5onal Triinspoilation Safety Oo.ud's 
(NTSB)rpdst'.'XinladfiSt^iorayiatipnimproysniatils. Runiwtyincursipnshayalnrreasetioverrt»entynats; 

A ; Rlinw.irir Ineiitsttmif .ir« classified into ttia fbllowlna four categories. 
1." Ope'ratfoh'sf ftrpr-.Far!iu'eof;tt»''iJir.traWQ t»iitfa|.'6ysioin.ihat roiju in a loss of sfparaaon 

>.iiicli is dn îi'ed,'.in Fiid'et,!! Aviation'AdrtilnijSiatfa^ 
i " . . ' 

2/ Pllpt povlabapr ThQ acllim 'jf a pilot ilrai r«stil|5 inviolatiori W TiUall.^dlJIw Code ul Federal 
Rogulatlo'n* Of a Fe-deral Aviation Reguiaiion. 

3; VetiidlefPedeslTian De.vlatlon,- Aoy.enUy,or ,-n,-5vement on iho niovcmPnt.aroa by a vohicip. 
(fpdt/cshg-jiVw(Ht ()!Ki»alm):1byf t«)'rt-'pikila):bif.pe(j^ hot iidtin.'auihon'jod liy air 
iralficconlTOI. 
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M t s c o U a n e b u i - A situ<it!on tho t o c c u i s Ifi.nt . c i sv io l b a altribOved Id any .of \h& U v e a catecjofc^efi • 
aboyeyof "tiiampia e o t w t ^ 

B: .-̂ t ruflwJny-flricu'sxiva-atH sutfaco ••ndrionis, but np( ai^.iiur^aca.inci.dctls anyjurr̂ Sisiy tRtijrSfons: To. 
quality fK.4 TUtw?if. \xtu^iqft..3n iaiirraft that, ^-lakfng i>tf;-rntphdln^ ip.lHke .off. larioinc].. or.Intendtitg to 
^and rT'ijsi oncotihtM-bpth of ilu} rotlovvk':̂  pondlfuins listed b c l i ^ 

1. A i i e ^ o f ^ ? b t c r ? t t y c h i d a p c d » v r t ^ : o r o b i ^ m ^ ^ 

2; A ( i b f l ^ b n KazaTid Of a (oss 'or separa t ion r r i u s i tfO^ur^ 

C. A c p t l W o n h 'avant ' i s a n y cond i t ton , e v e n t , or p r c u m s t a n c c m a t cou ld m d y c e a n o c c u r r e n c e o f a 
CGttifiiwi or 's ik^TO?-"Mc4dent .Of t tKsdc f i i (fiar exoTRple: A f f M ft^akiss a n up^itanMKJ.of < w a w « ac t i on t o . 
d r /oE{ I -ana rc ra f t . v ^ \ (de ;ob lGCt , . o t p o r s o n o n U i o r u r r M i v ^ . 

p . A l o M a f s a p a r a t f q n i s . a n o c f i i t r r - f i r e o r o p w H t i o n Vrn? rcsi i iEs.m tea? I^a^ jhe p c w c r i l x r f . l opa ra i i on 
tw^'.-cap a i rcra f t ; o r beMp^ori a n Of-rcraft a n d a vghic l f t : p q o ^ i ' i a n ; o r ob ject . 

E: No sfrcraf i veh ide Of pedestrian m ^ t / o n l ^ cmtu i h q run>yay Nvititout rocciivin^ u spuofic cJbumnco.todp 
SO by U>e; F̂ AA A?T»rt Trafik: Control Tpwof. Ori"y, FAA Atr Tratic Conifojl Pertornol cari grvfii Iha 
^uihortzatioo for. ahfry.onto a runway. 

t1> OreRATIOMSl^AR AWCRAf T 
A . -^.p^rs<m. oiherth^-lhe opefolor.^pf a?) eiVcra-'l-servlprg-'^^We.for'.adoiignciled aircraft,.oporatuig a 

groundvohft^on tha irofliD tM(fpo$s wiihjn.26 fcotofaparkod ĉ  \t\ <a ĵai6ris v.'^e.^latrcraH ts.. 
bt^ngJiaadod,: uptO'iidod pr:^/lco(}:at;Qn)(i(>d tevoij' y^hlcfes.will rihrp»ss,i^t^ an .'tlrdafl.'and tsrrninaj 
Lxincpuir!K<^y(rfi36piis^Mi<^ ohk <Wfatfting.or dspJonicigi'' ' : 

D. No perion wl!!'Op^>)na^ <th alfc.r3ft-;!^c(vrdng.vehk;ie vuHhlrift̂ ^̂  -.in>e$s liie'air^Qft to besoivfcdd 

' 9- i^/hffyoo.itra;?StI^.3li wQhttf^ tixiludEtg.. spaces ati^acantlo 

O.. ^{d. p<uson:.vM|l:'coO |̂VCt!'̂ î gft r^(u0(if)9 cocratlon-r'unlc^-wcnifii iS'p^opeffy.bor^ 
aqiriaoifint.. Thoforuotino.diJ^ 

O i i p i :Mrany;5fiiai:OC90^ (0.rd««i ta pr-,*^ purpo«.) for p » ^ < 1 ^ 

MOW; \f, a h j f L ^ P t t - <*9?t(fir;- C p i l t a C l (Om«*J lo, prWng purpoM*) •nd UDW AWWd OpertWW M {Om«Wl for pr-rttiQ p-poMi) fw ;." 

• prqi^fdjt^posia,.. 

£'. . AAer.dira.^l.tKisti^kddc. aH {K t̂joljirnent OMist.be'^prciii or fciturnod'.6 iijeaignatad arftoS. Th^s e(;upri>ent' 
;;ictucfc*-^V.Ui,j>trt-ti.(iranetfjlo.di^t»^ t j^pg^o ciKis, air stairs-amJ.tiigs. 

F; ^Aftdr.aunsoij.no^ 
,-nfci'3tt'if>;as hpt t ( > : ^ . j i ^ 

12. VeHU:L£bPeRATl6rt6WtHEAIRFiEU> : 
AJ '.All.v'ahtcles m i j s l l r t W e ' . l n . J i s m g l e l a n e d f t r o f O c ; 

B. • Veh ic les mOat,.nMt^(i iP.ch paved;Sur f i tces ' iJnd. t , '» th :n d e s i ^ a t o d i a r e i i . thd ;idtt»K,e 1.0̂  . i l l t ra l t ic Gignais'^ 

iWsisni ; etpcKlWJiASERVieE 

C- .Aityeltldes .mtfatusethe deEianal(id.serylte:r-o;tds twerievHt ptasitii.6. 

O- Vetitdesntdy not parti cldser:lfiitn.1t>D:(eat from ii luel'spilt- f^vor drivs tttrougit a fuel spML 

,€. In th'e'eVent of ^'fttal soiit,..vcn(dM matarc ru.flrrirts.niiu^^ norirrur^ning" 
v(il)idi»..ii'ij»i.nbtl»!.sliiii«i;: 

f , AGf VacOtiii iriitJiS'trarispoitiiiti/im f̂ i-'at Tankiirtriiclts IMJI poi't»;iJi'rn-jtt.c"d.lb 
drive .lhrpu9h:>"oitiT™urso:C'Rd<^^ Bui^igs; Dc;pr.ets.ed:R'oad:.v.ocy. .No. yfliitcles: 
iianspq'riTiyj ftifrirriiJIifq rrkjtienii.li! '.vIB^tJe'pejrnitledtd flifye'liiro'ush'a r,oncoursi underpass or uodot. 
teifnTioc'il tjiii'ldirta'?,:-

ORD;': Truc.ltvtrttiTsp05rtlog-.n3rp.7vtW Mi io l to. otciis* ttie; 
Sdvthv^^Ca'rcia .'i'rea: 

http://OMist.be
http://Truc.ltvtrttiTsp05rtlog-.n3rp.7vtW
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MOW; No tnotorized viihictas: are itfoWKl on di^estw.xt. ioad»3ys'ei(ca()t lar OOA or Emergency 
fl;espojts»'v«!hicie».-. 

S. (><l]rbagsiig«ttigi^ cons'e>t9S9Qdin>aggi>geoperi>il<7ns^ oriddfowgefxyveliiclesiaropeririasidous* 
.th9i6prosiied:ri)a*<ay.: • ' | ' 

H. >ta.'y<!tUdilVi<il.ileiiBKijnaiteriiia<i'Aithits motor running, linless weaihdr or operatfonal oonditians dtctal» 
oUielfwiscii'. 

MOW; li a vct^dBls left iinatltipdcd and eriiiippedwilh cttodt.^ Itioymust bftin place: 

' "' . |- . . , . . . . . . ; .. 
t, Rotaing.'Ffss'isig Baacdti LV|ht>'niiisl be on at all liiTies fpir prtwridvAiiieids operating in ihe ntoveinent 

arofti:' 
i . ^lp• fijssil fuel, vettlcles coniaining n.-immatile Squid "liil ba perniiued Ihrotigh e 

concourse underpass or untjer ttt« lermmoi lyjtkiinQJs fo'xcept fdir PiiOtit: Safety artd Airfield OperBimns 
veWclus. ' " 

K. (MO; rio.viSn:lacoiitalninsF1ainm<itHa L!<iuid(lii<ii Irtjciu) villi park uidet or nciar 
ittaAiTS. . 

L. MdW: Wve(ilcJe»•^r»6iin3n<wthl»<JrldeKlU>e,^i.^i9ldse^v^cfr 
e i tmi t l missl iiicip at llto dnlgtVolbd slop qCgii tind '.vaii tot dlKIiiT•,lhg•^oui^ biJvtjd ' i ih i fe i^ 
irijffitil.iai^dsiK 

13. , SPEED UHiitTa-
A; :Sb pet»t!h; villi :ijp^%jf:^p»6nid-.iiel^!c/e -in ijjc^sS.dl Ifieptistijd.'speed Briiit wtiim 'yiittiin mdseewty-, 

peT<ni^0^iifiili^Al^)i3h^(^lw.lh|m^.V 

3, .All vetticf^.^viS bi>^sn^e;ata'speed not to exceed.five.maes per.frour'Ahltii in :ne.t>ac;ciag(» ntake^up area .̂ 
lug i"i««aci'«i<f d t^ i f i ^ed t tS i * 

C: QROt;- AYy?ISdiW'*«4 dpe^atierat.asiioi^ tibvirvjtiila'ii^/ersing t(ieCamp': 
aiiia.st' • ' ' • 

. M O W ; MV>i!)to<>»;iiv(ji,!»wi».i».M^^^^ 
Sp'iJtrtwWi3t'.ratiip";a,i^a^^ 

ci. l>fa p a w n >viti|Mve<a90)tindvotilda in terminal b o ^ ^ 

i ^ m H A . a S|Si:^.:gi:. in A.itia'nnerll^it l i olirislil<>fsd iJiisaf '̂Ot:' unfdaso'nntiiii: 

ORO;: tIiiii.tipMuit Uijiiit .eitO'H^ l«:3(l ntikrS pi).r ho6ir;; «citf>(^a» citHerMite ptistdd. 

MDW-' 'ni«.*pe»dflllril«$litidyV«y Is tS inties^^^ othoivitse posted. 
' 1 

14. CARELESS AHD RJECKtESSibf^WG 
.A.' l*>.'Beraon:*ttl't>«Srald.:a'.groi^y^ wfthin ltio"soainty:p.eriin.eter !ri J «iirij<»4 mrtimer. .Prudent 

veliSijiS'.'qartstaij i'eitijU|^;.carefut'i>)tei)tioii tijJti^.vvitafi/:giadO;.curve^. coir^s, traffic and liSa.ot; 
roTHiVy^^'tf^ttier'r^nditfQns aitd alt diti'er;ah^t'int'c}rruinsran(;^. so'as rxit'td'ertoartcfer.tnddfo, iitrip. 

'ifp.*<ip*iy;fl^aHy!()iJiraoff.' , 

S. No p«30i>Avill (j{ii«rattia:grpuBd;yaniii<»ivilKm ita iri a ti!cklosK ni3iinor..wiilt a«tMi/l 
orWtihtori ilisre^ai'd ibr'itiBsWityof persbriaor jjrosertyi 

15, iCROSSIlilG PRb<5E0UReS:PQB TAXlWAVfl-'* SERVtCE ROAP^; 
ORO:: . . . . ' 
A>(AVPhlA) a>(gRAV*n ' D.-(DEtTA): 
Ttiti (dli<j«w<j valiicte'.ofieratsbn p r ^ ^ 

A, Slop,(Jtipc:ld. Iii#9'tti^,:t>!a CiiKsin(|:[i(.l*^^^ it.tli9:cfos5ing..coutrt.i)B. 
3i:c<)if<iiHiied: .wjiftiit 5 ! ^ is.jijnds^.jl̂ tvre.ett .the lawtvory-s,' Cflio -Jslarid atjaam-ttta Kilo: 

. Cdi«:<icir î;bobiJe<!p;thtf.'A^^ jtaiairoj.Taiiiways &.lt!«'ohiy oxcBptipn..iyf«^.limtoti-
siijppiiig spar^lEs p'coiridOd .\vtitch'is'b« 

file:///vtitch'
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B, DO MOT altempt to.cross if titerc is a ycMdo in ftont d l y w tItiH i ray b4 forced Id stop in tt-.a island. You 
may ba ' f d r ccd .b stop b ^ i n d jh i i i> i i h ida n n the t a n v ^ ' a n d r in^ :bA a t e d for f i ^ j u n Id operate yottf 
vefiicle lit acca tda t i n wi i t i tns 04la ia 'Gcaund Vshi(;lB OpiHaiBV) R 

C. Ttte t i in ic ieaperaioc is lespintisibla for deternAili iB n t ien it i .siart Ihs ' la tKysy adss' ino; Tits vehide 
operator » ^ b^r i i iM ficcpuniable tcr faiqre'to adlierie to Ih 

0 . O. 3e t v i ce toadc ross lngp iDced i9es^»ad i i e req i ) ya i i ve t i kd6 :op«a I ( ) ^ 
1. Slop beforb x r o s s l t i j : Ute sefv ica ' roddi Tl isr . tn^lc is.-otnralor. ' tB fa<>ponsibla-fbr 

deteriinlrttrtg'wilten Id stattttta.crossing: 
4!.; Oa not.attW|t>t f> c t p s s . v i ^ n itior.e i t aysf i ic ta m.front u f .yagihut may bo l i»<»d o i si i ip. 

ubtiVi 
A . No vetiicles are al lbned fo q o s s n i ty tqxtiivsys, QnBs ing procedures fo r l a u w a y * are; adhered by ihoso 

vehit i f r op^ra io is .y i% ndya'rtccd' diivin'g.pn'vildgi^. .All I tedga hofdera' w i t h b'asic ' d r i v i ng jMJvileges 
» e s i l l i l y p r p l t l M i i d frciin sr i t«f t i i | | ,a i iy taxiway. 

Servica road oosslng ptDCedurtA are editored by aii yet ik le opaoAon: 
t . ' Stop, before! cnsssing iho stMVioQ (OMd: Tfus vehida-operalor is resptvtsit i le Ibr detemurrlns 

v i t ien to a a i t t ie citDSsing.. 

2 : Oano tanan ip t ta cross y inoie ls:a vutt ide i r i l rontaf y t u Dyu fnay be lidr(»d to stop. 

16.: flpgytlP VEHKJlg iiMfirohT,SWM8ft MARKIHg} 
A F A ( r . T i « f l d C « ' f t l i i o l T o « M < L l g h t < > ! W S t ( ^ s 

t;. :Tbe A lqwt t 't^raflic .t^OjWdl Tcwer !(!*TCFJ ligftt gu t i s l qna l i ! i ;used lit odri'iliiin Ig rott lo coo imun la t lon . as 
c rnB^Dnty corhmMiii"«>l6w^tb»'(TOi'rfvdh'cfe' irtvd<ii i t)a.|b^i^^ . • • . . . . 

'sT^ADy'Ren-sircip; 

. z ipper Mw^Wiiae 

.00 r « H CRIJSS OR GO BErQlflJTVIE ilP1?ER .NWWIWS; ; 

.tiNfs docl i t fw the bo i iad i i v ^ ' t f i i t ' s ^ ^ 

Ht i iwravfT imioay Signs > M l r k i r m t 
.. T y M B o i S l u n a t J o : : 

14L-32R 
'Miif>diiO!Or;' 
-.Hotjrii^liitpjitfbft.'flr'' b«rQ(e« enlran<«;fo-^ 

nB^y .^pm;a (iuiiV^^.; 

.:Apptra3t)nnjlLi3esUor».: 

taah/Of i p a & j a . . •Af^v*a i rc f t iAL9, 

L«^[cd.'slriciji:(axiway.trrJtS(^. as-)»r 
.bf'iiftb'fKttJ^'o<fi)NrM^y^ ' 

ror'an .F^4fl3F^ ;orr 
ru i iw^ jipptomii., 

ct)tUriri.runyfa^jTa>u''''ay, Kttding l^^fiqt 

HottpOMBtiClv.-. 
.DJJTrOfcf oniram* (o 

•Of ftmW^)"- • 

lL6cited.3nDS9,c^.ftrtr.e vfitti-n i p 

cvrtMnhjhvfaya, 

Tnik-av.'Hoitl Short? rmfoivf 
rfliyfPQYPfTOTfeJfrtth 

IrfflTN^fttifl.envifica.ia ar 
t away : . " 
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lOW PHONETIC AtPHABET 

j A 
! B 

! C 

I f - -
I f 
l O 
: H 

1 
J 

; K 
; L 
\ M. 

AlCtw 1 
Br3Vt>;: a 
CtaitiB ' B 

mr—l 
Foiilrot t 
Goif ••• 
Hotel 
India ' 
Juliet 
kilo 
Lima 1 
l̂ 1«(a 1 

N. 

':o. 
.p-

f-
« 
-.T.. 
u. 
V 

w 
.'X'' 
V 

•Z' . . 

Moviiimbdr 
Oscar 
Paoa-

ftomco 
Siena 
Tanqo; 
Uniforrh 
Viaoi: 
Whtskey 

JtRny.- - - , 
Y ^ ^ o . ^ 
zui i 

18; SMOKIWt I 
As of Auguel l , 2004, smoking an th» olrslde Is sWctiy prohlbHea No person ttiU smoKo wtiilo on ino aldisW 
or sicurod pen'meler. inctudingbaggnga raokeHip areas, .all nxiviirrunt srejs, r;tipp areasi Ttbifways andfw 
Rirrnirays- l it is appltc&-li> p^sfsorii bcU^ ittsjde tirtd'dtttside.yetilcios, ramp a!eas.:TaXfrravii; R.uitway3:aiK] or/near' 
(.•<iiiitiriiEn(loeafftd.on Itio aiitiie'^. 

fto person vvill operah9 'a srdtirrct. voliicfa r.ttHin the. srMitirlly perirr^ti^r urifeas Ittis vriiiiclis Is equipped witti ihe 
ro.i!dVMng.'siifety.e< t̂Jpritcntin.'operabl.e.condlBorir: 

A. GrouwJ Sehlcle Ui|tt».: 
: i . All.viehicle'ha'adligiils and.M'iliighis must be illuminated nrvd of s.tSiciirt bSiian-* (ij.ensiire 

aaf8;ii(lvijtff. t>ebM^:sii«iie(t ahtS sunr^ 
Piisilri9'tti.ibusih poorly i|Ql4(!d.'area& and. .dtirtng periods of ib« ytsjlaility 'dti<k, 

2, All baggatia or; ca!9« carts otijstlwenuippea-.'i^ 
adi*'.iid9-Stiil war-iif the vrtiddi. ' 

9.. Crouiid Vatiicfe .drake*': 
-U. '"' :Aiiyijlwt*<>i»«9tiSrs-.mu3tto«r.thflVBh 

'iWoMaciiisiottin''lli»4v'an1.bfhlai(a'ftiture;. '' 

•.2-. At1'vc^Hlcteirrntirst-b^e^*pj)ed'iw.lha.ptciperty'fi^^^ in;.lboav*^l.'a''.veh(l:ifl 
c'petalnr m i i s i i i ^o met vt !hide! ic ial^ id^ 

C! nroiind\/el)lcfc:IMit<loMni|.MlWb(«,aml(^^ 
.1. Nd.-person"ivi|r operate a griiiuntf vefiicfd rot.Ticen^ed^for- general ^higtiwa^ LISB. ew;ept for 

spTOiitj'edAiipo.it.ilva.jiicraltrseiNrt^ 

2, Argrou-idvebirJes.rTtosI hov9'an npwiiab. vvtilcK pipyitfw tliirdnyar-wltitJIioteliiidtttd'MO-
dogrOi.''risibility. uii.'BSt i t a vehlcla is.-yqiilppad.wilti ^::least one'rodMlsw mirrtr'lltat: Is 
adiusted so the epeiatdf nas a dear vtevi of the road buTitiid (or a dlsiaic^ 61 at lisast VXi Ibet. 

\ AU 'viitvoto wlndcr.'js:must.be free, of crMlii; blisters, riiscoic;ation.:pr .any dlt>er delect that 
.cajsas.di5tprti.r^it,or-5L^njci«ns.t.i?ji«iirniV^ 

*. .Poriteia, slfckei* si-jtt-i cy oii-Jor ptjetSa ofi.trie'rtiii&vis.df i 
oxi:aot'for- ihosa.requlred try tha.pcpartti'orit or by laiirl: 

5. No poison'Mlt.o^Krate autoimd vehicle if anevtontied'sufteistruiiturQor load'obstructs.bis or 
her forward Wsion. 

1 . . . . . . • . 
6. No.p^son will operate a î iou.'id y«hic)e.'«itt< 'jni^le tiras. 

T. M vetvcles mti$t tia equipped wilh a ham Ingqcd ;v9tk;t(g order thai is atidiblo under noinial 
cdiidiiions lt<:rri;a:d'is',ar>i»>.6l i»t <a$s Itw) i ^ iect: 
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20.:. EMERGE ffCY <fERICt.E RIGHT-OF-WAY 
All peisibns oreratuig a. ground. yenida'-Jir-tttin tha sco in ty :;ennieter must ' imtrcdlaisty-yiaki .ttia-ffghf-uf-way (o F^tica.. 
Anti^ii.iariai, Firt! I ^ p a i t m e t i ana Opetjttians yatt ides. Einetr^cnc^vel!'ii:ie^ t m use i i i i i b ^ aixtfor vistM^.sfgnals^ 

OCettPAWTS OF'CRdUWD t/EHICLES 
A. I'd) petstjr ivvi l t . ' i ideon I f i * tunn ing b e a d oi a ntO'ring:gtour^:wefs'<!le, NUKebed o f i pick-up o tn i l i e r 

Imck. i i de in thabasl iet . i i f a de-ir ing trucfc. sl-if^l. up in ii;e tiorjy of a ntovirtgjground vetticfe; ride rsn Itte 
outsidii-dr ttie.tipdy:trf a rr.<t«\tx) u ^ i c M . a . rlda on a niovaig vefiicle'I' jt l^ tiis'aritts dr itsgs piotitKSng ttarti 
t h o y a n i ^ u n d e s s l t t e g r v u r t d vchkJeis sodosJgncd^. 

B; No person nporafing tt g / w n d yolncie -AIH allcw any ^.tsx^nger tp i tde in .sijcli-. 'chida other Ittaii IhOao 

autt'.o.'ized under escort to eniar (hij AiiDort security perimeter. 

C. All drfvers and passengers i.'̂  it ground -.tiK-de must *e . i r a seat belt i l the vahicia is so equ^ppeit 

AIRCRAFT FUEC SERVICE VEHICLES . . 
A . t te '^ tsvt r t ĵ.->tt rxinduct. aiicr.aCt tttfttetinc) ttperatiohs. urJisss 
.-iircrott ls.,properly .bonded to!(he rcli idling onulpmenL Tttere^eling.t^peiaEof nitist.maintaln:.pbystcal 
coritml oyer l i te et^uipniont during the refueling pro<:css. 

ORO: If a i iy spill occ'uia. c o n t M (an«Mtaph«kigpupa<.|npni>«d>i>»ai. 

Movy; i f a r t y s p i l l b c c i j r . s . c b n t a i a ' ' * ' ^ ' ' " ' ' * * ^ ' " ' ' " " ' ' ' " ' " ^ * * ^ 

B> ' f^eftieiirio egiiipfTi'ent i-ri i i 'mt be used.to transr<)n..arty'b<dK-pactragad,.cbntiHAl^.;merai:i3ls';-excef^ 
w t i « n : ! i C ^ i t iat t r ia i i : ; i ! '9 cd'niairieiii in a cio'isijd.' liib-Vejjstml.Sbif;' TJii^ l ) ta : rSat ' l ie^ i i toootBd 'dn ' thd^ 
i x t i ^ a r l L and to. ha. of a d e i g n and inalfirial acccrptabie tO' it ia (DOTirhlssioner.df 'A i la fe r i .o r hisihef" 
(<^i5n<i«, 

C; Al l i d^a f i i t g oquiprtKint tnust comply r.ith rsgvW.lions aa requsrod'i?/ ihe Chicasd-'P'O Oepartmont a i d 
ttte CcpattrtKttvL'QfAviati^in, arMU'^l&j .isne<tded-I 

: C AR liid<&iacHfif,'inustVcarrY lito.'sup;:res]uen'eqijiprneiit;.ls.rei]Vtrr|d bjithe'Clticagd.FTtd.Qe^iirt inail laitd/qr; 
rJatronai Fire (Sotfecfion /^isodiStSiri I U F W J tegulaltoriii. 'A l ! , ( t )e ) thJc*5 :n ! i i s t ' ' 6e ' cq i ip^ 
ignitlbi%'Syi'fem'.or.a:ptjSii''britttin:y battery switcti ignii iOTtsysloi^^ 

D- rual?Yet?Jcies. rnus t f i e ttad^od a ii^intitHnn.ctt 50-feet iatv:iy' ' fH9nvvAKptirt 'bi^lngf.0iid m 
desfgnati id areas; tn au i i ikut , fi iet tankois musi be> parl ied w(l l i . l&'feetidr CJiEA^SFQvCE qit « a A side 

' o f tariltar-. 1>lo'.c>ibiv.^fuip'inont c ^ ' b e part iert 'A^tlvn-, l fw'dear;s|7^^ 

. 'E vVfli '^Velii iollhsjr 
I ; V e h i c t n m i i s t l A IS teal apart f r o n other ve rddMr ind 90 feetfrein^^^^^ 

2. Vcti lbics arc nxjulred to have Typo 8 and C chcrr iu ie i i l ipqutsf tors o n t t » tnicK 

. , " • ' '• 

3; iiliydr:.Jam,ttie 'doatf rnan s-.vSch'̂  
See Addi inct i i in A , fdrfUel-SorVfceVehtcioftwporj iOft Rcpor i . 

T U G S A M d T B A I L E R ^ ; 
ilx; Tfie cl iart befow details the sizes and lyncs of e^ i ipmenl .tltat can safely transport b . ' i ^ i i g s . cargo, o t c j 

ago 

BagnMalVFre lg t i fC i i t l s 

L e M f 4 

(.05 
««;«':«?5:: • 
98-X12S: 

TRACTOR 
(-2S«'0») 
TYPE; ! . 

4 

4 

,1: ' 
f 

TRACTQR 
(«25(IO-S()aO«) 
r t K 7 

i) 

4 

? 
1. 

:iRJM!Tpre 
(two**, 

.TYPe;.-* 

: 4 - ' -

.4 

" • » ' . . 
'.'4 ' 
- i - • • ' 

TKApTOR 
x*i«mif i 
TVPE4 

A - • 

.••fi "". . 
• ' * • . . . 

;̂ .-
•4'" • ' 
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MPW 

> 
BaglMal l lF i re lg lnCarW 

TRACTOR 
(-JKMMP) 
T Y P E l 

4 

(•?if lci-s<it»»|i 
TYPez 

• 4 . 

TRACTOR 

TYPES: 

4. 

TRACTOR 
(*i5do*) 1 
TYPe4 

' 4 

t f^Pounds;^.!^ 

r u g f T r w i p f 
T y o o t 

T y p e ? 

f V P o J 

T y p i V 

Gtoss weight 'ess than zSpoK, 

(Ke:ar vtfieet brakes cnlyX 

Grnss wKighl .;]r<'jilcr Ihan 2S00 H. but less lh.w SX .W. 
(Rear Aheel braitos only). 

Gross woigtit griMltjr Ihan 25.Mti vrtttt 4 whefsl b i aVos,. 
tMair bo rtwal njar wtieei); 

Gfoss woighi .yoator than 33<K)» w i t i 4 wheel brakes, 
(Bb t t a l o r t n t cK .vitti S I M hotty;. 

Q. Alt Iraitdrsor scmi'tr^iiti^r must be egufppod '«itl1 proper brakas.sn Ihaiv^hen disongagod from a.toiMrtg 

.vehlcte, it.canri(ittjecom.e U^^ roQino Irqiti ptopoilar sl ipstream, jet blast, or wirut. 

.G. . No parson Vrill operate t o^ed eriuipmrinr unless tna equipttteni .ttas prjsllhrp .icx:Klng cbupliitgs. 

D: All; tugs,.-iraifers,-baggage caris or cargo cartfr mtist ba returned :io ttt;;ir .^issigrrf^ storage areas 
iniipixBately i l t e r i inlbaii ing; 

E, Ovrir%pisbb8!ai,.3ir^nJftrnt i t i f" .ontybadrtcr;Firte^^ rr-lbase toc'ntioo. Ai to i j f t i i iusl t ie 
.I'eleisiarf.iataifel to ifis'i^airtJtaPB l is |n i y ^ 

f̂ , .. lOi>.j»isp.ri:tv(l(-i lsndbp,i)ri/giBra'ol'6qij 'p?nent.'n a r « i as.iJijslgnal.od tj j ! pOA. :Any 
.abahi;;9ndd->du,'piiierit>iiif l i« ticketed atyd^t<;wcil. 

G. t i p paision 'nrill.ap^alp i rbagangd cart o r rargo .can. unless the caix is anct tsed i>ft ail four sides vitii le 
:ictiH^iy'fia'(ifir9.ba'^firjry.'i>rcirgd'. 

-H'. A i t a « i s oir (flii^s.6f..cqui'Pfnorrt fcytitg tpvrtid mtt i t t tav 'eret t^ tQrs:or I lu^r . ' tsceni tapooo bbdt saes..anij 
r q . a h ' ' ' 

I. )N6pe(3onwi i tS iyanye i^pmwi !>narnann i»sd i )s>ncau ise .^ 

.J,: . t,n!l'rie'over>iibEii,TO^aircriiftin'ustl>».lb*efd:acro3's b r t , ^way; suci i an.ope-ratiott rnustbcccnducled uridor 
i tKi .esco' t iof . 'a- t^AWlt i id.o, <ii iIW-.ljy.r>irpo(t.d^ D l y . ' , ' . t o iO f r rw* Oliver Podl; Gnly 
Cepai1inerirlo'f-Avlalion'apprtr,ied'htgh s(j'eed uactpirs nvty Itrw an air.crall vvithoul.ascort; 

Ki ^Ytiert.driviiigln.th0Biig:Pdoirt,ap.vetiicte5rt\ust.trav.etin..i..wn5ioltuw.rrf 

L; MOW: When driving in Itiefcoggago rnalta-up aroo, all MATCO'oquirenift.atc taT . l j fevvh i .c ipnpar^on 
apisiy. 

24. YlELDnifS t i lGHT-OF-WAY 
A. Ait ground'vehide apQrslors.tnual yieW i l io riglit-of-ivay lo art aircraft'in motion or an emergency venida. 

.B; 3; tfcr perv in operntirtgia gfcu'nd:veli7do v/iil ?ip55. .t T^xiw/iy vjjihoijt bni^jinc tho. 
vaniclato' i t i j i i r i ipl i j i f t .slap. and o tsennpa i j rb t i rd : t i i t i a t a traffe in nfl iSiiecl'ci'.s. 
TAXIWiS AtRCRAFT. KdVER-TAXIWG HELICOPTERS-AND AIRCRAFT IKI PUSHSAGK ALWAYS 
HAVE THE RiGHT-dF-WAY;: 

E, G.. Mo pas'o'n' nparatihi.j a >itound vehicle will- cross or iyi(er grcctid v?jhiclc Iralfic' 
. !.:iri»Mi(1oljt;yisidiii^j lh'irrigt>l;af-'ff*/to v^ i i c fc * alre^^^ 

0 . A 'eh iaos appfoactiiag froin.cppostfa datictiwis * i l t w i s l i i l l t d r t g l n c f o a a t o i i icr .-•nd riot sWp «hen p e M 

olhtrr. 
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E, t>otjbfe send Titles In tha ,'nidcle of d-,a rpjadwdystgnily a no passing, zone.- Oo trot cross Gnes lo pass 
other veivicla lialfic.. 

as: PARKING: . . 
A. MopeTSon.vwIi'psBlla:gnjotid.vefiKrfeorotber«qMiptt«nuitctvding a.iri-,ralt,.0ft.tfie3t^ 

a.-iybi^Jtlir;gtitdtda£lgrtaUKl.bytlie;'Depanrriqnt..: '^-

B. r ia:pi^r i . \yl i l :p^k a.gtound venidc or oirair Kq^ Uf«l«t ol anyllre liydranl. other fire 
cahtrdl apjatattts or Itid sft.u".'^:s:r/itcti<w; 

C. hJo person stviit path ai groiind vitiicia or oilier eguiprnertt. tvtticti would obsuuct iiccess to any nre 
control appara.'iii (u fuel shiitotl r^itcl^eS; 

O. No:j^so.i>-'Aill par1« a 9i"cunt!'--^'.^'or any ottiw. oqwpntert';-indtsding aiic/aft so as tu int!|r1cr<iwiU\.or 
prevet4 t i iap^tage or ityivemenl of ainsatl. omgtgeniiy vehldas or oilier graurid vehicles^ 

6. No person tyitt park a gidund vishlcle or other aqtipfent^wttiin 10 ItMt ol ltiB"secv"'y P^nn'Otcr Iqnca b'no-

F; Wy(l-. itopAKitigoriiandingitsperrTBttedonit-wObfBctFteijAreai 

2«. G R O U N O VEHICLEACCIOailTS 
iV Any piiiSdrtd(*fethVg a grburid v<sf>icl.a Uiat I3 iriiudfvaii iti-jin accsddnt iitiist stoi> ;ha yetiici(i:at.iha,sciane; 

of tlw acdfddni'or; as.̂ dosia as pbsiiblo thotstfr ()kithiAlt:,qbs(r>Kiin9 traffic nViitd (ban i ; ati^Mely 
nocessa'ty)! airiitlmitiMlafeiy itdtilV ttitrCdtnmuiifcatrei^^ 

ORte .b'Hars Cocnmiinit^ttdret Gertter;, 1 0 ^ " " P* *» I»»P»~») 

lilpvy^ MldwsnrCptijtiriOTtcatlbnaiCSnterrl (or*Mi.i»Mir,p«n>~.> 

.'Aflijr:'.rrvaia*n9.':,̂ ,e proper..rioiMcallm/.'.l^e;'in(fiytdtja(:nitrsi.-ra'tarTilf^ and', remain at,',ttte:.4Cene ,bf tfiie;. 
atiailciit' ii,ritil:iif'.hj-.fe()!it,'hav bflBn'ttdyib.etJ ti>:'lho,.invaiag'3,liig.aKieef-. The veecfg pi}era(qr .Mi iipdrj ' 
ragueit'.ahd'if'physicall/Abhi^.stiiJw to. .lt^'lm.8sllg6|M9.'c(fe«-a;nit)?or^^^^ Insurance, caid'jii 'apjiStatle^. 
;|ic9ns'ii; iSsijf îKiifdfi ii*irjl*isdt 

B... 'P.iirsc^invblyi^'in;'att «i>ilt^'».tfMii iei^ Jir So^tiaiii^Z^^ 'M^WUieiis^,, ir.'ID:'.ii;:ob'/4<^Iy'' 
abtift. provide:-*Juj,V<iti[tei> reewt •t^.'facjtititav'ot iltn.' apettiqnt'lyjttyr' Avlatfon- Siiitefv .t)<flii«i at the; 
lijtpiiiicilvliiniimbet^'Ifittiia betdw-Vrlifiliii'a'^ld^>lri^'ti^^i^lde^l^ lTw;TCp<)n!(l«t5t inctofbtttdnanies' 
end:'.atWp^iWj of.'ititt'! .JtWhrtUi^^ 
' reg is^mlSnani id t i^ rltKttl«M''orihi^:V(inUeil|in<Jt;^ alfdrei^ po'lJcy'-iitiinber,. 
;«i(|)ustfti{iLt!^li£ i)pd;tqlo(^s.btiitlb4r,^i^^ ttw aixittiifii 

QR'Pt 5.ale :̂̂ Oin'0il>'f?tir'ni|n1tH1.l!s |On«Bthfprt*ig|«p<»M)«(IOn««dror(rt*iQp«poMi) 

MDW-̂  Wtttybffitifrfdtiniititibaitiioinauibrprt 

27, REPAIR AND tpCATiqt l OF OlSAeLEOGI^OlilMOVEHICLES: 
A. 'No jatttoliv.ViKlf doaa .w^iiir/imiWaijv^aiB^^ 

.-ipprbî :J:fK>d-.a(e.Av' T t ^ orily,oi(CGtp,tiQn''t̂ l1' be grvilod. f9r..ttu3sc: t t ^ i r s necessary!.tO:'trari<tpdrt;Ui9 
gccuncfiettfctiii.'or.et^lpn&'tlit.a'ri^ 

B. .[*> persdd>rtli!(li**a stsljeH Of ̂  Aiifield, urtrii could' 
ifttsiftstei.v^ttitlisifev'jf.iiafiic:' '"'' 

as. TAHPEBIMQ WITH GROONO VEHICLES 
^^d.pclsmwl^l!nl/!(flpfKill^lat^^ Noirii;iyi(!tiai*Sll.iSeiorustt 
any.Qi)buif:dve'bfC)i^.'^%.7r^thimciit'drbof,-'d4^f^ 

29. CQKTRACTOR ACCESS TO AWOUSeOF PREMISE 
A. " .!!fe jjsrstirry/JI hMtteiC^ v-iittoui a. valid Airport 

issueiiMebiiilicafidd'baiiii^diesccitte^ 
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B. No poison vyiD l iav« aoceiss to j i t d egrass t ron taoEnst iuo lo i^s i tB m a g f o u n d vervt la or constnKiion 
eq-jtprr^tt l ' (^eiiiftgttig. ta- (sr. undor^ It iu supan-ision of a. cdntnictor} ctliter .thifit by rtHjies. and. ̂ g^itos 
deslgnateji ty^ths Cfepar lmel^ and pii^^ 

C. i fop .$(s< i^ .« i i . l ^ lwag. ipur td .ye) t t^b . (^ 
-^coriteactbrt irretr i iMn'at lhii:-.va'i% arogi at t t te ' iMiddf tha'^btf t io lgci iy cr lb. tw (!aiitod6i?ern'ight-in any 
pqsitlilR'^'Ibiciallbn \yti i i t^;^.ctins£tules a i i ac t t o l o r potisntliMtiazanllo avcri i ikorgnMJnduelti i j Iaa a l t b a 
A i f p w t . 'li>: Ji f i j i^ ioiTO'yit fdiS'.*^ hai:thflt>vtitt«ii au i f icwat lan oif i i i * Pep'at t inenffd leave? 
i; i ixj i)( i :^v«tM^.di!.catisMj<^tlon d q ^ paiifwl.bvernlgli l ,. ^ e s a vetMi ts- aitd agi^pittenl linust: ba 

su t ta t^ :n i i i s i i i e ( im l UglttBd; 

p . MO poison: tvlB.d(ierjili> a g ipw td yebida or constiUctidnegtilpment.taldngirig lo or undin' the 3m:«tyls.i}n 
of:'aii'Airpi{irt cbiitrikbliir.'dn-iy across:a.ruiTMay:or t i i ' k iv i ^ya t . lh* Airport;- u n l ^ . u CKy ground veh-cie 
equippetfw!iKaiw()-wsyradl(> irt cnnti ici with ihisATCT escorts tlteviHtlcle w^ 

30. SERVICE tJOMPAWY T I tAPRCi 
Soniicr d e g r w ' t l f Cixnm«tt:f3l .soruice Irpnic is necessary on iht i Aiiport Moi'enienl Area 10 service remots airtJna 
contUxirse spi lpss. i i i lbnlar ' tdiptt ipwly^obrr jol i l t i» 

A. th 'e serviii0.'cah{p'arty..iwtlj-lurnts.h.tha ctlent' ienam '.vith a cett'ifiCateot.insurance and rofeasa Innri uauiity 
forindaliline;af|dB»Clly; r i »cc i l i l i ra t i i a f ins i in i r i ce ' . v i | l i i s r tn i i haC l tyasanadd i ! lana^ 

8 , T i io .c i ier i t i t3Rar^:^ ing3!erv icadvKl ls(>bmda.wnl tans l i^ 
o t inpany i l l b o i i a f i ^ : ^ 'Mil endps^^U^^ Uto Ci i tys release from 'tatujily, l bs 
Lontpsny sucaruiisiiir's n iw is . aind any olltcir 

C; Reppi f vdtvdie 'accidanls as feguirod In Snctiohs iZfi'Ai & V. 

Cr. .dervl6e.'Cbriipady-'Vehi(:iM'nius't..enle^ ddsest entrance''ic^. Irio aircraft; belrig 
-iervtciad:; 

E i . l n tha :wbnt t l t f i l ' b&A>^bdsr i iw .» r idJ t i r i tw i i sd ' r 'o .qu^ 
•pill d i 9 ' i r m i i f e i i w ' a c w a n ^ me^ swvicd c i j r n p ^ " ' ) s reilpOT^'fcie fcr ensuriwj i f o 
i^yisi><llnle!rn!4tJMi..'.if-!i!^rilarf i t ie st i fViM c«il 'p.3rtv' '-tiet^:tOT'rM)<it 

i t . v E H i c t i E d p E f w L T i 6 f t 3 F O R > i i i < e -
:Ta)iledt)tiV :f)ilS&i);' l^i!bO'stltas"({r. qtiyrittKe^ oi i jui id: irat i ! t le carrier fdr.fi.rrtr'vviilf not k!«f :or untoSd p a s i e n c ^ at'airiy 
peiics >iWUii t h? ' t 4 t iw | i ( ' by- i* ' * DajJartment 

i i pfiwjtfE vEHiciLE Aeeesia-
.ORO;' '.'..". .. ,';',',. 

A=t:pnv'atbi/'oyfhejt>!iebidas.}vili fvl.O.T.i^'perate a ground ^hicfe.(do'.(pe Ai.rpdd) UNl,ESS a.ts iegislericd 
.s| i | t iw^/ i i r i !Bt. . i^,8>i i f4l i^ i :0^^^ 

A, rte fflfjlofli'certiifcatirof i i i s u r a i w c o v e i i i g a I h i t cctresponds toasiabfehad'gerotaJ liability 
and:at^brruaibiTe;liabifity reqcilroirnont^ of the'.Ajiporti-. 

.0'.; ye.hit^eda'scriptitxti-rri.aki^.iiKide^ 3nd:platrs'-nurrte«*... 

i i , DatMmeniat idncf rar^r t i rmr i iL fbr access lb l l ie Airport 

'Private g ro imdvan l^es are'prolvbited.oh.tiie aiH 
t i !Wi f t^ ;aya^ i ) j r i f ^ ;br i ' ' i i i3 ) r .b(u^^ 

MOW:. 

(:0MPA>4y OWNED V E H t C L E A C C E S S 
..•Wl.iimpatiy:p*iiW;:vtrt5d«-'.OT at . t f i * . A ' fW ' * ' 3 fVsdging..(3flk:fti l^egis'lrstion 
i.-ij^jrrnaiton iricl.ude.5: 

.A.- t h e ' otiginAt cer i i t i i lat f t .of ; .«lsuwce.: iwveri igo;- l t ia l :iiK»rfeSpands-':b aslati.Ushod. gonernf bafciiity acid 

wtd i t iq t i i i ' i i t t i i i i i f y . ' rS iu inm^ of l i i t j A i r p t ^ 

B;̂  Vqhicl^:deso^>tiiruntake/aioU'<]l,';aiid(S|iil^^^^ 

C. ;i>6cuinentsiidn at riHji j irerattritfoj 'acceiis Ip iho Airpctt. 
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0; Proof cf iJaJifcJa Qwii8n*ipi.«n<* t y oha of IhS; ?o!lowwg crifefto: 
1.': i;;dpy.af T i , ^ Of Risgistiaiioh for t/iehicte; or 
2.. Vchidfttnsii/jiiwi.Qat'iJ;-

34. VEHICI-etbEf^tlFlCATtON 
A : l^j'pereoo wirbperaifo ».gfpnr>d vahkfa IJutrs bwetl at ihtsiXtfporton Iho fiitti^tinteii l*t«:yeWiS^ is: 

; diJeirij^mijfkei.vinlh'Uiacnriioa^ iGgo.qr'otfi'cfi(J^.tifipatiori.acc«pt'abfO-toiheCj8J}ar(«ier%.an^i'rti-.^ 
r iut i i^cSf' i i i f inf i t f i t ibj. iai^.-UcJcH f«:im<9'(ai.s rii^'hisisnia'n I2(iinch^ i i j ^ oiVlOp.oOF'leisiihaniEilniii^iA^ 
riiijhqn lhtts(c!as:3fj(l.ijiflf of UT^^ 

8: Sb-jy;moyif)g;vi^ftic(3crntisf.tietietui^ foanftbd on (ha fcta.rdths vehio'oynUi fiuQr»ceftt-!i)(>e titntrvthe. 
cotnpariy- name^'aixi sloyi^iiioving vomdo sign irt aijorescerit s a ^ pabit-

C. No pRnwft Vvill. opcrala n gfOi«N> vohtcte thai is based a(f Ihqr Aifpoit on (lie Airftekf on a oonOnviing 
ttqxJeir basis. .This i«iodea; tjtrt' <s frit finiifed 16. iaff-iWrpoit <ioiitt6<i6f i»i« aig.'vicc'cofttpany vchJcJos. 
tih|es$ a ydhid9 PQintit issi^cd eiy lli« OepartinMit is"tairisplcL'Qiisiy-crisiplsyeo In vto. from windotv of ttiic 
wel̂ iê î .̂ <»• is isiscbirtoi' by apprpviitl. Oopiirrtrrtcrri (ir tenaiii pef«.iwh<Btoacdrt tfw v-ohiclw (o wJditip'it, tfio 

. va.hiejo ii7tjsti» cJearty it^^iwJ \vtth f f i * oooipany irainef/iogo or.ouittf. itJenimcatoi occeol^ao fothai; 

. Dei^a'itnient 

0 : N(7 petspn .VMII opo/afo a groutxf voitlcl^ that is basod alt'iiia Akpatl vMuin ttia sccufliy peif)fnet«f area to.. 
'(iiaRa9<li9iv(uy.on 31 or«s(i(ne; basis W e s s U i i ^ ^ 

35.. DRiygR-UCEN^ni^ 
'A: .; Atf pBrso.r[«['.dHt>iing- a- grptind vepisi»ui^fiin. UtiEf; sc^cuiity. p<>:!rrwtor will h.-)yp 6<>' ffiofrftorEon-it currom valid.: 

;,dctiN)<8lic^ni^i.tssuetibyUi.ttSlAEei.ofliinKi^.'|9Ft^giftth^juc^icUi} wheiraittopMsicinresi(te$;..ifct)>ertn^' 

: diiyw's.llccrwoititifj^^^ 

-.8. •:Nq.:pe«^rv'.\vi^-:5Jitiio: ai'SJOOnd-yeKefe ?(>CtWp-.,tfi* »e<ai«)ty.v?«ivpet^; vyiW»o flrtyw' 

Ci t h ifHE(<H .̂-or'jj$n)ityi vwt <ifiVi» iiir i»ifiTirt ar stiavnd:- V«fe:ie:.><rith6i."!ft9^.s0«tir(tlr-.poffnteier wtficmt-.aa 
IfSorancacWffiorta'On Tifewiifr^^^ 

38.. :pvipg,?ii 
A.' 't^•p^rifiii:^^^,tia^'uf^.•9^^ baSigefSS. <iSic«0f4rs«Kf3!rW' spiift: iitilitf:: 

.'VlWiitdS^; •^^)d[•;^(ffi»^i^3^ 
.;dMJij'i(iia'jtfiifi^y.'^p^^ 

..!><<i> peottftAviH )ja< b̂p̂ ^̂  
.'itis/i^^ji/iv-rii.ihie'ii'-iktt^^aiihit'fii^prtiiiieisi^-i giimali:potil&f^r-'outeiiiiai tne vehide to-sisiiil'st':' 
;.8i«'.*WfaJaif:' 

.a-; 

.e. :Nd(Siiri^V<ffl:bacft'Up#2*^ 

Alrstde P8]tswn^;)w^-'fei^'ff^i^.ife«^.!<e9^^ ttjikiTK^/elw^'i^.'jiibiVjitfw a'r̂ ai,* iiiiiw:&^QO:bfi:(j^^ 
••«ftio;5M'.3nid'ftia$.fR^«haV^ 

ri^Klhb.«;tJre:(hiaiJ(tm$'6n:drirr 

SptxJS POB«:wJtf tMiwradiaJfe^^^ 

:Vot^&:|Op;Sfat^.{i(ie;,t<^:,n^^ i()CStt:t>3g^;;^^^ifi(^3^4..f^^ f!<>^€^t:offltne ntayciiioiML araa (i,J9,.]3fir<^ tatd:. 
:«i!*iam;^«»:^'^'r*^^ •'"'̂  ' -•—.•.•- . . - : . , .•.. 

• tf.i^C!(J^^i3feto^i*d;,thij:;v$htd<^^^ tfunatite,-:ii!(HJ.arB)aa|n^ 
;.d(n>/Afrfrel<t P p e r M l p W a l (Omated ibr piMIng purposes) or MOW AkMd Opmlions i t (OitiBed fbr prinlina purposes) n ' i^ 'Oie ' f t^^ lJr t i i f i t i iy^ 

file:///vtth
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ol till airside crivers.lo p idt .up FOO- GcRcrat',.ng or krwAintjIy failing.to renipve FOO' may. result tn diwpTinary'' 
Scllon.. 

Ti ie kicai US Postal OfTce and l i te ( ibenit ions most be cbnlaclDd If any;U,:iallefld(Jd U,S; M a ) i t f d u n i t on l i i i i 
Airfield. 

ORO: LOCi^US Posta l f^ff lce (0<T««lfcrpnni«g|««po«i) 

O R f e . "Opt i r i i t loo* " (Om«-taprtn*,p>n»-i) 

MOVir: LOCat Oa'Po'stal t^ifflCV (OmjftKltopmtlngpufpoM*) 
UDv ih Ooer i i t lon i i 

38. AIRFIELD LIGH-nWG 
^M employees, lishaols. cgnir,ictdrs and '.tmdors m u ^ undarstartd ttia 3.^ititic,inc»of iha citfdranl colorsd l>OM!r>g 
vrtittln tha security pqttinbter; Ttttt inrce t y p ^ ' ot rustiici'we lighting a ie as U M ^ : 

A. Wl i l te t Jgh l s Indlcata a n i f lway . 

0 . B h ^ L ights h id tcate a lashmay. 

ORO: AintHtf l lg t t is Ind joat* a c ross road that pio\ 'klss authoit ind yblilclit access a o o s i la-VrrayK. 

NEDVy: B«<> llaliMI In iSca ta .eary lc * toa i t s ; These red llstits.are lucaicd. along.Iho.' i«cn((Qdroj0 
; t l t rou^t iour 'Mtnopcrt l loi i is o f iHa Ir^slde a i rpor t per fm^ 

39. SNOVi) BEWciiVAta OPERttTlOMa. . . . 
iVi vehicles: other tnori enicisericy<,veli!c!oi) wiili.waiTiliisi.iijhts activated; must.yiold n5.t>t-.orMrray |o show rernoyat. 
^itu^iMiicrft Ajrsi i i t tdi iv«rst l ioUia'opis'r i i tbi iJt .- i ' r iKtuicdspceti 'Al . iv i th. i i ia 'ddswfdSi- iei^ 
i<Mi>o.y,il c^jufprtiaini 

Vemc ladr iyerss l iaoMsby^a t iea i i t iS ! ) fee l lbac ivawayI tb in ( l iec lu iac ia t j ysncrwb inv i r i j e<{L i l | ) i t t ^ : ; , yTindoVirsbsscait 
naslty be liibvn) into ttte v e t i y a l i t m i l i iafproe.cf the.stww.belrf l uiroWn i n c r i p a s ^ • 

40. REFLECTIVE SAFEIY VESTS. ^ 
Rttflbetlvq Safety vests miatiietyorn al all times by persons iesi^i1y:aseigned lolHe. aitfefd; litdudiig^alt raiitps^: 
in thoiSctiitntl ArM'sjrid illiJ.rVOA?, ' - ' 

ElleciiiD'Jim.*^; l ^ , all patbp:St)nif<*P()npnri«l,Siri9tcijt(jd,by ati Aifllri^ya.sfdtMd'rt'ivloe fiandlltig co.tn'f^/, 
.ot, i;oy, other :^ 'ar i5 :wi i r tl>'at:4 iiisr«t«d .'mrx tonc.w 
'{as ddlSniid' in SictjSb I^SSiSStrtOW MiMiSpal-Obdeof"(ifcdfiflo} at A arid: b!Hqiii>;ii!Wifol)^irts> Aiiiiirti*.; 
Kiii.bo:i.o<i«wd'id:!*diit rR"EI=^<!tW.^:S 

This reau!allot1:apslliB td-;!(lW.b RcrsQiti ha.Tdliiig ho^^ 
10 airoait',iti3-td-fljijsa: wh4 afiii'W 
jiersniioj)! >v!»iSt!ryS!^;fii\rat(!ri[;af(di:V«J|«^s^ fpait'^irf i r t b i ^ CTtiiirg.(ifl5it|i!rWitf::,wid\^^^^^ 
eJecjrbiiic.eiiteitial'ixrjeiti s^^aftlsi i j$^r>nd. maiiilaih A>(tine.ran<p'.seniclf^:eqtiipi^.ani|^ 
dallie^/letbHifgWi^^iir^pil i^' i i ipp^^ 
and reprmbitialiviM oiTFtsdera.t S^^ liKJuiiB Anrr 3iui<)iite>a;.<in;' 
'ihaiidatibiiilKa'f3'iT^.ij»!)S.a^inclv^^ ' " ' " • • ' " 

Ttis Amendrnent lb U10^^'rp^ f^tiditvid:f^^iiM'sits •«.to:arth3n^:ltie >^si1iiil^a'rid;^%:<)f personnel i iyprKlf^iri: '^' 
a'cwrcd;.v4» and 10 piotoetottto.^e^opera^ 

• i i . MISt:EHjiNEOtiSS<J:"Erf|>EtXilit^HEHTS; 
• \ Jet Mart^is ltw:9>iftausfc(hiii^li^ Jt:i^:l:<i *ilBjtiiciy..3aug§pJ.iis, Atvrsyjj.irspcBgiionj 

-iwrtdi^ rieiir iurtnIr|jEA«t*ilft^ 

3 F.d.o; raAfaVFdie l^a ebiMt:Pebris.d(Parnaee.l)tatnuty catEie'Akcaft d^̂ ^ F;6.0;. coriV^ iii: 
'itiat!y.(d'fn\i'art^;.isals»;^tta^ 
pibpeiiy d^'pixia.:i]i[;f;p^^,ii3»it^ ;>asiubla ^''iap'-U>:ti':(arii^|'te easily ipidc^.Up ^^M,:-t>a;-: 
imititKiiatcfy fdpdrtedw ;• 

ORO.- Aiiiriejd Cipanftons <°''*«><'PMigia;|p,^, 

HOW: Alrtladfppieratloin !°Tr'.^'**?i 
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C, Nersertn thdairfield.tnA^r^mat lirtra ^uUdnnHibiino.ueod•Mtert.'Morktngonffl9 alrfleld bQcatrse.ilis.. 
dilficttK t9 liear a warniitg from anotttcr venicla pr persons, due id the bocksground qirlieid noiia'Cir Pie 
usa of e ^ proteciJon: AKva|is bolt bnlli «ays toico and betiir.d you befbtft cressInQ aH.taiwaai^i and 
beidni ntovbtg anyeqiipmai*. 

0, RedtKad Vlftbillty du« [o Hghl dhvin^ or bad :v;Qaine/nicreasesttve bazatiM a.sspciale!Siwdi aiiliekt; 
op̂ cEiliio.ni»V Always'use e^tromo caution dnvip<3 on ih^'ain'^ajd al.highl and during'roti(:ced Visibility. 
s^uavkstWi. TV<»r(»iadirfii<vM is to .il(?.*ikwt« ivid 3t*-ayi.wmain aletV. 

.E; Stnictiiial Ctestsncs Atiylsory nigaiisiu] utie exiraitm! cautioti «nen opeiatiri3 any et^'piiiant India; 
Tartniitai atiagi, Special .ittsrijiari shoulC|.t:<> g i v ^ in vralctilrig the haiglit lirtiiWidtn cleararica ofVoui:' 
eqflpment ' 

F. Crideal Clearance Areas inrjude iho Ir.lKMi'ing-

PRO; 
lESMSHMJ, 
Underpass betmeen Gates C^ « C9 7* 5" 
UnvSati)aSsi>y<iatDCll i ' B ' 
Underpass beiweenGat«sC:fli(Xi1 7"6* 
Unfltit(i»s>by.<3»i<iCZS . C2a r 4" 

fSRHtBAia; 
f i U,-l<l()fpiiSS 12' t." 
IJndeipaii/bgtwaAnGati'E'iAF,: i r 2 * 
Undorjtassliy.tiaie.f^ft. 9 : V 
Tvrti Pedds'btbtt Efii^rsency E'Kiti: bn ciilwjr sirje 

. ol.Tj-.atltie'b^pros^cd Roadway 1.5; &* 
rtotvntfa. Pbdoslriiitt Bridgo ta"6V 

.FAA'Tcr.v^.CqtTicijf. 12:67 
Depressad RoacKvays (Baqgaije Alieyl ti'.T" 

TERMtNAfca 
AU UnSerpiisias. l i r . r 

. HiKfiriSf^rOniiorpas^ t i ' -T 
f;tajiiai|iini. Gat i urdntpas^ 12" fP. 

.Lftngsrundoipaai. tjr.'O" 
Pattqstriart^Bittdtgtmcy E<it b«tw«?n tt S L 

F i r t s ^ at itte Ocpicsaw F'b?<t*'ay t c o r 
Llndbilpass b<jtAiatii< K$A & KeS S'O" 

l iHHBJAkS;' 
OrdijiTdHtind.iins.SaiJfiig'Areu lft'-9". 
Service Riiatl itiid^Terw'ifta! t ? i ^ 

OTHER A IRS IDE LiatiATiONS 
3:TOV< Tunnel iS'O" 
Post *.r:,- Peaostrtan W.a:VMy '-Z &* 
Post a 8 & :# .9'.- P&teslrtao Wailcway 13 v 15" 
Pljirt'lOiip.tJof i;ppt^'nedv;a^ 14':',6^ 
Alpna f 0r3vo Bridge on iicivice iri-m 15- .0'-

lfv.o'uhave.anyr;uestlor,sr6r;ardii-gciGar.iiricar'«igiiis. ccf.iat/.ppttratioiis at.7r;VS86-22S5v 

MDffli 
rciinir^l 
I5cpicissed:R6ad',vay..Uri:ierii3ss 

B'scVisenO; s e t .7.'l0-. 
Bii.VJecnB3 4 A I r lO" 

Tu.j'Tunliet UiidOip3S6. 
B-ii'vWL-n rt3 i A 5 . i": B' 
Wear AI it . . 'f'.8' 
Bliftintn A7 3i A9 7 ff 
BvAiS: r e : 
Bsll<.isen8I5«B1f 7" 6' 
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8e^ve^!.^e.144 8 t6 r s " 

If you ttave arty questions'rc-ganSnQtiearanco tiefghts, ccntad (tiOV/Opiaraifcns £ 

Airport Ernergenicy. NutribtW 
O R O ! ' (OnritBdlcrpmtMQpurpaM*) 
liOyV: (Otrrilwl tor pnrtina pupoM*} 

Fire Extinguisher 
TamjKKlog wUtiQrimpropar uie of fire (icihiliir) t^uipnianl uiiil boconsicerod aciiiniiialolfotse.(.Cisa 8 
Mtsde(r:Oqtior). 

RotsUnQiFlasttInq Beacon LIglits must bo ott at all lintet tor Growl Vetiidcs op«a>in9 -n the 
Movcninnl Area ontyl 

Use of mobile Phonee Exoept.a?i.prBVid'e4 in sut]section-(1) of this sutKCcflon; i>0 p^on ' aii'ot] drive a 
irvilui: yoliicle on airp>urt.'pioporty.'Atvfo usinria rhobila: colTular̂  artalcg -A-ireleis. or dirtital letepttone. 

(1). TheproviMiinjcf litis rbaiJlallbiisltaa riot appiyki: 

jaL Lavy onfetc«itiaitl:ofiiaars .and opetators ol omergency veliiclos wnen on duly and 
a(|trn9 ki Uiiejr.aliicUil.capacities. 

lb}, Pitsbhsuiiingafeliipiiibiiti.wliha'tiarids'freft' 
ai^l li.slim.u llir)OtliW:'paityyK!iioiii:(hii.usa at h ( ^ 

(cV Persora.ijsirtg;a;i.elcptiorta..to..call9.1..i lefept^prte.nurnbofS'or^ ein'orgpncy 
l(iioplion'« r^unibeirs'td'conti^-putiSe s^ty ; fbr^^ 

<d). PetsoiisusSi9:ii (eliipfipiiei whifa i.iiaintainirig a iriolar vehlcla in a staciorxry porlied 
piiiitltK^ and not lii'g?St' 

(2), ViQlttic;ss.'esi:b]tiic(:t!>wibaii;atatimand.;iibse^^ 

«.. Hfiseai.,... . . . . . . . . . „ . . - . . . . -
A, rfnpnjpari«nri^di;:Iisp(lsatdtilM^'dctis'iitaldriats:(HAZ 

B; Trtic^s'used.fprttiibjtr(tnspdft''of f i ^ t i i i y viia^ttf ni3]̂ :br)̂ ^̂  in 'arbits.desigriatad for 
tyoatpdiJi(fg*ol.tv..lbia0'w<irtitwiit.d.f;^ _,. .... 

C, .Alr^liiefapiiisMtJS'^.biire^drlBdlo;!^^ oiittioifttcsfcRpitiperttirnbyiilanldispcisal; F^'lurelo 
'iidhliiii to'tH.bii9.re()i)iii,HiiMft.yiit.i«><ilt',t^^^ 

p i t p : i;ainmnnlcatlo(Bi:C«'''<itt' a ? " -»•«."» w 
i^pt^: rTin;iniin)H'llTiiit fiit'lftr •'•-•"-- • ., r " i l " i t l M t l i n » r 1 t , i~~"- i ••• 

•Oi Al t haJ!anfoCi9:ntat^a l . .sbbi l b e ropcf^e^-. io' Hia ̂ o t t i m u r d c v i i o n ^ ^ C ^ t e r f o r p i iaper r.irritova) a n d di.sposaL 
i^ai l i i rd t ! i ; a ^e i ^b tcr Ihcsi9;rei^ i ' t t in<| i i f is ' i i i i i f ! iw^ 

PRO;. eonmitiiljcatfond CanMif (on«wtop«i„i.p««) 
fifbW; t^'oimitttnipatloncCenter; (on«MfarpMing|M 

•3. tMPORTAWTPHONE'NUMBERS 

msi '. ,. . 
Ali|h)ifteiiiiaffleiicldii>; ^ ^ 
I»ep<iitrri«.)t<rt'j^i^t(dn-Oiptirjilf<in'.:: i S S S S S S S S ^ l 
OepattiiMiit of Aviatton'Safatji: (on<Mbi>Hk«iiiii«a<ii 
Oepattiii«i<it<>fAilatl«r'Spi)iMiP«|tic« ( o U S d S S S S S S ! 
UnitW Stales, P'oytatSenneit-Poslilliispector (omoM k> IAAS iui>aa) 
CWcago Poilc* bepartin*!!! Non^EineirgenM . ' . ? ' ^ . ? ' ' » * ? ^ ' " P ° — i 

,%D,^g tn9 :O l f I t * l . ^ ^ ' « > « - ' . P * * . l-P—l 
.AticeJB'JIdntirol; . . . . . 

Wpw: 
AlrjtortEiii«rBencf««i (oi>iitBi»ri>Mvi>ipoM» 
napaitnient bfAylalfeit-bpeiril iotrai (oiieMi«tA««i>'p-"i 
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Oepaclrnenl a( AMallbn - Safety; 
Oeparbnaiitof Avfatttdit' Sp«eial Police: I S S S f S I t S ' ' ' ' ' ^ " 
Un•b^d SIMS P()*ilal Servica-Postal In^ t^pr . ' ! O , M M I ^ | ^ S I ^ ; 
i:hli:aga P'olteo tJepurttnani Mott-Emergetiicyts i c * ^ ' " i" ;*^ pi^vx-) 
1.0. BadginaOfn.c«'. lo™,^ ,„ „ « . , purp,»»i 
Access Control: 

PENALTIES 
Sactl«n;10-}S-3S7 Motbt yafiiela operating legtilatld.rts/ninwaq/ incurskniu. 
(>iir$uant to Section td:30^3S6:a( lihe.MunKipal Codo of th9. CSty of ChlCa^: fpenaltids and enfctcentent), any 
ParBCin'Ai* viblattjsarr/Saifien-df thMaGrdi^.-Vftiiliiloflj*of»ling.(?^ •Stsd-'dns lt^.lSiJS> Ihrowjh 
id-3^3SSotihe-MunieiBaiCiedesilw»ba:lined hot riiiorctitaiiSIW tor the first olfonse, not more ihan SZOO lor .i 
second oilenso. andhol^mwsttttiiri jSQOi lor i!a?*i sul^siiuiiht oltsnsft; EacB day llist a violation contimms .shrii 
.ooitslituta a separate and distinct nCTen̂ a. Tfie violalor s|iall also lia liabra for nwntwrrianient lo Ihe (ity cf any (ina 
r,F penalty paid to hy.lho Clly (i£ aVesuit'df the p^rsoti's vibtatlbn.. 

To cmlbrco Ihe pn)v&icns of the GroufMJVetticie.operailhgResulst^rts or Sections 16.36:331 Ihrotjgfi 10-30.355: 
.'ind Seclion lO-.lfiiSSA. li!B'GoniiinissjOfia:.,or.hl,yKer.d«si9ftiB^ m ^ iK«!bct hoar!rigs';!n acctitdsnea aiiiit Ibis 
Sectino Any Person totirvij'id .t̂ ave .yidUked arty pf'oMiaibnii'.of ttie Ground Vetitcita' Opiwattrg ttetju'ations or 
Saciibns lO-o6-3St titrougli fO-.3$4$^ aniifqr Soctibn iOiS-3Sr shaC Damned in acicoidan(:«| wilh ihb Section. 
Belcrc any rino is tevted in accaidaniii^wililN^ ScKtiijttiahisatir^.asaoliio^ beheld, A person 
cfian;cd with: vidlaiing any. isavisicn..df;tlii!t.iifdfe(iiiir!l(aiiad.:se0it^ liicdntosl ihs allociatiqii P> 
case:bf sucn dcclina;iont"tli<T tteann^'.plticta'r'siiqll ;as'se&f;a'flri^in.apcbrdanctr..-Mtlt:ltil3 SccL^n. t4otjce':bf Iho 
hetiiyto shiiil be pbrspitaild soiveid ui»fl | i» P|!i<9dn ior Pdrtoiis! ;ia^-i(>.liavj|i:vibtated any previaions ofiltd; 
.KoirintootooiKt SaioiijrrS, at.tdatii^ tq.daifaniirior idtlia/iieartrHi daje. 1Tio.l*iScti»t«far»:whoiii'iliff h«arit><i is 
liiild shall; r?ol have bomiowSyiot? in l>»'inKiaf dra 's^^ 
M 9 ^ 'q h3v'o.yiola^d;.3iiy;prOTl5ilow.oitit>a;?ij^)fBra bV coli.nsel; presjeni 
'i!QctiiTwnt*y. oviiJe'iiii».i>ifer'Sve:'.!i^l.iiT<ony:ii^^ b/'lli'» pcjiaiinierit.of 
Ayttt-itm. Ttie (jepattviMt.-iliali | ^ e » * t . ; « i ^ 
bifertse .Ib.proyo try a;prepofxte^a9Co;'irf't^'ey*d ajr^ertvertticned'Seci^ohs 
hadcciixj'tTed; 

TTiejlrii:* njiiss pf tiyiddbriiss/apfiieslM.d.W'it̂ ^^ this'Ssij^MV; p ie 
C^irnitssiqneK or hjsviKerd[ejl<|T)o:e,.'shî ^̂ ^ Ttte.i.?cbrd:uf each bearing tiiall 
iacliidii ( I ) a leco'ri;! of Uia tdientoriy ^ n u i i w t i)t tni°i I t ^ i i i i 'W t^ ' f l t i i y t»r by (apd r>!4ori(rno oir ulhernpiirbpnate. 
ineens. (2) any documeni.of ih^ Jiaaring litjMVPCJroij^ltjr.^a^s^ i i i aixxKdaiKd.yttlh 1^1^ Sectioii and (3) a copy of; 
Ifie wiileii. ndtii^.iit beiWirig . t f iat te^ ' I^^Hmi^ 

wrMilg lAiriilsjbti sliallng wlitilner a;iinia' 
i.ijifjisliW.ten ( ib j .t^Y^f fn^y^ 

iW.rineti sfiai'to bayabl i ioythb't^ 

Fof^nUMKahes^ifitg. fhe CotiiTliistdtieif, nr N(!>her%3)(jn4i^.sli^lf.iwtiai:iirwrM(lg l A i i ^ t i si 
:4i(iirba ititioMd.dnd lti« aitibtj|njt dr^ticfilSne:; 1Yj<r.d^i£is|«i>iiUii!ibt^oni^.eff^y».tm 
isaiis'hceof iho|dfe:i5idd; TM Wieti »M:B(S^^^^ 
api|ill.od.n;ay filg a (^iit|;.ialnt:>n 3.coj,!ti;i:>(atflttii(e.f^^^ UvJdeci^ti. Nothing .Ir̂ jthis. 

. Set&ii stiiait aifect ihet abi%:pf j ^ ^ 

At ihadiscrelfcrio.f.iti«|.(Jeii,adniwt Iheeitl^yer^f'ar(!fti?leol.<rf6ot'er3rviolatS?ris..fnayienblifia!;andronuired 
to w^Sdy thd (wiabteni of t«£iiies!i;<Srt^ 

Etfffciwa Oatn.-JuH^IS, 'JCO? 

Addenda "A", "B", "C" and "D" attached to this Ground Motor Vehicle Operation Regulations 
Manual read as follows: 
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Addendum "A". 
(To Ground Vehicle Operation Regulations Manual) 

Chicago Fire Department ~ Chicago Airport 
Fuel Vehicle Inspection Report. 

(Page 1 of 2) 

TKDOENOUMA* 

<^ica99* Fira pbpartment * Chic«gp: Airport $y,^em 
Pu«| Vahlel»ln«p»4±tldn R«port 

yHxat 

VekUUt}pit 

t>tH -ttlnyptti'tami 

[mi^tiirlUl 

fittaAfigt 

• 1 1 i.-f .^;!^i^^^^;Ki!*?•^;a^^^^;^^il 

VlwffV.̂ -l'.V''-

^ rady • 

KurtVifwr • 

[ M | f f r < b * T « f J>; 

V^'tV^'^*. 

V>f^... .4. <:i:^-i:f>>r'i^i\xdJft^A^;T:i\>y^.-t'fi^.-fti-:^iisyt, 

rir» f>,-̂ *>X'P .̂iVf "a*»> r^r'"'^ft;i»jp. |̂ *H;fe.s*»:..•( i-riSiJ? oAS*f .*ivr.' 

'r*J« V Hfrtliil:e,.Vii,*=lfr:i/V';rI.iili;*':,-':/i'::.l»';, 
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Addendum "A". 
(To Ground Vehicle Operation Regulations Manual) 

Chicago Fire Department -- Chicago Airport 
Fuel Vehicle Inspection Report. 

(Page 2 of 2) 

Chicago Ffro Odpartment- Ghicagft AirpoVt Systohi 

Fu«l V^HIcfa (nspocdon Eioport 

.•>l4*.ie.K*fnhr WPA -Mi 7-I f t 

j».-r '• JJ„<»».:>lAf:.fi":-.;V-i'.>-ir,^-:...:r;.s i • vi-^ri t-fjTT. 

'-UI i fr'.^^n-'iut.'?-^!>Jii', :',<f. 1.-,-.'-.i'ftT •'•;•• ,r-:rr ;rrTiT 

.^V >: A:; •:(.i>t,V;rt-a-.».j:.i;-i-!'-<U.|.:»dira^i; .-.i - . . .-M^i, 

. .̂ ' l Vt-.i^,*(-.:,lUw)i";y:,'J7,; '..».»',-: r-I^>-l.^'''"'-t»;> .. rv»T-K;j|:...'iiJ^-*<'.-tv:^..t .-.-rl-l: .J-t-ivii 

•.'rt•,•--»-• -'ilT/Tr;!i'''^'eit,*V-.'*-'^4"'i''->-"m'.-':'; '."- ' '.'i^n'^i-'i,-. 

fa^r ^ il.si<*..c^.->.|««:-.>i:f-i^(;,;,'..i':*! 

l?i|j •.!.. •>r'ifcI;ilr)iJ«rf/i!'r((;-t;.-:;f;,»( ^jc'rra:.• 

rt^ '̂. '-• >•! i':^* ;'I.;n•cr.1iî c-,;<^n:plrt.;•,T4'..r•i-.,Vr;̂ >Î  .-^v-liJ-i 

i'n ĵ '.y tJ«l:Tk;'i<:.'̂ UO>irfrO;-ri'Vi-M'̂ V5;i-,»->:i(i i c l - i -rA:•̂ -W^ ;̂ i..F.ur-j-

vrifejf r*ii NF»>fl .fir v ^ to (, y..i jtt7. ':^''-3r'iM|iflf«ii»fti* 

r-.'i -• .-̂ r JJriy^iaj f:^»r rr-.n '̂̂ i'-i. .•T:::M'I'"- ir,'if;tt,>. .-rir t'jiJ -ijit; 
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Addendum "B". 
(To Ground Vehicle Operation Regulations Manual) 

Ordinance 10-36-351 Through 10-36-356 Of 
Chicago Municipal Code. 

A b l 3 E N 0 U M a . 
Ordlnanca t0r36-]9l throuBh 1(>-M-3S6 Chicago UunlclpitI Coda 

.10-3»-3S.1..Ti'.rfConiini5sidn9riit;<\viabon may establiJh lecurea areas w i * in ftoCr./s airports; fn eslsbl)5fiin{ sucttan 
area, Uia commissionar snail csttslder i i :asl20 amtnaluni ol ihe aitia: ihe.tiatiite of aOlVities;oistafnariy ccndtict^7 
ihertlft: me impact of'ltia proposad secured araa on iha siifety and etflciertcy of pirpoit o!Jor.-iiiohs: arid tiio, fmoact of. tho 
proposwi sdoied.area on Bublii: convanionco in 'nwin j j Sirotjgh ih^ 

t O - 3 M H ; T)iaCemm<5sionierof;Avialion.'!balle5uosecuritiitvvJ.jij3. .it a term dolontiined by Ihe eomfHrssJansc: to ibdse 
persons vrhose presbnce is requirBct'lor or abprooriaio to itio acliiritios ixintjutted in a. secured area. The ccvnrnissloriBr. 
may issiia lempmsiry hadgas lo persons \»l»i=e nros-ina-" is teinportwly noi-jssary r.r approprialp lo iho aclivities 
conducl|M in ina .•wetted area or who ate preteni lo «udy ihose -ictiyiiies with consent of the convnissinner. 6a:h b.idge 
isi-jiid under ihis sdctiori shall irid;'ciMb '.re scctsrtd itroa i;r aieos ;o .vMcii i^o b«!go iippli<». 

10-3e-3W. 
.A- Wo parson shall transfer or assign a wcuttly iMdco 10 iiiiolher prjrson. No (leiscin shall enter cr remain lit a 

secured area excspt 

(J) J possengcr cntorlpj ur-joparfins .511 aircran arki undor supervision ot airline personnel; 

(b). a person 10 .vttptn a icmprirar/ sccunty badge npsiicabid te Ihat area liais been issued,,but only if 
si iairiad by a person ih possiW-wiri of it « I M : pernianrait seu i i t y badge iipplicafclit io ihat atria 
(ternftoraty b.adass are no ldng<ir Issued): or 

(c) nperson in possoviion of a valid, pennane.-n .security batisp SBpU<:»6la lo ma la rc i , 

B. Any p>ir,son whit iieq(<s:io enter: a vacuied arc,!, or 10 .-ei'iain lo-sucharea. shall,it all times, prianirientlydispiaya.i 
s^lirly.fcadg'o fwbicli mSy'aisoiWi-efbrrcdld as an jitcnfticiilfeo carcjytfsoedbylha &jiiinissii*'rieirc.f Avlatiorior 
.an identllicatiorilcatd'appitivad tiy i i t i l Foooral :<iV!3itjn'AdminBiratiort. ;Stiifl.5Hcurif^,la<te|e.shait b o : d l s p i a ^ ' 
abbve.the ivalst oni.a person's autorinost ganneht. Any oerstih Wntj f j i l s ib disRlairthe b ^ j e iwiuired lierwii 

;.^a!j;b«,subjiEd,id ni9iie'na|tldsas.p«y!'dw1 m scclion 1U-3MMftni»'K4wiiiil«U,.CSi«9. .No jigirscn.'aiall.sKijwt. 
•Old use of iiny sasWity bsiteo reatiirea r iaein iiy a.T/oni.othur.thdit litis imsb i i iowhom tl\9,IJ8d!jo' i a tMue* . 
Ptksnns jihrj.have actMSStaih'iviisctired:;^^^ r̂ ari ciiinr s(Korod>)r««<i:ittViitauii^priiW'ppiiialiiaJn^ 
inanher as designoteti by ifie (ioriimisiiioner, Ariy porsbh !6 ivfioni a suiii'cily. badge islswiettiShdH fniineijiolbfr: 
rapdtt 10 airptttt SWtlti'ty.tiid' (>rti»«idft bf .jni/. parson not, (iiilptavintl-.proper Sda'nfifTcotSJn-iifi:a.'sfe:tited i re* , . NO. 
pjrs i r t* t iqart i iMSaser inM. i ronsbaS««!«anyoff i t i rpt ; /sohocpess^tost ichajb i P9rsdns;i.vli<);iraauthorised!; 
to'asiScirt.<iiheV into » saiurwil: area it iustai 
Wi»rt65l»hife.;*iililrt'th'ft.secsied..iica.; 

C. Fpr.ptjrpqsas .of:ll(is'3iJCtidri"Si;cvre'J Artja' snail iBfer.lo twjl.pcriipn. ofon..airport d i s s i g ' n J f e d a n ^ u ^ 
.landing. lai«rig.6Haf:sur^3»'rr(aneiivew^ of .a;rplaniis .ard'5haif;alsb refer lo-iiriy 3r.6a-beyb'nd IJaparWtfeirt of. 
.Aviation Sactjriiy FtistsJ.i^wilhin perlnietef Jacurity'lentirr], or'.aiiy dbisway.liind'eig frprn.rio'y buiidir|f.adjac5ini'..t(i! 
-.In air cperatioiis area.; 

: tO-J6-354; A person Bwhotn a 3cci«liy badge nasbsoniMusd shall .report lb l i ie^^^^ 
•'OS's, ihatt; mijttiaiort of riir d'ainaga 10 Ihe.tvtrffj'w wiihin 24 iiours aftor s'ticJi'occtirnince. Ttirt. reijorl 9iiall':tti>jii: 
•^Tiling.!,'ttie person lilt? rpcryvod liie tjad-jo-as.-i .rasu'lt of t!is'emp!oyineni,;'inO;per!ion;s.dm^6y(^!stiiiil;alsd.ii^ 
respbnsifala fi?r'GIing ihe report. "lii'a'comin^^sicnar'sli.iil ccllbijt n cltiingdof.S35 for i)ie.repf3comeiit'ora8i5icurt!y 
badso; 

lOrJSJSS. Tha Cijnimi'.v'iiohar iif Avialinn sh;)i| issue rulBs and legblaiisns (sir lh»'ai!niiniilr:atoit:orid oiifprcoincttt.of 
Secidns liVMi-353 and tO-36.-3S4. Tho rtlas sh-ill incJrfe such nialters cs: porioitic teiteujiil d'rsecuiiiy.ij,i<Jses: issuance 
i)l bboises. It) ernplbyefc.7 or .agwig c f petsws doing tuslniHS .it an 'aitiJcti; Surri3rt<»t!:i]:df'.i!;tdsii»s u ^ . tieparatiori o r 
Ifiinsfbr froin eniptoymonl; prtit:edur<:jS and forms for iipp!ication5 ;in<l reports, .ind display of securi^ badges; 

10-16-358,: Any pijistso, v.hu violaias ,-iny provaion of Seulibna 'iO-36-351 liirough t0v3!>;554; or.thq .rfltjiilalJonsissUeiJ: 
'iimier Srir;iion.iqi,'i6-3,55. ia ia j t io i ; r«t rjit less i iwn ' j i i l o «»J.,v>i raire ih . -^ Eacfi'rtay-itiai a 
^.^claI>n<t.conll.*lu;jSslKltt:con.slivl^l a 5ep,i,-n(e. :!r«i dWircl.ofl'jns.ft. T^e'.violalor iAsli..Tlsai.:tie .liati'* for reiirbtirs.itrneitt:lo: 
ihe 'dty.of arr/ fmo or penally paid'try :he city as a rs^ult of Ihe parsons •jiolaiidn The Ckiiiiinissidiier of'Avlatioti ritay atst>. 
IfevcKe or reliho !o teissuc.lhb so«*rj»y t»: i3b c l ti"ie •-lolm^r.. 

S E C n O N 3. Tula ordiparvcs sttatt tie In (uit tcrca and oKnct tnjir i a i i d after ils passagq and appiar/ai, (9.'28/91) 
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Addendum "C". 
(To Ground Vehicle Operation Regulations Manual) 

O'Hare International Airport. 

ADOENbUMC. 

O'HARE ir^TERNAnONAt A|fW»ORT 
CliiiMoa,ll, 

Ar3tat»m>A-

"**• 
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Addendum "D". 
(To Ground Vehicle Operation Regulations Manual) 

Midway International Airport. 

AOOCNOUMO, 
MIDWAY IWTERNATIOWAL Ajl^fORT 

urn •iiiiiHHiN. VM4r»s«ctt l^«r>««<«'4«c«n 
o«^ tM-<* : * rc r i . 
tOCWV I JWrm TO i « « s . f * <Mnw MnOBaTKM fl 
criv cr otcMoorPTjunwtMff i v ^ m t r v t w w 
• " — n ' ^ n r r r r — ^ ' - i r w i r T f 

CIMQci Wdye i la tMi tacrv l wrport MOWAnPORT 
bftivEfnuM> 

'>=-^«sr-ns=nr isr=;sr 
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Appendix "H". 
(To Operational And Procedures Manual For 

Chicago Midway International Airport) 

Engine Run-Up Policy. 
(Page 1 of 2) 
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Appendix "H". 
(To Operational And Procedures Manual For 

Chicago Midway International Airport) 

Engine Run-Up Policy. 
(Page 2 of 2) 

I. Klnlttllf1«tFn:;t^iif.|.nMlV^.ii n 

The impact of sinnA ncite hat tjeoomc a signifiuat issue io the 
day-to-day opctukms of the' Dcparancal of Aviiiioa and dw tiriiiM 
icnuu hoc u Ckicsfo Midway /.iipon. Efleru by aimfk opoateis 
thrauiboin the ladumy V< tcing loade to minimize the noise krvab of 
aifcrafk cagiaes and tltcir impact oa sunoua^tng coaununitios. 

One pifticulir aspect of aviMioo noisa that it oftcit overiookcd cr 
neglected it tiiatfl •;auiid oolte. Of pinicular coacera tic the high 
Icvcb of oeisc thai can be g c m i i ^ ' dinieg Jet eagiiie nin-ups. This 
type of neite «vcm can oftea limu be muck mora discoeccitlsg lad 
aanoyiag to thoM living new Ihe tiipon than qtpieel aiicnA cnrofligbl 
raise. 

2. ' '•"'• '""' ''r'''ng "'itwry ^ ' -n t t 

The primaiy pnblcia ficing Midway Aiipoit u iCi proximity to the 
tunnuidiag cetntnuniiles. Thoogh only I-iquicc mile In tlze, the 
iifipaa ofaircnA neiie cauoaiiag from Ihe aiipon on iciidcatiil. tehool 
end btttincu disaicu can he quite fonnidablc. Alio, ell circnft 
ratinimaace bciliiiea ate loetied on (he perimeter of tlic aiipoi^ 
bringing ilrenA being tenriced cvca closer to the oommiuiiy. 

3. Tlin Hiim.« Bi>.jpn^. 

Reseirek bat ihowD ihst amiegr about noite can be quite seven tarjien 
people do net keow Ihe itaioea liar noise and do noi know whcs h will 
nop wid wheihei it might recur. Tbii ii wby ergine nin-up r m a ceo be 
a more icrioiu pnblca than overflight nolK. 

For one thin^ most people do net undcnand the icuoos for niniip 
noise. The vthie of the Kliviiy ceiaiag noise is impoftanl in 
detetnining how unoycd people will be with noiie. Thin, people 
often cxpreit in undemanding of highuriy noise, sod can easily 
undeniaad, although not necessarily actept, aitenfk ovcrflighl noiia. 
Because of the lack of undemanding about nm-up ooiie, aoooyinca 

-with Ihiiaetiviiy is lypicaliy higher thaa for other types of noise. 

Engine nio-iips art mdsi oAeu i^td at a way for airaiA mechinics to 
test any lepain, general mainltairrr. or lefit of aiioaA engine puis. 
Crawi often tiita die engines above ''ldIe*°powtr to insure pnper lafety 
and operaiicsi of the cDgiocs wiij be oiaiaiaifled once the aircrmfl It back 
in service. 

RuMip noise is alto very tupfcdictable.- Froin the point of view of 
cenununiiy letldenis. nm-up noise typically lesu much longer, u d its 
duration and fiequcacy arc Impouible lo pradicL While people living 
near an aiiport quiekJy beeoote fiuniliar with (he patleni of an aircrmft 
ovciflight, iho trery oatuce of engine nui-ups prevents (hem &om ever 
devebipiag this kind of funiliailiy. 

4. fWvwt)J„iy)lh.M-ll>l.lion» 

In an cfToit la mainiain good reletieat with the community u d 
"""•"life noiie imped oo the cDtrtnmment the DepsitinerH of Avitiion 
bM ' n p - ^ ^ l eooiidenblc time and effort in moBiloring noise levels, 
mcUng aiictmft flight paths to and fiom the aiipoK add have detcnniatd 
which afcai of Ihe aiiHeld pravided the best location for ground nio-upi 
white at (he tame lime pntect aircraft ground traflic and tediue noite 
levcla impacting the furrounding eommtmities. 

S. OuBfiluskU 

The Depaitmcni of Aviation haj worltcd tovnid providing viable 
sohuions to aiioaft noite and if s impact on the cnvitonmenu We would 
atk (hal you end yotir ttalT malce every effort to assitt us in leducing 
noite impact! due to nm-up opcfBtioiu. 

Wc appreciate (tie ooopcntion and itsistanee we have received from 
your companies. If you have any queniont regarding this noise 
abatement policy or any of ift procedures please cooUft the Deptrtmeat 
of Aviiiioa Midway Opeitstens tcttion at the aiiport tt (112) BSt-0677. 
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Appendix "I". 
(To Operational And Procedures Manual For 

Chicago Midway International Airport) 

Form Of Airport Facilities Report. 
(Page 1 of 9) 

Data ProvitJed by Airport Operator 

Cun-ent 
Year 

Past Year CIPR 

AIRFIELD 

Airport Reference 
Code (ARC) 

Runways 

current ARC 

Any changes in ARC 
(Yes/No)? 

Number of active air 
carrier runways 

Number of active GA 
runways 

Changes in... (rf Yes, then 
provide additional detail) 

... Number of active 
runways (Yes/No)? 

... Usable runway length 
(Yes/No)? 

.- Runway 
instrumentation 

(Yes/No)? 

... Approach capability 
(Yes/No)? 

... Air traffic procedures 
(Yes/No)? 

... Runway 
restrictions (Yes/No)? 

XX XX XX 
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Appendix "I". 
(To Operational And Procedures Manual For 

Chicago Midway International Airport) 

Form Of Airport Facilities Report. 
(Page 2 of 9) 

Data Provided by Airport Operator 

Current Past Year CIPR 
Year 

AIRFIELD 
(continued) 

Taxiways 

Air Cargo 

General Aviation and 
FBO 

Airline Hangars 

Installation of... (if Yes, 
then provide additional 
detail) 

... New taxiways 
(Yes/No)? 

... Taxiway upgrades 
(Yes/No)? 

Total area of cargo 
facilities (SF) 

Total area of cargo apron 
(SF) 

Total area of GA facilities 
(SF) 

Total area of GA apron 
(SF) 

Total area of hangar 
facilities (SF) 

Total area of hangar 
apron (SF) 

XX XX XX 
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Appendix T. 
(To Operational And Procedures Manual For 

Chicago Midway International Airport) 

Form Of Airport Facilities Report. 
(Page 3 of 9) 

Data Provided by Airport Operator 

Current 
Year 

Past Year CIPR 

AIRFIFI n 
(continued) 

Air National Guard 

Fuel Farm 

Airfield Maintenance 

FAA ATCT 

Airport Rescue and Fire 
Fighting (ARFF) 

Total area of Guard 
facilities (SF) 

Total apron area 
(SF) 

Total area of 
fuel farm (SF) 

Total area of airfield 
maintenance (SF) 

Total area of FAA faciiities 
(SF) 

Total area of ARFF 
facilities (SF) 

Current ARFF 
index 

XX XX XX 
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Appendix "/". 
(To Operational And Procedures Manual For 

Chicago Midway International Airport) 

Form Of Airport FaciHties Report. 
(Page 4 of 9) 

Data Provided by Airport Operator 

Cun-ent Past Year CIPR 
Year 

TERMINAL AND CONCOURSES 

Ticketing 

Outbound Baggage 
(screening) 

Inbound Baggage 
(retrieval) 

Number of ticket counter 
positions (not including 
kiosks) 

Number of kiosks 
at ticket counters 

Number of remote kiosks 
(not including 
concourses) 

Total area of queue 
space (SF) 

Total area of baggage 
screening equipment in 
public space (SF) 

Number of in-line 
baggage screening 
pieces of equipment 

Hourly capacity of 
explosive detection 
system (EDS) 
equipment (bags per 
hour) 

Total baggage claim 
carousel frontage (LF) 

Total baggage claim 
circulation area (SF) 

XX XX XX 
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Appendix 7". 
(To Operational And Procedures Manual For 

Chicago Midway International Airport) 

Form Of Airport Facilities Report. 
(Page 5 of 9) 

Data Provided by Airport Operator 

Cun-ent Past Year CIPR 
Year 

TERMINAL AND CONCOURSES 
(continued) 

Security Screening 

Hold Roortis 

Number of 
passenger lanes 

Number of 
employee lanes' 

Number of selectee and 
special needs lanes 
(e.g., wheelchairs, 
secondary screening, 
other) 

Number of 
X-ray machines 

Number of 
Magnetometers 

Number of hold 
(detainment) areas 

Number of puffers/other 
equipment 

Total hold room area 
(SF) 

Total number 
of seats 

Average B-757/A-321 
hold room area 
(SF per hold room) 

Average number of seats 
per B-757/A-321 
hold room 

XX XX XX 
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Appendix "I". 
(To Operational And Procedures Manual For 

Chicago Midway International Airport) 

Form Of Airport Facilities Report. 
(Page 6 of 9) 

Data Provided by Airport Operator 

Current Past Year CIPR 
Year 

TERMINAL AND CONCOURSES 
(continued) 

Hold Rooms 
(continued) 

Passenger Gates 

Average non-B-757/A-321 
hold room area 
(SF per hold room) 

Average number of seats 
per non-B-757/A-321 
hold room 

Number of contact gates: 

... Actual total 

... Narrow body equivalent 
(NBEG) 

Number of remote parking 
positions served by 
buses: 

... Actual total 

... Narrow body equivalent 
(NBEG) 

Number of FIS-capable 
gates 

Number of common use 
gates 

Number of preferential 
use gates 

Number of grandfathered 
gates 

Number of expansion 
gates 

XX XX XX 
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Appendix "I". 
(To Operational And Procedures Manual For 

Chicago Midway International Airport) 

Form Of Airport Facilities Report. 
(Page 7 of 9) 

Data Provided by Airport Operator 

Current 
Year 

Past Year CIPR 

TERMINAL AND CONCOURSES 
(continued) 

Concessions . 

Restrooms 

International Arrival 
Facilities 

Total area (SF) 

Total area (SF) 

... All restrooms 

... Public restrooms only 

... Airside public restrooms 

... Landside public 
restrooms 

Number of primary 
inspection positions 

Number of secondary 
inspection positions 

XX XX XX 
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Appendix "I". 
(To Operational And Procedures Manual For 

Chicago Midway International Airport) 

Form Of Airport Facilities Report. 
(Page 8 of 9) 

Data Provided by Airport Operator 

Current 
Year 

Past Year CIPR 

LANDSIDE 

Curb front Total length of frontage 
(LF) arrival and 
departure: 

... Private vehicles 

... Taxicabs 

... Commercial shuttles 

... Limousines 

... Auto parking shuttles 

... Rental car buses 

Number of 
Arrivals lanes 

Number of 
Departures lanes 

XX XX XX 
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Appendix " I" . 
(To Operational And Procedures Manual For 

Chicago Midway International Airport) 

Form Of Airport Facilities Report. 
(Page 9 of 9) 

Data Provided by Airport Operator 

Cun-ent 
Year 

Past Year CIPR 

LANDSIDE 
(continued) 

Parking (autorpobile) Number of parking stalls XX XX XX 

Hourly (short term; 
Level 1, Terminal 
Parking Garage) 

... Daily (short term; 
Levels 4-6, Terminal 

Parking Garage) 

... Economy (long term; 
New Economy Garage, 
Surface Blue/Red Lot, 

and Yellow Lot) 

Staff/employees 

Premium services (valet, 
other) 

Number of economy lot 
shuttles 

Rental Cars (RAC) (1) Number of 
RAC providers 

Total RAC counter 
frontage (LF) 

Number of RAC 
ready/return spaces 
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Appendix "J". 
(To Operational And Procedures Manual For 

Chicago Midway International Airport) 

Form Of Airport Traffic Report. 
(Page 1 of 4) 

Data Provided by Airport Operator 

Cun-ent 
Year Past Year Past Year 

AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS 
Annual Operations All commercial 

operations 
All general aviation 

operations 
All operations 

XX XX XX 

Peak Month Operations All commercial 
operations 

All general aviation 
operations 

Ail operations 

Peak Month Average Day 
Ops (Peak Month/31 days) 

All commercial 
operations 

All general aviation 
operations 

All operations 

Peak Hour Operations All commercial 
operations 

All general aviation 
operations 

All operations 

Commercial Fleet Mix B-757 (%) 

Narrow body jet (%) 
(>100 seats and 
<B—757 size 
aircraft) 

Regional (100 seats 
and under) (%) 
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Appendix "J". 
(To Operational And Procedures Manual For 

Chicago Midway International Airport) 

Form Of Airport Traffic Report. 
(Page 2 of 4) 

Data Provided by Airport Operator 

Current 
Year Past Year Past Year 

AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS 
(continued) 

General Aviation Fleet Mix 

Non-stop Markets 

Jet (%) 

Prop (%) 

Number of 
domestic markets 

Number of 
int'l markets 

XX XX XX 
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Appendix "J". 
(To Operational And Procedures Manual For 

Chicago Midway International Airport) 

Form Of Airport Traffic Report. 
(Page 3 of 4) 

Data Provided by Airport Operator 

Current 
Year Past Year Past Year 

COMMERCIAL 
PASSENGERS 

Annual Passengers 

Peak Month Passengers 

Peak Month Average Day 
Passengers 

Domestic 
passengers 

International 
passengers 

O&D 
passengers 

Connecting 
passengers 

Total 
passengers 

Domestic 
passengers 

International 
passengers 

O&D 
passengers 

Connecting 
passengers 

Total 
passengers 

Domestic 
passengers 

International 
passengers 

O&D 
passengers 

Connecting 
passengers 

Total 
passengers 

XX XX XX 

^ 
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Appendix "J". 
(To Operational And Procedures Manual For 

Chicago Midway International Airport) 

Form Of Airport Traffic Report. 
(Page 4 of 4) 

Data Provided by Airport Operator 

Current 
Year Past Year Past Year 

COMMERCIAL 
PASSENGERS 
(continued) 

Peak Hour Passengers Domestic 
passengers 

international 
passengers 

Departing 
passengers (1) 

Arriving 
passengers (1) 

All passengers 

XX XX XX 

AIRPORT USERS 
(TENANTS) 
Passenger Airiines US-based airlines 

Foreign-based 
airlines 

Cargo Airlines 

General Aviation (GA) 

All-cargo airlines 

Based aircraft (GA) 

Fixed Base 
Operators 

Sources/Notes: 
(1) Includes connecting passengers 
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Appendix "K". 
(To Operational And Procedures Manual For 

Chicago Midway International Airport) 

Sample Inspection Item Detail Page From 
Condition Of Facilities Report. 

Inspection Item DetaU Page(s) 
(Tracking Hem Only - See Irjspaclion Fmdings) 

CITV OF CHICAGO 
OePARTMENT OF AVIA TION 
OHARE INfXERNATIONAL AIRPORT 

2000-0018 Ceiling Panel Cleaning In Terminal Two 

Cos t Revenue Center : 

A i rpor t Gr id : 

Bu i ld ing Nuin l ier : 

Equ ipment Type / ID: 

Work C lass i f i ca t ion : 

I B (Tarinina! 2 - E, F, G & Rotunda) 

K1S 

200 (Terminal 2) 

-/-
09-Finlshee 

First Ident i f led: 24 Apr 2000 

OOA Protect Numt)er(s): 

H1097-12 

2000 Inspected ^/2^/20i]0 by CCI. Priority: 3 Eslimeted cost range: $100-250K 

The upper level ceiling was cleaned Four years ago as part of the ONC JOC Program. The process should be repealed 
as the ceiling is once again dull and ditty. 

2003 Insptclod 6/2/2003 by CCI. Priority: 3 Estimated cost range: $iaO-2SOK 
Ths Facade Upgrade Project includes Iwo constniction packages. One Is For the interiors or Terminal 2 and one is for Ihe 
extension of Ihe terminal's facade. The work is ongoing and sdieduled for completion in 2007. Cleaning the ceiling 
panels during conslruction would disrupt construction activities and would ba ill-limed due to potential dust generation 
during construction. It Is recommended Ihat this work be revisited at Uia complelton of the Facade Upgrade Project 

2004 Inspaeled 7/14/2004 by CCI. Priority: 3 Eslimattd cost range: tfaO-250K 
Tha upper lave! ceiling of Terminal 2 wilt be replaced by the DOA's Capital Improvement Project H1097-12, 'T1 
Canopyn'2 Inteiiors (Constmction).' Any celling areas not replaced by H1097-12 should be cleaned after construction Is 
complete, due to Iha potential construction dust generation. 

2005 Inspected 7/20/2005 by CCI. Priority: 3 Estimated cost range: SO 
The upper level celling of Terminal 2 will ba replaced by DOA CIP Project H1097-12, T l Canopy/T2 Interiors 
(Construction).' The contract has been awarded for construction. A separate project will begin during Iha fall of 2005 to 
add signage and to paini all of the ceilings in Ihe public areas of Concourses E and F. For tracking purposes, this item 
will remain in this report as a priority three, zero cost i tem until the woik is completed. 

2006 Inspected 6/3/2006 by CCI. Priority: 3 Eslimalad cost range: $0 
DOA CIP Project )H1097-12, T l Canopy/T2 Interiors (Construclion)' is underway, including ceiling replacement as 
mentioned in last year's report. Tiie E/F concourse ceiling was repainted last year as well. For tracking puiposes, this 
item will remain in the report with zero estimated cost until Ihe worit Is completed. 

'First four digits of itarrt number indicate year in which issue was originally idantilied. PrioiilyKay:\fM 2 \ 3 
Print Oats: 17 Oclobar 2006 
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Appendix "L". 
(To Operational And Procedures Manual For 

Chicago Midway International Airport) 

Representatives List Of Certain 
Standards And Regulations. 

(Page 1 of 8) 

A representative list of certain standards and regulations that inay be 
applicable during the Term is incorporated in this Appendix. 

The list that follows is not intended to include all applicable standards and 
regulations. In addition, it is the responsibility of the Airport Operator to 
become familiar with future standards and regulations, including future 
best practices, that apply to the design, operation, upkeep, and 
maintenance of the Airport during the Tenn. 

FEDERAL REGULATIONS 

FAR Part 107, Aviation Security 

49 CFR Parts 1540 and 1542, Airport Security 

Î AR Part 139, Certification of Airports 

FAR Part 150, ivioise Compatibility Program 

FAR Pait 161, Noise Compatibility Program 

FAR Pali 77, Objects Affecting Navigable Airspace 

Safety Management Systems (SMS) for Airports 

Airport Pliis and Manuals (FAR Part 13?̂  

Airport Certification Manual 

Airport Emergency Plan 

wildlifeHaiard l\/ianagement Plan 

SnovvPlafi/Manuals 

FAA No. 4(35, Standards for Aeronautical Surveys 

FAA Order 5100.38C, Aiiport Improvement 
Program Handbook 

FAA Order 1050. IE, Environmentalimpacts: 
Policies and Procedures 

FAA Order 5050.4B. National Environmental 
Policy Act (NEPA) 

FAA AC i 50/5070^68," Airport Master PTaiis 

FAA AC i 56/5300-13l Airport Design 

FAA AC 70/7460.2K, Proposed Construction or 
Alteration of Objects That May Affect the 
Navigable Airspace 
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Appendix "L". 
(To Operational And Procedures Manual For 

Chicago Midway International Airport) 

Representatives List Of Certain 
Standards And Regulations. 

(Page 2 of 8) 

FEDERAL REGULATIONS 
(continued) 

23 CFR Part 772. Procedures for Abatement of 
Highway Traffic Noise and Construction Noise 

29 CFR Part'l'926 (Origfiiaily CFR Part Vsi 8j 
Safety and Health Regulations for 
Construction 
of the Williams Steiger Occupational Safety 
and Health Act of 1970 (Federal, OSHA) 

29 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Parts 1910 
and 1926 

29 CFR Part i 926,"Construction Safety "arid Health" 
Regulations 

29 CFR 1926.62, Lead Exposure in Construction 

40 CFR "Part'280, "f e"ch"n"i'c"al 'Standards and"' 
Corrective Action Requirements for Owners and 
Operators of Underground Storage Tanks (USTs) 

"40"CF"R"7"63""As"t)es"t"o"s " 

49 U.S.C. Section 44718 

Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 

Atomic Energy Act (42 u'S.C. Sec. 201 i , et seq.) 

Aviation and transportation Security Act of 2001 

' "Clean" Air" Act (42 U.^lC."' "7401 et'se'qO "42"u".'siC." 
87401 

" 'Clean Water'Act" '(33"0".'s!c.'' '1'2'5'i "et"se<i."]̂  

Comprehensive Environmental Response and 
Compensation and Liability Act (42 U.S.C.' 9601 et 
seq.) 

Council of Environmental Quality regulations on 
compliance with the National Environmental Policy 
Act of 1969, as amended 

Department of transportation Regulations 
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Appendix "L". 
(To Operational And Procedures Manual For 

Chicago Midway International Airport) 

Representatives List Of Certain 
Standards And Regulations. 
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FEDERAL REGULATIONS 
(continued) 

Determining Conformity of Federal Actions to State 
or Federal Implementation Plans, 40 C.F.R. Part 93 

Emergency PiWining and Community Right-t<> 
Know Act (42 U.S.C.' 11001 et seq.) 

Executive Order No. 12898, "Federal Actions to 
Address Environmental Justice in Minority 
Populations and Low-Income Populations," 59 Fed, 
Reg. 7629. Feb. 16,1994 

Federal insecticide Fungicide and Rocjenticide Act 
(7 U.S.C. Sec 136, et seq.) 

FederaT requirements for ttie use of ULSD fuel for 
both on-road (2007) and off-road (2010) vehicles 

Federal trade Commission's ''Guide for ttie Use of 
Environmental Marketing Claims," 16 CFR 260.7(e) 

"'Federal't"rans"i"t"A(:t","4"d'c.'F"."R"."Part""si',"SiJbpart t ' ' 

Hazardous Material transportation Act (49 U.S.C.' 
1801 etseq.) 

National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air 
Pollutants (NESHAP), under Section 112 of the 
Clean Air Act 

Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 (29 
U.S.C. • 651 et seq.) 

OSHA's lead-in-construction rule, contained in 29 
CFR 1926.62 33 U.S.C. 8651 

Resource Consen/ation and Recovery Act of 1976 
(42 U.S.C.' 6901 et seq.) 

" "Safe 'Dr'iri'k'i'n"g"Water Act (42 'u'.S.'C.''' 300f) 

toxic Substances Control Act of 1976 (15 U.S.C.' 
2601 et seq.) 8261 
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FEDERAL REGULATIONS 
(continued) 

U.S. DOT regulations. "Environmental Impact and 
Related Procedures," 23 C.F.R. Part 771 and 49 
C.F.R. Part 622 

U.S. DOT statutory requirements on environmental 
matters at 49 U.S.C. § 5324(b) 

U.S. EPA regulations, Confonmity to State or 
Federal Implementation Plans of Transportation 
Plans, Programs, and Projects Developed, Funded 
or Approved Under Title 23 U.S.C. 

Worker's Compensation Act 

Asbestos Hazard Emergence Response Act, 
15 U.S.C. 82641 

STATE REGULATIONS 

415 ILCS 5/1 et seq. of the Illinois Environmental 
Protection Act 

415 ILCS 5/3.45, antj as further referred to in 
Section 809.13 of 35 Illinois Code, Subtitle G. Ch. 1 

"415 IlICS"5:"titl"e"v","La"n'd "Poiluti"oii" aifid "Refuse" 
Disposal 

"415' "llllnoi's" 'Compiled 'statute's "(ILCS) 5: 
Environmental Protection Act 

'765"rL'c's'i'46/'l"e"t"seq' ' " 

Health and Safety Act of the State of Illinois 

Illinois Educational Health Circular No. 4.001 

Illinois Environmental Protection Act (III. Rev. 
Stat. Ch. 415 ILCS 5/1 through 5/56.6) 

Illinois EPA and Illinois Department of Public 
Health Circular No. 815 

lil'inoi's P'u'bli'c 'Mec'hanics' Lieri Ac't,"770 ILCS 60/23 
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STATE REGULATIONS 
(continued) 

Illinois StrucuJral Work Act 

OriJers of the Illinois Inijustriai Commission 

Section 809.13 of 35 Illinois Administrative Code, 
Subtitle G, Ch. 1 

SSRBC - Standard Specifications for Road and 
Bridge Construction, Illinois Department of 
Transportation Section 640 and Art 1006.27 

State Energy Conservation Plan 

"steel" 'Products' 'Pr6ciJre'rTi't3ri't'Act',""3'o' I'LCS 565/1'" 
etseq 

Title 35 Illinois Administrative Code (lAC) Part 201: 
Air Permits and General Provisions 

title "SsTAC'Part "721":"Identification "and" Lfeting'of'"" 
Hazardous Waste 

title 35 lAC Part 742: tiered Approach to 
Corrective Action Objectives (TACO) 

"title 35"rA"c'Part'8"6"7":""s"6li'd"Waste""" 

"title 3"5"rA'c"Part""8"6'8':"s"p'eciarWast"e"" 
Classifications 

title "ssTAiJ Part "732:" "uii"(ierground"Storage taii'ks 

"title35 lACPart732:""f'etroleum Underground 
Storage Tanks 

title 41 lAC Part 170: Storage, transportation. 
Sale and Use of Petroleum and Other Regulated 
Substances 
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STATE REGULATIONS 
(continued) 

"title 77lA'c"Chapter'i,"Subchap^^^^^^ 
Poisoning (77 IH. Adm. Code 845 (2000)) 

Illinois Solid Waste Planning and Recycling Act of 
1986, PA 85-1198 

LOCAL REGULATIONS 

City of Chicago Building Codes 

Chicago Sewerage and Waste Control Ordinances 

Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater 
Chicago Environmental Remediation Wastewater 
Ordinance, June 5, 1995 

Metropolitan Pier and Exposition Authority Airport 
Departure Tax Ordinance 

Municipal Code of Chicago and its amendments to 
date, specifically: 

Chapter4-60-b4bLi'quor Dealer 
Requirements 

'9-i i 2-460" 'Vehicles, traff i"c and "Rail" 

Transportation - Public Passenger Vehicles 

io-36-biO ~ Entrance and Egress 

Vo-36-d20-Animals prohibited 

V6-36-636 - Firearms and Missiles 

10-36-650 "-"-Breach'orPe^^^ 

i 6-36-246 -^'Airplane Noise Levels" 

16-36-250-Compliance with Laws, Rules, 
Regulations 
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10-36-310 - Entering Driveways 

0-36-356 - Protection of First Amendment 
Activities 

i 6-36-354 ~ Loss of Security Badge - Reporting 
Requirements 

16-36-355 - Commissioner of Aviation - Authority 
to Issue Rules and Regulations 10-36-356 ~ 

Violation - Penalty 

i 6-36-357 - Motor Vehitile Operating 
Regulations/Runway Incursions 

io-3&-358 - Police Powers for Designated 

Employees; Duties of Scavengers 

l6-36-366-Definitions 

'l 6'-"3"6-376" --" 'violatlori - "Peiialty" 
11-4, Article VII, Noise and 

Vibration Control 

11-4-1410 Disposal in waters 
prohibited 

11-4-1420 Ballast tank, bilge tank 
or other discharge 

11 -4-1450 Gas manufacturing 
residue 

11-4-1500 Treatment and disposal of 
solid or liquid waste 

i 1-4^1530 Compliance with rules and 
regulations required 

11-4-1556 Operational requirements 

i 1-4-1560 Screening requirements 

11-4-1905 Construction or demolition 
site waste recycling 

i i -4-i 930 Reprocessable construction/ 
demolition material permit 
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10-36-310 - Entering Driveways 

0-36-356 ~ Protection of First Airiendment 
Activities 

16^36-354 - Loss of Security Badge - Reporting 
Requirements 

16-36-355 - Commissioner of Aviation - Authority 
to Issue Rules and Regulations 10-36-356 -

Violation - Penalty 

i'6-'36-357''-'-' Motor' "Velifcfe 'Operating 
Regulations/Runway Incursions 

10-36-35'8 - Police Powers for'Designated 

Employees; Duties of Scavengers 

16-36-366-Definitions 

"l"0-"3'6-376'--'"vi6lati"6n'-'Pe"na'lty^ 
11-4, Article VII. Noise and 

Vibration Control 

11-4-1410 Disposal in waters 
prohibited 

"li"-4-"i4"26 Ballastt'ank'.'bll'getank' 
or other discharge 

11-4-1450 Gas manufacturing 
residue 

11-4-1500 Treatment and disposal of 
solid or liquid waste 

i 1-4^1530 Compliance with rules and 
regulations required 

i 1-4-1556 Operational requirements 

i 1 -4-i 560 Screening requirements 

11-4-1905 Construction or demolition 
site waste recycling 

1 i -4-1930 Reprocessable construction/ 
demolition material permit 
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[Letterhead Of Counsel To The Concessionaire] 

[Closing Date] 

City of Chicago 
121 North LaSalle Street 

Chicago, Illinois 60602 

Ladies and Gentleman: 

We have acted as special counsel to . (the "Concessionaire"), in connection with the lease of the Midway 
Airport Facility, and the grant of the right to operate the Midway Airport Facility, from the City 
to the Concessionaire pursuant to the Chicago Midway International Airport Concession and 
Lease Agreement, dated as of , 2008 (the "Agreement"), by and among the City, 
the Airlines and the Concessionaire. This opinion is being delivered to you pursuant to Section 
2.4(b) of the Agreement. Capitalized terms used and not otherwise defined herein shall have the 
respective meanings set forth in the Agreement. 

We have examined originals or copies, certified or otherwise identified to our satisfaction, of (i) 
the Agreement and (ii) such other records and writings as we have deemed necessary as the basis 
for the opinions set forth below. In connection wilh such examination, we have assumed the 
genuineness of all signatures, the legal capacity of all natural persons, the authenticity of all 
dcxuments submitted to us as originals, the conformity to authentic, original documents of all 
documents submitted to us via facsimile or otherwise as certified, conformed or photostatic 
copies, and the completeness of all records of corporate proceedings provided to us. 

We express no opinion as to the applicability or effect of the laws of any state or jurisdiction 
other than the laws of the State of [•] and Federal law. 

Based on and subject to the foregoing and the qualifications referred to below, we are of the 
opinion that, on the Date of this Agreement: 

1. The Concessionaire is duly organized, validly existing and in good standing as a 
under the laws of the. . 

2. The Concessionaire has the power and authority to enter into the Agreement and to do all 
acts and things and execute and deliver all other documents as are required under the Agreement 
to be done, observed or performed by the Concessionaire in accordance with the terms thereof. 

3. The Concessionaire has duly authorized, executed and delivered the Agreement, and the 
Agreement constitutes a valid and legally binding obligation of the Concessionaire, enforceable 
against it in accordance with the terms hereof, subject only to applicable bankruptcy, insolvency 
and similar laws affecting the enforceability of the rights of creditors generally and the general 
principles of equity. 

This opinion is rendered solely for your infonnation in connection with the transaction described 
above and may not be relied upon by you in any other capacity or for any other purpose and may 
not be used or relied upon by any other Person for any purpose without our express prior written 
consent. 

Very truly yours, 

[Counsel to the Concessionaire] 
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Ladles and Gentleman: 

We have acted as special counsel to the City of Chicago (the "Citv") in connection with the lease 
of the Midway Airport Facility, and the grant of the right to operate the Midway Airport Facility, 
from the City to the Concessionaire pursuant to the Chicago Midway Intemational Airport 
Concession and Lease Agreement, dated as of , 2008 (the "Agreement"), by and 
among the City, the Airlines and the Concessionaire. This opinion is being delivered to you 
pursuant to Section 2.4(a) of the Agreement. Capitalized terms used and not otherwise defined 
herein shall have the respective meanings set forth in the Agreement. 

We have examined originals or copies, certified or otherwise identified to our satisfaction, of (i) 
the Agreement; (ii) the Midway Airport FaciUty Ordinance and (iii) such other records and 
writings as we have deemed necessary as the basis for the opinions set forth below. In 
connection with such examination, we have assumed Ihe genuineness of all signatures, the legal 
capacity of all natural persons, the authenticity of all documents submitted to us as originals, the 
conformity to authentic, original documents of all documents submitted to us via facsimile or 
otherwise as certified, conformed or photostatic copies, and the completeness of all records of 
corporate proceedings provided to us. 

We express no opinion as to the applicability or effect of the laws of any state or jurisdiction 
other than the laws of the State of Illinois and Federal law. 

Based on and subject to the foregoing and the qualifications referred to below, we are of the 
opinion that, on the Date of this Agreement: 

1. The City is a municipality and home rule unit of local government, duly organized and 
existing under the Constitution and laws of the State of Illinois. 

2. The City Council of the City has (i) duly adopted the Midway Airport Facility Ordinance, 
which remains in full force and effect, (ii)duly authorized and approved the execution and 
delivery of the Agreement and (iii) duly authorized and approved the performance by the City of 
its obligations contained in the Agreement. The City has the power and authority to adopt the 
Midway Airport Facility Ordinance, to enter into the Agreement and tp do all acts and things and 
execute and deliver all other documents as are required under the'Agreement to be done, 
observed or performed by the City in accordance with the terms thereof. 

3. The Agreement has been duly, authorized, executed and delivered by the City and 
constitutes a valid and legally binding obligation of the City, enforceable against the City in 
accordance with the terms hereof, subject only to applicable bankruptcy, insolvency and similar 
laws affecting the enforceability of the rights of creditors generally and the general principles of 
equity. 

This opinion is rendered solely for yoiu' infomiation in connection with the transaction described 
above and may not be relied upon by you in any other capacity or for any other purpose and may 
not be used or relied upon by any other Person for any purpose (other than the Persons from time 
to time [Lenders] under the [Loan Agreement] dated as of [ 200_1, in connection 
widi loans made to the Concessionaire by such lenders) without our express prior written 
consent. 

Very truly yours, 

[Counsel to the City] 
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MOW CFO 
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MOW CFO 
MOW CFO 
UOW CFO 
MOW CFD 

MDW CPO 
MOW CPO 
MOW CPO 
MDW CPO 
MOW CPO 
MITWCPO 
MOW CPO 
MOW CPO 
MOW CPO 
MOW CPO 
l iCWCPO 
MOW CPD 
MDW CPD 
MDW CPD 
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Schedule 7. 
(To Chicago Midway International Airport 

Concession And Lease Agreement) 

Midway Airport Facility Assets. 
(Page 44 of 46) 
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Schedule 7. 
(To Chicago Midway International Airport 

Concession And Lease Agreement) 

Midway Airport Facility Assets. 
(Page 45 of 46) 
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Schedule 7. 
(To Chicago Midway International Airport 

Concession And Lease Agreement) 

Midway Airport Facility Assets. 
(Page 46 of 46) 

2008 MATCO Asset List 

Equipment 

Baggage System 
1) Domestic and CurbsWe System 
2) FIS System 
3) SWA Diverters 
4) in-Line Detection System 

(Jervis B. Webl>-Mf̂ .) 

Worth EffecfiVe 3/27/07 
BHS / EDS System 
Structural/MEP 

• South Effective 7/18A}7 
BHS / EDS System 
Structural/IWEP 

Passenger Loading Bridges (43 Total) 
1) A1.A2,A3,A4A.A4B,A5,A7.A9.A10 

A11, A12. A14, A15. A16, A17. A18. A19 
2) BI. B2, 83, 85. B7, 88. B9. BIO 

B11.B12. B14, B15, B16. B17 
B18. B19, 820, B21. 822, 823. 824 
825. 826 
Cl , 02. C3 3) 

PC Air System 

400 HZ System 

Triturator 

Potable Water Cabinets 
1) 24 units 

FIDS/BIDS/GIDS 
1) Terminal/Concourse 

Battery Chargers 
1) 67 Units 

Holdroom Seating 

1) 2.900 Seats 

Stanchions (900 Units) 

Fuel System 
1) Fuel Storage Facility 
2) Hydrant System 
3) Fuel in System (324K) 
4) Diesel Tank 
5) A4A & A4B Pits 

MATCO IMIscellaneous Equipment 
1) ly^aintenance Carts 

2) Tools/ l^aintenance Equipment 
lUlain Building 
Fuel Facility 

3) Spare Parts 
Main Building 
In-Line EDS 
Fuel Facility 

4) Furniture, Fixtures and Equipment 

5) Communication Equipment 

6) Forklift 

7) Wheelchairs 
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Schedule 8. 
(To Chicago Midway International Airport 

Concession And Lease Agreement) 

Real Property Acquisition Map. 

PROPOSED MIDWAY AIRPORT PROPERTY ACQUISITION MAP 

Nun a 1. Fernandez, Commissioner 

PARCEL AND ADDRESS KEY 

PARCEL 133 • 6301 S. CICERO AVENUE 
PARCEL 134 - 4735-39 W. 63rd STREET 
PARCEL 142 - 5700 W. 55th STREET 
PARCEL 149 • 6323-53 S. CICERO AVENUE 
PARCEL 150 - S600 W. 63ri l STREET 
PARCEL 151 - 5448 W. 55th STREET 
PARCEL 152 - 5544-42 W. 55th STREET 

A 
NOT TO SCALE 

217 (V06 
Raviicd 4J3/n) 
B*vipd 5/12/06 
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Exhibit "C". 
(To Ordinance) 

Airport Use Agreement 
Chicago Midway International Airport. 

2008. 

THIS AGREEMENT is made and entered into on , 2008, by and among the 
Concessionaire, as defined below and named on the signature page hereof, the airline named on 
the signature page hereof (the "Airiine") and the City of Ctiicago, a municipal corporation and 
home rule unit of local government organized and existing under Article VII, Sections 1 and 
(6)(a), respectively, of the 1970 Constitution of the State of Illinois (the "City"). 

W I T N E S S E T H 

WHEREAS, the City owns and heretofore has operated the airport known as Chicago 
Midway Intemational Airport (a plat of the airport being attached hereto as Exhibit A and by this 
reference made a part hereof) situated in the City of Chicago, County of Cook, State of Illinois 
(hereinafter referred to as the "Airport"), with the power to lease premises and facilities and to 
grant rights and privileges with respect thereto, all as hereinafter provided; and 

WHEREAS, the Airline is engaged in the business of air transportation at the Airport; 
and 

WHEREAS, the City is privatizing the Airport pursuant to a long-term concession and 
lease agreement (the "Lease") that the City is entering into with a private airport operator, as 
approved by the Majority-in-Interest. This Agreement will become effective as a sublease from 
the Concessionaire under the Lease simultaneously with the Lease becoming effective. 

NOW, THEREFORE, for and in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements 
herein contained, and other valuable consideration, the parties hereto covenant and agree as 
follows: 

ARTICLE I. DEFINITIONS 

Section 1.1 Definitions. 

The following words, terms and phrases shall, for purposes of this Agreement, have the 
following meanings: 

"AAA" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 8.3. 

"AAA Rules" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 8.4. 

"Actual Base Contribution" means the dollar amount designated by the Concessionaire 
for each Fiscal Year, not to exceed the Base Contribution. 

"Additional Capex Projects" means Capital Projects that have been approved by a 
Majority-in-Interest after the Effective Date as provided in Section 10.2 or that are otherwise 
required to be funded by the Signatory Airlines as provided under Section 10.2(c) and Section 
10.2(d). 
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"Adjusted for Inflation" means adjusted by the percentage increase or decrease, if any, 
in the Core CPI during the applicable adjustment period. 

"Affiliate" means any air transportation company that is not a Signatory Airline and that 
is (i) a parent or subsidiary of a Signatory Airline, or (ii) operates under essentially the same 
trade name as a Signatory Airline at the Airport or uses essentially the same livery as the 
Signatory Airline and, in either instance is only selling seats on flights to and from the Airport in 
the name or using the airline code of the Signatory Airline. The Signatory Airline, however, 
must by separate agreement with the Concessionaire designate the air transportation company as 
its Affiliate in connection with this Agreement and agree to serve as a financial guarantor for all 
fees and charges incurred by the Affiliate at the Airport while operating as the Signatory 
Airline's designated Affiliate hereunder. A Signatory Airline may at any time give the 
Concessionaire thirty (30) days' prior notice that it no longer considers the air transportation 
company, that otherwise meets the definition of an "Affiliate," to be an Affiliate under this 
Agreement, and that any guaranty by the Signatory Airline of the Affiliate's fees and charges 
will terminate and become ineffective as to any amounts incurred by the air transportation 
company after the termination of "Affiliate" status becomes effective at least 30 days after such 
notice. 

"Agreement" means this Airport Use Agreement, as hereafter amended or supplemented 
from time to time in accordance with its terms. 

"Air Transportation Business" means the carriage by aircraft of persons or property as 
a common carrier for compensation or hire, or the carriage of mail, by aircraft, in commerce, as 
defined in 49 U.S.C. Subtitle VU. 

"Airfield Area" means the land identified as Airfield Area in Exhibit N attached hereto, 
and, except as otherwise provided herein, all reconfigurations thereof and facilities, equipment 
and improvements now or hereafter located thereon, including the Runways, Taxiways, and 
facilities at the Airport for the purpose of controlling and assisting arrivals, departures and 
operations of aircraft using the Airport, such as control towers or other facilities operated and 
maintained by the FAA or any other Governmental Authority, security fences, service roads, 
signals, beacons, wind indicators, flood lights, landing lights, boundary lights, construction 
lights, radio and electronic aids or other aids to operations, navigation or ground control of 
aircraft whether or not of a type herein menfioned and even though located away from but related 
to the rest of the Airfield Area. 

"Airfield Credit" means for each Fiscal Year the difference, if any, by which the total 
dollar amount of landing fees collected and retained by the Concessionaire during that Fiscal 
Year exceeds the Total Airfield Contribution. 

"Airfield Factor" means 50.81% except as may otherwise be changed by the 
Concessionaire with the approval of a Majority-in-Interest. 

"AirUne" means the airline named on the signature page hereof 

"Airline Default" has the meaning ascribed to it in Section 16.1(a). 

"Airline Project" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 12.1. 

"Airline Provider" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 9.8. 

"Airline's Airfield Contribution" means, for each Fiscal Year, an amount in dollars 
equal to the product derived by multiplying (i) the Landing Fee Rate by (ii) the number of 
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thousands of pounds of the Maximum Approved Gross Landing Weight of the Airline's aircraft 
involved in Revenue Landings, during that Fiscal Year. 

"Airline's Airfield Credit" means, for each Fiscal Year, the result of multiplying (i) the 
Airfield Credit by (ii) the percentage ratio that the Airline's total Maximum Approved Gross 
Landing Weight in 1000-pound units of all aircraft of the Airline involved in Revenue Landings 
during that Fiscal Year, bears to the total Maximum Approved Gross Landing Weight in 1000-
pound units of all aircraft of all Signatory Airlines involved in Revenue Landings during that 
Fiscal Year. 

"Airline's CCF Credit" means for each Fiscal Year the amount resulting from 
multiplying (i) the CCF Credit by (ii) the percentage resulting from dividing (A) the square 
footage of Preferential Leased Premises leased by the Airline by (B) the total square footage of 
Preferential Leased Premises leased by all Signatory Airlines, at the beginning of that Fiscal 
Year. 

"Airline's Factor" means, for each Fiscal year, the quotient, calculated as a percentage, 
derived by dividing (i) the Airline's Total Contribution by (ii) the aggregate of all Signatory 
Airlines' Airline's Total Contributions. 

"Airline's Fees and Charges" means, for any Fiscal Year, any amounts due and payable 
by the Airline to the Concessionaire pursuant to Section 7.1(a) through Section 7.1(f). 

"Airline's FIS Contribution" means, for each Fiscal Year, an amount in dollars equal to 
the product derived by multiplying (i) the FIS Fee Rate by (ii) the total number of FIS Deplaned 
Passengers of the Airline during that Fiscal Year. 

"Airline's Joint Use Terminal Rental Contribution" means, for each Fiscal Year, an 
amount in dollars equal to the sum of the following: 

(i) An amount equal to the quotient derived by dividing (A) ten percent (10%) of the 
Total Joint Use Terminal Rental Contribution by (B) the total number of Signatory 
Airlines leasing Preferential Leased Premises, plus 

(ii) An amount equal to the product derived by multiplying: 

(A) ninety percent (90%) of the Total Joint Use Terminal Rental Contribution 
by 

(B) the percentage ratio that the Airline's total Maximum Approved Gross 
Landing Weight in 1000-pound units of all aircraft of the Airline involved in Revenue 
Landings during that Fiscal Year, bears to the total Maximum Approved Gross Landing 
Weight in 1000-pound units of all aircraft of all Signatory Airlines involved in Revenue 
Landings during that Fiscal Year and leasing Joint Use Premises. 

"Airline's Leased Premises" means those portions of the Terminal Area and the 
Terminal Ramp Area which, pursuant to Article IV of this Agreement are leased to the Airline, 
as may be modified from time to fime pursuant to the terms of this Agreement. 

"Airline's Leased Terminal Ramp Area" means that portion of the Terminal Ramp 
Area leased to the Airline, as shown on Exhibit F, plus any portion that is added to the Airline's 
Leased Terminal Ramp Area by agreement of the Concessionaire and the Airline. 

"Airline's MATCO Fees" means the amount chargeable to the Airline pursuant to 
Section 5.01 through and including Secfion 5.04 of the MATCO Agreement for each Fiscal 
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Year. For purposes of this Agreement: (i) the phrase "Equipment Cost Center requirement for 
such Fiscal year as determined pursuant to the Use Agreements" contained in Section 5.01 of the 
MATCO Agreement means a dollar amount equal to the MATCO Equipment Costs; and (ii), the 
phrase "Fuel Cost Center requirement for such Fiscal year as determined pursuant to the Use 
Agreements" contained in Secfion 5.01 of the MATCO Agreement means a dollar amount equal 
to the MATCO Fuel System Costs. 

"Airline's Preferential Leased Premises Rental Contribution" means, for each Fiscal 
Year, an amount in dollars equal to (i) the product derived by mulfiplying (A) the Terminal Fee 
Rate by (B) the number of square feet of the Airline's Preferential Leased Premises in the 
Terminal Area. 

"Airline's Terminal Ramp Contribution" means for each Fiscal Year, an amount in 
dollars equal to the product derived by multiplying (i) the Terminal Ramp Fee Rate by (ii) the 
number of square feet of Airline's Leased Terminal Ramp Area. 

"Airline's Terminal Rental Contribution" means for each Fiscal Year, an amount in 
dollars equal to the result of calculating the sum of (i) the Airline's Joint Use Terminal Rental 
Contribufion and (ii) the Airline's Preferential Leased Premises Rental Contribution. 

"Airline's Total Contribution" means for each Fiscal Year an amount in dollars that is 
the result of calculating the sum of the Airline's Airfield Contribution, the Airline's FIS 
Contribution, the Airline's Terminal Rental Contribution, and the Airline's Terminal Ramp 
Contribution. 

"Airlines' Representative" means the Person so designated by a Majority-in-Interest by 
written notice to the Concessionaire. Any such designation of the Airlines' Representative shall 
remain in effect until revoked or modified by written notice to the Concessionaire. 

"Airport" means Chicago Midway Intemational Airport as shown in Exhibit A, together 
with any additions thereto, or improvements or enlargements thereof, hereafter made. 

"Airport Committee" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 11.7. 

"Airport Development Fund" means the Airport Development Fund created under the 
Prior Use Agreement. 

"Airport Operating Certificate" means an Airport Operating Certificate issued by the 
FAA pursuant to 14 C.F.R Part 139 authorizing the Concessionaire to operate the Airport. 

"Airport Reserve Accounts" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Secfion 17.3(a)(i). 

"Airport Security Program" means TSA-approved Airport Security Program. 

"Airport Use Agreement" means (i) this Agreement and (ii) each other airport use 
agreement, with respect to the Airport, that is substantially the same as this Agreement (except 
with respect to leased premises of each Signatory Airline and the effective date thereof). 

"Base Contribution" means, subject to any adjustments required by Section li.6(b)(ii) 
and during the applicable time period: 

(i) Initial Transition Period. The amount of $123,287.67 per day for each day from 
the Effective Date through December 3 r ' of that Fiscal Year ("Initial Transition 
Period"); 
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(ii) First 6 Full Fiscal Years. An amount not to exceed $45,000,000 annually for each 
Fiscal Year thereafter through the 6th fiill Fiscal Year; 

(iii) Remainder of the Term. Beginning on January 1st immediately following the 6th 
full Fiscal Year, and for each full Fiscal Year thereafter, an amount not to exceed the 
amount of $45,000,000 Adjusted for Inflafion armually, such adjustment commencing 
January 1st immediately following the 6th fiill Fiscal Year, with respect to the change in 
the Core CPI from January 1st of the 5th full Fiscal Year, and for each Fiscal Year 
thereafter. 

"Best Efforts" means commercially reasonable efforts. 

"Bond Buyer Revenue Bond Index Rate" means the rate for the most recent date 
shown in the 25-Bond Revenue Bond Index of average municipal bond yields as published in the 
most recent edition of The Bond Buyer, published in New York, New York (or any successor 
publication or index, or if such publication or index is no longer published, then any index of 
long term municipal tax-exempt revenue bond yields then selected by the Concessionaire) at the 
time the Additional Capex Project is first available for use. 

"Capital Expenditures" means, with respect to a Capital Project either, (i) if the Capital 
Project is approved by the Mil, the amount approved by the Mil, or (ii) if the Capital Project is 
not approved by the Mil, only those reasonable expenditures and costs incurred for or allocable 
to the Additional Capex Project to the extent such expenditures are representative of a reasonably 
cost-effecfive implementation of the Additional Capex Project, including obligafions incurred 
under Capital Leases (but not beyond those incurred during the Useful Life of the Fixed Asset 
subject of the Capital Lease), all as determined in accordance with GAAP or other reasonable 
accounting method adopted by the Concessionaire. 

"Capital Improvement Plan" or "CIP" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 
10.1(a). 

"Capital Lease" means a lease under which the obligations of the lessee would, in 
accordance with GAAP, be included in determining total liabilities as shown on the liability side 
of a balance sheet of a lessee. 

"Capital Project" has the meaning ascribed to it in Section 4.4(b). 

"CCF Credit" means, subject to the provisions of Section 9.4(c). for each Fiscal year, 
the dollar amount of the Concessionaire-Controlled Facility Fees collected and retained by the 
Concessionaire during that Fiscal Year. 

"CCF Gate Management Surcharge" means the per departure amount calculated 
pursuant to Section 3(a) of Exhibit I to the MATCO Agreement as applicable to Concessionaire-
Controlled Facilities during a Fiscal Year, or, if such gate management services by MATCO 
have been terminated pursuant to the MATCO Agreement, the "CCF Gate Management 
Surcharge" means such other reasonable, transparent and not unjustly discriminatory charges as 
the Concessionaire may establish for the Airline's use of the MATCO Equipment and the 
MATCO Fuel System. 

"CCF Terminal Contribution" means, for each Fiscal Year, an amount in dollars equal 
to the product of multiplying (i) the quotient derived by dividing (A) the Total Terminal 
Allocation by (B) the total number of square feet that is the sum of (y) the total number of square 
feet of all the leased premises in the Terminal Area of all Signatory Airlines, including Joint Use 
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Premises plus (z) the total number of square feet of the portion of the Concessionaire-Controlled 
Facilities that are comprised of Terminal Area by (ii) the total number of square feet of Terminal 
Area that are Concessionaire-Controlled Facilities. 

"CCF Terminal Ramp Contribution" means, for each Fiscal Year, an amount in 
dollars equal to the product of multiplying (i) the quotient derived by dividing (A) the Total 
Terminal Ramp Allocation by (B) the total number of square feet of Terminal Ramp Area 
including those portions of the Terminal Ramp Area that are Concessionaire Controlled Facilifies 
by (ii) the total number of square feet of Terminal Ramp Area that are Concessionaire-Controlled 
Facilifies. 

"Claim" means any demand, action, cause of action, suit, proceeding, arbitrafion, claim, 
judgment or settlement or compromise relating thereto which may give rise to a right to 
indemnificafion under Secfion 13. lor Section 13.2. 

"Comparable Public Airports" has the meaning ascribed to it in the Lease. 

"Concessionaire" means the Concessionaire as defined in the Lease or under a New 
Agreement (as defined in the Lease) except that Concessionaire means the City of Chicago if the 
Reversion Date (as defined in the Lease) occurs during the Term, or with respect to Section 
17.16 at any time after the Reversion Date. 

"Concessionaire-Controlled Facilities" or "CCF" means, at any time, those portions of 
the Terminal Ramp Area not leased to any Signatory Airline, and those portions of the Terminal 
Area consisting of gates, holdrooms, ticket counters, and related facilities which the 
Concessionaire retains under its exclusive control and possession pursuant to Secfion 5.2 and are 
not leased or assigned to any Signatory Airline. 

"Concessionaire-Controlled Facility Fee" or "CCF Fee" means, for each Fiscal Year, 
on a per-departure basis, an amount in dollars determined by the Concessionaire. In no event, 
however, shall the dollar amount exceed the result of dividing (i) the Total Concessionaire-
Controlled Facility Contribution by (ii) the product of multiplying (A) the total actual number of 
gates that are part of all of the Concessionaire-Controlled Facilities by (B) 1460 4x365. 

"Concessionaire Default" has the meaning ascribed to it in Section 16.2(a). 

"Concessionaire-Related Party" means a corporafion, firm, or other enfity with which, 
or individual (i) with whom, the Concessionaire (or any of their respective stockholders, 
subsidiaries or Affiliates) have an agreement, understanding, or arrangement (for example, but 
not by way of limitation, an option to purchase stock or other equity interest, or an arrangement 
involving a division of revenue, profits, discounts, rebates, allowances or sharing of expenses) or 
(ii) that owns, directly or indirectly, ten percent (10%) or more of the Concessionaire. 

"Contracts" means all contracts entered into by the Airline with any supplier of 
materials, fiimisher of services, contractor (including Airline Project contractors) or any labor 
organization which fijmishes skilled, unskilled and craft union skilled labor in connection with or 
pursuant to the performance of this Agreement. 

"Core CPI" means the "Consumer Price Index - U.S. City Averages for all Urban 
Consumers, All Items Excluding Energy and Food" (not seasonally adjusted) of the U.S. 
Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, for the most recently available 12 month 
period. If the Core CPI is changed so that the base year of the Core CPI changes, the Core CPI 
must be converted in accordance with the conversion factor published by the U.S. Department of 
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Labor, Bureau of Labor Statisfics. If the Core CPI is discontinued or revised during the Term, 
such other index or computation with which it is replaced must be used to obtain substantially 
the same result as would be obtained if the Core CPI had not been discontinued or revised. 

"Daily Average Utilization" has the meaning ascribed to it in Section 5.6(c). 

"Daily Departing Seat Average Utilization" has the meaning ascribed thereto in 
Secfion 5.6(a). 

"Defending Party has the meaning ascribed to it in Section 13.4(c). 

"Delegate" means, with respect to any Person, any director, officer, employee, official, 
lender (or any agent or trustee acting on its behalf), partner, member, owner, agent, lawyer, 
accountant, auditor, professional advisor, consultant, engineer, contractor, other Person for 
whom such Person is responsible at law or other representative of such Person and any 
professional advisor, consultant or engineer designated by such Person as its "Delegate." An 
Affiliate or a Person using the Airport under Section 3.3 or Section 4.3. or an Airline Provider, is 
a Delegate of the Airline. 

"Deplaned Passengers" means all terminafing and all incoming on-line transfer and off
line transfer revenue passengers arriving at the Airport. The term "Deplaned Passengers" does 
not include through passengers. 

"Designated Person" means such individual who is designated by notice as such from 
time to time by each party for the purposes of Article VIII. 

"Designation of Agent for Service of Process" has the meaning ascribed thereto in 
Section 17.10fb). 

"Direct Claim" means any Claim by an Indemnified Party against an Indemnifier that 
does not result fi'om a Third Party Claim. 

"Effective Date" means _, the date on which the Closing (as defined 
in Section 2.2 of the Lease) occurs after the Concessionaire has executed this Agreement. 

"Emergency Reserve Fund" means the Emergency Reserve Fund created under Section 
7.01 of the Prior Use Agreement. 

"Enplaned Passengers" means all originafing and all outgoing oii-line transfer and off
line transfer revenue passengers departing from the Airport. The term "Enplaned Passengers" 
does not include through passengers. 

"Environmental Laws" means all Laws relating to environmental matters, including 
those relating to fines, orders, injunctions, penalties, damages, contribution, cost recovery 
compensation, losses or injuries resuUing from the release or threatened release of Hazardous 
Materials and to the generation, use, storage, transportation, or disposal of Hazardous Materials, 
including the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act (42 
U.S.C. § 9601 et seq.), the Hazardous Material Transportafion Act (49 U.S.C. § 1801 et seq.), 
the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976 (42 U.S.C. § 6901 et seq), the Clean 
Water Act (33 U.S.C. § 1251 et seq.), the Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C. § 7401 etseq.), the Toxic 
Substances Control Act of 1976 (15 U.S.C. § 2601 et seq.), the Safe Drinking Water Act (42 
U.S.C. § 300f-§ 300J-11 etseq.), the Occupafional Safety and Health Act of 1970 (29 U.S.C. § 
651 et seq.), the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act (42 U.S.C. § 11001 et 
seq.), the Illinois Environmental Protection Act 415 ILCS 5/1 et seq. and the Municipal Code of 
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the City of Chicago, each as heretofore and hereafter amended or supplemented, and any 
analogous fiiture or present local, state or federal statutes, mles and regulations promulgated 
thereunder or pursuant thereto, and any other present or fiature law, ordinance, mle, regulation, 
permit or permit condition, order or directive regulafing, relafing to or imposing liability for or 
standards of conduct conceming any Hazardous Material or Special Wastes or by the federal 
government, any state or any political subdivision thereof, or any agency, court or body of the 
federal government, any state or any political subdivision thereof, exercising executive, 
legislative, judicial, regulatory or administrafive funcfions. 

"Estimated Monthly Payment" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 9.2(c). 

"Federal Aviation Administration" (sometimes abbreviated as "FAA") means the 
Federal Aviation Administration created under the Federal Aviation Act of 1958, as amended, or 
any successor agency thereto. 

"Fee Center" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 10.1(a). 

"FIS Deplaned Passenger" means a passenger who is processed through the FIS 
Facility, including through passengers. 

"FIS Facility" means the federal inspection service facilities now or hereafter at the 
Airport provided for the United States Customs and Border Protection and the United States 
Citizenship and Immigrafion Services, the United States Department of Health and Human 
Services, and the United States Department of Agriculture, and any successor departments or 
services thereto, for the processing of arriving intemational passengers, and other facilities at the 
Airport related thereto. 

"FIS Factor" means 3.53% except as may otherwise be changed by the Concessionaire 
with the approval of a Majority-in-Interest or as otherwise provided in Section 7.4. 

"FIS Fee Rate" means, for each Fiscal Year, the charge in dollars per FIS Deplaned 
Passenger derived by dividing (i) the Total FIS Contribution by (ii) the sum of (A) the total 
number of FIS Deplaned Passengers of all Signatory Airlines during that Fiscal Year and (B) the 
product derived by mulfiplying the total number of FIS Deplaned Passengers of all Non-
Signatory Airlines during that Fiscal Year by 1.25. 

"FIS Management Surcharge" means the per FIS Deplaned Passenger amount 
calculated pursuant to Section 3(b) of Exhibit I to the MATCO Agreement as applicable to the 
FIS Facility during a Fiscal Year, or, if such FIS management services by MATCO have been 
terminated pursuant to the MATCO Agreement, the "FIS Management Surcharge" means such 
other reasonable, transparent and not unjustly discriminatory charges as the Concessionaire may 
establish for the Airline's use of the MATCO Equipment and the MATCO Fuel System. 

"Fiscal Year" means January 1 through December 31 of any year and also the Initial 
Transition Period (unless the context clearly indicates otherwise) or such other fiscal year as the 
Concessionaire may adopt for the Airport. 

"Fixed Asset" means tangible property used in the operation of the Airport, but not 
expected to be converted into cash in the ordinary course of events, such as plant, machinery and 
equipment, fiimiture and fixtures, buildings, land and leasehold improvements. 

"Force Majeure Event" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 16.8(a). 
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"Fuel" means jet fiiel, aviation gasoline, automotive fuel, and any other materials used in 
or put through the MATCO Fuel System for use in connection with the use of aircraft or service 
vehicles. 

"Gate" means any portion of the Airline's Leased Premises designated as a Gate in 
Exhibit K hereto. 

"Government Grants-in-Aid" means those moneys granted to the Concessionaire by 
the United States of America or any agency thereof, or the State of Illinois, or any political 
subdivision or agency thereof, to pay all or a portion of the cost of a Capital Project at or related 
to the Airport after the Effective Date. 

"Government Mandated Capital Project" means Capital Projects that are required to 
be carried out in order for the Airport to be in compliance with any Law (other than the 
enforcement of a Law enacted by the City after the Effective Date if such enforcement results in 
an Adverse Acfion, as defined in the Lease, pursuant to the terms of the Lease), including 
Environmental Lawŝ  or with a Legal Requirement by a Governmental Authority, including any 
airport certification requirement, at any time. 

"Governmental Authority" means any court, federal, state or local government entity, 
including the FAA and the TSA, with jurisdicfion over the Airport, the Concessionaire 
operations at the Airport, or the Airlines and acting in the lawfiil exercise of such jurisdiction. 

"Hazardous Materials" means friable asbestos or asbestos-containing materials, 
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), petroleum or cmde oil or any fraction thereof, natural gas, 
source material, special nuclear material and byproduct materials regulated under the Atomic 
Energy Act (42 U.S.C. § 2011, et seq.), pesticides regulated under the Federal Insecticide 
Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (7 U.S.C. § 136, et seq.), and any hazardous waste, toxic or 
dangerous substance or related material, including any material defined or treated as a 
"hazardous substance," "hazardous waste," "toxic substance" or contaminant (or comparable 
term) under any of the Envirormiental Laws. 

"Indemnified Party" means any Person entitled to indemnification under this 
Agreement. 

"Indemnifier" means any party obligated to provide indemnification under this 
Agreement. 

"Indemnity Payment" has the meaning ascribed to it in Secfion 13.7. 

"Independent Engineer" means a licensed professional engineering firm, appointed by 
the Concessionaire, that is reasonably acceptable to a Majority-in-Interest or to the Airline, as 
applicable, for purposes of Article VIII. 

"Initial Capital Projects" means those Capital Projects described in Exhibit R. 

"Initial Transition Period" has the meaning ascribed to it in the definition of Base 
Contribution. 

"Interim Adjustment" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 9.3(a). 

"Joint Use Premises" means those portions of the Airline's Leased Premises in the 
Terminal Area which are designated as Joint Use Premises as provided in Exhibit I. 

"Landing Fee Rate" means, for each Fiscal Year, the charge in dollars per 1000-pounds, 
determined (to the nearest 1/10* of one cent ($.01)) per each 1,000 pounds of aircraft landing 
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weight, equal to the quotient derived by dividing (i) the Total Airfield Contribution by (ii) the 
sum of (A) the total Maximum Approved Gross Landing Weight in 1000-pound units of all 
aircraft of all Signatory Airlines involved in Revenue Landings during that Fiscal Year, and (B) 
the total Maximum Approved Gross Landing Weight in 1000-pound units of all aircraft of all 
Non-Signatory Airlines involved in Revenue Landings during that Fiscal Year. 

"Law" means order, writ, injunction, decree, judgment, law, ordinance, decision, mling, 
statute, code, mle or regulation of any Governmental Authority. 

"Lease" has the meaning ascribed to it in the recitals to this Agreement. 

"Leasehold Mortgage" has the meaning ascribed to it in the Lease. 

"Leasehold Mortgagee" means a person who is a Leasehold Mortgagee as defined in the 
Lease. 

"Legal Requirement" means a requirement by a Governmental Authority that is final, 
binding and, if applicable, non-appealable. 

"Loss" means, with respect to any Person, any loss, liability, damage, penalty, charge or 
out-of-pocket and documented cost or expense actually suffered or incurred by such Person, but 
excluding any punitive, special, indirect and consequential damages and any contingent liability 
unfil such liability becomes actual. 

"Major Capital Projects Contracts" has the meaning ascribed to it in Secfion 10.3(d). 

"Majority-in-Interest" or "Mil" means, during any Fiscal Year, any one or more 
Signatory Airlines which, in the aggregate (i) paid fifty-one percent (51%) or more of the 
Airline's Fees and Charges charged to all Signatory Airlines for the prior Fiscal Year; and (ii) 
represent at least fifty-one percent (51%) in number of the Signatory Airlines. Solely for the 
purpose of determining a Majority-in-Interest, (i) no airline shall be deemed to be a Signatory 
Airline so long as an Airline Default with respect to such airline has occurred and is continuing 
or if such airline is no longer operating at the Airport (except if such airline's cessation of 
operations results firom a temporary suspension by the FAA), and (ii) only Signatory Airlines 
having Airport Use Agreements with terms expiring at the end of the Term, shall be deemed to 
be Signatory Airlines. 

"Midway Airlines' Terminal Consortium" or "MATCO" has the meaning set forth in 
the MATCO Agreement. 

"MATCO Agreement" means that certain agreement between the City and the Midway 
Airlines' Terminal Consortium to be executed by the City and MATCO prior to the Effective 
Date in substanfially the form attached hereto as part of Exhibit J. 

"MATCO Amount" means the acfiial amount chargeable under the MATCO Agreement 
by the Concessionaire to all users of the MATCO Equipment and the MATCO Fuel System for 
each Fiscal Year. 

"MATCO Ancillary Agreements" means the Interline Agreement, the Members 
Agreement, the System Access Agreement, the Terminal Access Agreement and the Sanders 
Pipeline Agreement all as defined in the MATCO Agreement or the Members Agreement. The 
MATCO Ancillary Agreements are attached hereto as part of Exhibit J. 

"MATCO Equipment" has the meaning ascribed to it in the MATCO Agreement. 
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"MATCO Equipment Costs" means for each Fiscal Year, a dollar amount equal to the 
amount invoiced by MATCO to the Concessionaire pursuant to Secfion 4.06 of the MATCO 
Agreement, including any administrative expenses invoiced by MATCO, attributable to the 
Equipment Cost Center (as defined in the MATCO Agreement) and any unsatisfied liability to 
the Concessionaire that MATCO incurs related to the MATCO Equipment, pursuant to the 
MATCO Agreement, or resulting from a breach by MATCO of the MATCO Agreement in the 
Fiscal Year that such liability becomes actual. 

"MATCO Fuel System" means the fuel storage and distribution facilifies for the 
storage and distribufion of fijel at the Airport as they exist as of the Effective Date. 

"MATCO Fuel System Costs" means for each Fiscal Year, a dollar amount equal to the 
amount invoiced by MATCO to the Concessionaire pursuant to Secfion 4.06 of the MATCO 
Agreement, including any administrative expenses invoiced by MATCO, attributable to the 
Fueling Cost Center (as defined in the MATCO Agreement) and any unsatisfied liability to the 
Concessionaire that MATCO incurs related to the MATCO Fuel System, pursuant to the 
MATCO Agreement, or resulting from a breach by MATCO of the MATCO Agreement in the 
Fiscal Year that such liability becomes actual. 

"MATCO Proportion" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 11.6(b)(ii). 

"MATCO Required Action" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 11.6(b)(i). 

"MATCO Year" means a Fiscal Year during which the MATCO Agreement remains in 
effect throughout such Fiscal Year. 

"Maximum Approved Gross Landing Weight" means, for any aircraft operated by the 
Airline, the maximum landing weight of such aircraft as set forth in the Airline's government-
approved operating manual. 

"Members Agreement" has the meaning ascribed to it in the MATCO Agreement. 

"New PFC Capacity" means, for each Fiscal Year: 

(i) The amount of PFC revenue collected by the Concessionaire attributable to an 
increase in the PFC rate over $4.50 per passenger, plus 

(ii) PFC revenues collected by the Concessionaire at the $4.50/passenger rate that 
exceed the remaining amount authorized by the FAA as of the Effective Date. 

"Non-Signatory Airline" means any airline engaged in the Air Transportation Business 
at the Airport which is not a Signatory Airline. 

"Non-Signatory Concessionaire-Controlled Facility Fee" means an amount in dollars 
calculated per-departure equal to the product derived by multiplying the Concessionaire-
Controlled Facility Fee by 1.25. 

"Non-Signatory FIS Fee Rate" means, for each Fiscal Year, the charge in dollars 
calculated per FIS Deplaned Passenger equal to the product derived by multiplying the FIS Fee 
Rate by 1.25. 

"Non-Signatory Landing Fee Rate" means, for each Fiscal Year, the charge in dollars 
per 1000-pounds of aircraft landing weight, equal to the product derived by multiplying the 
Landing Fee Rate by 1.25. 

"Notice Period" has the meaning ascribed to it in Section 13.4(b). 
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"Offsets" has the meaning ascribed in Section 13.10. 

"O&M Reserve Account" means the O&M Reserve Account in the O&M Fund created 
under Section 7.01 of the Prior Use Agreement. 

"Operating Standards" has the meaning ascribed to it under the Lease. 

"Overpayment" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 9.4(b). 

"Passenger Facility Charge" (sometimes abbreviated as "PFC") means the passenger 
facility charge as authorized under 49 U.S.C. § 40117, or any predecessor or successor Law, and 
as approved by the FAA from time to time with respect to the Airport. 

"Person" means any individual (including the heirs, beneficiaries, executors, legal 
representatives or administrators thereof), corporation, partnership, joint venture, tmst, limited 
liability company, limited partnership, joint stock company, unincorporated association or other 
entity or a Governmental Authority and their respective permitted successors and assigns. 

"PFC Regulations" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Secfion 17.2(a). 

"Preferential Grandfathered Gates" means from the Effective Date through December 
31, 2012 those Gates comprising part of the Airline's Leased Premises as of the Effective Date 
and listed as Preferential Grandfathered Gates in Exhibit E. 

"Preferential Leased Premises" means all space leased to the Airline in the Terminal 
and Terminal Ramp Areas, including (i) Gates leased to the Airline pursuant to this Agreement, 
(ii) the corresponding portion of the Terminal Ramp Area and passenger holdrooms, (iii) the 
ticket counters, and (iv) office space, all included in the Airline's Leased Premises designated as 
such in Exhibit F. For the avoidance of doubt. Airline's Leased Premises and Airline's 
Preferenfial Leased Premises have the same meaning. 

"Preliminary Transition Plan" means the arrangements and agreements set forth in 
Exhibit S. 

"Prime Rate" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Secfion 9.5(b). 

"Prior Use Agreement" means that use agreement between certain airlines and the City 
in effect immediately prior to the time this Agreement is executed by the Airline and the City. 

"Project Liaison" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 12.2(b). 

"Promotional Materials" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Secfion 3.1(n). 

"Reconciling Adjustments" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 9.4(a). 

"Repair and Replacement Fund" means the Repair and Replacement Fund created 
under Section 7.01 of the Prior Use Agreement. 

"Revenue Landing" means any landing at the Airport of an aircraft except (i) an aircraft 
which (without being scheduled to do so) lands at the Airport because of meteorological 
conditions, mechanical or operating causes, or any emergency or precautionary reason, or (ii) an 
aircraft which is owned by and used exclusively in the service of the United States of America or 
the government of any state, territory or possession thereof or therein. 

"Revised Estimated Monthly Payment" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Secfion 
93M-
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"Rules and Regulations" means valid mles and regulations goveming the conduct and 
operation of the Airport promulgated by the Concessionaire in accordance with Section 15.1. 

"Runways" means mnways at the Airport for the landing and taking-off of aircraft. 

"Security Deposit" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Secfion 9.6(a). 

"Security Deposit Amount" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Secfion 9.6(a). 

"Signatory Airline" means, at any time, the Airline and each other Person actively 
engaged in an Air Transportation Business at the Airport who then is a party to an Airport Use 
Agreement with the Concessionaire. 

"Special Wastes" means those substances as defined in Section 1003.45, ch. 1112 of the 
Illinois Environmental Protection Act, and as fiirther referred to in Section 809.13 of 35 Illinois 
Administrative Code, Subtitle G, ch. 1. 

"Statement of Airline's Actual Annual Fees and Charges" means the statement of the 
same name prepared by the Concessionaire pursuant to Section 9.4. 

"Statement of Airline's Estimated Annual Fees and Charges" means the statement of 
the same name prepared by the Concessionaire pursuant to Secfion 9.2. 

"Successor Entity" has the meaning ascribed to it in Section 6.2. 

"Taxiways" means taxiways and taxi lanes at the Airport for the ground movement of 
aircraft to, from and between the Runways, Terminal Ramp Area and other portions of the 
Airport. 

"Term" has the meaning ascribed to it in Section 2.1. 

"Terminal" means the airline passenger terminal and related facilities identified as the 
Terminal in Exhibit M attached hereto. 

"Terminal Area" means the land and Terminal portion idenfified as the Terminal Area 
in Exhibit G attached hereto, and, except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, all facilities, 
equipment and improvements now or hereafter located thereon, including all passenger terminal 
buildings, coimecting stmctures, passenger walkways and turmels, concourses, holdroom areas, 
passenger loading bridges and control towers maintained by the Concessionaire or an airline. 
The Terminal Area does not include the FIS Facility and any land, facilities, equipment or 
improvement that are part of or related to the FIS Facility except as provided under Section 7.4. 

"Terminal Factor" means 41.41% except as may otherwise be changed by the 
Concessionaire with the approval of a Majority-in-Interest or as otherwise provided in Section 
IA-

"Terminal Fee Rate" means, for each Fiscal Year, the charge in dollars per square foot 
equal to the quotient derived by dividing (i) the Total Terminal Allocation by (ii) the total 
number of square feet of all the leased premises in the Terminal Area of all Signatory Airlines, 
including Joint Use Premises. 

"Terminal Ramp Area" means the area of the same name described in Exhibit H 
attached hereto. 

"Terminal Ramp Factor" means 4.25% except as may otherwise be changed by the 
Concessionaire with the approval of a Majority-in-Interest. 
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"Terminal Ramp Fee Rate" means, for each Fiscal Year, the charge in dollars per 
square foot equal to the quotient derived by dividing (i) the Total Terminal Ramp Allocation by 
(ii) the total number of square feet of leased Terminal Ramp Area of all Signatory Airlines. 

"Third Party Claim" means any Claim asserted against an Indemnified Party by any 
Person who is not a party to this Agreement. 

"Total Airfield Contribution" means, for each Fiscal Year, an amount in dollars equal 
to the product derived by multiplying (i) the Actual Base Contribufion by (ii) the Airfield Factor; 
plus the amount of the Total Aimual Addifional Capex Contribution, if any, allocated to the 
Airfield Area pursuant to Secfion 10.2(e). 

"Total Annual Additional Capex Contribution" means, for each Fiscal Year, the 
amount in dollars, of the Capital Expenditure for Additional Capex Projects allocated to such 
Fiscal Year pursuant to Majority-in-Interest approval or as provided under Section 10.2(e). 
minus any adjustments required pursuant to Section 17.3. 

"Total Concessionaire-Controlled Facility Contribution" means, for each Fiscal 
Year, an amount in dollars equal to the sum that results from adding (i) the CCF Terminal 
Contribufion to (ii) the CCF Terminal Ramp Contribution. 

"Total FIS Contribution" means the amount in dollars determined by the 
Concessionaire but not exceeding, during a Fiscal year, the product derived by multiplying (i) the 
Actual Base Contribution by (ii) the FIS Factor; plus the amount of the Total Annual Additional 
Capex Contribution, if any, allocated to the FIS Facility pursuant to Secfion 10.2(e). 

"Total Joint Use Terminal Rental Contribution" means, for each Fiscal Year, an 
amount in dollars equal to the product of multiplying (i) the Terminal Fee Rate by (ii) the total 
number of square feet of Terminal Area that are Joint Use Premises. 

"Total Terminal Allocation" means, for each Fiscal Year, an amount in dollars equal to 
the product derived by multiplying (i) the Terminal Factor by (ii) the Actual Base Contribufion; 
plus the amount of the Total Aimual Additional Capex Contribution, if any, allocated to the 
Terminal Area pursuant to Section 10.2(e). 

"Total Terminal Ramp Allocation" means, for each Fiscal Year, an amount in dollars' 
equal to the product derived by muhiplying (i) the Terminal Ramp Factor by (ii) the Actual Base 
Contribution; plus the amount of the Total Annual Additional Capex Contribution, if any, 
allocated to the Terminal Ramp Area pursuant to Section 10.2(e). 

"Transfer" means a Transfer as defined in Secfion 4.3(a). 

"Transition Plan" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Secfion 6.1. 

"TSA" means the Transportation Security Administration created under the Aviation 
and Transportation Security Act, 49 U.S.C. § 40101 et seq., or any successor agency thereto. 

"TSA-approved Airport Security Program" means the airport security program for the 
Airport as approved by TSA under 49 C.F.R. Part 1542. 

"Underpayment" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Secfion 9.4(b). 

"Useful Life" means, with respect to a Fixed Asset, the period of time in years until the 
asset is expected to become inadequate, obsolete or wom out. 
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"Utilities" means gas, heat, electricity, steam, water (including chilled water and hot 
water) lighting, power, HVAC, sewer service and all other ufilities and services provided to the 
Airline's Leased Premises as of the Effecfive Date. 

"Utilization Requirements" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 5.6(a). 

"Work" means collectively the planning, design, fabrication, installation, constmction, 
start-up, testing, maintenance and repair. 

"Work Liaison" has the meaning ascribed thereto in Section 12.2(b). 

Section 1.2 Interpretation. 

(a) The terms "hereby," "herein," "hereof," "hereunder" and any similar terms used 
in this Agreement refer to this Agreement. ^ 

(b) The term "including" means "including, without limitafion." 

(c) All references in this Agreement to Articles, Sections or Exhibits, unless 
otherwise expressed or indicated, are to Articles, Sections or Exhibits of this Agreement. 

(d) Any headings preceding the text of the Articles and Sections of this Agreement, 
and any table of contents or marginal notes appended to copies hereof, shall be solely for 
convenience of reference and shall not constitute a part of this Agreement, nor shall they affect 
the meaning, constmction or effect of this Agreement. 

(e) Words importing the singular shall include the plural and vice versa. Words of 
the masculine gender shall be deemed to include correlative words of the feminine and neuter 
genders. 

(f) All references to a number of days shall mean calendar days, unless otherwise 
expressly indicated. 

(g) All references to 1000-pound units shall include pound units rounded to the 
nearest 1000-pound unit. 

Section 1.3 Incorporation of Exhibits; Revisions to Exhibits. 

(a) List of Exhibits. The following Exhibits attached hereto are hereby made a part of 
this Agreement 

Exhibit A Plat of Airport 

Exhibit B-1 List of existing agreements not superseded nor terminated by this 
Agreement 

Exhibit B-2 List of existing agreements terminated by this Agreement. 

Exhibit C Lease 
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Exhibit D Concessionaire's Insurance Coverages 

Exhibit E Airline's Preferential Grandfathered Gates, if any 

Exhibit F Airline's Leased Premises, including Airline's Leased Terminal 
Ramp Area 

Exhibit G Terminal Area 

Exhibit H Terminal Ramp Area 

Exhibit I Joint Use Premises 

Exhibit J MATCO Agreement and MATCO Ancillary Agreements 

Exhibit K Preferential Gates 

Exhibit L Current Rules and Regulations 

Exhibit M Terminal 

Exhibit N Airfield Area 

Exhibit O Future Revisions to Airline's Leased Premises (if any) 

Exhibit P Estimate of Airiine's Fees and Charges for the Initial Transition 
Period 

Exhibit Q Methodology of Calculating Airiine's Fees and Charges 

Exhibit R Initial Capital Projects 

Exhibit S Preliminary Transition Plan 

(b) Revisions of Exhibits. With respect to the Airline's Leased Premises, or to any 
other Airport facilities depicted in any of the Exhibits to this Agreement, any changes which 
occur pursuant to the terms of this Agreement from time to time shall be reflected in revised 
Exhibits provided by the Concessionaire to the Airline. Such revisions shall not be deemed to be 
an amendment to this Agreement. 
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ARTICLE II. TERM 

Section 2.1 Term of Agreement; Sublease. 

The term of this Agreement and the sublease hereunder shall commence on the Effective 
Date and end on December 31st of that year that is 25 years after the year of the Effective Date 
(the "Term"), as the Term may be extended or earlier terminated in accordance with its 
provisions. For the avoidance of doubt, if the Closing, as defined in the Lease, does not occur, 
this Agreement is void and of no effect. The Airline shall not have any obligation whatsoever 
under this Agreement until the Effective Date, except as provided under Section 6.1. and shall 
not be liable for any Loss if this Agreement does not become effective. 

Section 2.2 Surviving Agreements. 

As of the Effective Date, (i) the agreements and leases listed in Exhibit B-1 shall be in 
full force and effect as to the Airline and the Concessionaire and (ii) the agreements or leases 
between the City and the Airline with respect to the Airport listed in Exhibit B-2, including the 
Prior Use Agreement, shall be deemed terminated and shall be of no further force or effect 
without any further obligations or liabilities as between the City, the Concessionaire and the 
Airline, except that as between the City and the Airline only, such obligations and liabilities will 
survive with respect to any provision that survives such termination, as otherwise agreed by the 
Airline and the City in writing or as expressly agreed in this Agreement. It is understood and 
agreed that this Section 2.2 shall not affect any agreement assigned to and assumed by the 
Concessionaire under the Lease. 

Section 2.3 Termination of Agreements. 

Upon the effective date of a new airport use agreement approved by a Majority-in-
Interest and the Concessionaire setting forth the rights and obligations of the Signatory Airlines 
in connection with rentals, charges or fees paid with respect to the Airport, this Agreement and 
each other Airport Use Agreement, if any, effective as of such date shall terminate. 

ARTICLE III. USES, RIGHTS AND PRIVILEGES 

Section 3.1 Use of the Airport. 

Subject to the terms of this Agreement, the restrictions contained in Section 3.2, the 
Airport Operating Certificate, the Airport Security Program and the Rules and Regulations, and 
all other applicable Laws and the rights of the Concessionaire to monitor the Airline's 
compliance with this Agreement in order to ensure that the Airport operates in the most effective 
and efficient way possible, the Airline shall have the right to conduct an Air Transportation 
Business at the Airport and to perform those operations and fimctions as are incidental or 
reasonably necessary to the conduct of the Airline's Air Transportation Business. Specifically, 
the Airline shall have the right: 

(a) to land, take off, fly, taxi, tow, park, load and unload the Airline's aircraft and 
other equipment of the Airline used by the Airline in the operation of scheduled, shuttle, 
courtesy, test, training, inspection, emergency, special, charter, sightseeing and other flights, 
including, but not limited to, the right to load and unload the Airline's aircraft upon its Airline's 
Leased Terminal Ramp Area; 
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(b) to use the aircraft parking positions associated with the Terminal Ramp Area part 
of its Airline's Leased Premises subject to the provisions of Article V; 

(c) to transport, load and unload airline crews and other personnel, passengers, cargo, 
baggage, property and mail to, from and at the Airport by such loading and unloading devices, 
automobiles, buses, tmcks and such other means of conveyance as the Airline may choose or 
require in connection with its Air Transportation Business at the Airport and at such locations as 
the Concessionaire may designate; 

(d) to the extent necessary, to repair, maintain, condition, service, tow, test, park and 
store aircraft and other equipment of the Airline in areas designated for such purposes by the 
Concessionaire and on reasonable conditions and terms designated by the Concessionaire and 
developed in consultation with the Mil, consistent with any directives issued by the FAA, the 
National Transportation Safety Board, the Transportation Security Administration or any other 
federal Governmental Authority; 

(e) to maintain and operate office facilities for general, administrative, operations and 
other fiincfions associated with the Airline's Air Transportation Business; 

(f) to enplane and deplane passengers, handle reservations, ticketing, billing and 
manifesting of passengers, and handle baggage, express mail and shipments, cargo, property and 
mail; 

(g) of ingress to and egress from the Airport including the Airline's Leased Premises, 
for the Airline's Delegates, passengers, guests, patrons, invitees and Airline Providers and their 
equipment, vehicles, machinery and other property; provided, however, that the foregoing does 
not preclude the Concessionaire from (i) subjecting such Persons to the Concessionaire's then-
current Rules and Regulations, including those pertaining to airport security, (ii) requiring such 
Persons to enter into an agreement with the Concessionaire, or (iii) imposing any tax, charge, or 
permit or license fee; 

(h) to install, subject to the prior approval of the Concessionaire, and to maintain and 
operate, alone or in conjunction with any other air transportation company or companies, or 
through a nominee, such radio, communications, flight information display systems, 
meteorological and aerial navigation equipment, facilities and associated wiring, as may be 
necessary or convenient for the Airline's Air Transportation Business at the Airport, in or on the 
Airline's Leased Premises, and at other locations at the Airport; 

(i) to use, in common with others so authorized, the public address system serving 
the Terminal Area and the aircraft parking positions; 

(j) to use water and electric power, telephone and preconditioned air systems 
supplied by the Concessionaire at or adjacent to the Airline's Leased Premises; and to purchase, 
install, use and maintain, at the Airline's aircraft parking positions, loading bridges and mobile 
stair devices- for the loading, unloading and general servicing of the Airline's aircraft, 400 Hertz 
auxiliary power systems, air start systems and other miscellaneous aircraft and aircraft-related 
support equipment and facilities; 

(k) to purchase or otherwise obtain services and personal property of any nature, 
including, but not limited to, aircraft, engines, accessories, gasoline, oil, grease, lubricants, fuel, 
propellants, food and beverages, including food and beverages for consumption on board, 
passenger supplies and other materials, equipment, supplies, articles and goods, used or acquired 
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by the Airline in connection with or incidental to the Airline's Air Transportation Business at the 
Airport; 

(1) to use, without compensation to the Concessionaire, the areas designated as of the 
Effective Date as airline employee parking facilities for as long as those areas are part of 
facilities devoted to parking purposes, and, once the Concessionaire determines not to utilize 
those areas as parking facilities, to use such other facilities devoted to parking purposes for the 
parking of its employees' vehicles pursuant to an operating agreement, lease or other 
arrangement containing such reasonable terms and conditions and subject to the payment of such 
reasonable fees as the Concessionaire shall determine in consultation with the Mil; 

(m) to station its Delegates in the Airline's Leased Premises and in other areas of the 
Airport approved by the Concessionaire to provide baggage check-in or skycap services, subject 
to compliance with the Airport's Rules and Regulations, including security requirements; 

(n) to install, maintain and use flight information display screens, identifying signs 
and the Airline's logo in the Airline's Leased Premises and the interior and exterior of associated 
jetbridges; provided, however, that posters, displays and other materials which advertise the 
services offered by the Airline to the traveling public ("Promotional Materials") are allowed in 
the Airline's Leased Premises in the Terminal Area so long as the Airline has given the 
Concessionaire five (5) days prior notice of its intent to place such Promotional Materials in its 
Airline's Leased Premises together with a copy of the materials proposed to be used. The 
Concessionaire reserves the right to place advertising displays or media in all areas of the Airport 
that are visible to or accessible by the public excluding the Airline's Leased Premises and the 
interior of associated jetbridges, but the advertising displays on the outside of jetbridges must not 
interfere with the visibility of the Airline's logo; 

(o) except to the extent inconsistent with any concession agreement with respect to 
the Airport between the Concessionaire and a concessionaire at the Airport as of the Effective 
Date, (i) to operate and maintain in the Airline's Leased Premises, Airline-sponsored passenger 
clubs where the Airline may serve alcoholic or other beverages to members of such clubs; 
provided, however, that unless the Concessionaire shall otherwise consent, the Airline may not 
serve food to members in such clubs and no charge shall be made by the Airline for beverages or 
food furnished by it in such clubs, and (ii) to serve in the Airline's holdroom areas, non-alcoholic 
beverages, and, with the consent of the Concessionaire (which shall not be required when the 
Airline is experiencing significant schedule delays), food, to its passengers without charge 
between the hours of 6 a.m. and 8 a.m. on each weekday (provided that the aforementioned block 
time limitations shall not extend to non-alcoholic beverages and food served to the Airline's 
ficketed passengers during such significant schedule delays); 

(p) to install, maintain and operate, in the Airline's Leased Premises, customer 
relations, security and waiting room facilities and equipment; reservations offices; administrative 
offices; crew base facilities; operations offices; lockers, restrooms and related facilities for its 
employees; baggage, cargo and mail handling and storage facilities and equipment; 

(q) to train personnel in the employ of the Airline at the Airport; 

(r) subject to the provisions of the MATCO Agreement, to use the MATCO Fuel 
System for the receipt, distribution, storage, handling, purchase, sale and dispensing of Fuel for 
aircraft, vehicles and equipment operated by the Airline, to use the MATCO Equipment, and to 
otherwise receive the full benefits of the MATCO Agreement; and 
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(s) to assess fees on the Airline's ticketed passengers for services provided by the 
Airline that are necessary,or convenient to the Airline's Air Transportation Business, including 
but not limited to baggage fees, fees for unaccompanied minors or other fees related to the actual 
carriage of passengers by the Airline and the Concessionaire is prohibited from seeking or 
collecting any portion of such fees. 

Section 3.2 Restrictions. 

All rights of the Airline hereunder are subject to the following specific restrictions: 

(a) The grant of such rights does not authorize the Airline to conduct a separate 
business at the Airport, but permits the Airline to conduct such activities only insofar as they are 
necessary or incidental to the conduct of the Airline's Air Transportafion Business at the Airport 
and to the conduct of handling arrangements approved pursuant to Secfion 3.3. 

(b) Other than for the provision of air transportation services and except as 
specifically authorized in other sections of this Agreement, (i) the Airline shall not use or permit 
the use of any portion of its Airline's Leased Premises for the purpose of selling, offering for 
sale, dispensing or providing any merchandise, product or services except to its ticketed 
passengers as a service incidental to its Air Transportation Business, and any other additional 
activities as may be approved by the Concessionaire as provided below, and (ii) nothing 
contained herein is intended to or shall be constmed to authorize or permit the Airline to conduct 
any activity or to operate any direct or indirect business operation which competes with any 
revenue generating activity of the Concessionaire without the approval of the Concessionaire. 
The approval of the Concessionaire will not be withheld unless the proposed additional activities 
of the Airline are unlawfiil, would give rise to a breach by the Concessionaire of the Lease, the 
Airport Operating Certificate, the Airport Security Program, or any assurance to a Governmental 
Authority or a condition of a Governmental Authority for the operation- of the Airport by which 
the Concessionaire is governed, or would reasonably be expected to have a measurable adverse 
effect on the concession revenues of the Concessionaire. Concessionaire approval is not required 
with respect to those activities of the Airline that would fall within the purview of this Secfion 
3.2(b) as of the Effective Date. 

(c) The Concessionaire may, from time to time, temporarily or permanently close 
roadways, doorways and any other area at the Airport; provided, however, that, if time permits, 
the Airline shall be consulted with regard to such closings in order to minimize the dismption of 
services being provided. In addition, upon not less than one hundred twenty (120) days prior 
written notice to the Airline, the Concessionaire may, firom time to time, temporarily or 
permanently, close Taxiways, Runways and ramp areas at the Airport; provided that in an 
emergency situation or if the closure will be for forty-eight (48) hours or less, no such prior 
notice of closure shall be required. Except in an emergency sifiiation or if the closure will be for 
forty-eight (48) hours or less, not less than fourteen (14) days prior to the closure of any 
Taxiway, Runway or ramp area at the Airport, the Concessionaire shall confirm to the Airline in 
writing the dates and times, if available, of such closure. 

(d) The Concessionaire may prohibit the use of any portion of the Airfield Area by 
any aircraft operated or controlled by the Airline which exceeds the design strength of the paving 
of the mnways and taxiways at the Airport. 

(e) The Airline shall not do or authorize to be done anything which may interfere 
with the effectiveness of the drainage and sewage system, water system or any other part of the 
ufility, electrical or other systems installed or located from time to time at the Airport. 
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(f) The Airline shall not do or authorize to be done anything at the Airport (i) which 
may constitute a hazardous condition so as to increase the risks normally attendant upon 
operafions permitted by this Agreement or (ii) which will invalidate or conflict with any 
insurance policies covering the Airport. If, by reason of a duly nofified Airline Default, if any, 
the cost of any such insurance or extended coverage is at any time higher than it otherwise would 
be, then the Airline shall pay the Concessionaire that part of all premiums paid by the 
Concessionaire which are charged because of such violation or failure by the Airline. 

(g) The Airline shall limit its training flights into and out of the Airport to necessary 
FAA-qualification flights, and shall coordinate such training and other nonscheduled flight 
activities with representatives of the Concessionaire. If requested by the Concessionaire, the 
Airline shall restrict all such activities to certain hours so as not to interfere with scheduled flight 
activities of other aircraft operators using the Airport. 

(h) As soon as possible, after obtaining any necessary approval from appropriate 
Governmental Authorities, the Airline shall remove any of its disabled aircraft from the Airfield 
Area upon the request of the Concessionaire. The Airline shall place and/or store any such 
disabled aircraft only in such hangar facilities as may be leased or owned by the Airline at the 
Airport and/or in such storage areas as may be designated by the Concessionaire, in which latter 
event such storage shall be only upon such terms and conditions as at that time may be 
established by the Concessionaire, consistent with any directives of the FAA, TSA, the National 
Transportation Safety Board or any other federal Governmental Authority. In the event the 
Airline fails to remove any of its disabled aircraft as expeditiously as possible, the 
Concessionaire may, but shall not be obligated to, cause the removal of such disabled aircraft by 
any reasonable means; provided, however, that, if practical under the circumstances, the 
Concessionaire shall give the Airline reasonable prior notice of its intent to do so. If the 
Concessionaire removes, or causes another to remove the Airline's disabled aircraft, the Airline 
shall pay to the Concessionaire, upon receipt of an invoice, the costs incurred for such removal, 
including the cost of labor. The Airline shall also pay any damages incurred by, or imposed 
upon the Concessionaire, resulting from the removal by the Concessionaire or another of such 
disabled aircraft. 

(i) Except as approved by the Concessionaire, the Airline may not load or unload an 
all-cargo aircraft on the Terminal Ramp Area. 

(j) The Airline shall not use, store, transport, or dispose of any fiiels, oil, grease, 
lubricants, or other Hazardous Materials to, from, within, or upon the Airport in a manner which 
violates any Law, including Environmental Laws. 

Section 3.3 Handling Arrangements. 

(a) For so long as the Airline actively conducts an Air Transportation Business at the 
Airport, the Airline may, subject to the provisions of Section 3.3(b) and to the prior written 
consent of the Concessionaire with respect to handling arrangements undertaken after the 
Effective Date, use its Airline's Leased Premises and Airline's Leased Terminal Ramp Area for 
the handling of the air transportation operations of any other air transportation company or 
companies using the Airport to the same extent as they may be used for the operations of the 
Airline or use the leased premises of another Signatory Airline to handle the operations of such 
other Signatory Airline; provided, however, that the Airline shall be liable for such handling 
operations to the same extent as any other activities under the terms of this Agreement. The 
handling operations shall be subject to compliance with all applicable Laws, the provisions of 
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this Agreement and the Rules and Regulations. The Concessionaire's consent may not be 
withheld, delayed or conditioned unless the Concessionaire determines in good faith that the 
entity proposed to conduct the handling has compelling technical or operational deficiencies, and 
communicates those asserted deficiencies to the Airline in writing; 

(b) The Concessionaire's consent to a handling arrangement pursuant to Section 
3.3(a) will be for an initial term of no more than three (3) years. At the end of any such term, a 
handling arrangement shall be deemed to be terminated unless the Airline sends written notice to 
the Concessionaire at least thirty (30) days prior to the expirafion of the term of the handling 
agreement that the Airline intends to extend the term of the handling agreement for a period of 
an additional three (3) years and the Concessionaire consents in writing to such extension of the 
handling agreement, as provided in Section 3.3(a). The Airline shall be entitied to extend or 
renew such handling agreement until the expiration of the Term or earlier termination of this 
Agreement. 

(c) The Airline reserves the right to be handled by or to handle any one of the 
Airline's Affiliates, without consent of the Concessionaire, but with at least 60 days' prior notice 
to the Concessionaire, and exempt from additional fees; provided, however, that the Airline shall 
be liable for such handling operations of the Affiliate to the same extent as any other activities 
under the terms of this Agreement. The handling operations are subject to compliance with all 
applicable Laws, the provisions of this Agreement, and the Rules and Regulations. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, a professional ground-handling service provider may not provide 
handling services on the Airline's Leased Premises other than for the Airline and its Affiliates 
unless it enters into an agreement with the Concessionaire, on such terms and conditions as the 
Concessionaire may reasonably require, which shall include payment to the Concessionaire only 
of those charges provided for under Section 9.8. 

ARTICLE IV. LEASE OF PREMISES 

Section 4.1 Lease of Airline Premises. 

The Concessionaire leases to the Airline, subject to the provisions of Article V. the 
Airline's Leased Premises set forth in Exhibit F, commencing on the Effective Date until 
expiration of the Term or earlier termination of this Agreement. 

Section 4.2 Substitution of Space; Surrender of Space; Additional Space. 

Subject to the provisions of Article IX. any space in the Airport leased to the Airline in 
substitution for or as additional space to be included among the Airline's Leased Premises shall 
be included in space leased hereunder on the same terms and conditions and at the same rental 
rate of such substituted or additional space, as is herein provided for the category of the space as 
to which such substitution or addition occurs. 

Section 4.3 Assignment and Sublease. 

(a) The Airline covenants that it will not assign, sublet, transfer, convey, sell, 
mortgage, pledge or encumber (any of the foregoing events being referred to as a "Transfer") 
the Airline's Leased Premises or any part thereof, or any rights of the Airfine hereunder or any 
interest of the Airline covered in this Agreement, nor will the Airline allow the use of the 
Airline's Leased Premises hereunder by any other Person, except as otherwise provided in this 
Agreement, without in each instance having first obtained the prior written consent of the 
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Concessionaire as set forth below. In determining whether or not to consent to a Transfer, the 
Concessionaire will take into account, among other factors, those factors set forth in Section 
3.3(a). the balanced utilization of the Airport facilities and operational considerations relating to 
the proposed transferee. The consent of the Concessionaire shall be required for any Transfer of 
(i) any of the Airline's Leased Premises, (ii) any rights of the Airline hereunder or (iii) any of the 
Airline's interest in this Agreement. Consent by the Concessionaire to any type of Transfer 
described in this paragraph or elsewhere in this Agreement shall not in any way be constmed to 
relieve the Airline from obtaining further authorization from the Concessionaire for any 
subsequent Transfer of any nature whatsoever. As a condition to the Concessionaire's consent to 
a proposed sublease, the proposed sublessee shall execute a license agreement between the 
sublessee and the Concessionaire in a form acceptable to the Concessionaire. 

(b) If the Airline subleases any of its Airline's Leased Premises pursuant to this 
Section 4.3. the Airline shall charge the sublessee no more than the sum of the following: 

(i) An amount equal to a pro rata share of the sum of the Airline's Terminal 
Rental Contribution and the Airline's Terminal Ramp Contribution and payable by the 
Airline with respect to such areas during the period of such sublease as calculated herein; 
and 

(ii) Additional amounts sufficient for the Airline to recover its direct costs, if 
any, of such sublease, including a reasonable allocation of tenant improvement costs and 
equipment costs for property and equipment owned by the Airline, which additional 
amounts shall not exceed fifteen percent (15%) of the sublessee's pro rata share of the 
Airline's Terminal Rental Contribution and the Airline's Terminal Ramp Contribution; if, 
however, the Airline's direct costs exceed fifteen percent (15%) of the sublessee's pro rata 
share of the Airline's Terminal Rental Contribution and the Airline's Terminal Ramp 
Contribution, the Airline shall have the right to petition the Concessionaire for approval 
of an increase in the applicable percentage, which approval shall be in the sole discretion 
of the Concessionaire. However, (A) in any case, the rates charged by the Airline 
hereunder shall not be less than the square footage rates ascribable to Concessionaire-
Controlled Facilities in the Terminal and Terminal Ramp Areas pursuant to the 
calculation of the CCF Terminal Contribufion and the CCF Terminal Ramp Contribution 
applicable to equivalent Concessionaire-Controlled Facilities, and (B) the Concessionaire 
shall have the right to unilaterally waive or diminish the restrictions contained in this 
Section 4.3(b)(ii) on the Airline's sublease charges. 

(iii) If the Airline is otherwise in compliance with this Agreement, any 
consideration received by the Airline from a merger of the Airline or a sale of 
substantially all of the Airline's assets shall not result in a violation of this Section 4.3(b) 
and will not be considered in connection with subleasing by the Airline. 

(c) Notwithstanding any Transfer with or without Concessionaire consent, the Airline 
shall remain fully liable for the payment of all of its Airline's Fees and Charges and fully 
responsible for the performance of all of its other obligations hereunder. 

(d) Any and all requests by the Airline for consent under Section 4.3(a) shall be 
made in writing by certified mail to the Concessionaire and shall include copies of the proposed 
documents of Transfer. The documents of Transfer shall disclose all considerations made or to 
the extent feasible anticipated to be made to the Airline for the Transfer. 
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(e) If any Transfer shall occur, whether or not prohibited by this Section 4.3. the 
Concessionaire may collect the Airline's Fees and Charges from any assignee, sublessee or other 
transferee of the Airline and in such event shall apply the net amount collected to the Airline's 
Fees and Charges payable by the Airline hereunder without such action by the Concessionaire 
releasing the Airline from this Agreement or any of its obligations hereunder. If any Transfer 
prohibited by this Section 4.3 shall occur without the consent of the Concessionaire and the 
Concessionaire collects the Airline's Fees and Charges from any assignee, sublessee or other 
transferee of the Airline and applies the net amount collected in the manner described in the 
preceding sentence, such actions by the Concessionaire shall not be deemed to be a waiver of the 
covenant contained in this Section 4.3 or constitute acceptance of such assignee, sublessee or 
transferee by the Concessionaire. 

(f) Any sublease or assignment shall require the sublessee or the assignee to be 
bound by all of the terms and provisions of this Agreement and other applicable requirements 
external to this Agreement imposed by the Concessionaire on Signatory Airlines. For purposes 
of interpretation of the immediately preceding sentence, in all provisions of this Agreement and 
other Airport requirements applicable to the "Sublessee" or the "Assignee" including, but not 
limited to. Section 13.1 of this Agreement requiring that the Concessionaire and its Delegates be 
indemnified, reference to the "Airline" shall be deemed to refer to the Sublessee or Assignee. 

(g) Any sublease or assignment under this Secfion 4.3 must expressly name the 
Concessionaire as a third-party beneficiary of the sublessee's or the assignee's obligations under 
the sublease or the assignment and grant a direct right of enforcement thereunder to the 
Concessionaire. 

Section 4.4 Quiet Enjoyment. 

(a) Subject to the provisions of Article V and as otherwise provided by this 
Agreement, the Concessionaire covenants that if the Airline performs all obligations and makes 
all payments as provided herein, the Airline shall peaceably have and enjoy the Airline's Leased 
Premises and all the rights, privileges, appurtenances and facilities granted herein. 

(b) Subject to the Concessionaire's providing appropriate notice as provided under 
Section 4.4(d) and the limitations set forth in Section 4.4(e). the Concessionaire will not be 
deemed to have breached its obligations or the Airline's rights under this Agreement by requiring 
the temporary or permanent relocation of all or part of the Airline's Leased Premises if the 
Concessionaire undertakes any purchase, Capital Lease, creation, improvement, or renovation of 
a Fixed Asset ("Capital Project"), including Additional Capex Projects, (other than the Initial 
Capital Projects, or Government Mandated Capital Projects under Article X). if the 
Concessionaire provides the Airline with fiinctionally and operationally comparable space, 
including gates, terminal ramp space, ticket counter space, and to the extent possible, reasonably 
contiguous to the Airline's remaining existing Airline's Leased Premises, if any, for efficient use 
by the Airline. The Concessionaire shall bear the costs of relocating the Airline for such Capital 
Projects (other than the Initial Capital Projects, or Government Mandated Capital Projects under 
Article X). 

(c) With respect to Initial Capital Projects or Government Mandated Capital Projects, 
under Article X. the Concessionaire may require Airline to temporarily vacate its Airline's 
Leased Premises as reasonably necessary to implement such Capital Projects, so long as the 
Concessionaire makes Best Efforts to provide the Airline with facilities that enable the Airline to 
carry out a substantially equal level of operafions. In doing so, the Concessionaire is not 
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required to displace other existing users from their leased premises in order to accommodate the 
Airline pursuant to this Section 4.4. but shall use its Best Efforts to persuade such users to assist 
in resolving the Airline's temporary needs. 

(d) The Concessionaire must provide the Airline with ninety (90) days' prior notice 
of the Concessionaire's requirements pursuant to Section 4.4(b) and Section 4.4(c). The notice 
must contain the reasons for the Airline's relocation, a description of the proposed new premises, 
if any, whether temporary or permanent, the proposed utilization of any Concessionaire-
Controlled Facilities or other Terminal space and the effective date of the change. 

(e) The Airline's obligation to pay the Airline's Fees and Charges pursuant to this 
Agreement is not abated or reduced by any action of the Concessionaire taken in accordance 
with this Section 4.4 unless the space that the Concessionaire provides the Airline during the 
Work is not fiinctionally and operationally comparable and relocation continues longer than sixty 
(60) days. If the relocation is to be permanent, then Exhibit F shall be modified accordingly. 
The Concessionaire shall consult with the Airline in advance of any relocation so as to minimize 
the effect of the relocation on the Airline's operations and regarding any adjustments in the 
Airline's Fees and Charges that may be required due to the square footage of the replacement 
space. 

Section 4.5 Surrender. 

The Airline covenants and agrees to yield and deliver peaceably to the Concessionaire 
possession of all or any portion of the Airline's Leased Premises on the date of the cessation of 
all or any portion of the lettings under this Agreement, whether such cessation be by termination, 
expirafion, required relocation or vacation, accommodafion of other airlines, deletion on account 
of undemtilization or otherwise, promptly and in as good condition as at the commencement of 
the lettings, reasonable wear and tear excepted or, if improved, in as good condition as of the 
completion date of the last improvement made to the Airline's Leased Premises, reasonable wear 
and tear excepted. 

Section 4.6 No Warranty of Condition or Suitability. 

EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE PROVIDED HEREIN, THE CONCESSIONAIRE MAKES 
NO WARRANTY, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AS TO THE CONDITION OF THE 
AIRLINE'S LEASED PREMISES OR THAT THE AIRLINE'S LEASED PREMISES SHALL 
BE SUITABLE FOR THE AIRLINE'S PURPOSES OR NEEDS. THE CONCESSIONAIRE 
SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY LATENT DEFECT AND THE AIRLINE 
SHALL NOT, UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES, WITHHOLD ANY RENTALS OR OTHER 
AMOUNTS PAYABLE TO THE CONCESSIONAIRE HEREUNDER ON ACCOUNT OF 
ANY DEFECT IN THE AIRLINE'S LEASED PREMISES. BY ITS ENTRY ONTO THE 
AIRLINE'S LEASED PREMISES, THE AIRLINE ACCEPTS THE AIRLINE'S LEASED 
PREMISES AS BEING FREE AND CLEAR FROM ALL DEFECTS AND IN GOOD, SAFE, 
CLEAN AND ORDERLY CONDITION AND REPAIR. 
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Section 4.7 City's Title; Leasehold Interest of Concessionaire. 

Subject to the provisions of Section 4.4. the City's tifie to and the Concessionaire's Interest 
(as defined in the Lease) in the Airline's Leased Premises and the Airport is and always shall be 
paramount to the interest of the Airline in the Airline's Leased Premises. Nothing herein 
contained empowers the Airline to commit or engage in any act which can, shall or may 
encumber the title of the City or the Concessionaire's Interest. 

Section 4.8 Concessionaire's Right of Entry. 

The Concessionaire and, independently, the City (in accordance with the provisions of 
the Lease), by their respective Delegates and furnishers of Utilities and other services, shall have 
the right at all reasonable times to enter the Airline's Leased Premises for the purpose of 
inspecting the same, for emergency repairs to Utilities systems, for environmental testing, and 
for any other purpose necessary for or incidental to or connected with the performance of the 
Concessionaire's obligations hereunder, or in the exercise of its governmental fiinctions or in the 
City's capacity as Airport owner. The Concessionaire and the City shall, to the extent permitted 
under applicable law, preserve the confidentiality of all information obtained through such 
inspections, unless the Airline has consented to disclosure or has publicly released such 
information. The Concessionaire and the City shall, to the extent feasible under the 
circumstances, inform the Airline in advance of any entry pursuant to this Section 4.8 and use 
reasonable efforts to minimize any dismption to the Airline's operations caused by the entry. 

ARTICLE V. REALLOCATION OF SPACE 

Section 5.1 General. 

The Concessionaire intends to maintain a policy of providing open access to the Airport 
and achieving a balanced utilization of Airport facilities. To achieve that goal, the 
Concessionaire has (a) retained under its exclusive possession and control the Concessionaire-
Controlled Facilities (Section 5.2); (b) established procedures for the consensual reallocation of 
space and accommodation among airlines (Section 5.3): (c) reserved to the Concessionaire the 
right to require sharing and temporary use of the Airline's Leased Premises (Section 5.4); (d) 
established priorities to accommodate requests for facilities by airlines seeking to expand their 
present service at the Airport or airlines seeking entry into the Airport (Section 5.5): and (e) 
established certain utilization requirements (Section 5.6). 

Section 5.2 Accommodation through Concessionaire-Controlled Facilities. 

(a) The Concessionaire may retain under its exclusive control and possession certain 
Concessionaire-Controlled Facilities. It is the intent of the Concessionaire to use, at its 
discretion, any Concessionaire-Controlled Facilifies to accommodate (i) Signatory Airlines 
whose, premises have been relocated by the Concessionaire as a result of reconstmction, 
renovation or maintenance by the Concessionaire; (ii) airlines not requiring permanent facilities 
or airlines requiring temporary accommodation pending allocation of permanent facilities; and 
(iii) other space requirements of Signatory Airlines and Non-Signatory Airlines. The Airline 
may request and the Concessionaire may grant to the Airline the right to use, in common with 
other airlines designated by the Concessionaire, Concessionaire-Controlled Facilities subject to 
the payment by the Airline of the applicable CCF Fees to the Concessionaire. 
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(b) The allocation of Concessionaire-Controlled Facilities shall be determined 
periodically by the Concessionaire in accordance with its Rules and Regulations. 

Section 5.3 Consensual Accommodation. 

If an airline, including an airline seeking to expand its present service at the Airport or an 
airline seeking entry into the Airport, is in need of space or facilities, which need has not been 
satisfied by use of the Concessionaire-Controlled Facilities, the Concessionaire shall direct such 
airline to request in writing the use of Preferential Leased Premises of Signatory Airlines. If the 
Airline receives such a request, it must use its Best Efforts to accommodate such requests and 
shall respond to any such request in writing within ten (10) business days of receipt of the 
request. If such response is a denial of the request, the response shall state specific and detailed 
reasons for such denial. 

Section 5.4 Accommodation through Sharing and Temporary Use of Airline's 
Leased Premises. 

(a) In the event (i) the Concessionaire receives a written request from an airline 
requesting space or facilities at the Airport, (ii) the requesting airline demonstrates to the 
Concessionaire that it has contacted all Signatory Airlines with Preferential Leased Premises and 
has exhausted its Best Efforts to find reasonable accommodation for its proposed operations and 
the space or facilities it needs, and (iii) the Concessionaire determines that such requesfing 
airline needs the requested space or facilities to accommodate passengers or aircraft and such 
need cannot be met by use of Concessionaire-Controlled Facilities, if any, the Concessionaire 
may grant such requesting airline, in accordance with the priorities set forth in Section 5.5. and 
subject to the Airline's preferential rights as provided under Section 5.4(c) the right of temporary 
or shared use of all or a designated portion of the Airline's Leased Premises, as may be required. 
An offer of accommodation by the Airline which conditions providing requested space or 
facilities upon the payment of rentals to the Airline in excess of the applicable amount set forth 
in Section 4.3(b) shall be deemed not to have fulfilled the Best Efforts requirement for purposes 
of clause (ii) above; provided, however, that if the Airline's documented direct costs exceed the 
applicable amount set forth in Section 4.3(b). the Airline shall have the right to petition the 
Concessionaire for approval of the rentals being required of such requesting airline, which 
approval shall be in the sole discretion of the Concessionaire. 

(b) If the Concessionaire determines that the needs of a requesting airline require 
granting such requesting airline the right to share or temporarily use the Preferential Leased 
Premises of one or more Signatory Airlines, the Concessionaire shall serve written notice to each 
affected Signatory Airline of that determination and notice of the Concessionaire's intention to 
make a further determination, in not less than thirty (30) days, as to how the requesting airline 
will be accommodated. 

(c) Preferenfial Rights of the Airline with respect to the Airline's Leased Premises: 

(i) The Airline shall have first priority in the use of the Airline's Leased 
Premises subject to the terms, covenants and conditions of this Agreement. Once an 
airline has been accommodated pursuant to this Section 5.4. in a manner that does not 
conflict with the Airline's then current schedule, the accommodated airline shall be 
entitled to maintain such schedule until such time as the Airline, pursuant to at least 
ninety (90) days prior notice, which the Airline shall provide as soon as reasonably 
practicable, notifies the accommodated airline and the Concessionaire that its fiiture 
published schedule is in conflict with the accommodated airline's schedule, in order for 
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such airline to seek and the Concessionaire to attempt to provide altemative facilities, 
which may include those of the Airline, to the extent available. 

(ii) The Airline covenants to minimize its time of usage of its Preferenfial 
Leased Premises and to remove aircraft promptiy when the Airline's Aircraft are not 
being loaded or unloaded from the aircraft loading positions and the Terminal Ramp Area 
and to make available the use of those Preferential Leased Premises designated by the 
Concessionaire in accordance with this Article V by other airlines pursuant to this 
Section 5.4 in order to preserve the airlines' schedule. The following gate occupancy 
times are considered to be reasonable gate occupancy times in minutes per aircraft 
depending on aircraft size under normal operating conditions. 

(iii) Fewer than seventy (70) seats: turnaround thirty (30) minutes. Arrivals 
and departures only: twenty (20) minutes. 

(iv) From and including seventy (70) to and including one hundred fifty (150) 
seats: turnaround sixty (60) minutes. Arrivals and departures only: thirty (30) minutes. 

(v) More than one hundred fifty (150) seats: turnaround seventy-five (75) 
minutes. Arrivals and departures only: forty (40) minutes. 

The Airline shall not change its scheduling or the ordinary course of its usage of its 
Preferential Leased Premises for the purpose of interfering with the usage of those premises by a 
requesting airline sharing such premises 

(d) In accordance with the priorities set forth in Section 5.5. as provided in 
Section 5.4(c) and in accordance with Rules and Regulations, the Concessionaire may grant the 
requesting airline the right of shared or temporary use of all or a designated portion of the 
Airline's Leased Premises, including rights of ingress and egress, the right to use the aircraft 
parking positions and the right to use loading bridges and other appurtenant equipment which are 
reasonably necessary for the effective use of such premises, and the Airline shall accommodate 
such requesting airline on all or such portion of the Airline's Leased Premises in a commercially 
reasonable manner, taking into account the nature of both the Airline's and the requesting 
airline's operations, which maimer of accommodation shall be subject to the approval of the 
Concessionaire; provided that: 

(i) the requesfing airline has fiimished a certificate of insurance evidencing 
insurance of the types and with the limits and deductibles required to be carried by the 
Airline hereunder and endorsed to include the Airline as an additional insured; 

(ii) the requesting airline has provided the Airline with indemnification 
reasonably satisfactory to the Airline; provided, however, that the Airline may not require 
any indemnification more favorable to it than that which it provides to the Concessionaire 
hereunder; 

(iii) the requesting airline has provided the Airline with a security deposit 
reasonably satisfactory to the Airline; 

(iv) the requesfing airline has provided the Concessionaire with 
indemnification reasonably satisfactory to the Concessionaire together with a security 
deposit equal to ninety (90) days of estimated fees and charges payable to the 
Concessionaire with respect to such airline's operations; 
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(v) the requesting airline's proposed use does not result in an actual or 
threatened strike, boycott, picketing, slow-down, work-stoppage or other type of labor 
action; and 

(vi) the requesting airline has agreed to pay the Airline (on reasonable payment 
terms), the applicable amount set forth in Section 4.3(b). 

Section 5.5 Priorities for Accommodation. 

(a) If the Concessionaire receives a request from an airline seeking to expand its 
present service at the Airport or an airline seeking entry into the Airport, the Concessionaire shall 
accommodate such request in the following order of priorities: 

(i) providing access to the Concessionaire-Contiolled Facilities in accordance 
with the provisions of Section 5.2; then, if necessary, 

(ii) encouraging such airline to request consensual accommodation from 
Signatory Airlines pursuant to Section 5.3: and then, if necessary, 

(iii) invoking the accommodation provisions of Section 5.4. 

(b) In the event that, pursuant to Section 5.2(al. the Concessionaire reasonably 
determines that a requesting airline is in need of facilities to accommodate passengers or aircraft 
and such facilities should be made available from Preferential Leased Premises because such 
airline cannot be accommodated pursuant to the provisions of Section 5.2 or Section 5.3. the 
Concessionaire will follow the following mles and priorities in designating the specific premises 
for temporary or shared use by the requesting airline: 

(i) Preferential Leased Premises shall be designated for temporary or shared 
use in the reverse order of the magnitude of the then present utilization of Gates leased by 
Signatory Airlines. 

(ii) In assessing the degree of such utilization by Signatory Airlines, the 
Concessionaire will consider all factors deemed relevant, which at a minimum will 
include: 

(A) the type of aircraft in use or proposed to be used; 

(B) the average number of flight arrivals and departures per aircraft 
parking position per day; 

(C) flight scheduling considerations; 

(D) potential labor conflicts and union work mles; 

(E) Affiliate status, code sharing and handling and subleasing and other 
business relationships; 

(F) the number, availability and type (e.g. wide-body or narrow body) of 
aircraft parking position locations; 

(G) the preferences of the Signatory Airlines as to which of their specific 
premises are designated for temporary or shared use by the requesting 
airline; and 

(H) other operational needs, requirements, facilities, resources and 
capacities of the airlines. 
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(c) The Concessionaire may also grant a requesfing airline the right to temporarily 
use a designated portion of the Airline's Leased Premises in non-recurring emergency or safety-
related circumstances, so long as such use will not unreasonably adversely affect the Airline's 
Air Transportation Business at the Airport and subject to the requesting airline's satisfaction of 
insurance, indemnity and payment requirements consistent with the requirements of this 
Agreement. 

Section 5.6 Utilization Requirements. 

(a) Except as provided under Section 5.6(c) with respect to Preferential 
Grandfathered Gates, the utilization requirements (the "Utilization Requirements") for Gates 
that are part of the Airline's Leased Premises may be satisfied by the Airline achieving a certain 
minimum average number of departing seats per Gate calculated as follows: 

Departing Seats: The average number of departing seats per day per Gate that is part of 
the Airline's Leased Premises calculated by dividing the total scheduled departing seats 
from the Airline's Gates published for sale to the public by the Airline in any normal five 
(5) consecutive weekday period by five (5), and further dividing the result thereof by the 
number of Gates that are then part of the Airline's Leased Premises; provided, however, 
that in the event that the Airline's actual total weekly departing seats from the Airport are 
materially less than the published scheduled departing seats for any four (4) successive 
Monday through Friday periods within a calendar quarter, the Concessionaire shall have 
the right to use the actual total weekly departing seats for purposes of the calculation 
pursuant to this paragraph (the "Daily Departing Seat Average Utilization"). 

(b) To satisfy the Utilization Requirements, the Daily Departing Seat Average 
Utilization of the Airline with respect to Gates that are part of its Preferential Leased Premises, 
must equal or exceed: 

(i) Commencing with the Effective Date, through the end of 2012: 

400 with respect to the first Gate, 400 with respect to a second Gate if the Airline leases 
more than one Gate, and 750 with respect to the third or more Gates if the Airline leases 
3 or more Gates. 

(ii) Commencing with 2013 through the end of 2018: 

450 with respect to the first Gate, 450 with respect to a second Gate if the Airline leases 
more than one Gate, and 850 with respect to the third or more Gates if the Airline leases 
3 or more Gates. 

(iii) Commencing with 2019 and each Fiscal Year thereafter until the end of 
the Term: 

500 with respect to the first Gate, 500 with respect to a second Gate if the Airline leases 
more than one Gate, and 1000 with respect to the third or more Gates if the Airline leases 
3 or more Gates. 

Any departing seats, however, exceeding the number required with respect to the first and 
second Gates, as provided in Sections 5.6(b)(i), (ii) and (iii). shall be counted toward meeting the 
Daily Departing Seat Average Utilization for the rest of the Gates leased to the Airline, if any. 

(c) The Airline shall maintain a "Daily Average Utilization" with respect to its 
Preferential Grandfathered Gates, if any, of at least one scheduled daily departure of an aircraft 
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with not less than 69 seats. After December 31, 2012, all Gates that were Preferential 
Grandfathered Gates are subject to the provisions of Section 5.6(a) and Section 5.6(b). 

(d) For purposes of any calculation under this Section 5.6. the Concessionaire shall 
include in such calculation the departing seats of the Airline, any airline that is an Affiliate of the 
Airline, any other airlines that are being handled by the Airline on the Airline's Leased Premises 
pursuant to a handling agreement between the Airline and any such other airline, and any airline 
that is a code-share partner of the Airline so long as the flights of such code-share partner from 
the Airport are operated solely under the designation of the Airline, in all cases departing from 
Gates that are part of the Airline's Leased Premises. For the avoidance of doubt, however, 
departing seats of any airline that subleases Gates from the Airline pursuant to Section 4.3 and 
that otherwise does not meet the standards described in this paragraph shall not be included in 
the calculation of departing seats of the Airline for purposes of this Section 5.6. 

(e) In the event that the Airline does not meet the applicable Utilization Requirements 
with respect to the Airline's Gates that are part of the Airline's Leased Premises, the 
Concessionaire may from time to time, upon thirty (30) days' prior written notice to the Airline, 
terminate this Agreement with respect to, and delete from, the Airline's Leased Premises, that 
number of the Airline's Gates as may be necessary to cause the Airline to meet the Daily 
Average Utilization standard for its remaining Gates. 

(f) If the Concessionaire deletes from the Airline's Leased Premises any of the 
Airline's Gates pursuant to this Section 5.6. the Concessionaire shall terminate this Agreement 
with respect to, and delete from, the Airline's Leased Premises, an appropriate number of square 
feet of other Preferential Leased Premises of the Airline, including ticket counters. Terminal 
Ramp Area and holdroom space, that the Concessionaire deems reasonably necessary, after 
consultation with the Airline, for the efficient utilization of such deleted Gates. In determining 
the number of square feet to terminate, the Concessionaire shall take into account all relevant 
considerations so as to minimize the effect of the termination of space on the Airline's 
operations. 

Section 5.7 Revisions to Airline's Leased Premises. 

Any revision to the Airline's Leased Premises pursuant to this Article V shall be reflected 
in a revised Exhibit O hereto, as is appropriate, approved by the Concessionaire, which revision 
shall not be deemed to be an amendment to this Agreement. 

Section 5.8 Gate Return. 

On the fifth anniversary of the first full Fiscal Year after the Effective Date and on every 
fifth anniversary thereafter, by ninety (90) days' prior notice, the Airline may delete from the 
Airline's Leased Premises the fewer of: as many as five (5) Gates or as much as thirty percent 
(30%) (rounded to the nearest whole number) of the number of Gates then part of the Airline's 
Leased Premises, or, if the Airline has only one Gate, then that Gate, and a corresponding 
amount of (or all, if the last Gate of the Airline is being deleted) Airline's other Preferential 
Leased Premises as provided under Section 5.6(f). Upon the effective date of the deletion, the 
deleted space, shall become part of and be treated as Concessionaire-Controlled Facilities for all 
purposes under this Agreement. 
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ARTICLE VI. TRANSITION PROVISIONS 

Section 6.1 At the beginning of the Term. 

(a) After execution of the Lease by the Concessionaire, the Concessionaire shall work 
collaboratively with the TOP Committee formed pursuant to the provisions of Exhibit S to create 
a draft Transition Plan. Upon Majority-in-Interest approval, which shall not be unreasonably 
withheld or delayed, the draft Transition Plan shall become effective and incorporated as the 
Transition Plan into this Agreement. This Section 6.1(a) is effective as of the date of execution 
of the Lease by the Concessionaire. 

(b) The Airline and the Concessionaire acknowledge that upon the Effective Date, the 
fees and charges then in effect for the Airline's use of the Airport will be reset and adjusted, so 
that such fees and charges are calculated in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement 
from the Effective Date forward. For purposes of the Airline's Fees and Charges during the 
Initial Transition Period, Exhibit P contains the estimate of the Airline's Fees and Charges for 
the Initial Transition Period, which shall be used for purposes of determining payments due to 
the Concessionaire by the Airline during the Initial Transition Period pursuant to Section 9.2(c). 
all subject to adjustments that may be made by the Concessionaire pursuant to Section 9.3 and to 
the Reconciling Adjustments required by Section 9.4. Notwithstanding the termination of the 
Prior Use Agreement pursuant to Section 2.3 of this Agreement, the City and the Airline shall 
pay the amounts, if any, that may be due or resulting from payments that accmed but were not 
yet required to be made to each other, pursuant to the retroactive adjustment required under the 
Prior Use Agreement. Such payments, if any, shall be made no later than thirty (30) days after 
the end of the reconciliation required under Section 9.04 of the Prior Use Agreement 

Section 6.2 After the End of the Term. 

If, at the end of the Term, the Signatory Airlines by Mil and the Concessionaire have not 
agreed to a new airport use agreement, this Agreement shall continue in effect until such time as 
the Concessionaire and a Majority-in-Interest have executed a new use agreement; provided that 
this sentence shall not be effective unless, at the end of the Term, at least one of the Signatory 
Airlines that executed the Lease as of the Effective Date (or its Successor Entity) continues to 
offer daily service from the Airport. "Successor Entity" means, as to such Signatory Airline, 
any entity that has succeeded, directiy or indirectly, to all or substantially all of the business of 
the Signatory Airline, whether by merger, consolidation, purchase of assets or otherwise, in a 
single transaction or series of transactions. The parties shall use their Best Efforts to reach such 
an agreement. 

ARTICLE VII. CALCULATION OF FEES AND CHARGES 

Section 7.1 Airline's Fees and Charges. 

The Airline must pay the Concessionaire for each Fiscal Year an amount equal to the sum 
of: 

(a) The Airline's Total Contribution (as adjusted after the end of the Fiscal Year 
pursuant to Section 9.4). plus 

(b) The Airline's MATCO Fees, plus 
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(c) CCF Gate Management Surcharges resulting from the Airline's departures from 
Concessionaire-Controlled Facilities during a Fiscal Year, if any; plus 

(d) FIS Management Surcharges resulting from the Airline's FIS Deplaned 
Passengers during a Fiscal Year, if any; plus 

(e) The Concessionaire-Controlled Facility Fees, if any, resulting from the Airline's 
use of Concessionaire-Controlled Facilities, and less 

(f) Credits, if any, due to the Airline pursuant to Section 7.2. 

Section 7.2 Airline's MATCO Contribution Credits. 

The fees due by the Airiine to the Concessionaire for each Fiscal Year that the MATCO 
Agreement is in effect under Section 7.1 will be offset by an amount equal to the result of 
multiplying (a) the amounts, if any, collected by the Concessionaire pursuant to the MATCO 
Agreement in excess of the sum of the MATCO Equipment Costs plus the MATCO Fuel System 
Costs by (b) the Airline's Factor. 

Section 7.3 Non-Signatory Fees and Charges. 

The Concessionaire must charge Non-Signatory Airlines fees for the use of the Airport as 
may be in effect during each Fiscal Year that are no less than the following: 

(a) The Non-Signatory Landing Fee Rate; 

(b) The Non-Signatory FIS Fee Rate; 

(c) The Non-Signatory Concessionaire-Controlled Facility Fee; and 

(d) Those charges applicable under the MATCO Agreement, including for use of 
MATCO Equipment and MATCO services, except those resulting from a breach by MATCO of 
the MATCO Agreement. 

Section 7.4 Effect of Non-Use of FIS Facility. 

Until January I, 2013, if there are no FIS Deplaned Passengers during a Fiscal Year, then 
the FIS Factor for that Fiscal Year must be eliminated along with the Airline's FIS Contribution, 
but the Terminal Factor must be increased by the amount of the FIS Factor for such Fiscal Year. 
Thereafter, if there are no FIS Deplaned Passengers during a Fiscal Year, the FIS Factor for that 
Fiscal Year must be eliminated along with the Airline's FIS Contribution, with no corresponding 
increase in the Terminal Factor for that Fiscal Year. The Concessionaire may, during any Fiscal 
Year in which the FIS is not used as an FIS facility, use the FIS space for any purpose permitted 
under the Lease. The Concessionaire and the Airline shall cooperate and consult with one 
another about ways of encouraging and facilitating the use of the Airport for intemational flights. 
The Signatory Airlines may, pursuant to Mil approval, agree with the Concessionaire to 
determine and allocate FIS fees and charges in a manner other than as provided under the Airport 
Use Agreement. 

Section 7.5 Example of Rate Methodology. 

Exhibit Q sets forth, for illustrative purposes only, a chart describing the methodology for 
calculating the Airline's Fees and Charges pursuant to this Article VII. 
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ARTICLE VIII. DISPUTE RESOLUTION 

Section 8.1 Scope. 

Except for disputes conceming termination of this Agreement by any party, any dispute 
arising out of, relating to or in connection with this Agreement, including any question as to 
whether such dispute is subject to arbitration, shall be resolved as set forth in this Article VIII. 

Section 8.2 Informal Dispute Resolution Procedures. 

The parties agree that, at all times, they will attempt in good faith to resolve all disputes 
that may arise under this Agreement. The parties further agree that, upon receipt of written 
notice of a dispute from a party, the parties will refer the dispute to the Designated Person of 
each party. The Designated Persons shall negotiate in good faith to resolve the dispute, 
conferring as often as they deem reasonably necessary, and shall gather and in good faith fumish 
to each other the infonnation pertinent to the dispute. Statements made by Representatives of the 
parties during the dispute resolution mechanisms set forth in this Section 8.2 and documents 
specifically created for such dispute resolufion mechanisms shall be considered part of settlement 
negotiations and shall not be admissible in evidence in any proceeding without the mutual 
consent of the parties. 

Section 8.3 Mediation. 

Mediation of a dispute under this Agreement may not be commenced until the earlier of: 
(i) such time as both of the Designated Persons, after following the procedures set forth in 
Section 8.2. conclude in good faith that amicable resolution through continued negotiation of the 
matter does not appear likely or (ii) fifteen (15) days after the date of the notice referring the 
dispute to the Designated Persons, pursuant to Section 8.2. If, after such time period, the dispute 
remains unresolved, the parties shall attempt to resolve the dispute through mediation 
administered by the American Arbitration Association ("AAA") under its Conmiercial Mediation 
Procedures before resorting to binding arbitration, as provided by Section 8.2. 

Section 8.4 Arbitration. 

If the procedures described in Section 8.2 and Section 8.3 do not result in resolution of 
the dispute within thirty (30) business days following a reference to mediation, the dispute shall 
be exclusively and then in effect finally settled by arbitration in accordance with the Commercial 
Arbitration Rules of the AAA (the "AAA Rules"). Either party may initiate the arbitration, as 
provided in the AAA Rules. The place of arbitration shall be Chicago, Illinois unless the parties 
agree otherwise. The arbitral panel shall determine the rights and obligations of the parties in 
accordance with the substantive laws of the State of Illinois and without regard to conflicts of 
laws principles thereof Except as agreed by the parties, the arbitral panel shall have no power to 
alter or modify any terms or provisions of this Agreement, or to render any award that, by its 
terms or effects, would alter or modify any term or provision of this Agreement. The arbitral 
panel shall be composed of three arbitrators, one to be selected by the Airline, one to be selected 
by the Concessionaire and the third (who shall act as chairman of the panel) to be selected by the 
two previously selected arbitrators. If the two previously-selected arbitrators cannot agree on the 
selection of the third arbitrator, the Chief Judge of the United States Court of Appeals for the 
judicial circuit in which Chicago is located shall select the third arbitrator; provided that, in the 
event that the Chief Judge elects not to select the third arbitrator, the President of the AAA shall 
select the third arbitrator. 
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Once the arbitral panel has been composed, the arbitrators shall act as neutrals and not as 
party arbitrators, and no party shall engage in any ex parte communication with any member of 
the arbitral panel. Each party shall bear its own attorney fees, expenses and costs. The award 
shall include interest at the Prime Rate from the date of any breach or violation of this 
Agreement or the incurring of any obligation as determined in the arbitral award until paid in 
fiill. The award shall be in writing and state the reasons upon which it is based. The award shall 
be final and binding on the parties. Judgment on the award may be entered by any court with 
competent jurisdiction. The Federal Arbitration Act, 9 U.S.C. § 1 et seq., shall govern any 
arbitration conducted pursuant to this Section 8.4. 

Section 8.5 Provisional Remedies. 

No party shall be precluded from initiating a proceeding in a court of competent 
jurisdiction for the purpose of obtaining any emergency or provisional remedy to protect its 
rights that may be necessary and that is not otherwise available under this Agreement. 

Section 8.6 Tolling. 

If a party receiving a notice of default under this Agreement contests, disputes or 
challenges the propriety of such notice by making application to the dispute resolution procedure 
in this Article VIII. any cure period that applies to such default shall be tolled for the time period 
between such application and the issuance of a final award except with respect to a default by the 
Airline arising by reason of non-payment of the Airline's Fees and Charges. 

Section 8.7 Technical Arbitration. 

(a) Informal Dispute Resolution by Independent Engineer. The parties may agree to 
submit any engineering or technical dispute under this Agreement to the Independent Engineer, 
which submission may be made without submitting the engineering or technical dispute to 
engineering arbitration pursuant to Section 8.7(b) or to the dispute resolution process described 
in Section 8.2 through Section 8.4. The Independent Engineer shall determine any uruesolved 
disputed items within three (3) business days of the submission of such dispute to the 
Independent Engineer, unless the Independent Engineer has good cause to extend such date for 
determination. The parties shall each bear their own costs with respect to the submission of such 
dispute to the Independent Engineer and shall bear equally the cost of the Independent Engineer 
with respect to such dispute. The Independent Engineer's decision shall be in writing and state 
the reasons upon which it is based. The decision of the Independent Engineer shall be final and 
binding on the parties, unless either party expressly reserves the right, at the time of the 
submission of the engineering or technical dispute to the Independent Engineer, to submit the 
dispute to engineering arbitration pursuant to Section 8.7(b) or to the dispute resolution process 
described in Section 8.2 through Section 8.4. 

(b) Engineering Arbitration. The parties may agree to submit any engineering or 
technical dispute under this Agreement to engineering arbitration, which submission may be 
made without submitting the engineering or technical dispute to the Independent Engineer 
pursuant to Section 8.7(a) or to the dispute resolution process described in Section 8.2 through 
Section 8.4. Such engineering arbitration shall be conducted by an independent engineering 
arbitrator, which shall be an engineering firm with nationally recognized engineering experience 
related to Comparable Public Airports and that is acceptable to the Airline and the 
Concessionaire (and if the parties fail to agree upon the independent engineering arbitrator 
within five (5) business days after the parties agree to submit the dispute to engineering 
arbitration, then the Airline and the Concessionaire shall each appoint an independent 
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engineering arbitrator and both such arbitrators shall be instmcted to select a third independent 
engineering arbitrator to conduct the engineering arbitrafion). Such submission shall be in the 
form of written statements of position by one or both of the parties, which statements shall be 
provided to both the other party and the independent engineering arbitrator, with each party 
having an opportunity to respond to such written statements of the other party and any requests 
for statements or information by the independent engineering arbitrator, including in-person 
meetings. All such submissions by a party shall be made within ten (10) business days following 
appointment of the independent engineering arbitrator and, notwithstanding any provision herein 
to the contrary, any unresolved disputed items shall be determined by the independent 
engineering arbitrator within seven (7) business days following receipt by the independent 
engineering arbitrator of the parties' submissions of information unless such independent 
engineering arbitrator has good cause to extend such date for determination. The parties shall 
each bear their own costs with respect to the arbitration of any such engineering dispute and shall 
bear equally the cost of retaining such independent engineering arbitrator. The independent 
engineering arbitrator's award shall be in writing and state the reasons upon which it is based. 
The independent engineering arbitrator's award shall be final and binding on the parties. 

Section 8.8 Disputes Involving a Majority-in-Interest. 

Disputes involving the Concessionaire and Signatory Airlines representing a Majority-in-
Interest, whether acting individually or as a Majority-in-Interest, shall be resolved in accordance 
with this Article VIII. If Signatory Airlines acting individually are engaged in a dispute with the 
Concessionaire, substantially relating to similar issues the Concessionaire may, by notice, 
consolidate such disputes into a single proceeding with a Majority-in-Interest. The Majority-in-
Interest shall provide notice to the Concessionaire of a dispute between a Majority-in-Interest 
and the Concessionaire. Mediation of such a dispute shall be in accordance with Section 8.3 
except that the Majority-in-Interest shall appoint the Designated Person provided for in Section 
8.3. The arbitral panel shall be selected in accordance with Section 8.4. except that the Majority-
in-Interest shall select the arbitrator provided for in Section 8.4. The Airline agrees to be bound 
by any resolution of such dispute if the Airline is part of the Majority-in-Interest. If the Airline is 
not part of the Majority-in-lnterest, the Airline agrees to be bound by any resolution of the 
dispute pursuant to Section 8.4. Any other resolution of the dispute by a Majority-in-Interest of 
which the Airline is not part shall also be binding on the Airline except to the same extent that a 
Majority-in-Interest Approval would not be binding on the Airline pursuant to Section 17.13(c). 

ARTICLE IX. PAYMENT OF RENTALS, FEES AND CHARGES 

Section 9.1 Information on Airline Operations. 

(a) Not later than one hundred twenty (120) days prior to the end of each Fiscal Year, 
the Airline shall fiimish the Concessionaire with an estimate of (i) the total Maximum Approved 
Gross Landing Weight of all aircraft to be landed at the Airport by the Airline during the next 
ensuing Fiscal Year, (ii) the number of Enplaned Passengers, Deplaned Passenger, FIS Deplaned 
Passengers, and through passengers of the Airline during the next ensuing Fiscal Year, and (iii) 
the total number of gallons of Fuel to be distributed from the MATCO Fuel System to the Airline 
during the next ensuing Fiscal Year. 

(b) Not later than the fifteenth (15th) day of each month of each Fiscal Year, the 
Airline shall complete and file with the Concessionaire, on forms prescribed by the 
Concessionaire, the following information and data for the previous month: 
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(i) The number of the Airline's Revenue Landings and Maximum Gross 
Approved Landing Weight of Revenue Landings; 

(ii) The number of the Airline's Enplaned Passengers, Deplaned Passengers, 
FIS Deplaned Passengers, through passengers and non-revenue passengers departing 
from the Airport; 

(iii) The number of Revenue Landings, Enplaned Passengers, Deplaned 
Passengers, FIS Deplaned Passengers, and through passengers and Maximum Approved 
Gross Landing Weight of aircraft ground handled by the Airline; 

(iv) The amount of enplaned and deplaned freight, mail and other cargo, 
expressed in tonnage, handled by the Airline; 

(v) The number of gallons of Fuel distributed to the Airline from the MATCO 
Fuel System; and 

(vi) Any other information reasonably required by the Concessionaire to 
prepare the calculation required by Secfion 9.2(a). 

Section 9.2 Statement of Airline's Estimated Annual Fees and Charges; 
Payment of Airline's Fees and Charges. 

(a) Not later than sixty (60) days before the beginning of each Fiscal Year, the 
Concessionaire shall furnish the Airline with a preliminary itemized calculation for such Fiscal 
Year of the following: 

(i) The Actual Base Contribufion applicable for that Fiscal Year; 

(ii) The Airline's Total Contribufion, including 

(A) the Airline's Airfield Contribution, 

(B) the Airline's FIS Contribution, if any, 

(C) the Airline's Terminal Rental Contribution, including: 

(1) the Airline's Joint Use Terminal Rental Contribution and 

(2) the Airline's Preferential Leased Premises Rental Contribution; 

(D) the Airline's Terminal Ramp Contribution; 

(iii) The Airline's Concessionaire-Controlled Facility Fees, if any; 

(iv) All applicable rates and fees, including: 

(A) the FIS Fee Rate, 

(B) the Landing Fee Rate, 

(C) the Terminal Ramp Fee Rate, 

(D) the Terminal Fee Rate, 

(E) the Concessionaire-Controlled Facility Fee, 

(F) the Airline's MATCO Fees, 

(G) the Airline's CCF Gate Management Surcharges, and 

(H) the Airline's FIS Management Surcharges. 
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(b) Not later than the last day of the Fiscal Year or of the Initial Transition Peri'od, the 
Concessionaire shall fiimish the Airline with a revised estimated calculation of such amounts for 
the following Fiscal Year (the "Statement of Airline's Estimated Annual Fees and 
Charges"). For purposes of the Statement of Airline's Estimated Annual Fees and Charges, all 
adjustments to the rates set forth in Section 9.2(a'>(iv) shall be based on such estimates. 

(c) Not later than the first (1st) business day of each month of each Fiscal Year, the 
Airline shall pay, without invoice, 1/12th of the estimated Airline's Total Contribution, plus 
1/I2th of the esfimated Airline's MATCO Fees, plus the estimated Airline's Concessionaire-
Controlled Facility Fees, if any for that month, as set forth in the Statement of Airline's 
Estimated Annual Fees and Charges ("Estimated Monthly Payment"). 

(d) Not later than the fifteenth (15th) day of each month of each Fiscal Year, the 
Airline shall fiimish the Concessionaire with a statement signed by an authorized representafive 
of the Airline, certifying the actual number of the Airline's Revenue Landings, by type, model 
and Maximum Approved Gross Landing Weight of aircraft, during the preceding month the 
number of FIS Deplaned Passengers, and a similar statement from MATCO certifying as to the 
actual number of gallons of Fuel distributed from the MATCO Fuel System to the Airline during 
the preceding month. 

Section 9.3 Adjustment of Airline's Estimated Fees and Charges. 

(a) When permitted. If at any time during any Fiscal Year, the Concessionaire's 
forecast based upon its most recently available information with respect to such Fiscal Year, and 
any adjustments to the Actual Base Contribution in effect for that Fiscal Year that the 
Concessionaire wishes or is required to make not in excess of the Base Contribution in effect for 
that Fiscal Year together with the most recently available information with respect to the 
Airline's Fees and Charges actually received by the Concessionaire pursuant to Section 9.2(c), 
indicates that payment of the aggregate fees and charges by the Signatory Airlines at the then-
existing Estimated Monthly Payment would result in an underpayment or overpayment of five 
percent (5%) or more of the amount required hereunder to be paid to the Concessionaire by the 
Signatory Airlines through Signatory Airlines Airline's Fees and Charges in the aggregate during 
such Fiscal Year, the Concessionaire may adjust (the "Interim Adjustment") the remaining 
Estimated Monthly Payments for such Fiscal Year to conform to its current projection, but in no 
event shall the Concessionaire be entitled to more than two Interim Adjustments during each 
Fiscal Year or the Initial Transition Period. For purposes of Section 9.4. the Actual Base 
Contribution shall be that determined by the Concessionaire pursuant to this Section 9.3 as part 
of the last Interim Adjustment for a Fiscal Year. 

(b) Notice required. Unless waived by the Airline, in writing, thirty (30) days prior 
to the effective date of any Interim Adjustment, the Concessionaire shall provide notice to the 
Airline of the Interim Adjustment and the effect thereof on the Estimated Monthly Payment (the 
"Revised Estimated Monthly Payment"). The Concessionaire shall make appropriate 
representatives available to discuss with the Airline and the Airlines' Representative the Interim 
Adjustment and the Revised Estimated Monthly Payment. Upon the effective date of an Interim 
Adjustment, the Airline shall make payments to the Concessionaire as provided in Section 9.2(c) 
but in the amount of the then applicable Revised Estimated Monthly Payment during the 
remainder of the Fiscal Year. 
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Section 9.4 Statement of Airline's Actual Annual Fees and Charges. 

(a) Final Reconciling Adjustments. Within ninety (90) days after the close of each 
Fiscal Year or the Initial Transition Period, the Concessionaire shall recalculate and adjust all 
applicable rates, including: 

(i) the FIS Fee Rate, 

(ii) the Landing Fee Rate, 

(iii) the Terminal Ramp Fee Rate, 

(iv) the Terminal Fee Rate, 

(v) the Airline's MATCO fees, 

(vi) the CCF Gate Management Surcharges, and 

(vii) the FIS Management Surcharges. 

The Concessionaire's adjustments shall be based on the calculation procedures 
established in this Agreement, but shall use actual (rather than estimated) figures of the items set 
forth in the Statement of Airline's Estimated Aimual Fees and Charges, adjusting for any 
changes in the Airline's Leased Premises during the Fiscal Year, any change in the beginning 
and end of the Fiscal Year to prorate Terminal and Terminal Ramp Fee payments, and any 
applicable credits due the Airline (the "Reconciling Adjustments"). In addition, the 
Reconciling Adjustments shall take into account and apply, at this time, the Airline's Airfield 
Credit and the Airline's CCF Credit, all of which shall be applied to and then reduce the 
Airline's Total Contribution. Based on such Reconciling Adjustments, the Concessionaire shall 
recalculate the Airline's Fees and Charges payable for such Fiscal Year. The Airline's Fees and 
Charges shall be set forth and supported by the Statement of Airline's Actual Annual Fees and 
Charges ("Statement of Airline's Actual Annual Fees and Charges"). 

(b) If, as recalculated pursuant to Section 9.4(a). the Airline's Fees and Charges 
actually paid by the Airline during the preceding Fiscal Year exceeded the amount of its 
Airline's Fees and Charges payable (the excess payment being the "Overpayment") or were 
less than the amount of the Airline's Fees and Charges payable (the deficiency in payment being 
the "Underpayment"), the Airline, as the case may be, shall pay the Concessionaire any 
Underpayment in monthly installments evenly over the balance of the then current Fiscal Year to 
allow the Concessionaire to recover any Underpayment by the Airline in the preceding Fiscal 
Year, or the Airline shall recover its Overpayment by even monthly reductions in its monthly 
payments to the Concessionaire for the then current Fiscal Year to compensate the Airline for 
any Overpayment to the Concessionaire in the preceding Fiscal Year. Any Underpayments or 
Overpayment, as the case may be, during the last Fiscal Year, is due and payable by a party to 
the other within ten (10) business days of the submittal by the Concessionaire to the Airline of 
the Reconciling Adjustments. 

(c) If, during a Fiscal Year, the Concessionaire sets the Concessionaire-Controlled 
Facility Fee at a rate lower than that provided pursuant to the four departures per day, per Gate 
calculation set forth in the definition of Concessionaire-Controlled Facility Fee, and, as a result, 
the amount of Concessionaire-Controlled Facility Fees collected and retained by the 
Concessionaire during that Fiscal Year is below the Total Concessionaire-Controlled Facility 
Contribution, then the Concessionaire shall make up that difference by increasing the CCF Credit 
in an amount equal to the number of departures from the Concessionaire-Controlled Facilities 
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charged at that lower rate during that Fiscal Year multiplied by the amount by which the 
Concessionaire-Controlled Facility Fee was set below that rate. 

Section 9.5 Place of Payment; Late Payments. 

(a) All amounts due from the Airline hereunder shall be paid to the Concessionaire at 
the office of the Concessionaire or at such other place as may be hereafter designated by the 
Concessionaire. 

(b) Any amount which is not paid within five (5) days of when due and, if 
appropriate, invoiced, shall bear interest from its due date at a rate three percent (3%) higher than 
the rate of interest announced publicly by the Wall Street Journal or its successors as the so-
called "Prime Rate." At any time such bank does not announce such a rate, the rate of interest 
shall be that charged by such bank to its most credit-worthy customers. 

Section 9.6 Security Deposits. 

(a) Subject to the provisions of Section 9.6(b) and Secfion 9.6(c). in order to 
guarantee the timely payment of all the Airline's Fees and Charges, to the extent that the City has 
not already done so, the Airline, if operafing at the Airport for less than one year prior to the 
Effective Date, shall remit to the Concessionaire, within ten (10) days of the date of the Effective 
Date, a security deposit (the "Security Deposit") in an amount equal to estimated amounts due 
by the Airline to the Concessionaire for the three fiill initial months of the Agreement after the 
Effective Date (the "Security Deposit Amount"). 

(b) The Security Deposit shall be in the form of letter of credit, cash, or such other 
form of security as the Concessionaire may deem acceptable. The foregoing notwithstanding, 
the Concessionaire has the right to waive the payment of all or any portion of the Airline's 
Security Deposit at any time. 

(c) If the Airline has been required to remit to the Concessionaire a Security Deposit 
pursuant to Section 9.6(a) and has both (i) been operating at the Airport for at least one year 
after the Effective Date; and (ii) for the previous 12 months, has been timely in making all 
payments to the Concessionaire pursuant to this Agreement, then the Concessionaire shall reduce 
the Airline's Security Deposit requirement for the Airline to 2/3 of the Security Deposit Amount 
and shall retum to the Airline 1/3 of the Security Deposit Amount. 

(d) If, notwithstanding the provisions Section 9.6(a). the Airline is at any time 
delinquent in making any payment to the Concessionaire pursuant to this Agreement, then the 
Security Deposit Amount requirement shall be immediately reinstated and the Airline shall remit 
to the Concessionaire within seven (7) days of receipt of notice from the Concessionaire of such 
delinquency the amount of the Security Deposit Amount. If the Airline does not so remit the 
amount of the Security Deposit Amount in a timely manner, the Concessionaire shall be entitled 
to set-off the amount to be reinstated against the next ensuing payments by the Airline's Fees and 
Charges until such Security Deposit is fully reinstated. 

(e) At any time that (i) any material amount of the Airline's Fees and Charges or any 
other material amounts due hereunder are more than thirty (30) days past due after notice from 
the Concessionaire, or (ii) the Airline fails to keep the Airline's Leased Premises and any interest 
therein and any improvements thereon free and clear of any and all liens in accordance with 
Section 12.5 of the Agreement, the Concessionaire, upon notice to the airline, will be entitled to 
apply any of the Security Deposit described in Section 9.6(a) to the payment of such unpaid 
amounts or to the costs of removal of such liens, as the case may be. In any such event, the 
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Airline shall again meet the Security Deposit requirement set forth in Section 9.6(a) within 
seven (7) days from its receipt of such notice. If the Airline does not so meet the Security 
Deposit requirement in a timely manner, the Concessionaire shall be entitled to set-off such 
Security Deposit against the next ensuing payments of the Airline's Fees and Charges until such 
Security Deposit is complete. 

(f) If as of the Effective Date the City is holding any amounts as a security deposit of 
the Airline under the Prior Use Agreement, the City shall pay such security deposit amounts to 
the Airline as of the Effective Date. 

Section 9.7 Right to Contest; No Abatement or Set-off. 

(a) The payment by the Airline to the Concessionaire, and-the acceptance by the 
Concessionaire from the Airline, of any amount hereunder shall not preclude either the Airline or 
the Concessionaire from questioning the accuracy of any statement on the basis of which such 
payment was made, or preclude the Concessionaire from making any claim against the Airline 
for any additional amount payable by the Airline hereunder, or preclude the Airline from 
making, within such period, any claim against the Concessionaire for credit for any excess 
amount paid by the Airline hereunder. 

(b) Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Airline shall not abate, suspend, postpone, set
off or discontinue any payments of the Airline's Fees and Charges payable hereunder except as 
may be permitted under the Lease. 

Section 9.8 No Other Fees and Charges. 

(a) No rents, fees or charges other than those herein expressly referred to or provided 
for in this Agreement or other agreements with the Airline (e.g. for hangar space, aircraft parking 
at gates, aircraft remote overnight parking or new terminal and terminal ramp space), shall be 
imposed by the Concessionaire upon the Airline, its Delegates, passengers, customers, suppliers 
of materials or fumishers of services (each such third-party Airline service provider an "Airline 
Provider") for the Airline's use of the Airline's Leased Premises or access to the Airport 
pursuant to and as provided under this Agreement. All revenues and other amounts or 
obligations due and payable to the Concessionaire resulting from the exercise by the 
Concessionaire of any of its rights with respect to the City or with respect to the Airport under 
the Lease or resulting from the Concessionaire's management of the Airport pursuant to the 
Lease including any payments by Signatory and Non-Signatory Airlines under this Agreement 
belong to the Concessionaire for purposes of this Agreement and the Airline shall have no 
interest therein or thereto. Except as otherwise provided by this Agreement, the Concessionaire 
is entitled to impose and collect any charges and fees relating to the use of the Airport (none of 
which are included in, subject to, or have any effect on the Base Contribution) including those: 

(i) for the use of specified equipment or facilities at the Airport, 

(ii) for the use of overnight aircraft parking areas at the Airport, other than 
those that are part of the Airline's Leased Premises, 

(iii) for the use of the public auto parking areas on the Airport, 

(iv) from operators of ground transportation to, from and on the Airport, 

(v) from any concessionaire at the Airport; 
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(vi) from any Person (other than a Signatory Airline conducting an Air 
Transportation Business with respect to rights granted to a Signatory Airline under the 
Airport Use Agreement) for access to the Airport for the conduct of its business, and 

(vii) from any Person for the exercise of any rights conferred by the Lease; 

(viii) fees chargeable to aircraft landing at and taking off.from the Airport other 
than those engaged in the Air Transportation Business 

(b) Any fee charged by the Concessionaire to Airline Providers that do not lease or 
occupy space at the Airport shall not be in excess of an administrative charge to cover the costs 
of monitoring and administration. 

(c) The restrictions set forth in this Section 9.8 do not apply to any generally 
applicable taxes, permits or license fees levied or imposed by the City. The Concessionaire 
reserves the right to impose and use a Passenger Facility Charge in accordance with applicable 
Law and to receive and use a car rental facility charge as provided under the Lease. 

Section 9.9 Airline Books and Records. 

The Airline shall maintain and/or make available upon reasonable notice at its office in 
Chicago, Illinois, or at the Airport, books, records and accounts relevant to the determination of 
any Airline's Fees and Charges, including records of its Revenue Landings at the Airport, each 
such item of information to be maintained for a period of at least five years from the date of 
creation unless necessary for pending litigation, or for any greater period if required by any 
applicable Law. If such books, records and accounts are not maintained at such office, the 
Airline shall in any case maintain such books, records and accounts within the United States, and 
the Airline shall promptly fumish the Concessionaire and any Governmental Authority with all 
information reasonably requested by them with respect to such books, records and accounts. The 
Concessionaire, and such Persons as may be designated by the Concessionaire and such 
Governmental Authorities, shall have the right, at all reasonable times at their own expense, 
subject to prior written notice to the Airline, to examine, make copies of, and take exfracts from 
such books, records and accounts. 

Section 9.10 Concessionaire Books and Records. 

The Concessionaire shall follow such procedures and keep and maintain such books, 
records and accounts as may be necessary or appropriate under the provisions of this Agreement 
for a period of at least five years from the date of creation unless necessary for pending litigation, 
or for any greater period if required by any applicable Law. Such books, records and accounts 
shall contain all items affecting the computation of the Airline's Fees and Charges, recorded in 
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles. The Airline shall have the right, at 
any reasonable time and at its own expense, to examine, make copies of, and take exfracts from 
such books, records and accounts. 
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ARTICLE X. CAPITAL PROJECTS; MH APPROVAL 

Section 10.1 Capital Improvement Program. 

(a) Every Fiscal Year commencing with the first full Fiscal Year after the Effective 
Date and within thirty (30) days of the beginning of such Fiscal Year, the Concessionaire shall 
submit to the Airline a 5-year projected capital improvement plan, (the "Capital Improvement 
Plan" or "CIP"), containing a description of all anticipated Capital Projects to be implemented 
by the Concessionaire during the next five Fiscal Years. The CIP shall contain: 

(i) A detailed description of the Capital Projects including an explanation of 
the Concessionaire's objectives under the CIP as well as a description of the portion(s) of 
the Airport (Airfield Area, Terminal Area, Terminal Ramp Area, FIS Facility, each a 
"Fee Center") that will be improved by each Capital Project; 

(ii) A description of the anticipated cost of each Capital Project included in the 
CIP; 

(iii) A detailed description of the anticipated sources of funding for each of the 
Capital Projects included in the CIP, whether through PFCs, Airline's Fees and Charges, 
Government Grant-in-Aid, Concessionaire fiinds, or other sources. 

(iv) A schedule for the implementation of each Capital Project included in the 
CIP; 

(v) A comparison of the initial constmction schedule with the actual 
constmction schedule with regard to ongoing Capital Projects; 

(vi) The Concessionaire's estimate of the effect of the proposed Additional 
Capex Projects, whether actual or proposed, contained in the CIP on the Airline's Fees 
and Charges; and 

(vii) Estimated availability of PFC revenue to fiind the Capital Projects. 

(b) Before including the cost of any Additional Capex Project in the Total Aimual 
Additional Capex Contribution, the Concessionaire shall use Best Efforts to obtain any available 
Government Grants-in-Aid. 

Section 10.2 Mil Approval Procedures for Additional Capex Projects. 

(a) If the Concessionaire desires to obtain Mil approval for a Capital Project, the 
Concessionaire shall submit a proposal to the Signatory Airlines, which proposal shall include, in 
addition to a detailed description of the project, an estimate of (i) the cost of the Capital Project; 
(ii) its projected completion date; (iii) the proposed allocation of the cost of such Capital Project 
among the Fee Centers, as described in Section 10.2(e): and (iv) the projected impact of the 
project upon the Airline's Fees and Charges. 

(b) A Capital Project will be deemed to be approved pursuant to this Section 10.2 if a 
Majority-in-Interest does not disapprove of the Capital Project in writing to the Concessionaire 
within thirty (30) days of the submission of the above-described proposal to the Signatory 
Airlines. 

(c) Government Mandated Capital Projects. 

(i) If a Concessionaire's proposal pertains to a Government Mandated Capital 
Project, then the Concessionaire's proposal must be designated as such, contain a 
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description of the Capital Project's estimated Capital Expenditures and the Total Annual 
Additional Capex Contribution determined in accordance with Section 10.2(e) and, a 
reasonable basis, including a detailed description, including justification for the 
determination that the Capital Project is, in fact, a Government Mandated Capital Project 
and including documentation that the Concessionaire intends to seek all available fiinding 
sources available and what those sources may be. The proposal must also disclose with 
respect to Major Capital Project Contracts, any compensation to be received by the 
Concessionaire from any other party to such contracts and whether such party is a 
Concessionaire-Related Party. Subject to Section 10.3(e). if within ninety (90) days of 
the Concessionaire's initial submittal of a proposal, the Concessionaire has not obtained 
Mil approval with respect to a Capital Project that is a Government Mandated Capital 
Project, unless the project is disputed by a Mil as not constituting a Government 
Mandated Capital Project within that ninety (90) day time period in accordance with the 
provisions of Article VIII. the Concessionaire may nonetheless include the amounts of 
such Capital Expenditures in the Total Annual Additional Capex Contribution, allocated 
in accordance with Section 10.2(e). This ninety-day (90-day) Mil approval period shall 
not preclude the Concessionaire from commencing a Government Mandated Capital 
Project within the time frame required under any Law or by a Legal Requirement, 
including any airport certification requirement. 

(ii) The Concessionaire (by implementing Govemment Mandated Capital 
Projects in a cost-efficient marmer) and the Signatory Airlines will use their Best Efforts 
to minimize the impact of the Govemment Mandated Capital Projects in the Airline's 
Fees and Charges. The Concessionaire and Signatory Airlines will examine other 
methods of sharing the Capital Expenditures associated with such Govemment Mandated 
Capital Projects that would allocate the costs equitably and, if appropriate, seek to 
allocate Capital Expenditures in a manner designed such that they are home 
proportionally to the benefit provided to the Concessionaire and each Signatory Airline if 
different than it would otherwise be allocated to the Airline pursuant to this Agreement. 
Airline will cooperate in such allocation efforts and will make any additional payments 
for Govemment Mandated Capital Projects as may be contained in a Mil approval, so 
long as the reallocation is reasonably designed to apportion Capital Expenditures in a 
manner proportional to the benefit conferred upon the Airline, other Signatory Airlines 
and the Concessionaire. 

(d) Responsibility for Excess Costs. If the costs of an Additional Capex Project 
exceed the amount included for such Addifional Capex Project in the Total Annual Additional 
Capex Contribution (for such Fiscal Years during which the costs of the Additional Capex 
Project were amortized), the Concessionaire shall bear those excess costs unless an Mil approval 
is otherwise obtained as provided in this Agreement; except that, with respect to Govemment 
Mandated Capital Projects, if there is an increase in costs of any such Capital Projects for causes 
attributable to Force Majeure Events and the total costs exceed the amount originally includable 
in the Total Annual Additional Capex Contribution (for such Fiscal Years during which the costs 
of the Additional Capex Project were amortized), and any proceeds of policies of insurance 
required to be carried by this Agreement or the Lease, such excess shall be includable in the 
Total Annual Additional Capex Contribution for such remaining Fiscal Years (including, if 
applicable, the current Fiscal Year) during which costs for such Capital Projects were amortized. 
The Concessionaire shall provide notice to the Airlines' Representative of any such anticipated 
excess costs attributable to Additional Capex Projects as soon as practicable after the 
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Concessionaire becomes aware of the need to incur such costs. In the event of an increase in 
costs, and except with respect to Govemment Mandated Capital Projects, the Majority-in-
Interest, after consulting with the Concessionaire, may reconsider and withdraw its Mil approval 
with respect to those portions of the project yet to be completed unless the Concessionaire agrees 
to assume responsibility for those excess costs. For the avoidance of doubt, the Signatory 
Airlines shall not be responsible for excess costs except as provided in this Section 10.2(d). 

(e) Capex Annual Allocation. 

(i) Except as otherwise provided in Mil approval. Capital Expenditures for 
each Additional Capex Project incurred in accordance with the Agreement must be 
included in the Total Annual Additional Capex Contribution during each of those whole 
or partial Fiscal Years comprising the Usefiil Life of the Additional Capex Project. The 
amount includable during each Fiscal Year must equal the sum of (x), the Capital 
Expenditures for the Additional Capex Project divided by the number of whole or partial 
Fiscal Years comprising its Usefiil Life, plus (y) financing costs on the unamortized 
portion of the Capital Expenditures for the Additional Capex Project calculated on a 
straight line basis at a rate equal to the Bond Buyer Revenue Bond Index Rate in effect at 
a date designated by the Concessionaire in its sole discretion by nofice to the Airline's 
Representative during the prior Fiscal Year, commencing in the year in which such 
Capital Project is first available for use. 

(ii) Except as otherwise provided in Mil approval, each Additional Capex 
Project, must be allocated to the Fee Center(s) of the Airport improved by each 
Addifional Capex Project based on the proportional amount of Capital Expenditures, and 
the appropriate amount of the Total Annual Additional Capex Contribution attributable to 
each Additional Capex Project must then be added, in accordance with such allocation, to 
the Total Airfield Contribution, the Total Terminal Allocation, the Total Terminal Ramp 
Allocation, or the Total FIS Contribution for the applicable Fiscal Years. If an allocation 
cannot be readily determined, then the unallocated amount of the Total Annual Additional 
Capex Contribution attributable to such Additional Capex Project will be allocated to the 
Fee Centers by the applicafion of the Airfield Factor, the Terminal Factor, the Terminal 
Ramp Factor and the FIS Factor to such an amount. 

(iii) For the avoidance of doubt, the Concessionaire shall bear all costs related 
to Capital Projects that are not directly related to an Airline Fee Center and no allocation 
of such costs shall be made to the Airlines. 

Section 10.3 Implementation of Capital Projects. 

(a) Initial Capital Projects. The Concessionaire shall diligently carry out and 
proceed to complete the Initial Capital Projects at its own risk and expense and must use the 
Airport Reserve Accounts transferred to the Concessionaire pursuant to Section 17.3(a) for such 
Initial Capital Projects or to pay debt incurred for that purpose. The estimated schedule of 
completion of such Initial Capital Projects is included in Exhibit R. The Total Annual 
Additional Capex Contribution for any Fiscal Year shall not include any amounts attributable to 
the Initial Capital Projects. 

(b) Majority-in-Interest Additional Capex Projects. The Concessionaire shall 
diligentiy carry out Additional Capex Projects as are approved by the Majority-in-Interest. 
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(c) Other Capital Projects. The Concessionaire may carry out Capital Projects as are 
required by the Lease or as the Concessionaire deems necessary or advisable in connection with 
the operation of the Airport, without the approval of any Signatory Airline, provided that Capital 
Expenditures incurred by the Concessionaire and any financing costs related thereto incurred in 
connection with any Capital Project shall be borne by the Concessionaire and not the Signatory 
Airlines, except as provided under Section 10.2. 

(d) Major Capital Projects Contract. The Concessionaire shall not enter into any 
contract related to a Capital Improvement in excess of $5,000,000 (a "Major Capital Projects 
Contract") except on the basis of arm's length arrangements (including transactions with 
Affiliates (which, for the purpose of this Section 10.3(d) only, has the meaning ascribed to it in 
the Lease) or Concessionaire-Related Parties or transactions whereby the Concessionaire might 
pay more than the ordinary price for any service or purchase). The Concessionaire shall ensure 
that all contractors entering into a Major Capital Projects Contract have the requisite expertise, 
qualifications, experience, competence, skills and know-how and financial capability to carry out 
the Capital Improvements. All Major Capital Projects Contracts shall require the respective 
contractors to agree to (i) the conditional assignment of such contract to the City and (ii) cure 
rights in favor of the City and the Majority-in-Interest (provided and it being understood and 
agreed to by the parties hereto that any such assignment and rights shall be subordinated to the 
rights of any Leasehold Mortgagee). 

ARTICLE XI. OBLIGATIONS OF THE AIRLINE AND THE 
CONCESSIONAIRE 

Section 11.1 Operation, Maintenance, Replacement and Repair. 

(a) The Concessionaire shall operate, maintain and keep in good repair, expending 
such amounts as may be reasonably necessary therefor, all of the areas and facilities of the 
Airport in accordance with the generally adopted best practices of the majority of intemational 
private or public/private operators of major intemational airports and as otherwise required by 
the Lease except as specifically excepted by Section 11.1(b). and except with respect to the 
MATCO Fuel System and the MATCO Equipment while the MATCO Agreement is in effect as 
described in Section 11.6. 

(b) The Airline shall, in accordance with the Operating Standards, be responsible for 
and shall perform or cause to be performed, maintenance and repair of its Airline's Leased 
Premises. The Airline shall, at all times: 

(i) Keep all fixtures, equipment and personal property in a clean, safe, sanitary 
and orderly condition and appearance; 

(ii) Maintain the same in good condition (reasonable wear and tear excepted) 
and perform all ordinary repairs, replacements and inside painting, such repairs, 
replacements and painting by the Airline to be of a quality and class not inferior to the 
original material and workmanship; 

(iii) For any equipment installed in or on the Airline's Leased Premises that is 
purchased using the proceeds of any financing sponsored by the Concessionaire, repair, 
maintain and replace such equipment as is necessary to assure that at the end of the term 
hereof the fair market value of such equipment and its remaining usefiil life will be 
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consistent with, and sufficient to establish for applicable tax and accounting purposes, 
ownership of such equipment by the Concessionaire; 

(iv) Control all of its vehicular traffic in the Airport, take all precautions 
reasonably necessary to promote the safety of its passengers, customers, employees, 
business visitors and other persons, and employ such means as may be necessary to direct 
the movements of its vehicular traffic; 

(v) Ensure that each of its Affiliates complies with the terms and provisions of 
this Agreement as if such Affiliate were the Airline hereunder. The failure of any 
Affiliate to comply with the terms and provisions of this Agreement, including the terms 
and provisions of Article XV. shall be imputed to the Airline and the Airline shall be 
deemed to have failed to comply with any such term or provision that any Affiliate has 
breached; provided that the Airline shall not be liable for any acts or omissions of its 
Affiliates except to the extent that the actions and omissions taken by the Affiliate are 
pursuant to, or based on rights derived by the Affiliate from, this Agreement. In 
accordance with the provisions of Section 16.1. the Concessionaire shall provide notice to 
the Affiliate and the Airline of any such failure by the Affiliate; and 

(vi) Either directly or through an independent contractor (which independent 
contractor shall obtain a Concessionaire permit), dispose of its garbage, debris and other 
waste materials (excluding snow and ice). 

If the performance of any of the foregoing maintenance, repair, replacement or painting 
obligations of the Airline requires work to be performed near an active taxiway or runway or 
where safety of Airport operations might be involved, the Airline shall post guards or erect 
barriers or other safeguards as required and approved by the Concessionaire and the FAA or 
other Govemmental Authority, at such locations. Compliance with such requirements shall not 
relieve the Airline from its liability for the safe performance of its obligations under this 
Agreement. 

Section 11.2 Taxes, Licenses and Permits. 

(a) The Airline shall pay or cause to be paid any and all taxes and shall obtain or 
cause to be obtained any and all licenses, permits, certificates and other authorizations required 
by any Govemmental Authority in connection with the operations or activities performed by the 
Airline hereunder, including, any and all taxes and other charges in connection with the Airline's 
Leased Premises other than those imposed upon the Concessionaire in accordance with Section 
n.2(c). 

(b) Any taxes associated with or assessed on any personal property or leasehold 
interests of the Airiine shall be the obligation of the Airline and, as such, shall be paid by the 
Airline and not by the Concessionaire. 

(c) Any taxes imposed on the Concessionaire resulting from revenues derived from 
the Airport, the Lease or its use and occupancy of the Airport shall be borne solely by the 
Concessionaire without recourse to the Airlines. 

Section 11.3Performance by the Concessionaire upon Failure of the Airline. 

If the Airline fails to perform, for a period of thirty (30) days after written notice from the 
Concessionaire, any obligation required by this Article XI. the Concessionaire may perform such 
obligation of the Airline, and charge the Airline for the cost to the Concessionaire of such 
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performance; provided, however, that if the Airline's failure to perform any such obligation 
endangers the health or safety of Persons or the safety of operations at the Airport and the 
Concessionaire so states in its notice to the Airline, the Concessionaire may perform such 
obligation of the Airline at any time after the giving of such notice and charge the Airline for its 
costs of such performance. 

Section 11.4 Performance by the Air l ine upon Fai lure of the Concess ionaire . 

If the Concessionaire fails to perform, for a period of thirty (30) days after written notice 
from the Airline, any obligation required by this Article XI. the Airline may perform such 
obligation of the Concessionaire, and charge the Concessionaire for the cost to the Airline of 
such performance; provided, however, that if the Concessionaire's failure to perform any such 
obligation endangers the health or safety of Persons or the safety of operations at the Airport and 
the Airline so states in its notice to the Concessionaire, the Airline may perform such obligation 
of the Concessionaire at any time after the giving of such notice and charge the Concessionaire 
for its costs of such performance. 

Section 11.5 Utilit ies. 

The Concessionaire acknowledges and agrees that all of the Airline's Utilities costs are 
already factored into the Base Contribution. For the avoidance of doubt, the Airline shall not be 
responsible for paying the Utilities provided to the Airline and its Delegates at the Airline's 
Leased Premises. Nevertheless, the Airline shall reasonably cooperate with the Concessionaire's 
efforts to improve energy and resource efficiency and shall use its Best Efforts to conserve 
energy and resources in accordance with standards and practices generally applicable at 
comparable airports. 

Section 11.6 Midway Air l ines ' Te rmina l Consor t ium M a t t e r s . 

(a) Assignment of the MATCO Agreement. As of the Effective Date, the City has 
assigned to and the Concessionaire has assumed all rights and obligations of the City under the 
MATCO Agreement. The term of the MATCO Agreement will be extended through the Term of 
this Agreement as provided by Section 11.6(c). The Concessionaire has no obligations under 
this Agreement with respect to the MATCO Equipment and the MATCO Fuel System. 

(b) Airport Management; Effect on Airline's MATCO Fees. 

(i) The Concessionaire shall not take any action in the operation and 
management of the Airport (unless such action is otherwise required by Law, 
Govemmental Authority, the Lease, or this Agreement, is reasonably designed to address 
a Force Majeure Event or is otherwise approved by a Majority-in-Interest (a "MATCO 
Required Action")) that, for that MATCO Year, directly and demonstrably results in the 
annual percentage increase of the MATCO Amount over the prior MATCO Year 
exceeding the MATCO Proportion. 

(ii) If an action by the Concessionaire, other than a MATCO Required Action, 
results in (u) the annual percentage increase of the MATCO Amount from a Fiscal Year 
to the next Fiscal Year exceeding (v) the percentage increase, if any, from a Fiscal Year 
to the next Fiscal Year, of (w) the sum of $45,000,000 (Adjusted for Inflation annually 
each succeeding MATCO Year) commencing January 1̂ ' of the second fiill Fiscal Year 
that is also a MATCO Year and for each MATCO Year thereafter, plus the Total Annual 
Additional Capex Contribution, (the "MATCO Proportion") by (x) ten percent (10%) or 
more for any MATCO Year, then for that MATCO Year, the Base Contribution shall be 
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reduced by an amount equal to the product of multiplying (y) the MATCO Amount by (z) 
the percentage by which the annual percentage increase of the MATCO Amount 
attributable to such Concessionaire action exceeded the MATCO Proportion for such 
MATCO Year. 

(iii) The Concessionaire shall not take any action in the operation and 
management of the Airport (other than a MATCO Required Action) that is intended to or 
does cause costs to be incurred and paid by MATCO that would otherwise be incurred or 
paid by the Concessionaire where such costs are disproportionate to the benefits to be 
received by MATCO. 

(c) MATCO Agreement and MATCO Ancillary Agreements. The Airline shall, as 
soon as it is reasonably practicable to do so but in no event later than one hundred (180) days 
after the Effective Date (to the extent that it has the right and ability to do so as a member of 
MATCO): 

(i) Cause MATCO to extend the term of and remain in compliance with the 
provisions of the MATCO Agreement and the MATCO Ancillary Agreements through 
the Term of this Agreement. 

(ii) Cause the MATCO Agreement and the MATCO Ancillary Agreements to 
be amended to the extent necessary to cause all rights and powers of the City under the 
MATCO Ancillary Agreements to become rights and powers of the Concessionaire. 

(iii) Cause the MATCO Agreement and the MATCO Ancillary Agreements to 
be amended as the Concessionaire may otherwise reasonably and timely request to give 
effect to the provisions and intent of this Agreement and to conform the MATCO 
Agreement and the MATCO Ancillary Agreements to the provisions of this Agreement. 

(iv) Cause MATCO and any Person who is a party to a MATCO Agreement 
and the MATCO Ancillary Agreements to (x) afford the Concessionaire all powers, rights 
and privileges afforded to the City and (y) to fulfill all of its obligations, in either case, 
under the MATCO Ancillary Agreements, unfil the MATCO Ancillary Agreements have 
been amended in accordance with this Section 11.6(c). 

(v) Cause MATCO to provide the Concessionaire with all information the 
Concessionaire reasonably requests for Concessionaire's development and 
implementation of an operations plan or operations manual for the Airport. 

(d) Deposits. The City, as of the Effective Date shall transfer to the Concessionaire 
any deposits or credits then held by the City from any Person who is a party to a MATCO 
Ancillary Agreement pursuant to such MATCO Ancillary Agreement as required by the Lease. 

(e) Concessionaire's Step-in Rights. If (i) MATCO defaults under any material 
provision of the MATCO Agreement, and after due notice by the Concessionaire, fails to cure 
such default within any applicable cure period, or if MATCO repeatedly fails or refuses after due 
request by the Concessionaire to operate as required under any material MATCO agreement at 
the Airport and such default or failure materially adversely affects on-going operations at the 
Airport, and (ii) thereafter, upon ten (10) days notice by the Concessionaire to the Airline of the 
occurrence of the events described in the immediately preceding clause and consultations with 
the Airline, the Airline or airlines fails or refiises to undertake to operate, directly or through 
third parties, the MATCO Equipment and the MATCO Fuel System, and to perform such 
services as MATCO formerly provided, then the Concessionaire shall have the right to operate. 
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directly or through third parties, the MATCO Equipment and the MATCO Fuel System, to 
perform such services as MATCO formerly provided, and to charge reasonable, transparent and 
not unjustiy discriminatory charges (including reasonable management fees) as the 
Concessionaire may establish for the Airline's use of the MATCO Equipment and the MATCO 
Fuel System; provided that MATCO may resume the services MATCO formerly provided if 
MATCO reasonably demonstrates its capacity and willingness to perform such services. 

Section 11.7 Airport Committee. 

The Airline has the right to designate one representative to an Airport Committee 
("Airport Committee") consisting of representatives of each Signatory Airline, the 
Concessionaire, if any, interested Non-Signatory Airlines, and the City. The Concessionaire 
shall meet with the Airport Committee at least quarterly to review operations and plans for the 
Airport and such other matters as the Airlines, the Concessionaire or the City determine to be 
appropriate. In addition, the Concessionaire shall meet with the managers of the Airlines, as 
designated by the respective Airlines, at least monthly to discuss matters of mutual concern. 

ARTICLE XII. WORK 

Section 12.1 Work in Connection with Capital Projects. 

Work on any Capital Project shall be performed in accordance with the Lease and the 
Operating Standards. The Concessionaire may perform Work on Capital Projects directly, using 
its own forces; indirectly, through contractors hired by the Concessionaire; or through others, 
including the Airline, when delegated by the Concessionaire in writing to perform the 
Concessionaire's Work on Capital Projects, any such Capital Project delegated by the 
Concessionaire to the Airline being referred to as an "Airline Project." With respect to Airline 
Project contracts, the Concessionaire and City, if different, must each be named as a third party 
beneficiary with a direct right of enforcement. When so delegated to the Airline, Work on 
Airline Projects shall be performed by the Airline in accordance with this Agreement and the 
Lease. The Concessionaire, in its sole discretion, may pursue remedies against Airline Project 
contractors for Work with respect to Airline Projects. The Concessionaire shall not delegate 
Work to the Airline without the Airline's prior written consent. The Concessionaire shall 
provide to the Airline at least quarterly, a status report on the implementation of the Additional 
Capex Projects. Neither party shall engage a contractor for a Capital Project chargeable to the 
other if doing so would create a conflict of interest. Such status report shall include the project 
description, current status (percentage of design/constmction complete), budgeted amount and 
the current estimated cost, and such other information reasonably requested by the Airline. 

Section 12.2 Work in Connection with Airline's Leased Premises. 

(a) The Airline shall have the right to perform Work on the leased premises 
preferentially leased to the Airline at its own cost and expense, subject to the terms and 
conditions of this Agreement and to the provisions of Section 12.2(b) through Section 12.2(f). 

(b) The Airline shall provide the Concessionaire with a project liaison (the "Project 
Liaison") through whom the Concessionaire shall direct all communications regarding the 
Work. The Concessionaire may, if appropriate, identify a work liaison (the "Work Liaison") to 
the Airline through whom the Airline shall direct all communications regarding Work and from 
whom any necessary consents and approvals will be issued. 
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(c) The Airline shall provide the Concessionaire with all drawings, plans and 
specifications necessary to allow the Concessionaire to review and approve the interface points 
between the Airline's Work on such Airline's Leased Premises and the terminal building. 

(d) The Airline shall submit to the Concessionaire (i) initial and updated constmction 
schedules (which shall be reviewed by the Concessionaire for their impact and relation to other 
projects or operations at the Airport) indicating the proposed and/or actual sequence of all Work, 
and the esfimated date of completion of the Work under each of Airline's Contracts; (ii) initial 
and updated site utilization plans, including limit lines, on-site storage and office areas, and 
proposed temporary alterations or detours and support detours intended to maintain public access 
and support services, to, from, through or past operating facilities at the Airport; and (iii) copies 
of insurance policies and Contracts evidencing that the Concessionaire has been named as an 
additional insured and indemnitee thereunder. 

(e) The Concessionaire shall have the right to stop Work in the event it is not being 
performed in substantial accordance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement or in 
accordance with the drawings, plans and specifications approved by the Concessionaire under 
Section 12.2(c). 

(f) In the event of termination or expiration of the term of this Agreement, if the 
Airline's tenant improvements are attached or otherwise connected to the Airline's Leased 
Premises, the Airline must leave them or, if removed, repair the Airline's Leased Premises to the 
reasonable satisfaction of the Concessionaire. Any tenant improvements left by the Airline shall 
be deemed abandoned and become the property of the City subject to the Concessionaire Interest 
(as defined in the Lease). 

Section 12.3 Grant of Construction Easement. 

The Airline, and any of its Delegates (including contractors) shall be granted constmction 
easements upon any part of the Airport, solely and to the extent necessary in connection with the 
performance of the Work hereunder, subject to the terms and conditions contained herein and 
those Rules and Regulations established by the Concessionaire. The Airline shall provide 
advance notice through the Work Liaison to the Concessionaire of any such intended entry. The 
consent to enter shall not create, nor be deemed to imply the creation of, any additional 
responsibilities on the part of the Concessionaire. 

The Airline shall use, and shall cause each of its Delegates, to use, the highest degree of 
care when entering upon any property owned by the Concessionaire in connection with the 
Work. In the case of any property owned by the Concessionaire, or property owned by and 
leased from the Concessionaire, the Airline shall comply, and shall cause each of its Delegates to 
comply, with any and all instmctions and requirements for the use of such property, any licenses 
for which being hereby incorporated by reference. Any and all claims, suits, judgments, costs or 
expenses, including attorneys' reasonable fees, arising from, by reason of, or in connection with 
any such entry shall be treated in accordance with the applicable terms and conditions of this 
Agreement, including the indemnification provisions contained in this Agreement. 
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Section 12.4 Nondisturbance of Airport Tenants and Operations. 

Any Work by the Airline and its contractors shall be conducted in an orderly and proper 
manner, and shall not otherwise annoy, disturb, create a hazard or be offensive to others at the 
Airport, or interfere with other projects on, or the operations of, the Airport, both landside and 
airside. The Airline shall promptly comply, and shall cause its contractors to comply, with any 
request from the Concessionaire to correct the demeanor or conduct of the confractors. In the 
event the Airline or its contractors fail to so comply, the Concessionaire shall have the right to 
stop any or all Work being performed, until such compliance is achieved, without terminating 
this Agreement. The Concessionaire shall not be responsible for any additional expense 
resulting from stopping Work. 

Section 12.5 Liens Prohibited. 

(a) The Airline covenants and agrees that it shall notify its contractors of any tier that, 
to the extent permitted by law, no mechanics' liens under 770 ILCS 60/1 will be permitted to 
arise, be filed or maintained against the Airline's Leased Premises or any part thereof or any 
interest therein or any improvements thereon, or against any monies due or to become due to any 
contractors for or on account of any work, labor, services, materials, equipment or other items 
performed or fiimished for or in connection with the Airline's Leased Premises; and the Airline 
for itself and its Delegates does hereby expressly waive, release and relinquish such liens and all 
rights to file or maintain such liens and agrees fiirther that this waiver of liens and waiver of the 
right to file or maintain such liens shall be an independent covenant. 

(b) Except as permitted in Section 12.5(c\ the Airline covenants and agrees that it 
shall keep the Airline's Leased Premises and any interest therein and any improvements thereon 
free and clear of any and all liens in any way arising out the constmction, improvement or use 
thereof by the Airline; provided, however, that the Airline may in good faith contest the validity 
of any lien. 

(c) If any of the Airline's Delegates or any other Person directly or indirectly acting 
for, through or under any of them files or maintains a lien or claim as described in Section 
12.5(a). the Airline agrees to cause such liens and claims to be satisfied, removed or discharged, 
by bond, payment or otherwise within thirty (30) calendar days from the date of the filing 
thereof; provided, however, that the Concessionaire may extend the thirty (30) day period if the 
Concessionaire determines that such lien or claim cannot be so satisfied, removed or discharged 
in such period and that the Airline is proceeding diligently to cause such liens or claims to be 
satisfied, removed or discharged. Upon the Airline's failure to cause such liens or claims to be 
satisfied, removed or discharged, the Concessionaire shall have the right, in addition to all other 
rights and remedies provided under this Agreement or by law, to cause such liens or claims to be 
satisfied, removed or discharged at the Airline's expense such expense to include legal fees and 
disbursements. 

(d) The Airline shall give, or cause to be given, a copy of the provisions set forth in 
this Section 12.5 to all confractors and shall include these provisions in all written confracts with 
contractors and/or give written notice of same to all contractors or other Persons having oral 
agreements with such contractors. 
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Section 12.6 Compensation. 

(a) To the Concessionaire. 

(i) Within no less than thirty (30) days after receipt of an invoice from the 
Work Liaison in accordance with Section 12.6(a)(iii). the Airline shall compensate the 
Work Liaison for the cost of those services provided by the Work Liaison in connection 
with any Work performed by the Airline, whether involving Projects or tenant 
improvements. The Work Liaison agrees to keep its costs as low as reasonably 
practicable, provided, however, that in no event shall the aggregate amount of 
reimbursement to the Work Liaison hereunder exceed in any Fiscal Year during which 
any Work is or has been performed an amount equal to one and one-half percent (1.5%) 
of the aggregate expenditures for the Work and, provided, further, however, that the 
Work Liaison shall be entitled to an equitable adjustment of such amount in proportion to 
any increase in its services as a result of a change in the scope of Work or in the services. 

(ii) During the continuation of Work, the Work Liaison shall provide the 
Airline with an estimate of the Work Liaison's required man-hours and budgets each 
month, with regard to its services. Thereafter, on a semi-annual basis, the Work Liaison 
shall provide the Airline with a detailed review and analysis of actual man-hours and 
expenditures against estimates, including reallocation of budgets if required, with regard 
to its services. More frequent reviews will be provided upon the Airline's reasonable 
request therefor. 

(iii) The Work Liaison shall provide the Airline with monthly invoices that 
describe time charges for the Work Liaison staff assigned to the Work, and any other 
costs associated with the services provided by the Work Liaison. The Airline may, within 
ten (10) days of such provision, request a meeting with the Work Liaison to review and 
discuss such invoices. The Work Liaison shall hold such meeting or provide the Airline 
with a reasonable opportunity for such a meeting, and give due consideration to the 
Airline's concems and recommendations regarding such invoices. The Airline may 
further request, at Airline's expense, the Concessionaire to review and audit Work Liaison 
invoices related to the Work at any time. The Airline shall, upon reasonable request 
therefor, receive copies of all such audits performed by the Concessionaire and may 
interview the personnel who performed such audits. In no event shall the Airline 
withhold from the Work Liaison the payment of any undisputed amount. 

(b) To the Airline. 

Reimbursement to the Airline by the Concessionaire with respect to projects delegated by 
the Concessionaire and the Airline shall be made as agreed by the Airline and the Concessionaire 
in writing in a manner consistent with any applicable provisions of the Lease. 
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ARTICLE Xni. INDEMNIFICATION AND INSURANCE 

Section 13.1 Indemnification by Airline. 

The Airline shall indemnify and hold harmless the Concessionaire, the City and each of 
their respective Delegates against and from any Losses actually suffered or incurred by the 
Concessionaire, the City or any of their respective Delegates, excepting claims caused by the 
negligence or willfiil misconduct of the Concessionaire, the City or any of their respective 
Delegates, or a breach of the Concessionaire's obligations under this Agreement, based upon, 
arising out of, related to, occasioned by or attributable to (i) any failure by the Airline or its 
Delegates to comply with, observe or perform any of the covenants, obligations, agreements, 
terms or conditions in this Agreement, (ii) the use or occupancy of the Airport by the Airline or 
its Delegates after the Effective Date, or (iii) any negligence or willfiil misconduct of the Airline 
or of any of its Delegates; provided, however, that, except with respect to Claims resulting from 
Third Party Claims, Claims are made in writing within a period of five years of the expiration of 
the Term or earlier termination of this Agreement Or within such shorter period as may be 
prescribed by the applicable statute of limitafions, or claims caused by the negligence of the 
Concessionaire, the City or any of their respective Delegates. 

Section 13.2 Indemnification by the Concessionaire. 

The Concessionaire shall indemnify and hold harmless the Airline and its Delegates from 
and against any Losses actually suffered or incurred by the Airline or any of the Airline 
Delegates, excepting claims caused by the negligence or willfiil misconduct of the Airline or any 
Airline Delegates, or a breach of the Airline's obligations under this Agreement, based upon, 
arising out of, related to, occasioned by or attributable to (i) any failure by the Concessionaire or 
any of its Delegates to comply with, observe or perform any of the covenants, obligations, 
agreements, terms or conditions in this Agreement, (ii) the use, occupancy, operation or 
maintenance of the Airport by the Concessionaire or its Delegates, or (iii) any negligence or 
willfiil misconduct of the Concessionaire or of any of its Delegates; provided, however, that, 
except with respect to Claims resulting from Third Party Claims, Claims are made in writing 
within a period of five years from the expiration of the Term or earlier termination of this 
Agreement or within such shorter period as may be prescribed by the applicable statute of 
limitations, or claims caused by the negligence of the Airline or any of its Delegates. 

Section 13.3 Agency for Delegates. 

Each of the City, the Concessionaire and the Airline agrees that it accepts each indemnity 
in favor of any of its Delegates as agent and tmstee of that Delegate and agrees that each of the 
City, the Concessionaire and the Airline may enforce an indemnity in favor of its Delegates on 
behalf of that Delegate. 

Section 13.4 Third Party Claims. 

(a) Notice of Third Party Claim. If an Indemnified Party receives notice of the 
commencement or assertion of any Third Party Claim, the Indemnified Party shall give the 
Indemnifier reasonably prompt notice thereof, but in any event no later than thirty (30) days after 
receipt of such notice of such Third Party Claim. Such notice to the Indemnifier shall describe 
the Third Party Claim in reasonable detail (and include a copy of any complaint or related 
documents) and shall indicate, if reasonably practicable, the estimated amount of the Loss that 
has been or may be sustained by the Indemnified Party. 
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(b) Defense of Third Party Claim. The Indemnifier may participate in or assume the 
defense of any Third Party Claim by giving notice to that effect to the Indemnified Party not later 
than thirty (30) days after receiving notice of that Third Party Claim (the "Notice Period"). The 
Indemnifier's right to do so shall be subject to the rights of any insurer or other party who has 
potential liability in respect of that Third Party Claim. The Indemnifier agrees to pay all of its 
own expenses of participating in or assuming each defense. The Indemnified Party shall 
cooperate in good faith in the defense of each Third Party Claim, even if the defense has been 
assumed by the Indemnifier and may participate in such defense assisted by counsel of its own 
choice at its own expense. If the Indemnified Party has not received notice within the Notice 
Period that the Indemnifier has elected to assume the defense of such Third Party Claim, the 
Indemnified Party may assume such defense, assisted by counsel of its own choosing and the 
Indemnifier shall be liable for all reasonable costs and expenses paid or incurred in connection 
therewith and any Loss suffered or incurred by the Indemnified Party with respect to such Third 
Party Claim. 

(c) Assistance for Third Party Claims. The Indemnifier and the Indemnified Party 
will use all reasonable efforts to make available to the party which is undertaking and controlling 
the defense of any Third Party Claim (the "Defending Party"), (i) those employees whose 
assistance, testimony and presence is necessary to assist the Defending Party in evaluating and in 
defending any Third Party Claim, and (ii) all documents, records and other materials in the 
possession of such party reasonably required by the Defending Party for its use in defending any 
Third Party Claim, and shall otherwise cooperate with the Defending Party. The Indemnifier 
shall be responsible for all reasonable expenses associated with making such documents, records 
and materials available and for all expenses of any employees made available by the Indemnified 
Party to the Indemnifier or the Defending Party hereunder, which expense shall not exceed the 
actual cost to the Indemnified Party associated with such employees. 

(d) Settlement of Third Party Claims. If an Indemnifier elects to assume the defense 
of any Third Party Claim as provided in Section 13.4(b). the Indemnifier shall not be liable for 
any legal expenses subsequently incurred by the Indemnified Party in connection with the 
defense of such Third Party Claim. However, if the Indemnifier fails to take reasonable steps 
necessary to defend diligently such Third Party Claim within thirty (30) days after receiving 
notice from the Indemnified Party that the Indemnified Party believes on reasonable grounds in 
good faith that the Indemnifier has failed to take such steps, the Indemnified Party may, at its 
option, elect to assume the defense of and to compromise or settle the Third Party Claim assisted 
by counsel of its own choosing and the Indemnifier shall be liable for all reasonable costs and 
expenses paid or incurred in connection therewith. The Indemnified Party shall not settle or 
compromise any Third Party Claim without obtaining the prior written consent of the 
Indemnifier unless such settlement or compromise is made without any liability to, and does not 
require any action on the part of, the Indemnifier. 

Section 13.5 Direct Claims. 

Any Direct Claim shall be asserted by giving the Indemnifier reasonably prompt notice 
thereof, but in any event not later than sixty (60) days after the Indemnified Party becomes aware 
of such Direct Claim. The Indemnifier shall then have a period of thirty (30) days within which 
to respond in writing to such Direct Claim. If the Indemnifier does not so respond within such 
30-day period, the Indemnifier shall be deemed to have rejected such Claim, and in such event 
the Indemnified Party may submit such Direct Claim to the dispute resolution process set forth in 
Article VIII. 
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Section 13.6 Failure to Give Timely Notice. 

A failure to give timely notice as provided in this Article XIII shall not affect the rights or 
obligations of any party except and only to the extent that, as a result of such failure, a party 
which was entitled to receive such notice was deprived of its right to recover any payment under 
its applicable insurance coverage or was otherwise directly and materially damaged as a result of 
such failure. 

Section 13.7 Reductions and Subrogation. 

If the amount of any Loss incurred by an Indemnified Party at any time subsequent to the 
making of an indemnity payment hereunder (an "Indemnity Payment") is reduced by any 
recovery, settlement or otherwise under or pursuant to any insurance coverage, or pursuant to 
any claim, recovery, settlement or payment by or against any other Person, the amount of such 
reduction (less any costs, expenses (including taxes) or premiums incurred in connection 
therewith), together with interest thereon from the date of payment thereof at the Prime Rate, 
shall promptly be repaid by the Indemnified Party to the Indemnifier. Upon making a fiill 
Indemnity Payment, the Indemnifier shall, to the extent of such Indemnity Payment, be 
subrogated to all rights of the Indemnified Party against any third party in respect of the Loss to 
which the Indemnity Payment relates. Unfil the Indemnified Party recovers fiill payment of its 
Loss, any and all claims of the Indemnifier against any such third party on account of such 
Indemnity Payment shall be postponed and subordinated in right of payment to the Indemnified 
Party's rights against such third party. 

Section 13.8 Payment and Interest. 

All amounts to be paid by an Indemnifier hereunder shall bear interest at a rate per annum 
equal to the Prime Rate, calculated annually and payable monthly, both before and after 
judgment, from the date that the Indemnified Party disbursed funds, suffered damages or losses 
or incurred a loss, liability or expense in respect of a Loss for which the Indemnifier is liable to 
make payment pursuant to this Article XIII. to the date of payment by the Indemnifier to the 
Indemnified Party. 

Section 13.9 Other Matters. 

To the extent permissible by applicable Law, the Airline and the Concessionaire waive 
any limits to the amount of its obligations to defend, indenmify, hold harmless or contribute to 
any sums due under any Losses, including any claim by any employee of the Concessionaire or 
the Airline, that may be subject to the Workers Compensation Act, 820 ILCS 305/1 et seq. or any 
other related law or judicial decision (such as Kotecki v. Cyclops Welding Corporation, 146 111. 
2d 155 (1991)). 

Section 13.10 Offset Rights; Limitations on Certain Damages. 

Any other provision herein notwithstanding, each party's obligations under this 
Agreement are subject to, and each party shall have the benefit of, all defenses, counterclaims, 
rights of offset or recoupment or other claims and rights, including the right to deduct payments, 
except as provided under Section 9.7(b). due to the other party hereunder (collectively, 
"Offsets"), which such party may have at any time against such other party (or any of their 
respective successors and assigns) or any transferee or assignee of any such other party's rights 
as against such party or any part thereof or interest therein, whether the claim or right of such 
party relied upon for such purpose is matured or unmatured, contingent or otherwise, and no 
transfer or assignment of this Agreement or any other obligation of such other party, or of any 
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rights in respect thereof, pursuant to any plan of reorganization or liquidation or otherwise shall 
affect or impair the availability to each party of the Offsets. 

Section 13.11 Survival. 

Section 13.1 through Section 13.10 shall remain in fiill force and effect in accordance 
with its terms and shall not be terminated by any breach (fimdamental, negligent or otherwise) by 
any party of its representations, warranties or covenants hereunder or by any termination or 
rescission of this Agreement by any party. 

Section 13.12 Insurance. 

(a) The Airline shall procure and maintain at all times, at the Airline's own expense, 
the types of insurance specified below, with insurance companies authorized to do business in 
the State of Illinois, covering all operations under this Agreement, whether performed by the 
Airline or the Airline's contractors. The kinds and amounts of insurance required are as follows: 

(i) Workers' Compensation and Occupational Disease Insurance 

Workers' Compensation and Occupational Disease Insurance, in statutory amounts, 
covering all employees who are to provide a service under this Agreement. Such 
insurance shall include employer's liability coverage with limits of not less than $500,000 
for each accident or illness. 

(ii) Commercial and Aviation/Aircraft Liability Insurance (Primary and Umbrella) 

Commercial and Aviation/Aircraft Liability Insurance or equivalent coverage with limits 
of not less than $300,000,000 per occurrence combined single limit, for bodily injury and 
property damage liability, and personal injury with a sublimit of $25,000,000. Such 
insurance shall include products/completed operation, independent contractors, broad 
form property damage, explosion, collapse, underground, and contractual liability 
coverages. The Concessionaire and the City shall be named as an additional insured. 

(iii) Automobile Liability Insurance 

When any motor vehicles are used in connection with work to be performed by or on 
behalf of the Airline, the Airline shall provide Automobile Liability Insurance with limits 
of not less than $2,000,000 per occurrence combined single limit, for bodily injury and 
property damage. The Concessionaire and the City shall be named as an additional 
insured. 

(iv) All Risk Builders Risk Insurance 

When the Airline undertakes any constmction at the Airport, including improvements, 
betterments or repairs, the Airline shall provide or cause its contractor to provide All Risk 
Blanket Builder's Risk Insurance to cover the materials, supplies, equipment, machinery 
and fixtures that are or will be part of the permanent facility. Coverage extensions shall 
include boiler and machinery, if applicable, earthquake and flood. The City and the 
Concessionaire are to be named as additional insureds. 
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(v) All Risk Property Insurance 

All Risk Property Insurance shall be maintained at replacement cost for the Airline's 
personal property. 

(vi) Professional Liability 

When any architects, engineers, or consulting firms perform work in connection with this 
Agreement, Professional Liability Insurance shall be maintained with limits of 
$1,000,000. The policy shall have an extended reporting period of two (2) years. When 
policies are renewed or replaced, the policy retroactive date must coincide with, or 
precede, start of work on the contract. 

(b) The Airline will fiimish the Concessionaire with original Certificates of Insurance 
evidencing the coverage required to be in force on the date of this Agreement, and renewal 
Certificates of Insurance, or such similar evidence, if the coverages have an expiration or 
renewal date occurring during the term of this Agreement. 

(c) The insurance specified above shall be carried during the term of this Agreement. 
Failure to carry or keep such insurance in force shall constitute a violation of the Agreement, and 
the Concessionaire maintains the right to terminate this Agreement until proper evidence of 
insurance is provided. 

(d) All insurance policies shall provide for sixty (60) days' prior written notice to the 
Concessionaire and the City prior to the effective date of any change, cancellation or termination 
of such coverage. 

(e) The Airline shall require all contractors to carry the insurance required herein, or 
the Airline may provide the coverage for any or all contractors, and, if so, the evidence of 
insurance submitted shall so stipulate. 

(f) The Airline expressly understands and agrees that any insurance coverages and 
limits fiimished by the Airline shall in no way limit the Airline's liabilities and responsibilities 
specified within the contract documents or by law. 

(g) The Airline hereby waives and shall cause each contractor to waive its rights of 
subrogation against the Concessionaire and the City, including their respective Delegates. 

(h) The Airline expressly understands and agrees that any insurance maintained by 
the Concessionaire or the City shall apply in excess of and not contribute with insurance 
provided by the Airline under this Agreement. 

(i) With respect to Work perforrhed under or incident to this Agreement by or for the 
Airline, the Airline further agrees to obtain and maintain insurance acceptable to the 
Concessionaire which is primary as to any other existing, valid and collectible insurance and 
which names the Concessionaire and the City as additional insureds to cover any and all of their 
comparative fault or negligence, or arising out of or incident to their acts or omissions with 
respect to this Agreement. 

Further, the insurance to be carried shall be in no way limited by any limitations 
expressed in the indemnification language herein nor any limitation placed on the indemnity 
therein given as a matter of law. The insurance shall cover and include any and all of the 
Concessionaire's and the City's negligence or comparative fault under this contract. The Airline 
by executing this contract expressly waives any right of contribution against the Concessionaire 
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and the City and all damages, claims, expenses and costs shall be satisfied from the proceeds of 
the insurance provided for herein. 

In addition to the above, since the Work is to be performed in Illinois, all such insurance 
shall specifically state that it covers the Concessionaire's and the City's liability under the Illinois 
Stmctural Work Act, should it be reenacted, whether the Concessionaire or the City is or was in 
charge of the Work or not. 

(j) The Airline shall not do or permit to be done anything, either by act or failure to 
act, which shall cause cancellation of any policy of insurance required hereunder or any policy 
maintained by the Concessionaire or the City. 

(k) The Concessionaire maintains the right to modify, delete, alter or change the 
requirements set forth under this Section 13.12 in accordance with ACI-NA standards which may 
be published from time to time or other applicable industry standards. 

Section 13.13 Concessionaire's Insurance. 

The Concessionaire shall procure and maintain the types of insurance specified below, 
with insurance companies authorized to do business in the State of Illinois, covering all 
operations under this Agreement, whether performed by the Concessionaire or the 
Concessionaire's contractors. The kinds and amounts of insurance required are as set forth in the 
Lease. A copy of those requirements as of the Effective Date is set forth in Exhibit D. 

ARTICLE XIV. DAMAGE AND DESTRUCTION 

Section 14.1 Damage to and Destruction of Airport. 

If the Airport or any portion thereof shall be damaged or destroyed all insurance proceeds 
from insurance required to be maintained by the Concessionaire for damage or destmction of the 
Airport shall be applied as provided by the Lease. 

Section 14.2 Untenantable Conditions. 

If the Airline's Leased Premises occupied by the Airline hereunder, or any substantial 
portion thereof, are damaged or destroyed and thereby rendered untenantable, then, unless the 
Concessionaire provides the Airline with alternative leased premises, (a) the Airline shall not be 
obligated to pay the Airline's Terminal Rental Contribution and the Airline's Terminal Ramp 
Contribution for such untenantable portion during such time as it remains untenantable, and (b) if 
such untenantable portion remains untenantable for more than one (1) year, the Airline shall be 
entitled, upon forty-five (45) days' prior written notice to the Concessionaire, to delete such 
untenantable portion from its Airline's Leased Premises; provided, that there shall be no 
abatement or reduction where the untenantable condition is caused by the willful or negligent act 
or omission of the Airline, its Delegates, passengers, guests or invitees. 
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ARTICLE XV. RULES AND REGULATIONS; COMPLIANCE WITH 
LAWS 

Section 15.1 Rules and Regulations. 

(a) To the extent consistent with Law, this Agreement and the Lease (including the 
Operating Standards), the Airline shall comply, and shall cause its Delegates, passengers, guests, 
and invitees to comply, with all not unjustly discriminatory Rules and Regulations governing the 
conduct at and the operations of the Airport, promulgated from time to time by the 
Concessionaire; provided that any new or revised Rules and Regulations that cover matters 
governed by Operating Standards shall be subject to Mil approval as revised Operating 
Standards under the Lease; and further provided that Rules and Regulations that cover the 
allocation of gates or other portions of Concessionaire-Controlled Facilities shall not be subject 
to Mil approval. 

(b) Nothing herein shall be constmed to prevent the Airline from contesting in good 
faith any Rule or Regulafion of the Airport, without being considered in breach hereof so long as 
such contest is diligently commenced and prosecuted by the Airline. The Airline shall be 
excused from complying with any Rule or Regulation of the Airport during any such contest if 
the Rule or Regulation is being contested by a Majority-in-Interest unless the Concessionaire 
reasonably determines that failure to comply with such Rule or Regulation constitutes a health or 
safety hazard at the Airport or would constitute a violation of any Law or a breach of the Lease. 

Section 15.2 Observance and Compliance with Laws. 

(a) The Airline and the Concessionaire shall, and shall cause their Delegates and 
licensees to, observe and comply with, and pay all taxes and obtain all licenses, permits, 
certificates and other authorizations required by all Laws, including all mles, regulations and 
directives of the Federal Aviation Administration, any successor agency thereto, or any other 
Govemmental Authority. The Airline and the Concessionaire agree to make a part of and 
incorporate into this Agreement, by reference or by setting forth at length, at the option of the 
other party, any and all Laws and any assurances and covenants required pursuant thereto which 
may now or hereafter be required by the Federal Aviation Administration, Transportation 
Security Administration, any successor agency thereto, or other Govemmental Authority, 
whether or not in connection with Govemment Grants-in-Aid. Further, the Airline shall execute 
and shall cause its Project contractors to execute a contractor's affidavit in the form provided by 
the Concessionaire, if required by the Lease. 

(b) The Concessionaire shall operate and maintain all portions of the Airport except 
those not under its control, including the MATCO Equipment and the MATCO Fuel System, in a 
reasonably pmdent maimer and in accordance with the Lease and applicable Laws. 

(c) The Airline shall operate and maintain the Airline's Leased Premises in a 
reasonably pmdent manner and in accordance with applicable Laws and this Agreement. 

(d) Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, references herein to a Law shall 
be deemed to be a reference to (i) such Law as it may be amended from time to time, (ii) all 
binding regulations, mles, executive orders, policies and instmctions pertaining to or 
promulgated pursuant to such Law, and (iii) all fiiture statutes, laws, regulations, mles, executive 
orders, policies and instmctions pertaining to the same or similar subject matter. 
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Section 15.3 Compliance with Environmental Laws. 

The Airline and the Concessionaire shall, in conducting any activity or business on the 
Airport premises, including environmental response or remedial activities, comply with all 
applicable Laws, including Environmental Laws regarding the generation, storage, use, 
transportation and disposal of solid wastes. Hazardous Materials, Special Wastes or other 
contaminants and regarding releases or threatened releases of Hazardous Materials, Special 
Wastes or other contaminants into the environment. 

(a) Review of Environmental Documents. Either party, at the request of the other, 
shall make available for inspection and copying upon reasonable notice and at reasonable times, 
any or all of the documents and materials the party has prepared pursuant to any Law or 
submitted to any Governmental Authority; provided, that such documents and materials relate to 
environmental issues or Environmental Laws and are pertinent to the Airport or the Airline's 
Leased Premises. If any Environmental Law requires a party to file any notice or report of a 
release or threatened release of Hazardous Materials or Special Wastes on, under or about the 
Airline's Leased Premises or the Airport, the party shall provide a copy of such report or notice 
to the other promptiy within 48 hours after timely submitting such notice or report to the 
appropriate govemmental agency. 

(b) Access for Environmental Inspection. The Concessionaire shall have access to the 
Airline's Leased Premises to inspect the same in order to confirm that the Airline is using the 
Airline's Leased Premises in accordance with all of the Environmental Laws. The Airline, at the 
request of the Concessionaire and at the Airline's expense, shall conduct such testing and 
analysis as is reasonable and necessary to ascertain whether the Airline is using the Airline's 
Leased Premises in compliance with all Environmental Laws. Any such tests shall be conducted 
by qualified independent experts chosen by the Airline and subject to the Concessionaire's 
approval. Copies of reports from any such testing shall be provided to the Concessionaire upon 
receipt by the Airline. 

(c) Environmental Noncompliance. If the Airline fails to comply with any applicable 
Environmental Laws, the Concessionaire, in addition to its rights and remedies provided in 
Article XVI. may enter the Airline's Leased Premises and take all reasonable and necessary 
measures required by applicable Law, at the Airline's expense, to insure compliance with 
Environmental Laws. 

(d) Duty to Notify Concessionaire. In the event of a release or threatened release of 
Hazardous Materials, Special Wastes or other regulated contaminants into the environment 
relafing to or arising out of either party's use or occupancy of the Airport, or in the event any 
claim, demand, acfion or notice is made against either party regarding the party's failure or 
alleged failure to comply with any Environmental Laws, the Airline immediately shall notify the 
Concessionaire in writing and shall provide the Concessionaire with copies of any written 
claims, demands, notices, or actions so made. 

(e) Environmental Remediation. The Airline shall undertake such steps to remedy 
and remove any Hazardous Materials and Special Wastes, and any other environmental 
contamination to the extent caused by the Airline at the Airport, as are required by 
Environmental Laws to protect the public health and safety and the environment from actual or 
reasonably foreseeable harm and to bring the Airport into compliance with all Environmental 
Laws when such lack of compliance is caused by the Airline. Such work shall be performed at 
the Airline's sole expense in accordance with applicable Laws and to extent practicable with 
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prior notice to the Concessionaire. The Concessionaire shall have the right to review and inspect 
all such work at any time using consultants and representatives of its choice at its own cost. 
Specific cleanup levels for any environmental remediation work shall be designed to meet all of 
the applicable Environmental Laws. In the event that the Concessionaire is named in any 
enforcement action or lawsuit by any party in connection with the environmental condition of the 
Airline's Leased Premises to the extent caused by the action or inaction of the Airline, the 
Airline shall defend the Concessionaire and indemnify and hold harmless the Concessionaire 
from any costs, damages or fines resulting therefrom. Nothing in this Section 15.3 imposes any 
liability on the Airline for acts or omissions of the Concessionaire. 

(0 National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants. The Airline warrants 
that all Work performed pursuant to this Agreement shall be performed in accordance with any 
applicable National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP), 40 C.F.R. 
61.145(2007). 

Section 15.4 Compliance with Federal Law. 

The Airline and the Concessionaire shall comply, and shall cause their contractors to 
comply, with all Laws, including the following: 

(a) Prohibition Against Exclusive Rights. Nothing herein contained shall be 
constmed to grant or authorize the granting of an exclusive right to conduct an Air 
Transportation Business as prohibited by Section 308(a) of the Federal Aviation Act of 1958, as 
amended, and the Concessionaire reserves the right to grant to others the privileges and right of 
conducting any or all activities of an aeronautical nature. 

(b) Government Inclusion. The Airline and the Concessionaire covenant and agree 
that this Agreement shall be subordinated to the provisions of any existing or fiiture agreement or 
assurances between the Concessionaire and the United States Govemment, the execution of 
which has been or will be required as a condition precedent to the granting of federal fiinds or the 
approval to impose or use PFCs for the development of the Airport. The Airline fiirther agrees 
that it shall not cause the Concessionaire to violate any assurances made by the Concessionaire 
to the federal govemment in connection with the granting of such federal fiinds or approvals. 

(c) Non-Discrimination. This Agreement involves the use of or access to space on, 
over or under real property acquired or improved under the Airport Improvement Program of the 
Federal Aviation Administration, and therefore involves activity which serves the public. The 
Airline and the Concessionaire, for themselves, their personal representatives, successors in 
interest and assigns, as part of the consideration hereof, do hereby covenant and agree, as a 
covenant running with the land, that (i) no person on the grounds of race, creed, color, religion, 
age, sex or national origin shall be excluded from participation in, denied the benefits of, or 
otherwise be subjected to discrimination in the use of the facilities; (ii) that no person on the 
grounds of race, creed, color, religion, age, sex or national original shall be excluded from 
participation in, denied the benefits of, or otherwise be subjected to discrimination in the 
constmction of improvements on, over, or under such land and the fumishing of services 
thereon; and (iii) that the Airline and the Concessionaire shall use the premises in compliance 
with all other requirements imposed by or pursuant to regulafions of the Department of 
Transportation, the Transportation Security Administration, and other Govemmental Authorifies. 

(d) Non-Discrimination in Furnishing Services. The Airline agrees to fumish 
services in the United States in compliance with federal law and on a fair and not unjustly 
discriminatory basis to all users thereof, and to charge fair, reasonable and not unjustly 
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discriminatory prices for each unit of service; provided, that the Airline may be allowed to make 
reasonable and nondiscriminatory discounts, rebates or other similar types of price reductions. 

(e) Neither party hereby waives any right to file a complaint with the U. S. 
Department of Transportation with respect to matters not covered by this Agreement or the 
Lease. 

Section 15.5 Anti-Scofflaw. 

The Airline hereby represents and warrants and shall cause each of its Project contractors 
to represent and warrant, that the Airline or such Project contractor, as the case may be, is not in 
violation of Section 2-92-380 of the Municipal Code, and fiirther represents and warrants that, in 
the event of any such violation, the Concessionaire shall be entitled to set off on behalf of the 
City (if required by the Lease) from those amounts invoiced by the Airline an amount equal to 
the amount of any fines or penalties owed to the Concessionaire, subject to those exceptions 
stated in the Municipal Code. 

Section 15.6 Ethics. 

The Airline hereby represents and warrants and shall cause each of its Project contractors 
to represent and warrant that the Airline or such Project contractor, as the case may be, is not in 
violation of Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code. Any contract negotiated, entered into, or 
performed in violation of this chapter shall be invalid and without any force whatsoever. 

Section 15.7 Inspector General. 

The Airline understands and will abide by the provisions of Chapter 2-56 of the 
Municipal Code. The Airline acknowledges and agrees that it shall be the duty of the Airline and 
its Project contractors to cooperate with the Inspector General in any investigation or hearing 
undertaken pursuant to Chapter 2-56 of the Municipal Code. 

ARTICLE XVI. DEFAULT AND TERMINATION 

Section 16.1 Default by Airline. 

(a) Events of Default. The occurrence of any one or more of the following events 
during the Term constitutes an "Airline Default" under this Agreement: 

(i) If the Airline or an Affiliate fails to comply with, perform or observe 

(A) any material obligation, covenant, agreement, term or condition in this 
Agreement (including the payment of the Airline's Fees and Charges), or 

(B) the requirements or directives of a final award in a matter submitted to 
dispute resolution in accordance with Article VIII and, 

in either case, with respect to 

(C) a non-monetary default, such failure continues unremedied for a period of 
thirty (30) business days following notice thereof (giving particulars of the 
failure in reasonable detail) from the Concessionaire to the Airline (whether 
the default is caused by the Airline or its Affiliate) unless the Airline has 
demonstrated to the satisfaction of the Concessionaire acting reasonably, that 
(I) it is proceeding and will proceed with all due diligence to cure or cause to 
be cured such failure, (2) its actions can be reasonably expected to cure or 
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cause to be cured such failure within a reasonable period of time acceptable to 
the Concessionaire, acting reasonably and (3) such failure is in fact cured 
within such period of time, or 

(D) with respect to a monetary default, such failure continues unremedied for 
a period of ten (10) business days following notice thereof by the 
Concessionaire pursuant to Section 16.l(b)(i); 

(ii) If the Airline (A) admits, in writing, that it is unable to pay its debts as 
such become due, (B) makes an assignment for the benefit of creditors, (C) files a 
voluntary pefition under the federal bankmptcy code, or if the Airline files any petition or 
answer seeking, consenting to or acquiescing in any reorganization, arrangement, 
composition, readjustment, liquidation, dissolution or similar relief under the present or 
any fiiture federal bankmptcy code or any other present or fiiture applicable Law, or shall 
seek or consent to or acquiesce in or suffer the appointment of any tmstee, receiver, 
custodian, assignee, sequestrator, liquidator or other similar official of the Airline, or of 
all or any substantial part of its properties or of the Airport or any interest therein, or (D) 
takes any corporate acfion in fiirtherance of any action described in this Section 
16.l(a)(ii); 

(iii) If within sixty (60) days after the commencement of any proceeding 
against the Airline seeking any reorganization, arrangement, composition, readjustment, 
liquidation, dissolution or similar relief under the present or any fiiture federal bankmptcy 
code or any other present or fiiture applicable Law, such proceeding has not been 
dismissed, or if, within sixty (60) days after the appointment, without the consent or 
acquiescence of the Airline, of any tmstee, receiver, custodian, assignee, sequestrator, 
liquidator or other similar official of the Airline or of all or any substantial part of its 
properties or of its Airline's Leased Premises or any interest therein, such appointment 
has not been vacated or stayed on appeal or otherwise, or if, within sixty (60) days after 
the expiration of any such stay, such appointment has not been vacated; 

(iv) If a levy under execution or attachment has been made against all or any 
material portion of the Airline's Leased Premises or any interest therein as a result of an 
encumbrance created, incurred, assumed or suffered to exist by the Airline, or any Person 
claiming through it, and such execution or attachment has not been vacated, removed or 
stayed by court order, bonding or otherwise within a period of sixty (60) days, unless 
such levy resulted from actions or omissions of the Concessionaire or its Delegates; 

(v) The Airline shall become a corporation in dissolution; 

(vi) The Airline shall discontinue its Air Transportation Business at the Airport 
for a period of thirty (30) consecutive days or for a period of sixty (60) nonconsecutive 
days whenever occurring in the aggregate in any Fiscal Year or, after exhausting or 
abandoning any further appeals, the Airline shall be prevented for a period of thirty (30) 
consecutive days by action of any Govemmental Authority other than the City from 
conducting its Air Transportation Business at the Airport; 

(vii) The Airline shall cease using or abandon substantially all of its Airline's 
Leased Premises for a period of thirty (30) days; and 

(viii) The Airline fails to maintain its corporate existence or to remain duly 
qualified to do business in the State of Illinois or the Airline shall dissolve or otherwise 
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dispose of all or substantially all of its assets or shall consolidate with or merge into 
another corporation; provided, however, that it shall not be an Airline Default if the 
Airline consolidates with or merges into a wholly owned subsidiary of the Airline. 

(b) Remedies of the Concessionaire upon Airline Default. Upon the occurrence of 
and during the continuance of an Airline Default, the Concessionaire may, by notice to the 
Airline, declare the Airline to be in default and may do any or all of the following as the 
Concessionaire, in its discretion, shall determine: 

(i) The Concessionaire is entitled to terminate this Agreement (without the 
need for reentry or any other action on behalf of the Concessionaire) (A) by giving ten 
(10) business days' prior notice to the Airline upon the occurrence of a default (including 
that of an Affiliate) that consists of a failure to pay any Airline's Fees and Charges or 
satisfy any other monetary obligations to the Concessionaire, including the obligation to 
timely remit PFCs to the Concessionaire when due, or if an Airline Default creates a 
material danger to the safety of Airport operations or a material impairment to the Airport 
or to the continuing use of the Airport as a commercial service airport and, in either case, 
such default or Airline Default, as the case may be, remains unremedied at the end of 
such 10 business day period, or (B) by giving sixty (60) days' prior notice to the Airline 
upon the occurrence of any other Airline Default. The Airline shall be entitled to cure 
such other curable non-monetary Airline Default under Section 16.1(a)(i)(C) by curing 
the Airline Default in such 60-day period or by providing the Concessionaire with a 
written work plan within such 60-day period outlining the actions by which the Airline 
will ensure fiiture compliance with either (1) the obligation, covenant, agreement, term or 
condition in this Agreement or (2) the requirements or directives of the issued final award 
in accordance with Article VIII that the Airline failed to perform or observe, which work 
plan is approved by the Concessionaire, but any failure of the Airline to comply in any 
material respect with such approved work plan following sixty (60) days' notice of such 
failure from the Concessionaire to the Airline shall be deemed to be an Airline Default 
described in Section 16.1(a)(i)(C) and the entitlement of the Airiine to cure such Airline 
Default by the delivery of an Approved work plan shall not apply thereto; 

(ii) If the Airline Default is by reason of the failure to pay any monies, the 
Concessionaire is entitled to (without obligation to do so) make payment on behalf of the 
Airline of such monies, and any amount so paid by the Concessionaire shall be payable 
by the Airline to the Concessionaire within three (3) business days after demand therefor; 

(iii) The Concessionaire is entitied to cure the Airline Default (but this shall not 
obligate the Concessionaire to cure or attempt to cure a Airline Default oi", after having 
commenced to cure or attempted to cure an Airline Default, to continue to do so), and all 
costs and expenses reasonably incurred by the Concessionaire in curing or attempting to 
cure the Airline Default, together with an administrative fee equal to fifteen percent 
(15%) of such costs and expenses, shall be payable by the Airline to the Concessionaire 
within three (3) business days of demand; provided, however, that (A) the Concessionaire 
shall not incur any liability to the Airline for any act or omission of the Concessionaire or 
any other Person in the course of remedying or attempting to remedy any Airline Default 
and (B) the Concessionaire's cure of any Airline Default shall not affect the 
Concessionaire's rights against the Airline by reason of the Airline Default; 
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(iv) The Concessionaire is entitled to seek specific performance, injuncfion or 
other equitable remedies, it being acknowledged that damages are an inadequate remedy 
for an Airline Default; 

(v) The Concessionaire is entitled to seek to recover its Losses arising from 
such Airline Default and any amounts due and payable under this Agreement and, in 
connection therewith, exercise any recourse available to any Person who is owed 
damages or a debt; and 

(vi) The Concessionaire is entitled to, subject to applicable Law, distrain 
against any of the Airline's goods situated at the Airport and the Airline waives any 
statutory protections and exemptions in connection therewith. 

Section 16.2 Defaults by the Concessionaire. 

(a) Events of Default. The occurrence of any one or more of the following events 
during the Term constitutes a "Concessionaire Default" under this Agreement: 

(i) If the Concessionaire fails to comply with or observe (A) any material 
obligation, covenant, agreement, term or condition in this Agreement or (B) the 
requirements or directives of a final award in a matter submitted to dispute resolution in 
accordance with Article VIII and such failure continues unremedied for a period of sixty 
(60) days following notice thereof (giving particulars of the failure in reasonable detail) 
from the Airline to the Concessionaire or for such longer period as may be reasonably 
necessary to cure such failure; provided that, in the latter case, the Concessionaire has 
demonstrated to the safisfaction of the Airline, acfing reasonably, that (1) it is proceeding 
with all due diligence to cure or cause to be cured such failure, (2) its actions can be 
reasonably expected to cure or cause to be cured such failure within a reasonable period 
of time acceptable to the Concessionaire, acting reasonably and (3) such failure is in fact 
cured within such period of time; 

(ii) If a levy under execution or attachment has been made against all or any 
material portion of the Airline's Leased Premises as result of an encumbrance created, 
incurred, assumed or suffered to exist by the Concessionaire or any Person claiming 
through it, and such execution or attachment has not been vacated, removed or stayed by 
court order, bonding or otherwise within a period of sixty (60) days, unless such levy 
resulted from actions or omissions of the Airline or its Delegates, or if all or any material 
portion of the Airport shall be subject to a condemnation or similar taking by a 
Govemmental Authority; and 

(iii) If the Concessionaire (A) admits, in writing, that it is unable to pay its 
debts as such become due, (B) makes an assignment for the benefit of creditors, (C) files 
a voluntary petition under the federal bankmptcy code, or if the Concessionaire files any 
petition or answer seeking, consenting to or acquiescing in any reorganization, 
arrangement, composition, readjustment, liquidation, dissolution or similar relief under 
the present or any future federal bankmptcy code or any other present or fiiture applicable 
Law, or shall seek or consent to or acquiesce in or suffer the appointment of any tmstee, 
receiver, custodian, assignee, sequestrator, liquidator or other similar official of the 
Concessionaire, or of all or any substantial part of its properties (in each case, to the 
extent applicable to a municipality), or (D) takes any action in furtherance of any action 
described in this Section 16.2(a)(iii): or if within ninety (90) days after the 
commencement of any proceeding against the Concessionaire seeking any reorganization. 
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arrangement, composition, readjustment, liquidation, dissolution or similar relief under 
the present or any future federal bankmptcy code or any other present or future applicable 
Law, such proceeding has not been dismissed, or if, within ninety (90) days after the 
appointment, without the consent or acquiescence of the Concessionaire, of any tmstee, 
receiver, custodian, assignee, sequestrator, liquidator or other similar official of the 
Concessionaire or of all or any substantial part of its properties (in each case, if the 
Concessionaire is the City, to the extent applicable to a municipality), such appointment 
has not been vacated or stayed on appeal or otherwise, or if, within ninety (90) days after 
the expiration of any such stay, such appointment has not been vacated. 

(b) Remedies of Airline Upon Concessionaire Default. Upon the occurrence and 
during the continuance of a Concessionaire Default, the Airline may by notice to the 
Concessionaire declare the Concessionaire to be in default and, except as provided in Section 
16.5. do any or all of the following as the Airline, in its discretion, shall determine: 

(i) The Airline is entitied to terminate this Agreement by giving sixty (60) 
days' prior notice to the Concessionaire; provided, however, that the Concessionaire shall 
be entitled to cure a Concessionaire Default pursuant to Section 16.2(a)(i) by providing 
the Airline with a written work plan within such 60-day period outlining the actions by 
which the Concessionaire will ensure fiiture compliance with either (A) the obhgation, 
covenant, agreement, term or condition in this Agreement or (B) the requirement or 
directive of the final award in accordance with Article VIII that the Concessionaire failed 
to perform or observe, which work plan is approved by the Airline(which approval shall 
not be unreasonably withheld, delayed or conditioned), but any failure of the 
Concessionaire to comply in any material respect with such approved work plan 
following sixty (60) days' notice of such failure from the Airline to the Concessionaire 
shall be deemed to be a Concessionaire Default described in Section 16.2(a)(i) and the 
entitlement of the Concessionaire to cure such Concessionaire Default by the delivery of 
an approved work plan; 

(ii) The Airline is entitled to seek to recover its Losses and any amounts due 
and payable under this Agreement and, in connection therewith, exercise any recourse 
available to any Person who is owed damages or a debt by the Concessionaire; 

(iii) The Airline is entitled to seek specific performance, injunction or other 
equitable remedies, it being acknowledged that damages are an inadequate remedy for a 
Concessionaire Default; 

(iv) The Airline is entitled to exercise any of its other rights and remedies 
provided for hereunder or under the Lease; and 

(v) The Airline is entitied to cure the Concessionaire Default (but this shall not 
obligate the Airline to cure or attempt to cure a Concessionaire Default or, after having 
commenced to cure or attempted to cure a Concessionaire Default, to continue to do so), 
and all costs and expenses reasonably incurred by the Airline in curing or attempting to 
cure the Concessionaire Default, together with an administrative fee equal to fifteen 
percent (15%) of such costs and expenses, shall be payable by the Concessionaire to the 
Airline within three (3) business days of demand; provided, however, that (A) the Airline 
shall not incur any liability to the Concessionaire for any act or omission of the Airline or 
any other Person in the course of remedying or attempting to remedy any Concessionaire 
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Default and (B) the Airline's cure of any Concessionaire Default shall not affect the 
Airline's rights against the Concessionaire by reason of the Concessionaire Default. 

Section 16.3 Other Termination by the Airline. 

If the Airline is not in default by the occurrence of any of the events described in Section 
16.1 without regard to any cure period provided for under Section 16.1 or of any other event 
described in this Agreement as an Airline Default, the Airline may terminate this Agreement and 
its obligations hereunder as to all or any portion of the Airline's Leased Premises by giving the 
Concessionaire sixty (60) days' prior notice upon the occurrence of an event set forth in 
subparagraphs (i) and (ii) below. Upon the occurrence of an event pursuant to subparagraph (ii) 
below, the Airline may terminate with similar notice only such portion of its obligations 
hereunder as to the Airline's Leased Premises as are directly and substantially affected by the 
Airline's impaired ability to operate at the Airport. The events are: 

(i) The Airline is prevented from conducting its Air Transportation Business 
at the Airport for a period of one hundred twenty (120) out of one hundred eighty (180) 
consecutive days for any reason not attributable to the Airline; and 

(ii) If "slot controls," "noise mitigation" restrictions, FAA regulations or other 
similar action by a Govemmental Authority are imposed upon the Airline or the Airport, 
thereby substantially impairing the Airline's ability to operate at the Airport. 

Section 16.4 New Airport. 

In the event that any new commercial service airport is supported or opened by the City, 
or the City in conjunction with the Concessionaire, within a 50 mile radius of the Airport, the 
Airlines shall have, as it deems appropriate, all rights and remedies under this Agreement to 
compensate them fiilly, including, but not limited to, the right to terminate this Agreement 
without penalty, and to recover from the City the value of any improvements made by such 
Airline at the Airport. 

Section 16.5 Concessionaire and Airline Covenants Regarding Airport 
Operations; Termination by the Airline upon Material 
Limitations on Operations. 

(a) The Concessionaire and the Airline agree that the continued operation of the 
Airport is important to the Concessionaire and the Airline. Accordingly, the Concessionaire will 
use its Best Efforts to ensure that the Airport's flight operations, passenger handling, cargo 
handling and other capacities germane to the operation of commercial air service at the Airport 
are not constrained, restricted, limited or reduced by action by the Concessionaire and remain 
available to meet the demand for transportation to the region. The Airline recognizes that the 
Midway Noise Compatibility Commission may recommend the implementation of certain 
actions to reduce noise levels at the Airport. These recommendations may include 
soundproofing of local schools and houses and a review of nighttime voluntary curfews but will 
not require the Airline to comply with any requirements prohibited by federal law. Any 
recommendations by the Midway Noise Compatibility Commission shall not be constmed as 
violating this Agreement. 

(b) Neither the Concessionaire nor the Airline shall advocate or support any 
constraints, restrictions, limitations or reductions on the Airport's flight operations, passenger 
handling, cargo handling or other capacities germane to the operation of the Airport by ariy 
Governmental Authority (other than by the Midway Noise Compatibility Commission). 
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(c) The Concessionaire shall not voluntarily transfer its ownership, oversight or 
control of the Airport to any Govemmental Authority other than as permitted by the Lease. 

(d). In the event that the Concessionaire fails to comply with Section 16.4 and this 
Section 16.5. the Airline may, upon notice to the Concessionaire (as provided below), terminate 
this Agreement (as provided below). The Concessionaire or the Airline shall be deemed to have 
failed to comply with the provisions of Section 16.4 and Section 16.5 if the cumulative effect of 
individual actions by the Concessionaire or the Airline creates such a failure. The 
Concessionaire shall have one hundred and twenty (120) days in which to review and respond to 
the Airline's notice. In the event that the Concessionaire disagrees with the Airline's 
determination, the Airline may not terminate this Agreement until thirty (30) days after the 
Concessionaire has responded to the Airline's notice. However, the Airline shall not have the 
right to terminate this Agreement in the event that constraints, restrictions, limitations or 
reductions on the Airport's flight operations, passenger handling, cargo handling or other 
capacities are enacted with general applicability to all airports within the jurisdiction of any 
Govemmental Authority. 

Section 16.6 Removal of Airline Property. 

(a) The personal property owned and placed or installed by the Airline in its Airline's 
Leased Premises shall remain the property of the Airline and must be removed on or before the 
expiration of the Term or the expiration of any extension or renewal of the Term of this 
Agreement at the Airline's sole risk and expense. Any damage to the Airport, the stmcture, the 
Airline's Leased Premises or any fixtures located therein resulting from such removal shall be 
paid for by the Airline. In the event of the termination of this Agreement, the Airline shall have 
thirty (30) days after such termination during which to remove such property; provided, 
however, the Concessionaire shall have the right to assert such lien or liens against the property 
as the Concessionaire may by law be permitted. So long as any such property remains in the 
Airline's Leased Premises, the Airline's obligafion to pay the Airline's Fees and Charges shall 
continue with respect to such Airline's Leased Premises. 

(b) If the Airline's property is not removed as herein provided, the Concessionaire 
may, at its option, deem such property abandoned and keep such property or, after written notice 
to the Airline and at the Airline's sole risk and expense, remove such property to a public 
warehouse for deposit, or retain the same in the Concessionaire's possession and after the 
expiration of thirty (30) days sell the same, with notice and in accordance with applicable law, 
the proceeds of which shall be applied first to the expenses of such removal and sale, second to 
any sum owed by the Airline to the Concessionaire, and any balance remaining shall be paid to 
the Airline. 

Section 16.7 No Waiver. 

A failure by either party to take any action with respect to any default or violation by the 
other of any of the terms, covenants or conditions of this Agreement shall not in any respect 
limit, prejudice, diminish or constitute a waiver of any rights of the party to act with respect to 
any prior, contemporaneous or subsequent violation or default. The acceptance by the 
Concessionaire of payment of the Airline's Fees and Charges for any period or periods after a 
default or violation of any of the terms, conditions and covenants of this Agreement shall not 
constitute a waiver or diminution of, nor create any limitation upon any right of the 
Concessionaire pursuant to this Agreement to terminate this Agreement for subsequent violation 
or defauh, or for continuation or repetition of the original violation or default. 
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Section 16.8 Force Majeure. 

(a) Neither party hereto shall be liable to the other for any failure, delay or 
intermption in performing its obligations hereunder due to causes or conditions beyond its 
reasonable control (a "Force Majeure Event"), including, without limiting the generality 
hereof, strikes, boycotts, picketing, slow-downs, work stoppages, or other labor actions affecting 
the Concessionaire or its confractors, or the Airline or its contractors, except to the extent that 
such failure, delay or intermption results from failure on the part of the Concessionaire or the 
Airline to use reasonable care to prevent, or, after such failure, delay or intermption, use its Best 
Efforts to cure, such failure, delay or intermption; provided that nothing in this Section 16.8 is 
intended or shall be constmed to abate, postpone or in any respect diminish the Airline's 
obligations to make any payments due the Concessionaire pursuant to this Agreement. It is 
expressly understood that a Force Majeure Event will not include any of the following events: 
(i) economic hardship; (ii) changes in market conditions; (iii) changes in Law except as set forth 
in Section 16.8(b); (iv) delays caused by Delegates of the parties, provided such delay was not 
caused by a Force Majeure Event; and (v) the Airline's or airiines' capacity reductions at the 
Airport or other airports. 

(b) The Concessionaire shall be under no obligation to supply any service if and to 
the extent and during any period that the supplying of any such service or the use of any 
component necessary therefor shall be prohibited or rationed by any Law or Govemmental 
Authority. 

(c) The party claiming a Force Majeure Event shall within five (5) business days after 
it knows of the occurrence of the Force Majeure Event, give the other party written notice 
describing the details of the cause and nature of the Force Majeure Event, the anficipated length 
of delay due to the Force Majeure Event and any other effect on the party's performance of its 
obligations hereunder. Within fifteen (15) days after initial notification, such party shall provide 
sufficient proof of the occurrence and duration of such Force Majeure Event to the other party 
and shall thereafter provide the other party with periodic supplemental updates to reflect any 
change in information given to the other party as often as requested by the other party. The party 
claiming the Force Majeure Event shall give notice to the other party of (i) the cessation of the 
relevant Force Majeure Event and (ii) the cessation of the effects of such Force Majeure Event 
on the performance by it of its obligations under this Agreement as soon as practicable after 
becoming aware of each of (i) and (ii) above. 

(d) Except as otherwise provided herein, the performance by the party claiming the 
Force Majeure Event of its obligations hereunder shall be suspended, and in the event that such 
party is required to start or complete an action during a specific period of time, such start date or 
period for completion shall be extended, on the condition that: (i) such suspension of 
performance and extension of time shall be of no greater scope and of no longer duration than is 
required by the effects of the Force Majeure Event; (ii) the party claiming the Force Majeure 
Event continually uses all commercially reasonable efforts to alleviate and mitigate the cause and 
effect of the Force Majeure Event and remedy its inability to perform. 

(e) In the event that the parties are unable in good faith to agree that a Force Majeure 
Event has occurred or performance hereunder is excused as a result thereof, the parties shall 
submit the dispute for resolution pursuant to Article VIII and the party claiming relief from a 
Force Majeure Event shall have the burden of proof as to whether such a Force Majeure Event 
has occurred and whether performance hereunder is excused as a result thereof 
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(f) If a Force Majeure Event has occurred and continues for more than six (6) 
months, either party may terminate this Agreement by Notice to the other party. 

ARTICLE XVH. GENERAL PROVISIONS 

Section 17.1 Covenant Not to Grant More Favorable Terms. 

The Concessionaire shall not enter into any lease, contract or other agreement with any 
other airline providing service at the Airport with respect to those portions of the Airport that are 
subject to this Agreement, which contains any rates or charges more favorable to such airline 
than the rates and charges payable hereunder by the Airline unless the Concessionaire also makes 
those more favorable terms available to the Airline; provided, however, that the Concessionaire 
reserves the right to charge for the use of the Concessionaire-Controlled Facilities on a per use 
basis. 

Section 17.2 PFCs to be Held for the Concessionaire. 

(a) The Airline shall hold the net principal amount of all PFCs that are collected by 
the Airline or its Delegates on behalf of the Concessionaire pursuant to 49 U.S.C. § 40117 and 
the mles and regulations thereunder (14 C.F.R. Part 158, herein, the "PFC Regulations") in 
tmst for the Concessionaire. For purposes of this Section 17.2. net principal amount shall mean 
the total principal amount of all PFCs that are collected by the Airline or its Delegates on behalf 
of the Concessionaire, reduced by all amounts that the Airline is permitted to retain pursuant to 
Section 158.53(a) of the PFC Regulations. 

(b) In the absence of additional regulations goveming the treatment of refiinds, any 
refiinds of PFCs due to passengers as a result of changes of itinerary shall be paid 
proportionately out of the net principal amount attributable to such PFCs and the amount that the 
Airline was permitted to retain under Section 158.53(a) of the PFC Regulations attributable to 
such PFCs. The Airline hereby acknowledges that the net principal amount of all PFCs collected 
on behalf of the Concessionaire shall remain at all times the property of the Concessionaire, 
except to the extent of amounts refunded to passengers pursuant to the preceding sentence 
(which shall remain the property of the Concessionaire until refiinded and become the property 
of the passenger upon and after refiind). Other than the amounts that the Airline is entitled to 
retain pursuant to Section 158.53 of the PFC Regulations, the Airline shall be entitled to no 
compensation. 

Section 17.3 Use of Reserves; PFC Priorities. 

(a) Use of Certain Reserves and PFCs. 

(i) The City created and designated before the Effective Date certain reserve 
accounts, the Airport Development Fund Reserve Account, the Emergency Reserve Fund 
the O&M Reserve Account, and the Repair and Replacement Fund (together, the 
"Airport Reserve Accounts"). The City shall transfer amounts available as of the 
Effective Date in the Airport Reserve Accounts to the Concessionaire as required under 
the Lease. The Concessionaire will keep these fiinds in a segregated account and use 
them as the first funds to pay Capital Expenditures related to Initial Capital Projects or to 
pay debt incurred for that purpose until such reserve fiinds are exhausted. The 
Concessionaire does not have the right to include any amounts for the Concessionaire's 
undertaking of Initial Capital Projects in the Total Annual Additional Capex 
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Contribution. The Concessionaire may, but is not required to, apply to the FAA for new 
PFC authority to fimd the balance of Capital Expenditures related to such Initial Capital 
Projects. 

(ii) The Concessionaire shall apply for new PFC authority to address, first, the 
priorities outlined in Section 17.3(b). and then (A) in a manner designed to the maximum 
extent practicable to reduce the Airlines' Total Annual Additional Capex Contribution 
and (B) for the costs of PFC-eligible projects under guidelines established by the 
Concessionaire from time to time and agreed to by the Mil, that are reasonably designed 
to assure such projects are in the interests of the City, the Airlines and the 
Concessionaire; provided, however, that under no circumstances may any action by an 
Mil (x) impair the Concessionaire's authority to impose a PFC or to use a PFC as 
provided under applicable federal law, including 49 U.S.C. § 40117; or (y) be used to 
restrict the Concessionaire's ability to finance, develop or assign new capacity at the 
Airport with PFC revenues. The Concessionaire covenants that it will not use new PFC 
authority for the Initial Capital Projects. 

(b) New PFC Projects. Throughout the Term, the Concessionaire shall use its Best 
Efforts to obtain FAA approval to impose a PFC for PFC-eligible projects, in the following order 
of priority: 

(i) Govemment Mandated Capital Projects; 

(ii) Capital Projects for the Airfield Area; and 

(iii) All other PFC eligible Capital Projects. 

(c) Effect of PFC Approvals. 

(i) PFC Accounts and Records. Once the FAA approves the 
Concessionaire's application to impose a PFC, the Concessionaire shall account for all 
PFC collections in the same manner as that required of public agencies under ^ 7-17 of 
FAA Order 5500.1 by keeping separate accounting records for each approved PFC 
application, identifying the PFC revenue received from each collecting carrier, interest 
eamed thereon, the amount expended on each PFC Capital Project, and the amount 
reserved for approved but incomplete PFC Capital Projects. 

(ii) Use of New PFC Capacity. To the extent in any given Fiscal Year that 
New PFC Capacity exists, the Concessionaire must apply the New PFC Capacity to the 
cost of Additional Capex Projects in accordance with the FAA's authorization, thereby 
reducing the Total Annual Additional Capex Contribution in an amount equal to the 
lesser of (A) the New PFC Capacity and (B) the Total Annual Additional Capex 
Contribution, taking into account the provisions of Section 10.2(e). 

(d) No Impairment of Authority. Nothing in this Agreement is intended to impair the 
Concessionaire's power and authority to seek to impose and use a PFC as authorized by Law. 
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Section 17.4 No Partnership or Agency. 

Nothing herein contained is intended or shall be constmed to in any respect create or 
establish any relationship other than that of lessor and lessee, and nothing herein shall be 
constmed to establish any partnership, joint venture or association or to make the Airline the 
general representative or Delegate of the Concessionaire or the Concessionaire the general 
representative or Delegate of the Airline for any purpose whatsoever. 

Section 17.5 No Personal Liability. 

No Delegate of the Concessionaire or the Airline shall be charged personally by the other 
party, its Delegates, or by any assignee or sublessee of the Airline, with any liability or expenses 
of defense or be held personally liable to them under any term or provision of this Agreement, or 
because of the Concessionaire's execution or attempted execution of this Agreement, or because 
of any breach hereof. 

Section 17.6 Notices. 

Except as otherwise expressly provided hereunder, all notices and other communications 
provided for under this Agreement shall be in writing and shall be mailed, electronically mailed 
(e-mailed), faxed, or personally delivered to the Concessionaire, the Airline or the City, to the 
person and at the address set forth at the foot of this Agreement next to such party, or to such 
other Person or address as either the Concessionaire, the Airline or the City may hereafter 
designate by notice to the other in accordance with this Section 17.6. Except as otherwise 
expressly provided hereunder, any notice or communication under this Agreement shall be 
deemed to have been given or made (a) if a messenger or courier service is used, when delivered 
to the addressee; (b) if sent by mail (certified or otherwise), five (5) days after being deposited in 
the mails, postage prepaid and properly addressed; and (c) if sent by telex, facsimile or telecopy, 
the earlier of (i) actual receipt by addressee and (ii) twenty-four (24) hours after confirmation of 
transmission. 

Section 17.7 Entire Agreement. 

This Agreement, including the attached exhibits and endorsements, constitutes the entire 
agreement of the parties on the subject matter hereof. 

Section 17.8 Amendment. 

Except as otherwise expressly provided herein, the provisions of this Agreement may be 
amended only by a written agreement signed by the Concessionaire and the Airline and, subject 
to Secfion 17.16, without any necessity for the consent of the City. 

Section 17.9 Applicable Law. 

This Agreement shall be deemed to have been made in, and shall be constmed in 
accordance with, the laws of the State of Illinois without regard to conflicts of laws principles. 
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Section 17.10 Authorization to Operate; Consent to Service of Process 
and Jurisdiction. 

(a) The Concessionaire and the Airline each warrants that it is a duly organized and 
validly existing corporation or other business entity under the laws of the state shown on the 
signature page hereof The Airline and the Concessionaire each warrants that it is, and 
throughout the term of this Agreement it will continue to be, duly qualified to do business in the 
State of Illinois. 

(b) All judicial proceedings brought against the Airline or the Concessionaire with 
respect to this Agreement may be brought in any court of competent jurisdiction having situs 
within the boundaries of the federal court district of the Northern District of Illinois including 
any of the courts within Cook County and by execution and delivery of this Agreement, the 
Airline and the Concessionaire each accepts, for itself and in connection with its properties, 
generally and unconditionally, the nonexclusive jurisdiction of the aforesaid courts, and 
irrevocably agrees to be bound by any final judgment rendered thereby from which no appeal has 
been taken or is available. The Concessionaire and Airline each irrevocably designates and 
appoints the representative designated on the signature page hereto under the heading 
"Designation of Agent for Service of Process," as its agent for service of process, such service 
being hereby acknowledged by such representative to be effective and binding service in every 
respect. The agent may be changed only upon the giving of written notice by the Airline to the 
other parties of the name and address of a new Agent for Service of Process that works within 
the geographical boundaries of the City and is employed by the Concessionaire or the Airline, as 
the case may be. The Airline and the Concessionaire irrevocably waive any objection (including 
any objection of the laying of venue or based on the grounds of fomm non conveniens) which it 
may now or hereafter have to the bringing of any action or proceeding with respect to this 
Agreement in the jurisdiction set forth above. Nothing herein shall affect the right to serve 
process in any other manner permitted by Law. 

Section 17.11 Severability. 

If any provision of this Agreement shall be held or deemed to be or shall in fact be 
inoperative or unenforceable as applied in any particular case in any jurisdiction or jurisdictions 
or in all cases because it conflicts with any other provision or provisions hereof or of any Law or 
public policy, or for any other reason, such circumstances shall not have the effect of rendering 
the provision in question inoperative or unenforceable in any other case or circumstances, or of 
rendering any other provision or provisions herein contained invalid, inoperative, or 
unenforceable to any extent whatever. The invalidity of any one or more phrases, sentences, 
clauses or sections contained in this Agreement shall not affect the remaining portions of this 
Agreement or any part hereof. 

Section 17.12 Representatives. 

The Concessionaire and the Airline shall each designate by notice a representative who, 
except as otherwise provided hereunder, shall be authorized to act for the Concessionaire and the 
Airline, respectively, with respect to any actions to be taken by either of them under the terms of 
this Agreement. Any party hereto may change its designated representative by subsequent notice 
to the other party. 
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Section 17.13 Actions by the Concessionaire and a Majority-in-Interest. 

(a) Whenever in this Agreement any approval is required from the Airline or from a 
Majority-in-Interest, such decision shall be promptly rendered and shall not be unreasonably 
withheld or conditioned. 

(b) Whenever the approval of or an action by a Majority-in-Interest is required 
hereunder, it shall be authorized in writing by the Airlines' Representative and the 
Concessionaire notified thereof. The Concessionaire shall be entitled to rely, without further 
investigation, on any statement in writing of the Airlines' Representative that (i) certifies that it 
constitutes the action of the Majority-In-Interest and (ii) describes in reasonable detail the nature 
and extent of such action and the matter approved or authorized by such action. 

(c) A Majority-in-Interest may, on behalf of the Signatory Airlines, waive or amend 
any provision of this Agreement; provided, however, that no such waiver or amendment shall 
discriminate materially and adversely against the rights of any single Signatory Airline without 
such Signatory Airline's approval. 

(d) Subject to the provisions of Section 17.13(c). all approvals, actions and decisions 
by a Majority-in-Interest with respect to matters hereunder requiring such approval, action or 
decision shall be binding upon the Airline whether or not the Airline constitutes a part of the 
Majority-in-Interest that so acted or rendered its approval or decision. 

(e) Wherever in this Agreement the approval of the Concessionaire is required, such 
approval may be given in writing by either the Concessionaire or a designee of the 
Concessionaire, except as otherwise expressly provided herein. Such approval, except for those 
approvals which are expressly stated to be within the sole discretion of the Concessionaire, shall 
not be unreasonably withheld or conditioned. 

Section 17.14 Successors and Assigns. 

All of the covenants, stipulations and agreements herein contained shall inure to the 
benefit of and be binding upon the successors and assigns of the parties hereto. 

Section 17.15 Non-Discriminatory Management. 

In the course of operating and managing the Airport, the Concessionaire shall not 
undertake its activities in a manner that unreasonably favors in any material respect (i) the 
Airline with respect to any other Signatory Airlines or (ii) any other Signatory Airline with 
respect to the Airline. The Concessionaire shall comply with the Operating Standards in a 
manner that does not unreasonably grant a competitive advantage to any Signatory Airline. To 
the extent that the Concessionaire exceeds the Operating Standards it shall do so in a manner that 
does not unreasonably provide a material benefit or cause a material detriment to a Signatory 
Airline under the circumstances then present at the Airport. Nothing in this Agreement is 
intended to preclude the Concessionaire from improving the Concessionaire-Controlled Facilities 
or the Airline from improving its Airline's Leased Premises, or to result in the violation of any 
Law regarding the treatment by the Concessionaire of any Person involved in the Air 
Transportation Business at the Airport. If the Concessionaire has any input in connection with 
operation activities including air traffic control as between the airlines operating at Chicago 
O'Hare International Airport and the Airport, such input shall treat the Signatory Airlines in an 
equitable and non-discriminatory manner. For the avoidance of doubt, disputes conceming the 
application of this Section 17.15 shall be subject to dispute resolution under Article VIII. 
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Section 17.16 Reversion to City and Attornment. 

(a) Except as provided in Section 17.16(b). if the Lease is terminated while this 
Agreement is in effect, and the Airport is returned to the City under the terms of the Lease, the 
City shall operate and manage the Airport thereafter and charge the Airline for the use of the 
Airport in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement and provide the Airline with the 
same rights and economic benefits afforded by this Agreement. If, notwithstanding that under 
the Law this Agreement may otherwise terminate upon such event, the Airline shall attom to the 
City, and the City shall accept such attornment, upon all of the terms and conditions of this 
Agreement. In no event shall any payment by the City to the Concessionaire in connection with 
a termination of the Lease result in additional charges to the Airline. 

(b) No changes or amendments to this Agreement or a new use agreement are binding 
on the City unless the City has consented to such amended or new use agreement. 

Section 17.17 Certificate in Connection with Concessionaire Debt. 

The Airline agrees that in connection with debt incurred by the Concessionaire related to 
the Airport, upon not less than ten (10) days prior request by the Concessionaire, the Airline will 
deliver to the Concessionaire a statement in writing certifying as of the date of the certificate: 

(a) that this Agreement is unmodified and in fiill force and effect (or if there have 
been modifications, a description of such modifications and that the Agreement as modified is in 
fiill force and effect, or specifying any provisions that are no longer in fiill force and effect); 

(b) that to the best of the Airline's knowledge, the Concessionaire is not in material 
default under any provision of this Agreement, or, if in material default, the nature thereof in 
detail; and 

(c) such further matters to the best of the knowledge of the Airline relating to this 
Agreement as may be reasonably requested by the Concessionaire. 

Section 17.18 Leasehold Mortgagee's Right to Cure. 

Whenever a Leasehold Mortgage exists as to which the Airlines have been provided 
notice by the holder thereof in accordance with the Lease, the Airline shall, simultaneously with 
providing the Concessionaire any required notice under this Agreement, provide a copy of such 
notice to such Leasehold Mortgagee. The Leasehold Mortgagee shall have a period of 60 days 
with respect to any Concessionaire Default beyond any cure period expressly provided to the 
Concessionaire in this Agreement in which to cure or cause to be cured any such Concessionaire 
Default. That 60-day period shall be extended if the Concessionaire Default is non-monetary 
and may be cured but cannot reasonably be cured within the 60-day period and if the Leasehold 
Mortgagee begins to cure such default within the 60-day period (or, if possession is necessary in 
order to effect such cure, the Leasehold Mortgagee, within that 60-day period, files the 
appropriate legal action to commence foreclosure on the liens of the Leasehold Mortgage or take 
other appropriate action to commence a transfer of title to the relevant property) and thereafter 
proceeds with all due diligence to cure such Concessionaire Default (including by proceeding 
with all due diligence to effect such foreclosure and during such foreclosure action (to the extent 
practicable) and thereafter to effect such a cure) within a reasonable period of time acceptable to 
the Airline, acting reasonably. If a Leasehold Mortgagee is acting to cure a Concessionaire 
Default in accordance with this Section 17.18. then the Airline shall not exercise its right to 
terminate this Agreement by reason of such Concessionaire Default. The Airline may, however, 
exercise any of its other rights and remedies provided for under this Agreement, at law, or in 
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equity, so long as the exercise of such rights does not interfere with the Leasehold Mortgagee's 
rights hereunder. In fiirtherance of the foregoing, the City shall permit the Leasehold Mortgagee 
and its representatives (as defined in the Lease) the same access to the Airport as is permitted to 
the Concessionaire under the Lease. Any actions taken by a Leasehold Mortgagee or its 
representatives under this Section 17.18 shall be undertaken in accordance with the provisions of 
this Agreement that would be applicable to the Concessionaire were it taking such actions. The 
Airline shall accept any such performance by a Leasehold Mortgagee or its nominee as though 
the same had been done or performed by the Concessionaire. Any payment to be made or action 
to be taken by a Leasehold Mortgagee hereunder as a prerequisite to keeping this Agreement in 
effect shall be deemed properly to have been made or taken by the Leasehold Mortgagee if such 
payment is made or action is taken by a nominee, agent or assignee of the rights of such 
Leasehold Mortgagee. Any exercise of the Leasehold Mortgagee's rights to cure hereunder do 
not result in the assumption by such Leasehold Mortgagee of the Concessionaire's obligations 
hereunder. 

Notwithstanding the Leasehold Mortgagee's right to cure as provided under this Section 
17.18. if a Concessionaire Default materially impairs the Airline operations at the Airport, the 
Airline may proceed to cure the Concessionaire Default pursuant to Section 16.2(b)(v). in which 
event, the cure by the Leasehold Mortgagee shall include the payments to the Airline 
contemplated by Section I6.2(b)(v). 

Section 17.19 No Third Party Beneficiaries; Later Signatories. 

This Agreement is for the sole benefit of the parties hereto and their permitted assigns 
and nothing herein expressed or implied shall give or be constmed to give to any Person or entity 
other than the parties hereto and their assigns any legal or equitable rights hereunder, provided 
that, if for any reason any Leasehold Mortgagee is deemed not to be a direct beneficiary hereof, 
such Leasehold Mortgagee shall be a third party beneficiary for purposes of exercising its 
respective rights in Section 17.18 hereof. 

Any airline that becomes a Signatory Airline by executing an Airport Use Agreement 
with the Concessionaire after the Effective Date shall, without any further action, (i) be 
considered for all purposes under the Lease and this Agreement an "Airline" within the 
definition of "Airlines" under the Lease and (ii) assume and be enfitled to all rights, remedies 
and obligations of an Airline under the Lease. 

Section 17.20 Counterparts. 

This Agreement may be executed in one or more counterparts. 

Section 17.21 Non-Contravention. 

The Concessionaire and the Airline acknowledge and agree that nothing contemplated in 
this Airport Use Agreement obligates the Concessionaire or the Airline to take any action that 
would cause the Concessionaire to violate any Law, lose its Airport Operating Certificate or 
violate the Airport Security Program. 

Section 17.22 Limitation of Liability. 

Except as otherwise set forth in this Agreement, no Party (or any of its Delegates) shall 
be liable to any other Party (or any of its Delegates) for any diminution in value or any 
consequential, punitive, incidental or special damages of such other Party (or any of its 
Delegates), including lost profits or loss of business reputation or opportunity relating to any 
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breach or alleged breach of this Agreement or with respect to the transactions contemplated 
hereby. -

Section 17.23 Merger of Delta Air Lines, Inc. and Northwest Airlines 
Corporation. 

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this Agreement, the parties 
acknowledge that Delta Air Lines, Inc. ("Delta") and Northwest Airlines Corporation ("NCI"), 
parent of Northwest Airlines, Lie. ("Northwest"), entered into a merger agreement on April 14, 
2008 (as such agreement may be amended from time to time, the "Merger Agreement") under 
which they have agreed to a merger of a subsidiary of Delta with and into NCL As a result of the 
merger, NCI will become a wholly-owned subsidiary of Delta. The City and the Concessionaire 
acknowledge that if closing occurs pursuant to the Merger Agreement, Delta and Northwest may 
wish to consolidate their operations and agreements at the Airport. Therefore, the City and the 
Concessionaire agree that for the 24-month period commencing with closing of the transaction 
contemplated by the Merger Agreement, the City and the Concessionaire will cooperate with 
Delta and Northwest in good faith to assign and/or modify this Agreement and any comparable 
agreement between the City, the Concessionaire, and Delta or Northwest, and to grant 
permissions and consents necessary to accomplish the consolidation of such operations in 
accordance with the reasonable requests of Delta and Northwest, which may include the 
following: 

(a) Relocationof Airline's Leased Premises to a contiguous location; 

(b) Consolidation of Airline's Leased Premises and the relinquishment of excess or 
duplicative space; 

(c) Consolidation of Agreements into a single use agreement; 

(d) Constmction or modification of tenant improvements by Delta or Northwest or 
the Concessionaire (at Delta's or Northwest's expense); and 

(e) Rebranding and new signage in the combined Leased Premises or other premises 
where such signage exists upon the closing of the transaction contemplated by the Merger 
Agreement. 

Further, in addition to the foregoing provisions stated herein, as part of the merger 
consolidation, the Preferential Grandfathered Gate status pursuant to Secrion 5.6(c) conferred to 
Northwest upon the Effective Date, shall continue in effect following the closing of the 
transaction contemplated by the Merger Agreement and following a subsequent merger of 
Northwest into Delta or a Delta affiliate. The Preferential Grandfathered Gate status conferred 
on Northwest is not specifically conditioned upon A5 and A7 Gate assignments but can be any 
two gates preferred by Delta (subject to, if any such Gates involve another Signatory Airline's 
Airline's Leased Premises, the agreement of such other Signatory Airline to a Gate exchange) in 
attempting to consolidate operations in a central location. 

CITY OF CHICAGO ADDRESS FOR NOTICE 

By: 

Title: 
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[NAME OF AIRLINE] DESIGNATION OF AGENT FOR 
SERVICE OF PROCESS 

BY:_ 

ITS:. 

Date 

NAME OF CONCESSIONAIRE 

BY: 

ITS: 

DESIGNATION OF AGENT FOR SERVICE OF PROCESS 

Effective Date 

[(Sub)Exhibit "O" referred to in this Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 
Midway International Airport unavailable at time of printing.] 

[(Sub)Exhibits 'A", "E", "F", "G", "H", " I " , "K", "M" and "N" referred to in 
this Airport Use Agreement - Chicago Midvî ay International Airport 

printed on pages 41767 through 41829 of this Journal.] 

[(Sub)Exhibit "C" referred to this Airport Use Agreement - Chicago Midway 
International Airport constitutes Exhibit "B" to ordinance printed 

on pages 41112 through 41682 of this Journal.] 

(Sub)Exhibits ("8-1" and "B-2"), "D", "J", "L", "P", "Q", "R" and "S" referred to in this Airport 
Use Agreement - Chicago Midway International Airport read as follows: 
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(Sub)Exhibits "B-1" And "B-2". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 
(Page 1 of 3) 

(Sub)Exhibit "B-1" 
List Of Existing Agreements Not Superseded 

Nor Terminated By This Agreement. 

(Sub)Exhibit "B-2" 
List Of Existing Agreements Terminated 

By This Agreements. 

Exhibit B-1: 

NOT TERMINATED: 

No other agreements exist between City of Chicago and ATA Airlines. Inc. 

Exhibit B-2 

TERMINATED: 

Chicago Midway Airport Amended and Restated Airport Use Agreement and Facilities 
Lease, dated and effective as of January 1, 1997, as amended as of October 1, 1999 
("Chicago Midway Airport First Amendment to Amended and Restated Airport U.se 
Agreement and Facilities Lease"), and again December 23, 2005 pursuant to 
Commissioner's consent. 

Exhibit B-1: 

NOT TERMINATED: 

No other agreements exist between City of Chicago and Delta Air Lines, Inc. 

Exhibit B-2: 

TERMINATED: 

Chicago Midway Airport Amended and Restated Use Agreement (including First 
Amendment to Chicago Midway Airport Amended and Restated Use Agreement), signed March 
1,2000. 

Exhibit B-1 

NOT TERMINATED: 

No other agreements exist between City of Chicago and Frontier Airlines, Inc. 

Exhibit B-2 

TERMINATED: 

Chicago Midway Airport Amended and Restated Use Agreement (including First 
Amendment to Chicago Midway Airport Amended and Restated Use Agreement), signed 
March 1,2001. 
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(Sub)Exhibits "B-1" And "B-2". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 
(Page 2 of 3) 

(Sub)Exhibit "B-1" 
List Of Existing Agreements Not Superseded 

Nor Terminated By This Agreement. 

Exhibit B-1: 

NOT TERMINATED: 

"Lease of Hangar Facilities" between the City of Chicago and American Trans Air, Inc. 
dated September I, 1995, for various parcels; assigned to Southwest Airlines Co. pursuant to 
"Assignment and Assumption of Hangar Lea.se" among ATA Airines, Inc., the City of Chicago, 
and Southwest Airlines dated as of March 25, 2005. 

Reimbursement Agreement' for the "North Hall Security Project," dated January 12, 
2005, and amended December 30, 2005, and further amended as of April 6, 2006, in the total 
amount of $ 12,742,079.13 (as so amended). 

Reimbursement Agreement for the "EDS Conceptual Design," dated February 25, 2005, 
in the total amount of $248,500.00 [(unamended)?). 

Reimbursement Agreement for the "EDS Design," dated January 9, 2006, in the total 
amount of $ 1,608,047.00 [(unamended)?]. 

Reimbursement Agreement for the "Concourse A Infill Design," dated March 22, 2006, 
in the total amount of $1,750,000.00 (unamended). 

Reimbursement Agreement for the "EDS In-Line Baggage Screening System 
Constmction," dated March 20, 2006, in the total amount of $33,236,295.00 (unamended). 

Reimbursement Agreement for the "Southwest MDW Gate Moves," dated April 29, 
2008. for tiie total amount of $128,650.00 (unamended). 

Reimbursement Agreement for the "AirTran Gate Moves," dated April 29, 2008, in the 
total amount of $44,800.00 (unamended). 

NOT TERMINATED NOW. BUT CONTINUED MONTH-TO-MONTH UNTIL NEW 
HANGAR LEASE IS IN PLACE: 

1. "Lease of Hangar Facilities at Midway Airport" between the City of Chicago and Midway 
Airlines, Inc. dated December 27, 1982 for various parcels; extended to December 31, 2002 
pursuant to (V )̂ amendment dated January 14, 1992 between the City of Chicago and 
Sheldon L. Solow (Chapter 7 Trustee for Midway Airlines, Inc.) and assigned to Soutiiwest 

' The Reimbursement Agreements arose as "Section 12.01 Delegations of Authority to Perform Work" 
authorized by the Commissioner of Aviation under the provisions of the Exhibit B-2 agreement that is being 
terminated. 

http://Lea.se
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(Sub)Exhibits "B-1" And "B-2". 
(To Airport Use Agreement — Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 
(Page 3 of 3) 

(Sub)Exhibit "B-1" 
List Of Existing Agreements Not Superseded 

Nor Terminated By This Agreement. 

(Sub)Exhibit "B-2" 
List Of Existing Agreements Terminated 

By This Agreements. 

Airlines Co.; "Second Amendment to Lease of Hangar Facilities" between the City of 
Chicago and Southwest Airlines Co dated August 31, 1999 adjusting the amount of square 
footage. 

2. "Department of Aviation Short Term Right-of-Entry Agreement" between the City of 
Chicago and Southwest Airiines Co. dated June 1, 2006 (for I year) for 5000 W. 63'" Street. 

Exhibit B-2: 

TERMINATED: 

Chicago Midway Airport Amended and Restated Airport Use Agreement and Facilities 
Lease, dated and effective as of January I, 1997, as amended as of October I, 1999 ("Chicago 
Midway Airport First Amendment to Amended and Restated Airport Use Agreement and 
Facilities Lease"). 

Exhibit B-1 

NOT TERMINATED: 

No other agreements exist between City of Chicago and Northwest Airlines, Inc. 

Exhibit B-2 

TERMINATED: 

Chicago Midway Airport Amended and Restated Airport Use Agreement and Facilities 
Lease, dated and effective as of January 1, 1997, as amended as of October I, 1999 ("Chicago 
Midway Airport First Amendment to Amended and Restated Airport Use Agreement and 
Facilities Lease"). 
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(Sub)Exhibit "D". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Concessionaire's Insurance Coverage. 

Insurance Coverage Required. 

(a) Workers' Compensation and Employer's Liability. The Concessionaire shall 
provide Workers' Compensation Insurance, as prescribed by applicable Law, covering all 
employees who agree to provide a service under this Agreement and Employer's Liability 
Insurance coverage with limits of not less than $1,000,000 each accident or illness or disease. 

(b) Commercial General Liability (Primary and Excess). The Concessionaire 
shall provide commercial general liability insurance or equivalent with limits of not less than 
$750,000,000 per occurrence for bodily injury (including death) and property damage liability. 
Coverage shall include the following: all premises and operations, products liability, host liquor 
liability, completed operations, explosion, collapse, underground, separation of insureds, 
defense, independent contractors, terrorism war liability, excess auto liability, hanger keepers 
liability, contingent control tower liability, baggage liability, cargo liability, non-owned aircraft 
liability, mobile equipment, contractual liability, personal injury and advertising injury with 
limits of not less that $25,000,000 per occurrence and aggregate, incidental medical malpractice 
with limits of not less that $25,000,000 per occurrence and aggregate and excess employers 
liability with limits of not less than $25,000,000 per occurrence and aggregate. The City is to be 
named as an additional insured on a primary, non-contributory basis for any liability arising 
directly or indirectly under or in connection with this Agreement. The Airlines are to be named 
as additional insureds for Claims arising out of the operations of the Concessionaire. 

(c) Automobile Liability (Primary and Excess). The Concessionaire shall 
provide or cause to be provided automobile liability insurance with limits of not less than 
$5,000,000 per occurrence for bodily injury and property damage for any owned, non-owned or 
hired autos/motor vehicles. The City is to be named as an additional insured on a primary, non-
contributory basis. The Airlines are to be named as additional insureds for claims arising out of 
the operations of the Concessionaire. 

(d) Builder's Risk. When the Concessionaire undertakes any construction, 
maintenance or repairs to the Midway Airport Facility, including improvements and betterments 
pursuant to this Agreement, the Concessionaire shall provide or cause to be provided, all risk 
builder's risk insurance at replacement cost for materials, supplies, equipment, machinery and 
fixtures that are or will be part of the Midway Airport Facility. Customary sublimits and 
aggregated sublimits for perils including flood and earthquake are permitted in amounts 
reasonably acceptable to the City. Coverage shall include the following: right to partial 
occupancy, boiler and machinery, earth movement, flood, water (including overflow), leakage, 
sewer backup, utility services, debris removal, testing, mechanical-electrical breakdown, 
resulting damage arising out of faulty or defective workmanship or material, business income 
(where an exposure exists and where the City has an insurable interest in such exposure), 
valuable papers and other consequential loss, when applicable. The City is to be named as an 
additional insured and, subject to the claims of any Leasehold Mortgagee, as a loss payee with 
respect to the property proceeds. 

(e) Professional Liability. When any architects, engineers, project managers, 
construction managers or other professional consultants perform work in connection with this 
Agreement, professional liability insurance covering acts, errors or omissions shall be 
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maintained with limits of not less than $2,000,000; provided, however, that design and 
construction architects and engineers performing work with respect to any construction project 
undertaken by the Concessionaire pursuant to this Agreement must maintain limits of not less 
than $5,000,000. When policies are renewed or replaced, the policy retroactive date shall 
coincide with, or precede, start of work in connection with this Agreement. A claims-made 
policy that is not renewed or replaced shall have an extended reporting period of two years. 

(0 Property. The Concessionaire shall obtain all risk property insurance at fiill 
replacement cost (no margin clause is to be included), covering all loss, damage or destmction to 
the Midway Airport Facility, including improvements and betterments. Occurrence limit of 
liability endorsement or equivalent, if included on property policy, must be amended to delete 
any limitation to stated property values. Coverage may not be limited to the statement of values 
provided to the insurance company. Coverage shall include the following: (i) such risks as may 
now or in the future be included under an all risk policy form of real property insurance (subject 
to standard policy terms, conditions and exclusions) as may now or in the future be prescribed by 
the State of Illinois as of the effective date of the policy under which such insurance is provided 
and (ii) fire, smoke, windstorm, cyclone, tornado, hail, explosion, riot, civil commotion, 
equipment breakdown, flood, earth movement, collapse, water including overflow, leakage, 
sewer backup or seepage, utility interruption, debris removal, business ordinance or law for 
increased cost of constmction, extra expense, boiler and machinery, valuable papers ingress and 
egress, civil and military authority and, if available, terrorism. Customary sublimits and 
aggregated sublimits for perils including flood and earthquake are permitted in amounts 
reasonably acceptable to the City. Coverage shall also include business income, which shall be 
subject to a limit that is separate from and in addition to the limit of full replacement cost for 
property. In addition, the Concessionaire shall, during the Term, procure at its own expense 
comprehensive fire, theft and property damage all risk insurance for, and keep insured to the 
extent of the full replacement value thereof (if replaceable; otherwise, the value thereof), all 
personal property of the City in the care, custody and control of the Concessionaire, including 
materials, fixtures/contents, equipment, tools, supplies and art work. The Concessionaire shall 
be responsible for all loss or damage to personal property (including materials, fixtures/contents, 
equipment, tools, supplies and art work) of the Concessionaire unless caused by the City or its 
Representatives. The City is to be named as an additional insured on all property insurance 
policies. Subject to the claims of any Leasehold Mortgagee, the City and the Depositary are to 
be named as loss payees. The Concessionaire shall be responsible for any loss or damage to City 
property at flill replacement cost. 

(g) Pollution Legal Liability. Pollution legal liability insurance shall be provided 
covering third party bodily injury, property damage and other losses caused by pollution 
occurrences during the Term with limits of not less than $10,000,000 per occurrence and in the 
aggregate. Coverage shall include environmental cleanup, remediation, transportation and 
disposal. When policies are renewed or replaced, the policy rettoactive date shall, if practicable, 
coincide with or precede, start of work in connection with this Agreement. A claims-made 
policy which is not renewed or replaced shall have an extended reporting period of two years. 
The City is to be named as an additional insured. 

(h) Railroad Protective Liability. When any work is to be done adjacent to or on 
railroad or transit property, the Concessionaire shall provide, with respect to the operations that 
the Concessionaire or Contractors perform, railroad protective liability insurance in the name of 
the applicable railroad or transit entity. The policy shall have limits of not less than the 
requirement of the operating railroad/transit entity arising out of injuries to or death of all 
persons, and for damage to or destruction of property, including the loss of use thereof. 
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(Sub)Exhibit "A". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Existing Plat Of Airport. 
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(Sub)Exhibit "E". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Airline's Preferential Grandfathers Gates, If Any. 
(Page 1 of 2) 
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(Sub)Exhibit "E". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Airline's Preferential Grandfathers Gates, If Any. 
(Page 2 of 2) 
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(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Leased Premises, Including Leased Terminal Ramp Area. 
(Page 1 of 48) 

Midway International Airport 
Leased Premises 
Preferentially Leased Airline Space (Sorted by Airline, Zone, Level) 

AirTran Airways (FL) 
ZONE LEVEL SPACE ID DESCRIPTION 

01 BAG 01-121 BSO 

01-122 BSO 

LEVEL BAG (FL) SUBTOTAL 

01 T 01-500 ATO 

01-500T ATO 

01-501 ATO 

01-502 ATO 

01-505 ATO 

01-506A Corridor 

LEVEL T (FL) SUBTOTAL 

ZONE 01 (FL) SUBTOTAL 

05 L 05-130A Operations 

05-500 Operations 

LEVEL L (FL) SUBTOTAL 

ZONE 05 (FL) SUBTOTAL 

06 U 06-202A Holdroom A10 

06-202B Holdroom A l 2 

LEVEL U (FL) SUBTOTAL 

ZONE 06 (FL) SUBTOTAL 

Printeci on 8/29/2008 - Note: The effective cJale will be tfie same as tfie effective dale of the 
long-term transaction. 

AREA (SF) 

223.5 

222.3 

445.8 

668.0 

1,577.4 

133.3 

119.9 

435.8 

101.3 

3,035.7 

3,481.5 

998,2 

1,855.9 

2,854.? 

2,854.1 

1,820.4 

1,820.4 

3,640.8 

3,640.8 

new airport use agreement under the 
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(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Leased Premises, Including Leased Terminal Ramp Area. 
(Page 2 of 48) 

Midway International Airport 
Leased Premises 
Preferentially Leased Airline Space (Sorted by Airline, Zone, Level) 

AirTran Airways (FL) 
ZONE LEVEL SPACE ID DESCRIPTION AREA(SF) 

AirTran Airways Total 9,976.4 

The above space has been reviewed and approved by the following airline representative: 

Signature Date 

Printed Name Title 

Printeci on 8/29/2008 - Note: The effective dale wrill be the same as the effective cJate of Ihe new airport use agreement under the 
long-term transaction. 
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(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Leased Premises, Including Leased Terminal Ramp 
(Page 3 of 48) 

Area. 
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(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Leased Premises, Including Leased Terminal Ramp Area. 
(Page 4 of 48) 
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(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Leased Premises, Including Leased Terminal Ramp Area. 
(Page 5 of 48) 
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(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Leased Premises, Including Leased Terminal Ramp Area. 
(Page 6 of 48) 
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(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Leased Premises. Including Leased Terminal Ramp Area. 
(Page 7 of 48) 
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(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Leased Premises, Including Leased Terminal Ramp Area. 
(Page 8 of 48) 

Midway International Airport 
Leased Premises 
Preferentially Leased Airline Space (Sorted by Airline Zone, Level) 

Delta Airlines (DL) 
ZONE LEVEL SPACE ID DESCRIPTION 

02 T 02-328 ATO 

02-328T Ticketing 

LEVEL T(DL) SUBTOTAL 

ZONE 02 (DL) SUBTOTAL 

03 BAG 03-118 BSO 

LEVEL BAG (DL) SUBTOTAL 

ZONE 03 (DL) SUBTOTAL 

12 L 12-139 Operations 

12-139A Storage 

12-142A Operations 

LEVEL L (DL) SUBTOTAL 

12 U 12-238A Holdroom 01 

12-238B Holdroom 02 

LEVEL U (DL) SUBTOTAL 

ZONE 12 (DL) SUBTOTAL 

AREA (SF) 

358.0 

379.4 

737.4 

737.4 

223.1 

223. f 

223.1 

312.1 

100.0 

1,166.2 

1,5783 

1,712.4 

1,712.0 

34244 

5,002,7 

Delta Airlines Total 5,963.2 

The above space has been reviewed and approved by the following airline representative: 

Signature 

Printed Name 

Printed on 8/29/2008 - Note. The effective dale will be Ihe same as the effective 
long-tenn transaction. 

dale of Ihe 

Date 

Title 

new airport use agreement under the 
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(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Leased Premises, Including Leased Terminal Ramp Area. 
(Page 9 of 48) 
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(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Leased Premises, Including Leased Terminal Ramp Area. 
(Page 10 of 48) 

a 
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(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Leased Premises, Including Leased Terminal Ramp Area. 
(Page 11 of 48) 
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(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Leased Premises, Including Leased Terminal Ramp 
(Page 12 of 48) 

Area. 
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(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Leased Premises, Including Leased Terminal Ramp Area. 
(Page 13 of 48) 



10/8/2008 REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 41783 

(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To Airport Use Agreement — Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Leased Premises, Including Leased Terminal Ramp Area. 
(Page 14 of 48) 

Midway International Airport 
Leased Premises 
Preferentially Leased Airline Space (Sorted by Airline, Zone, Level) 

Frontier Airlines (F9) 
ZONE LEVEL SPACE ID DESCRIPTION AREA (SF) 

01 BAG 01-119 BSO 206.6 

LEVEL BAG (F9) SUBTOTAL 206.6 

01 T 01-321 ATO 493.1 

01-321T Ticketing 510.9 

LEVEL T(F9) SUBTOTAL 1,004.0 

ZONE 01 (F9) SUBTOTAL 1,210.6 

09 L 09-160 Operations 282.2 

09-163 Operations 425.6 

LEVEL L (F9) SUBTOTAL 707.8 

ZONE 09 (F9) SUBTOTAL 707.8 

Frontier Airlines Total 1,918.4 

The above space has been reviewed and approved by the following airline representative: 

Signature Date 

Printed Name Title 

Printed on 8/29/2008 - Note: The effective date will be the same as the effective dale of the new airport use agreement under the 
long-term transaction. 



41784 JOURNAL-CITY COUNCIL-CHICAGO 10/8/2008 

(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Leased Premises, Including Leased Terminal Ramp Area. 
(Page 15 of 48) 
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10/8/2008 REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 41785 

(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Leased Premises, Including Leased Terminal Ramp 
(Page 16 of 48) 

Area. 



41786 JOURNAL-CITY COUNCIL-CHICAGO 10/8/2008 

(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Leased Premises, Including Leased Terminal Ramp Area. 
(Page 17 of 48) 



10/8/2008 REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 41787 

(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Leased Premises, Including Leased Terminal Ramp Area. 
(Page 18 of 48) 

Midway International Airport 
Leased Premises 
Preferentially Leased Airline Space (Sorted by Airline, Zone, Level) 

Northwest Airlines (NW) 
ZONE LEVEL SPACE ID DESCRIPTION 

01 BAG 01-124 BSO 

LEVEL BAG (NW) SUBTOTAL 

ZONE 01 (NW) SUBTOTAL 

02 T 02-307 ATO 

02-307T Ticketing 

LEVEL T (NW) SUBTOTAL 

ZONE 02 (NW) SUBTOTAL 

07 . L 07-120 Operations 

07-121 Operations 

07-126 Operations 

07-126A Closet 

07-127 Operations 

07-128 Operations 

07-129 Operations 

07-135 Operations 

07-136 Closet 

LEVEL L (NW) SUBTOTAL 

07 U 07-204A Holdroom A5 

07-2048 Holdroom A7 

07-209 Closet 

LEVEL U (NW) SUBTOTAL 

ZONE 07 (NW) SUBTOTAL 

AREA (SF) 

370.8 

370.8 

370.8 

787.2 

573.4 

1,360.6 

1,360.6 

424.5 

109.7 

245.4 

3.8 

41.8 

150.9 

26.5 

' 205.4 

16.0 

7,224.0 

1,582.2 

1,586.2 

100.2 

3,268.6 

4,492.6 

Printed on 8/29/2006 - Note: The effective date will be the same as the effective date of Ihe new airport use agreement under the 
long-lemn transaction. 



41788 JOURNAL-CITY COUNCIL-CHICAGO 10/8/2008 , 

(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Leased Premises, Including Leased Terminal Ramp Area. 
(Page 19 of 48) 

Midway International Airport 
Leased Premises 
Preferentially Leased Airline Space (Sorted by Airline, Zone, Level) 

Northwest Airlines (NW) 
ZONE LEVEL SPACE ID DESCRIPTION AREA (SF) 

Northwest Airlines Total 6,224.0 

The above space has been reviewed and approved by the following airline representative: 

Signature Date 

Printed Name Title 

Printed on 8/29/2008 - Note; The effective date will be the same as the effective date of the neyt airport use agreement under the 
long-term transaction. 



10/8/2008 REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 41789 

(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Leased Premises, Including Leased Terminal Ramp 
(Page 20 of 48) 

>Area. 



41790 JOURNAL-CITY COUNCIL-CHICAGO 10/8/2008 

(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Leased,Premises, Including Leased Terminal Ramp Area. 
(Page 21 of 48) 
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10/8/2008 REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 41791 

(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Leased Premises, Including Leased Terminal Ramp Area. 
(Page 22 of 48) 



41792 JOURNAL-CITY COUNCIL-CHICAGO 10/8/2008 

(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Leased Prerhises, Including Leased Terminal Ramp Area. 
(Page 23 of 48) 



10/8/2008 REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 41793 

(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Leased Premises, Including Leased Terminal Ramp Area. 
(Page 24 of 48) 



41794 JOURNAL-CITY COUNCIL-CHICAGO 10/8/2008 

(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Leased Premises, Including Leased Terminal Ramp Area. 
(Page 25 of 48) 

Midway International Airport 
Leased Premises 
Preferentially Leased Airline Space (Sorted by Airline, Zone Level) 

Southwest Airlines (WN) 
ZONE LEVEL SPACE ID DESCRIPTION 

02 M 02-K01 Dual-kiosk unit (near column TM-TA/52) 

02-K02 Dual-kiosk unit (near column TM-JfiJ52) 

LEVEL M (WN) SUBTOTAL 

02 T 02-329 ATO 

02-329T Ticketing 

02-330 ATO 

02-330T Ticketing 

LEVEL T (WN) SUBTOTAL 

ZONE 02 (WN) SUBTOTAL 

03 BAG 03-111 BSO 

03-116 BSO 

03-117 BSO 

03-120A BSO 

LEVEL BAG (WN) SUBTOTAL 

03 T 03-305 ATO 

03-305T Ticketing 

03-306T Ticketing 

03-320T Ticketing 

03-322 Bag Screening 

03-322T Ticketing 

03-323 ATO 

03-332A Closet 

03-500 Ticketing 

LEVEL T(WN) SUBTOTAL 

ZONE 03 (WN) SUBTOTAL 

* None; Zone 2, Mezzanine Level {M) space is not shown on a corresponciing 

AREA (SF) 

9.2 

9.2 

18.4 

326.4 

191.5 

366.2 

785.6 

1,669.7 

1,688.1 

1,303.7 

223.1 

223.5 

222.4 

1,972.7 

2,929,9 

1,703,5 

449.1 

564.9 

1,289.8 

627.8 

723.9 

65.5 

932.7 

9,287.? 

11,259.8 

exhibit : . 

Printed on B/29/2008 - Note: The effective date will be the same as the effective date of the new airport use agreement under tha 
long-term transaction. 



10/8/2008 REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 41795 

(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Leased Premises, Including Leased Terminal Ramp Area. 
(Page 26 of 48) 

Midway International Airport 
Leased Premises 
Preferentially Leased Airline Space (Sorted by Airline, Zone, Level) 

Southwest Airlines (WN) 
ZONE LEVEL SPACE ID DESCRIPTION 

05 L 05-110 Operations 

05-130 Operations 

05-1308 Locker Room 

LEVEL L (WN) SUBTOTAL 

05 U 05-202A Holdroom A l 8 

05-202B Holdroom A l 9 

05-202C Holdroom A l 5 

05-202D Holdroom A l 7 

05-213 Closet 

05-220 Closet 

LEVEL U (WN) SUBTOTAL 

ZONE 05 (WN) SUBTOTAL 

06 L 06-123 Toilet Mens 

06-125 Toilet Womens • 

06-500A Office 

• LEVEL L (WN) SUBTOTAL 

06 U 06-201A Holdroom A9 

06-201B Holdroom A l l 

06-203 Closet 

LEVEL U (WN) SUBTOTAL 

ZONE 06 (WN) SUBTOTAL 

08 U 08-220A Customer Service 

08-220B Customer Service 

LEVEL U (WN) SUBTOTAL 

ZONE 08 (WN) SUBTOTAL 

AREA (SF 

5,202.3 

1,601.1 

763.1 

7,566.5 

2,302.3 

2,305.3 

2,289.1 

2,304.7 

179.5 

146.6 

9,527.5 

17,094.0 

253.5 

239.6 

6,819.4 

7.312.t 

1,817.4 

1,818.C 

160.9 

3.796.3 

11.108.8 

266.S 

266.2 

533.; 

533.: 

) 

Printed on 8/29/2008 - Note: The effective dale will be Ihe same as Ihe effective dale of the new airport use agreement under the 
long-term transaction. 



41796 JOURNAL-CITY COUNCIL--CHICAGO 10/8/2008 

(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To Airport Use Agreement ~ Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Leased Premises, Including Leased Terminal Ramp Area. 
(Page 27 of 48) 

Midway International Airport 
Leased Premises 
Preferentially Leased Airline Space (Sorted by Airline, Zone, Level) 

Southwest Airlines (WN) 
ZONE LEVEL SPACE ID DESCRIPTION 

13 U 13-204A Holdroom B1 

13-204B Holdroom B2 

LEVEL U (WN) SUBTOTAL 

ZONE 13 (WN) SUBTOTAL 

14 L 14-102 Operations 

14-107 Corridor 

LEVEL L (WN) SUBTOTAL 

14 U 14-204A Holdroom 83 

14-204B Holdroom B5 

14-207 Closet 

14-210 In-Fligtit Storage 

14-221 Souttiwest Customer Service 

LEVEL U (WN) SUBTOTAL 

ZONE 14 (WNJSUBTOTAL 

15 L 15-101 Operations 

LEVEL L (WN) SUBTOTAL 

15 U 15-207A Holdroom 88 

15-2078 Holdroom BIO 

15-209A Holdroom 87 

15-209B Holdroom B9 

15-212 Closet 

15-214 Access Closet 

15-215 Closet 

15-216 Closet 

15-217 Operations 

LEVEL U (WN) SUBTOTAL 

Printed on 8/29/2008 - Note: The effective date will be Ihe same as the effective date of the new airport 
long-temi transaction. 

AREA (SF) 

1,556.5 

1,550.9 

3,107.4 

3,107.4 

12,865.9 

328.4 

13,194.3 

1,631.4 

1,635.1 

87.1 

320.8 

906.5 

4,580.9 

17,775,2 

8,544.8 

8.544.8 

1,568.4 

1,568.2 

1,579.2 

1,590.4 

99.6 

134.7 

138.5 

. 174.2 

191.2 

7,044.4 

use agreement under the 



10/8/2008 REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 41797 

(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Leased Premises, Including Leased Terminal Ramp Area. 
(Page 28 of 48) 

Midway International Airport 
Leased Premises 
Preferentially Leased Airline Space (Sorted by Airline, Zone, Level) 

Southwest Airlines (WN) 
ZONE LEVEL SPACE ID DESCRIPTION 

ZONE 15 (WN) SUBTOTAL 

16 L 16-102 Operations 

16-105 Operations 

LEVEL L (WN) SUBTOTAL 

16 U 16-21 IA Holdroom 811 

16-2118 Holdroom 815 

16-213A Holdroom 812 

16-2138 Holdroom BI4 

16-216 Closet 

16-218 Closet 

16-219 Closet 

LEVEL U (WN) SUBTOTAL 

ZONE 16 (WN) SUBTOTAL 

17 L 17-100 Operations 

17-110 Operations 

LEVEL L (WN) SUBTOTAL 

17 U 17-211A Holdroom 816 

17-2118 Holdroom 818 

17-213A Holdroom 817 . 

17-2138 Holdroom 819 

17-216 Closet 

17-217 Closet 

17-218 Closet 

LEVEL U (WN) SUBTOTAL 

ZONE 17 (WN) SUBTOTAL 

Printed on 8/29/2008 - Note: The effective date will be the sanne as the effective dale of the new airport 
long-term transaction. 

AREA (SF 

15,589.2 

2,055.7 

9,543.5 

17,599.2 

1,580.4 

1,580.1 

1,571.7 

1,571,3 

96.0 

136.7 

166.0 

6,702.2 

18,301.4 

266.7 

8,251.2 

8,577.9 

1,572.£ 1 

1,573.0 

1,574.8 

1,578.9 

96.4 

139.5 

135.0 

6.670.4 

15,188.3 

use agreement under the 



41798 JOURNAL-CITY COUNCIL-CHICAGO 10/8/2008 

(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To Airport Use Agreement -- Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Leased Premises, Including Leased Terminal Ramp Area. 
(Page 29 of 48) 

IVIidway International Airport 
Leased Premises 
Preferentially Leased Airline Space (Sorted by Airline, Zone, Level) 

Southwest Airlines (WN) 
ZONE LEVEL SPACE ID DESCRIPTION AREA (SF) 

18 L 18-1028 Office 88.4 

18-102C Break Room 316.2 

18-111A Operations 193.3 

18-112A Operations 198.6 

18-1358 Operations 987.4 

18-135D Operations 131.9 

18-137C Operations 1,031.2 

18-141 Ofnce 129.1 

18-142 Office 134.1 

LEVEL L (WN) SUBTOTAL 3.210.2 

18 U 18-213A Holdroom B21 1,980.0 

18-2138 Holdroom 822 1,971.2 

18-213C Holdroom 820 1,971.8 

18-215A Holdroom 823 1,972.0 

18-2158 Holdroom 825 1,982.2 

18-215C Holdroom 826 1,950.9 

18-215D Holdroom 824 1,971.1 

18-217 Closet 118.8 

LEVEL U (WN) SUBTOTAL 13,918.C 

ZONE 18 (WN) SUBTOTAL 17,128.2 

Southwest Airlines Total 128,773.6 

The above space has been reviewed and approved by the following airline representative: 

Signature Date 

Printed Name Title 

Printed on 8/29/2008 - Note; The effective date will be the same as the effective date of the new airport use agreement under the 
long-term transaction. 



10/8/2008 REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 41799 

(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To Airport Use Agreement ~ Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Leased Premises, Including Leased Terminal Ramp Area. 
(Page 30 of 48) 



41800 JOURNAL-CITY COUNCIL-CHICAGO 10/8/2008 

(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To Airport Use Agreement ~ Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Leased Premises, Including Leased Terminal Ramp Area. 
(Page 31 of 48) 



10/8/2008 REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 41801 

(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Leased Premises, Including Leased Terminal Ramp Area. 
(Page 32 of 48) 



41802 JOURNAL-CITY COUNCIL-CHICAGO 10/8/2008 

(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Leased Premises, Including Leased Terminal Ramp Area. 
(Page 33 of 48) 
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10/8/2008 REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 41803 

(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Leased Premises, Including Leased Terminal Ramp Area. 
(Page 34 of 48) 



41804 JOURNAL-CITY COUNCIL-CHICAGO 10/8/2008 

(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Leased Premises, Including Leased Terminal Ramp Area. 
(Page 35 of 48) 
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10/8/2008 REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 41805 

(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Leased Premises, Including Leased Terminal Ramp Area. 
(Page 36 of 48) 



41806 JOURNAL-CITY COUNCIL-CHICAGO 10/8/2008 

(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Leased Premises, Including Leased Terminal Ramp Area. 
(Page 37 of 48) 
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10/8/2008 REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 41807 

(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Leased Premises, Including Leased Terminal Ramp Area. 
(Page 38 of 48) 



41808 JOURNAL-CITY COUNCIL-CHICAGO 10/8/2008 

(Sub)Exhiblt "F". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Leased Premises, Including Leased terminal Ramp 
(Page 39 of 48) 

Area. 
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10/8/2008 REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 41809 

(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Leased Premises, Including Leased Terminal Ramp Area. 
(Page 40 of 48) 



41810 JOURNAL-CITY COUNCIL-CHICAGO 10/8/2008 

(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Leased Premises, Including Leased Terminal Ramp Area. 
(Page 41 of 48) 
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10/8/2008 REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 41811 

(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Leased Premises, Including Leased Terminal Ramp Area. 
(Page 42 of 48) 
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41812 JOURNAL-CITY COUNCIL-CHICAGO 10/8/2008 

Leased 

(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Premises, Including Leased Terminal Ramp Area. 
(Page 43 of 48) 



10/8/2008 REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 41813 

(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Leased Premises, Including Leased Terminal Ramp Area. 
(Page 44 of 48) 
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41814 JOURNAL-CITY COUNCIL-CHICAGO 10/8/2008 

(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Leased Premises, Including Leased Terminal Ramp Area. 
(Page 45 of 48) 
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10/8/2008 REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 41815 

(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Leased Premises, Including Leased Terminal Ramp Area. 
(Page 46 of 48) 



41816 JOURNAL-CITY COUNCIL-CHICAGO 10/8/2008 

(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Leased Premises, Including Leased Terminal Ramp Area. 
(Page 47 of 48) 
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10/8/2008 REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 41817 

(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Leased Premises, Including Leased Terminal Ramp Area. 
(Page 48 of 48) 



41818 JOURNAL-CITY COUNCIL-CHICAGO 10/8/2008 

(Sub)Exhibit "G". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Terminal Area. 
(Page 1 of 3) 
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10/8/2008 REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 41819 

(Sub)Exhibit "G". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Terminal Area. 
(Page 2 of 3) 



41820 JOURNAL-CITY COUNCIL-CHICAGO 10/8/2008 

(Sub)Exhibit "G". 
(To Airport Use Agreement ~ Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Terminal Area. 
(Page 3 of 3) 



10/8/2008 REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 41821 

(Sub)Exhibit "H". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Terminal Ramp Area. 
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41822 JOURNAL-CITY COUNCIL-CHICAGO 10/8/2008 

(Sub)Exhibit "I". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Joint Use Premises. 
(Page 1 of 3) 
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10/8/2008 REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 41823 

(Sub)Exhibit "I". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Joint Use Premises. 
(Page 2 of 3) 



41824 JOURNAL-CITY COUNCIL-CHICAGO 10/8/2008 

(Sub)Exhibit "I". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Joint Use Premises. 
(Page 3 of 3) 
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10/8/2008 REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 41825 

(Sub)Exhibit "K". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Preferential Gates. 



41826 JOURNAL-CITY COUNCIL-CHICAGO 10/8/2008 

(Sub)Exhibit "M". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Terminal. 
(Page 1 of 3) 
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10/8/2008 REPORTS OF COMMITTEES 41827 

(Sub)Exhibit "M". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway international Airport) 

Terminal. 
(Page 2 of 3) 
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41828 JOURNAL-CITY COUNCIL-CHICAGO 10/8/2008 

(Sub)Exhibit "M". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Terminal. 
(Page 3 of 3) 
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(Sub)Exhibit "N". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Airfield Area. 
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(Sub)Exhibit "J". 
(To Airport Use Agreement - Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

MATCO Agreement And MATCO 
Ancillary Agreements. 

This exhibit consists of 9 documents; the individual, signed MATCO Ancillary 
Agreements are in substantially the same form as the respective form agreements below and are 
not included. 

MATCO Agreement (aka Consortium Agreement): 

• Amended and Restated Agreement by and between the Midway Airlines' 
Terminal Consortium and the City of Chicago (City Contract No. , 
Term: through 12/31/: [+25 yrsj) 

MATCO Ancillary Agreements: 

These 8 agreements constitute the MATCO Ancillary Agreements. 

• Midway Airlines' Terminal Consortium Members Agreement (form dated 
8/25/1999, Tenn: "until the withdrawal of all members"). 

• Chicago Midway Airport Fuel System Interline Agreement (form dated 8/1/2001, 
Term: "until the termination of the (i) Members Agreement; Consortium 
Agreement; or (iii) the Use Agreement whichever first occurs."), signed by 
MATCO and: 

o Frontier Airlines, Inc.* 
o National Airlines, Inc. 
o Southwest Airlines Co.* 
o Northwest Airlines, Inc.* 
o ATA Airlines, Inc. 
o AirTran Airways, Inc.* 
o Vanguard Airlines, Inc. [*currently active] 
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MATCO Terminal Access Agreement (form dated 1/24/2006), Term: 1 yr with 
unlimited automatic 1-year renewals, until airline stops providing air carrier 
services at Midway or to other Midway air carriers or on 30 days' notice by 
MATCO for defauh, whichever is earliest. Signed by MATCO and: 

o Air Midwest, Big Sky, USAirways and United. [None currently active] 

MATCO System Access Agreement (form created circa 2002), Term: 1 yr with 
unlimited automatic I-year renewals, until airline stops providing air carrier 
services at Midway or to other Midway air carriers or on 30 days' notice by 
MATCO for default, whichever is earliest. Signed by MATCO and: 

o Million Air Midway 
o Signature Flight Support Corporation 
o Atlantic Aviation 
o Skytanking USA, Inc. 

MATCO Equipment and Fuel System Maintenance, Operation and Management 
Agreement between MATCO and AvAirPros Services, Inc. (dated as of 
10/25/2000), Initial Term: until 12/31/2005, renewed twice, current renewal to 
expire 12/31/2009. 

Volume Agreement (aka Sander Pipeline Agreement) by and between the Sanders 
Pipeline Company and the airlines that are members of the Chicago Midway Fuel 
Committee (Tenn 7/1/2001 until 20 years from the date the Midway Fuel Storage 
Facilities first receive petroleum products fi-om the pipeline). 

Airline Storage Agreement - Argo, IL by and between Kinder Morgan Liquids 
Terminals, LLC, and the airlines that are members of the Chicago Midway Fuel 
Committee (Term 6/1/2001 for 20 years, automatically renewing for 20-year 
periods). 

o Amendment to same dated 3/22/2004, changing price of storage and 
shipping, adjusting the term to begin as of 2/1/2002, and adding a tank. 

Resolution 2-32 of the MATCO Directors approving rules for access to and use of 
the Fuel System by Non-Fuel Members (dated 4/24/2002), also called Fuel 
System Rules for Access and Use for Non-Members. 
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AMENDED AND RESTATED AGREEMENT 
BY AND BETWEEN THE CITY OF CHICAGO AND THE MIDWAY AIRLINES' TERMINAL 

CONSORTIUM 

THIS AGREEMENT, dated as of , 2008 by and between the City of Chicago, a 
municipal corporation and home rule unit of government organized and existing under Article 
VII, Sections 1 and (6)(a), respectively, of the 1970 Constitution of the State of Illinois ("City"), 
and Midway Airlines' Terminal Consortium, a corporation duly organized and acting under the 
law of the State of lllinois("MATCO"). 

W I T N E S S E T H : 

WHEREAS, the City owns and operates Chicago Midway Airport ("Airport"), and has the 
power to grant rights and privileges with respect thereto; and 

WHEREAS, the City and MATCO are parties to that certain agreement by and between the 
City of Chicago and MATCO dated as of January 1, 1998 as subsequently amended by 
amendment number one; and 

WHEREAS, the City and MATCO have determined that it is necessary and desirable to 
amend the Agreement in certain respects; and 

WHEREAS, the City and MATCO desire to amend and restate the terms of the Agreement 
between the City and MATCO as provided in this Agreement; 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and mutual covenants and agreements 
set forth herein, the City and MATCO agree as follows: 

ARTICLE I - INCORPORATION OF RECITALS AND DEFINITIONS 

Section 1.01 - Incorporation of Recitals 

The recitals set forth above are incorporated by reference as if fully set forth here. 

Section 1.02 - Definitions 

The following words, terms and phrases shall, for purposes of this Agreement, have the 
following meanings: 

"Agreement" means this Agreement and all exhibits, amendments and supplements 
hereto. 

"Chairperson of MATCO" means the individual elected as the chairperson of the board of 
directors pursuant to the terms and conditions of that certain Midway Airiines' Terminal 
Consortium Agreement, dated January 1^', 1998. 

"Commissioner" means the chief executive officer of the City's Department of Aviation (or 
any successor to the duties of such official), or any representative designated by the 
Commissioner to act on his or her behalf. 
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"Construction Manager" means the Kenny-Rust Midway Joint Venture, or any successor 
thereto that may be named by the Commissioner, which has been retained by the City to 
oversee the construction activities associated with the Program. 

"Contractors" means persons or firms hired by MATCO to act as its agents or as 
independent contractors for the performance of Work, or the operation and maintenance of, 
the MATCO Equipment and the Fuel System. 

"Contracts" means all agreements MATCO enters into with any supplier of materials, 
furnisher of services, contractors, subcontractors or any labor organization which furnishes 
skilled, unskilled and craft union skilled labor, or which may perform any such labor, services or 
Work in connection with this Agreement. 

"Days" means calendar days, unless otherwise expressly provided for herein. 

"Documents" means all documents and data, including but not limited to, studies, reports, 
drawings, models, specifications, estimates, maps, calculations and instruments of service 
prepared under or in connection with this Agreement. 

"Easements" means the non-exclusive easements granted by the City to MATCO pursuant 
to this Agreement, which are described in Exhibit A, attached hereto and incorporated by 
reference herein, as such Exhibit A may be amended from time to time by agreement of the 
Commissioner and MATCO, for the purposes of performing Work and maintaining and 
operating the MATCO Equipment and the Fuel System. 

"Fiscal Year" means the City's fiscal year, which commences on January 1st and ends on 
December 31st of each calendar year. 

"Fuel" means jet fuel, aviation gasoline, automotive gasoline, and any other materials 
stored in or put through the Fuel System for use in connection with the use of aircraft or service 
vehicles. 

"Fuel Hydrant System" means that portion of the Fuel System consisting of the pumps, 
operating pipelines, fuel hydrants and related equipment located on or under the Easements 
connecting the fuel storage facility at the Airport with the equipment delivering Fuel directly to 
jet aircraft parked on the Terminal's aircraft parking apron. 

"Fuel Member" means a Member that is also a signatory to the Interiine Agreement. 

"Fuel System" means the fuel storage and distribution facilities for the storage and 
distribution of Fuel at the Airport, including, but not limited to, the Fuel Hydrant System, all as 
described in Exhibit D. Any revision to Exhibit D may be approved by the Commissioner without 
any further City approvals. 

"Interline Agreement" means the agreement between the Members, including subsequent 
Members, the form of which shall be subject to the City's written approval, governing certain 
arrangements between the Members with respect to the Fuel System which may be 
incorporated as an exhibit to the Members Agreement and not be a separate document. 
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"Into-Plane Agent" means any person, including Members, authorized by the City to 
provide into-plane fueling at the Airport for aircraft operators and which has entered into a 
System Access Agreement with the Members for access to the Fuel System. 

"Majority-in-lnterest" means, during any Fiscal Year, a numerical majority of the Members 
which collectively paid more than 50% of the Airline Fees and Charges charged to all Members 
for the prior Fiscal Year; provided, however, that for the purposes of amending this Agreement, 
or terminating this Agreement, a Majority-in-lnterest shall consist of 67% of the Members 
which collectively paid 67% or more of the Airiine Fees and Charges paid by all Members for the 
prior Fiscal Year. 

"MATCO Equipment" means the common-use airline equipment, systems and facilities for 
which the Work, as defined herein, will be performed by MATCO, as will the operation and 
maintenance, all pursuant to the terms and conditions of this Agreement; a list of MATCO 
Equipment is set forth in Exhibit C, as such exhibit may be amended from time to time pursuant 
to the terms of Articles XI and XII herein. 

"MATCO Operations Area" means any area or space at the Airport where MATCO performs 
Work, operates and maintains MATCO Equipment, operates and maintains the Fuel System, or 
performs any tasks, including administrative tasks, attendant thereto, and any area or space at 
the Airport containing MATCO Equipment or the Fuel System, all as set forth on Exhibit B, 
attached hereto, as such exhibit may be amended from time to time pursuant to Section 
2.01(D) herein. 

"Members" means a member of MATCO pursuant to the terms of the Members Agreement 
each of which is listed on Exhibit E hereto, as such Exhibit E may be revised from time to time 
without need for an amendment hereto. 

"Members Agreement" means that certain Midway Airlines Terminal Corporation 
Agreement, dated January 1^', 1998. 

"Program Manager" means Unzelman & Associates, Inc., or any successor thereto named 
by the Commissioner, which has been retained by the City to oversee the management of the 
Program. 

"Sanders Pipeline" means the pipeline connecting the Fuel System with the off-Airport fuel 
storage terminal in Argo, Illinois. 

"Term" has the meaning set forth in Article IV herein. 

"Use Agreements" means, collectively, the Airport Use Agreement, Chicago Midway 
International Airport, between the City and the airiine named in each such agreement, as such 
agreement may be amended or restated from time to time. The Use Agreements will become 
effective only if and when the City closes on a Concession and Lease Agreement (the "Lease") 
leasing the Airport to a Concessionaire (as that term is defined in the Lease). 

"Work" means the design, procurement, installation, start-up and testing of the MATCO 
Equipment and Fuel System pursuant to the terms and conditions of this Agreement. 
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Section 1.03 - Interpretation 

A. The terms "hereby," "herein," "hereof," "hereunder" and any similar term used in this 
Agreement refer to this Agreement. 

B. Any capitalized term not defined herein shall have the meaning ascribed to such term in 
the Use Agreements. 

C. The term "including" shall be construed to mean "including, without limitation." 

D. All references in this Agreement to Articles, Sections or Exhibits, unless otherwise 
expressed or indicated, are to Articles, Sections or Exhibits of this Agreement. 

E. Words importing persons shall include firms, associations, partnerships, trusts, 
corporations and other legal entities, including public bodies, as well as natural persons. 

F. Any headings preceding the text of the Articles and Sections of this Agreement, and any 
table of contents or marginal notes appended to copies hereof, shall be solely for convenience 
of reference and shall not constitute a part of this Agreement, nor shall they affect the 
meaning, construction or effect of this Agreement. 

G. Words importing the singular shall include the plural and vice versa. Words of the 
masculine gender shall be deemed to include the correlative words of the feminine and neuter 
genders. 

Section 1.04 - Incorporation of Exhibits 

The following Exhibits attached hereto are hereby made a part of this Agreement: 

A. Easements 

B. MATCO Operations Areas 

C. MATCO Equipment 

D. Fuel System 

E. Members of MATCO 

F. Program Procedures 

G. Required Provisions for Contracts for Work and Operations and Maintenance 
Services 

H. Disclosure Affidavit and Disclosure of Retained Parties 

I. Other MATCO Services 

ARTICLE II - GRANT OF RIGHTS 

Section 2.01 - Rights with Respect to MATCO Equipment and Fuel System 

Subject to the terms and provisions contained in this Agreement, all applicable rules, 
regulations, laws, ordinances, codes and orders of any federal, state or local government or 
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subdivision thereof, in connection with the conduct of MATCO's activities at the Airport, 
MATCO is hereby granted the rights set forth below. 

A. Work. The City hereby grants MATCO the right to perform Work with respect to the 
MATCO Equipment and Fuel System. 

B. Operations and Maintenance. The City hereby grants MATCO the right to operate and 
maintain the MATCO Equipment and Fuel System and perform all tasks related thereto. The 
City also grants MATCO the right to provide other services at the Airport (i.e., janitorial, 
wheelchairs) as agreed to by the Commissioner and with Majority-ln-lnterest approval. Other 
MATCO services approved by the Commissioner as of the date of this Agreement ("Other 
MATCO Services") are listed and subject to the terms of this Agreement and the additional 
provisions contained in Exhibit I. 

C. Easements. The City hereby grants MATCO such non-exclusive Easements as may be 
necessary to perform Work with respect to, and operate and maintain, the MATCO Equipment 
and Fuel System. The area of the Easements shall be as set forth in Exhibit A and as depicted in 
Exhibit B, both attached hereto and incorporated by reference herein, as such exhibit may be 
amended from time to time pursuant to the terms of Section 12.07 herein. The City may 
terminate such easements by providing MATCO with 60 days prior written notice and with 
similar substitute facilities under the same terms as provided under this Agreement so that 
MATCO can perform its obligations under this Agreement without material impairment. 

D. Fuel System. Upon completion of the installation of the Fuel System, MATCO and the 
Members shall each have the non-exclusive right to use the Fuel System for the receipt, 
distribution, storage, handling, purchase, sale and dispensing of Fuel for aircraft, vehicles and 
equipment operated by any user of the Fuel System. A Member may elect to use one or more 
Into-Plane Agents for the provision of into-plane fueling for such Member, which Into-Plane 
Agents shall be the agents, employees or contractors of such Member, and such Member 
agrees to assume full responsibility for such Into-Plane Agent's performance of all applicable 
obligations set forth in the System Access Agreement to which such Into-Plane Agents are 
parties. 

E. MATCO Administrative and Support Areas. The Commissioner will designate an office 
and such other space as the Commissioner deems reasonably necessary for MATCO's use in 
performing Work and in operating and maintaining the MATCO Equipment. This space shall be 
as set forth in Exhibit A, attached hereto and incorporated by reference herein, as such exhibit 
may be revised from time to time at the sole discretion of the Commissioner without need for 
an amendment to this Agreement; provided, however, that the Commissioner shall provide 
MATCO with no less than sixty (60) days notice of any intended change to MATCO's Operations 
Areas. 

F. Airfield and Public Areas of the Airport. MATCO has the right to use, in common with 
others, the public facilities at the Airport, including landing areas, runways, taxi strips, and 
other aeronautical or navigational facilities, subject to the rules and regulations with respect to 
the use of such facilities imposed by the City, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) or any 
other governmental agency. 
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G. Ingress and Egress. The City hereby grants MATCO the right and privilege of (i) ingress 
to and egress from the MATCO Operations Areas, Easement areas, and the public areas of the 
Airport, for its employees, agents, guests, patrons and invitees, suppliers of materials, 
furnishers of services, and its equipment, vehicles and machinery and (ii) to provide 
transportation of its employees to, from, and within the Airport. MATCO shall neither block or 
otherwise obstruct the common use taxiway or service roads at any time, nor in any other 
manner impair or adversely affect the use and operation of taxiways or service road areas by 
City or other Airport users. 

H. Additional Rights. In addition to the above-described rights, and subject to the 
approval of the Commissioner, such approval not to be unreasonably withheld, MATCO shall 
have the right to perform and conduct such other activities and operations consistent with the 
rights, privileges and responsibilities granted to MATCO hereunder, provided that such 
activities and operations do not unreasonably interfere or conflict with the rights granted by 
the City to others at the Airport. 

I. Fast Track Design and Construction of Fuel System. The City acknowledges that the 
installation of the Fuel Hydrant System to provide delivery of Fuel directly to aircraft parking 
positions, prior to completion of the aircraft parking apron for the Terminal, is critical to the 
timely completion of the Program. Accordingly, the City hereby grants MATCO the right to 
negotiate design and construction contracts for the Fuel System on a fast track basis and to 
negotiate design-build contracts for the design, construction and installation of the Fuel 
System, all in accordance with and subject to the provisions of this Agreement. 

J. Connection of Fuel System to Pipeline. The City recognizes the benefits that will be 
obtained for the Airport and the surrounding community by utilizing an underground pipeline 
as the primary means of delivering Fuel to the Fuel System. Accordingly, the City hereby 
authorizes MATCO to enter into an agreement with Sanders Petroleum for the connection of 
Fuel via the Sanders Pipeline directly to the Fuel System. Further, such agreement shall be 
assignable to the City upon an Event of Default hereunder, as defined in Section 10.01. 

Section 2.02 - Conditions to the Grant of Rights 

In addition to the terms and provisions contained in this Agreement, all applicable rules, 
regulations, laws, ordinances, codes and orders of any federal, state or local government or 
subdivision thereof, the grant of rights by the City to MATCO set forth in Section 2.01 above is 
expressly subject to the conditions set forth below. 

A. Other Government Entities or Agencies. MATCO's rights hereunder are subject to any 
and all easements, licenses and other rights with respect to the Airport granted to or vested in 
any other governmental entities or agencies, such as the FAA. 

B. Utilities. MATCO acknowledges that there currently exist, and that the City may grant 
in the future, easements and rights on, over and/or under MATCO's Operations Areas and 
Easement areas for the benefit of suppliers and/or owners of utilities that service the Airport, 
and MATCO hereby consents to any such easements whether now in existence or granted 
during the term of this Agreement. 
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C. City's Right of Entry. The City hereby reserves such rights as may be necessary to enter 
the MATCO Operations Areas, Easement areas. Fuel System areas or MATCO Equipment areas 
for the purpose of conducting any operations related to the function of the Airport, including, 
without limitation, the right to service any antennae or utilities, and to inspect and/or conduct 
testing on any part of the MATCO Equipment or Fuel System. City agrees to not unreasonably 
interfere with MATCO's Work, and/or operation and maintenance of the MATCO Equipment 
and Fuel System, when exercising its rights under this Section 2.02.C. 

D. Restrictions Regarding the Fuel System. MATCO hereby agrees that the use and 
operation of the Fuel System by MATCO or a Member shall not unreasonably interfere with the 
operation of the Airport. MATCO hereby covenants and agrees that at all times during the term 
of this Agreement it and they will comply with all laws, regulations and ordinances applicable to 
their use of the Fuel System. MATCO and its own and their respective successors and assigns, 
agree that it and they shall not make use of the Fuel System in any manner which might 
interfere with the landing and taking off of aircraft from the Airport or otherwise constitute a 
hazard. In the event that this foregoing covenant is breached, the City may cause the 
abatement of such interference at the expense of the breaching party. MATCO shall cause its 
Members to agree in the Members Agreement to the terms set forth above in this paragraph D. 

E. Restrictions on MATCO's Use of the Airport. Nothing stated in this Agreement shall 
permit or be construed to permit MATCO to engage in any activity or operation other than 
those activities and operations necessary for (i) the performance of Work and (ii) the operation 
and maintenance of the MATCO Equipment and the Fuel System. In the event that MATCO 
desires to engage in any activity beyond those permitted by this Agreement, MATCO must 
obtain the prior written consent of the Coriimissioner, such consent to be given or withheld in 
each case in the sole and absolute discretion of the Commissioner; provided, however, that in 
an emergency situation, the oral approval and consent of the Commissioner will be sufficient. 

F. Present Condition of the Airport. By executing this Agreement, MATCO accepts the 
Airport "AS IS." MATCO shall be responsible for the compliance of its operations areas and the 
MATCO Equipment areas with all applicable Federal, State and local laws, statutes, codes, 
ordinance, rules, regulations and orders, including any and all requirements set forth in Section 
8.08 hereof. Other than what may be explicitly provided for herein, the City shall have no 
obligation or responsibility whatsoever to perform any Work or furnish improvements of any 
kind to the MATCO Equipment or MATCO Operations Areas, or to perform any maintenance or 
repairs on the MATCO Equipment or MATCO Operations Areas. City makes no warranty to 
MATCO as to the environmental conditions on the Airport. City makes no warranty, either 
express or implied, as to the condition of the Airport or that the Airport shall be suitable for 
MATCO's purposes or needs. City shall not be responsible to MATCO for any latent defect in 
any structure, improvement, facility or equipment at the Airport. By its entry onto the Airport, 
MATCO accepts the MATCO Operations Areas as being free and clear from all defects and in 
good, safe, clean and orderly condition and repair. MATCO waives any and all claims against 
the City regarding the condition of the Airport which may currently exist or which may arise in 
the future, whether such claim arises under contract, at common law, in equity or under 
statute, now or then currently in effect, including those which relate to environmental 
conditions on, under or near MATCO's operations areas; provided, however, that such waiver 
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does not extend to (i) MATCO's right to contribution from the City as may be provided under 
environmental law, and (ii) fines and penalties for which the City would be liable, and MATCO 
would not be liable, under any environmental law. 

G. City Does Not Warrant MATCO Equipment and Fuel System. MATCO acknowledges 
and agrees that the City's grant of rights to MATCO with respect to the MATCO Equipment and 
the Fuel System is "AS-IS" without any representation or warranty either express or implied by 
City as to: 

1. the fitness for any particular purpose or merchantability of any item or items of the 
MATCO Equipment and Fuel System; 

2. City's title; 

3. MATCO's right to the quiet enjoyment of the MATCO Equipment and Fuel System, 
except as otherwise provided herein; or 

4. the design or condition of, or the quality of the material, equipment or workmanship 
in the MATCO Equipment and Fuel System. 

H. Access to and Use of MATCO Equipment by Non-Members. 

1. MATCO shall operate the MATCO Equipment and Fuel System so that both Members 
and non-Members shall have full and complete access to and use of the MATCO Equipment 
and access to Fuel distributed from the Fuel System, directly or indirectly through Into-
Plane Agents. No item of MATCO Equipment and no component of the Fuel System shall be 
located in the Leased Premises of or be otherwise devoted to use by any single Member. 

2. MATCO may, by Majority-in-lnterest approval, and subject to review and approval of 
the City, establish reasonable rules and regulations regarding access to and use of the 
MATCO Equipment and the Fuel System by non- Members, including rules and regulations 
providing that non-Member airlines' access to and use of the MATCO Equipment and Fuel 
System be provided through ground handling arrangements that have been approved by 
MATCO, such approval not to be unreasonably withheld or denied. MATCO may further 
require in such rules and regulations that, as a condition to access to and use of the MATCO 
Equipment and the Fuel System, a non-Member must execute an agreement with MATCO, 
the form and substance of which shall be subject to the review and approval of the City. 

I. City Approval of Members Agreement. The City has the right to review and approve 
the Members Agreement and all amendments thereto, such approval not to be unreasonably 
withheld or denied. 

J. Membership in MATCO. An airiine is entitled to become a member of MATCO by 
entering into a Use Agreement with the City and Members Agreement with MATCO. MATCO 
may establish reasonable rules and regulations regarding admission of airiines as members of 
MATCO, including the purchase of memberships, which rules and regulations shall be subject to 
the review and approval of the City. MATCO agrees that so long as an airiine has a Use 
Agreement, in no event shall the approval of the Members be required for such airiine to 
become a Member. MATCO shall notify the City of all new Members, and Exhibit E shall 
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thereafter be amended to include such new Members without any further action by the City or 
MATCO. 

K. MATCO to Maintain Corporate Existence. MATCO warrants that it is, and shall be 
throughout the Term of this Agreement, qualified to do business in the State of Illinois. MATCO 
shall maintain its corporate existence, shall not assign or otherwise transfer all or substantially 
all of its assets, and shall not consolidate or merge with another corporation or permit one or 
more other corporations to consolidate or merge into it, unless the surviving, resulting or 
transferee corporation, as the case may be, (i) expressly assumes in writing all of the obligations 
of MATCO hereunder, and (ii) if such corporation is not organized and existing under the laws of 
the United States of America or any State or Territory thereof or the District of Columbia, 
delivers to the City an irrevocable consent to service of process and jurisdiction. 

L. Inconsistent Provisions. MATCO shall not amend its articles of incorporation or by-laws 
in any manner that would cause such articles of incorporation or by-laws to be inconsistent 
with the terms and provisions of this Agreement. MATCO shall promptly provide copies of any 
such amendments to the City. 

M. Covenant Against Waste. MATCO will not do or permit or suffer any waste, damage, 
impairment or injury to or upon the Airport or any part thereof. 

ARTICLE III - TERM 

The term of this Agreement shall commence on [ ][Closing of the Lease] and expire 
on December 31st of that year that is 25 years after the year of the Effective Date of the Use 
Agreement ("Term"), unless extended or terminated eariier pursuant to the terms of Article IX 
herein. If the Use Agreement never becomes effective, then this Agreement shall also never 
become effective. Upon this Agreement becoming effective, all other agreements between the 
City and MATCO shall terminate, except for any provisions surviving such termination 
thereunder. 

ARTICLE IV - MATCO EQUIPMENT and FUEL SYSTEM 

Section 4.01 - Performance of Work 

MATCO shall perform Work, or cause Work to be performed, on the MATCO Equipment and 
the Fuel System. Such Work shall comply in all respects with all federal, state and local laws, 
statutes, ordinances, regulations, rules and executive orders. All Work is subject to the review, 
inspection, testing and approval of the City. MATCO shall coordinate the performance of the 
Work, including obtaining City review and approval, with the City's Program Manager and 
Construction Manager, pursuant to the Program Procedures as defined and set forth in Exhibit 
F, attached hereto and incorporated by reference herein. MATCO shall cooperate at all times 
with the Program Manager and Construction Manager in MATCO's performance of its Work. 

Section 4.02 - Financing of Work 
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A. The Work to be performed on the MATCO Equipment and the Fuel System shall be 
financed in whole or in part with Bonds (as defined in the Use Agreements). The parties 
acknowledge that the City deposited $38,700,000 for the MATCO Equipment and $9,500,000 
for the Fuel System, from the proceeds of the Bonds issued by the city in 1996 and 1998, into 
the MATCO Equipment Project Account and MATCO Fuel Project Account, respectively 
(collectively, the "MATCO Project Accounts") of the Construction Fund created pursuant to 
Section 401 of the Master Indenture of Trust Securing Chicago Midway Airport Revenue Bonds, 
dated as of April 1, 1994, as amended. Subject to the receipt by the City of the required airiine 
and City Council approvals and the issuance and sale of Bonds sufficient for such purpose, the 
City will deposit, when available, an additional $3,700,000 for the MATCO Equipment and 
$17,300,000 for the Fuel System from the proceeds of Bonds into the MATCO Project Accounts. 

B. The City will provide notice to MATCO of the amount deposited in the MATCO Project 
Accounts when such funds are deposited. The City neither represents nor warrants, explicitly 
or implicitly, that the funds deposited in the MATCO Project Accounts as set forth in Section 
4.02(A) will be sufficient for performing Work with respect to the MATCO Equipment and Fuel 
System. Other than expressly provided for herein, the City is not in any manner obligated to 
pay any costs incurred for performing Work with respect to the MATCO Equipment and Fuel 
System. 

, C. The funds in the MATCO Project Accounts will be made available to MATCO in 
accordance with the provisions of Exhibit F hereto to pay the cost of the Work with respect to 
the MATCO Equipment and Fuel System described in Exhibit F hereto. In the event that the 
funds in the MATCO Project Accounts are insufficient to pay the cost of such Work, MATCO 
shall nevertheless be obligated to complete the Work with respect to the MATCO Equipment 
and Fuel System, and to pay all costs in connection therewith. In such event, the City and 
MATCO agree as follows: 

1. The preferred source of funding for costs in excess of the MATCO Project Account is 
the proceeds of Bonds issued by the City pursuant to Section 10.02 of the Use Agreements. 

2. In the event that Bonds are not issued for such purpose, the City and MATCO will 
review the scope of Work for the MATCO Equipment and Fuel System and reduce such 
scope in order to reduce the need for additional funding. In no event shall such reduction in 
scope substantially change the utility of the MATCO Equipment. 

3. If Bonds are not issued for such purpose and the City and MATCO are unable to 
agree on scope reductions within a reasonable time of commencing discussions with 
respect to such reductions, the City and MATCO will consider alternative sources of 
financing, including, without limitation, a bank loan. 

4. If Bonds are not issued for such purpose and the City and MATCO have neither 
agreed to scope reductions nor alternative means of financing, then MATCO shall exercise 
its right under Section 11.06 of the Members Agreement to require each Member to 
contribute its pro rata share of such additional funding as may be required to pay for costs 
in excess of the funds in the MATCO Project Account. 
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D. Any and all equipment paid for pursuant to this Section 4.02 is MATCO Equipment and 
subject to all terms and conditions hereunder. Any Work on the Fuel System paid for pursuant 
to this Section 4.02 shall be and become part of the Fuel System and subject to all terms and 
conditions hereunder. 

E. The Debt Service with respect to any and all Bonds issued to fund the cost of the Work 
on the MATCO Equipment and the Fuel System shall be an expense of the Equipment Cost 
Center and Fueling Cost Center, respectively, as set forth in the Use Agreements and shall be 
paid as set forth in the Use Agreement and herein. 

Section 4.03 - Ownership of the MATCO Equipment and Fuel System 

All MATCO Equipment, as listed in Exhibit C, and the Fuel System, as listed on Exhibit D, as 
such exhibits may be amended from time to time, are and shall remain the property of the City. 
MATCO hereby acknowledges that neither MATCO nor any user of the MATCO Equipment or 
Fuel System will own or have title to the MATCO Equipment or the Fuel System, and agrees that 
it will not treat itself or authorize any other User to treat itself as the owner of any MATCO 
Equipment or the Fuel System. 

Section 4.04 - Contracting for Work 

MATCO may contract for the performance of Work on the MATCO Equipment and the Fuel 
System. The City has the right, but not the obligation, to review and approve the form of 
MATCO's contract for the performance of such Work. MATCO shall furnish its proposed form of 
contract for Work to the City for City review and approval prior to the advertisement for bids of 
any Work. MATCO hereby expressly acknowledges and agrees that in the performance of 
Work, MATCO is bound by all terms and conditions set forth herein, including, without 
limitation, those federal, state and local laws, statutes, ordinances, regulations, rules and 
executive orders pertaining to procurement referenced in this Agreement, including all exhibits 
hereto. MATCO shall not contract for Work or services of any nature with any person or entity 
barred from contracting with the City pursuant to any law, ordinance, rule or regulation. City 
reserves the right to disapprove any such contract. MATCO shall include the provisions set 
forth in Exhibit G, attached hereto and incorporated by reference herein, in all contracts for 
Work. MATCO's contracts for Work shall not include any terms or provisions which in any way 
conflict with, negate or void the contract provisions set forth in Exhibit G. Subject to the review 
and approval of the City and its Corporation Counsel, MATCO may modify the contract 
provisions in Exhibit G to conform to the nature of the Work to be performed by MATCO and/or 
its Contractors. 

All such contracts for Work shall contain provisions making them assignable to the City. 
Upon the occurrence of an Event of Default under this Agreement, or pursuant to Section 5 of 
Exhibit G to this Agreement, the City shall have the right to require that MATCO complete the 
assignment to City of any and all contracts. Such assignment shall be in writing and acceptable 
in form and substance to the Commissioner. All such contracts shall also contain terms 
providing that in the event that such contract is assigned to the City, the Contractor shall be 
deemed to have waived any and all claims, suits or causes of action arising out of or relating to 
the performance of such contract prior to the effective date of such assignment unless the 
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Contractor notifies the City in writing of such claim, suit or cause of action prior to the effective 
date of such assignment. The City shall not be responsible or liable for any claims relating to 
such contracts arising from or related to any fraud, misrepresentation, negligence or willful or 
intentionally tortious conduct by MATCO, its officials, employees, agents. Members or 
Contractors. 

MATCO may contract for design and construction of the Fuel System on a fast track basis, 
and such contracts may include, at the discretion of MATCO, design-build contracts for the 
design, construction and installation of the Fuel System. 

Section 4.05 - Operation and Maintenance of the MATCO Equipment and Fuel System 

A. MATCO's Obligations. MATCO shall at all times be responsible for, and shall perform or 
cause to be performed, the operation, maintenance and repair of the MATCO Operations 
Areas, the Fuel System and the MATCO Equipment. MATCO shall, at all times: 

1. keep all fixtures, equipment and personal property in clean and orderly condition 
and appearance; 

2. maintain all fixtures, equipment and personal property in good condition, 
reasonable wear and tear excepted; 

3. perform all repairs, replacements and painting for the MATCO Equipment and Fuel 
System in full compliance with any and all standards established by the City for such repairs, 
replacement and painting at the Airport; and 

4. repair, replace and maintain the MATCO Equipment and Fuel System as is necessary 
to assure that at the conclusion of the Term the fair market value of such equipment and its 
remaining useful life will, under current tax law, be consistent with, and sufficient to 
establish ownership of such equipment by the City. 

B. Standard of Care. MATCO shall operate and maintain the MATCO Equipment in 
accordance with reasonably prudent engineering and safety standards in the public 
transportation industry and in accordance with all applicable federal, state and local laws, 
statutes, ordinances, regulations and executive orders. 

C. MATCO Vehicular Traffic. MATCO shall at all times control all of its vehicular traffic in 
the Airport, taking all precautions reasonably necessary to preserve the safety of passengers, 
customers, business visitors and other persons at the Airport, and employing such means as 
may be necessary to direct movement of its vehicular traffic. 

D. Title to Replacement Parts, Components and Equipment. Title to any replacement 
parts, components or items of the MATCO Equipment or Fuel System shall immediately vest in 
City without further action by any party. Title to any parts, components or items of the MATCO 
Equipment and the Fuel System removed by MATCO and not replaced shall be retained by City. 

E. Non-interference with Airport Operations. The Work and the operations of MATCO 
and its officials, agents, employees. Contractors, guests, patrons, and invitees on the Airport 
shall be conducted in an orderly and proper manner and shall not otherwise annoy, disturb, or 
be offensive to others at the Airport. In the event that MATCO is not in compliance with this 
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Section, at the written request of the Commissioner, MATCO shall immediately conform the 
demeanor or conduct of MATCO or its officials, agents, employees, contractors, guests, patrons, 
and invitees to the standard set forth in this Section. 

F. Access by City. Upon the giving of reasonable notice, which may in certain 
circumstances determined at the City's sole discretion be only by oral notice, MATCO shall 
allow City, its officers, agents or employees, free access to the MATCO Operations Areas, the 
Fuel System and the MATCO Equipment for the purposes of inspection to ascertain if MATCO is 
performing its obligations under this Agreement, and for conducting such other activities 
deemed reasonably necessary by the City. 

G. City's Right to Perform MATCO Functions. In the event that MATCO fails to perform 
any of its obligations under this Article IV within thirty (30) days of its receipt of notice from the 
City to so perform, City may perform such obligations without such performance causing or 
constituting a termination of this Agreement or an interference with any of MATCO's rights 
under this Agreement. City may do all things necessary to perform such obligation and charge 
the cost and expense of such performance as an O&M Expense of the Equipment and Fueling 
Cost Center in the calculation of Airline Fees and Charges under the Use Agreement. If, in the 
sole determination of the Commissioner, any failure of MATCO to perform its obligations under 
this Article IV endangers the health and safety of the public or employees of the City, the City 
may perform any such obligation after providing oral notice to MATCO and may charge its costs 
for such performance as an O&M Expense of the Equipment and Fueling Cost Center under the 
Use Agreement. 

H. City's Right to Use MATCO Equipment. City retains the right, as owner of the MATCO 
Equipment and Fuel System, to use the MATCO Equipment and Fuel System in accordance with 
such rules and regulations as MATCO may adopt, subject to the City's review and approval, for 
users of the MATCO Equipment and Fuel System. The City may replace the MATCO Equipment 
and the Fuel System, or any portion thereof, with equipment similar in function and condition 
to the equipment to be replaced, provided that such replacement does not materially adversely 
affect the operations of MATCO. 

Section 4.06 - Payment for the Operation and Maintenance of the MATCO Equipment and 
Fuel System 

The costs to MATCO of operating and maintaining the MATCO Equipment and the Fuel 
System shall, together with such other costs as may be set forth in the Use Agreement, 
constitute O&M Expenses of the Equipment Cost Center or the Fueling Cost Center, as the case 
may be, as such are defined in the Use Agreement. 

A. Annual Budget Review Process. MATCO shall submit, not later than 180 days prior to 
the end of each fiscal year, to the City a preliminary estimate of the O & M Expenses of the 
Equipment Cost Center and Fueling Cost Center. MATCO shall submit, not later than 60 days 
prior to the end of each fiscal year, to the City a final estimate of the 0 & M Expenses of 
Equipment Cost Center and Fueling Cost Center. 

B. Monthly Reporting and Payment Procedures 
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1. MATCO. Each month, MATCO will submit an invoice to the city containing an 
estimate of operating and maintenance costs for the upcoming month. The City shall, in a 
timely manner, submit payment to MATCO, who will then be responsible for paying its 
vendors directly. MATCO will also submit the previous month's actual costs to the City for 
reconciliation and allocation to the appropriate cost center. 

2. Fuel System Operator. The fuel system operator contracted by MATCO shall prepare 
airiines' monthly invoices based on an estimate of projected activity at the current fueling 
rate with a reconciliation of the previous month's actual activity. Airiines remit payment 
directly to the fuel system operator, who then issues a check for the fuel flowage fees 
required by Section 5.02 to the City along with all invoices, and remittance and fueling 
information. Nothing in this Section 4.06 B shall diminish Members and Non-Members 
responsibility for such fuel fees if payment is not made to the City as required by Section 
5.05, or MATCO's obligations under this Agreement. 

Each invoice shall be acceptable in form and substance to the Commissioner and shall set 
forth an allocation of the cost of the invoice between the Equipment Cost Center or the Fueling 
Cost Center. The City shall disburse sufficient funds from the O&M Fund created under the Use 
Agreement to pay invoices submitted by MATCO. The City shall make payment directly to 
MATCO. The City shall have no obligation or liability to MATCO under this Section 4.06 other 
than to make payment pursuant to an accepted MATCO invoice. The City shall have no 
obligation or liability under this Section 4.06 to any third party whatsoever. Payment of MATCO 
invoices will be made within thirty (30) days of the Commissioner's acceptance of an invoice. 
The Commissioner may withhold processing of any invoice which, in his or her reasonable 
opinion, is not submitted with adequate supporting documentation for the charges and costs 
set forth on such invoice. The Commissioner shall provide reasonable notice of any 
inadequacies in the supporting documentation. 

Section 4.07 - Additional Equipment and Modifications and Improvements to the Fuel 
System 

In addition to the MATCO Equipment identified on Exhibit C hereto, MATCO, by Majority-in-
lnterest approval, or any Member of MATCO, may from time to time, at its own expense, install 
additional equipment, facilities and improvements, or modify, replace or expand existing 
equipment, facilities, and improvements, including the Fuel System, at the Airport. Any such 
installation, modification, replacement or expansion is subject to the review and approval of 
the City. No such installation, modification, replacement or expansion shall occur if such 
installation, modification, replacement or expansion would in any way (I) materially and 
permanently impair the utility or value of the MATCO Equipment or Fuel System, or (ii) 
interfere with the operation of the Airport or (iii) interfere with the use of the MATCO 
Equipment or Fuel System by the City orany other user of the Airport. 

Pursuant to Article X of the Use Agreement, the City may, upon the request of a Majority-in-
lnterest of the Signatory Airiines, agree to finance, in whole or in part, any such additional 
equipment, facilities, improvements, modifications, replacements or expansions of the existing 
equipment, facilities and improvements through the issuance of Midway Airport Revenue 
Bonds. Notwithstanding any such request, the City shall not be obligated to issue Midway 
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Airport Revenue Bonds. Any equipment, facilities and improvements financed by Midway 
Airport Revenue Bonds shall be deemed to be MATCO Equipment or the Fuel System, as 
appropriate. Further, any equipment, facilities or improvements which are not removable 
without causing material damage to the MATCO Equipment or Fuel System or any portion of 
the Airport that is not leased to an airiine or other user of the Airport shall also be deemed to 
be MATCO Equipment or the Fuel System, as appropriate. 

ARTICLE V - CALCULATION OF EQUIPMENT AND FUELING FEES 

Section 5.01 - Equipment and Fueling Fees. 

A. Per Capita Fee. Throughout the term of this Agreement, equipment and fueling fees 
shall be charged to Members and non-Members, which, notwithstanding the provisions of 
Section 8.10 of the Use Agreements, shall be calculated as set forth in this Article V. Each Fiscal 
Year, Members shall pay a per capita fee ("Equipment Cost Center Per Capita Fee"), which 
amount shall be equal to twenty percent (20%) of the Equipment Cost Center requirement for 
such Fiscal Year, as determined pursuant to the Use Agreements, divided equally among the 
Members. In addition. Fuel Members shall pay a per capita fee ("Fueling Cost Center Per Capita 
Fee") which amount shall be equal to ten percent (10%) of the Fueling Cost Center requirement 
for such Fiscal Year, as determined pursuant to the Use Agreements, divided equally among the 
Fuel Members. 

B. Usage Fees. Each Member shall pay an Equipment Fee for each Fiscal Year which 
amount shall be the product of (i) the number of thousands of pounds of the Maximum 
Approved Gross Landing Weight of such Member's Aircraft involved in Revenue Landings for 
such Fiscal Year and (ii) the Base Equipment Fee Rate (as calculated below). Each Member shall 
pay a Fuel Fee for each Fiscal Year which amount shall be the product of (i) the number of 
gallons of Fuel distributed by or on behalf of the Member from the Fuel System and (ii) the Base 
Fuel Fee Rate (as calculated below). Each non-Member shall pay an Equipment Fee for each 
Fiscal Year which amount shall be the product of (i) the number of thousands of pounds of the 
Maximum Approved Gross Landing Weight of such non-Member's Aircraft involved in Revenue 
Landings for such Fiscal Year and (ii) the Premium Equipment Fee Rate (as calculated below). 
Each non-Fuel Member shall pay a Fuel Fee for each Fiscal Year which amount shall be the 
product of (i) the number of gallons of Fuel distributed by or on behalf of the non- Member 
from the Fuel System for such Fiscal Year and (ii) the Premium Fuel Fee Rate (as calculated 
below). 

Section 5.02 - Base Rates. 

A. Base Equipment Fee Rate. The Base Equipment Fee Rate for each Fiscal Year, which 
rate shall be payable by Members only, shall be calculated as eighty percent (80%) of the 
Equipment Cost Center requirement for such Fiscal Year, as determined pursuant to the Use 
Agreements, divided by the sum of (i) the Maximum Approved Gross Landing Weight in 
thousand-pound units of all aircraft of all Members landed in Revenue Landings during such 
Fiscal Year and (ii) one hundred fifty percent (150%) of the Maximum Approved Gross Landing 
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Weight in thousand pound units of all aircraft of all non-Members landed in Revenue Landings 
during such Fiscal Year. 

B. Base Fuel Fee Rate. The Base Fuel Fee Rate for each Fiscal Year, which rate shall be 
payable by Members only, shall be calculated as ninety percent (90%) of the Fuel Cost Center 
requirement for such Fiscal Year, as determined pursuant to the Use Agreements, divided by 
the sum of (i) the total gallons of Fuel distributed by or on behalf of all Members from the Fuel 
System during such Fiscal Year and (ii) one hundred twenty-five percent (125%) of the gallons of 
Fuel distributed by or on behalf of all non-Members from the Fuel System during such Fiscal 
Year. 

Section 5.03 - Premium Equipment and Fueling Fee Rate. 

The Premium Equipment Fee Rate for each Fiscal Year , which rate shall be payable by non-
Members only, shall be calculated as one hundred fifty (150%) of the Base Equipment Fee Rate 
plus one hundred fifty percent (150%) of the Equivalent Equipment Cost Center Per Capita Fee 
Rate determined by dividing: (i) the Equipment Cost Center Per Capita Fee for the Member with 
the lowest Maximum Approved Gross Landing Weight, by (ii) its Maximum Approved Landing 
Weight. 

The Premium Fuel Fee Rate for each Fiscal Year, which rate shall be payable by non-Fuel 
Members only, shall be calculated as one hundred twenty-five percent (125%) of the Base Fuel 
Fee Rate plus one hundred twenty-five percent (125%) of the Equivalent Fueling Cost Center 
Per Capita Fee Rate determined by dividing: (i) the Fueling Cost Center Per Capita Fee for the 
Member with the lowest number of gallons of fuel distributed or on behalf of such member, by 
(ii) its number of gallons. 

Section 5.04 - Effectiveness of this Article V. 

The provisions of this Article V shall be in full force and effect, and the City shall charge 
Equipment and Fueling Fees pursuant to this Article V, so long as this Agreement is in full force 
and effect. 

Section 5.05 - Payment of Equipment and Fueling Fees. 

Members shall pay Equipment Fees and Fueling Fees pursuant to Section 9.02(c) of the Use 
Agreements. Non-Members shall pay Equipment Fees and Fueling Fees pursuant to the MATCO 
Terminal Access Agreement and MATCO System Agreement. 

ARTICLE VI - RECORD-KEEPING AND REPORTING 

Section 6.01 - MATCO's Records. 

A. Ownership of Documents. All documents and data, including but not limited to, 
studies, reports, drawings, models, specifications, estimates, maps, calculations and 
instruments of service (collectively. Documents) prepared under or in connection with this 
Agreement are the property of the City. MATCO is responsible for any loss or damage to 
Documents while such Documents are in MATCO's possession or the possession of its 
Contractors. MATCO is wholly responsible for the cost of restoration of such lost or damaged 
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Documents. MATCO shall deliver all Documents to the City upon the City's reasonable demand. 
If MATCO fails to deliver such Documents to the City, MATCO shall pay to the City any damages 
the City may incur due to such failure. 

B. Confidentiality. All Documents and all reports, information or data provided to MATCO 
under this Agreement are confidential. MATCO agrees, and shall cause its officers, officials, 
employees and Contractors to agree, that except as specifically authorized herein, MATCO shall 
not make available such reports, information or data to any individual or organization other 
than the City without the prior written approval of the Commissioner. In the event that MATCO 
is served with a request for Documents by a government agency or with a subpoena duces 
tecum regarding any Documents or any reports, information or data which may be in MATCO's 
possession by reason of this Agreement, MATCO will immediately provide notice to the 
Program Manager and the City's Corporation Counsel such that the City will have the 
opportunity to contest such process by any means available to it before such Documents, 
reports, information or data are submitted to a court or other third party; provided, however, 
that MATCO will not withhold delivery beyond the time ordered by a court or government 
agency unless the subpoena or request is quashed, or the deadline for such delivery is 
otherwise extended. 

C. Records of the Work. MATCO shall furnish to the Program Manager such information 
as may be requested pertaining to the progress, execution and cost of the Work. MATCO shall 
maintain, or cause to be maintained, records showing actual time expended and cost incurred 
in the performance of Work. All such books, records and accounts shall be maintained 
according to generally accepted accounting principles. All books, records and accounts in any 
way pertaining to the Work shall be open to the City, including any representatives designated 
and authorized by the City to inspect, audit, duplicate or otherwise review such books, records 
and accounts. MATCO shall maintain all such books, records and accounts in a safe location, 
make them available to the City upon request, and retain all such books, records and accounts 
for inspection, audit, duplication or other related use by the City for at least five (5) years after 
completion of the Work. 

D. Records of the Operation and Maintenance of the MATCO Equipment and Fuel 
System. MATCO shall furnish to the Commissioner such information as may be requested 
pertaining to the operation and maintenance of the MATCO Equipment and Fuel System. 
MATCO shall maintain, or cause to be maintained, records showing actual time expended and 
cost incurred in such operation and maintenance of the MATCO Equipment and Fuel System. 
MATCO shall maintain, or cause to be maintained, records showing actual gallons of Fuel 
distributed to and from the Fuel System for each party that provides Fuel to or takes Fuel from 
the Fuel System. All such books, records and accounts shall be maintained according to 
generally accepted accounting principles. All books, records and accounts in any way pertaining 
to the operation and maintenance of the MATCO Equipment and Fuel System shall be open to 
the City, including any representatives designated and authorized by the City to inspect, audit, 
duplicate or otherwise review such books, records and accounts. MATCO shall maintain all 
such books, records and accounts in a safe location, make them available to the City upon 
request, and retain all such books, records and accounts for inspection, audit, duplication or 
other related use by the City for at least five (5) years. 
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Section 6.02 - MATCO Reports. 

A. Reporting the Progress of the Work. MATCO shall provide quarterly reports to the 
Program Manager on the progress of the Work. Such reports shall be acceptable in form and 
substance to the Program Manager. 

B. Reports Pertaining to the Operation and Maintenance of the MATCO Equipment. On 
or before July 31st of each calendar year during the Term, MATCO shall provide the 
Commissioner with a report of its operations and maintenance of the MATCO Equipment and 
Fuel System for the prior calendar year. All such reports shall be acceptable in form and 
substance to the Commissioner. 

ARTICLE VII - INDEMNITY AND INSURANCE 

Section 7.01 - Indemnity. 

A. Indemnity. MATCO agrees to protect, defend, indemnify, keep, save and hold the City 
of Chicago, its officers, officials, employees and agents (collectively "Indemnified Parties") free 
and harmless from and against anv and all liabilities, losses, penalties, damages, settlements, 
costs, charges, professional fees or other expenses or liabilities of every kind, nature and 
character arising out of or relating to any and all claims, liens, demands, obligations, actions, 
suits, judgments or settlements, proceedings or causes of action of every kind, nature and 
character (collectively "Claims") in connection with or arising directly or indirectly out of the 
performance or failure to perform hereunder by MATCO, its officials, agents, employees, and 
subcontractors, including but not limited to, the enforcement of this indemnification provision, 
except for Claims shown by final judgment to have been caused by or attributable to the 
Indemnified Parties' negligence, in which event the Indemnified Parties shall contribute to the 
payment of damages decreed by judgment, and the actual costs of defense borne by MATCO 
not otherwise covered by insurance, to the extent the Indemnified Parties are found liable by 
such judgment. Without limiting the foregoing, any and all such Claims relating to personal 
injury, death, damage to property, defects in materials or workmanship, actual or alleged 
infringement of any patent, trademark, copyright or of any other tangible or intangible personal 
property right, actual or alleged employment discrimination or wrongful discharge, or any 
actual or alleged violation of any applicable statute, ordinance, order, rule or regulation, or 
decree of any court, shall be included in the indemnity hereunder. The foregoing indemnity 
provision excludes the negligence of the Indemnified Parties to the extent prohibited by 740 
ILCS 35/1 et seq. (Construction Contract for Indemnification Act) and/or 740 ILCS 150/0.01 et 
seq. (Structural Work Act), respectively. MATCO further agrees to investigate, handle, respond 
to, provide defense for and defend all suits for any and all Claims, at its sole expense and agrees 
to bear all other costs and expenses related thereto, even if the Claims are considered 
groundless, false or fraudulent. 

1. The Indemnified Parties shall have the right, at their respective options and cost, to 
participate in the defense of any suit, without relieving MATCO of any of its obligations under 
this indemnity provision, provided that the Indemnified Parties and their respective attorneys 
shall coordinate and cooperate with MATCO's attorneys. MATCO further expressly understands 
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and agrees that the requirements set forth in this indemnity to protect, defend, indemnify, 
keep, save and hold the Indemnified Parties free and harmless are separate from and not 
limited by MATCO's responsibility to obtain insurance pursuant to other Sections in this 
Agreement. Further, the indemnities contained in this Section shall survive the expiration or 
termination of this Agreement. 

B. Release of City. 

1. The City shall not be liable to MATCO, or to MATCO's agents, representatives, 
contractors, subcontractors, or employees, for any injury to, or death of, any of them or of 
any other person, or for any damage to any of MATCO's property, or loss of revenue caused 
by any third person in the maintenance, construction, or operation of facilities at the 
Airport, or caused by City or any third person using the Airport or navigating any aircraft on 
or over the Airport, except where there has been a final determination by a court of 
competent jurisdiction that any injury, death, or damage is due to the negligence or willful 
misconduct of City, and only to the extent MATCO or any of the above described parties is 
not covered by insurance. 

2. The City shall not be liable to MATCO for damage to property of MATCO or any loss 
of revenues to MATCO resulting from City's acts or omissions in the maintenance and 
operation of the Airport, except where there has been a final determination by a court of 
competent jurisdiction that such damage or loss has been caused by the negligence or 
willful misconduct of City, and then only to the extent MATCO is not reimbursed by 
insurance. 

3. Notwithstanding any reference herein to MATCO's release and indemnification 
being ineffective in certain instances where City or its agents, employees or representatives 
have been negligent, nothing herein shall be construed to make City liable in any case or 
instance where City would otherwise be immune from any tort liability because of its being 
a municipal corporation. 

C. Non-Liability of Public Officials. No official, employee, or agent of City shall be charged 
personally by MATCO, or by any assignee or contractor of MATCO, with any liability or expenses 
of defense, or be held personally liable to them under any term or provision of this Agreement, 
or because of City's execution or attempted execution hereof, or because of any breach hereof. 

D. City Approvals Do Not Limit MATCO's Obligations. Nothing herein is intended nor shall 
it be construed to provide any limitation upon MATCO's obligation to comply with the terms 
and conditions of this Agreement. No City review or approval of any act of MATCO or 
document provided by MATCO, including, but not limited to, plans and specifications, shall in 
any way serve to attenuate, diminish or otherwise limit MATCO's obligations hereunder, nor 
shall any such review or approval constitute a waiver by the City of any non-compliance with 
the terms and conditions of this Agreement. 

E. Survival Beyond Termination of this Agreement. MATCO's obligations under Section 
8.08 and this Article VI shall survive the termination of this Agreement. 
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Section 7.02 - Required Insurance Coverage. 

MATCO shall provide and maintain at all times, at MATCO's own expense during the term of 
the Agreement and during any period subsequent to the expiration of the Term if MATCO is 
required to return to perform Work or perform any activities to comply with any Environmental 
Law, the type of insurance specified below, with insurance companies authorized to do 
business in the State of Illinois, covering all operations under this Agreement, whether 
performed by MATCO, its contractors or subcontractors. The kinds and amounts of insurance 
required are as follows: 

A. Workers' Compensation and Occupational Disease Insurance - Workers' Compensation 
and Employers Liability Insurance, when required by applicable law, covering all employees 
who are to provide a service under this Agreement with limits of not less than $500,000 each 
accident or illness. 

B. Commercial Liability Insurance (Primary and Umbrella) - Commercial Liability Insurance 
or equivalent coverage with limits of not less than $50,000,000 per occurrence, for pollution, 
bodily injury, property damage liability, and personal injury. Coverages shall include the 
following: all premises and operations, products/completed operations, explosion, collapse, 
underground, pollution, independent contractors, broad form property damage, separation of 
insureds, defense and contractual liability coverages (with no limitation endorsement). City 
shall each be named as an additional insured on a primary, non-contributory basis for any 
liability arising directly or indirectly from MATCO's performance under this Agreement. 

C. Automobile Liability Insurance - When any motor vehicles are used in connection with 
work to be performed by or on behalf of MATCO, MATCO shall provide Automobile Liability 
Insurance with limits of not less than $5,000,000, per occurrence, for bodily injury and 
property damage. 

D. All Risk Builders Risk Insurance - When MATCO undertakes any work at the Airport, 
including improvements, betterments, or repairs, MATCO shall provide All Risk Builder's Risk 
Insurance, at replacement cost, for the materials, supplies, equipment, machinery, and fixtures 
that are or will be part of the permanent facilities. Coverages shall include but not be limited to 
the following: right to partial occupancy, material stored off-site and in-transit, boiler and 
machinery, earth movement, flood (including surface water back-up), collapse, water damage, 
faulty workmanship or materials, testing and mechanical-electrical breakdown. The City shall 
be named as an additional insured and loss payee. 

E. All Risk Property Insurance - MATCO shall maintain All Risk Commercial Property 
Insurance, including improvements and betterments covering damage to buildings, machinery, 
equipment, supplies or other contents in the amount of full replacement value of the property. 
Coverage extensions shall include boiler and machinery, collapse, sprinkler leakage, and flood. 
The City shall be named as an additional insured and loss payee. 

F. Professional Liability - When any architects, engineers, or consulting firms perform 
work or services in connection with this Agreement, Professional Liability Insurance covering 
acts, errors and omissions shall be maintained with limits of $1,000,000. Coverage shall include 
contractual liability. When policies are renewed or replaced, the policy retroactive date must 
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coincide with, or precede, start of work under the contract. A claims-made policy which is not 
renewed or replaced must have an extended reporting period of two (2) years. 

Section 7.03 - Additional Obligations of MATCO Regarding Insurance. 

A. MATCO will furnish the Commissioner with original Certificates of Insurance evidencing 
the coverage required to be in force on the date of this Agreement, and renewal Certificates of 
Insurance, or such similar evidence, if the coverages have an expiration or renewal date 
occurring during the term of this Agreement. MATCO shall submit evidence of insurance on the 
City of Chicago insurance certificate of coverage form prior to the execution of the Agreement 
by the City. The receipt of any certificate does not constitute agreement by the City that the 
insurance requirements in the Agreement have been fully met or that the insurance policies 
indicated on the certificate are in compliance with all requirements of this Agreement. The 
failure of the City to obtain certificates or other evidence of insurance from MATCO shall not be 
deemed to be a waiver by the City. MATCO shall advise all of its insurers of the provisions of 
this Agreement pertaining to insurance. Non-conforming insurance shall not relieve MATCO of 
its obligation to provide the insurance specified herein. Non-fulfillment of the insurance 
conditions may constitute a material breach of the Agreement, and the City retains the right to 
suspend the Agreement until proper evidence of insurance is provided, or terminate the 
Agreement. 

B. All insurance policies shall provide for sixty (60) days written notice to City prior to the 
effective date of any change, cancellation, or termination of such coverage. 

C. Any and all deductibles or self-insured retentions on referenced insurance coverages 
shall be borne by MATCO. 

D. MATCO shall require all contractors to carry the insurance required herein, or MATCO 
may provide the coverage for any or all contractors or subcontractors, and, if so, the evidence 
of insurance submitted shall so stipulate. 

E. MATCO expressly understands and agrees that any insurance coverages and limits 
furnished by MATCO shall in no way limit MATCO's liabilities and responsibilities specified 
within the Agreement, in equity, or at law 

F. MATCO hereby waives, and shall cause each of its contractors to waive, its rights of 
subrogation against City, including City's appointed and elected officials, agents, and 
employees. Inasmuch as this waiver will preclude the assignment of any claim by subrogation 
to an insurance company, MATCO agrees to do the following and cause each contractor and 
subcontractor to do the following: to give to each insurance company which has issued, or in 
the future may issue, to it policies of physical damage insurance, written notice of the terms of 
this waiver, and to have said insurance policies property endorsed, to prevent the invalidation 
of said insurance coverage by reason of said waiver. 

G. MATCO expressly understands and agrees that any insurance maintained by City shall 
apply in excess of and not contribute with insurance provided by MATCO under this Agreement. 
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H. MATCO shall not do or permit to be done anything, either by act or failure to act, which 
shall cause cancellation of any policy of insurance required hereunder or any policy maintained 
by City. 

I. The required insurance shall not be limited by any limitations expressed in the 
indemnification language herein or any limitation imposed by law upon any indemnification 
provided herein. 

J. City maintains the right to modify, delete, alter or change the requirements set forth 
under Section 7.02 above and this Section 7.03. 

Section 7.04 - Use of Insurance Proceeds. 

A. If the MATCO Equipment or the Fuel System, or any portion thereof, is damaged or 
destroyed by fire or other casualty, the City shall deposit the proceeds of insurance actually 
received with respect to such damage in a construction fund, and MATCO shall, to the extent of 
such proceeds, and subject to such terms and conditions of Exhibit F hereto and such other 
reasonable terms and conditions that may be imposed by the City, promptly repair, reconstruct 
and restore the damaged or destroyed MATCO Equipment and MATCO Fuel System to (i) 
substantially the same condition, utility and value as existed prior to such damage or 
destruction, or (ii) such other condition, character, utility and value as the City and MATCO may 
agree upon. 

B. If the proceeds of insurance received by the City are insufficient to restore or replace the 
MATCO Equipment or the Fuel System as required by Section 7.04.A above, the City, so long as 
it may have the right and authority to issue Bonds, may, but shall not be obligated to, issue 
Bonds, pursuant to Article X of the Use Agreements, to cover costs resulting from the 
insufficiency of insurance proceeds. MATCO shall use the proceeds of such Bonds solely to 
restore or replace the MATCO Equipment or Fuel System. 

E. If the proceeds of insurance are in excess of the amount necessary to restore or replace 
the MATCO Equipment or Fuel System as required by Section 6.04.A above, the excess amount 
shall be treated as Non-Airiine Revenues allocable to the Equipment and Fueling Cost Center. 

ARTICLE VIII - ADDITIONAL OBLIGATIONS OF MATCO 

Section 8.01 - Taxes. 

MATCO shall pay such taxes or special assessments, if any, which may be levied or assessed 
upon MATCO's interest in the MATCO Operations Areas at the Airport. MATCO shall provide 
the Commissioner with copies of all notices relating to such taxes within thirty (30) days of 
request and shall provide the Commissioner with a receipt indicating payment of such taxes. 
Nothing herein shall preclude MATCO from contesting such charge or tax, including those taxes 
or charges enacted or promulgated by City. 
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Section 8.02 - Utilities. 

MATCO shall not be responsible for payment of utility costs for its operations, including, but 
not limited to, electricity and water services. These costs are paid for through the airiines rates 
and charges. 

Section 8.03 - Permits, Licenses. 

MATCO shall be responsible for obtaining, at its own expense, all necessary governmental 
approvals, inspections, permits, or licenses needed in connection with the MATCO's operations 
and the MATCO Operations Areas, including any business conducted thereon, or any Work 
performed thereon. 

Section 8.04 - Compliance with All Laws. 

MATCO shall comply with all applicable Federal, State, and local laws, codes, regulations, 
ordinances, rules, and orders; provided, however, that MATCO may, without being considered 
to be in breach hereof, contest any such laws so long as such contest is diligently commenced 
and prosecuted by MATCO and does not jeopardize the health or safety of persons at the 
Airport or Airport operations. 

Section 8.05 - Compliance with City/State Requirements. 

MATCO agrees to execute such certificates as may be necessary to comply with all 
applicable Federal, State, and local laws, codes, regulations, ordinances, executive orders, rules, 
and orders, including without limitation such certifications as are listed below. All such 
certifications shall be executed by MATCO and shall be attached hereto and incorporated by 
reference herein as Exhibit H. 

A. Disclosure Affidavit Disclosure of Retained Parties. MATCO shall execute a Disclosure 
Affidavit and Disclosure of Retained Parties in the form provided by City, in compliance with 
720 ILCS 5/33E-3, 4 and 11(B), as amended; 65 ILCS 5/11- 42.1-1; Chapter 2-56 of the Municipal 
Code; and Section 2-92-320 of Chapter 2 of the Municipal Code, and Executive Order 97-1, 
respectively. 

B. Anti-Scofflaw. In accordance with Section 2-92-380 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, 
and in addition to any other rights and remedies (including any of set-off) available to City 
under this Agreement or permitted at law or in equity. City shall be entitled to set off a portion 
of any amounts due MATCO by City under this Agreement in an amount equal to the amount of 
the fines and penalties for each outstanding parking violation complaint and/or the amount of 
any debt owed by MATCO to City. For purposes of this section, "outstanding parking violation 
complaint" means a parking ticket, notice of parking violation or parking violation complaint on 
which no payment has been made or appearance filed in the Circuit Court of Cook County 
within the time specified on the complaint. "Debt" means a specified sum of money owed to 
City for which the period granted for payment has expired. 

Notwithstanding the provisions of the immediately preceding paragraph, no such debt(s) or 
outstanding parking violation complaints shall be offset from any amounts due MATCO from 
City under this Agreement if one or more of the following conditions are met: 
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1. MATCO has entered into an agreement with the Department of Revenue, or other 
appropriate City department, for the payment of all outstanding parking violation 
complaints and/or debts owed to City and MATCO is in compliance with the agreement; or 

2. MATCO is contesting liability for or the amount of the debt in a pending 
administrative or judicial proceeding; or 

3. MATCO has filed a petition in bankruptcy and the debts owed City are dischargeable 
in bankruptcy. 

C. Ethics. MATCO shall comply with Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, 
"Governmental Ethics", including, but not limited to. Section 2-156-120 pursuant to which no 
payment, gratuity, or offer of employment shall be made in connection with any City contract, 
by or on behalf of a subcontractor to the prime contractor or higher tier subcontractor or any 
person associated therewith, as an inducement for the award of a subcontract or order. Any 
contract negotiated, entered into, or performed in violation of any of the provisions of such 
Chapter shall be voidable as to City. 

D. MacBride Principles. City, through the passage of the MacBride Principles Ordinance, 
seeks to promote fair and equal employment opportunities and labor practices for religious 
minorities in Northern Ireland and provide a better working environment for all citizens in 
Northern Ireland. 

If MATCO conducts any business operations in Northern Ireland, it is hereby required that 
MATCO shall make all reasonable and good faith efforts to conduct any business operations in 
Northern Ireland in accordance with the MacBride Principles for Northern Ireland as defined in 
Illinois Public Act 85-1390 (1988 III. Laws 3220). 

E. Inspector General. It shall be the duty of MATCO and all officers, directors, agents, 
partners, and employees of MATCO to cooperate with the Inspector General of City in any 
investigation or hearing undertaken pursuant to Chapter 2-56 of the Code. MATCO 
understands and will abide by all provisions of Chapter 2-56 of the Code. 

F. Americans wi th Disabilities Act. Any and all designs for improvements to the MATCO 
Operations Areas that will be designed and built by or on behalf of MATCO shall comply with all 
Federal, State and local laws and regulations regarding accessibility standards for disabled or 
environmentally limited persons including, but not limited to, the following: Americans with 
Disabilities Act, P.L 101-336 (1990), 42 U.S.C. 12101 ef seq. and the Uniform Federal 
Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities and the Illinois Environmental Barriers Act, 
410 ILCS 25/1 et5e£7. (1991), and the regulations promulgated thereto at 71 III. Admin. Code Ch. 
1, Sec. 400.110. In the event that the above-cited standards are inconsistent, MATCO shall 
comply with the standard providing greater accessibility. 

All construction or alterations undertaken by MATCO in connection with this Agreement, 
including all Work, shall be performed in compliance with ail Federal, State and local laws and 
regulations regarding accessibility standards for disabled or environmentally limited persons 
including, but not limited to, the following: Americans with Disabilities Act, P.L. 101-336 (1990), 
42 U.S.C. 12101 et seq. and the Uniform Federal Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and 
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Facilities and the Illinois Environmental Barriers Act, 410 ILCS 25/1 et seq. (1991), and the 
regulations promulgated thereto at 71 III. Admin. Code Ch. 1, Sec. 400.110. 

G. Conflicts of Interest. MATCO represents and warrants that no member of the governing 
body of the City or other unit of government and no other officer, employee or agent of the 
City or other unit of government who exercises any functions or responsibilities in connection 
with this Agreement has any personal interest, direct or indirect, in this Agreement, or in 
MATCO. 

MATCO further covenants that (i) no member of the governing body of the City and no 
officer, employee or agent of the City or other unit of government exercising any functions or 
responsibilities in connection with this Agreement shall acquire any personal, financial or 
economic interest, direct or indirect, in MATCO or this Agreement, and (ii) no member of or 
delegate to the Congress of the United States or the Illinois General Assembly and no alderman 
of the City or employee of the City shall be admitted to any share or part of this Agreement or 
any financial benefit to arise from it. 

H. Material Adverse Events. MATCO shall provide the City with prompt notice of any 
occurrence of an event which has or could have a material adverse impact upon the MATCO 
Equipment, the Fuel System or the operation of the Airport. 

Section 8.06 - Non-discrimination. 

A. Federal Requirements. It shall be an unlawful employment practice for MATCO (1) to 
fail or refuse to hire or to discharge any individual, or otherwise to discriminate against any 
individual with respect to his compensation, or the terms, conditions, or privileges of his 
employment, because of such individual's race, color, religion, sex, age, handicap, or national 
origin; or (2) to limit, segregate, or classify his employees or applicants for employment in any 
way which would deprive or tend to deprive any individual of employment opportunities or 
otherwise adversely affect his status as an employee, because of such individual's race, color, 
religion, sex, age, handicap, or national origin. MATCO shall comply with The Civil Rights Act of 
1964, 42 U.S.C. sec. 2000 et seq. (1981), as amended. Attention is called to: Exec. Order No. 
11,246, 30 Fed. Reg. 12,319 (1965), reprinted in 42 U.S.C. 2000(e) note, as amended by Exec. 
Order No. 11,375, 32 Fed. Reg. 14,303 (1967) and by Exec. Order No. 12,086, 43 Fed. Reg. 
46,501 (1978); Age Discrimination Act, 42 U.S.C. sec. 6101-6106 (1981); Rehabilitation Act of 
1973, 29 U.S.C. sec. 793794 (1981); Americans with Disabilities Act, P.L 101-336; and 41 C.F.R. 
Part60, etseqf. (1990). 

B. State Requirements. MATCO shall comply with the Illinois Human Rights Act, 775 ILCS 
5/1-101, et seq., as amended, and any rules and regulations promulgated in accordance 
therewith, including, but not limited to the Equal Employment Opportunity Clause, 5 III. Admin. 
Code §750 Appendix A. Furthermore, MATCO shall comply with the Discrimination in Public 
Contracts Act, 775 ILCS 10/0.01 et seq., as amended. 

C. City Requirements. MATCO shall comply with the Chicago Human Rights Ordinance, 
Chapter 2-160, Section 2-160-010 ef seq. of the Municipal Code of Chicago, as amended. 
Further, MATCO shall furnish and shall cause each of its contractors to furnish such reports and 
information as requested by the Chicago Commission on Human Relations. 
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Section 8.07 - Affirmative Action Program and MBE/WBE Requirements. 

MATCO assures that it will undertake an affirmative action program which sets forth all 
applicable Federal standards as required by 14 C.F.R. Part 152, Subpart E, to insure that no 
person shall on the grounds of race, creed, color, religion, age, national origin, or sex be 
excluded from participating in any employment activities covered in 14 C.F.R. Part 152, Subpart 
E. MATCO assures that no person shall be excluded on these grounds from participating in or 
receiving the services or benefits of any program or activity covered by Subpart E. MATCO 
assures that it will require that its covered suborganizations provide assurances to MATCO that 
they similariy will undertake an affirmative action program and that they will require 
assurances from their organizations, as required by 14 C.F.R., Part 152, Subpart E, to the same 
effect. In furtherance thereof, MATCO also agrees to implement a program consistent with the 
provisions of Exhibit C, attached hereto and incorporated by reference herein. 

Section 8.08 - Compliance with Environmental Laws 

A, Pre-Existing Conditions. For the purposes of this Section 8.08, the presence of any 
hazardous material or special waste in the MATCO Operations Areas that would give rise to 
liability to any person on the part of MATCO or City, or violate any Environmental Law (as 
defined below), shall be known as an Environmental Condition. Any Environmental Condition 
existing on any portion of the MATCO Operations Areas prior to the Effective Date is hereby 
designated a Pre-Existing Condition. 

B. Compliance with Environmental Laws 

1. MATCO shall comply with all laws relating to the environment, including, without 
limitation, those relating to fines, orders, injunctions, penalties, damages, contribution, cost 
recovery, compensation, losses or injuries resulting from the release or threatened release 
of Hazardous Materials, Special Wastes or other contaminants into the environment and to 
the generation, use, storage, transportation, or disposal of solid wastes. Hazardous 
Materials, Special Wastes or other contaminants including, without limitation, the 
Comprehensive Environmental Response arid Compensation Liability Act (42 USC § 9601 et 
seq.), the Hazardous Material Transportation Act (49 USC § 1801 et seq.), the Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976 (42 USC § 6901 et seq.), the Clean Water Act (33 
USC § 1251 et seq.), the Clean Air Act (42 USC § 7401 et seq.), the Toxic Substances Control 
Act of 1976 (15 USC § 2601 et seq.), the Safe Drinking Water Act (42 USC § 300f), the 
Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 (29 USC § 651 etseq.), the Emergency Planning 
and Community Right-to-Know Act (42 USC § 11001 ef seq.), the Illinois Environmental 
Protection Act (415 ILCS 5/1 ef seq.), and the Municipal Code of Chicago; additionally, any 
analogous future or present local, state or federal ordinance or statute, rule and regulation 
promulgated under or pursuant to the foregoing, and any other present or future law, 
ordinance, rule, regulation, permit or permit condition, order, or directive which regulates, 
relates to, imposes liability for or establishes standards of conduct concerning any 
Hazardous Materials that may be set forth by the Federal government, any state or any 
political subdivision thereof, or any agency, court or body of the Federal government, any 
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state or any political subdivision thereof exercising executive, legislative, judicial, regulatory 
or administrative functions (collectively, "Environmental Laws"). 

2. If MATCO is required pursuant to any Environmental Laws to file any notice or report 
of a release or threatened release of Hazardous Materials or Special Wastes on, under or 
about the MATCO Operations Areas, MATCO shall provide a copy of such report or notice to 
the City. In the event of a release or threatened release of Hazardous Materials or Special 
Waste into the environment, or in the event of any claim, demand, action or notice is made 
against MATCO regarding MATCO's failure or alleged failure to comply with any 
Environmental Law, MATCO shall immediately notify the City. 

3. City shall have reasonable access to the MATCO Operations Areas to inspect the 
same to confirm that MATCO is using the MATCO Operations Areas in accordance with 
Environmental Laws. MATCO, at the reasonable request of City and at MATCO's expense, 
shall conduct such testing and analysis as is necessary to ascertain whether MATCO is using 
the MATCO Operations Areas in compliance with all Environment Laws. Any such tests shall 
be conducted by qualified independent environmental consultants chosen by MATCO and 
subject to City's reasonable approval. Copies of any reports or test results shall be provided 
to City. 

4. In addition to any other remedy afforded at law, in equity or by the terms of this 
Agreement, if MATCO fails to comply with any Environmental Law which results in, or may 
result in, a material adverse impact to the MATCO Operations Areas or potential liability to 
the City, the City may (1) enter the MATCO Operations Areas and take necessary measures 
to insure compliance with Environmental Laws, including, but not limited to, testing and soil 
sampling, all at MATCO's expense, and/or (ii) terminate this Agreement in accordance with 
the default provisions of this Agreement. • 

2. City makes no warranty, express or implied, regarding the condition of any 
underground storage tanks on the MATCO Operations Areas, the presence of Hazardous 
Materials and Special Wastes on the MATCO Operations Areas, that the MATCO Operations 
Areas are free of Hazardous Materials and Special Wastes, or any other environmental 
contaminant. Subject to the limitations set forth in Section 8.08(A), in the event that City is 
named in any enforcement action or lawsuit by any party in connection with the 
environmental condition of the MATCO Operations Areas or improvements thereon, 
MATCO shall defend City and indemnify City for any costs, damages or fines that might be 
found against City; provided, however, that MATCO shall not be held accountable by the 
City under this Agreement in the event that contamination is the result of a third party 
traversing a right of way on the MATCO Operations Areas or the negligence of the City. 
MATCO's obligation to indemnify the City pursuant to this section in no other way limits nor 
is limited by any other indemnification provided in this Agreement. 

3. MATCO's liability and obligations under this Section 8.08 shall survive the 
termination of this Agreement. MATCO hereby waives any right of action or claim pursuant 
to any Environmental Law against the City, its officers, officials, agents or employees except 
for (I) Pre-Existing Conditions for which MATCO is not accountable to the City under this 
Agreement, and (ii) Post-Closing Conditions for which the City is the direct and proximate 
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cause. Any Environmental Condition arising on any portion of the MATCO Operations Area 
after the Effective Date is hereby designated a Post-Closing Condition. 

C. Environmental Permits 

1. MATCO must show evidence of, and keep current throughout the term of this 
Agreement, all waste hauling. Special Waste hauling, disposal permits and insurance 
certificates required by Federal, state. City or other local governmental body or agency 
pursuant to any Environmental Law. 

2. When requested by the Commissioner, MATCO shall submit copies of all hauling 
permits required by any Environmental Law. Copies of all permits and insurance certificates 
that require periodic renewal must be forwarded to the Commissioner throughout the 
duration of this Agreement. Non-compliance with this requirerrient may be cause for 
termination of this Agreement. 

3. Environmental Records and Reports: MATCO shall be required to prepare and 
maintain proper, accurate and complete records of accounts of all transactions related to 
the operations of this Agreement, including, but not limited to, the following: 

a. Vehicle maintenance records 

b. Safety and accident reports 

c. lEPA or OSHA manifests 

d. Disposal records, including disposal site used, date, truck number and 
disposal weight. 

e. Permit documentation and all other documentation and transactions 
pertaining to all Environmental Laws. 

All such records and accounts shall be subject to review by the City and shall be made 
available to the City upon the request of the Commissioner. The City's review of any such 
records and accounts shall in no way serve to limit MATCO's obligations or liability under the 
terms and conditions of this Agreement or any Environmental Law. 

D. Disposal of Materials, Construction and Demolition Debris, Soil and Waste 

1. MATCO shall be responsible for the proper disposal of all materials, construction and 
demolition debris, soil and other waste generated by MATCO's business operations, 
including but not limited to the performance of Work, or MATCO's activities as set forth in 
Section 8.08. Hauling and disposal by a subcontractor does not relieve MATCO from 
responsibility for proper disposal. Disposal of all materials, construction debris, soil, and 
other wastes shall be at a disposal site that is properiy licensed and permitted to accept the 
particular materials, construction debris, soil and other wastes delivered to it in accordance 
with all Environmental Laws. MATCO shall identify the disposal site(s) or transfer station(s) 
to which it has contractual access and for which proper, sanitary landfill permits and/or 
licenses have been obtained. Failure to identify disposal site(s) for materials, construction 
debris, soil and other wastes or to submit such information when requested by the 
Commissioner may be cause to terminate this Agreement. 
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2. Upon request by the Commissioner, MATCO shall provide the Commissioner with 
copies of all load tickets, manifests, bills of lading, scale tickets and other pertinent 
documents, including copies of all permits and/or licenses for the proposed transfer station 
and/or landfill. In the event that the transfer station and/or landfill proposed for use by 
MATCO does not possess the necessary permits and/or licenses to accept the materials, 
construction debris, soil or other wastes, MATCO will replace the transfer station and/or 
landfill submitted as part of their bid proposal at no additional cost to the City. If MATCO 
disposes of materials, construction debris, soil or other wastes at a site which is not 
properly permitted, MATCO shall be responsible for all costs associated with the removal of 
the waste to a properly licensed/permitted landfill or disposal site. 

3. MATCO shall accept full responsibility for compliance with all Environmental Laws. 

4. MATCO shall notify the Commissioner within 24 hours of receipt of any 
environmental complaints, fines, citations, violations or notices of violation ("Claim") by any 
governmental body or regulatory agency against MATCO or by any third party relating to 
the loading, hauling or disposal of materials, construction debris, soil or other wastes. 
MATCO will provide evidence to the Commissioner that any such Claim has been addressed 
to the satisfaction of the issuer or initiator of such Claim. 

5. MATCO shall notify the City of any community meetings, media involvement or 
media coverage related to the loading, hauling or disposal of materials, construction debris, 
soil and other wastes under this Agreement in which MATCO is asked to participate. 

6. MATCO shall verify, in writing, whenever requested by the Commissioner, that all 
materials, construction debris, and other waste accepted by MATCO from the City of 
Chicago, has been disposed of in compliance with all Environmental Laws. 

7. Non-compliance with these terms and conditions may affect MATCO's eligibility for 
future contracts. 

E. Equipment and Environmental Control During Transport. MATCO shall haul materials, 
including but not limited to fuel of any nature, any construction debris, soil and other wastes in 
vehicles and/or containers complying with all applicable Environmental Laws. All equipment 
used to transfer materials, construction and demolition debris, soil and other wastes shall be 
designed to prevent spillage during the hauling operation. MATCO's equipment shall fully 
comply with all City, state and federal regulations, laws and ordinances pertaining to size, load 
weight, safety and any Environmental Law. 

F, Open Dumping Prohibited. A form for identifying MATCO's debris and waste 
disposal/handling site(s) and acknowledging terms and conditions relating thereto (the "Form") 
shall be executed by MATCO and provided to the Commissioner before any debris or waste is 
removed from the MATCO Operations Areas for disposal or handling elsewhere. A sample 
Form is attached to this Agreement as Appendix A. In addition to the representations and 
requirements contained in the Form, MATCO understands and agrees that MATCO, unless 
otherwise authorized in writing by the Commissioner of Environment, shall not continue to use 
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a disposal/handling site identified in the Form that (I) has been cited as being in violation of any 
environrnental law or regulation or of any City ordinance or (ii) does not have a necessary 
permit. If only one site was identified in the Form, MATCO shall arrange for a substitute 
disposal/handling site which meets the requirements specified in the Form and provide a 
revised Form to the Commissioner of Environment. MATCO further understands and agrees 
that any such substation shall be at no additional cost to the City, regardless of the reason 
necessitating such substitution. 

Section 8.09 - Contractors. 

MATCO agrees that all of the provisions set forth in Sections 8.03 through and including 
8.08 of this Article 8 will be incorporated in all contracts entered into with any suppliers of 
materials, furnishers of services, contractors of any tier, and labor organizations which furnish 
skilled, unskilled, and craft union skilled labor, or which may provide any materials, labor, or 
services in connection with this Agreement for amounts of $10,000 or more. MATCO agrees to 
cause its contractors to execute such certificates as may be necessary in furtherance of these 
provisions. Such certifications shall be attached and incorporated by reference in the contracts. 
In the event that any contractor is a partnership or joint venture, MATCO shall also include 
provisions in its contract insuring that the entities comprising such partnership or joint venture 
shall be jointly and severally liable for its obligations thereunder. 

Section 8.10 - Indemnification. 

In addition to the indemnifications set forth in Article VI hereof, MATCO hereby indemnifies 
and agrees to defend and hold harmless the City, its agents, partners, officers, representatives 
and employees, from all Claims arising from or attributable to: (a) the presence due to 
MATCO's operations of Hazardous Materials and Special Wastes on the MATCO Operations 
Areas or the subsurface thereof or the violation of any Environmental Laws due to MATCO's 
operations (including, without limiting the generality thereof, any cost, claim, liability, or 
defense expended in remediation required by a governmental authority, or by reason of any 
release of any Hazardous Material or Special Waste due to MATCO's operations or violation of 
any Environmental Laws), or (b) any aggravation of any condition on the MATCO Operations 
Areas caused, directly or indirectly, by MATCO's operations, or (c) any breach by MATCO of any 
of its warranties, representations or covenants in this Article VII. MATCO's obligations 
hereunder shall survive the termination or expiration of this Agreement, and shall not be 
affected in any way by the amount of or absence in any case of covering insurance or by the 
failure or refusal of any insurance carrier to perform any obligation on its part under any 
insurance policies affecting the MATCO Operations Areas or MATCO's operations at the Airport. 

Section 8.11 - Gate Control. 

MATCO may contract for an operator to perform gate coordination activities at the 
terminal. The selection of such operator shall be subject to the review and approval of the 
Commissioner. Such operator shall at all times observe, implement and comply with such rules 
and regulations for gate allocation as may be promulgated from time to time by the 
Commissioner. The City reserves and retains the right to direct MATCO to dismiss such 
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operator for material cause. MATCO shall dismiss such operator immediately upon direction of 
the City. 

Section 8.12 - Fuel System Operator. 

MATCO, by Majority-in-lnterest approval of the Fuel Members, shall appoint, subject to the 
prior written consent of the City, a person who shall operate and maintain the Fuel System on 
behalf of the Fuel Members and who is referred to herein as the "Operator." Subject to the 
provision of this Agreement, the rights conferred upon MATCO and the Fuel Members with 
respect to the Fuel System under this Agreement may be exercised by the Operator, or by any 
one or more of the Fuel Members, on behalf of all Fuel Members, to the extent authorized by 
the Fuel Members by Majority-in-lnterest approval. The Operator shall be the agent of MATCO. 

ARTICLE IX - AIRPORT MATTERS 

Section 9.01 - Airport Rules and Regulations. 

MATCO shall observe and obey all Airport rules and regulations governing the conduct and 
operations of the Airport, promulgated from time to time by City, provided, however, that such 
Airport rules and regulations must be neither (!) inconsistent with the exercise by MATCO of 
any right or privilege granted to it hereunder or under any other agreement between MATCO 
and City relating to the Airport, nor (ii) inconsistent with the rules and regulations or orders of 
any Federal or State agency having jurisdiction over the Airport. Except in cases of emergency, 
no such rule or regulation shall be applicable to MATCO unless it has been given fifteen (15) 
days prior written notice of the adoption thereof. 

Section 9.02 - Other Legal Requirements. 

MATCO shall comply, and shall cause its contractors to comply, with all applicable federal, 
state and local laws, codes, regulations, ordinances, rules and orders including, without 
limitation, those promulgated by the F/\A, which shall include, but not be limited to, the 
following: 

A. Prohibition Against Exclusive Rights. It is hereby specifically understood and agreed 
that nothing contained in this Agreement shall be construed to grant or authorize the grant to 
MATCO of an exclusive right to use Airport facilities or to provide aeronautical services to the 
public as prohibited by Section 308(a) of the Federal Aviation Act of 1958, as amended, and City 
reserves the right to grant to others at the Airport similar privileges and rights. 

B. Subordination of Agreement. MATCO covenants and agrees that this Agreement shall 
be subordinated to the provisions of any existing or future agreement between the City and the 
United States Government, the execution of which has been or will be required as a condition 
precedent to the granting of Federal funds for the development of the Airport. MATCO further 
agrees that it shall not cause the City to violate any assurances made by the City to the Federal 
government in connection with the granting of such Federal funds. 

C. Non-discrimination in the Use of the Airport. This Agreement involves the use of or 
access to space on, over, or under real property acquired or improved under the Airport 
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Development Aid Program of the Federal Aviation Administration, and therefore involves 
activity which serves the public. MATCO, for itself, its personal representatives, successors in 
interest, and assigns, as part of the consideration hereof, does hereby covenant and agree, as a 
covenant running with the land, that (a) no person on the grounds of race, creed, color, 
religion, age, sex, or national origin shall be excluded from participation in, denied the benefits 
of, or otherwise be subjected to discrimination in the use of said facilities; (b) that no person on 
the grounds of race, creed, color, religion, age, sex, or national origin shall be excluded from 
participation in, denied the benefits of, or otherwise be subjected to discrimination in the 
construction of improvements on, over, or under such land and the furnishing of services 
thereon; and (c) that MATCO shall use the Airport in compliance with all other requirements 
imposed by or pursuant to regulations of the U.S. Department of Transportation. In the event 
of a breach of the above nondiscrimination-covenants by MATCO, City shall have the right to 
terminate this Agreement and to reenter and repossess the MATCO Operations Areas and the 
facilities thereon, and hold the same as if this Agreement had never been executed. 

D. Non-Discrimination in Furnishing Services. MATCO agrees that it shall provide its 
services and products promptly, efficiently and adequately to meet all reasonable demands 
therefor, all on a fair and non-discriminatory basis to all users thereof. 

Section 9.03 - Airport Agreements. 

MATCO's use and occupancy of the MATCO Operations Areas shall be and remain subject to 
(I) the provisions of any existing or future agreements between City and the United States 
government, FAA or other governmental authority, relative to the operation or maintenance of 
the Airport, the execution of which has been or will be required as a condition precedent to the 
granting of federal or other government funds, including, without limitation, grant agreements, 
and (ii) any use agreement heretofore or hereafter executed by the City with airiines operating 
at the Airport, including, without limitation, the Use Agreements and any ordinance or 
indenture, or both, authorizing bond anticipation notes or bonds or other obligations adopted 
by the City Council of the City authorizing the issuance of notes, bonds or other obligations for 
the Airport and securing such obligations by a pledge of revenues or net revenues of the Airport 
and any ordinance or indenture supplemental thereto, which shall also include any master 
indenture. 

Section 9.04 - Airport Security Act. 

This Agreement is expressly subject to the Airport Security Act, as amended from time to 
time, the provisions of which are hereby incorporated by reference, including, without 
limitation. Sections 105,109 and 110, and all rules and regulations promulgated thereunder. In 
the event that MATCO, any individual employed by MATCO, or their respective contractors, 
subcontractors, suppliers of materials, or providers of services, in the performance of this 
Agreement, has: (i) unescorted access to secured areas located on or at the Airport; or (ii) 
capability to allow others to have unescorted access to such secured areas, MATCO shall be 
subject to, and further shall conduct with respect to its contractors, subcontractors, suppliers of 
materials, or providers of services and the respective employees of each, such employment 
investigations, including criminal history record checks, as the Commissioner or the FAA may 
deem necessary. Further, in the event of any threat to civil aviation, as defined in the Airport 
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Security Act, MATCO shall promptty report any information in accordance with those 
regulations promulgated by the Secretary of the United States Department of Transportation 
and by City. MATCO shall, notwithstanding anything contained herein to the contrary, at no 
additional cost to City, perform under this Agreement in compliance with those guidelines 
developed by City and the FAA with the objective of maximum security enhancement. 

Section 9.05 - Airport Noise Restrictions. 

MATCO agrees to abide by any guidelines, rules or regulations for the Airport which result 
from any Part 150 study or any other restrictions imposed on noise and which are applicable to 
the use of the MATCO Operations Areas. 

Section 9.06 - Regulating the Airport; Airport Operation. 

City reserves the right to regulate, police and further develop, improve, reconstruct, modify 
or otherwise alter the Airport in City's sole discretion. City reserves the right, but shall not be 
obligated to MATCO, to maintain and keep in repair the landing area of the Airport and all 
publicly- owned facilities of the Airport- City shall not have any obligation to continue to 
operate the Airport or any part as an airport for passenger or freight air transportation or at 
any particular level of operation and may at any time limit or discontinue use of the Airport or 
any means of access to or within the Airport in whole or in part. This provision shall not be 
interpreted to grant a right to limit or discontinue means of access to the MATCO Operations 
Areas by MATCO from outside the Airport from dedicated public streets. 

Section 9.07- Exercise by City of Governmental Functions. 

Nothing contained herein shall impair the right of City, in the exercise of its governmental 
functions, to require MATCO to pay any tax or inspection fees or to procure necessary permits 
or licenses. Nothing herein shall be construed to prevent MATCO from contesting in good faith 
any tax or inspection fee so long as such contest is diligently commenced and prosecuted by 
MATCO. 

Section 9.08 - Maintenance and Operation of Airport. 

A. Ci t /s Obligations. 

1. City shall operate and maintain in a manner consistent with that of a reasonably 
prudent operator of an Airport, and keep in good condition and repair, the runway and the 
taxiway, roadways, water lines, sewer lines, drainage ditches, additions, improvements, 
facilities, and equipment, now or hereafter provided by City, serving the MATCO Operations 
Areas but located outside the MATCO Operations Areas, including the removal of snow, ice, 
vegetation, stones, and other foreign matter, as reasonably as may be done, from the 
runway and taxiway, connections therefrom, and roadways. 

2. City hereby retains the right to enter upon the MATCO Operations Areas at any time 
without such entering causing or constituting a termination of this Agreement or an 
interference with the use of the MATCO Operations Areas by MATCO, and do all things 
necessary to operate and maintain water mains and sewer mains that may exist beneath 
the surface of the MATCO Operations Areas. The City shall operate and maintain only its 
water mains and sewer mains, and assumes no responsibility or liability for the operation or 
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maintenance of any sewer or water laterals within the MATCO Operations Areas that are 
used exclusively by MATCO. 

B. MATCO's Remedy. In the event that the City fails to cure any failure in its performance 
of its obligations under Section 9.08(A) within a reasonable period, and provided that the 
Airport is not closed at the direction of the City or any other governmental authority or agency, 
MATCO's sole and exclusive remedy is to terminate this Agreement by providing notice to the 
City pursuant to the terms of Article XIV hereof. 

Section 9.09 - Similar Facilities. 

The City, in its sole discretion, may construct facilities similar to the MATCO Operations 
Areas, the Fuel System and MATCO Equipment. MATCO shall not have any rights hereunder 
with respect to such facilities. 

ARTICLE X - DEFAULT AND TERMINATION 

Section 10.01 - Events of Default. 

Each of the following shall be an event of default under this Agreement: 

A. MATCO shall become insolvent (as such terms is defined under Section 101 of the 
Federal Bankruptcy Code, 11 U.S.C. 101 ef seq. (the "Code"), or any successor statute thereto); 
or shall fail to pay its debts generally as they mature; or shall take the benefits of any present or 
future Federal or State insolvency statute; or shall make a general assignment for the benefit of 
creditors. 

B. MATCO shall file a voluntary petition in bankruptcy or a petition or answer seeking an 
arrangement of its indebtedness under the Code or under any other law or statute of the 
United States or of any State thereof; or consent to the appointment of a receiver trustee, 
custodian, liquidator, or other similar official, of all or substantially all of its property; or an 
order for relief shall be entered by or against MATCO under any chapter of the Code. 

C. By order or decree of a court, MATCO shall be adjudged a debtor or bankrupt, or an 
order shall be made approving a petition filed by any of its creditors or by any of its 
stockholders, seeking its reorganization or the restructuring of its indebtedness under the Code 
or under any other law or statute of the United States or any State thereof and such order or 
decree shall not be stayed or vacated within sixty (60) days of its issuance. 

D. A petition under any chapter of the Code or an action under any Federal or State 
insolvency statute shall be filed against MATCO and shall be dismissed or stayed within sixty 
(60) days after being filed thereof. 

E. By or pursuant to, or under authority of any legislative act, resolution or rule, or order or 
decree of any court or governmental board, agency or officer, a receiver, trustee, custodian, 
liquidator, or other similar official shall take possession or control of all or substantially all of 
the property of MATCO and such possession or control shall continue in effect for a period of 
sixty (60) days. 
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F. MATCO shall become a corporation in dissolution. 

G. The letting, license, or other interest of or rights of MATCO hereunder shall be 
transferred to, pass to, or devolve upon, by operation of law or otherwise, any other person, 
firm, corporation, or other entity, by, in connection with, or as a result of any bankruptcy, 
insolvency, trusteeship, liquidation or other proceedings or occurrence described in 
Subparagraphs (A) through (E) of this Section 9.01. 

H. MATCO shall fail to duly and punctually make any payment required to be paid 
hereunder or shall fail to make payment when due of any other sum required to be paid to City 
pursuant to this Agreement, for a period of five (5) business days after written notice specifying 
such failure and requesting that it be remedied is given to MATCO by City. 

I. MATCO shall fail to keep, perform, and observe any promise, covenant, or other 
provision of this Agreement, other than the obligation to make payment, for a period of thirty 
(30) days after written notice specifying such failure and requesting that it be remedied is given 
to MATCO by City; provided, however, that any such failure which can be remedied, but which 
cannot with due diligence be remedied within such thirty (30) day period, shall not give rise to 
City's right to terminate this Agreement if corrective action is instituted by MATCO within such 
thirty (30) day period and diligently pursued until the failure is remedied. 

J. Any lien shall be filed against the MATCO Equipment or any portion thereof resulting 
from any act or omission of MATCO, and shall not be discharged within thirty (30) days, unless 
MATCO shall within the aforesaid thirty (30) days furnish City such security as the 
Commissioner in her discretion determines to be adequate to protect the interests of City. 

K. MATCO shall cease using or abandon substantially all of the MATCO Operations Areas 
for a period of ninety (90) days. 

L. MATCO shall make any assignment of any of its interests, rights or obligations under this 
Agreement without the consent of City as set forth in Section 11.12 hereof. 

M. MATCO shall fail to maintain its corporate existence, or to remain duly qualified to do 
business in the State of Illinois, or MATCO shall dissolve or otherwise dispose of all or 
substantially all of its assets, or shall consolidate with or merge into another corporation; 
provided, however, that it shall not be an Event of Default if MATCO consolidates with or 
merges into an Affiliate; or 

N. MATCO fails to receive authorization to conduct its operations at the Airport by any 
governmental entity. 

O. MATCO defaults on any financing agreement or lease issued by the City for use and 
repayment by MATCO. 

Section 10.02 - City's Remedies. 

A. Whenever an Event of Default has occurred and is continuing. City may, at its option, 
immediately and without prior notice of such Event of Default: 
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1. terminate this Agreement and the licenses and other rights of MATCO hereunder, 
without discharging any of MATCO's obligations hereunder and, at City's further option, exclude 
MATCO from the MATCO Operations Areas; or 

2. without terminating this Agreement, exclude MATCO from the MATCO Operations 
Areas and attempt to grant such MATCO Operations Areas to another party for the account of 
MATCO, holding MATCO liable for any payments that may be due hereunder up to the effective 
date of such grant. 

B. The remedies set forth in this Article, shall be in addition to all other remedies which are 
or may be available to City at law or in equity. In addition. City may, from time to time, take 
whatever action at law or in equity appears necessary or desirable to collect any amounts 
payable by MATCO hereunder then due and thereafter to become due, and to enforce the 
performance and observance of any obligation, agreement, or covenant of MATCO under this 
Agreement. 

C. All rights and remedies hereinbefore given to City and all rights and remedies given to 
City by law, shall be cumulative and concurrent. No termination of this Agreement or the 
taking or recovering of the MATCO Operations Areas shall deprive City of any of City's remedies 
or actions against MATCO for any other sum required to be paid to City pursuant to this 
Agreement, or for damages or for the breach of any covenant herein contained, nor shall the 
bringing of any action for fees or breach of covenant, or the resort to any other remedy herein 
provided for the recovery of fees be construed as a waiver of the right to obtain possession of 
the MATCO Operations Areas. 

D. Any payment due the City from MATCO pursuant to the terms of this Agreement which 
is not paid by MATCO and which, in the reasonable opinion of the City pursuant to generally 
accepted accounting principles, is deemed by the City to be uncollectible, shall become an 
expense of the Equipment Cost Center or the Fueling Cost Center, as applicable, and payable 
pursuant to the terms of the Use Agreements. 

Section 10.03 - Removal of MATCO's Property. 

A. The personal property financed with funds other than Bonds and placed or installed by 
MATCO in the MATCO Operations Areas shall remain the property of MATCO and must be 
removed on or before the expiration of the term or the expiration of any extension or renewal 
thereof at MATCO's sole risk and expense. Any damage to the Airport, the MATCO Operations 
Areas, or any fixtures located therein, the Fuel System or the MATCO Equipment, resulting from 
such removal shall be paid for by MATCO. In the event of the termination of this Agreement, by 
default or otherwise, MATCO shall have thirty (30) days after such termination during which to 
remove such property; provided, however. City shall have the right to assert such liens against 
said property as City may by law be permitted. So long as any such property remains in the 
MATCO Operations Areas, MATCO's obligation to pay City any sums which may be due the City 
under the Agreement shall continue. 

B. If MATCO's property is not removed as herein provided. City may, at its option, deem 
such property abandoned and keep such property or after written notice to MATCO and at 
MATCO's sole risk and expense, remove such property to a public warehouse for deposit, or 
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retain the same in City's possession and after the expiration of thirty (30) days sell the same, 
with notice and in accordance with applicable law, the proceeds of which shall be applied first 
to the expenses of such removal and sale, second to any sum owed by MATCO to City, and any 
balance remaining shall be paid to MATCO. 

Section 10.04 - No Waiver by City. 

Failure by City to take any action with respect to any default or violation by MATCO of any 
of the terms, covenants, or conditions of this Agreement shall not in any respect limit, 
prejudice, diminish, or constitute a waiver of any rights of City to act with respect to any prior, 
contemporaneous, or subsequent violation or default. The acceptance by City of payment for 
any period or periods after a default or violation of any of the terms, conditions, and covenants 
of this Agreement shall not constitute a waiver or diminution of, nor create any limitation upon 
any right of City pursuant to this Agreement to terminate this Agreement for subsequent 
violation or default, or for continuation or repetition of the original violation or default. 

Section 10.05 - City's Right to Perform MATCO's Obligations. 

In the event that MATCO fails to perform any of its obligations under this Agreement, the 
City may, but is not obligated to, and without waiving or releasing MATCO form any of its 
obligations hereunder, make any payment or perform any other act which MATCO is obligated 
to make or perform under this Agreement in such manner and to such extent as City may deem 
desirable; and in so doing City shall also have the right to enter upon the MATCO Operations 
Areas for any purpose reasonably necessary in connection therewith and to pay or incur any 
other necessary and incidental costs and expenses, including reasonable attorneys' fees. Such 
costs shall be chargeable to the Equipment Cost Center and Fueling Cost Center and payable 
from Airport revenues. City shall use reasonable efforts to give prior notice, which may be oral, 
of its performance, if reasonably feasible under the circumstances. 

The performance of any such obligation by City shall not constitute a waiver of MATCO's 
default in failing to perform the same. Inaction of City shall never be considered as a waiver of 
any right accruing to it pursuant to this Agreement. City, in making any payment hereby 
authorized: (a) relating to taxes, may do so according to any bill, statement or estimate, 
without inquiry into the validity of any tax, assessment, sale, forfeiture, tax lien or title or claim 
thereof; (b) for the discharge, compromise or settlement of any lien, may do so without inquiry 
as to the validity or amount of any claim for lien which may be asserted; or (c) in connection 
with the completion of construction or improvements to the MATCO Operations Areas or the 
repair, maintenance or reconstruction of the MATCO Operations Areas or payment of operating 
costs thereof, may do so in such amounts and to such persons as City may reasonably deem 
appropriate. Nothing contained herein shall be construed to require the City to advance 
monies for any purpose. City shall not in any event be liable for inconvenience, annoyance, 
disturbance, loss of business or other damage to MATCO or any other occupant of the MATCO 
Operations Areas or any part thereof, by reason of making repairs or the performance of any 
work on the MATCO Operations Areas or on account of bringing materials, supplies and 
equipment into or through the MATCO Operations Areas during the course thereof and the 
obligations of MATCO under this Agreement shall not thereby be affected in any manner. In 
doing so, however. City shall use reasonable efforts not to interfere with MATCO's operations. 
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Section 10.06 - Attorneys' Fees and Expenses. 

In the event MATCO defaults under this Agreement and City employs attorneys or incurs 
other expenses for the collection of MATCO fees or any other amounts due hereunder, or for 
the enforcement or performance or observance of any obligation or agreement on the part of 
MATCO herein contained. City shall charge such fees and expenses of such attorneys and any 
such other reasonable expenses incurred by City as a result of such default to the Equipment 
Cost Center and Fueling Cost Center. 

ARTICLE XI - NOTICE 

Any notices or other communications pertaining to this Agreement shall be in writing and 
shall be deemed to have been duly given by a party if sent by nationally recognized commercial 
overnight courier or registered or certified mail, return receipt requested, postage prepaid and 
addressed to the other party. Notices shall be deemed given on the date of receipt if by 
personal service, or one day after deposit with a nationally recognized commercial overnight 
courier, three days after deposit in the U.S. mails, or otherwise upon refusal of receipt. All 
notices or communications intended for MATCO shall be addressed to: 

MATCO 
Chicago Midway International Airport 
5757 South Cicero Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60638 
Attn: Executive Director 

All notices or communications intended for the City shall be addressed to: 

Commissioner, Department of Aviation 
City of Chicago 
O'Hare International Airport 
P.O. Box 66142 
Chicago, Illinois 60666 

with a copy to: 

City Comptroller 
City of Chicago 
Room 501 City Hall 
121 North LaSalle Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 

and with a copy to: 

Corporation Counsel 
Department of Law 
City of Chicago 
Room 511 City Hall 
121 North LaSalle Street 
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Chicago, Illinois 60602 

Either party may change its address or the individual to whom such notices are to be given 
by a notice given to the other party in the manner set forth above. 

ARTICLE XII - MISCELLANEOUS 

Section 12.01 - City's Right of Entry. 

The City, by its officers, employees, agents, representatives, contractors, and furnishers of 
utilities and other services, shall have the right at all reasonable times to enter the MATCO 
Operations Areas for the purpose of inspecting the same, for emergency repairs to utilities 
systems, and for any other purpose necessary for, incidental to, or connected with the 
performance of City's obligations hereunder, or in the exercise of its governmental functions; 
and further, and without limiting the generality of the foregoing. City has the right to inspect 
MATCO's records of its operations at the Airport. City shall, to the extent permitted under 
applicable law, preserve the confidentiality of all information obtained through such 
inspections, unless MATCO has consented to disclosure or has publicly released such 
information. 

Section 12.02 - Force Majeure. 

Neither party hereto shall be liable to the other for any failure, delay, or interruption in 
performing its obligations hereunder due to causes or conditions beyond its control, including, 
without limiting the generality hereof, strikes, boycotts, picketing, slow-downs, work 
stoppages, or other labor actions affecting City or MATCO, their respective contractors or 
subcontractors, except to the extent that such failure, delay or interruption is the result of the 
negligence of that party; provided that nothing in this Section 12. 02 is intended or shall be 
construed to abate, postpone, or in any respect diminish MATCO's obligations to make any 
payments due City pursuant to this Agreement. 

City shall be under no obligation to supply any service if and to the extent and during any 
period that the supplying of any such service or the use of any component necessary therefor 
shall be prohibited or rationed by any Federal, State, county, or municipal law, rule, regulation, 
requirement, order, or directive. 

MATCO shall not be liable for the performance of any obligation of MATCO hereunder if 
such performance is prohibited or materially affected by the issuance of any order, rule, or 
regulation, or the taking of any action by the Federal Aviation Administration or other 
government authority substantially affecting for a period of at least sixty (60) days MATCO's use 
of the Airport, provided, however, that none of the foregoing is due to any fault of MATCO. 

Section 12.03 - Conflict of Interest. 

MATCO hereby represents and warrants that it is not, and, to the best of MATCO's 
knowledge its contractors are not in violation of Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code of 
Chicago. Any contract negotiated, entered into or performed in violation of said chapter shall 
be invalid and without any force whatsoever. 
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Section 12.04 - Representatives. 

City and MATCO shall each designate a representative who, except as otherwise provided 
hereunder, shall be authorized to act for City and MATCO, respectively, with respect to any 
actions to be taken by either of them under the terms of this Agreement. Except as specifically 
set forth herein, for the purposes of actions to be taken by it or by the Commissioner, City's 
representative shall be the Commissioner. MATCO's representative shall be designated in a 
written notice delivered to City. Any party hereto may change its designated representative by 
notice to the other party pursuant to the provisions of Article 11. 

Section 12.05 - Entire Agreement. 

This Agreement, and the exhibits attached hereto and incorporated hereby, shall constitute 
the entire agreement between the parties and no other warranties, inducements, 
considerations, promises, or interpretations shall be implied or impressed upon this Agreement 
that are not expressly addressed herein and therein. 

Section 12.06 - Counterparts. 

This Agreement is comprised of several identical counterparts, each to be fully executed by 
the parties and each to be deemed an original having identical legal effect. 

Section 12.07 - Amendments. 

No changes, amendments, modifications, cancellation, or discharge of this Agreement, or 
any part thereof, shall be valid unless in writing and signed by the parties hereto, or their 
respective successors and assigns. 

Section 12.08 - Governing Law. 

This Agreement shall be governed in accordance with the laws of the State of Illinois. 
MATCO hereby irrevocably submits, and shall cause its subcontractors to submit, to the original 
jurisdiction of those State or Federal courts located within the County of Cook, State of Illinois, 
with regard to any controversy arising out of, relating to, or in any way concerning the 
execution or performance of this Agreement. MATCO agrees that service of process on MATCO 
may be made, at the option of City, either by registered or certified mail addressed to the 
applicable office as provided for, in this Agreement, by registered or certified mail addressed to 
the office actually maintained by MATCO, or by personal delivery on any officer, director, or 
managing or general agent of MATCO. 

Section 12.09 - Consent to Service of Process and Jurisdiction. 

All judicial proceedings brought by MATCO with respect to this Agreement shall be brought 
in Cook County, Illinois, and by execution and delivery of this Agreement, MATCO accepts, for 
itself and in connection with its properties, generally and unconditionally, the nonexclusive 
jurisdiction of the aforesaid courts, and irrevocably agrees to be bound by any final judgment 
rendered thereby from which no appeal has been taken or is available. MATCO irrevocably 
waives any objection (including without limitation any objection of the laying of venue or based 
on the grounds of forum nonconveniens) which it may now or hereafter have to the bringing of 
any action or proceeding with respect to this Agreement in the jurisdiction set forth above. 
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Nothing herein shall affect the right to serve process in any other manner permitted by law or 
shall limit the right of City to bring proceedings against MATCO in the courts of any other 
jurisdiction. 

Section 12.10 - Severability. 

If any provisions of this Agreement shall be held or deemed to be or shall in fact be 
inoperative or unenforceable as applied in any particular case in any jurisdiction or jurisdictions 
or in all cases because it conflicts with any other provision or provisions hereof or of any 
constitution, statute, ordinance, rule of law, or public policy, or for any other reason, such 
circumstances shall not have the effect of rendering the provision in question inoperative or 
unenforceable in any other case or circumstances, or of rendering any other provision or 
provisions herein contained invalid, inoperative, or unenforceable to any extent whatever. The 
invalidity of any one or more phrases, sentences, clauses, or sections contained in this 
Agreement shall not affect the remaining portions of this Agreement or any part thereof. 

Section 12.11 - No Assignment. 

MATCO may not assign any of its interests, rights or obligations under this Agreement 
without the express written consent of the City. In the event that the City approves any 
assignment, all of the terms and conditions of this Agreement shall be binding upon and inure 
to the benefit of the parties hereto and their respective legal representatives, successors, 
transferees, and assigns. The City may transfer its interests, rights and obligations hereunder at 
anytime. 

Section 12.12 - Co-Operation by Parties. 

The parties hereby agree to use good faith in the performance of this Agreement and to co
operate with each other. City shall be expressly identified as a third party beneficiary in the 
Contracts and granted a direct right of enforcement thereunder. If this Agreement is 
terminated for any reason, or if it expires by its own terms, MATCO shall make every 
reasonable effort to assure an orderly transition to another operator or provider of similar 
services, if any; orderly demobilization of its own operation; and the uninterrupted provision of 
operations and maintenance services for the MATCO Equipment and Fuel System. During'^ny 
transition period MATCO shall otherwise comply with the reasonable requests and 
requirements of the Commissioner in connection with the termination or expiration of this 
Agreement. 

Section 12.13 - Consents and Approvals. 

Unless otherwise expressly stated herein, any consents and approvals to be given by City 
shall be made by the Commissioner. 

ARTICLE XIII - AUTHORITT; ASSIGNMENT BY THE CITY 

Section 13.01 - City's Authority. 

This Agreement is subject to approval by the City of Chicago City Council and shall become 
effective, after execution by the City and MATCO pursuant to City Council authority only if and 
when the City closes on the Lease. Once effective, wherever this Agreement provides that an 
act is to be taken or performed, or approval or consent is to be given by City, the City Council or 
any City official, such act may be taken or performed, or approval or consent may be given, by 
the Concessionaire upon assignment by the City and assumption of this Agreement by the 
Concessionaire as provided in the Lease. 
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Section 13.02 - MATCO's Authority. 

Execution of this Agreement by MATCO is authorized by corporate resolution, and the 
signatures of each person signing on behalf of MATCO have been made with complete and full 
authority to commit MATCO to all terms and conditions of this Agreement, including each and 
every representation, certification, and warranty contained herein, attached hereto and 
collectively incorporated by reference herein, or as may be required by the terms and 
conditions hereof. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, City of Chicago has caused this Agreement to be executed on its 
behalf by its Mayor, pursuant to due authorization of City Council of City of Chicago, and the 
Midway Airiines' Terminal Consortium has caused this Agreement to be executed on its behalf 
by its Chairperson and witnessed by its Secretary pursuant to due authorization of its Board of 
Directors, all as of the day and year first above written. 

APPROVED: CITY OF CHICAGO 

Richard M. Daley, Mayor 

Commissioner of Aviation 

City Comptroller 

ATTEST: MIDWAY AIRLINES' TERMINAL CONSORTIUM 

By: By: 
Print Print 
Name: name: 

Its Its: 

Designation of Agent for Name: 

Service of Process Address: 

[(Sub)Exhibits "C", "D", "F", "G" and "H" referred to in this MATCO Agreement 
and MATCO Ancillary Agreements unavailable at time of printing.] 

[(Sub)Exhibit "B" referred to in this MATCO Agreement and MATCO Ancillary 
Agreements printed on pages 41876 through 41885 of this Journal] 

(Sub)Exhibits "A", "E" and 'T' referred to in this MATCO Agreement and MATCO Ancillary 
Agreements read as follows: 
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Locat ion F loor 

Tenninal 
Terminal 
Terminal 
Terminal 
Terminal 
Terminal 
Terminal 
Terminal 
Terminal 
Terminal 
Terminal 
Terminal 
Terminal 
Terminal 
Terminal 

Concourse 
Concourse 

Concourse A 
Concourse A 
Concourse A 
Concourse A 
Concourse B 
Concourse B 
Concourse B 
Concourse B 

ParVinq Garage 
Parlting Garage 
Parking Garage 
Paridng Garage 
Parking Garage 
Parking Garage 
Parking Garage 
Parking Garage 
Parking_Garage 
Parking Garage 
Parking Garage 
Parking Garage 
Parking Garage 
Parking Garage 
Parking Garage 
Parking Garage 
Parking Garage 

Fuel Farm 
Load Rack 
Diesel Tank 
Hydrant Pis 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
2 
2 
2 
3 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

R o o m No. 

1-001 
1^)02 
2-001 
2-002 
2-003 
3-001 
3-002 

22-006 
22-007 
22-001 

2-201 
2-205A 
2-206A 

TU2-3228 
13-102 
13-101 
6-111 
7-104 

P7-108D 
P7-108E 

16-104 
17-103 

18-137C 
18-102D 
21-311 

22-301A 
22-301B 
22-302A 
22-302B 
22-310 
22-312 
22-313 
22-314 
22-315 
22-317 
22-319 
22-320 
22-321 
22-322 
22-324 
23-311 

Descr ip t ion 

Bag Room 
Convevor Chase 

Bag Room 
Convevor Chase 
Control Center 

Bag Room 
Conveyor Chase 

Office 
Office 

Ready Parts Storage 
Baggage Claim Areas 1-8 
Conveyor Righl-of-Way 
Conveyor Right-of-Wav 
Convevor Right-of-Wav 
MATCO Admin Office 

Tug Charging - B8 
PC Air Room 

Tug Charging - A7 
400 HZ Room 

Document Storage 
Document Storage 

400 HZ Room 
Ready Parts Storage 

Custodial Room 
Wheelchair Dispatch 

South EDS Electrical Room 
South EDS North Security Door 

South EDS North Fire Door. 
North EOS South Security Door 

North EDS South Fire Door 
South EOS North Door 
Parts Storage Room 
Bag Control Room 

EDS Manager 
EDS Computer Room 

South Mechanical Room 
North Mechanical Room 

TSA Breakroom 
OSR Room 

TSA Manager 
North EDS South Door 
North Electrical Room 

iB^emm^ 
i^;;;:;;^nf5B2 

0000000193 
0000000072 
0000000067 
0000000070 
0000000057 
0000000058 
0000000179 
0000000223 
0000000180 
0000000071 
0000000649 
0000000476 
0000000627 
0000002063 
0000000895 
0000000045 
0000004638 
0000002025 
0000000065 
0000000066 
0000000059 
0000000062 
0000000063 

MAtCbbooi 
^A€£?' IO! 

01-316 
02-001 
02-002 
02-003 
02-004 
02-005 
02-314 
02-322 
02-324 
04-001 
07-105 
07-106 
07-107 
07-111 
08-212 
17-103 

18-102A 
18-137A 
22-001 
22-006 
22-006i 
22-007 
22-008 

^ ^ s o a S ^ - s ' " ^ ^ — ' •'• 

is^n^&^itiBfiktewtii^ 
Break Room 
Bag Make Up 
EDS Inspection 
EDS Inspection 
Vestibule 
Vestibule 
Storaqe 
Offices 
Vestibule 
Tunnel 
Operations 
Blue Water Room 
Triturator Room 
Operations 
Office 
Ready Part Storaqe 
Operations 
Office 
Command Center 
Office 
Vestibule 

Office 
Comdor 

• : ^ ^ 

01 
02 
02 
02 
02 
02 
02 
02 
02 
04 
07 
07 
07 
07 
08 
17 
18 
18 
22 
22 
22 
22 
22 

^^ii;l=«^«^;Wsjfll»S(ai?^T'^^=^^»i«;']:?s^4«si'i'i:^;^^'"5?S«=vi='^i»ll!3^a^l»:JSs^ 
201.6 

72270.6 
1304.4 
2219.2 

53.7 
53.7 
82.2 

754.9 
82.3 

9664.2 
254.5 
151.3 
1571 
88.2 

131.3 
1147 

881.1 
227.2 
531.3 
573.1 

66.5 
177.4 
237.2 

Mf iJCO 
MATCO 
IWATCO 
MATCO 
MATCO 
MATCO 
MATCO 
MATCO 
MATCO 
MATCO 
MATCO 
MATCO 
MATCO 
MATCO 
MATCO 
MATCO 
MATCO 
MATCO 
MATCO 
MATCO 
MATCO 
MATCO 
MATCO 

BRKRM 
BAGM 
FISC 
FISC 

VEST 
VEST 
STRG 
OFFC 
VEST 
OPER 
OPER 
RPS 

MECR 
OPER 
OFFC 
STRG 
OPER 
OFFC 
OFFC 
OFFC 
VEST 
OFFC 
CORR 

T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 

CA 
CA 
CA 
CA 
CA 
CB 
CB 
CB 
T 
T 
T 
T 
T 

T 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
T 
T 
T 
B 
L 
L 
L 
L 
U 
L 
L 
L 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 

T.T.01-316 
T.B.02-001 
T.B.02-002 
T.B.02-003 
T.B.02-004 
T.B.02-005 
T.T.02-314 
T.T,02-322 
T.T.02-324 
T.B.04-O01 

CA.L.07-105 
CA.L.07-106 
CA.L.07-107 
CA.L.07-111 
C A ; U . 0 8 - 2 1 2 

CB.L.17-103 
CB.L.18-102A 
CB.L.18-137A 

T.B.22-001 
T.B.22-006 
T.B.22-006i 
T.B.22-007 
T.B.22-008 
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(Sub)Exhibit "E". 
(To MATCO Agreement And MATCO 

Ancillary Agreements) 

Members Of MATCO. 

Membership as of Effective Date of this Agreement: 

AIRLINE EFFECTIVE MATCO 
MEMBERSHIP DATE 

EFFECTIVE MATCO FUEL 
MEMBERSHIP DATE 

ATA Airiines, Inc. 3/7/2001 

AirTran Airways, Inc. 8/23/2001 

Continental Airiines, Inc. 3/7/2001 

Delta Air Lines, Inc. 7/1/2004 

Frontier Airiines, Inc. 11/29/2001 

Northwest Airiines, Inc. 3/7/2001 

Southwest Airiines Company 3/7/2001 

8/1/2001 

8/1/2006 

Non-member 

Non-member 

5/1/2002 

8/1/2001 

8/1/2001 

Affiliates: 

Comair, Inc. (Delta) 
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(Sub)Exhibit "B". 
(To MATCO Agreement And MATCO 

Ancillary Agreements) 

MATCO Operations Areas. 
(Page 1 of 10) 
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(Sub)Exhibit "B". 
(To MATCO Agreement And MATCO 

Ancillary Agreements) 

MATCO Operations Areas. 
(Page 2 of 10) 
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(Sub)Exhibit "B". 
(To MATCO Agreement And MATCO 

Ancillary Agreements) 

MATCO Operations Areas. 
(Page 3 of 10) 
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(Sub)Exhibit "B". 
(To MATCO Agreement And MATCO 

Ancillary Agreements) 

MATCO Operations Areas. 
(Page 4 of 10) 
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(Sub)Exhibit "B". 
(To MATCO Agreement And MATCO 

Ancillary Agreements) 

MATCO Operations Areas. 
(Page 5 of 10) 
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(Sub)Exhibit "B". 
(To MATCO Agreement And MATCO 

Ancillary Agreements) 

MATCO Operations Areas. 
(Page 6 of 10) 
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(Sub)Exhibit "B". 
(To MATCO Agreement And MATCO 

Ancillary Agreements) 

MATCO Operations Areas. 
(Page 7 of 10) 
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(Sub)Exhibit "B". 
(To MATCO Agreement And MATCO 

Ancillary Agreements) 

MATCO Operations Areas. 
(Page 8 of 10) 
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(Sub)Exhibit "B". 
(To MATCO Agreement And MATCO 

Ancillary Agreements) 

MATCO Operations Areas. 
(Page 9 of 10) 
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(Sub)Exhibit "B". 
(To MATCO Agreement And MATCO 

Ancillary Agreements) 

MATCO Operations Areas. 
(Page 10 of 10) 
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(Sub)Exhibit " I " . 
(To MATCO Agreement And MATCO Ancillary Agreements) 

Other MATCO Services. 

1. Other MATCO Services. The Commissioner has approved and MATCO has agreed to perform the 
following Other MATCO Services to the City as part of the MATCO Agreement: 

a. Gate Management Services with respect to implementation and administration of the common 
use gate management rules and regulations in effect at the Airport from time to time, including 
engineering, custodial, skilled trades, and supplies; and 

b. FIS Management Services including engineering, custodial, skilled trades, and supplies; 

2. Budget and reimbursement. Gate Management Services and FIS Management Services are subject 
to the provisions of Section 4.06, except that costs for these services shall not be included in the 
Equipment Cost Center or Fueling Cost Center, but shall be recovered by the City as provided in Section 
3. below. The preliminary estimates and budget to be submitted by MATCO pursuant to Section 4.06 
shall be subject to the approval of the Commissioner prior to any payment to MATCO being due 
therefore and also include a detailed description of the services to be provided and a line item 
allocation of costs in sufficient detail for the City to determine the reasonableness of the charges. 

3. Payment or reimbursement to the City by Members and Non- Members for Gate Management 
Services and FIS Management Services shall be made as follows: 

a. For Gate Management Services during a Fiscal Year when the Gate Management Services are 
provided by MATCO, each Members and Non-Members shall pay the City a per departure amount 
equal to the result of dividing the total amount charged by MATCO to the City for these services 
during that Fiscal Year by the total number of departures by such Members or Non-Members from 
the common use gates during that Fiscal Year. 

b. For FIS Management Services during a Fiscal Year when the FIS Janitorial Services are provided 
by MATCO, each Member and Non-Member utilizing the FIS shall pay the City an amount per 
deplaned passenger processed through the FIS equal to the result of dividing the total amount 
charged by MATCO to the City for these services during that Fiscal Year by the total number of 
deplaned passengers by such Members or Non-Members processed through the FIS during that 
Fiscal Year. 

4. The Commissioner may terminate the Gate Management Services or the FIS Janitorial Services 
being provided by MATCO at any time by 60 days' prior written notice to MATCO, subject to the 
payment to MATCO of any amounts due to MATCO for those services rendered in accordance with the 
Agreement prior to the effective date of termination. 

5. MATCO shall enter into agreements with air carriers that are not signatory airlines to the Use 
Agreements in form and substance reasonably acceptable to the City obligating such air carriers to pay 
the City applicable fees provided for under Section 3 of this Exhibit 1. 
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Midway Airlines' Terminal Consortium 
Members Agreement. 

August 25, 1999. 

THIS AGREEMENT is made and entered into on , by and among the Air Carriers that 
execute this Agreement as Member Airlines as named on the signature page hereof, and Midway 
Airlines' Terminal Consortium, an Illinois not-for-profit corporation ("MATCO"), all of whom 
acknowledge entering into this Agreement on the basis of the following facts and understandings: 

W I T N E S S E T H : 

WHEREAS, the City of Chicago, a municipal corporation and home rule unit of local govemment 
organized and existing under the laws of the State of Illinois ("City"), has initiated the Midway 
Airport Termiaal Development Program ("Program") to develop, design, and construct a new 
passenger temiinal and related tenninal facilities ("New Terminal") at Chicago Midway Airport 
("Airport") which the Member Airlines intend tp use; and 

WHEREAS, the Member Airlines intend to develop, provide, and operate certain equipment and 
systems ("MATCO Equipment") at the Airport and to operate and provide certain operations, 
maintenance, and other support services at the Airport as approved by the City; and 

WHEREAS, the Member Airlines intend to design, construct, and operate a fiiel system ("Fuel 
System") at the Aiiport; and 

WHEREAS, the Member Airlines have agreed to form MATCO with Articles of Incorporation as 
set forth in Exhibit A hereto and Bylaws as set forth in Exhibit B hereto, to accomplish the foregoing 
and enter this Agreement for puiposes of setting forth their rights and obligations with respect to 
each other, MATCO, the MATCO Equipment, the Fuel System, and the Program; and 

WHEREAS, the Member Airlines plan to cause MATCO to enter into a MATCO Project 
Management Agreement with a Project Manager to provide for the design, procurement, 
constmction, installation, start-up, and turnover of the MATCO Equipment and the Fuel System; and 

WHEREAS, the Member Airlines plan to cause MATCO to enter into a MATCO Airline 
Representative Agreement with a MATCO Airline Representative for purposes of providing a liaison 
between MATCO and the City during the design, procurement, constniction, installation, start-up, 
and turnover of the Program, the MATCO Equipment, and the Fuel System; and 

WHEREAS, the Member Airlines plan to cause MATCO to enter mto a MATCO Operating 
Agreement with an Executive Director for purposes of coordinating the operation and maintenance 
of the MATCO Equipment and the Fuel System and to provide the operations, maintenance, and 
other support services at the New Terminal as approved by the City; and 
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WHEREAS, the Member AirUnes plan to cause MATCO to enter into that certain Agreement by and 
between the City of Chicago and MATCO, dated as of Januaiy 1,1998 ("Consortium Agreement") 
to provide for the design, procurement, construction, installation, start-up, operation, and 
maintenance of the MATCO Equipment and the Fuel System by MATCO and to provide other 
operations, maintenance, and other support services at the Airport; and 

WHEREAS, the Member Airlines have each entered into a Chicago Midway Airport Amended and 
Restated Use Agreement and FaciHties Lease ("Use Agreement") with the City which provides for 
invoicing through and payment to the City of Equipment Fees and Fueling Fees by each Member 
AirUne; and 

WHEREAS, MATCO and each Member Airline have executed this Agreement on the date first 
written above; however, this Agreement shall be effective and binding upon the parties hereto as of 
January 1, 1998, herein referred to as the "Commencement Date". 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual premises, and of the mutual covenants and 
agreements, rights and obUgations set forth herein and other good and valuable consideration, the 
receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, MATCO and the Member Airlines agree 
as follows: 

ARTICLE 1 
Definitions 

The following words, terms, and phrases wherever used in this Agreement shall have the meaning 
set forth in this Article 1: 

1.01 "Acceptance Date" means the date on which an Air Carrier becomes a Member Airlme 
pursuant to Section 3.03 or Article 13. 

1.02 "Additional Facilities" means any addition to the MATCO Equipment or Fuel System which 
is financed other than through the issuance by the City of Midway Airport Revenue Bonds, 
needed by the Member Airlines, as determined by the Board of Directors and approved by 
a Majority-In-Interest pursuant to Article 11. 

1.03 "Agreement" or "Member Agreement" means this Midway Airlines' Tenninal Consortium 
Members Agreement, by and between MATCO and the Member Airlines, as hereinafter 
amended or supplemented firom time to time in accordance with its terms. 

1.04 "Air Carrier" means any person or entity in the Air Transportation Business which is 
operatmg at the Airport.. 

1.05 "Airline Representative" means the organization or entity, designated by MATCO pursuant 
to the Airline Representative Agreement to act as a liaison between MATCO and the City 
with respect to the coordination of the administrative and project procedures during the 
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design, procurement, constriiction, installation, start-up, and turnover of the Program, the 
MATCO Equipment, and the Fuel System. 

1.06 "Airline Representative Agreement" means tiie agreement between MATCO and the Airline 
Representative that sets out the rights and obUgations of MATCO and Member AirUnes with 
respect to the Airline Representative and sets out the duties and compensation of the Airline 
Representative. 

1.07 "Airport" means Chicago Midway Airport, located in the City of Chicago, State of Illinois, 
United States of America. "Air Transportation Business" means the carriage by aircraft of 
persons or property, as a carrier for compensation or hire, or the carriage of mail, by aircraft 
in commerce as defined in the Federal Aviation Act of 1958, as hereinafter amended or 
supplemented. 

1.08 "Base Equipment Fee Rate" means the base equipment fee rate calculated pursuant to Article 
V of the Consortium Agreement. 

1.09 "Base Fuel Fee Rate" means the base fueling fee rate calculated pursuant to Article V of the 
Consortium Agreement. 

1.10 "Board" or "Board of Durectors" means the Board of Directors of MATCO estabUshed 
pursuant to Article 15 hereof. 

1.11 "Bvlaws" means the Bylaws of MATCO, a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit B. 

1.12 "Capital Costs" - means the cost of designing, procuring, constmcting and purchasing the 
MATCO Equipment and the Fuel System (including all costs for the Work as that term is 
defined in the Consortium Agreement) plus the cost of financing including, but not limited 
to, points, fees, and interest during construction, (but not after construction), and any other 
incidental and related costs. 

1.13 "Chairperson" means the Chairperson of the MATCO Board of Directors. 

1.14 "City" means the City cf Chicago, Department of Aviation, or any governmental agency 
succeeding such entity in its role as operator of the Airport 

1.15 "Commencement Date" means January 1,1998, the date on which this Agreement shall be 
effective and binding upon the parties hereto. 

1.16 "Commissioner" means the Commissioner of the Department of Aviation, City of Chicago. 

1.17 "Consortium Agreement" means that certain Agreement by and between MATCO and the 
City, dated as of January 1,1998, as such agreement may be amended dr supplemented, from 
time to time. 
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1.18 "Date of Capitalization" means the date on which the Initial Member AirUnes deposited with 
MATCO the amotmt necessary as determined by the Board of Directors to initially capitalize 
the MATCO Reserve Fund. 

1.19 "Debt Service" shall have the meaning set forth in the Use Agreement. 

1.20 "Equipment Cost Center" shall have the meaning set forth in the Use Agreement. 

1.21 "Equipment Fees" means the fees calculated pursuant to Article V of the Consortium 
Agreement and charged to Member Airlines and Non-Members for use of die MATCO 
Equipment. 

1.22 "Equipment Project Account" shall have the meaning set forth in Section 4.02 of the 
Consortiiun Agreement. 

1.23 "Executive Director^' means the operator hired pursuant to the MATCO Operatiflg 
Agreement to operate the MATCO Equipment and Fuel System. 

1.24 "Fiscal Year" means January 1 through December 31 of any year or such other fiscal year 
as the City may adopt for the Airport. 

1.25 'Tixed Base Operator or "|^B0" shall have the meaning set forth in the Interline Agreement. 

1.26 "Fuel" means jet fiiel, aviation gasoline, automotive gasoline, and any other materials stored 
in or put through the Fuel System for use m connection with the use of aircraft or service 
vehicles. 

1.27 "Fuel Committee" means the Fuel Comnuttee of MATCO established pursuant to the 
InterUne Agreement. 

1.28 "Fuel Member" means a Member Airlme that is also a signatory to the InterUne Agreement. 

1.29 "Fuel Member Per Capita Fee" shaU mean the Fueling Cost Center Per Capita Fee calculated 
pursuant to Article V of the Consortium Agreement which is charged equally to all Fuel 
Members. 

1.30 "Fuel System" means the fuel storage and distribution facility for the storage and distribution 
of fiiel, described in Exhibit E. Any revision to Exhibit E shall be approved by the 
Commissioner, which revision shall not be deemed to be an amendment to this Agreement 

1.31 "Fueling Cost Center" shall have the meaning set forth in the Use Agreement 

1.32 "Fueling Fees" means the fees calculated pursuant to Article V of the Consortium Agreement 
and charged to Fuel Members and Non-Fuel Members for use of the Fuel System. 
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1.33 "Fuel Project Account" shall have the meaning set forth in Section 4.02 of the Consortium 
Agreement 

1.34 "Gallon" means a U.S. gallon. 

1.35 "GaUonage" means the total number of gallons of fuel deUvered to a Member AhrUne or Non-
Member during the relevant period at the Airport from the Fuel System. 

1.36- "Handling Company" means any person or entity, that has been authorized or approved by 
the City and has executed a Tenninal Access Agreement or System Access Agreement, as 
the case may be, and has been approved by the Member Airlines to have limited access to 
the MATCO Equipment and Fuel System for the purpose of providing services to the 
Member Airlines or Non-Members. 

1.37 "Initial Member Airlines" means Southwest Airlines, Northwest AirUnes, American Trans 
Air and Continental Airlines. 

.1.38 "Interline Agreement" means the agreement between MATCO and the Members, including 
subsequent Member Airlines and Non-Members, goveming certain arrangements with 
respect to access, charges, and use of the Fuel System. 

1.39 "Into-Plane Agent" means any person or entity, including a Member AirUne or a Handling 
Company, auttiorized by- the City to provide into-plane fuel at the Airport for aircraft 
operators and which has entered into a System Access Agreement with MATCO and the City 
for access to the Fuel System. 

1.40 "Landed Weight" means the gross landing weight of an aircraft type as certified by the 
Federal Aviation Administration. 

1.41 "Maioritv-In-Interest" means duiing any Fiscal Year, any numerical majority of the Member 
Airlines which, in the aggregate, paid fifty percent (50%) or more of the total Equipmeat 
Fees and Fueling Fees calculated pursuant to Article V of the Consortium Agreement, paid 
by all Member Airlines for the preceding twelve calendar months, except that in order to 
approve a MATCO expenditure of over $50,000 (other than for the Capital Costs of the 
MATCO Equipment and the Fuel System), Majority-tn-Interest means any numerical 
majority of the Member Airlines which, in the aggregate, paid sixty-seven percent (67%) or 
more of aU Equipment Fees and Fueling Fees paid by all Member Airlines for the preceding 
twelve calendar months. 

For purposes of determining a Majority-In-Interest of Member Airlines, no Air Carrier shall 
be deemed a Member Airline so long as an Event of Default (as defined in Article 12 hereof) 
with respect to such Member Airline has occurred and is continuing, and the Board of 
Directors has given written notice of such Event of Default to such Member Airline. 
Whenever approval of or action by a Majority-In-Interest is required hereunder, it shall be 
evidenced in writing by the Chairperson of the Board of Directors. For purposes of 
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calculating a Majority-In-Interest of Member Airlines for any Fiscal Year prior to the first 
fiill Fiscal Year following the Commencement Date, such calculation will be done by 
reference to the fees and charges paid by all Member Airlines to the City for the use of the 
Airport during the preceding Fiscal Year. 

1.42 "Management Cnmmirtee" means the management committee of MATCO, estabUshed 
pursuant to Article 16. 

1.43 "MATCO" means the Midway Airlines' Tenninal Consortium, an Illinois Not For Profit 
Corporation, formed by the Member AirUnes at Midway Airport to perforin the various 
functions outlined in this Agreement. 

1.44 "MATCO Debt Service" means the amounts payable as a result of any borrowing by 
MATCO, as may be permitted herein. 

1.45 "MATCO Equipment" means collectively the structures, unprovements, equipment, and 
other systems, plus any Additional Facilities all as described in Exhibit D, as may be 
amended firom time to time. 

1.46 "MATCO Equipment Per Capita Fee" shall mean the Equipment Cost Center Per Capita Fee 
as calculated pursuant to Article V of the Consortium Agreement. 

1.47 "MATCO Equipment Project Account" shall have the meaning set forth m Section 4.02 of 
the Consortium Agreement. 

1.48 "MATCO Operating Agreement" means the agreement, in effect between the Executive 
Director and MATCO, from time to time, as provided for in Section 7.05 herein. 

1.49 "MATCO Project Managerfs)" or "Project Managerfs)" means the person(s) appointed by 
MATCO pursuant to the MATCO Project Manager Agreement to oversee and coordinate the 
technical aspects of the MATCO Equipment and the Fuel System. 

1.50 "MATCO Project Manager Agreement" means the agreement between MATCO and the 
Project Manager which sets out MATCO's and the Member AirUnes' rights and 
responsibUities with respect to the Project Manager and sets out the duties and compensation 
of the Project Manager. 

1.51 "MATCO Reserve Fund" or "Reserve Fund" means a fiind established by MATCO to 
provide a source of operating capital. Initial capitalization of the Reserve Fund shall be 
determined by the Board of Directors. 

1.52 "Maximum Approved Gross Landing Weight" or "Landed Weighf' shall have the meaning 
set forth in the Use Agreement 
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1.53 "Member Airline". "MATCO Member", or "Member(s)" means any Air Canrier which is, 
at the time in question, a party to this Agreement, 

1.54 "Memberships" means the memberships in MATCO. 

1.55 "Midway Airport Revenue Bonds "or "MARBS" shall mean airport revenue bonds issued 
by the City of Chicago for purposes of financing certain projects at Midway Airport, 
mcluding the MATCO Equipment and the Fuel System as set forth in the Use Agreement 

1.56 "New Tenninal and New Terminal Project" means the new terminal building and related 
terminal facilities and improvements to be constmcted at the Akport for use by Air Gamers. 

1.57 "Non-Fuel Members" means any air carrier, includmg MATCO Members, that has not 
executed the Interline Agreement. 

1.58 "Non-Member" means any Air Carrier or other entity that is not a member of MATCO. 

1.59 "Other MATCO Charges" shaU mean charges to Member Airlines, not included in 
Equipment Fees and Fueling Fees, calculated by the Board of Directors pursuant to this 
Agreement 

1.60 "Premium Equipment Fee Rate" means the premium rate calculated pursuant to Article V 
of the Consortium Agreement and used to determine amounts charged to Non-Members for 
use of the MATCO Equipment 

1.61 "Premium Fueling Fee Rate" shaU mean the premium rate calculated pursuant to Article V 
of the Consortium Agreement charged to Non-Fuel Members using the Fuel System. 

1.62 "System Access Agreement" means an Agreement among MATCO, the City, and an Into-
Plane Agent for use of and access to the Fuel System. 

1.63 "Terminal Access Agreement" means an agreement among the City, a Handling Company 
or a Non-Member Airlme, and MATCO, as developed by MATCO, from time to time, for 
the use of and access to the MATCO Equipment. 

1.64 "Use Agreement" means coUectively the Chicago Midway Aiiport Amended and Restated 
Use Agreement and FaciUties Leases, entered into between each of the Member Airlines and 
the City as hereafter amended, restated, or supplemented from time to time in accordance 
with their terms. 

1.65 "User" means any Member AirUne, Non-Member Airline, FBO, Into-Plane Agent or 
Handling Company which uses the MATCO Equipment or the Fuel System. 

1.66 "Withdrawal Date" means the date specified when a Member Airline gives written notice to 
the Chairperson of the Board of Durectors of its withdrawal pursuant to Article 14 hereof. 
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1.67 "Withdrawing Airline" means any Air Carrier that has ever been a Member Airline, or the 
successor or assignee thereof, and that has withdrawn from tins Agreement pursuant to 
Article 14 or is treated as a Withdrawing Airline under Section 12.02 for puiposes of Section 
14.02. 

1.68 Interpretation. In this Agreement, tmless the context otherwise requires: 

(a) the terms "hereby", "herein", "hereof, "hereto", "hereunder" and any similar terms 
used in this Agreement, refer to this Agreement; and 

(b) all Article and Section references, unless otherwise expressly indicated, are to 
Articles and Sections of this Agreement; and 

(c) words importing persons shall include firms, associations, partnerships, trusts, 
corporations, and other legal entities, including pubUc bodies, as well as natural 
persons; and 

(d) any headings preceding the text of the Articles and Sections of this Agreement, and 
any table of contents or marginal notes appended to copies hereof, shall be solely for 
convenience of reference and shaU not constitute a part of this Agreement, nor shaU 
they affect its meaning, constmction, or effect; and 

(e) words importing the singular shaU include the plural and vice versa unless the context 
precludes otherwise. 

1.69 Incorporation of Exhibits. The following Exhibits attached hereto are hereby made a part 
of this Agreement: 

EXHIBIT A- Articles of Incorporation of MATCO 
EXHIBIT B- Bylaws of MATCO 
EXHIBIT C- List of Member Airlmes 
EXHIBIT D- Description of MATCO Equipment 
EXHIBITE- Description of Fuel System 
EXHIBIT F- Project Design, Procurement, and Construction Procedures 
EXHIBIT G- Fonnulas for tiie Calculation of User Charges 

ARTICLE 2 
Term 

2.01 Commencement This Agreement shall be effective and binding upon the parties hereto as 
of the Commencement Date. 

2.02 Term of Agreement Unless terminated as provided herein, this Agreement shall continue 
in effect until the withdrawal of all Member Airlines. This Agreement may be terminated 
with respect to an individual Member Airline if such Member Airline withdraws from this 
Agreement or is deemed a Withdrawing Airline, in accordance with the provisions of 
Articles 12 or 14 herein. Upon withdrawal of all Member Airlines, the liabilities herein shall 
be allocated as set forth in Section 14.02 hereof and MATCO may be liquidated ia 
accordance with its Bylaws. 
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ARTICLES 
Admission of Member Airlines 

3.01 Requirement for Admission of Member Airlines. Any Air Carrier shaU be admitted as a 
Member AhrUne if such Air Canier meets the following conditions: 

(a) has been authorized to operate at the Airport; 
(b) has a fiilly executed Use Agreement with the City; 
(c) has executed this Agreement; and 
(d) the Air Carrier has met aU the requirements for admissions set forth in Section 13.02. 

3.02 Purchase of Membership. Each Member Airline, in accordance with Section 8.01 hereof, 
shall purchase a Membership in MATCO, payable in cash, debt obligation, or ui 
consideration for canceUation of uidebtedness for moneys previously advanced, as is fixed 
by the Board of Directors from time to time. By execution hereof, each Member Airline 
represents and warrants to MATCO that it is acquiring a Membership solely for its own 
account and not with a view to resale and that it understands that the Membership is subject 
to the restrictions imposed by law, MATCO's Articles of Incorporation, MATCO's Bylaws, 
the Consortium Agreement, and this-Agreement. 

3.03 Acceptance Date. The Acceptance Date at which time an Air Carrier shaU be deemed to be 
a Member Airline, shall be at 12:01 am. Chicago time on the date following written 
acknowledgment of satisfection by the Air Carrier of aU requirements of Section 3.01 above, 
and acceptance by the Chairperson of the Board of Directors of all required executed 
documents and payments. 

3.04 Exception for Transfer to Subsidiary or in Connection with Merger. Notwithstanding Section 
3.02 above, a Member may transfer its Membership without first obtaining MATCO's 
consent to a whoUy owned subsidiary or to another Air Carrier, with which it merges, or into 
which it consolidates; provided, however, that the resulting or fransferee entity, as the case 
may be, meets the requirements of Section 3.01 hereof. 

3.05 Right of Set-Off. If MATCO or its assignee repurchases a Membership from a Member, 
MATCO may set-off against the amoimt of consideration to be paid for such Membership 
any and all amounts owed to either MATCO, the Executive Director, the City with respect 
to and limited to only those amounts owed pursuant to this Agreement, by such Member, as 
determined by the Boaid of Diiectors. 
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ARTICLE 4 
Use of the MATCO Eonipment and the Fuel System 

4.01 Use bv Member AirUnes. For all its operations at the Airport, each Member Airline agrees 
to use the MATCO Equipment in order to provide such services and equipment to process 
its passengers, baggage, and aircraft, except as provided for in Section 4.02 herein. The use 
of the Fuel System by Fuel Members is subject to the requirements of the Interline 
Agreement 

4.02 Restrictions Regarding the Fuel System. Each Member hereby agrees that the use and 
operation of the Fuel System by a Member shall not unreasonably interfere with the 
operation of the Airport. Each Member hereby covenants and agrees that at all tunes during 
the term of this Agreement it will comply with all laws, regulations and ordinances 
appUcable to its use of the Fuel System. Each Member agrees on behalf of itself and its 
permitted assignees, agents and contractors, that it and they shall not make use of the Fuel 
System m any manner which might interfere witii die landmg and taking off of aircraft from 
the Airport or otherwise constitute a hazard. In the event that this foregoing covenant is 
breached, the City and MATCO may cause the abatement of such interference at the expense 
of the breaching party. 

ARTICLE 5 
Non-Member Airline Aircraft 

5.01 Requirement for Use by Non-Members. Any Aur Carrier using the Airport may use the 
MATCO Equipment and the Fuel System as a Non-Member if such Air Carrier meets the 
foUowing conditions: 

(a) has been authorized by City to operate at the Airport; and 
(b) if using the MATCO Equipment has contracted for the services of a Member Airline 

or a Handling Company that has signed a Terminal Access Agreement; and 
(c) Lf using the Fuel System has contracted for the services of an authorized Into-Plane 

Agent; and 
(d) has issued a statement to the Board of Directors of an estimate of its projected 

Landed Weight, if using the MATCO Eqmpment, and total GaUonage of Fuel to be 
consumed, if using the Fuel System for the Fiscal Year; and 

(e) is not m default with any agreements with the City or MATCO. 

5.02 Operation of MATCO Equipment and Fuel System. The Member AirUnes shaUaUow Non-
Members to use the MATCO Equipment and the Fuel System, but such use will be allowed 
only on terms estabUshed by the Board of Directors, as reviewed and approved by the City 
pursuant to the Consortium Agreement Non-Members shall allow only properly trained and 
quaUfied Handling Companies and Into-Plane Agents, that have executed a Terminal Access 
Agreement or a System Access Agreement, to perform services within and make use of the 
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MATCO Equipment or the Fuel System, respectfiilly, or shaU contract with a Member 
Airline to perform such services. 

5.03 Charges for Usmg MATCO Equipment Charges to Non-Members will be as follows. 

(a) Established pursuant to Article V of the Consortium Agreement. 
(b) Based upon, inter aUa. use of the MATCO Eqitipinent and will be greater than 

corresponding charges to Member AirUnes; provided, however, that in no event shaU 
such charges exceed one himdred fifty percent (150%) of corresponding charges to 
Member Airlines. 

(c) Billed by the City pursuant to a Terminal Access Agreement either to die HaudUng 
Company or directiy to the Non-Member. 

(d) If a Non-Member operates under the airline code of a Member Airline, the Non-
Member wUl pay the same Equipment Fees and Fueling Fees as are paid by Member 
Airlines, provided: 

(1) the Non-Member operates only with the airline code of the Member and does 
not sell seats or display schedules under its own airline code on any flights 
to and from the Airport; and 

(2) the Non-Member is fiilly handled by the Member Airline whose airline code 
it operates under or that Member Airline's HandUng Company if the Member 
Airline does not self-handle; and 

(3) the Member Airline is responsible for the coUection and payment of all 
Equipment Fees incuned by the Non-Member airline that is operating under 
that Member Airline's code; and 

(4) the Member Airline submits to MATCO a signed indemnification agreement 
by the Non-Member airline providing the same indemnification to MATCO 
as is required of Member AirUnes as specified in Section 6.03 herein. 

5.04 Charges for Using the Fuel System. Members that have not executed an Interline Agreement 
and Non-Members are considered Non-Fuel Members. Charges to Non-Fuel Members wiU 
be: • • 

(a) EstabUshed pursuant to Article V of the Consortium Agreement. 
(b) Based upon, inter aha use of the Fuel System, and will be greater than corresponding 

charges to Fuel Members; provided, however, that in no event shall such charges 
exceed one hundred twenty-five percent (125%) of corresponding charges to Fuel 
Members. 

(c) BiUed by the City pursuant to a System Access Agreement to the Into-Plane Agent. 
(d) If a Non-Fuel Member operates under the airline code of a Member Airline, the Non-

Fuel Member will pay the same Fueling Fees as are paid by Members, provided: 

(1) the Non-Fuel Member operates only with the airline code of the Member 
and does not sell seats or display schedules under its own airline code on any 
flights to and from Midway Airport; and 
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(2) the Non-Fuel Member is fiiUy handled by tiie Member whose airline code it 
operates under or that Member's handling company if the Member does not 
self-handle; and 

(3) the Member is responsible for the collection and payment of all FueUng Fees 
incurred by the Non-Member that is operating imder that Member's code; and 

(4) the Fuel Member submits to MATCO a signed indemnification agreement by 
the Non-Fuel Member providing the same indemnification to MATCO as is 
required of Fuel Member as specified in Section 6.03 herein. 

5.05 Deposit Requirement Each of the Terminal Access Agreements and System Access 
Agreements, wiU provide as appUcable, tiiat Non-Members and Non-Fuel Members will be 
required to fiimish a cash deposit to the City prior to starting service in an amount equivalent 
to two (2) months of its ejqiected total Equipment Fees and FueUng Fees. The amount of this 
deposit shall be reviewed and adjusted as necessary to maintain the two (2) months balance. 
In the event of the Non-Members or Non-Fuel Member's failure to pay its Equipment Fees 
and FueUng Fees to the City in a timely manner, the deposit shaU be forfeited and must be 
replenished along with fiiU payment of aU past due amounts before the Non-Member or Non-
Fuel Member is allowed to use the MATCO Equipment or the Fuel System. The deposit 
shall be paid directiy to the City and not to a company handling a Non-Member or Non-Fuel 
Member flights. This provision shall not apply to Non-Members operating under the airUne 
code of a Member Aurline pursuant to Sections 5.03(d) and 5.04(d) above. 

ARTICLE 6 
Obligations Relating to Use of the MATCO Equipment and the Fuel System 

6.01 Personnel. Except as may be otherwise provided for in the MATCO Operating Agreement, 
each Member Airline shall operate those portions of the MATCO Equipment and the Fuel 
System utilized by it from time to time with its own employees and/or employees of an entity 
under contract to provide such services to such Member Airline. Each Member shall be 
responsible for providing adequate numbers of properly trained personnel for its needs. 

6.02 Standard of Care. Each Member Airline shall take aU appropriate steps to assure that its 
operation of equipment constituting part of the MATCO Equipment and the Fuel System is 
in accordance with the standard of care estabUshed by MATCO. 

6.03 Tndemnifiriarion Bv Member Airlines.' Each Member AirUne ("Indemnitor") hereby agrees 
to indemnify MATCO and each other Member AirUne ("Indemnitees") and agrees to protect, 
defend, save, and keep harmless each of the Indemnitees from and against all UabUities, 
obligations, losses, disbursements, including legal fees and expenses, of whatsoever kind of 
nature, including, but not limited to, payments of claims or UabUity resulting from any injury 
to or death of any person or loss or damage of any property (coUectively, "Liability") 
imposed on, incimred by or asserted against any Indemnitees in any way relating to or arising 
out of: 
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(a) tiie negligence or willfiil misconduct in the use ofthe MATCO Equipment or the Fuel 
System by the Indemnitor, its officers, directors, employees, or agents; and 

(b) any Liability arising from the failure ofthe Indemnitor to ftdfiU any of its duties and 
obligations under this Agreement, the MATCO Operatmg Agreement or the Use 
Agreement; 

provided, however, that the foregoing indemnity shall not apply witii respect to any 
Indemnitee for any Uability resulting from the negligence or willful misconduct of such 
Indemnitee. Indemnitor's obUgations under tiiis paragraph shall survive any termination of 
this Agreement for any acts or omissions by Indemnitor occurring prior to such termination. 

6.04 Indemnification By MATCO. MATCO hereby agrees to indemnify each Member Airline, 
its officers, directors, employees, and agents (coUectively, and for purposes of this 
subsection, referred to as the "Member Airline") and agrees to protect, defend, save, and 
keep harmless each Member Airline from and against all Uabilities, obUgations, losses, 
disbursements, including legal fees and expenses, of whatever kind and nature, including, 
but not limited to, pa3anents of claims or UabiUty resulting from any injury to or death of any 
person or loss or damage of any property (coUectively "LiabiUty") imposed on, incuned by 
or asserted against any Member Airline in any way relating to or arising out of: 

(a) MATCO's breach ofthe Consortium Agreement, the MATCO Airline Representative 
Agreement, the MATCO Project Manager Agreement, the MATCO Operating 
Agreement, or any Terminal Access Agreement or System Access Agreement; or 

(b) the termination of an Airline Representative, Project Manager, or Executive Director; 
or 

(c) the withdrawed or removal of a Member Airline; 

provided, however, tiiat the foregoing indemnity shaU not apply witii respect to any Member 
Airline for any LiabiUty resulting from the negUgence or willful misconduct of such Member 
Airline. MATCO's obligations under this paragraph shall survive any termination of this 
Agreement for any acts or omissions of MATCO occurring prior to such termination. 

6.05 Insurance Maintained by Member Airlines. At all times during the term of this Agreement, 
each Member Airline shaU maintain, or cause to be maintained, at its own expenses, 
insurance with respect to the UabiUties and obligations arising out of Section 6.03 and any 
casualties and contingencies (including, but not limited to, Airline Liability and 
Comprehensive General Liability Insurance) in which they are liable in accordance with 
Section 6.03 in such amounts as are customary in the case of similarly situated persons in the 
Air Transportation Business, but not less than those amounts required to be maintauied by 
the Use Agreement 

6.06 Insurance Maintained by MATCO. At all times during the term of this Agreement, MATCO 
shaU maintain, or cause to be maintained, at its own expense, insurance with respect to the 
requirements of the Consortium Agreement. 
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ARTICLE 7 
Airline Representative. Project Manager. Executive Director, and 

MATCO Operating Agreement 

7.01ointed from time to time by the Board of Directors pursuant to an Aiiline Representative 
Agreement which will set out the Airline Representative's duties and compensation and 
MATCO's and Member Airlines' rights and obligations with respect to the Airline 
Representative and the use of the MATCO Equipment and Fuel System. The AirUne 
Representative shall serve as a liaison between MATCO and the City during the design, 
construction, installation, start-up and turnover ofthe New Terminal, the MATCO Equipment, 
and the Fuel System; and other purposes as may be estabUshed by the Board of Directors. 

7.02 Airline Representative. The Aurline Representative will act for and on behalf of MATCO 
as MATCO's interface with the City related to the foUowing items. 

(a) Administration ofthe Program Procedures contained in the Consortium Agreement 
including accounting for and approvals of payment for MATCO Equipment, Fuel 
System, and other allowable MATCO costs from the MATCO Equipment Project 
Account and MATCO Fuel Project Account (as described in Section 4.02 of the 
Consortium Agreement); and 

(b) Administration of MATCO's affairs duiing the design, procurement, instaUation, 
start-up, and turnover ofthe MATCO Equipment and Fuel System as directed by the 
Board of Directors mcluding annual accounting, tax filings, status reports, insurance 
claims, lawsuits, project oversight, and other such fimctions. 

The Airline Representative's primary duties will be to protect MATCO's mterests with the 
City, its agents, and others who are performing work on the Program, the MATCO 
Equipment, and the Fuel System, 

7.03 Appointinent of Project Manager(s), For: 

(a) puiposes of design, procurements, installation, start-up, and turnover ofthe MATCO 
Equipment and the Fuel System; and 

(b) coordination of (a) above with the New Tenninal Project; and 
(c) other purposes as may be established by the Board of Directors; 

a Project Manager(s) shaU be appointed from time to time by the Board of Directors pursuant 
to a MATCO Project Manager Agreement which wiU set out the Project Managers(s) duties 
and compensation and MATCO's and the Member Airlines' rights and obligations with 
respect to the Project Manager(s) and the use of the MATCO Equipment and the Fuel 
System. 

7.04 Project Manager(s). The Project Manager(s) will act for and on behalf of MATCO and be 
responsible for the design, procurement, instaUation, start-up, and turnover ofthe MATCO 
Equipment and the Fuel System as defmed in the MATCO Project Manager Agreement, as 
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described in the Project Design, Procurement, and Constmction Procedures in Exhibit F or 
as directed by the Board of Directors, the AirUne Representative, or the Executive Director. 

7.05 Appointment of Executive Director. For: 

(a) purposes of managing the initial testing, operation, and management ofthe MATCO 
Equipment and the Fuel System; and 

(b) the day-to-day management, operation, and maintenance ofthe MATCO Equipment 
and the Fuel System; and 

(c) the day-to-day management of certain New Terminal operations, maintenance, and 
other support services as approved by the City; and 

(d) other purposes as may be established by the Board of Diiectors; 

an Executive Director shaU be appointed from time to time by the Board of Directors 
pursuant to a MATCO Operating Agreement which will set out the Executive Director's 
duties and compensation and MATCO's and the Member Airlines' rights and obligations 
with respect to the Executive Director. 

7.06 Executive Director. The Executive Director wiU act for and on behaff of MATCO in 
maintaining and operating the MATCO Equipment and the Fuel System, conducting 
MATCO's accounting fimctions, approving contractors invoices, aUocating indirect costs to 
the Equipment Fees and Fuel Cost Center for the City, managing Terminal Access 
Agreements and System Access Agreement, interfacing with the City on the calculation of 
Equipment and FueUng Fees, and monitor payments of Equipment Fees and Fueling Fees 
to the City and all other fimctions required pursuant to this Agreement. The Executive 
Director will prepare, submit, and coUect pasmient for invoices issued pursuant to Article X 
for other charges due MATCO. 

7.07 Limitation of LiabiUty. A Member Airline or Member Airlines shaU not be liable to the 
Airline Representative, the Project Manager(s), the Executive Director, to any other ofthe 
Member Airlines, or to MATCO for any services performed by the Airline Representative, 
the Project Manager(s), or the Executive Director, to any other ofthe Member Airlines, or 
to MATCO for the specific benefit of another Member Airline or other Member Airlines. 
The Member Airlines(s) requesting and receiving such special services shaU be solely Uable 

therefor. 

7.08 Changing Executive Director. The Executive Director and tiie MATCO Operating 
Agreement may be changed from time to time as detennined by the Board of Directors, 
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ARTICLE 8 
Capitalization of MATCO 

8,01 Capitalization of MATCO. Members that purchased a Membership in MATCO on or prior 
• to the Date ofCapitalization each have paid $5,000. The price ofa Membership in MATCO 

that is purchased after the Date of Capitalization shall be determined pursuant to Section 
13.03. 

Membership Fees wtil be deposited in the Reserve Fund and may be used to fund expenses 
of MATCO; provided however that any expenditure of funds will be subject to all the 
requirements of this Agreement. 

ARTICLE 9 
Equipment and Fueling Fees 

9.01 Calculation of Equipment Fees and Fueling Fees. Fees charged to the Users of MATCO 
Equipment and Fuel System will be calculated pursuant to Article V of the Consortium 
Agreement The calculation will be based on the Equipment Cost Center and the Fueling 
Cost Center requirements under Article VIII ofthe Use Agreement, and MATCO Equipment 
and Fuel Systems utilization information provided to the City by the Member AirUnes and 
MATCO. 

9.02 Other MATCO Charges, From time to time, if approved by the Board of Directors, 
MATCO may charge the Member Airlines directiy for other MATCO costs not included in 
the Equipment Cost Center requirement or the FueUng Cost Center requirement, herein 
refened to as "Other MATCO Charges," The pro rata share of these Other MATCO Charges 
payable by Member Airlines will be determined by the Board of Directors provided that any 
such pro rata allocation reasonably reflects actual usage and benefit, and is not 
discriminatory. 

9.03 Calculation of Equipment Fees and Fueling Fees. Throughout the term of this Agreement, 
Equipment Fees and Fueling Fees shall be charged to Members and Non-Members, which, 
notwithstanding the provisions of Section 8.10 and Section 8.11 of the Use Agreement, shaU 
be calculated as set forth in Article V ofthe Consortium Agreement Upon the execution of 
the Consortium Agreement, MATCO wiU prepare and send to the Members the provisions 
in the Consortium Agreement setting forth the methodology for calculating the Equipment 
Fees and FueUng Fees, together with a sample calculation demonstiating the methodology 
for determining the Equipment Fees and Fueling Fees. 
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ARTICLE 10 
Payments of User Charges 

10.01 Tnfnrmatinn on Member Airlme Activity. Not later than one hundred eighty (180) days prior 
to the end of each Fiscal Year, each Member AirUne shaU fumish MATCO with: 

(a) an estimate of the total Maximum Approved Gross Landing Weight of aU akcraft to 
be landed by the Member Airline for the ensuing Fiscal Year, and 

(b) tiie total number of Gallons of Fuel to be distributed from the Fuel System to tiie 
Member during the next ensuing Fiscal Year 

Unless MATCO reasonably beUeves the information submitted to MATCO pursuant to tins 
Section to be unreasonable or inaccurate, MATCO shaU submit to the City the Member 
Airlines' activity statistics for a preliminary projection of Equipment Fees and Fueling Fees. 
MATCO shall also submit to the City a projection of activity for Non-Members and Non-
Fuel Members. 

10.02 Payment of Fees and Charges. Members and Non-Members shall pay to the City tiieir 
respective Equipment Fees and FueUng Fees for use of tiie MATCO Equipment and Fuel 
System in accordance with Article IX ofthe Use Agreement Each month Members and 
Non-Members will pay directly to MATCO respective fees and charges for Other MATCO 
Charges, as determined by the Board of Directors. All amounts payable to MATCO by 
Member AirUnes under this Agreement shaU be paid as MATCO shall designate. Any 
amount due MATCO which is not paid when due shaU bear interest at a rate determined by 
MATCO but not more than the maximum interest rate allowed by law. 

10.03 MATCO Annual Reports. 

(a) MATCO Annual Audit Report. Witiimsixty (60) days after tiie close of each Fiscal 
Year, MATCO shall fiimish each Member Airline with a copy of an annual audit 
report, covering the corporate activities of MATCO, prepared in accordance with 
generally accepted accounting principles and approved by the Board of Directors, 
covering the operations of MATCO for such preceding Fiscal Year as information 
is knovm by MATCO. Other MATCO Charges due and paid by Members will also 
be included in the Annual Audit Report. 

(b) Annual Members Report Withinsixty(60)daysafterthecloseof each Fiscal Year, 
MATCO shall fiimish a report to each Member Airline and to the City which will 
contain a calculation based on actual data of the aggregate Equipment Fees and 
Fueling Fees for the precedmg Fiscal Year and shall set forth the aggregate 
Equipment Fees and FueUng Fees actually paid by the Member Airlines for such. 
period. 
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ARTICLE 11 
Construction and Financing of MATCO Equipment and Fuel System 

11.01 Approval of the MATCO Equipment and Fuel System, Each Member AirUne hereby 
approves of the MATCO Equipment and the Fuel System as described m Exhibit D and 
Exhibit E hereto, which are subject to changes pursuant to Exhibit F hereof Such approval 
includes approval ofthe: 

(a) Project Scope, Description and Schedule for each item in Exhibit D and Exhibit E; 
(b) The estimated Capital Cost of each item in Exhibit D and Exhibit E; and 
(c) the Project Design, Procurements, and Constmction Procedures described in Exhibit 

F hereto. 

11.02 Capital Costs. Exhibit D and Exhibit E Ust by item the estimated Capital Costs of each item 
of the MATCO Equipment and the Fuel System respectively. Each Member Airline 
approves ofthe expenditure by MATCO of up to the estimated Capital Cost of each item and 
agrees that MATCO may approve line item costs changes pursuant to Exhibit F; provided, 
however, that MATCO will not approve of any line item cost changes that in the aggregate, 
together with other changes, would exceed $500,000 ofthe total amoimt of all line items in 
either Exhibit C or D, without first obtaining Majority-in-Interest approval. 

11.03 Fmancing of Capital Costs.. MATCO intends to pay tiie Capital Costs of tiie MATCO 
Equipment and Fuel System with the proceeds of MARBs issued by the City in accordance 
with the Use Agreement and deposited mto the MATCO Equipment Project Account and the 
MATCO Fuel Project Account. Additional fimds, if required, shall be obtained pursuant to 
Section 11.05 herem. The debt service, associated with the portion of the MARBs that are 
used to pay Capital Costs, will be allocated directiy to either the Equipment Cost Center or 
the Fueling Cost Center in accordance with the Use Agreement. 

11.04 Additional Facilities. Equipment and facilities in addition to the MATCO Equipment listed 
on Exhibit C, from time to time ("Additional FaciUties") may be constmcted, leased and 
financed by MATCO upon a finding by a Majority-in-Interest that such Additional FaciUties 
are necessary and upon obtaining approval by a Majority-in-Interest ofthe financing, ofthe 
construction, acquisition and instaUation of such Additional FaciUties. Financing ofthe costs 
of such Additional Facilities may be tiirough the issuance of MARB(s) by the City (if the 
City agrees to do so), by a direct borrowing by MATCO or by a one time assessment of an 
additional charge to the Member Airlines. If financing of such Additional FacUities is from 
the proceeds of MARBs, the debt service on such MARBs wUl be allocated to the appUcable 
Cost Center pursuant to the Use Agreement and the Consortium Agreement Lf the costs of 
such Additional Facilities are to be financed by MATCO through a direct borrowing by 
MATCO or by a one time assessment of additional fees to the Member Airlines, such 
additional costs shaU be treated as Other MATCO Charges and such charges shall be 
allocated to each Member Airline by the Board of Directors pursuant to Section 9.02. 
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11.05 Additional Funding for MATCO Equipment and Fuel System. Each Member Airline hereby 
agrees that to the extent that: 

(a) the MATCO Equipment Project Accoimt and tiie MATCO Fuel Project Account, as 
defined in the Consortium Agreement, are insufficient to pay the Capital Costs of 
the MATCO Equipment and the Fuel System, respectively, (such insufficiency to be 

• referred to as tiie "Equipment Shortfall" or tiie "Fuel System Shortfall"); and 
(b) MARBs are not issued to fimd the enture Equipment Shortfall or the Fuel System 

ShortfaU;and 
(c) altemative means of financing the Shortfall are not mutually agreed upon by the 

parties to the Consortium Agreement, 

then such Member Airline shaU contribute its pro rata share ofthe amount necessary to fimd 
the Equipment ShortfaU or the Fuel System Shortfall; provided however that in the case of 
a Fuel System Shortfall only Fuel Members wiU be required to contribute a pro rata share. 
Each Member Airline's pro rata share shall be determined as follows: 

Each Member Airline's pro rata share in the case of an Equipment Shortfall wiU equal to the 
product of (i) the Member Airline's accrued Equipment Fees in the most recent 12 calendar 
months divided by aU acciued Equipment fees for aU the Member Airlines in the most recent 
12 calendar months; and (u) the amount ofthe Equipment Shortfall. 

Each Fuel Member's pro rata share in the case of a Fuel System Shortfall wUl equal the 
product of (i) the Fuel Member's accrued Fuel Fees in tiie most recent 12 calendar months 
divided by all accmed Fuel Fees of all Fuel Members in the most recent 12 calendar months; 
and (u) the amount ofthe Fuel System Shortfall: 

ARTICLE 12 
Default 

12.01 Events of Default Intheeventthatany ofthe following events shall occur with respect to 
a Member Airline, such Member Airline shall be deemed to be in default under this 
Agreement. 

(a) Failure to make any payment owed to MATCO or the City under this Agreement or 
the Consortitmi Agreement within ten (10) days foUowing written notice from 
MATCO or the City of such failure, 

(b) Failure to perform any other obUgation under this Agreement or any other agreement, 
contiact or lease with MATCO or the City relating to the MATCO Equipment or the 
Fuel System, within thirty (30) days following written notice from MATCO or the 
City of such failure, or if such defaults cannot be cured within such thirty (30) days, 
Lf Member Airline is not diligently pursuing a cure of such default. 

(c) Becoming the subject of a bankruptcy proceeding under the U. S. Bankmptcy Code 
or similar foreign proceeding or the institution of similar proceedings for the 
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reorganization, Uquidation, dissolution or winding up of such Member Airline or the 
failure or admission in writmg by such Member Airline of its mabiUty to pay its 
debts generally as they mature, 

(d) An "Event of Default" pursuant to Article XVI of the Use Agreement 

12.02 Consequences of Default. 

(a) Report to MATCO. ff any Member AirUne knows of an event of default or knows 
of facts that lead it to beUeve an event of default has occuned, then it shall 
immediately notify the MATCO Chairperson ofthe Board of Directors, but shall not 
be Uable for any damages for failure to so notify. 

(b) Notice of Defaulting Member Airline. Promptiy after receipt of notice from any 
source that a Member Airline is in default, and if default is found, the Chairperson 
of MATCO shall give notice to: 
(1) the Board of Directors; and 
(2) any trustee, the City, or other third person entitled thereto with copies to the 

defaititing Member Airline. 

(c) Meeting ofthe Board of Diiectors, The Board of Directors shall, upon the default 
of any Member Airline, determine whether the explanation given for default by the 
defaititing Member Airline is sufficient to excuse the default. If the Board of 
Directors is not persuaded that the default is excusable, or if the default is not cured 
within a time set out herein or estabUshed by the Board of Directors, then the Board 
of Directors shaU provide notice to the City ofthe change m status from Member to 
Non-Member, and the defaulting Meinber Airline shall be retroactively billed as a 
Non-Member from the date of the default, but shaU remain subject to aU obUgations 
hereunder as a Member Airline. A defaulting Member Airline that has been 
retroactively invoiced as a Non-Member, as provided for above, shaU not be included 
as a Member Airline unless, for a period of twelve (12) months from the date the 
determination was made to retioactively invoice the defaulting Member Airline as 
a Non-Member, such Member Airlme has paid in fiill when due aU moneys owed to 
a trustee, the City, and MATCO. As an additional remedy, the Board of Directors 
may treat a defaulting Member Airline as a Withdrawing Airline for purposes of 
Section 14.02. Notwithstanding anything to the confrary contained in this 
Agreement, calculation of a Majority-In-Interest in voting, with respect to a 
defaultmg Member Airlme, shaU not include such defaulting Member AirUne in the 
total number of aU Member Airlines or the Equipment Fees and FueUng Fees of such 
defaulting Member Aurline in the aggregate Equipment Fees and FueUng Fees of all 
Member Airlines. 

(d) Collection. Without limiting the City's rights, MATCO is authorized to pursue 
against the defaulting Member Airline monies due the City or MATCO, as the case 
may be, for Equipment Fees, Fueling Fees, or Other MATCO Charges. Any such 
monies, excepting Other MATCO Charges, collected by tiie City or MATCO will be 
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treated as Revenues in accordance with Use Agreement Monies due MATCO for 
Other MATCO Charges shall be repaid pro-rata to the non-defaulting Member 
Airlines as moneys are collected from the defaulting Member Airline. All delinquent 
Other MATCO Charges due from a defaulting Member Airline shall bear mterest 
from the due date at the "prime rate" charged from time to time by the largest 
commercial bank in Chicago plus four percent (4.0%) but not more than the 
maximum interest rate allowed by law. Any interest collected from the defaulting 
Member Airline shall be paid to the non-defaititing Member Airlmes pro rata, 
according to the amoimt and time of each payment made by each of the non-
defaulting Member Airlines. Further, the defaulting Member Airline shall be Uable 
for aU reasonable costs and expenses, including attomeys' fees and disbursements at 
trial or on appeal, expended in order to collect the delinquent payment Any amount 
due from a defaulting Member Airline hereunder with respect to Other MATCO 
Charges may be off-set against any amounts otherwise payable to such defaititing 
Member Airline by MATCO. 

ARTICLE 13 
Admission of Additional Member Airlines 

13.01 Open Admission Policy. The Member Airlines intend that admission to MATCO and use 
ofthe MATCO Equipment and the Fuel System be open to all Air Cairieis using the Aiiport. 

13.02 Requirement for Admission of Additional Member Airlines. Any Air Carrier using the 
Airport shall be adrtutted as a Member Airline if the Air Carrier meets the conditions of 
Section 3,01 and meets the following additional conditions. 

(a) Has issued a statement to MATCO ofthe estimate of the Maximum Approved Gross 
Landing Weight for the Fiscal Year. 

(b) Has issued a statement to MATCO ofthe estimate ofthe total GaUonage of fiiel to 
be distributed for the Fiscal Year, 

(c) Has entered mto any other agreement or financing instruments required by the Board 
of Directors at that time to be executed, 

(d) Has purchased a Membership at the price set by the Board of Directors pursuant to 
Section 13,03 hereof. 

(e) Has been determined by the Board of Directors as being creditworthy, and of such 
reputation and status in keeping with the nature or class of Member Airlines. For 
purposes of this paragraph, an Air Carrier shall be determined to be not creditworthy 
if such Air Carrier: 
(1) has been in default under any agreement with the City in the past eighteen 

(18) months; or 
(2) failed to make payments tn a timely fashion to tiie City or MATCO; or 
(3) has been in default under any agreement with other airports in the past 18 

months; or 
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(4) is otherwise unable to demonstrate an ability to pay Equipment Fees and 
Fueling Fees projected hereunder. 

13.03 Purchase of Membership, An Air Cairier tiiat desires to become a Member Airline after the 
Date of CapitaUization shaU be required to purchase a Membership interest by purchasing an 
equity interest in the Reserve Fimd. The purchase price of such mterest shall be determined 
as follows: 

(a) divide the product of: 
(1) the current value of the Reserve Fund as determined by the Board of 

Directors; and 
(2) the projected Equipment Fees and Fueling Fees to be paid by such Member 

Airline for the subsequent twelve (12) month period; 
(b) by the total projected Equipment Fees and FueUng Fees to be paid by aU Member 

Airlines (including ±e proposed Member Airline) over the same twelve (12) month 
period. Sample calculations are provided in Exhibit G. 

13.04 Ownership Interest in MATCO. Each Member Airline's ownership interest in MATCO and 
MATCO Reserve Fund shall be based on its accrued Equipment Fees and Fuelmg Fees in 
the most recent twelve (12) calendar months as that amount relates to the total of all accrued 
Eqmpment pees and Fueling Fees of all Member Airlines in the most recent twelve (12) 
calendar months. 

13.05 Procedure for Admission. Any Air Carrier which desires to become a Member AirUne shall 
give notice to the Chairperson ofthe Board of Directors of its request to be accepted as a 
Member AirUne, together with: 

(a) written evidence of approval by the City to operate at the Airport and its execution 
of a Use Agreement, as provided in Section 13.02 above; and 

(b) a statement of estimated Maximum Approved Gross Landing Weight and GaUons of 
Fuel to be distributed as provided ui Section 13.02 (c) and (d) above; and 

(c) a requested Acceptance Date. 

If such material is in compliance with this Article 13, and upon determination ofthe Board 
of Directors that such Air Carrier has met aU other requirements of Section 3.01 and Section 
13.02, the Chairperson ofthe Board of Directors shall provide a copy of this Agreement, as 
amended or supplemented at the time, a statement of the purchase price of Membership 
Interest calculated pursuant to Section 13.03, and such additional documents for signature 
as may be reasonably required. Upon execution of aU reqmsite dociunents and payment of 
the Membership price, an appUcant Airline shall, except as otherwise provided herem, have 
the same rights and obligations under this agreement as all other Member Airlines. ' 

13.06 Acceptance Date. The Acceptance Date at which time an appUcant Airline shall be deemed 
to be a Member Airline, shall be at 12:01 am. Chicago time on the date following written 
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acknowledgment and acceptance by the Chairperson ofthe Board of Directors of all required 
signed documents and payments. 

ARTICLE 14 
Withdrawal of Member Airline 

14.01 Withdrawal from this Agreement 

(a) Expiration of Use Agreement. Uponterminationof the Use Agreement pursuant to 
Section 2.01 thereof a Member Airline that is not in default hereunder shaU withdraw 
frorh this Agreement, effective upon the later of; 

(1) thirty (30) days following the date that such Member Airline provides written 
notice of its withdrawal to the Chaurperson ofthe Board of Directors; or 

(2) the date of withdrawal specified in such written notice; provided, however, 
that in the event that no written notice is provided by the Member Airline, 
such withdrawal shall be effective thirty (30) days after the date of 
tenmnation of the Use Agreement 

(b) Limitation. Notwithstandmg the foregoing, no Member AirUne shaU withdraw from 
this Agreement under any ofthe foUoAving circumstances: 

(1) Prior to December 31,2012. 
(2) During any period of time vviien substantiaUy aU ofthe MATCO Equipmeat 

or Fuel System is shut down or inoperable for any reason. 
(3) If a default exists, or by reason of such withdrawal would exist under a ttust 

indenture or related documents utilized m connection with financing the 
Capital Costs ofthe MATCO Equipment or the Fuel System. 

14.02 Liabihties and Credits of Withdrawing Airlines. A Withdrawing Airline shall receive its 
ownership interest, as determined at the end ofthe Fiscal Year prior to its withdrawal, or 
deemed withdrawal, as a payment from the Reserve Fund within sixty (60) days of its 
withdrawal. Except as set forth in Section 6.03, Section 6.05, Section 6.06, Section 11.04, 
Section 11.05, Section 12.02, tiie last sentence of tius Section 14.02, and Section 17.14 
which sections shaU survive any termination of this Agreement, a Withdrawing Airline wiU 
not be Uable for obUgations to MATCO with respect to this Agreement. In the event that all 
Member AirUnes have withdrawn from MATCO and this Agreement, then each Air Cairier 
that has been a Member AirUne during the five (5) year period preceding such Avithdrawal 
shall be Uable for obligations to MATCO with respect to this Agreement, incuned prior to 
withdrawal of all Member Airlines to the extent that such Air Carriers' aggregate Equipment 
Fees and Fueling Fees paid during such five (5) year period bears to the total of aU such Air 
Carriers' aggregate Equipment Fees and Fueling Fees paid diuring such five (5) year period 
or such shorter period of actual operation; provided however that in the calculation of such 
liability the provisions of Article 12 shall be appUcable in the event of a default. 
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ARTICLE 15 
Board of Directors 

15.01 EstabUshment. There shaU be a Board of Durectors as set forth in the Bylaws attached hereto. 
The Board of Durectors may amend the bylaws; provided however that any such amendment 
is not inconsistent with the provisions of this Agreement 

15.02 Powers. Subject to the procedures of this Article 15, and the Bylaws attached hereto, the 
Board of Directors shall estabUsh policy and make all decisions relating to the planning, 
instaUation, expansion, contraction, operation, and management ofthe MATCO Equipment 
and Fuel System. Actions to be taken by the Board shall include, but shaU not be limited to 
the following. 

(a) Certification and evidencmg of any approvals by a Majority-In-Interest, 
(b) Analysis and implementation of Equipment Fees and FueUng Fees calculated by and 

payable to the City. 
(c) Management ofthe MATCO Operating Agreement 
(d) Enforcement of die rights ofthe Member Airlines and MATCO under this Agreement 

and the Consortium Agreement 
(e) Creation of standing committees for MATCO. 
(f) Action on all matters referred to in this Agreement to be done by the Board of 

Directors or by a Majority-In-Interest, 
(g) Assessment ofthe pro rata amount to be paid by each Member AirUne to provide for 

any additional fimding requirement pursuant to Section 11.05 herein and Section 4.02 
ofthe Consortium Agreement 

(h) Assessment of Other MATCO Charges pursuant to Section 9.02. 
(i) Enforcementof all MATCO Agreements. 

15.03 Participation by Telephone. Members ofthe Board ofDirectors may participate in a meeting 
through the use of conference telephone or similar communication equipment so long as all 
members participating in such meeting can hear one another. 

15.04 Action Without Meeting. Any action required or permitted to be taken by the Board of 
Directors may be taken without a meeting if members ofthe Board ofDirectors representing 
a Majority-In-Interest consent in writing to such action after soUcitations of such written 
consents have been provided to all members ofthe Board ofDirectors and confirmed by 
letter. Such written consent or consents shall be filed with the minutes ofthe proceedings 
of the Board of Directors. 

15.05 Notice, 

(a) Twenty (20) Day Notice Requirement Notwithstandmg provisions herein or vfith. 
the Bylaws attached hereto, when any ofthe foUovving items are to be subject ofthe 
meeting, at least twenty (20) working days prior written notice shaU be given to aU 
the Members ofthe Board ofDirectors. 
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(1) Selection of an Executive Director and the approval of a MATCO Operating 
Agreement, amendments thereto or termination thereof. 

(2) Amendments to or termination of this Agreement, 
(3) Action relating to a defaititing Member Akline as provided for in Article 12 

herein. 
(4) Approval of any alterations and improvements to the MATCO Equipment 

and Fuel System that require expenditure of over fifty thousand dollars 
($50,000). 

(5) Approval of the terms and conditions of any general plan of financing that 
may be required relating fo the MATCO Equipment and Fuel System. 

(b) Waiver of Notice in Emergency. In case of an emergency, the Chairperson of the 
Board ofDirectors shall have the power to call a meeting ofthe Board ofDirectors 
without adequate notice, provided that the Chairperson ofthe Board ofDirectors 
shall give written notice by facsimile, teletype, or similar electronic device. 

(c) Agenda The meeting notice shaU, whenever expenditure of money m excess of 
twenty thousand doUars ($20,000) is to be proposed for approval, include a statement 
describing such proposed expenditures. The meeting notice shall be accompanied 
by, or promptiy foUowed by, an agenda of items to be discussed at the meeting. The 
unintentional failure of any item to appear on the agenda shall not, however, prevent 
either discussion or voting on the item. 

15.06 Voting. Any action ofthe Board ofDirectors shall, be effective tf made at a properly caUed 
meeting, at which a quorum is present, and voted upon by voice or hand vote by: 

(a) a numerical majority ofthe Directors of MATCO; or 
(b) such other percentage of Member Airlines as may be specificaUy provided for in this 

Agreement for a particular action; provided however that the Board ofDirectors may 
not take any action for which a Majority-in-Interest approval is required without first 
obtaining such approval. 

ARTICLE 16 
Management Committee 

16.01 Committee. The Membership desires that a Management Committee be estabUshed by the 
Board ofDirectors. This Committee shall have one (1) member from each Member Airline 
and shaU function in a maimer estabUshed by the Board of Directors. The Chairperson of 
the Board ofDirectors shall also serve on the Management Committee and shall act as its 
Chairperson. The method of election ofthe Members ofthe Managenient Committee, their 
duties, and the meeting procedures shaU be as specified in the Bylaws. 
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ARTICLE 17 
Miscellaneous 

17.01 Covenant to Sign Documents. Each Member AirUne and MATCO covenants, on behalf of 
itself, its successors and assigns, to execute, with acknowledgment or affidavit if required, 
any and all documents and writings which may be necessary or expedient in the 
implementation of this Agreement (including any amendments to this Agreement) and the 
purchase, construction, leasing, financing, and operation ofthe MATCO Equipment and Fuel 
System as contemplated by this Agreement. 

17.02 Execution of Certain Documents. 

(a) Execution of this Agreement. With the approval of the Board of Durectors, the 
Chairperson ofthe Board ofDirectors may execute from time to time on behalf of 
MATCO any and aU documents and writings, including counterparts of this 
Agreement which may be necessary or expedient in the implementation of this 
Agreement and the purchase, construction, installation, leasing, fmancing, and 
operation ofthe MATCO Equipment and the Fuel System as contemplated by this 
Agreement. 

(b) Documents Approved bv the Board of Directors, The Member AirUne hereby 
constitutes and appoints the Chairperson ofthe Board ofDirectors as the tme and 
lawfiil agent for MATCO to execute on behalf of MATCO such documents as are 
approved by a Majority-In-Interest and each Member Airline hereby ratifies and 
confirms all acts taken by such agent and attomey-tn-ftict as herein authorized and 
hereby agrees to indemnify, defend and hold haimless the Chaiiperson ofthe Board 
ofDirectors (and the Air Carrier by whom the Chairperson is employed) from and 
against any and all claims, actions, damages, losses, or expenses arising out of or 
connected with the execution by the Chairperson of the Board of Directors of 
supplements to this Agreement and any other documents the Chairperson may be 
authorized to execute; provided, however, that, in any such event, a Majority-In-
Interest shall have approved the execution of such supplement or agreement. 

(c) Effect of Authorization, The execution and delivery of documents, by ±e 
Chairperson of the Board of Diiectors, when actmg in his or her capacity as 
Chairperson pursuant to this Section 17,02, shaU be binding upon and inure to the 
benefit of MATCO. 

17.03 Headings. The tities and headings of the various paragraphs herein are intended solely for 
convenience of reference and are not intended for any purpose whatsoever to explain, 
modify, or place any constniction upon any of the provisions herein. 

17.04 Dispute Resolution Cost Recovery. In the event any dispute between the parties hereto 
should result in arbifration or litigation, the jprevailing party shall be reimbursed for all 
reasonable costs including, but not Umited to, reasonable attorneys' fees. 
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17.05 Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts and by the 
various Member AirUnes or Additional Member Airlines on separate counterparts and all of 
which taken together shall constitute one and the same instrument. A signed counterpart 
shall be as binding as an original. 

17.06 AppUcable Law. This Agreement shall be governed by and construed under the laws of tiie 
State of lUmois, U. S, A. 

17.07 Amendments. This Agreement may be amended or terminated with the written consent of 
Member AirUnes constituting seventy-five percent (75.0%) or more in number of aU Member 
Airlines and having accounted for seventy-five percent (75.0%) or more of both the 
Maximum Approved Gross Landing Weight and Fuel System GaUonage consumed by aU 
Member Airlines for the preceding Fiscal Year, An amendment wiU be effective only if 
evidenced in writing which sets forfli tiie text ofthe amendment and which is signed by those 
Member Airlines approving ofthe amendment. Notwithstanding the foregoing; 

(a) each party hereto, by execution of a counterpart of this Agreement, consents to the 
addition of Member Airlines from time to time pursuant to Article 13; and 

(b) Section 11.05 and Article 13 of this Agreement shaU not be amended without the 
prior written consent ofthe City, If one or more provisions of this Agreement are 
held to be unenforceable under appUcable law, such provision shaU be deemed 
amended to the extent necessary to render it enforceable and this Agreement shaU 
thereafter be iriterpreted as if such provision were so amended and shall be 
enforceable in accordance with its terms. Notwithstanding the foregoing, no 
amendment of or supplement to this Agreement shaU be enforceable tf such 
amendment or supplement is contrary to the provisions and requirements ofthe Use 
Agreement or the Consortium Agreement. 

17.08 Assignment. The rights and obUgations of the Member Airlines hereunder may not be 
assigned or ttansferred, except as provided ki Section 3.05. The obUgations hereunder shaU 
be binding on the successors and assigns of each Member Airline. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, MATCO may, and the Member Airlines may, assign their respective rights 
hereunder to a trustee or other third person to the extent the Board of Directors deems 
appropriate to facUitate financmg tiie MATCO Equipment and Fuel System. 

17.09 No Abatement or Set-Off. No Member Airline shall abate, suspend, postpone, set-off, or 
discontinue any payments of Equipment Fees and FueUng Fees or Other MATCO Charges 
which it is obUgated to pay hereunder. Nothing contained in this Section 17.09 shaU release 
MATCO from the performance of any of its obligations under this Agreement 

17.10 Notices, Any notice, consent, or approval which may be or is required to be given or 
deUvered under this Agreement shaU, uitiess other wise stated herein, be given: 
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(a) by teletype/facsimile; or 
(b) by oral commuiucation by telephone or in person, foUowed promptiy by additional 

notice by teletype, telegraph, telegram, facsimile, cable, hand delivered writing, 
ovenught deUvery service, prepaid first class mail (air mail if intemational); or 

(c) by announcement at a properly noticed meeting foUowed by mention ofthe notice 
in the minutes ofthe meeting. 

Each Member Airline, Director, or [Member ofthe Management Committee,] as the case 
may be, shaU provide to the Chairperson on the signature page hereof, the name of the person 
or persons to whose attention notice shaU be addressed, together with appropriate teletype, 
telegraph, telegram, facsimUe, cable, oveinight deUvery service address, mailing address 
information and notice shaU be properly given tf directed to such number or address by one 
ofthe means of ttansmission set forth above or, if no such address information is available 
as to any person, then to the principal executive office ofthe Member Airline, Any notice 
or other communication teletyped or delivered oraUy or personaUy shaU be deemed to have 
been received on the date dispatched or given or on the first busmess day thereafter if 
dispatch is made on a non-business day generaUy recognized as such in Chicago, Illinois. 
Any notice or other communication sent by mail shaU be deemed to have been received on 

the fifth (5th) business day foUoviTng the date of maUing; provided, however, ui the event 
of actual or apprehended intermption of normal mail service by strike, slowdown, force 
majeure or other cause, the person sending the notice or other communication shaU utiUze 
such means of ttansmission not so interrupted or susceptible to interruption. 

17.11 Waiver of Notice. Thetransactionsof any meeting ofthe Management Committee, or Board 
ofDirectors, however caUed and noticed, and whenever held, shaU be as valid as though had 
at a meeting duly caUed, noticed, and held if a quorum be present and if either before or after 
the meeting each ofthe persons entitied to vote but not present, signs a written waiver of 
notice, or a consent to the holding ofthe meeting, or an approval ofthe minutes thereof. AU 
such waivers, consents, or approval shaU be made a part ofthe minutes ofthe meetings. 

17.12 U. S, Currency. Any payments required by this Agreement from one party to any other shall 
be made vnth U. S. Dollars in locally collectible fimds. 

17.13 Limitation of LiabiUty. Except as set forth in this Section 17.13 and in Article 9 hereof, with 
respect to the: 

(a) Equipment Fees and Fueling Fees ; and 
(b) OtiiCT MATCO Charges; and 
(c) costs chargeable pursuant to Article 3; and 
(d) costs chargeable pursuant to Article 12; 

each Member Airline shaU be liable only for its share of such costs. Neither this Agreement 
nor the relationship ofthe Member Airlines as a consequence of their participation hereunder 
in the operation of the MATCO Equipment and Fuel System creates a partnership, joint 
venture, or other similar relationship between the parties thereto. No Member Airline may 
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. commit any other Member Airline to any debt or obUgation of any type whatsoever other 
than as expressly provided or permitted herein or in other documents signed by or binding 
on a Member Airline. Should a claim be made against one or more Member Airlines, but 
less than aU Member Airlines, based upon aUeged acts or omissions of MATCO, each ofthe 
Member Airlines shaU share in and be Uable for, any loss, cost, damage, or expense resulting 
from such claim to the extent that each Member AirUne's pro rata share of Equipment Fees 
and FueUng Fees bears to the total of aU then-existing Member AirUnes' pro rata share of aU 
Equipment Fees and Fueling Fees over the immediately preceding five (5) years or such 
shorter period of actual operation. Except as specifically stated in this Section 17.13, nothing 
contained herein shaU be construed to mean that any Member Airline is Uable for the acts or 
omissions of any other Member Airline. Nothing contained herein shaU serve to limit the 
UabiUty of MATCO for the payment of such claim. For puiposes of this Section 17.13, the 
teim Member Airline shaU mean an Air Carrier that is a Member Airline at the time a claim 
is filed. 

17.14 Survival of Agreements and ObUgations. In the event a Member Airlme becomes a 
Withdrawing Airline or if this Agreement terminates as to any or all ofthe Member Airlines 
for any reason, those agreements and obUgations as set forth in Sections 6.03, 6.04, 11.04, 
11.05,12.02, and 14.02 hereof, shaU survive such withdrawal or termination. 

17.15 Third Party Rights. Except with respect to the rights of and obUgations to the City set forth 
-. m Sections 10.02, 11.05, 17.07, and 17.14 hereof; tiie right ofthe Cify to specifically 

enforce, the provisions of such Sections and the right ofthe City to approve and be a party 
to the System Access Agreement and the Terminal Access Agreement, nothing contained in 
this Agreement wiH or is intended to create or will be construed to create any right in or any 
duty or obUgation to any third party. 

17.16 Capacity to Execute. The individuals executing this Agreement warrant that they have fiiU 
authority to execute this Agreement on behalf of the Member AirUne, Additional Member 
Akline, or MATCO as the case may be. 

17.17 Binding Effect The terms, conditions, and covenants of this Agreement shall inure to the 
benefit of, and be binding upon, the parties hereto and upon their successors, assigns, and 
sublessees, if any. This provision shaU not constitute a waiver of any conditions regarding 
assignment or subletting contained in this Agreement 

Addresses For Notice to Member Airiines: 

Mr. Dave Aschenbach 
Vice President 
AMERICAN TRANS AIR 

Mr.' Art Barkley 
Manager Corporate Real Estate 
CONTINENTAL AIRLINES, INC. 

ForUSMaU: 
PO Box 51609 
Indianapolis IN 46251-0609 

For US Mail: 
1600 Smitii, 33"^ Floor 
Dept HQSPF 
Houston TX 770Q2 
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For Overnight DeUvery: 
7337 West Washington Street 
Indianapolis IN 46231 

TEL: (Omitted for printing purposes) 

FAX: (Omitted for printing purposes) 

Mr, John DeCoster 
Regional Director-Airport Affairs 
NORTHWEST AIRLINES 

For Overnight Delivery: 
1600 Smitii, 33*̂  Floor 
Dept HQSPF 
Houston TX 77002 

TEL: (Omitted for printing purposes) 
FAX: (Omitted for printing purposes) 

Mr. Peter Houghton 
Manager of Properties 
SOUTHWEST AXRLINES 

For US Mail: 
Department A1I35 
5101 Northwest Drive 
St Paul MN 55III-3034 

ForUSMaU: 
2702 Love Field Drive 
P.O. Box 36611 
DaUas TX 75235-1611 

For Overnight DeUvery: 
2700 Lone Oak Parkway 
Dept Al 135 
Egan,MN 55121 

TEL: (Omitted for printing purposes) 

FAX: (Omitted for printing purposes) 

For Overnight Delivery: 
2702 Love Field Drive 
DaUas TX 75235-1611 

TEL: (Omitted for printing purposes) 

FAX: (Omitted for printing purposes) 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, MATCO has caused tiiis Agreement to be executed on its behalf by 
its (Chairperson pureuant to due Authorization of its Board of Diiectors and attested by its 
Secretary, and Member Airline has caused tiiis Agreement to be executed on its behalf by its 

' puisuant to due Authorization of its Board ofDirectors, all as 
of the day and year first above written. 

Attest: Midway Airlines' Termiaal Consortium 

Secretary 

By: • • 

Its: , 
Chairperson 

Address for Notice to MATCO 

(Sub)Exhiblts "A", "B", "C", "D", "E", "F" and "G" referred to in this Midway Airlines' Terminal 
Consortium Members Agreement read as follows: 
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(Sub)Exhibit "A". 
(To Midway Airiines' Terminal Consortium 

Members Agreement) 

Articles Of Incorporation Of MATCO. 

The Articles of Incorporation are hereby amended as follows: 

Upon dissolution of the corporation, the Board of Directors shaU, after paying or making 
provisions for tiie payment of aU of tiie UabUities of tiie corporation, dispose of aU of tiie assets of die 
corporation exclusively for the purposes of tiie corporation, or to such organization or organizations 
organized and operated exclusively for charitable, educational, religious, literary or scientific purposes 
asshaU at tiie time qualify as an exempt organization or drganizations under Code section 501(c)(3), as 
the Board of Directors shaU determine. 

Any such assets not so disposed of shaU be disposed of by the Circuit Court of the county in 
which tiie principal office of tiie corporation is tiien located, exclusively for such puiposes or to such 
organization or organizations, as said court shaU determine, which is organized and operated 
exclusively for such purposes. 

The corporation wiU distribute its income for each tax year at such time and in such maimer so 
fliat it wiU not become subject to the tax on undistributed income imposed by section 4942 of tiie Code. 
The corporation wiU not engage iri any act of self-dealing as defined in section 4941(d) of tiie Code. 
The corporation wUl not retain any excess business holdings as defined in section 4943(c) cf tiie Code. 
The corporation wiU not make any investments in such a manner tiiat would subject k to tax under 
section 4944 of the Code. The corporation wiU not make any taxable expendimres as defined in section 
4945(d) of tiie Code. 
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WliETtas, 

tatc of Illinois 
©fflCE Of 

i : t i t ^ECtEtarg of ^ t a t e 
ARTICLES OP INCORPORATION OP 
MIDWAY AIRLINES' TERMINAL CONSORTIUM 

INCORPORATED tJNDER THE LAWS OP THE STATE OF ILLINOIS HAVE BEEN 
FILED IN THE OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OP STATE AS PROVIDED BY THE 
GENERAL NOT FOR PROFIT CORPORATION ACT OF ILLINOIS, IN FORCE 
JANUARY 1, A.D. 1987. 

Now Therefore, I, George H. Ryan, Secretary of State of the State of 
Illinois, by virtue of the powers veste<d in me by law, do hereby issue 
this certificate and attach hereto a copy of the Application of the 
aforesaid corporation. 

^n 'Cestimong Whereof, I hereto set my hand and cause to be 
affixed the Great Seal of the State of Illinois, 
at the City of Springfield, this 27TH 

day of J^^ A.D. 19 "̂̂  and of 
the Independence of the CInited States the two 
hundred and 2IST 

y ' ^ Z ^ e ^ ^ - ^ ^ ^ u<^^^l^^ 
Secretary of State 

C-212.2 
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iNr t ' - iu i i . iu 
(Rev. Jan. 1995) 

http://www.sos.stat6.il.us 

ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION 

SUBMIT IN DUPLICATE 

(Do Not Write in TOs Space) 

Date 6 ^ ^ 7 - 7 7 
Payment must be made by certified check, 
cashier's check, Illinois attorney's check, Illinois ^"'"9 Fee $50 
C.P.A.'scheckorrriQney order, payable to "Sec- , . 
retary of State." Approved , ^c^ 

00 NOT SEND CASH! 

TO: GEORGE H. RYAN, Secretary of State . - ' 

Pursuant to the provisions of 'The General Not For Profit Corporation Act of 1986," the undersigned incorporator(s) 
hereby adopt the following Articles of Incorporation., 

Article 1. The name of the corporation |s: Midway A i r l i n e s ' Termiaag Consortium 

Article 2: The name and address of the initial registered agent and registered office are: 

Registered Agent Demetrius Carney 
First Name Middle Name 

Registered Office 30 N. L a s a l l e s t r e e t , s i i i t e 3100 
Last Name 

Number 
Chicago 

Street 
IL 

(Do not use P.O. Box) 
60602 

City 
Article 3: The first Board of Directors shall be 4 

being as follows: (Not less than three) 

ZIP Code County 
, in number, their names and residential addresses 

Director's Names 

John DeCoster 

Ann Jones 

Dave Aschenbach 

Bob Montgomery 

Number Street 

3403 Highland Hoad 

7011 Stonefir Court 

1970 Hulsanne Drive 

3614 Tanglewood Circle 

Address 
City State 

Brooklyn Park, Minnesota 55443 

Houston, Texas 77040 

Zionsville, Indiana 46077 

Farmers Branch, Texas 75234 

Article 4. The purposes for which the corporation is organized are: 

See Attachment A 

Is this corporation a Condominium Association as established underthe Condominium Property Act? 
• Yes E D N O (Check one) 

Is this corporation a Cooperative Housing Corporation as defined in Section 216 of the Internal 
Revenue Code of 1954? D Y e s E N O (Check one) 

Is this a Homeowner's Association which administers a common-interest community as defined in 
subsection (c) of Section 9-102 ofthe code of Civil Procedure? IZJYes B N O 

Article 5. Other provisions (please use separate page): 

http://www.sos.stat6.il.us
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Articles. NAMES & ADDRESSES OF INCORPORATORS 

The undersigned incorporator(s) hereby declare(s), under penalties of perjury, that the statements made in 
the foregoing Articles of Incorporation are true. 
Dated•• A p r i l - 14 . 19 97 

POST OFRCE ADDRESS 

'Signature. 
SCeVS Chlvlnglion 

Name (please print) 

Signature 

Name (please phnt) 

Signature 

Nanie (please print) 

Signature 

Name (please print) 

Signature 

2. 

.1 

4 

5 

Street 
Naoerv i l l e . 
City/Town 

Street 

City/Town 

Street 

City/Town 

Street 

City/Town 

Street 

I l l i n o i s 
State 

State 

State 

State 

60540 
ZIP 

ZIP 

ZIP 

ZIP 

Name (please print) City/Town State ZIP 
(Signatures must be in BLACK INK on original document. Carbon copied, photocopied or rubber stamped 
signatures may only be used on the true copy.) 
• If a corporation acts as incorporator, the name of the corporation and the state of incorporation shall be shown 

and the execution shall be by ite President or Vice-President and verified by him, and attested by its Secretary 
or an Assistant Secretary. 

• The registered agent cannot be the corporation itself. 
• The registered agent may be an individual, resident in this State, or a domestic or foreign corporation, authorized 

to act as a registered agent. 
• The registered office may be, but need not be, the same as its principal office. 
• A corporation which is to function as a club, as defined in Section 1 -3.24 of the 'Liquor Control Act' of 1934, must 

Insert in its purpose clause a statement that it will comply with the State and local laws and ordinances 
relating to alcoholic liquors. 

FOR INSERTS - USE WHITE PAPER - SIZE 81/2x11 
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Attachment A 
Articles of Incorporation 

Article 4 

Purpose 

The purpose of the Midway Airlines' Terminal Consortium is to promote 
the expansion and development of Midway Airlines. Additionally, Midway Airlines' 
Terminal Consortium primary focus wUl concentrate on the planning, design, procurement, 
installation, start-up, and operation of the Airline Equipment for Midway Airlines. 

Powers 

To establish an association of airline companies, to promote the common interests 
of its members and to improve the business conditions as a whole for air carriers at 
Midway Airport, Chicago, Illinois. 

To operate on a cooperative basis and to develop and operate facilities, equipment, 
and systems at the new Terminal Building at Midway Airport primarily for the benefit of 
its members who are users of such facilities, equipment and systems. 

Article 5 

Midway Airlines' Terminal Consortium is primarily organized for the purposes 
outlined in Article 4, and intends to file for federal tax exempt status under Section 
501(c)(6) of the Internal Revenue Code; it will be primarily engaged in activities or 
functions constituting the basis for such exemption. Midway Airlines' Tenmnal Consortium 
will primarily be supported by membership dues and other mcome from activities 
substantially related to its exempt purpose. Midway Airlines' Terminal Consortium is 
organized as a not for profit entity and will not engage in any activity ordinarily carried 
on for protit. Upon dissolution of Midway Airlines' Terminal Consortium, no part of its 
net eamings will inure to the benefit of any private shareholder, member or individual. 
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Whereas, 

tate of Illinois 
Gfficc of 

Vnz ^Ecretarg of ^ t a t c 
ARTICLES OF AMENDMENT TO THE ARTICLES OF 

INCORPORATION OF 
MIDWAY AIRLINES' TERMINAL CONSORTIUM 

INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF ILLINOIS HAVE BEEN 
PILED IN THE OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE AS PROVIDED BY THE 
GENERAL NOT FOR PROFIT CORPORATION ACT OF ILLINOIS, IN FORCE 
JANUARY 1, A.D. 1987. 

Now Therefore, I, George H. Ryan, Secretary of State of the State of 
Illinois, by virtue of the powers vested in me by law, do hereby issue 
this certificate and attach hereto a copy of the Application of the 
aforesaid corporation. 

In 'CEBtimona Whereof, l hereto set my hand and cause to be 
affixed the Great Seal of the State of Illinois, 
at the City of Springfield, this I7TH 

day of NOVEMBER A.D. 19 93 and of 
the Independence of the United States the two 
hundred and ^2RD • 

y y ^ ^ J e c $ - - \ ^ y ^ U<:^^^ 

Secretary of State 
C-212.2 
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(l^v. Jan: 1995) 

Submit in Duplicata 
Remit payment in Check or Money 
Order, payable to "Secretary of 
State," 

DO NOT SEND CASHI 

l i tUHUE H. RYAN 
Secretary of State 

State of Illinois 

AOTICLES OF AMENDMENT 
under the 

GENERAL NOT i=0R PROFIT 
CORPORATION ACT 

This Space For Use By 
Secretary of State 

Date / / ^ / 7 - ' ? r 

Rling Fee Z f - " ^ 

Approved A ? / ? 

Pursuant to the provisions of "The iGenerai Not Fbr Profit Corporation Act of 1986," the undersigned 
corporation hereby adopts these Articles of Amendment to its Articles of Incorporation. 

AFn"!CLE ONE The name of the corporation is Midway a i r l i n e s ' Terminal 

Consort ium ^Wofe 1) 

ARTICLE TWO The following amendment to tha Articles of Incorporation was adopted on 9/23 

19 9a in the manner indicated below C'X' one box only.) 

By the affirmative vote of a majority of the directors in offica, at a meeting of the board 
of directors, in accordance with Section 110.15. (Note 2) 

I 1 By written consent, signed by all the directors in office, in compliance with Sections 
110.15 and 108.45 of this Act. (Note 3) 

I I By the members at a meeting of members entitled to vote by the affirmative vote of 
the members having not less than the minimum number of votes necessary to adopt 
such amendment, as provided by this Act, the articles of incorporation or tha bylaws. 
In accordance with Section 110.20. (Note 4) 

I—I By written consent signed by members entitled to vote having not less than the 
minimum number of votes necessary to adopt such amendment, as provided by this 
Act, the articles of incorporation, or the bylaws, in compliance with Sections 107.10 
and 110.20 of this Act. (Note 5) 

(INSEPrr FESOLUTION) 

See Exhibit; A attached hereto 

EXPEDITED 
NOV 17 1998 

SECRETARY. 01-STATJ 
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,i< -f^....-.-.,j "louiiii^ici/i, atiduii nuuitiunai pages size a l/H x 11) 
Tha undersigned corporation has caused these articles to be signed by its duly authorized officers, each of whorrT 
affirm, under penalties of perjury, that the facts stated herein are true. (All signatures must ha in BLACKJNK.) 

Dated - . ^ f i - i& r^e 

attested by P.xx^^. 
Midwi 

(Signature af Secretary or^ssistant Secretary) 
Petar Houghton, acting Secretary 

(Type or Print Name and Title) 

(Signature of President or Vice PresideTtt) 
David Aschenbach, vice President 

(Type or Print Name ard Title) 

NOTES A N D INSTRUCTIONS 

NOTE 1 : State the true exact corporate name as it appears on the records of the Office of the Secretary of 
State, BEFORE any amendments herein reported. 

NOTE 2: Directors may adopt amendments without member approval only when tha corporation has no 
members, or no members entitled to vote. 

NOTE 3: Director approval may be (1 ) by vote at a director's meeting (either annual or special) or (2) 
consent, in writing, without a meeting. 

NOTE 4: All amendments not adopted undersea 110.15 require (1) that the board of directors adopt a 
resolution setting forth the proposed amendment and (2) that the members approve the 

Member approval may ba (1 ) by vote at a members meeting (either annual or special) or (2) by 
consent, in writing, without a meeting. 

To be adopted, the amendment must receive the affirmative vote or consent of the holders of at 
least 2/3 of the outstanding members entitled to vote on the amendment, (but if class voting 
applies, then also at least a 2/3 vote within each class is required). 

Tha articles of incorporation may supersede the 2/3 vote requirement by specifying any smaller or 
larger vote requirement not less than a majority of tha outstanding votes of such members, 
entitled to vote and not less than a majority within each when class voting applies. (Sec. 110.20) 

NOTES: When a member approval is by written consent, all members must be given notice of the 
proposed amendment at least 5 days before the consent is signed. If the amendment Is adopted, 
members who have not signed the consent must be promptly notified of tha passage of the 
amendment. (Sec. 107.10 & 110.20) 
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(Sub)Exhibit "B". 
(To Midway Airlines' Terminal Consortium 

Members Agreement) 

Bylaws Of MATCO. 

ARTICLE I 
NAME 

Section 1. NAME 

The name of this Corporation is Midway Airlines' Terminal Corporation. 

ARTICLE n 
DmECTORS 

Section 1. AUTHORITY 

The final authority in the direction and control ofthe affairs ofthe Corporation shall rest 
with the Board of Directors, except as may be provided by law or these By-laws requiring 
Member authorization or approval for a particular actioa 

Section 2. DIRECTORS - NUMBER, TENURE, AND ELECTION 

The authorized nimiber of Directors shall be an Indeterminate number which shall be 
deemed equal to the number of Members ofthe Corporation fi-om time to time without fiirther 
action ofthe Board ofDirectors ofthe Members; provided, however, the authorized number of 
Directors shall be not less than three (3) nor more than one hundred (100). Directors shall be 
elected by the Members with each Member who is entitled to vote being entitled to appoint one 
(1) Director and the election of a Director by a Member shall be deemed to be certification by 
such Member of the authority of such Director to act on behalf of such Member. To the extent 
necessary to give effect to the preceding sentence or to the filling of vacancies on the Board of 
Directors, each membership may be deemed to be of a different class. Each Member, upon 
becoming a Member, shall appoint a Director to serve until the next annual meeting of the 
Members or until his successor has been appointed and has qualified. One Director shall be 
selected by simple majority vote at each annual meeting to serve as Chairman of the Board until 
the next annual meeting. Directors shall hold o£5ce until the next annual meeting of Members or 
until their respective successors are elected. 

Section 3. REMOVAL OF DIRECTORS 

Any member may remove the Director elected by that Member with or without cause. 

Section 4. POWERS OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Except as may otherwise be determined by written agreement signed by at least 75% of 
the Members, the Board ofDirectors shall have the power to establish policies and procedures for 
the operation of the Corporation as it determines to be in the best interest of the Corporation, 
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Such power shall include, but not be limited to: © the establishment of policies and procedures 
for qualifying, admitting, and expelling Members, (ii) the setting of membership dues which the 
Board may modify fi-om time to time as it deems appropriate, and (iii) the establishment of 
policies and procedures to determine which Members are in good standing and to limit the 
privileges and/or voting rights of Members based on such status. 

ARTICLE m 
OFFICERS 

Section I. OFFICERS 

The Officers of the Corporation shall be a President/Chairperson of the Board, a Vice 
President, a Secretary and a Treasurer, each of which shall be elected by the Board ofDirectors. 
All Of&cers shall be elected at sugh time and serve for such terms and on such conditions as the 
Board ofDirectors shall deem advisable. All Officers shall serve for the term elected or be deemed 
to have been elected to serve until his successor shall have been elected and taken office. The 
terms of all Officers shall, however, be subject to the right ofthe Board ofDirectors to remove 
any such Officer at any time whenever, in its judgment, the best interest ofthe Corporation will be 
served thereby. 

In addition, the Board ofDirectors may appoint such other Officers as may be deemed 
expedient for the proper conduct of the business of the Corporation, each of whom shall have 
such authority and perform such duties as the Board of Directors may fi-om time to time 
determine. 

Section 2. OFHCERS HOLDING MORE THAN ONE OFHCE 

Any two or more offices may be held by the same person, but no Officer shall execute, 
acknowledge or verify any instrument in more than one capacity. 

Sections. VACANCIES 

In the event that any office becomes vacant for any reason, the Board ofDirectors shall 
act witWn thirty (30) days to elect a new Officer to fill the vacancy. 

ARTICLE IV 
MANAGEMENT COMMTTTEE 

Section 1. AUTHORITY 

The Management Committee shall be responsible for the day-to-day management and 
operation of the Facilities and such other duties as assigned by the Board of Directors. The 
Management Committee may authorize single expenditures up to the amount of Twenty 
Thousand Dollars ($20,000). This limit may not be circumvented by artificial divisions of a single 
transaction. The Management Committee shall in no event have any authority greater than the 
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Board ofDirectors nor be authorized to take any actions which the Board ofDirectors could not 
take. 

Section 2. NUMBER, TENURE, AND ELECTION. 

Each Member shall have one representative on the Management Committee who will 
serve on the Committee until removed by the Member. The Chairperson ofthe Board ofDirectors 
shall also serve on the Management Committee as the Chairperson of the Committee. The 
Management Committee shall also elect a Vice-Chairperson fiom among its members who shall 
preside at the meetings of the Management Committee in the absence of the Chairperson. The 
terms ofthe Chairperson and the Vice-Chairperson shall be one (I) year or until their successors 
are elected. 

Section 3. QUORUM AND VOTING 

A quorum for the transaction of business at a regular or special meeting of the 
Management Committee shall consist ofa numerical majority ofthe members ofthe Management 
Committee. The action ofa numerical majority ofthe members ofthe Management Committee is 
necessary for approval and will be considered the act of the Management Committee. The 
Member who is represented on the Committee by both its representative and the Chairperson of 
the Board ofDirectors shall have only one vote on matters requiring a vote ofthe Management 
Committee. 

Section 4. MEETINGS 

Meetings of the Management Committee may be called by the Chairperson of the 
Management Committee or by a numerical majority of the members of the Management 
Committee. A notice of any meeting ofthe Management Committee shall be given so as to have 
been deemed received by each member ofthe Management Committee at least ten (10) working 
days before the meeting. "Working day" shall mean any day, Monday through Friday, that is not a 
legal holiday in Chicago, Illinois. 

Sections. PARTICIPATION BY TELEPHONE 

Members ofthe Management Conmiittee may participate in a meeting through the use of 
conference telephone or similar communication equipment, so long as all members participating in 
such meeting can hear one another. 

Section 6. ACTIONS WITHOUT A MEETING 

Any aaion required or permitted to be taken by the Management Committee may be taken 
without a meeting if all members of the Management Committee representing a numerical 
majority consent in writing to such action aftei- solicitation of such written consents have been 
provided to all members of the Management Committee and confirmed by written response. Such 
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written consent or consents shall be filed with the minutes ofthe proceedings ofthe Management 
Committee. 

Section?. COST OF ATTENDING MEETINGS 

Unless otherwise determined by the Board ofDirectors, each member ofthe Management 
Committee (or his or her employer) shall bear his or her own costs of attending, in person or via 
telecommunication or by proxy, any meeting ofthe Management Committee. 

Sections. REPORTS 

The Management Committee shall prepare a quarterly report with respect to its activities. 
Such report shall contain information related to actual and planned commitments, expenditures, 
and project status and shall be delivered to the Board ofDirectors. 

ARTICLE V 
MEMBER'S MEETINGS 

Section 1. ANNUAL MEETING 

The annual meetmg of the Members shall be held each year on the second Thursday of 
April, at the principal office ofthe Corporation or at such other place as may be determined by the 
Board of Directors. If the annual meeting of the Members is not held as herein prescribed, the 
election ofDirectors may be held at any annual meeting thereafter called pursuant to these By
laws. 

Section 2. SPECIAL MEETINGS 

Special meetings of the Members, for any purpose whatsoever, unless otherwise 
prescribed by statute, may be called at any time by the Chairperson of the Board, by the Board of 
Directors, or by Members constituting not less than ten percent (10%) ofthe Members. 

Sections. NOTICE 

Notice of meetings ofthe Members shall be sent to all Members at least ten (10) days 
prior to the meeting date. Notice of special meetings shall include a general list of the subjects to 
be discussed at the meeting. Notice for the annual meeting ofthe Members need only include the 
date, time and place ofthe meeting. 

Section 4. ACTION 

Except as may otherwise be determined by written agreement of Members constituting at 
least seventy-five percent (75%) of all Members, action shall be taken at any meeting at which 
there is a quorum present (in person, via telecommunication or by proxy) by a vote ofa numerical 
majority of all of the Members. 
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Sections. QUORUM 

The presence in person or by proxy of one half plus one ofthe total number of Members, 
or such number as may otherwise be determined by written agreement of no less than 75% of all 
ofthe Members, at any meeting shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of business. In the 
absence ofa quorum, any meeting ofthe Members may be adjourned by the vote ofa majority of 
the Members who are present at the meeting either in person or by proxy but no other business 
may be transacted. 

Section 6. COST OF ATTENDING MEETINGS 

Unless otherwise detennined by the Board ofDirectors, each Member shall bear its own 
cost of attending, in person, via telecommunication or by proxy, any meeting ofthe Members. 

Section?. VOTING BY PROXY 

Voting by proxy is permissible. 

ARTICLE VI 
MEETINGS OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Section!. ANNUAL MEETING 

A regular annual meeting of the Board of Directors shall be held without other notice 
other than by these By-laws immediately after, and at the same place as, the annual meeting of 
Members. The Board ofDirectors may provide for other regular meetings fi'om time to time by 
resolutioa 

Sections SPECIAL MEETING 

Special meetings ofthe Board ofDirectors may be called at any time by the Chairperson 
of the Board or by the Directors elected by the Members constituting not less than a numerical 
majority ofthe membership of the Corporation, and shall be held at the registered office ofthe 
Corporation, or at such other place as designated in the notice ofthe meeting, at any time; and no 
special form of notice shall be required as long as each Director is served with advance notice of 
such meeting pursuant to these By-laws, or waives such notice. 

Sections. NOTICE 

Notice of meetings ofthe Board ofDirectors shall be sent to all Directors at least ten (10) 
days prior to the meetmg date. Notice of special meetings shall include a general list of the 
subjects to be discussed at the meeting. Notice for the annual meeting ofthe Board ofDirectors 
need only include the date, time and place ofthe meeting. 
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Section 4. ACTION 

Except as may otherwise be determined by written agreement of Members constituting at 
least seventy-five (75%) of all Members, action shall be taken at any meeting at which there is a 
quorum present (in person, via telecommunication or by proxy) by a vote of a numerical majority 
of all ofthe Directors. 

Section 5. QUORUM 

The presence in person or by proxy of one half plus one ofthe membership ofthe Board 
of Directors, or such number as may otherwise be determined by written agreement of no less 
than 75% of all ofthe Members, shall constitute a quorum at all meetings ofthe Board. In the 
absence of a quorum, any meetmg of the Board of Directors may be adjourned by the vote of a 
majority ofthe Directors who are present at the meeting either in person or by proxy but no other 
business may be transacted. 

Sections. COSTS OF ATTENDING MEETINGS 

Unless otherwise determined by the Board of Directors, each Director (or his or her 
employer) shall bear his or her own costs of attending, in person, via telecommunication or by 
proxy, any meeting ofthe Board ofDirectors. 

Section?. VOTING BY PROXY 

Voting by proxy is permissible. 

ARTICLE Vn 
LIQUIDATION 

Section L POWER TO LIQUIDATE 

The Corporation shall be liquidated upon: CO the sale, transfer, or other disposition of all 
the assets ofthe Corporation; (ii) a 75% vote ofthe Members, pursuant to the procedures set out 
in Section 112.15 ofthe Illinois General Not-for-Profit Corporation Act of 1986; or (m) an order 
to liquidate given by a court of competent jurisdiction. 
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ARTICLE Vm 
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS 

Section 1. HSCAL YEAR 

The fiscal year shall end on the 31st of December or such date as may be fixed by the 
Board of Directors. 

Section 2. AMENDMENTS 

These By-laws may be amended by the affirmative vote or written consent of at least 
seventy-five percent (75%) of all Members which, in the aggregate, paid at least seventy-five 
percent (75%) ofthe total fees and charges paid by all Members for the preceding fiscal year. 

Section 3. NOTICE 

Any notice, consent or approval which may be or is required to be given or delivered 
under these By-laws shall, tmless otherwise stated herein, be deemed to be properly made if given 
by any of the following methods: (i) by telefax; (ii) by oral communication by telephone or in 
person, followed promptly by additional notice by telefax, telegram, cable, hand-delivered writing, 
or prepaid first class mail (air mail if intemational); or, (iii) by announcement at a properiy noticed 
meeting followed by mention of the notice in the ininutes of the meeting. Each Member or 
Director, as the case may be, shall provide to the Secretary the name ofthe person or persons to 
whose attention notice shall be addressed, together with appropriate telefax, telegram, cable and 
mailing address information and notice shall be properiy given if directed to such Member or 
address by one ofthe means of transmission set forth above or, if no such address informatioa is 
available as to any person, then to the principal executive office ofthe Corporation. Any notice or 
other communication telefaxed or delivered orally or personally shall be deemed to have been 
received on the date dispatched or given or on the first business day thereafter if dispatch is made 
on a non-business day generally recognized as such in Chicago, Illinois. Any notice or other 
communication sent by mail shall be deemed to have been received on the fifth (5th) business day 
following the date of mailing. 
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(Sub)Exhibit "C". 
(To Midway Airlines' Terminal Consortium 

Members Agreement) 

List Of Member Airlines. 

Mr. Dave Aschenbach 
Vice President 
AMERICAN TRANS AIR 
7337 West Washington Street 
Indianapolis IN 46231 
TEL: (Omitted for printing purposes) 
FAX: (Omitted for printing purposes) 

Mr. Art Barkley 
Manager Corporate Real Estate 
CONTINENTAL AIRLINES, INC. 
1600 Smitii, 33"* Floor 
Dept. HQSPF 
Houston TX 77002 
TEL: (Omitted for printing purposes) 
FAX: (Omitted for printing purposes) 

Mr. John DeCoster 
Regional Director-Airport Affairs 
NORTHWEST AIRLINES 
Department All 30 
5101 Northwest Drive 
St. Paul MN 55111-3034 
TEL: (Omitted for printing purposes) 
FAX: (Omitted for printing purposes) 

Mr. Peter Houghton 
Manager of Properties 
SOUTHWEST AIRLINES 
2702 Love Field Drive 
P.O. Box 36611 
Dallas TX 75235-1611 
TEL: (Omitted for printing purposes) 
FAX: (Omitted for printing purposes) 
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(Sub)Exhibit "D". 
(To Midway Airlines' Terminal Consortium 

Members Agreement) 

Description Of MATCO Equipment 

Baggage System Estimated Cost: $ 9,740,429 
Contingency: $ 900,000 
Total Cost: $ 10,640,429 

The baggage system consists of an outbound baggage sortation system and an inbotmd baggage 
claim system. The outbound baggage sortation system provides a series of conveyors which transfer 
departing passenger bags, packages, parcels, and other such items firom the ticket counters onto 
baggage makeup devices located in the basement level outbound baggage makeup area. Each ticket 
counter group has a dedicated input belt to a common baggage makeup area. The inbound baggage 
claim system consists of eight (8) claim devices at ground level of the terminal building with 
dedicated input and feed conveyors, and two (2) oversize inbound belts; one serving the north side 
and one serving the south side of the claim area. 

Passenger Loading Bridges Estimated Cost: $ 13,072,050 
Contingency: $ 574,570 
Total Cost: $ 13,646,620 

Passenger loading bridges are moveable multi-tunnel devices which allow passenger access between 
holdroom areas and aircraft. A loading bridge is provided to serve each jet aircraft position (jet 
aircraft must have 75 seats or more) that is immediately adjacent to the terminal. Each loading 
bridge requires a caisson type of foundation, electrical power for operation and an upper level access 
door at each holdroom. 

Preconditioned Air System Estimated Cost: $ 3,611,100 
Contingency: $ 150,000 
Total Cost: $ 13,646,620 

This system provides heating or cooling access at passenger loading bridge from a central 
heating/refiigerating plant. The system includes heat exchangers, pumps, chillers, piping, valves, air 
handling units, flexible ducting, temperature controls, insulation and system status monitoring. The 
preconditioned air system coupled with the 400 Hz ground power system described below enables 
aircraft heating or cooling and operation ofthe aircraft electrical system without use ofthe auxiliary 
power unit (APU). 

Ground Power f400 Hz) System Estimated Cost: $ 1,372,134 
Contingency: $ 65,000 
Total Cost: $ 1,437,134 
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This system provides 400 Hz power (aircraft power) access at passenger loading bridge from one 
of two central generating plants in the terminal. The system includes motor generator sets, conduit 
and cabling to each loading bridge, discoimect switches, exterior cabling with aircraft jacks cable 
hoists and system status monitoring devices. 

Potable Water Estimated Cost: S 334,680 
Contingency: $ 35,000 
Total Cost: $ 369,680 

Potable water filling stations arc provided to serve each pair of aircraft parking positions. These 
stations, which consist of heated housings, piping, valves, and hoses, provide domestic water to the 
aircraft. 

Security Checkpoint Equipment Estimated Cost: $ 505,985 
Contingency: $ 25,000 
Total Cost: $ 530,985 

Security screening devices are provided to comply with current airline, FAA, and airport security 
reqtiirements for passenger processing. 

Flight Information Display System (FIDS') Baggage Infonnation Display System 
rSIDS) 

Estimated Cost: $1,550,252 
Contingency: $ 150,000 
Total Cost: $1,700,252 

These systems provide flight departure, arrival, and baggage claim information for all airlines 
operating at the airport to the public and operations persormel. The system consists of computer 
processor, conduit, cabling, video monitors, LEDS, and input stations. The system, which displays 
the information on video monitors, will meet ADA requirements and should be accessible either 
from a central control area or the inbound baggage drop-off area. 

GSE Battery Charging Estimated Cost: $ 925,100 
Contingency: $ 30,000 
Total Cost: $ 955,100 

Battery charging stations are provided ui several locations on the apron level and basement level bag 
make-up. These charging stations are used to recharge batteries on battery powered ground service 
equipment. 

Ramp Striping Estimated Cost: $ 269,300 
Contingency: $ 20,000 
Total Cost: $ 289,000 
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Temporary and permanent pavement striping of the ramp within the Service Road for aircraft 
parking and ground service equipment. 

Other MATCO Equipment Estimated Cost: 
Contingency: 
Total Cost: 

TED 
TBD 
TBD 

In addition to the above, it may be determined during the course of design and construction ofthe 
New Terminal that other types of equipment and systems may be required as part of the new 
Tenninal project for safe and efficient operation ofthe facility. 

Holdroom Seating Estimated Cost: $1,059,400 
Contingency: $ 50.000 
Total Cost: $1,,109,400 

Provide seating in all holdrooms in the concourse area. 

Contractor Controlled Insurance Program (CCIP) Estimated Cost: $ 103,000 

MATCO Offices Estimated Cost: $ 120,000 
Contingency: $ 10,000 
Total Cost: $ 130,000 

This provides for the buildout of MATCO's Executive Director office m the Terminal which is 
approximately 1,000 sq. ft. located on the apron level. The allowance includes, MEP systems, 
architectural finishes, millwork, fiimiture, communications equipment, and computer and ofBce 
equipment. 
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(Sub)Exhibit "E". 
(To Midway Airlines' Terminal Consortium 

Members Agreement) 

Description Of Fuel System. 

Fuel System Estimated Cost: $8,900,000 
Contingency: $ 600,000 
Total Cost: $9,500,000 

Design and construction of a new fiiel receipt, storage and distribution facility on the north side of 
55th Street including required utilities, oil/water separator, storm water run-off control systems, 
lighting, pavement, security fencing, foam fire system, fire safety equipment, and other 
items/systems necessary to comply with industry, federal, state, local, and City of Chicago 
requirements. Fuel storage will be provided via two API-650 above grotmd tanks with a nominal 
capacity of 9,000 barrels each erected within a secondary concrete fiiel retention system. The.fiiel 
system will incorporate the necessary pumps, filters, meters, piping, valves, and controls necessary 
to receive, transfer, and recirculate fiiel along with required electrical power, system controls, leak 
detection systems, inventory control systems, and cathodic protection. 

Also included is a building of approximately 1,500 square feet to house electrical equipment, system 
controls, mechanical equipment, fire protection equipment, and space for the faicility operator. 

Fuel transmission and distribution will be provided via an eight inch diameter underground pipe 
approximately 4,800 feet long routed through the airfield to a remote concourse apron loading 
position with an additional 3,300 feet of six inch diameter underground pipe routed to the remote 
jet fiiel FBO/Corporate loading position located at the southeast quadrant of the Airport. Both 
remote refiieler positions will include required utilities, oil/water separators, storm nm-off controls, 
lighting, pavement, meters, valves, piping, controls, connectors, and an UV/IR fiire detection system. 

A fiiel unloading area will be developed adjacent to the fiiel storage area with vehicular access from 
55th Street with facilities necessary to accommodate the unloading of over-the-road transport trucks. 

Also included in the project scope is the repaix/modification/upgrade of existing underground fiiel 
storage tanks to comply with the USEPA underground storage tank requirements which become 
effective on December 22, 1998. Only those tanks which are necessary to provide adequate 
commercial and general aviation jet fuel storage at the Airport are to be modified. Once the new fuel 
receipt, storage and distribution facility is operational, the existing underground storage tanks will 
be reinoved. 
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(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To Midway Airlines' Terminal Consortium 

Members Agreement) 

Project Design, Procurement And 
Construction Procedures. 

MATCO is responsible for the design, procurement, construction, installation, and acceptance ofthe 
MATCO Equipment and the Fuel System, which are described in Exhibit D and Exhibit E of this 
Agreement, respectively. At all times throughout the process MATCO shall follow, and cause all 
its representatives to follow, certain design, procurement and construction procedures as described 
herein. MATCO shall at all times follow and comply with Exhibit F - Program Procedures and 
Exhibit G - Required Provisions for Contracts for Work and Operations and Maintenance Services 
m the Consortium Agreement. 

F.l MATCO Representation. MATCO has entered or will enter into a professional services 
contract with the MATCO Project Manager pursuant to which the Project Manager shall 
provide or cause to be provided design, procurement, construction, and management services 
and shall act on behalf of MATCO with respect to certain matters related to the design, 
procurement, installation, and acceptance ofthe MATCO Equipment and Fuel System as 
described in Exhibit D and Exhibit E hereto. The Project Manager shall ensure that MATCO 
is at all times in compliance with Exhibit F and Exhibit G ofthe Consortium Agreement and 
all City, State, and Federal codes or laws whether specifically listed in Exhibit F and 
Exhibit G ofthe Consortium Agreement or otherwise. 

F.2 Design Related Services. 

(a) The Project Manager shall provide, among other items, the following services during 
the Design ofthe MATCO Equipment and Fuel System projects: 

(1) Refine technical requirements, scope, and estimated costs. 
(2) Develop the proposed design, procurement, construction, and installation 

schedule for the MATCO Equipment and Fuel System ("Schedule"). 
(3) Submit the Schedule to the City for review and approval prior to the start of 

procurement for each component or bid package. 
(4) Submit drawings and specifications for the MATCO Equipment and Fuel 

System to the City for review and approval. 
(5) . Review and approve the City's Master Schedule and Construction Operations 

Plan (as those terms are defined.in the Construction Manager's contract 
documents). 

(6) Review construction documents and prepare revisions to Exhibit D.and 
Exhibit E if required. Coordinate with the City for approval of any revisions. 

(7) Administer MATCO Equipment and Fuel System project contracts. 
(8) Comply with any additional procedures or requirements promulgated from 

time to time by the City or MATCO. 
(b) During Design, the following items will require approval of the Management 

Committee and the City. 
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(1) Project Manager subconsultant contracts. 
(2) Contract and technical documentation prior to advertisement or solicitation 

for bids or proposals. 
(3) Construction documents and revisions to Exhibit Band Exhibit E, if required. 

F.3 Procurement of Related Services. 

(a) The Project Manager shaU provide, among other items, the following services during 
the Procurement of the MATCO Equipment and Fuel System Proj ect. 

(1) Advertise and solicit bids or proposals. 
(2) Administer pre-bid conferences. 
(3) Issue addenda and answer inquiries. 
(4) Analyze bids or proposals. 
(5) Submit bid tabulations to the City and coordinate with the City on any 

comments. 
(6) Recommend contract awards. 
(7) Submit necessary documentation to the City for approval of contracts. 
(8) Administer contract awards. 
(9) Prepare revisions to Exhibit D and Exhibit E, if required. 
(10) Ensure that MBE/WBE reqtiirements and all other requirements of Exhibit G 

in the Consortium Agreement are met. 

(b) The Proj ect Manager shall, on behalf of the Management Committee, review bids or 
proposals to determine if they are consistent and compatible with Exhibit D and 
Exhibit E. If the selected bid or proposal exceeds the respective budget for the 
projects in Exhibit D or Exhibit E, the Project Manager shaU submit the bid or 
proposal to the Management Committee and the City with a recommendation to: 

(1) revise the bid package or proposal in order to achieve the Exhibit D or Exhibit 
E budget; or 

(2) reallocate Exhibit D or Exhibit E budget to provide an adequate budget for 
such award; or 

(3) secure additional fimding m an amount adequate to pay for the MATCO 
Equipment and Fuel System, as necessary. 

(4) Any combination ofthe above. 

(c) The Management Committee, upon coordination with the City, shall direct the 
Project Manager to complete the Procurement Phase for such bid package or proposal 
based on a selected altemative purstiant to (b)(1) or (b)(2) above. Where additional 
fimding is not required, contiact awards up tp Five Hundred Thousand Dollars 
($500,000) will not require Majority-In-Interest approval by the Board ofDirectors. 
In the event that alternate (b)(3) is selected and funding is required, the Board of 
Directors must obtain a Majority-In-Interest approval and City approval to secure 
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such additional fimding prior to directing the Project Manager to complete the 
. Procurement Phase for such bid package or proposal. Direction by the Management 
Committee or its Board ofDirectors shall be provided in a timely manner according 
to the requirements ofthe City's Master Schedule. 

(d) During the Procurement Phase, the following items will require approval of the 
Management Committee and the City 

(1) Contract awards. 
(2) Revisions to Exhibit D or Exhibit E. 
(3) Changes to contract and technical documentation. 

F.4 Construction Related Services. 

(a) The Project Manager shall provide, among other items, the following services during 
the Construction Phase ofthe MATCO Equipment and Fuel System: 

(1) Issue notices to proceed; 
(2) Site supervision and inspection. 
(3) Coordinate inspections by City and resolve variances. 
(4) Coordinate installation ofthe MATCO Equipment and Fuel System with City 

activities related to Exhibit E to the Use Agreement. 
(5) Coordinate installation of the MATCO Equipment and Fuel System with 

Airport operations. 
(6) Receive all project notices, change order notifications, claims, or other 

communications, 
(7) Coordinate the issuance of bulletins. 
(8) Review, recommend, and approve (as authorized by MATCO and the City) 

claims, contract modifications, or change orders. 
(9) Comply with Standards of Performance in Exhibit F of the Consortium 

Agreement. 
(10) Determine substantial completion date. 
(11) Establish completion date pursuant to the Consortium Agreement. 
(12) Coordinate the assembly of operations, maintenance, and contract close-out 

documentation. 
(13) Coordinate completion of punch list activities. 
(14) Coordinate testing, start-up, training, and the final acceptance by MATCO. 
(15) Contract administration (including the processing of payments for goods and 

services). 
(16) Prepare revisions to Exhibit D and Exhibit E, if required. Coordinate with the 

City on the same. 
(17) Pursue all reasonable remedies against architects, engineers and contractors 

for defective or delayed design work with respect to the MATCO Equipment 
and the Fuel System. 
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(b) The Project Manager shall submit, or cause to be submitted, to the City, for review 
and infonnation and record purposes, copies ofthe following. 

(1) Surveys, soil borings, and field and factory test reports. 
(2) MATCO Equipment and Fuel System purchase orders reflecting a cost in 

excess of One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000). 
(3) Material certificates and samples. 
(4) Approved shop drawings. 
(5) Lien waivers, payrolls and requests for payment by contractors of any tier. 
(6) Progress reports. 
(7) Notification of substantial completion of the work. 
(8) As-built drawings. 
(9) Executed purchase and installation contracts. 
(10) Warranties 
(11) Test and start-up results 
(12) Any other documents related to the MATCO Equipment and Fuel System 

which may be reasonably requested by the City. 

(c) The Project Manager shall also, on behalf of MATCO, review and coordinate with 
the City for approval of the following. 

(1) Proposed changes to contract or technical documents. 
(2) Proposed contiact modifications. 
(3) Claims for additional compensation. 
(4) Proposed Schedule changes to determine if they are consistent and compatible 

with Exhibit D and Exhibit E. 

If pursuant to such review, the Project Manager determines that the changes 
described above are inconsistent or incompatible with Exhibit D or Exhibit E, the 
Project Manager shall subnut the proposed change or claim to the Management 
Committee and the City with a recommendation to: 

(A) revise the proposed change or claim in order to be consistent and 
compatible with Exhibit Dor Exhibit E; or 

(B) add to, delete, or modify in some manner the scope of the projects 
described in Exhibit D or Exhibit E; or 

(C) secure additional fiinding; or 
(D) take other action necessary to comply with Exhibit D or Exhibit E or 

existing contracts. 

(d) MATCO, upon consultation with the City, shall then direct the Project Manager to 
proceed based on a selected altemative pursuant to (c)(A), (c)(B), or (c)(D) above. 
Where additional funding is not required, contract modifications or claims, as 
described above up to five hundred thousand dollars ($500,000) will not require a 
Majority-In-Interest approval by the Board of Dhectors. In the event that altemative 
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(c)(C) is selected and funding is reqiured or an action pursuant to (c)(D) above 
required a Majority-In-Interest approval, the Board of Directors must obtain a 
Majority-In-Interest approval and City approval prior to directing the Project 
Manager to proceed. Durection by the Board of Directors or the Management 
Committee shall be provided in a timely manner according to the requirements ofthe 
City's Master Schedule. 

(e) Duiing the Construction Phase, the following items will requfre approval by MATCO 
and the City. 

(1) Material contract modifications. 
(2) Material changes to contract or technical documentation. 
(3) Completion dates. 
(4) Contiact close-out documentation. 
(5) Revisions to Exhibit D or Exhibit E. 

F.5 Management Services. During each phase of the MATCO Equipment and Fuel System 
projects, the Project Manager will develop and implement systems and procedures as 
required to motutor, coordinate, and expedite completion ofthe MATCO Equipment and 
Fuel System. The Project Manager will develop a cost reporting system that monitors and 
reports projected final costs against available fiinds. If at any time the Project Manager 
determines that the total projected final costs of the MATCO Equipment and Fuel System 
are in excess of available fimding, the Projecjt Manager wiU report to the Management 
Committee, who then shall report to the Board of Directors and the City with a 
recommendation to: 

(a) revise the MATCO Equipment and Fuel System scope in order to achieve funding 
limitations; or 

(b) request that the Member Airlines seek to reallocate available fimding to provide 
adequate funding for the MATCO Eqiupment and Fuel System; or 

(c) secure additional funding; or 
(d) any combination of the above. 

Direction shall be provided to the Project Manager by the Management Committee, upon 
consultation with the City, in a timely manner according to the requirement ofthe City's 
Master Schedule. 

In addition to the above, the Project Manager will develop and coordinate the 
implementation of an Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action Program as required in 
Exhibit T of the Use Agreement. 
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(Sub)Exhibit "G". 
(To Midway Airlines' Terminal Consortium 

Members Agreement) 

Calculation Formulas. 

FORJVIULA G-1 

SAMPLE CALCULATION OF THE PURCHASE PRICE 
OF AN ADDITIONAL MEMBER'S EQUITY INTEREST 

Definition of Variables 

RF = The current net value of the Reserve Fund. 

UCa = The projected User Charges to be paid by the Applicant Airline for the next 12 
months. 

UCt = The projected User Charges to be paid by all Member Airlines (including the 
proposed Additional Member) for the next 12 months. 

AME = The purchase price ofthe AppUcant Airline's equity share. 

Let RF = $1,000,000 
UCa = $100,000 
UCt= $500,000 

AME= RFxUCa 
UCt 

A M E = $1.000.000 X $100.000 = $200,000 
$500,000 
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FORMULA G-2 

MEMBER AIRLINES' OWNERSHIP INTEREST 

Example of the calculation ofthe Member Airhnes' ownership interest upon the addition of an 
Additional Member Airline under Section 13.03. 

Member Airline ownership interest is based on each airline's share of User Charges paid as ofthe 
date the ownership share is calculated. For example, if there are five Member Airlines prior to the 
admitting an Additional Member AirUne with the foUowing ownership interest (based on $7,500,000 
User Charges in a fiscal year): 

Airline 1 paid $3,750,000 which equals 50% of the ownership interest, 
AkUne 2paid $1,875,000 which equals 25% of the ownership interest, 
Aurline 3 paid $ 937,500 which equals 12.5% ofthe ownership interest, 
Airlme 4 paid $ 562,500 which equals 7.5% ofthe ownership interest. 
Airline 5 paid $ 375,000 which equals 5% ofthe ownership interest. 

ff an Additional Member AirUne had joined MATCO mid-year, and paid $200,000 in User Charges 
for that portion ofthe fiscal year, then the new ownership interest would be calctilated as foUows 
(assumes tiiat total costs rise by $200,000): 

AkUne .1 paying $3,750,000 has a 48.7% ownership interest. 
Airline 2 paymg $ 1,875,000 has a 24.4% ownership interest, 
AnUne 3 paymg $ 937,500 has a 12.2 % ownership interest, 
Aurline 4 paying $ 562,500 has a 7.3% ownership interest, 
AirUne 5 pajdng $ 375,000 has a 4.9% ownership interest. 
Additional Member paying $ 200,000 has a 2.6% ownership interest. 

The ownership interest is then used to calculate each airline's share ofthe Reserve Fund to determine 
any adjustments in the airline's payment to or refimd from the Reserve Fund. 
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Midway Airlines' Terminal Consortium. 

DIRECTORS MAJORITY-IN-INTEREST WRITTEN CONSENT 
IN LIEU OF A MEETING 

February 27. 2002 

The undersigned being duly elected Directors of Midway Airlines' Terminal Consortium 
("MATCO") entitled to vote thereon, do hereby adopt the following resolution, without a 
meeting, by Majority-In-Interest; and 

WHEREAS, MATCO is an Illinois not for profit corporation established to design, construct, 
provide, and operate certain airline equipment (the "MATCO Equipment") and a fiiel system (the 
"Fuel System") at Chicago Midway Airport; and 

WHEREAS, pursuant to the Agreement by and between MATCO and the City of Chicago (the 
"Consortium Agreement") MATCO shall interface with the City of Chicago on behalf of 
MATCO and its Members on matters relating to the Midway Airport Terminal Development 
Program ("Program"), the MATCO Equipment, and the Fuel System; and 

WHEREAS, MATCO has prepared tiie Chicago Midway Airport Fuel System LiterUne 
Agreement (the "Interline Agreement") for execution by those Members of MATCO that have 
elected to become Fuel Members, a copy of which is attached hereto; and 

WHEREAS, the City has reviewed and approved the form and substance of the Interline 
Agreement prepared by IVIATCO; and 

WHEREAS, the Interline Agreement has thus far been executed by Southwest Airlines, 
American Trans Air, National Airlines and Vanguard Airlines and it is anticipated that Northwest 
Airlines will also execute it; and 

WHEREAS, it is contemplated that the Interline Agreement will be executed by an authorized 
representative of MATCO approving the document as to form and content. 

NOW THEREFORE, BE IT: 

RESOLUTION NO. 02-1? 
Approval of Form and Content of InterUne Agreement 

RESOLVED, that the form and content of the Interline Agreement is hereby approved by the 
Directors; and 

RESOLVED, that the actions contemplated by the approval above are hereby in all respects 
approved, authorized, adopted, ratified and confinned, and 

RESOLVED, that the Directors of MATCO are, and each acting singly, hereby is authorized and 
empowered on behalf of MATCO, to take any and aU actions and do any and all other things 
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required by, or appropriate, necessary or convenient in coimection with the foregoing resolutions, 
and to execute and deliver, from time to time, such other agreements, certificates, opinions, and 
documents as are contemplated by the approval aboye or are otherwise necessary in connection 
with the foregoing resolution and the approval above as such Director shall deem appropriate, 
necessary, or convenient; and 

RESOLVED, that the foregoing Resolution No. 02-17 shall be effective immediately. 

Dated: February 27, 2002 

Peter B. Houghton 

Director 

Jim Eckart 

rector C/ Director 

Director 

Lawrence Beckstead 

Director 

John DeCoster 

^ i . l U -
Director 

Daniel Benzon 

Director 

Thomas Harris Joan Osterman 

Director Director 
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required by, or ^>propriate, necessary or convenient in connection with the foregoing resolutions, 
and to execute auid deliver, &om time to time, such other agreements, certificates, opinions., and 
documents as are contemplated by the approval above or are otherwise necessary in connection 
with the foregoing resolution and the approval above as such Director shall deem appropriate, 
necessary, or convenient; and 

RESOLVED, that the foregoing Resolution No. 02-17 shall be effective immediately. 

Dated.: February 27.2002 

Peter B-Houghton 

Director 

Jim Eckart 

rector V Director 

Director 

Lawrence Beckstead 

Director 

John DeCoster 

Jia sihU-
Director 

Daniel Benzon 

Director 

Thomas Harris Joan Osterman 

Director Director 
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required by, or appropriiiie, necessary ot convenient in connection with the foregoing resolutions, 
and 10 execute' and deliver, iironr time tO' time, such other agnjcnwnts, certificates, opinions, and 
documents as are contemplated by tho approval above or mc otherwise necessaty in coruicction 
wilh the foregoing resolution and the approval above as such Dh^ttor shaU deem appropriate, 
necessary, or convenient; smd-

R E S O L V E D ; that the foregoing-ResohitionNo. 02-17 shaH be effective immediately.-

Datcd; l'-«ibruaiy27.2002 

Petei B. Houghtotr 

Dii-ector 

Jim Eckart 

rector i/ Director \ 1 ^ 

DircctoE 

Lawrence Beckstead 

m t ^ ^ ^ ^ r t ^ , ^ ^ / ^ 
director 

John DeCoster 

'k jiaii.U' 
Director 

Dame)! Benzon 

Director 

Thomas Hiarris Joan Osteiiuan 

Director Din:clor 
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CERTIFICATION 

I, Peter B. Houghton, Chairman of the Board of Directors, certify that the DIRECTORS' 
MAJORITY-IN-rNTEREST WRITTEN CONSENT IN LIEU OF A MEETING, of February 27, 
2002, was duly signed by a majority-in-interest of the Directors entitled to vote thereon, and by 
the action of a majority-in-interest ofthe Directors of Midway Airlines' Terminal Consortium, an 
Illinois not-for-profit Corporation, the above resolutions were adopted. I finrther certify that the 
foregoing resolutions are fiilly in accord with and pursuant to the Articles of Incorporation, the 
By-Laws ofthe Corporation, and the MATCO Members Agreement. 

In witness whereof, I have subscribed my name, this 37th day of February, 2002. 

Midway Airlines' Terminal Consortium 

I.^LyC^ (/ 
Chairman, MATCO Boar/of Directors 
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Chicago Midway Airport Fuel 
System Agreement 

THIS INTERLINE AGREEMENT ("Agreement") is made and entered into and is effective as of 
the 1̂ ' day of August, 2001, by and among the Fuel Members (as defined below): 

W I T N E S S E T H : 

WHEREAS, the City of Chicago, a murucipal corporation and home rule unit of local 
government organized and existing imder the laws of the State of Illinois ("City"), has initiated 
the Midway Airport Teiminal Development Program ('Trogram") to develop, design, and 
construct a new passenger tenninal and related tenninal facitities at Chicago Midway Airport 
("Airport"); and 

WHEREAS, certain air carriers ("Signatory Carriers") have individually entered into the 
Chicago Midway Airport Amended and Restated Use Agreement and Facilities Lease ("Use 
Agreement") with the City; and 

WHEREAS, the Midway Airport Tenninal Consortium ("MATCO") was organized by certain 
Signatory Carriers operating at the Airport to participate in the Program as the representative of 
those Signatory Carriers; and 

WHEREAS, certain MATCO members desire to become members of the Fuel Committee 
created by MATCO ("Fuel Members"); and 

WHEREAS, the City has entered into the Agreement by and between tiie Midway Airlines' 
Tenninal Consortium and the City of Chicago (the "Consortium Agreement") whereby MATCO 
has been granted the authority to participate in the Program as the representative ofthe MATCO 
Members in the design and construction and the flunishing, installation, operation and 
maintenance ofthe MATCO Equipment and Fuel System, respectively; and 

WHEREAS, the Fuel Members enter into this Agreement for the purpose of setting forth their 
rights and obUgations with respect to each other, MATCO and the Fuel System; and 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of these premises, and of the mutual covenants and 
agreements herein contained, the Fuel Members agree as follows: 
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ARTICLE 1 
DEFINITIONS 

As used in this Agreement, the following terms shall have the meaning set forth below: 

1.1 "Acceptance Date" means the date on which an Air Carrier becomes a Fuel Member 
pursuant to Article 11 herein. 

1.2 "Additional Facilities" means any facilities that the Fuel Committee determines to be 
required for the Fuel System in accordance with Article 9 herein. 

1.3 "Air Carrier*' means any person or entity in the Air Transportation Business which is 
operating at the Airport. 

1.4 "Air Transportation Business" means the carriage by aircraft of persons or property, as a 
carrier for compensation or hire, or the carriage of mail, by aircraft in commerce as defined in 
the Federal Aviation Act of 1958, as hereinafter amended or supplemented. 

1.5 "Airport" means Chicago Midway Airport, located in the City of Chicago, State of 
Hhnois, United States of America. 

1.6 "Associate Air Carrier" means an Air Carrier for which 100% of the capital stock or 
other equity interest of which is owned, directly or indirectly, by (i) a Fuel Member; or (ii) a 
Person that owns or controls a Fuel Member, and in either case such Fuel Member has certified 
to the Executive Director that such Fuel Member is so owned. 

1.7 "AvGas" means gasoline based aircraft fiiel meeting the specifications of ASTM D-910 
(latest revision) and any other quality specifications estabUshed by the Fuel Committee from 
time to time. 

1.8 "Capital Costs" means the costs of designing, procuring, constructing and purchasing the 
Fuel System (mcluding all costs for the Work as that term is defined in the Consortium 
Agreement) plus the cost of financing including, but not Umited to, points, fees and interest 
during constmction, (but not after constmction), and any other incidental and related costs. 

1.9 "Citv" means the City of Chicago, Department of Aviation, or any govemmental agency 
succeeding such entity in its role as operator ofthe Airport. 

1.10 "Commencement Date" means August 1, 2001, the date on which this Agreement shaU 
be effective and binding upon the parties hereto. 

1.11 "Consortium Agreement" means the Agreement by and Between the Midway Airlines' 
Terminal Consortium and the City of Chicago dated as of January 1, 1998, as such agreement 
may be amended or supplemented, from time to tune. 
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1.12 'TDiesel" means diesel fuel meeting the quality specifications estabUshed by the Fuel 
Committee from time to time. 

1.13 "Event of Default" shaU have the meaning set forth in Section 8.01. 

1.14 "Executive Director" means the operator hired by MATCO to operate the MATCO 
Equipment and Fuel System. 

1.15 'Tiscal Year" means January 1 through December 31 of any year or such other fiscal year 
as the City may adopt for the Aiiport 

1.16 "Fixed Base Operator" or 'TBO" means a Person authorized to provide services at the 
Airport to airlines and other Aiiport users by reason of an agreement with the City. 

1.17 "Fuel" means AvGas, Diesel, Gasoline, Jet Fuel stored and/or distributed through the 
Fuel System. 

1.18 "Fuel Committee" means the committee as defined in Article 13 herein, which shall be 
composed of one votmg representative of each Fuel Member. 

1.19 "Fuel DeUvery Agreements" means those agreements between the Fuel Members and 
Sanders Pipeline Company and Kinder Morgan Liquids Tenninals, LLC , or any successor 
companies, for the receipt, storage and deUvery of Jet Fuel to the Fuel System. 

1.20 "Fuel Member" means an Air Cairier and MATCO Member that is a party to this 
Agreement. 

1.21 'Tuel System" means the faciUties for the storage and distribution of FueL described in 
Exhibit "A" as that description may be modified or altered by subsequent changes to the design 
and scope ofthe faciUties. 

1.22 "FueUng Cost Center" shall have the meaning set forth in the Use Agreement. 

1.23 "Fueling Fees" means the fees calculated pursuant to Article V of the Consortium 
Agreement and charged to Fuel Members and Non-Fuel Members for the use ofthe Fuel System. 

1.24 "Gallon" means a U.S. gaUon. 

1.25 "GaUonage" means the total number of Gallons of Fuel deUvered to a Fuel Member or a 
Non-Fuel Member during the relevant period at the Airport from the Fuel System. 

1.26 "GasoUne" means automotive fiiel that compUes with the quaUty specifications 
estabUshed by the Fuel Members from time to time. These specifications are presently: unleaded 
Gasoline having an octane rating of no less than 87. 
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1.27 "Into-Plane Agmt" means any Person or entity, including a Fuel Member or a Handling 
Company, authorized by the City to provide into-plane fiiel at the Airport for aircraft operators 
and which has entered into a System Access Agreement with MATCO for access to the Fuel 
System. 

1.28 "Itinerant User" means an airUne or other User operating from the Airport on an 
intermittent or irregular basis and which has not executed a Use Agreement, permit or other 
agreement with the City, providing a contractual basis for coUecting fees and charges, including 
Fueling Fees. 

1.29 "Jet Fuel" means kerosene based jet aircraft fuel meeting the specifications of ASTM 
D1655 (latest revision) and any other quaUty specifications estabUshed by the Fuel Committee 
from time to time. 

1.30 "Majority-In-Interest" means during any Fiscal Year, any numerical majority of the Fuel 
Members which, in the aggregate, paid more than fifty percent (50%) of the total FueUng Fees 
paid by all Fuel Members for the preceding twelve (12) calendar months. 

For purposes of determining a Majority-In-Interest of Fuel Members, no Air Carrier shall be 
deemed a Fuel Member so long as an Event of Default (as defined in Article 8 hereof) with 
respect to such Member AirUne has occurred and is continuing, and the Chairperson of the Fuel 
Committee has given written notice of such Event of Default to such Fuel Member. Whenever 
approval of or action by a Majority-In-Interest is required hereunder, it shall be evidenced in 
writing by the Chairperson of the Fuel Committee. For purposes of calculating a Majority-in-
Interest of Fuel Member AirUnes for any Fiscal Year prior to the first fiill Fiscal Year foUowing 
the Commencement Date, such calculation wiU be done by reference to the Fuel Fees paid by aU 
Fuel Members to the City for the use ofthe Airport during the preceding Fiscal Year. 

1.31 "MATCO Member" shaU mean any Air Carrier which is, at the relevant time, a party to 
the Members Agreement. 

1.32 "Members Agreement" shall mean the Midway Airlines' Tenninal Consortium Members 
Agreement dated August 25, 1999, as such agreement may be amended or supplemented, from 
time to time. 

1.33 "Monthly GaUonage" means the GaUonage of a Fuel Member for the previous calendar 
month or the average monthly GaUonage of the Fuel Member duiing the preceding twelve (12) 
months, whichever is greater. 

1.34 "Non-Fuel Member" means any Air Carrier, including MATCO Members, that has not 
executed the Interline Agreement. 

1.35 "Operating Agreement" means the MATCO Operating Agreement in effect between the 
Executive Director and MATCO, from time to time as provided in Section 7.05 ofthe Members 
Agreement. 
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1.36 "Operator" means the thkd party Fuel System operator hired by the Executive Director, 
as set forth in Section 6.02. 

1.37 "Other Fuel System Charges" shall have tiie meanmg set forth in Section 7.03. 

1.38 "Other Products" means any other material stored in or put through the Fuel System for 
use in connection with the use of aircraft or aiiport service vehicles. 

1.39 "Person" or 'Tersons" means any natural person, firm, partnership, corporation, 
govemmental body or other legal entity. 

1.40 "Servicing Company" means any Person that has been authorized and approved by the 
City, has executed a System Access Agreement and has been approved by the Fuel Committee to 
have limited access to the Fuel System for the purpose of providing services to the Fuel 
Members or Non-Fuel Members. Synonymous with "Handling Company" as defined in the 
Members Agreement and FBO and Into-Plane Agent as defined herein. 

1.41 "SuppUer" means any Person who has an agreement with a User or wholly-owned 
subsidiary of a User for the sale and supply of Fuel at the Airport. 

1.42 "System Access Agreement" means an agreement between MATCO and a Servicing 
Company for use of and access to the Fuel System. 

1.43 "Use Agreement" means the Chicago Midway Airport Amended and Restated Airport 
Use Agreement and FaciUties Lease, effective as of January 1, 1997 among the City and the 
airlines named therein, as amended or supplemented, from time to time. 

1.44 "User" means any Fuel Member, Non-Fuel Member, or Servicing Company that uses the 
Fuel System pursuant to this Agreement or a System Access Agreement. 

1.45 "Withdrawal Date" shaU be as defined in Article 12. 

1.46 "Withdrawing Member" means any Fuel Member, or the successor or assignee thereof, 
that has withdrawn from this Agreement pursuant to Article 12 or is a WithdraTving Airline 
pursuant to Articles 12 and 14 of the Members Agreement. 

ARTICLE 2 
TERM 

2.01 Commencement. This Interline Agreement shall be effective and binding upon the parties 
hereto as ofthe Commencement Date. 

2.02 Term of Agreement. Uitiess otherwise terminated as provided herein, this Agreement 
shaU continue in effect until the termination of the (i) Members Agreement; (ii) 
Consortium Agreement; or (iii) the Use Agreement whichever first occurs. This 
Agreement may be terminated with respect to an individual Fuel Member if such Fuel 
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Member withdraws from this Agreement or is deemed a Withdrawing Airline, in 
accordance with the provisions of Articles 12 and 14 of the Members Agreement. 

ARTICLE 3 
FUEL SYSTEM 

3.01 Use. Pursuant to the terms ofthe Consortium Agreement, the Members Agreement and 
this Agreement, the Fuel System will be constructed, maintained, and operated to provide 
for the use ofthe Fuel System by the Fuel Members and other Users, as follows: (i) the 
receipt and storage of Fuel delivered to the Airport by pipeline or by tmck (in the event 
the pipeUne is not operational) from the BCinder Morgan Liquids Tenninals, LLC fuel 
storage facility in Argo, IL or such other locations as are hereafter approved by the Fuel 
Committee; (u) the delivery of Fuel by a fuel hydrant system or by refiieler vehicles to 
aircraft; (iii) the storage and transfer of Fuel and Other Products as approved by the Fuel 
Committee to support User requirements; and (iv) other functions as estabUshed by the 
Fuel Committee from time to time. During the term of this Agreement Fuel Members 
agree to use the Fuel System for the fiieling of Fuel Members' aircraft at the Airport. 

3.02 Equipment CompatibiUty. Pursuant to the MATCO Operating Agreement, the Executive 
Director shaU be responsible for inspecting at reasonable intervals any equipment that 
interfaces with the Fuel System to ensure safety, compatibility with the Fuel System, and 
the accuracy of any metering device (the last by means of a certified service provider). 
Upon reasonable notice, each Fuel Member will deUver any such interfacing equipment 
at the time and place designated by the Executive Director for inspection. 

3.03 Fuel System DeUveries. As a condition of use of the Fuel System, each Fuel Member 
wiU require that its SuppUer provide a written comntitment and warranty that all Fuel to 
be deUvered by such SuppUer into the Fuel System will be in accordance with and 
conform to the appropriate specifications estabUshed by the Fuel Committee. Each Fuel 
Member will require of its SuppUer that, at the time of, or prior to, each deUvery of Fuel 
on behalf of a Fuel Member, the SuppUer making such delivery wUl deUver to the 
Executive Director or the Operator, as the case may be, the foUowing: (i) its deUvery 
ticket or loading certificate (or similar document) which wiU specify the kind and grade 
of such FueL the quantity thereof contained in the shipment being deUvered and whether 
such Fuel is bonded; and (u) a certificate which will state that such Fuel meets the 
^pUcable specification estabUshed by the Fuel Committee. In addition, if the pipeline is 
not operating and Jet Fuel is being deUvered by tmck, evidence that the source ofthe Jet 
Fuel is the Kinder Morgan Liquids Terminals, LLC, fiiel storage facility at Argo, EL, or 
such other locations as are hereafter approved by the Fuel Committee. 

3.04 Aircraft Deliveries. Promptiy upon deUvery of Fuel to an aircraft, each Fuel Member or 
the Operator must provide to the Executive Director, or his designee, a copy of the 
aircraft deUvery receipt showing the number of GaUons delivered and shaU retain copies 
of all delivery receipts for inspection or audit by the Executive Dfrector whether the Fuel 
is deUvered by the Fuel Member or its Servicing Company. Within five business days 
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after the end of each calendar month, each Fuel Member, or the Operator, shaU provide a 
monthly summary of gaUons deUvered in the preceding month, by the Fuel Member, to 
the Executive Director in a form specified by the Executive Director. 

Pursuant to a System Access Agreement, each User other than a Fuel Member, or its 
Servicing Company, shall promptly upOn deUvery of Fuel to an aircraft be required to 
provide to the Executive Director, or his designee, a copy of the aircraft deUvery receipt 
showing the number of GaUons deUvered and shall be required to retain copies of aU 
deUvery receipts for inspection or audit by the Executive Director. Within five business 
days after the end of each calendar month, each User, or its Servicing Coirqjany, shaU be 
required to provide a monthly summary of gaUons deUvered in the preceding month, by 
User, to the Executive Director in a form specified by the Executive Director. 

3.05 Alternate Fuel. If a Fuel Member notifies the Fuel Committee that it cannot, for technical 
reasons, use the Fuel in the Fuel System for its aircraft, the Fuel Committee wiU use 
reasonable efforts to assist such Fuel Member to arrange for deUvery of alternate fuel in 
the most reasonably economical manner. This Article shall not obligate the other Fuel 
Members to incur any expense. 

3.06 Gasoline FaciUties. The Fuel Committee may estabUsh faciUties for the receipt, storage 
and deUvery of GasoUne. The cost of developing and operating such facilities wiU be 
aUocated pursuant to the terms ofthe Use Agreement. 

3.07 Avgas Facilities. The Fuel Committee may estabUsh faciUties for the receipt, storage and 
deUvery of Avgas. The cost of developing and operating such faciUties wiU be aUocated 
pursuant to the terms ofthe Use Agreement. 

3.08 Diesel FaciUties. The Fuel Committee may estabUsh faciUties for the receipt, storage and 
delivery of Diesel. The cost of developing and operating such faciUties wUl be aUocated 
pursuant to the terms ofthe Use Agreement. 

3.09 Restrictions Regarding the Fuel System. Use and operation of the Fuel System by the 
Fuel Members and other Users shall not unreasonably interfere with the operation ofthe 
Airport. Each Fuel Member agrees and covenants that at aU times during the term of this 
Agreement it wiU comply with aU laws, regulations and ordinances appUcable to the use 
of the Fuel System. Each Fuel Member agrees that it wiU not make use of the Fuel 
System in any manner that might interfere with the landing and taking off of aircraft from 
the Airport or otherwise constitute a hazard. 

3.10 Fuel Specifications. In addition to the specifications for Fuel established herein, all Jet 
Fuel deUvered into the Fuel System must meet the additional receipt criteria set forth in 
Exhibit "B". The Executive Director or the Operator, as the case may be, shaU be 
authorized and directed to inspect Jet Fuel for compUance with the specifications and 
receipt criteria and to reject as necessary any Jet Fuel not meeting such specifications. 
The Fuel Committee may, from time to time, estabUsh allowable temporary waivers of 
one or more ofthe receipt criteria. Any Fuel Member or other User which deUvers Fuel 
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not meeting the then current specifications and additional receipt criteria shall be 
responsible for the cost incurred as a result ofthe delivery of such non-specification fuel, 
including, but not limited to: 

(a) the cost of making contaminated Fuel acceptable for use; 

(b) the cost of removing or replacing contaminated Fuel with Fuel that 
meets the required specifications and additional receipt criteria; and 

(c) all costs associated with tank cleaning and filter replacement required due 
to such contaminated Fuel. 

ARTICLE 4 
ACCESS TO FUEL SYSTEM 

4.01 Non-Fuel Member. The Fuel Committee shaU allow any Air Carrier that is not a Fuel 
Member to use the Fuel System on a non-priority basis for the receipt, storage, and 
deUvery of Fuel upon execution by that Non-Fuel Member of the then cunent System 
Access Agreement; provided that such Non-Fuel Member is in compliance with the 
requirements estabUshed in the System Access Agreement. 

4.02 Servicing Companies. In order to access the Fuel System at the refiieler loading rack or 
other Fuel System access points, or to perform into-plane fiieling services at the Airport, 
each Servicing Company: (i) must have entered into an agreement with a Fuel Member or 
a Non-Fuel Member to provide fiieUng services at the Airport; (u) must execute a System 
Access Agreement; (in) must comply with all of the terms and conditions of the System 
Access Agreement; and (iv) must be authorized by the City to have access to and conduct 
operations at the Airport. If service is to be provided to an Itinerant User, the Air Cairier 
or SuppUer holding title to the Jet Fuel that is to be provided to the Itinerant User must be 
either a Fuel Member or a Non-Fuel Member. The Air Carrier or SuppUer providing Jet 
Fuel to the Itinerant User shaU be Uable for collecting and remitting the FueUng Fees due 
on Jet Fuel suppUed to the Itinerant User. 

4.03 System Access Agreement. The System Access Agreement shaU be consistent with this 
Agreement, and will contain, among other things, the terms and conditions goveming 
access to and use of the Fuel System, procedures and documentation, fees and charges, 
quaUfication and training, and indemnification and insurance provisions. 

4.05 Access bv Users. Access to the Fuel System by aU Users shaU be on an equal and non
discriminatory basis, witii no User being afforded priority or preferential freatment over 
another, except as provided for herein. 
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ARTICLES 
FUEL SUPPLY, STORAGE, AND DELIVERY 

5.01 Fuel SuppUer. Each Fuel Member may make anangements with any SuppUer or 
SuppUers to have Jet Fuel deUvered into the Fuel System via the Kinder Morgan Liquids 
Terminals, LLC storage facUity and Sanders Pipeline Company pipeUne, in accordance 
with terms and conditions consistent with the Fuel DeUvery Agreements, this Agreement, 
and the documents refened to in this Agreement. Other Users wiU be permitted to make 
similar anangements pursuant to a System Access Agreement. AU Jet Fuel deUveries to 
the Fuel System shall be made via the Kinder Morgan Liquids Terminals, LLC storage 
faciUty and Sanders Pipeline Company pipeUne unless one or both of those faciUties is 
not operating. 

5.02 CommingUng Fuel. All Fuel deUvered to the Fuel System will be commingled by grade 
and no Fuel Member or its SuppUer may require the segregation of Fuel of the same 
grade that wiU be deUvered to, stored in or transfened to the Fuel System. 

5.03 Minimum/Maximum GaUonage. The Executive Director may, upon approval ofthe Fuel 
Committee, estabUsh reasonable minimum and maximum GaUonage levels for each Fuel 
Member and Non-Fuel Member, based on that Fuel Member's or Non-Fuel Member's 
past and future expected usage of the Fuel System. 

5.04 Fuel Withdrawals. Each Fuel Member is entitied to withdraw Fuel up to the amount that 
it or its SuppUer has stored in the Fuel System. Each Fuel Member must have on hand in 
the Fuel System sufficient Fuel to cover each withdrawal by that Fuel Member. Each 
Fuel Member wiU maintain at least a minimum daily inventory of Fuel equal to the 
average daily withdrawal of that Fuel Member during the previous month (or, lacking 
actual data, such estimated amount as the Fuel Committee may reasonably determine). 
The Fuel Committee may establish from time to time upon reasonable notice minJTnuTn or 
maximum amounts of Fuel storage for each Fuel Member and may consider that the 
historical data does not reflect reasonable anticipated withdrawals. Other Users that are 
not Fuel Members wUl be subject to similar Fuel withdrawal rights and obUgations as set 
forth in the System Access Agreement. 

5.05 Shortfalls. If a Fuel Member desfres to withdraw a larger quantity of Fuel from the Fuel 
System than it has on hand, that Fuel Member must arrange with another Fuel Member or 
User with sufficient inventory in the Fuel System to fransfer the shortfall to the Fuel 
Member. AU such tiansfers must be confumed by appropriate documentation and 
verified by the Executive Director or the Operator prior to delivery ofthe Fuel to the Fuel 
Member. Other Users wiU be subject to sintilar obligations with respect to shortfalls. 

5.06 Inventory Accounting. Gams and Losses. 

(a) Receipts and Disbursements. Receipts into inventory and disbursements from 
inventory will be recorded in net gaUons (conected for temperature). This 
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method of recording receipts into inventory and disbursements from inventory 
may he changed by ttie Fuel Committee. 

(b) Loss from Single Accident. When commingled Fuel is involved and when there 
is a loss fix)m the Fuel Sj^tem of Fuel in an amount greater than 1,000 Gallons 
due to any single accident, mishap, tank mpture or other occunence, such loss 
wiU be shared by aU Users and SuppUers with such grade of Fuel then stored in 
the Fuel System as foUows: (i) each such User or SuppUer wiU be assigned a pro 
rata share of the loss based on the proportion that its respective disbursements 
from the Fuel System in the three (3) fiiU months preceding the date of the 
occunence bears to the total disbursements over said three (3) months of all such 
Users and SuppUers; and (u) any inventory loss recovery which may be received 
from the Executive Director or the Operator, as the case may be, either under 
terms of the Operating Agreement or otherwise, will be credited among these 
same Users and Suppliers on the same basis. 

(c) Handling Allowance. An allowance will be estabUshed to cover shortages or 
gains in inventory, mysterious disappearance, product evaporation and other 
losses or gains, excluding those covered under Subparagraph 5.06(b). This loss or 
gain, as actuaUy realized, will be distributed among aU Users and SuppUers in 
direct proportion to the disbursements from the Fuel System by all Users and 
SuppUers during each calendar month. The method of distributing losses and 
gains described herein may be modified by the Fuel Committee. Each monthly 
account provided by the Executive Dfrector or the Operator to the Users and 
Suppliers wiU include the amount of any such aUowance and its effect on 
inventory of Fuel. Any inventory loss recovery which may be received from the 
Executive Dfrector or the Operator under the terms ofthe Operating Agreement or 
otherwise wiU be credited among aU Users and SuppUers on a proportionate and 
reasonable basis. 

ARTICLE 6 
MATCO EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

6.01 Executive Dfrector. Pursuant to the Operating Agreement, and except as provided in 
Section 6.02 herein, MATCO's Executive Dfrector wiU perform specific duties requfred 
by MATCO including but not limited to the mamtenance, operation, and management of 
the Fuel System. The Executive Dkector's agreement with MATCO will specify the 
Executive Dkector's duties, responsibiUties, and compensation. The Executive Dfrector 
will report dfrectly to the MATCO Board of Dfrectors and wiU interface and coordinate 
with the Fuel Committee. 

6.02 ResponsibiUties. The Executive Dfrector wUl, among other things, maintain, operate, and 
manage the Fuel System or contract with a thfrd party (the "Operator") to maintain, 
operate, and manage the Fuel System; will monitor and reqmre compUance with this 
Agreement and the System Access Agreement; will interface and coordinate with the 
Fuel Committee on matters affecting the Fuel System or the Fuel Members; wiU accept 
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deUvery of Fuel fix)m SuppUers; and wiU approve confractor's invoices, aUocate indfrect 
costs to the Fuel Cost Center for the City, manage the System Access Agreement, 
interface with the City on the calculation of FueUng Fees, monitor payment of Fueling 
Fees to the City and all other fimctions requfred pursuant to this Agreement. The 
Executive Dfrector or the Operator, as the case may be, will provide such bookkeeping, 
accounting, invoicing, and reports and perform such other services as are necessary to 
accompUsh the requfrements of this Agreement and to comply with aU appUcable laws. 

6.03 Payments. The Executive Dfrector or the Operator, as the case may be, will compile data 
on the use of the Fuel System by the Users and provide the data to the City for 
computation ofthe monthly charges, costs, and expenses calculated pursuant to Article V 
of the Consortium Agreement based on FueUng Cost Center requfrements determined 
under Article VIII ofthe Use Agreement. The City will invoice and collect payment from 
the Users. 

ARTICLE 7 
LIABILITY FOR FEES AND CHARGES 

7.01 Fueling Fees. Throughout the term of this Agreement, Fueling Fees charged to Fuel 
Members and Non-Fuel Members on a per gallon basis will be calculated pursuant to 
Article V of the Consortium Agreement and based on the Fueling Cost Center 
requfrements, under Article VIII of the Use Agreement. 

7.02 Payment of Fueling Fees. Fuel Members shaU pay Fueling Fees to the City pursuant to 
Section 10.02 of the Members Agreement and Section 5.05 of the Consortium 
Agreement. 

7.03 Other Fuel System Charges. Pursuant to Section 9.02 ofthe Members Agreement, from 
time to time, if approved by the MATCO Board of Dfrectors, MATCO may charge the 
Fuel Members dfrectiy for other MATCO costs not included in the Fueling Cost Center 
requfrement, herein refened to as "Other Fuel System Charges." The pro rata share of 
these Other Fuel System Charges payable by Fuel Members will be detennined by the 
MATCO Board of Dfrectors provided that any such pro rata allocation reasonably reflects 
actual usage and benefit, and is not discriminatory. 

7.04 Temporary Shut-Down. ff no Fuel has been deUvered through the Fuel System by any 
Signatory AfrUne (as defined in the Use Agreement) for any fliU calendar month then the 
provisions of Section 8.11(e) ofthe Use Agreement shall apply. 

7.05 Non-LiabiUtv for Fuel Purchases. No Fuel Member shaU have any obUgation to pay for 
Fuel and Other Products delivered to or stored in the Fuel System by or on behalf of any 
other Fuel Member or other User. 

7.06 Associate Afr Carrier. For puiposes of this Agreement and payment of Fueling Fees, an 
Associate Afr Carrier's Fuel stored in or distributed through the Fuel System shaU be 
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combined with the Fuel stored in and distributed through the Fuel System by such 
Associate Afr Carrier's associated Fuel Member. 

ARTICLE 8 
DEFAULT 

8.01 Events of Default. An "Event of Default" shall consist of any one or more of the 
following events: 

(a) Failure of a Fuel Member to pay any amount owed to MATCO or the City under 
this Agreement, the Members Agreement, the Consortium Agreement or the Use 
Agreement within ten (10) days foUowing written notice from MATCO or the 
City of such failure. 

(b) Failure to perform any other obUgation under this Agreement or any other 
agreement, contract, or lease with MATCO or the City relating to the Fuel 
System, within thirty (30) days following written notice from MATCO or the City 
of such failure, or if such defaults cannot be cured within such thirty (30) days, if 
the Fuel Member is not diUgently pursuing a cure of such default. 

•:. (c) Becoming the subject of a bankruptcy proceeding under the U.S. .Bankmptcy 
Code or similar foreign proceeding or the institution of similar proceedings for the 
reorganization, Uquidation, dissolution or winding up of such Fuel Member or the 
failure or admission in writing by such Fuel Member or its inabiUty to pay its 
debts generally as they mature. 

(d) An "Event of Default" pmrsuant to Article XVI of the Use Agreement. 

8.02 Consequences of Default. 

(a) Report to Chairperson of MATCO. If any Fuel Member or the Executive Dfrector 
knows of an Event of Default or of facts that lead it to believe an Event of Default 
has occuned, it shall immediately provide notice in writing to the Chairperson of 
MATCO with a copy to the Fuel Committee. Absent fraud, a Fuel Member shall 
not be Uable for failure to so notify. 

(b) Notice of Default. Promptly after receipt of notice that there has been an Event of 
Default with respect to a Fuel Member, and after a determination by MATCO that 
an event of default has occuned, the Chaiiperson of MATCO will give notice to 
the defaulting Fuel Member, with a copy ofthe notice to the Fuel Committee, the 
MATCO Board of Dfrectors, and any tmstee, the City or any other Person entitled 
to notice. 

(c) Meetmg of the MATCO Board of Dfrectors. The MATCO Board of Dfrectors 
shaU, upon the default of any Fuel Member, determine whether the explanation 
given for default by the defaulting Fuel Member, if any, is sufficient to excuse the 
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default, ff the MATCO Board of Dfrectors is not persuaded that the default is 
excusable, or ff the default is not cured within a time set out herein or estabUshed 
by the Board of Dfrectors, then the Board of Dfrectors shaU provide notice to the 
City of the change in status from Fuel Member to Non-Fuel Member, and the 
defaulting Fuel Member shall be retroactively billed as a Non-Fuel Member from 
the date of the default. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the defaulting Fuel 
Member shall remain subject to aU obUgations hereunder as a Fuel Member. A 
defaulting Fuel Member that has been retioactively invoiced as a Non-Fuel 
Member, as provided for aboye, shaU not be included as a Fuel Member unless, 
for a period of twelve (12) months from the date the determination was made to 
retroactively invoice the defaulting Fuel ̂ Member as a Non-Fuel Member, such 
Fuel Member has paid in fuU when due all moneys owed to a tmstee, the City and 
MATCO. As an additional remedy, the Board of Dfrectors may freat a defaulting 
Fuel Member as a Withdrawing Afrline for purposes of Section 14.02 of the 
Members Agreement and Article 12 hereof Notwithstanding anything to the 
contrary contained in this Agreement, calculation of a Majority-In-Interest in 
voting, with respect to a defaulting Fuel Member, shall not include such 
defaulting Fuel Member in the total number of aU Fuel Members or the Fueling 
Fees of such defaulting Fuel Member in the aggregate Fueling Fees of all Fuel 
Members. 

(d) Collection. Without limiting the City's rights, MATCO is authorized to pursue 
against the defaulting Fuel Member monies due the City or MATCO, as the case 
may be, for Fueling Fees. Any such monies wiU be treated as "Revenues," as 
defined in the Use Agreement. 

8.04 Costs. A defaulting Fuel Member wiU be Uable for the reasonable costs and expenses of 
coUection, including attorneys' fees and disbursements at trial or on appeal, expended in 
order to coUect, or attempt to coUect, the delinquency. 

ARTICLE 9 
MODIFICATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS TO THE FUEL SYSTEM 

9.01 Additional FaciUties. Consistent with Section 4.07 of the Consortium Agreement and 
Section 11.04 ofthe Members Agreement, the Fuel Committee, by Majority-In-Interest 
and MATCO approval, or any Fuel Member, with approval of the MATCO Board of 
Dfrectors and the Fuel Committee, and at its own expense, may from time to time, instaU 
additional equipment, faciUties, and improvements, or modify, replace or expand existing 
equipment, faciUties, and improvements, includfrig the Fuel System at the Aiiport. Any 
such installation, modification, replacement or expansion is subject to the review and 
approval of the City. No such instaUation, modification, replacement or expansion shall 
occur if such installation, modification, replacement or expansion would in any way (i) 
materially and permanently impafr the utiUty or value ofthe Fuel System, or (ii) interfere 
with the use ofthe Fuel System by the City or any other user ofthe Aiiport. 
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Pursuant to Article X of tiie Use Agreement, the City may, upon flie request of a 
Majority-In-Interest of tiie Fuel Members, agree to finance, in whole or in part, additional 
equipment, faciUties, improvements, modifications, replacements or expansions of the 
existing equipment, faciUties and improvements through the issuance of Midway Airport 
Revenue Bonds. Notwitiistandmg any such request, the City shaU not be obUgated to 
issue Midway Aiiport Revenue Bonds. Any equipment, faciUties and improvements to 
the Fuel System financed with Midway Airport Revenue Bonds shaU be deemed to be 
part ofthe Fuel System. Further, any equipment, faciUties or unprovements which are not 
removable without causing material damage to the Fuel System or any portion of the 
Airport that is not leased to an afrUne or other user ofthe Airport shaU also be deemed to 
be part ofthe Fuel System. 

9.02 Line Fill. The Fuel Committee may provide for Jet Fuel to fill distribution Unes and 
storage tank bottoms by either: 

(a) Causing the Fuel Members to purchase Jet Fuel by competitive bid and 
includfrig the cost of such Jet Fuel m the Capital Costs; or 

(b) Requiring each Fuel Member to provide initial line fiU based on thefr pro rata use 
of Fuel for the past twelve (12) months, with adjustments in Une-fiU aUocations to 
be accompUshed by the Executive Dfrector or the Operator using the GaUonages 
of Fuel Members, as detennined by the Fuel Committee. 

ARTICLE 10 
INDEMNIFICATION 

10.01 Indemnification. Each Fuel Member (the "Indemnitor") hereby agrees to indemnify the 
City, MATCO, MATCO Members, and each other Fuel Member (collectively tiie 
"Indemnified Parties") and agrees to protect, defend, save and keep harmless each ofthe 
Indemnified Parties finm and against aU UabiUties, obUgations, losses, disbursements, 
including legal fees and expenses, of whatsoever kind or nature, including, but not 
limited to payments or claims of UabiUty resulting from any injury to or death of any 
person or loss or damage to any property (coUectively, Liability) imposed on, incuned by 
or asserted against any Indemnified Parties in any way relating to or arising out of: 

(a) the negUgence or wiUful misconduct in the use ofthe Fuel System by the Indemnitor, 
its officers, dfrectors, employees or agents; and 

(b) any LiabiUty arising from the faUure ofthe Indemnitor to fiilfiU any of its duties and 
obUgations under this Agreement, the MATCO Operating Agreement, the MembCTs 
Agreement, the Consortium Agreement or the Use Agreement; 

provided, however, that the foregoing indemnity shaU not apply with respect to any 
Indemnified Party for any UabUity resulting from the negUgence or willfiil misconduct of 
such Indemnified Party. Indemnitor's obUgations under this paragraph shaU survive any 
termination of this Agreement for any acts or omissions by Indemnitor occurring prior to 
such termination. 

10.02 Defense. The fridemnitor wiU accept and defend aU such claims and suits regardless of 
the merit thereof (includfrig without limitation investigation, pleading, discovery, 
motions, trial and appeal) at LidemnitDr's sole cost and expense, and including any 
settlement thereof The Indemnified Parties wiU cooperate in the defense as reasonably 
requested bv the Ibdenmitor at the Indemnitor's expense. 
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10.03 Survival. Indemnitor's obUgation and Indemnified Parties' rights under this Article shall 
survive the withdrawal of Indemnitor as a Fuel Member or the termination of this 
Agreement. 

10.04 Limitation of LiabiUty. Except as provided in Articles 7, 8, 9, and this Article 10, no 
Fuel Member will have any UabiUty to the Executive Dfrector or to any of ttie other Fuel 
Members arising from the provision of any services by the Executive Dfrector to that 
Fuel Member or to any other Fuel Member, and each Fuel Member hereby waives and 
releases any claims it may have arising from the provision of such services. 

ARTICLE 11 
ADMISSION OF ADDITIONAL FUEL MEMBERS 

11.01 Open Admission PoUcy. The Fuel Members intend that use of the Fuel System wiU be 
open to aU Afr Carriers using the Airport. Admission of an Afr Carrier to this Agreement 
and the related agreements as a Fuel Member wiU be open only to Afr Carriers that are 
MATCO Members. 

11.02 Requfrements and Procedures for Admission of Fuel Members. Any Afr Carrier 
permitted to use the Airport shaU be admitted as a Fuel Member if the Afr Carrier meets 
the conditions of Section 3.01 and 13.02 ofthe Members Agreement and the additional 
conditions and procedures as follows: 

(a) The Afr Carrier provides written evidence of (i) approval by the City to operate at the 
Airport, (U) the Afr Carrier's execution of a Use Agreement, (ui) the Afr Carrier's 
execution of the Fuel DeUvery Agreements; and (iv) the Afr Carrier's execution of 
the Members Agreement; 

(b) The Afr Carrier has issued written notice to the Chairperson of MATCO, with a copy 
to the Fuel Committee, of its appUcation to be accepted as a Fuel Member along with 
a statement to MATCO and the Fuel Committee of estimated GaUonage for the 
twelve (12) months foUowing the reasonably anticipated Acceptance Date; 

(c) The Afr Canier has executed a counterpart copy of the then cunent Fuel System 
Interline Agreement and submitted it to MATCO, v/ith a copy to the Fuel Committee; 
and 

(d) The Afr Carrier has entered into any other agreements requfred of Fuel Members and 
submitted them to MATCO and the Fuel Committee. 

ff the submitted material is found by MATCO and the Fuel Committee, acting through its 
Chairperson or designee, to comply with this Article 11 and aU submissions are in order, 
the requesting Afr Carrier wiU become a Fuel Member on such date (the "Acceptance 
Date") and thereafter wiU have the same rights and obUgation under tiie Fuel System 
Interline Agreement as aU otiier Fuel Mranbers. 

11.03 Acceptance Date. The Acceptance Date at which time an appUcant Afr Carrier shaU be 
deemed a Fuel Member, shaU be at 12:01 a.m. Chicago time on the date foUowing written 
acknowledgement and acceptance by the Chaiiperson of MATCO of aU required signed 
documents and payments. 
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11.04 GaUonage. For purposes of Fuel Committee voting and computing a Majority-In-
Interest, for the first twelve (12) months following the Acceptance Date, the GaUonage of 
a new Fuel Member wiU be the estimated GaUonage as submitted pursuant to Section 
11.02(b), revised each month by replacement ofthe oldest month's estimated GaUonage 
with the most recent month's actaal GaUonage. 

ARTICLE 12 
WITHDRAWAL OF A FUEL MEMBER 

12.01 Cessation of Operations. If a Fuel Member ceases all operations at the Airport, that Fuel 
Member (hereafter "Withdrawing Member") shall submit a written termination notice to 
MATCO, with a copy to the Fuel Committee no less than sixty (60) days prior to 
cessation of operations at the Airport, which notice will specify: (i) the date of cessation 
of all operations at the Airport and desfred Withdrawal Date; (ii) cunent Monthly 
GaUonage of the Withdrawing Member in the Fuel System; (in) Monthly GaUonage of 
the Withdrawing Member for the six (6) months preceding the date of Notice of 
Termination; and (iv) all cunent and past due Fuel S3'stem accounts payable. 

12.02 Continuing LiabiUty. Notwithstanding the termination notice, the Withdrawing Member 
has a continuhag UabiUty for aU of its obUgations under the Members Agreement, the 
Consortium Agreement and the Use Agreement. 

12.03 Withdrawal Date. The Withdrawal Date will be set by MATCO, fri its sole discretion. 
Once MATCO has approved the withdrawal and estabUshed the Withdrawal Date, the 
Withdrawing Member wiU make anangements to sell or ttansfer its remaining Fuel in the 
Fuel System. Any of the Withdrawing Members' Fuel or Other Products left in the Fuel 
System for more than thirty (30) days after the Withdrawal Date will become the property 
ofthe remaining Fuel Members. 

12.04 Termination. Upon payment of aU sums due to the City and MATCO for its use of the 
Fuel System, this Agreement wiU terminate as to the Withdrawing Member only. 

ARTICLE 13 
FUEL COMMITTEE 

13.01 EstabUshment. There wiU be a Fuel Committee created by M A T C O composed of one (1) 
representative appointed by each Fuel Member. Each representative will be a regiUarly 
salaried employee of such Fuel Member and wiU fimction in the manner set forth in this 
Article 13. 

13.02 Powers. Subject to the procedures of this Article 13, the Fuel Committee wiU advise the 
MATCO Board of Dfrectors on poUcies and decisions relating to the planning, 
instaUation, expansion, contraction, operation, and management ofthe Fuel System. The 
Fuel Committee shaU perform such other duties as are delegated and assigned to the Fuel 
Committee from time to time by MATCO and will act on all matters that are refened to 
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in this Agreement to be done by the Fuel Committee or a Majority-In-Interest. The Fuel 
Committee wiU in no event have any authority greater than MATCO or be authorized to 
take any actions which MATCO could not take. 

13.03 Meetings. Meetings of the Fuel Committee will be held at such time and place as 
determined by the Chairperson of the Fuel Committee Or as requested by a majority of 
the Fuel Committee Members. 

13.04 Participation bv Telephone. Members of the Fuel Committee may participate in a 
meeting through use of conference telephone or similar communication equipment so 
long as all Members participating in such meeting can hear one another. 

13.05 Action Without Meeting. Any action of the Fuel Committee may be taken without a 
meeting ff Members ofthe Fuel Committee representing a Majority-In-Interest consent in 
writing to such action after soUcitations of such written consents have been provided to 
aU members ofthe Fuel Committee by teletype, facsimile, or letter. Such written consent 
or consents shall be fUed with the minutes ofthe proceedings ofthe Fuel Committee. 

13.06 Notice. All notices of meetings of the Fuel Committee must be received by the Members 
at least three (3) business days prior to the meeting, where "business day" means any day 
other than Saturday, Sunday, or legal hoUdays for the City of Chicago, Ulinois. Notices 
sent by certified mail wUl be deemed to have been received on the date of deUvery as 
indicated on the retum receipt; notices sent by telegram, telecopy, facsimile, or telex wiU 
be deemed to have been received on the date transmitted, ff ttansmitted prior to 4:00 p.m. 
in the time zone in which the recipient is located, otherwise receipt wiU be deemed to 
have been received on the next business day. 

13.07 Waiver of Notice in Emergency. In case of an emergency, the Chairperson ofthe Fuel 
Committee has the power to call a meeting of the Fuel Members without notice as 
required in Section 13.06 above, provided that the Chafrperson of the Fuel Committee 
uses his or her best efforts to give notice verbally or by teletype, facsimile or other 
electronic means. For the purposes of this section an emergency is any event that may, in 
the judgment of the Chairperson of the Fuel Committee, jeopardize the normal and 
regular day-to-day operation ofthe Fuel System or the Airport. 

13.08 Form of Notice. The notice of any meeting of the Fuel Committee will be dfrected to the 
place and in the manner set forth in Section 15.04 herein. 

13.9 Ouorum. A quorum consists of members of the Fuel Committee, or thefr alternates or 
assigned proxies, representing a Majority-In-Interest. 
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13.10 Voting. Any action of the Fuel Committee wiU be effective if made at a properly called 
meeting at which a quorum is present and approved by voice or hand vote by a Majority-
In-Interest or such other percentage of the Fuel Committee as may be specifically 
provided for in this Agreement for a particular action. 

13.11 Fuel Committee Representatives and Altemates. A Fuel Member may, by written notice 
to the Chafrperson, change at any time the Fuel Committee representative designated by 
such Fuel Member. Each Fuel Member may designate one or more alternate 
representatives of the Fuel Committee who shall, if attending a Fuel Committee meetfrig 
in absence of the designated representative, have the fiill authority to vote and speak for 
the designated Fuel Member. 

13.12 Proxies. Any Fuel Committee representative may give to any other Fuel Committee 
representative a proxy, in writing, provided that the Chairperson of the Fuel Committee 
may refuse to recognize a proxy that is not in a form acceptable under the laws of the 
State of Ulinois. A proxy must be confirmed to the Fuel Committee Chairperson by the 
Fuel Committee representative granting the proxy prior to the meeting. 

13.13 Chairperson. The Fuel Committee wUl elect a Chairperson and may elect a Vice 
Chairperson and other officers, and appoint subcommittees, from among its members. 
The Chairperson of the Fuel Committee shall preside at all meetings of the Fuel 
Committee and in his or her absence the Vice Chairperson shall preside. In the absence 
of both the Chairperson and the Vice Chairperson, a meeting chafrperson may be elected 
by a Majority-In-Interest. 

13.14 Waiver of Notice. Any meeting ofthe Fuel Committee, however caUed and noticed and 
whenever held, shaU be vaUd as though duly caUed, noticed and held ff a quorum is 
present and ff either before or after the meeting each of the Fuel Committee Members 
entitied to vote, but not present, signs: (i) a written waiver of notice; or (ii) a consent to 
the holding ofthe meeting: or (ui) an approval ofthe minutes thereof AU such waivers, 
consents, or approvals wUl be made a part ofthe minutes ofthe meetmgs. 

ARTICLE 14 
TERMINATION 

14.01 Temunation. This Agreement shaU terminate: as set forth in Section 2.02. This 
Agreement may be terminated with respect to an individual Fuel Member if such Fuel 
Member withdraws from this Agreement or is deemed a Withdrawing AfrUne in 
accordance with Articles Article 12 and 14 ofthe Members Agreement 

14.02 Survival of Certain Provisions. The indemnity provisions set forth in Article 10 shall 
survive the termination of this Agreement as to any one or as to aU Fuel Members for 
events occurring prior to the date of termination. 
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"• ARTICLE 15 
MISCELLANEOUS 

15.01 Covenant to Sign Documents. Each Fuel Member covenants, on behalf of itself, its 
successors and assigns, to execute, with acknowledgment or affidavit if requfred, any and 
aU documents and writings which may be necessary or expedient in the implementation 
of this Agreement and the purchase, constmction, modification, financfrig, and operation 
ofthe Fuel System as contemplated by this Agreement. 

15.02 Headings. The titles and headings ofthe various Sections herein are intended solely for 
convenience of reference and are not intended for any purpose whatsoever to explain, 
modify, or place any constmction upon any ofthe provisions herein. 

15.03 Attorneys' Fees. In the event any dispute between the parties hereto should result in 
Utigation, the prevaiUng party shall be reirhbursed for all reasonable costs includmg, but 
not Umited to, reasonable attome)'s' fees. 

15.04 Notices. Any notice, consent or approval requfred or deUvered under this Agreement 
must, unless otherwise stated herein, be given: (i) by teletype or facsimile; or (ii) by oral 
communication by telephone or in person, foUowed promptly by additional notice by 
teletype, telegram, cable, facsimile, hand-deUvered writing, or prepaid certified or 
registered mail, retum receipt requested (by afr mail if friteraational), to the address that 
the Fuel Member has identified for notice on the signature page below. Any notice or 
other commuiucation deUvered by teletype, facsfrmle, or deUvered orally or personally 
wiU be deemed to have been received on the date dispatched, or given on the first 
business day thereafter if dispatch is made on a non-business day generaUy recognized as 
such in Chicago, Illinois. Any notice or other communication sent by mail shaU be 
deemed to have been received on the fifth (5̂ *0 business day foUowfrig the date of 
mailing; provided, however, in the event of actual or ^prehended interruption of normal 
mail service by strike, slowdown, force majeure or other cause, the person sending the 
notice or other communication shaU utUize such means of transmission not so intermpted 
or susceptible to intemqition. 

15.05 Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts and by 
the various Fuel Members on separate counterparts and aU of which taken together 
constitute one and the same instrument A signed counterpart is as binding as an original. 

15.06 AppUcable Law. This Agreement is to be govemed by and constmed under the laws of 
the State of Illinois. 

15.07 Not a Partnership. Neitherthis Agreement nor the relationship of the Fuel Members as a 
consequence of thefr participation in the lease and operation ofthe Fuel System creates a 
partnership, joint venture, agency or other similar relationship between the parties to this 
Agreement. No Fuel Member may commit any other Fuel Member to any debt or 
obUgation of any type whatsoever other than as expressly provided or permitted herein or 
in other documents signed by and binding on a Fuel Member. 
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15.08 Amendments. Notwithstanding Section 14.01, this Agreement may be amended only by 
the written consent of MATCO and Fuel Members constituting a Majority-In-Interest as 
define fri Article 1 herein. 

(a) In the event of any amendment of the definition of Majority-In-Interest or this 
Section 15.08, or the termination of this Agreement, the number of Fuel Members 
needed to consent to such amendment or termination shaU be seventy-five percent 
(75%) in number of all Fuel Members having accounted for seventy-five percent 
(75%) or more ofthe Fuel System GaUonage consumed by the Fuel Members for 
the preceding Fiscal Year. An amendment wiU be effective only if evidenced by a 
writing which sets forth the text of the amendment and which is signed by those 
Fuel Members approving ofthe amendment. 

(b) Each party hereto, by execution of a counterpart of this Agreement, consents to 
the addition of other Fuel Members from time to time pursuant to Article 11. 

15.09 Assignment. The rights and obUgations of the Fuel Members hereunder may not be 
assigned or transfened in any way, unless resulting from corporate mergers and/Or 
purchases. Subject to this restriction on assignment, the obUgations hereunder are 
binding on the successors and assigns of each Fuel Member. 

15.10 U.S. Cunency. Any payments requfred by this AgreSment from one party to any other 
shall be made with U.S. dollars in locaUy coUectible funds. 

15.11 Interpretation. In this Agreement, unless the context otherwise requfres: 

(a) the terms "hereby", "herein", "hereof, "hereto" "hereunder" and any sunilar 
terms used, refer to this Agreement; 

(b) aU Article and Section references, unless otherwise expressly indicated, are to 
Articles and Sections of this Agreement; 

(c) words importing persons shall include firms, associations, partnerships, trusts, 
corporations, and other legal entities, including public bodies, as weU as natural 
persons; 

(d) words importing the singular shall include the plural and vice versa unless the 
context precludes otiierwise; and 

(e) To the extent capitaUzed terms are not defined herein, those terms shall have the 
definitions assigned to them in the Members' Agreement 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, each of the Fuel Members hereto has caused a counterpart of this 
Interline Agreement to be executed as ofthe day and year first above written. 
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AMERICAN TRANS AIR, INC. 

By: 

Title 

Date 

ADDRESS FOR NOTICE: 
7337 West Washfrigton Sfreet 
fridianapoUs, IN 46251 

NORTHWEST AIRLINES, INC. 

By: 

Titie 

Date 

NATIONAL AIRLINES, D^C. 

By: 

Titie 

Date 

ADDRESS FOR NOTICE: 
6020 Spencer Stteet 

, Las Vegas, Nevada 89119-2934 

SOUTHWEST AIRLINES COMPANY 

Bv: 

Titie 

Date 

ADDRESS FOR NOTICE: 
Department A-4195 
5101 Northwest Drive 
St Paul, MN 55111-3034 

ADDRESS FOR NOTICE: 
Fuel Operations 
2702 Love Field Drive 
P.O. Box 36611 
Dallas, TX 75235-1611 

AIRTRAN AIRWAYS, INC. 

By: . 

Titie 

Date 

ADDRESS FOR NOTICE: 
9955 AfrTran Blvd. 
Oriando, FL 32827 

FRONTIER AIRLINES, INC. 

By: 

Titie 

Date 

ADDRESS FOR NOTICE: 
Frontier Center One 
7001 Tower Road 
Denver, CO 80249-7312 
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VANGUARD AIRLINES, INC. 

By: 

Title 

Date 

ADDRESS FOR NOTICE: 
533 Mexico City Avenue 
Kansas City Intemational Airport 
Kansas City, MO 64153 

CONTINENTAL AIRLINES 

By: 

Titie 

Date 

ADDRESS FOR NOTICE: 
1600 Smitii Ave. 
Dept. HQSPF 
Houston, TX 77002 

Approved as to form and content by the Midway Afrlines' Terminal Consortium. 

Midway Afrlines' Terminal Consortium 

By: &xi[?-d 
Chafrman, MATCO BoardC^fDfrectors 

ADDRESS FOR NOTICE: 
Chicago Midway Airport 
5757 S. Cicero Avenue 
Chicago, IL 60638 

(Sub)Exhiblts "A" and "B" referred to in this Chicago Midway Airport Fuel System Agreement 
read as follows: 
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(Sub)Exhibit "A". 
(To Chicago Midway Airport Fuel 

System Agreement) 

Fuel System. 

The Fuel System includes a new fuel receipt, storage and distribution faciUty on the north side of 
55* Street including requfred utiUties, oil/water separator, storm water run-off conttol systems, 
Ughting, pavement, security fencing, foam fire system, fire safety equipment and other 
items/systems necessary to comply with industry, federal, state, local, and City of Chicago 
requirements. Fuel storage wiU be provided via three API-650 above ground tanks with a 
nonunal capacity of 15,000 banels each erected within a secondary concrete fuel retention 
system. The Fuel FaciUties will incorporate the necessary pumps, filters, meters, piping, valves, 
and controls necessary to receive, ttansfer, and recfrculate Fuel along with requfred electrical 
power, system conttols, leak detection systems, inventory conttol systems, and cathodic 
protection. 

Also included is an approximately 1,500 square feet Operations Building which houses electrical 
equipment, system confrols, mechanical equipment, fire protection equipment, and office space 
for the faciUty operator. 

Fuel receipt wiU be accompUshed by way of a pipeline connecting the fuel storage area with the 
7.5 mile Sanders PipeUne Company pipeline from the Kinder Morgan Storage FaciUty at Argo, 
Ulinois. Fuel ttansmission and distribution within the Airport will be provided by a series of 
underground pipes routed through the Airfield to the Tenninal hydrant distribution system for 
deUvery of Fuel dfrectiy to apron afrcraft parking positions. In addition, there will be an 
additional 3,300 feet of underground pipe routed to the remote jet fiiel FBO/Corporate loading 
position located at the southeast quadrant of the Airport. The hydrant system and the remote 
refiieler position will include requfred utiUties, oil/water separators, storm water run-off conttols, 
lighting pavement, meters, valves, piping, confrols, connectors, and a UV/IR detection system. 

A fuel tmck unloading area wUl be developed adjacent to the fuel storage area with feciUties 
necessary to accommodate the unloading of over-the-road ttansport trucks in the event the 
Sanders PipeUne Company pipeline or Kinder Morgan Fuel Storage FaciUty are not operational. 
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(Sub)Exhibit "B". 
(To Chicago Midway Airport Fuel 

System Agreement) 

Fuel Quality Assurance Criteria. 

The foUowing criteria shall be utilized by the Executive Dfrector or the Operator for the 
receiving of Aviation Fuel into the Facilities. 

TEST LBVQT 

Appearance Clear and Bright 
Aquaglo 30 PPM Max. 
MUUpore Color #2 Max. Dry (3 Gallon Test) 
Microsep Min. 85 
Gravity API Min. 37 - Max. 51 (at 60°F.) 

Upon deUvery of any Aviation Fuel which fails to satisfy these limits, Operator shall 
discontinue such deUvery and notify the Fuel Committee for appropriate action. 
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MATCO Terminal Access Agreement 

TfflS AGEtEEMENT, made and entered into as of the day of , 2005 by 
and between Midway Airlines' Terminal Consortium, an lUioois not-for-profit corporation duly organized and 
acting under the laws of the State of Dlinois ("MATCO") and , a [corporation, joint 
venture, partnership or sole proprietorship] duly organized and existing under the laws of the State of 

, and authorized to do business under the laws of the State of Illinois (the "Company"). 

W I T N E S S E T H : 

WHEREAS, the City of Chicago, a municipal corporation and home rule unit of local govemment 
organized and existing under Article VII, Sections 1 and 6 (a), respectively, of the 1970 Constitution of the State of 
Illinois ("City"), owns and operates Chicago Midway Airport ("Airport"), and has the power to grant rights and 
privileges with respect thereto; and 

WHEREAS, City has constructed a new passenger terminal building and related faciUties (collectively the 
"New Terminal") at the Airport; and 

WHEREAS, City has executed an Amended and Restated Airport Use Agreement and Facilities Lease 
("Use Agreement"), with each of the members of MATCO, to set forth their agreement regarding the financing and 
construction of the facilities and improvements included in the New Terminal and on the Airp>ort, and their 
respective rights and obligations regarding the use and operation of the New Terminal; and 

WHEREAS, certain Air Carriers elected to form MATCO to develop and operate the MATCO Equipment, 
the Fuel System, other systems and facilities at the Airport, and entered into that certain Midway Airlines' Terminal 
Consortium Members Agreement dated August 25, 1999 ("Members' Agreement") which sets forth their rights and 
obligations with respect to each other, MATCO and the equipment, systems and facilities at the Aiiport; and 

WHEREAS, MATCO has entered into that certain Agreement by and between the City of Chicago and the 
Midway Airlines' Tenninal Consortium (the "Consortium Agreement"), to provide, operate and maintain certain of 
the equipment, the fuel system, other sjrstems and faciUties at the Aiiport; and 

WHEREAS, the Company is either a Non-Participating Airline that seeks to provide ground handling 
services to itself or an Air Carrier or Air Carriers, or a Handling Company that seeks to provide certain services to 
an Air Carrier or Air Carriers, as defined herein, operating at the Airport, which requires Company to access certain 
MATCO Equipment and MATCO Premises at the Airport operated and maintained by MATCO pursuant to the 
Consortium Agreement; 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants, promises and agreements herein contained, 
and for other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, 
MATCO and Company agree as foUows: 

ARTICLE I 

INCORPORATION OF RECITALS 

SECTION 1.01 Incorporation of Recitals 

The above recitals are expressly incorporated in and made a part of this Agreement, as though fiiUy set 
forth herein. 
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ARTICLE n 

DEFINmONS 

TON 2.01 Definitions 

A. Capitalized terms used but not otherwise defined herein shall have the meanings ascribed to them 
in the Consortium Agreement. 

B. The following terms and phrases shall have the following meanings solely for purposes of this 
Agreement: 

• "Agreement" means this MATCO Terminal Access Agreement, as hereafter amended or 
supplemented from time to time. 

• "Air Carrier" means any person or entity engaged in the air transportation business, which is 
operating at the Airport. 

• "Airport" means Midway Airport, together with any additions thereto, or improvements or 
enlargements thereof, hereafter made. 

• "Baggage Handling" means the sorting and distributing to piers of inbound, outbound, transfer, 
and lecheck bags, packages, parcels and other such items. 

"Board" or "Board of Directors" means the Board of Directors of MATCO. 

• "Company" may be either a Non-Participating Airline that requires access to the MATCO 
Equipment and MATCO Premises to handle itself or a Handling Company. 

• "Department of Aviation" means the Department of Aviation for City, or any govemmental 
agency succeeding such entity in its role as operator of the Aiiport. 

• "Environmental Requirements" means all applicable Federal, State and local laws, ordinances, 
rules and regulations and executive orders pertaining to environmental matters. 

• "Executive Director" means the individual designated by the Board of Directors for the 
management of the operations and maintenance of the MATCO Equipment and MATCO Premises and 
such other activities as may be designated by the Board fi-om time to time. 

• "Facilities Access Fees" means those Equipment Fees charged to a Company for the use of the 
MATCO Equipment and MATCO Premises calculated in accordance with the provisions of Section 503 of 
the Consortium Agreement 

• "Handling Company" means that person or entity, which (i) has been licensed or otherwise 
authorized by Qty for the delivery of services at the Airport, as herein defined, (ii) has entered into an 
agreement with Air Carrier(s) to provide Services at the Airport, (iii) has entered into this Agreement, and 
(iv) has been approved by the Board of Dfrectors to have limited access to the MATCO Equipment and 
MATCO Premises for the purpose of providing services to Air Carriers. 

• "Hazardous Materials" means asbestos and asbestos-containing materials, polychlorinated 
biphenyl (PCBs), oil or any other petroleum products, natural gas, source material, special nuclear material, 
and byproduct materials regulated under the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. Subsection 2011, et. seq.). and 
Rodenticide Act (7 U.S.C. Subsection 136, eti seq.) and any hazardous waste, toxic substance or related 
material including any substance defined or treated as "hazardous substance", "hazardous waste", or "toxic 
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substance" (or comparable term) in the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and 
Liability Act (42 U.S.C. Subsection 9601, et. seq.). the Hazardous Materials Conservation and Recovery 
Act (49 U.S.C. Subsection 9601, et seg.), the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (42 U.S.C. 
Subsection 6901, et seq.l. the Toxic Substances Control Act (15 U.S.C. Subsection 2601, et seq.). the 
Illinois Environmental Protection Act (111. Rev. Stat. Ch. I l l 'A Sec. 1001, et seq.) and any rules or 
regulations promulgated pursuant to such statues or any other applicable federal or state statute, rule or 
regulation or county or municipal law, ordinance, rule or regulation, as amended in each case. 

• "MATCO Equipment" means collectively the structures, improvements, facilities, equipment, and 
certain other systems for the Airport, all of which are operated and maintained on behalf of City, by 
MATCO pursuant to the Consortium Agreement, which Company must access in order to provide Services 
to itself or to Air Carriers at the Airport, as identified and defined in Exhibit A, attached hereto and 
incorporated by reference herein. 

• "MATCO Premises" means that operations space at the Airport required by Company to perform 
Services for Air Carriers, and which shall further be as identified and defined in Exhibit B, attached hereto 
and incorporated by reference herein. 

• "Members" means those Air Carriers that are signatories to both the Use Agreement and Members 
Agreement 

• "Non-Participating Airline" means any Afr Carrier, other than a Member, that has executed this 
Agreement. 

• "Passenger Handling" means the processing of passengers and aircraft, using, singly or in any 
combination, passenger loading bridges, preconditioned afr systems, ground power, aircraft docking 
systems, potable water, triturator/glycol wash, inbound baggage systems, outbound baggage systems, 
communications systems, security screening devices and any other related equipment 

• "Risk Management Office" means the City of Chicago, Office of Risk Management. 

• "Services" means those tasks to be performed by Company including, but not limited to. Aircraft 
Deicing, Aircraft Fueling, maintenance, catering. Baggage Handling and Passenger Handling. 

• "Special Wastes" means those substances as defined in Section 1003.45 Ch. I l l Vi of the Illinois 
Envfronmental Protection Act, and as further referred to in Section 809.13 of 35 Illinois Admin. Code, 
Subtitle G. Ch. 1. 

SECTION 2.02 Interpretation 

In this Agreement, unless the context otherwise requires: 

A. the terms "hereby", "herein", "hereof, "hereto", "hereunder" and any similar terms used in this 
Agreement refer to this Agreement; and 

B. all Article, Section and Paragraph references, unless otherwise expressly indicated, are to Articles, 
Sections and Paragraphs of this Agreement; and 

C. words importing persons shall include firms, associations, partnerships, trusts, corporations and 
other legal entities, including public bodies, as weU as natural persons; and 

D. any heading preceding the text of the Articles, Paragraphs and Sections of this Agreement, and 
any table of contents or marginal notes appended to copies hereof shaU be solely for convenience of 
reference and shall not constitute a part of this Agreement, nor shall they affect its meaning, construction or 
effect; and 
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E. words importing the singular shall include the plural and vice versa; and 

F. all references to any exhibit or document shall be deemed to include all supplements and/or 
amendments to any such exhibits or documents entered into in accordance with the terms and conditions 
hereof and thereof. AU references to any person or entity shall be deemed to include any person or entity 
succeeding to the rights, duties and obligations of such persons or entities in accordance with the terms and 
conditions of this Agreement 

In the event of any inconsistency, contradiction or other conflict between the terms and conditions of this 
Agreement, and the terms and conditions of the Use Agreement or the Consortium Agreement, the Use Agreement 
shall control. 

SECTION 2.03 Incorporation of Exhibits 

The following exhibits are attached hereto and are hereby made a part of this agreement: 

Exhibit A MATCO Equipment 
Exhibit B MATCO Premises 
Exhibit C MATCO Equipment and MATCO Premises Permitted Use(s) 
Exhibit D Insurance Specifications 
Exhibit E Certifications by the Company 
Exhibit F Conditional Assignment of Facilities Access Agreement and Company's Consent to 

Conditional Assignment 
Exhibit G City's Acceptance of Conditional Assignment 

Exhibits A, B, C and D, inclusive, may be revised from time to time, upon written notice to Company by MATCO. 
Such revision shall not constitute an amendment to this Agreement for purposes of Section 2.04 hereof. 

SECTION 2.04 Amendments 

Except as otherwise expressly provided herein, the provisions of this Agreement may be amended only by a 
written agreement signed by MATCO and Company. 

SECTION 2.05 Company's Coordination with MATCO 

The Company shall designate and identify at the time of execution of this Agreement its named 
representative who shall constitute the point of receipt for all communications relating to this Agreement unless 
otherwise provided for herein. For purposes of this Agreement, the Executive Director of MATCO or its successor 
shall represent MATCO in all matters relating to this Agreement and shall constitute the point of receipt of all 
communications, unless expressly specified otherwise by MATCO. In all provisions of this Agreement in which 
MATCO's written approval or consent is required such approval or consent shall be that of the Executive Director 
unless notified in writing by MATCO otherwise. 

ARTICLE m 

RIGETIS OF MATCO 

SECTION 3.01 Access 

MATCO shall, subject to all other terms and provisions of this Agreement, provide Company such access 
to the MATCO Equipment as may be reasonably necessary to Company's performance of Services for itself or to 
Air Carriers operating at the Airport 
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SECTION 3.02 Rip̂ ht tn T imit Use of MATCO Equipment and MATCO Premises 

A. If the Company is a Non-Participating Airline it shall identify in writing, directed to the Executive 
Director, the MATCO Equipment and MATCO Premises it intends to utilize on its own behaK or for 
another Air Carrier. If a Company is a Handling Company it shaU provide the Executive Director with a 
copy of the agreement for Services it will render to an Air Carrier. MATCO shall have the right to review 
the agreement for Services between a Handling Company and the Air Carrier(s) it serves for the purpose of 
identifying the specific MATCO Equipment and MATCO Premises to which Company will be provided 
access. 

B. It shall be within the sole and absolute discretion of MATCO to determine the specific MATCO 
Equipment and MATCO Premises that Company may access under this Agreement and the specific use for 
that specified MATCO Equipment and MATCO Premises. The specific MATCO Equipment and MATCO 
Premises so identified, and the specific use which may be made of that MATCO Equipment and MATCO 
Premises, shall be as set forth in Exhibit C, attached hereto and incorporated herein. 

C. In the event of a dispute between two or more Companies over access to the MATCO Equipment 
or MATCO Premises, MATCO shaU, in its sole discretion, be the arbiter of such disputes. 

SECTION 3.03 Right to Inspect MATCO Equipment and MATCO Premises 

A. MATCO shall have the right to inspect the MATCO Equipment used by the Company to 
determine that, ordinary wear and tear excepted, the MATCO Equipment is in good repair, and has been 
properly maintained or restored to safe, useable condition. 

B. MATCO, or its agents, shall have the right, from time to time, in its sole discretion, to inspect 
Company's vehicles and other equipment and the operations of the Company, for compliance with the 
standards established by the rules and regulations of MATCO. Upon request of MATCO, or its agents. 
Company shall operate or demonstrate any vehicles or equipment owned by or in the possession of 
Company on the Airport for use with the MATCO Equipment and on MATCO Premises, or to be placed on 
or brought to the Airport, and shall demonstrate any procedure or other activity being performed or to be 
performed by Company. 

C. Upon notification by MATCO or its agents, of any deficiency in any vehicle or piece of equipment 
which would (1) constitute a safety hazard or (2) cause an increased insurance cost to MATCO, the 
Company shall immediately make good the deficiency or withdraw the vehicle or piece of equipment from 
service. The failure of MATCO to so notify Company shall not obviate the obligations of Company 
hereunder. 

SECTION 3.04 T.imitarinTi nf Tiahility 

A. Neither the Qty nor MATCO shall be liable to the Company for any damage to Company's 
property or for any loss of revenue by Company resulting fi'om the maintenance or operation of the 
MATCO Equipment or MATCO Premises. 

B. As to the Company, neither the City nor MATCO shall be responsible for the repair or 
replacement of any property owned, leased or controlled by MATCO and damaged by Company, its 
employees, agents, invitees or others doing business with i t At MATCO's option, Company will promptiy 
reimburse MATCO for flie repair or replacement of any of the MATCO Equipment or MATCO Premises 
damaged by tiie Company. 

C. Neither the City nor MATCO shall be responsible to the Company, while the MATCO Equipment 
and MATCO Premises are in the Company's control and/or possession, for any accidents or injuries of 
whatever nature to persons or property caused by the maintenance or operation of the MATCO Equipment 
and MATCO Premises and Company shall and Company shall hold MATCO and the City hannless for 
damages, liabiUty and penalty incuned as a result of Company's violation of any law, rule, regulation or 
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executive order occurring by reason of Company's use or operation of the MATCO Equipment, and from 
any and all claims, suits, losses, damages or injuries to persons or property of whatever kind or nature 
arising directiy or indirectiy out of the Company's operation of or use of the MATCO Equipment, or 
resulting from any acts, omissions, willfiilly tortious conduct or neglect of Company, its agents, or 
employees. 

ARTICLE IV 

OBLIGATIONS OF THE COMPANY 

SECTION 4.01 Use of the MATCO Equipment and MATCO Premises 

A. While any MATCO Equipment and MATCO Premises is in the Company's possession and/or 
control, the Company shaU maintain and use the MATCO Equipment and MATCO Premises in a safe and 
appropriate maimer. The Company shall use the MATCO Equipment for no other purposes than those 
expressly set forth herein, or in any manufacturer's warranty. 

Any right to use MATCO Equipment and MATCO Premises under the terms of this Agreement is granted 
solely to the Company, and is neither transferable nor assignable without the express written consent of 
MATCO. It shall be within MATCO's sole discretion to grant such consent. 

The Company understands and agrees that MATCO's grant of rights witii respect to the MATCO 
Equipment and the MATCO Premises as set forth in this Agreement is "as-is", without any representation 
or warranty, either express or implied, by MATCO with respect to (i) the fitness of the equipment for any 
particular purpose or merchantability of any item or items of equipment, (ii) MATCO's title, (iii) the 
Company's right to the quiet enjoyment of MATCO Equipment or MATCO Premises, except as otherwise 
provided herein, or (iv) the design or condition of the equipment or as to the quality of the material, 
equipment or workmanship in the MATCO Equipment. 

B. The Company shall, at its own cost, promptiy repair, replace or, at MATCO's option, reimburse 
MATCO for the repair or replacement of any property owned, leased or controlled by MATCO and 
damaged by the Company, its employees, agents, invitee or others doing business with it. 

SECTION 4.02 Access to the MATCO Equipment 

A. Subject to all other terms and conditions of this Agreement, the Company shaU have such 
easements and rights of way as are reasonably necessary for Company's operation and maintenance of the 
MATCO Equipment Nothing in this Agreement, however, shall convey to the Company any greater rights 
than those rights conveyed by City to MATCO under the terms of the Consortium Agreement or any other 
City/MATCO equipment agreement 

B. The Company's use of the MATCO Equipment may be terminated upon thirty (30) days prior 
written notice by MATCO or by the expiration of this Agreement; provided, however, that termination of 
the Company's use of the MATCO Equipment shall not unless indicated, serve to terminate this 
Agreement Unless otherwise stated herein, the Company's obligations shall continue unless and until this 
Agreement is terminated in accordance with Article X hereof. 

C The Company shaU use, and shall cause each of its officers, employees, agents and contractors to 
use the highest degree of care when entering the Airport In the case of property owned by City, or 
property owned by and leased from City, the Company shall comply and shall cause each of its officers, 
employees, agents, and contractors to comply with any and all instructions and requirements for the use of 
such property, any licenses for which being hereby incorporated by reference. Any and all claims, suits, 
judgments, costs, or expenses, including attorneys' reasonable fees, arising from, by reason of, or in 
connection with any such entry shaU be treated in accordance with the applicable terms and conditions of 
this Agreement, including, without limitation; the indemnification provisions contained in this Agreement. 
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D. The Company shall conform, and shall require its employees, agents, invitees and others doing 
business with it to conform to the general rules and regulations as promulgated by MATCO or the 
Department of Aviation which are now in effect or which may hereinafter be adopted, regarding the use of 
all public areas of the Airport including, but not limited to, designated equipment parking areas, walkways, 
roads, stieets, corridors, hallways, stairs and other common areas of the Airport as a means of ingress and 
egress to, from and about the Airport and also in the use of portions of the Airport to which the general 
public is not admitted. 

E. Company's use and operation of the MATCO Equipment by the Company shall not unreasonably interfere 
with the operation of the Airport. Company agrees and covenants that at aU times duiing the term of this 
Agreement it will comply with all laws, regulations and ordinances applicable to the use of the MATCO 
Equipment. Company agrees that it wUl not make use of the MATCO Equipment in any manner that might 
interfere with the landing and taking off of aircraft from the Airport or otherwise constitute a hazard. 

SECTION 4.03 Licenses. Permits and Qualifications 

A The Company represents and warrants that it currently possesses all necessary licenses, permits 
and such other qualifications as may be necessary, pursuant to local, state and/or federal law, to operate or 
perform Services at Airport, and will continue to possess all such necessary licenses, permits and 
qualifications for the term of this Agreement. 

B. It shall be the sole responsibility of the Company to identify and secure all licenses, permits and 
such other qualifications as may be necessary, pursuant to local, state and/or federal law, to operate or 
perform Services at Airport Such licenses, permits and other qualifications, along with a warranty by the 
Company that all required licenses, permits and other such qualifications have been secured, are current 
and valid, shall be provided to MATCO as a condition precedent to the execution of this Agreement. 

Company shall immediately notify MATCO of the termination, for any reason, of any such Ucense, permit 
pr qualification to operate or perform Services at Airport. Such termination shall result in the automatic 
and immediate loss of right to use the MATCO Equipment without need for any further notice by MATCO. 

C. The Company expressly acknowledges its responsibility to provide security at the Airport in 
accordance with 14 CFR Part 107, "Airport Security", as such may be amended from time to time, and with 
all rules and regulations of the City conceming security procedures, including the Airport's approved 
security program. The Company expressly acknowledges its responsibility to provide security with respect 
to airplane operations in accordance with 14 CFR Part 108, "Airplane Operations Security", as such may be 
amended from time to time, and with the Rules and Regulations of the City conceming security procedures, 
including the Airport's approved security program. 

D. The Company shall insure that the foUowing provision is inserted in aU contracts entered into with 
any conb^actors and any labor organizations which fumish skiUed, uihskUled and craft union skiUed labor, or 
which may provide any materials, labor or services in connection with this Agreement: "This Agreement is 
expressly subject to the Aviation Security Improvement Act of 1990 (P.L. 101-604) ("Act"), the provisions 
of which are hereby incorporated by reference, including, without limitation, sections 105, 109 and 110, 
and to the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder." 

In the event that the Company, or any individual employed by the Company, in the performance of the 
Services to which this Agreement pertains, has (i) unescorted access to aircraft located on or at the Airport, 
(ii) unescorted access to secured areas or, (iu) capability to aUow others to have unescorted access to such 
aircraft or secured area, the Company shaU be subject to, and further shaU conduct with respect to its 
contractors and their respective employees, such employment investigations, including criminal history 
record checks, as the Administtator of the Federal Aviation Administration and City may deem necessary. 
Further, in the event this Agreement involves the constmction, reconstruction, demolition or alteration of 
faciUties to be located at or on the Airport, the Company shall, notwithstanding anything contained herein, 
at no cost to MATCO or City, perform aU obUgations hereunder in compUance with those guidelines 
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developed by City and the Federal Aviation Administration, and in effect as of the date of this Agreement 
with the objective of maximum security enhancement. 

SECTION 4.04 Standards of Care 

A. The Company shaU act, and cause its officials, agents, employees and contractors to act, in 
accordance with that degree of skiU, care and diUgence normally exercised by a certificated airline or a 
professional Handling Company performing operations at an airport comparable in size and magnitude to 
the Airport. In furtherance thereof, the Company shaU comply with aU Airport mles and regulations, FAA 
standards and general codes of conduct including, but not limited to, those set forth in this Agreement. In 
the event of a confUct between the foregoing standards, the more restrictive standards shaU control. 

B. The Service(s) and operations of the Company, its employees, agents, invitees and those doing 
business with it shaU be conducted in an orderly, professional and proper manner so as not to annoy, 
disturb or be offensive to others at the Airport Employees of the Company shaU wear security badges as 
required by Airport regulations. Employees shaU also wear appropriate uniforms which identify them as 
employees of the Company. Employees who are required to drive vehicles of any kind on the airfield must 
be properly licensed and thoroughly instmcted in airfield driving procedures and regulations. 

C. The Company shall, at its own expense and on a daily basis, remove from the Airport aU garbage, 
debris and other waste materials arising out of or in connection with its operation hereunder. 

D. The Company shaU not instaU any fixtures or make any alterations or improvements in, or 
additions to, any property owned or leased or used by MATCO, except as may be approved, in advance and 
in writing, by MATCO in its sole judgment. Any property of the Company placed on or kept at the Airport 
by virtue of this Agreement shaU be removed on or before the revocation or termination of any permission 
hereby granted, whichever shaU be earUer. If the Company shaU fail to remove such property upon the 
expiration, termination, or revocation of this Agreement, MATCO may, at its option, as agent for the 
Company and at the sole risk and expense of the Company, remove such property to a pubUc warehouse, or 
retain the same in its own possession. In either event, after the expiration of thirty (30) days, MATCO may 
seU the same at pubUc auction. The proceeds of any such sale shaU be appUed first to the expense of 
removal, sale and storage and secondly, to any simis owed by the Company to MATCO. Any excess of the 
total cost of removal, storage and sale over the proceeds of sale shaU be paid by MATCO to the Company 
upon demand. 

E. No signs, posters, logos or equipment or similar devices shaU be erected, displayed or maintained 
by the Company on the MATCO Equipment and MATCO Premises without the prior written approval of 
MATCO. Any sign, posters or similar devices must be in compUance with any pertinent standards that 
may be promulgated by MATCO or Qty. Any signs, posters or similar devices not approved by MATCO 
or not in compUance with pertinent standards that may be promulgated by MATCO or Qty shaU not be 
erected, displayed or maintained and if so erected or displayed in violation hereof, shall immediately be 
removed at the direction of MATCO or City. Any signs, posters or similar devices not approved by 
MATCO or not in compUance with pertinent standards may be removed by MATCO at the sole expense of 
the Company. 

F. The Company shaU take every precaution at aU times for the protection of persons and property at 
the Airport. The Conq}any shaU be responsible for maintaining and supervising aU safety precautions and 
programs in connection with the provision of any Services. 

G. If the Company fails to maintain the safety programs required by law or directed by MATCO or 
City, MATCO may take such steps as necessary and charge the Company for the costs of implementing 
such a program. However, tiie failure of MATCO to take any such action shaU not reUeve the Company of 
any of its obUgations hereunder. 
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H. The Company shall be solely responsible for aU accidents or injuries of whatever nature or kind to 
persons or property caused by its operations and shall indemnify, defend and save hannless MATCO and 
City from any penalties for violation of its operations, and from any and aU claims, suits, losses, damages 
or injuries to persons or property of whatever nature or kind arising directiy or indirectly out of the 
Company's operation of the MATCO Equipment or MATCO Premises, or resulting from the carelessness, 
negUgence or improper conduct of the Company, or any of its agents or employees. The Company agrees 
to immediately notify the Executive Director of aU accidents which have occurred to persons or property in 
the use of the MATCO Equipment and MATCO Premises, and provide to MATCO an accident report 
within twenty-four (24) hours of such occurrence. 

SECTION 4.05 Deposit Requirement 

The Company shaU fumish a cash deposit to the City prior to starting service in an amount equal to two (2) 
months of its Equipment Fees. The amount of the deposit shall be reviewed and adjusted as necessary to 
maintain the two (2) months' balance. In the event of tiie Company's failure to pay its Equipment Fees to 
the City in a timely manner, the deposit shaU be forfeited and must be replenished along with full payment 
of aU past due amounts before the Company may use the MATCO Equipment. The deposit shall be paid 
directiy to the City. This provision shaU not apply to Non-Participating Airlines operating under the airline 
code of a MATCO Member pursuant to Sections 5.04(d) of the MATCO Members Agreement 

ARTICLE V 

TERM 

SECTION 5.01 Term of Agreement 

This Agreement shaU commence on tiie day of , 2002 (the "Effective Date") 
and wiU continue for one year thereafter, or until the Company ceases to provide Air Carrier service at the 
Airport ceases to provide Services to Air Carrier(s) at the Airport or is terminated earUer by MATCO 
pursuant to Section 10.02 hereof, whichever is earUer. The termination of this Agreement shaU not reUeve 
tiie Company of any of its obUgations arising out of its acts or omissions during the term of this Agreement. 
This Agreement shall be automaticaUy renewed for another one-year term if MATCO does not provide 
notice of non-renewal of this Agreement pursuant to this Section 5.01 no less than thirty (30) days prior to 
the last date of any one-year term. 

ARTICLE VI 

FACILmES ACCESS FEES 

SECTION 6.01 Pavment of FaciUties Access Fees 

A. If the Company is an Air Carrier that is not a party to a Use Agreement, the Company 
acknowledges that it is a party to an Airpoit License and Agreement with the City and aU fees and charges, 
including Equipment Fees are owed and paid to the City pursuant to said agreement and this Agreement 
Failure to remit said fees shall constitute a default hereunder. Company has no right to withhold payments 
from the City, in whole or in part, or to assert a set-off for any reason against any payment due. 

B. If the Company ground handles a Non-Participating Airline or other User that is not a party to an 
Airport License and Agreement with the City, unpaid Equipment Fees due from that User will be paid by 
Company. 

C. Not earUer than one hundred and twenty (120) days nor later than one hundred (100) days prior to 
the end of each Fiscal Year, each Company shall, for each of the Air Carriers to which it may provide 
Services or for itself, as the case may be, fumish the Executive Director with an estimate of the total landed 
weights for the upcoming Fiscal Year. 
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SECTION 6.02 Calculation of Facilities Access Fees 

A. For the purposes of this Agreement FaciUties Access Fees shall be as determined by the City in 
accordance with the Amended and Restated FaciUties Use and Lease Agreement and the. Consortium 
Agreement The calculation and aU adjustments thereto, of such FaciUties Access Fees are performed by 
the City in accordance with the provisions of the Amended and Restated FaciUties Use and Lease 
Agreement and the Consortium Agreement. 

B. The Company shaU in no event assess FaciUties Access Fees to Air Carriers that it handles that 
are, by any amount, in excess of those that may be charged to the Company by the City. 

SECTION 6.03 Verification of Activity 

A. The Company shaU provide MATCO with a certified monthly report ("Monthly Report") of 
activity for each of its Services which report shall Include landed weights for itself, tf any, and for each Air 
Carrier serviced by Company for that month. The Monthly Report shaU be submitted to the Executive 
Director no later than the fifth day of each succeeding month. 

B. The Company shaU retain aU records of its activity at the Airport relating to this Agreement for a 
period of five (5) years from the date of termination of this Agreement, and shall make such records 
available to MATCO and City upon request for inspection, auditing and/or dupUcation. 

SECTION 6.04 Additional Fees 

If the City has the right to assess and coUect additional charges such charges may be included within the 
FaciUties Access Fees as set forth in this Article VI, and payment of such charges shaU be subject to the 
same terms and conditions as set forth herein. 

ARTICLE Vn 

CONFIDENTIALITY 

SECTION 7.01 ConfidentiaUtv 

A. AU of the reports, information, or data, prepared or assembled by or provided to the Company 
under this Agreement are confidential and the Company agrees that, except as specificaUy authorized 
herem or as may be required by law, it wiU treat aU information, reports or data received from or prepared 
for MATCO as confidential and proprietary. The Company agrees not to disclose any such information, 
reports or data except as specificaUy authorized herein or as may be necessary for the performance of 
Services by the Company, or as may be required by law, to any individual or organization without first 
obtaining the prior written approval of MATCO and Qty. 

B. The Conqiany will not issue pubUclty news releases or grant press interviews and, except as may 
be required by law during or after the term of this Agreement, disseminate any information regarding this 
Agreement without the prior written consent of MATCO and Qty. In the event the Company is presented 
with a request for documents by any administrative agency or with a subpoena duces tecum regarding any 
records, data, or documents which may be in the possession of the Company, the Company wHl, 
immediately upon receipt, give notice to MATCO and City Corporation Counsel with the understanding 
that MATCO or City will have the opportunity to contest such process by any means available to it before 
such records or documents are submitted to a court or other third party, provided, however, that the 
Company wiU not be obUgated to withhold such deUvery beyond that time as may be ordered by the court 
or administrative agency, unless the subpoena or request is quashed or the time to produce is otherwise 
extended. 

C. The Company acknowledges that the MATCO Equipment and MATCO Premises are part of 
Airport, and as such MATCO may be required to release a portion or aU of the information it receives from 
Company to City, or to other parties at City's direction.- Company understands and hereby consents to the 
release to City, or to any other party at Qty's direction, any information, proprietary or otherwise, with or 
without prior notice. Coiiq)any hereby waives as to MATCO and City, any rights, claims, or actions of any 
nature which may arise directiy or indirectiv out of MATCO's relea^p nf anv iTifnT-mpfiVr. or A„.^^U„^ 
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ARTICLE V m 

INDEMNITY AND D4SURANCE 

SECTION 8.01 Indemnity 

A The Company covenants and agrees to pay and shaU protect, defend, indemnify, keep, save fuUy 
and hold harmless MATCO, its Members, Board of Directors, Executive Director, officers, agents and 
employees, and City, its agents, officials and employees from and against any and aU claims, causes of 
action or suits of aU kinds, judgments, losses, obUgations, including loss of use, costs and expenses, 
including legal fees and expenses, arising out of or in connection with the Company's use or occupancy of 
the Airport or performance of Services, and not arising from the negUgent act or omission of MATCO, its 
respective Members, Board of Directors, Executive Director, officers, agents, and employees or City, its 
agents, officials, and employees. Such obUgations shaU not be constmed to negate, abridge, or otherwise 
reduce or limit any other right or obUgation of indemnity against anyone for whose acts the Company may 
be liable. In any and aU claims against MATCO, its Members, Board of Directors, officers, agents and 
employees, or City, its agents, officials and employees by any employee of the Company or anyone for 
whose acts the Company may be liable, the indemnification obUgation of the Company pursuant to this 
Section 8.01 or Section 4.04 (H) shaU not be limited in any way by the amount or type of damage 
compensation, or benefits payable by or for the Company under worker's compensation acts, disabiUty 
benefit acts, or other employee benefit acts. The Company's obUgations hereunder shaU not be limited by 
any obUgation regarding insurance coverage and shaU not be limited to the amount of any proceeds 
available. 

B. MATCO and the Company shaU promptty and in a timtely manner provide, or cause to be 
provided, to each other, copies of notices and suit documents, as they may receive of any legal process, 
claims, actions, or suits as may be given or filed in connection with the performance of the Company for 
which MATCO, or City is claiming indemnification hereunder. 

C. The Company shaU incorporate into aU contracts or subcontracts of any tier related to the 
Company's operations under this Agreement a comparable provision to Section 8.01 (A), pursuant to which 
its contractors or subcontractors of any tier shaU indemnify MATCO, its Members, Board of Directors, 
officers, agents, and employees, and City, its agents, officials and employees. 

D. THE PROVISIONS OF THIS ARTICLE SHALL APPLY REGARDLESS OF FORM OR 
LEGAL THEORY OF ANY CLAIM WHETHER IN TORT (INCLUDING BUT NOT UMTTED TO 
ANY CLAIM FOR BREACH OF IMPLIED WARRANTY OF FITNESS OR MERCHANTABELFTY), 
OR OTHERWISE, FOR DIRECT, OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES OR FOR DAMAGES RESULTING 
FROM LOSS OF USE, LOSS OF PROFIT, OR LOSS DUE TO BUSINESS INTERRUPTION. THIS 
ARTICLE SHALL SURVIVE TERMINATION OF THIS AGREEMENT. 

SECTION 8.02 Insurance 

A. The Company shaU procure and maintain in full force and effect or cause to be procured and 
maintained at aU times hereunder at its own expense, the types of insurance specified iii Exhibit D, attached 
hereto and incorporated herein by reference, with insurance companies acceptable to MATCO and City's 
Risk Management Office covering aU Services or operations under this Agreement, whether performed by 
Company or by its contractors or subcontractors of any tier. The obUgation to maintain insurance is a 
material term of this Agreement Failure to carry or keep such insurance in force wiU constitute a default 
under the terms of this Agreement, and an automatic and immediate loss of the right to use the MATCO 
Equipment and MATCO Premises without need of any notice. The Company wiU provide MATCO 
certificates evidencing such insurance provided, however, that MATCO and City's Risk Management 
Office will be entitled to require submittal of copies of aU poUcies evidenced by such certificates prior to 
the approval of such insurance. MATCO maintains the right to modify, delete, alter or change tiie 
requirements contained herein in its sole discretion or upon request by City. In the event the Company fails 
to perform any obUgation required pursuant to this Section 8.02, MATCO may do aU things necessary to 

41983 
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perform such obUgation. Any costs, including, without limitation, premiums and deductibles incuned by 
City, wiU be included in the fees charged to Company under this Agreement. 

B. The Company wiU require in its agreements with its contractors or subcontî actors of any tier that 
aU poUcies of insurance that are in any way related to the Services being performed and that are secured 
and maintained by the contractors or subcontractors of any tier include clauses providing that each 
insurance carrier wiU waive aU of its rights of recovery, under subrogation or otherwise, against MATCO 
and City. 

C. The Company agrees that any insurance protection furnished hereunder shaU in no way limit the 
Company's responsibility to indemnify and save hannless MATCO or City under this Agreement 

ARTICLE IX 

COMPLIANCE WITH ALL LAWS 

SECTION 9.01 CompUance with Laws 

A. The Company wiU at all times observe and comply, and cause its employees, agents, contractors, 
subcontractors of any tier, or suppUers to observe and comply, with all appUcable federal, state and local 
laws, ordinances, rules, regulations, and executive orders now existing or hereinafter in effect, at the time 
the Company utilizes the MATCO Equipment and MATCO Premises during the term of this Agreement. 
Provision(s) required by law, ordinance, mles, regulations or executive orders to be inserted in this 
Agreement wiU be deemed inserted whether or not they appear in this Agreement, or upon appUcation by 
either party, this agreement wiU forthwith be physicaUy amended to make such insertion; however, in no 
event wiU the failure to insert such provisi9n(s) prevent the enforcement of such provision or this 
Agreement 

B. It wUl be the responsibility of the Company to be aware of and to conduct aU Services or 
operations on the Airport in conformance with aU appUcable regulations for Environmental Requirements, 
including, but not limited to, environmental requirements regarding the storage, use and disposal of 
Hazardous Materials or Special Wastes, poUution control, releases or threatened releases of Hazardous 
Materials or Special Wastes to the environment as promulgated by any federal, state, county. City, or other 
govemmental agency having jurisdiction, as may be amended, and wiU be fuUy responsible for enforcing 
compUance with these safety regulations and procedures on the part of aU its employees, agents, 
contractors, and subcontractors of any tier. 

C. The Company, at the request of City or MATCO, shaU make available for inspection and copying 
upon reasonable notice and at reasonable times, any or aU of the documents and materials the Company has 
prepared pursuant to any Environmental Requirement or submitted to any govemmental regulatory agency 
with respect to the Airport. If there is an Environmental Requirement to file any notice or report of a 
release or tiireatened release of Hazardous Materials or Special Wastes on, under or about the MATCO 
Premises or with respect to the MATCO Equipment, the Company shaU provide a copy of such report or 
notice to MATCO, and to the extent practicable, shaU receive the approval of MATCO prior to submitting 
such notice or report to the appropriate govemmental agency. 

D. If the Company faUs to comply with any appUcable Environmental Requirements, MATCO may 
enter the MATCO Premises and take necessary measures to insure compliance with Environmental 
Requirements, aU at the Company's expense. 

F. In the event of a release or threatened release of Hazardous Materials or Special Wastes to the 
environment relating to or arising out of the Company's use or occupancy of the MATCO Equipment and 
MATCO Premises, or in the event any claim, demand, action or notice is made against Company regarding 
Company's failure or aUeged failure to comply with any Environmental Requirements on the Airport, 
Company immediately shaU notify MATCO in writing and shaU provide MATCO with copies of any 
written claims, demands, notices, or actions so made. 
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SECTION 9.02 Non-Discrimination 

If Company provides services or work to MATCO under this Agreement then: 

A General Requirements It shaU be an unlawful employment practice for the Company to fail to 
hire, to refuse to hire, to discharge or to discriminate against any individual with respect to its 
compensation, or the terms, conditions, or privileges of its employment, because of such individual's race, 
color, reUgion, sex, age, handicap or national origin; or to limit segregate, or classify employees or 
appUcants for employment in any way which would deprive or tend to deprive any individual of 
employment opportunities or otherwise adversely affect their status as an employee, because of such 
individual's race, color, reUgion, sex, age, handicap or national origin. 

The Company shall comply wifli The Civil Rights Act of 1964,42 U.S.C. 2000 et seg. (1981), as amended. 
The Company shaU fiirtiier comply witii Executive Order No. 11,246, 30 Fed. Reg. 12,319 (1965), 
reprinted in 42 U.S.C. 2000(e) note, as amended by Executive Order No. 11,375, 32 Fed. Reg. 14.303 
(1967) and by Executive Order No. 12,086, 43 Fed. Reg. 46,501 (1978); the Age Discrimination Act, 42 
U.S.C. Sec. 6101-6106 (1981); the RehabiUtation Act of 1973, 29 U.S.C. Sec. 793-794 (1981); the 
Americans with DisabUities Act PL. 101-336; 41 C.F.R. Part 60 et seq. (1990); Air Carriers Access Act, 
49 U.S.C.A. 1374; and, FAA Circular No. 150/5100 15A. 

B. State Requfrements The Company shaU comply with the Illinois Human Rights Act, 775 ILCS 
5/1-101 etseq. (1990), as amended; tiie Discrimination in PubUc Contracts Act, 775 ILCS 10/0/01 et seq. 
(1990), as amended; and tiie Envfronmental Barriers Act 410 ILCS 25/1 et. seq. 

C. City Reqiurements The Company shaU comply with the Chicago Human Rights Ordinance, 
Chapter 2-160, Section 2-160-010 et seg. of the Municipal Code (1990), as amended. 

Further, the Company shaU fumish such reports and information as requested by the Chicago Commission 
of Human Relations. 

SECTION 9.03 Airport Rules and Regulations 

If Company provides services or work to MATCO under this Agreement then: 

A. The Company shaU comply, and shaU cause its agents, employees, passengers, guests, invitees and 
contractors to comply with aU Rules and Regulations goveming the conduct at and operations of the 
Airport, promulgated from time to time by the Commissioner of the Department of Aviation. 

B. Nothing herein shaU be constmed to prevent Company from contesting in good faith any Rule or 
Regulation of the Airport, without being considered hereof so long as such contest is diUgentiy commenced 
and prosecuted by Company. Company shaU be excused by City from complying with any Rule or 
Regulation of the Airport during any such contest unless the City reasonably determines that failure to 
comply with such Rule or Regulation constitutes a health or safety hazard at the Airport. 

SECTION 9.04 CompUance with FAA Regulations 

If Company provides services or work to MATCO under this Agreement then: 

A. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary, references herein to a statute or law shaU be deemed to 
be a reference to (i) such statute or law as may be amended from time to time, (ii) aU regulations, rules, 
executive orders, poUcies and instmctions pertaining to or promulgated pursuant to such statute or law, and 
(iii) aU future statutes, laws, regulations, rules, executive orders, poUcies and instmctions pertaining to the 
same or similar subject matter. 
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B. Nothing herein contained shaU be constmed to grant or authorize the granting of an exclusive right 
to conduct an Afr Transportation Business as prohibited by Section 308(a) of the Federal Aviation Act of 
1958, as amended, and City reserves the right to grant to others the privileges and rights of conducting any 
or all activities of an aeronautical nature. 

C. The Company covenants and agrees that this Agreement shaU be subordinated to the provisions of 
any existing or future agreement between the City and the United States Govemment, the execution of 
which has been or will be requfred as a condition precedent to the granting of Federal funds for the 
development of the Airport The Company further agrees that it shaU not cause the City to violate any 
assurances made by the City to the Federal govemment in connection with the granting of such Federal 
funds. 

D. This Agreement involves the use of or access to space on, over or under real property acquired and 
improved under the Airport Development Aid Program of the Federal Aviation Administration, and 
therefore involves activity which serves the pubUc. 

The Company, for itself, its personal representatives, successors-in-interest, and assigns, as part of the 
consideration hereof, does hereby covenant and agree, as a covenant running with the land, that (i) no 
person on the grounds of race, creed, color, reUgion, age, sex or national origin shaU be excluded from 
participation in, denied the benefits of or otherwise be subjected to discrimination in the use of said 
faciUties; (u) that no person on the grounds of race, creed, color, reUgion, age, sex or national origin shaU 
be excluded from participation in, denied the benefits of, or otherwise be subjected to discrimination in the 
constmction of improvements on, over or under such land and the fumishing of services thereon; and (iii) 
that Company shall use the premises in compUance with aU other requfrements imposed by or pursuant to 
regulations of the Department of Transportation. 

E. The Company agrees to fiimish services in the United States in compliance with Federal law and 
on a fafr and not unjustiy discriminatory basis to aU users thereof, and to charge fafr, reasonable and not 
unjustly discriminatory prices for each unit of service; provided, that Company may be aUowed to make 
reasonable and nondiscriminatory discounts, rebates or other similar types of price reductions. 

SECTION 9.05 Equal Employment Opporhinitv 

If Company provides services or work to MATCO under this Agreement then during the term of this 
Agreement, the Company agrees as foUows: 

A. That it wiU not discriminate agsdnst any employee or appUcant for employment because of race, 
color, reUgion, sex, marital status, national origin or ancestty, age, physical or mental handicap unrelated to 
abiUty, or an unfavorable discharge from miUtary service; and fiirther that it will examine aU job 
classifications to determine if minority persons or women are undemtilized and wiU take appropriate 
affirmative action to rectify any such undemtilization. 

B. That if it hues additional employees in order to perform this Agreement, it wiU determine the 
availabiUty (in accordance with the Department of Aviation's Rules) of minorities and women in the 
area(s) from which it may reasonably recruit and it wiU hfre for each job classification for which the 
employees are hfred in such a way that minorities and women are not undemtilized. 

C. That, in aU soUcitations or advertisements for employees placed by it or on its behalf, it wiU state 
tiiat aU appUcants wiU be afforded equal opportuiuty without discrimination because of race, color, reUgion, 
sex, marital status, national origin or ancestry, age, physical or mental handicap umelated to abiUty, or an 
unfavorable discharge from miUtary service. 

D. That it wiU send to each labor organization or representative of workers with which it has or is 
bound by collective bargaining or other agreements, a notice advising such labor organization or 
representative of its obUgation under the Illinois Human Rights Act and the Department of Aviation's 
Rules. If any such labor organization or representative fail or refuse to cooperate with its efforts to comply 
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with such Act and Rules, it wiU promptiy so notify the Department of Aviation and the contracting agency 
and wiU recruit employees from other sources when necessary to fiUfiU its obUgations thereunder. 

E. That it wiU submit reports as requfred by the Department of Aviation's Rules, fumish aU relevant 
information as may from time to time be reasonably requested by the Department of Aviation of the City, 
and in aU respects comply with the DUnois Human Rights Act and Department of Aviation's Rules. 

F. That it wiU permit access to aU relevaiit books, records, accounts and work sites by personnel of 
the City and the Department of Aviation for purposes of investigation to ascertain compUance with the 
Illinois Human Rights Act and the Department of Aviation's Rules. 

G. That it will include, verbatim or by reference, the provisions of this section in every contract for 
work that it awards under which any portion of the obUgations are undertaken or assumed, so that such 
provisions wiU be binding upon such conb^ctor. In the same manner as with other provisions of this 
Agreement the Company will be Uable for compUance with appUcable provisions of this clause by its 
contractors; and further it will promptiy notify the City and MATCO in the event any confractor faUs or 
refuses to comply therewith. In addition, the Company wiU not use any contractors declared by the lUinois 
Human Rights Commission to be ineUgible for contracts or subcontracts with the State of Illinois or any of 
its poUtical subdivisions or municipal corporations. 

SECTION 9.06 Safety and Security 

A. The Company expressly acknowledges its responsibiUty to provide security at the Airport in 
accordance with 14 CFR Part 107, "Airport Security" as such may be amended from time to time, and with 
aU rules and regulations of the City conceming security procedures, including the Airport's approved 
security program. The Company expressly acknowledges its responsibiUty to provide security with respect 
to airplane operations in accordance with 14 CFR Part 108, "Airplane Operation Security," as such may be 
amended from time to time, and with the Rules and Regulations of the City conceming security procedures, 
including the Airport's approved security program. 

B. The Con^any shaU insure that the foUowing provision is inserted in aU contiacts entered into with 
any contractors and any labor organization which fiimish skiUed, unskiUed and craft union skiUed labor, or 
which may provide any materials, labor or services in connection with the Agreement: 

"This Agreement is expressly subject to the Aviation Security Improvement Act of 1990 (P.L. 101-604) 
("Act"), the provisions of which are hereby incorporated by reference, including without limitation sections 
105,109 and 110, and to the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder. In the event that the Company 
or any individual employed by the Company, in the perfoimance of this Agreement has (i) unescorted 
access to aircraft located on or at the Airport; (ii) imescorted access to secured areas; or (iu) capabiUty to 
allow others to have unescorted access to such afrcraft or secured area, the Company shaU be subject to, 
and further shaU conduct with respect to its contractors and thefr respective employees, such employment 
investigations, including criminal history record checks, as the Administrator of the FAA and the City may 
deem necessary. Further, in the event this Agreement involves the constmction, reconstmction, demoUtion 
or alteration of faciUties to be located at or on the Airport, The Company shaU notwitiistanding anything 
contained herein, at no cost to City, perform all obUgations hereunder in compUance with those guidelines 
developed by City and the FAA, and in effect as of the Effective Date with the objective of maximum 
security enhancement In the event the Agreement involves the design of faciUties or equipment, the 
drawings, plans and specifications to be provided under the agreement shaU comply with those guidelines 
developed by City and the FAA and in effect at the time of the submission of such drawings, plans and 
specifications." 

SECTION 9.07 American witii DisabiUties Act 

If Company provides services or work to MATCO under this Agreement then: 
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The Company shaU insure that the appropriate provision set forth below is inserted in aU contracts entered 
into with any design professional or with any contiactors and any labor organizations which fumish skiUed, 
unskilled and craft union skiUed labor or which may provide any materials, labor or services in connection 
Vfith this Agreement: 

a. Design: 

"The contractor wanants that aU design documents produced for the Company under this Agreement shall 
comply with aU Federal, State and local laws and regulations regarding accessibUty standards for disabled 
or envfronmentaUy limited persons including, but not limited to, the foUowing: Americans with DisabiUties 
Act P L 101-336 (1990) and Uniform Federal AccessibiUty Standards ("UFAS") or the American with 
DisabiUties Act AccessibiUty Standards ("ADAAG"); and the Illinois Envfronmental Barriers Act, 410 
ELCS 25.1 et. seq. and the regulations promulgated thereto at 71 DI. Adm. Code Ch. 1 Sec. 400.110. In the 
event that the above cited standards are inconsistent the contractor shaU comply with the standards 
providing greater accessibUty." 

b. Contracts for Work: 

"AU constmction and alteration undertaken by contractor under this contract shaU be performed in 
compUance with aU Federal, state and local laws and regulations regarding accessibiUty standards for 
disabled or envfronmentaUy limited persons including, but not limited to, the foUowing: Americans with 
DisabUities Act, P.L 101-336 (1990) and tiie Uniform Federal AccessibiUty Standards ("UFAS") or tiie 
Americans with DisabiUties Act AccessibiUty Guidelines for Bmldings and FaciUties ("ADAAG"): and the 
nUnois Envfronmental Barriers Act 410 ILCS 25/1 et seq. and the regulations promulgated thereto at 71 IU. 
Adm. Code Ch. 1 Sec. 400.110. The confractor shaU prior to constmction, review the plans and 
specifications and notify MATCO and the City in the event the plans and specifications are not in 
compUance with the above-referenced standards." 

SECTION 9.08 Minority and Women Business Enterprises 

If Company provides services or work to MATCO under this Agreement then: 

The Company shaU provide for the participation of Minority and Women Business Enterprises in any work 
it performs under this agreement To this end. Company shaU estabUsh a poUcy for the utilization of 
Minority and Women Business Enterprises, a liaison with the Department of Aviation and Department of 
Purchases, Conttacts and SuppUes for Minority and Women Business Enterprises, a goal for the award of 
the Conqiany confracts, and a reporting procedure agreeable to the Company and the City. t^ 

a. PoUcy: 

The foUowing statement represents the Company's poUcy regarding Equal Opportunity and a Minority and 
Women Business Enterprises program: 

"The Company is committed to providing fafr and representative opportunities for minorities and women 
and Minority and Women Business Enterprises in its work. Neither the Company nor its conttactors shaU 
discriminate on the basis of race, color, reUgion, sex, or national origin in the award and performance of 
contracts to be utilized for any of the work hereunder. Furthermore, affirmative action wiU be taken, 
consistent with sound procurement poUcies and appUcable law, to ensure that Minority and Women 
Business Enterprises are afforded a fafr and representative opportunity to participate in confracts awarded 
by the Company." 

This poUcy shaU be stated in aU the Company contracts, cfrculated to aU employees of the Company in 
affected departments, and made known to minority and women enttepreneurs. 

b. Liaison: 
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To ensure compUance with the successful management of the Company's Minority and Women Business 
Enterprises program, the Company shaU estabUsh a Minority and Women Business Enterprises liaison with 
the City's Department of Aviation and with the City's Department of Purchases, Contracts and SuppUes. 
Further, aU personnel of the Company and aU other with responsibiUties in the supervision of the Company 
conttacts for the Company are to see that actions are performed consistent witii the affirmative action goals 
of this Agreement. 

c. Goals: 

The goals to be met by the Company hereunder shaU be with utilization of Minority Business Enterprises 
(MBE) and Women Business Enterprises (WBE) certified by the City of Chicago subject to the availabiUty 
of MBEs and WBEs capable of performing the work. These goals shaU be administered in a manner to 
assure City and the Company that: (i) the work shaU be completed at a reasonable and acceptable cost to 
Company; (u) the work shaU be completed on a reasonable and acceptable timetable to the Company and 
the City; and (iu) the quaUty of the work shaU be reasonable and acceptable to the Company and City. 

The goals of the Company for participation by Minority and Women Business Enterprises (MBE and 
WBE) shaU be to achieve a minimum of MBE participation in a percentage amount to be detennined in 
consultation with the City. 

Should the Company determine that no MBE and WBE is capable or available to perform the work, it shaU 
notify the Commissioner specifying the type of work requfred and the reasons an MBE and/or WBE is not 
available to perform such work. The Company shaU also notify the Department of Piirchases, Contracts and 
SuppUes, who shaU determine if any MBE and WBEs are available to perform the work needed. If the 
Department of Purchase, SuppUes and Contracts determines that MBEs and WBEs are available to perform 
such work, it shaU notify the Company of such availabiUty and the Company wiU be requfred to utilize 
such MBE and WBE to the extent the goals set forth above can be met. 

d. EUgibiUty: 

Only those persons, firms, partnerships, corporations or other legal entities certified by the City of Chicago 
as certified MBE and/or WBE shaU be eUgible for puiposes of meeting tiie goals estabUshed by the City. 

e. Reporting: 

The Minority and Women Business Enterprises progress report requfred by this section shaU be made on 
forms or on a format estabUshed by the City and agreeable to the Company. Such reports shaU include the 
following items: 

(i) the total amount or prime and subcontract awards during the quarter and, for any awards to 
Minority and Women Business Enterprises resulting therefrom, the name of the Minority and 
Women Business Enterprises and the amount of the contract with the Minority and Women 
Business Enterprises; and 

(U) the cumulative value of aU prime and subconttact awards to date and the total accumulation of aU 
awards to Minority and Women Business Enterprises; and 

(iu) a projection of the total amount of prime and subcontracts to be awarded and of Minority and 
Women Business Enterprises contt-acts to be awarded during the next quarter; and 

(iv) aU Minority and Women Business Enterprises subconfracts that have been completed and for 
which final payment has been made during the quarter, and 

(v) an evaluation of the overaU progress to date towards the Minority and Women Business 
Enterprises goals for the work. 
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SECTION 9.09 Equal Employment Opportunity and Affirmative Action Plan 

If Company provides services or work to MATCO under this Agreement then: 

The Company must commit to estabUsh, maintain and implement a written Equal Employment Opportunity 
and Affirmative Action Plan (the "EEO/AA Plan") for the work on the Airport which plan is acceptable to 
City and the Company. 

The EEO/AA Plan wiU be considered in relation to goals for employment of women and minorities 
determined in consultation with the City. 

SECTION 9.10 Chicago Ffrst Hiring Program 

If Company provides services or work to MATCO under tiiis Agreement then: 

In the event there are contracts subject to this Agreement, City through the Mayor's Office of Employment 
and Training ("MET"), wiU provide a Chicago Ffrst Hiring Program ("Chicago Ffrst Program") to the 
Company. An objective of the Chicago First Program is to ensure that the City's residents who have 
received ttaining and skQl development through MET are afforded consideration for jobs created through 
Airport projects. 

The Company agrees to negotiate a Chicago Ffrst Agreement (the "Ffrst Source Agreement") with MET for 
the recruitment and refenal of personnel for positions available as a result of the Agreement. 

SECTI0N9.il Reporting and CompUance .u 

If Company provides services or work to MATCO under this Agreement then: 

In the event that there are contracts subject to this Agreement, at quarterly intervals, beginning ninety (90) 
days foUowing the execution of this Agreement The Company shaU submit to City progress reports on 
forms or on a format estabUshed by City's Department of Purchases, Contracts and SuppUes and agreeable 
to Company, that provide requfred information conceming Company's MBE/WBE requfrements, EEO and 
Affirmative Action Plan, and Chicago Ffrst Hiring Program. 

SECTION 9.12 Non-Responsible Bidder 

ff Company provides services or work to MATCO under this Agreement then: 

Prior to awarding any Company contracts, the Company shaU provide City with the names of vendors who 
may be awarded such contracts. City shaU promptiy notify the Company if a potential vendor appears on 
tiie City's Ust of non-responsible liidders. The Company agrees that no Company contracts shaU be 
awarded to persons or corporations identified on City's list of non-responsible bidders, so long as such Ust 
does not discriminate against any bidders because of race, reUgion, age, handicap, color, sex, national 
origin, citizenship or poUtical affiliation. 

SECTION 9.13 PrevfliltnpWagp. 

If Company provides services or work to MATCO under this Agreement then: 

The Company shaU comply with, and aU conttacts entered into by the Company shaU contain provisions 
complying witii, 820 ILCS 130/0.01 et. seq.. as it may be amended (the "Act"), so long as tiie Act is effect 
in order to ensure that such persons covered by the Act are paid the prevailing wage rate as ascertained by 
the Illinois Departtnent of Labor. U tiie Illinois Department of Labor revises such prevaiUng wage rates the 
revised rates shaU apply. Upon request by tiie City, the Company shall provide evidence of compUance 
with the Act 

http://SECTI0N9.il
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SECTION 9.14 Veterans Preference 

If Company provides services or work to MATCO under this Agreement then: 

The Company shaU comply with the provisions of 330 ILCS 55/0.01 et seq. which requfres that a 
preference be given to veterans in the employment and appointment to fiU positions in the construction, 
addition lo, or alteration of aU pubUc works. In the employment of labor (except executive, administrative 
and supervisory positions) a preference shaU be given to veterans; however, this preference may be given 
only where the individuals are available and qualified to perform the work to which the employment 
relates. 

SECTION 9.15 Steel Products 

If Company provides services or work to MATCO under this Agreement then: 

This contract shaU be subject to aU provisions of the "Steel Products Procurement Act" (30 ILCS 565/1 et 
seq.) as it may be amended from time to time. Steel Products used or suppUed in the performance of this 
contiact or any subcontract thereto shaU be manufactured or produced in the United States. 

For purposes of this section "United States" means the United States and any place subject to the 
jurisdiction thereof and "Steel Products" means products, roUed, formed, shaped, drawn, extmded, forged, 
cast, fabricated or otherwise similarly processed or processed by a combination of two or more such 
operations from steel made in the United States by the open hearth, basic oxygen, electric furnace, 
Bessemer or other steel making processes. Knowing violation of this section may result in the filing and 
prosecution of a complaint by the Attomey General of the State of Illinois and shaU subject violators to a 
fine of the greater of $5,000 or the payment price received as a result of such violation. 

SECTION 9.16 Residency 

U Company provides services or work to MATCO under this Agreement then: 

In the event that a Company contract requfres constmction on the Aiiport with a value in excess of 
$100,000, tiie Company shall include a provision in such contiact that the Company's contractor wiU 
comply with the provisions of Chapter 2, Section 2-92-320 of the Municipal Code which requfres that of 
the total constmction worker hours performed by the contractor in the categories of unskilled constmction 
laborers and skiUed constmction ttade workers, at least 50% in each category shaU be performed by Qty 
residents. 

SECTION 9.17 MacBride Principles for Nortiiem Ireland 

The Qty of Chicago through the passage of tiie MacBride Principles ordinance seeks to promote fair and 
equal employment opportuiuties and labor practices for reUgious minorities in Northern freland and provide 
a better working envfronment for aU citizens in Northern Ireland. 

If Company provides services or work to MATCO under this Agreement then: 

In accordance with Section 2-92-580 of the Municipal Code of the Qty of Chicago, if the Company 
conducts any business operation in Northern freland, it is hereby required that the Company shaU make all 
reasonable and good faith efforts to conduct any business operations in accordance with the MacBride 
Principles for Northern freland as defined in Dlinois PubUc Act 85-1390 (1988IIL Laws 3220). 
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ARTICLE X 

DEFAULT 

SECTION 10.01 Events of Default 

Any one or more of the foUowing wiU constitute an event of default: 

A. The failure by the Company to pay any FaciUties Access Fees or other charges requfred to be paid 
hereunder at tiie times specified by the City. 

B. Any material misrepresentation made by the Company to MATCO. 

C. The faUure of the Company to observe and perform any covenant, condition, agreement or other 
obUgation under this Agreement for a period of thfrty (30) days after notice specifying such failure; 
provided, however, that any such failure which can be cured, but which cannot with due diUgence, be 
cured within such thirfy (30) day period, shaU not constitute an event of default if conective action is 
instituted by the Company within the appUcable period and diUgently pursued until the failure is conected. 

D. The admission by the Company of insolvency, bankmptcy or the inabiUfy of the Company to pay 
its debts as they mature, or the making of an assignnient for the benefit of creditors, or any other act of 
insolvency, bankmptcy or assignment which renders the Company incapable of performing the Services in 
accordance with the terms and conditions of the Agreement to the extent as may be permitted by law. 

E. The termination, for whatever reason, of the; Company's agreement for Services with Afr 
Carriei(s) operating at the Airport or its permit to operate at the Airport. 

F. Pursuant to Section 4.03 of this Agreement, the termination, for whatever reason, of any Ucense, 
permit or other qualification requfred of the Company to perform Services at Airport 

G. Failure to keep or cany insurance in force as requfred by this Agreement 

SECTION 10.02 Consequences of Default 

A. Upon the occunence and continuation of any event of default, MATCO, to the extent permitted by 
law, may declare the Company in default of this Agreement MATCO wiU notify the Company in writing 
of the default and its intention to invoke any or aU of the remedies available hereunder. If so dfrected by 
Qfy, MATCO shaU declare Company in de&ult upon the occunence and continuation of any default. Any 
such decision by MATCO wiU be final and effective upon the Company's receipt as defined herein, of 
such notice. Upon the giving of such notice as provided herein, MATCO may invoke any or aU of the 
foUowing remedies: 

(i) the right to terminate this Agreement and exclude the Company from the use of any or aU of 

MATCO Equipment and the MATCO Premises; or 

(ii) the right of specific performance, an injunction, or any other appropriate equitable remedy; or 

(iii) the right to money damages. 
B. Company shaU be Uable for any outstanding obUgations, and all costs associated with the 
coUection of any delinquent payments including but not limited to attorney's fees. 

SECTION 10.03 Non-Exclusivitv: Waivers: Remedies Cumulative 

The remedies under the terms of this Agreement are not intended to be exclusive of any other remedies 
provided, but each and every such remedy wiU be cumulative and wiU be in addition to any other remedies, existing 
now or hereafter, at law, in equify or by statute. The failure of either party to demand stiict performance of the 
terms of this Agreement shaU not constitute a waiver thereof or on the right to insist on such performance. 
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ARTICLE XI 

RIGHTS OF CITY 

SECTION 11.01 Rights of Citv 

City shaU be a thfrd party beneficiary to this contract with aU rights and benefits attendant thereto, 
including, but not limited to, the right to conditional assignment of this Agreement as stated in Section 12.04 below, 
the right to be named as an additional insured on aU poUcies related to this Agreement, and the right to 
indemnification by Company, as set forth in Section 8.01 above. 

SECTION 11.02 Thfrd Party Rights 

Nothing contained herein will be deemed to create any contractual relationship between the Executive 
Dfrector and the Company or any of its employees, agents, conttactors and subconttactors of. any tier, nor wUl 
anything contained in this Agreement be deemed to give any thfrd party any claim or right of action against City, 
MATCO or the Executive Dfrector which does not otherwise exist without regard to this Agreement Nothing 
contained herein shaU be constmed as creating an agency relationship between MATCO and the Company. The 
Company shaU at aU times be a Ucensee. 

SECTION 11.03 Consent to Conditional Assignment 

The Company, by execution of this Agreement consents to the Conditional Assignment of this Agreement 
("Assignment") to City, and will execute the Conditional Assignment in the form provided in Exhibit F attached 
hereto and incorporated herein and which wiU be binding upon and inure to tiie benefit of the parties hereto, thefr 
respective legal representatives, successors, transferees and assigns. 

In the event this Agreement is so assigned to the City, the Company wiU be deemed to have waived any 
and aU claims, suits, and causes of action arising out of or relating to the performance of such Agreement prior to the 
effective date of such Conditional Assignment unless such the Company notifies MATCO or City, as the case may 
be, in writing of such claim, suit, or cause of action prior to the effective date of such Conditional Assignment as 
appUcable. 

ARTICLE x n 

GENERAL CONDITIONS 

SECTION 12.01 Certifications 

The Company agrees and wiU cause each of its Confractors and subconttactors of any tier to complete aU 
such affidavit and certificates as may be necessary to comply with any federal, state or local laws in the award of 
pubUc conttacts and aU such other codes, regulations, executive orders, rules and orders. The Company further 
agrees to execute, and agrees to cause each of its contractors and subcontractors of any tier to execute, such 
certificates as may be necessary to comply with any and aU other appUcable federal, state and local laws, codes, 
regulations, ordinances, executive orders, rules and orders. AU such affidavits and certifications wiU be coUectively 
incorporated by reference herein as Exhibit E. 

A. Disclosure of Ownership Interest Affidavit The Company wiU execute, and wiU cause each of its 
conttactors and subcontractors of any tier to executive a "Disclosure of Ownership Interest Affidavit" in the 
form requfred by the City. 

B. Anti-CoUusion/State Tax Delinquency. The Company wiU execute, and wiU cause its conttactors 
and subconttactors of any tier to execute an "Anti-CoUusion/State Tax DeUnquency Certification" in the 
form requfred by the City, in compUance vntii Dl. Rev. Stat 1989, Ch. 38, Section 33E-4, and 11(B), as 
amended and IU. Rev. Stat. Ch. 24, Section 11^2.1-1. 

C. Office of the Inspector General. The Company wiU comply, and wiU cause its confractor and 
subcontractors of any tier to comply, with aU provisions of Chapter 2-56 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. 
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D. Anti-Bribery. The Company hereby represents and wanants that it is not, and wiU cause its 
contractor and subcontractors of any tier to hereby represent and wanant that they are not in violation of 
the provisions of Section 2-92-320 of Chapter 2-92 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and the Illinois 
Municipal Code, 01. Rev. Stat. Ch. 24, Secrion 11-42.1-1 (1989) (1990 Supp.), respectively. 

E. Anti-Scofflaw. The Company hereby represents and wanants that it is not, and wiU cause its 
contractors and subcontractors of any tier to represent and wanant that they are not in violation of Chapter 
2-92-380 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, and further represents and wanants that in the event of any 
such violation. City wiU be entitled to, but not be limited to, set off and deliver to City a portion from those 
amounts owed to Company, if any, equal to the amount of any fines or penalties owed to City by any 
Company or subcontractors in violation, subject to the exceptions stated in the Municipal Code. 

F. Ethics. The Company hereby represents and wanants that it is not and wiU cause its conttactors 
and subconttactors of any tier to represent and wanant that they are not, in violation of Chapter 2-1-6 of the 
Municipal Code of Chicago. Any contract negotiated, entered into or performed in violation of said 
chapter wiU be invaUd and without any force whatsoever. 

In the case of any Agreement so assigned, the Company wiU be deemed to have waived any and aU claims, 
suits, and causes of action arising out of or relating to the performance of such Agreement prior to the effective date 
of such Conditional Assignment, unless such the Company notifies MATCO or City, as the case may be, in writing 
of such claim, suit, or cause of action prior to the effective date of such Conditional Assignment as appUcable. 

SECTION 12.03 Successor and Assigns: Assignment bv the Company 

AU of the terms and conditions of this Agreement wiU be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the 
parties hereto and thefr respective legal representatives, successors, transferees and assigns. 

Except as provided for in Section 11.03 above, the Company may not assign this Agreement in part or in 
whole, without the prior written consent of MATCO, which consent MATCO may withhold, at its discretion. Any 
purported assignment, without MATCO's consent, shaU be null and void. 

SECTION 12.04 Goveming Law 

This Agreement wiU be govemed in aU respects in accordance with the laws of the state of Illinois. 

SECTION 12.05 Jurisdiction 

The Company hereby inevocably submits, and wUl cause its officers, employees, agents, and conttactors 
and subcontractors of any tier to submit, to the original jurisdiction of those state and federal courts located witiun 
the Counfy of Cook, State of Illinois, with regard to any confroversy arising out oî  relating to, or in any way 
concerning the execution or performance of this Agreement The Conqiany agrees that service of process on 
Company shaU be made in accordance with the laws of the State of Dluiois. 

SECTION 12.06 SeverabiUty 

U any provisions of this Agreement shaU be held or deemed to be or shaU in fact be inoperative or 
unenforceable as appUed in any particular case in any jurisdiction or jurisdictions or in aU cases because it confUcts 
with any other provision or provisions hereof or of any constitution, statute, ordinance, rule of law or pubUc poUcy, 
or for any other reason, such cfrcumstances shaU not have the effect of rendering the provision in question 
inoperative or unenforceable in any other case or cfrcumstances, or of rendering any other provision or provisions 
herein contained invaUd, inoperative, or unenforceable to any extent whatever. The invaUdity of any one or more 
phases, sentences, clauses or sections contained in this Agreement wiU not affect the remaining portions of this 
Agreement or any part thereof. 
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ARTICLE X m 

NOTICES 

SECTION 13.01 Notices 

Notices under the terms of this Agreement wiU be in writing and sent by prepaid certified mail, retum 
receipt requested, or by telegram, telefax, telex, or by personal delivery to the foUowing addresses: 

To MATCO To Company 
Chicago Midway Airport 
5757 S. Cicero Avenue, Ticketing Level , 
Chicago, n . 60638 
Attn: Executive Dfrector Attn: 

Express Overnight DeUvery Address: 

To MATCO To Company 

Same As Above 

To City of Chicago 

Attn: 

Notices vnh be effective on the first business day foUowing receipt thereof. Notices sent by certified mail 
wiU be deemed received on the date of deUvery as indicated on the retum receipt; notice sent by telegram, telefax or 
telex wiil be deemed received on the date ttansmitted. Notices sent by express deUvery services for overnight 
deUvery wiU be deemed to have been received on the day on which deUvery is made by the deUvery service. 

SECTION 13.02 Entirety of Agreement 

This Agreement, together with aU exhibits, and any and aU documents incorporated herein by reference, 
constitiite tiie entire agreement between MATCO and tiie Company. There are no terms, conditions, or provisions, 
eidier oral or written, between die parties hereto, otiier than tiiose contained herein. This Agreement supersedes any 
and aU written representations, inducements, or understanding of any kind of nahire between the parties hereto, 
relating to the transactions involved herein. 
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THEREFORE, the parties by thefr authorized representatives have executed this Agreement on the dates 
provided below. 

Attest Midway AfrUnes' Terminal Consortium 

By:_ 

Print Name: 

Titie: 

Date: 

By:_ 

Print Name:_ 

Title: 

Date: 

Attest: 

B y : _ : 

Print Name: 

Title: 

Date: 

Company: 

By: 

Print Name: 

Title: 

Date: 

[(Sub)Exhibit "E" referred to in this MATCO Terminal Access 
Agreement unavailable at time of printing,] 

(Sub)Exhibits "A", "B", "C", "D", "F" and "G" referred to in this MATCO Terminal Access 
Agreement read as follows: 
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(Sub)Exhibit "A". 
(To MATCO Terminal Access Agreement) 

MATCO Equipment 

Passenger Loading Bridges 

Preconditioned Afr System 

400 Hertz Ground Power System 

Battery Chargers 

The Baggage HandUng System 

FIDS/BID 

Holdroom Seating 

Multi-use Flight Information and Display System 

Potable Water Cabinets 

Afrcraft Optical Guidance System 

MATCO Telephones 

Broadband 

MATCO Communications Cabling 

Unintermptible Power Systems 

Passenger Screening Devices 

Trash Compactors 

Battery Chargers 

MATCO Fire Extinguishers 

Ramp Ffre Extinguishers 

Equipment Alarm Enunciator Panel 

Notes: This Exhibit A shall be revised as needed to reflect the cunent MATCO Equipment 
Such revisions shall not constittite an amendment to this agreement but shall be attached to your signed copy. 
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(Sub)Exhibit "B". 
(To MATCO Terminal Access Agreement) 

MATCO Premises. 

There are no MATCO Premises at this time. 

REVISED / /Ol 

Note: This (Sub)Exhibit "B" shall be revised as needed to reflect the current; 
MATCO Premises. Such revisions shall not constitute an amendment to this 
agreement, but shall be attached to your signed copy. 

(Sub)Exhibit "C". 
(To MATCO Terminal Access Agreement) 

MATCO Equipment And MATCO Premises Permitted Uses. 

Note: This (Sub)Exhibit "C" shall be revised as needed to reflect the current 
permitted uses of the MATCO Equipment and MATCO Premises. Such 
revisions shall not constitute an amendment to this agreement, but shall be 
attached to your signed copy. 
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(Sub)Exhibit "D". 
(To MATCO Terminal Access Agreement) 

Facilities Access Agreement 
MATCO Insurance Requirements. 

Insurance Specifications. 

The Company shaU fumish and shaU maintain for the duration of this Agreement original certificates of insurance in 
tripUcate, and submit such certificates prior to access to the MATCO Equipment and the MATCO Premises'. The 
coverage and amounts below are minimum requfrements and are not intended to estabUsh limitations to the 
Company's UabiUty. Additional coverages and higher limits may be provided at the Company's option provided 
they are provided at no additional cost to MATCO. 

The Company shaU requfre aU Subcontractors of any tier to carry the insurance required herein, or the Company 
may provide the coverage for any or all Subcontractors of any tier and, if so, the evidence of insurance submitted 
shaU so stipulate. 

1. Worker's Compensation and Occupational Disease Insurance 

Worker's Compensation and Occupational Disease Insurance wiU be provided by the Company as requfred 
by the Illinois Revised Statutes, as amended, and Employer's LiabiUty coverage with limits of not less than 
$500,000 covering aU employees who provide or perform Services under this Agreement. 

2. Commercial General LiabUity (Primary and UmbreUal 

A. Commercial General LiabiUty Insurance, which wiU be provided by the Company as primary on-
site and off-site UabiUty coverage for such Company, shaU consist of UabiUty insurance, including bodUy 
injury UabiUty, property damage, UabiUty and personal injury UabiUty in an amount not less than 
$10,000,000 per occunence, if the sole operation of the Company is the processing of passengers, and such 
operation is contained entfrely within the physical confines of the Airport. 

B. Commercial General LiabiUty Insurance, which wiU be provided by tiie Company as primary on-
site and off-site UabiUty coverage for such Company, shaU consist of liabiUty insurance, including bodily 
injury liabiUty, property damage, UabiUty and personal injury UabiUty in an amount not less than 
$25,000,000 per occunence, so long as Aviation Fuel shaU not be loaded onto afrcraft, or otiierwise 
distributed, transported, processed or handled by the Company at or near the Airport terminal building, 
including aU adjacent afrcraft parking areas and hardstands. 

3. Automobile LiabiUty Insurance 

When any motor vehicles are used in connection with the performance of Services, AutomobUe LiabiUty 
Insurance, with limits of not less than $2,000,000 per occunence combined single limit, for bodUy injury 
and property damage, wiU be suppUed by the Company. 

4. Property Coverage 

Property Insurance Coverage ShaU be maintained by the Company on such Con^any's equipment, 
including but not limited to tools, equipment, and materials. 

5. Valuable Papers 

Valuable Papers coverage shaU be maintained by the Company when plans, designs, drawings, 
specifications, manuals and other documents are produced or used imder this Agreement Valuable Papers 
insurance shaU be provided by the Company in an amount to insure against any loss whatsoever, but in no 
event in an amount less than $50,000, and shaU be sufficient to pay for the recreation and reconsb°uction of 
such documents. 
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6. Professional LiabiUty 

When any architects, engineers, or consulting firms perform work in connection with this contract 
Professional LiabiUty Insurance shaU be maintained with limits of not less than $1,000,000. The poUcy 
shaU have an extended reporting period of at least two years. When Professional Liability poUcies are 
renewed or replaced, the poUcy retroactive date must coincide with, or precede, the start of work on the 
contract 

7. All Builders Risk Insurance 

When the Company undertakes any constmction, including improvements, betterments, and/or repafrs, the 
Company shaU provide AU Risk Blanket Builder's Risk Insurance to cover the materials, equipment, 
machinery and fixtures that are or wiU be part of the permanent faciUty. 

The foUowing conditions shaU apply to the insurance requfred to be maintained by the Company and each 
of its subcontractors: 

a. The Company wiU fumish MATCO original certificates of insurance, in tripUcate, evidencing the 
coverage requfred to be in force on the appUcable dates in this Agreement, and renewal certificates of 
insurance, or such similar evidence, if the coverages have an expfration or renewal date occurring 
during the term of this Agreement 

b. AU poUcies are to be written by insurance companies authorized to do business in the State of Illinois 
and must be acceptable to MATCO and to the City of Chicago CompttoUer, Risk Management Office. 
AU poUcies of insurance that are in any way related to the services and that are secured and maintained 
by the Company shaU include the foUowing: "Insurance carrier waives aU of its rights of recovery 
against MATCO or the Qty, under Subrogation or otherwise." 

c. AU Commercial General LiabiUty and AutomobUe LiabiUty Insurance certificates shall include the 
foUowing: 

"MATCO, its Executive Director and the City of Chicago, its City Constmction Manager and Qty 
Architect/Engineer and each of thefr respective dfrectors, officers, officials, agents and employees are 
named as "ADDTnONAL INSUREDS." 

d. AU certificates of insurance providing coverage for the Company or a subconfractor of any tier shaU 
include the foUowing Certificate Holder: 

Midway Afrlines' Terminal Consortium 
Chicago Midway Airport 
5757 S. Qcero Ave., Ticketing Level 
Chicago, IL 60638 
Attention: Executive Dfrector 

e. The Company shaU cause its insurance carriers to provide written notice to MATCO no less than thirty 
(30) days prior to any material change, non-renewal or canceUation. 

The Company expressly understands and agrees that any insurance protection furnished hereunder shaU in 
no way limit the Company's responsibiUty to indemnify and save harmless MATCO, its Executive Dfrector 
and the Qty, its City Constmction Manager and City Architect/Engineer, and each of thefr respective 
dfrectors, officers, officials, agents or employees. 
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(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To MATCO Terminal Access Agreement) 

Midway Airlines' Terminal Consortium 
Conditional Assignment Of Facilities Access Agreement. 

This Conditional Assignment is made this day of , 2005 by Midway 
AfrUnes' Terminal Consortium, organized and existing under the laws of the State of Illinois ("MATCO") and 

(the "Company") in favor of the Qty of Chicago, a municipal corporation and home 
rule govemment organized and existing under Article VII, Section 1 and (6) (a), respectively, of the 1970 
Constihition of the State of lUinois (tiie "City"). 

WHEREAS, MATCO has entered into that certain Agreement By and Between the Qty of Chicago and 
MATCO (the "Consortium Agreement") regarding the lease, operation, and maintenance and work on MATCO 
Equipment (as described in the Agreement) to be included in the Terminal and associated faciUties at Chicago 
Midway Airport (the "Project"); and 

• 1 * ' 

WHEREAS, pursuant to said Exhibit G, paragraph 16 of the Consortium Agreement the City has requfred 
MATCO to include in its contracts provisions that permit the assignment of all MATCO conttacts to the City; 

WHEREAS, MATCO and the Company have executed that certain agreement known as the FaciUties 
Access Agreement dated wherein the Company is defined therein; 

NOW THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby 
acknowledged, MATCO does hereby assign, transfer, convey and set over unto the City aU of its rights, duties, 
obligations, abiUties, and aU of its interest in and to, the FaciUties Access Agreement, subject to the limitations as set 
forth therein. This Conditional Assignment shaU become operative upon receipt of the City's written notice to 
MATCO and the Company of its election to effect such Assignment 

Midway Afrlines' Terminal Consortium 

By:. 

Titie:. 

Date: 

COMPANY'S CONSENT TO CONDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT 

_, being the Company under the FaciUties Access Agreement refened 
to in the foregoing Conditional Assignment, does hereby agree and consent to said Conditional Assignment; and in 
the event tiiat the City undertakes to effect said Assignment, the undersigned agrees to comply with the FaciUties 
Access Agreement in accordance with its terms at no additional cost to the City. 

Company 

By:_ 

Titie: 
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(Sub)Exhibit "G". 
(To MATCO Terminal Access Agreement) 

Midway Airlines' Terminal Consortium 
Conditional Assignment Of Facilities Access Agreement 

City's Acceptance Of The Conditional Assignment 

The City of Chicago does hereby accept tiie Conditional Assigmnent of the Facilities Access Agreement 

therein. 

Qty of Chicago 

Bv: 

Titie: 

Date: 
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MATCO System Access Agreement. 

THIS AGREEMENT, made and entered into as of the day of 
, 2002 by and between Midway Airlines' Terminal Consortium, an 

Dlinois not-for-profit corporation duly organized and acting under the laws of the State of UUnois 
("MATCO") and , a [corporation, joint venture, partnership or sole 
proprietorship] duly organized and existing under the laws of the State of 

, and authorized to do business under the laws of the State of Dlinois 
(the "Company"). 

W I T N E S S E T H : 

WHEREAS, the City of Chicago, a municipal corporation and home rule unit of local 
govemment organized and existing under Article Vn, Sections 1 and 6 (a), respectively, of the 
1970 Constitution of the State of Dlinois ("City"), owns and operates Chicago Midway Aiiport 
("Airport"), and has the power to grant rights and privileges with respect thereto; and 

WHEREAS, City has constructed a new passenger terminal building and related facDities 
(coDectively the "New Terminal") at the Airport; and 

WHEREAS, City has executed an Amended and Restated Airport Use Agreement and 
Facilities Lease ("Use Agreement"), with each of the members of MATCO, to set forth their 
agreement regarding the jBnancing and construction of the facilities and improvements included 
in the New Terminal and on the Airport, and their respective rights and obUgations regarding the 
use and operation of the Airport, including the New Terminal; and 

WHEREAS, certain Aii Carriers elected to form MATCO to develop and operate the 
MATCO Equipment and the Fuel System and entered into that certain Midway Airlines' 
Terminal Consortium Members Agreement dated August 25, 1999 ("Members' Agreement") 
which sets forth their rights and obligations with respect to each other, MATCO and the 
MATCO Equipment, the Fuel System and the other systems and facilities at the Airport; and 

WHEREAS, MATCO has entered into that certain Agreement by and between the City of 
Chicago and the Midway Airlines' Terminal Consortium (the "Consortium Agreement"), to 
provide, operate and maintain certain common-use airline equipment and the fiiel system at the 
Airport; and 

WHEREAS, the Company is either a Non-Participating Airline that seeks to provide 
fueling services to itself, or an Into-Plane Agent that seeks to provide certain fueling services to 
an Air Carrier or Air Carriers, as defined herein, operating at the Airport, which requires 
Company to access the Fuel System at the Airport operated and maintained by MATCO pursuant 
to the Consortium Agreement; 
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NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants, promises and 
agreements herein contained, and for other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and 
sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, MATCO and Company agree as foUows: 

ARTICLE I 
INCORPORATION OF RECITALS 

SECTION 1.01 Incorporation of Recitals 

The above recitals are expressly incorporated in and made a part of this Agreement, as 
though fully set forth herein. 

ARTICLE n 
DEFINITIONS 

SECTION 2.01 Definitions 

A. Capitalized terms used but not otherwise defined herein shaU have the meanings 
ascribed to them in the Consortium Agreement. 

B. The following terms and phrases shall have the foUowing meanings solely for 
purposes of this Agreement: 

• "Agreement" means this MATCO System Access Agreement, as hereafter 
amended or supplemented from time to time. 

• "Air Carrier" means any person or entity engaged in the air transportation 
business, which is operating at the Airport. 

• "Airport" means the Cliicago Midway Airport, together with any additions 
thereto, or unprovements or enlargements thereof, hereafter made. 

• "Board" or "Board of Directors" means the Board of Directors of MATCO. 

• "Company" may be either a Non-Participating Airline that requires access to the 
Fuel System to fuel its aircraft or an Into-Plane Agent. 

• "Department of Aviation" means the Department of Aviation for City, or any 
governmental agency succeeding such entity in its role as operator of the Airport. 

• "Environmental Requirements" means aU applicable Federal, State and local 
laws, ordinances, rules, regulations and executive orders pertaining to environmental 
matters. 
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• "Executive Director" means the individual designated by the Board of Directors 
for the management of the operations and maintenance of the Fuel System and such other 
activities as may be designated by the Board fiom time to time. 

• "Fuel Committee" means the representatives of the signatories to the Interline 
Agreement. 

• "Fuel Fees" means those fees charged by the City to an Air Carrier for the use of 
the Fuel System which fees shaU be calculated in accordance with the provisions of 
Section 503 of the Consortium Agreement between the City and MATCO. 

• "Fuel Member" means any Air Carrier that is, at the time in question, a party to 
the Interline Agreement. 

• "Fuel System" means the fuel storage and distribution facility for the storage and 
distribution of Fuel as described in Exhibit D to the Consortium Agreement between the 
City and MATCO. 

• "Hazardous Materials" means asbestos and asbestos-containing materials, 
polychlorinated biphenyl (PCBs), oU or any other petroleum products, natural gas, source 
material, special nuclear material, and byproduct materials regulated under the Atomic 
Energy Act (42 U.S.C. Subsection 2011, eL seq.). and Rodenticide Act (7 U.S.C. 
Subsection 136, et seq.) and any hazardous waste, toxic substance or related material 
including any substance defined or treated as "hazardous substance", "hazardous waste", 
or "toxic substance" (or comparable term) in the Comprehensive Environmental 
Response, Compensation and LiabiUty Act (42 U.S.C. Subsection 9601, et seq.). the 
Hazardous Materials Conservation and Recovery Act (49 U.S.C. Subsection 9601, et. 
seq.), the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (42 U.S.C. Subsection 6901, et seq.). 
the Toxic Substances Control Act (15 U.S.C. Subsection 2601, et seq.). the Dlinois 
Environmental Protection Act (DI. Rev. Stat. Ch. I l l Vz, Sec. 1001, et seq.) and any rules 
or regulations promulgated pursuant to such statues or any other applicable federal or 
state statute, rule or regulation or county or municipal law, ordinance, rule or regulation, 
as amended in each case. 

• "Interline Agreement" means the agreement by and among and the Fuel Members 
including subsequent Fuel Members, goveming certain arrangements with respect to 
access, charges and use of the Fuel System. 

• "Into-Plane Agent" means that person or entity, which (i) has been licensed or 
otherwise authorized by City to have limited access to the Fuel System at the Airport for 
the purpose of providing into-plane Services to Air Carrier airaaft, (ii) has entered into 
an agreement with Air QuTier(s) to provide into-plane Services at the Airport, (iii) has 
entered iato this Agreement with MATCO, and (iv) has been approved by the Board of 
Directors to have limited access to the Fuel System for the purpose of providing into-
plane Services to Air Carriers. 
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• "MATCO System Access Agreement" means this Agreement between an Air 
Carrier or an Luto-Plane Agent and MATCO providing for access to the Fuel System. 

• "Members" means those Air Carriers that are signatories to both a Use Agreement 
and the Members Agreement. 

• "Non-Participating Airline" means any Air Carrier other than a Fuel Member that 
has executed this Agreement. 

• "Operatiog Agreement" means the Fuel System Maintenance, Operation and 
Management Services Agreement between MATCO and the company selected to operate 
and maintain the Fuel System on behalf of MATCO. 

• "Operator" means the entity selected to operate and maintain the Fuel System on 
behalf of MATCO. 

• "Risk Management Office" means the City of Chicago, Office of Risk 
Management. 

• "Services" means those tasks to be performed by Company including, but not 
limited to, aircraft fueling. 

• "Special Wastes" means those substances as defined in Section 1003.45 Ch. I l l 
Vi of the Dlinois Environmental Protection Act, and as further referred to in Section 
809.13 of 35 DUnois Admin. Code, Subtitle G. Ch. 1. 

• "Supplier" means any Person who has an agreement with Company or whoDy-
owned subsidiary of Company for the sale and supply of Jet Fuel, Avgas or Gasoline at 
the Airport. 

SECTION 2.02 Interpretation 

In this Agreement, unless the context otherwise requires: 

A. the terms "hereby", "herein", "hereof, "hereto", "hereunder" and any similar 
terms used in this Agreement refer to this Agreement; and 

B. aU Article, Section and Paragraph references, unless otherwise expressly 
indicated, are to Articles, Sections and Paragraphs of this Agreement; and 

C. words importing persons shaU include firms, associations, partnerships, tmsts, 
corporations and other legal entities, including public bodies, as weU as natural persons; 
and 

D. any heading preceding the text of the Articles, Paragraphs and Sections of this 
Agreement, and any table of contents or marginal notes appended to copies hereof, shaU 
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be solely for convenience of reference and shall not constitute a part of this Agreement, 
nor shaU they affect its meaning, construction or effect; and 

E. words importing the singular shaU include the plural and vice versa; and 

F. all references to any exhibit or document shall be deemed to include aU 
supplements and/or amendments to any such exhibits or documents entered into in 
accordance with the terms and conditions hereof and thereof. AU references to any 
person or entity shaU be deemed to include any person or entity succeeding to the rights, 
duties and obligations of such persons or entities in accordance with the terms and 
conditions of this Agreement. 

In the event of any iaconsistency, contradiction or other conflict between the terms and 
conditions of this Agreement, and the terms and conditions of the Use Agreement or the 
Consortium Agreement, the Use Agreement shaU control. 

SECTION 2.03 Incorporation of Exhibits 

The foUowing exhibits are attached hereto and are hereby made a part of this agreement: 

Exhibit A Fuel System 
Exhibits Fuel System Use 
Exhibit C Insurance Specifications 
Exhibit D Certifications by the Company 
Exhibit E Conditional Assignment of MATCO System Access Agreement and 

Company's Consent to Conditional Assignment 
Exhibit F City's Acceptance of Conditional Assignment 

Exhibits A, B and C, inclusive, may be revised from time to time, upon written notice to 
Company by MATCO. Such revision shall not constitute an amendment to this Agreement for 
piuposes of Section 2.04 hereof. 

SECTION 2.04 Amendments 

Except as otherwise expressly provided herein, the provisions of this Agreement may be 
amended only by a written agreement signed by MATCO and Company. 

SECTION 2.05 Companv's Coordination with MATCO 

The Company shaU designate and identify at the time of execution of this Agreement its 
named representative who shaU constitute the point of receipt for aU communications relating to 
this Agreement unless otherwise provided for herein. For purposes of this Agreement, the 
Operator or its successor shall represent MATCO in aU matters relating to this Agreement and 
shall constitute the point of receipt of aU communications, unless expressly specified otherwise 
by MATCO. In aU provisions of this Agreement in which MATCO's written approval or 
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consent is required such approval or consent shaU be that of the Executive Director unless 
notified in writing by MATCO otherwise. 

ARTICLE m 
RIGHTS OF MATCO 

SECTION 3.01 Access 

MATCO shall, subject to aU other terms and provisions of this Agreement, provide 
Company such access to the Fuel System as may be reasonably necessary to Company's 
perfoimance of Services for itself or to Air Carriers operating at the Airport. 

SECTION 3.02 Right to Limit Use of Fuel Svstem 

A. If Company is a Non-Participating Airline it shaU identify in writing, directed to 
the Executive Director, the portions of the Fuel System it intends to utilize on its own 
behalf. If Company is an Into-Plane Agent it shall provide the Executive Director with a 
copy of the agreement for Services it wiU render to an Air Carrier. MATCO shaU have 
the right to review the agreement for Services between Company, if it is an Into-Plane 
Agent, and the Air Carrier(s) it serves for the purpose of identifying the specific portions 
of the Fuel System to which Company wiU be provided access. 

B. It shaU be within the sole and absolute discretion of MATCO to determine the 
specific portions of the Fuel System that Company may access under this Agreement, and 
the specific use for that specified portion of the Fuel System. The specific portions of the 
Fuel System so identified, and the specific use that may be made of the Fuel System, 
shaU be as set forth in Exhibit C, attached hereto and incorporated herein. 

C. In the event of a dispute between two or more Companies over access to the Fuel 
System, MATCO shaU, in its sole discretion, be the arbiter of such disputes. 

SECTION 3.03 Right to Inspect Fuel Svstem 

A. MATCO shaU have the right to inspect the portions of the Fuel System used by 
the Company to determine that, ordinary wear and tear excepted, those portions of the 
Fuel System are in good repair, and have been properly maintained or restored to safe, 
useable condition. 

B. MATCO and Operator shaU have the right, fi-om time to time, in tiieir sole 
discretion, to inspect Company's vehicles and other equipment, and the operations of the 
Company, for compliance witii the standards estabUshed by the mles and regulations of 
MATCO. Upon request of either MATCO or the Operator, Company shaU operate or 
demonstrate any vehicles or equipment owned by or in the possession of Company on the 
Airport for use with the Fuel System, or to be placed on or brought to the Airport, and 
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shaU demonstrate any procedure or other activity being performed or to be performed by 
Company. 

C. Upon notification by MATCO or its agents, of any deficiency in any vehicle or 
piece of equipment which would (1) constitute a safety hazard or (2) cause an increased 
insurance cost to MATCO, the Company shaU immediately make good the deficiency or 
withdraw the vehicle or piece of equipment fiom service. The faUure of MATCO to so 
notify Company shaU not obviate the obligations of Company hereunder. 

SECTION 3.04 Limitation of LiabUitv 

A. Neither the City nor MATCO shall be Uable to the Company for any damage to 
Company's property or for any loss of revenue by Company resulting fiom the 
maintenance or operation of the Fuel System. 

B. As to the Company, neither the City nor MATCO shall be responsible for the 
repair or replacement of any property owned, leased or contioUed by MATCO and 
damaged by Company, its employees, agents, invitees or others doing business with it. 
MATCO shaU repair any City-owned property and ,Company shaU promptly reimburse 
MATCO for the cost incurred for the repair or replacement of any part of the Fuel System 
damaged by the Company. 

C. Neither the City nor MATCO shaU be responsible to the Company, whUe any 
portion of the P\iel System is in the Company's control and/or possession, for any 
accidents or injuries of whatever nature to persons or property caused by the maintenance 
or operation of the Fuel System, and Company shaU hold MATCO and the City hannless 
for damages, Uability and penalty incurred as a result of Company's violation of any law, 
mle, regulation or executive order occurring by reason of Company's use or operation of 
the Fuel System, and from any and aD claims, suits, losses, damages or injuries to persons 
or property of whatever kind or nature arising directiy or indirectiy out of the Company's 
operation of or use of the Fuel System, or resulting from any acts, omissions, wLUfuUy 
tortious conduct or neglect of Company, its agents, or employees. 

ARTICLE IV 
COMPANY'S USE OF FUEL SYSTEM 

SECTION 4.01 Use of the Fuel Svstem 

A. WMle any part of the Fuel System is in the Company's possession and/or contiol, 
the Company shaU maintain and use the Fuel System in a safe and appropriate manner. 
The Company shaU use the Fuel System for no otiier purposes than those expressly set 
forth herein, or in any manufacturer's warranty. 

Any right to use the Fuel System under the terms of this Agreement is granted solely to 
the Company, and is neither transferable nor assignable without the express written 
consent of MATCO. It shaU be within MATCO's sole discretion to grant such consent. 
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The Company understands and agrees that MATCO's grant of rights with respect to the 
Fuel System as set forth in this Agreement is "as-is", without any representation or 
wananty, either express or implied, by MATCO or the City with respect to (i) the fitness 
of the equipment for any particular purpose or merchantabUity of any item or items of 
equipment, (u) MATCO's or the City's title, (iu) the Company's right to the quiet 
enjoyment of the Fuel System, except as otherwise provided herein, or (iv) the design or 
condition of the equipment or as to the quality of the material, equipment or 
workmanship in the Fuel System. 

B. The Company shaU, at its own cost promptiy repair, replace or, at MATCO's 
option, reimburse MATCO for the repair or replacement of any property owned, leased 
or controUed by MATCO and damaged by the Company, its employees, agents, invitees 
or others doing business with it. 

SECTION 4.02 Access to tiie Fuel Svstem 

A. Subject to aU other terms and conditions of this Agreement, the Company shaU 
have such easements and rights of way as are reasonably necessary for Company's 
operation and maintenance of the Fuel System. Nothing in this Agreement, however, 
shall convey to the Company any greater rights than those rights conveyed by City to 
MATCO under the terms of the Consortium Agreement or any other City/MATCO 
equipment agreement 

B. The Company's use of the Fuel System may be terminated upon thirty (30) days 
prior written notice by MATCO or by the expiration of this Agreement; provided, 
however, that termination of the Company's use of the Fuel System shall not, unless 
indicated, serve to terminate this Agreement. Unless otiierwise stated herein, the 
Company's obligations sbaU continue unless and until this Agreement is terminated in 
accordance with Article X hereof. 

C. The Company shaU use, and shaU cause each of its officers, employees, agents 
and contractors to use the highest degree of care when entering the Airport. In the case of 
property owned by City, or property owned by and leased from City, the Company shaU 
comply and shaU cause each of its officers, employees, agents, and contractors to comply 
with any and aU instmctions and requirements for the use of such property, any Ucenses 
for which being hereby incorporated by reference. Any and aU claims, suits, judgments, 

. costs, or expenses, including attorneys' reasonable fees, arising from, by reason of, or in 
connection with any such entry shaU be treated in accordance with the applicable terms 
and conditions of this Agreement, including, without limitation, the indemnification 
provisions contained in this Agreement. 

D. The Company shaU conform, and shaU require its employees, agents, invitees and 
others doing business with it to conform to the general mles and regulations as 
promulgated by MATCO or the Department of Aviation which are now in effect or which 
may hereinafter be adopted, regarding the use of aU pubUc areas of the Airport, including, 
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but not limited to, designated equipment parking areas, walkways, roads, streets, 
corridors, haUways, stairs and other common areas of the Airport as a means of ingress 
and egress to, from and about the Airport, and also in the use of portions of the Airport to 
which the general public is not admitted. 

E. Company's use and operation of the Fuel System by the Company shaU not 
unreasonably interfere with the operation of the Airpwrt. Company agrees and covenants 
that at aU times during the term of this Agreement it wiU comply with all laws, 
regulations and ordinances applicable to the use of the Fuel System. Company agrees that 
it wiU not make use of the Fuel System in any manner that might interfere with the 
landing and taking off of aircraft from the Airport or otherwise constitute a hazard. 

F. For and in consideration of this grant of access to the Fuel System, the Company 
agrees that the Fuel System shaU be the Company's sole source for the delivery of Jet 
Fuel used or suppUed by Company at the Airport. 

SECTION 4.03 Licenses. Permits and Oualifications 

A. The Company represents and wanants that it currenfly possesses aU necessary 
licenses, permits and such other qualifications as may be necessary, pursuant to local, 
state and/or federal law, to operate or perform Services at Airport, and wiU continue to 
possess all such necessary licenses, permits and qualifications for the term of this 
Agreement. 

B. It shaU be the sole responsibUity of the Company to identify and secure all 
licenses, permits and such other qualifications as may be necessary, pursuant to local, 
state and/or federal law, to operate or perform services at Airport. Such licenses, permits 
and other qualifications, along with a warranty by the Company that aU required licenses, 
permits and other such qualifications have been secured, are current and valid, shaU be 
provided to MATCO as a condition precedent to the execution of this Agreement. 

Company shaU immediately notify MATCO of the termination, for any reason, of any 
such license, permit or qualification to operate or perform Services at Airport. Such 
termination shaU result in the automatic and immediate loss of right to use the Fuel 
System without need for any further notice by MATCO. 

C. The Company expressly acknowledges its responsibUity to provide security at the 
Airport in accordance with 14 CFR Part 107, "Airport Security", as such may be 
amended from time to time, and with aD mles and regulations of the City conceming 
security procedures, including the Airport's approved security program. ITie Company 
expressly acknowledges its responsibiUty to provide security with respect to airplane 
operations in accordance with 14 CFR Part 108, "Airplane Operations Security", as such 
may be amended from time to time, and with the mles and regulations of the City 
conceming security procedures, including the Airport's approved security program. 
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D. The Company shall insure that the foUowing provision is inserted in aU contracts 
entered into with any contractors and any labor organizations which furnish skiUed, 
unskUled and craft union skiUed labor, or which may provide any materials, labor or 
services in connection with this Agreement: "This Agreement is expressly subject to the 
Aviation Security Improvement Act of 1990 (P.L. 101-604) ("Act"), the provisions of 
which are hereby incorporated by reference, including, without limitation, sections 105, 
109 and 110, and to the mles and regulations promulgated thereunder." 

In the event that the Company, or any individual employed by the Company, in the 
performance of the Services to which this Agreement pertains, has (i) unescorted access 
to aircraft located on or at the Airport, (U) unescorted access to secured areas or, (Ui) 
capabUity to aUow others to have unescorted access to such aircraft or secured area, the 
Company shaU be subject to, and further shaD conduct with respect to its contractors and 
their respective employees, such employment investigations, including criminal history 
record checks, as the Administrator of the Federal Aviation Administration and City may 
deem necessary. Further, in the event this Agreement involves the constmction, 
reconstmction, demolition or alteration of facUities to be located at or on the Airport, the 
Company shaU, notwithstanding anything contained herein, at no cost to MATCO or 
City, perform all obligations hereunder in compliance with those guidelines developed by 
City and the Federal Aviation Administration, and in effect as of tiie date of this 
Agreement with the objective of maximum security enhancement. 

SECTION 4.04 Standards of Care 

A. The Company shaD act, and cause its officers, agents, employees and contractors 
to act, in accordance with that degree of skiD, care and diUgence normaUy exercised by a 
certificated airline or a professional Into-Plane Agent as appUcable, performing 
operations at an airport comparable in size and magnitude to the Airport. In furtherance 
thereof, the Company shaU comply with aU Airport mles and regulations, executive 
orders, FAA standards and general codes of conduct including, but not limited to, those 
set forth in this Agreement. In the event of a conflict between the foregoing standards, 
the more restrictive standards shaU control. 

B. The service(s) and operations of the Company, its employees, agents, invitees and 
those doing business with it shaD be conducted in an orderly, professional and proper 
manner so as not to annoy, disturb or be offensive to others at the Airport. Employees of 
the Company shaU wear security badges as required by Airport regulations. Employees 
shaU also wear appropriate uniforms which identify them as employees of the Company. 
Employees who are required to drive vehicles of any kind on the airfield must be 
properly Ucensed and thoroughly instmcted in airfield driving procedures and 
regulations. 

C. The Company shaU, at its own expense and on a daUy basis, remove from the 
Airport aU garbage, debris and other waste materials arising out of or in connection with 
its operation hereunder. 
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D. The Company shaU not install any fixtures or make any alterations or 
improvements in, or additions to, any property owned or leased or used by MATCO, 
except as may be approved, in advance and in writing, by MATCO in its sole judgment. 
Any property of the Company placed on or kept at the Airport by virtue of this 
Agreement shaU be removed on or before the revocation or termination of any permission 
hereby granted, whichever shaU be earlier. If the Company shaD faU to remove such 
property upon the expiration, termination, or revocation of this Agreement, MATCO 
may, at its option, as agent for the Company and at the sole risk and expense of the 
Company, remove such property to a pubUc warehouse, or retain the same in its own 
possession. In either event after the expiration of thirty (30) days, MATCO may sell the 
same at public auction. The proceeds of any such sale shall be appUed first to the 
expense of removal, sale and storage and secondly, to any sums owed by the Company to 
MATCO. Any excess of the total cost of removal, storage and sale over the proceeds of 
sale shaD be paid by MATCO to the Company upon demand. 

E. No signs, posters, logos or equipment or simUar devices shaD be erected, 
displayed or maintained by the Company on any portion of the Fuel System without the 
prior written approval of MATCO. Any sign, posters or simUar devices must be in 
compliance with any pertinent standards that may be promulgated by MATCO or City. 
Any signs, posters or simUar devices not approved by MATCO or not in compliance with 
pertinent standards that may be promulgated by MATCO or City shaD not be erected, 
displayed or maintained and if so erected or displayed in violation hereof, shall 
immediately be removed at the direction of MATCO or City. Any signs, posters or 
simUar devices not approved by MATCO or not in compUance with pertinent standards 
may be removed by MATCO at the sole expense of the Company. 

F. The Company shaU take every precaution at aU times for the protection of persons 
and property at the Airport. • The Company shaU be responsible for maintaining and 
supervising aU safety precautions and programs in coimection with the provision of any 
Services. 

G. If the Company faUs to maintain the safety programs required by law or directed 
by MATCO or City, MATCO may take such steps as necessary and charge the Company 
for the costs of implementing such a program. However, the faUure of MATCO to take 
any such action shaU not relieve the Company of any of its obligations hereunder. 

H, The Company shaU be solely responsible for aU accidents or injuries of whatever 
nature or kind to persons or property caused by its operations and shaU indemnify, defend 
and save harmless MATCO and City from any penalties for Company's violation of any 
law, rule or regulation, and from any, and aU claims, suits, losses, damages or injuries to 
persons or property of whatever nature or kind cuising directiy or indirectly out of the 
Company's operation of the Fuel System, or resulting from the carelessness, negligence 
or improper conduct of the Company, or any of its agents or employees. The Company 
agrees to immediately notify the Executive Director of aU accidents which have occurred 
to persons or property in the use of the Fuel System, and provide to MATCO an accident 
report within twenty-four hours of such occurrence. 
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Section 4.05 Deposit Requirement. 

The Company shaU furnish a cash deposit to the City prior to starting service in an 
amount equal to two (2) months of its Fuel Fees. The amount of the deposit shall be 
reviewed and adjusted as necessary to maintain the two (2) months' balance. In the event 
of the Company's faUure to pay its Fuel Fees to the City in a timely manner, the deposit 
shaU be forfeited and must be replenished along with fuU payment of all past due 
amounts before the Company may use the Fuel System. The deposit shaD be paid directiy 
to the City. This provision shaD not apply to Non-Participating Airlines operating under 
the airline code of a Fuel Member pursuant to Sections 5.04(d) of the MATCO Members 
Agreement. 

ARTICLE V 
TERM 

SECTION 5.01 Term of Agreement 

This Agreement shall commence on the day of , 200_ (the 
"Effective Date") and wiU continue for one year thereafter, or untU the Company ceases to 
provide Air Carrier service at the Airport, ceases to provide Services to Air Carrier(s) at the 
Airport, or is terminated earlier by MATCO pursuant to Section 10.02 hereof, whichever is 
earlier. The termination of this Agreement shaU not reUeve the Company of any of its obUgations— 
arising out of its acts or omissions during the term of this Agreement. This Agreement shaU be 
automaticaUy renewed for another one-year term if MATCO does not provide notice of non
renewal of this Agreement pursuant to this Section 5.01 no less than thirty (30) days prior to the 
last date of any one-year term. 

ARTICLE VI 
FUEL FEES 

SECTION 6.01 Payment of Fuel Fees 

A. If the Company is an Air Carrier that is not a party to a Use Agreement, the 
Company acknowledges that it is a party to an Airport license and Agreement with the 
City and aU fees and charges, including Fueling Fees are owed and paid to the City 
pursuant to said agreement and this Agreement. FaUure to remit said fees shaU constitute 
a default hereunder. Company has no right to withhold payments from the City, in whole 
or in part, or to assert a set-off for any reason against any payment due. 

B. If the Company supplies Fuel to a Non-Participating Airline or other User that is 
not a party to an Airport License and Agreement with the City, Fueling Fees due on Fuel 
SuppUed to that User wUl be paid by Company. 

C. Not earlier than one hundred and twenty (120) days nor later than one hundred 
(100) days prior to the end of each Fiscal Year, the Company shaU, for each of the Air 
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Carriers to which it may provide Services or for itself, as the case may be, fumish the 
Operator, with a copy to the Executive Director, with an estimate of the total number of 
gaDons of Fuel to be distributed from the Fuel System to each such Air Carrier or itself 
for the upcoming Fiscal Year. 

SECTION 6.02 Calculation of Fuel Fees 

A. For the purposes of this Agreement, Fuel Fees shaD be as determined by the City 
in accordance with the Use Agreement and the Consortium Agreement. The calculation 
and aU adjustments thereto, of such Fuel Fees are performed by the City in accordance 
with the provisions of the Use Agreement and the Consortium Agreement. 

B. The Company shaU in no event assess Fuel Fees to Air Carriers that it handles 
that are, by any amount, in excess of those that may be charged to the Company by the 
City. 

SECTION 6.03 Verification of Activitv 

A. The Company shaU promptiy upon deUvery of Fuel to an aircraft be required to 
provide to the Operator a copy of the aircraft delivery receipt showing the number of 
Gallons deUvered and shaU be required to retain copies of aD deUvery receipts for 
inspection or audit by MATCO. Within five business days after the end of each calendar 
month, the Company shaD be required to provide Operator with a certified monthly report 
("Monthly Report") of the Services provided, which report shaD include the total number 
of gaDons of Fuel distributed from the Fuel System to itself, if any, and to each Air 
Carrier serviced by Company for that month. TTie Monthly Report shall be submitted to 
the Operator, with a copy to the Executive Director, no later than the fifth day of each 
succeeding month. 

B. The Company shall retain aD records of its activity at the Airport relating to this 
Agreement for a period of five (5) years from the date of termination of this Agreement 
and shaD make such records avaUable to MATCO and City upon request for inspection, 
auditing and/or dupUcation. 

SECTION 6.04 Additional Fees 

If the City has the right to assess and coUect additional charges such charges may be 
included within the Fuel Fees as set forth in this Article VI, and payment of such charges shall be 
subject to the same terms and conditions as set forth herein. 

ARTICLE v n 
CONFIDENTIALITY 

SECTION 7.01 ConfidentiaUtv 
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A. All of the reports, information, or data, prepared or assembled by or provided to 
the Company under this Agreement are confidential and the Company agrees that, except 
as specificaUy authorized herein or as may be required by law, it wiU treat ail 
information, reports or data received from or prepared for MATCO as confidential and 
proprietary. The Company agrees not to disclose any such information, reports or data 
except as specificaUy authorized herein or as may be necessary for the performance of 
Services by the Company, or as may be required by law, to any individual or organization 
without first obtaining the prior written approval of MATCO and City, provided that aU 
such information, reports and data may be disclosed to the City. 

B. The Company wiU not issue publicity news releases or grant press interviews and, 
except as may be required by law during or after the term of this Agreement disseminate 
any infonnation regarding this Agreement without the prior written consent of MATCO 
and City. In the event the Company is presented with a request for documents by any 
administrative agency or with a subpoena duces tecum regarding any records, data, or 
documents which may be in the possession of the Company, the Company wUl, 
immediately upon receipt, give notice to MATCO and City Corporation Counsel with the 
understanding that MATCO or City wUl have the opportunity to contest such process by 
any means avaUable to it before such records or documents are submitted to a court or 
other third party, provided, however, that the Company wiU not be obligated to withhold 
such deUvery beyond that time as may be ordered by the court or administrative agency, 
unless the subpoena or request is quashed or the time to produce is otherwise extended, 

C. The Company acknowledges that the Fuel System is part of the Airport, and as 
such MATCO may be required to release a portion or aU of the information it receives 
from Company to City, or to other parties at City's direction. Company understands and 
hereby consents to the release to City, or to any other party at City's direction, any 
information, proprietary or otherwise, with or without prior notice. Company hereby 
waives as to MATCO and City, £iny rights, claims, or actions of any nature which may 
arise directiy or indirectly out of MATCO's release of any information as described 
above. 

ARTICLE v m 
INDEMNITY AND INSURANCE 

SECTION 8.01 Indemnity 

A- The Company covenants and agrees to pay and shaU protect, defend, indemnify, 
keep, save fuUy and hold harmless MATCO, its Members, Board of Directors, Executive 
Director, officers, agents and employees, Operator, its officers, agents and employees and 
City, its agents, officials and employees from and against any and aD claims, causes of 
action or suits of aD kinds, judgments, losses, obUgations, including loss of use, costs and 
expenses, including legal fees and expenses, arising out of or in connection with the 
Company's use or occupancy of the Aiiport or performance of Services, and not arising 
from the negUgent act or omission of MATCO, its respective Members, Board of 
Directors, Executive Director, officers, agents, or employees. Operator, its officers, 
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agents and employees or City, its agents, officials, or employees. Such obUgations shaU 
not be constmed to negate, abridge, or otherwise reduce or limit any other right or 
obligation of indemnity against anyone for whose acts the Company may be liable. In 
any and aU claims against MATCO, its Members, Board of Directors, officers, agents and 
employees, or City, its agents, officials and employees by any employee of the Company 
or anyone for whose acts the Company may be liable, the indemnification obligation of 
the Company pursuant to this Section 8.01 or Section 4.04 (H) shaU not be limited in any 
way by the amount or type of damage compensation, or benefits payable by or for the 
Company under worker's compensation acts, disabUity benefit acts, or other employee 
benefit acts. The Company's obligations hereunder shaU not be limited by any obligation 
regarding insurance coverage and shaU not be limited to the amount of any proceeds 
avaUable. 

B. MATCO and the Company shaU promptiy and in a timely manner provide, or 
cause to be provided, to each other, copies of notices and suit documents, as they may 
receive of any legal process, claims, actions, or suits as may be given or fUed in 
connection with the performance of Uie Company for which MATCO, or City is claiming 
indemnification hereunder. 

C. The Company shaU incorporate into aU contracts or subcontracts of any tier 
related to the Company's operations under this Agreement a comparable provision to 
Section 8.01 (A), pursuant to which its contractors or subcontractors of any tier shaU 
indemnify MATCO, its Members, Board of Directors, officers, agents, and employees, 
and City, its agents, officials and employees. 

D. THE PROVISIONS OF THIS ARTICLE SHALL APPLY REGARDLESS OF 
FORM OR LEGAL THEORY OF ANY CLAIM WHETHER DSf TORT (DSTCLUDDSTG 
BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY CLAIM FOR BREACH OF DVIPLIED WARRANTY 
OF FITNESS OR MERCHANTABILITY), OR OTHERWISE, FOR DIRECT, OR 
INCIDENTAL DAMAGES OR FOR DAMAGES RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, 
LOSS OF PROFIT, OR LOSS DUE TO BUSDSfESS ESTTERRUPTION. THIS 
ARTICLE SHALL SURVIVE TERMINATION OF THIS AGREEMENT. 

SECTION 8.02 Insurance 

A. The Company shaU procure and maintain in fuU force and effect or cause to be 
procured and maintained at aU times hereunder at its own expense, the types of insurance 
specified in Exhibit C, attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference, with 
insurance companies acceptable to MATCO and City's Risk Management Office 
covering aU Services or operations under this Agreement, whether performed by 
Company or by its confractors or subconfractors of any tier. The obligation to mjiintain 
insurance is a material term of this Agreement. FaUure to cany or keep such insurance in 
force wUl constitute a default under the terms of this Agreement, and an automatic and 
immediate loss of the right to use the Fuel System without need of any notice. The 
Company wiD provide MATCO certificates evidencing such insurance provided, 
however, tiiat MATCO and City's Risk Management Office wiU be entitled to require 
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submittal of copies of aU policies evidenced by such certificates prior to the approval of 
such insurance. MATCO maintains the right to modify, delete, alter or change the 
requirements contained herein in its sole discretion or upon request by City. In the event 
the Company faUs to perform any obligation required pursuant to this Section 8.02, 
MATCO may do aD things necessary to perform such obligation. Any costs, including, 
without limitation, premiums and deductibles incuned by MATCO or City, wiU be 
included in the fees charged to Company under this Agreement. 

B. The Company wUl require in its agreements with its confractors or subcontractors 
of any tier that all policies of insurance that are In any way related to the Services being 
performed and that are secured and maintained by the confractors or subcontractors of 
any tier include clauses providing that each insurance carrier wiU waive aU of its rights of 
recovery, under subrogation or otherwise, against MATCO and City. 

C. The Company agrees that any insurance protection furnished hereunder shaU in 
no way limit the Company's responsibUity to indemnify and save harmless MATCO and 
the City under this Agreement. 

ARTICLE IX 
COMPANY'S COMPLIANCE OBLIGATIONS 

SECTION 9.01 CompUance with Laws 

A. The Company wUl at all times observe and comply, and cause its employees, 
agents, confractors, subconfractors of any tier, or suppliers to observe and comply, with 
all appUcable federal, state and local laws, ordinances, mles, regulations, and executive 
orders now existing or hereinafter in effect, at the time the Company utilizes the Fuel 
System during the term of this Agreement. Provision(s) requfred by law, ordinance, 
mles, regulations or executive orders to be inserted in this Agreement wiD be deemed 
inserted whether or not they appear in this Agreement, or upon appUcation by either 
party, this Agreement wUl forthwith be physicaUy amended to make such insertion; 
however, in no event wiU the faUure to insert such provision(s) prevent the enforcement 
of such provision or this Agreement. 

B. It wiU be the responsibiUty of the Company to be aware of and to conduct aU 
Services or operations on the Airport in conformance with aU applicable regulations for 
Environmental Requirements, including, but not limited to, envfronmental requfrements 
regarding the storage, use and disposal of Hazardous Materials or Special Wastes, 
pollution confrol, releases or threatened releases of Hazardous Materials or Special 
Wastes to the envfronment, as promulgated by any federal, state, county. City, or other 
govemmental agency having jurisdiction, as may be amended, and wiD be fuDy 
responsible for enforcing compUance with these safety regulations and procedures on the 
part of aU its employees, agents, confractors, and subcontractors of any tier. 

C. The Company, at the request of City or MATCO, shaD make avaUable for 
inspection and copying upon reasonable notice and at reasonable times, any or aU of the 
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documents and materials the Company has prepared pursuant to any Envfronmental 
Requfrement or submitted to any govemmental regulatory agency with respect to the 
Airport. If there is an Envfronmental Requfrement to file any notice or report of a release 
or threatened release of Hazardous Materials or Special Wastes on, under or about the 
Airport the Company shaD provide a copy of such report or notice to MATCO, and to the 
extent practicable, shaU receive the approval of MATCO prior to submitting such notice 
or report to the appropriate govemmental agency. 

D. If the Company faUs to comply with any appUcable Environmental Requfrements, 
MATCO may enter any portion of the Fuel System and take necessary measures to insure 
compliance with Envfronmental Requfrements, aU at the Company's expense. 

F. In the event of a release or threatened release of Hazardous Materials or Special 
Wastes to the envfronment relating to or arising out of the Company's use of the Fuel 
System, or in the event any claim, demand, action or notice is made against Company 
regarding Company's faUure or aUeged faUure to comply with any Envfronmental 
Requfrements on the Airport, Company immediately shaU notify MATCO in writing and 
shall provide MATCO with copies of any written claims, demands, notices, or actions so 
made. 

SECTION 9.02 Non-Discrimination. 

If Company provides services or work to MATCO under this Agreement then: 

A. General Requfrements It shaU be an unlawful employment practice for the 
Company to faU to hfre, to refuse to hfre, to discharge or to discriminate against any 
individual with respect to its compensation, or the terms, conditions, or privUeges of its 
employment because of such individual's race, color, reUgion, sex, age, handicap or 
national origin; or to limit, segregate, or classify employees or appUcants for employment 
in any way which would deprive or tend to deprive any individual of employment 
opportunities or otherwise adversely affect thefr status as an employee, because of such 
individual's race, color, reUgion, sex, age, handicap or national origin. 

The Company shaU comply witii The CivU Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C. 2000 et seq. 
(1981), as amended. The Company shaU further comply with Executive Order No. 
11,246, 30 Fed. Reg. 12,319 (1965), reprinted in 42 U.S.C. 2000(e) note, as amended by 
Executive Order No. 11,375, 32 Fed. Reg. 14.303 (1967) and by Executive Order No. 
12,086, 43 Fed. Reg. 46,501 (1978); the Age Discrimination Act, 42 U.S.C. Sec. 6101-
6106 (1981); tiie RehabUitation Act of 1973, 29 U.S.C. Sec. 793-794 (1981); tiie 
Americans witii DisabUities Act, P.L. 101-336; 41 C.F.R. Part 60 et seq̂  (1990); Afr 
Caniers Access Act, 49 U.S.C.A. 1374; and, FAA Cfrcular No. 150/5100 15A. 

B. State Requfrements The Company shaU comply with the Dlinois Human Rights 
Act, 775 ILCS 5/1-101 et seq. (1990), as amended; the Discrimination in PubUc 
Confracts Act, 775 ILCS 10/0/01 et seq. (1990), as amended; and tiie Envfronmental 
Baniers Act, 410 ILCS 25/1 et seq. 
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C. City Requfrements The Company shaU comply with the Chicago Human Rights 
Ordinance, Chapter 2-160, Section 2-160-010 et seq. of the Municipal Code (1990), as 
amended. 

Further, the Company shaU fumish such reports and information as requested by the 
Chicago Commission of Human Relations. 

SECTION 9.03 Airport Rules and Regulations 

A. The Company shall comply, and shaU cause its agents, employees, passengers, 
guests, invitees and contractors to comply with all mles and regulations goveming the 
conduct and operations of the Airport, promulgated from time to time by the 
Commissioner of the Department of Aviation. 

B. Nothing herein shaU be constmed to prevent Company from contesting in good 
faith any rule or regulation of the Airport, without being considered in default hereof so 
long as such contest is dUigentiy commenced and prosecuted by Company. Company 
shaD be excused by City from complying with any rule or regulation of the Airport 
during any such contest unless the City reasonably determines that faUure to comply with 
such mle or regulation constitutes a health or safety hazard at the Airport. 

SECTION 9.04 Compliance with FAA Regulations 

A. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary, references herein to a statute or law 
shaU be deemed to be a reference to (i) such statute or law as may be amended from time 
to tfrne, (ii) all regulations, rules, executive orders, policies and instmctions pertaining to 
or promulgated pursuant to such statute or law, and (iii) aU future statutes, laws, 
regulations, mles, executive orders, poUcies and instmctions pertaining to the same or 
simUar subject matter. 

B. Nothing herein contained shaU be constmed to grant or authorize the granting of 
an exclusive right to conduct an Afr Transportation Business as prohibited by Section 
308(a) of the Federal Aviation Act of 1958, as amended, and City reserves the right to 
grant to others the privUeges and rights of conducting any or aU activities of an 
aeronautical nature. 

C. The Company covenants and agrees that this Agreement shaU be subordinated to 
the provisions of any existing or future agreement between the City and the United States 
Government, the execution of which has been or wiD be requfred as a condition precedent 
to the granting of Federal funds for the development of the Airport. The Company 
further agrees that it shaD not cause the City to violate any assurances made by the City 
to the Federal govemment in connection with the granting of such Federal funds. 

D. This Agreement involves the use of or access to space on, over or under real 
property acqufred and improved under the Airport Development Aid Program of the 
Federal Aviation Administiation, and therefore involves activity which serves the public. 
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The Company, for itself, its personal representatives, successors-in-interest, and assigns, 
as part of the consideration hereof, does hereby covenant and agree, as a covenant 
mnning with tiie land, that (i) no person on the grounds of race, creed, color, reUgioh, 
age, sex or national origin shaU be excluded from participation in, denied the benefits of 
or otherwise be subjected to discrimination in the use of said faciUties; (ii) that no person 
on the groimds of race, creed, color, religion, age, sex or national origin shall be excluded 
from participation in, denied the benefits of, or otherwise be subjected to discrimination 
in the constmction of improvements on, over or under such land and the fumishing of 
Services thereon; and (iii) that Company shaU use the premises in compliance with aU 
other requfrements imposed by or pursuant to regulations of the Department of 
Transportation. 

E. The Company agrees to fumish services in the United States in compUance with 
Federal law and on a fafr and not imjustiy discriminatory basis to aD users thereof, and to 
charge fafr, reasonable and not unjustiy discriminatory prices for each unit of service; 
provided, that Company may be aUowed to make reasonable and nondiscriminatory 
discounts, rebates or other simUar types of price reductions. 

SECTION 9.05 Equal Emplovment Opporhinitv 

If Company provides services or work to MATCO under this Agreement then the 
Company agrees as foUows: 

A. That it wUl not discriminate against any employee or appUcant for employment 
because of race, color, religion, sex, marital status, national origin or ancestry, age, 
physical or mental handicap imrelated to abUity, or an unfavorable discharge from 
mUitary service; and further that it wiD examine aU job classifications to determine if 
minority persons or women are undemtilized and wUl take appropriate affirmative action 
to rectify any such underutUization. 

B. That if it hfres additional employees in order to perform this Agreement, it wiU 
determine the avaUabiUty (in accordance with the Department of Aviation's mles) of 
minorities and women in the area(s) from which it may reasonably recruit and it wiU hfre 

. for each job classification for which the eiiiployees are hfred in such a way that minorities 
and women aie not undemtUized. 

C. That, in aU solicitations or advertisements for employees placed by it or on its 
behalf, it wUl state that aU applicants wiU be afforded equal opportunity without 
discrimination because of race, color, religion, sex, marital status, national origin or 
ancesfry, age, physical or mental handicap mirelated to abiUty, or an unfavorable 
discharge from miUtary service. 

D. That it wUl send to each labor organization or representative of workers with 
which it has or is bound by collective bargaining or other agreements, a notice advising 
such labor organization or representative of its obUgation under the Dlinois Human 
Rights Act and the Department of Aviation's mles. If any such labor organization or 
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representative faU or refuse to cooperate with its efforts to comply with such Act and 
mles, it wiU promptiy so notify the Department of Aviation and the contracting agency 
and wiU recmit employees from otiier sources when necessary to fuUiU its obligations 
thereunder. 

E. That it wUl submit reports as requfred by the Department of Aviation's mles, 
fumish aU relevant information as may from time to time be reasonably requested by the 
Department of Aviation of the City, and in aU respects comply with the Dlinois Human 
Rights Act and Department of Aviation's mles. 

F. That it wiD permit access to aD relevant books, records, accounts and work sites 
by personnel of the City and the Department of Aviation for purposes of investigation to 
ascertain compliance with the Dlinois Human Rights Act and the Depjirtment of 
Aviation's mles. 

G. That it wiU include, verbatim or by reference, the provisions of this section in 
every contract for work that it awards under which any portion of the obligations are 
undertaken or assumed, so that such provisions wiU be binding upon such contractor. In 
the same manner as with other provisions of this Agreement the Company wiU be Uable 
for compliance with applicable provisions of this clause by its confractors; and further it 
wiU promptiy notify the City and MATCO in the event any contractor faUs or refuses to 
comply therewith. In addition, the Company wiU not use any confractors declared by the 
Dlinois Human Rights Commission to be ineligible for contracts or subcontracts with the 
State of lUinois or any of its political subdivisions or municipal corporations. 

SECTION 9.06 Safetv and Security 

A. The Company expressly acknowledges its responsibiUty to provide security at the 
Airport in accordance with 14 CFR Part 107, "Airport Security" as such may be amended 
from time to time, and with aU mles and regiUations of the City conceming security 
procedures, including the Airport's approved security program. The Company expressly 
acknowledges its responsibiUty to provide security with respect to airplane operations in 
accordance with 14 CFR Part 108, "Airplane Operation Security," as such may be 
amended from time to time, and with the mles and regulations of the City conceming 
security procedures, including the Airport's approved security program. 

B. The Company shaD insure that the foDowing provision is inserted in aD confracts 
entered into with any contractors and any labor organization which fumish skiDed, 
unskiDed and craft union skiUed labor, or which may provide any materials, labor or 
services in connection with the Agreement: 

"This Agreement is expressly subject to the Aviation Security Improvement Act of 1990 
(P.L. 101-604) ("Act"), the provisions of which are hereby incorporated by reference, 
including without limitation sections 105, 109 and 110, and to the rules and regulations 
promulgated thereunder. In the event that the Company or any individual employed by 
the Company, in the performance of this Agreement has (i) unescorted access to afrcraft 
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located on or at the Airport; (u) unescorted access to secured areas; or (in) capabiUty to 
aUow others to have unescorted access to such afrcraft or secured area, the Company 
shaU be subject to, and further shaU conduct with respect to its confractors and their 
respective employees, such ernployment investigations, including criminal history record 
checks, as the Adminisfrator of the FAA and the City may deem necessary. Further, in 
the event this Agreement involves the constmction, reconstmction, demolition or 
alteration of faciUties to be located at or on the Airport, The Company shaU 
notwithstanding anything contained herein, at no cost to City, perform aU obligations 
hereunder in compUance with those guidelines developed by City and the FAA, and in 
effect as of the Effective Date with the objective of maximum security enhancement. In 
the event the Agreement involves the design of faciUties or equipment, the drawings, 
plans and specifications to be provided under the agreement shall comply with those 
guidelines developed by City and the FAA and in effect at the time of the submission of 
such drawings, plans and specifications." 

SECTION 9.07 American with DisabUities Act 

If Company provides services or work to MATCO under this Agreement then: 

The Company shall insure that the appropriate provision set forth below is inserted in aU 
contracts entered into with any design professional or with any contractors and any labor 
organizations which fumish skiUed, unskiUed and craft union skiDed labor or which may 
provide any materials, labor or services in coimection with this Agreement: 

a. Design: 

"The confractor warrants that aU design documents produced for the Company under this 
Agreement shall comply with aU Federal, State and local laws and regulations regarding 
accessibUity standards for disabled or envfronmentaUy limited persons including, but not 
limited to, the foUowing: Americans with DisabiUties Act, P.L. 101-336 (1990) and 
Uniform Federal AccessibiUty Standards ("UFAS") or the American with DisabUities Act 
AccessibUity Standards ("ADAAG"); and tiie Dlinois Envfronmental Barriers Act, 410 
ILCS 25.1 et. seq. and the regulations promulgated thereto at 71 Dl. Adm. Code Ch. 1 
Sec. 400.110. In the event that the above cited standards are inconsistent, the confractor 
shaU comply with the standards providing greater accessibUity." 

b. Confracts for Work: 

"AU constmction and alteration undertaken by confractor under this confract shaU be 
performed in compliance with aU Federal, state and local laws and regulations regarding 
accessibiUty standards for disabled or envfronmentaUy limited persons including, but not 
limited to, tiie foUowing: Americans witii DisabiUties Act, P.L. 101-336 (1990) and the 
Uniform Federal AccessibUity Standards ("UFAS") or the Americans with DisabiUties 
Act AccessibUity Guidelines for BuUdings and FacUities ("ADAAG"): and the Dlinois 
Envfronmental Baniers Act 410 ILCS 25/1 et seq. and the regulations promulgated 
tiiereto at 71 Dl. Adm. Code Ch. 1 Sec. 400.110. The confractor shaD prior to 
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constmction, review the plans and specifications and notify MATCO and the City in the 
event the plans and specifications are not in compliance with the above-referenced 
standards." 

SECTION 9.08 Minority and Women Business Enterprises 

If Company provides services or work to MATCO under this Agreement then: 

The Company shaD provide for the participation of Minority and Women Business 
Enterprises in any work it performs under this Agreement. To this end. Company shall 
establish a policy for the utilization of Minority and Women Business Enterprises, a 
liaison with the Department of Aviation and Department of Purchases, Contracts and 
Supplies for Minority and Women Business Enterprises, a goal for the award of the 
Company contracts, and a reporting procedure agreeable to the Company and the City. 

a. Policy: 

The foUowing statement represents the Company's policy regarding Equal Opportunity 
and a Minority and Women Business Enterprises program: 

"The Company is committed to providing fafr and representative opportunities for 
minorities and women and Minority and Women Business Enterprises tn its work. 
Neither the Company nor its contractors shaU discriminate on the basis of race, color, 
religion, sex, or national origin in the award and performance of contracts to be utilized 
for any of the work hereunder. Furthermore, affirmative action wUl be taken, consistent 
with sound procurement poUcies and applicable law, to ensure that Minority and Women 
Business Enterprises are afforded a fafr and representative opportunity to participate in 
confracts awarded by the Company." 

This policy shall be stated in aD the Company confracts, cfrculated to aU employees of the 
Company in affected departments, and made known to minority and women 
entrepreneurs. 

b. Liaison: 

To ensure compUance with the successful management of the Company's Minority and 
Women Business Enterprises program, the Company shaU establish a Minority and 
Women Business Enterprises liaison with the City's Department of Aviation and with the 
City's Department of Purchases, Confracts and Supplies. Further, aU personnel of the 
Company and aU other with responsibUities in the supervision of the Company confracts 
for the Company are to see that actions are performed consistent with tiie affirmative 
action goals of this Agreement. 

c. Goals: 
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The goals to be met by the Company hereunder shaU be with utUization of Minority 
Business Enterprises (MBE) and Women Business Enterprises (WBE) certified by the 
City of Chicago subject to the avaUabiUty of MBEs and WBEs capable of performing the 
work. These goals shaU be administered in a manner to assure City and the Company 
that: (i) the work shaU be completed at a reasonable and acceptable cost to Company; (u) 
the work shaU be completed on a reasonable and acceptable timetable to the Company 
and the City; and (Ui) the quality of the work shaU be reasonable and acceptable to the 
Company and City. 

The goals of the Company for participation by Minority and Women Business 
Enterprises (MBE and WBE) shaU be to achieve a minimum of MBE participation in a 
percentage amount to be detennined in consultation with the City. 

Should the Company determine that no MBE and WBE is capable or avaUable to perform 
the work, it shall notify the Commissioner specifying the type of work requfred and the 
reasons an MBE and/or WBE is not avaUable to perform such work. The Company shaU 
also notify the Department of Purchases, Contracts and SuppUes, who shall determine if 
any MBE and WBEs are avaUable to perform the work needed. If the Department of 
Purchase, SuppUes and Confracts determines that MBEs and WBEs are avaUable to 
perform such work, it shaU notify the Company of such avaUabUity and the Company 
wiU be requfred to utilize such MBE and WBE to the extent the goals set.forth above can 
be met 

d. EligibUity: 

Only those persons, firms, partnerships, corporations or other legal entities certified by 
the City of Chicago as certified MBE and/or WBE shaU be eUgible for purposes of 
meeting the goals estabUshed by the City. 

e. Reporting: 

The Minority and Women Business Enterprises progress report requfred by this section 
shaU be made on forms or on a format estabUshed by the City and agreeable to the 
Company. Such reports shaU include the foUowing items: 

(i) the total amount or prime and subconfract awards during the quarter and, for any 
awards to Minority and Women Business Enterprises resulting therefrom, the 
name of the Minority and Women Business Enterprises and the amount of the 
confract with the Minority and Women Business Enterprises; and 

(u) the cumulative value of aU prime and subconfract awards to date and the total 
accumulation of aU awards to Minority and Women Business Enterprises; and 

(iu) a projection of the total amount of prime and subcontracts to be awarded and of 
Minority and Women Business Enterprises contracts to be awarded during the 
next quarter; and 
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(iv) aU Minority and Women Business Enterprises subcontracts that have been 
completed and for which final payment has been made during the quarter; and 

(v) an evaluation of the overaU progress to date towards the Minority and Women 
Business Enterprises goals for the work. 

SECTION 9.09 Equal Emplovment Opportunity and Affirmative Action Plan 

If Company provides services or work to MATCO under this Agreement then: 

The Company must commit to establish, maintain and implement a written Equal 
Employment Opportunity and Affirmative Action Plan (the "EEO/AA Plan") for the 
work on the Airport, which plan is acceptable to City and the Company. 

The EEO/AA Plan wUl be considered in relation to goals for employment of women and 
minorities determined in consultation with the City. 

SECTION 9.10 Chicago Ffrst Hiring Program 

If Company provides services or work to MATCO under this Agreement then: 

In the event there are contracts subject to this Agreement City through the Mayor's 
Office of Employment and Training ("MET"), wUl provide a Chicago Ffrst Hfring 
Program ("Chicago Ffrst Program") to the Company. An objective of the Chicago Ffrst 
Program is to ensure that the City's residents who have received fraioing and skUl 
development through MET are afforded consideration for jobs created through Airport 
projects. 

The Company agrees to negotiate a Chicago Ffrst Agreement (the "Ffrst Source 
Agreement") with MET for the recmitment and refenal of personnel for positions 
avaUable as a result of the Agreement. 

SECTION 9.11 Reporting and CompUance 

If Company provides services or work to MATCO under this Agreement then: 

In the event that tiiere are confracts subject to this Agreement, at quarterly intervals, 
beginning ninety (90) days following the execution of this Agreement The Company 
shaU submit to City progress reports on forms or on a format estabUshed by City's 
Department of Purchases, Confracts and Supplies and agreeable to Company, that 
provide requfred information conceming Company's MBE/WBE requirements, EEO and 
Affirmative Action Plan, and Chicago Ffrst Hiring Program. 

SECTION 9.12 Non-Responsible Bidder 
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If Company provides services or work to MATCO under this Agreement then: 

Prior to awarding any Company contracts for work, materials or services on the Airport, 
the Company shall provide City with the names of vendors who may be awarded such 
contracts. City shaU promptly notify the Company if a potential vendor appears on the 
City's list of non-responsible bidders. The Company agrees that no Company contracts 
shaU be awarded to persons or corporations identified on City's list of non-responsible 
bidders, so long as such list does not discriminate against any bidders because of race, 
religion, age, handicap, color, sex, national origin, citizenship or political affUiation. 

SECTION 9.13 PrevaUingWage 

If Company provides services or work to MATCO under this Agreement then: 

The Company shaU comply with, and aU confracts entered into by the Company shaU 
contain provisions complying with, 820 LLCS 130/0.01 et seq., as it may be amended (the 
"Act"), so long as the Act is in effect in order to ensure that such persons covered by the 
Act are paid the prevailing wage rate as ascertained by the Dlinois Department of Labor. 
If the Dlinois Department of Labor revises such prevaUing wage rates the revised rates 
shaD apply. Upon request by the City, the Company shaD provide evidence of compliance 
with the Act 

SECTION 9.14 Veterans Preference 

If Company provides services or work to MATCO imder this Agreement then: 

The Company shaU comply with the provisions of 330 ILCS 55/0.01 et seq. which 
requfres that a preference be given to veterans in the employment and appointment to fiU 
positions in the constmction, addition to, or alteration of aU public works. In the 
employment of labor (except executive, adminisfrative and supervisory positions) a 
preference shaU be given to veterans; however, this preference may be given only where 
the individuals are avaUable and quaUfied to perform the work to which the employment 
relates. 

SECTION 9.15 Steel Products 

If Company provides services or work to MATCO under this Agreement then: 

This contract shaU be subject to aU provisions of the "Steel Products Procurement Act" 
(30 ILCS 565/1 et seq.) as it may be amended from time to time. Steel Products used or 
suppUed in the performance of this confract or any subconfract thereto shaD be 
manufactured or produced in the United States. 

For purposes of this section "United States" means the United States and any place 
subject to the jurisdiction thereof and "Steel Products" means products, roDed, formed, 
shaped, dravra, extmded, forged, cast, fabricated or otherwise simUarly processed or 
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processed by a combination of two or more such operations from steel made in the 
United States by the open hearth, basic oxygen, electric furnace, Bessemer or other steel 
making processes. Knowing violation of this section may result in the filing and 
prosecution of a complaint by the Attomey General of the State of Dlinois and shaU 
subject violators to a fine of the greater of $5,000 or the payment price received as a 
result of such violation. 

SECTION 9.16 Residency 

If Company provides services or work to MATCO under this Agreement then: 

In the event that a Company contract requfres constmction on the Airport with a value in 
excess of $100,000, the Company shall include a provision in such confract that the 
Company's contractor wUl comply with the provisions of Chapter 2, Section 2-92-320 of 
the Municipal Code which requfres that of the total constmction worker hours performed 
by the confractor in the categories of unskiDed constmction laborers and skUIed 
constmction trade workers, at least 50% in each category shaU be performed by City 
residents. 

SECTION 9.17 MacBride Principles for Northern freland 

The City of Chicago through the passage of the MacBride Principles ordinance seeks to 
promote fafr and equal emplo5Tnent opportunities and labor practices for religious 
minorities in Northem freland and provide a better working envfronment for aU citizens 
in Northern freland. 

If Company provides services or work to MATCO under this Agreement then: 

In accordance with Section 2-92-580 of the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago, if the 
Company conducts any business operation in Northern freland, it is hereby requfred that 
the Company shaD make aD reasonable and good faith efforts to conduct any business 
operations in accordance with the MacBride Principles for Northern freland as defined in 
Dlinois Public Act 85-1390 (1988 Dl. Laws 3220). 

SECTION 9.18 Office of tiie Inspector General. 

The Company wUl comply, and wUl cause its contractors and subconfractors of any tier 
to comply, with all provisions of Chapter 2-56 of the Municipal Code of Chicago and 
cooperate with the Inspector General in any investigation or hearing undertaken pursuant 
to said Chapter. 

ARTICLE X 

DEFAULT 

SECTION 10.01 Events of Default 
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Any one or more of the foUowing wUl constitute an event of default: 

A. The faUure by the Company to pay any Fuel Fees or other charges requfred to be 
paid hereunder at the times specified by the City. 

B. Any material misrepresentation made by the Company to MATCO. 

C. The faUure of the Company to observe and perform any covenant, condition, 
agreement or other obUgation under this Agreement for a period of thfrty (30) days after 
notice specifying such faUure; provided, however, that any such faUure which can be 
cured, but which cannot, with due diUgence, be cured within such thirty (30) day period, 
shaU not constitute an event of default tf corrective action is instituted by the Company 
within the applicable period and diUgentiy pursued untU the faUure is conected. 

D. The admission by the Company of insolvency, bankmptcy or the inabUity of the 
Company to pay its debts as they mature, or the making of an assignment for the benefit 
of creditors, or any other act of insolvency, bankmptcy or assignment which renders the 
Company incapable of performing the Services in accordance with the terms and 
conditions of the Agreement to the extent as may be permitted by law. 

E. The termination, for whatever reason, of the Company's agreement for Services 
with Afr Carrier(s) operating at the Airport or its pennit to operate at the Airport. 

F. Pursuant to Section 4.03 of this Agreement, the termination, for whatever reason, 
of any license, pennit or other qualification requfred of the Company to perform Services 
at Airport. 

G. FaUure to keep or carry insurance in force as requfred by this Agreement. 

SECTION 10.02 Consequences of Default 

A. Upon tiie occunence and continuation of any event of default MATCO, to the 
extent permitted by law, may declare the Company in default of this Agreement. 
MATCO wiU notify the Company in writing of the default and its intention to invoke any 
or aU of the remedies avaUable hereunder. If so dfrected by City, MATCO shaU declare 
Company in default upon the occunence and continuation of any default. Any such 
decision by MATCO wUl be final and effective upon the Company's receipt, as defined 
herein, of such notice. Upon the giving of such notice as provided herein, MATCO may 
invoke any or all of the foUowing remedies: 

(i) the right to terminate this Agreement and exclude the Company from the use of 
the Fuel System; or 

(u) the right of specific performance, an injunction, or any other appropriate equitable 
remedy; or 
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(iii) the right to money damages. 

B. Company shall be liable for any outstanding obligations, and aU costs associated 
with the coUection of any delinquent payments including but not limited to attorney's 
fees. 

JECTTON 10.03 Non-Exclusivitv: Waivers: Remedies Cumulative 

The remedies under the terms of this Agreement are not intended to be exclusive of any 
jther remedies provided, but each and every such remedy wiU be cumulative and wUl be in 
iddition to any other remedies, existing now or hereafter, at law, in equity or by statute. The 
faUure of either party to demand strict performance of the terms of this Agreement shaU not 
constitute a waiver thereof or on the right to insist on such performance. 

ARTICLE XI 
RIGHTS OF CITY 

SECTION 11.01 Rights of Citv 

City shaU be a thfrd party beneficiary to this Agreement with all rights and benefits 
attendant thereto, including, but not limited to, the right to conditional assignment of this 
Agreement, as stated in Section 12.04 below, the right to be named as an additional insured on 
aU poUcies related to this Agreement, and the right to indemnification by Company, as set forth 
in Section 8.01 above. 

SECTION 11.02 Thfrd Party Rights 

Nothing contained herein wUl be deemed to create any confractual relationship between 
the Executive Dfrector and the Company or any of its employees, agents, contractors and 
subcontractors of any tier, nor wiD anything contained fri this Agreement be deemed to give any 
thfrd party any claim or right of action against City, MATCO or the Executive Dfrector which 
does not otherwise exist without regard to this Agreement. Nothing contained herein shaD be 
constmed as creating an agency relationship between MATCO and the Company. The Company 
shaD at aD times be a Ucensee. 

SECTION 11.03 Consent to Conditional Assigmnent 

The Company, by execution of this Agreement consents to the Conditional Assignment 
of this Agreement ("Assignment") to City, and wiD execute the Conditional Assignment in the 
form provided in Exhibit E attached hereto and incorporated herein and which wUl be binding 
upon and inure to the benefit of the parties hereto, thefr respective legal representatives, 
successors, transferees and assigns. 

In the event this Agreement is so assigned to the City, the Company wiU be deemed to 
have waived any and aU claims, suits, and causes of action arising out of or relating to the 
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performance of such Agreement prior to the effective date of such Conditional Assignment, 
unless such the Company notifies MATCO or City, as the case may be, in writing of such claim, 
suit, or cause of action prior to the effective date of such Conditional Assignment as appUcable. 

ARTICLE x n 
GENERAL CONDITIONS 

SECTION 12.01 Certifications 

The Company agrees and wiU cause each of its Contractors and subconfractors of any tier 
to complete aU such affidavit and certificates as may be necessary to comply with any federal, 
state or local laws in the award of public contracts and aU such other codes, regulations, 
executive orders, mles and orders. The Company further agrees to execute, and agrees to cause 
each of its contractors and subcontractors of any tier to execute, such certificates as may be 
necessary to comply with any and aU other applicable federal, state and local laws, codes, 
regulations, ordinances, executive orders, mles and orders. AU such affidavits and certifications 
wiU be coUectively incorporated by reference herein as Exhibit D. 

A Disclosure of Ownership Interest Affidavit. The Company wiU execute, and wiD 
cause each of its confractors and subconfractors of any tier to executive a "Disclosure of 
Ownership Interest Affidavit" in the form requfred by the City. 

B. Anti-CoDusion/State Tax Delinquency. The Company wiU execute, and wiU cause 
its confractors and subconfractors of any tier to execute an "Anti-CoUusion/State Tax 
Delinquency Certification" in the form requfred by the Qty, in compUance with Dl. Rev. 
Stat 1989, Ch. 38, Section 33E-4, and 11(B), as amended and Dl. Rev. Stat Ch. 24, 
Section 11-42.1-1. 

D. Anti-Bribery. The Company hereby represents and wanants that it is not, and wiD 
cause its contractor and subconfractors of any tier to hereby represent and wanant that 
they are not, in violation of the provisions of Section 2-92-320 of Chapter 2-92 of tiie 
Municipal Code of Chicago and the Dlinois Municipal Code, DI. Rev. Stat Ch. 24, 
Section 11-42.1-1 (1989) (1990 Supp.), respectively. 

E. Anti-Scofflaw. The Company hereby represents and warrants that it is not, and 
wiU cause its confractors and subconfractors of any tier to represent and wanant that they 
are not, in violation of Chapter 2-92-380 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, and further 
represents and warrants that in the event of any such violation. City wiU be entitied to, 
but not be limited to, set off and deliver to City a portion from those amounts owed to 
Company, if any, equal to the amount of any fines or penalties owed to City by Company 
or subconfractors in violation, subject to the exceptions stated in the Municipal Code. 

F. Ethics. The Con^)any hereby represents and wanants that it is not, and wiU cause 
its confractors and subconfractors of any tier to represent and warrant that they are not, in 
violation of Chapter 2-1-6 of the Municipal Code of Chicago. Any confract negotiated, 
entered into or performed in violation of said chapter wiU be iavaUd and without any 
force whatsoever. 
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SECTION 12.03 Successor and Assigns: Assignment by the Company 

AD of the terms and conditions of this Agreement wiD be binding upon and inure to the 
benefit of the parties hereto and thefr respective legal representatives, successors, fransferees and 
assigns. 

Except as provided for in Section 11.03 above, the Company may not assign this 
Agreement, in part or in whole, without the prior written consent of MATCO, which consent 
MATCO may withhold, at its discretion. Any purported assignment, without MATCO's 
consent, shaU be null and void. 

SECTION 12.04 Governing Law 

This Agreement wUl be govemed in all respects, in accordance with the laws of the State 
of DUnois. 

SECTION 12.05 Jurisdiction 

The Company hereby inevocably submits, and wiU cause its officers, employees, agents, 
and contractors and subconfractors of any tier to submit to the original jurisdiction of those state 
and federal courts located within the County of Cook, State of Dlinois, with regard to any 
confroversy arising out of, relating to, or in any way conceming the execution or performance of 
this Agreement. The Company agrees that service of process on Company shaD be made in 
accordance with the laws of the State of Dlinois. 

SECTION 12.06 SeverabUity 

If any provision of this Agreement shaU be held or deemed to be or shaU in fact be 
inoperative or unenforceable as appUed in any particular case in any jurisdiction or jurisdictions 
or in aU cases because it conflicts with any other provision or provisions hereof or of any 
constitution, statute, ordinance, rule of law or public poUcy, or for any other reason, such 
cfrcumstances shaU not have the effect of rendering the provision in question inoperative or 
unenforceable in any other case or cfrcumstances, or of rendering any other provision or 
provisions herein contained.invaUd, inoperative, or unenforceable to any extent whatever. The 
invaUdity of any one or more phases, sentences, clauses or sections contained in this Agreement 
wiU not affect the remaining portions of this Agreement or any part thereof. 

ARTICLE x m 
NOTICES 

SECnON 13.01 Notices 

Notices under tiie terms of tins Agreement wUl be in writing and sent by prepaid certified 
maU, rehun receipt requested, or by telegram, telefax, telex, or by personal delivery to tiie 
foUowing addresses: 

S . ^ " ^ ? To Company 
5757 Soutii Cicero 
Ticketing Level, #2-322A 
Chicago, IL 60638 
A f f n * P-vo/-»t*f»*»^^ T^;_„ «* — 
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Express Overnight Delivery Address: 

To MATCO To Company 
5757 South Cicero 
Ticketing Level, #2-322A 
Chicago, IL 60638 
Attn: Executive Dfrector 

To City of Chicago: 

Notices wiU be effective on the first business day foUowing receipt thereof. Notices sent 
by certified maU wiU be deemed received on the date of deUvery as indicated on the return 
receipt; notice sent by telegram, telefax or telex will be deemed received on the date transmitted. 
Notices sent by express deUvery services for overnight delivery wiU be deemed to have been 
received on the day on which delivery is made by the deUvery service. 

SECTION 13.02 Entirety of Agreement 

This Agreement, together with aU exhibits, and any and aU documents incorporated 
herein by reference, constitute the entire agreement between MATCO and the Company. There 
are no terms, conditions, or provisions, either oral or written, between the parties hereto, other 
than those contained herein. This Agreement supersedes any and aU written representations, 
inducements, of understanding of any kind of nature between the parties hereto, relating to the 
fransactions involved herein. 

THEREFORE, the parties by thefr authorized representatives have executed this 
Agreement the day and year first above written. 

Attest: Company 

By: By: 

Print Name: Print Name: 

Titie: Titie: 

Midway AfrUnes' Terminal Consortium 
Attest: 

By: By:_ 

Print Name: Print Name._ 

Titie: Titie: 

(Sub)Exhibits "A", "B", "C", "E" and "F" referred to in this MATCO System Access Agreement 
read as follows: 
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(Sub)Exhibit "A". 
(To MATCO System Access Agreement) 

Fuel System. 

The Fuel System includes a new fuel receipt, storage and distribution facUity on the north side of 
55 Street including requfred utiUties, oU/water separator, storm water mn-off confrol systems, 
lighting, pavement, security fencing, foam fire system, fire safety equipment, and other 
items/systems necessary to comply with industry, federal, state, local, and City of Chicago 
requfrements. Fuel storage wUl be provided via three API-650 above ground tanks with a 
nominal capacity of 15,000 banels each erected within a secondary concrete fuel retention 
system. The Fuel System wiU incorporate the necessary pumps, filters, meters, piping, valves, 
and controls necessary to receive, fransfer, and recfrculate Fuel along with requfred elecfrical 
power, system controls, leak detection systems, inventory control systems, and cathodic 
protection. 

Also included is an approximately 1,500 square feet Operations BuUding which houses elecfrical 
equipment, system confrols, mechanical equipment, fire protection equipment, and office space 
for the Operator. 

Fuel receipt wiU be accompUshed by way of a pipeline connecting the fuel storage area with the 
7.5 mUe Sanders Pipeline Company pipeline from the Kinder Morgan Storage FacUity at Argo, 
Dlinois. Fuel fransmission and distribution within the Airport wUl be provided by a series of 
underground pipes routed through the Airfield to the Terminal hydrant distribution system for 
deUvery of Fuel dfrectiy to apron afrcraft parking positions. In addition, there wiD be an 
additional 3,300 feet of underground pipe routed to the remote jet fuel FBO/Corporate loading 
position located at the southeast quadrant of the Airport. The hydrant system and the remote 
refiieler position wiD include requfred utUities, oU/water separators, storm water ran-off confrols, 
lighting pavement, meters, valves, piping, controls, connectors, and a UV/ER detection system. 

A fuel tmck unloading area wiD be developed adjacent to the fuel storage area with facUities 
necessaty to accommodate the unloading of over-the-road fransport tmcks in the event the 
Sanders Pipeline Company pipeline or Kinder Morgan Fuel Storage FacUity are not operational. 

Notes: This Exhibit A shall be levised as needed to reflect the cunent construction of the Fuel System. 
Such revisions shall not constitute an amendment to this agreement, but shall be attached to your signed copy. 
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(Sub)Exhibit "B". 
(To MATCO System Access Agreement) 

Fuel System Use. 

1. Fuel System Deliveries. Company may make anangements with any Supplier or 
Suppliers to have Fuel deUvered into the Fuel System via the Kinder Morgan Liquids Terminals, 
LLC storage faciUty and Sanders Pipeline Company pipeline, in accordance with terms and 
conditions consistent with this Agreement, and the documents referred to in this Agreement. 

2. Delivery Documentation. Company is requfred to provide all of the foUowing to the 
Operator prior to each delivery of Fuel to the Fuel System: 

(a) a delivery ticket loading certificate, or simUar document specifying (i) the type, 
quantity and grade of Fuel contained in the shipment being delivered; and (u) 
whether such Fuel is bonded; 

(b) in the event the pipeline is not operating and the Fuel is being delivered by tmck, 
evidence that the source of the Fuel is the Kinder Morgan Liquids Terminals, LLC, 
fuel storage facUity at Argo, IL; and 

(c) a certificate which must state that such Fuel meets the applicable specifications. 

Company shaU promptiy upon deUvery of Fuel to an afrcraft provide to the Operator a 
copy of the afrcraft delivery receipt showing the number of GaUons deUvered and shaU retain 
copies of aU delivery receipts for inspection or audit by the Executive Director. 

3. Monthly Summary. Within five business days after the end of each calendar month 
Company shall provide a monthly summary of gaUons deUvered in the preceding month, for 
itself or for any Afr Carrier(s) for which it provides into-plane Services at the Airport , to the 
Operator in a form specified by the Operator. 

4. Minimum/Mayimiim GaUonage. The Executive Dfrector may estabUsh reasonable 
Minimum and Maximum GaUonage levels for Company based on Company's past and future 
expected usage of the Fuel System. 

5. Fuel Withdrawals. Company shaU only withdraw Fuel up to the amount that it or its 
SuppUer has stored at any time. Company must have on hand in the FUel System sufficient Fuel 
to cover each withdrawal by Company. Company wiU maintain at least a minimum daUy 
inventory of Fuel equal to the average daUy withdrawal of Company during the previous montii 
(or, lacking actual data, such estimated amount as the Fuel Committee may reasonably 
determine). The Fuel Committee may establish from time to time upon reasonable notice 
minimum or maximum amounts of Fliel storage for Company and may consider that the 
historical data does not reflect reasonable anticipated withdia^s^. 

6. ShortfaUs. If Company desires to withdraw a larger quantity of Fuel from the Fuel 
System than it has on hand, Company must anange with a Fuel Member or other owner of Fuel 
in the Fuel System, with sufficient inventory in the Fuel System, to fransfer the shortfaU to the 
Company. AU such transfers must be confirmed by appropriate documentation and verified by 
the Executive Dfrector prior to delivery of the Fuel to the Company. 
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7. Fuel Quality Assurance Criteria. The following criteria shaU be utUized by Uie Executive 
Director or tiie Operator for the receiving of Aviation Fuel into the FacUities. 

TEST LLVUT 

Appearance Clear and Bright 
Aqualglo 30 PPM Max. 
MUUpore Color #2 Max. Dry (3 GaUon Test) 
Microsep Min. 85 
Gravity API Min. 37 - Max. 51 (at 60 degrees F.) 

Upon deUvery of any Aviation Fuel which faUs to satisfy these limits. Operator shaU discontinue 
such deUvery and notify the Fuel Committee for the appropriate action. 

8. Commingling Fuel. AU Fuel delivered to the Fuel System wiU be commingled by grade 
and neither Company nor its Supplier may requfre the segregation of Fuel of the same grade that 
will be deUvered to, stored in or transferred to the Fuel System. 

9. Inventory Accounting. Gains and Losses. 

(a) Receipts and Disbursements. Receipts into inventory and disbursements from 
inventory wiU be recorded in net gaUons (conected for temperature). This method of recording 
receipts into inventory and disbursernents from inventory may be changed by the Fuel 
Committee. 

(b) Loss from Single Accident. When commingled Fuel is involved and when there 
is a loss from the Fuel System of Fuel in an amount greater than 1000 GaUons due to any single 
accident mishap, tank mpture or other occunence, such loss wiU be shared by aU owners of Fuel 
with such grade of Fuel then stored in the Fuel System as foUows: (i) each such owner of Fuel 
wiU be assigned a pro rata share of the loss based on the proportion that its respective 
disbursements from the Fuel System in the three (3) fuU months preceding the date of the 
occurrence bears to tiie total disbursements over said three (3) montiis of aU such owners of Fuel; 
and (u) any inventory loss recovery which may be received from the Executive Dfrector or the 
Operator, as the case may be, either under terms of the Operating Agreement or otherwise, wiU 
be credited among these same owners of Fuel on the same basis. 

(c) Handling Allowance. An aUowance wiU be established to cover shortages or 
gains in inventoty, mysterious disappearance, product evaporation and other losses or gains, 
excluding those covered under Subparagraph 5.06(b). This loss or gain, as actuaUy realized, wiU 
be disbibuted among aU owners of Fuel in dfrect proportion to the disbursements from flie Fuel 
System by aU owners of I'uel during each calendar month. The method of distributing losses and 
gains described herein may be modified by the Fuel Committee. Each monthly accoimt provided 
by the Executive Dfrector or the Operator to the owners of Fuel wiU include the amount of any 
such aUowance and its effect on inventory of Fuel. Any inventory loss recovery which may be 
received from the Executive Dfrector or the Operator under the terms of the Operating 
Agreement or otiierwise wiU be credited among aU Owners of Fuel on a proportionate and 
reasonable basis. 

Revised: _ / _ / _ 

Notes: This Exhibit B shall be revised as needed to reflect the current Fuel System Permitted Uses. 
Sudi levisions shall not constitute an amendment to this agreement, but shall be attached to your signed copy. 
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(Sub)Exhibit "C". 
(To MATCO System Access Agreement) 

MATCO Insurance Requirements. 

Insurance Specifications. 

The Company shaD furnish and shaD maintain at its ovm expense for the duration of this 
Agreement and for any period subsequent to the expfration of the term if Company is requfred to 
retum to perform work or any activities to comply with any Envfronmental Law, the type of 
insurance specified below, with insurance companies authorized to do business in the state of 
Dlinois, covering aD operations under this Agreement, whether performed by Company, its 
contractors or subconfractors. The kinds and amounts of insurance are as follows: 

1. Worker's Compensation and Occupational Disease Insurance 

Worker's Compensation and Employers LiabUity Insurance as prescribed by applicable 
law, covering aU employees who are to provide service under this Agreement with limits 
of not less than $500,000 each accident or illness. 

2. Commercial LiabUity (Primary and UinbreUa) 

Commercial LiabUity Insurance (Primary and UmbreUa) - Commercial LiabiUty 
Insurance or equivalent coverage with limits of not less than $50,000,000 per occunence, 
for poUution, bodUy injury, property damage UabUity, and personal injury. Coverages 
shall include the foUowing: aU premises and operations, products/completed operations, 
explosion, coUapse, underground, poUution, independent contractors, broad form 
property damage, separation of insureds, defense and confractual liabiUty coverages (vdth 
no limitation endorsement). City and MATCO shaU be each named as an additional 
insured on a primary, non-contributoty basis for any UabiUty arising dfrectiy or indfrectiy 
from MATCO's performance under this Agreement. 

3. AutomobUe LiabUity Insurance 

When any motor vehicles are used on the Airport, AutomobUe LiabUity Insurance, with 
limits of not less than $5,000,000 per occunence for bodUy injuty and property damage. 

Notes: This Exhibit C shall be revised as needed to reflect the current Insurance Requirements. 
Such revisions shall not constitute an amendment to this agreement, but shall be attached to your signed copy. 
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4. All Risk Property Insurance 

Company shaU maintain AU Risk Commercial Property Insurance, including 
improvements and betterments covering damage to buUdings, machfriery, equipment, 
supplies or other contents in the amount of fiiU replacement value of the property' 
Coverage extensions shaU include boUer and machinery, coUapse, sprinkler leakage, and 
flood. The City and MATCO shaU be named as additional insureds and loss payees. ' 

5. Professional LiabUity 

When any architects, engineers, or consulting firms perfonn work or services in 
connection with tius Agreement, Professional LiabUity Uisurance shaD be maintained 
wiUi limits of not less tiian $1,000,000. Coverages shaU include confrachial UabUity. 
When Professional LiabiUty poUcies are renewed or replaced, tiie poUcy refroactive date 
must coincide witii, or precede, the start of work on tiie confract A claims-made policy 
which is not renewed or replaced must have an extended reporting period of two (2) 
years. 

B. Additional Obligations Regarding Insurance. 

1. The Company wUl fumish MATCO with original Certificates of Insurance, in 
friplicate, evidencing the coverage requfred to be in force on the date of this Agreement 
and renewal Certificates of Insurance, or such simUar evidence, if the coverages have an 
expiration or renewal date occurring during the term of this Agreement. Company shaD 
submit evidence of insurance on the City of Chicago's insurance certificate of coverage 
form prior to execution of tius Agreement by MATCO. The receipt of any certificate of 
insurance by MATCO does not constitute agreement by MATCO that the insurance 
requfrements in the Agreement have been fiiUy niet or that the insurance poUcies 
indicated on the certificate are in compUance with aU requfrements of this Agreement. 
The faUure of MATCO to obtain certificates or other evidence of insurance from 
Company shaU not be deemed to be a waiver by MATCO. Company shaU advise aU of its 
insurers of the provisions of this Agreement pertaining to insurance. Non-conforming 
insurance shaU not reUeve Company of its obUgations to provide the insurance specified 
herein. Non-fulfiUment of the insurance conditions may constitute a material breach of 
this Agreement, MATCO retains the right to suspend the Agreement and Company's 
right to use the Fuel System untU proper evidence of insurance is provided, or terminate 
the Agreement 

2. AU insurance poUcies shaU provide for sixty (60) days written notice to MATCO 
prior to the ejBfective date of any change, canceUation, or termination of such coverage. 

Notes: This Exhibit C shall be revised as needed to reflect the cunent Insurance Requirements. 
Such revisions shall not constitute an amendment to this agreement, but shall be attached to your signed copy. 
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3. Any and aU deductibles or setf-lnsured retentions on referenced insurance 
coverages shall be approved in advance by MATCO and bome by Company. 

4. Company expressly understands and agrees that any insurance coverages and 
limits furnished by Company shaU in no way limit Company's UabUities and 
responsibiUties specified within the Agreement, in equity, or at law. 

5. Company hereby waives, and shaU cause each of its contractors to waive, its 
rights of subrogation against MATCO and City, including MATCO's officers, directors, 
agents and employees and City's appointed and elected officials, agents and employees. 
Inasmuch as this waiver wiU preclude the assignment of any claim by subrogation to an 
insurance company. Company agrees to do the following and cause each confractor and 
subcontractor to do the foUowing: to give each insurance company which has issued, or 
in the future may issue, to it policies of physical damage insurance, written notice of the 
terms of this waiver, and to have insurance policies properly endorsed, to prevent the 
invalidation of said insurance coverage by reason of said waiver. 

6. Company expressly understands and agrees that any insurance maintained by 
MATCO shaU apply in excess of and not contribute with insurance provided by 
Company under this Agreement 

7. Company shaU not do or permit to be done anything, either by act or faUure to act, 
which shaU cause canceUation of any policy of insurance requfred hereunder or any 
policy maintained by MATCO or City. 

8. The requfred insurance shaU not be limited by any limitations expressed in the 
indemnification language herein or any limitation imposed by law upon any 
indemnification provided herein. 

9. MATCO mjuntains the right to modify, delete, alter or change the requfrements 
set forth herein. 

Revised: / / 

Notes: This Exhibit C shall be revised as needed to reflect the current Insurance Requirements. 
Such revisions shall not constitute an amendment to this agreement, but shall be attached to your signed copy. 
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(Sub)Exhibit "E". 
(To MATCO System Access Agreement) 

Midway Airlines' Terminal Consortium Conditional 
Assignment Of MATCO Access Agreement 

This Conditional Assignment is made this day of , 200_ by 
Midway Afrlines' Terminal Consortium, organized and existing under the laws of the State of 
Dlmois ("MATCO") and (the "Company") in favor of the City of 
Chicago, a municipal corporation and home mle govemment organized and existing under 
Article VII, Section 1 and (6) (a), respectively, of the 1970 Constitution of tiie State of Dlinois 
(the "City"). 

WHEREAS, MATCO has entered into that certain Agreement By and Between the City 
of Chicago and MATCO (the "Consortium Agreement") regarding the operation, and 
maintenance and work on the Fuel System (as described in the Agreement) at Chicago Midway 
Airport; and 

WHEREAS, pursuant to said Exhibit G, paragraph 16 of the Consortium Agreement the 
City has requfred MATCO to include m its confracts provisions that permit the assignment of aD 
MATCO confracts to tiie City; 

WHEREAS, MATCO and Uie Company have executed that certain agreement known as 
the MATCO System Access Agreement dated wherein the Company is 
defined therein; 

NOW THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of 
which is hereby acknowledged, MATCO does hereby assign, transfer, convey and set over unto 
the City aD of its rights, duties, obligations, abiUties, and aD of its interest in and to, tiie MATCO 
System Access Agreement, subject to the limitations as set forth therein. This Conditional 
Assignment shaD become operative upon receipt of the City's written notice to MATCO and the 
Company of its election to effect such Assignment. 

Midway Afrlines' Terminal Consortium 

By: 

Title:_ 

Date: 
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COMPANY'S CONSENT TO CONDITIONAL ASSIGNMENT 

_, being the Company under the MATCO System 
Access Agreement referred to in the foregoing Conditional Assignment, does hereby agree and 
consent to said Conditional Assignment; and in the event that the City undertakes to effect said 
Assignment, the undersigned agrees to comply with the MATCO System Access Agreement in 
accordance with its terms at no additional cost to the City. 

Company 

By: 

Title: 

Date: 
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(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To MATCO System Access Agreement) 

Midway Airlines' Terminal Consortium Conditional Assignment 
Of Fuel System Access Agreement 

City's Acceptance Of The Conditional Assignment. 

The City of Chicago does hereby accept the Conditional Assignment of the MATCO 
System Access Agreement refened to in the foregoing instrument; and in tiie event the City 
undertakes to effect said Assignment it agrees to discharge the rights, duties, obligations and 
UabUities of MATCO thereunder fri the same maimer and with the same force and effect as if the 
City had originaUy executed tiie said Agreement subject to the limitations as set forth therein. 

City of Chicago 

By:_ 

Titie: 

Date: 
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MATCO Equipment And Fuel System Maintenance, 
Operation And Management Agreement 

This Maintenance, Operation and Management Agreement (the "Agreement") is made by 
and between the Midway Airlines' Terminal Consortium, an Illinois not-for-profit corporation 
("MATCO") and AvAirPros Services Inc., a Florida corporation having its principal office at 
2640 Golden Gate Parkway, Suite 301, Naples, Florida 34105 ("APS"), as of October 25,2000. 

WITNESSETH 

WHEREAS, the City of Chicago, Dlinois is constmcting an airport terminal (the 
constmction of which is refened to as the "Project") for passenger and aircraft activities at 
Chicago Midway Airport ("Midwa/' or the "Airport"); and 

WHEREAS, a consortium of the airlines have formed MATCO to operate and maintain 
tiie airport fuel system (the MATCO Fuel System) and certain afrline equipment (the "MATCO 
Equipment"), which are part ofthe Project at the Airport; and 

WHEREAS, MATCO will maintain and operate the MATCO Equipment, schedule the 
use of the MATCO Equipment and prorate the costs of the MATCO Equipment to the airlines; 
and 

WHEREAS, MATCO will operate and. maintain the MATCO Fuel System and prorate 
the costs ofthe MATCO Fuel system to the users; and 

WHEREAS, MATCO desfres to engage APS to act as its agent with respect to tiie 
development and implementation ofthe administrative and technical services required to prepare 
the MATCO Fuel System and MATCO Equipment for the occupancy of the new terminal 
building by the afrlines (the "Pre-DBO Services") and the post-DBO operation, maintenance and 
management ofthe MATCO Fuel System and MATCO Equipment (tiie "Post-DBO Services") 
and such other services as the parties may agree; and 

WHEREAS, APS has submitted a proposal to provide for the proposed services, which 
MATCO has accepted, which bid is incorporated herein by reference; and 

WHEREAS, APS desires to provide the Pre-DBO Services and tiie Post-DBO Services 
(Pre-DBO Services and Post-DBO Services are collectively referred to as "Services") pursuant to 
this Agreement 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises, and of tiie mutual covenants and 
agreements, rights and obligations set forth herein and other good and valuable consideration, the 
receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, MATCO and APS agree as follows: 
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1. Services. 

a. Pre-DBO Services 

MATCO hereby engages APS to provide the Pre-DBO Services as described in Exhibit A-
1 attached hereto and made part of this Agreement. 

b. Post-DBO Services 

MATCO hereby engages APS to provide the Post-DBO Services as described in Exhibit A-
2 attached hereto and made part of this Agreement. 

c. Quality of Services 

APS agrees that it will perfonn, or cause to be performed, all Services requfred of it under 
the terms and conditions of this Agreement with that degree of skill, care, and diligence 
normally exercised by professionals performing similar types of Services in projects of a 
comparable scope and magnitude. APS will at all times act in the best interest of MATCO, 
consistent with the obligations assumed by it in entering into this Agreement. 

2. Compensation 

a. Pre-DBO and Post-DBO Services 

For the satisfactory performance of the Pre-DBO and Post-DBO Services, MATCO agrees 
to pay APS in accordance with Schedule A-1 attached to and made part of this Agreement. 

3. Performance of Personnel 

a. APS is an Independent Contractor 

APS will at all times be an independent confractor with sole and complete responsibility for 
all of its employees and representatives. Employees and representatives of APS are 
hereinafter collectively refened to as "Persormel." APS will retain and maintain during the 
term of this Agreement an adequate staff of competent Personnel, qualified to perform the 
Services that APS is required to perform under this Agreement. All Personnel providing 
services to MATCO hereunder shall be employees or confractors of APS and not of 
MATCO. 

MATCO reserves the right to request APS to remove any personnel from the performance 
of Services from any position upon reasonable written request. In the event APS agrees to 
remove the personnel as requested by MATCO, any cost of removal shaU be bome by 
MATCO. 

APS will diligently seek to replace any departing Key Personnel, but will not replace or 
reassign "Key Personnel," as identified in the following paragraph, without the prior 
written consent of MATCO. 

b. Key Personnel 
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Key Personnel are the following person or persons: JefTCrosby 

4. Term 

The term of this Agreement shall commence on October 25, 2000 and shall continue until 
December 31, 2005. In the event that neither party provides the other party with notice of 
its intent to terminate this Agreement at least 12 months prior to the end of the term, the 
Agreement shall automatically renew for a term of two years (the "First Renewal"). In the 
event that neither party provides the other party with notice of its intent to terminate this 
Agreement at least 12 months prior to the end ofthe First Renewal, then this Agreement 
shall automatically be renewed for a second two-year term. 

5. Termination 

a. Termination Without Cause (For Convenience) 

This Agreement (or any portion of this Agreement providing for the provision of certain 
Services hereunder) may be terminated by either party upon the delivery of written notice 
to the other party, not less than ninety (90) days prior to the effective date of termination. 

In the event MATCO has delivered the termination notice required hereunder, APS shall 
cooperate with any person or entity, designated by MATCO to assume APS's 
responsibilities and obligations under this Agreement. APS shall share information, data, 
reports, and documents, related to this Agreement as may be reasonably requested by 
MATCO. In the event of termination under this section, APS shall be entitled to payment 
for the satisfactory performance ofthe Services it provides through the effective date ofthe 
termination in accordance with Schedules A-1 and A-2. 

Notwithstanding the ninety (90) days advance notice of termination required hereunder, 
MATCO may require APS to immediately cease providing the Services (an "Early 
Termination") by delivering written notice to APS, together with an Early Termination Fee, 
as hereinafter described. The Early Termination Fee shall be in the form of a certified or 
cashiers check. The Early Termination Fee shall be an amoimt equal to the sum of the 
amounts paid by MATCO to APS for services rendered hereunder for each of the ninety 
(90) days immediately preceding the notice of Early Termination. In addition, in the event 
of Early Termination MATCO shall pay to APS the costs incuned by APS as a result ofthe 
Early Termination. The costs associated with Early Termination shall include the costs 
associated with the termination of office equipment leases, other leases and agreements. 

b. Termination for Cause 

In the event of (i) APS's first Default hereunder during any calendar year, and (ii) APS's 
failure to cure said Default within ten (10) days of its receipt of written notice of its 
Default, and (iii) APS has cured its default within twenty (20) days of it receipt of written 
notice, then MATCO shall assess a monetary penalty of $1,000.00 against APS ratiier tiian 
terminating this Agreement. Said monetary penalty may be deducted from the balance due 
APS for the month in which the Default occurred. 
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In the event of a second APS Default hereunder within a single calendar year, and APS's 
failure to cure said Default within ten (10) days of its receipt of written notice of its 
Defauh, MATCO may terminate this Agreement upon not less than ten (10) days prior 
written notice. 

In the event APS cannot cure its Default within ten (10) days of its receipt of notice of its 
Default, APS shall not be deemed to be in Default so long as APS has initiated conective 
action within the ten (10) day cure period and continues to diligently pursue said conective 
action until the Default is cured. 

c. Events of Default 

The following shall constitute an event of Default: 

(i) APS's failure to observe or perform any covenant, condition, or obligation under 
this Agreement; 

(ii) Any material misrepresentation made by APS to MATCO; 

(iii) APS's failure to perform the Services; 

(iv) Discontinuance ofthe Services by APS 

(v) APS's bankmptcy, insolvency, or assignment of this Agreement for the benefit of 
creditors. 

6. Ownership of Documents and Materials 

All documents, data, studies, reports and instruments documenting Services, prepared or 
used pursuant to this Agreement, are the property of MATCO. 

All equipment and materials, including, without limitation, computer hardware and 
software, wireless and wired telecommunication devices, photocopiers, facsimile machines, 
office fiuniture and supplies, expensed to MATCO under this Agreement are the property 
of MATCO. 

7. Confidentiality 

All documents, data, studies, reports, designs, plans, and information (tiie "Information") 
assembled or provided to APS under this Agreement are confidential and proprietary to 
MATCO. APS agrees not to disclose the Information except as specifically authorized by 
MATCO or as may be necessary for the performance of the Services by APS or as may be 
requfred by law. 

8. Books and Records 

APS shaU maintain its books, records, and documents, in accordance with generaUy 
accepted accounting principles, sufficient to properly reflect aU expenses claimed to have 
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been incuned by APS in connection with the Services and expensed to MATCO in 
accordance with Schedule A-1. 

9. Insurance 

APS shaU maintain insurance coverage in accordance with Schedule B, at its expense, with 
insurance companies reasonably acceptable to MATCO, naming MATCO, its members, 
officers, agents and employees as additional insureds. 

APS shall provide to MATCO certificates of insurance evidencing such coverage. 

10. Limitations 

MATCO acknowledges that the responsibility for Project design, constmction, budget, and 
schedule will not be that of APS and will be assumed by other parties designated by 
MATCO. 

11. Entire Agreement 

This Agreement, together with all Schedules and Exhibits, constitutes the entire agreement 
between MATCO and APS. This Agreement supersedes any and all prior agreements, 
representations, or understandings between MATCO and APS. 

.) 

12. Amendments 

The terms and conditions of this Agreement, including the Schedules and Exhibits hereto, 
may not be changed, except by mutual consent expressed in writing, signed by both parties 
hereto. 

13. Compliance with MATCO Consortium Agreement 

APS acknowledges that it has been provided with a copy of, and reviewed, the MATCO 
Consortium Agreement between MATCO and the City of Chicago (the "MATCO 
Consortium Agreement"). A copy of the MATCO Consortium Agreement is attached 
hereto as Exhibit B. APS agrees that this Agreement is specifically subject to the terms of 
the MATCO Consortium Agreement, the terms of which are incorporated herein by 
reference as though fully set forth herein in their entirety. 

APS agrees to be bound by the provisions of Sections 8.03 through and including 8.08 of 
Article 8 of the MATCO Consortium Agreement. In addition, APS agrees to execute such 
certificates as may be necessary in furtherance of those provisions. Said certificates shall be 
attached to and incorporated by reference in this Agreement. In the event APS is a 
partnership or joint venture, the entities comprising APS are jointly and severally liable for 
APS's obligations thereunder. 

APS agrees to be bound by the provisions of Section 9.02 of the MATCO Consortium 
Agreement which provisions are incorporated herein by reference as though fiilly set forth 
herein in their entirety. 
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APS agrees to be bound by the provisions of Exhibit G of the MATCO Consortium 
Agreement which provisions are incorporated herein by reference as though fully set forth 
herein in thefr entirety. 

14. Governing Law; Jurisdiction 

This Agreement shall be govemed in accordance with the laws ofthe State of Dlinois. APS 
hereby inevocably submits to the jurisdiction of the courts of the State of Illinois with 
respect to any confroversy arising out of this Agreement. 

15. Assignment 

This Agreement may not be assigned or subcontracted by either party except upon the prior 
written consent of the other party, acting in its sole discretion. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, this Agreement may be assigned by MATCO to the City of Chicago at any time 
without the consent of APS. 

16. Severability 

The invalidity of any provision of this Agreement shall not render the Agreement and its 
other provisions invalid or unenforceable..-: 

17. Headings 

All headings are included for the convenience of the parties only and do not define or limit 
the provisions thereof. 

18. Notices 

All notices to MATCO or APS shall be in writing and shall be delivered personally, or by 
registered or certified mail and addressed as follows: 

To MATCO: 

Peter Houghton 
Soutiiwest Airiines/HDQ 4PF 
bymail: P.O. Box 36611 
by overnight: 2702 Love Field Drive 
Dallas. TX 75235 
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To APS: 

Larry Clark 
AvAirPros Services Inc. 
5333 South Laramie Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60638 

The addresses stated herein may be revised by written notification to the otiier party. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parries hereto, by their duly autiiorized representatives, 
have executed this Agreement the day and year first above written. 

Midway Afrlines Tenninal Consortium 

Peter B.Houghton Z5 
Chairman, MATCO Board ofDirectors 

[Schedule "A-2" referred to in this MATCO Equipment and 
Fuel System Maintenance, Operation and Management 

Agreement unavailable at time of printing.] 

Schedules "A-1" and "B" referred to in this MATCO Equipment and Fuel Management 
Agreement reads as follows: 
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Schedule "A-1". 
(To MATCO Equipment And Fuel System Maintenance, 

Operation And Management Agreement) 

Compensation For Pre-DBO And Post-DBO Services. 

MATCO agrees to pay monthly, a Fee for the Services detailed in Exhibit A-1 and Exhibit A-2, as shall be 
invoiced by APS on the first ofthe month. 

MATCO agrees to pay monthly, a Fee and Reimbursable Expenses in accordance with the following, for 
the Services provided for in this Agreement. 

MATCO agrees to pay monthly Reimbursable Expenses, if any are incurred directly by APS for the direct 
benefit of MATCO, consisting of air transportation, lodging, meals, office phone, ground transportation 
and miscellaneous direct expenses, all for which appropriate support documentation will be provided by 
APS. MATCO will directly pay, or cause to be provided or paid, APS ofHce rental at MDW, supplies, and 
equipment acquired for the benefit of MATCO, if not directly provided by MATCO. All equipment and 
computers expensed to MATCO will become the property of MATCO and will be retained by MATCO 
upon the termination of this Agreement. 

The monthly Fee for approved Personnel shall be calculated based on the following formula: 

• Personnel Base Compensation Package, plus 

• Direct Personnel Cost, plus 

• Eighteen Percent (18%) ofthe Compensation Package and Persormel Cost, equals 

• JFee 

Personnel Base Compensation Package shall include base pay, living allowances, car allowances, health 
insurance, dental insurance, disabiUty insurance, life insurance, pension and or 401 K plan costs, and other 
such costs incurred by APS. 

Direct Personnel Cost shall include, Workers Compensation, PICA, Unemployment Insurance, Medicare, 
other incurred State, Federal, and local payroll and related taxes, and other costs directly attributable to the 
Personnel incurred by APS. 

The eighteen percent (18%) shall include the cost of APS overhead. APS overhead shall include allocated, 
costs of APS for actual administration and overhead expenses of managing and operating APS, including 
any cost of business licenses, attomey fees for MATCO requested terminations for convenience, auditor 
and accounting fees, payroll services, insurance, permits, fees, and any other related costs, whether one 
time or continuing, incurred by APS relating to this Agreement. 

(Sub)Exhibits "A-1" and "A-2" referred to in this compensation for Pre-DBO and Post-DBO 
Services reads as follows: 
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(Sub)Exhibit "A-1". 
(To Compensation For Pre-DBO And Post-DBO Services) 

Pre-DBO Services. 

APS shall provide the services of staff who will provide the described services: 

1. Executive Director. 

The Executive Director shall have the following administrative duties: 

a. Administer all MATCO agreements and contracts, monitoring timely and effective 
performance of responsibilities thereunder. 

b. Monitor, oversee and advise MATCO in connection with all financial matters relating to 
City invoices. City payments, expenses, billings, financial agreements, record keeping, 
and management of accounts. 

c. Collect operational data and calculate expense shares for all MATCO equipment and 
facilities. 

d. Maintain the MATCO offices and perform all supervisory and managerial fimctions as 
required by MATCO. 

e. Study, analyze and recommend actions and present proposals, as required, on any issues 
affecting MATCO. 

f. Act as liaison between MATCO and Airport staff, afrline groups, organizations, and other 
persons, as necessary. 

g. Attend meetings, conferences and other related industry fimctions as requfred by 
MATCO. 

h. Handle conespondence and adminisfrative matters as requfred. 
i. Interact with legal counsel, accounting/auditor persormel, and others engaged by 

MATCO, as necessary, 
j . Perform other tasks and duties as requfred. 

2. Finance Manager 

The Finance Manager's responsibilities will include developing the business systems for 
MATCO, including, but not be limited to, the following: 

a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g-
h. 

General ledger 
Accounts payable 
Accounts receivable 
Invoicing 
Collections 
Cash Management 
Investments 
Interface with accounting/auditing firms 
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3. Equipment and Fuel System Maintenance Manager 

With respect to MATCO Equipment and Fuel System the Equipment and Fuel System 
Maintenance Manager will: 

a. Develop tiie form Request for Proposal ("RFP") for tiie MATCO Equipment and 
MATCO Fuel System O&M services. 

b. Pre-qualify bidders. 
c. Issue RFPs and receive bids. 
d. Tabulate bids and recommend awards. 
e. Review, comment and recommend confractor agreements. 
f. Develop budgets for the operation and maintenance of the MATCO Equipment and the 

Fuel System. 
g. Oversee the testing of all MATCO Equipment and the Fuel System and prepare 

contingency plans and procedures. 
h. Oversee the installation of all MATCO Equipment and the Fuel System and coordinate 

and assist in the turnover and acceptance process, 
i. Define and draft fraining and operating procedures for afrline and contractor personnel for 

the operation of all MATCO Equipment and the Fuel System, 
j . Recommend and coordinate the preparation of a parts inventory list along with 

appropriate fracking and accountability requfrements. 
k. Assist in the preparation and review of all maintenance-related contracts and oversee and 

evaluate all maintenance-related contractual performance. 
1. Review daily service and equipment report logs and assist v îth all maintenance-related 

issues, 
m. Represent the Executive Director's Office/MATCO as necessary during assigned shift. 
IL Oversee and motutor all systems and equipment, 
o. Monitor operational performance of aU equipment, 
p. Coordinate with airlines, vendors and contractors, as required, to ensure that each airUne 

receives the desired level of service, 
q. Specify, evaluate, recommend and/or administer poUcies, practices and programs 

necessaty to ensure a safe, efficient work environment, 
r. Resporid to and mitigate emergencies as necessary. 
s. Maintain quality confrol standards for performance, reliabiUty, serviceability and safety, 
t. Complete daily on-duty shift report, 
u. Perform such other duties or responsibilities as assigned by the Executive Director. 

4. Administrative Assistant 

The Administrative Assistant shall be responsible for: 

AU administirative and clerical duties of MATCO assigned to the adminisfrative assistant by the 
Executive Director. 
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(Sub)Exhibit "A-2". 
(To Compensation For Pre-DBO And Post-DBO Services) 

Post-DBO Sen/ices. 

APS shall provide the services of staff who will provide the following described services: 

1. Executive Director. 

The Executive Dfrector shall have administrative duties which shall include, but not be limited 
to, the following: 

a. Administer aU MATCO agreements and confracts, monitoring timely and effective 
performance of responsibiUties thereunder. 

b. Monitor, oversee and advise MATCO in connection with all tinancial matters relating to 
expenses, billings, financial agreements, record keeping, and management of accounts. 

c. Overall supervisory responsibility in tiie development of budgets and the letting of all 
confracts for the operation and maintenance of all MATCO Equipment, the Fuel System, 
otiier facilities and any other services to be provided to the airlines at the Airport by MATCO 
(e.g., security, and custodial services, if any). .-. 

d. Maintain the MATCO offices and supervise MATCO employees. 
e. Supervise preparation of management plans, operations manuals, work schedules, quality 

assurance/quality confrol programs, recycling programs, cost containment programs and other 
managerial services provided by MATCO and perfonn aU other requfred managerial 
fimctions. 

f. Oversee all MATCO corporate functions including, but not limited to, preparation of 
corporate resolutions, annual and special board of dfrector meetings 

g. Study, analyze, and recommend actions and present proposals, as requfred, on any issues 
affecting MATCO. 

h. Act as liaison between MATCO and Airport staff, afrUne groups, organizations, and other 
persons, as necessary. 

i. Attend meetings, conferences and other related industry fimctions as required by MATCO. 
j . Establish and maintain relationships between the City of Chicago, member afrUnes and the 

MATCO Board of Directors; monitoring and maintaining compUance with the Consortium 
Agreement, insurance policies. Members Agreement, and Fuel System Interline Agreement; 
management and oversight of all other contracts; preparation and review of disclosure 
affidavits and management of the day to day affairs of the MATCO organization. 

k. Handle correspondence and administrative matters as requfred. 
1. Interact with legal counsel, accounting/auditor persormel, and otiiers engaged by MATCO, as 

necessary. 
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Ensure compliance with MATCO's Minority and Women Business Enterprises program by 
acting as Minority and Women Business Enterprises liaison with the City's Department of 
Aviation and Department of Purchases, Confracts and Supplies. The Executive Director will 
be responsible for ensuring that MATCO's actions are performed consistent with the 
Affirmative Action goals ofthe Agreement between MATCO and the City. 
Perform other tasks and duties as required by the MATCO members. 

2. Finance Manager 

The Finance Manager shall have responsibility for managing all of the financial fimctions of 
MATCO, including, but not limited to: 

a. Establishment ofan accounting system. 
b. Design and implement financial and business systems for MATCO. 
c. Coordination with the City of Chicago in the development of MATCO rates and charges and 

cash flow management. 
d. Collect operational data, calculate expense shares, prepare and process billings for the use of 

all MATCO equipment and facilities and monitor collection of accounts receivable. 
e. MATCO accounting and banking services, preparation of annual financial statements, 

income tax fihngs and IRS coordination. 
f. Investment of capital, securing additional coital as needed, reviewing invoices to MATCO 

Equipment and Fuel System users, monitoring payments by Members to the City of Chicago, 
monitoring payment of MATCO contiractors by the City of Chicago, preparation of annual 
and periodic activity and financial reports and financial analyses requested or requfred by the 
City of Chicago and Member Afrlines. 

g. Preparation of financial and performance reports. 
h. Update capital cost allocation model and verify debt service charges for consortium 

equipment, 
i. Such other duties as shall be assigned to the Finance Manager by the Executive Dfrector. 

3. Equipment and Fuel Facility Maintenance Manager 

The Equipment and Fuel Facility Mamtenance Manager will be responsible for the operating and 
maintenance fimctions of MATCO, including but not limited to: 

a. Administering MATCO Equipment and Fuel System operations and maintenance confracts. 
b. Maintaining budgets for the operation and maintenance of tiie MATCO Equipment and Fuel 

System. 
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c. Assisting in preparation of all Requests for Proposals ("RFPs"), issuing RFPs; receiving bids; 
tabulating bids; recommending the award of conttacts; reviewing, commenting on and 
recommending the execution of contractor agreements for the operation and maintenance of 
all MATCO equipment and facilities 

d. Operation and maintenance of the MATCO Equipment and Fuel System. 
e. Supervising the testing of all MATCO Equipment and the Fuel System and preparation of 

contiagency plans and procedures. 
f. Supervising the installation of all MATCO Equipment and the Fuel System and coordinating 

and assisting in the turnover and acceptance process. 
g. Defining and drafting training and operating procedures for airline and confractor personnel 

for the operation of all MATCO Equipment and the Fuel System. 
h. Recommending and coordinating a parts inventory list along vidth appropriate fracking and 

accountability requirements, 
i. Assisting in the preparation and review of all maintenance-related confracts and supervising 

and evaluating all maintenance-related confractual performance, 
j . Reviewing daily service and equipment report logs and assisting with all maintenance-related 

issues, 
k. Representing the Executive Dfrector's Office/MATCO as necessary during assigned shift. 
1. Supervising and monitoring all MATCO managed systems and equipment, 

m. Monitoring the operational performance of all equipment and systems maintained by 
MATCO. 

n. Coordinate with afrlines, vendors and confractors, as requfred, to ensure that each airline 
receives the desfred level of service, 

o. Specify, evaluate, recommend and/or administer policies, practices and programs necessary 
to ensure a safe, efficient work envfronment. 

p. Respond to and mitigate emergencies as necessary. 
q. Maintam quaUty confrol standards for performance, reUabiUty, serviceability and safety, 
r. Complete daUy on-duty shift report, 
s. Performing aU other duties or responsibilities as assigned by the Executive Dfrector. 

4. Administrative Assistant 

The Administrative Assistant shall be responsible for: 

All administrative and clerical duties of MATCO assigned to the administrative assistant by the 
Executive Director. 
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Schedule "B". 
(To MATCO Equipment And Fuel System Maintenance 

Operation And Management Agreement) 

Insurance. 

APS shaD maintain insurance coverage, at its expense, with insurance companies reasonably acceptable to 
MATCO, naming MATCO, its members, officers, agents and employees as additional insured parties, in 
accordance with the provisions of Sections 7.02 and 7.03 of the MATCO Consortium Agreement, which 
sections are incorporated herein by reference as though fully set forth in their entirety. 
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MIDWAY AIRLINES' TERMINAL CONSORTIUM 

Paul Demkovich 
AvAirPros Services, Inc. 
5551 Ridgewood Drive, Suite 401 
Naples, Florida 34108 

September 2, 2005 

Subject: Contract Amendment #1 between AvAirPros Services, Inc. and 
Midway Airlines' Terminal Consortium ("MATCO") for the 
MATCO Equipment and Fuel System Maintenance, Operation 
and Management Agreement 

Dear Mr. Demkovich: 

Pursuant to the Agreement executed as of October 25, 2000, the following 
sections of the Agreement:are amended in the following manner: 

Section 4 Term 
MATCO renews the Agreement for its' first two-year optional term 
through December 31, 2007. 

Section 18 Notices 
All notices for APS will be sent to: 

Attn: President 
AvAirPros Services, Inc. 
5551 Ridgewood Drive, Suite 401 
Naples, Rorida34108 

Schedule A-1 Compensation for Pre-DBO and Post-DBO Services 
The monthly administrative fee of $1,750.00 will increase to $2,000.00 
on April 1, 2006 and $2,250.00 on April 1, 2007 

Exhibit A-2 Post-DBO Services 

The following staff position is hereby amended: 

CHICAGO M I D W A Y iNTEiwAnoNAL A I B P O H T 
5757 S. QCERO AVE. TlCKBTlNG LEVEL 

CHICAGO, I L 60638 
PH0NE(0mitted for printing purposes) 

FAX (Omitted for printing purposes) 
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3. Director of Operations 

The Director of Operations will be responsible for the management of 
the operation and maintenance functions of all MATCO Equipment, the 
Fuel System, the Federal Inspection Facility, and other MATCO 
facilrties including but not limited to: the baggage handling system, 
passenger loading bridges, 400H2, pre-conditioned air, potable water 
cabinets, battery chargers, security equipment, MUFIDS, 
telecommunications systems, fuel farm, fuel system, holdroom seating, 
stanchions, rolling stock, MATCO preferential areas, baggage tunnels 
and baggage rooms, and utility hook ups and utility runs in MATCO 
areas. 

With respect to the Equipment, Fuel System and Federal Inspection 
Facility the Director of Operations will monitor and regulate the 
schedule and activities of the Duty Managers and FIS/Gate Scheduling 
Manager while they: 

a. Oversee the testing of all MATCO Equipment and the Fuel System 
and prepare contingency plans and procedures. 

b. Oversee the installation of all MATCO Equipment and Fuel System 
and coordinate and assist In the turnover and acceptance process. 

c. Define and draft training and operating procedures for airline and 
contractor personnel for the operation of all MATCO Equipment and 
Fuel System. 

d. Recommend and coordinate the preparation of a parts inventoty list 
along with appropriate tracking and accountability requirements. 

e. Assist in the preparation and review of all maintenance-related 
contracts and oversee and evaluate all maintenance-related 
contractual performance, 

f. Review daily service and equipment report logs and assist with all 
maintenance-related issues. 

g. Represent the Executive Director's Office/MATCO as necessary 
during assigned shift. 

h. Oversee and monitor all systems and equipment. 

i. Monitor operational performance of all equipment. 

j . Coordinate with airlines, vendors and contractors, as required, to 
ensure that each airline receives the desired level of service. 
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k. Specify, evaluate, recommend and/or administer policies, practices 
and programs necessary to ensure a safe, efficient environment. 

I. Respond to and mitigate emergencies as necessary. 

m. Maintain quality control standards for performance, reliability, 
serviceability and safety. 

n. Complete daily on-duty shift report. 

0. Perform other such duties or responsibilities as assigned by the 
Executive Director. 

The following staff positions are hereby added to Exhibit A-2: 

6. FIS/Gate Scheduling Manager 

The FIS/Gate Scheduling Manager will be responsible for the overall 
management of the Federal Inspection Services facility and common 
gate scheduling at Midway Airport. These duties include management 
of: 

a. Maintenance of all FIS mechanical systems. 
b. Maintenance of the FIS baggage handling system. 
c. Custodial and maintenance of public premises and federal agency 
offices. 
d. Gate scheduling in accordance with procedures setup by Gate 
Planning and Review Committee. 
e. Operational coordination with the participating federal agencies. 
f. Any approved capital projects: 

7. Duty Managers (3) 

The Duty Manager{s) will be responsible for the general oversight and 
management of the operation and maintenance functions of all 
MATCO Equipment, the Fuel System, the Federal Inspection Facility, 
and other MATCO facilities including but not limited to: the baggage 
handling system, passenger loading bridges, 400Hz, pre-conditioned 
air, potable water cabinets, battery chargers, security equipment, 
MUFIDS, telecommunications systems, fuel farm, fuel system, 
holdroom seating, stanchions, rolling stock, MATCO preferential areas, 
baggage tunnels and baggage rooms, and utility hook ups and utility 
runs in MATCO areas. 

With respect to the Equipment, Fuel System and Federal Inspection 
Facility the Duty Mahager(s) will: 
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a. Oversee the testing of all MATCO Equipment and the Fueling 
System and prepare contingency plans and procedures. 

b. Oversee the installation of all MATCO Equipment and Fuel System 
and coordinate and assist in the turnover and acceptance process. 

c. Define and draft training and operating procedures for airline and 
contractor personnel for the operation of all MATCO Equipment and 
Fuel System. 

d. Recommend and coordinate the preparation of a parts inventory list 
along with appropriate tracking and accountability requirements. 

e. Assist in the preparation and review of all maintenance-related 
contracts and oversee and evaluate all maintenance-related 
contractual performance. 

f. Review daily service and equipment report logs and assist with all 
maintenance-related issues. 

g. Represent the Executive Director's Office/MATCO as necessary 
during assigned shift. 

h. Oversee and monitor all systems and equipment 

i. Monitor operational performance of all equipment. 

j . Coordinate with airlines, vendors and contractors, as required, to 
ensure that each airline receives the desired level of service. 

k. Specify, evaluate, recommend and/or administer policies, practices 
and programs necessary to ensure a safe, efficient environment. 

I. Respond to and mitigate emergencies as necessary. 

m. Maintain quality control standards for performance, reliability, 
serviceability and safety. 

n. Complete daily on-duty shift report. 
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o. Perform other such duties or responsibilities as assigned by the 
Executive Director. 

In all other respects the current Agreement dated October 25, 2000 shall remain 
unchanged. 

Please execute (2) original copies of this Amendment and retum to the MATCO 
Office. I will forward an original fully-executed copy Contract Amendment for 
your files. 

Thank you for your cooperation. 

Peter B. Houghton, Chair 
Midway Airlines' Terminal Consortium 
Accepted and Agreed: 

Paul Demkovich, Vice President 
AvAirPros Services, Inc. 

cc: J. Crosby 
B. Deir 
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MIDWAY AIRLINES' TERMINAL CONSORTIUM 

Paul Demkovich 
AvAirPros Services, Inc. 
5551 Ridgewood Drive, Suite 401 
Naples, Florida 34108 

July 16, 2007 

Subject: Contract Amendment #2 between AvAirPros Services and 
MATCO for the MATCO Management Services Agreement 

Dear Mr. Demkovich: 

Pursuant to the Agreement executed as of October 25, 2000, the following 
sections of the Agreement are amended in the following manner: 

Section 4 Term 
MATCO renews the Agreement for its' second two-year term through 
December 31, 2009. 

Schedule A-1 Compensation for Pre-DBO and Post-DBO Services 
The monthly administrative fee of $2,250.00 will increase to $2,500.00 
on April 1, 2008 and $2,750.00 on April 1, 2009 

Exhibit A-1 Post-DBO Services 

Inline EDS Manager (1) 

The Inline Explosive Detection System (IEDS) Manager will be 
responsible for the general oversight and management of the operation 
and maintenance functions of the lEDS System, and will: 

a. Oversee the testing of the I EDS System and prepare contingency 
plans and procedures. 

b. Oversee the installation of the I EDS System and coordinate and 
assist in the turnover and acceptance process. 

c. Define and draft training and operating procedures for airline, TSA 
and contractor personnel for the operation of the I EDS System. 

CHICAGO MIDWAY INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 
5757 S. CICERO AVE. TICKETING LEVEL 

CHICAGO. IL 60638 
PTTO^TP ^Omittpr) for nrint inn niirnncot;'* 
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d. Recommend and coordinate the preparation of a parts inventory list 
along with appropriate tracking and accountability requirements. 

e. Assist in the preparation and review of lEDS maintenance-related 
contracts and oversee and evaluate maintenance-related contractual 
performance. 

f. Review daily service and equipment report logs and assist with all 
I EDS maintenance-related issues. 

g. Represent the Executive Director's Office/MATCO as necessary 
during assigned shift. 

h. Oversee and monitor all I EDS systems and equipment. 

i. Monitor operational performance of all I EDS equipment 

j . Coordinate with airlines, vendors and contractors, as required, to 
ensure that each airline receives the desired level of service. 

k. Specify, evaluate, recommend and/or administer policies, practices 
and programs necessary to ensure a safe, efficient environment. 

I. Respond to and mitigate emergencies as necessary. 

m. Maintain quality control standards for performance, reliability, 
serviceability and safety. 

n. Complete daily lEDS reports on system performance. 

0. Perform other such duties or responsibilities as assigned by the 
Executive Director. 

In all other respects the current Agreement date October 25, 2000 shall remain 
unchanged. 

Please execute (2) original copies of the Amendment at return to the MATCO 
Office. I will fonward an original fully-executed copy of the Contract Amendment 
for your files. 

Thank you for your cooperation. 

ter B. Houghton, Chajf 

iLjji^\ 
Paul Demkovich, President 
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Volume Agreement 

TfflS VOLUME AGREEMENT (this "Agreement") is made and entered into 
effective as of July 1, 2001, among Sanders Pipeline Company ("Pipeline") and those airlines 
that are members of the Chicago Midway Fuel Committee (listed on Exhibit A hereto, 
collectively referred to as "Airlines") and are signatories to this Agreement. 

W I T N E S S E T H : 

WHEREAS, Airlines desire to have sufficient capacity to ship petroleum products 
by Pipeline from the Kinder Morgan fiiel storage terminal at Argo, Illinois (the "Kinder Morgan 
Terminal") to Midway Airport in Chicago, Illinois (the "Airport"); 

WHEREAS, for the mutual benefit of Pipeline and Airlines, Pipeline has agreed 
to construct, expand, modify and/or upgrade certain pipeline facilities serving the Airport so as to 
satisfy Airlines' desire for capacity; 

WHEREAS, Pipeline has agreed that after such construction, expansion, 
modification and/or upgrade has been completed, and during the term of this Agreement, 
Pipeline will maintain in effect certain shipping rates under which Petroleum Products meeting 
Pipeline tariff specifications may be transported from the Kinder Morgan Terminal to the fiiel 
storage facilities at the Airport that are utilized by Airlines to provide fiiel service to their 
respective aircraft (the "Midway Fuel Storage Facilities"); and 

WHEREAS, Pipeline has requested that Airlines provide assurances that Airlines 
will ship certain minimum volumes of Petroleum Products via Pipeline's pipeline facilities from 
the Kinder Morgan Terminal to the Midway Fuel Storage Facilities; 

NOW THEREFORE, in consideration of the promises and mutual covenants set 
forth herein. Airlines and Pipeline agree as follows: 

1. DEFINITIONS 

A. "Gallon" shall mean one (1) U.S. gallon measured at sixty (60) degrees 
Fahrenheit. 

B. "Tariff' or "Tariffs" shall mean the tariff or tariffs published by Pipeline and filed 
with the Federal Energy Regulatoty Commission, including supplements thereto 
and reissues thereof, under which Petroleum Products are transported via Pipeline 
from the Kinder Morgan Terminal to the Midway Fuel Storage Facilities. Copies 
of all Tariffs and supplements thereto shall promptly be provided to Airlines by 
Pipeline. 

C. "Petroleum Products" shall mean petroleum products which may be transported 
and handled under the Tariffs and which meet the specifications therein. 
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D. "Commencement Date" shall mean the date on which the Midway Fuel Storage 
Facilities first receive Petroleum Products from Pipeline. 

£. "A/linimnm Volume CnrnmitTneTit" shall mean ten million (10,000,000) Galbns 
per calendar month. 

F. "Force Majeure" shall mean an event or events beyond the reasonable control of 
the party unable to perform hereunder, and includes without limitation, acts of 
God, strikes, work stoppages, lockouts, acts ofthe public enemy, wars, 
embargoes, blockades, insurrections, riots, earthquakes, fires, storms, floods, 
washouts, explosions, breakdown, accident to major equipment or machinery, 
pipelines, or receiving, storage, distribution or delivery facilities ofthe parties, or 
any order of any court of conq)etent jurisdiction, regulatory agency or govemment 
body having jurisdiction over the production, transportation or storage of 
Petroleum Products, or any other govemmental body whose actions affect the 
ability ofa party hereto to operate its business relating to this Agreement and 
which was not within the reasonable control of such party. 

2. TERM OF AGREEMENT 

A. The term of this Agreement shall be for a period of twenty (20) years from the 
Commencement Date ("Agreement Duration"). 

B. This Agreement may be extended for additional twenty (20) year periods 
("Extension Period") if mutually agreed upon by Pipeline and Airlines. Pq)eline 
and Airlines will negotiate in good fiiith to reestablish minimum throughput 
commitment volumes and tariff rates for the Extension Period. Pipeline and 
Airlines agree to commence good &ith negotiations to obtain a written extension 
to this Agreement at least twelve (12) months prior to the end of the then-current 
Agreement Duration, with the intent of concluding such negotiations no later than 
one hundred eighty (180) days prior to the end ofthe then-current Agreement 
Duration. 

3. COMPENSATION AND GUARANTEES TO PIPELINE 

A. Airlines agree to pay to Pipeline the Tariff in effect as described in Paragraph S of 
this Agreement on the Minimum Volume Commitment, for volumes actuaUy 
shipped by Pipeline from the Kinder Morgan Terminal to the Midway Fuel 
Storage Facilities. 

B. Subsequent to the Commencement Date, Airlines e^ree to make a deficiency 
payment to Pipeline if vohmies of Petroleum Prodiicts shipped each calendar 
month are less than that ofthe Minimum Volume Commitment. Deficiency 
payments shall be calculated by: (1) subtracting the actual volume shipped fit)m 
the Minimum Volume Commitment; and (2) multiplying this difference by the 
Tariff Deficiency payments will be credited against future transportation charges 
during the following month; provided, however, that the Minimum Vohmie 
Commitment for that month has been satisfied. 
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C. I n l i n e will invoice the Airlines' fiiel system operator monthly for amounts 
owed to Pipeline pursuant to the Tariff. Invoices shall be sent on the first day of 
each month to Airlines' fuel system operator. 

FORCE MAJEURE 

A. If Pqieline or Airlines are unable, due to a Force Majeure event, to perfonn any of 
their obligations under this Agreement, then upon notice of such condition to the 
other party within ten (10) days after learning of such event, the obUgations of 
each affected party, so fir as and to the extent that such party is affected by the 
Force Majeure event, shall be suspended during such event. During such Force 
Majeure event, however, the affected party shaU make aU reasonable efforts to 
mitigate and remedy said Force Majein% event, and proceed with its obUgations as 
soon as possible. 

B. If a Force Majeure event substantiaUy denies Airlines the ability to ship or utilize 
nominated Petroleum Products under the terms of this Agreement, or shaU 
substantially preclude Pipeline from accepting nominated shipments of Petroleum 
Products or making deUveries thereof^ then the obUgations ofthe parties 
hereunder shall be suspended and the Minimum Voliune Commitment shaU be 
reduced by Three Hundred Thirty-Three Thousand Three Hundred Thirty-Three 
(333,333) GaUons (10,000,000 GaUons month/30 days) per day multipUed by the 
number of days that the Force Majeure condition is in effect for such period. 

PIPELINE TARIFF CHARGES 

A. Payment for aU shipments during the Agreement Duration shaU be at the Tariff 
in effect on the actual shipment date. 

B. Fe l ine ' s Tariffs for the transportation services hereby contenq)lated are subject 
to the regulatory jurisdiction ofthe Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
("FERC"). Consistent with regulatory requirements. Pipeline wiU maintain with 
the FERC Tariff setting forth the terms smd conditions under which Petroleum 
Products wiU be transported via PipeUne fix>m the Kinder Morgan Terminal to the 
Midway Fuel Storage Facilities. 

C. Pipeline has not made and does not hereby make any representations, guarantees 
or assurances to AirUnes relative to joint or local rates, divisions of joint rates or 
loss aUowances charges by or payable to any other pq}eline carrier or caniers. 

D. Pipeline shaU file with the FERC an initial rate fit)m the Kinder Morgan Terminal 
to tlK Midway Fuel Storage FacUities of $0.0167 per Gallon. Pqieline and 
Airlines agree that this rate shaU increase annuaUy pursuant to a fixed price 
escalator of 2.5 percent per annum. 
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6. INDEMNIFICATION 

Pipeline agrees to indemnify, defend and hold harmless Airlines, their ofiHcers, 
directors, shareholders, agents and en^loyees and their respective successors and assigns, from 
and against any and aU clauns, demands and liability for loss or damage to person or property 
caused by the Pipeline's negUgent handling, transport or deUvery of Petroleum Products pursuant 
to the terms of this Agreement. Airlines agree to indemnify, defend and hold harmless Pipeline, 
its officers, directors, shareholders, agents and employees and their respective successors and 
assigns, fiom and against any and all claims, demands and liability for loss or damage to person 
or property caused by the Airlines' negUgent acts or omissions arising under the terms of this 
Agreement. 

7. ASSIGNMENTS 

Neither Pipeline nor Airlines may assign this Agreement without the prior written 
consent of the other party hereto, which consent shaU not be unreasonably withheld; provided, 
however, that this Agreement shaU bind and inure to the benefit of the successors and permitted 
assigns, of any of the parties hereto, with no requirement of prior written consent if such 
succession results from a reorganization, consoUdation, sale of assets, merger or similar 
transaction and the succeeding entity agrees in writing to be bound by aU the terms and 
conditions of this Agreement. 

8. REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES 

Each party to this Agreement represents and Avarrants to the other that it is a 
corporation duly incorporated and A^dly existing and in good standing under the laws of the 
state of its incorporation and has aU requisite corporate power and authority to enter into this 
Agreement and to carty out the terms and provisions hereof and that no prior apprpvzil of any 
govemment body is required for carrying out this Agreement. 

9. TITLE TO PETROLEUM PRODUCTS 

Title to aU Petroleiun Products transported hereunder as between Pipeline and 
AirUnes shaU be treated as being and remaining with Airlines. The only Uens or possessory 
rights which Pipeline shall have with respect to Airlines' Petroleum Products in transit shall be 
those set forth in the ^ipUcable Tariff. 

10. AMENDMENT 

A. This Agreement may not be amended or waived without the prior written consent 
of aU parties hereto. Neither fiilure nor delay by Pipeline or AirUnes to exercise 
any right or remedy provided herein or by law or equity shaU operate as a waiver 
thereof nor shaU any single or partial exercise of any such right or remedy 
preclude any other or fiuther exercise thereof or the exercise of any other right or 
remedy. 

B. The Chairman ofthe Chicago Midway Fuel Committee, a consortium formed by 
Airlines, is hereby authorized on behalf of Airlines to execute any amendment to 
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this Agreement; provided, however, that in each instance the Chairman must have 
previously received the approval for such amendment by a majority-in-interest of 
Airlines as defined in the Chicago Midway Airport Fuel System Interline 
Agreement. 

11. NOTICES AND INVOICES 

A. For aU purposes under this Agreement, including mailing of invoices and 
receiving notices. Pipeline shaU be entitled to deal with an independent operator 
retained by Airlines to act on their behalf, to be designated by Airlines, in writing, 
to Pq>eline. Such independent operator may be changed upon reasonable notice 
to Pipeline. In any event, liabiUty of Airlines hereunder shall be step-up and 
several, as defined in the AirUne Storage Agreement - Argo, Illinois by and 
between the Airlines and Kinder Morgan Liquid Terminals, LLC. 

B. Notices and other conespondence to Pipeline shaU be provided to: 

Mr. L. Travis Sanders 
President 
Sanders Pipeline Conq>any 
6471 Crestmore Road 
Fort Worth, TX 76116 

C. Any notice required or permitted to be given hereunder shall be in writing and 
shaU be properly given if maUed, postage prepaid, addressed to the party for 
wdiom intended as designated pursuant to this paragraph. 

12. SEVERABILITY 

In the event any provision of this Agreement is adjudged void or invaUd by a 
court of competent jurisdiction, or an empowered govemment agency, such findings shaU not 
affect the remaining provisions ofthe Agreement which are not so found to be void or invaUd. 
In the event of a conflict between the terms and conditions of this Agreement and Pipeline's 
^pUcable Tari£&, the terms and conditions of the Tariff shaU take precedence. However, 
PqieUne shall not, subsequent to entering into this Agreement, pubUsh any Tariff for the purpose 
of vatying the terms of this Agreement. 
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13. COUNTERPARTS 

This Agreement may be executed in counterparts. It is the intent of Pipeline and Airlines 
that the Agreement be binding on all parties hereto as one and the same instrument. 

14. ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS 

A. This Agreement represents the entire agreement between the parties and shall be 
construed as a whole and in accordance with its fair meaning and without 
presumption or other rule conceming construction against the party preparing this 
Agreement or any part hereof. 

B. This Agreement shall be govemed by and construed in accordance with the laws 
of the State of Illinois, without regard to its conflict of law rules. 

C. If any action is brought by any party in respect of its rights under this Agreement, 
the prevailing party in any such dispute shall be entitled to receive from the other 
party its reasonable attorneys' fees, witness fees and court costs in an amount 
determined by the court or other tribunal. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Pipeline and Airlines have caused this Agreement to 
be duly executed, as ofthe Effective Date. 

Date: < « ' ' ' ' * " 

Northwest Airlines, Inc. 

By Date: 

Southwest Airlines Co. 

By Date: 

Vanguard Airlines, Inc. 

By Date: 

National Airlines, Inc. 

By Date: 
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13. COUNTERPARTS 

This Agreement may be executed in counterparts. It is the intent of Pipeline and Airlines 
that the Agreement be binding on all parties hereto as one and the same instrument. 

14. ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS 

A. This Agreement represents the entire agreement between the parties and shall be 
construed as a whole and in accordance with its fair mearung and without 
presumption or other rule conceming construction against the party preparing this 
Agreement or any part hereof 

B. This Agreement shall be govemed by and construed in accordance with the laws 
ofthe State of Illinois, without regard to its conflict of law rules. 

C. If any action is brought by any party in respect of its rights imder this Agreement, 
the prevailing party in any such dispute shall be entitled to receive from the other 
party its reasonable attomeys' fees, witness fees and court costs in an amount 
determined by the court or other tribunal. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Pipeline and Airiines have caused this Agreenient to 
be duly executed, as ofthe Effective Date. 

American Trans Air, Inc. 

By Date: 

Northwest Airlines, Inc. 

By Q j I J l ^ Date: ^/zjo^ 

Southwest AirUnes Co. 

By Date: 

Vanguard Airlines, Inc. 

By , Date: 

National Airlines, Inc. 

By Date: 
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13. COUNTERPARTS 

This Agreement may be executed in counterparts. It is the intent of Pipeline and Airlines 
that the Agreement be binding on all parties hereto as one and the same instrument. 

14. ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS 

A. This Agreement represents the entire agreement between the parties and shall be 
construed as a whole and in accordance with its fair meaning and without 
presumption or other rule conceming construction against the party preparing this 
Agreement or any part hereof 

B. This Agreement shall be govemed by and constmed in accordance with the laws 
ofthe State of Illinois, without regard to its conflict of law rules. 

C. If any action is brought by any party in respect of its rights under this Agreement, 
the prevailing party in any such dispute shall be entitled to receive from the other 
party its rezisonable attorneys' fees, witness fees and court costs in an amount 
determined by the court or other tribunal. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Pipeline and Airiines have caused this Agreement to 
be duly executed, as ofthe Effective Date. 

American Trans Air, Inc. 

By ] Date: 

Northwest Airlines, Inc. 

By Date: 

Southwest Airlines Co. . . 

By ilkA/^^^/L ^^r^w^/'^r^'^ Date: C>/r/Ol 

Vancuwd Airlines, Inc. 

By Date: 

National Airlines, Inc. 

By Date: 
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13. COUNTERPARTS 

This Agreement may be executed in counterparts. It is the intent of Pipeline and Airlines 
that the Agreement be binding on all parties hereto as one and the same instrument. 

14. ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS 

A. This Agreement represents the entire agreement between the parties and shall be 
construed as a whole and in accordance with its fair meaning and without 
presumption or other rule conceming construction against the party preparing this 
Agreement or any part hereof 

B. This Agreement shall be govemed by and constmed in accordance with the laws 
ofthe State of Illinois, without regard to its conflict of law rules. 

C. If any action is brought by any party in respect of its rights under this Agreement, 
the prevailing party in any such dispute shall be entitled to receive from the other 
party its reasonable attomeys' fees, witness fees and court costs in an amount 
detennined by the court or other tribunal. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Pipeline and Airlines have caused this Agreement to 
be duly executed, as ofthe Effective Date. 

American Trans Air, Inc. 

By Date: 

Northwest Airlines, Inc. 

By • • Date: 

Southwest Airlines Co. 

By Date: 

Vanguard Airlines, Inc. 

By ^ O L *^^*=U-SU>^>.ZI^L. Date:-\\vT^c.v 

National Airlines, Inc. 

By ' Date: 
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13. COUNTERPARTS 

This Agreement may be executed in counterparts. It is the intent of Pipeline and Airlines 
that the Agreement be binding on all parties hereto as one and the same instrument. 

14. ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS 

A. This Agreement represents the entire agreement between the parties and shall be 
constmed as a whole and in accordance witli its fair meaning and without 
presumption or other rule concerning constmction against the party preparing this 
Agreement or any part hereof 

B. This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws 
ofthe State of Illinois, without regard to its conflict of law rules. 

C. If any action is brought by any party in respect of its rights under this Agreement, 
the prevailing party in any such dispute shaU be entitled to receive from the other 
party its reasonable attorneys' fees, witness fees and court costs in an amount 
determined by the court or other tribunal. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Pipeline and Airlines have caused this Agreement to 
be duly executed, as of the Effective Date. 

American Trans Air, Inc. 

By [ Date: 

Northwest Airlines, Inc. 

By Date: 

Southwest Airlines Co. 

By Date:. 

Vanguard Airlines, Inc. 

By Date: 

National Airlines, Inc. 

By ^JLfjnmJbJ./UMwf Date: ^/ l /o] 

Continental Airlines, Inc. 

By ^ Date: 

I PqieUne Cpsqiany 

^^•^>V\A/Jl^U^ Date:"'Mz)| 
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(Sub)Exhibit "A". 
(To Volume Agreement) 

Scott Pemberton 
American Trans Air, Inc 
7337 West Washington Street 
Indianapolis, IN 462S1 

Rob Hubbert 
Director, Properties & Facilities 
Continental AirUnes, Inc. 
1600 Smith Street, 32nd Ftoor 
DeptHQSHF 
Houston, Texas 77002 

Lawrence Beckstead 
Director, Properties & FacUities 
National AirUnes 
6020 Spencer Street 
Las Vegas, NV 89119-2934 

Jack Skoglund 
Northwest AirUnes, Inc. 
Department A-4195 
5101 Northwest Drive 
St. Paul, MN 55111-3034 

Jim Stevenson 
Southwest AirUnes 
2702 Love FieU Drive 
P.O. Box 36611 
DaUas, TX 75235-1611 

Jim Eckart 
Vice President, FaciUties & Ground Operations 
Vanguard AirUnes 
533 Mexico City Avenue 
Kansas City Intemational Airport 
Kansas City, MO 64153 
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Airline Storage Agreement ~ Argo Illinois. 

This Agreement made as of June 1, 2001 by and between Kinder Morgan Liquids 
Terminals, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company ("KINDER MORGAN") and those 
airlines that are members ofthe Chicago Midway Fuel Committee, which airlines are shown in 
Exhibit A attached hereto, and hereinafter collectively referred to as "Airlines," provides for the 
storage and handling of Airlines' Jet "A" Fuel ("Commodity") meeting ASTM specification 
D1655 Oatest revision) by KINDER MORGAN at its Argo, Illinois, Termmal ("Terminal") and 
delivety of the Commodity to the Airlines' fuel storage facilities at Midway Airport m 
Chicago, Illinois ("Midway Airport") imder the terms and conditions of a separate and 
additional pipeline charge or tariff, payable to Sanders Pipeline Company ("Sanders" or "SPC") 
pursuant to the Volume Agreement between Sanders and Airlines. 

For and in consideration of the mutual covenants and conditions contained herein, and 
other valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, the 
parties hereto agree as follows: 

1. KINDER MORGAN shall maintain at the Terminal, for the exclusive use of Airlines, and for 
storage ofthe Airlines' Commodity, two 33,000 barrel cone roof tanks, one 55,000 barrel cone roof 
tank and one 80,000 barrel cone roof tank with Commodity handling capabilities (modes) as identified 
in the tank schedule below: 

Modes Available 

In-TEPPCO, Westshore; out-SPC, TT 

In-TEPPCO, Westshore; out-SPC, TT 

In-TEPPCO, Westshore; out-SPC, TT 

33- 2- 33,000 (30,952 safe-fill) In-TEPPCO, Westshore; out-SPC, TT 

(TEPPCO is TEPPCO Partners, L.P. and Westshore is Westshore Pipeline, common-carrier pipeline 
companies that deliver Commodity to the Terminal for the Airlines accoimt, under their own separate 
tariffs. TT is an abbreviation for Tank Tmck, which trucks provide service at BCINDER MORGAN'S 
petroleum product tmck rack at the Tenninal used for loading out Commodity for delivery to Midway 
Airport and to other airports as agreed to between KINDER MORGAN and the Airlines.) 

The Tanks referenced in the above schedule are hereinafter collectively called the "Tanks" and each is 
singularly called a "Tank." 

TANK SCHEDULE 

Argo Tank No. 
80-4 

33-1 

55-8 

Shell Barrel Capacity 
80,000 
(75,000 safe-fill) 
33,000 
(30,952 safe-fill) 
55,000 
(53,571safe-fill) 
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2. Airlines agree to use the Tanks only for the storage of Commodity. Airlines shall be responsible 
for any damages caused by storage in the Tanks of Commodity, except to the extent such damage is 
caused by KINDER MORGAN. If cleaning ofthe Tanks is necessary during the term hereof and upon 
termination of this Agreement, Airlines agree to remove or cause to be removed any Commodity, 
residue or waste from the Tanks to pemiit cleaning and to reimburse KINDER MORGAN for the cost 
of said cleaning pursuant to Paragraph 14(e) hereof, provided, however, that the cost of the fu-st 
cleaning of each Tank pursuant to this Agreement shall be bome solely by KINDER MORGAN in the 
event the Tank has not been first cleaned prior to the Commencement Date. The need for cleaning the 
Tanks during the tenn hereof and the method and cost of such cleaning shall be agreed to by the parties 
prior to the removal of Commodity and any such cleaning. KINDER MORGAN verifies that to its 
knowledge, the Terminal complies with all applicable laws, mles and regulations for handling the 
Commodity as of June 1, 2001. If any govemmental body shall require installation of any alteration or 
addition to the improvements at the Terminal as a result of the nature of the Commodity to comply 
with applicable federal, state or local safety regulations or to prevent or reduce noise, the emission into 
the atmosphere of smoke, dust, fiimes, vapors or other matters caused by the Commodity or discharge 
of any matter into the environment (collectively, "Environmental Requirements"), KINDER 
MORGAN shall notify Airlines of the need for making such installation and the cost thereof 
KINDER MORGAN shall discuss the design and cost of such mstallations with Airlines in an effort to 
make the most appropriate installation to meet govemmental requirements. KINDER MORGAN 
agrees to discuss and review such installations with the Airlines and obtain Airlines approval for any 
required installations from the Airlines prior to commencing work on the installation. KINDER 
MORGAN shall make such installations, and Afrlines agree to pay the actual cost of installation 
thereof, including engineering expense, and subsequent expenses of operating or maintaining such 
installation, to KINDER MORGAN upon receipt of invoices therefor in addition to other charges set 
forth herein. If KINDER MORGAN is unable to obtain Airlines approval for such installations, 
KINDER MORGAN shall have the right to terminate the Agreement upon ninety (90) days prior 
written notice to AfrUnes, or upon the effective date of such govemment requirement, whichever 
occurs ffrst; provided, that if the Afrlines shall contest any such Environmental Requfrements, 
KINDER MORGAN'S right to terminate shall not vest until final disposition of any such contest. 
However, if the Afrlines contest any such Environmental Requfrements, KINDER MORGAN may 
suspend such operations under this Agreement as necessary to comply with Envfronmental 
Requirements. 

3. For the charges hereinafter specified, KINDER MORGAN agrees to receive and deliver the 
Commodity into and out of the Tanks and to provide the faciUties necessary to perform such receipt 
and delivety services. KINDER MORGAN agrees to provide Afrlines only inbound, outbound and 
monthly stock reports as to the gross and net quantity of Commodity handled and on hand on KINDER 
MORGAN'S report forms and to prepare bUls of lading for shipments. The foregoing provisions 
notwithstanding, aU receipts and deUveries of Commodity from or to pipeline or tank tmck shall be 
ananged for by Afrlines, and KINDER MORGAN shall be responsible only to receive or deliver, as 
the case may be, the Commodity at its Terminal. Afrlines may inspect the Tanks for the purpose of 
gauging, sampling or other reasons. KINDER MORGAN and Airlines agree to develop mutually 
acceptable operating procedures for the handling of Afrlines' Commodity. The operating procedures, 
as mutually agreed to by Afrlines and KINDER MORGAN, will be attached as Exhibit B hereto. 
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4. Airlines agree to pay KINDER MORGAN, monthly in advance upon receipt of invoice, the 
monthly charges (the "Warehousing Charge") hereinafter specified. (For example, the Warehousing 
Charge for June shall be invoiced on or after June 1.) Afrlines also agree to pay KINDER MORGAN 
any and all other charges accruing hereunder, upon presentation of invoice therefor. All payments 
shall be made to KINDER MORGAN via wire transfer to the First Union National Bank, ABA 
No. 0S3000219, Account No. 2000010397963, or mailed to the designated address on the invoice. 
Customer shall identify by number the KINDER MORGAN invoices being paid in the wire 
transfer comments or on the check stub. The amount of any invoice, if not paid within 30 days after 
mailing by BCINDER MORGAN, shall bear interest at the rate of one percent per month for each month 
or portion of a month thereafter during which such amount remains unpaid. In any such event, 
KINDER MORGAN shall have a lien upon all Commodity at any time in the Terminal for all of the 
Warehousing Charges, handling and all other charges payable to KINDER MORGAN by Afrlines 
hereunder, whether such charges are incident to Commodity at the Terminal or otherwise. Such lien 
shall be deemed to be released at such time as the Commodity is released from the Terminal. In the 
event of such default, KINDER MORGAN shall also have the right, at its option, to terminate this 
Agreement. Titie to the Commodity shall at all times remain with Airlines or thefr assignees. The 
remedies of KINDER MORGAN herein provided for shall not be exclusive, but shall be cumulative 
and shaU be in addition to all other remedies in KINDER MORGAN'S favor, at law or in equity. The 
waiver by KINDER MORGAN of any right of KINDER MORGAN hereunder, at any time, shall not 
serve to waive any other such right nor shall such waiver operate as a waiver of the right so waived at 
any fiiture date in connection with another default by Afrlines hereunder. 

5. KINDER MORGAN shall not be Uable for evaporation, shrinkage, line-loss, discoloration, 
contamination, damage to or destmction ofthe Commodity or any property of Afrlines or for any delay 
or nonperformance, when any of the foregoing is caused in whole or in part by an event of force 
majeure. For purposes of this Agreement, an event of force majeure shall mean an act of God or the 
public enemy, or by labor troubles, strikes, lockouts, nonavailability of labor, riots, fires, storms, 
explosions, breakdowns of machinery, raifroad embargoes or congestions, govemment embargoes or 
interventions, failure or delay of manufacturers or persons from whom KINDER MORGAN is 
obtaining machinery, equipment, materials or supplies to deliver the same, or other causes beyond 
KINDER MORGAN'S control, whether such other causes be ofthe classes specifically provided for or 
not, and whether the cause is or is not existing on the date of this Agreement. KINDER MORGAN 
shall in no event be liable for loss of or damage to Afrlines' Commodity or property as a result of an 
event of force majeure, except when caused by KINDER MORGAN'S failure to use reasonable care in 
the safekeeping and handling of Afrlines' Commodity or other property. KINDER MORGAN agrees 
that it shall exert all reasonable efforts to resume performance after obtaining reUef hereunder. 

6. Afrlines, for themselves and thefr successors and assigns, hereby release, relinquish and 
discharge, and agree to mdemnify, protect and save harmless KINDER MORGAN, its employees and 
agents and its successors and assigns, of and from any and all claims, demands and liability for any 
loss or damage to the property of Afrlines or thfrd parties, and any injuty to, including death of, 
employees, agents or representatives of Afrluies or third parties while on or about or adjacent to 
KINDER MORGAN'S facilities, when and to the extent that such property damage, personJil injury or 
death is caused in whole or in part by the negligence of Afrlines, thefr agents, representatives or 
employees. 
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7. KINDER MORGAN, for itself and its successors and assigns hereby releases, relinquishes and 
discharges and agrees to indemnify, protect and save harmless Airlines, their officers, directors, 
employees and agents and thefr respective successors and assigns, of and from any and all claims, 
demands and liability for any loss or damage to the property of KINDER MORGAN (subject to the 
limitations of Paragraphs 5 and 10 hereof) or third parties, and any injmy to, including death of, 
employees, agents or representatives of KINDER MORGAN or thfrd parties whUe on or about 
KINDER MORGAN'S facility, when and to the extent that such property damage, personal injury or 
death is caused in whole or in part by the negligence of KINDER MORGAN, its agents, 
representatives or employees. 

8. Commodity insurance, if any be desired by Airlines, shall be carried by Airlines at their own 
expense. If Airlines carry any insurance on tiie Commodity or its property, Afrlines and Afrlines' 
insurance carrier shall waive subrogation against KINDER MORGAN. Copies of such waivers shall 
be fiimished to KINDER MORGAN on request. 

9. This Agreement shall be bmding upon, and inure to the benefit of, the successors and assigns of 
each of the parties hereto; provided, however, that Airlines shall not sublease any of the Tanks or 
transfer or assign this Agreement, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of KINDER 
MORGAN, and any attempted subletting or assignment without such consent shall be null and void. 
Such consent shall not be unreasonably withheld. 

10. (a) In consideration of the Warehousing Charge set forth in Paragraph 14 hereof (it being 
recognized that higher charges would be made but for the limitation of liability set forth in this 
paragraph), it is understood and agreed that, with respect to any claim by Afrlines of loss of or deunage 
to Commodity, KINDER MORGAN shall in no event be liable for more than the actual cost of the 
Commodity to Afrlines based on the previous fifteen (15) days average of Platts Index Formula for 
U.S. Gulf Coast Pipeline Mean plus $.02 per gallon, nor for special or consequential damages, no 
matter how loss or damage shall have occurred unless such loss or damage shall be caused by the 
willfiil and material breach of this Agreement by the officers or executive management of KINDER 
MORGAN. IN NO EVENT SHALL KINDER MORGAN BE LLABLE TO AIRLINES FOR ANY 
LOST OR DAMAGED COMMODITY UNLESS A WRITTEN CLAIM IS DELIVERED TO 
KINDER MORGAN BY AIRLINES WITHIN THE LATER OF: (A) SIX (6) MONTHS AFTER 
KINDER MORGAN REPORTS THE ALLEGED LOSS TO AIRLINES, OR (B) SIX (6) MONTHS 
AFTER AIRLINES FIRST DISCOVER SUCH ALLEGED LOSS. 

(b) EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY HEREIN PROVIDED, THERE ARE NO GUARANTEES 
OR WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT 
LIMITED TO, ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE, WHETHER ARISING BY OPERATION OF LAW OR OTHERWISE. 

11. If any Tank shall be damaged or desfroyed by fire or other casualty or cause rendering a Tank 
unusable, the Warehousing Charge shall be renegotiated in good faith for the period in which such 
Tank is unusable. KINDER MORGAN may, but shall not be requfred to, repafr or rebuild such 
damaged or desfroyed Tank but in any event, shall, as a result of good faitii negotiations vvith the 
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Airlines, assure that there is sufficient capacity at the Terminal to handle Airlines's Commodity 
requirements. 

12. Afrlines agree to pay all taxes and assessments (including any charge or payment in lieu thereof 
including but not limited to wharfage, dockage or other similar charges), that may be assessed by any 
govemmental authority against the Commodity or property of Airlines or against KINDER MORGAN 
(except for income and customary real estate taxes) with respect to the receiving, storing, handling or 
shipping ofthe Commodity or property of Airlines. Airlines fiirther agree to pay any tax in the form of 
a so-called "value added" tax, sales tax, rent tax, service charge or similar tax assessment which may 
be assessed against the Warehousing Charge or other charges hereunder or against the service to be 
perfonned by KINDER MORGAN hereunder. 

13. If KINDER MORGAN'S use ofthe Terminal for die storage and handling of Commodity shall 
be restrained or enjomed by judicial process, terminated by municipal or other govemment authority, 
or terminated by right of eminent domain, KINDER MORGAN or Airlmes may terminate this 
Agreement upon thirty (30) days written notice to the other party. The Terminal shall be operated by 
KINDER MORGAN to perform its fiinctions herein agreed to be performed from 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 
p.m., Monday through Friday (except holidays - those days or half days as provided for, and except as 
such hours may be changed, from time to time in applicable collective bargaining agreements between 
KINDER MORGAN and the collective bargauiing representative of KINDER MORGAN employees) 
except for the receipt or discharge of Commodity from or to pipeline or tank tmck which shall be on a 
twenty-four (24) hours a day, seven (7) days a week (including holidays) basis. If, during the term of 
this Agreement, due to requirements of any govemmental authority or upon request of Afrlines, the 
method of measurement of Commodity is changed to the metric system of measurement, KINDER 
MORGAN agrees to make such changes m its gauges, meters and other instruments of measurement 
that are used to receive and deliver Commodity to and from the Tanks. Upon completion of such 
changes, Afrlines agree to reimburse KINDER MORGAN promptiy for the reasonable cost thereof, 
including engineering expense and incidental overhead, for any changes made to Airlmes' facilities 
used in performing the services requfred to be performed hereunder. Furthermore, in such event, the 
Warehouse Charges set forth herein shall thereafter be converted to the metric system. 

14. (a) Commencing upon the later of: (i) December 1, 2001, or (ii) upon the complete operational 
readiness of (x) the SPC pipeUne connecting the Terminal to the Airlines' fiiel storage facility at 
Midway Airport, (y) KINDER MORGAN'S Terminal delivery system to SPC and (z) tiie Midway 
Airport receiving storage facUity that is to receive Commodity from SPC and KINDER MORGAN, 
which date shall be mutually agreed in writing by KINDER MORGAN, Airlines and SPC (the 
"Commencement Date"), the Airlines agree to pay KINDER MORGAN a Monthly Warehousing 
Charge of $50,000.00, which is the equivalent of the charge of $.0050 per gallon multiplied by the 
guaranteed minimum volume of 10,000,000 gallon per month ("Prepaid Monthly Volume") that the 
Airlines have agreed to have delivered via pipeline to the Terminal and subsequently transported via 
pipeline to SPC, or alternatively to tank tmck. In addition to the above Monthly Warehousing Charge, 
Airlines agree to pay KINDER MORGAN the foUovvdng charges for handling of the Commodity, 
utilizing the per gallon charges shown below: 

(b) All Commodity handled outbound from tiie Tanks to tiie KINDER MORGAN owned and 
operated SPC pumping station or to tank tmck, for delivety to Midway Airport, shall be handled at no 
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additional charge in consideration of tiie charges refened to above, up to and including 120,000,000 
gallons per contract year ("Prepaid Annual Volume" which is the Prepaid Monthly Volume of 
10,000,000 gallons per montii multiplied by 12). It is also understood and agreed tiiat KINDER 
MORGAN has entered into a separate Operating Agreement with SPC to operate that pipeline system 
from KINDER MORGAN'S SPC pumping station up to the receiving flange ofthe Midway Airport 
terminal storage facility. It is fiirther understood and agreed that one ofthe primary intentions of this 
Agreement is to cause the delivery of Commodity to Midway Aiiport via SPC out ofthe Terminal 
Tanks, and no other tanks outside this Agreement, rather than the less prefened method of delivering 
Commodity via tank tmck out ofthe same said Tanks to Midway Airport. 

(c) All Commodity handled outbound from the Tanks, in excess ofthe 120,000,000 gallon 
Prepaid Annual Volume, per contract year, to the KINDER MORGAN owned and operated 
SPC pumping station or altematively to tank tmck for delivery to Midway Airport, shall be 
handled for an additional charge of $.0050 per gallon, and invoiced at the end of each month, 
starting with the contract month when the Prepaid Annual Volume is exceeded. 

(d) All Commodity handled outbound from the Tanks to tank tmck for delivery to airports 
other than Midway Airport, which airports are not connected to Terminal for delivety via 
pipeline, will be charged $.01 per gallon and said volume that is delivered to airports other than 
Midway Airport shall not be counted as Monthly Prepaid Volume or Armual Prepaid Volume 
under this Agreement. Within 30 days of payment from Afrlines of each fiill invoice for this 
particular service, KINDER MORGAN will pay Afrlines a fee of 25% ofthe payment received 
under this provision in recognition of Airlines cooperation and assistance in helping to support 
fiiel delivety to other airports that are in need of Commodity supply. 

(e) For any service or fimction ("Additional Services") m addition to those refened to 
above, requested by Airlines and agreed to by KINDER MORGAN, including but not limited 
to Tank cleaning (except for the first cleaning of each Tank that has not been first cleaned prior 
to the Commencement Date, the cost of which shall be bome solely by KINDER MORGAN), 
there shall be a charge equal to the sum of cost of materials used, if any, plus either (i) $50.00 
per man-hour involved if such additional work is performed during regular terminal operating 
hours, 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, or (ii) $75.00 per man-hour involved if 
such additional work is performed outside ofthe regiilar terminal operating hours. 

(f) The Monthly Warehousing Charge, and other charges set forth in Paragraph 14 and in 
Paragraph 14 subparagraphs a, b, c, d and e shall be price escalated by 2.5% compounded each year, 
utilizing the then cunent per gallon charges for escalation purposes, effective as of December 1st of 
each subsequent year ofthe term of this Agreement. The following table provides the calculated price 
escalation results for each year ofthe Agreement through 2020. 

YEAR 

2001 

2002 

PRICE/GALLON 

$0.00500 

$0.00513 

MONTHLY 
WAREHOUSE 

CHARGE 

$50,000.00 

$51,250.00 

PRFPATD 
MONIHLY 

VOLUME (Gals) 

10,000,000 

10,000,000 

PREPAID 
ANNUAL 

VOLUME (Gals) 

120,000,000 

120,000,000 
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I YEAR 

2003 

2004 

2005 

2006 

2007 

2008 

2009 

2010 

2011 

2012 

2013 

2014 

2015 

2016 

2017 

2018 

2019 

2020 

PRICE/GALLON 

$0.00525 

$0.00538 

$0.00552 

$0.00566 

$0.00580 

$0.00594 

$0.00609 

$0.00624 

$0.00640 

$0.00656 

$0.00672 

$0.00689 

$0.00706 

$0.00724 

$0.00742 

$0.00761 

$0.00780 

$0.00799 

MONTHLY 
WAREHOUSE 

CHARGE 

$52,531.25 

$53,844.53 

$.'yi,190.64 

$56,570.41 

$57,984.67 

$59,434.29 

$60,920.14 

$62,443.15 

$64,004.23 

$65,604.33 

$67,244.44 

$68,925.55 

$70,648.69 

$72,414.91 

$74,225.28 

$76,080.91 

$77,982.94 

$79,932.51 

PREPAID 
MONTH! ,Y 

VOLUME (Gals) 

10.000,000 

10.000.000 

10,000,000 

10,000,000 

10,000.000 

10,000,000 

10,000.000 

10.000.000 

10.000.000 

10.000.000 

10.000.000 

10.000.000 

10.000.000 

10.000.000 

10,000.000 

10,000,000 

10.000,000 

10,000.000 

PREPAID 
ANNUAL 

VOLUME (Gals) 

120,000,000 

120.000,000 

120,000,000 

120,000,000 

120.000,000 

120.000,000 

120.000,000 

120.000.000 

120.000,000 

120,000,000 

120,000,000 

120.000.000 

120.000.000 

120.000,000 

120.000.000 

120.000.000 

120,000.000 

120,000.000 

During each contract year of the term hereof, Afrlines agree to ship and KINDER MORGAN 
agrees to transport at least the aimual volume of Commodity as set forth in paragraph 14 above, 
from Airlmes' storage at KINDER MORGAN'S Terminal to the SPC pumping station or 
altematively to tank tmcks at the Termmal. KINDER MORGAN also agrees to fransport each 
calendar month a minimum volume equivalent to one-twelfth (1/12th) of the minimum annual 
contract volume, provided that Afrlines have scheduled an equivalent or higher volvune for the 
calendar month and the Commodity is avaUable ui the Afrlines storage at KINDER MORGAN'S 
Terminal when SPC or Afrlines tank tmck representatives and KINDER MORGAN have 
scheduled the Commodity to be transported to SPC or tank tmck. 

15. The initial term of this Agreement shall be for a period of twenty (20) years commencing on 
the Commencement Date, and thereafter the term shall be automaticaUy renewed for terms of twenty 
(20) years each; provided, however, that Afrlines or KINDER MORGAN may terminate this 
Agreement at the end ofthe initial twenty (20) year term or at the end of any subsequent twenty (20) 
year renewal term thereafter by giving written notice to the other party at least twelve (12) months in 
advance of the termination date. The mutuaUy agreed to Commencement Date for this Agreement 
shall be established in writing via a letter from KINDER MORGAN to Afrlmes. 
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16. All notices other than notices relating to scheduling and delivety shall be sent to the parties by 
certified mail or courier at the addresses noted in Exhibit A or such other address as either party shall 
notify flie other in writing. 

17. Each Tank leased hereunder shall be equipped by KINDER MORGAN with a ground reading 
float gauge, one ground reading dial thermometer, and manual gauge pipe. KINDER MORGAN 
agrees to fiimish three copies of certified tank calibration charts to Airlines. 

18. For all purposes under this Agreement, including mailing of invoices and receiving notices, 
KINDER MORGAN shall be entitied to deal with an independent operator retained by Airlines to act 
on their behalf, to be designated by Airlines, in writing, to KINDER MORGAN. Such independent 
operator may be changed upon reasonable notice to KINDER MORGAN. In any event,, liability of 
Airlines hereimder shall be step-up and several. Step-up and several is defined as follows: If an 
individual Afrline is in default per tiie terms of this Agreement, then the other non-defaulting Afrlines 
under this Agreement shall assume thefr prorata share ofthe liability created by the defaulting Airline. 
Each non-defaulting Afrline's prorata share shall be based upon their previous twelve (12) months' 
prorata share of actual Commodity throughput under this Agreement. Until twelve (12) months' 
Commodity throughput under this Agreement occurs, the pro-rata share of each non-defaulting 
Airlines' liabiUty shall be equal to each Afrlines' pro-rata share of fiiel usage at Midway Airport during 
the preceding twelve (12) months, as compared to the fuel usage of all the non-defaulting Afrlines' fiiel 
usage during the same time period. 

19. This Agreement may be executed by the Airlines by signing separate instruments in tiie space 
provided. Nevertheless, it is the intent of the Afrlines that the Agreement be binding on all parties 
hereto as one and the same instrument. The Afrlines have formed a consortium refened to as Midway 
Afrlines Terminal Consortium ("MATCO") and the Chairman of MATCO is hereby authorized on 
behalf of the AfrUnes to execute any amendment to this Agreement; provided however in each instance 
the Chairman must have previously received the approval for such Amendment by a Majority-In-
Interest as defined by the Airlines in the Chicago Midway Aiiport Fuel System Interline Agreement. 

20. This Agreement may be executed in counterparts and constitutes the entire agreement and 
understandmg between KINDER MORGAN and tiie Afrlfries. It is tiie intent of KINDER MORGAN 
and Afrlines that the Agreement be binding on aU parties hereto as one and the same instrument. 

21. This Agreement shall be govemed by and constmed m accordance with the laws of the State of 
Illinois, without regard to its conflict of law rules. If any action is brought by any party in respect of 
its rights under this Agreement, the prevaUing party in any such dispute shall be entitied to receive 
from the other party its reasonable attorneys' fees, witness fees and court costs in an amount 
determined by the court or other tribunal. If any part of this Agreement is rendered void, invalid or 
unenforceable by any court of law, for any reason, such a determination wiU not render void any other 
part or provision of this Agreement. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, tiiis Agreement has been duly executed and deUvered by tiie parties 
hereto, effective as ofthe Commencement Date. 
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KINDER M O R G ^ LIQUips^RMINALS, LLC 
By: r ^ ^ r t . - * ' ^ ^ f r - -> 
Titie: DJJ^C^MJ /S:At^A.^ 2 ^ ^ / J U , /Z^M^̂ n̂ t̂ ĉA 

AMERICAN TRANS AIR INC. 
By: 
Title: 

SOUTHWEST AU?Ll 
By: fe^^ M ^ ^ u . ^ ^ M o / 
Title: / / ^ yo^^ j ^ -2> t . r S^P.f'j/^¥-

N O R W I W E S T AIRLINES, INC. 
By: 
Titie: 

VANGUARD AIRLINES, INC. 
By: .̂.̂  
Titie: 

NATIONAL AIRLINES, R^C. 
By: 
Title: 

CONTINENTAL AIRLINES, INC. 
By: 
Title: _ ^ 

KINDER 
By; 

S TERMINALS, LLC 

Title: V.P. Properties & Facilities. 
Contracts and Fuel 

VANGUARD AIRLfl^ES, INC. 
By: 
Titie: 

CONTINENTAL AIRLINES, INC. 
By: 
Title: 

SOUTHWEST AIRLINES CO 
By: 
Titie: 

NORTHWEST AIRLINES, INC. 
By: 
Titie: 

NATIONAL AIRLINES, INC. 
By: 
Titie: 

KINDER M O ^ A N LlQUIg^ TERMfl^ALS, LLC 
By: /CtL^ . .^ ^ ^ ^ i ^ ^ , ^ 
Title: y7A>Z=7&<̂  A y * M ^ j » ^ ^ j ^ M / ^ / t £ . / h a ^ s H ^ 

AMERICAN TRANS AIR INC. 
By: 
Title: 

SOUTHWEST AIRLINES CO 
By: 
Title: 
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VANGUARD AIRLINES, INC. 
By: 
Title: 

NATIONAL AIRLINES, INC. 
By: 
Title: 

CONTINENTAL AIRLINES, INC. 
By: 
Title: ^ 

KINDER N̂  
By: 
Titie: <^Mt^i^'<, 

AMERICAN TRANS AIR INC. 
By: 
Titie: 

RMINALS, LLC SOUTHWEST AIRLINES CO 
By: 

'Title: 

NORTHWEST AIRLINES, INC. 
By: : 
Title: 

I AIRLINES, INC. 

CONTflMENTAL AIRLINES, INC. 
By: 
Titie: 

NATIONAL AIRLINES, INC. 
By: 
Title: 

KINDER MpRGi^^JJi^H 
By: j ^ ^ ^ - ^ . f l ^ ^ = 

IDS TERMINALS, LLC 

Title: Z?^Me^jt. ^ Z ^ ^ ^ y ^ j j ^ T l l J ^ ^ a ^ ^ 

AMERICAN TRANS AIR INC. 
By: 
Title: 

SOUTHWEST AIRLINES CO 
By: • 
Titie: 

NORTHWEST AIRLINES, INC. 
By: 
Titie: 

VANGUARD AIRLINES, INC. 
By: 
Titie: 

NATIONAL AIRLINES 
By: 
Titie: 3g^[ / /3 T=v>/fy*te^ 

CONTINENTAL AIRLINES, INC. 
By: . 
Title: 
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN KINDER MORGAN LIOUIDS TERMINALS. LLC AND AIRLINES 

TO KINDER MORGAN LIQUIDS TERMINALS, LLC 

RE: AGREEMENT FOR TRANSPORT TRUCK LOADING 

Gentlemen: 

In consideration of your permitting our employees or agents to load tiransport tmcks at the KINDER 
MORGAN Argo, Illinois Terminal without the presence of loading personnel, we agree to defend, 
indemnify, save and hold you harmless from and against any and all suits, claims and expenses, 
including attorney's fees, for (1) loss of or damage to all property or product at said terminal, and from 
and against any and all claims (mcluding those of third parties) for loss of or damage to the property or 
injury to or death of our employees, agents, or invitees while on or adjacent to the terminal premises, 
except for such damage, injuty or death caused by your (or your employees or agents) negligent acts 
or omissions and (2) all other losses of or damage to property or injiuy to or death of persons caused 
by or resulting fix>m the negligent acts or omissions of our employees or agents or the failure of ̂ their 
equipment during the exercise ofthe permission herein granted. 

It is fiirther agreed that all of our employees or agents shall be duly qualified to load products 
as aforesaid. The undersigned represents that it will communicate to all authorized employees 
and agents a precise understanding of any wrirten instmctions and operation of the loading 
equipment which you may from time to time promulgate and fiimish to us. 

This Agreement shall remain in fiill force and effect so long as the Airline Storage Agreement at Argo, 
IL between KINDER MORGAN and the Airlines remains in force and effect. 

By: 
Xitle: V.P. Proper t ies & F a c i l i t i e s , Cont 
Airline: American Trans Air, Inc . 

and Fuel 

KINDER MORGAN LIQUIDS TERMINALS, LLC 
Accepted^ CTuMti./^^^_^ , 2001 

Titie: / l ^ ^ ^ . ^ ^ AAe.^^^*^ U ^yAy^yi^/^i^^^i2^ia^^^^<t> 
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN KINDER MORGAN LIOUIDS TERMINALS. LLC AND AIRLINES 

TO KINDER MORGAN LIQUIDS TERMINALS, LLC 

RE: AGREEMENT FOR TRANSPORT TRUCK LOADING 

Gentiemen: 

In consideration of your permitting our employees or agents to load transport tmcks at the KINDER 
MORGAN Argo, Illinois Terminal without the presence of loading personnel, we agree to defend, 
indemnify, save and hold you harmless from and against any and all suits, claims and expenses, 
including attorney's fees, for (1) loss of or damage to all property or product at said terminal, and from 
and against any and all claims (including those of third parties) for loss of or damage to the property or 
injuty to or death of our employees, agents, or invitees while on or adjacent to the terminal premises, 
except for such damage, injury or death caused by your (or your employees or agents) negligent acts 
or omissions and (2) all other losses of or damage to property or injuty to or death of persons caused 
by or resulting from the negligent acts or omissions of our employees or agents or the failure of their 
equipment during the exercise ofthe permission herein granted. 

It is fiirther agreed that all of our employees or agents shall be duly qualified to load products 
as aforesaid. The undersigned represents that it will communicate to all authorized employees 
and agents a precise understanding of any written instmctions and operation of the loading 
equipment which you may from time to time promulgate and fiimish to us, 

This Agreement shall remain in fiill force and effect so long as the Airline Storage Agreement at Argo, 
IL between KINDER MORGAN and the Airlines remains in force and effect. 

By: 
Title: "ReSienAL hytSscToB.' Rx&. Se^V'^S 
Airiine: fJcttrUYiesT AlUl'teS 

KINDER MORGAN LIQUIDS TERMINALS, LLC 
Accepted on 0 2 I A / * ' ^ S ^ 2001 
By: y<^*^,ra "^^^(^^k^^^ 
Title: ZZâ ĵŷ *̂  ^7^/«utn ^ X f / i / ^ ^ / ^ f u j ^ ^ i c ^ 
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN KINDER MORGAN LIOUIDS TERMfl^ALS. LLC AND AIRLINES 

TO KINDER MORGAN LIQUIDS TERMINALS, LLC 

RE: AGREEMENT FOR TRANSPORT TRUCK LOADING 

Gentiemen: 

In consideration of your permitting our employees or agents to load transport tmcks at the KINDER 
MORGAN Argo, Illinois Terminal without the presence of loading personnel, we agree to defend, 
indemnify, save and hold you harmless from and against any and all suits, claims and expenses, 
including attorney's fees, for (I) loss of or damage to all property or product at said terminal, and from 
and against any and all claims (including those of third parties) for loss of or damage to the property or 
injiuy to or death of our employees, agents, or invitees while on or adjacent to the terminal premises, 
except for such damage, injiuy or death caused by your (or your employees or agents) negligent acts 
or omissions and (2) all other losses of or damage to property or injmy to or death of persons caused 
by or resulting from the negligent acts or omissions of our employees or agents or the failure of their 
equipment during the exercise ofthe permission herein granted. 

It is further agreed that all of our employees or agents shall be duly qualified to load products 
as aforesaid. The undersigned represents that it will communicate to all authorized employees 
and agents a precise understanding of any written instmctions and operation of the loading 
equipment which you may from time to time promulgate and fiimish to us. 

This Agreement shall remain in fiill force and effect so long as the Airline Storage Agreement at Argo, 
IL between KINDER MORGAN and the Airlines remains in force and effect 

KINDER MORGAN LIQUIDS TERMINALS, LLC 
Accepted on t72»i>q>/S" , , 2001 
By: y ^ . x - ^ ^ g ^ g ^ ^ — " \ j y _ . 
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ACRRHMFNT BF.TWERN KINDFR MORGAN LIQUIDS TERMINALS. LLC AND ATRT.TNF.S 

TO KINDER MORGAN LIQUIDS TERMINALS, LLC 

RE: AGREEMENT FOR TRANSPORT TRUCK LOADING 

Gentlemen: 

In consideration of your permitting our employees or agents to load transport trucks at the KINDER 
MORGAN Argo, Illinois Terminal without the presence of loading personnel, we agree to defend, 
indemnify, save and hold you harmless from and against any and all suits, claims and expenses, 
including attorney's fees, for (1) loss of or damage to all property or product at said terminal, and from 
and against any and all claims (including those of third parties) for loss of or damage to the property or 
injury to or death of our employees, agents, or invitees while on or adjacent to the terminal premises, 
except for such damage, injury or death caused by your (or your employees or agents) negligent acts 
or omissions and (2) all other losses of or damage to property or injury to or death of persons caused 
by or resulting from the negligent acts or omissions of our employees or agents or the failure of their 
equipment during the exercise of the permission herein granted. 

It is fiirther agreed that all of our employees or agents shall be duly qualified to load products 
as aforesaid. The undersigned represents that it will communicate to all authorized employees 
and agents a precise understanding of any written instmctions and operation of the loading 
equipment which you may from time to time promulgate and fiimish to us. 

This Agreement shall remain in Ml force and effect so long as the Airline Storage Agreement at Argo, 
IL between KINDER MORGAN and the Airlines remains in force and effect. 

Airiine" M^•?fit^r° T^ ^-"i \^^?-> ..•"'̂ '*- . 

KINDER MORGAN LIQUIDS TERMINALS, LLC 
Acceptedfl6 ^Ji*^>e>/S^y , 2001 
By: /VL,^<J:> < ^ : ^ ^ — - -. 
Title: Z2«.^ix^ y^ fev^L^ / » ^ > g ^ « ^ ^^^^^^^^......A 

[(Sub)Exhibit "B" referred to in this Airline Storage Agreement 
unavailable at time of printing.] 

(Sub)Exhibit "A" referred to in this Airline Storage Agreement reads as follows: 
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(Sub)Exhibit "A". 
(To Airline Storage Agreement) 

AIRLINES: KINDER MORGAN: 

Scott Pemberton Bmce Thompson 
American Trans Air, Inc. Dfrector, Pefroleum and Afrline Development 
7337 West Washington Sfreet Kinder Morgan Liquids Termuials, LLC 
hidianapoHs, IN 46251 405 Clinton Drive 

Galena Park, Texas 77547 
Rob Hubbert 
Dfrector, Properties & Facilities 
Continental Airlines, Inc. 
1600 Smitii Stireet, 32nd Floor 
DeptHQSHF 
Houston, Texas 77002 

Lawrence Beckstead 
Director, Properties & Facilities 
National Airlines 
6020 Spencer Sti-eet 
Las Vegas, NV 89119-2934 

Jack Skoglund 
Northwest Airlines, Inc. 
Department A-4195 
5101 Northwest Drive 
StPauLMN 55111-3034 

Jim Stevenson 
Southwest AirUnes 
2702 Love Field Drive 
P.O. Box 36611 
Dallas, TX 75235-1611 

Jim Eckart 
Vice President, Facilities & Ground Operations 
Vanguard Airlines 
533 Mexico City Avenue 
Kansas City Intemational Airport 
Kansas City, MO 64153 
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Kinder Morgan Liquids Terminals - Argo 
Airport Group International 
Midway Pipeline System 

Operations Manual. 

1.0 DESCRIPTION OF FACIUTY 
The KM Argo Terminal consists of tank storage equal to 2,350,000 BBLS. For 
purposes of this manual, the term "Facility" shall mean the 201,000 BBLs of 
tank storage at the KM Argo Tenninal dedicated to Aviation Turbine Fuel (Jet 
A) service, filtration, pumping, and metering equipment and controls, transport 
truck loading provisions, and piping connection to TEPPCO and Westshore 
P/L's (Inbound Pipeline), and the Sanders Pipeline (Outbound Pipeline 
Company). 

2.0 FACILITY OPERATOR 
The Facility is operated by Kinder Morgan Liquids Terminals, LLC (KM). KM Is 
responsible to the participating airlines for operation of the facility in 
accordance with the procedures contained in 1) this manual, 2) the Operation 
and Airline Storage Agreement, and 3) the KM Standard Operating 
Procedures. 

3.0 FACILITY PARTICIPANTS 
The Facility provides jet fuel storage for numerous airlines serving Chicago's 
Midway Airport. See Appendix 1 for a listing of the Airlines. 

4.0 AIRPORT OPERATOR 
Airport Group International, Inc., (AGI) is designated as the Airport Operator. 
AGI as the Airport Operator, is responsible for providing on-airport facility 
management services as specified in the MATCO - AGI Maintenance and 
Operation Agreement and as outlined in this manual. 

5.0 INDEPENDENT PETROLEUM INSPECTOR 
The MIDWAY Fuel Committee is responsible for securing the services of an 
Independent Petroleum Inspector to provide inspection and testing services as 
outlined in Section 18.0, Quality Control. The Independent Pefroleum 
Inspector is responsible to the MIDWAY Fuel Committee to assure quality 
standards are maintained in the best interest of ail facility participants. At the 
KM Argo Terminal, the Independent Petroleum Inspector selected by the Fuel 
Committee Chairman is Intertek Testing Services / Caleb Brett. 

6.0 PIPELINE COMPANY 
The Sanders Pipeline Company owns the Sanders Pipeline, which is the asset 
dedicated to transport product from the KM Argo Terminal to the Midway 
Airport Tank Farm, as specified in the Volume Agreement 
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7.0 DESIGNATED LABORATORY 

Post-receiving checks require laboratoty analysis of product for specification 
conformity. The MIDWAY Fuel Committee is responsible for arranging 
laboratoty services. The Fuel Committee Chairman chose Intertek Testing 
Services/Caleb Brett, as the designated laboratoty for the KM Argo Terminal. 

8.0 MIDWAY FUEL COMMITTEE 

See Appendix 1 for a listing ofthe MIDWAY Fuel Committee participants. 

9.0 NOTIFICATION 

Emergencies, irregularities, and variances firom procedures specified In this 
manual require the Facility Operator to notify the participating parties. The 
timeframe for notification and personnel to be notified depends on the nature 
and extent of the problem. 

9.1 Emergencies 

An Emergency is defined as any event that causes or is expected to 
cause a facility shut-down or inability to function normally. Some 
examples are as follows: 

< Product Contamination < Fire 
< Rejection of Product < Breach of Security 
< Equipment Failure < Spill Requiring SPCC Plan 
< Natural Disaster 

Action 
In the event of an emergency, the Facility Operator shall notify the 
Airport Operator immediately by telephone. 

9.2 Inventory and Supply Problems 

In the event of problems concerning dally Inventoty or supply, the 
Airport Operator shall notify the appropriate airiine representative (s) by 
telephone immediately after determining that a problem exists. Facility 
inventoty discrepancies shall be communicated to the Airport Operator 
daily. 

9.3 Minor Maintenance and Operational Problems 

The Facility Operator shall notify the Airport Operator concerning minor 
maintenance and operational problems by letter within 30 days after a 
problem exists. 
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10.0 PROCUREMENT AND TRANSPORTATION OF INBOUND PRODUCT 

The participating airiines are responsible for procurement of product inbound 
to the facility per the following guidelines: 

10.1 Product for input to the facility shall be Aviation Turbine Fuel, 
Kerosene Type, conforming to American Society for Testing & Materials 
Specification D-1655 (latest revision), Grade Jet A. 

10.2 The purchasing airiine is responsible for coordinating all planned 
movements of inbound product with the Facility Operator to assure 
adequate storage space will be available. 

10.3 The supplier and/or the Airiine artanges with the Inbound 
Pipeline Company to advise the Facility Operator by facsimile message 
containing the following: 

< Batch Number < Post Volume 
< Scheduled Volume < Start Time & Date 
< Finish Time & Date < Last Determinable Point of 

Origin Certificate of Analysis 
(Seymour, Houston, or 
Hammond) 

The purchasing airiine is responsible for ensuring the quality of the 
product received in conjunction with the fuel supplier. 

An ASTM D-1655 test will be peribrmed before a receiving tank is 
deemed available for shipment to the airport. The Facility Operator will 
inform the Designated Laboratoty when a tank is ready for sampling. 
The Designated Laboratoty will sample and test the tank for 
confomriance with ASTM D-1655. The test results will then be used as 
the baseline for product quality for airport deliveries. In no case will a 
tank be made available to the airport without analysis that reflects the 
quality of the product following the final receipt into that tank. 

11.0 INBOUND PRODUCT SCHEDULING 

The Airiines and/or the Supplier shall provide the Facility Operator with a 30-
day forecast of its' Inbound Pipeline nominations monthly. This forecast shall 
be provided seven (7) calendar days prior to the beginning of each month. 
Included in the nominations by the Airiines and/or the Supplier shall be (i) the 
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approximate quantity of the shipment; (ii) the name of the supplier; and (iii) the 
approximate ETA to the Facility. 

11.1 Under normal operating condition, the Facility Operator shall 
evaluate each nomination based on a comparison of that respective 
airiine's nomination as a percentage of the total nominations for the 
month as it compares to that airiine's disbursement percentage of the 
total disbursements for the most recent three-month period from the 
Facilities. 

11.2 Under abnormal operating conditions the Facility Operator is 
instmcted to operate as closely to the above guidelines with the 
objective of operating the system in the most equitable and efficient 
manner possible. 

11.3 The Facilities are intended as working storage and not a long-term 
strategic storage facility. Should any airiine receive a shipment into the 
Facilities and hold it for such a period of time that it restricts the 
movement of other nominations, the Facility Operator will then contact 
the MIDWAY Fuel Committee Chairman for disposition. Any other 
problems that may occur will be coordinated with the MIDWAY 
Chalmnan for proper disposition. 

12.0 INVENTORY CONTROL 
The Facility Operator is responsible for Inventoty Control as follows: 

12.1 The Facility Operator establishes and maintains liaison with the 
Airport Operator in accomplishment of Inventoty Control. 

12.2 After verification by the Independent Petroleum Inspector, the 
volume of product received in net gallons will be posted on a permanent 
record form as a credit to the purchasing airiine. 

12.3 Prior to product movement, a tank gauge reading is obtained and 
the net volume will be posted on a permanent record form. Tanks will 
be manually gauged on the last day of evety month and the results 
likewise recorded. 

12.4 Volume of product dispensed both by transport tmck or pipeline 
is determined from the respective facility and pipeline meters and 
posted in net gallons on a permanent record form. 
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12.5 The Facility Operator will provide the participating airiines a 
routine monthly report of volumes received and dispensed to the airport 
in net gallons in accordance with Intemal Revenue Service ExSTARS 
reporting procedures. 

12.6 The participating airiine members will share the gains and losses 
in the Facility on a pro rata share of total produce received during the 
month. Any product variance in excess of .25% will be explained fully 
on a monthly report sent to the MIDWAY Fuel Committee by the Facility 
Operator. 

12.7 The Facility Operator is responsible for reporting problems 
conceming inventoty to the affected airiine and to the Airport Operator. 

13.0 OUTBOUND PRODUCT MOVEMENTS 

13.1 Pipeline and transport truck movements of product from the 
Facility are nominated and scheduled by the Facility Operator. The 
Airport Operator is responsible for coordinating with the Facility 
Operator for receipts into the airport tanks. 

13.2 The participating airiines are responsible for coordinating 
requirements for outbound product with the Airport Operator. A call will 
be placed daily by the Facility Operator to the Airport Operator to 
coordinate the batch start up time, delivety volume, and estimated 
conclusion time. In addition, the facility operator will provide the airport 
operator with a batch report identifying the fuel quality results. 

13.3 The Facility Operator will communicate with the Airport Operator 
periodically during the course of a movement to the airport to validate 
shipping volumes received coincide with those dispensed. In the event 
a difference arises, the movement is to be shut down until the 
discrepancy is resolved. 

13.4 At the conclusion of each movement, the facility operator and 
airport operator shall compare volumes received and dispensed in Net 
gallons. In case of a large variance, the two parties will reconcile the 
difference via tank gauges and/or other methods. 
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14.0 FACILITY SAFETY 

The Facility Operator is responsible for safety at the KM Argo Temninal. The 
Airport Operator is responsible for safety at the Midway airport. The existing 
KM regulations shall apply at the KM Argo Terminal. 

15.0 FACIUTY SECURITY 

The Facility Operator is responsible for security at the KM Argo Terminal. The 
Airport Operator is responsible for security at the Midway airport. The existing 
KM regulations shall apply at the KM Argo Terminal. 

16.0 SPILL PREVENTION COUNTERMEASURE AND CONTROL (SPCC) 

The Facility Operator is responsible for spill prevention and countermeasures 
on both the KM Argo Terminal and the Sanders Pipeline. The existing KM 
SPCC plan shall apply. 

17.0 FACILITY RECORDS 

The Facility Operator is responsible for maintaining written records in the 
following general areas (see specific sections for details): 

< Fuel Quality Assurance - 2 years 

< Facility Maintenance - per 49 CFR195.404 

< Spill Prevention - per 49 CFR195.404 

< Safety - 2 years 

< Security - 2 years 

< All Product Movement Receipts - 2 years 

< Daily Inventoty Records - 2 years 

< Hazwoper Training Documentation - per 29CFR1910.120 
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18.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE 

18.1 Product Standards - Specification 

Product shall be Aviation Turbine Fuel - Kerosene Type 
conforming to American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM), 
Specification D-1655. (latest revision) Grade Jet A. 

18.2 Product Standards - Cleanliness 

Product dispensed to the airport will conform to ASTM D-1655 latest 
revision. The Airport Operator will validate fuel cleanliness by 
performing the following tests outlined below retrieved from an 
appropriate sampling point between the Kinder-Morgan filters and 
upsfream of airport filtration. The Airport Operator will initiate an 
investigation to ascertain the nature and source of any discrepancy 
between the results of these tests and the applicable ASTM standards. 

1 TEST 

VISUAL 

MEMBRANE 
FILTRATION 

ASTMD-3830(1) 

1 SUSPENDED 
FREE WATER 
ASTM D-3240 

Flash Point 
ASTM D-56 or D-

3828 
WATER 

1 SEPAROMETER 
INDEX 

ASTM XXXX (2) 

1 PRODUCT DISPENSED 
TRANSPORT 

1 RUCK 
CLEAR & 
BRIGHT 

A3 
B3 
G3 

MAXIMUM 
5ppm 

MAXIMUM 

105»FMIN 

85 

MINIMUM 

1 PIPELINE 

CLEARS BRIGHT 

I A5 
B5 
G5 

MAXIMUM 
SOppm 1 

MAXIMUM 

105° F MIN 

85 
1 

MINIMUM 

NOTED (1) Based on a 3-gallon test with membrane rated dty. 

(2) Method D-3948 is recommended as it can be performed on site. 
Method D-3602 and D-2550 are acceptable if equipment is readily 
available. 
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18.3 Normal Facility Operation 

To assure an effective quality control program, storage tank rotation 
between receiving and dispensing modes is essential. Nomnal 
operation is for one tank to be on stream for dispensing. At this time, 
the secondaty tanks would be in a receiving, settling, testing, and 
standby mode. When the dispensing tank is depleted, it is taken off 
stream and placed in a receiving mode. The standby tank is then 
placed In stream for dispensing and so on. If, due to technical 
difficulties, normal tank rotation is not possible, the Facility Operator 
shall coordinate with the Airport Operator. It is imperative that the 
Facility Operator communicates with the Airport Operator, both which 
tank is on line and how much volume is available for shipment. Under 
no condition is it permissible to receive into and dispense from the 
same tank simultaneously. 

18.4 Preparation For Receiving 

The Facility Operator is responsible for the following: 

18.4.1 Assure that receiving tank discharge valve is closed. 

18.4.2 Check and record tank gauge reading. 

18.4.3 Verify tank can accept volume of product on pipeline 
schedule. 

18.4.4 Check tank sump drains. 

18.4.5 Sump any free water into white bucket or sump separator 
daily from each tank. 

18.5 Receiving Procedure 

All receipts shall be attended by the Facility Operator's personnel in 
accordance with KM pipeline SOP's. 

18.6 Rejected Product 

The purchasing airiine or the supplier is responsible for disposition of 
rejected product In cases involving only a minor variation from 
receiving standards, the purchasing airiine or the supplier responsible 
for that batch may seek acceptance by coordinating with the airiines. 
Product in question may be accepted if concurrence by a majority-in-
interest ofthe participating airiines is obtained. 
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18.7 Post Receiving Checks 

The Facility Operator is responsible for the following: 

18.7.1 Advise the Airport Operator of volume received in Net 
Gallons. 

18.7.2 Allow receiving tank to settle for a minimum of 24 hours. 

18.7.3 Prior to transfer of product, check tank sump drains daily 
for free water. If free water is present, continue sumping 
until all is removed. Maintain a written record of sump 
checks. 

18.7.4 Review results of specific tests from the Designated 
Laboratoty and note test results. Do not release tank for 
distribution until cleared by the Designated Laboratoty. 

18.8 Release of Receiving Tank 

18.8.1 If unacceptable results are obtained in any of the post 
receiving checks, do not release tank for distribution. 

18.8.2 If results of all post receiving checks are satisfactoty, the 
tank may be placed on stream when needed. 

18.9 Pre-dispensing Checks 

Prior to dispensing operations perfonn the following checks: 

18.9.1 Check dispensing tank sumps daily. Draw off all free 
water into a white bucket or sump separator, check fuel 
layer of sump samples. Product must be clear and bright. 

18.9.2 Check sumps on all filter vessels daily. Draw-off all free 
water into a white bucket or sump separator. Check fuel 
layer of sump samples. Product must be clear and bright. 
Filter vessel sumping will be done in accordance with the 
white porcelain bucket test under ATA Specification103, 
latest revision. 

18.9.3 If pre-dispensing checks reveal contamination, quarantine 
product and notify the Airport Operator for disposition 
instructions. 

18.10 Dispensing Checks 

While product is being dispensed, perform the following checks: 
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18.10.1 Transport Tmck Loading 

Check and record Differential Pressure reading on 
all filter vessels. This check must be accomplished 
daily when shipping. 

18.10.2 Pipeline Movements 

At the beginning, midpoint and end of each 
shipment the Airport Operator shall perform a 
Membrane Filtration Test and a Suspended Free 
Water Test at the airport upstream airport filtration, 
then compare results with Product Standards for 
the respective tank on line (See AGI's Midway 
Airport Operations Manual for Receiving 
Procedures). In the event product quality 
standards are exceeded the Airport Operator will 
notify the Facility Operator. Also at the midpoint of 
each shipment draw a one (1) gallon retain 
sample. Identify sample and retain for 15 days. 

18.11 Monthly Inspection 

The Facility Operator is responsible for performing a monthly quality 
control inspection as follows: 

18.11.1 Check all storage tank sumps. Draw off all free 
water. Retain sarnples of any contamination found 
in.sump samples. 

18.11.2 Verify satisfactoty operation of all storage tank 
floating suctions, if applicable. 

18.11.3 Check all filter sumps. Draw off ail free water. 
Retain samples of any contamination found in 
sump samples. 

18.11.4 Visually check the fuel layer in all sump samples. 
Product must be Clear and Bright at all times. 

18.11.5 Perform a particulate membrane test and free 
water test (Kari Fischer method, per ASTM 6304) 
downstream of all filter/separator vessels. Record 
results. 
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18.11.6 Perform a Membrane Filtration Test, Water 
Separometer Index Test, and Suspended Free 
Water Test upstream and downsfream of the Clay 
Treater vessel during the first usage month. 

18.11.6 Perfonn a Membrane Filtration Test and a 
Suspended Free Water Test downstream of the 
dispensing filter/separator. 

18.11.7 Under normal flow conditions, check and record 
flow rate and Differential Pressure on all filter 
vessels. 

18.11.8 Functionally test automatic water slug shut-off 
device on dispensing filter/separator. 

18.11.9 Any unsatisfactoty condition must be reported 
immediately to the Airport Operator. 

18.11.8 Record results of all tests on ATA inspection forms 
or approved equivalent Place one copy In facility 
files. Fonvard one copy to the Airport Operator. 

18.12 Filtration Equipment 

Filtration equipment is provided in the form of a pre-filter, a clay treater, 
and a filter/separator. Normal operating procedure is for these units to 
be on stream for all pipeline operations outbound to Midway Airport. In 
the event recirculation of product received through the filtration 
equipment is deemed necessaty, coordinate with the Airport Operator. 
This process is accomplished by utilizing the recirculation provisions in 
the KM Argo Temiinal system piping. 

18.13 Filtration Equipment Maintenance 

The Facility Operator is responsible for filtration maintenance including 
routine and non-routine replacement of filter elements. The Facility 
Operator is responsible for assuring that a complete set of replacement 
elements for all filter vessels is on hand at all times. Filter elements are 
changed as follows: 
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18.13.1 Pre-filter 

18.13.1.1 The pre-filter is intended to shield tiie 
downstream clay treaters from gross 
amounts of solids. Timely replacement of 
the pre-filter elements is essential to clay life 
and filtration performance. 

18.13.1.2 Replace elements any time the differential 
pressure equals or exceeds the vessel 
manufacturers recommended operating 
procedures.. 

18.13.1.3 Replace packing any time monthly fuel-
quality tests performed downstream of the 
pre-filter indicate the unit is no longer 
functioning. 

18.13.1.4 Maintain a record of all filter replacements 
by date and reason for change. Placard the 
vessel indicating date of last element 
change. 

18.13.2 Clay Treater 

18.13.2.1 Clay is intended to remove Surface Active 
Agents (Surfactants) from jet fuel. Since 
Surfactants have a disamning effect on 
filter/separators, fimely replacement is 
essential to performance of the downsfream 
unit and filter/separators at receiving 
airports. 

18.13.2.2 Clay performance is to be determined by the 
monthly Membrane Filtration, and MSEP 
tests performed upstream and downstream 
of the vessel. Clay is to be replaced any 
time the upstream tests reveal a measurable 
amount of contaminafion and the 
comparative downstream tests show little or 
no improvement at approved fiow rates. 
Normally, when clay is active, improvement 
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will be seen in both tests. In borderiine 
cases, notify the Airport Operator. 

18.13.2.3 Clay is to be replaced any time the 
downstream Water Separometer Index is 
less than 85. 

18.13.2.4 Differential pressure is a pcx)r indicator of 
clay performance. However, the clay should 
be replaced any time the differential 
pressure equals or exceeds the vessel 
manufacturers maximum rating. Usually, 
clay is inactive before Uiis indication. 

18.13.2.5 Maintain a record of all clay replacement 
Placard the vessel indicating the date of last 
change and reason for change. 

18.13.2.6 Filter/Separator elements must be changed 
whenever the clay is replaced. (See 
18.13.2.5) 

18.13.3 Filter/Separator 

18.13.3.1 The filter/separator is intended to remove 
micronic size particulate matter from the 
product coalesce water into droplets and 
separate water from fuel. Careful monitoring 
of filter performance is essential to ensuring 
the delivety of clean-dty product meeting the 
cleanliness standards for product dispensed. 

18.13.3.2 Replace elements at any time the differential 
pressure reading equals or exceeds the 
vessel manufacturers maximum rafing. 

18.13.3.3 Replace elements any fime Membrane 
Filtration and Suspended Free Water Tests 
exceed standards for product dispensed or 
indicate that either or both of the coalescer 
or separator stages are not functioning. 
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18.13.3.4 Maintain record of all element changes. 
Placard the vessel indicating the date of last 
change, volume dispensed between change 
outs and reason for change. 

18.13.3.5 A used-element test is to be performed on 
a representative coalescing element evety 
12 months by the manufacturer's 
representative. 

18.13.4.5 Replace elements any time the upstream 
clay treater elements are replaced. (See 
18.13.2.5) 

18.13.5 All Filter Vessels 

Open all vessels for visual inspection at least evety 
12 months. Examine the interior of each vessel 
and the outer surfaces of elements for 
contamination. Replace elements if any evidence 
of microbiological contamination (daric sludge-like 
material) is found. 

18.13.6 Check all sump and drain line heaters for proper 
operation per manufacturer's specifications before 
freezing weather. 

18.14 Storage Tank Inspection and Cleaning 

18.14.1 Open the storage tanks for visual inspection at 
least evety 12 months. Storage tanks should also 
be opened for visual inspection any time sump 
sampling reveals evidence of microbial growth. 

18.14.2 Tank cleaning is to be accomplished if there is 
evidence of microbial growth or if more than 1/10 of 
the lower surface is covered with any form of 
contaminant. 
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18.14.3 The Facility Operator will maintain records, which 
indicate date of last inspection and date of last 
cleaning. 

19.0 FACILITY INSPECTIONS 

Representatives of the participating airiines may perform periodic facility 
inspections in accordance with respective airiine company requirements. 
Airiine representatives shall coordinate all facility inspections with the Facility 
Operator. The MIDWAY Fuel Committee reserves the right to perform 
periodic inspections. This will be coordinated with all parties. 

20.0 MANUAL REVISIONS 

The MIDWAY Fuel Committee and the Facility Operator are responsible for 
revisions to this manual. Revisions will be based on a majority of interest of 
participating airiines as defined in the Interiine Agreement. There will be an 
Annual Operating Procedure Review, at which any proposed changes will be 
agreed upon by both the Midway Fuel Committee and Kinder Morgan. 

Appendices 1, 2 and 3 referred to in this Kinder Morgan Liquids Terminals-Argo Airport 
Group International Midway Pipeline System Operations Manual read as follows: 
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Appendix 1. 
(To Kinder Morgan Liquids Terminals - Argo Airport 

Group International Midway Pipeline 
System Operations Manual) 

List Of Participating Airlines. 

Scott Pemberton 
Manager, Fuel Administration 
American Trans Air, Inc. 
7337 West Washington Street 
IndianapoUs, IN 46251 

Lawrence Beckstead 
Dfrector, Properties & Facilities 
National Airlines 
6020 Spencer Street 
Las Vegas, NV 89119-2934 

Dan Redpath 
Northwest Airlines, Inc. 
Department A-4195 
5101 Northwest Drive 
StPauLMN 55111-3034 

Jim Stevenson 
Chafrman. MDW Fuel Committee 
Southwest Airlines, Co. 
Fuel Management; HDQ 7FM 
2702 Love Field Drive 
P.O. Box 36611 
Dallas, TX 75235-1611 

Jim Eckart 
Vice President Facilities & Ground Operations 
Vanguard Airlines 
533 Mexico City Avenue 
Kansas City Intemational Airport 
Kansas City, MO 64153 
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Appendix 2. 
(To Kinder Morgan Liquids Terminals - Argo Airport 

Group International Midway Pipeline 
System Operations Manual) 

Examples Of Records And Forms. 
(Page 1 of 3) 

KM ARGO 

JET FUEL STORAGE FACILITY 

ARGO, ILLINOIS 

MONTHLY STORAGE FACILITY CHECK 

CLAY PERFORMANCE 

To Be Performed Bv ITS-Caleb Brett 

SAMPLING 
POINT 

MEMBRANE 
FILTRATION TEST 
ASTM D-3830 
(3 GALLON) 

WATER 
SEPAROMETER 
INDEX 
ASTM D-3948 

STORAGE 
FACILITY 
BEFORE CLAY 

ASTM Color Rating 
Dty 

STORAGE 
FACILITY AFTER 
CLAY 

ASTM Color Rating 
Dry 

REMARKS 
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Appendix 2. 
(To Kinder Morgan Liquids Terminals - Argo Airport 

Group International Midway Pipeline 
System Operations Manual) 

Examples Of Records And Forms. 
(Page 2 of 3) 

KM Argo Jet Fuel Storage Facility 
Argo, Illinois 

Monthly Storage Facility Check 

Inspection Item 33-1 33-2 55-8 8 0 ^ 

1. Sump Check for 
Water 

2. Sump Check 
Product Condition 

3. Floating Suction 
Inspected For Proper 
Operation 

Inspected By: 

Remarks: 
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Appendix 2. • 
(To Kinder Morgan Liquids Terminals — Argo Airport 

Group International Midway Pipeline 
System Operafions Manual) 

Examples Of Records And Forms. 
(Page 3 of 3) 

1 FOREMAN'S DAILY REPORT ON SUMPING THE JET "A" FILTERS | 
1 1 Foreman/ | Pre-Filter | Clay | Filter/Separator | 
1 uaie 1 Hme | check j PSI | Check j PS! Check j PSI j 

1 t 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 2. 1 . 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 3. 1 1 1 1 I I 1 1 
1 4 . 1 i l l i l l 
1 5. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

i 6 . { i i i i i 1 
1 7 . i 1 i i i i i i 
i 8- i 1 i i i i i 
i 9- i i i i i i i i 
1 1 0 . 1 1 1 1 1 1 i 1 
i 1 1 - i 1 1 1 i i i i 
i 1 2 . i i i i 1 i 1 i 
i 1 3 . i i i I 1 i i 1 
i 1 4 . i i i i i i i i 
i 1 5 . 1 i i i i i i i 
i 1 6 . 1 i i i i i j j 
i 1 7 - i i i i i i i i 
i 1 8 . 1 i i I 1 1 1 I 
i 1 9 . 1 i i i i i i i 
i 2 0 . 1 1 i i 1 1 1 1 
i ^ t 1 i i i i 1 i i 
i 2 2 . 1 1 i i i i 1 i 
i 2 3 . 1 i i i i 1 1 
i 2 4 . 1 1 i 1 i . 1 i i 
i 2 5 . i i i i 1 i 1 i 
1 2 6 . i i i { 1 1 1 1 
1 2 7 . 1 i i 1 i 1 i 1 
| 2 8 . i i i 1 i 1 1 1 
i 2 9 . i i i i i i 1 i 
i 3 0 . i 1 1 i 1 1 1 1 
I 3 1 . 

Remarks: 
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Appendix 3. 
(To Kinder Morgan Liquids Terminals - Argo Airport 

Group International Midway Pipeline 
System Operations Manual) 

KM Argo Terminal Schematic. 
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Amendment Number 1. 

K I N D E R ' M O R G A N 

February 15, 2004 

To: Chicago Midway Fuel Committee Members 

Dear Sirs: 

This is with reference to that certain Airline Storage Agreement (KM No. 92-1169) (the "Agreement"), among 
Kinder Morgan Liquids Terminals, LLC (hereinafter called "Kinder Morgan") and those Airlines that are members of 
the Chicago Midway Fuel Committee (hereinafter collectively referred to as "Airlines"), dated June 1, 2001, as 
heretofore amended, in which Kinder Morgan agreed to handle your Commodity at our Argo (Bedford Park), Illinois 
Terminal. 

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary, it is hereby understood and agreed that the Agreement is hereby further 
amended effective March 1, 2004, as follows: 

1. Paragraph 14(c) Is amended to read as follows: 

14. (c) All Commodity handled outbound from the Tanks, in excess of the 120,000,000 gallon Prepaid Annual 
Volume, per contract year, to the KINDER MORGAN owned and operated SPC pumping station or altematively to 
tank truck for delivery to Midway Airport, shall be handled for a charge of $.0052531 per gallon, and invoiced at the 
end of each month, starting with the contract month when the Prepaid Annual Volume is exceeded. 

Note: The per gallon charge of $.0052531 reflects the December 1, 2003 escalation. 

2. Paragraph 14(f) is amended to read as follows: 

14. (f) The Monthly Warehousing Charge, and other charges set forth in Paragraph 14 and in Paragraph 14 
subparagraphs a, b, c, d and e shall be price escalated by 2.5% compounded each year, utilizing the then 
current per gallon charges for escalation purposes, effective as of December 1 st of each subsequent year of 
the term of this Agreement. The following table provides the calculated price escalation results for each year of 
the Agreement through 2021. 

YEAR 

2002 

2003 

2004 

2005 

2006 

2007 

2008 

2009 

2010 

PRICE/GALLON 

$0.00500 

$0.00513 

$0.00525 

$0.00538 

$0.00552 

$0.00566 

$0,00580 

$0.00594 

$0.00609 

MONTHLY 
WAREHOUSE 

CHARGE 

$50,000.00 

$51,250.00 

$52,531.25 

$53,844.53 

$55,190.64 

$56,570.41 

$57,984.67 

$59,434.29 

$60,920.14 

PREPAID 
MONTHLY 

VOLUME (Gals) 

10,000.000 

10,000,000 

10,000,000 

10,000,000 

10,000,000 

10,000,000 

10,000,000 

10,000,000 

10,000,000 

PREPAID 
ANNUAL 

VOLUME (Gals) 

120,000,000 

120,000.000 

120,000,000 

120,000,000 

120,000,000 

120,000,000 

120,000,000 

120,000,000 

120,000,000 
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YEAR PRICE/GALLON MONTHLY 
WAREHOUSE 

CHARGE 

PREPAID 
MONTHLY 

VOLUME (Gals) 

PREPAID 
ANNUAL 

VOLUME (Gals) 

2011 

2012 

2013 

2014 

2015 

2016 

2017 

2018 

2019 

2020 

2021 

$0.00624 

S0.00640 

$0.00656 

$0.00672 

$0.00689 

$0.00706 

$0.00724 

$0.00742 

$0.00761 

$0.00780 

$0.00799 

$62,443.15 

$64,004.23 

$65,604.33 

$67,244.44 

$68,925.55 

$70,648.69 

$72,414.91 

$74,225.28 

$76,080.91 

$77,982.94 

$79,932.51 

10.000.000 

10.000,000 

10,000,000 

10,000,000 

10.000,000 

10,000.000 

10.000,000 

10,000,000 

10,000,000 

10,000,000 

10,000.000 

120,000,000 

120,000.000 

120.000,000 

120,000.000 

120,000,000 

120.000.000 

120,000,000 

120.000.000 

120.000,000 

120,000,000 

120,000,000 

Note: Escalations occur on December 1 of each contract year. For example, the 2003 rate actually Is 
effective on December 1, 2002 

During each contract year of the term hereof, Airiines agree to ship and KINDER MORGAN agrees to 
transport at least the annual volume of Commodity as set forth In paragraph 14 above, from Airiines' storage at 
KINDER MORGAN'S Terminal to the SPC pumping station or alternatively to tank trucks at the Terminal. 
KINDER MORGAN also agrees to transport each calendar month a minimum volume equivalent to one-twelfth 
(1/12th) of the minimum annual contract volume, provided that Airiines have scheduled an equivalent or higher 
volume for the calendar month and the Commodity is available in the Airiines storage at KINDER MORGAN'S 
Terminal when SPC or Airiines tank truck representatives and KINDER MORGAN have scheduled the 
Commodity to be transported to SPC or tank truck. 

3. Paragraph 15 is amended to read as follows: 

15. The initial term of this agreement shall be for a period of twenty (20) years commencing on February 1, 2002, 
and thereafter the term shall automatically be renewed for terms of twenty (20) years each; provided, however, 
that A'riines or KINDER MORGAN may tenminate this Agreement on January 31, 2022 or on January 31 of any 
subsequent twenty (20) year renewal term thereafter by giving written notice to the other party at least twelve (12) 
months in advance of the termination date. 

4. A new paragraph 22 is added, as follows: 

22. Addition of Tank 63-1 

(a) KINDER MORGAN shall maintain at the Tenninal, for the exclusive use of the Airiines, and for storage 
of the Airiines' Commodity, Tank 63-1 with a safe fill capacity of approximately 60,967 barrels and the same 
product mode capability, as the other tanks in the Agreement. 

(b) Commencing March 1, 2004 through February 28, 2007, the /Mriines agree to pay KINDER MORGAN 
a Monthly Warehouse Charge of $16,920.00 per month for the lease of Tank 63-1. 

(c) Escalation. The Monthly Warehouse Charge for Tank 63-1 shall escalate on March 1, 2005 and on 
March 1 of each sijbsequent year by 2.5% per annum. 
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(d) Term of Tank 6^1 Excluoive Use. The Airlines shall have exclusive use of Tank 63-1 pursuant to tha 
temns of the Agreement from March 1,2004 through February 28,2007 and each year to year thereafter, provided, 
however, that eittier party may terminate the Aidines' exclusive use of Tank 63-1 on Febmary 28, 2007 or on the 
last day of any subsequent Feboiary by notifying the other party, in writing, at least thirty (30) days prior to the 
intended tennination date of such exclusive use. Upon terminafion of the Airiines' exclusive use of Tank 63-1, the 
Airlines shall no longer have the obligation to pay the Monthly Warehouse Charge assootiiited wilii Tank 63-1. 

5. The Agreement as amended hereby shall remain In full force and effect In accordance with the terms and 
conditions of the AoreemenL Capitalized terms used herein without definition shall have the meaning 
ascribed to them in the Agreement 

Please indicate your acceptance of and agreement to the foregoing by signing and returning both copies of this 
Amendment A fully executed copy will be returned to you to complete your files. 

Accepted and Agreed to this 

^ ^ a y o f ^ ^ S ^ 

KlNOE^VlORQAtii Lj< 

By. 
David C. Vaitimo 

Title 

_2004 

MINALS, LLC 

General Manager- Midwest Region 

Accepted and Agreed to this 

JSjJdayof MkYt^i^ .2004 

SOUTHWEST AIRUINE&CO. 

Bv /j^. ^ > - J O Z Z Z . ? 

Accepted and Agreed to this 

__dayof 

NORTHWEST AIRLINES, INC. 

By_ 

Title 

.,2004 

Accepted and Agreed to this 

, day of ,2004 

AMERICAN TRANS AIR, INC. 

By 

Title 

Accepted and Agreed to this 

. day of 

FRONTIER AIRLINES, (NC. 

By 

,2004 

Title 
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(d) Tenn of Tank 63-1 Exclusive Use. The Airiines shall have exclusive use of Tank 63-1 pursuant to the 
terms of the Agreement from March 1. 2004 through February 28, 2007 and each year to year thereafter, provided, 
however, that either party may terminate the Airiines' exclusive use of Tank 63-1 on February 28. 2007 or on the 
last day of any subsequent February by notifying the other party, in writing, at least thirty (30) days prior to the 
intended termination date of such exclusive use. Upon termination of the Airiines' exclusive use of Tank 63-1, the 
Airiines shall no longer have the obligation to pay the Monthly Warehouse Charge associated with Tank 63-1. 

5. The Agreement as amended hereby shall remain in full force and effect in accordance with the terms and 
conditions of the Agreement. Capitalized terms used herein without definition shall have the meaning 
ascribed to them in the Agreement. 

Please indicate your acceptance of and agreement to the foregoing by signing and returning both copies of this 
Amendment. A ftjlly executed copy will be returned to you to complete your files. 

Accepted and Agreed to this 

J?(y^^dav of XJJbC^qJ^ . 2004 

TERMINALS, LLC 

Javid C. Vattimo 

Accepted and Agreed to this 

day of _, 2004 

SOUTHWEST AIRLINES CO. 

By 

Title 
General Manager - Midwest Region 

Title 

Accepted and Agreed to this 

( O davof ^ [ ^ _, 2004 

NORTHWEST AIRLINES, INC. 

Accepted and Agreed to this 

day of .. 2004 

AMERICAN TRANS AIR, INC. 

By : 

^ ^ . j S f i ^ l ^ ^ Title. 

Accepted and Agreed to this 

day of ., 2004 

FRONTIER AIRLINES, INC. 

By 

Title 
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(d) Term of Tank 63-1 Exclusive Use. The Airiines shall have exclusive use of Tank 63-1 pursuant to the 
terms of the Agreement from March 1,2004 through February 28, 2007 and each year to year thereafter, provided, 
however, that either party may terminate the Airiines' exclusive use of Tank 63-1 on February 28, 2007 or on the 
last day of any subsequent February by notifying the other party, in writing, at least thirty (30) days prior to the 
intended tenmination date of such exclusive use. Upon termination of the Airiines' exclusive use of Tank 63-1, the 
Airiines shall no longer have the obligation to pay the Monthly Warehouse Charge associated with Tank 63-1. 

5. The Agreement as amended hereby shall remain in full force and effect in accordance with the terms and 
conditions of the Agreement. Capitalized terms used herein without definition shall have the meaning 
ascribed to them in the Agreement. 

Please indicate your acceptance of and agreement to the foregoing by signing and returning both copies of this 
Amendment. A fully executed copy will be returned to you to complete your files. 

Accepted and Agreed to this 

^ davof ^ 6 r t / . 

^ 

..2004. 

[MINALS, LLC 

David C. Vattimo 

Accepted and Agreed to this 

day of 

SOUTHWEST AIRLINES CO. 

By 

_, 2004 

Title 
General Manager - Midwest Region 

Title 

Accepted and Agreed to this 

day of 

NORTHWEST AIRLINES, INC. 

By. 

Title 

Accepted and Agreed to this 

day of 

FRONTIER AIRLINES, INC. 

By 

., 2004 

_, 2004 

Accepted and Agreed to this 

r^ay of A A W 

Title 
David L. Aschenbach 

,2004 

VP Properties & Facilities, 
Contracts and Fuel 

Title 
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(d) Teim of Tank 63-1 Exclusive Use. The Airiines shall have exclusive use of Tank 63-1 pursuant to the 
tenns of the Agreement from March 1,2004 through Febniary 28, 2007 and each year to year thereafter, provided, 
however, that either party may terminate the Airiines' exclusive use of Tank 63-1 on Febmary 28, 2007 or on the 
last day of any subsequent Febmary by notifying the other party, in writing, at least thirty (30) days prior to the 
intended termination date of such exclusive use. Upon tennination of the Airiines' exclusive use of Tank 63-1, the 
Airiines shall no longer have the obligation to pay the Monthly Warehouse Charge associated with Tank 63-1. 

5. The Agreement as amended hereby shall remain in full force and effect in accordance with the terms and 
conditions of the Agreement Capitalized terms used herein without definition shall have the meaning 
ascribed to them in the Agreement. 

please indicate your acceptance of and agreement to the foregoing by signing and retuming both copies of this 
Amendment. A fully executed copy will be retumed to you to complete your files. 

Accepted and Agreed to this 

,2004 

K I N 0 £ R M 0 R ^ / I | N J J Q U I 9 ^ T E R M I N A L S , LLC 

By_ 
David C. Vattimo 

Accepiea ana Agreeo lo mis 

^ ^ d a v of P ^ h / U c i r c j 

Accepted and Agreed to this 

day of ..2004 

SOUTHWEST AIRLINES CO. 

By 

Title 
General Manager - Midwest Region 

Title 

Accepted and Agreed to this 

day of 

NORTHWEST AIRLINES, INC. 

By 

Title 

..2004 

Accepted and Agreed to this 

day of ..2004 

AMERICAN TRANS AIR. INC. 

By 

TiUe 

Accepted and Agreed to this 

\ b - ^ davof T^ ' ^S . day of. 

FRONTIER AIRLINES. INC 

By___y^?^^^_2: 

.. 2004 

Title V M f ^ A CFQ 
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Midway Airlines' Terminal Consortium 

DIRECTORS MAJORITy-IN-INTEREST WRITTEN CONSENT 
IN LIEU OF A MEETEVG 

AprU 24. 2002 

The imdersigned being duly elected Directors of Midway Airlines' Terminal Consortium 
("MATCO") entitled to vote thereon, do hereby adopt the following resolution, without a 
meeting, by Majority-In-Interest; and 

WHEREAS, MATCO is an Illinois not-for-profit corporation established to design, construct, 
provide, and operate certain airline equipment (the "MATCO Equipment") and a ftiel system (the 
'Tuel System") at Chicago Midway Airport; and 

WHEREAS, Section 2.02H of the Consortium Agreement with the City of Chicago authorizes 
MATCO to adopt rules goveming access to and use of the Midway Airport Fuel System (the 
'Tuel System") by non-Member users ofthe Fuel System; and 

WHEREAS, the Fuel Committee has recommended that the Board adopt the rules that are 
attached hereto as Exhibit A, subject to review and approval by the City. 

NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED AS FOLLOWS: 

RESOLUTION NO. 02-32 

Approviiie Rules for Access to and 
Use of the Fuel Svstem bv Non-Fuel Members 

RESOLVED, that the attached rules for Access to and Use of the Fuel System by Non-Fuel 
Members are hereby established, approved and adopted MATCO subject to the review and 
approval ofthe City; and 

RESOLVED, that the Directors of MATCO be, and each acting singly, hereby is authorized and 
empowered on behalf of MATCO, to take any and all actions and do any and all other things 
required by, or appropriate, necessary or convenient in connection with the foregoing resolutions, 
and to execute and deliver, from time to time, such other agreements, certificates, opinions, and 
documents as are contemplated, or are otherwise necessary in connection with the foregoing 
resolution and the establishment of the attached rules goveming access to and use of the Fuel 
System and all actions appropriate, necessary, or convenient in connection with the foregoing 
resolution are approved; and 

5757 South Cicero 
Chicago, Illinois 60638 
P h o n e : (Omitted for printing purposes) 

F a x : (Omitted for printing purposes) 
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RESOLVED, that the foregoing Resolution No. 02-32 shall be effective unmediately. 

Dated: April 24,2002 

Peter B. Houghton 

Director U 

Director 

Jim Eckart 

Director 

Lavsaence Beckstead 

Director 
^Uil'M -̂ > ^ . u / L l l ^ 

John DeCoster Daniel Benzon 

Director Director 

Thomas Harris Joan Osterman 

Director Director 
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RESOLVED, that the foregoing Resolution No. 02-32 shall bo cfEcctivB jiqmediately. 

Dated: April 24 ,2002 

Peter B. Houghton 

Director 

David Aschenbach 

JimEckait 

. 'U^U.^^^^v:. 
Direi A-iA' .07— 

Lawrence Beckstead 

Director 

John DeCoster 

Director 

Daniel BoDzon 

Director 

Thomas Hairis 

Director 

Joan Ostmnan 

Director Director 
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RESOLVED, that Ihe foregoing Resolution No. 02-32 shall be effective inimedjately. 

Dated: April 24,2002 

Peter B.Houghton JimEdcait 

Director 

David Aschenbach 

Director 

Lawrence Beckstead 

Director 

John DeCoster 

Jk /A4r 
Director 

Thomas Harris 

Director 

Daniel Benzon 

Director 

Joan Osterman 

Director Director 
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CERTIFICATION 

I, Peter B. Houghton, Chairman of the Board of Directors, certify that the DIRECTORS' 
MAJORITY-IN-INTEREST WRITTEN CONSENT IN LIEU OF A MEETING, of April 24, 
2002, was duly signed by a majority-in-interest of the Directors entitled to vote thereon, and by 
the action of a majority-in-interest ofthe Directors of Midway Airlines' Terminal Consortium, an 
nUnois not-for-profit Corporation, the above resolutions were adopted. I further certify that the 
foregoing resolutions are fully ia accord with and pursuant to the Articles of Incorporation, the 
By-Laws ofthe Corporation, and the MATCO Members Agreement. 

In witness whereof, I have subscribed my name, this'If th day of April, 2002. 

Midway Airlines' Terminal Consortium 

Chairman, MATCO Boa£i ofDirectors 
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CHICAGO MIDWAY AIRPORT 

FUEL SYSTEM RULES OF ACCESS AND USE FOR NON-MEMBERS 

Pursuant to the authority granted the Midway Airlines' Terminal Consortium 
("MATCO") by Section 2.02H of the Consortium Agreement by and between the MATCO 
and the City of Chicago, the Board ofDirectors of MATCO has adopted the following rules 
governing access to and use of the Midway Airport Fuel System (the "Fuel System") by 
non-Fuel Member users (including airlines, FBOs or Into-Plane Agents) of the Fuel System 
(also referred to herein as "Users"): 

Rule 1. Requirements for Application for Access to MATCO Fuel Svstem. 

(1) An apphcant seeking access to the Fuel System (an "Applicant") must meet the foUowing 
conditions prior to submission of a MATCO System Access Agreement for Board approval and 
obtaining access to the Fuel System: 

(a) The Applicant must provide written evidence that it is authorized to operate at the 
airport; 

(b) If an airline, the Apphcant must have executed a use agreement or other agreement 
with the City imder which it is obUgated to pay fees and charges. If not an airline and 
the Applicant intends to be physicaUy present on the Airport, the AppUcant must 
have entered into a Permit with the City; 

(c) The AppUcant must have executed the MATCO System Access Agreement; 

(d) The AppUcant must have provided required certificates of insurance; 

(e) The AppUcant must provide evidence either that (i) it has compUed with the deposit 
requirement of Section 4.05 of the MATCO System Access Agreement, or (u) that 
the deposit requirement is not appUcable to the AppUcant; 

(f) The AppUcant must have been determined by the MATCO Board of Directors as 
being creditworthy. For the purposes of this rule, a non-Member shall be determined 
to be not creditworthy if the AppUcant: 

(i) has been in default under any agreement with MATCO or the City within the past 
eighteen (18) months; 

(u) has failed to make payment in a timely fashion to the City or MATCO; 

(iii) has been in default under any agreement Avith other airports in the past eighteen 
(18) months; or 

(iv) is otherwise imable to demonstrate an abiUty to pay Fuel Fees for which it may 
be Uable. 

(g) If the AppUcant intends to provide fuel for its own use, the AppUcant must provide 
MATCO v̂ dth a statement ofthe estimate ofthe total gallonage of fiiel that AppUcant 
expects to use in the Fiscal Year; 
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(h) If the AppUcant intends to provide fuel for use by others, the AppUcant must provide 
MATCO with the identity of the entity(ies) to which the AppUcant vnH be supplying 
fuel, together with a statement of the estimate of the total gaUonage of fuel to be 
distributed for the Fiscal Year for each such entity; 

(i) The AppUcant must provide MATCO with written evidence of (i) the source of fuel 
upon which AppUcant wiU draw; (ii) the AppUcant's authority to draw upon said 
source of fuel; and (iu) the maximum amoimt of fiiel which it has authority to 
withdraw from the inventory of its source in the Fuel System. 

Rule 2. Response to Fuel Svstem Operator's Inquiries. The Fuel System Operator may, in the 
course of operating the Fuel System, make requests for information firom Users. The User shall 
respond to all reasonable requests for information by the Fuel System Operator within twenty-
four (24) hours. AU disputes with respect to the reasonableness ofthe request shaU be referred to 
the MATCO Executive Director by the User within twenty-four (24) hours of receipt of the 
request for information. AU such disputes shall be resolved by the MATCO Executive Directive 
in his sole and absolute discretion. 

Rule 3. CompUance with Fuel Svstem Operator's Directives. The Fuel System Operator may, 
in the course of operating the Fuel System, direct Users with respect to their access and use ofthe 
Fuel System. The User shall immediately conaply with aU directives ofthe Fuel System Operator 
with respect to User's access to and use ofthe Fuel System. In the event ofa dispute with respect 
to said directives. User shaU comply with the directive but may refer the dispute to the Executive 
Director within twenty-four (24) hours of receipt of the directive. All such disputes shaU be 
resolved by the MATCO Executive Directive in his sole and absolute discretion. 

Rule 4. Source of Fuel. The User shaU provide written evidence to the Fuel System Operator 
at least forty-eight (48) hours prior to the effective date of any change with respect to the User's 
suppUer or vendor of fuel inventoried in the Fuel System and the maximum amount of fuel 
inventory to which User has access in the Fuel System. 

Rule 5. Fuel from Sources Other than the Fuel Svstem. Subsequent to completion ofthe Fuel 
System FBO Load Rack and receipt of notice of closure of non-Fuel System fuel tanks on the 
airport from the City, User shaU obtain jet fuel to be used or sold on the aiiport from no source 
other than the Fuel System. 

Rule 6. Meter Proving. User shaU prove the meters of its hydrant trucks and hydrant carts on 
the airport under the supervision ofthe Fuel System Operator. 

Rule 7. Penalties for Violating Provisions Regarding Record-keeping. It is the responsibiUty 
of each User to provide the Fuel System Operator with the information it requires to provide 
timely and accurate aviation fuel inventory accounting on a daily basis. Accordingly: 
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(a) Disbursement documentation must be hand carried to the Fuel System Operator to 
arrive no later than 8:00 a.m. every morning, including weekends, and must include 
accurate into-plane tickets and detailed reload tickets from the load rack. 

(b) Documentation must include a reconciUation report that includes tmck issues, the 
suppUer of fuel, and the receiving customer. 

A User faiUng to comply with these requirements shaU incur the foUowing penalties: 

Missing/Late Tickets Penalty 

1 Ticket Per Montii No Penalty 

2-5 Tickets per Month $25 per Ticket 

6-10 Tickets per Month $50 per Ticket 

More tiian 10 Tickets per Month $ 100 per Ticket 

Erroneous Ticket/Report Submission Penalty 

1 '̂Occurrence 14-day grace period 

2""̂  Occurrence within 14-day period $50 per ticket or report 

3'̂ '' Occurrence within 14-day period $75 per ticket or report 

4 or more Occurrences w/i 14-day period $ 100 per ticket or report 

Violators will be invoiced for penalties at the end of each month as necessary. 

Rule 8. Midway Airport Fuel SpiU Plan. User will comply with the Midway Airport Fuel 
SpiU Plan. In the event of a fuel spiU, User wiU immediately notify the City CDperations 
Departtnent and the Fuel System Operator ofthe location and extent of a fliel spiU. 
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AvAirPr 
Chicago Central Regioii Office 

5333 S. Laramie Avenue 
Chicago, IL 60638 

Tel 773.767.5294 Fax773.767.5537 

FACSIMILE 

Date: April 25,2002 

To: Erin M. O'Donnell Fax No.: (Omitted for printing purposes) 

From: Mark Vita Fax No.: See above. 

cc: Fax No.: 

Pages: LJ (includes cover page) 

Subject: MDW - Fuel System Rules 

Erin: 

As we discussed yesterday, please find enclosed the proposed Midway Fuel System Rules 
of Access and Use for Non-Members which the MATCO Board adopted yesterday 
subject to City review and e^proval. Thank you for approving the implementation of 
these mles pending final approval by the City. 

By way of background. Rule 1 which addresses the conditions precedent for the submittal 
of a Midway System Access Agreement to MATCO for access to the fiiel system is 
analogous to Article 13 of the Members Agreement which establishes the criteria for 
admission of additional member airlines. The rest of the rules were based on 
consultations with the Fuel Committee and AGI, the fuel system operator. Rule 7 which 
provides for penalties for failing to supply required documents to the Fuel System 
Operator is adopted from a poUcy instituted by AGI and the Fuel Committee at ORD as a 
result of poor compUance by the FBOs and Into-Plan Agents there. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Mark 

[Chicago Midway Airport Fuel System Rules of Access and Use for Non-Members 
constitutes Chicago Midway Airport Fuel System Rules of Access and Use 

for Non-Members of (Sub)Exhibit "I" to MATCO Agreement and 
MATCO Ancillary Agreement and' printed on page 41886 

of this Journal.] 
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(Sub)Exhibit "L". 
(To Airport Use Agreement Chicago Midway International Airport) 

Current Rules And Regulations. 

The following Rules and Regulations shall govern conduct and operations at the Airport. The 
Concessionaire may amend these Rules and Regulations or promulgate additional Rules and 
Regulations from time to time with prior consultation with the Airlines' Representative and 
Approval by the City. 

Nothing herein shall fetter or otherwise interfere with the right and authority of any 
Govemmental Authority to enact, administer, apply and enforce any Law applying to any 
conduct or operations at the Airport. 

I. DEFINITIONS 

All defined words or terms used in these Rules and Regulations shall have the meaning set forth 
in the Airport Use Agreement, unless otherwise defined herein. 

"Aircraft" includes any and all contrivances now or hereafter used for navigation of or 
flight in air or space, including but not limited to airplanes, airships, dirigibles, helicopters, 
gliders, amphibiians and seaplanes. 

"Public Aircraft Parking Area" means any area or areas of improved land situated on an 
the Auport which are designated from time to time by the Concessionaire to be used for the 
parking and storage of aircraft and activities incidental thereto, and also for loading and 
unloading and activities incidental thereto in the case of Noncommercial Private Aircraft only. 

"Public Aircraft" means any aircraft owned by and used exclusively in the service ofthe 
United States Govemment or of any state, territory or possession of the United States or the 
District of Columbia, or any aircraft owned and operated by duly authorized members of the 
Civil Air Patrol, only when operated under competent written orders issued by authorized 
representatives of the Department of the Air Force, but not including any government-owned 
aircraft engaged in carrying persons or property for commercial purposes. 

"Public Cargo Ramp Area" means any area or areas of improved land situated on the 
Airport which are designated from time to time by the Concessionaire to be used for the loading 
and unloading of freight and cargo upon or from aircraft and for activities incidental thereto. 
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"Noncommercial Private Aircraft" means any aircraft other than (1) Public Aircraft, (2) 
aircraft operated or controlled by a person, fum, or corporation engaged in an air transportation 
business, or (3) aircraft having carried passenger(s), cargo, baggage, or mail in any combination 
thereof for hire during the last preceding landing at the Airport. 

"Public Passenger Ramp Area" means any area or areas of improved land situated on the 
Airport which are designated from time to time by the Concessionaire to be used for the loading 
and unloading of passengers upon or from aircraft for activities incidental thereto. 

II. RULES AND REGULATIONS GOVERNING GENERAL CONDUCT AT THE 
AIRPORT 

A. Compliance with Laws, Rules, Regulations 

Every person having occasion to use the airport facilities at the Airport for any 
flight or aircraft operation shall observe and obey all Laws pertaining to 
aeronautics and all rules and regulations ofthe federal and state authorities having 
jurisdiction of the subject matter of aeronautics and all mles and regulations 
goveming the conduct and operation ofthe Airport adopted by the Concessionaire 
and the orders ofthe Concessionaire directing the time and place of landing and 
departure of any aircraft. 

B. BiU Posting 

No person shall post or otherwise affix any bills, notice or other paper upon any 
stmcture or thing within the Airport nor upon any of the gates or enclosures 
thereof without prior authorization from the Concessionaire. 

C. Solicitation of Donations 

The Concessionaire may designate specified area(s) inside the Airport terminal to 
be used by persons soliciting monetary donations, contributions, gifts, or 
payments for any reason. In the case of persons soliciting such donations, 
contributions, gifts, or payments for nonprofit charitable, fraternal, religious, 
veterans, or political purposes, no fee shall be charged for the use of such areas 
specifically designated for such solicitation. In the case of persons soliciting 
money for any purpose other than nonprofit charitable, fratemal, religious, 
veterans, or political purposes, such persons shall be bound by all applicable 
Laws. 

in . RULES AND REGULATIONS GOVERNING AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS 

A. Parking, Loading and Unloading of Aircraft 

No person, firm, or corporation owning, operating, or in control of any aircraft 
shall park or store such aircraft in any area of the Airport other than in a Public 
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Aircraft Parking Area, or an area held under written agreement with the 
Concessionaire for such purposes. 

No person, firm, or corporation owning, operating, or in control of any aircraft 
shall load or unload, or attempt to load or unload, passenger(s), cargo, baggage, or 
mail in any combination thereof carried for hire on the Airport other than in the 
Public Passenger Ramp Area, the Public Cargo Ramp Area, or an area held under 
written agreement authorizing same with the Concessionaire; provided that use of 
such areas is subject to prescribed charges; and provided fiirther, that no such 
person, fû m or corporation as aforesaid, other than a tenant or permittee of 
terminal building space at the Airport who holds such space for the purpose of 
conducting such business, shall use or attempt to use said Public Passenger Ramp 
Area or Public Cargo Ramp Area without written permission from the 
Concessionaire or his designated representative. 

B. Moving/Pushback/Ramp Procedures 

See Gate A-1 Aircraft Pushback Procedures (attached hereto as Exhibit A) 

See Operating Procedures for North Ramp Triangle Pad (attached hereto as 
Exhibits) 

See Ramp Control Procedures (attached hereto as Exhibit C) 

See City Escort for All Aircraft under Control of Non-Pilots (attached hereto as 
Exhibit D) 

rv. RULES AND REGULATIONS GOVERNING GATE ACCESS AND 
ASSIGNMENT 

A. City Controlled Domestic Gates and North Ramp Triangle Pad 

See Access and Assignment Procedures City Controlled Domestic Gates and 
North Ramp Triangle Pad (attached hereto as Exhibit E) 

B. Gates A2 and A3 

See Access and Assignment Procedures For Gates A2 and A3 (attached hereto 
Exhibit F) 

(Sub)Exhibits "A", "B", "C", "D", "E" and "F" referred to in this Current Rules and Regulations 
read as follows: 
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(Sub)Exhibit "A". 
(To Current Rules And Regulations) 

DEPARTMENT OF AVIATION 

MEM@^^lE)y 
TO: All Airline Tenants, Midway International Airport 

FROM: city Operations Office, Midway International Airport 

DATE: November 10, 2004 

RE: New Operating Procedures for Aircraft Utilizing Gate A-1 

Given the close proximity of the "gates and respective ramp operations at the northeast end of the 
alley between the A and B concourses at Midway, the Department of Aviation has instituted new 
procedures Ihat must be followed, effective immediately, by all alroaft utilizing gate A-1. We have 
conduded that such are necessary for the protection of personnel and equipment, working in that 
location, from possible jet blast hazards. 

Please note the new pavenmnt signs depicted on the attached photograph. Their location is at Ihe 
northeast end of tha T-1 lane, at the Juncture of the lead lines to gates A-1 and B-8. As they 
specify, any aircraft bound for A-1 may continue under its own power beyond the 'tow poinr" only 
if idle thrust is utilized for the full remaining distance to the gale. If, for any reason, the aircraft In 
question must stcfi between the designated 'tow point' and A-1, It must ba towed tha remaining 
distance to tha gate, with Its engines at Idle, or shut down. TTie reason for this Is Ihat the 
proximity of gates B-8 and B-10 to the location depicted necessitates the prohibition of use of 
breakaway thrust that would, in most cases, be necessary to otherwise move the aircraft from a 
dead stop. The power generated would present a potential hazard to aircraft, personnel, and 
equipment stationed at tha gates specified: 

We appreciate your cooperation in this iiriportant safely matter. Please do not hesitate to contact 
the City Operations office should you have any questions or concents. 

Erin O'Donnell 
Al Perez 
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(Sub)Exhibit "B". 
(To Current Rules And Regulations) 

Chicago IVIidway Airport 
Operating Procedures for the Nortb Ramp Tiiangle Pad (NRTP) 

Aircrafi may be taxied or towed to and from the NRTP. If the aircraft is taxied, it taust come to a 
stop on taxilanes Nl or N2 and reposition by a tug. 

All airline personnel involved with the taxiing and/or tawing of an aircraft must be trained, 
certified and approved by the Department of Aviation. These personnel must have the proper 
color blue stripe displayed on the Airport Identification Badge. 

All vehicles and and nigs without handling an aircraft must enter the NRTP by using the 
delineated access road at N2 and by giving way to all aircraft coming out of the NRTP and on the 
November taxiway. ' f; 

All tug operations to and from the NRTP must be operated by a certified mechanic by Ihe 
Department of Aviatiotu One certified mechanic will be inside or on the tug communicating 
with the FAA ATCT ground control while the other certified peisonnel will be inside the cockpit 
while taxiing. Any tug operations without certified personnel must be escorted by a City Escort. 

All uncertified air canier personnel that require access to or fiom the NRTP must schedule city 
escorts with the Department of Aviation, Operations OfTice at least 60 minutes prior to the 
escort. 

All aircraft for RON must enter the NRTP through Nl only and exit the NRTP through Nl or 
N2. 

All aircraft will park, in a position requiring a first-in-last-out operation starting with position /^3. 

All aircraft must park nose towards the East. 

All aircraft wing tips arc required be within the delineate red lines adjacent to taxilanes Nl and N2. 

All aircraft parking positions are designated 737-SOO equivalent or smaller. Taxilanes Nl or N2 can 
accommodate up to a 7S7-300 aircraft for gate holding area presumbg spot UI is not occupied. Spot 
#7 parking must be authorized by the Department of Aviation, Airfield Operations prior to parking. 

When aircraft are pariced unattended on Nl orN2 taxilanes, runways 13L-3IRand 4L-22R 
respectively are required to be closed. Parking position #7 is outside the safety areas of runways 
l3L-31Rand4L-22R. 
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(Sub)Exhibit "C". 
(To Current Rules And Regulations) 

CHICAGO MIDWAY INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 
RAMP CONTROL PROCEDURES 

March 17,2008 

1. Push back, utilizing ravers* thniat from gates are strictly prohibltsd.. 

2. Undarnoelrcumstancss will an aircraft sxcatdldls ttirust until disconiMctsd from ths tug. 

3. Crass bleed snglno starts ars strictly prahlbltsd at gats and/or In th* allsy. 

4. Normal push back starts are paimlttad at ttts gats, start box, and relsass spots, as prsscrlbsd by 
ths Airline Opsrstional Procedure Msnusls. 

5. For departures from Oata* A i , A2, B8, and BIO, engine starts ara prohibltsd until the 
aircraft have bean pushed liaek to designated disconrtect point 

S. No aircraft may exceed break away thrust while In the alley. 

7. Departing alrcrrft shall onty be dleconnected at the speclflsd release spots andVor start boxes. 

8. No aircraft shall announce the Intsnt to push back unlssa they are bnmedlataly ready to do sa 

9. Oe.lclng will only be etlowed at the gatee. In rare, unique clicumstancee, Mld¥vay Airport 
Operatlone mey designate a remote location. 

10. Aircraft under tow, making forward progress in ths allay or taxi lanee, have the right-of-way 
over aircraft waiting to ba pushed back. 

11. Aircraft being pushed back shall conflrm wing tip clearances as presuilMd by the AirUne 
Operating Procedures Manual. 

12. Baggage cannot be loaded on aircraft aftar the aircraft le pushed l>eck from ttie gate. 

13. Boel ng 797 aircraft are not permittad to be released at apot 87. 
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CHICAGO MTOWAY INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 
MARCH 17,2006 

PUSH BACK PROCEDURES FOR 
GATES A-17, A-18 AND A-19 

Unless you have been instrncted by the Air Traflic Control Tower to 
push back on Taxiway Echo, the following push back procedures are in 
effect: 

* Gate A-17 must push back to start box ff 55 

* Gate A-19 must push back to start box ff 55 or # 58 

* Gate A-18 must push back to start box ff 58 

* The service road must remain clear at alt times. 
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(Sub)Exhibit "D". 
(To Current Rules And Regulations) 

MDW AnrORT OPEIATION] 
AMCBUnjXNO 
sisow.tiRon 

CHICAGO, n. a ia t 
()73) 1)14(77 

DEPARTMENT OF AVIATtON rn: (t7j) UMSD 

CITYOFCfflCAGO 

Monday June 26,2000 

IMPORTANT POUCY NOTIFICATION... 

TO: All Airlines and UseraH'erants at Chicago Midway Airport (MDW) 

FROM: Al Peraz, Assistant Commissioner, Airfield Operattons 

SUBJECT: City Escorts for all Aircraft under Control of Non-Pilots 

The Department of Aviation Is promufQating a new policy regarding movement of 
aircrafi by non-pilot personnel. Effective, JUNE 26. AT 1900 HRS. L.T. all aircrafi 
moving onto any movement area under the control of a non-pilot (including all 
non-type rated pilots) personnel muat contact airport operations to arrange for a city 
escort vehicle prior to the aircraft movwnent This procedure has t>een -
imptemenled for ths purpose of preventing rurrway Incinions in advance of a new 
annual Training and Certification Program wfilch win be Initiated by July 15, 2000. 
The following procedures will ensure an efficient period of transition until Ihs 
certification process. 

For a carrier reposittonlrtg of aircrafi to and from the Terminal Ramp: 

1. The carrier must make arrangenwnts with Airport Operatiors by calling 
(773) 83S-0677 at least 30 minutes prior to movement and,slate desired 
intentions, locations (to and from), time alraaft tail number. 

2. The person in control of the aircrafi is required to monitor MDW Ground 
frequency at 121.65 when on the movement area and after being released by 
Ihe city escort. During the escort, the dty escort vehicle will conduct all 
communications with MDW Ground and will only release an aircraft once the city 
escort communicates to the ATCT that the aircraft is clear of the runways. 

3. The Aircraft moving from a remote tocation, for example the North Ramp, to the 
Terminal will remain under city escort until dear of all runways. Once the alrcrafl 
is cleared of all runways and released by the city escort vehide, it may proceed 
to the gate via the ATCT assigned route. . 
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Escort Procedure/ June 26, 2000 

For corporate and general aviation users: 

1. The general aviation user must make anangements with Airport Operations by 
calling (773) 838-0677 at least 30 minutes prior to movement and state desired 
intentions, locations, (to and from) and lime. 

2. The person In control of the aircraft Is required to monitor MOW Ground 
fi'equency al 121.65 when on the movement area and after being released by 
tha city escort. During the escort, the city escort vehicle will conduct all 
communications with MOW Ground and will only release an aircraft once the cily 
escort communicates lo the ATCT that the aircrafi is dear of the njnways. 

3. The Aircrafi moving from, for example the Wast Ramp to the South Ramp, will 
remain under city escort until clear of all rvinways. Once the alrcraR Is 
deared of all runways and released by the city escort vehicle, it may 
proceed to the ramp via the ATCT assigned route. 

For aircraft maintenance run ups: 

1. The company must provide all Information to airport operations as prescribed by 
MOWS Run Up Policy which indudes: aircrafi infonnation, start time, end time, 
contact name and telephone number. All communlcatbns relating to the njn up 
times and escorts must be coordinated between the aircraft company operations 
and airport operalions. 

2. A city escort vehicle will release the aircraft at the approved mn up location 
and retum to the aircraft to escort off the movement area when the aircraft's 
company advises airport operations of the njn up end time. The dty escort 
vehicle will only release an aircraft once the city escort communicates to the 
ATCT that the aircraft is clear of the runway and taxiway. 

This procedure does not apply to aircraft repositioning at gates on the Tenminal 
Ramp when not required to cross runways. This policy does not supersede the 
policy for escorting aircraft under tow. We will ensure that city escort vehicles are 
available to all tenants that have made prior arrangement with Airport Operations. 

ShouU you have any questions or concerns, please contact our office at (773) 
838-0677. We thank you for your cooperation. 
Flle:e9corts4l9 
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(Sub)Exhibit "E". 
(To Current Rules And Regulations) 

Chicago Midway International- Airport 

Access And Assignment Procedures 

City Controlled Domestic Gates And North Ramp Triangle Pad 

May 1, 2004. 

In accordance with Section 5.02(b) of the Chicago Midwa) 
("Midway" or the "Airporf) Amended and Restated Airport Use Ac 
Lease ("Use Agreement") the following procedures are hereby e( 
on May 1, 2004 to govern the access to and use of City Controlle 
'Domestic Procedures") and the North Ramp Triangle Pad i 
(collectively, the "Procedures"). These Procedures supercede the 
established on April 1, 2002, and ihe NRTP Procedures < 
completion ofthe North Ramp Triangle Pad ("NRTP"). 

The Procedures established herein are intended to be consistent with the Use 
Agreement and may be modified with the approval of the Commissioner provided that 
such modifications are consistent with the Use Agreement. Where there is any conflict 
between these Procedures and the Use Agreement, the provisions of the Use 
Agreement shall apply. No portion of these Procedures shall be deemed to amend the 
Use Agreement. 

All terms shall have the same meanings as set forth in the Use Agreement, unless 
otherwise defined. 

1.0 DEFINITIONS 

Advance Planned Schedule ~ means the schedule of flights, times, destinations and 
equipment that such Air Carrier Intends to operate commencing on the third month after 
the submission of such schedule. For example, an Air Carrier must submit an Advance 
Planned Schedule by February 1 that sets forth detail of that Air Carrier's anticipated 
schedule for May 1. 

Air Carrier - means the operator, whether a signatory or non-signatory airline, of an 
aircraft used in scheduled or non-scheduled passenger air transportation operations at 
the Airport. 

Arrival Only - means a flight by an Mr Carrier to deplane passengers, bags and 
cargo. 

City Controlled Domestic Gates - means those City Controlled Facilities that do not 
have access to the FIS Facilities and that may be designated from time to time by the 
City for use in connection with Domestic Flights. 

Departure Only - means a flight by an Air Carrier to a Destination other than the 
Airport. 

Destination - means an individual airport at a particular location. 
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Federal Inspection Services or FIS - means those services provided by federal 
agencies responsible for the inspection of passengers, baggage and cargo entering the 
United States, including, but not limited to, U.S. Customs, Immigration and 
Naturalization Service, US Department of Agriculture and US Department of Health. 

FIS Facllltiaa - means the Federal Inspection Services facilities at the Airport. 

Frequency- means the specified number of days of a week a flight or a RON operates. 

Gate Coordinator - means the entity or individual approved by the Commissioner to 
perform the functions described in Section Z.4: 

Gafe Occupancy Time - means the time between the scheduled arrival time of an 
aircraft at a Gate and the scheduled departure time of that aircrafi from the Gate. 

Gate Rest Time - means the time between the scheduled departure of one aircraft 
from the Gate and the subsequent scheduled arrival of another aircraft into the same 
Gate. 

GPRC - means the Gate Planning and Review Committee as described in Section 2.0 
herein. 

Grandfathered Flight - means a flight that meets ail of the requirements in Section 
4.3. 

Grandfathered NRTP RON - means a NRTP RON that meets all of the requirements 
in Section 6.3. 

Intemationai Procedures - means the Chicago Midway International Airport Gate 
Access and Assignment Procedures for the International Gates effective as of May 1. 
2004. 

New Entrant Air Carrier - means an air carrier with scheduled or non-scheduled 
passenger air transportation operations which has not operated at the Airport in the 
immediately preceding Schedule Period and is requesting accommodation in 
accordance with the City Domestic Gate Procedures. 

NRTP- means the North Ramp Triangle Pad. 

NRTP RON - means a RON which is scheduled to arrive at the NRTP after 2100 hours 
and is scheduled to depart prior to 0800 hours on the following day. 

Schedulei Period-means a calendar month (I.e., January, February, March, etc.) 

RON - means a flight which is scheduled to amve at a City Controlled Domestic Gate 
after 2200 hours and scheduled to depart prior to 0700 hours. 

Schedule Coordinator- means the entity or individual approved by the Commissioner 
to pertomn the functions described in Section 2.3. 

Turnaround Flight - means an arriving flight that deplanes all passengers, bags and 
cargo, and is then scheduled for a flight departing from the same gate, with passengers, 
bags and/or cargo, operating under a different flight number. 
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2.0 ADMINISTRATION AND AUTHORITY 
The administration of the Procedures and the monitoring of the planning and review 
process will be conducted through the GPRC. The GPRC also administers the 
International Gate Procedures. The membership of and voting rights of the members of 
the GPRC will be as set forth in Section 2.1. 

2.1 GPRC Composition and Voting 

(a) Composition. The GPRC consists of the following: 

•f One representative designated by the Commissioner, who shall 
serve as chair of the GPRC. 

-f One representative designated by each Air Camer that operates 

on a City gate or the NRTP at Midway. 

>>- One representative designated by the Schedule Coordinator. 

>> One representative designated by the Gate Coordinator. 

(b) Voting. GPRC members may vote as provided herein on matters within 
the scope of their responsibilities described in Section 2.2. The 
Commissioner must approve all GPRC actions relating to the Procedures 
In writing before such actions are deemed effective. Such approval shall 
be in the Commissioner's sole discretion. 

•f Each Air Carrier representative may vote only with respect to those 
facilities that the Air Carrier currently uses or is seeking to use. 
(For example, only Air Carriers currently using or seeking to use the 
NTRP may vote on NTRP-related issues.) Non-voting Air Carrier 
representatives may serve as advisory members. 

•> The Commissioner's representative may vote on all matters. 

•> The Schedule Coordinator representative and Gate Coordinator 
representative are advisory members only and have no voting 
rights. 

4- A majority of voting members must approve any official action of 
the GPRC. 

2.2 The GPRC shall meet monthly and have the following responsibilities: 

"^ Review and coordinate airline and gate schedules; 

>> Recommend revisions to the Procedures; 

•)• Notify Air Camers of the approved Schedule Coordinator and Gate 
Coordinator; 

*f Monitor the administration of the Procedures by the Gate 
Coordinator, 

4- Request that a weekly gate plan be prepared by the Schedule 
Coordinator, if necessary; and 
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>f Recommend to the Commissioner resolulions to disputes and 
conflicts with respect to the application of the Procedures. 

2.3 The Schedule Coordinator will act as the liaison between the City, Air 
Caniers and the GPRC and will have the responsibilities as described 
below: 

•f Receive schedules in accordance with Section 3.0; 

>> Evaluate and identify priorities in accordance with the Procedures; 

"f Identify Gate access conflicts with proposed schedules; 

4- Distribute copies and notify Air Camers that the Procedures have 
been adopted and are in place by sending notification to both an Air 
Gamer's station manager and corporate headquarters; 

^ Distribute copies of monthly gate utilization charts to an Air 
Carrier's station manager and Gate Coordinator; 

-)- Notify the Gate Coordinator of flight/gate planned activity; and 

>> Assist Air Carriers and New Entrant Air Caniers seeking 
accommodation at Midway. 

2.4 The Gate Coordinator will have the responsibility for the day-to-day 
administration of the priority systems as further described in the 
Procedures for both the City Controlled Domestic Gates and the NRTP, 
communication of schedule ass^nments, and the maintenance of use 
records and statistics. Until otherwise specified by the Commissioner in 
writing, the Gate Coordinator shall be appointed by MATCO and approved 
by the Commissioner. The Gate Coordinator will act as liaison between 
the Air Camers (GPRC), City Operations, and the Schedule Coordinator. 

2.5 Any unresolved disputes or conflicts related to these Procedures shall be 
brought to the GPRC for resolution. The GPRC shall review the dispute or 
conflict and make a recommendation of a resolution to the Commissioner. 
The Commissioner's dedsion shall be final. 

3.0 GATE PLANNING AND REVIEW PROCESS 
Gate and NRTP planning will be accomplished on a continuous basis using guidelines 
outlined in this section. A three-step planning and review process will be employed to 
minimize the potential for conflict. The planning process will include: 

3.1 Advance Review 

An initial review of the schedules will be conducted by the Schedule Coordinator 
four-months in advance of each Schedule Period. All Air Carriers must submit, in 
electronic format or in writing, Advance Planned Schedules to the Schedule 
Coordinator not later than the first day of each month. The Schedule Coordinator 
shall communicate with an individual Air Carrier regarding the resolution of any 
conflicts. The Schedule Coordinator shall review the schedule and all scheduling 
conflicts with the GPRC and Gate Coordinator. 
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3.2 Short Tenn Review 

A secondary review wilt be conducted by the Schedule Coordinator prior to the 
beginning of each month to confirm the domestic activity for that month. If a 
schedule change takes place between the Advance Review and the Short Term 
review that creates a conflict, the Schedule Coordinator will attempt to re-assign 
the Air Camer that adjusted its schedule in accordance with the Procedures to 
the extent that the change can be accommodated. Any changes to flight times 
made after the Short Term Review will be directed to the Schedule Coordinator 
to determine if the changes can be accommodated only to the extent that they do 
not create any conflicts with previously scheduled flights. Once the changes have 
been finalized, the Schedule Coordinator will advise the Gate Coordinator of the 
changes as well as update and redistribute the gate plan if required. 

3.3 Daily Review: 

At the beginning of each day the Gate Coordinator will review that day's gate and 
NRTP plan with Air Carrier(s) who have questions or issues concerning the plan. 

>> Air Camers operating flights will advise the Gate Coordinator of the 
estimated time of arrival of Its flights in accordance with Section 
6.4. 

>>- Air Carriers operating flights will advise the Gate Coordinator of 
irregularities and variances from the scheduled arrival and 
departure times pursuant to Section 6.5. 

•> Should delays occur, the Gate Coordinator will advise the Air 
Carrier operating the flight of possible location reassignment and 
times. 

3.4 Guidelines 

The Schedule Coordinator shall consider the following guidelines when creating 
schedules in accordance with Sections 3.1, Section 3.2 and Section 3.3: 

>> Attempt to consolidate an Air Carrier's flights on a single gate 
provided the Air Canrier being accommodated pays the cost of 
relocating any other affected Air Carriers, and provided that the 
flight times of the other affected Air Camers are protected. 
Grandfathered flights may only be moved from their scheduled gate 
with the affected carriers' agreement. 

-> Attempt to move flights being accommodated on a Preferentially 
Leased Gate to a City Controlled Domestic Gate; and 

•y Attempt lo assign an Air Carrier to a Gate at which the Air Carrier's 
equipment is already located and installed. 
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4.0 CITY CONTROLLED DOMESTIC GATE ACCESS PRIORITY 
SYSTEM 

This section establishes the priorities for City Controlled Domestic Gate access. Such 
priorities were developed in order to maintain maximum gate availability and maximum 
customer flow through the City Controlled Domestic Gates. The City is committed to 
encouraging competition and providing access to new entrants and existing Air Carriers 
seeking to expand service at the Airpoit. The following priorities will apply to the City 
Controlled Domestic Gates, and priorities will be set based upon the arrival segment of 
each flight. 

4.1 The following flights are listed in descending order of priority: 

•> Grandfathered Flights will have priority over non-Grandfathered 
Flights. 

•^ Flights operated by Air Carriers and New Entrant Air Camers that 
do not lease or sublease gates at the Airport will have preference 
over flights operated by Air Carriers that lease or sublease gates at 
the Airport. 

•> Advance Planned Flights will have priority over non-Advance 
Planned Flights 

•> Daily flights will have priority over less frequent flights 

"V Flights with greater number of seats will have priority over those 
with less number of seats. 

In addition, other factors relating to competition, including without 
limitation, destination and new entrant status, may be considered in 
establishing priorities. 

4.2 Onty an Air Can-ier can establish or maintain a gate access priority for its 
own flights. Gate access priorities are not transferable among Air Camers 
as a result of code-sharing, ground handling arrangements or otherwise. 

4.3 The gate allocation package prepared by the Schedule Coordinator will 
sen/e as the schedule of Grandfathered Flights for each Schedule Period. 
A flight will be designated a "Grandfathered Flight' If it meets all of the 
following requirements: 

>> The flight was established and operates in accordance with the 
Gate Procedures in effect 

•^ At the b'me of Advance Review as described In Section 3.1, the 
flight operated on a City Controlled Domestic Gate in the equivalent 
Schedule Period of the immediately preceding year. 

"> The flight's scheduled arrival and departure time does not vary by 
more than five minutes, plus or minus, from the equivalent 
Schedule Period ofthe immediately preceding year. 

4- The flight maintains the same Frequency as the equivalent 
Schedule Period ofthe immediately preceding year. 
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5.0 

•>- The flight is to or from the same location as the equivalent 
Schedule Period of the immediately preceding year. 

>f The gauge of the aircraft is the same or greater as the equivalent 
Schedule Period of the immediately preceding year, but only if (1) 
the gate on which the flight operates is capable of accommodating 
a larger gauge aircrafi, and (2) the number of seats on the aircrafi 
is not more than ten seats fewer or is greater than the equivalent 
Schedule Period ofthe Immediately preceding year. 

A change of any of the above characteristics will cause the grandfather 
rights of the flight fo be lost; provided, however, that If an Air Camer 
Increases or decreases the Frequency of a flight, that flight shall retain its 
grandfather status for only those days of the week for which the 
Frequency is unchanged from the equivalent Schedule Period of the 
immediately preceding year. In addition, flights operated by an Air Carrier 
that obtains additional capacity {i.e. additional preferentially leased gates 
(including preferentially leased gates that become available as part of the 
TOP) or other space capabte of accommodating aircraft and processing 
passengers) at Midway shall be removed from the Common Use Gates 
and shall no longer be considered Grandfathered Flights. 

RON Flights will be allocated to City Controlled Domestic Gates in 
accordance with the Section 4.1 priority system. Unless otherwise 
pennltted by the Commissioner, the RON flight may not arrive at the City 
Controlled Domestic Gate prior to 2200 hours and must depart from (he 
City Controlled Domestic Gate no later than 0700 hours on the following 
day. 

4.4 When practicable, the Commissioner will give 90 days' notice to any Air 
Carrier if its domestic flight has lost priority and is no longer grandfathered 
on a City Conb'olled Domestic Gate as described in Section 4.3. 

CITY CONTROLLED DOMESTIC GATE SCHEDULING AND USE 
PROVISIONS 

5.1 The use of City Controlled Domestic Gates will be limited by time as a 
means to maximize gate availability. The following maximum Gate 
Occupancy Time allocations (in minutes) based upon aircrafi passenger 
capacity, will be allowed to Air Carriers: 

Number of Aircraft Seats 1 
Hllnutes allowed 
for: 
Turnaround 
Any Departure Onhr 
Any Arrival Onty 

Lass than 70 

30 
20 
20 

71-150 
60 
30 
30 

Mora than 151 

75 
40 
40 

5.2 Turnaround flights with a Gate Occupancy Time in excess of the 
maximum defined above will be considered as an Independent Amval 
Only and an independent Departure Only for gate scheduling purposes 
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and the associated times for each will apply. Except as approved in 
Section 5.3, Air Carrier's with aircrafi scheduled to have such excess 
ground times will be required to remove the aircraft from the City 
Controlled Domestic Gates. 

5.2.1 The Schedule Coordinator will notify Air Camers operating 
scheduled flights in excess of the maximum ground times set forth 
In Section 5.1 in writing of the violation. Flights exceeding the 
maximum ground times set forth in Section 5.1 will not be granted 
grandfathered status. 

5.2.2 Upon subsequent demand fbr the gate, the Schedule Coordinator 
will notify the Air Carrier with the flight in violation of Section 5.1 of 
the required scheduled flight time adjusbnent. Upon such 
notification the Air Camer shall adjust its scheduled flight. If the 
adjustment brings the scheduled flight Into compliance with Section 
5.1, it will then be eligible for grandfathered status. 

5.3 Advance planning schedules will not be prepared with less than 20 
minutes Gate Rest Time between successive Gate uses. Aircrafi must not 
be scheduled to use any portion of the 20-minute Gate Rest Time. With 
the prior approval of Gate Coordinator, an aircrafi may be permitted to use 
or remain in a City Controlled Domestic Gate in excess of the time 
allowance defined above provided that no subsequent demand for the 
gate exists. 

5.3.1 Ground times of less than 20 minutes may be used at the discretion 
of the Schedule Coordinator used only when the subsequent arrival 
is the same Air Carrier as the previous departure. 

6.0 GENERAL OAY-TO-DAY PROCEDURES 

This section describes the general operating conditions for the day-to-day 
administration of the Gate Access and Assignment Procedures. 

6.1 The Gate Coordinator will have the authority to administer the gate 
assignments based on the Procedures on a day-to-day basis. 
Disputes/complaints regarding the Gate Coordinator's administration of 
gate assignments will be mediated by the GPRC. 

6.2 Scheduling and assignment of City Controlled Domestic Gates will be in 
accordance with the priority system described in Section 4.0. 

6.3 The following minimum Gate Occupancy Times is based upon the 
departing portion of the delayed arrival, provided it is a turn around flight. 
In the event that the flight is an arrival only, the "am'val only" times found in 
the table below will be used. The table below will be used to determine 
priority on City Controlled Domestic Gates in the event of inregular 
operations, so long as it does not interfere with other airiine scheduled 
operations. 
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Number of Departina Passengers | 
Minutes allowed 
for: 
Turnaround 
Any Departure Oniy^ 
Any Arrival Only 

Less than 70 

20 
15 
15 

3 

71-150 
35 
25 
20 

More than 151 

45 
35 
25 

An aircrafi that has not arrived at the Gate with at least the above 
minimum Gate Occupancy Times available prior to its scheduled 
departure, may lose its priority for that flight, on that specific day. Gate re
assignment will be accomplished in accordance with Section 6.8 herein. 

6.4 Air Carriers must report their estimated time of aoival to the Gate 
Coordinator not less than one hour following the scheduled departure from 
the origin city, and not less than one hour prior to its scheduled arrival-
Status of delayed flights thereafter must be updated every 30 minutes. 
Repeated failure to do so may result in loss of grandfathered rights for the 
flight in question. 

6.5 Air Carriers shall advise the Gate Coordinator if a departing aircrafi is 
delayed more than 10 minutes from its scheduled departure time from a 
Gate. The Gale Coordinator may order an Air Carrier to tow-off a delayed 
aircrafi from the City Controlled Domestic Gates Repeated failure to 
comply may result in loss of grandfathered rights for the flight in question. 

6.6 In the event of disrupted airfield operations, an aircraft with a pre-
approved extended ground time, pursuant to Section 5.4, may be 
required to tow the aircrafi off a City Controlled Domestic Gate to an 
altemative parking position as described in Section 5.8. 

6.7 The Gate Coordinator will attempt to re-assign an aircrafi, which lost 
priority due to a delay, to a new gate at the first available time, at the 
highest level of priority that is consistent with the original priority level of 
the flight, provided however, that such reassignment will not displace an 
Air Carrier operating on schedule. Reassignment of a flight pre-assigned 
to a City Controlled Domestic Gate may be required to minimize the 
effects of the delayed flight. The reassignment of on-time flights will be 
limited to only those times when a higher priority Flight is delayed. 

7.0 NRTP PRIORITY SYSTEM 
This section establishes the priorities for NRTP access. Such priorities were developed 
in order to maintain maximum utilization of all available aircrafi partying at the Airport 

7.1 The following NRTP RONs are listed in descending order of priority: 

1. Grandfathered NRTP RONS 
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2. NRTP RONS operated by Air Carriers and New Entrant Air Carriers 
with (a) no preferentially leased or subleased gates; arid (b) no other 
hangar facilities at Midway. 

3. NRTP RONs operated by Air Carriers with (a) preferentially leased or 
subleased gates: but (b) no other hangar facilities at Midway, to the 
extent that such NRTP RONs cannot be accommodated elsewhere 
at Midway. 

4. NRTP RONs operated by Air Carriers with (a) preferentially leased or 
subleased gates; (a) and other hangar facilities at Midway, to the 
extent that such NRTP RONs cannot be accommodated elsewhere 
at Midway. 

5. Irregular operation NRTP RONs. 

In addition, other factors relating to competition, including without 
limitation, destination and new entrant status, may be considered in 
establishing priorities. 

7.2 Only an Air Carrier can establish or maintain a NRTP use priority for its 
NRTP RONs. NRTP access priorities are not transferable among Air 
Carriers. 

7.3 The City may, from time to time, publish a schedule of Grandfathered 
NRTP RONS. A NRTP RON will be designated a "Grandfathered NRTP 
RON" if it meets ail of the following requirements: 

-f At the time of Advance Review as described in Section 3.1, the 
NRTP RON was scheduled to the NRTP in the equivalent month of 
the immediately preceding year. 

>> The NRTP RON's scheduled arrival and departure time does not 
vary by more than five minutes, plus or minus, from the equivalent 
Schedule Period of the immediately preceding year. 

"^ The NRTP RON maintains the same Frequency as the equivalent 
Schedule Period immediately preceding year. 

>¥ The gauge of the aircraft is the same or greater as the equivalent 
Schedule Period of the immediately preceding year, but only if (1) 
the pad is capable of accommodating a larger gauge aircraft, and 
(2) the number of seats on the aircraft is not more than five seats 
fewer or is greater than the equivalent Schedule Period of the 
immediately preceding year. 

A change of any of the above characteristics will cause the grandfather 
rights of the NRTP RON to t>e lost; provided, however, that if an Air 
Carrier increases or decreases the Frequency of a NRTP RON, that 
NRTP RON shall retain its grandfather status for only those days of the 
week for which the Frequency is unchanged from the equivalent Schedule 
Period of the immediately preceding year. In addition, NRTP RONs 
operated by an Air Carrier that obtains additional capacity {i.e. additional 
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preferentially leased gates (including preferentially gates that become 
available as part of the TDP), hangar facilities, or other space capable of 
accommodating RON aircraft) at Midway prior to the Schedule Period 
Advance Review shall not be considered Grandfathered NRTP RONs. 

When practicable, the Commissioner will give 90 days notice to any Air 
Carrier if its NRTP RON will no longer be accommodated on the NRTP. 

8.0 NRTP OPERATION PROCEDURES 

This section describes the operating conditions for the NRTP: 

8.1 No aircraft servicing will be allowed on the NRTP, without prior approval of 
the Commissioner. This includes aircraft maintenance, fueling, or catering. 
No de-icing will be allowed on the NRTP under any circumstances. 

8.2 No loading of cargo may occur on the NRTP. 

8.3 The NTRP RON must not arrive at the NRTP prior to 2100 hours and must 
depart from the NRTP no later than 0800 hours on the following day 
without prior approval by the Gate Coordinator. 

8.4 Air Camers can schedule an aircraft to the NRTP between 0700 hours and 
2100 hours with approval by the Schedule Coordinator under the following 
provisions: 

8.4.1 Schedules are submitted for Advance Review in accorelance with 
Section 3.1. 

8.4.2 The aircraft is scheduled to be on the NRTP for no more than four 
hours per operation and a usage fee will apply in accordance with 
Section 10. 

8.4.3 The scheduling period should not exceed 120 days. 

8.5 Air Carriers can use the NRTP between 0700 hours and 2100 hours with 
approval by the Gate Coordinator under the following provisions: 

8.5.1 Aircraft needing to use the NRTP due to delays for adverse 
weather conditions should coordinate with the Gate Coordinator as 
soon as the need is known. The Air Camer will be allocated to the 
NRTP if space is available. 

8.5.2 Aircraft needing to use the NRTP due to mechanical problems are 
required to notify the Gate Coordinator as soon as the need is 
known. The Air Carrier will be allocated to the NRTP if space is 
available. The applicable usage fees apply in accordance to 
Section 10. 

8.6 No enplaning or deplaning of passengers or tjusing operation is permitted 
to or from the NRTP. 
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8.7 Aircraft must be towed to and from the NRTP. Towing must be done 
pursuant to approval by the Department of Aviation and by personnel who 
are trained and certified by the Department of Aviation. The NRTP Is 
located near November Taxiway, an active taxiway. Air Carriers must 
comply with all federal, state and local laws, rules and regulations relating 
to use of active taxiways. Pedestrian traffic is not allowed on the 
November Taxiway. 

8.8 The parking positions may require a first-in-last-out operation if all of the 
NRTP positions are utilized. The coordination of the placement of aircraft 
will be scheduled by the Schedule Coordinator and the Gate Coordinator 
will coordinate the day-to-day operation. 

9.0 SPECIAL CONDITIONS 

9.1 Alternative Parking Requirements 

All carriers will be required to have altemative parking arrangements at a 
location other than the City Controlled Domestic Gates, in the event the 
aircrafi must be moved to a location other than the City gates. Written 
notification of alternative parking an-angements will be provided to the 
Commissioner and to the GPRC. Such written notification will be provided 
at least 30 days prior to initial service, and will be updated annually on or 
about January 1. 

9.2 Penalty Fees 

The Commissioner may adopt penalties in the event a flight on the City 
Controlled Domestic Gates operates outside its approved Occupancy 
Gate Time, and does not conform to the Priority Gate and NRTP rules. 

10.0 USE CHARGES 

The City shall assess a use charge for the use of the City Controlled Domestic Gates 
and NRTP. 

11.0 CHANGES AND REVISIONS 

Any changes to the Gate Access and Assignment Procedures contained herein, may be 
recommended by the GPRC, and can be approved and effected onty in writing by the 
Commissioner; provided, however, that such changes and provisions shall not be 
inconsistent with the provisions of the Use Agreement. All users will be notified in writing 
of any changes or revisions at least 30 days prior to their implementation. 

The Commissioner shall have the authority to waive these provisions. 
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(Sub)Exhibit "F". 
(To Current Rules And Regulations) 

Chicago Midway International Airport 

Gate Access And Assignment Procedures 

For Gates A2 And A3 

May 1, 2004. 

In accordance with Section 5.02(b) the Chicago Midway Airport ('Midway") Amended 
and Restated Airport Use Agreement and Facilities Lease ("Use Agreement") the 
following procedures are hereby effective as of 12:01 am on May 1, 2004 to govem the 
access to and use of Gates A2 and A3 ("City Controlled Intemalional Gates'). These 
procedures supercede the International Gates Procedures dated April 1,2002. 

The Procedures established herein are intended to be consistent with the Use 
Agreement and may be modified with the approval of the Commissioner provided that 
such modifications are consistent with the Use Agreement Where there is any conflict 
between these Gate Access and Assignment Procedures and the Use Agreement, the 
provisions of the Use Agreement shall apply. No portion of these Gate Access and 
Assignment Procedures shall be deemed to amend the Use Agreement. 

All terms shall have the same meanings as set forth In the Use Agreement, unless 
othenwise defined. 

1.0 Definitions 
Advance Planned Flight - means the schedule of flights, times, destinations and 
equipment that such Air Carrier intends to operate commencing on the third month after 
the submission of such schedule. For example, an Air Carrier must submit an Advance 
Planned Schedule by February 1 that sets forth detail of that Air Carrier's anticipated 
schedule for May 1. 

Air Carr ier- means the operator of an aircraft, whether a signatory or non-signatory 
airline, used in scheduled or non-scheduled passenger air transportation operations at 
the Airport. 

Arrival Only - means a flight by an Air Carrier to deplane passengers, bags and 
cargo. 

Departure Only - means a flight by an Air Carrier to a Destination other than the 
Airport. 

Destination - means an individual airport at a particular location. 

Domestic Flight - means (1) an aircraft arriving at the Airport from a domestic 
Destination located within the United States of America or from a non-domestic 
Destination located outside of the United Stales of America designated as a pre-
clearance location, which has passengers and/or cargo on board that do not require 
clearance by the Federal Inspection Services; or (2) an aircrafi departing firom the 
Airport to a Destination located within the United States of America. (There is no such 
animal.) (All flights that exit the U.S. A. must have pemnission from USCBP to exit the 
country. Especially when carrying passengers, cargo, or mail on board.) 

Federal Inspection Services or HS - means those services provided by federal 
agencies responsible for the inspection of passengers, baggage and cargo entering the 
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United States including, but not limited to the departments of the U.S. Customs and 
Border Protection and U.S. Department of Public Health. 

FIS Facilities - means the Federal Inspection Sen/ices facilities at the Airport. 

FIS Flight - means an aircraft arriving at the Airport from a non-domestic Destination 
(except those designated pre-clearance locations) with passengers and/or cargo on 
board which require clearance by the Federal Inspoctlon Services. 

Frequency - means the specified number of days of a week a flight. 

Gate Coordinator - means the entity or individual approved by the Commissioner to 
perform the functions described in Section 2.4. 

Gate Occupancy Time - means the time t)etween the scheduled arrival time of an 
aircrafi at a Gate and the scheduled departure time of that aircrafi firom the Gate. 

Gate Rest Time - means the time behveen the scheduled departure of one aircraft 
from the Gate and the subsequent scheduled arrival of another aircraft into the same 
Gate. 

GPRC - means the Gate Planning and Review Committee as described in Section 2.0 
herein. 

Grandfathered Flight - means a flight that meets all of the requirements in Section 
4.3. 

lATA Format - means the format customarily used by the International Air Transport 
Association. 

Intemational Flight - means a non-Domesf/c Flight. 

International Gates - means Gates A2 and A3, or such other gates as the City may 
designate from time to time, which provide aircrafi parking with sterile access to the FIS 
Facilities. 

Schedule Coordinator- means the entity or individual approved by the Commissioner 
to perform the functions described in Section 2.3. 

Scheduled Flight - means a flight operated on a regular Frequency with a constant 
arrival/departure time on a continuous basis to the same Destination. 

Turnaround Flight - means an arriving flight that deplanes all passengers, bags and 
cargo, and is then scheduled for a flight departing from the same gate, with passengers, 
bags and/or cargo, operating under a different flight number. 

Section II - Procedures 
1.1 Application of Procedures 

Gate A2 and Gate A3 are the cun-ently designated City Controlled Intemational Gates at 
the Airport. These Procedures shall govern all flights, whether Domestic or 
Intemational, using such City Controlled International Gates. 
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1.2 Busing 

Busing of passengers from a Gate to an Intemationai Gate or the FIS Facilities will not 
be planned. The Commissioner, however, may waive this provision in accordance with 
Section 9.0. If an Air Camer requests such a waiver, the request must be in writing, 
and accompanied by a written approval of the federal agencies responsible for the 
inspection of passengers, baggage and cargo. 

2.0 Administrat ion and Author i ty 

The administration and authority for the implementation of the Gate Access and 
Assignment Procedures and the monitoring of the gate planning and review process will 
be conducted through the GPRC. All GPRC members will have equal voting rights 
unless othen/vise specified. The membership of the GPRC will t>e as set forth in 
Section 2.1. 

2.1 The GPRC Composition and Voting 

(a) Composition. The GPRC consists of the following: 

>> One representative designated by the Commissioner, who shall 
serve as chair of the GPRC 

^ One representative designated by each Air Carrier that operates 
on an international Gate(s), whether or not such use of the 
gate(s) is fbr domestic or international operations. 

^ One representative designated by the Schedule Coordinator. 

">- One representative designated by the Gate Coordinator. 
(b) Voting. GPRC members may vote as provided herein on matters 

within the scope of their responsibilities described in Section 2.2. The 
Commissioner must approve all GPRC actions relating to the 
Procedures in writing before such actions are deemed effective. Such 
approval shall be in the Commissioner's sole discretion. 

"> Each Air Carrier representative may vote only with respect to 
those facilities that the Air Carrier currently uses or is seeking to 
use. Non-voting Air Carrier representatives may serve as 
advisory members. 

*> The Commissioner's representative may vote on all matters. 

^ The Schedule Coordinator representative and Gate Coordinator 
representative are advisory members only and have no voting 
rights. 

*> A majority of voting members must approve any official action of 
the GPRC. 
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2.2 The GPRC shall meet monthly and have the following responsibilities: 

4- Review and coordination of scheduling plans; 

">- Recommend revisions to these Gate Access and Assignment 
Procedures; 

">- Notify Air Carriers of the approved Schedule Coordinator and Gate 
Coordinator; 

"> Monitor the adnninistration of the procedures by the Gate Coordinator; 
and 

>> Request that a weekly gate plan be prepared by the Schedule 
Coordinator, if necessary; and 

•> Recommend to the Commissioner resolutions to disputes with respect 
to the application of the Procedures. 

2.3 The Schedule Coordinator wili act as the liaison between the City, Air 
Carriers and the GPRC and will have the responsibilities as described 
below: 

'^ Receive schedules in accordance with Section 3.0; 

^ Evaluate and identify priorities; 

^ Identify Gate access conflicts with proposed schedules; 

>> Distribute copies and notify Air Carriers that the Procedures have been 
adopted and are in place by sending notification to both an Air Carrier's 
station manager and corporate headquarters; 

*̂  Distribute copies of monthly gate utilization charts to an Air Carrier's 
station manager; 

>> Notify the Gate Coordinator of flight/gate planned activity; 

•> Assist Air Carrier(s) in defining flight operating times with a Gate 
availability expectation consistent with the established priorities; and 

^ Assist Air Carriers and new entrants seething accommodation at 
Midway. 
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2.4 The Gate Coordinator will have the responsibility for the day-to-day 
adrninlstration of the City Controlled International Gate access priority 
system as furttier described in Section 31.3, communication of 
Intemationai Gate assignments, and the maintenance of Intemational 
Gate use records and statistics. Until otherwise specified by the 
Commissioner in writing, the Gate Coordinator shall be appointed by 
MATCO and approved by the Commissioner. 

2.5 Any disputes or conflicts related to these Procedures shall be brought to 
the GPRC for resolution. The GPRC shall review the dispute or conflict 
and make a recommendation of a resolution to the Commissioner. The 
Commissioner's decision shall t>e final. 

3.0 Gate Planning and Review Process 
Gate planning will be accomplished on a continuous basis using guidelines outlined in 
this section. A four-step planning and review process wili be employed to minimize the 
potential for conflict in flight planning. The planning process will include: 

3.1 Advance Review 

3.1.1 Advance Review 

An initial review of the schedules will be by the Schedule Coordinator four-
months in advance of each month ("Advance Review"). All Air Carriers 
must submit, in electronic format or in writing, monthly Advance Planned 
Schedules to the Schedule Coordinator not later than the first day of each 
month. The Schedule Coordinator shall communicate with an individual Air 
Carrier regarding the resolution of any conflicts. The Schedule Coordinator 
shall review the schedule and all scheduling conflicts with the GPRC. 

3.1 Short Term Review 

A secondary review will be conducted by the Schedule Coordinator prior to the 
beginning of each month to confirm both the international and domestic activity 
for that month ("Short Term Review"). If a schedule change takes place between 
the Advance Review and the Short-Term Review that creates a conflict, the 
Schedule Coordinator will attempt to re-assign the Air Carrier that adjusted its 
schedule in accordance with the Procedures. Any changes to flight times made 
after the Short Term Review will be accommodated only to the extent that they 
do not create any conflicts with previously scheduled flights. 

3.2 Daily Review: 

At the beginning of each day the Gate Coordinator will review that day's gate 
plan with Air Carrier(s) who have questions or issues concerning the plan. 

"> Air Carriers operating FIS Flights will advise the U.S. Customs and 
Border Protection and the Gate Coordinator of an FIS Flight's 
estimated time of arrival in accordance with Section 6.5. 
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»>• Should delays occur, the Gate Coordinator will advise the Air Carrier 
operating the FIS Flight and the U.S. Customs and Border Protection 
of possible gate reassignment and times. 

3.3 Guidelines 

The Schedule Coordinator and Gate Coordinator shall, so long as no party is 
negatively impacted, consider the following guidelines when creating schedules 
in accordance with Sections 3.1 .Section 3.2 and Section 3.3: 

>¥ Attempt to move flights being accommodated on a Preferentially 
Leased Gate to a City Controlled International Gate, if such flight 
cannot be accommodated on a City Controlled Domestic Gate; and 

•^ Attempt to assign an Air Carrier to a Gate at which the Air Can-ier's 
equipment is already located and installed. 

4.0 City Controlled International Gate Access Priority System 
This section establishes the priorities for International Gate access. Such priorities were 
developed in order to maintain maximum gate availability and maximum customer flow 
through the International Gates and the FIS facilities. The City is committed to 
encouraging competition and providing access to new entrants and existing Air Carriers 
seeking to expand service at the Airport. The following priorities will apply to the City 
Controlled International Gates, and priorities will be set based upon the arrival segment 
of each flight. 

4.1 For the City Controlled International Gates, the following flights are listed 
in descending order of priority: 

1. Grandfathered International Flights will have priority over non-
Grandfathered International Flights. 

2. Advance Planned International Flights, including Arrival Only 
Advance Planned International Flights, will have priority over 
Advance Planned Domestic Flights 

3. Advance Planned Domestic Flights operated by Air Caniers and 
new entrants that do not lease or sublease gates at the Airport will 
have preference over flights operated by Air Carriers that lease or 
sublease gates at the Airport. 

4. Non-Advanced Planned Intemational Flights will have priority over 
Non-Advance Planned Domestic Flights. 

In addition, other factors relating to competition, including without limitation, 
destination and new entrant status, may be considered in establishing priorities. 

4.2 Only Air Carriers can establish or maintain a gate access priority for its 
own flights. Gate access priorities are not transferable among Air Carriers. 
Gate access priorities are not transferable among Air Carriers as a result of 
code-sharing, ground handling arrangements or otherwise. 
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4.3 The City may. from time to time, publish a schedule of Grandfathered 
Flights. 

A flight will be designated a "Grandfathered Flight' if it meets all of the 
following requirements: 

>> At the time of Advance Review as described in Section 3.1, the flight 
operated on a City Controlled Intemational Gate in the equivalent 
month of the immediately preceding year. 

*f The flighfs scheduled arrival and departure time does not vary by 
more than five minutes, plus or minus, from the equivalent month of 
the immediately preceding year, 

•> The flight maintains the same Frequency as the equivalent month of 
the immediately preceding year. 

•f The flight is to or from the same location as the equivalent month of the 
immediately preceding year. 

^ The gauge of the aircraft is the same or greater as the equivalent 
month of the immediately preceding year, but only if (1) the gate on 
which the flight operates is capable of accommodating a larger gauge 
aircraft, and (2) the number of seats on the aircraft is not more than 
five seats fewer or is greater than the equivalent month of the 
immediately preceding year. 

A change of any of the above characteristics will cause the Grandfather rights of 
the flight to be lost; provided, however, that if an air carrier increases or 
decreases the frequency of a flight, that flight shall retain its grandfather status 
for only those days of the week for which the frequency is unchanged from the 
same season of the immediately preceding year. 

4.4 RON Flights will be alkicated to City Controlled Intemational Gates in 
accordance with the Section 4.1 priority system. Unless otherwise 
permitted by the Commissioner, the RON flight may not arrive at the City 
Controlled Intemational Gate prior to 2200 hours and must depart from the 
City Controlled Intemational Gate no later than 0700 hours on the 
following day. 

4.5 When practicable, the Commissioner will give 90 days notice to any Air 
Carrier if its domestic flight will no longer be accommodated on a City 
Controlled Intemational Gate as the result of an intemational flight with 
higher priority. 

4.6 When practicable, the Commissioner will give 90 days' notice to any Air 
Carrier if its international flight has lost priority and is no longer 
grandfathered on a City Controlled Intemational Gate as described In 
Section 4.3. 
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5.0 City Controlled International Gate Scheduling and Use Provisions 
The use of the City Controlled Intemational Gates will be limited by time as a means to 
maximize gate availability. FIS Facilities capacity will also be a factor in determining 
allowable gate time. Maximum FIS Facilities passenger processing capacity of 400 per 
hour has been established. 

5.1 Maximum Gate Occupancy Time allocations (in minutes) based upon 
aircraft passenger capacity have been established for the City Controlled 
International Gates. Maximum Gate Occupancy Times are: 

Numt>er of Aircraft Seats 1 
Minutes Alloweid foi' 

International 
Turnaround 

International Am'val 
Only 

International to 
Domestic 

Turnaround 
Domestic to 
Intemational 
Turnaround 

Domestic 
Turnaround 

Any Departure Only 

Less than 50 
45 

20 

45 

30 

30 

20 

51/200 
60 

30 

60 

60 

60 

30 

Mora than 200 
90 

45 

75 

60 

75 

40 

5.2 Tumaround flights with a Gate Occupancy Time in excess of the 
maximum defined above will be considered as an independent Arrival 
Only and an independent Departure Only for gate scheduling purposes 
and the associated times for each will apply. Except as approved in 
Section 5.4, aircraft scheduled to have such excess ground times will be 
required to remove the aircraft from Intemational Gates. 

5.3 Advance Planned schedules will not be prepared with less than 20 
minutes Gate Rest Time between successive Gate uses. Aircraft must not 
be scheduled to use any portion of the 20-minute Gate Rest Time. With 
the prior approval by Gate Coordinator, an aircraft may t>e permitted to 
use or remain in a Gate in excess of the time allowance defined at)ove, in 
the event that no subsequent demand exists for the gate. 
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6.0 General Day-to-Day Procedures 

This section describes the general operating 
administration ofthe Procedures. 

conditions for the day-to-day 

6.1 The Gate Coordinator will have the authority to administer the gate 
assignments based on the Procedures on a day-to-day basis. 
Disputes/complaints regarding the Gate Coordinator's administration of 
gate assignments will be mediated by the GPRC. 

6.2 Scheduling and assignment of Intematbnal Gates will be in accordance 
with the priority system described in Section 4.0. 

6.3 Minimum Gate Occupancy Times based upon aircraft capacity have been 
established as the criteria to detennine if priority for a City Controlled 
International Gate will be held or changed when arrival delays occur. The 
Minimum Gate Occupancy Times are: 

Number of Aircraft Seats 1 
Minutes Allowed for 
Intemationai 
Tumaround 
International Arrival 
Only 
Intemational to 
Domestic 
Tumaround 
Domestic to 
Intemational 
Tumaround 
Domestic 
Tumaround 
Any Departure Only 

Less than 50 
30 

15 

30 

25 

25 

15 

51/200 
45 

25 

45 

55 

55 

25 

More than 200 
75 

35 

55 

55 

55 

25 

An aircraft that has not arrived at the City Controlled Intemational Gate 
with at least the above Minimum Gate Occupancy Times available prior to 
its scheduled departure, may lose its priority for that flight, on that specific 
day. Gate re-assignment will be accomplished In accordance with 
Section 5.1 herein. 

Air Carriers will report their Estimated Time of Arrival to the Gate 
Coordinator not less than one hour following the scheduled departure from 
the origin city, and not less than one hour prior to its scheduled arrival. 
Status of delayed flights thereafter will be updated every 30 minutes. 
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6.4 Air Camers shall advise the Gate Coordinator if a departing aircraft is 
delayed more than 10 minutes from its scheduled departure time from a Gate. 
The Gate Coordinator may order an Air Carrier to tow-off a delayed aircraft from 
Gates A2 or A3. 

6.5 In the event of disrupted airfield operafions, an aircraft with a pre-
approved extended ground time, pursuant to Section 5.4, may be required to tow 
the aircraft off an Intemational Gate to an alternative parking position as 
described in Section 7.1. 

6.6 The Gate Coordinator will attempt to re-assign an aircraft, which lost 
priority due to a delay, to a new gate at the first available time, at the highest 
level of priority that is consistent with the original priority level of the flight, 
provided however, that such reassignment will not displace an Air Carrier 
operating on schedule. Reassignment ofa flight pre-assigned to an Intemational 
Gate may l>e required to minimize the effects of the delayed flight The 
reassignment of on-time flights will be limited to only those times when a higher 
priority FIS Flight is delayed. 

7.0 Special Condi t ions 

7.1 Alternafive Partying Requirements 

All carriers will be required to have alternative parking arrangements at a 
location other than the International Gates, in the event the aircraft must 
be moved to a location other than the International Gates. Written 
notification of altemative paridng arrangements will be provided to the 
Commissioner and to the GPRC. Such written notification will be provided 
at least 30 days prior to initial service, and will be updated annually on or 
about January 1. 

7.2 Penalty Fees 

The Commissioner may adopt penalties in the event an FIS Flight 
operates outside its approved Occupancy Gate Time 

8.0 Use Charges 

The City shall assess a use charge for the use of the International Gates. 

9.0 Changes and Revisions 
Any changes to the International Gate Access and Assignment Procedures contained 
herein, may be recommended by the GPRC, and can be approved and effected only in 
writing by the Commissioner, provided, however, that such changes and provisions 
shall not be inconsistent with the provisions of the Use Agreement. All users will be 
notified in writing of any changes or revisions at least 30 days prior to their 
implementation. 

The Commissioner shall have the authority to waive these provisions. 
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(Sub)Exhibit "P". 
(To Airport Use Agreement Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Estimate Of Airline's Fees And Charges 
For The Initial Transition Period. 
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(Sub)Exhibit "P". 
(To Airport Use Agreement Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Estimate Of Airline's Fees And Charges 
For The Initial Transition Period. 
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Actual Base CiinUibution 
(x) Airfieid Facrar 

|(=) Airfield Contribution 

AIRFIELD CONTRIBUTION CALCULATION 
(excluding includable capex) Worl<sheets 

$ 45,000,000.00 

50.81% 

$ 22,864,500.00 \ 

Divided by: 
Maximum Approvisd Gi osi Laiiding Weight of Signatory.Airlines 
(f) Maximum Approved Gross Landing Wpight of Non-Sigrialory Airlines 

11,441,874 
352,598 

lotal Maxinnim Apprp'-'ed Gioss l.aiv.iing Weight 
)(=) Landing Fee Hate 

11,794,472 

1.94 I 

(j<) Maximuin Ap|)roved Gross Uciiling Weight of Signatory Airlines 
(=) Signritory Airlines' AirfrekJ Contribution 

11,441,874 

$22,180,961.39 

Cross-check: 

AirTran 
Delta 
Frontier 
Northwest 
Southwest 
Sum of Airlines' Airfic :ld Contributions 

Discrepancies due to rounding 

MAGWL 

631,554.00 
384,826.00 
248,574.00 
406,942.00 

9,769,977.00 
11,441,873.00 

$ 
$1,224,316.48 

$746,015.09 
$481,880.00 
$788,888.67 

$18,939,859.21 

$22,180,959.45 

Plus tfie product of: 
Landing Fee Rate (x) 1.25 
(x) MAGWL of Non-Signslory Airlines 

$ 2.42 
352,598 

(=) Non-Signatory Airlines' Airfield Contribution 

|(^) Aggregate Airfield Contribution 

$ 854,423.26 

$ 23,035,384.65 | 

Less the product of: 
MAGWL of Noil-Signatory Airlines 
(x) Landing Fee Rate (x) 25 

352,598 

$ 0.48 

$ 170,884.65 I |(=) Airlines' Airfield Credit 

$ 22,864,500.00 \ (=) Aggregate Airfield Gontribution - Aii^ield Credit 
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Actual Base Contribution 

TERMINAL CONTRIBUTION CALCULATION 
(excluding Includable capex) 

(Combined pursuen t to Section 7.4) 

Worksheets 

$45,000,000.00 
44.94% 

$20,223,000.00 | \(-) Total Termirul AHocatioii 

Divided by: 

total tiuivber of ;iL]u>iis feifl Of' :iil Leased Proiviii^s in Tcrnunal Ares of JillSiijna 
."uiines, iiii;iut:li;!g Jouit Use Pi'viinisf's 
|(=) Terminal fee. Rate f 

{•<.] i;ol:?)i nu.nber of sqUyre ie^si of Leeiied premise;; of ali Siî nmorv Airi/Des in t! 
Aiea not including Join! Uae ^ î•i;lvliie5 

=) Signatory Airiines' Preferervti.it leased Premises Rentcil C.o.^trib l̂tion [Aj 

total r;uniber of 5qi.iai-e feel, of JoiiU Û e Preini^i-ii 
(x) Termioal Fee Riitt? 

|{=) Signator-y Airlines' Juint Use Teirminai Rentol Contribution [B] 

'firv 

a TKI ininal 
S 

$ 

$ 

312,293.6 
64.76 1 

152,856.6 

9,898,438.59 

159,437.0 
64.76 

$ 10324,561.41 1 

• • • • • ; : . . . . : . . • • ' . 

|(=) Signatory Airlines' Termin^Tl Rental Contribution [A] + [8} S 20,223,000.00 | 

Cross-ciiecl 

AirTran 
Delta 
Frontier 
Northwest 
Southwest 

Totals 

s.f. in 
Terminal 

9976.4 
5962.8 
1918.4 

6224 
128773.6 
152855.2 

$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

Airline's [A] 
646,035.45 
386,129.28 
124,228.62 
403,043.65 

8,338,910.92 

$9,898,347.93 

Airline's [B] 

$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 

$ 

719,385.03 
519,013.78 
408,361.64 
536,974.50 

8,140,825.65 

10,324,560.60 

Airline's Total 
$ 1,365,420.48 
$ 905,143.07 
$ 532,590.26 
$ 940,018.14 
$ 16,479,736.58 

$ 20,222.908.53 

1 

http://Preferervti.it
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TERMINAL RAMP CONTRIBUTION CALCULATION 
(excluding includable capex) 

Actual Base Contribution 
(x) Terminal Ĵ amp. Factor 

|Total Terminal Rarr̂ p Allocation 

Worksheets 

$ 45,000,000.00 
4.25% 

$ 1,912,500.00 I 

Divided by: 
total number of square feet of Leased TGrmirial Ramp Area of ail 
Signatory Airlines 

|{=) Terminal Ramp Fee Rate 
955,058 

2.00 I 

Crass-
check: s. 
AirTran 
Delta 
Frontier 
Northwest 
Southwest 
Totals 

f. in TRA 
49,156 
54,491 

' 
60,340 

791,071 
955,058 

Airline's Total 
$ 98,434.70 
$ 109,118.02 

$ 
$ 120,830.62 
$ 1,584,116.66 

$ 1,912,500.00 

1 
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CONCESSIONAIRE-CONTROLLED FACILITY CONTRIBUTION CALCULATION 

(excluding includable capex) Workstieets 

jTotiil Teiniinrii Allocaticii $20,223,000.00 | 

Divided by: 

! ::i;il M.|i,rare reet oi" Sig;iotory Airlin,;-^' l.eajad Pr.;;nisc:.=. u; TerrTiinal 

Araa li.icliid;i;g ;(..ir!l Oi<i Preiriise.i.) 312,293.60 

( + l tolal s(|uare feel ot Concesijionaire-O'oiUrolled Facilities Uiat are 

ia I lie rern\iruil Area 33,713.10 

(-).Subtotal 

(^)Subioiar(>/SF) 
{/.) lotr'il square Iset uf Ccmcei.sionaire-ControllL'd FFicilitJes tti^t are-

346,006.70 
58.45 

ill ttie leririinal Area 

|(=) CCF Ttjrminal Contribution [A] 

33,713.10 

$ 1,970,424.33 | 

|Total ferhnirial Ramp Allocation $ 1,912,500.00 1 

Divided by: 

total numberof square feet of Terminal 

Ramp Area, including CCF 
(---) Sutjtotal (S/SF) 

(x) totsinumlier of square feet of Terminsl Ramp Area that are CCF 

|(=) CCF Terminal Ramp Contribution [B] 

1,153,699 

198,641 

$ 

$ 

1.66 

329,289.45 | 

JTbtal Concessionaire-Controlled Facility Contribution [A] + [B] 

(I) Total MATCO CCF-Gats tv-'lanflgeinsiit Surchaf| 

|(=) Aggregate CCF Charges (including MATCO CCF Charges) 

numher oT gates llifit are part of Concessionaire-Cantrolled Facilities 

(X) (4*365) 

$ 475,748.00 

$ 

$ 

2,299,713.79 | 

2,775,461.79 | 

8 

1,460.00 
(=)Sui5total, 11,680.00 

Concewiiiiiaire^Cpntrolled Paciliiy- l-ee (exclucJing CCF (Sate Managomenr Surtharf.es^ $ 196.89 
(r) CGF Gate Waimgemeiit (MATCO) Suictuiige. $ 40.73 

(=) Concessionaire-Controlled Facility Fee {Including CCf Gate Management 
(MATCO) Surcharge) ~$ 237.63 

jPost Initial Transition Period Credits | 

Credits (TBD, calculatedafte.-' the end ofthe Initial TransitilDn 

Period) 
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(Sub)Exhibit "Q". 
(To Airport Use Agreement Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Methodology Of Calculating Airline's 
Fees And Charges. 

(Page 1 of 3) 

Capitalized terms used ttirougtiout ttiis extiibit are defined terms in ttie Use Agreement. 

^^^v r̂waitittitit̂ MiaKtife^ss îg :̂̂ ^^ 
I Actual Base Contribution 

lAirfleld Factor 

iTotai Airfield Contribution = ((line 1) x (line 2)) + amount of the Total Annual Additional Capex Contribution, if any, allocated to the 
I Airfield Area pursuant to Section 10.2(e) 

I number of thousands of pounds of the Maximum Approved Gross Landing Weight of all the Signatory Airlines' aircraft involved in 
[Revenue Landings during that Fiscal Year determined per each 1.000 pounds 

Inumber of thousands of pounds of the Maximum Approved Gross Landing Weight of the Non-Signatory Airiines' aircraft involved in 
[Revenue Landings, during that Fiscal Year determined per each 1.000 pounds 

[Landing Fee Rate = (line 31 / (dine 4) • (line 5)) 

[number of thousands of pounds of the Maximum Approved Gross Landing Weight of the Airline's aircraft involved In Revenue 
[Landings during that Fiscal Year determined per each 1.000 pounds 

litea^jriMM^a&^iMlfe^y*^^ 
[Terminal Factor f* FIS Factor! 

iTotal Terminal Allocation = ((line 1) x (line 9)) + amount of the Total Annual Additional Capex Contribution, if any, allocated to the 
iTerminal Area pursuant to Section 10.2(el 

[Total number of square feet of Airline's Leased Premises for all Signatory Airiines In the Terminal Area, including Joint Use 
I Premises 

[Terminal Fee Rate = (line 10) / (line 11) 

[number of sguare feet of Preferential Leased Premises of the Airline in the Terminal Area 

iAiriine's Preferential Leased Premises Rental Contribution = (line 12) x (line 13) 

[total number of sguare feet of Joint Use Premises in the Terminal Area 

[Total Joint Use Terminal Rental Contribution = (line 12)x(llne 15) 

110% of (line 16) 

•total number of Signatory Airiines leasing Preferential Leased Premises 

[dine 17)/(line 18) 

[90% of dine 16) 

I(l lne7)/(l ine4) 

[dine 20) X (line 21) 

BAWtne's Joltrt Ug« Tetmiiraf Rwitel Coirtittutloh - (Bh»i19) * (lint 22t; 

^Ji^Atf ln«VTefml i i r tRehtdC6ntr ibuaoir i - f f ln«23>><lt iw14i^ iff i f iUV::^ 
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^i^vi;^^afei'ig<t-3ea:ja-^w:v'ii;ira?a''fe 

FIS Calculation - See Note E. 
31 FIS Factor 

32 
Total FIS Contribution = ((line 1) x (line 31)) + amount of the Total Annual Additional Capex Contribution, if any, allocated to the FIS 
Facility pursuant to Section 10.2(e) 

33 total number of all Signatory Airl ines' FIS Deplaned Passengers per Fiscal Year 

34 total number of all Non-Slgnatorv Airiines' FIS Deplaned Passengers per Fiscal Year 

39 FIS Fee Rate = (line 32) / ((line 33) • ((line 34) x 1.25))) 

38^ number of Airiine's FIS Deplaned Passengers per Fiscal Year 

37 lAlrilne'B FIS ContribuMon " (line 351 x fllne 36) : 

3« lAlrilne'e Total ContribuUoo " dine 81 • (Hne 241> (line 301 • (lliia 371^ 

•T :^ . ^ : :< ' ^^^ i i 'mmm^^mm^^M^^&imwm^^£ i^^m^sm^3^^^mi^^s^ imss^s^ 
total number of sguare feet of Terminal Area that are Concessionaire-Controlled Facilities 

[CCF Terminal Contribution = (dine 10) / (dine 11) * (line 39))) x (line 39) 

[ total number of sguare feet of Terminal Ramp Area 

I tota l number of sguare feet of Terminal Ramp Area that are Concessionaire-Controlled Facilities 

[CCF Terminal Ramp Contribution = (dine 26) I dine 41)) x dine 42) 

Total Concessionaire-Controlled Facility Contribution = (line 40) * (line 43) 

total actual number of gates that are part of Concessionaire-Controlled Facilities 

Concessionaire-Controlled Facility Fee = on a per-departure basis, an amount in dollars determined by the Concessionaire, i 
exceed in a Fiscal Year: (line 44) / (dine 45) x 14601) 

Number of departures by Airiine from Concessionaire Controlled Faciiities 

AHflne'a Concaaalbnato-Conlrbfletf j-FadWy Fee «(1W» 461»(gne 471>'J:1 vatttfaa;ija^^^g'.?;i-v^>i?gffi»K.'iyi'^a;^:';\v-i';j 

iiMce»imiJitmts^xii!i-'ii:--mxui-^^^ 
49 Airiine's MATCO Fees (pursuant to the MATCO Agreement) 

50 CCF and FIS Management Surcharges payable bv Airiine. if anv (pursuant to the MATCO Agreement) 

Airiine's Factor = (line 381) (the aggregate of all Signatory Airi ines' Airiine's Total Contributions) 

credits. If anv. calculated pursuant to Section 7.2 bv application of the Airiine's Factor dine 511 

umnrmM^^MOmiMm flnhr3«p» m*m.*imm.4m~*auitam-mm,m><^^^m<f:, '̂  iwyteii A^<iyi>!l«»m^ii'::it'Xi^(fi^ 53 
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Methodology Of Calculating Airline's 
Fees And Charges. 

(Page 3 of 3) 

Poat-Ftecal Year Cradlts; 

54 
Airfield Credit = (total dollar amount of landing fees collected or retained by Concessionaire during Fiscal Year as a result of Non 
Signatory Airlines Revenue Landings in excess of the Total Airfield Contribution, i.e [(0.2S) x (line 5) x (line 6)] 

SS CCF Credit = Amount of Concessionaire Controlled Facility Fees collected by Concessionaire during the Fiscal Year plus any 
adjustments resulting from Section 9.4(cl 

JSl AMIne'8'Alfflrtd Credit »nine54> x (Hine?) / (llrw 4)) 

57 Alrlliie'i CCFCfecW- fling 551 x (ffln«i13)7((lhw11)-(Hiw 15Wi'-

hOIESi. 

Non-Signatory Airlines pay the Concessionaire the Non-Signatory Landing Fee Rate, the Non-Signatory FIS Fee Rate and Non-

Non-Signatory Landing Fee Rate = (line 6) x (1.25) 

Non-Signatory FIS Fee Rate = (line 35) x (1.25) 

Non-Signatory CCF Fee = (line 46) x (1.25) 

As of mid-2008 no Deplaned Passengers are processed through FIS at Midway. Accordingly, the FIS Factor is added to the 
Terminal Factor pursuant to Section 7.4. 
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(Sub)Exhibit "R". 
(To Airport Use Agreement Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Initial Capital Projects. 

In accordance with the provision.s of Section 10.3. the Concessionaire is obligated to 
complete these Initial Capital Projects. The costs shown are merely estimates; the 
Concessionaire assumes the ri.sk of cost for completion. Consulting with an Mil, the 
Concessionaire shall develop a schedule of specific Airfield rehabilitation projects and timetable 
for their recurrence. 

INITIAL CAPITAL PROJECTS 

($ in millions) 

Project No. Project Description Estimated 
Cost 

Est. Year of 
Completion 

M8108.06-02 Equipmenl and Vehicle Acquisitions for 2008-

MTO 10.05-00 Midway H&R Buyout 
Cyclical Airfield Rehabs 

M6075 

M6038 

West Triangle Ramp Development - Phase 2 

Runway 3IC Exit Taxiway Rehabilitation 

Sl.4 

9.0 
18.1 

6.0 

3.6 

2008-2011 

Periodic 
through 

2012; 

TBD 

2009 

TOTAL 38.1 

http://ri.sk
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(Sub)Exhibit "S". 
(To Airport Use Agreement Chicago 

Midway International Airport) 

Preliminary Transition Plan ("P.T.P."). 

A. The City of Chicago (the "City") owns and operates the airport known as 
Chicago Midway Intemational Airport situated in the City of Chicago, County of Cook, 
State of Illinois, together with all improvements thereto (the "Airport"). The City has 
operated the Airport since its inception. 

B. The City expects to receive approval from the Federal Aviation 
Administration ("FAA") to transfer control of the Airport to a private party pursuant to 
the Pilot Program on Private Ownership of Airports, 49 U.S.C. § 47134 (the "Pilot 
Program"). Pursuant to the conditions of that Pilot Program, the City will select a 
concessionaire (the "Concessionaire"). The City retains ownership of the real property 
and facilities of the Airport and will enter into the Lease with the Concessionaire (the 
"Lease") under which the Concessionaire will manage, control and operate the Airport in 
accordance with the provisions of the Lease and of this Agreement (the transaction 
referred to as the "Airport Transfer"). 

C. The City and the Airline are, as of the date of this Agreement, bound to 
the terms of the Prior Use Agreement (which will terminate upon this Agreement 
becoming effective) and have executed this Agreement, which is also to be executed by 
the Concessionaire contemporaneously with execution of the Lease. 

D. The Airport Transfer is a complicated process involving the separation, 
redefinition and establishment of various commercial and regulatory relationships of 
varying levels of complexity. The parties concur that this FTP serves the best interests of 
the parties and the public by creating a framework to document and implement the 
Airport Transfer in an orderly and transparent manner: 

• in accordance with Law 

• with due respect for the rights and interests of the City and its Airport 
employees; and 

• consistent with the rights and obligations under the Lease, this Agreement 
and existing contracts relating to the Airport and the transition requirements of this PTP, 
along with other transition requirements required by the City or pursuant to the TOP 
Committee described below in this PTP. 

E. This PTP is based on, and to a large extent memorializes, the collaborative 
work of the City and the Signatory Airlines, and is intended to serve as a guide and 
reference document for the Airport Transfer both before and after the Closing Date as 
defined in the Lease (the "Closing Date"). 
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ARTICLE 1 
PURPOSE AND FUNCTION OF PTP 

Section 1.01 Purposes. This FTP is intended to provide a framework to assure 
a seamless transition of control from the City to the Concessionaire without disruptions in 
services for airlines operating at the Airport, other Airport tenants, users, and customers, 
and provide the City and the Signatory Airlines with a sound understanding of how 
obligations will be effectively managed, by: 

(a) Outlining certain aspects of the Airport Transfer, including the assets that 
relate specifically to the Airport Transfer. 

(b) Providing for adequate coverage of Airport Transfer issues. 

(c) Providing clarity and certainty for the current and future relationship 
between the parties, and facilitating activities with third parties, including the Federal 
Aviation Administration ("FAA"), and the Transportation Security Administration 
("TSA"). 

Section 1.02 Definitions. All capitalized terms not defined in this Exhibit S 
have the meanings ascribed to them in the Prior Use Agreement, this Agreement or the 
Lease, as the case may be. Without limitation: 

(a) "Assigned Contracts" means those contacts and agreements related to the 
operations and management of the Airport by the City to be assigned to the 
Concessionaire as of the Closing Date in whole or in part (if they also relate to City 
operations other than those at the Airport). 

(b) "Midway Funds" means any moneys that, at this Agreement's Effective 
Date, are held in any of the Funds created and maintained by the City pursuant to the 
Prior Use Agreement or any Bond Ordinance. 

(c) "PFC Funds" means any PFC funds held by the City as of this 
Agreement's Effective Date and any PFCs collected by the Airline as of this Agreement's 
Effective Date, but not yet remitted to the City. 

(d) "Security Deposit" means any amounts held by the City as of the Effective 
Date as a security deposit pursuant to the Prior Use Agreement. 

(e) "Unremitted PFC Funds" means PFCs collected by an Airline as of this 
Agreement's Effective Date, but not yet remitted to the City. 

Section 1.03 Duties of Ongoing Cooperation and Collaboration. The parties 
recognize that the Airport Transfer is a complex process, and may involve a number of 
additional issues that are not specifically addressed in this PTP or elsewhere. 
Accordingly, the parties will cooperate and use their Best Efforts to: 

(a) Identify, describe and transfer to the Concessionaire the personal property 
of the City located at the Airport and used by the City for Airport purposes other than that 
personal property located at the Airport and used by the City for police, fire and 
emergency services, as described in Section 3.17 of the Lease (the "Airport Assets"). 
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(b) Identify, describe and resolve the liabilities relating to the Airport in 
accordance with the terms of this Agreenient or the Lease, as applicable, before and after 
the Closing Date. 

(c) Ensure the efficient and tirnely completion of the Airport Transfer, 
including the action items described in this PTP and any other action items necessary for 
the Airport Transfer. 

(d) Address and resolve in a cooperative manner any matters relating to the 
Airport Transfer that are not included in this PTP. 

(e) Interpret this PTP in a manner consistent with the intent and spirit of the 
Lea.se, this Agreement and applicable Law. 

Section 1.04 Uses of PTP and Future Actions. This PTP memorializes key 
components of the work of the City and the Signatory Airlines to identify and address 
transition issues relating to the Airport Transfer in the spirit of cooperation and 
collaboration on a preliminary basis. It is intended to serve as a reference and guide for 
the parties, for their protection and benefit, before and after the Closing Date. Pursuant to 
this PTP the City, the Airline and the Concessionaire will, pursuant to this PTP, take the 
following actions: 

(a) TOP Committee Formation. Within [ ] days after the execution of the 
Lease, the Concessionaire will establish the TOP Committee as provided in Article 3 
below. 

(b) Documentation of Existing Practices. Within 10 days after the execution 
of the Lease, the Concessionaire will identify staff members who will work with existing 
Airport personnel in order to document and obtain training on existing Airport 
procedures. Within 60 days after the execution of the Lease, the Concessionaire will 
submit to the TOP Committee a procedures manual documenting all significant 
procedures, including those under Assigned Contracts, then in existence at the Airport 
(the "City Procedures Manual"). 

(c) Development of Final Transition Plan. During the first [ ] days after the 
execution of the Lease, the Concessionaire will work collaboratively with the TOP 
Committee to propose modifications to this PTP and create a final Transition Plan. The 
final Transition Plan must be submitted to the TOP Committee by no later than [ ] days 
after the execution of the Lease, and TOP Committee members may review and comment 
on the final Transition Plan prior to submittal to the City and the Mil for approval. The 
final Transition Plan shall comply with the requirements of all documents associated with 
the Airport Transfer, and with all applicable rules and regulations, and the procedures set 
forth in the City Procedures Manual as they may modified pursuant to Article 4. 

(d) No Changes Without Approval. The Concessionaire will implement and 
follow the final Transition Plan. The Concessionaire shall not make any changes to the 
Transition Plan without the approval of the City and the Mil and will not propose any 
changes to it without having consulted with the TOP Committee in the marmer set forth 
in Article 3 below. 

Section 1.05 City Approvals. Whenever this PTP requires or contemplates that 
the Concessionaire receive an approval or consent from the City or from the Signatory 

http://Lea.se
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Aidines. the Concessionaire shall pursue and obtain that approval or consent as provided 
in the Lease. 

ARTICLE 2 

TRANSFER OF AIRPORT ASSETS AND LIABILITIES 

Section 2.01 Airport Assets. 

(a) Assets Subject to Transfer. The City will transfer to the Concessionaire 
and the Concessionaire will receive form the City all title to and ownership of the Airport 
As.sets that are generally described in Attachment A. 

(b) Shared Assets [ Airport Noise Monitoring System, Office Space Provided 
for Deputy Commissioner of Aviation and staff Chicago Police and Fire Departments]. 
Certain City assets may be used both as an Airport Asset and by the City for those 
purposes .set forth in Section 3.17 of the Lease or for non-Airport purposes ("Shared 
Assets"). The parties recognize that special arrangements may be necessary for Shared 
Assets, because of the .shared use of these assets by the parties. The parties will enter into 
the necessary special arrangements for the ownership or occupation and use of these 
assets after the execution date of the Lease and prior to the Closing Date, and will 
document and include these arrangements, if possible, in an Attachment B. 

Section 2.02 Airport Liabilities. 

(a) Identification and Resolution of Liabilities. The parties recognize that the 
identification and resolution of liabilities relating to the Airport are critical issues to the 
Airport Transfer, and that the Concessionaire will assume and the City will retain 
liabilities to and from third parties as described in Section 3.2(c) of the Lease. If there is 
any question regarding the proper allocation of liabilities, the parties will determine them 
as provided in Article 2.2(b) of the Lease, and in any case, shall meet and work together 
using their Best Efforts to identify and resolve the allocation of liabilities which either 
party may believes pertain to the Airport pursuant to Section 3.2(c) of the Lease. The 
parties intend to document in writing their resolution of liabilities relating to the Airport. 

(b) Bonds. The City will defease or retire all outstanding Midway Airport 
Revenue Bonds as of the Closing Date. 

Section 2.03 Other Financial Arrangements Regarding the Airport 
Transfer. Except as otherwise provided by this Agreement, upon this Agreement 
becoming effective, the Prior Use Agreement shall terminate, all obligations of the City 
and the Airline to each other thereunder shall cease except as provided in this Agreement. 

Financial provisions in connection with the Airport Transfer include the 
following: 

(a) Financial Impact of Surviving Provisions. In addition to those surviving 
provisions provided under Section 2.2 of this Agreement, the following provisions 
survive upon the termination of the Prior Use Agreement, and therefore have effect on 
financial matters associated with the Airport Transfer: 
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(i) The provisions of Section 9.04 of the Prior Use Agreement and any 
other provision of the Prior Use Agreement, the effectiveness of which is required to give 
effect to Section 9.04, remain in effect with respect lo Fiscal Year 2008 and any portion 
of 2009 during which the Prior Use Agreement is in effect, except that instead of 
providing credits to the Airline for overpayments of Airline's Airline Fees and Charges 
not yet credited to Airline, the City shall pay any such overpayments to Airline within 60 
days of the issuance of the Statement of Airline's Actual Annual Fees and Charges by the 
City. 

(ii) Airline remains liable to the City for any payment obligations of 
Airline Fees and Charges accrued under the Prior Use Agreement through the Effective 
Date of this Agreement but not yet paid or satisfied as of the Effective Date, to the extent 
that they are not satisfied by application of the provisions of Section 9.04 of the Prior Use 
Agreement as provided above. 

(iii) The provisions of Section 9.05(b) and 16.11 of the Prior Use 
Agreement shall apply to the failure to make payments as required therein. 

(b) Midway Funds Prior to Closing Date. On the Closing Date, all Midway 
Funds become the property of the City, and the City may use them for any lawful 
puipose, including the defeasance of any outstanding Binds, except that with respect to 
the Airport Development Fund Reserve Account and the O&M Reserve Account the City 
shall transfer those ftmds to the Concessionaire as required by the Lease and this 
Agreement. 

(c) MATCO Funds After the Closing Date. After the Effective Date, all funds 
that the City has paid to MATCO and that MATCO has not yet spent become the 
property of MATCO, and the City has no claim to them. An Airline, if a member of 
MATCO, shall cause MATCO to credit such funds to the Concessionaire upon the City's 
assignment of the MATCO Agreement to the Concessionaire for purposes of off-setting 
any payments due from the Concessionaire to MATCO upon assignment of the MATCO 
Agreement to the Concessionaire. 

(d) Grant Funds After Effective Date. The City shall transfer all moneys it 
holds as of the Effective Date from the City's receipt of Govemment Grants-in-Aid with 
respect to the Airport to the Concessionaire, except for any such funds that have been 
granted for any Airport Capital Project which the City is to complete after the Effective 
Date. 

(e) Airline Security Deposits After Effective Date. On the Effective Date, 
City shall pay over to Airline any Security Deposit it has made to the City, and the City 
shall have no further claim thereto, unless[Note: Not applicable to any existing airlinej 
the Airline would be required pursuant to this Agreement to maintain a Security Deposit 
as of the Effective Date in which case such Security Deposit shall be paid over to the 
Concessionaire at the Closing and be applied by the Concessionaire toward the 
satisfaction of the Airline's obligations with respect to such Security Deposit. 

(0 PFC Funds after Effective Date. [TBD-The City shall retain/pay to the 
Concessionaire all PFC Funds that it holds as of the Effective Date and 
[City/Concessionaire] may use them in accordance with FAA approvals and applicable 
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law). The Airline shall pay to the [City/Concessionaire] Unremitted PFC Funds within 
the timeframe required by the PFC regulations. 

ARTICLE 3 

TRANSITION COMMUNICATIONS STRUCTURE 

Section 3.01 TOP Committee. The Concessionaire will form and operate a 
Transition Oversight and Progress (TOP) Committee to provide a transition 
organizational structure within ten days after execution of the Lease, and will maintain it 
during the Concessionaire's first jyearj (six months] of operations (the "Transition 
Period") to facilitate communications and problem solving. The TOP Committee will 
include the following members: 

(a) The TOP Committee will be composed of representatives of the 
Concessionaire, the City, the Signatory Airlines, and MATCO. The City's representative 
will be the Deputy Commissioner of Aviation, and the Concessionaire's representative 
will be the Concessionaire's Chief Executive Officer. The Concessionaire will also 
designate a Transition Coordinator to conduct TOP Committee meetings and coordinate 
management activities relevant to the transition. 

(b) The Concessionaire will designate management members from its staff 
who will provide transition assistance and communications to Signatory Airlines, and 
who will be responsible to identify airline tenant concems and address them proactively. 
Such members of the Concessionaire's staff shall also attend TOP Committee meetings. 

Section 3.02 TOP Committee Operations prior to Transition Period. The 
Concessionaire will conduct meetings of the TOP Committee on a periodic basis as 
agreed by the Committee, but no less than bi-weekly. At each meeting, the 
Concessionaire will provide the following information to the Committee members: 

(a) Pursuant to Section 2.5 (k) of the Lease, the Concessionaire is required to 
produce and obtain approval of the Airport Security Plan that conforms to TSA 
requirements under 49 C.F.R. § 1542. The Concessionaire will notify the TOP 
Committee in writing at the time when the Concessionaire submits this plan to TSA, and 
the Concessionaire shall provide the TOP Committee with periodic updates on its 
development of its Security Plan as requested by the TOP Committee, and an opportunity 
to review and comment on drafts of the Seciurity Plan. 

(b) Pursuant to the Lease, the Concessionaire is required to obtain an Airport 
Operating Certificate in accordance with 14 C.F.R. Part 139. The Concessionaire will 
notify the TOP Committee in writing at the time when the Concessionaire submits any 
documents to FAA in furtherance of its obtaining the Airport Operating Certificate, and it 
shall provide the TOP Committee with periodic updates as requested by the TOP 
Committee on the status of its application to FAA for the Airport Operating Certificate, 
and an opportunity to review and comment on drafts of any documents to be submitted to 
FAA in furtherance thereof. 

(c) The Concessionaire shall establish communications with other security-
related agencies who provide services to the Airport, such as TSA and the Chicago Police 
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and Fire Departments. The Concessionaire shall develop procedures to achieve proper 
coordination and assure communications are maintained with each such agency, and shall 
inform the TOP Committee on a regular basis of the Concessionaire's proposed 
procedures for interacting with all such agencies. 

(d) Prior to assuming control of the Airport, the Concessionaire will inform 
the TOP Committee of all emergency communicafions contact information and any 
changes in emergency protocols. The Concessionaire shall maintain this information 
current at all times, and shall inform the TOP Committee in writing in advance of any 
proposed changes to emergency communications information. 

(e) Periodic updates in the development of the City Procedures Manual. 

(0 Such other information as reasonably requested by the TOP Committee 

Section 3.03 TOP Committee Operations during Transition Period. The 
Concessionaire will conduct meetings of the TOP Committee on a periodic basis as 
agreed by the Committee, but no less than bi-weekly. At each meeting, the 
Concessionaire will provide the following information to the Committee members in 
connection with the Concessionaire's activities at the Airport and as it relates to the 
Concessionaire Interim Operations Plan: 

(a) An explanation of Airport functions being transitioned and the 
Concessionaire's ultimate plan for each function; 

(b) An explanation of new activities and programs that the Concessionaire is 
implementing to properly transition Airport functions; 

(c) A transition schedule, budget and staffing plan for each function; 

(d) A description of as.sessment techniques that the Concessionaire will use to 
measure the success of each transition component; 

(e) A progress report on the status of transition activities being conducted, 
noting any material deviations from the Concessionaire's projections for that activity; 

(f) A description of actions required to coordinate any transition activity with 
authorities or other third parties; 

(g) A description of any policies or other legal actions necessary to transition 
any activity; 

(h) A report on complaints received or issues encountered during the 
transition process and the Concessionaire's response to those matters; and 

(i) Other actions that the Concessionaire will take to smooth the transition, 
ensure proper continuous operations, and facilitate communications. 

Section 3.04 TOP Committee Actions, Approvals and Consents. The TOP 
Committee will take action, and will approve or consent to any matter not otherwise 
required to be approved by the City or the Mil, through a vote of its members in the 
following manner: 

(a) The designated representatives of the City and of a Mil of the Signatory 
Airlines shall be voting members of the TOP Committee. MATCO's individual 
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representatives of each Signatory Airline and the Concessionaire representative shall be 
ex-officio members of the TOP Committee, and shall not vote. 

(b) When voting, the TOP Committee shall recognize the vote of the City, and 
the vote of the Mil of the Signatory Airlines. If these two votes differ, the committee 
members will discuss matters to determine whether their positions can be reconciled. If 
they cannot, the City shall issue the decision ofthe TOP Committee subject to the dispute 
provisions contained in the Lease, taking into account to the full extent practicable the 
interests of the Mil of the Signatory Airlines. 

(c) The TOP Committee's actions shall be directed toward assisting the 
Concessionaire with establishing proper transition activities for the final Transition Plan, 
and with providing supervision and oversight to the Concessionaire's proposed actions 
during the Transition Period. 

ARTICLE 4 

INTERIM OPERATIONS PLAN 

Section 4.01 Interim Plan Required. Under the Operations and Procedures 
Manual for Midway Intemational Airport ("Operations and Procedures Manual"), the 
Concessionaire must develop an Operations Plan within one hundred and eighty (180) 
days of the Closing Date and obtain the approval of the City. As one of the requirements 
of this PTP and the final Transition Plan, before the Concessionaire obtains approval for 
an Operations Plan, the Concessionaire must follow an Interim Operations Plan (the 
"Interim Operations Plan") consistent with its Final Transition Plan as approved by the 
City and the Mil. Under the Interim Operations Plan, the Concessionaire shall propose to 
maintain the Airport's existing operating procedures as identified in the City Procedures 
Manual, and shall do so initially as of the Closing Date by maintaining remaining 
Airport City employees and those Airport employees that have elected to take 
employment with the Concessionaire in place within their same range of responsibilities 
and by also maintaining in effect Assigned Contracts for at least that four month period 
provided under Sections 2.5(h) and 8.5 of the Lease except as otherwise approved by the 
TOP Committee. During such four month period, the Concessionaire Interim Operations 
Plan may evolve by making changes to the City Procedures Manual with the approval of 
the TOP Committee and must include a schedule to achieve compliance with the Airport 
Procedures Manual as of the end of the Transition Period and to achieve gradual 
replacement of City Airport employees that did not seek employment with the 
Concessionaire and of Assigned Contracts that the Concessionaire wishes and is entitled 
to terminate pursuant to their terms with Concessionaire employees or contractors The 
Concessionaire may also propose other matters, as may be fiuther required or allowed as 
set forth below in this Article 4. The Interim Operations Plan shall at a minimum address 
the subsections required by the final Operations Plan under the Lease, which are as 
follows: 

(a) Facilities Operations Plan; 

(b) Airfield Operations Plan; 

(c) Safety Plan; 
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(d) Security Plan; 

(e) Emergency Management and Operations Plan; 

(f) Snow and Ice Control Plan; 

(g) Community Relations Plan; 

(h) Customer Service Plan; 

(i) Regulatory Compliance Plan; and 

(j) Capital Asset Management Plan. 

It is anticipated that the Interim Operations Plan will evolve as provided herein 
during the Transition Period into the Operations Plan contemplated by the Operations and 
Procedures Manual under the Lease, and that as part of the Interim Operations Plan the 
Concessionaire will develop its own Airport administrative services functionality so that 
there will be a gradual and seamless transition from the City to the Concessionaire once 
the Transition Period ends. 

Section 4.02 Interim Facilities Operations Plan. This component of the 
Interim Operations Plan must recognize that the Airport is operational 24 hours a day and 
365 days a year, and that the continual efficient operation of the Airport facilities and the 
systems that support the Airport cannot be compromised. The Concessionaire's plan 
must identify any interim changes that the Concessionaire proposes to make in the City 
Procedures Manual and include the information set forth in Section 3.03 above. The 
Concessionaire will follow this plan until it has received the City's approval for a final 
Facilities Operations Plan pursuant to the Operations and Procedures Manual. When 
proposing its plan pursuant to the Operations and Procedures Manual, the Concessionaire 
will describe all actions necessary to implement that plan and cease operations under the 
interim plan. 

Among other things, the interim plan will include: The assumption of 
responsibilities to coordinate constmction functions at the Airport in a manner that 
provides effective commimications regarding constmction activities, protects the Airport 
against liabilities, optimizes collaborative efforts with airlines and other Airport tenants 
and service providers, facilitates regular Airport operations, prevents disniptions to 
operations and services, and maintains compliance with safety and other legal 
requirements. The plan will state in writing the Concessionaire's procedures to 
coordinate and provide communications regarding constmction activities that may affect 
Airport or tenant operations. Such procedures shall take into account the operational 
needs of the City, the contractors, tenants and the public in connection with the City's 
pursuit of work at the airport as required by the Lease, including the Concourse A 
Terminal Infill and Expansion Project, until all such City work has been completed. 

Section 4.03 Interim Airfield Operations Plan. This subsection of the Interim 
Operations Plan must recognize that the Airport must sustain the safe and continuous 
operation of the airfield and associated facilities at the Airport at all times. The 
Concessionaire's plan must identify any interim changes that the Concessionaire 
proposes to make in the City's procedures for operating the airfield, and include the 
information set forth in Section 3.03 above. The Concessionaire will follow this plan 
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until it has received the City's approval for a final Airfield Operations Plan pursuant to 
the Operations and Procedures Manual. When proposing its plan pursuant to the 
Operations and Procedures Manual, the Concessionaire will describe all actions 
necessary to implement that plan and cease operations under the interim plan. Among 
other things, the interim plan will include its plan to ensure that the Airport remains in 
compliance with FAA requirements at all times. 

Section 4.04 Interim Safety Plan. This subsection of the Interim Operations 
Plan must ensure that the Concessionaire prevents unsafe situations for employees and 
the general public while at the Airport as far as practicable, and prepares for unsafe 
situations should they arise. The Concessionaire's plan must identify any interim 
changes that the Concessionaire proposes to make in the City's safety procedures for the 
airport, and include the information set forth in Section 3.02 above. The Concessionaire 
will follow this plan until it has received the City's approval for a final Safety Plan 
pursuant to the Operations and Procedures Manual. When proposing its plan pursuant to 
the Operations and Procedures Manual, the Concessionaire will describe all actions 
necessary to implement that plan and cease operations under the interim plan. Among 
other things, the interim plan will include the following: 

(a) Risk management procedures to protect the Airport against liabilities, 
optimize collaborative efforts with Airport tenants and service providers, and maintain 
compliance with safety and other legal requirements. 

(b) The Concessionaire will inform the TOP Committee in writing of its 
procedures for providing risk management services. Among other things, the 
Concessionaire will ensure proper reporting and management for incidents and risks, 
including how the Concessionaire will meet requirements under Section 8.1(a) of the 
Lease, and it will explain measures that it will take to reduce the Airport's exposure to 
liability. 

(c) The Concessionaire will inform the TOP Committee in writing of its 
procedures to maintain proper training for risk management and safety functions for the 
Concessionaire's staff working in compliance with industry best practices and legal 
requirements. 

Section 4.05 Interim Security Plan. This subsection of the Interim Operations 
Plan must ensure that the Concessionaire establishes minimum requirements to ensure 
safety and security in full compliance with law and the Concessionaire's Security Plan 
approved by the TSA. The Concessionaire's plan must identify any interim changes that 
the Concessionaire proposes to make in the City's security procedures for the Airport, 
comply with the provisions of Section 3.20 of the Lease, and include the information set 
forth in Section 3.03 above. The Concessionaire will follow this plan until it has received 
the City's approval for a final Security Plan pursuant to the Operations and Procedures 
Manual. When proposing its plan pursuant to the Operations and Procedures Manual, the 
Concessionaire will describe all actions necessary to implement that plan and cease 
operations under the interim plan. Among other things, the interim plan will include the 
following: 

(a) The Concessionaire shall ensure that proper security procedures are 
maintained during the transition period in connection with its own staffing and the 
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staffing provided by the City or any other party. The Concessionaire shall promptly 
inform the TOP Committee of its procedures for security training, badging, and other 
operations, and shall advise Ihe TOP Committee in writing in advance of any proposed 
changes in those procedures affecting Airport operations. 

(b) The Concessionaire will assume responsibilities for terminal and 
concourse security and for security needs al airside/landside interfaces pursuant to the 
Lease. The Concessionaire will inform the TOP Committee in writing prior to making 
any changes in existing procedures and operations, and will work cooperatively to ensure 
that TOP Committee interests are met in these functions. 

(c) Whenever the Concessionaire proposes any change in security procedures 
or operations, when informing the TOP Committee, the Concessionaire shall explain how 
its proposed changes will ensure proper operations, enhance safety and security, maintain 
the confidentiality of documents and operations, address tenant concems, and comply 
with legal requirements. 

Section 4.06 Interim Emergency Management and Operations Plan. This 
subsection of the interim Operations Plan must ensure that the Concessionaire is able to 
address potential natural or man-made disasters, and has established protocols, 
procedures, responsibilities and minimum requirements to mitigate potential impacts and 
respond to and recover from a disaster event in accordance with approved plans. The 
Concessionaire's plan must identify any interim changes that the Concessionaire 
proposes to make in the City's procedures for emergency management and operations at 
the Airport, comply with the provisions of Sections 3.17 and 8.1(a) of the Lease, and 
include the information set forth in Section 3.03 above. The Concessionaire will follow 
this plan until it has received the City's approval for a final Emergency Management and 
Operations Plan pursuant to the Operations and Procedures Manual. When proposing its 
plan pursuant to the Operations and Procedures Manual, the Concessionaire will describe 
all actions necessary to implement that plan and cease operations under the Interim plan. 

Among other things, under the interim plan, and (within [30] days after assuming 
control of the Airport, the Concessionaire shall conduct an emergency exercise that 
demonstrates its understanding of and compliance with emergency communications and 
response protocols. The Concessionaire shall present its plan for such exercise to the 
TOP Committee in advance, and shall incorporate the committee's recommendations. 
Such exercise shall include a demonstration of the Concessionaire's knowledge of 
interagency protocols and response capabilities. 

Section 4.07 Interim Snow and Ice Control Plan. This subsection of the 
interim Operations Plan must ensure that the Concessionaire is able to ensure the 
expeditious removal or control of snow and ice in order to facilitate safe aircraft in 
accordance with federal requirements, vehicle and pedestrian movement, accommodate 
the general public, and best utilize resources during and following inclement winter 
weather. The Concessionaire's plan must identify any interim changes that the 
Concessionaire proposes to make in the City's procedures for snow and ice control at the 
Airport, and include the information set forth in Section 3.03 above. The Concessionaire 
will follow this plan until it has received the City's approval for a final Snow and Ice 
Control Operations Plan pursuant to the Operations and Procedures Manual. When 
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proposing its plan pursuant to the Operations and Procedures Manual, the Concessionaire 
will describe all actions necessary to implement that plan and cea.se operations under the 
interim plan. Among other things, the interim plan will include the following: 

(a) The Concessionaire will provide a written plan to the TOP Committee that 
explains how the Concessionaire will perform runway snow and ice removal, snow and 
ice removal from other airfield pavements, and snow and ice control measures at all other 
Airport locations without any disrtiption in services. 

(b) The Concessionaire shall maintain and properly administer the City's 
staffing, call out procedures, and training programs for winter services until the 
Concessionaire has received written approval from the TOP Committee to implement 
other requirements. 

(c) The Concessionaire .shall maintain and properly administer the City's 
programs for properly handling all chemicals used in providing winter services and for 
environmental incidents in connection with those services until the Concessionaire has 
received written approval from the TOP Committee to implement other requirements. 

(d) If the Concessionaire proposes to the TOP Committee to make any 
material changes in how it will provide winter services to the Airport's runways and other 
airfield pavements, no such changes shall take effect prior to September, 2009. 

Section 4.08 Interim Community Relations Plan. This subsection of the 
Interim Operations Plan must ensure that the Concessionaire is able to establish minimum 
requirements for programs developed to enhance community relations, and remain 
committed to being a good neighbor to the Airport's surrounding communities. The 
Concessionaire's plan must identify any interim changes that the Concessionaire 
proposes to make in the City's procedures for community relations at the Airport, and 
include the infonnation set forth in Section 3.02 above. The Concessionaire will follow 
this plan until it has received the City's approval for a final Community Relations Plan 
pursuant to the Operations and Procedures Manual. When proposing its plan pursuant to 
the Operations and Procedures Manual, the Concessionaire will describe all actions 
necessary to implement that plan and cease operations under the interim plan. 

Section 4.09 Interim Customer Service Plan. This subsection of the Interim 
Operations Plan must ensure that the Concessionaire is able to establish minimum 
requirements for creating and maintaining a staff that is well versed in customer service 
and that utilizes a uniform, efficient system that documents customer service concems, 
has criteria that address customer inquiries, response methods, and response times and 
provides a recoverable record of the incidents and corrective action taken. The 
Concessionaire's plan must identify any interim changes that the Concessionaire 
proposes to make in the City's procedures for customer service at the Airport, and 
include the information set forth in Section 3.03 above. The Concessionaire will follow 
this plan until it has received the City's approval for a final Customer Service Plan 
pursuant to the Operations and Procedures Manual. When proposing its plan pursuant to 
the Operations and Procedures Manual, the Concessionaire will describe all actions 
necessary to implement that plan and cease operations under the interim plan. 

Section 4.10 Interim Regulatory Compliance Plan. This subsection of the 
Interim Operations Plan must ensure that the Concessionaire maintains the Airport in full 
compliance with all applicable federal, state, and local laws, regulations and guidelines 
by identifying the laws, regulations, operating standards and requirements fundamental to 

http://cea.se
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the operation of the Airport and reporting on compliance and non-compliance with those 
standards. The Concessionaire's plan must identify any Interim changes that the 
Concessionaire proposes to make in the City's procedures for regulatory compliance at 
the Airport, comply with Section 8.1(b) of the Lease, and include the information set 
forth in Section 3.03 above. The Concessionaire will follow this plan until it has received 
the City's approval for a final Regulatory Compliance Plan pursuant to the Operations 
and Procedures Manual. When proposing its plan pursuant to the Operations and 
Procedures Manual, the Concessionaire will describe all actions necessary to implement 
that plan and cease operations under the interim plan. Among other things, the interim 
plan will include the following: 

(a) The Concessionaire will assume responsibilities for noise monitoring and 
for emissions monitoring pursuant to the Lease. The Concessionaire will work 
cooperatively to ensure that the interests of the TOP Committee and other tenants are 
met, and that permit and other legal requirements are maintained at all times. 

(b) The Concessionaire will inform the TOP Committee in writing of the full 
range of environmental services that it will provide and its anticipated procedures for 
providing them. Such services shall include responding to environmental incidents 
(including meeting the requirements of Section 8.1(b) of the Lease), and otherwise 
maintaining permit compliance, complying with law, and protecting the envirorunent. 
Whenever the Concessionaire proposes any change in environmental procedures or 
operations, it shall explain how its proposed changes will ensure proper operations 
maintain safety and permit compliance and otherwise comply with law, and address 
tenant concems. 

(c) The Concessionaire's Interim Operations Plan will rely on the City's 
Disadvantaged Business Enterprise Program and Airport Concession Disadvantaged 
Business Enterprise Program. The Concessionaire must establish a Disadvantaged 
Business Enterprise Program in accordance with Section 11.8 ofthe Lease. 

Section 4.11 Interim Capital Asset Management Plan. This subsection of the 
Interim Operations Plan must ensure that the Concessionaire preserves all Airport 
facilities and systems by evaluating the condition of Airport facilities and systems and 
engaging in appropriate strategies to preserve them. The Concessionaire's plan must 
identify any interim changes that the Concessionaire proposes to make in the City's 
procedures for managing capital assets at the Airport, and include the information set 
forth in Section 3.03 above. The Concessionaire will follow this plan until it has received 
the City's approval for a final Capital Asset Management Plan pursuant to the Operations 
and Procedures Manual. When proposing its plan pursuant to the Operations and 
Procedures Manual, the Concessionaire will describe all actions necessary to implement 
that plan and cease operations under the Interim plan. 

ARTICLE 5 

ADMINISTRATIVE TRANSITION 

Section 5.01 Management Collaboration. During the Transition Period, the 
Concessionaire's Chief Executive Officer shall work closely with the City's Deputy 
Commissioner of Aviation on a daily basis to ensure that all management activities of the 
Airport are coordinated and performed in a manner acceptable to the City. 
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Section 5.02 Staffing Transitions. The Concessionaire will provide the TOP 
Committee information regarding the transition of City Airport staff members that remain 
City employees and that continue lo provide services to the Airport pursuant to Section 
2.5(h) ofthe Lease as follows: 

(a) On or prior the Closing Date, the Concessionaire will identify the 
remaining City employees that the Concessionaire does not intend to request the City to 
provide following the Closing Date pursuant to Section 2.5(h) of the Lease. Such request 
is subject to the TOP Committee's approval. 

(b) The Concessionaire will indicate how long it will need such employee's 
services. Such employees services shall be retained for four months as permitted in 
Section 2.5(h) of the Lease unless otherwise approved by the TOP Committee. 

(c) Within 10 business days after the Closing Date, the Concessionaire will 
provide to the TOP Committee a written explanation of its plan for replacing these 
remaining Cily employees within the time pieriods indicated by the Concessionaire. This 
explanation shall include a description of any changes in how services are delivered. 

(d) Within 10 business days after the Closing Date, the Concessionaire will 
provide to the TOP Committee a written plan explaining how it will train the new 
personnel who will replace remaining City employees to ensure that job responsibilities 
are performed properly and services are not dismpted. 

(e) Transition of employees that elect to transfer to employment with the 
Concessionaire pursuant to the Lease- TO COME 

Section 5.03 Administrative Reports and Information. The Concessionaire 
will provide to the TOP Committee the reports required under Sections 8.1 and 8.2 of the 
Lease, and other reports and information as reasonably requested by the TOP Committee. 

Section 5.04 Claims and Access to Information. The Concessionaire is 
obligated to provide to the City assistance with claims and access to information after the 
Closing Date in accordance with Section 2.5(g) of the Lease. The Concessionaire shall 
provide to the TOP Committee its written procedures for complying with Section 2.5(g) 
within five business days after the Closing Date. 

Section 5.05 Other Transition Matters. The Concessionaire acknowledges 
and agrees that it is responsible for providing all work and coordination necessary to 
ensure that the Airport's operations fimction properly and without dismption at all times 
as the Concessionaire assumes control of the Airport from the City. The Concessionaire 
will therefore take all actions necessary to ensure a smooth transition from the City's 
management to the Concessionaire's management, and to provide careful attention to the 
transition of Airport functions in a proper and orderly manner. The Concessionaire shall 
create other transition procedures as requested by the City or the TOP Conmiittee. Such 

procedures shall be delivered in writing within the time period reasonably requested by 
die City or the TOP Committee, and shall specify the Concessionaire's plans and 
objectives with respect to conducting operations or providing services. 

Section 5.06 Dispute Resolution. Disputes under this PTP and the subsequent 
final Transition Plan shall be pursued and administered in accordance with the dispute 
resolution provisions of Article 19 of the Lease. 
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Exhibit "D".^ 
(To Ordinance) 

Hangar Facility Lease Agreement Between The 
City Of Chicago And Southwest Airlines Co. 

At Chicago Midway Airport. 
(5035-5203 West 55"̂  Street Hangar) 

This Hangar, Facility Lease Agreement ("Agreement") is made and entered into as of the 
day of , 20 ("Effective Date"), by and between the City of Chicago, an Dlinois municipal 
corporation and home rule unit of local govemment under Sections 1 and 6(a), respectively, of 
Article v n of the 1970 Constitution of the State of Illinois ("City"), and Southwest Airlines Co., a 
Texas corporation ("Southwest"). 

RECITALS 

WHEREAS, the City owns and operates the airport known as Chicago Midway International 
Airport (the "Airport"), situated in the County of Cook, State of Dlinois, with the power to lease 
premises and facilities and to grant rights and privileges with respect thereto, all as hereinafter 
provided; and 

WHEREAS, Southwest is engaged in the business of air transportation and desires to lease a 
hangar facility at the Airport as described in Exhibit A attached hereto and incorporated by 
reference (the "Premises") and to obtain certain rights and privileges with respect thereto, all as 
hereinafter provided; and 

WHEREAS, the City is willing to lease the Premises to Southwest and to grant certain rights and 
privileges with respect thereto to Southwest, upon the terms and conditions hereinafter provided; 
and 

WHEREAS, the City intends to enter into a long-term lease for the Airport ("Airport Lease") with 
a private operator (the "Concessionaire") and to simultaneously assign all of City's interests in this 
Agreement to the Concessionaire; 

NOW, THEREFORE, for and in consideration of the Premises and of the mutual covenants and 
agreements herein contained, and other valuable considerations, the parties hereto covenant and 
agree as follows: 

ARTICLE I - INCORPORATION OF RECITALS AND DEFINITIONS 

Section 1.01 Incorporation of Recitals. The recitals set forth above are incorporated by 
reference as though fully set forth herein. 

Section 1.02 Definitions. The following words, terms, and phrases, shall, for the purposes of 
this Lease, have the following meanings: 

"Affiliate" means any air transportation company that is not a Signatory Airline (as defmed in the 
Use Agreement) and that is (i) a parent or subsidiary of a Signatory Airline, or (ii) operates under 
essentially the same trade name as a Signatory Airline at the Airport or uses essentially the same 
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livery as the Signatory Airline and, in either instance is only selling seats on flights to and from 
the Airport in the name or using the airline code of the Signatory Airline. The Signatory Airline, 
however, must by separate agreement with the Concessionaire designate the air transportation 
company as its Affiliate in connection with this Agreement and agree to serve as a financial 
guarantor for all fees and charges incurred by the Affiliate at the Airport while operating as the 
Signatory Airline's designate Affiliate hereunder. Southwest may at any time give the 
Concessionaire thirty (30) days' prior notice that it no longer considers the air transportation 
company, that otherwise meets the written definifion of an "Affiliate," to be an Affiliate under this 
Agreement, and that any guaranty by Southwest of the Affiliate's fees and charges will terminate 
and become ineffective as to any amounts incurred by the air transportation company after the 
termination of "Affiliate" status becomes effective at least 30 days after such notice. 

"Airport Lease" means the Chicago Midway hitemational Airport Concession and Lease 
Agreement by and among the City, the airlines named therein (including Southwest), and the 
Concessionaire, dated as of , 20 . 

"Airport Rules and Regulations" means those mles and regulations governing the conduct and 
operations of the Airport promulgated from time to fime by City. 

"Airport Security Acts" means the various acts of the federal govemment addressing aviation 
safety and security, as codified in 49 USC §44901 et seq, as amended from time to time, and any 
regulations promulgated thereunder. Airport Security Acts includes, specifically, without 
limitafion, the Aviation Security Improvement Act of 1990 and Aviation and Transportation 
Security Act of 2001, as amended, the provisions of which are incorporated in this Agreement by 
reference, and all mles and regulations promulgated under them. 

"Building Rent"means the annual rent payable by Southwest per square foot of buildings located 
on the Premises, as specified in Exhibit B. 

"Comnussioner" means, for the purposes of this Agreement, the Commissioner of the 
Department of Aviafion of the City (or any successor thereto in whole or in part as to his or her 
duties as the person in charge of the operafion of the Airport on behalf of the City), or such person 
as she or he may designate in writing, or any successor to her or his rights and duties. 

"Concessionaire" means the Concessionaire as defined in the Airport Lease or under a New 
Agreement (as defined in the Airport Lease) except that Concessionaire means the City of 
Chicago if the Reversion Date (as defined in the Airport Lease) occurs during the Term, or with 
respect to Section 17.16 ofthe Use Agreement at any time after the Reversion Date. 

"Contractor" means any supplier of materials, any furnisher of services, any contractor of any 
tier, and any labor organizafion which furnishes skilled, unskilled, and craft union skilled labor, or 
any other entity which may provide any materials, labor, or services in connection with this 
Agreement at the direction of or on the behalf of Southwest or its Affiliates. 
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"Default Rate" means the annual rale of eighteen percent (18%). 

"Delegate" means, with respect to either party or the Concessionaire, any director, officer, 
employee, official, lender (or any agent or tmstee acting on its behalf), partner, member, owner, 
agent, lawyer, accountant, auditor, professional advisor, consultant, engineer. Contractor, other 
person for whom such person is responsible at law or other representative of such person and any 
professional advisor, consultant or engineer designated by such person as its "Delegate." An 
Affiliate or a person using the Airport under Secfion 3.3 or Section 4.3 of the Use Agreement, or 
an Airline Provider (as defined in Section 9.8 of the Use Agreement), is a Delegate of Southwest. 

"Environmental Law" mean any law relating to health or the environment, including, without 
limitation, those relating to fines, orders, injunctions, penalties, damages, contribution, cost 
recovery, compensation, losses or injuries resulting from the release or threatened release of 
hazardous materials, special wastes or other contaminants into the environment and to the 
generation, use, storage, transportafion, or disposal of solid wastes, hazardous materials, special 
wastes or other contaminants including, without limitation, the Comprehensive Environmental 
Response and Compensation Liability Act (42 USC § 9601 et seq.) ("CERCLA"), as amended by 
the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986 ("SARA"); the Hazardous Material 
Transportafion Act (49 USC § 5101 et seq.); the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 
1976 (42 USC § 6901 et seq.) as amended by the Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments of 

' 1984 ("RCRA"); the Clean Water Act (33 USC § 1251 er seq.); the Clean Air Act (42 USC § 
7401 et seq.); the Toxic Substances Control Act of 1976 (15 USC § 2601 et seq.); the Safe 
Drinking Water Act (42 USC § 300f); the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 (29 USC § 
651 et seq.); the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act (42 USC § 11001 et 
seq.); the Dlinois Environmental Protection Act (415 ILCS 5/1 et seq.); the Gasoline Storage Act 
430 ELCS 15/0.01 et seq.; and the Municipal Code of Chicago; additionally, any analogous future 
or present local, state or federal ordinance or statute, mle and regulation promulgated under or 
pursuant to the foregoing, and any other present or future law, ordinance, mle, regulation, permit 
or permit condition, order, or directive which regulates, relates to, imposes liability for or 
establishes standards of conduct concerning any hazardous materials that may be set forth by the 
federal government, any stale or any political subdivision thereof, or any agency, court or body of 
the federal government, any state or any polifical subdivision thereof exercising executive, 
legislative, judicial, regulatory or administrative funcfions. 

"Federal Aviation Administration" (sometimes abbreviated as "FAA") means the Federal 
Aviation Administration created under the Federal Aviation Act of 1958, as amended, or any 
successor agency thereto. 

"Ground Rent"means the annual rent payable by Southwest per square foot of land comprising 
the Premises, as specified in Exhibit B. 

"Improvements" means any pavement, facilifies, structures or other fixtures added to or made on 
the Premises by Southwest, including aircraft parking apron or ramp. Pavement, facilities, 
stmctures or other fixtures existing as of the Effective Date are part of the Premises. Southwest's 
trade fixtures or other personal property financed with funds other than special facility revenue 
bonds and placed or installed by Southwest on the Premises shall not be considered 
"Improvements". 
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"Municipal Code" means the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago. 

"Premises" means those areas designated on Exhibit A hereto, together with any existing 
pavement, facilities, structures or other fixtures located thereon. 

"Rent" means, unless the context specifically otherwise requires. Ground Rent, Building Rent 
and any other amount for which Southwest is obligated under this Agreement. 

"Senior Airport Agreements" has the meaning set forth in Section 8.03 of this Agreement. 

"Transportation Security Administration" (sometimes referred to as "TSA") means the federal 
Transportation Security Administration created by the Aviation and Transportation Security Act 
of 2001, or any successor agency thereto. 

"Use Agreement" means the Airport Use Agreement for Chicago Midway Internafional Airport 
by and between the City and Southwest dated as of , 20 , and assigned by the City to the 
Concessionaire as of , 20 . 

"Work" means the furnishing by Southwest and its Contractors of all labor, materials, 
equipment, and other incidentals necessary or convenient to the successful completion of 
Improvements, and the carrying out of all the related duties and obligations under the terms and 
condifions of this Lease. 

Section 1.03 Interpretation. Any headings preceding the text of the Articles and Sections of 
this Agreement, and any table of contents or marginal notes appended to copies hereof, shall be 
solely for convenience or reference and shall not consfitute a part of this Agreement, nor shall they 
affect the meaning, constmcfion, or effect of this Agreement. The term "including" shall be 
construed to mean "including, without hmitation ...." Unless the context otherwise requires, the 
terms "hereby," "herein," "hereof," "hereto," "hereunder" and any similar terms used in this 
Agreement refer to this Agreement; all secfion references, unless otherwise expressly indicated, 
are to secfions of this Agreement; words importing persons shall include firms, associations, 
partnerships, tmsts, corporations, and other legal enfities, including public bodies, as well as 
natural persons. Words of any gender shall be deemed and constmed to include correlative words 
of the other genders. Words importing the singular number shall include the plural number and 
vice versa, unless the context shall otherwise indicate. All references to the Agreement, any 
exhibit or document shall be deemed to include all supplements and/or amendments to the 
Agreement or any such exhibits or documents entered into in accordance with the terms and 
condifions hereof and thereof. All references to any person or entity shall be deemed to include 
any person or entity succeeding to the rights, duties, and obligations of such persons or entities in 
accordance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement. All references to a number of days 
shall mean calendar days, unless otherwise expressly indicated. 

Section 1.04 Incorporation of Exhibits. The following exhibits attached hereto are made a 
part of this Agreement: 
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Exhibit A Premises 
Exhibit B Rent 
Exhibit C Requirements for Work 
Exhibit D Insurance Requirements 
Exhibit E Southwest's Economic Disclosure Statemenl(s) and Affidavit(s) 

ARTICLE II - PREMISES 

Section 2.01 Lease of Premises. City hereby leases to Southwest, and Southwest hereby leases 
from City, the Premises, which are comprised of a primary hangar site and building, ramp area 
and associated facilifies as described in Exhibit A. Upon completion of any Improvements 
constmcted from time to time by Southwest on the Premises, such Improvements shall become 
property of the City and part of the Premises without need for amendment of this Agreement. 

Section 2.02 Adjustment of Area of Premises. City shall have the right to re-measure the 
Premises, or any portion thereof, at any time during the Term of this Agreement upon the 
occurrence of any circumstance, including but not limited to the constmction of Improvements 
and modifications to taxiways and service roads, that may, in the opinion of the Commissioner, 
warrant a re-measurement of the Premises. Any change in the square footage of the Premises 
resulting from such a re-measurement and any corresponding change in Rent resulting therefrom 
that has not been disputed by Southwest within 10 days after receipt of written notice thereof, 
shall be indicated on the applicable exhibits hereto without the necessity of an amendment to this 
Agreement. If Southwest disputes the re-measurement, then the parties will refer the issue to a 
licensed land surveyor under contract with the City for resolufion. If the difference between the 
actual area as determined by the land surveyor and the area as measured by the City is two percent 
or less, then Southwest shall be responsible for the cost ofthe land survey, otherwise the cost shall 
be borne by the City. The parties shall use the actual area determined by the land surveyor to 
adjust the square footage of the Premises in accordance with this secfion. 

Section 2.03 Easements and Rights of Entry. 

A. Southwest's leasing of the Premises is subject to any and all easements, licenses and other 
rights with respect to the Premises granted to or vested, now or in the future, in any other 
governmental entities or agencies, such as the FAA or TSA. Such easements existing as of the 
Effective Date of this Agreement are depicted on Exhibit A. 

B. Southwest acknowledges that there currently exist, and that City may grant in the future, 
easements and rights on, over and/or under the Premises for the benefit of suppliers and/or owners 
of utilities that service the Airport, and Southwest hereby consents to any such easements whether 
now in existence or granted during the term of this Agreement. 

C. The City hereby reserves unto itself and other users of the Airport the rights and easements 
to those areas of the Premises identified as service roads for ground vehicles and taxiways for 
aircraft on Exhibit A, as may be necessary for the ground vehicles and aircraft of users of the 
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Airport other than Southwest to move on or over the Premises on such service roads and taxiways. 
The City further reserves unto itself the right to relocate such service roads and taxiways from 
time to time, all at the City's own cost. City shall use all reasonable efforts to minimize the 
impact of any such relocation upon Southwest's operafions. In the event that such a relocation 
renders a portion of the Premises unusable, the City will delete the square footage of that unusable 
portion from the calculation of Rent for the period that such portion remains unusable. For the 
purposes of calculating leased square footage for determining Ground Rent, the square footage 
within such easements for service roads and taxiways has been and will be excluded from such 
calculations. 

D. The City hereby reserves the rights and such easements as may be necessary to enter onto 
the Premises for the purpose of conducfing any operafions related to the function of the Airport, 
including, without limitation, the right to service any antennas or communications facilifies now 
or hereafter located on the roof of the Premises, and to inspect and/or conduct testing on any part 
of the Premises. When exercising any of the rights granted to the City under this Secfion, the City 
agrees to use reasonable efforts to not unreasonably interfere with Southwest's use and possession 
ofthe Premises and to provide Southwest with advance notice ofthe City's intention to enter onto 
the Premises, unless such advance notice is impracticable under the circumstances. 

E. To facilitate the operation and maintenance of water mains and sewer mains that may exist 
beneath the surface of the Premises, the City retains the right to enter upon the Premises at any 
time for such operation and maintenance without such entering causing or constituting a 
termination of this Agreement or an interference with the possession of the Premises by 
Southwest. The City shall operate and maintain only its water mains and sewer mains, and 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the operation or maintenance of any sewer or water 
laterals within the Premises that are used exclusively by Southwest. 

Section 2.04 Permitted Uses of Facilities. Southwest and its Affiliates are hereby granted the 
use of the Premises, subject to the terms and provisions hereof and to mles and regulations 
promulgated by City, for any and all activities reasonably necessary or convenient in connection 
with the uses permitted below; provided, however, that the foregoing shall not permit the conduct 
by Southwest or an Affiliate of any business other than the operafion of an air transportation 
business and activities incidental thereto. All such permitted uses shall be conducted in 
comphance with applicable health and safety requirements and shall not be conducted in such a 
manner so as to interfere with the City*s operafion of the Airport or the benefit of all aircraft 
using the Airport. The permitted uses of the Premises are: 

A. repairing, maintaining, conditioning, tesfing, parking, moving and storing aircraft and 
other equipment operated by Southwest or its Affiliates and providing the same with gasoline, oil, 
greases, lubricants and other fuel or propellants; 

B. maintaining and operafing facilities and equipment for storage, handling and dispensing of 
gasoline, oil, greases, lubricants and other fuels or propellants for use by Southwest or its 
Affiliates in activities contemplated in 2.04.A; 

C. maintaining and operating communication, meteorological and aerial navigation facilities 
and equipment associated with the conduct of Southwest's or its Affiliates' air transportation 
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business; 

D. loading and unloading persons, property, cargo and mail upon or from aircraft operated by 
Southwest or its Affiliates; provided, however, such loading and unloading shall not be so 
conducted as to constitute use of the Premises as a substitute for normal passenger terminal area 
operations; and further provided that nothing contained herein shall be deemed to be the grant of 
any franchise, license, permit or consent to Southwest or its Affiliates to operate motor coaches, 
buses, taxicabs or other vehicles carrying passengers or property for hire or other consideration 
over the public ways to and from the Airport; 

E. training personnel in the employ of Southwest or its Affiliates or under their direction and 
the personnel of other air carriers having training contracts with Southwest or its Affiliates; 

F. maintaining and operating automobile parldng areas on the Premises for the parking of 
automobiles by employees and invitees of Southwest or its Affiliates; provided, however, that 
such parking lots may not be used for airline passenger automobile parking; 

G. maintaining and operating a private cafeteria, restaurant or other food and beverage 
preparing and dispensing facilities and equipment for the purpose of preparing and serving foods 
and beverages for consumption by employees and invitees of Southwest or its Affiliates and for 
consumption on aircraft operated by Southwest or its Affiliates; provided, however, that nothing 
contained in this subparagraph (G) shall be deemed to give Southwest or its Affiliates the right to 
maintain or operate a public cafeteria, restaurant or other food and beverage preparing and 
dispensing facilities and equipment for the purpose of selling food or beverage to the public as a 
caterer or otherwise; 

H. maintaining and operating Southwest's (but not its Affiliates') reservafions offices, 
administrative offices and operations offices; 

I. the sale, disposal or exchange of Southwest's or its Affiliate's aircraft, engines, 
accessories, gasoline, oil, greases, lubricants, other fuel or propellant, other equipment or supplies, 
and any articles or goods used by or acquired for use by Southwest or its Affiliates in connection 
with its conduct of air transportation; provided, however, that neither Southwest nor its Affiliates 
shall sell, dispose of or exchange any such items to others than their employees or other scheduled 
air transportation operators; and 

K. such other uses as may be approved in writing from time to time by the Commissioner. 

Section 2.05 Quiet Enjoyment. Subject to the provisions of this Agreement, City covenants 
that, so long as Southwest complies with all of its obligafions hereunder and is not in default of 
any of its obligafions. Southwest shall be entified to and shall have the occupancy, use and 
enjoyment of the Premises and may exercise the rights and privileges granted to it hereunder; 
provided, however, that the exercise of such rights and privileges shall be conducted in an orderly 
and proper manner and shall not otherwise annoy, disturb, or be offensive to others at the Airport. 
In the event that Southwest is not in compliance with this Secfion, at the written request of the 
Commissioner, Southwest shall immediately conform the demeanor or conduct of Southwest, its 
Affiliates or its Contractors and their respecfive officials, agents, employees, guests, patrons, and 
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invitees accordingly. 

Notwithstanding the foregoing, upon the giving of reasonable notice, which may (in certain 
circumstances determined at the Commissioner's reasonable discretion) be only by oral notice, 
Southwest shall allow City, its officers, agents, representatives or employees, free access to the 
Premises for the purposes of examining them to ascertain if Southwest is complying with its 
obligafions under this Agreement, and for conducfing such other acfivities deemed reasonably 
necessary by the Commissioner to ensure the safe and efficient operation of the Airport. 

Section 2.06 Ingress and Egress. Subject to Airport Rules and Regulations, Southwest shall 
have the right and privilege (i) of ingress to and egress from the Premises and the public areas of 
the Airport, for its Affiliates, Contractors, employees, agents, guests, patrons, and invitees, and its 
equipment, vehicles, machinery and (ii) to provide transportation of its employees to, from, and 
within the Airport. Southwest shall not block or otherwise obstmct the common use taxiway or 
service roads with aircraft or ground vehicles, respectively, at any time or in any manner which 
will impair or adversely affect the use or operafion of said taxiway or service road areas by City or 
other Airport users. 

Section 2.07 Present Condition of Premises. Southwest, by the execution of this Agreement, 
accepts the Premises "AS IS". Southwest shall be responsible for the compliance of the Premises 
with all applicable federal, state, and local laws, statutes, codes, ordinances, mles, regulations, and 
orders, including any and all requirements set forth in Article VU hereof. Other than what may be 
explicitly provided for herein, the City shall have no obligation or responsibility whatsoever to do 
any work or furnish any improvements of any kind to the Premises or perform any maintenance or 
repairs on the Premises. CITY MAKES NO WARRANTY, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, 
AS TO THE CONOniON OF THE PREMISES (INCLUDING ANY ENVIRONMENTAL 
CONDITION) OR THAT THE PREMISES SHALL BE SUITABLE FOR SOUTHWEST'S 
PURPOSES OR NEEDS. CITY SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY LATENT 
DEFECT AND SOUTHWEST SHALL NOT, UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES, WITHHOLD 
ANY RENT OR OTHER AMOUNTS PAYABLE TO CITY HEREUNDER ON ACCOUNT OF 
ANY DEFECT IN THE PREMISES. BY ITS ENTRY ONTO THE PREMISES, SOUTHWEST 
ACCEPTS THE PREMISES AS BEING FREE AND CLEAR FROM ALL DEFECTS AND IN 
GOOD, SAFE, CLEAN, AND ORDERLY CONDITION AND REPAIR. Southwest waives any 
and all claims against the City regarding the condifion of the Premises which may currently exist 
or which may arise in the future by contract, at conmton law, in equity, or uilder statute, now or 
then currently in effect, including those which relate to environmental condifions on, under, or 
near the Premises; provided, however, that such waiver does not extend to (i) Southwest's right to 
contribution from the City as may be provided under any Environmental Law, and (ii) fines and 
penalfies for which the City would be liable, and Southwest would not be liable, under any 
Environmental Law. 

Section 2.08 Accessibility. Southwest shall have the responsibility to ensure that the Premises 
are in compliance with applicable provisions of the Americans with Disabilities Act and other 
applicable laws and regulations governing access. If any action is necessary to achieve 
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compliance. Southwest shall submit a plan for achieving such compliance to the Commissioner 
within thirty (30) days of execution of this Agreement by Southwest. 

Section 2.09 Covenant Against Waste. Southwest will not do or permit or suffer any waste, 
damage, impairment or injury to or upon the Premises or any part thereof. 

Section 2.10 Signs. The number, general type, size, design, and locafion of any signs installed 
by Southwest on the Premises shall be subject to the prior written approval of the Commissioner. 
Southwest is responsible for obtaining all other necessary permits. 

Section 2.11 Lighting. Southwest shall illuminate the apron in front of each hangar building on 
the Premises with flood lights and shall place and maintain at all times red obstmction lights on 
the highest point and on each corner of each building on the Premises and on the highest point of 
each smoke stack, pole, aerial and/or antenna on the Premises. The obstmction light fixtures shall 
be of a dual type and the lights shall be kept burning at Southwest's expense from dusk to dawn 
and during periods of restricted visibility. 

Section 2.12 Removal of Southwest's Property. 

A. The personal property financed with funds other than special facility revenue bonds and 
placed or installed by Southwest in the Premises shall remain the property of Southwest and must 
be removed on or before the expiration of the term or the expiration of any extension or renewal 
thereof at Southwest's sole risk and expense. Any damage to the Airport, the Premises, or any 
fixtures located therein, resulfing from such removal shall be paid for by Southwest. In the event 
of the terminafion of this Agreement, by default or otherwise. Southwest shall have thirty (30) 
days after such termination during which to remove such property; provided, however, City shall 
have the right to assert such liens against said property as City may by law be permitted. So long 
as any such property remains in the Premises, Southwest's obligation to pay City Rent and any 
other sums which may be due the City under the Agreement shall continue. 

B. If Southwest's property is not removed as herein provided, City may, at its opfion, deem 
such property abandoned and keep such property or after written notice to Southwest and at 
Southwest's sole risk and expense, remove such property to a public warehouse for deposit, or 
retain the same in City's possession and after the expiration of thirty (30) days sell the same, with 
notice and in accordance with applicable law, the proceeds of which shall be applied first to the 
expenses of such removal and sale, second to any sum owed by Southwest to City, and any 
balance remaining shall be paid to Southwest. 

ARTICLE III - TERM 

Section 3.01 Term. The term of this Agreement shall commence on the Effective Date and 
shall expire on the same date as the Use Agreement expires, is extended until, or is terminated 
("Term"), unless this Agreement is earlier terminated according to its provisions. 

Section 3.02 Early termination. In addition to terminafion for default or condemnafion, the 
City may terminate this Agreement, for all or a portion of the Premises, by 180 days' prior written 
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notice to Southwest in the event that the Premises, or a portion thereof, are needed for other 
Airport or other public agency purposes, in which event, the City will relocate Southwest lo other 
Airport premises and pay Southwest the unamortized costs of any Improvements, as amortized on 
a straight-line basis from the date of beneficial occupancy until the then-effective date of 
expiration of the Term. 

ARTICLE IV • RENT 

Section 4.01 Rent. In consideration of this Agreement for lease of the Premises, Southwest 
shall pay Rent to the Cily in the amount(s) set forth in Exhibit B. 

Section 4.02 Method and Manner of Payment. Southwest shall, on or before the first day of 
each calendar month during the term of this Agreement, pay to City, al the office of the City 
Comptroller, 333 South Slate Street, Room 402, Chicago, Illinois 60614, or to such other place or 
person as City may direct Southwest by written notice, a monthly rental, in advance, which will be 
one twelfth (1/12) of the annual Rent, set forth above. The Rent shall be paid to City, without 
set-off, deducfion or discount, except as specifically provided in this Agreement, in lawful money 
of the United Stales. Payments for partial months or calendar years shall be appropriately 
prorated. 

Section 4.03 Late Payments. Each and every installment of Rent accming under the provisions 
of this Agreement which shall not be paid when due shall bear interest at the Default Rale, from 
the date when the same is due unfil the same shall be paid. All other sums becoming due or 
payable to the City under this Agreement, including, without limitation, all monies expended by 
the City pursuant lo this Agreement or on account of any default by Southwest in the performance 
or observance of any of the covenants and agreements contained in this Agreement shall likewise 
bear interest from the respective dates when the same shall be advanced or paid by City, or 
otherwise due lo City, at the rate per annum which shall be the lower of (a) the highest rate 
permitted by law or (b) the Default Rale, until the same shall be paid by Southwest lo City. All 
sums so advanced or paid by City shall become so much addifional Rent under the terms of this 
Agreement, due and payable on the date of such advance or payment. 

Section 4.04 Security Deposit. There shall be no security deposit required under this 
Agreement unless and until a security deposit is required of Southwest under the Use Agreement. 
In the event that Southwest is required to provide a security deposit under the Use Agreement, 
Southwest shall pay to the City a security deposit under this Agreement in the amount of three 
months' Rent, which sum shall be refunded lo Southwest, less any sums which may be due and 
owing to the City, subsequent to the expiration or terminafion of this Agreement. Such security 
deposit may be in the form of cash or a letter of credit in a form which is acceptable lo the 
Commissioner and the Concessionaire. 

Section 4.05 Utilities. Southwest shall be responsible for payment of all costs of utilifies for the 
Premises, including, but not limited to, natural gas, water, sewer and electricity furnished lo the 
Premises. Southwest shall pay all water rates, taxes and assessments, general and special, lawfully 
levied or assessed upon the Premises. 
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Section 4.06 Taxes. Southwest shall pay such taxes or special assessments, if any, which may 
be levied or assessed upon Southwest's interest in the Premises, or any part thereof, or upon any 
buildings or improvements at any time situated thereon, or lawfully levied or assessed upon the 
leasehold interest created hereby, during the term of this Agreement. Southwest shall provide the 
Commissioner with copies of all notices relating to such taxes within thirty (30) days of receipt 
and shall provide the Commissioner with a receipt indicating payment of such taxes. Nothing 
herein shall preclude Southwest from contesting such chcirge or tax, including those taxes or 
charges enacted or promulgated by City. Southwest's obligafion to pay any such taxes or other 
special assessments arising during the Term shall survive expiration or termination of this 
Agreement. 

Section 4.07 Permits, Licenses. Southwest shall be responsible for obtaining, at its own 
expense, all necessary governmental approvals, inspecfions, permits, or licenses needed in 
connection with the Premises, any business conducted thereon, or any Work performed thereon. 

Section 4.09 Abatement in the Event of Closing. 

A. In the event that for a period of fime in excess of five (5) consecutive days the Airport is 
closed by any order or direction of City or any other governmental authority or agency, or by any 
order or direction of any court of competent jurisdiction and not stayed by way of appeal or 
otherwise, then the sole and exclusive remedy of Southwest shall be that the Rent payable by 
Southwest shall abate for the period of such closing. There shall be no abatement or reduction of 
Rent where the closing of the Airport is caused by the willful or negligent act or omission of 
Southwest, its Affihates, agents, employees, licensees, contractors, subcontractors, or invitees. 

B. Except as otherwise expressly set forth herein. Southwest shall have no right to abatement 
or set-off of Rent of any kind. 

ARTICLE V- CONSTRUCTION, MAINTENANCE & REPAIR 

Section 5.01 Improvements. Southwest may from time to fime constmct or install in the 
Premises, at its own expense, Improvements, including pavement, facilities and equipment, and 
any additions thereto, reasonably necessary in connection with any use permitted under the 
provisions of this Agreement, subject to the prior written approval of the Commissioner. 
Southwest shall be obligated to make those Improvements, if any, described on Exhibit A no later 
than the date specified in Exhibit A. Southwest shall submit the plans and specifications for any 
Improvements to the City for the Commissioner's approval pursuant to Secfion 5.02 no later than 
180 days prior to the date that Southwest desires to commence constmction. Commencement of 
the Improvements shall not occur pnor to receipt of the Commissioner's approval for the plans 
and specifications and receipt of all necessary permits and insurance coverages. Southwest shall 
thereafter diligently pursue construction of the Improvements until fully completed in a condition 
reasonably acceptable to City. 

Section 5.02 Construction Requirements. 

A. Any construcfion of Improvements shall commence only after Southwest obtains (except 
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as provided in D below) any building or constmction licenses or permits as may be required by 
federal, state or local laws or regulafions and any additional insurance coverage required by this 
Agreement. The constmcfion of the Improvements shall be in conformance with all applicable 
City codes, ordinances, order and regulations and FAA regulations, and the conduct of performing 
such Work shall be in accordance with the procedures and standards set forth in Exhibit C 
attached hereto and subject to the additional legal requirements set forth in this Agreement. Upon 
assignment of this Agreement to the Concessionaire, Exhibit C may be replaced by mutual 
agreement of the Concessionaire and Southwest. 

B. A constmction application together with plans and specificafions of any proposed 
constmcfion or installation (including any substantial alteration or addition to a hangar or ramp), a 
proposed schedule and evidence of insurance coverages required by Article X shall be submitted 
to the Commissioner for his or her written approval before commencement of constmcfion. 
Southwest shall require its Contractor to furnish a payment and performance bond in form and 
substance acceptable to the Commissioner. Commissioner's approval shall not be unreasonably 
withheld. Commissioner's approval of any plans and specifications shall not constitute a zoning 
approval or approval for other purposes or by other agencies or divisions of the City. Any 
professionals employed by or contracted with by Southwest shall be properly licensed and insured 
to perform their Work. 

C. City shall have the right at all fimes to inspect any and all Work, provided that Southwest 
is given reasonable advance notice (unless such notice is impracficable under the circumstances). 
Notwithstanding its right of review and inspection, the City shall in no way be deemed 
responsible for any such Work, or the failure of such Work to be completed in accordance with 
approved plans and specifications, or any applicable laws, codes, statutes, mles or regulafions. 
Any Work performed in connection with any Improvements to the Premises at the direction of 
Southwest, even though performed by Contractors, subcontractors or others of any and all tiers 
working through them, shall be the responsibility of Southwest. All Work shall be performed in 
accordance with the plans and specifications and other documents submitted to and approved by 
the Commissioner, and any applicable federal, state or local laws, codes, ordinances, statutes, 
mles, regulations and those requirements set forth in Articles Vn and VEI hereof 

D. The City is responsible for obtaining FAA approval of changes in the Airport Layout Plan, 
but Southwest or its contractor shall prepare the Section 7460 notice of intent to constmct. The 
City will require seven business days to review the notice prior to submission to the FAA, and the 
FAA typically requires 45 to 90 days to approve. Southwest acknowledges that the FAA may 
impose covenants or restricfions as a condition of its approval. Compliance with such covenants 
or restrictions is an essential condition of this Agreement, and failure to comply will be grounds 
for declaring an event of default. 

E. Nothing herein is intended nor shall it be construed to provide any limitation upon 
Southwest's obhgation to comply with the terms and conditions of this Agreement. No City 
review or approval of any act of Southwest or document provided by Southwest, including, but 
not limited to, plans and specifications, shall in any way serve to attenuate, diminish or otherwise 
limit Southwest's obligations hereunder, nor shall any such review or approval constitute a waiver 
by the City of any non-compliance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement. 
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Section 5.03 Title. City and Southwest mutually agree that any Improvements constmcted on 
the Premises shall become and remain the property of City upon their completion. 

Section 5.04 Liens Prohibited. Southwest shall keep the Premises free and clear of any and all 
liens in any way arising out of the construction, improvement, or use thereof by Southwest or its 
Affiliates; provided, however, Southwest may in good faith contest the validity of any lien, 
provided such contest does not impair the City's rights with respect to the Premises. Nothing 
herein contained empowers Southwest to commit or engage in any act which can, shall, or may 
encumber the rights of City. In no event shall this Agreement or any rights or privileges 
hereunder be an asset of Southwest or an Affiliate under any bankmptcy, insolvency, or 
reorganization proceedings. 

Section 5.05 Ordinary Maintenance and Repair. 

A. Southwest acknowledges and agrees that the maintenance of the Premises by Southwest is 
an essential condition of this Agreement, and Southwest agrees to perform or cause to be 
performed all necessary preventive maintenance, repairs, replacements and improvements to the 
Premises at Southwest's sole cost and expense. Southwest shall at all times: 

1. Keep the Premises and all fixtures, equipment and personal property in a clean, safe, 
and orderly condition and appearance and, to the extent that Southwest does not use its own 
employees, engage reputable janitorial, engineering and pest control contractors; 

2. Maintain the same in good condition (reasonable wear and tear excepted) and perform 
all ordinary repairs, replacements, and painting; such repairs, replacements, and painfing by 
Southwest shall be of a quality not inferior to the standards set forth in any mles and regulations 
adopted by City for the Airport; 

3. Control all of its vehicular traffic on the Airport and take all precautions reasonably 
necessary to promote the safety of its passengers, customers, business visitors, and other persons, 
and employ such means as may be necessary to safely direct the movements of its vehicular 
traffic; 

4. Remove all snow from all ramps, hangar taxiways and paved areas on the Premises; 

5. Either directly or through a licensed independent contractor, dispose of its garbage, 
debris, and other waste materials at properly permitted facilifies. 

B. If the performance of any of the foregoing maintenance, repair, replacement, or painting 
obligations of Southwest requires work to be performed near an active taxiway or mnway or 
where safety of airport operafions might be involved, Southwest shall post guards or erect barriers 
or other safeguards as required and approved by the Commissioner at such locations prior to 
Southwest's performance of any such maintenance, repair, replacement or painting. 
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C. City has the right to inspect the Premises and direct Southwest to make ordinary repairs. 
City will provide reasonable notice prior to such inspection, unless in an emergency situation, and 
will notify Southwest's representafive on the Premises at the beginning of any such inspection. 

D. No later than March 1 of each year. Southwest must provide the City an annual report 
detailing repairs or replacements made during the preceding year that exceeded $5,000 (five 
thousand dollars). 

Section 5.06 Restoration Necessitated by Casualty. 

A. In the event the Premises are damaged or destroyed, in whole or in part, (regardless of the 
cause therefor) Southwest covenants and agrees that Southwest, at its own expense 
(notwithstanding insufficiency of insurance proceeds), shall either (1) repair, restore or rebuild 
any building or other improvement so damaged or destroyed, or (2) design and constmct a new 
building and associated improvements in like kind to the Premises damaged or destroyed. Any 
such damage or destmction is herein referred to as a "Casualty". Any such repair, restoration, or 
rebuilding or constmcfion of a new building and associated improvements is herein referred to as 
a "Restorafion." In the event of a Casualty, Southwest, after consultation with City, and subject to 
the requirements set forth in this Section, shall undertake Restoration to (i) substanfially the same 
condition, character and utility value as existed prior to the Casualty, or (ii) such other condition, 
character and utility value as may be agreed upon in wrifing by the City and Southwest. 

B. Southwest shall provide prompt written notice to the City of any Casualty with a good 
faith estimate of the cost of the Restoration and the amount of available insurance coverage. In 
the event that the estimated cost of the Restoration is less than $500,000, Southwest may effect 
such Restoration as Southwest may deem reasonably necessary. In the event that the estimated 

. cost of the Restoration is $500,000 or more, Southwest shall furnish with its nofice supporting 
estimates of the costs of Restoration by a reputable, experienced architect, engineer or contractor 
qualified to make such estimates. Unless the Commissioner otherwise agrees in wrifing not to 
proceed with the Restoration, within sixty (60) days of the date of such nofice, Southwest shall 
provide to the City plans and specifications for such Restoration, which plans and specifications 
are subject to Commissioner review and approval, which approval shall not be unreasonably 
withheld or delayed. Upon the Commissioner's approval of such plans and specifications and 
Southwest's receipt of all necessary permits. Southwest shall immediately proceed to diligenfiy 
perform the Restorafion and complete such Restoration in a timely manner. In the event that 
Southwest fails to diligently perform the Restoration or complete the Restoration in a timely 
manner, the City may exercise its rights under Secfion 9.04 of this Agreement. 

C. Any insurance proceeds of $100,000 or more shall be made payable to both the City and 
Southwest. If Southwest does not commence a Restoration prompfiy and the City exercises its 
rights under Secfion 9.04, or if this Agreement expires or terminates at any fime for any reason 
prior to application of all insurance proceeds to the Restoration, then all remaining insurance 
proceeds shall be payable solely to City for its use to complete the Restoration. 

D. Without limiting any of the other terms hereof, it is expressly understood and agreed that, 
except and to the extent provided herein, no loss or partial destruction of or damage.to the 
Premises or the buildings or other improvements from whatsoever cause, shall operate to 
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terminate this Agreement or to relieve or discharge Southwest from its liability to pay the full 
Rent and addifional charges payable under this Agreement, or to relieve Southwest from any of its 
other obligations under this Agreement. Except and to the extent provided herein. Southwest 
waives any right now or hereafter conferted upon it, whether by statute or otherwise, to surrender 
this Agreement or possession of the Premises or any part thereof, or to obtain any suspension, 
diminution, abandonment or reducfion. of Rent, on account of any such loss, damage or 
destmction to the buildings or any other property at the Premises. 

ARTICLE VI - MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION OF AIRPORT 

Section 6.01 City's Obligations. City will operate and maintain the Airport in a manner 
consistent with that of a reasonably prudent operator of an airport, and keep in good condition and 
repair: the runway and the taxiway, roadways, water lines, sewer lines, drainage ditches, additions, 
improvements, facilities, and equipment, now or hereafter provided by City, serving the Premises 
but located outside the Premises, including the removal of snow, ice, vegetation, stones, and other 
foreign matter, as reasonably as may be done, from the mnway and taxiway, connecfions 
therefrom, and roadways. 

Section 6.02 Southwest's Remedy. In the event that the City fails to cure any failure in its 
performance of its obligafions under Section 6.01 within a reasonable period, and provided that 
the Airport is not closed at the direction of the City or any other govemmental authority or agency, 
Southwest's sole and exclusive remedy is to terminate this Agreement by providing notice to the 
City pursuant to the terms of Article XV hereof. 

Section 6.03 Regulating the Airport; Airport Operation. City reserves the right to regulate, 
police and further develop, improve, reconstmct, modify or otherwise alter the Airport in City's 
sole discrefion, subject to Southwest's rights under the Use Agreement. City reserves the right, 
but shall not be obligated to Southwest, to maintain and keep in repair the landing area of the 
Airport and all publicly-owned facilities of the Airport. City shall not have any obligation to 
continue to operate the Airport or any part as an airport for passenger or freight air transportation 
or at any particular level of operation and may at any time limit or discontinue use of the Airport 
or any means of access to or within the Airport in whole or in part. This provision shall not be 
interpreted to grant a right to limit or discontinue means of access to the Premises by Southwest 
from outside the Airport from dedicated public streets. 

Section 6.04 Other Governmental Functions. Nothing contained herein shall impair the right 
of City to exercise its governmental functions outside of its role as Airport sponsor, including but 
not limited to requiring Southwest to pay any tax or inspection fees or to procure necessary 
permits or licenses. 

ARTICLE VII - SPECIAL CONDITIONS 

Section 7.01 Compliance with AU Laws. Southwest shall comply with all applicable federal, 
state, and local laws, codes, regulafions, ordinances, rules, and orders (collectively, "Laws"), 
including without limitation such Laws as are listed below; provided, however, that Southwest 
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may, without being considered to be in breach hereof, contest any such Laws so long as such 
contest is in good faith, is diligently commenced and prosecuted by Southwest, and does not 
jeopardize the health or safety of persons at the Airport or Airport operations. Any Law that is 
applicable to this Agreement, but that is not expressly menfioned herein, shall be deemed to be 
included by reference. 

A. Economic Disclosure Statement and Affidavit. Southwest has executed an Economic 
Disclosure Statement and Affidavit ("EDS") in the form provided by City, in compliance with 720 
ILCS 5/33E-3, 4 and 11(B), as amended; 65 ILCS 5/11-42.1-1; Chapter 2-56 of the Municipal 
Code; and Section 2-92-320 of Chapter 2 of the Municipal Code of Chicago ("Municipal Code"), 
respecfively. Such EDS(s) is(are) attached hereto as Exhibit E. In the event of a change in 
circumstance that renders the information or certifications in an EDS inaccurate or obsolete. 
Southwest shall promptly notify the City and submit an amended EDS. Failure to so notify the 
City and provide an amended EDS is an event of default. 

B. Anti-Scofflaw. In accordance with Section 2-92-380 of the Municipal Code, and in 
addifion to any other rights and remedies (including any of set-off) available to City under this 
Agreement or permitted at law or in equity, City shall be entitled to set off a portion of any 
amounts due Southwest by City under this Agreement in an amount equal to the amount of the 
fines and penalties for each outstanding parking violation complaint and/or the amount of any 
debt owed by Southwest to City. For purposes of this section, "outstanding parking violafion 
complaint" means a parking ticket, nofice of parking violation or parking violafion complaint on 
which no payment has been made or appearance filed in the Circuit Court of Cook County within 
the time specified on the complaint, and "debt" means a specified sum of money owed to City for 
which the period granted for payment has expired. 

Notwithstanding the provisions of the immediately preceding paragraph, no such debt(s) or 
outstanding parking violation complaints shall be offset from any amounts due Southwest from 
City under this Agreement if one or more of the following conditions are met: 

(1) Southwest has entered into an agreement with the Department of Revenue, or other 
appropriate City department, for the payment of all outstanding parking violation 
complaints and/or debts owed to City and Southwest is in compliance with the agreement; 
or 

(2) Southwest is contesting liability for or the amount of the debt in a pending 
administrative or judicial proceeding; or 

(3) Southwest has filed a petifion in bankruptcy and the debts owed City are 
dischargeable in bankmptcy. 

C. Ethics. Southwest shall comply with Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code, 
"Governmental Ethics", including, but not limited to, Secfion 2-156-120 pursuant to which no 
payment, gratuity, or offer of employment shall be made in connection with any City contract, by 
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or on behalf of a subcontractor to the prime contractor or higher tier subcontractor or any person 
associated therewith, as an inducement for the award of a subcontract or order. Any contract 
negotiated, entered into, or performed in violation of any of the provisions of such Chapter shall 
be voidable as to City. 

D. MacBride Principles. City, through the passage of the MacBride Principles Ordinance, 
seeks to promote fair and equal employment opportunities and labor practices for religious 
minorities in Northern Ireland and provide a better working environment for all citizens in 
Northern Ireland. If Southwest conducts any business operafions in Northern Ireland, it is hereby 
required that Southwest sheill make all reasonable and good faith efforts to conduct any business 
operafions in Northern Ireland in accordance with the MacBride Principles for Northem Ireland as 
defined in Efinois Public Act 85-1390 (1988 Dl. Laws 3220). 

E. Inspector General. It shall be the duty of Southwest and all officers, directors, agents, 
partners, and employees of Southwest to cooperate with the Inspector General of the City in any 
investigafion or hearing undertaken pursuant to Chapter 2-56 of the Municipal Code. Southwest 
understands and will abide by all provisions of Chapter 2-56 of the Municipal Code. 

F. Americans with Disabilities Act. Any and all Improvements must be designed and built 
in compliance with all applicable federal, state and local laws and regulations regarding 
accessibility standards for disabled or environmentally limited persons including, but not limited 
to, the following: Americans with Disabilities Act, P.L. 101-336 (1990), 42 U.S.C. 12101 et seq. 
and the Uniform Federal Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities and the Illinois 
Environmental Barriers Act, 410 ILCS 25/1 et seq. (1991), and the regulafions promulgated 
thereto at 71 Dl. Admin. Code Ch. 1, Sec. 400.110. In the event that the above-cited standards are 
inconsistent. Southwest shall comply with the standard providing greater accessibifity. 

G. Conflicts of Interest. Southwest represents and warrants that no member of the 
governing body of the City or other unit of government and no other officer, employee or agent of 
the City or other unit of government who exercises any functions or responsibilities in connection 
with this Agreement has, or shall acquire, any personal interest, direct or indirect, in this 
Agreement, or in Southwest. Southwest further covenants that no member of or delegate to the 
Congress of the United States or the Dlinois General Assembly and no alderman of the City or 
employee of the City shall be admitted to any share or part of this Lease or any financial benefit to 
arise from it. 

H. Business Relationships with Elected Offlcials. Pursuant to Secfion 2-156-030(b) of the 
Municipal Code, it is illegal for any elected official of the City, or any person acfing at the 
direction of such official, to contact, either orally or in wrifing, any other City official or employee 
with respect to any matter involving any person with whom the elected official has a business 
relafionship, or to participate in any discussion in any City Council committee hearing or in any 
City Council meeting or to vote on any matter involving the person with whom an elected official 
has a business relationship. Violation of Section 2-156-030(b) by any elected official with respect 
to this Agreement is grounds for termination of this Agreement. The term "business relafionship" 
is defined as set forth in Section 2-156-080 of the Municipal Code as any contractual or other 
private business dealing of an official, or his or her spouse, or of any entity in which an official or 
his or her spouse has a financial interest, with a person or enfity which entitles an official to 
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compensation or payment in the amount of $2,500 or more in a calendar year; provided, however, 
a financial interest shall not include: (i) any ownership through purchase at fair market value or 
inheritance of less than one percent of the share of a corporation, or any corporate subsidiary, 
parent or affiliate thereof, regardless of the value of or dividends on such shares, if such shares are 
registered on a securities exchange pursuant to the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended; 
(ii) the authorized compensation paid to an official or employee for his office or employment; 
(iii) any economic benefit provided equally to all residents of the City; (iv) a fime or demand 
deposit in a financial institution; or (v) an endowment or insurance policy or annuity contract 
purchased from an insurance company. A "contractual or other private business dealing" shall not 
include any employment relationship of an official's spouse with an entity when such spouse has 
no discretion conceming or input relafing to the relationship between that enfity and the City. 

I. Non-discrimination. 

(1) Federal Requirements. It shall be an unlawful employment pracfice for Southwest (a) to fail 
or refuse to hire or to discharge any individual, or otherwise to discriminate against any individual 
with respect to his compensation, or the terms, conditions, or privileges of his employment, 
because of such individual Is race, color, religion, sex, age, handicap, or national origin; or (b) to 
limit, segregate, or classify his employees or applicants for employment in any way which would 
deprive or tend to deprive any individual of employment opportunifies or otherwise adversely 
affect his status as an employee, because of such individual's race, color, religion, sex, age, 
handicap, or nafional origin. Southwest shall comply with The Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 
U.S.C. sec. 2000 et seq. (1981), as amended. Attention is called to: Exec. Order No. 11,246, 30 
Fed. Reg. 12,319 (1965), reprinted in 42 U.S.C. 2000(e) note, as amended by Exec. Order No. 
11,375, 32 Fed. Reg. 14,303 (1967) and by Exec. Order No. 12,086, 43 Fed. Reg. 46,501 
(1978); Age Discriminafion Act, 42 U.S.C. sec. 6101-6106 (1981); RehabUitation Act of 1973, 29 
U.S.C. sec. 793794 (1981); Americans with Disabilities Act, P.L. 101-336; and 41 C.F.R. Part 60, 
et seq. {\99Q). 

(2) State Requirements. Southwest shall comply with the Dlinois Human Rights Act, 775 ILCS 
5/1-101, et seq., as amended, and any mles and regulations promulgated in accordance therewith, 
including, but not limited to the Equal Employment Opportunity Clause, 44 Dl. Admin. Code 
§750 Appendix A. Furthermore, Southwest shall comply with the Discrimination in Public 
Contracts Act, 775 ILCS 10/0.01 et seq., as amended. 

(3) City Requirements. Southwest shall comply with the Chicago Human Rights Ordinance, 
Chapter 2-160, Secfion 2-160-010 et seq. of the Municipal Code, as amended. Further, Southwest 
shall furnish and shall cause each of its contractors to furnish such reports and information as 
requested by the Chicago Commission on Human Relations. 

J. Affirmative Action Program. Southwest assures that it will undertake an affirmative 
acfion program which sets forth all applicable Federal standards as required by 14 C.F.R. Part 
152, Subpart E, to insure that no person shall on the grounds of race, creed, color, religion, age, 
nafional origin, or sex be excluded from participafing in any employment acfivities covered in 14 
C.F.R. Part 152, Subpart E. Southwest assures that no person shall be excluded on these grounds 
from participating in or receiving the services or benefits of any program or activity covered by 
Subpart E. Southwest assures that it will require that its covered suborganizations provide 
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assurances to Southwest that they similarly will undertake an affirmative action program and that 
they will require assurances from their organizations, as required by 14 C.F.R., Part 152, Subpart 
E, to the same effect. 

K. Office of Compliance. It is the duty of Southwest and its officers, directors, agents, 
partners and employees to abide by the provisions of Chapter 2-26 of the Municipal Code and to 
cooperate with the City's Office of Compliance in any invesfigation or audit undertaken pursuant 
to to Chapter 2-26 of the Municipal Code. 

Section 7.02 Environment 

A. Compliance with Environmental Laws. (1) If Southwest is required pursuant to any 
Environmental Laws to file any notice or report of a release or threatened release of Hazardous 
Materials or Special Wastes (as those terms may be defined in an applicable Environmental Law) 
on, under or about the Premises, Southwest shall provide a copy of such report or notice to the 
City. In the event of a release or threatened release of Hazardous Materials or Special Waste into 
the environment, or in the event of any claim, demand, acfion or nofice is made against Southwest 
regarding Southwest's failure or alleged failure to comply with any Environmental Law, 
Southwest shall immediately notify the City. 

(2) City shall have reasonable access to the Premises to confirm that Southwest is using the 
Premises in accordance with Environmental Laws. Southwest, at the reasonable request of City 
and at Southwest's expense, shall conduct such tesfing and analysis as is necessary to ascertain 
whether Southwest is using the Premises in compliance with all Environment Laws. Any such 
tests shall be conducted by qualified independent environmental consultants chosen by Southwest 
and subject to City's reasonable approval. Copies of any reports or test results shall be provided to 
City. In addition to any other remedy afforded at law, in equity or by the terms of this Agreement, 
if Southwest fails to comply with any Environmental Law which results in, or may result in, a 
material adverse impact to the Premises or potential liability to the City, the City may (a) enter the 
Premises and take necessary measures to insure compliance with Environmental Laws, including, 
but not limited to, testing and soil sampling, all at Southwest's expense, and/or (b) terminate this 
Agreement in accordance with the default provisions of this Agreement. 

(3) City makes no waaanty, express or implied, regarding the environmental condition of the 
Premises, including but not limited to any underground storage tanks on the Premises, the 
presence of Hazardous Materials and Special Wastes on the Premises, that the Premises are free of 
Hazardous Materials and Special Wastes, or any other environmental contaminant. 

(4) In the event that City is named in any enforcement action or lawsuit by any party in 
connection with the environmental condition of the Premises or improvements thereon, Southwest 
shall defend City and indemnify City for any costs, damages or fines that might be found against 
City; provided, -however, that Southwest shaD not be held accountable by the City under this 
Agreement in the event that contaminafion is the result of a third party traversing an easement or 
right of way on the Premises or the negligence of the City. Southwest's obligation to indemnify 
the City pursuant to this section in no other way limits nor is limited by any other indemnification 
provided in this Agreement. 
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(5) Southwest's liability and obUgations under this Section shall survive the termination of this 
Agreement. Southwest hereby waives any right of acfion or claim pursuant to any Environmental 
Law against the City, its officers, officials, agents or employees except for environmental 
conditions for which the City is determined by a court of competent jurisdiction to have been the 
direct and proximate cause. 

B. Environmental Permits. Southwest must maintain evidence of, and keep cunent 
throughout the term of this Agreement, all waste hauling, Special Waste hauling, disposal permits 
and insurance certificates required by federal, state, or local governmental body or agency 
pursuant to any Environmental Law. When requested by the Commissioner, Southwest shall 
submit copies of all hauling perinits required by any Environmental Law. Copies of all permits 
and insurance certificates that require periodic renewal must be forwarded to the Commissioner 
throughout the duration of this Agreement. Non-compliance with this requirement is an event of 
default. 

C. Environmental Records and Reports. Southwest shall be required to prepare and 
maintain proper, accurate and complete records of accounts of all transactions related to the 
operations of this Agreement, including, but not limited to, the following: 

(1) Vehicle maintenance records 
(2) Safety and accident reports 
(3) lEPA or OSHA manifests 
(4) Disposal records, including disposal site used, date, tmck number and disposal weight. 
(5) Permit documentation and all other documentation and transacfions pertaining to all 
Environmental Laws. 

All such records and accounts shall be subject to review by the City and shall be made available to 
the City upon the request of the Commissioner. The City's review of any such records and 
accounts shall in no way serve to limit Southwest's obligations or liability under the terms and 
conditions of this Agreement or any Environmental Law. 

D. Disposal of Materials, Construction and Demolition Debris, Soil and Waste. (1) 
Southwest shall be responsible for the proper disposal of all materials, construction and 
demolifion debris, soil and other waste generated by Southwest's business operations, including 
but not limited to the constmcfion of Improvements, or Southwest's air transportafion business 
activities. Hauling and disposal by a contractor does not relieve Southwest from responsibility for 
proper disposal. Disposal of all materials, construction debris, soil, and other wastes shall be at a 
disposal site that is properly licensed and permitted to accept the particular materials, construction 
debris, soil and other wastes delivered to it in accordance with all Environmental Laws. 
Southwest shall identify the disposal site(s) or transfer station(s) to which it has contractual access 
and for which proper, sanitary landfill permits and/or licenses have been obtained. Failure to 
identify disposal site(s) for materials, constmction debris, soil and other wastes or to submit such 
informafion when requested by the Commissioner is an event of default. Southwest understands 
and agrees that Southwest, unless otherwise authorized in writing by the Commissioner, shall not 
confinue to use a disposal/handling site that (i) has been cited as being in violafion of any 
environmental law or regulafion or of any City ordinance and has failed to resolve the violafion or, 
if not yet resolved, is not undertaking efforts to resolve the violation or (ii) does not have a 
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necessary permit. If only one site was identified by Southwest, Southwest shall arrange for a 
subsfitute disposal/handling site. Southwest further understands and agrees that any such 
substitution shall be at no cost to the City, regardless of the reason necessitating such substitution. 

(2) Southwest shall haul, or cause its contractors to haul, materials, including but not limited to 
fuel of any nature, any constmcfion debris, soil and other wastes in vehicles and/or containers 
complying with all applicable Environmental Laws. All equipment used to transfer materials, 
constmction and demolition debris, soil and other wastes shall be designed to prevent spillage 
during the hauling operafion. Southwest's and its contractors' equipment shall fully comply with 
all City, state and federal regulations, laws and ordinances pertaining to size, load weight, safety 
and any Environmental Law. 

(3) Upon request by the Commissioner, Southwest shall provide the Commissioner with copies of 
all load tickets, manifests, bills of lading, scale tickets and other pertinent documents, including 
copies of all permits and/or licenses for the proposed transfer station and/or landfill. In the event 
that the transfer station and/or landfill proposed for use by Southwest does not possess the 
necessary permits and/or licenses to accept the materials, constmction debris, soil or other wastes, 
Southwest win replace the transfer station and/or landfill submitted as part of their bid proposal at 
no additional cost to the City. If Southwest disposes of materials, constmction debris, soil or 
other wastes at a site which is not properly permitted, Southwest shall be responsible for all costs 
associated with the removal of the waste to a properly licensed/permitted landfill or disposal site. 

(4) Southwest shall nofify the Commissioner within 72 hours of receipt of any environmental 
complaints, fines, citations, violations or notices of violation by any governmental body or 
regulatory agency against Southwest or by any third party relating to the loading, hauling or 
disposal of materials, constmcfion debris, soil or other wastes (coUecfively, "Environmental 
Claim"). Southwest will provide evidence to the Corrunissioner that any such Environmental 
Claim has been addressed to the satisfacfion of the issuer or inifiator of such Environmental 
Claim. 

(5) Southwest shall notify the City of any community meetings, media involvement or media 
coverage related to the loading, hauling or disposal of materials, construction debris, soil and 
other wastes under this Agreement in which Southwest is asked to participate. 

(6) Southwest shall verify, in wrifing, whenever requested by the Commissioner, that all 
materials, constmction debris, and other waste accepted by Southwest from the City of Chicago, 
has been disposed of in compliance with all Environmental Laws. 

(7) Non-compliance with these terms and conditions is an event of default and may affect 
Southwest's eligibility for future contracts. 

Section 7.03 Contractors. Southwest agrees that all of the provisions of this Article Vn 
pertaining to compliance with Environmental Laws will be incorporated in all contracts entered 
into with its Contractors. Southwest agrees to cause its Contractors to execute such certificates as 
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may be necessary in furtherance of these provisions. Such certifications shall be attached and 
incorporated by reference in the contracts. In the event that any Contractor is a partnership or 
joint venture, Southwest shall also include provisions in its contract insuring that the enfities 
comprising such partnership or joint venture shall be jointly and severally liable for its obligafions 
thereunder. 

Section 7.04 Environmental Indemnification. 

A. By Southwest. In addifion to the indemnificafions set forth elsewhere in this Agreement, 
Southwest hereby indemnifies and agrees to defend and hold harmless the City, and upon 
assignment of the Agreement, the Concessionaire, and their respective Delegates ("Indemnified 
Parties"), from all Environmental Claims arising from or attributable to: (a) the presence, due to 
operations by Southwest or an Affiliate, of Hazardous Materials and Special Wastes on the 
Premises or the subsurface thereof or the violation of any Environmental Laws due to operations 
of Southwest or an Affiliate (including, without limiting the generality thereof, any cost, claim, 
liability, or defense expended in remediation required by a governmental authority, or by reason of 
any release of any Hazardous Material or Special Waste due to Southwest's or an Affiliate's 
operafions or violation of any Environmental Laws), or (b) any condition on the Premises that is 
the subject of an Environmental Claim if such condition would not have become the subject of an 
Environmental Claim but for, directly or indirectiy, the operations of Southwest or an Affiliate, or 
(c) any breach by Southwest or an Affiliate of any of its warranties, representations or covenants 
in this Article VII. Southwest's obligafions hereunder shall survive the termination or expiration 
of this Agreement, and shall not be affected in any way by the amount of or absence in any case of 
covering insurance or by the failure or refusal of any insurance carrier to perform any obligation 
on its part under any insurance policies affecfing the Premises or Southwest's operations at the 
Airport; further, Southwest's obligations under this Secfion shall continue to mn to the 
Indemnified Parties following assignment of this Agreement to the Concessionaire. 

B. By Concessionaire. In addition to the indemnifications set forth elsewhere in this 
Agreement, upon assignment of the Agreement to Concessionaire, Concessionaire hereby 
indemnifies and agrees to defend and hold harmless Southwest, the City, and their respective 
Delegates ("Indemnified Parties"), from all Environmental Claims arising from or attributable to: 
(a) the presence, due to operations by Concessionaire, of Hazardous Materials and Special Wastes 
on the Premises or the subsurface thereof or the violation of any Environmental Laws due to 
operations of Concessionaire (including, without limiting the generality thereof, any cost, claim, 
liability, or defense expended in remediation required by a governmental authority, or by reason of 
any release of any Hazardous Material or Special Waste due to Concessionaire's operations or 
violation of any Environmental Laws), or (b) any condition on the Premises that is the subject of 
an Environmental Claim if such condition would not have become the subject of an 
Environmental Claim but for, directiy or indirectly, the operations of the Concessionaire. 
Concessionaire's obligations hereunder shall survive the termination or expiration of this 
Agreement, and shall not be affected in any way by the amount of or absence'in any case of 
covering insurance or by the failure or refusal of any insurance carrier to perform any obligation 
on its part under any insurance policies affecting the Premises or Concessionaire's operations at 
the Airport. 
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ARTICLE VIII - AIRPORT MATTERS 

Section 8.01 Airport Rules and Regulations. Southwest shall observe and obey all Airport 
mles and regulations goveming the conduct and operations of the Airport, promulgated from time 
to time by City, provided, however, that such Airport mles and regulations must be neither (i) 
inconsistent with the exercise by Southwest of any right or privilege granted to it hereunder or 
under any other agreement between Southwest and City relating to the Airport, nor (ii) 
inconsistent with the mles and regulations or orders of any federal or state agency having 
jurisdicfion over the Airport. Except in cases of emergency, no such mle or regulation shall be 
appUcable to Southwest unless it has been given fifteen (15) days prior written nofice of the 
adoption thereof. 

Section 8.02 Federal Legal Requirements. Southwest shall comply, and shall cause its 
Affiliates and Contractors to comply, with all applicable federal laws, codes, regulations, 
ordinances, mles, directives, assurances and orders appUcable to operations at airports including, 
but not limited to, the following: 

A. As a part of the considerafion of this Agreement, Southwest for itself, its heirs, personal 
representatives, successors in interest, and assigns, must maintain and operate the facilities and 
services in compliance with all other requirements imposed under 49 C.F.R. Part 21, 
Nondiscrimination in Federally Assisted Programs of the Department of Transportafion, and as 
the Regulations may be amended. (49 C.F.R. Part 21 - DOT Title VI Assurance - AC 
150/5100-15A), if facilities are constructed, maintained, or otherwise operated on the property 
described in this Agreement for a purpose for which a Department of Transportafion program or 
acfivity is extended or for another purpose involving the provision of similar services or benefits. 

B. Southwest for itself, its personal representatives, successors in interest, and assigns, as a 
part of the consideration of this Agreement, covenants as a covenant mnning with the land that: 
(1) no person on the grounds of race, color, or national origin will be excluded from participation 
in, be denied the benefits of, or otherwise be subjected to discrimination in the use of the 
faciUties; (2) in the constmction of any improvements on, over, or under the land and the 
furnishing of services on them, no person on the grounds of race, color, or nafional origin will be 
excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or otherwise be subjected to 
discriminafion; and (3) Southwest will use the Premises in compliance with all other requirements 
imposed by or under 49 C.F.R. Part 21, Nondiscrimination in Federally Assisted Programs of the 
Department of Transportation, and as the Regulafions may be amended. (49 C.F.R. Part 21 - DOT 
Title VI Assurance - AC 150/5100-ISA) 

C. Southwest must furnish service on a fair, equal, and not unjustly discriminatory basis to all 
users of it, and to charge fair, reasonable, and not unjustiy discriminatory prices for each unit or 
service, BUT Southwest is allowed to make reasonable and nondiscriminatory discounts, rebates, 
or other similar types of price reductions to volume purchasers. (Grant Assurance 22) 

D. Southwest assures that it will comply with pertinent statues, Executive Orders and the 
mles as are promulgated to assure that no person will, on the grounds of race, creed, color, 
national origin, sex, age, or handicap be excluded from participating in any acfivity conducted 
with or benefitting from federal assistance. This provision obligates Southwest or its transferee 
for the period during which federal assistance is extended to the Airport program, except where 
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federal assistance is to provide, or is in the form of personal property or real property or interest in 
them or stmctures or improvements thereon. In these cases, this provision obligates the party or 
any transferee for the longer of the following periods: (a) the period during which the property is 
used by the City or any transferee for a purpose for which federal assistance is extended, or for 
another purpose involving the provision of similar services or benefits; or (b) the period during 
which the City or any transferee retains ownership or possession of the property. In the case of 
contractors, this provision binds the contractors from the bid solicitation period through the 
complefion ofthe contract. (AAL\ of 1982, section 520 - AC 150/5100-15A) 

E. Southwest will practice nondiscrimination in its acfivities and will provide DBE 
participation in the Agreement as required by the Cily, in order to meet the City's goals, or as 
required by the FAA in order to obtain an exempfion from the prohibifion against long-term 
exclusive leases. (49 C.F.R. Part 23 AC 150/5100-15A) 

F. Southwest must insert the above 5 provisions in any agreement by which Southwest grants 
a right or privilege to any person, firm, or corporation to render accommodations and/or services 
to the public on the Premises. (See the documents referenced for the above clauses) 

G. Nothing contained in this Agreement shall be constmed to grant or authorize the granting 
of an exclusive right to provide aeronaufical services to the public as prohibited by section 308(a) 
ofthe Federal Aviation Act of 1958, as amended, and the City reserves the right to grant to others 
the privilege and right of conducting any one or all activities of an aeronautical nature. (Federal 
Aviation Act of 1958 section 308(a) - AC 150/5100-16A) 

H. The City reserves the right to further develop or improve the landing area of the Airport as 
it sees fit, regardless of the desires or view of Southwest, and without interference or hindrance. 
(FAA Order 5190.6A - AGL-600) 

I. The City reserves the right, but is not obligated to Southwest, to maintain and keep in 
repair the landing area of the Airport and all publicly-owned facilifies of the Airport, together with 
the right to direct and control all acfivities of Southwest in this regard. (FAA order 5190.6A -
AGL-600) 

J. This Agreement is subordinate to the provisions of and requirements of any existing or 
future agreement between the City and the United States, relative to the development, operation, 
or maintenance ofthe Airport (FAA Order 5190.6A - AGL-600), including usage by United States 
Govemment aircraft of Airport facilities developed with federal financial assistance. (Assurance 
27) 

K. Southwest must comply with the nofification and review requirements covered in Part 77 
of the Federal Aviation Regulations if any future stmcture or building is planned for the Premises, 
or in the event of any planned modificafion or alteration of any present or future building or 
structure situated on the Premises. (FAA order 5190.6A - AGL-600) 

L. This Agreement and all the provisions of this Agreement are subject to whatever right the 
United States Government now has or in the future may have or acquire affecfing the control, 
operation, regulation, and taking over of the Airport, or the exclusive or non-exclusive use of the 
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Airport by the United States during the time of war or national emergency. (Surplus Property Act 
of 1944 - FAA Order 5190-6 A - AGL-600) 

M. It is clearly understood by Southwest that no right or privilege has been granted that would 
operate to prevent any person, firm, or coiporation operating aircraft on the Airport from 
performing any services on its own aircraft with its own regular employees (including 
maintenance and repair) that it may choose to perform. (Assurance 22 FAA Order 5190.6A -
AGL-600) 

Section 8.03 Senior Airport Agreements. Southwest's use and occupancy of the Premises 
shall be and remain subject to the Use Agreement, the Airport Lease, and any ordinance or 
indenture, or both, authorizing bond anticipation notes or bonds or other obligations adopted by 
the City Council of the City authorizing the issuance of notes, bonds or other obligations for the 
Airport and securing such obligations by a pledge of revenues or net revenues of the Airport and 
any ordinance or indenture supplemental thereto, which shall also include any master indenture 
(coUecfively, "Senior Airport Agreements"). Southwest and its Affiliates shall not conduct any 
activifies on the Premises which would be inconsistent with or trigger a default under a Senior 
Airport Agreement. Any rights and remedies available to Southwest under the Senior Airport 
Agreements shall take precedence over this Agreement. In the event of any substanfive conflict 
between the terms and condifions of this Agreement and the terms and conditions set forth in any 
of the Senior Airport Agreements, the terms and condifions of the Senior Airport Agreements 
shall control. 

Section 8.04 Airport Security Acts. 

A. This Agreement is expressly subject to the requirements of the Airport Security Acts, the' 
provisions of which govem airport security and are incorporated by reference, including without 
limitafion the mles and regulafions promulgated under them. Southwest is subject to, and further 
must conduct with respect to its subcontractors and the respective employees of each, such 
employment investigations, including criminal history record checks, as the Commissioner, the 
TSA or the FAA may deem necessary. Further, in the event of any threat to civil aviation, as 
defined in the Airport Security Acts, Southwest must promptly report any information in 
accordance with those regulations promulgated by the United States Department of 
Transportafion, the TSA and by the City. Southwest must, notwithstanding anything contained in 
this Agreement to the contrary, at no additional cost to the City, perform under this Agreement in 
compUance with those guidelines developed by the City, the TSA and the FAA with the objective 
of maximum security enhancement. Any drawings, plans, and specifications provided by 
Southwest under this Agreement must comply with those guidelines for airport security developed 
by the City, the TSA and the FAA and in effect at the time of their submission. 

B. Further, Southwest must comply with, and require compliance by its Contractors and 
business invitees, with all present and future laws, mles, regulafions, or ordinances promulgated 
by the City, the TSA or the FAA, or other governmental agencies to protect the security and 
integrity of the Airport, and to protect against access by unauthorized persons. Subject to the 
approval of the TSA, the FAA and the Commissioner, Southwest must adopt procedures to 
control and limit access to the Airport and the Premises by Southwest and its Contractors and 
business invitees in accordance with all present and future City, TSA and FAA laws, mles, 
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regulations, and ordinances. At all times during the Term, Southwest must have in place and in 
operation a security program for the Premises that complies with all applicable laws and 
regulations. 

C. Gates and doors located on the Premises and controlled by Southwest that permit entry 
into restricted areas at the Airport must be kept locked by Southwest at all times when not in use 
or under Southwest's constant security surveillance. Gate or door malfunctions must be reported 
to the Commissioner or the Commissioner's designee without delay and must be kept under 
constant surveillance by Southwest until the malfunction is remedied. 

D. In connection with the implementafion of its security program, Southwest may receive, 
gain access to or otherwise obtain certain knowledge and information related to the City's overall 
Airport security program. Southwest acknowledges that all such knowledge and information is of 
a highly confidential nature. Southwest covenants that no person will be permitted to gain access 
to such knowledge and information, unless the person has been approved by the TSA or the 
Commissioner in advance in writing. Southwest further must indemnify, hold harmless and 
defend the City and other users of the Airport from and against any and all claims, reasonable 
costs, reasonable expenses, damages and liabilities, including all reasonable attorney's fees and 
costs, resulting directly or indirectly from the breach of Southwest's covenants and agreements as 
set forth in this section. 

Section 8.05 Airport Noise Restrictions. Southwest agrees to abide by any guidelines, mles or 
regulafions for the Airport which result from any Part 150 study or any other restrictions imposed 
on noise and which are applicable to the use of the Premises as an aircraft maintenance facility or 
otherwise. 

ARTICLE IX - DEFAULT AND TERMINATION 

Section 9.01 Events of Default. Each of the following shall be an event of default under this 
Agreement: 

A. Southwest becomes insolvent (as such terms is defined under Section 101 of the Federal 
Bankmptcy Code, 11 U.S.C. §101 et seq. (the "Code"), or any successor statute thereto); or fails 
to pay its debts generally as they mature; or takes the benefits of any present or future Federal or 
State insolvency statute; or makes a general assignment for the benefit of creditors. 

B. Southwest files a voluntary pefifion in bankruptcy or a petition or answer seeking an 
arrangement of its indebtedness under the Code or under any other law or statute of the United 
States or of any State thereof; or consents to the appointment of a receiver tmstee, custodian, 
liquidator, or other similar official, of all or substantially all of its property; or an order for relief is 
entered by or against Southwest under any chapter of the Code. 

C. By order or decree of a court. Southwest is adjudged a debtor or bankmpt, or an order is 
made approving a petition filed by any of its creditors or by any of its stockholders, seeking its 
reorganization or the restmcturing of its indebtedness under the Code or under any other law or 
statute of the United States or any State thereof and such order or decree is not stayed or vacated 
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within sixty (60) days of its issuance. 

D. A petition under any chapter of the Code or an action under any Federal or State 
insolvency statute is filed against Southwest and is not dismissed or stayed within sixty (60) days 
after being filed. 

E. By or pursuant to, or under authority of any legislative act, resolution or mle, or order or 
decree of any court or governmental board, agency or officer, a receiver, tmstee, custodian, 
liquidator, or other similar official takes possession or control of all or substantially all of the 
property of Southwest and such possession or control confinues in effect for a period of sixty (60) 
days. 

F. Southwest becomes a corporafion in dissolufion. 

G. The letfing, license, or other interest of or rights of Southwest hereunder is transferred to, 
passed to, or devolved upon, by operation of law or otherwise, any other person, firm, corporation, 
or other entity, by, in connection with, or as a result of any bankmptcy, insolvency, trusteeship, 
liquidation or other proceedings or occurrence described in Subparagraphs (A) through (E) of this 
Secfion. 

H. Southwest fails to duly and punctually pay any Rent required to be paid hereunder or fails 
to make payment when due of any other sum required to be paid to City pursuant to this 
Agreement, for a period of ten (10) business days after written notice specifying such failure and 
requesting that it be remedied is given to Southwest by City. 

I. Southwest fails to keep, perform, and observe any promise, covenant, or other provision of 
this Agreement, other than the obligation to pay Rent, for a period of thirty (30) days after written 
notice specifying such failure and requesting that it be remedied is given to Southwest by City; 
provided, however, that any such failure which can be remedied, but which cannot with due 
diligence be remedied within such thirty (30) day period, shall not give rise to City's right to 
terminate this Agreement if corrective action is instituted by Southwest within such thirty (30) day 
period and diligently pursued unfil the failure is remedied. 

J. Any lien is filed against the Premises or any portion thereof resulting from any act or 
omission of Southwest, and is not be discharged within thirty (30) days, unless Southwest within 
the aforesaid thirty (30) days furnishes City such security as the Commissioner in his discretion 
determines to be adequate to protect the interests of City. 

L. Southwest makes any purported Transfer without the consent of City as set forth in Article 

xrv. 

M. Southwest fails to maintain its corporate existence, or to remain duly qualified to do 
business in the State of Dlinois, or Southwest dissolves or otherwise disposes of all or 
substantially all of its assets, or consolidates with or merges into another corporation; provided, 
however, that it shall not be an event of default if Southwest consoUdates with or merges into an 
Affiliate. 
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N. Southwest fails to receive authorization to conduct its air transportation business fiinctions 
at the Airport by any governmental entity, or the FAA objects to or disapproves this Agreement, 
or Southwest otherwise abandons its conduct of air transportation business at the Airport. 

O. Southwest defaults on any loan agreement, use agreement or other agreement pertaining to 
special facility revenue bonds issued by the City for use and repayment by Southwest. 

Section 9.02 City's Remedies. 

A. Whenever an event of default has occurred and continues beyond the period of time 
allowed for Southwest to cure the event of default. City may, at its opfion, immediately and 
without prior notice: 

(1) terminate this Agreement and the licenses and other rights of Southwest hereunder, without 
discharging any of Southwest's obligafions hereunder and, at City's further option, exclude 

- Southwest from the Premises; or 

(2) without terminafing this Agreement, exclude Southwest from the Premises and attempt to 
grant such Premises to another party for the account of Southwest, holding Southwest liable for all 
payments due hereunder up to the effecfive date of such grant and for the excess over the Rent and 
other amounts which are paid by such new party under such new agreement, if any, of other 
amounts payable by Southwest under this Agreement for the remainder of the term of this 
Agreement; or 

(3) exercise its fights under Secfion 9.04. 

B. Notwithstanding any provision in this Agreement to the contrary, in the event of the 
breach of any of the non-discriminafion covenants included in this Agreement, City shall have the 
right to reenter the Premises, and the Premises shall thereupon revert to and vest in and become 
the absolute property of the City; provided, however, that Southwest shall have the right to contest 
said alleged breach under applicable FAA procedures, and the right of reverter shall not be 
exercised until completion of such procedures. 

C. The remedies set forth in this Article are not intended to be exclusive and shall be in 
addition to all other remedies which are or may be available to City at law or in equity. 

D. All rights and remedies hereinbefore given to City and all rights and remedies given to 
City by law, shall be cumulative and concurrent. No termination of this Agreement or the taking 
or recovering of the Premises shall deprive City of any of City's remedies or acfions against 
Southwest for Rent or for any other sum required to be paid to City pursuant to this Agreement, or 
for damages or for the breach of any covenant herein contained, nor shall the bringing of any 
acfion for fees or breach of covenant, or the resort to any Other remedy herein provided for the 
recovery of fees be construed as a waiver of the right to obtain possession of the Premises. 

Section 9.03 No Waiver by City. Failure by City to take any action with respect to any default 
or violafion by Southwest of any of the terms, covenants, or condifions of this Agreement shall 
not in any respect limit, prejudice, diminish, or constitute a waiver of any rights of City to act with 
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respect to any prior, contemporaneous, or subsequent violation or default. The acceptance by City 
of payment for any period or periods after a default or violation of any of the terms, conditions, 
and covenants of this Agreement shall not consfitute a waiver or diminution of, nor create any 
limitafion upon any right of City pursuant to this Agreement to terminate this Agreement for 
subsequent violation or default, or for confinuation or repetifion of the original violation or 
default. 

Section 9.04 City's Right to Perform Southwest's Obligations. In the event that Southwest 
fails to perform any of its obligations under this Agreement, the City may, but is not obUgated to, 
after written notice to Southwest and without waiving or releasing Southwest form any of its 
obligations hereunder, make any payment or perform any other act which Southwest is obligated 
to make or perform under this Agreement in such manner and to such extent as City may deem 
desirable; and in so doing City shall also have the right to enter upon the Premises, including any 
building or other improvement to the Premises, for any purpose reasonably necessary in 
connecfion therewith and to pay or incur any other necessary and incidental costs and expenses, 
including reasonable attorneys' fees. All sums so paid and all liabilifies so incurred by City, 
together with interest thereon at the Default Rate, shall be deemed additional Rent hereunder and 
shall be payable to City upon demand as addifional Rent. City shall use reasonable efforts to give 
prior notice, which may be oral, of its performance, if reasonably feasible under the 
circumstances. 

The performance of any such obligation by City shall not constitute a waiver of Southwest's 
default in failing to perform the same. Inacfion of City shall never be considered as a waiver of 
any right accming to it pursuant to this Agreement. City, in making any payment hereby 
authorized: (a) relafing to taxes, may do so according to any bill, statement or estimate, without 
inquiry into the validity of any tax, assessment, sale, forfeiture, tax lien or title or claim thereof; 
(b) for the discharge, compromise or settiement of any lien, may do so without inquiry as to the 
validity or amount of any claim for lien which may be asserted; or (c) in connecfion with the 
complefion of constmction or improvements to the Premises or the repair, maintenance or 
reconstmction of the Premises or payment of operafing costs thereof, may do so in such amounts 
and to such persons as City may reasonably deem appropriate. Nothing contained herein shall be 
constmed to require the City to advance monies for any purpose. City shall not in any event be 
liable for inconvenience, annoyance, disturbance, loss of business or other damage to Southwest 
or any other occupant of the Premises or any part thereof, by reason of making repairs or the 
performance of any work on the Premises or on account of bringing materials, supplies and 
equipment into or through the Premises during the course thereof and the obligations of Southwest 
under this Lease shall not thereby be affected in any manner. In doing so, however, City shall use 
reasonable efforts not to interfere with Southwest's operafions. 

ARTICLE X - INSURANCE AND INDEMNITY 

Section 10.01 Required Insurance Coverage. 
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A. Southwest. Southwest shall provide and maintain at all times, at Southwest's own 
expense during the term of the Agreement (and during any period subsequent to the expiration of 
the Term if Southwest is required to return to perform Work or perform any acfivifies to comply 
with any Environmental Law), the type of insurance specified in Exhibit D to this Agreement, 
with insurance companies authorized to do business in the State of DUnois, covering all operations 
under this Agreement, whether performed by Southwest, its Contractors or business invitees. 

B. Concessionaire. Upon assignment of this Agreement to the Concessionaire, the 
Concessionaire shall procure and maintain the types of insurance specified in Exhibit D to the Use 
Agreement, with insurance companies authorized to do business in the State of Dlinois, covering 
all operations under this Agreement, whether performed by the Concessionaire or the 
Concessionaire's contractors. 

Section 10.02 Additional Obligations of Southwest Regarding Insurance 

A. Southwest will furnish the Commissioner with original Certificates of Insurance 
evidencing the coverage required to be in force on the date of this Agreement, and renewal 
Certificates of Insurance, or such similar evidence, if the coverages have an expiration or renewal 
date occurring during the term of this Agreement. Southwest shall submit evidence of insurance 
required for Southwest's use of the Premises on the City of Chicago insurance certificate of 
coverage form prior to the execution of the Agreement by the City. Southwest shall submit 
evidence of insurance required for any Work on the Premises prior to the commencement of 
Work. The City's receipt of any certificate does not consfitute agreement by the City that the 
insurance requirements in the Agreement have been fiiDy met or that the insurance policies 
indicated on the certificate are in compliance with all requirements of this Agreement. The failure 
of the City to obtain certificates or other evidence of insurance from Southwest shall not be 
deemed to be a waiver by the City. Southwest shall advise all of its insurers of the provisions of 
this Agreement pertaining to insurance. Non-conforming insurance shall not relieve Southwest of 
its obligation to provide the insurance specified herein. NonfulfiUment of the insurance 
conditions may constitute a material breach of the Agreement, and the City retains the right to 
suspend the Agreement or the Work until proper evidence of insurance is provided, or terminate 
the Agreement. 

B. All insurance policies shall provide for sixty (60) days written nofice to City prior to the 
effective date of any change, cancellafion, or terminafion of such coverage. 

C. Any and all deductibles or self-insured retentions on referenced insurance coverages shall 
be borne by Southwest. 

D. Southwest shall require aU Contractors to carty the insurance required herein, or 
Southwest may provide the coverage for any or all Contractors, and, if so, the evidence of 
insurance submitted shall so stipulate. 

E. Southwest expressly understands and agrees that any insurance coverages and limits 
furnished by Southwest shall in no way limit Southwest's liabilities and responsibilities specified 
within the Agreement, in equity, or at law. 
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F. Southwest hereby waives, and shall cause each of its Contractors to waive, its rights of 
subrogation against City, including City's appointed and elected officials, agents, and employees. 
Inasmuch as this waiver will preclude the assignment of any claim by subrogation to an insurance 
company, Southwest agrees to do the following and cause each Contractor to do the following: to 
give to each insurance company which has issued, or in the future may issue, to it policies of 
physical damage insurance, written notice of the terms of this waiver, and to have said insurance 
policies properly endorsed, to prevent the invalidation of said insurance coverage by reason of 
said waiver. 

G. Southwest expressly understands and agrees that any insurance maintained by City shall 
apply in excess of and not contribute with insurance provided by Southwest or its Contractors 
under this Agreement. 

H. Southwest shall not do or permit to be done anything, either by act or failure to act, which 
shall cause cancellafion of any policy of insurance required hereunder or any policy maintained by 
City. 

I. The required insurance shall not be limited by any limitations expressed in the 
indemnification language herein or any limitation imposed by law upon any indemnification 
provided herein. 

J. City maintains the right to modify, delete, alter or change the requirements set forth under 
this Section. 

Section 10.03 Indemnity. 

A. By Southwest. Southwest shall indemnify and hold harmless the City and, upon 
. assignment of this Agreement, the Concessionaire, and each of their respecfive Delegates against 

and from any liabilities, losses, penalties, damages, settlements, costs, charges, professional fees 
(including reasonable attomey fees) or other expenses or liabilifies of every kind, nature and 
character arising out of or relating to any and all claims, liens, demands, obligations, actions, suits, 
judgments or setfiements, proceedings or causes of action of every kind, nature and character, 
including but not limited to, the enforcement of this indemnificafion provision (collectively 
"Claims") actually suffered or incurred by the Concessionaire, the City or any of their respective 
Delegates (excepfing Claims caused by the negligence or willful misconduct of the 
Concessionaire, the City or any of their respective Delegates, or a breach of the Concessionaire's 
obligations as City's assignee under this Agreement) based upon, arising out of, related to, 
occasioned by or attributable to (i) any failure by Southwest or its Delegates to comply with, 
observe or perform any of the covenants, obligafions, agreements, terms or condifions in this 
Agreement, (ii) the use or occupancy of the Premises by Southwest or its Delegates after the 
Effecfive Date, or (iii) any negligence or willful misconduct of Southwest or of any of its. 
Delegates; provided, however, that, except with respect to Third Party Claims (as defined below). 
Claims must be submitted to the Indenmifying Party (as defined in paragraph 10.03.D. below) in 
writing within a period ending five years following the expiration of the Term or earlier 
terminafion of this Agreement or within such shorter period as may be prescribed by the 
applicable statute of limitafions. 
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B. By the Concessionaire. Upon assignment of this Agreement by the City to the 
Concessionaire, the Concessionaire shall indemnify and hold harmless Southwest and its 
Delegates from and against any Claims actually suffered or incurred by Southwest or any of 
Southwest's Delegates (excepting Claims caused by the negligence or willful misconduct of 
Southwest or any of its Delegates, or a breach of Southwest's obligafions under this Agreement) 
based upon, arising out of, related to, occasioned by or attributable to (i) any failure by the 
Concessionaire or any of its Delegates to comply with, observe or perform any of the covenants, 
obligafions, agreements, terms or conditions in this Agreement, (ii) the use, occupancy, operation 
or maintenance of the Airport by the Concessionaire or its Delegates, or (iii) any negligence or 
willful misconduct of the Concessionaire or of any of its Delegates; provided, however, that, 
except with respect to Third Party Claims, Claims must be submitted to the Indemnifying Party in 
wrifing within a period of five years from the expirafion of the Term or earlier termination of this 
Agreement or within such shorter period as may be prescribed by the applicable statute of 
limitafions. 

C. Agency for Delegates. Each of the City, Southwest, and upon assignment of this 
Agreement, the Concessionaire, agrees that it accepts each indemnity in favor of any of its 
Delegates as agent and tmstee of that Delegate and agrees that each of the City, the 
Concessionaire and Southwest may enforce an indemnity in favor of its Delegates on behalf of 
that Delegate. 

D. Third Party Claims. 

(i) Notice of Third Party Claim. If any person seeking indemnification under this Section 
10.03 ("Indemnified Party") receives notice of the commencement or assertion of any 
Claim by a person who is not a party to this Agreement ("Third Party Claim"), the 
Indemnified Party shall give the party which has the indemnification obligation under this 
Secfion 10.03 ("Indemnifying Party") reasonably prompt notice thereof, but in any event 
no later than thirty (30) days after receipt of such nofice of such Third Party Claim. Such 
notice to the Indemnifying Party shall describe the Third Party Claim in reasonable detail 
(and include a copy of any complaint or related documents) and shall indicate, if 
reasonably practicable, the estimated amount of the damages or loss that has been or may 
be sustained by the Indemnified Party in connection with the Third Party Claim. 

(ii) Defense of Third Party Claim. The Indemnifying Party may participate in or assume the 
defense of any Third Party Claim by giving nofice to that effect to the Indemnified Party 
not later than thirty (30) days after receiving notice of that Third Party Claim (the "Notice 
Period"). The Indemnifying Party's right to do so shall be subject to the rights of any 
insurer or other party who has potential liability in respect of that Third Party Claim. The 
Indemnifying Party agrees to pay all of its own expenses of participating in or assuming 
each defense. The Indemnified Party shall cooperate in good faith in the defense of each 
Third Party Claim, even if the defense has been assumed by the Indemnifying Party and 
may participate in such defense assisted by counsel of its own choice at its own expense. 
If the Indemnified Party has not received notice within the Notice Period that the 
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Indemnifying Party has elected to assume the defense of such Third Party Claim, the 
Indemnified Party may assume such defense, assisted by counsel of its own choosing and 
the Indemnifying Party shall be Uable for all reasonable costs and expenses paid or 
incurted in connection therewith and any Loss suffered or incurred by the Indemnified 
Party with respect to such Third Party Claim. 

(iii) Assistance for Third Party Claims. The Indemnifying Party and the Indemnified Party will 
use all reasonable efforts to make available to the party which is undertaking and 
controlling the defense of any Third Party Claim (the "Defending Party"), (i) those 
employees whose assistance, testimony and presence is necessary to assist the Defending 
Party in evaluating and in defending any Third Party Claim, and (ii) all documents, records 
and other materials in the possession of such party reasonably required by the Defending 
Party for its use in defending any Third Party Claim, and shall otherwise cooperate with 
the Defending Party. The Indemnifying Party shall be responsible for all reasonable 
expenses associated with making such documents, records and materials available and for 
all expenses of any employees made available by the Indemnified Party to the 
Indemnifying Party or the Defending Party hereunder, which expense shall not exceed the 
actual cost to the Indemnified Party associated with such employees. 

(iv) Settlement of Third Party Claims. Once an Indemnifying Party becomes the Defending 
Party, the Indemnifying Party shall not be liable for any legal expenses subsequentiy 
incurred by the Indemnified Party in connecfion with the defense of such Third Party 
Claim; provided however, if the Indemnifying Party fails to take reasonable steps 
necessary to defend diUgently such Third Party Claim within thirty (30) days after 
receiving notice from the Indemnified Party that the Indemnified Party beUeves on 
reasonable grounds and in good faith that the Indemnifying Party has failed to take such 
steps, the Indemnified Party may, at its option, elect to become the Defending Party and to 
compromise or settle the Third Party Claim assisted by counsel of its own choosing and 
the Indemnifying Party shaH be liable for all reasonable costs and expenses paid or 
incurted in connection therewith. The Indenmified Party shall not otherwise settle or 
compromise any Third Party Claim without obtaining the prior written consent of the 
Indemnifying Party unless such settlement or compronuse is made without any Uability to, 
and does not require any action on the part of, the Indemnifying Party. 

E. Direct Claims. Any Claim made directly by an Indemnified Party for loss or damages 
incurted by the Indemnified Party or its Delegate ("Direct Claim") shall be asserted by giving the 
Indemnifying Party reasonably prompt notice thereof, but in any event not later than sixty (60) 
days after the Indemnified Party becomes aware of such Direct Claim. The Indemnifying Party 
shall then have a period of thirty (30) days within which to respond in writing to such Direct 
Claim. If the Indemnifying Party does not so respond within such 30-day period, the 
Indemnifying Party shall be deemed to have rejected such Direct Claim, and in such event the 
Indemnified Party may submit such Direct Claim to the dispute resolution process set forth in the 
Use Agreement. 

F. Failure to Give Timely Notice. A failure to give fimely notice as provided in this Section 
10.03 shall not affect the rights or obligations of any party except and only to the extent that, as a 
result of such failure, a party which was entitied to receive such notice was deprived of its right to 
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recover any payment under its applicable insurance coverage or was otherwise directly and 
materially damaged as a result of such failure. 

G. Reductions and Subrogation. If, at any time subsequent to the receipt of an indemnity 
payment hereunder (an "Indemnity Payment") the amount of any Claim asserted by an 
Indemnified Party is reduced below the amount of the Indemnity Payment by any recovery, 
settlement or otherwise under or pursuant to any insurance coverage, or pursuant to any claim, 
recovery, settlement or payment by or against any other person, the amount of such reducfion (less 
any costs, expenses, including taxes, or prerniums incurted in connection therewith), together with 
interest thereon from the date of payment thereof at the prime rate, shall promptly be repaid by the 
Indemnified Party to the Indemnifying Party. Upon making a full Indemnity Payment, the 
Indemnifying Party shall, to the extent of such Indemnity Payment, be subrogated to all rights of 
the Indemnified Party against any third party in respect of the Claim to which the Indemnity 
Payment relates. Until the Indemnified Party recovers full payment of its Claim, any and all 
Claims of the Indemnifying Party against any such third party on account of such Indemnity 
Payment shall be postponed and subordinated in right of payment to the Indemnified Party's rights 
against such third party. 

H. Payment and Interest. All amounts to be paid by an Indemnifying Party hereunder shall 
bear interest at a rate per annum equal to the prime rate, calculated annually and payable monthly, 
both before and after judgment, from the date that the Indemnified Party disbursed funds, suffered 
damages or losses or incurred a loss, liability or expense in respect of a Claim for which the 
Indemnifying Party is liable to make payment pursuant to this Section 10.03, to the date of 
payment by the Indemnifying Party to the Indemnified Party. 

I. Other Matters. To the extent permissible by applicable law, Southwest and the 
Concessionaire waive any limits to the amount of their respecfive obligations to defend, 
indemnify, hold harmless or contribute to any sums due under any Losses, including any claim by 
any employee of the Concessionaire or Southwest, that may be subject to the Workers 
Compensation Act, 820 ILCS 305/1 et seq. or any other related law or judicial decision (such as 
Kotecki v. Cyclops Welding Corporation, 146 Dl. 2d 155 (1991)). 

J. Offset Rights; Limitations on Certain Damages. Any other provision herein 
notwithstanding, following assignment of this Agreement to Concessionaire, the obligafions of 
Southwest and Concessionaire under this Agreement are subject to, and each such party shall have 
the benefit of, all defenses, counterclaims, rights of offset or recoupment or other claims and 
rights, including the right to deduct payments, except as provided under Section 9.7(b) of the Use 
Agreement, due to the other party hereunder (coUecfively, "Offsets"), which such party may have 
at any time against such other party (or any of their respective successors and assigns) or any 
transferee or assignee of any such other party's rights as against such party or any part thereof or 
interest therein, whether the claim or right of such party relied upon for such purpose is matured 
or unmatured, contingent or otherwise, and no transfer or assignment of this Agreement or any 
other obUgation of such other party, or of any rights in respect thereof, pursuant to any plan of 
reorganization or liquidafion or otherwise shall affect or impair the availability to each party of the 
Offsets. 

K. Survival. This Secfion 10.03 shall remain in full force and effect in accordance with its 
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terms and shaU not be terminated by any breach (fiandamental, negligent or otherwise) by any 
party of its representations, wartanties or covenants hereunder or by any terminafion or rescission 
of this Agreement by any party. 

Section 10.04 Release. 

A. The City shall not be liable to Southwest, its Affiliates or Delegates or to their respective 
agents, invitees or employees for (1) any injury to, or death of, any of them or of any other person, 
(2) for any damage to any personal property, or (3) for loss of revenue, that is caused by any third 
person in the maintenance, constmction, or operafion of facilities at the Airport, or that is caused 
by City operafing and maintaining the Airport or any third person using the Airport or navigating 
any aircraft on or over the Airport, except where there has been a final determinafion by a court of 
competent jurisdiction that any such injury, death, or damage is due to the negligence or willful 
misconduct of City, and then only to the extent Southwest or any of the above described parties is 
not covered by insurance. 

B. Notwithstanding any reference herein to Southwest's release and indemnificafion being 
ineffective in certain instances where City or its agents, employees or representatives have been 
negligent, nothing herein shall be constmed to make City liable in any case or instance where City 
would otherwise be immune from any tort liabiUty because of its being a municipal corporafion. 

Section 10.05 Limitation on City Liability. No official, employee, or agent of City shall be 
charged personally by Southwest, or by any assignee or contractor of Southwest, with any liability 
or expenses of defense, or be held personally liable to them under any term or provision of this 
Agreement, or because of City's execution or attempted execufion hereof, or because of any 
breach hereof Southwest (and any person claiming by or through Southwest) shall look solely to 
legally available Airport discretionary funds from fime to time up to the Maximum Limit. The 
term "Maximum Limit" means the fair market value of the City's interest in the Premises, as 
encumbered by this Agreement. The Maximum Lirtut shall be an aggregate limit over the term of 
this Agreement and shall be reduced by any prior payments or credits by City on account of a 
breach or default (or alleged breach or default) made with respect to the Premises. The Maximum 
Limit shall be determined as of the date of the City's liability for any breach or default is finally 
adjudicated. Such exculpation of liability shall be absolute to the full extent permitted by law and 
without any exception whatsoever. 

ARTICLE XI - CONDEMNATION 

Section 11.01 Total Taking. Any condemnation or taking of such a substantial part of the 
Premises that results in the Premises being unsuitable or incapable of being used for the purposes 
stated herein, is hereafter referred to as a "Total Taking." In the event of a Total Taking, this 
Agreement shall be terminated as of the date of the filing of the petition to condemn. Southwest 
may thereafter petition the court for an award of the value of its interest, which may include the 
amount of any unamortized constmction costs of Improvements. Southwest shall apply any such 
award to the defeasance of any outstanding special facility revenue bonds issued by the City for 
use and repayment by Southwest, but only to the extent such special facility revenue bonds 
financed the Improvements on the Premises. 
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Section 11.02 Partial Taking. In the event of a taking of the Premises other than a Total Taking 
(a "Partial Taking"), this Agreement shall remain in effect as to the remaining portion of the 
Premises and, if the proceeds of any award received by City on account of such Partial Taking are 
sufficient to restore or replace the Premises so taken. City shall deposit the proceeds of the award 
with respect to the Premises in a constmction fund and City shall forthwith (subject to 
unavoidable delays) apply such proceeds to the restoration or replacement of the Premises so 
taken as nearly as possible to (i) such condifion, character, and utility value as existed prior to 
such Partial Taking or (ii) to such other condifion, character, and utility value as may be agreed 
upon by City and Southwest. If for any reason the proceeds of an award received by City for a 
Partial Taking are in excess of the amount necessary to restore or replace the Premises, the 
amount of such excess shall be paid to City. If such proceeds are insufficient to replace or restore 
the Premises as provided in (i) and (ii) above. City shall not be required to restore or replace in 
excess of the proceeds of such awards. 

ARTICLE XII - TRANSFERS AND CHANGES IN OWNERSHIP 

Section 12.01 Southwest's Right to Transfer. 

A. Transfers and Changes in Ownership Generally. Except as expressly allowed under 
Section 2.04 and elsewhere in this Agreement, Southwest covenants that it will not assign, sublet, 
subcontract, transfer, convey, sell, mortgage, pledge, or encumber its interests in the Premises (or 
any part thereof) or any rights or interest of Southwest in this Agreement nor otherwise allow the 
use of the Premises by any other person (any of the foregoing events being referred to as a 
"Transfer"), or effect any transfer of an interest in any holder of a direct or indirect ownership 
interest in Southwest, or any merger or consolidation of Southwest (individually and collectively, 
"Change in Ownership") that may have the effect of a Transfer, without in each instance having 
first obtained the written consent of City as set forth below. Consent by City to any type of 
Transfer or Change of Ownership shall not in any way be constmed to relieve Southwest from 
obtaining further authorizafion from City for any subsequent Transfer or Change of Ownership of 
any nature whatsoever. 

B. Transfers and Changes of Ownership requiring the Consent of the City Council. A 
Transfer or a Change of Ownership interest in Southwest, whether to an Affiliate, subsidiary or 
otherwise, or the, is subject to the consent of City Council if the Transfer is 100% of Southwest's 
rights and interest in this Agreement or the Change in Ownership involves a 100% Change in 
Ownership of Southwest. The consent of the City Council is in the sole discrefion of the City 
Council. 

C. Transfers and Changes of Ownership requiring the Consent of the Commissioner. 
Except as provided in D. below, any Transfer or Change in Ownership is subject to the consent of 
the Commissioner, if the Transfer involves less than 100% of Southwest's rights and interests in 
this Agreement or the Change in Ownership involves less than a 100% Change in Ownership of 
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Southwest. Southwest must provide the City with prior notice of a Change in Ownership as is not 
prohibited by law or by a confidentiality agreement executed in connection with the proposed 
Change in Ownership. If such prior notice is not permitted, or if Southwest is not reasonably able 
to provide prior notice of a Change in Ownership, then Southwest must notify the City as soon as 
possible after such Change in Ownership to obtain the City's consent to such Change in 
Ownership, which consent will not unreasonably be withheld. Consent by the City to any 
Transfer or Change in Ownership does not relieve Southwest from the requirement of obtaining 
consent from the City for any subsequent Transfer or Change in Ownership. 

D. Exempt Transfers and Changes in Ownership. A Transfer or Change of Ownership 
due to corporate restmcturing of Southwest or its Affiliates is exempt from the City's consent set 
forth in C. above, provided that Southwest submits updated EDS(s) that reflect the new ownership 
structure; provided further, that any assignment of this Agreement to an Affiliate as tenant will 
nonetheless require Commissioner's consent. In the event that shares of Southwest, its Affiiliates 
or any successor or assigns, are traded at arms-length on a United States public exchange, any 
Change in Ownership involving less than. 5% of the shares of such stock is exempt from the 
requirement of the City's consent as set forth in C. above; provided, however, if the Change in 
Ownership would result in an individual not previously disclosed in an EDS having a direct or 
indirect ownership interest of 7.5% or more of Southwest, Southwest must promptly submit an 
updated EDS. 

E. Southwest to Remain Primarily Liable. Notwithstanding any Transfer or Change of 
Ownership, with or without City consent, Southwest shall remain fully liable for the payment of 
Rent and fully responsible for the performance of all of its other obligations hereunder. 

F. Request for City Consent. Any or all of the requests by Southwest for consents under 
this Section must be made in writing and, to the extent not prohibited by securities laws or bona 
fide confidentiality agreements, provided to the Commissioner (a) at least 60 days prior to the 
proposed Transfer or Change in Ownership if the Commissioner's consent is required; and (b) at 
least 120 days prior to a proposed Transfer or Change in Ownership if the City Council's consent 
is required. All requests for consent must include copies of the proposed documents of Transfer 
or Change in Ownership, evidence of the financial condition, reputation and business experience 
of the proposed transferee, an EDS, and such other documents as the City may reasonably require 
to evaluate the proposed Transfer or Change in Ownership. All documents of Transfer or Change 
in Ownership must completely disclose any and all monetary considerations paid to Southwest in 
connection with the Transfer or Change in Ownership. The City may require a written 
acknowledgment from Licensee that, notwithstanding the proposed Transfer or Change in 
Ownership, Southwest remains fully and completely liable for all obligations of Southwest under 
this Agreement. 

G. City's Right to Collect from Transferee. If any Transfer or Change of Ownership 
occurs, whether or not such Transfer or Change of Ownership is subject to City consent under this 
Article, the City may collect Rent and other sums to be paid under the Agreement from any 
assignee, sublessee, or other transferee of Southwest, and in such event shall apply the net amount 
collected to the Rent and other sums to be paid under the Agreement payable by Southwest 
without such action by City releasing Southwest from this Agreement or any of its obligations 
hereunder. If any Transfer or Change of Ownership requiring City consent occurs without consent 
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of City and City collects Rent and other sums to be paid under the Agreement from any assignee, 
sublessee, or other transferee of Southwest, and applies the net amount collected in the manner 
described in the preceding sentence, such actions by City shall not be deemed to constitute City 
consent. 

H. Transfers Without City Consent Void. Any Transfer or Change in Ownership made 
without the City's consent, except for an Exempt Change in Ownership pursuant to Section 

. 14.01.D. above, is an event of default subject to all remedies, including termination of this 
Agreement at the City's option, and does not relieve Southwest of any of its obligations under this 
Agreement for the balance of the Term. This Section applies to prohibit a Transfer, such as an 
assignment by a receiver or tmstee in any federal or state bankmptcy, insolvency or other 
proceedings or by operation of law. Under no circumstances will any failure by the 
Commissioner to act on or submit any request by Southwest or to take any other action as 
provided in this Agreement be deemed or constmed to constitute consent to Southwest's request 
by the Commissioner or by the City Council. If the City is found to have breached its obligations 
under this Section, then Southwest's sole remedy is to terminate this Agreement without liability 
to either the City or Southwest. 

I. City Fees. In the event of a Transfer in the form of a sublease, the City shall be entitied 
to fifty percent (50%) of the excess of the amounts payable by the sublessee to Southwest over the 
amount payable by Southwest to the City. In the event of other forms of Transfer, the City shall 
be entitled to ten percent (10%) of any monetary consideration paid to Southwest in connecfion 
with such Transfer. Any amounts payable to City pursuant to this provision shall be deemed 
Additional Rent. 

Section 12.02 City Right to Transfer. The City reserves the right to transfer or assign all or any 
part of its interests hereunder, including but not limited to an assignment of its interests to the 
Concessionaire in connection with the Airport Lease, and thereafter until the Reversion Date, if 
any. Southwest shall look solely to Concessionaire to perform City's obligafions under this 
Agreement, and any approvals or consents of the City or Commissioner required hereunder shall 
be given by the Concessionaire, except to the extent that such approvals or consents are required 
from the City or Commissioner in the City's role as a municipality or airport sponsor. 
Notwithstanding any such transfer or assignment, the City shall retain its rights to enter onto the 
Premises in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement to perform its rights and obUgations 
as a municipality, its rights to insurance coverage and indemnification pursuant to Article X, and 
its rights to promulgate and monitor compliance with Airport Rules and Regulations as a 
municipality and airport sponsor. 

ARTICLE XIII GENERAL CONDITIONS 

Section 13.01 Entire Agreement. This Agreement, and the exhibits attached hereto and 
incorporated hereby, shall constitute the enfire agreement between the parties and no other 
warranties, inducements, considerations, promises, or interpretations shall be implied or 
impressed upon this Agreement that are not expressly addressed herein and therein. 

Section 13.02 Counterparts. This Agreement is comprised of several idenfical counterparts, 
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each to be fully executed by the parties and each to be deemed an original having idenfical legal 
effect. 

Section 13.03 Amendments. No changes, amendments, modifications, cancellation, or discharge 
of this Agreement, or any part thereof, shall be valid unless in writing and signed by the parties 
hereto, or their respective successors and assigns. 

Section 13.04 Severability. If any provisions of this Agreement shall be held or deemed to be or 
shall in fact be inoperative or unenforceable as applied in any particular case in any jurisdiction or 
jurisdictions or in all cases because it conflicts with any other provision or provisions hereof or of 
any constitution, statute, ordinance, mle of law, or public policy, or for any other reason, such 
circumstances shall not have the effect of rendering the provision in question inoperative or 
unenforceable in any other case or circumstances, or of rendering any other provision or 
provisions herein contained invalid, inoperative, or unenforceable to any extent whatever. The 
invalidity of any one or more phrases, sentences, clauses, or sections contained in this Agreement 
shall not affect the remaining portions of this Agreement or any part thereof. 

Section 13.05 No Partnership or Agency. Nothing herein contained as intended or shall be 
constmed to in any respect create or establish any relationship other than that of lessor and lessee, 
and nothing herein shall be constmed to establish any partnership, joint, venture, or association or 
to make Southwest the general representative or agent of City for any purpose whatsoever. 

Section 13.06 Representatives. City and Southwest shall each designate a representative who, 
except as otherwise provided hereunder, shall be authorized to act for City and Southwest, 
respectively, with respect to any actions to be taken by either of them under the terms of this 
Agreement. Except as specifically otherwise set forth herein, for the purposes of actions to be 
taken by it or by the Corrunissioner, City's representative shall be the Commissioner and any 
consents and approvals to be given by City shall be made by the Commissioner. Southwest's 
representative shall be designated in a written notice delivered to City. Any party hereto may 
change its designated representative by written notice. 

Section 13.07 Assigns. All of the terms and conditions of this Agreement shall be binding upon 
and inure to the benefit of the parties hereto and their respective legal representatives, successors, 
transferees, and assigns. 

Section 13.08 Force Majeure Events. 

A. Defined. Neither party hereto shall be liable to the other for any failure, delay or 
intermpfion in performing its obligafions hereunder due to causes or conditions beyond its 
reasonable control (a "Force Majeure Event"), including, without limiting the generality hereof, 
strikes, boycotts, picketing, slow-downs, work stoppages, or other labor actions affecting the City 
or Southwest or their respective Contractors, except to the extent that such failure, delay or 
intermption results from failure on the part of the City or Southwest to use reasonable care to 
prevent such failure, delay or intermption, or thereafter failure to use its best efforts to cure, such 
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failure, delay or intermption; provided that nothing in this Section is intended or shall be 
constmed to abate, postpone or in any respect diminish Southwest's obUgations to make any 
payments due the City pursuant to this Agreement. It is expressly understood that a Force 
Majeure Event will not include any of the foDowing events: (i) economic hardship; (ii) changes in 
market conditions; (iii) changes in law, except to the extent that the law prohibits a party from 
performing its obligation; (iv) delays caused by Delegates (as defined in the Use Agreement), 
provided such delay was not caused by a Force Majeure Event; and (v) Southwest's or other 
airlines' capacity reductions at the Airport or other airports. 

B. Procedure. The party claiming a Force Majeure Event shall within five (5) business 
days after it knows of the occurrence of the Force Majeure Event, give the other party written 
notice describing the details of the cause and nature of the Force Majeure Event, the anticipated 
length of delay due to the Force Majeure Event and any other effect on the party's performance of 
its obligations hereunder. Within fifteen (15) days after inifial notification, such party shall 
provide sufficient proof of the occurrence and duration of such Force Majeure Event to the other 
party and shall thereafter provide the other party with periodic supplemental updates to reflect any 
change in information given to the other party as often as requested by the other party. The party 
claiming the Force Majeure Event shall give notice to the other party of (i) the cessation of the 
relevant Force Majeure Event and (ii) the cessation of the effects of such Force Majeure Event on 
the performance by it of its obligations under this Agreement as soon as practicable after 
becoming aware of each of (i) and (ii) above. 

C. Suspension. Except as otherwise provided herein, the performance by the party claiming 
the Force Majeure Event of its obligations hereunder shall be suspended, and in the event that 
such party is required to start or complete an action during a specific period of time, such start 
date or period for completion shall be extended, on the condition that: (i) such suspension of 
performance and extension of time shall be of no greater scope and of no longer diirafion than is 
required by the effects of the Force Majeure Event; (ii) the party claiming the Force Majeure 
Event confinually uses all commercially reasonable efforts to alleviate and mitigate the cause and 
effect of the Force Majeure Event and remedy its inability to perform. 

D. Disputes. In the event that the parties are unable in good faith to agree that a Force 
Majeure Event has occurred or performance hereunder is excused as a result thereof, the parties 
shall submit the dispute for resolution pursuant to Article VEI of the Use Agreement and the party 
claiming relief from a Force Majeure Event shall have the burden of proof as to whether such a 
Force Majeure Event has occurted and whether performance hereunder is excused as a result 
thereof 

E. Extended Events. If a Force Majeure Event has occurred and continues for more than 
six (6) months, either party may terminate this Agreement by Nofice to the other party. 

Section 13.09 Governing Law. This Agreement shall be governed in accordance with the laws 
of the State of Dlinois. Southwest hereby irrevocably submits, and shall cause its subcontractors 
to submit, to the original jurisdiction of those State or Federal courts located within the County of 
Cook, State of Dlinois, with regard to any controversy arising out of, relating to, or in any way 
concerning the execufion or performance of this Agreement. Southwest agrees that service of 
process on Southwest may be made, at the option of City, either by registered or certified mail 
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addressed to the applicable office as provided for, in this Agreement, by registered or certified 
mail addressed to the office actually maintained by Southwest, or by personal delivery on any 
officer, director, or managing or general agent of Southwest. 

Section 13.10 Consent to Service of Process and Jurisdiction. All judicial proceedings 
brought by Southwest with respect to this Agreement shall be brought in Cook County, Illinois, 
and by execution and delivery of this Agreement, Southwest accepts, for itself and in connection 
with its properties, generally and unconditionally, the nonexclusive jurisdiction of the aforesaid 
courts, and irrevocably agrees to be bound by any final judgment rendered thereby from which no 
appeal has been taken or is available. Southwest irrevocably waives any objection (including 
without limitation any objection of the laying of venue or based on the grounds of fomm 
non-conveniens) which it may now or hereafter have to the bringing of any action or proceeding 
with respect to this Agreement in the jurisdiction set forth above. Nothing herein shall affect the 
right to serve process in any other manner permitted by law or shall limit the right of City to bring 
proceedings against Southwest in the courts of any other jurisdiction. 

Section 13.11 Notices. Any notices or other communications pertaining to this Agreement shall 
be in writing and shall be deemed to have been duly given by a party if sent by nationally 
recognized commercial overnight courier or registered or certified mail, retum receipt requested, 
postage prepaid and addressed to the other party. Notices shall be deemed given on the date of 
receipt if by personal service, or one day after deposit with a nationally recognized commercial 
overnight courier, three days after deposit in the U.S. mails, or otherwise upon refusal of receipt. 
All notices or communications intended for Southwest shall be addressed to: 

Southwest Airlines Co. 
5700 South Cicero 
Chicago, Dlinois 60638 
Attn: General Manager 

All notices or communications intended for the City shall be addressed to: 

Commissioner, Department of Aviation 
City of Chicago 
O'Hare International Airport 
Aviation Administration Building 
10510 WZemke Road 
Chicago, Dlinois 60666 

Either party may change its address or the individual to whom such notices are to be given by a 
notice given to the other party in the manner set forth above. 

Section 13.12 City's Authority. This Agreement is authorized by an Ordinance passed by City 
of Chicago City Council on , 20 , (C.J.P. ). Except as expressly 
provided otherwise, wherever this Agreement provides that an act is to be taken or performed, or 
approval or consent is to be given by City, such act may be taken or performed, or approval or 
consent may be given, by the Commissioner, without further action by the City Council of 
Chicago, as long as such act, approval or consent does not result in either (i) an extension of the 
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Term (beyond any permitted renewals), (ii) a decrease in the Rent other than such decreases 
expressly provided for herein, or (iii) expansion of the Premises; provided, however, that 
non-material changes may be riiade to the boundaries of the Premises to conforrn to a survey and 
further provided that the Commissioner is authorized relocate Southwest to other, comparably 
sized premises at the Airport in the event that all or a portion of the Premises are needed for other 
Airport purposes. The Commissioner may execute an amendment to the Agreement provided that 
he or she is authorized to take or perform the act, or provide the consent or approval, giving rise to 
such amendment. 

Section 13.13 Southwest's Authority. By executing this Agreement, the person signing on 
behalf of Southwest warrants and represents, under penalty of perjury, that he or she has complete 
and full authority to commit Southwest to all terms and conditions of this Agreement, including 
each and every representation, certification, and warranty contained herein, attached hereto and 
collectively incorporated by reference herein, or as may be required by the terms and conditions 
hereof. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have caused this Agreement to be executed as of the 
Effective Date. 

Designation of Agent for City 
CITY OF CHICAGO SOUTHWEST AIRLINES CO. Clerk Service of Process 

By- Name: Richard M. Daley 
Mayor ^. 

-' Name: 
Address: 

Recommended by: Ttl • 

Richard L. Rodriguez 
Commissioner of Aviation 

Notary 

(Sub)Exhibits "A", "B", "C", "D" and "E" referred to in this Hangar Facility Lease Agreement 
(5035 - 5203 West 55* Street Hangar) read as follows: 
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(Sub)Exhibit "A". 
(To Hangar Facility Agreement) 

(5035-5203 West 55'' Street Hangar) 

Premises. 

5035 - 5203 West 55^' Street Hangar. 

Southwest must, within three (3) years of the effective date, rehabilitate the ramp area of 
the premises so as to make the area free of cracked or loose pavement and capable of 
supporting the types of aircraft that will be parked there. Such rehabilitation shall be in 
accordance with Midway Airport and Federal Aviation Administration standards. 

[Drawing attached to this (Sub)Exhibit "A" printed on 
page 42229 of this Journal.] 

(Sub)Exhibit "B". 
(To Hangar Facility Agreement) 

(5035 - 5203 West 55''' Street Hangar) 

Rent. 

5035 - 5203 West 55" Street Hangar 

For Lease Years 1 through 6, Ground Rent shall be $0.40 per square foot per year, and 
there shall be no Building Rent. 

For Lease Years 7 through 25, Ground Rent shall be Zero and 75/100 Dollars ($0.75) 
per square foot per year in Lease Year 7, and Building Rent shall be Five and 75/100 Dollars 
($5.75) per square foot per year in Lease Year 7, with both Ground Rent and Building Rent 
subject to an annual two percent (2%) escalation. 

For Lease Year 26 and thereafter, the City and Southwest shall agree upon a Ground Rent 
and Building Rent. If the parties cannot agree on a Ground Rent rate and a Building Rent 
rate, each component of Rent shall be subject to an annual escalation of two percent (2%) 
until such time as a Ground Rent rate and a Building Rent rate are agreed upon by the 
parties. 
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[Premises Description to this Drawing printed on 
page 42228 of this Journal.] 
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(Sub)Exhibit "C". 
(To Hangar Facility Agreement) 

(5035-5203 West 55'*̂  Street Hangar) 

Requirements For Work. 

City of Chicago 
Department off Aviation 

Design, Renovat ion & Const ruc t ion Procedures 

O'HARE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 
IVIIDWAY INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 

C H I C A G O 
A I R P O R T 
S Y S T E M 

DESIGN, RENOVATION, AND CONSTRUCTION 
STANDARD PROCEDURES 
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Attachments; 
1 . O'Hare Users Form, w i th instructions 
2. IVIidway Users Form, w i th instructions 

1. P u r p o s e : To establish mandatory and consistent procedures, through 
publication, for the review, approval and Implementation of all structural renovation, new 
construction, and major decorating work at Chicago O'Hare International Airport and 
Chicago Midway International Airport. 

11. D i s c u s s i o n : Airport structural features directly and significantly impact 
airport safety, security, operations, planning, business and regulatory environments. 
The City of Chicago Department of Aviation is ultimately responsible for the 
management of these environments, and accordingly reserves the right to review and 
approve the construction and/or modification of any structure on Airport property. The 
Department of Aviation (DOA), through its Design/Construction Division and 
Architecture/Engineering Sections, reviews, oversees, and approves all new design, 
renovation and construction work at Chicago's airports. The roles and responsibilities of 
other participants in this process are defined and directed in the Procedures provided in 
the following section of this directive. This review and approval process is 
accomplished by following the procedures outlined in this directive. These procedures, 
particularly specified submission requirements and deadlines, are mandatory; they 
should be reviewed thoroughly, as a first step in the design, renovation and construction 
of any structure on Airport property, by Department sections. Airport Tenants, design 
consultants, and other Airport Users seeking to undertake such a project. These 
procedures are further designed to provide guidelines for process participants 
(particularly Project Managers); feedback, questions, and constructive criticism of this 
directive, and the process it governs, is accordingly invited, and will be considered In 
development of revisions and updates. 
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i i i . Ro les a n d Respons ib i l i t i e s : AII design, renovation, and/or 
construction (as described in this directive) projects conducted on Chicago O'Hare 
International Airport and Chicago Midway International Airport property shall be 
reviewed and approved In accordance with the procedures described In Section IV of 
this directive. The review/approval process (described and defined by Section IV 
procedures) is performed primarily by the partiicipants listed in this section. 

1 . Airport User. For purposes of this directive, the Airport User is defined as 
an organization seeking/planning to perform a design, renovation (including major 
decoration) or similar project, involving an existing or planned structure, on O'Hare 
International Airport or Midway International Airport (Airport) property. The Airport 
User can be an Airport Tenant, Sub-Tenant, Lessee; agency or business operating 
on Airport property, or a consultant employed by one of these entities to perform 
such a project. The Airport User is responsible for timely, accurate and correct: 

• submission of required documents, drawings and records 

• response to DOA comments and questions 

• completion and submission of the User Form 

The Airport User is also responsible for: 

• resolution of outstanding issues assigned by DOA in the review/approval 
process 

t 

• compliance with this directive, other applicable DOA directives (e.g. ID 
Badging Handbook), and DOA instructions issued as a result of the 
review/approval process. 

• obtaining, and providing proof of, ALL required licenses and permits 
(including City, state and federal permit, and Airport badges/permits) 
BEFORE commencement of construction 
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2 . User Point o f Con tac t (POC). The Airport User shall, when 
initiating a project, designate a POC, using procedures described in Section IV 
(paragraph 1) of this directive. This POC shall act as agent, representative, 
liaison and focal point, for the User, to DOA, for ail aspects of the Project under 
review. All DOA communication and correspondence to the Airport User, and 
Airport User communications/correspondence to DOA, concerning the Project, 
shall include the POC. The POC is presumed to report to directly the Airport 
User in the design, approval and execution of the Project. The POC's DOA 
counterpart in this process is the DOA Project Manager (see itemS) or PM. The 
POC and PM must work together closely throughout the review/approval 
process, keeping each other, and their respective organizations (DOA/User) 
apprised of developments, progress, and Issues as they occur. 

3. DOA Deputy Commiss ioner fo r Des ign/Const ruc t ion is 
responsible, on behalf of the City of Chicago Department of Aviation for oversight 
of all design, renovation and construction related to structures on Airport 
property. As such the Deputy Commissioner (Design/Construction) has final 
approval authority over all Projects considered in this directive. The Deputy 
Commissioner reports to the Commissioner of Aviation via First Deputy, in 
accompllshrnent and oversight of the procedures in this directive. 

4 . DOA Coord inat ing A r c h i t e c t (CA) manages the design, renovation, 
and construction review/approval process described in, and governed by, this 
directive. Maintenance of, and updates to, this directive are a part of these 
duties; comments, constructive criticism and recommended changes to this 
directive should be directed to the CA. The CA designates and assigns a PM 
(see item 5) to each Project reviewed and evaluated under this directive, and 
supervises the PM in performance of tasks it assigns. All project 
correspondence shall be addressed to the Coordinating Architect, and directed to 
the attention of the DOA Project Manager (see item 5). CA duties are performed 
on behalf of the Deputy Commissioner of Design/Construction, to whom the CA 
reports. The CA may be reached at: 

City of Chicago, Department of Aviation 
O'Hare International Airport 

Aviation Administration Building, Design and Construction Division 
10510 West Zemke Road 
Ctiicago, Illinois 60666 

Attn: Coordinating Architect 
(Omitted for priting purposes) 
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5. DOA Project Manager (PM) is designated by the CA (see item 4) to 
manage and facilitate DOA review/approval of the Project, once properly 
submitted to DOA, following the Procedures provided in Section IV of this 
directive. The PM's counterpart, for the Airport User, is the User Point of Contact 
(POC), described in item 2 of this section. All project correspondence shall be 
addressed to the Coordinating Architect, and directed to the attention of the PM. 
All project related questions, issues or phone calls shall be made directly to the 
PM. The PM reports directly to the CA in matters pertaining to design, approval 
and execution of the Project. The PM and POC must work together closely 
throughout the review/approval process, keeping each other, and their respective 
organizations (DO/VUser) apprised of developments, progress, and issues as 
they occur. 

6. DOA Deputy Commissioner for Facil i t ies is responsible for the 
maintenance and physical operation of Airport structures on Airport property. 
The review/approval process must ensure that Facilities is properly advised and 
consulted, to allow such oversight and coordination; the procedures governing 
this process (Section IV) are designed to enable such advice/consultation. 

7. DOA Facilities Supervising Archi tect - O'Hare (FSA) 
represents the Deputy Commissioner of Facilities at O'Hare In the 
review/approval process, and ensures that construction (except those for T5, see 
item 8) activities are properly coordinated with all affected Airport sections. User 
Form, Pre-construction Meeting, Notification and Inspection requirements in 
Section IV are designed to enable required oversight and coordination. Strict 
compliance with these requirements is essential and mandatory, as they impact 
critical safety, security, and operational areas. The FSA may be reached at: 

City of Chicago, Department of Aviation 
O'Hare International Airport 

Facilities Division 
PO Box 66142 

Chicago, Illinois 60666 
Attn: Facilities Supen/ising Architect - O'Hare 

(Omitted for priting purposes) 
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8. DOA Director off Maintenance/Construction - Midway (DM/C) 
represents the Chief Operating Officer of Midway in the review/approval process, 
and ensures that construction (except those for T5, see item 9 and O'Hare, see 
item 7) activities are property coordinated with all affected Airport sections. User 
Form, Pre-construction Meeting, Notification and Inspection requirements In 
Section IV are designed to enable required oversight and coordination. Strict 
compliance with these requirements is essential and mandatory, as they impact 
critical safety, security, and operational areas. The DM/C may be reached at: 

City of Chicago, Department of Aviation 
Midway International Airport 

General Aviation Offices 
5700 South Cicero Avenue 

Chicago, Illinois 60638 
Attn: Director of Maintenance - Midway 

(Omitted for priting purposes)' 

9. DOA Terminal Manger for Intemational Terminal (T5) 
coordinates activities related to the International Terminal. As such, his/her role 
in the review/approval process is similar to that of the FSA & DM/C (items 7 & 8), 
but limited to Projects involving Terminal 5. 

City of Chicago, Department of Aviation 
O'Hare International Airport 

Terminal 5, Mezzanine 
P.O. Box 66142 

Chicago, Illinois 60666 
Attn: Terminal Manager - T5 Management 

(Omitted for priting purposes) 

10. Construction Coordinator (CC) Is assigned by FSA (item 7), DM/C 
(item 8) or T5 (item 9) as the Project enters its construction phase. Upon 
assignment, the CC acts as the DOA liaison, for the duration of construction, for 
all construction matters. 

1 1 . Chicago Airport Resources Enterprise (CARE) performs a 
variety of construction management services for the City of Chicago Department 
of Aviation at Chicago Midway and Chicago O'Hare International Airports. One 
such service, initial processing of Airport ID Badges (for which CARE acts as 
Tenant, on behalf of DOA, for construction activities), is key to the success of this 
process. Procedures governing this requirement are in Section IV, item 6 of this 
directive, and should be initiated at the earliest opportunity. 
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IV. Procedures: 

1 . Project In i t ia t ion ( In i t ia t ion Let te r and Schemat ic Concept 
Drawings). The Airport User must submit a minimum of eighteen (18) sets of 
30% Preliminary Construction Drawings (30% Concept Design Documents) 
along with a Project Initiation Letter, on letterhead that includes: 

• Airport User Point of Contact (POC) name, phone number and e-mail 
address. 

• Airport User's Architectural/Engineering firm's (if applicable) POC name 
and phone number 

• Narrative of the Intended Project Scope and Estimated Construction Cost. 

• Preliminary Construction Schedule including the appropriate time frame 
for Aviation's review and response (minimum of two weeks per each 
review submittal). 

Submit all documents to: 

City of Chicago, Department of Aviation 
O'Hare International Airport 

Aviation Administration Building, Design / Construction Division 
10501 West Zemke Road 

Chicago, Illinois 60666 
Attn: Chief Architect 

(Omitted for printing purposes) 

Note: All design phase submittals must include a minimum of Eighteen (18) 
sets of documents [Three (3) full size and Fifteen (15) half size]. 

2 . Prel iminary Document Review. Upon receipt of the Project 
Initiation Letter and Preliminary Construction Drawings, the Coordinating 
Architect assigns a Department of Aviation Project Manager (PM) to the 
proposed project. This PM Is the DOA Development liaison for the project 
through its duration and will coordinate all drawings and schedules for DOA. 
All project correspondence shall be addressed to the Coordinating Architect 
and directed to the attention of the PM. All project related questions, issues 
or phone calls shall be made directly to the PM. 
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Within two weeks of receiving the Project Initiation Letter and 30% Concept 
Design Documents (item 2) the PM will send the Airport User, a response to 
their concept submittal (Conditional Concept Approval) with technical 
comments and direction on information to be included in the next submittal, 
which may include a request for an Airport User presentation. FAA 7460 fomi 
may be required for certain projects that fall within FAA jurisdiction or 
airspace Impact Issues under FAA jurisdiction. This should be confirmed with 
the PM. Follow-up design submittals will be required at the 60%. 90% arid 
100% completion levels. Less complex projects may only require 30% 
concept and 100% submittals, or other completion level combinations as 
determined by the PM based upon review of the initial 30% documents. A 
final design record submittal will be required incorporating all previous 
comments. 

3. Response to Aviation's Comments and Requests. In 
accordance with the "Conditional Concept Approval" letter (see item 4), and 
for any comments at the 60/90/100% completion levels, the Airport User will 
be required to respond to the PM, in writing, within a week, to the comments 
and issues addressed by DOA and any other reviewing 
agencies/departments, as well as incorporate the applicable items into the 
next submittal of the Construction Documents. 

Note 1: Complex projects, requiring a 60% and 90% submittal, shall require a 
minimum two (2) week review period for each completion level submittal. 

Note 2: Projects requiring building permits (projects other than cosmetic 
improvements) may require reviews with the Department of Construction and 
Permits at various stages during the design process (minimum of 2 during 
design process). These meetings must be scheduled through the PM. These 
reviews are mandatory for more complex projects to familiarize the 
Department of Construction and Pennits with the project and to provide the 
architect/engineer with productive input during the design process thus 
avoiding issues later in the permit review process. Coordinate the schedule 
for these meetings with the DOA PM early on In the design process. 
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4 . 100% Document Rev iew and Cond i t iona l Approva l t o 
Const ruc t . The PM receives the 100% documents and all incorporated 
revisions, and forwards them to the DOA Divisions and involved agencies for 
review. This review and approval process takes a minimum of two weeks, 
depending on project complexity. 

Upon review of the 100% Contract Document submittal and a determination 
that the documents are complete to the 100% level the PM issues a 
Construction Document Approval" signed by the Coordinating Architect 
(Design/Construction), or his designee, to the Airport User, Including any 
outstanding issues that need to be incorporated into the documents and/or 
addressed, with a copy to the City of Chicago Department of Buildings 
Indicating that the documents have been reviewed and are acceptable for 
beginning the permit application process. After receiving the Department of 
Aviation's "Construction Document Approval" letter, the Airport User may then 
apply for the required permits (Building, Electrical, Signage, etc.). The Airport 
User must coordinate the method, process and schedule for permitting 
submittal with the PM. 

For final DOA approval (required before any construction may begin) the 
Airport User mus t have ob ta ined a l l requ i red pe rm i t s f rom t h e 
Chicago Depar tment o f Bu i ld ings, as w e l l as t hose f r om any 
app l icab le s t a te and ffederal au tho r i t i es . The Chicago Department 
of Buildings is located In City Hall at: 

121 North LaSalle Street, 9th Floor, 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 

(Omitted for priting purposes) 

Note: Chicago Department of Buildings controls the building permit review 
process. It is the Airport User's sole responsibility to follow-up on 
permit procurement. DOA can, however, assist In Issues related to the 
permitting process. The DOA permit liaison may be contacted through the 
PM. 
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5. Security Badges. Any employee, who works or operates on the 
airfield, or in the Terminals, must be fingerprinted, screened, trained, and 
issued an ID Badge, before he/she will be allowed to enter. Airport ID 
Badges, permits, and privileges are as crucial to this process as are required 
constnjction permits. User failure to understand, or comply with, ID Badging 
and vehicle permit/operating regulations can impose significant and costly 
Project delays. 

If the Project will Involve driving on the airfield, each vehicle must be properly 
insured and registered, and must display a proper vehicle permit, and each 
driver must be screened and tested. 

Any company wishing to operate or conduct business on the airfield must be 
sponsored by an airport Tenant, and properly registered in the Airport ID 
Badging system, before Its employees may be issued ID Badges, its vehicles 
issued permits, or its drivers may be certified. This, and employee 
screening/ID Badge issue, are lengthy, but mandatory processes. 

Users are advised to begin this process at the eariiest opportunity, become 
familiar with required procedures, and allow adequate lead time, to preclude 
delays. Company registration (required If the User is not already established 
in the ID Badging System), and establishment of signatories typically requires 
3-7 business days to accomplish. Vehicle permits typically require 2-5 
business days, upon presentation of all required documents. Required 
fingerprint investigations typically require an additional 3-7 business days, per 
employee, to accomplish. Individual employee badges additionally require 1-
3 hours, and travel (to CARE and ID Badging), per employee, to accomplish, 
depending on individual training and testing requirements. 

Requirements, and detailed Instructions, for obtaining required badges, 
driving privileges, and permits are provided in the ID Badging Handbook 
(DOA Directive 32310.00a rev 1) and in the O'Hare Intemational 
Airport Ground Vehicle Operating Regulations Manual (DOA 
Directive 35100.00a). These documents are available, on request, from 
DOA, or can be viewed/obtained on line at: www.ohare.com/badging 
Users must review and understand these procedures thoroughly, before 
attempting to obtain badges, permits, or driving privileges. 

http://www.ohare.com/badging
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On behalf of the Department of Aviation, CARE acts as "Tenant," (for ID 
Badging purposes, as described in the ID Badging Handbook) on behalf of 
DOA, in ID Badging matters related to airfield construction companies under 
contract to DOA. Such construction companies shall contact CARE, and 
contact/proceed to ID Badging only as directed by CARE. The above 
directives should be reviewed and understood before contacting CARE. 
CARE may be reached at: 

(Omitted for priting purposes) 
or 

(Omitted for priting purposes) 

Airport Users who already have established ID Badge accounts (e.g. existing 
Tenants) shall continue to obtain ID Badges in the manner established. 

6. Insurance - Addi t iona l insured. All Contractors and Sub-
Contractors shall provide a copy of their Certificate of Insurance indicating the 
City of Chicago and Chicago Airports Resources Enterprise as additional 
insured. 

7. Safety. All Contractors and Work is subject to follow the Chicago 
Airport System (CAS) Construction Safety Manual. Safety personnel 
credentials must comply with the requirements as outlined in the CAS 
Construction Safety Manual prior 

8 . User Form and Pre-Construct ion Meet ing. The Construction 
phase of the review/approval/implementation process begins, following 
completion of items 1 -5, preceding. 

The User POC initiates the construction phase by contacting the PM, 
and presenting documentation showing that all required permits have been 
obtained, and steps 1 -5 (above) have been completed, especially: 

• All required City, State and Federal Permits (Item 4) obtained and 
valid. 

• Required 7460 Forms have been submitted and approved 
Company and signatories established in ID Badging system 
Note: a valid ID Badge, issued to the user POC, bearing the name of 
the Airport User company, will verify this. 

The DOA PM shall, upon verifying User completion of requirements for Items 
1 -5, as described above, notify In w r i t m g elthen 

• The Terminal Manager for International Terminal (T5, see Sect III, 
item 9), if the Project will be in the International Tenninal, OR 
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• The DOA Supervisor of Maintenance/Construction (FSA, see Sect 
III, item 7), for O'Hare Airport locations. 

• The Director of Maintenance/Construction - Midway (DM/C, see 
Section III, item 8) for Midway Airport locations. 

Advising that the User has completed requirements for items 1 -5, is ready to 
progress to the Construction phase, that a Pre-Construction meeting may 
proceed, and providing contacting information for the User POC. 

Upon receipt of the above notification, T5, DM/C or the FSA shall assign a 
Construction Coordinator (CC) to the Project, and identify that CC to the 
User POC. The assigned CC and User POC shall then arrange the Pre-
Construction meeting. 

The assigned CC shall act as the DOA liaison to the User for the duration of 
the construction phase of the Project, and shall ensure that all DOA 
participants identified in Section III are advised of key developments as they 
occur. 

9. User Form and Pre-Construct ion Meet ing (continued) 

By 12:00PM (noon) on the Thursday prior to the pre-construction meeting, 
the User shall submit a completed User Form (blank and directions attached) 
to the CC. The User Form assists the CC In making the necessary 
operational arrangements for deliveries, mechanical shut-downs, etc. 

At the pre-construction meeting, the User shall answer any outstanding 
questions and exchange documentation. The User submits all final building 
permits, proof of 7460 approval (as required), certificates of insurance, 
master list of Contractors/Subcontractors on-site with contact names and 24 
hour phone numbers, temporary barricade plans including signage, as 
approved by the DOA, and the final construction schedule. The User shall 
advise the CC on progress/issues encountered in obtaining required badges 
and permits; this process must be completed, for every vehicle and 
employee involved In the Project, before work begins, and should be 
substantially completed by the time of this meeting. The CC shall provide the 
User POC with emergency phone numbers and establish a start-of-
construction date. 

If at any time the scope of work changes during construction, the User must 
notify the CC immediately. 
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10 . No t i f i ca t i on t o t h e C i t y o f Subs tan t ia l Comp le t ion . 
Upon substantial completion the Airport User POC shall request. In writing, a 
site Inspection with the CC and DOA PM. During the walk through an oral 
punch list will be communicated followed within a week by a written punch 
list. A Certificate of Occupancy, issued by the City of Chicago Department 
of Construction and Permits will be indicated on the punch list and is 
required prior to any occupancy of the renovated or newly constructed 
space. It is the Airport User's responsibility to arrange for inspection for the 
Certificate of Occupancy. 

1 1 . DOA Final Walk Th rough and Approva l . Upon completing all 
items on the punch list, the User shall notify the CC and DOA PM to arrange 
for a final walk through. All required employee ID Badges and vehicle 
permits must be obtained by this time. 

12 . F ina l Approva l and c loseou t . Within 30 days of the final walk 
through, the User shall submit the following closeout requirements: 

• Five half-size prints of final as-built drawings, 

• One CD of electronic CAD files in accordance with DOA CADD 
standards. Note: DOA CAD Standards can be obtained by contacting 
the DOA Project Manager (PM). 

• One CD (electronic copy) of all image files in PDF format, (all projects) 

• One CD (electronic copy) of all image files in TIFF format, (all 
projects) 

The as-built documents (all required prints and electronic files) shall be 
transmitted to the Chief Architect (CA) at O'Hare Intemational Airport. 

The above items are required to support maintenance of accurate facility 
records and future construction. 

[Attachments 1 and 2 referred to in these Requirements 
for Work unavailable at time of printing.] 
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(Sub)Exhibit "D". 
(To Hangar Facility Lease Agreement) 
(5035-5203 West 55"" Street Hangar) 

Insurance Requirements 

Department Of Aviation 
Southwest Airlines Hangar Leases 

At Chicago Midway Airport. 

The Tenant must provide and maintain at Tenant's own expense or cause to be maintained, 
during the term of the Lease and on any eariier date the Tenant is permitted to enter onto the 
Leased Premises, and until each and every obligation of the Tenant contained in this Lease has 
been fully performed (including any time period following expiration if Tenant is required to 
return and perform any additional work), the insurance coverages and requirements specified 
below, insuring all operations under this Lease. 

A. INSURANCE TO BE PROVIDED BY TENANT 

1) Workers Compensation and Employers Liability 

Workers Compensation Insurance, as prescribed by applicable law covering all 
employees who are to provide a service under this Lease and Employers Liability 
coverage with limits of not less than $500.000 each accident, illness or disease. 

2) Commercial General Uability (Primary and Umbrella) 

Commercial General Liability Insurance or equivalent with limits of not less than 
$300.000.000 per occurrence for bodily injury, personal injury, and property damage 
liability. Coverages must include the following: All premises and operations, 
products/completed operations, independent contractors, explosion, collapse, 
underground, separation of insured, defense, and contractual liability (with no limitation 
endorsement). The City of Chicago is to be named as an additional insured on a 
primary, non-contributory basis for any liability arising directly or indirectly under or in 
connection with this Lease. 

Contractors and subcontractors performing work in the Airfield Area for Tenant may 
maintain limits of not less than $5.000.000 with the same terms herein. Contractors and 
subcontractors performing work in areas of the airport that are not in the Airfield Area for 
Tenant may maintain limits of not less than $1.000.000 with the same terms herein. 

3) Automobile Liability (Primary and Umbrella) 

When any motor vehicles (owned, non-owned and hired) are used in connection with 
work to be performed, the Tenant must provide Automobile Liability Insurance with limits 
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of not less than $10.000.000 per occurrence for bodily injury and property damage. 
The City of Chicago is to be named as an additional insured on a primary, non-
contributory basis. 

Contractors and subcontractors performing work for Tenant may maintain limits of not 
less than $5.000,000 with the same terms herein. 

4) Pollution Legal Liability 

Pollution Legal Liability Insurance must be provided covering bodily injury, property 
damage and other losses caused by pollution conditions that arise from the Contract 
scope of services with limits of not less than $5.000.000 per occurrence. Coverage must 
include completed operations, contractual liability, defense, excavation, environmental 
cleanup, remediation and disposal. When policies are renewed or replaced, the policy 
retroactive date must coincide with or precede, start of work in connection with the 
Lease. A claims-made policy which is not renewed or replaced must have an extended 
reporting period of two (2) years. The City of Chicago is to be named as an additional 
insured. 

5) All Risk Property 

The Tenant must maintain All Risk Property Insurance including improvements and 
betterments at full replacement cost covering all loss, damage or destruction to the 
Leased Premises. Coverage must include but are not limited to the following: Business 
income, water including leakage, overflow, sewer backup and seepage, collapse, boiler 
and machinery, earth movement and flood. The City of Chicago is to be named as an 
additional insured and loss payee. 

The Tenant is responsible for all loss or damage to personal property (including but not 
limited to materials, equipment, tools and supplies), owned, rented or used by the 
Tenant. 

The Tenant is responsible for all loss or damage to City of Chicago property at full 
replacement cost that results from this Lease. 

6) Builders Risk 

When Tenant undertakes any construction, including improvements, betterments, and/or 
repairs, the Tenant must provide or cause to be provided. All Risk Builders Risk 
Insurance at replacement cost for materials, supplies, equipment, machinery and fixtures 
that are or will be part of the permanent facility/project. Coverages must include but are 
not limited to the following: right to partial occupancy, material stored off-site and in-
transit, boiler and machinery, earth movement, flood, water including overflow, leakage, 
sewer backup or seepage, utility sen/ices, collapse, debris removal, faulty workmanship 
or materials, testing, mechanical-electrical breakdown and other consequential loss, 
when applicable. The City of Chicago is to be named as an additional insured and loss 
payee. 
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7) Professional Liability 

When any architects, engineers, construction managers or other professional 
consultants perform work in connection with this Lease, Professional Liability Insurance 
covering acts, errors, or omissions must be maintained with limits of not less than 
$2.000.000. When policies are renewed or replaced, the policy retroactive date must 
coincide with, or precede start of work on the Lease. A claims-made policy which is riot 
renewed or replaced must have an extended reporting period of two (2) years. 

8) Valuable Papers 

When any plans, designs, drawings, specifications and documents are produced or used 
under this Lease, Valuable Papers Insurance must be maintained in an amount to insure 
against any loss whatsoever, and must have limits sufficient to pay for the re-creation 
and reconstruction of such records. 

9) Contractors Pollution Liability 

When any remediation work is performed which may cause a pollution exposure. 
Contractors Pollution Liability must cause to be provided covering bodily injury, property 
damage and other losses caused by pollution conditions that arise from the work 
performed with limits of not less than $1.000.000 per occurrence. Coverage must 
include underground storage tanks, completed operations, contractual liability, defense, 
excavation, environmental cleanup, remediation and disposal. When policies are 
renewed or replaced, the policy retroactive date must coincide with or precede start of 
work under the Lease. A claims-made policy which is not renewed or replaced must 
have an extended reporting period of two (2) years. The City of Chicago is to be named 
as an additional insured. 

B. ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

The Tenant must furnish the City of Chicago, Department of Finance, Risk Management 
Division, 333 South State Street, Room 400, Chicago, Illinois 60604 and Department of 
Aviation, O' Hare Airport, 10510 West Zemke Road, Chicago, Illinois 60666, original Certificates 
of Insurance, or such similar evidence, to be in force on the date of this Lease, and Renewal 
Certificates of Insurance, or such similar evidence, if the coverages have an expiration or 
renewal date occurring during the term of this Lease. The Tenant must submit evidence of 
insurance on the City of Chicago Insurance Certificate Form, a copy which is attached hereto as 
Exhibit E (or other form acceptable to the City prior to execution of Lease. The receipt of any 
certificate does not constitute agreement by the City that the insurance requirements in the 
Lease have been fully met or that the insurance policies indicated on the certificate are in 
compliance with all Lease requirements. The failure of the City to obtain certificates or other 
insurance evidence from the Tenant is not a waiver by the City of any requirements for the 
Tenant to obtain and maintain the specified coverages. The Tenant must advise all insurers of 
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the Lease provisions regarding insurance. Non-conforming insurance does not relieve the 
Tenant of the obligation to provide insurance as specified herein. Non-fulfillment of the 
insurance conditions may constitute a violation of the Lease, and the City retains the right to 
stop work until proper evidence of insurance is provided, or the Lease may be terminated. 

The insurance must provide for 60 days prior written notice to be given to the City in the event 
coverage is substantially changed, canceled, or non-renewed. 

Any deductibles or self insured retentions on referenced insurance coverages must be borne by 
the Tenant, Contractors and/or Subcontractors. 

The Tenant hereby waives and agrees to require their insurers to waive their rights of 
subrogation against the City of Chicago, its employees, elected officials, agents, or 
representatives. 

The coverages and limits furnished by the Tenant, Contractors and/or Subcontractors in no way 
limit the Tenant's, Contractor's and/or Subcontractor's liabilities and responsibilities specified 
within the Lease documents or by law. 

Any insurance or self-insurance programs maintained by the City of Chicago do not contribute 
with insurance provided by the Tenant under the Lease. 

The required insurance to be carried is not limited by any limitations expressed in the 
indemnification language herein or any limitation placed on the indemnity therein given as a 
matter of law. 

If Tenant is a joint venture or limited liability company, the insurance policies must name the 
joint venture or limited liability company as a named insured. 

The Tenant must require Contractors and Subcontractors to provide the insurance required 
herein, or Tenant may provide the coverages for the Contractors and/or Subcontractors. The 
Contractors and Subcontractors are subject to the same insurance requirements of the Tenant 
unless otherwise specified herein. 

If the Tenant, Contractors and/or Subcontractors desire additional coverages, the Tenant, and 
each Contractor and/or Subcontractor are responsible for the acquisition and cost of such 
additional protection. 

The City of Chicago Risk Management Division maintains the right to modify, delete, alter or 
change these requirements. 

[City of Chicago Certificate of Insurance Form referred to in these 
Insurance Requirements unavailable at time of printing.] 
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(Sub)Exhibit "E". 
(To Hangar Facility Lease Agreement) 
(5035-5203 West 55'" Street Hangar) 

City of Chicago Economic Disclosure Statement And Affidavit. 

SECTION I - GENERAL INFORMATION 

A. Legal name of Disclosing Party submitting this EDS. Include d/b/a/ if applicable: 

-Sou-n4vj^3T / i i f t c < ^ / € J . V O . 

Check ONE ofthe following three boxes: 

Indicate whether Disclosing Party submitting this EDS is: 
1. P5. the Applicant 

OR 
2. [ ] a legal entity holding a director indirect interest in the Applicant. State the legal name of the 

Applicant in which Disclosing Party holds an interest: 
OR 

3. [ ] a specified legal entity with a right of control (see Section II.B.l.b.) State the legal name of 
the entity in which Disclosing Party holds a right of control: 

B. Business address of Disclosing Party: J " 7 o ^ L o v e F i g ' - P < (̂?\>/̂ g 

C . T e l e p h o n e : (Omittod for printing purposes) p a x : (Omitted for printing purposes) E m a i l ; (Omitted fbr printing purposes) 

D. Name of contact person: o o g /^ONn GcA^^nrtY 

E. Federal Employer Identification No. (if you have one): (omiHsdforpnnungpurposes) 

F. Brief description of contract, transaction or other undertaking (referred to below as the "Matter") to 
which this EDS pertains. (Include project number and location of property, if applicable): 

/-)-<^rvticK K « < J g ^ t / ^ Kb-^AY / I ' ^ Poiit-'T' 

G. Which City agency or department is requesting this EDS? D e n + «>' n v > ' \ - H c ^ 

If the Matter is a contract being handled by the City's Department of Procurement Services, please 
complete the following: 

Specification # and Contract # 
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SECTION II - DISCLOSURE OF OWNERSHIP INTERESTS 

A. NATURE OF DISCLOSING PARTY 

1. Indicate the nature ofthe Disclosing Party: 

[ ] Person [ ] Limited liability company* 
P(f Publicly registered business corporation [ ] Limited liability partnership* 
[ ] Privately held business corporation [ ] Joint venture* 
[ ] Sole proprietorship [ ] Not-for-profit corporation 
[ ] General partnership* (Is the not-for-profit corporation also a 501(c)(3))? 
[ ] Limited partnership* [ ] Yes [ ] No 
[ J Trust [ ] Other (please specify) 

* Note B.l.b below. 

2. For legal entities, the state (or foreign country) of incorporation or organization, if applicable; 

T e >̂  A S 

3. For legal entities not organized in the State of Illinois; Has the organization registered to do 
business in the State of Illinois as a foreign entity? 

P^Yes [ ]No []N/A 

B. IF THE DISCLOSE^G PARTY IS A LEGAL ENTITY; 

l.a. List below the full names and titles of all executive officers and all directors ofthe entity. 
For not-for-profit corporations, also list below all members, if any, which are legal entities. If there are 
no such members, write "no members." For trusts, estates or other similar entities, list below the legal 
titleholder(s). 

Name Title 

l.b. If you checked "General partnership," "Limited partnership," "Limited liability 
company," "Limited liability partnership" or "Joint venture" in response to Item. A. 1. above (Nature of 
Disclosing Party), list below the name and title of each general partner, managing member, manager or 
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Southwest Airlines Board ofDirectors and Company Officers 
"Revised! 0/2,'OS 

Boated ofDirectors 
David Biegler 
Audit and Compensation (Chairman) Committees 
Louis Caldera 
Audit and Compensation Comminees 
C. Webb Crockett 
Executive and Nominating and Coiporate Governance (Chairman) Committees 
William H. Cunningham, PhD 
Audit and Executive Committees 
Travis C. Jotmson 
Audit, Executive (Chairman), and Nominating and Corporate Governance Committees 
Gary C. Kelly 
Executive Committee 
Nancy Loefller 
John T. Montford 
Audit (Chainnan), Compensalion and Nominating and Coiporate Governance Commiiiees 

Oflicers 
Gary C. Kelly* 
Chairman ofthe Board, President and Chief Executive OlTicer 
Robert E. Jordan* 
Executive Vice President Strategy and Planning 
Ron Ricks* 

1 Executive Vice President Corporate Services and Corporate Secretary 
Michael G. Van De Ven* 
Executive Vice President and CJiief Operating Officer 
Ginger C. Hardage* 
Senior Vice President Culture and Communications 
Daryl Krause* 
Senior Vice President Customer Services 
Jeff Lamb* 
Senior Vice President Administration and Chief People Officer 
Dave Ridley* 
Senior Vice President of Marketing and Revenue Management 
Greg Wells* 
Senior Vice President Operations 
Laura H. Wright* 
Senior Vice President Finance and Chief Financial Officer 
Barry Brown 
Vice President Safety and Security 
Gregory N. Crum 
Vice President Director Operations 
Darren Dayley 
Vice President Technology Customer Experience Portfolio 
Matt Hafner 
Vice President Ground Operations 
Mike Hafner 
Vice President Inflight Services 
Scott Halfmann 
Vice President Provisioning 
Joe Harris 
Vice President Labor and Employee Relations 
Laurie Hulin 
Vice President Teclinology Aircraft Operations & Enterprise Management Portfolios 
Madeleine Johnson 
Vice President General Counsel 
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Southwest Airlines Board ofDirectors and Company Officers . .. 
•*Revised IO/2.'0S 

Leah Kooiitz 
Vice President Controller 
Kevin M. Krone 
Vice President Marketing, Sales and Distribution 
Teresa Laraba 
Vice President Ground Operations 
Chuck .Magill 
Vice President Plight Operations 
Jan Marshall 
Vice President Technology and Chief Information Officer 
PeteMcGlade 
Vice President Schedule Plaiuiing 
Bob Montgomery 
Vice President Properties 
Rob Myrben 
Vice President Fuel Management 
Lori Rainwater 
Vice President Intemal Audit 
Tammy Romo 
Vice President Financial Planning 
James A. Ruppel 
Vice President Customer Relations and Rapid Rewards 
Linda B; Rutherford 
Vice President Public Relations and Community Affairs 
Mike Ryan 
Vice President Labor Relations 
Ray Sears 
Vice President Purchasing 
Jim Sokol 
Vice President Maintenance and Engineering 
Scott E. Topping 
Vice President Treasurer 
Ellen Torbert 
Vice President Resei"vations 
Chris Wahlenmaicr 
Vice President Ground Operations 
Kathleen Wayton 
Vice President Strategy and Change Leadership 
Kay Weatherford 
Vice President Revenue Management and Pricing 
Bob Young 
Vice President and Chief Technology Officer 

*Member of Executive Planning Committee 
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any other person or entity that controls the day-to-day management of the Disclosing Party. NOTE: 
Each legal entity listed below must submit an EDS on its own behalf 

Name Title 

2. Please provide the following information concerning each person or entity having a direct or 
indirect beneficial interest (including ownership) in excess of 7.5% of the Disclosing Party. Examples 
of such an interest include shares in a corporation, partnership interest in a pannership or joint venture, 
interest of a member or manager in a limited liability company, or interest of a beneficiary ofa trust, 
estate or other similar entity. If none, state "None." NOTE: Pursuant to Section 2-154-030 ofthe 
Municipal Code of Chicago ("Municipal Code"), the City may require any such additional infonnation 
from any applicant which is reasonably intended to achieve full disclosure. 

Name Business Address Percentage Interest in the 
Disclosing Party 

KJctJe 1 _ 

SECTION III - BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS WITH CITY ELECTED OFFICIALS 

Has the Disclosing Party had a "business relationship," as defined in Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal 
Code, with any City elected official in the 12 months before the date this EDS is signed? 

• C><'Yes [ ] N o 

If yes, please identify below the name(s) of such City elected official(s) and describe such 
relationship(^s); 

^-<vl fvu P r u ^ C ^ - f ^ ~ r ^ 3 ^ e j g(s:.<,L ^JLc^Y^ ^ 

SECTION IV - DISCLOSURE OF SUBCONTRACTORS AND OTHER RETAINED PARTIES 

The Disclosing Party must disclose the name and business address of each subcontractor, attomey, 
lobbyist, accountant, consultant and any other person or entity whom the Disclosing Party has retained 
or expects to retain in connection with the Matter, as well as the nature ofthe relationship, and the total 
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amount ofthe fees paid or estimated to be paid. The Disclosing Party is not required lo disclose 
employees who are paid solely through the Disclosing Party's regular payroll. 

"Lobbyist" means any person or entity who undertakes to influence any legislative or administrative 
action on behalf of any person or entity other than; (1) a not-for-profit entity, on an unpaid basis, or (2) 
himself "Lobbyist" also means any person or entity any part of whose duties as an employee of 
another includes undertaking to influence any legislative or administrative action. 

If the Disclosing Party is uncertain whether a disclosure is required under this Section, the 
Disclosing Party must eitherask the City whether disclosure is required or make the disclosure. 

Name Business Relationship to Disclosing Party Fees 
(indicate whether Address (subcontractor, attorney, (indicate whether 
retained or anticipated lobbyist, etc.) paid or estimated) 
to be retained) 

(Add sheets if necessary) 

[)^ Check here if the Disclosing party has not retained, nor expects to retain, any such persons or 
entities. 

SECTION V - CERTIFICATIONS 

A. COURT-ORDERED CHILD SUPPORT COMPLIANCE 

Under Municipal Code Section 2-92-415, substantial owners of business entities that contract with 
the City must remain in compliance with their child support obligations throughout the term of the 
contract. 

Has any person who directly or indirectly owns 10% or more ofthe Disclosing Party been declared in 
arrearage on any child support obligations by any Illinois court of competent jurisdiction? 

[ ] Yes ^ N o [ ] No person owns 10% or more of the Disclosing Party. 

If "Yes," has the person entered into a court-approved agreement for payment of all support owed and 
is the person in compliance with that agreement? 

[]Yes D^No 
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B. FURTHER CERTIFICATIONS 

1. The Disclosing Party and, if the Disclosing Party is a legal entity, all of those persons or entities 
identified in Section II.B.l. of this EDS: 

a. are not presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible or voluntarily 
excluded from any transactions by any federal, state or local unit of government; 

b. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date of this EDS, been convicted ofa criminal 
offense, adjudged guilty, or had a civil judgment rendered against them in connection with; 
obtaining, attempting to obtain, or performing a public (federal, state or local) transaction or 
contract under a public transaction; a violation of federal or state antitrust statutes; fraud; 
embezzlement; theft; forgery; bribery; falsification or destruction of records; making false 
statements; or receiving stolen property; 

c. are not presently indicted for or otherwise criminally or civilly charged by a governmental entity 
(federal, state or local) with commission of any of the offenses enumerated in clause B. 1 .b. of 
this Section V; 

d. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date of this EDS, had one or more public 
transactions (federal, state or local) terminated for cause or default; and 

e. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date of this EDS, been convicted, adjudged 
guilty, or found liable in a civil proceeding, or in any criminal or civil action, including actions 
conceming environmental violations, instituted by the City or by the federal government, any 
state, or any other unit of local govemment. 

2. The certifications in subparts 2, 3 and 4 concern: 

• the Disclosing Party; 
• any "Applicable Party" (meaning any party participating in the performance ofthe Matter, 

including but not limited to any persons or legal entities disclosed under Section IV, "Disclosure of 
Subcontractors and Other Retained Parties"); 
• any "Affiliated Entity" (meaning a person or entity that, directly or indirectly: controls the 

Disclosing Party, is controlled by the Disclosing Party, or is, with the Disclosing Party, under 
common control of another person or entity. Indicia of control include, without limitation: 
interlocking management or ownership; identity of interests among family members, shared facilities 
and equipment; common use of employees; or organization of a business entity following the 
ineligibility ofa business entity to do business with federal or state or local government, including 
the City, using substantially the same management, ownership, or principals as the ineligible entity); . 
with respect to Applicable Parties, the term Affiliated Entity means a person or entity that directly or 
indirectly controls the Applicable Party, is controlled by it, or, with the Applicable Party, is under 
common control of another person or entity; 
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• any responsible official ofthe Disclosing Party, any Applicable Party or any Affiliated Entity or 
any other official, agent or einployee ofthe Disclosing Party, any Applicable Party or any Affiliated 
Entity, acting pursuant to the direction or authorization ofa responsible official ofthe Disclosing 
Party, any Applicable Party or any Affiliated Entity (collectively "Agents"). 

Neither the Disclosing Party, nor any Applicable Party, nor any Affiliated Entity of either the 
Disclosing Party or any Applicable Party nor any Agents have, during the five years before the date this 
EDS is signed, or, with respect to an Applicable Party, an Affiliated Entity, or an Affiliated Entity ofan 
Applicable Party during the five years before the date of such Applicable Party's or Affiliated Entity's 
contract or engagement in connection with the Matter: 

a. bribed or attempted to bribe, or been convicted or adjudged guilty of bribery or attempting to 
bribe, a public officer or employee ofthe City, the State'of Illinois, or any agency ofthe federal 
government or of any state or local government in the United States of America, in that officer's 
or employee's official capacity; 

b. agreed or colluded with other bidders or prospective bidders, or been a party to any such 
agreement, or been convicted or adjudged guilty of agreement or collusion among bidders or 
prospective bidders, in restraint offreedom of competition by agreement to bid a fixed price or 
otherwise; or 

c. made an admission of such conduct described in a. or b. above that is a matter of record, but 
have not been prosecuted for such conduct; or 

d. violated the provisions of Municipal Code Section 2-92-610 (Living Wage Ordinance). 

3. Neither the Disclosing Party, Affiliated Entity or Applicable Party, or any of their employees, 
officials, agents or partners, is barred from contracting with any unit of state or local government as a 
result of engaging in or being convicted of (1) bid-rigging in violation of 720 ILCS 5/33E-3; (2) 
bid-rotating in violation of 720 ILCS 5/33E-4; or (3) any similar offense of any state or ofthe United 
States of America that contains the same elements as the offense of bid-rigging or bid-rotating. 

4. Neither the Disclosing Party nor any Affiliated Entity is listed on any ofthe following lists 
maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets Control ofthe U.S. Departihenf of the Treasury or the 
Bureau of Industry and Security ofthe U.S. Department of Commerce or their successors: the Specially 
Designated Nationals List, the Denied Persons List, the Unverified List, the Entity List and the 
Debarred List. 

5. The Disclosing Party understands and shall comply with (1) the applicable requirements ofthe 
Governmental Ethics Ordinance ofthe City, Title 2, Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal Code; and (2) all 
the applicable provisions of Chapter 2-56 ofthe Municipal Code (Office ofthe Inspector General). 
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6. If the Disclosing Party is unable to certify to any ofthe above statements in this Part B (Further 
Certifications), the Disclosing Party must explain below: 

If the letters "NA," the word "None," or no response appears on the lines above, it will be conclusively 
presumed that the Disclosing Party certified to the above statements. 

C. CERTIFICATION OF STATUS AS FINANCIAL INSTITUTION 

For purposes of this Part C, under Municipal Code Section 2-32-455(b), the terra "financial institution" 
means a bank, savings and loan association, thrift, credit union, mortgage banker, mortgage broker, 
trust company, savings bank, investment bank, securities broker, municipal securities broker, securities 
dealer, municipal securities dealer, securities underwriter, municipal securities underwriter, investment 
trust, venture capital company, bank holding company, financial services holding company, or any 
licensee under the Consumer Installment Loan Act, the Sales Finance Agency Act, or the Residential 
Mortgage Licensing Act. However, "financial institution" specifically shall not include any entity 
whose predominant business is the providing of tax deferred, defined contribution, pension plans to 
public employees in accordance with Secdons 403(b) and 457 ofthe Intemal Revenue Code. 
(Additional definitions may be found in Municipal Code Section 2-32-455(b).) 

1. CERTIFICATION 

The Disclosing Party certifies that the Disclosing Party (check one) 

[ ] is 1 '̂ is not 

a "financial institution" as defined in Section 2-32-455(b) ofthe Municipal Code. 

2. If the Disclosing Party IS a financial institution, then the Disclosing Party pledges: 

"We are not and will not become a predatory lender as defined in Chapter 2-32 ofthe Municipal 
Code. We further pledge that none of our affiliates is, and none of them will become, a predatory 
lender as defined in Chapter 2-32 ofthe Municipal Code. We understand that becoming a predatory 
lender or becoming an affiliate ofa predatory lender may result in the loss ofthe privilege of doing 
business with the City." 

If the Disclosing Party is unable to make this pledge because it or any of its affiliates (as defined in 
Section 2-32-455(b) ofthe Municipal Code) is a predatory lender within the meaning of Chapter 
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2-32 ofthe Municipal Code, explain here (attach additional pages if necessary); 

If the letters "NA," the word "None," or no response appears on the lines above, it will be 
conclusively presumed that the Disclosing Party certified to the above statements. 

D. CERTIFICATION REGARDING INTEREST IN CITY BUSINESS 

Any words or terms that are defined in Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal Code have the same 
meanings when used in this Part D. 

1. In accordance with Section 2-156-110 ofthe Municipal Code: Does any official or employee 
of the City have a financial interest in his or her own name or in the name of any other person or 
entity in the Matter? 

[]Yes MNo 

NOTE: If you checked "Yes" to Item D.l., proceed to Items D.2. and D.3. If you checked "No" to 
Item D.l., proceed to Part E. 

2. Unless sold pursuant to a process of competitive bidding, or otherwise permitted, no City 
elected official or employee shall have a financial interest in his or her own name or in the name of 
any other person or entity in the purchase of any property that (i) belongs to the City, or (ii) is sold 
for taxes or assessments, or (iii) is sold by virtue of legal process at the suit ofthe City (collectively, 
"City Property Sale"). Compensation for property taken pursuant to the City's eminent domain power 
does not constitute a financial interest within the meaning of this Part D. 

Does the Matter involve a City Property Sale? 

[]Yes J)(fNo 

3. If you checked "Yes" to Item D.L, provide the names and business addresses of the City 
officials or employees having such interest and identify the nature of such interest: 

Name Business Address Nature of Interest 

4. The Disclosing Party further certifies that no prohibited financial interest in the Matter will 
be acquired by any City official or employee. 
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E. CERTIFICATION REGARDING SLAVERY ERA BUSINESS 

The Disclosing Party has searched any and all records ofthe Disclosing Party and any and all 
predecessor entities for records of investments or profits from slavery, the slave industry, or 
slaveholder insurance policies from the slavery era (including insurance policies issued to 
slaveholders that provided coverage for damage to or injury or death of their slaves) and has 
disclosed in this EDS any and all such records to the City. In addition, the Disclosing Party must 
disclose the names of any and all slaves or slaveholders described in those records. Failure to 
comply with these disclosure requirements may make the Matter to which this EDS pertains voidable 
by the City; 

Please check either 1. or 2. below. If the Disclosing Party checks 2., the Disclosing Party must 
disclose below or in an attachment to this EDS all requisite information as set forth in that paragraph 2. 

X 1. The Disclosing Party verifies that (a) the Disclosing Party has searched any and all records of 
the Disclosing Party and any and all predecessor entities for records of investments or profits from 
slavery, the slave industry, or slaveholder insurance policies, and (b) the Disclosing Party has found 
no records of investments or profits from slavery, the slave industry, or slaveholder insurance 
policies and no records of names of any slaves or slaveholders. 

2. The Disclosing Party verifies that, as a result of conducting the search in step 1(a) above, the 
Disclosing Party has found records reladng to investments or profits from slavery, the slave industry, 
or slaveholder insurance policies.and/or the names of any slaves or slaveholders. The Disclosing 
Party verifies that the following constitutes full disclosure of all such records: 

SECTION VI - CERTIFICATIONS FOR FEDERALLY-FUNDED M A T T E R S 

NOTE: If the Matter is federally funded, complete this Section VI. If the Matter is not federally 
funded, proceed to Section VII. 

A. CERTIFICATION REGARDING LOBBYING 

1. List below the names of all persons or entities registered under the federal Lobbying 
Disclosure Act of 1995 who have made lobbying contacts on behalf of the Disclosing Party with 
respect to the Matter: (Begin list here, add sheets as necessary): 
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(If no explanation appears or begins on the lines above, or if the letters "NA" or if the word "None" 
appear, it will be conclusively presumed that the Disclosing Party means that NO persons or entities 
registered under the Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 have made lobbying contacts on behalf of the 
Disclosing Party with respect to the Matter.) 

2. The Disclosing Party has not spent and will not expend any federally appropriated funds to 
pay any person or entity listed in Paragraph A. 1. above for his or her lobbying activities or to pay any 
person or entity to influence or attempt to influence an officer or employee of any agency, as defined 
by applicable federal law, a member of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or an 
employee ofa member of Congress, in connection with the award of any federally funded contract, 
inaking any federally funded grant or loan, entering into any cooperative agreement, or to extend, 
continue, renew, amend, or modify any federally funded contract, grant, loan, or cooperative 
agreement. 

3. The Disclosing Party will submit an updated certification at the end of each calendar quarter 
in which there occurs any event that materially affects the accuracy ofthe statements and information 
set forth in paragraphs A.l. and A.2. above. 

If the Matter is federally funded and any funds other than federally appropriated funds have been or 
will be paid to any person or entity for influencing or attempting to influence an officer or employee 
of any agency (as defined by applicable federal law), a inember of Congress, an officer or employee 
of Congress, or an employee ofa member of Congress in connection with the Matter, the Disclosing 
Party must complete and submit Standard Form-LLL, "Disclosure Form to Report Lobbying," in 
accordance with its instructions. The form may be obtained online from the federal Office of 
Managerrieut and Budget (0MB) web site at http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/sflllin.pdf, 
linked on the page http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/grants_forms.html. 

4. The Disclosing Party certifies that either; (i) it is not an organization described in section 
501(c)(4) ofthe Internal Revenue Code of 1986; or (ii) it is an organization described in section 
501(c)(4) ofthe Internal Revenue Code of 1986 but has not engaged and will not engage in 
"Lobbying Activities". 

5. If the Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party must obtain certifications equal 
in form and substance to paragraphs A.I. through A.4. above from all subcontractors before it 
awards any subcontract and the Disclosing Party must maintain all such subcontractors' certifications 
for the duration ofthe Matter and must make such certifications promptly available to the City upon 
request. 

B. CERTIFICATION REGARDING EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 

If the Matter is federally funded, federal regulations require the Applicant and all proposed 
subcontractors to submit the following information with their bids or in writing at the outset of 
negotiations. 

http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/sflllin.pdf
http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/grants_forms.html
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Is the Disclosing Party the Applicant? 

M Yes [ ] No 

if "Yes," answer the three questions below; 

1. Have you developed and do you have on file affirmative action programs pursuant to 
applicable federal regulations? (See 41 CFR Part 60-2.) 

MYes [ ] N o 

2. Have you filed with the Joint Reporting Committee, the Director of the Office of Federal 
Contract Compliance Programs, or the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission all reports due 
under the applicable filing requirements? 

Pc] Yes [ ] No 

3. Have you participated in any previous.contracts or subcontracts subject to the 
equal opportunity clause? 

^ Y e s [ ] N o 

If you checked "No" to question 1. or 2. above, please provide an explanation: 

SECTION V I I - ACKNOWLEDGMENTS, CONTRACT INCORPORATION, 
COMPLIANCE, PENALTIES, DISCLOSURE 

The Disclosing Party understands and agrees that: 

A. By completing and filing this EDS, the Disclosing Party acknowledges and agrees, on behalf of 
itself and the persons or entities named in this EDS, that the City may investigate the 
creditworthiness of some or all ofthe persons or entities named in this EDS. 

B. The certifications, disclosures, and acknowledgments contained in this EDS will become part of 
any contract or other agreement between the Applicant and the City in connection with the Matter, 
whether procurement, City assistance, or other City action, and are material inducements to the City's 
execution of any contract or taking other action with respect to the Matter. The Disclosing Party 
understands that it must comply with all statutes, ordinances, and regulafions on which this EDS is 
based. 

C. The City's Govemmental Ethics and Campaign Financing Ordinances, Chapters 2-156 and 2-164 
ofthe Municipal Code, impose certain duties and obligations on persons or entities seeking City 
contracts, work, business, or transactions. The full text of these ordinances and a training program is 
available on line at www.cityofchicago.org/Ethics, and may also be obtained from the City's Board 
of Ethics, 740 N. Sedgwick St., Suite 500, Chicago, IL 60610, (omMedforprintir̂puTOJM). The Disclosing Party 
must comply fully with the applicable ordinances. 

http://www.cityofchicago.org/Ethics
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D. If the City determines that any information provided in this EDS is false, incomplete or 
inaccurate, any contract or other agreement in connection with which it is submitted may be 
rescinded or be void or voidable, and the City may pursue any remedies under the contract or 
agreement (if not rescinded, void or voidable), at law, or in equity, including terminating the 
Disclosing Party's participation in the Matter and/or declining tp allow the Disclosing Party to 
participate in other transactions with the City. Remedies at law for a false statement of material fact 
may include incarceration and an award to the City of treble damages. 

E. It is the City's policy to make this document available to the public on its Internet site and/or upon 
request. Some or all ofthe information provided on this EDS and any, attachments to this EDS may 
be made available to the public on the Internet, in response to a Freedom of Information Act request, 
or otherwise. By completing and signing this EDS, the Disclosing Party waives and releases any 
possible rights or claims which it may have against the City in connection with the public release of 
information contained in this EDS and also authorizes the City to verify the accuracy of any 
information submitted in this EDS. 

F. The information provided in this EDS must be kept current. In the event of changes, the 
Disclosing Party must supplement this EDS up to the time the City takes action on the Matter. If the 
Matter is a contract being handled by the City's Department of Procurement Services, the Disclosing 
Party must update this EDS as the contract requires. 

The Disclosing Party represents ahd warrants that; 

G. The Disclosing Party has not withheld or reserved any disclosures as to economic interests in the 
Disclosing Party, or as to the Matter, or any information, data or plan as to the intended use or 
purpose for which the Applicant seeks City Council or other City agency action. 

For purposes ofthe certifications in H. l . and H.2. below, the term "affiliate" means any person or 
entity that, directly or indirectly; controls the Disclosing Party, is controlled by the Disclosing Party, 
or is, with the Disclosing Party, under common control of another person or entity. Indicia of control 
include, without limitation: interlocking management or ownership; identity of interests among 
family members; shared facilities and equipment; common use of employees; or organization of a 
business entity following the ineligibility of a business entity to do business with the federal 
govemment or a state or local government, including the City, using substantially the same 
management, ownership, or principals as the ineligible entity. 

H.l . The Disclosing Party is not delinquent in the payment of any tax administered by the Illinois 
Department of Revenue, nor are the Disclosing Party or its affiliates delinquent in paying any fine, 
fee, tax or other charge owed to the City. This includes, but is not limited to, all water charges, 
sewer charges, license fees, parking tickets, property taxes or sales taxes. 

H.2 If the Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party and its affiliates will not use, nor 
permit their subcontractors to use, any facility on the U.S. EPA's List of Violating Facilities in 
connection with the Matter for the duration of time that such facility remains on the list. 
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H.3 If the Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party will obtain from any 
contractors/subcontractors hired or to be hired in connection with the Matter certifications equal in 
form and substance lo those in H.l. and H.2. above and will not, without the prior written consent of 
the City, use any such contractor/subcontractor that does not provide such certifications or that the 
Disclosing Party has reason to believe has not provided or cannot provide truthful certifications. 

NOTE; If the Disclosing Party cannot certify as to any ofthe items in H.l., H.2. or H.3.,above, an 
explanatory statement must be attached to this EDS. 

CERTIFICATION 

Under penalty of perjury, the person signing below; (1) warrants that he/she is authorized to execute 
this EDS on behalf of the Disclosing Party, and (2) warrants that all certifications and statements 
contained in this EDS are true, accurate and complete as ofthe date furnished to the City. 

5o '-'TI-twesT ^ a . . . 6-5 Co. 
(Print or type name of Disclosing Party) 

Date; IG h i 0 8 

(sign here) 

(Print or type name of person signing) 

\fic. P,. - f /le Sffte/^ ~ 'i [i<spc-i?ri<^ > 
(Print or type title of person signing) 

Signed and sworn to before me on(date) 
at J ) /?^^/9 ^ County, / ( £ ^ / 9 -

Z/^" 3 - ^ Z .by l^£ / ^ / ' x / n ^ o r ? z e ^ 

Commission expires: 
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Hangar Facility Lease Agreement Between The City Of Chicago 
And Southwest Airlines Co. At Chicago Midway 

International Airport. 

This Hangar Facility Lease Agreement ("Agreement") is made and entered into as of the 
day of , 20 ("Effective Date"), by and between the City of Chicago, an Illinois municipal 
corporation and home rule unit of local govemment under Sections 1 and 6(a), respectively, of 
Article v n of the 1970 Constitution of the State of Dlinois ("City"), and Southwest Airlines Co., a 
Texas corporation ("Southwest"). 

RECITALS 

WHEREAS, the City owns and operates the airport known as Chicago Midway Intemational 
Airport (the "Airport"), situated in the County of Cook, State of Illinois, with the power to lease 
premises and facilities and to grant rights and privileges with respect thereto, all as hereinafter 
provided; and 

WHEREAS, Southwest is engaged in the business of air transportation and desires to lease a 
hangar facility at the Airport as described in Exhibit A attached hereto and incorporated by 
reference (the"Premises") and to obtain certain rights and privileges with respect thereto, all as 
hereinafter provided; and 

WHEREAS, the City is willing to lease the Premises to Southwest and to grant certain rights and 
privileges with respect thereto to Southwest, upon the terms and conditions hereinafter provided; 
and 

WHEREAS, the City intends td enter into a long-term lease for the Airport ("Airport Lease") with 
a private operator (the "Concessionaire") and to simultaneously assign all of City's interests in this 
Agreement to the Concessionaire; 

NOW, THEREFORE, for and in consideration of the Premises and of the mutual covenants and 
agreements herein contained, and other valuable considerations, the parties hereto covenant and 
agree as follows: 

ARTICLE I - INCORPORATION OF RECITALS AND DEFINITIONS 

Section 1.01 Incorporation of Recitals. The recitals set forth above are incorporated by 
reference as though fully set forth herein. 

Section 1.02 Definitions. The following words, terms, and phrases, shall, for the purposes of 
this Lease, have the following meanings: 

"Affiliate" means any air transportation company that is not a Signatory Airline (as defined in the 
Use Agreement) and that is (i) a parent or subsidiary of a Signatory Airline, or (ii) operates under 
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livery as the Signatory Airline and, in either instance is only selling seats on flights to and from 
the Airport in the name or using the airline code of the Signatory Airline. The Signatory Airline, 
however, must by separate agreement with the Concessionaire designate the air transportation 
company as its Affiliate in connection with this Agreement and agree to serve as a financial 
guarantor for all fees and charges incurred by the Affiliate at the Airport while operating as the 
Signatory Airline's designate Affiliate hereunder. Southwest may at any time give the 
Concessionaire thirty (30) days' prior notice that it no longer considers the air transportation 
company, that otherwise meets the written definition of an "Affiliate," to be an Affiliate under this 
Agreement, and that any guaranty by Southwest of the Affiliate's fees and charges will terminate 
and become ineffective as to any amounts incurred by the air transportation company after the 
termination of "Affiliate" status becomes effective at least 30 days after such notice. 

"Airport Lease" meeuis the Chicago Midway Intemational Airport Concession and Lease 
Agreement by and among the City, the airlines named therein (including Southwest), and the 
Concessionaire, dated as of , 20 . 

"Airport Rules and Regulations" means those rules and regulations goveming the conduct and 
operations of the Airport promulgated from time to time by City. 

"Airport Security Acts" means the various acts of the federal govemment addressing aviation 
safety and security, as codified in 49 USC §44901 et seq, as amended from time to time, and any 
regulations promulgated thereunder. Airport Security Acts includes, specifically, without 
limitation, the Aviation Security Improvement Act of 1990 and Aviation and Transportation 
Security Act of 2001, as amended, the provisions of which are incorporated in this Agreement by 
reference, and all rules and regulations promulgated under them. 

"Building Rent"means the annual rent payable by Southwest per square foot of buildings located 
on the Premises, as specified in Exhibit B. 

"Commissioner" means, for the purposes of this Agreement, the Commissioner of the 
Department of Aviation of the City (or any successor thereto in whole or in part as to his or her 
duties as the person in charge of the operation of the Airport on behalf of the City), or such person 
as she or he may designate in writing, or any successor to her or his rights and duties. 

"Concessionaire" means the Concessionaire as defined in the Airport Lease or under a New 
Agreement (as defined in the Airport Lease) except that Concessionaire means the City of 
Chicago if the Reversion Date (as defmed in the Airport Lease) occurs during the Term, or with 
respect to Section 17.16 of the Use Agreement at any time after the Reversion Date. 

"Contractor" means any supplier of materials, any furnisher of services, any contractor of any 
tier, and any labor organization which furnishes skilled, unskilled, and craft union skilled labor, or 
any other entity which may provide any materials, labor, or services in connection with this 
Agreement at the direction of or on the behalf of Southwest or its Affiliates. 
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"Default Rate" means the annual rate of eighteen percent (18%). 

"Delegate" means, with respect to either party or the Concessionaire, any director, officer, 
employee, official, lender (or any agent or trustee acting on its behalf), partner, member, owner, 
agent, lawyer, accountant, auditor, professional advisor, consultant, engineer. Contractor, other 
person for whom such person is responsible at law or other representative of such person and any 
professional advisor, consultant or engineer designated by such person as its "Delegate." An 
Affiliate or a person using the Airport under Section 3.3 or Section 4.3 of the Use Agreement, or 
an Airline Provider (as defined in Section 9.8 of the Use Agreement), is a Delegate of Southwest. 

"Environmental Law" mean any law relating to health or the environment, including, without 
limitation, those relating to fines, orders, injunctions, penalties, damages, contribution, cost 
recovery, compensation, losses or injuries resulting from the release or threatened release of 
hazardous materials, special wastes or other contaminants into the environment and to the 
generation, use, storage, transportation, or disposal of solid wastes, hazardous materials, special 
wastes or other contaminants including, without limitation, the Comprehensive Environmental 
Response and Compensation LiabiUty Act (42 USC § 9601 et seq.) ("CERCLA"), as amended by 
the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986 ("SARA"); the Hazardous Material 
Transportation Act (49 USC § 5101 et seq.); the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 
1976 (42 USC § 6901 et seq.) as amended by the Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments of 
1984 ("RCRA"); the Clean Water Act (33 USC § 1251 et seq.); the Clean Air Act (42 USC § 
7401 et seq.); the Toxic Substances Control Act of 1976 (15 USC § 2601 et seq.); the Safe 
Drinking Water Act (42 USC § 300f); the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 (29 USC § 
651 et seq.); the Emergency Plarming and Community Right-to-Know Act (42 USC § 11001 et 
seq.); the Illinois Environmental Protection Act (415 ILCS 5/1 et seq.); the Gasoline Storage Act 
430 ILCS 15/0.01 et seq.; and the Municipal Code of Chicago; additionally, any analogous future 
or present local, state or federal ordinance or statute, rule and regulation promulgated under or 
pursuant to the foregoing, and any other present or future law, ordinance, rule, regulation, permit 
or permit condition, order, or directive which regulates, relates to, imposes liability for or 
establishes standards of conduct conceming any hazardous materials that may be set forth by the 
federal government, any state or any political subdivision thereof, or any agency, court or body of 
the federal govemment, any state or any political subdivision thereof exercising executive, 
legislative, judicial, regulatory or administrative functions. 

"Federal Aviation Administration" (sometimes abbreviated as "FAA") means the Federal 
Aviation Administration created under the Federal Aviation Act of 1958, d& amended, or any 
successor agency thereto. 

"Ground Rent"means the annual rent payable by Southwest per square foot of land comprising 
the Premises, as specified in Exhibit B. 

"Improvements" means any pavement, facilities, stmctures or other fixtures added to or made on 
the Premises by Southwest, including aircraft parking apron or ramp. Pavement, facilities, 
structures or other fixtures existing as of the Effective Date are part of the Premises. Southwest's 
trade fixtures or other personal property financed with funds other than special facihty revenue 
bonds and placed or installed by Southwest on the Premises shall not be considered 
"Improvements". 
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"Municipal Code" means the Municipal Code of the City of Chicago. 

"Premises" means those areas designated on Exhibit A hereto, together with any existing 
pavement, facilities, stmctures or other fixtures located thereon. 

"Rent" means, unless the context specifically otherwise requires. Ground Rent, Building Rent 
and any other amount for which Southwest is obligated under this Agreement. 

"Senior Airport Agreements" has the meaning set forth in Section 8.03 of this Agreement. 

"Transportation Security Administration" (sometimes referred to as "TSA") means the federal 
Transportation Security Administration created by the Aviation and Transportation Security Act 
of 2001, or any successor agency thereto. 

"Use Agreement" means the Airport Use Agreement for Chicago Midway Intemational Airport 
by and between the City and Southwest dated as of , 20 , and assigned by the City to the 
Concessionaire as of __, 20 . 

"Work" means the furnishing by Southwest and its Contractors of all labor, materials, 
equipment, and other incidentals necessary or convenient to the successful completion of 
Improvements, and the carrying out of all the related duties and obligations under the terms and 
conditions of this Lease. 

Section 1.03 Interpretation. Any headings preceding the text of the Articles and Sections of 
this Agreement, and any table of contents or marginal notes appended to copies hereof, shall be 
solely for convenience or reference and shall not constitute a part of this Agreement, nor shall they 
affect the meaning, constmction, or effect of this Agreement. The term "including" shall be 
constmed to mean "including, without limitation ...." Unless the context otherwise requires, the 
terms "hereby," "herein," "hereof," "hereto," "hereunder" and any similar terms used in this 
Agreement refer to this Agreement; all section references, unless otherwise expressly indicated, 
are to sections of this Agreement; words importing persons shall include firms, associations, 
partnerships, tmsts, corporations, and other legal entities, including public bodies, as well as 
natural persons. Words of any gender shall be deemed and constmed to include correlative words 
of the other genders. Words importing the singular number shall include the plural number and 
vice versa, unless the context shall otherwise indicate. AU references to the Agreement, any 
exhibit or document shaU be deemed to include all supplements and/or amendments to the 
Agreement or any such exhibits or documents entered into in accordance with the terms and 
conditions hereof and thereof. All references to any person or entity shall be deemed to include 
any person or entity succeeding to the rights, duties, and obligations of such persons or entities in 
accordance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement. All references to a number of days 
shall mean calendar days, unless otherwise expressly indicated. 

Section 1.04 Incorporation of Exhibits. The following exhibits attached hereto are made a 
part of this Agreement: 
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Exhibit A Premises 
Exhibit B Rent 
Exhibit C Requirements for Work 
Exhibit D Insurance Requirements 
Exhibit E Southwest's Economic Disclosure Statement(s) and Affidavit(s) 

ARTICLE II - PREMISES 

Section 2.01 Lease of Premises. City hereby leases to Southwest, and Southwest hereby leases 
from City, the Premises, which are comprised of a primary hangar site and building, ramp area 
and associated facilities as described in Exhibit A. Upon completion of any Improvements 
constmcted from time to time by Southwest on the Premises, such Improvements shall become 
property of the City and part of the Premises without need for amendment of this Agreement. 

Section 2.02 Adjustment of Area of Premises. City shall have the right to re-measure the 
Premises, or any portion thereof, at any time during the Term of this Agreement upon the 
occurrence of any circumstance, including but not Umited to the constmction of Improvements 
and modifications to taxiways and service roads, that may, in the opinion of the Commissioner, 
warrant a re-measurement of the Premises. Any change in the square footage of the Premises 
resulting from such a re-measurement and any corresponding change in Rent resulting therefrom' 
that has not been disputed by Southwest within 10 days after receipt of written notice thereof, 
shall be indicated on the applicable exhibits hereto without the necessity of an amendment to this 
Agreement. If Southwest disputes the re-measurement, then the parties will refer the issue to a 
licensed land surveyor under contract with the City for resolution. If the difference between the 
actual area as determined by the land surveyor and the area as measured by the City is two percent 
or less, then Southwest shall be responsible for the cost of the land survey, otherwise the cost shall 
be borne by the City. The parties shall use the actual area determined by the land surveyor to 
adjust the square footage of the Premises in accordance with this section. 

Section 2.03 Easements and Rights of Entry. 

A. Southwest's leasing ofthe Premises is subject to any and all easements, licenses and other 
rights with respect to the Premises granted to or vested, now or in the future, in any other 
govemmental entities or agencies, such as the FAA or TSA. Such easements existing as of the 
Effective Date of this Agreement are depicted on Exhibit A. 

B. Southwest acknowledges that there currenUy exist, and that City may grant in the future, 
easements and rights on, over and/or under the Premises for the benefit of suppliers and/or owners 
of UtiUties that service the Airport, and Southwest hereby consents to any such easements whether 
now in existence or granted during the term of this Agreement. 

C. The City hereby reserves unto itself and other users of the Airport the rights and easements 
to those areas of the Premises identified as service roads for ground vehicles and taxiways for 
aircraft on Exhibit A, as may be necessary for the ground vehicles and aircraft of users of the 
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Airport other than Southwest to move on or over the Premises on such service roads and taxiways. 
The City further reserves unto itself the right to relocate such service roads and taxiways from 
time to time, all at the City's own cost. City shall use all reasonable efforts to minimize the 
impact of any such relocation upon Southwest's operations. In the event that such a relocation 
renders a portion of the Premises unusable, the City will delete the square footage of that unusable 
portion from the calculation of Rent for the period that such portion remains unusable. For the 
purposes of calculating leased square footage for determining Ground Rent, the square footage 
within such easements for service roads and taxiways has been and will be excluded from such 
calculations. 

D. The City hereby reserves the rights and such easements as may be necessary to enter onto 
the Premises for the purpose of conducting any operations related to the function of the Airport, 
including, without limitation, the right to service any antennas or communications facilities now 
or hereafter located on the roof of the Premises, and to inspect and/or conduct testing on any part 
of the Premises. When exercising any of the rights granted to the City under this Section, the City 
agrees to use reasonable efforts to not unreasonably interfere with Southwest's use and possession 
of the Premises and to provide Southwest with advance notice of the City's intention to enter onto 
the Premises, unless such advance notice is impracticable under the circumstances. 

E. To facilitate the operation and maintenance of water mains and sewer mains that may exist 
beneath the surface of the Premises, the City retains the right to enter upon the Premises at any 
time for such operation and maintenance without such entering causing or constituting a 
termination of this Agreement or an interference with the possession of the Premises by 
Southwest. The City shall operate and maintain only its water mains and sewer mains, smd 
assumes no responsibility or liability for the operation or maintenancis of any sewer or water 
laterals within the Premises that are used exclusively by Southwest. 

Section 2.04 Permitted Uses of Facilities. Southwest and its Affiliates are hereby granted the 
use of the Premises, subject to the terms and provisions hereof and to mles £md regulations 
promulgated by City, for any and all activities reasonably necessary or convenient in connection 
with the uses permitted below; provided, however, that the foregoing shall not permit the conduct 
by Southwest or an Affiliate of any business other than the operation of an air transportation 
business and activities incidental thereto. All such permitted uses shall be conducted in 
compliance with applicable health and safety requirements and shall not be conducted in such a 
manner so as to interfere with the City*s operation of the Airport or the benefit of all aircraft 
using the Airport. The permitted uses of the Premises are: 

A. repairing, maintaining, conditioning, testing, parking, moving and storing aircraft and 
other equipment operated by Southwest or its Affiliates and providing the same with gasoline, oil, 
greases, lubricants and other fiiel or propellants; 

B. maintaining and operating facilities and equipment for storage, handling and dispensing of 
gasoline, oil, greases, lubricants and other fiiels or propellants for use by Southwest or its 
Affihates in activities contemplated in 2.04.A; 

C. maintaining and operating communication, meteorological and aerial navigation facilities 
and equipment associated with the conduct of Southwest's or its Affiliates' air transportation 
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business; 

D. loading and unloading persons, property, cargo and mail upon or from aircraft operated by 
Southwest or its Affiliates; provided, however, such loading and unloading shall not be so 
conducted as to constitute use of the Premises as a substitute for normal passenger terminal area 
operations; and further provided that nothing contained herein shall be deemed to be the grant of 
any franchise, license, permit or consent to Southwest or its Affiliates to operate motor coaches, 
buses, taxicabs or other vehicles carrying passengers or property for hire or other consideration 
over the public ways to and from the Airport; 

E. training personnel in the employ of Southwest or its Affiliates or under their direction and 
the personnel of other air carriers having training contracts with Southwest or its Affihates; 

F. maintaining and operating automobile parking areas on the Premises for the parking of 
automobiles by employees and invitees of Southwest or its Affihates; provided, however, that 
such parking lots may not be used for airline passenger automobile parking; 

G. maintaining and operating a private cafeteria, restaurant or other food and beverage 
preparing and dispensing facilities and equipment for the purpose of preparing and serving foods 
and beverages for consumption by employees and invitees of Southwest or its Affiliates and for 
consumption on aircraft operated by Southwest or its Affiliates; provided, however, that nothing 
contained in this subparagraph (G) shall be deemed to give Southwest or its Affdiates the right to 
maintain or operate a public cafeteria, restaurant or other food and beverage preparing and 
dispensing facilities and equipment for the purpose of selling food or beverage to the public as a 
caterer or otherwise; 

H. maintainiiig and operating Southwest's (but not its Affiliates') reservations offices, 
administrative offices and operations offices; 

I. the sale, disposal or exchange of Southwest's or its Affiliate's aircraft, engines, 
accessories, gasoline, oil, greases, lubricants, other fuebor propellant, other equipment or supplies, 
and any articles or goods used by or acquired for use by Southwest or its Affiliates in connection 
with its conduct of air transportation; provided, however, that neither Southwest nor its Affihates 
shall sell, dispose of or exchange any such items to others than their employees or other scheduled 
air transportation operators; and 

K. such other uses as may be approved in writing from time to time by the Commissioner. 

Section 2.05 Quiet Enjoyment. Subject to the provisions of this Agreement, City covenants 
that, so long as Southwest compUes with all of its obUgations hereunder and is not in default of 
any of its obUgations, Southwest shall be entitled to and shaU have the occupancy, use and 
enjoyment of the Premises and may exercise the rights and privileges granted to it hereunder; 
provided, however, that the exercise of such rights and privileges shall be conducted in an orderly 
and proper maimer and shall not otherwise annoy, disturb, or be offensive to others at the Airport. 
In the event that Southwest is not in compliance with this Section, at the written request of the 
Commissioner, Southwest shall immediately conform the demeanor or conduct of Southwest, its 
Affiliates or its Contractors and their respective officials, agents, employees, guests, patrons, and 
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invitees accordingly. 

Notwithstanding the foregoing, upon the giving of reasonable notice, which may (in certain 
circumstances determined at the Commissioner's reasonable discretion) be only by oral notice, 
Southwest shall allow City, its officers, agents, representatives or employees, free access to the 
Premises for the purposes of examining them to ascertain if Southwest is complying with its 
obligations under this Agreement, and for conducting such other activities deemed reasonably 
necessary by the Commissioner to ensure the safe and efficient operation of the Airport. 

Section 2.06 Ingress and Egress. Subject to Airport Rules and Regulations, Southwest shall 
have the right and privilege (i) of ingress to and egress from the Premises and the public areas of 
the Airport, for its Affiliates, Contractors, employees, agents, guests, patrons, and invitees, and its 
equipment, vehicles, machinery and (ii) to provide ti-ansportation of its employees to, from, and 
within the Airport. Southwest shall not block or otherwise obstmct the common use taxiway or 
service roads with aircraft or ground vehicles, respectively, at any time or in any manner which 
will impair or adversely affect the use or operation of said taxiway or service road areas by City or 
other Airport users. 

Section 2.07 Present Condition of Premises. Southwest, by the execution of this Agreement, 
accepts the Premises "AS IS". Southwest shall be responsible for the compliance ofthe Premises 
with aU applicable federal, state, and local laws, statutes, codes, ordinances, mles, regulations, and 
orders, including any and all requirements set forth in Article Vn hereof Other than what may be 
explicifiy provided for herein, the City shaU have no obligation or responsibility whatsoever to do 
any work or furnish any improvements of any kind to the Premises or perform any maintenance or 
repairs on the Premises. CITY MAKES NO WARRANTY, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, 
AS TO THE CONDmON OF THE PREMISES (INCLUDING ANY ENVIRONMENTAL 
CONDmON) OR THAT THE PREMISES SHALL BE SUITABLE FOR SOUTHWEST'S 
PURPOSES OR NEEDS. CITY SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY LATENT 
DEFECT AND SOUTHWEST SHALL NOT, UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES, WITHHOLD 
ANY RENT OR OTHER AMOUNTS PAYABLE TO CITY HEREUNDER ON ACCOUNT OF 
ANY DEFECT IN THE PREMISES. BY ITS ENTRY ONT^THE PREMISES, SOUTHWEST 
ACCEPTS THE PREMISES AS BEING FREE AND CLEAR FROM ALL DEFECTS AND IN 
GOOD, SAFE. CLEAN, A 2 ^ ORDERLY CONDITION AND REPAIR. Southwest waives any 
and all claims against the City regarding the condition of the Premises which may currentiy exist 
or which may arise in the fiiture by contract, at common law, in equity, or under statute, now or 
then currently in effect, including those which relate to envirorunental conditions on, under, or 
near the Premises; provided, however, that such waiver does not extend to (i) Southwest's right to 
contribution from the City as may be provided under any Environmental Law, and (ii) fines and 
penalties for which the City would be Uable, and Southwest would not be Uable, under any 
Environmental Law. 

Section 2.08 Accessibility. Southwest shall have the responsibiUty to ensure that the Premises 
are in compUance with applicable provisions of the Americans with DisabiUties Act and other 
applicable laws and regulations governing access. If any action is necessary to achieve 
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compliance. Southwest shall submit a plan for achieving such compliance to the Commissioner 
within thirty (30) days of execution of this Agreement by Southwest. 

Section 2.09 Covenant Against Waste. Southwest will not do or permit or suffer any waste, 
damage, impairment or injury to or upon the Premises or any part thereof. 

Section 2.10 Signs. The number, general type, size, design, and location of any signs installed 
by Southwest on the Premises shall be subject to the prior written approval of the Commissioner. 
Southwest is responsible for obtaining all other necessary permits. 

Section 2.11 Lighting. Southwest shall illuminate the apron in front of each hangar building on 
the Premises with flood lights and shall place and maintain at all times red obstruction lights on 
the highest point and on each comer of each building on the Premises and on the highest point of 
each smoke stack, pole, aerial and/or antenna on the Premises. The obstruction light fixtures shall 
be of a dual type and the lights shall be kept burning at Southwest's expense from dusk to dawn 
and during periods of restricted visibility. 

Section 2.12 Removal of Southwest's Property. 

A. The personal property financed with funds other than special facility revenue bonds and 
placed or installed by Southwest in the Premises shall remain the property of Southwest and must 
be removed on or before the expiration of the term or the expiration of any extension or renewal 
thereof at Southwest's sole risk and expense. Any damage to the Airport, the Premises, or any 
fixtures located therein, resulting from such removal shall be paid for by Southwest. In the event 
of the termination of this Agreement, by default or otherwise, Southwest shall have thirty (30) 
days after such termination during which to remove such property; provided, however, City shall 
have the right to assert such liens against said property as City may by law be permitted. So long 
as any such property remains in the Premises, Southwest's obligation to pay City Rent and any 
other sums which may be due the City under the Agreement shall continue. 

B. If Southwest's property is not removed as herein provided, Gity may, at its option, deem 
such property abandoned and keep such property or after written notice to Southwest and at 
Southwest's sole risk and expense, remove such property to a pubUc warehouse for deposit, or 
retain the same in City's possession and after the expiration of thirty (30) days sell the same, with 
notice and in accordance with appUcable law, the proceeds of which shaU be appUed first to die 
expenses of such removal and sale, second to any sum owed by Southwest to City, and any 
balance remaining shall be paid to Southwest. 

ARTICLE m - TERM 

Section 3.01 Term. The term of this Agreement shaU commence on the Effective Date and 
shall expire on the same date as the Use Agreement expires, is extended untU, or is terminated 
("Term"), unless this Agreement is earUer terminated according to its provisions. 

Section 3.02 Early termination. In addition to termination for default or condenmation, die 
City may terminate this Agreement, for all or a portion of the Premises, by 180 days' prior written 
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notice to Southwest in the event that the Premises, or a portion thereof, are needed for other 
Airport or other public agency purposes, in which event, the City will relocate Southwest to other 
Airport premises and pay Southwest the unamortized costs of any Improvements, as amortized on 
a straight-line basis from the date of beneficial occupancy until the then-effective date of 
expiration of the Term. 

ARTICLE IV - RENT 

Section 4.01 Rent. In consideration of this Agreement for lease of the Premises, Southwest 
shall pay Rent to the City in the amount(s) set forth in Exhibit B. 

Section 4.02 Method and Manner of Payment. Southwest shall, on or before the first day of 
each calendar month dming the term of this Agreement, pay to City, at the office of the City 
Comptroller, 333 South State Street, Room 402, Chicago, Ulinois 60614, or to such other place or 
person as City may direct Southwest by written notice, a monthly rental, in advance, which will be 
one twelfth (1/12) of the annual Rent, set forth above. The Rent shall be paid to City, without 
set-off, deduction or discount, except as specifically provided in this Agreement, in lawful money 
of the United States. Payments for partial months or calendar years shall be appropriately 
prorated. 

Section 4.03 Late Payments. Each and every installment of Rent accming under the provisions 
of this Agreement which shall not be paid when due shall bear interest at the Default Rate, from 
the date when the same is due until the same shaU be paid. All other sums becoming due or 
payable to the City under this Agreement, including, without hmitation, all monies expended by 
the City pursuant to this Agreement or on account of any default by Southwest in the performance 
or observance of any of the covenants and agreements contained in this Agreement shall likewise 
bear interest from the respective dates when the same shaU be advanced or paid by City, or 
otherwise due to City, at the rate per annum which shall be the lower of (a) the highest rate 
permitted by law or (b) the Default Rate, until the same shall be paid by Southwest to City. All 
suntstso advanced or paid by City shall become so much additional Rent under the terms of this 
Agreement, due and payable on the date of such advance or payment. 

Section 4.04 Security Deposit. There shall be no security deposit required under this 
Agreement unless and until a security deposit is required of Southwest under the Use Agreement. 
In the event that Southwest is required to provide a security deposit under the Use Agreement, 
Southwest shaU pay to the City a security deposit under this Agreement m the amount of three 
months' Rent, which sum shall be refunded to Southwest, less any sums which may be due and 
owing to the City, subsequent to the expiration or termination of this Agreement. Such security 
deposit may be in the form of cash or a letter of credit in a form which is acceptable to the 
Commissioner and the Concessionaire. 

Section 4.05 Utilities. Southwest shall be responsible for payment of all costs of utiUties for the 
Premises, including, but not limited to, natural gas, water, sewer and electiicity fiimished to the 
Premises. Southwest shaU pay all water rates, taxes and assessments, general and special, lawfuUy 
levied or assessed upon the Premises. 
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Section 4.06 Taxes. Southwest shall pay such taxes or special assessments, if any, which may 
be levied or assessed upon Southwest's interest in the Premises, or any part thereof, or upon any 
buildings or improvements at any time situated thereon, or lawfully levied or assessed upon the 
leasehold interest created hereby, during the term of this Agreement. Southwest shall provide the 
Commissioner with copies of all notices relating to such taxes within thirty (30) days of receipt 
and shall provide the Commissioner with a receipt indicating payment of such taxes. Nothing 
herein shall preclude Southwest from contesting such charge or tax, including those taxes or 
charges enacted or promulgated by City. Southwest's obligation to pay any such taxes or other 
special assessments arising during the Term shall survive expiration or termination of this 
Agreement. 

Section 4.07 Permits, Licenses. Southwest shall be responsible for obtaining, at its own 
expense, all necessary governmental approvals, inspections, permits, or licenses needed in 
connection with the Premises, any business conducted thereon, or any Work performed thereon. 

Section 4.09 Abatement in the Event of Closing. 

A. In the event that for a period of time in excess of five (5) consecutive days the Airport is 
closed by any order or direction of City or any other governmental authority or agency, or by any 
order or direction of any court of competent jurisdiction and not stayed by way of appeal or 
otherwise, dien the sole and exclusive remedy of Southwest shall be that the Rent payable by 
Southwest shall abate for the period of such closing. There shall be no abatement or reduction of 
Rent where the closing of the Airport is caused by the willful or negligent act or omission of 
Southwest, its Affiliates, agents, employees, licensees, contractors, subcontractors, or invitees. 

B. Except as otherwise expressly set forth herein, Southwest shall have no right to abatement 
or set-off of Rent of any kind. 

ARTICLE V- CONSTRUCTION, MAINTENANCE & REPAIR 

Section 5.01 Improvements. Southwest may firom time to time constmct or instaU in the 
Premises, at its own expense. Improvements, including pavement, faciUties and equipment, and 
any additions thereto, reasonably necessary in connection with any use permitted under the 
provisions of this Agreement, subject to the prior written approval of the Commissioner. 
Southwest shaU be obUgated to make those Improvements, if any, described on Exhibit A no later 
than the date specified in Exhibit A. Southwest shall submit the plans and specifications for any 
Improvements to the City for the Commissioner's approval pursuant to Section 5.02 no later than 
180 days prior to the date that Southwest desires to commence constmction. Commencement of 
the Improvements shaU not occur prior to receipt of the Commissioner's approval for the plans 
and specifications and receipt of aU necessary permits and insurance coverages. Southwest shall 
thereafter diUgentiy pursue constmction of the Improvements untU fuUy completed in a condition 
reasonably acceptable to City. 

Section 5.02 Construction Requirements. 

A. Any constmction of Improvements shall commence only after Southwest obtains (except 
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as provided in D below) any building or constmction licenses or permits as may be required by 
federal, state or local laws or regulations and any additional insurance coverage required by this 
Agreement. The constmction of the Improvements shaU be in conformance with all applicable 
City codes, ordinances, order and regulations and FAA regulations, and the conduct of performing 
such Work shall be in accordance with the procedures and standards set forth in Exhibit C 
attached hereto and subject to the additional legal requirements set forth in this Agreement. Upon 
assignment of this Agreement to the Concessionaire, Exhibit C may be replaced by mutual 
agreement of the Concessionaire and Southwest. 

B. A constmction application together with plans and specifications of any proposed 
constmction or installation (including any substantial alteration or addition to a hangar or ramp), a 
proposed schedule and evidence of insurance coverages required by Article X shaU be submitted 
to the Commissioner for his or her written approval before commencement of construction. 
Southwest shall requhe its Contractor to fumish a payment and performance bond in form and 
substance acceptable to the Commissioner. Comnussioner's approval shall not be unreasonably 
withheld. Commissioner's approval of any plans and specifications shall not constitute a zoning 
approval or approval for other purposes or by other agencies or divisions of the City. Any 
professionals employed by or contracted with by Southwest shall be properly licensed and insured 
to perform their Work. 

C. City shall have the right at all times to inspect any and all Work, provided that Southwest 
is given reasonable advance notice (unless such notice is impracticable under the circumstances). 
Notwithstanding its right of review and inspection, the City shall in no way be deemed 
responsible for any such Work, or the failure of such Work to be completed in accordance with 
approved plans and specifications, or any applicable laws, codes, statutes, mles or regulations. 
Any Work performed in connection with any Improvements to the Premises at the direction of 
Southwest, even though performed by Contractors, subcontractors or others of any and all tiers 
working through them, shall be the responsibility of Southwest. All Work shall be performed in 
accordance with the plans and specifications and other documents submitted to and approved by 
the Commissioner, and any applicable federal, state or local laws, codes, ordinances, stamtes, 
mles, regulations and those requirements set forth in Articles VII and VEI hereof 

D. The City is responsible for obtaining FAA approval of changes in the Airport Layout Plan, 
but Southwest or its contractor shall prepare the Section 7460 notice of intent to constmct. The 
City will require seven business days to review the notice prior to submission to the FAA, and the 
FAA typically requires 45 to 90 days to approve. Southwest acknowledges that the FAA may 
impose covenants or restrictions as a condition of its approval. Compliance with such covenants 
or restrictions is an essential condition of this Agreement, and failure to comply will be grounds 
for declaring an event of default. 

E. Nothing herein is intended nor shall it be constmed to provide any limitation upon 
Southwest's obligation to comply with the terms and conditions of this Agreement. No City 
review or approval of any act of Southwest or document provided by Southwest, including, but 
not limited to, plans and specifications, shall in any way serve to attenuate, diminish or otherwise 
limit Southwest's obligations hereunder, nor shall any such review or approval constitute a waiver 
by the City of any non-compliance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement. 
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Section 5.03 Title. City and Southwest mutuaUy agree that any Improvements constmcted on 
the Premises shall become and remain the property of City upon theh completion. 

Section 5.04 Liens Prohibited. Southwest shall keep the Premises free and clear of any and all 
liens in any way arising out of the constmction, improvement, or use thereof by Southwest or its 
Affiliates; provided, however. Southwest may m good faith contest the validity of any lien, 
provided such contest does not impair the City's rights with respect to the Premises. Nothing 
herein contained empowers Southwest to conmiit or engage in any act which can, shaU, or may 
encumber the rights of City. In no event shall this Agreement or any rights or privileges 
hereunder be an asset of Southwest or an Affiliate under any bankmptcy, insolvency, or 
reorganization proceedings. 

Section 5.05 Ordinary Maintenance and Repair. 

A. Southwest acknowledges and agrees that the maintenance of the Premises by Southwest is 
an essential condition of this Agreement, and Southwest agrees to perform or cause to be 
performed all necessary preventive maintenance, repairs, replacements and improvements to the 
Premises at Southwest's sole cost and expense. Southwest shall at all times: 

1. Keep the Premises and all fixtures, equipment and personal property in a clean, safe, 
and orderly condition and appearance and, to the extent that Southwest does not use its own 
employees, engage reputable janitorial, engineering and pest control contractors; 

2. Maintain the same in good condition (reasonable wear and tear excepted) and perform 
all ordinary repairs, replacements, and painting; such repairs, replacements, and painting by 
Southwest shall be of a quality not inferior to the standards set forth in any mles and regulations 
adopted by City for the Airport; 

3. Control all of its vehicular tiaffic on the Airport and take all precautions reasonably 
necessary to promote the safety of its passengers, customers, business visitors, and other persons, 
and employ such means as may be necessary to safely direct the movements of its vehicular 
traffic; 

4. Remove all snow from all ramps, hangar taxiways and paved areas on the Premises; 

5. Either directly or through a licensed independent contractor, dispose of its garbage, 
debris, and other waste materials at properly permitted facilities. 

B. If the performance of any of the foregoing maintenance, repair, replacement, or painting 
obligations of Southwest requires work to be performed near an active taxiway or mnway or 
where safety of airport operations might be involved. Southwest shall post guards or erect barriers 
or other safeguards as required and approved by the Commissioner at such locations prior to 
Southwest's performance of any such maintenance, repair, replacement or painting. 
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C. City has the right to inspect the Premises and direct Southwest to make ordinary repairs. 
City wiU provide reasonable notice prior to such inspection, unless in an emergency situation, and 
will notify Southwest's representative on the Premises at the beginning of any such inspection. 

D. No later than March 1 of each year. Southwest must provide the City an aimual report 
detailing repairs or replacements made during the preceding year that exceeded $5,000 (five 
thousand dollars). 

Section 5.06 Restoration Necessitated by Casualty. 

A. In the event the Premises are damaged or destroyed, in whole or in part, (regardless of the 
cause therefor) Southwest covenants and agrees that Southwest, at its own expense 
(notwithstanding insufficiency of insurance proceeds), shall either (1) repair, restore or rebuild 
any building or other improvement so damaged or destroyed, or (2) design and constmct a new 
building and associated improvements iii like kind to the Premises damaged or destroyed. Any 
such damage or destmction is herein referred to as a "Casualty". Any such repair, restoration, or 
rebuilding or constmction of a new building and associated improvements is herein referred to as 
a "Restoration." In the event of a Casualty, Southwest, after consultation with City, and subject to 
the requirements set forth in this Section, shall undertake Restoration to (i) substantially the same 
condition, character and utility value as existed prior to the Casualty, or (ii) such other condition, 
character and utility value as may be agreed upon in writing by the City and Southwest. 

B. Southwest shall provide prompt written notice to the City of any Casualty with a good 
faith estimate of the cost of the Restoration and the amount of available insurance coverage. In 
the event that the estimated cost of the Restoration is less than $500,000, Southwest may effect 
such Restoration as Southwest may deem reasonably necessary. In the event that the estimated 
cost of the Restoration is $500,000 or more. Southwest shall fumish with its notice supporting 
estimates of the costs of Restoration by a reputable, experienced architect, engineer or contractor 
qualified to make such estimates. Unless the Commissioner otherwise agrees in writing not to 
proceed with the Restoration, within sixty (60) days of the date of such notice. Southwest shall 
provide to the City plans and specifications for such Restoration, which plans and specifications 
are subject to Commissioner review and approval, which approval shaU not be unreasonably 
withheld or delayed. Upon the Commissioner's approval of such plans and specifications and 
Southwest's receipt of all necessary permits. Southwest shall immediately proceed to dihgently 
perform the Restoration and complete such Restoration in a timely manner. In the event that 
Southwest fails to diligently perform the Restoration or complete the Restoration in a timely 
manner, the City may exercise its rights under Section 9.04 of this Agreement. 

C. Any insurance proceeds of $100,000 or more shall be made payable to both the City and 
Southwest. If Southwest does not commence a Restoration promptiy and the City exercises its 
rights under Section 9.04, or if this Agreement expires or terminates at any time for any reason 
prior to application of all insurance proceeds to the Restoration, then all remaining insurance 
proceeds shall be payable solely to City for its use to complete the Restoration. 

D. Without limiting any of the other terms hereof it is expressly understood and agreed that, 
except and to the extent provided herein, no loss or partial destmction of or damage to the 
Premises or the buildings or other improvements from whatsoever cause, shall operate to 
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terminate this Agreement or to reUeve or discharge Southwest from its Uability to pay the full 
, Rent and additional charges payable under this Agreement, or to reUeve Southwest from any of its 
other obligations under this Agreement. Except and to the extent provided herein. Southwest 
waives any right now oi: hereafter conferred upon it, whether by statute or otherwise, to surrender 
this Agreement or possession of the Premises or any part tiiereof, or to obtain any suspension, 
diminution, abandomnent or reduction of Rent, on account of any such loss, damage or 
destmction to the buildings or any other property at the Premises. 

ARTICLE VI - MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION OF AIRPORT 

Section 6.01 City's Obligations. City will operate and maintain the Airport in a manner 
consistent with that of a reasonably pmdent operator of an airport, and keep in good condition and 
repair: the mnway and the taxiway, roadways, water lines, sewer Unes, drainage ditches, additions, 
improvements, faciUties, and equipment, now or hereafter provided by City, serving the Premises 
but located outside the Premises, including the removal of snow, ice, vegetation, stones, and other 
foreign matter, as reasonably as may be done, from the mnway and taxiway, connections 
therefrom, and roadways. 

Section 6.02 Southwest's Remedy. In the event that the City fails to cure any failure in its 
performance of its obligations under Section 6,01 within a reasonable period, and provided that 
the Airport is not closed at the direction of the City or any other governmental authority or agency, 
Southwest's sole and exclusive remedy is to terminate this Agreement by providing notice to the 
City pursuant to the terms of Article XV hereof 

Section 6.03 Regulating the Airport; Airport Operafion. City reserves the right to regulate, 
police and further develop, improve, reconstmct, modify or otherwise alter the Airport in City's 
sole discretion, subject to Southwest's rights under the Use Agreement. City reserves the right, 
but shall not be obligated to Southwest, to maintain and keep in repair the landing area of the 
Airport and all publicly-owned facilities of the Airport. City shall not have any obligation to 
continue to operate the Airport or any part as an airport for passenger or freight air transportation 
or at any particular level of operation and may at any time limit or discontinue use of the Airport 
or any means of access to or within the Airport in whole or in part. This provision shall not be 
interpreted to grant a right to limit or discontinue means of access to the Premises by Southwest 
from outside the Airport from dedicated public streets. 

Section 6.04 Other Governmental Functions. Nothing contained herein shall impair the right 
of City to exercise its govemmental functions outside of its role as Airport sponsor, including but 
not Umited to requiring Southwest to pay any tax or inspection fees or to procure necessary 
permits or licenses. 

ARTICLE VII - SPECIAL CONDITIONS 

Section 7.01 Compliance with All Laws. Southwest shall comply with all applicable federal, 
state, and local laws, codes, regulations, ordinances, mles, and orders (collectively, "Laws"), 
including without limitation such Laws as are listed below; provided, however, that Southwest 
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may, witiiout being considered to be in breach hereof, contest any such Laws so long as such 
contest is in good faith, is diUgently commenced and prosecuted by Southwest, and does not 
jeopardize the health or safety of persons at the Airport or Airport operations. Any Law that is 
applicable to this Agreement, but that is not expressly mentioned herein, shall be deemed to be 
included by reference. 

A. Economic Disclosure Statement and Affidavit. Southwest has executed an Economic 
Disclosure Statement and Affidavit ("EDS") in the form provided by City, in compliance with 720 
ILCS 5/33E-3, 4 and 11(B), as amended; 65 ILCS 5/11-42.1-1; Chapter 2-56 of the Municipal 
Code; and Section 2-92-320 of Chapter 2 of the Municipal Code of Chicago ("Municipal Code"), 
respectively. Such EDS(s) is(are) attached hereto as Exhibit E. In the event of a change in 
circumstance that renders the information or certifications in an EDS inaccurate or obsolete. 
Southwest shall promptiy notify the City and submit an amended EDS. Failure to so notify the 
City and provide an amended EDS is an event of default. 

B. Anti-Scofflaw. In accordance with Section 2-92-380 of the Municipal Code, and in 
addition to any otiier rights and remedies (including any of set-off) available to City under this 
Agreement or permitted at law or in equity. City shall be entitied to set off a portion of any 
amounts due Southwest by City under this Agreement in an amount equal to the amount of the 
fines and penalties for each outstanding parking violation complaint and/or the amount of any 
debt owed by Southwest to City. For purposes of this section, "outstanding parking violation 
complaint" means a parking ticket, notice of parking violation or parking violation complaint on 
which no payment has been made or appearance filed in the Circuit Court of Cook County within 
the time specified on the complaint, and "debt" means a specified sum of money owed to City for 
which the period granted for payment has expired. 

Notwithstanding the provisions of the immediately preceding paragraph, no such debt(s) or 
outstanding parking violation complaints shall be offset from any amounts due Southwest from 
City under this Agreement if one or more of the following conditions are met: 

(1) Southwest has entered into an agreement with the Department of Revenue, or other 
appropriate City department, for the payment of all outstanding parking violation 
complaints and/or debts owed to City and Southwest is in compliance with the agreement; 
or 

(2) Southwest is contesting liability for or the amount of the debt in a pending 
administrative or judicial proceeding; or 

(3) Southwest has filed a petition in bankmptcy and the debts owed City are 
dischargeable in bankmptcy. 

C. Ethics. Southwest shall comply with Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code, 
"Governmental Ethics", including, but not limited to. Section 2-156-120 pursuant to which no 
payment, gratuity, or offer of employment shall be made in connection with any City contract, by 
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or on behalf of a subcontractor to the prime contractor or higher tier subcontractor or any person 
associated therewith, as an inducement for the award of a subcontract or order. Any contract 
negotiated, entered into, or performed in violation of any of the provisions of such Chapter shaU 
be voidable as to City. 

D. MacBride Principles. City, through the passage of the MacBride Principles Ordinance, 
seeks to promote fair and equal employment opportuiuties and labor practices for religious 
minorities in Northern Ireland and provide a better working environment for all citizens in 
Northem Ireland. If Southwest conducts any business operations in Northem Ireland, it is hereby 
required tiiat Southwest shall make all reasonable and good faith efforts to conduct any business 
operations in Northem Ireland in accordance with the MacBride Principles for Northern Ireland as 
defmed in Dlinois Public Act 85-1390 (1988 fil. Laws 3220). 

E. Inspector General. It shall be the duty of Southwest and all officers, directors, agents, 
partners, and employees of Southwest to cooperate with the Inspector General of the City in any 
investigation or hearing undertaken pursuant to Chapter 2-56 of the Municipal Code. Southwest 
understands and will abide by all provisions of Chapter 2-56 of the Municipal Code. 

F. Americans with Disabilities Act. Any and all Improvements must be designed and built 
in compliance with all applicable federal, state and local laws and regulations regarding 
accessibility standards for disabled or environmentally Umited persons including, but not limited 
to, the foUowing: Americans with Disabilities Act, P.L. 101-336 (1990), 42 U.S.C. 12101 et seq. 
and the Uniform Federal Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities and the UUnois 
Environmental Barriers Act, 410 ILCS 25/1 et seq. (1991), and the regulations promulgated 
thereto at 71 Dl. Admin. Code Ch. 1, Sec. 400.110. In the event that the above-cited standards are 
inconsistent. Southwest shall comply with the standard providing greater accessibility. 

G. Conflicts of Interest. Southwest represents and warrants that no member of the 
governing body of the City or other unit of govemment and no other officer, employee or agent of 
the City or other unit of govemment who exercises any functions or responsibilities in connection 
with this Agreement has, or shall acquire, any personal interest, direct or indirect, in this 
Agreement, or in Southwest. Southwest further covenants that no member of or delegate to the 
Congress of the United States or the Dlinois General Assembly and no alderman of the City or 
employee of the City shall be admitted to any share or part of this Lease or any financial benefit to 
arise from it. 

H. Business Relationships with Elected Officials. Pursuant to Section 2-156-030(b) of the 
Municipal Code, it is illegal for any elected official of the City, or any person acting at the 
direction of such official, to contact, either orally or in writing, any other City official or employee 
with respect to any matter involving any person with whom the elected official has a business 
relationship, or to participate in any discussion in any City Council committee hearing or in any 
City Council meeting or to vote on any matter involving the person with whom an elected official 
has a business relationship. Violation of Section 2-156-030(b) by any elected official with respect 
to this Agreement is grounds for termination of this Agreement. The term "business relationship" 
is defined as set forth in Section 2-156-080 of the Municipal Code as any contractual or other 
private business dealing of an official, or his or her spouse, or of any entity in which an official or 
his or her spouse has a financial interest, with a person or entity which entitles an official to 
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compensation or payment in the amount of $2,500 or more in a calendar year; provided, however, 
a financial interest shall not include: (i) any ownership through purchase at fair market value or 
inheritance of less than one percent of the share of a corporation, or any corporate subsidiary, 
parent or affiliate thereof, regardless of the value of or dividends on such shares, if such shares are 
registered on a securities exchange pursuant to the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended; 
(ii) the authorized compensation paid to an official or employee for his office or employment; 
(iii) any economic benefit provided equally to all residents of the City; (iv) a time or demand 
deposit in a financial institution; or (v) an endowment or insurance policy or annuity contract 
purchased from an insurance company. A "contractual or other private business dealing" shall not 
include any employment relationship of an official's spouse with an entity when such spouse has 
no discretion concerning or input relating to the relationship between that entity and the City. 

I. Non-discrimination. 

(1) Federal Requirements. It shall be an unlawful employment practice for Southwest (a) to fail 
or refuse to hire or to discharge any individual, or otherwise to discriminate against any individual 
with respect to his compensation, or the terms, conditions, or privileges of his employmerit, 
because of such individual Is race, color, religion, sex, age, handicap, or national origin; or (b) to 
limit, segregate, or classify his employees or applicants for employment in any way which would 
deprive or tend to deprive any individual of employment opportunities or otherwise adversely 
affect his status as an employee, because of such individual's race, color, religion, sex, age, 
handicap, or national origin. Southwest shall comply with The Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 
U.S.C. sec. 2000 et seq. (1981), as amended. Attention is called to: Exec. Order No. 11,246, 30 
Fed. Reg. 12,319 (1965), reprinted in 42 U.S.C. 2000(e) note, as amended by Exec. Order No. 
11,375, 32 Fed. Reg. 14,303 (1967) and by Exec. Order No. 12,086, 43 Fed. Reg. 46,501 
(1978); Age Discrimination Act, 42 U.S.C. sec. 6101-6106 (1981); Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 29 
U.S.C. sec. 793794 (1981); Americans with Disabilities Act, P.L. 101-336; and 41 C.F.R. Part 60, 
et seq. (1990). 

(2) State Requirements. Southwest shall comply with the Illinois Human Rights Act, 775 ELCS 
5/1-101, et seq.. as amended, and any mles and regulations promulgated in accordance therewith, 
including, but not limited to the Equal Employment Opportunity Clause, 44 El. Admin. Code 
§750 Appendix A. Furthermore, Southwest shall comply with the Discrimination in Public 
Contracts Act, 775 D^CS 10/0.01 et seq., as amended. 

(3) City Requirements. Southwest shall comply with the Chicago Human Rights Ordinance, 
Chapter 2-160, Section 2-160-010 et seq. of the Municipal Code, as amended. Further, Southwest 
shall furnish and shall cause each of its contractors to fumish such reports and information as 
requested by the Chicago Commission on Human Relations. 

J. Affirmative Action Program. Southwest assures that it will undertake an affirmative 
action program which sets forth all applicable Federal standards as required by 14 C.F.R. Part 
152, Subpart E, to insure that no person shall on the grounds of race, creed, color, religion, age, 
national origin, or sex be excluded from participating in any employment activities covered in 14 
C.F.R. Part 152, Subpart E. Southwest assures that no person shall be excluded on these grounds 
from participating in or receiving the services or benefits of any program or activity covered by 
Subpart E. Southwest assures that it will require that its covered suborganizations provide 
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assurances to Southwest that they similarly will undertake an affirmative action program and that' 
they wiU require assurances from their organizations, as required by 14 C.F.R., Part 152, Subpart 
E, to the same effect. 

K. Office of Compliance. It is the duty of Southwest and its officers, directors, agents, 
partners and employees to abide by the provisions of Chapter 2-26 of the Municipal Code and to 
cooperate with the City's Office of Compliance in any investigation or audit undertaken pursuant 
to to Chapter 2-26 of the Municipal Code. 

Section 7.02 Environment 

A. Compliance with Environmental Laws. (1) If Southwest is required pursuant to any 
Environmental Laws to file any notice or report of a release or threatened release of Hazardous 
Materials or Special Wastes (as those terms may be defined in an applicable Environmental Law) 
on, under or about the Premises, Southwest shall provide a copy of such report or notice to the 
City. In the event of a release or threatened release of Hazardous Materials or Special Waste into 
the environment, or in the event of any claim, demand, action or notice is made against Southwest 
regarding Southwest's failure or alleged failure to comply with any Environmental Law, 
Southwest shall immediately notify the City. 

(2) City shall have reasonable access to the Premises to confirm that Southwest is using the 
Premises in accordance with Environmental Laws. Southwest, at the reasonable request of City 
and at Southwest's expense, shall conduct such testing and analysis as is necessary to ascertain 
whether Southwest is using the Premises in compliance with all Environment Laws. Any such 
tests shall be conducted by qualified independent environmental consultants chosen by Southwest 
and subject to City's reasonable approval. Copies of any reports or test results shall be provided to 
City. In addition to any other remedy afforded at law, in equity or by the terms of this Agreement, 
if Southwest fails to comply with any Environmental Law which results in, or may result in, a 
material adverse impact to the Premises or potential liability to the City, the City may (a) enter the 
Premises and take necessary measures to insure compliance with Environmental Laws, including, 
but not limited to, testing and soil sampling, all at Southwest's expense, and/or (b) terminate this 
Agreement in accordance with the default provisions of this Agreement. 

(3) City makes no warranty, express or implied, regarding the environmental condition of the 
Premises, including but not limited to any underground storage tanks on the Premises, the 
presence of Hazardous Materials and Special Wastes on the Premises, that the Premises are free of 
Hazardous Materials and Special Wastes, or any other environmental contaminant. 

(4) In the event that City is named in any enforcement action or lawsuit by any party in 
connection with the environmental condition of the Premises or improvements thereon, Soiithwest 
shall defend City and indemnify City for any costs, damages or fines that might be found against 
City; provided, however, that Southwest shall not be held accountable by the City under this 
Agreement in the event that contamination is the result of a third party traversing an easement or 
right of way on the Premises or the negligence of the City. Southwest's obligation to indemnify 
the City pursuant to this section in no other way limits nor is limited by any other indemnification 
provided in this Agreement. 
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(5) Southwest's liability and obligations under this Section shall survive the termination of this 
Agreement. Southwest hereby waives any right of action or claim pursuant to any Environmental 
Law against the City, its officers, officials, agents or employees except for environmental 
conditions for which the City is determined by a court of competent jurisdiction to have been the 
direct and proximate cause. 

B. Environmental Permits. Southwest must maintain evidence of, and keep current 
throughout the term of this Agreement, all waste hauling. Special Waste hauling, disposal permits 
and insurance certificates required by federal, state, or local govemmental body or agency 
pursuant to any Environmental Law. When requested by the Commissioner, Southwest shall 
submit copies of all hauling permits required by any Environmental Law. Copies of all permits 
and insurance certificates that require periodic renewal must be forwarded to the Commissioner 
throughout the duration of this Agreement. Non-compliance with this requirement is an event of 
default. 

C. Environmental Records and Reports. Southwest shall be required to prepare and 
maintain proper, accurate and complete records of accounts of all transactions related to the 
operations of this Agreement, including, but not limited to, the following: 

(1) Vehicle maintenance records 
(2) Safety and accident reports 
(3) lEPA or OSHA manifests 
(4) Disposal records, including disposal site used, date, tmck number and disposal weight. 
(5) Permit documentation and all other documentation and transactions pertaining to all 
Environmental Laws. 

All such records and accounts shall be subject to review by the City and shall be made available to 
the City upon the request of the Commissioner. The City's review of any such records and 
accounts shall in no way serve to limit Southwest's obligations or liability under the terms and 
conditions of this Agreement or any Environmental Law. 

D. Disposal of Materials, Construction and Demolition Debris, Soil and Waste. (1) 
Southwest shall be responsible for the proper disposal of all materials, constmction and 
demolition debris, soil and other waste generated by Southwest's business operations, including 
but not limited to the constmction of Improvements, or Southwest's air transportation business 
activities. Hauling and disposal by a contractor does not relieve Southwest from responsibility for 
proper disposal. Disposal of all materials, constmction debris, soil, and other wastes shall be at a 
disposal site that is properly licensed and permitted to accept the particular materials, constmction 
debris, soil and other wastes delivered to it in accordance with all Environmental Laws. 
Southwest shall identify the disposal site(s) or transfer station(s) to which it has contractual access 
and for which proper, sanitary landfill permits and/or licenses have been obtained. Failure to 
identify disposal site(s) for materials, constmction debris, soil and other wastes or to submit such 
information when requested by the Commissioner is an event of default. Southwest understands 
and agrees that Southwest, unless otherwise authorized in writing by the Commissioner, shall not 
continue to use a disposal/handling site that (i) has been cited as being in violation of any 
environmental law or regulation or of any City ordinance and has failed to resolve the violation or, 
if not yet resolved, is not undertaking efforts to resolve the violation or (ii) does not have a 
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necessary permit. If only one site was identified by Southwest, Southwest shall arrange for a 
substitute disposal/handling site. Southwest further understands and agrees that any such 
substitution shall be at no cost to the City, regardless of the reason necessitating such substitution. 

(2) Southwest shall haul, or cause its contractors to haul, materials, including but not limited to 
fuel of any nature, any construction debris, soil and other wastes in vehicles and/or containers 
complying with all applicable Environmental Laws. All equipmenl used to transfer materials, 
constmction and demolition debris, soil and other wastes shall be designed to prevent spillage 
during the hauling operation. Southwest's and its contractors' equipment shall fully comply with 
all City, state and federal regulations, laws and ordinances pertaining to size, load weight, safety 
and any Environmental Law. 

(3) Upon request by the Commissioner, Southwest shall provide the Commissioner with copies of 
all load tickets, manifests, bills of lading, scale tickets and other pertinent documents, including 
copies of all permits and/or licenses for the proposed transfer station and/or landfill. In the event 
that the transfer station and/or landfill proposed for use by Southwest does not possess the 
necessary permits and/or licenses to accept the materials, constmction debris, soil or other wastes. 
Southwest will replace the transfer station and/or landfill submitted as part of their bid proposal at 
no additional cost to the City. If Southwest disposes of materials, constmction debris, soil or 
other wastes at a site which is not properly permitted. Southwest shall be responsible for all costs 
associated with the removal ofthe waste to a properly licensed/permitted landfUl or disposal site. 

(4) Southwest shall notify the Commissioner within 72 hours of receipt of any environmental 
complaints, fines, citations, violations or notices of violation by any governmental body or 
regulatory agency against Southwest or by any third party relating to the loading, hauling or 
disposal of materials, constmction debris, soil or other wastes (collectively, "Environmental 
Claim"). Southwest will provide evidence to the Commissioner that any such Environmental 
Claim has been addressed to the satisfaction of the issuer or initiator of such Environmental 
Claim. 

(5) Southwest shall notify the City of any community meetings, media involvement or media 
coverage related to the loading, hauling or disposal of materials, construction debris, soil and 
other wastes under this Agreement in which Southwest is asked to participate. 

(6) Southwest shall verify, in writing, whenever requested by the Commissioner, that all 
materials, constmction debris, and other waste accepted by Southwest from the City of Chicago, 
has been disposed of in compliance with all Environmental Laws. 

(7) Non-compliance with these terms and conditions is an event of default and may affect 
Southwest's eligibility for future contracts. 

Section 7.03 Contractors. Southwest agrees that all of the provisions of this Article Vn 
pertaining to compliance with Environmental Laws will be incorporated in all contracts entered 
into with its Contractors. Southwest agrees to cause its Contractors to execute such certificates as 
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may be necessary in furtherance of these provisions. Such certifications shall be attached and 
incorporated by reference in the contracts. In the event that any Contractor is a partnership or 
joint venture. Southwest shall also include provisions in its contract insuring that the entities 
comprising such partnership or joint venture shaU be jointly and severally liable for its obligations 
thereunder. 

Section 7.04 Environmental Indemnification. 

A. By Southwest. In addition to the indemnifications set forth elsewhere in this Agreement, 
Southwest hereby indemnifies and agrees to defend and hold harmless the City, and upon 
assignment of the Agreement, the Concessionaire, and their respective Delegates ("Indemnified 
Parties"), from all Environmental Claims arising from or attributable to: (a) the presence, due to 
operations by Southwest or an Affiliate, of Hazardous Materials and Special Wastes on the 
Premises or the subsurface thereof or the violation of any Environmental Laws due to operations 
of Southwest or an Affiliate (including, without limiting the generality thereof, any cost, claim, 
liability, or defense expended in remediation required by a governmental authority, or by reason of 
any release of any Hazardous Material or Special Waste due to Southwest's or an Affiliate's 
operations or violation of any Environmental Laws), or (b) any condition on the Premises that is 
the subject of an Environmental Claim if such condition would not have become the subject of an 
Environmental Claim but for, directly or indirectiy, the operations of Southwest or an Affiliate, or 
(c) any breach by Southwest or an Affiliate of any of its warranties, representations or covenants 
in this Article Vfi. Southwest's obligations hereunder shall survive the termination or expiration 
of this Agreement, and shall not be affected in any way by the amount of or absence in any case of 
covering insurance or by the failure or refusal of any insurance carrier to perform any obligation 
on its part under any insurance policies affecting the Premises or Southwest's operations at the 
Airport; further, Southwest's obligations under this Section shall continue to mn to the 
Indemnified Parties following assignment of this Agreement to the Concessionaire. 

B. By Concessionaire, hi addition to the indemnifications set forth elsewhere in this 
Agreement, upon assignment of the Agreement to Concessionaire, Concessionaire hereby 
indemnifies and agrees to defend and hold harmless Southwest, the City, and their respective 
Delegates ("Indemnified Parties"), from all Environmental Claims arising from or attributable to: 
(a) the presence, due to operations by Concessionaire, of Hazardous Materials and Special Wastes 
on the Premises or the subsurface thereof or the violation of any Environmental Laws due to 
operations of Concessionaire (including, without limiting the generality thereof, any cost, claim, 
liability, or defense expended in remediation required by a governmental authority, or by reason of 
any release of any Hazardous Material or Special Waste due to Concessionaire's operations or 
violation of any Environmental Laws), or (b) any condition on the Premises that is the subject of 
an Environmental Claim if such condition would not have become the subject of an 
Environmental Claim but for, directly or indirectly, the operations of the Concessionaire. 
Concessionaire's obligations hereunder shall survive the termination or expiration of this 
Agreement, and shall not be affected in any way by the amount of or absence in any case of 
covering insurance or by the failure or refusal of any insurance carrier to perform any obligation 
on its part under any insurance policies affecting the Premises or Concessionaire's operations at 
the Airport. 
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ARTICLE v m - AIRPORT MATTERS 

Section 8.01 Airport Rules and Regulations. Southwest shall observe and obey all Airport 
mles and regulations governing the conduct and operations of the Airport, promulgated from time 
to time by City, provided, however, that such Airport mles and regulations must be neither (i) 
inconsistent with the exercise by Southwest of any right or privilege granted to it hereunder or 
under any other agreement between Southwest and City relating to the Airport, nor (ii) 
inconsistent with the mles and regulations or orders of any federal or state agency having 
jurisdiction over the Airport. Except in cases of emergency, no such mle or regulation shall be 
applicable to Southwest unless it has been given fifteen (15) days prior written notice of the 
adoption thereof. 

Section 8.02 Federal Legal Requirements. Southwest shall comply, and shall cause its 
Affiliates and Contractors to comply, with all applicable federal laws, codes, regulations, 
ordinances, mles, directives, assurances and orders applicable to operations at airports including, 
but not limited to, the following: 

A. As a part of the consideration of this Agreement, Southwest for itself, its heirs, personal 
representatives, successors in interest, and assigns, must maintain and operate the facilities and 
services in compliance with all other requirements imposed under 49 C.F.R. Part 21, 
Nondiscrimination in Federally Assisted Programs of the Department of Transportation, and as 
the Regulations may be amended. (49 C.F.R. Part 21 - DOT Title VI Assurance - AC 
150/5100-I5A), if facilities are constructed, maintained, or otherwise operated on the property 
described in this Agreement for a purpose for which a Department of Transportation program or 
activity is extended or for another purpose involving the provision of similar services or benefits. 

B. Southwest for itself, its personal representatives, successors in interest, and assigns, as a 
part of the consideration of this Agreement, covenants as a covenant mnning with the land that: 
(1) no person on the grounds of race, color, or national origin will be excluded from participation 
in, be denied the benefits of, or otherwise be subjected to discrimination in the use of the 
facilities; (2) in the constmction of any improvements on, over, or under the land and the 
furnishing of services on them, no person on the grounds of race, color, or national origin will be 
excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of or otherwise be subjected to 
discrimination; and (3) Southwest will use the Premises in compliance with all other requirements 
imposed by or under 49 C.F.R. Part 21, Nondiscrimination in Federally Assisted Programs of the 
Department of Transportation, and as the Regulations may be amended. (49 C.F.R. Part 21 - DOT 
Title VI Assurance - AC 150/5100-I5A) 

C. Southwest must fumish service on a fair, equal, and not unjustly discriminatory basis to all 
users of it, and to charge fair, reasonable, and not unjustiy discriminatory prices for each unit or 
service, BUT Southwest is allowed to make reasonable and nondiscriminatory discounts, rebates, 
or other similar types of price reductions to volume purchasers. (Grant Assurance 22) 

D. Southwest assures that it will comply with pertinent statues. Executive Orders and the 
mles as are promulgated to assure that no person will, on the grounds of race, creed, color, 
national origin, sex, age, or handicap be excluded from participating in any activity conducted 
with or benefitting from federal assistance. This provision obligates Southwest or its transferee 
for the period during which federal assistance is extended to the Airport program, except where 
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federal assistance is to provide, or is in the form of personal property or real property or interest in 
them or stmctures or improvements thereon. In these cases, this provision obligates the party or 
any transferee for the longer of the following periods: (a) the period during which the property is 
used by the City or any transferee for a purpose for which federal assistance is extended, or for 
another purpose involving the provision of similar services or benefits; or (b) the period during 
which the City or any transferee retains ownership or possession of the property. In the case of 
contractors, this provision binds the contractors from the bid solicitation period through the 
completion ofthe contract. (AAIA of 1982, section 520 - AC 150/5100-15 A) 

E. Southwest will practice nondiscrimination in its activities cind will provide DBE 
participation in the Agreement as required by the City, in order to meet the City's goals, or as 
required by the FAA in order to obtain an exemption from the prohibition against long-term 
exclusive leases. (49 C.F.R. Part 23 AC 150/5100-15 A) 

F. Southwest must insert the above 5 provisions in any agreement by which Southwest grants 
a right or privilege to any person, firm, or corporation to render accommodations and/or services 
to the public on the Premises. (See the documents referenced for the above clauses) 

G. Nothing contained in this Agreement shall be constmed to grant or authorize the granting 
of an exclusive right to provide aeronautical services to the public as prohibited by section 308(a) 
of the Federal Aviation Act of 1958, as amended, and the City reserves the right to grant to others 
the privilege and right of conducting any one or all activities of an aeronautical nature. (Federal 
Aviation Act of 1958 section 308(a) - AC 150/5100-16A) 

H. The City reserves the right to further develop or improve the landing area of the Airport as 
it sees fit, regardless of the desires or view of Southwest, and without interference or hindrance. 
(FAA Order 5190.6A - AGL-600) 

I. The City reserves the right, but is not obligated to Southwest, to maintain and keep in 
repair the landing area of the Airport and all publicly-owned facilities of the Airport, together with 
the right to direct and control all activities of Southwest in this regard. (FAA order 5190.6A -
AGL-600) 

J. This Agreement is subordinate to the provisions of and requirements of any existing or 
future agreement between the City and the United States, relative to the development, operation, 
or maintenance ofthe Airport (FAA Order 5190.6A - AGL-600), including usage by United States 
Government aircraft of Airport facilities developed with federal financial assistance. (Assurance 
27) 

K. Southwest must comply with the notification and review requirements covered in Part 77 
of the Federal Aviation Regulations if any future stmcture or building is planned for the Premises, 
or in the event of any planned modification or alteration of any present or future building or 
stmcture situated on the Premises. (FAA order 5190.6A - AGL-600) 

L. This Agreement and all the provisions of this Agreement are subject to whatever right the 
United States Government now has or in the future may have or acquire affecting the control, 
operation, regulation, and taking over of the Airport, or the exclusive or non-exclusive use of the 
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Airport by the United States during the time of war or national emergency. (Surplus Property Act 
of 1944 - FAA Order 5190-6A - AGL-600) 

M, It is clearly understood by Southwest that no right or privilege has been granted that would 
operate to prevent any person, firm, or corporation operating aircraft on the Airport from 
performing any services on its own aircraft with its own regular employees (including 
maintenance and repair) that it may choose to perform. (Assurance 22 FAA Order 5190.6A -
AGL-600) 

Section 8.03 Senior Airport Agreements. Southwest's use and occupancy of the Premises 
shall be and remain subject to the Use Agreement, the Airport Lease, and any ordinance or 
indenture, or both, authorizing bond anticipation notes or bonds or other obligations adopted by 
the City Council of the City authorizing the issuance of notes, bonds or other obligations for the 
Airport and securing such obligations by a pledge of revenues or net revenues of the Airport and 
any ordinance or indenture supplemental thereto, which shall also include any master indenture 
(collectively, "Senior Airport Agreements"). Southwest and its Affiliates shall not conduct any 
activities on the Premises which would be inconsistent with or trigger a default under a Senior 
Airport Agreement. Any rights and remedies available to Southwest under the Senior Airport 
Agreements shall take precedence over this Agreement. In the event of any substantive conflict 
between the terms and conditions of this Agreement and the terms and conditions set forth in any 
of the Senior Airport Agreements, the terms and conditions of the Senior Airport Agreements 
shall control. 

Section 8.04 Airport Security Acts. 

A. This Agreement is expressly subject to the requirements of the Airport Security Acts, the 
provisions of which govern airport security and are incorporated by reference, including without 
limitation the mles and regulations promulgated under them. Southwest is subject to, and further 
must conduct with respect to its subcontractors and the respective employees of each, such 
employment investigations, including criminal history record checks, as the Commissioner, the 
TSA or the FAA may deem necessary. Further, in the event of any threat to civil aviation, as 
defined in the Airport Security Acts, Southwest must promptly report any information in 
accordance with those regulations promulgated by the United States Department of 
Transportation, the TSA and by the City. Southwest must, notwithstanding anything contained in 
this Agreement to the contrary, at no additional cost to the City, perform under this Agreement in 
compUance with those guidelines developed by the City, the TSA and the FAA with the objective 
of maximum security enhancement. Any drawings, plans, and specifications provided by 
Southwest under this Agreement must comply with those guidelines for airport security developed 
by the City, the TSA and the FAA and in effect at the time of their submission. 

B. Further^ Southwest must comply with, and require compliance by its Contractors and 
business invitees, with all present and future laws, mles, regulations, or ordinances promulgated 
by the City, the TSA or the FAA, or other governmental agencies to protect the security and 
integrity of the Airport, and to protect against access by unauthorized persons. Subject to the 
approval of the TSA, the FAA and the Commissioner, Southwest must adopt procedures to 
control and limit access to the Airport and the Premises by Southwest and its Contractors and 
business invitees in accordance with all present and future City, TSA and FAA laws, mles, 
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regulations, and ordineuices. At all times during the Term, Southwest must have in place and in 
operation a security program for the Premises that complies with all applicable laws and 
regulations. 

C. Gates and doors located on the Premises and controlled by Southwest that permit entry 
into restricted areas at the Airport must be kept locked by Southwest at all times when not in use 
or under Southwest's constant security surveillance. Gate or door malfunctions must be reported 
to the Commissioner or the Commissioner's designee without delay and must be kept under 
constant surveillance by Southwest until the malfunction is remedied. 

D. In connection with the implementation of its security program. Southwest may receive, 
gain access to or otherwise obtain certain knowledge and information related to the City's overall 
Airport security program. Southwest acknowledges that all such knowledge and information is of 
a highly confidential nature. Southwest covenants that no person will be permitted to gain access 
to such knowledge and information, unless the person has been approved by the TSA or the 
Commissioner in advance in writing. Southwest further must indemnify, hold harmless and 
defend the City and other users of the Airport from and against any and all claims, reasonable 
costs, reasonable expenses, damages and liabilities, including all reasonable attorney's fees and 
costs, resulting directiy or indirectly from the breach of Southwest's covenants and agreements as 
set forth in this section. 

Section 8.05 Airport Noise Restrictions. Southwest agrees to abide by any guidelines, mles or 
regulations for the Airport which result from any Part 150 study or any other restrictions imposed 
on noise and which are applicable to the use of the Premises as an aircraft maintenance facility or 
otherwise. 

ARTICLE IX - DEFAULT AND TERMINATION 

Section 9.01 Events of Default. Each of the following shall be an event of default under this 
Agreement: 

A. Southwest becomes insolvent (as such terms is defined under Section 101 of the Federal 
Bankruptcy Code, 11 U.S.C. §101 et seq. (the "Code"), or any successor statute thereto); or fails 
to pay its debts generally as they mature; or takes the benefits of any present or future Federal or 
State insolvency statute; or makes a general assignment for the benefit of creditors. 

B. Southwest files a voluntary petition in bankruptcy or a petition or answer seeking an 
arrangement of its indebtedness under the Code or under any other law or statute of the United 
States or of any State thereof; or consents to the appointment of a receiver tmstee, custodian, 
liquidator, or other similar official, of all or substantially all of its property; or an order for relief is 
entered by or against Southwest under any chapter of the Code. 

C. By order or decree of a court. Southwest is adjudged a debtor or bankmpt, or an order is 
made approving a petition filed by any of its creditors or by any of its stockholders, seeking its 
reorganization or the restmcturing of its indebtedness under the Code or under any other law or 
statute of the United States or anv State thereof and such order or decree is not staved or vacated 
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within sixty (60) days of its issuance. 

D. A petition under any chapter of the Code or an action under any Federal or State 
insolvency statute is filed against Southwest and is not dismissed or stayed within sixty (60) days 
after being filed. 

E. By or pursuant to, or under authority of any legislative act, resolution or mle, or order or 
decree of any court or governmental board, agency or officer, a receiver, tmstee, custodian, 
liquidator, or other similar official takes possession or control of all or substantially all of the 
property of Southwest and such possession or control continues in effect for a period of sixty (60) 
days. 

F. Southwest becomes a corporation in dissolution. 

G. The letting, license, or other interest of or rights of Southwest hereunder is transferred to, 
passed to, or devolved upon, by operation of law or otherwise, any other person, firm, corporation, 
or other entity, by, in connection with, or as a result of any bankmptcy, insolvency, tmsteeship, 
liquidation or other proceedings or occurrence described in Subparagraphs (A) through (E) of this 
Section. 

H. Southwest fails to duly and punctually pay any Rent required to be paid hereunder or fails 
to make payment when due of any other sum required to be paid to City pursuant to this 
Agreement, for a period of ten (10) business days after written notice specifying such failure and 
requesting that it be remedied is given to Southwest by City. 

I. Southwest fails to keep, perform, and observe any promise, covenant, or other provision of 
this Agreement, other than the obligation to pay Rent, for a period of thirty (30) days after written 
notice specifying such failure and requesting that it be remedied is given to Southwest by City; 
provided, however, that any such failure which can be remedied, but which cannot with due 
diligence be remedied within such thirty (30) day period, shall not give rise to City's right to 
terminate this Agreement if corrective action is instituted by Southwest within such thirty (30) day 
period and diligently pursued until the failure is remedied. 

J. Any lien is filed against the Premises or any portion thereof resulting from any act or 
omission of Southwest, and is not be discharged within thirty (30) days, unless Southwest within 
the aforesaid thirty (30) days furnishes City such security as the Commissioner in his discretion 
determines to be adequate to protect the interests of City. 

L. Southwest makes any purported Transfer without the consent of City as set forth in Article 

xrv. 

M. Southwest fails to maintain its corporate existence, or to remain duly qualified to do 
business in the State of Dlinois, or Southwest dissolves or otherwise disposes of all or 
substantially all of its assets, or consolidates with or merges into another corporation; provided, 
however, that it shall not be an event of default if Southwest consolidates with or merges into an 
Affiliate. 
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N. Southwest fails to receive authorization to conduct its air transportation business functions 
at the Airport by any governmental entity, or the FAA objects to or disapproves this Agreement, 
or Southwest otherwise abandons its conduct of air transportation business at the Airport. 

O. Southwest defaults on any loan agreement, use agreement or other agreement pertaining to 
special facility revenue bonds issued by the City for use and repayment by Southwest. 

Section 9.02 City's Remedies. 

A. Whenever an event of default has occurred and continues beyond the period of time 
allowed for Southwest to cure the event of default. City may, at its option, immediately and 
without prior notice: 

(1) terminate this Agreement and the licenses and other rights of Southwest hereunder, without 
discharging any of Southwest's obligations hereunder and, at City's further option, exclude 
Southwest from the Premises; or 

(2) without terminating this Agreement, exclude Southwest from the Premises and attempt to 
grant such Premises to another party for the account of Southwest, holding Southwest liable for all 
payments due hereunder up to the effective date of such grant and for the excess over the Rent and 
other amounts which are paid by such new party under such new agreement, if any, of other 
aniounts payable by Southwest under this Agreement for the remainder of the term of this 
Agreement; or 

(3) exercise its rights under Section 9.04. 

B. Notwithstanding any provision in this Agreement to the contrary, in the event of the 
breach of any of the non-discrimination covenants included in this Agreement, City shall have the 
right to reenter the Premises, and the Premises shall thereupon revert to and vest in and become 
the absolute property ofthe City; provided, however, that Southwest shall have the right to contest 
said alleged breach under applicable FAA procedures, and the right of reverter shall not be 
exercised until completion of such procedures. 

C. The remedies set forth in this Article are not intended to be exclusive and shall be in 
addition to all other remedies which are or may be available to City at law or in equity. 

D. All rights and remedies hereinbefore given to City and all rights and remedies given to 
City by law, shall be cumulative and concurrent. No termination of this Agreement or the taking 
or recovering of the Premises shall deprive City of any of City's remedies or actions against 
Southwest for Rent or for any other sum required to be paid to City pursuant to this Agreement, or 
for damages or for the breach of any covenant herein contained, nor shall the bringing of any 
action for fees or breach of covenant, or the resort to any Other remedy herein provided for the 
recovery of fees be constmed as a waiver of the right to obtain possession of the Prenuses. 

Section 9.03 No Waiver by City. Failure by City to take any action with respect to any default 
or violation by Southwest of any of the terms, covenants, or conditions of this Agreement shall 
not in any respect limit, prejudice, diminish, or constitute a waiver of any rights of City to act with 
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respect to any prior, contemporaneous, or subsequent violation or default. The acceptance by City 
of payment for any period or periods after a default or violation of any of the terms, conditions, 
and covenants of this Agreement shall not constitute a waiver or diminution of, nor create any 
limitation upon any right of City pursuant to this Agreement to terminate this Agreement for 
subsequent violation or default, or for continuation or repetition of the original violation or 
default. 

Section 9.04 City's Right to Perform Southwest's Obligations. In the event that Southwest 
fails to perform any of its obligations under this Agreement, the City may, but is not obligated to, 
after written notice to Southwest and without waiving or releasing Southwest form any of its 
obligations hereunder, make any payment or perform any other act which Southwest is obligated 
to make or perform under this Agreement in such manner and to such extent as City may deem 
desirable; and in so doing City shall also have the right to enter upon the Premises, including any 
building or other improvement to the Premises, for any purpose reasonably necessary in 
connection therewith and to pay or incur any other necessary and incidental costs and expenses, 
including reasonable attorneys' fees. All sums so paid and all liabilities so incurred by City, 
together with interest thereon at the Default Rate, shall be deemed additional Rent hereunder and 
shall be payable to City upon demand as additional Rent. City shall use reasonable efforts to give 
prior notice, which may be oral, of its performance, if reasonably feasible under the 
circumstances. 

The performance of any such obligation by City shall not constitute a waiver of Southwest's 
default in failing to perform the same. Inaction of City shall never be considered as a waiver of 
any right accming to it pursuant to this Agreement. City, in making any payment hereby 
authorized: (a) relating to taxes, may do so according to any bill, statement or estimate, without 
inquiry into the validity of any tax, assessment, sale, forfeiture, tax lien or title or claim thereof; 
(b) for the discharge, compromise or settiement of any lien, may do so without inquiry as to the 
validity or amount of any claim for lien which may be asserted; or (c) in connection with the 
completion of constmction or improvements to the Premises or the repair, maintenance or 
reconstmction of the Premises or payment of operating costs thereof, may do so in such amounts 
and to such persons as City may reasonably deem appropriate. Nothing contained herein shall be 
constmed to require the City to advance monies for any purpose. City shall not in any event be 
liable for inconvenience, annoyance, disturbance, loss of business or other damage to Southwest 
or any other occupant of the Premises or any part thereof, by reason of making repairs or the 
performance of any work on the Premises or on account of bringing materials, supplies and 
equipment into or through the Premises during the course thereof and the obligations of Southwest 
under this Lease shall not thereby be affected in any manner. In doing so, however. City shall use 
reasonable efforts not to interfere with Southwest's operations. 

ARTICLE X - INSURANCE AND INDEMNITY 

Section 10.01 Required Insurance Coverage. 
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A. Southwest. Southwest shall provide and maintain at aU times, at Southwest's own 
expense during the term of the Agreement (and during any period subsequent to the expiration of 
the Term if Southwest is required to return to perform Work or perform any activities to comply 
with any Environmental Law), the type of insurance specified in Exhibit D to this Agreement, 
with insurance companies authorized to do business in the State of Dlinois, covering all operations 
under this Agreement, whether performed by Southwest, its Contractors or business invitees. 

B. Concessionaire. Upon assignment of this Agreement to the Concessionaire, the 
Concessionaire shall procure and maintain the types of insurance specified in Exhibit D to the Use 
Agreement, with insurance companies authorized to do business in the State of Dlinois, covering 
all operations under this Agreement, whether performed by the Concessionaire or the 
Concessionaire's contractors. 

Section 10.02 Additional Obligations of Southwest Regarding Insurance 

A. Southwest will furnish the Commissioner with original Certificates of Insurance 
evidencing the coverage required to be in force on the date of this Agreement, and renewal 
Certificates of Insurance, or such similar evidence, if the coverages have an expiration or renewal 
date occurring during the term of this Agreement. Southwest shall submit evidence of insurance 
required for Southwest's use of the Premises on the City of Chicago insurance certificate of 
coverage form prior to the execution of the Agreement by the City. Southwest shall submit 
evidence of insurance required for any Work on the Premises prior to the commencement of 
Work. The City's receipt of any certificate does not constitute agreement by the City that the 
insurance requirements in the Agreement have been fully met or that the insurance policies 
indicated on the certificate are in compliance with all requirements of this Agreement. The failure 
of the City to obtain certificates or other evidence of insurance from Southwest shall not be 
deemed to be a waiver by the City. Southwest shall advise all of its insurers of the provisions of 
this Agreement pertaining to insurance. Non-conforming insurance shall not relieve Southwest of 
its obligation to provide the insurance specified herein. Nonfulfillment of the insurance 
conditions may constitute a material breach of the Agreement, and the City retains the right to 
suspend the Agreement or the Work until proper evidence of insurance is provided, or terminate 
the Agreement. 

B. All insurance policies shall provide for sixty (60) days written notice to City prior to the 
effective date of any change, cancellation, or termination of such coverage. 

C. Any and all deductibles or self-insured retentions on referenced insurance coverages shall 
be bome by Southwest. 

D. Southwest shall require all Contractors to carry the insurance required herein, or 
Southwest may provide the coverage for any or all Contractors, and, if so, the evidence of 
insurance submitted shall so stipulate. 

E. Southwest expressly understands and agrees that any insurance coverages and limits 
furnished by Southwest shall in no way limit Southwest's liabilities and responsibilities specified 
within the Agreement, in equity, or at law. 
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F. Southwest hereby waives, and shall cause each of its Contractors to waive, its rights of 
subrogation against City, including City's appointed and elected officials, agents, and employees. 
Inasmuch as this waiver will preclude the assignment of any claim by subrogation to an insurance 
company. Southwest agrees to do the following and cause each Contractor to do the following: to 
give to each insurance company which has issued, or in the future may issue, to it policies of 
physical damage insurance, written notice of the terms of this waiver, and to have said insurance 
policies properly endorsed, to prevent the invalidation of said insurance coverage by reason of 
said waiver. 

G. Southwest expressly understands and agrees that any insurance maintained by City shall 
apply in excess of and not contribute with insurance provided by Southwest or its Contractors 
under this Agreement. 

H. Southwest shall not do or permit to be done anything, either by act or failure to act, which 
shall cause cancellation of any policy of insurance required hereunder or any policy maintained by 
City. 

I. The required insurance shall not be limited by any limitations expressed in the 
indemnification language herein or any limitation imposed by law upon any indemnification 
provided herein. 

J. City maintains the right to modify, delete, alter or change the requirements set forth under 
this Section. 

Section 10.03 Indemnity. 

A. By Southwest. Southwest shall indemnify and hold harmless the City and, upon 
assignment of this Agreement, the Concessionaire, and each of their respective Delegates against 
and from any liabilities, losses, penalties, damages, settlements, costs, charges, professional fees 
(including reasonable attorney fees) or other expenses or liabilities of every kind, nature and 
character arising out of or relating to any and all claims, liens, demands, obligations, actions, suits, 
judgments or settlements, proceedings or causes of action of every kind, nature and character, 
including but not limited to, the enforcement of this indemnification provision (collectively 
"Claims") actually suffered or incurred by the Concessionaire, the City or any of their respective 
Delegates (excepting Claims caused by the negligence or willful misconduct of the 
Concessionaire, the City or any of their respective Delegates, or a breach of the Concessionaire's 
obligations as City's assignee under this Agreement) based upon, arising out of, related to, 
occasioned by or attributable to (i) any failure by Southwest or its Delegates to comply with, 
observe or perform any of the covenants, obUgations, agreements, terms or conditions in this 
Agreement, (ii) the use or occupancy of the Premises by Southwest or its Delegates after the 
Effective Date, or (iii) any negligence or willful misconduct of Southwest or of any of its 
Delegates; provided, however, that, except with respect to Third Party Claims (as defined below). 
Claims must be submitted to the Indemnifying Party (as defined in paragraph 10.03.D. below) in 
writing within a period ending five years following the expiration of the Term or earlier 
termination of this Agreement or within such shorter period as may be prescribed by the 
applicable statute of limitations. 
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B. By the Concessionaire. Upon assignment of this Agreement by the City to the 
Concessionaire, the Concessionaire shall indemnify and hold harmless Southwest and its 
Delegates from and against any Claims actually suffered or incurred by Southwest or any of 
Southwest's Delegates (excepting Claims caused by the negligence or willful misconduct of 
Southwest or any of its Delegates, or a breach of Southwest's obligations under this Agreement) 
based upon, arising out of, related to, occasioned by or attributable to (i) £uiy failure by the 
Concessionaire or any of its Delegates to comply with, observe or perform any of the covenants, 
obligations, agreements, terms or conditions in this Agreement, (ii) the use, occupancy, operation 
or maintenance of the Airport by the Concessionaire or its Delegates, or (iii) any negligence or 
willful misconduct of the Concessionaire or of any of its Delegates; provided, Itowever, that, 
except with respect to Third Party Claims, Claims must be submitted to the Indemnifying Party in 
writing within a period of five years from the expiration of the Term or earlier tennination of this 
Agreement or within such shorter period as may be prescribed by the applicable statute of 
limitations. 

C. Agency for Delegates. Each of the City, Southwest, and upon assignment of this 
Agreement, the Concessionaire, agrees that it accepts each iiidemnity in favor of any of its 
Delegates as agent and tmstee of that Delegate and agrees that each of the City, the 
Concessionaire and Southwest may enforce an indemnity in favor of its Delegates on behalf of 
that Delegate. 

D. Third Party Claims. 

(i) Notice of Third Party Claim. If any person seeking indemnification under this Section 
10.03 ("Indemnified Party") receives notice of the commencement or assertion of any 
Claim by a person who is not a party to this Agreement ("Third Party Claim"), the 
Indemnified Party shall give the party which has the indemnification obligation under this 
Section 10.03 ("Indemnifying Party") reasonably prompt notice thereof, but in any event 
no later than thirty (30) days after receipt of such notice of such Third Party Claim. Such 
notice to the Indemnifying Party shall describe the Third Party Claim in reasonable detail 
(and include a copy of any complaint or related documents) and shall indicate, if 
reasonably practicable, the estimated amount of the damages or loss that has been or may 
be sustained by the Indemnified Party in connection with the Third Party Claim. 

(ii) Defense of Third Party Claim. The Indenmifying Party may participate in or assume the 
defense of any Third Party Claim by giving notice to that effect to the Indemnified Party 
not later than thirty (30) days after receiving notice of that Third Party Claim (the "Notice 
Period"). The Indemnifying Party's right to do so shall be subject to the rights of any 
insurer or other party who has potential liability in respect of that Third Party Claim. The 
Indemnifying Party agrees to pay all of its own expenses of participating in or assuming 
each defense. The Indemnified Party shall cooperate in good faith in the defense of each 
Third Party Claim, even if the defense has been assumed by the Indemnifying Party and 
may participate in such defense assisted by counsel of its own choice at its own expense. 
If the Indemnified Party has not received notice within the Notice Period that the 
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Indemnifying Party has elected to assume the defense of such Third Party Claim, the 
Indemnified Party may assume such defense, assisted by counsel of its own choosing and 
the Indenmifying Party shall be liable for all reasonable costs and expenses paid or 
incurred in connection therewith and any Loss suffered or incurred by the Indemnified 
Party with respect to such Third Party Claim. 

(iii) Assistance for Third Party Claims. The Indemnifying Party and the Indemnified Party will 
use all reasonable efforts to make available to the party which is undertaking and 
controlUng the defense of any Third Party Claim (the "Defending Party"), (i) those 
employees whose assistance, testimony and presence is necessary to assist the Defending 
Party in evaluating and in defending any Third Party Claim, and (ii) all documents, records 
and other materials in the possession of such party reasonably required by the Defending 
Party for its use in defending any Third Party Claim, and shall otherwise cooperate with 
the Defending Party. The Indemnifying Party shall be responsible for all reasonable 
expenses associated with making such documents, records and materials available and for 
all expenses of any employees made available by the Indemnified Party to the 
Indemnifying Party or the Defending Party hereunder, which expense shall not exceed the 
actual cost to the Indemnified Party associated with such employees. 

(iv) Settiement of Third Party Claims. Once an Indemnifying Party becomes the Defending 
Party, the Indemnifying Party shall not be liable for any legal expenses subsequently 
incurred by the Indemnified Party in connection with the defense of such Third Party 
Claim; provided however, if the Indemnifying Party fails to take reasonable steps 
necessary to defend diligently such Third Party Claim within thirty (30) days after 
receiving notice from the Indemnified Party that the Indemnified Party believes on 
reasonable grounds and in good faith that the Indemnifying Party has failed to take such 
steps, the Indemnified Party may, at its option, elect to become the Defending Party and to 
compromise or settle the Third Party Claim assisted by counsel of its own choosing and 
the Indemnifying Party shall be liable for all reasonable costs and expenses paid or 
incurred in connection therewith. The Indemnified Party shall not otherwise settle or 
compromise any Third Party Claim without obtaining the prior written consent of the 
Indenmifying Party unless such settiement or compromise is made without any liability to, 
and does not require any action on the part of, the Indemnifying Party. 

E. Direct Claims. Any Claim made directiy by an Indemnified Party for loss or damages 
incurred by the Indemnified Party or its Delegate ("Direct Claim") shall be asserted by giving the 
Indemnifying Party reasonably prompt notice thereof, but in any event not later than sixty (60) 
days after the Indemnified Party becomes aware of such Direct Claim. The Indenmifying Party 
shall then have a period of thirty (30) days within which to respond in writing to such Direct 
Claim. If the Indemnifying Party does not so respond within such 30-day period, the 
Indemnifying Party shall be deemed to have rejected such Direct Claim, and in such event the 
Indemnified Party may submit such Direct Claim to the dispute resolution process set forth in the 
Use Agreement. 

F. Failure to Give Timely Notice. A failure to give timely notice as provided in this Section 
10.03 shall not affect the rights or obligations of any party except and only to the extent that, as a 
result of such failure, a party which was entitled to receive such notice was deprived of its right to 
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recover any payment under its applicable insurance coverage or was otherwise directiy and 
materially damaged as a result of such failure. 

G. Reductions and Subrogation. D, at any time subsequent to the receipt of an indemnity 
payment hereunder (an "Indemnity Payment") the amount of any Claim asserted by an 
Indemnified Party is reduced below the amount of the Indemnity Payment by any recovery, 
settlement or otherwise under or pursuant to any insurance coverage, or pursuant to any claim, 
recovery, settlement or payment by or against any other person, the amount of such reduction (less 
any costs, expenses, including taxes, or premiums incurred in connection therewith), together with 
interest thereon from the date of payment thereof at the prime rate, shall promptly be repaid by the 
Indemnified Party to the Indemnifying Party. Upon making a fiill Indemnity Payment, the 
Indemnifying Party shall, to the extent of such Indemnity Payment, be subrogated to all rights of 
the Indemnified Party against any third party in respect of the Claim to which the Indemnity 
Payment relates. Until the Indemnified Party recovers full payment of its Claim, any and all 
Claims of the Indemnifying Party against any such third party on account of such Indemnity 
Payment shall be postponed and subordinated in right of payment to the indemnified Party's rights 
against such third party. 

H. Payment and Interest. All amounts to be paid by an Indemnifying Party hereunder shall 
bear interest at a rate per annum equal to the prime rate, calculated annually and payable monthly, 
both before and after judgment, from the date that the Indemnified Party disbursed funds, suffered 
damages or losses or incurred a loss, liability or expense in respect of a Claim for which the 
Indemnifying Party is Uable to make payment pursuant to this Section 10.03, to the date of 
payment by the Indemnifying Party to the Indemnified Party. 

I. Other Matters. To the extent permissible by applicable law. Southwest and the 
Concessionaire waive any limits to the amount of their respective obligations to defend, 
indemnify, hold harmless or contribute to any sums due under any Losses, including any claim by 
any employee of the Concessionaire or Southwest, that may be subject to the Workers 
Compensation Act, 820 ILCS 305/1 et seq. or any other related law or judicial decision (such as 
Kotecki v. Cyclops Welding Corporation, 146 111. 2d 155 (1991)). 

J. Offset Rights; Limitations on Certain Damages. Any other provision herein 
notwithstanding, following assignment of this Agreement to Concessionaire, the obligations of 
Southwest and Concessionaire under this Agreement are subject to, and each such party shaU have 
the benefit of, all defenses, counterclaims, rights of offset or recoupment or other claims and 
rights, including the right to deduct payments, except as provided under Section 9.7(b) of the Use 
Agreement, due to the other party hereunder (collectively, "Offsets"), which such party may have 
at any time against such other party (or any of their respective successors and assigns) or any 
transferee or assignee of any such other party's rights as against such party or any part thereof or 
interest therein, whether the claim or right of such party relied upon for such purpose is matured 
or unmatured, contingent or otherwise, and no transfer or assignment of this Agreement or any 
other obligation of such other party, or of any rights in respect thereof pursuant to any plan of 
reorganization or liquidation or otherwise shall affect or impair the availability to each party of the 
Offsets. 

K. Survival. This Section 10.03 shall remain in full force and effect in accordance with its 
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terms and shall not be terminated by any breach (fundamental, negligent or otherwise) by any 
party of its representations, warranties or covenants hereunder or by any termination or rescission 
of this Agreement by any party. 

Section 10.04 Release. 

A. The City shall not be liable to Southwest, its Affiliates or Delegates or to their respective 
agents, invitees or employees for (1) any injury to, or death of, any of them or of any other person, 
(2) for any damage to any personal property, or (3) for loss of revenue, that is caused by any third 
person in the maintenance, constmction, or operation of facilities at the Airport, or that is caused 
by City operating and maintaining the Airport or any third person using the Airport or navigating 
any aircraft on or over the Airport, except where there has been a final determination by a court of 
competent jurisdiction that any such injury, death, or damage is due to the negligence or willful 
misconduct of City, and then only to the extent Southwest or any of the above described parties is 
not covered by insurance. 

B. Notwithstanding any reference herein to Southwest's release and indemnification being 
ineffective in certain instances where City or its agents, employees or representatives have been 
negligent, nothing herein shall be constmed to make City liable in any case or instance where City 
would otherwise be immune from any tort liability because of its being a municipal corporation. 

Section 10.05 Limitation on City Liability. No official, employee, or agent of City shall be 
charged personally by Southwest, or by any assignee or contractor of Southwest, with any liability 
or expenses of defense, or be held personally liable to them under any term or provision of this 
Agreement, or because of City's execution or attempted execution hereof, or because of any 
breach hereof Southwest (and any person claiming by or through Southwest) shall look solely to 
legally available Airport discretionary fiinds from time to time up to the Maximum Limit. The 
term "Maximum Limit" means the fair market value of the City's interest in the Premises, as 
encumbered by this Agreement. The Maximum Limit shall be an aggregate limit over the term of 
this Agreement and shall be reduced by any prior payments or credits by City on account of a 
breach or default (or alleged breach or default) made with respect to the Premises. The Maximum 
Limit shall be determined as of the date of the City's liability for any breach or default is finally 
adjudicated. Such exculpation of liability shall be absolute to the full extent permitted by law and 
without any exception whatsoever. 

ARTICLE XI - CONDEMNATION 

Section 11.01 Total Taking. Any condenmation or taking of such a substantial part of the 
Premises that results in the Premises being unsuitable or incapable of being used for the purposes 
stated herein, is hereafter referred to as a "Total Taking." In the event of a Total Taking, this 
Agreement shall be terminated as of the date of the filing of the petition to condemn. Southwest 
may thereafter petition the court for an award of the value of its interest, which may include the 
amount of any unamortized constmction costs of Improvements. Southwest shall apply any such 
award to the defeasance of any outstanding special facility revenue bonds issued by the City for 
use and repayment by Southwest, but only to the extent such special facility revenue bonds 
financed the hnprovenients on the Premises. 
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Section 11.02 Partial Taking. In the event of a taking of the Premises other than a Total Taking 
(a "Partial Taking"), this Agreement shall remain in effect as to the remaining portion of the 
Premises and, if the proceeds of any award received by City on account of such Partial Taking are 
sufficient to restore or replace the Premises so taken. City shall deposit the proceeds of the award 
with respect to the Premises in a constmction fund and City shaU forthwith (subject to 
unavoidable delays) apply such proceeds to the restoration or replacement of the Premises so 
taken as nearly as possible to (i) such condition, character, and utility value as existed prior to 
such Partial Taking or (ii) to such other condition, character, and utility value as may be agreed 
upon by City and Southwest. If for any reason the proceeds of an award received by City for a 
Partial Taking are in excess of the amount necessary to restore or replace the Premises, the 
amount of such excess shall be paid to City. If such proceeds are insufficient to replace or restore 
the Premises as provided in (i) and (ii) above. City shall not be required to restore or replace in 
excess of the proceeds of such awards. 

ARTICLE XII - TRANSFERS AND CHANGES IN OWNERSHIP 

Section 12.01 Southwest's Right to Transfer. 

A. Transfers and Changes in Ownership Generally. Except as expressly allowed under 
Section 2.04 and elsewhere in this Agreement, Southwest covenants that it will not assign, sublet, 
subcontract, transfer, convey, sell, mortgage, pledge, or encumber its interests in the Premises (or 
any part thereof) or any rights or interest of Southwest in this Agreement nor otherwise allow the 
use of the Premises by any other person (any of the foregoing events being referred to as a 
"Transfer"), or effect any transfer of an interest in any holder of a direct or indirect ownership 
interest in Southwest, or any merger or consolidation of Southwest (individually and collectively, 
"Change in Ownership") that may have the effect of a Transfer, without in each instance having 
first obtained the written consent of City as set forth below. Consent by City to any type of 
Transfer or Change of Ownership shall not in any way be constmed to relieve Southwest from 
obtaining further authorization from City for any subsequent Transfer or Change of Ownership of 
any nature whatsoever. 

B. Transfers and Changes of Ownership requiring the Consent of the City Council. A 
Transfer or a Change of Ownership interest in Southwest, whether to an Affiliate, subsidiary or 
otherwise, or the, is subject to the consent of City Council if the Transfer is 100% of Southwest's 
rights and interest in this Agreement or the Change in Ownership involves a 100% Change in 
Ownership of Southwest. The consent of the City Council is in the sole discretion of the City 
Council. 

C. Transfers and Changes of Ownership requiring the Consent of the Commissioner. 
Except as provided in D. below, any Transfer or Change in Ownership is subject to the consent of 
the Commissioner, if the Transfer involves less than 100% of Southwest's rights and interests in 
this Agreement or the Change in Ownership involves less than a 100% Change in Ownership of 
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Southwest. Southwest must provide the City with prior notice of a Change in Ownership as is not 
prohibited by law or by a confidentiahty agreement executed in connection with the proposed 
Change in Ownership. If such prior notice is not permitted, or if Southwest is not reasonably able 
to provide prior notice of a Change in Ownership, then Southwest must notify the City as soon as 
possible after such Change in Ownership to obtain the City's consent to such Change in 
Ownership, which consent wiU not unreasonably be withheld. Consent by the City to any 
Transfer or Change in Ownership does not relieve Southwest from the requirement of obtaining 
consent from the City for any subsequent Transfer or Change in Ownership. 

D. Exempt Transfers and Changes in Ownership. A Transfer or Change of Ownership 
due to corporate restmcturing of Southwest or its Affiliates is exempt from the City's consent set 
forth in C. above, provided that Southwest submits updated EDS(s) that reflect the new ownership 
stmcture; provided further, that any assignment of this Agreement to an Affiliate as tenant will 
nonetheless require Commissioner's consent. In the event that shares of Southwest, its Affiiliates 
or any successor or assigns, are traded at arms-length on a United States public exchange, any 
Change in Ownership involving less than 5% of the shares of such stock is exempt from the 
requirement of the City's consent as set forth in C. above; provided, however, if the Change in 
Ownership would result in an individual not previously disclosed in an EDS having a direct or 
indirect ownership interest of 7.5% or more of Southwest, Southwest must promptly submit an 
updated EDS. 

E. Southwest to Remain Primarily Liable. Notwithstanding any Transfer or Change of 
Ownership, with or without City consent. Southwest shall remain fiilly liable for the payment of 
Rent and fully responsible for the performance of all of its other obligations hereunder. 

F. Request for City Consent. Any or all of the requests by Southwest for consents under 
this Section must be made in writing and, to the extent not prohibited by securities laws or bona 
fide confidentiality agreements, provided to the Conunissioner (a) at least 60 days prior to the 
proposed Transfer or Change in Ownership if the Commissioner's consent is required; and (b) at 
least 120 days prior to a proposed Transfer or Change in Ownership if the City Council's consent 
is required. All requests for consent must include copies of the proposed documents of Transfer 
or Change in Ownership, evidence of the financial condition, reputation and business experience 
of the proposed transferee, an EDS, and such other documents as the City may reasonably require 
to evaluate the proposed Transfer or Change in Ownership. All documents of Transfer or Change 
in Ownership must completely disclose any and all monetary considerations paid to Southwest in 
connection with the Transfer or Change in Ownership. The City may require a written 
acknowledgment from Licensee that, notwithstanding the proposed Transfer or Change in 
Ownership, Southwest remains fully and completely liable for all obligations of Southwest under 
this Agreement. 

G. City's Right to Collect from Transferee. If any Transfer or Change of Ownership 
occurs, whether or not such Transfer or Change of Ownership is subject to City consent under this 
Article, the City may collect Rent and other sums to be paid under the Agreement from any 
assignee, sublessee, or other transferee of Southwest, and in such event shall apply the net amount 
collected to the Rent and other sums to be paid under the Agreement payable by Southwest 
without such action by City releasing Southwest from this Agreement or any of its obligations 
hereunder. If any Transfer or Change of Ownership requiring City consent occurs without consent 
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of City and City collects Rent and other sums to be paid under the Agreement from any assignee, 
sublessee, or other transferee of Southwest, and applies the net amount collected in the manner 
described in the preceding sentence, such actions by City shall not be deemed to constitute City 
consent. 

H. Transfers Without City Consent Void. Any Transfer or Change in Ownership made 
without the City's consent, except for an Exempt Change in Ownership pursuant to Section 
14.01.D. above, is an event of default subject to all remedies, including termination of this 
Agreement at the City's option, and does not relieve Southwest of any of its obligations under this 
Agreement for the balance of the Term. This Section applies to prohibit a Transfer, such as an 
assignment by a receiver or tmstee in any federal or state bankmptcy, insolvency or other 
proceedings or by operation of law. Under no circumstances will any failure by the 
Commissioner to act on or submit any request by Southwest or to take any other action as 
provided in this Agreement be deemed or constmed to constitute consent to Southwest's request 
by the Commissioner or by the City Council. D the City is found to have breached its obligations 
under this Section, then Southwest's sole remedy is to terminate this Agreement without liability 
to either the City or Southwest. 

I. City Fees. In the event of a Transfer in the form of a sublease, the City shall be entitled 
to fifty percent (50%) of the excess of the amounts payable by the sublessee to Southwest over the 
amount payable by Southwest to the City. In the event of other forms of Transfer, the City shall 
be entitled to ten percent (10%) of any monetary consideration paid to Southwest in connection 
with such Transfer. Any amounts payable to City pursuant to this provision shall be deemed 
Additional Rent. 

Section 12.02 City Right to Transfer. The City reserves the right to transfer or assign all or any 
part of its interests hereunder, including but not limited to an assignment of its interests to the 
Concessionaire in connection with the Airport Lease, and thereafter until the Reversion Date, if 
any. Southwest shall look solely to Concessionaire to perform City's obligations under this 
Agreement, and any approvals or consents of the City or Commissioner required hereunder shall 
be given by the Concessionaire, except to the extent that such approvals or consents are required 
from the City or Commissioner in the City's role as a municipality or airport sponsor. 
Notwithstanding any such transfer or assignment, the City shaU retain its rights to enter onto the 
Premises in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement to perform its rights and obligations 
as a municipality, its rights to insurance coverage and indemnification pursuant to Article X, and 
its rights to promulgate and monitor compliance with Airport Rules and Regulations as a 
municipality and airport sponsor. 

ARTICLE XIII GENERAL CONDITIONS 

Section 13.01 Entire Agreement. This Agreement, and the exhibits attached hereto and 
incorporated hereby, shall constitute the entire agreement between the parties and no other 
warranties, inducements, considerations, promises, or interpretations shall be implied or 
impressed upon this Agreement that are not expressly addressed herein and therein. 

Section 13.02 Counterparts. This Agreement is comprised of several identical counterparts. 
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each to be fully executed by the parties and each to be deemed an original having identical legal 
effect. 

Section 13.03 Amendments. No changes, amendments, modifications, cancellation, or discharge 
of this Agreement, or any part thereof, shall be valid unless in writing and signed by the parties 
hereto, or their respective successors and assigns. 

Section 13.04 Severability. If any provisions of this Agreement shall be held or deemed to be or 
shall in fact be inoperative or unenforceable as applied in any particular case in any jurisdiction or 
jurisdictions or in all cases because it conflicts with any other provision or provisions hereof or of 
any constitution, statute, ordinance, mle of law, or public policy, or for any other reason, such 
circumstances shall not have the effect of rendering the provision in question inoperative or 
unenforceable in any other case or circumstances, or of rendering any other provision or 
provisions herein contained invalid, inoperative, or unenforceable to any extent whatever. The 
invalidity of any one or more phrases, sentences, clauses, or sections contained in this Agreement 
shall not affect the remaining portions of this Agreement or any part thereof 

Section 13.05 No Partnership or Agency. Nothing herein contained as intended or shall be 
constmed to in any respect create or establish any relationship other than that of lessor and lessee, 
and nothing herein shall be constmed to establish any partnership, joint venture, or association or 
to make Southwest the general representative or agent of City for any purpose whatsoever. 

Section 13.06 Representatives. City and Southwest shall each designate a representative who, 
except as otherwise provided hereunder, shall be authorized to act for City and Southwest, 
respectively, with respect to any actions to be taken by either of them under the terms of this 
Agreement. Except as specifically otherwise set forth herein, for the purposes of actions to be 
taken by it or by the Commissioner,. City's representative shall be the Commissioner and any 
consents and approvals to be given by City shall be made by the Commissioner. Southwest's 
representative shall be designated in a written notice delivered to City. Any party hereto may 
change its designated representative by written notice. 

Section 13.07 Assigns. All of the terms and conditions of this Agreement shall be binding upon 
and inure to the benefit of the parties hereto and their respective legal representatives, successors, 
transferees, and assigns. 

Section 13.08 Force Majeure Events. 

A. Defined. Neither party hereto shall be liable to the other for any failure, delay or 
intermption in performing its obligations hereunder due to causes or conditions beyond its 
reasonable control (a "Force Majeure Event"), including, without limiting the generality hereof, 
strikes, boycotts, picketing, slow-downs, work stoppages, or other labor actions affecting the City 
or Southwest or their respective Contractors, except to the extent that such failure, delay or 
intermption results from failure on the part of the City or Southwest to use reasonable care to 
prevent such failure, delay or intermption, or thereafter failure to use its best efforts to cure, such 
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failure, delay or intermption; provided that nothing in this Section is intended or shall be 
constmed to abate, postpone or in any respect diminish Southwest's obligations to make any 
payments due the City pursuant to this Agreement. It is expressly understood that a Force 
Majeure Event will not include any of the following events: (i) economic hardship; (ii) changes in 
market conditions; (iii) changes in law, except to the extent that the law prohibits a party from 
performing its obligation; (iv) delays caused by Delegates (as defined in the Use Agreement), 
provided such delay was not caused by a Force Majeure Event; and (v) Southwest's or other 
airlines' capacity reductions at the Airport or other airports. 

B. Procedure. The party claiming a Force Majeure Event shall within five (5) business 
days after it knows of the occurrence of the Force Majeure Event, give the other party written 
notice describing the details of the cause and nature of the Force Majeure Event, the anticipated 
length of delay due to the Force Majeure Event and any other effect on the party's performance of 
its obUgations hereunder. Within fifteen (15) days after initial notification, such party shall 
provide sufficient proof of the occurrence and duration of such Force Majeure Event to the other 
party and shall thereafter provide the other party with periodic supplemental updates to reflect any 
change in information given to the other party as often as requested by the other party. The party 
claiming the Force Majeure Event shall give notice to the other party of (i) the cessation of the 
relevant Force Majeure Event and (ii) the cessation of the effects of such Force Majeure Event on 
the performance by it of its obligations under this Agreement as soon as practicable after 
becoming aware of each of (i) and (ii) above. 

C. Suspension. Except as otherwise provided herein, the performance by the party claiming 
the Force Majeure Event of its obligations hereunder shall be suspended, and in the event that 
such party is required to start or complete an action during a specific period of time, such start 
date or period for completion shall be extended, on the condition that: (i) such suspension of 
performance and extension of time shall be of no greater scope and of no longer duration than is 
required by the effects of the Force Majeure Event; (ii) the party claiming the Force Majeure 
Event continually uses all commercially reasonable efforts to alleviate and mitigate the cause and 
effect of the Force Majeure Event and remedy its inability to perform. 

D. Disputes. In the event that the parties are unable in good faith to agree that a Force 
Majeure Event has occurred or performance hereunder is excused as a result thereof, the parties 
shall submit the dispute for resolution pursuant to Article VEI of the Use Agreement and the party 
claiming relief from a Force Majeure Event shall have the burden of proof as to whether such a 
Force Majeure Event has occurred and whether performance hereunder is excused as a result 
thereof 

E. Extended Events. If a Force Majeure Event has occurred and continues for more than 
six (6) months, either party may terminate this Agreement by Notice to the other party. 

Section 13.09 Governing Law. This Agreement shall be governed in accordance with the laws 
of the State of Dlinois. Southwest hereby irrevocably submits; and shall cause its subcontractors 
to submit, to the original jurisdiction of those State or Federal courts located within the County of 
Cook, State of Dlinois, with regard to any controversy arising out of, relating to, or in any way 
concerning the execution or performance of this Agreement. Southwest agrees that service of 
process on Southwest may be made, at the option of City, either by registered or certified mail 
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addressed to the applicable office as provided for, in this Agreement, by registered or certified 
mail addressed to the office actually maintained by Southwest, or by personal delivery on any 
officer, director, or managing or general agent of Southwest. 

Section 13.10 Consent to Service of Process and Jurisdiction. All judicial proceedings 
brought by Southwest with respect to this Agreement shall be brought in Cook County, Dlinois, 
and by execution and delivery of this Agreement, Southwest accepts, for itself and in connection 
with its properties, generally and unconditionally, the nonexclusive jurisdiction of the aforesaid 
courts, and irrevocably agrees to be bound by any final judgment rendered thereby from which no 
appeal has been taken or is available. Southwest irrevocably waives any objection (including 
without limitation any objection of the laying of venue or based on the grounds of fomm 
non-conveniens) which it may now or hereafter have to the bringing of any action or proceeding 
with respect to this Agreement in the jurisdiction set forth above. Nothing herein shall affect the 
right to serve process in any other manner permitted by law or shall limit the right of City to bring 
proceedings against Southwest in the courts of any other jurisdiction. 

Section 13.11 Notices. Any notices or other communications pertaining to this Agreement shall 
be in writing and shall be deemed to have been duly given by a party if sent by nationally 
recognized commercial overnight courier or registered or certified mail, remrn receipt requested, 
postage prepaid and addressed to the other party. Notices shall be deemed given on the date of 
receipt if by personal service, or one day after deposit with a nationally recognized commercial 
overnight courier, three days after deposit in the U.S. mails, or otherwise upon refusal of receipt. 
All notices or communications intended for Southwest shall be addressed to: 

Southwest Airlines Co. 
5700 South Cicero 
Chicago, Dlinois 60638 
Attn: General Manager 

All notices or communications intended for the City shall be addressed to: 

Commissioner, Department of Aviation 
City of Chicago 
O'Hare International Airport 
Aviation Administration Building 
10510 WZemke Road 
Chicago, Dlinois 60666 

Either party may change its address or the individual to whom such notices are to be given by a 
notice given to the other party in the manner set forth above. 

Section 13.12 City's Authority. This Agreement is authorized by an Ordinance passed by City 
of Chicago City Council on , 20 , (C.J.P. ). Except as expressly 
provided otherwise, wherever this Agreement provides that an act is to be taken or performed, or 
approval or consent is to be given by City, such act may be taken or performed, or approval or 
consent may be given, by the Commissioner, without further action by the City Council of 
Chicago, as long as such act, approval or consent does not result in either (i) an extension of the 
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Term (beyond any permitted renewals), (ii) a decrease in the Rent other than such decreases 
expressly provided for herein, or (iii) expansion of the Premises; provided, however, that 
non-material changes may be made to the boundaries of the Premises to conform to a survey and 
further provided that the Commissioner is authorized relocate Southwest to other, comparably 
sized premises at the Airport in the event that all or a portion of the Premises are needed for other 
Airport purposes. The Commissioner may execute an amendment to the Agreement provided that 
he or she is authorized to take or perform the act, or provide the consent or approval, giving rise to 
such amendment. 

Section 13.13 Southwest's Authority. By executing this Agreement, the person signing on 
behalf of Southwest warrants and represents, under penalty of perjury, that he or she has complete 
and full authority to commit Southwest to all terms and conditions of this Agreement, including 
each and every representation, certification, and warranty contained herein, attached hereto and 
collectively incorporated by reference herein, or as may be required by the terms and conditions 
hereof 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have caused this Agreement to be executed as of the 
Effective Date. 

Designation of Agent for City 
CITYOFCfflCAGO SOUTHWEST AIRLINES CO. Clerk Service of Process 

By: Name: 
Richard M. Daley 
Mayor ^T 

^ Name: 
Address:, 

Recommended by: -j.. . 
Richard L. Rodriguez 
Commissioner of Aviation 

Notary 

[(Sub)Exhibit "A" referred to in this Hangar Facility Lease 
Agreement (5000 West 63''̂  Street Hangar) printed 

on page 42305 of this Journal.] 

(Sub)Exhibits 8", "C", "D" and "E" referred to in this Hangar Facility Lease Agreement 
(5000 West 63''' Street Hangar) read as follows: 
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(Sub)Exhibit "B". 
(To Hangar Facility Lease Agreement) 

(5000 West 63''' Street Hangar) 

Renf. 

5000 West 63"' Street Hangar 

For this hangar, there shall be no separate Ground Rent and Building Rent. The rental rates 
stated below shall be applied to the square footage ofthe hangar building and the Rent so 
calculated shall include both the land and the stmctures comprising the Premises. 

For Lease Years I through 6, Rent shall be $9.25 per square foot per year. 

For Lease Years 7 through 10, Rent shall be $10.08 per square foot per year in Lease Year 7, 
with Rent subject to an annual 2% escalation. 

For Lease Year 11 and thereafter, Rent shall be determined by the following appraisal process: 

1. Every five years, beginning with Rent for Lease Year 11, Rent will be determined by 
an independent MAI appraiser, selected by the City, as the Rent for the land and 
stmctures within the Premises that would be paid by an unrelated, willing tenant that is 
engaged in the air transportation business under comparable terms and conditions as this 
Agreement. Unless the appraisal sets forth a different armual escalation rate, the Rent 
established in an appraisal Lease Year shall be subject to an annual escalation of 2% until 
the next Lease Year that is subject to appraisal. 

2. The City shall notify Southwest in writing, at least 90 days prior to the start ofthe 
Lease Year, ofthe appraised Rent. In the event that Southwest disputes the Rent as 
determined by City's appraiser, then at any time on or before the date occurring thirty 
(30) days after Southwest has been notified by City ofthe Rent, Southwest must give 
written notice of such dispute to the City along with its estimate of Rent. Failure to 
provide such notice within such time shall be deemed acceptance ofthe City's 
determination. If Southwest notifies City of a dispute and City and Southwest are unable 
to reach agreement within twenty-one (21) days after the date of such notice, then the 
parties shall select a mutually acceptable independent MAI appraiser with at least ten 
(10) years experience in airport real estate appraisal. If the parties cannot agree on an 
appraiser within five (5) days, then each party shall select an appraiser meeting the 
qualifications set forth above who shall in turn select a third appraiser. The third 
appraiser shall, within forty-five (45) days of his or her appointment by the two other 
appraisers, select one ofthe two estimates of Rent submitted by City and Southwest as 
the one closer to the Rent that would be paid by an unrelated, willing tenant that is 
engaged in the air transportation business. The value so selected shall be the Rent. The 
party whose estimate is not chosen by the third appraiser shall pay all costs and expenses 
ofthe third appraiser and any experts retained by the third appraiser. Each party shall 
pay the fees and expenses ofthe appraiser appointed by or for such party. 
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(Sub)Exhibit "A". 
(To Hangar Facility Lease Agreement) 

(5000 West 63'" Street Hangar) 

Premises. 

5000 West 63"* Street Hangar 
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(Sub)Exhibit "C". 
(To Hangar Facility Lease Agreement) 

(5000 West 63'" Street Hangar) 

Requirements For Work. 

City of Chicago 
Departnrient of Aviation 

Design, Renovation & Construction Procedures 

O'HARE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 
IVIIDWAY INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 

C H I C A G O 
A I R P O R T 
S Y S T E M 

DESIGN, RENOVATION, AND CONSTRUCTION 
STANDARD PROCEDURES 
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Attachments: 
1 . O'Hare Users Form, w i th instructions 
2. Midway Users Form, w i th instructions 

I . P u r p o s e : To establish mandatory and consistent procedures, through 
publication, for the review, approval and implementation of ail structural renovation, new 
construction, and major decorating work at Chicago O'Hare international Airport and 
Chicago Midway International Airport. 

I I . D i s c u s s i o n : Airport structural features directly and significantly impact 
airport safety, security, operations, planning, business and regulatory environments. 
The City of Chicago Department of Aviation is ultimately responsible for the 
management of these environments, and accordingly resen/es the right to review and 
approve the construction and/or modification of any structure on Airport property. The 
Department of Aviation (DOA), through its Design/Construction Division and 
Architecture/Engineering Sections, reviews, oversees, and approves all new design, 
renovation and construction work at Chicago's airports. The roles and responsibilities of 
other participants in this process are defined and directed in the Procedures provided in 
the following section of this directive. This review and approval process is 
accomplished by following the procedures outlined in this directive. These procedures, 
particularly specified submission requirements and deadlines, are mandatory; they 
should be reviewed thoroughly, as a first step in the design, renovation and construction 
of any structure on Airport property, by Department sections, Airport Tenants, design 
consultants, and other Airport Users seeking to undertake such a project. These 
procedures are further designed to provide guidelines for process participants 
(particularly Project Managers); feedback, questions, and constructive criticism of this 
directive, and the process it governs, is accordingly invited, and will be considered in 
development of revisions and updates. 
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i l l . Roles and Responsibil i t ies: AII design, renovation, and/or 
construction (as described in this directive) projects conducted on Chicago O'l-iare 
International Airport and Chicago Midway International Airport property shall be 
reviewed and approved in accordance with the procedures described in Section IV of 
this directive. The review/approval process (described and defined by Section IV 
procedures) is performed primarily by the participants listed in this section. 

1 . Airport User. For purposes of this directive, the Airport User is defined as 
an organization seeking/planning to perform a design, renovation (Including major 
decoration) or similar project, involving an existing or planned structure, on O'Hare 
International Airport or Midway International Airport (Airport) property. The Airport 
User can be an Airport Tenant, Sub-Tenant, Lessee; agency or business operating 
on Airport property, or a consultant employed by one of these entities to perform 
such a project. The Airport User is responsible for timely, accurate and correct: 

• submission of required documents, drawings and records 

. • response to DOA comments and questions 

• completion and submission of the User Form 

The Airport User is also responsible for: 

• resolution of outstanding issues assigned by DOA in the review/approval 
process 

• compliance with this directive, other applicable DOA directives (e.g. ID 
Badging Handbook), and DOA instructions issued as a result of the 
review/approval process. 

• obtaining, and providing proof of, ALL required licenses and permits 
(including City, state and federal permit, and Airport badges/permits) 
BEFORE commencement of construction 
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2. User Point of Contact (POC). The Airport User shall, when 
initiating a project, designate a POC, using procedures described in Section IV 
(paragraph 1) of this directive. This POC shall act as agent, representative, 
liaison and focal point, for the User, to DOA, for ail aspects of the Project under 
review. All DOA communication and correspondence to the Airport User, and 
Airport User communications/correspondence to DOA, concerning the Project, 
shall include the POC. The POC Is presumed to report to directly the Airport 
User in the design, approval and execution of the Project. The POC's DOA 
counterpart in this process is the DOA Project Manager (see ItemS) or PM. The 
POC and PM must work together closely throughout the review/approval 
process, keeping each other, and their respective organizations (DOA/User) 
apprised of developments, progress, and issues as they occur. 

3. DOA Deputy Commissioner for Design/Construction is 
responsible, on behalf of the City of Chicago Department of Aviation for oversight 
of all design, renovation and construction related to structures on Airport 
properly. As such the Deputy Commissioner (Design/Construction) has final 
approval authority over all Projects considered in this directive. The Deputy 
Commissioner reports to the Commissioner of Aviation via First Deputy, In 
accomplishment and oversight of the procedures in this directive. 

4. DOA Coordinating Architect (CA) manages the design, renovation, 
and construction review/approval process described in, and govemed by, this 
directive. Maintenance of, and updates to, this directive are a part of these 
duties; comments, constructive criticism and recommended changes to this 
directive should be directed to the CA. The CA designates and assigns a PM 
(see item 5) to each Project reviewed and evaluated under this directive, and 
supen/ises the PM in performance of tasks it assigns. All project 
correspondence shall be addressed to the Coordinating Architect, and directed to 
the attention of the DOA Project Manager (see item 5). CA duties are performed 
on behalf of the Deputy Commissioner of Design/Construction, to whom the CA 
reports. The CA may be reached at: 

City of Chicago, Department of Aviation 
O'Hare International Airport 

Aviation Administration Building, Design and Construction Division 
10510 West Zemke Road 
Chicago, Illinois 60666 

Attn: Coordinating Architect 
(Omitted for priting purposes) 
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5. DOA Project Manager (PM) is designated by the CA (see item 4) to 
manage and facilitate DOA review/approval of the Project, once properly 
submitted to DOA, following the Procedures provided in Section IV of this 
directive. The PM's counterpart, for the Airport User, is the User Point of Contact 
(POC), described in item 2 of this section. All project correspondence shall be 
addressed to the Coordinating Architect, and directed to the attention of the PM. 
All project related questions, issues or phone calls shall be made directly to the 
PM. The PM reports directly to the CA in matters pertaining to design, approval 
and execution of the Project. The PM and POC must work together closely 
throughout the review/approval process, keeping each other, and their respective 
organizations (DOA/User) apprised of developments, progress, and issues as 
they occur. 

6. DOA Deputy Commissioner for Facil it ies is responsible for the 
maintenance and physical operation of Airport structures on Airport property. 
The review/approval process must ensure that Facilities is properly advised and 
consulted, to allow such oversight and coordination; the procedures goveming 
this process (Section IV) are designed to enable such advice/consultation. 

7. DOA Faciiit ies Supervising Architect - O'Hare (FSA) 
represents the Deputy Commissioner of Facilities at O'Hare in the 
review/approval process, and ensures that construction (except those for T5, see 
item 8) activities are properly coordinated with all affected Airport sections. User 
Form, Pre-construction Meeting, Notification and Inspection requirements in 
Section IV are designed to enable required oversight and coordination. Strict 
compliance with these requirements is essential and mandatory, as they impact 
critical safety, security, and operational areas. The FSA may be reached at: 

City of Chicago, Department of Aviation 
O'Hare International Airport 

Facilities Division 
PO Box 66142 

Chicago, Illinois 60666 
Attn: Facilities Supen/ising Architect - O'Hare 

(Omitted for priting purposes) 
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8. DOA Director of Maintenance/Construction - Midway (DM/C) 
represents the Chief Operating Officer of Midway in the review/approval process, 
and ensures that construction (except those for T5, see item 9 and O'Hare, see 
item 7) activities are properly coordinated with all affected Airport sections. User 
Form, Pre-construction Meeting, Notification and Inspection requirements in 
Section IV are designed to enable required oversight and coordination. Strict 
compliance with these requirements is essential and mandatory, as they Impact 
critical safety, security, and operational areas. The DM/C may be reached at: 

City of Chicago, Department of Aviation 
Midway International Airport 

General Aviation Offices 
5700 South Cicero Avenue 

Chicago, Illinois 60638 
Attn: Director of Maintenance - Midway 

(Omitted for priting purposes) 

9. DOA Terminal Manger for Intemational Terminal (T5) 
coordinates activities related to the International Terminal. As such, his/her role 
in the review/approval process is similar to that of the FSA & DM/C (items 7 & 8), 
but limited to Projects involving Terminal 5. 

City of Chicago, Department of Aviation 
O'Hare International Airport 

Terminal 5, Mezzanine 
P.O. 80X66142 

Chicago, Illinois 60666 
Attn: Terminal Manager - T5 Management 

(Omitted for priting purposes) 

10. Construction Coordinator (CC) is assigned by FSA (item 7), DM/C 
(item 8) or T5 (item 9) as the Project enters its constructton phase. Upon 
assignment, the CX? acts as the DOA liaison, for the duration of construction, for 
ail construction matters. 

1 1 . Chicago Airport Resources Enterprise (CARE) performs a 
variety of construction management services for the City of Chicago Department 
of Aviation at Chicago Midway and Chicago O'Hare Intemational Airports. One 
such service, initial processing of Airport ID Badges (for which CARE acts as 
Tenant, on behalf of DOA, for construction activities), is key to tiie success of this 
process. Procedures goveming tiiis requirement are in Section IV, item 6 of this 
directive, and should be initiated at the eariiest opportunity. 
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IV. Procedures: 

1. Project Initiation (Initiation Letter and Schematic Concept 
Drawings). The Airport User must submit a minimum of eighteen (18) sets of 
30% Preliminary Construction Drawings (30% Concept Design Documents) 
along with a Project Initiation Letter, on letterhead that includes: 

• Airport User Point of Contact (POC) name, phone number and e-mail 
address. 

• Airport User's Architectural/Engineering firm's (if applicable) POC name 
and phone number 

• Narrative of the Intended Project Scope and Estimated Construction Cost. 

• Preliminary Construction Schedule Including the appropriate time frame 
for Aviation's review and response (minimum of two weeks per each 
review submittal). 

Submit all documents to: 

City of Chicago, Department of Aviation 
O'Hare International Airport 

Aviation Administration Building, Design / Construction Division 
10501 West Zemke Road 

Chicago, Illinois 60666 
Attn: Chief Architect 

(Omitted for printing purposes) 

Note: All design phase submittals must include a minimum of Eighteen (18) 
sets of documents [Three (3) full size and Fifteen (15) half size]. 

2. Preliminary Document Review. Upon receipt of the Project 
Initiation Letter and Preliminary Construction Drawings, the Coordinating 
Architect assigns a Department of Aviation Project Manager (PM) to the 
proposed project. This PM is the DOA Development liaison for the project 
through its duration and will coordinate all drawings and schedules for DOA. 
All project correspondence shall be addressed to the Coordinating Architect 
and directed to the attention of the PM. All project related questions, issues 
or phone calls shall be made directiy to the PM. 
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Within two weeks of receiving the Project Initiation Letter and 30% Concept 
Design Documents (item 2) the PM will send the Airport User, a response to 
their concept submittal (Conditional Concept Approval) witii technical 
comments and direction on information to be included in the next submittal, 
which may include a request for an Airport User presentation. FAA 7460 fomn 
may be required for certain projects that fall within FAA jurisdiction or 
airspace impact issues under FAA jurisdiction. This should be confirmed with 
the PM. Follow-up design submittals will be required at the 60%. 90% arid 
100% completion levels. Less complex projects may only require 30% 
concept and 100% submittals, or other completion level combinations as 
determined by the PM based upon review of the initial 30% documents. A 
final design record submittal will be required incorporating all previous 
comments. 

3. Response to Aviation's Comments and Requests. in 
accordance with the "Conditional Concept Approval" letter (see item 4), and 
for any comments at the 60/90/100% completion levels, the Airport User will 
be required to respond to the PM, in writing, within a week, to the comments 
and issues addressed by DOA and any other reviewing 
agencies/departments, as well as incorporate the applicable items into the 
next submittal of the Construction Documents. 

Note 1: Complex projects, requiring a 60% and 90% submittal, shall require a 
minimum two (2) week review period for each completion level submittal. 

Note 2: Projects requiring building permits (projects other than cosmetic 
improvements) may require reviews with the Department of Construction and 
Permits at various stages d.uring the design process (minimum of 2 during 
design process). These meetings must be scheduled through the PM. These 
reviews are mandatory for more complex projects to familiarize the 
Department of Construction and Pennits with the project and to provide the 
architect/engineer with productive input during the design process thus 
avoiding issues later in the permit revievy process. Coordinate the schedule 
for these meetings with the DOA PM early on in the design process. 
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4. 100% Document Review and Conditional Approval to 
Construct. The PM receives the 100% documents and all incorporated 
revisions, and fonwards them to the DOA Divisions and involved agencies for 
review. This review and approval process takes a minimum of two weeks, 
depending on project complexity. 

Upon review of the 100% Contract Document submittal and a determination 
that the documents are complete to the 100% level the PM issues a 
Construction Document Approval" signed by the Coordinating Architect 
(Design/Construction), or his designee, to the Airport User, including any 
outstanding issues that need to be incorporated into the documents and/or 
addressed, with a copy to the City of Chicago Department of Buildings 
indicating that the documents have been reviewed and are acceptable for 
beginning the permit application process. After receiving the Department of 
Aviation's "Construction Document Approval" letter, the Airport User may then 
apply for the required permits (Building, Electrical, Signage, etc.). The Airport 
User must coordinate the method, process and schedule for permitting 
submittal with the PM. 

For final DOA approval (required before any construction may begin) the 
Airport User must have obtained all required permits from the 
Chicago Department of Buildings, as we l l as those from any 
applicable state and federal authorit ies. The Chicago Department 
of Buildings is located in City Hall at: 

121 North LaSalle Street, 9th Floor, 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 

(Omitted for priting purposes) 

Note: Chicago Department of Buildings controls the building permit review 
process. It is the Airport User's sole responsibility to follovvup on 
permit procurement. DOA can, however, assist in issues related to the 
permitting process. The DOA permit liaison may be contacted through the 
PM. 
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5. Security Badges. Any employee, who works or operates on tiie 
airfield, or in the Tenninals, must be fingerprinted, screened, trained, and 
issued an ID Badge, before he/she will be allowed to enter. Airport ID 
Badges, permits, and privileges are as cmcial to this process as are required 
constmction permits. User failure to understand, or comply with, ID Badging 
and vehicle pennil/operating regulations can impose significant and costly 
Project delays. 

If the Project wili involve driving on the airfield, each vehicle must be properly 
insured and registered, and must display a proper vehicle permit, and each 
driver must be screened and tested. 

Any company wishing to operate or conduct business on the airfield must be 
sponsored by an airport Tenant, and properiy registered in the Airport ID 
Badging system, before its employees may be issued ID Badges, its vehicles 
issued permits, or its drivers may be certified. This, and employee 
screening/ID Badge issue, are lengthy, but mandatory processes. 

Users are advised to begin this process at the earliest opportunity, become 
familiar with required procedures, and allow adequate lead time, to preclude 
delays. Company registration (required if the User is not already established 
in the ID Badging System), and establishment of signatories typically requires 
3-7 business days to accomplish. Vehicle permits typically require 2-5 
business days, upon presentation of all required documents. Required 
fingerprint investigations typically require an additional 3-7 business days, per 
employee, to accomplish. Individual employee badges additionally require 1-
3 hours, and travel (to CARE and ID Badging), per employee, to accomplish, 
depending on individual training and testing requirements. 

Requirements, and detailed instructions, for obtaining required badges, 
driving privileges, and permits are provided in the ID Badging Handbook 
(DOA Directive 32310.00a rev 1) and in the O'Hare Intemational 
Airport Ground Vehicle Operating Regulations Manual (DOA 
Directive 35100,00a). These documents are available, on request, from 
DOA, or can be viewed/obtained on line at: wvtfw.ohare.com/badqina 
Users must review and understand these procedures thoroughly, before 
attempting to obtain badges, permits, or driving privileges. 

http://wvtfw.ohare.com/badqina
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On behalf of the Department of Aviation, CARE acts as "Tenant," (for ID 
Badging purposes, as described in the ID Badging Handbook) on behalf of 
DOA, in ID Badging matters related to airfield construction companies under 
contract to DOA. Such construction companies shall contact CARE, and 
contact/proceed to ID Badging only as directed by CARE. The above 
directives should be reviewed and understood before contacting CARE. 
CARE may be reached at: 

(Omitted for pritirig purposes) 
or 

(Omitted for priting purposes) 

Airport Users who already have established ID Badge accounts (e.g. existing 
Tenants) shall continue to obtain ID Badges in the manner established. 

6. insurance - Addi t iona l Insured. All Contractors and Sub-
Contractors shall provide a copy of their Certificate of Insurance indicating the 
City of Chicago and Chicago Airports Resources Enterprise as additional 
insured. 

7. Safety. All Contractors and Work is subject to follow the Ctiicago 
Airport System (CAS) Construction Safety Manual. Safety personnel 
credentials must comply with the requirements as outlined in the CAS 
Construction Safety Manual prior 

8 . User Form and Pre-Construct ion Meet ing . The Construction 
phase of the review/approval/implementation process begins, following 
completion of items 1 -5, preceding. 

The User POC initiates the construction phase by contacting the PM, 
and presenting documentation showing that all required permits have been 
obtained, and steps 1-5 (above) have been completed, especially: 

• All required City, State and Federal Permits (Item 4) obtained and 
valid. 

• Required 7460 Forms have been submitted and approved 
Company and signatories established in ID Badging system 
Note: a valid ID Badge, issued to the user POC, bearing the name of 
the Airport User company, will verify this. 

The DOA PM shall, upon verifying User completion of requirements for Items 
1-5, as described above, notify i n w r i t i n g e\\\\er. 

• The Terminal Manager for International Terminal (T5, see Sect III, 
Item 9), if the Project will be In the International Terminal, OR 
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• The DOA Supervisor of Maintenance/Construction (FSA, see Sect 
III, item 7), for O'Hare Airport locations. 

• The Director of Maintenance/Constmction - Midway (DM/C, see 
Section III, item 8) for Midway Airport locations. 

Advising that the User has completed requirements for items 1 -5, is ready to 
progress to the Construction phase, that a Pre-Construction meeting may 
proceed, and providing contacting information for the User POC. 

Upon receipt of the above notification, T5, DM/C or the FSA shall assign a 
Construction Coordinator (CC) to the Project, and identify that CC to the 
User POC. The assigned CC and User POC shall then arrange the Pre-
Construction meeting. 

The assigned CC shall act as the DOA liaison to the User for the duration of 
the construction phase of the Project, and shall ensure that all DOA 
participants identified in Section III are advised of key developments as they 
occur. 

9. User Form and Pre-Construct ion Meet ing (continued) 

By 12:00PM (noon) on the Thursday prior to the pre-construction meeting, 
the User shall submit a completed User Form (blank and directions attached) 
to the CC. The User Form assists the CC in making the necessary 
operational arrangements for deliveries, mechanical shut-downs, etc. 

At the pre-construction meeting, the User shall answer any outstanding 
questions and exchange documentation. The User submits all final building 
permits, proof of 7460 approval (as required), certificates of insurance, 
master list of Contractors/Subcontractors on-site with contact names and 24 
hour phone numbers, temporary barricade plans including signage, as 
approved by the DOA, and the final construction schedule. The User shall 
advise the CC on progress/issues encountered in obtaining required badges 
and permits; this process must be completed, for every vehicle and 
employee involved in the Project, before work begins, and should be 
substantially completed by the time of this meeting. The CC shall provide the 
User POC with emergency phone numbers and establish a start-of-
construction date. 

If at any time the scope of work changes during constnjction, the User must 
notify the CC immediately. 
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10. Notification to the City of Substantial Completion. 
Upon substantial completion the Airport User POC shall request, in writing, a 
site inspection with ttie CC arid DOA PM, During the walk through an oral 
punch list will be communicated followed within a week by a written punch 
list. A Certificate of Occupancy, issued by the City of Chicago Department 
of Construction and Permits will be indicated on the punch list and is 
required prior to any occupancy of the renovated or newly constructed 
space. It is the Airport User's responsibility to arrange for inspection for the 
Certificate of Occupancy. 

1 1 . DOA Final Walk Through and Approval. Upon completing all 
items on tfie punch list, the User shall notify tiie CC and DOA PM to an-ange 
for a final walk through. All required employee ID Badges and vehicle 
permits must be obtained by this time. 

12. Final Approval and closeout. Within 30 days of the final walk 
through, the User shall submit the following closeout requirements: 

• Five half-size prints of final as-built drawings. 

• One CD of electronic CAD files in accordance with DOA CADD 
standards. Note: DOA CAD Standards can be obtained by contacting 
the DOA Project Manager (PM). 

• One CD (electronic copy) of all image files in PDF format, (all projects) 

• One CD (electronic copy) of all image files in TIFF formal (all 
projects) 

The as-built documents (all required prints and electronic files) shall be 
transmitted to the Chief Architect (CA) at O'Hare International Airport. 

The above items are required to support maintenance of accurate facility 
records and future constmction. 

[Attachments 1 and 2 referred to in these Requirements For Work 
unavailable at time of printing.] 
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(Sub)Exhibit "D". 
(To Hangar Facility Lease Agreement) 

(5000 West 63^" Street Hangar) 

Insurance Requirements 

Department Of Aviation 
Southwest Airlines Hangar Leases 

At Chicago Midway Airport. 

The Tenant must provide and maintain at Tenant's own expense or cause to be maintained, 
during the term of the Lease and on any earlier date the Tenant is permitted to enter onto the 
Leased Premises, and until each and every obligation of the Tenant contained in this Lease has 
been fully performed (including any time period following expiration if Tenant is required to 
return and perform any additional work), ttie insurance coverages and requirements specified 
below, insuring all operations under this Lease. 

A. INSURANCE TO BE PROVIDED BY TENANT 

1) Workers Compensation and Employers Liability 

Workers Compensation Insurance, as prescribed by applicable law covering all 
employees who are to provide a service under this Lease and Employers Liability 
coverage with limits of not less than $500.000 each accident, illness or disease. 

2) Commercial General Liability (Primary and Umbrella) 

Commercial General Liability Insurance or equivalent with limits of not less than 
$300.000.000 per occurrence for bodily Injury, personal injury, and property damage 
liability. Coverages must include the following: All premises and operations, 
products/completed operations, independent contractors, explosion, collapse, 
underground, separation of insured, defense, and contractual liability (with no limitation 
endorsement). The City of Chicago is to be named as an additional insured on a 
primary, non-contributoiy basis for any liability arising directly or indirectly under or in 
connection with this Lease. 

Contractors and subcontractors performing work in the Airfield Area for Tenant may 
maintain limits of not less than $5.000.000 with the same terms herein. Contractors and 
subcontractors performing work in areas of the airport that are not in the Airfield Area for 
Tenant may maintain limits of not less than $1.000.000 with the same terms herein. 

3) Automobile Liabilitv (Primary and Umbrella) 

When any motor vehicles (owned, non-owned and hired) are used in connection with 
work to be performed, the Tenant must provide Automobile Liability Insurance with limits 
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ot not less than $10.000.000 per occurrence for bodily injury and property damage. 
The City of Chicago is to be named as an additional insured on a primary, non-
contributory basis. 

Contractors and subcontractors performing work for Tenant may maintain limits of not 
less than $5.000.000 with the same terms herein. 

4) Pollution Legal Liabilitv 

Pollution Legal Liability Insurance must be provided covering bodily injury, property 
damage and other losses caused by pollution conditions that arise from the Contract 
scope of services with limits of not less than $5.000.000 per occurrence. Coverage must 
include completed operations, contractual liability, defense, excavation, environmental 
cleanup, remediation and disposal. When policies are renewed or replaced, the policy 
retroactive date must coincide with or precede, start of work in connection with the 
Lease. A claims-made policy which is not renewed or replaced must have an extended 
reporting period of two (2) years. The City of Chicago is to be named as an additional 
insured. 

5) All Risk Propertv 

The Tenant must maintain All Risk Property Insurance including improvements and 
betterments at full replacement cost covering all loss, damage or destruction to the 
Leased Premises. Coverage must include but are not limited to the following: Business 
income, water including leakage, overflow, sewer backup and seepage, collapse, boiler 
and machinery, earth movement and flood. The City of Chicago is to be named as an 
additional insured and loss payee. 

The Tenant is responsible for all loss or damage to personal property (including but not 
limited to materials, equipment, tools and supplies), owned, rented or used by the 
Tenant. 

The Tenant is responsible for all loss or damage to City of Chicago property at full 
replacement cost tiiat results from this Lease. 

6) Builders Risk 

When Tenant undertakes any construction, including improvements, betterments, and/or 
repairs, the Tenant must provide or cause to be provided. All Risk Builders Risk 
Insurance at replacement cost for materials, supplies, equipment, machinery and fixtures 
that are or will be part of the permanent facility/project. Coverages must include but are 
not limited to the following: right to partial occupancy, material stored off-site and in-
transit, boiler and machinery, earth movement, flood, water including overflow, leakage, 
sewer backup or seepage, utility services, collapse, debris removal, faulty workmanship 
or materials, testing, mechanical-electrical breakdown and other consequential loss, 
when applicable. The City of Chicago is to be named as an additional insured and loss 
payee. 
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7) Professional Liability 

When any architects, engineers, construction managers or other professional 
consultants perform work in connection with this Lease, Professional Liability Insurance 
covering acts, errors, or omissions must be maintained with limits of not less than 
$2.000.000. When policies are renewed or replaced, the policy retroactive date must 
coincide with, or precede start of work on the Lease. A claims-made policy which is not 
renewed or replaced must have an extended reporting period of two (2) years. 

8) Valuable Papers 

When any plans, designs, drawings, specifications and documents are produced or used 
under this Lease, Valuable Papers Insurance must be maintained in an amount to insure 
against any loss whatsoever, and must have limits sufficient to pay for the re-creation 
and reconstruction of such records. 

9) Contractors Pollution Liabilitv 

When any remediation work is performed which may cause a pollution exposure, 
Contractors Pollution Liability must cause to be provided covering bodily injury, property 
damage and other losses caused by pollution conditions that arise from the work 
performed with limits of not less than $1.000.000 per occurrence. Coverage must 
include underground storage tanks, completed operations, contractual liability, defense, 
excavation, environmental cleanup, remediation and disposal. When policies are 
renewed or replaced, the policy retroactive date must coincide with or precede start of 
work under the Lease. A claims-made policy which is not renewed or replaced must 
have an extended reporting period of two (2) years. The City of Chicago is to be named 
as an additional insured. 

B. ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

The Tenant must furnish the City of Chicago, Department of Finance, Risk Management 
Division, 333 South State Street, Room 400, Chicago, Illinois 60604 and Department of 
Aviation, O' Hare Airport, 10510 West Zemke Road, Chicago, Illinois 60666, original Certificates 
of Insurance, or such similar evidence, to be in force on the date of this Lease, and Renewal 
Certificates of Insurance, or such similar evidence, if the coverages have an expiration or 
renewal date occurring during the term of this Lease. The Tenant must submit evidence of 
insurance on the City of Chicago Insurance Certificate Form, a copy which is attached hereto as 
Exhibit E (or other form acceptable to the City prior to execution of Lease. The receipt of any 
certificate does not constitute agreement by the City that the insurance requirements in the 
Lease have been fully met or that the insurance policies indicated on the certificate are in 
compliance with all Lease requirements. The failure of the City to obtain certificates or other 
insurance evidence from the Tenant is not a waiver by the City of any requirements for the 
Tenant to obtain and maintain the specified coverages. The Tenant must advise all insurers of 
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the Lease provisions regarding insurance. Non-conforming insurance does not relieve the 
Tenant of the obligation to provide insurance as specified herein. Non-fulfillment of the 
insurance conditions may constitute a violation of the Lease, and the City retains the right to 
stop work until proper evidence of insurance is provided, or the Lease may be terminated. 

The insurance must provide for 60 days prior written notice to be given to the City in the event 
coverage is substantially changed, canceled, or non-renewed. 

Any deductibles or self insured retentions on referenced insurance coverages must be borne by 
the Tenant, Contractors and/or Subcontractors. 

The Tenant hereby waives and agrees to require their insurers to waive their rights of 
subrogation against the City of Chicago, its employees, elected officials, agents, or 
representatives. 

The coverages and limits furnished by the Tenant, Contractors and/or Subcontractors in no way 
limit the Tenant's, Contractor's and/or Subcontractor's liabilities and responsibilities specified 
within the Lease documents or by law. 

Any insurance or self-insurance programs maintained by the City of Chicago do not contribute 
with insurance provided by the Tenant under the Lease. 

The required insurance to be carried is not limited by any limitations expressed in the 
indemnification language herein or any limitation placed on the indemnity therein given as a 
matter of law. 

If Tenant is a joint venture or limited liability company, the insurance policies must name the 
joint venture or limited liability company as a named insured. 

The Tenant must require Contractors and Subcontractors to provide the insurance required 
herein, or Tenant may provide the coverages for the Contractors and/or Subcontractors. The 
Contractors and Subcontractors are subject to the same insurance requirements of the Tenant 
unless othen/vise specified herein. 

If the Tenant, Contractors and/or Subcontractors desire additional coverages, the Tenant, and 
each Contractor and/or Subcontractor are responsible for the acquisition and cost of such 
additional protection. 

The City of Chicago Risk Management Division maintains the right to modify, delete, alter or 
change these requirements. 

[City of Chicago Certificate of Insurance Form referred 
to in these Insurance Requirements 

unavailable at time of printing.] 
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(Sub)Exhibit "E". 
(To Hangar Facility Lease Agreement) 

(5000 West eS"' Street Hangar) 

City Of Chicago 
Economic Disclosure Statement 

And Affidavit. 

SECTION I - GENERAL INFORMATION 

A. Legal name of Disclosing Party submitting this EDS. Include d/b/a/ if applicable: 

Check ONE ofthe following three boxes: 

Indicate whether Disclosing Party submitting this EDS is: 
1. [)^ the Applicant 

OR 
2. [ ] a legal entity holding a direct or indirect interest in the Applicant. State the legal name of the 

Applicant in which Disclosing Party holds an interest: 
OR 

3. [ ] a specified legal entity with a right of control (see Section II.B.l.b.) State the legal name of 
the entity in which Disclosing Party holds a right of control: 

B. Business address of Disclosing Party: ,^~l o H L o v e F<g ' - s *^a\\/£ 

C . T e l e p h o n e : (Ommed fof pdnung puqxHw) P a x : (Omitled for printing pupcuw) E m a i l : (OmHlBiHw priming pijpos«) 

D. Name of contact person: u o g /Hu,jr\ GcAA&ftY 

E. Federal Employer Identiification No. (if you have one): (Ommedfofprinunopurposes) 

F. Brief description of contract, transaction or other undertaking (referred to below as the "Matter") to 
which this EDS pertains. (Include project number and location of property, if applicable): 

/i-HrvjcK /€<l fe ^ 1 - y ^ tbwAV / I ' ^ P e ^ - T 

G. Which City agency or department is requesting this EDS? D g . p + j ' f /WcA-fScv^ 

If the Matter is a contract being handled by the City's Department of Procurement Services, please 
complete the foUowing: 

Specification # and Contract # 
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SECTION II - DISCLOSURE OF OWNERSHIP INTERESTS 

A. NATURE OF DISCLOSING PARTY 

1. Indicate the nature ofthe Disclosing Party: 
[ ] Person [ ] Limited liability company* 
P<J Publicly registered business corporation [ ] Limited liability partnership* 

] Privately held business corporation [ ] Joint venture* 
] Sole proprietorship [ ] Not-for-profit corporation 
] General partnership* (Is the not-for-profil corporation also a 501(c)(3))? 
] Limited partnership* [ ] Yes [ ] No 
) Trust [ ] Other (please specify) 

* Note B.l.b below. 

2. For legal entities, the state (or foreign country) of incorporation or organization, if applicable: 

3. For legal entities not organized in the State of Illinois; Has the organization registered to do 
business in the State of Illinois as a foreign entity? 

f>lYes [ ]No []N/A 

B. IF THE DISCLOSING PARTY IS A LEGAL ENTITY: 

l.a. List below the full names and titles of all executive officers and all directors ofthe entity. 
For'not-for-profit corporations, also list below all members, if any, which are legal entities. If there are 
no such members, write "no members." For trusts, estates or other similar entities, list below the legal 
titleholder(s). 

Name Title 

l.b. If you checked "General partnership," "Limited partnership," "Limited liability 
company," "Limited liability partnership" or "Joint venture" in response to Item A.l. above (Nature of 
Disclosing Party), list below the name and title of each general partner, managing member, manager or 
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Southwest Airlines Board ofDirectors and Company Officers 
'•Re-vised JO/2/08 

Board ofDirectors 
David Biegler 
Audit and Compensation (Chairman) Commitiees 
Louis Caldera 
Audit and Compensation Committees 
C. Webb Crockett 
Executive and Nominating and Corporate Governance (Chainnan) Committees 
William H. Cunningham, PhD 
Audit and Executive Committees 
Travis C. Johnson 
Audit, Executive (Chairman), and Nominating and Corporate Governance Committees 
Gary C. Kelly 
E.xecutive Comn))ttee 
Nancy Loefller 
John T. Montford 
Audit (Chairman), Compensalion and Nominating and Corporate Governance Comminees 

Oflicers 
Gary C. Kelly* 
Chairman ofthe Board, President and Chief Executive Officer 
Robert E. Jordan* 
Executive Vice President Strategy and Planning 
Ron Ricks* 
Executive Vice President Corporate Ser\'ices and Corporate Secretary 
Michael G. Van De Ven* 
Executive Vice President and Chief Operating Officer 
Ginger C. Hardage* 
Senior Vice President Culture and Communications 
Daryl Krause* 
Senior Vice President Customer Services 
Jeff Lamb* 
Senior Vice President Administration and Chief People Officer 
Dave Ridley* 
Senior Vice President of Marketing and Revenue Management 
Greg Wells* 
Senior Vice President Operations 
Laura H. Wright* 
Senior Vice President Finance and Chief Financial Officer 
Barry Brown 
Vice President Safety and Security 
Gregory N. Crum 
Vice President Director Operations 
Darren Dayley 
Vice President Technology Customer Experience Portfolio 
Matt Hafner ' 
Vice President Ground Operations 
Mike Hafner 
Vice President Inflight Services 
Scott Halfmann 
Vice President Provisioning 
Joe Harris 
Vice President Labor and Employee Relations 
Laurie Hulin 
Vice President Teclinology Aircraft Operations & Enterprise Managenient Portfolios 
Madeleine Johnson 
Vice President General Counsel 
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Southwest Airlines Board ofDirectors and Company Officers 

Leah Koontz 
Vice President Controller 
Kevin M. Krone 
Vice President Marketing, Sales and Distribution 
Teresa Laraba 
Vice President Ground Operations 
Chuck Magill 
Vice President Flight Operations 
Jan Marshall 
Vice President Technology and Chief Information Officer 
Pete McGlade 
Vice President Schedule Plaiuiing 
Bob Montgomery 
Vice President Properties 
Rob Myrben 
Vice President Fuel Management 
Lori Rainwater 
Vice President Internal Audit 
Tammy Romo 
Vice President Financial Planning 
James A. Ruppel 
Vice President Customer Relations and Rapid Rewards 
Linda B. Rutherford 
Vice President Public Relations and Coinmunity Affairs 
Mike Ryan 
Vice President Labor Relations 
Ray Sears 
Vice President Purchasing 
Jim Sokol 
Vice President Maintenance and Engineering 
Scott E. Topping 
Vice President Treasurer 
Ellen Torbert 
Vice President Reservations 
Chris Wahlenmaicr 
Vice President Ground Operations 
Kathleen Wayton 
Vice President Strategy and Change Leadership 
Kay Weatherford 
Vice President Revenue Management and Pricing 
Bob Young 
Vice President and Chief Technology Officer 

*Member of Executive Planning Committee 

* Revised /0/2/OS 
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any other person or entity that controls the day-to-day management ofthe Disclosing Party. NOTE: 
Each legal entity listed below must submit an EDS on its own behalf. 

Name Title 

2. Please provide the following information concerning each person or entity having a direct or 
indirect beneficial interest (including ownership) in excess of 7.5% ofthe Disclosing Party. Examples 
of such an interest include shares in a corporation, partnership interest in a partnership or joint venture, 
interest ofa member or manager in a limited liability company, or interest ofa beneficiary ofa trust, 
estate or other similar entity. If none, state "None." NOTE: Pursuant to Section 2-154-030 ofthe 
Municipal Code of Chicago ("Municipal Code"), the City may require any such additional information 
from any applicant which is reasonably intended to achieve full disclosure. 

Name Business Address Percentage Interest in the 
Disclosing Party 

N J o ' ^ t r • 

SECTION III - BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS WITH CITY ELECTED OFFICIALS 

Has the Disclosing Party had a "business relationship," as defined in Chapter 2-J 56 ofthe Municipal 
Code, with any City elected official in the 12 months before the date this EDS is signed? 

P f̂Yes [ ] N o 

If yes, please identify below the name(s) of such City elected official(s) and describe such 
relationship's): 

Cou.»-t : t AWe^>-"'»^ 6 ^ Si^n.(ci£> M;A^€: iv'>> I*-,>/4n»->-^ p ^ t-e4'M'^<'y- ~{-» 

SECTION IV - DISCLOSURE OF SUBCONTRACTORS AND OTHER RETAINED PARTIES 

The Disclosing Party must disclose the name and business address of each subcontractor, attorney, 
lobbyist, accountant, consultant and any other person or entity whom the Disclosing Party has retained 
or expects to retain in connection with the Matter, as well as the nature ofthe relationship, and the total 
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amount ofthe fees paid or estimated to be paid. The Disclosing Party is not required to disclose 
employees who are paid solely through the Disclosing Party's regular payroll. 

"Lobbyist" means any person or entity who undertakes to influence any legislative or administrative 
action on behalf of any person or entity other than: (1) a not-for-profit entity, on an unpaid basis, or (2) 
himself. "Lobbyist" also means any person or entity any part of whose duties as an employee of 
another includes undertaking to influence any legislative or administrative action. 

If the Disclosing Party is uncertain whether a disclosure is required under this Section, the 
Disclosing Party must either ask the City whether disclosure is required or make the disclosure. 

Name Business 
(indicate whether Address 
retained or anticipated 
to be retained) 

Relationship to Disclosing Party 
(subcontractor, attorney, 
lobbyist, etc.) 

Fees 
(indicate whether 
paid or estimated) 

(Add sheets if necessary) 

[>4 Check here if the Disclosing party has not retained, nor expects to retain, any such persons or 
entities. 

SECTION V ~ CERTIFICATIONS 

A. COURT-ORDERED CHILD SUPPORT COMPLIANCE 

Under Municipal Code Section 2-92-415, substantial owners of business entities that contract with 
the City must remain in compliance with their child support obligations throughout the term of the 
contract. 

Has any person who directly or indirectly owns 10% or more ofthe Disclosing Party been declared in 
arrearage on any child support obligations by any Illinois court of competent jurisdiction? 

[]Yes ^ N o [ ] No person owns 10% or more of the Disclosing Party. 

If "Yes," has the person entered into a court-approved agreement for payment of all support owed and 
is the person in compliance with that agreement? 

[]Yes O^No 
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B. FURTHER CERTIFICATIONS 

1. The Disclosing Party and, if the Disclosing Party is a legal entity, all of those persons or entities 
identified in Section II.B.l. of this EDS: 

a. are not presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible or voluntarily 
excluded from any transactions by any federal, state or local unit of government; 

b. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date of this EDS, been convicted ofa criminal 
offense, adjudged guilty, or had a civil judgment rendered against them in connection with: 
obtaining, attempting to obtain, or performing a public (federal, state or local) transaction or 
contract under a public transaction; a violation of federal or state antitrust statutes; fraud; 
embezzlement; theft; forgery; bribery; falsification or destruction of records; making false 
statements; or receiving stolen property; 

c. are not presently indicted for or otherwise criminally or civilly charged by a governmental entity 
(federal, state or local) with commission of any ofthe offenses enumerated in clause B.l.b. of . 
this Section V; 

d. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date of this EDS, had one or more public 
transactions (federal, state or local) terminated for cause or default; and 

e. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date of this EDS, been convicted, adjudged 
guilty, or found liable in a civil proceeding, or in any criminal or civil action, including actions 
concerning environmental violations, instituted by the City or by the federal government, any 
state, or any other unit of local govemment. 

2. The certifications in subparts 2, 3 and 4 concern: 

• the Disclosing Party; 
• any "Applicable Party" (meaning ariy party participating in the performance ofthe Matter, 

including but not limited to any persons or legal entities disclosed under Section IV, "Disclosure of 
Subcontractors and Other Retained Parties"); 
• any "Affiliated Entity" (meaning a person or entity that, directly or indirectly: controls the 

Disclosing Party, is controlled by the Disclosing Party, or is, with the Disclosing Party, under 
common control of another person or entity. Indicia of control include, without limitation: 
interlocking management or ownership; identity of interests among family members, shared facilities 
and equipment; common use of employees; or organization of a business entity following the 
ineligibility ofa business entity to do business with federal or state or local government, including 
the City, using substantially the same management, ownership, or principals as the ineligible entity); 
with respect to Applicable Parties, the term Affiliated Entity means a person or entity that directly or 
indirectly controls the Applicable Party, is controlled by it, or, with the Applicable Party, is under 
common control of another person or entity; 
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• any responsible official ofthe Disclosing Party, any Applicable Party or any Affiliated Entity or 
any other official, agent or employee ofthe Disclosing Party, any Applicable Party or any Affiliated 
Entity, acting pursuant to the direction or authorization of a responsible official of the Disclosing 
Party, any Applicable Party or any Affiliated Entity (collectively "Agents"). 

Neither the Disclosing Party, nor any Applicable Party, nor any Affiliated Entity of either the 
Disclosing Party or any Applicable Party nor any Agents have, during the five years before the date this 
EDS is signed, or, with respect to an Applicable Party, an Affiliated Entity, or an Affiliated Entity ofan 
Applicable Party during the five years before the date of such Applicable Party's or Affiliated Entity's 
contract or engagement in connection with the Matter: 

a. bribed or attempted to bribe, or been convicted or adjudged guilty of bribery or attempting to 
bribe, a public officer or employee ofthe City, the State of Illinois, or any agency ofthe federal 
govemment or of any state or local govemment in the United States of America, in that officer's 
or employee's official capacity; 

b. agreed or colluded with other bidders or prospective bidders, or been a party to any such 
agreement, or been convicted or adjudged guilty of agreement or collusion among bidders or 
prospective bidders, in restraint offreedom of competition by agreement to bid a fixed price or 
otherwise; or 

c. made an admission of such conduct described in a. or b. above that is a matter of record, but 
have not been prosecuted for such conduct; or 

d. violated the provisions of Municipal Code Section 2-92-610 (Living Wage Ordinance). 

3. Neither the Disclosing Party, Affiliated Entity or Applicable Party, or any of their employees, 
officials, agents or partners, is barred from contracting with any unit of state or local government as a 
result of engaging in or being convicted of (1) bid-rigging in violation of 720 ILCS 5/33E-3; (2) 
bid-rotating in violation of 720 ILCS 5/33E-4; or (3) any similar offense of any state or ofthe United 
States of America that contains the same elements a.s the offense of bid-rigging or bid-rotating. 

4. Neither the Disclosing Party nor any Affiliated Entity is listed on any of the following lists 
maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets Control ofthe U.S. Department ofthe Treasury or the 
Bureau of Industry and Security ofthe U.S. Department of Commerce or their successors: the Specially 
Designated Nationals List, the Denied Persons List, the Unverified List, the Entity List and the 
Debarred List. 

5. The Disclosing Party understands and shall comply with (1) the applicable requirements ofthe 
Governmental Ethics Ordinance ofthe City, Title 2, Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal Code; and (2) all 
the applicable provisions of Chapter 2-56 ofthe Municipal Code (Office ofthe Inspector General). 
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6. If the Disclosing Party is unable to certify to any ofthe above statements in this Part B (Further 
Certifications), the Disclosing Party must explain below: 

If the letters "NA," the word "None," or no response appears on the lines above, it will be conclusively 
presumed that the Disclosing Party certified to the above statements. 

C. CERTIFICATION OF STATUS AS FINANCIAL INSTITUTION 

For purposes of this Part C, under Municipal Code Section 2-32-455(b), the term "financial institution" 
means a bank, savings and loan association, thrift, credit union, mortgage banker, mortgage broker, 
trust company, savings bank, investment bank, securities broker, municipal securities broker, securities 
dealer, municipalsecurities dealer, securities underwriter, municipal securities underwriter, investment 
tmst, venture capital company, bank holding company, financial services holding company, or any 
licensee under the Consumer Installment Loan Act, the Sales Finance Agency Act, or the Residential 
Mortgage Licensing Act. However, "financial institution" specifically shall not include any entity 
whose predominant business is the providing of tax deferred, defined contribution, pension plans to 
public employees in accordance with Sections 403(b) and 457 ofthe Intemal Revenue Code. 
(Additional definitions may be found in Municipal Code Section 2-32-455(b).) 

1. CERTIFICATION 

The Disclosing Party certifies that the Disclosing Party (check one) 

[ ] is ^ ' is not 

a "financial institution" as defined in Section 2-32-455(b) ofthe Municipal Code. 

2. If the Disclosing Party IS a financial institution, then the Disclosing Party pledges: 

"We are not and will not become a predatory lender as defined in Chapter 2-32 ofthe Municipal 
Code. We further pledge that none of our affiliates is, and none of them will become, a predatory 
lender as defined in Chapter 2-32 ofthe Municipal Code. We understand that becoming a predatory 
lender or becoming an affiliate of a predatory lender may result in the loss of the privilege of doing 
business with the City." 

If the Disclosing Party is unable to make this pledge because it or any of its affiliates (as defined in 
Section 2-32-455(b) ofthe Municipal Code) is a predatory lender within the meaning of Chapter 
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2-32 ofthe Municipal Code, explain here (attach additional pages if necessary): 

If the letters "NA," the word "None," or no response appears on the lines above, it will be 
conclusively presumed that the Disclosing Party certified to the above statements. 

D. CERTIFICATION REGARDING INTEREST IN CITY BUSINESS 

Any words or terms that are defined in Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code have the same 
meanings when used in this Part D. 

1. In accordance with Section 2-156-110 ofthe Municipal Code: Does any official or employee 
ofthe City have a financial interest in his or her own name or in the name of any other person or 
entity in the Matter? 

[]Yes OgNo 

NOTE: If you checked "Yes" to Item D.l., proceed to Items D.2. and D.3. If you checked "No" to 
Item D.1., proceed to Part E. 

2. Unless sold pursuant to a process of competitive bidding, or otherwise permitted, no City 
elected official or employee shall have a financial interest in his or her own name or in the name of 
any other person or entity in the purchase of any property that (i) belongs to the City, or (ii) is sold 
for taxes or assessments, or (iii) is sold by virtue of legal process at the suit ofthe City (collectively, 
"City Property Sale"). Compensation for property taken pursuant to the City's eminent domain power 
does not constitute a financial interest within the meaning of this Part D. 

Does the Matter involve a City Property Sale? 

[]Yes ^ N o 

3. If you checked "Yes" to Item D.L, provide the names and business addresses of the City 
officials or employees having such interest and identify the nature of such interest: 

Name Business Address Nature of Interest 

4. The Disclosing Party further certifies that no prohibited financial interest in the Matter will 
be acquired by any City official or employee. 
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E. CERTIFICATION REGARDING SLAVERY ERA BUSINESS 

The Disclosing Party has searched any and all records ofthe Disclosing Party and any and all 
predecessor entities for records of investments or profits from slavery, the slave industry, or 
slaveholder insurance policies from the slavery era (including insurance policies issued to 
slaveholders that provided coverage for damage to or injury or death of their slaves) and has 
disclosed in this EDS any and all such records to the City. In addition, the Disclosing Party must 
disclose the names of any and all slaves or slaveholders described in those records. Failure to 
comply with these disclosure requirements may make the Matter to which this EDS pertains voidable 
by the City. 

Please check either 1. or 2. below. If the Disclosing Party checks 2., the Disclosing Party must 
disclose below or in an attachment to this EDS all requisite information as set forth in that paragraph 2. 

X 1. The Disclosing Party verifies that (a) the Disclosing Party has searched any and all records of 
the Disclosing Party and any and all predecessor entities for records of investments or profits from 
slavery, the slave industry, or slaveholder in.surance policies, and (b) the Disclosing Party has found 
no records of investments or profits from slavery, the slave industry, or slaveholder insurance 
policies and no records of names of any slaves or slaveholders. 

2. The Disclosing Party verifies that, as a result of conducting the search in step 1(a) above, the 
Disclosing Party has found records relating to investments or profits from slavery, the slave industry, 
or slaveholder insurance policies and/or the names of any slaves or slaveholders. The Disclosing 
Party verifies that the following constitutes full disclosure of all such records: 

SECTION VI - CERTIFICATIONS FOR FEDERALLY-FUNDED MATTERS 

NOTE: If the Matter is federally funded, complete this Section VI. If the Matter is not federally 
funded, proceed to Section VII. 

A. CERTIFICATION REGARDING LOBBYING 

1. List below the names of all persons or entities registered under the federal Lobbying 
Disclosure Act of 1995 who have made lobbying contacts on behalf of the Disclosing Party with 
respect to the Matter: (Begin list here, add sheets as necessary): 
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(If no explanation appears or begins on the lines above, or if the letters "NA" or if the word "None" 
appear, it will be conclusively presumed that the Disclosing Party means that NO persons or entities 
registered under the Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 have made lobbying contacts on behalf of the 
Disclosing Party with respect to the Matter.) 

2. The Disclosing Party has not spent and will not expend any federally appropriated fiinds to 
pay any person or entity listed in Paragraph A.l. above for his or her lobbying activities or to pay any 
person or entity to influence or attempt to influence an officer or employee of any agency, as defined 
by applicable federal law, a member of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or an 
employee ofa member of Congress, in connection with the award of any federally funded contract, 
making any federally funded grant or loan, entering into any cooperative agreement, or to extend, 
continiie, renew, amend, or modify any federally funded contract, grant, loan, or cooperative 
agreement. 

3. The Disclosing Party will submit an updated certification at the end of each calendar quarter 
in which there occurs any event that materially affects the accuracy ofthe statements and information 
set forth in paragraphs A.l. and A.2. above. 

If the Matter is federally funded and any funds other than federally appropriated funds have been or 
will be paid to any person or entity for influencing or attempting to influence an officer or employee 
of any agency (as defined by applicable federal law), a member of Congress, an officer or employee 
of Congress, or an employee ofa member of Congress in connection with the Matter, the Disclosing 
Party must complete and submit Standard Form-LLL, "Disclosure Form to Report Lobbying," in 
accordance with its instmctions. The form may be obtained online from the federal Office of 
Management and Budget (0MB) web site at http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/sflllin.pdf, 
linked on the page http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/grants_forms.html. 

4. The Disclosing Party certifies that either: (i) it is not an organization described in section 
501(c)(4) ofthe Intemal Revenue Code of 1986; or (ii) it is an organization described in section 
501(c)(4) ofthe Intemal Revenue Code of 1986 but has not engaged and will not engage in 
"Lobbying Activities". 

5. If the Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party must obtain certifications equal 
in form and substance to paragraphs A.l. through A.4. above from all subcontractors before it 
awards any subcontract and the Disclosing Party must maintain all such subcontractors' certifications 
for the duration ofthe Matter and must make such certifications promptly available to the City upon 
request. 

B. CERTIFICATION REGARDING EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY • • 

If the Matter is federally funded, federal regulations require the Applicant and all proposed 
subcontractors to submit the following information with their bids or in writing at the outset of 
negotiations. 

http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/sflllin.pdf
http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/grants_forms.html
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Is the Disclosing Party the Applicant? 

M Yes [ ] No 

If "Yes," answer the three questions below; 

1. Have you developed and do you have on file affirmative action programs pursuant to 
applicable federal regulations? (See 41 CFR Part 60-2.) 

MYes [ ]No 

2. Have you filed with the Joint Reporting Committee, the Director ofthe Office of Federal 
Contract Compliance Programs, or the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission all reports due 
under the applicable filing requirements? 

N Yes [ ] No 

3. Have you participated in any previous contracts or subcontracts subject to the 
equal opportunity clause? 

^ Y e s [ ]No 

If you checked "No" to question I. or 2. above, please provide an explanation: 

SECTION VII -- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS, CONTRACT INCORPORATION, 
COMPLIANCE, PENALTIES, DISCLOSURE 

The Disclosing Party understands and agrees that: 

A. By completing and filing this EDS, the Disclosing Party acknowledges and agrees, on behalf of 
itself and the persons or entities named in this EDS, that the City may investigate the 
creditworthiness of some or all ofthe persons or entities named in this EDS. 

B. The certifications, disclosures, and acknowledgments contained in this EDS will become part of 
any contract or other agreement between the Applicant and the City in connection with the Matter, 
whether procurement. City assistance, or other City action, and are material inducements to the City's 
execution of any contract or taking other action with respect to the Matter. The Disclosing Party 
understands that it must comply with all statutes, ordinances, and regulations on which this EDS is 
based. 

C. The City's Govemmental Ethics and Campaign Financing Ordinances, Chapters 2-156 and 2-164 
ofthe Municipal Code, impose certain duties and obligations on persons or entities seeking City 
contracts, work, business, or transactions. The full text of these ordinances and a training program is 
available on line at www.cityofchicago.org/Ethics, and may also be obtained from the City's Board 
of Ethics, 740 N. Sedgwick St., Suite 500, Chicago, IL 60610,(Onirtte<nofpriniinBPurposM)The Disclosing Party 
must comply fully with the applicable ordinances. 

http://www.cityofchicago.org/Ethics
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D. If the City determines that any information provided in this EDS is false, incomplete or 
inaccurate, any contract or other agreement in connection with which it is submitted may be 
rescinded or be void or voidable, and the City may pursue any remedies under the contract or 
agreement (if not rescinded, void or voidable), at law, or in equity, including terminating the 
Disclosing Party's participation in the Matter and/or declining to allow the Disclosing Party to 
participate in other transactions with the City. Remedies at law for a false statement of material fact 
may include incarceration and an award to the City of treble damages. 

E. It is the City's policy to make this document available to the public on its Internet site and/or upon 
request. Some or all ofthe information provided on this EDS and any attachments to this EDS may 
be made available to the public on the Intemet, in response to a Freedom of Information Act request, 
or otherwise. By completing and signing this EDS, the Disclosing Party waives and releases any 
possible rights or claims which it may have against the City in connection with the public release of 
information contained in this EDS and also authorizes the City to verify the accuracy of any 
information submitted in this EDS. 

F. The information provided in this EDS must be kept current. In the event of changes, the 
Disclosing Party must supplement this EDS up to the time the City takes action on the Matter. If the 
Matter is a contract being handled by the City's Department of Procurement Services, the Disclosing 
Party must update this EDS as the contract requires. 

The Disclosing Party represents and warrants that: 

G. The Disclosing Party has not withheld or reserved any disclosures as to economic interests in the 
Disclosing Party, or as to the Matter, or any infonnation, data or plan as to the intended use or 
purpose for which the Applicant seeks City Council or other City agency action. 

For purposes ofthe certifications in H.l. and H.2. below, the term "affiliate" means any person or 
entity that, directly or indirectly: controls the Disclosing Party, is controlled by the Disclosing Party, 
or is, with the Disclosing Party, under common control of another person or entity. Indicia of control 
include, without limitation: interlocking management or ownership; identity of interests among 
family members; shared facilities and equipment; common use of employees; or organization ofa 
business entity following the ineligibility of a business entity to do business with the federal 
govemment or a state or local government, including the City, using substantially the same 
management, ownership, or principals as the ineligible entity. 

H.l. The Disclosing Party is not delinquent in the payment of any tax administered by the Illinois 
Department of Revenue, nor are the Disclosing Party or its affiliates delinquent in paying any fine, 
fee, tax or other charge owed to the City. This includes, but is not limited to, all water charges, 
sewer charges, license fees, parking tickets, property taxes or sales taxes. 

H.2 If the Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party and its affiliates will not use, nor 
permit their subcontractors to use, any facility on the U.S. EPA's List of Violating Facilities in 
connection with the Matter for the duration of time that such facility remains on the list. 
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H.3 If the Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party will obtain from any 
contractors/subcontractors hired or to be hired in connection with the Matter certifications equal in 
form and substance to those in H.l . and H.2. above and will not, without the prior written consent of 
the City, use any such contractor/subcontractor that does not provide such certifications or that the 
Disclosing Party has reason to believe has not provided or cannot provide tmthful certifications. 

NOTE: If the Disclosing Party caimot certify as to any ofthe items in H.l . , H.2. or H.3. above, an 
explanatory statement must be attached to this EDS. 

CERTIFICATION 

Under penalty of perjury, the person signing below: (I) warrants that he/she is authorized to execute 
this EDS on behalf of the Disclosing Party, and (2) warrants that all certifications and statements 
contained in this EDS are tme, accurate and complete as ofthe date furnished to the City. 

5o '^THlv/es'? /> ' /?^.v«f-5. ^ o 

(sign here) 

\ 3 o C /^cVTGoA-C R V 

Date: IC 

(Print or type name of Disclosing Party) 
M O B 

(Print or type name of person signing) 

(Print or type title of person signing) 

Signed and sworn to before me onjdate) Z/̂ '" 3 ' ^ ^ / , by ^ j ^ S ////'/iZ7~^£?f?fe/€ V 
at J>/? / .£ . /9 -> County, / t S r ^ / 9 ~ ^ (state). 

v ^ ^ v . ^ 

Commission expires:_ 

itf^tfyT. 

/ 

Notary Public. 

^l.nJ^^•^^rl* r * I * T * * * * * * ^ * ^ 

f iS i PATRICIAVIGIL 

^ ^ > y ^ h l state o( Texas 
V.-g^r/Convr Exp. 07-23-2009 ; 

<>^>»»i.»i"|T«if . y y » / ^ ^ f <jW»^ 
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Hangar Facility Lease Agreement Between The City Of Chicago 
And Southwest Airiines Co. At Chicago Midway 

International Airport. 
(5245 West 55'̂  Street Hangar) 

This Hangar Facility Lease Agreement ("Agreement") is made and entered into as of the 
day of , 20 ("Effective Date"), by and between the City of Chicago, an Illinois municipal 
corporation and home rule unit of local govenmient under Sections 1 and 6(a), respectively, of 
Article VU of the 1970 Constitution of the State of Illinois ("City"), and Southwest Airlines Co., a 
Texas corporation ("Southwest"). 

RECITALS 

WHEREAS, the City owns and operates the airport known as Chicago Midway Intemational 
Airport (the "Airport"), situated in the County of Cook, State of Illinois, with the power to lease 
premises and facilities and to grant rights and privileges with respect thereto, all as hereinafter 
provided; and 

WHEREAS, Southwest is engaged in the business of air transportation and desires to lease a 
hangar facility at the Airport as described in Exhibit A attached hereto and incorporated by 
reference (the "Premises") and to obtain certain rights and privileges with respect thereto, all as 
hereinafter provided; and 

WHEREAS, the City is willing to lease the Premises to Southwest and to grant certain rights and 
privileges with respect thereto to Southwest, upon the terms and conditions hereinafter provided; 
and 

WHEREAS, the City intends to enter into a long-term lease for the Airport ("Airport Lease") with 
a private operator (the "Concessionaire") and to simultaneously assign all of City's interests in this 
Agreement to the Concessionaire; 

NOW, THEREFORE, for and in consideration of the Premises and of the mutual covenants and 
agreements herein contained, and other valuable considerations, the parties hereto covenant and 
agree as follows: 

ARTICLE I - INCORPORA'nON OF RECITALS AND DEFINITIONS 

Section 1.01 Incorporation of Recitals. The recitals set forth above are incoiporated by 
reference as though fully set forth herein. 

Section 1.02 Definitions. The following words, terms, and phrases, shall, for the purposes of 
this Lease, have the following meanings: 

"Affiliate" means any air transportation company that is not a Signatory Airline (as defined in the 
Use Agreement) and that is (i) a parent or subsidiary of a Signatory Airline, or (ii) operates under 
essentially the same trade name as a Signatory Airline at the Airport or uses essentially the same 
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livery as the Signatory AirUne and, in either instance is only selling seats on flights to and from 
the Airport in the name or using the airline code of the Signatory Airline. The Signatory Airline, 
however, must by separate agreement with the Concessionaire designate the air transportation 
company as its Affiliate in connection with this Agreement and agree to serve as a fmeincial 
guarantor for all fees and charges incurred by the AffiUate at the Airport while operating as the 
Signatory Airline's designate Affiliate hereunder. Southwest may at any time give the 
Concessionaire thirty (30) days' prior notice that it no longer considers the air transportation 
company, that otherwise meets the written definition of an "Affiliate," to be an Affiliate under this 
Agreement, and that any guaranty by Southwest of the Affiliate's fees and charges will terminate 
and become ineffective as to any amounts incurred by the air transportation company after the 
termination of "Affiliate" status becomes effective at least 30 days after such notice. 

"Airport Lease" means the Chicago Midway Intemational Airport Concession and Lease 
Agreement by and among the City, the airlines named therein (including Southwest), and the 
Concessionaire, dated as of , 20 . 

"Airport Rules and Regulations" means those mles and regulations governing the conduct and 
operations of the Airport promulgated from time to time by City. 

"Airport Security Acts" means the various acts of the federal govemment addressing aviation 
safety and security, as codified in 49 USC §44901 et seq, as amended from time to time, and any 
regulations promulgated thereunder. Airport Security Acts includes, specifically, without 
limitation, the Aviation Security Improvement Act of 1990 and Aviation and Transportation 
Security Act of 2001, as amended, the provisions of which are incorporated in this Agreement by 
reference, and all mles and regulations promulgated under them. 

"Building Renf'means the annual rent payable by Southwest per square foot of buildings located 
on the Premises, as specified in Exhibit B. 

"Commissioner" means, for the purposes of this Agreement, the Connmissioner of the 
Department of Aviation of the City (or any successor thereto in whole or in part as to his or her 
duties as the person in charge of the operation of the Airport on behalf of the City), or such person 
as she or he may designate in writing, or any successor to her or his rights and duties. 

"Concessionaire" means the Concessionaire as defined in the Airport Lease or under a New 
Agreement (as defined in the Aiiport Lease) except that Concessionaire means the City of 
Chicago if the Reversion Date (as defined in the Airport Lease) occurs during the Term, or with 
respect to Section 17.16 of the Use Agreement at any time after the Reversion Date. 

"Contractor" means any supplier of materials, any ftimisher of services, any contractor of any 
tier, and any labor organization which furnishes skilled, unskilled, and craft union skilled labor, or 
any other entity which may provide any materials, labor, or services in connection with this 
Agreement at the direction of or on the behalf of Southwest or its Affiliates. 
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"Default Rate" means the annual rate of eighteen percent (18%). 

"Delegate" means, with respect to either party or the Concessionaire, any director, officer, 
employee, official, lender (or any agent or tmstee acting on its behalf), partner, member, owner, 
agent, lawyer, accountant, auditor, professional advisor, consultant, engineer. Contractor, other 
person for whom such person is responsible at law or other representative of such person and any 
professional advisor, consultant or engineer designated by such person as its "Delegate." An 
Affiliate or a person using the Airport under Section 3.3 or Section 4.3 of the Use Agreement, or 
an Airline Provider (as defined in Section 9.8 of the Use Agreement), is a Delegate of Southwest. 

"Environmental Law" mean any law relating to health or the environment, including, without 
limitation, those relating to fines, orders, injunctions, penalties, damages, contribution, cost 
recovery, compensation, losses or injuries resulting from the release or threatened release of 
hazardous materials, special wastes or other contaminants into the environment and to the 
generation, use, storage, transportation, or disposal of solid wastes, hazardous materials, special 
wastes or other contaminants including, without limitation, the Comprehensive Environmental 
Response and Compensation Liability Act (42 USC § 9601 et seq.) ("CERCLA"), as amended by 
the Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act of 1986 ("SARA"); the Hazardous Material 
Transportation Act (49 USC § 5101 et seq.); the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 
1976 (42 USC § 6901 et seq.) as amended by the Hazardous and SoUd Waste Amendments of 
1984 ("RCRA"); the Clean Water Act (33 USC § 1251 et seq.); the Clean Air Act (42 USC § 
7401 et seq.); the Toxic Substances Control Act of 1976 (15 USC § 2601 et seq.); the Safe 
Drinking Water Act (42 USC § 300f); the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 (29 USC § 
651 et seq.); the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act (42 USC § 11001 et 
seq.); the Illinois Environmental Protection Act (415 ILCS 5/1 et seq.); the Gasoline Storage Act 
430 ILCS 15/0.01 et seq.; and the Municipal Code of Chicago; additionally, any analogous future 
or present local, state or federal ordinance or statute, mle and regulation promulgated under or 
pursuant to the foregoing, and any other present or future law, ordinance, mle, regulation, permit 
or pemiit condition, order, or directive which regulates, relates to, imposes liability for or 
establishes standards of conduct conceming any hazardous materials that may be set forth by the 
federal govemment, any state or any political subdivision thereof, or any agency, court or body of 
the federal govemment, any state or any political subdivision thereof exercising executive, 
legislative, judicial, regulatory or administrative functions. 

"Federal Aviation Administration" (sometimes abbreviated as "FAA") means the Federal 
Aviation Administration created under the Federal Aviation Act of 1958, as amended, or any 
successor agency thereto. 

"Groiuid Rent" means the armual rent payable by Southwest per square foot of land comprising 
the Premises, as specified in Exhibit B. 

"Improvements" means any pavement, facilities, stmctures or other fixtures added to or made on 
the Premises by Southwest, including aircraft parking apron or ramp. Pavement, facilities, 
stmctures or other fixtures existing as of the Effective Date are part of the Premises. Southwest's 
trade fixtures or other personal property financed with funds other than special facility revenue 
bonds and placed or installed by Southwest on the Premises shall not be considered 
"Improvements". 
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"Municipal Code" means the Municipal Code ofthe City of Chicago. 

"Premises" means those areas designated on Exhibit A hereto, together with any existing 
pavement, facilities, stmctures or other fixtures located thereon. 

"Rent" means, unless the context specifically otherwise requires. Ground Rent, Building Rent 
and any other amount for which Southwest is obhgated under this Agreement. 

"Senior Airport Agreements" has the meaning set forth in Section 8.03 of this Agreement. 

"Transportation Security Administration" (sometimes referred to as "TSA") means the federal 
Transportation Security Administration created by the Aviation and Transportation Security Act 
of 2001, or any successor agency thereto. 

"Use Agreement" means the Airport Use Agreement for Chicago Midway Intemational Airport 
by and between the City and Southwest dated as of , 20 , and assigned by the City to the 
Concessionaire as of , 20 . 

"Work" means the fumishing by Southwest and its Contractors of all labor, materials, 
equipment, and other incidentals necessary or convenient to the successful completion of 
Improvements, and the carrying out of all the related duties and obligations under the terms and 
conditions of this Lease. 

Section 1.03 Interpretation. Any headings preceding the text of the Articles and Sections of 
this Agreement, and any table of contents or marginal notes appended to copies hereof, shall be 
solely for convenience or reference and shall not constitiite a part of this Agreement, nor shall they 
affect the meaning, constmction, or effect of this Agreement. The term "including" shall be 
constmed to mean "including, without limitation ...." Unless the context otherwise requires, the 
terms "hereby," "herein," "hereof," "hereto," "hereunder" and any similar terms used in this 
Agreement refer to this Agreement; all section references, unless otherwise expressly indicated, 
are to sections of this Agreement; words importing persons shall include firms, associations, 
partnerships, tmsts, corporations, and other legal entities, including public bodies, as well as 
natural persons. Words of any gender shall be deemed and constmed to include correlative words 
of the other genders. Words importing the singular number shall include the plural number and 
vice versa, unless the context shall otherwise indicate. All references to the Agreement, any 
exhibit or document shall be deemed to include all supplements and/or amendments to the 
Agreement or any such exhibits or documents entered into in accordance with the terms and 
conditions hereof and thereof. All references to any person or entity shall be deemed to include 
any person or entity succeeding to the rights, duties, and obligations of such persons or entities in 
accordance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement. All references to a number of days 
shall mean calendar days, unless otherwise expressly indicated. 

Section 1.04 Incorporation of Exhibits. The following exhibits attached hereto are made a 
part of this Agreement: 
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Exhibit A Premises 
Exhibit B Rent 
Exhibit C Requirements for Work 
Exhibit D Insurance Requirements 
Exhibit E Southwest's Economic Disclosure Statement(s) and Affidavit(s) 

ARTICLE n - PREMISES 

Section 2.01 Lease of Premises. City hereby leases to Southwest, and Southwest hereby leases 
from City, the Premises, which are comprised of a primary hangar site and building, ramp area 
and associated facilities as described in Exhibit A. Upon completion of any Improvements 
constmcted from time to time by Southwest on the Premises, such Improvements shall become 
property of the City and part of the Premises without need for amendment of this Agreement. 

Section 2.02 Adjustment of Area of Premises. City shall have the right to re-measure the 
Premises, or any portion thereof, at any time during the Term of this Agreement upon the 
occurrence of any circumstance, including but not limited to the constmction of Improvements 
and modifications to taxiways and service roads, that may, in the opinion of the Commissioner, 
warrant a re-measurement of the Premises. Any change in the square footage of the Premises 
resulting from such a re-measurement and any corresponding change in Rent resulting therefrom 
that has not been disputed by Southwest within 10 days after receipt of written notice thereof, 
shall be indicated on the applicable exhibits hereto without the necessity of an amendment to this 
Agreement. If Southwest disputes the re-measurement, then the parties wUl refer the issue to a 
licensed land surveyor under contract with the City for resolution. If the difference between the 
actual area as determined by the land surveyor and the area as measured by the City is two percent 
or less, then Southwest shall be responsible for the cost of the land survey, otherwise the cost shall 
be bome by the City. The parties shall use the actual area determined by the land surveyor to 
adjust the square footage of the Premises in accordance with this section. 

Section 2.03 Easements and Rights of Entry. 

A. Southwest's leasing of the Premises is subject to any and all easements, licenses and other 
rights with respect to the Premises granted to or vested, now or in the future, in any other 
govemmental entities or agencies, such as the FAA or TSA. Such easements existing as of the 
Effective Date of this Agreement are depicted on Exhibit A. 

B. Southwest acknowledges that there currently exist, and that City may grant in the future, 
easements and rights on, over and/or under the Premises for the benefit of suppliers and/or owners 
of utilities that service the Airport, and Southwest hereby consents to any such easements whether 
now in existence or granted during the term of this Agreement. 

C. The City hereby reserves unto itself and other users of the Airport the rights and easements 
to those areas of the Premises identified as service roads for ground vehicles and taxiways for 
aircraft on Exhibit A, as may be necessary for the ground vehicles and aircraft of users of the 
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Airport other than Southwest to move on or over the Premises on such service roads and taxiways. 
The City further reserves unto itself the right to relocate such service roads and taxiways from 
time to time, all at the City's own cost. City shall use all reasonable efforts to minimize the 
impact of any such relocation upon Southwest's operations. In the event that such a relocation 
renders a portion of the Premises unusable, the City will delete the square footage of that unusable 
portion from the calculation of Rent for the period that such portion remains unusable. For the 
purposes of calculating leased square footage for determining Ground Rent, the square footage 
within such easements for service roads and taxiways has been and will be excluded from such 
calculations. 

D. The City hereby reserves the rights and such easements as may be necessary to enter onto 
the Premises for the purpose of conducfing any operafions related to the funcfion of the Airport, 
including, without limitafion, the right to service any antetmas or communicafions facilities now 
or hereafter located on the roof of the Premises, and to inspect and/or conduct testing on any part 
of the Premises. When exercising any of the rights granted to the City under this Section, the City 
agrees to use reasonable efforts to not unreasonably interfere with Southwest's use and possession 
of the Premises and to provide Southwest with advance notice of the City's intenfion to enter onto 
the Premises, unless such advance notice is impracticable under the circumstances. 

E. To facilitate the operation and maintenance of water mains and sewer mains that may exist 
beneath the surface of the Premises, the City retains the right to enter upon the Premises at any 
time for such operation and maintenance without such entering causing or constituting a 
terminafion of this Agreement or an interference with the possession of the Premises by 
Southwest. The City shall operate and maintain only its water mains and sewer mains, and 
assumes no responsibility pr liability for the operafion or maintenance of any sewer or water 
laterals within the Premises that are used exclusively by Southwest. 

Section 2.04 Permitted Uses of Faciiities. Southwest and its Affiliates are hereby granted the 
use of the Premises, subject to the terms and provisions hereof and to mles and regulations 
promulgated by City, for any and all activifies reasonably necessary or convenient in connecfion 
with the uses permitted below; provided, however, that the foregoing shall not permit the conduct 
by Southwest or an Affiliate of any business other than the operation of an air transportation 
business and activities incidental thereto. All such permitted uses shall be conducted in 
compliance with applicable health and safety requirements and shall not be conducted in such a 
manner so as to interfere with the City*s operation of the Airport or the benefit of all aircraft 
using the Airport. The permitted uses of the Premises are: 

A. repairing, maintaining, conditioning, testing, parking, moving and storing aircraft and 
other equipment operated by Southwest or its Affiliates and providing the same with gasoline, oil, 
greases, lubricants and other fuel or propellants; 

B. maintaining and operating facilities and equipment for storage, handling and dispensing of 
gasoline, oil, greases, lubricants and other fuels or propellants for use by Southwest or its 
Affiliates in activities contemplated in 2.04.A; 

C. maintaining and operating communicafion, meteorological and aerial navigation facilities 
and equipment associated with the conduct of Southwest's or its Affiliates' air transportation 
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business; 

D. loading and unloading persons, property, cargo and mail upon or from aircraft operated by 
Southwest or its Affiliates; provided, however, such loading and unloading shall not be so 
conducted as to constitute use of the Premises as a substitute for normal passenger terminal area 
operations; and further provided that nothing contained herein shall be deemed to be the grant of 
any franchise, license, permit or consent to Southwest or its Affiliates to operate motor coaches, 
buses, taxicabs or other vehicles carrying passengers or property for hire or other consideration 
over the public ways to and from the Airport; 

E. training personnel in the employ of Southwest or its Affiliates or under their direction and 
the personnel of other air carriers having tiaining contracts with Southwest or its Affiliates; 

F. maintaining and operafing automobile parking areas on the Premises for the parking of 
automobiles by employees and invitees of Southwest or its Affiliates; provided, however, that 
such parking lots may not be used for airline passenger automobile parking; 

G. maintaining and operating a private cafeteria, restaurant or other food and beverage 
preparing and dispensing facilities and equipment for the purpose of preparing and serving foods 
and beverages for consumption by employees and invitees of Southwest or its Affiliates and for 
consumption on aircraft operated by Southwest or its Affiliates; provided, however, that nothing 
contained in this subparagraph (G) shall be deemed to give Southwest or its Affiliates the right to 
maintain or operate a public cafeteria, restaurant or other food and beverage preparing and 
dispensing facilities and equipment for the purpose of selling food or beverage to the public as a 
caterer or otherwise; 

H. maintaining and operafing Southwest's (but not its Affiliates') reservations offices, 
administiafive offices and operations offices; 

I. the sale, disposal or exchange of Southwest's or its Affiliate's aircraft, engines, 
accessories, gasoline, oil, greases, lubricants, other fuel or propellant, other equipment or supplies, 
and any articles or goods used by or acquired for use by Southwest or its Affiliates in connection 
with its conduct of air transportation; provided, however, that neither Southwest nor its Affihates 
shall sell, dispose of or exchange any such items to others than their employees or other scheduled 
air transportation operators; and 

K. such other uses as may be approved in writing from time to time by the Commissioner. 

Section 2.05 Quiet Enjoyment. Subject to the provisions of this Agreement, City covenants 
that, so long as Southwest complies with all of its obligations hereunder and is not in default of 
any of its obligations. Southwest shall be entitied to and shall have the occupancy, use and 
enjoyment of the Premises and may exercise the rights and privileges granted to it hereunder; 
provided, however, that the exercise of such rights and privileges shall be conducted in an orderly 
and proper manner and shall not otherwise annoy, disturb, or be offensive to others at the Airport. 
In the event that Southwest is not in compliance with this Section, at the written request of the 
Commissioner, Southwest shall immediately conform the demeanor or conduct of Southwest, its 
Affiliates or its Contractors and their respecfive officials, agents, employees, guests, patrons, and 
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invitees accordingly. 

Notwithstanding the foregoing, upon the giving of reasonable nofice, which may (in certain 
circumstances determined at the Commissioner's reasonable discretion) be only by oral notice. 
Southwest shall allow City, its officers, agents, representatives or employees, free access to the 
Premises for the purposes of examining them to ascertain if Southwest is complying with its 
obligations under this Agreement, and for conducting such other activities deemed reasonably 
necessary by the Commissioner to ensure the safe and efficient operation of the Airport. 

Section 2.06 Ingress and Egress. Subject to Airport Rules and Regulations, Southwest shall 
have the right and privilege (i) of ingress to and egress from the Premises and the public areas of 
the Airport, for its Affiliates, Contractors, employees, agents, guests, patrons, and invitees, and its 
equipment, vehicles, machinery and (ii) to provide transportation of its employees to, from, and 
within the Airport. Southwest shall not block or otherwise obstmct the common use taxiway or 
service roads with aircraft or ground vehicles, respectively, at any time or in any manner which 
will impair or adversely affect the use or operation of said taxiway or service road areas by City or 
other Airport users. 

Section 2.07 Present Condition of Premises. Southwest, by the execution of this Agreement, 
accepts the Premises "AS IS". Southwest shall be responsible for the compliance of the Premises 
with all applicable federal, state, and local laws, statutes, codes, ordinances, mles, regulations, and 
orders, including any and all requirements set forth in Article VII hereof. Other than what may be 
exphcitly provided for herein, the City shall have no obligation or responsibiUty whatsoever to do 
any work or fumish any improvements of any kind to the Premises or perform any maintenance or 
repairs on the Premises. CFTY MAKES NO WARRANTY, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, 
AS TO THE CONDITION OF THE PREMISES (D^̂ CLUDING ANY ENVIRONMENTAL 
CONDITION) OR THAT THE PREMISES SHALL BE SUITABLE FOR SOUTHWEST'S 
PURPOSES OR NEEDS. CITY SHALL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY LATENT 
DEFECT AND SOUTHWEST SHALL NOT, UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES, WITHHOLD 
ANY RENT OR OTHER AMOUNTS PAYABLE TO CITY HEREUNDER ON ACCOUNT OF 
ANY DEFECT IN THE PREMISES. BY ITS ENTRY ONTO THE PREMISES, SOUTHWEST 
ACCEPTS THE PREMISES AS BEING FREE AND CLEAR FROM ALL DEFECTS AND IN 
GOOD. SAFE, CLEAN, AND ORDERLY CONDITION AND REPAIR. Soutiiwest waives any 
and all claims against the City regarding the condition of the Premises which may currentiy exist 
or which may arise in the future by contiact, at common law, in equity, or under statute, now or 
then currently in effect, including those which relate to environmental condifions on, under, or 
near the Premises; provided, however, that such waiver does not extend to (i) Southwest's right to 
contribution from the City as may be provided under any Environmental Law, and (ii) fines and 
penalties for which the City would be hable, and Southwest would not be liable, under any 
Environmental Law. 

Section 2.08 Accessibility. Southwest shall have the responsibility to ensure that the Premises 
are in compliance with applicable provisions of the Americans with Disabilities Act and other 
applicable laws and regulations governing access. If any action is necessary to achieve 
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compliance. Southwest shall submit a plan for achieving such compliance to the Commissioner 
within thirty (30) days of execution of this Agreement by Southwest. 

Section 2.09 Covenant Against Waste. Southwest will not do or pennit or suffer any waste, 
damage, impairment or injury to or upon the Premises or any part thereof. 

Section 2.10 Signs. The number, genercil type, size, design, and location of any signs installed 
by Southwest on the Premises shall be subject to the prior written approval of the Commissioner. 
Southwest is responsible for obtaining all other necessary permits. 

Section 2,11 Lighting. Southwest shall illuminate the apron in front of each hangar building on 
the Premises with flood lights and shall place and maintain at all times red obstmction lights on 
the highest point and on each comer of each building on the Premises and on the highest point of 
each smoke stack, pole, aerial and/or antenna on the Premises. The obstmction light fixtures shall 
be of a dual type and the Ughts shall be kept burning at Southwest's expense from dusk to dawn 
and during periods of restricted visibility. 

Section 2.12 Removal of Southwest's Property. 

A. The personal property financed with funds other than special facility revenue bonds and 
placed or installed by Southwest in the Premises shall remain the property of Southwest and must 
be removed on or before the expiration of the term or the expiration of any extension or renewal 
thereof at Southwest's sole risk and expense. Any damage to the Airport, the Premises, or any 
fixtures located therein, resulting from such removal shall be paid for by Southwest. In the event 
of the terminafion of this Agreement, by default or otherwise. Southwest shall have thirty (30) 
days after such termination during which to remove such property; provided, however. City shall 
have the right to assert such liens against said property as City may by law be permitted. So long 
as any such property remains in the Premises, Southwest's obligation to pay City Rent and any 
other sums which may be due the City under the Agreement shall continue. 

B. If Southwest's property is not removed as herein provided, City may, at its option, deem 
such property abandoned and keep such property or after written notice to Southwest and at 
Southwest's sole risk and expense, remove such property to a public warehouse for deposit, or 
retain the same in City's possession and after the expiration of thirty (30) days sell the same, with 
notice and in accordance with applicable law, the proceeds of which shall be applied first to the 
expenses of such removal and sale, second to any sum owed by Southwest to City, and any 
balance remaining shall be paid to Southwest. 

ARTICLE III - TERM 

Section 3.01 Term. The term of this Agreement shall commence on the Effective Date and 
shall expire on the same date as the Use Agreement expires, is extended until, or is terminated 
("Term"), unless this Agreement is earlier terminated according to its provisions. 

Section 3.02 Early termination. In addition to termination for default or condemnation, the 
City may terminate this Agreement, for all or a portion of the Premises, by 180 days' prior written 
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notice to Southwest in the event that the Premises, or a portion thereof, are needed for other 
Airport or other public agency purposes, in which event, the City wiU relocate Southwest to other 
Airport premises and pay Southwest the unamortized costs of any Improvements, as amortized on 
a stiaight-line basis from the date of beneficial occupancy until the then-effective date of 
expiration of the Term. 

ARTICLE IV - RENT 

Section 4.01 Rent. In consideration of this Agreement for lease of the Premises, Southwest 
shall pay Rent to the City in the amount(s) set forth in Exhibit B. 

Section 4.02 Method and Manner of Payment. Southwest shall, on or before the first day of 
each calendar month during the term of this Agreement, pay to City, at the office of the City 
Comptroller, 333 South State Street, Room 402, Chicago, Illinois 60614, or to such other place or 
person as City may direct Southwest by written notice, a monthly rental, in advance, which will be 
one twelfth (1/12) of the annual Rent, set forth above. The Rent shall be paid to City, without 
set-off, deduction or discount, except as specifically provided in this Agreement, in lawful money 
of the United States. Payments for partial months or calendar years shall be appropriately 
prorated. vi 

Section 4.03 Late Payments. Each and every installment of Rent accming under the provisions 
of this Agreement which shall not be paid when due shall bear interest at the Default Rate, from 
the date when the same is due until the same shall be paid. All other sums becoming due or 
payable to the City under this Agreement, including, without limitation, all monies expended by 
the City pursuant to this Agreement or on account of any default by Southwest in the performance 
or observance of any of the covenants and agreements contained in this Agreement shall likewise 
bear interest from the respective dates when the same shall be advanced or paid by City, or 
otherwise due to City, at the rate per annum which shall be the lower of (a) the highest rate 
permitted by law or (b) the Default Rate, untU the same shall be paid by Southwest to City. All 
sums so advanced or paid by City shall become so much additional Rent under the terms of this 
Agreement, due and payable on the date of such advance or payment. 

Section 4.04 Security Deposit. There shall be no security deposit required under this 
Agreement unless and until a security deposit is required of Southwest under the Use Agreement. 
In the event that Southwest is required to provide a security deposit under the Use Agreement, 
Southwest shall pay to the City a security deposit under this Agreement in the amount of three 
months' Rent, which sum shall be refunded to Southwest, less any sums which may be due and 
owing to the City, subsequent to the expiration or termination of this Agreement. Such security 
deposit may be in the form of cash or a letter of credit in a form which is acceptable to the 
Commissioner and the Concessionaire. 

Section 4.05 Utilities. Southwest shall be responsible for payment of all costs of utilities for the 
Premises, including, but not limited to, natural gas, water, sewer and electricity furnished to the 
Premises. Southwest shall pay all water rates, taxes and assessments, general and special, lawfully 
levied or assessed upon the Premises. 
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Section 4.06 Taxes. Southwest shall pay such taxes or special assessments, if any, which may 
be levied or assessed upon Southwest's interest in the Premises, or any part thereof; or upon any 
buildings or improvements at any time situated thereon, or lawfully levied or assessed upon the 
leasehold interest created hereby, during the term of this Agreement. Southwest shall provide the 
Conunissioner with copies of all notices relating to such taxes within thirty (30) days of receipt 
and shall provide the Commissioner with a receipt indicating payment of such taxes. Nothing 
herein shall preclude Southwest from contesting such charge or tax, including those taxes or 
charges enacted or promulgated by City. Southwest's obligafion to pay any such taxes or other 
special assessments arising during the Term shall survive expiration or tennination of this 
Agreement. 

Section 4.07 Permits, Licenses. Southwest shall be responsible for obtaining, at its own 
expense, all necessary govemmental approvals, inspections, pennits, or licenses needed in 
connection with the Premises, any business conducted thereon, or any Work performed thereon. 

Section 4.09 Abatement in the Event of Closing. 

A. In the event that for a period of time in excess of five (5) consecutive days the Airport is 
closed by any order or direction of City or any other governmental authority or agency, or by any 
order or direction of any court of competent jurisdiction and not stayed by way of appeal or 
otherwise, then the sole and exclusive remedy of Southwest shall be that the Rent payable by 
Southwest shall abate for the period of such closing. There shall be no abatement or reduction of 
Rent where the closing of the Airport is caused by the willful or negligent act or omission of 
Southwest, its Affiliates, agents, employees, licensees, contractors, subcontractors, or invitees. 

B. Except as otherwise expressly set forth herein. Southwest shall have no right to abatement 
or set-off of Rent of any kmd. 

ARTICLE V- CONSTRUCTION, MAINTENANCE & REPAIR 

Section 5.01 Improvements. Southwest may from time to time constmct or install in the 
Premises, at its own expense. Improvements, including pavement, facilities and equipment, and 
any additions thereto, reasonably necessaty in connection with any use permitted under the 
provisions of this Agreement, subject to the prior written approval of the Commissioner. 
Southwest shall be obligated to make those Improvements, if any, described on Exhibit A no later 
than the date specified in Exhibit A. Southwest shall submit the plans and specifications for any 
Improvements to the City for the Commissioner's approval pursuant to Section 5.02 no later than 
180 days prior to the date that Southwest desires to commence constmction. Commencement of 
the Improvements shall not occur prior to receipt of the Commissioner's approval for the plans 
and specifications and receipt of all necessary permits and insurance coverages. Southwest shall 
thereafter dUigenfly pursue constmction of the Improvements until fully completed in a condition 
reasonably acceptable to City. 

Section 5.02 Construction Requirements. 

A. Any constmction of Improvements shall commence only after Southwest obtains (except 
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as provided in D below) any building or constmction licenses or permits as may be required by 
federal, state or local laws or regulations and any additional insurance coverage required by this 
Agreement. The constmction of the Improvements shall be in conformance with all applicable 
City codes, ordinances, order and regulations and FAA regulations, and the conduct of performing 
such Work shall be in accordance with the procedures, and standards set forth in Exhibit C 
attached hereto and subject to the additional legal requirements set forth in this Agreement. Upon 
assignment of this Agreement to the Concessionaire, Exhibit C may be replaced by mutual 
agreement of the Concessionaire and Southwest. 

B. A constmction appUcation together with plans and specifications of any proposed 
constmction or installation (including any substantial alteration or addition to a hangar or ramp), a 
proposed schedule and evidence of insurance coverages required by Article X shall be submitted 
to the Commissioner for his or her written approval before commencement of constmction. 
Southwest shall require its Contractor to fiimish a payment and performance bond in form and 
substance acceptable to the Commissioner. Commissioner's approval shall not be unreasonably 
withheld. Commissioner's approval of any plans and specifications shall not constitute a zoning 
approval or approval for other purposes or by other agencies or divisions of the City. Any 
professionals employed by or contiacted with by Southwest shall be properly licensed and insured 
to perform their Work. 

C. City shall have the right at all times to inspect any and all Work, provided that Southwest 
is given reasonable advance notice (unless such notice is impracticable under the circumstances). 
Notwithstanding its right of review and inspection, the City shall in no way be deemed 
responsible for any such Work, or the failure of such Work to be completed in accordance with 
approved plans and specifications, or any applicable laws, codes, statutes, mles or regulations. 
Any Work performed in connection with any Improvements to the Premises at the direction of 
Southwest, even though performed by Contractors, subcontractors or others of any and all tiers 
working through them, shaU be the responsibility of Southwest. All Work shall be performed in 
accordance with the plans and specifications and other documents submitted to and approved by 
the Commissioner, and any applicable federal, state or local laws, codes, ordinances, statutes, 
mles, regulations and those requirements set forth in Articles Vn and VEI hereof. 

D. The City is responsible for obtaining FAA approval of changes in the Airport Layout Plan, 
but Southwest or its contractor shall prepare the Section 7460 notice of intent to constmct. The 
City will require seven business days to review the notice prior to submission to the FAA, and the 
FAA typically requires 45 to 90 days to approve. Southwest acknowledges that the FAA may 
impose covenants or restiictions as a condition of its approval. Compliance with such covenants 
or restrictions is an essential condition of this Agreement, and failure to comply will be grounds 
for declaring an event of default. 

E. Nothing herein is intended nor shall it be constmed to provide any limitation upon 
Southwest's obligation to comply with the terms and conditions of this Agreement. No City 
review or approval of any act of Southwest or document provided by Southwest, including, but 
not limited to, plans and specificafions, shall in any way serve to attenuate, diminish or otherwise 
limit Southwest's obligafions hereunder, nor shall any such review or approval constitute a waiver 
by the City of any non-compliance with the terms and conditions of this Agreement. 
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Section 5.03 Title. City and Southwest mutually agree that any Improvements constmcted on 
the Premises shall become and remain the property of City upon their completion. 

Section 5.04 Liens Prohibited. Southwest shall keep the Premises free and clear of any and all 
Mens in any way arising out of the constmction, improvement, or use thereof by Southwest or its 
Affihates; provided, however. Southwest may in good faith contest the validity of any Uen, 
provided such contest does not impair the City's rights with respect to the Premises. Nothing 
herein contained empowers Southwest to commit or engage in any act which can, sh2dl, or may 
encumber the rights of City. In no event shall this Agreement or any rights or privileges 
hereunder be an asset of Southwest or an Affiliate under any bankmptcy, insolvency, or 
reorganization proceedings. 

Section 5.05 Ordinary Maintenance and Repair. 

A. Southwest acknowledges and agrees that the maintenance of the Premises by Southwest is 
an essential condition of this Agreement, and Southwest agrees to perform or cause to be 
performed all necessary preventive maintenance, repairs, replacements and improvements to the 
Premises at Southwest's sole cost and expense. Southwest shall at all times: 

1. Keep the Prerhises and all fixtures, equipment and personal property in a clean, safe, 
and orderly condition and appearance and, to the extent that Southwest does not use its own 
employees, engage reputable janitorial, engineering and pest contiol contractors; 

2. Maintain the same in good condition (reasonable wear and tear excepted) and perform 
aU ordinary repairs, replacements, and painting; such repairs, replacements, and painting by 
Southwest shaU be of a quality not inferior to the standards set forth in any mles and regulations 
adopted by City for the Airport; 

3. Control all of its vehicular tiaffic on the Airport and take all precautions reasonably 
necessary to promote the safety of its passengers, customers, business visitors, and other persons, 
and employ such means as may be necessary to safely direct the movements of its vehicular 
tiaffic; 

4. Remove all snow from all ramps, hangar taxiways and paved areas on the Premises; 

5. Either directiy or through a licensed independent contiactor, dispose of its garbage, 
debris, and other waste materials at properly permitted facilities. 

B. If the performance of any of the foregoing maintenance, repair, replacement, or painting 
obligations of Southwest requires work to be perfonned near an active taxiway or mnway or 
where safety of airport operations might be involved. Southwest shall post guards or erect baniers 
or other safeguards as required and approved by the Commissioner at such locafions prior to 
Southwest's performance of any such maintenance, repair, replacement or painting. 
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C. City has the right to inspect the Premises and direct Southwest to make ordinary repairs. 
City wiU provide reasonable notice prior to such inspection, unless in an emergency situation, and 
wiU notify Southwest's representative on the Premises at the beginning of any such inspection. 

D. No later than March 1 of each year. Southwest must provide the City an annual report 
detailing repairs or replacements made during the preceding year that exceeded $5,000 (five 
thousand dollars). 

Section 5.06 Restoration Necessitated by Casualty. 

A. In the event the Premises are damaged or destioyed, in whole or in part, (regardless of the 
cause therefor) Southwest covenants and agrees that Southwest, at its own expense 
(notwithstanding insufficiency of insurance proceeds), shall either (1) repair, restore or rebuild 
any building or other improvement so damaged or destioyed, or (2) design and constmct a new 
building and associated improvements in like kind to the Premises damaged or destroyed. Any 
such damage or destmction is herein refened to as a "Casualty". Any such repair, restoration, or 
rebuilding or constmction of a new building and associated improvements is herein refened to as 
a "Restoration." In the event of a Casualty, Southwest, after consultation with City, and subject to 
the requirements set forth in this Section, shall undertake Restoration to (i) substantially the same 
condition, character and utility value as existed prior to the Casualty, or (u) such other condition, 
character and utility value as may be agreed upon in writing by the City and Southwest. 

B. Southwest shall provide prompt written notice to the City of any Casualty with a good 
faith estimate of the cost of the Restoration and the amount of available insurance coverage. In 
the event that the estimated cost of the Restoration is less than $500,000, Southwest may effect 
such Restoration as Southwest may deem reasonably necessary. In the event that the estimated 
cost of the Restoration is $500,000 or more, Southwest shall fiimish with its notice supporting 
estimates of the costs of Restoration by a reputable, experienced architect, engineer or contiactor 
qualified to make such estimates. Unless the Commissioner otherwise agrees in writing not to 
proceed with the Restoration, within sixty (60) days of the date of such notice. Southwest shall 
provide to the City plans and specifications for such Restoration, which plans and specifications 
are subject to Commissioner review and approval, which approval shall not be unreasonably 
withheld or delayed. Upon the Commissioner's approval of such plans and specifications and 
Southwest's receipt of all necessary permits. Southwest shall immediately proceed to diligentiy 
perform the Restorafion and complete such Restoration in a fimely manner. In the event that 
Southwest fails to diUgently perform the Restoration or complete the Restoration in a timely 
manner, the City may exercise its rights under Section 9.04 of this Agreement. 

C. Any insurance proceeds of $100,000 or more shall be made payable to both the City and 
Southwest. K Southwest does not commence a Restoration promptly and the City exercises its 
rights under Section 9.04, or if this Agreement expires or terminates at any time for any reason 
prior to application of all insurance proceeds to the Restoration, then aU remaining insurance 
proceeds shall be payable solely to City for its use to complete the Restoration. 

D. Without limiting any of the other terms hereof, it is expressly understood and agreed that, 
except and to the extent provided herein, no loss or partial destmction of or damage to the 
Premises or the buildings or other improvements from whatsoever cause, shall operate to 
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terminate this Agreement or to relieve or discharge Southwest from its liabiUty to pay the full 
Rent and addifional charges payable under this Agreement, or to relieve Southwest from any of its 
other obligations under this Agreement. Except and to the extent provided herein, Southwest 
waives any right now or hereafter confened upon it, whether by statute or otherwise, to sunender 
this Agreement or possession of the Premises or any part thereof, or to obtain any suspension, 
diminution, abandonment or reduction of Rent, on account of any such loss, damage or 
destmction to the buildings or any other property at the Premises. 

ARTICLE VI - MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION OF AIRPORT 

Section 6.01 City's Obligations. City will operate and maintain the Airport in a manner 
consistent with that of a reasonably pmdent operator of an airport, and keep in good condifion and 
repair: the mnway and the taxiway, roadways, water lines, sewer lines, drainage ditches, addifions, 
improvements, faciUties, and equipment, now or hereafter provided by City, serving the Premises 
but located outside the Premises, including the removal of snow, ice, vegetation, stones, and other 
foreign matter, as reasonably as may be done, from the mnway and taxiway, connections 
therefrom, and roadways. 

Section 6.02 Southwest's Remedy. In the event that the City fails to cure any failure in its 
performance of its obligations under Section 6.01 within a reasonable period, and provided that 
the Airport is not closed at the direction of the City or any other govemmental authority or agency, 
Southwest's sole and exclusive remedy is to terminate this Agreement by providing notice to the 
City pursuant to the terms of Article XV hereof 

Section 6.03 Regulating the Airport; Airport Operation. City reserves the right to regulate, 
poUce and fiirther develop, improve, reconstmct, modify or otherwise alter the Airport in City's 
sole discretion, subject to Southwest's rights under the Use Agreement. City reserves the right, 
but shall not be obligated to Southwest, to maintain and keep in repair the landing area of the 
Aiiport and all pubUcly-owned facilities of the Airport. City shall not have any obUgation to 
continue to operate the Airport or any part as an airport for passenger or freight air tiansportation 
or at any particular level of operation and may at any time limit or discontinue use of the Airport 
or any means of access to or within the Airport in whole or in part. This provision shaU not be 
interpreted to grant a right to limit or discontinue means of access to the Premises by Southwest 
from outside the Airport from dedicated public stieets. 

Section 6.04 Other Governmental Functions. Nothing contained herein shaU impair the right 
of City to exercise its govemmental functions outside of its role as Airport sponsor, including but 
not limited to requiring Southwest to pay any tax or inspection fees or to procure necessary 
permits or licenses. 

ARTICLE VII - SPECIAL CONDITIONS 

Section 7.01 Compliance with AU Laws. Southwest shall comply with all applicable federal, 
state, and local laws, codes, regulations, ordinances, mles, and orders (collectively, "Laws"), 
including without limitation such Laws as are listed below; provided, however, that Southwest 
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may, without being considered to be in breach hereof, contest any such Laws so long as such 
contest is in good faith, is diUgentiy commenced and prosecuted by Southwest, and does not 
jeopardize the health or safety of persons at the Airport or Airport operations. Any Law that is 
applicable to this Agreement, but that is not expressly mentioned herein, shall be deemed to be 
included by reference. 

A. Economic Disclosure Statement and Affidavit. Southwest has executed an Economic 
Disclosure Statement and Affidavit ("EDS") in the form provided by City, in compUance with 720 
JLCS 5/33E-3, 4 and 11(B), as amended; 65 ILCS 5/11-42.1-1; Chapter 2-56 of tiie Municipal 
Code; and Section 2-92-320 of Chapter 2 of the Municipal Code of Chicago ("Municipal Code"), 
respectively. Such EDS(s) is(are) attached hereto as Exhibit E. In the event of a change in 
circumstance that renders the informafion or certifications in an EDS inaccurate or obsolete. 
Southwest shall promptiy notify the City and submit an amended EDS. FaUure to so notify the 
City and provide an amended EDS is an event of default. 

B. Anti-Scofflaw. In accordance with Section 2-92-380 of the Mimicipal Code, and in 
addifion to any other rights and remedies (including any of set-off) available to City under this 
Agreement or permitted at law or in equity. City shall be entitled to set off a portion of any 
amounts due Southwest by City under this Agreement in an amount equal to the amount of the 
fines and penalties for each outstanding parking violation complaint and/or the amount of any 
debt owed by Southwest to City. For puiposes of this section, "outstanding parking violation 
complaint" means a parking ticket, notice of parking violation or parking violation complaint on 
which no payment has been made or appearance filed in the Circuit Court of Cook County within 
the fime specified on the complaint, and "debt" means a specified sum of money owed to City for 
which the period granted for payment has expired. 

Notwithstanding the provisions of the immediately preceding paragraph, no such debt(s) or 
outstanding parking violation complaints shaU be offset from any amounts due Southwest from 
City under this Agreement if one or more of the foUowing conditions are met: 

(1) Southwest has entered into an agreement with the Department of Revenue, or other 
appropriate City department, for the payment of aU outstanding parking violation 
complaints and/or debts owed to City and Southwest is in compUance with the agreement; 
or 

(2) Southwest is contesting liability for or the amount of the debt in a pending 
administiative or judicial proceeding; or 

(3) Southwest has fded a petition in bankmptcy and the debts owed City are 
dischargeable in bankmptcy. 

C. Ethics. Southwest shall comply with Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code, 
"Govemmental Ethics", including, but not limited to. Section 2-156-120 pursuant to which no 
payment, gratuity, or offer of employment shall be made in connecfion with any City contract, by 
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or on behalf of a subcontiactor to the prime contiactor or higher tier subconfractor or any person 
associated therewith, as an inducement for the award of a subcontiact or order. Any contiact 
negotiated, entered into, or performed in violation of any of the provisions of such Chapter shaU 
be voidable as to City. 

D. MacBride Principles. City, through the passage of the MacBride Principles Ordinance, 
seeks to promote fair and equal emplojmient opportunities and labor practices for religious 
minorities in Northem Ireland and provide a better working environment for aU citizens in 
Northem freland. If Southwest conducts any business operations in Northem freland, it is hereby 
required that Southwest shall make all reasonable and good faith efforts to conduct any business 
operations in Northem Ireland in accordance with the MacBride Principles for Northem freland as 
defined in Dlinois Public Act 85-1390 (1988 Ul. Laws 3220). 

E. Inspector General. It shall be the duty of Southwest and aU officers, dfrectors, agents, 
partners, and employees of Southwest to cooperate with the Inspector General of the City in any 
investigation or hearing undertaken pursuant to Chapter 2-56 of the Municipal Code. Southwest 
understands and will abide by all provisions of Chapter 2-56 of the Municipal Code. 

F. Americans with Disabilities Act. Any and aU Improvements must be designed and built 
in compliance with all applicable federal,; state and local laws and regulations regarding 
accessibility standards for disabled or environrrientally Umited persons including, but not limited 
to, die foUowing: Americans with DisabiUties Act, P.L. 101-336 (1990), 42 U.S.C. 12101 et seq. 
and the Uniform Federal AccessibiUty Guidelines for Buildings and FaciUties and the Illinois 
Envfronmental Barriers Act, 410 ELCS 25/1 et seq. (1991), and the regulations promulgated 
thereto at 71 Dl. Admin. Code Ch. 1, Sec. 400.110. In the event that the above-cited standards are 
inconsistent. Southwest shall comply with the standard providing greater accessibUity. 

G. Conflicts of Interest. Southwest represents and wanants that no member of the 
goveming body of the City or other unit of govemment and no other officer, employee or agent of 
the City or other unit of govemment who exercises any funcfions or responsibiUties in connection 
with this Agreement has, or shall acquire, any personal interest, dfrect or indfrect, iri this 
Agreement, or in Southwest. Southwest further covenants that no member of or delegate to the 
Congress of the United States or the fllinois General Assembly and no alderman of the City or 
employee of the City shall be admitted to any share or part of this Lease or any financial benefit to 
arise from it. 

H. Business Relationships with Elected Officials. Pursuant to Secfion 2-156-030(b) of the 
Municipal Code, it is iUegal for any elected official of the City, or any person acting at the 
direcfion of such official, to contact, either orally or in writing, any other City official or employee 
with respect to any matter involving any person with whom the elected official has a business 
relationship, or to participate in any discussion in any City Council committee hearing or in any 
City Council meeting or to vote on any matter involving the person with whom an elected official 
has a business relationship. Violation of Section 2-156-030(b) by any elected official with respect 
to this Agreement is grounds for terminafion of this Agreement. The term "business relationship" 
is defined as set forth in Section 2-156-080 of the Municipal Code as any contiactual or other 
private business dealing of an official, or his or her spouse, or of any entity in which an official or 
his or her spouse has a financial interest, with a person or entity which entitles an official to 
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compensation or payment in the amount of $2,500 or more in a calendar year; provided, however, 
a financial interest shall not include: (i) any ownership through purchase at fafr market value or 
inheritance of less than one percent of the share of a corporafion, or any corporate subsidiary, 
parent or affiliate thereof, regardless of the value of or dividends on such shares, if such shares are 
registered on a securities exchange pursuant to the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended; 
(U) the authorized compensation paid to an official or employee for his office or employment; 
(ui) any economic benefit provided equally to aU residents of the City; (iv) a time or demand 
deposit in a financial institution; or (v) an endowment or insurance poUcy or annuity contiact 
purchased from an insurance company. A "contiactual or other private business dealing" shaU not 
include any employment relationship of an official's spouse with an entity when such spouse has 
no discretion concerning or input relating to the relationship between that enfity and the City. 

I. Non-discrimination. 

(1) Federal Requirements. It shall be an unlawful employment practice for Southwest (a) to fail 
or refuse to hfre or to discharge any individual, or otherwise to discriminate against any individual 
with respect to his compensation, or the terms, conditions, or privileges of his employment, 
because of such individual Is race, color, religion, sex, age, handicap, or national origin; or (b) to 
limit, segregate, or classify his employees or appUcants for employment in any way which would 
deprive or tend to deprive any individual of employment opportunities or otherwise adversely 
affect his status as an employee, because of such individual's race, color, religion, sex, age, 
handicap, or national origin. Southwest shall comply with The Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 
U.S.C. sec. 2000 et seq. (1981), as amended. Attention is called to: Exec. Order No. 11,246, 30 
Fed. Reg. 12,319 (1965), reprinted in 42 U.S.C. 2000(e) note, as amended by Exec. Order No. 
11,375, 32 Fed. Reg. 14,303 (1967) and by Exec. Order No. 12,086, 43 Fed. Reg. 46,501 
(1978); Age Discrimination Act, 42 U.S.C. sec. 6101-6106 (1981); RehabUitation Act of 1973,29 
U.S.C. sec. 793794 (1981); Americans witii DisabUities Act, P.L. 101-336; and 41 C.F.R. Part 60, 
et seq. (1990). 

(2) State Requirements. Southwest shaU comply with the Illinois Human Rights Act, 775 ILCS 
5/1-101, et seq.. as amended, and any mles and regulations promulgated in accordance therewith, 
including, but not limited to the Equal Employment Opportunity Clause, 44 Ul. Admin. Code 
§750 Appendix A. Furthermore, Southwest shaU comply with the Discrimination in PubUc 
Contiacts Act, 775 ILCS 10/0.01 etseq., as amended. 

(3) City Requirements. Southwest shaU comply with the Chicago Human Rights Ordinance, 
Chapter 2-160, Section 2-160-010 et seq. of the Murucipal Code, as amended. Further, Southwest 
shaU fiimish and shall cause each of its contiactors to fiiniish such reports and infonnation as 
requested by the Chicago Commission on Human Relations. 

J. Affirmative Action Program. Southwest assures that it wiU undertake an affirmative 
action program which sets forth all applicable Federal standards as required by 14 C.F.R. Part 
152, Subpart E, to insure that no person shall on the grounds of race, creed, color, reUgion, age, 
national origin, or sex be excluded from participating in any employment activities covered in 14 
C.F.R. Part 152, Subpart E. Southwest assures that no person shall be excluded on these grounds 
from participating in or receiving the services or benefits of any program or acfivity covered by 
Subpart E. Southwest assures that it will require that its covered suborganizations provide 
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assurances to Southwest that they simUarly wiU undertake an affirmative action program and mat 
they wiU requfre assurances from thefr organizations, as requfred by 14 C.F.R., Part 152, Subpart 
E, to the same effect. 

K. Office of Compliance. It is the duty of Southwest and its officers, directors, agents, 
partners and employees to abide by the provisions of Chapter 2-26 of the Municipal Code and to 
cooperate with the City's Office of Compliance in any investigation or audit undertaken pursuant 
to to Chapter 2-26 of the Municipal Code. 

Section 7.02 Environment 

A. Compliance with Environmental Laws. (1) If Southwest is required pursuant to any 
Envfronmental Laws to file any notice or report of a release or threatened release of Hazardous 
Materials or Special Wastes (as those terms may be defined in an appUcable Envfronmental Law) 
on, under or about the Premises, Southwest shaU provide a copy of such report or notice to the 
City. In the event of a release or threatened release of Hazardous Materials or Special Waste into 
the environment, or in the event of any claim, demand, action or notice is made against Southwest 
regarding Southwest's failure or alleged failure to comply with any Environmental Law, 
Southwest shall immediately notify the City. 

(2) City shall have reasonable access to the Premises to confirm that Southwest is using the 
Premises in accordance with Envfronmental Laws. Southwest, at the reasonable request of City 
and at Southwest's expense, shaU conduct such testing and analysis as is necessary to ascertain 
whether Southwest is using the Premises in compliance with all Environment Laws. Any such 
tests shall be conducted by qualified independent envfronmental consultants chosen by Southwest 
and subject to City's reasonable approval. Copies of any reports or test results shall be provided to 
City. In addition to any other remedy afforded at law, in equity or by the terms of this Agreement, 
if Southwest fails to comply with any Envfronmental Law which results in, or may result in, a 
material adverse impact to the Premises or potential UabUity to the City, the City may (a) enter the 
Premises and take necessary measures to insure compUance with Environmental Laws, including, 
but not limited to, testing and soU sampling, all at Southwest's expense, and/or (b) terminate this 
Agreement in accordance with the default provisions of this Agreement. 

(3) City makes no wananty, express or implied, regarding the environmental condition of the 
Premises, including but not limited to any underground storage tanks on the Premises, the 
presence of Hazardous Materials and Special Wastes on the Premises, that the Premises are free of 
Hazardous Materials and Special Wastes, or any other environmental contaminant. 

(4) In the event that City is named in any enforcement action or lawsuit by any party in 
connection with the envfronmental condition of the Premises or improvements thereon. Southwest 
shall defend City and indemnify City for any costs, damages or fines that might be found against 
City; provided, however, that Southwest shall not be held accountable by the City under this 
Agreement in the event that contamination is the result of a thfrd party tiaversing an easement or 
right of way on the Premises or the negligence of the City. Southwest's obligation to indemnify 
the City pursuant to this section in no other way limits nor is limited by any other indemnification 
provided in this Agreement. 
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(5) Southwest's UabUity and obUgations under this Section shaU survive the tennination of this 
Agreement. Southwest hereby waives any right of action or claim pursu£int to any Envfronmental 
Law against the City, its officers, officials, agents or employees except for envfronmental 
conditions for which the City is determined by a court of competent jurisdiction to have been the 
direct and proximate cause. 

B. Environmental Permits. Southwest must maintain evidence of, and keep cunent 
throughout the term of this Agreement, aU waste hauUng, Special Waste hauling, disposal permits 
and insurance certificates requfred by federal, state, or local govemmental body or agency 
pursuant to any Environmental Law. When requested by the Commissioner, Southwest shaU 
submit copies of all hauling permits required by any Envfronmental Law. Copies of aU permits 
and insurance certificates that requfre periodic renewal must be forwarded to the Commissioner 
throughout the duration of this Agreement. Non-compUance with this requfrement is an event of 
default. 

C. Environmental Records and Reports. Southwest shall be requfred to prepare and 
maintain proper, accurate and complete records of accounts of all transactions related to the 
operations of this Agreement, including, but not Umited to, the following: 

(1) Vehicle maintenance records 
(2) Safety and accident reports 
(3) lEPA or OSHA manifests 
(4) Disposal records, including disposal site used, date, tmck number and disposal weight. 
(5) Permit documentation and aU other documentation and transactions pertaining to all 
Environmental Laws. 

AU such records and accounts shaU be subject to review by the City and shall be made avaUable to 
the City upon the request of the Commissioner. The City's review of any such records and 
accounts shall in no way serve to limit Southwest's obligations or liability under the terms and 
conditions of this Agreement or any Envfronmental Law. 

D. Disposal of Materials, Construction and Demolition Debris, Soil and Waste. (1) 
Southwest shall be responsible for the proper disposal of all materials, constmction and 
demoUtion debris, soil and other waste generated by Southwest's business operations, including 
but not Umited to the constmction of Improvements, or Southwest's afr tiansportation business 
activities. HauUng and disposal by a confractor does not relieve Southwest from responsibility for 
proper disposal. Disposal of aU materials, constmction debris, soil, and other wastes shall be at a 
disposal site that is properly licensed and permitted to accept the particular materials, constmction 
debris, soU and other wastes delivered to it in accordance with all Envfronmental Laws. 
Southwest shall identify the disposal site(s) or tiansfer station(s) to which it has contiactual access 
and for which proper, sanitary landfUl permits and/or licenses have been obtained. Failure to 
identify disposal site(s) for materials, constmction debris, soil and other wastes or to submit such 
information when requested by the Commissioner is an event of default. Southwest understands 
and agrees that Southwest, unless otherwise authorized in writing by the Commissioner, shall not 
continue to use a disposal/handling site that (i) has been cited as being in violation of any 
envfronmental law or regulation or of any City ordinance and has faUed to resolve the violation or, 
if not yet resolved, is not undertaking efforts to resolve the violation or (u) does not have a 
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necessary pennit. If only one site was identified by Southwest, Southwest shall anange for a 
substitute disposal/handling site. Southwest fiirther understands and agrees that any such 
substitution shaU be at no cost to the City, regardless of the reason necessitating such substitution. 

(2) Southwest shaU haul, or cause its contiactors to haul, materials, including but not limited to 
fuel of any nature, any constmction debris, soU and other wastes in vehicles and/or containers 
complying with all applicable Envfronmental Laws. All equipment used to ttansfer materials, 
constmction and demolition debris, soU and other wastes shall be designed to prevent spiUage 
during the hauUng operation. Southwest's and its contiactors' equipment shaU fiiUy comply with 
all City, state and federal regulations, laws and ordinances pertaining to size, load weight, safety 
and any Envfronmental Law. 

(3) Upon request by the Commissioner, Southwest shaU provide the Commissioner with copies of 
aU load tickets, manifests, biUs of lading, scale tickets and other pertinent documents, including 
copies of all pennits and/or licenses for the proposed tiansfer station and/or landfill. In the event 
that the transfer station and/or landfill proposed for use by Southwest does not possess the 
necessary pennits and/or licenses to accept the materials, constmction debris, soil or other wastes. 
Southwest will replace the ttansfer station and/or landfill submitted as part of thefr bid proposal at 
no addifional cost to the City. If Southwest disposes of materials, constmction debris, soil or 
other wastes at a site which is not properly permitted. Southwest shaU be responsible for all costs 
associated with the removal of the waste to a properly Ucensed/permitted landfiU or disposal site. 

(4) Southwest shaU notify the Commissioner within 72 hours of receipt of any envfronmental 
complaints, fines, citations, violations or notices of violation by any govemmental body or 
regulatory agency against Southwest or by any thfrd party relating to the loading, hauling or 
disposal of materials, constmction debris, soil or other wastes (collectively, "Envfronmental 
Claim"). Southwest wUl provide evidence to the Commissioner that any such Environmental 
Claim has been addressed to the satisfaction of the issuer or initiator of such Environmental 
Claim. 

(5) Southwest shaU notify the City of any community meetings, media involvement or media 
coverage related to the loading, hauling or disposal of materials, constmction debris, soil and 
other wastes under this Agreement in which Southwest is asked to participate. 

(6) Southwest shall verify, in writing, whenever requested by the Commissioner, that all 
materials, constmction debris, and other waste accepted by Southwest from the City of Chicago, 
has been disposed of in compliance with all Envfronmental Laws. 

(7) Non-compUance with these terms and conditions is an event of default and may affect 
Southwest's eligibility for future contiacts. 

Section 7.03 Contractors. Southwest agrees that all of the provisions of this Article VII 
pertaining to compliance with Environmental Laws will be incorporated in all contiacts entered 
into with its Contractors. Southwest agrees to cause its Contiactors to execute such certificates as 
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may be necessary in fiirtherance of these provisions. Such certifications shall be attached and 
incorporated by reference in the contiacts. In the event that any Contiactor is a partnership or 
joint venture. Southwest shaU also include provisions in its contiact insuring that the entities 
comprising such partnership or joint venture shall be jointiy and severaUy liable for its obligations 
thereunder. 

Section 7.04 Environmental Indemnification. 

A. By Southwest In addition to the indemnifications set forth elsewhere in this Agreement, 
Southwest hereby indemnifies and agrees to defend and hold harmless the City, and upon 
assignment of the Agreement, the Concessionafre, and thefr respective Delegates ("Indemnified 
Parties"), from aU Envfronmental Claims arising from or attributable to: (a) the presence, due to 
operations by Southwest or an AffUiate, of Hazardous Materials and Special Wastes on the 
Premises or the subsurface thereof or the violation of any Environmental Laws due to operations 
of Southwest or an AffUiate (including, without limiting the generality thereof, any cost, claim, 
liabiUty, or defense expended in remediation requfred by a govemmental authority, or by reason of 
any release of any Hazardous Material or Special Waste due to Southwest's or an Affiliate's 
operations or violation of any Envfronmental Laws), or (b) any condition on the Premises that is 
the subject of an Envfronmental Claim if such condition would not have become the subject of an 
Envfronmental Claim but for, directly or indirectiy, the operafions of Southwest or an Affiliate, or 
(c) any brisach by Southwest or an AffiUate of any of its wananties, representations or covenants 
in this Article VII. Southwest's obligations hereunder shaU survive the termination or expfration 
of this Agreement, and shall not be affected in any way by the amount of or absence in any case of 
covering insurance or by the failure or refusal of any insurance carrier to perfonn any obUgation 
on its part under any insurance policies affecting the Premises or Southwest's operations at the 
Airport; fiirther, Southwest's obUgations under this Section shaU continue to mn to the 
Indemnified Parties following assignment of this Agreement to the Concessionafre. 

B. By Concessionaire. In addition to the indemnifications set forth elsewhere in this 
Agreement, upon assignment of the Agreement to Concessionafre, Concessionaire hereby 
indenmifies and agrees to defend and hold harmless Southwest, the City, and their respective 
Delegates ("Indemnified Parties"), from aU Envfronmental Claims arising from or attributable to: 
(a) the presence, due to operations by Concessionafre, of Hazardous Materials and Special Wastes 
on the Premises or the subsurface thereof or the violation of any Environmental Laws due to 
operations of Concessionaire (including, without limiting the generaUty thereof, any cost, claim, 
liability, or defense expended in remediation required by a govemmental authority, or by reason of 
any release of any Hazardous Material or Special Waste due to Concessionafre's operations or 
violation of any Envfronmental Laws), or (b) any condition on the Premises that is the subject of 
an Envfronmental Claim if such condition would not have become the subject of an 
Environmental Claim but for, directly or indirectiy, the operations of the Concessionaire. 
Concessionafre's obligations hereunder shall survive the tennination or expiration of this 
Agreement, and shall not be affected in any way by the amount of or absence in any case of 
covering insurance or by the failure or refusal of any insurance carrier to perform any obligation 
on its part under any insurance poUcies affecting the Premises or Concessionaire's operations at 
the Airport. 
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ARTICLE v m - AIRPORT MATTERS 
Section 8.01 Airport Rules and Regulations. Southwest shaU observe and obey all Airport 
mles and regulations goveming the conduct and operations of the Airport, promulgated from time 
to time by City, provided, however, that such Airport mles and regulations must be neither (i) 
inconsistent with the exercise by Southwest of any right or privilege granted to it hereunder or 
under any other agreement between Southwest and City relating to the Airport, nor (ii) 
inconsistent with the mles and regulations or orders of any federal or state agency having 
jurisdiction over the Airport. Except in cases of emergency, no such mle or regulation shaU be 
appUcable to Southwest unless it has been given fifteen (15) days prior written notice of the 
adoption thereof. 

Section 8.02 Federal Legal Requirements. Southwest shall comply, and shaU cause its 
AffUiates and Conttactors to comply, with aU appUcable federal laws, codes, regulations, 
ordinances, mles, dfrectives, assurances and orders appUcable to operations at airports including, 
but not limited to, the foUowing: 

A. As a part of the consideration of this Agreement, Southwest for itself, its hefrs, personal 
representatives, successors in interest, and assigns, must maintain and operate the faciUties and 
services in compliance with aU other requirements imposed under 49 C.F.R. Part 21, 
Nondiscrimination in Federally Assisted Programs of the Department of Transportation, and aŝ  
the Regulations may be amended. (49 C.F.R. Part 21 - DOT Titie VI Assurance - AC 
150/5100-15A), if faciUties are constmcted, maintained, or otherwise operated on the property 
described in this Agreement for a purpose for which a Department of Transportation program or 
activity is extended or for another purpose involving the provision of similar services or benefits. 

B. Southwest for itself, its personal representatives, successors in interest, and assigns, as a 
part of the consideration of this Agreement, covenants as a covenant mnning with the land that: 
(1) no person on the grounds of race, color, or national origin wiU be excluded from participation 
in, be denied the benefits of, or otherwise be subjected to discrimination in the use of the 
facilities; (2) in the constmction of any improvements on, over, or under the land and the 
fumishing of services on them, no person on the grounds of race, color, or national origin will be 
excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or otherwise be subjected to 
discrimination; and (3) Southwest wUl use the Premises in compliance with aU other requfrements 
imposed by or under 49 C.F.R. Part 21, Nondiscrimination in FederaUy Assisted Programs of the 
Department of Transportation, and as the Regulations may be amended. (49 C.F.R. Part 21 - DOT 
Title VI Assurance - AC 150/5100-15A) 

C. Southwest must fumish service on a fafr, equal, and not unjustiy discriminatory basis to all 
users of it, and to charge fair, reasonable, and not unjustiy discriminatory prices for each unit or 
service, BUT Southwest is allowed to make reasonable and nondiscriminatory discounts, rebates, 
or other simUar types of price reductions to volume purchasers. (Grant Assurance 22) 

D. Southwest assures that it will comply with pertinent statues. Executive Orders and the 
mles as are promulgated to assure that no person will, on the grounds of race, creed, color, 
national origin, sex, age, or handicap be excluded from participating in any activity conducted 
with or benefitting from federal assistance. This provision obligates Southwest or its transferee 
for the period during which federal assistance is extended to the Airport program, except where 
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federal assistance is to provide, or is in the form of personal property or real property or interest in 
them or stmctures or improvements thereon. In these cases, this provision obUgates the party or 
any fransferee for the longer of the foUowing periods: (a) the period during which the property is 
used by the City or any tiansferee for a purpose for which federal assistance is extended, or for 
another purpose involving the provision of similar services or benefits; or (b) the period during 
which the City or any transferee retains ownership or possession of the property. In the case of 
conttactors, this provision binds the conttactors from the bid solicitation period through the 
complefion of the conttact. (AAIA of 1982, secfion 520 - AC 150/5100-15A) 

E. Southwest will practice nondiscrimination in its activities and wiU provide DBE 
participation m the Agreement as requfred by the City, in order to meet the City's goals, or as 
requfred by the FAA in order to obtain an exemption from the prohibition against long-term 
exclusive leases. (49 C.F.R. Part 23 AC 150/5100-15 A) 

F. Southwest must insert the above 5 provisions in any agreement by which Southwest grants 
a right or privilege to any person, firm, or corporation to render accommodations and/or services 
to the public on the Prenuses. (See the documents referenced for the above clauses) 

G. Nothing contained in this Agreement shall be constmed to grant or authorize the granting 
of an exclusive right to provide aeronautical services to the public as prohibited by section 308(a) 
of the Federal Aviation Act of 1958, as amended, and the City reserves the right to grant to others 
the privilege and right of conducting any one or aU activities of an aeronautical nature. (Federal 
Aviation Act of 1958 section 308(a) - AC 150/5100-16A) 

H. The City reserves the right to further develop or improve the landing area of the Airport as 
it sees fit, regardless of the desires or view of Southwest, and without interference or hindrance. 
(FAA Order 5190.6A - AGL-600) 

I. The City reserves the right, but is not obligated to Southwest, to maintain and keep in 
repafr the landing area of the Airport and all publicly-owned faciUties of the Airport, together with 
the right to dfrect and control aU activities of Southwest in this regard. (FAA order 5190.6A -
AGL-600) 

J. This Agreement is subordinate to the provisions of and requfrements of any existing or 
future agreement between the City and the United States, relative to the development, operation, 
or maintenance ofthe Airport (FAA Order 5190.6 A - AGL-600), including usage by United States 
Govemment afrcraft of Airport facUities developed with federal financial assistance. (Assurance 
27) 

K. Southwest must comply with the notification and review requirements covered in Part 77 
of the Federal Aviation Regulafions if any future stmcture or building is planned for the Premises, 
or in the event of any planned modification or alteration of any present or fiiture building or 
stmcture situated on the Premises. (FAA order 5190.6A - AGL-600) 

L. This Agreement and all the provisions of this Agreement are subject to whatever right the 
United States Govemment now has or in the future may have or acquire affecting the contiol, 
operation, regulation, and taking over of the Airport, or the exclusive or non-exclusive use of the 
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Airport by the United States during the time of war or national emergency. (Surplus Property Act 
of 1944 - FAA Order 5190-6A - AGL-600) 

M. It is clearly understood by Southwest that no right or privilege has been granted that would 
operate to prevent any person, firm, or corporation operating afrcraft on the Airport from 
perfomiing any services on its own afrcraft with its own regular employees (including 
maintenance and repafr) that it may choose to perform. (Assurance 22 FAA Order 5190.6A -
AGL-600) 

Section 8.03 Senior Airport Agreements. Southwest's use and occupancy of the Premises 
shall be and remain subject to the Use Agreement, the Airport Lease, and any ordinance or 
indenture, or both, authorizing bond anticipation notes or bonds or other obligations adopted by 
the City Council of the City authorizing the issuance of notes, bonds or other obligations for the 
Airport and securing such obUgations by a pledge of revenues or net revenues of the Airport and 
any ordinance or indenture supplemental thereto, which shaU also include any master indenture 
(collectively, "Senior Airport Agreements"). Southwest and its Affiliates shall not conduct any 
activities on the Premises which would be inconsistent with or trigger a default under a Seiuor 
Airport Agreement. Any rights and remedies available to Southwest under the Senior Airport 
Agreements shall take precedence over this Agreement. In the event of any substantive conflict 
between the terms and conditions of this Agreement and the terms and conditions set forth in any 
of the Senior Airport Agreements, the terms and conditions of the Senior Airport Agreements 
shall conttol. 

Section 8.04 Airport Security Acts. 

A. This Agreement is expressly subject to the requirements of the Airport Security Acts, the 
provisions of which govem airport security and are incorporated by reference, including without 
limitation the mles and regulations promulgated under them. Southwest is subject to, and further 
must conduct with respect to its subcontractors and the respective employees of each, such 
employment investigations, including criminal history record checks, as the Commissioner, the 
TSA or the FAA may deem necessary. Further, in the event of any threat to civil aviation, as 
defined in the Airport Security Acts, Southwest must promptiy report any information in 
accordance with those regulations promulgated by the United States Department of 
Transportation, the TSA and by the City. Southwest must, notwithstanding anything contained in 
this Agreement to the contiary, at no additional cost to the City, perform under this Agreement in 
compliance with those guidelines developed by the City, the TSA and the FAA with the objective 
of maximum security enhancement. Any drawings, plans, and specifications provided by 
Southwest under this Agreement must comply with those guidelines for airport security developed 
by the City, the TSA and the FAA and in effect at the time of thefr submission. 

B, Further, Southwest must comply with, and requfre compliance by its Contiactors and 
business invitees, with all present and future laws, mles, regulations, or ordinances promulgated 
by the City, the TSA or the FAA, or other governmental agencies to protect the security and 
integrity of the Airport, and to protect against access by unauthorized persons. Subject to the 
approval of the TSA, the FAA and the Commissioner, Southwest must adopt procedures to 
contiol and Umit access to the Airport and the Premises by Southwest and its Conttactors and 
business invitees in accordance with all present and future City, TSA and FAA laws, mles, 
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regulations, and ordinances. At all times during the Term, Southwest must have in place and in 
operation a security program for the Premises that complies with aU appUcable laws and 
regulations. 

C. Gates and doors located on the Premises and conttoUed by Southwest that permit entry 
into restricted areas at tiie Airport must be kept locked by Southwest at aU times when not in use 
or under Southwest's constant security surveUlance. Gate or door malfunctions must be reported 
to the Commissioner or the Commissioner's designee without delay and must be kept under 
constant surveiUance by Southwest until the malfunction is remedied. 

D. In connection with the implementation of its security program. Southwest may receive, 
gain access to or otherwise obtain certain knowledge and information related to the City's overaU 
Airport security program. Southwest acknowledges that all such knowledge and information is of 
a highly confidential nature. Southwest covenants that no person will be permitted to gain access 
to siich knowledge and information, unless the p)erson has been approved by the TSA or the 
Commissioner in advance in writing. Southwest further must indemnify, hold harmless and 
defend the City and other users of the Airport from and against any and all claims, reasonable 
costs, reasonable expenses, damages and liabilities, including all reasonable attorney's fees and 
costs, resulting directly or indirectiy from the breach of Southwest's covenants and agreements as 
set forth in this section. 

i'V' 

Section 8.05 Airport Noise Restrictions. Southwest agrees to abide by any guidelines, mles or 
regulations for the Airport which result from any Part 150 study or any other restrictions imposed 
on noise and which are appUcable to the use of the Premises as an afrcraft maintenance faciUty or 
otherwise. 

ARTICLE IX - DEFAULT AND TERMINATION 

Section 9.01 Events of Default. Each of the following shall be an event of default under this 
Agreement: 

A. Southwest becomes insolvent (as such terms is defined under Section 101 of the Federal 
Bankmptcy Code, 11 U.S.C. §101 et seq. (the "Code"), or any successor statute thereto); or faUs 
to pay its debts generally as they mature; or takes the benefits of any present or future Federal or 
State insolvency statute; or makes a general assignment for the benefit of creditors. 

B. Southwest files a voluntary petition in bankmptcy or a petition or answer seeking an 
anangement of its indebtedness under the Code or under any other law or statute of the United 
States or of any State thereof; or consents to the appointment of a receiver tmstee, custodian, 
liquidator, or other similar official, of all or substanfially all of its property; or an order for relief is 
entered by or against Southwest under any chapter of the Code. 

C. By Older or decree of a court, Southwest is adjudged a debtor or bankmpt, or an order is 
made approving a petition filed by any of its creditors or by any of its stockholders, seeking its 
reorganization or the restmcturing of its indebtedness under the Code or under any other law or 
statute of the Uiuted States or any State thereof and such order or decree is not stayed or vacated 
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within sixty (60) days of its issuance. 

D. A petition under any chapter of the Code or an action under any Federal or State 
insolvency statute is filed against Southwest and is not dismissed or stayed within sixty (60) days 
after being fUed. 

E. By or pursuant to, or under authority of any legislative act, resolution or mle, or order or 
decree of any court or governmental board, agency or officer, a receiver, tmstee, custodian, 
liquidator, or other similar official takes possession or conttol of all or substantially all of the 
property of Southwest and such possession or conttol continues in effect for a period of sixty (60) 
days. 

F. Southwest becomes a corporation in dissolution. 

G. The letting, Ucense, or other interest of or rights of Southwest hereunder is ttansfened to, 
passed to, or devolved upon, by operation of law or otherwise, any other person, firm, corporation, 
or other entity, by, in connection with, or as a result of any bankmptcy, insolvency, tmsteeship, 
liquidation or other proceedings or occunence described in Subparagraphs (A) through (E) of this 
Secfion. 

H. Southwest fails to duly and punctuEdly pay any Rent required to be paid hereunder or fails 
to make payment when due of any other sum required to be paid to City pursuant to this 
Agreement, for a period of ten (10) business days after written notice specifying such failure and 
requesting that it be remedied is given to Southwest by City. 

I. Southwest fails to keep, perform, and observe any promise, covenant, or other provision of 
this Agreement, other than the obligation to pay Rent, for a period of thirty (30) days after written 
notice specifying such failure and requesting that it be remedied is given to Southwest by City; 
provided, however, that any such failure which can be remedied, but which cannot with due 
diUgence be remedied within such thirty (30) day period, shall not give rise to City's right to 
terminate this Agreement if conective action is instituted by Southwest within such thirty (30) day 
period and diUgently pursued untU the failure is remedied. 

J. Any lien is filed against the Premises or any portion thereof resulting from any act or 
omission of Southwest, and is not be discharged within thirty (30) days, unless Southwest within 
the aforesaid thirty (30) days fumishes City such security as the Commissioner in his discretion 
determines to be adequate to protect the interests of City. 

L. Southwest makes any purported Transfer without the consent of City £is set forth in Article 
XIV. 

M. Southwest fails to maintain its corporate existence, or to remain duly qualified to do 
business in the State of Ulinois, or Southwest dissolves or otherwise disposes of all or 
substantially all of its assets, or consolidates with or merges into another corporation; provided, 
however, that it shall not be an event of default if Southwest consolidates with or merges into an 
Affiliate. 
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N. Southwest faUs to receive authorizafion to conduct its afr tiansportation business fimctions 
at the Airport by any govemmental enfity, or the FAA objects to or disapproves this Agreement, 
or Southwest otherwise abandons its conduct of air tiansportation business at the Airport. 

O. Southwest defaults on any loan agreement, use agreement or other agreement pertaining to 
special facUity revenue bonds issued by the City for use and repayment by Southwest. 

Section 9.02 City's Remedies. 

A. Whenever an event of default has occuned and continues beyond the period of time 
aUowed for Southwest to cure the event of default. City may, at its option, immediately and 
without prior notice; 

(1) terminate this Agreement and the Ucenses and other rights of Southwest hereunder, without 
discharging any of Southwest's obligations hereunder and, at City's further option, exclude 
Southwest from the Premises; or 

(2) without terminating this Agreement, exclude Southwest from the Premises and attempt to 
grant such Premises to another party for the account of Southwest, holding Southwest liable for all 
payments due hereunder up to the effective date of such grant and for the excess over the Rent and 
other amounts which are paid by such new party under such new agreement, if any, of other 
amounts payable by Southwest under this Agreement for the remainder of the term of this 
Agreement; or 

(3) exercise its rights under Section 9.04. 

B. Notwithstanding any provision in this Agreement to the contrary, in the event of the 
breach of any of the non-discrimination covenants included in this Agreement, City shall have the 
right to reenter the Premises, and the Premises shall thereupon revert to and vest in and become 
the absolute property of the City; provided, however, that Southwest shall have the right to contest 
said aUeged breach under appUcable FAA procedures, and the right of reverter shall not be 
exercised until completion of such procedures. 

C. The remedies set forth in this Article are not intended to be exclusive and shall be in 
addition to all other remedies which are or may be available to City at law or in equity. 

D. AU rights and remedies hereinbefore given to City and aU rights and remedies given to 
City by law, shall be cumulative and concunent. No tennination of this Agreement or the taking 
or recovering of the Premises shall deprive City of any of City's remedies or actions against 
Southwest for Rent or for any other sum required to be paid to City pursuant to this Agreement, or 
for damages or for the breach of any covenant herein contained, nor shall the bringing of any 
action for fees or breach of covenant, or the resort to any Other remedy herein provided for the 
recovery of fees be constmed as a waiver of the right to obtain possession of the Premises. 

Section 9.03 No Waiver by City. Failure by City to take any action with respect to any default 
or violafion by Southwest of any of the terms, covenants, or conditions of this Agreement shall 
not in any respect limit, prejudice, diminish, or constitute a waiver of any rights of City to act with 
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respect to any prior, contemporaneous, or subsequent violation or default. The acceptance by City 
of payment for any period or periods after a default or violation of any of the terms, conditions, 
and covenants of this Agreement shaU not constitute a waiver or diminution of, nor create any 
Uraitation upon any right of City pursuant to this Agreement to terminate this Agreement for 
subsequent violation or default, or for contmuation or repetition of the original violation or 
default. 

Section 9,04 City's Right to Perform Southwest's Obligations. In the event that Southwest 
faUs to perform any of its obUgations under this Agreement, the City may, but is not obUgated to, 
after written notice to Southwest and without waiving or releasing Southwest form any of its 
obligations hereunder, make any payment or perform any other act which Southwest is obUgated 
to make or perform under this Agreement in such manner and to such extent as City may deem 
desfrable; and in so doing City shall also have the right to enter upon the Premises, including any 
building or other improvement to the Premises, for any purpose reasonably necessary in 
connection therewith and to pay or incur any other necessary and incidental costs and expenses, 
including reasonable attomeys' fees. All sums so paid and all liabilities so incuned by City, 
together with interest thereon at the Default Rate, shall be deemed additional Rent hereunder and 
shall be payable to City upon demand as additional Rent. City shall use reasonable efforts to give 
prior notice, which may be oral, of its performance, if reasonably feasible under the 
circumstances. 

The performance of any such obUgation by City shall not constitute a waiver of Southwest's 
default in failing to perform the same. Inaction of City shall never be considered as a waiver of 
any right accming to it pursuant to this Agreement. City, in making any payment hereby 
authorized: (a) relating to taxes, may do so accordmg to any bill, statement or estimate, without 
inquiry into the validity of any tax, assessment, sale, forfeiture, tax Uen or title or claim thereof; 
(b) for the discharge, compromise or settiement of any lien, may do so without inquiry as to the 
validity or amount of any claim for Uen which may be asserted; or (c) in connection with the 
completion of constmction or improvements to the Premises or the repafr, maintenance or 
reconstmction of the Premises or payment of operating costs thereof, may do so in such amounts 
and to such persons as City may reasonably deem appropriate. Nothing contained herein shall be 
constmed to requfre the City to advance monies for any purpose. City shall not in any event be 
liable for inconvenience, annoyance, disturbance, loss of business or other damage to Southwest 
or any other occupant of the Premises or any part thereof, by reason of making repafrs or the 
performance of any work on the Premises or on account of bringing materials, supplies and 
equipment into or through the Premises during the course thereof and the obligations of Southwest 
under this Lease shall not thereby be affected in any manner. In doing so, however. City shall use 
reasonable efforts not to interfere with Southwest's operations. 

ARTICLE X - INSURANCE AND INDEMNITY 

Section 10.01 Required Insurance Coverage. 
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A. Southwest. Southwest shaU provide and maintain at aU times, at Southwest's own 
expense during the term of the Agreement (and during any period subsequent to the expfration of 
the Term if Southwest is requfred to retum to perform Work or perform any acfivities to comply 
with any Environmental Law), the type of insurance specified in Exhibit D to this Agreement, 
with insurance companies authorized to do business in the State of Ulinois, covering all operations 
under this Agreement, whether performed by Southwest, its Conttactors or business invitees. 

B. Concessionaire. Upon assignment of this Agreement to the Concessionafre, the 
Concessionafre shaU procure and maintain the types of insurance specified in Exhibit D to the Use 
Agreement, with insurance companies authorized to do business in the State of Ulinois, covering 
all operations under this Agreement, whether performed by the Concessionafre or the 
Concessionaire's conttactors. 

Section 10.02 Additional Obligations of Southwest Regarding Insurance 

A. Southwest wUl fiimish the Commissioner with original Certificates of Insurance 
evidencing the coverage requfred to be in force on the date of this Agreement, and renewal 
Certificates of Insurance, or such simUar evidence, if the coverages have an expfration or renewal 
date occurring during the term of this Agreement. Southwest shall submit evidence of insuremce 
required for Southwest's use of the Premises on the City of Chicago insurance certificate of 
coverage form prior to the execution of the Agreement by the City. Southwest shall submit 
evidence of insurance required for any Work on the Premises prior to the commencement of 
Work. The City's receipt of any certificate does not constitute agreement by the City that the 
insurance requirements in the Agreement have been fully met or that the insurance policies 
indicated on the certificate are in compliance with all requfrements of this Agreement. The failure 
of the City to obtain certificates or other evidence of insurance from Southwest shall not be 
deemed to be a waiver by the City. Southwest shall advise aU of its insurers of the provisions of 
this Agreement pertaining to insuremce. Non-conforming insurance shaU not relieve Southwest of 
its obUgafion to provide the insurance specified herein. Nonfiilfillment of the insurance 
conditions may constitute a material breach of the Agreement, and the City retains the right to 
suspend the Agreement or the Work until proper evidence of insurance is provided, or terminate 
the Agreement. 

B. All insurance policies shall provide for sixty (60) days written notice to City prior to the 
effective date of any change, cancellation, or termination of such coverage. 

C. Any and all deductibles or self-insured retentions on referenced insurance coverages shall 
be bome by Southwest. 

D. Southwest shall requfre all Contractors to cany the insurance required herein, or 
Southwest may provide the coverage for any or aU Conttactors, and, if so, the evidence of 
insurance submitted shall so stipulate. 

E. Southwest expressly understands and agrees that any insurance coverages and limits 
fiimished by Southwest shall in no way limit Southwest's UabiUties and responsibilities specified 
within the Agreement, in equity, or at law. 
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F. Southwest hereby waives, and shall cause each of its Conttactors to waive, its rights of 
subrogation against City, including City's appointed and elected officials, agents, and employees. 
Inasmuch as this waiver wiU preclude the assignment of any claim by subrogation to an insurance 
company. Southwest agrees to do the foUowing and cause each Contractor to do the foUowing: to 
give to each insurance company which has issued, or in the future may issue, to it policies of 
physical damage insurance, written notice of the terms of this waiver, and to have said insurance 
policies properly endorsed, to prevent the invalidation of said insurance coverage by reason of 
said waiver. 

G. Southwest expressly understands and agrees that any insurance maintained by City shaU 
apply in excess of and not contribute with insurance provided by Southwest or its Conttactors 
under this Agreement. 

H. Southwest shaU not do or pennit to be done anything, either by act or failure to act, which 
shaU cause canceUation of any policy of insurance required hereunder or any poUcy maintained by 
City. 

I. The required insurance shall not be limited by any limitations expressed in the 
indemnificafion language herein or any limitafion imposed by law upon any indemnification 
provided herein. 

J. City maintains the right to modify, delete, alter or change the requfrements set forth under 
this Secfion. 

Section 10.03 Indemnity. 

A. By Southwest. Southwest shall indemnify and hold hannless the City and, upon 
assignment of this Agreement, the Concessionaire, and each of their respective Delegates against 
and from any Uabilities, losses, penalties, damages, settlements, costs, charges, professional fees 
(including reasonable attomey fees) or other expenses or liabUities of every kind, nature and 
character arising out of or relating to any and all claims, Uens, demands, obligations, actions, suits, 
judgments or setfiements, proceedings or causes of action of every kind, nature and character, 
including but not Umited to, the enforcement of this indemnificafion provision (coUectively 
"Claims") actuaUy suffered or incuned by the Concessionaire, the City or any of thefr respective 
Delegates (excepting Claims caused by the negligence or willfiil misconduct of the 
Concessionafre, the City or any of their respecfive Delegates, or a breach of the Concessionafre's 
obligations as City's assignee under this Agreement) based upon, arising out of, related to, 
occasioned by or attiibutable to (i) any failure by Southwest or its Delegates to comply with, 
observe or perform any of the covenants, obUgations, agreements, terms or conditions in this 
Agreement, (ii) the use or occupancy of the Premises by Southwest or its Delegates after the 
Effective Date, or (Ui) any negligence or willful misconduct of Southwest or of any of its 
Delegates; provided, however, that, except with respect to Third Party Claims (as defined below). 
Claims must be submitted to the Indemnifying Party (as defined in paragraph 10.03.D. below) in 
wrifing within a period ending five years following the expiration of the Term or earlier 
terminafion of this Agreement or within such shorter period as may be prescribed by the 
applicable statute of limitafions. 
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B. By the Concessionaire. Upon assignment of this Agreement by the City to the 
Concessionafre, the Concessionafre shaU indemnify and hold harmless Southwest and its 
Delegates from and against any Claims actuaUy suffered or incuned by Southwest or any of 
Southwest's Delegates (excepting.Claims caused by the negUgence or wiUfiil misconduct of 
Southwest or any of its Delegates, or a breach of Southwest's obUgafions under this Agreement) 
based upon, arising out of, related to, occasioned by or attributable to (i) any faUure by the 
Concessionafre or any of its Delegates to comply with, observe or perform any of the covenants, 
obUgations, agreements, terms or conditions ui this Agreement, (ii) the use, occupancy, operation 
or maintenance of the Airport by the Concessionafre or its Delegates, or (iu) any negligence or 
wiUful misconduct of the Concessionafre or of any of its Delegates; provided, however, that, 
except with respect to Third Party Claims, Claims must be submitted to the Indemnifying Party in 
writing within a period of five years from the expiration of the Term or earlier termination of this 
Agreement or within such shorter period as may be prescribed by the applicable statute of 
limitations. 

C. Agency for Delegates. Each of the City, Southwest, and upon assignment of this 
Agreement, the Concessionaire, agrees that it accepts each indenmity in favor of any of its 
Delegates as agent and tmstee of that Delegate and agrees that each of the City, the 
Concessionaire and Southwest may enforce an indemnity in favor of its Delegates on'behalf of 
that Delegate. 

D. Third Party Claims. 

(i) Notice of Thfrd Party Claim. If any person seeking indemnificafion under this Section 
10.03 ("Indemnified Party") receives notice of the commencement or cissertion of any 
Claim by a person who is not a party to this Agreement ("Third Party Claim"), the 
Indemnified Party shall give the party which has the indemnification obligation under this 
Section 10.03 ("Indenmifying Party") reasonably prompt notice thereof, but in any event 
no later than thirty (30) days after receipt of such notice of such Thfrd Party Claim. Such 
notice to the Indemnifying Party shall describe the Third Party Claim in reasonable detail 
(and include a copy of any complaint or related documents) and shall indicate, if 
reasonably practicable, the estimated amount of the damages or loss that has been or may 
be sustained by the Indemnified Party in connecfion with the Third Party Claim. 

(U) Defense of Thfrd Party Claim. The Indemnifying Party may participate in or assume the 
defense of any Third Party Claim by giving nofice to that effect to the Indemnified Party 
not later than thirty (30) days after receiving nofice of that Thfrd Party ClaUn (the "Nofice 
Period"). The Indemrufying Party's right to do so shall be subject to the rights of any 
insurer or other party who has potential UabUity in respect of that Thfrd Party Claim. The 
Indenmifying Party agrees to pay all of its own expenses of participating in or assuming 
each defense. The Indemnified Party shall cooperate in good faith in the defense of each 
Third Party Claim, even if the defense has been assumed by the Indemnifying Party and 
may participate in such defense assisted by counsel of its own choice at its own expense. 
If the Indemnified Party has not received notice within the Nofice Period that the 
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Indenmifying Party has elected to assume the defense of such Thfrd Party Claim, the 
Indemnified Party may assume such defense, assisted by counsel of its own choosing and 
the Indemnifying Party shall be liable for aU reasonable costs and expenses paid or 
incuned in connection therewith and any Loss suffered or incuned by the Indemnified 
Party with respect to such Thfrd Party Claim. 

(iU) Assistance for Thfrd Party Claims. The Indemnifying Party and the Indemnified Party wiU 
use all reasonable efforts to make avaUable to the party which is undertaking and 
conttoUing the defense of any Thfrd Party Claim (the "Defending Party"), (i) those 
employees whose assistance, testimony and presence is necessary to assist the Defending 
Party in evaluafing and in defending any Thfrd Party Claim, and (ii) aU documents, records 
and other materials in the possession of such party reasonably requfred by the Defending 
Party for its use in defending any Thfrd Party Claim, and shall otherwise cooperate with 
the Defending Party. The Indemnifying Party shaU be responsible for all reasonable 
expenses associated with making such documents, records and materials avaUable and for 
aU expenses of any employees made available by the Indemnified Party to the 
Indemnifying Party or the Defending Party hereunder, which expense shall not exceed the 
actual cost to the Indemnified Party associated with such employees. 

(iv) Settlement of Third Party Claims. Once an Indemnifying Party becomes the Defending 
Party, the Indemnifying Party shall-not be liable for any legal expenses subsequently 
incuned by the Indemnified Party in connection with the defense of such Thfrd Party 
Claim; provided however, if the Indemnifying Party fails to take reasonable steps 
necessary to defend diligentiy such Third Party Claim within thirty (30) days after 
receiving notice from the Indemnified Party that the Indemnified Party believes on 
reasonable grounds and in good faith that the Indemnifying Party has failed to take such 
steps, the Indemnified Party may, at its option, elect to become the Defending Party and to 
compromise or settle the Thfrd Party Claim assisted by counsel of its own choosing and 
the Indemnifying Party shall be liable for all reasonable costs and expenses paid or 
incuned in connection therewith. The Indenmified Party shall not otherwise settie or 
compromise any Third Party Claim without obtaining the prior written consent of the 
Indemnifying Party unless such settlement or compromise is made without any UabUity to, 
and does not require any action on the part of, the Indemnifying Party. 

E. Direct Claims. Any Claim made dfrectiy by an Indemnified Party for loss or damages 
incuned by the Indemnified Party or its Delegate ("Dfrect Claim") shall be asserted by giving the 
Indemnifying Party reasonably prompt notice thereof, but in any event not later than sixty (60) 
days after the Indemnified Party becomes aware of such Direct Claim. The Indenmifying Party 
shall then have a period of thirty (30) days within which to respond in writing to such Dfrect 
Claim. If the Indemnifying Party does not so respond within such 30-day period, the 
Indemnifying Party shall be deemed to have rejected such Direct Claim, and in such event the 
Indemnified Party may submit such Direct Claim to the dispute resolufion process set forth in the 
Use Agreement. 

F. Failure to Give Timely Notice. A failure to give timely notice as provided in this Section 
10.03 shall not affect the rights or obligations of any party except and only to the extent that, as a 
result of such failure, a party which was entitied to receive such notice was deprived of its right to 
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recover any payment under its appUcable insurance coverage or was otherwise directiy and 
materially damaged as a result of such failure. 

G. Reductions and Subrogation. If, at any time subsequent to the receipt of an indemnity 
payment hereunder (an "Indemnity Payment") the amount of any Claim asserted by an 
Indemnified Party is reduced below the amount of the Indemnity Payment by any recovery, 
settiement or otherwise under or pursuant to any insurance coverage, or pursuant to any claim, 
recovery, settiement or payment by or against any other person, the amount of such reduction (less 
any costs, expenses, including taxes, or premiums incuned m connecfion therewith), together with 
interest thereon from the date of payment thereof at the prime rate, shaU promptiy be repaid by the 
Indemnified Party to the Indemnifying Party. Upon making a fuU Indemnity Payment, the 
Indemnifying Party shall, to the extent of such Indenmity Payment, be subrogated to all rights of 
the Indemnified Party against any third party in respect of the Cl£iim to which the Indemnity 
Payment relates. UntU the Indemnified Party recovers fiill payment of its Claim, any and all 
Claims of the Indemnifying Party against any such thfrd party on account of such Indemnity 
Payment shaU be postponed and subordinated in right of payment to the Indemnified Party's rights 
against such third party. 

H. Payment and Interest. All amounts to be paid by an Indemnifying Party hereunder shaU 
bear interest at a rate per annum equal to the prime rate, calculated annually and payable monthly, 
both before and after judgment, from the date that the Indemnified Party disbursed funds, suffered 
damages or losses or incuned a loss, liability or expense in respect of a Claim for which the 
Indemnifying Party is Uable to make payment pursuant to this Section 10.03, to the date of 
payment by the Indenmifying Party to the Indemnified Party. 

I. Other Matters. To the extent permissible by applicable law. Southwest and the 
Concessionafre waive any limits to the amount of thefr respecfive obligafions to defend, 
indemnify, hold harmless or conttibute to any suins due under any Losses, including any claim by 
any employee of the Concessionafre or Southwest, that may be subject to the Workers 
Compensafion Act, 820 ILCS 305/1 et seq. or any other related law or judicial decision (such as 
Kotecki v. Cyclops Welding Corporation, 146 III. 2d 155 (1991)). 

J. Offset Rights; Limitations on Certain Damages. Any other provision herein 
notwithstanding, following assignment of this Agreement to Concessionafre, the obUgations of 
Southwest and Concessionafre under this Agreement are subject to, and each such party shaU have 
the benefit of, all defenses, counterclaims, rights of offset or recoupment or other claims and 
rights, including the right to deduct payments, except as provided under Section 9.7(b) of the Use 
Agreement, due to the other party hereunder (coUecfively, "Offsets"), which such party may have 
at any time against such other party (or any of their respective successors and assigns) or any 
transferee or assignee of any such other party's rights as against such party or any part thereof or 
interest therein, whether the claim or right of such party relied upon for such purpose is matured 
or unmatured, contingent or otherwise, and no transfer or assignment of this Agreement or any 
other obligation of such other party, or of any rights in respect thereof, pursuant to any plan of 
reorganization or Uquidation or otherwise shall affect or impair the availability to each party of the 
Offsets. 

K. Survival. This Section 10.03 shall remain in full force and effect in accordance with its 
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terms and shall not be terminated by any breach (fundamental, negUgent or otherwise) by any 
party of its representations, warranties or covenants hereunder or by any termination or rescission 
of this Agreement by any party. 

Section 10.04 Release. 

A. The City shaU not be Uable to Southwest, its Affihates or Delegates or to their respective 
agents, invitees or employees for (1) any injury to, or death of, any of them or of any other person, 
(2) for any damage to any personal property, or (3) for loss of revenue, that is caused by any thfrd 
person in the maintenance, constmction, or operation of faciUties at the Airport, or that is caused 
by City operating and maintaining the Airport or any third person using the Airport or navigating 
any aircraft on or over the Airport, except where there has been a final determination by a court of 
competent jurisdiction that any such injury, death, or damage is due to the negUgence or willful 
misconduct of City, and then only to the extent Southwest or any of the above described parties is 
not covered by insurance. 

B. Notwithstanding any reference herein to Southwest's release and indemnificafion being 
ineffective in certain instances where City or its agents, employees or representatives have been 
negligent, nothing herein shall be constmed to make City liable in any case or instance where City 
would otherwise be immune from any tort liabiUty because of its being a municipal corporation. 

Section 10.05 Limitation on City Liability. No official, employee, or agent of City shall be 
charged personaUy by Southwest, or by any assignee or contiactor of Southwest, with any UabiUty 
or expenses of defense, or be held personally liable to them under any term or provision of this 
Agreement, or because of City's execufion or attempted execution hereof, or because of any 
breach hereof Southwest (and any person claiming by or through Southwest) shall look solely to 
legaUy avaUable Airport discretionary funds from time to time up to the Maximum Limit. The 
term "Maximum Limit" means the fair market value of the City's interest in the Premises, as 
encumbered by this Agreement. The Maximum Limit shaU be an aggregate limit over the term of 
this Agreement and shall be reduced by any prior payments or credits by City on account of a 
breach or default (or aUeged breach or default) made with respect to the Premises. The Maximum 
Limit shall be determined as of the date of the City's liability for any breach or default is finally 
adjudicated. Such exculpation of liabiUty shaU be absolute to the full extent permitted by law and 
without any exception whatsoever. 

ARTICLE XI - CONDEMNATION 

Section 11.01 Total Taking. Any condemnafion or taking of such a substanfial part of the 
Prenuses that results in the Premises being unsuitable or incapable of being used for the purposes 
stated herein, is hereafter refened to as a "Total Taking." In the event of a Total Taking, this 
Agreement shall be terminated as of the date of the filing of the pefition to condemn. Southwest 
may thereafter pefition the court for an award of the value of its interest, which may include the 
amount of any unamortized constmction costs of Improvements. Southwest shall apply any such 
award to the defeasance of any outstanding special facUity revenue bonds issued by the City for 
use and repayment by Southwest, but only to the extent such special facility revenue bonds 
fmanced the Improvements on the Premises. 
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Section 11.02 Partial Taking. In the event of a taking of the Premises other than a Total Taking 
(a "Partial Taking"), this Agreement shall remain in effect as to the remaining portion of the 
Premises and, if the proceeds of any award received by City on account of such Partial Taking are 
sufficient to restore or replace the Premises so taken. City shall deposit the proceeds of the award 
with respect to the Premises in a constmcfion fimd and City shaU forthwith (subject to 
unavoidable delays) apply such proceeds to the restorafion or replacement of the Premises so 
taken as nearly as possible to (i) such condition, character, and ufility value as existed prior to 
such Partial Taking or (U) to such other condition, character, and utUity value as may be agreed 
upon by City and Southwest. If for any reason the proceeds of an award received by City for a 
Partial Taking are in excess of the amount necessary to restore or replace the Premises, the 
amount of such excess shaU be paid to City. If such proceeds are insufficient to replace or restore 
the Premises as provided in (i) and (U) above. City shaU not be requfred to restore or replace in 
excess of the proceeds of such awards. 

ARTICLE XII - TRANSFERS AND CHANGES IN OWNERSHIP 

Section 12.01 Southwest's Right to Transfer. 

A. Transfers and Changes in Ownership Generally. Except as expressly allowed under 
Section 2.04 and elsewhere in this Agreement, Southwest covenants that it will not assign, sublet, 
subcontiact, ttansfer, convey, sell, mortgage, pledge, or encumber its interests in the Premises (or 
any part thereof) or any rights or interest of Southwest in this Agreement nor otherwise allow the 
use of the Premises by any other person (any of the foregoing events being refened to as a 
"Transfer"), or effect any ttansfer of an interest in any holder of a dfrect or indfrect ownership 
interest in Southwest, or any merger or consoUdation of Southwest (individuaUy and coUectively, 
"Change in Ownership") that may have the effect of a Transfer, without in each instance having 
ffrst obtained the written consent of City as set forth below. Consent by City to any type of 
Transfer or Change of Ownership shall not in any way be constmed to reUeve Southwest from 
obtaining fiirther authorization from City for any subsequent Transfer or Change of Ownership of 
any nature whatsoever. 

B. Transfers and Changes of Ownership requiring the Consent of the City Council, A 
Transfer or a Change of Ownership interest in Southwest, whether to an Affiliate, subsidiary or 
otherwise, or the, is subject to the consent of City Council if the Transfer is 100% of Southwest's 
rights and interest in this Agreement or the Change in Ownership involves a 100% Change in 
Ownership of Soutiiwest. The consent of the City CouncU is in the sole discretion of the City 
Council. 

C. Transfers and Changes of Ovmership requiring the Consent of the Commissioner. 
Except as provided in D. below, any Transfer or Change in Ownership is subject to the consent of 
the Commissioner, if the Transfer involves less than 100% of Southwest's rights and interests in 
this Agreement or the Change in Ownership involves less than a 100% Change in Ownership of 
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Southwest. Southwest must provide the City with prior notice of a Change in Ownership as is not 
prohibited by law or by a confidenfiality agreement executed in connection with the proposed 
Change in Ownership. If such prior notice is not permitted, or if Southwest is not reasonably able 
to provide prior notice of a Change in Ownership, then Southwest must notify the City as soon as 
possible after such Change in Ownership to obtain the City's consent to such Change in 
Ownership, which consent wiU not unreasonably be withheld. Consent by the City to any 
Transfer or Change in Ownership does not reUeve Southwest from the requfrement of obtaining 
consent from the City for any subsequent Transfer or Change in Ownership. 

D. Exempt Transfers and Changes in Ownership. A Transfer or Change of Ownership 
due to corporate restmcturing of Southwest or its AffUiates is exempt from the City's consent set 
forth in C. above, provided that Southwest submits updated EDS(s) that reflect the new ownership 
stmcture; provided further, that any assignment of this Agreement to an AffiUate as tenant will 
nonetheless requfre Comrriissioner's consent. In the event that shares of Southwest, its AffiUiates 
or any successor or assigns, are ttaded at arms-length on a United States pubUc exchange, any 
Change in Ownership involving less than 5% of the shares of such stock is exempt from the 
requfrement of the City's consent as set forth in C. above; provided, however, if the Change in 
Ownership would result in an individual not previously disclosed in an EDS having a direct or 
indirect ownership interest of 7.5% or more of Southwest, Southwest must promptiy submit an 
updated EDS. 

E. Southwest to Remain Primarily Liable. Notwithstanding any Transfer or Change of 
Ownership, with or without City consent. Southwest shaU remain fuUy liable for the payment of 
Rent and fully responsible for the performance of all of its other obligations hereunder. 

F. Request for City Consent. Any or all of the requests by Southwest for consents under 
this Section must be made in writing and, to the extent not prohibited by securities laws or bona 
fide confidenfiality agreements, provided to the Commissioner (a) at least 60 days prior to the 
proposed Transfer or Change in Ownership if the Commissioner's consent is requfred; and (b) at 
least 120 days prior to a proposed Transfer or Change in Ownership if the City Council's consent 
is required. All requests for consent must include copies of the proposed documents of Transfer 
or Change in Ownership, evidence of the financial condifion, reputation and business experience 
of the proposed transferee, an EDS, and such other documents as the City may reasonably requfre 
to evaluate the proposed Transfer or Change in Ownership. All documents of Transfer or Change 
in Ownership must completely disclose any and all monetary considerations paid to Southwest in 
connection with the Transfer or Change in Ownership. The City may require a written 
acknowledgment from Licensee that, notwithstanding the proposed Transfer or Change in 
Ownership, Southwest remains fully and completely liable for all obligations of Southwest under 
this Agreement. 

G. City's Right to CoUect from Transferee. If any Transfer or Change of Ownership 
occurs, whether or not such Transfer or Change of Ownership is subject to City consent under this 
Article, the City may coUect Rent and other sums to be paid under the Agreement from any 
assignee, sublessee, or other transferee of Southwest, and in such event shall apply the net amount 
coUected to the Rent and other sums to be paid under the Agreement payable by Southwest 
without such action by City releasing Southwest from this Agreement or any of its obUgations 
hereunder. If any Transfer or Change of Ownership requiring City consent occurs without consent 
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of City and City coUects Rent and other sums to be paid under the Agreement from any assignee, 
sublessee, or other tiansferee of Southwest, and appUes the net amount coUected in the manner 
described in the preceding sentence, such actions by City shaU not be deemed to constitute City 
consent. 

H. Transfers Without City Consent Void. Any Transfer or Change in Ownership made 
without the City's consent, except for an Exempt Change in Ownership pursuant to Section 
14.0l.D. above, is an event of default subject to aU remedies, uicluding termination of this 
Agreement at the City's option, and does not relieve Southwest of any of its obUgations under this 
Agreement for the balance of the Term. This Section appUes to prohibit a Transfer, such as an 
assignment by a receiver or tmstee in any federal or state bankmptcy, insolvency or other 
proceedings or by operation of law. Under no circumstances wiU any failure by the 
Commissioner to act on or submit any request by Southwest or to take any other action as 
provided in this Agreement be deemed or constmed to constitute consent to Southwest's request 
by the Commissioner or by the City Council, ff the City is found to have breached its obligations 
under this Section, then Southwest's sole remedy is to terminate this Agreement without liability 
to either the City or Southwest. 

I. City Fees. In the event of a Transfer in the form of a sublease, the City shall be entitied 
to fifty percent (50%) of the excess of the amounts payable by the sublessee to Southwest over the 
amount payable by Southwest to the City. In the event of other forms of Transfer, the City shall 
be entitled to ten percent (10%) of any monetary consideration paid to Southwest in connection 
with such Transfer. Any amounts payable to City pursuant to this provision shall be deemed 
Additional Rent. 

Section 12.02 City Right to Transfer. The City reserves the right to tiansfer or assign all or any 
part of its interests hereunder, including but not Umited to an assignment of its interests to the 
Concessionafre in connection with the Airport Lease, and thereafter untU the Reversion Date, if 
any. Southwest shall look solely to Concessionafre to perform City's obUgations under this 
Agreement, and any approvals or consents of the City or Commissioner required hereunder shall 
be given by the Concessionaire, except to the extent that such approvals or consents are required 
from the City or Commissioner in the City's role as a murucipaUty or airport sponsor. 
Notwithstanding any such tiansfer or assignment, the City shall retain its rights to enter onto the 
Premises in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement to perform its rights and obligations 
as a municipality, its rights to insurance coverage and indemnification pursuant to Article X, and 
its rights to promulgate and monitor compUance with Airport Rules and Regulations as a 
murucipaUty and aiiport sponsor. 

ARTICLE Xni GENERAL CONDITIONS 

Section 13.01 Entire Agreement. This Agreement, and the exhibits attached hereto and 
incorporated hereby, shall constitute the entire agreement between the parties and no other 
wananties, inducements, considerations, promises, or interpretations shall be implied or 
impressed upon this Agreement that are not expressly addressed herein and therein. 

Section 13.02 Counterparts. This Agreement is comprised of several identical counterparts. 
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each to be fiiUy executed by the parties and each to be deemed an original having identical legal 
effect. 

Section 13.03 Amendments. No changes, amendments, modifications, canceUation, or discharge 
of this Agreement, or any part thereof, shall be vaUd unless in writing and signed by the parties 
hereto, or thefr respective successors and assigns. 

Section 13.04 SeverabUity. ff any provisions of this Agreement shall be held or deemed to be or 
shall in fact be inoperative or unenforceable as appUed in any particular case in any jurisdiction or 
jurisdictions or in all cases because it confUcts with any other provision or provisions hereof or of 
any constitution, statute, ordinance, mle of law, or public policy, or for any other reason, such 
cfrcumstances shall not have the effect of rendering the provision in question inoperative or 
unenforceable in any other case or circumstances, or of rendering any other provision or 
provisions herein contained invalid, inoperative, or unenforceable to any extent whatever. The 
invalidity of any one or more phrases, sentences, clauses, or sections contained in this Agreement 
shall not affect the remaining portions of this Agreement or any part thereof 

Section 13.05 No Partnership or Agency. • Nothing herein contained as intended or shall be 
constmed to in any respect create or establish any relationship other than that of lessor and lessee, 
and nothing herein shall be constmed to establish any partnership, joint venture, or association or 
to make Southwest the general representative or agent of City for any purpose whatsoever. 

Section 13.06 Representatives. City and Southwest shall each designate a representative who, 
except as otherwise provided hereunder, shall be authorized to act for City and Southwest, 
respectively, with respect to any actions to be taken by either of them under the terms of this 
Agreement. Except as specifically otherwise set forth herein, for the purposes of acfions to be 
taken by it or by the Commissioner, City's representative shall be the Commissioner and any 
consents and approvals to be given by City shall be made.by the Commissioner. Southwest's 
representafive shall be designated in a written notice delivered to City. Any party hereto may 
change its designated representative by written notice. 

Section 13.07 Assigns. AU of the terms and conditions of this Agreement shall be binding upon 
and inure to the benefit of the parties hereto and their respective legal representatives, successors, 
ttansferees, and assigns. 

Section 13.08 Force Majeure Events. 

A. Defined. Neither party hereto shall be Uable to the other for any failure, delay or 
intermption in performing its obligations hereunder due to causes or conditions beyond its 
reasonable conttol (a "Force Majeure Event"), including, without limiting the generality hereof, 
strikes, boycotts, picketing, slow-downs, work stoppages, or other labor actions affecting the City 
or Southwest or thefr respective Conttactors, except to the extent that such failure, delay or 
intermption results from failure on the part of the City or Southwest to use reasonable care to 
prevent such failure, delay or intermption, or thereafter failure to use its best efforts to cure, such 
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failure, delay or intermption; provided that nothing in this Section is intended or shall be 
constmed to abate, postpone or m any respect diminish Southwest's obUgations to make any 
payments due the City pursuant to this Agreement. It is expressly understood that a Force 
Majeure Event wiU not include any of the foUowing events: (i) economic hardship; (U) changes in 
market conditions; (iU) changes in law, except to the extent that the law prohibits a party from 
performing its obUgation; (iv) delays caused by Delegates (as defined in the Use Agreement), 
provided such delay was not caused by a Force Majeure Event; and (v) Southwest's or other 
afrUnes' capacity reductions at the Airport or other airports. 

B. Procedure. The party claiming a Force Majeure Event shaU within five (5) business 
days after it knows of the occunence of the Force Majeitte Event, give the other party written 
notice describing the details of the cause and nature of the Force Majeure Event, the anticipated 
length of delay due to the Force Majeure Event and any other effect on the party's performance of 
its obUgations hereunder. Within fifteen (15) days after inifial nofification, such party shall 
provide sufficient proof of the occunence and duration of such Force Majeure Event to the other 
party and shall thereafter provide the other party with periodic supplemental updates to reflect any 
change in infonnation given to the other party as often as requested by the other party. The party 
claiming the Force Majeure Event shaU give notice to the other party of (i) the cessation of the 
relevant Force Majeure Event and (U) the cessation of the effects of such Force Majeure Event on 
the performance by it of its obligations under this Agreement as soon as practicable after 
becoming aware of each of (i) and (ii) above. 

C. Suspension. Except as otherwise provided herein, the performance by the party claiming 
the Force Majeure Event of its obUgations hereunder shaU be suspended, and in the event that 
such party is requfred to start or complete an action during a specific period of fime, such start 
date or period for completion shaU be extended, on the condition that: (i) such suspension of 
performance and extension of time shall be of no greater scope and of no longer duration than is 
required by the effects of the Force Majeure Event; (U) the party claiming the Force Majeure 
Event continually uses all commercially reasonable efforts to aUeviate and mitigate the cause and 
effect of the Force Majeure Event and remedy its inabUity to perform. 

D. Disputes. In the event that the parties are unable in good faith to agree that a Force 
Majeure Event has occuned or performance hereunder is excused as a result thereof, the parties 
shall submit the dispute for resolution pursuant to Article VIE of the Use Agreement and the party 
claiming relief from a Force Majeure Event shall have the burden of proof as to whether such a 
Force Majeure Event has occuned and whether performance hereunder is excused as a result 
thereof 

E. Extended Events. ff a Force Majeure Event has occuned and continues for more than 
six (6) months, either party may terminate this Agreement by Notice to the other party. 

Section 13.09 Goveming Law. This Agreement shall be governed in accordance with the laws 
of the State of Ulinois. Southwest hereby inevocably submits, and shall cause its subconfractors 
to submit, to the original jurisdiction of those State or Federal courts located within the County of 
Cook, State of Ulinois, with regard to any conttoversy arising out of relating to, or in any way 
concerning the execution or performance of this Agreement. Southwest agrees that service of 
process on Southwest may be made, at the option of City, either by registered or certified mail 
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addressed to the applicable office as provided for, in this Agreement, by registered or certified 
maU addressed to the office actuaUy maintained by Southwest, or by personal delivery on any 
officer, dfrector, or managing or general agent of Southwest. 

Section 13.10 Consent to Service of Process and Jurisdiction. AU judicial proceedings 
brought by Southwest with respect to this Agreement shall be brought in Cook County, Ulinois, 
and by execufion and delivery of this Agreement, Southwest accepts, for itself and in cormection 
with its properties, generally and unconditionally, the nonexclusive jurisdiction of the aforesaid 
courts, and inevocably agrees to be bound by any final judgment rendered thereby from which no 
appeal has been taken or is avaUable. Southwest inevocably waives any objection (including 
without hmitation any objection of the laying of venue or based on the grounds of fomm 
non-conveniens) which it may now or hereafter have to the bringing of any action or proceeding 
with respect to this Agreement in the jurisdiction set forth above. Nothing herein shall affect the 
right to serve process in any other manner permitted by law or shall limit the right of City to bring 
proceedings against Southwest in the courts of any other jurisdiction. 

Section 13.11 Notices. Any notices or other communications pertaining to this Agreement shall 
be in writing and shaU be deemed to have been duly given by a party if sent by nationally 
recognized commercial overnight courier or registered or certified mail, retum receipt requested, 
postage prepaid and addressed to the other party. Notices shaU be deemed given on the date of 
receipt if by personal service, or one day after deposit with a nafionally recognized' commercial 
overnight courier, three days after deposit in the U.S. mails, or otherwise upon refusal of receipt. 
AU nofices or communications intended for Southwest shall be adcfressed to: 

Southwest Airlines Co. 
5700 South Cicero 
Chicago, Ulinois 60638 
Attn: General Manager 

AU notices or communications intended for the City shall be addressed to: 

Commissioner, Department of Aviation 
City of Chicago 
O'Hare Intemational Airport 
Aviation Administiation BuUding 
10510 WZemke Road 
Chicago, Ulinois 60666 

Either party may change its address or the individual to whom such notices are to be given by a 
notice given to the other party in the manner set forth above. 

Section 13.12 City's Authority. This Agreement is authorized by an Ordinance passed by City 
of Chicago City Council on , 20 , (C.J.P. ). Except as expressly 
provided otherwise, wherever this Agreement provides that an act is to be taken or performed, or 
approval or consent is to be given by City, such act may be taken or performed, or approval or 
consent may be given, by the Commissioner, without further action by the City Council of 
Chicago, as long as such act, approval or consent does not result in either (i) an extension of the 
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Term (beyond any permitted renewals), (ii) a decrease in the Rent otiier than such decreases 
expressly provided for herein, or (iii) expansion of the Premises; provided, however, that 
non-material changes may be made to the boundaries of the Prenuses to conform to a survey and 
further provided that the Commissioner is authorized relocate Southwest to other, comparably 
sized premises at the Airport in the event that all or a portion of the Premises are needed for other 
Airport purposes. The Commissioner may execute an amendment to the Agreement provided that 
he or she is authorized to take or perform the act, or provide the consent or approval, giving rise to 
such amendment. 

Section 13.13 Southwest's Authority. By executing this Agreement, the person signing on 
behalf of Southwest warrants and represents, under penalty of perjury, that he or she has complete 
and fuU authority to commit Southwest to all terms and conditions of this Agreement, including 
each and every representation, certification, and warranty contained herein, attached hereto and 
coUectively incorporated by reference herein, or as may be required by the terms and conditions 
hereof 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned have caused this Agreement to be executed as of the 
Effective Date. 

Designation of Agent for City 
CITY OF CHICAGO SOUTHWEST AIRLINES CO. Qerk Service of Process 

Richard M. Daley 
Mayor 

By: . Name:. 

Name; 
Address:. 

Recommended by: Ttl • 

Richard L. Rodriguez 
Commissioner of Aviation 

Notary 

(Sub)Exhibits "A", "B", "C", "D" and "E" referred to in this Hangar Facility Lease Agreement 
(5245 West 55"̂  Street Hangar) read as follows: 
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(Sub)Exhibit "A". 
(To Hangar Facility Lease Agreement) 

(5245 West 55"̂  Street Hangar) 

Premises. 

Southwest must, within three (3) years of the effective date, rehabilitate the ramp area of 
the premises so as to make the area free of cracked or loose pavement and capable of 
supporting the types of aircraft that will be parked there. Such rehabilitation shall be in 
accordance with Midway Airport and Federal Aviation Administration standards. 

[Drawing attached to this (Sub)Exhibit "A" printed on 
page 42381 of this Journal] 

(Sub)Exhibit "B". 
(To Hangar Facility Lease Agreement) 

(5245 West 55"' Street Hangar) 

Rent. 

For Lease Years 1 through 6, Ground Rent shall be $0.5175 per square foot per year, and 
Building Rent shall be Four and 60/100 Dollars ($4.60) per square foot per year. 

For Lease Years 7 through 25, Ground Rent shall be Zero and 75/100 Dollars ($0.75) 
per square foot per year in Lease Year 7, and Building Rent shall be Five and 75/100 Dollars 
($5.75) per square foot per year in Lease Year 7, with both Ground Rent and Building Rent 
subject to an annual two percent (2%) escalation. 

For Lease Year 26 and thereafter, the City and Southwest shall agree upon a Ground Rent 
and Building Rent. If the parties cannot agree on a Ground Rent rate and a Building Rent 
rate, each component of Rent shall be subject to an annual escalation of two percent (2%) 
until such time as a Ground Rent rate and a Building Rent rate are agreed upon by the 
parties. 
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[Premises Description to this Drawing printed on 
page 42380 of this Journal.] 
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(Sub)Exhibit "C". 
(To Hangar Facility Lease Agreement) 

(5245 West 55'" Street Hangar) 

Requirements For Work. 

City of Chicago 
Department off Aviat ion 

Design, Renovation & Construction Procedures 

O'HARE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 
IVIIDWAY INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 

C H I C A G O 
A I R P O R T 
S Y S T E M 

DESIGN, RENOVATION, AND CONSTRUCTION 
STANDARD PROCEDURES 
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At tachments : 
1 . O'Hare Users Form, w i t h ins t ruc t ions 
2 . nflidway Users Form, w i t h i ns t ruc t ions 

I . P u r p o s e : To establish mandatory and consistent procedures, through 
publication, for the review, approval and implementation of all structural renovation, new 
construction, and major decorating work at Chicago O'Hare International Airport and 
Chicago Midway Intemational Airport. 

I I . D i s c u s s i o n : Airport structural features directly and significantly impact 
airport safety, security, operations, planning, business and regulatory environments. 
The City of Chicago Department of Aviation is ultimately responsible for the 
management of these environments, and accordingly reserves the right to review and 
approve the construction and/or modification of any structure on Airport property. The 
Department of Aviation (DOA), through its Design/Construction Division and 
Architecture/Engineering Sections, reviews, oversees, and approves all new design, 
renovation and construction work at Chicago's airports. The roles cind responsibilities of 
other participants in this process are defined and directed in the Procedures provided in 
the following section of this directive. This review and approval process is 
accomplished by following the procedures outlined in this directive. These procedures, 
particularly specified submission requirements and deadlines, are mandatory; they 
should be reviewed thoroughly, as a first step in the design, renovation and construction 
of any structure on Airport property, by Department sections. Airport Tenants, design 
consultants, and other Airport Users seeking to undertake such a project. These 
procedures are further designed to provide guidelines for process participants 
(particularly Project Managers); feedback, questions, and constructive criticism of this 
directive, and the process it governs, is accordingly invited, and will be considered in 
development of revisions and updates. 
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I I I . Roles and Respons ib i l i t i es : AII design, renovation, and/or 
construction (as described in this directive) projects conducted on Chicago O'Hare 
International Airport and Chicago Midway International Airport property shall be 
reviewed and approved in accordance with the procedures described in Section IV of 
this directive. The review/approval process (described and defined by Section IV 
procedures) is performed primarily by the participants listed in this section. 

1 . A i rpor t User. For purposes of this directive, the Airport User is defined as 
an organization seeking/planning to perform a design, renovation (including major 
decoration) or similar project, involving an existing or planned structure, on O'Hare 
International Airport or Midway International. Airport (Airport) property. The Airport 
User can be an Airport Tenant, Sub-Tenant, Lessee; agency or business operating 
on Airport property, or a consultant employed by one of these entities to perform 
such a project. The Airport User is responsible for timely, accurate and correct: 

• submission of required documents, drawings and records 

• response lo DOA comments and questions 

• completion and submission of the User Form 

The Airport User is also responsible for: 

• resolution of outstanding issues assigned by DOA in the review/approval 
process 

• compliance with this directive, other applicable DOA directives (e.g. ID 
Badging Handbook), and DOA instructions issued as a result of the 
review/approval process. 

• obtaining, and providing proof of, ALL required licenses and permits 
(including City, state and federal permit, and Airport badges/permits) 
BEFORE commencement of construction 
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2. User Point of Con tac t (POC). The Airport User shall, when 
initiating a project, designate a POC, using procedures described in Section IV 
(paragraph 1) of this directive. This POC shall act as agent, representative, 
liaison and focal point, for the User, to DOA, for all aspects of the Project under 
review. All DOA communication and correspondence to the Airport User, and 
Airport User communications/correspondence to DOA, concerning the Project, 
shall include the POC. The POC is presumed to report to directly the Airport 
User in the design, approval and execution of the Project. The POC's DOA 
counterpart in this process is the DOA Project Manager (see itemS) or PM. The 
POC and PM must work together closely throughout the review/approval 
process, keeping each other, and their respective organizations (DOA/User) 
apprised of developments, progress, and issues as they occur. 

3. DOA Deputy Commiss ioner fo r Design/Construct ion is 
responsible, on behalf of the City of Chicago Department of Aviation for oversight 
of all design, renovation and construction related to structures on Airport 
property. As such the Deputy Commissioner (Design/Construction) has final 
approval authority over all Projects considered in this directive. The Deputy 
Commissioner reports to the Commissioner of Aviation via First Deputy, in 
accomplishment and oversight of the procedures in this directive. 

4 . DOA Coordinat ing A r c h i t e c t (CA) manages the design, renovation, 
and construction review/approval process described in, and governed by, this 
directive. Maintenance of, and updates to, this directive are a part of these 
duties; comments, constructive criticism and recommended changes to this 
directive should be directed to the CA. The CA designates and assigns a PM 
(see item 5) to each Project reviewed and evaluated under this directive, and 
supervises the PM in performance of tasks it assigns. All project 
correspondence shall be addressed to the Coordinating Architect, and directed to 
the attention of the DOA Project Manager (see item 5). CA duties are performed 
on behalf of the Deputy Commissioner of Design/Construction, to whom the CA 
reports. The CA may be reached at: 

City of Chicago, Department of Aviation 
O'Hare International Airport 

Aviation Administration Building, Design and Construction Division 
10510 West Zemke Road 
Chicago, Illinois 60666 

Attn: Coordinating Architect 
(Omitted for priting purposes) 
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5. DOA Pro ject Manager (PM) is designated by the CA (see item 4) to 
manage and facilitate DOA review/approval of the Project, once properly 
submitted to DOA, following the Procedures provided in Section IV of this 
directive. The PM's counterpart, for the Airport User, is the User Point of Contact 
(POC), described in item 2 of this section. All project con'espondence shall be 
addressed to the Coordinating Architect, and directed to the attention of the PM. 
All project related questions, issues or phone calls shall be made directiy to the 
PM. The PM reports directly to the CA in matters pertaining to design, approval 
and execution of the Project. The PM and POC must work together closely 
throughout the review/approval process, keeping each other, and their respective 
organizations (DOA/User) apprised of developments, progress, and issues as 
they occur. 

6. DOA Deputy Commiss ioner fo r Fac i l i t ies is responsible for the 
maintenance and physical operation of Airport structures on Airport property. 
The review/approval process must ensure that Facilities is properly advised and 
consulted, to allow such oversight and coordination; the procedures governing 
this process (Section iV) are designed to enable such advice/consultation. 

7. DOA Faci i i t ies Superv is ing Arch i tec t - O'Flare (FSA) 
represents the Deputy Commissioner of Facilities at O'Hare in the 
review/approval process, and ensures that construction (except those for T5, see 
item 8) activities are properly coordinated with all affected Airport sections. User 
Form, Pre-construction Meeting, Notification and Inspection requirements in 
Section IV are designed to enable required oversight and coordination. Strict 
compliance with these requirements Is essential and mandatory, as they Impact 
critical safety, security, and operational areas. The FSA may be reached at: 

City of Chicago, Department of Aviation 
O'Hare International Airport 

Facilities Division 
PO Box 66142 

Chicago, Illinois 60666 
Attn: Facilities Supervising Architect-O'Hare 

(Omitted for fjriting purposes) 
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8. DOA Director of Maintenance/Construction - Midway (DM/C) 
represents the Chief Operating Officer of Midway in the review/approval process, 
and ensures that construction (except those for T5, see item 9 and O'Hare, see 
item 7) activities are property coordinated with all affected Airport sections. User 
Form, Pre-construction Meeting, Notification and Inspection requirements in 
Section IV are designed to enable required oversight and coordination. Strict 
compliance with these requirements is essential and mandatory, as they impact 
critical safety, security, and operational areas. The DM/C may be reached at: 

City of Chicago, Department of Aviation 
Midway International Airport 

General Aviation Offices 
5700 South Cicero Avenue 

Chicago, Illinois 60638 
Attn: Director of Maintenance - Midway 

(Omitted for priting purposes) 

9. DOA Terminal Manger for international Terminal (T5) 
coordinates activities related to the International Terminal. As such, his/her role 
in the review/approval process is similar to that of the FSA & DM/C (items 7 & 8), 
but limited to Projects involving Terminal 5. 

City of Chicago, Departinent of Aviation 
O'Hare Intemalional Airport 

Terminal 5, Mezzanine 
P.O. Box 66142 

Chicago, Illinois 60666 
Attn: Terminal Manager - T5 Management 

(Omitted for priting purposes) 

10. Construction Coordinator (CC) is assigned by FSA (item 7), DM/C 
(item 8) or T5 (item 9) as the Project enters its construction phase. Upon 
assignment, the CC acts as the DOA liaison, for the duration of construction, for 
all construction matters. 

11 . Chicago Airport Resources Enterprise (CARE) performs a 
variety of construction management sen/ices for the City of Chicago Department 
of Aviation at Chicago Midway and Chicago O'Hare Intemational Airports. One 
such service, initial processing of Airport ID Badges (for which CARE acts as 
Tenant, on behalf of DOA, for construction activities), is key to the success of this 
process. Procedures governing this requirement are in Section IV, item 6 of this 
directive, and should be initiated at the earliest opportunity. 
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IV. Procedures: 

1 . Project in i t ia t ion ( in i t iat ion Let ter and Schematic Concept 
Drawings). The Airport User must submit a minimum of eighteen (18) sets of 
30% Preliminary Construction Drawings (30% Concept Design Documents) 
along with a Project Initiation Letter, on letterhead that includes: 

• Airport User Point of Contact (POC) name, phone number and e-mail 
address. 

• Airport User's Architectural/Engineering firm's (if applicable) POC name 
and phone number 

• Narrative of the Intended Project Scope and Estimated Construction Cost. 

• Preliminary Construction Schedule including the appropriate time frame 
for Aviation's review and response (minimum of two weeks per each 
review submittal). 

Submit all documents to: 

City of Chicago, Department of Aviation 
O'Hare Intemational Airport 

Aviation Administration Building, Design / Construction Division 
10501 West Zemke Road 

Chicago, Illinois 60666 
Attn: Chief Architect 

(Omitted for printing purposes) 

Note: All design phase submittals must Include a minimum of Eighteen (18) 
sets of documents [Three (3) full size and Fifteen (15) half size]. 

2. Preliminary Document Review. Upon receipt of the Project 
Initiation Letter and Preliminary Construction Drawings, the Coordinating 
Architect assigns a Department of Aviation Project Manager (PM) to the 
proposed project. This PM is the DOA Development liaison for the project 
through its duration and will coordinate all drawings and schedules for DOA. 
All project correspondence shall be addressed to the Coordinating Architect 
and directed to the attention of the PM. All project related questions, issues 
or phone calls shall be made directiy to the PM. 
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Within tyyo weeks of receiving the Project Initiation Letter and 30% Concept 
Design Documents (item 2) the PM will send the Airport User, a response to 
tiieir concept submittal (Conditional Concept Approval) with technical 
comments and direction on information to be Included in the next submittal, 
which may include a request for an Airport User presentation. FAA 7460 fomn 
may be required for certain projects that fall within FAA jurisdiction or 
airspace impact issues under F>\A jurisdiction. This should be confirmed witii 
the PM. Follow-up design submittals will be required at the 60%, 90% ahd 
100% completion levels. Less complex projects may only require 30% 
concept and 100% submittals, or other completion level combinations as 
determined by the PM based upon review of the Initial 30% documents. A 
final design record submittal will be required incorporating all previous 
comments. 

3. Response to Av ia t ion 's Comments and Requests. In 
accordance with the "Conditional Concept Approval" letter (see item 4), and 
for any comments at the 60/90/100% completion levels, the Airport User will 
be required to respond to the PM, in writing, within a week, to the comments 
and issues addressed by DOA and any other reviewing 
agencles/departinents, as well as incorporate the applicable items into the 
next submittal of the Construction Documents. 

Note 1: Complex projects, requiring a 60% and 90% submittal, shall require a 
minimum two (2) week review period for each completion level submittal. 

Note 2: Projects requiring building permits (projects other than cosmetic 
improvements) may require reviews with the Department of Constmction and 
Permits at various stages during the design process (minimum of 2 during 
design process). These meetings must be scheduled through the PM. These 
reviews are mandatory for more complex projects to familiarize the 
Department of Construction and Permits with the project and to provide the 
architect/engineer with productive input during the design process thus 
avoiding issues later in the permit review process. Coordinate the schedule 
for these meetings with the DOA PM early on in the design process. 
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4 . 100% Document Rev iew and Condi t ional Approval t o 
Construct . The PM receives the 100% documents and all incorporated 
revisions, and forwards them to the DOA Divlsk>ns and involved agencies for 
review. This review and approval process takes a minimum of two weeks, 
depending on project complexity. 

Upon review of the 100% Contract Document submittal and a determination 
that the documents are complete to the 100% level the PM issues a 
Construction Document Approval" signed by the Coordinating Architect 
(Design/Construction), or his designee, to the Airport User, Including any 
outstanding issues that need to be incorporated into the documents and/or 
addressed, with a copy to the City of Chicago Department of Buildings 
indicating that the documents have been reviewed and are acceptable for 
beginning the permit application process. After receiving the Department of 
Aviation's "Construction Document Approval" letter, the Airport User may then 
apply for the required permits (Building, Electrical, Signage, etc.). The Airport 
User must coordinate the method, process and schedule for permitting 
submittal with the PM. 

For final DOA approval (required before any construction may begin) the 
Airport User must have obta ined a l l requ i red permi ts f rom the 
Chicago Department of Bui ld ings, as we l l as those f rom any 
appl icable s ta te and federa l au thor i t ies . The Chicago Department 
of Buildings is located in City Hall at: 

121 North LaSalle Street. 9th Floor, 
Chicago, Illinois 60602 

(Omitted for priting purposes) 

Note: Chicago Department of Buildings controls the building permit review 
process. It is the Airport User's sole responsibility to follow-up on 
permit procurement. DOA can, however, assist in issues related to the 
permitting process. The DOA permit liaison may be contacted through the 
PM. 
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5. Security Badges. Any employee, who works or operates on tiie 
airfield, or in tiie Terminals, must be fingerprinted, screened, trained, and 
issued an ID Badge, before he/she will be allowed to enter. Airport ID 
Badges, permits, and privileges are as crucial to this process as are required 
construction pennits. User failure to understand, or comply with, ID Badging 
and vehicle pemiit/operating regulations can impose significant and costiy 
Project delays. 

If the Project will involve driving on the airfield, each vehicle must be properly 
insured and registered, and must display a proper vehicle permit, and each 
driver must be screened and tested. 

Any company wishing to operate or conduct business on the airfield must be 
sponsored by an airport Tenant, and properly registered in the Airport ID 
Badging system, before its employees may be issued ID Badges, its vehicles 
issued permits, or its drivers may be certified. This, and employee 
screenlng/lD Badge issue, are lengthy, but mandatory processes. 

Users are advised to begin this process at the earliest opportunity, become 
familiar with required procedures, and allow adequate lead time, to preclude 
delays. Company registration (required if the User is not already established 
in the ID Badging System), and establishment of signatories typically requires 
3-7 business days to accomplish. Vehicle permits typically require 2-5 
business days, upon presentation of ail required documents. Required 
fingerprint investigations typically require an additional 3-7 business days, per 
employee, to accomplish. Individual emptoyee badges additionally require 1-
3 hours, and travel (to CARE and ID Badging), per employee, to accomplish, 
depending on individual training and testing requirements. 

Requirements, and detailed instructions, for obtaining required badges, 
driving privileges, and permits are provided in the ID Badging Handboolc 
(DOA Directive 32310.00a rev 1) and in the O'Hare Intemational 
Airport Ground Vehicle Operating Regulations Manual (DOA 
Directive 35100,00a). These documents are available, on request, from 
DOA, or can be viewed/obtained on line at: www.ohare.com/badqina 
Users must review and understand these procedures thoroughly, before 
attempting to obtain badges, permits, or driving privileges. 

http://www.ohare.com/badqina
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On behalf of the Department of Aviation, CARE acts as "Tenant," (for ID 
Badging purposes, as described in the ID Badging Handbook) on behalf of 
DOA, in ID Badging matters related to airfield construction companies under 
contract to DOA. Such constmction companies shall contact CARE, and 
contact/proceed to ID Badging only as directed by CARE. The above 
directives should be reviewed and understood before contacting CARE. 
CARE may be reached at: 

(Omitted for priting purposes) 
or 

(Omitted for priting purposes) 

Airport Users who already have established ID Badge accounts (e.g. existing 
Tenants) shall continue to obtain ID Badges in the manner established. 

6. Insurance - Addi t ional insured. All Contractors and Sub-
Contractors shall provide a copy of their Certificate of Insurance indicating the 
City of Chicago and Chicago Airports Resources Enterprise as additional 
insured. 

7. Safety. All Contractors and Work is subject to follow the Chicago 
Airport System (CAS) Construction Safety Manual. Safety personnel 
credentials must comply with the requirements as outiined in the CAS 
Construction Safety Manual prior 

8. User Form and Pre-Construction Meet ing. The Construction 
phase of the review/approval/implementation process begins, following 
completion of items 1 -5, preceding. 

The User POC initiates the construction phase by contacting the PM, 
and presenting documentation showing that all required pennits have been 
obtained, and steps 1-5 (above) have been completed, especially: 

• All required City, State and Federal Permits (Item 4) obtained and 
valid. 

• Required 7460 Fomis have been submitted and approved 
Company and signatories established in ID Badging system 
Note: a valid ID Badge, issued to the user POC, bearing the name of 
the Airport User company, will verify this. 

The DOA PM shall, upon verifying User completion of requirements for Items 
1 -5, as described above, notify i n wr i t ing either: 

• The Terminal Manager for International Terminal (T5, see Sect III, 
item 9), if the Project will be in the International Terminal, OR 
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• The DOA Supervisor of Maintenance/Construction (FSA, see Sect 
III, Item 7), for O'Hare Airport locations. 

• The Director of Maintenance/Constmction - Midway (DM/C, see 
Section III, item 8) for Midway Airport locations. 

Advising that the User has completed requirements for items 1 -5, is ready to 
progress to the Construction phase, that a Pre-Construction meeting may 
proceed, and providing contacting information for the User POC. 

Upon receipt of the above notification, T5, DM/C or the FSA shall assign a 
Construction Coordinator (CC) to the Project, and identify that CC to the 
User POC. The assigned CC and User POC shall then arrange the Pre-
Construction meeting. 

The assigned CC shall act as the DOA liaison to the User for the duration of 
the construction phase of the Project, and shall ensure that all DOA 
participants identified in Section III are advised of key developments as they 
occur. 

9. User Form and Pre-Construction Meeting (continued) 

By 12:00PM (noon) on the Thursday prior to the pre-construction meeting, 
the User shall submit a completed User Forni (blank and directions attached) 
to the CC. The User Form assists the CC in making the necessary 
operational arrangements for deliveries, mechanical shut-downs, etc. 

At the pre-construction meeting, the User shall answer any outstanding 
questions and exchange documentation. The User submits all final building 
permits, proof of 7460 approval (as required), certificates of insurance, 
master list of Contractors/Subcontractors on-site with contact names and 24 
hour phone numbers, temporary barricade plans including signage, as 
approved by the DOA, and the final constmction schedule. The User shall 
advise the CC on progress/issues encountered in obtaining required badges 
and permits; this process must be completed, for every vehicle and 
employee Involved In the Project, before work begins, and should be 
substantially completed by the time of this meeting. The CC shall provide the 
User POC with emergency phone numbers and establish a start-of-
construction date. 

If at any time the scope of work changes during construction, the User must 
notify the CC immediately. 
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10. Not i f i ca t ion to t he Ci ty o f Substant ia l Comple t ion . 
Upon substantial completion the Airport User POC shall request, in writing, a 
site inspection with tiie CC and DOA PM. During the walk through an oral 
punch list will be communicated followed within a week by a writien punch 
list. A Certificate of Occupancy, issued by the City of Chicago Department 
of Constmction eind Permits will be indicated on the punch list and is 
required prior to any occupancy of the renovated or newly constmcted 
space. It is the Airport User's responsibility to arrange for inspection for the 
Certificate of Occupancy. 

1 1 . DOA Final Wallc Through and Approval . Upon completing all 
items on the punch list, the User shall notify tiie CC and DOA PM to arrange 
for a final walk through. All required employee ID Badges and vehicle 
permits must be obtained by this time. 

12. Final Approva l and c loseout . Within 30 days of the final walk 
through, the User shall submit the following closeout requirements: 

• Five half-size prints of final as-built drawings. 

• One CD of electronic CAD files in accordance with DOA CADD 
standards. Note: DOA CAD Standards can be obtained by contacting 
the DOA Project Manager (PM). 

• One CD (electronic copy) of all image files in PDF format, (all projects) 

• One CD (electronic copy) of all Image files in TIFF format, (all 
projects) 

The as-built documents (all required prints and electronic files) shall be 
transmitted to the Chief Architect (CA) at O'Hare International Airport. 

The above items are required to support maintenance of accurate facility 
records and future construction. 

[Attachments 1 and 2 referred to in this Requirements for 
Work unavailable at time of printing.] 
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(Sub)Exhibit "D". 
(To Hangar Facility Lease Agreement) 

(5245 West SS"' Street Hangar) 

Insurance Requirements 

Department Of Aviation 

Southwest Airlines Hangar Leases At 
Chicago Midway Airport. 

The Tenant must provide and maintain at Tenant's own expense or cause to be maintained, 
during the term of the Lease and on any eariier date the Tenant is permitted to enter onto the 
Leased Premises, and until each and every obligation of the Tenant contained in this Lease has 
been fully performed (including any time period following expiration if Tenant is required to 
return and perform any additional work), the insurance coverages and requirements specified 
below, insuring all operations under this Lease. 

A. INSURANCE TO BE PROVIDED BY TENANT 

1) Workers Compensation and Employers Liabilitv 

Workers Compensation Insurance, as prescribed by applicable law covering all 
employees who are to provide a service under this Lease and Employers Liability 
coverage with limits of not less than $500.000 each accident, illness or disease. 

2) Commercial General Liabilitv (Primary and Umbrella) 

Commercial General Liability Insurance or equivalent with limits of not less than 
$300.000.000 per occurrence for bodily injury, personal injury, and property damage 
liability. Coverages must include the following: All premises and operations, 
products/completed operations, independent contractors, explosion, collapse, 
underground, separation of insured, defense, and contractual liability (with no limitation 
endorsement). The City of Chicago is to be named as an additional insured on a 
primary, non-contributory basis for any liability arising directly or indirectly under or in 
connection with this Lease. 

Contractors and subcontractors performing work in the Airfield Area for Tenant may 
maintain limits of not less than $5.000.000 with the same terms herein. Contractors and 
subcontractors performing work in areas of the airport that are not in the Airfield Area for 
Tenant may maintain limits of not less than $1.000.000 with the same terms herein. 

3) Automobile Liabilitv (Primary and Umbrella) 

When any motor vehicles (owned, non-owned and hired) are used in connection with 
work to be performed, the Tenant must provide Automobile Liability Insurance with limits 
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of not less than $10.000.000 per occurrence for bodily injury and property damage. 
The City of Chicago is to be named as an additional insured on a primary, non-
contributory basis. 

Contractors and subcontractors performing work for Tenant may maintain limits of not 
less than $5.000.000 with the same terms herein. 

4) Pollution Legal Liabilitv 

Pollution Legal Liability Insurance must be provided covering bodily injury, property 
damage and other losses caused by pollution conditions that arise from the Contract 
scope of sen/ices with limits of not less than $5.000.000 per occurrence. Coverage must 
include completed operations, contractual liability, defense, excavation, environmental 
cleanup, remediation and disposal. When policies are renewed or replaced, the policy 
retroactive date must coincide with or precede, start of work in connection with the 
Lease. A claims-made policy which is not renewed or replaced must have an extended 
reporting period of two (2) years. The City of Chicago is to be named as an additional 
insured. 

5) All Risk Propertv 

The Tenant must maintain All Risk Property Insurance including improvements and 
betterments at full replacement cost covering all loss, damage or destruction to the 
Leased Premises. Coverage must include but are not limited to the following: Business 
income, water including leakage, overflow, sewer backup and seepage, collapse, boiler 
and machinery, earth movement and flood. The City of Chicago is to be named as an 
additional insured and loss payee. 

The Tenant is responsible for all loss or damage to personal property (including but not 
limited to materials, equipment, tools and supplies), owned, rented or used by the 
Tenant. 

The Tenant is responsible for all loss or damage to City of Chicago property at full 
replacement cost that results from this Lease. 

6) Builders Risk 

When Tenant undertakes any construction, including improvements, betterments, and/or 
repairs, the Tenant must provide or cause to be provided. All Risk Builders Risk 
Insurance at replacement cost for materials, supplies, equipment, machinery and fixtures 
that are or will be part of the permanent facility/project. Coverages must include but are 
not limited to the following: right to partial occupancy, material stored off-site and in-
transit, boiler and machinery, earth movement, flood, water including overflow, leakage, 
sewer backup or seepage, utility sen/ices, collapse, debris removal, faulty workmanship 
or materials, testing, mechanical-electrical breakdown and other consequential loss, 
when applicable. The City of Chicago is to be named as an additional insured and loss 
payee. 
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7) Professional Liabilitv 

When any architects, engineers, construction managers or other professional 
consultants perfomi work in connection with this Lease, Professional Liability Insurance 
covering acts, errors, or omissions must be maintained with limits of not less than 
$2.000.000. When policies are renewed or replaced, the policy retroactive date must 
coincide with, or precede start of work on the Lease. A claims-made policy which is not 
renewed or replaced must have an extended reporting period of two (2) years. 

8) Valuable Papers 

When any plans, designs, drawings, specifications and documents are produced or used 
under this Lease, Valuable Papers Insurance must be maintained in an amount to insure 
against any loss whatsoever, and must have limits sufficient to pay for the re-creation 
and reconstruction of such records. 

9) Contractors Pollution Liabilitv 

When any remediation work is performed which may cause a pollution exposure, 
Contractors Pollution Liability must cause to be provided covering bodily injury, property 
damage and other losses caused by pollution conditions that arise from the work 
performed with limits ot not less than $1.000.000 per occurrence. Coverage must 
include underground storage tanks, completed operations, contractual liability, defense, 
excavation, environmental cleanup, remediation and disposal. When policies are 
renewed or replaced, the policy retroactive date must coincide with or precede start of 
work under the Lease. A claims-made policy which is not renewed or replaced must 
have an extended reporting period of two (2) years. The City of Chicago is to be named 
as an additional insured. 

B. ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

The Tenant must furnish the City of Chicago, Department of Finance, Risk Management 
Division, 333 South State Street, Room 400, Chicago, Illinois 60604 and Department of 
Aviation, O' Hare Airport, 10510 West Zemke Road, Chicago, Illinois 60666, original Certificates 
of Insurance, or such similar evidence, to be in force on the date of this Lease, and Renewal 
Certificates of Insurance, or such similar evidence, if the coverages have an expiration or 
renewal date occurring during the term of this Lease. The Tenant must submit evidence of 
insurance on the City of Chicago Insurance Certificate Form, a copy which is attached hereto as 
Exhibit E (or other form acceptable to the City prior to execution of Lease. The receipt of any 
certificate does not constitute agreement by the City that the insurance requirements in the 
Lease have been fully met or that the insurance policies indicated on the certificate are in 
compliance with all Lease requirements. The failure of the City to obtain certificates or other 
insurance evidence from the Tenant is not a waiver by the City of any requirements for the 
Tenant to obtain and maintain the specified coverages. The Tenant must advise all insurers of 
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the Lease provisions regarding insurance. Non-conforming insurance does not relieve the 
Tenant of the obligation to provide insurance as specified herein. Non-fulfillment of the 
insurance conditions may constitute a violation of the Lease, and the City retains the right to 
stop work until proper evidence of insurance is provided, or the Lease may be temiinated. 

The insurance must provide for 60 days prior written notice to be given to the City in the event 
coverage is substantially changed, canceled, or non-renewed. 

Any deductibles or self insured retentions on referenced insurance coverages must be borne by 
the Tenant, Contractors and/or Subcontractors. 

The Tenant hereby waives and agrees to require their insurers to waive their rights of 
subrogation against the City of Chicago, its employees, elected officials, agents, or 
representatives. 

The coverages and limits furnished by the Tenant, Contractors and/or Subcontractors in no way 
limit the Tenant's, Contractor's and/or Subcontractor's liabilities and responsibilities specified 
within the Lease documents or by law. 

Any insurance or self-insurance programs maintained by the City of Chicago do not contribute 
with insurance provided by the Tenant under the Lease. 

The required insurance to be carried is not limited by any limitations expressed in the 
indemnification language herein or any limitation placed on the indemnity therein given as a 
matter of law. 

If Tenant is a joint venture or limited liability company, the insurance policies must name the 
joint venture or limited liability company as a named insured. 

The Tenant must require Contractors and Subcontractors to provide the insurance required 
herein, or Tenant may provide the coverages for the Contractors and/or Subcontractors. The 
Contractors and Subcontractors are subject to the same insurance requirements of the Tenant 
unless otherwise specified herein. 

If the Tenant, Contractors and/or Subcontractors desire additional coverages, the Tenant, and 
each Contractor and/or Subcontractor are responsible for the acquisition and cost of such 
additional protection. 

The City of Chicago Risk Management Division maintains the right to modify, delete, alter or 
change these requirements. 

[City of Chicago Certificate of Insurance Form referred to in these 
Insurance Requirements unavailable at time of printing.] 
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(Sub)Exhibit "E". 
(To Hangar Facility Lease Agreement) 

(S24S West SS" Street Hangar) 

City Of Chicago 

Economic Disclosure Statement 
And Affidavit. 

SECTION I -- GENERAL INFORMATIO.N 

A. Legal name of Disclosing Party submitting this EDS. Include d/b/a/ if applicable: 

-Sooi.-n4u;t3r /^.R^c^^ygJ . ^ O . 

Check ONE ofthe following three boxes; 

Indicate whether Disclosing Party submitting this EDS is; 
1. [^ the Applicant 

OR 
2. [ ] a legal entity holding a direct or indirect interest in the Applicant. State the legal name ofthe 

Applicant in which Disclosing Party holds an interest: 
OR 

3. [ ] a specified legal entity with a right of control (see Section II.B.l.b.) State the legal name of 
the entity in which Disclosing Party holds a right of control; 

B. Business address of Disclosing Party: JJlo 

t̂ A*-

a L 
^ s 

ovG 

T X 

F i t c p * ^ R W £ 

f s :x3S 

C . T e l e p h o n e : (OmModforpnnSngpurposes) p a x : (Omittedforprinlingpurposes) E m a i l : (Omiltedforprtnlingpurposes) 

D. Name of contactperson: b o g i^uiJX Cc/^^^'r 

E. Federal Employer IdentificatJon No. (if you have one): (omitted tor printing purposes) . 

F. Brief description of contract, transaction or other undertaking (referred to below as the "Matter") to 
which this EDS pertains. (Include project number and location of property, if applicable): 

/4-<»vjct- l^ 'Kic <t1- A^ vbivAy / I ' ^ P c i c T 

G. Which City agency or department is requesting this EDS? u g n + "T / \v»<v-Hc '^ 

If the Matter is a contract being handled by the City's Department of Procurement Services, please 
complete the following: 

Specification U and Contract U 
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SECTION II -DISCLOSURE OF OWNERSHIP INTERESTS 

A. NATURE OF DISCLOSING PARTY 

1. Indicate the nature ofthe Disclosing Party: 

[ ] Person 
P^ Publicly registered business corporation 

] Privately held business corporation 
] Sole proprietorship 
] General partnership* 
] Limited partnership* 
] Trust 

* Note B.l.b below. 

[ ] Limited liability company* 
[ ] Limited liability partnership* 
[ ] Joint venture* 
[ ] Not-for-profit corporation 
(Is the not-for-profit corporation also a 501(c)(3))? 

[ ]Yes [ ]No 
[ ] Other (please specify) 

2. For legal entities, the state (or foreign country) of incorporation or organization, if applicable; 

T ^ y A S 

3. For legal entities not organized in the State of Illinois: Has the organization registered to do 
business in the State of Illinois as a foreign entity? 

PlYes [ ]No []N/A 

B. IF THE DISCLOSING PARTY IS A LEGAL ENTITY; 

1 .a. List below the full names and titles of ail executive officers and all directors of the entity. 
For not-for-profit corporations, also list below all members, if any, which are legal entities. If there are 
no such members, write "no members." For trusts, estates or other similar entities, list below the legal 
titleholder(s). 

Name Title 
J ^ J L I A C L ^ J ^ 

Lb. If you checked "General partnership," "Limited partnership," "Limited liability 
company," "Limited liability partnership" or "Joint venture" in response to Item A.l. above (Nature of 
Disclosing Party), list below the name and title of each general partner, managing member, manager or 
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Southwest Airlines Board ofDirectors and Company Officers 
"Revised 10/2/08 

Board ot Directors 
David Biegler 
Audit and Compensation (Chairman) Comminees 
Louis C.ildera 
Audit and Compensation Commitrees 
C. Webb Crockett 
Executive and Nominating and Coiporate Governance (Chaimian) Committees 
William H. Cunningham, PhD 
Audit and Executive Corrunittees 
Travis C. Johnson 
Audit, Executive (Chairman), and Nominatinc and Corporate Governance Committees 
Gary C. Kelly 
H.iecmive Committee 
Nancy Loeriler 
John T. Montford 
Audit (Chainnan), Compensation and Nominating and Corporate Governance Comminees 

Oflicers 
Gary C.Kelly* 
Chairman ofthe Board, President and Chief Executive Officer 
Robert E.Jordan* 
Executive Vice President Strategy and Plajwine 
Ron Ricks* 
Executive Vice President Corporate Ser\'ices and Coiporate Secretary 
Michael G. Van De Ven* 
Executive Vice President and Chief Operaiiiig Ollicer 
Ginger C. Hardage* 
Senior Vice President Culture and Communicaiions 
Daryl Krause* 
Senior Vice President Customer Services 
Jeff Lamb* 
Senior Vice President Administration and Chief People Officer 
Dave Ridley" 
Senior Vice President of Marketing and Revenue Management 
Greg Wells* 
Senior Vice President Operations 
Laura H.Wright* 
Senior Vice President Finance and Chief Financial Officer 
Barry Brown 
Vice President Safely and Security 
Gregory N. Crum 
Vice President Director Operations 
Darren Dayley 
Vice President Technology Customer Experience Portfolio 
IVratt Hafner 
Vice President Ground Operations 
iVIikc Hafner 
Vice President Inflight Services 
Scott Halfmann 
Vice President Provisioning 
Joe Harris 
Vice President Labor and Employee Relations. 
Laurie Hulin 
Vice President Teclinology Aircrafi Operations & Enterprise Manageineiit Portfolios 
Madeleine Johnson 
Vice President General Counsel 
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Southwest Airlines Board ofDirectors and Company Officers :_:ii^-
* Revised 10/2/OS 

Leah Koontz 
Vice President Controller 
Kevin M. Krone 
Vice President Marketing, Sales and Distribution 
Teresa Laraba 
Vice President Ground Operations 
Chuck .Magill 
Vice President Flight Operations 
Jan Marshall 
Vice President Technology and Chief Information Officer 
Pete McGlade 
Vice President Schedule Plaiuiing 
Bob Monlgomery 
Vice President Properties 
Rob Myrben 
Vice President Fuel Management 
Lori Rainwater 
Vice President Internal Audit 
Tammy Romo 
Vice President Financial Planning 
James A. Ruppel 
Vice President Customer Relations and Rapid Rewards 
Linda B. Rutherford 
Vice President Public Relations and Community Affairs 
Mike Ryan 
Vice President Labor Relations 
Ray Sears 
Vice President Piuchasing 
Jim Sokol 
Vice President Maintenance and Engineering 
Scott E. Topping 
Vice President Treasurer 
Ellen Torbert 
Vice President ReseiTations 
Chris Wahlenmaicr 
Vice President Ground Operations 
Kathleen Wayton 
Vice President Strategy and Change Leadership 
Kay Weatherford 
Vice President Revenue Management and Pricing 
Bob Young 
Vice President and Chief Technology Officer 

*Member of Executive Planning Committee 
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any other person or entity that controls the day-to-day management of the Disclosing Party. NOTE: 
Each legal entity listed below must submit an EDS on its own behalf. 

Name Title 

2. Please provide the following information concerning each person or entity having a direct or 
indirect beneficial interest (including ownership) in excess of 7.5% ofthe Disclosing Party. Examples 
of such an interest include shares in a corporation, parmership interest in a partnership or joint venture, 
interest of a member or manager in a limited liability company, or interest of a beneficiary of a trust, 
estate or other similar entity. If none, state "None." NOTE; Pursuant to Section 2-154-030 ofthe 
Municipal Code of Chicago ("Municipal Code"), the Cily may require any such additional information 
fi'om any applicant which is reasonably intended to achieve full disclosure. 

Name Business Address Percentage Interest in the 
Disclosing Party 

KJ'^>Jl= 

SECTION III -- BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS WITH CITY ELECTED OFFICIALS 

Has the Disclosing Party had a "business relationship," as defined in Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal 
Code, with any City elected official in the 12 months before the date this EDS is signed? 

l>^Yes [ ]No 

If yes, please identify below the name(s) of such City elected official(s) and describe such 
relationship(_s); 

V̂  * vy I ? I ^r^ci^-i^f - { '^ y C i ft«.<,'^ - / « ' - t ^ 

SECTION IV - DISCLOSURE OF SUBCONTRACTORS AND OTHER RETAINED PARTIES 

The Disclosing Party must disclose the name and business address of each subcontractor, attorney, 
lobbyist, accountant, consultant and any other person or entity whoin the Disclosing Party has retained 
or expects to retain in connection with the Matter, as well as the nature ofthe relationship, and the total 
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amount ofthe fees paid or estimated to be paid. The Disclosing Party is not required to disclose 

employees who are paid solely through the Disclosing Party's regular payroll. 

"Lobbyist" means any person or entity who undertakes to influence any legislative or administrative 
action on behalf of any person or entity other than; (1) a not-for-profit entity, on an unpaid basis, or (2) 
himself. "Lobbyist" also means any person or entity any part of whose duties as an employee of 
another includes undertaking to infiuence any legislative or administrative action. 

If the Disclosing Party is uncertain whether a disclosure is required under this Section, the 
Disclosing Party must either ask the City whether disclosure is required or make the disclosure. 

Name Business Relationship to Disclosing Party Fees 
(indicate whether Address (subcontractor, attorney, (indicate whether 
retained or anticipated lobbyist, etc.) paid or estimated) 
to be retained) 

(Add sheets if necessary) 

[)4 Check here if the Disclosing party has not retained, nor expects to retain, any such persons or 
entities. 

SECTION V - CERTIFICATIONS 

A. COURT-ORDERED CHILD SUPPORT COMPLIANCE 

Under Municipal Code Section 2-92-415, substantial owners of business entities that contract with 
the City must remain in compliance with their child support obligations throughout the term of the 
contract. 

Has any person who directly or indirectly owns 10% or inore ofthe Disclosing Party been declared in 
arrearage on any child support obligations by any Illinois court of competent jurisdiction? 

[ ] Yes P^No [ ] No person owns 10% or more of the Disclosing Party. 

If "Yes," has the person entered into a court-approved agreement for payment of all support owed and 
is the person in compliance with that agreement? 

[ lYes I X N O 
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B. FURTHER CERTIFICATIONS • 

1. The Disclosing Party and, if the Disclosing Party is a legal entity, all of those persons or entities 
identified in Section II.B.l. of this EDS: 

a. are not presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible or voluntarily 
excluded from any transactions by any federal, state or local unit of government; 

b. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date of this EDS, been convicted ofa criminal 
offense, adjudged guilty, or had a civil judgment rendered against them in connection with: 
obtaining, attempting to obtain, or performing a public (federal, state or local) transaction or 
contract under a public transaction; a violation of federal or state antitrust statutes; fraud; 
embezzlement; theft; forgery; bribery; falsification or destruction of records; making false 
statements; or receiving stolen property; 

c. are not presently indicted for or otherwise criminally or civilly charged by a governmental entity 
(federal, state or local) with commission of any ofthe offenses enumerated in clause B.l.b. of 
this Section V; 

d. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date of this EDS, had one or more public 
transactions (federal, state or local) terminated for cause or default; and 

e. have not, within a five-year period preceding the date of this EDS, been convicted, adjudged 
guilty, or found liable in a civil proceeding, or in any criminal or civil action, including actions 
concerning environmental violations, instituted by the City or by the federal government, any 
state, or any other unit of local government. 

2. The certifications in subparts 2, 3 and 4 concern: 

• the Disclosing Party; 
• any "Applicable Party" (meaning any party participating in the performance ofthe Matter, 

including but not limited to any persons or legal entities disclosed under Section IV, "Disclosure of 
Subcontractors and Other Retained Parties"); 

• any "Affiliated Entity" (meaning a person or entity that, directly or indirectly: controls the 
Disclosing Party, is controlled by the Disclosing Party, or is, with the Disclosing Party, under 
common control of another person or entity. Indicia of control include, without limitation; 
interlocking manageinent or ownership; identity of interests among fainily members, shared facilities 
and equipment; common use of employees; or organization ofa business entity following the 
ineligibility of a business entity to do business wilh federal or state or local government, including 
the City, using substantially the same management, ownership, or principals as the ineligible entity); 
with respect to Applicable Parties, the term Affiliated Entity means a person or entity that directly or 
indirectly controls the Applicable Party, is controlled by it, or, with the Applicable Party, is under 
common control of another person or entity; 
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• any responsible official ofthe Disclosing Party, any Applicable Party or any Affiliated Entity or 
any other official, agent or employee of the Disclosing Party, any Applicable Party or any Affiliated 
Entity, acting pursuant to the direction or authorization ofa responsible official o f the Disclosing 
Party, any Applicable Party or any Affiliated Entity (collectively "Agents"). 

Neither the Disclosing Party, nor any Applicable Party, nor any Affiliated Entity of either the 
Disclosing Party or any Applicable Party nor any Agents have, during the five years before the date this 
EDS is signed, or, with respect to an Applicable Party, an Affiliated Entity, or an Affiliated Entity ofan 
Applicable Party during the five years before the date of such Applicable Party's or Affiliated Entity's 
contract or engagement in connection with the Matter: 

a. bribed or attempted to bribe, or been convicted or adjudged guilty of bribery or attempting to 
bribe, a public officer or employee of the City, the State of Illinois, or any agency of the federal 
govemment or of any state or local govemment in the United States of America, in that officer's 
or employee's official capacity; 

b. agreed or colluded with other bidders or prospective bidders, or been a party to any such 
agreement, or been convicted or adjudged guilty of agreement or collusion among bidders or 
prospective bidders, in restraint offreedom of competition by agreement to bid a fixed price or 
otherwise; or 

c. inade an admission of such conduct described in a. or b. above that is a matter of record, but 
have not been prosecuted for such conduct; or 

d. violated the provisions of Municipal Code Section 2-92-610 (Living Wage Ordinance). 

3. Neither the Disclosing Party, Affiliated Entity or Applicable Party, or any of their employees, 
officials, agents or partners, is barred from contracting with any unit of state or local government as a 
result of engaging in or being convicted of (1) bid-rigging in violation of 720 ILCS 5/33E-3; (2) 
bid-rotating in violation of 720 ILCS 5/33E-4; or (3) any similar offense of any state or ofthe United 
States of America that contains the same elements as the offense of bid-rigging or bid-rotating. 

4. Neither the Disclosing Party nor any Affiliated Entity is listed on any ofthe following lists 
maintained by the Office of Foreign Assets Control ofthe U.S. Department ofthe Treasury or the 
Bureau of Industry and Security ofthe U.S. Department of Commerce or their successors; the Specially 
Designated Nationals List, the Denied Persons List, the Unverified List, the Entity List and the 
Debarred List. 

5. The Disclosing Party understands and shall comply vj'nh (1) the applicable requirements ofthe 
Govemmental Ethics Ordinance ofthe City, Title 2, Chapter 2-156 ofthe Municipal Code; and (2) all 
the applicable provisions of Chapter 2-56 ofthe Municipal Code (Office ofthe Inspector General). 
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6. If the Disclosing Party is unable to certify to any of the above statements in this Part B (Further 
Certifications), the Disclosing Party must explain below: 

If the letters "NA," the word "None," or no response appears on the lines above, it will be conclusively 
presumed that the Disclosing Party certified to the above statements. 

C. CERTIFICATION OF STATUS AS FINANCIAL INSTITUTION 

For purposes of this Part C, under Municipal Code Section 2-32-455(b), the term "financial institution" 
means a bank, savings and loan association, thrift, credit union, mortgage banker, mortgage broker, 
trust company, savings bank, investment bank, securities broker, municipal securities broker, securities 
dealer, municipal securities dealer, securities underwriter, municipal securities underwriter, investment 
trast, venture capital company, bank holding company, financial services holding company, or any 
licensee under the Consumer Installment Loan Act, the Sales Finance Agency Act, or the Residential 
Mortgage Licensing Act. However, "financial institution" specifically shall not include any entity 
whose predominant business is the providing of tax deferred, defined contribution, pension plans to 
public employees in accordance with Sections 403(b) and 457 ofthe Internal Revenue Code. 
(Additional definitions may be found in Municipal Code Section 2-32-455(b).) 

1. CERTIFICATION 

The Disclosing Party certifies that the Disclosing Party (check one) 

[ ] is 1)4'is not 

a "financial institution" as defined in Section 2-32-455(b) ofthe Municipal Code. 

2. If the Disclosing Party IS a financial institution, then the Disclosing Party pledges: 

"We are not and will not become a predatory lender as defined in Chapter 2-32 ofthe Municipal 
Code. We further pledge that none of our affiliates is, and none of them will become, a predatory 
lender as defined in Chapter 2-32 ofthe Municipal Code. We understand that becoming a predatory 
lender or becoming an affiliate of a predatory lender may result in the loss of the privilege of doing 
business with the City." 

If the Disclosing Party is unable to make this pledge because it or any of its affiliates (as defined in 
Section 2-32-455(b) of the Municipal Code) is a predatory lender wiihin the meaning of Chapter 
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2-32 ofthe Municipal Code, explain here (attach additional pages if necessary): 

If the letters "NA," the word "None," or no response appears on the lines above, it will be 
conclusively presumed that the Disclosing Party certified to the above statements. 

D. CERTIFICATION REGARDING INTEREST IN CITY BUSINESS 

Any words or terms that are defined in Chapter 2-156 of the Municipal Code have the same 
meanings when used in this Part D. 

1. In accordance with Section 2-156-110 ofthe Municipal Code: Does any official or employee 
ofthe City have a financial interest in his or her own name or in the name of any other person or 
entity in the Matter? 

[]Yes [)^No 

NOTE: If you checked "Yes" to Item D.L, proceed to Items D.2. and D.3. If you checked "No" to 
item D.L, proceed to Part E. 

2. Unless sold pursuant to a process of competitive bidding, or otherwise permitted, no City 
elected official or employee shall have a financial interest in his or her own name or in the name of 
any other person or entity in the purchase of any property that (i) belongs to the City, or (ii) is sold 
for taxes or assessments, or (iii) is sold by virtue of legal process at the suit of the City (collectively, 
"City Property Sale"). Compensation for property taken pursuant to the City's eminent domain power 
does not constitute a financial interest within the meaning of this Part D. 

Does the Matter involve a City Property Sale? 

[ ]Yes D<fNo 

3. If you checked "Yes" to Item D.L, provide the names and business addresses of the City „ 
offlcials or employees having such interest and identify the nature of such interest: 

Name Business Address Nature of Interest 

4. The Disclosing Party further certifies that no prohibited financial interest in the Matter will 
be acquired by any City official or employee. 
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E. CERTIFICATION REGARDING SLAVERY ERA BUSINESS 

The Disclosing Party has searched any and all records of the Disclosing Party and any and all 
predecessor entities for records of investments or profits from slavery, the slave industry, or 
slaveholder insurance policies from the slavery era (including insurance policies issued to 
slaveholders that provided coverage for damage to or injury or death of their slaves) and has 
disclosed in this EDS any and all such records to the City. In addition, the Disclosing Party must 
disclose the names of any and all slaves or slaveholders described in those records. Failure to 
comply with these disclosure requirements may make the Matter to which this EDS pertains voidable 
by the City. 

Please check either 1. or 2. below. If the Disclosing Party checks 2., the Disclosing Party must 
disclose below or in an attachment to this EDS all requisite information as set forth in that paragraph 2. 

X 1. The Disclosing Party verifies that (a) the Disclosing Party has searched any and all records of 
the Disclosing Party and any and all predecessor entities for records of investments or profits from 
slavery, the slave industry, or slaveholder insurance policies, and (b) the Disclosing Party has found 
no records of investments or profits from slavery, the slave industry, or slaveholder insurance 
policies and no records of names of any slaves or slaveholders. 

2. The Disclosing Party verifies that, as a result of conducting the search in step 1(a) above, the 
Disclosing Party has found records relating to investments or profits from slavery, the slave industry, 
or slaveholder insurance policies and/or the names of any slaves or slaveholders. The Disclosing 
Party verifies that the following constitutes full disclosure of all such records: 

SECTION VI - CERTIFICATIONS FOR FEDERALLY-FUNDED MATTERS 

NOTE: If the Matter is federally funded, complete this Section VI. If the Matter is not federally 
funded, proceed to Section VII. 

A. CERTIFICATION REGARDING LOBBYING 

1. List below the names of all persons or entities registered under the federal Lobbying 
Disclosure Act of 1995 who have made lobbying contacts on behalf of the Disclosing Parly with 
respect to the Matter: (Begin list here, add sheets as necessary): 
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(If no explanation appears or begins on the lines above, or if the letters "NA" or if the word "None" 
appear, it will be conclusively presumed that the Disclosing Party means that NO persons or entities 
registered under the Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 have made lobbying contacts on behalf of the 
Disclosing Party with respect to the Matter.) 

2. The Disclosing Party has not spent and will not expend any federally appropriated funds to 
pay any person or entity listed in Paragraph A.l. above for his or her lobbying activities or to pay any 
person or entity to infiuence or attempt to influence an officer or employee of any agency, as defined 
by applicable federal law, a member of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or an 
employee ofa member of Congress, in connection with the award of any federally funded contract, 
making any federally funded grant or loan, entering into any cooperative agreement, or to extend, 
continue, renew, amend, or modify any federally funded contract, grant, loan, or cooperative 
agreement. 

3. The Disclosing Party will submit an updated certification at the end of each calendar quarter 
in which there occurs any event that materially affects the accuracy ofthe statements and information 
set forth in paragraphs A.l. and A.2. above. 

If the Matter is federally funded and any funds other than federally appropriated funds have been or 
will be paid to any person or entity for influencing or attempting to influence an officer or employee 
of any agency (as defined by applicable federal law), a tnember of Congress, an officer or employee 
of Congress, or an employee of a member of Congress in connection with the Matter, the Disclosing 
Party must complete and submit Standard Form-LLL, "Disclosure Form to Report Lobbying," in 
accordance with its instructions. The form may be obtained online from the federal Office of 
Management and Budget (0MB) web site at http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/sflIlin.pdf, 
linked on the page http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/grants_forms.html. 

4. The Disclosing Party certifies that either: (i) it is not an organization described in section 
501(c)(4) ofthe Internal Revenue Code of 1986; or (ii) it is an organization described in section 
501(c)(4) ofthe Internal Revenue Code of 1986 but has not engaged and will not engage in 
"Lobbying Activities". 

5. If the Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party must obtain certifications equal 
in form and substance to paragraphs A.l. through A.4. above from all subcontractors before it 
awards any subcontract and the Disclosing Party must maintain all such subcontractors' certifications 
for the duration ofthe Matter and must make such certifications promptly available to the City upon 
request. 

B. CERTIFICATION REGARDING EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 

If the Matter is federally funded, federal regulations require the Applicant and all proposed 
subcontractors to submit the following infonnation with their bids or in writing at the outset of 
negotiations. 

http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/sflIlin.pdf
http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/grants/grants_forms.html
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Is the Disclosing Party the Applicant? 

M Yes [ ] No 

If "Yes," answer the three questions below: 

1. Have you developed and do you have on file affirmative action programs pursuant to 
applicable federal regulations? (See 41 CFR Part 60-2.) 

MYes [ ] N o 

2. Have you filed with the Joint Reporting Committee, the Director of the Office of Federal 
Contract Compliance Programs, or the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission all reports due 
under the applicable filing requirements? 

N Yes [ ] No 

3. Have you participated in any previous contracts or subcontracts subject to the 
equal opportunity clause? 

I>4Yes [ ]No 

If you checked "No" to question 1. or 2. above, please provide an explanation; 

SECTION V I I - ACKNOWLEDGMENTS, CONTRACT INCORPORATION, 
COMPLIANCE, PENALTIES, DISCLOSURE 

The Disclosing Party understands and agrees that; 

A. By completing and filing this EDS, the Disclosing Party acknowledges and agrees, on behalf of 
itself and the persons or entities named in this EDS, that the City may investigate the 
creditworthiness of some or all ofthe persons or entities named in this EDS. 

B. The certifications, disclosures, and acknowledgments contained in this EDS will become part of 
any contract or other agreement between the Applicant and the City in connection with the Matter, 
whether procurement. City assistance, or other City action, and are material inducements to the City's 
execution of any contract or taking other action with respect to the Matter. The Disclosing Party 
understands that it must comply with all statutes, ordinances, and regulations on which this EDS is 
based. 

C. The City's Govemmental Ethics and Campaign Financing Ordinances, Chapters 2-156 and 2-164 
ofthe Municipal Code, impose certain duties and obligations on persons or entities seeking City 
contracts, work, business, or transactions. The full text of these ordinances and a training program is 
available on line at www.citvofchica.go.org/Ethics, and may also be obtained from the City's Board 
of Ethics, 740 N. Sedgwick St., Suite 500, Chicago, IL 60610, «>"<««iorpMingpurposes)'. The Disclosing Party 
must comply fully with the applicable ordinances. 

http://www.citvofchica.go.org/Ethics
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D. If the City determines that any information provided in this EDS is false, incomplete or 
inaccurate, any contract or other agreement in connection with which it is submitted may be 
rescinded or be void or voidable, and the City may pursue any remedies under the contract or 
agreement (if not rescinded, void or voidable), at law, or in equity, including terminating the 
Disclosing Party's participation in the Matter and/or declining to allow the Disclosing Party to 
participate in other transactions with the City. Remedies at law for a false statement of material fact 
may include incarceration and an award to the City of treble damages. 

E. It is the City's policy to make this document available to the public on its Intemet site and/or upon 
request. Some or all ofthe information provided on this EDS and any attachments to this EDS may 
be made available to the public on the Intemet, in response to a Freedom of Information Act request, 
or otherwise. By completing and signing this EDS, the Disclosing Party waives and releases any 
possible rights or claims which it may have against the City in connection with the public release of 
information contained in this EDS and also authorizes the City to verify the accuracy of any 
information submitted in this EDS. 

F. The information provided in this EDS must be kept current. In the event of changes, the 
Disclosing Party must supplement this EDS up to the tiine the City takes action on the Matter. If the 
Matter is a contract being handled by the City's Department of Procurement Services, the Disclosing 
Party must update this EDS as the contract requires. 

The Disclosing Party represents and warrants that; 

G. The Disclosing Party has not withheld or reserved any disclosures as to economic interests in the 
Disclosing Party, or as to the Matter, or any information, data or plan as to the intended use or 
purpose for which the Applicant seeks City Council or other City agency action. 

For purposes ofthe certifications in H.l. and H.2. below, the term "affiliate" means any person or 
entity that, directly or indirectly: controls the Disclosing Party, is controlled by the Disclosing Party, 
or is, with the Disclosing Party, under common control of another person or entity. Indicia of control 
include, without limitation: interlocking management or ownership; identity of interests among 
family rnembers; shared facilities and equipment; common use of employees; or organization of a 
business entity following the ineligibility ofa business entity to do business with the federal 
govemment or a state or local government, including the City, using substantially the same 
management, ownership, or principals as the ineligible entity. 

H.l. The Disclosing Party is not delinquent in the payment of any lax administered by the Illinois 
Department of Revenue, nor are the Disclosing Parly or its affiliates delinquent in paying any fine, 
fee, tax or other charge owed to the City. This includes, but is not limited to, all water charges, 
sewer charges, license fees, parking tickets, property taxes or sales taxes. 

H.2 If the Disclosing Party is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party and its affiliates will not use, nor 
permit their subcontractors to use, any facility on the U.S. EPA's List of Violating Facilities in 
connection with the Matter for the duration of time that such facility remains on the list. 
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H.3 If the Disclosing Parly is the Applicant, the Disclosing Party will obtain from any 
contractors/subcontractors hired or lo be hired in connection with the Matter certifications equal in 
form and substance to those in H.l. and H.2. above and will not, without the prior written consent of 
the City, use any such contractor/subcontractor that does not provide such certifications or that the 
Disclosing Party has reason to believe has not provided or cannot provide truthful certifications. 

NOTE: If the Disclosing Party caimot certify as to any of the items in H.L, H.2. or H.3. above, an 
explanatory statement must be attached to this EDS. 

CERTIFICATION 

Under penalty of perjury, the person signing below: (1) warrants that he/she is authorized to execute 
this EDS on behalf of the Disclosing Party, and (2) warrants that all certifications and statements 
contained in this EDS are tme, accurate and complete as ofthe date furnished to the City. 

Oc^THujesT / l • ,•? t. ,v̂  f-5 C o . 
'- 1 

(Print or type name of Disclosing Party) 
Date: 10 liL OB 

(sign here) 

[3i;0 M^..^-rGo^^e (? V 
(Print or type name of person signing) 

(Print or type title of person signing) 

/ ? ^ 
Signed and sworn lo before me onjdate) Z/^- ^ - ^ / . by &^jP'S / / / / f / ( Z 7 1 ^ d i ^ C ^ V 
at J>/?^^/9 ^ County, / t £ y - / 9 ~ ^ (state). 

Commission expires .><!gLyt>>.. PATRICIAVIGIL 

{ ^ • • ^ ^ H / - '^O--^"'^ PUBLIC 
® F^-^" ; State of Texas 
••'•.^5£^?-'comm Exp 07-23-2009 
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Exhibit "E". 
(To Ordinance) 

First Amendment To Chicago-Gary 
Interstate Airport Compact. 

ARTICLE L AMENDMENT OF COMPACT. 

The Compact is amended as follows: 

Section 1. Section 1-5 of the Compact (Definitions) is amended by adding the following 
definitions: 

"Concession Lease Agreement" means the agreement between the Citv of Chicago and a Private 
Operator, pursuant to which the management and operations of Chicago-Midway would be 
privatized, all in accordance with the requirements ofthe Pilot Program: 

"Pilot Program" means the Airport Pilot Privatization Program enacted as Section 149 of the 
Federal Aviation Authorization of 1996 and codified as 49 USC 47134. 

"Private Operator" means, collectively, the Concessionaire (as defined in the Concession Lease 
Agreement) operating and managing Chicago-Midway Airport under the terms and conditions of 
the Concession Lease Agreement 

"Privatized" or "Privatization" means the privatization of the operations and management of 
Chicago-Midway Airport pursuant to the terms of the Concession Lease Agreement and that is 
approved bv the FAA pursuant to the requirements ofthe Pilot Program. 

Section 2. Section 1 -5 (Definitions) of the Compact is amended by amending the following 
definitions to read as follows: 

"Existing Chicago Airport Agreements" means the City of Chicago's contractual obligations 
relating to the Chicago Airports existing as of the Effective Date, including but not limited to 
airline use agreements, special facility use agreements, bond ordinances and trust indentures, 
collective bargaining agreements, leases, pension obligations, grant agreements, approved 
passenger facility charge programs, including assurances thereunder, and approvals, licenses, 
concessions and architectural, engineering, construction, consulting, management and 
procurement contracts, and any other agreements, in each case as amended or supplemented after 
the Effective Date and shall also include the Concession Lease Agreement, as it mav be amended 
or supplemented firom time to time. 

"Gary Regional Airport" means the Gary-Chicago Intemational Airport (formeriy referred to as 
the Gary Regional Airport), including as it may be developed, improved, expanded or modified. 

"Midway Use Agreement" means, collectively, the Chicago Midway Airport Use Agreement 
and Pacilities Leases by and between the City of Chicago and each of the airline signatories 
thereto, as the same may be amended or supplemented fi^om time to time and shall also include 
the new use agreement entered into in connection with the Privatization. 
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"Transfer" means the sale, conveyance, mortgage, encumbrance or other transfer or disposition 
of any Exisfing Airport: provided that Transfer shall not include the Privatization of Chicago-
Midway Airport. 

Section 3. Section 5-10 (Findings) ofthe Compact is amended by adding a new subsection 
(j) reading as follows: 

(]} Enactment ofthe Pilot Program provides a legal and regulatory fi-amework under which a 
Signatory mav contract with a private operator for the operation and management ofan Existing 
Airport. Privatization of Chicago-Midway Airport will permit the Citv of Chicago to realize 
improved levels of efficiency and innovation in the operation and management of Midway, 
benefiting from internationally-established best practices in airport management, while at the 
same time maintaining ownership of Midway:, providing for the Citv of Chicago to exercise 
inspection, audit and review rights with respect to the Private Operator: allowing the Citv of 
Chicago to address immediately any emergency or threat situations affecting Midway; and 
ensuring compliance by the Private Operator of its obligations under the Concession Lease 
Agreement authorizing the Privatization, including the ability of the City of Chicago to declare 
the Private Operator in default, terminate the Concession Lease Agreement and take back 
operation and management of Midway. Privatization of Midway is consistent with the intent 
and purposes for which the Compact was entered into. 

Section 4. Section 10-20 (Certain Actions Requiring Authority Consent) ofthe Compact is 
amended to read as follows: 

Section 10-20. Certain Actions Requiring Authority Consent. 

(a) Subject to the provisions of sub-section (b). the following actions shall require the 
approval ofthe Board. 

(1) the implementation by any Signatory of any Capital Project other than a Pre-approved Capital 
Project; any such approval of the Board shall also be deemed to be approval of the filing of a 
passenger facility charge application therefor or any amendment to any such application; 

(2) any recommendation to the FAA conceming aircraft operations at an Existing Airport, 
including but not limited to flight patterns and tracks, preferred runway usage programs, noise 
abatement and compatibility procedures or restrictions, flight curfews and noise budgets. 

(3) any action by any Person that would constitute a Transfer of any Existing Airport, or any 
other action by any Person that would, directly or indirectly, otherwise affect the control or 
ownership of any Existing Airport; provided that the phrase "any other action" shall not include 
the Privatization of Chicago-Midway Airport; 

(4) any action that would transfer any powers of the Board to any other Person; 

(5) the determination ofthe location, site configuration and runway layout of any new Airport to 
be developed, owned or operated by a Signatory or the' Authority or to be financed in whole or in 
part by revenues, charges, fees, grants or other fijnds derived fi^om any ofthe Existing Airports; 
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(6) the issuance of bonds or other obligations by a Signatory to finance the development or 
acquisition of a new Airport or the execution by a Signatory of any airline use or similar 
agreement with respect to any new Airport to be developed or acquired by a Signatory or any 
other Person; or 

(7) the use of revenues, passenger facility charge revenues, grant proceeds, bond proceeds or 
loan proceeds of, or any form of credit enhancement provided to, an Existing Airport for the 
purpose of acquiring, developing or financing any new Airport by a Signatory or any other 
Person. 

(h) After the Privatization of Midway, the approval of the Board shall not be required for the 
implementation by the Private Operator of any Capital Project described in sub-section (a)(1) or 
for anv recommendation bv the Private Operator to the FAA described in sub-section (a) (2). 

Section 5. Section 20-5 (Existing Airports) ofthe Compact is amended to read as follows: 

Section 20-5. Existing Airports. 

(a) The Authority shall exercise general oversight over the Existing Airports as provided in 
this Compact and may make proposals and reports to each Signatory conceming the 
development and operation of its Airports and the need for additional airport capacity, including 
any new Airport servicing the Bi-State Region. The Board shall establish regular reporting 
requirements for each Signatory, whereby each Signatory shall report, no more fi-equently than 
each quarter and no less fi-equently than annually, on the financial condition, results of operations 
and other operafional aspects ofthe Existing Airports. If Chicago-Midway Airport is Privatized, 
the Board shall establish regular reporting requirements for the City of Chicago to submit, no 
more frequently than annually, reports prepared bv the Private Operator on the fmancial 
condition, results of operations and other operational aspects of Chicago-Midway Airport. 

(b) The Authority shall have the power to consider, approve, take or reject the actions 
described in Section 10.20. 

(c) Subject to the provisions of Section 10-20, the City of Chicajgo shall manage, own and 
operate the Chicago Airports in accordance with (i) the City of Chicago's home rule powers 
under the Illinois Constitution of 1970, (ii) the Municipal Code ofthe City of Chicago, (iii) the 
Existing Chicago Airport Agreements and (iv) Section 11-102-1 et seq. ofthe Illinois Municipal 
Code, as in effect on the Effective Date; provided that nothing in this Compact shall be a 
limitation on the authority of the City of Chicago to Privatize Chicago-Midway Airport in 
accordance with the requirements of the Pilot Program and fiirther provided that the 
Privatization of Midway is not derogation of or inconsistent with the provisions of this Compact 
with respect to the City of Chicago's management, ownership and operation of the Chicago 
Airports. 

(d) Subject to the provisions of Sections 25-10, the City of Gary through the Gary Regional 
Airport Authority shall manage, own and operate the Gary Regional Airport in accordance with 
(i) Indiana law as in effect on the Effective Date, (ii) the Gary Municipal Code and (iii) the 
Existing Gary Regional Airport Agreements. The City of Gary, by virtue of its authority and 
control over the Gary Regional Airport Authority, shall take all necessary actions to cause the 
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Gary Regional Airport Authority to comply with the provisions of this Compact, and the City of 
Gary shall not approve any action by the Gary Regional Airport Authority that is inconsistent 
with or contrary to the provisions of this Compact. 

(e) The City of Chicago shall file with the Authority a copy of the following with respect to 
the Privatization of Chicago-Midway Airport: the Final Application submitted to the FAA under 
the Pilot Program; the executed Concession Lease Agreement authorizing the Privatization (and 
anv amendments or supplements thereto); the FAA approval of such Application; any periodic 
audits conducted bv the FAA pursuant to the Pilot Program; and such other documents and 
reports as the Authority mav reasonably request. 

Section 6. Section 25-10 (b) (Airport Development) of the Compact is amended to read as 
follovys: 

(b). Within 180 days following the Effective Date, the City of Chicago shall file a passenger 
facility charge application with the FAA requesting authorization to use a portion of the 
passenger facility charges collected by the City of Chicago at the Chicago Airports for purposes 
of financing any or all of the Capital Projects described in Exhibit B to this Compact, and 
annually for eligible passenger facility charge projects as may from time to time in the fiiture 
become part of Gary Regional Airport's Capital Plan as approved by the Board, which Capital 
Projects are compatible with Gary Regional Airport's ftmction as a reliever airport for the 
Chicago Airports. Following receipt of all necessary approvals fi-om the FAA, the City of 
Chicago shall have the exclusive power to direct the planning, design, construction, financing 
and implementation of any such Capital Projects to be financed with passenger facility charges 
remitted to the City of Chicago in such fiscal year. Subject to FAA approval, the amount of 
passenger facility charges or other fijnds used by the City of Chicago for Capital Projects at the 
Gary Regional Airport in any fiscal year pursuant to this subsection (b) shall not exceed one and 
one-half percent of the aggregate passenger facility charges collected by the City of Chicago at 
the Chicago Airports. The City of Chicago shall have all necessary powers to satisfy the 
passenger facility charge assurances made to the FAA in connection with any such applications. 
The City of Gary and the Gary Regional Airport Authority shall enter into all agreements and 
assurances and take all other actions that may be necessary to obtain and maintain FAA approval 
for the use of passenger facility charge as contemplated in this subsection (b). 

Section 7. Section 25-10 (c) (Airport Development) of the Compact is amended to read as 
follows: 

(c)The City of Chicago, through its Department of Aviation, shall provide assistance to the 
Authority in developing a coordinated and complementary marketing plan for the Existing 
Airports.—In particular, the City of Chicago agrees to cooperate with and the City of Gary in 
implementing a development plan for Gary Regional Airport that is described in Exhibit C. 
Nothing in this Compact shall preclude or prejudice in any way the development of passenger 
service at Gary Regional Airport. 

Section 8. Section 25-10 (d) (Airport Development) of the Compact is amended to read as 
follows: 
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(d) To the extent permitted by law, the City of Chicago shall afford the City of Gary and the 
Gary Regional Airport Authority a right of first refusal to purchase used or obsolete equipment 
utilized at the Chicago O'Hare Intemational Airports. 

Section 9. Section 35-1(b) Hearings and Citizen Participation) ofthe Compact is amended 
to read as follows: 

(b) The Authority shall hold a public hearing prior to the imposition of any zoning 
regulation, or the determination of the site of any New Regional Airport or the determination to 
expand any Existing Airport; provided that after the Privatization of Midway, this Section 35-1 
shall not apply to Chicago Midway Airport. 

ARTICLE IL APPROVAL AND EFFECTIVE DATE OF FIRST AMENDMENT. 

This First Amendment was approved by the Common Council of Gary on , 2008 and was 
approved and enacted by the City Council ofthe City of Chicago and approved by the Mayor of 
the City of Chicago on , 2008. This First Amendment shall be signed and sealed in five 
duplicate original copies. 

One copy shall be filed with the City Clerk ofthe City of Chicago, one copy shall be filed with 
the City of Gary, one copy shall be filed with the Secretary of State of Illinois; one copy shall be 
filed with the Secretary of State of Indiana, and one copy shall be filed and retained in the 
archives ofthe Authority. 

rhis First Amendment shall not become effective until the City of Chicago files written notice 
with the City of Gary and with the Secretary of the Authority that the Privatization has closed 
and is effective in accordance with the terms of the Concession Lease Agreement. One copy of 
such written notice shall be filed with the City Clerk of the City of Chicago, one copy shall be 
filed with the City of Gary, one copy shall be filed with the Secretary of State of Illinois; one 
copy shall be filed with the Secretary of State of Indiana, and one copy shall be filed and retained 
in the archives of the Authority, 

ARTICLE III. TERMINATION OF CONCESSION LEASE AGREEMENT; REPEAL 
OF FIRST AMENDMENT. 

The City of Chicago shall provide written notice to the City Clerk ofthe City of Gary and to the 
Secretary of the Authority in the event that the Concession Lease Agreement expires in 
accordance with its terms or is terminated by the City (and no new concession lease agreement is 
entered into). Upon such expiration or termination, this First Amendment shall be repealed and 
shall be of no further force and effect. 

ARTICLE IV. AMENDED AND RESTATED COMPACT 

An amended and restated version of the Compact, reflecting the amendments set forth in Article 
I, is attached as EXHIBIT A to this First Amendment. 

[(Sub)Exhibit "A" referred to in this First Amendment To Chicago-Gary 
Interstate Airport Compact unavailable at time of printing.] 
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JOINT COMMITTEE. 

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE 

AND 

COMMITTEE ON SPECIAL EVENTS 
AND CULTURAL AFFAIRS. 

CHICAGO DELEGATION OF UNITED STATES HOUSE OF 
REPRESENTATIVES AND SENATORS RICHARD J. 

DURBIN AND BARACK OBAMA URGED TO 
FACILITATE PASSAGE OF S. 548 AND 

H.R. 1524 (ARTIST-MUSEUM 
PARTNERSHIP ACT). 

A Joint Committee, comprised of the members of the Committee on Finance and the 
members of the Committee on Special Events and Cultural Affairs, submitted the following 
report: 

CHICAGO, October 8, 2008. 

To the President and Members of the City Council: 

Your Joint Committee on Finance and Committee on Special Events and Cultural Affairs, 
having had under consideration a resolution urging the Chicago Delegation of the United 
States House of Representatives and the United States Senators from Illinois, Senator 
Richard J. Durbin and Senator Barack Obama to enact S. 548 and H.R. 1524 (Artist-Museum 
Partnership Act), having had the same under advisement, begs leave to report and 
recommend that Your Honorable Body Adopt the proposed resolution transmitted herewith. 
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This recommendation was concurred in by a viva voce vote of the members of the Joint 
Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(Signed) EDWARD M. BURKE, 
Committee on Finance, 

Chairman. 

(Signed) WALTER BURNETT, 
Committee on Special Events 

and Cultural Affairs, 
Chairman. 

On motion of Alderman Burke, the said proposed resolution transmitted with the foregoing 
committee report was Adopted by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Muiioz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

The following is said resolution as adopted: 

WHEREAS, Today, there are over 2.1 million artists employed in the United States; and 

WHEREAS, A study conducted by the National Endowment for the Arts concluded that 
under current law, artists' work has had a detrimental impact on the cultural institutions to 
collect and preserve the nation's cultural heritage, undermining the very goals of these 
institutions; and 

WHEREAS, Prior to 1969, any individual who owned or created an artwork or manuscript 
could donate it to a public or charitable institution and receive a fair-market value tax 
deduction; however after 1969 the United States Congress removed that right from art 
creators; and 

WHEREAS, For the past thirty-nine years, artists have only received a tax deduction on the 
cost of the materials used for the creation of the donated art work; and 

WHEREAS, The 1969 law treats artists as a separate class of citizens, denying them the 
rights and opportunities that are given to other citizens under the law; and 

WHEREAS, The annual salary of artists in the United States is between Twenty-nine 
Thousand Dollars to Seventy Thousand Dollars; and 
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WHEREAS, Given their disadvantaged tax status many will no longer pursue their passion 
in the arts if the current law remains in place; and 

WHEREAS, S. 548 and H.R. 1524 (Artist-Museum Partnership Act) would establish a 
criteria that would require artists to be given the same rights as collectors and arts patrons 
who receive a tax deduction for the fair market value of artworks they donate to public 
institutions; and 

WHEREAS, The current law discriminates against hardworking artists, provides little to no 
incentive for artists to donate their art work, and this inequality affects the artists personally, 
professionally, and financially; and 

WHEREAS, This proposed legislation would eliminate the tax discrimination that has been 
in place for almost four decades and encourages art creators to donate work to museums 
and libraries across the country, allowing everyone to benefit from the access to 
contemporary art; and 

WHEREAS, Since Chicago's early days protecting and allowing artists to grow has been 
very important to the City of Chicago's political leaders, there has always been great pride 
taken in protecting the city's heritage and safeguarding that generations to come would have 
opportunities to learn from artists; and 

WHEREAS, In 1894, Illinois Circuit Court Judge Lambert Tree and his wife, Anna, known 
for being art enthusiasts, commissioned the Tree Studios which created an artistic 
community, a place for artists to come and live with other artists; and 

WHEREAS, This unique cultural oasis became a temporary home for many influential 
artists, from author Edgar Rice Burroughs, to sculptor John Storrs, to painter John Singer 
Sargent, to actors Burgess Meredith,and Peter Falk; and 

WHEREAS, The United States Senate has recognized the need to further protect the rights 
of artists by introducing legislation concerning the discrimination in 1999, the Senate has also 
voted in favor of S. 548 five times over the past few years; and 

WHEREAS, The Artist-Museum Partnership Act is a common sense step in protecting the 
rights of artists and removing the inequality and discrimination that currently exists when 
artists donate their works to public institutions; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we' the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, do 
hereby urge Chicago delegation of the United States House of Representatives, as well as 
the United States Senators from Illinois, Senator Richard J. Durbin and Senator Barack 
Obama, to facilitate the swift passage of this legislation; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That we also do hereby urge the aforementioned elected officials 
to ensure that S. 548 and H.R. 1524 are instituted and enforced to the full extent prescribed 
by law; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the 
Chicago delegation ofthe United States House of Representatives, as well as to the United 
States Senators from Illinois, Senator Richard J. Durbin and Senator Barack Obama. 
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AGREED CALENDAR. 

Alderman Burke moved to St/spend the Rules Temporan/y for the purpose of including in 
the Agreed Calendar a series of resolutions presented by the Honorable Richard M. Daley, 
Mayor, and Aldermen Harris, Burke, Rugai, Austin, Allen and Schulter. The motion Prevailed. 

Thereupon, on motion of Alderman Burke, the proposed resolutions presented through the 
Agreed Calendar were Adopted by yeas and nays as follows: 

Yeas - Aldermen Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, 
Beale, Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, 
Cochran, Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, 
Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Austin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, 
Reilly, Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Nays - None. 

Alderman Carothers moved to reconsider the foregoing vote. The motion was lost. 

Sponsored by the elected city officials named below, respectively, said Agreed Calendar 
resolutions, as adopted, read as follows (the italic heading in each case not being a part ofthe 
resolution): 

Presented By 

THE HONORABLE RICHARD M. DALEY, MAYOR: 

TRIBUTE TO LATE MR. KEVIN MICHAEL KILROE. 

WHEREAS, The members of this chamber were deeply saddened to learn of the death on 
September 10, 2008, at age forty-four, of Kevin Michael Kilroe, a former employee of the City 
of Chicago Department of Water Management and a respected citizen of the City of Chicago; 
and 

WHEREAS, Born in Chicago on July 11,1964, and one of four siblings, Mr. Kilroe was the 
son of Thomas and Patricia Kilroe. At the time of his death from injuries sustained in an 
automobile accident, Mr. Kilroe resided in Grand Beach, Michigan; and 
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WHEREAS, Mr. Kilroe attended Saint Bede the Venerable Catholic Grammar School in 
Chicago. In 1982, Mr. Kilroe graduated from Saint Laurence High School in Burbank, Illinois, 
where he was a member of the golf team; and 

WHEREAS, From 1982 to 1983, Mr. Kilroe attended Saint Joseph's College in Rensalear, 
Indiana; and 

WHEREAS, A bricklayer by occupation, Mr. Kilroe was a lifetime member of Bricklayer's 
Union Local 21; and 

WHEREAS, An active and energetic person, Mr. Kilroe was an avid golfer known for his 
great golf swing, as well as an enthusiastic boater, snowmobiler and bowler; and 

WHEREAS, A devoted and caring son, Mr. Kilroe attended to the needs of his ailing father, 
Thomas, for several years until his father passed away, and he provided continuing comfort 
and great support to his mother, Patricia, during the difficult period following his father's 
death; and 

WHEREAS, A fabulous uncle, who doted on his nieces and nephews and loved them with 
all of his heart, Mr. Kilroe enjoyed nothing better than spending time with Erin, Claire, Ian, 
Thomas and Michael, the children of his two sisters, Sheila and Ellen; and 

WHEREAS, Mr. Kilroe will be sorely missed by his family and many friends; and 

WHEREAS, A kind, generous and compassionate person, Kevin Michael Kilroe will always 
be remembered for his vibrant spirit, generous nature and captivating smile, and as a man 
whose many fine qualities survive in the beautiful family he left behind; and 

WHEREAS, Kevin Michael Kilroe was predeceased by his brother Thomas E. Kilroe, Jr., 
and is survived by his mother, Patricia; two sisters, the Honorable Sheila McGinnis and Ellen 
Harmening; his brother-in-law, Joe Harmening; two nieces, Erin and Claire; three nephews; 
Ian, Thomas and Michael; and countless friends; now, therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, assembled this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby honor the life and memory 
of Kevin Michael Kilroe; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of Kevin Michael Kilroe as a sign of our sympathy and good wishes. 
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TRIBUTE TO LATE HONORABLE JOHN D. RITA. 

WHEREAS, The members of this chamber were deeply saddened to learn ofthe death on 
August 13, 2008, at age seventy-four, of John D. Rita, a lifelong civic leader and elected 
official in Cook County; and 

WHEREAS, Born June 26,1934 to Donate Rita and Angelina (Romeo) Rita in Blue Island, 
Mr. Rita was a lifelong resident of Blue Island, having attended Saint Donatus Elementary 
School in Blue Island before enrolling at Pullman Tech. Mr. Rita graduated from Blue Island 
Community High School (presently Eisenhower High School) in 1952; and 

WHEREAS, From 1954 to 1978, Mr. Rita was the proprietor and owner of J & B Pizzaeria 
in Homewood, Illinois; and 

WHEREAS, In 1963, Mr. Rita began his storied political career as an alderman in the city 
of Blue Island. He served the people of Blue Island faithfully in that capacity for fifteen years, 
and was elected mayor in 1978. Mr. Rita served with distinction as mayor from 1978 to 1985, 
where he supervised a staff of one hundred sixty, oversaw a budget of nine million dollars 
and modernized city departments through the use of computers. He was the first Democrat 
elected mayor in the one hundred fifty-year history of Blue Island; and 

WHEREAS, Following his tenure in elected office in Blue Island, Mr. Rita served as the 
chief deputy clerk in the clerk of the Circuit Court's office from 1988 to 1998. From 1998 until 
his passing, Mr. Rita served as a coordinator in the chief administrative office for the 
president ofthe County Board. In addition, Mr. Rita served from 1986 until his passing as a 
democratic committeeman for Calumet Township; and 

WHEREAS, An influential political force in Cook County, Mr. Rita served for many years on 
various boards and committees, including the Community and Economic Development 
Association of Cook County; the South Suburban Mayors and Managers Association; and the 
Chicago South Suburban Mass Transit District; and 

WHEREAS, An honest and caring man, who loved politics because of what it allowed him 
to do for others, Mr. Rita was a living example of the golden rule and will always be 
remembered as a truly exemplary man who loved politics, and as a devoted public servant 
who dedicated his life to the people of Illinois and to the principles of the Democratic Party; 
and 

WHEREAS, A member of the Saint Donatus Church since 1965, Mr. Rita also was a 
member of The Sons of Italy of Chicago, and the Chamber of Commerce of Homewood, 
Illinois, and gave generously of his time to these organizations;-and 

WHEREAS, Mr. Rita is survived by his wife. Rose; his daughter, Nancy; and his two sons, 
John and Robert. Mr. Rita is preceded in death by his son Richard; now, therefore. 
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Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, assembled this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby honor the life and memory 
of John D. Rita and extend our heartfelt condolences to his family; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of John D. Rita as a sign of our sympathy and good wishes. 

TRIBUTE TO LATE MS. MARY ELLEN WIGGINS. 

WHEREAS, The members of this chamber were deeply saddened to learn of the death on 
September 7, 2008, at age sixty-eight, of Mary Ellen Wiggins, a distinguished Chicagoan and 
a dedicated community leader; and 

WHEREAS, Born in Chicago, Ms. Wiggins attended Forrestville Grammar School and 
DuSable High School, in Bronzeville; and 

WHEREAS, In 1972, Ms. Wiggins moved into the Chicago Housing Authority's Washington 
Park Development, where she served as the clerk of the Development's Local Advisory 
Council, and, in 1997, she was elected to be the president ofthe Council; and 

WHEREAS, A devoted and tenacious champion of Chicago's public housing residents, Ms. 
Wiggins served as the chairperson of the Chicago Housing Authority's Central Advisory 
Council; and 

WHEREAS, In 2004, Mayor Richard M. Daley appointed Ms. Wiggins to the Chicago 
Housing Authority's Board of Commissioners, where she was acclaimed for her outstanding 
leadership, exemplary service and for helping residents to make significant progress in self-
sufficiency; and 

WHEREAS, A woman of profound faith and character, Ms. Wiggins was a member of the 
City of Faith Christian Church of Chicago and generously gave of her time for charitable 
causes; and 

WHEREAS, A lifelong advocate for children, Ms. Wiggins was a strong supporter of 
programs to benefit youth, including efforts to have a playground built, and her South Side 
home often served as a temporary haven for needy children; and 

WHEREAS, A truly exemplary human being, whose benevolence and love of people never 
waned, Ms. Wiggins will always be remembered for her many contributions to the City of 
Chicago, and for her courage, strength, faith and hope; and 
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WHEREAS, Mary Ellen Wiggins is survived by her sons, Kenneth, Sr. and Jeffrey; her 
daughters, Itasca, Franchesca, Bernadette, Stephanie, Tomika, Laverne Carter and Tawiana; 
her grandchildren, Jason, Tarnisha, Kennetha, Kenneth, Jr., Keisha, Sherrita, Carl, Jr., 
Zataunia, Hananiah, Aasha, Keon, Ashley, Printiss, Aaliyah, Zacari, Damya and Queonna; 
and her great-grandchildren, Kayla, KyJuan, Kyra, KeShauwn, Kyla, Noah and Sadiyah; and 
a host of other family members and friends; now, therefore, -

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, assembled this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby honor the life and memory 
of Mary Ellen Wiggins and extend our heartfelt condolences to her family; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That suitable copies of this resolution be presented to the family 
of Mary Ellen Wiggins as a sign of our sympathy and good wishes. 

EXPRESSION OF SUPPORT FOR ILLINOIS 
CITIZEN CORPS PROGRAM. 

WHEREAS, The strength of a community lies in the willingness of its people to give of 
themselves for the common good; and 

WHEREAS, The Illinois Citizen Corps program adheres to the principle that everyone can 
do something to support local law enforcement, fire, emergency medical services, community 
public health efforts and the four stages of emergency management: prevention, mitigation, 
response and recovery efforts; and 

WHEREAS, The stated mission of the Illinois Citizen Corps program is "to harness the 
power of every individual through education, training, and volunteer service to make 
communities safer, stronger and better prepared to respond to the threats of terrorism, crime, 
public health issues and disasters of all kinds"; and 

WHEREAS, Based on its mission, the Illinois Citizen Corps is dedicated to engaging 
individuals in volunteer activities that support first responders, disaster relief groups and 
community safety organizations; and 

WHEREAS, The Illinois Citizen Corps program asks Chicagoans to embrace the personal 
responsibility to be prepared; to get training in first aid and emergency skills; and to volunteer 
to support local emergency responders, disaster relief and community safety; and 

WHEREAS, The Illinois Citizen Corps program is fully supported and endorsed by the 
Department of Homeland Security and the federal government as a whole; and 
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WHEREAS, The stated goals of the Illinois Citizen Corps program of increasing personal 
responsibility, education and training serve to increase the overall quality of life for all people 
of the City of Chicago; now, therefore, 

Se It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, assembled this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby state our support for the 
mission and goals of the Illinois Citizen Corps, and encourage their efforts to increase the 
safety and well being of all residents and visitors in the City of Chicago; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the Illinois 
Citizen Corps as a sign of our esteem and our support for their important work. 

Presented By 

THE HONORABLE RICHARD M. DALEY, MAYOR 
A n d ALDERMAN BALCER ( I f Ward): 

CONGRATULATIONS EXTENDED TO MANAGER OZZIE GUILLEN AND 
CHICAGO WHITE SOX BASEBALL TEAM ON WINNING 2008 

AMERICAN LEAGUE CENTRAL DIVISION CHAMPIONSHIP. 

WHEREAS, The members of this chamber wish to recognize the accomplishments ofthe 
2008 Chicago White Sox baseball team, winners of Major League Baseball's American 
League Central Division; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago White Sox had another magnificent year, making the playoffs in 
dramatic fashion, by winning three do-or-die games in a row at the end ofthe season against 
the Cleveland Indians, Detroit Tigers and Minnesota Twins; and 

WHEREAS, The Central Division Championship of the American League is the latest 
achievement in the long, storied history ofthe Chicago White Sox, which began with their first 
game on April 22, 1901. The White Sox, now in their one hundred eighth season, have won 
six division titles, five American League Pennants, three World Series and have thirty-two 
members in Major League Baseball's Hall of Fame; and 

WHEREAS, Founded in 1901, the White Sox, affecfionately known as the South Siders, 
have entertained countless baseball fans in Chicago and around the country; and 
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WHEREAS, The Chicago White Sox have played on the South Side of Chicago since their 
founding, first at Southside Park from 1901 to 1910, then at Comiskey Park from 1910 to 
1990, and since 1990, at U.S. Cellular Field; and 

WHEREAS, The 2008 White Sox join a legendary list of White Sox owners and players, 
including Luis Aparicio, Harold Baines, Steve Carlton, Charlie Comiskey, Carlton Fisk, Nellie 
Fox, Goose Gossage, Minnie Minosa, Tom Seaver, Bill Veeck and Hoyt Wilhelm, to name 
a few; and 

WHEREAS, In addifion to their great achievements on the baseball field, the Chicago White 
Sox organization established the Chicago White Sox Charifies in 1990, which has donated 
millions of dollars to assist in the fight against cancer and to improve the lives of Chicago's 
youth through education and athlefics, among other charitable donations; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, assembled this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby congratulate the Chicago 
White Sox and their manager Ozzie Guillen on their well-earned American League Central 
Division Championship; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the 
Chicago White Sox as a sign of our congratulations and good wishes. 

Presented By 

THE HONORABLE RICHARD M. DALEY, MAYOR 
A n d ALDERMAN TUNNEY (44'" Ward): 

CONGRATULATIONS EXTENDED TO MANAGER LOU PIN I ELLA 
AND CHICAGO CUBS BASEBALL TEAM ON WINNING 2008 

NATIONAL LEAGUE CENTRAL DIVISION CHAMPIONSHIP. 

WHEREAS, The members of this chamber wish to recognize the accomplishments of the 
2008 Chicago Cubs baseball team, winners of Major League Baseball's National League 
Central Division; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago Cubs are one of the most beloved baseball teams in the United 
States and have had a remarkable year, making the playoffs for the second year in a row; 
and 
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WHEREAS, The 2008 Chicago Cubs drew a total attendance of three point three million 
fans, marking the first time in Chicago sports history any team has drawn this many people. 
The Cubs are also the only sports team to have ever drawn more than three million fans and 
have done so five years in a row; and 

WHEREAS, The 2008 Chicago Cubs won ninety-seven games, the most in the National 
League; and 

WHEREAS, The Central Division Championship of the National League is the latest 
achievement in the long, storied history of the Chicago Cubs, which began with their first 
game on April 25, 1876. The Cubs, now in their one hundred thirty-third season, have won 
five division titles, ten National League Pennants, two World Series and have forty members 
in Major League Baseball's Hall of Fame; and 

WHEREAS, Founded in 1876 as the Chicago White Stockings (1876 - 1893), later 
changing their name to the Chicago Colts (1894 - 1897), the Chicago Orphans (1898 -
1901) and finally settling on the name Chicago Cubs in 1903, the Cubs have entertained 
countless baseball fans in Chicago and around the country; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago Cubs enjoy what many sports fans consider the most venerated 
stadium in the country, Wrigley Field. With its ivy-covered outfield walls, old-fashioned 
scoreboard, and colorful history, including Babe Ruth's "Called Shot" in the 1932 World 
Series, Wrigley Field remains the most celebrated ball park in the nation; and 

WHEREAS, Manager Lou Piniella, Ryan Dempster, Mark DeRosa, Derrek Lee, Ted Lilly, 
Aramis Ramirez, Alfonso Soriano, Geovany Soto, Ryan Theriot and Carlos Zambrano and 
the rest of the 2008 Cubs join a legendary list of Cubs coaches and players, including Ernie 
Banks, Phil Cavaretta, Leo Durocher, Gaby Hartnett, Fergie Jenkins, Greg Maddux, Ryne 
Sandberg, Ron Santo, Sammy Sosa, Rick Sutcliffe and Billy Williams to name a few. Adding 
to their rich history are Harry Caray and Jack Brickhouse, who were the voices of the Chicago 
Cubs for many years; and 

WHEREAS, Beyond arousing the passionate loyalty of their fans throughout the country, 
the Chicago Cubs are major contributors to the economy and tax base of Chicago; to the 
creation of jobs for Chicagoans, and to charitable, community and civic efforts throughout the 
City; now, therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, assembled this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby congratulate the Chicago 
Cubs and their manager Lou Piniella on their well-earned National League Central Division 
Championship; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the 
Chicago Cubs as a sign of our congratulations and good wishes. 
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Presented By 

ALDERMAN FIORETTI ( T " Ward): 

GRATITUDE EXTENDED TO NORTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
COLLEGE OF LAW CLASS OF 1978 FOR CONTRIBUTIONS 

TO CITY OF CHICAGO. 

WHEREAS, This year marks the thirtieth anniversary of the first Northern Illinois University 
College of Law graduating class; and 

WHEREAS, The Northern Illinois University College of Law was dedicated on 
November 2, 1974. It was born under the name and the aegis of The College of Law of 
Lewis University, one ofthe Chrisfian Brothers well established institutions of higher learning. 
The Law School was established in the western suburb of Glen Ellyn and was originally a 
seminary for the Maryknoll Missionary Fathers. The campus consisted of twenty-eight acres 
with three institutional buildings, academic and dormitory, with a separate powerhouse, all 
connected by tunnels. The Law School eventually became the property of Northern Illinois 
University in 1979 and was moved to their main campus in DeKalb for the 1982 fall term; and 

WHEREAS, In its original iterafion, the College of Law emphasized unique programs 
including a world law center that would be developed and guided by a world court judge, a 
generalist-specialist academic program to gain the best of two lines of legal education, a 
women's law center (a program for women in the law and women underthe law), an aviafion 
law program tying space law with environmental law areas, a paraprofessional center taught 
by lawyers and law faculty and a series of courses for those who wanted a legal background 
or degree to supplement their present professional careers; and 

WHEREAS, Many members of the first graduating Northern Illinois College of Law Class 
of 1978 have gone on to careers of disfinguished public service as judges including 
Honorable Gloria G. Coco (retired), Honorable Hercules A. Delias, Honorable John T. 
Eisner III, Honorable James P. Etchingham, Honorable James C. Hallock, Honorable 
Anthony A. Iosco, Honorable Pamela Karahalios, Honorable Kerry M. Kennedy, Honorable 
James P. McCarthy, Honorable Patricia McManaman, Honorable Daniel J. Molter, Honorable 
Paul J. Nealis (retired). Honorable Hyman Riebman, Honorable John A. Wasilewski, 
Honorable Bonnie M. Wheaton, Honorable Ronald J. White, Honorable Stephen D. White as 
well as elected officials; and 

WHEREAS, The Northern Illinois University Class of 1978 now celebrates their thirtieth 
anniversary, and continues to contribute to the success of the Northern Illinois University Law 
School through ongoing involvement and activity with the Alumni Association, particularly 
through outreach with the City of Chicago, Northern Illinois University Alumni from both the 
Law school and other colleges within the university; now, therefore. 
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Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City of Chicago City Council, 
assembled this eight day of October, 2008 A.D., do hereby honor the Northern Illinois 
University Class of 1978, and thank them for their various contributions to the City of Chicago 
through community outreach and public service; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to the Northern Illinois University Class of 1978. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN PRECKWINKLE (4'" Ward): 

TRIBUTE TO LATE MS. EMMA J. HARDY. 

WHEREAS, God in His infinite wisdom and judgment has called to her eternal reward 
Emma J. Hardy, beloved community servant and friend; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of her passing by the esteemed 
alderman of the 4'" Ward, Toni Preckwinkle; and 

WHEREAS, Emma J. Hardy was a private duty caregiver for over forty years in Chicago; 
and 

WHEREAS, The beloved mother of Debra McBride, Sylvia Mahmoud, Darlene Robinson, 
Janet Hardy and Marilyn Hardy; loving grandmother of Kweri-Hassan, Paris, Khayree, 
Shenora, Deja, Ladeidra, Joseph and Carrington; and great-grandmother of Cori, Kahlia, 
Yuri, Journi and Chaise leaves a legacy of faith, dignity, compassion and love; now, therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That the Mayor and members of the City Council in meeting assembled 
this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby express our sorrow on the death of Emma J. 
Hardy and extend to her family and friends our deepest sympathy; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of Emma J. Hardy. 
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Presented By 

ALDERMAN LYLE (6*" Ward): 

TRIBUTE TO LATE MRS. ROBESSIE CAMPBELL SMITH. 

WHEREAS, God in His infinite wisdom has chosen to call His precious daughter, Robessie 
Campbell Smith, home to her eternal reward, June 16, 2008; and 

WHEREAS, This august body has been informed of her passing by the Honorable 
Freddrenna M. Lyle, Alderman of the 6"̂  Ward; and 

WHEREAS, Born January 23, 1942 in Oxford, Mississippi to the late Luther and Alberta 
Campbell, Robessie was the fourth of five children who blessed this family. Robessie 
received her educafion in Mississippi and graduated from Abbeville High School in 1960. After 
graduafion she moved to Chicago and was employed with the Phoenix Trimming Company. 
Robessie captured the heart of a young man, William Carey and the young couple were 
united in holy matrimony, a marriage which would have endured for forty-seven years 
on November 21, 2008; and 

WHEREAS, Robessie Campbell Smith accepted Christ into her life and joined Saint John 
Missionary Baptist Church in Mississippi, and after moving to Chicago she moved her 
membership to Friendship Baptist Church, later Deacon Smith joined the Macedonia 
Tabernacle Baptist Church family where she served dutifully as a member of the pastor's 
Aide Ministry; and 

WHEREAS, Robessie Campbell Smith will always be remembered as a loving wife, mother, 
grandmother, sister, good neighbor and caring friend who enriched the lives of many in 
countless ways; and 

WHEREAS, Her oldest son, Randall, parents and brother, James Ray having predeceased 
her, Robessie Campbell Smith leaves to celebrate her life and cherish her memory her 
devoted, loving husband, William Carey; two sons, Ronald and Reginald; sisters, Doris 
(Judge) Logan, and DeVoyce (Rogers, Sr.) Morris; two brothers, Ben (Estella) Campbell, and 
L.C. (Jeannie) Campbell; mother-in-law, Frankie Smith; five grandchildren; and a host of 
other relatives and many friends; now, therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, gathered here this eighth day of October, 2008 A. D., do hereby express our sorrow 
on the passing of Robessie Campbell Smith and extend our sincere condolences to her family 
and friends; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to the family of Robessie Campbell Smith. 
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CONGRATULATIONS EXTENDED TO MRS. LILLIE BELLE DAVIS ON 
NINETIETH BIRTHDAY AND DECLARATION OF SEPTEMBER 13, 2008 

AS "LILLIE BELLE DAVIS DAY" IN CHICAGO. 

WHEREAS, It is with great pleasure that the Chicago City Council is hereby informed of the 
observance of Mrs. Lillie Belle Davis ninefieth birthday; and 

WHEREAS, Her many family members and friends are gathering September 12, 2008, at 
a celebrafion party to pay tribute to Lillie Belle Davis, an enthusiastic, active and much loved 
resident of Chicago's great 6"̂  Ward community; and 

WHEREAS, Lillie Belle Davis was born in Lexington, Georgia, September 13, 1918. She 
moved to Chicago with her mother and soon captured the heart of her soul mate, Disney 
Davis. The couple were united in holy matrimony and was blessed with three children; and 

WHEREAS, Lillie Belle Davis was baptized at Wards Memorial located at 48'" and Prairie 
where she was an usher, and then joined the usher board at Oliver Bapfist Church located 
at 31^' and South Park. She currenfiy is a member and deaconess at Haven of Rest located 
at 7925 South South Chicago Avenue; and 

WHEREAS, Lillie Belle Davis always was an entrepreneur. She opened her first beauty 
shop in 1940 on Pershing Road. She relocated to 203 East 51^' Street. She and her 
husband purchased the Brown Derby Lounge in 1958, and combined the two businesses. 
Their clientele included many prominent individuals such as Cecil Partee, Alderman Kenner, 
Alderman Tillman, Alderman Kelly and the late Mayor Harold Washington, only to mention 
a few; and 

WHEREAS, Indicative ofthe solidarity and strength of family life, three generafions of her 
family: three grandchildren, and three great-grandchildren, will be present to help Lillie Belle 
Davis celebrate this singular event, along with many friends she has made over the years; 
and 

WHEREAS, Lillie Belle Davis remains today an inspiration to all who have reached their 
golden years and a treasured matriarch to her grateful and loving family; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, gathered here this eighth day of October, 2008 A.D., do hereby extend to 
Lillie Belle Davis our best and most fervent wishes for a grand celebration worthy of the 
occasion of her ninetieth birthday and in that regard do proclaim September 13, 2008 be 
known as "Lillie Belle Davis Day in Chicago"; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to Lillie Belle Davis. 
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Presented By 

ALDERMAN HARRIS (8"^ Ward): 

DECLARATION OF NOVEMBER 9, 2008 AS "CLEO JOHNSON 
LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT DAY" IN CHICAGO. 

WHEREAS, On Sunday, November 9, 2008, a Lifefime Achievement Award will be 
presented to Cleo Johnson, the founder and director of the School of Charm and Modeling 
Agency who has taught poise and discovered talent for more than a half-century that for more 
than three decades has been happening from her South Cottage Grove studios in this city's 
8"" Ward. Her graduates have been imbued with a positive self-image through her singular 
example of grace, poise and elegance; and 

WHEREAS, Cleo Johnson has often been recognized for her pioneering spirit in fashion 
industry. Prior to the foundation of her agency, there were very few opportunities for black 
women to have professional modeling careers had a clear vision that the doors would one 
day open for women of all races. Thanks to Cleo Johnson, it happened; and 

WHEREAS, In 1956, the Academy of Charm, where Cleo Johnson had graduated in 1951 
had ceased to exist but, being an astute businesswoman with drive and ambition, she created 
her own School of Charm. Four years later, she joined ten other business women in starting 
the Modeling Association of America International which stands today as the largest such 
international organizafion of modeling schools and agencies. In 1982, Cleo Johnson became 
the first African American to become its president; and 

WHEREAS, Cleo Johnson's considerable accomplishments have not gone unrecognized. 
She has garnered more than fifty awards and citations granted by grateful religious, 
community, polifical, civic and business organizations. She holds the Dr. Martin Luther King 
Humanitarian Award as well as a Certificate of Recognition from WTTW Channel 11 Chicago 
and awards from churches of many denominations for her civic and charitable contributions 
in addifion to a myriad of awards associated with professional modeling; and 

WHEREAS, Among the many graduates whom Cleo Johnson has groomed for success are 
an original castmember of the Bill Cosby show, Gary Gray, Jr.; the late recording artist, 
Minnie Ripperton; Sherri "Peaches" Brewer Bronfman who appeared in the film. Shaft, and 
the Broadway musical, Hello, Dolly; the late Cardiss Collins, former Illinois Congresswoman; 
and literally hundreds of other lesser known individuals who were inspired by Cleo Johnson's 
example and encouraged by her supportive instruction; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Michelle Harris, Alderman of the 8'" Ward, has apprised this 
august body ofthe achievements compiled and the honors bestowed on this gracious woman 
of fashion and class; now, therefore. 
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Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, assembled here this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby declare that Sunday, 
November 9, 2008, be known as "Cleo Johnson Lifetime Achievement Day" throughout 
Chicago, salute Cleo Johnson on her lifetime of achievement and inspiration to all and wish 
her health, happiness and confinued success in all her future endeavors; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to Cleo Johnson. 

CONGRATULATIONS EXTENDED TO ROBERT A. BLACK MAGNET 
SCHOOL ON OUTSTANDING ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN EDUCATION 

AND DECLARATION OF OCTOBER 20 AND 21, 2008 
AS "ROBERT A. BLACK MAGNET BLUE RIBBON 

SCHOOL DAYS" IN CHICAGO. 

WHEREAS, The United States Secretary of Education Margaret Spellings cited a Chicago 
Public School on the city's South Side, the Robert A. Black Magnet School, among 
three hundred twenty schools in the nafion as a 2008 "No Child Left Behind" Blue Ribbon 
School; and 

WHEREAS, A No Child Left Behind-Blue Ribbon School award honors schools for 
achievement at very high levels and for making significant progress in closing achievement 
gaps. This prestigious program has honored more than five thousand eight hundred of this 
country's most successful schools. To qualify at least forty percent of a school's student body 
must come from disadvantaged backgrounds and have dramatically improved their 
performance on statewide standardized tests or be performing in the top ten percent on those 
tests regardless of their student's backgrounds; and 

WHEREAS, The Robert A. Black Magnet School was opened in 1968 with a mission to 
offer a quality program of integrated education superior to those programs then being 
conducted in neighborhood schools thereby encouraging parents to allow their children to 
participate in voluntary busing and help stabilize a community undergoing rapid racial change. 
The school was named for Dr. Robert Alfred Black, a prominent south side physician during 
the first half of the twentieth century. He taught at the Stritch School of Medicine, Loyola 
University and was head of the Pediatric Service at Mercy Hospital. He was best 
remembered for offering his services free of charge to the women conducfing a nursery 
school in the south side LaRabida building. In 1927, LaRabida changed its activities into the 
field of rheumatic fever on the initiative of Dr. Black. Due to his efforts, it became the 
recognized center for the study and treatment of the disease; and 
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WHEREAS, On October 20 and 21, 2008, the principal of Robert A. Black Magnet School, 
Thomas Little, and a teacher are invited to receive this prestigious commendafion and 
participate in the "No Child Left Behind" Blue Ribbon Schools Awards Program in Arlington, 
Virginia just outside this nation's capitol; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Michelle Harris, Alderman ofthe 8''' Ward, has apprised this 
august body of the significant honor bestowed on Robert A. Black Magnet School and the 
outstanding achievement that earned this singular nafional recognifion; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City of Chicago City Council, 
assembled here this eighth day of October, 2008 A.D., do hereby salute the students and 
teachers of the Robert A. Black Magnet School for its exceptional accomplishments and 
declare Monday, October 20 and Tuesday, October 21, 2008 to be "Robert A. Black Magnet 
Blue Ribbon School Days" throughout Chicago; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to Thomas Litfie, principal of Robert A. Black Magnet School. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN BEALE (9'" Ward): 

TRIBUTE TO LATE MR. EDGAR LEE. 

WHEREAS, God in His infinite wisdom and judgment has called Edgar Lee, outstanding 
citizen and member of his community, to his eternal reward August 1, 2008; and 

WHEREAS, This august body was informed of his passing by the Honorable Anthony 
Beale, Alderman of the 9'" Ward; and 

WHEREAS, Born September 10, 1935 in Bullock County, Alabama, Edgar was the loving 
son of Howard and Dermorene Lee. He was affectionately known as Eddie by his eight 
siblings, parents and other family members; and 

WHEREAS, Edgar Lee moved to Chicago wheî e he met and married the former Jessie T. 
Andrews. He was employed with the Lavin Corporation and retired in 1988. After his 
retirement from Lavin Corporation he began operating his newspaper stand and the business 
strived for twenty years. Eddie was and avid baseball fan and enjoyed watching his favorite 
team win; and 
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WHEREAS, Edgar Lee was a loving and devoted husband, father, grandfather, 
great-grandfather, brother, friend and neighbor who enriched the lives ofthe young and the 
old. He will be deeply missed but fondly remembered as a kind, and caring person who could 
brighten your day with his great sense of humor; and 

WHEREAS, Edgar Lee leaves behind to mourn his passing and cherish his memory his 
wife of forty years, Jessie T. Lee; daughters, Yvette and Carol Lee; stepson, Leonard 
Andrews; eleven grandchildren, seven great-grandchildren; three sisters; three brothers; 
three aunts and a host of other relatives and many friends. He was predeceased by his 
parents, two siblings, and his daughter, Sharon Lee; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, gathered here this eighth day of October, 2008 A.D., do hereby extend our heartfelt 
condolences to the family and friends of Edgar Lee; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to the family of Edgar Lee. 

TRIBUTE TO LATE MR. FREDERICK L. MATTHEWS. 

WHEREAS, Almighty God, in His infinite wisdom, has called Frederick L. Matthews, an 
outstanding citizen and member of his community, to his everlasfing reward; and 

WHEREAS, Frederick L. Matthews started his life's journey on July 9, 1943 in Chicago, 
Illinois to the union of Aramentha Hills and Fred L. Matthews. He was the oldest of 
two children; and 

WHEREAS, Frederick L. Matthews received his formal educafion from Saint Edmunds, 
Shiloh Academy, Chicago Vocational High School, Kennedy-King and Malcom X City 
Colleges and Northwestern School of Business; and 

WHEREAS, Frederick L. Matthews joined the United States Army on October 19, 1961. 
After basic training he was sent to Germany, where he served as a medic. During active 
duty, he was injured and was honorably discharged on October 3, 1963; and 

WHEREAS, Frederick L. Matthews established his faith in God at nine years of age and 
was baptized at New Mount Olive Missionary Baptist Church, where the Reverend James A. 
Mason was pastor. He later joined Third Baptist Church, where the Reverend Elmer L. 
Flower is pastor; and 
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WHEREAS, Frederick L. Matthews met his present wife, Joanne, while working as a 
Respiratory Therapist at Presbyterian Saint Luke Hospital. They were married on 
September 20, 1986. Frederick changed jobs and worked as a mail handler at the Bedford 
Park Post Office unfil his illness; and 

WHEREAS, Frederick L. Matthews leaves behind to celebrate and cherish his memory a 
loving wife, Joanne; two sons, Frederick III and Byron; two daughters, MiMi and Toinette; 
mother-in-law, Josephine; two sisters, Rhenette and Patricia; two sisters-in-law, Glorene and 
Lorene; brother-in-law, Milton; and a host of other relafives and friends; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Anthony Beale, Alderman of the 9'" Ward, has informed this 
august body of the passing of this outstanding member of the community; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City of Chicago City Council, 
assembled here this eighth day of October, 2008 A.D., do hereby offer our sincere 
condolences to the family, friends and loved ones of Frederick L. Matthews and express our 
hope that the coldness of their grief be soon replaced by the warm memories of him; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to the family of Frederick L. Matthews. 

TRIBUTE TO LATE MR. CALVIN RICHARDSON. 

WHEREAS, God in His infinite wisdom and judgment has called Calvin Richardson, an 
outstanding citizen and acfive member of his community, to his everiasting reward; and 

WHEREAS, This august body has been informed of Mr. Richardson's transition by the 
Honorable Anthony Beale, Alderman of the 9* Ward; and 

WHEREAS, Calvin began his journey August 27,1932 in Crawfordsville, Arkansas. He was 
the youngest and only son of five children born to the union of Ulysses and Ardana 
Richardson (Anderson). He was predeceased by his parents and sisters, Katrina Smith and 
Frances Davis; and 

WHEREAS, Calvin Richardson was the "big brother" to his sisters even though he was the 
youngest. He was affectionately known as "Cal" by his family members and friends. At the 
age of twelve he confessed his faith in Christ and was baptized at Mount Vernon Bapfist 
Church in Crav^rfordsville, Arkansas; and 

WHEREAS, Calvin Richardson and the former Margaret McNairy, became husband and 
wife on September 9, 1950 and were blessed with six children: Calvin, Jr., Carolyn, Dwight, 
Michael, Lisa and Belinda; and 
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WHEREAS, Calvin, a dedicated employee for forty years, refired from Inland Steel 
Company in Gary, Indiana in 1993; and 

WHEREAS, In 1975, Cal joined the Progressive Missionary Bapfist Church and served on 
the ushers board. In 2000, he moved his membership to Salem Baptist Church and 
participated joyously with the congregation, served with the Parking Ministry, participated in 
the street prayer ministry and attended the senior members ministry activities. Cal was a vfial 
and active member of his community and enjoyed working with his community block clubs; 
how, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, gathered here this eighth day of October, 2008 A.D., do hereby express our sorrow 
on the passing of Calvin Richardson and extend to his family and friends our sincere 
condolences; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to the family of Calvin Richardson. 

TRIBUTE TO LATE MS.' MARGARET WILLIAMS. 

WHEREAS, Almighty God in His infinite wisdom has called Margaret Williams, beloved 
citizen and friend, to eternity August 28, 2008; and 

WHEREAS, This august body has been informed of her passing by the Honorable Anthony 
Beale, Alderman of the 9'" Ward; and 

WHEREAS, Born September 24, 1938 in Clarksdale, Mississippi, Margaret was the loving 
daughter of Clara and George Williams. She accepted Christ as her personal Savior at an 
eariy age and participated joyously with the Chapel Hill Missionary Baptist Church 
congregation. After moving to Chicago she became a member of Saint John Missionary 
Bapfist Church; and 

WHEREAS, Margaret attended W.A. Higgins High School and graduated in 1957. She 
received her Associate of Arts degree from Coahoma Community College, and also attended 
the International Data Processing Institute and Kennedy-King, Jr. College. In 2004 she 
refired from Jackson Park Hospital; and 

WHEREAS, Margaret Williams was a vital and acfive member of her family and community. 
A cherished friend and a good neighbor to all, Margaret Williams had enriched the lives ofthe 
young and the old. She will be deeply missed, but the memory of her character, intelligence 
and compassion will live on in those who knew and loved her; and 
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WHEREAS, Margaret Williams leaves to cherish her memory and celebrate her life her two 
daughters, Pamela (Terry) Mitchell and Patricia Hoyt; brothers, Joe Smith, George Williams, 
Jr., Carie Williams and Bennie Williams; sisters, Josephine (Chesley) Bogues, Arie Williams, 
and Georgia Pettis; step-brothers, John Willis Rich and Walter Rich; step-sisters, Marie 
Vance, Lizzie Young, Mary L. Gladney, Beatrice Hines and Yvonne Rich; sister-in-law, 
Dorothy Williams; grandchildren, Maurice (Sha-Ron), Jenelle, Tervin, Tifaan, Terrence, and 
Marcel; great-grandchildren, Airyanna, Aniyah, Aleiyah, M'Kane, Kailise, Tayin, two blessed 
unborn and a host of other relatives and many friends; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, gathered here this eighth day of October, 2008 A.D., do hereby express our sorrow 
on the passing of Margaret and extend our sincere condolences to her family and friends; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to the family of Margaret Williams. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN OLIVO (13*^ Ward): 

TRIBUTE TO LATE MRS. BONNIE BENNET. 

WHEREAS, God in His infinite wisdom has called Bonnie Bennett to her eternal reward; 
and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of her passing by Alderman 
Frank J. Olivo; and 

WHEREAS, The beloved wife of the late Louis; loving mother of Jack (Deborah); loving 
grandmother of Michael and Nicholas; dearest sister of LaVerne; cherished aunt of Jeff and 
Jane; and great-aunt of Joe (Courtney) and Mia, Bonnie Bennett leaves a legacy of faith, 
dignity, compassion and love; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the Chicago City Council, gathered 
here this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby express our sorrow on the death of Bonnie 
Bennett and extend to her family and friends our deepest sympathy; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolufion be presented to the family 
of Bonnie Bennett. 
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TRIBUTE TO LATE MR. JOHN F. BIANGMONO. 

WHEREAS, God in His infinite wisdom has called John F. Biangmono to his eternal reward; 
and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of his passing by 
Alderman Frank J. Olivo; and 

WHEREAS, The beloved husband of the late Angeline; dear father of Alice (the late 
Donald) and Theresa (the late Thomas); loving grandfather of Angeline, DJ and Tommy; 
cherished great-grand father of Anthony John; brother of Carmella; uncle of many nieces and 
nephews, John F. Biangmono leaves a legacy of faith, dignity, compassion and love, and will 
be greatly missed by neighbors and friends; now, therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That we. Mayor and members ofthe Chicago City Council, gathered here 
this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby express our sorrow on the death of John F. 
Biangmono and extend to his family and friends our deepest sympathy; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy be presented to the family of John F. 
Biangmono. 

TRIBUTE TO LATE MS. KELLY A. BOYES. 

WHEREAS, God in His infinite wisdom has called Kelly A. Boyes to her eternal reward; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of her passing by Alderman 
Frank J. Olivo; and 

WHEREAS, The cherished fiancee and best friend of Jim; devoted daughter of Karen and 
Leon (Cathy); loving sister of Eileen, Katie and Nicole; fond granddaughter of Florence (the 
late Leon) and Ann (the late John); dear niece of Joseph and Mary Lee, Diane, Ken and Barb, 
Deborah and Tim and Janet; caring cousin of Erika, Traci, Michelle, Dan, Lauren, Chris and 
Christopher; and many loving relafives and friends, Kelly A. Boyes leaves a legacy of faith, 
dignity, compassion and love; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the Chicago City Council, gathered 
here this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby express our sorrow on the death 
of Kelly A. Boyes and extend to her family and friends our deepest sympathy; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of Kelly A. Boyes. 
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TRIBUTE TO LATE MR. TERRENCE M. CAGNEY, JR. 

WHEREAS, God in His infinite wisdom has called Terrence M. Cagney, Jr. to his eternal 
reward; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of his passing by Alderman 
Frank J. Olivo; and 

WHEREAS, The loving son of Terrence and Veronica; beloved brother of Angela (James) 
and Patrick; cherished grandson of John (the late Rita) and Eleanor (the late Willard); dear 
uncle and godfather of Maddy; and fond nephew, cousin and friend of many, Terrence M. 
Cagney, Jr. leaves a legacy of faith, dignity, compassion and love; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the Chicago City Council, gathered 
here this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby express our sorrow on the death of 
Terrence M. Cagney Jr. and extend to his family and friends our deepest sympathy; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of Terrence M. Cagney, Jr. 

TRIBUTE TO LATE MRS. FRANCES B. CARIDI. 

WHEREAS, God in His infinite wisdom has called Frances B. Caridi to her eternal reward; 
and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of her passing by Alderman 
Frank J. Olivo; and 

WHEREAS, The loving mother of Dominic, Debbie (Greg), Donna, Linda, Robert (Kristina) 
and Pete; cherished grandmother of April, Beth, Marty, Tyler, Alex, Dominque, Annabella, 
Matthew, Patrick, Robert, Adam and Daniel; and dearest sister of Donny (Edna), Frances B. 
Caridi leaves a legacy of faith, dignity, compassion and love; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the Chicago City Council, gathered 
here this eighth day of Ocjober, 2008, do hereby express our sorrow on the death 
of Francis B. Caridi and extend to her family and friends our deepest sympathy; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of Frances B. Caridi. 
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TRIBUTE TO LATE MRS. MARIE CROSBY. 

WHEREAS, God in His infinite wisdom has called Marie Crosby to her eternal reward; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of her passing by Alderman 
Frank J. Olivo; and 

WHEREAS, The wife and best friend of James; loving mother of James, Katherine Joseph 
and Donna (Thomas); beloved grandmother "Mama Babe" of Kathleen, Colleen and Mary; 
dearest sister of Diane, "Puma" of Laura, Jimmy and Thomas; and dear friend of many, Marie 
Crosby leaves a legacy of faith, dignity, compassion and love; now, therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the Chicago City Council, gathered 
here this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby express our sorrow on the death of Marie 
Crosby and extend to her family and friends our deepest sympathy; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolufion be presented to the family 
of Marie Crosby. 

TRIBUTE TO LATE MR. LEOPOLDO A. GONZALEZ. 

WHEREAS, God in His infinite wisdom has called Leopoldo A. Gonzalez to his eternal 
reward; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of the passing by Alderman 
Frank J. Olivo; and 

WHEREAS. The cherished father of Joshua and Alyssa, beloved son of Leopoldo and 
Alma; loving brother of Marisella and Alma; also survived by many aunts, uncles, cousins and 
many friends, Leopoldo A. Gonzalez leaves a legacy of faith, dignity, compassion and love; 
now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, Thai we, the Mayor and members ofthe Chicago City Council, gathered 
here this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby express our sorrow on the death of 
Leopoldo A. Gonzalez and extend to his family and friends our deepest sympathy; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of Leopoldo A. Gonzalez. 
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TRIBUTE TO LATE MR. JOHN C. KAMINSKI. 

WHEREAS, God in His infinite wisdom has called John C. Kaminski to his eternal reward; 
and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of his passing by Alderman 
Frank J. Olivo; and 

WHEREAS, The beloved husband of the late Maria Antonia; and loving uncle of many 
nieces and nephews, John C. Kaminski leaves a legacy of faith, dignity, compassion and 
love; now, therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members ofthe Chicago City Council, gathered 
here this, eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby express our sorrow on the death 
of John C. Kaminski and extend to his family and friends our deepest sympathy; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of John C. Kaminski. 

TRIBUTE TO LATE MR. JOSEPH P. MARIN. 

WHEREAS, God in His infinite wisdom has called Joseph P. Marin to his eternal reward; 
and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of his passing by Alderman 
Frank J. Olivo; and 

WHEREAS, The beloved husband of the late Lillian; loving father of Glenn (Alice), Bruce 
and Gregory (Sharon); and dearest grandfather of Scott, Timothy, Heather, Marcus, Michelle, 
Thomas and Anthony, Joseph P. Marin leaves a legacy of faith, dignity, compassion and love; 
now, therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the Chicago City Council, gathered 
here this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby express our sorrow on the death of 
Joseph P. Marin and extend to his family and friends our deepest sympathy; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolufion be presented to the family 
of Joseph P. Marin. 
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TRIBUTE TO LATE MR. RAYMOND P. MC CARTHY. 

WHEREAS, God in His infinite wisdom has called Raymond P. McCarthy to his eternal 
reward; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of his passing by Alderman 
Frank J. Olivo; and 

WHEREAS, The beloved husband of the late Mildred; loving father of Patrick (the late 
Peggy), Mary (Frank), Carol (Mark), Thomas and Peggy (Joseph); dear grandpa of P. J., 
Matt, Andy, Meghan, Raymond, John, Danny, Maura, Maggie, Katie and Fiona; beloved son 
of the late Patrick and Mary Ann; devoted brother of Mary (the late Hugh) and the late Jack 
(the late Josephine), the late Bud (the late Loretta and the late Anne) and the late Frances 
(the late Howard); dear brother-in-law of Anne (the late Edward), the late Pauline (the late 
Tobias), the late Theresa, the late Joseph (the late Julie) and the late Frances (the late 
Anthony), "Uncle Ray" was deariy loved by his many nieces, nephews and grand nieces and 
nephews, and was a dear friend of Sr. Ardis. Ray was a true friend to all who knew him and 
beloved as an Affiliate of the Augustinian Order, a fourth degree member of Joseph Cardinal 
Bernardin Council Number 324 Knights of Columbus, Local Number 134,1. B. E.W. Telephone 
Pioneers of America and Honorary Alumnus of Saint Rita High School; and former longtime 
member of Saint Adrian and Queen of Martyrs Parishes, Raymond P. McCarthy leaves a 
legacy of faith, dignity, compassion and love; now, therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members ofthe Chicago City Council, gathered 
here this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby express our sorrow on the death of 
Raymond P. McCarthy and extend to his family and friends our deepest sympathy; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of Raymond P. McCarthy. 

TRIBUTE TO LATE MRS. JOSEPHINE K. MUSCOLINO. 

WHEREAS, God in His infinite wisdom has called Josephine K. Muscolino to her eternal 
reward; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of her passing by Alderman 
Frank J. Olivo; and 

WHEREAS, The beloved wife of the late Joseph; loving mother of Peggy (Wayne), Joseph 
(Mary Ellen), Gina (Jose Tamayo) and the late Robert (the late Gail); dearest grandmother 
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of fifteen and great-grandmother of eight; and dear aunt of many nieces and nephews, 
Josephine K. Muscolino leaves a legacy of faith, dignity, compassion and love; now, 
therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members ofthe Chicago City Council, gathered 
here this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby express our sorrow on the death of 
Josephine K. Muscolino and extend to her family and friends our deepest sympathy; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of Josephine K. Muscolino. 

TRIBUTE TO LATE MRS. CLEMENTINE P. OSYSKO. 

WHEREAS, God in His infinite wisdom has called Clementine P. Osysko to her eternal 
reward; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of her passing by Alderman 
Frank J. Olivo; and 

WHEREAS, The beloved wife ofthe late Fred, Sr; loving mother of Fred, Jr. (Loretta) and 
stepmother of Janice; proudest grandmother of Daniel; dear sister of the late Jean (the late 
Edward) and Alice (Benny); also nieces and nephews; and member of Marvin Seeman A.L. 
Auxiliary Post Number 1112 and Saint Gall Seniors, Clemenfine P. Osysko leaves a legacy 
of faith, compassion and love; now, therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members ofthe Chicago City Council, gathered 
here this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby express our sorrow on the death of 
Clementine P. Osysko and extend to her family and friends our deepest sympathy; and 

Be It Further Resolved. That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of Clemenfine P. Osysko. 

TRIBUTE TO LATE MRS. MARIE THERESE SINGRABER. 

WHEREAS, God in His infinite wisdom has called Marie Therese Singraber to her eternal 
reward; and 
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WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of her passing by Alderman 
Frank J. Olivo; and 

WHEREAS, The beloved wife of the late Robert, Sr.; loving mother of Robert, Jr. (Cindi), 
Kathy (Randy), Bill (Kathy) and Tom (Maureen); cherished grandmother of Robert, Cariy, 
Emily, Erin, Maggie, Molly, Sean, Amy (Jusfin), Jeremy (Erin) and Ashley; proud great-
grandmother of Jaron, Carter and Gannon; dear sister of the late Mary Kay (Bill) kindest aunt 
of many nieces and nephews; and devoted friend to many, Marie Therese Singraber leaves 
a legacy of faith, dignity, compassion and love; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members ofthe Chicago City Council, gathered 
here this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby express our sorrow on the death of Marie 
Therese Singraber and extend to her family and friends our deepest sympathy; and 

Be tt Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of Marie Therese Singraber. 

CONGRATULATIONS EXTENDED TO MRS. MARIE METZ 
ON ONE HUNDREDTH BIRTHDAY. 

WHEREAS, Marie Metz recently celebrated her one hundredth birthday; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of this grand occasion by 
Alderman Frank J. Olivo; and 

WHEREAS, Marie was born on September 11,1908 on the kitchen table of her family home 
in Lombard, Illinois; and 

WHEREAS, Marie was responsible for doing many farm chores before and after school 
each day. In June of 1932, she married her husband Harry, a bread delivery man from 
Chicago, and proceeded to start a family; and 

WHEREAS, Marie sfill resides in Chicago and is active in the 8'" District Community Policing 
Office; and 

WHEREAS, May Marie's zest for life and her love for her three children, eleven 
grandchildren and numerous great-grandchildren serve as an inspiration to us all; now, 
therefore. 
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Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the Chicago City Council, gathered 
here this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby congratulate Marie Metz on this special fime 
of her life, and we also wish her and her family and friends many more years of happiness; 
and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to Marie Metz. 

CONGRATULATIONS EXTENDED TO MR. FRANK RESPONDI 
ON RETIREMENT FROM CAREER IN PUBLIC SERVICE. 

WHEREAS, Frank Respondi retired from the City of Chicago after thirty-one years of 
service; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of this special occasion by 
Alderman Frank J. Olivo; and 

WHEREAS, Frank started his career with the City of Chicago in April of 1977 as a Motor 
Truck Driver with the Department of Streets and Sanitation. He drove a fleet of vehicles for 
thirteen years before becoming an equipment dispatcher and then equipment dispatcher in 
charge. In October of 1999, Frank became the general superintendent of Streets and 
Sanitation; and 

WHEREAS, Frank, who was better known as "Repo", took charge of an army of sanitation 
laborers, motor truck drivers and sanitation supervisory personnel. With this army he gave 
meaning to the phrase "The city that works", and made Chicago one of the cleanest cities; 
and 

WHEREAS, May Frank's strong dedication to his family and the citizens of the City of 
Chicago serve as an inspiration to us all; now, therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members ofthe Chicago City Council, gathered 
here this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby congratulate Frank Respondi on his 
retirement and wish him many years of happiness; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to Frank 
Respondi. 
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CONGRATULATIONS EXTENDED TO SISTER EMILIE MARIE 
SIERAKOWSKI ON NINETIETH BIRTHDAY. 

WHEREAS, Sister Emilie Marie Sierakowski will soon celebrate her ninetieth birthday; 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of this grand occasion by 
Alderman Frank J. Olivo; and 

WHEREAS, Sister Emilie entered the Felician convent from Saint Paul, Minnesota in 1938 
and is still active in daily ministry. She taught at schools in Exeter, Nebraska, Milwaukee and 
Milwaukee and Wausau, Wisconsin and Joliet, Illinois, but most of her teaching career has 
been spent in Chicago, Illinois; and 

WHEREAS, Sister Emilie spent twenty-three years at Saint Joseph High School where she 
was a music teacher, the assistant principal and finally principal. She was assigned to Saint 
Turibius Parish in 1978 as a music teacher and is still teaching music, leading the children's 
choir and playing the organ for weekday Masses; and 

WHEREAS, May Sister Emilie's zest for life and her love for music, her church, her students 
and her family and friends serve as an inspiration to us all; now, therefore, ' 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members ofthe Chicago City Council, gathered 
here this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby congratulate Sister Emilie Marie Sierakowski 
on this special time of her life and we also wish her and her family and friends many more 
years of happiness; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to Sister 
Emilie Marie Sierakowski. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN BURKE (14'" Ward): 

TRIBUTE TO LATE MR. ABDEL-HALIM ABU-GHAZALA. 

WHEREAS, Abdel-Halim Abu-Ghazala has gone to his eternal reward at the age of 
seventy-eight; and 
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WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of his passing by Alderman 
Edward M. Burke; and 

WHEREAS, Born in February, 1930 in Beheira Governorate, Egypt, Abdel-Halim 
Abu-Ghazala graduated from Naser Academy for higher military educafion in Cairo and 
received his bachelor's degree in commerce from Cairo University; and 

WHEREAS, Abdel-Halim Abu-Ghazala was Egypt's military attache in Washington, D.C., 
in the late 1970s; and 

WHEREAS, Abdel-Halim Abu-Ghazala served as the Defense Minister of Egypt and Vice 
Prime Minister from 1981 to 1989 and during that period was considered the second-most 
powerful official in his country; and 

WHEREAS, As Defense Minister, Abdel-Halim Abu-Ghazala worked with President Hosni 
Mubarek to hold together the peace treaty signed by President Anwar Sadat in 1979; and 

WHEREAS, The hard work, sacrifice and dedication of Abdel-Halim Abu-Ghazala serve as 
an example to all; and 

WHEREAS, Abdel-Halim Abu-Ghazala will be deariy missed and fondly remembered by his 
many relatives, friends and admirers; and 

WHEREAS, To his beloved family, Abdel-Halim Abu-Ghazala imparts a legacy of 
faithfulness, service and dignity; now, therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby commemorate Abdel-Halim 
Abu-Ghazala for his grace-filled life and do hereby express our condolences to his family; and 

Be tt Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of Abdel-Halim Abu-Ghazala. 

TRIBUTE TO LATE MR. CHARLES "CHICK" BRASHEARS. 

WHEREAS, Charies "Chick" Brashears has been called to eternal life by the wisdom of God 
at the age of eighty; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of his passing by Alderman 
Edward M. Burke; and 
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WHEREAS, Charles "Chick" Brashears was a prominent Chicago area hotelier and the 
loving husband of Este; and 

WHEREAS, Charies "Chick" Brashears served as the president of the Drake Oak Brook 
from when the hotel opened in 1962 unfil it was sold in 1985; and 

WHEREAS, Charies "Chick" Brashears was the son of Edwin L. Brashears, Sr., a member 
of a partnership that bought the original Drake Hotel in Chicago from the Drake family in 
1930; and 

WHEREAS, Charles "Chick" Brashears was the devoted father of Charies C. and Katherine 
and the stepfather of Tim and John Ransford and Kim Kendrick; and 

WHEREAS, Charies "Chick" Brashears was the much-adored grandfather of three; and 

WHEREAS, A man committed to excellence who maintained a high level of integrity, 
Charies "Chick" Brashears gave of himself fully to his family and was a loyal friend to many; 
and 

WHEREAS, Charies "Chick" Brashears inspired the lives of countless people through his 
great personal goodness, charity and concern; and 

WHEREAS, The hard work, sacrifice and dedication of Charies "Chick" Brashears serve 
as an example to all; and 

WHEREAS, His love of life and ability to live it to the fullest endeared Charies "Chick" 
Brashears to his family members, friends and all who knew him, and enabled him to enrich 
their lives in ways they will never forget; and 

WHEREAS, Charies "Chick" Brashears was an individual of great integrity and 
accomplishment who will be deariy missed and fondly remembered by his many relatives, 
friends and admirers; and 

WHEREAS, To his beloved family, Charies "Chick" Brashears imparts a legacy of 
faithfulness, service and dignity; now, therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby commemorate Charies "Chick" 
Brashears for his grace-filled life and do hereby express our condolences to his family; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of Charies "Chick" Brashears. 
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TRIBUTE TO LATE MR. BOB FOSTER. 

WHEREAS, Bob Foster has been called to eternal life by the wisdom of God at the age of 
eighty-two; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of his passing by Alderman 
Edward M. Burke; and 

WHEREAS, A native of Chicago's Far Northwest Side, Bob Foster was a prominent 
member of the broadcast community and the loving husband of Mary; and 

WHEREAS, Bob Foster was the much-adored father of Nancy, Sean and Patrick to whom 
he imparted many of the fine and noble qualifies that he possessed in abundance; and 

WHEREAS, Bob Foster covered nafional news from Washington, D.C. for WGN News for 
neariy two decades before joining United States Representative Philip Crane's office as Press 
Secretary; and 

WHEREAS, Bob Foster was also the announcer for Blackhawks hockey games at the 
Chicago Stadium from 1955 through the eariy 1960s; and 

WHEREAS, Raised in the Edison Park community, Bob Foster joined WGN Radio as a 
copy boy in the 1940s and covered the Illinois General Assembly through the 1950s; and 

WHEREAS, Bob Foster moved to the nation's capital in 1963 to start a bureau for WGN 
News and remained there as bureau chief until 1982; and 

WHEREAS, A man committed to excellence who maintained a high level of integrity. Bob 
Foster gave of himself fully to his family and was a loyal friend to many; and 

WHEREAS, The hard work, sacrifice and dedication of Bob Foster serve as an example to 
all; and 

WHEREAS, Bob Foster was an individual of great integrity and accomplishment who will 
be deariy missed and fondly remembered by his many relatives, friends and admirers; and 

WHEREAS, To his beloved family. Bob Foster imparts a legacy of faithfulness, service and 
dignity; now, therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby commemorate Bob Foster for his 
grace-filled life and do hereby express our condolences to his family; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of Bob Foster. 
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TRIBUTE TO LATE HONORABLE NATHAN GORDON 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Nathan Gordon has been called to eternal life by the wisdom 
of God at the age of ninety-two; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of his passing by Alderman 
Edward M. Burke; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Nathan Gordon served for twenty years as the lieutenant 
governor of the State of Arkansas; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Nathan Gordon was awarded the Medal of Honorforthe daring 
rescue of fifteen airmen who were shot down during a raid on a Japanese position near 
Papua, New Guinea during World War II; and 

WHEREAS, As the pilot of a Navy Consolidated PBY Catalina flying boat, the Honorable 
Nathan Gordon endured heavy enemy fire, rough seas and multiple water landings in order 
to save the lives of his comrades; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Nathan Gordon's superiors cited" exceptional daring, personal 
valor and incomparable airmanship under the most perilous conditions" in nominating him for 
the nation's highest military honor; and 

WHEREAS, After returning from the war, the Honorable Nathan Gordon was persuaded 
to run for public office and served from 1947 to 1967 as lieutenant governor under four 
governors; and 

WHEREAS, A man committed to excellence who maintained a high level of integrity, the 
Honorable Nathan Gordon gave of himself fully to his family and was a loyal friend to many; 
and 

WHEREAS, The hard work, sacrifice and dedication ofthe Honorable Nathan Gordon serve 
as an example to all; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Nathan Gordon was an individual of great integrity and 
accomplishment who will be deariy missed and fondly remembered by his many relatives, 
friends and admirers; and 

WHEREAS, To his beloved family, the Honorable Nathan Gordon imparts a legacy of 
faithfulness, service and dignity; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby commemorate the Honorable Nathan 
Gordon for his grace-filled life and do hereby express our condolences to his family; and 
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Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of the Honorable Nathan Gordon. 

TRIBUTE TO LATE LEONARD J. GULCZYNSKI II. 

WHEREAS, Leonard J. Gulczynski II, has gone to his eternal reward at the age of nineteen; 
and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of his passing by Alderman 
Edward M. Burke; and 

WHEREAS, Leonard J. Gulczynski II, lost his life while bravely serving his country in 
Afghanistan; and 

WHEREAS, Leonard J. Gulczynski II, was an engineer in the United States Army assigned 
to the 610'" Engineer Support Company, 14'*̂  Engineer Battalion, 555"" Engineer Brigade; and 

WHEREAS, A resident of Carol Stream, Leonard J. Gulczynski II, was a graduate of Bartlett 
High School where he was much-beloved for his endearing smile and outgoing nature; and 

WHEREAS, Known to all as "Lenny", Leonard J. Gulczynski II, was the beloved son of 
Michael and Jacqueline, nee Nudera; the dear brother of Jacqueline and Michael, Jr.; and the 
much-adored grandson of Leonard J. and Chariotte Gulczynski and Jerome and Ellie Nudera; 
and 

WHEREAS, A young man of remarkable courage and a third-generation member of the 
military, Leonard J. Gulczynski II, gaveof himself fully to his family and was a loyal friend to 
many; and 

WHEREAS, The hard work, sacrifice and dedication of Leonard J. Gulczynski II, serve as 
an example to all; and 

WHEREAS, Leonard J. Gulczynski II, will be deariy missed and fondly remembered by his 
many relatives, friends and admirers; and 

WHEREAS, To his beloved family, Leonard J. Gulczynski II, imparts a legacy of 
faithfulness, service and dignity; now, therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby commemorate Leonard J. 
Gulczynski II, for his grace-filled life and do hereby express our condolences to his family; 
and 
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Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of Leonard J. Gulczynski ll. 

TRIBUTE TO LATE MR. DON GUTTERIDGE. 

WHEREAS, Don Gutteridge has been called to eternal life by the wisdom of God at the age 
of ninety-six; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of his passing by Alderman 
Edward M. Burke; and 

WHEREAS, Don Gutteridge was the oldest-living former manager or coach in major league 
baseball; and 

WHEREAS, Don Gutteridge made his debut as a professional baseball player with the St. 
Louis Cardinals in 1936; and 

WHEREAS, Over the next twelve years, Don Gutteridge excelled as a power-hitting second 
and third baseman and played for the St. Louis Browns, Pittsburgh Pirates and Boston Red 
Sox; and 

WHEREAS, A highly memorable event in Don Gutteridge's career occurred during the 1944 
Worid Series when he demonstrated his defensive expertise by turning five double plays; and 

WHEREAS, Don Gutteridge later coached for more than a decade with the Chicago White 
Sox and led the team to a 1959 pennant victory before serving as the club's manager from 
1969 to 1970; and 

WHEREAS, Don Gutteridge also worked as a scout for the Kansas City Royals, the New 
York Yankees and the Los Angeles Dodgers; and 

WHEREAS, Following his refirement, Don Gutteridge returned to his hometown of 
Pittsburgh, Kansas where he was known as the city's unofficial mayor; and 

WHEREAS, A man committed to excellence who maintained a high level of integrity, Don 
Gutteridge gave of himself fully to his family and was a loyal friend to many; and 

WHEREAS, The hard work, sacrifice and dedicafion of Don Gutteridge serve as an 
example to all; and 

WHEREAS, Don Gutteridge will be deariy missed and fondly remembered by his many 
relatives, friends and admirers; and 
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WHEREAS, To his beloved family, Don Gutteridge imparts a legacy of faithfulness, service 
and dignity; now, therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby commemorate Don Gutteridge for his 
grace-filled life and do hereby express our condolences to his family; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of Don Gutteridge. 

TRIBUTE TO LATE MR. JOSHUA W. HARRIS. 

WHEREAS, Joshua W. Harris has been called to eternal life by the wisdom of God at the 
age of twenty-one; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of his passing by Alderman 
Edward M. Burke; and 

WHEREAS, A resident of Oak Park, Joshua W. Harris lost his life while defending our 
country during Operafion Enduring Freedom in Afghanistan on September 17, 2008; and 

WHEREAS, Joshua W. Harris was the beloved son of Mille Harris-Hickey and William J. 
and the brother of Kristen Dutra, Kalyn and Valerie; and 

WHEREAS, Joshua W. Harris was the much-adored grandson of Elaine Forsgren and 
Virginia; and 

WHEREAS, Joshua W. Harris attended Walther Lutheran High School in Melrose Park; and 

WHEREAS, Joshua W. Harris bravely served as a sergeant in the Illinois Army National 
Guard assigned to the 2"" Battalion, 122"=̂  Field Artillery; and 

WHEREAS, A young man of extraordinary courage and devotion to his country, Joshua W. 
Harris gave of himself fully to his family and was a loyal friend to many; and 

WHEREAS, The hard work, sacrifice and dedication of Joshua W. Harris serve as an 
example to all; and 

WHEREAS, His love of life and ability to live it to the fullest endeared Joshua W. Harris to 
his family members, friends and all who knew him, and enabled him to enrich their lives in 
ways they will never forget; and 
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WHEREAS, Joshua W. Harris will be dearly missed and fondly remembered by his many 
relatives, friends and admirers; and 

WHEREAS, To his beloved family, Joshua W. Harris imparts a legacy of faithfulness, 
service and dignity; now, therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby commemorate Joshua W. Harris for 
his grace-filled life and do hereby express our condolences to his family; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of Joshua W. Harris. 

TRIBUTE TO LATE MS. MARIE E. HARVEY. 

WHEREAS, Marie E. Harvey has been called to eternal life by the wisdom of God at the 
age of eighty-five; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of her passing by Alderman 
Edward M. Burke; and 

WHEREAS, Marie E. Harvey served with honor and distinction for thirty-eight years as a 
valued employee of the Chicago Public Schools; and 

WHEREAS, Raised in Christ the King Parish in Chicago's Beveriy community on the far 
South Side, Marie E. Harvey graduated from Longwood Academy and received a teaching 
degree from Chicago Teachers College; and 

WHEREAS, Marie E. Harvey served as an educator before changing her career path and 
enrolling at Jones Commercial School where she mastered secretarial skills; and 

WHEREAS, Marie E. Harvey worked in a variety of clerk and secretarial positions before 
accepting a prestigious position in the 1950s as the administrative assistant to Chicago Public 
Schools Superintendent Benjamin Willis; and 

WHEREAS, Marie E. Harvey's reputation for hard work, poise under pressure and a 
conscientious dedication to detail secured her the same key role under four subsequent 
superintendents of the Chicago Public School system; and 

WHEREAS, A resident of the Dearborn Park neighborhood, Marie E. Harvey became an 
active member of Old Saint Mary's Catholic Church; and 
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WHEREAS, Marie E. Harvey inspired the lives of countless people through her great 
personal goodness, charity and concern; and 

WHEREAS, The hard work, sacrifice and dedication of Marie E. Harvey serve as an 
example to all; and 

WHEREAS, Marie E. Harvey will be deariy missed and fondly remembered by her many 
relatives, friends and neighbors; and 

WHEREAS, To her beloved family, Marie E. Harvey imparts a legacy of faithfulness, service 
and dignity; now, therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby commemorate Marie E. Harvey for 
her grace-filled life and do hereby express our condolences to her family; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of Marie E. Harvey. 

TRIBUTE TO LATE REVEREND MICHAEL P. HOG AN. 

WHEREAS, The Reverend Michael P. Hogan has been called to eternal life by the wisdom 
of God; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of his passing by Alderman 
Edward M. Burke; and 

WHEREAS, Born on March 20, 1930 in Chicago, the Reverend Michael P. Hogan was the 
beloved son ofthe late Michael P. and Sophie M. Hogan; and 

WHEREAS, The Reverend Michael P. Hogan was the dearest brother of Margaret Mysak, 
Dolores Growes and the late Lawrence; and 

WHEREAS, The Reverend Michael P. Hogan professed his vows in the Augustinian Order 
on September 9, 1950, and was ordained to the priesthood on June 9, 1956; and 

WHEREAS, The Reverend Michael P. Hogan was a teacher, counselor and an 
administrator at Saint Rita High School and Mendel Catholic High School in Chicago and a 
substance abuse counselor in Florida; and 

WHEREAS, The Reverend Michael P. Hogan inspired the'lives of countless people through 
his great personal goodness, charity and concern; and 
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WHEREAS, The hard work, sacrifice and dedicafion of the Reverend Michael P. Hogan 
serve as an example to all; and 

WHEREAS, The Reverend Michael P. Hogan will be deariy missed and fondly remembered 
by his many relatives, friends and admirers; and 

WHEREAS, To his beloved family, the Reverend Michael P. Hogan imparts a legacy of 
faithfulness, service and dignity; now, therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby commemorate the Reverend Michael 
P. Hogan for his grace-filled life and do hereby express our condolences to his family; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of the Reverend Michael P. Hogan. 

TRIBUTE TO LATE MR. DAVID O. JUSTICE. 

WHEREAS, David O. Justice has been called to eternal life by the wisdom of God at the 
age of sixty-four; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of his passing by Alderman 
Edward M. Burke; and 

WHEREAS, A resident of Oak Park, David O. Justice was a widely admired member of the 
academic community and the loving husband of Pamela Tate; and 

WHEREAS, David O. Justice was the much adored father of Owen and Kirsten to whom he 
imparted many of the fine and noble qualities that he possessed in abundance; and 

WHEREAS, David O. Justice enjoyed a long and successful career at DePaul University 
from which he retired in 2006 as vice president for Lifelong Learning, a program which credits 
middle-aged adults for professional experience while helping them to attain a bachelor's 
degree; and 

WHEREAS, Raised on a farm outside Logansport, Indiana, David O. Justice graduated from 
Wabash College and earned a master's degree in history from Indiana University; and 

WHEREAS, David O. Justice did doctoral studies at Indiana University and taught at Indiana 
University-Purdue University in Indianapolis before serving as a senior program officer for the 
Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education at the United States Department of 
Education; and 
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WHEREAS, A man committed to excellence who maintained a high level of 
integrity, David O. Justice gave of himself fully to his family and was a loyal friend to many; 
and 

WHEREAS, David O. Justice inspired the lives of counfiess people through his great 
personal goodness, charity and concern; and 

WHEREAS, The hard work, sacrifice and dedication of David O. Justice serve as an 
example to all; and 

WHEREAS, David O. Jusfice will be deariy missed and fondly remembered by his many 
relatives, friends and admirers; and 

WHEREAS, To his wife, Pamela Tate; his son, Owen; his daughter, Kirsten; his parents, 
John and Martha; his brother, Courtney; and his two grandchildren, David O. Justice imparts 
a legacy of faithfulness, service and dignity; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby commemorate David O. Jusfice for 
his grace-filled life and do hereby express our condolences to his family; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of David O. Justice. 

TRIBUTE TO LATE MR. EDWARD R. KENEFICK. 

WHEREAS, Edward R. Kenefick has been called to eternal life by the wisdom of God at the 
age of eighty-two; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of his passing by Alderman 
Edward M. Burke; and 

WHEREAS, Edward R. Kenefick was a prominent Chicago television executive and the 
loving husband of Ana; and 

WHEREAS, Edward R. Kenefick was the much-adored father of Kristin, Karin and Kim to 
whom he imparted many ofthe fine and noble qualities that he possessed in abundance; and 

WHEREAS, Born in Newark, New Jersey in 1927, Edward R. Kenefick worked as a special 
agent for the Federal Bureau of Invesfigafion before becoming an advertising account 
executive for NBC Television in New York and then the general manager of 
WBBM-Television in Chicago; and 
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WHEREAS, During his disfinguished tenure, Edward R. Kenefick ushered in an era of 
success at the station and hired and developed major news personalifies, including Bill Kurtis, 
Walter Jacobson and Peter Hyams; and 

WHEREAS, After retiring from the broadcast industry, Edward R. Kenefick enjoyed a 
second career as a successful real estate developer and was credited with being a pioneer 
in the development of townhomes in Chicago; and 

WHEREAS, A man committed to excellence who maintained a high level of integrity, 
Edward R. Kenefick gave of himself fully to his family and was a loyal friend to many; and 

WHEREAS, Edward R. Kenefick inspired the lives of counfiess people through his great 
personal goodness, charity and concern; and 

WHEREAS, The hard work, sacrifice and dedication of Edward R. kenefick serve as an 
example to all; and 

WHEREAS, His love of life and ability to live it to the fullest endeared Edward R. Kenefick 
to his family members, friends and all who knew him, and enabled him to enrich their lives 
in ways they will never forget; and 

WHEREAS, Edward R. Kenefick will be deariy missed and fondly remembered by his many 
relafives, friends and admirers; and 

WHEREAS, To his wife. Ana; his three daughters, Kristin, Karin and Kim; his two brothers. 
Jack and Bob; and his grandchild, Edward R. Kenefick imparts a legacy of faithfulness, 
service and dignity; now, therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby commemorate Edward R. Kenefick 
for his grace-filled life and do hereby express our condolences to his family; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolufion be presented to the family 
of Edward R. Kenefick. 

TRIBUTE TO LATE HONORABLE KATHERINE "KAY" LAUBE. 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Katherine "Kay" Laube has been called to eternal life by the 
wisdom of God at the age of sixty-one; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of her passing by Alderman 
Edward M. Burke; and 
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WHEREAS, The Honorable Katherine "Kay" Laube was a suburban elected official and the 
loving wife of Edmund; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Katherine "Kay" Laube served as the president ofthe Village 
of Fox River Grove where she and her husband lived for the past twenty-five years; and 

WHEREAS, A passionate and able civic leader, the Honorable Katherine "Kay" Laube 
served as the chair of the Fox River Grove Zoning Board of Appeals from 1990 to 2005 and 
as a board member of Fox River School District 3 from 1997 to 2005; and 

WHEREAS, Born Katherine Di Novo in Blue Island, the Honorable Katherine "Kay" Laube 
was raised in Chicago's southern suburbs; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Katherine "Kay" Laube graduated from Mother McCauley 
Liberal Arts High School and studied fashion design at the Art Institute of Chicago; and 

WHEREAS, In her professional life, the Honorable Katherine "Kay" Laube served as a 
freelance photo stylist, arranging apparel and merchandise for commercial photography for 
companies such as Lands' End; and 

WHEREAS, The hard work, sacrifice and dedication of the Honorable Katherine "Kay" 
Laube serve as an example to all; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Katherine "Kay" Laube was an individual of great integrity and 
accomplishment who will be deariy missed and fondly remembered by her many relatives, 
friends and admirers; and 

WHEREAS, To her husband, Edmund; her two children, Mary and Edmund; her 
stepdaughter, Lauren Brady; her mother, Mary; her sister, Barbara; her two brothers, Frank 
and Joe; and her two grandchildren, the Honorable Katherine "Kay" Laube imparts a legacy 
of faithfulness, service and dignity; now, therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby commemorate the Honorable 
Katherine "Kay" Laube for her grace-filled life and do hereby express our condolences to her 
family; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the 
family of the Honorable Katherine "Kay" Laube. 
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TRIBUTE TO LATE MRS. JANNY L MANASSE. 

WHEREAS, Janny L. Manasse has been called to eternal life by the wisdom of God at the 
age of ninety; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of her passing by Alderman 
Edward M. Burke; and 

WHEREAS, Janny L. Manasse was a member of the Dutch resistance who carried 
weapons and messages throughout Holland during Worid War II before being captured by 
the Nazis; and 

WHEREAS, Janny L. Manasse spent neariy twenty months in a German concentrafion 
camp where she was repeatedly tortured in unsuccessful attempts to extract information from 
her about her work carrying weapons and providing hiding places, false documentafion and 
assistance for Dutch Jews; and 

WHEREAS, Janny L. Manasse married her husband, Henri, in 1942 who was also captured 
by the Nazis, but managed to escape from a camp that was used as a staging point for transit 
to the Auschwitz death camp; and 

WHEREAS, In 1954, Janny L. Manasse emigrated with her husband and four sons to the 
United States and worked as a housekeeper until becoming a nurse's aide; and 

WHEREAS, Janny L. Manasse became active in the Self-help Home on West Argyle Street 
in Chicago which was founded to help refugees and Holocaust survivors; and 

WHEREAS, Janny L. Manasse inspired the lives of countless people through her great 
personal goodness, charity and concern; and 

WHEREAS, The hard work, sacrifice and dedication of Janny L. Manasse serve as an 
example to all; and 

WHEREAS, Janny L. Manasse will be deariy missed and fondly remembered by her many 
relatives, friends and admirers; and 

. WHEREAS, To her four sons, Henri, Joseph, Robert and Casey; her seven grandchildren; 
and her great-grandchild, Janny L. Manasse imparts a legacy of faithfulness, service and 
dignity; now, therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby commemorate Janny L. Manasse for 
her grace-filled life and do hereby express our condolences to her family; and 
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Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of Janny L; Manasse. 

TRIBUTE TO LATE MRS. NANCY HICKS MAYNARD. 

WHEREAS, Nancy Hicks Maynard has been called to eternal life by the wisdom of God at 
the age of sixty-one; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of her passing by Alderman 
Edward M. Burke; and 

WHEREAS, Nancy Hicks Maynard was a pioneering African-American reporter who along 
with her late husband, Robert C., founded an institute to train minority journalists; and 

WHEREAS, Nancy Hicks Maynard began her career in journalism in the 1960s at the New 
York Post and later became one of the first black female reporters at the New York Times; 
and 

WHEREAS, By founding the Maynard Institute in 1978, Nancy Hicks Maynard and her 
husband became a leading force in training minorities to excel in America's newsrooms; and 

WHEREAS, In 1983, Nancy Hicks Maynard and Robert purchased the Oakland Tribune 
which remains the first and only major metropolitan daily to have been black-owned; and 

WHEREAS, After selling the newspaper in 1992, Nancy Hicks Maynard focused on writing, 
consulting and championing the cause of more diversified newsrooms; and 

WHEREAS, The hard work, sacrifice and dedication of Nancy Hicks Maynard serve as an 
example to all; and 

WHEREAS, Nancy Hicks Maynard will be deariy missed and fondly remembered by her 
many relatives, friends and admirers; and 

WHEREAS, To her two sons, David and Alex, and her daughter, Dori, Nancy Hicks 
Maynard imparts a legacy of faithfulness, service and dignity; now, therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby commemorate Nancy Hicks Maynard 
for her grace-filled life and do hereby express our condolences to her family; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of Nancy Hicks Maynard. 
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TRIBUTE TO LATE MR. RAYMOND P. MCCARTHY. 

WHEREAS, Raymond P. McCarthy has been called to eternal life by the wisdom of God 
at the age of eighty-nine; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of his passing by Alderman 
Edward M. Burke; and 

WHEREAS, Raymond P. McCarthy was a United States Coast Guard veteran of Worid 
War II and the loving husband ofthe late Mildred M., nee Briensberger; and 

WHEREAS, Raymond P. McCarthy was the much-adored father of Patrick, Mary Scopelliti, 
Carol Kipp, the Reverend Thomas, O.S.A. and Peggy Walsh to whom he imparted many of 
the fine and noble qualifies that he possessed in abundance; and 

WHEREAS, Raymond P. McCarthy was the devoted brother of Mary Kelly and the late 
Frances MacAskill, Jack and Bud; and 

WHEREAS, Raymond P. McCarthy was a fourth degree member of Joseph Cardinal 
Bernardin Council Number 324 Knights of Columbus and Local Number 134 of the 
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers; and 

WHEREAS, Raymond P. McCarthy was a former longtime member of Saint Adrian and 
Queen of Martyrs parishes; and 

WHEREAS, A man committed to excellence who maintained a high level of integrity, 
Raymond P. McCarthy gave of himself fully to his family and was a loyal friend to many; and 

WHEREAS, Raymond P. McCarthy inspired the lives of counfiess people through his great 
personal goodness, charity and concern; and 

WHEREAS, The hard work, sacrifice and dedicafion of Raymond P. McCarthy serve as an 
example to all; and 

WHEREAS, His love of life and ability to live it to the fullest endeared Raymond P. 
McCarthy to his family members, friends and all who knew him, and enabled him to enrich 
their lives in ways they will never forget; and 

WHEREAS, Raymond P. McCarthy was an individual of great integrity and accomplishment 
who will be deariy missed and fondly remembered by his many relatives, friends and 
admirers; and 

WHEREAS, To his beloved family, Raymond P. McCarthy imparts a legacy of faithfulness, 
service and dignity; now, therefore, 
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Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby commemorate Raymond P. McCarthy 
for his grace-filled life and do hereby express our condolences to his family; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of Raymond P. McCarthy. 

TRIBUTE TO LATE IMAM WARITH DEEN MOHAMMED. 

WHEREAS, Imam Warith Deen Mohammed has been called to eternal life by the wisdom 
of God at the age of seventy-four; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of his passing by Alderman 
Edward M. Burke; and 

WHEREAS, A community and faith leader of great spiritual integrity. Imam Warith Deen 
Mohammed was the former head of the American Society of Muslims; and • 

WHEREAS, Born Wallace Muhammad, Imam Warith Deen Mohammed took over as head 
of the Nation of Islam following the death of his father, Elijah Muhammad; and 

WHEREAS, Imam Warith Deen Mohammed changed the name of the movement and 
steered his followers in a more orthodox direction which embraced racial tolerance and 
interfaith bridge-building; and 

WHEREAS, Throughout his life. Imam Warith Deen Mohammed helped to open up Islam 
to a wider American public; and 

WHEREAS, Imam Warith Deen Mohammed stepped down from his post in 2003 but 
remained actively involved in charitable affairs; and 

WHEREAS, A man committed to excellence who maintained a high level of integrity. Imam 
Warith Deen Mohammed gave of himself fully to his family and was a loyal friend to many; 
and 

WHEREAS, Imam Warith Deen Mohammed inspired the lives of countless people through 
his great personal goodness, charity and concern; and 

WHEREAS, The hard work, sacrifice and dedication of Imam Warith Deen Mohammed 
serve as an example to all; and 
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WHEREAS, Imam Warith Deen Mohammed was an individual of great integrity and 
accomplishment who will be deariy missed and fondly remembered by his many relatives, 
friends and admirers; and 

WHEREAS, To his beloved family. Imam Warith Deen Mohammed imparts a legacy of 
faithfulness, service and dignity; now, therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby commemorate Imam Warith Deen 
Mohammed for his grace-filled life and do hereby express our condolences to his family; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of Imam Warith Deen Mohammed. 

TRIBUTE TO LATE MR. PAUL NEWMAN. 

WHEREAS, Paul Newman has gone to his eternal reward at the age of eighty-three; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of his passing by Alderman 
Edward M. Burke; and 

WHEREAS, Paul Newman was a legendary actor, philanthropist and activist whose 
enormous contributions to the arts and the betterment of mankind reflect the character and 
integrity of a life well-lived; and 

WHEREAS, Born in January of 1925 in Shaker Heights, Ohio, Paul Newman was the son 
of Theresa and Arthur who ran a sporting goods store and the father of the late Scott; and 

WHEREAS, During Worid War II, Paul Newman served his country in the United States 
Navy in the Pacific Theater of Operations as a tail gunner on an Avenger torpedo bomber; 
and 

WHEREAS, In 1949, Paul Newman graduated from Kenyon College and later studied 
drama at Yale University and with Lee Strasberg at the Actors' Studio in New York City; and 

WHEREAS, Known for his striking blue eyes and rebellious persona, Paul Newman 
appeared on Broadway before his 1954 movie debut in The Silver Chalice; and 

WHEREAS, Paul Newman went on to enjoy a highly successful Oscar-winning career and 
become an icon of the American cinema; and 
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WHEREAS, Paul Newman's impressive number of memorable movies include Exodus, 
Cool Hand Luke, Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid, The Sting and The Verdict; and 

WHEREAS, In 1982, Paul Newman and writer A. E. Hotchner founded Newman's Own line 
of food products which donates all profits to charity and has been responsible for giving 
hundreds of millions of dollars to worthy causes; and 

WHEREAS, A man committed to excellence who maintained a high level of integrity, Paul 
Newman gave of himself fully to his family and was a loyal friend to many; and 

WHEREAS, Paul Newman inspired the lives of counfiess people through his great personal 
goodness, charity and concern; and 

WHEREAS, The hard work, sacrifice and dedicafion of Paul Newman serve as an example 
to all; and 

WHEREAS, His love of life and ability to live it to the fullest endeared Paul Newman to his 
family members, friends and all who knew him, and enabled him to enrich their lives in ways 
they will never forget; and 

WHEREAS, A resident of Westport, Connecticut, Paul Newman was an individual of great 
integrity and accomplishment who will be deariy missed and fondly remembered by his many 
relatives, friends and admirers; and 

WHEREAS, To his wife, Joanne Woodward, and his five surviving children Susan, 
Stephanie, Elinor, Melissa and Claire, Paul Newman imparts a legacy of faithfulness, service 
and dignity; now, therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby commemorate Paul Newman for his 
grace-filled life and do hereby express our condolences to his family; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of Paul Newman. 

TRIBUTE TO LATE MR. WILLIAM O'DONNELL 

WHEREAS, William O'Donnell has been called to eternal life by the wisdom of God at the 
age of eighty-six; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of his passing by Alderman 
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WHEREAS, A resident of Park Ridge, William O'Donnell was the loving and devoted 
husband for fifty-two years of Margaret; and 

WHEREAS, William O'Donnell was the much-adored father of Maureen, Eileen, Sheila and 
Michael and the grandfather of eight to whom he imparted many of the fine and noble 
qualifies that he possessed in abundance; and 

WHEREAS, Born in 1921 in Swinford, County Mayo, Ireland, William O'Donnell lived in 
London, England during Worid War II and eventually emigrated to Canada and then Chicago; 
and 

WHEREAS, William O'Donnell lived for thirty-seven years in the Portage Park 
neighborhood on the Northwest Side and worked as a plasterer and later as a stafionary 
engineer at the Chicago Board of Education; and 

WHEREAS, Throughout his life, William O'Donnell was a voracious reader and an amateur 
historian who enjoyed traveling with his family; and 

WHEREAS, William O'Donnell inspired the lives of countless people through his great 
personal goodness, charity and concern; and 

WHEREAS, The hard work, sacrifice and dedicafion of William O'Donnell serve as an 
example to. all; and 

WHEREAS, His love of life and ability to live it to the fullest endeared William O'Donnell to 
his family members, friends and all who knew him, and enabled him to enrich their lives in 
ways they will never forget; and 

WHEREAS, William O'Donnell was an individual of great integrity and accomplishment who 
will be deariy missed and fondly remembered by his many relafives, friends and admirers; 
and 

WHEREAS, To his beloved family, William O'Donnell imparts a legacy of faithfulness, 
service and dignity; now, therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby commemorate William O'Donnell for 
his grace-filled life and do hereby express our condolences to his family; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of William O'Donnell. 
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TRIBUTE TO LATE MR. JOHN M. O'MEARA. 

WHEREAS, John M. O'Meara has been called to eternal life by the wisdom of God at the 
age of sixty-two; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of his passing by Alderman 
Edward M. Burke; and 

WHEREAS, John M. O'Meara was a widely respected member of Chicago's banking 
industry for more than thirty-five years and the loving husband of Cheryl, nee Krumrey; and 

WHEREAS, John M. O'Meara was the much-adored father of William, Brian and Brendan 
to whom he imparted many ofthe fine and noble qualities that he possessed in abundance; 
and 

WHEREAS, John M. O'Meara was the dear brother of William, Jr., Jean Marie, Robert P. 
and Mary Kay; and 

WHEREAS, Born in 1946 in Waukegan, John M. O'Meara graduated from the University 
of Notre Dame and earned his master's in business administration degree from Northwestern 
University's Kellogg School of Management in 1969; and 

WHEREAS, John M. O'Meara served as the chairman and chief executive officer of the 
First Midwest Bancorp and under his leadership it became one of the Chicago metropolitan 
area's largest independent bank holding companies; and 

WHEREAS, A man committed to excellence who maintained a high level of integrity, John 
M. O'Meara gave of himself fully to his family and was a loyal friend to many; and 

WHEREAS, John M. O'Meara inspired the lives of countless people through his great 
personal goodness, charity and concern; and 

WHEREAS, The hard work, sacrifice and dedication of John M. O'Meara serve as an 
example to all; and 

WHEREAS, John M. O'Meara was an individual of great integrity and accomplishment who 
will be deariy missed and fondly remembered by his many relatives, friends and admirers; 
and 

WHEREAS, To his beloved family, John M. O'Meara imparts a legacy of faithfulness, 
service and dignity; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby commemorate John M. O'Meara for 
his grace-filled life and do hereby express our condolences to his family; and 
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Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of John M. O'Meara. 

TRIBUTE TO LATE MR. GERALD M. PETACQUE. 

WHEREAS, Gerald M. Petacque has been called to eternal life by the wisdom of God at 
the age of seventy-eight; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of his passing by Alderman 
Edward M. Burke; and 

WHEREAS, Gerald M. Petacque was a widely admired Chicago attorney, writer and 
sculptor; and 

WHEREAS, Gerald M. Petacque was preceded in death by his father, Ralph D., a captain 
with the Chicago Police Department, his mother, Faye, and his brother. Art, a Pulitzer 
Prize-winning C/7/cago St;/?-T/mes reporter; and 

WHEREAS, Gerald M. Petacque was the loving father of Elli and David and the grandfather 
of one to whom he imparted many of the fine and noble qualities that he possessed in 
abundance; and 

WHEREAS, Raised in the Humboldt Park neighborhood, Gerald M. Petacque attended 
Roosevelt High School and earned his undergraduate and law,degrees from the University 
of Illinois at Champaign-Urbana; and 

WHEREAS, An amateur historian who enjoyed exercising and participafing iri marathons, 
Gerald M. Petacque lived for many years in the Old Town community; and 

WHEREAS, As an attorney, Gerald M. Petacque specialized in residential and commercial 
real estate law; and 

WHEREAS, A man committed to excellence who maintained a high level of integrity, Gerald 
M. Petacque gave of himself fully to his family and was a loyal friend to many; and 

WHEREAS, The hard work, sacrifice and dedication of Gerald M. Petacque serve as an 
example to all; and 

WHEREAS, Gerald M. Petacque was an individual of great integrity and accomplishment 
who will be deariy missed and fondly remembered by. his many relatives, friends and 
admirers; and 
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WHEREAS, To his beloved family, Gerald M. Petacque imparts a legacy of faithfulness, 
service and dignity; now, therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby commemorate Gerald M. Petacque 
for his grace-filled life and do hereby express our condolences to his family; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of Gerald M. Petacque. 

TRIBUTE TO LATE HONORABLE HAROLD 
BAREFOOT SANDERS, JR. 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Harold Barefoot Sanders, Jr., has been called to eternal life by 
the wisdom of God at the age of eighty-three; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City-Council has been informed of his passing by Alderman 
Edward M. Burke; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Harold Barefoot Sanders, Jr., was a widely admired member 
of the judiciary and the loving husband for fifty-six years of Jan; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Harold Barefoot Sanders, Jr., was the much-adored father of 
Janet L., Martha K., Mary F. and Harold B., Ill, to whom he imparted many of the fine and 
noble qualifies that he possessed in abundance; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Harold Barefoot Sanders, Jr., served as a United States District 
Court judge for twenty-seven years before retiring in 2006; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Harold Barefoot Sanders, Jr., also served three terms in the 
Texas Legislature and in appointed positions under two American presidents; and 

WHEREAS, During his long and influenfial career in public service, the Honorable Harold 
Barefoot Sanders, Jr., played an influential role in the passage of the Voting Rights Act of 
1965 and guided the Dallas public schools through the process of desegregation; and 

WHEREAS, A man committed to excellence who maintained a high level of integrity, the 
Honorable Harold Barefoot Sanders, Jr., gave of himself fully to his family and was a loyal 
friend to many; and 
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WHEREAS, The hard work, sacrifice and dedication of the Honorable Harold Barefoot 
Sanders, Jr., serve as an example to all; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Harold Barefoot Sanders, Jr., was an individual of great 
integrity and accomplishment who will be dearly missed and fondly remembered by his many 
relatives, friends and admirers; and 

WHEREAS, To his beloved family, the Honorable Harold Barefoot Sanders, Jr., imparts a 
legacy of faithfulness, service and dignity; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby commemorate the Honorable Harold 
Barefoot Sanders, Jr., for his grace-filled life and do hereby express our condolences to his 
family; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of the Honorable Harold Barefoot Sanders, Jr. 

TRIBUTE TO LATE HONORABLE GLENN K. SEIDENFELD. 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Glenn K. Seidenfeld has been called to eternal life by the 
wisdom of God at the age of ninety-four; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of his passing by Alderman 
Edward M. Burke; and 

WHEREAS, A resident of Winnetka, the Honorable Glenn K. Seidenfeld was a retired jurist 
and the loving husband for sixty-seven years of Mary Louise, nee Liebenstein; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Glenn K. Seidenfeld was the much-adored father of Glenn, Jr., 
John and Leah to whom he imparted many of the fine and noble qualities that he possessed 
in abundance; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Glenn K. Seidenfeld retired in 1984 as a member of the Illinois 
Appellate Court and later served as a partner in the Chicago law firm of Jenner & Block; and 

WHEREAS, Raised in Waukegan, the Honorable Glenn K. Seidenfeld attended Lake Forest 
College and earned his law degree from the University of Michigan; and 
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WHEREAS, During Worid War II, the Honorable Glenn K. Seidenfeld served with the Judge 
Advocate General's Office and after the war pracficed general law in Waukegan; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Glenn K. Seidenfeld was appointed to the Illinois Appellate 
Court in 1968 and prided himself on writing all of his own legal opinions; and 

WHEREAS, A man committed to excellence who maintained a high level of integrity, the 
Honorable Glenn K. Seidenfeld gave of himself fully to his family and was a loyal friend to 
many; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Glenn K. Seidenfeld inspired the lives of counfiess people 
through his great personal goodness, charity and concern; and 

WHEREAS, The hard work, sacrifice and dedicafion ofthe Honorable Glenn K. Seidenfeld 
serve as an example to all; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Glenn K. Seidenfeld was an individual of great integrity and 
accomplishment who will be deariy missed and fondly remembered by his many relatives, 
friends and admirers; and 

WHEREAS, To his beloved family, the Honorable Glenn K. Seidenfeld imparts a legacy of 
faithfulness, service and dignity; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby commemorate the Honorable 
Glenn K. Seidenfeld for his grace-filled life and do hereby express our condolences to his 
family; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of the Honorable Glenn K. Seidenfeld. 

TRIBUTE TO LATE MR. LEON SHLOFROCK. 

WHEREAS, Leon Shiofrock has been called to eternal life by the wisdom of God at the age 
of eighty-eight; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of his passing by Alderman 
Edward M. Burke; and 

WHEREAS, A resident of Skokie, Leon Shiofrock was a prominent leader in the long-term 
healthcare industry and the loving husband of Jean, nee Papapetrou; and 
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WHEREAS, Leon Shiofrock was the much-adored father of Mike Langer, John, Elisa 
Zusman and the late Jay and the grandfather of five to whom he imparted many of the fine 
and noble qualifies that he possessed in abundance; and 

WHEREAS, Leon Shiofrock founded what is now the Illinois Long Term Care Council in 
1976 which represents the interests of two hundred Illinois health care facilifies across the 
state; and 

WHEREAS, Leon Shiofrock served as the council's president unfil eariier this decade and 
sat in numerous state boards and committees; and 

WHEREAS, Raised in Brooklyn, Leon Shiofrock bravely served his country in the United 
States Army during Worid War II and was wounded while fighting in France; and 

WHEREAS, Leon Shiofrock was later made an honorary colonel by former Governor Jim 
Edgar; and 

WHEREAS, Before his arrival in Chicago in 1955, Leon Shiofrock enjoyed a previous 
career as a labor leader in New York where he was an officer in the Amalgamated Meat 
Cutters aind Butcher Workmen of America; and -

WHEREAS, A man committed to excellence who maintained a high level of integrity, Leon 
Shiofrock gave of himself fully to his family and was a loyal friend to many; and 

WHEREAS, The hard work, sacrifice and dedication of Leon Shiofrock serve as an example 
to all; and 

WHEREAS, Leon Shiofrock was an individual of great integrity and accomplishment who 
will be deariy missed and fondly remembered by his many relatives, friends and admirers; 
and 

WHEREAS, To his beloved family, Leon Shiofrock imparts a legacy of faithfulness, service 
and dignity; now, therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby commemorate Leon Shiofrock for his 
grace-filled life and do hereby express our condolences to his family; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of Leon Shiofrock. 
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TRIBUTE TO LATE UNITED STATES ARMY SERGEANT 
JASON ANTHONY VAZQUEZ. 

WHEREAS, Jason Anthony Vazquez has gone to his eternal reward at the age of 
twenty-four; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of his passing by Alderman 
Edward M. Burke; and 

WHEREAS, Jason Anthony Vazquez was a sergeant in the United States Army, Illinois 
Army Nafional Guard, who lost his life on September 17, 2008, while bravely serving his 
country in Afghanistan; and 

WHEREAS, A resident of the Logan Square community, Jason Anthony Vazquez was the 
much-adored son of Jose and Lisa and the dear brother of Janice and Jose Antonio; and 

WHEREAS, Jason Anthony Vazquez was the loving fiance of Genevieve Gonzalez and a 
young man of great integrity who was widely admired for his unwavering commitment and 
dedicafion to his family; and 

WHEREAS, Jason Anthony Vazquez graduated from Schurz High School iri 2002 and 
enlisted in the Illinois National Guard while attending Triton College; and 

WHEREAS, Prior to being called to active military duty, Jason Anthony Vazquez ably 
served as a guard for the Cook County Corrections Department while pursuing a goal of 
becoming a Chicago police officer; and 

WHEREAS, As a member of the Army National Guard, Jason Anthony Vazquez was 
trained in both military police and cannon duties; and 

WHEREAS, Jason Anthony Vazquez inspired the lives of countless people with his courage 
and great personal goodness; and 

WHEREAS, The bravery, sacrifice and dedication of Jason Anthony Vazquez serve as an 
example to all; and 

WHEREAS, His love of life and ability to live it to the fullest endeared Jason Anthony 
Vazquez to his family members, friends and all who knew him, and enabled him to enrich 
their lives in ways they will never forget; and 

WHEREAS, Jason Anthony Vazquez will be deariy missed and fondly remembered by his 
many relatives, friends and admirers; and 

WHEREAS, To his beloved family, which also includes his grandparents, nieces and 
cousins, Jason Anthony Vazquez imparts a legacy of faithfulness, service and dignity; now, 
therefore, 
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Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby commemorate Jason Anthony 
Vazquez for his grace-filled life and do hereby express our condolences to his family; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolufion be presented to the family 
of Jason Anthony Vazquez. 

TRIBUTE TO LATE MR. ROSS S. VETRANO. 

WHEREAS, Ross S. Vetrano has been called to eternal life by the wisdom of God at the 
age of seventy; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of his passing by Alderman 
Edward M. Burke; and 

WHEREAS, Ross S. Vetrano was a refired Chicago Police Department sergeant and the 
loving husband of Yolanda; and 

WHEREAS, Ross S. Vetrano was the much-adored father of Peter, Vicki Sopcak, Ross, 
Joe and Maria Hendry to whom he imparted many of the fine and noble qualities that he 
possessed in abundance; and 

WHEREAS, Born May 15, 1938 in Chicago, Ross S. Vetrano was the son of Peter and 
Josephine and raised in Saint Clements Parish; and 

WHEREAS, Ross S. Vetrano attended Washburne Trade School and worked as a printer 
before joining the ranks of the Chicago Police Department on January 20, 1969; and 

WHEREAS, Ross S. Vetrano ably served in the Town Hall and Belmont districts and was 
a field training officer who trained hundreds of police recruits; and 

WHEREAS, Ross S. Vetrano was promoted to the rank of sergeant in June of 1986 and 
following a long and illustrious career retired in February of 2000; and 

WHEREAS, A man committed to excellence who maintained a high level of integrity, 
Ross S. Vetrano gave of himself fully to his family and was a loyal friend to many; and 

WHEREAS, The hard work, sacrifice and dedication of Ross S. Vetrano serve as an 
example to all; and 

WHEREAS, His love of life and ability to live it to the fullest endeared Ross S. Vetrano to 
his family members, friends and all who knew him, and enabled him to enrich their lives in 
ways they will never forget; and 
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WHEREAS, Ross S. Vetrano will be deariy missed and fondly remembered by his many 
relatives, friends and admirers; and 

WHEREAS, To his beloved family, Ross S. Vetrano imparts a legacy of faithfulness, service 
and dignity; now, therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby commemorate Ross S. Vetrano for 
his grace-filled life and do hereby express our condolences to his family; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of Ross S. Vetrano. 

TRIBUTE TO LATE MRS. MARY ELLEN WIGGINS. 

WHEREAS, Mary Ellen Wiggins has been called to eternal life by the wisdom of 
God at the age of sixty-eight; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of her passing by Alderman 
Edward M. Burke; and 

WHEREAS, Mary Ellen Wiggins was a lifelong advocate for children and a champion of 
Chicago public housing residents; and 

WHEREAS, A woman of great faith who demonstrated a tenacious commitment to her 
community, Mary Ellen Wiggins had ably served as a member of the Board of Commissioners 
of the Chicago Public Housing Authority since 2004; and 

WHEREAS, Raised on the South Side, Mary Ellen Wiggins graduated from DuSable High 
School in the Bronzeville neighborhood and moved into the Washington Park Homes in 1972; 
and 

WHEREAS, Mary Ellen Wiggins emerged as a highly respected leader in her community 
and assumed an active and influential leadership role in the C.H.A.'s umbrella tenant 
organization, the Central Advisory Council; and 

WHEREAS, The mother of ten, Mary Ellen Wiggins gave of herself fully to her family and 
inspired the lives of countless people through her great personal goodness, charity and 
concern; and 

WHEREAS, The social vision, advocacy and dedication of Mary Ellen Wiggins serve as an 
example to all; and 
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WHEREAS, Mary Ellen Wiggins was an individual of great integrity and accomplishment 
who will be deariy missed and fondly remembered by her many relatives, friends and 
admirers; and 

WHEREAS, To her beloved family, Mary Ellen Wiggins imparts a legacy of faithfulness, 
service and dignity; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby commemorate Mary Ellen Wiggins 
for her grace-filled life and do hereby express our condolences to her family; and 

Be tt Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of Mary Ellen Wiggins. 

CONGRATULATIONS EXTENDED TO OFFICER ALFRED J. THOME 
ON RETIREMENT FROM CHICAGO POLICE DEPARTMENT. 

WHEREAS, Alfred J. Thome, Star Number 15587, began his career with the Chicago 
Police Department on February 22, 1971; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of this event by Alderman 
Edward M. Burke; and 

WHEREAS, Alfred J. Thome was assigned to the 2"" District immediately after graduating 
from the Police Academy at 720 West O'Brien Street; and 

WHEREAS, Alfred J. Thome was transferred to the 1 ̂ ' District and worked a beat car in the 
downtown area; and 

WHEREAS, In 1979 Alfred J. Thome was transferred to the 9"" District and was assigned 
to the district's Tacfical Unit; and 

WHEREAS, Alfred J. Thome is affecfionately known as "Jimmy" by his family members, 
friends and fellow officers; and 

WHEREAS, Alfred J. Thome's final day of service in a Chicago Police Department squad 
car was Wednesday, September 24, 2008; and 

WHEREAS, Throughout his long and illustrious career, Alfred J. Thome upheld the finest 
and most noble traditions of the law enforcement community; and 
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WHEREAS, Alfred J. Thome will officially retire on November 17, 2008, as a valued 
member of the 9"̂  District; and 

WHEREAS, Alfred J. Thome devoted more than thirty-seven years of his life in service to 
the people ofthe City of Chicago and has personally ensured that the City of Chicago is the 
safe, healthy and vibrant community it is today; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby express our gratitude and heartfelt 
appreciation to Alfred J. Thome on the occasion of his retirement and recognize the 
dedication, professionalism and personal sacrifice that he provided during his more than 
thirty-seven years of public service; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to Alfred J. 
Thome. 

RECOGNITION OF NINETY-SEVENTH ANNIVERSARY 
OF REPUBLIC OF CHINA. 

WHEREAS, The birthday of the Republic of China, as marked by the October 10, 1911 
Wuch'ang Uprising, is observed annually; and 

WHEREAS, Each year, ceremonies are held around the globe to celebrate the anniversary 
of this historic event; and 

WHEREAS, In the City of Chicago, the Taipei Economic and Cultural Office, a duly 
appointed representative of the government of Taiwan, will host a special ceremony 
commemorating the ninety-seventh National Day of the Republic of China on Thursday, 
October 9, 2008, in the Imperial Ballroom of The Fairmont Chicago; and 

WHEREAS, A host of highly respected dignitaries from across our great city are expected 
to attend this event which will feature the singing of the nafional anthems of the Republic of 
China and the United States; and 

WHEREAS, The government has remained a steadfast partner in Democracy with the 
United States since it moved from the mainland and established itself on the island of Taiwan 
in 1949; and 

WHEREAS, Taiwan has enjoyed ties of friendship, cooperation and commerce with the 
United States; and 

WHEREAS, The strength of these bonds is evidenced by the fact that Taiwan has grown 
to become America's eighth-largest trading partner woridwide; and 
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WHEREAS, The Chicago metropolitan area calls itself home to an estimated thirty 
thousand people who proudly proclaim fies to Taiwan; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby officially recognize this historic 
anniversary and do hereby express our best wishes to all the good citizens of the City of 
Chicago who celebrate this day; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to Thomas 
T.S. Cheng, Director General of the Taipei Economic and Cultural Office in Chicago. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN BURKE ( W " Ward) A n d 
ALDERMAN RUGAI (19'" Ward): 

TRIBUTE TO LATE MR. RAYMOND COFFEY. 

WHEREAS, Raymond Coffey has been called to eternal life by the wisdom of God at the 
age of seventy-nine; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of his passing by Aldermen 
Edward M. Burke and Virginia A. Rugai; and 

WHEREAS, Raymond Coffey was a widely admired Chicago journalist and the loving 
husband for fifty-three years of Holly; and 

WHEREAS, Raymond Coffey was the much-adored father of Brendan, Brigid, Amy, Clare, 
Ellen, Erin and Nancy to whom he imparted many of the fine and noble qualities that he 
possessed in abundance; and 

WHEREAS, Raymond Coffey's journalistic career was marked by a fierce devofion to 
fairness and he was blessed with "a good ear" that allowed those he interviewed to tell their 
story; and 

WHEREAS, Raymond Coffey covered America's civil rights movement and the Vietnam 
War and he served in London and Africa; and 

WHEREAS, Raymond Coffey consistently displayed a keen insight into humanity, and an 
empathy and a grace that made him a highly popular figure within the newspaper industry; 
and 
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WHEREAS, Born and raised in Racine, Wisconsin, Raymond Coffey graduated from 
Marquette University and served in the United States Army before becoming the bureau chief 
for United Press Internafional in Springfield; and 

WHEREAS, Raymond Coffey also worked at the Chicago Daily News, Chicago Tribune and 
Chicago Sun-Times and held a variety of influenfial posifions, including reporter, nafional 
correspondent, assistant managing editor, Washington bureau chief, columnist and editorial 
board member; and 

WHEREAS, Following five decades as a highly successful journalist, Raymond Coffey 
refired in 1999; and 

WHEREAS, A man committed to excellence who maintained a high level of integrity, 
Raymond Coffey gave of himself fully to his family and was a loyal friend to many; and 

WHEREAS, The hard work, sacrifice and dedication of Raymond Coffey serve as an 
example to all; and 

WHEREAS, Raymond Coffey was an individual of great personal ability and charm who will 
be deariy missed and fondly remembered by his many relafives, friends and admirers; and 

WHEREAS, To his beloved family, Raymond Coffey imparts a legacy of faithfulness, 
service and dignity; now, therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby commemorate Raymond Coffey for 
his grace-filled life and do hereby express our condolences to his family; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of Raymond Coffey. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN RUGAI (19'" Ward): 

TRIBUTE TO LATE MRS. MARIAN MULCHRONE. 

WHEREAS, Marian Mulchrone was called to eternal life on July 4, 2008 at the age of forty-
seven after battling cancer for nearly five years; and 
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WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of her passing by Alderman 
Virginia A. Rugai; and 

WHEREAS, Marian was born on January 7,1961 to Donna and John Mulchrone, the fourth 
of nine children, and grew up on the southwest side where she attended Christ the King 
Grammar School and Mother McAuley High School before transferring to Whitney Young 
High School; and 

WHEREAS, Following her graduation from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 
Marian began her career in the field of telecommunicafions at the Chicago Board of Trade 
where she developed and maintained the phone systems; and 

WHEREAS, Marian accepted a posifion with Ameritech and advanced her career as the 
company evolved into SBC and then AT&T. During this fime she earned a master's degree 
in business administrafion from Northwestern University's Graduate School of Management; 
and she also completed her Professional Coaching Certificafion; and 

WHEREAS, According to her husband Jim Lynch, Marian's colleagues benefitted greafiy 
from "her ability to recognize a problem and find a solufion that was acceptable to all". They 
considered her to be more like a friend than a boss. Her business acumen and her air of 
diplomacy enabled her to give the best advice without any condescension; and 

WHEREAS, Marian was called upon twice during fimes of nafional crisis to use her 
considerable leadership and organizational skills: she was instrumental in restoring phone 
service following the 9-11 terrorist attacks and Hurricane Katrina; and 

WHEREAS, Following her retirement in 2007 as assistant vice-president of managed 
services at AT&T, Marian continued to use her leadership skills in the service of others; and 

WHEREAS, Marian was considered by friends and family to be insightful and 
straightfoHA/ard. She had a wonderful sense of humor which endeared her to all who knew 
her, and she was very generous with her time and talent with both old and new friends; and 

WHEREAS, Even in the face of cancer, Marian's indomitable spirit shone through as she 
fought the disease in a very business-like manner and oversaw her treatment; and 

WHEREAS, Marian and Jim married on March 2, 2007 following an eighteen year 
courtship; and 

WHEREAS, In addition to her husband, Marian is also survived by her parents, John and 
Donna; her sisters, Nora Mulchrone and Sheila Menard; and her brothers, Patrick, John Jr., 
Peter, William, Thomas and Robert; now, therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and the members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby commemorate Marian Mulchrone for 
her exemplary life and do hereby express our heartfelt condolences to her family and friends; 
and 
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Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of Marian Mulchrone. 

CONGRATULATIONS EXTENDED TO MS. GRACE KUIKMAN 
ON RETIREMENT FROM CAREER IN PUBLIC SERVICE. 

WHEREAS, Grace Kuikman has been a volunteer and an employee at the Beveriy Area 
Planning Associafion for more than twenty-five years; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of this fact by Alderman 
Virginia A. Rugai; and 

WHEREAS, Grace was born November 6, 1953, the child of proud parents John and 
Gertrude, and has a twin brother John and an older sister Shiriey; and 

WHEREAS, The Kuikman family resided in Evergreen Park where Grace graduated from 
Evergreen Park High School and went on to study at the University of Arkansas; and ^ 

WHEREAS, Grace has been blessed with three children, Daniel, Kathleen and Marten; and 

WHEREAS, Grace began her career at the Beveriy Area Planning Association as a 
freelance writer in 1982 and has since become the editor of the monthly newspaper The 
Villager as well as director of communications, coordinating the organization's fund-raising 
efforts, advertising and marketing programs and all collateral materials associated with 
special events; and 

WHEREAS, Grace is a well-respected and highly-valued member of the B.A.P.A. staff and 
has worked tirelessly to make the organization the success that it is today; and 

WHEREAS, Grace's love of community service does not stop at the office, but is seen in 
the many community organizafions that she has volunteered to help, including, but not limited 
to, the Beveriy Ridge Homeowners Association and the Beveriy Arts Center; and 

WHEREAS, Grace has been committed to improving the schools in the 19'" Ward by 
serving on the Sutheriand Elementary School P.T.A. and the Chicago High School For 
Agricultural Sciences P.T.A. and Local School Council; and 

WHEREAS, Grace has worked to preserve the rich history and heritage of the Beveriy 
Hills/Morgan Park community by serving on the board of directors of the Ridge Historical 
Society; and 
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WHEREAS, Grace is an independent public relafions and communicafions professional who 
has contributed to the success of local institutions through outstanding public relafions and 
advertising; and 

WHEREAS, A ceremony honoring Grace Kuikman's service to the Beverly Area Planning 
Associafion and the Beverly Hills/Morgan Park community will be held at the annual 
Community Support Circle Recognifion Recepfion on November 20, 2008 where she will be 
joined by her loving family members and friends; now, therefore, 

Se It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the Chicago City Council, 
assembled this eighth day of October 2008, do hereby congratulate Grace Kuikman on her 
years of service to the 19'" Ward and the Beveriy Hills/Morgan Park community, and do 
hereby express our best wishes for her continued happiness, success and achievement; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to Grace 
Kuikman. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN E. SMITH (28'" Ward): 

TRIBUTE TO LATE MRS. EMMA JEAN EWING. 

WHEREAS, Almighty God, in His infinite wisdom, has called Emma Jean Ewing, an 
outstanding citizen and member ofthe community, to her everiasting reward on Thursday, 
May 1, 2008; and 

WHEREAS, Emma Jean Ewing was born to the union of the late Berry and Aplis Howard 
in Lexington, Mississippi on March 28, 1935. She was preceded in death by her parents, two 
sisters and one daughter; and 

WHEREAS, Emma believed that a good education was the key to success. She attended 
the Chestnut Ridge Elementary School, Hickory Springs Middle School, Saint Industry School 
and Ambrose High School all of which were in Lexington Mississippi. Emma and her family 
moved to Chicago, Illinois in 1950. Once she arrived in Chicago, she attended John Marshall 
High School; and 

WHEREAS, Emma Jean Ewing matured into a young woman filled with an abundance of 
grace, intelligence and patience. Soon she captured the heart of Columbus Ewing and they 
became husband and wife. To this union five children were born; and 
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WHEREAS, While in Chicago, Emma Jean Ewing worked for several years eariy in their 
marriage. Since she held such a high regard for educafion, Emma left the work force to raise 
her children. She made certain that all of her children finished high school, college, and 
graduate school. She was present at each and every graduation. In 1984, William Penn 
College of Oskaloosa, Iowa recognized Emma and Columbus for having four children to 
graduate from the same college; and 

WHEREAS, Emma Jean Ewing was known for her strong faith in the Lord. She joined the 
Pleasant Valley Missionary Baptist Church in 1965, then the Community Fellowship 
Missionary Bapfist Church in 1985. Both memberships were under the leadership of Pastor 
Columbus Ewing. She was a kind and loving First Lady; and 

WHEREAS, Emma Jean Ewing leaves behind to celebrate her life and cherish her memory 
a devoted husband. Reverend Columbus Ewing; two daughters. Reverend Dr. Shiriey Ewing 
and Phyllis Porter; dedicated sons, Marcus and Marion; four sisters, Essie, Caroline, Alice 
and Mae; three brothers, J.B., Arlee and Curtis; six grandchildren, Glenda, Regina, Gregory, 
Justin, Jarrell and Marion; six step-grandchildren, Enjoli Paris, Pierre, Tommy Jr., Candice 
and Timothy; two great-grandchildren, Tony and Renna; one step great-grandchild, Sariah; 
and a host of other relatives and friends; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Ed H. Smith, Alderman of the 28'" Ward, has informed this 
august body of the passing of this outstanding member of the community; now, therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City of Chicago City Council, 
assembled here this eighth day of October, 2008 A.D., do hereby extend our deepest 
condolences to the family and friends of Emma Jean Ewing and express our sincere sorrow 
on the loss of this respected and cherished individual; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to the family of Emma Jean Ewing. 

TRIBUTE TO LATE MR. RICHARD HARDY III. 

WHEREAS, God in His infinite wisdom and judgment has called Richard Hardy III, an 
outstanding citizen and member of his community, to his everiasfing reward. May 20, 2008; 
and 

WHEREAS, Born August 23,1960 in our great City of Chicago, Richard was the loving son 
born to the union of Leslie "B.B." Johnson and Leandrew Richard Hardy. He was 
affecfionately known as "Dirt Bum" by his friends and family; and 
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WHEREAS, Richard accepted Christ as his personal savior and confessed his hope at 
Pleasant Grove at an early age. He was a graduate of Manley High School and worked as 
a precinct captain in the 28'" Ward for Alderman Ed H. Smith; and 

WHEREAS, A cherished friend and a good neighbor to all, Richard Hardy III had enriched 
the lives of the young and the old. He will be deeply missed but the memory of his character, 
intelligence and compassion will live on in those who knew and loved him; and 

WHEREAS, Richard Hardy III leaves to cherish his memory and celebrate his life; his loving 
son, Brian (Shavonne); four grandchildren; sisters, Doris (Alfred), Barbara, Zeron, Sylvia, 
Debra, Connie and Audrey; nephews, Kelius, Tyaneka, Demetrius (deceased), Christopher, 
Alfred, Lavelle, Kijuan, Terrell, Antwuan, Dennis Kelon (deceased) and Carlton; nieces, 
Leslie, Brandy, Trasha, Tasha and Johnique; and a host of other relatives and many friends; 
now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, gathered here this eighth day of October, 2008 A.D., do hereby express our sorrow 
on the passing of Richard Hardy III and extend our sincere condolences to his family and 
friends; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to the family of Richard Hardy III. 

TRIBUTE TO LATE MS. DIANE HUGHES. 

WHEREAS, God in His infinite wisdom and judgment has called Diane Hughes, beloved 
citizen and friend, to eternity, August 17, 2008; and 

WHEREAS, This august body has been informed of her passing by the Honorable Ed H. 
Smith, Alderman of the 28'" Ward; and 

WHEREAS, Born September 20,1949 in our great city, Diane Hughes was the loving child 
of Grady and Rhoda Hughes. Diane accepted Christ as her personal savior at an eariy age 
and as a devout Christian she participated joyously in her Church's congregafion. She had 
attended Lucy Flowers High School; and 

WHEREAS, Diane Hughes was affecfionately known as Lady Di. She was a vital and active 
member of her family and community, and Diane's most enduring legacy is her family. She 
loved to listen to the Blues, cook and celebrate life; and 
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WHEREAS, Diane Hughes will be deeply missed, but the memory of her character, 
intelligence and compassion will live on in those who knew and loved her; and 

WHEREAS, Diane Hughes will always be remembered as a loving and devoted mother, 
grandmother, great-grandmother, niece, friend and neighbor who enriched the lives of the 
young and the old; and 

WHEREAS, Her parents and her brother, Richard, having predeceased her, Diane Hughes, 
"Lady Di," leaves to mourn her passing and cherish her precious memory her children, 
Wilbert O. Hughes (Susie), Demarco Hughes, Sr., Rhoda F. Hughes and Rhonda T. Hughes; 
grandchildren, Nakeia Cox, Constance Crenshaw, Jasmine Harris, Fatima Hughes, Oriando 
Hughes, Demarco Hughes, Jr., Terrion Hughes and Jovon Wallace; great-grandchild, 
Anthony Ross; nephew, Darnell Watson; uncle, Wilbert Tatum; aunt, Janie Lloyd; special 
friends. Alberta Smith and Alma Kennedy; and a host of other relatives and many friends; 
now, therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, gathered here this eighth day of October, 2008 A.D., do hereby extend our heartfelt 
condolences to the family and friends of Diane Hughes; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolufion be prepared and presented 
to the family of Diane Hughes. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN REBOYRAS (30'" Ward): 

GRATITUDE EXTENDED TO MS. FLORENCE EG A N ON SERVICE 
AND CONTRIBUTION TO CITIZENS OF CHICAGO. 

WHEREAS, Florence Egan has been dedicated to public service in the City of Chicago for 
forty-four years. During her career with the City of Chicago, she worked for Nash Elementary 
and Beard Special Education School; and 

WHEREAS, Florence Egan started her years of service as a volunteer in1956, serving as 
a classroom mother; and 

WHEREAS, In 1963, upon the request of Maurice Suiryn, principal of Nash Elementary, 
Florence volunteered for the Head Start Program; and 
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WHEREAS, In 1964, Florence was hired as a teacher assistant, where she served twenty-
one years at Nash School; and 

WHEREAS, In 1985, Florence continued her career at Beard Special Education School, 
where she currently serves as a classroom teacher assistant for students with autism; and 

WHEREAS, At age seventy-five, Florence has not only dedicated her services to the City 
of Chicago Public Schools, she has served under six principals and two schools; and 

WHEREAS, Florence has served above and beyond her call of duty, showing exceptional 
dedication, as she has served fifty-five years as a Sunday school teacher, thirty years as a 
deaconess, forty-five years in Women Ministries, eighteen years on the Mission Board, 
supporting overseas Christian missions in addition assisfing with church projects, and serving 
five years with the Giri Scouts of America; now, therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, gathered here the eighth day of October, 2008 A.D., do hereby express our salute 
to Florence Egan for her dedicafion of service to the City of Chicago and community; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to Florence Egan. 

CONGRATULATIONS EXTENDED TO MR. KEVIN KILLERMANN 
ON FIFTIETH BIRTHDAY. 

WHEREAS, On Saturday, September 13,2008, family and friends gathered at Martini Club, 
located at 3124 North Central Avenue, to celebrate the momentous occasion of Kevin 
Killermann's fiftieth birthday gala; and 

WHEREAS, Kevin Killermann was born on August 3,1958. Strong in her Irish heritage, his 
mother, Rosemarie ODonovan, raised Kevin and his six siblings; and 

WHEREAS, Kevin married his sweetheart, Julie, on August 10, 1996, and are raising two 
children, Kendal, who is ten years of age, and Jack, who is seven years of age; and 

WHEREAS, Due to his gregarious personality, it is often said that no one stays a stranger 
to Kevin; and 

WHEREAS, Kevin is considered a loyal friend and a smart, honest businessman to many; 
now, therefore. 
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Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, gathered here the eighth day of October, 2008 A.D., do hereby extend our warm 
wishes to Kevin Killermann on his fiftieth birthday celebration; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to Kevin Killermann. 

CONGRATULATIONS EXTENDED TO OFFICER WALTER R. SIUDUT 
ON RETIREMENT FROM CHICAGO POLICE DEPARTMENT. 

WHEREAS, Officer Walter R. Siudut was dedicated to public service in the City of Chicago 
for thirty-seven years and eleven months with the Chicago Police Department; and 

WHEREAS, Officer Siudut served under the 11'" District, 13'" District and 25'" District 
Police; and 

WHEREAS, He was named the first Officer of the Month by 25'" District Police, and again 
in 1992 and 1994; and 

WHEREAS, In 2006, while Officer Siudut was participating in the C.A.P.S. program, he was 
given the "Outstanding Work on the West Side" award by the citizens from Beat 2513; and 

WHEREAS, Officer Siudut has been an active member of the Polish community for over 
twenty-five years. During this fime he was vice president of the Polish American Police 
Association; and 

WHEREAS, He received one hundred seventy-six honorable mentions, four Department 
commendations and eleven complimentary letters during his tenure; and 

WHEREAS, After thirty-seven years and eleven months working for the City of Chicago, 
Officer Walter R. Siudut is enjoying his refirement from the City of Chicago with his family and 
friends; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, gathered here the eighth day of October, 2008 A.D., do hereby express our salute 
to Officer Walter R. Siudut for his dedication of service to the City of Chicago and community; 
and 
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Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to Officer Walter R. Siudut. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN SUAREZ ( S V Ward) 
A n d OTHERS: 

CONGRATULATIONS EXTENDED TO ALVAREZ FAMILY 
ON BEING HONORED DURING "HISPANIC 

FAMILY WEEK IN CHICAGO". 

A resolufion, presented by Aldermen Suarez, Flores, Cardenas, Munoz, Soils, Ocasio, 
Reboyras and Colon, reading as follows: 

WHEREAS, On Friday, October 17, 2008, family members, friends, and neighbors are 
gathering at the Gladys Wilson & Associates, Inc. Meeting Hall, 3439 North Harlem Avenue, 
to pay tribute to twelve Hispanic families in celebration of "Hispanic Family Week in 
Chicago"; and 

WHEREAS, Susan Alvarez, and son, Roberto, are the founders of Alvarez Funeral Director, 
Inc., and are amongst the families to be honored; and 

WHEREAS, Susan Alvarez is a graduate of Roosevelt University and Wortham College of 
Mortuary Sciences. She has been in the mortuary business for three decades. She is a 
loving and caring woman who assists family during their deepest moments of sorrow. Susan 
is a compassionate and understanding businesswoman who gives the relafives of the 
deceased individual special attention. She is a humanitarian who contributes altruistically to 
various charifies and events in the Hispanic community; and 

WHEREAS, The Alvarez Family, Susan and son, Roberto, a graduate of Wortham College 
of Mortuary Sciences, are well-deserving of being chosen as representafives of the Twelve 
Hispanic Families of 2008 in Chicago; now, therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, gathered here this eighth day of October, 2008, A.D., do hereby join with Lo 
Nuestro Publication in congratulating the Alvarez Family, during the celebration of "Hispanic 
Family Week in Chicago", in recognition of their civic contributions; and 
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Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to the Alvarez Family. 

CONGRATULATIONS EXTENDED TO ARCE FAMILY 
ON BEING HONORED DURING "HISPANIC 

FAMILY WEEK IN CHICAGO". 

A resolution, presented by Aldermen Suarez, Flores, Cardenas, Muiioz, Solis, Ocasio, 
Reboyras and Colon, reading as follows: 

WHEREAS, On Friday, October 17, 2008, family members, friends and neighbors are 
gathering at the Gladys Wilson & Associates, Inc. Meeting Hall, 3439 North Hariem Avenue, 
to pay tribute to twelve Hispanic families in celebrafion of "Hispanic Family Week in Chicago"; 
and 

WHEREAS, Don Eusebio and Guadalupe Arce are proud owners of Tropical Optical and 
Sun Optics; and are amongst the families to be honored; and 

WHEREAS, Don Eusebio, an optical technician in Mexico, and his wife Guadalupe setfied 
in the Little Village community. After hard work and dedication they became owners of 
Tropical Optical. The Arce Family business expanded to include four branches located within 
Chicago. To meet the enormous demands in the opfical business the Arce Family purchased 
and operated Sun Optics in the Litfie Village area. In 1974 the Arce Family was selected as 
the City of Chicago Family of the Year; and 

WHEREAS, The Arce Family are well-deserving of being chosen as representatives ofthe 
Twelve Hispanic Families of 2008 in Chicago; now, therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, gathered here this eighth day of October, 2008 A.D., do herebyjoin with Lo Nuestro 
Publication in congratulating the Arce Family, during the celebration of "Hispanic Family 
Week in Chicago", in recognition of their civic contributions; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to the Arce Family. 
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CONGRATULATIONS EXTENDED TO BERRIOS FAMILY 
ON BEING HONORED DURING "HISPANIC 

FAMILY WEEK IN CHICAGO". 

A resolution, presented by Aldermen Suarez, Flores, Cardenas, Munoz, Solis, Ocasio, 
Reboyras and Colon, reading as follows: 

WHEREAS, On Friday, October 17, 2008, family members, friends and neighbors are 
gathering at the Gladys Wilson & Associates, Inc. Meeting Hall, 3439 North Harlem Avenue, 
to pay tribute to twelve Hispanic families in celebrafion of "Hispanic Family Week in Chicago"; 
and 

WHEREAS, Joseph Berrio's family came to Chicago in the eariy 1950s because they 
believed a quality education was the foundation for a successful future and made certain that 
their children took advantage of every opportunity afforded them. Joseph Berries was born 
and raised in the Humboldt Park community in this great city, and is among the families to 
be honored; and 

WHEREAS, In his long political career, Joseph Berrios can boast about many firsts, 
including being the first Hispanic to be elected to the General Assembly and the first to be 
selected as the chairman of the Cook County Democratic Party. He has served the Board 
of Review since 1980 and had prior experience in the state legislature and a background in 
public finance, accounting and business. Joseph Berrios started as chief clerk and in 1988 
became commissioner; and 

WHEREAS, Joseph Berrios and his daughter, Maria Antonia "Toni" Berrios have made solid 
commitments to the people they represent. Maria Berrios is serving her third term in the 
Illinois General Assembly as the 39'" District State Representafive. She is the first Puerto 
Rican woman to serve in the Illinois House of Representafives and the legislature's youngest 
Hispanic; and 

WHEREAS, The Joseph Berrios Family are well-deserving of being chosen as 
representatives of the Twelve Hispanic Families of 2008 in Chicago; now, therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, gathered here this eighth day of October, 2008 A.D., do herebyjoin with Lo Nuestro 
Publication in congratulating the Berrios Family, during the celebrafion of "Hispanic Family 
Week in Chicago", in recognifion of their civic contribufions; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to the Berrios Family. 
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CONGRATULATIONS EXTENDED TO Dl SAPIO FAMILY 
ON BEING HONORED DURING "HISPANIC 

FAMILY WEEK IN CHICAGO". 

A resolufion, presented by Aldermen Suarez, Flores, Cardenas, Muiioz, Solis, Ocasio, 
Reboyras and Colon, reading as follows: 

WHEREAS, On Friday, October 17, 2008, family members, friends and neighbors are 
gathering at the Gladys Wilson & Associates, Inc. Meeting Hall, 3439 North Harlem Avenue, 
to pay tribute to twelve Hispanic families in celebrafion of "Hispanic Family Week in 
Chicago"; and 

WHEREAS, Rodolfo and Amelia DiSapio are the proud owners of El Mercado Meat Market 
and the "Tango Sur" restaurants, and are amongst the families to be honored; and 

WHEREAS, Rodolfo and Amelia DiSapio are from Rosario, Argentina. They migrated to 
Chicago in the 1970s. Rodolfo did not speak English but because of his skilled trade of meat 
cutting, he was able to find work. After years of hard work and dedication Rodolfo and 
Amelia DiSapio opened El Mercado Meat Market, a grocery store with ample supply of 
products, meats and seasonings used to create all the flavorful ethnic delights; and 

WHEREAS, El Mercado Meat Market became widely recognized throughout many Hispanic 
communities because ofthe meat and product quality and because of the family atmosphere 
and attenfion each shopper would receive during their shopping experience. Two "Tango 
Sur" restaurants have been added to El Mercado Meat Market and a third will be opening in 
the Wicker Park community; and 

WHEREAS, The DiSapio Family are well-deserving of being chosen as representatives of 
the Twelve Hispanic Families of 2008 in Chicago; now, therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, gathered here this eighth day of October,. 2008 A. D., do herebyjoin with Lo Nuestro 
Publication in congratulating the DiSapio Family, during the celebration of "Hispanic Family 
Week in Chicago", in recognition of their civic contribufions; and 

Be tt Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to the DiSapio Family. 
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CONGRATULATIONS EXTENDED TO GRANJA FAMILY 
ON BEING HONORED DURING "HISPANIC 

FAMILY WEEK IN CHICAGO". 

A resolution, presented by Aldermen Suarez, Flores, Cardenas, Muiioz, Solis, Ocasio, 
Reboyras and Colon, reading as follows: 

WHEREAS, On Friday, October 17, 2008, family members, friends and neighbors are 
gathering at the Gladys Wilson & Associates, Inc. Meefing Hall, 3439 North Harlem Avenue, 
to pay tribute to twelve Hispanic families in celebrafion of "Hispanic Family Week in 
Chicago"; and 

WHEREAS, Ignacio Granja and his wife and children, own and operate a print shop and 
are amongst the families to be honored; and 

WHEREAS, Ignacio Granja, a linotypist since childhood in San Luis Potosi, Mexico, 
migrated to Chicago in the middle 1950s seeking a better life for his family in Mexico; and 

WHEREAS, Ignacio Granja began working with a Catholic press in the south of Chicago, 
where various Hispanic publicafions were printed. He also worked for Don Ernesto Quiroga, 
publisher ofthe weekly Noticias Newspaper Ignacio applied his skills diligently and soon was 
able to bring his wife and children, Ignacio, Aguston and Griselda, to the United States and 
begin to live the "American Dream". The entire family dedicated themselves to the business 
and Ignacio also expanded the business by exporting prinfing equipment to various parts of 
Mexico; and 

WHEREAS, The Granja Family, Ignacio, his wife, and children, are well-deserving of being 
chosen as representatives of the Twelve Hispanic Families of 2008 in Chicago; now, 
therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, gathered herethiseighthday of October, 2008 A.D., do hereby join with Lo Nuestro 
Publication in congratulating the Granja Family, during the celebration of "Hispanic Family 
Week in Chicago", in recognition of their civic contributions; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to the Granja Family. 
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CONGRATULATIONS EXTENDED TO JIMENEZ FAMILY 
ON BEING HONORED DURING "HISPANIC 

FAMILY WEEK IN CHICAGO". 

A resolufion, presented by Aldermen Suarez, Flores, Cardenas, Muiioz, Solis, Ocasio, 
Reboyras and Colon, reading as follows: 

WHEREAS, On Friday, October 17, 2008, family members, friends and neighbors are 
gathering at the Gladys Wilson & Associates, Inc. Meeting Hall, 3439 North Hariem Avenue, 
to pay tribute to twelve Hispanic families in celebration of "Hispanic Family Week in Chicago"; 
and 

WHEREAS, Jose and Guadalupe Jimenez, owners ofthe chain of Jimenez Supermarkets, 
are amongst the families to be honored; and 

WHEREAS, Jose Jimenez, a meat cutter by trade, migrated to Chicago in the eariy 1970s 
seeking a better life for his family in Mexico; and 

WHEREAS, Jose and Guadalupe Jimenez began as associates of Fortaleza Supermarket, 
but after several years he was able to move the business to a new location. Jose and his 
brother-in-law opened a second supermarket and then a third. Together, and with the help 
and dedication of other family members, the businesses grew and expanded to include 
locafions in the suburbs of Chicago; and 

WHEREAS, The Jimenez Family, Jose, Guadalupe and their son, Roberto, are well-
deserving of being chosen as representafives of the Twelve Hispanic Families of 2008 in 
Chicago; now, therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, gathered here this eighth day of October, 2008 A.D., do herebyjoin with Lo Nuestro 
Publicafion in congratulafing the Jimenez Family, during the celebrafion of "Hispanic Family 
Week in Chicago", in recognition of their civic contribufions; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to Jose and Guadalupe Jimenez. 

CONGRATULATIONS EXTENDED TO MERCADO FAMILY ON BEING 
HONORED DURING "HISPANIC FAMILY WEEK IN CHICAGO". 

A resolution, presented by Aldermen Suarez, Flores, Cardenas, Munoz, Solis, Ocasio, 
Reboyras and Colon, reading as follows: 
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WHEREAS, On Friday, October 17, 2008, family members, friends, and neighbors are 
gathering at the Gladys Wilson & Associates, Inc., Meefing Hall, 3439 North Hariem Avenue, 
to pay tribute to twelve Hispanic families in celebration of "Hispanic Family Week in Chicago"; 
and 

WHEREAS, Dr. Oriando A. Mercado came to Chicago from Lares, Puerto Rico in the late 
nineteen fifties to validate his profession as an Orthopedic. He opened his practice underthe 
name of Mercado Foot & Ankle Clinic on West Division Street and is among the families to 
be honored; and 

WHEREAS, Dr. Mercado is highly respected in his grateful community and is highly 
recommended by colleagues in the medical practice and by the American Medical 
Associafion; and 

WHEREAS, Dr. Oriando A. Mercado has been nationally and internally recognized for his 
proficiency in his medical field, and writing books with illustrafions drawn with his artisfic 
hands. He is the proud father of his son, Kenneth, who is a physician and lawyer, and his 
loving and caring daughter, Cynthia, who are in the same pracfice in the Mercado's Foot & 
Ankle Clinic located in Oak Park; and 

WHEREAS, The Mercado Family members are well deserving of being chosen as 
representatives of the Twelve Hispanic Families of 2008 in Chicago; now, therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, gathered here this eighth day of October, 2008 A.D., do herebyjoin with Lo Nuestro 
Publicafion in congratulating the Mercado Family, during the celebration of "Hispanic Family 
Week in Chicago", in recognition of their civic contribufions; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolufion be prepared and presented 
to the Mercado Family. 

CONGRATULATIONS EXTENDED TO PAEZ FAMILY ON BEING HONORED 
DURING "HISPANIC FAMILY WEEK IN CHICAGO". 

A resolution, presented by Aldermen Suarez, Flores, Cardenas, Munoz, Solis, Ocasio, 
Reboyras, and Colon, reading as follows: 
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WHEREAS, On Friday, October 17, 2008, family members, friends, and neighbors are 
gathering at the Gladys Wilson & Associates, Inc. Meeting Hall, 3439 North Hariem Avenue, 
to pay tribute to twelve Hispanic families in celebrafion of "Hispanic Family Week in Chicago"; 
and 

WHEREAS, Tony Paez is the producer for the legendary radio program "Radio Club 
Familiar" and is among the families to be honored; and 

WHEREAS, Tony Paez, has a background as a newspaper and radio communicator. He 
began working in the radio business with the "Raul Cardona Show". He soon became known 
as "Caballo de Hierro" (Iron Horse) because of his dedicafion and continuous hard work. The 
name later was reaffirmed by the late radio legend, Elias Diaz Perez, founder of "Radio Club 
Familiar" since 1959; and 

WHEREAS, After the death of Mr. Elias Diaz y Perez the "Iron Horse" confinued with the 
legacy of Radio Club Familiar, a well produced radio program which enriched the lives of 
many individuals throughout a multitude of neighboring communities in Chicago; and 

WHEREAS, Tony Paez's and Maria Luisa are blessed with a daughter, Sasha who is 
attending college and who helps her parents at the radio stafion; and 

WHEREAS, The Paez Family, are well deserving of being chosen as representatives of the 
Twelve Hispanic Families of 2008 in Chicago; now, therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, gathered here this eighth day of October, 2008 A. D., do herebyjoin with Lo Nuestro 
Publication in congratulafing the Paez Family, during the celebration of "Hispanic Family 
Week in Chicago", in recognifion of their civic contribufions; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to the Paez Family. 

CONGRATULATIONS EXTENDED TO QUISHPE FAMILY ON BEING 
HONORED DURING "HISPANIC FAMILY WEEK IN CHICAGO". 

A resolution, presented by Aldermen Suarez, Flores, Cardenas, Munoz, Solis, Ocasio, 
Reboyras and Colon, reading as follows: 
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WHEREAS, On Friday, October 17, 2008, family members, friends, and neighbors are 
gathering at the Gladys Wilson & Associates, Inc. Meeting Hall, 3439 North Harlem Avenue, 
to pay tribute to twelve Hispanic families in celebrafion of "Hispanic Family Week in Chicago"; 
and 

WHEREAS, Luis H. and Aida M. Quishpe, are the proud owners and operators of a Novelty 
Shop which sell various items from Lafin American countries, and are amongst the families 
to be honored; and 

WHEREAS, Luis H. and Aida M. Quishpe migrated to Chicago in 1975 from Dolec, a small 
town of southern Ecuador, seeking the opportunity for a better life for their large family; and 

WHEREAS, Luis H. and Aida M. Quishpe achieved their dream of reunifing their family and 
bought their first home on Western Avenue. They began their business on the first floor of 
their home, selling artisan items, souvenirs, clothing and jewelry from various Lafin American 
countries. The business was so successful that they were able to purchase an empty lot next 
to their home and expanded the business. They have purchased other properties in the 
neighborhood and thus was the beginning of a "Family Success Story"; and 

WHEREAS, The Quishpe Family are well deserving of being chosen as representatives of 
the Twelve Hispanic Families of 2008 in Chicago; now, therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, gathered here this eighth day of October, 2008 A.D., do herebyjoin with Lo Nuestro 
Publication in congratulating the Quishpe Family, during the celebration of "Hispanic Family 
Week in Chicago", in recognifion of their civic contributions; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to the Quishpe Family. 

CONGRATULATIONS EXTENDED TO RAMIREZ FAMILY ON BEING 
HONORED DURING "HISPANIC FAMILY WEEK IN CHICAGO". 

A resolution, presented by Aldermen Suarez, Flores, Cardenas, Munoz, Solis, Ocasio, 
Reboyras and Colon, reading as follows: 

WHEREAS, On Friday, October 17, 2008, family members, friends, and neighbors are 
gathering at the Gladys Wilson & Associates, Inc. Meeting Hall, 3439 North Hariem Avenue, 
to pay tribute to twelve Hispanic families in celebration of "Hispanic Family Week iri Chicago"; 
and 
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WHEREAS, Paablo and Yadira Ramirez own and operate Las Islas Marias Restaurants, 
are amongst the families to be honored; and 

WHEREAS, Paablo and Yadira Ramirez are natives of the Las Islas Marias, State of 
Nayarit, Mexico and migrated to California in the eariy 1970s with visions of opening a 
restaurant which would feature the mouth-watering recipes which originated from their island; 
and 

WHEREAS, After establishing their first restaurant. Las Islas Marias, Paablo and Yadira 
Ramirez confinued to make their dream come true. With determinafion and dedication they 
now have nine restaurants in various parts of the state. They moved to Chicago in 2002 and 
opened theirfirst restaurant in Chicago on Grand and Cicero Avenue, the restaurant business 
was very successful and Paablo and Yadira began expanding the business. Paablo's 
nephews, Edgard Garcia and Gerson Pinedo joined the team and together they opened 
seven more successful restaurants. Plans are being made to open the family restaurant in 
Wisconsin and Indiana in the near future. The Ramirez Family have employed a multitude 
of neighborhood residents; and 

WHEREAS, The Ramirez Family, are well deserving of being chosen as representafives 
of the Twelve Hispanic Families of 2008 in Chicago; now, therefore, 

Be // Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, gathered here this eighth day of October, 2008 A.D., do hereby join with Lo Nuestro 
Publication in congratulafing the Ramirez Family, during the celebrafion of "Hispanic Family 
Week in Chicago", in recognifion of their civic contributions; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to the Ramirez Family. 

CONGRATULATIONS EXTENDED MRS. GLADYS REYNA WILSON 
ON BEING NAMED "WOMAN OF THE YEAR 2008" DURING 

"HISPANIC FAMILY WEEK IN CHICAGO". 

A resolution, presented by Aldermen Suarez, Flores, Cardenas, Munoz, Solis, Ocasio, 
Reboyras, and Colon, reading as follows: 

WHEREAS, On Friday, October 17, 2008, family members, friends and neighbors are 
gathering at the Gladys Wilson & Associates, Inc. Meefing Hall, 3439 North Hariem Avenue, 
to honor Gladys Wilson, as "Woman of the Year 2008"; and . 
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WHEREAS, Gladys Reyna Wilson, a native of Colombia, illegally migrated to the United 
States with her daughters, Sandra and Gabriela, seeking to escape serious domestic abuse. 
During her years in Colombia she was a teacher, but because ofthe circumstances she was 
facing, Gladys accepted menial jobs; and 

WHEREAS, Gladys and Clifton Wilson were united in marriage. Clifton Wilson adopted 
Gladys's two daughters and then they became the proud parents of their third child, William. 
With strong determination to obtain the "American Dream" Gladys worked during the day and 
went to De Paul University in the evening taking classes in accounfing; and 

WHEREAS, Gladys Wilson became a faculty member at Saint Augustine College. After 
becoming the administrator of the institution she successfully reorganized their finances and 
the administrafion. Gladys would also find fime to do income tax returns and was later joined 
by her daughters who were graduates of Loyola University; and 

WHEREAS, A family consisfing of accountants decided to collaborate and "Gladys 
Wilson & Associates, Inc." was established. A firm of humble beginnings on the north side 
of Chicago, is now a multi-professional financial service firm with more than fourteen million 
clients in three spacious and well staffed offices within Chicago and near suburbs; and 

WHEREAS, We, in this city of immigrants, this city of neighborhoods, this most American 
of all cities are particulariy cognizant ofthe "American Dream"; and 

WHEREAS, Gladys Wilson has been a towering influence in Chicago land, noted for her 
involvement in civic and charitable activities and ever mindful ofthe needs of her community. 
Her presfigious award as "Woman of the Year 2008" is well deserved; now, therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, gathered here this eighth day of October, 2008 A.D., do hereby express our 
heartiest congratulafions to Gladys Reyna Wilson "Woman of the Year 2008", and extend to 
this fine individual our best wishes for future prosperity and fulfillment; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
td Gladys Reyna Wilson. 

CONGRATULATIONS EXTENDED TO SIERRA FAMILY ON BEING 
HONORED DURING "HISPANIC FAMILY WEEK IN CHICAGO". 

A resolution, presented by Aldermen Suarez, Flores, Cardenas, Munoz, Solis, Ocasio, 
Reboyras and Colon, reading as follows: 
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WHEREAS, On Friday, October 17, 2008, family members, friends and neighbors are 
gathering at the Gladys Wilson & Associates, Inc. Meeting Hall, 3439 North Hariem Avenue, 
to pay tribute to twelve Hispanic families in celebrafion of "Hispanic Family Week in Chicago"; 
and 

WHEREAS, Jesus and Marilu Sierra, restaurateurs of Sabor Latino located in the Humboldt 
Park community. Sabor Lafino was the first Hispanic restaurant to bring the flavors of Puerto 
Rican cuisine to their customers, "Chicago Fest" and later to the "Taste of Chicago". Jesus 
and Marilu Sierra are amongst the families to be honored; and 

WHEREAS, Jesus, a descendant of Puerto Rico and Marilu, a descendant of Guatemala, 
are symbolic of the strength and solidity of family life; and 

WHEREAS, Jesus and Marilu are the anchor restaurants in the tradifional Puerto Rican 
Fiestas at Humboldt Park and other ethnic festivals held in Chicago. They are major vendors 
in their grateful community and gainfully employ many within the neighborhood; and 

WHEREAS, Jesus and Marilu Sierra continue to work hard at their restaurants for the 
betterment of their family and yet these two individuals spend quality time with their loving 
children and other family members. They are vital and active members in their community 
and in their church; and 

WHEREAS, The Sierra Family, Jesus, Marilu and their children, are well deserving of being 
chosen as representatives of the Twelve Hispanic Families of 2008 in Chicago; now, 
therefore, 

Se It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, gathered here this eighth day of October, 2008 A. D., do hereby join with Lo Nuestro 
Publication in congratulating the Sierra Family, during the celebration of "Hispanic Family 
Week in Chicago", in recognifion of their civic contribufions; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to Jesus and Marilu Sierra. 

CONGRATULATIONS EXTENDED TO MR. JUAN VALDESUSO 
ON BEING NAMED "MAN OF THE YEAR 2008" DURING 

"HISPANIC FAMILY WEEK IN CHICAGO". 

A resolution, presented by Aldermen Suarez, Flores, Cardenas, Munoz, Solis, Ocasio, 
Reboyras and Colon, reading as follows: 
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WHEREAS, On Friday, October 17, 2008, family members, friends and neighbors are 
gathering at the Gladys Wilson & Associates, Inc. Meeting Hall, 3439 North Hariem Avenue, 
to honor Juan Valdesuso as "Man of the Year 2008"; and 

WHEREAS, Juan Valdesuso, a nafive of Cuba, migrated to the United States in 
1960. Mr. Valdesuso is a graduate of Havana University with an accounting degree. He was 
a successful entrepreneur in Cuba as an importer of electronic products. He is also the proud 
father of three successful and professional sons; and 

WHEREAS, Juan Valdesuso and his wife, Margarita came to this great city and began a 
very prosperous insurance business, thereby establishing SPANCO Insurance company; and 

WHEREAS, A genfieman of great business acumen and even greater generosity, Juan 
Valdesuso became to be know as the Dean of the Insurance Business in the Hispanic 
community. He is the Treasurer and one of the founders of the Cuban Chamber of 
Commerce. The Cuban Chamber of Commerce is joining the Mexican American Chamber 
of Commerce in organizing mutual programs which increase their scope of work and provide 
scholarships; and 

WHEREAS, We, in this city of immigrants, this city of neighborhoods, this most American 
of all cities are particulariy cognizant of the "American Dream"; and 

WHEREAS, Juan Valdesuso has been a towering infiuence in Chicagoland, noted for his 
involvement in civic and charitable acfivities and ever mindful of the needs of his community. 
His prestigious award as "Man ofthe Year 2008" is well deserved; now, therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, gathered here this eighth day of October, 2008, A.D., do hereby express our 
heartiest congratulations to Mr. Juan Valdesuso "Man of the Year 2008", and extend to this 
fine individual our best wishes for future prosperity and fulfillment; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to Juan Valdesuso. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN AUSTIN (34'" Ward): 

TRIBUTE TO LATE MR. ROY OSBORNE CARROLL, JR. 

WHEREAS, Almighty God, in His infinite wisdom, has granted Roy Osborne Carroll, Jr., an 
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outstanding public servant and member of his community, his eternal rest on July 1, 2008; 
and 

WHEREAS, Roy O. Carroll, Jr. was born on October 9, 1931 as the middle child of Roy O. 
and Artie Mae Carroll. Roy, along with his two sisters, Shirley, who preceded him in death, 
and Marilyn Haynes all grew up in Morgan Park. He confessed his life to Christ at an eariy 
age while attending Artie Chapel A.M.E. Church with his family; and 

WHEREAS, While complefing his secondary educafion at Morgan Park High School, Roy 
Carroll developed a passion for running track. Upon his successful complefion of high 
school, he attended Wilson Jr. College where he aspired to a career as a doctor. However, 
instead of complefing his college educafion, he decided to enlist in the Army. Determined to 
generate a better life for himself, Roy served in Korea for twelve months before returning 
home with the rank of sergeant; and 

WHEREAS, Shortly after his return, Roy Carroll decided to continue furthering his education 
by attending school under the Gl Bill. In 1955, he married his high school sweetheart, 
Theresa Bell. Their union was blessed with three children: Cynthia, Roy III and Kimberiy. 
After finishing school, Carroll and his father-in-law opened a radio and television repair shop 
right below the home of where the family still resides. As time progressed, the repair shop 
has expanded into a record shop and a video store; and 

WHEREAS, In orderto better provide for his family, Roy Carroll decided to take the civil 
service examinations for the Chicago Park District, the Chicago Police Department and the 
Chicago Fire Department. Meanwhile, he obtained a job at the Board of Education in their 
maintenance department to help further support his family while he awaited the results from 
his exams; and 

WHEREAS, After passing both exams in April of 1963, Roy O. Carroll, Jr. took on the brave 
and honorable task of working at the Chicago Fire Department for Engine Company 16, 
becoming one of the first African Americans to get hired there. In 1982, he was promoted 
to lieutenant, and in 1991, he made the captain's list and, in 1996, he retired. On 
October 31, 1997, the Honorable Jesse Jackson, Jr. honored the retired fire captain by 
placing him in the Congressional Record. He spent the remainder of his life giving back to 
his community through taking part in numerous charitable clubs, organizafions and activifies; 
and 

WHEREAS, Roy O. Carroll, Jr. leaves behind to cherish his memory and mourn his loss his 
loving wife of fifty-two years, Theresa; three children: Asabi, Roy III and Kimberiy; five 
grandchildren: Nia Station, Imani Station, Larry Station III, Jon and Brandi Powell; one great
grandchild; one sister, Marilyn Haynes; three nieces; two nephews; and a host of relatives 
and a community of extended ifamily and friends; and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Carrie Austin, Alderman of the 34'" Ward has informed this 
august body ofthe passing of Roy Osborne Carroll, Jr.; now, therefore. 
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Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City of Chicago City Council, 
gathered here this eighth day of October, 2008 A.D., do hereby express our sincerest 
sympathies to the family and friends of Roy Osborne Carroll, Jr. and extend our condolence 
to all those who cherish his memory and mourn his passing; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to the family of Roy Osborne Carroll, Jr. 

TRIBUTE TO LATE MRS. BERNIECE EVELYN DANCY. 

WHEREAS, God in His infinite wisdom has called Berniece Evelyn Dancy, most beloved 
cifizen and friend to her eternal reward, Wednesday, September 10, 2008; and 

WHEREAS, This august body has been informed of her passing by the Honorable 
Carrie M. Austin, Alderman of the 34'" Ward; and 

WHEREAS, Born September 20, 1930 in Lake Village, Arkansas, Berniece was the loving 
child of Aaron Polk, Sr. and Ida H. Polk. She was the second oldest of six children of the 
Polk family. She confessed her faith in Christ at an eariy age. A devout Christian, she first 
became a member of Maryland Greenland Bapfist Church, later moved her membership to 
The Little Greenland Baptist Church in Lake Village, Arkansas, after moving to Chicago in 
1955, she joined New Bethlehem Baptist Church and in 2001 her final membership was with 
Calvery C.M.M.E. Church; and 

WHEREAS, On September 2, 1950 Berniece and Albert "June" McCree, Jr. were united in 
marriage. In 1955 she moved to Chicago where she met and married Major Dancy; and 

WHEREAS, A cherished friend and good neighbor to all, Berniece Evelyn Dancy had 
enriched the lives of the young and the old. She will be deeply missed but the memory of her 
character, intelligence and compassion will live on in those who knew and loved her; and 

WHEREAS, Berniece Evelyn Dancy was a vital and active member of her family and 
community who will be sorely missed. She leaves to cherish her memory and celebrae her 
life, her children, Evelyn E. Richmond (Wesley), Joseph A. McCree III (Chariotte), Kevin 
"Kenny" McCree (Clara), Patricia Harris (Robert), Dewayne M. McCree (Latonya), Paul 
McCree (Shawna), and Victor McCree (Antoinette); sisters, Tessie Lee Owens, Ida B. 
Williams and Bobbie J. Polk; aunt, Eliza Harris; grandchildren, Wesley A., Curtis, Evelyn P., 
Joanna, Bianea, Taneka, Steven, Marcus A., Cariton, Kevin Jr., Jennifer, Robert Jr., Patrice, 
Corsica, Kevin M., Dewayne D., Terrance, Marcus D., Joshua, Shawna, Ernest, Vakia, Tamia 
and Christopher; eleven great-grandchildren; and a host of other relatives and many friends; 
now, therefore. 
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Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, gathered here this eighth day of October, 2008 A. D., do hereby express our sorrow 
on the passing of Berniece Evelyn Dancy, and extend to her family and friends our sincere 
condolences; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to the family of Berniece Evelyn Dancy. 

CONGRATULATIONS EXTENDED TO REVEREND DR. ALVIN LOVE 
ON TWENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY AS PASTOR OF 

LILYDALE FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH. 

WHEREAS, In celebration of his twenty-fifth anniversary, many grateful residents, friends 
and followers are gathering on November 23, 2008 to pay tribute to the much-admired pastor 
ofthe Lilydale First Baptist Church on Chicago's great South Side, Reverend Dr. Alvin Love; 
and 

WHEREAS, This honorable body has been informed of the tremendous contribufions that 
Reverend Dr. Alvin Love has made and continues to make to his grateful community by the 
esteemed Alderman of the 34'" Ward, the Honorable Carrie M. Austin; and 

WHEREAS, In the years he has officiated at the Lilydale First Baptist Church, the 
Honorable Dr. Alvin Love has inspired his congregafion by his outstanding example of 
spiritual leadership; and 

WHEREAS, During the thirty-two years since his ordination into the Gospel Ministry, 
Reverend Dr. Alvin Love has created a loving, caring and highly spiritual atmosphere which 
has seen the congregation of struggling Christians grow into a sizable body of outstanding 
citizens who thrive and prosper through the inspiration of his example and diligence; and 

WHEREAS, During Reverend Dr. Alvin Love's tenure as pastor of Lilydale First Baptist 
Church, this outstanding spiritual organizafion has grown physically, financially and spiritually. 
Its mission and outreach programs are of constantly growing scope and infiuence, and in 
addition Dr. Love is a frequent lecturer beyond the church walls. He has preached and taught 
as far away as the Baptist Worid Youth Alliance in Manila, The Philippines and has addressed 
the National Baptist Convention U.S.A., Inc., held in New York's Madison Square Garden and 
Detroit's Cobo Hall. In June, 2002 he was elected president of Baptist General State 
Convention of Illinois; and 

WHEREAS, The Reverend Dr. Alvin Love is a vital member of many outstanding religious 
and secular organizations and is a proud family man. Since 1976 he has been married to the 
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former Carolyn Knowlton; they are the proud parents of Brandon Alexander Love, a 2002 
graduate of Morehouse College; and 

WHEREAS, A spiritual-leader with inspired and inspiring credentials, Reverend Dr. Alvin 
Love is a dynamic individual whose fervor for the Lord is contagious, and whose devotion to 
God is exceeded only by his good works; and 

WHEREAS, The leaders of this great city are cognizant of the great debt owed our great 
religious leaders; now, therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, assembled here this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby offer our deepest 
appreciation for the spiritual guidance the Reverend Dr. Alvin Love of Lilydale First Bapfist 
Church has been providing to the faithful and offer our fervent best wishes for his confinuing 
success as he ministers to his flock; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to the Reverend Dr. Alvin Love. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN ALLEN (38'" Ward): 

TRIBUTE TO LATE MRS. SHIRLEY BALDONIERI. 

WHEREAS, Shiriey Baldonieri has been called to eternal life by the wisdom of God; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of her passing by Alderman 
Thomas R. Allen; and 

WHEREAS, The beloved wife of the late Louis; loving mother of Collin (Christine), Fay 
(Peter) Schultz, Louie (Claudia), Father Thomas, the late Terry, Dawn and Danny; dearest 
grandmother of Mike, Eric, Jamie, Charies, Peter, Andrew, Jessica, Cristen, Danny and 
Dominick; dear great- grandmother of Rion; beloved daughter of the late Thomas and Agnes 
Fay; dearest sister of Fran (the late Joe) Zimmerman and JoAnn (Don) Carison; and fond 
aunt of many nieces and nephews, Shiriey Baldonieri leaves a legacy of faith, dignity, 
compassion and love; now, therefore, 

Se It Resolved, That we the Mayor and members of the Chicago City Council, gathered 
here this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby express our sorrow on the death of Shiriey 
Baldonieri and extend to her family and friends our sympathy; and 
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Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of Shirley Baldonieri. 

TRIBUTE TO LATE MR. MICHAEL V. BARRETT. 

WHEREAS, Michael V. Barrett has been called to eternal life by the wisdom of God; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of his passing by Alderman 
Thomas R. Allen; and 

WHEREAS, The beloved son of Elizabeth Jane and the late James; loving brother of Maura 
(Kevin) Ridge and Joseph; dear uncle of Natalie and Brian; fond nephew of many aunts and 
uncles; and cherished cousin of many, Michael V. Barrett leaves a legacy of faith, dignity, 
compassion and love; now, therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members ofthe Chicago City Council, gathered 
here this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby express our sorrow on the death 
of Michael V. Barrett and extend to his family and friends our sympathy; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of Michael V. Barrett. 

TRIBUTE TO LATE MRS. EDNA A. BOI. 

WHEREAS, Edna A. Boi has been called to eternal life by the wisdom of God; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of her passing by Alderman 
Thomas R. Allen; and 

WHEREAS, The beloved wife of the late Walter, Sr.; loving mother of Wayne (Pat), Dennis 
(Judy), Walter, Jr., Ronald (Sally) and the late Timothy; dearest grandmother of eighteen; 
great-grandmother of twenty; and dear aunt and cherished friend of many, Edna A. Boi 
leaves a legacy of faith, dignity, compassion and love; now, therefore. 

Be tt Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the Chicago City Council, gathered 
here this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby express our sorrow on the death 
of Edna A. Boi and extend to her family and friends our sympathy; and 
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Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of Edna A. Boi. 

TRIBUTE TO LATE MRS. JUNE E. GREEN. 

WHEREAS, June E. Green has been called to eternal life by the wisdom of God; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of her passing by Alderman 
Thomas R. Allen; and 

WHEREAS, The beloved wife of the late Don; loving sister of James and William Grimmel 
and Doris (George) Cardone; and fond aunt of many, June E. Green leaves a legacy of faith, 
dignity, compassion and love; now, therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members ofthe Chicago City Council, gathered 
here this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby express our sorrow on the death 
of June E. Green and extend to her family and friends our sympathy; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of June E. Green. 

TRIBUTE TO LATE MR. CHARLES F. MITTEL 

WHEREAS, Charies F. Mittel has been called to eternal life by the wisdom of God; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of his passing by Alderman 
Thomas R. Allen; and 

WHEREAS, The beloved husband of Rosalyn; loving father of Karen Mittel, David (Barbara) 
and Donald Mittel; proud grandfather of Claire and Sydney Mittel; fond brother of Dorothy 
(John) Kezios; and caring uncle and friend to many, Charies F. Mittel leaves a legacy of faith, 
dignity, compassion and love; now, therefore. 
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Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members ofthe Chicago City Council, gathered 
here this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby express our sorrow on the death 
of Charies F. Mittel and extend to his family and friends our sympathy; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolufion be presented to the family 
of Charies F. Mittel. 

TRIBUTE TO LATE MRS. HARRIET MURAWSKI. 

WHEREAS, Harriet Murawski has been called to eternal life by the wisdom of God; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of her passing by Alderman 
Thomas R. Allen; and 

WHEREAS, The loving wife ofthe late Henry; devoted mother of Diane (Robert) Caldrone, 
Daniel (the late Eloise) and Dale Murawski; beloved grandmother of Robert, Jr., Michele, 
Kathy and Karyn; and seven great grandchildren, Harriet Murawski leaves a legacy of faith, 
dignity, compassion and love; now, therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members ofthe Chicago City Council, gathered 
here this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby express our sorrow on the death of Harriet 
Murawski and extend to her family and friends our sympathy; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of Harriet Murawski. 

TRIBUTE TO LATE MS. JENNIE L. PODBIELSKI. 

WHEREAS, Jennie L. Podbielski has been called to eternal life by the wisdom of God; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of her passing by Alderman 
Thomas R. Allen; and 
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WHEREAS, The loving mother of Tom (Joyce) and Basia "Barbara" (Steven) 
Yakaifis;beloved grandmother of Carly and Katie; and dear sister of the late Edmund and 
Irene Romanowski, Jennie L. Podbielski leaves a legacy of faith, dignity, compassion and 
love; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the Chicago City Council, gathered 
here this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby express our sorrow on the death 
of Jennie L. Podbielski and extend to her family and friends our sympathy; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of Jennie L. Podbielski. 

CONGRATULATIONS EXTENDED TO MS. BARBARA SMITH ON BEING 
NAMED 2008 KATHY OSTERMAN AWARD FINALIST. 

WHEREAS, Barbara Smith, outstanding public servant and member of her community, has 
been named as a finalist for the 2008 Kathy Osterman Awards in her respective category; 
and 

WHEREAS, The Honorable Thomas R. Allen, Alderman ofthe 38'" Ward in which Barbara 
Smith resides, has apprised this august body of the honor to be bestowed upon this 
remarkable public servant; and 

WHEREAS, Barbara Smith, a firefighter and emergency medical technician, is a finalist in 
the category of Outstanding Public Safety Employee and has been with the Chicago Fire 
Department since 1988 and has been assigned to Engine Company 117 on this city's West 
Side since graduafing from Quinn Fire Academy; and 

WHEREAS, Barbara Smith is an exceptionally dedicated employee who has received an 
award for heroism at a fire scene for assisting with the rescue of a fire victim trapped in a 
burning building, delivered a baby at the company's headquarters, assisted with numerous 
extinguishments and enabled various rescue operations, it was further noted that she has 
successfully fought and overcame breast cancer while continuing to work and maintaining a 
positive and inspirational attitude while doing so; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City of Chicago City Council, 
assembled here this eighth day of October, 2008 A.D., do hereby congratulate Barbara Smith 
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on being named as a finalist of the Kathy Osterman Award and extend our very best wishes 
for her continued success in pursuit of her respective and impressive public service career; 
and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to Barbara Smith. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN ALLEN (38'" Ward) A n d 
ALDERMAN DOHERTY ( 4 r ' Ward): 

TRIBUTE TO LATE MRS. BLANCHE M. STINESPRING. 

WHEREAS, Blanche M. Stinespring has been called to eternal life by the wisdom of God; 
and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of her passing by Alderman 
Thomas R. Allen and Alderman Brian G. Doherty; and 

WHEREAS, The beloved wife ofthe late James, Sr.; loving mother of James, Jr.; dearest 
grandmother of Gina Lynn, Tammy (Garrett) Sonntag, Patrick, Holly, Colleen, Megan and the 
late Sean; great-grandmother of Brendyn, Zachary and Bryanna; cherished sister of Ruth 
(Leonard) Peterson, the late Frances and Dorothy; and dear aunt of many nieces and 
nephews, Blanche M. Stinespring leaves a legacy of faith, dignity, compassion and love; now, 
therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the Chicago City Council, gathered 
here this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby express our sorrow on the death 
of Blanche M. Stinespring and extend to her family and friends our sympathy; and 

Be // Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be presented to the family 
of Blanche M. Sfinespring. 
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Presented By 

ALDERMAN LAURINO (39'" Ward): 

TRIBUTE TO LATE MRS. ELEANOR SANDY. 

WHEREAS, God in His infinite wisdom has called Eleanor Sandy to her eternal reward; and 

WHEREAS, The City Council has been informed of her passing by the Honorable Margaret 
Laurino, Alderman of the 39'" Ward; and 

WHEREAS, Eleanor Sandy, beloved wife ofthe late Albert C. Sandy, Jr., was an active and 
vital member of her community. The loving mother of Laurel Ann (Dale) Vogel and Madelon 
(Victor) Koerner; devoted grandmother of Kurt, Linda (Trence) Robinson, Todd (Kristen) 
Vogel, Scott (Amanda) Koerner and Kristen (Jason) Simon; and dear great-grandmother of 
Christian and Christina Robinson, Dane Scott Koerner and Presley Vogel, Eleanor Sandy 
leaves a legacy of faith, compassion, dignity and love; and 

WHEREAS, Eleanor Sandy v\/ill be deeply missed, but the memory of her character, 
intelligence and compassion will live on in those who knew and loved her; now, therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, gathered here this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby express our sorrow on 
the death of Eleanor Sandy and extend to her family and friends our deepest sympathy; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolufion be presented to the family 
of Eleanor Sandy. 

CONGRATULATIONS EXTENDED TO SISTER EILEEN ANGLIM, BVM 
ON SIXTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF SERVICE 

WITH SISTERS OF CHARITY. 

WHEREAS, On September 8, 2008, Sister Eileen Anglim celebrated her sixfieth 
anniversary as a Sister of Charity, BVM; and 
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WHEREAS, The. Chicago City Council has been informed of this joyous occasion by the 
Honorable Margaret Laurino, Alderman of the 39'" Ward; and 

WHEREAS, On the feast ofthe Nativity ofthe Blessed Virgin Mary in 1948, Sister Eileen 
entered the Community ofthe Sisters of Charity, BVM at the Mother House in Dubuque, Iowa, 
and spent the following two and a half years in spiritual formation and inifiafion into the 
religious order; and 

WHEREAS, Sister Eileen was then sent out on her first mission and began teaching second 
grade students in Phoenix, Arizona for almost ten years. Her second mission was teaching 
seventh and eighth grade students in East Los Angeles, and then to Iowa to teach fourth, fifth 
and sixth graders. Following these missions, she came to Chicago to teach at Our Lady of 
the Angels. While in Chicago, Sister Eileen earned a degree in library science at Rosary 
College, which led to her job as a research librarian at Rockhurst College in Kansas City and 
then back in Chicago at Mundelein College. For her last mission, Sister Eileen served as 
pastoral associate at two parishes in San Francisco for fifteen years. In her refirement, Sister 
Eileen became involved with the Homebound Ministry at Queen of All Saints Parish in 
Sauganash. Sister Eileen confinues to enrich parish life, as well as the community, with her 
remarkable talents and gracious spirituality; now, therefore, 

Se It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the Chicago City Council assembled 
here this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby congratulate Sister Eileen on her sixty years 
of service with the Sisters of Charity and extend our best wishes for continuing success and 
fulfillment; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to Sister Eileen Anglim. 

CONGRATULATIONS EXTENDED TO SISTER ANN KATHLEEN, BVM 
ON SIXTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF SERVICE 

WITH SISTERS OF CHARITY. 

WHEREAS, On Septembers, 2008, Sister Ann Kathleen celebrated her sixfieth anniversary 
as a Sister of Charity, BVM; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of this joyous occasion by the 
Honorable Margaret Laurino, Alderman of the 39'" Ward; and 

WHEREAS, On the feast of the Nafivity of the Blessed Virgin Mary in 1948, Sister Ann 
Kathleen entered the Community of the Sisters of Charity, BVM at the Mother House in 
Dubuque, Iowa, and spent the following two and a half years in spiritual formafion and 
initiation into the religious order; and 
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WHEREAS, Sister Ann Kathleen was then sent out on her-first mission and began teaching 
first grade students at an inner city school in Chicago for seven years. Her second mission 
was teaching first, sixth and eighth grade students in Casper, Wyoming for five years. 
Following this mission, she returned to Chicago to teach once again at an inner city school 
until she was hired as the principal and superior at Saint Pius in Pilsen. It was at Saint Pius 
that the Archdiocesan School Office discovered her tremendous talent, and for twenty-eight 
years Sister Ann Kathleen served as a consultant to a spectrum of Archdiocesan schools. 
While working at the Archdiocese, Sister Ann Kathleen assisted Queen of All Saints with 
decorating the church for Christmas and Easter. In her retirement from the Archdiocese's 
School Office, she became more involved with parish life at Queen of All Saints. Today she 
is the pastoral associate at Queen of All Saints and is involved in eight ministries. Sister Ann 
Kathleen has done much to enrich parish life, as well as the community, with her remarkable 
talents and gracious spirituality; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members ofthe Chicago City Council assembled 
here this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby congratulate Sister Ann Kathleen on her 
sixty years of service with the Sisters of Charity and extend our best wishes for continuing 
success and fulfillment; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to Sister Ann Kathleen. 

CONGRATULATIONS EXTENDED TO SISTER JOSEPHINE ROCHE, BVM 
ON SIXTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF SERVICE 

WITH SISTERS OF CHARITY. 

WHEREAS, On September 8, 2008, Sister Josephine Roche celebrated her sixfieth 
anniversary as a Sister of Charity, BVM; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of this joyous occasion by the 
Honorable Margaret Laurino, Alderman of the 39'" Ward; and 

WHEREAS, On the feast of the Nafivity of the Blessed Virgin Mary in 1948, Sister 
Josephine entered the Community of the Sisters of Charity, BVM at the Mother House in 
Dubuque, Iowa, and spent the following two and a half years in spiritual formation and 
initiation into the religious order; and 

WHEREAS, Sister Josephine was then sent out on several missions as an educator in 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin; Buriington, Wisconsin; Santa Barbara, California; Wichita, Kansas; 
at The Immaculata in Wilmette; and here in Chicago at Alvernia. Following these missions, 
she was the secretary for the Theology Department at Loyola University. In her retirement. 
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Sister Josephine became involved with the Homebound Ministry at Queen of All Saints Parish 
in Sauganash. Sister Josephine continues to enrich parish life, as well as the community, with 
her remarkable talents and gracious spirituality; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members ofthe Chicago City Council assembled 
here this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby congratulate Sister Josephine on her sixty 
years of service with the Sisters of Charity and extend our best wishes for continuing success 
and fulfillment; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to Sister Josephine. 

CONGRATULATIONS EXTENDED TO QUEEN OF ALL SAINTS SCHOOL 
ON BEING NAMED 2008 NATIONAL BLUE RIBBON SCHOOL 

WHEREAS, On September 9, 2008, the United States Secretary of Education, Margaret 
Spellings, announced Queen of All Saints School as one of three hundred twenty No Child 
Left Behind - Blue Ribbon Schools for 2008; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of this great honor by the 
Honorable Margaret Laurino, Alderman of the 39'" Ward; and 

WHEREAS, The No Child Left Behind - Blue Ribbon Schools Program honors both public 
and private elementary, middle and high schools that are either academically superior or that 
demonstrate dramatic gains in students achievement. These schools serve as models for 
other schools throughout the nation; and 

WHEREAS, Queen of All Saints School was elected because of its outstanding curriculum 
and Terra Nova scores that were in the top ten percent of schools in the nafion; now, 
therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and.members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, gathered here this eighth day of October, 2008, do hereby offer our heartiest 
congratulations to Queen of All Saints School on having earned the status of a 2008 Blue 
Ribbon School and extend our best wishes for continued academic success; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to Queen of All Saints School. 
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Presented By 

ALDERMAN LAURINO (39'" Ward) A n d 
ALDERMAN BALCER (11'" Ward): 

DECLARATION OF NOVEMBER 2008 AS "MARINE 
CORP MONTH" IN CHICAGO. 

WHEREAS, On November 10, 1775, the Confinental Congress authorized that two 
battalions of Marines be raised immediately, thus predating the formation ofthe United States 
itself; and 

WHEREAS, The United States Marine Corps has protected citizens and guarded their 
freedom for the past two hundred thirty-one years; and 

WHEREAS, Our country has established a posifion of worid leadership and the Marines 
have proven themselves as dedicated professionals willing to defend lives and protect the 

.rights valued by Americans. Their emblem consisfing of the Eagle, Globe and Anchor 
symbolizes the strength of their Task Force, by air, land or sea, simultaneously; and 

WHEREAS, A Marine is trained to hold their ground against any odds and to always be 
faithful to God, Country and Corps, standing ready to fight anyfime, anywhere, and have 
demonstrated this over the two hundred thirty-one years they can do a lot with a little and 
everything with nothing; and 

WHEREAS, The term "Marine" has been associated with courage and military efficiency 
since its creation on November 10, 1775 where Tuns' Tavern in Philadelphia was utilized as 
its first recruifing stafion; and 

WHEREAS, The people of the City of Chicago are proud of their rich contribution to the 
Marine Corps tradition and salute the Marines serving around the globe; now, therefore, 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, gathered here this eighth day of October, 2008 A.D., do hereby honor the grand 
tradifion ofthe United States Marine Corps by proclaiming November, 2008 as "Marine Corps 
Month 2008" in Chicago; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared for 
presentation. 
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Presented By 

ALDERMAN LEVAR (45'" Ward): 

CONGRATULATIONS EXTENDED TO GROUP 819 POLISH 
WOMEN'S ALLIANCE ON TWENTIETH ANNIVERSARY. 

WHEREAS, 2008 marks the twenfieth anniversary of Group 819 Polish Women's Alliance, 
a great organizafion which provide so many services to the multitude of Polish immigrants 
and their successors who have made these great United States their home; and 

WHEREAS, The Group 819 Polish Women's Alliance of America has been particulariy 
active in Chicago, where its legion of members have included some of our most outstanding 
and productive citizens; and 

WHEREAS, To promote the rich Polish Heritage, Group 819 Polish Women's Alliance 
dedicate their fime and talents handing down the importance and enrichment of Polish 
culture; and 

WHEREAS, On Sunday, September 21, 2008, former and current members of Group 819 
Polish Women's Alliance, as well as friends, civic and political organizations, will gather for 
a twentieth anniversary celebrafion at the White Eagle Banquet Hall and a celebration Mass 
at Saint Eugene Church; and 

WHEREAS, The Chicago City Council has been informed of this special occasion by the 
Honorable Patrick J. Levar, Alderman of the 45'" Ward; and. 

WHEREAS, Throughout the past twenty years. Group 819 Polish Women's Alliance has 
exceeded two hundred memberships. Maria Kubiak, the first president of Group 819 held the 
first meeting January 21, 1989. Many successful events have continued throughout the 
years, and with Group 819 Polish Women's Alliance President, Mariene J. Gill, the 
organization continues to be proud of the past, and look forward to the future; now, therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, gathered here this eighth day of October, 2008, A.D., do hereby express our 
gratitude and our heartiest congratulafions to Group 819 Polish Women's Alliance as they 
celebrate their twentieth anniversary, and we extend our very best wishes for continuing 
success and fulfillment; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to Group 819 Polish Women's Alliance. 
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Presented By 

ALDERMAN SCHULTER (47*" Ward): 

CONGRATULATIONS EXTENDED TO LANE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
PREP SCHOOL ON ONE HUNDREDTH ANNIVERSARY. 

WHEREAS, Lane Tech is a large, coeducafional public high school, offering students a 
college preparatory curriculum, with particular emphasis placed upon the technological 
aspects of a modern education; and 

WHEREAS, Since its beginning one hundred years ago to the present, Lane has been a 
leader among the most outstanding educational institutions in Chicago; and 

WHEREAS, The current building, situated on a beautiful thirty-acre campus, was opened 
in 1934; and 

WHEREAS, Lane's curriculum emphasizes college preparatory education and also builds 
upon the school's technical tradition. Lane's curriculum is continually evaluated and changed 
to meet its current students' needs, interests and expectations. More than ninety percent of 
students earn college degrees in fields such as architecture, engineering, medicine, 
mathematics, science, journalism, accounting, music, art and teaching; and 

WHEREAS, Lane holds deeply to tradifions established ninety years ago. Maintaining its 
high goals and ideals. Lane retains the majority of all athletic championships, many Illinois 
High School Association titles, and has a college attendance rate of eighty-five percent; now, 
therefore. 

Be It Resolved, That we, the Mayor and members of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, gathered here this eighth day of October, 2008 A. D,, do hereby extend our sincere 
congratulations to all of the individuals who have contributed to the incredible success of the 
Lane Technical College Prep School on the occasion ofthe school's centennial celebration 
and extend our gratitude to the contribufions Lane Technical College Prep School has made 
to the City of Chicago; and 

Be It Further Resolved, That a suitable copy of this resolution be prepared and presented 
to Lane Technical College Prep School. 
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MATTERS PRESENTED BY THE ALDERMEN. 

(Presented By Wards, iri Order, Beginning 
With The First Ward) 

Arranged under the following subheadings: 

1. Traffic Regulations, Traffic Signs and Traffic-Control Devices. 
2. Zoning Ordinance Amendments. 
3. Claims. 
4. Unclassified Matters (arranged in order according to ward numbers). 
5. Free Permits, License Fee Exemptions, Cancellation of Warrants for 

Collection and Water Rate Exemptions, Et Cetera. 

1. TRAFFIC REGULATIONS, TRAFFIC SIGNS 
AND TRAFFIC-CONTROL DEVICES. 

/?e/^e/-rec/-ESTABLISHMENT OF LOADING ZONES 
AT SUNDRY LOCATIONS. 

The aldermen named below presented proposed ordinances to establish loading zones at the 
locations designated and for the distances and times specified, which were Referred to the 
Committee on Traffic Control and Safety, as follows: 

Alderman Location, Distance And Time 

FIORETTI (2"̂ ^ Ward) South Clinton Street, at 1408, for a distance 
of 50 feet - at all fimes - daily; 

FOULKES (15'" Ward) South Western Avenue, at 6233 - 6335 -
9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. - Monday through 
Saturday; 
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Alderman Locafion, Distance And Time 

West 63 '̂' Street, at 3143 - 9:00 A.M. to 
5:00 P.M. - Monday through Saturday; 

THOMPSON (16'" Ward) West 63^\Street, at 1455-6:00 A.M. to 
7:00 P.M. - Monday through Friday; 

THOMAS (24'" Ward) South Vicennes Avenue, at 7453 - 15 minute 
limit - 7:00 A.M. to 9:00 A.M. and 4:00 P.M. 
to 6:00 P.M. - Monday through Friday; 

BURNETT (27'" Ward) North Halsted Street, at 440, between West 
Grand Avenue and West Hubbard Street -
5:00 P.M. to 5:00 A.M. - daily; 

North Peoria Street, at 205, between West 
Lake Street and West Fulton Street -
4:00 P.M. to 2:00 A.M. - daily; 

REBOYRAS (30'" Ward) North Laramie Avenue, at 3118 - 10:00 A.M. 
to 12:00A.M.-daily. 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
LOADING ZONE ON PORTION OF 

WEST FULLERTON AVENUE. 

Alderman Reboyras (30'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend an ordinance 
passed April 9, 2008 {Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, page 24872) which established loading zones on portions of specified public ways by 
striking the words: "West Fullerton Avenue (north side) from a point 32 feet west of North 
Linder Avenue, to a point 72 feet west thereof - 15 minute standing zone - use flashing lights 
- tow-away zone after 15 minutes - 6:30 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. - Monday through Friday" and 
inserting in lieu thereof: "West Fullerton Avenue (north side) from a point 10 feet west of North 
Linder Avenue, to a point 80 feet west thereof - 15 minute standing zone - use flashing lights 
- tow-away zone after 15 minutes - 6:30 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. - Monday through Friday", which 
was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 
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Referred-REPEAL OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
LOADING ZONE ON PORTIONS OF 

NORTH MILWAUKEE AVENUE. 

Alderman Levar (45'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to repeal an ordinance passed 
May 14, 2008 [Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago, 
page 27442) which established a loading zone on portion of North Milwaukee Avenue (west 
side) from a point 50 feet south of West Huntington Street, to a point 25 feet south thereof with 
a tow-away zone in effect during the hours of 2:00 P.M. to 12:00 A.M., which was Referred to 
the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 

/deferred-CONSIDERATION FOR EXTENSION OF LOADING 
ZONE AT 1103 WEST GRAND AVENUE. 

Alderman Burnett (27'" Ward) presented a proposed order to give consideration to the 
extension of the loading zone at 1103 West Grand Avenue, between North Aberdeen Street 
and North May Street, in effect at all times, daily, which was Referred to the Committee on 
Traffic Control and Safety. 

/deferred-CONSIDERATION FOR INSTALLATION OF 
PARKING METERS AT SPECIFIED LOCATIONS. 

The aldermen named below presented proposed orders direcfing the Commissioner of 
Transportation to give consideration to the installation of parking meters at the locations 
specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety, as 
follows: 

Alderman Location 

WAGUESPACK (32"^ Ward) West Concord Place (both sides) in the 
2000 block, from North Damen Avenue west 
to the alley - 25 cents per 15 minutes -
9:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. - Monday through 
Saturday; 
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Alderman Location 

North Damen Avenue (both sides) from West 
North Avenue to West Bloomingdale Avenue 
- 2 5 cents per 15 minutes - 9:00 A.M. to 
6:00 P.M. - Monday through Saturday; 

North Halsted Street (west side) from West 
Eastman Street to West Blackhawk Street -
25 cents per 15 minutes - 9:00 A.M. to 
9:00 P.M. - Monday through Saturday; 

North Milwaukee Avenue (both sides) from 
North Damen Avenue to North Leavitt Street 
- 25 cents per 15 minutes - 9:00 A.M. to 
6:00 P.M. - Monday through Saturday; 

North Milwaukee Avenue (odd numbered 
side) from North Leavitt Street to North 
Oakey Avenue - 25 cents per 15 minutes 
- 9:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. - Monday through 
Saturday; 

West North Avenue (both sides) from North 
Hoyne Avenue to North Leavitt Street -
25 cents per 15 minutes - 9:00 A.M. to 
6:00 P.M. - Monday through Saturday; 

West North Avenue (north side) from North 
Paulina Street to North Hoyne Avenue -
25 cents per 15 minutes - 9:00 A.M. to 
6:00 P.M. ~ Monday through Saturday; 

West St. Paul Avenue (both sides) in the 
2000 block, from North Damen Avenue west 
to the alley - 25 cents per 15 minutes-
9:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. - Monday through 
Saturday; 

West Wabansia AVenue (both sides) in the 
1900 block, from North Damen Avenue east 
to the alley - 25 cents per 15 minutes-
9:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. - Monday through 
Saturday; 
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Alderman Location 

West Wabansia Avenue (both sides) in the 
2000 block, from North Damen Avenue west 
to the a l ley-25 cents per 15 minutes-
9:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. - Monday through 
Saturday; 

North Winchester Avenue (both sides) in the 
1600 block, from West North Avenue north to 
the alley — 25 cents per 15 minutes -
9:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. - Monday through 
Saturday; 

North Wolcott Avenue (both sides) from West 
North Avenue north to the alley - 25 cents 
per 15 minutes - 9:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. -
Monday through Saturday; 

North Wood Street (both sides) in the 1600 
block, from West North Avenue north to the 
alley - 25 cents per 15 minutes - 9:00 A.M. 
to 6:00 P.M. - Monday through Saturday; 

STONE (50'" Ward) North Western Avenue, at 6350 - 6358. 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH AUTHORIZED 
INSTALLATION OF PARKING METER AREA AT 

1635 WEST MELROSE STREET. 

Alderman Waguespack (32"" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a previously 
passed ordinance which established parking meter areas on portions of specified public ways 
by striking the words: "West Melrose Street, at 1635 - 25 cents per 30 minutes - Monday 
through Saturday" and inserting in lieu thereof: "West Melrose Street, at 1635-25 cents 
per 30 minutes - 2 hour limit - Monday through Sunday", which was Referred to the 
Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 
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/deferred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH AUTHORIZED 
INSTALLATION OF PARKING METER AREA AT 

6 2 3 3 - 6 2 3 5 SOUTH WESTERN AVENUE. 

Alderman Foulkes (15'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a previously 
passed ordinance which authorized the installafion of parking meters areas on portions of 
specified public ways by striking the words: "South Western Avenue, at 6233 - 6235", which 
was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 

/deferred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH AUTHORIZED 
INSTALLATION OF PARKING METER AREA AT 

3143 WEST 63"° STREET. 

Alderman Foulkes (15'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a previously 
passed ordinance which authorized the installation of parking meter areas on portions of 
specified public ways by striking the words: "West 63'" Street, at 3143", which was Referred 
to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 

Referred - REPEAL OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED PARKING 
METER AT 2050 NORTH MILWAUKEE AVENUE. 

Alderman Flores (1^' Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to repeal an ordinance which 
authorized installation of a parking meter at 2050 North Milwaukee Avenue, which was Referred 
to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 

/deferred-ESTABLISHMENT OF ONE-WAY TRAFFIC RESTRICTION 
IN 8600 BLOCK OF SOUTH CHAMPLAIN AVENUE. 

Alderman Lyle (6'" Ward) presented a proposed order to restrict the movement of vehicular 
traffic to a southern only direction in the 8600 block of South Champlain Avenue, which was 
Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 
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Referred-PROHIBITION OF PARKING AT ALL TIMES 
AT DESIGNATED LOCATIONS. 

The aldermen named below presented proposed ordinances to prohibit the parking of 
vehicles at all times at the locations designated and for the distances specified, which were 
Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety, as follows.' 

Alderman Location And Distance 

DOWELL (3^" Ward) South Calumet Avenue, at 4527 (Handi
capped Parking Permit 64201); 

South Forrestville Avenue, at 4516 (Handi
capped Parking Permit 66681); 

South Wabash Avenue, at 5164 (Handi
capped Parking Permit 64354); 

PRECKWINKLE (4'^Ward) South Dorchester Avenue, at 5209 (Handi
capped Parking Permit 6376); 

HAIRSTON (5'" Ward) South Bennett Avenue, at 7304 (Handi
capped Parking Permit 63871); 

South East End Avenue, at 6836 (Handi
capped Parking Permit 64379); 

East 70'" Street, at 2373 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 64555); 

LYLE (6"^ Ward) South Eberhart Avenue, at 8244 (Handi
capped Parking Permit 66858); 

South Maryland Avenue, at 7339 (Handi
capped Parking Permit 66853); 
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Alderman Location And Distance 

South Prairie Avenue, at 7608 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 66861); 

South Prairie Avenue, at 7735 (Handi-capped 
Parking Permit 66878); 

South Stewart Avenue, at 6929 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 58839); 

East 90'" Street, at 316 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 66880); 

JACKSON (7'" Ward) South Anthony Avenue, at 9110 (Handi
capped Parking Permit 65888); 

South Clyde Avenue, at 8929 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 65893); 

South Euclid Avenue, at 9607 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 65880); 

South Phillips Avenue, at 7512 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 57550); 

South Phillips Avenue, at 7542 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 65901); 

South Phillips Avenue, at 7615 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 66485); 

South Saginaw Avenue, at 8220 (Handi
capped Parking Permit 66484); 

HARR/S (8'" Ward) South Cornell Avenue, at 8840 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 66638); 

South Dante Avenue, at 8843 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 66645); 

East 92"" Street, at 1621 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 66641); 
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Alderman Location And Distance 

BEALE (9'" Ward) South Parnell Avenue, at 10223 (Handi
capped Parking Permit 65973); 

South Perry Avenue, at 12326 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 65983); 

West 102"" Place, at 433 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 65981); 

POPE (10'" Ward) South Avenue H, at 10233 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 65129); 

South Exchange Avenue, at 9634 (Handi
capped Parking Permit 58724); 

BALCER (11'" Ward) South Bonaparte Street, at 2976 (Handi
capped Parking Permit 64623); 

South May Street, at 3135 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 67023); 

South Parnell Avenue, at 3240 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 67024); 

South Seeley Avenue, at 3350 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 67165); 

CARDE/VAS (12'" Ward) South Talman Avenue, at 4408 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 67439); 

OLIVO (13'" Ward) South Keeler Avenue, at 6155 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 64112); 

South Kolin Avenue, at 5943 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 66794); 
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Alderman Location And Distance 

South Menard Avenue, at 5914 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 66791); 

South Pulaski Road, at 6058 (install signs at 
4002 West 61 ̂ 'Street) (Handicapped Parking 
Permit 65037); 

West 68'" Street, at 3840 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 64050); 

West 82"" Place, at 4101 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 66793); 

BURKE (14' 'Ward) West 40'" Place, at 3037 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 65051); 

FOULKES (15*" Ward) South Hoyne Avenue, at 6209 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 56124); 

THOMPSON (16"^ Ward) South Aberdeen Street, at 6138 (Handi
capped Parking Permit 66125); 

South Bishop Street, at 6027 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 55908); 

South Bishop Street, at 6222 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 64034); 

South Damen Avenue, at 4950 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 55277); 

South Damen Avenue, at 5331 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 65848); 

South Elizabeth Street, at 6007 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 66126); 
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Alderman Locafion And Distance 

South Elizabeth Street, at 6009 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 54735); 

South Hermitage Avenue, at 5437 (Handi
capped Parking Permit 65821); 

South Honore Street, at 5404 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 55274); 

South Honore Street, at 5406 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 55912); 

South Laflin Street, at 5313 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 51790); 

South Loomis Boulevard, at 4936 (Handi
capped Parking Permit 66128); 

South Loomis Boulevard, at 5912 (Handi
capped Parking Permit 55406); 

South Loomis Boulevard, at 6240 (Handi
capped Parking Permit 66149); 

South Lowe Avenue, at 6425 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 48924); 

South May Street, at 6230 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 56363); 

South Mozart Street, at 5715 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 48369); 

South Peoria Street, at 5753 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 55263); 

South Sacramento Street, at 5915 (Handi
capped Parking Permit 63417); 

South Sangamon Street, at 5933 (Handi
capped Parking Permit 55924); 
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Alderman Locafion And Distance 

South Sawyer Street, at 6050 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 58604); 

South Washtenaw Avenue, at 5608 (Handi
capped Parking Permit 55268); 

South Wood Street, at 5237 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 55905); 

West 60'" Place, at 3557 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 55897); 

LANE (18'" Ward) South Honore Street, at 8020 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 66510); 

South Sacramento Avenue, at 8132 (Handi
capped Parking Permit 65870); 

West 82"" Place, at 2057 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 65869); 

RUGAI (19'" Ward) West 101^' Place, at 1634 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 65160); 

COCHRAN (20'" Ward) South Dorchester Avenue, at 6420 (Handi
capped Parking Permit 55770); 

South St. Lawrence Avenue, at 6744 (Handi
capped Parking Permit 63429); 

BROOKINS (2 r* Ward) South Emerald Avenue, at 9518 (Handi
capped Parking Permit 66309); 

South Laflin Street, at 8029 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 66152); 

South Laflin Street, at 9209 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 66150); 
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Alderman 

MUNOZ {22"" Ward) 

Location And Distance 

South Kildare Avenue, at 3016 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 64494); 

ZALE14/SK/(23^''Ward) South Keafing Avenue, at 4451 (Handicapped 
Parking Perm it 64514); 

South Kolin Avenue, at 4916 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 64517); 

South Lawndale Avenue, at 5142 (Handi
capped Parking Permit 52494); 

South Mason Avenue, at 5737 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 64154); 

South Millard Avenue, at 5248 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 52231); 

South Monitor Avenue, at 5536 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 67067); 

South Tripp Avenue, at 4828 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 67091); 

SOLIS (25'" Ward) West 17'" Street, at 1757 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 64144); 

OCAS/O (26'" Ward) West Haddon Avenue, at 2544 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 66079); 

North Spaulding Avenue, at 1750 (Handi
capped Parking Permit 34346); 

BURNETT (27'" Ward) North Christiana Avenue, at 720 (Handi
capped Parking Permit 66419); 
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Alderman Location And Distance 

North Hamlin Avenue, at 516 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 66206); 

E. SMITH (28'" Ward) South Fairfield Avenue, at 1830 (Handi
capped Parking Permit 53622); 

West Fillmore Street, at 2439 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 45667); 

North LaCrosse Avenue, at 200 (Handi
capped Parking Permit 65922); 

North Lotus Avenue, at 319 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 65914); 

REBOYRAS (30'" Ward) North Avers Avenue, at 1621 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 65020); 

North Hamlin Avenue, at 2240 Apartment B 
(Handicapped Parking Permit 64297); 

North Hamlin Avenue, at 3244 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 65014); 

North Keating Avenue, at 3312 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 65018); 

North Keystone Avenue, at 1718 (Handi
capped Parking Permit 65009); 

North Keystone Avenue, at 2125 (Handi
capped Parking Perniit 65007); 

North McLean Avenue, at 4315 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 56220); 

WAGUESPACK (32"" Ward) North Honore Street, at 2050 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 47789); 
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Alderman Location And Distance 

AUSTIN (34'" Ward) South Bishop Street, at 12107 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 66380); 

BANKS (36'" Ward) North Newland Avenue, at 2905 (Handi
capped Parking Permit 56194); 

North Oconto Avenue, at 3544 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 66617); 

North Osage Avenue, at 3246 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 66618); 

North Rutherford Avenue, at 3341 (Handi
capped Parking Permit 66619); 

MITTS (37'" Ward) North Kariov Avenue, at 1023 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 64251); 

North Keating Avenue, at 1719 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 63549); 

North Leclaire Avenue, at 1732 - 1735 
(Handicapped Parking Permit 65112); 

North Lorel Avenue, at 948 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 60191); 

North Lorel Avenue, at 1139 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 63575); 

North Luna Avenue, at 1424 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 60220); 

North Luna Avenue, at 1815. (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 64265); 
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Alderman Location And Distance 

ALLEN (38'" Ward) West Henderson Street, at 5409 (Handi
capped Parking Permit 63974); 

North Nordica Avenue, at 3839 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 66599); 

ALLEN For 
LAURINO (39'" Ward) North Lawndale Avenue, at 4842 (Handi

capped Parking Permit 67117); 

North St. Louis Avenue, at 5841 (Handi
capped permit parking); 

O'CONNOR (40'" Ward) West Benwyn Avenue, at 2525 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 66890); 

West Berwyn Avenue, at 2731 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 66059); 

North Bowmanville Avenue, at 5365 (Handi
capped Parking Permit 51512); 

North Maplewood Avenue, at 5730 (Handi
capped Parking Permit 63885); 

North Washtenaw Avenue, at 5854 (Handi
capped Parking Permit 66900); 

TUNNEY (44'" Ward) North Lakewood Avenue, at 3322 (Handi
capped Parking Permit 66963); 

LEVAR (45'" Ward) North Lockwood Avenue, at 5221 (Handi
capped Parking Permit 65970); 

North McCook Avenue, at 5946 (Handi
capped Parking Permit 65949); 
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Alderman Location And Distance 

SHILLER (46'" Ward) West Bittersweet Place, at 646 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 64759); 

West Bittersweet Place, at 653 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 64770); 

West Gordon Terrace, at 702 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 57786); 

SCHULTER (47'" Ward) North Paulina Street, at 4056 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 64955); 

North Ravenswood Avenue, at 3645 (Handi
capped Parking Permit 64960); 

North Rockwell Street, at 4714 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 64957); 

West Waveland Avenue, at 1931 (Handi
capped Parking Permit 64967); 

MOORE (49'" Ward) North Damen Avenue, at 7506 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 64903); 

West Estes Avenue, at 1361 (Apartment 3-V) ^ 
(Handicapped Parking Permit 64237); 

North Oakley Avenue, at 7325 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 49551); 

North Damen Avenue, at 7401 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 58623); 

STONE (50'" Ward) North Seeley Avenue, at 6624 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 65094); 

North Seeley Avenue, at 6650 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 65090); 
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Alderman Location And Distance 

North Shenwin Avenue, at 2915 (Handi
capped Parking Permit 65092); 

North Troy Street, at 6415 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 63825). 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES AT 

2329 NORTH ALBANY AVENUE. 

Alderman Colon (35'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a previously 
passed ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all fimes on portions of specified 
public ways by striking the words: "North Albany Avenue, at 2329 (Handicapped Parking 
Permit 13581)", which was Referred fo the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES AT 

1350 WEST ARGYLE STREET. 

Alderman M. Smith (48'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a previously 
passed ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all fimes on portions of 
specified public ways by striking the words: "West Argyle Street, at 1350 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 25978)", which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and 
Safety 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABUSHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES AT 

5504 WEST BYRON STREET. 

Alderman Allen (38'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a previously passed 
ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all times on portions of specified public 
ways by striking the words: "West Byron Street, at 5504 (Handicapped Parking Permit 28055)", 
which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 
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Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES AT 

10522 SOUTH CLAREMONT AVENUE. 

Alderman Rugai (19'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a previously passed 
ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all times on portions of specified public 
ways by striking the words: "South Claremont, at 10522 (Handicapped Parking Permit 50115)", 
which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 

Referred - AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES AT 

7839 SOUTH COLFAX AVENUE. 

Alderman Jackson (7'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a previously 
passed ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all times on portions of specified 
public ways by striking the words: "South Colfax Avenue, at 7839 (Handicapped Parking 
Permit 15281)", which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES AT 

6875 SOUTH CRANDON AVENUE. 

Alderman Hairston (5'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a previously 
passed ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all times on portions of specified 
public ways by striking the words: "South Crandon Avenue, at 6875 (Handicapped Parking 
Permit 55528)", which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES AT 

10136 SOUTH CRANDON AVENUE. 

Alderman Jackson (7'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a previously 
passed ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all times on portions of specified 
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public ways by striking the words: "South Crandon Avenue, at 10136 (Handicapped Parking 
Permit 52730)", which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES AT 

5250 SOUTH DREXEL AVENUE. 

Alderman Hairston (5'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a previously 
passed ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all times on portions of specified 
public ways by striking the words: "South Drexel Avenue, at 5250 (Handicapped Parking 
Permit 13682)", which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES AT 

5140 WEST DRUMMOND PLACE. 

Alderman Reboyras (30'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a previously 
passed ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all times on portions of 
specifiedpublic ways by striking the words: "West Drummon Place, at 5140 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 29955)", which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and 
Safety 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES AT 

3844 WEST FLOURNOY STREET. 

Alderman Dixon (24'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a previously passed 
ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all times on portions of specified public 
ways by striking the words: "West Flournoy Street, at 3844 (Handicapped Parking 

Permit 44038)", which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 
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Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES AT 

5874 WEST GUNNISON STREET. 

Alderman Levar (45'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a previously passed 
ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all times on portions of specified public 
ways by striking the words: "West Gunnision Street, at 5874 (Handicapped Parking 
Permit 50084)", which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES AT 

2444 SOUTH HARDING AVENUE. 

Alderman Muiioz (22"" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a previously 
passed ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all times on portions of specified 
public ways by striking the words: "South Harding Avenue, at 2444 (Handicapped Parking 
Permit 18157)", which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES AT 

9137 SOUTH HARPER AVENUE. 

Alderman Harris (8'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a previously 
passed ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all times on portions of specified 
public ways by striking the words: "South Harper Avenue, at 9137 (Handicapped Parking 
Permit 46519)", which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES AT 

3221 WEST HIRSCH STREET. 

Alderman Ocascio (26'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a previously 
passed ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all times on portions of specified 
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public, ways by striking the words: "West Hirsch Street, at 3221 (Handicapped Parking 
Permit 42455)", which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES AT 

7137 SOUTH INGLESIDE AVENUE. 

Alderman Hairston (5'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a previously 
passed ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all times on portions of specified 
public ways by striking the words: "South Ingleside Avenue, at 7137 (Handicapped Parking 
Permit 17738)", which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES AT 

2516 WEST JARVIS AVENUE. 

Alderman Stone (50'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a previously 
passed ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all times on portions of specified 
public ways by striking the words: "West Jarvis Avenue, at 2516 (Handicapped Parking 
Permit 15966)", which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES AT 

2851 WEST JARVIS AVENUE. 

Alderman Stone (50'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a previously 
passed ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all times on portions of specified 
public ways by striking the words: "West Jarvis Avenue, at 2851 (Handicapped Parking 
Permit 12040)", which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 
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Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABUSHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES AT 

5616 NORTH KEDVALE AVENUE. 

Alderman Allen for Alderman Laurino (39'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend 
a previously passed ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all times on portions 
of specified public ways by striking the words: "North Kedvale Avenue, at 5616 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 63906)", which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and 
Safety. 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES AT 

7924 SOUTH KENWOOD AVENUE. 

Alderman Harris (8'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a previously passed 
ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all times on portions of specified 
publicways by striking the words: "South Kenwood Avenue, at 7924 (Handicapped Parking 
Permit 12667)", which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES AT 

1 7 3 2 - 1 7 3 5 NORTH LECLAIRE AVENUE. 

Alderman Mitts (37'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a previously passed 
ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all times on portions of specified public 
ways by striking the words: "North Leclaire Avenue, at 1732 - 1735 (Handicapped Parking 
Permit 65112)", which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 
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Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES AT 

4733 NORTH LOWELL AVENUE. 

Alderman Allen for Alderman Laurino (39'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend 
a previously passed ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all times on portions 
of specified public ways by striking the words: "North Lowell Avenue, at 4733 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 32742)", which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and 
Safety. 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES AT 

5644 NORTH MAPLEWOOD AVENUE. 

Alderman O'Connor (40'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a previously 
passed ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all times on portions of specified 
public ways by striking the words: "North Maplewood Avenue, at 5644 (Handicapped Parking 
Permit 36394)", which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES AT 

5803 NORTH MAPLEWOOD AVENUE. 

Alderman O'Connor (40'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a previously 
passed ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all times on portions of specified 
public ways by striking the words: "North Maplewood Avenue, at 5803 (Handicapped Parking 
Permit 63882)", which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 

Referred - AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES AT 

5126 SOUTH MONITOR AVENUE. 

Alderman Zaiewski (23'̂ " Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a previously 
passed, ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all fimes on portions of specified 
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public ways by striking the words: "South Monitor Avenue, at 5126 (Handicapped Parking 
Permit 10972)", which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 

Referred - AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABUSHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES AT 

5119 NORTH MONTICELLO AVENUE. 

Alderman Allen for Alderman Laurino (39'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend 
a previously passed ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all times on portions 
of specified publicways by striking the words: "North Monficello Avenue, at 5119 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 63922)", which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and 
Safety 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABUSHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES AT 

5034 SOUTH MORGAN STREET. 

Alderman Thompson (16'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a previously 
passed ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all times on portions of 
specifiedpublic ways by striking the words: "South Morgan Street, at 5034 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 20357)", which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and 
Safety. 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES AT 

2239 SOUTH OAKLEY AVENUE. 

Alderman Solis (25'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a previously passed 
ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all times on portions of specified public 
ways by striking the words: "South Oakley Avenue, at 2239 (Handicapped Parking 
Permit 33256 )", which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 
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Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES AT 

6832 SOUTH PAXTON AVENUE. 

Alderman Hairston (5'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a previously passed 
ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all times on portions of specified 
public ways by striking the words: "South Paxton Avenue, at 6832 (Handicapped Parking 
Permit 44412)", which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES AT 

7612 SOUTH PHILLIPS AVENUE. 

Alderman Jackson (7'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a previously passed 
ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all times on portions of specified public 
ways by striking the words: "South Phillips Avenue, at 7612 (Handicapped Parking 

Permit 44793)", which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES AT 

3719 NORTH PITTSBURGH AVENUE. 

Alderman Banks (36'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a previously passed 
ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all times on portions of specified public 
ways by striking the words: "North Pittsburgh Avenue, at 3719 (Handicapped Parking 
Permit 47074)", which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABUSHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES AT 

12631 SOUTH PRINCETON AVENUE. 

Alderman Beale (9'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a previously passed 
ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all times on portions of specified public 
ways by striking the words: "South Princeton Avenue, at 12631, (Handicapped Parking 
Permit 39669)", which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 
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Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES AT 

6353 WEST RAVEN STREET. 

Alderman Levar (45'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a previously passed 
ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all fimes on portions of specified 
publicways by striking the words: "West Raven Street, at 6353 (Handicapped Parking 
Permit 56255)", which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES AT 

6043 SOUTH SACRAMENTO AVENUE. 

Alderman Thompson (16'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a previously 
passed ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all times on portions * of 
specifiedpublic ways by striking the words: "South Sacramento Avenue, at 6043 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 18389)", which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and 
Safety. 

Referred - AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES AT 

4900 NORTH ST. LOUIS AVENUE. 

Alderman Allen for Alderman Laurino (39'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend 
a previously passed ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all times on portions 
of specified public ways by striking the words: "North St. Louis Avenue, at 4900 (Handicapped 
Parking Permit 45505)", which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and 
Safety. 
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Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABUSHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES AT 

4921 NORTH TALMAN AVENUE. 

Alderman O'Connor (40'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a previously 
passed ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all fimes on portions of specified 
public ways by striking the words: "North Talman Avenue, at 4921 (Handicapped Parking 
Permit 51505)", which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES AT 

2626 SOUTH TRUMBULL AVENUE. 

Alderman Munoz (22"" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a previously passed 
ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all fimes on portions of specified public 
ways by striking the words: "South Trumbull Avenue, at 2626 (handicapped permit parking)", 
which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES AT 

2807 SOUTH UNION AVENUE. 

Alderman Balcer (11'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a previously 
passed ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all fimes on portions of specified 
public ways by striking the words: "South Union Avenue, at 2807 (Handicapped Parking 
Permit 39505)", which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES AT 

3820 WEST VAN BUREN STREET. 

Alderman Dixon (24'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a previously passed 
ordinance which prohibited ttie parking of vehicles at all times on portions of specified 
public ways by striking the words: "West Van Buren Street, at 3820 (Handicapped Parking 
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Permit 45876)", which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABUSHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES AT 

8012 SOUTH VERNON AVENUE. 

Alderman Lyle (6'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a previously passed 
ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all times on portions of specified 
public ways by striking the words: "South Vernon Avenue, at 8012 (Handicapped Parking 
Permit 15507)", which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES AT 

4651 SOUTH WABASH AVENUE. 

Alderman Dowell (3'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a previously passed 
ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all times on portions of specified 
public ways by striking the words: "South Wabash Avenue, at 4651 (Handicapped Parking 
Permit 16885)", which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES ON PORTION 

OF WEST WELLINGTON AVENUE. 

Alderman Tunney (44'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend an ordinance 
passed by City Council November 3, 2004 {Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council 
of the City of Chicago, page 35146) which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all times on 
portions of specified public ways by striking the words: "West Wellington Avenue (north side) 
from a point 21 feet west of North Dayton Street, to a point 202 feet west thereof - no parking 
tow-away zone except emergency vehicles" and inserting in lieu thereof: "West Wellington 
Avenue (north side) from a point 20 feet west of North Mildred Avenue, to a point 75 feet west 
thereof- no parking tow-away zone except emergency vehicles", which was Referred to the 
Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 
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Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES AT 

2954 NORTH WHIPPLE STREET. 

Alderman Colon (35'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a previously passed 
ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all fimes on portions of specified 
public ways by striking the words: "North Whipple Street, at 2954 (Handicapped Parking 
Permit 6676)", which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABUSHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES AT 

1849 NORTH WILMOT AVENUE. 

Alderman Waguespack (32"" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a previously 
passed ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all fimes on portions of specified 
public ways by striking the words: "North Wilmot Avenue, at 1849 (Handicapped Parking 
Permit 46093)", which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES AT 

4837 WEST WINNEMAC AVENUE. 

Alderman Levar (45'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a previously passed 
ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all times on portions of specified public 
ways by striking the words: "West Winnemac Avenue, at 4837 (Handicapped Parking 
Permit 13888)", which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABUSHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES AT 

1714 WEST 17™ STREET. 

Alderman Solis (25'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a previously passed 
ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all times on portions of specified public 
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ways by striking the words: "West 17'" Street, at 1714 (Handicapped Parking Permit 44508)", 
which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES AT 

1129 WEST 18™ PLACE. 

Alderman Solis (25'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a previously passed 
ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all times on portions of specified public 
ways by striking the words: "West 18'" Place, at 1129 (Handicapped Parking Permit 3771)", 
which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES AT 

1163 WEST 18™ STREET. 

Alderman Solis (25'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a previously passed 
ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all fimes on portions of specified public 
ways by striking the words: "West 18'" Street, at 1163 (Handicapped Parking Permit 46519)", 
which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES AT 

2129 WEST 49™ PLACE. 

Alderman Thompson (16'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a previously 
passed ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all fimes on portions of 
specified publicways by striking the words: "West 49'" Place, at 2129 (Handicapped. Parking 
Permit 11923)", which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 
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Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES AT 

3229 WEST 64™ STREET. 

Alderman Foulkes (15'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a previously passed 
ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all times on portions of specified 
public ways by striking the words: "West 64'" Street, at 3229 (Handicapped Parking 
Permit 44578)", which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 

Referred - REPEAL OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES AT 

3718 NORTH KENMORE AVENUE. 

Alderman Tunney (44'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to repeal a previously 
passed ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all times on North Kenmore 
Avenue, at 3718 (Handicapped Parking Permit 14042), which was Referred to the Committee 
on Traffic Control and Safety. 

Referred - REPEAL OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABUSHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES AT 

3325 NORTH LAKEWOOD AVENUE. 

Alderman Tunney (44'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to repeal a previously 
passed ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all times on North Lakewood 
Avenue, at 3325 (Handicapped Parking Permit 39762), which was Referred to the Committee 
on Traffic Control and Safety. 

Referred - REPEAL OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES ON 

PORTION OF WEST 51^^ STREET. 

Alderman Zaiewski (23'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to repeal a previously 
passed ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all times on portion of West 51^' 
Street, alongside 5101 South La Crosse Avenue, which was Referred to the Committee on 
Traffic Control and Safety. 
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Referred-REPEAL OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION AT ALL TIMES AT 

6206 WEST 63'^'' STREET. 

Alderman Zaiewski (23'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to repeal a previously 
passed ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles at all times on West 63'" Street, at 
6206 (Handicapped Parking Permit 55170), which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic 
Control and Safety. 

Referred-ESTABLISHMENT OF PARKING PROHIBITION DURING 
SPECIFIED HOURS AT DESIGNATED LOCATIONS. 

The aldermen named below presented proposed ordinances to prohibit the parking of 
vehicles at the locafions designated and for the distance and times specified, which were 
Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety, as follows.-

Alderman Location, Distance And Time 

TUNNEY (44'" Ward) West Wellington Avenue (south side) from a 
point 45 feet west of North Halsted Street, to 
a point 73 feet west thereof - handicap 
loading zone - 8;00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. -
Monday through Saturday (public benefit -
fee exempt); 

SHILLER (46'" Ward) North Sheridan Road, at 4200, for a distance 
of 50 feet - 8:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M. - daily; 

STONE (50'" Ward) West Devon Avenue, at 3021, starting at the 
crosswalk east of North Whipple Street 
thence 25 feet east thereof - 7:30 A.M. to 
8:30 A.M. - Monday through Friday -
4:30 P.M. to 6:00 P.M. - Monday through 
Thursday and 1:00 P.M. to 2:00 P.M. - Friday 
(school drop off). 
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Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION DURING SPECIFIED HOURS 

ON PORTION OF WEST IRVING PARK ROAD. 

Alderman Schulter (47'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a previously 
passed ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles during specified hours on portions 
of various public ways by striking the words: "West Irving Park Road (south side) from North 
Campbell Avenue west to the river", which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic 
Control and Safety. 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE PASSED APRIL 9, 2008 
WHICH PASSED ESTABLISHED PARKING PROHIBITION 

DURING SPECIFIED HOURS ON PORTION 
OF NORTH PAULINA STREET. 

Alderman Schulter (47'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend an ordinance 
passed by the City Council on April 9, 2008 which prohibited the parking of vehicles during 
specified hours on portions of various public ways by striking the words: "North Paulina Street 
(west side) from West Addison Street to the first alley north thereof - 7:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M. -
Monday through Friday (no parking tow-away zone)", which was Referred to the Committee 
on Traffic Control and Safety. 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE PASSED SEPTEMBER 10, 2008 
WHICH ESTABUSHED PARKING PROHIBITION DURING SPECIFIED 

HOURS ON PORTION OF NORTH PAULINA STREET. 

Alderman Schulter (47'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend an ordinance 
passed by the City Council on September 10, 2008 which prohibited the parking of vehicles 
during specified hours on portions of various public ways by striking the words: "North Paulina 
Street (west side) from West Addison Street, to the first alley north thereof-7:00 A.M. 
to 3:00 P.M. - Monday through Friday (no parking tow-away zone)", which was Referred to 
the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 
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Referred-REPEAL OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
PARKING PROHIBITION ON SCHOOL DAYS IN 
800 BLOCK OF NORTH LEAMINGTON AVENUE. 

Alderman Mitts (37'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to repeal a previously passed 
ordinance which prohibited the parking of vehicles on school days on the east side of the 
800 block of North Leamington Avenue, which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic 
Control and Safety. 

Referred - REPEAL OF INDUSTRIAL PERMIT PARKING ZONE 
ON PORTION OF SOUTH DESPLAINES STREET. 

Alderman Fioretti (2"" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to repeal a ordinance passed 
by City Council on April 1, 1998 {Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the 
City of Chicago, page 65326) which established industrial permit parking on the east side of 
South Desplaines Street, from West Polk Street to the first driveway north thereof, in effect at 
all times, which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 

Referred-LIMITATION OF PARKING DURING SPECIFIED 
HOURS AT DESIGNATED LOCATIONS. 

The aldermen named below presented proposed ordinances to limit the parking of vehicles 
at the locations designated and for the distances and times specified, which were Referred to 
the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety, as follows: 

Alderman Location, Distance And Time 

OLIVO (13'" Ward) West 64'" Street (south side) from South 
Pulaski Road to the first alley east - 1 hour 
limit - 6:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. - Monday 
through Friday; 
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Alderman Location, Distance And Time 

ZALEWSKI (23"'Ward) West 62"" Street (south side) from South 
Hariem Avenue to South Nottingham Avenue 
- 2 hour limit - at all times; 

SOLIS (25'" Ward) South Archer Avenue, at 2200, for five 
parking spaces - 15 minute limit -
unattended vehicles must have lights 
activated - 9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. - Monday 
through Saturday; 

South Morgan Street, at 1601 - 15 minute 
limit - unattended vehicles must have lights 
acfivated - 4:00 P.M. to 8:00 P.M. - Monday 
through Friday; 

COLON (35'" Ward) North Elston Avenue, at 3761, for a distance 
of 25 feet - no parking loading zone -
7:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. - Monday through 
Saturday; 

West Fullerton Avenue, at 3700, for a 
distance of 25 feet (remove one meter) 
15 minute standing zone - unattended 
vehicles must have lights activated -
9:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M.-daily; 

North Kedzie Avenue, at 2901, for a distance 
of 25 feet - 15 minute standing zone -
unattended vehicles must have lights 
activated - 10:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. -
Monday through Friday. 

Referred-ESTABLISHMENT OF NO PARKING ZONES DURING 
SPECIFIED HOURS AT DESIGNATED LOCATIONS. 

The aldermen named below presented proposed ordinances and order to establish no 
parking zones during the hours specified and for the distance and times indicated, which were 
Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety, as follows.' 
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Alderman Location And Distance 

LYLE (6'" Ward) East 89'" Street (north side) from South State 
Street to South Indiana Avenue - 8:00 A.M. 
to 10:00 A.M. - Monday through Friday; 

BURKE (14'" Ward) West 47'" Street (north side) from South 
Pulaski Road to South Cicero Avenue -
7:00 A.M. to 9:00 A.M. and 4:00 P.M. to 
6:00 P.M. - Monday through Friday; 

TUNNEY (44'" Ward) West Wellington Avenue (south side) from 
North Halsted Street to a point 45 feet west 
thereof - no parking tow-away zone - at all 
times (expanded corner clearance). 

Referred - REPEAL OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
CHARTER BUS PARKING IN 800 BLOCK.OF 

SOUTH DESPLAINES STREET. 

Alderman Fioretti (2"" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to repeal an ordinance which 
established charter bus parking in the 800 block of South Desplaines Street, which was 
Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 

Referred-CONSIDERATION FOR ESTABLISHMENT OF 
DIAGONAL PARKING AT SPECIFIED LOCATIONS. 

The aldermen named below presented proposed ordinances to give consideration to the 
installafion of diagonal parking at the locafions and for the distances specified, which were 
Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety, as follows: 
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Alderman Location, Distance And Time 

PRECKWINKLE (4'" Ward) South Lake Park Avenue (east side) from 
East 35'" Street to East 36'" Street (public 
benefit); 

BANKS (36'" Ward) North Oketo Avenue (west side) from West 
Belmont Avenue to the first alley north (public 
benefit). 

Referred-ESTABLISHMENT OF RESIDENTIAL PARKING 
PERMIT ZONES AT SPECIFIED LOCATIONS. 

The aldermen named below presented proposed orders to establish residential parking permit 
zones at the locations designated and for the distances and times specified, which were 
Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety, as follows: 

Alderman Locafion, Distance And Time 

BURKE (14'" Ward) South Sacramento Avenue, in the 
5200 block, also on West 52"" Street and 
West 53'" Street, from South Sacramento 
Avenue to the first alley east and west - at all 
fimes - daily; 

OCASIO (26'" Ward) North St. Louis Avenue (west side) in the 
1700 block - 5:00 P.M. to 6:00 A.M. - daily; 

REBOYRAS (30'" Ward) West Barry Avenue, in the 5500 block, from 
North Linder Avenue to North Lotus Avenue -
at all times; 
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Alderman Locafion, Distance And Time 

North Hamlin Avenue, in the 3300 block, from 
West School Street to West Roscoe Street -
at all times; 

North Harding Avenue, in the 3400 block, 
from West Roscoe Street to West Cornelia 
Avenue - at all times; 

North Keeler Avenue, in the 3500 block, from 
West Cornelia Avenue to the first alley south 
thereof West Addison Street - at all times; 

COLON (35'" Ward) North Dawson Avenue (both sides) at 2859 -
2957, between North Kimball Avenue and 
West Wellington Avenue - at all fimes -
daily; 

North Ridgeway Avenue (both sides) at 2500 
- 2545, between West Altgeld Street and the 
alley towards West Wrightwood Avenue -
8:00 P.M. to 8:00 A.M. - Monday through 
Saturday; 

RUGAI (19'" Ward) 

BANKS (36'" Ward) 

South Millard Avenue, at 11000 - 11099 - at 
all times - daily; 

North Nashville Avenue (both sides) in the 
1700 bjock, from West Wabansia Avenue to 
West Bloomington Avenue - at all fimes -
daily; 

MITTS (37'" Ward) North Keystone Avenue, in the 900 block - at 
all times - daily. 
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Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
RESIDENTIAL PARKING PERMIT ON PORTION 

OF WEST GOETHE STREET. 

Alderman Daley (43'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a ordinance passed 
by the City Council on April 9, 2008 {Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the 
City of Chicago, page 24895) which established residential parking permit zones on portions 
of specified public ways by striking the words: "West Goethe Street (north side) from North 
LaSalle Street to North Wells Street (Zone 119)" and inserting in lieu thereof: "West Goethe 
Street (north side) from North LaSalle Street to North Wells Street (Zone 119)", which was 
Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
RESIDENTIAL PARKING PERMIT ZONE IN 

2700 BLOCK NORTH KENMORE AVENUE. 

Alderman Waguespack (32"" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a previously 
passed ordinance which established residential parking permit zones on portions of specified 
public ways by striking the words: "North Kenmore Avenue (both sides) in the 2700 block -
6:00 P.M. to Midnight - daily (Zone 143)" and inserting in lieu thereof "North Kenmore Avenue 
(both sides) in the 2700 block - 6:00 P.M. to 9:00 A.M. - daily (Zone 143)", which was Referred 
to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
RESIDENTIAL PARKING PERMIT ZONE IN 6100 AND 

6200 BLOCKS OF SOUTH WOODLAWN AVENUE. 

Alderman Cochran (20'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a ordinance 
passed by the City Council on June 11, 2008 {Journal of the Proceedings of the City 
Council of the City of Chicago, page 29554) which established residential parking permit 
zones on portions of specified public ways by striking the words: "South Woodlawn Avenue 
(both sides) in the 6100 and 6200 blocks - at all fimes - all days (Zone 1442)" and inserting 
in lieu thereof: "South Woodlawn Avenue (both sides) in the 6100 and 6200 blocks - at all 
fimes-all days (Zone 1441)", which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and 
Safety. 
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Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
RESIDENTIAL PARKING PERMIT ZONE IN 900 

AND 1000 BLOCKS OF WEST 61^^ STREET. 

Alderman Cochran (20'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a ordinance 
passed by the City Council on May 14, 2008 {Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council 
of the City of Chicago, page 27462) which established residential parking permit zones on 
portions of specified public ways by striking the words: "East 61*' Street (both sides) 
in the 900 and 1000 blocks - at all fimes (Zone 1437)" and inserting in lieu thereof: "East 61*' 
Street (both sides) in the 900 and 1000 blocks - at all times (Zone 1287)", which was Referred 
to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
RESIDENTIAL PARKING PERMIT ZONE IN 

1100 BLOCK OF EAST 61^^ STREET. 

Alderman Cochran (20'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a ordinance 
passed by the City Council on May 14, 2008 {Journal ofthe Proceedings ofthe City Council of 
the City of Chicago, page 27460) which established residential parking permit zones on portions 
of specified public ways by striking the words: "East 61 *' Street (both sides) in the 1100 block -
at all times (Zone 1436)" and inserting in lieu thereof "East 61*' Street (both sides) 
in the 1100 block - at all times (Zone 1287)", which was Referred to the Committee on 
Traffic Control and Safety. 

Referred-CONSIDERATION FOR EXTENSION OF RESIDENTIAL 
PARKING PERMIT ZONES AT SPECIFIED LOCATIONS. 

The aldermen named below presented proposed orders to give consideration to the extension 
of residential parking permit zones at the locafions designated and for the distances and times 
specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety, as follows: 
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Alderman •Locafion And Distance 

FLORES (1*'Ward) North Bosworth Avenue, in the 1200 and 
1300 blocks - 6:00 P.M. to 6:00 A.M. 
(Zone 154); 

North Leavitt Street (west side) in the 
1500 block - 6:00 P.M. to 6:00 A.M. (Zone 
102); 

West Palmer Street, in the 2400 block -
6:00 P.M. to 6:00 A.M. (Zone 102); 

BALCER (11'" Ward) South Racine Avenue (east side) at 3235 -
3499 - at all times (Zone 355); 

South Racine Avenue (west side) at 3236 -
3498 - at all times (Zone 355); 

OLIVO (13'" Ward) West 57'" Street (north side) from 5656 South 
Kenneth Avenue to the first alley west thereof 
(Zone 345); 

WAGUESPACK (32"=̂  Ward) North Honore Street (west side) in the 
900 block - 6:00 P.M. to 6:00 A.M. - daily 
(Zone 168). 

Referred- CONSIDERATION FOR REMOVAL OF RESIDENTIAL 
PARKING PERMIT ZONE AT 4300 WEST 59™ STREET. 

Alderman Olivo (13'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance authorizing the rerh'oval df 
Residential Parking Permit Zone 452 located alongside the building at 4300 West 59'" Street, 
from South Kildare Avenue to the first alley north, which was Referred to the Committee on 
Traffic Control and Safety. 
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Referred- ESTABLISHMENT OF STANDING ZONES 
AT DESIGNATED LOCATIONS. 

The aldermen named below presented proposed ordinances to establish standing zones, with 
tow-away zones in effect after expiration ofthe limits indicated, and require that vehicles have 
hazard lights activated while at the locafions designated, for the distances and times specified, 
which were Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety, as follows: 

Alderman Location, Distance And Time 

FLORES (1^'Ward) North Clybourn Avenue, at 3101 - 30 minute 
limit - 6:00 P.M. to 12:00 A.M. - Monday 
through Sunday; 

PRECKWINKLE (4'" Ward) East 35'" Street (south side) from a point 
70 feet east of South Calumet Avenue, to a 
point 25 feet east thereof - 15 minute limit -
10:00 A.M. to 6:30 P.M. - Monday through 
Saturday; 

LYLE (6'" Ward) 

BURKE (14'" Ward) 

East 69'" Street, at 401 - 15 minute limit; 

South Kildare Avenue (east side) from a point 
593 feet north of West 47'" Street, to a point 
222 feet north thereof - 15 minute limit -
7:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. - school days only; 

WAGUESPACK (32"" Ward) North Clybourn Avenue, at 2277 - 15 minute 
limit - 9:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M. - Tuesday 
through Saturday; 

O'CONNOR (40'" Ward) West Loyola Avenue, at 1257 — 15 minute 
limit - 7:30 A.M. to 4:00 P.M. - school days 
only. 
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Referred - AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABLISHED 
STANDING ZONE AT 2001 WEST CHARLESTON STREET. 

Alderman Waguespack (32"" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a previously 
passed ordinance which established standing zones with tow-away zones in effect and 
requiring that vehicles have hazard lights activated while on portions of specified public ways 
by striking the words: "West Charleston Street, at 2001, for a distance of 40 feet - valet-
loading zone - 8:00 A.M. to 12:00 A.M." and inserting in lieu thereof: "North Damen Avenue, 
at 2120, for a distance of 25 feet — valet-loading zone/tow-away zone - 10:00 A.M. to 
12:00 A.M. - Sunday through Thursday and 10:00 A.M. to 1:00 A.M. - Friday through 
Saturday", which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH ESTABUSHED 
STANDING ZONE AT 803 NORTH LEAVITT STREET. 

Alderman Waguespack (32"" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to amend a previously 
passed ordinance which established standing zones with tow-away zones in effect and 
requiring that vehicles have hazard lights activated while on portions of specified public ways 
by striking the words: "North Leavitt Street, at 803 - standing zone-tow-away zone except with 
flashing lights - 30 minute limit - 8:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. - Monday through Saturday" and 
inserting in lieu thereof "North Leavitt Street, at 803 - standing zone-tow-away zone except 
with flashing lights - 1 5 minute limit - 7:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M. - Monday through Sunday", 
which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 

Referred - CONSIDERATION FOR EXTENSION OF STANDING 
ZONE AT 1531 WEST TAYLOR STREET. 

Alderman Fioretfi (2"" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to give consideration to the 
extension of no parking standing zone at 1531 West Taylor Street, for a distance 25 feet, which 
was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 
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Referred-ESTABLISHMENT OF TOW-AWAY ZONE 
AT 1512 NORTH LASALLE STREET. 

Alderman Daley (43'" Ward) presented a proposed ordinance to establish a tow-way zone at 
1512 North LaSalle Street, to be in effect during the hours of 9:00 A.M. to 11:00 P.M., daily, 
which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 

Referred-CONSIDERATION FOR INSTALLATION OF TRAFFIC 
WARNING SIGNS AT SPECIFIED LOCATIONS. 

The aldermen named below presented proposed ordinances and order directing the 
Commissioner of Transportafion to give consideration to the installation of traffic warning signs 
ofthe nature indicated at the locations specified, which were Referred to the Committee on 
Traffic Control and Safety, as follows: 

Alderman Locafion 

HAIRSTON (5'" Ward) East 71*' Street, 2311 - 2351 - "No Parking 
- 7:00 A.M. To 9:00 A.M. - Monday Through 
Friday - Tow-Away Zone"; 

POPE (10'" Ward) South Avenue B (both sides) at East 106'" 
Street southbound to first alley - "Parking 
Prohibited At All Times"; 

East 103'" Street and South Avenue N -
"Four-Way Stop"; 

THOMPSON (16'" Ward) West 59'" Place, at South Homan Avenue 
"Stop"; 

THOMAS (17'" Ward) South Emerald Avenue, at 7316 - "Parking 
Prohibited At All Times - Handicapped"; 
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Alderman Location 

South Green Street, at 7211 - "Parking 
Prohibited At All Times - Handicapped 
Parking Permit 28640"; 

South Justine Street, at 7026 - "Parking 
Prohibited At All Times - Handicapped 
Parking Permit 28640"; 

South Morgan Street, at 7915 - "Parking 
Prohibited At All Times - Handicapped"; 

South Wolcott Avenue, at 7143 - "Parking 
Prohibited At All Times - Handicapped 
Parking Permit 28640"; 

MUNOZ (22"" Ward) West 25'" Street and North Kedvale Avenue 
"Stop"; 

OCASIO (26'" Ward) North Kedzie Avenue and West Bloomingdale 
Avenue - "Stop"; 

REBOYRAS (30'" Ward) Nor th Cen t ra l Avenue (wes t s ide) 
between West Fullerton Avenue and West 
Altgeld Street - "No Parking - 4:00 P.M. To 
6:00 P.M."; 

WAGUESPACK (32"" Ward) North Ashland Avenue, in the 3400 block 
"No Parking - 7:00 A.M. To 9:00 A.M."; 

ALLEN (32"" Ward) North Rockwood Avenue, at West Melrose 
Street - "Two-Way Stop"; 
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Alderman Location 

DOHERTY (4r ' Ward) 

LEVAR (45'" Ward) 

North Natoma Avenue, at West Imlay Street 
- "Stop"; 

West Higgins Avenue (south side) from North 
Monitor Avenue to North Menard Avenue -
"No Parking Of Trucks". 

Referred-CONSIDERATION FOR AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE 
WHICH AUTHORIZED ERECTION OF "15 MINUTE STANDING 

ZONE" SIGN AT 2435 NORTH ASHLAND AVENUE. 

Alderman Waguespack (32"" Ward) presented a proposed order to give considerafion to 
amend a previously passed ordinance which authorized the erection of a "15 Minute Standing 
Zone" sign at 2435 North Ashland Avenue by moving the sign locafion to a point two and one-
half automobile lengths east therof, which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control 
and Safety. 

Referred-CONSIDERATION FOR AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE 
WHICH AUTHORIZED ERECTION OF "ONE-WAY" SIGN 

AT 9100 SOUTH BALTIMORE AVENUE. 

Alderman Pope (10'" Ward) presented a proposed order to give consideration to amend a 
previously passed ordinance which authorized the erection of "One-.Way" sign and consider 
"Two-Way" sign on South Balfimore Avenue, at East 91*' Street northbound to the first alley, 
which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 
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Referred-CONSIDERATION FOR AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE 
WHICH AUTHORIZED ERECTION OF "TWO-WAY" SIGN 

ON PORTION OF EAST 101^^ STREET. 

Alderman Pope (10'" Ward) presented a proposed order to give consideration to amend a 
previously passed ordinance which authorized the erection of a "Two-Way" sign on East 101*' 
Street, between South Ewing Avenue and South Indianapolis Boulevard, which was Referred 
to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 

Referred-ESTABLISHMENT OF FIVE TON WEIGHT LIMITATION 
FOR VEHICLES ON PORTIONS OF SPECIFIED STREETS. 

Alderman Flores (1*' Ward) presented two proposed ordinances to establish a weight limit of 
five tons for trucks and commercial vehicles at the locafions designated and for the distances 
specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety, as follows: 

North Leavitt Street (southbound) at West North Avenue; and 

North Wolcott Avenue (southbound) at North Milwaukee Avenue and West Ellen Street. 

2. ZONING ORDINANCE AMENDMENTS. 

Referred - ZONING RECLASSIFICATIONS 
OF PARTICULAR AREAS. 

The aldermen named below presented two proposed ordinances amending the Chicago 
Zoning Ordinance for the purpose of reclassifying particular areas, which were Referred to 
the Committee on Zoning, as follows: 
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BY ALDERMAN COCHRAN (20'" Ward): 

To classify as an RT4 Residenfial Two-Flat, Townhouse and Multi-Unit District 
instead of a B3-2 Community Shopping District the area shown on Map Numbers 16-G and 
16-F bounded by: 

West 65'" Street extended; Halsted Parkway running in a northeasteriy direction; the 
public alley next west of and parallel to South Emerald Avenue extended; West 66'" 
Street; and the public alley next west of and parallel to South Halsted Street. 

BY ALDERMAN SHILLER (46'" Ward): 

To classify as a B3-2 Community Shopping District instead ofan RM5 Residenfial Multi-Unit 
District the area shown on Map Number 9-F bounded by: 

a perpendicular line to North Broadway 100 feet long running in a northeasteriy direction 
starting at a point 24.6 feet northwest of the north boundary line of West Cornelia Avenue 
and ending at a point 68.8 feet northwest of the north boundary line of West Cornelia 
Avenue (as measured along the southwest boundary line of North Broadway); North 
Broadway; West Cornelia Avenue; a line 109.20 feet west ofthe southwest boundary line 
of North Broadway (as measured along the north boundary line' of West Cornelia 
Avenue); a northwesteriy line 24.6 feet long starting at a point 109.20 feet west of the 
southwest boundary line of North Broadway (as measured along the north boundary line 
of West Cornelia Avenue) and ending at a point 24.6 feet northwest ofthe north boundary 
line of West Cornelia Avenue at a point 109.20 feet west ofthe southwest boundary line 
of North Broadway (as measured along the north boundary line of West Cprnelia 
Avenue). 

3. CLAIMS. 

Referred - CLAIMS AGAINST CITY OF CHICAGO. 

The aldermen named below presented one hundred three proposed claims against the City 
of Chicago for the claimants named as noted, respectively, which were Referred to the 
Committee on Finance, as follows: 
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Alderman Claimant 

FIORETTI (2"" Ward) Bronzeville Lofts Condominium 
Associafion; 

Rowe Building Condominium 
Association; 

VUE20 Condominium Association; 

3100 South Martin Luther King Drive 
Condominium Association; 

DOWELL (3'" Ward) Monogram North; 

Monogram South; 

One East 15'" Place; 

PRECKWINKLE (4'" Ward) Bostonian Condominium 
Association; 

Cornell Village Condominium; 

Cornell Village Townhouse 
Association; 

Ellis Manor Condominium 
Association; 

Frances M. Condominium 
Association, 

Kimbark Crossing Condominium 
Association; 

Newport Condominium; 

601 Condominium Association; 

1348 - 1350 Hyde Park Condominium; 
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Alderman Claimant 

4434 South University Condominium 
Associafion; 

LYLE (6'" Ward) Cheryl Apartments Condominium; 

RUGAI (19'" Ward) Ms. Caryl Rettaliata; 

COCHRAN (20'" Ward) Eberhart Manor Condominium; 

ZALEWSKI (23^'Ward) 5418 South Massasoit Condominium 
Association; 

BURNETT (27'" Ward) City View Tower Condominium 
Association; 

Madison 901 Condominium 
Association; 

Promenade Condominium; 

The Verde Condominium 
Association; 

515 Noble Lofts Condominium 
Association; 

1347 West Washington; 

REBOYRAS (30'" Ward) 

WAGUESPACK (32"'Ward) 

Harding Place Condominium 
Association; 

Cinema Lofts Condominium 
Association; 
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Alderman Claimant 

Greystone on Wolcott Condominium 
Association; 

1931 Belmont Condominium 
Association; 

MELL (33'" Ward) 

COLON (35'" Ward) 

Troy Condominium Associafion; 

2529 North Talman Court Condominium 
Association (3); 

BANKS (36'" Ward) Addison Manor Condominium 
Associafion; 

Hariem Terrace Condominium 
Associafion; 

Park Lane Condominium 
Associafion; 

ALLEN (38'" Ward) Warwick Condominiums; 

LAURINO (39'" Ward) Keystone Court Condominium 
Association; 

Springfield Place Condominiums; 

4236 North Kedvale Condominium 
Association (3); 

Volta Terrace Condominiums; 

O'CONNOR (40'" Ward) Benwyn Court Condominium 
Association; 

Summerdale Court Condominium 
Association; 
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Alderman Claimant 

DOHERTY (41^'Ward) Friendly Village Number 4 
Condominium Association; 

Palatine Condominium Association; 

8734 West Summerdale 
Association; 

REILLY (42"" Ward) Kinzie Park Tower Condominium 
Associafion; 

Kinzie Park Townhome 
Association; 

Loftworks on Wells Condominium 
Association; 

Sexton Condominium Associafion; 

South River Park Condominium 
Association; 

230 Ontario Condominium 
Association; 

DALEY (43'" Ward) Astor Terrace Condominium 
Associafion; 

Astor Towers Condominium 
Associafion; 

Emerald City Condominium 
Association; 

Fremont Lane; 

Kennelly Square Condominium 
Associafion; 
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Alderman Claimant 

LaSalle Terrace Condominium 
Associafion; 

Lill on the Park Townhome 
Association; 

Pine Grove Condominium 
Association; 

Wrightwood Condominium 
Associafion; 

Wrightwood Pare; 

1212 Lake Shore Drive Condominium 
Association; 

2700 Club; 

LEVAR (45'" Ward) Goodman Condominium 
Association; 

Goodman Court Condominium 
Associafion; 

Wilson Court Condominium; 

SHILLER (46'" Ward) Agatite Uptown Condominium 
Association; 

Buena Terrace Condominium 
Association(3); 

Cuylerstone Condominium 
Association; 

Fremont Manor Condominium 
Association; 
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Alderman Claimant 

M & M Condominiums and 711 - 713 West 
Montrose Condominium Association; 

704 - 706 West Buena Condominium 
Associafion; 

1100 West Leiand Condominium 
Association; 

3950 North Lake Shore Drive 
Condominium Association; 

4430 - 4432 North Clifton 
Condominium Associafion; 

4843 North Winthrop; 

SCHULTER (47'" Ward) Menning Condominium; 

Straford Condominium; 

M. SMITH (48'" Ward) Brandon Shores Condominium; 

Carmen Marine Co-Op; 

Catalpa Winthrop Building Corp. 

Granville Beach; 

Park Edgewater Condominium 
Association; 

Regency Balmoral; 

929 Ainslie Condominium 
Association; 
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Alderman Claimant 

5510 North Sheridan Road - The 
Renaissance; 

MOORE (49'" Ward) Pratt on the Lake Condominium 
Associafion; 

1409 West Farwell Condominium 
Associafion; 

1409-1417 West Farwell; 

1534 Pratt Condominium Association; 

1613-1615 West Farwell 
Condominium Association; 

1754-1756 West Wallen 
Condominium Associafion; 

STONE (50'" Ward) Bel-Oaks East Condominium 
Associafion; 

Chesterfield on Touhy; 

Fountainview Condominium 
Association; and 

Francisco-Rosemont. 

4. UNCLASSIFIED MATTERS. 

(Arranged In Order According To Ward Number) 

Proposed ordinances, orders and resolutions were presented by the aldermen named below, 
respectively, and were acted upon by the City Council in each case in the manner noted, as 
follows: 
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Presented By 

ALDERMAN FLORES (1^* Ward): 

Referred - GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE TO SUNDRY 
APPLICANTS FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES. 

Sixteen proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public 
Way, as follows: 

Andy's Music, Inc. - to maintain and use one sign at 2300 West Belmont Avenue; 

Bow Wow Grooming, Inc. - to maintain and use one sign at 1705 West Chicago Avenue; 

Caganchos - to maintain and use three light fixtures adjacent to 2413 West North Avenue; 

Caganchos - to maintain and use two signs at 2413 West North Avenue; 

California Armitage Currency Exchange - to maintain and use two signs at 2759:-West 
Armitage Avenue; 

Calvin BBQ - to maintain and use one sign at 2540 West Armitage Avenue; 

Chicago Carryouts, Inc. - to maintain and use one sign at 1760 West Chicago Avenue; 

Eat First Restaurant - to maintain and use one sign at 1289 North Milwaukee Avenue; 

El Mexico Moderno - to maintain and use one sign at 1245 - 1247 North Ashland Avenue; 

Forsite Inc. - to maintain and use one sign at 1295 North Milwaukee Avenue; 

Mariscos El Veneno Number 2 Corp. - to maintain and use one sign at 1024 North Ashland 
Avenue; 

Mella Fashion Inc. - to maintain and use one sign at 1604 West Chicago Avenue; 

Mutual Sales Corp. - to maintain and use one sign at 2447 West Belmont Avenue; 

Obenweis Dairy, Inc. - to maintain and use one sign at 1293 North Milwaukee Avenue; 
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Piece - to maintain and use three banners adjacent to 1923 — 1927 West North Avenue; 
and 

Rockstar Dogs - to maintain and use one exterior mount adjacent to 801 North Ashland 
Avenue. 

Referred-EXEMPTION OF VARIOUS APPLICANTS FROM 
PHYSICAL BARRIER REQUIREMENT PERTAINING 

TO ALLEY ACCESSIBILITY FOR SPECIFIED 
PARKING FACIUTIES. 

Also, two proposed ordinances to exempt the applicants listed from the physical barrier 
requirement pertaining to alley accessibility for the parking facilities adjacent to the locafions 
specified, pursuant to the provisions of Title 10, Chapter 20, Section 430 of the Municipal 
Code of Chicago, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public 
Way, as follows: ..r. 

Castlebar Enterprises - 814 North Wood Street; and 

Harrison Auto Services & Sales - 3024 North Clybourn Avenue. 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS, 
FREE OF CHARGE, FOR LANDMARK PROPERTY 

AT 1128 NORTH WOLCOTT AVENUE. 

Also, a proposed order authorizing the Executive Director of Construction and Permits, the 
Director of Revenue, the Commissioners of Environment, Fire and the Zoning Administrator to 
issue all necessary permits, free of charge, for replacement of twenty windows on side 
elevations of an historic home at 1128 North Wolcott Avenue, which was Referred to the 
Committee on Historical Landmark Preservation. 
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Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE AWNINGS 

AT SPECIFIED LOCATIONS. 

Also, five proposed orders authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to issue 
permits to the applicants listed to construct, maintain and use awnings at the locations 
specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, as 
follows: 

Cito Express Inc. - for one awning at 2326 West Belmont Avenue; 

Mariscos El Veneno Number 2 Corp. - for one awning at 1024 North Ashland Avenue; 

Order Express, Inc. - for one awning at 1638 West Chicago Avenue; 

Recycle It Inc. - for one awning at 1474 North Milwaukee Avenue; and 

Via Carducci La Sorella - for three awnings at 1928 West Division Street. 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE CANOPIES 

AT SPECIFIED LOCATIONS. 

Also, five proposed orders authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to issue 
permits to the applicants listed to construct, maintain and use canopies at the locations 
specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, as 
follows: 

Chicago Carryouts, Inc. - for one canopy at 1760 West Chicago Avenue; 

Farmer Pride Produce, Inc. - for one canopy at 756 North Western Avenue; 

Fifth Third Bank - for one canopy at 1209 North Milwaukee Avenue; 

Saint Elizabeth's Hospital - for one canopy at 1431 North Claremont Avenue; and 

@ Properties — for three canopies at 1701 North Ashland Avenue. 
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Presented By 

ALDERMAN FLORES ( V Ward) And 
ALDERMAN BALCER (11**' Ward): 

Referred - RECOGNITION OF HONOR FLIGHT CHICAGO FOR 
PROVIDING TRANSPORT SERVICE TO WAR VETERANS. 

A proposed resolufion recognizing Honor Flight Chicago for voluntary efforts in transporting 
war veterans to Washington D.C. to visit the Worid War II Memorial and further, calling upon 
the Committee on Human Relations to conduct a hearing regarding said organization's 
program, which was Referred to the Committee on Human Relations. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN FLORES ( r * Ward) And 
ALDERMAN SHILLER (46'^ Ward): 

Referred - AMENDMENT OF TITLES 13 AND 17 OF MUNICIPAL CODE 
OF CHICAGO BY REQUIRING NEW CONSTRUCTION OF MULTIPLE-

DWELLING BUILDINGS TO PROVIDE SPACE FOR RECYCLABLE 
MATERIAL RECEPTACLES, CHUTES AND BINS. 

A proposed ordinance to amend Titles 13 and 17 of the Municipal Code of Chicago by adding 
new Secfion 13-40-105 which would require any plans for the construction of Class A-2, 
mulfiple-dwelling buildings to provide space for recyclable material receptacles and chutes, and 
by modifying Section 17-11 -0301, which would require mulfi-unit buildings containing more than 
six dwelling units, and business, commercial or manufacturing developments to provide for the 
enclosure and screening of recyclable material collection bins, which was Referred to a Joint 
Committee comprised of the members of the Committee on Buildings and the members 
of the Committee on Zoning. 
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Presented By 

ALDERMAN FIORETTI (2'̂ '* Ward): 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS, FREE OF 
CHARGE, TO MERCY HOME FOR BOYS AND GIRLS UNDER 

NOT-FOR-PROFIT STATUS. 

A proposed order authorizing the Commissioners of Transportation, Buildings and the 
Director of Revenue to issue all necessary permits, free of charge, to Mercy Home for Boys 
and Girls, under its not-for-profit status, for the construction of a building at 1140 West Jackson 
Boulevard, which was Referred to the Committee on Finance. 

Referred-GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE TO SUNDRY 
APPLICANTS FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES. 

Also, twenty-six proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants 
listed for the purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation 
and Public Way, as follows: 

Auditorium Theatre - to maintain and use two signs at 50 East Congress Parkway; 

The Blackstone - to maintain and use four light fixtures adjacent to 636 South Michigan 
Avenue; 

The Buckingham, L.L.C. - to construct, install, maintain and use two banners adjacent to 
59 East Van Buren Street; 

Burnham Park Animal Hospital Ltd. — to maintain and use one sign at 1025 South State 
Street; 

Caffe Rom - to maintain and use three signs at 71 South Wacker Drive; 

Cross Town Auto Park - to maintain and use two signs at 320 - 340 South Wabash 
Avenue; 
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Custom House - to maintain and use six banners adjacent to 500 South Dearborn Street; 

Digital Printers Square, L.L.C. - to maintain and use seven entrance enclosures adjacent 
to 600 - 780 South Federal Street; 

Enterprise Rent-A-Car — to maintain and use one sign at 201 West Madison Street; 

Enterprise Rent-A-Car - to maintain and use two signs at 425 South Wells Street; 

Fitness Formula Ltd. ~ to maintain and use two signs at 1151 South State Street; 

General Parking Corporafion - to maintain and use one bridge adjacent to 326 South Wells 
Street; 

J & D Fashion Design - to maintain and use one sign at 2801 West Harrison Street; 

MBA Enterprises 3, Inc. - to maintain and use three light fixtures adjacent to 1112 South 
Wabash Avenue; 

Penthouse Lofts Condominium - to maintain and use seventeen balconies adjacent to 1550 
South Indiana Avenue; 

Polk & Western Inc. - to maintain and use one fire shutter adjacent to 749 South Western 
Avenue; 

Potbelly Sandwich Works - to maintain and use one sign at 547 West Jackson Boulevard; 

The Regal Apartments - to maintain and use eight light fixtures adjacent to 651 South 
Wells Street; 

Target Store Number 1889 - to maintain and use fourteen light fixtures adjacent to 
1154 South Clark Street; 

Target Store Number 1889 - to maintain and use one sign at 1154 South Clark Street; 

Tishman Speyer - to maintain and use thirty planters adjacent to 10 - 30 South Wacker 
Drive; 

U S Equities Realty -- to maintain and use thirteen caissons adjacent to 550 West Van 
Buren Street; 

Wacker Drive Number 301 L.L.C. - to maintain and use nineteen caissons adjacent to 
301 South Wacker Drive; 

Warehouse Liquors - to maintain and use one banner adjacent to 634 South Wabash 
Avenue; 

Western & Lake Currency Exchange — to maintain and use two signs at 149 North Western 
Avenue; and 
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227 Monroe Street, Inc. - to maintain and use one sign at 227 West Monroe Street. 

Referred-APPROVAL OF 1400 MUSEUM PARK SUBDIVISION FRONTING 
SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE AND EAST 14™ STREET. 

Also, a proposed ordinance directing the Superintendent of Maps, Ex Officio Examiner of 
Subdivisions, to approve 1400 Museum Park Subdivision having frontage on the east line of 
South Michigan Avenue and on the north line of East 14'" Street, which was Referred to the 
Committee on Transportation and Public Way. 

Referred - EXEMPTION OF PROPERTY AT 328 SOUTH JEFFERSON 
STREET/60 WEST VAN BUREN STREET FROM PHYSICAL 

BARRIER REQUIREMENT PERTAINING TO 
ALLEY ACCESSIBILITY. 

Also, a proposed ordinance to exempt the property at 328 South Jefferson Street/60 West 
Van Buren Street from the physical barrier requirement pertaining to alley accessibility for its 
parking facilities, pursuant to the provisions of Tifie 10, Chapter 20, Section 430 of the 
Municipal Code of Chicago, which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and 
Public Way. 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS, 
FREE OF CHARGE, FOR LANDMARK PROPERTY ~ 

AT 2620 WEST WASHINGTON BOULEVARD. 

Also, a proposed order authorizing the Executive Director of Construcfion and Permits, the 
Director of Revenue, the Commissioners of Environment, Fire the Zoning Administrator to issue 
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all necessary permits, free of charge, for the conversion ofthe landmark property at 2620 West 
Washington Boulevard into sixty-eight residential rental units, including indoor parking and a 
commercial space, which was Referred to the Committee on Historical Landmark 
Preservation. 

Referred - AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE AWNINGS 

AT SPECIFIED LOCATIONS. 

Also, three proposed orders authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to 
issue permits to the applicants listed to construct, maintain and use awnings at the locations 
specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, as 
follows: 

South Coast - for one awning at 1700 South Michigan Avenue; 

Sweet Petal - for one awning at 537 South Dearborn Street; and 

Wiessman Gallery - for two awnings at 1130 South Wabash Avenue. 

Referred - AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE CANOPIES 

AT SPECIFIED LOCATIONS. 

Also, three proposed orders authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to 
issue permits to the applicants listed to construct, maintain and use canopies at the locations 
specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, as 
follows: 

The John Marshall Law School - for one canopy at 315 South Plymouth Court; 

South Loop Fitplex - for one canopy at 1151 South State Street; and 

Target Store Number 1889 - for one canopy at 1154 South Clark Street. 
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Presented By 

ALDERMAN FIORETTI (2"" Ward) And 
ALDERMAN BURNETT (27*'' Ward): 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF TITLE 4, CHAPTER 60, SECTION 022 
OF MUNICIPAL CODE OF CHICAGO BY DELETION OF 

SUBSECTION 27.359 WHICH RESTRICTED ISSUANCE 
OF ADDITIONAL ALCOHOUC UQUOR UCENSES 

ON PORTION OF SOUTH RACINE AVENUE. 

A proposed ordinance to amend Title 4, Chapter 60, Secfion 022 of the Municipal Code of 
Chicago by delefing subsecfion 27.359 which restricted the issuance of addifional alcoholic 
liquor licenses on South Racine Avenue, from West Van Buren Street to West Adams Street, 
which was Referred to the Committee on License and Consumer Protection. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN DOWELL (3'" Ward): 

Referred-GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE TO SUNDRY 
APPLICANTS FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES. 

Fourteen proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for 
the purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and 
Public Way, as follows: 

Hoagie Town U.S.A., Inc. - to maintain and use one sign at 5517 South Halsted Street; 

Jardan Food & Liquor - to maintain and use one building projecfion adjacent to 317 East 
Garfield Boulevard; 

Jerry's Certified Food - to maintain and use six signs at 4524 South Ashland Avenue; 

Maggie Gyros & Chicken - to maintain and use one sign at 349 East 47'" Street; 

Payless Car Wash Inc. - to maintain and use one sign at 1701 South State Street; 
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Ravina Lofts Condominium Associafion - to maintain and use one vault adjacent 
to 2024 South Wabash Avenue; 

Red Apple Food & Liquor Inc. - to maintain and use three light fixtures adjacent 
to 317 East 51*'Street; 

Reggie's Bar & Grill - to maintain and use two security cameras adjacent to 2105 South 
State Street; 

Reggie's Bar & Grill - to maintain and use one sign at 2105 South State Street; 

Shamsan Food & Liquor Inc. - to maintain and use five light fixtures adjacent to 737 West 
51*' Street; 

Union Sub — to maintain and use one sign at 110 East 51*' Street; 

United Loan Co. Inc. - to maintain and use one sign at 224 East 51*' Street; 

18'" & Wabash Corp. - to maintain and use two light fixtures adjacent to 1801 South 
Wabash Avenue; and 

18'" & Wabash Corp. - to maintain and use two security cameras adjacent to 1801 South 
Wabash Avenue. 

Referred-EXEMPTION OF 4957 SOUTH WABASH L.L.C. FROM PHYSICAL 
BARRIER REQUIREMENT PERTAINING TO ALLEY ACCESSIBILITY FOR 

PARKING FACILITIES FOR 4957 SOUTH WABASH AVENUE. 

Also, a proposed ordinance to exempt 4957 South Wabash L.L.C. from the physical barrier 
requirement pertaining tp alley accessibility for the parking facilities for 4957 South Wabash 
Avenue, pursuant to the provisions of Title 10, Chapter 20, Section 430 of the Municipal Code 
of Chicago, which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way. 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMIT 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE CANOPY 

AT 317 EAST GARFIELD BOULEVARD. 

Also, a proposed order authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to issue a 
permit to Jardan Food & Liquor to construct, maintain and use one canopy at 317 East Garfield 
Boulevard, which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way. 
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Presented By 

ALDERMAN PRECKWINKLE (4*" Ward): 

Referred-GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE TO SUNDRY 
APPLICANTS FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES. 

Six proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public 
Way, as follows: 

Bank Financial - to maintain and use one sign at 1354 East 55'" Street; 

Giordano's Pizza - to maintain and use nine light fixtures adjacent to 5311 South 
Blackstone Avenue; 

Giordano's Pizza - to maintain and use one sign at 5311 South Blackstone Avenue; 

Mena's Hair Design, Inc. - to maintain and use one sign at 325 East 35'" Street; 

Murray's Discount Auto - to maintain and use three signs at 4719 South Cottage Grove 
Avenue; and 

Ribs & Bibs Inc. - to maintain and use one sign at 1381 East 53'" Street. 

Referred-EXEMPTION OF ZION PENTECOSTAL CHURCH OF GOD IN 
CHRIST FROM PHYSICAL BARRIER REQUIREMENT PERTAINING 

TO ALLEY ACCESSIBILITY FOR PARKING FACILITIES FOR 
4 0 1 8 - 4 0 2 4 SOUTH COTTAGE GROVE AVENUE. 

Also, a proposed ordinance to exempt Zion Pentecostal Church of God in Christ from the 
physical barrier requirement pertaining to alley accessibility for the parking facilities for 4018 -
4024 South Cottage Grove Avenue, pursuant to the provisions of Tifie 10, Chapter 20, 
Section 430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, which was Referred to the Committee on 
Transportation and Public Way. 
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Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE AWNINGS 

AT SPECIFIED LOCATIONS. 

Also, two proposed orders authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to issue 
permits to the applicants listed to construct, maintain and use awnings at the locations 
specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, as 
follows: 

Alma & Aleeba Reginalds - for one awning at 1648 East 53'" Street; and 

Jeffery Dollar Store - for one awning at 1443 East 53'" Street. 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE CANOPIES 

AT SPECIFIED LOCATIONS. 

Also, three proposed orders authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to 
issue permits to the applicants listed to construct, maintain and use canopies at the locations 
specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, as 
follows: 

Bettye O's Day Spa - for two canopies at 5200 South Harper Avenue; 

Futons-N-More Inc. - for one canopy at 1370 East 53'" Street; and 

Ribs & Bibs Inc. - for one canopy at 5300 South Dorchester Avenue. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN HAIRSTON (5'" Ward): 

Referred - GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE TO SUNDRY 
APPLICANTS FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES. 

Seven proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public 
Way, as follows: 

Bank Financial - to maintain and use three signs at 5500 South Lake Park Avenue; 
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Caffe Florian Inc. - to maintain and use one windscreen adjacent to 1450 East 57'" Street; 

Cartridge Worid Hyde Park - to maintain and use one sign at 5506 South Lake Park 
Avenue; 

Enterprise Rent-A-Car - to maintain and use one sign at 5508 South Lake Park Avenue; 

Snail Thai Cuisine - to maintain and use one sign at 1649 East 55'" Street; 

The University of Chicago - to construct, install, maintain and use one structural tieback 
system adjacent to 1100 East 57'" Street; and 

The University of Chicago/Searie Parking Lot - to construct, install, maintain and use one 
ramp with stairs adjacent to 5735 South Ellis Avenue. 

Referred - EXEMPTION OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO FROM 
PHYSICAL BARRIER REQUIREMENT PERTAINING TO ALLEY 

ACCESSIBILITY FOR PARKING FACILITIES FOR 
1414 EAST 59™ STREET. 

Also, a proposed ordinance to exempt the University of Chicago from the physical barrier 
requirement pertaining to alley accessibility for the parking facilities for 1414 East 59'" Street, 
pursuant to the provisions of Title 10, Chapter 20, Section 430 of the Municipal Code of 
Chicago, which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way. 

Referred - AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE AWNINGS 

AT SPECIFIED LOCATIONS. 

Also, five proposed orders authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to issue 
permits to the applicants listed to construct, maintain and use awnings at the locations 
specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, as 
follows: 

Divine Creators Beauty Salon - for one awning at 1637 East 55'" Street; 

Edwardo's Natural Pizza - for one awning at 1321 East 57'" Street; 
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Nefertiti Hair Design - for one awning at 5307 South Hyde Park Boulevard; 

O'Gara & Wilson, Ltd. - for one awning at 1448 East 57'" Street; and 

Siam Food Company - for one awning at 1641 - 1643 East 55'" Street. 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE CANOPIES 

AT SPECIFIED LOCATIONS. 

Also, five proposed orders authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to issue 
permits to the applicants listed to construct, maintain and use canopies at the locafions 
specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, as 
follows: 

Hair Design Internafional Ltd. - for one canopy at 1309 East 57'" Street; 

Jeffery Pub - for one canopy at 7041 South Jeffery Boulevard; 

Kenwood Cleaners - for one canopy at 1313 East 57'" Street; 

Walgreens Number 1101 - for five canopies at 1533 East Marquette Road; and 

71*' Street Apartments, L.L.C. - for four canopies at 2247 - 2257 East 71*' Street. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN LYLE (6'" Ward): 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF TITLE 9, CHAPTER 64, SECTION 170(a) 
OF MUNICIPAL CODE OF CHICAGO TO ALLOW PARKING 

OF PICKUP TRUCKS OR VANS ON RESIDENTIAL 
STREETS WITHIN SIXTH WARD. 

A proposed ordinance to amend Title 9, Chapter 64, Section 170(a) of the Municipal Code 
of Chicago to allow the parking of pickup trucks or vans weighing under 4,500 pounds on 
residential streets within the boundaries of the 6'" Ward, provided such pickup trucks or vans 
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have no outstanding parking violations and bear valid and current city vehicle tax stickers and 
special parking permits, which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and 
Safety. 

Referred - GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE TO SUNDRY 
APPLICANTS FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES. 

Also, nine proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for 
the purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and 
Public Way, as follows: 

Amoco Gas Station - to maintain and use one sign at 7059 South State Street; 

Best Merchandise - to maintain and use two fire shutters adjacent to 824 East 79'" Street; 

The Collection - to maintain and use three fire shutters adjacent to 711 East 79'" Street; 

The Collection - to maintain and use three light fixtures adjacent to 711 East 79'" Street; 

New 75'" & Cottage Currency Exchange, Inc. - to maintain and use two signs at 801 East 
75'" Street; 

Norman's Food & Liquors — to maintain and use four light fixtures adjacent to 6647 South 
Halsted Street; 

Norman's Food & Liquors - to maintain and use two security cameras adjacent to 
6647 South Halsted Street; 

Park's Beauty, Inc. - to maintain and use one sign at 76 East 71*' Street; and 

Pizza King - to maintain and use one sign at 122 East 75'" Street. 

Referred-EXEMPTION OF VARIOUS APPLICANTS FROM 
PHYSICAL BARRIER REQUIREMENT PERTAINING 

TO ALLEY ACCESSIBILITY FOR SPECIFIED 
PARKING FACILITIES. 

Also, three proposed ordinances to exempt the applicants listed from the physical barrier 
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requirement pertaining to alley accessibility for the parking facilities adjacent to the locations 
specified, pursuant to the provisions of Tifie 10, Chapter 20, Secfion 430 of the Municipal 
Code of Chicago, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public 
Way, as follows: 

Langlee Properties L.L.C. - 7722 South Cottage Grove Avenue; 

Wesley United Methodist Church - 201 East 95'" Street; and 

Wesley United Methodist Church - 210 - 214 East 95'" Street. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN JACKSON (7*" Ward): 

Referred-GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE TO SUNDRY 
APPLICANTS FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES. 

Five proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public 
Way, as follows: 

Advance Auto Parts Number 6732 - to maintain and use one sign at 2633 East 79'" Street; 

Advocate Trinity Hospital - to maintain and use one concrete trench adjacent to 2320 East 
92"" Place; 

Coles Grocery & Dollar Inc. - to maintain and use four light fixtures adjacent to 2800 East 
76'" Street; 

Coles Grocery & Dollar Inc. - to maintain and use three signs at 2800 East 76'" Street; and 

WMI Syria Inc. - to maintain and use one sign at 7600 South Exchange Avenue. 
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Presented By 

ALDERMAN HARRIS (8 " Ward): 

Referred - GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE TO SUNDRY 
APPLICANTS FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES. 

Three proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public 
Way, as follows: 

Access at Jackson Park - to maintain and use two signs at 7501 South Stony Island 
Avenue; 

Hanas Finer Food and Liquor - to maintain and use one sign at 1311 East 87'" Street; and 

South Shore High School - to construct, install, maintain and use one metal and glass 
staircase adjacent to 1955 East 75'" Street. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN BEALE (9"^ Ward): 

Referred - GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE TO SUNDRY APPLICANTS 
TO MAINTAIN AND USE SIGNS AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS. 

Three proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed to 
maintain and use signs at the locations specified, which were Referred to the Committee on 
Transportation and Public Way, as follows: 

The Athlete's Foot - for one sign at 11135 South Michigan Avenue; 

B & B Sales - for one sign at 11212 South Michigan Avenue; and 

Never Mind Sales - for one sign at 11132 South Michigan Avenue. 
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Presented By 

ALDERMAN POPE (10*" Ward): 

Referred-GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE TO SUNDRY 
APPLICANTS FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES. 

Six proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public 
Way, as follows: 

Armando Tire Shop - to maintain and use one sign at 8472 South Commercial Avenue; 

The Ford Motor Company — to maintain and use one bridge adjacent to 13000 South 
Torrence Avenue; 

Raul's Auto Service Inc. - to maintain and use one sign at 10558 South Avenue N; 

Roma's Rest - to maintain and use one sign at 9273 South South Chicago Avenue; 

Sierra Auto Group, Inc. - to maintain and use two planters adjacent to 8516 South 
Commercial Avenue; and 

Valenz Auto Repair - to construct, install, maintain and use one diagonal parking adjacent 
to 10301 South Commercial Avenue. 

Referred-EXEMPTION OF VARIOUS APPLICANTS FROM 
PHYSICAL BARRIER REQUIREMENT PERTAINING 

TO ALLEY ACCESSIBILITY FOR SPECIFIED 
PARKING FACILITIES. 

Also, two proposed ordinances to exempt the applicants listed from the physical barrier 
requirement pertaining to alley accessibility for the parking facilities adjacent to the locations 
specified, pursuant to the provisions of Title 10, Chapter 20, Section 430 of the Municipal 
Code of Chicago, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public 
Way, as follows: 
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Cruz Brother's Tuckpoinfing & Maintenance Company - 10614 South Mackinaw Avenue; 
and 

Litfie Angels Academy Day Care - 10501 South Torrence Avenue. 

Referred-STANDARDIZATION OF PORTIONS OF EAST 134™ STREET 
AND SOUTH GREEN BAY AVENUE AS "SAINT COLUMBA DRIVE". 

Also, a proposed ordinance direcfing the Commissioner of Transportafion to take the 
necessary action for standardization of portions of East 134'" Street and South Green Bay 
Avenue as "Saint Columba Drive", which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation 
and Public Way. 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMIT 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE AWNING 

AT 9901 - 9903 SOUTH EWING AVENUE. 

Also, a proposed order authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to issue a 
permit to La Nacional Liquors to construct, maintain and use one awning at 9901 - 9903 South 
Ewing Avenue, which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way. 

Referred - APPROVAL OF PROPERTY AT 10301 SOUTH MUSKEGON 
AVENUE AS CLASS 6(b) AND ELIGIBLE FOR COOK 

COUNTY TAX INCENTIVES. 

Also, a proposed resolufion to approve the property at 10301 South Muskegon Avenue as 
eligible for Class 6(b) tax incentives under the Cook County Real Property Classificafion 
Ordinance, which was Referred to the Committee on Economic, Capital and Technology 
Development. 
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Presented By 

ALDERMAN BALCER (1V*' Ward): 

Referred-GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE TO SUNDRY 
APPLICANTS FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES. 

Fifteen proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public 
Way, as follows: 

Bridgeport Coffee House Inc. - to maintain and use one sign at 3101 South Morgan Street; 

Cambray's Auto Rebuilders - to maintain and use one sign at 3231 South Archer Avenue; 

Freddies - to maintain and use fourteen light fixtures adjacent to 701 West 31*' Street; 

Nu-Style Shade Company Inc. - to maintain and use one security camera adjacent 
to 540 West 35'" Street; 

Nu-Style Shade Company Inc. - to maintain and use one sign at 540 West 35'" Street; 

Pro. Architect P.C. - to maintain and use one fire shutter adjacent to 2880 South Archer 
Avenue; 

Pro Architect P.C. - to maintain and use one security camera adjacent to 2880 South 
Archer Avenue; 

Pro Architect P.C. - to maintain and use one sign at 2880 South Archer Avenue; 

Ricobene's on 26'" Street - to maintain and use one sign at 252 West 26'" Street; 

Roy Analyst Agency — to maintain and use one sign at 753 West 35'" Street; 

Taqueria San Jose Inc. - to maintain and use one sign at 3253 South Halsted Street; 

U.S. Cellular - to maintain and use one sign at 3249 South Halsted Street; 

Zhou B Cafe - to maintain and use eleven light fixtures adjacent to 1029 West 35'" Street; 

31*' & Morgan Check Cashers - to maintain and use one sign at 906 West 31*' Street; and 

1 2 3 Express - to maintain and use one sign at 3205 South Halsted Street. 
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Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMIT 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE CANOPIES 

AT 2927 - 2929 SOUTH ARCHER AVENUE. 

Also, a proposed order authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to issue a 
permit to BCS Design to construct, maintain and use two canopies at 2927 - 2929 South 
ArcherAvenue, which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN CARDENAS (12*" Ward): 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF TITLE 4, CHAPTER 60, SECTION 022 
OF MUNICIPAL CODE OF CHICAGO BY DELETION OF 

SUBSECTION 12.107 WHICH RESTRICTED ISSUANCE 
OF ADDITIONAL ALCOHOLIC LIQUOR UCENSES 

ON PORTION OF SOUTH ASHLAND AVENUE. 

A proposed ordinance to amend Title 4, Chapter 60, Secfion 022 ofthe Municipal Code of 
Chicago by deleting subsection 12.107 which restricted the issuance of additional alcoholic 
liquor licenses on South Ashland Avenue, from West Pershing Road to 4100 south, which was 
Referred to the Committee on License and Consumer Protection. 

Referred - GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE TO SUNDRY 
APPLICANTS FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES. 

Ten proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public 
Way, as follows: 

Anthony Grocery Corp. - to rriaintain and use one sign at 2845 West 36'" Street; 

Campos Appliances - to maintain and use one sign at 3871 South Archer Avenue; 
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Don Palito's Grocery - to maintain and use two steps adjacent to 2419 South Albany 
Avenue; 

Mr. Jesus Estrella - to maintain and use one step adjacent to 2259 South Whipple Street; 

Fronczak Hardware - to maintain and use one sign at 2606 - 2608 West 47'" Street; 

Martinez Auto Repair - to maintain and use two signs at 2625 West 47'" Street; 

McDonald's Number 2505 - to maintain and use one sign at 3847 - 3867 South Archer 
Avenue; 

Rocio's Unisex - to maintain and use one sign at 2539 West 47'" Street; 

Super Carniceria El Polio - to maintain and use one sign at 2458 West 47'" Street; and 

Walgreens Number 215 - to maintain and use one sign at 3045 West 26'" Street. 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE AWNINGS 

AT SPECIFIED LOCATIONS. 

Also, two proposed orders authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to issue 
permits to the applicants listed to construct, maintain and use awnings at the locafions 
specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, as 
follows: 

Gomez Tire — for one awning at 3834 South Kedzie Avenue; and 

Walgreens Number 5868 - for five awnings at 3798 South Western Avenue. 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMIT 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE CANOPIES 

AT 2532 SOUTH CALIFORNIA AVENUE. 

Also, a proposed order authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to issue a 
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permit to Jean's Restaurant to construct, maintain and use four canopies at 2532 South 
California Avenue, which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public 
Way. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN OLIVO (13'" Ward): 

Referred-GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE TO SUNDRY 
APPLICANTS FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES. 

Ten proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public 
Way, as follows: 

All City Heafing & Cooling Inc. - to maintain and use one sign at 5619 West 63'" Street; 

Archer Bank - to maintain and use one sign at 6257 South Austin Avenue; 

Double T Liquors & Lounge - to maintain and use one sign at 5624 South Pulaski Road; 

Fermin's Poultry - to maintain and use one sign at 5932 South Pulaski Road; 

Fireside Realty Inc. - to maintain and use one sign at 5934 West 63'" Street; 

Gonzalez Mexican Grill - to maintain and use seventeen light fixtures adjacent to 
5900 West 63'" Street; 

La Clinica, S.C. - to maintain and use one sign at 5738 South Pulaski Road; 

Little Learners Daycare - to maintain and use one sign at 5923 West 63'" Street; 

Mayfield Professional Medical Center - to maintain and use one sign at 5907 West 63'" 
Street; and 

Top View Restaurant - to maintain and use 4715 West 63'" Street. 
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Referred-EXEMPTION OF TEDDY BEAR NURSERY FROM 
PHYSICAL BARRIER REQUIREMENT PERTAINING TO 

ALLEY ACCESSIBILITY FOR PARKING FACILITIES 
FOR 6401 SOUTH PULASKI ROAD. 

Also, a proposed ordinance to exempt Teddy Bear Nursery from the physical barrier 
requirement pertaining to alley accessibility for the parking facilifies for 6401 South Pulaski 
Road, pursuant to the provisions of Tifie 10, Chapter 20, Secfion 430 of the Municipal Code of 
Chicago, which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way. 

Referred - AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS TO 
DOYLE SIGNS, INC. TO INSTALL SIGNS/SIGNBOARDS 

AT 7971 SOUTH CICERO AVENUE. 

Also, two proposed orders directing the Commissioner of Buildings to issue permits to Doyle 
Signs, Inc. to install signs/signboards at 7971 South Cicero Avenue, which were Referred to 
the Committee on Buildings, as follows: 

one sign/signboard reading "Garden Center"; and 

one sign/signboard reading "Lowe's". 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMIT 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE AWNING 

AT 4324 WEST MARQUETTE ROAD. 

Also, a proposed order authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to issue a 
permit to K-Buena to construct, maintain and use one awning at 4324 West Marquette Road, 
which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way. 
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Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMIT 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE CANOPY 

AT 6522 SOUTH PULASKI ROAD. 

Also, a proposed order authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to issue a 
permit to Conrad's Place to construct, maintain and use one canopy at 6522 South Pulaski 
Road, which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN BURKE (14'*' Ward): 

Referred-CORRECTION OF JULY 9, 2008 JOURNAL 
OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE CITY COUNCIL 

OF THE CITY OF CHICAGO. 

A proposed ordinance to correct the July 9, 2008 Journal of the Proceedings of the City 
Council of the City of Chicago, by deleting the name "Burke" appearing in the seventh line 
from the bottom of page 33325 and inserting on page 33326, immediately after the roll call vote 
and motion to reconsider, the motion by Alderman Burke to recuse himself from the roll call 
vote pursuant to Rule 14 of the City Council's Rules of Order and Procedure associated with 
the ordinance, which was Referred to the Committee on Committees, Rules and Ethics. 

Referred - AMENDMENT OF TITLE 4, CHAPTER 233 OF MUNICIPAL 
CODE OF CHICAGO BY DELETION OF FOURTEENTH WARD 

WITHIN EXISTING PILOT PROGRAM PROVIDING FOR 
BOOTING OF VEHICLES ON PRIVATE PROPERTY 

BY PRIVATE COMPANIES. 

Also, a proposed ordinance to amend Title 4, Chapter 233 of the Municipal Code of Chicago 
by removing the 14'" Ward from the existing pilot program which allows the booting of motor 
vehicles on private property by private companies, which was Referred to the Committee on 
License and Consumer Protection. 
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Referred-GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE TO SUNDRY 
APPLICANTS FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES. 

Also, six proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for 
the purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and 
Public Way, as follows: 

Astrid Beauty Salon - to maintain and use one sign at 3222 West 55'" Street; 

Paleteria El Sabor De Michoacan - to maintain and use one sign at 3320 West 55'" Street; 

Quiet Muffler Brake Service - to maintain and use one sign at 4492 South Archer Avenue; 

Teddy Bear Nursery Schools Inc. - to maintain and use one sign at 2649 West 51*' Street; 

Waldo Cooney's Pizza - to maintain and use one sign at 2640 West 51*' Street; and 

Western Piece Dyers & Finisher - to maintain and use three planters adjacent to 
2845 West 48'" Place. 

Referred - AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE CANOPIES 

AT SPECIFIED LOCATIONS. 

Also, three proposed orders authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to 
issue permits to the applicants listed to construct, maintain and use canopies at the locations 
specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, as 
follows: 

Blue Sky Restaurant - for one canopy at 4807 South Pulaski Road; 

Garcia's Professional Tax Service - for one canopy at 4890 South Archer Avenue; and 

Teddy Bear Nursery Schools Inc. - for one canopy at 2649 West 51*' Street. 
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Presented By 

ALDERMAN BURKE (14''' Ward) And 
ALDERMAN HAIRSTON (5'" Ward): 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF TITLE 2, CHAPTER 32 OF MUNICIPAL CODE 
OF CHICAGO BY ADDITION OF NEW SECTIONS 457, 525 AND 

765 ESTABLISHING EXECUTIVE PAY LIMITATION FOR 
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS DOING BUSINESS 

WITH CITY OF CHICAGO. 

A proposed ordinance to amend Title 2, Chapter 32 of the Municipal Code of Chicago by the 
addition of new Secfions 457, 525 and 765 which would disallow any financial institufion from 
doing business with the City of Chicago whose executive officer receives annual compensation 
greater than $400,000, which was Referred to the Committee on Finance. 

Referred - CHICAGO CORPORATION COUNSEL URGED TO FILE 
LAWSUIT AGAINST LEHMAN BROTHERS HOLDINGS INC. 

AND RICHARD FULD FOR CORPORATE FRAUD. 

Also, a proposed order enjoining the Corporation Counsel of the City of Chicago to file 
individual lawsuits against Lehman Brothers Holdings Inc. and its chief executive officer, 
Richard Fuld, for corporate fraud, and further file a temporary restraining order and preliminary 
injunction blocking Mr. Fuld from auctioning off his abstract expressionist art collection, which 
was Referred to the Committee on Finance. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN BURKE (14'" Ward) And 
ALDERMAN ZALEWSKI (23'" Ward): 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF TITLE 4, CHAPTERS 5 AND 260 
OF MUNICIPAL CODE OF CHICAGO BY REQUIRING 

LICENSES FOR REFUSE CONTAINERS. 

A proposed ordinance to amend Titie 4, Chapter 260 of the Municipal Code of Chicago by 
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requiring any owner or lessee of a refuse container to obtain a refuse container license prior 
to the operation or use of said implement, which was Referred to the Committee on 
Finance. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN FOULKES (15'" Ward): 

Referred-GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE TO SUNDRY 
APPLICANTS FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES. 

Two proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public 
Way, as follows: 

Brother Realty - to maintain and use one sign at 3045 West 63'" Street; and 

Skip's Food and Liquor - to maintain and use two security cameras adjacent to 5515 South 
Damen Avenue. 

Referred - EXEMPTION OF MERIDIENNE CORPORATION AND A & A 
DRYWALL AND TAPING SERVICE FROM PHYSICAL 

BARRIER REQUIREMENT PERTAINING TO ALLEY 
ACCESSIBILITY FOR PARKING FACILITIES FOR 

1958 WEST 59™ STREET. 

Also, a proposed ordinance to exempt Meridienne Corporafion and A & A Drywall and Taping 
Service/Mr. Arturo Chavez from the physical barrier requirement pertaining to alley accessibility 
for the parking facilities for 1958 West 59'" Street, pursuant to the provisions of Title 10, 
Chapter 20, Section 430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, which was Referred to the 
Committee on Transportation and Public Way. 
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Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMIT 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE AWNING 

AT 2946 WEST 63'^'' STREET. 

Also, a proposed order authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to issue a 
permit to Order Express, Inc. to construct, maintain and use one awning at 2946 West 63'" 
Street, which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way. 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMIT 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE CANOPIES 

AT 2050 WEST 59™ STREET. 

Also, a proposed order authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to issue a 
permit to Evening Star Missionary Baptist Church to construct, maintain and use two canopies 
at 2050 West 59'" Street, which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and 
Public Way. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN THOMPSON (16'" Ward): 

Referred-GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE TO SUNDRY 
APPLICANTS FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES. 

Fifteen proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public 
Way, as follows: 

Ashland Family Health Center - to maintain and use one sign at 5256 South Ashland 
Avenue; 

Brown Basket Food & Liquor Inc. - to maintain and use one sign at 1544 West 51*' Street; 
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Burton Funeral Home - to maintain and use three light fixtures adjacent to 6217 South 
Ashland Avenue; 

Edna Furniture Oufiet - to maintain and use one sign at 5908 South Kedzie Avenue; 

E & J Food & Liquors - to maintain and use one light fixture adjacent to 5441 South Damen 
Avenue; 

E & J Food & Liquors — to maintain and use one security camera adjacent to 5441 South 
Damen Avenue; 

E & J Food & Liquors - to maintain and use two signs at 5441 South Damen Avenue; 

Family Dollar Inc. - to maintain and use two fire shutters adjacent to 1012 West 63'" Street; 

Hook Fish & Chicken — to maintain and use two signs at 810 West 59'" Street; 

Murray's Discount Auto - to maintain and use one building projecfion adjacent to 
5346 South Ashland Avenue; 

Murray's Discount Auto - to maintain and use three signs at 5346 South Ashland Avenue; 

Payless Auto Body Shop & Complete Auto Repair, Inc. - to maintain and use one sign at 
5625 South Western Avenue; 

Richmond Foods - to maintain and use one sign at 2941 West 59'" Street; 

Universal Fruit Market - to maintain and use one sign at 1940 West 51*' Street; and 

Zubricki & Associates ~ to maintain and use one sign at 3135 West 59'" Street. 

Referred-EXEMPTION OF VARIOUS APPLICANTS FROM 
PHYSICAL BARRIER REQUIREMENT PERTAINING 

TO ALLEY ACCESSIBILITY FOR SPECIFIED 
PARKING FACILITIES. 

Also, two proposed ordinances to exempt the applicants listed from the.physical barrier 
requirement pertaining to alley accessibility for the parking facilifies adjacent to the locafions 
specified, pursuant to the provisions of Title 10, Chapter 20, Section 430 ofthe Municipal 
Code of Chicago, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public 
Way, as follows: 
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C & H Auto Repair - 1118 West 63'" Street; and 

Kids Count Too Daycare/Ms. Veronica Clark - 1455 West 63'" Street. 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE CANOPIES 

AT SPECIFIED LOCATIONS. 

Also, four proposed orders authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to issue 
permits to the applicants listed to construct, maintain and use canopies at the locations 
specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, as 
follows: 

Deluxe Auto Rebuilders & Hand Car Wash - for one canopy at 5928 - 5930 South 
. Western Avenue; 

Edna Furniture Outlet - for one canopy at 5908 South Kedzie Avenue; 

Lavanderia El Sol - for one canopy at 2819 - 2823 West 55'" Street; and 

Universal Fruit Market - for one canopy at 1940 West 51*' Street. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN THOMAS (17'" Ward): 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR AMENDMENT OF NEIGHBORHOOD 
INVESTMENT FUNDS AGREEMENT WITH CSX INTERMODAL, 

INC. BY EXPANSION OF DEVELOPMENT AREA. 

A proposed ordinance to authorize the amendment of Neighborhood Investment Funds 
Agreement with CSX Intermodal, Inc. for economic development in the area bounded South 
Racine Avenue, South California Avenue, West 55'" Street and West 64'" Street, by adding 
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therein the area bounded by South Seeley Avenue, South Oakley Avenue, West 64'" Street and 
Marquette Road, which was Referred to the Committee on Finance. 

Referred - GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE TO SUNDRY 
APPUCANTS FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES. 

Also, nine proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for 
the purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and 
Public Way, as follows: 

Charming Beauty - to maintain and use one sign at 1021 West 79'" Street; 

City Mart - to maintain and use one sign at 750 West 79'" Street; 

J & B Gyros - to maintain and use one sign at 733 West 79'" Street; 

New Glasshouse Lounge - to maintain and use one sign at 7911 - 7915 South Halsted 
Street; 

Pete Boy's - to maintain and use one sign at 6900 South Western Avenue; 

Salaam Enterprises/Respect LIF - to maintain and use one sign at 721 West 79'" Street; 

Steward Business Center - to maintain and use one flagpole adjacent to 400 West 76'" 
Street; 

Steward Business Center - to maintain and use two security cameras adjacent to 400 West 
76'" Street; and 

Vincennes & 79'" Street Currency Exchange - to maintain and use two signs at 353 West 
79'" Street. 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMIT 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE AWNING 

AT 404 WEST 79™ STREET. 

Also, a. proposed order authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to issue 
a permit to Lucky Hair Braiding to construct, maintain and use one awning at 404 West 79'" 
Street, which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way. 
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Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE CANOPIES 

AT SPECIFIED LOCATIONS. 

Also, nine proposed orders authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to issue 
permits to the applicants listed to construct, maintain and use canopies at the locations 
specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, as 
follows: 

African American Tailoring Boutique - for one canopy at 441 West 79'" Street; 

Mr. Cortez Carter - for one canopy at 7901 - 7911 South Racine Avenue; 

Mr. Cortez Carter - for one canopy at 1151 - 1159 West 79'" Street; 

Faithfulness Unisex Hair Studio - for one canopy at 936V2 West 79'" Street; 

Final Call - for one canopy at 734 West 79'" Street; 

Jamaican Jerk Villa - for one canopy at 737 West 79'" Street; 

Respect for Life - for one canopy at 725 West 79'" Street; 

Rhodes Funeral Service - for one canopy at 1018 West 79'" Street; and 

Salaam Enterprises Inc. - for one canopy at 700 West 79'" Street. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN LANE (18'" Ward): 

Referred - GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE TO SUNDRY APPLICANTS 
TO MAINTAIN AND USE SIGNS AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS. 

Three proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed to 
maintain and use signs at the locations specified, which were Referred to the Committee on 
Transportation and Public Way, as follows: 
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GB Wireless - for one sign at 7723 South Kedzie Avenue; 

J & Joe's Mechanical Shop - for one sign at 8100 South Kedzie Avenue; and 

Thrifty Wash Laundromat - for one sign at 2747 West 71*' Street. 

Referred - COMMISSIONER OF BUILDINGS AUTHORIZED TO PROMULGATE 
RULES AND REGULATIONS DISALLOWING CHANGE ORDERS 

ON REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT OR RENOVATION 
PROJECTS AFTER ALDERMANIC APPROVAL. 

Also, a proposed order authorizing and direcfing the Commissioner of the Department of 
Buildings to promulgate rules and regulations disallowing significant change orders to occur on 
any permitted real estate development or renovation project after an aldermanic 
acknowledgment letter has been signed, which was Referred to the Committee on Housing 
and Real Estate. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN RUGAI (19'" Ward): 

Referred - GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE TO SUNDRY 
APPLICANTS FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES. 

Sixteen proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public 
Way, as follows: 

Andriana Furs - to maintain and use two signs at 2201 West 95'" Street; 

Beveriy Bike and Ski - to maintain and use one sign at 9121 South Western Avenue; 
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The Center of Contemporary Denfistry - to maintain and use one sign at 10125 South 
Western Avenue; 

Chan's Restaurant - to maintain and use one sign at 10241 South Western Avenue; 

End Zone Tap - to maintain and use one sign at 10036 South Western Avenue; 

Family Care Gentle Dental Center — to maintain and use one sign at 11606 South Western 
Avenue; 

Lett 10 Reupholstering - to maintain and use one sign at 11834 South Western Avenue; 

Morands Liquors - to maintain and use two signs at 10516 South Western Avenue; 

Mr. Peabody Records - to maintain and use one sign at 11832 South Western Avenue; 

Nightingale Home Healthcare - to maintain and use one sign at 11716 South Western 
Avenue; 

Potbelly Sandwich Works L.L.C. - to maintain and use one sign at 9501 South Western 
Avenue; 

Saint Xavier University - to maintain and use one conduit adjacent to 3700 West 103'" 
Street; 

Southtown Health Foods - to maintain and use two signs at 2100 West 95'" Street; 

Special Therapy Care Charter - to maintain and use one sign at 10702 South Western 
Avenue; 

USA Muffler & Brake - to maintain and use two signs at 11044 South Western Avenue; and 

Wendy's — to maintain and use two signs at 9843 South Western Avenue. 

Referred-STANDARDIZATION OF PORTION OF SOUTH OAKLEY 
AVENUE AS "MRS. CAROL MORIARTY WAY". 

Also, a proposed ordinance direcfing the Commissioner of Transportation to take the 
necessary action for standardization of South Oakley Avenue, from 10500 to 10599, as "Mrs. 
Carol Moriarty Way", which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public 
Way. 
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Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS TO 
ICON IDENTITY SOLUTIONS TO INSTALL SIGNS/ 

SIGNBOARDS AT 3951 WEST 103'^° STREET. 

Also, two proposed orders direcfing the Commissioner of Buildings to issue permits to Icon 
Identity Solufions to install signs/signboards at 3951 West 103'" Street, which were Referred 
to the Committee on Buildings, as follows: 

one sign/signboard measuring 150 square feet (Sign Number 1); and 

one sign/signboard measuring 150 square feet (Sign Number 2). 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN COCHRAN (20'" Ward): 

Referred-GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE TO SUNDRY 
APPLICANTS FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES. 

Five proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public 
Way, as follows: 

Best Motel - to maintain and use five flagpoles adjacent to 6535 South Dr. Martin Luther 
King, Jr. Drive; 

Best Motel - to maintain and use two signs at 6535 South Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Drive; 

Family Dollar - to maintain and use one building projection adjacent to 6349 South Cottage 
Grove Avenue; 

Palm Realty Co. - to maintain and use one fire escape adjacent to 6531 - 6535 South 
Halsted Street; and 

963 - 973 East 61*' Street L.L.C. - to maintain and use four fences adjacent to 963 - 973 
East 61*'Street. 
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Referred - COMMISSIONER OF HOUSING ENJOINED TO PROMULGATE 
RULES AND REGULATIONS REQUIRING "NEW HOMES FOR 

CHICAGO" PROGRAM PARTICIPATING DEVELOPERS 
AND CONTRACTORS TO COMPENSATE ALL 

EMPLOYEES IN ACCORDANCE WITH 
CURRENT LIVING WAGE RATES. 

Also, a proposed order authorizing and directing the Commissioner of the Department of 
Housing to promulgate rules and regulations requiring developers and contractors participafing 
in or benefitfing from the New Homes for Chicago program to compensate their employees in 
accordance with current living wage rates, which was Referred to the Committee on Housing 
and Real Estate. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN BROOKINS (21*' Ward): 

Referred-GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE TO SUNDRY 
APPLICANTS FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES. 

Eleven proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public 
Way, as follows: 

AAMCO Transmissions - to maintain and use one sign at 9330 South Halsted Street; 

Auburn-Gresham Family Health Center - to maintain and use one sign at 8234 South 
Ashland Avenue; 

Billy's Prime Fish & Hoagy - to maintain and use two light fixtures adjacent to 8022 South 
Halsted Street; 

Billy's Prime Fish & Hoagy - to maintain and use one sign at 8022 South Halsted Street; 

Family Dollar Store Number 7217 - to maintain and use one sign at 8151 South Racine 
Avenue; 
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George's Liquor & Food - to maintain and use one sign at 1438 West 95'" Street; 

Halsted Street Laundromat - to maintain and use one sign at 8016 South Halsted Street; 

Joe's Auto Service Inc. - to maintain and use one sign at 8257 South Racine Avenue; 

Ostomy Center ICU Company - to maintain and use one sign at 9245 South Ashland 
Avenue; 

Sabrina Sub - to maintain and use one sign at 1206 West 51*' Street; and 

Time Out Lounge - to maintain and use one sign at 8216 South Vincennes Avenue. 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMIT 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE CANOPY 

AT 9912 SOUTH VINCENNES AVENUE. 

Also, a proposed order authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to issue 
a permit to Cato's Resale Shop to construct, maintain and use one canopy at 9912 South 
Vincennes Avenue, which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public 
Way. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN MUNOZ (22"" Ward): 

Referred-GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE TO SUNDRY 
APPLICANTS FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES. 

Ten proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public 
Way, as follows: 
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Danny's Pizza - to maintain and use two signs at 3257 West 26'" Street; 

El Faro Restaurant - to maintain and use one sign at 3936 West 31*' Street; 

Izaico Restaurant - to maintain and use one sign at 4377 West 26'" Street; 

Mr. Alfredo Linares, Sr. - to maintain and use one sign at 3844 West 26'" Street; 

Metropolitan Bank & Trust - to maintain and use eight planters adjacent to 3522 West 26'" 
Street;-

Metropolitan Bank & Trust - to maintain and use one kiosk adjacent to 3522 West 26'" 
Street; 

Metropolitan Bank & Trust - to maintain and use one security camera adjacent to 
3522 West 26'" Street; 

Mexicano Mex-Tel - to maintain and use one sign at 3911 West 26'" Street; 

Modern Process Equipment Inc. - to maintain, use and occupy space adjacent to 
3125 South Kolin Avenue; and 

Richmond Glass & Construcfion — to maintain and use seven light fixtures adjacent to 
2501 South Spaulding Avenue. 

Referred - AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE AWNINGS 

AT SPECIFIED LOCATIONS. 

Also, two proposed orders authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to issue 
permits to the applicants listed to construct, maintain and use awnings at the locations 
specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, as 
follows: 

Clinica Martinez - for one awning at 3720 West 26'" Street; and 

Order Express, Inc. - for one awning at 3404 West 26'" Street. 
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Referred - AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE CANOPIES 

AT SPECIFIED LOCATIONS. 

Also, seven proposed orders authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to 
issue permits to the applicants listed to construct, maintain and use canopies at the locafions 
specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, as 
follows: 

American Family Insurance - for one canopy at 2647 South Lawndale Avenue; 

Danny's Pizza - for one canopy at 3257 West 26'" Street; 

Izaico Restaurant - for one canopy at 4377 West 26'" Street; 

Joyeria El Tecolote Inc. - for one canopy at 2552 South St. Louis Avenue; 

Order Express Inc. - for one canopy at 392!4 West 26'" Street; 

Richmond Glass & Construction - for one canopy at 2501 South Spaulding Avenue; and 

The Wash Tub I - for one canopy at 2200 South Pulaski Road. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN ZALEWSKI (23''' Ward): 

Referred-EXEMPTION OF SAINT DANIEL THE PROPHET CHURCH 
FROM CITY FEES UNDER NOT-FOR-PROFIT STATUS. 

A proposed ordinance providing Saint Daniel the Prophet Church with inclusive exemption, 
under its not-for-profit status, from all city fees related to the repair of roof on the property at 
6612 West 54'" Street, which was Referred to the Committee on Finance. 
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Referred - GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE TO SUNDRY APPLICANTS 
TO MAINTAIN AND USE SIGNS AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS. 

Also, twenty-five proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants 
listed to maintain and use signs at the locations specified, which were Referred to the 
Committee on Transportation and Public l/Vay, as follows: 

Archer Austin Hardware Inc. - for one sign at 6146 South Archer Avenue; 

Archer Electric of Chicago Inc. - for one sign at 5964 South Archer Avenue; 

Archer Management L.L.C. - for one sign at 5838 South ArcherAvenue; 

Athlefico Sports Medicine - for one sign at 6255 South Archer Avenue; 

Austin & Archer Currency Exchange - for two signs at 6177 South Archer Avenue; 

A-1 Smart Start of Greater Chicago - for one sign at 5635 West 55'" Street; 

The Blooming Lotus Corp. - for one sign at 6842 West Archer Avenue; 

Car Experts, Inc. - for one sign at 5351 South Pulaski Road; 

Charted Enterprises - for one sign at 5252 South Archer Avenue; 

Hariem & Archer Currency Exchange - for one sign at 5739 South Hariem Avenue; 

Home Market Realty Inc. - for one sign at 5649 South Hariem Avenue; 

Jackys Hot Dogs - for one sign at 5415 South Pulaski Road; 

Kid'z Colony Daycare - for one sign at 6287 South Archer Avenue; 

Mickie's Hair & Nail Tech - for one sign at 5742 South Archer Avenue; 

New Ruby Furniture — for one sign at 5311 South Pulaski Road; 

Park Federal Savings Bank - for one sign at 5400 South Pulaski Road; 

Pulaski Animal Hospital - for one sign at 5424 South Pulaski Road; 
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Puma Realty - for one sign at 5438 South Archer Avenue; 

Rainbow Motel - for one sign at 7050 West Archer Avenue; 

Richard-Midway Funeral Home - for one sign at 5749 South Archer Avenue; 

Rocket Auto Sales, Inc. - for one sign at 5552 South Archer Avenue; 

Travel Forum, Inc. - for one sign at 6835 West Archer Avenue; 

Weber's Bakery Inc. - for one sign at 7055 West Archer Avenue; 

Yrless Comm 2000 Inc. - for one sign at 5091 South Archer Avenue; and 

Zs Computer Services - for two signs at 6646 West Archer Avenue. 

Referred - EXEMPTION OF NORRIS AUTO FROM PHYSICAL BARRIER 
REQUIREMENT PERTAINING TO ALLEY ACCESSIBILITY FOR 
PARKING FACILITIES FOR 6039 SOUTH OAK PARK AVENUE. 

Also, a proposed ordinance to exempt Norris Auto from the physical barrier requirement 
pertaining to alley accessibility for the parking facilities for 6039 South Oak Park Avenue, 
pursuant to the provisions of Title 10, Chapter 20, Secfion 430 of the Municipal Code of 
Chicago, which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way. 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMIT 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE AWNING 

AT 5784 SOUTH ARCHER AVENUE. 

Also, a proposed order authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to issue a 
permit to Tots N Tales Pre-school II to construct, maintain and use one awning at 5784 South 
ArcherAvenue, which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way. 
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Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE CANOPIES 

AT SPECIFIED LOCATIONS. 

Also, two proposed orders authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to issue 
permits to the applicants listed to construct, maintain and use canopies at the locations 
specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, as 
follows: 

Przy Kominku - for one canopy at 5730 South Archer Avenue; and 

Walgreens Number 03321 - for four canopies at 5874 South Archer Avenue. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN DIXON (24'" Ward): 

Referred-GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE TO SUNDRY 
APPLICANTS FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES. 

Nine proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public 
Way, as follows: 

Anna's Food - to maintain and use five light fixtures adjacent to 1303 South Kedzie 
Avenue; 

Chicago Wings - to maintain and use one sign at 2145 South Pulaski Road; 

Covanant Bank - to maintain and use one sign at 1111 South Homan Avenue; 

Douglas Park Dollar & Food - to maintain and use four light fixtures adjacent to 1514 South 
Kedzie Avenue; 

Douglas Park Dollar & Food - to maintain and use one security camera adjacent to 
1514 South Kedzie Avenue; 
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Douglas Park Dollar & Food - t o maintain and use one sign at 1514 South Kedzie Avenue; 

Mountain I Inc. - to maintain and use four security cameras adjacent to 3713 West 
Roosevelt Road; 

Mountain I Inc. - to maintain and use six signs at 3713 West Roosevelt Road; and 

Tony's Sub - to maintain and use one sign at 3959 West Harrison Street. 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMIT 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE AWNING 

AT 2332 SOUTH KEDZIE AVENUE. 

Also, a proposed order authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to issue a 
permit to Jasmine's Unisex to construct, maintain and use one awning at 2332 South Kedzie 
Avenue, which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way. 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE CANOPIES 

AT SPECIFIED LOCATIONS. 

Also, four proposed orders authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to issue 
permits to the applicants listed to construct, maintain and use canopies at the locafions 
specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, as 
follows: 

Anna's Food - for one canopy at 1303 South Kedzie Avenue; 

Aztecas Mufflers & Brakes - for one canopy at 2216 South Kedzie Avenue; 

Laras Tailor Shop - for one canopy at 2338 South Kedzie Avenue; and 

Livin' Clean Entertainment - for one canopy at 1539 South Pulaski Road. 
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Presented By 

ALDERMAN SOLIS (25'" Ward): 

Referred-GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE TO SUNDRY 
APPLICANTS FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES. 

Twenty proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public 
Way, as follows: 

AJ Housewares - to maintain and use one sign at 2408 South Wentworth Avenue; 

Al's Italian Beef Inc. - to maintain and use one sign at 1079 West Taylor Street; 

Amazing Dollar Plus - to maintain and use two signs at 1935 West Cermak Road; . 

Caire's Pizza - to maintain and use one sign at 1165 West 18'" Street; 

Casa Castaneda - to maintain and use one sign at 1152 West 18'" Street; 

Chicago Cellular — to maintain and use two signs at 1801 South Racine Avenue; 

El Paraiso Bakery - to maintain and use one sign at 1156 West 18'" Street; 

Franconello's Restaurant - to maintain and use one sign at 1301 South Halsted Street; 

Italian Superior Bakery - to maintain and use one sign at 933 South Western Avenue; 

La Baguette Bakery - to maintain and use one sign at 2109 South Ashland Avenue; 

La Joya Drugs Inc. - to maintain and use one sign at 1801 South Ashland Avenue; 

Mexican Fine Arts - to maintain and use six bollards adjacent to 1852 West 19'" Street; 

Mundial Restaurant - to maintain and use one sign at 1640 West 18'" Street; 

Payless Muffler Brake — to maintain and use one sign at 2219 South Western Avenue; 

Perez Restaurant - to maintain and use one sign at 1163 West 18'" Street; 

Salon de Belleza Lupitas - to maintain and use one security camera adjacent to 1171 West 
18'" Street; 
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Salon de Belleza Lupitas - to maintain and use one sign at 1171 West 18'" Street; 

TCS Wireless - to maintain and use three signs at 1801 South Ashland Avenue; 

The UPS Store 5608 - to maintain and use one sign at 1137 West Taylor Street; and 

18'" & Ashland Currency Exchange - to maintain and use two signs at 1804 South Ashland 
Avenue. 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE AWNINGS 

AT SPECIFIED LOCATIONS. 

Also, four proposed orders authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to issue 
permits to the applicants listed to construct, maintain and use awnings at the locations 
specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, as 
follows: 

Best Choice Oriental Grocery, Inc. - for one awning at 2403 South Wentworth Avenue; 

Cooper Furniture & Carpet Co. - for three awnings at 1929 South Halsted Street; 

El Paraiso Bakery - for one awning at 1156 West 18'" Street; and 

La Esperanza Restaurant - for one awning at 1864 South Blue Island Avenue. 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE CANOPIES 

AT SPECIFIED LOCATIONS. 

Also, four proposed orders authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to issue 
permits to the applicants listed to construct, maintain and use canopies at the locations 
specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, as 
follows: 
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Al's Italian Beef Inc. - for one canopy at 1079 West Taylor Street; 

A M & Associates - for one canopy at 2213 West Cermak Road; 

Italian Superior Bakery - for one canopy at 933 South Western Avenue; and 

1040 Club Inc. - for one canopy at 1040 West 18'" Street. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN OCASIO (26'" Ward): 

Referred - GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE TO SUNDRY APPLICANTS 
TO MAINTAIN AND USE SIGNS AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS. 

Two proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed to 
maintain and use signs at the locations specified, which were Referred to the Committee on 
Transportation and Public Way, as follows: 

Monumental Manufacturing Company - for one sign at 527 North Western Avenue; 

North & Kedzie Currency Exchange, Inc. - for two signs at 3200 West North Avenue. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN OCASIO (26'" Ward) And 
ALDERMAN JACKSON (7'" Ward): 

Referred - COMMENDATION OF COMMUNITY ORGANIZERS 
FOR CONTRIBUTIONS TO SOCIETY. 

A proposed resolution honoring the contributions of community organizers and their social, 
economic and political impact, which was Referred to the Committee on Human Relations. 
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Presented By 

ALDERMAN BURNETT (27*" Ward): 

Referred - GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE TO SUNDRY 
APPLICANTS FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES. 

Sixteen proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public 
Way, as follows: 

Alhambra Palace Restaurant - to maintain and use one windscreen adjacent to 1240 West 
Randolph Street; 

Family Dollar Store Number 7156 - to maintain and use two signs at 3401 West Chicago 
Avenue; 

Follia - to maintain and use one windscreen adjacent to 953 West Fulton Market; 

Fulton Elizabeth L.L.C. - to maintain and use one sign at 300 North Elizabeth Street; 

Goose Island Beer Company - to maintain and use one manhole adjacent to 1800 West 
Fulton Street; 

Hale Lofts Condominium Association - to maintain and use six planters adjacent to 
14 North Peoria Street; 

Hale Lofts Condominium Association - to maintain and use one security camera adjacent 
to 14 North Peoria Street; 

Kedzie & Ohio Family Food Mart, Inc. - to maintain and use two light fixtures adjacent to 
549 North Kedzie Avenue; 

Kedzie & Ohio Family Food Mart, Inc. - to maintain and use one security camera adjacent 
to 549 North Kedzie Avenue; 

La Luce - to maintain and use four planters adjacent to 1393 West Lake Street; 

Marche - to maintain and use two planters adjacent to 833 West Randolph Street; 

Sangamon 123, L.L.C. - to maintain and use thirty balconies adjacent to 123 North 
Sangamon Street; 
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Winfield Moody Healthcare Center - to maintain and use one sign at 1276 North Cylbourn 
Avenue; 

23 Green, L.L.C. - to maintain and use sixteen balconies adjacent to 23 North Green 
Street; 

600 West Chicago Associates L.L.C. - to maintain and use one pedestrian walkway 
adjacent to 600 West Chicago Avenue; and 

600 West Chicago Associates L.L.C. - to maintain and use one ramp adjacent to 600 West 
Chicago Avenue. 

Referred - EXEMPTION OF CHICAGO HOUSING AUTHORITY FROM 
PHYSICAL BARRIER REQUIREMENT PERTAINING TO 

ALLEY ACCESSIBILITY FOR PARKING FACILITIES 
AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS. 

Also, a proposed ordinance to exempt the Chicago Housing Authority from the physical 
barrier requirement pertaining to alley accessibility for the parking facilifies for 1939 — 1951 
West Lake Street, 1924 - 1950, 1900 - 1922, 1943 - 1957 West Maypole Avenue and 115 -
125 North Damen Avenue, pursuant to the provisions of Title 10, Chapter 20, Secfion 430 of 
the Municipal Code of Chicago, which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and 
Public Way. 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS TO VAN 
WAGNER COMMUNICATIONS L L C . TO INSTALL SIGNS/ 

SIGNBOARDS AT 409 NORTH MILWAUKEE AVENUE. 

Also, two proposed orders directing the Commissioner of Buildings to issue permits to Van 
Wagner Communicafions L.L.C. to install signs/signboards at 409 North Milwaukee Avenue, 
which were Referred to the Committee on Buildings, as follows: 

one sign/signboard facing north; and 

one sign/signboard facing south. 
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Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR WAIVER OF PUBLIC WAY 
USE PERMIT FEES FOR WEST TOWN 

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE. 

Also, a proposed order authorizing the Directors of Revenue and Business Affairs and 
Licensing to waive the public way use permit fees for West Town Chamber of Commerce for 
the installation of trash receptacles at 755 to 1500 West Chicago Avenue, 700 and 800 blocks 
of North Halsted Street and on North Milwaukee Avenue, from North Racine Avenue to West 
Erie Street, which was Referred to the Committee on Finance. 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE AWNINGS 

AT SPECIFIED LOCATIONS. 

Also, four proposed orders authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to issue 
permits to the applicants listed to construct, maintain and use awnings at the locations 
specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, as 
follows: 

Bank of America-LaSalle - for ten awnings at 1565 North Clybourn Avenue; 

Lois Beauty Salon - for one awning at 421 North Kedzie Avenue; 

Prime's Chicago Pizza - for four awnings at 816 West Van Buren Street; and 

West Humboldt Park Family & Community Development Council - for one awning at 
3620 West Chicago Avenue. 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE CANOPIES 

AT SPECIFIED LOCATIONS. 

Also, three proposed orders authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to 
issue permits to the applicants listed to construct, maintain and use canopies at the locations 
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specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, as 
follows: 

Sanctuary of Faith Church of God in Christ - for one canopy at 3612 West Chicago 
Avenue; 

Wales Fish Shrimp Chicken - for one canopy at 3600 West Chicago Avenue; and 

600 West Chicago Associates L.L.C. - for one canopy at 600 West Chicago Avenue. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN E. SMITH (28'" Ward): 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF TITLE 9, CHAPTER 12, SECTION 040 
OF MUNICIPAL CODE OF CHICAGO BY FURTHER 

REGULATION OF USE OF CERTAIN STREETS 
FOR CONDUCT OF BLOCK PARTIES. 

A proposed ordinance to amend Title 9, Chapter 12, Section 040 ofthe Municipal Code of 
Chicago by authorizing the appropriate alderman to require the signatures of 51% ofthe block 
residents before a permit is issued for any block party on certain play streets within their ward, 
which was Referred to the Committee on Parks and Recreation. 

Referred-GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE TO SUNDRY 
APPLICANTS FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES. 

Also, five proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for 
the purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and 
Public Way, as follows: 

Kedzie Madison Drug - to maintain and use one sign at 3179 West Madison Street; 
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Perfect Food & Liquor - to maintain and use one light fixture adjacent to 5318 West 
Madison Street; 

Sonny's Lounge - to maintain and use one sign at 3001 West Madison Street; 

Taylor Made Deli - to maintain and use one sign at 1010 - 1012 South Western Avenue; 
and 
1*' American Dental - to maintain and use two signs at 2749 West Cermak Road. 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE AWNINGS 

AT SPECIFIED LOCATIONS. 

Also, three proposed orders authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to 
issue permits to the applicants listed to construct, maintain and use awnings at the locafions 
specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and PubUc Way, as 
follows: 

Raymond's Tacos - for one awning at 2653 West Cerriiak Road; 

South Park Foods - for one awning at 2838 West Roosevelt Road; and 

Taylor Made Deli - for one awning at 1010 South Western Avenue. 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE CANOPIES 

AT SPECIFIED LOCATIONS. 

Also, three proposed orders authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to 
issue permits to the applicants listed to construct, maintain and use canopies at the locations 
specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and PubUc Way, as 
follows: 

Belmonte Liquors - for one canopy at 423 North Laramie Avenue; 

Family Dollar Number 5743 - for one canopy at 2740 West Cermak Road; and 
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Latino Discount Phone Cards - for one canopy at 2706 West Cermak Road. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN CAROTHERS (29'" Ward): 

Referred - GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE TO SUNDRY APPLICANTS 
TO MAINTAIN AND USE SIGNS AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS. 

Three proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed to 
maintain and use signs at the locations specified, which were Referred to the Committee on 
Transportation and Public Way, as follows: 

Austin Family Health Center - for one sign at 5835 West North Avenue; 

Beauty-N-Motion - for one sign at 6018 West North Avenue; and 

Quench, The Experience - for one sign at 5815 West Madison Street. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN REBOYRAS (30'" Ward): 

Referred-GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE TO SUNDRY 
APPLICANTS FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES. 

Nine proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public 
Way, as follows; 

Carniceria Leon Guanajuato Inc. - to maintain and use three light fixtures adjacent to 4301 
West Armitage Avenue; 

Carniceria Leon Guanajuato Inc. - to maintain and use three security cameras adjacent to 
4301 West Armitage Avenue; 
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Discount Automotive - to maintain and use diagonal parking adjacent to 2701 North 
Pulaski Road; 

Jadwiga Florist - to maintain and use one sign at 5229 West Belmont Avenue; 

Krystyna's Flowers - to maintain and use one sign at 5209 West Belmont Avenue; 

Luisas Hair Salon - to maintain and use one sign at 5907 West Diversey Avenue; 

Mari's Pizza - to maintain and use one sign at 2150 North Pulaski Road; 

Plunkett Catering Services Inc. - to maintain and use one sign at 5222 West Belmont 
Avenue; and 

Velasquez Mufflers 4 Less - to maintain and use one sign at 3611 North Pulaski Road. 

Referred-EXEMPTION OF VARIOUS APPLICANTS FROM 
PHYSICAL BARRIER REQUIREMENT PERTAINING 

TO ALLEY ACCESSIBILITY FOR SPECIFIED 
PARKING FACILITIES. 

Also, two proposed ordinances to exempt the applicants listed from the physical barrier 
requirement pertaining to alley accessibility for the parking facilities adjacent to the locations 
specified, pursuant to the provisions of Tifie 10, Chapter 20, Secfion 430 ofthe Municipal 
Code of Chicago, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public 
Way, as follows: 

Mid-West Screw Products, Inc. - 3517 - 3523 North Kenton Avenue; and 

Stavroula V. Partalis - 3384 North Milwaukee Avenue. 

Referred - AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMIT TO INSTALL 
SIGN/SIGNBOARD AT 3958 WEST NORTH AVENUE. 

Also, a proposed order directing the Commissioner of Buildings to issue a permit to Doyle 
Signs Inc. to install a sign/signboard at 3958 West North Avenue, which was [Referred to the 
Committee on Buildings. 
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Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE AWNINGS 

AT SPECIFIED LOCATIONS. 

Also, three proposed orders authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to 
issue permits to the applicants listed to construct, maintain and use awnings at the locafions 
specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, as 
follows: 

Clinica Martinez - for two awnings at 4032 West Armitage Avenue; 

Lupeta's Dollar Store & Food Mart, Inc. - for one awning at 4240 West North Avenue; and 

Order Express, Inc. - for one awning at 4201 West North Avenue. 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMIT 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE CANOPIES 

AT 4101 WEST ARMITAGE AVENUE. 

Also, a proposed order authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to issue a 
permit to Cafe Internet Latino Inc. to construct, maintain and use two canopies at 4101 West 
Armitage Avenue, which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public 
Way. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN SUAREZ (31*' Ward): 

Referred - GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE TO SUNDRY APPLICANTS 
TO MAINTAIN AND USE SIGNS AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS. 

Four proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed to 
maintain and use signs at the locafions specified, which were Referred to the Committee on 
Transportation and Public Way, as follows: 
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A-ABC 24 Hours Locksmith - for one sign at 4415 West Belmont Avenue; 

Carniceria & Fruteria El Mitote - for one sign at 4459 West Belmont Avenue; 

Millennium Auto Sales - for two signs at 4541 West Belmont Avenue; and 

Taqueria El Puerto — for one sign at 5108 West Fullerton Avenue. 

Referred - AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS TO 
CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE AWNINGS 

AT SPECIFIED LOCATIONS. 

Also, two proposed orders authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to issue 
permits to the applicants listed to construct, maintain and use awnings at the locations 
specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, as 
follows: 

Order Express Inc. - for one awning at 5049 West Fullerton Avenue; and 

Taqueria El Puerto - for one awning at 5108 West Fullerton Avenue. 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMIT 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE CANOPY 

AT 4770 WEST GRAND AVENUE. 

Also, a proposed order authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to issue a 
permit to Las Islas Marias to construct, maintain and use one canopy at 4770 West Grand 
Avenue, which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN WAGUESPACK (32"'' Ward): 

Referred-GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE TO SUNDRY 
APPLICANTS FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES. 

Twenty-three proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed 
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for the purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and 
Public Way, as follows: 

The Ashland ~ to maintain and use one sign at 2824 North Ashland Avenue; 

Boutique - to maintain and use four security cameras adjacent to 809 West Evergreen 
Avenue; 

Cooking Fools, L.L.C. - to maintain and use one structural ornament (cooking whisk) 
adjacent to 1916 West North Avenue; 

El Presidente Restaurant - to maintain and use two signs at 2558 North Ashland Avenue; 

Floyd's Pub - to maintain and use one sign at 1944 North Oakley Avenue; 

Frasca - to maintain and use two signs at 3356 - 3358 North Paulina Street; 

Grand River - to maintain and use three light fixtures adjacent to 3032 North Lincoln 
Avenue; 

Grand River - to maintain and use one sign at 3032 North Lincoln Avenue; 

George Court Condominium - to maintain and use four bay windows adjacent to 2869 
North Lincoln Avenue; 

Hoohobbers - to maintain and use four planters adjacent to 1657 North Elston Avenue; 

Knitting Workshop - to maintain and use one sign at 2115 North Damen Avenue; 

The Lock Up Storage Centers - to maintain and use one sign at 1930 North Clybourn 
Avenue; 

Lorena Hair Salon - to maintain and use one sign at 2409 North Ashland Avenue; 

National City - to maintain and use three signs at 1955 North Damen Avenue; 

Night and Day Vintage - to maintain and use two signs at 2228 West Belmont Avenue; 

Photography By Sher - to maintain and use one sign at 3056 North Ashland Avenue; 

Republic Night Club - to construct, install, maintain and use five security cameras adjacent 
to 1520 North Fremont Street; 

The Shops at Kingsbury Square, L.L.C. - t o construct, install, maintain and use twenty-five 
planters adjacent to 1550 North Kingsbury Street; 
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Sine Qua Non II Ltd. ~ to maintain and use one sign at 3417 North Lincoln Avenue; 

Starbucks Coffee Number 2223 - to maintain and use one garbage enclosure adjacent to 
3350 North Lincoln Avenue; 

Tsuki Japanese Restaurant - to maintain and use one security camera adjacent to 1441 -
1445 West Fullerton Avenue; 

Witts - to maintain and use eight light fixtures adjacent to 2913 North Lincoln Avenue; and 

1155 West Armitage Partners - to maintain and use twenty balconies adjacent to 1155 
West Armitage Avenue. 

Referred - EXEMPTION OF VARIOUS APPLICANTS FROM PHYSICAL 
BARRIER REQUIREMENT PERTAINING TO ALLEY ACCESSIBILITY 

FOR SPECIFIED PARKING FACILITIES. 

Also, three proposed ordinances to exempt the applicants listed from the physical barrier 
requirement pertaining to alley accessibility for the parking facilifies adjacent to the locafions 
specified, pursuant to the provisipns of Title 10, Chapter 20, Section 430 of the Municipal 
Code of Chicago, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public 
Way, as follows: 

Gary Solomon and Company - 3119 North Lincoln Avenue; and 

2744 Southport Holdings, L.LC. - 2744 North Southport Avenue. 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMIT 
TO INSTALL SIGN/SIGNBOARD AT 

2501 NORTH DAMEN AVENUE. 

Also, a proposed order directing the Commissioner of Buildings to issue a permit to 
Van Wagner Communications, L.L.C. to install a sign/signboard at 2501 North Damen Avenue, 
which was Referred to the Committee on Buildings. 
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Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE AWNINGS 

AT SPECIFIED LOCATIONS. 

Also, five proposed orders authorizing the Directorof Business Affairs and Licensing to issue 
permits to the applicants listed to construct, maintain and use awnings at the locations 
specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, as 
follows: 

Boutique Home - for one awning at 1645 North Clybourn Avenue; 

Boufique Lavanda - for one awning at 2142 West Chicago Avenue; 

Crate & Barrel - for five awnings at 1864 North Clybourn Avenue; 

Kimberiy Segal Agency - for one awning at 2124 West Division Street; and 

Zentra - for two awnings at 923 West Weed Street. 

Referred - AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE CANOPIES 

AT SPECIFIED LOCATIONS. 

Also, two proposed orders authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to issue 
permits to the applicants listed to construct, maintain and use canopies at the locations 
specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, as 
follows: 

Mani & Pedi - for two canopies at 2815 - 2817 North Southport Avenue; and 

So Special Cleaners - for one canopy at 2501 North Ashland Avenue. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN MELL (33'" Ward): 

Referred - GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE TO SUNDRY APPLICANTS 
TO MAINTAIN AND USE SIGNS AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS. 

Four proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed to 
maintain and use signs at the locations specified, which were Referred to the Committee on 
Transportation and Public Way, as follows: 
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Manzo's Restaurant, Inc - for one sign at 3210 West Irving Park Road; 

Rapa-Nui Restaurant — for one sign at 4009 North Elston Avenue; 

Vanessa's & Wendy's Family Hair Care - for two signs at 3519 West Lawrence Avenue; 
and 

3 R's Oriental Food Mart - for one sign at 2712 West Montrose Avenue. 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE AWNINGS 

AT SPECIFIED LOCATIOhAS. 

Also, three proposed orders authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to 
issue permits to the applicants listed to construct, maintain and use awnings at the locations 
specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, as 
follows: 

Order Express - for one awning at 3453 West Montrose Avenue; 

Rapa-Nui Restaurant - for one awning at 4009 North Elston Avenue; and 

Galeria Musical & Wireless - for one awning at 3103 West Lawrence Avenue. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN COLON (35'" Ward): 

Referred - GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE TO SUNDRY 
APPLICANTS FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES. 

Seven proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public 
Way, as follows: 
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Foto Quetzal - to maintain and use one sign at 2419 North Milwaukee Avenue; 

Illinois Family Home Health Services, L.L.C. ~ to maintain and use one sign at 
2881 North Milwaukee Avenue; 

La Estrella ~ to maintain and use two security cameras adjacent to 2521 North Milwaukee 
Avenue; 

La Estrella - to maintain and use one sign at 2521 North Milwaukee Avenue; 

Our Place - to maintain and use one sign at 3534 West Belmont Avenue; 

Payless Shoe Source - to maintain and use six signs at 2800 North Milwaukee Avenue; 
and 

7-Eleven - to maintain and use two signs at 2401 North Milwaukee Avenue. 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH AUTHORIZED GRANT 
OF PRIVILEGE TO ZEPEDA AUTO MECHANIC TO MAINTAIN 

AND USE SIGN AT 3061 WEST ARMITAGE AVENUE. 

Also, a proposed ordinance to amend an ordinance passed by the City Council on 
November 13, 2007, and printed in the Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of 
the City of Chicago, page 16546, which authorized a grant of privilege to Zepeda Auto 
Mechanic to maintain and use two signs at 3061 West Armitage Avenue, by modificafion of 
number of signs, compensation and street address for said privilege, which was Referred to 
the Committee on Transportation and Public Way. 

Referred-EXEMPTION OF MR. JOSH DETH FROM PHYSICAL 
BARRIER REQUIREMENT PERTAINING TO ALLEY 
ACCESSIBILITY FOR PARKING FACILITIES FOR 

2323 NORTH MILWAUKEE AVENUE. 

Also, a proposed ordinance to exempt Josh Deth from the physical barrier requirement 
pertaining to alley accessibility for the parking facilities for 2323 North Milwaukee Avenue, 
pursuant to the provisions of Title 10, Chapter 20, Section 430 of the Municipal Code of 
Chicago, which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way. 
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Referred - AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE AWNINGS 

AT SPECIFIED LOCATIONS. 

Also, two proposed orders authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to issue 
permits to the applicants listed to construct, maintain and use awnings at the locafions 
specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, as 
follows: 

La Estrella - for one awning at 2521 North Milwaukee Avenue; and 

Olga's Family Cuts - for one awning at 3065 West Armitage Avenue. 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMIT 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE CANOPY 

AT 2785 WEST MILWAUKEE AVENUE. 

Also, a proposed order authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to issue a 
permit to Fantasy Hair Design to construct, maintain and use one canopy at 2785 West 
Milwaukee Avenue, which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public 
Way. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN BANKS (36'" Ward): 

Referred-CORRECTION OF JULY 9, 2008 JOURNAL 
OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE CITY COUNCIL 

OF THE CITY OF CHICAGO. 

A proposed ordinance to correct the July 9, 2008 Journal of the Proceedings ofthe City 
Council of the City of Chicago for an ordinance printed on pages 33352 through 33353 by 
deleting the Bulk Regulations and Data Table in its entirety and inserting in lieu thereof a new 
Bulk Regulations and Data Table, which was Referred to the Committee on Committees, 
Rules and Ethics. 
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Referred - GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE TO SUNDRY APPLICANTS 
TO MAINTAIN AND USE SIGNS AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS. 

Also, two proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed to 
maintain and use signs at the locations specified, which were Referred to the Committee on 
Transportation and Public Way, as follows: 

Good Hands Day Care Incorporated - for one sign at 1759 North Hariem Avenue; and 

National Tifie Center - for one sign at 7443 West Irving Park Road. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN MITTS (37'" Ward): 

Referred - GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE TO SUNDRY APPLICANTS 
TO MAINTAIN AND USE SIGNS AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS. 

Six proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed to maintain 
and use signs at the locafions specified, which were Referred to the Committee on 
Transportation and Public Way, as follows: 

Belmonte Liquors - for one sign at 5000 - 5002 West Chicago Avenue; 

Big Daddy - for one sign at 5248 West Chicago Avenue; 

Burger King — for two signs at 4910 West North Avenue; 

Euro V Construction Company Inc. - for one sign at 5951 West Fullerton Avenue; 

Grand & Central Hand Car Wash - for one sign at 5760 West Grand Avenue; and 

West Division Family Health Center - for one sign at 4401 West Division Street. 
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Referred - AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE AWNINGS 

AT SPECIFIED LOCATIONS. 

Also, two proposed orders authorizing the Directorof Business Affairs and Licensing to issue 
permits to the applicants listed to construct, maintain and use awnings at the locafions 
specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, as 
follows: 

All Things Are Possible for Kids, Inc. - for one awning at 4014 West Chicago Avenue; and 

Pickett Barber Shop - for one awning at 5252 West North Avenue. 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE CANOPIES 

AT SPECIFIED LOCATIONS. 

Also, two proposed orders authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to issue 
permits to the applicants listed to construct, maintain and use canopies at the locations 
specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, as 
follows: 

Belmonte Liquors - for one canopy at 5000 - 5002 West Chicago Avenue; and 

Chi-Town Chicken, Seafood & Pizza - for one canopy at 4152 West Chicago Avenue. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN ALLEN (38'" Ward): 

Referred - GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE TO SUNDRY 
APPLICANTS FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES. 

Four proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public 
Way, as follows: 
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Creagem Internafional - to maintain and use one sign at 5308 West Addison Street; 

Frank's Chicago Shrimp House - to maintain and use one sign at 5439 West Addison 
Street; 

Jolly Inn Restaurant - to maintain and use one occupation of space adjacent to 6501 
West Irving Park Road; and 

Mid City Lincoln-Mercury, Inc. - to maintain and use three light fixtures adjacent to 4330 
West Irving Park Road. 

Presented For 

ALDERMAN LAURINO (39'" Ward): 

Referred - GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE TO SUNDRY APPLICANTS 
TO MAINTAIN AND USE SIGNS AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS. 

Seven proposed ordinances, presented by Alderman Allen, to grant permission and authority 
to the applicants listed to maintain and use signs at the locations specified, which were 
Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, as follows: 

Carquest of Pulaski - for one sign at 4740 North Pulaski Road; 

Computer Account & Tax Service Inc. - for one sign at 6306 North Cicero Avenue; 

Edens Fast Food - for one sign at 6045 North Cicero Avenue; 

Hart Wine and Liquor - for one sign at 4132 West Peterson Avenue; 

Lee Elston Auto Service — for one sign at 4421 North Elston Avenue; 

McGill's Bar & Grill - for one sign at 4551 - 4553 North Pulaski Road; and 

Sunnyday Tap - for one sign at 4953 North Elston Avenue. 
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Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH AUTHORIZED 
GRANT OF PRIVILEGE TO K.R.K. INTERNATIONAL 

CORPORATION TO MAINTAIN AND USE SIGN 
AT 4042 NORTH ELSTON AVENUE. 

Also, a proposed ordinance, presented by Alderman Allen, to amend an ordinance passed 
by the City Council on October 31, 2007 and printed in the Journal of the Proceedings of the 
City Council of the City of Chicago, page 11757, which authorized a grant of privilege to 
K.R.K. Internafional Corporafion to maintain and use one sign at 4042 North Elston Avenue, 
by changing the legal name from "K.R.K. International Corporafion" to "K.R.K. Insurance 
Solutions, Inc.", which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way. 

Referred-EXEMPTION OF MS. MARY LOU JASSO/HIDALGO AUTO 
REPAIR FROM PHYSICAL BARRIER REQUIREMENT PERTAINING 

TO ALLEY ACCESSIBILITY FOR PARKING FACILITIES 
FOR 4632 WEST LAWRENCE AVENUE. 

Also, a proposed ordinance, presented by Alderman Allen, to exempt Mary Lou Jasso/Hidalgo 
Auto Repairfrom the physical barrier requirement pertaining to alley accessibility for the parking 
facilities for 4632 West Lawrence Avenue, pursuant to the provisions of Tifie 10, Chapter 20, 
Section 430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, which was Referred to the Committee on 
Transportation and Public Way. 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMIT 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE AWNING 

AT 3310 WEST FOSTER AVENUE. 

Also, a proposed order, presented by Alderman Allen, authorizing the Director of Business 
Affairs and Licensing to issue a permit to PDL Business Services Inc. to construct, maintain and 
use one awning at 3310 West Foster Avenue, which was Referred to the Committee on 
Transportation and Public Way. 
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Presented By 

ALDERMAN O'CONNOR (40'" Ward): 

Referred-CORRECTION OF JOURNAL OF THE PROCEEDINGS 
OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF CHICAGO. 

Three proposed ordinances to correct the September 10, 2008 Journal of the Proceedings 
of the City Council of the City of Chicago for ordinances printed on the page numbers 
specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Committees, Rules and Ethics, as 
follows: 

Page 36769 ~ by deleting the number "42" in front of West Erie Street appearing in the 
second column on the twentieth printed line from the top of the page; 

Page 36769 - by deleting the number "42" in front of West Erie Street appearing in the 
second column on the thirty-first printed line from the top of the page; and 

Page 36792 - by delefing the number "39" in front of North Elston Avenue appearing in 
the second column on the twenty-fourth printed line from the top of the page. 

Referred-EXEMPTION OF LESTER & ROSALIE ANIXTER CENTER 
FROM CITY FEES UNDER NOT-FOR-PROFIT STATUS. 

Also, a proposed ordinance providing Lester & Rosalie Anixter Center with inclusive 
exemption, under its not-for-profit status, from all city fees related to the erection and 
maintenance of building(s) at 6506 North Bosworth Avenue, 6248 North Clark Street, 6610 
North Clark Street, 5615 North Rockwell Street, 5712 North Talman Avenue and 1761 West 
Wallen Avenue, for the period beginning November 16, 2008 and ending November 15, 2010, 
which was Referred to the Committee on Finance. 

Referred-GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE TO SUNDRY 
APPLICANTS FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES. 

Also, nine proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for 
the purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and 
Public Way, as follows: 
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Cafe Lafin Bliss - to maintain and use three security cameras adjacent to 5515 North 
Lincoln Avenue; 

Mr. John Adrahtas - to maintain and use one sign at 5620 North Western Avenue; 

Lian's - to maintain and use one sign at 6507 North Clark Street; 

NeighborSpace - to maintain and use one landscaping adjacent to 5386 North 
Bowmanville Avenue; 

Premier Signs & Awnings - to maintain and use one sign at 6510 North Clark Street; 

Saint Paul's Bar - to maintain and use one sign at 5109 North Lincoln Avenue; 

The Coffee Studio - to construct, install, maintain and use 5628 North Clark Street; 

Toujours Spa & Salon - to maintain and use two planters adjacent to 5224 North Clark 
Street; and 

Venus Eye Shopping — to maintain and use one sign at 3237 West Bryn Mawr Avenue. 

Referred-EXEMPTION OF LANDSPEED AUTO PERFORMANCE FROM 
PHYSICAL BARRIER REQUIREMENT PERTAINING TO ALLEY 

ACCESSIBILITY FOR PARKING FACILITIES FOR 
6013 NORTH RIDGE AVENUE. 

Also, a proposed ordinance to exempt Landspeed Auto Performance from the physical barrier 
requirement pertaining to alley accessibility for the parking facilifies for 6013 North Ridge 
Avenue, pursuant to the provisions of Title 10, Chapter 20, Section 430 of the Municipal Code 
of Chicago, which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way. 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMIT 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE AWNING 

AT 6510 NORTH CLARK STREET. 

Also, a proposed order authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to issue a 
permit to Premier Signs & Awnings to construct, maintain and use one awning at 6510 North 
Clark Street, which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way. 
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Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMIT 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE CANOPY 

AT 1820 WEST FOSTER AVENUE. 

Also, a proposed order authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to issue a 
permit to Keim Furs, Inc. to construct, maintain and use one canopy at 1820 West Foster 
Avenue, which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN DOHERTY (41" ' Ward): 

Referred-EXEMPTION OF NORWOOD SENIORS NETWORK ASSOCIATION 
FROM CITY FEES UNDER NOT-FOR-PROFIT STATUS. 

A proposed ordinance providing Norwood Seniors Network Association with inclusive 
exemption, under its not-for-profit status, from all city fees related to the erection and 
maintenance of building(s) at 6009 North Nina Avenue, for a two year period not to exceed 
October 8, 2010, which was Referred to the Committee on Finance. 

Referred - GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE TO SUNDRY APPLICANTS 
TO MAINTAIN AND USE SIGNS AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS. 

Also, seventeen proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants 
listed to maintain and use signs at the locations specified, which were Referred to the 
Committee on Transportation and Public l/Vay, as follows: 

Avondale Animal Hospital - for one sign at 6146 North Northwest Highway; 

Best Auto Service - for two signs at 6435 North Hariem Avenue; 

Cars Collision Center Shop - for one sign at 5824 — 5830 North Northwest Highway; 
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Conca D'oro Bakery - for one sign at 6701 North Northwest Highway; 

Czerwone Jabluszko Restaurant - for one sign at 6474 North Milwaukee Avenue; 

Mr. Edward D. Jones - for one sign at 6041 North Northwest Highway; 

Fitzsimmons Surgical Supply - for one sign at 6428 North Milwaukee Avenue; 

The Hertz Corporation - for one sign at 5932 North Northwest Highway; 

If An Elephant Can Paint Inc. - for one sign at 6677 North Northwest Highway; 

MPSM Number 476 Realty Corporafion, Inc. - for one sign at 6309 North Northwest 
Highway; 

Nonno Pino - for one sign at 6718 North Northwest Highway; 

Northwest Transmission Inc. - for one sign at 5990 Northwest Highway; 

Riordan Insurance Agency - for one sign at 6134 North Northwest Highway; 

Soo Cleaners — for one sign at 7258 West Touhy Avenue; 

Sunrise Hitek Service Inc. - for one sign at 5915 North Northwest Highway; 

Tony's Italian Deli - for one sign at 6708 North Northwest Highway; and 

Zia's Trattoria - for one sign at 6699 North Northwest Highway. 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE AWNINGS 

AT SPECIFIED LOCATIONS. 

Also, two proposed orders authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to issue 
permits to the applicants listed to construct, maintain and use awnings at the locations 
specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, as 
follows: 

Family Flooring Inc, - for one awning at 6010 North Northwest Highway; and 

The Great Window Wizard Company - for one awning at 6010 North Northwest Highway. 
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Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE CANOPIES 

AT SPECIFIED LOCATIONS. 

Also, three proposed orders authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to 
issue permits to the applicants listed to construct, maintain and use canopies at the locations 
specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, as 
follows: 

Cherri's Epiphany - for one canopy at 6324 North Central Avenue; 

Conca D'oro Bakery - for one canopy at 6710 North Northwest Highway; and 

Trading Post Tobacco & Cigars Inc. - for one canopy at 5510 West Devon Avenue. 

Referred-CONSIDERATION FOR HONORARY DESIGNATION 
OF PORTION OF NORTH OSHKOSH AVENUE AS 

"HONORARY DOWNING/SOMMERS WAY". 

Also, a proposed order directing the Commissioner of Transportation to give consideration 
to honorarily designate a portion of North Oshkosh Avenue, from North Northwest Highway to 
North Olmsted Avenue, as "Honorary Downing/Sommers Way", which was Referred to the 
Committee on Transportation and Public Way. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN REILLY (42"" Ward): 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF TITLE 11, CHAPTER 4, SECTION 030(b) 
OF MUNICIPAL CODE OF CHICAGO BY INCREASING FINES 

FOR VIOLATION OF CHICAGO ENVIRONMENTAL 
PROTECTION AND CONTROL ORDINANCE. 

A proposed ordinance to amend Title 11, Chapter 4, Section 030(b) ofthe Municipal Code 
of Chicago by increasing the fines for any person who operates a facility requiring a permit or 
written authorization from a commissioner where such operation is in violation ofthe provisions 
ofthe Chicago Environmental Protection and Control Ordinance, which was Referred to the 
Committee on Buildings. 
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Referred-EXEMPTION OF DAUGHTERS OF SAINT PAUL 
FROM CITY FEES UNDER NOT-FOR-PROFIT STATUS. 

Also, a proposed ordinance providing Daughters of Saint Paul with inclusive exemption, under 
its not-for-profit status, from all city fees for the building(s) at 172 North Michigan Avenue, for 
the period beginning December 31, 2007 and ending January 1, 2010, which was Referred to 
the Committee on Finance. 

Referred-GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE TO SUNDRY 
APPLICANTS FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES. 

Also, eighty-five proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants 
listed for the purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation 
and Public Way, as follows: 

AccuVISION - to maintain and use one sign at 321 North Michigan Avenue; 

American National Bank and Trust of Chicago, under trust 121309-02 - to maintain and 
use six planters adjacent to 633 North St. Clair Street; 

Americas Loans, L.L.C. - to maintain and use one sign at 103 North Wells Street; 

Barnes & Noble Number 2922 - to maintain and use one cornice adjacent to 
1130 North State Street; 

Buca di Beppo - to maintain and use five light fixtures adjacent to 521 North Rush Street; 

Cariyn Berghoff Catering, Inc. - t o maintain and use two security cameras adjacent to 17 
West Adams Street; 

Chicago Chop House - to maintain and use one,s[gn-at^60 West Ontario Street; 

Chicago City Centre Hotel & Sports Club - to maintain and use sixteen planters adjacent 
to 300 East Ohio Street; 

Chicago Marriott Downtown - to maintain and use one sign at 540 North Michigan Avenue; 

Cloverfield, Inc. - to maintain and use three fiagpoles adjacent to 19 South LaSalle Street; 
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Corner Bakery Cafe - to construct, install, maintain and use eighteen light fixtures adjacent 
to 444 North Michigan Avenue; 

Dalai Food W Liquor, Inc. — to maintain and use one sign at 414 North State Street; 

Deakin Res, L.L.C. - to maintain and use one blade sign at 410 North Dearborn Street; 

Enterprise Leasing Company of Chicago - to maintain and use one sign at 10 East Ohio 
Street; 

Enterprise Rent-A-Car - to maintain and use two signs at 65 East Lake Street; 

Enterprise Rent-A-Car - to maintain and use one sign at 303 West Lake Street; 

Enterprise Rent-A-Car - to maintain and use two signs at 401 North Wells Street; 

Flair Tower, L.L.C. - to construct, maintain and use forty balconies adjacent to 
222 West Erie Street; 

Forever 21 - to maintain and use twelve light fixtures adjacent to 26 South State Street; 

Garden Village - to maintain and use one sign at 100 North LaSalle Street; 

Grand Plaza Owner, L.L.C. - to maintain and use twenty-seven light fixtures adjacent to 
540 North State Street; 

Graham Elliot - to maintain and use one sign at 217 North Huron Street; 

Hannah's Bretzel L.L.C. - to maintain and use one sign at 180 West Washington Street; 

Hubbard Street Hair Studio - to maintain and use one sign at 68 West Hubbards Street; 

Hugo's Frog Bar - to maintain and use two planters adjacent 1024 North Rush Street; 

Hugo's Frog Bar - to maintain and use one revolving door adjacent to 1024 North Rush 
Street; 

Interpack - to maintain and use one sign at 165 East Ontario Street; 

Interpack - to maintain and use eight signs at 401 North Wells Street; 

Italian Village Restaurant, Inc. — to maintain and use two fiower planters adjacent to 
71 West Monroe Street; 

Jimmy John's-Washington - to maintain and use one sign at 216 West Washington Street; 
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Joseph Freed & Associates - to maintain and use four fire escapes adjacent to 
36 South Wabash Avenue; 

Kiva Spa - to maintain and use two planters adjacent to 196 East Pearson Street; 

The Lancaster Condominium Association - to maintain and use two planters adjacent to 
201 North Westshore Drive; 

Lawry's the Prime Rib - to maintain and use ten light fixtures adjacent to 100 East Ontario 
Street; 

Lawry's the Prime Rib - to maintain and use two planters adjacent to 100 East Ontario 
Street; 

McDonald's - to maintain and use one light fixture adjacent to 645 North McClurg Court; 

Moda - to maintain and use five flagpoles adjacent to 25 West Hubbards Street; 

Montauk Chicago Inc. - to maintain and use five banners adjacent to 401 North Wells 
Street; 

Mother Hubbards - to maintain and use nine light fixtures adjacent to 5 West Hubbard 
Street; 

National Broadcasfing Company - to maintain and use one conduit adjacent to 125 - 250 
East North Water Street; 

Newberry Townhome Owners Association — to maintain and use one fence adjacent to 
1000 North State Street; 

Newberry Townhome Owners Association - to maintain and use seventeen sprinkler heads 
adjacent to 1000 North State Street 

North Bank - to maintain and use one sign at 501 North Clark Street; 

Northwestern Memorial Hospital-to maintain and use three bollards adjacent to 401 
East Erie Street; 

Northwestern Memorial Hospital - to maintain and use one sign at 401 East Erie Street; 

Northwestern Memorial Hospital - to maintain and use two signs at 425 East Erie Street; 

Northwestern University - to maintain and use two casings adjacent to 840 North Lake 
Shore Drive; 

Office Depot Inc. - to maintain and use two banners adjacent to 10 South State Street; 
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One River Place Condominiums - to maintain and use twelve planters adjacent to 
758 North Larrabee Street; 

Parenteau Studios - to maintain and use three Siamese connections adjacent to 224 -
230 West Huron Street; 

Park Kingsbury L.L.C. - to construct, install, maintain and use fifteen balconies adjacent 
to 678 North Kingbury Street; 

Pizano's Pizza & Pasta - to maintain and use one sign at 864 North State Street; 

Pockets - to maintain and use one sign at 205 East Ohio Street; 

Potash Bros. Inc. - to maintain and use three signs at 875 North State Street; 

Regional Transportafion Authority — to maintain and use one sign at 465 North Jefferson 
Street; 

Ron of Japan Inc. - to maintain and use one sign at 230 East Ontario Street; 

Rumba - to maintain and use nine light fixtures at 351 West Hubbard Street; 

Rumba - to maintain and use one sign at 351 West Hubbard Street; 

SA Lynd Development Partners, L.P. - to construct, install, maintain and use two planters 
adjacent to 161 West Kinzie Street; 

Sayat Nova - to maintain and use one sign at 15 East Ohio Street; 

Sotheby's Inc. - to maintain and use two planters adjacent to 188 East Walton Place; 

The Sports Authority - to maintain and use one fire escape adjacent to 620 North LaSalle 
Drive; 

The Sports Authority - to maintain and use one security camera adjacent to 620 North 
LaSalle Drive; 

Subway Sandwich - to maintain and use one sign at 226 East Ontario Street; 

Stefani Management Services - to maintain and use one sign at 601 North Wells Street; 

Superior West Private Residences - to maintain and use four security carheras adjacent 
to 101 West Superior Street; 

Taco Fresco - to maintain and use one sign at 218 South Clark Street; 
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The Talbott Hotel - to maintain and use one handicap ramp adjacent to 20 East Delaware 
Place; 

Tizi Melloul - to maintain and use one banner adjacent to 531 North Wells Street; 

TD Ameritrade, Inc. - to maintain and use one sign at 100 North LaSalle Street; 

Tides at Lake Shore East L.L.C. - to construct, install, maintain and use two planters 
adjacent to 360 East South Water Street; 

VIP Nails - to maintain and use two signs at 180 West Washington Street; 

Wildfire - to maintain and use one structural projection adjacent to 159 West Erie Street; 

The Wit - to construct, install, maintain and use seven light fixtures adjacent to 201 North 
State Street; 

The Wit - to construct, install, maintain and use two flag poles at 201 North State Street; 

The Wit - to construct, install, maintain and use one planter adjacent to 201 North State 
Street; 

The Wit - to construct, install, maintain and use one tree grate adjacent to 201 North State 
Street; 

WLS Television Inc. - t o construct, install, maintain and use fifteen bollards adjacent to 190 
North State Street; 

Zolla/Lieberman Gallery, Inc. - to maintain and use one banner adjacent to 325 West 
Huron Street; 

100 West Monroe Partnership - to maintain and use two flagpoles adjacent tp 100 West 
Monroe Street; 

134 North LaSalle, L.L.C. - t o maintain and use twelve light fixtures adjacent to 1 2 8 - 136 
North LaSalle Street; 

134 North LaSalle, L.L.C. - to maintain and use two vaults adjacent to 128 - 136 North 
LaSalle Street; 

351 Mortgage Loan Borrower, L.L.C. - to construct, install, maintain and use two catch 
basins adjacent to 353 North Clark Street; 

500 West Superior L.L.C. - to construct, install, maintain and use two foundation walls 
adjacent to 747 North Larrabee Street; and 

850 Investors L.L.C. - to maintain and use one vault adjacent to 850 North Lake Shore 
Drive. 
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Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH AUTHORIZED GRANT 
OF PRIVILEGE TO CHICAGO MARRIOTT DOWNTOWN 

TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE CANOPY 
AT 540 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE. 

Also, a proposed ordinance to amend an ordinance passed by the City Council on 
May 9, 2007 and printed in the Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City 
of Chicago, page 105538, which authorized a grant of privilege to Chicago Marriott Downtown, 
to construct, maintain and use one canopy projecfing over the public right-of-way attached to 
its premises known as 540 North Michigan Avenue, by modificafion of the dimensions for said 
privilege, which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way. 

Referred-GRANT OF PRIVILEGE TO BERRY 
CHILL FOR SIDEWALK CAFE. 

Also, a proposed ordinance to grant permission and authority to Berry Chill to maintain and 
use a portion of the public way adjacent to 132 North LaSalle Street for the operafion of a 
sidewalk cafe, which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way. 

Referred-EXEMPTION OF JDL ACQUISITIONS, L.L.C. FROM PHYSICAL 
BARRIER REQUIREMENT PERTAINING TO ALLEY ACCESSIBILITY 

FOR PARKING FACILITIES FOR 212 - 232 WEST ILUNOIS 
STREET AND 501 - 511 NORTH FRANKLIN STREET. 

Also, a proposed ordinance to exempt JDL Acquisifions, L.L.C. from the physical barrier 
requirement pertaining to alley accessibility for the parking facilities for 212 - 232 West Illinois 
Street and 501 - 511 North Franklin Street, pursuant to the provisions of Title 10, Chapter 20, 
Secfion 430 of the Municipal Code of Chicago, which was Referred to the Committee on 
Transportation and Public Way. 

Referred - AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS TO 
INSTALL SIGNS/SIGNBOARDS AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS. 

Also, two proposed orders directing the Commissioner of Buildings to issue permits to the 
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applicants listed to install signs/signboards at the locafions specified, which were Referred to 
the Committee on Buildings, as follows: 

Sure Light Service Company - for one sign/signboard at 300 East Ohio Street; and 

Sure Light Sign Company - for one sign/signboard at Daley Center Plaza (North Dearborn 
Street and West Washington Street). 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR WAIVER OF SPECIFIED LICENSE AND 
PERMIT FEES IN CONJUNCTION WITH METRO SQUASH, 

SWEET HOME CHICAGO EVENT. 

Also, a proposed order authorizing the waiver of Itinerant Merchant License, Street Closure 
and Temporary Building Permit fees in conjunction with MetroSquash, Sweet Home Chicago 
Event, to be held on Pioneer Plaza at 401 North Michigan Avenue, for the period extending 
September 9 through September 15, 2008, during the hours of 6:00 P.M. until 11:00 P.M. and 
on September 20, 2008, during the hours of 10:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M., which was Referred to 
the Committee on Special Events and Cultural Affairs. 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE AWNINGS 

AT SPECIFIED LOCATIONS. 

Also, six proposed orders authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to issue 
permits to the applicants listed to construct, maintain and use awnings at the locations 
specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, as 
follows: 

Edible Arrangements— for one awning at 515 North Dearborn Street; 

McDonalds - for one awning at 119 North Wabash Avenue; 
Pops for Champagne - for two awnings at 601 North State Street; 

Sabon - for one awning at 1152 North State Street; 

Tremont Hotel - for one awning at 100 East Chestnut Street; and 

17's Cleaners - for one awning at 1117 North Dearborn Street. 
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Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE CANOPIES 

AT SPECIFIED LOCATIONS. 

Also, sixteen proposed orders authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to 
issue permits to the applicants listed to construct, maintain and use canopies at the locafions 
specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, as 
follows: 

Access Living of Metropolitan Chicago - for one canopy at 115 West Chicago Avenue; 

Americash Loans L.L.C. - for two canopies at 103 North Wells Street; 

Barnes & Noble Number 2922 - for one canopy at 1130 North State Street; 

The Casino - for one canopy at 195 East Delaware Place; 

Chicago Chop House - for one canopy at 60 West Ontario Street; 

Chicago Wells Design Center L.L.C. - for two canopies at 755 North Wells Street; 

Copperfields Market - for one canopy at 70 West Huron Street; 

Fireside Collecfions - for one canopy at 200 West Ohio Street; 

Grillers Cafe - for three canopies at 40 East Pearson Street; 

Kiva Spa - for one canopy at 196 East Pearson Street; 

Lakeshore Athletic Club Streeterville L L C . - for one canopy at 333 East Ontario Street; 

Palmolive Building Condominium Association - for one canopy at 159 East Walton Place; 

Popeye's Chicken and Biscuits and Steak Express - for two canopies at 201 North Clark 
Street; 

Ritz-Carlton Water Tower - for one canopy at 160 East Pearson Street; 

Rumba - for one canopy at 351 West Hubbard Street; and 

TD Ameritrade, Inc. - for one canopy at 100 North LaSalle Street. 
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ALDERMAN REILLY (42"" Ward) 
And OTHERS: 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF TITLE 4, CHAPTERS 5 AND 232 OF 
MUNICIPAL CODE OF CHICAGO BY INCREASING UCENSE 

FEE, INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS AND FINES 
CONCERNING VALET PARKING. 

A proposed ordinance, presented by Aldermen Reilly, Flores, Fioretti, Hairston, Waguespack, 
Daley and Tunney, to amend Title 4, Chapters 5 and 232 ofthe Municipal Code of Chicago by 
increasing city fines and including addifional insurance provisions and off-street parking 
required for valet parking, which was Referred to the Committee on Traffic Control and 
Safety. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN DALEY (43'" Ward): 

Referred - GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE TO SUNDRY 
APPLICANTS FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES. 

Twenty-two proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed 
for the purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and 
Public Way, as follows: 

Arhaus Furniture - to maintain and use thirteen light fixtures adjacent to 1980 North 
Clybourn Avenue; 

Arhaus Furniture - to maintain and use one sign at 1980 North Clybourn Avenue; 

Cartridge Worid Chicago - to maintain and use one sign at 2634 North Clark Street; 

Dog's Unlimited - to maintain and use one sign at 238 West Division Street; 
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Einstein Bros. Bagels Number 2330 - to maintain and use one sign at 2530 North Clark 
Street; 

Ethan's Cafe - to maintain and use one sign at 2201 - 2203 North Sheffield Avenue; 

The Field House - to maintain and use two light fixtures adjacent to 2455 North Clark 
Street; 

Fullerton Parkway Towers, L.L.C. - to maintain and use one sign at 2351 North Clark 
Street; 

Hema's Kitchen - to maintain and use one sign at 2411 North Clark Street; 

Hoots Inc. - to maintain and use two security cameras adjacent to 2348 - 2352 North Clark 
Street; 

Jeffery Paset - to maintain and use one planter adjacent to 2461 North Buriing Street; 

Lincoln C Mart - to maintain and use one sign at 2256 North Lincoln Avenue; 

Nans, Inc. - to maintain and use three signs at 2364 North Lincoln Avenue; 

Nafional City - to maintain and use two signs at 2021 North Clark Street; 

Park West Properties, Inc. - to maintain and use one sign at 1925 North Lincoln Avenue; 

Pretty Nail - to maintain and use one sign at 2523 North Lincoln Avenue; 

Publix Currency Exchange Inc. - to maintain and use one sign at 2102 North Clark Street; 

Sally Beauty Supply Number 425 - to maintain and use one sign at 2727 North Clark 
Street; 

STA Travel - to maintain and use one sign at 2570 North Clark Street; 

Stanley's Restaurant - to construct, install, maintain and use one windscreen adjacent to 
1970 North Lincoln Avenue; 

Venice Pizza - to maintain and use two light fixtures adjacent to 2441 North Halsted Street; 
and 

Ya Ya Accessories, Inc. - to maintain and use one sign at 2663 North Clark Street. 
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Referred - AUTHORIZATION FOR WAIVER OF PUBLIC WAY 
USE PERMIT FEES FOR CHARNLEY-PERSKY 

HOUSE MUSEUM FOUNDATION 

Also, a proposed order authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to waive 
all compensafion fees for grant of privilege public way use permits expiring on January 9,2013, 
charged to the Charnley-Persky House Museum Foundafion at 1365 Astor Street, which was 
Referred to the Committee on Finance. 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE AWNINGS 

AT SPECIFIED LOCATIONS. 

Also, five proposed orders authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to issue 
permits to the applicants listed to construct, maintain and use awnings at the locations 
specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, as 
follows: 

Crossroads Public House - for one awning at 2630 North Clark Street; 

The Meatloaf Bakery - for one awning at 2464 North Clark Street; 

Michael Cleaners - for two awnings at 2059 North Clark Street; 

Soiree — for one awning at 2438 North Lincoln Avenue; and 

Vision Works Number 837 - for two awnings at 2701 North Clark Street. 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE CANOPIES 

AT SPECIFIED LOCATIONS. 

Also, five proposed orders authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to issue 
permits to the applicants listed to construct, maintain and use canopies at the locations 
specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, as 
follows: 

The Field House - for one canopy at 2455 North Clark Street; 

Fifth Third Bank - for two canopies at 900 West Armitage Avenue; 
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LaSalle Cleaners - for one canopy at 156 West Division Street; 

O'Malley's West - for one canopy at 2249 North Lincoln Avenue; and 

Parkwest Liquors and Smoke Shop - for one canopy at 2581 North Lincoln Avenue. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN DALEY (43'" Ward) And 
ALDERMAN ALLEN (38'" Ward): 

Referred-REPRESENTATIVES OF PACE URGED TO REPORT TO CITY 
COUNCIL COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION AND PUBLIC 

WAY ON BLUE RIBBON COMMITTEE FINDINGS 
REGARDING PARATRANSIT OPERATIONS 

AND CUSTOMER SERVICE. 

Also, a proposed resolution calling upon representatives of Pace to appear before the City 
Council Committee on Transportation and Public Way to report on the result of their Blue 
Ribbon Committee evaluafion of paratransit operations and customer service and to provide 
periodic updates on their services to Chicago's disabled community, which was Referred to 
the Committee on Transportation and Public Way. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN DALEY (43'" Ward) And 
ALDERMAN SHILLER (46'" Ward): 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF TITLE 9, CHAPTER 64, SECTION 050 
OF MUNICIPAL CODE OF CHICAGO BY MODIFICATION OF 

PROVISIONS GOVERNING RESTRICTED PARKING 
FOR PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES. 

A proposed ordinance to amend Title 9, Chapter 64, Section 050 of the Municipal Code of 
Chicago by modifying parking restrictions for persons with disabilities and establishing pilot 
program for shared restricted parking spaces within residential districts, which was Referred 
to the Committee on Traffic Control and Safety. 
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Presented By 

ALDERMAN TUNNEY (44'" Ward): 

Referred-GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE TO SUNDRY 
APPLICANTS FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES. 

Thirty-six proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for 
the purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and 
Public Way, as follows: 

Advocate Illinois Masonic Medical Center - to maintain and use landscaping adjacent to 
929 West Wellington Avenue; 

Bar Louie Wrigleville - to maintain and use two signs at 3545 North Clark Street; 

Bookworks — to maintain and use one sign at 3444 North Clark Street; 

Cubby Bear Lounge Ltd. - to maintain and use one marquee adjacent to 1059 - 1065 
West Addison Street; 

Custom Shower - to maintain and use one sign at 1143 West Belmont Avenue; 

The Dark Horse Tap and Grill - to maintain and use two flagpoles adjacent to 3443 North 
Sheffield Avenue; 

Fifth Third Bank - to maintain and use two signs at 640 West Diversey Parkway; 

Ginger Man Tavern - to maintain and use one sign at 3740 North Clark Street; 

Goose Island Wrigleyville - to maintain and use one sign at 3535 North Clark Street; 

The Irish Oak - to maintain and use four flagpoles adjacent to 3511 North Clark Street; 

Just Service, Inc. - to maintain and use one sign at 2940 North Clark Street; 

Katachi - to maintain and use two light fixtures adjacent 3911 North Sheridan Road; 

Katachi - to maintain and use one sign at 3911 North Sheridan Road; 

Lakeview Collection - to construct, install, maintain and use two caissons adjacent 
1540 West Belmont Avenue; 

Lakeview Collection - to construct, install, maintain and use one earth retention system 
adjacent to 1540 West Belmont Avenue; 
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Lakeview Collection - to construct, install, maintain and use one hundred thirty-five fieback 
systems adjacent to 1540 West Belmont Avenue; 

Merkle's Bar & Grill - to maintain and use four light fixtures adjacent to 3516 North Clark 
Street; 

Merkle's Bar & Grill - to maintain and use one sign at 3516 North Clark Street; 

National City Bank - to maintain and use two signs at 3170 North Broadway; 

Paddy Long's - to maintain and use four light fixtures adjacent to 1028 West Diversey 
Parkway; 

Paddy Long's - to maintain and use four planters adjacent to 1028 West Diversey 
Parkway; 

Paddy Long's - to maintain and use two signs at 1028 West Diversey Parkway; 

Pizza Ria Wrigleyville - to maintain and use one sign at 3515 North Clark Street; 

Quiznos Sub - to maintain and use one sign at 3658 North Clark Street; 

Rebel Bar & Grill - to maintain and use one flagpole adjacent to 3462 North Clark Street; 

Siren's Call - to maintain and use one sign at 3355 North Clark Street; 

The Steamworks — to maintain and use four banners adjacent to 3246 North Halsted 
Street; 

Subway - to maintain and use one sign at 3776 North Clark Street; 

Taco & Burrito House - to maintain and use one sign at 3038 North Broadway; 

Tuscany on Clark - to maintain and use nineteen light fixtures adjacent to 3700 North Clark 
Street; 

Walgreens Number 6270 - to maintain and use five light fixtures adjacent to 1001 West 
Belmont Avenue; 

Yakzie's Bar & Grill - to maintain and use one sign at 3710 North Clark Street; 

Yoshi's Cafe - to maintain and use three security cameras adjacent to 3257 North Halsted 
Street; 

Young Men's Christian Association of Metropolitan Chicago - to maintain and use one 
handicap ramp adjacent to 3321 North Marshfield Avenue; 

618 Roscoe Building - to maintain and use eighteen light fixtures adjacent to 3420 - 3428 
North Broadway; and . 
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800 West Belmont Inc. - to construct, install, maintain and use three security cameras 
adjacent to 800 West Belmont Avenue. 

Referred-APPROVAL OF PLAT OF DEDICATION FOR PUBLIC 
ALLEYS BOUNDED BY NORTH SHEFFIELD AVENUE, 

WEST NELSON STREET AND WEST 
WELLINGTON AVENUE. 

Also, a proposed ordinance directing the Superintendent of Maps, Ex Officio Examiner of 
Subdivisions, to approve a plat of dedication of a north/south 14 foot public alley being the first 
public alley east of North Sheffield Avenue, also said 10 foot public alley to be dedicated 
running south from the south line of West Nelson Street for a distance of 25.07 feet, more or 
less, which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way. 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMIT TO INSTALL 
SIGN/SIGNBOARD AT 3101 NORTH CLARK STREET. 

Also, a proposed order directing the Commissioner of Buildings to issue a permit to 
Icon Identify Solutions to install a sign/signboard at 3101 North Clark Street, which was 
Referred to the Committee on Buildings. 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR WAIVER OF SPECIFIED LICENSE 
AND PERMIT FEES IN CONJUNCTION WITH NORTH 

HALSTED HALLOWEEN COSTUME PARADE. 

Also, a proposed order authorizing the waiver of Food Vendor, Itinerant Merchant License 
and Street Closure Permit fees in conjunction with North Halsted Halloween Costume Parade, 
to be held on North Halsted Street between West Belmont Avenue and West Addison Street, 
on October 31, 2008, during the hours of 5:30 P.M. to 10:00 P.M., which was Referred to the 
Committee on Special Events and Cultural Affairs. 
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Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE AWNINGS 

AT SPECIFIED LOCATIONS. 

Also, seven proposed orders authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to 
issue permits to the applicants listed to construct, maintain and use awnings at the locations 
specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, as 
follows: 

Mr. Anthony Klok - for seven awnings at 3420 - 3428 North Broadway; 

Bank of America-LaSalle - for four awnings at 538 - 540 West Diversey Parkway; 

Fifth Third Bank - for one awning at 640 West Diversey Parkway; 

John Barieycorn Memorial Pub - for one awning at 3524 North Clark Street; 

Matilda - for four awnings at 3101 North Sheffield Avenue; 

Moe's Cantina - for three awnings at 3518 North Clark Street; and 

Sleep City - for one awning at 3154 North Clark Street. 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE CANOPIES 

AT SPECIFIED LOCATIONS. 

Also, eleven proposed orders authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to 
issue permits to the applicants listed to construct, maintain and use canopiess at the locations 
specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, as 
follows: 

Basic H & S Inc. - for one canopy at 3542 North Southport Avenue; 

Casbah Cafe - for one canopy at 3151 North Broadway; 

Din Foods - for one canopy at 901 - 903 West Belmont Avenue; 

Goose Island Wrigleville - for one canopy at 3535 North Clark Street; 

Network Mortgage L.L.C. - for one canopy at 3745 North Clark Street; 
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Noodles & Company - for one canopy at 2813 North Broadway; 

Smoke N Stuff - for one canopy at 2909 North Broadway; 

That's Amore Florist Ltd. - for one canopy at 3454 North Southport Avenue; 

Yakzie's Bar & Grill - for one canopy at 3708 - 3712 North Clark Street; 

Yuki Hana - for one canopy at 2920 North Clark Street; and 

3400 North Lake Shore Drive Condominium Association - for one canopy 3400 North Lake 
Shore Drive. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN LEVAR (45'" Ward): 

Referred-GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE TO SUNDRY 
APPLICANTS FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES. 

Seven proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public 
Way, as follows: 

A B Discount Wine & Liquor - to maintain and use one sign at 6347 North Milwaukee 
Avenue; 

Golden Wok Corporation - to maintain and use one sign at 5731 North Central Park 
Avenue; 

Milwaukee/Montrose Currency Exchange - to maintain and use one sign at 4400 North 
Milwaukee Avenue; 

Miska Liquors - to maintain and use one sign at 4411 - 4413 North Milwaukee Avenue 
(Permit Number 1078152); 

Miska Liquors - to maintain and use one sign at 4411 - 4413 North Milwaukee Avenue 
(Permit Number 1078410); 

The Nil Tap to maintain and use six light fixtures adjacent to 5734 North Elston Avenue; and 

Ziemek Corporation - to maintain and use one sign at 5368 North Milwaukee Avenue. 
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Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMIT 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE AWNING AT 

4100 NORTH CICERO AVENUE. 

Also, a proposed order authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to issue a 
permit to Vision Works Number 836 to construct, maintain and use three awnings at 4100 North 
Cicero Avenue, which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way. 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMIT 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE CANOPY AT 

6100 - 6104 NORTH MILWAUKEE AVENUE. 

Also, a proposed order authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to issue a 
permit to Mr. IverC. Johnson to construct, maintain and use one canopy at 6100-6104 North 
Milwaukee Avenue, which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public 
Way " 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN SHILLER (46'" Ward): 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF LICENSES AND PERMITS, 
FREE OF CHARGE, TO SOUTH/EAST ASIA CENTER. 

A proposed ordinance authorizing the Commissioner of Buildings, the Commissioner of 
Transportation, the Commissioner of Streets and Sanitation, the Commissioner of Fire, the 
Commissioner of Water Management and the Director of Revenue to issue all necessary 
licenses and permits, free of charge, to South/East Asia Center, at 5120 North Broadway 
(entrance bay, awning and side canopies permits), which was Referred to the Committee on 
Finance. 
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Referred-GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE TO SUNDRY APPLICANTS 
FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES. 

Also, four proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for 
the purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and 
Public Way, as follows: 

Combined Insurance Company - to maintain and use one windscreen adjacent to 
5050 North Broadway; 

New S.O.S. Cleaners - to maintain and use one sign at 810 West Irving Park Road; 

Regent Shades & Blinds - to maintain and use one sign at 917 West Irving Park Road; and 

Sutcliffe Pharmacy - to maintain and use three signs at 801 West Irving Park Road. 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMIT TO CONSTRUCT, 
MAINTAIN AND USE AWNING AT 4125 NORTH BROADWAY. 

Also, a proposed order authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to issue a 
permit to Massage Mojo L.L.C. to construct, maintain and use one awning at 4125 North 
Broadway, which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN SHILLER (46'" Ward) And 
ALDERMAN M. SMITH (48'" Ward): 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMIT TO CONSTRUCT, 
MAINTAIN AND USE CANOPY AT 1019 WEST ARGYLE STREET. 

A proposed order authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to issue a permit 
to Heng Long Jewelry to construct, maintain and use one canopy at 1019 West Argyle Street, 
which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way. 
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Presented By 

ALDERMAN SCHULTER (47'" Ward): 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF TITLE 4, CHAPTER 60, SECTIONS 040 
AND 050 OF MUNICIPAL CODE OF CHICAGO BY REMOVAL 

OF APPLICANT'S ADDRESS FROM NOTIFICATION 
REQUIREMENTS FOR ISSUANCE 

OF UQUOR UCENSES. 

A proposed ordinance to amend Title 4, Chapter 60, Secfions 040(e) and 050(a) of the 
Municipal Code of Chicago by modificafion of license application and issuance procedures by 
deleting the words "and residence address" within specified sections, which was Referred to 
the Committee on License and Consumer Protection. 

Referred-GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE TO SUNDRY 
APPLICANTS FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES. 

Also, three proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for 
the purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and 
Public Way, as follows: 

Corpo Dance Company, L.L.C. - to construct, install, maintain and use one banner 
adjacent to 4115 North Ravenswood Avenue; 

Myle Asian-Cuisine - to maintain and use one sign at 1465 West Irving Park Road; and 

Vehicle Align & Brake - to maintain and use three signs at 3501 North Western Avenue. 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMIT 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE AWNING 

AT 1900 WEST MONTROSE AVENUE. 

Also, a proposed order authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to issue a 
permit to Starbucks Coffee Number 2491 to construct, maintain and use one awning at 1900 
West Montrose Avenue, which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and 
Public Way. 
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Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMIT 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE CANOPY 

AT 2213 WEST MONTROSE AVENUE. 

Also, a proposed order authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to issue a 
permit to Taqueria El Asadero Number 1 to construct, maintain and use one canopy at 
2213 West Montrose Avenue, which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and 
PubUc Way. 

Referred-COMMENDATION OF BEST FRIENDS ANIMAL 
SOCIETY FOR CONDUCTING STRATEGIC PLANNING 

STUDY OF COMPANION/ANIMAL/RELATED 
NEEDS AND RESOURCES. 

Also, a proposed resolution commending Best Friends Animal Society for conducting a 
strategic planning study of companiori'/animal/related needs and resources in the City of 
Chicago and encouraging city agencies and representatives to cooperate with Best Friends 
Animal Society in the development of this study by providing all available relevant data and 
information, and further requesting that a final study report with recommendations be presented 
to the City Council, which was Referred to the Committee on License and Consumer 
Protection. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN M. SMITH (48'" Ward): 

Referred-EXEMPTION OF ADMIRAL AT THE LAKE FROM 
CITY FEES UNDER NOT-FOR-PROFIT STATUS. 

A proposed ordinance providing Admiral at the Lake with inclusive exemption, under its not-
for-profit status, from all city fees related to the erection and maintenance of buildings at 909, 
929 and 933 West Foster Avenue, for a one year period beginning August 16, 2008 and ending 
August 15, 2009, which was Referred to the Committee on Finance. 
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Referred-GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE TO SUNDRY 
APPLICANTS FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES. 

Also, four proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for 
the purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and 
Public Way, as follows: 

Gethsemane Garden Center - to construct, install, rnaintain and use two displays of 
merchandise adjacent to 5739 - 5823 North Clark Street; 

Jewel Food Store Number 3443 — to maintain and use twenty-two tree grates adjacent 
5345 North Broadway; 

Jewel Food Store Number 3443 - to maintain and use four light fixtures adjacent 
5345 North Broadway; and 

Jewel Food Store Number 3443 - to maintain and use six planters adjacent to 5345 North 
Broadway. 

Referred-REPEAL OF PERMIT TO INSTALL SIGN/SIGNBOARD 
AT 5555 NORTH BROADWAY. 

Also, a proposed order direcfing the Commissioner of Buildings to repeal a permit 
to Outdoor Impact Inc. to install a sign/signboard at 5555 North Broadway, which was Referred 
to the Committee on Buildings. 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE AWNINGS 

AT SPECIFIED LOCATIONS. 

Also, two proposed orders authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to issue 
permits to the applicants listed to construct, maintain and use awnings at the locations 
specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, as 
follows: 
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Cote Du Rhone, L.L.C. - for one awning at 5424 North Broadway; and 

Starbucks Coffee Number 2445 - for seven awnings at 1052 - 1070 West Bryn Mawr 
Avenue. 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMIT 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE CANOPY 

AT 1040 WEST GRANVILLE AVENUE. 

Also, a proposed order authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to issue a 
permit to Irmco Properties & Management to construct, maintain and use one canopy at 1040 
West Granville Avenue, which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and 
Public Way. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN MOORE (49'" Ward): 

Referred-GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE TO SUNDRY 
APPLICANTS FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES. 

Three proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public 
Way, as follows: 

Mullen's Bar & Grill - to maintain and use three light fixtures adjacent to 7301 North 
Western Avenue; 

Supermercado Chapala - to maintain and use one security camera adjacent to 
7117 North Clark Street; and 

Supermercado Chapala - to maintain and use one sign at 7121 North Clark Street. 
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Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMIT 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE CANOPY 

AT 6733 NORTH CLARK STREET. 

Also, a proposed order authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to issue a 
permit to Rogers Park Fine Wines & Spirits to construct, maintain and use one canopy at 
6733 North Clark Street, which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and 
Public Way. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN STONE (50'" Ward): 

Referred-GRANTS OF PRIVILEGE TO SUNDRY 
APPLICANTS FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES. 

Sixteen proposed ordinances to grant permission and authority to the applicants listed for the 
purposes specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public 
Way, as follows: 

A & B Midwest Construction Company - to construct, install, maintain and use seven 
foundation supports adjacent to 6014 North California Avenue; 

A-One Carpets, Inc - for one sign at 2341 West Devon Avenue; 

Dankha's Auto Repair - for one sign at 2225 West Devon Avenue; 

Devon Bank - for one sign at 6445 North Western Avenue; 

Fair Muffler Shop - for one sign at 7001 North Western Avenue; 

Farmers Zabiha Halal Meat Inc. - for one sign at 2643 West Devon Avenue; 

Fish Corner - for one sign at 6408 North Campbell Avenue; 

Hyderabad House Family Dining L.L.C. - for one sign at 2226 West Devon Avenue; 
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K-D Auto Services - f o r one sign at 6419 North California Avenue; 

JR Dessert Bakery - for one sign at 2841 West Howard Street; 

M & Y Corporation - for one sign at 2252 West Devon Avenue; 

Napleton's Northwestern Ford - to maintain and use twenty-two light fixtures adjacent to 
6500 North Western Avenue; 

Old City Grocery & Liquor Inc. - to maintain and use two signs at 2222 West Devon 
Avenue; 

Par Birdie Foods - for one sign at 2234 West Devon Avenue; 

Smilin' Jim's Saloon - for one sign at 6306 North Western Avenue; and 

Tapsi-Log At Iba Pa - for one sign at 2739 West Touhy Avenue. 

Referred-AMENDMENT OF ORDINANCE WHICH AUTHORIZED 
REPEAL OF TAXI CAB STAND NUMBER 201 AT 

6 5 3 0 - 6 5 5 8 NORTH WESTERN AVENUE. 

Also, a proposed ordinance to amend an ordinance passed by the City Council on April 9, 
2008 and printed in the Journal of the Proceedings of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago, pages 25641 and 25642, which authorized a repeal of taxi cab stand Number 201 at 
6530 - 6558 North Western Avenue, by modification of the address of said taxicab stand, 
which was Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way. 

Referred-AUTHORIZATION FOR ISSUANCE OF PERMITS 
TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND USE CANOPIES 

AT SPECIFIED LOCATIONS. 

Also, four proposed orders authorizing the Director of Business Affairs and Licensing to issue 
permits to the applicants listed to construct, maintain and use canopies at the locations 
specified, which were Referred to the Committee on Transportation and Public Way, as 
follows: 
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A B C Academy Inc. - for one awning at 2714 West Pratt Boulevard; 

Devon Sales Inc. - for one awning at 2742 West Devon Avenue; 

Farmers Zabiha Halal Meat Inc. - for one awning at 2643 West Devon Avenue; and 

JR Dessert Bakery - for one awning at 2841 West Howard Street. 

Presented By 

ALDERMAN STONE (50'" Ward), 
ALDERMAN BURKE (14'" Ward) 

And OTHERS: 

Referred ~ AMENDMENT OF TITLE 4, CHAPTER 280 OF 
MUNICIPAL CODE OF CHICAGO CONCERNING 

FUNDING FOR CHICAGO ACCESS 
CORPORATION (CAN TV). 

A proposed ordinance, presented by Aldermen Stone, Burke, Flores, Fioretti, Dowell, 
Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Harris, Beale, Pope, Balcer, Foulkes, Thomas, Lane, Muiioz, 
Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, Suarez, Waguespack, 
Mell, Colon, Mitts, Allen, Doherty, Daley, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith and Moore, to 
amend Tifie 4, Chapter 280, Secfions 370 and 780 of the Municipal Code of Chicago by 
modifying funding provisions for CAN-TV and service fee charged to certain cable or video 
service providers, which was Referred to the Committee on Finance. 

5. FREE PERMITS, LICENSE FEE EXEMPTIONS, 
CANCELLATION OF WARRANTS FOR 

COLLECTION AND WATER 
RATE EXEMPTIONS, 

ET CETERA. 

Proposed ordinances, orders, et cetera, described below, were presented by the aldermen 
named and were Referred to the Committee on Finance, as follows: 
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FREE PERMITS: 

BY ALDERMAN DIXON (24'" Ward): 

Shelter of Hope Foundation — for demolifion and new construction on premises known as 
3650 West 16'" Street. 

BY ALDERMAN AUSTIN (34'" Ward): 

Bellevue Bapfist Church - for demolifion of one-story garage and shop/office building on 
premises known as 10713 - 10715 South Halsted Street. 

Bellevue Baptist Church - for new construction of a two-story community center and an office 
building on premises known as 10715 South Halsted Street. 

LICENSE FEE EXEMPTIONS: 

BY ALDERMAN THOMAS (17'" Ward): 

Grace Temple Holiness Church, 938 West 69'" Street. 

CANCELLATION OF WARRANTS FOR COLLECTION: 

BY ALDERMAN COLON (35'" Ward): 

Inner City Impact, 3327 West Fullerton Avenue - annua! building inspection fee. 

CANCELLATION OF WATER/SEWER ASSESSMENTS: 

BY ALDERMAN THOMAS (17'" Ward): 

Former Sacred Heart Convent/Catholic Charities Forever Free Program, 7021 South May 
Street. 

Grace Temple Holiness Church, 938 West 69'" Street. 
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BY ALDERMAN RUGAI {W\Nax&j\ 

Washington & Jane Smith, 2320 West 113'" Place. 

Washington Smith, 2315 West 112'" Place. 

BY ALDERMAN AUSTIN (SA'̂ ^VJard); 

Saint James Ministries C O G I C, various locafions (2). 

BY ALDERMAN STONE (50'" Ward): 

Hebrew Theological College, 2604 - 2608 West Touhy Avenue (2). 

Northwest Home for the Aged, 6300 North California Avenue (2). 

REFUND OF FEE: 

BY ALDERMAN DOHERTY {4r^\Nard); 

NonA/ood Seniors Network, 6009 North Nina Avenue - refund in the amount of $250.00. 

WAIVER OF FEES: 

BY ALDERMAN BURNETT (27'" Ward): 

Greater Holy Temple Church of God in Christ, 246 North California Avenue - waiver of proof 
occupancy capacity placard fee. 

BY ALDERMAN COLON {35'''Ward): 

Humboldt Community Chrisfian School, 1847 North Humboldt Boulevard - annual fire pump 
fiow test inspecfion fee. 
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SENIOR CITIZEN SEWER REFUNDS: 
($50.00) 

BY ALDERMAN PRECKWINKLE (4'" Ward): 

Crayton, Evelyn 

Johnson, Mary E. 

Martin, Ernesfine W. 

Washington, Cleveland 

Wildee, Maude Maria 

BY ALDERMAN ALLE/V (38'" Ward): 

Aiello, Louis D. 

Zaioga, Christine Marie 

BY ALDERMAN TUNNEY {AA'''\Nard): 

Castillo, Ramona 

BY ALDERMAN LEVAR (45'" Ward): 

Gawin, Adam 

Maraffino, Josephine A. 

Zygler, Mariene L. 

BY ALDERMAN SHILLER (46'" Ward): 

Browning, Carol G. 

Cicekli, Bilya 

Kondo, Nancy M. 
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BY ALDERMAN SMITH (48'" Ward): 

Barkanov, Galina 

BY ALDERMAN MOORE (49'" Ward): 

Gu, WenXia 

APPROVAL OF JOURNAL 
OF PROCEEDINGS. 

JOURNAL (September 10, 2008). 

The Honorable Miguel del Valle, City Clerk, submitted the printed official Journal of the 
Proceedings of the City Council of the City of Chicago for the regular meeting held on 
Wednesday, September 10, 2008 at 10:00 A.M., signed by him as such City Clerk. 

Alderman Burke moved to Approve said printed official Journal and to dispense with the 
reading thereof. The quesfion being put, the motion Prevailed. 

UNFINISHED BUSINESS. 

None. 
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MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS. 

PRESENCE OF VISITORS NOTED. 

Alderman Solis, President Pro Tempore, called the City Council's attention to the presence 
of the following visitors; 

family members ofthe late Honorable Anna Langford: her son, Mr. Larry Langford, Director 
of Public Information and Media Affairs, C.F.D. and her grandsons, Michael and Leslie; 

19'" District Chicago Police Officer Giovanni A. Roldan, accompanied by his mother, 
Mrs. Ada Gorgas, his father, Mr. Samuel Gorgas; his supervisor. Sergeant Greg Whitmore; 
his partners. Police Officers Wilfredo Cruz and Caroline DeWinter; and his friend. 
Jack Casey; 

Chicago Fire Department Engine 47 Firefighter/Paramedic Martin P. Quinn, accompanied 
by his wife, Antoinella, his mother, Bernadette, his father, Martin and his sister, Katie; 

delegation from sister city Hamburg, Germany. 

Time Fixed For Next Succeeding Regular Meeting. 

By unanimous consent. Alderman Burke presented a proposed ordinance which reads as 
follows: 

Be It Ordained by the City Council of the City of Chicago: 

SECTION 1. That the next succeeding regular meefing of the City Council of the City of 
Chicago to be held after the meeting held on Wednesday, the eighth (8'") day of October, 
2008, at 10:00 A.M., be and the same is hereby fixed to be held on Wednesday, the fifth (5'") 
day of November, 2008, at 10:00 A.M., in the Council Chambers in City Hall. 

SECTION 2. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from and after its passage. 
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On motion of Alderman Burke, the foregoing proposed ordinance was Passed by yeas and 
nays as follows: 

Yeas-Aldermen Flores, Fioretfi, Dowell, Preckwinkle, Hairston, Lyle, Jackson, Harris, Beale, 
Pope, Balcer, Cardenas, Olivo, Burke, Foulkes, Thompson, Thomas, Lane, Rugai, Cochran, 
Brookins, Munoz, Zaiewski, Dixon, Solis, Ocasio, Burnett, E. Smith, Carothers, Reboyras, 
Suarez, Waguespack, Mell, Ausfin, Colon, Banks, Mitts, Allen, O'Connor, Doherty, Reilly, 
Daley, Tunney, Levar, Shiller, Schulter, M. Smith, Moore, Stone - 49. 

Adjournment. 

Thereupon, Alderman Burke moved that the City Council do Adjourn. The motion Prevailed 
and the City Council Stood Adjourned to meet in regular meeting on Wednesday, 
November 5, 2008 at 10:00 A.M., in the Council Chambers in City Hall. 

MIGUEL DEL VALLE, 
City Clerk. 
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